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Second Day, Wednesday, October 19— 
• Morning Session.

The morning session of the second

Thought Convention: H. D. Barrett, W. 
J. Colville, Thomas Grimshaw, W. F. 
Peck, Dr. E. H. Green, H. C. Dorn.
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ftbe National Spiritualists’ association.
United States of America and Dominión of Caiiada/Twelfth Annual Convention, Held in The Temple of 

. and 21,1904.
There appears in this week’s issue a continuance of 
. ; the report of the Proceedings of the National Spir

itualists’ Association, held at St. Louis, Mo., giving 
• the entire doings of the delegates; the only Spirit

ualist paper that has seen fit to do this; showing 
conclusively that The Progressive 'Thinker leads in 
all things that pertain to the advancement of Spir
itualism. . The two papers combined, No. 779 
.(which contains the reports of various officers),, and 
this issue, No. 781, should be carefully filed away 
for future reference. They will prove invaluable.

Twelfth annual convention of the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association of the 
United States of America and the Do
minion of Canada, in the. Temple of 
Spiritualism-, 3015 Pine street; St. Louis, 
Mo., October 18.19. 20 and .21, 1904. .

Officers and Trustees:
Harrison D. Barrett, president, Ca

naan, Maine.
Dr, George B. Warne, vice-president, 

Chicago, III. ■ ■.
Mrs. Mary T. Longley, secretary, 

Washington, D. C.
■. Theodore J. Mayer, treasurer, Wash

ington, D. C. - ■ ,
Illtyd C. I. Evans, Washington, D. C.
Hon. Alonzo Thompson, Fullerton, 

Neb.. -■ • .
Cassius L. Stevens, Pittsburg, Pa.
Thomas Grimshaw, St. ix>Uis, Mo.
Mrs. Carrid E. S. Twmg, Westfield, 

N. Y. . -

Officers of the Convention:
■ Rev. W. J. Colville, reading: clerk.

I. C. I. Evans, stenographer and 
pistant secretary. ' ■

Mich., C. tkjPruden, George W. Kates, 
Mrs. C. F. Curran, Henry C. Dorn.

The secretary’s,report was then re
ceived and read and referred to the 
committee on secretary’s report. The 
secretary’s and treasurer’s financial re
ports were also read and referred to the 
audlting’committees.

The following were the standing com
mittees of the convention:

Committee on resolutions—W. F. 
Peck, Moges Hull, John W. Ring, Mrs. 
Laura G-.Fixen, Stephen D. Dye.
. President’s report—John Hutchinson, 
C. D. Prüden, George W< Kates, Mrs. 
Carrie F. Curran, Henry ,C. 'Dorn;

Secretary’s report—W- A. Willing, 
Mrs, R. ,'S. Lillie, Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, 
H. A .Cross,. P. L. Peck. -

Treasurer’s report' and, auditing— 
John D. Vall, E. A. Schram, Warren J. 
Foss, Mary J. Stephens, Clara L. Stew
art .

Delegates’ report—M. E. Cadwalla
der, Mrs. J. W. Hadlock, Olin D. Whit
tier, H. W- Henderson, F. D. McCor
mick. ’ ’;

Amendments—Mrs. Clära L. Stewart, 
A. Scott Bledsoe, Mrs. W. E. Stephens, 
Mrs. Mollie B. Anderson, C. H. Stockell.

Finance, Ways and Means—C. E. S. 
Twlng, E. W. Sprague, M. J. Stephens, 
Mr's. J. P. Whitwell, L. W. Favor.

■ Special Committees:
' Marriage and Burial Service—Rev. 
Thomas Grlmishaw, Mrs. R. 8. tillle, A 
Scott Bledsoe, 'Mrs. C. E. 3. Twlng?
; Missionaries’.’Report—C. D.. Prüden, 
W- J. Brytood, Mrs. Isa A Cross,'J. N. 
Randall, C; Wr. Steuart. ' ’

State of the work—Thomas .Grim
shaw, George B. Warne,, R. S. Lillie, 
Harry J. Moore,■-E.iA-. Sbhram,'' • 

■ On location of ahnual conventlon—C. 
D. Prüden, C. ,L. Stevens, Carrie H. 
Mong, H. C. Dorn, Will J. Erwood.
; Correspondence—Irving F. Jackson, 
Leonora W. Mostow,’Solomon Dill, Dora 
C. Crosby.

Edltor-at-Large—Harry J. Moore, 
John D. Vali,- Olin D. Whittier.

A special committee was also ap
pointed to send greetings to the New 
Thought Federation. This committee

work, in order that healthy growth can 
be stimulated. . .. . . . ■

The committee thinks that the weak 
recognition of the value of the N. S. A. 
missionary work demands of this body 

’that the state associations be urged to 
care for the.missionary work In their 
separate states, and that a special 
agent be appointed by the executive , 
board of the N. S. A. to visit the auxil
iaries of this association and of the 
state associations, and strengthen 
them; and so far as possible the N. S. 
A. shall send to unorganized states spe
cial missionaries.for propaganda, when
ever possible to secure such effort. ■ 

• We approve of the recommendation 
to continue Brother Hudson Tuttle as 
Edltor-at-Large for another year. 
(Adopted by a rising vote.)

We approve of the recommendation 
to hold mass-meetings In connection 
with state associations and to make a 
division of receipts with said auxlli- 
arles. These meetings to be under the 
management of the executive board of 
the N. S. A, to be held when possible in 
large cities In which there are no local 
societies and in states where there are 
no state associations. • v , <

We approve of the suggestion to 
thank the passenger associations of the 
various railways for courtesies extend
ed to our representative ministers, and 
suggest that tho N. S. A. secretary en
gross a proper letter to the names men
tioned. '

We approve of the raising and dis
bursing of a pension fund to provide for 
our indigent speakers and mediums, 
and suggest that the'executlve board 
continue to make appeals to enlarge 
that fund, and that the.said board shall 
have power to pension any and all 
worthy Workers in heed.

■ We fully concur in the commenda
tions of the work.done by the superin
tendent of the lyceums and recommend 
the executive board to continue the of
fice of lyceiim superintendent, with 
John W. Ring as national superintend
ent.

We approve of the moral and finan
cial support of the Morris Pratt Insti
tute, by the Spiritualists at large, and 
recommend that the executive board 
shall have power to exercise their best 
judgment with regard to further dona
tions from the N. S. A, ...

Your committee feels it is best to 
make no recommendations with regard 
to .the Usages report.

We urge the president's recommends- 
tions to co-operate with the camp-meet
ing associations; and endorse the sug
gestion to urge said camps to provide 
for N. S. A. days during their camping 
seasons. We approve of his suggestion 
that'the N. .S. A'secretary shall extend 
thanks to the camp associations and' to 
create a “heart to heart" correspond; 
ence with them. . We’do not approve of

ley; invocation; •Mrs.'-jit T. ¡lybhgley; 
music, “I’ll Como Back to Claim You 
When the Leaves Turn Green,“ -. Miss 
Myrtlo 'Taylor; lecture, 40 j minutes, 
Mrs. R. 3. Lillie; music, vocal, duet, 
Miss Goeb and- Mrs. Curts; "(.Heard a 
Voice in -the • Tranquil Night"';, spirit 
messages, Mrs. A. E.: Sauer; music, vo
cal solo, Mrs. Curts;-spirit-messages; 
music, vocal .solo, Miss Goeb; benedlc-' 
tion, Mrs. Carrie E, Si: Twlng, .

Third - Day, Thursday^ Ottober 20— 
Morning Seasloln,

The morning session; jvgS devoted to 
reports of committees ag iollow^: 
Committee's Report, On L Secretary’s

'Report. I.’’, । , '
Your committee on secretary’s report 

find great pleasure iri. stating to this 
convention that they, find nbthihg there
in contained but that meets with their 
hearty approval, and : We i recommend 
the adoption of said report, and that 
the convention give duj? worthy .secre
tary a vote of thanks (or ithe . efficient 
services rendered this’ association.

Respectfully submitted;1“ 
W. A; WILLING,

■ ■ — », — ■ • .
Adopted as read. ’ ■ ’

' Report of the Auditing Committee.

We, the committee ,appointed at the 
twelfth annual convention ôf ¿the Na
tional Spiritualists Association, held In 
St.-Louis, Mo., Oct. 18LM 20-and 21, 
1904, to audit the bopks’Qftthé secretary 
and treasurer for thé fiscél year begin
ning Oct. 1, 1903, gnd qn’dihg'Oct. 1, 
1904, submit the followinferèport:

We have carefully examined'atm com
pared all receipts and orders: and find 
them to correspond,with the statement 
issued, and to be correct-' >

JOHN D. VAIL,. Mrs. C. C. Hardcastle, musical . di
rector.

J. H. Humphreys, sergeant-at-arms. 
Julius Geodecke, ticket-seller. . 
Louis Weller, door-keeper.

The informal opening of the 12th an
nual convention of the National Splrit- 
uaiists’ Association took the form of a 
reception to delegates and visiting Spir
itualists and was held in the handsome 

a (émpie of the First Epirjtualist, Society 
'V.at'3015!Pine’ street; St.’ Louis, on' Mon- 
^-Wtufiy evening, October 17, 1904. The 

committee in charge of this part of the 
evening was Mrs. M. T. Longley, chair-’ 
man; Mrs.-Mi .C. Barrett; ’Mrs. I. Ù.: I. 
Evans, Mrs.C. L-.Stevens, Mrs. Thomas 
Grimshaw, Mrs. Carrie E. *’SL'Twing, 
Mrs. Bl F. Pohl, ,Mrs. K Hary, Mrs. 
Chas. Brown; Miss Hattie Hinton, Mrs. 
E.--B..J?rice. - - - ................................

After general hand-shaking and 
spokpn o greetings, President Barrett 
called the meeting to order, and a pro
granirne of music and short speeches 
was ■ greatly ■ enjoyed, among those 
heard from being Mr. Hutchinson, the 
veteran survivor of the old HiftchinSon 
family of singers; President Barrett, 
Thomas Grimshaw, Moses Hull, Mrs. M. 
E. Cadwallader, Geo. W. Kates, Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne, Oscar Edgerly, J. S. Maxwell, 
W. J. Colville, W. F. Peck and others. 
Excellent music was furnished under 
the ^direction of Mrs. C. C. Hardcastle 
by Master Luther • Taylor, Miss Myrtle 
Taylor and Mrs. L. J. Curts.
First Day—Tuesday, October 1fT-Morn-

, 'Ing Sessl.Jn, 10 O’clock.
congregational'5’ T'jlng; invocation by 
Mrs. Mary T. . »«éley; address of wel
come. Rev. Thomas Grimshaw; music— 
vocal solo, "I’m a Pilgrim,” Mrs. L. S. 
Taylor; response to address of wel
come, President H. D. Barrett; music— 
vocal solo, Mrs. L. J. Curts.

The president appointed the follow
ing committees: Credentials—H. W. 
Richardson, Oscar A. Edgerly, J. 3. 
Maxwell, Mrs. Schauss, Geo. Mostow. 
Committee on rules—Geo. W. Kates, 
W. A. Willing, C. W. atewart.

While waiting for the report of the 
committee on credentials, a general 
conference was held.

Prof. W. F. Peck, in opening the con
ference on the good of the cause, said 
that Spiritualists must oe on their 
guard against imposters and use the 
same caution In receiving spirit revela
tions that the physicist uses in physical 

: sciehcès. ’ He declared that Spiritual- 
'■ ists had ¡been tearing down long enough 

and it was time for them to begin to 
buildup., •

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader of Philadel
phia,ja;delegate from the oldest Spirit- 
uallstlc society in the United States, re

' ceived “enthusiastic applause when she 
urged that a committee be appointed to 

- direct legislation on the suoject of me
diums. She said mediums, deserved 

Ì4 spme protection from the vast number 
J ¡of oppressive and contradictory laws. 

In Delaware, she declared, there was .a 
. - law which permitted the flogging of me
, : .’ diums. . .

’ :■? •'. Other participants in the conference 
were Dr. E. H. Green, Mr. and Mrs. E.

* W. Sprague, A S. Bledsoe, Mrs. Carrie 
' Twlng, Mrs. Mattie Hull and others, 

genéral interest being awakened by the 
practical ideas offered. Clara L. Stew
art, John.W. Ring and Moses Hull also 
spoke.

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng and Mrs. R. 
S. Lillie were appointed a committee to 
call upon Mrs. Ella Wheler Wilcox, who 
was In the city, and Invite her to visit 
the convention. -

The delegates in attendance num
. bered 155, while the local press esti

mated one thousand visiting Spiritual
ists were in St, Louis during the con

' vention.. -

’. • Tuesduy Afternoon. ■
’Ano.-.receiving a partk.l report from 

tne committee cn credenlitfs and adopt- 
iiiff the report of the committee on 
rules, the annual report o> ths president 
was read.’ - So much of It as related to 
decline’of interest in the local and Na
tional. societies being referred to a spe

I-:.,; cial committee consisting of Thomas 
g-grimBhaw, Geo. B.__Warne, Mrs, R. 8. 
g^Lillie, Hariy J. Moore, E.," A Schram, 
—while the major portion went to a com

, foisting pl Jeha Hutchinson,

Evening Session.
Organ prelude, Mrs. Sallie Potter 

Sneed; invocation; Rev. John W. Ring; 
music, vocal solo, “Alone in the Light-, 
house Tower,” Jas 0. Leake; violin ob
ligate, Mr. C. Bertrand Harvey; lecture,' 
40 minutes, Rev.. Will J. Erwood; music 
—violin solo; 1, Gypsy Queen, 2, Inter
mezzo from Cavalleria Resticana, C. 
Bertrand Harvey; recitation, “Face on- 
the Bar-room Floor,” Mrs. Genevieve 
Fenders*;- music, vocal solo, "For All 
Eternity,” Miss Lulu Swalne; violin ob
ligate,: Mr. C. Bertrand Harvey; spirit 
messages, Rev. E, W. -Sprague; music, 
vocal solo, “Chaperone's song,” Miss 
Lulu Swalne; benediction, Mrs. -R. S. 
Lillie.

We* approve of the president’s recom
mendation to set aside g special hour 
during this convention to consider the 
interests of local societies. .
. We approve of the tendency, to secure 
speakers for longer terms of service 
than is now generally, in vogue with 
local societies. ,

Your committee endorses the request 
for a bold, brave and vigorous warfare 
against counterfeit mediumship, and 
recommend that each auxiliary of the 
N. 3. A. shall employ only such medi
ums as may be well authenticated by 
associate societies. We earnestly ap
peal tp °.ur auxiliaries tor self-protec
tion by correspondence to, defend the 
genuine and true, and to'condemn the- 
nefarious.

We cheerfully approve of thanking 
such or all of our Spiritualist papers 
that shall wisely and energetically pro
tect our cause,from base people.

Your committee refers the considera
tion of the president’s report on necrol
ogy, to the committee on résolutions.

We endorse the recommendation that 
the Incoming president shall compile a 
Text-Book . of. Spiritualism in accord 
with the resolution adopted at a previ
ous convention, and as yet not com
pleted. ,

The recommendation to push on the 
work of compiling the History of Splr- 
itùaliom Js approved by your commit
tee^ ‘>py necessary appropriation, 

»¿ÿsfibuld be considered by the ex-

ness and assignment of orders. Under 
this head Vice-president Warne intro
duced the letter, from the Anti-Medium 
Association and his reply thereto which 
is referred to at length in a subsequent 
portion oMllis report The reports of 
the missionaries were referred to the 
proper committee. All communications 
not pertaining to the’ immediate busi
ness of the convention were referred to 
the committee on correspondence.

Afternoon Session.
- - The first business of-, the afternoon 
session was.the consideration of the 
Usages laid over from the last annual 
convention. A very breezy discussion 
bf one hour followed, resulting in a vote 
to lay all excepting the marriage and 
burial services on the table- These 
were referred to a special committee 
with instructions to report at this con
vention.’

Education work was assigned à spe
cial hour—11 o’clock Friday morning.
Report of Committee bn President's 

• Report.
The report of the committee on pres

ident’s report was as follows:
Your committee reports that wfe have 

carefully' examined the report of Presi
dent’ Barrett and desire to extend 
thanks to him for his complete epitome 
of the N. S. A Work for the past’year.

We feel that the president in consid
ering a decadence from the w. S, A of a 
tew local auxiliaries, has hot considered 
that the withdrawals to the state asso
ciations have only strengthened the N. 
S. A, instead of weakening, and that 
the new auxiliaries have more than ex
ceeded the complete'Withdrawals. We 
think that the members everywhere 
should feel that the N. S. A is making 
steady progress."

We earnestly recommend to the Spir
itualists,- hia appeal foe more wragt

- ■•We approve of the suggestion that 
each Spiritualist shall be- appealed to 
by the secretary of the N. S; A for spe
cial donations to create an endowment 
fund for the'future:work of.this’natlonal 
body. - - : • :

Your committee recommends .that a 
special hour be set aside during this 
convention to consider the Declaration 
of Principles and to suggest any. neces
sary amendments. ; :

We also approve of the correspond
ence with leaders of our cause for sug
gestions to further the'interests of the 
N. S. A.’, and we endorse that the in
coming. secretary shall send similar 
questions that the president reports.

Your committee approves of the pres
ident’s request to extend thanks to The
odore J. Màyer and J. R. Francis for 
generosity in donation to and help to 
create the pension fund.

We desire to thank the board of trus
tees for laborious and energetic efforts 
to promote the N. S. A. as gratefully 
testified by the president. We recom
mend that the incoming secretary shall 
forward a letter of thanks to each Spir
itualist paper for valuable aid to the N. 
S. A. efforts. ’ ’

We sincerely affirm the president’s 
appeal to the Spiritualists for conse
cration, harmony, and laying aside of 
personal differences.

JOHN HUTCHINSON,
... GEORGE W. KATES,

- C. D. PRUDEN,
H. G. DORN, '

■ ; ’ ’ * CARRIE F. CURRAN.
This report was considered seriatim, 

amended in some slight particulars and 
adopted as above. Some of thé recoini- 
mendations evoked spicy and. interest
ing discussion on the part of the en
thusiastic delegates. .

W. J. FOSS, ; :
j . MARY J. STEPHENS, 

C LAR AL. LT EWART, .
Adopted as. read. Committee.
The special'committee on ptatfi'of the 

work, not being able to Report ffit this 
time, A general dlscusslóp ■ Mptffi the 
subject of ordination was'Indulged’in by 
those interested, after ’■^Bicii-regu
lar order bf business'wjasifreButaed. . 
Report ’of Committee on :6e|^gaites,’ Re.

■ . f ports. "
Mr. President and Fellow Delegates: .

The committee,oh delegaos’ reports 
respectfully submits the .following:

There has béen’presé'ñted for the con
sideration: of this committee, out Of 150 
the -total, number of auxiliar^ societies, 
only 36 local and 12 state associations 
send in reporte. 'Examination of the 
various réhúrté show that many of the 
charter societies’’ make no Attempt to 
comply with the constitution and by
laws of the N.i S. A. in'^éáard to the 
manner in which they sligll send their 
yearly statements in. We. > desire to 
commend those societies’' which have 
made careful reports and would Recom
mend that every society 'mélle a special 
effort in this direction. \ ¿j

The committee calls- attention to the 
necessity of somé áctlori'tieihg taken to 
secure uniformity in the pían of organ
ization of state association's,' ; The dif
ferent plans of organization are likely 
to create confusion Jn-, t^e’i.élection of 
delegates to the’N. S. A;; and; we rec
ommend that steps.bé tajeen to secure 
this uniformity. ■ Some State associa
tions have individual -i memberships 
only; others -have individual ’“member
ships and subordinate./associations, 
while «¿till others are delégate bodies 
Only- ;. f.' 7'
’ Local Societies.—The 'returns, from 
the various societies have'-been sadly 
■neglected; many send financial 
statement whatever, anL s^me of the 
reports are only;’ partially .complete, 
while only a few, comply;with the re
quirements of the constitution and by
laws which would requi.rÁa’'Krief report 
of the work accomplished, by the socie
ties during the year.;. These written re
ports aré extremely important and ev
ery effort should be made, to secure one 
from each society. We recommend that 
the missionaries of the’.N. g. A, con
tinue to foster the societies ' already 
chartered, as this . is moje important 
than establishing new opes. Adopted; 

. Camp-Meeting Associations,—BUt one 
camp-meeting association4has reported 
to the call for reports;-’that is the 
Mississippi Valley.. Spiritual Associa
tion. As we have quite á number of

fiscal year be made September .1, in
stead of October 1, and that an amend
ment to the constitution and by-laws be 
made, to this effect. Referred to com
mittee on amendments. • 

■ We recommend that a list of the so
cieties chartered by the N. 3. A. be fur
nished on application to any chartered 
society in good standing and, if practl* 
cable be published in the reports of the 
convention. This will enable each 
chartered society to know what other so
cieties are affiliated, and would serve to 
promote fraternal correspondence, and 
thus bring, all chartered societies in 
closer union. Adopted.

Your committee desires -to call atten
tion to the unwise methods of voting by 
proxy and recommends Its abolishment, 
where there are not the full number of 
delegates present to which any state is 
entitled, the number should be filled 
from visitors present, provided only 
that such visitors shall be members of 
some society in said state which is affil
iated with the N. 3. A. and in good 
standing. Referred to committee on 
amendments.

We recommend that any society 
which has not paid its dues for two’con
secutive years ought not to be consid
ered in good standing, and that a thor
ough investigation of such societies be 
made and if it is found that they cannot 
be revived that the charter be revoked. 
Adopted.

In regard to the proxy system, your 
committee recommend that where so
cieties cannot be represented by dele
gates that they send a letter of instruc
tion to the convention to be read, as it 
is the opinion of your committee that 
no proxy can properly voice'the senti
ments or wishes of a society unless the 
proxy has some knowledge of the soci
ety represented. Adopted.

Respectfully submitted,
- M. E. CADWALLADER,

■ Chairman.
: MRS. J. W. HADLOCK,

• OLIN D. WHITTIER,
. H. W. HENDERSON,

! • F. D. McCORMICK.
: The reporLof the committee on dele
gates’ reports created a lively discus
sion among -the delegates. Attention 

’being called to the necessity pt uniform
ity. in the plan of state associations, a 
motion was rnàde by Mrs. M. E. Cadwal
lader that a Committee consisting of of- 
'fleers of state associations be appointed 
by the president to take some’action to
wards securing this end. ' This was car- 
iiriea,. ànd thè 'commlt'teè 'appointed to 
irëpprtAt'tie nex'ticônyèntlom : ■.
■ Thé' recOmmedation of the committee 
'waff referred to. tlie .committee on 
aâèndméiifs, regarding thè ch’arigih'g of' 
the time of filing the reports of the'Iocal 
societies with the secretary, and the 
closing of thè fiscal year. These were 
afterwards adopted as. amendments to 
the constitution And by-laws,

The recommendation of the comtait- 
Jee that thé proxy method of voting be 
abolished, brought forth a heated dis
cussion on the part of the delegates, 
many, contending that it was the only 
way that societies who were prevented 
by distance and expense from having a 
direct representation could have a 
voice in the convention. Mrs. R. 3. Lil
lie, Mrs. J. H. Brow-n, Mr. T. J. Mayer, 
Mrs. M. Galbraith and others contend
ing that proxies were necessary, while 
Mr. J. S. Maxwell of Minnesota, Mr. W. 
A. Willing bf Iowa, Mr. W. J. Erwood of 
Wisconsin, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader of 
Pennsylvania, and others declared 
themselves as emphatically opposed to 
the method of voting by proxy on ac
count of it making the convention per
sonnel largely a matter of local people. 
Mrs. - Cadwallader strongly opposed 
proxy voting on the ground that the 
proxy votes controlled the convention.

The matter was finally referred to 
the committee On amendments and it 
'was voted that ho society not in active 
operation should be represented by 
iproxy on the-floor of the convention.
Report of Committee on Amendments',

composed of both delegates and lay 
members shall be entitled to one dele
gate for their charter and one addi
tional delegate for each fifty, or major 
fraction thereof, delegates in attend
ance at their annual conventions; also 
an additional delegate for each fifty lay 
members, or major fraction thereof, in 
good standing upon the books of such 
state associations October 1 of each 
year,” Rejected.

Amend article VII of constitution by 
Inserting at the, close of -the third para
graph, section 1, the following: "By col
lecting twenty-five cents per capita 
from each lay member not a member of 
a local society in good standing upon 
tho books of all state associations char
tered by the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation October 1 of each year.

GEO A. FULLER, 
................ JAS B. HATCH,

SIMEON BUTTERFIELD, 
ALEX. CAIRD, M. I?., 

’ CARRIE F. LORING,
’ Treasurer.

M. HEBRON LIBBEY, 
CARRIE L. HATCH, Sec.. 

Trustees of Mass. State Ass'n.
Adopted as amended.
The above amendments to the consti

tution and several affecting the by-laws 
were considered by the committee, con
sisting of Clara L. Stewart, A. Scott 
Bledsoe, Mrs. W. E. Stephens, Mrs. 
Mollie B. Anderson, but only the follow
ing changes were made: One in the con
stitution relating to the status of lay 
members of state associations and 
their dues to the N. 8. A., providing 
that no por capita dues should be ex
acted from lay members of the state as
sociations who were members of local 
subordinate societies.

The by-laws were changed by making 
the time for filing reports with, and pay
ing dues of local societies to the secre
tary of the N. S. A., June 1, instead of 
October 1. This does not apply to state 
associations or camp-meetings. The 
fiscal year was changed from October 1 
to September 1.

The argument used for making this 
change, was that It would stimulate lo
cal' societies closing their meetings 
June i; to send In their reports and 
dues at the time of their adjournment 
for the summer vacation, and thus en
able the secretary of the N. 3. A. to 
give a more complete statement of the 
work accomplished during the year.
, To section 3, article 8 of the by-laws 
the following words were added, “pro
vided hqwpye.r.'.that no.proxIeB shall be 
issued to any society’that is hot in act
ual .operation.and has not held regular 
meetings during'tlje year.”’ ■■ -

The amendment regarding proxies 
evoked a lively discussion, all being 
agreed that the proxy method of voting 
was a source of danger, but that It 
could not at present be abolished. Ur
gent measures for its, restriction were

Some of the delegates urged that the 
auditing committee of the board of trus
tees be instructed to prepare a list of 
societies in good'standlng and the num
ber of delegates to which they are en
titled, and place the same in the' hands 
of the committee on credentials at the 
opening of each convention. -

This business consumed the entire 
day and it was voted to take up the 
work assigned for the afternoon, in ex
ecutive session during the evening. 
This meeting was held in the vestry of 
the temple with Vice-president Warne 
in the chair.

camp association aux 
S. A., we recommend

to the N. 
i effort be

;made to interest ' them ih bur. work. 
Adopted. . ■’).:> 4-; ’
: Lyceums.—Only: brie lycoum sent di
rect report; FIrSt Association bf Spirit
ualists of Philadelphia./■•‘This.may • be 
owing to the fact; tli'at the reports, were 
sent to the National Superintendent of 
Lyceums, John W;':Ring.-. Adopted.
; . Educatlonaldhstitutlm^.J-lffie Morris 
Pratt-Institute at Whltewaier,. Wis., an 
auxiliary, should commend-dtself to 
your attention and your coinralttee rec
ommend that every effort|be' made to 
sustain it financially as a most import
ant factor in our cause. -Adopted.

Financial Statement.—So •very few of 
the chartered societies' nave: given a 
complete report of their financial stand
ing that your committee'afe unable to 
furnish any report which) wilFgive any 
idea of the . financial Blanding of the 
auxiliary society of the'NAS. A

Your committee recommend; that as 
many societies report tljat they close 
their meetings in the summer,-that the 
time of filing the'aijn.ùal;rèporte of the 
local societies aùxlliàryHb.iliéiN. 8. A., 
with the secretary of thè N, .!Si A, be
changed from October 11 
that the constitution ani

June l, and 
by-laws be

amended to ihat'e'ffect 4lsWs does not 
apply to state’-associaibhs ’ Jbr- camp- 
meeings. Adopted.. ’ . 4 .. i’■ ? ." .

;• . Your cbtoittto^fecoiim&ds. in order 
¡to expedite ‘ business tha^ «(.'reports of 
■delegates.or money ,ebn^niin after the

nds.in order

"EveningSession..
•Music, quartette^ Mrs. ■ Curts, Mrs. 

Goeb, ‘ Dr.’.Hall, Mr.‘ Goeb, “In Heaven 
HSUBwi Qjit Ojrj," hi », R Long-

tíoní it being deemed:

en as a 
conven-

tlon; it being deemed “MectSsaiyì» es
tablish some system.MiregaÄt0*äiese 
„reporte, financial rátatMeht "Sei there-

tional Spiritualists’ Association conven
tion, October, 1904:

To amend Art. VI, section 1, by insert
ing after the word “convention,” in the 
thirteenth Une; the following: “and one 
additional delegate for each fifty mem
bers, or major fraction 'thereof, of said 
subordinate society.” Rejected.

Amendment proposed by the First 
Spiritualists’ Association of Washing
ton, D. C.: ,

Resolved, That the officers of the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association shall 
consist of a president, vice-president, 
secretary and treasurer, who shall be 
trustees, and with five others constitute 
a board of nine trustees, who shall have 
charge of thé business-affairs of the as
sociation, and shall be chosen by writ
ten ballot by the duly accredited dele
gates present at the regular annual con
vention. . .

: Beginning-with the convention of 
,1904; the officers of the convention shall 
be chosen for the’following terms: Two 
trustees for four'years, two trustees for 
three years,' secretary, and one trustee 
for two years’; the president, vice-presi
dent and treasurer for one year,, The 
president shali.be elected annually for 
one year, but at the termination of the 
respective perlo'tis of offices of the other 
members of the board the terms of of- 
fipe shall be for four years;
■ F. A; WOOD, President,

: ’ MAtlY. J. STEPHENS,
. . ; Vice-president.

R. E. POTTS, Sec’y.
- , ; . W: H, CROWELL, ’

- . Treasurer,
. J. F. SIMONDS,

. HENRY STEINBERG,
’ F. C. 'JUST, ■

' . < ; ' ISABEL L. KEELER,
: , HARRIET D, MORGAN.

Rejected. , ; .. : Trustees.
The First'Church of Spiritualists,of 

Pittsburg, Pa.; flubmits the following to 
the delegates, of our next convention, 
viz.: Amend article IX of constitution: 
Strike out the words "or at such other 
time or other place as this association 
may determine at; any annual conven
tion.". r: . .Youbs fraternally, .
i WILLIAM FETZER, Sec’y.

; Rejected.: -r- ’- - • Per S-.
Amendment: Amend article-VI of 

constitution byjadding? the , following 
sentence At;foe 'close ;ol présent para*

At this session the question of pub
lishing the proceedings of the conven
tion came up for discussion. The dele
gates present were about evenjy di
vided on the subject and it was finally 
decided not to publish the same in book 
form. .

Report of Committee on Resolutions.
Whereas, the importance of this 

Twelfth Annual Convention of the 
Spiritualists of the United States and 
Canada now assembled in St. Louis, 
October^ 1904, renders It necessary that 
our principles be clearly proclaimed to 
the world, we, the committee appointed 
by your body, hereby respectfully pre
sent the following resolutions: . 
t Resolved, That with renewed fidelity 
of purpose, with a staunchness of con
viction which only gathers strength and 
volume as the years roll by, we would 
again affirm our unfaltering belief In 
the reality and potency 01 Spirit, the 
one eternal life immortal and invisible. 
, Resolved, That we, as Spiritualists, 
claim immortality as our birthright; we 
strive to win our crowns by unfold- 
ment of our spiritual natures; we make 
less effort to save our souls than to find 
our souls, here and now, to make close 
¿nd vital connection with, such divine 
reservoir of intelligence and power. 
Since every broken law demands its 
penalty, we do not believe In the for
giveness of sin, but endeavor to out
grow the habit of sinning. ■ 
; Resolved,.That we stand irrevocably 
for spotless purity in every department 
of life, purity of thought and action, 
purity of appetite, expressed in all tem
perate habits, by. which alone perfect 
health for the body can be maintained, 
in chastity of social life, purity of.lan
guage, of impulse, immaculate upright
ness in mediumship, and the purest as
pirations to reach loftier altitudes of 
soul Ufa than we'can now conceive.

Resolved, That we as a body are‘op
posed to the barbarous and unsanitary 
practice of compulsory vaccination.

Resolved,'That we as Spiritualists do 
not believe in the right of any individ
ual or individuals to destroy life as a 
punishment, and recognizing that crime 
is but, the result of ignorance and a dis
eased mentality, we would express our 
disapprobation of that relic of a par
tially civilized age—capital punishment

‘Resolved, That those whose moral 
status is not such that will strengthen 
the social system, but diseases and pol
lutes it, should be restrained for their 
¿wn good, and be given an opportunity 
to receive aid in'an educational and 
humanitarian splrit.' ..
I Resolved, That as a body of people 
we stand opposed to medical monopoly, 
&& : the jriglitunder thb Consti

tution of the United States to employ 
our own physicians. '

Resolved, further, That while we 
claim the right of our healers to exer
cise their healing power, yet we would 
urge upon them the necessity of ac
quiring'a thorough knowledge of physi
ology, anatomy and hygiene; also of 
the power of enlightened; systematic 
thought to dominate physical con’di- , 
tions. '

Resolved, That we, as a body of peo
ple are opposed-to the present barbar
ous system of trying to settle interna
tional disputes by resorting to war, and 
as there could be no war without sol
diers we urge all young men to refrain 
from enlisting in any military service, 
except in cases of extreme necessity, 
and that we suggest the organization of 
peace societies as auxiliaries of our, 
Children’s Progressive Lyceums.

Resolved, further, That the execu
tive board of the N. 3 A. be empowered 
to appoint a delegate to the interna-- 
tional Peace Congress, to be held inf 
Luzerne, Switzerland, during October- 
1905.

Resolved, -That recognizing the puri
fying and uplifting power of woman in 
both public and private life, we demand1 
for her all the privileges political, so-, 
cial and industrial that are accorded^ 
her brother man.

Resolved, That one of the great needs, 
of every public worker is the most 
thorough education that can be ob-. 
tained—a need no less imperative for 
spiritual workers and mediums—and as 
the Morris Pratt Institute is the only 
college for this purpose, we hereby 
show our appreciation of the work it is 
trying to accomplish, and recommend 
its support and the furtherance of its 
noble objects to every loyal Spiritual
ist. '

Lyceums.—Resolved, That as Spirit
ualism seems to us the best religion In 
the world, we should make every effort 
to teach it to our children; and that to 
accomplish this we should establish and 
sustain the Sunday-schools called tho 
Children’s Progressive Lyceums.

Necrology.—Resolved,That In the exit 
of that efficient worker, Abby A. Judson, 
from the world terrestrial to the world 
celestial, Spiritualism has lost one of 
its most noble and unselfish advocates 
—-one who used both tongue and pen to 
advance the cause she loved; and that 
her books, as soon as conditions are-fa
vorable for the work should be repub
lished as documents to use in enlight
ening the' world on the phenomena and ' 
philosophy on. which... Spiritualism is 
based. ' ' ■ ■ -

Resolved, That m the loss of the 
earthly form of Fred.G. Tuttle, who was 
connected with the Banner o’f'Light 
from his boyhood days, and who proved 
to be an .efficient worker in every place, 
Spiritualism has sustained an irrevoca
ble loss.

Resolved, That Mr. Tuttle’s bereaved 
family have our most hearty sympathy.

Resolved, That Spiritualism has sus
tained a great loss in the exit from 
earth-life of that earnest and indefati
gable worker, the erudite J. Frank Bax
ter. Mr. Baxter had for years been prin
cipal of schools and lost his position be
cause of his mediumship and his public 
and private advocacy of Spiritualism. 
The result was, the Schools lost a great 
teacher and Spiritualism gained the ser
vices of an eloquent advocate and relia
ble medium.

Mr. Baxter for over 25 years was in 
every sense of the word the peer of any 
lecturer or medium in the field. While 
we congratulate Mr. Baxter that he has 
gone to meet his beloved wife and other 
friends on the hither side of life, we 
feel that Spiritualism in this world has 
sustained an irreparable loss.

Whereas, The president of the Illi
nois W. C. T. U., at Its late state con
vention in Murphysboro, publicly ac
knowledged the fact that they had Spir
itualists among their workers, and in
vited one of our ordained ministers on 
the platform with their other pastors, 
be it

Resolved, That we congratulate the 
Illinois W. C. T. U. for their advanced 
step and assure them of our coopera
tion in their noble efforts to up>il't hu
manity.

Whereas, Anonymous attacks have 
from time to time been made against 
some bf our foremost and ablest work
ers in our ranks, and for the evident 
purpose of injuring said workers in the 
estimation of the members of this asso
ciation, therefore be it

Resolved, That we most earnestly 
deprecate and denounce such methods 
as unspiritual, inhuman and cowardly; 
that they are in violation of tho princi
ples of morality and the Gospel of Spir
itualism, and we would suggest to the 
authors thereof, that, by virtue of un
erring spiritual law the consequences 
must inevitably recoil upon the perpe
trators of such covert efforts to injure 
others. ■

Thanks.—Resolved, That our thanks 
are due and are hereby extended to 
that noble worker, Hudson Tuttle for 
his arduous, constant and versatile la
bor as Editor-at;Large in defense of ■ 
Spiritualism. These defenses having 
been made through every available
channel have reached multitudes 
otherwise would know * little of 
beautiful philosophy.

Resolved, That our thanks are 
and arc hereby extended to F. C.

who 
our

due, 
Don-

aid of the Central Passenger Associa
tion,, to Eben McLeod of the Western 
Passenger Association, to J. E. Hanni
gan of the Southwestern Clergy Bureau, 
to James Charlton, chairman of the 
Transcontinental' Passenger Associa-* 
tidn, and other railroad officials’ for 
courtesies extended to Association, to 
our ministers and others.

Resolved, That our thanks are due, 
and are hereby extended, to the news
papers of America, and especially those 
of SL Louis, for their fair and generous 
treatment of our Association. ’

Resolved, That our thanks are -due to '■ 
all our N. S. A officers from our presi
dent down to those filling the most . 
humble position, for the faithful dis
charge of their duties. ,
' Resolved, That we most heartily, 
thank the First Spiritual Association 
for the use of its beautiful temple, and. 
for many other courtesies received. ■

Resolved, That cur Spiritualist pa
pers, especially The Progressive Think' •

shali.be
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tions that have 'been submitted 
their consideration.

We have received from several
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Balance in treasury

ILccording to the Laws of Physio
logical Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion,

inora .direetly dn touch with the objects 
and aji®s of work.. .

seances and 
does secular

titled to half rates 
roads, and Mrs. M.

Mailing 35,0,50 copies The Pro
gressive Lyceum.... ........

Mailing. 1,200 letters during the

vocal cliiet. Miss Gaeb and Miss Weath
erwax, ‘fOp.en.¡Those Pearly Gates of 
Light,” by C..P. Longley; lecture, 40 
minutes, Mrs. Laura G. Flxen; music, 
vocal solo, "Face to Face,” Mrs. L. S.

Sauer; music, vocal solo, Mr, Jacoby; 
spirit messages, Mrs. Georgia G. 
Cooley; music, quartette,, "We’ll All Be 
Gathered Home," by C., P. Longley; 
benediction. "

C. D. PRÜDEN, 
C. L. STEVENS, 
CARRIE H. MONG, 
H. C. DORN, . 
WILL J. ERWOOD.

books or who gives 
private sittings or

(Note — — 
persons ordained or authorized by the 
National or state associations of Splrit-

-In.Evening Session. -
Musig¿ vocal iìolo, “Only a,.Thin Voll 

Between. Us/'fXy C. P. Longley; invo-

,...$426.30
.... 53.87

Expense,

secretary, attempted to explain. She 
said: “Any person who makes part of 
his or her income by the selling of

on the rail- 
T. Longley,

Mrs. E. A.

er, The Light of Truth, The Banner of 
Light, The Sunflower, The Religlo-Phll- 
osophlcal Journal, The Progressive Ly
ceum, and their editors, John R. Fran- 
¿•in, Willard J. Hull, 3. 3. Morse, W. H.

■ Bach, W. T. Jones and John W. Ring, 
especially dd&el've a rising vote of 
thanks for their continued and untiring 
work in the interfest of the national As- 
Boclatiojifof Spirittiqlists.

- PROF. W. F. PECK,
REV. MOSES HULL,

, JOHN W. RING,
-• MRS. LAURA G. FIXEN,

S. D. DYE.
Adopted as read.
The report of the committee on cor

respondence, consisting of Irving F. 
’ Jackson, Leonora W, Mostow, Solomon 
.’Dill, Dora Crosby, was referred to the 
incoming board of Trustees for consid
eration. ,

. Evening Session. > :
Music, piano solo, "Nearer, My God, 

to Thee,” Miss Lepta Heinz; invoca
tion; music, vocal duet. Miss Dalton 
and Miss Jones, Duett Serenade, F.

-Schubert, Violin Obligate, Mr. Jerome 
Colonna; lecture, 40 minutes, Rev. W. 
J. Colville; music, vocal solo, Mr. J. F. 
Small, “The Island of Dreams,” by F. E. 
Weatherly; spirit messages, Mrs. G. G. 
Cooley and Mrs. C. A Sprague; music, 
vocal solo, selected, Miss Dalton; spirit 
messages, Rev. E. W. Sprague; music, 
selected, male Quartette, Dr. A. H. Hall, 
Mr. Hemphill, Mr. J. F. Small and' Mr. 
Adam Goeb; benediction, Mrs. C. A. 
Sprague. ’

fourth Day, Friday, October 21—Morn- 
ing Session.

Under the head of new business the 
question of having a report of the pro
ceedings of the convention published,, 
was again Introduced. A telegram was 
^received from Mr. J. R. Francis, of The 
Progressive Thinker, offering to pub
lish all of the practical features of the 
convention. This met with the ap
proval of every delegate present, and 
the offer was accepted with thanks.

Special committees submitted the 
following reports:
Report of Committee on Missionaries 

Reports.
To the Officers and Delegates of the 

N. S. A. in Convention Assembled: 
Your committee on | missionaries re
ports beg to report that they have con
sidered the same and would recommend 
as follows: . ,

That the report of Brother and Sister 
Sprague be accepted as read and that 
the state associations be urged to direct 
their best efforts to the spreading of the 
spiritual philosophy by and through le
gitimate missionary work.

Also, tlfat the N. S. A., instead of de
creasing the missionary work devote 
still greater energy in that direction, as 
it is the opinion of your committee that 
proper missionary work Is the most 
fective means of promulgating Spirit
ualism. . ..

We would also recommend that tne 
N. S. A. extend their thanks to Brother 
and Sister Sprague for their excellent 
and faithful work in behalf of the cause 
of Spiritualism.

Your committee would further report 
that they have considered the report of 
the German missionary, Mr. Max 
Gentzke, and would recommend that 
the same be accepted, and a vote of 

■thanks be extended to Mr. Gentzke for 
his very efficient and earnest labors in 
behalf of the National Association, and 
would recommend that the matter of 
further missionary work among the 
German-speaking people be left to the 
discretion of the board to be elected at 
this convention.

We would further reoommepd that the 
Incoming board appoint missidnaries-at- 
large from among the accredited work
ers of our cause, and at their discretion 
as the exigencies that may arise, may 
demand.

Your committee have taken into con
sideration the report of the missionary 
work of President Barrett We fully 
realize and appreciate the ardent and 
untiring labor of this zealous worker, 
and comprehend thoroughly the difficul
ties he labored under. Although he in 
common with the other missionaries re
ports financial loss, yet we consider the 
good accomplished in other directions 
more than counterbalances the financial 
deficit

We recommend that a hearty vote of 
thanks be extended to President Bar
rett for his faithful and earnest work 
in*the field.

All of which is respectfully submit-
C. D. PRÜDEN.
WILL J. ERWOOD, " ' 

' MRS. ISA A CROSS, 
J. N. RANDALL, 
C. W. STEWART.

of Committee on Marriage 
. Service.

of Advice to Ministers:—All

!r

6

................................... . .......

effort to defend Spiritualism in the sec
ular and Spiritual press, and do heart
ily recommend to Hits' convention the 
universal approval of his course.

HARRY J. MOORE, 
JOHND.VÀlc,

: . OLIN D. WHITTIER.
Adopted. ■
The following letter was sent in re

ply to the very courteous greeting of 
the New Thought Federation: 
Temple of Spiritualism, 3015, Pine St., 

St. Louis, October 19, 1904, 
Eugent Del Mar, . .

Sec'y New Thought Federation,
Dear Sir:—The N. S. A. responds 

with heartfelt greetings and expres
sions of fraternal sympathy to you and 
thé convention you represent. The N. 
S. A. fully appreciates the important 
fact that there are very many points of 
close agreement between the two organ
izations, and account it a pleasant privi- 
liege to reciprocate your kindly senti
ments by appointing fraternal delegates 
to your august assumbly to be held in 
this city, Oct. 25 to 28, inclusive.

W. J. COLVILLE, 
MRS. J. W. HADLOCK.

Adopted. ■“
Report of Committee on Location of the 

Next Annual Convention.
' Officers and Delegates of the N. 8. A. 
in Convention Assembled:—Your com
mittee on location of the next annual 
convention, beg to report that they have 
complied with their instructions and 
have carefully considered the invita-

ferent localities propositions as fol
lows: From Minneapolis, through Pres
ident J. S. Maxwell; from Philadelphia, 
through Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader; from 
Washington through Mr. C. L. Stevens; 
from Los Angeles, Cal., through Mr. S. 
D. Dye; from Denver, Colo., through 
the Chamber of Commerce, and from 
Portland, Ore., through a representative 
of the Lewis & Clark Exposition, and 
also one from Topeka, Kans., from Mr.
Bledsoe. ,

Your committee would report that- 
the greatest inducements have been of
fered by Minneapolis. Los Angeles, 
Washington and Topeka. Minneapolis 
and Los Angeles each pledging free use 
of hall, music and local expenses of the 
mefetlng, also a guarantee of $100 to the 
National Association; Washington of
fering its usual inducements and To
peka offering to furnish hall, music and 
entertainment for five peopleS

In behalf of Philadelphia Mrs. M. E. 
Cadwallader made the following offer: 
A hall in a prominent place in- the city. 
All expenses for advance advertising of 
the same, with a special day for enter
tainment of such visiting delegates as 
may come to the convention. Such a$ 
special cars for a trip through Fair
mount Park, and an automobile drive 
through the city for the visiting ladies, 
to be followed by a reception and ban
quet to be tendered to the delegates.

In view of the fact that Minneapolis 
is perhaps most centrally located and 
that talcing the convention to the far 
East yould be placing the West at a 
very great disadvantage, the matter of 
travel, etc., your committee would rec
ommend Minneapolis as being the most 
advisable point at which to hold the 
convention of 1905, with Los Angeles as 
second in choice.

The incentive that has prompted your 
committee to thus recommend, 1b the 
desire to induce harmonious relation
ship between the East and the West, 
thus Insuring greater consolidation of 
forces and concentration of energies in
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ualists to perform the marriage service, 
should always inform themselves re
garding state and municipal laws 
where they are called upon to officiate, 
and comply therewith, thereby assuring 
the legality of the marriage,)

The following service is recommend
ed for use:

Inasmuch as it is not meet to the in
finite order of things that man should 
live alone, neither is it intended that 
woman should be companionless; as 
she is to be.a helpmate unto man, so is 
man to supplement and fill her life, as 
her companion and protector. She is 
not to be given to him in ownership, nor 
is he to be subservient unto her. Each 
is. to be the equal of the other and in all 
things share alike. Therefore is mar
riage made blessed, for it adds joy and 
strength to all..w(|d seek its holy estate. 
We Are here assembled to witness the 
union of this man and this woman in 
the sacred bonds of wedlock.

, Does anyone here present know any 
■ reason why this man and this woman 

may not be lawfully joined in matri
mony?

You will now join your right hands. 
Do each of you solemnly promise before 
these witnesses here assembled and 
the angel world to take the other to be 
your lawfully wedded companion?. 
Both answer. “I will.” ‘

Ah the ring like the circle is without 
beginning and without end, bo is it a 
fitting symbol of the affection of the 
soul. * ,

With this ring (handing same to man 
and he placing it upon the third finger . 
of her left hand) as a symbol you : 
pledge your faith and plight your troth. 

' . And now in the presence of these wit
nesses, in accordance with the laws of 

. the —;--- 7 and by virtue of the am I
thority vested in me as a minister of 
the Gospel of Spiritualism, I pronounce 
yon husband and. wife, one in spirit, 
one in purpose, one in fidelity to the 
right. May the angels of peace, plenty ; 
and harmony shed their benign influ- 
ertce over your united lives.

Follow with introduction and congrat
ulations. ■ ■ ■ '• -

. THOMAS GRIMSHAW.
. MRS. IU8.Ln.uIE, . ..

’ A. S. BLEDSOE, •
‘ ' ■ C. E. S. TWIÑG, ,
Report adopted as read. \ '

* Editor-at-Large. . .
t 'We, the committee, after reviewing 
the work of our co-worker. Brother 

^Hudson Tuttle, heartily- commend the

The report was adopted and Minneap
olis was selected by a large majority.) 
Report of Special Committee on --'the 

State of the Work,
Your committee appointed to con

sider reasons for the apparent decline 
of interest in the work of our local and 
National associations and suggéstmeth- 
ods for correction of such conditions, 
beg leave to report:

We believe from oral and written tes
timony brought before us from many 
and widely separated sections of our 
country,

That general interest in and accept
ance of our fundamental truths is 
spreading among the adherents of all 
faiths and all classes of our country
men, and therefore the apparent weak
ness noted by our president in his an
nual address is in’ reality the forerun
ner of a gathering impulse towards 
our cause, provided this supreme body, 
together with all of its auxiliaries, shall 
stand true to our standard, continue 
sound In their methods and remain 
faithful to the spirit world. v

About fifty letters received by Presi' 
dent Barrett prior to this annual meet
ing containing suggestions by the writ
ers of changes in our methods and laws 
believed by them to be desirable, have 
been carefully read by us.

It is hardly necessary to report that 
many of such views are as opposite to 
each other as are the antipodes. Differ
ing testimony has been received from 
state and local officers present in this 
convention. ’,

Your committee would urge our peo- 
pie to return to the methods adopted by 
the Inspired veterans of our cause, by 
establishing home circles and commend 
to all such gatherings for guidance and 
instruction the counsels of Hudson Tut- 
tie and other of our well-known In
structors. Do not forget the mission of 
such circles conducted with wisdom of 
mortals and immortals.

We urge that only upon live local so
cieties can there be builded strong 
state bodies' and à powerful National 
Association.

We recommend that no effort be 
made to alter or amend the Declaration 
of Principles at this time.
- We would recommend that every lo
cal society be urged to hold stated 
meetings with regularity and frequency, 
using whenever available speakers and 
message mediums, "but never allowing a 
meeting to lapse for want of the pres
ence of one or more of such workers. 
Parlor meetings can be made very ef
fective, home talent become available 
therein and music, recitations and cull
ings from the ablest writers on our 
truth made to furnish entertainment 
and ¿education for those in attendance. 
Do not miss holding a single meeting 
provided for by your laws. We would 
further urge every local society to make 
itself a center,of social and educational 
influence in its neighborhood by provid
ing attractive gatherings'and pleasant 
entertainments which will win the pres
ence ,pf neighbors, and especially . the 
young people, while providing a finan
cial Income, : .

We urge upon every such society a 
systematic organization, with carefully 
drawn constitution and by-laws, adop
tion of the most business-like methods, 
and-the choice ,of the most competent 
ofticePS available for. those duties. '

Keep at - work—march breast for
ward; »eVér doubting ’temporary difi- 
eouf ageinents win boob ■ be ^-overcome. 
Rciy'dn- 'yourseiveS—be loyal in inter
est'and financial support to your state 
association.

We emphasize the fact that local so
cieties many Unies die because they

fail to put good talent upon their plat
forms. Disgusted by illiteracy or par
tial development of speakers and medi
ums, men and women have deserted uB, 
for liberal churches and New Thought 
societies. Let us strengthen our plat-, 
form work by employing talent of the 
highest grade obtainable.'

We fjijther recommend that local so
cieties employ only ordained speakers 
and .mediums who are endorsed by the 
N. S. A. or its auxiliaries. Be just and 
generous In compensating them for 
they must live. ■

We would caution our city workers 
against multiplying unorganized meet
ings in parlors or halls wljiclt die out as 
soon as tbe mediunis opening them 
liuve flown to other fields.

Make one meeting your home; attend 
and support it. Centralize your efforts; 
sustain principles, not persons. One 
llvq. local society is more desirable titan 
a dozen weak, struggling societies pay
ing hall rent and barely maintaining 
their existence. Signed:

THOMAS GRIMSHAW, 
GEO B. WARNE, 
R. S. LILLIE, 
HARRY J. MOORE, 
E. A. SCHRAM.

.Adopted. •
At eleven o’clock the special order of 

; the Morris Pratt Institute was- taken 
up. The committee appointed at the 
convention of 1903 to investigate the 
workings of that institution as to both 
business and educational methods pre
sented its report in great detail, closing 
with a unanimous endorsement of the 
enterprise ns one of increasing value to 
Spiritualism. After discussion the 
same was ordered placed on file. Un
der a motion that ten minutes be al
lowed each officer of the school to 
speak upon its work, President Hull, 
Secretary Stewart and Mrs. Mattie 
Hull were heard; also Will J. Erwood, a 
trustee by virtue of being president of 
the Wisconsin S. S.'A Çeo.’B. Warne, 
now a member of the executive commit
tee of . the school, and who had served 
upon the investigating committee, de
voted his time to answering questions 
from the delegates as to the work of the 
institution and the points involved in 
and probable outcome of the pending 
litigation with the Pratt heirs over the 
title of the property. Thé incoming N. 
S. A. board was empowered to appro
priate at least necessary funds to con
tinue the. legal contest until the prop
erty should be held beyond all question 
for Spiritualism. .
The Progressive Lyceum—Report of the 

National Superintendent.
At the close of the discussion of the 

Morris Pratt Institute, John W. Ring, 
National Superintendent of Lyceum 
Work, submitted his report. [This re
port hns already been published in The ■ 

-Progressive Thinker, but is reproduced 
here at the request of the friends of the 
children.]

To the Twelfth Annual Convention of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association 
of the United States and Canada, in 
Convention Assembled in the City of St. 
Louis, Mo., October 18, 19, 20 and 21, 
1904. Spiritual Era 57:—As National 
Superintendent of Lyceum Work I ex
tend a most cordial greeting and pre
sent my report, as your steward, for 
this department of the work;—truly the 
weeks have come and quickly formed 
the months that have made the year 
for which I report—from September 1, 
1903 to September 1, 1904. The days 
have passed joyously for. so many 
thoughts and words of appreciation 
have come to us for the efforts made to 
further the usefulness of-the Progress
ive Lyceum.

There was a balance of $24.87 in the 
treasury last, September. , $40 was 
placed in the treasury by a lecture,,tour, 
of yé editor in the interest of thq ly
ceum work, and thé National Spiritual
ists’ Association donated $100, making 
a total of $164.87. You will note by the 
financial statement that $426.30 has 
been spent and that-$5A£7 remains as 
a balance in the treasury.' In order to 
collect this amount and in order to 
carry forward the work of the National 
Superintendent of Lyceum Work, as we 
understand it, we have written 1,200 
letters. In answer to these we have 
received many expressions of thanks 
to the National Spiritualists Associa
tion for having appointed some one to 
this office* surely then yqu feel in every 
way rewarded tor the outlay Of money 
and the trust placed in the office, for I 
feel that the National Superintendent of 
Lyceum Work holds a truly responsible 
office.

There has been mailed in the fifty- 
two issues extending from No. 40 of 
Vol. 1, to N.o. 40 of Vol. 2, 26,800 four- 
page and 9,250 eight-page lesson sheets, 
a total of 36,050. These have borne the 
glad message of spirit return, expressed 
in such language as seems ’best,- for 
adult, the intermediate and the little 
folks. Many have come forward with 
contributions, without which, the work 
would have been badly handicapped; I 
refrain from the use of space to record 
all their names for I believe they have 
done all they could just for the sake of 
the duty which we owe the children.

Sixty dollars was used from the 
treasury, by permission of the National 
Board to partially purchase a new type
writer; the Texas State Association ot 
Spiritualists furnished anothèr sum and 
I gave my old machine in exchange.

Last year there were sixteen Lyce
ums affiliated with the Progressive Ly
ceum Family; this year there are twen
ty-six. There have been some lyceums 
started during the year that did not 
meet with sufficient success to guaran
tee the continuation, but in most cases, 
they report growth and progress. In a 
late issue of the Progressive Lyceum 
you will find a statement from several 
lyceums as to their age, number of at
tendants, order Of sessions, etc. It 
seems to me that in a few years we will 
be able to count the enrolled members 
of the lyceums of the United States and 
Canada. Little by little the various ly
ceums are “falling into line” and giving 
support to the aims of The Progressive 
Lyceum. This co-operation and con
centration is absolutely necessary for 
success in the teaching of our beloved 
philosophy. May’we each do all we can 
to hasten the time when our lyceum 
workers will contribute their ideas, em
bodied in suitable lessons, to The Pro
gressive Lyceum, and go forth to the 
thousands of lyceum members, in prop
er order. .

Six volumes of the issues composing 
Vol.. 1 were bound. One of these filed 
in the office of the N. S. A.; one sent to 
each of our faithful contributors, Mrs. 
Eleanor it. Eager and Mr. Alonzo Dan
forth; one kept by ye editor; one sold 
to the library of the Home Lyceum in 
Gajyeston and the remaining one is 
here\at the convention for the dele; 
gates to carefully peruse.

The Spiritualist paper, The Progress
ive Thinker, the Sunflower, Light of 
Truth, Philosophical Journal, Banner of 
Light, and Reason, have been especially 
courteous in the kindnfes of printing 
matter relative to the work of the lyce
um and we also have been noticed by 
not a few other exchanges—extracts 
from The Progressive X,yceum have 
been noticed hr the Magazine of Mys
teries, Suggestion and various other 

’ ionular-mgarines.—;....... ’ . ■ :
The Progressive Lyceum is ..growing 

In favor, as a lesson sheet, wherever 
used; and we hope to, during the next 
year," gather other lyceussg, and get

Total .............................$480.17
I am always, WOHN W. RING, 

National Superintendent Lyceum Work,
Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, Tex. 
Adopted as read, with great applause. 
This report was received with'great 

applause, add the incoming board of 
trustees wait'' directed to render such 
financial aid to lyceum work' os the 
funds of the tf. S. A. would warrant 
Supt. Ring’s lyceum paper was warmly 
praised, and ujiuch encouragement given 
him to CDntimie it along the same lines 
of excellence that has characterized its 
work during the past year.

A motion was made under the head 
of unfinished business to elect a spe
cial missionary whose duty it should be 
to visit local societies and state gather
ings for the purpose of encouraging 
them in their work, without drawing 
upon them for financial returns. This 
motion called out a vigorous discussion, 
at the close of which it was 'adopted. 
President Barrett was nominated for 
thlg position, but at his suggestion,.the 
selection of such missionary was re
ferred to the' incoming board, with 
power to act. ■■

By unanimous vote, all matters not. 
passed upon try the convention, and all 
unsettled business matters were re
ferred to the incoming board with full 
power to decide them.

It was then; voted to proceed to the 
election of officers for the year next en
suing. The following persons were de
clared elected,'1 Harrison D. Barrett, Ca
naan, Maine,'(¡resident; Dr. George B. 
Warnejh'Chlcago, Ill., vice-president; 
Mary T;' Longley, Washington, D. C., 
secretaity; Theodore J. Mayer, Wash
ington, U. C., treasurer; Illtyd C. I. Ev
ans, Wfehingtim, D. C., Cassius L, Stev
ens, PiltBbur^i^Pa., Thomas Grimshaw, 
St. Louis; Mo.,‘Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, 
Westfldid, N. ‘Y., Stephen D. Dye, Los 
AngeleS'/Ual., irustees.

ThesU officer^ were duly sworn to the 
faithful’-'dischdl'ge of their several du
ties byi'C. R. Uane, Esq., Justice of the 
Peace fti and ffjr the city of St. Louis.

Notes from the Secular Press of St. 
Louis. .

“Come and Be Shown” Say Spiritual
ists—“.Come and Show Us," Say Mem
bers of Antimedium Association in Chal
lenge to Delegates Now at Temple of 
Spiritualism—Challenge Falls as Bomb 
in Spiritualists’ Meeting—Speaker, 
Who Was Formerly Minister, Intimates 
That Authors of Defl Are Members of 
Clergy of thè Christian Denomination.

The challenge of the Anti-Medium As
sociation of the United States to the 
National Spiritualists’ Association, ask
ing that public manifestations of the 
proofs of Spiritualistic belief be made 
while the bodies are in simultaneous 
session in St. Louis, fell like a bomb 
into the Spiritualists' session to-day.

The official anwer to the challenge 
was read by Dr. George B. .Warne. He 
defended Spiritualism at some length, 
and replied definitely to the anti-medi
ums when he stated that if three of 
their number, wholly without prejudice 
and absolutely fair-minded, would at
tend the night sessions of Spiritualists 
the next three nights they would re
ceive through“ platform mediumship 
such proofs' of Spiritualism as could not 
be sincerely disputed.

The convention was instantly in-an 
uproar when G. B. Warne ceased read
ing his answer the challenge. A hun-’ 
dred persona were on their feet, all 
clamoring for recognition, and all indi
cating the liveliest feéling.

A. Scott Bledsoe of Topeka, Kans., 
was first recognized by the chair. He is 
an impassioned speaker and was fairly 
shaking with fueling when he began. 
He said he was once a “Campbellite 
preacher,” and his remarks caused the 
inference that tie regarded the anti-me
dium body aS bèing chiefly made up of 
preachers of the Christian church. 
Among Other things, he, said: ’ -

“ThinR'1 of a span whose heart is 
played uttbn by’the spirits as an instru
ment. is:'pluyed’"upon by a musician— 
think'of iucti a fine being thrown into a 
den withG500 Camphellite preachers! ’’

He pafw'hi's dffmplimentB to J. D. Ha
gaman, fireside®- of the anti-mediums, 
and sald^Te tiadyjoined the Campbellite 
church vmh hirii. . ' '

In conclusion'- Éé said that one of the 
three meii'who'^ent the challenge was 
to go as tfmissiófiary to India. "To In
dia," he said; “where they hive forgot
ten moreb(than: all the. Camphellite 
preacher^1 will e%r learn!” . ’

Speakfifé of tffi challenge to the Spir- 
itualists.^Iarrisofi D. Barrett, of Ca
naan, Mé.ppresddént of the Spiritualists’ 
Association, said that at least a dozen 
mediums *cre. nfew in St. Louis who 
could fully convince any doubter who 
was open to Conviction.

“The challenge was duly received 
and has been; ^rfesented to the individ
ual members :ot the i board of directors, 
and will be officially acted upon at a 
special meeting which I will call imme
diately,” he'¿aid. ' "

“Speaking forinyseli,. I would wel: 
comò such-a’ test under conditions 
which would'he ;folr, both to the medi
um and to Wtfeeiwho challenge her. : I 
firmly-believe ^liht such probt could be 
given to any; min'd7 receptive to trtith. 
we should wrtainly offer different phe
nomena from those of the fakers and 
charlatans.

"If the challenge of the committee is

an honest one, every rational Spiritual- 
1st is perfectly willing to meet it half 
way." ■

C. W. Stewart of St. Louis was next 
recognized. He exclaimed: ‘ '

"The unadulterated gall of tills chal
lenge could only be matched ' by the 
devil offering to trade his abode tor 
heaven and proposing to make up the 
balance in bad whisky.”

S. H. West of LeRoy, Illinois, got the 
floor and declared that one of the chal
lengers had attended a seance In his 
(West’s) home and that this man had 
left the house in tears over communi
cations he had held with dead ones dear 
to him. ; ■

Mrs. Carrie F. Curran of Oliio, was 
vigorously opposed to haying anything 
to do with the anti-mediiin» society or 
anybody connected with it, and favored 
a cold “turndown” of the challenge for 
a test. ■

She declared that when she first 
knew President Hagaman of the anti
medium society, he was a “Camphellite 
preacher;” Then, she said, he became a 
medium; then she said he went^back to 
his first position; She declared her' 
firm conviction that “no time should be 
Wasted on a man who Jumps around 
from one belief to another in such a 
way.” ' .

Several other delegates ¡sprang to 
their feet and clamored for recognition, 
but further argument was cut short by 
a resolution offered by Mrs. Mercy E. - 
Cadwallader of Philadelphia to the ef
fect that the reply to the challenge of 
the anti-mediums be approved. ,

This motion was approved with a 
•rush, several delegates expressing it as 
their sentiment that if any of the anti
mediums wanted to witness manifesta
tions of the power of mediums in com
municating with the spirits of dead per
sons, they could come to the mediums 
and witness them. One speaker re
ceived an ovation,when he classified 
the anti-mediums as “lead-dollar peo-' 
pie,” and the Spiritualists as “gold 
eagle people.”

At. the session of the'National Spirit
ualists’ Association at the Temple of 
Spiritualism, No. 3015 Pine street, last 
night, during a short business session 
before the programme for the regular 
entertainment began, the new marriage 
ceremony prepared by the cQnfmittee 
appointed Thursday was adopted.

The ceremony is alod^^Spirltuallstic 
lines, and eliminates all of the inequali
ties of orthodox or legal ceremonies and 
places the man and woman on an abso
lutely equal basis of a contract.

The giving and taking and promising 
to obey, common in most ■ usages, are 
omitted, as the Spiritualists contend 
that no person can give away another, 
and that the promise to obey is the sub
jection of one mind to another.

The decision of the association to 
nominate the officers by informal ballot 
kept the assembly in an uproar for two 
hours.

Those who wanted to make nominat
ing speeches were shut out entirely, 
and those who would have liked to hear 
their virtues set forth in eulogy were 
denied that satisfaction.

After the announcement that nomina
tions for the presidency were in order, 
and the ballot had been taken, the <Jls- 
cussion came up as to how they were 
going to vote for the vice-president un
til they knew who was nominated for 
the presidency. They did not want to 
have the result of the balloting read, 
for, as some suggested, they might as 
well elect then and there.

It was. finally decitied to lay the mat
ter over until to-day, when each officer 
would be nominated and elected in turn 
so that each contingent might have a 
fair show, at representation in office, as 
one person could not be run for more 
than one office , at the same time.- The 
nomination and election of officers will 
take place to-day.

At the morning session the question 
of what was a minister and what was 
not, and what was a medium and what 
was not, was asked, the question evolv
ing from the fact that certain delegates 
had secured half rates to St.' Louis, 
while others had not.

This precipitated a discussion which 
completely obscured the second letter 
of challenge from .the anti-mediums, 
which took up so much of the time 
Wednesday. The delegates requested 
that it be explained just who were en-

work onra newspaper for pecuniary 
purposes, is not a minister and should 
not be entitled to half rates. But a 
platform "medium who gives platform 
readings' and works to secure converts 
for the furtherance of the faith is a 
minister and is entitled to half rates."

This interpretation of the word min
ister did not fall to the liking of many 
of the delegates, who demanded the 
floor.

Here President H. D. Barrett explained 
his views. He said that jnany of the 
ministers who had been ordained by 
the state associations and approved by 
the National Association, had been 
"turned down" by the ralfroads because 
after investigation the road officials 
found that the ministers were getting 
their inebme from private sources and 
not from public platform work. 
Thus, he said, the actions of the rail
roads were in accord with the explana
tion of Mrs. Longley.

But the question was far from being 
settled. ‘

Mrs. E. L. Galbreath made an appeal 
for all mediums, those who made their 
living by private seances and public 
readings.

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader of Philadel
phia created a tumult among the dele
gates when she said that many Spirit
ualists in Philadelphia applied to her to 
send their ordination papers , to the Na
tional Association to be approved, .as 
“they were about to travel." She said 
that many Spiritualists availed them
selves of ordination merely to get half 
rates.

"No self-respecting woman or. ipan 
would do such a thing,” replied Mrs. 
Jennie H. Brown of El Campo, Tex. 
"This practice must be dlscopflfenanced 
if it exists. There should be.no desire 
for pecuniary gain among true Spirit- 
•ualists."

She said she knew of cases where 
persons had traveled to conventions on 
half-fare and then charged full fare to 
the , conventions. "These practices 
must stop,” she insisted. '

As a means of stopping the argument 
a motion was made to lay thé matter on 
the table with the-understanding that 
action would be taken on the question 
of half rates as soon as the committee 
on ordination reported. .

Referring to the second letter of 
challenge. President Barrett said: 
"We will take no further- notice 
of these persons, • If they want to come 
to our meetings and witness for them
selves. the troth and power of oiif relig
ion, they may come and welcome. We 
do not ask them to come and.'stand be
fore us and give evidence of what their 
faith can do for them. We can go end 
see. We are not offering them, anything 
ïor . sale, we are making no cohtract to 
perform certain features for their mate
rial benefit or profit to ourselves. 
Therefore, since neither we nor they

(Continued on pase 3j
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Dn Peebles’ aaá Pamphlet# /
AT REDUCED PRICES

Who Are Ttiete SpirituaiirtB?
What ia Spiritualism, and what lias it dope f >r the world? 151 paaes. Price so cci ta 
paper, 35 cents. '

Three Journeys Around the World . ''''’’’■‘7^
, Handsomely houud octavo volume, 500 paaes, Illustrated, describing nearly all nation»,' 

1 India's magic, Kgypt's pyramids, etc. Price reduced to Ji 35. “
Seen ol the Ages . Tw ■

iZTlilslarge volume, 400 pages, treating of the past seers and sages with their visions an#- 
trances, and treating also of God, heaven, hell, faith, repentance, prayer, baptisms 
evil spirits, etc. Reduced from $3 00 to Ji.aj. roth cdltiou. ■■ ■ ■ ■

The Employment of Spirits in the Sphit World ’
What they say of their dwelling places—infauts, Idiots, suicides, etc, zrn page! 
Reduced from $1.50 to Jr.oo; paper, 50 cents. ' , “■ ■ ■

I

The Spiritual Harp’Wwi'l8|i’ii'"k . . .
A book of songs, anthems, bymns. with both the words and musk, soo pages, 

■**** Reduced from $2.00 to $1.25. ,
The Christ Question Settled • ~

Who was Jesus Christ? A symposium by Hlidson Tuttle, V/AK Coleman, Rabbi Wise, 
I. R. Buchanan, CoL luccrsoll, and others, with what the say about it through 
1. J. Morse, W. J. Colville, Mrs. I.ougley, and other medians?, 400 pag^s. Reduced 
from #.50 to j:.oo. Third edition. . t

The Secret of How to Keep Young 1 •
Abookof 220 pages, treating of conception, gestation, marriage, divorce, foods, drtakty !
sleep, flesh-eating, how to live $ 100 years and more. Reduced from to |i.oo« (■ 

Vaccination a Curse - . :
A book of between 300 and 400 pages, treating of inoculation, vaccination, cow-p<& 1 
calf-lymph poison, Jenner's discovery; how vaccination causes death, ectemn. pimpled " ‘ 
faces, cancers, ulcers, consumption, etc. Price fi.oo. -L. .

Spiritualism Venus Materialism "
- A fine, handsomely bound book, showing the fallacy of materialism, and the truth u?J 

. Spiritualism. Price 30 cents. ,.
Reincarnation •‘h

A discussion between Dr. Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville, affirming, and J, tk‘
Peebles, denying the truth of reincarnation. Price so cents. ,

Spirit Obsessions—The Demonlsm of the Ages. ‘ ■
Obsessions so common in Spiritism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism, etc, A bo 
882 pages, the most complete work ever written upon this subject; Is nicely bound In 
cloth, and printed In large type on good paper. Price, 11.00; postage 10 scuts. V)

Biography of J. M. Peebles .
By Prof. R Whipple. A large, elegantly bound book of 600 pages. Price fl.oo. . ' "

Three Jubilee Lectures * '
Delivered in Hydesville, Rochester, and I.ondon. 135 pages, illustrated. Price 25 cents. 

Spiritualism Commanded of God Thirty pages,

The Orthodox Hell and Infant Damnation
The “Soui,” Did It Pre-exist '
Spiritualism in All Lands Pamphlet of 30 pages. 
The Pro and Con of Spiritualism

The Rev. H. A. Hart veraus J. M. Peebles.
An Epistle of Dr. Peebles to Seventh-Day Adventists A Plea for Justice to Mediums parge pamphlet. 
The General Teachings of Spiritualism 
The Eightieth Birthday Anniversary of Dr. Peebles 

Fifty pages with the speeches, addresses, poems, etc.
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism 

With speeches and illustrations.
The Pentecost Neatly bound, 23 pages.

Price 15 cents. 

Price io cents. 
Price 15 cents. 

Price io cents,

Price io cents.
Price s cents.

Price io cents.
Price 5 cents.

Price 15 cents.

Price 15 cents.
Price io cents.

HEALING CURRENTS
FROM THE 

BATTERY OF LIFE 

BY WALTER DE VOE.

This is a work of singular excellence, 
on a subject of great Importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 60 cents.

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop’these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Flxen. ’

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents. ’
-----------------------------*-------------

“In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
¡helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1.

"Death, Its Meaning asd Results.’ 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol- 
tnne, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the au
thor’s experience. Cloth. 560 pages, il
lustrated. $1.25.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death' 
as an Event in Life.’’ By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with’’rich, thought
ful -spirituality. Price $1.

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and ,Other Spirit- 
ualistis Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents.
. ‘The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso

phy. Price $?. per volume.

Echoes From the World of Song. 
Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Eajrson Long
ley. Choice inspirational songs, suit
able for all occasions. This book is 
well bound in cloth with gilt illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price $1 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 

:for them. '
1 Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
!Muslc. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price Ì5 cents.

i The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocal muslcfor the choir, congregation 
¡arid social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett Price, $1.25.

. Cosmian Hymn Boole. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Complied by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
-meetings, lyceums and the homé circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley. Words only. 
Price, 15 cents. . , • , -
' The Spiritual Songster. By Mattie 
,E. Hull. For the use of. circles, camp- 
imeetings and. other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents. -, 

: The Lyceum Guido. A collection of 
music, golden- chain recitations,, mem
ory gems; choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing Instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly- 
ceumB, for physical culture,-calisthen
ics,. marching, banners,-badges, stand
ards,-the Band of Mercy, etc.- Complied 
for the„nse of progressive lyceums and 
Bocletles, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents pèr copy, or 
ffi'hea ordered by the dosen, SO eta e^ch.

A Book That Awakens the ,gL- 
Healing Power in the

It Teaches the Glorious Truth that PrSej* 
Eroui Sin, Sickness, Poverty and Pain. 

ritlUK, 82.00.
For Sale by

COLLEGE OF FREEDOM, 
Woodlawn, Chicago.
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THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

•'Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulfills the promise of Its title. 
Price 75 cents.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS.
Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual

ism; A Concordance to the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the import
ant books of the Bible. Price $1.

Our Bible. Who Wrote It? When, 
Where, How? Is It Infallible? A voice 
from the higher criticism. Price $1.

Two in One. being a combination of 
the two books. The Contrast, and the 
Question of the Spiritualism of the 
Bible Settled, together with a series of 
startling contrasts between creedal 
Christianity and the facts and philoso
phy of Modern Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Spiritual Alps and How we As
cend Them, or a Few Facts as to- How 
to Reach the Altitude. Price, cloth, 40 
cents; paper 25 cents. ' .

Joan the Medium, or the. Inspired 
Heroine of Orleans, or Spiritualism in 
France nearly 500 Years Ago. A most 
interesting book. Price, cloth, 40 cento; 
paper 25 cents.

Christs of the Past and Present—a 
Comparison of the Christ-work, or Me
diumship of Biblical Messiahs. Cloth, 
35 cents; paper, 25 cents. ■

. ' PAMPHLETS: .
All About the Devil. Price 15 cents.
Talmagean Inanities, Incongruities, 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies. A 
Review of Rev. T. DeWitt and? Rev.. 
Frank Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks. 
upon Spiritualism. Price, 10 cents. .

The Devil and the Adventists.. A 
brief review of some of the recent at>. 
tacks made by Adventists upon Spirit
ualism. Price, 10 cents.
. The Spiritual Birth, or Death and Its 
.To-Morrow. Price, J.0 cents. ...

The . Old and the New. Price lO qts.'
. BOOKS BY MATTIE E. HULU .
Wayside Jottings. Essays" ¿ha 

sketches gathered from the highways 
and by-ways of life. Price 75 c&nts.'

Spirit Echoes. Short. poems „tad 
sketches. Very beautiful. Pricje,-. 75 
cents. ' • ' -1-

The Spiritual Songster. A small 
booklet with words only, adapted to 
congregational'Binging and circles, oi®. 
Price, 10 cents; $6 per hundred.
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lovely com. , by of
sweet music; it came to-ue, ailt made 
by an angello
loud ¿nd distinct, It: was a perfect har
mony of pleasant sounds, ’ "as *4f many 
voices well attuned aiiH acoS&panied 
by many musical.Instruments .jgpre per
forming some kind of grand sxni.Phony, 
under the guidance qf .master 
hand. I raised my. eyea, apd0£canned 
the sky to see where ffie -y/yrderful 
music came from ; I' exgfpt'ed see a 
legion of beings like my teacher In the 
air above ine; but I .cpuM see.pothing, 
and to hear such, grange musjp amid 
such scenes as we were now ground
ed with, was as much, oùt.of place as it 
was possible to imagiqo,, Tfiej music 
continued while we continued on our 
course to the end of tlm, lake,,; Ab we 
reached the’shore, my teacherj stepped 
from the boat, while I sat stlto enrap
tured by the music which had increased 
to such a volume that it seemed as if 
the trees vibrated with 'the cadence of 
the music. ■

My teacher did not urge me to leave 
tlie boat, but patiently waited for me; 
and finally as the m'usichdièd away as 
the musicians seemed td-1 disappear to
wards the other end of the lake, I arose 
tind stepped out of the boat; as I did so, 
I raised my robe, expecting to find it be
smeared with the filth with which the 
boat was covered; to my surprise, I 
could find no soiled spot, and probably 
my teacher understood my enigma, for 
she laughed gleefully and said:

“Did my brother expect anything that 
looked sb vile could adhere to him or 
his garments?" - ■

“I certainly did," I said.

C. D, Pruden upon the floor of the con
vention. The president pieced Brother 
Maxwell upon the committee on creden
tials, but it does not appear that it was 
done with malice aforethought. Mr. 
Maxwell vvas a most efficient conven
tion worker. ' This is also true of Bro. 
Pruden, who was a most faithful com
mitteeman and all-round debater.

One of the “willing" workers of the 
convention was W. A. Willing, of Iowa; 
He is a rising young lawyer in r the 
Hawkeye State, an ardent Spiritualist, 
and a man of convictions, with the cour
age to express them on occasion. He 
Is an excellent convention man, and 
won golden opinions from all,

It was good to see Mrs. J. R. Francis 
of Chicago, Prof. W. F. Peck of St. 
Louis, John D. Vail of Iowa, Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie of California, Mrs. Jennie Hagan 
Brown of Texas, W. P. Bosworth of 

’Massachusetts, Mr. and Mrs. Storrs of 
Connecticuut, Hon. H. W. Richardson of 
New York, Mrs. Carrie H. Mong of In
diana, Mrs. Carrie F. Curran of Ohio, E. 
A. Schram of Indiana and Mrs. M. J. 
Stephens of the District of Columbia, in 
the convention. They all took an act
ive part in the work on the floor, and 
proved in divers ways their Interest in 
theN. S, A.

Prof. Peck made an excellent chair
man of the committee ton resolutions, 
as did Mr. Rlchardsopr as chairman ofc 
♦he,committee, e'n., credentials;

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader was at home 
as chairman of the committee on dele
gates’ reports. As usual her report 
was an able one and evoked very lively 
discussion.

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng headed the 
committee on finance, as in former 
years. About $1,000 were raised 
through her committee’s work. That 
committee failed to make^a final report. 
Was it due to excitement, forgetfulness, 
or election? Mrs, Twlng served on sev
eral special committees and worked 
hard from first to last to make the con
vention a success.

One of the ablest men on the floor of 
a Spiritualist convention Is George W. 
Kates, now of Pennsylvania. He is 
quick to catch points favorable to the 
association, and is kindly critical of all 
matters presented that might result in 
injury to the N. S. A. At St. Louis Mr. 
Kates rendered the cause good,service 
and did much to Influence wlsejlegisla- 
tlon at all sessions.

FUBLIGflTIONS
■. . ’ , OP ' . -

Hudson Tuttle.
(Continued from page 2.) 

‘have anything at stake, wo need not 
recognize these attempts to draw us 
into controversy with a view' to the ex
position of what is called by them "a 
fraud.” We have a work to perform, 
for the accomplishment of the end 
which we believe is to be burs, bo let 
us continue onward in the right way, 
nor give a thought to those disconcert
ing influences, unless it be to call the 
doubting ones into our midst and. con
vert them to our faith.' This challenge 
has blown up and has fallen of its own 
weight.”

Considerable feeling was expressed at 
an evening session of the N. S. A. at St. 
Louis, despite the fact that president 
Barrett had seemingly dismissed the 
subject, over the second letter of chal
lenge sent to the Spiritualists by the 
anti-mediums. The test readings 
proved almost conclusively, it was said, 
the stand taken by the exponents of 
Spiritualism. The Rev. E. W. Sprague, 
who gave several spirit messages, di
rected his whole attention to the skep
tics. He said: “Let J. D. Hagaman 
come here and refute these facts. He 
claims to have been a medium for 
twenty years and to have defrauded the 
gullible public all tliat length of time, 
and then he got religion. I think that' 
it was time he did get religion after a 
career of tliat kind.” '

No test could have proved more 
conclusively, the Spiritualists say, the 
grounds on which the science is based, 
than that performed before an audience 
of more than 500 persons in the Temple 
of Spiritualism last night. Some mis
takes were made, but the Spiritualists 
do not claim to be infallible. They 
only say that the grounds on which 
they base their claims are substantial, 
scientifically, psychically and spiritual
ly, and they stand ready to prove 
•them.”

For the twelfth time Harrison D. Bar
rett of Canaan Me., was elected presi
dent of the National Spiritualists’ asso
ciation at the session yesterday, held in 
the Temple of Spiritualism, 3015 Pine 
street. The association has been in ex
istence only twelve years, and Mr. Bar
rett is the only president it has ever 
had. Five other delegates were placed 
in nomination for president on the in
formal ballot, but all withdrew with 
the exception of Dr., George B. Warne of 
Chicago, who was subsequently select
ed for vice-president. The only oppo
nent to Dr. Warne was Geo. W. Kates 
of Philadelphia.

On the election of Dr. Warne it was 
whispered among the delegates that 
this was a victory of the Barrett-Warne 
faction over the Kates faction, and in 
his speech of acceptance Dr. Warne
said he hoped if there was a Warne fac
tion or a Kates faction they would now 
get together. Mr. Kates denied em
phatically that there was a Kates fac
tion.

The other officers elected were: Sec
retary, Mrs. Mary T. Longley, Washing
ton, D. C.; treasurer, Theodore □. 
Mayer, Washington, D. C. Trustees— 
I. C. I. Evans, Washington, D. C.; 
Thomas Grimshaw, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. 
Carrie E. S. Twlng, Westfield, N. Y.; 
C. L. Stephens, Pittsburg, Pa., and 
Stephen Dye, Los Angeles, Cal.

A delegate from Los Angeles stated 
that in her city a medium was classed 
as a fortune teller and was required by 
law to pay a license of $100 a year. 
Other delegates tpld of similar condi
tions in their cities, and a few testified 
that mediums in their home towns had 
tested the matter and had secured 
court decisions to the effeot that “me
diumship” is a part of their religion, 
and as such they are allowed freely to 
practice it. Several mediums present 
admitted that foretelling the future was 
within their powers. The matter was 
ended by being referred to the new 
board elected at this convention, with 
the probable result that an appropria
tion will be made to protect all “legiti
mate mediums” who come in. contact 
with the law.

Litarj of. SpiriW Ltoatire. !
“I can’t help it if I have," said the 

man, and he stopped as if to ¡catch his 
breath; then after swallowing, and al
most with a gasp, and in ' a hurried 
manner, he continued: “’Liza, let me 
tell you something. You well know the 
house was burned, and that we were 
smothered with smoke, and that they 
had a funeral; and do as we might, no 
one took the least notice of you and 
me; but all cried and talked much 
about us.both; and said lots of good 
things about us. Well, now, I believe 
we are dead, and our bodies are burnt 
up; for they had no bodies at the fu
neral; and instead of there being any 
heaven or hell, there ain’t neither; but 
the spirit just lives right on, and that is 
all there is to it."

"John, do you think so?” ,
"I do, for sure." ' ’ -
“Well if tliat Is so,” said the woman, 

as she straightened up and placed her 
hands on her hips, “Where are we 
now?" ■

“I don’t know, 'Liza; we have been in 
this house nigh onto twenty years, and 
our folks have died and been buried, 
but none of them have ever come to us, 
and we've no place to go, and we don’t 
know anything what lays ’round . us. 
We came here and stayed, and if all the 
world was open to us, we should have

we had passed fronj the scenes of ruin 
ground the old house, and at last we 
rested beside a long and narrow lake; 
the waters seemed to send a chill over 
me, they were so black; it was like 
standing on the shores of a pond in the 
country late in autumn, when the leaves' 
have dropped from the trees; and one 
instinctively shudders as he realizes 
how the water would be if he were to 
plunge in. Surrounding this lake were 
long sloping hills well covered with 
heavy timber; immediately on the 
shore the trees were of enormous size; 
their branches towered high; the foli
age was very dense, so much so that no 
sunlight qould reach the ground. At 
Irregular intervals along the lake shore, 
were high craggy cliffs, over which im
mense vines were growing, and heavy, 
rank moss could be seen. From the 
branches of the trees, and clinging to 
the trunks, long, streaming moss hung 
pendant. .

It was a place that suggested robbers, 
thieves and pirates. I turned towards 
my teacher, with the inquiry in my 
mind, if it. was such a place; but before 
I had time to speak she discovered my 
question, and said:

“I have guided you to this spot, for 
another lesson. In the vicinity of this 
lake, may be found many dark spirits; 
in fact, we will find the least possible 
developed-ones here; many have been 
here for centuries, and as one by one 
they awake and come higher, others 'ar
rive and take their places. '

“Oh; my brother,” said my teacher, 
turning to me with a sad smile, “what 
a travesty oh the so-called civilization 
of Aer, and other planets, there is so 
little advancement there. Each suc
ceeding race, people or generation, fol
lows in the footsteps of those who pre
ceded them, and none are capable of 
thinking for themselves, with the con
sequence that most of them leave the 
lower sphere th ignorance, and have to 
continue here as they left there, for an 
indefinite period, or, until they are 
finally reached as those» We have visited 
were reached by. us; and even then, 
such cannot be approached, until by. 
their own volition they dre prepared.

“Look,” she said; at" the same time 
she pointed towards a man who had 
come to the water’s edge on the lake. 
"There is a man whose life of three 
score years and ten spent on Aer, has 
been entirely devoted to the accumula
tion of money. See how dwarfed and 
bent his body appears.”'' . ........■ - ,

I looked in the direction she had 
pointed, and saw a man with a wrinkled 
face; his hair was nearly white; he had 
a hump on his back, nearly as large as 
a peck measure; his hands and feet 
were large and much out of proportion 
to his body. His clothes were far too 
large for him, and were very filthy, as 
well as being much tattered. In one 
nand he held a crooked stick, while 
over his shoulder hung a large coarse 
bag which he held by the other hand.

“Who is-he, and what is he doing?” I 
involuntarily asked.

For some time my teacher remained 
silent and I became ¿onfused, for she 
had not hesitated before when I had 
asked a question; in fact, she had be
fore this anticipated every question; 
now, I could not understand her. Pres
ently she said:

“I cannot reach him. He is prospect
ing for gold; he has made gold his idol 
while on Aer; and now, like the man 
and woman, he has not awakened to 
his transition. I made an attempt to 
influence him as I did the woman; but 
he Is not ready, and he has been here 
longer than she has. While on Aer, he 
was known as a wealthy man; he had 
servants, and held a prominent posi
tion in society; and among the law
makers there. He came here through 
the agony of a disease, and as he was 
released, and saW his wealth dispelled 
and used by others, and could not pre
vent it, it caused him at first to lose 
control of himself by passion, and final
ly he lost his mental balance and wan
dered aimlessly to this spot; or rather, 
I should say, he was attracted here; 
for the law works in his case, as well 
as in all others. That is, like attracts 
like. He is desolate himself, and must 
have desolate surroundings; as he has 
made his condition through his greed 
for wealth, his all now Is to search for 
all he knows. .

“But that is enough of him now; we 
will go further up the lake, and we will 
$ee other types of seeming retrogres
sion.” ■

We saw an old scow close by us, into 
which my teacher stepped and mo
tioned me to follow. I hesitated, for 
the boat was dirty, and had no visible 
means ofcpropulsion. I was timid about 
venturing on the muddy waters in such 
a cumbersome craft. .

“Do not fear,” said my teacher. “The 
same power .that..propelled. tha.beautiful' 
boats we saw on yoiir flrdt exnerlence 
in a boat with me, will serve us iiere. I 
wish to afford you another experience; 
it. will be to your advantage.” ' .

I timidly stepped in and seated Hiy- 
self on a slimy seat at the" end, and im
mediately the boat started out into the 
lake. As. we neared the middle; it 
turned, and moved slowly up stream, or 
towards the further end of the lakh 
which we could distinctly see, although 
it seemed several miles distant.

As we slowly,-and as silently glided 
along, we had a good view, of the shofS, 
and although I had" visited many dreary 
places, aqd had read of many rough and 
angular precipices where it was impos
sible for man to get, this spot was the 
worst I ever thought of; all along these 
rough and irregular shores could be 
seen people of both sexes, -sitting and 
clambering, and apparently fighting to 
gain some position they coveted. We 
were unobserved, and all these people 
seemed bent on their own work, like so 
many wild animals. Occasionally a 
small cabin could be seen near the wa
ter’s edge, or crowded' between the 
trees; but there was nothing to indicate 
any kind Of regular industry.

The sounds that " reached our ears 
were only the rush of wind, and-the 
voices of these undeveloped beings in 
their brawls which were numerous on 
every side. As I Watched 'them, I 
thought: These people must be those 
who were born and always lived in the 
slums of a great city, and have never 
known what higher civilization means. 
How Is it possible for them to reach a 
higher state it they never knew of such 
a possibility? Where will such as 
these begin? Who can reach them, or 
aid them if they can be reached?

While I watched and ruminated 
about the terrible scene, our boat con
tinued on its course; each new, scene 
was more terrible than the preceding 
one. I forgot for the time all the beau
tiful scenes I had observed In this won
derland, and beginning to blame the 
powers that would allow such horrid 
plague spots to exist, when I was called’ 

, back to a realization of myself and my

CHAPTER XI.—Continued,

? As she finished speaking, she pushed
the front door open, which creaked on 

: its rusty hinges, we entered and passed
? through a long, low, dark hall that led 

to a large room, wheye we saw a woman 
that looked to be about seventy years 
old; she was of large stature, and 

i weighed as much as two-- hundred 
i pounds; she was dressed in a very 

loose-fitting dress of some dark mate
rial, and It had the appearance of being

. old and well-worn. Her face was much 
wrinkled, and had an expression that 
was hard and determined; her thin lips 
were closed and”pursed up; her nearly 

| white hair showed the need of a brush.
' She was stretched on her back’, on a di

lapidated high backed sofa, with her 
' hands clasped over her- chest. ’

i In a large armchair near a window on
the opposite side of the room, sat a 
small man; his face had a pallid hue; 
his. clothes resembled those of the wo

; man, except that they might have been 
a trifle lighter in shade, and not so bad

, ly worn. He was Intently reading a 
well-worn book.

The room bore an aspect of slovenly 
care; dust lay upon everything; the 
room was filled with furniture, but ev- 

Sy-jf érything bore the marks of age. . 
prr-'I The man-and woman did not notice 

our entrance, and for several moments 
neither moved or spoke. My teacher 

■ approached the woman, and gently lay
Ing her hand upon her dirty face, she 
said:

“Poor sister, if you can only be made 
to understand that It is your perverse
ness that keeps you in this slavery, you 
would soon rise to a far better condi
tion and see the beauties of life, and at 
the same time set another soul free; 
that of him you call your companion. 
He is no companion for you; he is 
much further developed; your influ
epee over him prevents him from know 
Ing it. He has always depended on 
some one, and does not know his capa
bilities; therefore he Is a slave. Arise, 
my sister, make an effort to come up 
higher.” -
' As my teacher finished speaking, she 
removed her hand and stepped back one 
step; the woman slowly arose to a sit
ting position, and rubbing her dirt be
dimmed eyes, she looked steadily at the 
man for a full minute, then said 
slowly: . '

“John, I just had a. peculiar dream. 
*J dreamed that a beautiful young lady 
stood by me; and as she placed her del
Icate hand on my face, she told me to 
arise, and come np higher. She said 
something more^that I can’t-remember ; 
about, if I could understand myself, I 
could get out of this condition and be 
free from slavery. She also said you 
were no companion for me, but you 
were superior to me; and that you al
ways depended on me or some one else; 
and that you were more developed than 

, me.” ■ . .
“Well,” said the man in a drawling 

manner, "that was a peculiar dream for 
; you to have."

"I should Bay it was,” said the wo- 
■ man; and continuing, she said with a 

. fierce sneer: “Well, all dreams go by 
: contraries; so that proves that al- 

»■„ . though you think you are so much bet
ter than I am, that really you do not 

^•RJTamount Jo much.” ;
’ 3‘b .she said this, she laughed in a 

loud’and boisterous manner; and slow
ly rising, she laboriously walked to a 
chair near a dirty window, and sat 
down facing the man, and clasped her 
hands abeve her head, and looked stead
ily at. him for several minutes, while he 

. continued to read without noticing her.
Finally she said, in a jerky manner:

“John, where are we? Where are 
our people? Why are we compelled to 

: remain here, like hermits? Why do our 
people, children and all,--refuse to rec
ognize us when we speak, or call on 

■them?" -
- The man slowly closed his book, and 

steadily looked at the woman for a mo
ment, and said as if he expected to be 
contradicted:
'“’Liza, since the house burned, abd 

you and I were smothered by the 
- smoke, and we see the people gather 

in the old meeting house, and good Par
. -son Beals spoke such kindly words 
' about you and me; and told the story 

about our bodies being consumed by 
the fire, and 'that now we were enjoying 
the sweets of heaven with the blessed 
Savior, I have been terribly troubled to 
know just where we do stand. Are we 
dead? Are both of us dead? If so, 
where is heaven, the good saints, the 

. angels, the blessed Lord? Why don’t 
■ ■'we, hear the angels singing the hallelu

jahs? Where are the pearly gates? 
Haye you seen the streets paved with 
precious stones? Where are the-”

“John! t John! Stop! Ain’t you 
ashamed, and afraid to talk so? How 
can we be dead.' if we talk as we do? 
How can we talk to our folks, if we are 
dead?”.

•The old man stretched his legs, and 
folded his. arms, and dropped his chin 
upon-his breast; and said, as if talking 
\o himself:

“If we ain’t dead, why can’t we make 
. the folks see- us, and understand when 
we totich them? Another thing I no

, tlce, we don’t prevent them going right 
through us, and we can pass all over 
and ground them, and they don’t notice 
us.”

. The old people sat still for a full min
ute and looked at each other without 
speaking. Then my teacher Baid tome:

’’We must do something for these 
■ poor people; it is evident they have 
awakened to the fact that they have 

. beep freed from the .gross material 
; sphere. They have been “nére a long 
' time, and this seems to’fie a propitious 

time to .awaken them.”
. As she said this, she approached the 

woman, and said: “My sister, can you 
not understand that the reason why you 
'can not cause your people to hear and 
see you, Is because your physical body 
is destroyed, and your spiritual is all. 
that remains? Can you not see that 
the full freedom of life is all the heaven 
there is?” 7

As my teacher stopped speaking, the 
woman arose and paced back and forth 
across the room twice very slowly, and 
stopped before the man, then raising a 
dirty hand, she pointed her finger at 
him-and said In a slow and drawling 
manner:

"John, wo have been taught that 
when we died we should go straight to 
heaven Or hell; and that if wé joined 
the church we should be sure of heaven. 
I have beard-a parson say, 'that not all 
who cried, Lord, Lord, would be sure of 
heaven.’' Perhaps that Is our case. 
But there were few who prayed to the 
Lord with more nnctipn than me. You 
have not always done your duty, and 
now, It wc are.In hell. It is because you 
have sinned so much, that as you are 

1 my busband, you have been the menus
keeping us both out of heaven.”

no part of It.' >

CHAPTERXI.. r

“Well, John, what do you propose to 
do?” .

“ 'Liza, let’s go out and look around 
and see if we can meet anyone we ever 
knew; perhaps we can And out some
thing.”

"I will, John. Lets go at once."
"That 1b all that Is necessary,” said 

my teacher. “We have accomplished 
much. These people will soon rise to 
a better condition; they have made a 
beginning towards an awakening, and 
that Is all that Is necessary, for it will 
soon teach them that they must rely 
on self in all things; they are like 
many others; they believe in a con
tinued existence beyond Aer, but they 
find it so different from what has been 
told them, that they cannot understand 
it, whqp.they find themselves in it; 
neither do they know when the change 
takes place. We have gathered enough 
from what they said about the fire in 
their house, the smothering in the 
smoke, the funeral, and how little their 
friends heed them, to fully understand 
their story. They do not realize what 
has caused them flow to question their 
condition; they will, in time. Aq we 
have seen enough, we will go; sometime 
we will visit them again, to note their. , 
progress.”

I was very much exercised In my 
mind, because of our interview with 
these people; they reminded me very 
much of my parents; but that was not 
the great cause of my perplexity. I 
could not understand hbw we could en
ter the house unobserved, and how my. 
teacher could approach these people 
and talk, and yet they dl^pot apparent
ly know of our. presence.' As we left 
the house another wonder appeared, 
and my teacher said to me:

"Please do not let our Interview with 
these people disturb your mental equi
librium. You wonder why we were un
observed while in the house. My an
swer will be plain: As your brother was 
so much in advance of you in unfold- 
ment that you could not see him at 
first, and only very indistinctly later; 
so you are so much in advance of these 
people, that they can not know of your 
presence. It is so in every sphere. 
Especially on Aer is it so; scores of 
people there are surrounded by freed 
souls, who cannot realize the presence 
of such; yet the liberated ones can 
know every thought, word and deed of 
those in the lower spheres; and often 
there people are influenced to do, and 
say things which seem out of place, 
and contrary to their understanding.

“My conversation to this woman 
might have been without the words 
that reached your ear, and would have 
been as effectual. She did not sense 
them as you did, as you observed, as 
she attempted to tell the man her 
dream. It was not a dream, in the ab
solute sense; we came into her pres
ence just as her quickened individuali
ty was passive; therefore, I could reach 
her, and my thought found a response 
and left their Impression; that caused 
a starting point.

“Her spirit, or the great Mfe-current 
that sweeps ever onwara, and perme
ates every atom in the ‘universe, was 
quickened, and she sensed my appeal; 
tnus, in her crude condition, her 
thoughts began to ferment, with the 
result that although she began by 
blaming the man fof being the cause of 
her being deprived of ^her happiness, 
which, in this Instance was the heaven 
she in her ignorance expected to find 
when she was freed from gross matter. 
“My thoughts have begotten a line of 
thoughts in them, different from’ally 
they were acquainted with, and so they 
were awakened to new action; now 
they will begin to expand, for they are 
held in the condition we found them, 
because they never dared to express 
themselves contrary to the prescribed 
regulations of blind theology on Aer. 
But when once a person does express 
contrary thoughts and finds he is not 
punished for so doing, it becomes an 
easy matter to expand to a condition 
where he acts independent; his inde
pendence causes him to expand faster, 
ano as each ignorant bond is broken, so 
is his speed accelerated towards that 
perfect freedom which is the boon of 
every soul in the universe. .

“The reason why we left the house in 
a different manner than we entered, 
was because it. is not requisite that 
there should be any thoroughfare for 
spirit. We are spirit; all is spirit or 
refined matter here; that house-and its 
surroundings, as well as all you? see 
here, is not of the solid gross matter 
you have been acquainted with. 
When you awakened from your long 
imprisonment on the ship amid the 
icebergs, you left your gross body, and 
entered the realm of spirit; and while 
everything seems as gross to you as 
anything you were acquainted with on 
Aer, it is because you have not yet be
come habituated to your latest situa
tion. Always bear in mind that it is 
not what you see, feel or hear, that 
makes you the individual that you are; 
but it is the grand all; that which you 
neither touch, tiste or sffiell, or hear, 
that makes you the individual that you 
are; but that inconceivable power that 
produces all action with you, and all 
animate objects is what makes the in
dividualities which occupy the universe.

“These people are gross yet, and until 
their full awakening, it will be neces
sary for them to seem to occupy a gross 
material habitation; when they have 
followed out just now, what they con
ceive to be necessary, they will know 
tilings differently."
. While my'teacher had been answer
Ing my many unexpressed questions,

A Gross Condition Will fJpt Injure a 
. , Finer One.,

’ “Well, here is another lesson for you. 
Learn from this, that as . pile develops 
to a clean condition, nothing,of a lesser, 
or more gross order can affect him, and 
he'should never be afraid In coming in 
contact with it. That which seemed so 
filthy on the boat was slijiply in keeping 
with the people and all that is-'connect- 
ed with this lake and vicinity. You 
heed have no tear of becoming contam
inated by anything you may come in 
contact with here; the people will not 
molest us, and we “will try to reach 
some of them, and call them to an un
derstanding of their deplorable condi
tion. The music will have its good ef
fect, its harmonious vibrations will 
probably reach some one, and we may 
be able to find that one; If we can, it 
will be as easy to influence him ae it 
was to reach that womap; it is a regu
lar occurrence here; it & produced by 
a band of highly developed souls, whose 
diversion is to chine regularly to this 
spot, and by the harmony, of their indi
vidualities, cause harmonious vibra
tions which have the effect of toning 
the dense vibrations of jlje undeveloped 
souls that congregate here..- ’

“In answer to the* questions that ap
peared in your mind while on the boat, 
1 will say: We can reach some of them 
if we are diligent; and If ,we pan reach 
them, we can aid them. Not all who are 
here were what you call^rihabftants of 
the slums of the great/„cities ¡r many 
here have been leaders,,pf wii/jt you 
call civilization; their orfgln wap among 
so-called wealth and refinement, and 
some even have held responsible and 
superlative positions. In’each,.¿here is 
to be found that germ yh|ch |.|b ever 
trying to reach a highen, cleaner and 
broader condition. ThaJ.germ ip never 
quenched; it mpy require centqries to 
fan it into a flame so tfiijt it will light 
up its surroundings; but that ¿Ime is 
sure to come; although different causes 
may be required. No. The same cause 
will not produce the retired effect on 
each; but as it is; and is’located, or in
dividualized in each animate fifirsonal- 
ity ; and as Such a one/ whek he is 
reached by‘Some Booth Jilg dniluence, 
like the vibrations that -Were caused ’by 
the harmonious music we have just 
heard, he is acted upon and quickened, 
and as the individual is made to reason, 
that is, made conscious of his position, 
and his added expansion enables him to 
see or understand, as you were when 
you first beheld your brother and com-
pared him to me, then and there 
makes a beginning. •

"Once make a start and there is

he

no
retrograde. But dhly as one can rid 
himself of ignorance, pride, supercili
ousness, conceit, vanity, obstinacy and 
many other retarding influences Which 
have been germinated ón Àer through 
ignorance, like so many weeds iii a 
garden, can he quicken his aspirations 
towards a broader field. He must first 
have a désiré; not a mere désire to get 
where those of a broader understanding 
are, will be sufficient to start one on-the 
upward path, but the desire must be ac
companied by a willingness to be toler
ant, forbearing, lenient and mild.

. "Many of thesç you see here, are but 
following the same paths they trod 
while on Aer, or some Other planet; yet 
while there they covered their acts and 
steps by some show of false sanctimo
niousness, or,appearance of charity or 
kindness towards some prominent per
son, or some public institution; or some 
public move where their name could be 
mentioned frequently. By so doing 
they succeeded in blinding their fel- 
Jows, anti because of their ignorance of 
what was beyond the gross sphère, they 
stultified and“contravened their better 
natures, with the false hope that they 
could escape the result of the workings 
of law.-;“ x

. “Why'could not the absolute' result 
have been told by some advanced spirit, 
and thereby prevent them from all this 
suffering?” fo.Bald.*7 ? Bpokp; -my 
Wbûghts .before I fiilly . rèàlfoëd" ■ffiéit- 
inlpprtance, and my teacher was as 
quick with her.answer.,.

“There is iio suffering here,” she said. 
“Each occupies the sphere, he 1b adapt
ed to. Soine one has said ón Aér, ‘ ’tls 
folly to be wise, where. Ignorance Is 
bliss.’ At this particular spot, ighor- 
anco holds sway. Many advanced souls 
on Aer have endeavored' to show what 
the result of such Uvea as thèse poor 
souls led while they . syere ^fesidents 
there would be when they ere released; 
and each attempt has çeéh ijustrated, 
either by the person, or by géme pre
vailing custom er so-called Religion; 
and mankind there hasnJ)eenjtaught to 
rely on some imagined foyerrii^ng force 
that would care for him . beypnd the 
great scarecrow of death! Instead of do
ing right for the sake ‘"of ‘rfigit, they 
have done right for thi^ sake,a re
ward for so doing, or tfiey havg, seemed 
to avoid wrong for fe^ of, being pun
ished; and between the two dilemmas, 
most people have been forceiC to be
come hypocrites. Thei;ç,càn b§ no hyp
ocrites in this sphere, gj beyxmd; each 
thought is as plain as" if itfÿad been 
written in large letter^¡pt, nye; that Is 
one reason why these geopl^'are all 
here; the most of then^ kneqf while in 
thp material spheres that’ they were 
hypocrites; their condition here is thé 
result of their previous ¿obduracy; now, 
they, must continue as. wp find them, un
til they become awaré-of the causes 
which hold them.’.’

As she ceased speaking,¿there passed 
near us,'a man with dark visage, medi
um stature, somewhat bent; hé looked 
straight ahead, and as he dodged among 
the rocks and trees, and .jumped and 
clambered over the wet Jbogs, he hur
ried as if he was afraid he'should be de
tected. in some miscondticti >

■ . ITû be continued.!

Personnel of the Convention.
It was a great convention. -
It was strictly a spiritual convention.
It was composed of people who were 

not ashamed to say they were Spiritual
ists.

It was made up of delegates who 
went there to work, and who did work, 
with a will, despite the attractions of 
the World’s Fair.

The repprta gf all officers and com
mittees wel-'d Explicit and to the point 
As they have heretofore been published 
in these columns, no further reference 
is necessary.

The president’s, secretary’s, treas
urer’s and missionaries’ reports were 
given in full in The Progressive Think
er of October 29, 1904. By combining 
that number with the present, the read
er will have a complete story of the 
convention.

Some of the ablest men and women 
among the Spiritualists of America 
were on the floor of the St. Louis con
vention. They had opinions of their 
own and they did not hesitate to ex
press them when occasion required.

All of the members of the N. S. A. 
board of trustees were present at the 
convention. The noble face of Hon. 
Alonzo Thompson of Nebraska, was an 
inspiring sight to the delegates.

One hundred and fifty-five delegates 
were duly- seated during the conven
tion. Thirty-eight other names- were 
called as being entitled to seats, but 
they failed to appear. Spiritualism, to 
some people means what-they cah get 
out of It in cash. Wonder if the ab
sentees were feat Spiritualists?

President Barrett was on hand at all 
sessions save two. His contusion over 
his single parliamentary lapse of mem
ory was a rich treat to those who wit
nessed it when his attention was called 
to It by Prof. W. F. Peck. The-laugh 
was on our parliamentary, president for 
once. , ’

Vice-president Warne never misseda 
meeting. His chairmanship is grace it
self and in strict accord with the finest 
parliamentary usage. He has com
plete controLof the gathering from the 
first, is the embodiment of tact, and IS 
lull of resources of poise and power. 
No one need fear for the N. S. A. meet
ings with our’ vice-president in thè 
chair. He was the popular favorite of 
the convention. '

Secretary Longley and Treasurer 
Mayer were at their posts of duty from 
flrst-to last They were given rousing 
ovations at the time of their unanimous 
reelections. They took an active part 
in the work of the convention,'and were 
especially watchful of the finances of. 
the association. 1

One of the hardest worked men in the 
convention was Trustee Evans. He 
was the official stenographer, assistant 
secretary and trustee rolled into one. 
He faithfully discharged his every duty 
in each capacity, and followed the con
vention work most understanding^.

Trustee Grimshaw was loaded down 
with committee work. He enjoys let
ter writing, and Is most happy when he 
is looking up rooms for parties of five 
or seven, who want to cook, live and 
sleep in one and the same room. Bro. 
Grimshaw was as sober as a judge 
whenever ordination, ritual, marriage 
services, official, reports, etc., were 
mentioned in his presence. He Is one 
of the able workers on the N. 8. A.<staff.-
It was good to see 3. 8. Maxwell and

Mr. and Mrs. Sprague were c 
their posts of duty, and never sli 
any task imposed upon them, 
love the N. S. A. for its own sake 
are never weary In well doing in 
half. They have been re-elected 
sionaries for the coming year.
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The work of Mrs. E. A. Sauer, H. C. 
Dorn, Mrs. Eva McCoy, John Hutchin
son, Dr. J. M. Walton, Mrs.. Elizabeth 
Schauss, Moses Hull, Mrs. Clara L. 
Stewart, Will J. Erwood, and dozens of 
others was most excellent, and deserves 
more than mere mention here, but space 
forbids. They are cherished in the 
hearts of all, their friends, and honors 
await them all on high.

There were many familiar faces 
. Being at the St. Louis convention. J. 
B. Hatch, Jr., and his devoted wife 
were both kept at home by the serious 
Illness of their son, C. L. C. Hatch. 
They were greatly missed, and many a 
kindly Inquiry was made concerning 
them. A convention without these 
splendid workers was indeed an anom
aly. It was felt that their good wishes 
were with the convention through the 
subtle mediumship of thought.

That ‘Major-General of the Spiritual
ist forces of Philadelphia, Hon. Thomas 
M. Locke, his able helpmeet, her sister, 
Miss Mary R. Galloway, and Mrs. Jo
sephine Hinds were also . among the 
missing. Brother Locke is a most ex
cellent convention worker, and does 
much to facilitate the despatch of busi
ness whenever he is present. His mul
titudes of friends missed him and his 
home helpers, and sent them, one1 and 
all, many silent thought messages of 
good cheer and soul blessing.

Rev. F. A. Wiggins and Dr. Geo. A. 
Fuller, both of Massachusetts, were 
likewise absent. This left the famous 
Ritual with but a single defender on the 
part of the original committee that 
framed it more than one years ago. He 
did his best, but the convention made 
short work of the Ritual, so far as it 
was considered: Conservative Presi
dent Barrett stood his ground, and evi
dently felt keenly the treatment ac
corded his favorite measure. The 
work of the committee on the Ritual 
will be appreciated—in the great "Per
haps!”

Another absentee who was greatly 
missed was Mrs. Margaret Gaule-Reid- 
inger of New York City. For the first 
time in many years, her smiling face 
was not seen upon the floor. Scores of 
delegates inquired for her, and hearty 
applause burst forth when her telegram 
of greeting was read. All absentees 
were silently "conjured" to put in an ap
pearance at Minneapolis next year, 
clothed in their right minds, and ready 
for work.

The evening programmes were of an 
exceptionally high order of excellence. 
The addresses of Will J. Erwood, Mrs. 
R. S. Lillie, W. J. Colville, and Mrs. 
Laura G. Fixen aroused the "greatest en
thusiasm. Round after round of ap
plause greeted the telling points they 
made, and their words left a marked 
impression for good upon all who heard 
them. The messages of Mrs. Eva Mc
Coy, Mrs. E. A. Sauer, Mrs. C. A. 
Sprague, Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley and E. 
W. Sprague bore the marked stamp of 
genuineness and were much enjoyed by 
all who received them. ' The musical 
programme was all that could be de
sired, and reflected great credit upon 
the director, Mrs. Jrardcastlc, and all of 
the artists who assisted her. Every 
delegate went home saying, “I am glad 
I came!”" INFELIX ANDREWS,

■ Reporter.

WITH LOVE DIVINE.
The tide of time'-doth take no turn, 
at .ever onward trends.

And sentient soul may live and learn 
Eternity ne’er ends.

The f '.'-.- may sail a shoreless sea 
St out among tire stars, 

Andvfow or swift the journey be, 
The distance short to Mars. i

The soul may stars and space traverse! 
Search splendor of the skies !

And remain of all the Universe, 
The tiling which never dies.

All that's seen may fade from sight! 
The stars may cease to shine!

The suns may stop their glowing light/ 
Naught left but love divine!

Tlie light of love alone may!be
The soul's one guiding sign, ’ 

Which leads to joy, peace, purity, 
To dwell with lovo divine.

Washington, D. C. J. W. NIGH.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

information How They May (Hye Birth to Happy,
Healthy Children Abaolutely With- ' . 

’ out Pain-Sent Freo. ‘ .
Ko woman need any loncer dread the paliuor 

enlld-btrtl>, or remain elilidleM. Dr. ¡. H Dr» 
baa devoted hie ilfo torollevlnr the sorrow, of 
women. He has proved that an pain at chliaUrUi 
may bo entirely banlabod. and bo will rlM!r tell 
you bow It may-be done absolutely free or charro 
bendyour name and address to Dr.J.H. Dre IM 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y.. and he will Bond you 

'ppstpa d, his wonderful book Which tolls how « 
• KJT0, birth lo hsppy« hMlthy chilcmi. AMoluteiv 
witnout patu: also, how to euro slcxlllijr. Do not 
delay, but write to^oy,- >

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS '
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE. ,

This work essays to utilize and ex« 
plain the vast array of facts in its field! 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .bcm arise to tha 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents«

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid off 

earth, and in the spirit world, present? 
Ing the spiritual philosophy and tha 
real life of spiritual beings. All quea- 
tlons which arise on that subject ara 
answered. Price, 50 cents. ... 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND

THej.^lFlITiWORLD. .
.^¿EnglfoMditlqn.' Pridp,- $1/
-THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OR

„ MAN, '
Containing the latest Investigations 

and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng«
lish edition. Price $1. 1
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT

OF THE SACRED HEART. J
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents. ।
H aR^v4u0R led to the light.

A tnrtllmg psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It Is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price 
30 cents. . •

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM? ‘
How to Investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me« 
dlumship. Names of eminent Spiritual, 
sts. Their testimony. Elght-paga 

tract for mission work. Single copies 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Thfs volume 

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by emiaent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita. 
tlons. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE. ‘
For the home, the lyceum and socle« 

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib« 
eral society may be organized and con. 
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex! 
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA« 

TION8.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents. 

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 1 

Berlin Heights, Ohio. ]

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
■ . AND . .

Other Offerings,
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author, 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound In -blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and tliat she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry 
this book Is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: "A most exquisite bouquet. 
* * * * the thoughts echo and re echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.” '

The author says In the dedication-, 
“To those whose thoughts and loggings 
reach into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with' 
common flowers, is offered hoping to ' 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
.thither.” '

Price $1.00. For sale bv
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Oh!

The Arcana of Spiritualising
X Manual of Spiritual Science and

Philosophy. ■

Thoi readers of The Progressive'- 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It Is intended , 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a.compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
fig^fieen more than thirty years in pre
' ' and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered In its pages. . 
Price, $1.25 postpaid. •

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE.

. Berlin Heighto, Ohio.

CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS!;CLUBS!
Now Is tiie time to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is . 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: "The Great' 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and ' 
W. P. Jamieson”; "Vol. 3 of Tho Ency
clopedia cf Death, and Life in tho Spirit'- 
World”; "A Wanderer in the Spirit 
iAnds", and “Seers of th« Ages", by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one who gels 
up the club can have tho paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books In our list, which be may ccicct.
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ting position, 
dimmed eyes, 
man for a 
slowly:

and rubbing her dirt be- 
she looked steadily at the 
full minute, then said

there is to it." ■
John, do you think so?"
I do. for sure." -
Well It that Is so." said the woman, 
she straightened up and placed her

a. fl Tnmilna Narrative oí Experiences,in tlie Spheres oí Spirit Lile

As she finished speaking, she pushed 
toe front door open, which creaked on 
its rusty hinges, we entered and passed 
through a long. low. dark hall that led 
to a large room, where we saw a woman 
that looked to be about seventy years 
old: she was of large stature, and 
tyeighed as much as two hundred 
pounds: she was dressed in a very 
loose-fitting dress of some dark mate
rial. and It had the appearance of being 
old and well-worn. Her face was much 
wrinkled, and had an expression that 
was hard and determined: her thin lips 
were closed and pursed up; her neatly 
white hair showed the need of a brush. 
She was stretched on her back, on a di
lapidated high backed sofa, with her 
hands clasped over her- chest. •

In a large armchair near a window on 
the opposite side of the room, sat a 
small man: his face had a pallid hue; 
his clothes resembled those of the wo
man. except that they might have been 
a trifle lighter in shade, and not so bad
ly worn. He was Intently reading a 
well-worn book.

The room bore an asnect of slovenly 
care: dust lay upon everything: tlie 
room was filled with furniture, but ev
erything bore the marks of age. . 
» The man-and woman did not notice 
our entrance, and for several moments 
neither moved or spoke. My teacher 
approached the woman, and gently lay
ing her hand upon her dirty face, she 
said:

■•Poor sister. If you can only be made 
to understand that it is your perverse
ness that keeps you in this slavery, you 
would soon rise to a far better condi
tion and see tlie beauties of life, and at 
the same time set another soul free: 
that of him you call your companion. 
He is no companion for you: he Is 
much further developed: your Influ
ence over him prevents him from know
ing it. He has always depended on 
some one. and does not know his capa
bilities: therefore he Is a slave. Arise, 
my sister, make an effort to come up 
higher."

As my teacher finished speaking, she 
removed her hand and stepped back one 
step: the woman slowly arose to a sit-

I can t help It if I have,' said the 
man, and lie stopped as if to catcli his 
breath: then after swallowing, and al
most with a gasp, and in a hurried 
manner, he continued: ** 'Liza, let me 
tell you something. You well know the 
house was burned, and that we were 
smothered with smoke, and that they 
had a funeral:■ and do as we might, no 
one took the least notice of you and 
me; but all cried' ajid talked much 
about us.noth: and said lots of good 
things about us. Well. now. I believe 
we are dead, and our bodies are burnt 
up; tor they had no bodies at the fu
neral; and instead of there being any 
heaven or hell, there ain't neither: but 
the spirit just lives right on. and that is

-John. I just had a. peculiar dream, 
dreamed that a beautiful young lady 

stood by me: and as she placed her del- 
acate hand on my face, she told me to 
arise, and como up higher. She said 
something more, that I can t-remember: 
about, if I could understand myself. I 
could get out of this condition and be 
free from slavery. She also said you 
were no companion for me. but you 
were superior to me: and that you al
ways depended on me or some one else: 
and that you were more developed than 

..me." ■
"Well." said the man in a drawling 

manner, "that was a peculiar dream for 
you to have."

. "I should say it waa." said the wo
man: and continuing, she said with a 
fierce sneer: "Well, all dreams go by 
contraries; so that proves that al

Li, though you think you aré so much bet- 
than I am, that really you do not 

í\\Amount jo much.”
' Xs she said this, she laughed in a 

loud and boisterous manner; and slow
ly rising, she laboriously walked to a 
chair near a dirty window, and sat 
down facing toe man, and clasped her 
hands abeve her head, and looked stead- 
Uy at him for several minutes, while he 
continued to read without noticing her. 
Finally she said, in a jerky manner:

“John, where are we? Where are 
our people? Why are we compelled to 
remain here, like hermits? Why do our 
people, children and all, refuse to rec
ognize us when we speak, or call on 
them?"

The man slowly closed his book, and 
steadily looked at the woman for a mo
ment, and said as if he expected to be 
contradicted:

“ 'Liza, since the house burned, ahd 
you and I were smothered by the 
smoke, and we see the people gather 
in the old meeting house, and good' Par- 

•son Beals spoke such kindly words 
about you and me; and told the story 
about our bodies being consumed by 
the fire, and that now we were enjoying 
the sweets of heaven with the blessed 
Savior, I have been terribly troubled to 
know just where we do stand. Are we 
dead? Are both of us dead? If so, 
where is heaven, the good saints, toe 
angels, the blessed Lord? Why don’t 
we hear the angels singing the hallelu
jahs? Where are the pearly , gates? 
Have you seen the streets paved with 
precious stones? Where are the-----”

“John! John! Stop! Ain't you 
ashamed, and afraid to talk so? How 
can we be dead, if we talk as we do? 
How can we talk to our folks, if we are 
dead?”

•The old man stretched his legs, and 
folded his. arms, and dropped his chin 
upon his breast; and said, as if talking 
*to himself:

“If we ain’t dead, why can’t we make 
. the folks see- us, and understand when 
we touch them? Another thing I no
tice, we don’t prevent them going right 

1 through us, and we can pass all over 
and around them, and they don’t notice 
us.”

The old people sat still for a full min
ute, and looked at each other without 
speaking. Then my teacher "said to me: 

. “ We must do something for these
poor people; it is ¡evident they have 
awakened to the fact that thfey have 
been freed from the .gross material 
sphere. They have been Hiere a long 

" timé, and this seems to be a propitious 
time to -awaken them.”

. As she said this, she approached the 
. woman, and said: “My sister, can you 

not understand that the reason why you 
can not cause your people to hear and 
see you, Is because your .physical body 
is destroyed, and your Spiritual is all. 
that remains? Can you not see that 
the full freedom of life is all the heaven 
there is?”

As my teacher stopped speaking, the 
woman arose and paced back and forth 
across the room twice very slowly, and 
stopped before the man, then raising a 
dirty hand, she pointed her finger at 

. him-and said in a slow and drawling 
manner:

“John, wo have been taught that 
when we died we should go straight to 
heaven or hell; and that it we joined 
the church we should be sure of heaven.

. I have beard a parson say, ‘that not all' 
who cried, Lord, Lord, would be sure of 
heaven.’ Perhaps that Is our case. 
But there were few who prayed to the 
Lord with more unction than me. You 
have not always done your duty, ami 
now, It we are.In hell. It Is because you 
havo sinned so much, that as you aro 

’ my husband, you have been the means
. ... fg keeping us both out oí heaven.”

hands on her hips. "Where are we 
now?" -

I don t know. Liza: we have been in 
this house nigh onto twenty years, and 
our folks have died and been burled, 
but none of them have ever come to us. 
and we ve no place to go. and we don't 
know anything what lays 'round . us. 
We came here and stayed, and if all Hie 
world was open to us. we should have 
no part of it."

Well. John, what do you propose to 
do?"

Liza, lets go out and look around 
and see If we can meet anyone we ever 
knew; pei-haps we can find out some
thing."

I will. John. Lets go at once.-
That is all that is necessary." said 

my teacher. "We have accomplished 
much. These people will soon rise to 
a better condition: they have made a 
beginning towards an awakening, and 
that is all that is necessary, tor it will 
soon teach them that they must rely 
on self in all things: they are like 
many others; they believe in a con
tinued existence beyond Aer. but they 
find it so different from what has been 
told them, that they cannot understand 
It, whQp.they find themselves in it: 
neither do they know when the change 
takes place. We have gathered enough 
from what they said about the fire in 
their house, the smothering in the 
smoke, the funeral, and how little their 
friends heed them, to fully understand 
their story. They do not realize what 
has caused them now to question their 
condition: they will, in time. As we 
have seen enough, we will go: sometime 
we will visit them again, to note their 
progress."

I was very much exercised In my 
mind, because of our interview with 
these people: they reminded me very 
much of my parents: but that was not 
the grfiat cause of my perplexity. I 
could not understand how we could en
ter the house unobserved, and how my 
teacher could approach these people 
and talk, and yet they did not apparent
ly know of our. presence. As we left 
the house another wonder appeared, 
and my teacher said to me:

Please do not let our Interview with 
these people disturb your mental equi
librium. You wonder why we were un
observed while in the house. My an
swer will be plain: As your brother was 
so much in advance of you in unfold- 
ment that you could not see him at 
first, and' only very indistinctly later; 
so you are so much in advance of these 
people, that they can not know of your 
presence. It is so in every sphere. 
Especially on Aer is it sp; scores of 
people there are surrounded by freed 
souls, who cannot realize the presence 
of such; yet the liberated ones can 
know every thought, word and'deed of 
those in the lower spheres; and often 
there people are influenced to do, and 
say things which seem out of place, 
and contrary to their understanding.

“My conversation to this woman 
might have been without the words 
that reached yóur ear, and would have 
been as effectual. She did not sense 
them as you did, as you observed, as 
she attempted to tell the man her 
dream. It was not a dream, in the ab
solute sense; we came Into her pres
ence just as her quickened individuali
ty was passlye; therefore, I could reach 
her, and my thought found a response 
and left their Impression; that caused 
a starting point.

“Her spirit, or the great Ufe-current 
that sweeps ever onward, and perme
ates every atom in the ’universe, was 
quickened, and she sensed my appeal; 
tnus, in her crude condition, her 
thoughts began to ferment, with the 
result that although she began by 
blaming the man fof being the cause of 
her being deprived of her happiness, 
which, in this instance was the heaven 
she in her ignorance expected to find 
when she was freed from gross matter. 
“My thoughts have begotten aline of 
thoughts in them, different from any 
they were acquainted with, and so they 
were awakened to new action; now 
they will begin to expand, for they are 
held in the condition we found them, 
because they never dared to express 
themselves contrary to the prescribed 
regulations of blind theology on Aer. 
But when once a person does express 
contrary thoughts and finds he is-not 
punished for so doing, It becomes an 
easy matter to expand to a condition 
where he acts independent; his inde
pendence causes him to expand faster, 
ano as each ignorant bond is broken, so 
is his speed accelerated' towards that 
perfect freedom which is the boon of 
every soul In the universe.

“The reason why we left the house in 
a different manner than we entered, 
was because. it is not requisite that 
there should be any thoroughfare for 
spirit. We áre spirit; all Is spirit or 
refined matter here; that house and its 
surroundings, as well as all you see 
here, is not of the solid gross matter 
you have been acquainted with. 
When you awakened from your long 
imprisonment on the ship amid the 
Icebergs, you left your gross body, and 
entered the realm of spirit; and while 
everything seems as gross to you as 
anything you were acquainted with on 
Aer, it is because you have not yet be
come habituated to your latest situa
tion. Always bear in mind that it is 
not what you see, feel or hear, that 
makes you the individual that you are; 
but it is the grand all; that which you 
neither touch, taste or smell, or hear, 
that makes you the individual that you 
are; but that Inconceivable power that 
produces all action with you, and all 
animate objects is what makes the in
dividualities vyhich occupy the universe.

“These people are gross yet, and until 
their full awakening, it will be neces
sary for them to seem to occupy a gross 
material habitation; when they have 
followed out just now, what they con
ceive to be necessary, they will know 
tilings differently.’’ .

While my teacher had been answer
ing my many unexpressed questions,

we had passed from the scenes of ruin 
around the old house, and at last we 
.estc-d beside a long and narrow lake: 
the waters seemed to send a chill over 
me, they were so black: It was like 
standing on the shores of a pond in the : 
countiy late in autumn, when the leaves' 
have dropped from the trees: and one 
instinctively shudders as he realizes 
how the water would be if he were to 
plunge in. Surrounding this lake were 
long sloping hills well covered with 
heavy timber; immediately on the 
shoie the trees were of enormous size: 
their branches towered high: the foli
age was very dense, so much so that no ; 
sunlight qould reach the ground. At 
Irrtgulai intervals along the lake shore, 
were high craggy cliffs, over which im
mense vines were growing, and heavy 
rank moss could be seen. From the 
branches ot the trees, and clinging to 
the trunks, long, streaming moss hung 
pendant. .

It was a place that suggested robbers, 
thieves and pirates. I turned towards 
my teacher, with the inquiry in my 
mind, if it was such a place: but before 
I had time to speak she discovered my 
question, and said:

I have guided you to this spot, for 
another lesson. In the vicinity of this 
lake, may be found many dark spirits* 
in fact, we will find the least possible 
developed ones here: many have been 
here for centuries, and as one by one 
they awake and come higher, others ar
rive and take their places.

Oh, my brother, said my teacher, 
turning to me with a sad smile, "what 
a travesty on the so-called civilization 
of Aer, and other planets, there is so 
little advancement there. Each suc
ceeding race, people or generation, fol
lows in the footsteps of those who pre
ceded them, and none are capable of 
thinking for themselves, with the con
sequence that most of them leave the 
lower sphere in Ignorance, and have to 
continue here as they left there, for an 
indefinite period, or. until they are 
finally reached as those* we have visited 
were reached by us: and even then 
such cannot be approached, until by. 
their own volition they -are prepared.

Look, she said; at the same time 
she pointed towards a man who had 
come to the water's edge on the lake 
There is a man whose life of three 

score years and ten spent on Aer. has 
oeen entirely devoted to the accumula- 
tlor. of money. See how dwarfed and 
bent his body appears." . ■

I looked In tlie direction she had 
pointed, and saw a man with a wrinkled 
face; his hair was nearly white: he had 
a hump on his back, nearly as large as 
a peck measure; his hands and feet 
were large and much out of proportion 
to his body. His clothes were far too 
large for him, and were very filthy, as 
well as being much tattered. In one 
uand he held a crooked stick, while 
over his shoulder hung a large coarse 
bag which he held by the other hand

Who ls-he, and what is he doing?" I 
involuntarily asked-

For some time my teacher remained 
silent and I became confused, for she 
had not hesitated before when I had 
asked a question; in fact, she had be
fore this anticipated every question; 
now, I could not understand her. Pres
ently she said: .

”1 cannot reach him. He is prospect
Ing for gold; he has made gold his idol 
while on Aer; and now, like the man 
and woman, he has not awakened to 
his transition. I made an attempt to 
influence him as I did the woman; but 
he is not ready, and he has been here 
longer than qhe has. While on Aer, he 
was known as a,wealthy man; he had 
servants, .and held a prominent post- 
tion in society; and among the law
makers there. He came here through 
the agony of a disease, and as he was 
released, and saW his wealth dispelled 
and used by others, and could not pre
vent it, it caused him at first to lose 
control of himself by passion, and final
ly he lost his mental balance and wan
dered aimlessly to this spot; or rather, 
I should say, he was attracted here; 
for the law works In his case, as well 
as in all others. That is, like attracts 
like. He is desolate himself, and must 
have desolate surroundings; as he has 
made his condition through his greed 
for wealth, his all now Is to search for 
all he knows. .

“But that is enough of him now; we 
will go further up the lake, and we will 
see other types of seeming retrogres
sion.” •;

We. saw an old scow close by us, into 
which my teacher stepped and md- 
tioned me to follow. I hesitated, for 
the boat was dirty, and had no visible 
means of propulsion. I was timid about 
venturing on the muddy waters in such 
a cumbersome craft. . .

“Do not fear,” said my teacher. “The 
same power that propelled the beautiful 
boats we saw on your first, experience 
in a boat with me, will serve us here. I 
wish to afford you another experience; 
It will be to your advantage.” .', -. ■

I timidly stepped In and seated Sly- 
self on a slimy seat at the' end, and im
mediately the boat started out into the 
lake. As. we neared the middle; it 
turned, and moved slowly up stream, or 
towards the further end of the lake 
which we could distinctly see, although 
it seemed several miles distant. *

As we slowly, and as silently glided 
along,"we had a good view, of the shor&,‘ 
and although I had'visited many dreary 
places, and had read of many rough and 
angular precipices where it was impos
sible for man to get, this spot was the 
worst I ever thought of; all along these 
rough and irregular shores could be 
seen people of both sexes, .sitting and 
clambering, and apparently fighting to 
gain some position they coveted. We 
were unobserved, and all these people 
seemed bent on their own vrork, like so 
many wild animals. Occasionally a 
small cabin could be seen near the wa
ter’s edge, or crowded between the 
trees; but there was nothing to indicate 
any kind Of regular industry.

The sounds that" reached our ears 
were only toe rush of wind, and the 
voices of these undeveloped beings in 
their brawls which were numerous on 
every side. As I watched them, 1 
thought: These people must he those 
who were born and always lived in toe 
slums of a great city, and have never 
known what higher civilization means. 
How is it possible for them to reach a 
higher state if they never knew of such 
a possibility? Where will such as 
these begin? Who can reach them, or 
aid them if they can be reached?

While I watched' and ruminated 
about the terrible scene, our boat con
tinued on its course; each new scene 
was more terrible than the preceding 
one. I forgot for the time all the beau^ 
tiful scenes I had observed in this won-' 
derland, and beginning to blame the 
powers that would allow such horrid 
plague spots to exist, when I was called' 

, back to a realization of myself and my

lovely eompanSm by gw spund at 
sweet music it came to us aa if made 
by an angelic host for qlihpugh it was 
loud and distinct, it was a perfect har
mony of pleasant sound»; au>4f many 
voices well attuned aidf accffifrpimied 
by many musical instruments Yfpre per
forming some kind of grjnd symphony, 
under the guidance qf mpomebi master 
hand. I raised my. eyea apdopcanned 
the sky to see where tjie vymiderful 
music came from: I existed see a 
legion of beings like my teacher in the 
ah above me; but I coito) see .pothing. 
and to hear such granty, musjp amid 
such scenes as we were now ground
ed with, was as much out, of place as it 
was possible to imagine, The] music 
continued while we continued; on our 
course to the end of tlrn, lake.¡J As we 
reached the shore, my teacher ¡stepped 
fiom the boat, while I sat BtiU, enrap
tured by the music which had increased 
to such a volume that it seemed as if 
the trees- vibrated with the cadence of 
the music.

My teacher did not urge me to leave 
tlie boat, but patiently waited tor me: 
and finally as the musicMied away as 
the musicians seemed to* disappear to
wards the other end of the lake. I arose 
and stepped out ot the boat: as I did bo. 
I raised my robe, expecting to find it be
smeared with the filth with which the 
boat was covered: to my surprise. I 
could find no soiled spot, and probably 
my teacher understood my enigma, tor 
she laughed gleefully and said:

Did my brother expect anything that 
looked so vile could adhere to him or 
his garments?" ■

I certainly did." I said.

A

CHAPTERXI

Gross Condition Will Not Injure a
Finer One.

Well, here is another lesson for you. 
Learn from this, that as one develops 
to a clefin condition, nothing.of a lesser, 
or more gross order can affect him. and 
he should never be afraid In coming In 
contact with it. That which seemed so 
filthy on the boat was simply In keeping 
with the people and all that is-connect
ed with this lake and vicinity. You 
need have no fear of becoming contam
inated by anything you may come in 
contact with here: the people will not 
molest us. and we will try to reach 
some of them, and call them to an un
derstanding of their deplorable condi
tion. The mus(g will have its good ef
fect, its harmonious vibrations will 
probably reach some one. and we may 
be able to find that one: if we can. it 
will be as easy to influence him ae it 
was to reach that woman: It is a regu
lar occurrence here: it is produced by 
a band of highly developed souls, whose 
diversion is to come regularly to this 
spot, and by the harmony of their indi
vidualities, cause harmonious vibra
tions which have the effect of toning 
the dense vibrations of the undeveloped 
souls tnat congregate here.*

In answer to the* questions that ap
peared in your mind while on the boat. 
I will say; We can reach,some of them 
If we are diligent: and It.we can reach 
them, we can aid them. Not all who are 
here were what you call,¡inhabitants of 
the Blums of the great- cltiesfi’ many 
here have been leaders .pf whflt you 
call civilization; their origin wag among 
so-called wealth and reflnemeqt. and 
some even have held responsible and 
superlative positions. In each..¡(here is 
to be found that germ iphich , |s ever 
trying to reach a higheij. cleaner and 
broader condition. That germ ip never 
quenched; it mpy requlj-p centqrles to 
fan it into a flame so thjt it will light 
up its surroundings: but*that time is 
sure to come, although different causes 
may be required. No. The same cause 
Win not produce the repaired effect on 
each; but as it is; and is‘located, or in
dividualized in each animate Personal
ity; and as such a one/1 when- he is 
reached by'Some Soothing influence, 
like the vibrations that ’(vere i:huBed'by 
toe harmonious : music we have just 
heard, he is acted upon and quickened, 
and as the individual is made to reason, 
that is, made conscious of his position, 
and his added expansion enables him to 
see or understand, as you were when 
you first beheld your brother and com
pared him to me, then and there he 
makes a beginning. '

“Qnce make a start and there is no 
retrograde. But only as one can rid 
himself of ignorance, pride, supercili
ousness, conceit, vanity, obstinacy and 
many other retarding influences which 
have been germinated on Aer through 
ignorance, like so mapy weeds in a 
garden, can he quicken his aspirations 
towards a broader field. He must first 
have a desire; not a mere desire to get 
where those of a broader understanding 
are, will be sufficient to start one on-the 
upward path, but the desire, must be ac
companied by a willingness to be toler
ant, forbearing, lenient and mild.

. “Many of thesg you see here, are but 
following the same paths they trod 
while on Aer, or some dtlier planet; yet 
while there they covered their acts and 
steps by some show of false sanctimo
niousness, or, appearance of charity or 
kindness towards some prominent per
son, or some public institution; or some 
public move where their name could be 
mentioned frequently. By so doing 
they succeeded in blinding ; their fel
lows, and because of their, ignorance of 
what wais beyond toe gross sphere, they 
stultified and contravened their better 
naturps, with the false hope that they 
could escape the result of the „workings 
oflaw.”’ x .

“Why'could not‘the .absolute' result 
have been told by. soihe advanced spirit, 
and thereby prevent them from all this 
suffering?” I said. I. spoke my 
thoughts before I fully .realized their 
importance, and my teacher .was as 
quick with her answer. ,,

“There is ho Buffering here,” she said. 
“Each occupies the sphere he .is adapt
ed to. Some one has said pn Aer, * ’tis 
folly to be wise, where. ignorance is 
bliss.’ At this particular spot, ighor 
ance holds sway. Many advanced souls 
on Aer have endeavoreij.td show what 
the result of such lives' as these poor 
souls led while they, yers .¡residents 
there would be when togy ere.released; 
and each attempt has ^eeh tastrated, 
either by the person, or by gpme pre
vailing custom or so-called „religion; 
and mankind there has^een, taught to 
rely on some imagined ¡overruling force 
that would care for him behind the 
great scarecrow of death ¡¡Instead of do
ing right for the sake of right, they 
have done right for to^sake,^ a re
ward for so doing, or they hav^ seemed 
to avoid wrong tor fe^.o’f being pun
ished; and . between thp two Dilemmas, 
most people have been . forced/ to be
come hypocrites. Theijp.can bp no hyp
ocrites in this sphere, gp beyiffld; each 
thought is as plain asoif .itgiad been 
written in large letterset lire; that is 
one reason why these geople„\ are all 
here; toe most of then^ knei# 'while in 
the material spheres that, they were 
hypocrites; their condition here is the 
result of their previous/obduracy; now, 
they, must continue as w:l? find them, un
til they become aware ‘«of the causes 
which hold them.’.’ -•

As she ceased speaking, there passed 
near us, a man with dark visage, medi
um stature, somewhat bent; he looked 
straight ahead, and as he dodged among 
the rocks and trees, and -jumped and 
clambered over toe Wet hogs, he hur
ried as if he was afraid he'should be de
tected in some miecondtiini'

• ¿To he continued.)
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have anything at stake, we need not 
recognize these attempt^ to draw us 
into controversy with a view to the ex
position of what is called by tnem "a 
fraud. We have a work to perform, 
lor the accomplishment of the end 
which we believe Is to be ours, so let 
us continue onward in the right way. 
nor give a thought to those disconcert
ing influences, unless it be to call the 
doubting ones Into our midst and con
vert them to our faith. This challenge 
has blown up and has fallen of its own 
weight." <

Considerable feeling was expressed at 
an evening session of the N. 8. A. at St. 
Louis, despite the fact that President 
Banett had seemingly dismissed the 
subject, over the second letter ot chal
lenge sent to the Spiritualists by the 
anti-mediums. Iho test readings 
proved almost conclusively, it was said, 
tlie stand taken by the exponents of 
Spii itualism. The Rev. Is. W. Sprague, 
who gave several spirit messages, di
rected his whole attention to the skep
tics. He said; Let J. D. Hagaman 
come here and refute these facts. He 
claims to have been a medium for 
twenty years and to have defrauded the 
gullible public all that length of time, 
and then he got religion. I think that 
it was time he did get religion after a 
career of that kind.”

No test could have proved more 
conclusively, the Spiritualists say. the 
grounds on which the science is based, 
than that performed before an audience 
of more than 500 persons in the Temple 
of Spiritualism last night. Some mis
takes were made, but the Spiritualists 
do not claim to be infallible. They 
only say that the grounds on which 
they base their claims are substantial- 
Bcientlflcally, psychically and spiritual
ly, and they stand ready to prove 
•them." .

For rhe twelfth time Harrison D. Bar
rett of Canaan Me., was elected presi
dent of the National Spiritualists' asso
ciation at the session yesterday, held in 
the Temple of Spiritualism. 3015 Pine 
street. Hie association has been in ex
istence only twelve years, and Mr. Bar
rett is the only president it has ever 
had. Five other delegates were placed 
in nomination for president on the in
formal ballot, but all withdrew with 
the exception of Dr. George B. Warne ot 
Chicago, who was subsequently select
ed for vice-president. The only oppo
nent to Dr. Warne was Geo. W. Kates 
of Philadelphia.

On the election of Dr. Warne it was 
whispered among the delegates that 
this was a victory of the Barrett-Warne 
taction over the Kates faction, and in 
his speech of acceptance Dr. Warne' 
said he hoped if there was a Warne fac
tion or a Kates faction they would now 
get together. Mr. Kates denied em
phatically that there was a Kates fac
tion.

The other officers elected were: Sec
retary, Mrs. Mary T. Longley. Washing
ton, D. C.; treasurer, Theoiiore 
Mayer, Washington. D. C. Trustees— 
I. C. I. Evans. Washington. D. C : 
Thomas Grimshaw. St. Louis. Mo.: Mrs. 
Carrie E. S. Twlng. Westfield. N- Y.; 
C. L. Stephens, Pittsburg. Pa., and 
Stephen Dye. Lob Angeles. CaJ

A delegate from Los Angeles stated 
that in her city a medium was classed 
as a fortune teller and was required by 
law to pay a license of $100 a year 
Other delegates told of similar condi
tions in their cities, and a few testified 
that mediums in their home towns had 
tested the matter and had secured 
court decisions to the effect that “me
diumship- is a part of their religion, 
anu bb sucn tney are allowed freely to 
practice it. Several mediums present 
admitted that foretelling the future was 
within their powers. The matter was 
ended by being referred to the new 
board elected at this convention, with 
the probable result that an appropria
tion will be made to protect all “legiti
mate mediums" who come in contact 
with the law.

O. D, Pruden upon the floor of the con
vention The president placed Brother 
Maxwell upon the committee on creden
tials, but it does not appear that it was 
done with malice aforethought. Mr. 
Maxwell was a most efficient conven
tion worker. This is also true of Bro. 
1-ruden. who was a most faithful com
mitteeman and all-round debater.

One of the willing ■ workers of the 
convention was W. A. Willing, of Iowa: 
He is a rising young lawyer in . the 
Hawkeye State, an ardent ¡spiritualist, 
and a man of convictions, with the cour-
age to express them on occasion. 
Is an excellent convention man. 
won golden opinions from all.

He 
and

It was good to see Mrs. J. R. Francis 
of Chicago. Prof. W. F. Peck of St. 
Louis, John I). Vail of lowa. Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie of California. Mrs. Jennie Hagan 
Brown of Texas. W. P. Bosworth of 
Massachusetts, Mr. and Mrs. Storrs of 
Connecticuut, Hon. H. W. Richardson of 
New York, Mrs. Carrie H. Mong of In
diana, Mrs. Carrie F. Curran of Ohio. E. 
A. Schram of Indiana and Mrs. M. J. 
Stephens of the District of Columbia, in 
the convention. They all took an act
ive part In the work on tlie floor, and 
proved in divers ways their interest in 
tlie N. S. A. • ■

Prof. Peck made an excellent chair
man of the committee on resolutions, 
as did Mr. Richardson as chairman of 
Ine committee on credentials. •

Mrs, M. E. Cadwallader was at home 
as chairman of the committee on dele
gates reports. As usual her report 
was an able one and evoked very lively 
discussion.

Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng headed the 
committee on finance, as in former 
years. About $1.000 were raised 
thiough her committees work. That 
committee failed to make<a final report. 
Was it due to excitement, forgetfulness, 
or election? Mrs. Twlng served on sev
eral special committees and worked 
hard from first to last to make tire con
vention a success.

One of the ablest men on the floor of 
a Spiritualist convention is George W. 
Kates, now of Pennsylvania. He is 
quick to catch points favorable to the 
association, and is kindly critical of all 
matters presented that might result in 
injury to the N. S. A. At St. Louis Mr. 
Kates rendered the cause good service 
and did much to influence wise legisla
tion at all sessions.

Mr. and Mrs. Sprague were ever at 
their posts of duty, and never shirked
any task Imposed upon them. _ . .. ____ They
love the N. S. A. for its own sake, and

FUBLIGftTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle.
Library of Spiritual Wain. !

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
Or PSYCHIC SCIENCE. , 

This work essays to utilize and ex« 
Plain toe vast array of facts in its field! 
of research by referring them to a com« 
mon cause, and from tocm arise to tha 
laws and conditions of Man s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents« 

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story tlie scenes are laid off 

cai txi, and in the fopirit world, present* 
ing the spiritual philosophy end tha 
real life of spiritual beings. All quea- 
tions xhlc^idiise on that subject aro 
auswaed.t' Price. 50 cents.
THL PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND

THE SPIRIT WORLD. ,
English edition. Price. $1. I

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OP 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen« 
tation of this interesting subject. Eng« 
lish edition. Price $1 "
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT;

OF THE SACRED HEART. h
Ihls book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin.'*
Price, 25 cents.

Personnel of the Convention.
It was a great convention. ...
It was strictly a spiritual convention.
It was composed of people who were 

not ashamed to say they were Spirjtual-

It was made up of- delegates who 
went there to work, and who did work, 
with a will, nespite the attractions of 
the World’s Fair.

The reports of all officers and com
mittees were explicit and to the point 
As they have heretofore been published 
in these columns, no further reference 
is necessary.

The president’s, secretary’s, treas
urer’s and missionaries’ reports were 
given in full in The Progressive Think
er of October 29, 1904. By combining 
that number with the present, the read
er will nave a complete story of, the 
convention. *

Some of the ablest men and women 
among the Spiritualists of America 
were on the floor of the St. Louis con
vention. They had opinions of their 
own and they did not hesitate to ex
press them when occasion required.

All of the members of the N. S. A. 
board of trustees were present at the 
convention. The noble face of Hon. 
Alonzo Thompson of Nebraska, was an 
Inspiring sight to the delegates.

One hundred and fifty-five delegates 
were duly seated during the conven
tion. Thirty-eight other names were 
called as being entitled to seats, but 
they failed to appear. Spiritualism, to 
some people means what they cab get 
oui; of it in cash. ' Wonder if the ab- 
séhtees were real Spiritualists?.

President Barrett was on hand at all 
sessions save two. His confesión over 
his single parliamentary lapse of mem
ory was a rich treat to those who wit
nessed it when his attention was called 
to it by Prof. W. F. Peck. The laugh 
was on our parliamentary, president for 
once. .

Vice-president Warne never mlssed a 
meeting. His chairmanship is grace it
self and in strict accord with the finest 
parliamentary usage. He has com
plete control'of the gathering from the. 
first, is the embodiment of tact, and is 
lull of resources of poise and power. 
No one need fear tor the N. S. A. meet
ings with our vice-president in the 
chair. He was the popular favorité of 
the convention.

Secretary Longley and Treasurer 
Mayer were at their posts of duty from 
first to last They were given rousing 
ovations at the time of their unanimous 
réélections. They took an active part 
in thé work of the convention, and were 
especially watchful of the finances of 
the association.

One of the hardest worked men in toe 
convention was Trustee Evans. He 
was the official stenographer, assistant 
secretary and trustee rolled Into one. 
He faithfully discharged his every duty 
in each capacity, and followed the con
vention work most understanding^.

Trustee Grimshaw was loaded down 
with committee work. He enjoys let
ter writing, and is most happy when he 
is looking up rooms for parties of five 
or seven, who want to cook, live and 
sleep in one and the same room. Bro. 
Grimshaw .was as sober as a judge 
whenever ordination, ritual, marriage 
services, official, reports, etc., were 
mentioned in his presence. .He is one 
cf the able workers qn. the N. S. Arstaff.- 

8 It was good to see J. S. Maxwell and

are never weary in well doincr in Its be
half. They have been re-elected mis
sionaries tor the coming year.

The work of Mrs. E. A. Sauer. H. C- 
Dorn, Mrs. Eva McCoy. John Hutchin
son, Dr. J. M. Walton. Mrs. Elizabeth 
SchauBB, Moses Hull. Mrs. Clara L. 
Stewart, Will J. Erwood. and dozens of 
others was most excellent, and deserves 
more than mere mention here, but space 
forbids. They are cherished In the 
hearts of all their friends, and honors 
await them all on high.

There were many familiar faces 
. eslng at the St. Louis convention. J. 
B. Hatch. Jr., and his devoted wite 
were both kept \at home by the serious 
Illness of their son. C. L. C. Hatch. 
They were greatly missed, and many a 
kindly inquiry was made concerning 
them. A convention without these 
splendid workers was indeed an anom
aly. It was felt that their good wishes 
were with toe convention through toe 
subtle mediumship of thought.

That Major-General of the Spiritual
ist forces of Philadelphia. Hon. Thomas 
M. Locke, his able helpmeet, her sister. 
Miss Mary R. Galloway, and Mrs. Jo
sephine Hinds were also among the 
missing. Brother Locke Is a most ex
cellent. convention woraer, and does 
much to facilitate toe despatch of busi
ness whenever he is present. His mul
titudes of friends missed him and his 
home helpers, and sent them, one and 
all, many silent thought messages of 
good cheer and soul blessing.

Rev. F. A. Wiggins and Dr. Geo. A. 
Fuller, both of Massachusetts, were 
likewise absent. This left the famous 
Ritual with but a single defender on the 
part of the original committee that 
framed it more than one years ago. He 
did his best, but the convention made 
short work of the Ritual, so far as It 
was considered: Conservative Presi
dent Barrett stood his ground, and evi
dently felt keenly the treatment ac
corded his favorite measure. The 
work of toe committee on the Ritual 
will be appreciated—in the great “Per
haps!”

Another absentee who was greatly 
missed was Mrs. Margaret Gaule-Reld- 
inger of New York City. For the first 
time in many years, her smiling face 
was not seen upon the floor. Scores of 
delegates inquired for her, and hearty 
applause burst forth when her telegram 
of greeting was read. All absentees 
were silently “conjured" to put in an ap
pearance at Minneapolis next year, 
clothed in their right minds, and ready 
for work.

The evening programmes were of an 
exceptionally high order of excellence. 
The addresses of Will J. Erwood, Mrs. 
R. S. Lillie, W. J. Colville, and Mrs. 
Laura G.. Fixen aroused the greatest en
thusiasm. Round after round of ap
plause greeted the telling points they 
made, and their words left a marked 
impression for good upon all who heard 
them. The messages of Mrs. Eva Mc
Coy, Mrs. E. A. Sauer, Mrs. C. A. 
Sprague, Mrs. Georgia G. Cooley and E. 
W. Sprague bore the marked stamp of 
genuineness and were much enjoyed by 
all who received them. The musical 
programme was all that could be de
sired, and reflected great credit upon 
the director,- Mrs'.'jaardcastlc, and all of 
the artists who assisted her. Every 
delegate went home saying, “I am glad 
I came!”*' INFELIX ANDREWS,

. • ■ l Reporter.

H xR^Xii.0R LED T0 THE light.
A thrilling psychological story of 

evangelization and tree thought It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent is to Catholicism. Price 
80 cents. .

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM? ’
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me« 
diumshlp. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. I heir testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles conies 
5 cents; 100 tor $1.25- v *

-FROM SOUL TO SOUL ■
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of toe author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
toe music by eminent composers The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita, 
tions. ¿¿o pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE-
For the home, the lyceum and socle, 

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid ot which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen. 40 cents Ex: 
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan ot 

tie Angell Prize Oratorical Contests 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price. 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher- 1 

Berlin Heights Ohio ]

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AND

Other Oiiennos,
' .. '.'.BY' ■ : '

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page Illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author, 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in -blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems."
That erudite critic, Wm. Ernmette 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton; “I have read with great 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet 
» » * * the thoughts echo and reecho 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for; 
every page.” '

The author says tn the dedication'! 
“To those whose thoughts and lortgfnvs 
reach Into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
.thither.” "

Price $1.00. For sale bv
HUDSON TUTTLE, ’ 

Berlin Heights, Ohio, l

II

The Arcana of Spiritualising
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

WITH LOVE DIVINE.

The tide of time doth take no turn, 
It .ever onward trends.

And sentient soul may live and learn 
Eternity ne’er ends.

The soul may sail a shoreless sea 
.. Spread out among tlie stars,

And slow or swift the journey be, 
The distance short to Mars. .'

The soul may stars and space traverse! 
Search Splendor of the skies!

And remain of all the Universe, 
The tiling which never dies.

All that’s seen may fade from sight! 
The stars may cease to shine!

The suns may stop their glowing light! 
Naught left-but love divine! '

The light of love alone may be 
The soul's one guiding sign, ’

Which leads to joy, peach, purity, 
To dwell with love divine.

The readers of The Progressive'; 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is Intended , 
by Its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration. 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered In its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid. •

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE.

: ' Berlin Helglito, Ohio.

■*

Washington, D. C. J. W. NIGH.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

fatormatlon How They May (live Btrih to Hoypy,' 
Healthy Children Absolutely With-

oat Pain—Sent Free.
Ko woman need any lonirer dread ihcpilnsor 

child-birth, or remain ehlldleaa. Dr. J. H. Dr» 
has devoted his Uro torellevtnr Ihc sot rows of 
women. He has proved that all pain at childbirth 
may bo entirely banished. And ho will yladly tell 
you liow.il maybe done absolutely free ot chine 
Send your name end address to Ur. J.H. Dre. IM 
Lewis Dloelt, Buflalo, N. V.. and he will send you 
postpaid, lus wondertul book which tolls how tc 
giro birth to bapny. haatlliy children, SMOlmels 
witnout paint also, how lo cure sterility. Iio not 
delay, but write w-da^r.

CLUBST CLUBS! CLUBSl CLUBS!
Now is the time to got up Chibs. 

Those who join a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There uro four premium 
books you can select from: "The Great
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and ■ 
W. V. Jamieson”; "Vol. 3 of The Eney- 
depedia cf Death, and Life in the Spirit' 
World”; "A Wanderer in the Spirit 
lands”, and "Seers of th* Ages”, by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one who gets 
up the club can hfivo the paper one 
year, and any two of tbe premium 
books In our list, which be may select.
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is ?2.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1904.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money' in a let

ter. You tnay do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th. n you are per-
fectly safe, and will save yourself 
poyance and trouble.
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit 
ualist Association.

’ Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when av attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper, Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. ’

Spiritualism and Its Phenomena.
Don’t fool yourself; don't think care

lessly; don’t imagine that God 1b any

*=*.......  ”...........  J—
“Ever tho Right Cornea Uppermost"

Thus wrote the poet Mackay mapy 
years ago, a statement all experience 
confirms.

In erecting the new state capital of 
Pennsylvania, provision was made by 
ihe architect for niches, in which each 
county is expected to place a statue of 
one of its -most distinguished citizens, 
thus forming a Hall of Fame for all 
time. A commission of selection will 
pass upon the choice in due time. , .

The Evening Telegraph, a secular 
dally of Philadelphia, undertook to de
termine the choice for Philadelphia 
county by ballot. The agitation went 
on for weeks, in which the whole county 
peeraed to take a deep interest. When 
the contest .closed the vote ot the five 
leading candidates, in the order of plu
rality, stood: Thomas Paine, Robert E. 
Pattison, Stephen Girard, Benjamin 
Franklin and Henry George; Paine 
leading all others, and the late Gov. 
ernor Pattison following in his rear.

Whether the committee of selection 
will be governed in their choice by the 
popular vote will be known in due time.

Those who have been led to suppose 
the name of Thomas Paine , was a sort 
of bogey, for churchmen to shun, will 
be surprised by this vote in Philadel
phia, where the Author Herd of the 
Revolution was best known, and where 
he accomplished so much for American 
Independence. To aid the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker, who are no 
longer church-bound, to arrive at the 
truth in regard to the services of 
Thomas Paine to the patriots of the 
Revolution, and the cause which in
spired them, we beg leave to make a 
few quotations from “Washington and 
His Generals,” published nearly sixty 
years ago. The author, Geo. Llppard, 
of Philadelphia, was a literary Quaker. 
He wrote his “Legends of the Revolu
tion,” ot which “Washington and His 
Generals” was a part, from material 
gathered from the then survivors of 
those historic times, his object to per
petuate a remembrance of the real he
roes in that great strife which culmi-

bean bloody? Do the American soldier: 
despair? . Hark! That printing pres: 
yonder, that printing press that move: 
with the American host in all Its wan 
derings, ' is scattering pamphlet: 
through the ranks of the army!

“Pamphlets written by the author 
soldier, Thomas Paine; written some
times on the head of a drum, by the
midnight fire, amid the corses of the 
dead, pamphlets that stamp great 
hopes and greater truths in plain words 

‘ the continentalupon the souls tof 
army! •

“Tell me, was not 
sight, to see a man 
might have shone as 
a novelist, following

that a sublime 
of genius, who 
an orator, a poet, 
with untiring de'-

votion the tootsteps ot the continental 
army?

"Yes, in those dark ages ot '76, when 
the soldiers of Washington tracked 
their footsteps on the soil of Trenton, 
in the snows of Princeton; there, un
flinching in the hour of defeat, writing 
his ‘Crisis’ by the light of the camp
fire, was the author-hero, Thomas 
Paine! . .

“And the ‘Crisis,’ read by every cor
poral in the army of Washington; read 
to listening groups of soldiers; look 
with what joy, what hope, what energy, 
gleams in those veteran faces, as words

nated in making this 
free and independent, 
tion Is from page 426:

“Grouped around a

great Republic 
Our first quota-

table, the .full
respecter of persons; don't for a mo- I warmth of the light pouring In their 
ment entertain the Idea that spirit re- faces, are four persons—a Boston law
turn (the manifestations thereof called yer, a Philadelphia.printer, a Philadel- 
c । • vatt ninne phla dpctor, and a Virginia farmer. » * *Spiritualism) came tor YOU alone, p from Upfl of FranUln the 
Oui cause—that implies an ownership, I question: ‘Where is this war to end? 
which never can exist in a private ¿rn We fighting for only a change in the 
sense. Spirit return is for the whole British ministry, or for independence?' 
world; so is mediumship. Spiritualism I "At this moment, while all Is still, a 
owns absolutely nothing ot the phenom- announced. He Is Introduced

. , , ,, —.___ by Franklin; takes a seat at the table,ena in a restrictive sense.. The whole ,g lnformed of the subject of discussion, 
world owns all there is to Spiritualism Washington, Rush, Franklin, Adams 
and Its phenomena. Here is a case as are all hushed into silence. The little

ow. Achmed, another Indian control, 
/ho professed to be a snake, charmer 
ext took possession, and soon after- 
/ards IM Wlilteombe closed the ses 
■ion. .

A

A WORD OF WARNING.

Letter.From Hudson Tuttle, Edltor- 
at-Large, N. 8. A.

A Dr. J.rnol(| camo to Norwalk, Ohio, 
rud seeiS'Ing life theatre for Sunday 
evening^pctoljpj- 23, scattered flaming 
hand bills, describing the wonders in 
Spirituatftm helwould exhibit. He was 
a “celebrated jrheosophist," “a Spirit
ualistic medium," “no man bad excited 
more comment; ànd he had been chosen 
by the adepts id attempt the conclusion 
of the wo/k lel|(undone by Madam Bla
vatsky, high priestess of Theosophy." 
“Tests Would be made on the full light
ed stage"; “he has succeeded in elevat
ing the subject of Spiritualism above its 
popular superstition,” “endorsed by 
the Royal Society of London, and by 
lonides the Greek philosopher, and 
many other, distinguished societies.” 
“Phenomena produced in the light,
slate writing, spirit pictures,” "eleven 
mediums will be present," etc.

like these break on their ear's: ] Such were his promises, and the man
“ ‘These are the times that-try men’s ager of the theater, who holds It on 

souls! The summer soldier and the I most conservative lines, and unrentable 
sunshine patriot, will in this crisis, I Sunday evenings except for religious 
shrink from the service of his country; purposes, having the performance of 
but he that stands it now, deserves the “Dr. Arnold” represented to him as a 
love and thanks of man and woman, "religious entertainment," gave permis
Tyranny, like hell, is not easily con- eion, at a reduced price. Yet farther 
quered; yet we have this consolation, to deceive, at the bottom of the adver- 
the harder the conflict the more glorl- I tisements it «was stated that a small ad- 
ous the triumph!’ mission fee woiild be taken to defray

“Such words stirred up the Conti- i the rent, etc.
nentals to the attack on Trenton, and At the appointed time a crowd came 
there, in the dawn of glorious morning, to And that the “small fee"' was 35 
George Washington, standing sword in j cents, yet so ipuch Interest had been 
handover the dead body of the Hessian | awakened, the theatre was filled.
Ralle, confessed the magic influence of • Now what did this “Dr. Arnold" give 
the author-hero, THOMAS PAINE!” - in fulfillment of.hls roseate promises

The people of Philadelphia knew I and for his “smalllfee?”
what they were doing when they voted One of the most common sleight-of- 
Thomas Paine a place in the Temple of hand performances. He made no pro
Fame, and they are bigots who frown fession that It was otherwise. The
updn his memory because he worshiped I tricks he gave were stale, and the whole 
but one God, and denied that a woman I affair disgusting even to those who do 
had given birth to another. | not believe in Spiritualism.

The Spiritualists, who were the 
larger part of the audience were espe-

related by the Elkhart (Ind.) Daily Re- I man in a brown coat startles, horrifies 
view where spirit return came to a them, with his political blasphemy!
ci n itic ®ut he Boes on. His broad, solid brows
saepuc. _ warms with fire, as his eye flashes the

Mrs. Pearce wife of Policeman I fujj oi a souj rouseij jnto an jjg
Pearce, says that though she has never M y^gg deePi earnest tones speak 
believ ed In spirits or supernatural man-1 oj. independence of America, her 
ifestations her experience the past two giorjous future, her destiny, that shall 
or three months at her. residence read slrjje on over t]je wredtg of thrones, to 
her to doubt the assertion that nothing unjver8aj empire Of this western 
unexplained by natural physical laws contjnent.
can take place. Her la^st experience They start from the table; they press 
was just after arriving home Sunday ^he granger in the brown coat by the 
evening about 9 o’clock, when she no- I ]land. they beg ot him for God’s sake to 
ticed a heavy rocktag chair in the llv- I wrjte those words in a book, a book 
ing room rocking back and forth vlo- Qla(. g^^j reaj jn ay ¿Olngg ancj 
lently. Sne thought the action caused thundered from all the pulpits of Amer- 
by her 11-month-old daughter, whom lca “ .
she had placed on the floor, but on look- I <.p0 y0U see f]jat picture? The little 
ing discovered too tot had crept to a I man ¡n brown coat, flushed, trem- 
distant part of the room. She boldly I ¡jimg witli the excitement of his own
seized the chair, and though she I thoughts; the splendidly-formed Vir-
stopped its rocking she was surprised glnla p]anter one 8jde grasping his
when it seemed to resist any action on hand; these great-souled men encircling
her part, and in order to move it was I on ofher side, John Adams,-the 
compelled to use utmost strength of ]awyer. Benjamin Rush, the doctor; 
both hands and arms. On Saturday I Benjamin Franklin, the printer?
night, she says, she and her 12-year old 1 “This was in 1775. The day after 
sister, who was sleeping with her, her mo(jest Virginia planter, George 
husuand s duties as patrolman keeping I Washington, was named commander-in- 
him away from home at night, were I chie{ of Continental armies.” 
awakened by loud rapping at apparent- We have abridged, to save space, and 
ly all the windows of the lower floor at I gjjau continue to do so.
the same time. Mrs. Pearce ran out- are *^xt introduced by Mr. Lip
side, but was unable to discover any ex- pard) t0 of the Pen.” "
planation. At a previous time, two I the summer days of 1775; how 
weeks ago, she and her sister were _Beat- | stranger in the brown coat walked 
ed in arwm when1 the trap'door lead- I up and down ln front of the old state 
ing to the cellar, opened, then closed, I iloUge> nis hinds behind his back; 
and investigation showed the hook had tbence to his lonely garret, where he 
fallen in place again to securely fasten I sejzed bis quill, and wrote dojyn the 
it, as she says it was before it. opened. I deep thoughts of his brain; thence 
At still another time, when her hus- I |)ac]{ to bjS walk in the sunlight and in 
band and the sister were to one room I the shadow of the trees; and again to 
and she in another, a flame like that of b)g gan.et, wrltlng U11 tbe break of day, 
a big gas jet rose from the floor nearly I wlth Bcattered sheets of paper all about 
three feet, high, crackling and sizzing, ] djnL jjgbt Of an unsnuffed candle 
burst into many particles of light on bjs brow, the unfailing quill in his 
which fell to the floor and disappeared. tand Tben- •
Those in the other room did not witness book’ b wrItten. It muat n'ow
the phenomena, and her husband re- be prhlted. scattered to the homes of 
fuses to believe anything more tangible Amerlca. But not one printer will 
than her imagination hasibeen,a.work; book( not a publisher but
but she sfrennously maintains that her pale at the sIgbt of tboge dlngy
eyes do not deceive her and that she R rldicuies the British pope. It
has really wltrifeBsed the incidents de- ridicule3 tte monarchy. It speaks out 
scribed. She is not of nervous temper- I plaln wordg Nothing now remaing 
ament, and has always been strong and dec;are the New World free and in- 
vigorous, being a type of the Swedish depenjent
girls so much In demand as domestics, „But at ]agt a lnter ig foupd a 
which was her occupation before mar- s'cotchman, named Robert Bell. On. 
nage. However she says she will no Ja 1776 .Common Sense> burst 
longer remain alone to the house at I on tbe people of tbe New World It

aUn tlle a stfir re£uses t0 st-ay burst on the hearts and homes of Amer- 
with her. i[ke a ugpt fromL heaven.. That

He

Russia and Japan.

Men, Women and Angels.

The Salvation Army's Great Triumph,
Whatever may bev thought of the 

methods of the Salvation army, of its 
zaluo as an uplifting agency, or of the 
notlves of i(s founder, the recent inter
national congress of the army held in 
London proves the wonderful vitality 
of the idea underlying it.

The-army was founded less than 
thirty years ago; yet to-day It has 7,685 
branch societies scattered all over the 
world, and to the congress—-whether, as 
the Saturday Review sneers, “to gratify 
the egotism of its head,” or out of a pur
pose to impress the world—these socle-
ties seut 6,000 delegates. I

Time was when angels were supposed cially chagrined and disgusted. Had 
to constitute an order of created beings !u®yq!n?^f:au1se 1JO? they J\ad£eaa 
superior to human beings-different, I known „Dr‘ never havlng 
distinct, and of a higher nature. had his name mentioned in one of them,

This same idea prevails today to a I must be a humbug. They would have- 
great extent among people who accept I known that this disciple of Blavatsky, 
the bible as Infallible inspiration. and an10 ?,!e

.u „11 „„ Royal Society, 'and that “lonides, the The Spiritualists view that all ap- I greek philosopher,”. had no evidence, 
pearances of spiritual beings, denoted I except in the fancy of this shallow pre- 
a.ngels in the bible, frere manifestations tender. It is lamentable that such 
ot spirits of human beings, is gaining wandering rascald get the larger part 
acceptance throughout the churches. I their support from Spiritualists, and

m. cM«.So
thoughts anent angels, etc., that will I business for more honest calling.
prove Interesting, as follows: Had this fellow advertised as a

Rev. Dr. Camdpn M. Cobern thinks if I sleight of hand performer, p. “magician,” 
the great artists of the past had been to use a high-sounding word, he could 
women his sex would have been better I not have (Secured the theatre, or if he 
represented in the angel choir. This is had, woidt) hayp performed to empty 
complimentary to the other sex, who | seats. He shomd have been arrested 
doubtless would have followed tradition for obtaining money under false pre- 
and have represented angels as tenses, fclfi ther6 was nothing but de

Angels have been divided h. . wo ception ift his 1 pretense that he was
classes. One of these is made up of practicing ps a rqedium, as- stated in his 
those who walk the earth in human advertisements.",
form, clad in garments adapted to wind 11 HUDSON TUTTLE,

The congress, which lasted a fort
night, was held in a huge building spe
cially erected in the Strand, was filled 
night and day with great gatherings 
swayed by wild enthusiasm, and the 
farewell meeting in Albert Hall, which 
seats 12,000 people, was so mighty a 
pageant it made a tremendous impres
sion on London. . ’

King Edward received Gen. Booth in 
private audience and gave him hearty 
good wishes for his work, and rank and 
fashion attended the meetings.

Altogether, it proved beyond cavil 
that the army is a power in the world.

What a change from the state of af
fairs only a few years ago, when ,the 
army was universally ridiculed, its 
founder derided or denounced, and its 
public meetings dispersed with vio
lence!

It is a glorious trjumph for’ Gen. 
Booth and his supporters, and a de
served one, too, if everywhere the army 
does as much practical good work as 
we of Chicago know it does here.

The above from the. Chicago Journal 
illustrates the unparalleled growth of 
the Salvation army. Its views of the 
future life, of a heaven and hell, of the 
mission of Jesus, and the ultimate des
tiny of the human soul, are absurd—ex
tremely so—yet their humanitarian 
work is angelic, God-llke, and is what Is 
needed at the present time. The ques
tion may be asked, who will stand the 
highest in the spirit realms, the honest 
Spiritualist, who rests content in his 
true belief in reference to the future ex
istence, but who does no humanitarian 
work, or the Salvationist who is satis
fied with his extremely absurd doc
trinal belief (regarding It as actually 
true) but who Is constantly engaged in 
relieving distress, feeding the hungry, 
encoui aging thosQ to reform who are in 
the depths cf depravity, and who en- 
coura; es each one to lead an honest, 
pure life. Will pot, some Spiritualist 
lecturer make th? above the subject of 
a discourse, and tell which one will' 
stand nearest “the throne,” or be the 
most exalted spiritually.

SPIRITUALISM IN ST. LOUIS.

Increasing In Interest—Some Very Fine 
Manifestations.

book was read by the mechanic at his 
bench, the merchant at his desk, the

Editor-at-Large N. S. A
-L4-------- .0. — . ■—:----------

BOOK GUT FOR HIM.

and weather. They are sweet spirits, 
making earth brighter and sunnier for 
their presence. They are women and 
belong to the human order, although 
they may have the essence ot divinity. 1 u ,The other class of angels is mascu-1 e Change His Name In 
lino. They are superhuman beings and li - ¿fields,
are represented as the immediate mes- I । --------
sengers of Divine Providence. Why Robert Schmuss, secretary of 
these messengers should have been 11m-1 Psychic. Resdafcji Society qf Rockford, 
ited to masculine souls is not evident, Ell.; advisefl the; officers of the' Illinois 
for women have the fleetness, the gen- State Spiritualist Association, under

New

the

tie sympathy and the gift of tender ex- I date of October 29, that the party re
pression no less than men, and these ferred to below left that city hurriedly 
are the special traits of the angelic mes- with the police officers anxious for a 
sengers. I personal Introduction to him.

Until the seventeenth century angels ---------
were supposed to be masculine with He says:
the feminine attributes of beauty and I Some weeks ago, one giving his name 
purity. Then the Florentine painter as Emmett came to our city, rented a 
Giovanni scandalized his contempora- I hall for Sunday- evening, October 9, ad
ries by introducing into a glory round vertlsed as being the president of the 
the Virgin some female angels. Rubens U. S. Spiritualist Society: For some 
more than once violated ecclesiastical I leason he did not have an audience, 
tradition by representing angels as He then came to our meeting, at the 
feminine. His "Madonna aux Anges” close of which our president called 
In the Louvre is an instance. So fixed upon him to come forward and give an 
is the sentiment In favor of men that account of himself, which, to say the 
when the feminine angel is found in art least, was very unsatisfactory to us. 
the instinct rebels against it, no mat- Among other things he stated that the 
ter what reason and common sense may U. S. Spiritualist Society was about to 
say in its favor. ' | be' organized, and he, Emmett, was to

If Dr. Cobern will study the history be its president. The object of this 
of art and especially that which relates new organization was to more fully pro
to seraphim, cherubim and other beings tect mediums, etc. We turned him 
of a higher order than humans he will down flatly. He then advertised as a 
be perfectly satisfied that the artists of I clairvoyant The enclosed clipping 
the past have done justice to his sex in I from one of the local .papers gives the 
full measure. He need not begrudge to next chapter in his movements. I no
certain women who walk the earth a tice there is a difference in the name, 
limited application of the term angel, but it Ib the samé person, as I made an 
No woman was ever called an angel inquiry at police headquarters. We 
who had not fully earned the title by have been annoyed a great deal of late 
great goodness and after much self-sac- I by impostors, and I am in.hopes some- 
riflee, especially in behalf of men. I thing will be done to protect honest

------------    „ .  ------------ I workers in the cause.
Rigorous. Test Conditions. I ROBERT SCHMUSS.-

It appears from- the Harbinger of | oekford, 11.____

Light, of October 1, that the August 
number of “Luce e Ombra” contains a 
detailed report, signed by fourteen sit-1 _ - .. .ters, of the sixth Ind 'seventh seances 8ome S’.snlficajtt^cts»Presented, 

held with Mr. Bailey in Milan, together The woman voter wlli la lte 
with a full description of the rigorous part in coming election. The cam
precautions taken to guard against thej paigners are actively bidding tor her 
possibility of fraud, delusion br decep-1 support in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,

MY LADY VOTER.

a

Russian church papers are trying to Poacher in the pulpit reads Mt and 
_ ■ j-„„„(j I scatters its great truths with the teach-
prejudice the Christian world against ¡ngB oj. reveiation. burst from the 
the Japanese, by alleging they are anti- press,’ says Doctor Rush, with an effect 
Christ; that their god is money; hence rarely produced by types on paper in

tion; these including the sewing up .of and Idaho. “We are looking after the 
the medium'in a large silk bag and his women oL these, .four states, ’ says a 
__ „„„„ member of the Republicart National Ex- confinementwithin a net-work . cage, 1 ecuyve committee, “as carefully as we 
after he had been carefully examined, j gj-g men in some .of the doubtful 
The phenomena which occurred at the I states.” . ,■>.

hates Die Christian spirit, and opposes I any age or country.’ ”
the extension of Russian authority over , The author then quotes at length 

■ ffom Common Sense,” and close theManchuria for that cause. 'quotation with Paine’s words:
. The real Christian world, in exercis- ] “Independence is the only bond that 
ing a choice between the so-called ] can tie us together. Let the names of’
Christianity of Russia, displaying itself I Whig and Tory be extinct Let now
in barbarism; and the Paganism of Ja- other be heard among us, than those ol 
pan laboring to prevent the extension of Ia g0,°J cltizen; an open, resolute friend;

। that barbarism over Manchuria, will not a virtuous supporter of the rights of 
hesitate in its choice. Russia, with all I ’“a’Jdnd, and of The Free and Inde- 
her boast, is not one whit in advance I iea?ent StatM of America. .

of the Middle Ages in civilization; while ?aTs:
Japan is at the very front of modern en-1 J^is work; displaying the most inti- 
lightenment. And if religion is known I tnate. knowledge of the resources of 
bv acts,' not pretensions, then Japan I America, the nerve of Tier men, the 
has a foreground with the most ad-1 oa,'i forests, the treasures of her 
vanced of nationa, ■ I minesj displaying, an Insight into the

future greatness of the American navy.

sixth were these: That, indeed, iB a fact significant of
A phosphorescent light was observed I the future. Amid national and munlcl- 

to descend from the ceiling of ae Pal corruption the advent of toe woman 
. t . .v , „ “ 6 „, voter should be-full.of healthful prom

chamber to the left side of the medium; I Iges< It long atep forward. The con. 
Professor Denton spoke for . about half dltion of woman (influences tho morals,

lb, an/hoUr upon spiritual manifestations I manners aid character of the peoples 
JI and teachings; Selim brought seven I of all countries. (P.So this' great gift to

■ ’ * ’ ’  ---------- that was akin-to prophecy; cut into
A Prominent Medium Passed to Spirit small pieces the cobwebs of kingship, 

Life. the pitiful absurdity of America being
Mrs. Kate Blade, well and favorably f?r °.ne hou5 .^pendent on Britain, 

known as a slate-writing medium <rt S- ™ r
,,...._____... , .?.... I bosom; was .In fact the great cause and
this city, passed to spirit life last week 1 forerunner of the Declaration of Inde 
at her residence on the South Side. I pendence.” . - ;
She has brought sunshine and gladness I Under the title of “Author Soldier,” 
to many Investigators, and great will be I we read , 
her reward in the realm of souls. ' I ' tSan in t!le brown

. . I coat, this THOMAS PAINE, through
. . :—- I the scenes of the Revolution. •

’.'Why I Am a Vegetarian." By J. | i“In the full pride of early manhood, 
Howard Moore. An address before the Ilie loins the army of the Revolution; he 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 26 I shares the crust and ' the cold with 
pent*.' . . . ’, I Washington and his men; he Is with

“Handy Electrical Dictionary." ' A those brave soldiers on the toilsome 
practicul handbook Of reference, eon-1 march; with them by thk camp-fire- 
latalng definitions of every used eleo-1 with them in the hour of bittie 
trlAai tnnn or phrase. Price 115 cents. | “is the day dark? Has the battle

seeds of an Indian plant, the “Abrus her, only w the beginning of its benefi- 
precatoria,” venerated as sacred by the cence, wiUifcring jg mutual benefit 
Hindus; then a bird’s nest, composed I If woman! shapes the character of a 
of vegetable fibre, and containing a sin- natlon she qjiouldjfe trusted to lend her 
gle egg, which he placed In the medi-1 rectifying oilnflumjpe to that which 
urn's left hand, and a small live bird needs character most.
with a black head. These objects he Some persons. Ahere are that deplore 
brought close to the netting so that the fact that woman should be 'con- 
they might be inspected by all present uected witlbpolitifis, however remotely, 
after which the objects disappeared; A woma.n’sisense.!Qf right and wrong is 
Nana Shahib next presented . himself, more acuteta than:9 that of man’s, de
crying loudly, gesticulating, and strug- spite whatdsophiats may say. She is 
gling with an invisible enemy until he safe to deride , any question wherein 
fell heavily on the floor; then Dr. Whit-1 integrity apd moral worth are eon- 
combe took control and explained how I cerned.
injuriously that Indian affected the | The woman voter Is apt to be treated 
medium. j with levity‘in quarters where she dpes

At the seventh sitting, after a dis-1 not possess the franchise. As a voter 
course Upon physical phenomena:., by she is a serious fact, which will be dem
Professor Denton, Abdalla, controlled onstrated during.jNovember. The peri- 
the medium, and invited Signor Brios- od of debate wer this question has 
chi to show a mango seed in a flower passed. She is an actuality and it is 
pot which-had been prepared by three not difficult , to foresee the day when 
sitters and placed under seal during this privilege, of citizenship will be the 
the day; this having been done, Abdalla right of;every (American woman. .
related, a story in an Indian dialect,
while the seed was germinating; and 
in. twenty minutes the pot was exam
ined, and the plant was.found on -ex
amination to have sprouted about three 
centimetres above the soul, and to 
have put forth several fine rootlets be-

WITHDRAWN

INFLUENCE

KNOWN,

CURIOUS PHENOMENON. A BRIGHT WORLD.

A Likeness Appears on a Letter.

About two months ago I received a

meet; and so I visited my old home last
week’ and called at her house, and in j If you look to the light, forgetting the 
the course of conversation the subject! night,

And say to your soul, “Be glad.'
—Woman’s Life..

CHILDHOOD.

AND 
REF-

TELLS THE 
IT PROMU L-

HENCE DR. PEEBLES’

me CUUrBe Ui. UUUrcioauun vuu uuvjvw- 
came up and she asked me how I ac
counted for the miracle, which she

IS BEING 
THE VER- 
SUBSCRIB-

PROGRESSIVE THINKER, 
READING THE DISCUSSION IN

CONTROLLED BY AN 
THAT LIES, THAT. MISDIRECTS,
THAT' LEADS INTO EVIL PRAC-

gfov. ta, wes.

Burning Doctor Peebles’ Book
YES, THE BOOK 

BURNED, AND THAT IS 
DICT OF ONE OF OUR
ERS BEING CARRIED OUT.

BURN THE BOOK.
WHY?
"BECAUSE IT IS UNFIT TO BE 

PLACED IN THE HANDS OF INVES
TIGATORS, THOSE JUST TRYING TO 
FIND OUT WHETHER ANY TRUTH
IN SPIRITUALISM.” 

"WHY UNFIT?” 
“IS IT BECAUSE IT 

TRUTH OR BECAUSE 
GATES ERRORS?"

“IT SHOULD BE

The recenf- meeting of the N. S. A. in 
this city has been followed by an in
creased interest In the meetings of the 
Spiritual Society of Truth Seekers, con
ducted by Rev. Josie K. Folsom and C. 
W. Stewart On last Sunday Mr. Stew
art took for his afternoon subject the 
recent sermon of Dr. Lyman Abbott, de
livered at the Congregational Confer
ence at DesMoines, Iowa, in which that 
gentleman attempted to accept modern 
science as the foundation of religion. 
The lecture was well received and was 
followed by some excellent psychic 
work by Mrs. Folsom, although she 
arose from a sick bed to "be at the 
meeting. In the evening another lecture 
was given by Mr. Stewart, and Mrs. 
Folsom gave a number of psychic read
ings. Mrs. Folsom then called 
upon Mrs. Etta Seaman Bledsoe of 
Kansas, wife of Rev. A. Scott Bledsoe, 
president of the Kansas State Associa
tion, and that lady proceeded to give 
some of the most brilliant test manifes
tations the writer has ever witnessed. 
Mrs. Bledsoe Is an old-time worker in ■ 
the cause of Spiritualism, and is an ex
cellent lecturer as well as one of the 
finest test mediums before the public.

Mrs. Folsom then obtained several of 
her wonderful independent spirit wait
ings in full electric light, the manifes
tation which has no parallel In the 
world.

At the earnest request of the friends 
of Mrs. Folsom, a joint seance for Mrs. 
Bledsoe and herself was announced for 
Monday evening and some forty-five 
tickets were at once taken. The se
ance was held at Mrs. Folsom’s parlors, 
at 3007 Dickson street, and after the 
circle was seated, Mrs. Folsom pro
ceeded to give messages, and although 
most of the circle were'total strangers 
to her she gave name after name in full 
to those present, in the most convinc
ing manner. •

Then some 30 slates which had been 
brpifght to the seance were examined, 
together with a number of blank cards, 
by the skeptics present, and then, with
out either slates or cards ever being out 
of view for an instant, in full gas light, 
over forty messages were written on 
the cards and slates, addressed to mem
bers of the circle and signed by the 
names of the so-called dead, and every 
name was recognized by the persons, 
addressed. Many of the slates had por
traits upon them, and the cards had 
beautiful flowers upon them, and the 
messages were all of a high, spiritual 
character, full of love and tenderness. 
The test conditions were absolute and 
the evidence of spirit return was indis
putable. . ‘

After the'writing was done the room 
was darkened and the circle concluded 
with some excellent trumpet manifesta
tions. The force for trumpet manifes
tations is mostly furnished by members 
of Mrs. Folsom's psychic classes who 
have developed mediumship during the 
past yeqr. and who are almost suffi
ciently well developed to hold seances 
of their own.

During the seance nearly one hundred 
distinct messages of all kinds were 
given and not- one failed of being recog-' 
sized save one, and that was a case 
where the mortal positively refused to 
be recognized because she had come 
into the circle under an assdmed name 
and did not life being caught in a false
hood. ■ ’

Taken altogether, it was the most 
wonderful seance that your correspond
ent ever attended, and it was so suc
cessful that the entire circle was 
aroused to a high pitch of enthusiasm.

Too much cannot be said in praise 6f 
the noble work that Mrs. Folsom is do
ing in this city, as she is totally forget
ful of self, and is toiling day and night 
to advance the cause; regardless of 
health, pleasure or any other consider- 
tion. . ‘ '

FROM CIRCULATION AND BURNED, 
BECAUSE," AS OUft LADY CORRE
SPONDENT AFFIRMS, “THE TRUTH 
SHOULD NOT BE TOLD AT ALL 
TIMES. IF MEDIUMSHIP IS AT ANY 
TIME DANGEROUS, IF A MEDIUM 
IS LIABLE TO BE OBSESSED OR

TICES, AND ENDANGERS ONE’S 
HAPPINESS,THOSE FACTS SHOULD 
BE CAREFULLY CONCEALED, OR IT 
MAY CAUSE SOME TO AVOID CUL
TIVATING SENSITIVENESS OR ME
DIUMSHIP, FEARING DISASTROUS 
RESULTS IF TAKEN POSSESSION 
OF BY BY VICIOUS OR IGNORANT 
CONTROLS. IN ORDER THAT SPIR
ITUALISM MAY BECOME MORE AT
TRACTIVE AS TIME PASSES ON, 
ITS WEAK POINTS SHOULD NEVER 
BE MADE KNOWN; FRAUD SHOULD 
NEVER BE EXPOSED; WRONG-DO
ING BY MEDIUMS SHOULD MEAS
URABLY BE CONCEALED AND 
NOTHING BUT THE BRIGHT SIDE 
OF SPIRITUALISM BE MADE

ING BURNED, A8 SET FORTH IN 
THE ABOVE ILLUSTRATION.

BUT THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
THIS QUESTION. TO SUPPRESS AN 
ACTUAL TRUTH, AND ALLOW ER
ROR TO TAKE ITS PLACE MAY, 
LEAD.TO GRAVE DANGERS AND SE
RIOUS COMPLICATIONS. IF OBSES
SION IS A FIXED FACT, AND IF THE 
CULTIVATION OF MEDIUMSHIP IS 
EVER ACCOMPANIED WTH ANY 
DANGER WHATEVER, SHOULD NOT 
THE WHOLE WORLD KNOW IT? 
NOW THESE IMPORTANT QUES
TIONS WILL BE CONSIDERED IN 
THE OPEN COURT, AN EXTRA SES
SION OF WHICH WILL SOON BE 
CONVENED. PROF. LOVELAND, W. 
J. COLVILLE, MRS. CORA L. V. RICH
MOND, PROF. WICKLAND, GEO. B. 
FERRIS, DR. J. M. PEEBLES, SAR’GIS 
AND MANY OTHER LEADING 
LIGHTS WILL TAKE PART IN THE 
DISCUSSION, AND THEY WILL DE
TERMINE WHETHER THE GREAT 
WORK ON "OBSESSION, OR DEMON
ISM OF THE AGES,” SHALL BE 
WITHDRAWN FROM CIRCULATION, 
OR NOT.

EVERY SPIRITUALIST IN THIS 
BROAD LAND SHOULD READ THE 
DISCUSSION. EVERYONE SHOULD 
BE FAMILIAR WITH THE ARGU
MENTS THAT EACH ONE WILL PRE
SENT. YOU CANNOT MAINTAIN, 73' 
YOUR POSITION AS AN INDEPENP^r 
ENT, RATIONAL SPIRITUALIST;
ONE WELL POSTED IN CURRENT 
EVENTS, WITHOUT TAKING THE

BOOK ON ‘OBSESSION’ SHOULD BE 
BURNED AND THE PLATES DE
STROYED. ANYTHING, WHATEVER 
ITS NATURE OR KIND, THAT RE
FLECTS DARKNESS ON SPIRITUAL
ISM SHOULD BE CAREFULLY CON
CEALED BY ITS ADVOCATES."

THESE ARE THE VIEWS OF OUR 
LADY CORRESPONDENT, AND IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH HER WISH 
THE BOOK IS IN PROCESS OF BE-

ERENCE TO OBSESSION. SEND IN 
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NOW, AND IT 
MIGHT BE WELL FOR YOU TO 
SEND FOR THE BOOK AT ONCE, 
AND CAREFULLY READ IT, AND 
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF. GET YOUR 
NEIGHBOR ' TO SUBSCRIBE FOR 
THE PAPER, AND FULLY REALIZE 
WHAT IS GOING ON IN OUR RANKS. 
THE WELL-EQUIPED PERSON IN
TELLECTUALLY IS THE ONE WHO 
THOROUGHLY UNDERSTANDS ALL 
SIDES OF A QUESTION; OTHER
WISE HE IS ONE-SIDED, ONLY HALF 
DEVELOPED.

The suffrage, idea has been slow of
success. It has been either savagely 
assailgd, bitterly-travestied or-grossly 
misrepresented! ¿But the men and wo
men who belieyed. lt right persisted.
, And beingrsure she Is righL-she will 

still go ahead.—-New York Telegram.

business letter from a lady friend near 
my old home, but there was no name 
signed to IL and while I sat wondering 
who had written me such a nice brief 
business letter, there appeared some
thing like a mist or veil over the writ
ten page, and in a very brief space a 
picture began to develop, and behold! 
the likeness of one of my dearest 
friends. It remained perhaps two or 
three minutes, then faded away, so I at 
once answered the letter, telling her of 
the peculiar circumstance and sending 
her letter back to her as proof, asking 
her to retain the same until we should

chose to call IL
I told her I thought that some spirit 

friend of her or mine had caused the 
picture—not to make a business matter 
plain, but to convince her of the truth 
of that which I had been advocating to 
her and her husband before, but I 
could see she was not at all willing to 
accept that theory, so I felt moved to 
try once more. I asked her if she 
could produce the letter, she having ex
pressed regret that she could not have 
seen the picture, so she brought me the 
letter and as I opened it she stood be
side me and sure enough to accordance 
with my wish the picture developed 
again, not so plain as at the first, but 
enough for anybody acquainted with 
her to recognize it. I thought she was 
going to faint at the sight

Now, dear readers, understand the 
first demonstration was a surprise to 
me—not so the second, for mark, I had 
such a strong desire that my friend 
should see the truth that I was not sur
prised when the picture came again.

DAVID L MARTIN.
Marshalltown, Iowa.

St. Louis is a fine field for spiritual 
work, and all genuine mediums are Ap
preciated. Of course there' are many 
pretenders in the city, and some who 
have mediumship that is not sufficiently 
developed to take before the public, but, 
who are carrled away with the idea of 1 
getting a dollar or two for their crude 
Work, and there are some speakers who 
are short-sighted enough to put such i 
work before their audiences, but in that 
as in all-other-things the matter can 
safely be left to- the law of the Survival 
of the Fittest, as it does not pay to 
quarrel with human weakness; - •

A FRIEND OF THE CAUSE.

LOOK 0UT1 LOOK OUTI
The Progressive Thinker during Its 

Fall and Winter Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought. You

Some say this world is a cold, cold 
world, 

But it’s always been bright to me.
With its hearthstone fires and warm de

sires
For the things that are yet to be.

And if I must labor I wait,
And trust in the fields I have sown, 

For I know there is truth in the promise 
of youth—

I shall some time come to my own.
Some say this world is a bad, bad 

world, 
But'it’s always been good to me, 

With its errors there live dear hearts 
that forgive, ,

And hope for the things to be.
This world is not old nor cold, 

This world is not sad or bad,

In Slumberland the baby Ues, 
Silken lashes veil his'starlit eyes 
And when awake their glances sway . 
And lead us where his footsteps stray.
His eyes alight with sweet surprise, 
Reflect, the glow of the morning skies;
His artless pranks provoke our mirth, 
And make a paradise of earth. • 
When at our task, his presence nigh 
Makes life complete for “wife and I”? 
His winsome ways our fears beguile, 
Uplifted by his sunlit smile.
His toys and cart and baby things 
Seem all aglow with rainbow wings, 
Nor toil nor care hath power no more, 
That his dear presence can’t restore.
From whence he came, God only knows, 
And day by .day the mystery grows, ■ 
Nor earth, nor air, nor sky above 
Can fill the measure of our love.
In childhood’s presence do we see
Our own lost Divinity; ■
Our stumbling feet that go astray 
Find childhood's love leads the way. .

. BISHOP A BEALS.
Summerland, Cal. ■ • ..

“New Testament Stories Comically D*. 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hear
ten With Critical and Humorous Com-, 
ments upon the Texts.” Heston» 
drawings are incomparable, and excru- 
ciatlngly funny. Price in boards,. $1,can only keep up with the procession, 

by. reading it each week. Send in your 
subscription now, and intrqduce the „ ________
paper to your neighbor. ’ 'for health. Price SS cents»

Cloth, $1.60. ■ ■ ■ -
“Just How to Wako tho Solar Plea* : 

By Elizabeth Towae.. VaiœÆJa
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. From all accounts this country is be
ing swept, as it never was before, by a 
great wave of occultism.

When the late ¿President William 
McKinley was assassinated, the nation 
.was horrified.

Had it understood the power of the 
spirit world, it need not have been.

course he will be assassinated. We 
will show them we mean- business. 
He’s got some humanity about him, but 
he will be a power over the people— 
and by God, we’ll kill the power! ”

an
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the American church is the largest contributor 
Peter s Pence, because American Catholics are

i in 
b 

od-

But the stars ar< 
for this programme.

-They need more sympathy; too much 
universal hatred Is bestowed^on them In

changed horribly; don’t speak of such 
things any more; you know that I do 
not believe in that' stuff. ’ • .

She continued: “How I pity Mr. Mc
Kinley’s poor wife, if he . should die;

diametrically opposed to democracy s 1: 
freedom.

I discover that the Catholic church 
gramme which, if the stars in their coin

The Views of a Clergyman In Reference 
- to the Same. .

is the keystone 
and industrial

manti. At 
rivo us abo 
und posili’

Fierce Prophecies of an Anarchist Band 
. Band of Spirits.

terrors; they call us spirits; let me tell 
you that spirits are more powerful than 
people; like the dynamite in the fuse— 
mightn’t see it—but it’s there just the 
same; so are we.” ■

This is all that is necessary to relate, 
and will be, I assure ’you, watched with 
interest, by myself, for, on that sorrow
ful morning of President MliKii. ley’s at
tempted assassination* I whfe by far, 
not thinking of the spiritelnmuch less, 
such a pitiful, terribiei'bandptis they.

Neither will I feel disappointed if this

til CUÍ1U181 1 18 11 Sid till Cl ujusi|cei 
due praise. Very tew acts are done o

HUM, MHIUIA. LlCOFH. 
rnmc Diseases. Write 
tree. Auuress ft

more merciful; it increases its bitter
ness.’ I will tell yon of a terrible scene 
I had with them, the morning that the 
sad news were spread over the civil
ized world: “President McKinley was 
assassinated by an anarchist”

Do not doubt that the spirits of these 
unfortunate men were listening. .

I was living in San Diego; the lady 
from whom I was renting a house, ran 
in excitedly, and exclaimed: ‘P’resident 
McKinley is dead; is shot” •

“Oh, my God—assassinated,” was all

vocable and their were time enough, could sv

—they will hang him—God pity them, 
then.”

ASSASSINATION OF M’KINLEY. ' a^d- looked horribly; their eyes were 
■ ______ • „wild and frightful; they made a stride

will let him live a little while, to tor
ture him—in pomp, glory and power, a 
little while—and then, a fall.

“The United States will feel our 
vengeance; he can be your President, 
but he will never be our master. We 
will show the world what we mean. 
We have suffered untold agony—they, 
too, must suffer. Do they pity us? 
Then why should we pity them? The 
ones in power—power! Hellish word! ”

I pleaded with them to hush, to for
give, to be kinder.' . '

"Kind? You ask ns to “be kind.

Capital punishment does not soften , Roosevelt will be your President, 
the spirit of the anarchist, or make it He will be your President twice. We

No Legate at Wdshnigton—Says Rome. Not Mad
rid, Governed Filipino? 300 Years.

hours. •
To the advertisements offering knowl

edge concerning the past, present and 
future—especially the future—there is 
the response that is simply overwhelm
ing.

And “thereby hangs a tale”—a tale 
of the "true inwardness’ of human-na
ture, the human nature that is the same 
in all lands and at all times.

Men and women are doing today just

be the most realistic and Spiritualistic 
transactions on the pages of nistory, ro
mance or tragedy; but never associ
ated, and wholly independent of the 
dark circle, and darker cabinet work of 
the frapd “mediums."

LAURA M. HYLAND.
Sawtelle, Cal. .

aspiration and feeling of the soul has a pur
Cold logic is no more needed in this world than

id «uh 
naung.

Cancer, Tumor. Calami. 
Iiczenia and an Bkinuurl i 
for Illustrated Book. Sei

"The Majesty ot Calmness, or indV 
vidua! Problems and PosslbiliUes." By 
Win. George. Jordan. Another valuable 
little work, trice 20 cents.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D, M- A, Ph. D. Price *1. 
10 cents. '

“The Truth Seeker Collection ot 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 bents. -

('Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull.

not tavorablc nor is there t;

your «duréis 
VlllüllÜW lull 
u*ko laatUy 
ir sure: w* 
you work in 
U)d we win

The above ,b tno numuer of the pres
ent issue of Ine Irogreasivo luinxer 
ae printed at the top of the first pnge, 
right hand corner. If tins number cor
responds wiih tno figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor ha« 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. Ibis number at tno 
right hand corner of tno first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
tLe tag of your wrapper-

known people troubled wit 
Symptom for years to bo c 
only three weeks' use of Ac 
cures asthma, brouciiltls. 
lungs,'coids and headache: 
teeny or indirectly ouo to i 
sent on trial postpaid. W 
case. Wo give advice free.

Echoes from the Worid of 8ona.
A collection of 50 clitirmlng songs with chorus and 

music, sheet music site. Price 11.00; postage 15 cu,

most devoted and loyal to the church: but th 
jslnp to America doesn t mean that Rome is 
to democracy. Rome stands for authority

King Cheops, in the days of the prehis
toric time

When wild in woods
The noble savage ran. ' •

Today, as in those remote times, peo
ple are consulting the “seers” and the 
“prophets,” hoping to get from them 
some bit of information about the to
morrow, about next year, about the 
things that are hidden away in the folds 
of futurity. ■ ■ - ■ ' .

forward,, clenching their hands.
"No,’he will never recover. We 

don’t do things that way. They think 
it was Qzolgosz who shot your Presi
dent, He did it with his hand, bitt we 
urged him to do it We did it—but he

passes through tue liuslachlan tubes into the 
middle ear. removing the catarrhal obstructions 
aslv passes through me tunes, and loosens up 
the bonus (hammer, auvu and stirrup) in the 
inner ear. making mem respond to the slight
est vibration or sounu. Actlna baa never failed 
to cure ringing noises in the head. We have

IdOpuge DluLivuhry of Disease. Free. Address 
Mew York & London aiecinc association. D.-p, 
lv KO Walnut Street. Kansas City. Ma

the physical expression of ¡lite. Partly, 
it is this universali! hatred " ’

I could, say. ______ _______ „ __ ____
Instantly a hand of spirits appeared, They are idiots who can’t see that they 

as eager to hear the detailed reports, as । ’ " ‘ ‘ ’

u thought dwelling in a single mind 
desire,

_______________ . what men and women were doing in 
rors’; here they are—we, we are his the days of Abraham, in the days of old

are grinding human .flesh to , mince- . , ___________,_____
meat. Kind?—kind?” The poor souls . I begged them to change their minds;

“Die? If? Didn’t we tell you he 
would die? Would to God that there 
was such a thing as death. ;

“Oh, no, she will not die, nor she 
won’t go crazy either; she will be bet
ter off without him—afterwards.”

Regardless of Mrs. -----r feelings, 1
told her I should like to he alone; she 
understood, and withdrew. <

I asked these spirits: “Are you truly 
sure and in earnest about Mr. Roose
velt’s assassination? Don't tell me 
wrongly.”

"Sure?. Sure? We don’t trifle. Of

i. a lutaor. «nica. 
Qg. Thoa. Parker, 
ci. “I madetoaj 
luouier." Fining 
ra. neuocuyou 
juco Ilcuutrcd* 
rare, vaiolici, jow-
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The Spiritual Wreatn.
A collection ot words and music for the choir, 

congregation and social circle By S W. 
Tucker. Comprises sixty or more gems ot 
song. Price, 15 cents.

About io Change political Allegiance. Rev. P. 8. Republican government Jias been compelled to expel 
Grant Fears—Galla Siich a Move Critical-:Wants

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING. BALMY OILS-

she will die too, or will surely lose her 
inind; she Is such an invalid.”

_ ... _... .1 was willing to be quiet, but this
must pay the penalty—he is one of us poor band of suffering spirits was not,

'■ “ ' , and almost raved: ••

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattie E. Hull. Tblrly-olght of Mrs. Hull’s 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music; for 
the uso ot «ongregations, circles and tamiles. 
Pries lOcents. or riper hundred .

Nlnvty-flvo per cent ot an casos ot neatness 
brought to our attention la the result of chronic 

_ . Cu Luna ot mo uiroat and
' middle ear. Tue air pas-

always wait till the second term, they
Mrs.-—was not a Spiritualist, but are confident by that time, and think 

I told her these words and more; she they are safe; just when they think

- - Do tne seers and ' prophets really
prophecy will not ^fulfilled; far, far know what they claim to know? They 
from it; only desiriflg that the spirits at least claim to, and therefore • we’ll 
of the anarchists wilt be Boftened and try them. They may be able to tell 
brought to reason, Hight and love by us something after all.
toe aid of the higheri&nd nobler spirits, Something tells us that they are 
and by our own morSfgenetous and lov- frauds, but something also tells us to 
ing thoughts for theto-freedom. ..................... - " ~
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SHRITDAL HARP SS 
Uon and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. 0. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field of litera
ture with the most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul of In
spiration, embodying the principles and virtues 
of the spiritual philosophy, set to the most 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasion, it is doubtless the 
most attractive work of uho kind ever pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartets, 
■with piano, organ or melodeon accompaniment 
adapted both to public meetings and the social 
circles. Cloth, 81.25; posti 14 cents. __

THE GOLDEN ECHOES:
A New Book ol Inspirational 

Words and Music.
For the un of meeting«, tyccumc and borne, by 8. W. 
Tucker. These beautiful sDdrs bare already com
forted many broken hearts, and It to hoped that Ibsy 
may be beard In every land. Price 15c; 114*0 per dor 
em For sale at ibis office.

. Maxham’s Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar

tets, Also Six Poems.
This Is a song book adapted to the popular 

spiritualistic tssla and isemluedtly fitted to do 
good service in the lecture hall or family circle. 
Price, 15 cents.

Ihe Rev. Eercy i^ticl^ey Grant, preaching to a 
litige congrégation in thp. Church ot the Ascension, at 
I itili avenu

Fortune tellers, clairvoyants, palm ___
readers, astrologers, are everywhere jprise.”
doing a rushing business, working over * Every man who is fit to be outside of

DifBYE, B?o'XLa£ Kansas City, Mo.

W îâ ISO!

No man can truthfully voice any sentiment, feeling, 
or principle that he has not felt, experienced or lived 
in his own soul. It is imjfossible for us to place our
selves in position to judge another person s aqs or
I 11 8
sure or
words spoken irom a . purely unselfish standpoint. 
Em 1 „ j 1 y v 1 ei \ nit n I y i inend is lug lv 
adulation—it conceals more than it reveals ot real 
character. Emerson says. "No historical person be
gins to content us: there are no such persons as we 
fable, no Jesus, no Pericles, nor Angelo, nor Washing
ton such as wc have made. We consecrate a good 
deal ot nonsense because it is allowed by great men: 
there is none without his ioible. ■' .

V ery little of science, philosophy, theology, or biog
raphy will stand the test ot years. A greater knowl
edge and wider vision alters our estimate ot men. 
doctrines and teachings. We no longer expect to 
tread on golden pavements in heaven or endure eter
nal torments m the fires of hell. A change of heart 
is a change of purpose, not any miraculous interven
tion from some influence without. Heaven and hell 
are conditions, not places. God is a spirit, a power, 
an all-pervading presence—" Ihe soul of the um- 

lverse, -^not a personal being. It is the condition of 
the heart not the utterances of the lips, nor the atti
tude oi the body, that is necessary to the highest wor
ship. I he soul s greatest need is not expressed m 
words, but. in thought, feeling and desire. What is 
prayer but intense desire, aspiration, hope ? Does not 
the answer come from within and not from without? 
Is not tlie throne of grace." "the judgment seat. " 
the tribunal before which all actions are tried, in our 
own hearts?

There is an inmost centre in us all. where truth 
abides in fullness."

, God has no set places for worship. Every place is 
a temple, every man a priest. There is no more, holy 
water than a summer shower, and wherever a human 
foot has stood is consecrated ground. Life is serious, 
nature is serious, and man m his deepest and most 
truthful moments is serious. There is a place in the 
public mind tor the humorist but it is narrow in its 
scope and influence. Great moral questions cannot 
bo debated in jest. The most profound thinker never, 
deals with anecdote or story. Comic oratory, while 
in great demand, is shallow, effervescent and unreal. 
The most noted after-dinner speakers and banquet or
ators are never taken seriously, even when they dis
cuss questions of vital import and meaning to the peo
ple. It is hard to ever think of Chauncey M. Depew 
as being m dead earnest upon any subject however 
impoi-tunt. There is always a lingering suspicion or 
suggestion that behind his smoothly spoken words 
may lurk a joke.

One sincere person with a heart full of sympathy 
and love of justice and right is worth a thousand 
jokers in forming and molding public opinion. What
ever takes a deep hold on the thought of mankind 
must strike some sentiment, feeling or vital chord of 
life. It is the earnest and serious side of our nature 
that needs cultivation. Man easily drifts back into 
barbarism for by nature he is a savage. Civilization 
is an artificial covering, something put on—a veneer
ing—not a natural endowment. Nature makes no 
history—furnishes no gods, no devils, no sacred liter
ature ; man originates all these. The earth is the 
mother of every living creature. All our arts, me
chanics and architecture are but copies, suggestions 
and imitations from the animate and inanimate 
world. The human mmd invents nothing. Even hu
man institutions oiten find their prototype m the 

ite life around us.
■ Marriage is legalized by society but it exists in na

ture without laws. ” Intelligence reigns in every par
ticle of substance.

F acts are prosy. "The eagle caged is a most unin
teresting bird : but the eagle in a cloud, or on a crag 
will hold the eye like a rçtar.” Linder analysis a teai 
loses all its meaning, tenderness and gentiment. Ihe 
world is governed by illusions. Visions and dreams* 
in time materialize into realities.i Every invention, 
discovery or creation of the intellect, once, was only

: iervid ujid vivid imagination. But the man who 
• writes or speaks in a strain of great exaltation is 
I called a visionary—an enthusiast. If his mind runs 
; in a minor key—it his words are permeated with deep 

feeling and sentiment and his spirit burdened with 
■ the weight ot human woe and unhappiness, then he is 
• called morbid and unsound m thought and distorted 
, m vision. This is an age when all questions resolve 
> themselves into dollars and cents. In the commer- 
■ cial realm poetry, imagination, sentiment, play no 
, parts. Literature is largely becoming a matter of 
■ speculation; so many words bring so much money, 
l Books multiply, magazines and papers are constantly 
, being brought forth, but little is written, that future 
■ generations will ever see or care to read. Words are
. not ideas. No one should speak or write except as 
- moved by a mighty inspiration. All else is dross. 
- Ruskin says. "No good work was ever done for 
i money, but for the love of the work or love of the 
। master. The strenuous life breeds rapid, impetu- 
, ous thinkers but not great men. It is in the solitudes 
l and the silences that God speaks to his chosen proph

ets. God was not in the whirlwind, nor m the fire.
: but in the still small voice.

Beauty is everywhere being sacrificed to utility— 
i wealth to wisdom—position to happiness. But little 

forensic ability is now required of a lawyer. His 
। business is more financial than professional. Ihe au- 
• tomobile may be more economical, more useful and 
i expeditious than the horse but it will be always a poor 
, substitute for the style, beauty.and action of that no
; ble animal.
: Everything is systematized. The individual is 
। nothing—only an instrument, a tool, a convenience. 
, In time there will be no skilled workman. Instead of 
•, mechanics, men will simply be machine workers.- No 

one man will be able to construct an instrument, ma
. chine or article of apparel. From the Jews-harp to 
• a piano, from a tooth-pick to a telescope, from a neek- 
• tie to an overcoat, all have to pass through various 
• hands. Independent thinking, working and acting is 

becoming extinct, obsolete. Every year the crowd
■ of dependents grows larger. - The very nature of 
■ servitude compels the surrendering up of individual- 
। ity. No man can be independent and be the servant 

of another.
"He who into a prince s house repairs.
Becomes his slave though he go thither free."

Ihe business, profession and habit of a person 
stamps itself upon his character. Each thought, feel
ing and act leaves a history. Nothing passes unre
corded. Everv look, gesture and sound of the voice 
reveals the secret of the soul.

■ .

, "Thus. man. thou art the result, the growth of many 
, yesterdays;
. Thou art an almanac of self, the living record of thy 

deeds:
Spirit hath its sears as well as body, sore and ficlung 

• in their season. "
■ Men profane themselves by drink, by licentious
ness. by obscene associations.—yea by too much obse- 
^uivuoiihQQ, TLvy uau y tlx<^ Hlaiks of their dissolute 
or. servile life into whatever private or public place

■ Earth's crammed with heaven, and every common 
bush afire with God; but only he who sees takes off 
his shoes”

The instinct of animals is narrow, limited, and un
progressive but it is more correct and certain than 
the reasoning of men. Tlie bee adds no new flavor to 
its honey or form to its comb, nor does the wild bird 
ever learn a new song, nor the savage beast improve 
on its lair. Politically, mankind is divided into two 
states—barbarous and civilized; morally, into 
heathen and Christian. But the tendency of all mat
ter and conditions is upward. “If progress is the 
law of creation what will be the immortality of the 
lily? When it goes from substance into essence— 
and again into substance—what will it become ? Does 
all vegetable life thrill finally upward into human
ity?” The springs that supply a nation’s life come 
from the common people.

Society decays first at the top—not at the bottom. 
If the ruling class obeyed the Decalogue, there would 
be no violation of it in the lower. Wealth purchases 
immunities from crime, favors from governments, and 
offices from the people. Civilized and Christian coun
tries furnish the heathens with guns, whisky, mission
aries and idols. . Immorality could not flourish in a 
town if a majority of its inhabitants were opposed to 
it. Vice lives only by the actual or tacit consent of 
the community in which it exists.

Public opinion is a greater conservator of the peace 
than law. The kind of religion as well as the kind of. 
government people require depends upon their state 
of progress and development. Revolutions in gov- 
eniments' or in society, commence with individuals, 
not organized institutions. The church dare not at
tack any well organized sin. It has never led in any 
reform movement. When the rig”ht exponent of a 
principle appears as its advocate—it prevails. It is 
the character of the lawyer, not of the litigation, that 
glorifies it. Art adds beauty to nature, and fiction, 
to truth. ‘ ■

they appear. I have read of a country where the bit
terness of the soil could be tasted even in the honey 
of the bee; no less distinctly does custom, habit, en
vironment reveal themselves in human character. In
dividual experience is a medley of good and bad, joy 
and sorrow, contentment and unrest. Our life seems 
to balance between hope and fear, disappointment 
and fruition. Some people never travel any middle 
ground; everything is in the extreme. They are al
ways in a state of exaltation or despair, laughter or 
tears. A sympathetic word, often, is a marvelous 
tonic to a man. Every aniifial creature, and living 
thing must live and fulfill the natural bent and law 
of its being. It may be that each individual is fight
ing the battle of life as best he" can according to his 
light and knowledge and judgment.

Carlyle was a pessimist, Emerson an optimist’. 
One believed in a devil'and damnation and the other 
had but little confidence in either. I have read that 
when Emerson visited Carlyle at his home in London, 
the latter showed him into the slums and worst streets 
of the city and then asked, “And do you believe in 
the devil now?” to which Emerson replied in sub
substance that he thought they were doing well their 
allotted work. There is nothing more necessary in 
a city than a sewer pipe. Men are not what they 
would wish to be, but what they are born to be. In
heritance and environment control our destiny. The 
soul is like the crystal—taking a tint from every color 
around it. There is no mathematics in'life. Each 
move is a random shot. But the world is still looking 
for the philosopher’s stone which fable claimed 
turned everything it touched into gold and also for 
that fountain pf youth which Ponce De Leon so dili
gently sought, but never found.’ Who knows but 
time will solve these questions?

“If we could push ajar the gate of life, 
And stand within and all God’s workings see, 
We could interpret all the doubt and strife, 
And for each mystery could find a key.” 
Norwich, N. Y. HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

DEAFNESS MD
CATARRH CURED

were mortals. ' ‘ ■
Oli, their faces—such faces—ago

nized, but deeply pathetic, ..
Mrs. —■— read the telegraphic dis- 

palchos, and in conclusion said: ‘-'Oh, I 
guess he will recover; we will hope 
80.” ’ '

r The weary, self-tortured, self-afflicted 
J spirits of anarchists shrieked, yelled,

pegged me to tell them to go away, and they are safest, we fire." ■ 
said: “You will go crazy with such non- ' • ■ ■ - — -- -__________
sense; never did I see such a terrible this, and they interrupted again: “Fool* 
expression on your face, and your eyes A fool would warn him; Don't you

I seid "I will warn Mr. Roosevelt of

thut Ins subject would be "Friendly AV ords to Catho
lics, With u l urtichlpr JjAnphasis on Friendly."

Mr. Grant said at the outset that he-would regard 
it as unworthy and outside of his position as a pastor 
of the Episcopal church to speak in any but a friendly 
way to the people di u communion which had much m 
common with his own. He said there were a large 
number ot people m the Episcopal church who could 
see no difference between much that it teaches and 
practices and those of the Roman church, and he 
looked at it m the same light. But the one great dif
ference, the one thing which no Episcopalian as tar as 
he knew believed in or would accept, he said, was the 
authority of the Pope.

I do not want to be understood." said Mr. Grant, 
as wishing to change anybody ’s theology, but I do 

wish to pomt out to certain well-njeaning and patri
otic Catholics certain dangerous tendencies which I 
see in their church. -

• First and greatest is the temptation of the church 
to take part m polities as a church. I was not a little 
amazed and sorrowei} a couple of years ago to read 
in the North American Review an article by a famous 
Roman Catholic Archbishop. Mgr.x Ireland, entitled 
Ihe Civil Princedom of the Pope." in which he advo

cated the restoratiqn of the temporal power of the

give the pope temporal power means to give him a 
place in the diplomacy and politics of the world.

I have been concerned recently—-not afraid, for it 
will never come to pass—by the hope of the Catholic 
church to have a papal legate established at ’Washing
ton. they have urged that this would be a desirable 
thing tor our government because ot its many millions 
of Catholic subjects in the Philippines, which could 
be more easily dealt with through the influence of a 
papal legate.

But the Philippines have had just that kind of a 
government for three hundred years, and it was a fail
ure. The Filipmos'were governed not from Madrid, 
but from Rome. The Archbishop of Manila was a far
more important personage in their government tli 
the Spanish governor; the parish priest in the villi 
was the actual superior in authority to the mayor.

The Knights of Columbus.
Mr. Grant said he had viewed with apprehensi

the formation and growing strength of the Knights of 
Columbus, winch he sai^ he had been led to believe 
was formed primarily to get Roman Catholics into po
litical office. He also quoted from "a prominent 
naval chaplain, withoutinaining him. to the effect 
that Catholics in this country should always put their 
church above tJieir^couiltry.

- 1’ rom various observations.'' he said. "" and from 
many editorials, some of them in Catholic periodicals. 
I get the impression thfft the Catholic population is 
about to change its political allegiance and to vote 
differently from what it has in the past. If tins be 
true, then I say it is a critical time for America.

If a great church will shift its influence from one 
party to apother it. jSjgjjjptical situation. My advice 
to tlie Catholics is ‘Dpn’t.’ Don’t make your ballot 
an instrument to confer favors on Rome. Your ballot 
was given you for the proper government of this 
country, and not to advance the interests of any 
church, Roman Catholic, Episcopalian, or Methodist.

“Don’t forget when you exercise your franchise 
that you are an American above all and for the time 
must forget your religion. Don’t forget that when a 
church votes for itself it is forming a clerical party, 
and that in every country where this has happened it 
has begotten a conflict with democracy.

“You see an illustration, of it in France where a

know that if you warned him, they 
would say, ‘You aré a crank?’ And 
you would only get yourself in trouble, 
for some one would accuse you of know
ing the assassin, and others would say 
you are one of us—an anarchist.” 

' For these reasons I kept silent but 
will speak now, as all else they said, 
has been proven true, and it is very 
discouraging to “predict" things, after 
they have happened. I have spoken 
now, because the time is drawing near.

I asked them when this assassination 
was going to take'place, and where?

They answered: “We are Impatient, 
but will try and wait until the secpnd 
year of his second term—the early part 
of the second term. Where? At some 
big gathering, like the rest,of them; 
we will wait until his hopes are highest, 
and then crush them, , as ours are 
crushed. Guard him? Well, let him 
be guarded; we will go right with the 
guárds; their eyes will be attracted 
somewhere else for a moment—in a mo
ment much can happen. We like to 
have them guarded, they feel safe, 
then. Everything will be guided by us; 
he will never run for President again."

“Will he die?” ,
“It might be worse than death; you 

talk of ‘.Teddy’s Terrors,’—you will 
have occasion to think Of ‘Teddy’s Ter-

the obstinate enemies ot the republic who put their 
church above their country. Don't forget, my Cath
olic iriends. that you can be a good Catholic and yet 
resent*lhe attempt ot your church to interfere in poli
tics. .

In France the anti-elencals are not all socialists 
and atheists. The anti-clerical party in France con
tains thousands ot good Catholics and hundreds of 
village priests who resent the encroachment ot Rome 
in their national aff airs.

"Remember the monastic orders are always un
patriotic. Monies have no home, no children, no coun
try. They are like Edward Everett Hale s Philip No
lan. the Man Without a Country.' all men without a 
country. Io give into their charge the education of 
children, to let them teach that all countries are alike, 
to subordinate nationality to the rule of Rome, is a 
mistake.

■ Ihe American Catholics seem blind to the natural 
antagonism between the papacy and America. Some 
realize it. some priests know it. I have had even 
priests tell me that were there ever a conflict between 
the papacy and America they would take up arms 
for America, and I believe they would do it.

Papacy and Democracy.
But the majority ot American Catholics have not 

recognized the eternal conflict between the papacy 
and democracy. Rome is friendly to America be
cause she finds the church here prosperous, because
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boards. She sees that to. juamlam her power she 
must ally herself with the conservative party in every 
country. In France it was the monarchy until it fell: 
then the Royalist partv.

I he Catholic church has^no interest in nor sympa
thy with the modern methods ot the working classes 
to improve, their lot. She doesn t sympathize with 
trades unions because they are a lay movement out-
side of her control. She opposes Freemasonry 
cause that body has steadfastly refused to concili 
her.

Workingmen are leaving the Catholic church 
great numbers, especially in Europe, and are goi 
over to the Socialist groups. 1 <> neutralize this im
ern movement she has developed the Christian Dem
ocracy through which by a sort of philanthropy she 
hopes to counteract the move to Socialism. Thus 
with one hand on the conservative forces and with the 
other guiding the working classes, she hopes to con
tinue her power.

for it has no use for authority which 
of the power of Rome. 1 lie new socn 
movements which are purely lay i"“V‘ 
these great industrial pr bl n s 1 r 
scheme of Christian Dtmoer j a 
Science will expose th el n ui wl 
authority.

“The problem which the Roman Catholics of this 
country must work out is to be American Catholics 
without a pope, to form a national church. This may 
be worked out first in France. They may have 
their own Catholic church with their own bishops and 
archbishops. .............

“In conclusion let me say to my Catholic friends, 
be Catholics without being papists. Above all church 
allegiance, be first an American, for the hope of the 
future lies in the development and expansion of our 
national life independent of Rome. ’ ’

But we miss the point.. History and 
human experience prove' quite conclu
sively that education ana enlighten
ment are no guarantee that their pos
sessor shall be indifferent to the fu
ture.

It has been said that man is a "yon
der-minded animal.” The saying is 
perfectly true, and in the face of this 
yonder-mindedness we have the expla
nation of the mighty power that the 
fortune teller has over us.
’ As Alexander Pope put it, “Man 
never Is,' but always to be, blest.” We 
are not happy today, but we are going 
to be happy tomorrow, or next year, or 
some other time, and it is perfectly 
natural that we should desire to learn 
“what the future hath of marvel or sur-

an insane asylum, understands pretty 
well that the future is a sealed book, 
but he has a kind of sneaking hope that 
some other fellow, by the help of some 
sort of "occult” power, may be able to 
know what he does not know, and to 
see what he cannot see.

And so he goes to the "palmist,” and 
the "astrologer,” and the "clairvoyant,” 
and the other members of the divining 
family, pays his money, and gets his 
message.

He is. doing what he wants to do, 
what his yonder-mindedness impels 
him to do—and he gets the worth of 
his money.

It may be a month, it may be six 
months, it may be a year before he 
shall know whether the seer has told 
him a truth, and in the meantime he 
gets a thousand times the worth of his 
?1 or $5 fee in the shape of the hope 
that what the seer told him may be 
made good.

And so the “psychic wave” may be 
doing no very great harm after all. '

It helps the occult people to live and 
besides provides a larger measure of 
enjoyment to thousands of men and 
women who want tq learn about the 
future.—Rev. Thomas B. Gregory, in 
Chicago Examiher.

listen to them—and we listen. There 
is a tendency on our part to smile while 
the wise ones, with solemn countSE 
anee, are talking to the things that are 
“behind the veil,” but with straight 
face we hear them through, and de
part half believing and half hoping that 
what we have heard may in some way 
come to pass.

At first glance it may seem strange 
that such condition of things should 
exist in this enlightened age, that the 
ancient craft of divination should be 
flourishing today as it did in the olden This'm.etty volume contains 
ME “d

" M. , poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with18 J510 ?®® ,01, portrait of the author. Price 75 conte.
on ^**1 enlightenment, of civ- »The Priest, the Woman and the Con« 

ilizatlon and letters; if the mind Is to fesslonal.” This book, • by the well 
remain the dupe ot every strolling for- known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de

, , . tune teller, the victim of every shrewd,, grading, impure influences and resulte
<’e!^05S^ntl0D!: }}neiJualed deeds com- glib-tongued occultist who is disposed of the Romish confessional, as proved 

through the agency <K disem* to hang out . his shingle and open his by the sad experience of many wrecked 
bodied spirits. I snow these thlsgs-to door?” . .. ............. lives Price, by mail, $1.

them, that makes and ketips them so 
bitter and relentless.

. They have not enough love sent out 
to them in thought (Vibrations; they 
have not "the actual commiseration they 
need—because, they ’feel they are a 
wronged and persecuted people; they 
nlso feel that they are'-inthe right.

N. B.—There may be; no doubt, those 
who will say: “I thought Mrs. H. did 
not believe in materialisation; how 
could these spirits have' talked and 
shown themselves. If they did not ma
terialize?" i

Replying: -I believe in apparitions; 
wonderful spirit manifestations and

»
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bocuiuu UlOggbd by 
vautrruui ueposits. stop
ping tue uciicm ot the vl* 
uravory bones. Until these 
uepusite uro removed a 
cure is impossible. The in
ner ear cauuoi be reached 
by pruumg or spraying, 
nence ihe inability of au- 
risis or pnyslcians to cure, 
bar Umms are worse lUan 
useiess. That there is a 
Suivuutlu cure for deafn^g 
and cuUirni is demonstrat
ed every uay by the use of 
Auiiua. Tno vapor current 
generated in the Actlna
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T.ivj. a., u uu. vwu puuucauons. ■
They aro neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing bouse in the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. P. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library. ’ •

Then follows "Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then pend tor them. They will de* 
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a. miracle in modern business enter
prise!

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records. By Dr Paul Caru^ 
A translation made from Japanese, under the 
auspice, of the Rev. Shaku Soycr.'delegate to 
the Parliament of Religions, was published 
lu Japan. Price, W. <
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• CONTRIBUTORS.—-Each contributor 
la alone responsible for any assertions 
oy statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can ne 
best subserved thereby. Many of tne 
sentiments uttered in an article may fle 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our ®Pace,.i8 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we 
to do bo. That must account for tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-We wouMllke 
to impress upon the minds of 
spondents that The Progressive™^ 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to ab 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, W » 
sure insertion in the paper, a 
qulrements being favorable, s 
written plainly «lth, 'rnkan°dnonTy on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and y 

adjusted to tlie space we have to occu 
py, and in order to do ttat they wui 
generally have to be abridgedJ® .. . 
less; otherwise many ‘terns would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty line 
item is cut down to ten lines and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may r 
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for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the wr 
It will not do to say that Secretary 
Correspondent writes so and 8 . 
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those 
not comply with this request will b® 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent, to 
this office, for they will not he return d 
if we have no: space to use them.

Take due notice that Item»-for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.
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When writing for this P»P«r 
usò a pen or typewriter. '

Oscar A. Edgorly writes: “During Oc
tober I filled a very P1618“1- 
ment with th« society at BatUe Creek 
"Mich and I am led to think tnat. my 
work ’is appreciated as I am to fill a re
turn engagement in that city in March. 
During my stay in Battle Creek I had 
the pleasure on numerous occasions of 
meeting that grand worker and veteran 
of our cause. Dr. J. M. Peebles. H 
Beems to be enjoying perennial youth. 
I think he 1b well equiped to enter the 
‘battle royal’ in defence of his ideas in 
regard to obsession, which you an
nounce to take place in November. His 
opponents need to look well to their d 
fences, for I know something of the 
‘shot and shell’ that he has In store 
tor them. It seems to me that any me
dium of any experience must have more 
or less knowledge of obsession. I tor 
one am leady to bear witnessi that I 
know there is a great deal ot truth In 
Dr. Peebles’ book, ‘The Dem0818nL,°!" 
the Ages.’ With best wishes for The 
Progressive Thinker.”

On October 13, at St. Louis, President 
Francis of the World's Fair, addressing 
the American Street Railway Associa
tion. gave an idea of the expense to 
business with which the “American 
Sabbath” is maintained. He said: i 
do not know what your ideas are upon 
the subject of Sunday observance, but 
I do know tliat the prohibition by the 
Government of Sunday opening has 
cost this Exposition $1,000,000. If we 
had been permitted to open this Exposi
tion on Sunday it would not only never 
have injured the morals of the people 
who patronized it, but it would have at
tracted them to pursuits less injurious 
than many of them now indulge in on 
Sunday as a consequence of the Exposl-

Mrs. Cora L. V, Richmond Informs us 
that circumstances are such that she 
will be unable to fill her engagement 
with the Church of the Spirit Commun
ion on the first Sunday of December.

Lynian C. Howe writes from Fre
donia, N. Y.: “I have been very ill. 
Commencing early In September, tho 
crisis came the first week in October, 
and for two weeks I trembled upon the 
border between tlie two worlds, with 
probabilities two to one, that I might 
cross the Great Divide any day or hour. 
For the past two weeks I have been 
slowly rising, and now sit up four or 
five hours iiei" day, eat fairly well, and 
am gaining strength; and expect in a 
few weeks to be able to attack my 
work with vigor.” .

Five of the members of the Method
ist church of Clayton, N. J., have 
handed or will hand in their resigna
tions, and a host of others are on the 
verge of similar action, because their 
pastor, the Rev. Ell Gifford, who con
demns dancing as "hugging set to mu
sic,” has threatened to expel from the 
congregation any member engaging in 
this form of amusement. Denouncing 
it as tlie stepping stone to religious de
struction, the pastor has attempted to 
break up a dancing class -which was 
formed "by the younger members of the 
church, but so far.bis efforts have not 
been very fruitful. He opened his at
tacks two weeks ago after the dancing 
class had been organized with about 
seventy members. In defiance of him, 
forty-five young people attended the" 
first dance the following Wednesday 
night, the men outnumbering the girls 
in the proportion of two to one. The 
promoters of the dances say they will 
be continued, even it the girls have to 
be invited from Glassboro.—Chicago 
American.

John Gregory writes: “Rev. Harry J. 
Moore of Chicago, and Mrs. Eva Mc
Coy, of Marshalltown, conducted a four 
days’ meeting heue in the hall at White 
Pigeon, Iowa, and their labors Were 
fraught with'much good to the commu
nity at large. Our people here were 
very anxious to hear Spiritualism pre
sented in its proper light, and we could 
not have chosen two better workers, 
for they met all expectations. Spirit
ualists in Iowa should keep these two 
earnest workers in the state all the 
time. They draw good audiences at
every meeting, and seemed close

tion being closed.”
OSCAR A. EDGERLY, WHO IS REC

OGNIZED AS ONE OF THE BEST 
LECTURERS ON THE ROSTRUM, 
WRITES: "AS THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER COMES TO HAND FROM 
WEEK TO WEEK, I FIND THAT IT 
CONTINUES TO BE PRE-EMINENT
LY INTERESTING. TO MY MIND IT- 
IS EASILY THE PREMIER REPRE
SENTATIVE OF ALL OCCULT LITER
ATURE. LONG MAY IT EXIST AS 
AN EXCITENT TO ’PROGRESSIVE 
THINKING.”’

E. F. Pearl writes: “North Amherst, 
Ohio, should have a place in the His
tory of Spiritualism. It was here that 
Selden J. Finney was developed as a 
trance speaker and H. S. Olcott as a 
healer, both in the same circle, held 18 
months at Smith Steele’s. Some of the 
members of the circle still live here.”

Alonzo Fletcher, Gallicpolis, Ohio, re
cently dreamed that he had discovered 
gold on his neighbor’s farm. Taking a 
mattock, he went to the place anfl dug 
down a few feet, striking a good-sized 
vein of strange-looking ore, which a. 
Salt Lake assayisr pronounces 43 per 
cent gold and iron and very valuable. 
Great excitement prevails over the fin J. 
—Chicago Record-Herald.

Mrs. Virginia Bryan of Chicago, an 
ordained minister of the Spiritualist de
nomination has been giving a series of 
lectures at the opera house here this 
week. Mrs. Bryan advanced many pro
gressive ideas, well calculated to set 
broad-minded people to thinking and in
vestigating. Besides her lecture each 
evening she gave a number of individ
ual tests which proved true in every in
stance and which were highly satisfac
tory to those receiving them and to her 
listeners in general.—Creighton (Kan
sas) News.

Mrs. J. Staffer Adams will hold her 
first weekly test and social meeting, 
November 10, at 8 p. m.,’ at the home 
of Mrs. F. A. Knapp, 1151 West Monroe 
street. All are welcome. ,

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes approvingly;, 
of the address given by Mrs. Laura G. 
Fixen before his society. Mrs. Fixen is 
original, magnetic and interesting as a 
speaker. ’ ;

Dr. and Mrs. Freedman, the well- 
known psychics, will hold a reception 
on Wednesday, November 9, at his 
place of residence, 661 West Monroe 
street A general good time will be 
had? Everyone invited.

C. C. Van Buren writes: “In towns 
■ and places where there are no Spiritual

ist societies, and where they are not. 
. financially strong enough to support a 
regular speaker, to such I wish to say 
that I will give two lectures. on any 
Sunday during .this fall and .winter,’or 
apehk.at funerals,’, free of any charge, 
except my expenses,’such as car fare, 
etc. Write to me at Waterloo, Iowa.”

Dr. Juliet H. Severance -writes:

in
touch with the hearts of the. people. 
We will hire them as often as we can 
conveniently.” •

The prophecy of John B. Kirk con
cerning his own end, pr.omptea by the 
news of his brother, Arthur S. Kirk’s 
demise over a month ogo -at Battle 
Creek, Mich., quickly following the 
death of another brother in California, 
was fulfilled by the unexpected death 
of the noted soap manufacturer,Jn New 
York, where he succumbed'to an attack 
of pneumonia after a brief Illness. Deep
ly impressed by the death of his brother 
he seemed to regard it as an ominous' 
sign, and turning to his wife in their" 
Evanston home, he said: “I will be the 
next one, and I .do not think it will be 
a matter of more than a short time, 
either.” The prophecy was borne to 
the mind of the grief-stricken widow 
vividly when she learned ot his death.

Some friends of Frank T. Ripley gave 
him a pleasant surprise at the Union 
Depot, when he arrived at Indianapolis,, 
Ind. They presented him with a solid 
gold Masonic charm, the order of which 
he is a member. Brother Ripley re
sponded very pleasantly thanking them.

E. F. PEARL, NORTH AMHERST, 
OHIO, WRITES: “THE PROGRESS
IVE THINKER IS TRULY GREAT 
FOR ABILITY, BREADTH AND SIZE. 
HAVE ANY PROVISIONS EVER 
BEEN MADE FOR ITS CONTINU
ANCE ON THE SAME LINES IN CASE 
OF THE TRANSITION OF ITS PRES
ENT EDITOR? I HAVE THOUGHT 
OF THAT FOR SEVERAL YEARS. 
IT WOULD BE A GREAT LOSS TO 
THE CAUSE IF IT SHOULD GO 
DOWN OR CHANGE ITS PLAN."

That fanaticism has given way to lib
erality in religious discussions there 
can be no denial. The effort to create 
a spirit of fear in the Christian mind 
against Japan because of its Buddha re
ligion has fallen flat. Of course the 
Christian religion as exemplified by 
the Greek church of Russia has little 
semblance to the advanced Christian 
religion of our people, but for. all this 
it is classed as Christianity. Yet the 
Christians of the United States are in 
sympathy with the Japanese, largely 
because they are helieved to have -a 
righteous cause, and, partly through 
sympathy, and because we observe that 
in their humane treatment of prisoners 
they more fully represent the Christian 
religion than the Russians. After all 
the test of a nation as well as of a man 
is in what he does rather than in his 
profession. The civilized world has 
gorwn more liberal. It recognizes

E. W. SPRA'GUE, THE N. 8. A. MIS- - 
8I0NARY, AND ONE OF THE BEST 
TEST MEDIUMS ON THE ROSTRUM, 
WRITES: “I AM PROUD OF THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER AND BE
LIEVE YOUR NEW ARRANGEMENT 
FOR A DISCUSSION BETWEEN 
PEEBLES AND LOVELAND. WILL 
DO MUCH GOOD.”

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley meets 
with an excellent reception wherever 
she goes as a lecturer and test medi
um. She has an engagement at Water
town, N. Y., and while there can be ad
dressed at 21% Court Street. ’'

A press dispatch from Austin, Tex., 
says: The mystery of the “miracle 
stone,” which for centuries has been 
regarded with awe by the inhabitants 
of a remote region in the state of Chi
huahua, Mexico, has been solved. The 
Indians ascribed great healing powers 
to tlie Btone, which is found in consid
erable quantities in the Sierra Madre 
Mountains. A mineralogist has proved 
that the stone has radioactive proper
ties to a high degree. .

Geo. Funk writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “We have just finished the first 
month Blnce we re-opened our Church 
of Spirit Communion. We feel very 
much encouraged; each meeting brings 
us larger congregations. We some
times hear that in othey cities Spiritual
ism is in tlie decline. I am glad to say 
tliat in our city we are wide awake and 
our membership is growing all the time. 
With the untiring efforts of our be
loved pastor, Anna Throndsen, and the 
co-operation of the good people, we are 
bound to succeed."

S. F. Moore writes: "Nearly every 
week I see where some preacher or pro
fessor has come out with some very 
advanced ideas about the Bible and the 
creeds. Why would it not be a good 
idea to codify or collect all these to
gether and in time publish them in 
pamphlet fonn as a handy reference 
book, showing the trend of thought 
among intelligent Christians, giving 
what 1b said by . each? The church 
members in our country and village 
churches, in this part at least, do not 
Jdnow about these advanced ideas. The 
preachers preach the same old way; at 
least are not up to advanced ideas. 
You know God can knock the Christian 
down, drag him around, and mop the 
floor.with him, by every day facts, and 
he will go right on following his creed 
like a man following a will-o’-the-wisp 
in the dark. One thousand years are as 
one day when you try to beat advanced 
ideas into the average Christian's 
head.”

Lily M. Tblebaud, the noted medium 
and lecturer, writes from San Bernar
dino, Cal.: "After four years in San 
Diego, by the advice of our spirit 
guides, Mr. Thiebaud and I came to 
this city, Oct 1. We find the society 
here owns a neat and comfortable 
building, but we are told they have had 
no lectures since last March. I have 
delivered three .lectures for them and 
given psychometric readings, which ap
pear to have given general satisfaction. 
I have been invited by the officers to act 
as their pastor tor the next three 
months and longer if I am willing to 
serve. I have announced a conference 
meeting for next Sunday at 10:30 a. m. 
I lecture at 7: 30 p. m. On yesterday 
afternoon, in accordance with an
nouncement on Sunday night, the ladies 

>fnet. me at the ball and organized the 
auxiliary society to be known as the 
Sunflower League. We begin with: 
twelve members, who appear much in
terested and I feel certain they will do 
much good. The object of the League 
will be to promote sociability; to visit 
sick and strangers in the city; and to 
work for the increased interest in Spir
itualism in all possible ways. On next 

. Wednesday evening, Nov. 2, the Sun
flower League will give their first so
cial. We have rented a cottage in good 
business location, and opened our se
ance room for private work, last Mon
day. I am happy in my work and feel 
stronger physically than for a long 
time. With loving greetings to all 
friends in the east as well as west.”

Miss M. Patschke, secretary, writes: 
"The Students of Nature, 1565 Milwau
kee avenue, Chicago, held a public in
stallation of their newly elected officers, 
Sunday evening,"Oct. 30, with elaborate 
cerymony, by the pastor, who appointed 
Fred Zander, master-at-arms; Wm. 
Schumacher, president; M. Merkel,

SOMETHING THAT PUTS THE MEN
TAL FACULTIES TO WORK, TO 
THINK AND REASON UPON THE 
DIFFERENT IDEAS GIVEN ¡OUT BY 
THE VARIOUS WRITERS AND 
THINKERS, 8UCH/A8 DR. PEEBLES, 
MOSES HULL, DzriW.- HULL, CLARA 
WATSON AND «OTHERS; EVERY 
COPY IS AiFEASJB' OF SPIRITUAL 
FOOD." Is ssl - ■ ’ ■

JOHN WiALLAiiE WRITES: "1 
WOULD BEupLEttSED IF THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKfeR COULD REACH 
EVERY INQUIRING MIND. IT 
WOULD NOT ONUiY OPEN THE WAY 
TO ITS READERSITO THE BRIGHT
NESS OF STRUTH, BUT WOULD 
BRING THEM IN TOUCH WITH THE 
GIANT MINDS ' OF TO-DAY WHO 
ARE, THROUGH ITS COLUMNS, 
SOWING THE GOOD SEED BROAD
CAST OVER THE FAIR LAND, FOR 
THE GOOD OF THE CAUSE AT 
LARGE, AND THE UPLIFTMENT OF 
HUMANITY IN GENERAL."
..E. W. BALDWIN WRITES: "DR. 
PEEBLES' ‘OBSESSION’ RECEIVED. 
YOU HAVE DONE A GOOD THING 
FOR THE CAUSE IN BRINGING IT 
OUT. IT WILL INCREASE THE CON
FIDENCE IN THE SPIRITUALIST 
COLLEGE. NOT ONLY THE ONE, 
BUT FINALLY MANY IN ALL THE 
STATES. WE MUST NOW COM
MENCE BUILDING FOR COMING 
GENERATIONS. ’OUR SPIRITUAL
ISM SHOULD ‘DEVELOP MORE 
SOUND KNOWLEDGE THAN THE 
ORIENTALS HAVE ABOUT THEIRS. 
I THANK PEEBLES FOR BRINGING 
OUT ‘DEMONISM.'”

A. I^-Jacoby Writes from Elkhart, 
Ind.: “D.'A, Herrick will lecture here 
during the month of December if he is 
well enough tq do' so. ■ . We are in 
hopes that he wilf awaken a great in
terest her'e.”

O. F. Brand of Faribault, Minn., sends 
us in forty new subscribers. Thanks, 
brother. .

Miss Esther Mahr, medium. Meet
ing, Monday and Wednesday afternoons 
at 2 p. m., and Thursday and. Sunday 
evening at 7:30,. at 249 Clybourn ave
nue. .. .

Dr. J. A. Bailey writes from- Prince
ton, Ill.: “Closing my work in Gales
burg, by request of some friends of the 
cause, I came to'this old city—5,000 
population and 17 "Churches. Last win
ter I delivered a course of lectures here, 
and after my departure one of the local 
ministers wrote ari article condemning 
spiritualism. I sent it to Hudson Tut
tle, and he very forcibly replied 
through the same paper, the Bureau 
County Tribune, whose city editor is a 
Spiritualist. There are not many 
avowed Spiritualists in this vicinity, 
yet many are "seeking the light that 
Spiritualism gives to weary souls in the 
body, and all true And honest workers 
receive a cordial greeting. I shall re
main here for somb time but am open 
for engagements >ith societies, or 
calls for funerals ¿ri reasonable terms. 
Address me rit No."706 N. Main street, 
Princeton, Illi” b>

. Isabella M. Powfibrly writes: “The 
Spiritual Truth meetings at Hopkins’ 
Hall, 528 Wt®t 63d‘.street, are growing 
in interest. ^Octobei’ 3, Mr. Fraser was 
with us. - Ha is a vffry earnest speaker 
and fine test’.medium. He with, Mr. 
Foss and others provided a very in
structive anif'inter^sting evening. We 
hope to haveflboth; Mr. Fraser and Mr. 
Foss with us agalri. Mrs. Holton will 
hold meeting^' every Sunday at" 2:30 p. 
m. She wlll'-giye musical test read
ings. Lectprq' in tpe .eveni.ng .^t 7.: 30, 

1 Nciv. 6,'by ftpf. ilarsh; subject,Scien
tific Answer to the Question, What Is 
Life? Mr. Coe will sing.”

Henrietta 0. Robinsoa . writes irota"- 
Bau Francisco, Cal.; “I am now return
ing from mjrcountry home to my city 
residence, but could not do without the 
paper for the three months I have been 
here. I’have been pleased with the 
Open Court idea, and am in fullest sym
pathy with all efforts to driye the 
frauds from our ranks, and for the 
three years-I was a direptor in the Cal
ifornia State Association, I bent all my 
energy to that end, but until the offi
cers and directors of the spiritual so
cieties will have the moral courage to 
Stand together, and without fear or fa
vor, refuse to ordain or recognize in 
any manner persons whose moral char
acter will not bear the searchlight of 
candid, honest investigation, there is 
little hope for our beloved cause.”

Prof. P. O. Hudson, the balladlst and 
composer of “We’re Passing But Once 
This Way," can be engaged as musical 
director of Spiritualist camps, for the 
season of 190t>, from four td six weeks ■ 
camps preferred. " Address No. 234 
North Farragut street, Bay City, Mich.

The Psychic Research meetings, 
which are held every Sunday afternoon 
at 2:30 p. m., at Schott’s Hall, corner 
Belmont and Racine avenues, have a 
large attendance, and are very interest
ing and instructive. Mr. P, M. EsseV 
delivers the lectures. They are con
fined to philosophical questions that are 
educational. Good mediums always 
visit the meeting, to give messages to 
the hungry ones, ami help push Spirit
ualism energetically to the front wher
ever a chance offers. The Progressive 
Thinker can always be purchased at the 
hall and subscribers taken; also at the 
residence of the teacher, No. 82 Willow 
street, second flat.

Miss Pearl Cumings writes from Ta
coma, Wash.: “It is with great pleasure 
that I write to let the public know that 
we are alive iri Tacoma, and our society 
is growing rapidly and doing a good 
work. The Occult Band of Harmony 
was organized June 8, 1904, by Rev, Dr. 
J. H. Dickey, who we then engaged as 
our.pastor, he having been before the 
public in another society in the city for 
a- period of seven months. We felt we 
needed his presence and spiritual teach
ings to lead us onward. ‘„We have a ly
ceum under the direction of spirits, 
with Mrs. Dr. J. H. Dickey as direc
tress; Mr. Theo. Corbiere,. president; 
Mr. Carl Ruhling,, secretary; Miss Mil
dred Peterson, treasurer, and the pas
tor, teacher of the senior class. We 
have a riicaattendance, and all growing 
in spiritual knowledge. The officers ot 
the society are: President, Mr. Ter
rance Brady; vice-president, Mrs. Clara 
McComber; secretary, Miss Pearl Cum
ings; treasurer, Mr. Frank McComber. 
Our meetings are held every Sunday 
evening at 7:30, and the pastor under 
trance conditions gives some very fine 
lectures, bringing the light to many 
who are in doubt, as to tho reality of 
spirit return. There is an ever increas
Ing interest and growing auaience; it 
is encouraging to see the good work go 
on. During the week the pastor holds 
classes for instructions which have 
proven the key to a higher life to many. 
We feel that a grand work is being 
done here, and fortunate indeed are we 
to have a teacher of such merit as our 
pastor has proven himself to be. We 
distribute copies of The Progressive 
Thinker at the meetings and hope much 
good may come from it.”

C. H. MATHEWS, A VETERAN 
SPIRITUALJSTAND JOURNALIST 
OF NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO, 
WRITES: "CONGRATULATING THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER, YOU MAY 
INCIDENTALLY REMARK THAT 
THE OLDEST NEWSPAPER EDITOR 
EX-OFFICIO, IN OHIO, SIGNALIZED 
HIS 85TH BIRTHDAY BY’ADDING 16 
SUBSCRIBERS TO THE LIST OF 
ONE OF THE ABLEST SPIRITUAL-

day. The meeting was extended be
yond the Doctor's lecture, but having 
stood until 9:30,' your ebrrespondent 
complied ^ith nature’s forcetul ur
gency and retired, the rest of the pro
ceedings unrecorded.”

THE LYCEUM WORK,

Stirring Words From the National Su
perintendent. i

1
shall not be able to make long engage
ments to lecture the ensuing season, on 
account of the disabled condition of my 
son; but can fill one night dates, and 
will conduct funerals In this and ad
joining states. Address all communi
cations to my home, 573 East 60th 
street, Chicago."

worth and character wherever' found. 
No longer does the church hold a club 
over the heads of the people to compel 
obedience, but gathers to its folds men 
and women because of its virtues and 
Christian instruction.—Medford (Okla.) 
Patriot. ■ ' ■

A press dispatch says: Notwithstand
ing the recent police prosecution of 
palmists, clairvoyants anfl fortune tell
ers, there are just as many as ever .do
ing a‘profitable business in the West 
End of London. Several actresses Have 
entered the “spook” business and be
come trance mediums. One of the most 
successful of these is Miss Jennie Mc
Nulty, a one-time Gaiety favorite and 
an extiemely pretty woman' who was 
for some years touring in America in 
musical plays. . . .

The Truth Seekers will, hold a' meet
ing (under the auspices bf the Spiritual 
Truth Society), at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 
W. 63rd street, opposite .Egleston ave
nue, every Sunday at 2.30 p. m., con
ducted. by Mrs. Holton Upson, psychom- 
etrlst and musical message medium. 
Every body made welcome. Mrs: Up
son resides at 495 East 43d street, Fiat 
11, and: holds a public circle there ev
ery Wednesday at 7:30.

A writ of habeas corpus has been 
asked for in’the hope.of releasing from 
the insane asylum; Baltimore;’"Md.,*Mrs.' 
Mary Hagan, for twenty-five years an 
inmate of the Institution. The woman 
says, she was never tried and has no 

-idea why she has been kept in the 
place. Sister, Catherine,, in charge ot 
the asylum, says Mrs/Hagan has'two 
married daughters, both living abroad, 
and that the authorities are willing to 
release the mother, but that tne daugh
ters willihave nothing to do with her.—• 
Chicago Rccord-Herald«

vice-presldent; Miss Patschke, secre
tary; H. Smith, treasurer; B. Zanders, 
sergeant; J. Bachman, L. Smith and A. 
Stowell, trustees. ■ The hall was Allied 
to overflowing, and was gorgeously dec
orated. The society added a neat little 
sum to its fund of evening proceeding 
or collection of $26.43. The pastor was 
presented with a beautiful bouquet.”

Dr. B. P. McDonald writes from 
Goshen, Ind.: “The Spiritualists, Lib
erals and a few skeptics here have be'eh 
made very happy and contented with 
matters terrestrial and celestial, by at
tending several of Mr. "A. A. Finney’s 
trumpet seances. Mr. Finney is sup
ported in his grand mediumship by 
Johnnie Williams, sweet and silvery- 
voiced Starlight, and the other .fine 
spirit forces that constitute Mr. Fin-' 
ney’s spirit band. He has again 
opened the door, the larger door, to the 
spirit realms, and let in upon the 
minds and hearts of many here the 
proof of the contention, viz., ‘If a man 
die, shall he live again?’ Mr. Finney is 
now at his home in Chicago, 626 Sixty- 
third street. If Mr. Finney should re
turn to Goshen sometime, he certainly 
will be very welcome; his very kind 
and his always gentlemanly ways, won 
all hearts to him, and our best wishes 
follow him and his glorious band wher
ever he arid they may go.”
. Wm. H. Breese writes: “The First 
Spiritual Society of Southern Oregon 
met on Sunday, October 23, at the res
idence of Mr. and Mrs. Breese, at Tal
ent. In the forenoon a business meet
ing was held. "Members from Central 
Point, Medford and Ashland, were pres
ent ? President J. E. Smith ’ ■ reported 
progress on the new two-story brick 
building, the second story to be used as 
a hall for lectures, size 50x30, with din
ing-room1 and' kitchen. . The afternoon 
session consisted of singing, recitations 
and essays by Elizabeth Breese, Miss 
Viola Hinsley, and Mrs. M. J. Sherman. 
Capt. T. J. West gave a very entertain
ing, faddress on Bible Spiritualism, 
pointing to. the silver thread of hope in 
immortality which could be discerned, 
through the old and new testaments, 
culminating into the present scientific 
demonstration of a continued existence 
into this.our present age. This has 
caused a new Interpretation of the 
bible. ‘Theology has been compelled to 
change its creed. Materialistic science 
has reconsidered its decision. In. the 
light of the spiritual philosophy, heaven 
can only be gained by individual .effort, 
right living and thinking. With a good 
inspirational speaker and medium for
physical phenomena, .’we could Increase 
out number tenfold. The harvest Is

Chas. H. Green writes: “Sunday af
ternoon, Oct. 30, Dr. J. H. Randall ad
dressed the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission, 378 S. Western avenue, his ad
dress being one of exceptional merit 
Mrs. Cadwallader of Philadelphia, who 
is iri charge of the;: oldest lyceum In 
the United States, ;spoke a,few words 
on the subject of lyceums and the 
methods of conducting them, giving her 
hearers an insight to the methods em
ployed by herself in her own lyceum in 
Philadelphia. ‘Mrs. Thompson and Mrs. 
Gifford then favored us with some 
very convincing tests. That evening 
special ordination services were held. 
Mrs. C. Kirchner, , Mrs. N. Trafton, 
Mrs. N. Fravel and Mrs. A. Gifford, 
four of our mediums who have been 
associated with ¡Spiritualism a good 
many years and who have lent their 
several efforts to every movement, 
were ordained as teachers of Spiritual
ism and its truths. . The hall was beau
tifully decorated and fittingly arranged 
for the ceremony which was conducted 
by Rev, Mrs. Npra ,E. Hill, the pastor, 
who made the occasion an ideal one in 
every way. Sunday, Nov. 13, our speak- 
prs. ^ill be Mr. John M? Clarke in the 
afternoon, using as his subject, ‘Good 
and Bad,’ and that evening, Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Both meetings will be followed 
by spirit messages , and testa through a 
number of our :. mediums. Saturday 
evening, Oct. 29, , we held our Harvest 
Hop, which was, attended by a very 
large crowd, jovial and care free, al
most filling the" hall and making the 
event a most successful one, We here
by exterid- to all a cordial invitation to 
attend our meetings.” ; ■

Mrs. LeSleur writes: "We had the 
pleasure to welcome Mrs. Jennie Hagan 
Brown of El Campo, Tex., at our Band' 
of Harmony, .Thursday afternoon, Nov. 
3. The progressive euchre party in the 
evening filled our hall, "512 Masonic 
Temple,-to the limit. The prizes con
sisting of sofa pillows were very nice, 
and quite a number of out of town peo
ple were present and everybody 
seemed to enjoy themselves. Alto
gether, every tiilng.,about it was very 
satisfactory.”.^ ’ j ■

Mrs. Isa A. ¡Gross writes: "The Hyde 
Park Occult Societyil is pleased to re
port that thejlecturel by Harrison -D. 
Barrett on Nov. 3, was one long to be 
remeiribered, arid-shows him to be what 
we know him do be, ala good spiritual 
worker for theigoodiijf the cause and 
for the uplifting of ¡humanity, and a 
tireless worked: in thp field. On Nov. 
13, Mrs. LaurasG.-Fixen, the vice-pres
ident of the IllinoisnState Association, 
will occupy the ¡rostrum. We know 
something unuBuallyiTgood is in store 
for us from ]®f. Don’t forget our so
cial and dance on Nov. 9. Come to 
hear the music-if nothing else. Come 
and dance, vi«(j,:or Ao anything you 
choose, arid make up-your mind to have 
a good laughnbAdniission, gentlemen, 
25 cents; ladiesr.15 cehts.” " "

Mrs. S.WatterlaV'Wrltes from Detroit, 
Mich., speaking favorably of the good 
work done there by the Church of the 
Soul, which holds Ibrvices every \ Sun
day evening at No’." 46 Grand River 
avenue. Sho say'rit “Oct. 30 a large and 
appreciative audience was addressed by 
the guides, of Mrs> Laura G. Crawford. 
We wish to thank publicly all the 
friends who took ,-part in making this 
meeting a grand success.. We sell The 
Progressive Thinljer in our hall every 
Sunday ’- evening.; >It ,is the .best -ex-

ready and the workers are few in I ponent of SpirRualism. and modern 
Southern Oregon." -. | thought published." ’ .
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J. A. Wertz, president of the society 
at Anderson, Ind., writes ¡ “Allow me to 
say that the ‘Open Court’ was the right 
thing at the right time. I have known 
for a long time that there are mediums 
who are genuine all the time; mediums 
who are genuine a part of the time, 
and again there are mediums who are 
not genuine at any time—fakes pure 
and simple. There must be some way 
devised to drive them out of business. 
Defend the genuine and punish the 

' frauds—let that be our watchword.”
The Ladles' Auxiliary of the Relief 

and Aid Society of the Rising Sun Spir
itualist Mission, will hold their meet
ings every Wednesday evening at No. 
64 N. Ashland avenue. On Tnursday, a 
.test circle at the same address. Ad
mission, 15 cents. Good mediums al
ways present.
. The death of R. W. Posey in 'the 
southern part of Mitchell county closes 
one of the most remarkable careers in 
south Georgia. Dr. Posey was 76 years 
of age, and came to Mitchell from Mar 
rion county many years ago. He pos
sessed a remarkable faculty, unknown 
to modern science, which can neither 
be classed as “mind-reading” nor “sec
ond sight" When an article or money 
was lost or stolen; Dr. Posey could tell 
its location without ever seeing the 
owner or the locality in which it was 
lost. Some instances of this wonderful 
gift readwlike fairy stories, and would 
not be believed were they not vouched 
for by most indisputable authority. 
One case in point is where a valuable 
watch and a lot of money was stolen 
from the résidence of a farmer. After 
making every effort to locate the thief 
and stolen property, the farmer heard 
of Dr. Posey and sent a neighbor to con
sult him. Dr. Posey at once, without 
inquiring as to the details of the theft, 
described the place where the money 
was hidden under the root of a tree, 
and also where the watch was hidden 
in a thicket of bushes. He also gaye 
an accurate description of the man who 
had stolen the property and concealed 
it. In another case, two valuable 
muleshad escaped from a logging 
camp, and all efforts to find them had 
failed. When Dr. Posey was consulted 
he said that they were- concealed in A 
negro’s lot, and described the exact lo
cation. This was about fifty miles 
from Dr. Posey’s home, and in a local
ity which he had never .visited. The 
searching party had gone twice to this 
negro’s house inquiring for the mules, 
but he insisted that he had not seen 
them. They were found in his lot. Dr. 
Posey Vias originally from Canada, and 
died a few. days since as a result of a 
fall. Hundreds. of other instancés of 
bis remarkable gift could be given, and 
his death is doubtless a great loss’to 
science as well as to the section in- 
which he lived. ■ ■

Dr. Wilkins writes: "The regular 
monthly meeting of the Chicago Spirit
ualists’ League, in the Blue Room, 
Handel Hall, Tuesday evening, Nov. 1, 
was well attended, the robin being 
filled to the seating capacity and almost

To the Readers of The Progressive 
Thinker:—The late annual convention 
of the National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion has gone into history as the most 
successful convention ever held by that 
association. Held, as it was, in the 
city of St. Louis, in sight of the great 
World’s Fair, it partook of the interna
tional conditions. You have read in 
the Spiritualist and secular press of 
the work accomplished, and due men
tion has been made of the lyceum work, 
but I claim your attention for just a mo
ment to speak of the prospects of the 
lyceum work for the coming year.

On my week’s tour previous to the 
convention I visited several places and 
found an increased Interest in the 
cause of the lyceum. Because of late 
trains I missed my date with the Sun
shine Lyceum of Joplin, Mo., which I 
i egretted very much indeed, for Mrs. 
Thos Sheridan has'gathered about her, 
at this place a number of lovely grow
ing souls.

In Springfield, Mo., the cause is mov
ing forward indeed; Mrs. M. T. and Mr. 
James Madison Allen continue their 
good work, and on the other Bide of 
town there is a lively society minis
tered to by Mrs. Harry G. Wright. They 
have purchased a lot and have a tem
ple partly erected. _

In Chicago I was with the Rising Sun 
Mission and found a body of thoroughly 
alive people who are unfolding their 
own spiritual powers and. making the 
world bright.

In Conneaut, Ohio, the dear faithful 
friends continue a good work in the 
society and lyceum.

Again in Chicago, on the North Side, 
Mrs. C. Schwan is doing a most excel
lent work in a general way and in the 
lyceum as well.

In Buffalo, N. Y., I was truly compli
mented with a fair-sized audience and 
one that proved In every way their ap
preciation of the inspiration which 
came through me. '

In Waldron, Ind., I found the faithful 
few rejoicing in the ownership of their 
own place for meetings, and I was grat
ified to know that the honor of dedica
tion was left for me; here I spent Sun
day October 16. In the morning we 
had a fair-sized crowd and at night the 
temple room was crowded for the dedi
cation. This home for humanity, "Up
ward and Onward Temple of Spiritual
ism,” is the result of the efforts of four 
people, Mr. and Mrs. Chas Heck and 
their fourteen-year-old son Chester 
Clyde, and Mr. W. Shoup; they, moved 
by the spirit of devotion to the cause of 
Truth as presented through Spiritual
ism, purchased this building in the cen
ter of the little village and daintily 
fitted up the upper floor for a Spiritual
ist temple, where our workers and all 
lovers of Truth will find a home. I was 
proud to be the instrument through 
whom the words of dedication were 
given.

Monday morning found me in St. 
Louis, the center of civilization at pres
ent. The lyceum work came up the 
last day just at the dinner hour—pecul
iar it always finds a little corner—but 
the delegates were truly aroused to the 
facts that the needs of the lyceum is no 
longer a speculation and the question 
now is, how can we best make the work 
effective. From the appropriation from 
the N. S. A. of last year there remained 
$58.87; from my lecture trip I placed 

’ $35 and the N. S. A. appropriated $50. 
Mrs. J. R. Francis of Chicago, so will
ingly donated $5, as did C. D. Pruden, 
a goodly number came forward with 
smaller donations and with subscrip
tions—one dear old lady sent $2 for the 
good work; so I feel that the lyceum 
work is looking up. “"

I wish that everyone to whose eyes 
these lines may come would come for
ward to support this effort of the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association to sup
ply the needs of the Lyceum. This is 
not a matter of donation; there are 
hundreds of children on every side of 
you who need the lessons which The 
Progressive Lyceum furnishes, so send 
in your seventy-five cents or one dol
lar and the name of some child; 'you 
will benefit the individual and the 
cause as well. Trusting that the com
ing year will furnish much growth for 
the cause of Truth.

to the standing limit. As the piano 
failed to show up, thé musical part of 
the program had to be dispensed with
in the main. Dr. Burgess, Mrs. Kirch
ner and Mrs. Trafton gave tests. ‘Ma
terialization,’ was the subject under dis
cussion, and Dr. J. H. Randall led off 
with a lecture from manuscript, clearly 
defining his position thereon. He had 
the phase proven to him through the 
Eddy brothers, in early days, and as to 
materialization he did not believe it im
possible, but- he. deplored the ’numerous 
Imitations that were being presented to-
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Irving, aged fifteen years, and the 
only son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lyness 
of San Diego, Cal., departed for the 
spiritual expression of life on the morn
ing of October 26. The only services 
were held at the grave, where four 
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Out in space, past the farthest stars, 
They say there are planets cold ’ •

Where the songs of life have all been 
sung ’ . ’ -

And the stories have all been told.
And they roll in" their accustomed way, 
- Cheerless and dark and bare;
And there’s never a laugh and there’s 

. never a sigh
To shatter the stillness there.

They travel the hours and the days and 
years • ’

. As they did in the long ago. 
Like one who is searching . his cher

ished haunts . .
For the friends that he used to know. 

And it’s hard, hard luck for a planet 
’ dark ' _, ---- - -
Or a heart that was warm of .old ■ 

To find that the songs have all been 
sung ■ -

And the stories have all been told. ■ 
.. —Washington Star. '
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These visions or pictures are at 
seen by many, and are common

corre- 
in

social

times 
tion?

A. ■ 
tunes

before me. What is the explana-

spirits gather at card tables ;
A. That depends on what this 

spondent means by ’card tables.’ 
trinsically there is no harm in a

A. H. Hackmann: Q. What kind of

T. M. S.: Q. Faces, some of filose 
I know, others I do not know, come at

Nov 12 1904.
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. This department is under the mtm- 
Vffement ot

! HUDSON TUTTLE. -
[Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
Ihave called forth such a host of re
spondents. that to give all equal hear
ing compels tbe answers to be made in 
tlio most condensed iorni, and olten 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Froofs have to be omit 
ted. and the style becomes tlieieby as 
eeruve. which of all things is to be dep 
recated- Correspondents oiten weary 
¡with waiting tor the appearance of 
their questions and write Jett-. • of in 
qulry. The supply of mattei 1 .Iways 
several weeks ahead of the space gnen, 
nnd hence there !b unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place and all aro treated with equal 
favor. .

NOTICE-—No attention will ne given 
anonymous letters, b ull name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
<not bo read. If the request be made, 
the name will not lie published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let 
ters of Inquiry requesting puvate an 
Hwers. and while I freely give what 
»ver information I am able, the ordl 
®ary courtesy of correspondents is ex 
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

to childhoou. Sensitive children see 
them with such distinctness that they 
think them real, and are often pun
ished for being frightened, and afraid 
to go into the dark or to stay alone. 
These impressions have been accounted 
-lor. by saymg that they are revived 
memories. ” which might apply were all 
such impressions of those persons and 
things previously seen, but it does not 
account for the appearances which have 
•never met tlie eve. as of faces who have 
been long dead, scenes never visited by 
rhe recipient.-or of events that happen 
in the future.

Here again some facts may be ex
plained by that sensitive state known 
as clairvoyance, while other facts can 
only bo solved by the admission that'an 
independent, spiritual being interposes.

ties. This is demanded, the waste 
must be supplied, and a balance main- 
tamed. If it is not. the stored up en
ergy in the flesh Is drawn upon, and the 
person grows thin. With the young the 
surplus is used in growth, but after ma
turity. it is not required to more than 
maintain the balance between -waste 
and supply. If the supply of tood is 
greater after the waste has been met. 
the remainder is stored in the tissues as 
fat or flesh.

Among the poorly-fed classes, there 
is no complaint of superabundant flesh. 
They even do not reach the standard ot 
size in growth, and a ’bay window” on 
a laborer would be a curiosity attractive ■ 
ior a dime museum. Quite tho con
trary prevails among the well-fed. over
fed. and indolent classes.

It is not as easy to go without all the 
appetite craves, as to take medicine, 
but it is the only right way. I know ot 
nothing more absurd or ridiculous than 
to eat a gormandizing meal of six or a 
dozen courses, and finish with an "alter 
dinner pill.” Many eat three times 
more than they need, and tearing over
fleshiness habitually drills mineral 
waters! -

If all excitives of the appetite, and 
foods prepared to-tease the taste, were 
taken from the Menu, and only plain 
dishes, bread.- plain vegetables, flesh, 
fish and cereals, and fruits placed on 
the table, in a short time the appetite 
would be a truer guide. Then diminish 
the amount eaten until the weight de
creases. showing that the surplus Is be; 
ing drawn on. When the weight be
comes normal, or what you think it 
should be, you can increase the amount 
of food eaten, so as to maintain the 
weight at this standard.

It has been taught that the fat-form
ing foods, as starch, sugar, and the veg
etables containing them, as potatoes, 
with bread, and all tats should be 
thrown out of the diet, and lean flesh 
and fish take their place. Disastrous 
results have usually followed this unsci
entific practice. For perfect nutrition, 
and hence health, there must be a di
versity of foods, each containing sub
stances peculiar to themselves. The 
healthy appetite by its cravings indi
cates which are best, and tlie quantity 
needed. A little, more or less ot eaeh. 
is demanded, and not the rejection ot 
any.

There is a recent treatment recom
mended. and that is one the* is said to 
give a famous German tvatering-plabe 
its notoriety. It is. not to drink for two 
hours before or after meals. If reliance 
can be placed on reports, tills is re
markably effective. The cause may be 
found in tlie fact, that It is not possible 
to eat as much without any drink, and 
assimilation will not be as complete. 
According to every known fact of phys
iology it Is necessary for the perfect 
perromance of the functions of diges
tion and assimilation that there- be a 
large supply of water, and its being 
withheld cannot otherwise than be in
jurious.

game of cards, a pleasant recreation to 
■while away a leisure hour: perhaps no 
game has been more resorted to. The 
harm comes from what may be made of 
tlie game. There Is more excitement iff 
betting, and the small wagers are. Hable 
to increase. The desire to get money 
for nothing, the most alighting in hu
man conduct, is cultivated until it be
comes the chief motive of action. It is 
because of this cultivation of the gam
bling spirit, opportunity afforded ior 
the most despicable forms of cheating 
that- makes cards disreputable.

■ Games with cards require little 
bought, and pence are pref erred by the

¡unthinking and the vulgar. They find 
supporters in ’ saloons, dives, and 
among the lowest, while they attract 
the leisure of the refined. Supposed to 
be decided by chance or "luck.” they 
furnish opportunity for cheating which 
is taken by the lowest blackguard, and 
if report be true, by the members of the 
most exclusive clubs. The good name 
of King Edward was-tarnished by the 
exposure of practices in one of the 
most select clubs in England. Hence 
it'will be correctly inferred that the 
kind of spirits attracted to the card
table depends on the character of the 
plqyers. The victims of Monte Carlo 
haunt its sumptuous rooms, and by at
tempting to impress tlie deluded play
ers, re-enact their earthly lives. The 

■ gambling dens, where thieves and the 
degraded congregate attract those who 
congregated therein during their earth
ly lives.

T. M. Street: Q. Is it possible tor 
la “spell,” or "hoodoo,” to attach to ob

. jects, bringing disaster to their owners 
or those who approach them?

A. The “mascot" is firmly believed 
by many to bring helpful success, and 
this belief is sustained in a measure by 
the confidence it-imparts. If a person 
has a talisman which he thinks has 
power to remove obstacles and lead him 
to,success, he will be the more courage
ous and strong, and thereby win the 
¡goal he seeks. On tlie other hand, If he 
Relieves in the “evil eye,” his courage 
will fail when most needed, and he will 
fail.

Yet there is more than this, and facts 
to almost any volume might be gath
ered, showing the strong influences for 
good or bad executed by certain locali
ties or objects. It is said engineers 
grow superstitious, and believe that 
there are engines which are certain to 
meet with disaster, and they are sus
tained by the fact that while some en
gines never meet with wreck until 
worn out, others meet with a continued 
series of disasters.

- .Some sailing crafts, and steamers, 
seem to be under a malignant spell, and 
Raving the unenviable reputation are 
shunned by sailors. This influence, 

■ • -wherever observed, is independent, and 
manifests intelligent Individuality. 
Either as good or evil, its spiritual 
source must be admitted. Thé in
stance to -which this correspondent re
fers’ in his question is in evidence.

TURN ON THE SEARCHLIGHT

Some Impressive Remarks In Regard to 
the Same.

® *
»ST*

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Oui; Next-Door । Neigfitors. A PECULIAR EXPERIENCE.

BY CHARLES DAWBARN
8 
A
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Evidence That Animals Possess Reas- 
onlng Powers.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

PART
Mr. Wilson s first 

September 111. 1898.

TWO. 
seance was held 
when he and two

T 
111

their .instruction WHsont -provides 
Morse telegraphic liistrumtnt. which

friends—a Mr. Dalftis. who proved to be 
the medium, and a Mr. Kramer— < 
opened communications into ' log-land" ! 
by the customary raps. At trequent in- 1 
tervals these seances were held, and the 
record tells us how. one alter another. • 
old acquaintances came, and anparently 1 
offered most satisfactory identification, 
there was no attempt to startle or awe 
by the use of names known to history. 1 
The visitors were just the Toms. Dicks ' 
and Harrys of the old lite, reintroduc- 1 
ing themselves as "next-door-neigh- 1 
bors : with a lady or two to awaken ' 
the old love. J

This band of visitors included a man ' 
who, tiled in an insane asylum: a bill-' ' 
lard marker: a restaurant keeper: a 
suicide; a man blown to pieces by dyna- ' 
mite; two or three judges and lawyers: ' 
a couple of physicians and a tew other 
well-identified acquaintances on a sim- ‘ 
liar mental level. Among the ladies ‘ 
were tlie mother of Mr. Wilson: the sla
ter- of Mr. Dallas: and the wife of Mr. 
Kramer, who ultimately turned traitor. 1 
apparently from religious prejudices. ■ 
There.were many others reported as 1 
present, who remained outside.
. Tne active leaders were a Dr. Shoe
maker who died in 1890: and "Plum" 
Mitchell, the gentleman who was - ex
ploded' in 1889. Ultimately a more 1 
skilled leader appeared, known only as ' 
F. R. 8., which was his title here below.

Almost without exception these spir- ; 
it vlsHors were recent arrivals "over ■ 
there/' and knew nothing either of the 
History of "spirit return.” or of its pos- 
sibilitles of development.

At this point we get just one glimpse 
ot tliat next door life, of which we 
would-Jlke so well to know every detail, 
were impossible. Dr. Shoemaker is de
scribed as keeping a school, and one or 
two visitors are described as his pupils. 
So they have schools, which, however, 
must be mere _ kindergartens, since 
neither teacher norpujhia^knew any
thing of spirit return"" or of communi
cation oetween " next-door-neighbors.”

Very early in these experiences a 
zither—placed four feet away—was 
used by a spirit, who played Home. 
Sweet Home, with variations. This 
was. of course, interesting as a phenom
enon, but no spirit theme or composi
tion comes to give us a glimpse of our 
neighbors musical progress. So we 
have but a mere reflection of earth life, 
produced by a spirit, which is not what 
the present writer is seeking. So close 
are we to earth limitations that the sis
ter of Mr. Dallas, though herself a spir
it. still resides in her native town of 
Inverness of Scotland. She tells her 
brother that it took her just an hour 
and thirty-five minutes to make the 
journey when she came to visit him,. 
This, of course, gives us a hint ttyat 
these neighbors have their own spe-

On Friday night. October 14. 1904. 
when lying wide awake, there appeared 
a red disc of light, such as I had seen 
perhaps a thousand times under exactly 
similar circumstances, (before going to 
sleep for the night, and while yet no 
symptom of sleep was present). It was 
like a flame ot fire in color, yet round 
instead of tongue-shaped, and brightest 
at the center.

I knew full well It indicated a spirit 
presence—spme faithful Indian guide 
most likely. I studied It closely as I al
ways do such scenes.

By and by from that same center a 
light shot forth as from a point or fo
cus, and assumed the appearance of a 
headlight from a locomotive at night. 
Its direction was not straight toward 
my eyes, but slightly to one side, as it 
to make the objective picture more 
complete. ’

Manifestly it was intended to repre
sent a headlight of an engine of which 
it was so perfect an image, or else to 
indicate the Idea of an electric search
light placed right before my eyes. The 
first a danger signal, warning me to 
hew to the Iide of wisdom; the second 
an impressive appeal, urging me to 
greater zeal in endeavoring to enlight
en humanity.

The interpretation of this vision or 
scene—for it was not clairvoyant (to 
me it was etherealization)—is given in 
the heading of this message, “Turn on 
the Searchlight!”

It seemed to come as a communica
tion direct to me, but it applies to thou
sands of others with equal force and 
fitness.
_ The time has come, dear reader, for 

you and me to open our eyes and see. 
The third line in the Arabic proverb, 
perhaps applies to you, and possibly to 
me: “He that knows, and knows not 
that he knows, is asleep; wake him!" .

A trumpet call is needed to arouse us 
from our lethargy; a blast loud and 
long to sound in our ears! It is indeed 
noble to respond when the call comes to 
us. Is it not nobler still, far nobler, to 
volunteer our service? that is, to be 
ever ready to speak the truth in season, 
a fitting word ^>n any and every occa
sion where its utterance will fall on ap
preciative-ears, and spring up and grow 
into living fruitage that shall carry 
with it consequences of endless good? ,

Let us be at our post every day ready 
to turn on the searchlight
All hail the bright prophetic dawn

Of freedom’s glorious day! ' 
The tide of truth goes sweeping on,'

And naught its power shall stay.
Millions on millions watching now 

Its splendor to behold,
See! on. each glad expectant brow

A gleam of joy untold,
THOMAS H, B. COTTON.

Edenvale, Cal. -

One Interested: Q. Is there any 
niethod of reducing, surplus flesh, .and 
are the advertised "anti-fat” remedies 
of value? . . .

-A. Some of the nostrums advertised 
are harmless, having no active proper
ties, except to transfer the money from 
the' buyer-to the advertiser. Those 

' tliat'have medicinal qualities are one 
ari d "air deleterious, and should be 
avoided by those who care for their 
health.' ’ , '

' There is only one way to reduce the 
flesh and that is not to eat so much,' 
and take exercise in the open air if pos
sible. Nothing is more certain than 
that .flesh cannot be formed without 

. food.- 'There Is a certain amount of 
food , used up in maintaining, the heat 
of’flie body and its functional activi-

AN INVITATION,

Let us reason with life’s problem, 
Glorious things lie hidden there, .

Let us See if,we can find them , • 
And their radiant beauty share.' ’

Life awaits our best endeavor, 
And is willing to be known;

While she aids us in our labor 
She but gives what we have won.

C. C. BRYAN.

"Continuity or Lift • cosmlo Truth?’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ot 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject SWee, doth, $1.

’'Buddhism and its Unnitlan Critics." 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact W-comprehen
sive. Paper, 50. cents. .Cloth, $1.2$,

"Hw Shall I Become a Medi
Um,” Fully A'iisw/efed

fi rt * ' " ' C ’' • ' — -      .

InL/Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
' and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

■ cents. Send to Mr. Tuttle^ Berlin Heights, 0 i
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cial associations and locations which 
they call home, like the rest ot us. 
And apparently, they either have clocks 
and watches like the mortal, or borrow 
ours.

This particular group of 'neighbors" 
to Mr. Wilson and his friends are ap
parently good average specimens of hu
man nature, from the doctors and law
yers down to the billiard marker and 
suicide. We discern that, as a matter 
of course, the "next-door neighbors” of 
all of us will really consist of thoqe to 
whom the change from one life io an-, 
other has been merely a matter ot a few 
vibrations.

There is no mental change we can 
discover. We are. therefore, not 
startled when this little gathering of 
mortals and spirit neignbors is annoyed 
by an eruption of Indians, full of the 
old animosity to the white race, and 
boasting the white scalps hanging to 
their belts. However these Indians are 
in some manner driven away, and the 
little circle holds its own.

There is hardly a trace of “other- 
worldness" discernible in these spirit 
neighbors, but we notice a strange ea
gerness to once again enjoy the flesh
pots of their old life. They want wine, 
poured in glasses, so that each may 
have his own, and join in toasts. They 
enjoy the fume of cigars, and make spe
cial appointments for dinner parties at 
the hotel, with a decided preference for 
certain dishes. They gather in the 
rooms of Mr. Wilson, and then with a 
tramp, tramp, very audible to their mor
tal hosts, they march down to a special 
table at the hotel dining-room, testify
ing their presence and approval by 
raps, sometimes rather startling to the 
waiter. Of course, the wine desert is 
reserved for the return gathering in the 
seance room.

So far few old Spiritualists bui have 
had some such experiences with 
“neighbors" from across the street.' 
But wo now come to phenomena so in
teresting they would gladden the hearts 
of enthusiasts eager to convert hard
headed men of science, the world over.

These spirits and their mortal associ
ates presently found themselves in 
most serious trouble. For the details 
we must refer the reader to the book it
self. There was a determined effort by 
a certain class of spirits to crush out 
this attempted blending of the two 
worlds. The first result was a per
sonal attack on both Wilson and Dal
las, resulting in the destruction, at least 
for the time, of the mediumship of both. 
When Dallas could no longer see or 
hear.their spirit friends, communica
tion was resumed by using the Morse 
alphabet in raps upon the table. Dallas 
had formerly had some practice in tel
egraphy, and Wilson set himself to 
learn to read the messages.

At this stage, and in this manner, 
they learned that a terrific battle was 
going on between their friends and foes. 
The weapons used are described as 
“psychological and electrical.” These 
weapons do not kill, because the war
riors on both sides were immortal, but 
We are told they wound, and the 
wounded are shorn of their strength for 
a time, according to the force of the 
blow. It reminds one of the Norse
man’s dream of heaven where he fights 
all day. If slain he gets up fresh ahif 
strong next morning. These battle 
scenes are very foggy to us poor mor
tals, but perhaps the best we can get 
In the report of one battle we are told 
the enemy had 65,000 wounded, and of 
their own friends 33,000 were laid low. 
Whether learned surgeons are needed, 
and Red Cross nurses active as on 
earth, we .are not told. But prisoners 
are captured; though, in some unknown 
manner, they seem to presently make 
theirescape. We learn they can and 
do kill mortals who are sensitive to 
their weapons, but how long they can 
hold tlie spirit corpse from coming to 
life Is left untold. As a mortal he is 
extinguished, but their chains and. fet
ters seem unequal to holding their spir
it victims indefinitely. . • l

la these earlier battles Dr. Shoe
maker and his side prove-victors, and 
exultantly proclaim - what they ate go
ing to do through Wilson and Dallas to 
astonish and bless the World. The 
bridge they build, or instruct the mor
tals to build across the chasm, is a reg
ular system tele^re^. Jindej;

then, connected with a 1dry battery. 
Ihe key and the sotTtiderHvere six teet 
apart, and Mr. Dallas sat four feet 
away, with two gaajjghtstJvirning brill
iantly overheard, pjiresqnfly the key 
vibrated, the souu<j<x<irepponded. and 
communication wasinopejigd between 
mortals and spirits Vbaugtnan invisible 
wn e direct to the spirit gvArld.

We pass over theijubdant prophecy 
tliat never again would tiffs means of 
communication be closed. And we have 
nothing to do. m Ibis article, with the 
personal comniunioatdmis from numbers 
of spirit friends aqd acquaintances. 
But it is obvious that such phenomena, 
in full working operation, would be 
quite as convincing to the skeptic as 
tlie wireless telegraph of today. But as 
ultimately the associates.found foes too 
strong tor them, and came to grief, in
volving a complete cessation - of the 
phenomena, we are anxiously calling 
tor (witnesses to prove tliat neither 
Wilson nor Dallas were hallucinated. 
Ihe narrative as told is.simple, lucid, 
nnd abundantly testifies tp tlie truthful
ness of both Wilson and Dallas, but it 
still demands support from other wit
nesses. So far we have heard only of 
two and their friend Kramer as present.

All tills had occurred between Sep
tember 19. 1893. andiJanuarjIj T. 1894. 
ana at the New Yqar p gathering of 
spirits and these mortals the spirit 
leader. Prof. F. R. S.: tells them. “Your 
path is open, and soon your march of 
glory will be sung in choirs of the spirit 
world. And on the seventh of the 
same month he says. "To-day you afe 
placed on the highest summit of the 
spirit world... .glory and victory have 
been completed, immortal happiness 
reigns in your life hereafter: victory at 
the beginning, everlasting life at the 
end, and all men shout ’amen.’ ”

For a time all went smoothly, but 
only for a time. It was claimed that in
visible wires were laid, reaching to 
spirit headquarters, but either Plum 
Mitchell, or some operator, was usually 
at the key in tlie seapce room. But at 
any time that these two mortals desired 
they made tlie call on the key. and the 
sounder promptly responded. This was 
real, swift and convincing evidence of 
communication between the two worlds. 
A certain doctor, an- electrical expert 
was invited to witness the marvel, and 
he became convince«}, we are told, that 
the phenomena were just what they 
purported to be; and yet further, mes
sages from his spirit -friends converted 
him to a belief in spirit-return. But. 
unfortunately, for ^personal reasons. 
Wilson withholds h$ name, so we can
not call him as a witness,; ..

A Mr. James Galbraltli.idescnbed as 
a highly esteemed pitize>>..ot Bradford 
lor twenty years is pjso inylted. He Is 
not only convinced but becomes a warm 
iriend of Wilson and Dallas In tluffr 
subsequent experiences । with the 
friends and foes wl}Q useij.this system 
of telegraphy. The preset writer has 
endeavored to open communication 
with this Mr, Galbraith, but without 
success up to date. These, two gentle
men, and a sister of,Mr. Ttyffson. are all 
the outsiders who witnessed the phe
nomena, for just at ibe point when the 
line was to be opendff to the public tlie 
war commenced witty, greater fury than 
ever. The oatties were first victories 
for the allies, thougty mtyny of their 
spirit- friends” were’ kepbrled. over tlio 
wire, as bhdly wouiided. and even cap
tured by the foe. The details of these 
battles, as told by the author, are most 
thrilling, but for details we must refer 
the reader to tho book itself, for at last 
the foe becomes conquered. Wilson 
and Dallas are left stranded wrecks, 
and shorn of all abnormal powers The 
experiment was an acknowledged fail
ure, and the circle waB broken up. .

( To be continued.)

Not long since a friend of tlie writer 
passed through the following experi
ence,, anu requests that any one who 
can throw any light upon the mystery 
concealed therein-should give The Pro
gressive Thinker the benefit of it: and 
we especially ask the veteran Spirit
ualist, u. J. Johnson. ot Pocatello. Idaho, 
to write nis opinion ot the same and 
send it to your valuable paper for pub
lication, ior which thanks are extended 
(n advance.

On an evening tins friend was play
ing a game of cards with Ins wife alone, 
when very unexpectedly the cards 
passed irom his vision and instead was 
•seen a stretch ot narrow land unlike 
any in this country, with the waterways 
something like a Y. He heard the 
words Woltenden. Somersetshire. Eng
land. Then followed the word, ’ mon
astery, and after that "Woltenden. 
Woltenden. Woltenden. ten—Here we
are, but won t come again.
lowed, 
Castle,

henwick, henwick.
then fol- 
benwlek

and the scene passed away.
In soul untoldment many unlooked- 

for and unexpected experiences are 
ours, as the brother will learn, but 
sometime these so-called mysteries will 
be mysteries no longer.

I am very much interested in the ar
ticles written from time to time 
regarding animals, whether they have 
souls and spirits, use reasoning power, 
also whether they know anything more 
than just what is taught them-

From my own experience and obser
vation, I say they have soul and spirit, 
use reasoning power and often show a 
knowledge beyond what is taught them.

We have a pet fox-terrier, "lag”, by 
name, (although he died last July, ho 
demonstrates himself, as I say. "we 
have ) that always knew when anyone 
of the family was going to leave the 
bouse, whether or not anything to that 
effect had been said in his hearing, and 
would Jump and bark about the person 
until they would say. "Yes. Tag. can 
go, then he would hardly wait until 
they were ready; but. if they said. "Tag 
car) t go. don t want dog. " he would go 
away as disappointed as a child, but 
keep watch, wagging his stub-tail just 
as if he was coaxing us to change our 
mind.

Did he want a drink ot water, he 
would go to his bowl (which was al
ways kept filled) and stand looking, 
first at his .bowl, then at whoever was 
in the room, untill the attention was at
tracted to him. and they would empty 
the bowl and fill it with fresh water 
direct from tho faucet: if water was 
offered him from a pall, he would not 
touch it. but continue begging until he 
saw it drawn from the faucet and when 
you put the bowl down he would al
ways first lick your face as you were 
stooping over, and then drink. This 
was not taught him.

For about two weeks before he died, 
he would sleep in the room of the wri
ter; if he did not go up stairs ahead, or
with me, he 
on the door 
night of the 
times since.

would follow and scratch 
until I let him in. The 
day he died, and many 
there has been the well-

SPIRIT POWER MANIFESTED,

Denial of the Fact Is Absurd and Not 
Justifiable. '

In your paper of ” September 17, I 
found and read the article by Emma M. 
Ward. It is very interesting, but to one 
who has been a Spiritualist 64 years 
and resided from two to three months 
in most of the eastern and western 
cities, independent spirit slate-writing, 
writing on the wall, pictures on window 
panes, etc., done without the aid of mor
tal, are not new; buUthe position taken 
that now, or in the past "no true spirit 
power is there, no connection with spir
its immortal," is, to me, absurd. Have 
intelligent men and women been duped 
all this time?

That the time is near, when independ
ent manifestations will be more com
mon, I do not douut. in this way church 
people will be Reached; quarreling over 
creeds and opinions will cease, and 
Spiritualism will become the religion of 
the world; the brotherhood of man be 
recognized, and it is to; be hotyed, lived.

If entirely independent; why dp. Mr. 
and Mrs. Ward need ed go “beyond the 
mountains" or elsewhere? It may be
come general independent of mortal aid.

In John Wesley’s ■ day furniture and 
dishes were carried through the rooms 
of their home. .They saw them go, but 
could not see by what power.

Not long since,- in some ¡secular paper 
it was stated that erasures on tomb
stones had been mide independently, 
and something more' tF suit the spirit 
ot the body, “put in its’place”; the par
ticulars were given, arid very convinc
ing. - • ’

Sixty-three years’ hgo at Mount Leba
non, N. Y., heard, but not seen, as many 
as 10 or more voices weft heard sing
ing and marching througteithe grounds’ 
of the Shakers. AUswerellistening and’ 
delighted; w . .vc

I havé not done juBticeato the attack’ 
on mediums. Spirits do nbt have to re
turn (they, stay right 'here while near 
and dear friends remain);pi Instead of 
“coming through spkee through which 
they -manifest beiugthinmeasured.” '

There is no distance itB spirit, to 
, those who have lefts, theoifearth; they 

travel as quick as Thpuglttoor Light.
- MRSaiSCOTOF BRIGGS.

San Francisco, (M >e

ODE TO)Á'DRÜM.
• • ■. '-■?.. }[&. - .

I hate that drum's discordant sound; 
Parading round amferountoand round;- 
To thoughtless youthdt pleasure yields' 
And lures from cities and from fields, 
To sell their libertyffor charms 
Of tawdry lace and glittering arms,’ 
And when ambition’s voice commands 
To march and fight and. ran in foreign 

lands.
I hate that drum’s discórtlant sound, 
Paraalng round and rdufid and round; 
To me It talks-of ravag’d plains,; —

■ And burning-towets-arifl ruined swains, 
And mangled limbs and dying groiüiB, 
And widows' tears, and orphans’ moans, 
And ali that misery’s’band bestows 
To. swell the. catalogue Of human woes;’

. —Thomas Paine.

known scratch and sniff at my door: 
I always open it and he comes in with 
the well-known little sound, like a 
thank you. . that he always gave when 

1 let him in.
Others have also seen, heard and 

known of his presence. Now. there is 
a pet cat in the house, called "Moose.” 
One afternoon, in going into my room 
Moose was lying m the center of my 

bed. how he got there know one knew, 
as the door was closed and no one had 
opened it for him: it occurred the sec
ond time and I concluded he had 
jumped from a tree on the opposite 
side of the house and gone over the" 
lower roof through the window: but 
how, then, aid he get in. as the blind 
was closed?

The next morning about five o’clock 
I was awakened by “Moose” calling as 
he came over the roof. I let him in. A 
few mornings later he came to the win-’ 
dow again. I lay still and watched to 
see what he would do. When I did 
not let him in, he put one paw between 
the shutters and pulled but the blind 
was fastened and would not open. 
Three times he put his paw in as many 
places each time nearer the fastening, 
then the mystery was a mystery 
no longer; he had opened the 
blind before, as it was not fastened, 
and as the draft had blown it shut 
again, was why I had not thought of It 
the first time; then I let him in.

Again he came to the window, this 
time the shutters were closed; he tried 
to get his paw in but could not. I 
waited to see what he do; three times 
he came, tried and went away; the next 
time I said to him, “Now, Mr. ‘Moose,’ 
don’t you ever do this again. I am not 
going to be disturbed nor get up to let 
you in any hour you want to come, if 
you are a smart cat.” And he has not 
been to the window since. ,

These pets, as have others, have 
proven to us they have souls and spirit, 
use - reason and know more than was 
taught them, as no doubt man? o.thers 
who have observed their pets could also 
testify.

If spirit is life or vice versa, So far’ as 
mortality is concerned, why not in the 
animal kingdom? I am a lover and 
student of nature in all forms of ex
pression, and of many lessons have I 
become the gainer thereby. Even the 
much ridiculed “yaller” dog can teach 
mankind lessons in love and fidelity.

’ LOUISE E. ZIMMERMAN.

Strange New Shrub That Cures Kidney 
and Bladder Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc.

We have previously described the 
new botanic aiscovery, Alkavls, which 
proves a ■ specific cure for diseases 
caused by Urié.açid in the blood, or dis
order of thé KiÆeyS.Ôr urinary organs. 
It is now stated that Alkavls is a prod
uct of .the well-known Kava-Kava 
Shrub, and is’ a specific cure for these 
diseases just as quinine is for malaria. 
- Among thè many testimonials received the 
Hon. R.C. Wood, of Lowell, Ind., writes that tn 
lour weeks Alkavls cared hlmot Rheumatism 
and Kidney and bladder disease or ten years'- 
standing, and Prof. Edward S. Fogg, the noted 
Evangelist, or Covington, Ky„ gives similar 
testimony. Many ladles also testily to its won
derful curative powers in disorders peculiar to 
womanhood-

The only importers of Alkavls so far 
are the Church Kidney Cure Company, 
of New York, and they are so anxious to 
prove its value that for the sake of in
troduction they will send a free sample 
of Alkavls prepaid by mall to tevery" 
leader'of The Progressive Thinker’who 
is a sufferer from any form of Kidney 
or Bladder disorder, Bright’s Disease, 
Rheumatism, .Diabetes, Dropsy, Gravel, 
Pain In Back, difficult or too frequent 
passing water, or other affliction due to 
improper action of the Kidneys or Uri
nary Organs. We advise, all sufferers 
to send their names and address,to the 
company, and receive the Alkavis en
tirely. -free, • Address Church Kidney 
Cure Company, No, 404 Fourth-Avenue; 
New York; •

"Love—Sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
St. g. Pheloa. grtea 25 osata.

"Voltaire’s Romances.'’ Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These llghter works of th r 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en-’ 
rimy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, *Mlosqphy and 
romance are combined, with the akfll eg 
a master mind. Price gl.50.

The Widow s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
ot.538 pages by I, IC.Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book- 
Pnee $2. , ... !

The World Beautiful. Series'One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
lestlul and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
lift:. By Lilian Whiting, Fnce. eaeh volume. $1.

Ihe World s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Chnst. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries ot the present religions and their Oriental 
ioi ination. By Kersey Graves. Price $l.uO: postage 10 cents.

Thiee Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price. $1.50. '

Tlnee Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages m the New J estament, quoted from the Old and called 
Pi-jpheeies concerning Jesus Christ. Price. 15 cents. •

Tree and Serpent Worship. Showing up the ridiculous side of the 
old, old story ot Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S. Hud
son, JI. D. Price 15 cents

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
pel lences oi its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days, 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1. ''

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
book ior all those interested in this study- Price, cloth. $1: paper. 25c.

Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of Ihe Question Settled" and " ihe Contrast ” into one volume. 
By Moses IM1. Price $1.

Unique Bible Picture-Book. Old Testament stories comically illus
trated. Exposure by ridicule: exposure by facts. Ihe stories humor
ously told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth. $1.50.

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to every one. Price. $1.25. .

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work. 
Price 60 cents ¡^postage 5 cents.

Voices. Ihe Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 
I hey are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. 
By V. arren Sumner Barlow. Price $1

Volney s Rums and-the Law of Nature. Uns is undoubtedly one of 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests ol mankind. Price, cloth. 75 cents: paper. oO cents.

Voltaire s Romances. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 illustrations. I nce, cloth. Sl.oO: postage lo cents.

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable m 
the libraries oi the world in a half century, showing the opp6sition of 
the church to science. I wo vols.. 900 pages. Price $;».

Wayside Jottings. Composed ot Essays. Sketches. Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in
spirational pen of. Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents.

Wedding Chimes. By Delpha P. Hughes.
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A 
every one can understand. Price. Stl.

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller.
Price. $1.

A dainty white book,

book on astrology that

A book of rare merit,

What All the World s A-Seekmg. By Ralph Waldo 
Price. $1.2o.

trine.

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. By George Jacob Holyoake. Trice,
one copy, 10 cents: twelve ior $1.

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J. 
M. I eebles. Price, cloth. 7a cents: paper. 3t> cents.

Why I Am a Vegetarian. Bv II. J. Moore. Price. 25 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt. on. 

the present status ol woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents.

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price. $1.
Woman s Bible. Parts I. and IL The Pentateuch. A galaxy of 

scholarly comments bv many ol our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old testament, and the slight given the women. Price uO ets. each.

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences ot the Matri
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth. $l.n0: paper. 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery and bondage ot ancient times. By Susan II. Mixon A
lecturc of irreat value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt. LL. D. M. D. Human Culline and fine
I’artbirst. The Philosophy ot Cure. Price, bo nd cot ci 7a cents

’■Human Culture and Cure.’’ Part Second Mamaoe Scxtiil De 
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents. •

“Human Culture and Cure.’’ Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price, $1. • '

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of tho 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1: paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents. ■

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaehej 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

“THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA”—A WORK OF GREAT merit
By Dr. Paul Carus. Seventh edition. 275 pages. Cloth, $1. ■
Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic sects, and trans 

lated into ten different Asiatic and European languages.
“Admirably fitted to be a handbook for the single reader or foa 

classes.”—The Critic, New York.

“A HISTORY OF THE DEVIL.”-A MOST REMARKABLE WORK
The history of the Devil and the idea of evil from the earliest times 

to the present day. By Dr. Paul Carus. Printed in two colors from, 
large type on fine paper. Bound in cloth, illuminated with cover stamp 
from Dore. Five hundred 8vo pages, with 311 illustrations in blacb 
and tint. Price $6.

“It is seldom that a more intensely absorbing study of this kind has 
been made, and it can be'safely asserted that the subject has never bej. 
fore been so comprehensively treated.......Neither public nor private ■
libraries can afford to be without this book, for it is a well of informa
tion upon a subject fascinating to both students and casual readers. ’ ’— 
Chicago Israelite.

GftRlSTI/VN RELIGION
BY CHARLES V. WAITE, A. BL

Fifth EJition—Revised, with AJLucii Additional M<uic.' >u i > •
A standard and reliable history of the -historical research In matters of fact

earlier period of the church, giving 
facts that are not found In thè so-called 
histories written by churchmen. This 
latest edition has been carefully and 
thoroughly revised, and It is a reliable 
magazine of facts, such'as the honest 
inquirer- wants. It opens up to the in
vestigator and student a wide field of

wholly Ignored by the regular church 
historians, and throws a bright glare of 
light on points heretofore carefully 
shrouded in darkness.

A large octavo volume of 556 pages, 
strongly bound In cloth. Price $2.25. 
For sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office.

OCR BIBLE:
WHO WROTE IT’ WHEN? WHERE? HOW?

Is It Infallible? '
4 Voice from the Higher Criticism. - r . ..

/i Few Thoughts on Other Bibles,
' BY MOSES. HULL. -

Excellent as an exposition of. tho Higher -Criticism and an analysis of 
the Bible’ from that standpoint Of special value and interest to Spirit* 
ualiateiFor tale at this office. Price $1.00.

i
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FACING THE HOME OF SUPERSTITION.

The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism, Pure apd Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to. Elevate and U plift Humanity.

Freethought Fronts the Vatican at Rome—The 
Shadow of the Eagle Falls on the Eternal City— 
The Popé Closes His Doors While the Freethinkers 
Are in Congress Assembled—Description of the In
ternational Freethought Congress at Rome—By 
William Heaford, Secretary of the English Commit
tee and Delegate of the Freidenker Bund of North 
America. ' '
This stupendous event [as set forth in the

Seeker], the most striking and the most daring ot all 
the achievements of organized Freethought, writes 
William Heaford to the London Agnostic Journal, has 
now passed into history. It sounds paradoxical to 
say so, but the fact remains that the Congress would 

■ have been more successful had it been less numerous ; 
and yet. any serious diminution in its numbers would 
have stamped it with failure.

Everything connected with the Congress was con
ceived on a large scale. All other national and in
ternational gatherings pale into insignificance when 
compared with the colossal character of the Rome 
Congress. The hall was large, the speeches

< the meeting nearly interminable, and the notabilities 
of all nations connected with the Congress stood in 
the front rank of philosophy and science—eyen the 
bitterest enemy of Freethought will admit that 
Haeckel, Berthelot, Sergi, and Lombroso are names 
to conjure with.

' The meeting place for the whole of the four days’ 
' duration of the Congress was the Aula Magna of the 
< Coliegio Romano, an old college once the property of 
> the Jesuits. . ■ '

The newspapers of every political section, and even 
the Osservatore Romano, the organ of the Vatican, 
published day by day, several columns reporting 

' fairly accurately, and with commendable absence of 
bias, the various proceedings of the Congress.

All over Rome large and expensive advertisements 
were plastered extensively, almost too profusely, 
upon the hoardings, and the walls of many a church 
were desecrated by the bold and uncompromising 
character of the bills and announcements issued by

THE 
BOOK

In The Open Court, Between the Giant Minds of Spirit- 
-xx y ^9 ualism will begin in this paper some time in November, 

upon the subject matter contained in the late» book by Dr. J. M. Peebles, on The Demonism o 
the Ages, Spirit Obsessions,” Etc., which promise s to eclipse all previous discussions.

3

DYSPEPSIA 
CURED

ft you Suffer from Dyspepsia, Stomach, Liver, or Bowel 
Trouble of any kind, read this liberal oiler. IT 

WILL BE WO^TH MONEY TO YOU,
Do you suffer from dyspepsia, 

indigestion, or stomach, liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you 
do, why not lot ui euro you I Wo do not mean 
Help you by do»li>v you with o strong, stimu
lating Sod* and Rhuborb Compound, or pat
ent “Dyspepsia Fill.'’' Such things will atlin- 
ulola and ease temporarily, but in tho end 
will only IrriUtv and further weaken tho al
ready dlieased and weakened membrane». 
Wo Will Ceapletoly ud Fermaneully Car«' 
Yon. Wo will go to the very foundation of

li

our trouble, will rtuiovo the causes, 
iircnjtben and Uuo up the affected mem
branci, perfect the digestion, regulate and 
strengthen tho bowel», and make you as 
strongand heartyasyoueverwere. Wocould 

vo you testimonials by the thousand of 
we have cured of stomach troubles In al! 

forms and stages, but they would not tell to 
you what the treatment will do for YOU* The 
only abeolule proof is Intlio treatment itself, 

and knowing the Woad«rful 
Cum we have made for oth- 
leri, and believing that wo 
have a treatment that will 
Toillbely Cure any case, do 
। matter how complicated or 
long standing, or how many 
have failed In the past, that 
we will »end a two-week»'

treatment to any on» deilring to te»t it. Many are cured by thia 
de it treatment alóne. Why not make » trial of it younclf and 
learn what It will do for you. IT IS FUKE. ÂddrenfDt, 
(•able» n' »«piHIi. nq Main St.. Battle Creek, Mick.

joins.) Services every Sunday con
ducted by William Fitch Ruffle, who 
will give tests, spirit messages and psy
chometric readings to all in attendance. 
Services, 11 a. m., lecture and tests to 
all; 2:30 and 7:30 p; m., song service 
and tests to all. Lecture omitted after
noon and evening in order that all may 
receive tests. Residence, 3201 Indiana 
avenue. . ' .;

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel-. 
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musiv fit every 3ers 
vice. , ■ ‘

Occult Scientists. St. Peterls Church; 
No. 3665 Indiana avenue, corner 37th' 
street, 7 30 p. m. ' : Lectures,, "proof 
positive tests,” etc. Mrs. W. Brocfe 
way, psychic. No fee charged ’.'¡at; the 
door. All are welcome? - ■ - !

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu* 
dents of Nature wijl hold Sunday even
ing services at 1666 Milwaukee avenue; 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu-. 
macher, pastor; '

The Universal Occult Society holds

MRS.G. PARTRIDGE, Ä
Readinga by mull only, Í1.00.15 Park Ave., Chicago

T AnTVC! A beautiful hand-made Scrim Top 
UAUllhD Collar, cross-stitched in any de
sired color of wash silk, any size, for 16c. Collar 
with cuffs, 80c, postpaid. Fashionable, durable. 
Clara Marsh, Rochester, Mich,, Box 18.

MR. LOUIS STEINBACH,
1707 Columbia ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Readliit'B 
by mail. Clairvoyant or business reading. Send 
(1.00 and 2-eent stamp. 780

C. WALTER LYNN,
the

Astrologist and Clairvoyant.
Give date of birth,eex. (hour if possible), where 

born, ask three questions, with 26 cts?, and I will, 
answer questions, with a trial character readinff. 
iTHERESE DUANE, box 87* Berkeley, Cal.
' MRS. MAY A. PRICE

Clairvoyant readings by mail. Also lows of me? 
pluinistlc development and spirit, or mental, or 
.magnetic lieallng. taught. Send lock of hair, date 
of bjrth and One Dollar. Obsession cured. 61 D, 
Street N. E. Washington, D. O. t'■ •

•A Cure for Stammering Wanted.
T If-any.of our readers know of a cure foretam-. 

¡-mering they will confer a great kindness upon n 
boor, working boy who has been thus afflicted 

< since he was six years of age, by sending such in
formation to Andy Jordon, Knob. Shasta Co,, Cal.

Eminent Healer ;
and , ,

Gifted Psychic, :
* ♦ •».

Health Restored by • ■ 
Common Sense Methods.

For th» Cure of Mental 
> and Physical Ailments.

OBSESSION "CTO •

the central committee.
The Roman people and the Italian state gave the 

heartiest possible welcome to the hosts of Freethought 
gathered at Rome from distant nations, under the 

. shadow of the Vatican. . . ' *
As for the pope himself, he had the mortification of 

being reminded by his futile remonstrance—consist
ing of the closing to the public of the Vatican during 
the Congress, and on account of the Congress—of the 
dawn of a new spirit in the mind of .the whilom slaves 
of superstition. .

The principal impressions one receives from the 
Congress are these: That the Roman citizens and the 
whole Italian people, once brutalized by papal tyran- 
-ny into the most heartless cruelty toward Freethink
ers, are, to-day, at least indifferent to religion, and, 

■ taken on the average, are skeptics respecting super
naturalism, and not in the lefist disposed to favor the 
return of the bad old days when heretics were burned 
for the glory of God and the entertainment of the 

■ populace. ■ .
. Everybody I met at the Congress—Haeckel, Buis

son, Dr. Moncure D. Conway, Charbonnel, Furne- 
mont, J. M. Robertson, Charles Watts, and hosts of 
others from every nationality in Europe—agreed that 
the fact that the meeting took place at all, the vast 
numbers of those present, the unflagging enthusiasm 
of its members, the unparalleled publicity afforded, 
us by the entire Italian press, the enormous wealth 
of the Congress literature, special postcards, leaflets, 
bulletins, and other publications, in every case un- 

‘ stintedly circulated; aiid when on sale, Widely bought 
—all these circumstances mark an epoch of supreme 
importance in the history of Freethought.

Days before the opening of the Congress three thou
sand delegates had already arrived from France, 
Spain, Germany, Austria, England, America and 
other countries. The hotel accommodations in Rome 
was put under considerable strain.

When the final' contingents arrived, Barcelona sent 
four hundred Congressists, and France was repre
sented by more than ’one thousand delegates. Eng
land and America sent about fifty representatives,_ in
eluding Dr. Moncure D. Conway, Prof. Mangasarian, 
Dr. Wilson, Mr. G. W. Foote (president of the Na
tional Secular Society of England), Mr. John M. 
Robertson, Mr. Joseph McCabe, Mr. Charles Watts 
(the three latter jointly representing the R, P. A.), 
Mr. Harry Snell (representing the Ethical Society), 
Mr. G. W. Gott and three other colleagues (delegate's 
of the British Secular League), Mr. William Heaford 
(the secretary of the English Committee and delegate 
of the Freidenker Bund von Nord Amerika), and sev
eral others. .

Apart from the speeches of the literati and the ora
tions of the eloquent, three significant events deserve 
to be noted. First, the never-to-be-forgotten proces
sion of thousands of Congressists, swollen by hosts of 
sympathizers in the city, to the Porta Pia. It was a 
unique triumph, a huge popular ovation to Free- 
thought. Preceded by an excellent military band 
and with hundreds of banners" unfurled of .Masonic 
lodges and Freethought societies, the vast body of en
thusiastic men and women marched amidst the cheers 

• of the people of all classes, through the best and most 
central streets of Rome. From every window sympa
thetic spectators watched the process of an event 
richly deserving the sulky resentment of Sartor. 
'When the Porta Pia was reached an enormous crowd 

. was gathered around the platform from which M.
Furnemont, the indefatigable secretary of the Inter
national-Freethought Federation, delivered a won
derful oration, vindicating the triumph of Free- 

„ thought; and applauding the definitive conquest by 
the Italian, people of their national unity, finally 
achieved when the fall of the temporal power was sig
nalized by the entrance of the Italian troops through 
the Porta Pia. The two other noteworthy manifesta
tions of Freethought were the huge meeting around 
the statue of Giordano Bruno, ..and the similar cere
mony of .crowning , with a floral crown, the splendid 
monument of Garibaldi at, the Monte Gianicolo. 
Fifty years ago such gatherings would have been im
possible, for the materials were lacking; three hun
dred years ago the ancestors of these very demonstra
tors would have felt it'their religious duty to stone, 
hang, torture, or burn any poor defenseless thinker 
‘daring to call his soul his own. The vindication of 
truth is a slow process, but a sure one.

The proceedings of the Congress were- formally 
opened at 9:25 on Tuesday, September 20. '

■ Professor Sergi of the University of Rome, deliv
ered the inaugural address. ' , . ..
- No one present at this historic meeting will soon 
forget the enthusiasm with which the whole proceed
Ings were accompanied. This enthusiasm: was 
Wrought to fever heat during Furnemojit’s iransla- 
tion-of Sergi, but when Haeckel arose—the ever ge- 
tiial and perennially young, .the lion of the Congress, 
tpid intellectually its chief giant—the applause of the 
enormous audience knew no bounds.

■ Berthelot was unable to be present, but a magnifi
cent letter from the great savant was read to us by M. 
Buisson. . ■ . ,i.

On the pl atform, and all around the huge courtyard 
of the CollegiO Romanb, where this inaugural meet- 
jpg waa held, many beautiful banners were tastefully

SPIRITUALISniEETlNGS.
It Is Important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices ot all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.
.. First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The North Star Spiritual tUnlon holds 
services at Perl’s Hall; 1646. Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday, at 7:30« p. m, 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw.-'Wst medium, •

The Hyde Park Occult Society -holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the-truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 56th street 
Entrance to hall. 319 E. 66th street.

Mrs. M. A. Burland, pastor of the 
Light of Truth Church. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 26 E. Van Buren 
street. Messages given. Mediums wel
come. Come and take part.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 

■and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock, 
at Kornberg's hall, 31st and -Lock 
streets. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes. '

The. German-English - Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No.I8, ’holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Thursday evening at their new hall; 
northwest corner. Sedgwick and Black
hawk streets. Mr. Frank Joseph, me
dium. . :• ' ■ . •

The Church of tile Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue-and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. .

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak.

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.; lecture at 8 p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

Church of the Soul Communion holds

its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall “C,” every Sunday . after» 
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert GIN 
ray pastor. Good mediums ..to 'give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m.
ular service at 8 p. m.

Lake View Spiritual Union 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North

Reg-i 

holds 
p. m., 
Clark

1'IlANCfE READINGS,
By mall, one dollar and two stampa. Diseases 
diagnosed and treatment indicated, by Spirit 
Dulcies, two dollars. Send either your own writ
ing or Lock of hair, ,
? ELLA. ROYAL WILLIAMS,

’ 33*. 11th BL. N. E, Washington, D. C.

street,- corner Fletcher, conducted, by: 
Dr. and Mrs.. Carl A- Wickland. AU 
cordially Invited. Resldènce 616 Well® 
street; ' . ; . ' ...

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sundays 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sufiday-school 10 a. m. Su. 
perintendent of Sunday-schopl, Mrs. S^ 
J. Ashton. ' Pastor’s addrèss, 3802: 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home, Friday. ' '.

Band ot Harmony, auxiliary to tfie: 
Church of the Soul, meets the first and' 
third Thursdays of each month, at 
room 612 Masonic Temple, from 3:3.0'to 
10 p. m. Coffee'add lunch at 6 o’dlftck.

Psychic .Research meetings, 'iat 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and. ¿Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2? 30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course in Joe- 
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. -M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; Jçst medfflm, 
A.' K. Eiwards, 675 Osgood stMet; 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

The Brotherhood of Spiritual Truth 
meets Sunday, 7: 30 p. m., iiï'Teip^'pr- 
ànce Hall, 330 W. 63rd street.. Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and w^fe.

The Spiritual Truth Society meets ev
ery Sunday evenlng at 7:30, at Hopjdns’ 
Hall, No. 628 W. 63d street. Messages 
follow each meeting. Ladies. Auxiliary 
to the Englewood Unlop.,.ipeetBri^ry 
Thursday at 2 o'cli)c;li2';, Afli,w&eloi>m'e-. 
tojtliesë -meetings, ilsabella. M. Ftfw- 
'derly president. ' 
' ' -i. ■■ -I . ,'Jl c’r.- “ftJ * ••

FRED, P. EVANS,
TJae Noted Psychic for , , ,

Independent Slate Writing and 
. Clairvoyance,

;Has recently left Now York, and is now locatedjal 
1112 Eddy 8L, Ban Francisco, CaL Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. , *

OLLIE STEEDMAN, 
SOO Fulton St., Chicago, '• 

Teacher of Piano out Haruny. 
Special Attention Given to

- Beginners.

YOUR FORTUNE
gvealéd by the Zodiac. Twp large, typewritten 

gee of practical information concerning,your 
5 eent FREE for your birthdate and 8 stamps. 

Tean make YOU more FORTUNATE in your love 
¿Affairs, in marriage, business matters, etc. I have 
•(THOUSANDSdf pleased friends in nearly every 
ban of the world. Address NOW, BiUOSEN, 
jUept. T.B., 21S8| Nan Francisco» Cal. ,

"Social Upbuilding, including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Dabbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper; cover, 15 cents; Ear sale 
at this office.

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham, 
and Lida Holt Talbot.!’- ■ In the form of; 
an entertaining story, it contains lea-- 
sons-which every girl should know. 
Price, doth, 11, ,

"The Commandments Analyzed.” By i 
W. 'H. Bach. The Commandments hre ■ 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passages, showing great in- 
congrulties. Price 25 cents:
-. "Mediumship and Its Development,.; 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist. Devol-1 
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially- 
useful to learners who seek to know and i 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de-• 
velopment, and avoid errors, Price, 
cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

"The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Timos of the Nazarena ei’.d 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T- Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound.in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents. . -

“Right Living." By Susan H. Wlxon, 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She Illustrates her subjects, with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the .book more interesting

IMFORTflNT WORK.
Send 25 cents to the Investigation Committee, 

Publishers. Davenport, Iowa, for Prof. Watson's 
jjluBtrated- Book, board covers, “Juggernaut: 
(Christian Science Exposed.” Containing extracts 
4rom books, showjug from where all the ideas of 
'jqhristlan Science were originally copied, which 
JMother Eddy calls her owd,

y DON’T READ THIS.
«If Bick wrltq tb ine. annd I will give you a free 

lamination.. I want no leading symptom. Nerv- 
phs exhaustion .and lost vigor'of'both sexes mjc- 
cfeaafully treated. Bend nome/age, aex. cqmplex- 

iWnrwfeigUVtrad'lOctsi'Iirsldthpsw sflve'r; ahtfre- 
yQclve.a correct; diagnosis. AVorthTnany'donard to‘ 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address,

FBANOES L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St,. * Stonobatn. Mata.

Dr. George Lester J^ne, 
TREATS SPIRITUALLY 

All Ailments With Success. 
PBSESSIOX a specially. 872 Huntington Ave., 
Poston, Maas,—MBB DR. J. M. PREBLES’ 
BOOH ON OBSESSION. ' ' '

ATTENTION I 

flTLflNTIS WATER. 
; For Mediums, ,

Orthose developing., or those wishing to draw 
spirit friends to them. It is used for odoring the 
cabinet; circle room, or clothing: brings fine re
sults. This was given from spirit side of life, to 
MF.'Shaw; by his spirit wife, at a materialising 
circle, Sept. 1st. ' Name derived from the Lost At
lantia, before Christ’s time.. 8 oz. bottles, by Ex- 
6' ress, prepaid, .60 eta. Special price to mediums 

y the dozen; W. F. Sil AW, 002 Monroe Street,
Toledo Qhto. , ’

For Free JDlAffno»li of ■ Disease, send five 
two-cent stamps, ago, name, sex, and own hand« 
Writing, . .

Readings and Business Advice, $1, 
and Two Stamps.

Address 784 Eighth St., Oakland, Cal.

Annie Lord Chamberlain's tlard.
• Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 
my blind slater, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mass.

A IJnnrhWitf Restores Lost' Vision. 
H WUI lUul I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
knnnbnnl’n showing styles and prices and 
OUuULdblui photo of Spirit Yanna, who do 
vejoped this Clairvoyant power in mo. I can ad
just my Melted pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes nt your own hbme and send by 
mail, na if you-were in my office. Thousands will 
testify. I*. F. POOLE.

■ 48 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B, Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal.

disposed, and at the conclusion of each speech the effl 
thusiasm of the audience was augmented by the patri« 
otic and rationalistic hymns discoursed to us by art 
excellently ordered band. .
t I, have no space .to attempt a summary of the .Con* 
gress proceedings. The complex .variety of topics 
treated, and the fact that several subjects were dealt 
with simultaneously in the different rooms of the col
lege, render it impossible for any one mail to report 
these transactions. We must wait for the publication' 
of the official report before this task can be under
taken.

It is also to be noted and regretted that owing trt 
defective organization on one hand, and to the exigen
cies of time on the other, the Central Committee were 
unable to utilize all the reports and papers communi
cated to the Congress. , -

All these documents, however, will be included in: 
the forthcoming report, to be published by the Inter
national Freethought Federation. The circum
stances above alluded to excluded from immediate 
publicity the printed addresses of George Jacob Hol- 
yoake and Mr. Charles Watts, as also the magnificent' 
poem of Saladin in vindication of Giordano Bruno.

The only Anglo-Saxons who spoke at the Congress 
were.Dr. Moncure D. Conway, who read an excellent 
paper on the opening day; Mr. John M. Robertson, 
and Mr. W. Heaford. .

Mr. Heaford’s report on "Christian Missions; Their, 
Injurious Effect, Especially as Seen in,Colonial Wars; 
and Their Substitution by Secular Missions,” was 
presented to the Congress in French. A large num
ber of copies of this report were circulated during the 
Congress in anticipation of its examination in com
mittee and final presentment to the Congress, and, 
after its conclusions had been translated into Italian, 
the report was unanimously accepted and approved 
by the Congress, and its thirteen resolutions adopted 
by the same. Arrangements are being made for the 
transhition of this report into Spanish and other lan
guages.

The next International Freethought Congress will 
be held at Paris, on September 4,1905, to be followed, 
in 1906, by two similar Congresses at Barcelona and 
Buenos Ayres.

Time presses for this dispatch. In conclusion, I 
can only add that the Freethought demonstration at 
Rome exhibits four things: 1, The impending divorce 
of the Latin mind from its long adulterous connection, 
with Catholicism; 2, the depth and heartiness of the 
spirit of international brotherhood fostered by the in
fluence of Freethought; and 3, the triumphant assur
ance of thp most alert intellects in all countries con
cerning the inadaptability of Christianity to meet the 
demands of the cultivated mind and conscience of 
Europe; and 4, the imminent conquest of all the activ
ities and functions of our modern social life by th®, 
victorious arms of Rationalism .

Rome, Italy. -

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Ib one of tho oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Pliysicluns. His cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wofiderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. B. 1.OVCHS, M. D.,
•. ..Lock Bo* 12Q3 S.teneUam. Maas.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
. Bend three . two-cent: stamps, lock of 
hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

ALL SOULS IMMORTAL.

Will the doggies howl in heaven to disturb our perfect 
peace 1

Or will all their woes and wailings at the threshold 
calmly cease?

Are the animals immortal in this great eternal plan?
Will they rise up from their bodies and move on with 

spirit .man? *
Ah! Do not the same strong forces that bring forth 

the human child,
Bring to life also the kittens, just as pure and unde

filed? ■
And within the puppy’s body is there not a soul as 

" trub ' ■ ■ ' ■
As Dame Nature ever offered to a human coming 

through?
Each has modes of understanding, though not all can 

speak in word,
Whether fish down in the ocean, whether man or beast 

or bird;
Pulsing, waving, vibrant Nature that gives unto all 

things breath,
Vibrates onward and beyond the station called by

All

y

A

meetings every Wediiesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lfticqln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and. tests. R. S. Ray, pastor. >

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission ana more easuy cuuipreueuueu,... il ib 
holds its meetings every Sunday at! especially adapted for use in children’s 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30. “ ’ :■■■” • - -
Star Lodge Hail,- 378 S. Western ave-

and more easily comprehended.... It is

nue. . All welcome. ' , -•
Spiritual Science Society meets every 

Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m.,; at Arlington 
Hall,' N. W. corner of 31st street and

Lyceum; In the hands of mothers sjnd; 
teachers It may he made Very , useful. < 
Young and old will be benefited-by It.i
Cloth, ?i;

FRANK N. FOSTER,
■'■■■ The Noted Psychic for

Suint mowaDhu
Bend name and.addreBB forcircular. Sittings by 

nalL 91 Fitzhugh SU Grand Rapids, Mich.

"Beyond tlie Vail.” A. Sequel . to.’ 
.. ___ ‘Rending the Vail?’ Being a compila- i

Indiana avenue. Admission to after-! tion, with notes and explanations, of t 
noon meetings, free;; evening servibe, narrations and illustrations qfjjiiill ex-1 
16 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, ’ perlencés, spoken, wrltten'toricVfflffiJ.fe by ' 
the child wonder, will always be in at- full-form nm,tefiallzatlbns;;settfng;^p a' 

.tendance. Others will assist. ■ These scientific' and personal.vérificatif of - 
meetings will be continued all summer. “Wliat We Shall Be,” and-iVcode; of • 
Dr.' Bfevêrly, president, No. 44 East 81st éthics,-requisite to the most"speéàjt're- 
street. . ’ " • •- < .■ . ' ■ àllzatldnofthehlghesthnfflp'urès^fe-'

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build- liclty: attainable,In the future-'life? Ai 
Ing, 109 East Randolph - street, third »èrjr femarkhble book. Large? octavo, 
floor. (Please1 take elevator, hajl . ad-\B00 pages;..Price, $1.75. ■' f

Academy of Higher Sciences
. And College of Firte Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“East becoming of worldwide fume. ”—H.Tuttle 

¿Light,Color,-Electricity, Maghetism, Mind, BathA 
' Its beautiful-Diploma confers title. ‘'D. M. 
Doctdr of Magnelicsj-can be gained at College or 
at oi\e’s home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to • . '

. JE. I>. BABBITT. M. .
• o? Fast Ave., Bochebter, N.Y.■ ' ' • • ... ■ ■ X -

RESEARCHES PHENOMENA 
of

Modern Spiritualism,
. By the '

Greatest Living Chemist,

Sir William Crookes, F. B. S.
The English Edition costs (1.50, and postage. 

We have just brought out a new edition (only 
American) with text and illustrations in full, it 
costs only SO cents. It is Unanswerable.

ISF'This Remarkable Book and REASON,
Our48 page Monthly, per year, for (1.00. Scud now 
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He

mankind death.
have birthrights and some purpose, and though 
man is crowned the king,
can only do his duty, and like other souls take 
wing.

Deep down within all being lies the kindred spark of 
soul,

Handed up through evolution from the great Eternal 
Whole. ■'

Man, in his’great self-laudation, as the king upon the 
■ throne, ■

Tries to claim the earth and soul-land as possessed 
by him alone.

He forgets that' all creations are results of laws 
divine,

And that he is but an atom kneeling at a self-made
shrine. DR. T. -WILKINS.

■’W

00000WSife.vvivvv Wanted® 1

P Atilt The Fall and Winter Campaign 
lu Vvil lb. of The Progressive Thinker will be 
especially important to every Spiritualist. W[p 
want to spread the paper broadcast, ihence ijjfe 
yyill send it out on trial, 12 weeks for 15 centi, 
or 7 copies to one address for the same length 
of time for $1.00—sent on trial to those only 
who have not been'subscribers to the paper at 
least for .one year.' We want everyone ^brought 
in touch with' the grand, spiritualizing, and .soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain 
each week.. In sending in these trial subscrip
tions always state whether Spiritualists, Church 
member^ .or investigators. :

Tbl8.lt» ik picture of the onjy- 
Dr. Spinney In this state... 
ANDREW S SPINNEY. M.D. 
who nas hod lorty-elght years 
experience in the study and 
practice of jnothclne, two; years 
Prof. In medical college, ten 
years in sanitarium work, and 
Is a natural clairvoyant.. He 
never fails in diagnosis. He has 
given especial attention to eye,

. ear,.throat and Jung troubles, 
also al I forms of nervous d iseafi es 

- of both sexes.: : •- .
■ Npver falls to cure piles.. If 

, .¿¿you would llkean bpmion
jRf your case FREE, write just bow you feel with 

- your own hand and hold thelctter In your band five 
iUiiiUtes. Enclose Stamp for reply.

. Address. ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Reod City Sanitarium. Reed City, Mich, 

A MASTERLY WQRI<. J; 

(Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth’ 
By Prof. W. M. liockwooil. ' 

A masterly tireBenlatlon' ot- an important sub
Icol. A powerful arajunent alonk new anilfeclea- 
ufio lines, eatabllalilni; on a aclcntlfio basis tlia 
fOQt ot tho continuity of personal Individual con- 
aqlous selfhood after laying asido tho physical 
body. A book or rare Value. With aovcral 
toe Illustrations. Cloth. 81.00. - “'

„BODY ftND SOUL
- BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT. , 

yijhla volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered in tho trance state, and Is certainly no 
snytll ci ntrlbutlon to tho study of the soul. It: 

,1.7a goou work to open tho eyes to the difference 
betjvecn the deductive and Inductive process ot 
nXpd. Bound In cloth, (1. For sale at this 
office. • __

‘THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH,“ 
Or tho Future Life According to Science. By 
Lpula Flguler. Translated from the French by 

• &R. Croclteo; A very fascinating work. This 
•fine volume might well have been cntitleil Splr-. 
Itual Ism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ* 
tehln that flocullar interesting style in which; 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific'subjects in adaptation to tho 
needs ot th» general reader. - Tho author says:

■ “Thore Is a true end respect able idea In Spirit
ualism,” and-regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superhumana and the 
inhabitants ot earth.” Price. 61.50. •

OLDflNDNEWPSyCHOLOGy
By W. J. Colvillo. BoportBot.twenty.fowf 

distinct lectures, recently i delivered . In New 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 
otter fprotalnant cities of the United States, 
fejve contributed the* basis ot this volume. 
£^4oe, 11.00. - ..... - - ; l—-

White or Black Magic ?
- Are you sure that your mediumship is attract
ing to you angels or demons? Are you determined 
to give or get? Areyoxt trying to wink at psychical 
laws, by sitting in the dark, and not creating with
in yourself a spiritual capacity for communion of 
spirits? Are you trying to get something for noth
ing? or are you ready to pay the price for success
ful mediumship? Do you want to be a fake or an 
adept? I can help you. ..

Send at once, enclosing a stamped, addressed 
envelope, for Prospectus of “The College of Di
vina Sciences and Realization.'“ Reduced tuition. 
' The only'one or Its kind in tho world.

CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, 11.50 (re
duced from (2.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with splr- 
its. read the crystal, see tho future, prophesy are 
attain Illumination, and be a Yogis. l‘All students 
will do well to study this excellent volume.’’—W. 
J. Colville. “It Is a revelation.’ —Light “Best 
work on the subject’’—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-making.”—Lilian TVhiting. .
• SRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffleld.cloth, 60cents.

AURAS AND COLORS-With exhaustive die 
tionary of color,meanings.. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY—Thetlrstand only book which 
teaches the science so that you can practice it 
Price. 50 cents ■ , • . ■ ■■’

EASYLESSONSln Inspiration Clairvoyance anl 
Psychometry. Price. 60 cents. .
. REALIZATION —How. to‘enter the supcr-con- 
sciousncssnnd-beaYogis. ¡Price. 25 cents. "■ 

. DIVINATION-A’.Ms. sqrles on how fo-divlns 
¿hidden. things, and -lost treasures, .become a 
seer. Price. 11.00. < r ; . ‘ .

CRYSTALS .for crystal-gazing, a new lol at (2.23 
each, postage prdpald, ’ '■ • -

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVE3-A Ms. 
series on this fascinating subject Price, (1.03.

Address Money orders to .
J. C. F. UKUMBINE,

1285 Gimmonwenlth Ave.. -
■ Boston. Mass,

The reason why al) men honor love is because it 
looks up and not down; aspires, and not despairs.— 
Emerson. ‘ '

Taking the care of people’s lives out of their own 
hands and relieving thenrfrom the consequences of 
their own acts saps the very foundations of self re
spect and self-control which are the essential condi
tions both of individual prosperity and of social vir-
tue.—Mill. • /

Just laws are no restraint upon the freedom of the 
good, for a good man desires nothing which a just law 
will interfere with.—Fronde.-

Once every atom of this ground lived, breathed and 
felt like me.—Montgomery.

The heart must grow tranquil before the thought 
can become searching.—Bovee. . ■ - ’

A'well-governed mind learns in time to find pleas
ure in nothing but the true and the just.—Anon. '

It is not the many oaths that make the truth, but the 
plain single vow, that is vowed true.—Shakspeare.

Have You Thought of This?
The Nemesis of 
Chautauqua Lake

This faseln* 
ating Book 
by the well*

known Author antfScholar, 
HON. A. B. RICHMOND,

Should bo in tho hands of ovary Spiritualist In 
tho land. It Is based on a historical fact, but 
through tho naralivo is woven a psychic Une ot 
tbouelit In the stylo so natuinl to tlioiqeat 
'criminal lawyer thntono can fet I tie author'^ 
very presence during its perusal. It Is certain 
ly Interesting. Price, cloth. To touts.

THE UFE. RftDIflNT.
BY LlLUAN .-WHlTINa.-In this book Miss 

Whiling alms to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living that shall embody tho sweetness 
and exaltations and faith-that lend onchniit- 
mont to Uto. It is, in a measure, a logical se
quence ot “The World Beautiful," loading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, »1,00.

■ THE RGE. OF SEASON.
By Thomas Paine. -Being an investigation ot 

True and Fabulous Theology.; A new and com
plete edl«on,from now plates and new type; 
iS? psses, pest gvo. »W Cloth. 50«.

If you- ever did take the paper you 
know how you missed it when it stopped 
coming; you know how to appreciate its 
return. Like a violin, its tone has in
creased with age and carries harmony; 
inspiration and peace in .its pages. .Now 
is the time to send in your subscription1,; 
and begin promptly with the soul-feasts,<- 
the intellectual harvest of high-class sei-' 
entitle, occult and spiritual literature. In-' 
duce your neighbors to subscribe also, 
You cannot better aid the cause you 
claim to espouse and love. ’ •



' ■' - ^ÄiUhfe * ' • ’/Æ J* ' Ató n■ 2ljc ì-lroiirrsiine f huilier. |. SEND YOUR SUB« 
scription in at once, 
and keep pace with 
all that Is transpir
ing in the ranks.
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OOK, Will be Placed ore the Bar of “The Open Court” Next Week.
“The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” Will Have a Fair and Impartial Hearing.

This Discussion is Bound io be.Interesting from Start to Finish, upon this Important Subject. You cannot afford to Miss a Single Issue while the Discussion Lasts.

HER DREAM CAME TRUE. IDOLATRY.
■QBHBi

Would Die In Six Years—Funeral a Few 
Days Ago Recalls Tragic Events— 
Commodore Weatherby's End—
Strange Incidents That Followed -a 
Disaster—Young Troy Woman Sees a 
Vision and Her Death Was Foretold. 
Troy, N. Y.. .A great tragedy that six 

years ago shook this community as it 
was never disturbed before or since has 
been brought again to the attention Qf 
the public by a series of startling dis
closures that are now followed by the 
death of a young woman. People who 
have no faith in dreams and who smile 
at the mention of visions and all that 
sort of thing, may scoff at the incidents 
herein written down, but there are per
sons in position to know who have de
clared their belief in the story of the 
vision that came to the girl who has 
recently passed away. It was in the 
month of October, 1898, that this com
munity was electrified by a disaster on 

■ the Hudson river when four persons 
wentdowrito death. It was the wreck 
of the Weatherby yacht and its thrill
ing details are now recalled in a man
ner so strange as to be weird.

The Weatherby yachting party of six 
■ years ago made up of Commodore 

Weatherby and Stephen Mallory and 
two young women. They went up the 
river to a point several miles beyond 
thé Waterford bridge and there the 
party landed at a quiet resort along the 
shore that was popular in those days 
with' boating parties. The Weatherby 
party remained at the landing place 
until darkness had set in. When they 
were ready to return home a great 
storm had arisen and the wind blew, a 
gale. Commodore Weatherby was an 

. experienced sailor and no fears were 
entertained because his boat was good 
and a .safe one. But an unforeseen ac

- cideut happened. The water In the riv
er had Tison very rapidly and in sall

ying down the river the Weatherby 
yacht struck a wire that was used for 
ferry purposes between the Rensselaer 
shore of the river and an island in the 
centre of the stream. The wire tipped 
the vacht over and all four persons 

. were drowned. ■ ... .
. ; At the time of the accident Stephen

Mallory, it is said, had been engaged to 
. marry a very estimable young lady in 

this city. This young woman has just 
died. Soon after the death of Stephen 
Mallory, his affianced bride had a 
dream or a vision, call It what, you may. 
In: her vision came -Stephen -Mallory. 
She saw him as plainly as she ever saw 
any one in all her life. He spoke and 
said that within six years from that 
day,she would join him in the great 
beyond where there is no parting.

Cunning Scheme to Gain Recognition.

Saw Him in a Dream.

IJ,

..."Six years,from the time set the re
mains of the young woman were in
terred in the-family plot at Oakwood. 

- The death of the young woman • of 
¿.course brought the matter of the drown- 

■ ’ ing of Mallory and of the Weatherby ac
cident prominently to the attention of 
the public. Doubtless the death of 
Mallory was a shock to the young wo
man and, no doubt,, she grieved over 
the matter for some time. But time 
effaced the tragedy from her mind, and 
she forgot the dream and its awful pre
diction; all such thoughts were out of 
her-mind. Two years ago she was 
married to a well known business man 
of--Waterford.- They. were very happy 
together. Since her marriage she gave 
no- thought Wf the prediction that had 
been made to her in a dream or vision. 
Yet the vision came true. Several 
weeks ago she came to Troy on a visit 
to. her mother, .who resides in this city. 
She was taken ill at her mother’s home 
and it was decided best to have her re
main here.' Suddenly the sickness 
which had never seemed serious, tbok 
a serious turn, and in less than two 
weeks she succumbed. The death oc
curred, within the time set by the 
dream of six years ago. So true was 
thè vision and so willing are her friends 
to accept the same as truth that men
tion was made of it at the funeral. The 
Clergyman who attended the obsequies 
in his address at the funeral, told the 
story of the dream and its significance 
and from the minister's words have 
grown the story.

ANIMALS AFTER DEATH.

They Are Seen and Described by a 
■ ■ ■ Clairvoyant.

In several recent number, of The Pro
gressive Thinker. I have noticed com
munications relative to the condition of 
animals after having, passed through 
the change called death. •

About thirty years ago I listened to a 
■ lecture given by one who was then— 

and is now—a celebrated speaker from 
the spiritual platform and author of 
many Highly interesting-works on the 
spiritual .philosophy and kindred sub
jects,-in which lecture he declared his 
belief that animals did not exist in the 
spirit world. I had not previous to that 
time given that subject any thought, 
taking for granted that air of God’s 
creatures were so constituted that pro- 
greasion was a natural attribute of 

- their being. .
What is man but an animal We 

claim to be the highest order or type of 
all created beings, and .so far as we 
have knowledge-there is nothing in 
mortal form of so high a type. From 
man there is a gradual descent until we 
reach the tiny insect. Does it stop 
there? Some spirits say no, the de
scent goes on down through the vege
table and mineral. .What then? Who 
can tell? . . .

About twenty-five years ago I had re
tired for the night but was very wake
ful, after a short time my room became 
light as day, the walls disappeared, I 
seemed to be in the open air, in the 
Suburbs-of a'town. I saw a large man
sion with a wide piazza in front, with 
large 'columns 'extending to the . roof. 
The floor of the piazza was, I should 
judge, four to five feet from the ground. 
In front of the house was a beautiful 
Jpwn.on which was much ornamental 
Shrubbery, In that shrubbery Was a 
beautiful young, lady standing a few 
feet from the piazza, apparently work-

I remember an incident that occurred 
many years'ago while I sojourned, in El 
Paso, Texas, that made a ■ lasting Im
pression on my mind. . I had frequently 
heard the pleasing sound of a distant 
bell, and made inquiry about It, and was 
informed that, it was the bell of the 
great cathedral over the river, two 
miles away in Juarez, Mexica. I con- 
eluded to visit that city, and went over 
one Sunday morning, and had an inter
esting time, taking observations, and 
soon realized that I was in another na
tion, in a city unlike American cities. 
In tlie Catholic cathedral the audience 
chamber is about 60x100 feet, with ce
ment floor, but no seats. Each Sunday 
it is filled with devotees who kneel or 
stand during tiresome service of one 
hour or more; and all glad when it is 
ended.’ The Mexicans call it “worship," 
but to the casual observer it seems that 
“torture" would express it better.

In the afternoon I went into the ca
thedral when it was empty, and with 
several other visitors went Into the 
Chamber of the Holy Saints, one of the 
rooms of the cathedral. These . holy 
saints (about a score) are Images put 
up in plaster paris—good imitations of 
humans—look natural—some of them 
beautiful—all have names—some with 
feet exposed—placed on low pedestals 
to be convenient for devotees to kneel 
down and kiss their feet. This is sim
ple idolatry. ‘

The largest image in the whole group 
was “The Holy Virgin Mary, Mother 'Dt 
God,” and if a true image, she must 
have been an extraordinary large virgin 
woman. She did not even show hqr 
foot, and the presumption Is she had 
none, but was all solid plaster paris,-in
cluding pedestal. • •

The fact is Catholics do not kiss the 
feet of females—it is only the feet of 
male saints that are kissed. ■

. A “virgin mother" is a contradiction 
of words—it is ridiculous, stupid folly, 
mocking the Intelligence of civilization; 
and the assumption of sacredness Is im
position. ; ■ .

When I first entered this Chamber 
of the Hply Saints the “boss" of the 
chamber ordered me to take off my 
hat. The order came suddenly, and I 
complied, without any time to .. think; 
and I did not know what it meant; I. 
subsequently perceived the trick and 
learned that it meant something of im
portance, to. the Roman hierarchy. It 
meant humiliation for the victim. The 
act of baring my head was easily done, 
and of itself a thing of little signifi
cance; but if,'instead of that, I had 
been ordered to take off my coat or 
bow to the dummies (an older custom) 
it would have been of the .same purport 
and effect. It meant that a Catholic 
had required of ahon-Catholic an act 
showing respect and recognition for 
church authority. It meant that a non
Catholic visitor, by baring his head, 
was made to show revenertnal respect, 
for Catholic superstition. . • • -

. I did not feel ’ exactly comfortable, 
walking through the Chamber of Holy 
Saints, with hat in hand as a token and 
remined that I was apparently sham
ming reverence for dumb, idols, of no 
more importance ' than painted ' dolls. 
No Catholic can ever play that game on 
me again. 1 to- '

An individual instance of this kind is 
a matter of little importance; but when 
such cases can be counted by the thou
sands, per annum; it becomes a matter 
worthy of serious consideration. Cath
olics have many cunning ways of. re
quiring'recognition and respect and 
reverence for their religion.'

In some localities Catholics ’’hold the. 
balance of poWfir" and have great con
trol and influence over many people 
who Submit to their requirements; and 
they often get what they want by the 
asking. 1 - .

The controlling influence of Roman
ism in politics is a fact, and our Con
gress has. often bent to this invisible 
and invincible force. Our politicians 
generally are cowards, afraid to say or 
do anything that may offend Catholics.

The secular press dare not publish 
the sins and wrongs of that church, be
cause it fears the power of the hier
archy. No authority should be consid
ered too sacred to question. • ■

- A.H. NICHOLAS.

Ing at the plants. On the piazza stood 
a large black and white Newfoundland 
dog, looking down upon the young lady.

If a dog has no soul, what was'the 
animal so closely resembling a dog that 
I saw in that vision? •

When living in Illinois I was pre
sented with a fine Newfoundland pup 
which I raised. I became very fond- of 
my dog, and he-became strongly at
tached to me. After a few years he 
was through the instrumentality of 
poison taken from me. Seventeen years 
after my dog's death I was living in 
Kansas City, Mo. A select few were 
holding circles twice a week at the 
home of Mrs. Love, on East Fifth street. 
The circle was composed of Mrs. Love, 
her niece Miss Wyant, Mrs. H. H. 
Chamberlain, a highly cultured lady 72 
years of age, Dr. F. D. C. Meyer, Justin 
Hulburd, a born medium, an actor well 
known upon the stage for nearly, fifty 
years as the “Dashing Blanchard,” and 
Justin Robinson which was his stage 
name, and myself.

One afternoon Justin and the writer 
went early to the home of Mrs. Love in 
order that he—Justin—might rest be
fore the seance. While we were sitting 
In the parlor, Justin, after looking in
tently a short time towards where I was 
sitting, said to me, “Oh, what a splen
did dog. He is a large Newfoundland 
and is standing by you; ho wags -hid 
tail, lays his head upon your leg and 
looks up at you so affectionately.”

I asked him to describe the dog, 
which he did, giving a better descrip-
tlon of my old dog Major, than 
have done,;

If dogs have; no spirit, what 
that the medium saw that was 
act image of favorite dog? 
‘As the waves of time rolled

I could

was it 
the ex-

■Many seem to solve the problem to their own satis-..sunuper, a ease of prudence unexampled in the animal
faction by saying that animals act by instinct andman 'kipgjloin. '
' klfi Grote, the historian, in his “Fragments on Eth

ical (Subjects,” regards it as evident necessity that 
ñO;Sdeiety can exist, without the sentiment of moral
ity! ■■■■ ■ < ' ■ ■ ;.■.

: Everyone (he says) who has either spoken or writ
ten on. the subject has agreed in considering this sen- 
timpi|t as absolutely indispensable to the very exist
ence of society. Without the diffusion of a certain 
frier- irire of this feeling throughout all the members of

by reason. I wish lie did! But, in fact, the subject is 
much more complex. Others believe, or think they 
believe, that their pets, especially dogs, arenas intelli
gent as man. ■ .

Many, again, seem to entertain two entirely oppo
site and contradictory opinions. I often hear people 
say their dog, for instance, can do everything but 
speak. But I ask whether it can realize that two and

v make four, which is, after all, a very simple, arith-; thé social union, the caprices, the desires, and the pas- 
C"ÏUU-Ch ^OubÎ7 Sei?®raÿ ..eX' of ..each separate individual would render the 

ill'll16 ^*iB/?iia a?d affeÇ ft' maintenance of any established communion impossi
ate friend all will gratefully admit, -t when we come positiye mora]ity, under some form of other,

to co nsider the phjwal nature d À animal.-the in every society of which the world'.lias
limits ot our knowledge are alm» immediately evef.had experience;’ ’ ...................... '

' ... ' If thisibe so, the question naturally arises whether
Ihe dihculty of determining the intelligence ' of ants also are moral-and accountable beings. They 

dogs is increased because they are so quick in seizing hàvq tlieif désires, their passions, even their caprices, 
any indication given them, even unintentionally. Tliis The young are absolutely helpless. Their eommuni-

Sir. William Huggins ties!.are sometimes so numerous that, perhaps, London 
* •’ ’ and-pekin are almost the only human cities which can

comparé with them. Moreover, their nests are no 
hieiie1 collections of independent individuals, nor even 
temporary associations, like the flocks of migratory 
bir([s,:.but organized communities, laboring with the 
utiribst harmony for the common good. Thé remark
ably Analogies which, in so many ways, they present 
to^r human societies render them peculiarly inter* 
esti,pg.td tis, and one cannot blit long; to-know more of . 
theif I character, how the world appears to them; and 

_ to jyhat extent they'are conscious arid reasonable be-
■ This observation is most interesting in connection v ’
with the so-called “thought-reading.” . Nó oné, I sup- jl'diaye nqt;:'at any rate, nor, indeed, .has anyone 
pose, will imagine that there was in this case any else^evef seen.àiquarrerbétween any two ants'of the 
“thought-reading” in the sense in which this word. SW- All-is harmony., If, indeed, : 'they are 
is generally used. Evidently “Kepler” seized upon ^“Pulsohily made drunk, then, no doiibt; they begin 
some -slight indication -unintentionally given by Sir But no ant would voluntarily, so degrade
William Huggins. The observation,.however, shows' Among the so-called higher animals, which 
the great difficulty of the subject, while it certainly Association, if one. is old or ailing, it is often 
seems to demonstrate u certain amount of psÿëhie att?çelied;. This, is never-the .case: among..ants. In- 
ppwer. ' . ’ ■' . • sthricés df active assistance are, indeed, common. ' I
' I confess, indeed, that. I cynnOt understand , how w^nes?e<^of care and teridérrièss on

anyone who lovés animals,.'orlevèr has devoted, anyri ' 'ri • ri ' ri. ri ' 
study-to them, can doubt that they possess sóme'pow-
er of reason. Many of their actions, are unconscious ° -toto
and instinctive; sb are sôriië of ours, as we may see by great’
watching a; child;; but practice enables us to walk or | ^^A^Ahe never appeared todeaye-the nest. At 
run almost automatically. ? ' : ; :ri '; Wh,..one. day,;I founder wandering about in an

mj. ' .;, A, ri.. „ 'i- œ j XI • ' 5 "ri' amiless'isort of manner, apparently not knoWing her- 
which-seem conclusive. Take,-first,.their_relations qf otlief species, who directly attacked her. ] at 
with.otherinsects. Those between ants and aphides, -oijC(? set to separate: them, but, whéther owing to the 
SÎvïîo ”e Whdsrislie had received, from her enemies, or to my
16maikable. It is not merely that the ants milk them, r°ugh though .well-ineant handling, or to both, she 
tend dhem .defend them from attack, sometimes pro- ;<à. QViaéàt]y. muCh. wounded, rind lay helplessly on 
tec ttli eni by\earthep enciosures fr om too great sum- the'groundv After some time'ariother? ant'from the 
mer heat, but over and abovgall this, they collect the, sahte riest came by. She ékamiûed the poor sufferer 
eggsun. autumn, keep them through the .-winter,, and . ééréfully, then picked her up and carried her away 
piant them out on their proper -plant im the spring, iritb. thé nest. It would have been difficult for any- 
Some of the root apffides may ahvays be found ffi. one^who had,Witnessed the scene to have denied to 
ant g nests, but Iwas much puzzled years ago.by find-;.ant.,poôs$sion of humane .feelings, ' In face 
mg to ants ^nests some black: eggs which^ obvuiimlyyqf hneh; facts.as these, it is impossible to regard ants- 
wei e not those of ants. Eventually I ascertained that -akmoi’e .exquisite automatons. When we see an ant- 
hey belonged to a species of aphis which hyes on thp , gl,(tenanted,by thousands of industrious inhabit? 

leaves and stalks.of plants, - ' ' ¿hif*, 'excavating chambers, forming tunnels, making
These eggs are laid early in October on the food- foadri,; guarding their home, gathering food, feeding 

plant of the insect. They are of no direct use to the tiiéiyoùrigi tending their domestic animals-each òné 
ants, yet they are not left when they are'laid, exposed fiiTfillirig .its; duties industriously andt without confu
to the severity , of the weather and to. innumerable sipn-ItIs difficult altogether to deny them the gift Of 
dangers, but-are brought into the neSts by the ants, feaâoni; rind the preceding 'observations tend to con- 
and tended by them with thé utmost care throughlhe hriq the opiflion that their mental powers differ from 
long winter months until the following'Maréh, when thbsriof men not so much in kind as in degree.
the young ones - are brought out and- again, placed ’ ' The above by Sir John Lubbock,.contains much val
on the young shoots.of.the daisy This seems to me a liable information with which Spiritualists should be 
most remarkable case of .prudence. Our ants may not familiar.; .-But are animals riot any kind, immortal? 
perhaps, lay up food for the winter, but they do more,' Thanis an. unsettled question, in view of the fact that 
for they keep during-six months the eggs which will our Spiritualistic savans differ widely in règard to it. 
enable them to procure food during the following ■> STUDENT.

gave me of a very intelligent dog, appropriately 
named “Kepler,” belonging to him. A number of 
cards Were placed.on the ground, numbered respect
ively 1, 2, 3, and so on up to 10.: A question was then 
asked—the square root of 9 or 16, or such a suni as 
6 plus 55, minus 3. ' ’

Sir William pointed consecutively to the cards, arid 
the dog always harked; when he' came to the right 

‘one. ' Now, he.did not consecutively give the dog any 
sign, yet so quick was it in seizing the slightest indi
cation that itwasabletogivethecorrect answer.

to be made a home for us by Justin's 
band, where they said they had a work 
for us to accomplish. After we had 
been here a few years, Justin was pre
sented with a small dog pup which be
came one of the most intelligent dogs 
I ever knew. We became greatly at
tached to him. When he wanted to en
ter or leave the house he would scratch 
on the door, thus signifying his .wish 
tor some one to open it for him. In 
time he died and was accorded a fine 
burial. The day alter his burial I was 
sitting reading when I heard his signal 
at the door. I arose and opened the 
dbor. I saw nothing. Soon after, Jus
tin came in and was barely seated when 
he exclaimed, "There’s Tot; he just 
came out from under the lounge and 
went into the kitchen.”-

Did death end ail for Justin's pup ?3f 
so, what was it that he saw come from 
under the lounge? What was it that 
imitated his signal at the door?

Justin often sees and describes spirit 
dogs and cats. One notable instance 
was in Vineland, N. J., which at that 
time was Justin’s home. One day he 
called at the home of Mrs. Susan Cor
nell, a Quaker lady, noted for her phi
lanthropic ministrations to the suffering 
poor. As she walked about the house 
he noticed a large tortoise-shell cat 
with a silver collar around its neck, 
which he thought was a cat still in the 
body. He said to her, “What a beauti-
ful cat you have.” , -

She said,. “Why, I didn’t know 
cat was in the house.’ :

He said, “Can't you see it?” <

the

She asked-him to describe it, which 
he did. She then said she had owned 
such a cat when she'was a young girl in 
Pennsylvania. She laughed and. cried, 
saying, “Can it be possible they show 
you such things as .that?"

Justin tells the following: "One day

us on-
ward-they finally landed Justin and the 
wrjter in the mountain region of Souths 
era California, in a lovely spot selected

THE GOLDEN RULE

And the Ethics of Spiritualism.

rub its face against his cheek. I said, 
‘What a pet that horse is, Mr,-Berry.': 
“He said,‘What horse?’ ' '

“I said, ‘That one that’s rubbing its 
face against your cheek.’ . .

. “He' laughed and said, ■"Can you de
scribe that horse?’:- • ■; ■■■■

.“I described the horse to him..
“He said, 'Bless your heart, Justin, 

that is a perfect description-of my old 
horse Queen. She w4s fdaled on my 
father’s farm in the state of Maine. I 
raised her trom a colt She had a 
great affection for me arid would often 
rub her face against my cheek. When 
I married, my father gave her to me, as 
a present. I Drought her here to New 
Jersey and her old bones are-buried in 
that back lot”’ . - ’ ■

. Justin tolls of another case. He once 
made a visit to West Point on the Hud
son. On the parade glound,'while he 
was talking with Gen. Winfield Scott, of 
the U. S. Army, he saw'a beautiful span
iel dog looking up at the: General. He 
said to him: "GeneraO'see -how your 
dog looks up at you; ItlvantSydu to pet 
it.” ■ . . - ■, : ■ ; -V •«.

The General said, "I sed no dog.” 
. Justin said: “Why,-b do,’.just look 

down there, can’t yoitsqe it?’’ - '
He said: "If.you- bbd « dog, describe 

it, what does it look like?” I- .
Justin described a 'beautiful' female 

spaniel dog with twte llgnvispots over 
her eyes, aud Bhe-hB^ost^&rt of her

The General throw back his head and

IS THERE RECOMPENSE?

Tired beating heart,, that ne’er will 
■ • throb again! - :
Beautiful . loving eyes that looked 

through tears of pain!
Have ye found the mystic haven of 

. • your dreams— .
Bathed in halo of ■ heaven’s- golden 

• •• beams? . '■

Tender pleading hands that reached the:
silvery light!

Lips quivering, prayer all through 
dreary night! . .

What have ye found freed from
dusty tomb

To recompense for all life’s 
- gloom? -

Speak to me, beloved, from 
‘ . shadowy dream!. 
Bring me a rosebud from 

- dusky stream!

care

out

o’er

the

.the

and

the

the

Tell mo an angel’s robe wraps thee all 
complete, . ,

And that celestial breezes fan thy 
royal cheek? z

Tell me, dearest, have you found the si
lent stars . -

That gleam and glimmer over glowing 
. bars? ....... . .

Found peace and rest in. that world 
from din and care! •

And do you know and mve me just as 
: dearly over there?

Do you visit often the home you used to 
love?

And was there another awaiting thee 
■ above? ■

laughed loudly, saying» "t.ownéd such a 
dog as that when-I was a.boy.-'. She -Wjte

SIU1K lh0 he„u.,tm. tMn0
own familiar place. 'sible that dogs-have spiiite?':

... The-tears were -tolllpg down his

TREND OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT.'

From the Material to the Vital and 
' Spiritual.' • ;

I have been looking, for a decade, and 
watching jts coming for several years, 
for the change in the trend of scientific 
thought, philosophic more correctly. 
perhaps, from the material to the vital . 
and spiritual. - It has surely begun and 
is progressing with speed that is sim
ply marvelous. ■

The two last utterances, the ink Is 
scarcely dry which records them, from 
sources the highest, both evidence and 
will influence the change in this direc
tion of scientific thought. I refer to 
the notable article of Sir Oliver Lodge 
on Electricity, in Harper’s Monthly, 
August, and the address of tho president 
of the British Association for. the Ad-' 
vancemeht of Science, published In Sol«• 
ence,. August 26, both of 1*JU4. ■ :

I had the opportunity to deliver an 
address , a few months ago on the sub
ject, "Science the Sister, Not Merely 
the Handmaid of Religion.” Had these 
two articles been published I could 
have pointed to them as corroborating! 
my position and statements. Truly 
the world is moving so fast that it' 
keeps a man sixty years old "on the go” 
not to be left behind, a little. .

Sir Oliver Lodge says near the close 
of his magnificent discussion, and being 
led to this conclusion by the facts he 
had considered, “I look to the time 
when laboratory workers will exhibit । 
matter surely formed from stuff which ' 
is riot matter, and not as now only rec
ognizing the transportation ot pre-exist-1 
ing complex atoms into simpler forms.” 
Two other equally great men are re
ferred to as ■ taking the same position, r 
Further he says, “The physical basis of I 
life eludes us still, and will until we are , 
willing to look outside our material en- I 
virpnment into another order of things, I 
etc.” 1

The address of the president of the I 
British Association—I can hardly find i 
terms sufficiently superlative in quality I 
to use in its designation—leads to the, 
same conclusions, though In more-’; 
guarded terms. His scholarly and 
able interpretation of the facts of sci
ence especially those of more recent 
discovery, lead to where we “Touch the 
frontier beyond which physical science 
has no jurisdiction.”
■ • Tlie'sbciety he addressed was scien
tific, his audience were' scientists;: arid.' ■

aH’.to.irthe éàd’dr-i'the'maiét'lar,- 
gggWBltier. opening into the immate
nal arid Ideal; was not their business. 
The material was dropped, left behind, 
the ideal, and of necessity the spiritual 
is entered. • . “ . ' ’

What a change, in and disclosed from 
such sources! Were such addresses 
possible ten years ago? or even five?

In a nutshell this is the position of 
the science of the hour: Physics is the 
true scientia. scientiarum, the basis of 
sciences, and philosophy too. From 

.physics to philosophy. Starting with 
the gross, the material, we go on to iîie 
spiritual, nor is there any stopping un
til we reach the latter, the last, the ul
timate, the sufficient for all that has 
gone before it, the spiritual. In believ
ing in the spiritual one is lifted up from 
the most solid of all rocks, by a faith 
the basis of whose wings rests upon the 
facts. of science, into the atmosphere 
and presence of the divine and spiritual. .

The evidenced facts of science lead, 
in their analysis, from matter with 
biilk, and the grosser properties, to ; 
stuff which is not matter, from which 
matter was formed. The natural and 
inevitable step is from stuff which id 
not matter to mind stuff, and from mind ' 
stuff to the soul, the spirit, which has 
identity, and personality, having a phys- 1 
ical basis, (science revealing its grada- : 
tions, as we have seen), through which 1 
in this life it was made manifest, Itself, ' 
the ego of the man, being superior to, 
dominant in and over the material or 
physical basis necessary to its manifes
tation in earth liie and to its earth fel
lows. At the end of earth life it ceases 
this gross, material manifestation of it
self, but in which it had been regal arid 
dominant. Is it thinkable that in the 
higher order of things, having put bit 
the corruptible and being spiritual attd 
incorruptible, it will fail of means anti 
medium of communication with like in
corruptible and spiritual regal entitled 
with itself? To the ancient question, 
“If a man die shall he live again?” Œë 
answer never before was so clear, so 
full, so satisfying as at this hour, and 
the answer having a physical basis in 
science, is: The man who dies does ndt 
cease to live; he lives on.

Over a grave In another land, is a 
stone with this simple Inscription:

John Colet.
■ Vivat. ;

JOSEPH CLEMENTS, M. D.
Nutley, N. J. ■

To the Editor:—Many, doubtless, will 
be surprised and deeply grieved, and 
none more than I, to note The Progress
ive Thinkers endorsement of the Chi
cago Tribune’s wholly selfish, narrow 
and purely worldly-wise conclusions as 
to the origin, intent and possible prac
tical application to human affairs and 
everyday hiu.of {he Golden Rule.

To commend: the work of Baer— 
“God’s right hand man’’—In connection 
with the coal famine, by which diabol
ical work, solely in the interest of 
greed, thousands of innocent children 
and others suffered and many perished, 
is a piece of brazen effrontery, to shame 
the orthodox devil. It is said, of the 
rule under consideration that it is not 
practicable, has never and can never 
be lived up to except in connection 
with omniscience, and all because Its 
sanctions forbid the devouring of the 
weak by the brutal stronger. This nat
ural law is as old as human conscious
ness, and its vital .. importance as a 
guide and governor In human affairs 
has been insisted upon by each and ev
ery world-famed epoch maker since the 
dawn of history. To say that the rule 
we are .considering, has not and cannot 
be obeyed is a manifest libel on thé life 
.work of every true mother in all past 
an<j present time.

The law of love is the compelling 
force that makes easy a true compli
ance with this divine law. ,

■ The Tribune's closing suggestion that 
the world is “tired of being told to be 
good if it would be trdly happy,”■ is a 
clincher. Yes,'the "world" Is very 
“tired” of being told to treat every man 
as a brother because the interests of 
one are interests of all, and each'reaps 
the things he sows, though the harvest
ing sometimes seems to be late.

True, the ¿drift of mortal affairs seems 
to proclaim this regulator of human 
conduct a long-lpst device. But what 
do spiritual Spiritualists know on this 
subject?

All who wish to know and have audi
ence with the unseen do know that only 
a thin veil separates us from the life 
and ,land where this sjmple, immutable 
law separates the, sheep from the goats, 
and;the' goats will go,'to their qilarters 
asking ijo questions. Bdlltbn too' lô.\v q 
scale.in mortal life to be willing- to-do 
Yl^ht'heeqÿSè.itis. right; üifty. will hpye 
.■amniàxlihiife tn?; the,'slums.oJKsniti '

cafém7^Filleil:ïwith disaimôïnlmeiif 
Vindictiveness, they can and do go out 
to vex and obsess .poor -nlortals on the 
earth plané. • ■ , .
' Doubtless a majority of the inmates 

of the Insane asylums are the victims 
of those who in mortal life could not 
abide the golden rule. In connection 
with this thought let every mortal take 
the lesson to his soul that his only 
safety from the evil influences coming 
up from those lower realms of spirit life 
is in living the pure unselfish life the 
golden law lays down for our guidance.

. Spiritualism is in the world for a defi
nite purpose. $t behooves (Us to find 
out what1 that purpose is. Is its pur
pose merely to prove that death does 
not end all? Hardly. Is its purpose 
fulfilled-in setting would-be intellectual 
giants to gibbering' like monkeys over 
the origin of life, or. evil, dr a lot of 
other things past finding out in this 
life? Agàin; hardly. . ' ■ . ,■ ...

Let us take to oyr souls and hold it 
there the thought that our purification 
and uplifting morally as well as intel
lectually is the prime object of this 
mighty.. spirit influx. A thousand 
voices from the upper spheres of thé 
veiled land declare and urge this im
portant fact to the;niorally clean who' 
have ears to hear. ! .
„.The Wanderer in Spirit Lands is a 
narrative of facts. The Psychological 
Crime book is no fake. Demonism of 
the Ages is-no false-alarm, and the wise 
will take heed. The thought so often 
advanced that death lands the subject 
on a higher plane regardless of moral 
fitness is a dark and damnable heresy.

. Let no one surmise that this scribe 
is' hankering for the stale fleshpots of 

•orthodoxy. Paine or Ingersoll was 
never further away from such longing; 
:but those whose eyes and ears are alert 
■ lor the whole truth are made painfully 
aware, that the whole truth of human 
responsibility and answerability Is 
■heartily hated by a large body of-would- 
be leaders in spiritual thought and 
work. -

Just a word to those who kick so vig
orously at the oft-repeated statement 
that, like attracts like in spiritual na
tures.- ■ . ■ . . ....

-Every one has his weak point or 
points, hard to discern by. the victim Of 
the points. The weakness may be a 
lust for power or place. Such a nature 
attracts spirits to himself of the same 
order who promise him the earth, and 
their, malicious sport with the victim 
has begun. The door once entered, 
tfiose leeches can only be dislodged by 
a- general moral housecleaning on the 
part of . tho victim. And so on, through 
the whole .catalogue of base desires and 
moral frailties. ........

Whether you, are a hanger-on to Spir
itualism, an orthodox ox an atheist, any 
suggestion that you do to others as.you- 
would not have others do to you Is an 
Invitation to do yourself a wrong, and 
thus evil grows to a monster of hideous 
mien, and no outside power in the uni
verse can relieve the victim. As al
ready stated, only a thorough overhaul
ing of the moral spiritual nature, al
ways aided by pure spirits attracted by 
the conflict raging between right and 
wrong,, between light and darkness. 
Bo not dismayed at Ulis picture, though 
it is true to life, as this writer knows 
by experience. “They that are for ub 
are., more thçn they that are against us,” 
provided we stand for tho best that Is 
in our own natures. .

Those who thus stand can never fail, 
and no obsessing spirit can prevail 
against them;-. ■ ■

• <If our-Spiritualism does not work for 
us honesty,- purity .and general upright
ness of souk then it.is no more to us 
.than soundtag brass or a tinkling cym
bal. Great,isnar opportunity ; : shall <we 
see and sols®,same, or ehall others

more wise than we answer .the spirit’s
call? ,

-Salem, Oregon.
J. RIGDON.

It seems to us, our Mend misses the 
meaning of the article In-question.
. To explain, here are A and B, both in 

favor of the "golden rule,” and sincere
ly desirous to conform their lives and 
conduct therewith. A business ques
tion arises between them, in which each 
sincerely thinks he is right and the 
other wrong. Each wants to act in ac
cordance with the golden-rule—and.
thinks he Is doing so; but 
men ts are at variance, 
thinks the other does not 
the rule.

Evidently something is

their judg- 
hence each 
conform to

lacking, and
as they are equally sincere in the desire 
to do right, unselfishly sILthe one thing 
lacking is, as the Tribune indicates; in
telligence,- the intelligence necessary to 
arrive at a just and impartial decision.

. -Rose L. Bushnell DonnElly. 
San Francisco, Cal. - ,ihg a large 

ellfe, is this 
edri'lnto1 his. ‘ ' ------------- >
it" something The passions. like heavy .bodies down

, ' steep hills, once in motion, move them 
Who woS Belves and know no ground but the bot- 

gteri The^-tam—Fuller. ~ '
apeak to Those who try to break the fall of or- 

HOLBURD. thodoxy will only.m&ke the frill heavier 
~ , at last-Ctoldwta Stelth. \ v

cheeks; he bent down, 
man, and saidv -Ne... .... . .. . • „ . . a a .   a . . ... ..

while I was llving.ln Vineland, my fos- you my girl T”;'She'^ Ju 
---- - ,j .  ----- a. "—arms and herald' '

while I was llving.ln Vineland, my fos- 
:ter father and I drove.to Forestville. 
We called on a Mr. Joseph Berry. As 
we wore alighting'from-the buggy he 
name down the walk to meet us. I.saw
s' horse following him. Before he 
opened the gate to let us in I saw that 
horse put its head over his shoulder and

pressing agaisiBt riladfce
W aoperal’-told 'VQ 

present what Justin h 
Colonel would nevbr aft
Justln.

Descanso, CaX-

' In all meanness there Is a defect of 
intellect as well as of heart. And even 
the cleverness of avarice is but tho 
cunning of imbecility.—Bulwer.

They who have light in themselves 
will not revolve as satellites.—Anon. ■ 

■ No evil propensity. of the human 
heart Is so powerful that it cannot bn 
subdued by discipline.—Seneca.
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Criticism though generally disagreeable, is often the room in the light, just as the trumpet and musical strongeiff; foothold for fraud of any of the many 
highly beneficial and sometimes may be absolutely instrument are in the habit of doing in our ordinary phases ¡Jiat, m imitated. And so long as dark se- 
neeessary dark circle—and if Home could produce these-phe- ances fmjnishjwie necessary conditions fraud will con

- Considering this as an excuse as well as an intro- nomena in the light, can it not be done through the tinue toffiourish in spite of all the arguments, in spite 
'duction for the sentiments to be expressed in this ar- mediumship of others as well ? TJie manifestations of of all tills sfri^ing' for greater nobility and honesty; 
■tide I intend to offer a few remarks, suggestions and Home were marvelous only beeapse they toojc place and, ns ^'npci^ary. result, honest, upright mediums, 
criticisms of the methods used by many Spiritualists under unusual conditions. . There,are: many mediums innocentpf aaynwrong or deception, will be obliged to 
in the management of their seances. In conducting now before the public producing manifestations just suffer nffirtyrfltai in the effort to give the tricksters 
their home circles, and their public seances as well, it 
appears to me, although I am not qualified to speak 
authoritatively upon the subject, that vei-y many fob 
low certain methods without any definite idea of their
value or their purpose. ’ .

It cannot be denied that many rules, regulations 
and formulas are enforced that often do, more harm 
than good, or are, at least, practically valueless. 
Often.they are only thoughtless adaptations from 
some phenomenal mediums of doubtful veracity who 
found them necessary for the successful performance
of their clever tricks. ; . ■ / '

Again, many Spiritualists, imbued, with orthodox 
ideas, or with a yearning for the mystical, believe it 
necessary to have what to others, myself included,

lie necessary conditions fraud will con-

are not plainly visible, destroys the effect we desire 
and is little better than total darkness, 'then, too, the 
character of the manifestations should also deter
mine how bright the light ought to be. For clairvoy
ance and slight physical phenomena such as raps, etc., 
a more brilljant light may be used than for the 
stronger physical phenomena such as trumpet work 
and like manifestations. A good and. safe rtile is to 
have the light just-bright enough so that the forms of 

ngnv, uuuer saiwiaewry. wuuiuw, — vxv,„ w .... ~ — the sitters can be dj^cemable across the,circle yet not
are of little value-as scientific proof, One faint whis- way of the jrauds. And in view of all this, is the bright enough so that the details oi dress or the eoioi

as wonderful, only'they are not taking place in the their jusV'dii's^; they, will continue to be maligned 
light, under satisfactory conditions, and consequently and treided ‘djgyespectfully so long as they cling to the 

- w« . . «* n /-v * i 1 I __   I? i 1. _ J*_.  T.. A — - JI _ - a. 1I X La -az-, a„ 41-, z\

per through a trumpet in a lighted room, one materi
alized hand without the aid of darkness or a cabinet,

dark seafiee worth the'price of fraud, doubt and de- of eyes or hair can be determined at that distance, 
snail’ that we nav for it? The fancied benefits de? With a light of this dimness a cabinet should be un-anzeu nanu wnnom uie uu or uarauess «r.« yawuev, spair thill Tÿé^pliy fbr .it? The fancied benefits dee. With a light of this dimness a cabinet shoiild benn- 

would be of. vastly more importance than, a whole rived from it.fpn never offset the real evils that can be neeessary,evenfofiiiaterialization. .AsIjudsonlul- 
evening’s entertainment in the dark, no matter how accredited to it. •>. / tie says in “Mediumship and Its Laws, At most a.

Let me not be understood as trying to prove all simple curtain drawn across, to darken a space xxhcic-
tie says in “Mediumship and Its Laws,

A LETTER OF EXPLANATION.

Nov. 18, 1904. \ .~

societies cannot or will not provide : 
work for them they must seek it else* 
where. .

When a committee Is appointed to in? 
vestigate the work or the character ol 
a medium, that committee should not 
consist ot only a few chosen by the of- 
fleers of the State Association, but it 
should be a committee one-third ’’of 
whom should be chosen by the associa
tion, one-third by the parties to be in
estigated, and one-third by the commit
tee thus selected.

All Mediums Should Be Tested.
Every medium running this gauntlet 

—and, by the way, all should pass 
through this test—should feel that ho,” 
or she, as the case may be, has true and 
tried friends on this committee, and 
that there are at least some on the com- , 
mittee who will see that under any cir- 
eumstances there is fair play. Every 
medium, like every prisoner, should 
have the benefit of all doubts. ‘-‘All 
should be supposed innocent until they 
are proved guilty. Above all, in such 
cases let us avoid judging until we get 
the evidence upon which to base judg
ment. Under the Roman law no person 
could be condemned unheard; and the 
accused always had an opportunity to 
meet the accuser face to face, and there 
answer every charge made against 
him. The Romans never condemned a 
person unheard.

Above all things let us each and 
every one stand for a pure and a clean 
spiritualism. MOSES HULL.

evening’s entertainment in the dark, no matter how
strong the manifestations may be. Better the few ----------- . ----------- . , „ , ...... — . .
grains of gold separated from the dross, than the en- dark circles pernicious, nor all mediums who sit in in the light may not disturb, is all that is neeessaiy, 
~............ ' darkness frauds and knaves, for nothing 'can be fur- even in the ineipieiicy of the manifestations, and this

ther from niy. intention; I positively know that there ought to be dispensed with after they have beeome.es- 
are many'nbble, time-souled mediums, honest and con- tablished. A bright light may antagonize the spirit- 
scientious, who are holding seances in darkness and ual forces, but it is hot essential to have the absolute 
who are enjoying converse with the angel world, re- darkness which is demanded in materializing and 
eeiving the benefits therefrom and having strong and other circles, and investigators should hold this in 
wonderful manifestations, but these are the ones who ' ...............................................  ‘
suffer most,fr’Am the curse of darkness. They em
ploy darisies^beeause they deem it necessary, not 
because they-really like to. The constant reiteration 
by the frauds bf .the statement that darkness is neces
sary—absolutely necessary—has caused a wide
spread misunderstanding of the fundamental condi
tions for mediumistic phenomena. The suggestion

tire load of ore. - ;. . i. /.
The necessity for darkness has been preached so 

long that nearly all Spiritualists and mediums have
come to take it for granted that physical phenomena 
cannot be produced in the light, and some have even 

necessary to nave wnai to uuivra, uywu juhuu^u, gone so far as to demand darkness for the develop- 
seem needless and it might also be said superstitions ment of clairvoyance. Misconceptions spread' very 
ceremonies in conducting their circles. easily sometimes. Because a practice is very exten-

Bartially developed sensitives, failing to distin- sive is no reason that it is desirable. Because dark- 
guish their own prejudices from spirit impressions, ness is declared necessary by the great majority of 
are another cause for the introduction of worthless or .............. u ;□
harmful ideas which often do much toward making so

easily sometimes. Because a practice is very exten-

mediums, we should not hastily conclude that it is 
necessary. It is sometimes difficult to get out of a 
rut, though it is seldom best to remain in. The cus-

mind, and demand sufficient light to make objects 
clearly" jrisible. No law or condition of the phenom
ena. is. violated by such demand, and had it been rig
idly enforced, there would have been no opportunity 
for the'exposures which have brought contumely on
the cause. 'rom Dr. G. B. Warne, President of the 

Illinois State Splrltuallst 
Association.

Clairvoyance aB40he so-called mental phases are 
less susceptible to unfavorable conditions than the 
physical phases and can stand a more brilliant light. 
Mediums can give descriptions in brightly lighted 
halls, and clairvoyance is possible- under conditions 
that would hinder the exercise of the other phases. 
Consequently there is little or.no exeu.se for holding 

’dark circles for the development of clairvoyance, and 
this practice should be discouraged. It is far better 
to develop so that you will be able to see regardless oi

many seances either partial or entire failures. iuv, mvugn w « mmuiu
Amon" the many misconceptions extant at the pres- tom of sitting in darkness is only a habit—a useless, 11WUB i w —v

ent time” I desire to call particular attention to one detrimental and ofttimes abominable habit. And has been given so forcefully and persistently that_it 
that I believe to be the cause of more harm and to be many there are who cling to it merely because when has taken so. firpi possession of most genuine medi
more extensive in its influence than any other that once in a rut they never attempt to get out. If Spir- ums that, even; their spirit guides cannot dispel the 
mi "ht be mentioned. I refer to the pernicious and, to itualists would more often question the reasonableness illusion andinaké them realize that it js for their best 
mv mind utterly useless practice of holding seances and the value of the'Methods they employ, I cannot good to discard dàrkness. 
in total darkness. This, as I well realize, is a some- help thinking that it would be a great deal better for Snîritiwbat«
what delicate subject for consideration in view ôf the themselves and for the cause. ; . - an,-
tenacitv with which so many cling to the idea of its The dark seance is detrimental alike to the investi-sires and proffered advice and guidance of-their ______________ __ ______ ______ _
desirability if not necessity one that there is small gator, the confirmed Spiritualist arid the medium, arisen friends, and in nothing is this more true than m whether you are in the light or dark, and if you try to 
dianee of handling in a manner acceptable alike to In the manner most dark seances are held, the phe- the management of their seances, although it also ap- ¿¿clistom yourseif to see clairvoyantly. in the light you 

that has already beeri the cause of much nomena have little value in bringing the skeptic into plies to. Spiritualistic work of every description. If s00n find that darkness is entirely unnecessary, 
... _ A .a-.'-—:__ k ___ * n.A fzilzl Tim onnca nf atom ic inzlisino-nsnhln if wn Snivitnnlista Tvmild hilt have ft ffreater reffai’d for the „-.J o littla afFnrf nnnn vonr nart

Too many Spiritualists there are who proceed to 
make and execute their plans heedless alike of the de-

tenacity with which so many cling to the idea of its

nil, and one L— -— .... ---- r ,
discussion, with the prospect of causing a great deal 
more before it is satisfactorily and permanently set
tled, if this happy consummation is ever, reached.

But it is useless to devote any time to. combatting 
what has been termed “the curse of darkness” unless 
it can be distinctly proved that darkness is not essen
tial for the production of strong and convincing me- 
diumistic phenomena, and therefore without further 
delay we will enter upon the Consideration of that 
part of the topic relating to the necessity for dark

. Chlca?° Spiritualists will remember, 
that at the time of the Handel hall mass
meeting, last April, no small flurry of 
criticism was directed against the 
president of the state association be
cause he announced from the platform 
of that gathering that Mrs. Mattie E. 
Hull would speak for H. F. Coates at 
bis Kenwood Hall meeting, on the fol
lowing Sunday. .

Mrs. Hull herself asked the favor of 
Urns reaching her personal friends in 
the audience, and her standing was 
such as to entitle her to the courtesy 
granted.

At that very moment the official 
board of the Ill. S. S. A. had before it a 
petition for ordination at its hands, 
signed by the aforesaid Coates, which a 
little later was refused without a dis- 
anting vote. __

Inasmuch as Mr. Hull, with his sub
lime self-confidence and inherent obsti- 
lacy, has chosen to antagonize the ac
-ion of that board, which was based 
upon a mass of evidence impossible for 
him to have, we would like to get all 
facts known at, and since the time of 
such action, before the Spiritualists ot 
Illinois. If Mr. Coates for himself, or 
through his modern Boanerges,- "-Mr. 
Hull, will call for its publication, such' 
matter will be at once furnished to The 
Progressive Thinker and its growing 
army of readers.

It is customary in Illinois to so con
stitute tiie official board of its state as
sociation that it Is not necessary to 
draw upon fakirs and their dupes for 
two thirds of the common sense neces
sary for the discharge of its delegated 
duties. It is impossible to compel any 
one to submit a defense if they decline 
so to do after being advised in detail of 
the need for one. .

GEO. B. WARNE, 
President Ill. S. S. A.

the fold. The sense of sight is indispensable if we are-'Spiritualists would but have a greater regard for the an¿ ^at on]y requires a little effort upon your part 
to gain a correct conception of any kind of physical wishes of their invisible friends, who are the rightful gajn tbis SUper¡or development. If at’first mate
phenomena. The other senses are only reliable in so managers of tjie circle and best fitted for the task, rial jlistfact your attention merely close your eyes and 
far as they are used in connection with sight. . . and be less obstinate and desirous of having their own you be abje to give your undivided attention to 

We have nearly all heard the story of the blind way, there worild be fewer deplorable and erronéous the spiritual. The closing of your eyes will in no way 
men who examined the elephant and attempted to de- methods iff ust, with their harvest of fraud and fail- interfere with your clairvoyant vision, for the spirit 

................. ' 1 ure; and circles would be more successful, while Spir- ¿¡gllt is independent of and superior to the body, but 
itualism would*be far inore prosperous and a greater it w¡]i enable you to give your undivided attention to 
benefit to the world than it is at present. In conduct- the spiritual perceptions, which is the .only benefit 
ing your i?eefihgs.always consider the wishes of your that ean bé claimed for darkness. ' - 
invisible ¿qo-^qj-kers, and consult them whenever op- jg algo weR tQ rememb in hanging from dark- 
portumty offers . » ., ness to light, that when seances have been held for aTurning now to tlie consideration .of the Proper er 01?slJ0rter period of time with certain rules 

-------------------------- . . . : . color oHrght&|e used, we need encounter but little ^„^tions in force, a sUght change in the condi- 
always a lingering doubt or suspicion to his mind that difficulty^ E have had many opportunities, Sir s tuall pl.oving a benefit, will often

........................ ' " ------------- -------™am±°°^S!yS 1 a ^carches Into . the y hindering or preventing the sue- 
Phenom^h pf Modern Spiritualism of testmg^he production of the manifestations. It takes

ifferent sources and colors, such as I hel some time to get accustOmed to
sunhghWtowd dayhght moonlight, gas, lamp, mid manifesti un¿er st conditions, and for the sit
candle hfeht, Ctectric light from a vacuum .tube ho- to bee=me reconcil jto the change. In chaDging 
mogeneoris yeltow light, etc. The interfering rays rulgg do not expect an immediate improvement 
appear t^e^sp at the extreme end. of the spec- . manifestations, but hold several meetings under 
tram, , W; and M. H. Wallis, in their- Guide to - - - -’ - - • - ■
Mediumship, ” tr-ceommend that a red-shaded light be 
used; personally; I am' melined to favor a blue

scribe it; how they arrived at widely different opin
ions, all of them ridiculous in the extreme, not one 
being able to determine its tree nature. And an in
vestigator can no more correctly estimate the char
acter of Spiritualistic phenomena taking place in the 
dark than a blind man can comprehend the size and 
form of an elephant. Consequently the investigator 
who attends a dark circle is seldom satisfied; there is

ness. ■ r
It is a noteworthy fact that many of the most cele

brated mediums and instructors of the past and pres
ent have been opposed to dark seances and have 
given their evidence to demonstrate that a subdued 
light is not detrimental, that it in no way vitiates the t---- .
conditions necessary for the production of forceful matter how strong the manifestations may be nor 
and satisfactory manifestations. First and foremost how genuine. This inevitable and continual thought 

........... ' ’ ’ "■ 1 of suspicion is. necessarily bad for the manifestations, 
harmful to the medium, and exerts a most pernicious 
influence over the whole circle. It cannot be other-

among the many illustrious workers who have found 
that darkness is unnecessary and who have raised
their voices against the dangers and the evils of the 
dark seance, I might mention the Fox sisters, through 
whose mediumship our first intelligible glimpse of the 
higher world was obtained. These pioneer mediums, 
though sitting occasionally in private without light, 
were never known to give public seances in darkness. 
Leah; in her va.Iuablejiijd iiiterqsting work, “The 
MissingLinic inModern. Spirjtuajism, .
concerning dark seaneesi-and, considering her experi- 
enceund position in the work, -her words should .carry:

portunity offers. .

perhaps all is not as represented, and this is true no

wise, and as long as dark circles are in yoguç it will 
be a condition that must be endured. . . - ,

The only possible remedy that is practicalis “light, 
more light,” so that all doubt as to the medium’s in
fluence upon the manifestations may. be at.’onee dis
pelled. Light would ..remove :every suspicion from.

the new conditions before passing judgment upon 
their success or failure. And if you would have suc-
cess you must start with the firm determination that______ „ . u t shade.,.,® ki^wAM Hue and green are very com- ou succeed for the resuits obtained depend to a 

her valuable,Andfin.terqsting work, “The pelled. Light would ..reniove nvery suspicion trom. fortmg^r^uhtonyes, ^nd- seeming y these j the mental attitu(Je of aitterg
jinli i¿Íáóder¿®iiituáÍÍSm,”:haS this tó say 'the'mediuffi;'thú¿ereatmg.better and.mor^harmom. - coto® wgd Wt producethenegative condit on nec- hpyeJ'fimness^dperWrapce,’’

- - - - • ouscondittons, with the result that the manrfésta;tions-:ess^ry'Wlfh^fcropfcrunfqldni'ent of -mediumship.'.I, -v- -r. IT-. An:*..
-would:improve in force ánd: valué.,:-,;Any' téndéney, t^e, refl'kfitife-has been use&with good success and sb 
that the light might have' to weaken the manifestar. há<LthedíIuév ; ^’hese are perhaps the two best colors, 
tions Would be more than balanced by the more har- ’ ' ’ T ” x- x«.. .x u.

together with fiope and faith in the1 ability of those 
from the beyond to do their share, and you will be up
held and rewarded Those from beyond the grave 
are ever ready to aid us in any endeavor that we may 
make to improve, and this applies as well to medium
ship as to any other avocation. As well as they have 
helped and are‘helping others to gain the physical 
phenomena in the light, they will do the same for you,

weight: ' '■
“We never gave public seances in darkened rooms.

I do not approve of the practice. Many forms of 
manifestations thus obtained are calculated to prej
udice the investigator and excite suspicion of the me- 
dlIf^ie citation of one instance'"be insufficient, let us trust.of Spiritualists and investigators. ^Those-frauds 
consider the case of D. -D. Home.- As to the charac- who seek to reproduce the physical phenomena are 
ter of the manifestations that .occurred through his only able to do so because the genuine does not. take 
mediumship little need be said; ths conditions, how- place under fraud-proof conditions; and. chief among 
ever under which he sat should be of interest to. us the conditions that allow of fraud ; is darkness, 
here’ '''“Home always refused to sit in the dark,” ac- Without the degree of darkness that is corumon, to 
cording to Sir William Crookes. '“He said that, with .most seances for physical phenomena_thesecharlatans use। »■ ~........................ - ... - . i

£« Xnots” Zeeye- Home, the Fox eistere, a»d .eeree »t other medium, .hip,» “wlmato.5itin the-Mhsla® of day or.the perfeet^.y, a. adroeatedby our beet psych«.,
sicht was worth making some sacrifice for.” less widely known but whose, views are. just as. blaze of stronghght^-the dim religious light will be 
Through Home’s mediumship was produced about worthy of attention does prove and prove conclusive- sufficient, arid’iif -is conducive to restfulness and re- 
every kind of phenomena that we are accustomed to ly—then need more be said as to the desirability of ceptivity.” . , ■ •
witness in totally dark seances-such as the levita- discarding it and placing more reliance in the light As to the proper brightness of .the light, no inflex- 
tion of different persons, the movement of furniture circle? . ' , , ' . , .- '^ble rulenan-bedaid-flown-* Thei sitters must use their
without contact with any person, the appearance of Phenomena so easily imitated as dark circle mam- - own judgment in the matter. Too bright a light may 

' hands and materialized form’s, etc., while an aecor- festations cannot be considered very convincing. -It antagonize the manifestations whereas too dim a
dion fan and other articles were made to circle about , is safe to say that the dark seance furnishes the. light, so.that all movements of the medium and sitters

monious conditions that would prevail, •
Though the fact may be disagreeable, we. .are com

pelled to acknowledge that there are many unscrupu
lous frauds who prey upon the credulity, the faith and

and although I give preference to the blue, it would 
be well, if-you are in doubt, to experiment with both.

The proper degree of light is one of the hardest 
problems before us for solution, and particular care 
should be exercised that no mistake occur bére, for
upon this depends the supers or failure-of the seance. ? v _ , . .
The widespread prejudice in favor of darkness is-n « V P • . .
largely due-to the fact that many who have tried the Darkness is only a fad, and as such must sooner or 
light seance have used a light that was too brilliant -later give place to the better method of light. 1 ose 
or a shade Of tlfe Avrong color. ' When changing from customs which are of the greatest and most pe ma 
darkness many are apt to go to the other extreme and value must eventually supplant the less worthy , an 

light. that’is far too bright and a positive detri- totally dark seances, with their many faults, as use 
by those who do not understand the true value or

It is for the best interests of all concerned that the
dark seance be forever discarded, and as sure as Spir
itualism is to prosper this must be done. And never 
until-the dark seance is abolished will Spiritualism 
assume its proper place as the world’s leading relig
ion and the will of the spirit world be done “on earth 
as it is in heaven. ’ ’ GEORGE B. FERRIS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

o

The Wickedest Man In New York.
Jesus Is said to have gone to hell to 

preach to those who needed his minis
trations. See Acts ii:27; I, Pet. ill: 18.

el
BE-

T.tey Exist Between the Rev. Moses Hull, and the Illinois 
State Spiritualists’ Association, and theXo 

fio’

Medium, fl. F. Coates.
VENERABLE MOSES HULL

thinks for himself, and acts quires 
FOR HIMSELF, AND IF HE MAKES
A SERIOUS MISTAKE OR BLUNDER,

■ Ttie. Ghost.Dance Hall. ■ • grown unpopular among questionable 
I found laT$e, respectful and intelli- “f^t^meetinEs I am and have been 

gent audienbfes in this, the only place In hoidtoK jn Ch cIZo prove to be toeders 
the city-of. Chicago open for ;me to to Chicago^prove to be feeders

t „ <<A.knr.l- jAr.no11 w IrclUQUieuL sBURCCS <LUQ I flUU it UUlpreach unless I go into a ghost dance j win tUat particular field of work, 
hall, or to some other hall where there and ylow fakegi fraud8 and illiteracy to 

’ take the work out of my hands.
Manifestations and Messages,

’ While I fully believe in mediumship

PILES CURED 
ON APPROVAL

Don't Neglect Plies—They Keud to the 
Deadly Cancer. My New Three-Fold 

Absorption Treatment Cures at . 
. Home, Qnickly. Painlessly*

A DOLLAR PACKAGE FREE
On Approval, Write U8 Today. .

I£ you have piles or the itching, burn
ing or heavy feeling which shows that 
the dreaded disease is coming, send me 
your name to-day. I want to send every 
sufferer from piles, ulcer, fissure, pro
lapse, tumors, constipation or other rec
tal weakness, my New Three-fold Ab
sorption Cure, the great new treatment 
which is curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing—after all else had 
failed. If you are satisfied'with the 
benefit received, send me one dollar. If 
not, keep your money. You decide.

Here's what you 
get tree on approv
al: l. One tube ot 
>ny Absorptive 
Plasma, which, 
quickly heals all 
itching and sore
ness, even In very 
bad cases. 2. Ono 

« package ot my riu- 
co-Food Cones, 
which cure const!.

/, pation and nourish 
the membrane. 3. 

S-One package of mv 
Pile Pills, which re
move the causes ot 

0. W. VAN HECK. M. D., LL.D.Ei-piles and constipa- 
Presldent Medical Unlierslly of Ohio, tlon. making the 
Edllor Medical Specialist; Ex-Sur- cure permanent he
reon, U. S. Army. cause it Is constltu-

tlonal.
Don’t neglect piles—they are sure danger sig
nals. My New Book on Rectal Troubles, illus
trated in colors, Is sent free with the treatment, 
all In plain wrapper. Send no money—only your 
name. Dr. Van Vleck Co., X019 Majestic Bldgv 
Jackson, Michigan. Write today. .

partially influenced say, “Me much heap 
big Injun,” rather than to listen to a 
more or less learned dissertation should 
have that kind of talk, but, in heaven’s 
name, do not condemn sensible audi
ences to listen to such trash, especially 
In the name of Spiritualism. I ask, in 
the name of common sense, that these 
things be kept away from religious 
meetings. -

Must Have Phenomena.

I have not yet followed my elder
brother as fpr as that. I did .preach uallj UI LV DUUIU ULUU1 HdU Y»MC1U LUCIO 
fourteen nights in Harry Hill’s theatre had been like reprehensible perform
in New York. Mr. Hill was called ances. Even then, I must go, as Paul 
"the wickedest man in New>York.” . said, “a warfare‘at my own charges.” 
When he.urged.me to preach in his the-.. jjy expenses must be paid by myself, 
atre, I said: “You are called thè wick- and then ! might take ¿¡portion of the _ _________ ,________, ______  ______
edest man in New York. If. you are, collection, or door fees for my pay, if would be well for Spiritualists to take Onb writes to me: "We must have 
you certainly need preaching; if . your" they paid my éxp'éàses home I could re-, the advice of Paul and I Cor., xiv., about 'phenomena; it is the only way we can

• are.not, you have been slandered. In turn to iny work.by way of the cars, the management of'mediums and'se- ‘ ....
either case I will try to preach an. up- otherwise I could’count railroad ties be- : - --

of all kinds, I as-fully believe that it
Onb writes to me:

HAVE ALL THE SPACE HE _ RE
IN THE PROGRESSIVE

THINKERpANTD WE CORDIALLY IN-
VITE HIM TO THE FRONT WITH A

------------  - STATEMENT IN REFERENCE TO^
HE TAKES THE CONSEQUENCES the SPECIFIC CHARGES MADE BW 
BLANDLY AND PHILOSOPHICALLY. ' '
IF,WHAT HE SAYS IS TRUE, AND 
We have no reason to doubt 
HIS WORD, THE FAKER ELEMENT 

, THAT HAS ATTACHED ITSELF. TO 
|. SPIRITUALISM LIKE BARNACLES
^'0 A SHIP,' HAVE DONE HIM GREAT

¡INJURY.
I IN CONNECTION WITH THE COM
I MUNICATION BY MR. HULL,.THERE 
! FOLLOWS A STATEMENT BY DR. G. 
! B. WARNE,. AN UNYIELDING AND 
! ACTIVE FRIEND TO ALL TRUE ME
I DIUMS, BUT AN UNCOMPROMISING 
I FOE TO ALL THOSE ROTTEN FAK- 
I ERS WHO SIMULATE THE PHE-
: NOMENA IN ANY FORM.
■ -NOW THE WHOLE 

RESTS WITH MR. COATES. THE
' STATE ASSOCIATION HAVING PRE-

MATTER

i FERRED CERTAIN CHARGES 
1 AGAINST HIM, IT RESTS WITH HIM 
' TO SHOW THAT THEY ARE FALSE 

THROUGHOUT, AND THAT HE IS 
WHAt HE CLAIMS TO ËE, AN HON
EST MEDIUM. ^O DO THAT, HE CAN

THE II S.'S. A., INVITING THAT AS
SOCIATION TO PRESENT TO US 
FOR PUBLICATION ALL THE TESTI
MONY THEY HAVE. BUT AS MR. 
COATES HIMSELF HAS THE SPE
CIFIC CHARGES, HE CAN EMBODY 
THEM IN ANY REPLY HE CHOOSES 
TO MAKE, AND ESTABLISH HIS IN
NOCENCE, IF THAT EIE POSSIBLE. 
IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAS AD
MITTED TO ITS COLUMNS MANY 
ITEMS PRAISING HIS MEDIUMSHIP, 
IT IS DUE TO THIS PAPER AND ITS 
PATRONS THAT HE ESTABLISH 
HIS REPUTATION AS A MEDIUM, 
AND THE FALSITY OF THE 
CHARGES MADE AGAINST HIM. IF 
HE HAS BEEN PERPETRATING 
FRAUDS, IF HIS METHODS ARE 
SPURIOUS, HE CERTAINLY HAS 
DONE THE SPIRITUALIST PRESS 
AND THE PUBLIC A GREAT WRONG, 
AND SHOULD MAKE REPARATION. 
THE MATTER RESTS ENTIRELY IN 
HIS HANDS.

1 .Thoughts Suggested by the Illinois 
' - State Association's "Whereases” arid 
I "Resolves."—By Moses Hull.
. I cee by The Progressive Thinker and 
! the Light of Truth that by a serles.of 
! '‘whereases” and "resolves” a kind of 
' ban has been placed upon certain meet
ings, the managers of which have not 

been endorsed by the Illinois State Spir- 
itaatist Association. Some may be re
strained from doing what, would other
wise seem to be their duty by such res-

j olutiohfl. Others may possibly be like

Paul of old, and rejoice that truth is 
preached even though the motives of 
preachers and those -who employ them 
may not be of the-highest order. See 
Phil. 1:15-17. I always rejoice at an op
portunity to do.good even though the 
place where .1- am to do a- good work

lifting gospel to you and your people.” - 
I will now say that if Mr. Hill was the 
worst man in New York, then New 
York had no men in it but that had 
some quite redeeming qualities.

I have no doubt but that I was one of 
the persons at whom those resolutions 
were fired. I have preached-in many . 
halls which were reeking with , physical 
and moral-filth, and in other places 
which were not first-class, either in 
point of moral or physical cleanliness. 
Besides I have spoken for men and so
cieties who were not of the first class 
morally or physically. Of the particu
lar person at which these shots were 
fired, I will say that he being an entire 
stranger to mo I did not know until 
after I had spoken for him, but that he 
was the peer intellectually, morally and 
socially of anybody in Chicago. In fact, 
all I knew of him I got from his adver
tisements in the Spiritualist papers in 
Chicago. ’ •

Must Be Lonesome, if Fully Genuine.
After speaking for this man I learned 

that his mediumship was questioned by 
some. I did not even then learn that 
it was denied, nor have I yet so learned. 
I only heard that ho had been known to 
trick in his manifestations. Whether 
this was true I did not know, nor do I 
yet know. I have talked with many who 
have attended his seances and Who sin
cerely believe in him; but with no per
son who positively knows that he is dis-', 
honest in his work. One thing I do 

.know, THAT IS, IF HE IS GENUINE
IN ALL HIS MANIFESTATIONS HE 
MUST BE'QUITE LONESOME IN HIS

otherwise I could’count railroad ties be-
tween Chicago and Whitewater. In 
view of all this I would humbly ask 
what does-the Illinois State Association 
mean when: it undertakes to dictate to 
workers; some of’ whom were in the 
field stores of‘ years before said asso
ciation came. into'Jexlstence? Has not 
the association bitten off rather more 
than it canBmastibate?

Fraudgjand fraudulent Work.
I am, so ffar as iiknow, the very first 

of all our toctureto who came out pub
licly againsfrfraudfcand fraudulent work 
in our ranks) I have said oür public ex
hibitions-ana bidding higher for frauds 
than any other: people on earth have 
ever biddeqç' we WÜ1 have thenr galore. 
They have come as I said. For this 
prophecy ag,d fpr ibis kind of talk the 
fraudulent ppten^ers to mediumship 
have posteîjne everywhere as the en
emy of meijiumslyp. They Ifow.that 
for over t-hfrly yeqpi I have taken very 
little stock Aÿ the Average dark- seance 
where hnnfla are .shown, voices are 
heard through trumpets, and supposed

ances. Manifestations and messages
should be kept in the place where they 
belong, and that is not generally in the 
lecture hall. Let message meetings, 
when they are not of a higher order,’b.e 
kept to themselves. Especially do not 
allow half-fledged mediums to parade 
their ignorance before public audiences.

Spiritualism a Religion.
. Spiritualism with me is a religion. I 
deliver lectures full of thought—lec
tures .some of which have cost me near
ly a. halt century of hard reading, think
ing and work; and I do not like to have 
the minds of the audience taken away 
from the argument by some supposed 
spirit coming and saying, “you will 
come out all right.” Let me talk to only 
fifteen Intelligent. persons rather ^than 
to fifteen hundred people who''gb to

hold our audiences.” In answer to this 
I will say, This does not speak very well 
of the talent you put upon your plat
form, or for the community In which 
you live. In any case I prefer to speak 
to a very small audience rather than to 
those who are held to listen to me 
merely by the hope of witnessing some 
kind of show as soon as the lecture- is 
done. Here permit me to announce 
that I prefer that managers of meet
ings and societies would not Invite me 
to speak for them unless they want me 
for my work, and not merely to fill in 
before the regular performance begins.
Not. Opposed to Genuine Phenomena.

■ Please do not understand by this that 
I am opposed to genuine spiritual phe
nomena, for I am not. AU I ask is, that 
each department of Spiritualism be 
placed where It belongs. I have

CHILD CULTURE.

According to the Laws of PhysiO' 
logical Psychology and -

Mental Suggestion. ..

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

may not be ali ! could dcplre. Hove to 
present, truths to a hungry and thirsty MEDIUMISTIC WORK. But, even
multitude. I would carry comfort to though this charge was entirely true I 
those who need it, even though I might did not go particularly to preach to this 
not endorse every act in the life of one man, but to those who assembled 
those who provided a place in wffKh by his invitation to listen to the truths 
for me to work. Ppirltnallam,

materializations oepur. .
A Larger Salary Offered by Frauds.
I have been offered a larger salary 

than Spiritualists i ever paid mo if I 
would enter the field as a defender, of 
some whom I knew to be frauds. I have 
been threatened with expulsion from 
the lecture platform because I could not 
be purchased. But, as Baul^sald, “None 
of these things move me, neither count 
I my life dear.”,. . .

The Fakera Malicious* Work.
Camp engagements, have been broken 

with me simply; because certain me
diums, known tq management to be 
fakers, have gque to them and told 
them that if I was allowed to speak on 
the platform they would see. that no 
mediums went to the camp- It, Is be
cause I have never been moved, either

Spiritualist meetings only to see a preached,’both in the church and for 
show, and who wish the speaker would Spiritualists, to and for those whose 
"dry up and give the spirits a chance.” moral characters would not bear the 
I decidedly prefer that such persons da light of rigid scrutiny; I shall- probably 
not come to my meetings. Give them do the same thing many times in the 
an opportunity, if they like, to go and iuture. I have, even in our. regularly 
witness a performance which will suit organized societies, those in good stand- 
thelr mental caliber better. Some can ing, had my lectures followed by pre
sit by the hour and disten to private tended tests given BY THE MOST UN
messages given in public audiences. I CONSCIONABLE FRAUDS THAT 
am not-particularly interested in other EVER ESCAPED THE GALLOWS. I 
people’s business, nor do I care to have shall perhaps many times in the future, 
whole audiences particularly interested as in the past, be compelled to submit 
in what my mother would be likely to to the some things. -As the tares and 
wish to say to me.’ 1 do not believe wheat must grow together in this world 
that those who do not wish these phases they cannot be wholly separated oven 
should be condemned to listen by the in Spiritualism.

I would urge upon the Intelligent"and 
faithful officers of the Illinois State As- 

Ronnm«» th» MMatnna . sociatlon of Spiritualists, and upon tho separate the Meetings. offlcerB a„xUlftry S0ct6tleB( as wcll as 
Separate the meetings, and always let other state and local associations, to 

it be understood that they are to. be provide other places where respectable 
separated. Thön the¡people can choose persons can work, with an equal pros- 
what they want. Let those whose spir: pect of good1 result« to wKat they find 
Itual condition demands ghos» dances, jn these boycotted places. Some epealt- 
or supposed Indism gibbwfeh, have it cr8 aro ä!h8 othaf they havo fam. 

ihv a ~ i 1 tuU’ ¿° 11,esi thosa Emilies..miiSt '■ haVe: food- to
by bribes,- or by threats ¡USA I. .have hear a mqdluse, who aa? or piay not be ¿¿j clothing to wear. If legitimate

half hour to what some people call 
tests. ■ .• ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

This is a Work of singular excellence... 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of Inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested In their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is-uplift
ing. Price fiu cents.

CONCENTRATION. ■"
A Valuable Work, , '

Concentration, Meditation and Inspira-' 
tlon. ■ How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved' ' 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols’ 
comprising six months’ < study. By, ' 
Laura G. Flxen.

A course of practical experimental " 
lessons, of especial value and assistane» 
to those who desire to bo-benefited by, 1 
the development of powers of concenti 
¿ration of thought, clear mcdltatlon and i 
superior inspiration. . - . -

Bent completo for 60 cents, ..

LIFE Of THOMS PAINE.’’ b
By tho Editor of the National, with Prsfaao 

and Notos by Petar Ecklar, illustrated wtm 
viewe of the old Paine Homoateadond ~-r-- 
Monument, at NewBoohoUo; also nor« 
Thomas Clio Eichman, f * 
stoneoraf t, Madame - Ro!
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CHAPTER XIII.

A Shylock.
"We will follow tills man,” said my 

guide. “He is a.sad sight, and the 
winding course that leads to his habita
tion will afford you a lasting lesson.

"He was, while on Aer, a prosperous 
business man; he 'accumulated much 
property while there, was the possessor 
of many houses in which all classes of 
people lived, and no one escaped pay
ing their* rents to him, He was exact
ing to the extreme; and many were the 
poor widows who struggled hard for a 
living for their children and them
selves; who suffered at his hands be
cause they did not have the full amount 
to satisfy him when the rent was,due. 
Many have seen their chattels seized ot 
thrown into the street, even when 
sickness or inclement weather should 
have caused compassion instead of 
cruelty. But his argument was always 
the same: ‘It is mine; all I ask is my 
own; it belongs to me. The laws of the 
land will give it to me.’ Those who 
confided |n him were sure to feel the 
tyranny of his grasping hand and im
perious disposition; he always thought 
how much material wealth1-he could 
win by every transaction.

“At last, when worn out physically, 
and he could no longer attend to busi
ness, and had to employ others, his im
perious nature made him bo intolerant 
to those whom he did employ, and he 
became go suspicious that they did not 
return him all; he made his own life 
miserable, and those around him 
wretched. Thus he continued several 
years; while many people there at
tempted to reach him and show him the 
folly of the course he had ever pursued; 
such made no impression upon him, and 
with no thought of what lay beyond the 
grave, he had like all others, to finally 
relinquish his hold on material things, 
with the result that he gravitated to 
thia spot. Here he has been for centu
ries; and he has made no advance in 
his previous condition, but believing 
that he has been defrauded of his 
rights, he has made a habitation com- 
menpurate with his mental- develop
ment, and liveOxjiermit’s life with no 
aspirations; but bitterness like gall, 
always like a glowing coal gnawing 
and biting him, and keeping him ever 
regretting his existence.”

He had taken a course that led him 
far back from the water; as he proceed
ed, we kept close by his side, and my 
teacher was all the time relating the 
story of his life. After pursuing a te
dious course in a hurried manner which 
caused him to .breathe hard and fre- 

. quently stop to. rest, we arrived at the 
verge of a very high and shelving prec
ipice; tall trees grew on either side and 
close to the rock on which he rested. 
In front and far below was a deep ra
vine, but it was so dark that what It 
contained was not visible except as one 
was there. The man rested on this 
dark .and slimy rock for a long time, 
as if he was waiting for some compan
ion, or was afraid some one wopld see 
him and so discover the path he must 
follow to reach his hovel which we 

, afterwards discovered. At last he slow
ly arose and going to one side of the 

«-rock, he grasped an overhanging limb 
and swung himself on another, by bo 
doing he descended from Hmb to limb, 
until he. reached the trunk of the tree 
which he clasped with his arms and Slid 
down to the ground, to the base of the 
cliff which towered many feet above 
our heads; my teacher and I had still 
followed him, although we were not 
compelled to climb down as he had 
done. Ab he stepped on the ground, 
which was a very soft and black mud, 
he sank deeply in It, and it was with 
much exertion that he was able to pro
ceed; he laboriously started forward, 
arid after going a few rods he came to 
a path which was on the edge of a small 
pond, which he skirted for some diB- 
tance; the water was covered with an 
odorous scum, and as he proceeded, all 
kinds of reptiles crawled, wriggled and 
jumped from his path. Occasionally 
he would step on a rolling stone and 
fall in the dirty mass, to pick himself 

. up,’and with an expression of contempt 
and Impatience proceed as if he was in. 
a hurry to leave such filthy surround
ings As he proceeded the scene grew 
more gloomy; he finally turned the 
point of a huge rock that was covered 
with a dark green and wet moss, that 
jutted out so ,far in the pond that he 
was obliged to wade in the polluted 
waters to get by; again entering the 
path which was now on dry land but 
strewn with sharp cornered stones, oh 
each side of which grew immense bram
bles with long prongs; he continued for 
some time when the path turned froin 
the noissome scene, and led up a steep 
bank to a small ravine'filled with thick
ly growing shrubs; at the bottom of 
this ravine a little stream of water 
trickled down over the slimy pebbles. 
He pushed his way through this seem
ingly impregnable place for five or six 
rods until he reached his hovel, which 
was made of old timbers and pieces of 
boards that had been taken from some 
burned building; they were now black 
and charred, and one could not touch 
them without being smeared with their 
reeking filthiness, for the place was 
damp and covered with a slimy mois
ture which filled the atmosphere with 
its poisoning effluvium. These black
ened timbers were leaned against the 
side of a great flat-laced rock, and the 
boards were placed over them, and ap
parently fastened in place by pieces <?£ 
running vines which hung td/riiost of 
the trees in the vicinity; -the'entrance 
■was made by removing a board on one 
side near the rock, which he removed, 
and dodged in quickly,' and carefully 
replaced. .

If desolation bad been his surround
ings as we followed him to this spot, 
what wo saw as we entered his home 

r with , him is beyond my powers to de
.. Bcribe; there was but little to describe. 

The . room could not have been more 
than seven or eight feet square on the 
ground, and was of course’' wedge 
shaped, for the. timbers were perhaps 
twelve feet long, and that made the 
height of the ceiling, if there had been 
any;, there was no floor, but the ground 
was littered with twigs and small 
bqugbs which he had collected, and 
they looked as if they had never been 
changed since they were first placed 
there; there was nothing else there, ex
cept, a pile of moss In one corner near 
the rock and opposite the entrance.

As he entered this place, he stum
bled on the pile of moss, and curling 
himself :up on his side, he was soon ap- 
purently in deep bleep. : •

We remained at his side and watched 
him for a few minutes, and it seemed 
ns if hl's whole career was made plain 
to me by the delineation my teacher- 
Lad given of him, and the terribly filthy

condition I now saw him in, and the 
nore filthy condition of his habitation.

“This is a propitious time to reacli 
him,” said my teacher. "He is’exhausi- 
ed, and as he is shut out from his men
tal condition he will be In a passive 
Mate. I will approach him closer, and 
if possible help him to start from his 
darkness.” z , -

Slowly going near him, she bent over 
and placed her hand on his forehead; 
and after a little time he slowly straight
ened himself, and lying flat on his back, 
he began to murmiir something about 
home, mother, and something else I 
could not catch. My teacher remained 
quiet for a little time, then said in a 
gentle manner;

“My brother, it is unnecessary for 
you to remain in this degraded condi
tion; your soul is dwarfed by your per
sistent blindness. Why will you not see 
that you are not bound to these sur
roundings, except by your own per
verseness? Think of the purity of 
your life when you stood by your 
mother in childhood; your soul is as 
pure now, as then, bht like the trees 
and rocks around it, it Is hidden and
smothered by the moss of, to you, use
less centuries. Arise! ' ”
come up!

As she spoke the last 
quick and commanding 
man quickly sat upright,

Come out!

words In a 
manner, the 
and looking

around as if he expected to see some 
familiar form; he listened intently for 
some moments then slowly lay down, 
this time with his face towards us. My 
teacher remained near him, and made a 
few waving motions before his face 
with her hands; he seemed to be 
soothed by her influence, for he soon 
closed his eyes and seemed to sleep.

“We have touched him,” said my 
teacher. He thinks he has dreamed of 
his mother; and Borne of his childhood 
scenes have passed "before him; They 
will arouse his better nature. I will 
try once more.”

Holding her hands in a pleading man
ner towards him, she said: “Brother, 
see; I am your friend. If you will allow 
me, I will lead you to a brighter, fairer 
sphere, where you will no longer be in 
such a deplorable state as is now 
yours; you have been your own jailer
far too 
this."

long. Arise, and come out of

This time, after my teacher had
spoken to him, he lay quiet for a mo-
ment, then slowly opening his eyes, 
there came over his countenance a look 
of surprise, which soon changed to fear, 
and glaring at my teacher for an in
stant he jumped from his dirty bed and 
ran towards the entrance to hiB cabin; 
as he reached it, he stopped and turned 
about with a frightened appearance, 
then slowly returned and lay down; 
this time he did not close, his eyes but 
lay staring at the spot,where my teach
er stood; she had now taken a position 
beside me near the entrance. He gazed 
long, and did not move; finally he said 
in a quick jerky manner, with a loud 
whisper:

“Who was that? I am sure I saw a 
lovely lady. How did she get hefe?"

Then he was silent and still for a few 
minutes, then said in a husky voice, but 
in the same jerky manner:

“Thought first, I dreamed I was a 
boy, and my mother was telling me to' 
be good; then,I thought I saw my whole 
life pictured before me; then I saw my 
present condition with all its nasty sur
roundings ; and I heard someone say, ’I 
will lead you out of this; arise, and 
come with me.’ ”

Placing his dirty hand on his fore
head, he seemed to be thinking; finally, 
with head bpwed, he said: ,

“Why can’t I remember what that 
lovely woman said to me? It was as 
real as anything I ever heard; it was 
something about being my own jailer 
long enough; that she would lead me to 
a better sphere if I would let her; as I 
opened my eyes, I could plainly see her 
stand right there. It did make me 
afraid at first; she reminded me of my 
daughter Abbie I buried. What does it 
all mean, anyhow? Am I dead, and in 
a state bordering on hell? It seems so, 
when I go over to the lake, and see the 
crowds of people there.” ■ ■

After a long pause he continued: 
“What and who are all those people 
over there at the lake? How do they 
live? There is no means of existence 
there; I always see the same ones each 
time I go; I cannot understand their, or 
my condition. I wonder how long I 
have been here. Where are my people? < 
Why can’t I get away? This lovely fe
male told me in my dream, she would 
lead me out of this place if I would let 
her. I will; but I do not Know her, and 
perhaps she will not. come again. I 
wonder if my eagerness to get rich has 
caused me all this long life of wretched
ness?’’’ . ■ ...

As he uttered the words "get rich,” 
my teacher loudly hissed the word 
"yes!” He seemed to hear her, for, he 
started and.threw up his right arm and 
rested it over his forehead as if to 
shield him from some impending dan
ger. . . . '

“Now he will awaken to a realization 
of his condition,” said my teacher. My , 
exclamation has startled him; the re
suit will be . that he will continue to 
reason, until he has gathered strength 
and understanding which will quicken 
him, and he will soon have "light enough 
to enable him to find a path to lead him 
from the darkness that has surrounded 
him so long. We can leave him now. 
Our work on this tour has been of much 
benefit.” '

As she finished speaking, she grasped 
my hand, and we passed out and up into 
the beautiful sunlight which we found 
as we arose above the gloomy place we 
had just visited. Again we rested on a . 
high hill where we could see other hills, 
as when we left the other house where 
I suffered my last trouble and lonely ex
perience; how different it. was from the 
dark, damp, uneven forest we had just 
left. Now, the grass beneath our feet 
was like soft green velvet; it was dot
ted in all directions with beautiful flow
ers, of every hue; their fragrance 
reached our nostrils, and to inhale it 
was like balm to a wobnd in comparison 
to the' terrible’ stench we found about 
the lake and the old man's hovel.

Large symmetrical trees that afford
ed nice shade were scattered about; 
rustic benches were placed at intervals, 
and fountains where sparkling water 
was falling with a musical sound in the 
oasinB. Birds with ■ dazzling plumage 
were flitting from tree to tree. Troops 
of gaily robed children were frolicking 
on the grass, while many sedate men 
and women were strolling over the 
lawn, or occupying the seats.

CHAPTER XIV.

' .Beautiful Children. . ■ 
"Here you can rest," said my teacher.

“No doubt after our ramble through 
= loomland, such Beenes as here sur
round us will relieve any pensivenesB 

you may have. We will find here a 
different class of individuals, as you 
will perceive by their countenance and 
movements. You can occupy one of 
these’ benches and watch them, while 
I leave you for a time to attend to my 
other duties.” .

She disappeared, and I wandered 
about for some time. I had a good op
Bortunity to study my surroundings; 
and after a time, feeling weary, I seat
ed myself beneath a large oak tree, and , 
near a large fountain, whose waters 
sported 'in glistening drops many feet 
above my head, and fell back in a daz
zling spray. The soft wind, like a 
June zephyr, caused just enough motion 
to the balmy air to make one feel in 
harmony with self. I stretched my
self on the soft green grass in the 
shade, and watching the animating 
scene, and let my mind wander back 
over the scenes through which I had 
passed from the commencement of my 
career on earth.

Unlike the panorama that passed so 
wearisome when I waited for my teach
er before, now I saw it all as the natu
ral consequence of the conditions un
der which I then existed. My teacher 
had shown me that I was no longer of 
gross material, but now, I was spirit. 
If this was so, then what was the in
centive to work, or advance? What 
keeps me alive? Where do all these 
myriads of people live? How do they 
subsist? How long since I left the old 
ship where I remained .a solitary pris
oner so long? -How do I know but I 
have been out of the old body as long as 
he whom we met in the hovel? It does 
not seem but a little time, but I have no 
means of knowing how long it has been. 
I grew tired trying to solve the intri
cate questions tliat continued to ap
pear, and closed my eyes for a refresh: 
ing sleep, for if I was a spirit, and was 
living among spirits, everything seemed 
as real as when I was in earth life.

How long I slept, I cannot tell; I was 
awakened by soft music; at first I could 
not comprehend It; it was like a dream. 
I could hear the words distinctly. They 
told of my life, from its inception on 
earth; as the song continued I heard 
the words, “I am satisfied to be with
out friends.” And what the captain of 
that wrecked ship said when he asked 
me then, "Had I no friends to bld me 
good-bye?” now. came forcibly to my 
cars, and seemed to be the refrain of 
this song, which until I heard these 
words repeated several times, made but 
little impression on me. Gradually 1 
opened my eyes, and the Bight that met 
my gaze was something long to be re
membered. . . .

Surrounding me, and at a distance of 
forty feet or so, was a circle of chil
dren clasping hands, and dancing 
around the tree at whose base I still 
lay; they were all clad in robes of spot
less white, their faces shone with glad
ness and pleasure; all had wreaths of 
flowers on their heads, and festoons of 
the same that hung from their necks 
and extended from one to another 
around the whole circle. As I opened 
my eyes and sat up, they broke the cir
cle,, and. in groups of three and four 
came and kneeled near me; thé beauti
ful flowers they had been adorned with, 
they heaped upon and around me; and 
I was overcome by their show of 
friendship, and could only look at them 
in wonder. I could not find words to 
express my surprise at their familiarity. 
I was not piqued at what they had said 
in their song, nor what they did at its 
conclusion; I was pleased instead; 
they were the first persons except my 
teacher who had seemed to take much 
interest in me, since I had ¡been a resi
dent of this delectable place, and it was 
a welcome break to the tedium since I 
entered this wonderful state of exist
ence.

I was always of . a bashful and retir
ing nature in the presence of strangers, 
and especially if that stranger appeared 
to be of a refined nature, and all of 
these children were as modest and 
chaste as purity itself; and when they 
discovered my reserve, instead of teas
ing ine by asking questions, as would 
most likely have been the case on 
earth, all tried to talk at once to en
lighten me as to the present surround
ings; now one who acted as deader for 
all, left her group that was at'the rear 
of all the rest, and came forward and 
stood in a complacent manner by my 
side, and said in a most tender and 
childlike voice:

“Brother, you are weary; your soul is 
heavy laden, the result of your , visit 
with our teacher. We have endeavored 
to bring harmony to you by our song 
and the sweet perfume of flowers. Have, 
we succeeded? We would not burden 
you with our childish pleasures, but we 
assure you we would do all the kind
ness possible to help you to gain rest 
and enjoyment. These, my sisters and 
brothers, companions, all,” heje she in
dicated her companions by a graceful 
sweep of her hand, “are fully aware of 
your awakening. We can all read your 
story of progress through your century 
of darkness; and now, on this hillside, 
amid all the beauty of sunshine and 
flowers, in the morning of your inher
ited effulgence we meet to greet you 
and welcome you as one whose past is 
but the stepping stones to this happy 
sphere, and whose future must ever be 
in harmonious expansion, not only by 
the aid of the past lessons, but each and 
every lesson that is to be learned 
through your future unfoldment and 
progress. We all see your questions as 
you reasoned before you slept, and we 
have come to answer'the one important. 
one, so that you may have an incentive 
to listen more attentively to the teach
ings of her you esteem so highly as 
your teacher.” •
. As the leader of these lovely children 
said, "all had come to answer my one 
important question," her companions, 
all as of one accord arose, and forming 
a semi-circle in front of me, began the 
song I had heard before I; opened my 
eyes a few moments previous; they 
sang several stanzas, ' and stopped; 
each stanza ended with my long-béfore 
spoken exclamation, “I am satisfied to 
be. without friends". As they finished 
their song, the leader bent over me, and 
taking my, face between her hands, she 
kissed me, and said: :

“You have friends here, you see.” ’
Then, with a kiss on my forehead, 

she grasped my hands, and pulling me 
to a standing position, she said: .

"Please do not repulse us, but allow 
each one of these dear children *to ap
proach you with a clasp of thé hand 
and an affectionate embrace, as a re
minder to you that after a century of 
time you have awakened to a realiza
tion of your worth, perpetuity and eter
nal individualization?! , . ..... .

With her appeal to recognized by;'

a«, sl-v K'ctioTefl ihp oth"rs to fpl'o’F, 
and each joy
cheek, all clasped so«, JhSny em
braced me w „affectipn^tojy agjf they 
had been my own Kith and kin; and ev
ery one said, as.ibpy clasped my hand: 
"I. am yoiur friend." As they-stopped 
their demonstrations ot friendship, the 
leader approached me and said:

“Now, I am sure you will not say, 
that you desire to be without friends, 
for you will observe thaijyur wffiole be
ing is Intensified by the contact of 
these pure souls whose-ffiàrmtmiouB vi
brations have mingled witli yóti, with 
the result tliat you miftL be Strength
ened; for you need ^frengfp. You 
have asked the question. ‘Have 1 been 
out of the body as long as' he whom we 
visited in his lonely howl?’ lianswer 
your question. You left,j yourjb°dy on 
the frozen shores of time, from the old 
ship Hawk’s Eye, in the'time, as you 
reckoned it'Mlie year sevëhteen' hundred 
and seventy-hine; you regained con
sciousness in the spirft.Jn the year 
eighteen hundred and Béventy-nine, as 
you reckon time. Is your question an
swered? If it is, we will leave the rest 
to- our teacher."

Before I had time to realize the force 
ot her remarks, she with her lovable 
companions had disappeared, and left 
me alone with my lone cogitations. I 
was alone, although I could see many 
people,.all were engaged m their own 
mode of enjoyme"t; still I thought of 
what this miss, of not more than ten 
summers, had said to me; she talked in 
a childish way, yet the import of her 
words was equal to any that might have 
been uttered by a sage of several 
scores of years. She had answered the 
question that had been torced» upon me 
as I reasoned upon the conditions of 
those Í had visited in company of my 
teacher; she told me that-the man in 
the hovel had been there a century. He 
had not progressed, I compared my 
present state to his, and although I was 
not in the lonely, filthy condition he 
was, yet I could not see that Í was in a 
much further advanced 'state mentally, 
The little child had fixed the date when 
1 left the mundane sphere, and entered 
the spiritual; it showed that one full 
century had elapsed. Where had I been 
during all that time?

For some time I leaned against the 
tree and cogitated. If I had been out 
of the material body one hundred years, 
how could my body,, face and hands 
look so fresh? As I could remember 
my experience on the ship so' vividly, so 
now the cause which led me to that 
fateful experience camo as vividly be
fore me;I n-.ust be now, one hundred 
and twenty-one years old, arid I looked 
nor seemed older than when» I stepped 
on the deck of that prouçl old ship. As 
ray youthful informant and her compan
ions had so cogently brought to my 
mind my remark on that ship,-it caused 
mo to feel that I was but a youth still; 
and now, to be told that a full one hun
dred years had elapsed . since that 
eventful epoch in my life, was more 
than I was able to comprehend; I seat
ed myself on a nearby bench, and with 
a sigh, I said aloud: ..

“I will wait for my tencbejiiBhe will 
explain and make all plain;"

“Are not all things plain to’you al
ready?" said my teacher, as 'àhe came 
and,stood by my Bide.' “Yoqi(eertainly 
ought by this time; after the; ¡delightful 
entertainment the children'.'have of
fered, to .be well intotriied as to the 
time you have spent in jóbscufyfy."

I was so surprised, and at^he same 
time pleased by the sudden aijd myste
rious return of she whdtA I looked upon 
as a part of myself, my teacher and my 
guide, that the sorrowful andfihisunder- 
stood state,the children ¡had-|çft me in 
was tor thé moment expelled, and I 
Could not find words ’to repeat the 
thoughts that had troubled md feo much 
before her return; IrcouIdiMopJy gaze 
fixedly. e,t ,11er, and, hold. çuLpiy, hands, in. 
an Imploring attitude towa,r4ri her. As 
I did so, she realized my hélp'IÁss condi
tion, arid'Beating herself by my side, 
she took-toy hands in hers; and said:

“So you are disturbed because you 
have beeri informed that you have been 
out of gross material conditions so 
long.” •

“Not disturbed because the- time is 
so long,” said I, interrupting her, “But 
disturbed, because I can not under
stand my youthful appearririce. It; as 
they have informed me;T havé been so 
long an inhabitant Of this sphere, 
where has al! that time been spent? 
Can life be extinguished and again be 
revived?” - '' -

“No, my brother. Life cannot lie ex-‘ 
iinguished; if it could, that would im
ply annihilation; in all the . vast ’ uni
verse; the law will riot allow' of annihi
lation. As life is the forcé back of all 
matter, it becomes coexistent with mat
ter; therefore that can not be extin
guished.” . •

“But where have I been?" I said, 
again interrupting her.-

“I will answer your .impatient ques
tion, by asking one of you.. Where is 
the life or force of the flower, or tree, 
during the change of Seasons on Aer? 
.Os the summer passés, - the- beautiful 
blossoms fade-and fall; the fruits 
ripen; the-leaves turn sear and brown. 
and fall to the ground; In some places 
the snow covers thé ground for many 
days, and the bodies of the plants with
er; and when beautiful balmy spring 

. comes, there springs again in the same 
place and manner another stalk or 
body, and when thé summer follows, 
other beautiful odorous’ blossoms come 
again; with thé same recurrence of the 
seasons the trees show again tbelr 
leaves and fruits——” . . .

“But-- ” I said, impatiently, inter
rupting her again. i »,... .

“Be patient, my. brottiet. L know 
what you would ^say. . Yes,; there are 
live roots hidden beneath the surface of 
the ground, but all seems inactive with 
them, while the stalk has. withered. 
But where do you suppose the power or 
force is which causes the reproduction 
of all the beauty as Winter disappears, 
to come again? If you.:were; to remove 
the roots of the plants’you'would fail 
to discover any Animated' forcé.” -

“Is life the same in toan,'.‘as it is in 
the flower and tree?" “. '

“Identical, my brother.- Hê'w can it 
be different? Only it iê in asHesser de
gree in the flower.. You nœÿ trace it 
step by step on through its ¡Varied gra
dations from the grossest of matter 
through the different-kihgdoms, of min
eral, vegetable and nnimal,icuntil the 
highest grade of animal lifep man, is 
reached.” us : o ■

“Do you call man an anim'àl?”
“Why not? As aU 'Animàï^ife, even 

the reptile and insect, -displays' the 
same reasoning faculté asfflbn, except 
in a lesser degree of Mëvéloffiiènt, how 
can you infer that m&% is anything but 
an animal of greatë?adeÿel&bment or 
expansion?” » . trit

“My teachings havÿ been? that man 
was created superior t'o‘the’animal, and 
was given dominion over all the ani
mals of the land, and over, the flsh of

that. I snsulfl h’ va e. century of re_t to 
compensate me for,the terrible experi
ence on that ship?” . '

“Again, my brother, you display the 
error of "your education. The plants 
do not stop their flowering for, the need 
ol repose; they are compelled to do so 
because of the conditions ol the natural 
elements under which they exist. Man 
rests because the physical becomes ex
hausted, and it needs recuperating; 
he is constantly voiding the effete mat
ter of which his body is composed, and 
as constantly absorbing other matter 
to replace that which has been thrown 
off; and to allow the new matter, new 
to him, to assimilate with the bulk of 
the whole, he is compelled by the law 
oi reproduction to seek quiescence. 
But this is only for the body; the lite 
force needs no rest; and if you will 
give it a little reason, you ylll fully 
understand that it has none; for while 
you sleep you awaken with a reminder 
that you have been visiting friends and 
scenes that come before you, either 
vaguely or plainly, often at a long dis
tance from you; yet as you waken you 
find the body in identically the same 
place, and often in the same position 
as before you slept. Thus you see the 
life force, the real man, the ego, knows 
no rest, no sleep; never has, never will, 
but as it is individualized and set in mo
tion, it must continue to expand and 
at" each step come into closer relation 
with all co existent life and matter of 
the vast whole and thus- continue in
definitely.

“Now you should see that although 
you have been shut out, as it were, for 
so long, still, you have lost nothing. 
The old body has gone, but the force 
that animated it is the same; but like 
the life which annually produces the 
blorsoms, it Is ready to resume its 
functions as opportunity arrives. Why 
you have been shut out must be mani
fest. to you now; you have had no con
ception of life or its workings. In the 
first place you took it for granted that 
your life was loaned; and when by ac
cident or otherwise. There is no such 
thing as accident in the universe.
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end millions more have been tortured 
and released in darkness, und caused to 
remain in darkness as you have seen.

.-. ,!Had these self-appointed teachers 
taken the statements of those whose 
names appear as the jcorner stones oi 
that now fast crumbling structure, spec
ulative theology literally, they would 
have at first established a full knowl
edge on Aei, ot not only the continuity 
ol life, but also the conditious attending 
neyond the bounds ot crude matter.”

“Are there any statements by the 
writers ot the bible to prove that the 
dead communicate with the living?” 1
asked.

“Certainly," she sternly said. “If

the sea.” * oil
. "We can net discuss that thought, my 

brother, except to show its error; But 
we must show you that-such teachings 
as that, and the natural i-esult of such 
teachings, has been the‘cause of your 
lying dormant through those years, like 
the plant in-the.winter, season.” .

"But I thought," said F timidly, "that 
the reason why the plants were idle in 
winter was to give thrift rest; man 

« takes his rest daily. Was it necessary

When you were expelled from the
sphere of Aer, you thought your life 
would be recalled by the donor. What 
was to follow? You were in .ignorance 
of all that lay beyond your sphere; you 
expected that you were to have eternal 
rest. Now at your awakening, you do 
not discover the scenes that you had 
been told you might expect; but in- 
ste?-1, you find that which are counter
terparts of what you left; and the 
youthfulness with which you were ac
quit: .ted; and apparently, instead of 
rest, you find work. Had you, while 
on Aer, been led in such lines as would 
have made you a philosopher instead 
of. a sailor, you would have ques
tioned what was told you about death 
and futurity, bo that when you were ex
pelled from that sphere, you would have 
gone understanding^ into the next; 
so that instead of remaining idle so 
long, you would have been able to pick 
up the threads of life outside of matter, 
and continued the web of your life, the 
same as if you had continued in the ma
terial sphere.

“My brother, you are not alone; my
riads of souls who came here before 
you are still dormant, and must con
tinue uo until their own deathless vital 
spark is fanned into a flame by their 
own Personal desire.

,s was your condition as I first 
saw you; not among those we have 
just visited, but in a far distant, and 
different locality. Please do not ex
pect me to escort you „immediately to 
your long resting place; you are not 
yet 'ar enough advanced to enter that 
sphere; not because you were in a 
highly developed state then, and are 
now less, but because if you were now 
to be made acquainted with the condi
tion that held-you, it would cause such 
ap inharmonious, mood that you would 
be unfitted for the arduous duties that 
lie before you. Suffice it at present 
that I tell you, you were, during that 
which seems of so extremely long time 
to you, like a log by the wayside, like 
one asleep, perfectly dormant, and of 
course unconscious of your position or 
condition; consequently of all your sur
roundings. But as the germ, or spark 
of life can not be quenched, bo it, like 
the same germ in the flower or acorn, 
was constantly exerting its energy to
ward the breaking of its bonds. Like 
a ray of light faintly gleaming through 
a rift in a darkened place I beheld you, 
and said as I did to the dirty old man: 
‘Brothen break thy bonds, and come up 
higher? ' .

"It is evident that you heeded my 
call; although it is what you would 
term , months, after my call to you, be
fore you were able, like the butterfly, to 
emerge from your chrysalis; but you 
did, and it is unnecessary for me to re- 
iisarse the things that inet your gaze as 
your understanding was awakened.

. How you wandered, and continued aim
lessly to wander; how you took ydhr 
first ride in the wonderful ship that was 
propplled without the aid of any force 
that you were acquainted with; how 
you took a ride on the aerial car; how 
you stepped in the water but did not 
wet your feet; how you Anally fell ex
hausted in the-storm, to awaken aipid 
scenes Which seemed to you to be of the 
celestial, where you first made the ac
quaintance of me, your teacher and 
guide. .

“I said you were not alone here in 
your ignorance; this sphere has- myri
ads of disappointed souls; they failed to 
be correctly informed in the lesser 
sphere; and on their awakening here 
they found everything so different from 
what they expected, that- necessarilv 
disappointment.follows; it is'bilt ari ik 
lustration of the workingiof ijie-law?''-

“It was not possible to be informed 
in any other way,” I said, as I remem
bered the teachings of my early life.

“Do you think so?” asked my teach
er, with a show of urbanity. “What are 
your reasons for such a statement?” u 

Recalling the words of the good par
son, I used to hear when I attended the 
little church with my mother, and the 
words I had read in the Bible while on 
the ilMated ship; gome of the state
ments in regard to heaven and hell, 
death and the resurrection came plainly 
to me; so. I answered after thinking a 
little time: - .

“I was taught that , death ended, all 
communication and intercourse be
tween the living and the dead ; that at 
death all went to the place they were 
prepared for, and none could "returri. 
That all must follow sometime; and un
til death came, none could know what 
was beyond the grave for them.” . .

“It is a sad travesty on the beauties 6f 
existence, that the religions of the past 
on Aer have been of such a nature as to 
befog the minds of so many valuable in
dividualities. The original statements 
of those upon which religions were 
founded on Aer, and -are recorded in 
that book-called the bible, do not con
vey any idea that there is no communi
cation netween those existing on any 
ol the planets, and those who have been 
released from-them; on the contrary, in 
every instance, it is plain to be seen 
that it was the ,intention of the record 
to produce and prolong the knowledge 
of the continuity of life, and full com
munication between camate and incar
nate life; but the self-appointed inter
preters, having gross and selfish mo
tives, because of Ignorance or fear, have 
Grayed frffffi facts, with the result that 

' millions haVe been mado inharmonious,

you had read that book as you might 
have done, or, as you would read any. 
other, understanding the literal mean
ing of all the writers of it, and not with 
the interpretation the priests, minis
ters, and so-called wise men of all coun
tries did; you could not help but see 
that these men who, it was claimed, 
were the authors of^tlie bible, had been 
in close touch with former peoples who 
had no education' about the matter, ex
cept tliat they lived near to nature; 
therefore they knew that because a life 
had been stopped in its career in flesh, 
yet it continued on, and continued in 
communication with iriaterial spheres 
the same as ft did before-- its’ release. 
The authors of'ifie Sibltf'hejd iiowiiiiiW-: 
cation with released souls, and plainly 
recorded many circumstances In which 
they explained why and how; they 
made no mysteries of their stories, but 
told in a straightforward manner their 
stories of plain facts.”

“It would seem, then, that Ilie bible 
has actually done more harm than 
good,” 1 said thoughtfully,

"No, not the bible, my brother, but 
the interpretation of the bible, or, I 
ought to say, the different ways the 
people have read it.”

“I had no knowledge of what lay be
yond the grave, except what I learned 
irom the bible, or what was taught me 
by those who read it, and took it for 
iheir guide,” I said,

"Evidently you had no knowledge of 
anything beyond Aer. That which you 
call knowledge was blind faith, and that 
is a misnomer. The actual knowledge’ 
had been lost sight of by those whose 
zeal was either tor popular publicity, or 
self-aggrandisement, dr the emoluments 
to be gained; and all who accepted 
their erroneous interpretations were 
caused to suffer.” .

“It seems as if very little justice was 
displayed by your argument. If I was 
educated in an erroneous manner, and 
by it I have been compelled to sleep as 
long as you say I have, because I knew 
no better, then it would seem as if the 
compensation to one who does is he- 
must, will be the same as if he acted of 
his own free will.”

"My brother, the laws of the universe 
aro immutable; whoever acts contrary 
to any law, will receive tne same re
sults; it matters not whether he be ig- 
norant.or not; if he has been ignorantly 
informed, the result will be just the 
same, and is unavoidable. Law never 
takes into consideration that what you 
term justice. All, each, everything of 
whatever name or nature, ib amenable 
to law in spme form?' .

MAKE BURIAL FEAST.

Ghastly Ceremony of the Tibetans 'a 
Shock to Western Sightseer.

The Tibetans are the strangest people 
on earth.

To hold life sacred and benefit the 
creatures are the laws of Buddha, 
which they are supposed to obey most 
scrupulously. And as they think they 
may be reborn in any shape of animal, 
bird or fish, they are kind to living 
things. . 1 ' ' '

During the morning service a prayer 
is repeated by the lamas for the minute 
insects which they have swallowed in
advertently in their meat and drink,
and the formula Insures the 
these microbes in heaven.

Sometimes, when a lama’s 
spaired of, the monks will 
yak or a bullock from the

rebirth of

life is de
ransom a 
shambles 
in. theirand keep him a pensioner ____

monastery, praying the good Buddha
to spare the sick man’s life for the life 
ransomed. Yet they eat meat freely, 
all save the Gelug-pa, or reformed 
church, and square their conscience 
with their appetite by the pretext that 
the sin rests with the outcast assassin, 
the public butcher, who will be born in 
the next incarnation as some tantal
ized spirit or agonized demon. That, 
however, is their own affair.

But it is when a Tibetan dies that his 
charity to the creatures becomes really 
practical. Then, by his own tacit con
sent when living, his body is given as 
a feast to the dogs and vultures. This 
is no casual or careless girt to avoid 
the trouble of burial or cremation. All 
creatures who have a taste for these 
things are invited xo the ceremony, and 
the corpse is carved to their liking by 
an expert, who devotes his life to the 
practice. •

When the Tibetan dies he is left 
three days in his chamber, and a Blit 
is made in his siculi to let his soul pass 
out. Then he is rolled into a ball, 
wrapped in a sack, or silk if he is rich, 
packed into a jar or casket, and carried 
along to the music of conch, shells to 
the ceremonial stone. Here a lama 
takes the corpse out of its vessel and 
wrappings and lays it face downward 
on a large flat slab, and the pensioners 
prowl or hop round waiting for their 
dole. They are quite tame. The la- 
ma§ stand , a little way apart and see 
that strict etiquette is observed during 
the entertainment. The carver begins 
at the ankle and cuts upward, throwing 
little strips of flesh to the guests; the 
bones he throws to a second attendant, 
who pounds them up with a heavy 
stone.

I passed the place to-day as I rode 
in from a reconnaissance. The slab 
lies a stone’s throw to the left of the 
great northern road to Tengri Nor, and 
Mongolia, about two miles from the 
city. . . ■
. A group of stolid yultures, ’ too de
moralized to range in search of carrion, 
stood motionless on a rock above, wait
ing the next dispenser of charity.

A few .ravens hopped about' sadly; 
they, too, were evidently pauperized. 
One magpie .was prying around in sus
picious proximity, and.dogs, conscious 
of shame, slunk about without a bark 
to them, and nosed the ground diligent
ly. They were always there waiting.

There was hardly a stain on the slab, 
so quick and eager are .the applicants 
for charity. Only a few rags lay 
around, too poor to be . carried away.

I have not seen the ceremony, and 
I have no mind to. My companion this 
morning, a hardened young subaltern, 
who was fighting nearly every day in 
April, May and June, and has Been 
more bloodshed than most veterans, 
saw just as much as I have described. 
He then left'ill, dug his spurs into his 
borse, and rode away.—Edmund Chand
ler in Chicago Tribune. . .

‘'Human Cultura ana Cure. Part
First. • The Philosophy of Cure. 
eluding Methods and Instruments.'

(In-

By B. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have-a <de circulation, as it 
well fuLUIs ;tho premise .of its title. 
Price 75 cents. .
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RHEUMATISM
UBMAJHKABL12 NEW CUBE

TO TRY
Send Your Name Today and Get This Great 

Discovery by Return Mail.
We waut everyone who has Rheuma- 

tlsm to send us his or her name. Re
turn mall will bring a pair of the dele- 
brated Magic Foot Drafts—the great 
"«■higan discovery which cures all 
kim,M. of Rheumatism, in every part of-: 
the body—by absorbing uric acid'and 
other impurities from the blood through. 
the great foot pores. They apply a new 
principle which is curing the worst old • 
chronic cases—cases considered incur
able—after everything else failed. No 
one need despair.

Write today. Koturn Mall brings tlio Gratis. Try 
them and it you are fully sat sited with the bene
fit received send us One Dollar; If not, send us 
nothing. You decide. You can boo that we could 
not afford to make this offer lithe Drafts didn't 
cure, Our new book comes free with the Drafts. 
Write today. .

. M.MIC FOOT CHIfT CO. «U .Oli^. Old., totkHB, Mich.

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 

_ Of PSYCHIC SCIENCE."
This work essays to utilize and ex

plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on! 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THÉ PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF.
MAN. ‘

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject Ene- 
lish edition. Price »1. \
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT)

Of T.HE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin.’* 
Price, 25 cents.
H aR^Xîi.?„r led™ .THE light.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price. 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies 
5 cents ; 100 for $1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio, i

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AND

Other OMnos,
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations., 
including photogravures of the authdri 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in bidé' 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted ton 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything In the 
language, and that she was the poet ot ’ 
the New Dispensation. .

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems.” 
That erudite critic, Wn. Emmette 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good poetry’ 
this book is confidently recommended.’* 
. Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
interest:” .

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet.

» the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my, 
heart. I have some word of praise ton 
every page.” 1 ■ ,

The author says in the dedication:] 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with' 
common flowers, is . offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither.” ’ '

Price $1.00. For salé by
HUDSON TUTTLE, , n- 

8 Berlin Heights, Ohto.:]

CLUB8I CLUB3I CLUBS! CLUBSI? 
. Now is the time to get up Clubs. 

Those who Join a club of ten can secure ■ 
The Progressive Thinker one year and" 
a premium book for $1.10, The book is ■ 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: "The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson”; "Vol. 3 of .The Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in’ the Spirit 
World”; "A Wanderer In the . Spirit. 
Lands”, and "Seers of the Ages", by. ■ 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one:who gets, 
up the club can have the paper one ’ 
year, and any two of the premium 
books In our list, which he may select
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«tmtll further' notice at the lollowlug terms, lu-

Wbasbtá Every âatodsy at 40 Lscæl» Street, 

' J. R. FRANCIS, E<8tor aad Proprietor
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CrMds ths Product of igHOrwa.
The creeds of churehes weto built eu 

the ignorance of the ages in which they 
bad birth. There is not a single excep-
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of various enemies to cur saw- There 
is need of such men in state legisla-
lures, and that Dr. Sweringen will be 
found the right man in the right place, 
when occasion requires, cannot betion. The older the church the greater I when occasion requires, cannot be

■were written by clergymen who were In tUe ¿jectlon of Dr. gweringen it is

Büfflif Doctor Peebles’ Book!
£

SPIRITUALISM AND ÇÇ1ENTI6T8.

Dr, James H. Hyslop's Conclusions Con- 
sldered.

variably in advance: 
One Year,....................... ...........
Six Mouths....... . .........................
Thirteen Weeks................. ........
Single Copy,........... .........

■ KEMITTAKCES:

1100 
SOcts 
25ctb
Bols

Bomlt by Postoffloo Money order, Registered 
Letter or Draft on Chicago or NoWiorit. It 
costs from 10 to 15 cents to got checks caslwd on 
local bunks, so do not send them unless you 
Wish that amount deducted from tho amount 
Sent, Address all letters to J. II. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, HL

TAKE NOIICE1 , 
EfiTAt the expiration ot subscription, it hot re

. newed. tho paper is discontinued. No bills 
will be sent fpr extra numbers. .

««grit you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, aud any errors in address will be

■ promptly corrected, aud missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

WTWhenever you desire the address ot your 
paper (changed, always give the address of 
the place to which it has been going or tbe

1 change cannot be made.
TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES,

■ The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries is ?2.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1904.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

r. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Kdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit- 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the sdcular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send Mm 
Clippings when ax attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

( Philosophical Correspondence. 
Replying to a scholarly friend the

(other day who had written:
"To me the La Place doctrine of ‘fire 

mist’ as the material of wMch worlds 
were made, is as absurd as is the six 
days’ creation theory. The prodigious 
pressure of gravity is the cause of a 
planet’s internal heat All planets are 
slowly growing by meteoric accretion. 
The heat at the surface of our earth, 
caused by radiation from its hot core, 
Is not one-sixteenth of a degree. It is 
a thousand or more times less than the 
heat Imparted by the sun. The sun's 
heat-rays do not radiate through inter
stellar space. This scientific fact alone 
¡explodes the theory of cooling worlds,"

In the course of our response to the 
(views of our pMlosophical friend, W. H. 
¡Burr, Esq., of Washington, we wrote:

It is astonishing the Ignorance of the 
[world only 150 years ago. Scientists 
estimate the accretion to the earth from 
without from meteoric showers and cos
mic dust at twenty miles. It probably 
is many times greater; for the process 
has been going on through countless 
millions of years.

As illustrative of the want of knowl-

educated in church lore, with but little a of honor well bestowed, 
knowledge of science. I l[O „ _ __________

Such were our reflections the other I Japan’s Religion and People, 
morning as we looked on the aestruct- Everything pertaining to Japan and 
ive work of the warring elements ot the U(J peopl(J 1B o£ especlal interest at this 
night before. With branches of trees, n,np< wbfle the war is on between that 
fallen chimneys, signs hurled from their COuntry and Russia. Among those who j > 
fastenings, telegraph wires broken baye endeavored to place before the 
down or tangled in confusion, and tele- v-orid a clear and correct interpretation 
phones burnt out, we recalled the words I oi Japan and tbe japanese character, 
of Rev. Hervey, in his ‘ Meditations, and ibo reaj peopie, probably
written 150 years ago, where he ex- no one ba(J fiucceedefl B0 -well as Lafca- 
pressed the popular idea, holding God dio Hearjl in hlB latest book, publiBbe(i 
directly responsible for every move- I ju(.t before blg death- v 
ment in the material universe. Dis- jjearu convinced that no real 
coursing on the raging winds he said: understanding of tne Japenese country 

“How migLty, how majestic, and how and peopie possible unless the past
•"■■■»«■? “»-• “»«“»• ™ 

sleep the stormy winds, and in what well apprehended and appreciated-and 
chambers do they repose, or in what Lbis is doubtless true.
dungeons are they confined, till thou art Much effort has been made to chris- 
pleased to awaken their rage, and tianize Japan, by zealous missionaries, 
throw forth their prison doors? Then, and because of the tolerance shown to 
with irresistible impetuosity they rush the work of missionaries, great hopes | 
forth scattering dread and menacing have been formed, that Japan would 
and destruction." speedily accept Christianity. But Mr.

The author continues at length elo- Hearn’s close observation convinces 
quently describing the action of the fu- 51,111 that Japan.is(by no'means ready to 
rious elements in their wildest rage, accept the Christian faith.
Throughout bis production he makes ! M'ire than that, he does not think it 
"him who holds the winds in his fists,” I,n the least desirable that she should 
Immediately responsible for their rav- adopt the new form of religion. Suc- 
ages, and representing them as divine cinctly stated, his opinion is that Japan 
messengers sent forth for punislling has been able to accomplish what she 
man for his disobedience. has because of ner old religion and so-

TTiid tiie author known tho source of I training, and that sho is able to XllLU L11V UULXLUL JYILUW11 LUC Dumoo Ui. 1 ,
file winds could he have been so false maintain her strength because, under Li Ix; vV IIA — D, LU LUU XL U Al H Y C U U dl 01* -A Q.A O 1 r ► x t n -1 11:1..
to truth? They are nothing but air in the present conditions of social activity, 
motion to establish an equilibrium, the »he continues to maintain a great de
dense air of one locality rushing in to I of tlle anJ,eat dJ?cipl}.n®- . , 
fill a partial vacuum in another locality, reasons that, No religion, least of 
caused by heat and expansion, hence ‘II® religion of the dead, can sud- 
lighter than the surrounding atmos- ] den,M loae ,ta hold on the ,Vfho 
phere. Thus learned he would have I evolved it. When that sentiment utter- 
seen the winds obey a natural law, as I ,,s* J-h® heart of a nation will have
does water in seeking its level, and that cease“ to beat., 
man's good or bad conduct, his prayers I Mr. Hearn s opinion, although the 
on the one hand or curses on tho other uaw generation is taught in thousands 
had nothing to do with the subject. primary schools the rudiments of sci- 
The law existed before man had a be- en?e and ^e modem conception of the | 
ing, and it will remain in active force I universe, the fact and sentiment of an
though all life be swept from the earth. cestor worship has not oeen affected to 
And yet, when the seemingly angered J11 appreciable extent, and never will 
elements are doing their worst, the I ’5e; _  , .
Christian, still trusting in his mistaken whito' rtm^ntism
prfipd will fall on h.ls knees in nravor I turn ^ChriBtinn wbile dogmatism ?m„ortimIneGod tortav^vengeS requires the convert to deny his ancient 
"the resentment of Omnipotence,” as I obligation to the family, the community 
Hervey puts it! and the fiovemment.

We apprehend all the processes of ---------------- ——
nature^ from the grandest to the most I The Invisible Brought into View,
minute are carried on in obedience to I -pnig iB truly said to be an age of in
fixedand changeless law; that that law ventlon and lt ls an interesting prob
is inherent in matter, and cannot act ’ -other ihan it must and ought to act” I lem‘ H°w *ar Psych,c vibrations 
• ________ - 1 that are a prominent feature of modem

■ edge a few generations ago, we have a 
copy of “Cheselden’s Anatomy of the 
Human Body,” originally written in 
1740, reprinted in 1811, and used for 
many years thereafter as a reliable text 
ibook in medical colleges. The author 
devotes many pages in a futile effort to 
ascertain the uses of the lungs in the 
animal economy. He-says, p. 173:

“The known uses of the air’s entering 
the lungs, are to be instrumental in 
speech, and to convey effluvia into the 
nose; but the great use of it, by which 
life is preserved, I think we do not un
derstand.”

Our author then struggled through 
Several pages in a vain attempt to de
termine the real uses of the lungs, 
though he found they were indispens
able to sustain lite. “Animals soon die 
in air that has been burnt,” he says.

It was twenty-four years later, to wit; 
In 1764, that Dr. Priestly, and a year 
later, the Swedish Dr. Scheel, divided 
the atmosphere into its primary ele
mente, and discovered that it was the 

' oxygen in the air which supported com- 
bastion, and which the lungs secrete 
and pass on into the blood, giving it à 
led color, which is indispensable to life. 
It was Sir Humphrey Davy, many years 
later, who really applied the knowledge 
gained by Priestly to practical use. La 
place, like Cheselden, philosophized on 
subjects of which he had no real knowl
edge. Everybody was groping in the 
dark desiring to know the wherefore of 
nearly all things pertaining to science. 
It is to be regretted God Mmself was 
nearly as'ignorant as were his crea
tures of even the fundamental prlnci- 
pins of science, tailing his “holy bible" 
fdr authority, until modern knowledge 
gained supremacy over the ignorance 
and mythology of the ancients.

In the words of the closing stanza of 
A Jtoem, sung at the celebration in Phil
adelphia, at ihe completion and opening 
otthe railroad connecting that city with 
Néri- York, probably about 1834:
"Yet boast we not," the powers of mind 

Must onward, onward go,
pur sons In turn will chance to find 

■How little is all we know.”

REDEEMED AT LAST.

Two ancient maiden sisters woke 
One morn in spirit land, 

And gazed in wonderment about, 
Then wandered, hand in hand,

Until they met a spirit bright. 
Who drew them by his smile, 

Then led them to a shady nook, 
And bade them rest awhile.

“How sweet to rest!” the younger said;
"For many a weary year

I’ve longed for rest—just sweet, sweef 
rest,

And now I’ve found it here.” -
“But, my dear sir," tne elder said, 

“We must not tarry here;
’Tis dark, and damp, and we belong

To some far brighter sphere; 1
“That Is, I do, for while on earth 

I never missed a chance
Of attending every ‘circle’ 

And every dark ‘seance.’

o

A remarkable change is shown in the 
public mind as responded to by the 
press, when the hitherto tabooed or in
sultingly mentioned subjects of Spirit
ualism and telepathy are not only 
treated fairly but introduced with start
ling headlines.

When It was announced that a tele
pathic message had been correctly sent 
from Minneapolis to Brooklyn, Dr. 
James H. Hyslop came out with the 
statement that the Society for Psychic
al Research had succeeded in sending 
such a message across the Atlantic. It 
was sent in English and delivered in 
Latin. Therefore Dr. Hyslop quickly 
concludes that: “Telepathy Is not a 
matter of thought waves. The solution 
is so simple as to bo astounding. Mes-
sages are carried from mind to mind by . .....
spirits. Mediumistlc qualities are nee-1 ‘ And every summer when the birds 
essary, but, possessed of tliese and able I Came from the sunny land, 
to get in touch with Ihe spirit world, I Packed my trunk, and nurried off 
telepathy should become as easy of ac- t0 J°,n 801110 camping nand. 
complishment as the telegraphing of a I «And tbere , quesuoned faithfully, 
message with wires.” It is true that in I The mediums galore, 
the instance cited by Dr. Hyslop, a I About my dear departed friends ’ 
spirit messenger is the most plausible Wlio’d reached the mystic shore; 
explanation. The delivery of the mes- -
sage in Latin would seem to require the “And in the parlor, on the farm, 
interposition of an intelligent being, The slates were piled up high, ;: 
able to translate English into that lan- All written full of messages 
guage. But are all the facte thus ex-1 From friends above the sky. ■ 
plainable? Dr. Funk takes a quite con-1 ,.^nd on Ule wajjSj so d,ra and chaste, ■ 
trary view. He believes in thought- gpIrit photographs”— _
waves, and as far as at present Possb I sbe 9taada amazed! Can it be true? ; 
ble, the scientific investigation of this ^be 8pirjt laughs, 
subject sustains Ms position. I cannot "
here give an accumulation of facts to And then he turns his lustrous eyes 
prove this theory, and content myself I Upon the weary one. L .
with one which came into my own ex-1 “What hast thou done,” he kindly aslri.

Next week we shall commence a session of 
The Open Court, to take into calm and deliber
ate consideration the remarkable sensational

Defends Right of Man to Think for times are the underlying and inciting 
Himself. cau3e »f the wonderful inventions that

Mott R. Sawyers, who has occupied Bt,rand thriU ,wIth, amazement the 
the pulpit of the Second Presbyterian m°dera progressive mind.
church in Davenpprt, Iowa, for several * the later nventlons is one 
years, is reported to have delivered a ^vlll appear w th unusual interest 
rather unusual sermon lately at his to the minds of Splrltaallsts and those 
church, holding to the tenet that it is wit* spiritual phenomena. As
the right and duty of eacn man to de- etated in a aot lonB ago a
clde for himself In matters of religion, aew aI Wfh?°Tler mlcroseo^ was 
whether he shall accept certain doc- ‘^d by which the emergent beam 
x. . * il.- <-« «Ail™ of light which enters the eye of the ob-trines or not, rather than trust to re 1g- jg go expanded as to flU tbe pupU 
iouB organizations to define his belief. of eye Before that invention the 
He said in part that the Apostles’ cre’ed I beam of light from a microscope of re
is a good statement of accepted Chris-1 markably high power was insufficient to 
tian belief, hut it has no binding author- fill the pupil and the vision was blurred. 
Itv There |R no satisfactory evidence With 016 new devico a dlatcm is mag* Ity. There is no satisfactory evidence nifled t(j 10000 Md lts struct.
that the Apostles had anything to do I made perfectly clear.
with the coiripilation of it It can not I Two .European savants have lately 
he justly required of anyone that they worked out a microscope attachment by 
hold explicitly to the statements there- which the range of vision is increased 
in made. We must use independent £ ,a marvelous degree Par
“ . , . ,,__  -5 r.o, I tides and forms not dreamed of beforejudgment in such matters. The first I or onjy theoretically flash into 

requisite in religion—the very first is 1 view, chemical changes hitherto invis
that a man should be honest. If there I jble become apparent and the actions 
is anything that you do not believe, do I of bacteria are easily noted.
not pretend to believe it. No matter if So great is the power of the im
,. , . , . . . „ . proved instrument that the word milt is declared to be faith of the church I *roscopQ.. not sufflcient t0 express its 
universal. I character. The term “ultramiero-

The church universal has been mis-1 scope” has been coined to meet the 
taken more times than one. “Infalli- need. The use of the ultramicrometer 
ble” authorities have shown themselves I chemistry, in medicine, in disease, in 

te he —1.
made too many errors to have any right promige8 new and continuous discover
to ask us to trust them without ques- I ¡eg that will help humanity in a hun
tion. Take what you honestly believe I dred ways and make life more signifl- 
and let the rest go. An honest man in I cant and more desirable.
the twentieth century is much more I Now that we can photograph stars 
likely to be right than one in, the su- I that are invisible through the most 
perstitious sixteenth, or the fanciful I powerful telescopes,, and that we can 
second, or the dark ones between. The utilize rays of light beyond the visible 
most inane stupidities have been and spectrum and can almost see the theo- 
still are taught in the name of religious retlcal molecule, we have gone much 
authority. Let us not forget Copernl- I farther than heeding Emerson's injunc- 
cus, Bruno, Gallileo, Vesalius and scores tion to hitch our wagon to a star. We 
of others. They were condemned by are beginning to compel every hidden 
the religious opinion of all denomina- I force of nature, near and far, to do'our

>A License Is Demanded of Genuine Me- 
dlums in Los Angeles, OaL

। George E. and Maud Ohesbro, Spirit- 
nalistic mediums, charged with practic
ing their profession without a city 11- 
cense, were convicted by a jury in Jus

’ tice Austin’s court late yesterday after
noon after ten minutes’ deliberation. 
Sentence will be passed to-morrow

’ morning. It is certain an appeal will 
be taken to the superior court, as Ches- 
bro once before was convicted in the po
lice court of a similar offense and es
caped on appeal; Judge Smith holding 
that as he was a regularly ordained 
minister of the Spiritualist faith, if was 
not necessary for him to take out a II- 
cense for him to practice his religion.— 
Los Angeles Express. .

, Mr. and Mrs. Chbsbro are among the 
foremost workers in the ranks of Spir
itualism, and they naturally would re
fuse to pay a license to allow them to 
exercise their gifts of mediumship, 
hence their arrest and convictton. The 
State Association of California should 
step to the front at once, and assist 
them to carry the case to a final decis

- ion in the higher courts. Possibly the 
N. S. A. can render some assistance.- It 

' should, if possible to do so. ■

tions of their own times. But they; 
were right and the religious authorities 
were wrong. Christ does not say, “I 
am custom,” "I am tradition," "I am ec
clesiastical decree.” He says, “I am 
the truth,” and'those who would seek 
him must seek for the truth. Who 
cares what men in the past have be-. 
lieved? We want to know wbat is true. 
The vital question about any doctrine, is 
not, “does the church teach this?” but 
“is this true?” We 'must not care 
whether our faith is historic, but 
whether it is right.

The idea of having prepared by al
leged superior bodies, detailed state
ments of doctrine, to which all must 
subscribe, whether they understand 
them or not, in order to be declared 
within the fold, is not Chrlstly in the
ory and is bad in practice. It has 
caused more dissensions than it has. 
healed, and has resulted in the perpetu
ation of many harmful errors. It Is 
based on the Idea that the people can 
be trusted. But theCpeople are the 
church. That a due^recognition of the 
divine right of every man to have his 
soul unshackled, is safe, is shown by 
the Church of the Disciples which is as 
unified, as loyal and as scriptural as 
any and during the last fifty years has 
shown the greatest increase of all.

There is a place for independent 
thought in religious matters, but? there 
Is no place for flippant unconcern.

'"Why I Am a Vegetarian.” By 3. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chlcngv fegetariau. Society. Price, 25
Wita. . ■

perlence. “To gain a spirit home?”
Some years ago when Dr. W. H. Ter- downcast eyes, and faltering 

ry, editor of the Harbinger of Light, I volce . 7
Australia, visited me, during a walk we I Reluctantly she said: 
rested on a stone wall. Recently pass-1 gjr j can not, dare not claim 
ing that way I seated myself in the I That j a llfA hava led 
same place, and a tide of memories of 
pur conversation came to me. I thought “To help my spirit to unfold, 
intently of my dear friend, and seemed Or gain a higher sphere.
to come in touch with him. Yesterday Year after year was filled with toil; '

book by Dr. J. M. Peebles, entitled “Obsession, 
the Demonism of the Ages.” Som ? would like 
to burn it, thus rekindling the fires of ignorance, 
superstition; and bigotry. They think it will 
drive investigators away, and prove of lasting 
injury to ¡ jour cause. Others, on the contrary, 
regard the book as possessing great merit, pre
senting fftets of great value, which should be 
knowp/ndj only by Spiritualists, but by all who 
are.interested in Occult subjects, or who intend 
to investigate the claims of Spiritualism. Under 
the pretense, “You will injure the cause of Spir
itualism,” many Spiritualists have become nar
row, bigoted and hide-bound, and have actually 
drived many of our leading minds into the liberal

I-

I received a letter from him, saying 
that he had written because he felt that I.
I was thinking of him, and at that mo
ment was seated on the rock where we 
had 'sat together. The matter had 
made such a vivid impression, that I re-

Till now you see me here 
"With empty hands, and weary brain,

And eyes grown dim with tears. 
An aged mother claimed my care 

Through all my early years;

-ai|u aims vy prcsvuvmi biucb ui a queo- 
tion, and in so doing it has as its patrons the 
most intelligent readers, the most critical minds, 
the broadest and best class of people in our 
ranks. Those who read it weekly stand on a 
higher plane by far, intellectually and spiritually, 
than those who are in “constant fear” that if 
the whole truth be told or discussed, our “cause 
will be injured.” You can become self-poised, 
self-reliant and a comprehensive thinker by
reading The Progressive Thinker èaeh.week. It 
stands at the head in circulation and influence.

membered the exact date, and allow- “Then came an angel sister's child 
ing for difference of time, the impres- To share my heart and home; “ 
sion received by Dr. Tejry was strictly I And neighbors poor I always bad, 
correct. Of course a spirit might have Who oft for help would come.
been an independent carrier, but is It , r ,
not far more "scientific” to conclude So> 1 lonsed and ya ed 10
that thought waves carried the intelll- „ . ., . .

X?“ “'»I.
TwSilte »ellod hu 1« «. tun- » “ "I“'“ h“d-

damental rule, to explain everything by I “Was all my mortal mind could sense, 
natural causes and nqt take spiritual I But oh, tho dawn I see! 
causes until compelled to do by the it breaks in floods of golden light, 
failure of the first. Softly, o’er hill and tree;

Mediumship is sensitiveness to . ■
thought-waves, whether from a spirit or And, oh, the rare perfume of flowers— 
person in the flesh. The intercommun- Ah’! music, soft and grand.
ion of spirit is by this means, and to Surely such notes as those cou d coma 
deny the existence of thought waves, is From naught but spirit bands. , 
almost equivalent to denying the possi- “Sister, you surely do not mean - 
bility of spirit communion, for It is de- One-half of what you say. 
nying the means by which It is per-1 j aee n0 flowers, I hear no song, 
formed. The sky is dark and gray!”

When a message is sent from St.
Louis to Cleveland by wireless telegra- The elder, having spoke these words, 
phy, it is explained on the theory of I Turned to address the guide, 
electric waves. It might be said that But saw him gliding swift away, 
the message was carried by a swift- Her sister by his side, 
footed messenger, as a spirit is sup- she tried to follow, but their forms 
posed to act, but would it not be more Were lost in dazzling light, 
scientific to accept the latter if the facts And so she wandered, aimless, back 
all pointed to direct transmission? into the dim twilight.

By thus placing spirits as the active
agency, Dr. Hyslop abandons the "Sei-1 And there she sat and pondered long, . 
entitle” position he makes so consplcu- „Still at a loss to know 
ous. He says: I Why she should be an outcast here, r—

“None but scientists should tamper I When always, down below,
with the weird phenomena of nature she-d been a brlght M(i sbinlng ngbt 
represented by telepathy. Every inves- Tben came a belngi grand, 
tigation should be made sanely and ev- witb ]ove and plty ln bl3 eyea> 
ery experiment approached with a mind wbo took ber by tlle bandj 
clear, impartial and prepared to weigh
and balance every fact as carefully as And led her forth to where she saw, 
though it were a precious gem.” With eager eyes aglow,

Spiritual phenomena have been in- Both men and women laboring.
vestlgated during the past fifty years by I And hurrying to and fro, 
all classes and cults from the uncul- Qn deedg of loye and me bent 

, tured to those In the first ranks in sci- I ,fben sald the guide> -Be)lold!
once s.nd philosophy» millions hnve | rpucea aro the ones who when on enrth" 
been converted to a belief in Spiritual- Wor3biped Uie migbty Gold;
ism; a library of more than a thousand " "
volumes has accumulated; a National “Or followed Fashion’s senseless wake; 
Association has been these eleven years Or yet, in divers ways, 
established, with missionaries in the Lived but for self, and squandered thus 
field, and the work of building and con- I Their precious golden days.
Bolidatlng, is well under way. ,,^d uke mistook tbe busk

Now comes Dr. Hyslop in the name of snirlt,,ai orain-
^etv^nd 'Tillno And now must labor/love and 'wait'

TWr hW.. t» SU0.
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FROM THE N. 8. A. HOME OFFICE.
• To the Editor:—It gives me pleasure 
to submit to yourself,And to the readers 
of your valuable journal the ’following 
announcements which are of interest to 
Spiritualists at large—perhaps some of 
these matters are already known to the 
public, but no official notice from head
quarters has been made through the 
press till this time.

It is now a matter of history that the 
twelfth annual convention of the N. S. 
A., held in St Louis, passed off with the 
best of harmony and success, that ev
ery session was attended by a large 
number of brainy delegates whose work 
showed both an interest in the National 
Association and its Objects, and in the 
cause of Spiritualism in general.

.... ... , . ; । At that convention, and later in board
studied and taken notes of expert-1 meetlng- of the 'trustees, ■ that able 
mental facts. Opinions widely differ | wiiter and thinker, Mr..Hudson Tuttle,

bidding, ministerio our tvants and con
tribute to our happiness.

Hypnotic Suggestion.
Anything pro or con on the subject 

of hypnotic suggestion, its uses and its 
liability to abuse, is of interest, espe
cially when it emanates from practical 
and observant minds that have closely

Honor Well Bestowed. :
We doubt not, all Spiritualists will 

join us in extending hearty congratula
tions to our friend and the staunch 
friend of Spiritualism, Dr. H. V. Swer
ingen, of Fort Wayne, Ind., who has 
been elected joint state senator for the 
counties of Allen and Adams. .

It1 speaks well for Dr. Sweringen's 
high personal standing and character 
where lie is best known that in his elec
tion he has overcome an adverse .usual 
majority in the two counties of nearly 
five thousand votes. ■

: Whatever their party affiliations may 
be, we are glad to see good Spiritual
ists elected to state legislatures or 
other responsible positions. Such men 
have opportunities for great good in <©-

concerning the matter. ’
Among the latest to express his views 

on the subject may be mentioned Dr. 
Pierre Janet; who has been lecturing in 
Boston, and who holds that the subject 
of hypnotism is not liable to criminality 
unless he is first predisposed to crime 
of his own accord, and that he cannot 
be hypnotized into evil-doing if his 
moral make-up is contrary thereto.

Dr. Janet quoted many instances of 
alleged crime committed under the in
fluence of hypnotic suggestion and then 
remarked that of all the cases where 
hypnotism has been given ns the cause 
of the crime he knows but three where 
the fact has been clearly shown. The 
gravest case was an infanticide, but 
here the subject was a dipsomaniac, a 
Woman whose normal state was that of 
intoxication. He granted that the act 
was committed upon hypnotic sugges
tion, but he claims the suggestion was 
not necessary; that alcoholism alone 
would have been sufficient to produce 
the crime. > '

After all the argument and discus
sion, it must be conceded that the final, 
solution and decision must be the re
sult of experimental evidence, the testi
mony of observed facts, rather than un
substantiated opinions and theories.

Evidently there is room tor,close, an
alytical and scientific, investigation in 
order to arrive at an impartial judicial 
decision.

The value of hypnotic suggestion in 
many moral and physical cases has 
been strongly asserted by those who 
have devoted careful attention to the 
subject At the same time, great ap-

over eighty years of age, a worthy vet
eran in a noble cause. This rounds out 
the number of ten who receive a 
monthly pension from the N. S. A., in 
addition to the support of Dr. Slade. 
We trust our friends will not forget the 
Mediums’ Relief Fund, but will contrib
ute to it whenever they possible can.

Notice has been sent to our chartered 
societies that hereafter all annual re
ports from local societies must be in 
this office by June I, instead of Oct 1, 
as heretofore. This does not apply to 
camps or to state associations. "Notice 
is also given that all annual dues to the 
N. S. A, must be paid to tMs office on 
or before the first of September, instead 
of October, as Sept. 1, will henceforth 
close the fiscal year of the N. S. A.

Notice is made to all chartered socie
ties that any society in arrears for two
or more years, for dues to the N. S. A.,

all the millions of us, for scientists to “Be of good cheer; be brave and true; 
decide on our “weird phenomena.” Go join this busy throng;
Have not our scientists decided for us? And you shall one day stand redeemed, 
Have not Wallace, Crookes, Varley, The sons of light among.” 
Hare, Myers and a host of others almost equally eminent, decided? Are I s•'® V‘FuIed.t0 n ng liand’
we to be told that we are incapable and r..But lo‘ s.t<x?d a ,h 
must hold the knowledge we have ac- I r,hen eagerly she hurried forth, 
quired in abeyance against the decision Th0 busy throng to join.
of the Psychic Research Society? singing and working, day by day, 

Not a Spiritualist in the world but she lost herself in Love;
will be glad of any and every success \vbfle atone by stone, afid gem by gem 
of the Research societies. There are Eer mansion grew above.
wide fields—unknown regions for ex- mA M. PRATT,
ploration. But the members should not my Dale, N. Y.
flatter themselves that they hold the ________ * T r
Spiritual movement in abeyance. Spir- innersnii’n Promiseituallsts feel that the greatest of all ingersofl s Promise,
propositions, the one lying at the foun- I Years ago Col. Robert G. Ingersoll de
flation, that there Is an existence ' be- Glared that when Missouri went Repub- 
yond the grave, that spirits return and I lican be would become a Christian. In 
communicate, has been demonstrated vlew of the recent politlcal overturning 
TheyTo not care f“; ,a Missouri, we suggest that some one
have further demonstration even by the o£.°uihmedl?
most rigid methods of science. Justly ’the matter
they feel that their veracity and ability tain his present position in the matter.

rerokrid unless
ed for Ms good work as Edltor-at-Large,' ®?.?d cause for the delinquency is 

, ... __ ____________ fill nnalUnn suuwu. .

prehenslon has been expressed lest, In 
the hands of evil-minded practitioners, 
evil effects should be produced,
would more than offset the good 
may be effected.- • '

that 
that

I

and he is retained to fill that position 
lor another year. ■ The friends of. Spir
itualism are invited to send to Mr. Tut- 
tle.any printed matter they may see in 
the secular, or ‘ Religious publications 
that pertains to this work of reviewer
or critic. ■ ii . „

Mr. John W. Ring of Galveston, Tex., 
is retained 'as General Superintendent 
of Lyceumfif and his little lesson paper 
for the use of Lyceums is commended 
by the N. SAA. ■ Officers and all friends 
nt lyceums are requested to give Mr. 
Ring their ¡'bncouï'àgement and aid ln 
any way tfiby caft and to correspond 
with him ribricerrifng Ms work and the 
paper which' he prints.. This lyceurn 
cause is'a riôble one and should be well 
sustained. - . '

The N. S. A. social missionaries at 
present, are Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague, wtfÿse gdofl work as itinerants 
needs no mentlon from ùs. Our mis
sionaries at'1iafgèGîor the current year 
are Mr. Maüf’Ô. Gëhtzke, Rév. Geo. H. 
Brooks, Mid. Carfib E. S. Twing and 
Mrs. Loe FÎ^rior? .

The sinefirb thafiks of the N.. S. A. 
and its conslltuent^'are extended to all 
the spiritual papers for their unfailing 
help and courteky towards this organi
zation at airtimes. - The earnest thanks 
of the N. S. A. and”itg members are also 
extended to all speakers and mediums 
who assisted in mailing the late con
vention a successful and Important 
gathering for the dissemination of the 
truths of Spiritualism. . ' .

The Mediums’ Relief Fund is being 
largely and steadily - drained by its 
monthly output." Since pur last report 
another veteran has been added to the

Our thanks go out to each friend and 
helper to the N. S. A.—our greetings of 
harmony and good will to all the world. 
The N. S. A. officers, including the sec
retary, are grateful to the editors of the 
spiritual papers, and all other good 
wishers, for their congratulations and 
kindly words.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
' N. S. A. Secretary.

.600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C. •

BOOK REVIEW. 1

The Lost Faith. By William T. 
Browne. Peter Eckler, Publisher, New 
York. Paper quarto, 124 pages. $1,

This work embodies a thoughtful lay
man’s ideas on certain scripture ques
tions. It is ably and attractively writ
ten, and is biblical but not orthodox. 
It alms to present a ground work for 
the union of Christians of every name 
on the basis of a faith so comprehensive 
as to include every shade of belief. -

"New Testament Stories Comically II. 
lustrated,' Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the- Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are,Incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1. 
Cloth, $1.50.

■ "JustTSow to Wake the Solar Pie»-
oa.” By MUzabeth Towne. Valuable 
tor health. Pries K cents.

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Lafe." By Lilian Whit
ing. Ono of Miss Whiting's most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritualhst, in the pfersdn of Dr. B. Franklin _____________. ..........

Clark, of Belvidere school fame- Dr. I books. It to laden with rich thought, 
cikrk Is nearly helpicss and blind, aud trlcal term or phrase. Price 116 cent& j

- - >u I' ’ ' * . 1

is challenged by the devotees of sci
ence. ‘

It is a scheme of Dr. Hyslop to endow
DOGS HAVE SOULS.

an institute to prosecute this “invest!-1 And Tbey uve After the Death of the ' 
gation with all the methods of the most I Body,
rigid science, so that people who have ___
experiences will not have to bear the 
brunt of the accusations that are so gen-1 Allow me to relate a 
erally made against them.” that happened several

Such an institute as an adjunct to the Thomas Hampton, my late husband, 
Psychical Society would be useful, and I better known as Tom (the comedian), 
there is a clear field for its research, was the possessor of a beautiful dog 
But instead of leading the spiritual I whose name was Jerry. He was de
movement, it would be only an auxiliary. I voted to his master, and was constantly 

. ’ 1 at his side while entour with our mili
tary drama, “The Drummer Boy.’’ As 
Mr. Hampton was about leaving for a 
distant city to prepare for the opening 
performance, he decided to leave Jerry 
with me until I should join him later. .. 
The dog’s grief at the loss of Ms mas
ter was pitiable in the extreme; in a , 
few days he died, and on the same 
night, Mr. Hampton was suddenly \ 
awakened from sleep by a seeming 
weight upon his bed. Raising up, he 
saw the dog sitting there. After call
Ing V Jerry I Jerry!” he hastily arose to- 
greet me, supposing I had arrived. I . 
was not there and the dog had Vhn- 
ished. In the morning my husband was 
handed a telegram from me; it road: 
“Jerry died last night.” We were not .. 
Spiritualists, and had given very little 
thought to a future existence. My hus- . , 
band insisted he was fully awake and?- 
saw the dog. MAY HAMPTON.

Cincinnati, Ohio. . ।

Spiritualists will not object to your sci
entific. method. They will say go over 
U19 ground in your own way, as you, 
please. We have already explored Its 
main features and preempted the coun
try. ; _

If there is collected an endowment 
fund, it will come from the “scientists”, 
and not from the Spiritualists. Henry 
Seybert’s gift to the University of Penn
sylvania, illustrates how much Spirit
ualism will gain by subsidizing the "sci
entists.” ■ .

A great deal of valuable Information 
has been gathered by the Psychical so
cieties, and they have scarcely begun, 
and whatever they may achieve, Spirit
ualism will welcome. These new in
vestigators must not, however, forget 
that equally capable men have gone be-
fore them as explorers and demonstra
tors, and after half a century of con
stant growth it comes with poor grace 
to them to be told that all their work is’ 
its nothing arid that they have no busi
ness with an opinion until tho.sclentiflc
method hue

OPUHUH UULU UIU..OULUULIUV 
been applied by experts. I

HUDSON. TUTTLE.. J
> EdItor-atLp.rgc N. S. A. Hull.

little incident
years ago.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit* 
unllstis Gatherings.” By MattlO E.

Price 10 cents.
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Eye Glasses Not Necessary!

. This chapter in Hygienic andSpiritual- E™" BE1MS10 BE A
izing Suggestion presents some very in- ium no straggle to banish them. Mark well, it is not . “A troubled miher writes to inquire whether'» ppnpwprv appt tot. ta ennnr™ wtrow 

the will of another that cons rams and regenerates; chfld of six can ¿Satisfactorily influenced bv hyp- ??0PERLY T0 CHUJIEEN. WHEN
it is not God compelling worthy action; it is the free notie suggestion-^‘sensitive, nervous, high strung THEy ARE ABOUT TO RETIRE FOR THE NIGHT 
man himself that has come to his own assistance, exceedingly nffecWmate boy, but cursed with a pain’ IS THE PROPER TIME TO APPLY THIS MODERN 
How true the words of Helena m “All’s Well”- ------ ■ — - - ------ ................ - -

teresting and valuable facts that every 
one should carefully study. A lady in 
this city cured by suggestion her" little 
daughter of the unwholesome habit of 
sucking her thumb. The treatment was 
given while she was going to sleep, and the 
advice directed to her was continued for 
a few minutes after she was-in a quiet 
slumber, impressing upon her sub-con
scious mind the deleterious effects of 
the habit, if she continued it. In three 
days’ time, after all other means of cure 
pointed out by eminent physicians had 
failed, the child gave up the habit entirely 
—a most remarkable cure. The follow
ing paper, read by Dr. Quackenbos be
fore the New York State Convention of 
Clubs, at Sand Hill, startled the dele
gates. It is a mine of exceedingly valu
able hints and should be read and re
read. The treatment when properly 
conducted will reclaim any wayward 
child.

Our remedies oft in ourselves do lie 
"Which we ascribe to heaven.

Gospel of Self Help.
God helps.those who help themselves, Grace may 

indeed be had fqr the asking; but the surest way to 
secure additional grace is to use that already be
stowed upon us. This is the line of my exhortation to 
a sleeping subject. I preach the gospel of self-help," 
and transliminal interference to regulate a disordered 
function or straighten a crooked moral bent is self
help.

“The doctrine of the utter helplessness of man, 
which has for centuries unsouled the Christian, is 
taught neither by Jesus nor Paul. God does not 
create souls without good in them, without power in 
themselves to help themselves. -

“To the personality that apprises an apparently 
helpless soul of its own intellectual and moral powers 
and makes plain the possibility of conquest through 
self-help, the truth an enfamined world craves to-day, 
that soul flows out in a great tidabwave of recogni
tion, gratitude and reciprocal stimulation. " And the 
possibility of asserting a slumbering intellectual 
courage that clearly discerns and a moral _ courage 
that grandly undercrests is open to all who have lost 
sight of the godlike in their own lives. There is a di
vine potency as well as an old Adam in every human 
being, and the divine potency will always win if given 
half a chance. ,

Applies to the Child.

fui. lack of couraj« in his contact with other boys. 
Hus leads to a pe&etual persecution by his compan
ions, besides bemgm itself deplorable, inasmuch as it 
is a trait mdicatjnwlaek of manliness. By nature he 
is exceptionally ti^thful, but at times I suspect this 
supreme tinijdity j^ay lead to deception through fear 
of eonseqiibnccs.1 . :

Perfect Subject for Hypnosis. .
: “My reply to such an inquiry is that the child as 
pictured is a perfect subject for treatment, which 
will convert the cry baby into, a resolute manly boy, 
the unhappy, cringing coward into a model of bravery 
and truth. ; *

"Ten heati tents ucie required to change this na
ture. Ute cigarettes were first attacked, and Freddie 
soon found it impossible to take a sin’gle puff without 

huggC lpd penal!y of nausea an.d vomiting. 
The deviltiy ei dodted m him entirely through this 
habit was then disposed Jof piecemeal. His temper 
gradually improved; and in the course of two months 
he became respectful of parental authority, kind to 
his little sister, affectionate to his mother, disinclined

“I have dwelt thus at length on the nature and effi- t° truancy, and both well-behaved and industrious at 
cacy of transliminal inspiration in order that you who Bcba?k , : ,
are to teach it and use it as. mothers may fully appre-. ' But y°u are already asking yourselves whether 
mate the sovereign force you have at your command. ,i~' ’ ” " "
What applies to the man applies with double force to 
thechild. ' .

PO-
TENT INFLUENCE IN SUGGESTION WHEN

HYGIENIC SPIRITUALIZING TREATMENT. IT 
SHOULD ALWAYS BE CONDUCTED PLEAS
ANTLY AS WELL AS PERSUASIVELY, AND THE 
EFECTS ARISING THEREFROM ARE OFTEN 
WONDERFULLY BENEFICIAL. DURING THE 
PROCESS THROUGH WHICH THE CHILD 
PASSESTO A GENTLE .SLEEP, THE ADVICE 
AND PROMPTINGS TO ACT IN A CERTAIN 
MANNER, IMPRESSED UPON THE MIND, GEN
ERALLY HAVE THE INFLUENCE DESIRED, 
THE CHILD SEEMING TO BE IMBUED ~ WITH 
NEW FEELINGS AND ASPIRATIONSLAND PUR
SUES THE PATH OF CONDUCT DESIRED, AS IF

“The most unpromising child that has recently 
come under my observation was a boy of twelve, hys
terically insane from jrihaling tobacco smoke. This - -_____ _____ ___________ _________
boy had been smoking froni thirty to fifty cigarettes a ANY BAD HABIT A CHILD POSSESSES, CAN 
day, with the psual consequences. I was asked to ed- WITHIN ONE MONTH ANn nFTFN TN TV<?fl ueate out of vice.and nervous bankruptcy a liar, an AND OFTEN IN LESS
incorrigible thief, a master of profanity and obscen
ity, an adept in,:the>seholery of the streets, a colepixy 
at home ai 1 desig mted brhis teacher as the ‘biggest 
devil she had ever seen." . * - ■ . . .

THAT WAS ITS PROPER SPHERE OF ACTION,

TIME, BE COMPLETELY ERADICATED, AND AN 
ENTIRELY NEW LINE OF CONDUCT BECOME A 
PART OF ITS BEING. MOTHERS ESPECIALLY 
SHOULD BE TAUGHT HOW TO EXERCISE THIS 
REMARKABLE INFLUENCE OVER THEIR CHIL
DREN AT AN EARLY AGE, ... >

Mothers [says the New York Herald] who went to 
the State Convention of Mothers’ Clubs held in Sandy 
Hill recently to get new ideas on the rearing of chil
dren got them. There were almost as many theories 
as delegates, and fathers and others tolerated by 
courtesy, or invited to instruct the mothers presented 
opinions so varied und so novel that notebooks bulged 
large with their contents at the end of the session.
' Nothing, however, startled tie mothers quite so 
much as the paper of Dr. John D. Quackenbos, of this 
city, on the power of mothers to train their children 
in right thought and action through suggestive influ
ence. There were about eight hundred persons in the

“Children, as a rule are more impressionable than 
adults and the fulfilment of suggestions given to them 
is more pronounced and more permanent. Here the 
result of suggestion 'amounts practically to.regenera- 
tion, moral pefversity not having become fixed by the 
indulgence of years. ' . . . „ ---------------

In the training of children tactful suggestion has ber Child is born. AU mothers know, or should know, 
power to exalt both the intellectual and ethico-spirit- 2».e influence of maternal thoughts and feelings upon 
ual nature. Differences induced by objective educa-' Vie nature of expected offspring. The not uneom- 
tion may be obliterated; and the fundamental endow-. P1011 selfish or even’jphuman attitude of the prospeet-

the organs and tissues of the body smelling of tobacco 
smoke. Boys who begin the use of cigarettes at five 
or six years of age, as many do, break down during 
the critical period. Boys who contract the habit later 
in their youth, and defy the risks by going to the 
usual extreme in the abuse of cigarette smoking, are 
likely to become nervous bankrupts before they are 
twenty-one.

you can accomplish such results, if the necessity ___ _______  ___ __ „„
should arise, in the children intrusted to your care, smoking display a lessening or complete loss of moral 
i ou certainly can. Each mother in the land can — • • - -- - -
make her children what she wishes them to be, pro
vided she be a.woniàn of high moral principle, gentle 
and patient, apprehensive of the power of translim- 
mal appeal, possessed of courage to apply it with in
telligent persistence, and having ardent faith in its ef
fectiveness. And ¿he may suggest with point before

“Most young men who are addicted to cigarette

sensibility, with a conspicuous tendency to falsehood 
and theft—so much so that many business firms are 
declinirig to employ users of cigarettes. Filled with 
these thoughts and convictions, approach your son in 
the passiveness of an appropriate sleep with sugges
tions as follows :

audience, the majority of them mothers, and they 
were variously moved by wonder, amusement and . .- .,----- .------------------- ■ .. . - . a............. . , ----- «■-—r-7-mystification during the reading of the paper. The ™“ts that $n®r. spiritual organ m which under ive mother toward an unwelcome child is a most fruit
doctrine was new to almost all, and the exposition of 
it bewildering to those who were hearing it for the 
first time. But the lecture produced a great impres-

God we have our highest being—endowments con
ferred by Deity on all human souls without favor and

fui cause of disqualification and unbalance in the

kje Sight cau be btixiigtheiied, aud all 
forma of IHaeaaod JKyea Cured with.

out Cuttiug or lirugglng,

That the 05 »os can ba strengthened so that eya 
„S.““ “ aisponsed-wlUt in the great mo-
oniv ot cases, has been proven beyond a doubt, 
>y the testimony of thousands of people who 

have been cured By that 
wonderful little instru
ment called "Actlna.” Ac- 
ttaa also cures sore, and 
granulated Hds.Glaucotua, 
Iritis, etc., also removes 
Cataracts and Pterygiums 
without cutting or drug

, glug- Over seventy thous- 
RV.it1™6 Aul'las having been sold, therefore It 
fennwS? f),xl>“ri'‘tent but an absolute fact. Tho 
are received dliSy.101,111

Oharupney,242 West 185thSt. New 
>XrltSs‘‘ llie ‘ Aolina" cured me of 

J „J7%a,tCT the doctors said there was no euro 
outside au operation. 1 have been entir ely well 
i?5i?\er>io,ur “Ohtbs. can see to read and sow as 

bonestly recommend ‘'Ac- tlua 1 for all afflictions of the eye.
hmlly Kapp, 1020 Galena Street, Milwaukee, 

Wisconsin, writes: Tho “Actiua" I purchased” 
a year ago saved my brothers eye- 

bigni. My biother wasnear-sightod, wore num
ber live and six glasses, and now he can go to 
school and do all his work and study without 
glasses.
’ E. R. Holdbrook, deputy County Clerk, Fair
fax, Va., writes: “Actinaf' has cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
have headache now, and can study up to eleven 
o clock after a hard day’s work at the oflice.

Actlna is not a drug or lotion, but a small 
iiocket battery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, as it is impossible to 
do any harm with Actlna. Every member of a 
family can use the one Actiua for any form of 
disease of the Eye, Ear, or Throat or Head. 
Actlna will last for years, and is always ready 
for use. Actiua is sent on trial postpaid.

If you will send your name and address to the 
New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 1. N., O Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FREE a valuable 
book, Prof., Wilson’s Treatise on the Eye and on 
Diseases in General, and you can rest assured 
that your eyes can be cured, no matter how 
many doctors have failed.

I Turned Out $301??
worth t>t pining io two weeks, writes M. L. Smith of 

* J P*. (mod small outfit). Rov. Geo. p. Crawford writes.
mado |7D0 first dsy. J. B. Mills, a farmer, write*, 

oon easily maks |5D0 day plating. Then, Parker, 
school teacher 31 years, writes, "I mads 
9 ^.Profit ooo «J. 19.86 Mother." Plating 

Business cully learned. Wetsuliyou 
Free—No Experience Itenulred« 
Everybody has tableware, watches, jew
elry »nd metal goods to bo plated with 

________ Oold< BHwor, Nickel and Metal plating.
v ’•“■"““■••^^HeavyPteto-^Jetestprooesi. No toy or 

Outfit *11 Everything guaranteed. LET CS 
ftTAUTYOU. Write today for Oatlog.Ageaoy and OQsr. AddreM 
F. Gray A Co. Plating Work*, Cincinnati, O.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OIL8. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema ana all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent tree. Address • 

DR.'DYE.M^Kansas City,Mo.z What to Bay.
‘ ‘ ‘,As a cig?r,ett® Bmoker you are not at your best. 

The habit of inhaling the volatile poisons of tobacco 
m the form of smoke whereby they are brought into 
immediate contact with many hundred square feet of 
absorbing lung .tissue, is creating degenerative 
changes in vital organs, especially the nerve centres. 
It is degrading the brain cell, so that moral inclina
tion cannot be expressed. It is destroying your men, 
tality and disqualifying you for occupation.

You do not need the cigarette. You abhor it, 
you loathe it, you fear it. You will no longer use it 
at the instigation of habit to stimulate you quickly for 
task and pastime, nor at the solicitation of friends to 
promote, conviviality. You will not take the risk of

abovu iue pres_
ent issue of Ibo Progressive Tlilmier,

* e<lat tho t0P of tho Um Page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then tho time you have paid for lias 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
Of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number os 
ike tag of your wrapper.

young people, of to^y.^
without stint—dominate the intellectual life.

The divine image is supreme in the child, and cre
ative communication on the broadest lines and the

Beggn by ।the Bedside.
-.//?upP.ose’ h0Wr.< W child has been acceptable, 
yet develops as it grows’a degree of naughtiness, suffi
cient to call for interfe^pce. How shall the mother 
proceed? . Let her find a favorable opportunity when 
the child is asleep 2or tile night—remembering there 
is no difference as regards suggestibility between nat
ural sleep and the so-called, hypnotic trance—let her 
take her place by the bedside and begin in a firm, low 
voice to repeat thexlesi?ed suggestions. If the child 

mrcvaxa«: xur BuperwiB, irouoiesome or aestruenve ?1®ry<?us and.awakenAt the sound in each of sev-
to an extreme. They are abnormally ungovernable. trials, adminisfgr soije simple hypnotic suggested 

- __ . - - . _ Kindly persuasive measures, the line upon line, pre- s Pkxmcian pnd patiently await the ae-
ajmeuma governing ite rbody along ethico-spiritual cept upon precept treatment are inefficacious Cor- ?on ot tHe <lrug. buggmions-given during sleep in
lines is practically impossible to a human agent, poral punishment is equally impotent to;

< Hence, moral injury, can hardly be inflicted through reform. They are helplessly^graceless or wicked be- «««"«.» «.<>+ i------- .u -•------
suggestional channels. Those who are good may not ” ' - - -
be debased; so-called hypnotism is hot used for crim-

sion and gave the mothers something to think about, 
report to their clubs and experiment with when they 
returned to their homes.

“In practical hypnotics,” Dr. Quackenbos told his 
hearers, the best thing one has to give is himself, 
but. he must be as his inspiration. The regenerating 
force is meaured exclusively by the quality of soul in 
him who suggests.

“Suggestion of this high order is capable not only 
of transforming character, but of opening men’s
hearts to the divine illapse. In the contrary, to de
flect by suggestion from the perpendicular of right

most exalted planes becomes possible. The principles 
of science, of language, of music, of art, are quickly 
appropriated and permanently retained for post hyp
notic expression through appropriate channels. Con
fidence in talent is acquired, and embarrassment, con
fusion, admission of inferiority are banished from the 
objective life—by placing the superior self in control. 
t “Many children are contrary, disobedient, lacking Z010® 1 
in reverence for superiors, troublesome or destructive De nGri

inal purposes. , ‘
. Bad Soul and Bad Cell.

“It is because ethical energy is potential in man as 
. the created copy of God that successful appeal may be 

made to the translimmal self in states of unstable 
moral equilibrium/ And assuredly there is no man or .

the dyspepsied, nervous depression, irregular heart 
action, bronchial irritation, eye defect and premature 
paralysis which are the legitimate results of excessive 
inhalation. You will not accept the intellectual tor
por and moral destitution that wait upon this prac
tice. You are done with the cigarette and all that it 
stands for forever. The craving for it is killed in 
your nature by the force of your own decree. The 
odor of tobacco smoke is henceforth nauseating to

woman, however seemingly enthralled by sin, who is 
. not capable of regeneration and of moral greatness.

As in intellectual disqualification, some subtle degen
eration of the cell-due to poisoning by tobacco, fusel 
oil, morphia or other drugs, or traceable directly to 
physical disease or to heritage—may explain the 
swoon of conscience. Brain defect unquestionably 
accounts for that distortion of God’s image in the act 
of its transmission which we know as insanity. It 
were uncharitable, therefore, not to distinguish be
tween, a bad soul and a bed cell, and wise to remem
ber ttat man is not by nature, but by unnature, sin 
loving and sin living. * God hath made man upright, ’ 
and the image of God in the man cannot be obliterated

Let ils assume that you have a ten-year-old in con- . ...............  „ ..«.«.mu uauocumro vu
sequence -of whose destructive impulses, eternal rest- you; the attempt to inhale it will strangle you. You 
lessness, flagrant disobedience, defiance of authority ’’’ • • •• - - ■
and deyeiopmg untruthfulness life is hardly worth 
the living—»a child against whose massive tendency to 
wrong doing neither parents nor teachers can in the 
least prevail. Correction by precept and merciless 
castigation -have .utterly failed to cheek the vicious 
propensities. Do not hesitate to give the boy a hyp
notic at bedtime, so'as to insure his falling into a con
tinuous sleep, and formulate a suggestion to the ef
fect that he is no longer disrespectful, untruthful, dis
obedient, neglectful of his lessons, but.that he will be 
affectionate and attentive to his mother’s requests, 

xU vxxv co»« maiuuies uim are men- will win her love, with the regard of the family and 
tai or moral in their nature? Su6h children left to teacher> b.Y a cheerful service and a career of 
themselves are certain to develop into moral mon- waalesoaie, .-A 8U<Idi;n change of attitude
sters. will probably be noticable-the exhibition of kindli

ness in.the home where before there had been nothing 
but ugliness and defiance, and habits of thought con
centration in school, instead, of habits of rambling.

“Such treatment should-be repeated every third or

cause they have come into the world under the spell 
of some heteroclite impulse which compels acts for 
which they are not responsible.

“■In some cases the tendency is distinctly heredi
tary. These subjects, born with brains perhaps ca
pable of education, physically without stigma, lack 
absolutely the will power to resist temptation. Nor 
can that will power be created and reinforced by. the 
ordinary means employed in the case of children who 
‘know better’ and yet are deliberate wrong-doers. 
How careful are parents to guard a child against the 
evils of heredity in physical disease! Why should 
they not be equally concerned to . discover the appro
priate treatment in the case of maladies that are men-

will not miss it nor suffer the usual consequences at
tendant upon its discontinuation. You are'free.’

“The earnest application of suggestions like these 
will effect an immediate cure. Kleptomania will 
yield as readily, and perversions that are as object
ively unmanageable by child or youth as an epileptic 
attack.

Useful in Reformatories.
“In the hands of wise persons suggestion may fur

ther he made a most valuable accessory to objective 
ethical training in our reformatories, and if the au
thorities in charge of institutions where the friendless 
young are cared for would encourage as a part of the 
moral curriculum the practice of hypnotic suggestion 
on the high plane projected in this address there is no

Black Sheep by Chance.
question that in a few generations, through the trans
mission of automatic impulses to right doing, crime 
would be perceptibly lessened.

• Especially are' philanthropic women who serve 
upon the boards of managers of homes and asylums 
for the protection pf wayward girls and the reclama
tion of outcasts urged to consider this instrumental
ity m connection with the noble work for humanity

“Other children are chance black sheep, bearing no 
resemblance in their unfortunate"traits to parents, . . ------------j_____ —
grandparents or remoter ancestors. Tn all such cases ^ourth night, as suggestion in such eases is of the na- 

_ of inherited or accidental mental deformity castiga- ture an education, and must be persisted in for
by wrong doing. It prompts those periodic longings tion is the remedy of fools. As well whip a child for months until the desired trend is given permanently 
for escape from sin that characterize every depraved multiple fingers, knock knee or spinal paralysis. The to mental end moral energies. x . --------------------
career. . warped mind can be straightened and strengthened .“In similar cases you will encounter no difficulty in they might do if they thoroughly understood and judi

. “Yetthe flesh may become'so pronounced in its de- only by judicious suggestion; there is no other known awakening slumbering affections, creating a desire m"”° ” i—
mauds for indulgence that the objective will is impo- instrumentality through, which it can be speedily and f°r knowledge, inspiring respect for parents and 
tent to grapple with the situation. ' The subject ap- permanently modified. elders, And. even in compelling a courteous anticipa-
prehends his spiritual danger and rallies at intervals, “There are children who are unnaturally stupid of tlon ^eir wants and wishes on the part of appar- 
--1- x- J---------—1-i’— *--- - '"’ ’ '  ........................  - ” ently thoughtless and inattentive or ungrateful and

reprobate children.. Where ability is present, but not 
application, the results of such training seem almost 
incredible. . " < .. .

ciously applied the science of suggestion.
Ihe religion of Jesus Christ, so broad and liberal 

and deep hearted, unmistakably proclaims it right to 
exploit a legitimate psychological means for effecting 
the regeneration of vicious and criminal children, 
right to place the automatic mind in control of any 
passion that is burning up body and soul, right to sug
gest pure thoughts and wholesome aspirations to the 
transliminal personality of a fallen child in hope to 

, ■, make it clean. Andif it be right the duty of applica-
Perhaps yoii have an older boy who has become tion cannot be evqded. The opportunity and the ob-"

L.^Sl_t0A realizes his dangerand. hggtton become inseparable. -
■ lence, disinclination to exertion and cowardice, sugr gain bia-Anp^ity fol^eLl^service andJter11 han- und>rstood as intending to substi-

• gestion is the philosophical treatment. Where medi- piness Thoroughly assure vourself that eipnnttfe I°rtke grace of God, or
■“While acquiescence in the treatment is essential, cation; moral influences, - institutional discipline, smoking is more iniurious than "the use of tohLpnin &lth Y®tin th® -Providence

will power has nothing to do with the result. Paraly- change of scene and companionships are of no avail, any other form first because of the inferior nnrflitv °f A “-ghtyfsug^estJ®n 18 made Praetieable by his
sis Of the will, which is the bete noire of the popular carefally directed suggestion, if confidently perse- “the tobacco“usSlv eSved id SondlT a“algamatloa a double consciousness in each hu-
mind, is inconceivable. The mesmerizee works out* vered in, is, humanly speaking, sure to awaken intel- cause the smoke is’lnhaled tiros’ ro-hAnnw»» unit» and 18 psychologically, possible that it is
his own salvationdn his own objective life, without lectual perception, impart mental depressing effects»

■ WAR. SoJet us stop all/.tltesc>mad "wars,, on the sacred feelings of credulous chased from dealers repute, and tion of the nlateOblStZTtZ^
And Danish hate with deeds of love; dupes; but it is equally certain that that I should be'excused from allowing ier- mnnv XT J~ur earthly thoughts buUd spirit homes,. wider the strictest test conditions, im- a piate to ™ w
Make our conditions up above. • posed by shrewd and skeptical men after development; b® thaCas I treat behind the sittw ’nut ” snvsi Mr

L1V<5 °ut your hishest thoughts here, who are also skilled photographers, un- them as under suspi^on, BpSnust they TaylOr, “not one of these figures which 
S ' n A ; accountable phantasmal appearances treat me, and that every actTperform came out so strongly in X negative

Will show faith in the future life. ‘ ‘ ~ ~ — '
. BYRON D. STILLMAN.

Chicago, III.

only to be drawn with resistless force back into the sluggish intellect, born without the ordinary ability 
deep waters of bis specific sin. For such a wretch the to concentrate thought or rivet attention, with de- 
Almighty.has provided a way of escape through ap- fective memories,, easily confused, embarrassingly 
peal to the . godlike in his constitution. In a state of self-conscious, so that the mind*becomes a blank under 
hypnosis he is made to realize the inherent dignity the pressure of a necessity for reflection, or if 
and worth of his human nature; he is urged into re- thoughts are there the vocal mechanism refuses to ex
volt against the sin that holds.him in durance, and in. press them. . .
response to the inspiration abandons the life he is
leading for one that is in harmony with his newly ap-

‘For these conditions; as well as for habitual indo-

. prehended relationship to God and duty.
“While acquiescence in the treatment is essential,

gestion is the philosophical treatment. "Where medi-

Cure of Cigarettes.

man.

I’d have no war, the tlirie should come Oar ewuily thoughts build spirit homes, under the strictes t test conditions, im- a plate to go out of 
To settle questions without strife 

pf bloody battle, roar of guns, - . ■.
Of butchering by sword and knife.

ig the sit- If God was just—knew more than man,
-"t a Why not pardon the pair '

> And give them both another chance— 
’Twould be no more than fair.

*1*
-J

fToo long the world has been as foes— - 
The stronger conquering tfie weak, 

And building cities of the dead;
Of these poor souls I- fain would 

speak.

[What think you of their future life, • 
Whose earthly bodies have been 

slain,
Their hearts were filled with thoughts 

.. to kill
And will be when they wake again.

Do you suppose they’ll bo content .
When they are gone, have passed 

away, .
And have no feeling for revenge 

As here on earth? What do you Bay?

They’ll waken as they went to sleep, 
Their, souls cut loose, their spirits

...... .?.ce’. . .
Still thirsting, for revenge, and blood 

The same as in mortality. .
And.I nellevc that crimes are helped 

By spirits who, pdsBCd out In rage, 
Feel the injustice of their death,

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY GENUINE?

, r „ ■ - • These being accepted,, he, attended
taken in the presence of David Dugid, a the seance, took a plate ouL of a fresh 
workman in a bicycle factory, who was packet, put it in the camera,, and ex
ateo a private medium. Mr. Myers Bug-» posed it by magnesium ribbon which he 
gested tliat another endeavor to obtain held, while he kept one eve oh his cam-

tograph was sett to F, W. H. Myers, during the time of. exposure in the cam-

Remarkable Instances Cited of Unac
countable Appearances on Pho-

‘ tographlc Plates.
: •' ■  ■■ ■' '

All who have a practical experience ; 
in photography know that to produce a 
bogus spirit photograph is a simple 
matter. TWo individuate successively 
photographed on the same plate, double . 
printing, muslin-draped busts, the skill- j 
ful arrangement of a portrait behind a : 
sitter will produce phantasmal appear- 
ancc-B when printed, as will also the les- । 
ser-ltnown means of introducing a phos- , 
phorus tablet nt the back of a plate In 
tne dark slide, or of impressing the sur- i

a so-called spirit photograph should be 
made in the presence of a man under 
the most stringent conditions, and in 
the presence of man well acquainted 
with photographic manipulations. Such 
was found in J. Traill Taylor, author of 
a book on “Tho . Optics of Photography 
and ^Photographic Lenses,” and the 
editor of “A Manual of Photographic 
Chemistry."

... Mr. Taylor agreed to make one of the 
investigators—who Included : a ■ clergy
man, a freethinker, a medical man. who 
was a member of two learned societies, 
and a couple of hard-headed Scotchmen 
—on the condition, as he states; "that 
I for the nonce would assume them all

held, while he’ kept om eye on his cam
era and the other on the iqedlum, who 
sat quite passive and, apparently uncon
cerned. Then taking*,the ¡»Jate from 
the dark slide he developefi it. The re
sult was that between tile camera and

era, and I vouch in the strongest man
ner for the fact that no one whatever 
had an opportunity of tampering with 
nny plate anterior to its being placed in 
the dark .slide or immediately preced
ing development"

FITZGERALD MOLLOY.

_ .......... ... .. \faco of a relief film. -It is true that by
.Come oaca to darken history’s page, such methods scounirels have traded

the slttor a female figure was devel
oped, rather In a mqre pronounced 
form than that of the .sitter. On ask
ing the man what he had been thinking 
of . during tho time of the exposure, the 
answer was that he was. wondering if. 
he would bo able to secure a seat in a 
smoking car that night. ' .

This was the first of many successful 
experiments that under every conceiv
able test were made by Mr. Taylor. \ 
Borno of the phantasms, ¿were in focus, 
others were not; some »were lighted 
from the right, and the, sitter from the

, . . ■ ■ ■ . • ■ • -- ---- ---
to be tricksters, and to guard against 
fraud,should use myowa camera and____ _
unopened package of dry plates fcar-Jeft; tm® swaopdlUOd the greo&r ^sr-

GOD’S PLAN OF SALVATION.

’Tis passing strange that man should 
think .

^Jehovah made the world .
That Adam ate forbidden fruit— 

Was from his garden hurled.
How came the Christian world to tlfink
_ A snako could talk to Eve! '
By Adam's fall we sinned all,” 
What nonsense to believe.

That God was angry—or got mad, 
Turned Adam out as well,.

Then damned his whole posterity, 
And sent them all to helL

God waited then four thousiind years—

Unfllhe could laise up a son, •
And u:ill him—don t you see?

Tills plan conceived to save mankind, 
By wisdom from on high, ■ .

Believed by millions of the best— 
To me it seems a lie.

To shed the blood of innocence,
The guilty, to reprieve, 

Seems too absurd to teach the world
And nonsense to believe. '■ 

If God has murder in his heart
His plan was wise—divine; 

Why not kill Adam on the spot,
Then make a better man?

To think, that God to save the world ■ 
Would kill a “Wand’rlng Jew,"

Seems too absurd for me-to think . r.
One single word is true! ' 

My faith is small, like mustard seed, 
. I’ve doubted from my youth;
Religions are mythologies, .

I’d rather know the truth!
, , —P. J. Cooley,

Heart keeping is the secret of happy 
housekeeping, . .

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper. . .

The three volumes of, the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World," contain .more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all thè libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library. . '

Then follows “Gfiost Land," "Art 
Magic,” "The Next'World interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life .of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize tor these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

Echoes from the World of Sona.
A collection of 50 charming ebogs with chorus and 

music, sheet music eke. Price 11.00; postage 15 eta,

SPIRITUAL HARP ««S 
tlon and Social Circles. By J. M. Peebles and 
J. O. Barrett: B. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. 
New edition. Culled from a wide field ot litera
ture with the most critical care, free from all 
theological bias, throbbing with the soul ot In
spiration, embodying the principles and virtues 

■of the spiritual philosophy, set to the most 
cheerful and popular music (nearly all original) 
and adapted to all occasion, it is doubtless the 
most attractive work ot the kind over pub
lished. Its beautiful songs, duets and quartet?,”, 
with piano, organ ormelodton accompaniment, 
adapted both to public mtetings and tho social 
circles. Cloth, 81.25; postt^e, 14 cents.

THE GOLDEN ECHOES:
A New Book ot Inspirational 

Words and Music. '
For tho nee of mootings, lyccums and home, by 8. W. 
Tucher. Those -beautiful songs have already oom* 
forted many broken hearts, and it ts hoped that they 
may bo heard In every land. Price 15c; 11.50 per do» 
cd. Foraalo at this office.

Maxham’s ;Melodies.
Arranged for Solos, Duets, Quar- 

tots, Also Six Poems.
This is a songbook adapted to the popular 

spiritualistic tsste, and isemtnedtly fitted to do 
good service in the lecture hall or family circle. 
Price, 15 cents.

Tim Spiritual Wreath.
A collection of words and music tor the choir, 

congregation and social circle. By S W. 
Tucker. Comprises -sixty or more gems ot 
song. Price. 16 cents.

SPIRlTUfll SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight ot Mrs. Hull’s 

sweetest sougs, adapted to popular music, for 
the use ot congregations, circles and tamUos. 
Price, 10 cents, or per hundred

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA, 
According to Old Records. By Dr. Paul Carns. 
A translation mado from Japanese, under the 
auspices ot tho Rov. Shaku Sever, delegate to 
the Parliament of Religions. Was published 
In Japan. Price. Bl. .

HcalliiiGause^’and Enacts. ’
Uy W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with tho finer 

mental and . spiritual forces as appUcd to heal- 
fag. Price, Docents. . -
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Ind.: “The Indiana 

if Spiritualists will

tugs. The Lafltea’ Aid fentad tbe sup-1 Opposing.attorneys In the pending llt- 
ner, asristedby Wses Farrow, Duell igatton over the title to the Morris 
and other«. - Tbe Ujiies- Aid meets Prgtt Institute were in Chicago last 
'' ' " '" " * Saturday and took the depositions of

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Dr. Geo. B.
"Mr. F. A? Wood’s?Thursday; Mr. Col
ville and others will entertain. - The 
auxiliary to the Ladies’ Aid meets at 
Mr. and Mrs. Lees, 720 Tenth street
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PREMIUMS.Warne, Mrs. Caroline Catlin and Mrs. C. 
H. Mullins. Attorney Hall, represent
ing tlie Pratt Institute Association, ex
pressed pleasure with the testimony 
given and volunteered complimentary 
remarks of the personal impressions 
made by the witnesses. The case is 
set for hearing at the term of court 
which opens at Elkhorn, Wis., Dec. 5. 
Spiritualists who can give evidence ot 
Morris Pratt’s utterances about found
ing a school in his Whitewater Temple 
for the benefit of Spiritualism, should at 
once communicate with Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, 4203 Evans avenue, Chicago, or 
with Mrs. Clara L. Stewart, White
water, Wis., giving the gist of what they 
can testify to and the rime which it 
covers. No moment should be lost in 
forwarding positive proof of Mr. Pratt’s

8. W." . ■ ■ ? ' ' ,
Isabella M. Powderly writes: “Parker 

C. Marsh delivered a lecture to the Spir
itual Truth Society last Sunday even
ing. He is a very earnest and forcetul 
speaker, and gave us some plain facts 
which were highly appreciated by those 
well on in the work. Mediums with us: 
Mr. Keller, Mrs. Besler, Mrs. Martin 
and Mrs. McClare.”

hold a jubilee meeting in conjunction- 
with the local society of this city, on 
Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 26 and 27. 
The speakers for tills meeting are Rev. 
Moses Hull, president of the Morris 
Pratt Institute, Whitewater, Wis.; Dr. 
George. B. Warne, ’Chicago, vice-presi
dent NationafcSpiriluallBts Association ; 
Dr. Samuel (SOuld.iArgos, Ind., and pos- I in the pretty front parlor at her 
sibly Mrs. Mwlan CArpenter of Detroit, bome op Columbus - avenue, Detroit; 
Michigan. The Rochester society is jjlch., Mrs. Marian Carpenter per
putting forthleveryi effort to make tills I £ornled the marriage ceremony of Miss 
a pleasant apd profitable meeting. The I cussle Bristol and Mr. Charles Bow
officers of thei state association and mair, both of Detroit, Thursday even- 
others, throughout northern Indiana, lbg ’a£ g o’clock, Ovt. 27. The ring

penJ^i«ewin--entSnlriteaT 6er'’1CB WaB Yery imprrtVe'i rown0 I long-chertahed Plan.’ . I ter. You may do so a dezeo times saf*

¿astiusss: s- s, «-• >«• —by the society at Rochester, to be In at- spiritualists. Their many friends wish |er,noou,’.No^',G; M1®- Maly. „ I,1..?be °6t or 8tolen‘ Secure a postal order 
tendance at this meeting and they are ^‘"ess and happiness. btfore the Ristag Sun Spir tualis^ Mis- or five cent8, and then you are pe_
urged to be present and help make it a B u Beal wrItes; ..The society of “““’J7“ £’ “u£jn MrB fectl* safe, and will save yourcelf an.
2eaUsm- ne^r to*7 forao“tten ' ^'te - «æ ** Forces ?eld «Œ BurianrXtiæls foltawrt Mra’lDU’s n°>'ance and ..
tatameut w l b^ furnS to as mm üTÆ le'alure’ /ra pl^that It costs ten
visitors as possible, and a low rate for °“ " his remark- aad â mla gest audl nces (t0 aet » Personal check at*bS
board furoished those who desire it. tothe publicd^vee“:^^^^ » PeroomS

--------- :------- ’—*—!----------------------- ------- I and it was well received, there being Rprvlcps That evening Mrs J L I „ ’ aQ“ten centa to the amount sent.
Lucy S. Çarroll writes from Washing- many Jn tbe audleuce benefited by his K°a“el8 one oi our newly obtained sis- fourX^’wNnh“0' tUatJwe have onl* 

ton, Pa.: “Our meetings were opened in preBence. The doctor needs no recom- . deHVered an inspirational lecture 9kUL„??4,S Yh c,h we 8end out uow ion
the Burchival Building, on Chestnut aa to ability for,- we feel ^s’ de“vejra“ cannot allow J™ 10
street the first Thursday in October by — he lg well known in Chicago. Mrs. wbe%?. R was made beautiful by the PriceÎ * Uler b°Ok the Ust at thttt 
Rev. G. W. Way, of Wheeling, W. Va. Freedman gave some nice messages, marked sininlicitv of tone and comnosi-1 Roroomkr. i ' - •
His lectures are of a high order, and his wbioh were well received and enjoyed, „ d M Fravel aiwayB band- entitled "ÎÎ you are n°t
messages are remarkably fine. A good oUowJ by our pa8tor, Mrs. Isa Cleve- “°“ :“ubby “aPX„tiwe and S vm. ^-Ot< Books
materializing médium would do well I la^d) wb0 ¡ave Usages and answered I “eere^e^æw*t“1api™tt e“fe “a'eaa Byu°“ ps“a with your order a 
here. Ernest Stephens of Columbus, qUestiOns, which were very satisfactory wordstotol minds’of ^Mrs Kirch- ffieri bSCrlptlOn t0 The ^essivq 
Ohio, held two seances here last week. t aR nresent. Dr. Freedman sang a tl f the oat beau.He ¡8 an excellent trumpet medium On solo e£tltied .Three wishes? which was convincing teste that have to make a^émk&^s t^tc^
Friday evening, the 4th, Di. G. W. Ren very nice, and Mr. Harry Martin sang beard ,n our bail for some time. I tai order. cureapoa«
ner of Pittsburg and James A. Caton, of I > rIapp in the Deep/ AVe have good mu_ I Tyr».« q Dill also crave some proofs of I RêmpmhAa nienn« .l . .j>
Washington, held a test trumpet se- ¡c eacb Sunday and invite all the’ sn[rj£ communion We also beg to call are used excluiivni^! these books 
ance at tlie home of Thomas Dags. I Btranger8 to come and join us. All wel- Mention to the fact that the Ladles’ I editor desiring no nroflta hi» «mi '

Jennie C. Paine write.i: "The New I come. Dr. Louis H. Freedman will be I Auxjijary o£ our mission have organized ject being to do a Humanitarian '
York Spiritual Association under the with us again November 27. as a separate society, and have been WORK ALONG BPIRITUAI istic
auspices of Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, Harry J. Moore lectured in Ottumwa, chartered by us as the Ladles’Auxiliary PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES* 
Mrs. Holt and Mr. H. W. Richardson, I iowa> On Sunday, Nov. 6, and in Oska- Relief and Aid Society. Their aim is to hence they are not for sale to the trade*
held a convention lasting three days, joosa again last Sunday. Address Mr. do charitable work in all forms, on ma- I Remember, please, that mistakes and-
Oct. 28, 29 and 30, in Mr. Lenney’s hall, Moore at 104 N. First avenue, Marshall- terial lines io the needy and on spirit- trouble may be avoided by deallno di. 
Potsdam, N. Y. The hall has a seating ’town, Iowa, as he will lecture there next uai nneB £o an. They have established root with this office, Instead .of through 
capacity of four or five hundred. At I gUnday. parlors at 54 N. Ashland avenue, near a news agent ' “
the first meeting held, 20 people were noiia Stubbs writes from Long Lake, Fulton street, where they hold their Remember,_pleake, that all of our 
present, mostly members of the society . »Our society is progressing nice- I meetings every Wednesday evening at * B°oks are neatly and substan
in this place, which is composed en- 1 ” tempIe js an paid for as far as 8 o’clock, and also hold public test cir- I “ally bound in cloth, and are an orna-
tlreiy of Ladies with one exception— jf’ p / d * bave nearly enough cles every Thursday evening at 8 me“t to any library.
one gentleman has dared to jota tlie so- °. ’. . to comPiete it. We have o’clock. Admission to the test circle, Head our Premium Otter, AND DOciety within the year. Do you not think 0 every Sunday after-115 cents. Ladles in all parte of the NOT WRITE TO US FOR ANY OTHER
him very brave? At the' last meetings, I . „.o0 we have bad with us city are cordially invited to join. Sun- Yoa “ust send Ü for Th»
on Sunday afternoon and evening, the P_° Massachusetts. We all day, Nov. 20, Mrs. Dr. Carey will lec-1 *,„°8'’®sslv6 Thinker when you desira -
hall was filled to.the doors and Mrs. “ ®s «ar she 18 ft 8plendld tore in the afternoon. That evening, premium books. Pleas»
Reynolds outdid herself, both in her. lec- d a“y B0Ciety may wen be special ordination services will be held .

. tures and teste. She was very ably as- wor ’of her We would like to have and our speakers will be ex-State’s At- BUbBcerr1ntfoe58t°n,.^hoDsends In a yearly, 

. stated by Rev. Thompson of Boston, I E™ £tb UB a»a|n We see by the re- I toitaey Chas. Hughes and ex-Judge W. I er „„ J®i°o,ihe Progressive Think-. .
> President Richardson and others, mak- f tbe National Convention that L. Snell, both gentlemen of the highest . ’ d ° desires only ONE premium 
' lng a meeting that will,long be remem- our home city, is to have oratorical ability, and whose names are foIlow)n~ mS*c® hls selection from tho
. beredin this town.” ’ . toeconventto® We hope the synonymous with a pleasant evening.” for TWENTY-FIVE
• H. F. Coates writes: "Moses Hull was' spirituansts of the state will work to J. Harding writes: "I note In No. 780 lt The Great Debate -rau»*» -n
: greeted, with a large audience, both af- maRe tbe convention a great success. I of The Progressive Thinker a poetic Moses Hull and W F
1 ternoon nnd evening, Nov. 6, at Ken- We Btill bave Bome acre lots.on the lake gem oyer the signature of a Mrs. David I leading Premium Book thia Da

wood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove avenue. I Bbore ioining 0Ur temple grounds, we Porter, entitled, ‘Thou Hast Wounded 25 centa. y ’ noa
Mr. Hull’s thoughts are always kindly would nl{e to bave some good Spiritual- the Spirit That Loved Thee.' The au- 2. ' Vol. 3 of the Encvclonem« n* 
received forlthey have been gathered by 1Bt buy and belp our society grow thor of these beautiful stanzas ta the Death, and Life in the SnlritWnrirt 
years of study andl investigation. One jarger ¿nd mOre interesting.” famous Irish poet, ’ Thomas Moore, Price 25 centa. e worm,
cannot help bhitirebognize hls master I ™f„abetb Harlow, one of the bright- I whose Incomparable writingshave glad-1 3. A Wanderer in the Snirlt Land« 
mind on the subject of Spiritualism. lecturers on our rostrum at the dened many an hour of my life, and if Price 25 centa. P Lanas.
His manner of delivery is such that the “V* ,, .. B Irom Columbus, it shall be my fortune on the unseen 4. Seers of the Ages by Dr T m
attention of the audience is held. Mat-1 ° . * just cloaed a very sue- side, in the beyond, to have the pleas- Peebles. Price 25 cents’ ••«u-
tie E. Hull will occupy our Ptatform, . ¿ment ln Minnesota, ure of meeting and thanking him, and READ THIS CAREFULi v ■ 
Sunday, Novta20; -Her subjects are as . enga^J earnest workers in saying to him how happy he has made „ d J, "E^LLY,
follows: 3 p.an.. The Price and Reward . qniritualtam and it-great me at times, it will be one of the most neither nf t/« hLt °k' ^5of Truth; 8 purn., Spiritualism as aFac- JS?.1!® blliidinE un still more stable, a pleasant events of my existence. The above tbe Drice mentioned
tor in tiro Nineteenth Century. You will o^utiding up stto I ProgreBBlve Tblnker standB for an that a™vee’ <
always find good speakers on our plat- ^‘jhe N 3 A^made no mistake in is good, noble and true, and certainly in B k and you ran seiect^rom^^“^ ’
form, and message^are always given by Ù ’“1B £or its next meet- this case will correct the error and give £oliOWB; ° you 8elect irom them «a '
good mediums J Our services begin Jn lacbe. wltu j. S. Maxwell and J. P. honor where honor is due.” Any two of tte EIeven pr
sharp at 3 arid;8 p.tai., so come early. I wbitweU and their colleagues at the I Walter DeVoe, who is well known in Books you may order, price 70 cents ™

A. Unsworth writes from Port Huron, bead there, you need have no fear. Ev- Chicago for his lucid philosophical and Any three of the Eleven Premium
Mich.: "Spiritualiste are not doing erything will at least be done above soul-awakening talks on immortality is Books you may order, price 31.10.
much here/not having . anÿ-’ public board and Btralght! No. dark corners’ now conducting well-attende^meetlngs Any four of the Eleven PrémlupSà» A
meèiinès,/There 'Is a BpçietY' JP8*' where they work! : I now find myself, in Hall 210, Masonic-Temple,TO:45 a. Books you may order, price 31.50:
ïorniéil, thé 3Nêw Thoüght 'Chib. ' All' located jn Columbus, Ohio. . Norwich m., every Sunday. No charge. Miss Any five of - the Eleven Premiiwtf ' 
members are expected to take fin active Hotel to serve the Sixth Street Church. Cora M. Nate of New York City, solo-1 Books you may order, price 31.80. •
partj'tao silent members or drones are for thg winter. I hope my friends 1st There 1s new life Is the living Any six of the . Eleven Premium 
wanted. It is for thé purpose bf speak-1 among the workers will take note of I words of truth. Immortal truth will I Books you may order, price 32.10.
lng and exercising other gifts. The this and If passing this way be sure I heal the sick and resurrect those dead Any seven of me Eleven Premium 
members are elected by ballot, and apd'canr We opened last Sunday even-1 in false beliefs. Come and rejoice in Books you may order, price 32.35.
have a password to admit to the meet- jne wRh a £un house, and hope to do the truth. ‘ T»A?y ®lght ot the Eleven Premium
ing." ''J'Lome good work this season. This is Mrs. Helen O. Richmond, aunt Of Bo?aa y°.u ma? °Jj.der’J!rlC0 ,2-65-

Mrs. À. A. Avertir writes from Lynn, certainly a good field, but Spiritualism william and Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond _ “1“e « Eleven Premium
Mass.: “Mr. and Mrs. George W. Kates has suffered here, as elsewhere from of Rogers Park, passed to spirit life °?“ y°a order<, 
have been the speakers at Cadet.Hall, mUch that makes intelligence blush. It last week at Cleveland, Ohio. They E£ven Premium
Lynn, Mass., Since my last report. This I will be our one endeavor to keep it as wm attend the funeral. Lastly all of these El fvrn Promu,
is the first time this society has ever simple and common sense as possible. Dr Fred L Mehrtens, .a sterling Books here announced are sent 
had the same speaker for three consec- There will be no fads or miracles per- worker ln the cause of Spiritualism, postage prepaid for 33 35 somethi™
utive months, and. it has proved a de- formed—just an attempt to teach plain I bag removed from Ripon to Milwaukee, never before equalled in this conntrv nr
elded success. The hall 1s filled at both Spiritualism. To the people of the state He bjB wj£e are open £or en. I jjurope Our prjncjpai aIm Ia y 
the Sùnday and Wednesday meetings, and adjoining ones, I would say that 1 gagem(Jnta during December, January them out as nearly as possible at actual
Many strangers not accustomed to at- wm be pleased to serve you on week and February. Address them at No. cost price.
tending Spiritual meetings have been evenings at a nominal price. I will at- 1189 Lloyd street> Milwaukee, Wta.
attracted by the eloquent lectures given tend mass-meetings and funerals. If . 1 OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS
by both these able speakers, and by the the state association would like to have passed TO SPIRIT LIFE I FOR $3.35.
remarkable message work by Mrs. me, I will assist it. I would be pleased ______ • 1—The Encyclopedia of Death
Kates. To any society wishing good, to correspond with its officers. I wish robitUaries to the extent of ten lines Life In the Spirit World, Vol 1 ’
all-round workers,„that will attract first- to congratulate the Illinois State Anso- be lnserted free. ah in excess 2-The Encyclopedia of Death,
class audiences and help build up their elation, and wish it much success it is wffl be cba d at tte rate ufe ,n the Spir|t Worid Vo|. z
society we heartily recommend Mr. and On the right track. AndJThe Progress- c0nts Une About seyen 3_The Encyc|oped|a of Death
Mrs. Kates. Quite an Interest has been jVe Thinker—it has the banner of Spir-1 d3 conBlltute one llne i . Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.
excited among the Spiritualists of this itualtam where all can see It without --------- I 4_Art Magic, or Mtforfane, Sub-Mum
section by the candidacy of our honored looking through a fog. Keep It ever MIgg Jgnnle Moore paaB(jd to spIrlt I dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, bv 
président, Dr. Alex Caird, in the Boston there and yours will be the victory. ufe QCt. 28, 1904, while visiting her Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. r>
Globe prize contest. His name is kept Brother W. C. Hodge, who designates unc’le Mr. m’. Cunningham, at Bu- 5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult«
near the top in the list of contestants, blmsei£ as a Spiritualistic Socialist and cyruB Ohio. She was a daughter of I l«m, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
and with the help of our many friends I a socialistic Spiritualist, has anchored I ,j^r and Mrs j. D Moore of Landsford, I 6.—The Next World Interviewed, by
throughout' New England, we confident- bjmsei£ at last by buying .several lots in N D forjnerly residents of Lafayette. I Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable m»
ly expect to win one of the prizes which I San Dieg0) Cal-> hence he may be con- lMany’ friends extend their sympathy to lt , „
will be used conscientiously for the Bjdered a fixture there—and an excel- I bereavêd parents and brother who I °ccult Life of Jesus, by Alex-
cause of Spiritualism. Mr. and Mrs. j t one too. We would like to be hls e left t0 m0Urn the loss of a daughter anaerA8"/th®> “ medium of rare gifts. 
Kates will be with: us the remainder of next door neighbor for a while. ■ I and sister. . I , A Î h* Ln the 8plrit Land8«
November. Friday Nov. 18, the State Dr H Â.. Cross writes: “The Hyde . . MRS. S. F. FOSNOT. Jrainscribed bjrA. Farnese, a wonderful
Association will hold a mass meeting in _ mpctine- Sundav n,iPir orppir Ina ’ English medium. .Cadet Hall under the management of be whit we call JL- . ‘ 9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot
Dr. Caird, who .is one of toe directors. ^Idtams^Su/day.’ Mediums will oc- Mrs. J. A. Turner passed to spirit life,’ 8c ’̂eay a£ tb° Snirlt..»!: 
The very best talent in the way of m0st o£ tbe time in giving spirit -Nov. 2, from the home of her parents, „ . d Present b® D’ , « 
speakers, mediums and musicians will | ^uJyB^; At.thiB meetlng the by-laws | Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Markland, in this Pa8j2The Grelt DebateVe'twral Mo,«

Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND US® ’ 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. , ;

. ■ —. ■ ■
An Opportunity Never Before Offered!- 

on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of , 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual-. 
Istlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines ot 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro« 
gressive Thinker. ,

Andrew Lang, writes in Harper’s 
Magazine: “How are we to explain ap
paritions of the dead? The evidence 
for these was much less copious and, 
necessarily, much less satisfactory. No 
coincident crisis In the affairs of the 
dead could, of course be detected, as in 
the case of the living. Again, even If 
we grant that telepathy between the 
living is a fact in nature, a ghost of the 
dead can hardly hope to prove his iden
tity. To take a case: A young Ameri
can commercial traveler, alone in his 
room at a hotel, suddenly saw his dead 
sister standing beside him. He' rose to 
embrace her, but she fled like the shade 
of the mother of Orysseus In Homer. 
He went to his distant home and told 
his parents, adding that on the cheek of 
bis sister there was a scratch which he 
had not seen in her lifetime. The 
mother explained that in arranging, 
when alone, flowers around the dead 
body of the sister, in the coffin, she had 
rccidentally scratched the face, but con
cealed Ilie mark with powder. Now, if 
telepathy exists, the mother brooding 
over the memory of tlie daughter, might 
transmit the whole vision of the dead, 
scratch and all, to the mind of her dis
tant son.” ..

Mrs, Clara Wagner writes from De
fiance, Ohio: “I have lectures every.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor fisSratonX: for any aBse= 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of Mpresslon, b 
ilevlng that the cause of truth can^ 
best subserved thereby. Many 
pentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bls bene , y 
ttat is no reason why they 
suppressed; yet we wish It d . 
understood that bur space ta taata 
quate to publish everything that come 
to hand, however much we.might. deshe 
to do so. That must account for u» 
non-appearance of YOtJR art ,

WRITE P^'^XriXVour corre- 

m^make^peedbaual to ^out^our 
compositors. That means T P Jn 
and It Is essential that all ““p¿¿herre. 
aure Insertion In the Pap^r.' BhOuld be qulrements being favorable, should^ 
written plainly wlth H' and only on 
oaner or with a typewriter, ano oniy ---------------------------
nne side of the paper. , „ jects, which were chosen by members

itfms —Bear In mind that items for of the audiencej were as follows: “The 
thlrcncral Survey will in all cases be Splritual Realms,” and “Retribution.” 
Vusted to ^Kettatettóy°^Í I Mrs’ SchaUSB was quite late ln arrM?-g 

cenérally *have to be abridged more or | upon which there was no previous prep- I QOd ean ])e reai¡zed and understood as
less- otherwise many items wouio. aratlon. She by word and action, gave I we deveiOp spirituality and become one
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty- I herfielf up to the powers which con- v'ith. him. Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss will
item is cut down to ten lines, ana I troued her, seemingly going into dream- I conduct our service on Nov. 13.”
lines to two lines, as occasion may r land for a fuir minute, and emerging Geo. B. Ferris writes from Grand 
quire. .. 1tnms with a full, clear voice and animated Rapids, Mich.: “BeJieveing in the adage

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that oil manner and continuing tor 45 minm.es eifect that when we meet any-
for this page must be ftCC0’,i?^x_,rlter 'without pause. In Introducing her talk thing good we should hasten to give 
the full name and address oL^ writer. I Spbauss said that the word ret- I others the benoflt of our experience, I 
It will not do to say that Secret y ribution, was a vast subject and one I dealre to g¡ve expresslon to the pleas- 
Correspondent writes so and { which could not be exhausted. She I ure j jjave ¿a^ ln listening to a series
out giving the full name and odd Eaid; ‘Retribution can not be seen, of ie¿tures given under .he auspices of 
the writer. The items of those . measured or understood in the way I the New Thought Spiritual Society of 
not comply with this request w I m0Bt people view it. To understand grand Rapids, by Mrs. D. A. Mcn-rill, a 
cast into the waste basket. I Retribution we must understand evo- iecturer weil qualified to rank with the

KEEP COPIES of your poems t0 properly view and under-1 foremQSt exponents of our philosophy,
this office, for they will not be r I Btand Retribution we must be able to I An inspirational speaker, her lectures 
if we have not space to use them. explore tire spiritual realms.. The are aiMayB eminently sensible, and not 
___--------- ----------- " ~ I speaker described those who go through g¡ven t0 the promulgation of hazy and

««oc va/aijd L DRAKE, WELL AND I this life seemingly on flowery beds of improbable theories, while her modo of 
v KNOWN IN CHICAGO, ease and sometimes with questionable denvery jB both forceful and eloquent, 

Ün/i uni n a CIRCLE ON FRIDAY I lives as receiving their retribution in I tbe scholarly character of the control 
nr THIS WEEK, AT 2421 the other realms by having greater ob- being evident in every word and ges- 

SY, m>cT avenue. ADMISSION, stacles to remove in the progress of the turei The gubjecis that have been 
¿.TLaDiniTR MANIFEST IN HER spirit land. In concluding she said: It ilandied during her engagement with 
¿loci ca in a MANNER THAT WILL is an old and true law that he who the New Thought Society Include two 
SlünnNrF any SKEPTIC. I seeks can find. Let this life be a school ¡atures on ‘The Mystery of Justice,’
CONVINC wr<tpR from Berlin O|E instruction. We say to you explore I an instructive, and reasonable expopl- 

Mnrian Carpen- Ibe spirit life and when you are able to I tion of the laws underlying the unl- 
Heights, Ohio. Mr . . „ t0 look into the spirit land, then you will I verse> whereby each individual, in spite
ter of Detroit, paid and understand why and- what is retrlbu- oj present inequalities, eventually reaps

r^Tntne of Be^ what he has sown and geta absolute
a,A,™« hiahlv appreciated, as vine Knickerbocker writes from Egst justice; ‘Reincarnation,’ an appeal to 

m™- rírñpntPT is a very busy woman. Providence, R. I.: “It does not seem reason and not to fancy; ‘Suggestive
UHin time to greet her many possible for me to dispense with so val- Therapeutics’ in two parts, embodying 
nniv from the rostrum. She I uable paper as The Progressive Think- I the principles and practice of mental 
in a large audience In San- I er, as not only one but many topics are cure; while the subject of her latest dis- 

lectured to a g M o{ thení I freely discuéaedj Whlch aids In promot- course was ‘The Power of Will.’ Her 
warn «kAntieal investigators, as the so- ing higher thoughts and true investiga- engagement, which continues during 

nf Starltuallstalin this city is com- tion of self and its possibilities.” rhe remainder of this month, hasSiXfr““ 1“ . Ul«.i >• « Dr. P«M«. BatUe Creek, »1». £«”?> ‘‘.MbVSZ'lmX 
there are many more believers now, for „Ogcar A. Bdgeriy, closing Ms month s fl?ledty'gX¿alljBn^1/Grand RaffidTis
wlüi her correct tests and clear argu- I engaBeraent in Our city, has just left un- I “decltae whateve?
menta she convinced them. Su“^ der an engagement to return again next conditions that may prevail else- 
afternoon and evening, Memorial Hall, March Mr. Edgeriy seeks no praise, “° u°?9
Toledo, was crowded to listen to Mrs. nor does he take t0 hImEei£ very much
Carpenter. Her many admirers who of the credlt £or hlB clear, logical and <LPo?d‘8 association ?te contemplating
know her true worth as an honest me- ¿ven magIllflcent trance lectures. °1“ d“8°?aUosn_’l^mn e a 
dlum will always welcome her in Twenty years a medium, he has been ^®ieecrtectua? h°f8 Bat in

’ num engagements. May “health and educated. by hls spIrlt guides. He does ¿d then an
’, strength be given her no prove . the I Qt caU but a mob of excited curlosity-d

truth of Spiritualism to the multitudes. EeelcerBi but thinkers, reasoners, and ^itaLr deflnfta Inulta thnta Inlrltaal 
Mrs. H. Downing, favorably known M Btudents of nature seeking light and rel- tconrideraanJnome ?to 1 bo 

an excellent healing medium, has re- 18blng erudition. This class of people ““Pl® 4a considered by some to no 
turned from Waukesha, and is now at flock to bear blm> should he visit your eyhonymous with an air castle. .In the 
her home, 943 N. Clark street. village or city as a speaker, ask one of I Present instance, however, we hope to

Dr. Sarah M. Dudley of No. 11 East I bjB gu[des wbo was forty years a Scotch I 8et a tangible and substantial founda- 
Ninth street, Covington, Ky., desires an I preBbyterlan preacher, to give his expe- I tion under the structure, and make It 
engagement with some society as inspi- rjences on earth and in spirit life, and I less visionary and more real.
rational speaker and platform test me- I wbea you bave listened to him an hour I Dr. P. S. George writes from Lincoln, 
diumi and is willing to give public test • w¡¡1 wlsh tbat be wouid speák one Neb.: "A few months ago Mr. and Mrs. 
circles. Best of references given as to hour 10nger. £t jB a terrible sin to be Fred Wheeland .of Edgar, Neb., came to 
character and-ability. ■ an old-style, orthodox preacher, cramp-. | this city at my solicitation to sit in prl-

Henry Brunhaus writes that Dr. B. F. [n human souls, and as the poet says, yate for physical phases of mediumship. 
Austin Is giving lectures at Wheeling, I .DealIng damnation round the land.’ • I I Mr. Wheeland partially developed trum- 
W. Va., and will remain there during am to dellver a course of lectores the pet speaking some three or four years 
November and December. ' „ last week In this month In.Clyde, Ohio, rgo, but being young and Inexperienced,

G. H. Brooks, one of our most effl-1 the o£ tbe Bjiver-tongued A. B. I he allowed hls mediumship to decline, 
cieut workers, writes from Baltimore, preacb and hls accomplished compan- I but after a few months’ sitting we have 
Md - “The work here in Baltimore is ,on „ . been rewarded for our labor and atten-
nrnprpRsina very nicely. The Sunday * ‘ . ■ tion by some of the best manifestationsaudiences are good, and,much interest Dr. Beverly writes: .MauiLLord Lever heard in any seance r.oqm, and I 
is manifested. There has been quite a Drake has been with us two.Sundays, bave a££ended hundreds of seances in 
large accession in membership to the -and the. lovely talks and.benqtiful mes- I Ume Mr and Mra Wheeland and 
church. Monthly socials are held, Tn sages 3he gave.us were highly.apP eel- Lelf expect t0 journey to the Pacific 
which a fine literary programme is ren- ated. Our next party at Arlington Hall, coast (n tbe near future and will eon- 
dered. Ice cream and cike are served, 21st street and Indiana avenue, will be meetIng8 and- hol* seanceg . en 

' and a general good time is had., Mon- I a masquerade party, with fun for M. I route wln be gjad t0 hear tronl par.
day evening, the 14th, the Walter’s Or-1 Everyone who pays 25 cents lor a t cl e tleg along tbe 1[ne of traveb Address 
chestra one of the finest in the city, will have a Chance on a town lot in Flor- N 1318 O street, Lincoln, Ne-
alve a ¿oncert in the church, which idain, a winter resort, surrounded with braska.„ ’ '
promises to be very largely 9tt®n.^L °^®p^do“t^dand1^vnluéd aUlOO I Captain Geo. W. Walrond is lecturing 
The lyceum, while not large, is toJJ-o* *99 ' .. lu of ,20u W1U be glven and giving psychic tests every Sunday
interest, and new members are coming I Prize dancers’ who nass the and Wednesday evening, at ]iis large
In all of the time. On Monday, the 21st, away found worthy offices, 1512 Glenarm street,, Denver,
the lyceum will give an exhibition ot I judges stí“^ 9“d ¿r,e £f^n“ Colorado. This is Mr. Walrond’s tenth
ita workings, so as to awaken an inter- Send to the president^toe society for 1 *
est in the minds of the general public, tickets, e ., P gra continuously phenomenal success in his
On Friday evening, Dec. 2, the lyceum Mrs. M. Theresa Allen writes from professional as well as in public work, 
will give a dramatic entertainment for Springfield, Mo.: “The^Spiritual- ^ci- That eloquent> logical and radíC£Ü ]ec.
the benefit of the church. There are Cuurch is the new name for the . _,_r a Rnvlin can be addressed at 
other projects ahead, which. I will speak Soutb slde Spiritualist Society-the so-
of later on. One can see that the good ciety over whioh Revs. James M. and ’ has-been lecturing for
work is going on. I still ^ve January M. Theresa Allen have, preside I as kelast montoTier the Md FirstXoci- 

these months, also_for camp work the cbange was recently made rin conse- Ravltaj the Becretary) explalns lt.
‘coming summer. Send all mail ana g^gnee of the growing recognition that I .. _ ’pavlin Dear sir and• telegrams to my present address, 636 spirita.iliem is a religion, as well as a ^vlta Deal-Sir and
North Carrolton, avenue, Baltimore, sclence anda PMoBophy .and
Md.” , „ the term ’church’ is more appropriate. “ lecture for the First As---Mary B. Bradley writes: “The Spirit- Tbe term .S0Ciety’ may designate any aoc^nfor toer sewon up to Mayl
ual Society of Bloomington, Ill., have ltlnd o£ an association, but the term soqtatiimTOT^^

. had the pleasure of having Mrs. A. E.- .church. standB for religion, ally benefited by the linger term of ser-
Kibby of Cincinnati, Ohio, wita them and a pure spiritual life. Hence the ¿ and that the nubile will learn to
for the month of October, and have en- old namei Tbe South Side Spiritualist vic^M“ tea; tn^pubita wi b learn to
gaged her for the month of November s iety ls discontinued One of .the «^jTern^
Her lectures are fine and her spirit ieding tenets in the Spiritualist religion , resnectfullv vour earnest comessages are received by all with such js the parenthood of God (tlie animat- ™agcUuliy^your earnest co
comfort and enjoyment. She certainly lng Bplrlt of universal nature), and the I worker, k. H. Morrill, secretary 
deserves great credit for her fine work, Brotherhood of Man. To. the Spiritual- _
and also.her fine band of spirits. Those lgtB brotherhood is not limited by Firth Curran, president of the State As-
wishing to address her will find her at tbe boundary of the grave, but extends soclation of Spiritualists, served the.
604 E. Mulberry street, Bloomington, i<gel£ jn£o £be spirit world beyond, and NJrst Spiritual Research • Society of
Ill» Includes the spirits out of the flesh as Clyde, Ohio, Sunday evening, Nov. 6.

Sunday, Nov. 20, Mrs. Richmond’s as spirits in the flesh. In our The halt was filled. Her lecture was. of 
guides will take for their subject, "Gio- communications- with the so-called the most exa ted nature, and the read- 
rifled Spirits.” : It will no doubt prove <dead> we simply communicate with Ings from articles very fine and accu

- highly interesting and instructive. that portion of the universal family of rate.. Mrs. Curran on the rostrum 1m-
Mrs. Ella M. Dole has returned from mankind which 1b invisible and intangl- presses her audience with her inspira- 

her extensive tour in the East, and is n,a" • ■ ■ - ----- । i= n.r.
now at home, No. 1680 N. Clark street.

The Progressive Society will hold a 
bazaar and dance at Heuser’s hall, Lar
rabee and Wisconsin streets, Friday af
ternoon and Friday and Saturday even
ing of December 2 and 3. Come and 
bring your friends. Admission 15 cents.

W. S. Woods writes from -Kokomo, 
Ind. : “Spiritualists of Kokomo had Mrs. 
Allie Buhland of Indianapolis for two 
lectures, followed by Mrs. Dr. Pierce 
with messages from beyond the river. 
The meetings were well attended, and 
attracted the best of attention.”

The Register, of Sandusky, Ohio, 
says: “Before a large audience at the 
Spiritul Science Hall, Sunday evening,. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, of Toledo, gave 
a most interesting lecture, Her sub-

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let-

------------------  . .. .. .. Sunday evening htour hall for the ben- 
but her hearers were doubly, repaid, , flt of those who are interested in God.

Telephone Lake View 95.
Mrs. Lora Holton Upson, the, well 

known musical medium, will answer 
calls to fill engagements at camp-meet
ings. Address her at No. 495 East 43rd 
street, Flat 11, Chicago.

Sarah Stone Rockhill writes from Al
liance, Ohio: “We want to announce to 
our friends in adjoining towns that we 
expect a rare treat in the ’lectures of 
Mrs. Cora Morrell of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., at the Independent church, dur
ing the month of December. All are 
cordially invited." ■ ■

W. J. Colville is meeting, with great 
success in Washington and Baltimore. 
On Sunday, Nov. 20.and 27, he is to lec
ture in Masonic Temple, Washington, 
at 11 a. m., and 7:45 p. m., and at 402, 
A street S- E.. on Monday, Wednesday, 
and FrldA^? .Nov. 21, 23, .25. 28, 30 and 
Dec. 2 atro^b. m. Also in Shaftesbury 
Hall. 14 K Uarey street, Baltimore, 
Tuesday Nov. 22 and 29, at 3 and 8_p. 
m. His present address ta 1880 loth 
street N. W-, Washington-D- Q.

ble to the physical perceptions. Recog- tion dignitrand sincerity. She is cer- 
nizlng the brotherhood of mankind, our tainly adapted to the position she so 
interest naturally centers In the well- nobly fills. .
being of that brotherhood, and any en
terprise or institution that 1b antagonis
tic to the best good of humanity shbuld 
have our disapproval. Perhaps the 
briefest and most comprehensive defini
tion of Modern Spiritualism is given by 
Rev. James Madison Allen, joint minis
ter of this new church. To him Spirit
ualism signifies Religion naturalized. 
Science spiritualized, Man humanized, 
Society harmonized, and Civilization 
civilized. The Spiritual Science Church 
Will hold public services in Odd Fel
lows’ hall? on Boonville street, in. the
nearifuture.” . ■

The fourth annual festival of . the 
Spiritualist Society Light and Trutn, 
will be held, Sunday, November 27, 
1904, at Aurora Turner Hall,” corner 
Ashland avenue and Division street. 
Spiritual lecture, tests; to be concluded 
uith ball. EntreO 2:30 p. m. Tickets 
in advance, 15 fieatai at the door, 25 

, ximis» -

and

and

and

Mary Speight, secretary, writes:
“The Ladies' Auxiliary of the Engle
wood Spiritual Union are holding inter
eating meetings every Thursday after
noon in Hopkins’ Hall at 2:30, and new 
members are being added to our num
ber. Arrangements have been made 
and completed for a bazaar to be held 
in Hopkins’ Hall, 528 W. 63rd street, 
Saturday afternoon and evening, Nov. 
26. Many useful and attractive ar- 
tic-l'in suitable ■ for holidays gifts, have 
been provided, and a good musical and 
literary program has been prepared; 
also refreshments during, the entire 
session. The admission will be .10 
cents* the proceeds used to assist the 
Englewood Spiritual - Union, • which, 
plans to resume its- meetings,, at an 
early date. It Is sincerely hoped and 
expected that our effort, will' attract, a 
large attendance, thereby insuring, the 
future prosnncts of our . society la Its 
offmrt to Su.eud tito to-A.’’

A

evening, Nov. 20, will be what we call I , —------ ' J
‘Mediums’ Sunday.’ Mediums will oc- Mrs. J. A. Turner passed to spirit life, i 
cupy most of the time in giving spirit -Nov. 2, from the_home of her parents, 

»prow,», ««- messages. At-thls meeting.the by-laws Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Markland, in this
be present. The proceeds will be used which this society is governed will I city. She leaves also a husband, 
to inaugurate a course of missionary . . . tlie president, and the pro- brothers and sisters. She .was a Uni
meetings in towns where there is no ged changes in the by-laws will be versallst, but during her long illness 
regular society. presented for mental consideration un- (consumption) members of the Spirit

A paper published at St Joseph, Mo., I annuai meeting of the society in ual Science Society visited her often, 
says: “E. W. Sprague, a representative January when the proposed changes explaining pur beautiful philosophy and 
of the National Spiritualists Associa-1 be voted upon. Rev. Laura G. Fix-1 singing songs, and she became so much 
tion of America, last night addressed an I en,g addresB from our rostrum on Sun- interested that she requested'that they 
enthusiastic crowd of 150 Spiritualists day eveningi Nov. 13, was a-feast of conduct the funeral services. Sister 
of St. Joseph at Turner Hall, Seventh od things from an earnest soul.” Garrow, our speaker, being indisposed, 
and Charles strpets. The subject 6 .. staaer Adams hold a cir- Sister Anna Jones’ guide gave a com- 
chosen by Mr. Sprague was 'Plain Spir- I ou* Mrs< Q bell 305 munication which was read and was fol-
itualism.’. Mr. Sprague has been en-1 cie.at rat¡num. Harrison, I lowed by two of Mrs. Turner’s favorite
gaged to givftifour lectures in this c ty, ^earitt stt^et, urm Never Alone,” and “Safe in
but owing fflculty in securing Thursdayeve g. d medlums pres. Arms of Loved Ones” The serv
a hall the pl%ce of ¡last nights lecture P® s?°“ lve messages. All are invited ices were highly appreciated by all. 
was unannounced" To-night’s lecture ent to give messages. Decatur, III. THOS. S. KIZER,
will be in-the!samp.,hall and then will t° attend. , . . flnnpn . —___
be ahnouncej^he place for the next two Mrs. Isa A. CrossOn the first day of September, 1904, 
nights’ lectures. Efforts will be made on Nov. 10 v feeling hap- at Springfield, Ill., came the call to Dr.
to retain Mr. |prague in this city, as he and everybody home fee!ing haR JoelFWat3OIl( t0 ..COme up higher.” For
is considered one ohthe ablest workers py and anxious to/some Again, ina s p yearf) 8Uffered ^0^
in the Spiritualist cgiirch.” : | to .-the. Norton ^-o^es , ^ physical weakness which terminated in

Miss U. Fielding writes from ®n°ugh .an ^bnt line On ac- paralysis of the throat, which confined 
- - ........................had any desire in-that _line. pnM tQ hJs bed but one week. The

count oL our regular change' (called death) was a welcome
from to-night coming, om liianksgmng t(j Wm H(j wag born Int0 this lif0 
NOV ’n.e come everybod”? a^d have a I 85 years ago last March, at. Liverpool, 

good old-fashioned time. Tickets, 
cents; ladles, 15 cents.” 
? Declaring the public school teachers 
In Glencoe teach too much religion to 
his children and others, even unto tu
toring them for baptism, a ferment has 
been stirred by a petition asking the 
village board to stop it. The protest is 
filed by Principal Charles S. Bartholf of 
the Goethe School, Chicago.; "I prefer 
my children be not subjected to the 
crudities and peculiarities of. other peo
ples’ religion,’’ wrote Bartholf, "and 
that religious, training be. left to their 
mother. An address before the last 
graduating class was an old-fashioned 
revival sermon, not adapted to the oc
casion and highly , improper, in a public 
school.” The board postponed action

Washington, D. C.q “The noted author 
and lecturersW- J-igolville, is in Wash
ington, D.C.jfor the month of Novem
ber. He wlllltminisier to the.Flrst As
sociation of,oSpirlt^lists In Masonic 
•Temple; subject foptthe first .Sunday 
morning! ‘Inspiration, Its Source and 
Usefulness.’iw-He i<gives impromptu 
poems on1 subjects given by the audi
ence. His class lessons are held at Mr.
Woods', and extra class lessons at Mrs. 
Drums, 1830 15th,' street N. W. Mr. Al
fred Terry holds jneetings at Typo
graphical Hall every Sunday. The Sun
flower Club held'its Hallowe’en sociable^ 
at Mrs. Hinkle’s.' Miss Farrow acted, 
as hostess. The love cake was cut into 
80 pieces, and those that , didn’t find s 
thimble or a button, found a ring. Then 
the cloth basket pt nuggets was brought , 
out" All tried their luck at-five and 
ten cents a grab. The circulating li
brary was in oporattan, . Mra ,̂ M. , T.
Tzmelev taking the prize. There were scnooi. xue «««,.« v-“ mvstic measagea to be read by the mya-'.l at Its, meeting last night,—Qhlcago 
uc, aaft tortune.telling and read’ Sssatoa

, 25 England. He was among the first to 
’ accept and teach the philosophy of 

Spiritualism, and for a number of years 
was before the public as a test medium 
nnd trance lecturer. He was one of the 
first to bring the “glad tidings of great 
joy" to Springfield, 111. He was also a 
first-class magnetic healer, -healing

READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE
<- REMITTING.

When you send In your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully, 
look over the books, which you desirelni 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in. 
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro. 
gressive Thinker.

Sending out these premium hooka, 
however, at the prices we do, does noh 
reduce the price of the subscription of 
the paper, apparently or otherwise, a' 
single cent, for hat cannot be afforded 
for less than one dollar per year, in 
view of tlie fact that we publish such al 
vast amount of reading matter, much! 
more than any other Spiritualist, papen 
now published. .

In conclusion, bear In mind that tha 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating tha 
great bargain you are getting—an op. 
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu 
able library, the like of which was neveii 
known before on this material plane, *

Address all orders to , ■ i
J. R. FRANCIS, 1 

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois, ’

many stubborn cases where others had 
failed. He was always glad to heal and 
help anyone in need of physical or 
spiritual help. His greatest desire to 
live was that he might do good. He 
was known as an honest: and. true man, 
and his watchword: was to “atrlve for 
the mastery” bVer wrong. Ho was well 
known In Columbus, Ohio, about forty 
and fifty years ago as a, medium, and a 
foreman in the Ohio Tool Factory, at 
Columbus, Ohio. . . -

HIS WIFE, MARTHA WATSON.
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•This department is under the man? 
Sgementof ■■

HUDSON TUTTLE.
{Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

I NOTE—The Questions and Answeifa 
Biavo called forth such a host of re- 
Bpondents. that to give all equal liear- 
Bng compels the answers to be made in 
jthe most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
{forced brevity. 1-roofs have to be omit 
¡ted. and tlie style becomes thereby as
sertive. which of all things is to be dep 
irecated. Correspondents often weary 
¡with waiting for tlie appearance of 
ulieir questions and write lett< - of in 
quii-y. The supply of matter i: ilways 
[several weeks ahead of tlie space given, 
'and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
¡Every one has to wait ills time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
ItaVor.

NOTICE-—No attention will be given 
¡anonymous letters, h ull name and ad 
dress must, be given, or tlie letteis will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. Hie 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let 
terB of inquiry requesting private an 
ewers, and while I freely give what 
ever information I am able, the ordl 
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex 
pected- HUDSON TUTTLE.

a epint would Unger around its mum
mified body for such a great length of 
time, or care tor it. but in this case re
ligious faith may account-tor it. A 
priestess who. taught the doctrine that 
the spirit atter a thousand years would; 
return and claim its earthly body, 
which must therefore be carefully pre
served by Its friends. For if returning, 
it found its body destroyed, it must 
thenceforth wander forever, a bodiless! 
shade, in that vague and terrible bor
derland called "outer darkness." This 
was an awful fate, and to guard against 
it the oody was embalmed with the 
most assiduous care, and sacredly pre- 
i erved. Such a belief stamp^l n.to the 
fibre of the spirit by heredity ot num- 
nerless generations, may not be soon 
eutgrowii. and possibly atter even 4,000 
years, that spirit may ciiug to its shard 
expecting tlie resurrection hour. The 
religion of the present has scarcely es
caped the influence ot this Egyptian iie- 
liet in the resurrection of the earthly 
body. It has exceeded the Egyptian 
myth, by discarding the necessity ot 
embalming, believing that tlie particles 
of the body, however widely olown. 
will come together at the final hour! Is 
it more astonishing that a spirit may 
hold this belief for 4.000 years, than it 
is that nations and races advancing in 
civilization all that time have not 
grown out of it?
■ Talk of punishment in the future 
life! There may not be a tribunal or 
■judge of the dead." but wbat more ter
rible than thus being chained to place 
or object and although able to go away, 
drawn back with resistless power ?

EXAMPLE OF TELEPATHY.

Brain Waves From One Person to An. 
. other.

%

J

Marcellus Brown: Q. Is the globe 
of an electric lamp a vacuum! If not, 
why is not the air completely exhaust
ed?1

A. The globes are not perfectly ex
hausted of air because it is impossible 
to do so. The more perfectly this is 
done tne better. Practically so little 
air remains that toe carbon filament is 
not affected. ,

Student: Q. Are white and black 
colors?

A; A good deal of argument has 
been expended in affirming and deny
ing. and yet it would seem a very sim
ple matter to decide. White is a com
pound formed by that perfect propor
tion of the colors of the rainbow that 
they neutralize each other. On the 
contrary black is toe absence of all 
color fhe result of the absorption -of ev
ery wave of light. The Blackness ol 
night is too absence of all light rays.

Lumley Lewis. Texas: Q. Please 
Inform me what book gives best in
struction on Angora goat culture and 
where it can be obtained? Has its roar
ing been successful?

A The Department of Agriculture 
in 1901 publl.shed a bulletin expressly 
devoted to the breeding of the Angora 
goat in the United States. It was writ
ten- by an expert, and may be obtained 
free by writing the Department. It ap
pears Irom this bulletin that in the 
west and southwest the culture has met 
with most gratifying success. Dry 
mountainous pastures and thick under
growths of weeds and oushes are the 
delight of these goats. They are ex
ceedingly sensitive when young, are 
injured by wet and cold at all times, 
and must have .shelter from storms. 
Tlie hatr.-is valuable and the supply is 
■never equal? ton top;, ¡demand. - Hence 
flattering Inducements are offered; to 
those who are willing to give undivided 
attention to their herds;

J .-S H-; Q- Does the position of 
the body--’ that is dlrectiomof the head 
north; south.-etc., have any influence?

A With sensitives it has a marked 
influence? and the right direction for 
repose for such, id to place toe head to 
the-toorth and feet to the south. The 
body conforms thereby to the great 
electric currents which flo.w around the 
earth. 1 -

Those in vigorous health may not feel 
thë'effect of these currents, or note the 
difference in the positions, but toe sick 
are'Often acutely sensitive, and recov
ery or collapse may depend on the po
sition-of tlie patient s body in relation 
to the meridian. .

' D-: Q. Do spirits linger
around objects and places?

• A: The question Is called out by a 
clipping which the correspondent.. en
closes.- It is of a mummy of an Egyp
tian priestess at least 4.000 years old. 
Its-history from the tune of its discov
ery-is one of disaster. As the story 
reads:

The gentleman who bought it from 'its 
Arab finder in 1804. lost his fortune 
within a few weeks and shortly after
wards died. Two of the servants, who 
had handled the coffin died within 
twelve months. A third has lost his 
arm. owing to a gunshot wound.

On being transferred to London the 
case brought unmeasured misfortune to 
its new owner. Then came a startling 
development, which suggested a con
nection, pet ween these disasters and the 
mummy, case.
r. A photographer who attempted to 

make a picture of it got a negative, not 
of the cast of a face which is on the 
box. but of a living Egyptian woman, 
whose features wore an aspect of horrid 
mt>Ugn|ty. Shortly afterward that pho
tographer died.

The-case was then transferred to the 
British museum. The carrier who re
moved-it thither died within a week, 
and one of the men who helped to set it 
in its place broke his leg next day.1

A reverend gentleman Interested in 
Egyptology desired a photograph of the 
mummy case and a few days ago com
missioned Mr. Mansell, a well-known 
photographer to take one. As the case 
stands in an awkward angle, Mr. Man
sell’s son and his photographer visited 
the museum together to confer as to 
the best means of performing the work.

When returning home in the train. 
Mr. Mansell. Jr., smashed his thumb so 
badly that he has not been able to use 
his right hand since. The photographer 
got home safely, but only to find that 

i one of his children had fallen through 
a glass frame and sustained dangerous 
injuries. - .

Nothing daunted, the photographer 
returned to the museum next day and 
photographed the case. Lifting his 
head suddenly as he took the picture, 
lie s^uck against the frame of a glass 
case, and cut his nose to the bone. At 

' the same time he dropped a valuable 
screen, which is rendered useless by 
tne fall. ...

It may seem entirely improbable that

"Telepathy. or the faculty of thought 
transference, or whatever you're a mind 
to call it." said the Average Man tlie 
other day. "seems to be making a good 
deal of a stir nowadays. Personally. I 
oon't fall for these newfangled things 
very often, and the more X read the 
•wonderful experiences' cited by peo- 
nle to prove their theories, the more I 
wonder at their gullibility. I believe 
that In tlie few thousand years that we 
have been inhabiting and blessing this 
mundane sphere by our presence, we 
have discovered about all tlie senses 
that we have. However, comma.

"Something mighty strange happened 
in my own family yesterday, that, if I 
were one of these easily convinced peo
ple, might make me believe that there 
Is such a thing as telepathy. I look on 
It merely as a queer coincidence, but 
you can t convince my wife, who was 
one of the principal actors in the 
strange event. 1

"My wife used to be very intimate 
with a woman whom we will call Mrs. 
Jones. They were together on shopping 
trips, euchre scraps, bargain rushes and 
toe like, four times a week. When one 
was away or unable to Bee the other, 
their correspondence was extremely 
faithful. This intimacy kept on tor 
Borne years, and suddenly stopped. 
There was no reason, except that other 
interests attracted mv wife, and cir
cumstances in general combined to 
make them see less of each other. For 
perhaps a year the two women have 
not seen each other, and the letters 
which were frequent at first, dwindled 
until the correspondence, like the visits, 
entirely ceased. .

"The other woman moved, so did we. 
and neither family new toe other s ad
dress. ¡Yesterday.my: wife,was sitting 
-in Uie front joqm,-iwi;it4ng- ¡letters- -Hsr 
desk dq near- the window'-overlooking 
the street. After writing awhile she 
looked up and saia:

- Its strange, but I can t help think
ing about Mrs. Jones. I haven't seen 
her for a year, nor -have I thought of 
her for weeks or months, but today she 
is in my mind all the time. I wish I 
knew where she lives.'

" Wish you did. my dear.' said I. and 
went 'on with my reading. But in a lit
tle while she said again:

" Don't you suppose you could find 
the Jones's address m the directory? 
If you are not too tired to go out to the 
drug store-—

“‘All right? said I. ‘I will, in a little 
while. Do you want to write to her?'

- Yes.- said my wife. I really feel 
that I must.' 1

"She wdnt on writing a little while 
longer, and suddenly she gave a shout 
that made me jump to my feet in fear 
that-something had happened to her. 
She was standing at the window gazing 
fixedly at a window in toe apartment 
house across the street, where another 
woman, gazing just as fixedly at our 
windows, stood. That other woman 
was—Mrs. Jones.

"My wife rushed down stairs and 
across the street, and the two women 
met at toe doorway of the apartment 
house. After toe imaginable caresses, 
they each told the same story of having 
the other constantly In her thoughts, 
and wishing she knew her address, so 
as to write a letter. And now they're 
good friends again.

"Was it telepathy that made the two 
women think of each other as they were 
brought into near association?- I neg
lected to state that the Joneses had just 
moved into the apartment across the 
way from ours. You can't make Mrs. 
Jones and my wife think that there 
wasn’t a regular system of brain waves 
from our window to theirs, but I don’t
Know. 'Seems strange; that's 
New York World. ■

CHEER UP.

all.

There is no need of repining.
If everything goes not your way:- 

Some day the sun will be shining.
All nature around you be gay. ;

Because there's a fog in the morning. -
It is no sign, as we know. .

That at evening it s going to be rain
. ing—

Long before it the Bun's rays may 
glOW. ■ ■ . •

So take heart when-hours are the dark
est. , :. - ■-■■■ .

And nothing seems coming thy way: 
Thou shalt hear that for which thou 

hearkenest, . ■
And from gloom »win come break of

day. : :' ” :•: . . -.. -1 ■■
HARRIET E. WHITE.

Worcester. Mass. .

"Continuity »1 Life a Cosmic Truth.' 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject FsSee. doth, 81. '

"Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the authors latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound In cloth: and with 
portrait of the author. Price 76 cent®.

“MW Shall I Become a Modi-
um,” Fully Answered

Jn ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
emitg, Send to Ma Height (X j

What a silly question! What do I do 
when I think?. Why. I--think, of 
course.” 1

Perhaps there are many persons of 
average intelligence, who. if asked that 
question, would, without reflection, 
answer in just about such .terms. Oth
ers might say they do what they will 
to do. ■ .

But thinking qf anything does not 
begin or end with the thinking, nor the 
doing ot anything with the doing. In 
(he physical world there is no beginning 
or end to motion. All motion is derived. 
I hat is to say. the motion ot any visi
ble thing is imparted to that thing by 
the motion of something external to the 
thing moved. The movement of a foot 
or an arm is caused by motion ot mus
cles. derived from motion oi nerves, 
which m turn get their motion from tlie 
motion of brain-cells, but the question, 
what gives motion to tlie brain-cells?1 
is one that physical science has never 
satisfactorily answered, one that physi
cists have long and zealously striven in 
vain to answer, and strivenm vain, lor 
tiie reason, perhaps., that they have 
sought for its origin in some undis
covered differentiation of the only two 
things that physical science recognizes 
—matter and force—while It is possible 
that its initiative is in a domain apart 
from physics, a distinct order ot exist
ence. It is possible that science may 
come to recognize in time u duality of 
matters and a duality of forces as well 
—material and spiritual substances, 
physical and mental forces. The possi
bility of such duality may appear more 
clearly as we proceed.

Move any material thing, and the 
tiling moved will stop and remain m a 
state of rest when tlie moving force is 
withdrawn or becomes too weak to 
overcome tlie resistance to it. but the 
motion which produced the change oi 
position in the thing moved goes on and 
on without end. For instance, you 
throw a stone into a pond of water: 
the energy given to the stone is com
municated to the water, and from the 
point of contact of the stone with with 
the water, waves proceed in widening 
circles until they lap tne shore of rhe 
pond at every point. Apparently the 
motion stops at the shore, but it is not 
so; the wave-motion is communicated 
to tne material medium that envelops 
the earth and "extends through all ex
tent.” and who can tell where the mo
tion ends, if it ever ends? 1

It is a simple thing to throw a stone 
into a pond, out the effects produced by 
it are endless and. Immeasurable. It 
does not only put in motion every 
atom of water in the pond and change 
the relations of the1 atoms, one to-an
other. but it raises and expands the 
surface of the pond, and causes the 
water by its waves to reacn thousands 
of tiny rootlets on the shore, causing a 
richer green in its fringe of grass.

But this is not the limit of the ef- 
rects of the trivial act. Tnere is no 
limit. Perhaps the motion imparted to 
the air by tlie waves may add energy 
enough to the force latent in the clouds 
above to precipitate a fall of rain! 
Who knows? ' 1

Beginning with any one of a thou
sand incidents in the series-ot effects: 
caused by just such, a simplb act? and- 
'trjacing-the chain backward youvBtdptot 
what? A thoiight—an ■■1 expression 1 of 
iriind of apparently the-least possiole 
significance—the cause of endless -ef
fects. ... . ■ ■.

What do you do when you think?. A 
categorical answer to - the question 
would require a knowledge not-only of 
the genesis of thought of its processes, 
of the forces concerned in it. and the 
parts of the physical : organism- on 
which it acts and- through-•• which it 
finds expression, but of-its effocts.-im-. 
mediate and ultimate, as well. •

What is thought? Ib it a -mode of mo
tion similar to those of light and heat, 
and of the same elements? Is it due to 
a motion analogous to that which radi
ates the fragrance of flowers? Is it an 
effect of one or more of the known 
forms of force, playing oh brain-cells, 
and causing re-actions which are dis
tinguished as intelligent? Light, heat 
and other modes of motion are no dopot 
necessary to the development and 
health of the organs through which 
thought is expressed, to the functional 
activity of nerves, brain and heart, but 
if the intelligence of man originates In 
any physical force, or combination "Of 
forces known to physics, death ends 
the life of the individual, and the end of 
man is eternal oblivion. If it be so. 
tne hope of immortality is. only a "fig
ment of the.brain.” and the greatest of 
incentives to aspiration-and endeavor Is 
only a mockery of all that gives value 
and meaning to earthly existence. ■

The wonderful development of elec
tric scieuce has inspired the hope that 
tlie great mystery of the ages may yet 
be solved, and that the base of mental 
phenomena will be discovered in elec
tricity or electro-magnetism. Admit
ting that much of human thought is co
related to sense impressions and seems 
to have its origin in them, the fact of 
consciousness, the base of intelligence, 
is certainly in1 a medium entirely dis
tinct irom any of the known forms or 
conditions of matter, and the vibrations 
of psychic forcer are beyond the range, 
of material science -to- measure or de
fine. . _

It is known that each of the five 
senses-is adapted to vibrations of a dis
tinct order, and that the vibrations that 
reach the brain through the nerves Of 
our sense are not consciously conducted 
through the nerves of any other sense. 
That is to say. light, a vibration of the 
ether, is perceived only through the 
medium of the ontic nerve, and does not 
consciously affect the nerves of the 
ears, or of any other of the five senses. 
And further, the vibrations of light are 
native, so to speak, of our form of mat-: 
ter, and proceed from that form of mat-

1 ter and no other. ; .
■ It is to be noted, also, that all of the 
motions of matter that act upon the 
nerves of sense are active in and pro; 
ceed from matter external to the hu
man body, while the phenomena 'of 
mind apparently originate within it. in 
the brain. That this is the fact or only 
seeming may be questioned. But if 
thought is a mode of motion, it is evi
dently of an order distinct from any 
other order of cosmic energy, and must 
be derived from a substantial element, 
that has-as yet no place In physical sci
ence. Would it be saying too much to 
affirm that that element is what the 
wise men of the world for thousands of 
years have spoken of as spirit—the one 
substance in which mind functionales.- 
and which is in and of all organisms 
that have life and manifest- intelll-. 
gence? •

BV——7-r 
seen anything of its tom oil features, 
but its beauty or detoitaity has been to 
some degree reflected) in pnur words 
and acts. You -do xifot. Express a 
thought which is not relatedrto and is 
an effect of sortie -othto- thought winch 
entered into and had aqiartwin the. for
mation of that unseen world. Are you 
a puilosopher. an artist, a philanthro
pist. an honest man. or a rogue? You 
are just what the.-emosi-.: potential 
thoughts of vour soul-vJtmld make you.

Thoughts are ever limited :■ and col- 
cred by the thoughts which have pre
ceded them. They are the only factors 
in the determination of a mans char
acter. The importance, oi a-.good be
ginning for mind-building lis .paramount. 
That man or woman has been blest 
whose embryoniclife and childnoodwere 
molded by happy thoughts in the. mind 
tit the mother, and by intelligent and 
human associates. As- vjilco . attracts 
like." the inner world, of one so fortu
nate may be confidently expected to 
grow into "a thing of l?e$uty and a joy 
forever." and tlie man or woman to de
velop a strong, helpful, benevolent char
acter. .... ....

Thoughts do not come at command: 
they do not materialize, do not appear, 
do not come into your inner, life, be
cause you will them to. They are not 
products of vour will- voluntarily pro
jected from the citadel ..of reason, the 
storehouse ot memory or the seat of 
judgment. They are children of the 
soul, which multiply and1 replenish the 
world of spirit in winch they "live and 
move nnd have their being." They 
persist and re-appear in consciousness 
only when invited or attracted by oilier 
thoughts to which they are related.

Perhaps you have tried to solve a 
mathematical -question and failed. You 
tried in many ways to figure it out. but 
tlie right way did not occur to you. 
You searched in every nook anti corner 
ot your memory and your books for a 
suggestion to aid you -and did not find 
it. From sheer weariness you laid if 
aside, or gave up the effort in despair, 
and sought some meaifs i-of diverting 
your mind from the beifolfexing problem. 
And it may be your attention was not 
centered upon it. you may not have 
Been thinking of it at"a11. when sud
denly, like a flash of light from a mir
ror whirling m the sun. -aThought eamo1 
to you, and you sat dowiuand.found the 
answer to that questtom,¡without diffl-
culty, in

Whence came that flash of thought? 
that sudden illumination.',„Was it an 
inspiration? a stroke xif g<tjlus? Did 
you felicitate yourself!) riipflii having 
done a,clever tiling? .>®id Mjoccur .to 
you that you were enabled to solve that 
problem by impressions -.1 made , upon 
your mind by antecedent!! thoughts, 
some previous tramingoobseiwation. ac
quisition, incident or accident in your 
:lfes experience? Or..dt may not have 
occurred to you that ■ tjie wayj to figure 
out the problem existed thought 
impression in other njlnds^-or in-too 
realm of. spirit,,and that-itemay have 
come to you telepathtoallymoi'. which 
means the. samo. iiisplHitlon&ily. How? 
ever it came. yop. coul^jppt jijivs solved 
the problem, an(I you.cpuld ^pot have 
-liad. the.inspUgtion. if ji w^ au fospira- 
t!qn,..:|f,ygu3JbAd not Jieen,jippiiHipd,,,by- 
previous tnlnklpg io pltraqteapd' cqtefo. 
the thought,

Thereforp.it may. be.said of'every 
thougbt..in any ipind. it is*made pqssi-. 
■ble by past.thinking, by . antecedent 
thoughts which have (eft their impres
sions m your Inner world. . Jt is not 
that one thought begets another like 
unto itself, it may oe. but that it at
tracts kindred thoughtK->as-birds of a 
feather flock together."1' Or it may be. 
that they are sometliibtf like seeds 
which under favorable pondltions. ger
minate and proouce others of t|iis kind, 
beautiful flowers or noxious Jveeds.

It is a principle, a law !of nature: toe 
law of attraction, manifested in all 
growth, by which everything In process 
of development draw to them jiist such 
elements as are ■' necessary to . their 
growth. Thought is note exempt from 
that law, and this'in a sense justifies 
the expression, often” heard. • that 
■ thoughts are things,”-: It. is thiq law 
ot nature which suggested: the senti
ment of John Burrough s Verse:

I

Serene, I fold my hands: and wait. 
Nor care for Windsor'tide/ orsea; 
rave no more gainst Time or Fate 
For lo! my own shall come'to me."

.. Why do children,, born of the same 
parents, nurtured and trained - in- the 
same way in tod same environment-ex
hibit such great contrasts in tempera
ment, inclination and conduct? The 
question is often-asked, and.especially 
when the child of.amiable and- exem
plary parents-seems to bq possessed ot 
a devil. That the. mother s, influence 
should predominate in the molding of 
toe child s character, and m laying the 
base of it especially, is more than 
problematical. It cannot well be other
wise. In many cases the: children of a 
family exhibit in formand.. feature, 
and mental traits as wel), more of the 
father than of the mother, but tins may 
be due morerfully to the mental images 
in the mind of the mother than to the 
generative influence of lhe father.-

My attention was called recently to a 
young man who'is and hûs -been- frOm 
infancy a hopeless imbecile.- His’head 
is of fairly good shape- find Sizer and 
does not of itself indicàto idiocy; but 
his movements, expression of eounte- 
nance, utterance and tffies are those of 
a drunken man. He was-said to- be the- 
son of a good mother.i,’pf"-3àîr intelli
gence. His father was ” aitBf inebriate 
and when drunk was abusiVfe - to- his 
wife, and she was: dreàtlfullV-afraid of 
him. The child in -emmyo was marked 
by tlie image of his foraer ift1 toe moth
ers mind. His-condition ig the effect 
of a thought.- The ■ rifling0 *traits of 
children, the differenéfis in She charac
ter of children of thelo samH parents, 
nurtured and. trained । ih -'thé same-en
vironment. may often fie traced: and no 
doubt are for the moffiX pM-t. due., to 
thoughts, or mental stMeS; Off the moth- 
durlng the periods1 of ^station. Such 
states of mind may-bS1 attributed in 
many cases to 1 them expressions1 of 
thought, misconduct or tin wisdom, of 
the husband; It is ■often retfrirked that 
one or more of the children' of any 
family manifest qualities: sharply • in 
contrast with the habits and manners of 
ofher members of ‘ the family: ■ This 
phenomenon is a matter-or wonder, to 
many observers. - It does not seem to 
occur to them that the father may not 
be at all times the-wisc. prudent and 
helpful.man-he is reputed'to be; ot that 
the mother in her home- may not al
ways foe so amiable as ffhe'appears'to
her neighbors; It is hot often neces-

From the moment of your conception; eary to go back of the child In embryo 
and from the hour of your birth mental I - - . .. .................. - -
influences have been at-work upon yotir 
brain and body. From the time your 
flrat cry awoke -the sympathy oLyour 
mother and quickened her exhausted 
energies into nnxlotia concern for your 
welfare thoughts have been building 
taping and coloring within you a mys

to accouht for- Idiosyncrasies in his
after life: but it is not improbable that 
they may result from conditions^ that 
antedate the moment of ssbacepthm ®n 
dittons which invent that minute cell or 
vesicle cMled the ovtm from which the 
physical body is «solved anfl vsteh
dette WWiteäcBS e®W «sdfeâ

many believed; has had no beginning.
hronj toe sphere ot toe soul comes all 

motion that is involved in- mental or 
psychic phenomena. Tlie motion is the 
motion of spirit substance through the 
various phases of the . force, called 
mind, the- specialized manifestations ot 
which are called Thoughts. This 
realm of being and activity is correlat
ed to tne physical through the union of 
spirit and matter. To tlie degree that 
spirit is combined with matter does toe 
latter appear to be influenced by tlie 
vibrations of thought acting upon it.

Hie amenability ot matter to mind, 
however, is only apparent, not real. It 
is the spirit combined with matter that 
responds to the vibrations, or waves, of 
mental force, just as the particles of 
matter are moved by heat, electricity or 
other terms ot physical force. The 
larger rhe proportion of spirit, or the 
finer the spiritual element, in any 
term of lite, tlie greater is the degree 
ol intelligence expressed through the 
organism. Mind is to spirit what force 
is to matter. (These assertions are not 
intended to be accepted as oracular, but 
merely as suggestions tor thinkers who 
are untrammeled by scientific or relig
ious dogmatism.)

If tlie above statements be true, and 
they appear to be plausible, in every 
body capable of moving at will, and 
possessed ot sentience, every ceil of 
biain, nerves, muscles, tissues and 
bones is imbued with spirit, and is 
amenable, to a greater or less extent, to 
the will, and to thoughts which seem to 
(but which surely do not) have their 
origin in the brain. If. then, all the 
cells of tlie body are amenable in any 
degree to thought, bodily conditions are 
con elated to the mind, and tljey may 
be cnanged by a change of thought, 
ihat disease Ib often overcome by 
thinking has been demonstrated too 
often to need proofs. By your think
ing you strengthen or weaken the phys
ical organs, and add to or take from 
your resources of happiness.

The doctrine of the conservation of 
energy, a fundamental tenet of physics, 
is just as true and necessary in the do
main of spirit as It Is in matter. Noth
ing In spirit is ever lost or destroyed' 
either of its substance or force. The 
memory of anything once in the mind is 
not obliterated even though it be lost to 
consciousness. It may be recalled, as 
eveiy well-informed^ Spiritualist and 
psychologist knoWi It has left its 
trace .in. your lune? world, and is the 
progenitor ol an endless series of ef
fects, ,Iu which it lives. Tlie fact of its - 
continuance has been proven, some
times by a sudden and unexpected un
covering in a moment of introspectlon. 
,or peihaps through the medium of a vis
itor from the spirit spheres. By1 
some means you have been reminded ot 
the long-forgotten incident. Your 
thinking is making an indelible record.

The young man, jocund, joyous, reck
less,- •sows his wild oats." He is giv
ing color to his inner world which he 
will some day find Is out-of harmony 

■With hie better thought. ■ He knows 
nothing of the tremendous attractive 
force, the base of. habit. Through the 
.suggestion of a friend, or of his own 
better nature, or .of a ministering spirit, 
he jpay re^olv-po.-fo reform». He - will- 
jEearn -then, too force' of. habit-and ■ the 
difficulties entailed, by-1 the persistence'. 
,pf selfish thought. -He cannot get rid of 
the memories that haunt him. and he 
cannot undo the injuries he has done 
to others.- . .

The happy, innocent; trusting victim 
Of hie lust has long since disappeared 
in the slums. Her parents went down 
in sorrow to their grayes. Shame, sor
row and degradation have been the 
fruits of .fils wild oats." He can not 
wipe.out .the, memory or too. evil. . No 
self sacrifice, no vicarious atonement
will do that.

Has he steadied down and become a. 
noble and exemplary citizen? Is he 
good and happy? Has he found a re- 
■deemer? Does he. never, think of the 
girl who trusted him and went to hell? 
Does the memory of per give him 
pleasure? No. no. no! The efface
ment of memories, stopping the waves, 
of the pond .and checking the ever 
widening sphere of effects, are not in 
the order of nature. -

To be in bondage to past thinking is 
bad, but bondage to ancient creeds is 
worse. "Redemption" in its largest 
sense signifies freedom—freedom of 
thought. This is the freedom which 
the knowledge of truth confers. Edu
cation is supposed to be conducive to 
an enhghtened understanding: it is 
often orly a reinforcement of bigotry, a 
polish for - dogmatism, a weapon for in
tolerance. The worst bigot is the 
trained bigot

Are you free to think? If so. you 
may be .conscious.at times of thoughts 
which do not seem to oe in keeping 
with your own.way-of thinking. You 
may not be able to locate their source 
but you are sure it was not in yourself- 
This .impression may be true. Every 
indiviaual thought-center in the uni-
.verse is inalienably bound to every 
¡other, and messages.from.one ■ to 
ether are carried wijhout wires.
are fortunate .if yout: receiver is at
tuned to .patch thqAest of them. - 

■ What, then, do you do when
think?

an- 
You

you

You are assimilating the elements 
that have entered into your life through 
the avenues of .consciousness and re
main a part of it. You are extracting 
from the chambers of the soul whatever 
of good, or use or satisfaction those 
chambers hold. You contemplate the 
pictures hanging upon their inner walls, 
and find peace, joy. and promise: or 
you quicken the sensual, selflgh.or hate
ful desires of your mind by the gross 
images you conjure up from your mys
tic domain. - 1

. You add something more of use and 
beauty to your cultivated- estate: or 
something of no value to toe products 
of your untilled fields. -

You strengthen your mental, moral 
and physical powers: or confirm and 
accentuate the degrading tendencies of 
your mind. You set up motion in 
brain and nerve cells that may affect 
every other cell in your body, and pos
sibly stimulate all too organs of toe 
system. ■■■. - -

You may send the blood to your face- 
or back to the heart, according to the 
thought which vibrates from your in
ner world. 1

You may wreck toe whole system by 
the emotion which your thinking in; 
spires, or augment the forces of life 
and expel disease. - -

You may attract from the world of 
souls. influences of the greatest pleas
ure and profit, or- by the nature of 
your thinking become -allied with dark 
and demoralizing shadows of the un
der world. ... .

AH of this and much more you do or 
may do when you think. •

Ji W MCUNE.
•Los Apgeles oal ~
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The "Sub-Conscious Self."

Reg-

exposure of the torture-chamber of the 
schools, and backed by all those doc
tors and "professors of biology" whose 
only claim to distinction is their dia-

ing bodies of animals strapped move- 
lessly on their dissecting tables, la
bored wltli the managers until they

proofs of spirit return is only lightly 
speaking.- '

One year ago I was presumptuous 
enough td believe I. might be able to in
duce this wonderful man to visit us arid

must witness it to appreciate it and to 
realize the wonderful power of the splr-

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 
' 1285 Commonwealth Ave. 

... Boston, Moss. ,

Mr. Jamies Riley, of Marcellus, Mich. 
To say the people of this progressive 
little hamlet are.in a fever of excite
ment over the wonderful convincing

the child .wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. . These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44,East 31st

vielded, and the Humane Society was 
informed that the exhibit would not be 
allowed! Not in these words, but eu
phoniously “there is not space.” This 
was false, for the space had already

it world When the conditions are prop
erly made. REV. MRS. TED SMITH.

Bermidji, Minn. •

This l»:S picture of the only

who wnaiaa forty-eight years 
expert««;.IH-the ” <*

years Inexnllarlnm work, and

Rlycnrepeclsl.attention to.oyo, 
ear. thrBnrand.TunK I «M

' alsoall.tbiinaMnftvouauiscascs
ofbothMxM. • • . . „-Hover jtatts to-nure piles. If 
yon troviTd nko on opinion 

of your cwe-ItaBB, write just how you feel with 
your own tutndMd told tbeletter In your hand flvo 
minutes;-- Enclose trimp for reply.,

-. Address, AIWREW- B. SPINNEY, M.-D... 
- Prop. Beed city sanitarium, Reed city, Mich,

. ~ Ib one ot the oldest and most BuccoBSful Splrlt-A Cure for Stamnierluif Wan tea. uu, ajl,i Magnello PhyBlclanB. His cures aroniur-
If any of bur readera know of a cure for Blain- yelous; htB examinations are tree to all who Bend 

merlng they will confer a great kindness upon a I him name, ago. Bex, and lock ot lialr, and 6 cents 
poor, working boy who has been thus atlllcted tn stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
Bhiee ho was slx years of age,-by sending such in- He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
formation to Amly Jordon, Knob. Shasta Co,, Cal. wonderful Bliooess, at reduced prices. A trial will wnaauoum auuy uu.ueu, " ■ nnnvlncnyoii. HiB practice extends all over the
-------------- - land. He cureayou in your own home.

TItANCE READINGS, , . Address, J. B. JLp’UCBLS. M,»., 
By mall, one dollar and two stamps. Diseases ' Lock Box 120» Stoneham. Mass,
diagnosed and treatment indicated, by. Spirit    ——...•......... . ; ..... .... - . .. ■■
Guides, two dollars. Bond either your own writ- . • , ■
Ing or Lock of hair. .• ■ . . ' -

ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS, . .. ARr-rH

’ - AN ASTONISHING OFFER
FRED. P. E VANS, I Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

true »»tad . hair, age, name and the leading symp-Independent Slate . Writing | toin, arid your.disense will bo diagnosed 
Clairvoyance, - free bv snirit power. • . •

Kgagg»? Ib. Dr, Dobson-Barker, 
IMFORTflRT WORK. 23SaBt-

Send 25 cents-to the Investigation Committee, . ..
Publishers.- Davenport, Iowa, for Prof. Watson s .... , _______ : _______
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,________”0.

j meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between- Garfield 
and Webster ‘ avenues. Lecture, mes-

■. Thé little village'of Bemidji, Minri.

■■

The Progressive Thinker Stands >er Body ¿Batte foràpinWm, ^^ünadnlterated, andforAUTM Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

Notes on Current Matters of Interest, by Hudson Tuttle
'cut denominational bias? Sweep away 
the denominations and their creeds and 
the religion remaining would have to 
be given a new name, for no one would 
recognize it by the old, ■

Will President Harper tell us what 
the universities have discovered er 
published in the past fifty years, five 
hundred years, riew in religion? Will 
he tell us how he proposes they shall 
give this new instruction?

■ A little episode in connection with

Dr. W. H. Terry, who for his Jlfe-long 
and able championship of the cause, 
may justly be called the Sage of tne 
Southern Cross, in his splendid journal, 
The Harbinger of Light, gives a straight 
blow at the solar plexus of the much- 
noised subconsciousness. It is a singu
lar illustration in the study of psychol- 
jgy," how abjectly the dictum of those 
supposed to have access to the courts A Jnue eiJlbuuc JU Uvuixew»vu 
of science, is received by the multitude, \yorid’s Fair throws light on the 

md by other "scientists,” if agreeable • ■ ------ -
io their desires. In this acceptance of 
the “sub-conscious,” which is entirely 
.peculative, and while explaining , some 
jhenomena utterly fails in others, and 
.bus falls short of a “working hypothe
cs.” There are those who have op
posed the hypothesis, for it never had 
the status of a theory, from the time Dr. 
Carpenter first put it forth, on the 
grounds that it was not supported by 
facts and only a fancy. Others Treated 
It as though as firmly established as the 
law of gravitation, and gave it qualities 
superior to the normal-conscious self. 
It remained for Thomson J. Hudson to 
make himself notorious, by gathering 
the fancies of others and making this 

1 unknown "sub-conscious" the strongest 
power in human life. As Dr. Terry

PIÇK CHUM6 WISELY, le to be one. A chum who is neither

Their Influence Will Be Life-Long for 
Good or Evil, Says. Rev. Hopkin,

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Tts Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 

GIyTus the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth.
subject and shows what kind of in
struction President Harper advocates. 
The Humane Associations of this coun
try secured space for an exhibit, intend
ing to bave a place where the advocates 
of tills beneficent movement against 
cruelty could meet, and the literature 
on the subject be distributed. This 
was allowed by the management, and 
funds raised for the purpose. The 
friends of this cause intended to de- | 
vote a part of their space to the exhibi
tion of the various instruments and ap-
paratus by-which horses, dogs, cats, 
etc., were bound during the horrible ex
periments performed by the vivisec- 
tionists on these living creatures, with 
casts and drawings of the horrible mu
tilations inflicted by the professors in 
colleges, before their classes. It would 
have been an object lesson to tlie pub
lic, showing how the lust for cruelty un
der the garb of science, had taken pos
session of the universities, and made 
the wanton torture of animals a pas
time and a source of pleasure'.

President Harper, by thé impolitic 
publication of the intention of the Hu
mane movement, became aware of the

strongly says:
“This sub conscious has power to lev

itate heavy substances, to be conscious 
of the secrets of not only all who come 
under its inspection, and all the actions 
of their lives, but of those with whom 
they have associated; moreover, he, by 
implication, makes them appear most 
unconscionable liars and deceivers, by 
personating disembodied spirits and 
misleading sincere Investigators search
ing for proofs of an after life.”

But does this remarkable quality be- ____~ ____________ ____
long to the body, or to the spirit? It j-|jOhc cruelty in cutting into the quiver- 
must be proven to belong to the former........................ . •*
If it is taken as an explanation of spir
itual manifestations. , If it. belongs to 
spirit, then it is only a new name for 
phenomena well known, and readily ex
plained by Spiritualism. If it belongs 
td spirit, the entire contention goes 
down like a cobble house. If the exist
ence of spirit be admitted, the • “sub
conscious” is a man of-straw, and Dr.
Hudson reseiribles the bag-punchers at 
the entrance of the Pike shows, who by 
the terrific nolse'they make attract the 
crowd . into take performances. Dr. 
Terty strikes at this vital point.

SPIRITUALISTJVIEETINGS.
It Is important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time. ' ■ .

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, .corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1646 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.46 
o'clock, at 319 E. 65th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will bo secured. for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the

true nor tender, who is afraid to speak 
the truth in love, tor fear of giving pí
fense, who seeks your company only for 
what he can get out ot it, is your-basest 
enemy. Choose your chums with care, 
for they to a very large degree control 
your future destiny.”

"The Equal of Any Man !n the Country.”
In her address at the meeting of the 

Kentucky D. A. R., the president, Mrs. 
Will Reynolds, said:

"The Daughters of the American Rev
olution was founded in the purest spirit 
of freedom, patriotism and •independ
ence. The name of no man or set of 
men should be used in electing our ofli- 
cers, every Daughter being the equal ot 
any man In the country, no matter how, 
high his position is or has been.”

In a social sense this is true, but in a 
political sense nothing can be farther 
from the truth. Any man in the coun
try, no matter how low his position is 
or has been, is the political superior of 
nearly every Daughter of the American 
Revolution. No man in this country is 
taxed without representation or gov- • 
erned without his consent. Every 
Daughter of the American Revolution, 
unless she lives in the states where wo
men vote, lives under the same condi
tions that induced her forefathers to 
take up arms against his mother coun
try, and it is strange that this “spirit of 
freedom, patriotism and independence” 
does not lead the D. A. R. into revolt 
against the injustice that classes a 
Daughter of the American Revolution 
with idiots, lunatics, minors and crim

, Inals, LIDA C, OBENCHAIN.

At the Franklin Avenue Congrega
tional Church, Cleveland, Ohio, Rev, 
Robert Hopkin delivered the second in 
his course of Sunday evening addresses 
to young people on “The Quests of 
Youth." He said: “Tell me who your 
churns are today, and I will teJI you 
whq.t your character will be tomorrow, 
fqri.it is not only true that‘a.man is 
kifown by the company he keeps, but 
it is equally true that by his company 
he is either made or marred.’

"Your chums of to-day will be your 
chums till the journey of life is done. 
The body in which your c)ium walks 
may pass forever from your sight, but 
his spirit will stay beside you to the 
end; you will think his thoughts, you 
will speak his words, you will do his 
deeds. •

“Lessons learned in the school of 
chumship are never forgotten; if your 
chums are good, they can never teach 
you evil; if your chums are evil, they 
can never teach you good; as the old 
Spanish proverb puts it, ‘If you live 
with wolves you will learn to howl.’

“Through our chums the horizon 
life is broadened, our resources are 
multiplied and our privileges in
creased; for we see through our chums’ 
eyes, we hear through our chums’ ears, 
and feel through our chums’ sympa
thies.

“To have chums a inan must- be 
chumly. The only way to win a chum

thA Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Mre, Holton Upson, missions, y Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for
Truth Seekers. Musical messages ana l my kiiud aisier, Jeuuio £. Webb, one ot theeari- 
taola All orc wclonmp lest niodluine now In tho form, by wrltlnt: a lettertests. AU are welcome. . to a eplrlt friend.. Send Uto me with 11, and IW1U

Meetings every Sunday at 10.4u a. rn. try and get reply by Independent writing: or whla- 
at. hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the pere. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamborlaln, MU- 
auspices of Walter DeY oe, the well-1 "•
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiset. ,

The Brotherhood of Spiritual Truth 
meets Sunday, 7:30 p. m,, In Temper
ance Hall, 330 W. 63rd street. Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and wife.
-—.I । ....- .. ........— I fl IJnnrtapfnf Restores Lost-Vision;

Ii.r.-n clilpf desires and n WUl UGI U Write tor Illustrated Circular
SKEF®Spectacle..

Btump. box r. a, dud umeuto, ___________ vefoped tills Clairvoyant power. In me. I can ud-
——: ---------------- - —:--------- - my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect-
MRS. C. H. COCHRAN. THE SUCCESS! UL Hy t0 y0Ur eyes at your own home and send by 

Magnetic Healer, treats all diseases spiritual lnall asif you werelnmy office. Thousands will 
)y, Consultation free. Your troubles or disease testify, B. V. POOLE,
diagnosed free by mail, for five 2'cent stamps, 48 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. IH
1674 Wellington St., near Clark, Chicago, 111. Dear Mr.'Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I
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The Most Perfect

SPRAY MEDICATOR

been secured. ■ .
■ This, then, is the “new religion” 

President Harper expects the universi
ties to teaichi Not the loving relation
ship. Of all living . bélrigs, which de

.. mands of man as the most exalted 
_ I brother, to be kind ¿nd gentle to all 

“I.t is singular, however, that none of the’lower forms, and needlessly inflict 
’ these students of the unconscious or no discomfort or pain, but the lust 'of 

subliminal self make clear to what part I c/uelty, to. bind the faithful dog, or 
of dur triune nature it belongs—body, obedient horse to the rack, and cut 
soul, or spirit—of whether it is supple-: through musclé, and quivering nerve, in 
mentary to the whole of them? From fiendish cunning, to give the most pain, 
our point of view, all the- qualities le- lfOr hours arid days, until the animal 
ultimately ascribed to it belong to .the dies of agony; and then straps down a 
spirit, and our own experience in the new victim, to continue this savage 
Sevelopment of ' interior ' vision and orgy! ,- - - - .
clairvoyance by magnetism, corrobo- ... js this the new “religion’ of the pres
ented by that of others in ’ the. same ident of tfi6 Chicago University? A 
field, goes a long'way towards a demon- 6tudy which demands a devil for dem* 
stration of thq correctness of our hy-4 onstraíór; .benumbs • sensitiveness, 
potliesis. We ’dissociate'. Magnetism dI1(i malíes.cruel, brutal, unfeeling men? 
trorii Hypnotism, because as a rule in Und ¿11 this slanderously said to be in 
the latter the hypnotizer dominates the J (he name of sciéñcé, and. in further- 
Bubject, making himi ainënable to sug- anCe of.a new .religion! ’ .
réstlonf óri the’.other hand, the;magnet- , It jg a blessed thing that.only a few 

-fzér; bY-cliáfginé ,tlíé brain ’df Ihis; sub-1 can,be 'éducàtêdiavsuch: ..universities.
^ Blessed tUatta'lÉ:áre;:riót,-ahlé to come

' tlniíl and tissues transparent to the in-,"hháéf such'trifÜïï^.'^whlèli'1'makes the 
’ tier or spiritual vision, as. most sub- brutality of football popular; hazing a 
■ stances are..to the Ro^erij^en rays, ..and, college sport,ínnd-asíiGeó^e T. Angell 
■•ehabÎêâiiï'ïô'’sé'e:’wlihdüt<:tfie'i^^^ it, turns;óritifKé;“¿3Ylége devil.”
tlori,df-the physical ofgans-of. Sight' .It ■ " HtlDSON TUTTLE. -
alëôr-tjui.ckéns and ’ sensitizes,.'.all the ■. ■ ■ .
higher j^ciilties of the system, •■raistaÇ' . ’ . ; MAT¿R|ÀLIÏÀT1ÔN.

; their tone to .the highest, pitch. At the , . ........... 
’saiiie tiriie,’the’involuntary action of the I ... ..... ' .
libera arid circulatory system are reg-1A Visit From Farmer Riley, and 
ulated; ¿nd operate rhythmically. This . -, • ■' i ' : Results. :
is called, by magnetlzers the ‘sleep-wak- ' . ; ’. >’_r_—
Ing'state,’ thé body being asleep, but -- ------------------------
the intelligence awake. In .this, state bad thé honor of ¿’.visit from one.of | 
the subjects-will convérsé ás in the nor- [{be most notable riiedíúms in.the world, 
mal condition, but with greater fluency; ■ - - -- - ■

■ refinement and candor. They will rare
ly speak spontaneously on matters of 
fact, but will do so freely in answer to 
questions put them by tne magnetizer ; 
can clearly see and descant upon the 
physical surroundings, though their 
oyes be securely bandaged, and their 
vision, when accustomed to the state, is 
almost without limit; they will describe 
many things and converse on various 
subjects, some of which they are unfa
miliar with when in the normal state,
but when they are awakened they (as a 
rule) have no recollection of what they 
have said or done whilst in the sleep
waking state. Yet, when again put into 
that state, either after a short or 
lengthened interval, they have a clear 
recollection of their experiences of the 
former occasion. This implies a seat 
of memory distinct from tne physical 
brain. Where is that seat? We an
swer, in the minc^Cf the spirit, which 
was dominant when the physical brain 
v/as asleep; and we submit the follow
ing as proof: Of several occasions we 
have-said to the sensitive, whilst In the 
sleep-waking state, referring to some
thing she has said or done, “Now we 
want you to remember that when you 
awake.” and she has done so, repeating 
distinctly what was desired. How was 
this done but by the Intelligent spirit 
impressing it upon the physical brain. 
You may call it the “Unconscions self,” 
but it is only unconscious, or partially 
conscious, when Immersed and1- be
clouded by the physical organism; 
when it is able to function independent 
of that it becomes supremely conscious, 
and when interrogated, Invariably af
firms itself as the spirit or Ego.”

object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre. 
spending secretary, 660 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th street.

Mrs. M. A. Burland, pastor of the 
Light of Truth Church. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 26 E. Van Buren 
street. Messages given. Mediums wel
come. Come and take part.

The Progressive Society holds serv
I ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
I avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m.

Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session, Mfs. Hilbert pastor.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 
and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock, 
at Kornberg's hall, 31st and Lock 
streets. Condùcted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes.
f The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds, services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt's 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Thursday evening at their new hall, 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Black-

IN THE WORLD FOR

hawk streets. Mr. Frank Joseph, me
dium. '•

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m.' The hall number Is 361
863 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North 'avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll arid Mrs. J. Villroak. •

Church of .the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near bjorth 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

DON*T READ THIS. Mnifoffl Qfiirtt 115)llCITI
If Blok write th me;amid I will Give you a,free nlVUVl 11 mUII 1 lUUllulll« 

examination. Iwant.no leadlnff aymnlom. Nprv- ’ I • ' '
oub exhaustion Md Ipit vigor of both Boxes sue- Ttw th«
eessrully treated. Bend name, age. eex, complex- • . me
Ion wclffbtand lO.cts; iutstampa or silver, ana ro-1 ,
celve a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to Greatest LlVUlg GhetlllSt, 
you. Be Bure and-write youi* owmlctler. Address, 1 ~ •

“SSSu Sir William Crookes, F. B. S.
------- '■-------------- —r-r------- :------------------------------ --  I -Tho English. Edition costa 11.60, and postage. 

n>> .’OflAiwa iT.nntAr Lnnft ' We have Just brought out a new edition (only UI. vCOlfttl UJVdICI -Ullllc, I American) with text and Illustrations In full. It
TDCiTC' CDIDITI I AI j ycoBte only BO cents. Ills Unanswerable.
1 KtlA 1 ’ prlixLl WALL * . This Remarkable Book and REASON,-

AU Ailriieilt&’With Success. OurlS page Monthly, por year, for »1.00.-Send now | 
driSESSIOX-aapeclaity. 872.HWUlneton Ave., . TlioAustta Publishing^ompaey, 
-B6Bton,'M«eS.-4SEK ■■-. • KoeUe.ter,*. X-
BOOK ON GBBESBSdX.

Church “ of . thé Spirit Communion, 
. I Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave-

I mie.. Conference and messages, at 3 p.; 
.. mit lecture at, 8 jp. in. . Messages by H. 
Its I F. Coates arid.others. Good music. ‘

I Church of tlie SouL Communion holds 

sages and tests. R. 8. Ray, pastor.
The Rising Sun Spiritual .Mission 

holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:;30 and 7:45. Sunday school at 1:30., 
Star Lodge Had,.378 S. Western- .ave-' 
nue. All welcome. ' ■

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2. to' 10 p.' m.’, at' Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street arid 

------------ ...----------------- Indiana avenue. Admission to after
give us a chance to see our darling noon meetings, free; evening: servfbe, 
spirit friends once more in the material cents.- Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
body, so a. correspondence was begun — - — ■
and not until this fall did I succeed in 
getting Brother Riley interested in this 
direction. I even wonder now how we
were ever so fortunate, as the talent 
our dear brother has developed is cer
tainly wonderful. The long journey of 
almost a thousand-miles was certainly 
the most discouraging feature of it all 
to one getting far over in the shade as 
Brother Riley is, and then going among 
strangers alone, and to sit among skep
tics, was another barrier to good re
sults; but we are certainly convinced 
that only a man made of the material 
Brother Riley is would ever have under
taken it. '

Admit, as every Spiritualist will, the 
premises of this subtile writer, and his 
conclusions become inevitable. . The 
“sub-conscious self” is absorbed by the 
spirit and disappears. .

Nothing New From the Churches.
The professors of the Western, Uni

. verslty have a way of startling the 
world by their bizarre utterances, and 
unfettered by the reverence for prece
dent and authority of. the East, some
times, like skilled workmen “hit the 
nail on the head” and hit it hard, and 
at others show more “strenuousness”
than sense.

President Harper of the University of 
Chicago in an address to the student? 
and faculty thus gives his opinion of 
the present status of religious instruc
tion: "Not a single religious problem of 
any importance has been solved by the 
theological seminaries of the United 
States in fifty years. The churches are 
too'much occupied with denominational 
questions to direct their attention to 
them. The solution of these problems 
must comevfrom our great universities, 
which are realizing that they must fur
nish the religious training in the fu
ture.” ■

.fcademy<if Higher;Sciencesl
_ . „ ___ ’ line to you angels or demons? Are you determinedAnd College of Fine Forces. . t0 give or cel? Are you trying to wink at psychical

- -„a m™e«.r,,i^Mhn<inofaure laws by sitting In the dark, and not creating wlth-Teaches new and wonderful melhoda^rcure. yourself a splrltualcapaclty for communion ot 
r "Fastjoining of world-vri^ “pfrlw? Are you trying to get something for noth-
Llght. Color. BlcctrtcIty,Magnetmm< Mind, a . sm J d t tbe lc0 ior Bucoe8a.
n^???UM^eUcs“?«n at Colleger mi mediumship? Do you want to bo a take or an

-?t one’s home/Books and Instruments furnished, adept? Iain JriP y™-Blng a mapped addressed 
8<mdsump for-cataWp^ter envelope, forProBwettwof “The College of Dl-

• K. P. BABBITT. M.. vlnB sciences and Beullzatlon.” Reduced tuition..
' -7 . 62 Bait Ave.. Rochester, N.Y. I only one ot Its kina tu tho world. - •
' \। r -—;—---------rd oLAIRVOYANCE-CIotb-bound, price, |1.50(re-

~ • - tx’ 1 duced from 12.00). Jt'teaches.you how to penetrate.
rrir/1 XnAU Inner • I >in I - the veil of sense and matter,converse with splr- -Allv OPvdiKlIlcL its.veadXhe crystal, see the future, prophesy.aro

• \ . attain illumination, and be a Yogis, »“All students
. A WonderfuldBptrltuftl Invention J will do well to study this excellent volumn.’’—W. 
Gives names.,dates:ahd circumstances. Speaks j. Colville. “It is a revelation.“--Light “Best 
in various languages; answers-mental Questions; I work on the suojecL—Mind, . Marvelous—Ep ,| 
convincing thsmostekepticaLiHas come to prove [ ocH-makinir.’’—Lilian Whiting, 
immortality and spirit communion.- Develops all I cnTDmvnin.n.hvniifflfiid.i 

■ phases of'mediumship. Magnetized .by powerful 
spirit band. - ’ ■

■ ' .......... TESTIMOXIAK
. • • Hotsprings. Ark,Jan. 23,1904. .

. p. j. Dempsey:—I ahv more than pleased with 
your Speaking Dial, ^nd the results obtained, are 
in some InBtsnces1 aBtonishlngi: I baveji .plan: 
chette and Ouija board,’ but the Dial is .a great im
provement on them all.’ Yours

If you wleh-to-lnvCstlgatQ Spiritualism and con
verse with your spirit friends in your own home, 
order a Speaking Dial .to-day. - Dials now .IJ»w 
each.' Booklet with testimonials for4he asking. ... - AddresB ^- ’' P. J. DEMPSEY, Inventor.

■ : 2817 Columbus Ave.. Minneapolis. Minn.

Catarrh, Head Colds, Deafness

WHY SUFFER WHEN LIQUID SPRAY WILL CURE YOU?

The first and one of the most con
vincing tests given by the controls in 
Mr. Riley’s seance, was the appearance 
of my brother-in-law, Mr..E. J. Achen
bach, who passed to spirit life one year 
ago. Every sitter in the room had 
known him for several years, and all ex
claimed, "There is Mr. Achenbach.” 
The next spirit to come to convince the 
skeptics was Mr. George Carson, a man 
known by every one in the town and 
was called the father ot the town. His 
wife, who was a skeptic, recognized him 
at once, as did every one in the room. 
He shook hands and every line in the 
face was perfectly distinct My hus
band, who has been a life-long skeptic, 
has been fully convinced. Among the 
rest who were skeptics and were con
vinced, were‘Mrs. D. Farley, Mrs. M. 
Spain, Mrs. G. Carson, Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Peterson, Mr. and Mrs.. Fred Brink
man, Mr. M. J. Lindahl, all of Bermidji.

During Mr. Riley’s seances over 25 
forms materialized, all were recognized.

One of the most wonderful features of 
it all was the excellent slate-writing. 
Many beautiful messages were written 
by the loved ones gone to the other life. 
Very few people in Bermidji now .doubt

street ■ ' ' . .
Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build

ing, 109 East Randolph street, third 
floor. ^Please take elevator, hall ad
joins.) Services every Sunday con
ducted by William Fitch Ruffle, who 
will give tests, spirit messages and psy
chometric readings to.all in attendance. 
Services, 11 a. m., lecture and tests to 
all; 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., song service 
and tests to all. Lecture omitted after
noon and evening in order that ail may; 
receive tests. Residence, 3201 Indiana 
avenue.

A Spiritualist . Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 623 Bel
mont avenue.- Services held every Sun
day and • Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. . •

Occult Scientists; St. Peter’s Church, 
No. 3666 Indiana avenue, corner 37th. 
street, 7 30 p. m. : Lectures, “proof, 
positive tests," . etc. . Mrs;. W." Brock
way, psychic. No fee charged at ■ the 
door. All are welcome. . -

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1566 Milwaukee, avenue, 
corner Western avenue.. Mrs. M. Schu-

Uri—Ul u IV. VI n a ua.aia*. ••
I RRIEIT WORLD, by Gaffleld, cloth, 60 cents...

AURAS AND COLORS-Wlth exhaustlve die 
. tionary of color meanings. A unique book for 

unique people. Price 60 cente . .. ,
I PSYCHOMETRY—Theflrstand only book.which 

t teaches the science ■ so that you can practice It 
1 P EASYLESSONfl In Ihsplratloricialrvoyance and 
: Psychometry; Price. 60 cents. . ' r • .
‘ REALIZATION—How-.to enter the super-con-

Bciousncss and -be a Yogis. Price.», cents. .
DIVINATION-A Ms. series on howto divine. 

’ hidden'.things, and lost treasures, become, a
Be0RYST ALS for crystal-gazlrig, a new lot at 82.25 
eBH0W°TO8WfflsMBER PAST 'MVES-rA -Ms. 
ecnes.on’1M

WE WILL MAIL IT ON TRIAL FREE.

Don’t take medicine in the stomach oil specific into the finest medicated va
. j. por which penetrates the obscure air

macher, pastor..
Tho Universal Occult Society, holds 

Its meetings at No. 77 East Thirty-first 
street, Hall "C,” every Sunday after
noon and evening, the Hon. Robert Gll- 
ray pastor. Good mediums to give 
messages. Conference at 3 p. m.

Spiritualism, and If Brother Riley was 
to return it would be an easy matter to 
procure the baud to meet him at the 
train. Brother Riley’s materializing 
needs-no recommend, he furnishes the 
proof beyond a doubt. Several of the 
gentlemen who doubted the power of_ 
the spirits were invited into the -cabl-’ 
net and while sitting quietly in their 
chairs, were given such a gentle toss 
into the air that before they landed, ev
ery remaining doubt had taken flight. 
About fifty people in all visited the se
ance, and all are glad to say that they 
are Spiritualists. Brother Riley gave 
us all a rare treat, by preparing a dark
room where a circle of friends were 
blessed by loving touches from the spir
it friends; our combs were removed by 
the angel hands, pansies were, carried 
around the circle and tucked in our 
hair, the tambourine was shaken vigor
ously over our heads, a cup of Water 
full of pansies was carried several feet 
Snd placed on the table; they then re
moved the pansies and the water was

ular service at 8 p. m.
Lake View Spiritual Union holds 

Sunday afternoon meetings at ,3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr; and Mrs, Carl A. Wickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street.1 . . .

New Testament Stories “igsS 
ed Drawings by Watson Hestoy-Witt critical 
and humorous comments upon the ton’s drawings ura’incopiparable; andi-olreruri- 
atingly tunny. OnotSiustseo the book 

■ cUWIt;-. the pictorial satire;cannot be toH. It 
will make yon laugh heartily.. . Price in board, 
11,00; cloth, 51.50. .

The Nemesis of
Chautauqua Lake the weii-

- -known Author and Scholar,
HON, A, B. RICHMOND, 

Should bo in tha hands ot every. Spiritualist in 
the land. It is based on a historical fact, but 
through tho naratlvo is woven a psychic lino of 
thought in the stylo so natural to the great 

■ criminal !¡>.wyar that one can feol Lie author b 
very presence during its .perusal It is certain* 
lyIntcresUnjr. Price.cloth.75edits. .

to" kill germs of disease in the head. 
LIQUID. SPRAY immediately relieves 
and cures Catarrh, Head Colds, Hay 
Fever, Asthma, Buzzing and Roaring in 
the head. Partial Deafness and La 
Grippe. You cannot cure Catarrh, 
Asthma and Hay Fever with the same 
remedy; don’t be deceived.. Each dis
ease must be treated by the Specific 
that removes the cause of that disease. 
Our new Specifics act directly upon the

cells and tubes, even to the inner ear, 
and makes breathing easy, and heals 
the sore places by lining the inner sur
face with the antiseptic healing oils.

LIQUID SPRAY is absorbed by the 
mucous membrane and is carried to ev
ery cavity of the head by our special 
directions, destroying the germs of dis
ease in the head, throat and lungs. 
Thousands of our old customers will be 
glad to test this new treatment. To 
prove that this is not idle talk, we willcause, hence diseases, disappear______

LIQUID SPRAY is the on J ~n proper spe_
Xis X. tut Ml t. t. T re.-»

cure. Our Medicator converts the fluid naming their ailm

1 WILL MAIL IT ON TRIAL FREE.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine; Being an investigation of 

Truo and Fabulous Theology. A new and com
plete edition, from neW -plates and now typo: 
IM pages, post Svo. Paper, ‘-’bs; cloth. 60c.

Trial Subscribers
Wanted.

I will mail an/ reader of .The Pro
gressive - Thinker, who will name 
their ailment, one ,of . my Spray 
Medicators and. four.. drahms LIQUID 
SPRAY suited to their disease on FIVE 
days triar FREE. If it‘gives satisfac
tion, send me $2 (which is two-fifths 
price); if not Satisfactory, retuni it at 
the expired time which will only( cost 
you 12 cents postage and.you will not

owe me a penny. No one can ask a bet
ter offer.

If you have Rheumatism or Kidney , 
trouble, mention it and I will include \ 
free, a sample treatment of Australian 
Life’ Tablets. This remedy acts upon 
the Uric Acid poison in the plasma of 
the blood and quickly relieves and per
manently cures these diseases. -

Order From the Following Directions:

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
iri room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashtori. ■ Pastor’s address, . 3802. 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park.- Day at 
home. Friday- . -

; Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets the first and 
tbird'-Thursdays of. each month, at 
room 612 Masonic Temple, from 3:30 to 
10 p. m- Coffee and lunch at 6 o’clock.

Psychic Research meetings .at 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course In oc
cultism,-teacher, and, lecturer,- P. . M. 
Esser, 82 'Wflow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums alf welcome.

The Spiritual Troth Society h'olds 
services every Sunday at 2t30 p. in., at 
Hopki&a’ Hall, 638 W. 63rd ritredt, o»*

The Fall and Winter Campaign 
lu Ueilw of The Progressive Thinker will be 
especially important to every Spiritualist. We 
want to spread the paper broadcast, hence we 
will send ib. out on trial, 12 weeks for 15 cents, 
or 7 copiesqto one address for the same length 
of time'/for $1.00—sent on trial to those only 
who have not been subscribers to the paper at

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 2
is a positive cure for Catarrh of the 
nose and throat, Head Colds,.La Grippe 
and Tonsilitis. --.

: ' LIQUID SPRAY NO. 3 . .
is the only permanent and positive cure 
known- for Hay Fever.- '.It gives imme
diate relief; also good in diphtheria and. 
whooping cough. ■ - \ >

- LIQUID SPRAY NO. 4 ■
á valuable anti-spasmodic treatment 
and relief of the attacks of asthtta and 
iither spasmodic affections.

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 5

irritable and persistent coughs and „tu.» 
berculosis (consumption) of the .throat, 
and lungB, should be used regularly and 
persistently. ’ •

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 6
le an antiseptic cleansing, alterative 
remedy, especially prepared tor Ca
tarrhal affections of thé middle ear, re
sulting in. deafness, and of particulars 
value in dry, catarrh.

These words regarding the professors 
■ of theology are true, but If the Bible is 

infallible and gives all knowledge re- 
gafding religion, why should there be 
any desire for anything now? If com
plete, then anything and everything 
new must be false and undesirable. 
The best student is the. one who a> 

. ceptB the.teachings of the past, and re
' fuses to be aUured by the heretical new. ,««««« .»■« . - «Ariklh»’ Halt 6SS W. 63rd ritreCL; o®.

awíX'rKs^«

least for one year. We want everyone brought 
in touch with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain 
each-week. In sending in these, trial subscrip
tions always state whether Spiritualists, church 
members, or investigators. This liberal propo
sition will be withdrawn by December 15. So

LIQUID SPRAY NO. 7

¡S' a soothing, alterative antiseptie 
treatment /especially prepared for 
chronic catarrh of the nose -and throat ;, 
relieves bronchitis quickly. .is a healing antiseptic treatment for all .

REMEMBER-I mail the .Spray Medicator with 
medicine complete to any reader of The 
Thinker, on the special offer made above. No better 
treatment has ever been offered the American Peo-»
pie. Agents wanted. Address

trial subscriptions at. th© above rate should be. 
nished in At t ; Í6 Maine SU Ashland. Ohio,

•jw

?

fqri.it
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YOU CANNOT Ap- < 
ford to miss an issue 
of this paper, with Its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL
LITERATURE*

SEND YOUR SUB. 
: : scription in at once, : 
? and keep pace with 

all that is transpir. : 
: : Ing in the ranks.
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“The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” Will Have a Fair and Impartial Hearing.
This Discussion is Bound to be Interesting from Start to Finish, upon this Important Sulyect. You cannot afford to Miss a Single Issue while the Discussion Lasts.

san DIEGO, CALIFORNIA., 

Its Spiritualist Societies, and Other
1 Topics.

I find in the city of San Diego a very 
nrogressive people, reaching, out along 
Sn & lines that enlighten und 
bring a clearer conception of tneBe 
truths in its many phases of expression. 
tri also find the Spiritualists to the 
front with flying colors and Stand 
teachings that touch the real thlnkei as 
no other ism to-day can do, ®®c0“d1(£ 
none in Ite presentation of that witici 

iiZ they can prove through the natural law 
of practical demonstration.

The First Spiritualist society of San 
Diego have a very beautiful temple in 
which they hold services three times 
every Sunday. It is meet complete 
in its appointments—brlghtfand Bun y, 
having for its location one of the best in. 
^M^C. A. Bubb, president’of the so
ciety,’ is the one for that office, reaching 
out always for the purest and best 
wherever it is fo be found. He is in 
strumental in engaging such talent as 
Will C. Hodge, an old wheel horse, who 
fears nothing, and stands a monument 
of strength and power.
j also find in the Temple a magnifl 

cent library of over four hundf®d 2^ 
umes from our best writers. There Is 
organized a Young People s League, 
led by the young meri and 'women of 
this society, who are In close। touch 
with the inner workings of a glorious 
philosophy, and their presentations of 
these truths prove beyond a doubt tne 

' great power our young people have in 
any field’’of action they may enlist in 
—they are at the head or tne column, 
with their eyes set towards the prize। of 
the high calling; they furnish for the 
cause enthusiasm, and they also put a 
cheerful courage on which lends lignt 
and strength to souls more advanoed in 
life, who are nearing the border line of 
another expression. When our young 
men and women stand at the helm most 
excellent results may be expected.

There Is a lyceum, having a member
ship of 60 scholars, whibh is conducted 
by E. Gertrude Lepper-Smith, formerly 
of Minneapolis, Minn. I find her to be 
a most competent and earnest worker— 
one of the few who can reach the heart 
of the child and bring out that which is 
there awaiting the magic Slouch of un
foldmerit. This most-. estimable lady 
proved her ability In. this direction 
When the children took charge of a 
memorial service in memory of a y°aaS 
■boy who recently passed , away. The 
„eihple was most beautifully decorated 
with vines twined into a rainbow arch, 

...- under which their leader stood—flowers 
brought by loving children who held 
him ninse in .memory’s Sweet silent 
chambers of communion, and the song 
and the verse sent forth into his atmos
phere their tender love—when a evveet 

'' child stepped to the front, sending forth 
this invocation composed by their 

-leader: •
' / Invocation.

.We ask of Thee, our Father, 
‘ Sweet rest to-day from care,

«■

i • •
’n 
S' ■

“WHAT IS, IS RIGHT.”

A Critical Consideration of Pope’s Say
Ing.

■ tWhiie for a moment of time, 
i We bow our heads in prayer.

<We ask Thee, oiir Father, .
" To send an angel band, . , 

To teach us day by day, ,
•Thjr. will to understand. ■ ;

Teach us,’ oh, our Father, 
To clasp our hands in Thirie, ‘

And know though dark the way, 
. - The star of hope will shine,-

To guide us ever onward, 
. Until in that land, of light, 

■ 5Ye gain a home eternal,
.Where no sorrow comes to blight. 

Amen.

Every one present once more, as in 
days gone by, said, “Suffer little chil
dren to come unto me, for of such is the 
kingdom of heaven.

. If all Spiritualists will put their 
heart in the work, there is no reason in 

' this world that could prevent every 
Spiritualist society from having a 
temple of their own. We simply lack 
courage and push, and pulling together. 
We all talk too much and sit down and 
make not one practical move to bring 
about this state of things. We as Splr- 
Itualists owe it. to our mediums, our 
speakers, to’our audiences. If we would 
take the nickels we spend at worthless 
seances we would soon have a home 
wherein our philosophy - could be pre

INTERESTING POINTS OF HISTORY.

All Nature is but art, unknown to thee; 
All chance, direction, which thou canst 

not see;
All discord, harmony not understood;
All partial evil, universal’good;
And spite of pride, in erring reason’s 

spite,
One truth is clear, Whatever is, is right.

—Alexander Pope,
There are occasions when dashes and 

exclamation points are more expressive 
than words. While I would hardly go 
to the extreme of saying that this is one 
of them, I nevertheless find it difficult 
to express in words my opinion of the 
above quotation. Let me say before 
proceeding that I do not take excep
tion to all the statements made above, 
but shall confine myself to the consid
eration of that apology for indefensible 
conditions, those four words so often 
quoted even by those who are in a post- 
tion to know better—four words so 
pernicious in Influence, so discouraging 
to all effort toward advancement, so 
blighting in their effect on the higher 
faculties of the spirit, that it is surpris
ing that any person who uses his or her 
reason could entertain the opinion that 
"Whatever is. is right.” ’

Ï have often wondered why some per
sons consider it necessary or advisable 
to conceal the existence of wrong or 
evil. Do they fear that by admitting 
the existence of wrong we thereby ques
tion the goodness o.r justice of the over
ruling power,of the universe? If so, 
they place themselves in the same post-" 
tion as the slave to orthodoxy who is 
afraid to reason fearlessly upon any 
theological problem because he might 
thereby offend God. Our modern mental 
jugglers affirm that whatever is, must 
necessarily be right or it would not be 
allowed to exist by an omnipotent God; 
and reasoning from this assumption 
they endeavor to effect a reconciliation 
between right and wrong, but their 
enigma is only equaled by the attempt 
to reconcile Genesis and Geology—both 
being beyond the range of possibility.

In answer to the assumption that if 
God is omnipotent and omniscient he 
would not allow wrong to exist unless it 
serves some useful purpose, it may be 
questioned why we are then constantly 
striving for- change and progression in 
place of stagnation and retrogression, 
if both are equally “right.” We face 
conditions as they are, and no amount 
of quibbling can make - black appear 
white nor make à wrong appear right, 
all pretensions' to the contrary notwith
standing.. . .

The human race has slowly, laborous- 
ly advanced to its present condition of 
civilization in the face of one continual 
struggle for supremacy between truth 
and error; justice and injustice, good 
and evil, right and wrong; and. just in 
proportion to the triumph of the former 
over the latter we have traversed the 
path that leads from brute to man. But 
it should not be- understood that this 
ceaseless struggle is necessary for the 
upbuilding of character or that progres
sion is the result of opposition. It is 
not. 'Whatever we have gained in the 
line of permanent and' useful develop-' 
ment has not been because'of opposi
tion, bùt in spite of it. . ■

The doctrine that good cannot exist

Col. Olcott and the Eddy Brothers— 
—Some Interesting Particulars That 
Go to Make History, as Set Forth by 
One of the Oldest Spiritualists of Ver
mont. ■
I noticed in one of the Spiritualist 

papers that somebody has had access to 
a copy of Col. Olcott’s book, “People 
From the Other World.” Zephenlah 
Eddy, father of the Chittenden, Ver
mont, Eddy children, formerly lived in 
my native town, Clarendon, Vt., next to 
Rutland, on the south. I have known 
the Eddy family from their childhood 
up, and in former days I saw many of 
the Manifestations at their seances. 
There came a time when I was not a de
sirable and welcome visitor. Strictly 
physical manifestations were never 
Aery attractive to me, especially after I 
had graduated from the raps Into the 
living practical philosophy of Spiritual
ism, therefore I sometimes had too 
many eyes, and asked too many ques
tions to be a favorite at some of the 
dark show seances."

When Col. Olcott first came up to 
Vermont to visit the Eddy family, some
one at the hotel In Rutland referred 
him to me as one who knew the family. 
He called upon me and made general in
quiry concerning them. I told him 
they were called somewhat wonderful 
as. physical mediums. That they were 
more popular with entire strangers 
from abroad, who made short visits, 
than among home people. I told him 
they were sharp, shrewd native mount
aineer people, and. not inclined to allow 
very close investigation. That while 
they may not make everything to order, 
they liked to’have a full and satisfac
tory seance, whatever the condition 
might be. That he must keep his eyes 
Open and rely upon his bwn jiidgment.

I had heard of Col. Olcott, as, at 
•one time, connected with the Agricultu
ral Department of the New York -Tri
bune. At the time he came to Vermont, 
I understood he was in the interest of 
the New York Sun. Next I heard that 
he had returned to New York and came 
back in the interest of the New York 
Graphic, an illustrated.sensational pa
per, and brought back a city artist, and 
had decided to publish an illustrated 
book, the history of the Eddy brothers 
and his experiences with’ them at their 
Chittenden home. About that time a

Morality vs. Religion«
The claim that orthodox- religion is 

indispensable ¿s a promoter of morality 
is baseless assumption, Morality is 
not dependent pn-Christianlfy, and no 
belief in false religious dogtjias and doc
trines can make men -moral... Immor
ality is conspicuous among church

THE PANORAMA OF LIFE.

Ever Changing, Ever Flowing Like a 
Stream,

SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA. A TRUE DREAM.

A Foretaste of Heaven In the Home 
Circle.

very peculiar woman appeared on the 
scene from New York. She was called
“Madame Blavatsky.’’ ’ " ’"After a while

sented in its best form. As it is, we 
expect our mediums to work in halls 
that are permeated with all conditions 
conducive to inharmony, and if they 
fail, we cry out against them. I believe 

•the time will cojpe when our people will 
■ consider this question and give it their 
:. personal attention. I sincerely hope I 

I may always live in a place that can 
.. tvith pride point to a Spiritualist tem- 
; pie, wherein oiir departed 1 loved ones 

may find us banded together, united in 
the one great thought-v-worship for the 
good and pure. /’

. Brother Hodge lectures every Sunday 
morning for the Second-Spiritualist So- 
clety, whose services are held in a 

• very attractive hall located on National 
: avenue, and in the evening at the Tem
ple to a good audience. . .

, My friends will be pleased to learn I 
rim in perfect health, and I feel ,1 could 
not: fail to mention the fact; that had it 
not been for Dr. Waltt of . Minneapolis, 
Minri.; I to-day would be in the spirit 
world. Dr. Waitt is now located at 
the New York, the very best rooming- 
'house in San tolego. It is modern and 
clean,'and IS located in the heart of the 
City. It is under the management of 
two ffiost estimable ladles who are 
taost considerate as to the comfort of 
their guests. I recommend the New 
York to all people who ar.e contemplat
ing visiting this city. Brother Hodge, 
as well as myself are to be found at 

, this place. :
ADELAIDE K; BROOKS.

San Diego, Cal. ,

The child taught'to believe any occur
rence a.good or.evil omen, or.any day 
of the w'eek lucky, hath a wide inroad 
made upon the soundness of his- under
standing.— I. Watts. ’ . : .

without its opposite, evil, and that 
therefore both are right, ife eritirely un
founded in fact, and most pernicious in 
its influence.' It is true that right is to 
a certain extent relative; but as civili
zation is not dependent upon savagery 
for its existence, so can we have a con
dition of right without enduring evil.

In considering this subject, Hudson 
Tuttle has arrived at the conclusion 
that “Whatever is, must be; and there 
should be no praise, no censure, for its 
being thus.” This, however, is a view 
we find it difficult to accept in Its en
tirety, although we agree that it is to 
a certain extent true. That there are 
many things beyond the power of man 
to improve is plainly evident, but we 
should not assume that because one 
thing is impossible another is also. In 
fact’, there is hardly a condition that 
confronts us to-day but what can be 
changed for the better by earnest effort. 
And it can be said in addition that we 
-are not incapable of making the effort 
when we are aroused to. the need for it. 
Activity is always associated with life; 
energy will be expended in lower chan
nels if it Is not directed Into ’ higher 
ones;, and if we can only direct the en
ergies of the race into higher planes 
of action wrong will naturally vanish.

Everything is evil in just so lar as.it 
is imperfect, and good is reached to 
just the extent that perfection is at
tained.. Nothing Js absolutely right— 
entirely perfect—and hence everything 
Is to a certain extent wrong and imper
fect. But progression is constant, no 
height too great for us to ultimately at
tain; and hence no condition can be 
pointed out as unchangeable, nor can it 
be said that the occurrence of any event 
was .inevitable. We are subject; to con
ditions, yet we can do much toward 
Overcoming our environment ‘ .

If we were to alter Pope’s much-quot
ed saying to conform with our views, it 
would read something like this: “What
ever is, ' is subject to change and. im
provement, and nothing is right except 
in so far as it approaches perfection.”

The acceptance of “Whatever is, is 
right,” leads to a condition of content
ment. ’ It! stifles: all effort toward im
provement. Il is contrary: to reason. It 
is'the doctrine of moral,'mental and 
spiritual inertia, not of activity; of. 
darkness, not of light., It-had its origin 
on the side 'ot mortal,, weak and erring; 
It lacks the prescience: and clearness of 
a spirit’s unclouded vision.

. ' GEORGE B. FERRIS.
Grand Rapids, Mich, 

- . ' ■ ’ t igpiw ;
.My name and memory I leave to 

men's charitable v speeches, to foreign 
nations and to the next age.—Bacon.

Suspicion is hot less an(enemy to vlf- 
tue than to happiness; he. that Is al
ready: corrupt ;ls naturally suspicious, 
and. he that becomes’' .suspicious . will 
qulcklycbe corrupt—Dr. Johnson.

Conviction;, were It ‘neyer.so excel
lent, is worthless 'till? it convert itself 
into conduct-*Carlyle. ;

she went to New York and.- returned. 
Soon most wonderful . manifestations 
took place. ' Strange spirits from India 
and other far-off-countries, came just 
in time to be included among the .Illus
trations of the "People from the Other 
World.”- The book was puolished and 
the price was fixed at ?2.50. Col Olcott 
called on me before leaving for his 
home and loaned me a book, as I was 
not interested enough to buy one. '■ I 
told him the’Spiritualists of the. Green 
Mountain- State had small means, and 
the price was too high for successful 
sales anywhere. T saw at once, in look
ing over the book, that people from this 
world had quite a finger in the pie. The 
history of the Eddy family, and the ex
periences of the brothers as mediums, 
appeared In the book, and must have, 
been-mostly obtained from themselves, 
as much of it was entirely new and un
known by those who had known them 
best.' Afterwards when several of the 
family were traveling-in the west they 
bad a disagreement and divided; part 
of them started on a tour, for ri while, 
as exposers of mediumship, thinking 
probably that would pay best; but that 
proved a failure, and put them under a 
discredit that they never recovered 
from. None of the Eddy family now 
gives seances in Vermont, except Mary 
Eddy Huntoon, who has been thought 
the most reliable. Horatio still lives in 
Chittenden, Vt., on a farm, and is con
sidered quite a'good citizen. It seemed ■ 
that when Col. Olcott, Madame Blavat
sky and the artist from New York left' 
the Chittenden Woods, the gorgeously 
attired foreign spirits also left and 
have not condescended td visit that 
holy shrine since. Madame Blavatsky, 
forgot all about Spiritualism-after she 
left Chittenden and captured Col. Olcott 
with theosophy. -

Rutland, Vt NEWMAN WEEKS.

members.. Religion is used as a shield 
or cloak to cover up hypocrisy, and 
many sins and crimes are committed in 
the name of religion. Christendom 
does not compare favorably with some 
“heathen lands” in point of morals, ac
cording to facts and statistics. , How 
generous and philanthropic the Chris
tians are in their efforts to “Christian
ize the heathen"; and self-sacrificing 
missionaries undertake the job for 
large salaries, ‘ .

The alleged “blindness of the heath
en” is not so bad as r.-presented—not 
so bad as the blindness of religious 
bigots and fanatics. When the blind 
lead the blind they- fall- into the ditch of 
error. As the seed of the thistle'pro
duces a thistle and nothing else, so the
ological teachers scatter their germs 
abroad and reproduce their kind, ready 
to play again the part of their progeni
tors. ’

The missionary business is a failure 
in converting the infidel heathen; and 

»they do well to escape; ÿpt it is not a 
total failure. The hepthen learn some 
bad habits—learn to ., fight as. Chris
tians fight, and receive i^eat praise for 
it. Take the Japanese,‘for example.

It sometimes happens that a ship 
may be seen bound for a foreign port 
with a cargo of tobacco, whisky, war 
equipments, missionaries and bibles.

"Christian civilization” is semi-bar- 
barlsm. Take Russia, for example.

Catholic papers declàrésthàt "moral
ity is not possible without ¡religion.” Of 
course it is Catholic religion, as that is 
the only one they accept and recognize; 
and they say "no Protpslint can go to 

’.heaven.” The above rivet-mênts. come 
with ill grace from a CathOlic'source In 
view of the fact that •'criminals are 
more numerous among .them Ilian other 
classes. They have, aBundahcé of re
ligión, but the-protjuctrof morality is 
weak. Men who believe a priest can 
pardon sins for a fee ¿re boliï to com
mit them. Old religloûb systems are 
responsible for much of: immorality in 
existence. ' Mah is degradedJ and en
slaved—faith usurps the place pf reason 
—the spirit of inquiry ¿stifled—evil do
ings ' carefully concealed. - History has 
taught that no tyranny-is do. despotic as 
that which claims diviné aùthôrity. ’The 
world was most brutal! ¿and/ immoral 
when it was most religious,.;¿'¿grjielty_ 
and murder were perpetrated .to ap-' 
pease the wrath and capfiçe ot'Jéhio’vâh 
who said, “Thou Bhalt not (kill.” . ■ ;

In the progress of .true civilization 
the power of the church has declined, 
and she regrets not thé abusé, but the 
loss of power,-and seeks <to hold by 
falsehood what she gained by cruelty, 
force, fire and fear. : y

Morality does exist without religion 
and religion without morality. Moral
ity is natural like fruit'pn a tree, and 
not expressed through;;fear of punish
ment.. A tree is knówñ’.l>y;.its.fruit and 
good fruit .indicates' a gçô’d tree. Mor
ality and old . religion'áré’independent 
of each other; and the ¡ njost efficient 
agencies in morality aré-health; educa
tion, . prosperity, freedotn. It. is the 
work of a lifetime. . i I, , ’"

Morality is ethics,' áevótion'to truth 
and duty, right living;, while, devotion 
to old myths, and faith' is-faK-fróm the 
right and1 truth. . ‘

' The: force arid influencé in matters of 
morals müst lie'in the^thicaí and spir
itual nature, in man’s:-j,èàBoniand con- 

• science. There-are mariyilncentiyes to 
morality of íife^ ÉéjiBon/leaches it; 

’ human experience proyés’íí,' the moral 
sense dictates it? We.’ cí£n- do - right 
from pure love of thé ríghtóbétter.than 
hope of a heaven and feaf Of à hell. ' 
‘ . • : A.^ ÑI0HOLAS.

’ Summerland, Cal. ' ‘

“All thoughts, all creeds, all dreams are 
true,

All visions wild and strange.
Man is the measure of all truth 

Unto himself. All truth is change.
All men do walk in sleep, and all 

Have faith in that they dream, 
For all things are as they seem to all, 

And all things flow like a stream. ..
"There is no rest, no calm, no pause, 

Nor good, nor ill, nor- light, nor shade,
Nor essence, nor eternal laws ; ’

For nothing is. but all is made. . 
But if I dream that all there are.

They are to me, for that I dream, 
For all things are as they seem to all, 

And all things flow like a stream.”
I have read and re-read these lines 

within the past few days, striving to 
realize to the fullest extent the exact 
meaning of them, and to place myself 
in the same condition of thought and 
mind as the author when he penned 
them.

Tennyson has given to the world 
many useful lessons and many beauti
ful thoughts, but to me there is some
thing sublimely grand and beautiful in 
these lines; for what is life to us but 
an ever changing stream to-day with all 
its labors, its joys, its griefs and sor
rows, is to-morrow; in the - past; the 
thought of this moment is in the past 
at the neçt, and they glide by us so 
softly and quietly that we fall to realize 
that every unimproved moment is one 
opportunity lost for good, both to our
selves and others, and the word-or act 
that mighÇ; seem but a little thing at 
the time, might become a power for 
good in some heart or life.’

. Our lives are like a vast panorama, 
ever changing, ever variable; the pic
ture thrown upon the pure, unwritten’ 
canvas of our lives-; the bright picture 
of to-day may be changed to one of 
darkness to-morrow through some self
ish or unworthy thought of action.

As I look back over the changing 
years of my Hie, it is,, like looking 
through thp kaleidoscope, ever shifting, 
ever changing—now bright with youth, 
love and. happiness; then darkened by 
sorrow, griçf and ’disappointed ambl 

’ tlons andt,hopes unfulfilled; and thé 
banks upon either side of the stream 
are piled high with the wreckage of the 
ships laden with cherished .ambitions, 
lovp, hope and joy; and -all'the rich 
treasures which we.long for, all'gone, 
downta.'sight-of land,ialril.ost within one 
grasp; but the ever changing current 
bore them away never .to return. . ?

My bark, has been sailing for many 
years down the stream of time, and to
day as I look back upon my childhood 
with all Its loved ones, the dear old 
home with all Its precious memories, 
the friends, of my youth, many of them 
now passed.over to the. other side, it 
seems to me that life must be only a 
long dream from which wé shall awaken 
when we shall have passed beyond the 
yell that now-obscures our vision; when 
wé shall have clasped the hands of the 
dear ones who are watching and wait
ing for us over there; when we shall 
have laid down our burdens of sin, sor- 
sorrow ànd vain regrets at the feet of 
the Angel of Mercy and Love.

But let.us hope and believe that 
though this life may be but a transient 
dream, the better life beyond may be 
all that is real, and that the wasted 
moments here may be taken up and im
proved in the beautiful life beyond.

MRS. A. A. PIERCE.
Bridgeport, Ct.

GIVE A PUSH.

THANKFUL.

When I search my whole possessions 
for the'things I’m tharikful for.

And the things , that. I. have gathered 
; to my soul that I abhor, ■ ’ -
Still iny thankfulness o’erbalances all 
; feelings of regret, ' ■■ ■ • .■ /
Arid I know of many woes I missed that 

", other friends did get. : : .
I am. thankful I’m a human, not a, tur- 

■ key sleek arid fat, " ’ ? •'
To be killed and baked and eatén:.' 
- yes, I’m thankful, God, for that.' 
I am: thankful I'have clothing, and a' 
: ’ room, and food to eat, ’ ' - '
And am not obliged to ramble and to; 
: beg upon thé street. .
I am thankful for the kindnéhs that the 

world has shown to me; ;
I am thankful that the ffiierobés and the 

■ doctors let me be; ?
I am thankful that the bandits and col
’ Rectors passed me by;’ , " : 
I am thankful I am living and am In 

. no.haste to die. :- :. : ! ;
I am thankful, that, the Russians and’ 

-the Japs are far away ■ '
With their gentle Christian manner of 

adjusting an affray; . -
l am thankful that my body by an auto 

has been'missed, ' . .
And my brain has béen so tutored that 

I still know I exist.
. DR. T. WILKINS.

Religious despotism birids him who 
exercises it no less than him who is its 
victim—Sentinel of Liberty. \ .

Bad men live that they may eat arid 
drink, whereas good men eat and- drink 
that they may live.—Socrates. ? ? > .,

Thé scholar who cherishes the love of 
comfort is. not fit to , be. - deemed -ri 
scholar.—Confucius.’' : : ; .' I.

■When wé aro out of sympathy with 
the’ ÿoung; then I think our . work in this 
yorld ls over.—George MacDonald. ,

Living'to TJilnki :’ :
What a confusion’the world is in, and 

what a privilege it-is that-lye may think 
for ourselves.'

One thought comes up'bbfore xne now, 
a reminder of the early days- of ” my 
studies :ln Spiritualism; as.well' as 7-a- 
qulet.rest amid the.-waves;of contending 

• opinions in which"S6'/ya$t.‘ anumber 
seem disposed to fashion'natural laws 
to suit themselves. ■ ' ?*'" -

I was,’ as a clairvoyant, enabled to see 
a halo of spiritual beauty-surrounding 
every flower, or plant.before me. As I 
was standing In an opfen doqfway, fac
ing a beautiful garden, - I-’ seemed en
tranced with its . beauty, find; being as 1 
supposed, alone, I asked ,niyself: “What 
comes after this? .or, Is- this all?": \:.

. I was surprised iridgdd /when a voice 
made’audible-reply; saying::“From this 
life wo pass on aiid on; unlimited time, 
becoming more and -more ethereal, until 
We are merged into theifounf:,t>f Infinite 
spirit, and become'one; with ¿God”—tak
ingupon us new forriis.'ly? “' •’ -

: Who the spirit wasjthat made, reply, 
'■f did not ask.; -It-Beettied sufficient for 
me that I think of the;ubh of?wh'ich all 
tilings are made'or difilgned/by Infinite 
wisdom; and while'I ; feaiv that ■ there 
was nothing designed/ln- vain .by Him 
who is “All in all,”’I felt how.needful it 
was for us to study. ,,tha .depths, or 
heights and breadths/iff . {nature, since 
there is never a thought, lost,; but all 
that is wortliy/lives j^i'ipr'eyer. ■ I was 
glad indeed, that I- w»$jd£ rise in his 
wisdom', and thpugh fCmayi,, be thou
sands or tens of thqmland£?aye, mill
ions of years ere I . 'am <$ice again 
mergedintb that fount; 111 veto think.

Herb.ert Spencer once made-the 
mark to hia. friend Huxfoy,“One cannot 
hope for much more’than to make one’s 
mark .and"die.” ’ ¿Whereupon Huxley, 
with greater self-abnegation, responded, 
“Never mind about the mark; it is 
enough if one can give a push.”

re-

Oil thè wheels, and give a push! ' 
Send .Truth’s chariot ahead; .

Do not think about’ reward ■ 
• While you live, or when you’re dead. 
Bravely abnegate, yourself .

For the weal óf all the rest; 
Be content to push and go, .

Having dóne your-very best; .
Push! and when the end comes, go, 

■ Though you exit, yet unknown, 
Satisfied you wrought for good

If you orily pushed alone. , 
Though yoflr dust repose unmarked;

Though unglorified your deeds, 
Bé 'self-pleased to have advanced

Measures which the world most 
: needs. . " . ■ ■

There is always something good 
To be thankful for each day;

We should not o’erlook our lamps . 
Hunting great stars, far away.

Natural,-, well-rounded lives, . • • ’
: Radiating happiness, : \ *.
Ought to be more coveted > ’, -

. Than iirirestful ones ot stress..

I have found a degnfofof intelligence 
in all life—even, in .wh^tiiwe-often term 
a pest (a .poor litllak.:hqusMy)., I 
learned a lesson of. unfold'' benefit in 
many. ways.. . ;

Will sope one kindlyjfoll me when, 
arid -where this, rate ¿f , people lived 
who believed Iri such .things’: as were 
given me. by a spirit, .-\ I •; : ■

• ;' - : HARRIET iB, PARKER.
Summerland, .Cak?jAyf■' — 

’ J Patlencp. Is-bil;SrJ^: its ’fruit Is 
sweet.—Rbusseau^Aiyff? t.' .Ul ■’ .

.' Wisdom:is.'the;prmciw .thing; there- 
-fore get wlsdotn;:.fo£8i^Jth all?thy get
ting, get undersfoi4iP&”01d "Testa-
ment. ?

The spiritual philosophy is the most 
beautiful one known to mortals. It is 
in strict accord with common sense and 
reason, and founded on actual knowl
edge obtained through phenomena.

Phenomena are, the foundation of 
Spiritualism. Without it we would only 
have faith, and be no better off than the 
Christian world. I am a phenomena 
hunter. I was in full possession of the 
philosophy for-twenty years before I 
ever met a Spiritualist or knew what 
they taught, It came to me spontane
ously.-- "

burlng the past few months I have 
had an experience that proves the 
great benefit we sometimes derive from 
our dear ones on the other side. Qn the 
17th of last June, I was suddenly 
stricken with a terrible malady. Two 
sble physicians worked with me nearly 
all .day, but could give no relief. We 

.all knew that unless relief could be 
quickly obtained death would ensue In 
a short time. In this emergency I or
dered a surgical operation, which gave 
temporary relief. The next day I was 
unconscious and one of my physicionB 
gave out the word that I would not sur
vive the following night. My children 
and other friends were sent for. News
paper reporters wrote my obituary and 
all gave me up. Instead of passing out 
my consciousness returned but my suf
fering was intense and blood poison en
sued. For days and night I prayed 
earnestly for death but it came not. I 
then sent for Mrs. Baker, a clairvoy
ant friend who came and got in com
munication with my beautiful guide 
“Pansy” who sent me the following 
message:

"We don’t want you over here yet. 
You have much work to do in the earth 
life, and we want you to stay and finish 
It before you come to us. Your spirit 
friends are doing all in their power to 
help you." I gradually Improved and in 
nine weeks dismissed riiy physicians. 
They said I was in big luck. Church 
people said it was providential. I told 
them all it was th’e work of my spirit 
band. ’

When I was sufficiently recovered I 
had Mrs. Pemberton, the trumpet me
dium of Peoria to resume her monthly 
seances in my home. The first was 
held on the 22d of September. It was 
the happiest meeting I ever ' enjoyed. 
My spirit friends were delighted-at my 
recovery.. My.boy Charles, was the: 
first to come and talk. He told rise 
the exact words that my guide sent me 
by Mrs. Baker, and then said that no 
earthly power could have Saved me ex
cept by the aid of spirit friends. This 
was fully confirmed by my guide and 
other spirit friends. She Baid she was 
with me all the time and trying to give 
me strength. I introduced one of my 
physicians, who was present, to my 
guide. She thanked him most cordially 
for all he had done for me and told 
him she was there all the time, and im
pressed him to do the right thing at 
the right time, and then told him she 
would help him in every way she Could 
in the future.

The next morning at our little pri
vate family seance I rftked my guide 
who put me on tlie track of the Buf
falo medicine I had secured. She said 
she did. That she knew that the me
dium, Mrs. Matteson, was honest, and 
her medicine would help me and that 
she impressed Mrs. Shaffer to send me 
the little booklet and impressed me to 
send for the medic|ne. Mrs. Pember
ton held another seance in my house on 
Oct. 27. There Were twelve in the cir
cle. t The results were very fine. When 
my son Charles came I asked him to 
tell his mother what he did the week 
before in the National Spiritualist Con
vention at St. Louis. He then told her 
how he controlled me and impressed me 
to give ten dollars, in hls name to the 
cause, on the third ntgh’t of the conven
tion; In explanation will say that some 
years ago I made my will, in which I 
willed my home farm to my son

Many die in morning time, ■ • -
When ambition blooms thé cheek, • 

Fading, like ■ a rottless flower, ..'
Useless, beautiful and weak. . ' ■

Oh, be thankful for thé chance : .'
- Which is yours to try yoùr might; - ' 

If you work to benefit ? ? ’
You shall surely walk in light! :

¡Satisfying récompense,
Broadening to head and soul, 

Is the. will and power to push-
Onward to a holy goal.'

All-the honor-marks of famé :
• Years will soon eradicate, .•',.' 
But the ones who give a push . '

Onward, are the truly great.
; • EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

'• ; - j - '■]>' » ei — • ' ■; .

. To doubt Is to think, and to think is 
to improve'.—Dr. Brewer. • \

-Spiritualism is the first step toward 
the -breaking: of, the' seals of. that 
apocalyptic, age—the death-warrant of 
materialism.—Anon. . ?' . ’ .
” Mental power cannot be got from ill-, 
fed brains.—Herbert’Spencer.. ’ :
7 We seldom reallze.' lt, but. very 'fre- 
queritly the reason we have no use for 
people, is because they.will riot allow 
themselves to be used.—Puck. . .

‘"“Mratlng the Wonderful Possibilities 
of the Human Soul, While the Body

Is Locked In Sleep. • j

Whe^th?« sometl“es “come true." 
tb 8 hapPens various explana

tions are usually offered. The soienUst 
ffit fodreCthee|iOtr telepathy- ‘be Splritual- 
st tor the intervention of snlrlts anri ffienTette£Tf man f°r S^’co?n- 

ewence. Be that as it may, the fact 
ly “com^ tn that yben a dream actual- 
nenlH°?A V° J1®88’ tbe history of it ap

to GvCb and everyone. Of such 
told hveAna®r® 18t an toteresting one 
KXt?4"’ ’« Lo.groan'a

I may have told before, somewhere 
but may be permitted to repeat, a story 
first hanThv fh ®P ?leep’ fold to me at 
Mr S by,the. wlfe of the dreamer, 
w/’i ^bornas (not the real name) is n 
aismet” S plaee ls 111 “rural
«Æ ara&s ssss 

indvPf^r °ld ma?! Poor 01d man!’ The 
dear’- Æ?8,® Arself’ said> ‘Poor »Id 

at.ls matter with him?’ 
Still asleep, her husband replied ’He 
•WhaÎ £etnUt °f th® fire “d smoke/ 
AfMr1» hls name?' asked the lady. 
■John w£tUee ber busband answered: 
menM ^?thuen’ alter which his com
ments became inarticulate and ceased.

Next morning the lady asked Mr 
æbomas what he had been dreaming 
ar°® tn„° d “tan/ John Methuen, in 
nn„D^la?se.r’.buÎthe dreamer was un
conscious of having dreamed at alL 
ran ett their house for a visit by 
rail, before the arrival of the ne'ws- . 
onlv^^’ at. th® llttIe Etatlon- « 
only the evening paper of the previous 
thl'vini ®°nt? ned a ParaBraph about 
the killing of one John Methuen, by a 
Now tn teu<glne’ °n, a level crossing. 
& ?u<aSe' iew wU1 say that Pura 
fluke could give the right name, the 

belne c°mmon. Telepathy 
from Methuen to Mr. Thomas, whether. 
aLt?e1..ni0,nieat of Methuen’s death on 
after his death, cannot be explained by. 
personal sympathy, as Mr. Thomas had! 
never heard of the man in his life. It 
would rather appear that intellectual 
rays had been disengaged by the acci
dent, and had found a recipient in tha 
deeply sleeping brain or mind of Mr. 
Thomas, perhaps 12 hours or more after, 
the event. He, again, would have been, 
pope, the wiser if his sleep talking had 
n0.;JLeen oveiheard and remembered.

Obviously, if these faculties of unac
countable intercommunication do exist, 
they are of no commercial value, or of 
next to none, and the plain man dis
misses them with the inquiry, ‘What is 
the use of them?’ He is unconsciously 
postulating that everything in the uni
verse was created tor the purpose of be- 
ng of practical service to persons 
himself.—Detroit Tribune.

Charles. After he passed over, while 
yet a hoy, I willed to another child. 
When he controlled me in the St. Louis 
convention he used these words: "Papa, 
rhe inheritance you Intended for me I 
can never possess, but please give ten 
dollars of it, in my name, to this 
cause.” From the manner in which he 
recited this Incident to his mother it is 
evident he is proud of his act. It is 
heedless to say that his mother is more 
than proud. She expressed the hope 
that he could keep up his good work.

I took with me to St. Louis a photo
graph of a very fine spirit portrait, of 
Mr. Lincoln, which hangs in my seance 
room; I 'gave it to Mrs. Longley for 
•the Headquarters at Washington City. 
Mr. Lincoln scarcely ever comes to my 
evening circles, but nearly always 
comes to my little morning family cir
cles. He says he is very fond of that 
.kind- of: circles, and that they are tne 
same kind of meetings he used to have 
in .his home, He came-to us at our 
private, circle last Friday morning apd 
gave us a beautiful talk. Said he at
tended the: convention at St. Louis and 
was delighted with its work and wished 
that all the peopte. could know of the 
grand and noble spirit’and work of that 
convention. ’ He said that he stood by 
my side when I presented his photo
graph to Mrs. Longley, and that its 
presence ”in the headquarters will ac
complish good. He further s^ld that 
the portraits of himself and of my 
guide in my seance room are liner than 
anything in the Art Gallery at the 
World’s Fair. 1-Mr. Lincoln Bays it af
fords him pleasure to come to any one 
through whom he can work. As a sam
ple of the work he inspires me to do, 1 
refer to the article in The Progressive 
Thinker of August 29; 1903, under the 
head of “The Negro' Problem.” This 
Is prophetic and as vivid to my mind as 
Bunshine. .. : '
; These are a few of the beautiful 
things we get in our home circles. We 
get a foretaste of heaven twice a 
month, and happen What may. Spiritual
ism will never perish from the earth so 
long as the gates between the two 
Worlds swing gently to the - touch of 
angel fingers,/’ . S. H. WEST. 
. LeRoy, Illinois. •

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.

Progressing Financially, Socially 
Spiritually.’

like

and:

To the Editor.—It is some time since 
the Ladies’ Auxiliary of the First Spir
itualist Society of Seattle communi
cated with you.

We are however progressing finan
cially, socially and spiritually. The 
Auxiliary has been doing a great deal 
of work and meeting with well-deserved 
success.

Our prime mover and central spirit in’ 
our entertainments, Mrs. G. W. Stetson, 
has been absent for the past ttyo 
months on a pleasure trip including 
the at. Louis Fair. Meanwhile we have 
held two very pleasant and-successful 
socials the last one being held on Hal
lowe’en and styled a “Looking Back
ward Social.” The hall was well filled 
at ten o’clock when tne orchestra 
struck up a march and from out the 
cloak rooms on either side of the main 
door, emerged twenty-four of the most 
grotesque figures you could imagine.

The ladles were arrayed in kimonaff 
put on backwards and with masks- 
placed on the back of the head. Tha 
face was covered with hair or sun-bon
nets worn backward. The costumes-off 
the gentlemen were a mixture of every
thing imaginable, except tne character' 
of the “Yellow Kid,” which was carried! 
out complete.

The twelve couples.passed around the 
hall in grand march, and then formed, 
in the center for the Virginia reel, this- 
leading to a two-step, after which the
cal! came to unmask. As there had 
been much guessing as to the maskers; 
when the masks were removed there 
was great fun over the mistakes. The 
refreshments served were pumpkin pie, 
apples, doughnuts and coffee. Those 
taking part in the masquerade were 
Mesdames Lapworth, Pomeroy, Kirk, 
Prior, Saylor, Hemenway, Swan; 
Misses Benzon, Daninger, Taylor, St. 
George and Mathes; Messrs Little, 
Campbell, Hemenway, Berger, Tower, 
Oleson, /Fairchild, Horner, Arundle, 
Keller, Gamble and Crozer. ■ -

With the return of Mrs. Stetson our 
dancing club will begin work for the 
Winter and we are anticipating a goodly 
increase to our Temple fund. Would 
that some large-hearted, • benevolent 
Spiritualist’might be Impressed to do
nate a plot of ground, ana we would 
have pur temple built and paid for be
fore next November. -
' Health, happiness and prosperity to 
all. EVELYN L. POMEROY,

' .. Secretary.
' . . • ——

The true man never lets his living 
stand in»the way of his life.

It is ho use singing “sunshine” if 
your life is all moonshine. ? . . -

Men of shiftless habits are never of . 
immovable character.

.Suffering should leave a legacy of. 
ability to sympathize. . .

• He who loses no love for others loses 
all life for himself. . : :

. A little vim in religion Is worth a lot 
of vision. ■ .
.' A wise man should have money In his 
hOad, not In his heart.—Swift. ^.
jf hours did . not hang hepvy what 

would become of scandal?—Bancroft, j ’

a



THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
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the earth, will draw all men unto me’

Is it not best to rest all mortal teach- right living, since their researches,

(John xil, 32). It is very probable that 
clever orators and writers Could so con-

■c 
Í.

«

THEY ARE ADDRESSED TO A WELL 
KNOWN PREACHER.

4 tLUVU MUAV90 UULU XIMDUU UTJ IUHUCID, ULLVA UU tStUU
idom and practiced vlr- nothing more than that they lacked 

les would quickly bring physical proof of future èxlstencé, and 
' showed ■ by their lives thé wisdom of

most Christians, does it not?—against any shall be. lost? . . sires, so far as he whs able, were he as- that we cannot ft jure ourselves without
the verse. And I, if I be lifted up from To all thoughtful Christians' .there sured that all life ended with earth. He paying thé penalty? To teach that life 

° must surely come again and again the would be apt td prefer "a Short llfoand is immortal.and has been so recognized
mental questions’. “Could and did God a merry -------- - . .. . .. ... . ...
err in the création of man? - Was He. life of toj

And'In Which Many Sublime, Soul-Ele- 
vjting Thoughts Are.óiven, Lead

; Ing One to a Higher Plane,'

“Let, him- that thinketfi he standeth 
tpke heed lest he fall." í, Ï Cor., x, 12.

When >ve observe faults in others 
which we do not ourselves possess, or 
when we believe we have conquered 
some weakness which cost us a strug
gle, we áre apt to feel exultant and 
proud over our superior condition. Yet 
the very next time we are tempted we 
may again fall and be plunged into de-’ 
spair. The feeling of giadiiessi and 
thankfulness over our strength should 
ever be tempered with pity for. those 
who are less fortunate. In the long 
journey upward, in which we become 
more and more Godlike, the further we 
advance, there áre many temptations. 
We are all too eager to see the faults 
of .others, and to dwell upon them, feel
ing,it a justification for our own short- 
comhigs, reflecting that since we would 
not do as they do, we are much better 
than those we criticise. Yet some
times we help to hold down and force 
still lower those we condemn. For in
stance, when a woman has committed 
the unpardonable sin of giving way to 
lust outside of marriage,/She is an out
cast forever; when a man has been 
overcome "by intemperance and is 
known as a drunkard, we jeer and sneer 
at him or treat him with silent con
tempt. We do not stop to ask whether 
the daughter who has fallen was begot
ten wholly in lust, and .fierce animal 
desire so strongly implanted as to be
come almost irresistible in maturity. 
We neglect to inquire whether as a girl 
her choice of companions was carefully 
watched that she might be guarded 
from evil associations. And the drunk
ard whom we would not touch in his 
loathsome condition, have we no re
sponsibility there? Do we never use in
toxicants ourselves in a social way, and 
claim that true tempprance consists not 
in teetotallsm, but in «o controlling our 
tastes that we can partake or refrain at 
our pleasure? Have we never invited 
another to drink alcoholic liquors? 
What is more natural than that others 
who perceive our self-control should 
follow our çxample and find too late 
that their only safety lies in total ab
stinence? We cannot afford to look 
lightly upon wrongdoing, nor to act at 
any time In such manner as to encour
age it; but let us not go to the other 
extreme—uncharltablness. Let not self
conceit and pride lead us astray, for 
these are grievous faults In themselves, 
creating resentment In others as well 
as resulting in self-injury.

“Let him that thinketh he standeth 
take heed lest he fall."

From the Spiritualist point of view, 
the Bible story of the casting out of 
devils is just a severe case of obsession 
being cured by one who had the power. 
In modern days many cpres have been 
reported, though sometimes with great 
difficulty. In England recently there 
was a case of obsession of a lady, in 
which three spirits “of a low type were 
drawn to her, and soon gained complete 
control over both her mental and her 
physical activities. Her life has be
come a burden to her, as she is rarely 
given any peace, but she believes that 
she is helping the spirits on the other 
side, and consequently does not.feel it 
right to prevent their attempts át com
pletely obsessing her. -Matters are ap
parently on the verge or a crisis, and 
yet what helped can be given to one 
who refuses to recognize that it is 
wrong to sacrifice oneself in order to 
‘help’ those fallen souls on the other 
side?” ■

Though actuated by the best motives, 
it is evident that the medium is not 
benefiting her masterful visitors. She 
is making the same mistake that an in
dulgent parent makes who strives to in
sure the happiness of a selfish child by 
giving it everything it desires. To have 
any prospect of success, a teacher must 
have the respect of her pupils; other
wise they will make sport of her, in
stead of following her counsel. It needs 
judgment and strength to deal with 
“spirits in prison," which is the condi
tion of those who. have left earth while 
still enchained by the baser passions. 
These carry their prisons with them 
wherever they go.

It is believed that a portion of the in
mates of Insane asylums are controlled 
or possessed by Ignorant invisibles.

Spiritualists do not agree about ob
session, however. A little while ago 
the question was discussed in The Pro
gressive Thinker, and some expressed 
disbelief entirely; some thought only 
those who invited evil spirits ever had 
them as masters; others held that good 
people do occasionally fall under the 
sway of undeveloped invisible beings. 
This same controversy has prevailed on 
the power of mesmerists to compel sub
jects to do wrong against their will. It 
will readily be understood that to those 
vfho believe the inhabitants of the 
spirit world can and do Influence mor
tals the question Is the same. From my 
cjjyn knowledge I believe I am justified 
ífy saying that only, by persistently striv- 
igg to overcome our weaknesses can we 
have any assurance that invisible in
telligences will not influence us wrong
ly, Since none are perfect, we are all 
in danger of giving way to some weak
ness, and whenever we do we may at
tract spirits who have not overcome 
that particular fault and who are still 
so gross that they take pleasure in and 
through contact with physical beings 
having similar failings. Thug we may 
invite visitors to dwell with us and give 
them so strong a foothold that we shall 
not know how to get rid of them. It is 
this factor which : gives added import
ance to the care with which we should 
guard even our thoughts, since these 
may be like an open book to unseen at
tendants. ' .

One of the features of interest In the 
Bible story is thé mention of a "legion” 
of devils aè being in possession. I have 
frequently heard of a band of spirits 
having á medium in charge for good 
work; but this instance gives the possi
bility of bands of evil spirits control
ling a mortaL r .

It is generally accepted among' psy
chic students that debased spirits are 
earth-bound, and the request not to be 
sent out of the county gave evidence 
that the devils were held closely by 
earthly associations. This explains the 
death of the swine, since it'was prob-, 
ably difficult for them to free them
selves from the bodies óf those animals 
without physical death.

These opinions are valuable*only so 
far as they have truth for a basis. 1g- 
norance may lead us - astray, when 
knowledge, by giving us wisdom, would 
save us... ' . . . . '

■'The possibility of taking .from the 
Bible quotations having '* meanings 
which seem to be directly contradictoiy 
must largely account for the numerous 
Christian’sects, and in proportion to 

’ the .tenacity, with, which each holds to
1 th point of view will be the difficulty of 

. harmonizing the contending bodies. Ah 
’ Instance of the trouble may be cited in 
: the words', "Many be called, but few 
i chosen” (Matthew xx, 1G), which states 
'In. a half-dozen .words the position o£
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, .d,fed called upon to correct an error.' M?Dy .believe there is.no sex 
in heaven or within tho spiritual realms ; that all are as one sex ; in other 
words.that an angel is neither man nor woman but simply an.angel; and 
many on earth contend that a woman’s mind, if perfectly cultivated, 
would be prc-cisely like the mind of a man providing that the brains of 
each.were of the same calibre. No greater mistake could be made by 
those still upon the earthly plañe of existence. , '

Here, within the spiritual realms, a man ljeeonj.es more of a man and a 
woman more womanly still. Sex is more distinctly marked even than 

- upon the earth. Many women who have been called coarse and mascu
line when in the earth life,'in the course of their progress here liaye be
come gentle, refined and more distinctly feminine; and many a man who 
when in the earth life was effeminate and apparently almost worthless, 
in the course of his progress here has become brave and manly. : tSex is 
more and more distinctly marked throughout time and eternity, to
rnan becomes more perfectly a woman and a man more perfectly a man 
as time’goes on. The natural attributes of a man are those of ja man, 
and the attributes of a woman are those of a woman. A man seeks a 
woman that his soul may find its complètement; a woman feels that she 
is lonely anti incomplete until she finds that within a man which com
pletes her own being. If those of earth would think a little more deep
ly, they would soon arrive at the truth. Sex is not’a matter of haphaz
ard, or chance, and nothing that men or women can or may do can deter
mine the sex of a child. ;i ■

We here in the ethereal world know whereof we speak, for the germs 
of all things exist within the ether. The germs of life do not exist 
within matter, but are attracted to and held by it, according to its de
velopment, and sex resides within the ethereal germs previous to their 
entering matter. Matter is simply the material clothing that file devel- 
°pinS germ takes on, and the germ has existed throughout time and 
eternity. . .

For instance : I have been known to you of earth as Carlyle Petersilea, 
but I existed, as a germ, within the ether until I was inhaled by my 
father with the air he breathed—received my first material clothing 
within his blood, and after the natural processes that all understand, I 
was born into earth life to be developed up through the material, mak
ing use of the same for my growth and development, but my sex- was 
within the germ,- and nothing could have changed it or made it other 
than it was. .

You may ask: “Well, how about heredity?” Heredity is all right as 
far as the material is concerned. My father clothed me with liis own 
blood, and within his blood my brain began to develop and take on its 
first material covering, also my material form. Of course, at this pe
riod, my form was exceedingly minute, not discernible except under a 
microscope; then, as I was nourished and cherished by my mother and 
my development increased, beings clothed through her blood, of course 
I naturally inherited from both parents, as they inherited-from theirs, 
and so on through a long line of heredity; but the soul germ really in
herits nothing from either parent, but is a pure spark or germ from the 
eternal fountain of living germs. One may call the fountain God or by 
any other name, but I was, and shall be male throughout eternity, sexed 
forever, and my attributes will grow stronger, better and] firmer as time 
goes on.

Now in this I have written nothing but the truth, for the germs are 
plainly visible to the spiritual sight, although all spirits may not under
stand about them—may not even know what they are—for there are 
many here who are extremely ignorant and prejudiced ; but as these 
truths were* given to me by the spirit of my father previous to my leav
ing the earthly form, I was most eager, after I arrived here, to know for 
myself the exact truth, and I found that my father’s teachings were cor
rect and there had been no mistake. My father had also taught me 
about soul mates, and how to discern one’s- true other self. I will not 
enter into the details of «this in the present letter, but know,'all men, 
that my wife is my own true other half, that we were rightly and prop
erly married and mated as thousands of other men and their wives are; 
and of those who are not I do not here wish to. speak, for. if sol might 
be accused of countenancing free love, and the cause of Spiritualism lias 
enough to bear now without adding a'straw more to the slime and filth 
that frauds and fakes have tried to mix with it.

Now, why I have written all this, is to show that my wife, being my 
own true other self, is really myself in one sense of the word, that is, we 
are one, she being the Complètement of myself and I the complètement 
of herself : I the male and she the female. Now we do not go through
out eternity as two distinct-beings developing in liis or her own way, 
but as one completed soul ; and this fact was comprehended thousands 
of years ago when it was written, “And they twain shall be one flesh,” 
but the word was not and should not be one flesh, but one completed 
soul. “Male and female created he them,” or in other words a perfect 
soul is from the first male and female and can never develop into any
thing different. '

Now according to natural law I cannot float off and leave my wife but 
must remain with and near her. There is nothing to hinder me from 
gaining wisdom and knowledge and then imparting it to thé earthly 
world through her physical form. In fact this is precisely according 
to natural law, and as we are one soul and hot two, you will find I can 
do any work as well and even better than I could previous to my de
parture from the coarser material. . .

I have entered into all this detail to show that at all times I am the 
one who really holds the guardianship or control, and no other spirit 
can approach or control unless! first allow it or give my consent, there
fore you need not fear that a fraud, or .a, liár or a low, wicked, un- 
developed;spirit will ever take possession of her, jÿr when in the mate
rial Í would have guarded her with my life, and my power in that direc
tion has increased ten fold. Remember that we are one and not two, 
although we have two forms.

As I said, the attributes of the male half of a soul become moré dis
tinctly marked as time goes on and a soul becomes more perfect. The 
voice of a male is not that of a female, and I do not know how~I should 
ever be able to form a quartet if this were not so. Of course there are 
female quartets and male quartets, but.a perfect quartet is male and 
female. '

All nature is based upon harmony, and music is based upon the harmo
nies of all nature. ■ ■ .

Now, I have a motive in writing all of- the foregoing, and it is that 
you may the better understand that which I am about to write, and it 
is a description of Abby Judson’s home, and much that I saw there, and 
many of the people that I have met. If you think-that Abby will for
ever remain a beautiful young girl in thé home of her father (Jr mother, 
you are mistaken, and consequently do not understand, the progressive 
laws that govern spiritual life. Miss Abby, when in earth life, never 
knew the joys of wifehood or motherhood.' Do you think that these 
are to be denied her throughout eternity? No, oh, no; not so,. «She 
had already told me that she was married, or rather, united to her own 
true other self, and, of course, I was eager to visit her, and felt that I 
could learn a great deal by doing so. Nor was I mistaken. ’ ■ •

Now, I will detail to you my first visit just as it occurred. Ifhought 
I would go aloné, às she'had not mentioned that any other should ac
company me. When I came in sight of the edifice I paused, dliat I 
might observe it well and take in ali; the details of its. Shrroundings.

“Ahl” I said, “She still retains her New England taste.” It was a 
two-storièd structure,; a sort of à small mansion, standing orn an emi
nence, a door m the center, of thè building, with porch, and trellis edv- 
ered by trailing roses, which were in full bloom, sending forth such 
fragrance. I also observed another door and porch at the back of the 
house, and this , also ^ya's covered with honeysuckle. There were also 
two large bay windows that had vines running about and above them. 
One I observed was a passion flower, thè other sweet peas and eolum-: 
bine. In the distance the house appeared the color of quaker grey, but 
as I came nearer and nearer to it, it shone and glistened with all .the 
tints and colors of the 'lining of the sea shell, or mother of pearl, rather, 
and I understood at onee'that this represented Abby’s true character, 
not fully comprehended by the ordinary observer, but most lovely on 
closer inspection. .. ..

A betHftii ill ay Hiding river ran in front of the house not far off, glint 
n)K> sl)Uid{llh^ shining in the beautiful spiritual light.
ti 9.'. 'i-v how enrapturing this life is! but to go on: Al
tile bâe^^phdj^xfëHdjng about half around the house, was a large park 
or grovft) op sfately^ojd oaks and maples, and the remaining groundi 
about tile binding were laid out in the most exquisite manner and filled 
by the Wigl^llKt; find most beautiful flowers ; and I noticed, as I ap
proached gfftqj, beds of violets, and a beautiful arbor covered with 
grapevines, vaili’great bunches of luscious grapes hanging among the 
green lêaveé1B-‘ '

Now, ï‘hav,é,to,beg the pardon of those who do not believe animals 
have ai!.exi;denee -after the death of the material body, for I observed 
a nuniber of beautiful horses, with bright, intelligent eyes, perfect forms 
and gracefully arçhdd necks, among the trees; some dogs were also 
sporting the)'gj ivith the horses. . ' , '

Mr. Hudson Tuttle, I take oil’ my hat and bow to you. apologetically, 
but I am telling the truth. They were certainly there and I could not 
deceive myself in, thé matter or be deceived.

1 here were a number of steps leading up to .the .front door on which 
was an old-fashioned knocker. Abbyherself opened the door and left 
it standing* open; As I entered the hall I noticed that it rah directly 
through th^ house, and the door at the back was. also standing yyide 
open. Thè scent of the roses and honqysiickles commiiiglingi , There 
was a large.iparlor on one side of the hallway^ and a spacious library on 
the other. ; ' ----- - . > :. . ,

Now I begxiour pardon again, my dear earthly friends, for I surely 
saw great hook cases filled with books, just as surely as I ever saw such 
things on earth, and I may make you, before I get through, understand 
all about it."'r ,

Abby invited ine into the parlor—but first I must tell just how she 
looked: An exquisitely beautiful form .of medium-height; great, large, 
expressive soulful eyes; and,one could read pity, tenderness, love, be
nevolence, greht, aspiring spirituality, and every other virtue that it is 
possible to- liame. Her thick, shining, dark brown . hair was coiled 
about hçr head, fastened by a solitary diamond star.

Now it is a mistake that all spiritual-beings are clothed in white, for 
Abby was not. Her dress hung in rich folds about her perfect form, 
but its color was a Quaker grey, yet, I presume, she has many other 
dresse^ but this one was of that color and as she moved it was changing 
from grey to pearl and from pearl to grey. A wide white collar of beau
tiful lace was about her neck, fastened by a pearl brooch. A wide, 
plain gold wedding ring was upon the third finger of her hand; a pearl 
bracelet ençircled one of the beautiful wrists, and she wore one other 
ring of pearl. Not 'a thread of grey was in her hair—not a mark or 
wrinkle of age-was upon her brow or face. To look at her one would 
say she was a1 most beautiful creature of perhaps twenty or twenty-five 
years of age, J ■

“How glad i am that you have come to pay me a call,” she said as she 
gave me her hand; “and allow me to make you acquainted with my 
husband, although here the word husband is not much in use, my other- 
self,” and she, courtesied low, for she could not forget the manners of 
her youthful earthly life.

-A- gentleman arose to greet me; “Welcome, professor,” he said, 
“most welcome! We are very happy to greet you, and proud of the 
honor of being,acquainted with Carlyle Petersilea.”

We shook,himds warmly and then seated ourselves just as you do on 
earth, di mus# admit that I felt somewhat curious, as well as deeply in
terested^1 to kij-Qw what manner of man'Miss Abby A. Judson’s other self 
might he. Well. iie was a counterpart of Abby herself, just a little 
larger; .great;bbig expressive brown eyes-; thick, shining», dark brown 
hair; ovài faéë, regular features—broad-shouldered—and male, man, 
gentlemaji, written all pter him, an old-time gentleman at that. He 
told me that a$i.one time in his life he had been, on earth, a professor at 
Oberlin iCollege; that he had been in this life many years, and had wait
ed patiently for his bride, remaining near and with her miieh of the 
time. “rTliis the trite reason, professor, why she never married on 
earth ; b^t we ¿re well repaid for the long waiting. ” I now had time to 
glance about the room. Why, the room looked so much like one of
earth, blit for’its ethereal, spiritual beauty, one would scarcely have 
realized^hq, di^ereuQe; beautiful, filmy draperies over the large bay 
windows; exquisitft.curtainsbetween the tworooms, as I could dimly see 
the. back aine was an elegant sitting-room. A grand piano, but this one 
seemed encased in mother of pearl and rosewood, beautiful sofas »nd 
cháirs, an elegant table also of pearl and rosewood. The soft carpet 
was. white, with moss-rose buds here and there, a few violets inter
mingling—and paintings 1 Well, I am a better judge of music than of 
paintings, but these were exquisite works of art, and Abby remarked, as 
she followed my glance: “All the grand old artists of the past are here 
in this life, and.they paint our pictures without money and without 
price. And-lsaw that many of these paintings represented some beau
tiful or famous scene of earth

‘ ‘ These are for remembrance, ’ ’ said Abby. ‘ ‘ That one represents the 
home of my cliildhood in Burmah. ” .

I cannot here enter into all the details of our long conversation ; it 
would take top much time and space. There were also pictures repre
senting scenes.jn the life of her husband, and so on.

Now I ask your pardon again, but Daisy rushed into the room, leaped 
into the lap of her mistress, and then barked at me.

“O, he is all right, Daisy,” said Abby. “He is a good friend to little 
dogs and does not like to see them banished into oblivion. Mr. Peter
silea,” she said, “we were right, as you see.” .

I bowed. Now the old school gentleman, Abby and myself, held a 
long conversaron on many subjects ; but, of course, I cannot write it all 
down now. ..

“And so you are also a mother, they fpll me?” I observed.
“Yes,” she aüswered. “A very happy mother indeed—the mother of 

quite a number'of poor, little, stray wkifs, whose souls I have received 
from earth—poor, little, wretched creatures, whose mothers are still 
upon the earth. But they are Wretched no longer. Would you like to 
visit my nufsefy?” . .

I assented^ and we went upstairs to a large and most beautiful room, 
and here were Abby’s proteges—her children, she called them—for she 
took them into.her heart as though they were her very own.

As I looked oht of the window I saw a large, circular building not far 
away. “That,is our school-room,” she said, “where we receive and 
teach a great many children. You are well awere that children of all 
ages must bé’taught here in the spiritual life. There are other teachers 
in that building ás well as ourselves, but I am nd longer the principal of 
a female seminary.. The children that we receive here are of both 
sexes and mostly poor little waifs from earth, who never had the advan
tages of hpnie’bi education.” . ■ • •

Oh, I cohld f(U .a book with the details ; but .enough for the present. I 
now noticed ¿(great, many children at play, and other children in little 
boats upon thè shining river. I noticed some of them gamboling and 
playing wit)i. $gs,. and others were climbing, upon the backs of the 
horses. ' I noticed some of thè small children with little kittens in their 
arms. I alsouotiecd in the grounds a.numberbf antelopes. Birds were 
also singiWg m$he trees, and little, bright-eyed squirrels were running 
up the ti'^ anmppeping shyly from the branches. • '

Now I.jReg.'OLyou, do not talk, any more about animals not existing 
within-therspiritual realms,’for;it is a mistake. ’Difé and beàùty have 
other us^haiPiimply .to bring fort® intellect and intellect alóne. Life 
and beaii^' #r£gweet tò all thirigà, tie they high or low. If we had no 
tones in the harmonic scale except the high ones, there would be no 
music on^'arth n'Or iWthin the heavens. The low tones are- as necessary 
as the hi^i óiié^; thè intermediate ones as necessary as the others; and 
homes ar^^snqficssary in spirit life as in earth life; and it takes the 
male andithè fémale to make a true home, A man here is no more Ja
pable of «akin^%are of-infants or very young children, than he is on 
earth, formatimi or God, has Created them, male and female.

I gave and Mrs, Judson—for you all know,her by that hame—a 
music lessón'before leaving; and played thè Moonlight Sonata for an 
earthly fSfiiembfànce; but Abby took me into the -little sitting-room, 
that led put bf’tlic.parlor, and seating herself at a small organ—the ex
act counterpartsof the one on earth which she owned—played, “Nearer 
My God, to Thee, Nearer to Thee.” . . .. ..- ’

. (To be continued.) , ' •

>e apt to prefer a Short life .aiid is immortal, and has been eo recognized 
f mié;” in’.preference to a,Jong. by all racee and all’ people; that even 

.... —------- ...---------- ...---------------- -— voll-and, struggle, and nothing bût thosè among the learned who have
strue and analyze, this; verse that it unable tosave all mankind when-He experience would teach hhn that unless been -classed as Infldele, after all said 
would have, a narrow., and . exclusive felfso.desirous?.” .The.attempt.to quote he exercised wis«’“ - — ............
meaning, instead of promising salvation Nature as a parallel 1b hardly effective, tue. his excesses wuuiu qusuay 
to all. Indeed, there would otherwise since the doctrine of salvation Is a mat- hlm mlsefyihstéadôf plcaBûre.- 
have to be a reconstruction of Christian ter of rewards and punishments in a L L ’.„I L -...LI.......... ......................
doctrines and teachings. When all are future life. The average man would Ing on the fact that we cannot wrong which added to the knowledge of the* 
to. he -Saved, now can be tought that; Jçel justifie^ Jn following his own de- another without injuring ourselves, and world,-could not have been effectively

«■urfeued amid degrading pleasures.
J I think you will agree with me that 

vhatever is good and true cannot bo 
■hanged by criticism. Whenever people 
.re misled by an, attack upon anything 
laving such qualities, It Is due to mis
inderstanding and misconception ot the 
meaning, and is an injury only to those 
.vho accept such erroneous ideas. Fur
ther, one may not always be able to an
swer, and still feel that the speaker or 
writer is mistaken. Then it is there is 
sometimes a sense of having been griev
ously wounded. Our feelings, however, 
are not always a safe guide. ' •

Since it is in acordance with the 
highest conception of duty that we 
should .make the best use of all our 
faculties, we must think for ourselves 
and never accept anything which is re
pellent to our mind or intellect.
- With these meditations to our mind 
ns an introduction, let me say that It 
fear this letter may hurt you (and l' 
don't like to do that), because it is an 
analysis or dissection of the Lord’s 
Prayer, with a suggested substitute for 
(hose who prefer to believe (as I do) 

. that there is an Infinite. Intelligence as 
a guiding force ot the universe, and 
who wish to have a special prayer to 
the Supreme Ruler. I think, however, 
you seek the truth and desire to know 
the honest opinions of friendly critics 
on religious teachings, .whether favor
able or otherwise.

"Our Father, which art in heaven, 
hallowed be Thy name; Thy kingdom 
come; Thy will be done in earth, as it 
is in theaven; ^ive us this day our daily 
bread, and forgive us our debts, as we 
forgive our deotors; and lead us not 
into temptation, but deliver us from 
evil; for Thine is the kingdom, and the 
power, and the glory, forever. Amen.” 
Matt., vi, 9-13.

“Our Father.” The objection to tills 
is that it is not understood as Including 
“mother,” differing from “man” and 
“manhood,” which include all humanity. 
Whenever we give an example of par
ental affection, the first thought is of 
a mother’s love, and of her care and 
sacrifices, it is suggested that “O In
finite Spirit" would have a fuller mean
ing, though it would be much less satis
fying to many, because it seems to 
make God more distant and more dif
ficult to approach. This feeling would 
be diminished, if not banished, were it 
known to the petitioner that God’s mes
sengers are close at hand whenever 
they are sincerely desired. •

"Which art in heaven.” This has a
narrowness of sound, which is contrary 
to Christian teaching, since it is taught 
that God is everywhere;
“who art everywhere; whose 
is Unmeasurable and beyond 
of finite minds." •

“Hallowed by Thy name.”

therefore, 
greatness 
the grasp

Instead—
"who cannot be affected either by revil- 
ings or by flattery."

“Thy kingdom come; Thy will be 
done on earth as it is in heaven.” This 
implies a lack of power in God, or a 

.disbelief in IL Substitute—“teach us 
all to seek the true and beautiful, and 
give us the knowledge and strength to 
overcome our weaknesses—spiritual, 
moral, mental or physical—that we may 
thus attain happiness and come nearer 
to Thee.”

“Give us this day our daily bread, 
and forgive us our debts, as we forgive 
cur debtors.” This might be taken to 
betray a fear of want and a lack of 
trust; but it is more apt to be uttered 
as a display of faith, though few will 
give it the literal meaning oi begging 
tor a physical existence. Luke has it: 
"Give us day by day our dally bread and 
forgive us our sins; for we also forgive 
everyone that is indebted to us." (How 
were the words of Jesus recorded— 
from memory, or by some shorthand 
method?) Change to—“grant us cour
age and wisdom to do our duty at all 
time; to endure with patience the trials 
we cannot avoid; to aid others wisely 
and effectively; teach us to have char
ity and compassion for those who are 
weaker.”

"And lead us not into temptation, but 
deliver us from evil.” This appears to 
conflict with the first part—“Thy will 
be done on earth.” God does not lead 
us into temptation unless it be bdst. 
Make it—“give us power to resist 
temptation and to learn the lessons we 
need without degradation; constantly 
impress us that every impure or wrong
ful thought is a prayer answered as 
speedily and surely as a desire for 
good.” .

“For Thine is the kingdom and the 
power, and the glory, forever. Amen." 
Add instead—“bless us with the knowl
edge of the presence and the help of 
heavenly visitors; that we may fit our
selves for the company of the pure and 
upright here and hereafter. Amen.”

,“O Infinite Spirit, who art every
where, whose greatness is immeasur
able and beyond the grasp of finite 
minds; who cannot be affected either 
by revilings or flattery; teach us all to 
seek the true and beautiful, and give us
the knowledge and strength to over
come our weaknesses—spiritual, moral, 
mental or physical—that we may thus 
attain happiness and come nearer to 
Thee; grant us courage and wisdom to 
do our duty at all times; to endure with 
patience the trials we cannot avoid; to 
aid others wisely and effectively; teach 
us to have charity and compassion for. 
those who are weaker; give us power to 
resist temptation; constantly impress 
us that every impure or wrongful 
thought is a prayer answered as speed
ily and surely as a desire for good; 
bless us with the knowledge of tire pres
ence and the help of heavenly visitors; 
that we may fit ourselves for the com
pany of the. pure and upright here and 
hereafter. Amen.”
Oh, may ev’ry aspiration be so lofty, 

' pure and sweet,
That the highest and the brightest of 

the angels we can greet; -
May the mist of mental darkness from 

our minds be swept away;
May the mire of earthly weakness be 

■ removed from human clay.

May we know that life is endless, and 
our stay on earth is brief;

That the doer of injustice shall repent 
■ in deepest grief; '

But the toiler for the helpless—for the 
lifting up the weak,

Surely gains a height of pleasure self
ish mortals vainly seek.

May we learn our thoughts to govern, 
that our actions shall be right;

Bravely face life’s ceaseless struggle, 
• ' . bearing truth’s resplendent light, 

Onward, upward, ever leading, though 
the days seem dark and drear'

Fit ourselves for heaven’s blessings; 
/ then death’s shadows bring no 

£ear- ’
Once more there has been an unmask

ing of the tricks of fraudulent mediums, 
and the exposers imagine they have 
proved there is no genuine Spiritualism. 
This, will please many good Christians, 
who appear anxious that there shall not 
be proof of existence after death, be
cause it conflicts with their prejudices, 
wljieh are based on what they have 
been taught to believe. Yet'they un
hesitatingly accept, the materialization 
of Jesus when he invited doubting 
Thomas to test its genuineness, and the 
still more startling, materialization of a 
man with whom Jacob wrestled so suc
cessfully. Even an advanced Spiritual
ist will hesitate about believing that 
story. Spiritualists are ever disputing 
whether a physical body is at any time
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actually reproduced at a seance. Many*, 
like myself, do not go to materialization, 
seances, teeling satisfied without,

Taese exposures cannot disturb the 
poise of those who have had the proof 
when apparently alone, or from sources 
that are unassailable, aside from the 
impulse of indignation when unjustly 
suspected of fraud, and except for the 
feeling of sorrow that such wickedness 
should be associated with so grand a

, „.A i9rt.her reason for regret is 
the belief that some genuine mediums 
may become so weak as to supplement 
' £ Ji™?i pracVsing the false. Re- 
whn ■Ver be placed upon those 
who aie dishonest, and suspicion ere- 
more8ffifflnS.tuCle>UlaItIns oommunlcation 
higher woIfld.Wllen We try t0 reach tha 

when9 iMeLg5OWS/?onser alld better 
irimmod aud- dyin° branches are 

k ay: yet had these same blanches been properly cared for early 
hearUiv ^Th might now be sound-and 
hearthy. The same comment would ap
ply to most diseases, probably. 1 , 

ALEXANDER SPENCER.,

Psychometry.
Int®restln8 article In your issue 

of November 5 from “An Investigator— 
Which"! tiS1'63 ,Bome ‘nformation, 
J™ca 1 t.h,Ilk my large experience in 
psychometry may enable me to give.

1 w°uld suggest to A. N. that as pay
....... .._ tOUCh, its dellneation depends upon contact with ar- 

or pevenffi,1DTt ™a,gnetiani of persons 
on.m»ents' would indicate that a sen
sibility such as experienced by A. N. is 
th»neLa phhase.of medial clairaudience, 
than psychometry. The mental imprest 
sion upon the auditory nerve was clear
ly made by an intelligence quite separ
ate fiom the mind receiving the mes
sage, and is a delightful demonstration 
of angelic guardian care.
n.K“? the in<luirer of truthful ex- 

8 Psycbometric as well as 
nonimnu®“*, and C0Uld easil? test SUB- 
ceptibility from contact with material

. Lett,ers !'eveul personal char
acter, mineral rock the lay of veins in 
mining; and relics of former civiliza
tions, events connected with earlier 
epochs In history.
D„i,laJ™“dien,ce fsa sublime effect of 
soul foice using the sensory nerves of 
hearing, which belongs to spiritual life 
as to our common faculties here on 
earth; and will prove invaluable t|> 
those possessing the power of silent 
speech with the invisible realm, pro
viding the recipients of those messages 
keep calm control of their reasoning 
faculties and permit no frivolous in
truders to make record on the immortal 
phonograph.

The time is at hand when spiritual 
philosophic teachings must replace the 
crude, fanatical acceptance of all 
classes of communication, however In
consistent. “Try the spirits” is a wise 
injunction.

Our friend, A. N., Is to be congratu
lated on receiving only truthful mes
sages. Let us cherish all truth, the di
vine standard of spiritual growth.

EMMA F. JAY BULLENE. 
Denver, Calo.

RHEUMATISM
CURED 

WITHOUT MEDICINE
New Remedy Discovered Which 

Absorbs Acid Impurities Through 
the Large Foot Pores.

A DOLLAR PAIR FREE«/
On Approval—Write To-day; -

Don’t take medicine for Rheumatism, ’ 
but send vour name to the makers of 
Magic Foot Drafts, the great Michigan 
discovery which is curing every kind of 
Rheumatism without medicine—chronic
or acute—Muscular, Sciatic, Lumbago, 
Gout, etc., no matter in what part of the 
body. You’ll get the Drafts by return 
mall. If you are satisfied with the re
lict they give, send us one dollar. It

TRADÌ MAUK not, send noth
ing. You De
cide.

Magic Foot 
Drafts possess 
the remarkable 

quality ot absorbing from the blood the 
impurities which cause Rheumatism 
curing where everything else has failed. 
They are even curing cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing. They will cure you. 
Send your name today to Magic Foot 
Draft Co., X026 Oliver Building, Jack
son, Mich. Our splendid new book on 
Rheumatism comes free with the 
Drafts. Send no money—only your 
pame. Write to-day.

CHILD CULTURE.

According to tho Laws of Physio
logical Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion,

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular excellence, 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price fill cents.

CONCENTRATIpN.
A Valuable Work.

Concentration, Meditation andlnspira- 
tlon. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six’ symbols , 
comprising six months’ stuiiy. By 
Laura G. Fixen. . '

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance ' 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration.

Bent complete for 50 cents.

F LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.’'
By the Editor of the National, with Preface 

Kid Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated witJi 
news ot tho old Paine Homestead and Paia? 
Monument, at New Rochelle: also portraits of 
Thomas Olio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary W* 
etonecraft, Madame Roland. Condoroe. Brlssot» 
and the most prominent of Paine's friends Ui 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. _

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 

sweetest, songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the use ot congregations, circles and famlies. 
Price, 10 cents, or $7 per hundred

dealing, Gauses and Effects.
By W. P. Phelon, M. D. Deals with the finer 

pental and spiritual forces as applied to heal* 
Ing. Price, W cents.

A Very Interesting Book tor Alt, 
Philosophy of This work con- 

ajpfrttuai Intercourse. X’uWtiS 
very wonderful spirituar developments at the’ 
bouseof Rev. Dr.TPhelps, Stratford, Conn., and' 
similar cas<>s In all parts of the country. This 
volume Is tho first from the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage 10c.
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CHAPTER XIV.—Continued.

condition when the message is re-

i-

excltement.
'My brother, do not lose control of

yourself while you search for a cause

club Col. who cried out on seeing

But he had never lost a finger, 
same time mention was made 
families of whom I had never

a great 
after a 
strance,

At the 
of two 
heard

Dream
In the

Spirit Return la as Common in 
land as It Is Among Those

Ions of every one. I welcome always, 
however, such prophetic dreams as the 
following, because they call attention 
to these’ mysterious phenomena of the 
mind: ,! ■

some of them have attempted it.
“This, by the way, accounts, accord

rate. The waking student, 
laugh and a muttered remon
turned on his side and fell

.. a,week
one of the crew of the Brixham smack

say when she would desire to pacify 
her child after an " '
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“Am I to understand that the same 
law works in tills sphere, or beyond the 
grave, the Bame as it does in earthlife?"

"Yes, my brother, there is no distinc
tion. The gross matter of Aer is not 
in this sphere; and all contact of life 
with matter has its beginning in the 
lower sphere; that is, on the planets, of 
which Aer is among the lowest.”

Does tne law of reproduction continue 
here?"

“it is not necessary, as only in gross 
matter can that matter be changed or 
reformed into different shapes; so the 
power or force to change or refine must 
be placed in contact at the time and 
place according to law where in its 
proper sphere, it ever strives to reach a 
refined condition. All things on Aer, of 
whatever name or nature exist in a 
crude state; of course there are differ
ent grades or spheres there the same as 
here; but as the mind or intellect is as 
crude there as all else, there is no op
portunity for it to reach that higher 
state which it must when it reaches 
this sphere. Ab mind or intellect is but 
the expression of the great force or 
power back of all things, and as that 
life is everywhere present in the uni
verse, and is first individualized on 
the planets which have become ripened 
enough to allow life to manifest, so the 
law of reproduction is found on those 
planets. After life has been individ
ualized it begins to expand in all its va
ried ways.”

"You would not say that life was indi
vidualized in anything but a human be
ing, would you?” I said.

“My brother, it must be plain to you 
that the same force that. causes the 
flowers, trees and animals of all species 
to grow and thrive is the same, and 
each has its origin from the same 
source. And here let me tell you, that 
in the great’arcana of nature, no one 
thing is superior to another in the least 
degree. I----- "

"Do you -wish me to understand that 
the lowest of animal life, or a low born, 
mean man, or the basest of meals, or 
the ground; or for Instance, those peo
ple with their surroundings we have 
just visited, are equal with all refined 
nature, as you or these beautiful 6M1- 
dren, or these other beings we see at 
the present time around us ?’’

"I do desire you to understand all you 
have asked, and much more. Every
thing is, because some law has worked 
in such a manner as to produce it. It 
is not because it desires to be; but as 
everything is the result of cause; so, 
everything that is, must be. There is 
no such thing, absolutely, as equality; 
everything varies from something else. 
No two leaves on the same tree; no two 
particles on the sea shore; in fact, on 
minute examination of any two or more 
things of the same species, a variance 
will be noticed! So, you will under

? Stand that each becomes a factor in the 
, production of something beyond; there

. fore it must be just right according to 
the causes which has produced it. It 
1b by the law of comparison that you 

■ see a difference. With the erroneous 
^..education you have; you, and. very few

Aer. have been able to under
stand the law of comparison; you have 
entered the crudest realm of nature, 
and being crude yourselves, all things 

. have been looked at from a superficial 
standpoint; and if there came to the 
sight, taste, smell or hearing, anything 
unpleasant, without attempting to fully 
understand its value or its cause, It has 
been rejected or cast aside, often to 
your detriment; and always to leave 
the thing to become refined by its own 
Inherent force; when if you had seen 
its value In its own sphere, you could 
have enlarged or expanded its sphere, 

' and thereby aided yourself.”
“What use is there then, of compell- 

. ing this life, or force as you call it, to go 
: down to the lower or cruder conditions 

, of matter to commence its develop
’ ment? Why not allow it to have a start 

outside of crude matter and the condi
tions attending it?”

"Life, my brother, does not go down, 
it, is everywhere present; it com
mences Its expansion at overy place and 

. time, where opportunity offers. Matter 
becomes the lever, as it were, by 
which life can lift itself from its seem
ingly inert' state; it must have an op
portunity adapted to its qualities; when 
that is attained it must continue Inces-' 
santly. Life in the crudest of matter, 
such as earth, or the productive part of 
it, is the same as it is when manifested 
in all higher grades of matter; but un
til it is attached first to some form of 

. matter, it is not individualized; when 
that stage in its expansion is attained, 
it has something to brace against; and 

■ like a stone rolling down a hill, it must 
continue until some greater display of 
life prevents its further progress for a 
time; but unlike the rolling stone, 
which is inanimate, and must stop when 
its propelling force is withdrawn, life is 
the propelling force of itself; therefore 
once started, at every stage of expan
sion its speed is accelerated. As lite 
expands, every sphere it enters brings 
it, and all matter that contains it, to a 
finer condition; and as the refining or 
spiritualizing of all matter as well as 
life is the ultimate result of all that the 
universe contains, you must see that it 

< is necessary to commence at the bot
tom or crudest place to understand all 
the law which compels the expansion of 
life.

“There are many who come here be
fore they have had time to. learn much 
respecting the laws which govern not 
only themselves, but crude matter as 
well. Surely, like the rolling stone, 
something interposed, and before it 
leached the bottom of the hill, although 
it had reached a high rate of speed, it 

. stopped. So, with the freed souls from 
* the lower spheres, causes over which 

they had no control/ because of their 
ignorance, compelled them to relinquish 
their hold on matter before they had at
tained all which was their privilege 
there; it would be far better for all tb 
remain in the lower spheres until they 
have attained all.”

"It would take a long time, far be
yond the- allotted time for man to live, 

■ to learn all, so as to be prepared ac
cording to your idea to enter this 

- sphere.'V •
“Yes, rny brother, as you reckon time 

it would; but as there is no escape from 
. life and its . continuous expansion, 
would it be as well , to remain in the 
material sphere longer and know more, 
as to come here in such ignorant condi
tions?” . .

"Yes, but people can not stay there 
longer, they have to die. I would have 

• remained there longer, if I had known 
how. I did not leave earth life because

statement does not contradict the fact 
that all might edntinue in the lower 
spheres as long as they desire, if they 
would.”

“I do not see how, for disease and 
accidents must cause death.”

"Then, my brother, I will inform you. 
in the first place, man has failed on 
Aer to understand the laws which are 
requisite for him to continue his hold 
upon matter. In the second place, you 
must know that there is no such thing 
as accident. In the third place, dis
ease is but the effect of opposing law 
in some form.”

"I do not think so in all cases. 1 
know of some who were born with dis
ease.” '

“Yes, they had disease, and contin
ued to keep it; but it had its origin in 
preceding generations, and as no one 
learned how to eradicate it, it contin
ued to be the one great cause of the 
release of life.“

“Can you see how people could have 
avoided disease in any form, especially 
where it was born with them?”

“My brother, if you will let tlie ever
lasting life in you have full exercise, it 
will easily answer your last question. 
You still retain the undeveloped condi
tion of relying on what some one has 
told you, that you possessed on Aer; 
here it will not do; here you must rely 
on self, and when a question arises in 
you, before calling on another to give 
you an answer, you ought first to search 
for an answer in your own understand
ing.” .

I had to remain silent. To me, dis
ease was as natural to mankind as life 
itself; in fact, it was co-existent with 
it; I could not see how it could be dis
posed of; and now, to be told that I 
ought to discover the answer to» my 
question myself, it caused me to feel 
that my teacher was losing her patience 
with me. I did not try to see an an
swer to my question, but let my thought 
dwell on my teacher’s Impatience, and 
strongly endeavored to fashion some 
excuse in my mind to show my sorrow 
for having offered any thought that 
should have wounded her feelings, or 
caused her any' impatience with me. 
I was fast growing nervous, while she 
remained silent; she tightened her 
grip on my hand, and gazed steadily at 
me or a moment, then, as a pleasant 
smile lighted up her ever radiant coun
tenance, she pulled me gently toward 
her and kissed my forehead, and said 
in such tones as a fond mother would

for my expression; I have not lessened 
my patience in the least; it is you, who 
áre impatient. Your question is legiti
mate, and is easily answered. My rea
son for saying that you could and 
should seek for the answers to your 
own questions, was, that you might re
ceive your lessons; I wish that you may 
understand that all you may see, all 
we may converse about while you and 
I may remain in company, must be ac
cepted as lessons; from it all the de: 
ductions will be the soul food necessary 
for your expansion. - From this time, 
do not be afraid of injuring my feelings 
In any degree. I know your every 
thought and their motives; and I know 
that your respect for me will not allow 
you to harbor any ill will toward me. 
You are still under the teachings, or 
their influence, of Aer, and until you 
can expand beyond them, the results 
must conform to the causes; but as 
you comprehend the lessohs better, 
these influences, like barnacles on the 
bottom of the ships of Aer will leave, 
and you can rise to higher altitudes of 
refinement, or broader expansion of in
tellect

“But I see we have continued our 
conversation here as long as it will be 
to your advantage. What is your pleas
ure for entertainment?”

' CHAPTER XV.

I wanted to; and X never knew any one 
Who did.”

A Much Anticipated Journey.
This was the first Instance in which 

my interests had been consulted, and it 
was so unexpected that I was unpre
pared to receive it, so instead of readily 
answering her, I began revolving in my 
mind different schemes for the enter
tainment she offered. Uppermost in 
my mind was the thought that I might 
visit my old earth home, and it crowded 
all else aside; but I thought: No, I am 
a spirit now, I can not again visit gross 
matter; bo I will try and think of some
thing on this sphere; but' my mind 
would return to the thought of earth 
and my boyhood at the old home. As I 
continued to revolve the thought in my 
mind, I said involuntarily aloud:

‘‘If it was possible, I would like to go 
to earth and see my old home; but 
there! I suppose that would be impos
sible. So I will accept any pleasure 
you may suggest.”
’ “Why impossible, my brother?”

"Because I suspect I am not fitted to 
go.” _ }
• "What more would you do, or try to 

do, to better prepare yourself?”, •
“I hardly know,” I said, with a faint 

hope that my fond dream might be real- 
ized."Have you ever been there?"

“No, I have not; but it would be an 
easy matter to go.”

“How could we find our way? I 
could not lead; for although I well re
member the town and state, I could not 
tell in what direction to start”

“You must be the guide if we ever 
reach the place you desire; and as I al
ready sense the name of the country on 
Aer, through your own soul, where your 
individuality was first manifest, it will 
be an easy matter to reach our destlnar 
tlon. We will start at once.” _

Suiting her act to her' words' she 
arose from our seat, and led me to the 
edge of the beautiful lawn, and into a 
dense forest that surrounded it; we 
soon came to a path that was so narrow 
that we could not . walk by the side of 
each other; she took the lead, and for 
a long time we continued on in silence. 
We did not seem to walk, we glided 
noiselessly on; the path was straight; 
it did not ascend or descend, and in 
time it became monotonous, and I be
gan to feel exhausted; not so much 
from the exertion from our journey, as 
from the 'constant sameness of our sur
roundings and the stillness that accom
panied us. .

At last, my teacher stopped sudden
ly, and turned abruptly to one side, and 
led the way among the great trees that 
stood thickly scatered about; although 
our pace was slower than it had beenj 
we moved at a high speed even now. 
After a time of dodging among the 
trees, we entered a clear space of many 
acres, in the center of which stood a

earth. We stood at the edge of the for
est and viewed the scene for a little 
time; it was not very inviting, and I 
shrank from going towards it, but my 
teacher said at length:

"We will enter this house for a little 
time, as it will be necessary for. us to 
take on conditions suitable to enter the 
crude matter of Aer; and also for you 
to be placed in the proper state to enter 
tlie mixed influences we will meet in 
that sphere we are about to visit.”

"Is this the beginning of earth?” I 
asked, without considering my ques
tion. . .

"O no; we are still in the finer 
sphere, and as you reckon distance, we 
are many millions of miles from it. It 
is my intention to stop here, that you 
may be placed in such a state as will be 
necessary for you to travel in. 1

"My language implied that the dis
tance to Aer was long; so it is. If we 
were to travel at the Blow rate of speed 
we have so far on our journey, by the 
time we reached the planet we seek, it, 
like .its inhabitants, would have passed 
into other forms of matter, ana we 
would find no Aer there. When we re
sume our journey, you will be better 
prepared, and when we arrive at our 
destination you will need all tlie energy 
you can command to help you to with
stand the shock you will receive."

“Is it possible that we shall fall 
through space at a terrible rate of 
speed, and finally land on earth with 
great force?"

"While we will pass through space as 
quickly as thought, yet we will land on 
Aer as gently as a bird would alight 
from a bush.”

“If we pass through space as quickly 
as thought, then the distance you men
tion, which is beyond my power of com
prehension; must be passed In an in
credible short time. Is that what you 
mean by the shock I am to receive?”

“No, the shock you will receive therfe, 
will be because of the numerous 
changes which have taken place since 
you left. Our arrival will not be no
ticed, and most likely it will be some 
time before • we are able to reach any 
one who will receive us, so that we can 
make a favorable impression enough to 
make a beginning satisfactory to us. If 
you were cognizant of the speed with 
which we will proceed, it would fright
en you, and thus we should be retard
ed; so we will enter this house, where- 
we will rest for a time.”

Our conversation had taken place, as 
we were slowly crossing the clearing, 
and as she closed her remarks we as
cended the BtepB that led to the portico 
that surrounded the building. We were 
met by a lady of medium height, dressed 
as my teacher and I were, the color ot 
her rob’e being nearly the same as mine.

As if the lady expected us, she wel
comed ub with a hearty greeting and Jed 
the way through a long, norrow hall, 
and up a flight of stairs to a large room, 
in which was a bed and several chairs. 
As she left us, my teacher said:

“I know my'brother is tired and 
needs rest.” Pointing to the bed, she 
said: “There is a place where you can 
find what is needed for you. You shall 
lie upon it, and by so doing, you shall 
gain such conditions as will enable you 
to take the journey we have planned. 
When you awaken, you will discover 
that the journey you anticipate, is not 
so long and tedious as you now Imag
ine.”

I hesitated about lying down. I did 
not feel the need of rest so much as 
what she said would indicate; beside, I 
had a suspicion that my teacher was 
about to leave me, and I was to proceed; 
on the journey alone. She relieved my! 
anxiety by saying:

“Please have no fear that I will leave- 
you here. I will not be absent from 
you again, until we have visited Aer 
and returned’ to the place we started 
from.” •

She placed her hand upon my fore
head, and said, “Listen.” I did listen; 
I heard music, which sounded far away;. 
it was distinct, and seemed to be made' 
by a host of voices. As the song pro
ceeded, it seemed to tell the story of 
one who had left earth and returned 
there. It told of the pleasure experi*. 
enced on meeting old friends, and ming
ling with old associates after many! 
years of separation.

New York, Nov. ll-H-A Jystem of 
wireless telegraphy which works with
out any apparatus at nil has been in
stalled between the United States and 
England, according to the ifiociety of 
Psychical Reseaich. message has 
been transmitted, practically^ instanta
neously, between Mrs. Piper, the me
dium whose doings were. ihe>subject of 
a long and sensational; report two or 
three years ago, and Uh English medi
um with whom the Society foifjPsychical 
Research lias made many experiments. 
It was part of a pre-arranged plan, an' 
experiment, accordfiig. to u Professor 
James Hyslop, who stands sponsor for 
Mrs. Piper and conducts the society’s 
experiments with her. ’ ' .

The message was sent in English. It 
consisted,of four English words, but it 
was written off by the,British medium 
in Latin. This, says Professor Hyslop, 
is owing to the peculiar manner in 
which communications are carried on 
between “controls,” on tne other side 
of death, and living mediums. It is a 
process, he Bays, not readily compre
hended by the unscientific mind.

ft wasn’t telepathy, the straight com
munication of one mind with another. 
Professor Hyslop Ib certain on that 
point. It was done through the agency 
of a spirit.

“I am not at liberty to tell the word
ing of the message or the exact condi
tions of the experiment,” said Professor 
Hyslop last night. "That will all come 
out in the next report advanced ex
periments which we have been making 
since our last report. The full publica
tion of the facts will explain why the 
message was transmitted in Latin.

“Conditions were such that it came 
through the medium’s subliminal con
sciousness in that language. Under
stand, she doesn’t know any Latin her
self. For that matter, iv|rs. Piper doesn’t 
know German or Italian, yet she gives 
communication in both those languages.

. What "Control" Means.
“The public doesn’t understand the 

probable relations between a medium 
and his control—by ‘control’ I mean, the 
spirit, or whatever it is, which is send
ing the message. The medium, as every. 
one knows, is in an abnormal mental

ceived—the clairvoyant condition we 
call it. What every one does not„know 
Is that the control, himself probably en
ters an abnormal mental condition be
fore he, too, can send à message.

“Of course, the conditions are not ex
actly the same; they are only analog
ous. Very few living persons have clair
voyant power and not all spirits can 
get into proper conditions for sending 
communications. I have received mes
sages Jrom many dead relatives, yet 
several, notably one uncle, have never 
been able to control apy medium, al
though I have reason 'to believe that

»'I know that is all true

Old familiar scenes were told of; and 
it made me feel anxious to be on the! 
way, that I, tool might enjoy the same 
pleasure. I enjoyed the music, while 'the 4.__ 1__ ’ ' ..the hand of my' teacher was gently- 
stroking my forehead; it was hard for
me to decide which gave me the most 
pleasure—the music or her soft touch, 
and to increase my happiness, I now 
had her all to myself, there was none tp 
come between her angel-like presence 
find me; only for that thought I would 
have been impatient to immediately 
continue our journey. While enjoying 
the rapturous ecstasy of all the pleas
ure which was now mine, I slept. ;

[End of Part I. At some future time 
Part II. will appear.1]., ;

ing to my theory, for the seaming tri
viality and confusion’oLsplrit messages. 
This has been a great ground for objec
tion, with the public. 'Theyr'isk why 
Spirits,.1,instead of seniding great and 
'good thoughts, revelations of life on the 
other side, and the.like, sepd only lit- 
.tie, personal messages,"and recall only 
slight and trivial incidents. ' >

“Now it is rather 'early ’to form 
theories; we are just ¡now engaged in 
gathering data by scientific' • method. 
Nevertheless, this much appears plain 
to me: Before the spirit control passes 
Into that abnormal state necessary for 
communication, he gathers together the 
facts which would proye his'identity. 
That is the thought in'his mind as he 
enters the trance statei ■' ' «'

; "When, therefore, herspeaks he trans
, mits mainly those little personal .Inci
dents, and they often come confused 
In the strangest manner. The medium 
is in an abnormal state, and that causes 
further confusion. On one occasion my 
father sent a message to me regarding 
the minute details of a carriage ae’ei- 
dent which I could not recall in connec
tion with him. A later message from 
an unde, also dqad, recalled'it to my 
mind—but it had happened to me while 
in company with that uncle, and two 
days after my father had died. It was 
an incident which I had forgotten, and 
the details of which were known to the 
uncle and me alone. ,

“Just such trivialities and like con
fusions occur in the talk' of hypnotized 
persons who have been told, before 
passing into hypnotic trance, that they 
must establish identity. That establish
ment of identity, by the way, works be
tween living persons as'it does between 
a spirit and a living person—by triviali
ties.

“Repeatedly in my experiments at 
Columbia I have put two students in 
communication by telephone and asked 
them to try to make their Identities 
¡known to each other wltnout mention
ing their names. In every case they 
chose the slightest and most trivial in
cidents—the overturning of a chemical 
Jn the laboratory, or an accidental meet-
;ing on an elevated car, and the 
Spirit controls do the same thing. 
’ A Chicago Instance.
i “To return to the experiment

like.

with 
mes-fJong distance transmission of a

.aage. This is not the first instance in 
our experiments, although it is the first 
instance' in which the attempt has been 
deliberate. Some time ,ago one of our 
members who lives near Chicago was

large building that resembled the tav-• , • . tiuifcu MUUUIX15 uiav icociuuicu uic mr
hut that erne I was acquainted with when on

FAITH, HOPE, CHARITY.

Have faith, dear heart, tho’ the world 
■ seems wrong v, . .

And hearts are untrue, do not despair, 
There is some good in all/trust in God 

And leave your sorrows in His care.
Mayhaps the words that caused such 

pain -
Were only spoken in Idle jest, 

Mayhap the actions that seemed so un-. 
kiqd, ■ . . .

Were meant, dear heart, for the best.
Have hope, dear friend, tho’ the slow 

rain •■:■■■ ■
Sadly falls, cease your repining, 

For, who knows, on th’ glad morrow
The bright sun may be shining.

Th’drooping flowers will lift their 
sweet faces . )•<

Radiant and fresh from the rain, ’ 
Th” songster now Bilent will raise his 

voice . ■
In a happier, merrier strain. ■ ■
Have charity, dear, human nature is 

weak
And, “prone to err,” ’tis our fate;

Remember, “judge not lest ye be 
judged,”

. ’Tis better tq forgive and love, than 
hate. IDA GREGORY.

San Antonio, Texas.

holding communication with a deceased 
relative through a medium. Suddenly 
the question was asked: ■ 'Why is Helen 
playing the piano?’ Helen is his daugh
ter, and was then at home near Chicago. 
He took the time at once; it was 11:26 
a. m. Computing the difference in time, 
he telegraphed to his wife, asking what 
Helen was doing between 11 and 11:30 
o’clock that morning, Boston time. The 
answer came: ■

-; “ ‘Practicing on theopiano.’
: "The medium herself knew nothing 
about his daughter Helen and her hab
its. To the best of ini' beltof she did 
not know that he had a-daughter Helen, 
in the late experiment with: transmis
sion between the United States and 
England we used every precaution to 
insure against accident, collision, or 
fraud. I do not knowt'if it iivas trans
mitted instantaneously.; It was certain
ly sent and delivered.ipsidejof half an 
hour. The sentence ' 'used Was not a 

\Btock phrase, which rfiight be’ hit upon 
Jat the other end by guess-wofk. It was 
an unusual phrase, made up ¡^t the’ mo
ment of sending. ' ,

“As nearly as we can mak'e out, con
ditions in the spirit wotld ana-such that 
space is not a factor >tylth them. 'That 
ability to command space spems to be 
common to them all. thousand miles 
is as an inch. However, we have made 
only a few experiments .in that direc-
tlon.-

“New Testament Stories Comically II- 
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, 8L 
Cloth, $1.50.

“Buddhism and Its Cnrirtlan Critlca.” 
By Dr. Paul Carus. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen
sive. Paper, CO cents. Cloth,

V ... . '
"I may say, while we are speaking of 

Mrs. Piper, that she is not the only me
dium we have used in our experiments. 
We have several others; But she is the 
only one, m this country at least, with 
whom we have'conducted, elaborate ex
periments, surrounded by. all the pre
cautions of the scientific method and 
carried on through many years. The 
precautions we took in the very begin
ning were unusual. • ■ -

Lasted for a Year;
“We found her as a professional me-

« <

dium. We tested’ her for nearly a year 
by sending to her persons whom she 
had nevir seen before, whose dames, In 
all human probability, she had never 
heard before. Then she was watched 
by detectives. After that she was sent 
to England. Her baggage was careful
ly searched for any of the lists, etc., 
which form part of the equipment of 
the ordinary .faking professional me
dium.

“In England she was kept in-a state 
of voluntary imprisonment. All . her 
mail was read by agents of the society. 
She saw no one but our agents and per
sons sent to her by us. And there, as 
here, her communications had that con
sistent Inconsistency, that frequent con
fusion, as of crossed wires, which’we 
noted here, which we have noted in all 
our experiments. People whom she saw 
every day, whose family photographs 
were in the house, got no message. 
People brought all the way from Scot
land received startling messages which 
were comprehensible to them alone, and 
absolutely established the identity of 
her control. She stood every test. We 
could never detect the slightest trace 
of fraud. .

“Telepathy? You know that telepathy 
isthe explanation of Mrs. Piper’s work 
given by doubters. I villi only say this: 
If it is telepathy then she can establish 
communication with every person in 
the world. Even tliat explanation leaves 
a great deal to be explained. For ex
ample, a message came to me from my 
father, speaking of my uncle John, who 
had lost a finger in tne war. Now I 
had an Uncle John who had just died 
and who was a veteran of the Civil war.

who were connected with my Uncle 
John by marriage. A little later -1 hap
pened to hear of a Greatuncle John, a 
veteran of the War of 1812, who had 
lived In Ohio. I went to Ohio and found 
that he had lost a finger in thè War of 
1812 and that he was connected by mar
riage with the two families mentioned. 
Was that—are a hundred other exam
ples like that telepathy ? -

Not a "Clever Fakir.”
"Telepathy, the straight communica

tion by the subliminal mind between 
two'persons in a normal state of con
sciousness, can transmit only the pres
ent thought of the mind. It has noth
ing to do with memory. But spirit com
munication has to do with memory. 
One day, while Mrs. Piper was under 
control, Mr. Hodgson asked:

‘"What is Mrs. Howard doing now?’ 
Mrs. Howard is a friend of Dr. Hodg
son, whom he had not seen for several 
days and whom Mrs. Piper had not 
seen. The control, through the medium, 
told what Mrs. Howard was doing; t’Gld 
it in minute details. We found after
ward that she had not described what 
Mrs. Howard was doing then, but what 
Bhe was doing the day before—trans
mission of a memory, you see; and 
there 1b no example of such transmis
sion in all the many hundred cases of 
telepathy recorded by the society.

“Is she a clever fakir, who is fooling 
us? Of course, we are asked that every 
day. Now I’ve told you of our elabor
ate precautions, but I’ll add this: If 
she is a fakir, if she 1b gathering in
formation by the ordinary methods of 
the specious, public, alleged medium, 
she must have on her staff a detective 
force tentimes as big as Scotland yard 
and unlimited money. She has no 
money except the small salary we pay 
her for her support, and she sees no one 
except the people we bring her—and 
they don’t pay. If you could go over 
our experiments with us you’d see how 
foolish the fakir theory is.

“We have avoided all mediums with 
any suspicion of faking in their records. 
Not all the public advertised clairvoy
ants are absolute frauds. Some of them 
are real mediums. But the unscientific 
public can’t understand the curious con
fusion and uncertainty of these genuine 
messages, and these mediums resort to 
lies to fill in the blank spaces. At the 
present stage of experiments, however, 
we want only mediums as far above 
suspicion as Caesar’s wife.”

Professor Hyslop said that since its 
last report the Society for Psychical Re
search has made a most remarkable col
lection of American ghost stories. They 
are locked up with the society’s ar
chives in Boston. There are about a 
thousand of them and they are a most 
remarkable collection of hair raisers.

“That subject of apparitions,” said 
Professor Hyslop, “is one into which 
we have looked very little. We have 
hardly classified the data and have not 
even begun to draw conclusion. There 
is one thing, though. Most of them 
cannot be hallucinations. When an ap
parition of a person, living or dead, ap
pears to you, tells you of an event oc
curring at a distance, and of which you 
knew nothing, and when later the event 
ts proved to have occurred, that can
not be hallucination. Yet we have hun
dreds of certified cases of this charac
ter. :

“The curious thing about it all is that 
apparitions of living persons are rather 
more common in our records than ap
paritions of dead or dying persons.' 
Thorough investigation of these phe
nomena must come later. Just now we 
have a lifetime to work with our investi
gation of clairvoyancy.” .

A Wonderful Shrub—Cures Kidney and 
Bladder Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc.
New evidence shows that Alkavis, the 

new botanical product ■ of the Kava
Kava Shrub, is indeed a true specific 
cure for diseases caused by Uric acid in 
the blood, or by disorders of the Kid
neys and Urinary organs.

A remarkable case Is that ot James Thomas, 
Esq., of ths Board of Rsvfaw, Bureau of Mansions. WuMog- 
ton, D. C., as told in the New York World ot re
cent dato. Ho was cured by Alkavis attor many 
physicians had tailed, and he had given up all 
hope of recovery.

Similar testimony of extraordinary 
cures of Rheumatism and Kidney and 
Bladder diseases of long standing, 
comes from many other sufferers, and 
1200 hospital cures are recorded in 30 
days. So far thè Church Kidney Cure 
Company, New York, are the only im
porters of Alkavis, and they are so anx
ious to prove its value that for the sake 
of introduction they will send a free 
sample of Alkavis, prepaid by mail, to 
every reader of The Progressive 
Thinker who is a Sufferer from any 
form of Kidney or Bladder disorder, 
Bright's disease, Rheumatism, Diabetes, 
Dropsy, Gravel, Pain in Back, difficult 
or too frequent passing water, or other 
affliction due to improper action of the 
Kidneys or Urinary organs. We advise 
all Sufferers to send their name and ad
dress to the company, and receive the 
Alkavis entirely free. Address'Church 
Kidney Cure Company, No. 404 Fourth 
Avenue, New York.

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event In Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought- 
trical term or phrase. Price 35 cents.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
ualistis Gatherings.” By Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents.

“Why 1 Am a Vegetarian.” . By j. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 

I ecats, .

Normal Wakeful Condition, Causing 
Prophetic Dreams.
Emerson in one of his lectures reck

ons dreams amongst the greatest mys
teries of the mind of man. It is not 
prophetic dreams alone, or even chiefly, 
pernaps,■ that are mysterious, though 
these, of course, are obviously inexplic
able; but the ordinary, every night vis-

Lyra, woke his whole household by a 
piercing shriek on the night before he 
was due to join the vessel. He explained 
to bis wife and the others who were 
roused by his screams that he dreamed 
the Lyra had been run down by a steam
er and that he and the rest of tire crew 
were drowning. Both himself and wife 
were so depressed by tire dream that 
they dreaded his joining his ship, and 
he would, indeed, have staid ashore if 
he could have found a substitute. Fail
ing to find one, he sailed that afternoon 
in the Lyra, and was drowned as he 
had dreamed by the running down of 
the smack off the coast of South Devon
shire by the, steamer Heathbank.

One night in a strange Welsh town 
where I was lecturing I heard the 
chimes of the parish church clock play 
what seemed to be an exquisite melody. 
I wondered what and whose it was till 
I fell asleep. In my sleep a musical 
brother of mine came to me and said: 
“You don’t mean to say that melody is 
new to you? Wiry, it’s a sonata of Moz
art’s”—as it was.

The late Miss Cobbe tells a story of 
two friends of hers who were perplexed 
by some mathematical problem. Weary 
with vain attempts at its solution, they 
retired to rest in the same bedroom. In 
the small hours of the morning one of 
the two saw the other get out of bed, 
light the candle, sit down at the table 
in his night shirt, and scribble away at

PILES CUREDj
ON

Don’t Neglect Plleo-They lead to the" 
Deadly Cancer. My New Three- -I 

fold Absorption Treatment 
Promptly Relieves Even 

Most Malignant Cases.
I want to send overy sufferer from plies, ulcer,' 
fissure» prolapse, tumors, constipation, or 
other rectal weakness, my New Three-fold 
Absorption Cure and mv New Book, in colors, 
about rectal troubles. (All in plain wrapper.) 
If you are katisfled with the benefit from my 
treatment, send me One Dollar. If not, send 
nothing. You decide after you have tried it.

My treatment cures by absorbing tho 
growths and healing the membrane. It is 
bringing cures where everything else has

1 failed. It has cured cases of 30 and 10 years 
standing. That is why I can afford to send 
it on approval. Hero’s what you get with

out paying a cent In ad
vance : 1. Ono tube ot my 
Absorptive Plasma, with my 
now Bectal Applicator, which

asleep. Next morning to his amaze
ment he found that hjs fellow .-student 
would not believe that he had quitted 
his bed till his dream work was shown 
him and found to be thb solution of the 
problem which had baffled him over
night.

Turtiui dreamed that hp had made a 
compact with the devil, who promised 
to inspire him. “Let me hear you play 
something now,” asked Tartinl, handing 
Satan his violin, on which the devil 
played a melody so exquisite that Tar- 
tini hardly dared to breathe while he 
listened. Indeed, the intensity of his 
rapture woke him. Seizing his violin 
ne attempted to reproduce what he had 
just heard, but only the faintest frag
ments of the demoniac melody could be 
recalled. Nevertheless this survives— 
“The Devil’s Sonata"—as far,.he finest 
of all Tartini’s compositions.

In a book on dreams published a few 
years since, the veteran journalist, 
Frederick Greenwood, noted an every 
day but extraordinary experience of 
the dreamer—that the mind which in
vents the adventure is as ignorant of 
and interested in the denouement &s a 
reader of a new sensational novel. “I 
dreamt,” says Mr. Greenwood, "that in 
going up the stairs of Buckingham pal
ace I came upon Queen Victoria and Mr. 
John Morley talking together of home 
rule. I was about to retire when the 
queen said: ‘No, Mr. Greenwood, stay. 
I wish all my subjects to hear my opin
ions on this question.’ While 1 staid 
and listened I heard an odd clinking 
noise, which greatly puzzled me. Next 
day—still in my dream—I met in a

me:. 'I say, Greenwood, you are cut
ting a big figure in the Times to-day.’ 
On glancing at the Times I found a ver
batim report of the whole interview of 
the queen with Mr. Morley, and then 
for the first time it occurred to me that 
the odd clicking noise which had puz
zled me was the telegraph wiring to the 
Times the report I found In it.” “Now,” 
asks Mr. Greenwood, “how is it that the 
mind, which invented the adventure, 
had to wait till the end of the dream to 
discover what that clicking noise was 
which it had heard in the middle of the 
dream?” .

Lady Albemarle claimed to have clair
voyance in dreams of the deaths in her 
family, and her claim in one case at 
least was justified, according to that 
confirme'd sceptic, Horace Walpole. 
Writing onJan. 9, 1755, to Sir Horace 
Mann, he says that when Lord Bury 
heard by express at Windsor of the 
death of his father he hurried up to 
London to break it to his mother and 
sisters. "Lord, child,” cried his mother 
on his appearance, “what brings you to 
town so early?” “I was sent for,” he 
replied. "Are you not well?” she asked. 
"Quite well, but a little flustered.” "Let 
me feel your pulse. 0, your father is 
dead!” “Lord, madam, what put that 
into your head? You mean, perhaps, 
my brother”—who had just gone for his 
health to Lisbon. "No, it is your father. 
I know it. I dreamed last night that he 
was dead, and that he came.to take 
leave of me." And before he could re
ply she fainted. "

Cardinal Bembo’s mother claimed a 
similar clairvoyance of disaster in 
areams, a claim in the cardinal’s own 
case was certainly made good. Writ
ing in 1512 to a nobleman of the house 
of Medici, the cardinal said that while 
he was detained by a law suit in Venice 
his mother met him one morning coin
ing out of his chamber with the papers 
concerning the suit in his hand. “Have 
no dispute,” she cried eagerly, “to-day 
with- Giusto,”■ the other party to the 
suit. She repeated this warning so 
Ofen and earnestly that the cardinal 
asked for-an explanation, which she 
gave, thus: “I dreamed this night that 
Giusto wounded you in the right hatfd. 
You know how often my dreams have 
been verified; therefore I implore you, 
my dear child, to keep clear of the man, 
and above all things, have no alterca
tion with him.” Nevertheless, Bembo, 
much against his will, -was forced not 
into an altercation only but into a duel 
with Giusto, who chopped off the second 
finger of his right hand.

Thus discourses T. P. O’Connor in 
the Chicago Tribune, illustrating the 
Important fact that dreams are often 
prophetic, and induced, of course, by 
spirits, aud that spirit return is com
mon to the whole world. ■

: PHILANDER EMERSON.

A Ring Brought by the Spirits.
Several weeks ago we received a let

ter from my sister-in-law of Washing
ton, D. CM to the effect that she would 
pay us a visit. Our daughter, who has 
never seen any of our folks, jumped up 
lor joy and out of ecstasy exclaimed, 
"O, I am so glad Aunt Mary is coming, 
aud wish she would bring me a ring.”

Well, Aunt' Mary caaie and Is here 
yet- She brought all kinds of knick
knacks, but no ring. It was not neces
sary to bring a ring, for a ring came 
two days before Aunt Mary came. My 
wife found the ring, on a table in our 
parlor. No one at home but dier. •

CHAS. THESSMANN.
Chicago. ■ ; -

quickly heals all Itching and 
soreness. 2. One package of 
iny Muco-Food Cones, which 
euro constipation and nour
ish the membrane. 3. One 
Package of my Plie Pills, 
which remove the causes of 
idles and constipation, mak- 
ng the cure permanent. If 

lld. kx-rr«s.Medkal you have piles, or the Itch- 
UaheriHy «i pbio.Ex- Jmf, burning, or heavy feel- 
Burgeea, V. B. Ara/. jngf wblch shOWS that the 
dreaded disease is coming, it will cost you 
nothing to try my remedy, and one dollar is 
little to pay .if cured. Send no money—only 
your name—to the Dr. Van Vleck Co., X»26 
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Write today»

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle.
Library of Spiritnal Literata

8TUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work^ee^ays to utilize and ex- ‘ 
plain the vast array^f facts in its' field I 
of research by referring them to a com- A 
mon cause, and from them arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

' LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy end the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that-subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF 8PJRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT, 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom's Cabin.', 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets of 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price 
30 cents. *

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page
tract for mission work. Singles copies 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25. ’

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Thia volume 

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual ot physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane educatton, with plan ot 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,
•Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS'
7 i

AND

Oilier OMnos,
BY

EMMA RÒOD TUTTLE

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285? 
pages, with six full-page Illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author}1 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue- 
with aluminum embossing. Many of! 
the poems are especially adapted for ■ 
recitations. '

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature.; 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems' 
that it was the equal of anything in the 1 
language, and that she was the poet of1 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended.”

Will Carlton: “I have read with great 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet 
* * * * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.”

The author says in the dedication:! 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is «offered hoping “to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither." .

Price $1.00. For sale by
HUDSON TUTTLE, ’ 
 Berlin Heights, Oh!;.

CLUBS! CLUBS!'CLUBS! CLUBS!
Now is the time to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten can secure1 
The Progressive Thinker one year and - 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: “The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson”; “Vol. 3 of The Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World”; "A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”, and “Seers of the Ages”, by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one who gets 
up the club can have the paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books in our list, which he may select.
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The price of The Progressive Thinker 
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WORDS OF CAUTION. _ , 
You should not send money in p let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, :and thru you are per

. fectly safe, and v/lll save yourself an
noyance and trouble. ,

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for the National Spirit« 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an« 
ewer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism, fiend him 
clippings when aa attack Is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Some Important Facts for Mediums 
and Societies to Consider.

Spiritualists at large, and particular
ly all connected with local and State 
auxiliaries of the N. S. A., should be
come thoroughly conversant with the 
new rules established by our supreme 
body for the ordination of miuisters, 
which have been in force since Septem
ber 1, 1904. No person can now be le
gally ordained save by state associa
tions auxiliary to the N. S. A., or by a 
council, or conference, called by such 
state association for the purpose, or 
else, where no state association exists, 
by an ordination commission of not less 
than three persons expressly appointed 
therefor by the National Spiritualists’ 
Association.

Every pastor, or minister, is required 
to be ordained before becoming settled 
over a church, or society. No person 
can become a candidate for ordination 
without first having received a call to 
the pastorate of some church, or so
ciety, or been appointed a missionary 
by some state association, or by the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association. Can
didates for pastorates (or ordination) 
and for missionary work must have 
been for at least one year in full fellow
ship with some Spiritualist church, or 
society, and for at least one year com
missioned as a licentiate, or trial 
speaker by the National or a state asso
ciation.

No one can be elected and commis
sioned a lay minister, or licentiate, who 
has not been a member of some Spir
itualist church in good standing for one 
calendar year. After one year of ap
proved service as a lay minister, the in
dividual may be granted full ordination. 
Churches, or societies may at their dis
cretion elect some member to the office 
of lay minister, who shall lead the 
meetings, or act as speaker in the min
ister’s absence but can not celebrate 
marriages, or exercise the full preroga
tives of a minister. Every election of a 
lay minister must be reported to the 
state association having jurisdiction, 
which will issue the party chosen a 
commission as a licentiate.

All mediums for physical phenomena 
and those who depend upon seances, or 
private sittings, for a living and are 
known to have genuine psychical powers 
may be commissioned as associate min
isters, provided they are members in 
good standing of some Spiritualist 
church. If faithful in aiding their 
church and giving spiritual consolation 
to those seeking their aid, their com
mission as associate minister will en
title them to protection of their local, 
state and National associations in case 
of persecution, prosecution, or any .in
justice or indignity offered them be
cause of the legitimate use of their me
diumship. ’

Every associate' minister must have 
been in full practice of mediumship for 
two calendar years.

Illinois ordinations must be through 
the state association to be recognized 
by the National' body and make the

by Natural Phenomena.
When the power of invisible electricity and its wondrous ability when 

harnessed to the ear of Progress is taken into account, we have no right 
to question that there are other concealed forces in Nature which escape 
mortal observation. No one, even aided by the most powerful lenses, 
has yet seen electricity; though we hear its action in the thunder’s roar, 
.and see its track along the sky where it sets the oxygen aflame in its 
rapid flight, or behold its flash in the darkness. The tree shattered to 
splinters, or the rock crushed to powder, tells of its ravages ere man had 
learned to direct its course, or make it serve his will.

If this unseen force of Nature possesses such giant power, with possi
bilities scarcely dreamed of, may there not be other forces equally 
wonderful in the unseen, ethereal world of matter?

Electricity best displays its ability and usefulness when driving ma
chinery, propelling a railroad train, or in illuminating a great eity. 
Modern science teaches, it iVhcels planets in their orbits, causes them to 
revolve on their, axes, produces those freaks known as. aurora borealis in 
our hyperborean skies, and causes the magnetic needle to point its 
northerly course. Our latest philosophers assert that radiating from 
suns, the central orb of planetary systems, electricity lights up the dark
ness of worlds, and that heat is but the product of electrical friction in 
its rapid passage through a resisting atmosphere. .

So the atmosphere, invisible to unaided vision, plays sad havoc with 
fragile matter when in motion to gain an equilibrium. ■

Animal life in its material form, with bones, muscles, brain, nerves, 
tissues and integuments, is only an instrument on which sensation plays. 
It is but the dynamo used to give expression to thought, though dead 
and worthless when deserted by the forces which lately gave it anima
tion. '

It is denied by a class of thinkers that these life forces have an exist
ence independent of the instruments employed to accomplish a purpose. 
This is equivalent to asserting that electricity is not an entity until har
nessed to machinery. - -

The body is but a complicated machine constructed for the spirit’s 
temporary habitation. This is generally conceded.

Who can tell'why the magnet attracts bodies to itself and holds them 
ir. its close embrace with such fervency? Whence the law of gravita
tion, by which planets are held in their orbits, and are wheeled on the’ir 
axes? The magnetic needle, too, obeys a subtle and unseen law by 
which its northerly direction is preserved. We know the results, and 
philosophy explains how the phenomena acts; but it does not go back 
and explain how the forces are generated which holds worlds in balance, 
and keeps all the wheels of the universe in equal poise. _ _

It is said the brain secretes thought as the corroding of zinc in a gal
vanic battery secretes electricity; but there knowledge ends. The 
newly discovered radium emits light and heat, with seemingly no dimin
ution of power. Who shall fathom the law governing its action? _

The truth is: With all our scientific knowledge we dwell in a mystic 
world. All around are forces, of whose origin and action we are ignor
ant. And this is the secret why impostors practice their deceptions 
while the credulous give them countenance. ■ .

Observe: The harnessing of electricity to the car of Progress, and 
gaining its aid in the service of human needs has in no wise changed its 
character, or made the most profound scholar any better acquainted 
with the source from which it comes. It is everywhere. It permeates 
all matter and cannot be extinguished, though its direction may be 
changed. It is a mystery as inexplainable as the intelligence which 
accompanied the tiny raps at Hydesville, N. Y., in 1848, which ushered 
ir. Modern Spiritualism; and more lately has assumed multiple forms, 
revolutionizing religious thought, obliterating a sulphurous hell, cor
recting many false conceptions of a future life, laying the foundation 
for the destruction of all creeds, substituting knowledge for belief, and 
has made us acquainted with ethereal men and women, our resurrected 
brothers and sisters, constructed in the exact similitude of mortality, 
but of more refined material, invisible except to those of clear vision, or 
closely approximating thereto in earth life.

Now, we assert most positively, clairvoyance is a demonstrated fact. 
Incredulity and skepticism may controvert it, as they do, and imposture 
may attempt to imitate it, but the ability to discern objects not within 
reach of the eye, when in a trance condition, or when illumined from 
without, remains. No logic, no sophistry, no state of facts can success
fully controvert this power. It has been too long and too clearly dem
onstrated by innumerable illustrations to be called in question at this 
late day. The orthodox world, which wants bible authority for every
thing, will find' an abundance of evidence of this power in their holy 
book. Revelation of past and future events, often told of in dreams, 
somewhat partake of this clairvoyant condition. As well deny any 
other demonstrated law of mind, as to deny the ability of qualified per
sons to project vision into the future, or discern events already past.

If favored persons possess this ability to revive,the past, to grasp the 
future, to penetrate all heights, all depths, and all distances, then is it 
not possible all persons suitably equiped with mentality, if properly de-' 
veloped, possess in full, or in limited form, this mysterious law of mind? 
And there seems to be forceful evidence that this power of clear vision 
is possessed by the lower forms of life, as repeatedly witnessed in

Some Pathetic Scenes.
There ire ebfiie tender, pathetic 

scenes in fills Uis, which levels all dis
tinctions lu huuUn nature, and brings 
to light tlisise qualities that place those 
in the humble wjdks of life on the plane 
of the wealthy a^d pretentious. Here 
is a case, point:

•While tjie last preparations were go
Ing on in, the residence of Thomas E. 
Stillman, The millionaire lawyer, of 9 
East Seveity-eigilth street, New York, 
for the wedding ,<pf his daughter, Miss 
Mary E. Stillmaip to, Edward S. Hark
ness, Nov.,15., a rickety old farm wagon, 
occupied by a White-haired negro mam
my and a'lwee pickaninny, drawn by a 
horse wffpse bones almost broke 
through its muc| colored hide, clattered 
from Fifth avenue into Seventy-eighth 
street and halted before the Stillman 
doorway. ’

Down the stoop and across the side
walk an awning had been erected. Un
derneath a width of soft carpet had 
been laid. Around the entrance uni
formed policemen and detectives stood 
as a guard against curious loiterers.

As the strange vehicle drew up beside 
the curb the.old negro woman rose to 
her feet, handed the reins to the little 
boy at her Bide, and began to smooth 
out the wrinkles in the gorgeous velvet 
gown she wore. As she patted her 
finery two policemen darted-forward. 
The first to reach her said, “Move on.” 
Then he moved forward toward the 
horse as if he would lead it away.

“Yo’ jes‘ let dat hawse 'lone, mister,” 
retorted mammy. ■ '

Before the copper had time to think 
the old negro had made a leap to'the 
velvet carpet and grabbed his coat talk

“But you can’t stop here, auntie," he 
said. 4

"Can’t stop hyah? Who can’t?” she 
snorted. “Shucks, chile, you go 'way 
fum hyah.”

“But”—began the officer. ,
“Now, now,” droned the old woman, 

“doan you recken I knows what I 
wants? Heh?”

“Tommy,” she said to the small boy 
in the wagon, “you take good keer o’ 
dat wagin’ till grannie come back"

Without more ado, still shooing off 
the policemen, she marched up the car
peted steps and opened the front door. 
A liveried servant got in the way here,' 
but his objections were no more suc
cessful than those of the policemen.

“Doan you tink I knows what I 
wants?" she repeated. "I’se gwine to 
see my honey Missy befo’ she gets mar
ried, I is.”

The first liveried servant called an
other. The negress shooed both of 
them away.

About that time Mr. Stillman, hearing 
the commotion, hurried to the door.

“Why, it’s Aunt Celia,” he Baid.
"Sho’ ’tis, honey," cried, the offi wo

man. "I’se des came to de weddin’ an’ 
dere’s a leetle present out dere in de 
wagin fer Missy.”

The policemen, detectives, butlers 
and footmbn retired, defeated, as the 
lawyer ordered the door opened to the 
guest—-“Celia Johnson, dat’s mah 
name,” a^she described herself—who 
was the family servant of the Stillmans 
for thirty years, until the bride's father

PASSED TO THE SPIRIT REALMS.

A Cleveland Pioneer In Spiritualism 
and a Well-Beloved Lady Has Passed 
to the Higher Life.
The passing on, Nov. 11, of Mrs. 

Helen 0. Richmond of 656 Euclid ave
nue, Cleveland, removes from mortal 
eight one of tlie oldest Spiritualists oi 
the middle west, and a most interesting 
woman in many ways. She was the 
daughter of N. E. Crittenden, who be
came a Spiritualist in the early days of 
the movement and was for fifty-three 
years the most prominent jeweler in 
Cleveland. Allan Richmond to whom 
she was. married in 1852 was the son 
of Thos. Richmond, Sr., of Chicago. He 
also was a devoted Spiritualist—in fact, 
botli father and son were.

Mrs, H. O. Richmond was an aunt, by 
mafriage, of William Richmond and 
Cora L. V. Richmond, having known the 
latter since her first speaking as a lit
tle girl, in Cleveland and Buffalo. The 
deceased was a contributor to every 
good cause and subscribed liberally to 
the literature, books and periodicals 
published in the Spiritualistic cause.

Although an invalid tor many years 
she took an active interest in the prog
ress of the 19th and 20th centuries—in 
science, art and liberal thought. She 
sent the spiritual publications to the 
clergymen of her acquaintance of every 
denomination, especially the works of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, to -whom 
she was very much.attached personally 
and in her public work.

Thé services were held at. her late 
residence, on the 15th Inst,, and were 
attended by her family—now few in 
number—and by some of the oldest res
idents in Cleveland who were her life
long friends. t

Everything'was conducted according 
to her wishes—no crape, no mourning. 
Beautiful palms, flowers (the tokens of 
loving friends) were there; two hymns 
were sung by a male quartette, and the 
service by Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
constituted the beautiful rites. Many 
heard the consoling and uplifting 
truths of Spiritualism concerning the 
other life, who had not heard them be
fore. Everyone present felt the grand 
uplifting of the beautiful truths as ut
tered.

After all her suffering, although she 
will be greatly missed, how thankful are 
ail her friends for lief happy release 
and reunion with her beloved family, all 
of' whom awaited her at the shrine im
mortal.

Banner of Light and Sunflower please
copy. COR.

Burning Doctor Peebles* Book
Nov, 26,1904-

bought her a farm over Jersey way.
The present in the 'wagin’’ was 

huge pumpkin.
a

person so honored eligible to clergy
men’s rates on the railroad lines. The 
passenger associations require that ev
ery applicant for half fare rates must 
appear on the list of ministers fur
nished them by President Barrett of the 
N. S. A. but have in a few instances 
overruled his endorsement because 
they themselves were in possession of. 
information to the discredit of an ap
plicant of which he was unadvised. 
They however, express great pleasure 
over Brother Barrett’s honorable deal
ing with them and report less trickery 
about transportation by the ministers 
of Spiritualism than by those of other 
denominations.

,V?e make the above statement as our 
understanding of the facts in the case, 
and if we are wrong, we hope the N. 8. 
A. or the I. S. S. A. will make the neces
sary corrections for The Progressive 
Thinker. ' •

. Two Sides to Every Story.
Some touching scenes are _ enacted 

even in county jails, illustrating the 
fact that ofttimes a better, side of hu
man nature is hidden-beneath forbid
ding appearances and environments. 
This was exemplified by County Jailer 
Whitman, who recently said:

“I try to steel my heart against the 
scenes of tears and anguish that are in
cident to this institution, but some
times it is utterly impossible to do so. 
Only yesterday a wan-faced woman 
carrying in her weak arms a babe, 
came to the door and Baid sho wanted 
to see her husband. She was admitted 
and went to his cell. I kept an eye on 
the proceedings in an official way, think
ing that the visit of the woman might 
have some ulterior .motive- ‘But when

horses and dogs. .
This power of projecting the mind forward, or recalling what has 

been, suggests that there is an element within us. superior to our natural 
Visual organs; an element independent of material nerve and brain.

Does that attribute of vision and of consciousness survive the tomb ? 
Can it exist independent of mortality, and live while the body is mould
ering to dust ? Materialists say no; that death ends all; that once dead, 
always dead. If so, then whence those communications made to mor
tals, professedly from without, relating events unknown to the living, 
which investigated,,- prove to be strictly truthful ?

Thomas Paine, whom Christians have delighted to stigmatize as an 
Atheist, though falsely, in his “Age of Reason,” presented the following 
facts in support of a belief that the soul exists without a gross, mate
rial body, such as man now wears:

“That the consciousness of existence is not dependent bn the same 
form, or the same matter, is demonstrated to our senses in the works of 
the creation so far as our senses are capable of receiving that demon
stration. A very numerous part of the animal creation preaches to us 
far better than Paul, the belief of a hereafter. Their little life resem
bles an earth and heaven—a present and a future state; and comprises, 
if it may be so expressed, immortality in miniature.
• “The most beautiful parts of creation to our eyes are the winged in
sects, and they are not so originally. They acquire that form, and that 
inimitable brilliancy by progressive changes. The slow and creeping 
caterpillar of to-day, passes in a few days to a torpid figure, and a state 
resembling death. In the next change it comes forth in all the minia
ture magnificence of life, a splendid butterfly. No resemblance of the 
former creature remains; everything is changed; all his powers are 
new, and life to him is another thing. "We cannot conceive that the con
sciousness of existence is not the same in this state of the annual as be
fore. Why, then, must I believe the resurrection of the same body is 
necessary to continue the consciousness of existence hereafter?”

The larva state of the locust, with beautifully gilded wings, like the , 
butterfly, is an uncouth bug. A slit opens in the head and back, from' 
which emerges a thing of beauty. In its bug state of life it could have 
had no idea of its destiny; and so with Mr. Paine’s caterpillar. And 
man, uriaided by the developed spirit, could have had no .conception of 
his immortal destination. • ’ •• , ■ ■

Take these facts from the .natural world, aided byour knowledge of 
the concealed forces of Nature to which we have ref erred,'and is not the 
presumption a violent, one, that the new birth is an emergence of the 
spirit at death from what we recognize as the material body; and that 
it is a finer essence of matter with which it is clothed in the world of 
spirits? ' ’ ' . ’ •' / " ■ ' ■■■ • .. . '' ' ' ■ ■ ' ' ■ ■

“Experimental Research.”
Experimental Research is thè beauti

ful title given to. the awful, heartlessly 
cruel, demoralising and demonizing 
practice of vivisection.

We ask'our readers to read—if they 
can hold themselves , to it—the follow- 
ingfdescription, 'which shows what vivi
section really means. It specifies in 
part*what was done by an eminent 
Cleveland (O.) physician, in making 
"Experimental Research into Surgical 
Shock.”

Whether one is a lover of animals or 
not, no one—but a vivisectionlst-xcan 
be a lover of cruelty. ,

But read—and meditate. This Is 
what he did:

“He tore their tongues, broke their 
jawbones, crushed their paws; he burnt 
their muzzles with flame; he exposed 
the sciatic nerve and snipped off pieces 
of it; he put their feet in boiling water; 
he whipped the intestines and poured 
boiling water on them; ne extirpated 
the eye and bruised the socket; he se
verely pinched the gall bladder, ham
mered the skull with a mallet, pinched 
the tongue, forced open the jaw beyond 
its natural point; and, in fact, went 
through all the organs in turn in both 
male and female, and tested them by 
every method of cruelty that he could 
devise. Then we read that after this 
part of the experiment was concluded, 
the dog was subjected to all kinds of op
erations for a period of three hours 
more. On the next page that after an
other experiment, which lasted two 
hours, the dog was afterwards subject
ed to numerous operations for two 
hours more.”

And Prof. Lawson Tait, whose name 
is a household word in every scientiflo' 
circle in Europe as a great surgeon, sci
entist and philanthropist, declares that 
“Vivisection has done nothing for sur
gery but lead to horrible blundering.”

And Huxley.said: “I shudder to think 
of the amount of manslaughter that a 
medical practitioner would be capable 
of who treated his patients according 
to the results of vlvlsectional experi
ments.”

An Earnest Appeal From Moses Hull.
The time has ccme for me to make an 

earnest appeal to all the lovers of effi
cient platform work. As Jesus said, 
his time had come, “Now is the judg
ment—crisis, Greek,—of this world,” so 
I say, now is the crisis of the Morris 
Pratt Institute, and of a more general 
education among Spiritualist workers.

The long-talked of battle in the courts 
for the continued existence of the edu
cational institution among Spiritualists 
begins at Elkhorn, Wis., on Monday, 
Dec. 5. To fight this legal battle we 
must have money, and WE MUST 
HAVE IT NOW. There are traveling 
and hotel expenses to be paid for our
selves and numerous witnesses, and 
others. Besides that attorneys and 
others must have some money immedi
ately.

Mrs. Clara L. Stewart, our secretary 
and financial agent is out.now, doing all 
in her power to raise money to supply 
immediate demands'. Her success thus 
far does not warrant the hope that she 
will get anywhere near enough to meet 
immediate court expenses. Now, if 
ever, is the time for everyone to prove 
his loyalty to the Morris Pratt Institute. 
Please prove your interest now, when 
help is more needed than ever before, 
or, perhaps, than it will ever be again.

Our attorney thinks there is no rea
sonable doubt but that we shall win our 
case, and-thus save many thousand dol
lars to the cause of Spiritualism. All 
we want is money to meet the impend
ing expenses.

Spiritualists, will you help us now, in 
the time of our greatest need? Send 
your contributions to either Clara L. 
Stewart, or myself, at Whitewater, Wis.

I write this as much as . ever deter
mined to devote all I have and all I am 
to the Morris Pratt School.

MOSES HULL.
Whitewater, Wis.

An Excellent Test.
The other Thursday evening 

small circle at Mrs. Gill’s, 522
at a 
West

“Hoch, Hoch, fur Gott." •
It is the general conviction, based on

The Fall and Winter Session Convenes for
the Discussion Between J. S. loveland,

Dr. J. M. Peebles, and Others
This is an important case to be tried at the 

Fall and Winter Session of The Open Court. The 
Question at issue is as follows: Shall the book
issued by Dr. Peebles, entitled, “Spirit Obses
sion, or the Demonism of the Ages,” be burned 
and the plates destroyed, as some desire, and the 
Doctor restrained from employing his pen in dis
seminating his peculiarly pernicious doctrines 
regard to Spirit Obsession or Demons? . Prof. 
Loveland will appear in Court in his own behalf, 
with other wise counsel, endeavoring to annihi
late the book, while Dr. Peebles, assisted by able 
minds, will endeavor to demonstrate to-the jury 
that every word in the book is absolutely true, 
and that there is great danger in obsessing evil 
influences to all mankind. This remarkable

I passed them I found that little, group with tears in his eyes and said: 
bowed in prayer. It was a prayer that ‘Cheer up, Mollie, we are not half dead 
the nrisonet might be released and that t nm «once more wh^e • despair, sorrow, and yet' 1 am coming out S0Dn to care ior
heartaches had been there might be sun
shine, pleasure and happiness. I am • 
going to help that man because I heard ' 
him tell his wife he would lead a differ
ent life when he got out of jail.

"I saw Him pick up his little daughter 
and kiss her with loving tenderness 
and then he turned to his weeping wife

you and baby. And the almost hope
less woman threw herself into the arms 
of the prisoner with joyful hope, while 
the child ran and played along the 
stony floor of the cell-room. Let me 
emphasize that not every man sent to 
jail is guilty and that many , are not 
criminals. There are always two sides 
to every story." ’

the German Kaiser’s own acts and 
words, that he holds a very exalted 
opinion of his greatness and personal 
prerogative as an emperor. So much 
is this the case,'' that it is dangerous to 
criticise film, lest one shall be con-' 
vlcted of''lèse majesty” and condemned 
to severe punisIlHient. ■

At a harvest festival recently, a Wo
man named Helfiihbltz cried out in the*' 
.exuberance of her thankfulness, “Hoch, 
hoch, fur Gott.” This is about the Ger
man equivalent for the Russian Alex- 
leff’s “Huftah foul our God.” A polices 
man quesypned ihe woman, why she 
did not, as is tfia custom, reserve this 
form of salutation for his majesty the 
kaisér. She ansWbred that she thought 
the kaiser jhimsélt-' would admit God 
came first.

• Frau Helmholtz was prosecuted for 
"lese maj&ty”—disrespect for the 
kaiser—and Subjected to a fine or ten 
days’ imp^|sopmqnt., An appeal to the 
kaiser was Ignored by him.

The kaiser issaid to be content now 
.that it has been.settled by law, that he 
takes precedence - over “Gott,”—at 
.least in Germany. .

Monroe street, we witnessed such a per
fectly convincing proof of life beyond 
the grave that we think it worthy to be 
recorded. ,

Among the number present was a 
gentleman somewhere in the sixties, an 
entire stranger. He seemed Inclined to 
be a caviler; and at least not respons
ive, for he received everything Nannie, 
the guide, told him in dead silence. At 
last he said, “Well, you have told me 
some things that are true. Now if you 
will, or can, tell me what happened 
forty-two years ago to-morrow, I will 
believe you know what you are talking, 
about.”

Quick as a flash Nannie replied: “On 
that date you lost the dearest friend 
you ever had; and she is standing right 
there at your side this minute.” “That 
is so,” he replied, “for my wife died on 
•that day.”

A little later in the seance the spirit 
wife controlled the medium. It was the 
first time she had ever controlled any 
one. The gentleman said to his spirit 
wife: “Now I have two things in my 
possession which belonged to you. If 
you can tell me what they are I will be
lieve in your identity.” The spirit 
reached and found his watch chain, and 
took hold of a small ornament at
tached thereto. But the man was unre: 
sponsive. After falling in his effort to 
divert her attention from it, he said, 
“Well, that is one thing. What is the
:other?” She seemed puzzled; then
whispered “picture!” “Oh,” he said, 
“it isn’t that You. know I have your 
picture. I have it here!” . '

■ After a moment’s pause the spirit put 
up her hand and lifted a small lock of 
her husband’s hair! “That is right,” 
he said. “I had a small ornament made 
of my wife’s wedding ring, and placed 
therein a lock of her hair. It never 
leaves me!” [We did not know which 
to wonder at most—the remarkable test 
of spirit return or the constancy of the 
husband to his young wife who had died 
forty-two years ago.] Later another 
control gave the wife’s'name, which is 
not a usual one. ■

. Chicago; Ill. KATE W. GROVE.

“The Priest,’ the Woman and the Con« 
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father,Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many, wrecked 
lives. Price, by. mail, $1. - .

"Mark Chester; or a BEU and a MIU- 
Ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating-.and reformatory. ptt. 
per covers, 40 centsu

book should first be read by those who wish to 
appear for or against it in The Open Couit. It 
will be sent out, if ordered soon, for $1.00, post
age prepaid. There is a vast fund of informa
tion in this book, derived from modern and an
cient sources, that will prove exceedingly valua
ble to every reflective mind, especially to those 
engaged in occult studies. Now is the time to 
send in your subscription.

ITS WONDERFUL CAREER
B. B. Bill, a Prominent Spiritualist of Phila-

delphia, Pa., Expresses His Views

■ Letter From a Prominent Medium. .
To the Editor:—I have been silent 

for some time, reading and reflecting 
upon the issues pro and con. *

Long ago my spirit teachers told me 
that such a time would come, when per
force the inside of Spiritualism, would 
be turned out to the world’s view. It 
is here now, and you are doing a.great 
part of the -vbry work .which will result 
in the victory of truth over error, and 
let ns hope that the problems of fraud 
and demonism will have their ’■proper 
solution during this time of great men- 

■ tai activity thereon. - .
• MRS. M. KLEIN.

To the Editor:—I have been so occupied in 
business matters that it has been impossible for 
me to take a hand in the many important ques
tions that come up for discussion in The Pro
gressive Thinker, which has become the princi
pal avenue where the great questions bearing 
upon the welfare of mankind are openly dis
cussed- in its pages. No journal on thiÿeàrth . 
has ever equaled The Progressive Thinker in its 
wonderfiil career of flashing the Search-light of 
Truth over the planes of human life, befogged 
and misled by ignorance and false teaching 
through priestcraft. • I am very much interested 
in Dr. Peebles’late work on Demonology. It 
is a very important and* useful volume that all 
should read and profit by. B. B. HILL.

The Commandments Analyzed. Price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cent*. For sale at this office. „

■••The Jnngahip of Self-Control. By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents.

“Love—sex—Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. Price 25 cents.

•Dtath. Ite Meaning asfi Bentte.1* 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly - interesting vol
ume,«f decided value. A narrative 08 
wonderful psychic events in the an- 
tbor’a experience. (Both. 560 pages, U. 
isatBated. 8L2& - —1

“Just How to Wake the Solar Flax» 
ns." By Elizabeth Towne. Valuabla 
for health. Price 25 cents. -

%
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A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. 
M., Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon

ism of the Ages.”
Since the world began differences of opinion have existed on almost 

every conceivable subject. The greater the ignorance on any particu
lar subject, the wider and more numerous the differences become; but as 
mankind advances m intelligence, the differences in opinion decrease in 
number until there is finally a general agreement on certain cardinal 
pnnc' les. Spiritualism has spirit return as its basic foundation, and 
as thaAact stands forth prominently. Spiritualists are unanimously 
united in reference to that, but when spirits return, and give their 
views, then there is an bndless differentiation—an endless difference of 
opinion, disputations without number, and almost limitless as to length. 
This is the legitimate outgrowth of the want of accurate information or 
knowledge. You alone may be right: you alone may stand on the ped
estal of absolute truth, while all others flicker around you in the deepest 
error. In this discussion on Obsession, there will be a great diversity of 
opinion, and out of this conflict of ideas, there will finally emerge the 
truth: that is inevitable. Prof. Loveland gracefully leads off in the dis
cussion. He is one of the foremost thinkers of the present age.

Superstition is very hard to die. In some form it holds sway over 
most oi the earth's inhabitants. Even after its power is somewhat 
broken as to the great systems ot superstition, some special feature will 
he retained and most zealously advocated. This is sadly true of a very 
large per cent of the Spiritualists. Though free from most of the su
perstitions of the old church religion, they still adhere most tenaciously 
to one ot its most degrading forms. Though most of them would spurn 
the idea that they believed in witchcraft, yet they are teaching one of 
Sts most obnoxious features. •

The witch was obsessed by an evil spirit or devil, and we are told 
that multitudes, and especially mediums are obsessed—controlled by 
evil spirits. The old witches were supposed to be controlled by the old 
boss devil, while our modern obsessed ones are the prey of little devils. 
But the condition is one ot control by an 6vil-disposed spirit, and of suf
fering. and often times of crime on the part of the controlled victim.

Those most committed to this superstition are usually those most de
voted to the old fabulous records ot the bible. They have never got 
free from the tabulous tales of the new testament concerning demoni
acal possessions, and the casting of them out by Jesus and his disciples. 
Our translators have wrongfully rendered the Greek word Daimon, 
devil. The word for the old devil is Diabolos and he is never repre
sented as.obsessing. or possessing human beings. He is the tempter— 
the god oi this world—the prince of the power of the air. But the de- 

r*mons—the unclean and evil spirits were the spirits of the dead. That 
is. thafwas the belief in that age. and it is adopted by not a few Spirit
ualists. and they bow down to the "non-manipulated gospels and epis
tles." which teach these monstrous superstitions of witches and obsess
ing devils.

Two pretentious volumes have been published teaching the new testa
ment doctrine of demonologv. , Ilie Great Psychological Crime, and 
Dr Peebles' work on Obsession are intended to rehabilitate the ancient 
notions of the barbarous ages oi humanity. And the character and 
ability of the authors will have a strong influence upon many persons, 
and will induce in them faitli in this superstition.

It is not the purpose of this artiele to review either of those wnrks, 
though I have a lengthy review of "Tlie Great Psychological Crime 
•which may sometime be published. But I propose to present an outline 
argument showing the falsity and absurdity of the assumptions of the 
ob iession of human beings by spirits.

Made No Worse by Death.
** 1. In arguing the question. I submit, in the first place, that men are 

made no^worse by death.' Passing from the body of flesh does not exert 
any deleterious effect upon our moral constitution. In this life we do 
not find persons spending their time and exerting their energies to tor
ment those who have never injured them.

Mon always act from some impulsion, which we term motive, or rea
son of choice. Man can have no motive which does not iifclude the de- 
'sire for happiness, which is the central impulsion of the human person
ality. That persistent injury could be imagined to be a means of hap
piness to any one is an unthinkable position. We never find such an. 
instance in human experience. ,

But, it is claimed, that we do find instances where persons are 
wronged and injured by others. Very true, and the motives for those 
acts are easily perceived. Love of gain induces theft, and all forms of 
cheatery, and sometimes even murder. Love of fame sometimes leads 
to slander and detraction of others. Injury, real or imagined, stimu
lates revenge. I do not think any one will suppose that the acquisition 

■ of money, or any other form of property will be part of the experience 
of spirit life; or that we shall be seeking the praise of our fellows by 

■ slandering some one else. And, if revenge were allowed, there would 
be only an occasional instance the same as here. - So far as we have 
gained any sure idea of the future life there has been nothing indicating 

. the strengthening of any of the unlovely powers of our being.
. Every Being Made Better by Death. 1

2. I submit, in the second place, that every human being is made 
better by being unclothed of flesh. I do not mean that there is any con- 
stitrftional change in the moral nature. There is no need of any. But 
I mean that the enormous change of conditions is all for the good of the 
decarnate spirit. It does hot fall; it rises. .

With the multitude here there is constant struggle with want. Phys
ical necessities are whips lashing the toiling millions, and creating mo
tives for wrong-doing. In the spirit spheres this condition does not 
exist. Physical wants have perished with the death of the physical na
ture. Hence, the most potent influences toward wrong-doing cannot 
exist in the spirit sphere of life. Higher and better conditions environ 
us. Evolution teaches us this. Every step in evolution is an upward 
one, from less perfect to more perfect conditions. " _

The Process of Evolution.
3. This brings me to my third proposition, that the animal appetites 

and passions-die with the body, and cannot exist in the spirit sphere. 
Looking over the vast field of evolution, we recognize the workings of 
one incomprehensible energy. We term it life. But, in its evolution
ary progress from the mineral kingdom, we witness the successive de
velopment of more numerous functions and organs, until we reach man 
who is the most complex organism in the entire category of life. Hence,
the most perfect. .

But in this progressive march, we notice another most, significant fact: 
Tn the transition from one form of life to another, certain organs are 
sloughed off, or are changed entirely in form, for the reason that the 
same phase of life functioning is impossible in the higher phase of life. 
The sills of the fish are impossible of use to the animal, and they are 
left behind. The teeth, tail, etc., of the lizzard are impossible to the 
bird, and they are left behind. In many instances organs or members 
are transformed so as to perform entirely different functions.

In many instances, we can witness these transformations occurring 
under our very eyes. The maggots, in a pile of filth, in a few, hours 
burst forth in a swarm of flies; and the wigglers in the water escape as 
the tormenting mosquitoes. And the polliwog leaves his tail, changes 
his form and jumps out of the water as a'frog or toad. The destruct
ive caterpillar weaves itself a shroud, and in due time comes out the 
beautiful, winged butterfly. It can no longer feed on the leaves of the 
trees, but sips the nectar from the flowers.
’ Mail bo^s to the same law. In his embryotie growth, he goes through 
the entire gamut of animal evolution and is born a man. But he has not 
escaped the grasp of the omnipotent hand of evolution. With untiring 
natience, and unceasing energy, it has brought him from the animal 
to the hunian plane; and from the instinctive to the rational conscious
ness of our present condition. ..

But there is another great transition awaiting each one of us. It is 
'death—the casting off of the physical body. Is that part of the evolu
tionary process? It is. or it is not. If it is not, then we have reached 
tho end of evolution. It has broken down at death. But this supposi
tion is absurd The law of evolution is as. infinite as the universe and

ttjon is a Di 
■ ns eternalas duration.

Of course I admit flie fact of involution. Hut involution only comes 
in when any being or form has filled out its possibilities. -And. if man 
lias filled out his possibilities in this life, then death instead of being a 
step in evolution, is to man the end of existence. Death ends all. But 
as that is not allowed, then my position is unassailable/mndudeath is but 
a step in evolution: and is a step up to a higher and mote pilrfect condi
tion than the one which now environs us. How great the^change we 
cannot at present comprehend, but we are justified in’assuftung that it 
is us great as the transformation oi the caterpillar info the/butterfly.

In the spirit spheres, there can be no.such thing as tj^e physical appe
tites and passions, they are the properties and function# of the physical 
oig nisi —absolute nc ssities foi its being ih y aie inhaii onywith 
earth hie and earth conditions. They are not. canno.f'be attributes of 
the ethereal or spiritual bodv. For. it they were. t|iey yypuld be as 
eternal as the body itself, and therefore, we shall beiitormeuted with 
eternal hunger, for the spirit’world does not grow tluyeoarse food that 
our physical hunger craves. It there is any process analogous to nutri
tion there the means thereior must he harmonious with the ethereal 
body we shall there possess.

Death the Birth of the Spiritual Bodyi
Death, m our philosophy, is the birth ot the spiritual body from the

physical one. A. J. Davis a 
and some, who have seen tli 
binds the child to its mother.

d other seers, have witnessed tins change, 
1 cord which bound them as the umbilicus 

So long as this silver cord is unbroken, so
Jung the physical body, by its most refined essences, furnishes the ener
gies used by the spirit body. But when severed by death, then it must 
draw its energies, and live its own proper life as absolutely distinct 
from earthly lite as the lite ol tiie born babe is from that ot the one un
born, The unborn child has in germ functions never exercised till born. 
So also has man functions which pertain exclusively to the .new life 
which begins at death. . ■ * ■

But. it the natural or physical appetites cannot be 'carried into the 
spiritual, how much more absurd is the supposition that the diseased 
conditions of those appetites are taken, into spirit life. Among the 
most monstrous affirmations of the obsessiomst^s the assertion that the 
diseased appetites of the drunkard; the libertine, etc., adhere to the 
spirits, and that they hang around saloons and brothels to obsess per
sons so as to secure some degree of gratification from their vicious in
dulgencies! .

What Does the Obsession Theory Do?..
Do we carry the sexual instinct into spirit lif%? Shall we raise fam

ilies there? I have seen persons who believe that they had grandchil
dren born in spirit life as firmly as they did that there was spirit life. 
Some of the vigorous advocates oi the obsessional theory are sometimes 
very earnest in claiming to be Spiritualists, and very free in denouncing 
some others as atheistip. materialistic spiritists. - But what does this ob
session theory do but convert the spirit world and the spirit life into the 
most degraded materialism ? If the. appetite for whiskey survives, tliat 
for food must also, and the glutton will be obsessing people as much ab 
the drunkard, the libertine, tlie tobacco user, the opium fiend or the 
hashish eater, and other criminals. .

What a glorious place and condition the spirit world must be. How 
we ought to long to get there. V1 ith what unction w.e (jaght to sing 
"Over there, over there." Countless throngs of drunken spirits stag
gering along the streets. ' as I once heard a noted bpiriluahst' editor 
sav he had seen, and lovingly embracing a gutter drunkard m the mud 
to inhale the sweet aroma of his whiskey-perfumed breath, blocking 
in crowds to the brothels and commingling with their diseased inmates 
in their physical and moral rottenness. Bv millions, chasing the to
bacco user to inhale the exhilarating smoke of pipe or cigar, or the vile 
juice from his mouth. Or. swarming in millions, whc-iyver fpod is pre
pared and eaten, to appease their craving hunger. ..j,

A beautiful summerland i A sublime Spiritualism i
Very well: we "atheistic, materialistic Spiritists wajit nothing to do 

with such spirituality as that. Annihilation is preferable j,o such an 
existence. n

An Important Conclusion. ,,,
• But carrving out tins principle will bring us to another very import

ant conclusion. If the deformities ot our appetites and passions, pro
ducing the degraded functioning of drunkenness continue, etc., then 
our physical deformities will be taken over also, and we shall be hunch
backs and cripples "over there." If spirits want whiskey and stag
ger when drunk" so do they come with scars, crooked fingers and with
out limbs. Oh. you say that is to give a test. Ah, induced, u, is to give 
a test m one case is it. but a real conditio;} in the oUipr?.. Apy person 
with ordinary capacity cannot fail to see there is the same evidence 
that spirits are cripples and diseased in spirit life as that they are 
drunkards, etc. .

Where Is Evolution? /
I ask again, if the attributes of the physical body are the same in the 

spirit body, where is evolution? How is death a transition? But ev
ery step in evolution is ascensional. It is upward and onward. Spirit 
existence is, in and of itself, superior to the earthly.one, else progressive 
evolution is a dreafh. But no possible condition can prevent this pro
gression. Humanity has been improving all through the countless ages, 
since as the superior animal it contended for existence and mastery 
with the elements and the savage animals surrounding it. It must ‘con
tinue that evolution till its possibilities are exhausted, if exhaustion is 
possible.

An Important Proposition.
5.. My next proposition is, that two living entities cannot occupy and 

use the same bodily organism at the same time; that is, two things can 
not be in the same place at the same time, therefore, no spirit can possess 
a human body. The physical body contains the spiritual body, which 
alone contacts with the spirit spheres, as mediumship is the develop
ment and action of the senses of that body. Death alone frees the spir
itual from the physical body. All spirits have spiritual bodies. Hence, 
they can never occupy a natural or physical body, because it is already 
occupied by its own. ,

It may be urged that the spiritual body sometimes leases the physical, 
and in those cases a spirit might get in. In answer, I submit, that these 
alleged eases are very rare. That they always occur when' the person 
is asleep or in a condition approximating sleep. Conditions which are 
entirely unlike those of assumed obsession.

Again, in all those cases, which have allowed a careful observation, 
the “silver cord,” connecting the spiritual with the physical body, has 
been intact. It is not an entire vacating of the temple of the spirit. It 
still holds possession. Hence, there can be no such thing possible as a 
decarnate spirit getting possession of a human body and using it for the 
gratification of its appetites, even if carnal appetites were "possible for a 
spirit.

It will probably be urged that some mediums declare that they leave 
their bodies and go on a visit while some spirit takes-possession and 
gives lectures, Very true; so some mediums affirm that God speaks 
through them, or perhaps Jesus or Moses. Mediums have also declared 
that they saw a great Red Dragon in heaven, and that his tail drew a < 
third part of the stars and cast them down to earth. But who believes 
these Munchausen stories ? .

The trance is a dreamy condition, and no absolute dependence can be 
put upon its utterances, even as to the supposed spirit,.who^ affirmed 
to be‘speaking. Even if it is not the medium entirely it ^fashioned 
and colored by the medium’s mental and moral makeqp so (Hioroughly 
that you ean always detect the medium’s characteristics-though you 
may fail entirely to recognize anything of the spirit which ismffirmed to' 
have spoken. ’ ’ is s:

‘ Manifestions Miscalled Obsessions, ^
6. My last proposition is, that the philosophy of hypnotism, when 

thoroughly understood, will explain, all the strange things ail’d manifes
tations miscalled obsession. No spirit, in or'oiit of a pfysicatìiody, can 
influence another person only by some forni of suggestion, uAnd what
ever the action may be, it is the act of the receiver yidflingko the sug
gestion made. '• . T. . . sJ
' There are two forms of suggestion. One comes from-persQçs in some 

way related to the subject, while the. vast majority- originated himself. 
■They are auto-suggestions. Perhaps I should add a tISrd dlSss, which 
come from the realm of cosmic forces, though strictly .speaking these, 
would come under thé head of auto-suggestion. Some^suggestions are 
readily recognized as coming from ab extra sources^ while others seem 
tc arise spontaneously in our consciousness. But they1 are only emo
tional tendencies to action, aid never get beyond the sensation or emo
tional status unless we consent to act. • Ï: ■
■ At the present time, there is a vast amount of talk and ivriting about 
thè power .of thought. How it produces vibrations in tîjé etheric at
mosphere so that other minds are influenced. We accept the position, 
but it is only part of the great fact of human influence, in other words 
unconscious hypnotism. Emotion, passion, feeling vibratj: that etheric 
atmosphere far more powerfully than thought, because therc'is far more 
feeling than thinking. Emotion is. passiveness', receptiveness, while

tlnnlang is positiveness, repellant. But if thought and feeling are com
bined you have the most powerful form of influence. In the scientific 
hypnotism you have this combination and hence, wonderful results. '

Emotional or Passive.
A large per cent it not the majority oi people are predominantly emo

tional or passive. Ihey are depressed below the average ot hculthlul 
happiness, and because of this there is a general demand tor some iorm 
of artificial stimulation. This is the cause of liquor drinking, tobacco 
and opium using: tea and eoilee also. People wonder why so many 
mediums have been overcome by liquor. But it is-not strange at all. 
the medium temperament is the passive, the receptive, the negative. 
Unit is. it is depressed below the average oi healthful positivity, and 
naturally craves stimulation. And the worst feature of it is the false 
teaching ot passiveness, and blind submission to any and every positive, 
hypnotic influence or suggestion.

Ignorance Parading as Heavenly Wisdom.
Now. look at the actual conditions of the people. Millions are in the 

passive, receptive or negative state. They are surrounded, permeated 
with the etheric, human atmosphere of passion and diseased appetites 
oi the criminal instincts oi the great mass. They are as a whole pro
foundly ignorant of these tremendous facts of human power and human 
susceptibility. They don't know themselves nor their fellows. Ignor
ance ̂ is bad enough, but there is what is worse, that is ignorance parad
ing as heavenly wisdom and teaching these ignoramuses that these me
phitic vapors, rising from the swamps of human appetite and passion, 
are obsessing demons or spirits from the spirit life come to torment 
them. The false suggestion takes—it becomes a potent factor in the 
consciousness, and we. have insanity in its various forms, many of 
which are termed obsession. .

Obsessing Spirit an Idea.
The obsessing spirit is simply and only an idea, in the consciousness, 

■suggested from within or without, and taking on all grotesque and mon
strous forms; Sometimes it is contagious as in the case of the Ken
tucky jerkers and the jumping m negro, meetings. I have ^en, in the 
South, hundreds oi negroes jumping at once. All in periect time, and 
the same distance from the ground. Catholic nunneries are great 
places tor imitative obsession. One nun will begin to mew like a ent, 
and soon the whole sisterhood will be vying with the cats. Sometimes 
it will spread outside of the convent. Other forms are common, the 
convictions, conversions, shoutings, etc., in religious meetings are all 
forms of obsession by suggested ideas, ihey often result in the worst 
forms of insanity. The milder forms are outside the asylums, but 
the entire system of socalled experimental religion is obsession—in
sanity.

In the earlv- davs of our movement. Ilenrv "Ward Beecher said the 
.Spiritualists were fishing.With a long line and we could not. tell what 
kind of a-fish would be landed. But ins brother Charles investigated 
the phenomena and informed us what the fish was. It was demonism. 
The manifestations were ironi spirits, the same as those termed devils 
in the New Testament—the spirits Qi: dead men. Hence, as these de
mons were supposed to be under the control ot Diabolos. the devil and 
sAtan of the bible and church, the clergv have attributed the phenom
ena to fraud and the devil.

A Vast System of Demonism.
And now to cap the climax, we have The Great Psychological 

Crime." and the learned and much-traveled Dr. Peebles entering the 
field to use all their great power of intellect and influence to Convert 
our Spiritualism into one vast system of demonism. With the tremen
dous power of suggestion, which they possess, they will obsess hun
dreds. if not thousands oi minds with the abominable suggestion of de
moniacal obsession.

But I will be told that these able men will relieve some ol these ob
sessed ones. No doubt they will, and I could easily show how they will 
do it. But the lew relieved will be a very poor return dor-
th<> terrible superstition advocated and dill used by the circulation ot 
their volumes. They are patent suggestors of superstitious falsehood, 

■t our Spiritualism, as Hudson 1 utilethe tendency of which is to con
to a system of deinonis:expresses it in a late Progressive 1 hink'

But this latest move is onlv one pari of the plan to entrait one I.
the superstitions of Christianity pon Spiritualism. No mo:
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itant question can come betöre the N. S. A. at its next sessioi 

now it. I predict they will endorseconsider it? If the controlline ring 
it. and possibly introduce into the: ended liturgy some forms ol
exorcism. Ir the 'author of rhe Great Psychological Or e or Dr
Peebles do not furnish them, the Catholic church has them on record 
ail ready for use. With such a manual and a “Scientific Theism’’ we 
shall be in full harmony with the Christian church.

As I am some seven years beyond the four score mark, and hence un
certain when I Shall lay off this mortal, I present this artiele as my
solemn protest against the attempt to convert our Spiritualism into 
system of demonism. J. S. LOVELAND.

Summerland, Cal.
.—il—li—il—il—ir—— : . .

THE LAND WHERE OUR LOVED ONES ARE.

So near—-so near, it seems, and yet so far, 
That beautiful land, where our loved ones are ; 
The silvery stream, that swift glides between, 

Is but a wavering thread we know
And yet, sometimes it seems so very far, -
That beautiful land where our loved ones are. ,
So near—so near, and yet, so far it "eems, ...
That beautiful land of glorified dreams;
Betwixt our dim eyes, and those sunbright skies,

Is only a thin misty veil we know,
And yet, sometimes it seems so very far, 
That beautiful land where our loved ones are.

So near—so near, yet just beyond our sight
Is that beautiful land, of love and light;
Our loved ones so dear—they are ever near, 

And we know in our hearts this is so,'
Then why—why should it seem so very far, 
That beautiful land where our loved ones are.
Ah, our lives are so filled with earthly care 
That we scarce can find room for heartfelt prayer. 
Or, else it may be, we should sometimes see

The bright lights on that welcoming shore, 
And maybe ’twould not seem so very far, 
That beautiful land where our loved ones are.
We should catch a glimpse of the angel bands 
Thatcome to us oft, from that brighter land, 
Then too, it may be, we should sometimes see,

The fair, white hands, that are waved from the shore 
Of the land that now, oftthnes' seems so far, 
That beautiful land where our loved ones are.

. But our eyes are dim with a mist of tears, 
Our ears are dull with the din of the years;

. We heed not the arts that would glad our hearts, 
And make us to feel, our .sopls within,

. That the land of our dreams is not so far, 
That beautiful land where our lot^d ones are.

Rockford, Hl. ANNIE HARMON PIERCE.

a

THE JAPS AND CHRISTIANITY.

The Japs ate being civilized,
They've left the old benighted way; 

The arms.tHat Christians have devised, 
The Japs, enlightened, use to-day.

He fights no more with spears and boW, 
Behold, his code has b'een revised, 

He slays a thousand at a blow;
The Jap is being civilized!

TO WQMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOODThey’ve learned to handle mighty guns; ________
They’ve learned to slaughter men mformatlon How They May Olv« Birth to Happy, 

They .Stand among the splendid ones . ■ Wtl"
Around whom worldly glory shines, ■ Kowonian.nec(lany 10n dread the palnao( 

ehlld-Wth, or remain chlldleBB. Dr. J. H. Dj-e 
Forth from the darkness Of the past baa devoted hia life lorellevlnir the Borrow« of

ctnnA nriikiti women. He has proved Ihainll pain at childbirthThey ve come to Stand Within tne may be entirely banished, and he will gladlytell
light: - you bow it may be done absolutely free of chunro

fr» -Ano avrav nyn rrtneaod Sendyoumame and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. I >4Their troops in fine array are massed, rxewis Block, Buffalo, n. y.. and he win send you
Prepared to fight as Christians fight, postpaid, his wonderful book which tens how tc 

' r)vo 'birth to happy, healthy children, absolutely
without pain;.also, how to cure sterility. Do not 
delay, but write to-day.In many ways they show their, skill, 

And splendidly their pennants fly; 
They gloriously go. in to kill -
: And at a stroke a thousand die.

Hail, reborn Giant of the East!
, Enlightenment’s "late offspring, hail! 
Thy guns have roared, and men have 

ceased . .
Thy heathen darkness to bewail—

"Human Culture and Cure. Fait 
First Tbe Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments." 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL, D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as It 
well fulfills the promise of its title. 
Price 75 cents. • • • •

DEAFNESS AND
CATARRH CURED

BY NO METHOD UNTIL “AU- 
TINA” WAS DISCOVERED.

Ninoiy-flvo per ceni of au eases of deafness 
bronzili io our aiteuuon is tuo result of chronic

passes through the

cutarni of ihe throat and 
imudiu oar. tuo air pas
sages Become clogged by 
caiarruai deposits, stop
ping me action of the vi
bratory bones. Until mess 
ueposits are removed a 
eure is impossible. The in
ner ear cannot ba reached 
by proulug or spravmg. 
mince me inability of au
l ists or physicians to cure, 
liar drums are worse than 
useless. That there Is a 
eoioniino cure tor deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day bv the use ol 
Actiua. The vapor current 
generateu 4n the Actini 
isustacuian tubes into the

mUMlo ear, removing Uio-ontorrlial obstructions 
Ulipassoa througnino tubes, and loosousup 
Ike bones (bummer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
Inner ear, mailing them respond to m« slight.. 
eatviurauon or sound. Aotinahas never railed 
to cure ringing noises in tne head. We have 
known people troubled wan mis distressing 
■ympiom tor years to bo completely cured tn 
only three weeiw use or Actlnti. Aotina also 
cures asthma, bronomils. sore throat. weak 
lungs, coids ana lieudacno: anor which are di
rectly or indirectly duo to catarrh. Actlna la 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice tree, and positive proot 
Biomes. Avaiuamo oook-ProressorWilson's 
ioOpage Dictionary ot Disease. Free. Addrosi 
Hew Yore & Louuon Electric Association, u-.p. 
><- #20 Wuinut Street. Kansas City. M<>.
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Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING. BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor. Catarrn. 1-nes. 1'lstnla (jioo™ 
hezcina ana ml BKinuud Female Diseases. Write 
tor Illustrated Book. Sent iree. Address • 

DRi BYE. Broadway. Kansas City, Mo.

ILe above .a tie number ot tuo pres- 
•ent issue ot The Progressive Tbluker. 
as printed at the top ot tue first page 
right hand corner. If this nuinuer cor
responds with tuo figures ou your wrap
per, tnen tho time you nave paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tbo 
right hand corner of the first pago is ad
vanced each week, showing tho number 
ot Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oil 
th.e tag of your wrapper

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In tho 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of tho “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” ctrnffiln more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of tbo world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the-Ages.’!

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
it. will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize tor these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND '

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of bis wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others. 
Including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lectures by the Swami Vireb^oda, on Raja Yoga? 

or Conquering tbo Internal Naunm, and other fqI> 
Jects; also, Patanjali's Toga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a coplotxs glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, I2mo„ Cloth. 01.50. Raja Yoga 
Is an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, ami one of 
tho four chief methods that tbo Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami V’v 
ekananda became a familiar figure tn several Ameri1 
can dllos during the three years following the Psfr 
llamcnt of Religions nt Chicago: he was cordially re« 
celvcdln America, where tbo breadth and depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are universal tn their explication. Tho book is cheap 
itSl.50. For ealc at this office. >

“THE GOSPtL OrNATURt
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
"assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has been sold tor $2, but the price now has been 
reduced toil. It is a book that will Interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium ot rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. . .

The Reiioion of Science.
Dy Dil Paul Cams. Ver thoughtful and Jn- 

Lcrestinu. Price. 25 cents.

“"THrSONDAYQUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies tB 

an objection. By Q. W. Brown. M. D. Price. iSa 

The Devil and flic fWventlsts.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism rt« 

pulsed. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 centa.

J
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i ..GENER/YL SURVEY., i
W>e® writing for this W®r 

age & pen or typewriter.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS,

DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER. *

CONTRIBUTORS.—-Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make' The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many °f yne 
sentiments uttered in an article may oe 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they BhouW bo 
suppressed; yet we wish it 
understood that our space is ina - 
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might deslíe 
■to do bo. That mat account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-We wmldjke 
to Impress upon th® minds o 
spondents that The Pr°Sr“Bn7hine ü at 
Is set up on a Linotype machia that 
must make speed equaln*° work,
compositors. Tliat,Jneta“n iony to in- 
and it Ib essential that all copy, m 
eure Insertion In the paper, a* pe 
quirements being favorable, whlte
written plainly wlth '"^“AnVyon 
paper, or with a typewriter, and on y 
°TTEM8°-B¡arain mind that items tor 
thSerelXey will to1 all 
adjusted to the 0Pace.we)ía/ f>.ey will 
■py, and in order to do that they will 
¡generally have to be ab.rtld®|dw“u]d be 
'less; otherwise many items .. “y.line 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
Item is cut down to ten line, 
lines to two lines, as occasion may 
Su*r®‘ NOTICE, that all item® 

for this page must be 
the full name and add^s® secretary or 
It will not do to say that Secreta y 
Correspondent writes bo and .« £
out giving the full name and address o 
?he writer, rhe items of those who do 
not comply with this request 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your Poems sen to 
this office, for they will not,^®¿etur 
If we have not space to use th ~m.

Tako due notice that Items for thle 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket:

Mrs. Laura G-Flxen, 429 LaSalle ave^ 
mm Chicago Ill., vice-president of the 
Illinois State’spirltuallst Association, is i 
arranging to publish a list of the Splr 
Itualist societies, lyceums, 
Ings and mediums in the United State 
and Canada The officers of these so- , 
cleties are ieQuested __ „.uh
once the name of their B0Cle7jVmedi 
fleers and their addresses and all medl 
urns will please send her their names, 
addresses and phase of mediumship. 
This list cannot be published com
plete unless each one will co-operate 

. and it is hoped that an early response 
will be made.
' E. W. Sprague and wife, the N. S. A. 
missionaries, wish to hear from indi
viduals and societies west of the Mis 
sissippl river, wishing their services, 
and especially from places ^ere s°01®' 
ties may be organized. Address them 
for the present as follows: 1102 North 
18th street, St. Joseph, Mo., and tne 
mail will be forwarded to them wher
ever they may be.

New York may have a hypnotic hos
pital if the American Institute for Sci
entific Research receives the support of 
■wealthy philanthropists. Connected 
with it will be a laboratory where the 
effect of mental suggestions may be 
studied scientifically and a dispensary 
where the poor may be treated 
thought for aches and pains. These 
are some of the plans which Professor 
■James H. Hyslop and his associates 
have in mind, but Professor Hyslop is 
not saying much about them just now, 
as he expects in a few days to get sev
eral prominent men for trustees of the 
new institution. Professor Hyslop 
holds the charter for the American In
stitute of Scientific Research, which is 
a society for aiding mental growth with 
a view of allaying human suffering and 
curing mental and moral diseases, in
vestigation of the phases of spiritism 
will be merely incidental. To carry out 
Its work properly it is believed the in
stitution should have- an endowment 
fund of $500,000, but for the present 
125,000.1s desired. This would be 
enough to keep the institute at work 
for three years, at the end of which 
time it is expected it will have so dem- 
cnstrated its right to exist that an en
dowment fund will be forthcoming-

It is interesting to learn from the 
author’s best friend that a palmist fore
told to Mrs. Katherine Cecil Thurston 
her success as a novelist. A little while 
ago before she had dreamed of taking 
up a pen, Mrs.. Thurston, who has 
sprung into wide fame with The Mas
querader, visited a palmist, who told 
her that she would be famous as a nov
elist. Mrs. Thurston laughed at the 
idea at the time, and gave It no further 
thought. Now she declares she cannot 
but regard the much-abused science of 
chiromancy with some respect.

Jennie Hagan Brown lectured at 
Clyde, Ohio, Nov. 13, and at Conneaut 
the 20th. She also lectured at Cleve
land to good audiences. At Clyde Mrs. 
Brown was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. 
B. French. She should be kept con
stantly employed wljile on her trip 
East.

Dr. A. Lyndall says: “There are many 
kinds and many stages of the hypno
tized condition. The most common be
ing that In which the subject Is perfect
ly aware of all that Is transpiring about 
him, but cannot resist the Influence 
exerted by the suggestion given him. 
It is of this form of hypnotic influence 
that I am about to speak, and I claim 
that In this form and degree of hypnotic 

’ control, the world as.a whole is hypno
tized. We are hypnotized by custom, 
by traditions, by false ideals and 
wrong standards of living. It is a self
evident fact that the world has been 
built up of ideals and mortal beliefs 
that have become absorbed into the 
minds of the masses until we no longer 
think of them. It is no uncommon 
thing to see a man who has served his 
country well, and courteously perhaps, 

’ through inherent qualities of honor and 
- justice, swell with pride and weep with 

joy, because some simple-minded weak
ling who bears the name of king or em
peror or ruler, condescendsXio .pin a 
piece of metal to his breast. And yet 
such a man would say that he could 
not be hypnotized. We are under a 
spell whenever we pay homage to any
thing that is not deserving in itself, 
Wealth, position, title, social customs, 
are hypnotic suggestions that control 
and sway.the multitude until we lose 

" Bight of the real, the lasting, which is 
the inner life, the character of the in
dividual, or the principle of the thing

H. H. Martens, proprietor of Hotel 
Martens, on Main street,; Joe Martens, 
his son, a healthy young man of 21; 
John W. Shoenlng, his bartender, and 
Adam Miller, an employee, all of Coun
cil Bluffs, Iowa, are telling, under their 
breath, an experience they had lately 
on. the banks of the Missouri river, 
which is as wlerd as anything in the 
pages of Camille Flammarion’s “Un
known,” Each is willing to take oath 
that he saw the ghost of E. Fodsch, a 
well known loeal cigar maker, who com
mitted suicide last fall, by jumping into 
the river. Martens and Schoenlng 
have a naptha launch on the river, and 
they have been enjoying hunting and 
fishing trips up and down the stream, 
taking a tent and frequently camping 
on the banks over night. On Wednes
day night they camped north of the Illi
nois Central railway bridge, anchoring 
their boat to the bank immediately in 
front of their tent. At about midnight 
all were suddenly awakened, and look
ing out of the tent, they saw the figure 
of a man standing by their boat. At
tempts had been made to steal their 
launch, and they thought this was an
other, and all rushed out, some of the 
party ready to shoot the intruder. Be
fore them, they all declare, stood 
Fodsch, .

Mr. George A. Letford, the popular 
representative of H. E. Bucklen & Co., 
Chicago, is in the city?- Mr. Letford is 
known as the drummer medium and is 
said to have done some marvelous work 
in that line for his friends. A murder 
occurred some months ago in Florida 
and while Mr. Letford was in North 
Carolina he was communicated with by 
the murdered man's friends with a view 
to having the murderers run down. 
Mr. Letford wrote the Florida inquirers 
and described the murderer and his ac
complices to a certainty and they 
turned out to be the parties suspected. 
He even described the locality and ap
pearance of the road where the murder 
was committed, and also gave the true 
motive for the murder. The murdered 
man’s wife wrote him a grateful letter 
stating thaf his description of the mur
derers and the scene of the tragedy was 
quite marvelous. She thanked him for 
the aid he had given her in fixing the 
crime upon the guilty party who con
fessed to the-particulars as described 
by the medium. This was a wonderful 
achievement for Mr. Letford as he 
knows nothing of the murdered man or 
the country in which he had resided.— 
The Star,.Wilmington, N. C.

Miss E. R. Fielding writes from 
Washington, D. C.: “W. J. Colville has 
received a call to go to Australia and 
other parts. He is giving his farewell 
course of lectures in the Masonic Tem
ple and other points in Washington. 
His address until December 2, Is No. 
830 Fifteenth street. Northwest, Wash
ington, D. C.”

At the home of Mrs. W. G. Libbey In 
this city, Mr. Charles J. Anderson of 
Santa Cruz, delivered a lecture on the 
subject of “Right Thinking.’’ - The 
readings and views on mental pro
cesses as given by .the demonstrator
proved of the greatest Interest 
assembled guests.. He showed 
scientific dispute that mental 
tions solely are responsible for

to the 
beyond 

condl- 
all dls-

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

turbances of -the assimilative process, 
and therefore Indirectly the strongest 
factor influencing health and conse
quent happiness. Many lines of 
thought were taken up and traced in a 
masterly presentation of the new prin
ciples of mind power. At the conclu
sion of the address and reading the 
hostess, Mrs. Libbey, served an appreci
ated repast, as has been her wont at 
the previous meetings. It was the 
wish of all present that a series of lec
tures be delivered, by Mr. Anderson in 
some public hall in this city, and ar
rangements to that end are in process 
of preparation. The course will be be
gun shortly and will be announced be- 
forehand.—Watsonville Register.

The Russian czar is said to be super
stitious. An American resident of St. 
Petersburg wrote home recently: "The 
town is humming with a story of the 
czar and a gypsy fortune teller. The 
girl is young, pretty and clever. Fur
thermore, she is outrageously frank. 
She works on lines that are original 
and unique. Sometimes she does good. 
The czar, having heard of her success 
in St. Petersburg, sent for her. ‘I have 
had,’ said the emperor,- ‘a singular 
dream. Will you Interpret it for me?’ 
‘I dreamed,’ said the emperor, ‘of three 
rats—a fat rat, a lean rat and a blind 
rat. This dream troubles me. Has it 
a meaning?’ ‘It has,’ said the gypsy, 
and she directed on the young man a 
smile that was both tender and scorn
ful. ’The fat rat is Russian officialdom 
—for all your various ministers and de
partmental heads. The lean rat is your 
people. The blind rat is yourself.’ ”

A special from Minneapolis, Minn., 
Nov. 15, says: J. W. Gruenwald of this 
city went to bed in his own house last 
night and woke up this morning at a 
hotel in St Paul, twelve miles away. 
Gruenwald is in a quandary- Tie wants 
to be married, but the girl to whom he 
Is engaged says there will be nothing 
doing until he cures himself of Bleep 
walking. Gruenwald has tried many 
schemes. He has tied strings to his 
toes, but the subconscious demon 'has 
taught him to untie them in his sleep. 
He has engaged men to watch-Mm, but 
later has convinced them he was wide 
awake. To-day Gruenwald got a spe
cialist to hypnotize him, so that he can’t 
get out of bed unless bidden to do so by 
an alarm clock.’

B. Chaapel writes: “I come (though 
at the eleventh hour) with a small mite 
for the advancement of the great cause 
of freethought, hoping that it may still 
progress (yet slowly) until It perme
ates the minds of all individuals and 
nations, and establishes well the under
lying principles of justice, which alone 
can produce spiritual harmony and the 
higher brotherhood of souls—clear cut, 
and unbiased from all earthly greed and

Mrs. G. E, Strohmeyer writes from 
Cleveland, Ohio: "We all enjoy The Pro
gressive Thinker very much, and feel 
we could not do without it.” •

J, M. White writes from Pittsburg, 
Kansas: "The Psychic Research Club of 
this city held two very successful meet
ings in Room 15 Globe Building, Sun
day, Nov. 13. Mrs. Nancy Coles of 
Weir City was present and rendered 
valuable services in her work of spirit 
messages. She will be present-next 
Sunday again at both meetings. As she 
she had to return the same day she 
came, the evening meeting was con
ducted by the writer, The lecture was' 
•Dissection of the Devil.’ It has been 
a*n Impossibility to keep enough copies 
of The Progressive Thinker on hand to 
satisfy the demand, although large 
numbers have been donated by resident 
Spiritualists. Our plan of distributing 
literature is proving a success and we 
want to distribute ten thousand papers 
and pamphlets on Spiritualism in this 
city this winter. Anyone desiring to 
have spiritual literature sent to Investi
gators, please write to me. Room 15, 
Globe Building,”

Edward Llchtig writes: “Mrs. H. L. 
Lichtig has been holding meetings ev
ery Sunday evening at her parlors,. 518 
Washington street, Waterloo, Iowa, 
ever since we came-to the city last 
March, and as there never has been reg
ular Spiritualistic meetings held here, 
she is getting quite a lot of people in
terested in our glorious religion. Many 
people are, therefore, being cheered up 
and consoled by the spirit messages 
which she is able to deliver through the' 
guides and through the spirit friends. 
Our parlors are beginning to be too 
crowded, and probably in another 
month we will have to rent a hall in the 
central part of the city. The Progress
ive Thinker is always a most welcome 
visitor, and Mrs. Llchtig tells me she 
could not do without it.”

Mrs. S. .A. Garber writes from Des 
Moines, Iowa: “Max Hoffmann spoke 
here last night to a.very large and en
thusiastic audience. Nearly all were 
skeptics, but were so favorably im
pressed with him and his work that it is 
the desire of the public that the Psychic 
Society retain him here permanently; 
so he has decided to locate here, as 
there is a large field here for enlighten
ment along the Une of spiritual develop
ment. We believe Mr. Hoffmann will 
be able to wake the people up and set 
them at least to thinking.”

Correspondent writes: “Lake View
Spiritual Union, Wells Hall, 1629 N.- 
Clark street, .holds meetings every Sun
day afternoon at 3 o’clock sharp. On 
Sunday last our rostrum was occupied 
by Dr. W. Yates, who gave a most inter
esting address on ’Spirit Power.’ His 
addresses are highly appreciated by the 
audience, and in response to the earnest 
solicitation of the many friends, the 
Doctor has promised to occupy the ros
trum for the next few Sundays. Spirit
ualists and friends from the city 
churches will have a right hearty wel
come. The guides of Mrs. Wickland 
give most gratifying tests to many pres
ent, which are recognized. Spiritual
ism is a science and a religion, and this 
society desires most earnestly that the 
audience shall know, feel and enjoy the 
religious side of Spiritualism.”

Dr. Harrison H. Fryette, of Chicago, 
writes: “I expected to find Dr. Bland’s' 
book, Tn the World Celestial,' a volume 
of philosophy, science and religion, but 
on reading it I was delighted to find it 
all that and more, a 'Charming love 
story, setting forth not mere animal at
traction which is so often mistaken for 
love, but the unalloyed joy and happi
ness which must result when two per
fectly mated souls are united.”

I. w. w# writes fromom*
AWAY ON,ft V1«TUP IN MICHIGAN. 
PLEA8E EXCUSE DELAY IN REMIT
TANCE. I.COULD,NOT FEEL MY 
DUTY WA& DONÉ WITHOUT MY 
LITTLE MITE TO AID THE NOBLE 
WORK OF» JI R,FRANCIS THROUGH 
HI8 PUBLICATION, THE PROGRESS
IVE TH IN&ER.ed LONG MAY YOU 
LIVE TO OWE'TO THE WORLD THE 
TRUTHS OF MODERN SPIRITUAL
ISM ANDd: THE) EVILS OF THE 
FAKES WILL GAIN NONE OF THE 
GLORIES OF TRUE MEDIUMSHIP 
IF THE READERS OF THE PRO- 
GRE88IVE»THINKER PAY HEED TO 
ITS CAUTWNS'HOR PHILOSOPHY. 
LITTLE LATER I,MAY WRITE YOU 
OF THE DOINGS'OF THE VARIOUS 
SOCIETIES HERE IN THE CITY AND 
AROUND ABOUT Ü8."

Harriet Duhl writes from Elmira, 
N. Y.: "It gives me great pleasure to re
port the progress of the cause of truth 
in this locality. »Mrs. T. U. Reynolds 
opened the services in our church the 
first Sunday in October. She was with 
us three Sundays, doing a good work, 
and loved by all. Mrs. R. N. Barton 
came here on the 27th of October, and 
we have secured! her services until the 
first of February. Her work 1b very 
satisfactory. The messages are recog
nized, and every meeting brings an in
crease of hungry souls, anxious for a 
message from , spirit loved ones. Our 
membership is growing. The outlook is 
bright. Last Sunday, a very stormy 
one, we had the largest attendance of 
the season, and some of them were 
among our most Intelligent citizens, I 
could not keep up with the procession 
without my Progressive Thinker.”»

T. F. LEE WRITES FROM LAKE
PORT, CAL.: “THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER IS A WONDERFUL PA
PER. IT FILLS THE BILL. IT IS 
FREE IN THOUGHT. IT FEARS 
NONE, BUT IS KIND TO ALL. IT 
DOWNS ERROR AND UPHOLDS 
TRUTH. IT TRIES TO COMMAND 
AND DEMAND JUSTICE. IT EN
TERS INTO THE HEART AND SOUL 
OF THINGS WHERE THE SWORD IS 
FORBIDDEN AND CAN NOT TOUCH. 
IT IS THE CONNECTING LINK BE
TWEEN THE MATERIAL AND THE 
NON-MATERIAL, SO’-CALLED. IT 
LEADS THEM ALL, AND 18 DOING A 
WONDERFUL WORK IN THE 
WORLD." ,

Frank T. Ripley, the well known 
speaker and platform test message me
dium, goes to Grand Rapids, Mich., for 
the Sundays of December. Mr. Ripley 
can be engaged for ..lectures and mes-

TOPICS FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM. .

8uhd?y, Die, 11, 1904., 8. E. 57: “Spir
itualism the Light of Life."

Gem of Thought:-— •
How ever long, If only light, 

The way Is gladly gone;
And If we know we’re In the right, 

How joyous Is our song.
Our life will never end, we know, 

But,on and on for aye;
Be careful of the seed you sow, ' ' 

You'll reap from them eome day.

Topic for Sunday, December, 4, 1904, 8. 
E. 57: *‘The Lyceum and Its Alms."

Gem of Thought:— .
Lyceum is a place, 

Alike for aged and youth, 
To learn of innate grace, 

Of life, of love, of truth.
Lyceum leads the mind, 

To unfold each latent power, 
For when we all are kind, 

How gladly goes each hour.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W- Ring» Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston', Texas.

Hattie F. R. Peet writes: “The Band 
of Harmony will hold its annual bazaar 
at Room 306 Masonic Temple, for three 
days, afternoon and evening, December 
8, 9 and 10. Noonday lunch will be
served; also supper. Como and find 
suitable gifts for the holidays, ' ”
welcome.’;

The “Chicago Spiritualists' 
holds its meetings the first 
evening of each month, at

All are

League 
Tuesday 
Kimball

MRS. M. PARDEE WRITES

represented.” , . .
W. F. Ruffle writes of the Church of 

the Spirit, Hall 301, Schiller Building: 
“The morning service at 11 o’clock Sun
days, is growing; afternoon and even
ing also. Our Tuesday 3 p. m. ladies 

' class is being well attended, as Is also 
the Wednesday and Friday. 8 p. m. cir
cles. These are held at my residence, 
8201 Indiana avenue. Phone 8823 
¡touglM,” -

the abomination of creeds.”
’ Speaking of the contemplated insti
tute. having for one of its objects the 
investigation of psychical subjects, Dr. 
Quackenbos says: “There can be no 
question, that "an institute for such pur
pose will be of great benefit to humani- 
tv, I am not officially connected with 
it, and have merely been invited to ad
dress the members of the society. One 
of the homoeopathic colleges has a 
chair of psycho-therapeutics and in 
many hospitals suggestion is freely em
ployed jn the treatment of patients. It 
is not unlikely that before many years 
there will be In this city a psychopathic

JLheaalial.’' . '

FROM MICHIGAN: “THE PROGRESS
IVE THINKER 18 THE VERY BEST 
PAPER, ALL ROUND, THAT IS PUB
LISHED. I WANT, IF POSSIBLE,-TP 
HELP EXTEND ITS CIRCULATION, 
AS I KNOW BY SO DOING THAT I 
NOT ONLY HELP THE PAPER BUT 
HELP THOSE WHO TAKE IT. OH! 
WHAT A GOOD WORK YOU ARE DO
ING. I THINK YOU HARDLY REAL
IZE THE HOPE AND COMFORT 
YOUR PAPER CARRIES EACH WEEK 
INTO THE HOMES WHERE IT 
GOES.'!

Mrs. Mary E. French writes from 
Clyde, Ohio: “Mrs. Jennie Hagan 
Brown served our society last Sunday 
evening. She is the most unique en
tertainer who has been here in some 
time. She has not lost any of her won
derful gifts, but if there is any change, 
It is that of improvement as the years 
go by. Her poems are rare and sweet, 
original and beautiful, and the lectures 
.unsurpassed, keen, complete and log
ical, elevating all who hear them. She 
is truly the impersonation of poetry and 
inspiration. We hope to have her again 
before she returns to the South-land.”

A few weeks ago John McCullom, 
waterworks engineer, was found dead 
at the pumping plant in Stockton, near 
thedepot. It “is now almost an impos
sibility to keep a night operator at the 
depot. Strange noises are heard and it 
is said that some have actually seen 
McCullom’s ghost stalking about in that 
vicinity. The railroad company is sore
ly worried over the problem to retain a 
night operator.—Leader, Warren, Ill.

The Morning-Star of Wilmington, N. 
C., says: "Mr. George A. Letford, the 
popular traveling man for H. E. Buck
len & Co., of Chicago, leaves this morn
ing for Fayetteville. Mr. Letford is ex
tremely popular in Wilmington, and is 
known to his friends as the ‘drummer 
medium.’ His readings of the mind, 
exhibitions of clairvoyance and his dem
onstrations of Spiritualism are marvel
ous and have before been referred.to at 
some length in these columns.”

D. W. Brown writes: “Never in a 
lifetime has the city of St. Joseph, Mo., 
received such a baptism of the ‘holy 
ghost’ (spirit (lower) as lately received 
through the labors of Mr. and Mrs. E. 
W. Sprague who have been sojourning 
in our midst for the last three weeks. 
As an effective public lecturer, Mr. 
Sprague can have but few peers in 
America. HIb points are clear-cut and 
unmistakable, and he clinches them 
down with sledge hammer blows. His 
poetical effusions are beautiful and 
grand, beyond comparison. His advent 
among us Is an event long to be remem
bered. As a test medium Mrs. 
Sprague stands in the front rank. Her 
tests were well received, often creating 
astonishment in the mind of the recipi
ent. With such able workers in the 
field the cause of Spiritualism must ad
vance with rapid strides-. Mr. Sprague 
organized a society of sixty members, to 
which we hope to add many names in 
the near future. In addition to the im
petus imparted to the cause through the 
labor of Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, we still 
have our trumpet medium, Mrs. Hattie 
Tiffany, who is making scores of con
verts to the cause through her Incom- 
aarnjile seances."

sages on week evenings anywhere with
in one hundred miles of that city.

Dr. W. N. Hambleton, formerly of 
this city, writes from Atchison, Kans.: 
”1 am much pleased with the continued 
advancement, tliq unflagging interest 
and commendable independence of the 
tone of The Progressive Thinker, and I 
would delight to bp assured that all my 
relatives and friends have the pleasure 
of perusing, its edifying pages.”

Correspondent yrltes: "During the 
absence tof, Mr. Jflfin W. Ring, regular 
speaker font the ¡Spiritualist society of 
Galveston, Texas/gluring October, Mrs. 
Isa Wilson ..Rayner occupied the ros
trum with lectures, and messages. Her 
work was acceptable and won for her 
the warm ..friendship of many. On 
Tuesday and, Wednesday, Nov. 8 and 9, 
Mrs. R. S. Jjillle .Ipctured before large 
and thoroughly appreciative audiences 
in the SplritpalisLTemple of Galveston. 
This was M^s. Lljlie’s first appearance 
in this southern pity, and she made 
many warm friends. Now that she has 
gone on her,-way, jnany are asking why 
her stay was bo , short. Many good 
wishes go lylth her,in her work in Cali
fornia, Mri’.'John;W. Ring, .National 
Superintendent of Lyceum Work, will 
furnish the weekly topic of the Pro
gressive Lyceum in the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker, and in this way 
those who do not receive the lesson 
sheet, which is authorized by the N. S. 
A., can join in though?with the central 

■topic." -
Harry J. Moore will again lecture for 

the local society of Spiritualists of Mar
shalltown, Iowa, next Sunday. Start
ing in on the first day of December, Mr. 
Moore will begin working for the Iowa 
State Spiritualist Association, and will 
continue in its employ up to and includ
ing th’e state convention which convenes 
in Des Moines, Jan. 18,19,20 and 21. Mr. 
Moore would like.to hear from the dif
ferent societies that have been organ
ized with the view of holding meetings 
throughout the ' state. Address Mr. 
Moore at Marshalltown, Iowa, in care 
of John D. Vail. Mr. Vail is president 
ot the Iowa State Spiritualists Associa
tion and a trustee of the Morris Pratt 
Institute. .

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society are to, be favored 
with another of Walter DeVoe’s spirit
ual lectures on Nov. 27, Sunday even
ing, at 7:45. We" are always glad to 
announce him as our speaker. Services 
held at 319 E. 55th street. The dance 
on Nov. 17, was another success". Ev
eryone has a good time and goes home 
happy. Come again. We have another 
dance, Dec. 1/on Thursday evening; 
same good band. I desire to correct 
the report -published in the Light of 
Truth about the Barrett lecture, Nov. 3, 
at the Hyde Park .Occult Society’s hall. 
Instead of 50 people, there were nearly 
100, and everyone' there, I think, with, 
the exception ot the reporter, was 
pleased, and expressed themselves in 
such language that left no room for 
doubt. The meeting was opened by a 
fine instrumental solo by Miss Fest, fol
lowed by Rev. Laura G. Flxen. Then 
Harrison D. Barrett .gave one of the 
best lectures I ever heard from a Spir
itualist rostrum, exceptlng-none; after 
jyhich Dr. Geo. B. Warne" occupied the 
rostrum for a short time in his own in
imitable way, and gave a short spiritual 
talk. In conclusion an opportunity was 
given to all to shake the hand and be
come acquainted with one of the truest 
and staunchest frl&ds and workers for 
pure, honest'‘Spiritualism in the field, 
Harrison D.jBarrett. All had a short 
time for vlsiutig anq getting acquainted; 
and I will shy, we, were proud of our 
programme, and those who took part,

Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. E. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark avenue, secretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to send in the names of 
all their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications to the secretary.

O. E. Kropp, secretary, writes: “Just 
a little sketch of the last meeting of 
the executive board of the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League, which was held at 
319 E. 55th street, Nov. 14: All officers 
present. Meeting called to order by 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne. Names of thirty 
new members were added to our roll. 
The committee on hall reported that 
they had secured the large Kimball 
Hall for the regular monthly, meetings, 
which will be the first Tuesday of each 
month. Election of officers which will 
be held bn Monday evening, December
12, and notice will be given 
regular December meeting, 
6, at Kimball Hall/’

The Committee announces

out at the 
December

that the

and proud of the .qvening as a whole. 
Come again,'|Brothi>f Barrett.”

The Universal Opcult Society meets 
every Sundayjat Arperica Hall, 77 East 
31st street, a,| 3 anp, 8 p. in. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at.pR, meetings during the ab
sence of ^rothen , Gilray. Brother 
Stoller 1b a science and philosophical 
bible enthusiast, apjl will give lectures 
both demonstrative] and Instructive at 
all times. Bqst talpnt available in me
diumship alyvpys ip attendance. Spe
cial invitation to tlje clergy and ortho-

I-

dox followers. ■
A press dispatch from New York 

says: "Spiritualists, Christian Scien
tists, hypnotists, men of medicine and 
church folk are working together in an 
attempt to fathom the strange case of. 
four- year old Howard Winham, who ap
pears to be grieving himself into a 
state of melancholia over the loss of a 
twin brother who died a few hours 
after birth. Waking suddenly at night, 
little Howard is found by his parents 
groping strangely about the big double 
bed In Which he demands to sleep, wail
ing in a tone so plaintive that those 
who have heard it declare can come of 
no earthly motive?* . .

regular monthly meeting of the Chicago 
Spiritualists’ League will be held at 
Kimball Hall, 243 Wabash avenue, cor
ner Jackson Boulevard, Tuesday even
ing, December 6, 1904. Program: 
Opening piano solo, Miss Parke-Stin
son; song, America, audience; invoca
tion, Mrs. Laura G. Flxen; inspirational 
song, Mrs. Hattie Green. Spirit mes
sages: Wm. Fitch Ruffle, Mrs. Schwann, 
Mrs. Jennie Adams, Mrs. Aug. Bloom, 
Mrs. Lincoln, Mrs. Nellie Kusserow, 
Mrs. Susie Thompson, Mrs. Mary 
Weaver, Mrs. Susie Dill. Vocal solo, 
Dr. Louis H. Friedman; discourse, Dr. 
Axel Gustafson, subject, Trumpet Mani
festation. Another of our Important 
subjects which should be listened to by 
all well-thinking people who are look
ing for enlightenment on Spiritual 
truths. Mr. J. C. Drake will open the 
discussion of the subject with a ten- 
minute talk. Others will be allowed 
five minutes. Our principal alm and 
object is to present to the people of Chi
cago of all denominations the grand 
truths of Spiritualism through our phil
osophy and phenomena.

John Slater, the noted psychic, ap
peared at Pythian Castle last night be
fore a crowded house. Mr. Slater kept 
his audience alternately laughing and 
wondering at thesmany answers and 
"tests” that he ga)ve to prominent peo-’ 
pie. Mr. Slater Introduced a beautiful 
little girl of Sacramento, who took up 
the envelopes and Slater answered 
questions readily. Another seance will 
be given to-night at the same place.— 
Sacramento (Cal.) Union.

Lottie Leavett, secretary, writes: 
"The Philosophical Society of Spiritual
ists of Clinton, Iowa., opened its regu
lar Sunday evening meetings immedi
ately after the close of the Mt. Pleasant 
Park Camp, with our much beloved 
and very efficient speaker and medium, 
Mrs. Alice C. Barry, who has made our 
society successful, and awakened an 
interest that is adding to our members 
slowly but surely. Under the teachings 
of Mrs. Barry the society is in better 
standing in the community at large 
than ever before. Her lectures and 
mediumship are very much appreciated. 
She has been with us for the past year, 
and we consider ourselves fortunate 
that we are able to keep such an effi
cient worker. The Band of Harmony, 
the auxiliary to this society, meets ev
ery second and last Thursday in each 
month at 3 p. m., in K. of P. hall. After 
the regular business meeting supper is 
served bv the ladles to the members 
and their friends. In the evening the 
regular social and card party is held 
and" Is much enjoyed and very popular.”

Mrs. S. S. Rockhill writes: “I have 
been an interested reader of your paper 
since its advent, and often feel like 
sending a thought in reply or criticism 
on some of the subjects discussed in its 
columns. Prof. J. S. Loveland asks: Is 
the movement of Modern Spiritualism 
a mere happening, an accident, or a 
planned, effort on the part of intelligent 
persons in the spirit sphere. To my 
mind this advent of new light on the 
subject of death and life in the next 
sphere, is only an unfolding of the 
mental and moral nature in conformity 
to the laws of progress—not a mere 
happening, but on event in the order of 
law, ahd not even a planned effort on 
the part of Intelligent persons in the 
spirit spheres, only as the mother 
makes preparations for the advent of a 
newborn infant; only as the blossom 
bursts into bloom in the plant that has 
grown through all the seasons and has 
lived only for that event. Intelligent 
persons in both spheres can and must 
be helpers. All influences conspire to 
man’s progressive unfoldment, but the 
planning is God’s or nature’s.”

, A special dispatch from London, to 
the Chicago Inter Ocean says: "Inter
esting ‘facts’ concerning the ‘unseen’ 
world were communicated to a gather
ing of the London Spiritual Alliance, 
limited, held in the salon of the Royal 
Society of British Artists. The facts 
were conveyed ‘from Information re
ceived’ by J. J. Morse, a member of the 
council in a trance address. The medi
um said that the persons who had 
lived a reasonable and industrious life 
here would in the unseen world look as 
In their prime—with no signs of sick
ness, decrepitude, or age. Were 
clothes worn there? ‘Yes. Partly 
through habit; also because clothing is 
the outward and visible expression of 
individual thought. Your clothing will 
reflect in its . character the mental, 
moral and spiritual status you have 
reached.’" • • , >

HE FINDS THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER EVERYWHERE. FRANK 
T. RIPLEY WRITES FROM TIPTON, 
♦ND.: “I UNDERSTAND THAT THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAP A 
VERY LARGE CIRCULATION IN IN
DIANA. IN NEARLY EVERY CITY 
OR TOWN I FIND, THE PAPER IS A 
WELCOME GUEST. YOUR SUCCESS 
IS MARVELOUS. WITH BEST 
WISHES FOR A BIG CIRCULATION 
OF THE PAPER."

Mrs. M. Henry, secretary, writes: 
“The Hon. R. Gilray, pastor of the Uni
versal Occult Society, has left for Idaho 
to look after his mines. We all wish 
him success. During his absence the 
meetings will be conducted by Evangel
ist F. M. Stoller, who recently returned 
from Boston ahd other eastern cities, 
where he was engaged in spiritual work 
for the last two or three months. Prof. 
Stoller 1b a fine psychic and lecturer. 
He intends to deliver a course of lec
tures on the different phases of medi
umship and phenomena, and he extends 
a special invitation to- our orthodox 
friends to be present and hear them, as 
he is a Christian Spiritualist, and 
preaches and proves all his assertions 
by the bible. We hope all the workers 
connected with the society will put 
their shoulders to the wheel, and work 
hand in hand with him so that ere long 
Hall C, at 77 East 31Bt street will not 
be large enough to hold the people, for 
we will have good t<Sst mediums to as
sist him, and the lectures will be short 
so that many messages can be given 
and good music to create harmony. 
Last Sunday we were favored by Prof. 
Caldwell and his young daughters, who 
are fine singers and I am sure all en
joyed their singing very much. We 
hope to have the pleasure of hearing 
them often, We also had with us Prof. 
Georgia, who is a very fine pianist. ‘ A 
very cordial invitation Ib extended to 
all, and especially to the strangers in 
our city.” • ,

Gustav Thiese writes from Akron, O., 
expressing his appreciation of The Pro
gressive Thinker. He has the eleven 
premium books, and those who do not 
feel able to buy them, can have an op
portunity to read them and thus become 
acquainted with their, contents. He 
Bays of The Progressive Thinker: "It 
brings cheer, knowledge, happiness, 
and teaches people to bo better."

It Is an open question whether the 
hypnotists who go about giving exhibi
tions do not do more harm than good. 
For scientific purposes and medical 
treatment in extreme cases, hypnotism 
has its place and its value, but it is a 
most dangerous and harmful power 
When wrongly used. Scientists make 
the assertion that no person once under 
the spell of the hypnotist can ever re
gain his normal independence again. 
The mind is Injured; self-will Is being 
undermined, and the subject begins at 
once to drop from man to animal—from 
a commanding individual to a willing 
subject—Bangor (Me.) News.

Poor dismal fellow, the pope at Rome, 
is suffering from dyspepsia, just like a 
common mortal, and God will not, or 
does not cure him. The Chicago 
Chronicle says: "Dr. Lapponl informs 
the Chronicle correspondent that recent 
reports of the pope’s health are greatly 
exaggerated. There is nothing in the 
shape of heart trouble, but his holiness 
suffers from dyspepsia, due to the 
change from the active outdoor life he 
formerly led.”

Carl A. Wickland was mentioned in 
The Progressive Thinker as Prof. Wick
land. The name should have been 
mentioned as follows: Carl A. Wick
land, M. D. He is a graduate of a med
ical college, and is doing an excellent 
work in this city. ’

The Chicago Chronicle says: “Lady 
Cook, better known in America as Ten
nessee Claflin, is coming to Chicago to 
establish headquarters for an active 
crusade looking to the enfranchisement 
-of women. Lady Cook comes to Amer
ica backed by Immense wealth, the leg
acy of her late husband, Sir Francis 
Cook, the prestige of a born fighter who 
has attracted influential support and a 
heart strong in the right of her conten
tion that women are in need of emclpa- 
tion from political bondage. In New 
York City Lady Cook has already start
ed preparations for an eastern head
quarters for her project. She expects 
to go to the extreme of forming a new 
political party if necessary to bring 
about the culmination of her project. 
Many years ago Lady Cook, then Ten
nessee Claflin, was a candidate of the 
equal rights party for congress from 
the eighth New York district. Thirty-
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two years ago her sister, 
Woodhull, figured as the 
candidate of the same 
Cook’s brilliant wit has 
manded attention.”

Victorla C. 
presidential 

party. Lady 
always com-

1—The Encyclopedia of Death 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1. ’ and 

2—The Encyclopedia cf Death
Ll? Inthe Spirit World, Vol. 2. ’ nd 

3—The Encyclopedia of Death
Life In the Spirit World, Vol 3

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley is getting 
along finely at Watertown, N. Y., with 
her work. The society is more than 
pleased with her services, and wants to 
retain her for December. Full houses 
greet her at all meetings, even to the 
week-night meetings. Genuine work is 
appreciated. Mrs. Cooley’s lectures are 
practical and interesting, and her tests 
are always genuine, striking and im
pressive.

Mrs. Burland writes that she is hav
ing good meetings in her new hall, 26 
Van Buren street. Last Sunday even
ing there was a baptism, using the 
beautiful white rose buds and water to 
symbolize the work. Mrs. Field ren
dered beautiful music. Freedom club 
connected with the church, will give a 
progressive euchre party in its hall, 
Saturday evening, the 26th. Come out

4—Art Magic, or Mundan¿, 3ub-Mun<

dluin. remarkable mo

and have a good time, and win one 
the fine china prizes; there are six 
them.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

of 
of

[Obituaries to the extent of ten-lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

The sudden transition of Dr. 0. J. 
Willard of Mayville, N. Y., occurred 
Nov. 6, at the age of 70 years. He was 
a magnetic physician, well and widely 
known, and in the years gone by had a 
large and successful practice, at one 
time conducting a sanitarium at his 
Mayville home. He possessed a genial, 
happy spirit, and his many friends will 
miss his kindly presence. He was a 
pioneer Spiritualist, true and tried. 
The service in memory of his departure 
was conducted by the writer.

. CLARA WATSON.
Jamestown, N. Y. .

Passed to the higher life, from St. 
Elizabeth Hospital, In Lafayette, Ind., 
on Wednesday night, Nov. 9, Brother 
Thos. Ince, after an operation for ap
pendicitis. The disease had progressed 
so far that he must have succumbed if 
the operation had not been performed. 
His wife was told of his immediate 
transition, several times, by spirits, 
within a few weeks of the time. His 
was the first spiritual funeral ever held 
in Lafayette, and was attended by the 
writer of this notice, at bis late resi
dence, and by a very large number of 
friends. M. F. HAMMOND.

"Origin of Lite, or Where Man Comes 
From.” "The Evolution ot the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
Bg Michael Faradsy> Prince 10 cents.

i-Tie °5CUlt Life of J®sus, by Alex, 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare elffa

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Land®' 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderfS 
English medium. »ucnui

9—The Religion of Man and Ethle« ni 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. °*

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M

11—The Great Debato Between ' Hull and W. F. Jamlewrl " Mose8

READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 
REMITTING.

When you send in your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable.- They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. |n remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro. 
gresslve Thinker. .

In conclusion, bear in mind that tho 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR, leavlna 
this office only $2.22, illustrating tho 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to
‘ J. R. FRANCIS, 

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, 11 
the marvel of the age. No one can af
ford to be without the paper. Its prie» 
la within the reach of all..

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for TM 

Progressive Thinker. . •
Now Is tho time to extend the circula» 

tlon of The Progressas Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic . 
news with which every one should be j 
familiar. No other paper published on . 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter bo well adapted to enrich ths 
mind. Send in a subscrlDtlou now.

TfifVOICESÌ-SSS
toro®. Thar are most excel.enk Price 11.00, ,. t
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THE PICTURE OF DÉATHSEEN AND HEARD
\SWef Notes on Topics of Interest, 

" by Hudson luttle.

- í
s

THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC. SPIRIT 
■ . >X

HOMAS PAINE A SECRET WRITER.

As Illustrated by the Notorious Frank 
.. Talmage.

la Its Suppression Possible, and Is. It 
Right?

The Methodist Ministers’ Association 
recently met at the Hotel Bethel. St. 
Paul. Minn., and had a lively time. Iuv- 
Idently "new thought- has cast its light 
into the minds of the ministers, and es
pecially-Into that of Rev. David Morgan. 
[Well does Andrew C. Dunn observe m a 
mote calling my attention to the sub
ject: "The ministers’ of the old.M. Is. 
persuasion, of which l am still a lay
man. are slowly getting around to the 
fact that all things are done according 
ito natural law. and their belief in mira
cles is passing away, and in the clear

In Frank Talmage s- aermou. August 
14. he Bava: "There is a time to die 
which is beautiful. Oh. yes. death is 
beautiful If it comes in God s way. Then 
a dying saint knows tliat death is not 
annihilation, but coronation, irridatlon. 
eternal triumph." .

One might think trom the above state
ment, that. tGere are several ways to die. 
and that different unseen iorces control 
such departure, mid that there is a spe,- 
clul way which is God s, and the elect 
only are privileged to go that way.

To a person whose mind Is a clear 
logical thinking machine, and whose

atmosphere of true knowledge
world will be the better."

Tae Ilev. Morgan is at the head 
(worthy benevolent institution.

heart is open to the truth. such Ian-
the

of a 
the

’Bethel. ” and lienee is directly drawn In
Contact with suffering humanity, i 
thus gets in "touch with God." by 
understanding of tho brotherhood 
¡man and the fatherhood.

Bev. DAvid Morgan startled

and
■ an 

of

ills

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSEIn Which Incarnation^^onsidbrec 

. rH
Incarnation of the hu^naiitsoul Is nec 

essary in order to-indbifcili^bte it. so tc 
speak. It couldinot! be/jniil|viduallzed 
otherwise. . ..The Jiunoui: Jwing com-; 
mences his earthly- llftowea^c and help
less. but Soon gains BtEPngthrboth in 
body and mind. His IcfAbis Jtcpcrience, 
is different from thatppf an© other hu
man being. In this wayitiod.Breates Uie 
great human family. Hu general pliysl- 
ical features and ineptalcOiiaiTicterlstics 
alike, but each.ln-many tUinUu differing 
from pach other. Trufei It M diversity 
in unity. . :■?.} ; i 8

In tills way monotony! Isaevaded and 
.the variety created whieliis so essential 
to happiness and. progress. Ypu can 
readily see that it no Incarnation took 
place, each soul would ¿remain a part ot

Jome Facts of History Brought to Light,

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by .Sarah Stanley Grnnke, Ph. B, 
iCJoth cover. Price, $1.50. < '

Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world. 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. ■ Cloth. Price. ^35 cents.

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope s Mule. Price, 
paper, 25 cents: cloth 50 cents..

Thomas Palno was a secret writer 
until he burst forth like a meteor in the 
literary and ilolitlcal world by the pub
lication of the "Rights of Man ” in 1701. 
On the tenth of January 1776 he sur
prised his most intimate triend. Benja
min kranklln. by the publication of his 
revolutionary pamphlet. "Common 
Sense," which fired the hearts ot Amer
icans, and in less than six months led 
to the Declaration of Independence.

We propose to discuss tills- question 
from Ilie standpoint of right and jus: 
tlce. as we understand right and justice.

Is its suppression right? When wit
nessing the effects of the traffic, view
ing it from the standpoint of the.moral
ist. and realizing what it is doing to for
ward moral and physical degeneracy, 
we cannot see how any other conclusion 
can. be arrived at than the one that Its 
suppression Is right. When we use the 
word suppress we want the idea con
veyed that It means, without auy qualifi
cations that would restrict the use of Its 
meaning. That it Is possible at the 
present time is another question to be 
considered, for. "convince a man 
against his will, and he Is of the same 
opinion still. ” For when the effort is 
made to suppress it wholly, or partially 
restrict its power for evil, we are at 
face with the fact that it Is possible 
only to the extent that the conscience- 
of the individual members composing 
lie body of the state or nation is devel-. 
oped to that extent as to be conscious, 
ot the necessity for action on that llnq, 
and a determination to- act • according. 
to that quickened conscience. The ne
cessity for more educational work on 
the line of a more perfect realization of 
the accursedness of the traffic is appar
ent.

The answer has been given that Its 
suppression is right, but that it is only 
possible in the proportion that -the pub
lic conscience is educated to its neces
sity.

The next question while we are wait
ing for this higher development, is it 
right to utilize what forces can be 
brought to bea/toward its control? We 
answer that it is. Legislation is sup
posed to represent the demands of the 
public for which legislators are acting. 
Sometimes they are led by the public 
demand and sometimes legislators have 
been the educators of the public, enact
ing laws that were Ju advance of the 
public conscience. ...Is its suppression 
an infringement upon the legitimate 
and constitutional rights of the individ
ual to pursue any branch of business 
that will Insure life, liberty and happi
ness? It Is not an infringement, from, 
the fact that the traffic Is not a legiti
mate business. This last assertion 
may to some seem to be overdrawn, one 
that cannot be proven. Well we will1 
not try to prove the statement, from the 
fact that it has already been proven' 
from its own record. It Is admitted 
that the occupation of farming, jeweler, 
dry goods merchant, clothier, hardware 
dealer and various other trades are le
gitimate. and those engaged in them 
need not feel that their character is 
impeached because of their association 
with them. That much cannot be said 
of those engaged in trafficking in in
toxicating liquors.

Bishop Potter s effort to clothe the 
trafflek In respectability will fall. 
Prayers cannot exalt the character of 
an occupation whose object is human 
degradation. We do not take the 
ground of the extremist, that if abso- 
solute suppression cannot be attained

I lio authorship of Corninoli Senso

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome.- A book that has done more .to 
< nlighte;t the world ot Catholicism than any other two published, By, 
Rpa. Chas. Chiniquy,,ex-priest. Priee $2.25. iz .

Force and Matter, oy the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality Based Thereon.was attributed, to various statemen o£ 

the time. One edition, it not. more, was 
exhausted in a month, and on the nine
teenth ot February Dr. Franklin, m a 
letter to General Charles Lee. introduc
ing the bearer. Mr. Paine." said: "He 
is the reputed and. I think, the real au
thor of ’Common Sense." That was 
his signature to all Ins public essays, 
save. ope. until he returned to England. 
The one essay was on -¡lie Affairs of 
the Bank and Paper Money." in 178b. ■

John Adams knew that Paine wrote 
as Common Sense." and was annoyed 
at being supposed to be the author of 
the first essay in 1776. He was violent
ly opposed to some ot.JJie sentiments 
expressed therein, but though he was a 
member of the committee who reported 
the Declaration of Independence, he 
never knew or suspected that Paine 
was its secret author. And not until 
Jefferson was eighty years of age did 
he venture to Intimate that he drew it 
This, in fact, lie did. but his draft wiS 
made from Paine s manuscript, with 
Blight changes.

In spite of the mutilation it under
went; the Declaration stands forth as 
a masterpiece of rhetoric, beyond the 
ability oi Jefferson, or pf any other con
temporary writer than Paine, to pro
duce. Hence the most eloquent orator 
of our time, the late Col. Ingersoll, jvas 
constrained to say:

Certain It is that Jefferson could not 
have written anything so manly, so 
striding, so comprehensive, so clear, so 
convincing, and so faultless In rhetoric 
and rhythm."

And tlie late Dr. Van Buren Denslow. 
as literary' editor of the Chicago Times, 
after an elaborate argument on the 
question of authorship, said:

Enough! The Declaration of Inde
pendence must hereafter be construed 
as a fabric whose warp and woof were 
Thomas Paine s."

AflC ly as October. 5.1802. the New
ark Gudette discredited President Jef- 
terson s authorship of the instrument, 
and said that after it was arawn. "it 
was given to a certain person, who 
above all others, the Democrats would 
dislike to hear had corrected the writ
ings of Mr. Jefferson, for revision and 
amendment; and it was from this per
son it received the elegant dress it now 
appeared in.”

Tho editor was mistaken in supposing 
that Paine revised it: he made the 
first draft, and some of the most elo
quent passages were stricken out by 
congress.

Jefferson s memory of the instrument 
was so defective that, in referring to it 
he said that a certain paragraph con
taining the words "Scotch and other’ 
foreign auxiliaries was stricken out by 
Congress because It was offensive to 
one or two gentlemen«of that country. 
The word "auxiliaries" is not found in 
the Declaration. What he referred to 
was Scotch and foreign mercenaries:" 
and the word mercenaries ■ occurs 
again in the instrument. Paine was a 
hater of Scotch tories. and, being an 
Englishman, would not have regarded 
Scotchmen as foreigners. He wrote 
"Scotch and foreign mercenaries,” and 
again, "armies of foreign mercenaries.” 
The former words were stricken out by 
Congress, but the latter remained, and 
in Jefferson’s draft may be seen interpo
lated with a caret mark before the woFd 
“foreign” “Scotch and other.” But in 
the engrossed copy the interpolahon 
was omitted, so that the passage reads 
“armies of foreign mercenaries.”

Paine’s hatred of the Scotch is shown 
by a passage in Grant Thorburn’s 
“Reminiscences" as follows:

"An old lady from Scotland wished 
an introduction. Said I, ‘Mr. Paine, 
tliis is Mrs. Bruce, from Scotland.’ 
‘Scotland!’ he repeated, ‘a country of 
bigots and fanatics.' ” •

The secret of the authorship of the' 
Declaration of Independence could have 
died only with Jefferson, who survived 
Paine seventeen years. Could the sage 
of Monticello" have foreseen that crit
ical science would at last reveal the 
rear author, surely he would never have 
said “I drew it."

Paine’s aversion to personal fame or 
wish for concealment is shown in the 
preface to the second part of the 
"Rights of Man,’.’ where he says: “Had 
not Mr. Burke urged the controversy, I 
had most probably been a silent man.” 
And on his return to America in 1802, 
there appeared in the National Intelli
gencer at Washington a series of ar
ticles in support of Jefferson’s adminis
tration. Of this series I have a reprint 
in 1803, entitled “Plain Sense; or 
Sketches of Political Frenzy and Fed
eral Folly.” The writer of those letters 
was undoubtedly Thomas Paine. And 
he continued sometimes to use the sig
nature “Common Sense," or “C. S.”

WM. HENRY BURR.

tem ol Moiahty Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition,
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner. M. D. ¡Brice, cloth, $1. ’

From Dreamland Bent. A book of poems. Verses of life to com?«
By Lilian Whiting. Price. $1.
! Pi om India to tfie Planet Mars. By Th-Flournoy.

From Soul to Soul. Uns beautiful book of beautiti
guage seems fit only lor babes and 
sucklings. There Is but one way to en
ter lite, and one way to depart. - and 
that way is God s. There is no other 
source, no oilier end. God is first, last 
and forever, f aking the Bible for it. 
we prove conclusively that there can 
be no other source, no other end. Look
ing -away from the Bible and out over 
nature, there Is but one cry going up: 
One Supreme hirst Cause, one end 
only In view, and from that beginning 
to that end is: Growth, development, 
progress stamped on all things that em
anates from the divine architect that 
planned it all. .

Truth is eternal, no matter where 
you find it, whether in a sacred book, 
on. a snow-capped mountain, or in the 
roll and swell of the mighty sea. Man 
may pervert It though and turn it In 
Any direction to suit his ends, but 
eventually it must rise and stand erect.

There is-no death. Change is tffe 
word that should be used. Although 
the orthodox people denounce the spirit 
life in the sense used by Spiritualists. 
St. Paul taught: "We shall be changed 
in a moment. In the twinkling of an 
eye.- The whole teaching of Christ is 
fragrant mirth—-not death, but change, 
continuous progression. "To-day shalt 
thou be with me in. paradise." "In my 
father s house are many mansions." 
"Lazarus. come forth."

How can people even believe in his 
teaching at all. and not believe in the 
continuance of life.

Mr. Talmage speaks of the death of 
Cleopatra. Nero and Paine and asliB. 
"Were-they beautiful?"

He might have told of the stormy pe
riod in the world s history In which Cle
opatra and Nero lived, and that their 
voluptuousness and cruelty . were tho 
outgrowth of the time, and their deaths 
a fit ending to the Ilves they had lived.

I like logic. When one talks of effect 
he should go back to cause. Cause and 
effect are inseparable.

Cleopatra with the asp in her bosom 
passed on serenely compared with 
many a victim one could choose from 
the ranks of those who have suffered at 
the hands of so-called Christian bigots 
whose methods of taking off were the 
most diabolical the world has ever 
known.

Nero fleeing from justice, and when 
about to be overtaken, falling on the 
daggerin the hand of a slave who held 
it to receive his onrushing body, pre
sents a picture of the unhappy ending 
of an unhappy life in the most unhappy 
time in Roman history—I was going to 
say. of the worlds history: but that 
would be false, for the most unhappy 
time in the world s history was during 
the-. Christian dispensation as adminis
tered by the Roman Catholic church. 
Then the black pall of pestilence and 
midnight darkness*fell on the fair earth, 
and men no longer walked erect, but 
hid themselves from the face of men in 
power, Because rney carried rorture ana 
death In their very glances, and when 
their church fell on a victim, not even 
old Rome could have concocted such 
torture.

the great Omnific spir.Hiir<>m 
sprung, and no individual 
could have been possible. . •

Incarnation was necessary 
genesis of spiritual-progi>ess. 
necessary but once. Oneof

which it 
progress

for the 
but it is 
the great

(Concluded next week.)

RECALL TRAGEDY.

nothing should be done.

actions receive the protecting and fos.

Ibrother preachers by saying: "If Chris
tianity is not sufficient evidence in it
self of its own origin, without regard to 
miracle, it isn t worth the powder to 
blow it away." He went on to say that 
God might do unusual things through 
Christ, but he did not violate natural 
gaw. ”1 don’t accept the doctrine of the 
Immaculate conception. I was. when I 
came here twenty years ago. so ortho
dox that Brother Morris (one of the 
strongest) wasn’t in it. But I met and 
ìtalked with various progressive pastors. 
Atul especially got to going to the public 
library and studying the books of 
learned scholars. Now I accept Christ 
Instead of the Book. You brothers who 
stick out for an inert book—you are not 
Methodists: you ought to belong to the 
¡Presbyterians."

Dr. Avlson did not agree with Brother 
¡Morgan, but he admitted he doubted 
that the angel troubled the pool ot 
¡Bethsada. ”1 no longer cite the mira
cles in my sermons to prove Christ s di- 
¡vlnlty."

Brother Barbour declared warmly 
that when Brother Morgan said, "we 
took the bible and swallowed it like a 
sugar coated pill." he was not correct. 
"If all the world. ” he continued, "should 
say this book wasn't true. I would still 
Relieve it."

The debate grew into a tangle that 
Could only be resolved by adjournment. 
The point made most noticeable is the 
fact that miracles, the sheet anchor ot 
Christian evidences hitherto, on which 
the most reliance has been placed, no 
longer are relied on by the more pro- 
pressive preachers, and the cry of her
esy is not set up against such brave 
spirits as Rev. Morgan. - His brother 
ministers listen to him. protest for ap-( 
pearance sake, and believe every word 
he says.

The Churches and Divorce.
. ’Marriage as recognized by the laws 
Of this country is strictly a legal affair. 
¡When a license is procured, and a state 
officer performs the ceremony, that is 
witnesses the acceptance of the con
tract and returns his voucher for the 
same to the proper authorities, there is 
no "sacrament." or acknowledgment 
that any religious organization has 
power over the parties thereto, or can 
further make it more binding, or dis
solve it. Hence the constant agitation 
of the priests and ministers has no 
meaning, unless it be that Ihey desire 
ondeare plotting to wrest this power 

pisana the slate and. make it a church at- 
TSil1 ns It is now in some church-ridden 

countries and once was in all. The 
•Freémán’s Journal, uncompromisingly 
Catholic, is at least outspoken, in a re
cent editorial. Those who have been 
cajoled into believing that the Catholic 
church had changed will receive a les
son, in the following:

‘.'The problem the Episcopal conven
tion is Just now trying to solve is one 
for, which it is to be hoped the Episco
pal church will find a solution. But it 
is a case of a house divided against it
self. In marked contrast is the attitude 
of the Catholic church on the divorce 
question. She teaches that marriage 
Is a sacrament instituted for man’s spir
itual welfare, as was every other sacra
ment. Hence her refusal to recognize 
divorce. She 1b now, as she has ever 
be^n, inflexibly opposed to it. A discus
sion such as has been going on for sev
eral days in the Episcopal convention 
could never take place in a council of 
Catholic ecclesiastics. The church's 
proud boast of "always the same” 1b ap
plicable to the great evil that is corrod
ing' modern society. The great Napo
leon in the plenitude of his power 
could not make her swerve from her 
teachings as to the sanctity ahd perpe
tuity of the matrimonial bond.”

This is tfie religious power, the most 
centralized and powerful, fostered un
der our free institutions, which boasts 
that it has not changed since the days 
of auto-da-fes and the torture chamber! 
¡When this church through her priests 
pronounces the marriage ceremony, it 
is the unchangeable decree of God! The 
Episcopal church is a shadow of the 
Catholic. It is a Catholic church, with
out a pope, and a pope is necessary for 
its consistent, conduct.

But is the Catholic church bo un
changeable, and does it never grant di
vorce? That depends on circumstances 
and how much profit may be gathered. 
Not long ago In New York a man de
sired to marry a divorced woman and 
applied to the priest How did he 
evade the divorce?. As the first hus
band had not been baptised by a Cath
olic‘priest. he not being a Catholic, 
therefore, as marriage can only be con
summated between parties ' both of 

■ whom have been baptized, they had 
never been married but lived in a state 
of adultery. Hence there was no rea- 

1 son why the sought-fbr marriage should 
not be sanctioned. As the Catholic 
church holds that nó jnarriage is bind
ing unless sanctioned by a priest, all 
not thus married are living criminally, 
and divorce is not required morally, be
fore entering into marriage relations 
under her auspices. •
' Pointed'and Eminently Just.

The Globe and Commercial Adver
tiser, to cater to public desire,'offers a 
column for the free expression of opin-' 
ion pro and con on Spiritualism. This 
would Beem a fine opportunity for Spir
itualists to publish their belief, but on 
second thought, when the immensity of 
the subject is considered, the- space is 
so limited that the most condensed 
statement would only present a narrow 
and misleading view. It would belike 
attempting to turni the ocean into a 
thimble. :

When appealed to, the veteran Spirit
ualist, C. F. Short of New York; re
sponded in the following brief but sug
gestive paragraph, showing how fully 
the infinite reaches of the science of

: life,- here and hereafter, or Spiritualism,- 
¡ has impressed Itself on his mind.
; ‘(The suggestion that you admit con
tributions prò and con regarding Spirit 
Xialism, r trust' will pass ’unheeded, 
either to attack or, defend it- The sub- 
¡ject-of ancient or bible Spiritualism'is' 

.¡vast, and' Modern Spiritualism covers a 
^wide field. To enter Into a profound, 
»exhaustive discussion would require

Wore space than you would like to de-

Well Known Burning of Mrs. Conklin 
Brought Up in Meeting—Was Suicide 
Says Max Hoffmann—Famous Me
dium Gives Message Purporting to Be 
From Woman—Was Crazy, Says 
Spirit. • ■ . •
The famous Conklin tragedy was re

called by the Spiritualist test medium, 
Max Hoffmann, last Sunday night

At the time of the tragic burning of 
Mrs. Phil Conklin, the public was di
vided in belief as to murder or suicide. 
Phil Conklin was tried for the alleged 
crime, and the state could not convict 
it was thé theory of the relatives of 
the unfortunate woman that she had 
committed suicide in a fit of insanity.

Last night Max Hoffmann purported 
to receive a message from the spirit of 
the dead woman, confirming the suicide 
belief.

-It was the second time that the spirit 
had attempted to give a message to his 
audience. The Sunday night before Mr. 
Hoffmann came in rapport with the 
spirit but threw it off. '

Last night at the close of the test 
reading the medium suddenly seemed 
to be impressed with a sense of fire 
borne in upon him. As the impressions 
seemed to come he told of a woman 
who was burning to death. In jerky 
sentences the message was told as the 
spirit spoke through the mediuin. The 
spirit wanted to Clear the doubt sur
rounding thef tragedy. According to 
the story Hoffman told, she had sui
cided while insane. The medium made 
an unsuccessful attempt to decipher 
the name but only succeedèd in part 
though the words carried to his hear
ers the meaning of the whole. Sud
denly he beat a retreat to the back of. 
the stage,’■ throwing off the Influence 
upon him. After the close of the meet
ing he confirmed the meaning the mes
sage conveyed to Oskaloosans, recog
nizing the name Conklin when it was 
spoken. ’

There were several other' interesting', 
readings given, and Professor Moore’s' 
lecture was by. far the best of that gen
tleman’s efforts in this series.—The 
Journal, Oskaloosa, Iowa. ' ‘ '

-• . • < ■ .

vote. Just a few little squibs would 
settle nothing, and truth would be left 
in the background. - ' •

“The various phases of mediumship, 
the great variety of .phenomena or 
modes of manifestation; the elaborate 
doctrine or philosophy of Spiritualism 
regarding this life and the next, 'when 
Spiritualism agrees or disagrees with 
churches and doctrines of religion—all 
this would require extensive space.

"As a Spiritualist-I object to the in
troduction of this leading question’ un
less we are allowed a free hand, the 
right of way to meet and fully answer 
every objector. As there are a dozen 
or more Spiritualist papers, that cover 

• the whole field the earnest' seekers 
shbuld read oneior two.of them, and 
know for themselves."
' .HUDSON TÙTTLE.

. •XJonttauiiy ot Mi» a coamlo TrtrtS.® 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The Work et 
a Btrong, logicai thlnker, on a deeolv 
taportMt «iMWL INrioe> ciotta, m. .

"Boatta Detesta!;, or thè Psychlo Be. 
eret of How to Keep Young.” By J w 
g^bleo, M. A, Wl R 
10 conta» .

'Half a loaf

laws of God is that nature-never repeats 
itself. When a step is once taken un
der the laws ot God. jt does not have to 
be taken again. As is known, nature 
nejjer duplicates itself in.-.nnytliing in 
the material universe, or- m the realms 
of spiritual life. No twotleaves of tho 
forest were ever alike, and never will 
be. .• t

When a leaf has unfolded and grown, 
and withered, and decayed, it will never 
grow or decay again. ¡Other leaves will 
grow and decay. So-iyflta the soul of 
man. His soul becomes individualized 
and grows through the necessary period 
df incarnation, when it Is raised in in
corruption. but it wllTfijeyer- be incar
nated and raised In inqorruption again. 
Countless other souls >-|will \ be incar
nated. and will pass the gate-of death to

is better than none." and partial re
striction and regulation is better than 
none. It is a traffic that is inhuman 
and worse than brutalizing in its ef
fects upon those engaged in the traffic, 
and in its victims. The brute will show 
a feeling of care and pity for its off
spring. but the liquor traffic is so fiend
ish that the cry of the widow and or
phan is not heard, or makes no im
pression, to arouse feelings of compas
sion ana humanity, ana the lowest 
forms of human degradation are wit
nessed without any desire for better
ment If the traffic can only be financial
ly profitable.

It is not only difficult, but impossible 
to make a successful appeal to the hu
man being drunk, the only proper thing 
to be done is to wait and appeal to the 
human being sober, then there is hope 
of arousing a determination to remain 
sober. Environment has such a hold 
upon the minds of a large class that 
they will be just like what they are 
with, showing the necessity of making 
the environments of a higher type by 
removing tho degrading influences that 
at present lower them. The law of he
reditary influences that has transmitted 
from former lives conditions which 
hold in bondage many, so that they 
feel powerless in its grasp and hopeless 
of improvement, which idea must be 
removed and they made.conscious of 
the fact that they can advance to higher 
conditions, and not only that, but they 
will. Life has had to travel a long dis- • 
tance to arrive at its present plane of 
development, and great educational 
work must yet be done to advance it to 
a position where it will have the power 
to dispense with many things that it 
at present is aware is detrimental to its 
growth, but does not seem able to as
sert its independence from them.

The individual who has never been en
slaved by the habit, feeling the demon
iac influence of the traffic on his in
dividual life, cannot understand as fully 
the power that it wields as those can 
who are in its bonds, or those who once 
were and have been emancipated. As 
far as our individual life is concerned 
we have had no knowledge of its influ
ence, never having tasted any of the 
materials that make up the list of in-, 
toxicants. What is known is from see
ing its effects upon others; but that 
knowledge is enough to convince us 
that while there are other vices that 
need strong moral force to enable the 
victim to break away from jjieir in
fluence, they do not deprive the individ
ual of the advantageous position which 
they can occupy by maintaining men
tally, a normal,attitude in the struggle 
against those vices and which will be 
lost assponas the. mind loses Its nor-, 
mal balance, through the Influence of 
intoxicants. . ' .

Judging the traffic from this view
point, and it. is/a .very proper position 
from which, to take observations, the 
conclusions are that .of all the vices 
with which human society is afflicted 
to a greater or less -degree, the liquor 
traffic and its associated degrading in
fluences reflected in its victims .can 
be classed as one of the most danger
ous and detrimental to human progress, 
as it weakens the physical, moral and 
spiritual forces all along the line of 
their normal development, and where 
they are most needed to act as a re
straining and uplifting force in life they 
fail to respond, robbing life of those 
qualities that make it beneficial to 
themselves and their fellow-beings.

The individuals who appropriate the 
material wealth that, does not legally 
belong to them are branded as robbers, 
but where it Is confined entirely to ex
ternalities, leaving the victims free and' 
in full possession of their mental and 
spiritual powers, such robbery can be 
considered harmless when compared 
with that which plans to systematic
ally rob their victims of not; only their 
material wealth, but also to weaken and 
destroy the recuperative powers of 
the intellectual, moral and spiritual 
forces, which, if they were in a healthy 
condition could rise above those ex

. ternal losses, and to realize that such

a higher life, but they will not h 
repeat it. . ■

?

Because one soul Is unequal or infe
rior to another soul.in heaven, is no rea
son why reincarnation-» should take
place. It is th< 
should not takel

.reason why it

If reincarnation was 'possible, each 
soul would in the end, become alike by 
long experience in earth life, hence in 
the end dull monotony would eventually 
be readied. ,1 .

The doctrine of reincarnation has no 
standing here. It is tlte . offspring of 
human speculation. God never makes 
any mistakes. The course of the hu
man soul 1b ever onward and upward, 
and the ground does not. have to be 
traveled over but once.—Transmitted 
by H. B. Cole. M. D. . . .

to the state a certain proportion of .the 
revenues derived frori’1 the traffic.

The argument is bright forward by 
its advocates that there is’a demand 
for intoxicants and thMt ddffland must 
be met. Whether it -nffist di not is one 
of Lhe questions that iS up’ ftr serious 
debate and consideration. J Different 
views in regard to thAt question are 
taken by those who inritlieiMndividual 
lives are not only tenfherate11 in their 
use but total abstainers. One class Is 
striving to legalize ihd’traffid'and make 
it respectable: the otlrir class is for the 
total suppression of i?ts manufacture 
and sale, coming to that coiblusion by 
viewing the effects that'lt is Having upon 
those who are using if bven ’ih modera
tion knowing that thd^class 'of inebri
ates is being constantly recruited trom 
the moderate drinkers*. Wishing our 
position clearly underglod4.'ahd to give 
•battle W^the ■traffic findbw’triie colors 

■ yvC will OLtLl-C We belong to UJU ia.L- 
ter class because it appedrs to us to be 
the only consistent remedy to be' ap
plied for the cure of the disease which 
is working such degradation among all 
(¿asses as far as wealth is concerned.'

The individual who undertakes to en
gage in the traffic without paying the li
cense fee demanded by-the'Btate is con
sidered a criminal andllis liable to fine 
and imprisonment for ’’engaging in a 
business that his inclination leads him 
to, the same as does'the farmer, mer
chant or any of the legitimate trades. 
If it is right, why should'a fine and im
prisonment be imposed?: And if it is 
wrong, why should an effort be made to 
make it appear right by ¿license? The 
very fact of that effort'beln'g made is a 
confession of its sinful iriture. ’

To compare the traffic favorably with 
the legitimate and honorable trades 
cannot be done, but it’.is being tried by 
a class of its advocates who, when it is 
brought before the bar of its indignant 

. and degraded victims, .and condemna
tion pronounced, hold up their hands in 
mock horror at what tney claim an in
fringement on human liberties; claim
ing that any one who wishes to engage 
in the traffic has a right if he will pay 
for it, to work In the cause ot human 
degradation, by donating part of the 
revenue derived lo asylums where the 
children made orphans through its do
ings can be cared for, and for hospitals 
where those who are injured physically 
and mentally through itg ¡¿fluence can 
be treated. ,

“O, consistency, thotf art: a jewel.” 
There are many paradoxes In this 
world, but the one ubove mentioned is 
the most uselesfe ■ There Is a great law 
known to the spiritual world which says 
that any reformatory to;-, be effective 
must be met by an appeal for help from 
those who are In need qf that help-

That the Macedonian cty has gone 
forth from the victims Af. that accursed 
traffic asking those wh’p .are able to 
come to their rescue we .know. TBe 
masses are too matefifllistld, too much 
absorbed in the effort to gratify their 
selfish instincts, ¡o listen.to or hear the 
appeal for help, but there.are a few who 
have come into the ¡¿per temple and 
had their life touched wjtb tender sym
pathy for those who 4re iff, distress 
'Whatever the cause;’Who .hive heard 
the appeal and have resolved.that some
thing effective must ajid'ffifllTbe done 
to, destroy the monster;tMOi working 
sufeh degradation among thejmildren of 
men. ™ ;.-fi

' The argument that’any .tutor t to de
stroy the traffic is an ititribgement upon 
legitimate human libeAS-, is dfalsehood, 
a weak audfoolish eiffidse, tKat will be 
less and less considebeb ® society 
conies to a true knowledge1® its influ
ence. As it advances’SA tha&espect it 
will assert its right to 3ct vigorously in 
the matter. That it wfeds. ratience, is 
a recognized fact, for^ is uW-hill work, 
and the education of tiie.Im|ses to an 
intelligent understanfflhg outlie ques
tion isslow work, butTt wilFIh time be 
accomplished, and efifenfeipStion from 
that and other wrongs will be effected.

’ HAMILTON-DE GRAW.
West Troy, N. Y. “ 1 .
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“The Romance of Jude. A fitory of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarene asffl 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley.- Ao Intensely in- 
terestlng book. Neatly Wrand In cloth 
and gilt Only 60 cento. ;;. .

“In tho World Celestial,” by. Dr. T. A, 
Bland. - Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting, cloth 
-bound; price JL :

«Tho Light of Egypt-” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library “fn itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as.    - - • —O — “ mjiiAFua v* txtutmiu auunlUUKtJ AS

taring,care of the state If one engaged taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phlto«, 
¿n such an accursed- business will pay * phy. Price $2 per volume.’ —w

OVER THE TIDE.

Price $1.50.
........... ........................ . .......... beautiful poems Ja »11 that 

the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen. delegate 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price. $1.

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
ti utli oi the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price. $1.

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years m the 
Chin ch of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents.

Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley, 
Cloth. Price, $2. .

Healing, Causes and Effects. Fifteen chapters on how to heal by un
seen foices. By Dr. W. P. Phelon. Price, 50 cents. ■

Health and Power, A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by, 
aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
M. D. Cloth cover. Price. 35 cents-

Helen Harlow s Vow,, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant 
m society m matters ot moral and social import, and the wrongs that 
now therefrom. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price $1.

Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vcdra. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 
luttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents.

History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atha- 
rael,-chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents. > -

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25.

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason. M- D. Price 25 cents.

Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure. Includ
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt. M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding. 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume. Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Priee $1. Part Fifth. The Bodily Or
gans, Ihcn Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure. 
Price. $1.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price.’paper. 50 cents: cloth. $1- 
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price. $3.
Hypnotism^ An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Kraffit-Fbing. 

Pnce.l51.25.
Hypnotism m Mental and Moral Culture. By John D. Quackenbos- 

Prjce $1.2a.
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 

strom. M. D. Price 75 cents.
Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places, Dr J M 

Peebles. Price, cloth, $1, postage. 15 cts.: paper. 50 cents, postage 10c
Inner Life Mystenes Explained. The present age and inner life an

cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1: postage 10c
Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim

ple principles ot the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly in
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interview» Wuh Spirit, a reai visu witn mends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. '

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland 
Cloth. Priee, $1. ’

In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty. 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25.

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in the author’s 
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents. •

Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie
E. S. Twing. Priee $1.

Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans, This is the 
most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly inter
esting and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40e; paper 25c

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. Bv Sara Wei««' 
Cloth bound. Priee $1.50. ’ '

■ "Did it ever occur to you that we 
would all be young in heaven Î’’—Ex
cerpt from letter. • .
Yes, we will be young over there, Mag

gie, ■ ■ ■' '
When we cross o’er life’s turbulent 

tide. • ,
Oh! the heart will be light, 
And. the dimm’d eyes bright, 

When we-lay this worn casket aside.
Our loved ones-are young over there,’ 

Maggie,
We will all have our trystings again, 
' tiPsome cool shady nook, . . .

By a murmuring brook, 
While .we list to its plaintive refrain.
Sweet , music will waft o’er the breeze, 

Maggie, . .
And fair Luna will shed her soft light;
• While we linger to dream, ’ ’

By a silvery stream,
In the calm, witching, hours of night
And sweethearts will love over there, 

Maggie, • ■ ■ •' . ■■ ■ ■
And the friends will be ; faithful and

true; - ’ *. • • . • *
We will love for love’s sake, 
And no more Will hearts break, 

When we bld life’s illusions adieu. •
The castles we build, over there, Mag- 

■ gie, ■ ■ . ■
Will no longer be castles of air; • ' 
. : They will not disappear, . ’ 

■ Like the ones we make here.
When we build in the home over there:
And partings and heartaches will cease, 
; ■’ Maggie, . ; •
And all weeping'and sorrow and care; 
. For the heart . will be light, - .

. And the dimm’d eyes bright,. ' 
We will always be young over there.

: IRENE CLIFTON.
Cincinnati, Ohio. - -

“Meatless Dishes,” yarj useM. 
grica 10 csfia. r ' - -r y •

Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on 
vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.

Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus By Mrs. Towne.' A book on 
concentration. Price 25 cents. ' .

Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 
children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Kate Feld. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price, $2. ’
Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read 

Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot. Price $1 '
Koran. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Trans

lated into English from the original Arabic, with explanatory notes 
taken from the most approved commentators. Price, cloth $1

Language of the Stars. This important work is the first practical ex
position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man — 
yet issued. Price 50 cents.
‘ Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1 50

Life'and Labor in the Spirit-World. Being a description of Loeali 
ties, Employments, Surroundings and Conditions in the Snhcro« 
through Miss M. T. Shellhamer. Price, cloth, $1. 1 ’

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the 
Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel 
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as” 
a Fact, to Wrhich Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage D D 
Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents." ’ ' ‘

Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home 
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the NaZ 
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth 75 cents

Life Work of Oora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual 
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid 
• - Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2. .

.’Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By Carrie E. S. Twin»- Cloth 
bound, with portrait of the author. Price $1. B w

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, cloth 60 cts • 
board covers, 40 cents. . ’ •»

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism Bv- 
Edward Gibbon. Priee, 25 cents, ‘ ’•

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia/containing 118 neatly printed panes. 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents.

Man and the Spiritual World,, as disclosed by the Bible and study 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers.'
Price, $1.10. • ’ . ,

Men in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospects 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1- '

’ Man Visible and Invisible, containing a number of colored plates 
illustrating the aura surrounding man. By C. W. Leadbeater, 
Price, $2.50. .... ' . ■

Mark Chester. A story by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper, 40 cents,.
Mary Ann Carew. A spiritual story by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, .

Cloth. $1; paper, 40 cents. • - ■ •
Mediumship and Its Lavra. A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle, 

Price,. 35 cent»- •: ....... * ' .
' Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist. 
Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science,' Bv ' 
5?, H. Bach, Pricet cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready ta Battle fo? Spiritfla^sm, Pure and Unadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

A BRILLIANT SPIRITUALIST AND MEDIUM.

E
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Lady Cook, of England, Formerly Well Known in This Country as 
Tennessee Claflin (the flister of Victoria Woodhull), Comes to This 
Country, Possessed of Great Wealth, and Proposes to Work for the 
Elevation of Woman—She Is to Induce President Roosevelt to Give 
Women the Ballot—“Lincoln of the Women” Is What She Wants 
Him to Be, and She Proposes to Run, Some Woman for President, 
With Banner Hoisted at the Fifth Avenue Hotel, ' ;
New York, Nov. 18.—Lady Cook, who reached this country the last 

of October from»England, and who is best known here under her niai.den 
name, Tennessee Claflin, leaves this week with a party, of delegates in a 
private oar for Washington, where she wants to interview President 
Roosevelt. . . . • •

. Trusts, Russian-Japanese war, imperialism, all questions of state, it is 
said, will pale before the surprise party Lady Cook has up her sleeve 
—the latest cut, by the way—to spring upon the President.

“What Lincoln did for the negro, to his immortal fame, it is up to 
Teddy to do for the women of the United States—give therii the ballot,” 
said Lady Cook on Saturday. ,

“I know what I am talking about; It’s no idle fancy. It will'be an 
accomplished fact within four years, and President Roosevelt is the.man' 
to do it, and he will do it. I know no such word as fail, and Roosevelt 
knows no such thing as fear."

Lady Cook is a bundle of nerves—a wonderfully graceful bundle, to 
be sure, with a crown of fluffy white hair that emphasizes the delicacy of 
feature and coloring which some twenty-five years of English climate 
has beautifully preserved. ’

She wore a soft, clinging house gown of dark royal blue stuff, with 
deep sailor color and wide turned-back cuffs óf embroidered white silk. 
The low cut collar coquettishly revealed a blouse undervest of rich 

• creamy lacé finished ^ith a stock of turquoise velvet in which was fas
tened a diamond brooch. English fashion, she wore white glace kid 
gloves throughout the interview, caressing nervously the finger tips as 

, does the Greek his conversation rosary. ' From the top of her fine head 
to the tip of her Trilby slipper, Lady Cook; in her mellow widowhood, 
bespeaks the eternal feminine, rather than the aggressive innovatoi, the 

■ ¡ derided reformer who set wagging the tongues of two hemispheres to 
round out her stormy and unique career in marriage in 1885 to a rich 
English commoner, Sir Francis Cook, Bart. . ,

, “I am rich, very rich,” said Lady Cook, and I havri come back again 
‘ to America to spend my money in completing the work I began for wo

men more than thirty years ago. I do not stand alone in this movement 
to make President Roosevelt immortal by giving women the franchise; 
making the superior part of the human race, in the eyes of the law at 
least, equal to the black man.” _ -

Lady Cook's shrewd eyes twinkled challengingly. ' .
“There’s to be a new political party,” she epntiriued. Money and' 

influence of the highest, both in England and America, áre back of me; 
Hitherto the cause of woman’s suffrage, all efforts for her emancipation, 
have been handicapped for want of money. The financial power is now 
at hand. Model husband, model father, on record as an enemy of race 
suicide, President RooseVelt is the man to give woman the ballot. He 
is the president to go dhn in history as the second Lincoln—America s 
twentieth century emancipator,” cried Lady Cook, with the tragic 
sweep of-a Mrs. Siddons. _ ■ '■: . .

“How do you propose to organize the new party—open the cam
paign?” was asked. t .

‘ ‘ I have had an agent looking since my arrival for suitable headquar
ters,” said Lady Cook. “-I want a large room.in the central business 
part of the eity—a room to aecpmmodate between five and eight hun
dred people.. It must have the simplicity and dignity of a»court;eham- 
ber—a place for business, nova lounging ropm for women to run into to 
put a high light on their noses or readjust hats to the latest tilt. Noné 
of that! I find American women behind English women in many re
spects. In politics, for instance, they have neither the intelligence nor 
'the influence of English women. Then, theyare more given to the friv
olities of dress and society. On the other hand, I find less tippling and 
smoking among American women than among Euglish w°me11 of the 
higher classes.” ' .

“■With headquarters secured, what then?” ,. '
This was a question not to tie handled with gloyes. From a back

ground of silk pillows Lady Cook rose. Off came the white glace gloves.
“ The banner of the new party will be flung across the highway, she 

cried, “emblazoned with the name of whatever woman may be chosen 
for candidate for President of the United States. ’ • -■ _ .

It is thirty-two years since Victoria C. Woodhull figured as the presi
dential candidate of the Equal Rights party. Tennessee Claflin followed 
her sister into the political whirlpool as candidate for Congress m the 
eighth district of this city, crossing oratorical Swords with her oppon
ent, witty “Sunset” Cox. The political almanacs have not deemed it 
necessary to record the number of votes cast for the sisters. Lady, Cook 
has a vivid recollection as well as a pictorial record of. those stormy 
days when the mob unharnessed her horse, after an Irving Place meet
ing, and drove her home to the famous Thirty-eighth street residence. 
Shishas no ambition to be the new party’s candidate. Indeed, she 
would not accept it, jf like Caesar’s crown, it were thrice offered her— 
offered on a silver.salver or roll of Standard Oil securities. Tennie has 
her own barrel, thanks, and she means to empty it in the cause.

“If only I were stronger,” sighed Lady Cook. “I must husband my 
strength to speak in the campaign. I shall speak here and at Chicago 
on the floor of the Stock Exchange. , Arrangements are now being 
made.” . n ,

“Will you open a banking house in Wall street? Lady Cook was 
asked.

“No, never again as in the old days, was.the reply. _
“I shall, of course, invest and speculate in a private way. When I 

left England, the Bank of England refused for some time to give me a 
bankbook. •

“You will come back,” they said. . ,,
“But I will never go back to live or spend my money in England, 

continued Lady Cook. “I am an American—I mean to visit my birth
place in Licking County, Ohio. Much as I love England, and good as 
it has been to' me, should war break out inviting division of allegiance, 
I would be heart and soul with America. I would have come back here 
immediately after my husband’s death, but my .health was broken. Rei- 
atives and friends urged me then as they do now to retire to private life, 
enjoy my fortune in the social pleasures that were so richly mine during 
the lifetime of that good man, Lord Cook. But I cannot. I must be 
up and doing. Women must have their political and financial emanci- 

Pa“In Chicago,” concluded Lady Cook, “I will open headquarters as in 
New York. The work of organization will cross the country to San 
Francisco. The New York quarters will be leased for one year at my 
expense.” . -- , „ ,, , „ . -

Women now are organized as never in Lady Cook s day. Seated on 
gilded chairs in Delmonico’s.red velvet-hung parlors or Hotel Astor s 
College Hall, swathed in squirrel and roped in pearls, resolving to down 
Senator Smoot or force municipal authority to protect life and limb,in 
public thoroughfares, and subsequently regaled with K lunch at $3 ‘ a 
plate ” the 20,000 club women of Greater.Ne>v York have little concep
tion of the trials and ostracisms through which'passed Lady-Cook and 
her contemporaries in the hot old days, betweén 1870-77. .■ .

“Happily, modern club women,” said Lady Cook, will never know, 
Im I have the humiliation of entering a street car to have everyone leave 
it- to be hooted in the streets; to be ejected, bag and baggage as I was 
from the Gilsey House for organizing and addressing a colored troop; to 
be denied service at public restaurants unless accompanied by a man; to 
be debarred from entering a Wall street^ cafq; to drop my eyes when I 
met my sister, lest .she should be dispossessed if seen . talking to me. 
Thank God, all that belong to the dark ages of women in America, . Ev- 
erv avenue of industry is opened to the American woman, every profes

- sion With tlie ballot, all her wrongs will be eventiially righted, and 
‘ President Roosevelt is the man to do it, and mark my word, he will 

do it.” ' . ■ ’ ■ ■ '

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science,AMcBlity, Higher Thought, and a Better Life.

Give Us the Truth, the Whofe Truth, and Nothing but the Truth,

DYSPEPSIA X 
: QÜRÉD

Üyou SuHer Irani D/ipepsli, Slomâcb/ Myer, or7 Bowel 
Trouble o! any kind, read (Ms literal oiler. JT 

WILL BE WOBTli M0NWT0 YOU.
Do you suffer from dyspepsia, 

indigestion, or stomach. l|ver, or 
bowel trouble of any kina?^ If you 
do, why not let ui cur« you I We dp not moan 
Help you by doilnK you with a (trpijg, athuu- 
lathitf Bode and Rhubarb Compound, or pat
ent "Dwiepsla Pill.” Buch thlugi will itlm- 
uhte aud case temporarily', but In the «nd 
will only Irritate and further weaken the ab

FJUM. F
ready dluaied and weakened taembranoi. 
We will Cempbklg and fermanenlly Car« 
Yea. Vie will -go to the very foundation of 
your trouble, will remove the cauaea, ■ 
»Ircnjthen and tone up the affected luctu- 
brauei. perfect the digestion, regulate and 
itrengthcn the bowel«, and mekc you a> 
atrongand hearty ae you everwere. We could 
give you tertlrnonlals by the thousand of 
those we have curedof »tomach trouble! in all 
forma and atapea, but they would not loll to 
you what the treatment will dolor YOU« The 
only absolute proof la in the treatment Itself.

and knowing the Wonderful 
Curts we have made for oth*, 
era, and believing that we 
have a treatment that will 
Positively Care aav ease, no 
matter how complicated or 
long standing, or how many 
have failed In the past, that 

- we will tend a two weeks'
Hre&tmeotto&nyonedeilrlnttoteitU. Many arc cured,by tbl> 
i «it treatnunt «lone. Why not m«ke « 4H«l of it younelf and 
«ora what It will do for you. IT 18. FREE. Addreti'Dx. 
fcoblM Institute of Health, ^3 Kain St., Battio Creek, Mick. y

&

SPIRITUAIfïSM WILL BE THE GAINER.

Abnormal and Supernormal Psychology to Be Studied Scientifically,?' 
and, of Course, the Psychic Domain will Receive Careful Attention, V

IN LOVE.

You say you’re in love with this person; 
And only my sanction remains;

¡Well, to give you my candid opinion, 
He’s not overburdened with brains.

I know he’s a burly six-footer, . .
And nearly as strong as an ox,

But the soul of a man is not measured 
Alone by the size of his socks.

I've nothing at all against muscle, ‘ 
It’s greatly admired in males,

But talent should tower above it 
• As mountain tops do over vales.

While this man, or rather this fellow, 
¡gflU always be down in the ditch,

Though he might make his mark as a
slugger, '

Or as a high-roller If rich. ■

But notice his big cerebellum! •
His low, slanting forehead as well! 

As husband he’d hardly be vellum,
And a hovel with him would be hell. 

Seattle, Wash. ’ H. A. SMITH.

“Spirit Echoes." My Mattle E. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest "and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 76 cents.

"Toe Majesty of Calmness, or Indi-

SPIRITUALISTMEETINGS.
i It U Important when a-meeting Is 
suspended, that notice bo given ua, so 
that Inquirers may not be mlsltad. We 
want new notices ot all : mèetinèa being 
held hero in public halls at thé present 
time. ■ ■• '■'?'T
; First German Spiritualist-Society on 
the West Side.' Meetings every'Sunday 
at 8 p. m. In Garseiman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The North Star Spiritual' Union holds 
services at Perl's Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, «Very Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mra. Johanna Roennaw, test medium. 

. The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services,- 7.45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for ail 
meetings. To spread the truth la the 
object of thia aoclety. Addresa.all com- 
municationa to Mra. laa A. Crosa, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th'street 
Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th street

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
ffs Sunday meetings in the Atheneum, 
26 Van Buren street. Conference and 
circle, 3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Good 
mediums to give messages. Mrs. Bur- 
land, pastor. .

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m.. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session, Mrs, Hilbert pastor.

Central Spiritual .Church holds -serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock; 
and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock, 
at HOtnberg’s hall,. 31st -and Lock 
streets. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes. ■ ■ .

The German-Englisji Society Bund 
derWahrheit NO. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s- 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, ^between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Thursday evening at their hew hall, 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Black
hawk streets. Mr._Frahk Joseph, me
dium. ' : ' '

The Church of the JPsychlo Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Confèrence at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m.. The hall number Is 361
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr- 
helt, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and testa by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Vlllroak.
' Church of the Spiritual ■ Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mra. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Spirit Communion, 
Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage Grove ave
nue. Conference and messages at 3 p. 
m.¡ lecture at 8>p. m. Messages by H. 
F. Coates and others. Good music.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor. ■'

The Rising Sun Spiritual Mission 
holds its meetings every Sunday at 
2:30 and 7:45. Sunday'school at 1:30. 
Star Lodge Hail, 378 S. Western ave
nue. All welcome. .

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. córner of 3.1st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to aft'er- 
noon meetings, free; evening servite, 
15 cents, Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
6tl*66Í* .... ■

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street, third 
floor. (Please take elevator, hall ad
joins.) Services, every Sunday con
ducted by William Fitch Ruffle, who 
will give tests, spirit messages and psy
chometric readings to all in attendance. 
Services, 11 a. m.. lecture and tests to 
all; 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., song service 
and tests to all. Lecture omitted after
noon and evening in order that all may 
receive tests. Residence, 3201 Indiana 
avenue. >

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening, at 8 
o’clock". Tests and mustv at every ser
vice. .

' Occult Scientists. St Peter's Church, 
No. 3665 Indiana avenue, corner 37th 
street, 7 30 p. m. -.Lectures, “proof 
positive tests,” etc. Mrs. W. Brock
way, psychic. No-fee charged at the 
door. All are welcome. ,

. Thé Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 15G5 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor.

The Universal Occult. Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East

Church of- thfrisouL.Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastpn meets every Sunday 
In room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m.' Sunday-school 10 a. m, Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S, 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s raddress, 3802 
Ridge avenue,’ Rogers Park. Day at 
home, Friday. ; ■ ■

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church-of the Soul, meets the first and 
third Thursdays of each, month, at 
room 512 Masonic Temple, from 3:30 to 
10 p. m. Coffee and lunch at 6 o'clock.

Psychic Research meetings at 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o'clock sharp. 'Advanced course in oc- 
cultlsmi teacher ¡and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow' street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, . 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums all welcome. -

Tho Spiritual Truth Society holds 
services every Supday at 2:30 p. m., at- 
Hopkins' Hall, 528 W. 63rd street., op
posite Eggleston avenue; conducted by 
Mrs. Holton Upson, missionary for the 
Truth Seekers. Musical messages and 
tests. All are welcome. ■

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a, m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora.M. Nafe, 
sololset. '. .

The Brotherhood of Spiritual Truth 
meets Sunday, 7:30 p..,m-, In Temper
ance Hall. 330 W- 63rd street. Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and Wife,

The Chicago: Spiritualists’League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash.avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president;- O. E. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark, avenue, secretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to .send in the names of 
all their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications 1» the secretary.

l(JliS<JU,On.a under which wo do this are ns fol- 
I°fe-Bend us your name-In -full, age. sex and 
leading symptoms. We do-notth nklt wrome to 
diagnose d sense without leading aymptoms b^ 

tempi to defraud, please always send leadine 
symptoms when writing,. You need not send a 
cent or oven a stamp, and you will receive by return mall a diagnosis or y5ur case. ' y

Everyone Ought to Have Their
Case Diagnosed or Exam

ined Four Times 
a Year, - ;

■ ■ • AT LEAST.
We cun ^refor^ ^-REMEMBER 
“u%oh?o,u »22

Cancer Cured, or Na Pay.
Address all letters to

DR. G. E. WATKINS,

dotel Westland, -

Boston, Mass.

Back Bay,

flVEiTT, TUTT? Your three chief desires, and 
XJDUU JILCj learn how to attain them. Send 
stamp. Box P. T, WlTQhicugo, Ill, * •

Mbs. c. cochiun. the successful
Magnetic Healer, treats nil diseases spiritual 

ly, Consultation Ircol; Your troubles or disease 
diagnosed Irea.ihy mill, for' live 2-eent stamps, 
1671 Wellington-St., near Ciark, Chicago, III.

CHAIfr FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant 
bend age, coldnof eyes and hair, in own hand
writing; Address GEG; WELLES, Box 180, New
ark. N.J. • " ' . 757

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age,- name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

Sau Jose, Call

' MRSj.MAYeA. PRICE
Clairvoyant Madlngftby mail. Also laws of me- • 

diumlstlc development' and spirit, or menUl. or 
magnetic healing, taught Send lock of hair, date 
of birth and One Dollar. Obsession cured. Ul D, 
Street. N.E.IYinhingtDn, D. O?

A (Jure for?StajpmerInff Wanted. 
’ If any of our readers: know of neuro for stam
mering they will confit n great kindness upon a 
poor, working Doy wlro has been thus afflicted 
filiice he was dixecearatof ago, by sending such In- ■ 

jformation'to Andy)Vajtion, KnoD. Shasta Co,,'Cal.,

TRANCEKEADINGS,
By mail, one dollar and two stamps. Diseases 
diagnosed and treatment indicated, by Spirit 
Guides, two dollars. Bend either your own writ
ing or Lock of hair. ' •

ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
, 834.11th fit, N. E. Washington, D. C. ‘

FRED. P. EVANS,
Th© Noted Fuyehto for

Independent, Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left NewrYork, and Ie now located at 
1112 Eddy St., San Francisco, Cat Send stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.- •

IMPORTANT WORK.
..Send 25 cents to the Investigation Committee, 

Publishers. Davenport, Iowa, for Prof. Watson’s 
Illustrated Book, board covers, “Juggernaut: 
«hristian Science Exposed.” Containing extracts 
u om books, showing, from where all the ideas of

hristian Science were originally copied, which 
Mother Eddy calls her own, •

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me. and I will give you. a free 

examination. I want no, leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost-vigor of both flexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name, age, sex, complex
ion, weight and W eta. in stamps' or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollare to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address,

FRANCES Li. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St, Stoneham. Masa.

Dr. George Lester Lane, 
TREATS SPIRITUALLY 

All Ailments With Success.
OBSESSION a specialty.- -872 Huntington Ave., 
Boston, Maflfl.-«EK DR. J. M. PEEBLES’ 
BOOK ON OBSESSION.

Academy of Higher Sciences
AndCollegeor T’lne Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttlo 

Light, Color,-Electricity, Magnetism, Mind. Balhi. 
. Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M.’ 
Doctor of-Magnetics: can .bo gained at College or 
at one's home. Bookaand Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to . •

’ E. D« BABBITT. M. D.,
62 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

YOUR FORTUNE
Revealed by the Zodiac. Two large, typewritten 
Rages of practical information concerning your 

fe sent FREE for your, birth date «and 3 stamps.
I can make YOU more FORTUNATE in your love 
affairs, in marriage, business matters, etc. I have 
THOUSANDS displeased friends in nearly every 

. part of the. world. Address NOW. SHAGREN, 
Dept. T.B;. 8158« SAn Francisco, Cal.

ROMANISM Is4t>a<nphlol of 30 pages, In 
PWOSiFri"1 reI>iy to Prof. David Swlnsi' JkAX vOBuz priest Cashman and Dr. With- 
row,and Isprlhclpallyjtn defensoot Protosunt- 
Ism. A coQclsaUtUo pamphlet. Price 15 cents.

hFflTOand ae AFTER LIFE 
1/Lrl 1 Iti JBy A. J. Davis.
An instructiva And interesting work for all to
read.. Price (».'cents. ■»;, ; ■

DC VF/* ÍW léìhe invention of a prao- 
B 2^ V Í \ ilUrL medium, under spirit 
1 t/ f vl guidance, and is designed 
to develop medl<pnshlp|, Many, by Its use, have 
received longucommunlcations from spirit 

: friends, and express groat satisfaction. Price.
81> and 20 centfoattra to* expressage. •

Mon onA FFiá ¿s Disclosed in thè Bible.’* 
I luil ariU [(16 By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Cnlnib 1/apM Associate ot King’s College, ÒDlriL WOrlU Lonaon. -An excellent book 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn the facts of Bible teachings as well as 
modern spirit phenomena.- Price, cloth, 81.10. •

31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R; GilnSy. 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller whi 
preside at all meetings during thé at>N
sence of Brother .Gilray.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark

MflUAMET His Birth, Character and 
/nnnvmE l Doctrine. By. Edward Gib
bon. ..This is No.« ot the Library ot Liberal 
Classics., It Is conceded to be hlstoricaUy cor
rect, and so exact and perfect in even- detail as 

i, to be practically beyond the reach ot adverse 
Icritlelsm. -This work will be found Intensely 
'Interesting. Price, is cents. ...

> Resulting in the Great Advancement of the One Great Truth, the 
i Power of Spirits to Return to Earth, and Communicate 'With Their,

Friends. ■ ■ . > . • ' - ■■ • • •
■ To the Editor of the-Sun—Siri—Ari ifiiportarit institute intended to 

be of a national character has been founded in this-city for the purpose 
of organizing certain scientific investigations, while it conducts in ono 
of its fields a system of philanthropic work. It has been incorporated 
as the American Institute for Scientific Research. It is not to be asso
ciated with any form of .teaching or propagandism, whether philosoph« 
ieal, scientific or religious, but is modelled after the Carnegie Institu
tion in Washington, except that it will be permanently limited to a defi
nite field of work, comprising two more or less distinct classes of phe« 
nomeria , ,

This institute will not engage directly in investigations, but wilt su
pervise endowments and subsidies for such men and bodies of men as are 
qualified t.o conduct philanthropy and investigation in the fields which 
the work is to occupy. The two fields comprehend abnormal and al
leged supernormal psychology, or psychic research. The former may 
je called psychopathology. I shall explain both and their relation to. 
tlie institute. ' '

The first to be noticed is that the institute will not engage officially in 
any investigations in the field of psychic research, but will act as custo
dian of funds to be devoted to it and will see that the properly qualified 
persons or bodies of persons shall be aided in any legitimate way to do 
their work. The society already occupied with the subject will not be 
prejudicially affected by the plans of the institute, but on the contrary; 
may be in a position to be benefited by them. -

It is certainly high time that this field should receive the attention of 
the scientific world in some other manner than mere recognition.

The general-plan which has been incorporated has the endorsement of 
fifteen leading psychologists, teachers and physicians, nearly all of them 
connected with universities. They comprise men of Harvard Univer
sity, Clarke University, Columbia University, Pennsylvania University, 
Cincinnati University, Indiana State University, and others. Among 
the men back of this work are and were: Lord Rayleigh, D. C. L., F. R. 
S.; the Marquis of Bute, K. T.; the Bishop of Ripon, the Hon. William 
E. Gladstone, Lord Tennyson, John Ruskin, LL.D., D.- C. L.; Sir William 
Crookes, F. R. S., the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, K. T., F- B. S.; 
Sir Oliver Lodge, F. R. S.; the Hon. Arthur Balfour, Prime Minister of 
England, Prof. Balfour Stewart, Owens College, Manchester; Prof, W, 
F. Barrett, Royal College of Science, Dublin; Prof. J. C. Adams, the Ob
servatory, Cambridge; Prof. Henry Sidgwick, Cambridge; Prof. Bern
heim, Hospital Civil, Nancy; Prof. Boutlerof, University of Petersburg; 
Prof. Charles Richet, Physiological Institute, Paris; Prof. Max Dessoir, 
University of Berlin; Prof. William James, Harvard University; Prof, 
S. P. Langley, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C., etc.

It will require a large endowment to put the work upon an adequate 
and permanent basis, but all that is immediately sought for the single 
field of psychic research is the small sum of $25,000, which will enable 
the work to be carried on for two or three years.

The second field, that of psychopathology, in the end will be occupied 
with both philanthropic and scientific work.

_3 ?

es** ,rS

"■ - Chicago, Ill., May 17,1MJ3.
Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker:

Dear friend and Physician,—I will now write 
and try to express my gratitude toward you and- 
your spl,It band for tho good you have done me. 
After doctoring with nearly everything and doc
tors to help me. I llnd that your treatment lias 
worked wonderfully. I am feeling so much bet
ter I can’t express myself. I will close, hoping 
an early reply. Yours respectfully, 
, Mus. Beutha Cannada.

4069 Princeton Ave., Chicago, Ill, '
• *- - November 19,190$,

Mra, Dr. Dobflon-Barker: • •
• Dear Madam,—It 1b now time to send for another 
month b tre.Ttpient., Iain better every.wayi am 
gainink flo fast everybody la surprised, and if I 
can be entirely cured I would like to, I have al
ready sent a great many to you, and there will 
still be more sent to you. They all have faith, 
for you have done so'much forme, and I hope 
you will do.the same for them. The doctors said 
there was no help for me, but I am so changed 
for the better now they don't know what to say, 

• and I am’ so thankful to you and tho spirit band 
that I cannot say enough In your praise. I tell 
everybody about you, Now I enclose pay for an
other month’s treatment. Wilson Weut.

Standish, Orange Co., Mich., Box 85.
< • Big Bend, West Va.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker:—My Dear Good Sister, 
*—Your kind letter came to me this afternoon, and 
kind friend, I am not able to express to you my 
many thanks for all you have done for me. Your 
treatments and your description of ahmymauy 
ills are doing just as you told me they would. Ob. 
my dear friend, I am so happy tonight, to think I 
am able towrite and tell you something of your 
medicine, for all the treatment that I have ever 

.received.from anyone, I have never found any
thing to trentmeasyou have, my dear good friend. 
I can eatlmy. three meals a day and walk out to 
see my neighbor, nud can sleep part of tho night, 
and get up-In the morning rested. Now remem
ber, my good lady, this ono thing Is something I 
have not done before for two years, golngon three. 
My heart don't hurt me anything Hko it did. 
Please excuse this long /letter, but I want to tell 
yon all I can.- Please note this, for I trust It will 
reach the ears of many more poor suffering bodies 
'like myself, and they, too, can bo benefited by 
your kind, skillful treatment. You seo lam so 
much improved, even in iny writing, aud in my 
talking, In fact in every way that a poor suffering 
person could or.can find relief, I get so happy. My 
neighbors all look at mo in wonder If it is me, I 
do know and trust In you and your happy spirit 
band. I have, I think, gocyou two more ladles to 
send to you for treatment in u short time. They 
all see how fast lam improving, and they think 
His a miracle that I am living, let alone getting 
better; so I must not say any more this time in 
firose to you. Dear, good people, from your sister 
n faith that all will be well. Write soon; from

‘ M. E. Goodnight.

As soon as possible the institute would see that a proper clinic for the 
study and therapeutic treatment of certain types of functional diseases 
of the mind: insanity, hallucination, secondary personality, and such 
troubles as may be made to yield to hypnotic suggestion. The type of 
institution here in mind is that of the Salpetriere under Pierre Janet 
or the Clinic of Berrillon in Paris. At present it is well nigh impossible 
for many physicians to apply suggestion with hypnosis, owing to the ab
surd misconception of the subject by the public, though they favor its 
use when other methods fail or when it is wise to use it.

A moderate sum would organize the clearing house function of the in
stitute, including the publication of results. But it would require a 
large sum to establish the other part of the work. The object is to co
operate, riot to compete with existing work and interests in this field.

It is in the interest of this work in both fields that Mr. and Mrs. C. 
Griswold Bourne, Central Park West, have opened their house to a series 
-of private meetings where the importance and sanity of the work can bo 
properly presented.- The first task is to disillusionize the public as to 
the nature of it. . ’ .
, I may add that the board of trustees for the institute has not yet beenvt ' 
completed, but Prof. William James of Harvard University, Dr. Minot 
J. Savage, and Dr. R. Heber Newton are on the board.

New York. JAMES H. HYSLOP.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is ono of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
himname, age. sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
In stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over tho 
land, Ho cures you in your own home.

Address, . J. S. LOUCKS. M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in tho form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU« 
ford Maas.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Send three 2ct stamps for circular and instruc

tions. hoty to obtain the best results, that will 
convince you of the continuity of life, aud that 
your loved ones still live.

It has been my good fortune to have a number 
of sittings with Mr. and Mrs, A. Normann, at Lily 
Dale this season, and I can truthfully say that all 
shadows of doubt have been removed as to the 
BpirU'8 presence of our departed, and the genuine
ness of their mediumship, Dr. C. W. Maxon, Bay 
City. Mich.

Trance, teat and business readings by mall, 
Sealed questions answered without opening, by 
spirit power.’ MR. & MRS. A. NORMANN, 
* 2721. Elliott av. So.. Minneapolis. Minn.

Magnetized Slates, 61.00 a Fair.

The Infallible Fibre Trumpet, la guaranteed 
better than metal. No. 1—36x5 in.—Insulated top 
and bottom, cardinal colored enamel, 11.50. Trum
pet covers with handles to carry. £1.50 extra. 

• Pamphlet with instructions for all kinds of devel- 
opementwill be mailed on receipt of 12 cents In 
stamps. Trumpets will be sent on receipt of 
price. Manufactured by
JAS. NEWTON, 423 Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

White or Black Magic ?
Are you sure that your mediumship Is attract

ing to you angels or demons? Are you determined 
to give or get? Are you trying to wink nt psychical 
laws by flitting in the dark, and not creating with
in yourself a spiritual capacity for communion of 
spirits? Are you trying to get something tor noth
ing? or are you ready to pay the price fdr success
ful mediumship? Do you wan) to be a take or an 
adept? lean help you.

Send at once, enclosing a stamped, addressed 
envelope, for Prospectus ot “The College ot Di
vine Sciences and Benllzatlon.’,-Reduced tuition.

The only one or its kina In tlie world.
CLAIRVOYANCE—Cloth-bound, price, 11.60 (re

duced from 82.00). It teaches you how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future, propbeay are 
attain Illumination, and be a Yogis, “All students 
will do well to study this excellent volumu.1’—W. 
J. Colville. “It is a revelation.”—Light. “Beat 
work on the subject.”—Mind, “Marvelous—Ep 
och-making.”—Lilian Whiling.

SRIRIT WORLD, by Gaffield, cloth, 60 cents.
AURAS AND COLORS—With exhaustive die 

tlonary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY—The firstand only book which 
teaches the science ao that you can practice It 
Price, 60 cents ’

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price, 50 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter the super-con- 
BCiousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION—A Ms. series on howto divine 
hidden things, Ind lost treasures, become a 
seer. Price. 81.00.

CRYSTALS for crystahgazlng, a new lot at 82.25 
each, postage prepaid, .

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES—A Ma 
series on this fascinating subject. Price, 81.00.

Address Money orders to
J. C. F. «RUMBLNE,

1285 Commonwealth Ave.,
. Boston. Mass. .

fl L/nnrlopfllf Restores Lost Vision; 
H WUIIUU1 I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
snanFonfn showing styles and prices and 
OUCULdUlUi photo of Spirit Yanna, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as if you were In my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. F. POOLE.

<3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill
-Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson» 
Los Angeles, Cal.

RESEARCHES PHENOMENA
of

Modern Spiritualism,
By the

Greatest Living Chemist,

Sir William Crookes, F. B. S.
The English Edition costs 11.50. and postage. 

We have just brought out a new edition (only 
American) with text and Illustrations in full. It 
costs only 50 cents. It Is Unanswerable.

■¡SF"This Remarkable Book and REASON,
Our48 page Monthly, per year, for 11.00. Send now 

The Austin Publishing Compoey, 
Rochester, N. T.

MANUSCRIPTS CORRECTED.
Manuscriptfl or any description carefully cor

rected and edited for publication Customary 
. price. 11 for two thousand words, Graduate, Na- 
tianal Press Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Address. “AUTHOR,” No, 2, Speedway Avenue, 
OceanPark, oal. , ■ . .

00,000 “S1“
Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. 81.00.

PROGRESSION
The . evolution of Man. By Michael Faraday.
Fries. 15c. ■

Apollonius oLTuana Christian Jesus. À 
wonderful communication, explaining how his 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate 
Christianity. Price 15 cents.

mTMUP““1AUU1UD book, Its commentaries, 
teachings, poetry, and legends. Also brief 
sketches of the men who made and commented 
upon it. By H. Polang. 859 pp. Price, cloth, $1

jects.-of the American Protective Association. 
a book for all patriotic American citizens. 
Price. 15 cents, or two for 25 cents.

1K Catllc aQd Campaign 
I v Vvll lb of The Progressive Thinker will be 
especially important to every Spiritualist. We 
want to spread the paper broadcast, hence we 
will send it out on trial, 12 weeks1 for 15 cents, 
or 7 copies to one address for the same length 
of.time for $1.00—sent on trial to those only 
who have not been subscribers to the paper at 
least for one year. We want everyone Drought 
in touch with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain 
each wfeek. In sending in these trial subscrip
tions always state whether Spiritualists, church 
members, or investigators. This liberal propo
sition will be withdrawn by December 15. So 
trial subscriptions at the above rate should be 
rushed in at ontfe»

THE LIFE, RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITOQ.-ln this book Miss 

Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It Is, In a measure, a logical se- 
qneûce ot "The World Beautiful,” leading Into 
MlU dlvlner harmonies, it is calculated to ren
der the soul In harmony with the universe. It 
13 traly an inspiration. Fries, cloBiagi,to.

Interesting and luggesttv» -work. Ills an az
Donation of much that i. falsa and repulsive In

street, corner Fletcher, conducted by, mum«
.xmmivuu, «M.U . Dr. and Mra. Carl A. Wickland. All 1 --------t—.—

Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable i cordially invited, Residence 616 Wells •
little work.' frice 20 cents., . | street . . ' mallei 8um»jS*ni FricKWtmts. '*
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THE BUIRMW BOOK: It Is Placed Before the Bar of “The Open Court” This Week.
“The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” Will, Have a Fair and Impartial Hearing

This Discussion is Bound to be Interesting from Start to Finish, upon this Important-Subject. You cannot afford to Miss a Single Issue while the Discussion Lasts.

HIS DEATH FORETOLD.

The Passing of a Prominent Spiritualist

4

1

The realities of Spiritualism have 
just been exemplified in the passing j 
away of Brother Thomas Ince, in La
fayette, Ind., in a most especial manner, 
The circumstances connected with his 
death have been the means of pausing 
believers to know more, .while those 
•who know little or nothing of the grand , 
truths of our glorious philosophy have , 
been caused to inquire, “Is it possible, 
these Spiritualists can learn when the • 
hour cometh?” ’.

• Brother Ince was in comparatively 
,< -id health, working at his trade as a 
•fflef, up to five weeks before ho passed 
out, and until two weeks before no one 
surmised he was in any danger. He 
went to Indianapolis to attend the con
vention of the Indiana State Spiritual . 
Association, accompanied by his wife 
and several friends. 'While there he 
grew worse, and when he arrived at his 
home he was too ill to go to his labors 
on the following Monday morning. His 
wife did not accompany him home, but 
being a delegate she wished to remain 
to the close of the convention. She also 
intended to go to St. Louis to attend the 
Fair.

After Mr. Ince returned home, Mrs. 
Ince became restless and could not con
clude to proceed to St. Louis. §he also 
attended a seance-while in Indianapolis,, 
and was told by the spirit friends a 
great surprise awaited her on her re
turn to her home. Besides the above, 
-while a seance was being held at the 
home of Brother Ince as long ago as 
last August, by Mrs. Mrs. Margnan, an 
excellent trumpet medium of Lafayette, 
the spirit friends of those present said 
that before the year was out three of 
those present would be called up high- , 
er. An uncle of Brother Ince said to 
him that it would not be long before he, 
too, would be over there, and be talking 
through the trumpet as he was then.

Since this trumpet , seance two; have 
already gone. Besides Mr. Ince, á lady 
who at the time was in comparatively 
good health has passed away,very sud
denly. Who the third party may be is 
the question in the minds of those who 
were present on that memorable se- 
anee. . ..

. Thus it is the-truths of Spiritualism 
are revealed to mortals by our friends 
gone before, and by these seemingly 
simple: communications the great fact 
■which 1-Jpiritualism claims to proclaim, 
“that spirits .pan and do communicate 
with mortals,” is substantiated. lit any 
court (so called) in our land if such 

«te<j^mony were furnished, it would be 
’accepted; why, then, is this testimony, 
which has been given by so many un
der varied conditions, but always point
ing-do the one great fact, rejected.and 
r.uledout as being of no account, while 
All the world continues to ask the ques
tion, What is death? As the above 
question copies before us; the answer to 
us tertamly seems obvious.

1 -Like what the world calls Christian
ity, so Spiritualism had an huihble ori
gin. As the teachings of a so-called 
Savior'were rejected by the masses, so 
is . Spiritualism. If Jesus said what is 
attributed to him; whether he had 
learned it from those who lived ages be
fore him, or whether he was inspired,, 
or whether ho was Under the influence’ 
of decarnates as the media of this age 
are, it does not matter, the simile is 
complete, and ignorance holds sway, so 
people only desire to know or Jearn of 
what will gratify them at the moment. 
Lecturers, on the spiritual platform es
pecially, can testify that when they give 
their most inspired thought, It seems to 
fair on closed ears; tell idle stories in 
illustration of some profound thought, 
and those of their audience who had be
fore been nodding, brace up and are 
among those who clap their hands the 
loudest.

Mediumship is a grand and mighty 
lever, which, in the hands of spirits, 
tnie, just, pure spirits, over the . ful
crum of fact, will yet pry the mind of 
man out of the slough of selfishness 
and place it upon the solid ground of 
truth, but that lever must be strength

, ened and guarded, so it can only be 
' handled by those who will use it to the 

betterment of all; that is, to point to
wards a higher and broader existence, 
not only in the great beyond, but, on 
this sphere as well. When used rightly, 
it becomes a consolation to the afflicted 
even as the above communications be
Came a staff and consolation to Sister 
Ince, the wife of the deceased, but 
when the holy office is usurped by those 

.) who do or would use it only to fill their 
coffers, and constantly are working for 

1 their own especial financial betterment, 
then it surely is time those who know 
the truths of Spiritualism should rise 
in their might, in unison, and wrest 
from the would-be media every last 
vestige of opportunity to ply their nefa
rious trade.

i The Constitution of the United States 
grants to all and each the liberty to the 
rights of citizenship, also to pursue the 
business he or she may desire, but it 
does not gran' N anyone the right to 

- counterfeit anytii.Ag, If any one is dis
covered counterfeiting the money of the 
country, what a howl ascends; so it is 
with foodstuffs, so with all things else, 
and the-strong arm of the law of the 
land is swung with a force that lays the 
offender low; this move is made by co
operation or organization, wherein lies. 
the mighty strength for all work.

In union there is strength, but the 
Spiritualists are like a rope of sand, 
each individual is sure there is no 
death, but when the majority are asked 
to unite with some society and assist in 
the promulgation of the truths of Spir
itualism their answers are not unlike 
those given when, in the story of the 
feast as told in the bible, they all had 
their excuses. Unfortunately we of to
day cannot go In the highways and by
ways and compel them to come in, but 
surely there is something which can be 
done, and that is, wherever there is a 
society, and a traveling medium comes 

that town and spreads his or her 
great flaring advertisement, and such 
traveling medium fails to make himself 

- or herself known to the society; that Is, 
to -present any credentials showing 
their genuineness, then the society of 

fesueh a town can place a notice or adver-

His Opinion Has Changed—-Ooi. Ingersoll Believes in a Superior Spirit 
Power—Writes a Letter From the Other Side of Like to the Kokomo 
Spiritualistic Society, as Set Forth in the Kokomo Tribune.

- Y-cre ?*a”y hundreds of Pe°Ple over the /country who confi
dently believed that when Col. Robert G. Ingersoll died he would recant, 
upon his deathbed, his disbelief in the existence of a God, or perhaps, 
more properly speaking,-his agnosticism, that not knowing whether 
there was a God, he would accept no such opinion, and asking forgiv- 
ness m the death hour, he would bewail his years of railery against the 
scriptures.' But Col. Ingersoll expired suddenly of heart failure and 
died with dumb lips. •

stage trappings, lights and ¡trap doors, wires and such, was not in it, 
as this meditun had nothing' of thq .kind.” Behind the cabinet the 
scurry of flying pencils, the'tearing of paper, could be plainly heard.

Among the communications was one from Robert Ingersoll, five hand
written pages, bearing the baffling characteristic of all communications 
afforded during the evening, save one, and that was the writing on the 
printed lines of the pages was invariably straight and true to the lines, 
which was a difficult circumstance to explain, granting that the medium 
did the writing as he would have had to write with his arm thrust back 
of him; seated as he was, facing the audience. The handwriting of Col. 
Ingersoll was of a different 'character from the rest; the writing of each 
message had a distinct'individuality, as can be known by an examina
tion of them, which have been preser,yed. . .

“Thoughts are Things.’1-rMirabeau, -

The Spiritualistic society of Kokomo is circulating a pencil written 
letter purporting to be from Col. Ingersoll, upon the subject of thought 
which, whatever its authorship, must in fairness be admitted an inter
esting production upon that theme. The message is chiefly interesting 
and important in that it reveals Col. Ingersoll’s present belief in the . , „ „ , ,
existence of a supervising spirit power, and that the grave docs not end thought is? Did yo,u ever' comprehend its powers and possibilities? If 
all, but when physical death takes place the spirit is as much alive as you did not you will find an interesting field for mental speculation in 
it ever was, and the same individual as before. this domain. There-is-np subject more interesting, important, and less

The function of the Tribune-is not to argue any {/articular religious understood than.that of, thought, -. ■
Ivnli/x-P Ixvv I- if- ■airsinl /I ~ .1  ______ j. _ .1 1» .1 T1. .1 - - .. H'Iiah rvl: 4 io ill n naviAti n« nr nil «in 4-1ia nnnunnnoi» zxp KnwinniHf • .

Col. Ingersoll'js ¡letter to Kokomo Spiritualists reads as follows: 
“Did you evpr. think of thought? Do you know, friend, what

A REMARKABLE EXPERIENCE.

Returned to Life From Apparent Death.

MUSICAL EXPERIENCE.

belief, but it would promptly expose a demonstrated fraud? It does 
not vouch for the genuineness of the occurrences about to be described, 
but will endeavor, as becomes a fair-minded purveyor of the news, to 
honestly describe an event, as it appeared to a mere observer, to the 
skeptic, as well as the believer and leave conclusions to themselves. It
is but fair in this connection to observe that Edward Winans, medium, 
was the subject in recent weeks of an expose in the Indianapolis Senti
nel, which claimed.he “had been practicing a fraud for nineteen years.” 
Mr. Winans now refers to this fact in opening his seances. The article 
has attracted attention over, the country, among believers-and all who 
investigate the subject. Tonight he returns to Indianapolis to give a 
test circle, and'those witnessing it will makr 'ffidavits concerning it 
before notary publics. These facts are given“:“ an.intelligent appre
ciation may be obtained of the conditions under which Mr. Winans 
worked in Kokomo. If the Col. Ingersoll letter could-be accepted as 
genuine and from that distinguished thinker the fact that it was made' 
known in Kokomo is, as can readily be perceived, a very remarkable 
circumstance. . - ■ . . .

"Thought is-the sayiqr as well as the oppressor of humanity
“Thought in the right direction is the balm for the ills.of mankind; 

in the wrong direction the eguse of misery and woe ■ ■ . .
“To think properly isio,think of the upbuilding of your fallen 

brother and sister, ■■--, , . : ...< . . ' . .. 1 1 . ■ .. > ... . > . . <
“To be an efficient thinkor-the niind.should be guided by a good and

A Remarkable Seance.

At the home of F. C. Ravencroft, East Jackson street, gathered, one 
night-:this week, a circle; eomposed,of believers and disbelievers in-the 
phenomena of Spiritualism'. They were present to witness a “Light 
Seance.’’ The front room -was used for the purpose and during -the 
entire evening an ordinary coal oil lamp burned brightly. Edward 
Winans, of Edinburg, was the medium. He selected one corner of the 
room and upon each wall, forming a right angle, hung a light thin black 
curtain which was tacked fast. A1J. this was done in full view of'the’ 
circle which was free to move about and stand at his side during the 
whole of his construction. A small stand, that always resti in the Ra
veneroft front room, was set in the corner, and upon it was placed two 
or three lead pencils. Note books, or common school tablets, ■ were 
placed upon the table with a tamborme. Three chairs were place in a 
row, m front of the stand, about three feet, the one to the extreme.north 
being taken by the medium. A woman Was called from the audience 
to take the chair just south of him and the medium seized her arm with 
both his hands. She deelaftd. that his Mnds remained there during the 
entire performance. A gentleman „palled from the audience, who 
held-the woman’s hand. A black ciAlain was then suspended above 
their heads, concealing their bodies, but-the heads of all three persons 
were thrust through holes with which the curtain was perforated. All 
three sat facing the audience,-and the. gentleman upon the south end 
was an investigator and not a believer. With these arrangements com
pleted, and unmistakable evidence of no trap door through the floor of 
the home where the seance was given, and no door or window for a con
federate to enter, the seance was ready to begin. The interior of the 
cabinet was now dark, while the. room in front.of it was brightly lighted. 
The. sitters stated that the medium’s hands were not free. In less than 
five minutes there was a hand above the front curtain.' It-passed to 
the unconverted sitter m the south chair and pulled bis beard. It dis
arranged the hair of the woman sitter. It struck the medium a re
sounding whack over- the head with the tamborine. A handkerchief 
was called for and a knot tied in one corner of it. The hand was thrust 
through the aperture at the side of the woman’s neck and wrote upon 
a tablet which had been thrown out from behind the cabinet, but was 
now held up by one in the audience. * ■ .

All the tables behind the curtain were passed around the audience 
for critical inspection before use. \ -

For an hour and fifteen minutes, by the watch, sheets of-the blank

comprehensive judgment To scatter our thinking is to scatter your 
. strength, and make weak tools in the hands of destiny. . It is impossible 
for all to beeome.mediunls, professional men, or men in controFof great 
affairs. For let it be remembered-that greatness does not consist in 
high positions, or office,.but in doing whatever you have in hand in the 
very best possible way. !

“For the great man js he who acts up to the full measure of his high 
station in life, whether that be the work of a Spiritualist, a medium, or 
one who is sitting for.unfoldment of an artisan, scientist, clergyman, 
layman, an officer, or a-private .. ■

“It’s not the.calling.that makes the man, but the man the calling.
“Thought is the forerilpneriof all scientific truths and useful devices. 

Itiwas thought that gave to man the Copernican idea of the earth re
volving around the sun.- It-was thought that reached up and caught 
the lurid flames-of lightning as they flashed across thé face of heaven, 
and brought them down;-'submissive servants, for the. use of man, flying 
up and down-the earth,/working in ships, skimming through, bounding 
over ground; lighting up. houses, avenues and. palaces, talking from city 
to city and nation to.nation, \ . ' •

“Spiritualism and/ mediumskip will yet do more wonders than, was 
ever dreamed of •by.theqwildeSt’fictiop. And yet this great unseen force 
and power, will, and has! proven beyond a doubt, that there iff/no! deftth" 
and your friend still lives' ' ' . ■ ~ ,
“Is this any more-w.onderfttl^’-MKiIngei'solhasks,:<‘thatf allfhelatest 

improvement that has-cpmh’to you?1 ■ • ’
■ “It’s the least understood'; ’ .

“Thought of.one mind Often affects another mind-many miles away, 
though the individuals arejstrangers to each.other.; Though, more fre
quently, impressions are made on minds in clÿâhTeommunity.

• “How often have you spoken to some friend on a subject .who in
formed you in return that he was -just then thinking of the same thing ? 
Think good thoughts, dear friends, for who.knows when the emission of 
the mind goes out, where it; may fall? It may poison a mind unsuspect
ing of danger and sink ajsoul that ought to be saved. Fill the thought 
atmosphere around you with- ennobling impulses and you will carry into 
the world a benediction thdt’will bless those who come within your pres
ence and yourself as well. - - ■ > ■

“Thoughts are character, builders or character destroyers.- You are 
as you think. , ' 1 , . • “

“There is a greater intelligence than that of man, as can be proven 
by simply opening one’fi eyes and looking into the face of physical na
ture. Man, with all hip/wonderful power, could not make a little bug. 
But in nature he sees countless thousands of creatures, and the.different 
genera, species and families? differ from each other to a very great ex
tent, and yèt they all harmonize as parts of one stupendous whole. The 
science of atomism, whicliç is as true as the science of mathematics, 
proves the existence of thi§ supervising power, and with the same proof 
makes it a part of and within nature. The great universe shows intelli
gence, which is spirit. . But it is there, nevertheless, and.it is there as 
the result of a great thought power, or spirit. If man had sufficient 
training he could comprehend the working of the spirit

“But it is ignorance that blinds-your eyes and-keeps you in the dark 
and not an impenetrable veil that hides these things from you.

“Thought is power,, and spirit is the guiding force of all things, act-
books, folded once, invariably, were dropped over the curtain, :Which, ing upon all things through -themselves. So dear friends, give to each 
opened, contained messages to friends and relatives in. Kokomo, to other your best thoughts, and stand by your medium', for through your 
people of the community, whose dead are exceedingly - well known, medium is the avenue that, by which your loved and departed-friends 
Pencil drawings were as thick as the leaves in Vallambrosia. One spec- can reach you. Blessings:rest.upon you .all to-night. So long.” ' 
tator remarked that “if it was sleight of hand, Kellar, who-required . (Signed) . “ROBERT I.”(Signed.) ROBERT I.

Muslc Heard by One Who Is Deaf, J 
------- -- ■ 1

I have been having a musical experl- 
ence during the last two weeks which 
I tliink will interest my friends and the 
readeis of The Progressive Thinker, as 
it has been one of great delight and sur
prise to me. It is of a musical nature— 
the hearing of beautiful muele at times 
when I least expect it, though my nat
ural hearing has been gone for several 
months, going from partial deafness to 
total. I will try and describe it as best 
I can and leave it to the reader for ex
planation.

I had noticed many times a peculiar 
noise or vibration in my ears that 
sounded like the singing of an electrio 
machine or the buzzing of a bee, and 
one day it seemed to come from a dis
tance. I could scarcely hear it at first, 
then it grew louder till about as loud 
as a bumblebee close to my ear, and 
stopped suddenly,

I paid , little attention to it, as I 
thought it was some of the noises deaf 
people are liable to have. One day 1 
heard a singing that sounded like some 
melody. I listened and, to my utter as
tonishment, I recognized it as the “Last 
Rose of Summer.” It played the tune 
several times and I heard most every 
note. It sounded to me as if away la 
the distance or through a ’phone.

I was delighted. I hardly knew what 
to think. I thought there must be an 
intelligence back of it, so more in jest 
than anything else, I asked to hear "Old 
Black Joe ” and to my utter amazement 
it came ringing in my ear, though I 
couldn't hear it if it was played or sung 
to me.

It seemed a revelation to me. Othter 
tunes came, some familiar and some un
known to me. Sometimes it sounded 
like a chorus of voices, and again Ilka 
an orchestra.

. I have been favored with “Nearer, My 
God, to Thee,” like a congregation sing
ing, led by the cornet. Have had the 
“Doxology” and several religious h< *is 
which were far from my mind/ Je 
time. One night it played a by tifi 
it got tiresome and I ask for^a rest 
The next day I heard no music, and 
thought maybe I had. offended the con
ductor, but afterwards tlie music came 
to me again .with more variety and 
greater .volume. I get a concert when 
I least ex( Coming-home on a' 
street-car, my mind away from the sub- ■ 
ject, all fit once I heard “Home, Sweet 
Home.”.,It seemed very appropriate. . 
. .One, time I noticed,it.sounded ,like a 
Bong,,/wl(li banjo ’accompaniment’,’and7 
the picking of a mandolin. At other' 
tlmea--it seemed -like the music from, 
some grand opera, wltli the singers and; 
orchestra in a grand hármony of sdnnd.

I noticed at one time wnat sounded 
like a cornet solo, and then it was- 
played in. discord as though for bur
lesque. I have also heard two different 
tunes at one time. A -

It is keeping me guessing, and If I 
can't hear Thomas and Sousa I can hear 
some of the older conductors who ara 
still Interested in music. If my ma
terial ears have gone back on rite, I still 
have the spiritual, and I believe I am- 
hearing by them, and that the music is 
given-me to concentrate vibrations and 
help me to get back my natural bearing. 
I am delighted for its assistance in. 
such beautiful music. ■ • ■

A word about my book of verses, 
“Fun and Philosophy.” It is meeting 
with quite a sale, thanks to the kind
ness of Editor Francis, and my musical 
experience seems to me along the same 
line as my writing—helped by spiritual 
forces. -

The following story was related to mo 
by an old gentleman "of undoubted ve
racity, which I will give in as near his 
words as possible.

I was about 8 or 9 years old, a resi
dent of New York State, east of Buf
falo, when this occurred. I was a stout, 
hearty boy, full of youthful exuberance 
and boyish pranks. I was taken sick, 
which developed into typhoid fever and 
proved to be very bad, so that my 
friends despaired of my life. The doc
tor gave me up, telling my mother I 
could live but a short time. I rapidly 
grew worse and my feelings were that I 

i was dying. • .
; I seemed to leave my body, and I 
came'out and ascended.to the housetop. 
There I stopped and looked back and 
saw my body lying below on my bed, 
my mother and friends standing about 
lamenting my death. It seemed tha't 
my breath went back to my body occa
sionally, and while on the housetop a 
band of angels descended and took me 
up with them. During this ascent my 
¡breathing appeared to pass back and 
forth from my spirit form to my earth 
.body, as a cord of attachment existed 
between us.

■ After going with this angelic host for 
a time, they seemed to leave me and I 
wondered around alone. I looked 
back to my body,- and saw preparations 
being made for. burial. Then it seemed 
I was drawn back to my body, and took 
possession of it and breathed naturally.
"I looked around and saw a hole in 

the ground. I stooped over and looked 
In and saw several spirit forms, among 

• them was an uncle who had died .long 
before I was born. They asked me to 
come in there with them,- but I told 
.them I did not want to come in there. 
I tried to get away, but could not. Soon 
my father, who was in spirit life, came 
to me and asked me what I was doing 
there. I told him I heard a noise in 
there and looked in and could not get 
away. He said, “Come, follow me,” and 
I was released and went with him, but 
where we went I cannot tell. After a 
time he left me and I was taken back 
to the housetop and looked down and 
saw my body lying surrounded by sor
rowing friends. •.......................... - ■ ■

I then , ascended-high in the air and 
saw in the distance what seemed to be' 
a man. On drawing nearer, I said, “That 
is my Savior?! He came, to me and 
commanded me to fbllow him. 1 did so; 
and soon w6 came' to a mansion stately 
and-grand; - My escort stopping said, 
'■Stay here until I go in and seo If you 
can be-admitted."; ' •-;/■ >:»»•! ' :' ■’
: All at Ance the mansion disappeared, 
and in its place came'a band of angels, 
and they commenced to Bing, and Iwas 
entranced with the -sweet melodious 
music which, was beyond the imagina
tion of mortals to know. • •

Next I saw a man to one side of these 
angels, and I knew he was our Creator, 
and he said to me, “Come In with us.” 
I replied I do not feel worthy of come 
in. He replied that one was1 as good as 
another when here.

I went in and he gave me a seat at 
his right hand.. I sat and admired the 
beauty before me. Presently I asked 
if they ever had anything to eat. ■ They 
asked if I was hungry. I told them, No, 
that I was only wondering if they ate 
as people do.in earthly form. .

My Creator addressed- me, saying, 
“You must go back to your body and 
take care of your mother, as she needs 
you.” I insisted that I did not want to 
return, but he said, “Your life work is 
not yet finished. Go, and do your duty, 
with the full assurance that your place 
is here prepared for you when your 
time comes to possess it.” ■ ..........

So I took my departure, and drawing 
nigh viewed my former self lying there 
surrounded by sorrowing friends.

I was loth to again assume my former 
habitation, but was soon reinstated and 
opened my eyes once more and saw my 
friends about me. I desired to not. re
main, but was held by an unseen force 
beyond my control. ,

After many weeks of convalescence, 
my boffily strength returning, I was en
abled to talk with my grandmother and 
tell her my experience. She said that 
it was not all true, as this uncle was a 
good, man and could not be in thd con
dition described. I told her that this 
uncle was a bad man and had been in 
the state’s prison for crime committed 
against law. She acknowledged the 
truth of my assertion, but wondered 
how I knew, as I had never seen nor 
heard of him. he dying before I was 
born. I told her when in spirit life 
nothing was concealed, that all was as 
an open book, that all might know even 
the most secret thoughts. ■

lam now an old man, the time for my 
departure is drawing nigh, when I shall 
go to that beautiful home prepared for 
me in the Great Beyond. -

■ CYRUS SANDERS.
National Military Home, Kansas.

. BYRON D. STILLMAN. 
Chicago, Ill.

Or too gay for the patient pleading in a 
dog’s beseeching eyes?

Behold us, your "little brothers”— 
starving, beaten, oppressed—

Stretch out a hand to help us that wq 
may have food and rest.

Too long have we roamed neglected, too 
long have we sickened with fear, 

The mercy you hope ano pray for you 
can grant .us, mow and here.

—Etheludred Barry, in "Our Dumb Auk 
male.”

SAY NOT, I AM NOTHING.

You say. that I am nothing,— 
But this I surely know: 

That God will gently lead me on, 
Wherever I would'go.

You say that I am nothing,—
Yet this much do I’ see:

The beauties of the universe,— 
The good that comes to me. -

Yon say that I am nothing,— 
Yet sometimes I can hear 

The accents of a voictrlong still, 
. Fall softly on my ear. •
Yon say that I am nothing,— ■

. When I so often feel
The presence of a loved one gone 

Around me gently steal.
You say that I am nothing,— ■

And yet I know no fear, ■
For mv God is omnipresent 

Can aught for me be dear?
You say that I am nothing,— • 

But why should I repine?
I-am a link in-love’s great chain, 

Could greater wealth be mine?
You say that I am nothing,— 

Compared to Him above—
Yet life's great lesson I have learned S . 

The Universe is Love.
Then say not I am nothing, 

For love is in my heart, 
And love is Good and Good is God, 

And I of all a part
M. ADELE THIEMAN. 

Milwaukee, Wis.

experiences as opposition workers to 
the cause of spiritual freedom which 
through you and others is represented. 
They are conquered and this was their 
mark of submission. They, with few 
exceptions will now aid in the good 
work. Some there be, however, who 
will still persist in works of mischief.” 

MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

tained, in their service to-the people.
These particular parts of’ labor are 

governed from the spirit aide of . life by 
the conditional managers; whbee pur
pose it is to fehange humanity’s condi
tions which engender serfdom, to those 
of independence and spiritual liberty to 
pursue life’s journey -in successful pur
suit of happiness and ? truq. individual 
progress; • ' -

Now it is thus all those different parts 
of-labor, composing the.; great ■ work 
above referred to, must be brought be
fore the people. ■; The public most be
come acquainted therewith and pass 
judgment thereon.' - This,-- Because all 
people’s welfare is in thia work com
prehended.” -. 5 !

In connection with the ’’ abovh mes-

tisement alongside of the fake medi
um’s, disclaiming all knowledge of such 
medium and warning the public against 
all fakes, and showing by the reading of 
such notice that Spiritualism does not 
endorse fraud in any-form.
. The.state organizations would be do
ing a good work if they would provide a 
fund whereby subordinate societies 
could draw the required amount to pay 
for such advertisements. The fakes 
make big money, so' they can afford to 
advertise large; to meet them might 
also require some expense, but it would 
be the means of showing the honesty of 
Spiritualists, and would be an endorse
ment of home or local non-traveling me
diums, and if continued would, in time, 
educate the public so they would not 
patronize the fakes as they do now.

I am told this town has been visited 
on several occasions by these fakes, and 
several have told the writer that they, 
have had their experiences with fakes, 
one in particular to the tune of over 
thirty dollars, the fake promising to de
velop the dupe. Oh, why will people 
pay to be developed, when only the 
spirits are able to develop? Mediums 
are born, not made. Then if public ad
vocates of Spiritualism owe a duty to 
their audiences, it surely is to tell them 
how to develop and what to avoid in 
making the attempt, and above all, to 
point out the uselessness of paying any 
price for someone to develop .them.

' There is a society at this place of 
which Mrs. Mary Ince is president, and 
she knows well what her position calls 
for; she has had much experience as an 
organizer of fraternal orders, and she 
now holds the position as superintend
ent of districts of the spiritual jurisdic
tion of .the state of Indiana, receiving------------------------ .— _.,—--------r----------
her appointment from the Indiana State era-must pass on to.definiteaction’of .for a purpose.v They,. 
Association. She has, I believe, the the separate issues by thm main-. ferent times worked you mra others ill

9th, 10th and 11th state congressional 
districts. Brother Sprague traveled 
through these districts and organized 
societies. It is . the intention of Sister 
Ince to visit the societies in the near 
future, and I bespeak for her a warm 
welcome, and good audiences, for she is 
a good worker, a noble woman, a true 
Spiritualist, and if there is anyone who 
desires to help their society in her ter
ritory, I do hope they will communicate 
with Sister Ince immediately at her 
residence, No. 1314 So. Fifth 'street, 
where she has so very hospitably enter
tained Brother and Sister Sprague and 
other workers, and where I have found 
a real home since my stay in Lafayette, 
jnd. Traveling lecturers and true me
diums know what "real home” means.

M. F. HAMMOND. '
Lafayette, Ind. .

.. । o-------1—
AN IMPRESSIVE VISION. >

In Which Was Illustrated the Status of 
Spiritualism.

A spirit gave me the following mes
sage, Feb. 13, 1887:
. A great work is‘ to be done on earth. 
There are many, dh! so many, spirits 
from all the spiritual planes, commis
sioned to represent these 'works of di
versity and contrast It Is a necessity 
that these works be brought in such 
wise before earth’s people ..through me
diums serving with the immortals In all 
these degrees. Some parts will be com
bated and resemble battles of pen and 
speech; but truth will-rise and triumph.

There are certain-signals- affixed by

sage,I saw the/follOwlnffln;a clear vis
ion: Many spirits began?their manifes
tation in, what they said; -was the order 
of evolution of degrees.- Frorif every 
degree of decaraated BP^ts.^m the 
lowest and crudest to t&e.bighiffit and 
purely spiritual, ‘ they .< ranged ; them
selves before me, as oft’ jdafies one 
above another. StrangS ?$s it’ may 
seem, those belonging to J the ' lower 
planes nearest earth, daMe iriiUl sorts 
of vehicles, some on horseback, some 
on trains similar.to oufs, bht propelled 
by electricity; but ..tteF.higher ;pnes 
seemed to come and govTnde^adenUy 
by a power all their own.' It sefeined as
If there were millions of them, coming 
and going for abqttt three houra. gome 
of them threw beautiful flowers at me, 
others waved their; hands $rjhandker-

The

THE PAST.

years drift like shadows into the
■ night, ■ ..................
The Past seems but a fanciful dream,

THE CRY OF THE LITTLE BROTHER

As memory-pictures rise in a halo of 
light, . .

And life-like once more they seem.
Sometimes the picture is shadowed 

with care.
Marred by sorrow, sickness and pain, 

With no gleam of light on cheeks that 
were fair, . ■'

To brighten their earth-life again. .
But again, a sunburst lights up tile

: view, . ■ ■ ■ ■ >
■ Where hearts were united as one, 
And in Love's flower-gardens star-light

ed with dew
They walk in the radiant sun.

The years that have passed since life’s 
Journey begun, ..

Like streamlets have, flown to the
■■ ■■ . ■ sea, • • . ■ ■
Mingling together, swiftly they run, 

. . And echo back softly to me.

We are the little brothers, homeless in 
■ cold and heat,

Four-footed little beggars, roaming the 
city street,

Snatching a bone from, the gutter, 
creeping through alleys drear, 

Stoned and- sworn at, and beaten, our 
■ hearts consumed with fear.

You pride yourselves o\i the beauty 
your city, fair and free,

Yet we are dying by thousands' 
courts you never see.

of

in

chiefs, eted but no one sMdlaTyord Tin- ,, .. . ...
til all had ‘passed;'th'eh mk-^side re—¿ut in the deep silence, in vision I see, 
mainlng, said:" p . . As specters the dear vanished dfead,

the Supreme Power,-to be touched tt ; '¡These spirits iSromASI di^aioasTiave:pointing the way and beckoning me, 
such times, when all These active work-/ been.permitted: yoji-. » And daily I am silently led. - -
era-must pass on to . definite: action'of for a purpose.'. They nt dii“ BISHOP A BEALS.

' Summerland, Cal. ....  ■

You boast of your mental progress, of 
your libraries schools and halls, 

But we who are dumb, denounce you, 
as we crouch beneath their walls.

You sit in your tinseled playhouse, and 
weep o’er a mimic wrong;

Our woes are the woes of the voiceless, 
. our griefs are unheeded: in song.

• i- • ■ ■ . ■■ • ■ • .- - ■ ■ > ■ .
You say that the same God made us. 

> When before His throne you come, 
Shall you clear yourselves in His pres

: ence on the plea that He made'us 
dumb? ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ . ■ ■

Are your hearts too hard to listen to a 
:■:-. starving kitten's erics?

. The child taught to believe any occur
rence a good or evil omen, or any day 
of the week lucky, hath a wide inroad 
made upon the soundness of his under
standing.—I. Watts:

Religious despotism binds him who 
exercises it no less than him who is it 
its victim.—Sentinel of Liberty,
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mingling with crime,” “secretly tormenting mediums,” etc., do not 
constitute a brood, of demons,—of obsessing spirits, then words are 
mists, and language has no meaning. <

This witness further deposes in his volume of “Brain and Nerve,” 
(pages 256.and 257) : “Many popular physicians apd great numbers of 
non-professionals, judging from their ignorant prejudices and early the
ories, very unjustly decide that mediums are “insane)” while the simple 
truth is, such mediums aie sufficiently impressible to be psychological 
subjects either for minds in, or out of the body.” That is it! Just it!

Mark flic teaching, “psychological subjects for minds [Diakka spir
its] out of the body.” This constitutes the very quintessence of obses
sion. Thank you, Mr. Davis, you had already obtained immortality on 
earth. This testimony to truth will add another diamond to your 
crown. .

. II. The second witness which I put upon the stand is Hudson Tuttle, 
a noted writer, extensive author and medium, who has several times 
published his belief in evil-dispoiled, or evil spirits, the corollary of 
which is obsession, unless spirits over there are palsied, paralyzed, 
shackled and jailed, preventing all locomotion and communication.

By turning to this book of riiine on “Demonism and Spirit Obses
sions,” (page 362), you will find a vivid account of Hudson Tuttle’s ob
session, which I partially abbreviate to save space : .

“I was sitting,” he remarks, “with a circle of friends around a large 
table, the intelligence moving this table claiming to Tie an Indian. Au
tomatically, my hand, holding a piece of chalk, drew a grotesque por
trait of the Indian. My father remarking that the sketch looks like a 
Satan, immediately my mind, turning from light and pleasant thoughts, 
was changed to a fierce and unutterable hatred. Anger turned the light 
to blood-redness, and to kill was an uncontrollable desire, under which 
I threw the chalk with the precision of a bullet, hitting the offender 

. (the father) in the center of thé forehead with a force that shivered the 
chalk to pieces. Had it been larger, serious consequences would cer
tainly have resulted * * * I could not escape the terrible influence of 
this seance for the evening. * • * The study of this seance showed me the 
danger [mark these words—the danger] which menaces the sensitive 
and gives the key to a class of crimes [mark the phrase—a class of 
crimes] which hitherto had remained inexplicable.” .

Now think, ponder! Hudson Tuttle,’naturally a kind-hearted and 
noble-natured man, was under this obsessing influence, raised to the 
maddened point of “bloody^redness,” accompanied by “an uncontroll
able desire to kill” Consider that this spirit influence automatically 
controlled Mr. Tuttle’s hands, which influence he pronounced “terri

' ble.” He was filled with “uncontrollable hatred, and an unutterable 
desire to kill” his father. Does Brother Loveland consider this phe
nomenon to be hysteria/mortal hypnotism, sudden indigestion, bilious
ness, or some.“mephitic vapor,” hovering over the Tuttle residence? 
Will he tell us? Throwing the chalk automatically and so forcibly to 
his father’s head, shivering it to; pieces, indicated violent anger. He 
felt this terrible influence all the evening, and he assures us that this 
seance gives the.key to a class of crimes which “have hitherto re
mained inexplicable.” I think so myself. And if that was not obses
sion by an evil spirit, then Mr. Tuttle stands before the world, in desire 
and intent, guilty of.patricide—the murderer of a father 1

Right here I must not forget that recently Mr. Tuttle in The Progress
ive Thinker, wrote thus: “If-Spiritualism should follow in the lead of 
the obsessionists and demonists, it would end in the fog of the most 
blighting superstition.” Exactly so ! Here I am in perfect agreement 
with friend Tuttle, but must add, I think keyset a very bad example in 
this direction by getting so obsessed by that demon, that démon Indian,- 
under whose influence in “blood-red” anger he “.automatically hurled 
a chunk of chalk to his venerable father’s head. ,

Upon this subject of evil spirits and obsessions, Tuttle and Loveland 
stand in direct opposition to each other, and so I pensively leave them 
in a sort of Russo-Japanese embrace, while in serious meditation I sit 
serenely by the; Holland Hague—ideal city of peace—and pray for the 
peace of our Israel.

And now, “to cap the climax,” writes J. S. Loveland : “We have the 
author of ‘The Great Psychological Crime’ and Dr. Peebles entering the 
field to use all of their great power and influence to convert our Spirit
ualism into a vast system of demonism.” In no way authorized to 
speak for the clear-headed author of “The Great Psychological Grimé,” 

• , I have to say for .myself that .the idea, the vicious sentiment contained 
| in that paragraph is false, unqualifiedly false, and I lovingly," gently 
'toss the morally loathsome paragraph'back to’ Summerlarid’with that 
calm, dignified contempt which its insolence demands, and all true man
liness of soul requires. .

HI. The third witness, which I put upon the stand is the late Stain
ton Moses, M. A., (Oxon), Exeter College, Oxford, EnglishMaster in the 
University College, London, Editor of London Light, and a medium for 

jstBne twenty years, gifted with nearly every phenomenal phase of Spir- 
f itualism. Meeting with this polished, scholarly gentleman several times 
at the Speer’s residence in London, I listened in rapt attention to his de
scriptions of conflicts in the spirit world between the higher intelli- 
genees and the low, selfish, obsessing spirits who were yet psychically 
tethered to the inhabitants of earth, because of their memories, their 
tastes and desires, and incomplete life. ■

■ Referring to the words of A. É, Newton in the Psychological Review, 
he said: “A medium was once in my presence, controlled by a spirit 
who claimed to have been recently ejected .from his body Jjy violence-r- 
the victim of a secret and foul murder. He expressed a most intense 
feeling of revenge toward his murderer/ and wished to expose him by 
name,” etc. M. A. Oxon remarked of this: “How little Spiritualists 
know of the phenomena occurring in those lower spheres of mental in
harmony and moral darkness. Descriptive portrayals of the appear
ances and influences of these annoying, evil-minded, obsessing spirits, of 
which at times I have been cognizant, had better be relegated to obliv
ion, rather than published” Hère I differ with the Illustrious Stainton 
Moses. The mariner out on the broad ocean should and ought to know 
of the water’s depths, of the wind, currents, and the rocks ahead. To 
ignore this knowledge is to court danger/if not disaster.

What did Imperator, the exalted controlling intelligence of Stainton 
’ ¡Moses, say upon these subjects? Listeri: .

. “The dissensions and differences which you deplore, spring from un
worthy causes, and are impelled by malignant spirits. You must ex
pect annoyancés, too, from the banded powers of evil.” (Spirit Teach
ings, page 11).

“So you see that the legions of the'adversaries are simply the masses 
. ' of unprogressed, undeveloped spirits who have banded together, from 

affinity, against all that is pure and good. • • • There are many such, 
and they are the adversaries. The idea that there is no such thing as 
evil, no antagonism to good, no banded company of adversaries who re
sist progress and truth, and fight against the dissemination of what ad
vantages humanity, is an open device of the evil ones for your bewilder
ment.” ’ (Page 14). . . ■

“There are recurring seasons when undeveloped intelligences have 
had predominance Especially are such seasons consequent on great, 
wars among you. They then pass on'before they are fit; and at the 
moment of departure they are in evil state; angry, blood-thirsty, filled 
with evil passion. They do mischief great and long in after life. Noth

- ing is more dangerous than for. souls to be rudely severed from their 
bodily habitation, and to be launched into spirit life with angry passions 
stirred and revengeful feelings dominant.” (Page 17).

“We see not the body; we care only for the spirit temporarily 
clothed with these human atoms, and those spirits you excite to full 
pitch of rage and fury, and so you launch them, rudely severed, from 
their earth into spirit life. You inflame their passions and give them 
full vent. Vengeful, debased, cruel, earth-bound spirits throng around 
your earth-sphere, and incite the debased who are still in the body [this 
is the worst kind of obsession.—J. M. P.] to deeds of cruelty, lust and 
sin.” (Page 20). • . .

“They seek to live ovelc again-their earthly sensual lives, and find 
their gratification in encouraging the spirit to base and debasing sin. 
This tendency of bodily sin to reproduce itself is one of the most fearful 
and terrible of the consequences of conscious, gross transgression of na
ture’s laws.” (Page 27). .

“The man who found all his pleasures in bodily gratification, sought 
to continue them by hovering around the scenes of his former gratifica
tions and living over again the bodily life in the vices of those whom it 
lures to sin.” ...

But enough! This remember, is spirit testimony through one of the 
most highly educated and illustrious mediums oLthe last century. ’

While there are Diakka-clouds of undeveloped spirits encircling the 
earth, especially about gin shops, gambling dens, and war-fiçlds, there 
is an innumerable company; of angels and the once great reformers of 
earth, including the Nazareno, who, it is reported, preached to the 
“spirits in prison,’? teaching, teaching and'lifting up the darkened 
souls that people the lower zones .of the. world invisible. - The evolu
tionary impulse is upward and onward forever 1 -

Imperator taught one thing through M. A. Oxon that ought to be in
scribed in gold. It is this: “Spirit guides are selected for their fitness.

K
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THE ■ PROGRESSIVE “THINKER
The PICTURg OF DEATH.

lllustutfKl by the Notorious Frank 
..... Talmage

. (Continued from last week.) ■
When I study the world's history, and 

I have been at it for years, I always 
feel like going out into sofne public 
field for labor and teaching the people 
who have not had so much leisure tor 
study as I have’enjoyed, telling tljern of 
the beautiful day in which they, live, 
the very best in all the world’s con
torted history—telling them of liberty, 
justice;’love and the progress they 
should make under the new regime.

I often think it takes a stronger char
acter to surmount the difficulties of a 
prosperous time than it does during an 
unfortunate period. ‘ .

It takes a hero to surmount the dif
ficulties of any time—prosperity ener
vates; necessity is the mother of ,en-
deavor. t

Mr. Talmage uses Mr. Paine in connec
tion with Cleopatra and Nero. I do not 
know why he does. There 1b no anal
ogy here, no connecting link whatever. 
They lived thousands of years' apart, 
and the causes that had affected the 
lives of Cleopatra and Nero could have 
had no effect on Mr. Paine. •

Cleopatra never heard of a Christian 
or dying saint. Nero knew them too 
well, but his persecution only served to 
kindle their zeal and spread their doc
trine. Opposition always stimulates. 
It would be impossible to kill any 
movement as long as it is being perse
cuted. Remove the torch and dagger, 
the rack and thumb-screw, and the Hop 
and the lamb will lie down together and 
peace will reign and goou will to men 
be the watchword. ■

In Mr. Paine’s day the whole west
ern world had just awakened from the 
most frightful nightmare that had ever
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P^.chjb Experience of the Wonderful Child Me- spheres to rescue, as we told you she would.” 
dtein, Isene Harrison—Copied From the Child’s Di- ll>rout u» hour she remained entranced, while friends 
al^bv ¿er Mothler-RelateB How Benighted Souls and.teaehers from the spirit side of life used her or-agf by^er Mother—Relates How Benighted Boula 
Ase Rescued. From the Dark Spheres in the Spirit
^.rld^uly “A Little Child Shall Lead Them.’’
The following (Eva Harrison in The Medium] is 

notHhtenj^I tp convince skeptics of the truths of 
Spiritualism, but will be interesting to all those who 
arejEOneerned in the upliftment of humanity on the 
spirit) sid(?;Df life.
..Ipm'asked to write a short article for the first num

ber of The Medium, containing some interesting expe
rience in-ebnnection with our investigation of Spirit- 
ualisni, aid oto little daughter’s mediumship; but so 
many wonderful truths have been revealed to us from

For

ganism, through which they spoke to us.
When this child medium is entranced her spirit is 

always freed entirely from the body and leaves it, and 
when she again returns to consciousness she remem
bers all she has been doing in the spiritual world.

I quote again from her diary to finish this account:
“Sunday, December 29, 1901.—This afternoon I 

had an extraordinary experience whilst in the tl'ance 
condition. _ _

I have been at work rescuing in the lower spheres 
of the spirit world. .

When I was free from my body I sqw. a band of 
my guides standing around to guard it while the 
spirit was away. ’
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the spirit world that I scarcely know which to choose; T ,
sb I turn, up the child’s diary, and from 'its pages I ’ „ llien my spirit self, went away with several 
copy what I think will be interesting and unusual— other guides. We passed through .different spheres 
at least; with a child medium. - . . until we came to one in which I felt compelled to

At the time the events recorded took place Irene, 
the sensitive, was twelve years old, and this is what 
she wrote:

. “Aftri-'I had gone to bed last night I lay awake for 
some tim?, and while my eyes were still open I saw 
my beautiful little spirit sister, Essie, who left us 
when she1 was a baby for the angel world, and who is 
two yeardyounger than I, come floating into my 
room; then the, picture widened out, and she seemed 
to float along the earth plane, then she disappeared 
into what I suppose must be some of the lower 
spheres, for it seemed to be a place of terrible dark
ness, and Lcouldhear her cries of anguish and horrbr.

paralyzed her energies ; boohs were be->|
ginning to be numerous; ■ knowledge 
was passing from hand to hand; intelli
gence was on the wirig; men were be
ginning to clamor for more education; 
liberty was setting her stamp on 
things. It would have been as impos
sible for Mr. Paine to not respond to 
the new condition as it would have been 
for the sun not to shine when the 
cloud passed by. He had seen the per
secution in England, had felt the iron 
heel of priest-ridden France, and knew 
that rank atheism was better for the 
world than the form of religion that had 
been in vogue; and that unless the in
tellect could be freed from the supersti
tion and bigotry, History would only re
peat itself.

When the conditions in Hawthorne's 
' "Scarlet . Letter” ' -were possible, 
Thomas Paine’s “Age of Reasoh” was 
an .absolute necessity. • ■

Mr. Paine looked out over the world 
with a broad, liberal range. Things 
struck his eye that escaped the com
mon observer.. He saw things in their 
true light; and could not help his deduc
tions. ■ ' •

God is one in principle, but multifari
ous In expression! Thoirias Paine was 
as much ä manifestation of the “First 
Mnciple” as . Frank Talmage ever 
could be; and he had as good a right to 
stand for and assist-in emancipation for 
the intellect, as Mr. Talmage has to 
follow in the footsteps of his father and 
men of that cult. '

Orthodoxy at best is only mental par
alysis. ; :

To talk against Thomas -Paine Is to 
talk against a' man Who planned free
dom for slaves—a man who helped lay 
the foundation for the liberty that । 
makes it possible for men like Mf. Tal
mage “to -utter -their ::mril£fiictiöris 
against any one who does n'ot-believR’asj 
they do; a‘man who' spent -his life “in 
trying to open a way for freedom -of 
thought, God’s greatest gift to man.

It has been proved beyond a doubt 
that Mr. Paine died a simple,' natural 
death, and in God’s own way; and pain 
and suffering were not omitted. If he 
had crossed the bar without a struggle 
he would have done better than most 
ships that put out to sea.

If Mr. Talmage had wished to use an 
Illustration from modern history in 
connection with Cleopatra and Nero, he 
might have chosen the death scene of 
George Borroughs of Salem, Mass. 
Standing on the scaffold with the rope 
around his neck he presented a strange 
picture, a victim of superstition, bigotry 
arid above all of - jealous mallee—the 
prime factor in all bigotry. After he 
had told the cause-of the death of the 
noble Borroughs, he ■ could ■ have en
larged upon the effect, for cause and 
effect are Inseparable; then- he could 
have said: That dying * saint knew 
death was not annihilation, for as long 
as the world has a history his sad de
parture will be used ns an example öf 
orthodox malice, bigotry and revenge. 
That dying saint knew that death was 
“coronation, irrldation, eternal • tri
umph.” MARTHA GRAY.

Traverse City, Mich. . -

THE INFINITE.

It Embraces AH there is ln-.the Unl- 
’ . verse. .... •

. It is utterly impossible, for'finite man 
to comprehend or define the Infinite. 
AH attempts so to do must end in fail
ure. The very best .that can be done, 
is to form in our minds'a partial con
ception of Deity. ...

Christ said, “God is spirit: and they 
that worship him must worship him in 
spirit and In truth.” '?■ ' .

St. Paul, in his, epistle to the Ephe
sians says that' there is “One God arid 
Father of all. who is above all, and 
through all and in you all.”

These' definitions of thè Infinite leave 
us just about as far from a'clear con
ception of Deity as we worild have been 
withòut them; arid yet, they are as per
fect as man is capable of giving, even 
by the aid of what is called inspiration. 
These conceptions, however, very con
clusively dispel the illusion of a belief 
in a personal God; and so far aid us in 
our search for a correct conception of 
the Infinite. ..........

Let us examine this matter la the 
light of common sense, arid see what 
conception we are compelled to enter-

'For a’ifew moftients I lay quite still, then I saw
Essie return, leading the dark spirit of a man, she 
glided slowly along, and the man struggled to free

pause and take notice of the terrible . condition, of 
those poor spirits who dwelt there; the place was hid
eous with cries and oaths, it was indeed ‘outer dark
ness.’ I,saw men and women groveling on the 
ground, clutching after something that seemed to be 
ever eluding their grasp. One of the guides ex
plained to me that in this sphere lived the spirits of 
those people who on earth had been hoarding wealth, 
and using their money only to gratify their own self
ishness ; they were now reaping what they had sown. 
If only the people in earth life could realize what I 
saw, I’m sure they would use their money and their 
influence to do good.1 But the bright spheres I have 
seen in spirit life are more beautiful than, anything I 
could describe—the home where my little sister lives, 
and where I can visit at times, is all summer, and 
flowers, and music.

“Well, as we passed through the dark spheres of 
anguish and remorse, where each soul was enduring

I want everyone who has piles, Ulcer. Fissure, 
Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation, -or auy other 
rectal trouble, to send me his or her name. . I 
will send by return mall my now - - - - •. - -

Three-Fold Absorption Cure 
my new-tound combination ot remedies which 
is cuinig ciises of even 80 to 40 year«’ standing 
—after all else had fulled. Don't bo discouraged; 
lam.pmlng the most malignantcanos—cases 
considered incinable. Try my treatment. 11 
you are satfefled with the benefit received; send ' 
me one dollar. If nob send nothing. You decide. 
If you have , piles, oi’ the itching, burning or 
heavy feeling which shows that they are com
ing, don't delay. They lead to Fistula and the 
deadly Cancer. My Three-Fold Treatment euros 
to stay cured, because it is constitutional as 
well as local in its effect, llemember, it costs 
nothing to try my treatment and ono dollar is 
little to nay, If cured. My splendid New Book 
on Rectal Diseases comes FREE with the treaty 
ment. Send no money, only your name. Write 
now. t . . . .

, DB. VAW VJLBOK COMPANY, 
X03 Majestic building, Janson, Mich. ■

NEW BOOK.

//

Í1

BY MRS, DRAKE.

himself at first. Thea I heard Essie speak, in a voice 
that sounded like sweét'music, as she said coaxingly, _ _
‘Come,' friend, come.’ I saw her lead him into the the hell it had made for itself, I saw a poor woman 
light, and. heard her speaking to him in tones of ten- crouching on the floor, covering her eyes with her 
der pity and sympathy. ■ At last the man broke down hands, and wailing bitterly. I knew instinctively 
and fell at her feet sobbing. She then led him a little this was the woman I had gone to rescue, so I went to 
further from the dark sphere out of which she had her side and spoke kindly to her. At first she took no 
rescued him, and made him lie down on a grassy heed, then she seemed frightened and tried to get 
bank, while she made passes over him, and soothed away, but at last I got her to tell me her story of life 
him into a magnetic sleep; then she left him in the on earth, and her passing into spirit life. She said 
care of fy giiardian ángel. Then the vision faded, and she used to go to a low inn and drink at night, until 
Tfell asleep. ■ ... ■ • all her senses left her. One night she had been drink
- “I told-mother all about it to-day. During lunch ing as usual, and left the inn drunk to return home, 
I heard Alicei'cne pi my guides, speak, for I hear but instead, such a horror of life possessed her that 
them elaif^udièntly as clearly as I hear voices with she walked to the dark river and threw herself in. 
the naturaLe.ar, and I told mother Alice was by, so After a while she awoke, and found herself in the 
mother aslced- this guide if she knew anything of the -sphere in which I had gone to her ~
vision Thud seen. ; Alice replied, .‘Yes, it is the work “She told me how she had repented, and suffered, 
that Essig.WI do when she returns from the planet and when I told her it was possible to work but her 
she igpppw¿visiting.’ - own salvation, and progress into the light, she could

“Mother asked, ‘Is not this very difficult work for scarcely believe it, but her repentance and desire to 
so young a^ehild!’ Arid Alice answered, ‘Yes, but be better formed the first step in the right direction, 
she iy|ll do^t, and she will do it of her own accord; and because of that, I was able to take her out of the 
we shall be near to see that>no harm comes to her, but darkness of the condition she was in, and show her 
we shall not be needed.’” - the way into the light

About a fortnight afterwards lour little daughter “I noticed while I was in the dark sphere, stars 
Irene'was tinder controllandone of her guides, speak- upon thè heads of the ministering spirits—or mission
ing thypugh her, said to u$A^Eàsie has done .the work ary spirits, as somp call them—as they moved ¿bout 
that oto ‘medi’ saw-in h'ervision, she has rescued a among the poor spirits in the darkness and chains of 
man f rim tKe'spheres'of darkness, and won him into their prison house, seeking to bring them out of dark- 
the li^lit, a^d anothèr star is hers ‘for this labor of ness into light. They tell me no soul can be lost- 
love.’ that all must come into the light of heaven some day,

■ .WemxpresBed'pleasüré at the work our little angel- drawn by.the love of God’s ministering angels.
the.guide.jnade.gus'wto, . . “I got iny. poor woman out.into an open space, 

“Xe^j^nd.^guf pèdi’ means to do the same thing, where I magnetized and comforted her, and then left 
She will;do itwhile she is under control, during Which her with a beautiful spirit ‘Lobanga’ to carry on the 
time-her ^spirit is free .from the body, and can pene- work, as it was time for me to return to my body, 
tráte iritA thè, spirit spheres and work there. ’ ’ . .When my work was accomplished, another star glit- 

The fiext Siinday.gftémoón our little sensitive was tered on my breast, as it had done on Essie’s.”
again under control, when one of the guides, speaking This is one of the many experiences we have had 
through her said, “Our ‘medi’ has gone to the lower through our little daughter Irene, now 14 years old.

When my work was accomplished, another star glit-

This is one of the many experiences we have had

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake baa a national

reputation as a medium. Tbe manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
nave been most marvelous. She has’ 
written a book with this title: “P8Y. 
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of GOO pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. It is chockful of stirring loci- 
ients. Price of this large volume, only 
11.50 postpaid.

WHENCE AND WHITHERÎ
An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 

Its Origin and Destiny. ' t

BY DR. PAUL CARU8.

Thia little booh treats ot the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of the 
body and the preservation of the soul; : 
the nature of human Immortality; man
kind’s ideals; the rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

THE LIEB RHDIHNT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.-In this book Miss 

Whiting aims to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, in a measure, a logical se
quence of‘-The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonics. It is calculated to ren* - 
der the soul in harmony with the universe.. ft, 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, 81,00. ‘

Force and Matter 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth, dl.oo. .

A Study of

tain. God certainly Is a collective term. 
It.embraces all there is in the vast uni
verse, from the minutest particle of 
matter to the highest individualized 
spirituality. All matter, all force, and 
all spirit, as Well as the' great laws of 
these elements, constitute Deity. So, 
when we use any word or symbol sig
nifying God, it implies all there is in 
the boundless realm of space. The God 
bo understood ‘ has froin the beginning 
been ever developing a higher spiritu
ality,-arid'such' development and prog
ress, wilt continue forever in the fu- 
tore. .

It has been one of the grave errors 
of past ages, to consider and apprehend 
God, apart'and disconnected from the 
phenomena’of the' universe; and to re
gard hliri as a being - perfect from the 
beginning and hence Incapable of im
provement and progress; instead ' of 
looking upon him" as the embodiment 
of the urimeasured universe itself, pos
sessing boundless capacity for progress.

The central pustulate of all evolution 
is the capacity lb advance from-a lower 
to a higher level; ■ This important ca
pacity pervades everything from the 
highest seraph-in heaven to the lowest 
worm of the duBt. " " ’’
’1 Thesej-vfews will seem startling to 
those who Have been taught to believe 
in a. personal God, and: to think it im
possible for the Infinite to advance 
along the lines of progress. But we 
must remember that correct education 
and thought Require divorcement from 
past errors, in order to make room for 
present truths? Indeed,' progress con
sists in the'easting aside of the false 
notions; of the past and the acceptance 
of truth. And-as the body without the 
soul is dead! so likewise, progress with
out- the laying iaside of error would be 
dead. ‘ ; .

If God "is above all, through all and 
in you- all” as’1 St, Paul asserts, then 
mankind1,with all. its seeming wicked
ness, is a part of God. .

Man improves!; man progresses, and 
to that detent tfien, it logically follows, 
God progresses. '

The glorious Philosophy of Spiritual
ism tead&s that the individual life of 
man cbiflfaienceg'here amidst the trials 
and tribulations of earth; that such

life continues until it encounters that 
change which we call death, which is 
merely laying down the physical and 
continuing the spiritual life; that from 
the portals of the grave, onward and 
upward, the emancipated soul advances 
to a higher, plane and broader ylew; 
and that God is but another name for 
all of the elements,. physical and psy
chical, of the universe.

This conception of our beautiful phil
osophy and of God has stood and will 
stand the test of time. It is founded 
upon the rock of .truth eternal. The 
rains may descend, the floods may 
come and the winds may blow and 
beat upon this truth and it will fall not.

- CARL C. POPE.
Black River Falls, Wis.

nally oyer bright shallows, where our 
loved ones all are waiting to receive us
home. PETER SMITH.

SPIRITUAL INSTRUCTION.

They are apt to teach. This is to them' a §feat pleasure. Sometimes 
for the supreme goody, and for their own spiritual progress, they attach 
themselves to souls, the training of which is.irksome and difficult. They 
take these' souls upward .along with themselves toward perfection. ’ ’ 
Arid this word “attach*’ proffers the key, tlie!,piercfng spear that pricks 
and bursts the Hindu bubble of reincarnation. k

Multitudes of chureh seotarists are obsessed; They do not know 
what ails them. They sense some hypnotic influence, and think it the 
spirit of God. In my opinion, four-fifths of the pronounced insane are 
obsessed. And Spiritualism is the remedy,‘the“fiilot, the Safeguard; 
that rational Spiritualism, which is truly'spiritual;: that Spiritualism 
which includes all . genuine phenomena, inspiration-, suggestion, tele
pathic impressions, thought-impulses, and all the'finer forces; that Spir
itualism which is the equivalent of the Harmpnial Philosophy, the di
vine Logos,.aridthe living Christ of theages.’

Closing, I submit the testimonies of A. J.-’Davis, Hudson-Tuttle, M. A. 
Oxon, the testimonies of the thirty witnessekrecorded in the book, “The 
Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” with the testimony of 
linperator, and other spirits, to the-jury—the intelligent jury constitut
ing the readers of The Progressive Thinker.
. Battle Creek, Mich. * J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

Teachlng in the Spirit of Kindness.

Dr. Caird’s article, ’ published some 
time, ago, contains so much that is wise 
as weU as true, that I think special at
tention shoul'd be caUed to it He sees 
the matter clearly, at the same time 
gives full evidence that he knows the 
foibles and weaknesses of the denizens 
of this world and age.

His meaning is clear to all. He 
knows thatthe only way to lead the peo
ple is to refrain from argument and con
tradictions relative to their hobbles, 
and seem not to see or. know of . them, 
but to In a genial manner entertain the 
children of earth with a game more 
fascinating, then the idols of their first 
dear folly will fall gently to sleep by 
them and be forgotten, and so the part
ing will give no injurious shock or pain, 
and the child will then grow into a con
ception of true grandeur and will thank 
the one who pipped his needless shell 
and allowed the needless to be gently 
and unconsciously cast off foreeyr.

We cannot hope to win people by in
sulting them on acquaintance, rind this 
Is just what has been done by many 
Spiritualists who had zeal by the peck 
and knowledge by the very small 
amount '

,• If they choose to believe that "the 
devil is a great, big nigger,” say noth
ing about what you know nothing, but 
in a kindly, earnest manner put a clear
er thoughtin its place. “Overcome evil 
with good;” show a clear way which 
will be seen to be a better way ; then 
he ‘will take it and take your hand and 
help you. The human heart will ever 
leap fondly back to kindness and then 
let their idol die, that they would other
wise risk their lives to defend if im
properly assaulted. ’

After all, it is the fruit of the tree 
that becomes the witness in the final 
hearing, and no one will deny that a 
gentle, thoughtful effort will beget a 
mbre lovable offspring than will this too 
common Tenting of our individual

Camille Flammarion, the Eminent Spir- 
Ituallst and Astronomer.

The astronomer Camille Flammarion, 
in the November Harper’s Monthly thus 
closes a very interesting article on 
“Are the Planets Inhabited?”

“Can 6ne be surprised if an astrono
mer who is accustomed to dwell on ce
lestial matters asks himself if these 
worlds may not be the dwelling-places 
of immortality? This great problem of 
the Beyond has certainly a great im
portance, and this solution is not to be 
despised even by theologians.

“Is not the survival of the existence 
of the soul the logical complement of 
astronomy? If man dies out complete
ly, how can the immensity of the uni
verse interest us? If nothing remains 
of us, if we are only ephemeral -mush
rooms of the globe, living for a short 
time, how does it all concern us? Sci
ence is only a mockery like life itself; 
yea, a stupid and burlesque farce.

“If astronomy interests us for itself, 
ip it not through the philosophical hori
zons which it opens up to us? What is 
the universe? What are all tnese 
worlds? What is .our real place, our 
destination, in this, marvelous plan? 
These questions are surely of a more 
burning interest than the logarithmical 
position of à star.

“Heaven is the earth multiplied mill
iards of times, and the earth is a corner 
of heaven. We are in that iiheaven. 
The earth which we inhabit Is a part 
of it It is a planet, a globe, suspended 
in place, like the Moon, Mars, Venus, or 
Jupiter. That is the Truth, and more 
material ideas of life are. false, albeit 
humanity in its ignorance is .satisfied 
with them. ;

“One may live a hundred thousand 
years without having realized all—nay, 
the half nor the quarter, nor the hun
dredth part—of the reality of life.

“There Is the Infinite to conquer. We 
know the enigma given by Tinaeus of 
Locris a thousand years ago. What is 
a circle whose centre is everywhere and 
its circumference nowhere? The an
swer waS “God,” and we can with Pas
cal apply this definition to the infinite 
universe. .

“Oh; this starry sphere! In it is life 
—life universal, life eternal. What are 
we seeking? Here, in this archipelago 
of celestial isles, are the dwellings of 
Immortality. We already inhabit this 
archipelago. . We are not by the side of 
heaven nor outside of It; we are in it. 
If we live after death, it is there that 
we live; there is no need to invent 
fables and stories as to the abode ot
souls.' If we do not live, if the dweHers 
of all the worlds are only bom to die, 
life has no aim, the uniyeihe is futile.

“Oh! brilliant stars, suns'of the infi
nite, ye are the torches‘of eternity, the 
centres of immortality.” .

spleen against those who “follow not 
after ub,” and perhaps at times have 
keen as unwise and as unkind as we 
arepremptedto.be. ■ > •

When Glia one question is understbofl 
and acted upon,-then will, In the time 
of one generation, spiritual philosophy 
sweep the world and will hold her and 
help Jber t&t her own and will sweetly __
lead the children of men by the benit I ' «sriddhlBm and Ita cnriirtlan Critics.* 
cf God s great river and show to them . By Dr. Paul .Carua. An excellent study 
the hopeful crossings for the spirits of of SvddhlBm; compact yet comprehen- 
mortals, where pure waters laugh eter- Paper, 50 canto, .Cloth,

DR. H. VAN SWERINGEN. 
: Fort Wayne, Ind.

"Why I Ara a Vegetarian.” By 3. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chics^G' iegetarten Society. Prtoa,

Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
By Lilian "Whiting, ' 

Author of “The World Beautiful,” “Kato FfoltL* 
“After Her Death.” “From Dreamlaud Sent," etc. 
With portrait. IGmo. Cloth, gilt. Price <1.25. Thu 
writer of this “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning” 
has thrown the book Into five chapters, with sub-tltloi 
as follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. “Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;” Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends tn cho 
Unseen.

LOVES OF JHE POETS. The Prefigured Friend; 
Vfta Nouva; “Ono Day, My Siren.”

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pha and Poetry; In Casa 
Guldl; Florentine Daya; Walter Savage Landor. 

ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; Tbe
Clasped Bauds; Kate Field's Records; Mrs- 
Browning's Death.

LILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 
Lawti; Modern Scientific Thought; The Consider« 
atlon of Genius.

For Balo at this office.________ ;_________ _______ •

Iff TER HER DEATH.
Tho Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wi ‘,h puro and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and ewk the higher and finer ways ot 
spiritual experience. Price, >1.00.__________ _

RADIANT ENERGY sis,Its Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew branch 
of research Into tho laws of nature, and to tho 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
interest. Price, cloth. 81.75

CHILD CULTURE.

According to tbe Laws of PhysiO' 
logical Psychology and ' 

Mental Suggestion,

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular excellence.. 
on a subject of great importance. It is • 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the . 
care of children, and all who are Inter
ested In their moral, mental and physl- . 
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
Ing. Price 60 cents. . ..

CONCENTRATION.
A Valuable Work.

Concentration, Meditation and Inspira
tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ahclent and modern teach- 
ef-s, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study! By 
Laura G. Flxen. '

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who' desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent- complete for E0 cents. •

F LIFE Ot THOMS PAINED
By the Editor ot the National, with -Pretao# 

and Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
views ot tbe old Paine Homestead and Palaa 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits of 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary W<A- 
stonecralt, Madame Roland, Condone, Brlssot, 
and the most prominent ot Paine's triends In 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. __j

songsteRT“
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight ot Mrs. Hull’s 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, tor 
the use ot congregations, circles and tamiles. 
Price, 10 cents, or J7 per hundred

Wing, Gauses and BitcGU. ■.
By W. P. Pheion, M. D. Deals with tbe fin® - 

mental and spiritual forces as applied to heah 
las. Price. BO cents.

A Venu Interestina Book tor Rff.
Philosophy or TN. work««.

Spiritosl Intorcpwrea. booouuvS^ 
very woadsrM spiritual developmaats at 
house o! Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratfora, Conn«, 
similar cases In all parte ot the country. 7 
volume lathe first from tbe ember directly 
ontbe subject of Spiritualism, ana bsset 
astettornuarT®» esws&stsss

arepremptedto.be


W WOW AÄ msWWHY
HOW SPIRITS AIO»

and Heir WorkO*

& I K Funk thé Celebrated Author 
fend Publisher, Wants Facts as to Her 
SfWork-~The Boston Herald s Attitude,

To the Editor of the Brooklyn (N. Y.( 
Eagle: I have been a pretty close ob
server of the lively controversy in your 
columns over Mrs. Pepper and psychic 
phenomena, the roar of the waves has 
been in my ears, although I have not 
been down on the shore with your cor
respondents.

Several writers In the Eagle and oth
er New York papers have thought It 
worth while to give my views for or 
against this or that explanatory hy
pothesis. and not always • correctly. 
Permit me tho general remark. I have 
Been no reason to change the beliefs 
or lack of beliefs which I endeavored 
to make plain in tlie book. The Wid
ow's Mite and Other Psychic Phenom
ena."

I venture to make a large request of 
those who attend Mrs. 1-eppers meet
ings and get readings. I wish these 
persons would send to my address, 195 
Washington Park. Brooklyn; (1) Their 
names and addresses: (2) If possible, 
the letters read, or if this cannot be 
done, to send me the wording of these 
as nearly as practicable: (3) as nearly 
as can be remembered the answers of 
Mrs. Poppen whether the answers wore 
correct or not. , .

1 All requests for privacy of name and 
address and the contents of letter will 
be strictly complied with.
i I wish to gather several hundred of 
such letters and classify them and see 
what, if anything, can be gathered from 
them as to the sources of tho phenome
na and.the laws governing them.

THIi! CLAIM THAT FRAUD AND 
COINCIDENCE ARE A SUFFICIENT 
EXPLANATION OF WHAT IS KNOWN 
AS PSYCHIC PHENOMENA IS THE 
SURE HALL-MARK OF THE TYRO 
IN THE CLASS OF INVESTIGATION: 
YET IT IS TRUE THAT FRAUD SUR
ROUNDS SPIRITUALISM AS AN AT
MOSPHERE. AND THAT MUCH OF 
THE PHENOMENA IS EXPLAINA
BLE BY COINCIDENCE.

But the classes of phenomena that 
perplex such men as Professor James, 
of Harvard. Sir Oliver Lodge. Sir Will
iam Crookes. Premier Balfour, of Eng
land (and his sister. Mrs. Sldgwick). 
Professor Hyslop, and scores of others 
of tlie level-headed among scientific 
investigators, are not the kind that are 
explainable by trick or coincidence. 
. All of your readers may safely take It 
for granted that there Is something in 
psychic phenomena that is well worth 
the most careful investigation, and 
which almost. If not altogether, justifies 
Gladstone In saying, when accepting 
honorary membership In the Society 
for Psychical Research, speaking of tlie 
work of the society : "It is the most im
portant work which is being done in the 
world—by far the most Important."

With every respect fob your corre
spondent, Joseph-F. RInn. and others. 

- who propose tests for Mrs. Pepper tfnd 
offer largo cash rewards if she will tell 
the number of pills In a box. read tlie 
log day by day of a ship at sea. come to 
the Eagle office and submit to a series 
of tests, permit me to say that these 
methods are not likely to get any re
sults either for or against the second
ary personality, telepathic or the spirit 
theory.. We must not forget that we 

i are dealing with a human being when 
'«Sa®, we deal with a medium—a person who 
A ^'xMïitCly to be a bundle of nerves. Here 

'n the personal equation is a tremendous 
. element. It is one thing to apply tests 

to prove that radium is an element or 
to .determine the law of the X-ray. and 
another thing to prove psychic phenom
ena through a "sensitive psychic."

. Ponder, those of ub who believe the 
new testament, Matthew xlll:58 dnd 
xvil: 20, where we are told that Christ 
could not do certain mighty works be
cause of the unbelief of the people. 
What if some banker in Jerusalem nad 
made a public offer of a talent of gold If 
Christ would bring to life in the pres
ence of the Sanhedrin a person whom 
the physicians by scientific tests knew 
to be dead? When challenged to do 
wonders he refused. When he brought 
to life the maiden He first sent the 
skeptics out of the room. Which is the 
more likely—that some ’whim deter
mined or that some psychic law deter
mined? .

. Will not Mr. Rinn and Mr. Davis and 
those who believe with them reread 
pages 76-79 of "The Law of Psychic 
Phenomena." where Dr. Hudson, the 
most popular of all writers against the 
spiritual nypothesis. explains why La- 
bouchere s test of Washington Irving 
Bishop s powers was not fair? It will 
be remembered.that Laboiichere placed 
an English bank note for a large 
amount in a sealed envelope and of
fered it to Mr. Bishop if he would cor
rectly read the number. Dr. Hudson 
says Bishop s attempts, although fre
quently made, resulted in dismal fail
ure. Yet, he says, "it was a feat he 
had successfully performed a thousand 
times before and many times after
ward." Dr. Hudson s explanation should 
be carefully thought over. He says:

The mental state which enabled him 
to read the contents of a sealed envel
ope was self-induced. It was a partial
ly hypnotic condition, induced by auto
suggestion. When Labouchere s envel
ope was presented to him, the very 
manner of presenting it—the offer of 
its contents as a gift if he would read 
the number of the bank note within— 
was a defiance of his power. It was a 
suggestion of the most emphatic-char
acter and potency that, do what he 
would .he could not read the contents 
of that envelope. Again, the anxiety 
engendered in the mind of the clairvoy
ant was another factor . which added 
force to tlie suggestion. The offer was 
not only defiant, it was even public.- It 
is obvious that the principle of adverse 
suggestion applies to all phases and 
conditions, so constantly insisted upon 
by spiritists as a condition precedent to 
the production of their peculiar forms 
of hypnotic phenomena, is seen to be a 
scientific fact of .immense value and 
significance, and not a mere subter
fuge to enable them to practice a fraud 
and impose on the credulity of their 
auditors."

It is not wise in the Btudv of psychic 
phenomena for us to settle it in ' our 

.minds that we can dictate terms: but 
instead to study the phenomena when 
and where and under the conditions 
they present themselves. Huxley tells 
us— Life and Letters of Huxley," by 
bls son, vol. I, p. 235:

- Science seems to me to teach in the 
highest and strongest manner the great 
truth which is embodied in the Chris
tian conception of entire surrender to 
the will of God. Sit down before the 
fact, as a little child, be prepared to 
give up every preconceived notion, fol
low humbly wherever and to'whatever 
abysses nature leads, or you shall learn 
nothing." ,
. Nature will not permit us to dogma
tize or dictate, but she will permit us to 
interrogate her. She reveals her se

crete only to the humble.

It seems to me wholly wise that in 
the case of Mrs. Pepper we accept, for a 
time at least the conditions under 
which these phenomena are revealing 
themselves, namely. In the presence of 
a large audience in a church. Why npt 
for the present thus study them, and 
await the suggestion of the intelligence 
that is behind the phenomena whether 
that intelligence is secondary personal
ity, some unknown faculty if the medi
um or some foreign intelligence. This 
also may be a world which only the 
meek shall Inherit: a kingdom that we 
can enter only by becoming as little
children, I. K. FUNK.

A Convinced Skeptic.
To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle: 

—I have read with interest the letters 
with reference to Mrs. Pepper and spir
it manifestations, and. in the Interest of 
truth, I wish to say that six months ago 
I was prejudiced against the thought 
and started to make an Investigation, 
but after several severe tests, both in 
messages and physical manifestations. 
I am convinced that Spiritualism is a 
fact. If anyone who is interested 
would investigate on a fair basis and is 
willing to be convinced there is plenty 
of opportunity for him to make the 
study, but. If they have the bulldog 
stubborn disposition that Mr. Davis and 
some others have they might as well let 
it alone.

Mrs. Pepper Is employed by the mem
bers of the church, and as long as she 
satisfies them, I cannot seo why sho 
should bo compelled to give tests for 
the pleasure of a few fanatics, any 
more than the ministers should prove 
that the bible is true. Can the latter 
prove this? SIBLEY.

Psychical Problems, as Set Forth In an 
Editorial In the Boston Herald.

The extraordinary instance of a mes
sage reported as having been transmit
ted instantaneously by psychical means 
from this country to England, recently 
reported by Prof. Hyslop of Columbia 
University, causes much discussion and 
surmise. It is stated that the message 
was transmitted by Mrs. Piper, the me
dium, or sensitive.- whose services 
have long been retained by the Society 
for Psychical Research. • and was re
ceived by a medium in England who for 
some time has been similarly employed 
by the society on that side. A puzzling 
feature of the case is that the message 
was sent in English, but was received 
in Latin! Prof Hyslop, whose investi
gations have convinced him of the pos
sibility of what Is called "spirit com
munication," accounts for this by ex
plaining that the agency was not that 
of ordinary telepathy, but of a spirit. 
The message Itself has not yet been 
made public, and no account has been 
given out of tlie facts In the case. 
These will not be disclosed until pub
lished in the next volume of proceed
ings of the Society for Psychical Re
search. when all the attendant circum
stances will be related In full. It is 
stated that this message was deliberate
ly sent as a scientific test under condi
tions intended to bar out every possibil
ity of fraud. Says Prof. Hyslop: “The 
sentence used was not a stock phrase 
which might be hit upon at the other 
end by guesswork. It was an unusual 
phrase, made up at the moment of send
ing." .■ ■ . .

It is said, that neither Mrs. Piper nor 
the receiving medium in England knows 
Latin. There are many cases on rec
ord of mediums speaking fluently.- or 
writing correctly, in foreign languages 
of which they were absolutely ignorant. 
In such ways Mrs. Piper employs both 
German and Italian, although normally 
ignorant of these tongues.

The attitude of the intelligent public 
on these strange questions has changed 
in a marked degree in recent years. 
There may still be much undue credul
ity on one side and unreasonable skep
ticism on the other. But there seems 
to be a growing feeling that there is a 
great deal in the matter in place of the 
belief, once universal, that the wfiole 
thing was a mass of charlatanism and 
trickery, unworthy . the attention of 
sane persons. ' ..
. Some of the most eminent men of sci
ence are now giving careful attention 
to the subject. Hence, in place of the 
absolutely materialistic doctrines once 
held in-circles that regarded with intol
erance as scientific heresy, views of the 
universe not of that order.we find a dis
position to hold that, after all. there is 
probably something "beyond the veil ” 
conscious existence of some kind- Fore
most among such men stands Prof. 
Oliver Lodge, the great English physi
cist, a man trained to the most accurate 
methods of investigation.- weighing ev
ery possible fact involved before reach
ing a conclusion. He Is deeply inter
ested in the work of the Society for 
Psychical Research. Prof Hyslop has 
also the scientific mind: he occupies 
the chair of logic and ethics at Colum
bia and has been severely trained in 
close reasoning. His psychical inves
tigations have led him to certain con
clusions, but he does not pretend to 
knowledge of the whys and wherefore: 
he says that the most thorough investi
gation is necessary before trustworthy 
information on such subjects can be ac
quired.

Apparently, we are at the beginning 
of a new era in regard to such prob
lems. With accurate scientific meth
ods, gradually formulated and perfect
ed with reference to the peculiar condi
tions of the subject, once brought ■ to 
bear as in any other field of research, it 
is felt that correspondingly accurate in
formation will be obtained concerning 
many things now mysteriously inexpli
cable, just as clear light has been 
thrown upon a multitude of things in 
nature that lately lay behind an appar
ently impenetrable veil. Should exact 
science thus be able to extend its do
main to the vast regions of the “be
yond, the effect-upon the ordinary cir
cumstances of mundane existence 
might transcend all calculation.

The recently incorporated American 
Institute for Scientific Research prom
ises to be a potent factor m such stud
ies. Its scope is definitely limited to 
two fields of research: supernormal and 
abnormal psychology, the latter also 
known as psychopathology. There is 
no Intention to parallel the work of the 
Psychical Research Society, but to take 
charge qj’ funds intended for such stud
ies and see that they are conducted by 
persons or bodies properly qualified- 
The work is backed by the best scien
tific authorities, mostly men connected 
with the universities. A moderate fund 
of $2»,000 is sought to start the work.

The Kingship of Self-Control.
Wm; George Jordan.

By
It treats of the

crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. -

-Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
uallstis Gatherings." By Mattle E
Hull. Price 10 cents. .

Dowie with all bis swelling assump 
tlon of being a re-born, prophet, 
wrapped about in the ancient mantle of 
divine healing power for all who have 
ducats to pay for it. must take a back 
neat. ■ ’ • '■ 1 ■■

Utterly discarding anything no weak 
as second-hand Elijah business, a 
couple of ex-pastors of the orthodox 
cult have announced their elope part
nership with the supreme divine healing 
power, under the pious cant of naming 
their little prayerrineetlngs. right here 
in Cleveland. Ohio. “The Asembly of 
God!"

These meetings, after the strenuous 
pattern of revivalism, are conducted by 
one Dr. Wm. D. Gentry, styled "Presby
ter of the Assembly." assisted by G. W. 
link, an ex-Congregattonal minister of 
Colorado Springs. Co).

The assurance is boldly given, that 
any of tlie entire list of ailments with 
which humanity is afflicted can be 
cured, if the sufferer only believed that 
the God of their assembly could cure 
them; When they would assuredly be 
made whole. •

No medicine needed, hence doctors 
no longer wanted: no change from tho 
vicious living whose gluttonous excess 
had brought on their disorders, re
quired; not even repentance for past 
derelictions called for. Just the old. 
old orthodox formula, believe: believe 
real solid, accompanied by wrestling in 
prayer, assisted by tlie perorations of 
the presiding elders of "God's Assem
bly."

Indeed, not alone the usupl everyday 
ills of weak humanity, but. as confident
ly announced by Dr. Gentry, the vile 
tobacco habit could be swept away with 
all tho ease of shaking dust from a 
neglected carpet, almost in the wink of 
an eye-lash.

We give a specimen brick in this line 
of performance, as narrated to a press 
reporter by the wife of a man who 
threw his pipe away when the right be
lief and prayer got in their solid work, 
with the statement that he had lost all 
craving for tho old slimy chew: albeit 
he had begun the use of tobacco when a 
mere child of five and kept it up stead
ily ever since.

Dr. Gentry settled the matter in this 
slide style—with extended arms held 
aloft above the tobacco sufferer: "I re
buke this foul spirit of nicotine, and 
command It to return to Its pit in hell! 
You are free!"

The simple-minded woman might 
well exclaim: Ten t it wonderful!"

Yea, and still more wonderful to un
derstand why. if there is a pit in hell 
where the nicotine habit belongs, it is 
not so securely walled in and battened 
down as to effectually prevent its vile 
contamination from making a stinking 
charnel house of street-car rear plat
forms, sidewalks and public assemblies, 
in tho nauseous puddles of tobacco 
spittle, and homes rendered as foul as 
hog-pens by its presence?

Really, would it be any more difficult 
of accomplishment, while vastly better, 
to settle the entire evil for good, rather 
than waste time and effort in tinkering 
over, petty cures In isolated cases, with 
the tvhole civilized world fouled to the 
lowest dregs of uncleanness?

But this is as nothing: a mere skim
ming along the border of this assem
bly s mighty healing power, when the 
full pressure of belief and prayer are 
turned on. The curing business was 
not confined to a sufferer s presence at 
the meeting. Relief could actually be 
transmitted, as by spiritual wireless 
telepathy, to a patient lying in bed at 
home in helpless condition from ■ lum
bago, enabling him to get up and walk 
wlth.all ease to "God's Assembly" for 
final cure from a cancer of many years’ 
standing, in response to a wife's pitiful 
plea, that her husband was unable to 
move a limb. .

Said Dr. Gentry, with all the confi
dence of a patent medicine man who 
cures rheumatism absolutely tree of 

charge": -■ .
"Then let us pray to our God to make 

himiwell enough to come to the fount of 
healing." •

Thereupon, as narrated by the believ
ing wife, the two fell .Into prayer on a 
certain Thursday, and .almost astound
ing to relate, by the following Saturday 
the sick« cripple was able to attend the 
assembly: and. at the end of another 
couple of days, the old cancer was so ef
fectually believed and prayed away as 
to leave nothing but a little scar be
hind!

This is, undoubtedly, matter of deep
est Import. But tlie question will force 
itself to the front: If this lumbago, at a 
distance, could be so easily and prompt
ly cured, why not hfive included the 
cancer in with it, and thus saved a sec
ond performance, after needless tramp 
to the assembly?

But let us hasten to state, that all 
this we have set down pales into insig
nificance, as to what is assured to be 
close at hand, by one of the leading per- 
forniehs at a later meeting. Said the 
reverifcid miracle expert:

“We are1 on the verge of the greatest 
miracles which the world has ever seen, 
and the raising of the dead is of the 
least of them." . .

Take In the full scope of this canting 
assumption by a worshiper at the 
shrine of Jesus Christ ¡.that his little co
terie of prayer, dealers were on the 
verge of performing greater miracles 
than those of the divine Nazarene. or of 
any other power the world has seen. 
With the customary cant he smoothes 
it over by adding: "Christ has the pow
er, and through him it is given to us to 
raise the dead as soon as our faith is 
great enough. r

The mind stands aghast at the fear
ful prospect of what must result when 
the faith pressure becomes pumped up 
to the needed standard to awake the 
dead. What will become of the coffin
making trust and the funeral directors 
—to say nothing of the graveyards?

Let us close the harrowing picture 
by one of a sunnier hue. In all these 
pious Cant schemes, sooner or later, the 
ducat-grabbing performances of Dowie 
in his gold mine of the city of Zion is 
bound to crop out. And so in this "As
sembly of God. ■

The first hint that money was needed 
to aid the faith and prayer cures was 
made on this Sunday evening, when the 
people were asked, as they "felt called 
by the Lord," to plank down their con
tributions on a big wide-open bible ar
ranged for the purpose: even a slicker 
dodge than the old sharp trick of using 
an open plate in place of a collection 
box. ■ ■

It worked well. Each one. feeling 
that all eyes were agape to the perform
ance, laid down coin and bills so freely, 
t’liat. in the end, the sacred book was 
completely burled out of sight.

Did some one suggest that we are liv
ing in an era of advanced Christian civ
ilization. education and common sense 
intelligence? That lunatics asylums 
are not yet full? -

W. WHITWORTH.'
Cleveland. Ohio. ■ •

"Death. Ita Meaning. Resfflta.? 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly -Interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the an- 
thoria experience, djth. 560 B®a U- talsatei §L2A "T? _

eral Mettere i
An Explanation M to How They 

form Their Peata
Par A Practical Illustration of Home Spirit- 
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PUBLlGftTIONS
-, . . . 0B. .

The thanks of the Spiritualists at 
large are due The Progressive Thinker 
for its very complete report of the pro
ceedings of the N. 8. A.: convmition. 
The writer, with others, no doubt, had 
wondered if the N. 8. A. <Mhd adapted 
the star chamber." method of weed« 
ure, but now, thanks to Editor Francis, 
all is right, and 1 supposéOthe w0rk of 
the convention is now opeqjo pra^e or 
censure, to endorsement or criticism, 
and no doubt both.wilLbe fgfcfely offered. 
And the writer of these lines would give 
both credit and a grain of kindly criti
cism- ’ ■ -1*4' • ■ 111 '

And here let me say itria time'Spirit
ualists laid aside the common1 ernor of 
thinking all criticism to be fault-finding. 
I have been dubbed a fault-finder again 
and again because I have exercised the 
prerogative of a free-born citizen to dis
sent from the opinions and methods of 
others. ■' ........

. It has been claimed by some that 
those workers who do not attend tho 
annual conventions have no right to 
criticise the work of those who do. But 
they have. There are many workers in 
our ranks possibly just as Interested in 
our great cause, and possibly doing just 
as much for its propaganda In tho 
sphere of action that is theirs.as those 
who attend the National gatherings: 
and many of us would be delighted to 
attend, that cannot for want of the "al
mighty dollar —that greatest curse, 
and yet the greatest blessihg in the 
world. We cannot all be delegates, nor 
officers, nor'missionaries, nor speakers 
and mediums, and have our expenses 
paid for us, and the only alternative is 
to stay at home, and because of this 
must we always keep silpnt? Hardly.

There is much to commend in the 
work of the delegates, and. we assume 
all did conscientious work for tho good 
of Spiritualism. One branch of the 
proceedings that the writer was partic
ularly interested In was the ritualistic 
formula called "Usages." I have offi
ciated at thirty-two funerals and sev
eral weddings thus far this year,, and I 
had been wondering if henceforth, 
through a "decree'- of the N. S. A.. I 
would be compelled' to follow in the 
wake of Catholicism and Episcopalian- 
ism and Christian Science, and read a 
cut-and-dried, stereotyped ritual at ev
ery funeral, or be free and start a Spir
itualism of my own? But such a"law" 
does not seem to yet prevail, and I am 
happy. , ..

The marriage service as published is 
not objectionable, with one or two ex
ceptions. One clause could, very nicely 
be dispensed with, viz.: "Does any one 
present know any reason why this man 
and woman may not legally be joined in 
matrimony?" Tills, formula is as anti
quated as is the word "obey" on the 
part of the woman. Indeed: so out of 
date Is it that evidently thp authors of 
the ceremony had forgotten a portion: 
"If not. let them forever4 after hold 
their peace." If we are to die progress
ive, strike out this clause.-: ■ .'ill

And then again, the question "Do 
you promise before these witnesses 
here, assembled, and the ángel world.” 
etc. • Now, how wouldnthe '«ángel 
world part.take with an 'agnostic or 
materialist? Last week I[ pronqjinced 
the words that united two Jives In the 
sacred relationship of marriage: The 
man was an agnostic and I shouWhave 
hesitated long before asking thatzques- 
tion, knowing he would hayp to stultify 
his-candid convictions to answer "I 
will. ( I do would be i¿ better form 
as the query is put.)

And then, still again; in the face of 
the discussion now going., on - |n or 
through tliirOpen'. Court, and- in accord' 
with the teachings of Saint ’ Peebles’ 
latest volume, would It not bo-more ap-' 
propriate to put it, "in the presence of

I am sorry to say that the free per
al-formance given by the Zantclgs.

though exceedingly clever, is not an ex
hibition of telepathy. I witnessed
their performance at Buffalo myself 
and two years ago saw them a score of 
times at Sans Soucl Park, in Chicago. 
Ihis park is located a short distance 
from my office and I went, there ire-
quently for the express £ 
watching their clever perfoi

lose of
ice, It

is by long odds the best performance of 
this nature ever given In this country, 
and has no JSpubt convinced thousands 
of unbeliever^ that telepathy is an es
tablished fact.

It probably required months of prac
tice in private before the Zantclgs gave 
their first performance in public and 
with years of practice In giving public 
exhibitions they have worked their sys
tem of signals to a point so fine that 
they have frequently deceived the in
itiated. • .

Sequences of words are used in such 
a way by tho male performer that the 
lady seated at the blackboard is able to 
translate them and give her answer. 
I'-hls Is an old trick and I have fre
quently seen it clumsily used. But 
the Zantclgs have perfected It to such a 
degree that the answer to a question Is 
often, in possession of the female per
former before the question itself has 
been asked, lor instance, suppose the 
lady has added or subtracted a row of 
figures correctly, the male performer, 
seeing a lady standing near with a 
pocketbook in her hand, decides to in-
vestlgato the pocketbook next. He
says to the man who put tlie figures on 
the slate: "Is that correct?" or "That is 
right, is it?" or "Is that satisfactory?” 
Now each of these sentences means 
something to the woman and are trans
lated by her as sequence 47. sequence 
54 or sequence 65. Sequence 54 may 
mean lady s pocketbook next Thus, in 
giving an apparently careless answer to 
a bystander who lias placed figures on 
the slate, the male performer has said 
to ills partner as plainly ns if he used 
the actual words. I wish you to enum
erate the articles I shall find In this 
ladys pocketbook." .

He then picks up the ladys pocket 
book and opens it and sees a handker
chief, a pencil, a glove buttoner. cards, 
a railway ticket and some coins. These 
are things found in nearly every ladys
purse, so tho first three words he says 
aloud will give a clue to two
of the articles. He may. "Tell 
what Is this? ’ or "Describe1

or three 
me now. 
what I

the demon world?' It is claimed that
demon spirits are nearest to us mortals, 
that the demon spirits fill’ the atmos
phere and crowd out the good ones.SO 
the angel spirits can hardly be sup
posed to witness the solemn proceed
ings. ■ . . \

But seriously, Tn the présence of the 
angel world sounds just as simple as 
Tn the presence of God.’! Oh. why 
cannot tho Spiritualists rise above the 
"imitation" business. -

But really, Ito be a bit egotistical. I 
like my own marriage service best: I 
think it is nicer than the one submitted 
and so I ll not use the "usage" at least 
until I have to. . ■ - • < . <

I hope the genial Dr. Peebles, will 
take no offense at being called ’-'Baint”: 
no affront is Intended, I-am only antici
pating tlie time a little when Spiritual
ism will have JtB “sainte," r for ■ we’ve 
started in to follow the Christian church 
in all ways, and the saints will come by 
and by. . . .. .

And who would be more worthy of 
-saintship than our worthy brother?

Another part of the report of-the con
vention that attracted my attention was 
the recommend that societies ■ employ 
only -ordained ministers in Spiritual
ism. ’ Now Hl not say “Holy Moses ” 
but some ejaculation is needed to les
sen the strain on my nerves, and my 
controls ’ Impress me with the eupho

nious expression of “Jumping Jupiter!” 
Employ only ordained ministers and en
gage them, too, for long time service as 
was also recommended, when some of 
the ordained ones haven’t the thou
sandth part of the ability and fitness in 
any way that some of tho un-ordalned 
ones possess. It is known that any of 
the freaks- can get.ordination if they 
go at it in the right way and persevere 
Knowing what some of us do, a recom
mendation from some In “authority” 
wouldn't have a feather’s weight! We 
would rather hear and judge for our
selves. . .

It is noted that no change is made in 
the Declaration of Principles, or in 
other words, the creed, was made. No 
doubt this was well, for the strong 
tendency toward good old orthodoxy 
would doubtless have made th^. docu
ment more -churchy," had a change oc
curred. ■( r.

But in all candor, it may be[nasked 
what benefit has come to. Spiritualism 
through having a creed? In what way 
has it been a blessing Spir^palists 
or to humanity? President Tjprrett’s 
report stated that the iriterest^B Spir
itualism was declining. -,Verily.jJhe be
lief in Infinite Intelligence or God. and 
the Golden Rule- as a»*stan^rd of 
moral action, a faulty one to be sure 
does not seem to be an, all-nqwerful 
agency to popularize our' tause'"

But truth ne verdies.iq The Natural 
principles and spiritual veritiestuhderly- 
mg Spiritualism will livçj when? every 
man-made creed shall have faded into 
oblivion. 3 ■

• All of which is respectfully-Submit-

have. This Is translated by tlie wo
man as 1. 6, 7. or 3. 4. 2. which may 
mean handkerchief, cards and coins- 
However, she replies: "You have a 
ladys pocketbook." Then the male 
performer, who has perhaps been look
ing at the date on one of the coins, 
says: "Yes, that is right. Now tell me 
what is in it" or "That is correct. It Is 
a lady s pocketbook. Now tell me what 
is in the book. This is translatedr by 
the lady partner as 5. 9. coin T893. 
which being translated means some 
sample of dress good., a knife and the 
dato on one of the coins is 1893. How
ever the lady in reply says ¡"There is a 
handkerchief, calling cards and some 
money. Thqn he asks for the date on 
the coin and the other articles. These 
are given and his reply to her may 
mean sequence 23, which translated 
might be, "I shall next look at a gentle
man s watch and I wish you to tell the 
number on it." He then tanes hold of 
the watch, opens it. looks at the number 
and says, "Please tell me what I have, 
look sharp," or “Tell me about this 
;noy;. .b.e quick," which translated may 
mean,„‘.‘The number-. is -.164,532, gold 
stem-winder, or , 64;789, "Silver, key
winder.” : •

The messages are not always sent in 
advance of the questions as above de
scribed, but when they are the per- 
iormance appears truiy remarkable and 
goes along very smoothly.

. In Chicago I used to make up peculiar 
names, such as Xulupus for a Christian 
name and Zobarkus for a surname. It 
Is an easy matter for them to give ordi
nary names but I had great amusement 
in watching him "transfer” these 
names to his partner. His whole trick 
was revealed in his efforts.

, One evening I went to the park with 
two watches in my pockets, and, after 
he had given her the signal for the 
numbers on one of them. I asked him if 
she could tell.the number if .-he did not 
speak to her, He said she could, but 
knowing she already had the number I 
said. Well, get hqr to tell the number 
on this one," and I pulled out -the
other.
watch."

He said
I

He looked 
something 
and said: 
would not

said
That is.not the same 
No, it is another."

at it and was about to say 
to her, but I checked him 
■Remember! you said you 
say a word." Twice ' I

checked him as he was about to speak 
to her, and finally he said: “Oh! I have 
not time for that: you do not believe In 
telepathy.". Then he proceeded to 
make some other test with someone 
else and left mo with the numbers on 
my "watches ^untold. •

I had a similar experience at another 
time with the nooks spoken of by my 
correspondent. They did not succeed 
with the trick when I insisted that he 
should say nothing to her after I had 
selected the paragraph In the book- 
He requires to see the paragraph you 
point out and then his simple command, 
Ready now, begin," or “Now. then, go 

ahead quickly," may be translated page 
124, paragraph three, or page 46, para
graph two. The female partner has a 
duplicate book in her hand and simply 
turns to the page and paragraph and be
gins to read. Thousands have accepted 
this as telepathy. ■

I have watched these performances 
for hours and have never failed to see 
-the signal given. But I must say it is 
done in a very adroit manner. Person
ally, I believe in telepathy, but it is 
spontaneous in its operation and is not
so completely under the control of the 
will that it can be employed for public 
performances such as is given by the 
Zantclgs. I have seen many different 
performers who used different sys
tem of communication, but I have
ways, so far, been able to see how 
trick was carried on.—Suggestion-

-Principles of Light .and Color.' 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A

ted.
Jamestown. N. Y.

MRS, CLARA WATSON.

. —:------------—rt-ij—■
-The Spiritual Significance, or. Death 

as an Event In Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whitings most sug
gestive, intensely interesting.-, spiritual 
books. It Is laden with rich,- thought- 
trical term or phrase. Price 35 cents.

-New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson .Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com-" 
ments -upon the Texts.". Heaton’s 
drawings are Incomparable.1 and' excru
ciatingly funny.- Price in boards. -$1-.

>th, $150

al- 
the

By
. . ... _ truly

great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years • of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find.instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
?5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
bu delighted with it

"Talmagean Inanities, incongruities. 
Inconsistencies and-Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T; .DeWitt'and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Taimages oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." Bv ' Moses Hull 
Price 10 cents. , .. . .. . .L

- In. tho World Celestial." by Dr- T- A. 
Biand. Interesting, .instructive and 
helpful;. Spiritually uplifting- Cloth

I price?!.

To the Editor:—-Some weeks ago I 
mailed you express order for one year s 
subscription to your most interesting 
and instructive paper. Including prem
ium book, Seers of the Ages." Refer
ring to tho latter. I think it the most in
structive book of any I have ever read, 
and one which every Spiritualist and in
vestigator should read, and if our good 
orthodox church brothers would peruse 
it carefully they would learn much of 
Christianity in contradistinction to the
ology, to their profit. I am well pleased 
with your Progressive Thinker.

A few years ago it was my good for
tune to discover that my wife was a 
negative. I reported the information 
to my family physician—who was a 
graduate of a London. England, allo
pathic school—and suggested that wo 
had a line opportunity of experiment
ing with the psychic and odylic forces 
of nature. The doctor made some little 
sport of my suggestion, but finally con
sented to try.
, Despite my own verdancy in Buch 
matters, and to his extreme doubt as 
well as prejudice we had fine results on 
our second sitting, and Boon developed 
our negative into a fine trance and auto
matic writing medium. *■

She, though specially right-handed in 
her normal condition, always writing 
with the left hand when entranced, and 
very lapidly. The doctor and I amused 
ouiselves over a year sitting- about 
three times a week, when all at once 
our medium surprised us by positively 
declining to sit for us—the reasons as
signed being that it was all Greek to 
her as she had never seen anything her
self and entirely unconscious when en
tranced. -

It was always my custom to close my 
office early in the evening, lock my 
business in it, and go home and enjoy 
myself with my family: but as time 
rolled on my partner in business In
volved me to the extent of some $1.500. 
and I had individual Indebtedness to 
the amount of some $600 more: was un
der $15,000 bond, comparatively among 
strangers, and no money with which to 
extricate myself. I kept this all to my
self, but my troubled countenance soon 
told my wife that sometlflng was going 
wrong, and finally she persuaded me to 
tell her all about it. A few days later 
she remarked that she had been feeling 
like having a sitting for several days 
past. I induced the doctor to come to 
my house that same evening when we 
had a sitting, during which she auto
matically wrote as follows:

To--------- ; If you wish your wife
to have good health you must remove 
her from Texas. This is no climate for 
her." ■

A thought flashed through my mind 
as to the impossibility of complying, for 
I had no money with which to make the 
suggested change. In answer to this 
unexpressed thought she again wrote:

Means will be provided in due time. 
You will receive a package containing 
money inside of two weeks. You must 
use that money for this purpose, and 
this purpose only. Signed. Dr. J. B 
Moores, Plattsburg. N. Y.”

I jotted down this message, little 
thinking that aught would come of it- 
However, like a drowning man grasp
ing at a straw, I confess jt gave me 
some hope. The following evening we 
sat again and received the following:

My Dear Son:—You must not worry 
so much about your business: it only 
makes matters worse. You will make 
yourself sick. There is a man in the 
north part of the state who desires to 
buy your business. I say sell it to him- 
You will receive the package referred 
to containing money as stated. Signed 
Your Father."

I had never been in the north part of 
the state, save at Texarkana, and then 
only long enough to change from one 
train to another, therefore I had less 
confidence in the message from my 
father than from the former message 
from an entire stranger. However all 
Is well that ends well. Two weeks soon 
rolled by, and to my surprise, as 
though nftmey had dropped from the 
clouds, I received a package containing 
$500. The following day i received a 
letter from an entire stranger Ih Deni
son, Texas, the very north-gate, inquir
ing as to my business and offering me 
$1,500 for same, provided receipts 
amounted to as much us had been 
stated to him. and a certain sum for 
each $100 additional receipts, request
ing immediate answer, and, if I thought 
favorable of his proposition to so sig
nify and enclose transcript of my books 
which I did, and by so doing I sold my 
business and extricated myself from 
debt. But two of my companies re
fused to transfer to him, therefore I 
had to pay them or my bondsmen would 
be called on to do so. •

On recipt of the $500 I immediately 
sent my family north among her peo
ple, giving my wife $100. which seemed 
quite sufficient, the remaining $400 I 
used to pay the companies which re
fused to transfer. By so doing I had to 
borrow money to get out of town with 
and suffered extremely—all in conse
quence of not adhering strictly to the 
spirit s message.

So it has been for vears past I have 
always missed the mark by placing my 
judgment above the spirits; still I 
would admonish the strictest scrutiny 
testing and trying all spirit communica
tion, but when obtained through our 
own and at our own fireside. aS in my 
case, they generally prove correct.. I 
have never received a misleading or 
false statement from them. From my 
own experience, as well as many others 
It-does seem to jne that our spirit 
friends are ever around us and will and 
do aid us in our earthly affairs if we 
only permit them. “
without ceasing,

Pray always and
„. from - a spiritual 

standpoint, to me seems ,o have a very 
significant meaning. Keep always in 
rapport with our spirit friends, and they 
will surely aid us materially as well as 
spiritually. R. O. DRUMMOND

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUT!
The Progressive Thinker during its 

Fall and Winter Campaign will he a 
continual feast of good things in all oc
cult and spiritual Unes of thought. You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send in your 
subscription now, and introduce 'the 
paper to your neighbor.

■■■■■'■ ■■fl» > Cfc» .il -
"Beyond the Vail." A Sequel to 

'■Rending the Vail." Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations: setting up a 
scientific and personal verification '
-What We Shall Be," and a ’ code 
ethics, requisite to Jhe most speedy 
alization of the highest and purest 
llcity attainable in the future life.

of 
of 
re
fe-

very remarkable book. Large, octavo. 
600 pages. Price. $1.75.

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional." This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, $1.

Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritual Literato

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELD!
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE. ’

This work essays to utilize and e» 
plain the vast array of tacts In its field 
of research by referring them to a coml 
mon cause, and from them arise to thd 
laws and conditions of Mans spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid o< 

earth, and in the spirit world- present* 
ing the spiritual philosophy and th« 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject ara 
answered. Price. 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price. $1-

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY Qfi 
. MAN.

Containing the latest investigation« 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen« 
tatlon of this Interesting subject. Eng« 
lish edition. Price $1-
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVEN11 

OF THE SACRED HEART-
This book was written for an object; 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods ofl 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin.’». 
Price. 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT«

A thrilling psychological story oil 
evangelization and free thought- It IM 
to Protestantism what "The Secrets ofl 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price. 
80 cents. ?

. WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form» 

circles, and develop and cultivate m»> 
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual«« 
ists. Their testimony. Eight-paga 
tract for mission work. Singles copies 
5 cents: 100 for $1.25. P ’

FROM SOUL TO SOUL- i
By Emma Rood Tuttle.. This volume!

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE. '
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual-or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen. 40 cents Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA- 

TION8.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price. 25 cents

Ail books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE. Publisher.

________________Berlin Heights. Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AND

Other Ojíennos, BY
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE

. This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle _ 
In her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted foe 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: Psychic Poems ”
That erudite critic. Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended ’■

Will Carlton: "I have jead with great 
interest: ■

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: A most exquisite bouquet 
» • • • the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page."

The author says In the dedication-, 
"To those whose thoughts and looginvs 
reach Into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither." '

Price $1.00. For sale by
HUDSON TUTTLE, ■

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and

Philosbphy. 1

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted With 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received, by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds Of investigators 
that are not answered In its pages. 
Price. $1.25 postpaid. .

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

CLUBS! CLUBSI CLUBS! CLUBS!
Now is the time to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for, $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: "The Great 

-Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson -: "Vol. 3 of The Ency
clopedia or Death, and Life in the Spirit
World’ A Wanderer in the Spirit
Lands", and "Seers of the Ages", by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one who gets 
up the club can have the paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books in our list, which he may select.

"Continuity ot Ur« a cosmic Truth.* 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker. • on a deeply 
important subject 3'jieo. cloth, $L

“Death Defeated: or the Psychic s'* 
eret of How to Keep Young." By J M. 
Tisoblea, M. D., M. A, Ph. D. Pria» $1, 
10 cents. ,i
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The price of The Progressive Thinker 
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not serftl money In a let. 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and. th n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

"Idltor-at-Large for the National Splrtfr 
. ual let Association. .

• Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when a t attack kt mnde, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Thomas Paine Was a Tholst.
It was Incidentally stated In these 

columns recently that, the charge of 
Atheism against Thomas Paine is false. 
A correspondent writes:

“If your statement is correct, that 
Thomas Paine was not an Atheist, then 
he has been grossly Belied, and the 
truth should be made more apparent 
than by a simple denial.”

An Atheist Is. defined as one who de
nles the existence of a God. Thomas 
Paine, in the very commencemeilt of 
his “Age of Reason," tells why he 

. wrote the book. He Bald France had 
abolished the priesthood, and -every
thing appertaining to a compulsory 
system of religion and faith. Fearing 
with the general wreck of superstition, 
false systems of government, and false 
religions they would lose Bight of moral
ity, of humanity, and the theology that 
is true, he wrote his book. He at once 
stated his own faith:

“I believe In one God, and no more; 
and I hope for happiness beyond this 
life. I believe in the equality of man; 
and I believe tflat religious duties con
sist in doing justice, loving mercy, and 
endeavoring to make our fellow crea
tures .happy,’! .

This was Thomas Paine’s creed. Who

, Fiction and F«ot Contrasted.
--The school books in common W 

sixty to eighty years ago were generally ■ 
compiled by clergymen, and they drew 
largely on the fictions of earlier writers 
to enforce on the youthful mind of 
those days their peculiar dogmas.

The “English Reader," copyrighted in 
1822, is before us as we write. We 
open to the “Story of Altamont,” the , 
last section of Pathetic Pieces, by that . 
gifted divine Dr. Young. It is descrip- , 
tlve of the mournful exit of a talented 
youth, whom the imagination of the 
learned doctor describes with all the ' 
vigor of his . craft. We cannot spare 
space to copy at length the ravings of a 
■fictitious maniac, frightened at the ap
proach of. death, by the vivid pictures of 
this gifted author, so we quote his clos
ing words:

“My principles have poisoned my 
friend; my extravagance has'beggared 
my boy! My unkindness has murdered 
my wife! And is there another hell! 
Oh! thou blasphemed yet indulgent 
Lord God! Hell Itself is a refuge, if it 
hide me from thy frown,"

Says Young: “Soon after, his under
standing failed. His .terrified imagina
tion uttered horrors not to be repeated, 
or even forgotten. And ere the sun— 
which, I hope, has seen few like him— 
arose, the gay, young, noble, Ingenious, 
accomplished, and most wretched Alta
mont expired." .

Would space permit we would make 
another draft from a still older school 
book, the Columbian Orator, with a quo
tation from a Judgment Scene, pictured 
by Jonathan Edwards, président of 
Princeton College. His picture of the 
bones rushing through the air to join 
its fellow bone, and all be re-united 
with the widely scattered dust of thff 
mortal, to be reanimated, and receive 
its final doom, is graphic.

Now to historical facts:
The Huguenots were a Protestant sect 

of the Kith century, residents of France. 
Their numbers increased so rapidly 
they gave promise -of becoming the 
dominant , religious faith. A plot was 
formed for their extinction. The lead
ers were invited to Paris to attend the 
nuptials of the king’s' sister with Henry 
of Navarre, on St. Bartholomew day, 
1572. The king, Charles IX, gave an or
der on the night of August 23, for a gen
eral massacre of all Huguenots, the sig
nal for commencing the slaughter to be 
the tolling of the matin bell of St. Ger
main 1’Auxerrols.- Orders were also 
sent to alb the provincial cities, direct
ing a simultaneous massacre through*, 
out France. The king and his brother 
Henry joined in the slaughter, and fired, 
from the windows of the palace upon 
the inoffensive and wholly unprotected 
"heretics."

•The ruthless massacre went on for 
days, and it is claimed forty thousand 
victims were sacrificed to appease re
ligious hate. A solemn Te Deum over 
the event was sung at Rome, by order 
of Pope Gregory XIII. .

Twenty-one months after this horrl- 
ble massacre of Christians by Chris
tians, Charles IX expired. His agony 
of mind and . body was extreme. “He 
sweat blood, at every pore,” says a 
credible historian. “He wept, he 
shrieked, he tore himself, he groanéd 
and sweated in his agony,” says an
other, “but no relief came. He knelt 

' humbly at the feet of the queen mother, 
the partner and stimulator of his 

’ crimes. He asked pardon of the King 
of Navarre, arid with clasped hands, ex-

' has a better one? He rejected the story 
of the miraculous conception and birth, 
by a virgin, of Jesus, and showed it was 
really but a re-vamping of pagan myth-* 
ology, wherein saints were substituted 
in place of a multitude of inferior gods, 
and one of them was advanced to an 
equality with the Father, yes, was rep
resented as that Father himself. He 
occupied the precise position now repre
sented by the Unitarians and Universal- 
ists, in that regard. It is apprehended 
no one would do those sects the gross 
injustice to say they . are Atheists; 
though there were ignorant persons 
sixty years ago who did so.

On page 27 of “The Age of Reason,” 
published by D. M. Bennett, New York, 
1887, is found the following paragraph, 
which covers the whole question:

“Canst thou by searching find out 
God? Yes; because, in the first place, 
I know I did not make myself, and yet I 
have existence; qnd by searching into 
the nature of other things, I find that 
no other things could make Itself; and 
yet millions of other things exist, there
fore it is, that I know by positive con
clusion resulting from:1 this search, 
there is a power superior to all those 
things, and that power is God.”

LETTER FROM NELLIE 8. BAADE.
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rAt the last annual meeting of the American! Prison Association, one 

of the speakers advocated the sterilization of confirmed criminals and 
the destruction of the hopelessly insanemnd the incurable victims of

fa.

Success fc? these miaslonaiY meetings, 
especially those under the management 
of Dr. Caird.

At Home After Visiting Childhood 
Scenes.

November 15 finds me at home again 
after a two months’ engagement in 
Watertown, N. Y., for " ~ "

Euthanasia, the painless extinction of those -whose lives have become 
a burden to themselves or a curse to thedeommiinity, has long had sup
porters as a justifiable and desirable mcthod,<but an objection to put
ting to death those who are regarded as (victims of incurable disease, is 
that such a practice would impair the sacrediiess of human life in the 
eyes of physicians, and of the people whoepermitted it, and would thus 
tend to the injury of the entire community..’ If physicians should be 
empowered to destroy human life in cases of supposed incurable dis
ease, there would be increased liability to resort to this method of end
ing disease in cases where there was probable, but not certain incur
ableness. There would be a tendency, wheroithe interests of relatives 
were involved, to put the victims of disease out of the way when they 
might wish to live, but when their continued existence would keep in
terested relatives out of their fortunes. : J

Boards and commissions of physicians might bo appointed and be au
thorized to exercise their judgment, under authority of the state, but 
who does not know that medical boards and commissions, being com
posed of men, are influenced by the same motives and considerations as 
are other’ organizations, and that the practice of putting individuals to 
death, in cases of incurable’disease, might lead to the great abuse and 
wrong of destroying life arbitrarily, when social: and money influences 
were strongly brought to bear in its favor. . y

There are doubtless cases of chronic disease-which are known to be 
incurable, and under which their victims suffer torture from which they 
gladly would be freed; but when men commence taking life in order to 
rid the victims of suffering, they commence a practice the results of 
which will not be confined to killing the incurables. It will be extended 
to destroying the lives, in many cases, of thosq who are troublesome to 
their families; or of those from whose death, advantages might be de* 
rived by their heirs. . . .

Then, again, in a great many diseases which might be pronounced in
curable by some physicians, there is hope for improvement and possi
bility of complete cure Such persons would stand very poor chance 
where the interests of selfish members of the family could be promoted 
by death in accordance with the rule suggested by the advocates of this 
method . ■ ■ . . . .

The regard which we have for human life, and aversion to destroying 
it,, except in the ease of crime., and for. the prevention of. social injury, 
is not a. mere whim, but it is a sentiment that has been-built up through 
centuries of experiences, during which men have learned that they must 
guard against giving any encouragement whatever to killing human be
ings, whatever the pretext, unless it is done for the punishment of 
crime and the protection of the community. '

The method, therefore, advocated by those who. would, take human 
life into their hands in case of hopeless disease, is not likely to find 
favor in civilized communities, although, the ribyelty of the view may 
give to it something of a sensational character, ’and, therefore, a tempo
rary interest, not warranted by the value of the method, nor by any 
probability of its adoption with the progress -bf ’civilization. .

Society would be warranted in adopting measures for preventing con
victed criminals, who belong beyond doubt to, the degenerate class, 
from propagating their kind, but the method referred to above would 
not include an attempt to improve the offender,'which should be one of 
the objects of punishment, the other being’to dbter men from the com
mission of crime. ■ B. F. UNDERWOOD.

claimed: ‘Oh,-my nurse! my nurse! 
how much blood! how many' murders! 
Ah! I have followed bad counsel. O' 
my God, pardon me—forgive,—grant 
me mercy, if it please thee! Oh, 
nurse, help—draw me from this. I do 
not know where I am, I am so agitated, 
so qonfused. What will become of all 
this? What shall I do? I am lost I 
know it well. Oh, nurse, nurse, I 
strangle—I strangle.” The author who 
wrote this long, long ago, added: “It 
was the blood of Coligny and forty 
thousand of hffl' murdered subjects 
that suffocated him."

Above is the fiction of Dr. Young, fol
lowed by a mere glimpse at that of Ed
wards, In contrast; and here is the 
truth of history. Verily Shelley was 
right: .
(‘There needeth not .the hell that bigots 

frame
To punish those who err; earth in itself 
Contains at once the evil and the cure; 
And all-suffering Nature can chastise 
Those who transgress her law;—she 

only knows
How. justly to proportion to the fault- 
The punishment it merits.”

- Uneasy Demagogues.
"The danger to a Republic comes 

from uneasy politicians; its safety from 
the tranquil classes.” Such, in sub
stance were words of Col. Thomas H. 
Benton. All must recognize them as 
truthful. They came to mind while 
reading an account of a concerted 
movement amonb orthodox churches to 
induce national legislation prohibiting 
divorce for any cause but adultery. 
They prefer that married pairs may live 
a cat and dog life, ever in a quarrel, and 
entailing on their posterity a quarreling 
habit; that wives shall be brutally 
treated or murdered by drunken hus
bands; that husbands shall toil to rear 
and educate children not their own; 
that though married to a bigamist, who 

. attempted to produce the murder of his 
or her mate, or has been convicted of a 
felony, and has been Imprisoned for a 
term of years or for life in thb penten- 
tiary, yet there is no relief for the in
nocent partner.

On the contrary the plan, If enacted 
into a law, would incite crime. Adul
teries would be resorted to, to escape 
undesirable partners. Prohibited'from 

• marrying again .then would follow an- 
otlier class of ¿(fences. •

Observation and experience seldom 
teach the average clergyman anything. 
A dream-begotten God, whose parentage 
is traced by his biographers through en
tirely different persons, and then is 
credited to the Holy Ghost, a personage 
of which no one has any knowledge, 
filially is represented as co-equal and 
co-eternal with the Father, yea, is that 
father himself, is reputed to have de
clared only adultery is cause for di
vorce; therefore the wisdom of the 
ages regulating divorce must be set 
aside, to enforce his dictum In the 
premises. But the world is challenged 
to produce evidence that Jesus made 
adultery on the part of the husband a 
cause for divorce. The statement that 
he did is the shilly-shally of priestcraft, 
not sustained by1 authority.' /

MÍIS. MAY S. PEPPER.

One of the Brightest Luminaries in 
Mbdern Spiritualism'.

Knowledge Ends Where Hope Begins.
Prof. Ernst Haeckel, the learned Ger

man, In a communication to the Liberal 
Congress, late In session at St Louis, 
used the following language: .

“The goddess of Truth dwells in the 
temple of Nature, in the green woods, 
on the blue sea, and on the snowy sum
mits of the hills—not in the gloom of 
the cloister, nor in the narrow prisons' 
of our jail-like schools, nor in the 
clouds of incense of Christian churches. 
The paths which lead to the noble di
vinity of Truth and knowledge are the 
loving study of Nature and its laws, the 
observation of the infinitely great star
world with aid of the telescope, and 
the infinitely tiny cell-world with aid of 
the microscope,—not senseless cere
monies and unthinking prayers, not 
alms and Peter’s pence. The rich gifts 
which the goddess Truth bestows on'us 
are the noble fruits of the Tree of 
Knowledge and the inestimable treas
ure of a clear, unified view of the world 
—not belief in supernatural miracles 
and the illusion of an eternal life.”

The quotation is a beautiful one; but 
“the illusion of an eternal life” is a sub
ject on which the ablest scholars dif
fer. The most erudite have no more 
information on that subject than have 
the most ignorant
' That man exists after the turmoil of 
earth-life is over, we know, if we know 
anything. But how long that conscious 
Individual existence will continue we 
have no positive information. As 
change characterizes everything in na
ture, possibly the ascended „spirit may 
pass on into a higher state of life. We 
cannot believe its existence is termi
nated; but of this we have not the cer
tain evidence we have that life does 
not end with mortality.

The metamorphosis of the loathsome 
worm into a gaudy butterfly, does not 
demonstrate that its being will be per
petuated after its butterfly stage of ex
istence is terminated.. Philosophy may 
speculate on the subject, and Faith, 
with expanded wings, aided by Hope, 
may people the ethereal universe with 
ever progressing spirits; but knowledge 
has its bounds, and all beyond is con
jecture.

"Credulous persons," according to.the 
New York Herald, who attended a se- : 
anee given on the evening of Nov. 13, 1 
by Mrs. May S. Pepper; a medium, in 
the First Spiritualist Church of Brook-, 
lyn, were moré or less inclined to-,be
lieve that she had" received a message 
from béyond the grave from Cornelius 
Van Cott, former postmaster of this 
city, who died recently.

According to Mrs. Pepper’s plan, per
sons attending her meetings are invited 
to deposit in a basket at the door of the 

’church as they enter SEALED envel
opes containing the names of dead rela- 
atives, and in the course of the evening 
she undertakes to establish lines of 
communication with the spirits of the 
departed.

After her customary sermon the me
dium walked to the front of the pulpit 
and began her demonstration. One of 
the first envelopes She picked up was 
that in question. Holding it aloft, still 
sealed, she said that the name .in
scribed within was Van Cott and that 
•the' spirit told her it was that of a per
son who had not long been dead. Then 
she announced that the spirit had a 
message. After a short pause, this was 
announced as follows:

“The’spirlt says that everything Is all 
right The children are managing the 
estate all fight and as long as they act 
as they aré now everything will be all 
right Tell Dick that everything is all 
right” > . , .

That was all} that was said. There 
was no further, discussion and the next 
envelope was taken up. Later it was 
learned that the “Van Cott” envelope 
had been presented by a;young woman, 
but every effort to find outlier identity 
was futile. _

As a rule, Mrs: Pepper, who contends 
that she never knows the writers, 
points them out in the audience as their 
envelopes reach her, but thé woman in 
this case left the church before she 
could be questioned.

Another spirit who was called upon 
by the envelope system was rather ex
acting, for he complained through Mrs. 
Pepper that his name was incorrectly 
spelled in the envelope.

Mrs. Pepper is undoubtedly one of the 
most remarkable mediums , living.' She 
works in the brightest light She' ih- 
vltes. the closest inspection. Skepti
cism or “fraud hunting” (so odious to 
some Splrltutllsts) cuts no figure with 
her. In fact, we are told that she has 
the greatest respect and admiration for 
the “fraud hunter,” regarding him as a 
sort of savior to a cause on which fakes 
have been fattening. All honor to this 
noble woman, this evangelist, this 
bright star in Spiritualism, who extends 
the right hand of fellowship to all 
fraud hunters, practically saying, “I 
will grant you every facility to find de
ception in my mediumship.”

Brooklyn, N. Y. TRUTH.

The Great Work of
«

The Good accomplished by The Progressive

The Progressive Thinker
.  ' 4 '

. L Y., for tjhe Spiritual So- xiw uvvu auwiupiiouvu uy mu A xvgLVBOivu 
mX’Utota^ifouSmK^e^ Bending out the Eleven Premium
XVttetate^ta“ not well be overestimated. Orders

sïXXSrl«’. C0IDe to nearly every day for the entire set, and 
who receive them are especially delighted. 

¡SÆÆïÆyÆÎÏS a 111 at least 20,000 homes The Progressive Think- 
has been instrumental in establishing the nu- 

oleus of a library. The Eleven Premium Books 
î0™er’y soldat Prices ranging from $1.00 to 

11“ cost of the above not 
SSÏÏm.VLS.'X.yX’K T“ S'2:00- AU we. realize for the whole 
S XSK'EK'SaK set> after paying postage, is a little over $2.00- 

something never before accomplished in this 
men became much interested in the COUntl’V Ol’ Eui’Ope. Any POfSOn who SOIldS ìli 3 
tdi quesuons pertaining to the subjects yearly subscription and who desires only one 
spniritaaimnve8tlBatins 016 ^a1““5 011 can ^6 his choice of the Eleven for only 

The suiXy-schooi which is in con- 25 cents, thus making The Progressive Thinker 
nection with the regular society de- I ,. p. . °.. . O . , _ . ,, .
elded to buy a Plano to show their ap- 1116 CllCapeSt Dpil'ltUallSt papCT DTinted. 1U tll6 
preclation of what had been done for In ■«. 1 *• - , a F r. .7'
them, and I think, with their earnest ef- I.; , ■ .English language. Only our subscribers can - t
fort will be able to do so, supported as °» .iCT „ 1 ,
they are by all Interested in the best purchase thCSO l l'dlllUm BOOkS at the DUCCS 5 
good of tho temple and cause in gen- 1 . in i • . ,. ' I
0I^ «.Ui , , given. Another new and interesting volume *

With a God bless you, fronumany, I p-7 mi -i • _ i . • ° • ' !
bade them good-bye, and then proceed- Will 06 ISSUeU U6Xt SPnnfiT. . 1
ed on my journey to visit the home of . r o . ■. . 1

- iDR. ALEXANDER CAIRD, 
it < ’■ --------- 1

His Efficient Work In the Ranks of Spir- 
ijpalisnf In Massachusetts.

■ ' lit: li
The, first of. a series of missionary 

mass meetings under the auspices of 
the Stale Associatlbri of Spiritualists, 
was hdld in -Cadet Hall,-Jiarket street,
Lynn, ^ass.qpr . . ■' =•■>.

greetings are.,,being «arranged 
by Dr. Alexander Caird, of ..Lynn, ex- 
presideriifbf the Lynn Association, a di
rector of the state association, and hon
orary president for life of-the Lynn as
sociation, and are being held for the 
purpose of raising funds to establish 
Spiritualist associatfóris'in placeswhère 
there are none, to help' aid the chil
dren’s lyceum work, and to help medi- 
uins to advance in their work.

Through the efforts of Dr. Caird Lynn 
was' given thè honor of holding the first 
meeting of the kind, and it was-a grand 
success, . intellectually, socially - and 
financially, nearly fifty dollars being 
realized to help along the -¡vork, and in 
addition to this à number of Lynn Spir
itualists became members of the state' 
association. .... ., .

The afternoon meeting was opened at 
2 o’clock. Dr. Alexander Caird wel
comed the. friends of the association, 
after which he-turned the meeting over 
to the president of the state associa
tion, George A. Fuller, of Onset.

President Fiiller stated the objects of 
the state association, arid said he hoped 
the people of Lynn, after théy- under
stood them, would give the association 
their hearty and cordial support

Rev. F. A. Wiggin was introduced and 
spoke briefly. He said, we often keep 
within ourselves too much, we forget 
that there.is a wùrld outside-of our
selves; wé often erect the worst bar
riers for ourselves. '

Mrs. Edith Lloyd Brown, of Lynn, 
gave spirit messages, which were well 
received., .. ..

A. P. Blinn, a projnlnent member of 
the Lake Pleasant Spiritualists Associar 
tion, said in the language of another, 
“Everything comes."in the fullness of 
time,” and that he felt that the Spirit
ualists would accomplish that which 
they set out for. ■ }

Mrs. Maud Litch of Lynn, gave spirit 
messages, which were, all recognized.

J. B. Hatch, of Boston, a vice-presi
dent of the state association, spoke of 
the needs of missionary work in Mas
sachusetts. '■■■ ■■ ':

J.XS. Scarlet, of Cambridge, spoke of 
the necessity ;of missionary work. He 
had a religious leaning, and said that 
Spiritualism’ is the highest form of re
ligious thought thè world has even 
known. Spiritualism is the need of the

my birth In Western New York. One ----------------------- ----- ----------------------------------------- -—------ r—<
brother.is all that is left of a family of r“!_ J TTL _ • t T" I • IThe Progressive Thmkef
among the friends and schoolmates I _ . ■
they insisted that I give them a spirit- i>
ual discourse/whlch I did Sunday even-1 / ■* ’3*
ing to a large audience. I ___________

I also visited the old school house and It,,,

£ “XI 1 understand that The Progressive Thinker 
|ha3 a Tery circulation in Indiana. In 
hear'y every city or town I find the paper is', a 

guest. Your success is marvelous.
I With best wishes for a big circulation of the pa- 

with which I was unfamiliar, and was ngp £ am V0UT8 frateTDallV.
accused of receiving assistance from r 1 J rm i -»ttt- m —
some of the family, of which I was Inno-1 ' FRANK T. RIPLEY, Tinton, Ind.cent, but the unseen helpers always | xxxjaxvxx x. niiuui, XipiUU, 1HU.
were able to avoid my being punished 
for giving expression to their ideas, and 
I hope they through me did some little

As I visited the home where I was I Prominent Medium Passed to the 
born it carried me back in memory to Realm of Souls,
the parents, sisters and brothers, and ---------
many friends that made my childhood I passed to spirit Life from Washing
days so pleasant; but the scene changed fon, D. C., Sunday, Nov. 20, J. Homer 
and I found myself only a visitor among Altemus, in the forty-seventh year of 
the scenes of the past, then I hastened his age. These few words will convey 
to the cemetery to visit the grave of startling Information to many earnest 
my first-born, and it reminded me of spiritualists in different parts of our 
the time when the Life Angel bore her country, for although many other 
away and I refused to be comforted. I I friends of that splendid medium have 
also visited the graves of several jOng been apprised of his falling health, 
schoolmate^, and recalled the many there are hosts of Individuals who have 
pleasant days and years in sweetest as- I been blessed and comforted by his me- 
sociatlon with them, and as I recalled diumship; to whom the news of his 
the .scenes of the past and present I passing will conie with únexpected 
could only say through my tears, Yes, force.

GONE TO HIS REWARD. AN URGENT APPEAL.

It Is Made to Help a Suffering Girl«

To the Friends:—A. few days ago 8 
little girl, Hazel Elden of Los Angeles, 
Cal., was so badly burned as to necessl« 
tate a skin grafting operation in order 
to save her life. This was maue- possl« 
ble by the nobility of five hundred men, 
women and children who offered a por
tion of their own healthy skin in order, 
to save the life of the child. Over two 
hundred were needed in order to geli 
enough Bkin to cover the terrible burns.

The girl’s mother had just arisen

life is worth living; these our dearest For more than two years the health 
ones have only been transplanted to of Homer Altemus has been declining, 
the higher life where their souls shall and for the last haff year it has been 
unfold into new beauty, love and power, very precarious, yet he and his closest 
But I did not forget to tell those still friends hoped that new life and 
left that Spiritualism is the light come strength would be given hin^ that he 
into the world that is a lamp to our feet might renew the beautiful work of his 
and a light to our path to take us out of mediumship for the comforting of the 
the darkness of despair, where we can many in their time of affliction and 
see to read our title clear to the home need. For such a worker as he has 
of the soul where there shall be a reun- I been, and because of the great good ac- 
ion of all. ' I complished by him and his spirit help-

And now as a missionary who be- ers for the cause of Spiritualism and 
lieves that The Progressive Thinker the benefaction of mortals, more than 
should be read in every home ,]n_ the I a few words announcing the passing of 
land, l am going to send my back num- a soul should be given; and yet words 
bers to those who have never seen a cannot adequately depict the courage 
spiritual paper, in hopes to benefit I One must have to go through many 
them; and I also wish to say to those years of active labor as a medium, sub
who complain that we have so little jected to various conditions and influ
good music, that while at Watertown I I ences from both sides of life, and sub
ordered through The Progressive mitting to the demands made upon time 
Thinker, the Spiritual Harp which the and strength by the multitude that asks 
president, congregation and choir pro- £Or comfort and Instruction from sdeh 
nounced just the proper -book, as the ministration.
words are set to music and suitable for Thousands have known Mr. Altemus 
all occasions. Besides, Prof. Longley cities, towns and camps where his 
has also published music and words good work has been accomplished, and 
adapted to the needs of all, so let us not I an who have received the sweet mes- 
complain but make good use of what sage from his lips and the good counsel 
we have; and I hope to hear that the for spiritual and mortal guidance in the 
society at Watertown, that meets in the time of trial, will pause to drop a tear 
little brown temple in the dell, has or- that his earthly labors are over and 
dered 75 or 100 Spiritual Harps and is that they will not meet with him again, 
making the beautiful temple echo’ and Hundreds in this city of Washington 
're-echo with their songs of praise and admire his work and love his memory; 
thanks giving to ministering spirits I for what he has done of good, for what 
both in and out of the body, and to God he has been to humanity, his name will 
from whom, all blessings flow, that we nVe, and those who have proved his me
ns Spiritualists can sing with the spirit I diumship and his genial friendship will 
and understanding, and appreciate what call him blessed through coming days, 
has been done for us. And then there As a devoted son he made the long and 
is Prof. Longley’s music, so beautiful wearisome pathway of his aged mother 
and good, with others who are also do- bright with the light of tender minis
ing what they can along musical Unes, tratlon, to the very shores of the eter
so that we have everything to be thank- nal world. As kindly brother, friend 
ful for. MRS. NELLIE S. BAADE. I aad companion he has written his name 

Detroit, Mich. I indelibly on the hearts of his relatives
- I,. I and comrades; they will speak well of

from a sick bed after having gop.<y' 
through a very serious surgical -ops?® • 
tion. I am interested in this case, ahi, r 
want to help. I cannot do what I ' ■
would like to do, so I call upon you to 
help me. I have a few over two hun
dred copies of my little booklet, "Chips 
From the Rock of Truth,” which I pur.
pose 
girl, 
they 
who 
well

selling for the benefit of the little 
These books are sixty-four pages; 
are beautifully printed, and those 
have read them pronounce them
worth the price, which is only 25 

cents postpaid.
Every Spiritualist is charitably in

clined, but I do not ask for that; jt is 
simply to allow me to give you value for 
value received. Two hundred strangers 
gave of their skin to save the life of one 
they did not know personally. Will 
you do what I ask you to, and that at 
once? Every cent paid me for the 
books stated above will go to that llttla 
girl.

We who have children of our own can 
feel for the suffering of a little child. 
Will you not send me your orders for 

J these books, and help me to help soma 
one else?

Address me at 924 Vine street, La
Crosse, Wis., and the booklets will be 
sent you at once. If you feel to do 
more, get more copies and give them to 
your friends. I will send a book for 
you to as many different addresses as 
you furnish and pay for, until the num
ber is gone. If more orders come than 
I have books, I will send the money, 
back at once. '

WILL J. ERWOOD.
LaCrosse, Wis.

SPIRIT CARLYLE PETER8ILEA. '
Next week we will publish another in. 

teresting communication from him, 
given through the mediumship of hi( 
devoted wife.

THE ISLES OF LONG AGO.

a

i S

The Story of a Groan.
Capt Cook, the distinguished naviga

tor, who discovered the Hawaiian 
Islands, in 1778, was received by the na
tives as a messenger from heaven, and 
for a time was worshiped as a god. Re
turning to the inlands the year follow
ing, a controvedsy arose with the na
tives, they having stolen a small boat, 
which the Captain determined to re
gain. During the contest he received a 
blow from behind, which felled him to 
the ground, and caused him to groan 
with pain. .

The brutal savage interpreted that 
groan as an incident of human suffer
ing, and inconsistent with the character 
of a god, so they killed him. "He 
groans, he is not a god," was their ac
claim in justification of their act. •

The same logic applied, to Jesus, con
troverts the claim ot trlnltarians that 

. he was a God. Whether justly let oth
ers determine. •

hour. ... ■
The evening session was opened at 

7:30 o’clock with à short address by 
State President! George A. Fuller, who 
spoke of^the need of missionary work 
that thé cardinal principles of Spiritual
ism may be placed rightly. before the 
people, t ; - 'J''

Mrs. MAmie Helyett, of Lynn, gave 
spirit messagesiwhich were well re
ceived. .(jj

Mrs. C,, FanijJe Allyn, a well-known 
and prominent .medium, said that she 
was intetfésted In missionary work, and 
always Mad beétt. She said that there 
is nothing in the world that amounts to 
anything without deeds and practical 
work, well, done, ' She was glad that the 
Lynn asstfciatfcSn was thé first to fake 
steps in ithis ' missionary work. She 
spoke of the lydeum’s work and. the 
needs of the children , connected with 
them.,, . u . . . . '

Dr. Alexander’Caird told of the work 
he had'been doihg, and said that he was 
the father, of missionary work for the 
State Association of Spiritualists, and 
that he had collected ,a good sum of 
money: from those who are not Spirit
ualists; ■

Dr. Alexander Caird, living at one 
time in Chicago, carried with him to the 
East the enterprising spirit manifested 
here, hence he is ever active and effi
cient in promoting Spiritualism. His 
wife, .as\.excellent medium; wés a great 
favorite In this city; We predict great

..... j «... i ■< him and bless his memory.Words of Warning. I Though notice had been given that
I have just been reading Brother tiie service over his remains would be 

Hudson Tuttle’s “Words of Warning." strictly private, the home on Thir- 
The same Arnold held forth in the feenth street, on Tuesday, Nov. 22, was 
opera house in Alliance, Ohio, Sunday I thronged with kindred and friends Who 
night, Nov.,6, advertising to do all that Came to pay the last earthly tribute to 
the best mediums do, in full gas light; his work and memory, and to silently 
people would recognize their friends, a bld him in spirit, God speed to the joys 
table float four or five feet in the air I and harmonies of the immortal world, 
without human hands, etc. And the ' jt was the privilege of the writer of 
crowds that came were many times the this sketch to know Mr. Altemus well, 
seating capacity of the opera hptlSh. I and to prove his friendship; long ago he 
Then thé small fee to cover the rent of expressed the wish repeatedly that she 
hall was 25, 35 and 50 cents. However, I should conduct the services over his re- 
the house was full, a ?200 house, some I mains, and to her it was a blessing to 
said. Then nothing was pretended to have that honor, under the benign influ- 
be mediumship, only adding up a sum I ence of Spirit Pierpont, whose consol-
that might have been telepathy or 
mind reading. I hope some Spiritual
ist will have him arrested and stopped 
from getting money under- false pre
tenses. He is no sort of a medium, only 
on the bills.

In connection with this I want to say 
that in the communication signed "A 
Friend of the Cause," it would seem 
that Mrs. Folsom is a very wonderful 
medium, and we have many others 
whose .work is above suspicion, and 
many whose work is done in full gas 
light; perhaps they are all doing all 
they can, but I think if the honest and 
true would come before the public as 
this fake did, that crowds of people 
would be convinced of this great truth 
and be roused to a high pitch of en- 
thuslam. ■ .

SARAH STONE ROCKHILL.
Alliance, Ohio.

ing words were of Hope, Peace, Tender 
Love and Immortal Life. •

The magnificent floral offerings from 
sorrowing wife, gentle kindred and 
loyal friends were beyond description 
for their beauty and profusion, attesting 
mutely but eloquently of the affection 
held for him In the hearts of their 
donors. The burial at Congressional 
cemetery, under gray and sympathetic 
skies was completed by the delivery of
spiritual verse and benediction by ti e 
same kindly spirit intelligence who offi
ciated at the home.

Thus in mortal do we part from Ho
mer Altemus, but in spirit we bld him 
good cheer in the ministering work that 
fie shall continue to do. Our joy is for 
film that he is freed from earthly strife 
and limitation. Our sympathy is with 
the loving, suffering wife in her be
reavement, and with all who shall'miss 
him from the earthly way. ,

. MARY T. LONGLEY.
Washington, D. C. ■ ■

O ye voices of the past, 
Ye are calling sweet and low; • 

Oft I hear your plaintive echoes. 
From the days of long ago.

In my dreams come angel faces, 
Loving arms around me twine, 

Bringing back life’s golden Springtime 
And the joys that once were mine.

Ye are calling, sweetly calling; 
From the Isles of Long Ago, 

Where the golden sunlight lingers • 
And the rippling waters flow. ■

When the sun's last golden glimmer 
Fades into the twilight gloom, 

Then I hear familiar footsteps 
Echoing through the lonely room.

And I catch a gleam of white hands 
Gently waving to and fro,

Beckoning me from out life’s shadows 
To the light of Long Ago.

Ye are calling, sweetly calling, 
From the Isles of Long Ago, 

Where the golden sunlight lingers < 
And the rippling waters flow.

Then a voice so well remembered 
Falls upon the listening ear: 

"Courage, loved one, I am waiting— 
I am with you, ever near.”

Ever just beyond the shadows 
Of earth’s care and pain and woe. 

Where we meet our loved and lost ones 
Of the days of long ago.

Ye are calling, sweetly calling 
Ever calling soft and low, 

"Come and meet the loved and lost ones 
From the Tsl°s of Tnng Aim.”

- MRS. SUE A. M’GUFFIN. ’

“The Majesty of Calmness, or Inffi. 
vidual Problems and Possibilities." Bji 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuably 
little work. Price 20 cents.

The Commandments Analyzed, prtsa 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, doth, 5S. 
cents. For sale at this office»

text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
teughi by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price ?? rw volume.

■JuM How to Wake the Sotar Pis®. 
Is-Statola 
ger health. Price SS .

"Meatless Dishes." : Very useful. 
Price 10 cents. ■

‘The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 
and 2; An occult library In. Itself,

"Longleys Beautiful Songs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs 
with, music, by C. Payson Longley’ 
Price by mail. 15 cents. '
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A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J, 
M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon

ism of the Ages.”
The Progressive Thinker is the one paper that is 

all the time educational. It leads you on and on, nev
er for" moment flagging. New fields are constantly 
opening before it for inspection. It broadens the 
mind; it illuminates a person with new thoughts and 
higher ideals. In its columns you see Spiritualism as 
it is. You can learn therein a great deal of the Angels 
of Light, and something of the Depions of Darkness. 
You read the view of different minds on subjects 
never before discussed in any Spiritualist paper. “Ob
session, or the Demonism of the Ages” is now the 
subject in the “Open Court.” Dr. Peebles leads off 
this week with a masterly production. .

''S

Firmly do I believe in the almost overwhelming influence of books. 
The majority of American minds is doubtless dominated by the printed 
page in periodical, pamphlet or book. The burning of manuscripts was 
in olden' times considered a religious act. The antagonism to books 
characterizing the medieval period of Roman Catholic reign in Europe 
has nearlly passed away. This dismal practice of book burning was 
pretty thoroughly brought to a close in England when in 1849 Froude’s 
“Nemesis of Faith” was thrust into the lurid flames by the Dean of 

. Exeter College, Oxford. The book perished, but its author will live in 
history immortal.

Sad to state, this book-burning mania persists to some extent in this 
enlightened twentieth century. Mrs. Atkinson, a spiritist of St. Loins, 
declares that she felt like burning thig book on Obsession before half 
through reading it; and Olive Pennington,, a pronounced spiritist and 
writer, declares and prints the declaration that “the publishing of such' 
a book as the ‘Demonism of the Ages,’.is a crime.” And she adds, “I 
wish it were punishable by law,’.’ which could result in penitentiary 
imprisonment should the bench so decide.

She further writes in a Spiritualist journal these stinging words, 
“Some grinning devil ought to impale the author [Dr. Peebles] on a 
red-hot pitchfork, and dip-him into a seething cauldron.” Think of 
the spirit of this vitriolic spiritism! It is blood-red with a most venon- 
ous persecution—and persecution for conscience’ sake. It is lament
able.

How Spiritualists differ! Prof. E. Cushman, erudite and liberal, 
States that this volume, “Spirit Obsessions,” throws many side-lights 
upon the subject of Spiritualism, and is at once “an alarm, a tonic and 
a safeguard.” . .

Never did I write a more conscientiously conceived or sincerely-pur
posed book. My aim was to instruct, to investigate, to warn, to edu- 

■■ cate, to specify facts, to collect experiences] to gather accredited in
cidents, and assigns natural causes—natural to both the physical and 

. spiritual planes of existence—and all to thus rationally explain the phe
nomena of obsessions—phenomena that no thoroughly enlightened and 

•’ traveled Spiritualist doubts or denies.
gathering facts in this and in Oriental lands, mid booking them; I 

¡sought to save sensitives from psychological demonism, and all delete
rious influences incident to this and the other side of the river of

- “Judas with a eord, '
“ Outstepped his Lord,

’ 'And got to heaven first." p
A number of years ago a woman here in Battle Creek became a me

dium. She had raps, tranee and clairvoyant gifts. Her tests were pro
nounced good. Gradually she became ambitious to lecture. She at
tended promiscuous late-hour seances, and hypnotic: entertainments. 
Ancient Grecian spirits professed to control her. Sheiwas told by them 
to leave her family and take to the platform. She hesitated. The 
children whom she loved were in the way. Then she was tbJd by these 
obsessing spirits to destroy lier children, as it wouldiibo ‘‘better” for 
them. She did so, and buried them under her kitchen floor.!J: (This case 
stands fully recorded in the criminal records of Calhoun,county.)

Here was a practical ease of the theory that “every being is made 
better by death.” This obsessed woman believed it, apd murdered her 
children to “better” their condition, and put herself upon the platform.

The deearnate spirit “rises” or “falls" at death according to its con
duct and character in this earthly life. Again, “the deearnate spirit” 
does not, as this critic affirms, necessarily “rise” at death. The low 
and selfish at this bvent gravitate by an inexorable law- to a lower zone, 
or disciplinary plane of conscious existence. This is justice.

The newspapers report this morning that the Russians, “turning 
their murderous artillery upon Tolicntum, made of the little village a 
perfect slaughter house, and carried away by the frenzy of revpnge, 
they rushed upon the few survivors and literally tore up their bodies 
with their bayonets.” Now then, did these destructive, blood-crim
soned bayonets, these violent deaths really “better” either the mur
derers or the murdered? If so, effects bear no relation to theii' produc
ing causes. • '

These maddened battle-field victims, awaking to the consciousness of 
self-identification, rush by the law of emotional attraction to their com
rades in arms, and by suggestion and obsessing influences still help their 
country’s defenders. Clairvoyants having seen, will testify to these 
facts. < ......

But here is paraded the old, old statement, “The enormous change of 
conditions at, death are all for the good of the deearnate spirits.” No 
proofs, no demonstration, no spirit testimonies define what these 
“changed conditions” are. Are they changes of individuality, changes 
of conscious identity, changes of purpose, changes that transport a 
spirit to some other planet ? What are the conditions ? • Certainly they 
are not saviors. There is no salvation, and by salvation ! mean soul- 
unfoldment, without earnest desire, moral purpose, and determined 
will. The condition of throwing off my overcoat the other day, and 
stepping up into an unwarmed apartment, gave me a severe cold. The 
throwing off by death of the overcoat of flesh and blood might give the 
wearer, the tricky undeveloped spirit man, the “better-conditions” for 
continuing his selfish schemes through suggestion or obsession.

The Process of Evolution.
III. Evolution is the counterpart qf involution; apd considered in 

relation to time and space, it is preceded by involution,, ft must be re
membered that while evolution is a law, it knows no leaps, there are 
no link-breakings in its chain of sequences. Accordingly, if a. vicious, 
low-down savage were evolved by death in the twinkling of an eye into 
a bright beautifuLspirit, it would destroy his identity, gnd be the equiv
alent of his personal annihilation. This is preposterous!, Death pro
duces no immediate, miraculous change in the emotions, the tendencies 
or purposes of individuals. “The animal appetites;and passions,” 
whatever they may be, do not.die with the body, because they did not 
originate jn the body, nor are they component parts of jibe fleshly body. 
The physical eye does not see. Amputated limbs do ijot kiek enemies. 
The solar plexus does not write books on mathematics, and ijiave never 
heard of a fleshly corpse showing hunger or anger, .pordiave I ever 
known of a corpse nicely bathing and burying itself, g r

All conduct originates in the conscious, energizingjspirit man, and. 
manifests first through the intermediate and particled"Soul-TTt)dy, called 
by Paul, “the spiritual body,” ail'd then through the imperfect physical 
body, which is only a vehicle, or instrument for coming, into more'direct

death. /

r. . Heaven’s angels being my witnesses, I never write a book for the 
-- purpose of money-making. The elucidation and dissemination of truth

. has been my abiding aim and object. And when Moses Hull, author, 
. and president of the Pratt Institute, pronounces the book “timely,”
-adding “the world needs it;” when W. T. Stead, London editor of “Re
. : ¡tíew-of Reviews,” writes that this volume “is calculated to give very 

salutary warning to those disposed to display carelessness upon psychic 
and occult subjects;” when James V. Voldo, an old-time Spiritualist,

/- journalist and book reviewer, considers it the “most practical, as well 
as the most important book' put out by a Spiritualist in the last thirty 

.- years;” and when other cultured and illustrious Spiritualists write 
in similar strains of commendation, I cannot feel that it should be con
signed to the flames, that I “should be imprisoned for. the crime” of 
writing it, or be ^impaled upon a grinning devil’s redrhot pitchfork, 
and thrust into a boiling cauldron.”

But more directly to the matter in hand. '
“It is not the purpose of this article,” writes J. S. Loveland, whom 

.1 personally esteem, “to review either of these books, ‘The Great Psy
chological Crime,’ or Dr. Peebles’ book on spirit obsessions^” yet, in
asmuch as he mentions the names of Hudson Tuttle, and Andrew Jack
son Davis in his lengthy and labored article, as well as my name, in- 

■ : ■ forming the public that he “proposes to show the falsity and absurdity 
of the assumption of the obsession of human beings by spirits,” he gives 
me an open field and a free lance. -

To get to the foundation, let us see what the word obsession means. 
The Standard Dictionary thus defines it : “Obsess, to beleaguer, invest, 
beset. Obsession, the act of vexing or besieging, or the state of being 
vexed or. besieged by some foreign personality.” The word obsession, 
you observe, does.not imply a life-long influence, but a dominating in
fluence one hour, one year, determinedly affecting the personality.

Obsession and possession are not synonyms. They should never be 
used interchangeably. And mark well at this point, obsession by ig
norant or evil spirits is not a matter of theory, speculation, or hazy phi
losophy, or what ought not to be as gauged by human short-sighted
ness ; but it is a matter of fact, an established fact, a series of indisput
able facts substantiated by hundreds of intelligent living witnesses, in
carnate, and thousands of exalted spirits deearnate.

Demon and demons in classic literature, meant at different periods of 
time both good and evil spirits. A. J. Davis calls these lower orders of 
intelligences “Diakka.” I call them demons. None in‘any sphere of 
existence, are absolutely, endlessly evil. Total innate depravity is un
thinkable. ’ .

■ “Men,” it is said, “may become worse after death.” Nevertheless, 
I do not so affirm! - ■

“Passing from the body of flesh does not exert,” says Prof. Loveland, 
“any deleterious effect upon the moral constitution.” Granted! 
Neither does it produce any moral or beneficial effect, hence, if the iden
tity be maintained, the persistent liar would naturally deceive and lie 
in the great beyond. He actually does tiiis, and we have abundant 
proofs of lying communications from the invisible. If they positively 
cannot either deceive or lie over there, then they are stupid, speechless 
automatons, grim machines, and machines, by the way, never reason, 
never invent new machines, "nor progress. Fatality is destructive of 
morality. . . . . - - - . ■

Notwithstanding a bold assertion to the contrary, “we do find” in 
this life the low and barbarous “exerting their energies in tormenting 
others,” even killing those who “have never injured them.” Here are 
the proofs. In early New England times Indians tomahawked innocent 
babes, and danced around their bleeding scalps. In this eastern war 
now raging, Russians and Japanese alternately shoot down, bayonet, 
and madly crush into the dust thousands who had “never injured 
them.”

-“Every being is-made better by death,” asserts J. S. Loveland.
H. Emphatically this is not true! An assertion to the contrary, de

claring that every being is not made better by death is just as potent.
■ If death betters all human beings qualitatively, then just so far death be

comes their educator and savior; that is to say, if-death in some myste
rious way vaccinates, impregnates or mechanically injects this “bet
ter,” whatever it may be, into them, then let the honor of progress and 
happiness be ascribed to an unreasoning negative event; to a con
scienceless mechanism; or, more pungently put, if a man desires to per

> xnanently benefit liis neighbor, kill him: then by suiciding, two men are 
right speedily made “better” This is nothing but that old, no-hell 
Universalism which inspired these lines: ■................

relations with material nature. But mark,—this fleshly body does not 
think, nor reason, nor hope, nor aspire, nor» does it originate a thought 
or motive of anj- kind. The reason that a bad-scenting cadaver does 
not object to being dissected, is because the spirit with, Yts emotions, mo
tives, tendencies, intellectual attainments, and all oth^.wojj|hy belong
ings, has moved out and into another sphere to continue,activities, un

; fold, and help in teaching others to unfold; or, to continuodfi the carry- 
'ing out- hf some wrong,-some premeditateth'scheme by--pathologically' 
attaching himself to the aural sphere of some passing^ sensitive. This 
would constitute one phase of obsession. . . • f

“What does the theory of Obsession do?” is asked.
The theory does nothing, because it is not a theory but a fact, a solid, 

psychological fact, explaining peculjar characteristics, weird idiosyn
crasies, invisible, unsavory personalities, and withal, giving the key, to 
use Hudson Tuttle’s words, “to a class of crime which had hitherto re
mained inexplicable.” . .

There is a class of materialists lightly tinged, and veneered with the 
film of Spiritualism, who cannot comprehend that they are spirits now, 
that this is a department of the spirit world. Neither do they seem 
to understand that they think, desire, and reason from the spirit-center 
of their being, rather than from pancreas, kidneys, clavicles, or any 
other part, or all of the physical, fleshly body. They- seem to be ob
sessed—literally obsessed by a sort of pseudo-philosophy while denying 
Obsession. '

A person who was never entranced, who has no clairvoyant, no elair- 
audient gifts, who has never been intromitted into-the-spiritual world, 
as was Swedenborg, and as many of our sensitives havO been, and who 
has never studied spirit life face-to-face with those inhabiting different 
spheres of the world invisible, should.write-with at least a decent degree 
of modesty. And further, these materialistic spiritists, instead of gath
ering up the fancies and extravagances of a-few mediuifaistic extremists 
touching “grandchildren being born in spirit life,”, “drunken spirits 
staggering along the streets of the summerland,” etc., anclpeddling out 
these sophistries from their pens, thus misrepresenting the.conscien
tious convictions and published statements of their peers, are them
selves obsessed, or if not obsessed, they are verging, tottering’and men
tally staggering along the borderland of a deplorable and-most senile 
stupidity.

Having had at one time a medium with me for nearly fourteen years 
in this and foreign lands; another nearly six years, witnessing through 
him almost every phase of manifestation from exalted intelligences to 
obsessing demons, giving tests to-day and to-morrow, and perhaps being 
obsessed next week; having had with me more or less for three years 
Jr. W. Underwood, seeing him raised up from a staggering paralytic to 

sa healthy,-healing and trance medium, occasionally obsessed by med
dling spirit tramps; having had with me the-last year Dr. W. G; Thur
ber, an unconscious trance-medium, speaker and healer,' each of his 
guides being a distinct personality, teaching tilings that Thurber-knew 
nothing about, and some that I did not and do not believe, and being 
myself conscious every day of spirit presences and impressions,-1 sub
mit I must express utter surprise at the ignorance of so many spiritists 
upon the subject of psychism and Spiritualism m its manifesting forces, 
good when rightly used, and dangerously injurious when abused, open
ing the door to obsessing influences. ■ .. : j: : -

This writer gravely tells the public that “two spiritual bodies are not 
able to occupy and use the same body at the same time. ” How wonder
ful 1 Who ever said they could, or did ? When I hypnotizemr mesmer
ize persons, I do not get.into the bodily. But having -formed a psychic 
connection with my subject, I can close his eyes, a^id ¿Jqntrol him 
through walls, and make him consciously sense my influence miles away. 
Spirits can excel almost infinitely this hypnotic feat, if so willing.

Obsessing spirits do not (spirit and soul-body) - get insideaof their vic
tims, They suggest, they will, they impinge upon their aural spheres, 
suggesting and impressing thoughts that tend to beWilder^to vex, to 
project selfish thought vibrations to their subjects, anH so, mentally dis
turb and poison the nervo-organization, the result of which can be easily 
foreseen. . • er . si

Suggestion, hypnotism and mesmerism should nefe b<?(,psed inter
changeably. Either of these forces may be used byApiri^ as well as 
by mortals. Prof Stearns, lecturing and experimenting upon the po
tencies of hypnotism a number of years ago in Battle Creek,‘had twenty 
subjects at one time under his direet.influence. His performances ivere 
absolutely astonishing. Of course, they were not all equally influenced 
by him, or controlled. Two of these twenty he could naake laugh, sing, 
swear, pray or steal, and all within an hour. I saw this professor so 
potently influence one of . these young men as to induce him to slyly 
steal a watch from a gentleman^ pocket, and cunningly conceal it in 
his own shoe. This young man in a few weeks became a medium, sit
ting in large promiscuous seances, and later he became obsessed, and 
later still was pronounced insane and jmt in the Kalamazoo, asylum. 
Was this Spiritualism? Emphatically nol It was an abuse'of it.- It 
was a clear case of obsession. >

.“Ignorance Parading as Heavenly Wisdom”—The Trance. .
This is a refreshing subheading phrase. I rather like it becausb be-

gotten on the Pacific coast, and so applicable to long, winding, abstruse 
articles, conspicuoife for assumption and groundless ¿ssertions. What 
does J. J. Morse, Oscar Edgerly, and other trance speakers think of 
this passage: “This trance is a dreamy condition, and no absolute de
pendence can be put upon its utterances • * “ You can always detect the 
medium’s characteristics, though you may fail entirely to recognize 
anything of the spirit which it is affirmed to have spoken.” What a 
vicious slap this is to trance mediumship! .

The truth about it is this: There are all sorts of spiritual beings in the 
invisible world, from angels down to selfish wandering demons, and so. 
there are various gradations and degrees of the trance. In the un
conscious deathlike trance, none of the medium’s dominating character
istics can be defected. Such is my experience with the most distin
guished sensitives of many countries. •

In this death-like trance, the Atma, the noumenon of one’s self, the 
Ego divested of all that is objective, the germ of Divinity, the spirit 
(not the soul-body) moves out, save by sympathetic attraction, and an
other spirit enters the brain at the pineal point of the conarium and 
temporarily uses the sensitive instrument. This is the testimony of 
clairvoyants and intelligent spirits themselves.- Mark, it is their testi
mony, not mine,, for I am yet vestured in mortality, seeing through a 
glass darkly. -

Only last night I spent some time most joyously, in the library, Wash
ington, D. C., and while there conversed about books, especially an old 
book, containing some of the speeches of Henry Clay. I cognized at 
least two intelligences with me. I never thought to inquire who they 
were. In entering this great building I passed directly through the 
walls, wondering of what use were the doors. Call this a dream, if you 
will; to me, it was a fact of which I was conscious, and it is more thor
oughly impressed upon my mind to-day than the memory of my first 
visit to the massive library in the British Museum.

All sueh verbiage of this critic as “gutter drunkards,” “drunken 
spirits,” “whiskey-perfumed breaths,” “tobmjeo-mouthed juice,” 
“sears,” “crooked fingers,” “cripples,” I quietly pass by. They con
stitute no part or either obsession or Spiritualism. This grand philos
ophy deals with auras, etheric emanations, suggestions, hypnotism, 
thought transference, accredited spiritual phenomena, and the various 
forms of psychoses. The spiritual or soul-body is not “crippled.” It 
is flpidic, and the word “cripples” is in no sense applicable to the spir
itual realms of life. Spirits may assume their earthly deformities for 
impersonation and recognition. ■

At this point I must ask the reader to listen to Hudson Tuttle in The 
Progressive Thinker. «These are his verbatim words: ‘ ‘ All spiritual be
ings were once human beings, and in passing through the gateway of 
death they have met no change, except such as they have gained by 
growth, Hence, they are as good and as evil as they were here, no 
more, no less. Whenever they return and manifest their identity we 
note the individual characteristics retained and carried into their spir
itual life. The lover of falsehood and deceit, the envious and hating re
tain these qualities until eradicated by years and ages of advancement.” 
Now, as J. S. Loveland quotes Hudson Tuttle, he will doubtless feel 
morally bound to stand by his witness; and I especially call his atten
tion, his prayerful attention, to the above paragraph, for it is an unmis
takably clear ease of Loveland versus Tuttle. The view expressed 
above by my friend Tuttle corresponds with my own, that identity, the 
characteristics, emotions, passions, plans and tendencies, all originat
ing in spirit consciousness, “are retained,” and carried into the spirit 
world. How reasonable, how natural, then, are obsessions.

Is Hypnotism the Annihilator of Spiritualism?
It is amazing that any spiritist, though pronounced “the king of as- 

sertionist?,” should declare that “hypnotism, when thoroughly under
stood, will explain all the strange things and manifestations miscalled 
obsessions.” This is J. S. Loveland’s position, and while literally un
dermining Spiritualism, if the position be true, it is quite in consonance'* 

/with Mr. Loveland’s refusal to be known as, or called a Spiritualist. 
He prefers the word spiritist. He is welcome to it.

What an assumption! “Hypnotism will account for all these mani
festations known as obsessions!” No demonstrations, no reasonings, 
no proofs, his bare ipse dixit, nothing more! Orthodox sectarists and 
atheistic materialists go just one step further and contend vigorously 
that all spirit manifestations can be accounted for by hypnotism, sug
gestion, and telepathy. They do not seem to understand that there is 
an invisible telepathy and that there are invisible hypnotists. The 
machinations of these may be are all the more potent because invisible. 

• .Investigating hypnotism and studying Spiritualism in all its manifold 
phases for fifty-six years and.more, I must as positively as candidly say 
that I Have just the same evidence of spirit obsessions as I have of angel 
ministries. They both come under the same psychic law. And they 
must stand or fall together. Hypnotism, mesmerism, suggestion, wire
less telegraphy, thought transference, all point to, but do not enter 
the temple, the promised land of Spiritualism where knowledge 
abounds, and where comfort, consolation and-rest are found, and where 
the soul’s peace flows like a river.

While utterly denying the fact, the well proven fact of obsession, this 
critic seems troubled about “the raising of families in the spirit world.” 
I had never before heard of this theory. Evidently, however, this ma
terial world is the natural place for baby plantations. He also refers 
to the “passions,” and strangely asks, “Do we carry the sexual instinct 
into the spirit land ? This earthly matter, relating largely to the animal 
kingdom, should not trouble such octogenarians as we are. Long ago 
we passed the critical period. Personally, I believe we shall there pos
sess the human form complete, resurrected and spiritualized. I should 
shrink from meeting Friend Loveland on the summer shores of immor
tality minus an ear or arm; or, to meet him there in the form of a tri
angle, or a several-sided, rough-edged rhomboid. To my conception, 
the human form is most perfect and divine. If pressed by a curious 
questioner to state the use of the inter-relational organs in spirit life, I 
should doubtless retort by asking the use of the rudimentary mammae 
that adorn the manly masculine breast in this world. It may be more 
than surmised that infinite wisdom was not born, nor will it die with 
•any of us.

Witnesses Brought Upon the Stand.
As previously stated, obsession by evil spirits is not a matter of as

sumption, of logic, or of dry philosophizing; neither does it relate to 
monism, dualism, pantheism, or any metaphysical twistings of what 
ought not to be,—but the question is plainly this, are there undeveloped 
evil spirits in the spirit world, and do they at times obsess, that is, vex, 
annoy, beleaguer, or selfishly influence human beings to their injury?

This being an affair'of fact, and of evidence, appealing to the sense
perceptions, reason, intuition, and the higher judgment, I purpose to 
summon several witnesses, sound and substantial, whom I have had the 
honor of personally knowing.

I. Andrew Jackson Davis, in his book entitled, “Diakka and Their 
Victims,” states: .
- “A Diakka is one who takes insane delight in playing different parts 
in juggling, in tricks, in personating opposite characters, and to whom 
prayers and profane utterances are of equal value • • • A Diakka often 
amusés himself with jugglery and tricky witticisms, invariably victim
izing others, secretly tormenting mediums, causing them to exaggerate 
in speech, ’and to falsify in acts, pointing the feet-into wrong paths, 
etc. • * * A very large proportion of discordance and repulsive and false 
experiences in Spiritualism issto be explained by admitting into a new 
hypothesis the fact, namely, that the Diakka are continually victimizing 
sensitive persons, including mediums, whom they especially take de
light in psychologizing, and dispossessing of the use of will.” [Is not 
this hypnotism of the basest, blackest kind,—otherwise, obsession?]

“The inhabitants of Hades are ignorant, prejudiced, unhappy. • • ♦ 
They live in wretched discord, they send confusion and falsities into 
spirit manifestations. They tell big stories, even at their own expense, 
just to see persons stand, stare and wonder. There are many valuable 
lessons to be learned from the coarseness, ignorance, selfishness and 
moral insensibility of the Diakka. [Mark these two words, moral in
sensibility] . They return, they seem to be mingtèu with crime, with do
mestic tragedies, with large pretensions, and deceptions.”

“Unprincipled Diakka take a gypsy-like pleasure in traveling with 
stealthy severity from place to place, from circle to circle, and from 
medium to medium, passing themselves off under assumed names.
They are perfect iu all sleight-of-hand performances, 
créât masters of the black art.”

They are

“Those .who were untruthful in this life will be the same in the fu
ture. Death does not change the character of man [says A. J. Davis], 
but simply strips off his mask, and compels him to stand forth as he is, 
the image of his own character.” (Page 88.) And again on page 16,' 
Dr. Davis tells us that ‘‘ the intellectual and tricky Diakkas with their 
known deficiencies in the higher moral principles of character, are not 
restrained in their visits to earth.” , •

Now then, if these Diakka, called “freebooters of the wilderness,” 
“sleight-of-handperformers,” “untruthful vagabonds,” “devoid of

. .'Visibility,” “dispossessing persons of the use of their wills,”
^Continued on page 2.) *

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacfes a Thing of the Past.

’ Acting,” a Mui velous Discovery That Cures AH 

Afflictions ot tlie Eye and Ear Without J 

Cutting ur Drugging. '

There is no need for cutting, drugging or 
problhg the eye for any form of disease, for a 
now system ot treating afflictions of tho eyo has

«

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and barbar
ous methods aro eliminat
ed. There Is no risk or ox J 

' peiimentlng, as thousand» 
of people have been cured! 
ot blindness, railing eye
sight. cataracts, granulat
ed lids andotlieraflUetlons

of the eye through thia grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases incurables 
Below we print extracts from testimonials—
such as are received by us dally.
O;sl)e^lul »Sent Mutual 

UenoiU Life Insurance Co., Kansas City. Mo . 
wiites. "Having used Aoiina for several years, 
1 cheerf ally recommend it for the cure of eye. 
ear and throat affections. It cured niy mother 
of cataracts.” *

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: “I am 
™ years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now t hread a needle without glasses " 
in}°X' W' Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
‘My honest opinion of Actinals that It Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the ago.

“o’ eyes, and cured my wife of asth-

Hundredsof other testimonials can be sent 
on application. "Aetlna” Is purely a home 
treatment and self .administered by the patient, 
and Is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to tho New York and 
London Electric Association, Dept TB, 920 Wal- 
xiut St., KimHa,8 City, Mo., you will receive itb- 
fiulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil- 
General eUtlBe °n the Eye and on 111861130 111

NEW INVENTION!
Urli* /n» Imiti.I*. <1— A*. .. .1 > . . .Wrtl. tor me booklet, SpecUOISu* till. moDlb. Ou 
m Quaker VoMUg Vapor Satb Oeblutu, flneat 
-

ioYlgoruiui, ouratiro effect« of th« funou 
Turklih Bkthi. Open th« 6,000,000 skin 
pore«, poriflti th« entire ayitun. ¿eats Hot 
Hpringi. Prevent« diieaw. Have« Dr, bllli, 
Cured tbouMtida. Nature'« druxlcaa rrnedy 
for eolda, grip, rheumaUiia, aehn, paloa, 
Mood aud, «Mb dlieatea, Kldaer trouble 
cMldren'e dUeoaea aod foaula m«. Guaran. 
teed. Se^toa 80 d«p* trial. |?OOtojlOO

Cancer Cured
PALMY OILS.

for Illustrated Book. Beut free. AddiSs«1

DirBYE,&&£ Kansas City, Mo.

® “ the number or the pres. 
^«Bressive Thinker, 

teA at t110 t0P ot the first page, 
band corner. If this number cor. 

responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
yeur subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
data. Keep watch ot the number OB 
tte tag of your wrapper.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They aro our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” Contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics ot Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate B» 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It wllkfill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 53.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books Is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. ?2.

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Lecturei by tbo Swami Vlrckaomds, <m Raja Tom 

or Conquering tbo Internal N acaro, and other aub* 
Jetts; also, Patanjali's Yoga Aphoriemi, with con* 
mentariea and a copious glossary of Sanskrit termi. 
Revised nnd enlarged. I2mo.t Cloth. <151 Raja Yoga 
is an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one ot 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami vtv 
ekananda became a familiar figure Inseverai Am eri' 
can cities daring the three yean following the Par
liament of Religions at Chicago; he was cordially re» 
ccivodin America, where tho breadth and depth ot 
bls teachings were soon recognized. HU teachings 
are universal in their application. Tho book is chon 
ttStSO. For sale at this offles.

■jheWEl oFWure- 
IB a most oxcellent work by Dr. H. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore It 
has been sold for <2, bnt tho prlco now has been 
reduced to SI. It is a book that will interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and Is fuU 
ot suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was a 
medium ot rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres.

The ReHoion of Science,
By Dr. Patil Carus. Ver thoughtful and In

teresting. Prie«, IS cents.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies te 

anoMectlon. By a. W.Brown.M.D. Price.Ha ■
A MASTERLY WORK.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth
By Prof. W. M. Irockwood.

A masterly presentation ot an Important anb- 
1ML A powerful argument along now and eolen- - 
tide lines, establishing on a eclcntlflo basis Iha 
factor the continuity of personal individual con
scions selfhood after taring aside ths physical 
body. A boon er rars value. With travonu 
Soo fflustratliins. tSotts. 5M& • - - ■
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I ..GENERArl SURVEY.. ;

TÏÏR VÍ1ICK8JLu.13 I Ululali ot remarkab j beauty anâ 
torce. Thw are most excellent PrioeSL®.

T?/ '
sm. g. mg.

Wfewa witiwW tófe pap®*

sheet pf the National Spiritualists Asso-

AT EVENTIDE.

is within the reach of all.

try tooting all over this sirycursed 
world—sin-cursed by. priestcraft, but 
the veil of priestcraft is being stirred 
by-the little Japs, which will open the 
eyes of many creed-bound mortals.” . .

TOPIÇ» TOR TH« tPROafte«®!VI 
. . „ JCYGSUM,

Topic fqr Sunday* December, 4,1604, S» 
E> 57: “Thé Lyceum and Ito Alma."

Heights; Mr. Eddy, who is building a 
elation, address John W/Ring, Spirit-1 i10UBe for Mrs. Havlin and Mrs. Bacon; 
uaiist Temple, Galveston, Texas. Geo< Wt Nickerson and wife and their

We go to praee early Monday morn
ing, h«noo communications Intended for 
that current Iwue should--reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind. ‘

THE SPIRITUALISTIO FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETO.» THE WORLD OVER. |!

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributors Take duo notice that Items for this 
la alone responsible for any assertions I pag0 |n or(jer to Insure Insertion must 
or statements he may make. The emto iontaln the full name and address of tho 
allows this freedom wlter. Otherwise they may ba castft«»1 I '"tP the waste basket, y ~ ....

sentiments uttered in an article may be I . ..
diametrically opposed to hla belief, yet I scheth writes from Sterling, 
that is no reason why they ah°uld be KanBaB: “i think the work of the N. 0. 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly A l8 gran(j, j g]Bt> think the parents 
understood tiiat our space is inane- can d0 too mueforgnd spoil the children, 
ouate to publish everything that comes j thlnlc it would be a good p]^ for the 
to hand, however much wd might desire N_ B A aB well afJ the Btate associa
te do so. That must account tor mo yons to teach children to stand alone, 
non-appearance of YOUR article. _ and depend on themselves and on their 

wDiTF PLAINLY.—We would »mo own resources. We have a society 
tn fmnress upon the minds of our 'c^tre- I hero w tl)0 fftr west< no). numertcany 
BDondente that The Progressive pinker stron& but we never yet have asked the 
f? Bet un on a Linotype machine tha I N g A nop the fltat0 Boclety fOr help, 
must make speed equal to about, t r I whenever we- want a lecturer or a me- 
Simnositors That means rapid W> , d( down in our pockets and
andft Ksenft^ that all Phy the bill, never forgetting in all
«nre insertion in the paper, all otne these years to attend to our home cir- 
qulrements being favorable. sbouW cle mçetingB. We have develope(i m our 
written plainly w'th ink ®n .v àn mtast two good inspirational speakers 
paper or with a typewriter, and only on I and tw(j test mediums Now we are> g0 
nn!> «ide of the paper. „ to speak, independent of the N. S. A-or

itfms —Bear In mind that Itemsi for gtate Ë0Ciety- Every society can do as 
thé Genial Survey will in all cases be weU Jf they attend BtrIct]y to thell. Knlt. 
adjusted to the ¿pace we have to oCCU t| The h clrcia.lB üie plaoe t0 
Sv and in order to do that they will develop your workerB..
generally have to be abridged more Bever]y writes:' “Maud Lord
teSB- otherwise many ltemB,Hirtvllne Drake has been with us and drew great 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty crowds to listen to her wonderful words 
ftm is cut down to ten lines, and ten truüj. The last o£ tWs
lines to two Unes, as occasion may I wll[ at Ar;lngtOn Hall, 31st and In- 
nuire „ diana avenue, Saturday evening Dec. 3.
“ t/kp nuE NOTICE, that a11,“6® I This is a masquerade, and the first of

fhU nntre must be accompanied by th6 Beason> There'will be lots of fun 
the fo l nam! ^d address of. the writeri' for aU F[fty prjzes are donatedi rang. 
it “will not do to sav that Secretary or lng from 5 centfJ up to $25> graad 
Correspondent writes so and so,_ with prlz0j all o{ whicU wlll be ln the hands, 
nnt elvlng the full name and a^I?88 J I of the judges. Every purchaser ot a 
the writer The items of th°se *5° b0 ticket, only 25 cents, will be entitled to 
not comnly with this request will b a chance on a lot valued at $100, located 
nnnt into the waste basket. near the Lake Helen, Fla., winter camp

keep COPIES of your poems sent to mefit wU1 furnlBh some ex.
thte office for they will not ne returned I - T1æ ladlea wfn gerV(J re.
H CT h°»° not »pace to use them. freshments and all will be first-class. 
* ______ _____ —— — " I The first Sunday evening in December

Scribe writes from Detroit, Mich,: 
i“Qn Friday of last week, Mr. James M. 
Martin, president of tne Earnest Work
ers, was killed at the Belt line crossing, 
where he was employed as a switchman 
by the Michigan Central railroad. No 
meeting was held the following Sunday 
on account of thjs sudden calamity. 
Mr. Martin was burled from his late res
idence, 314 Porter street, on Monday. 
His funeral was one of the largest, be
ing attended by nearly every one of his 
numerous friends/ He leaves a wife 
and daughter and a comfortable home. 
Mrs. Martin is, also, like her husband, 
beloved by all who know her. The 
meetings at Prismatic Hall, ■ held by 
Mrs, Jenkins every Sunday evening, 
are very largely attended. Mr. Lant, 
who presided at the meetings, has re
moved to Pittsburg, Kansas.”

Jessie S. Pettit Flint writes from Cor
vallis, Oregon: “Rev. G. C. Love, presi
dent of the State Spiritualist Associa
tion of Oregon, has just completed a 
most successful engagement with the 
First Spiritual Union of Corvallis. 
There was good attendance and increas
ing interest till seating capacity of Bar
rett Lyceum was overtaxed at the last 
service held. Mr. Love is a very mag
netic and forceful speaker, logical In his 
argument and pleasing In manner. The 
tests given at the close of the lectures 
were well received, and nearly all were 
recognized and acknowledged. Mt.

' TH8 SQ& i «ffl-
DIAL BOAR' » „ v-w A» FOR 
«NOORklNU «bmIUMGHIP, WILL 
MEET AT THE HOME OF THE 
CHAIRMAN,; MR&fCAURA O> FIXEN, 
42S" LA BALLS f AVENUE, CHICAGO, 
0NTHUR8D/W EVENING, DEC. 1, 
at 8 P. M., AND MEDIUMS DESIRING 
ENDORSEMENT ARE INVITED TO 
BE PRESENT, TELEPHONE 2463.

Make note of the change. The Baud 
of Harmony wtll hefld its annual bazaar 
at Room 806 Masoni# Temple, afternoon 
and evening, on Thhi-sday, Dec. 15, in
stead of tire daths previously an
nounced; Noonday lunch will be 
served; also‘¿Upper.1 Come and find

, n Wven 429 LaSalle ave- I we shall have Mrs. Dr. Walden of Jack-
Mrs.LauraG-n« > Wfent of the son, Mich;, to lecture and give teste, 

nue, Chicago, U m ¿ ABBOC!ation, is Come and hear this wonderful medium. 
Illinois State Spirit tJje Splr. Dr peebies ls coming. Don’t forget our
arranging to Publ a camp-meet- many attractions.” _ _ -
ftuallst societies, lyceum states Mnj Rose L. Bushnell Donnelly
irigs and mediums o£ tbeB8 s0-1 writes: ,"I am more than pleased with 
and Canada the om her at <psychic Light’ It.is a remarkable
cletles are requeswa oclety with of-1 book. So much, oh, so much of her ex
once the name of their _ periences I recognize. May ’ she be
fleers and their addres naraeB, spared to still give to starving souls
urns will Please¡ send n “ediumShlp. the bread of life. Allow me to tell you
addresses and phase hed com- that T rim happy in The Progressive

' This list cannot De u cooperate I Thinker and the grand books that come
píete unless eech response I to me. Also my soul is lifted to higher
and it is hoped tha spheres every day in conversation with
will be made. , beloved ones over there.”

t q Mavnard writes from Oregon: Dr. J. A. Bailey, writes: “I am to
.-Awnv'here where I hear the surf I serve the Grand Rapids Spiritualist So- 
nf Th! old Pacific beating upon the clety of Grand Rapids, Mich., as lec- 

vpnr after year, and no spiritual, turer and test medium for the month of 
to attend, I would be lone- December. I will make dates for week- 

Indeed if I did not keep in touch I day-meetings or- funerals while there 
SOi^/ nniritiial things by thoroughly I within a reasonable distance. I have 

your Progressive Thinker, the month of January, 1905, still open.” 
Tone mav you be spared to send it Julius Wagner writes: “According to 
tnrth" - „ Christianity and its teachings, there

Correspondent writes: “Walter De geemB to be a kind of superstitious be- 
Voe invites bis friends to a feast of I llef ln a So-called devil; In other words 
snirltual truth every Sunday at 10:45 a. a personality somewhat tyrannical and 
rn in Hall 210 Masonic Temple. Come I most cunning, always trying to throw 

: arid drink of the healing waters of truth I aa evn spell over the weak-minded, 
on thev flow from the realms.of heaven- r-j-his devil seems always at large, pos' 
iv truth Come and eat of the’splrltual sesSiag BOme wonderful irifluence. The 
substance that will make your soul » belief has been accepted for thousands 
ioice in the fatness of eternal life. The oi yearB. The question arises, how 
snfrit of truth makes health and pros-1 comeB u that such a being wields such 
neritv shine upon its children when an influence over the children of a god? 
thev fulfill Its law of love. Come and I why should God permit a devil to rohm 
learn of the way of life and happiness. ab0Ut and cause all kinds of mischief? 
The healing, soul-quickening spirit has Can any one wlth a sane mind accept 
been tangibly present at these meet- l such absurdity? If God is the ruler and 
incs and all are invited to come and maker of all. things that exist then why 
partake of its goodness. Seats free.’ should he permit a devil to do all those 

'F Anlaut writes from Oklahoma things that are attributed to him? Is 
nuJ- “Nnthine helos a person more to it reasonable or is it common sense to 
become a useful and conscientious Splr- accept such an absurdity? I hold that 
itualtet than plenty of good literature, no such^ being exists anywhere. Ig- 
and your paper fills this want per- norance must give way to intelligence, 
fertiv" P Men and women have awakened to the
1 The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission I fact that reason and common sense are 
wishes to announce that on and after Bafer than blind faith, and what we 
Dec 4 1904 It will hold Its regular ser-1 know of this world is through their own 
viocs in the People’s Institute Building, effort and-mentality.”

• Van Buren and Leavitt streets, where 1 Mrs. Squire writes: “We begin splrlt- 
thev extend a cordial invitation to all.: uat services Sunday evenings at 7:30, 
The tíme of services will remain the . at 220 S. Western avenue, near Van 
eame as formerly, 3 and 8 p. m.; Sun- Buren street, where we will teach the day-school ™2 p m. , highest Christian spiritual truths and

Julian del Llano writes from Colum- human unfoldment. We earnestly in
bus Ohio- “Mrs H. V. Ross is at pres- vite honest cooperation. You should 
pnt with ¿s in Columbus, Ohio, serving attend Mrs. Mary Hill’s Sunday even- 
under the auspices of Sixth Street Tem- ing meetings, 320 Flournoy street. They 
nie working conjointly with Miss Har- are very spiritual and instructive.
low following her with teste. They Correspondent writes from Detroit, 
are’dolng a grand work here, and are I Mich.: “One of the first christening 
drawing large and appreciate audiences ceremonies of the First Church-of the 
at each session.” „ , SouI of Detroit, Mich., was celebrated

Estella Nlcum writes from Dayton, laet Sunday evening, Nov. 20 at 46 
O • “Sunday evening, Nov. 20, the ser- Qrand River avenue. The services in 
vices of the Light of Truth Spiritual Cbarge of Mrs. L. Crawford, the pastor. 
Society were largely attended and unus- Tw0 litOe children were brought to the 
ually interesting. W. V. Nlcum, the neg-1 platform by their parents, and the pas> 
ular speaker, took for his subject, We tor ^gj. reciting some poetry con
Must Be Universal in Our Search for I cern¡ng the beauty and innocence of 
Truth,' showing that we must be broad cbndhood, the girl was presented with 
in our concept of life and its purpose, a wreatk of flowers and the boy with a 
realizing that all objective expression bouquet of roses; then handing the pa
in the world, however strange, has a di- renig a red rose, she asked them to 
vine purpose. Not only are pain and Btrip the stem from its thorn as a token 
suffering needed, but just the kind of wouid thus clear away the
pain and suffering Is needed which now Of i¡fe from the little ones’ path-
exists; otherwise there would be a dlf- I way. ln conclusion scattering the pet- 
ferent kind or we can not believe in the I a]s of white roses over the children and 
wisdom and goodness of God. Mrs. El-1 before the parents, explaining as she 
sie Parkess favored us so beautifully tbe figurative meaning of the act 
with two selections from Longley, which Th¡s concluded the service of christen- 
were very Inspiring to the audience. ing.”

Brother Cramer writes encouragingly J. L. Foster writes from Elwood, 
of the good work being done at Freder-1 fnd>; -'There is more interest and zeal 
lek City, Md., by the Psychical Re- manifested at each one of our meet
search Society. The society would like ingB> We have a large hall, but if the; 
to engage a good medium. I interest gets much stronger- we will be

William Barr writes: “The Ken wood compelled to seek more commodious 
Spiritual Church haS leased the Ken-1 quarters. Oh, my brother, my sister, 
wood Hall, 4308-10 Cottage Grove ave- let us put ourselves In rapport with 
nue and will hold their opening serv- that law (not God) which governs and 

' ices Dec. 4. at 3 and 8 p. m. ,The speak-1 rules, the whole universe; that law 
er for the afternoon conference will be I which is universal, unchangeable,, the 
Brother H F. Arnold, who is well same yesterday, to-day and forever; 
known by all true Spiritualists. Young that law which: all the prayers and in
mediums are all invited to take part in tercessions of all-humanity throughout 
this conference. In the evening we will I all ages has n'ever caused to vary in the 
have our well known brother,' Dr. Bur- least particular. Now let us live in 
cess who will give us a good solid talk I rapport with that law by living sober, 
on spiritual thought. Mrs. Grace E. I industrious, honest, truthful lives, try- 
Altkin, our pastor and medium, will be ing in all things to do the best we can 
with us, assisted by other good medl- for humanity. Then will wars, oppress 
urns We expect to see all our friends sion and tyranny cease. That is the 
with us on this and all other Sundays,! way to make a heaven for our souls 
to enioy the speakers, teste and good (which signifies the whole being) and 
music. Brother J. H. Randall, M. D., all humanity. Gh! that we each- may 

' will be the speaker Dec. 11. We will- give ourselves up completely to the lov- 
’ start our good-time socials at the resi- .Ing spirit forces which surround us. ’

dence of Mr. ahfl Mrs. Aitken, z53 East A. C. Doane writes from Summer- 
31st street Our first will be held Sat- land, Cal.: “No doubt you have read 
urdav evening, Dec. 17. Good music Brother Massey s Historical Jesus and 
and tests and something in the form ot I the Mythical Christ, or Natural Genesis 
lunch to satisfy the inner man, and .a. and Typology oi Equinoctial Chrlstol- 
ceneral good time. I do not have to I ogy,’- which will eventually sweep away 
tell our friends anything in regard to all the theological jmbwebs of priest- 
these socials, as they will one and all I craft and idolatry that haveh been 
remember the good times we had to- palmed off on humanity as Christianity. 
*vu*c“* -■ 1 We are hearing the fog-horns of idola-

Love was accompanied/by hls wlfe, who 
favored us with the'sweetest of songs, 
with the sweetest and richest of voices. 
It was indeed a treat to hear her. Spir
itualism is doubly attractive when so 
presented.”

Brother Clayton of St. Johns, N. B., 
writes encouragingly of tue good work 
done there by Mrs. S. C. Cunningham, a 
colored lady of Cambridge, Mass,, illus
trating the fact that spirit return Is 
common to all classes of people. The 
Daily Sun speaks of her work there as 
follows: "Madame Cunningham, the 
Spiritualist, who came to St. Johns on 
Friday, gave a demonstration of her 
powers 4ast evening which was marked 
by very successful communication with 
the souls of the departed. Amid con- 
slderable applause Mrs. Cunningham 
arose to address the large audience. 
Her voice was strong and clear, and 
showed but the slightest touch of the 
African dialect. She expressed pleas
ure at meeting so large an audience, 
and trusted that among so many 
strange faces a few would receive 
blessing and knowledge of the truth. 
There were many who were anxiously 
waiting to receive some message from 
friends In the spirit land,.and it was to 
them that she came with the gospel of 
Spiritualism. The doctrine is simply 
that there is no great divide between 
life and death, so-called—that spirit can 
call upon spirit in either state. It is 
founded on the Holy Bible, and Mrs. 
Cunningham quoted several texts to 
support her theory. .She herself had 
felt her power as a medium when only 
five years old and had struggled against 
the duty which confronted her. When 
her mother died she said she would re
turn to her as a spirit and tell her 
about the great beyond. At the time 
of her death Mrs. Cunningham was 
away from home and ignorant of her 
mother’s sickness. But when the soul 
passed away from her mother's body, at 
that very hour .and night.Mrs. Cunning
ham in a distant city heard her. moth
er's voice at her side, telling her that 
she was living with spirits beyond the 
grave, and that later sho would return 
and give her evidence. The keynote 
of Spiritualism 1b love, arid the com
mand Is, do good. Mrs. Cunningham 
does not believe in hell as a place of 
endless torment for sinners. She be-

suitable gifts for the holidays. All are 
welcome. n ■ ol ,

Wm. Fitch Auffife’ writes: “December 1 
25 the Churcli’df the Spirlt will hold its 
farewell serviced/ aiid last home circles 
on Friday, Dec. 25. at 8 p. m.; Tuesday, 
Dec. 27, at 3 p. m., and Wednesday, Dec. 
28, at 8 p. m., owing to a southern en
gagement and contemplated tour.”

BROTHER COVEY WRITES FROM 
BEA6ON, IOWA: ^'ENCLOSED YQU 
WILL FIND POSTAL ORDER AND 
NAMES FOR FOURTEEN SUBSCRIP
TIONS TO YOUR VALUABLE PAPER. 
I WANT TO SAY THAT I STRONGLY 
ENDORSE THE POSITION YOU ARE 
TAKING IN PUBLISHING ALL THE 
FACTS, FOR IN SO DOING YOU ARE 
STRENGTHENING OUR CAUSE 
GREATLY, I WILL ALWAYS BE 
FOUND TRYING TO INCREASE 
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION LIST, AS I 
CONSIDER YOUR PAPER -A GREAT 
EDUCATOR.” , /

Mrs. G. Brayshaw.writes: “I received 
the‘Seers of the Ages,' for, which I 
thank you, I met Dr. Peebles at Clin
ton Camp, three years ago, and w.ish all 
our Spiritualist friends were as good 
and pure, and represented our worthy 
cause as well as he does.”

W. R. Cooper writes: “It is seldom 
that a surprise is attended with so 
much pleasure as; we had the good for
tune to meet with at Sister Montgom
ery’s, 24 Jackson 'Place, Saturday, Nov. 
19. She invited a few of her old friends 
to witness a recent new development in 
spirit power with her daughter, Mrs. 
Stella Brooks—namely, materialization. 
It has come all at once, and I hope, to 
stay; and knowing that their trumpet 
work Is of the best, I feel sure this last 
manifestation will give solace to many. 
To complete the enjoyable time, we bad 
something real good to eat. I think 
The Progressive Thinker has taken‘a 
most conmendable stand, in regard to 
fraud, and will do much good; and 
where is there a paper of its class that 
can present more intellectual giants to 
the square inch, as contributors to its 
columns; and now we are to have one 
more great treat in an Open Court dis
cussion.” ' ■ S' :

Mr. E. Hendricks1 writes from St. 
Louis, Mo.: “The Spiritual Research So
ciety, Rev; Mrs. E.! Price, pastor, held 
its opening at its nety hall, 3331 S. Sev
enth street, on Siitiday, Nov.' 27. The 
Rev. Mrs. E. Price Is a hard working 
medium for tlib cause. She has after
noon circle and night circle at her 
home, llO-Courtois Street, on Mondays; 
also a Wednesday mght circle, and a 
Friday night dlrcle;;'and a lecture every 
Friday afternttdn ht'Hoff’s Hall in North 
St. Louis. Sfte giv& a lecture at our 
hall and tends to rthe lyceum every 
Sunday atterhdon ; >then goes over the 
river to East St. Louis and lectures and 
gives tests evdry Siifiday night, and still 
she never tires1 or gives up;'and is al

' ways wllling'to giv%'a helping hand to 
/ those, that come in her path. She is 

loved by all ot her friends and by all of 
i her society.” d • < •

Gem of Thought:-? ‘
Lyceum Ie a place, ■ i

Alike for aged and youth, /I
To learn of Innate grace, .. • ■ ' I 

Of life, of love, of truth.
Lyceum leads the mind, 

To unfold each latent power, 
For when we all are kind, 

How gladly goes each hour.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson

ggythdfn CaaM&ga Cpmpi Lak« Helen, 
. Florida.. . ‘

The hammer and paw are making a 
lively din at the camp-ground. :

The new pavilion is rapidly material
I zing. Architects, builders and carpen
ters are pushing the work. Also new 
cottages are being erected. |

The Hotel Cassadaga had been 
opened and guests are arriving^

Mrs. Spencer’s boarding-house has 
been well patronized of lute.

Holl Clark has arrived and is getting 
ready to build his new two tenement 
cottage on “Prospect Heights.”

Among the late arrivals are Mrs.; E. 
H. Thompson of Lily Dale, N. Y.; Mr. 
and Mrs. Palmer; Mr. and Mrs. Baker, 
who are building a cottage on Prospect

11 Read This List of 1|BB 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 : || 
"PREMIUMS, j 

,9UR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USS'
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. j

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on Thlg Earth to Form the Nucleus 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual 

t Istlo, Psychic and Ethical Lines o|
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro 
gresslve Thinker.

-- ;—————   I niece, Miss Holland; Lyman Harris and 
may approach the true land of promise, wife; Mr. and Mrs. Carrlque; A. 8. 
and virtually feast in the glories there-1 Wheeler, and wife. '
of.? , ’ . Brigham Hall is ready for lodgers and

Mrs. Frances E. Bonney writes of the will be managed by the owner, Mrs. 
work of Jennie Hagan Brown: “It is a Brigham.
pleasure as well as privilege to give to E. W. Bond is building a boarding 
the readers of The Progressive Thinker I house at the depot for his workmen in 
a few items relating to the work of this the box and brick factories.
rarely gifted wojnan. The Conneaut, I The grocery store Is now open.
Ohio, society eagerly improved an unex- Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Butler have coma 
pected opportunity to sfecure Mrs. I Mr. Butler is busy superintending the 
Brown’s services for November 20, and erection of the new pavilion. _ 
listened with delighted appreciation to Mr. Van Sinker has bought the Cole 
her Inspired utterances on the subjects cottage and will convert it into a 
of ‘The Purpose of a True Life,’ and "bachelors den. • •
'The Inspiration of the Ages.’ Her im- I Mr. and Mrs. Kellogg and Mrs. Vogt 
promptu poems given after each lec-1 are visiting the fair at Tampa.
ture upon topids suggested by the audi- Everybody here expects the largest 
ence are beautiful illustrations of her attendance of any year yet.
psychic ability and always have the Mr. Lamb, 85 years old Is living in a 
charm of novelty. Mrs. Brown gave an tent outside the gate. ............... _
evening entertainment under the aus- Dr. 0. B. Webster will build a house 
pices of our society, and her bright lit-1 for himself and family in the postofflce 
tie storiettes and inspirational poems village, nearly opposite Harlan_ Hotel. _ 
elicited much applause, and appealed to Webster Hotel Is preparing for a full 
the sense both of the pathos and humor house this season. A very attractive 
of her audience. The refined character place, with modern Improvements and 
of her entertainments is a recommends- moderate prices.
tlon to the public and in her especial My December excursions will sail 
line of work, Mrs. Brown stands unri- I from New. York City, Pier 36, Hudson 
valed on the American platform to-day. Rtyer, on December 6, December 20, 
The cause of true Spiritualism is al- I December 27. Write me for special 
ways benefited wherever she scatters I on the Arapahoe. Write me for special 
her seeds of truth for she is a con- low rates, Information, etc., enclosing 4 
stant Inspiration to all wno listen ' to cents In stamps for postage .on Clyde 
her. The writer-voices the prayer of folders, etc. H. A. BUDINGTON. 
many hearts that many years of earth | 31 Sherman street, Springfield, Mass, 
life may be hers in which to capture 
hearts, quicken the intelligence and 
awaken to renewed activity slumbering

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should i^t send money In a let 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe 
ly, and then the next remittance maj 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal ordoi 
for five cents, and then you are pec 
fectly safe, and wlll save yourcelf ara 
noyance and trouble. j

centsX^ Plea8e’ “*ftt !t costs t0» 
Ket a,Per«onal check at a bant 

If you flend » Person» •
Remimh«“ f'6nt8 to 016 amount een«! 

AnH?iTa^ber’ please’ You are ncn 
entitled to any of the Premium Booiti 
unless you send In with your order a 
Se8r.UbSCrIl,aOa to

gether last winter.” - - »■ - 
G. H. Brooks writes from Baltimore, 

'Md., that the work 1b going on nicely 
there arid the lyceum Is increasing in 
Interest and size. He can he Addressed 
pt-Mo. £3fi & .Carroltoa gresma.

lieves we can make a hell for ourselves 
In the other world by our actions in 
this. Our lives are what we make them, 
and what we build here will be the 
foundation hereafter. At the close the 
manager went around the house and 
collected a trayful of messages and re
quests for communication to the dead. 
The medium does not look at the notes. 
One of her tests was as follows: A spir
it was described with a mark, as of an 
old cut, over the eye; he seemed to be a 
roving, jolly fellow, and wanted to see 
the world, but now he has passed out of 
the world. He is a cousin to the writer, 
and Is his name not William? ‘Yes,’ 
was the answer. The medium also 
spoke of a woman who had found her 
child on the other side. Again the 
writer signified the correctness of her 
powers. This oemonstration caused 
quite a sensation, as the writer Is a well 
known citizen in this city and absolute
ly above any attempt at hoodwinking.”

C. E. Cole writes from Wichita, Kan
sas: “Mrs. Maggie Vestal, the world-re
nowned trumpet medium, will close her 
month’s engagement on December 1. 
This is Mrs. Vestal’s fourth visit to this 
city, and to say the least, she has done 
a great work, and with her departure 
she will leave behind a host of friends, 
whose love and respect’for this honest, 
noble, true woman, will never fall or 
grow dim, but will live forever at the 
shrine of memory. Some of the best 
people,-comprising every walk of life, 
bear witness to the wonderful phenom
ena of trumpet manifestation, and have 
left, after conversing with friends and 
loved ones, who have passed to the 
realms of immortality, with a full con
viction that there is a life beyond the 
grave. - Every Sunday evening during 
the month she hhs held a public seance 
at the Garfield Hall to crowded house 
of eager investigators, and there many 
of our best citizens held converse With 
departed ones in the broad glare of elec
tric lights. Every day during the week, 
except Saturday arid Sunday, at the 
beautiful home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomp
son, 812 North Lawrence, she has held 
private sittings, and her devotees have 
been bankers, merchants:- preachers 
and laymen, and all left with . a 'God 
bless Maggie,’ and a full conviction of 
spirit return." ■ • -

Correspondent writes:c "Lake View 
Spiritual Union, Wells’ Hall, 1629 North 
Clark street Dr. W. Yates gave an ad
dress on Sunday afternoon on ‘The 
Bible as the Basis of the Christian Be
lief,’in which he compared and con
trasted the Christian with the Spiritual
ist belief.. Only those who were pres
ent can have the slightest conception of 
the spirit power and glorious influence 
on the audience. -Those:persons desir
ing a good time in the enjoyment of the 
religious part of Spiritualism should 
make a special effort to - be_ present; 
Such a time is refreshing. The meet
ings are presided over by Dr. C. A. 
Wickland, and the guides of Mrs. Wick
land gave the tests, all of which were 
fully recognized and most highly appre
ciated. Time of meeting, 3 -p. m. 
sharp.” ■ ■■■■•

The New Era First Spiritual Church, 
Rev. Moses Hull, pastor, will hold serv
ices each Sunday in the Masonic Tem
ple, Hall 412, both morning and evening, 
at 10:30 and 7:45 respectively. Admis
sion free, but collection will be taken. 
Messages will be given at each service. 
T. W. Sherk, secretary, ' '

Brother Hariimb'nd writes: "Rev. 
DWglass-'H'. Ç.'.'Thoïnps'oh¿f^ostoti, 
Mass., served’thè First Spiritualist So
ciety of Heuvelton, ’N. Y., two weeks 
during thé month of-November. .His 
lectures were.éf an exalted, nature and 
the readings from articles very fine. On 
the rostrum he impresses his audience 
with-his Inspiration, dignity "and sincer
ity. He left a good Impression with 
all.” ' - ' ,

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown will lec
ture at points in New England, for De
cember, If desired.' She can be ad
dressed at Hollistori, Mass., and will 
gladly answer all calls for engagements. 
Her lecture and improvisations are fine.

Mrs. Frances E- Bonney writes ffom 
Conneaut, Ohio: ."Early In September, 
our spiritual society had the unexpected 
good fortune to secure the services of 
Dr. B. F. Austin for two Sunday lec
tures and on the following Sunday: 
Mrs. R. S. Lillie occupied our rostrum 
for the first time. . No words'of praise 
or appreciation can do justice to either 
of these tireless workers, and It is im
possible to rightly estimate the value of 
their services to the cause they love. I 
desire to s'peak also of another faithful 
worker, Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, of To
ledo, Ohio, one of our state mission
aries, .who goes about doing good, serv
ing alike those who can recompense 
her, and others who are unable to do so, 
when by so doing, she is able to pro
mote the welfare of true Spiritualism. 
She speaks with fluency and follows her 
lectures with psychometric readings. 
Her work in our society was faithful, 
earnest and conscientious and good re
sults have been apparent. Our society 
has undergone some financial hardships 
during the past few months, but hopes 
to triumph over all difficulties, and go 
on with renewed courage and more 
earnest endeavor to do well whatever 
may be necessary to keep the ' light 
burning so that its beams will shine on 
the path of the future,” ■

The secretary writes from Smithville, 
Texas: “The First Progressive Spirit
ualist Society has been enjoying a feast 
of Spiritualism by the good work of the 
Texas State Missionary, Mrs. Isa Wil
son Kayner. Tills is the second visit 
of Mrs. Rayner in this place, and 'all 
feel good to have her here. Her work 
Is well liked, and she has met a good 
element of people, all being interested 
in the work. apd she has put the skep
tics -to thinking. Good crowds greeted 
her each evenipg and all were plehsed 
with her lectures and;tests.. Her flower 
seance was something which delighted 
all who were ip attendance. Spiritual
ism has a goqdr.outlopk in this place, 
and the society jfeels' encouraged by the 
new membersf/jrecetyed during Mrs. 
Kayner’s stay^ere.”; .
: Mrs. Isa À.ifllross irrites: “The Hyde 

Park Occult Stfcietyiavili be favored by 
a lecture from Mrs. Clara A. Hooper on 
Sunday evening, Decj4, at 319 East 
55th street; service!at 8 o’clock. ' Mrs.' 
(Lincoln, and -Sunshine will follow with 
messages; , DonJt forget our 'dance on 
December l, IUhursday'evening; first- 
class music and a ¡first ■ class time. 
Come and enjOy a good ■ old-fashioned 
dance. The drawing of the hand; 
painted china which-we have-been get
ting chances on, will probably take 
place that evening.Come.and win it, 
those who have chances, and those who 
have not, buy.them before they are alb 
gone.” • n ;

A. W. Pratt writes: “This glorious 
morning is.the end of the 85th year of 
my earth-life, and.one of the best in its 
grand realization ’ of the majesty and 
glory of life; and man’s ability to attain 
almost to sublime spirituality while 
yet detained in the flesh. The last few 
years proves to me as a certainty, the 
wonderful powers ’Sleeping; inya -devel
oped human soul, and the nearness we

energies, while blossoms of grace and He sat at the chamber window, 
beauty are ever springing into bloom I That opened toward the sun; 
along the pathway where her feet have The years he had left behind him, 
trod.” . Had numbered eighty-one.

Jennie Hagan Brown writes: "I find I Low-was the sun in heaven, 
warm hearts and willing workers in Bowed was the form once strong; 
Ohio. The state president, Mrs. C. F. His life and the day together, 
Curran, of Toledo, is an earnest, noble Were nearing vesper song, 
woman, and doing a splendid 'work in I „„ „„upbllding the good and true. She is as I sunset’
zealous a president as I have found in Æh "
any state. The society that I served in' 0£vihf,^ty<." 
Cleveland had good meetings, and peo- I mJyboseJ,?ui15er “1 18 G?dI
pie who wish to work for-true Spirit- Z parted’
ualism. With Mr. J. T. LeFeoux, for .À??!? hL, rapt ur8d 8,IghÎ’
chairman, they are well started' and .ng ntoirway wound upward, 
will, I am sure, prosper. A good feature ^°st 'n a blaze 
was the visiting of members of the oth- I And lo, from the golden glory, 
er two societies to the one one I Piercing the heavenly dome, 
served. Cleveland is growing spiritual-1 a voice of majestic sweetness!
ly. At Clyde, Ohio, in the home of He heard but the one word, “Come!” 
those earnest souls, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. He sat there when night, stealing softly, 
French, I had a delightful visit and Caressed him with dusky hand, 
rest, and in a snow storm, I went to the [ But his soul up the beautiful stairway, 
hall. A fair audience was present, and Had passed to the better land, 
a pleasant evening passed. I have • VIOLA E. SMITH,
promised return visits with lectures at -------------- ----------------------
Cleveland and Clyde. My stay at Con- . PA88ED To SPIR|T LIFE.
neaut has been delightful as It is a priv- I _ ____
liege to be with one’s own Mnfolk, as I [obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
we say down south. H. H. Hunt is a I onIy Wlll be inserted free. All in excess 
relative, and at his home I am staying, Of ten Unes will be charged at the rate 
6Vf work is done in.Cqnne- ol fl£t8en cents per line. About seven

airiœ-mewkéfàa constitute one Ifné.F^" ' ' 
bership, a good hall, and a room for I ■
suppers, etc., making it convenient and I Charles W. Phelps was born in Bris- 
nice. Old time friends greeted me I Eikha.rt, county, Ind., January 9, 
here. A fine lyceum of which Harrison 11862. Passed to higher life, Nov. 11, 
R. Hunt is secretary, is connected with I ageij 42 years. He was first mar
ine work. . rled April 8, 1882, to Miss Lizzie Aberle

Harry J. Moore lectures at the follow- (now deceased) of Tiffin, Ohio;.to them 
ing named places in the state of Iowa were born six children, four of whom 
during the month of December: are still living. Feb. 19, 1900, he was 
Haynesville, four lectures this week; married to Miss Julia Tillotson, who 
Marshalltown the second and third faithfully cared for him during his long 
Sundays, and Clear Lake the last Sun- slckness.Servlces, Sunday, Nov. 13, at 
day. Mrs. McCoy will accompany Mr. the home, near Goblesville, Mich. In
Moore to Clear Lake and give mes- terment at the Robison cemetery, H. L. 
sages. Address him accordingly or at Chapman, Marcellus, Mich., officiating. 
Marshalltown in care of John D. Vail. • ___ :__

Helen M. Woodbury writes! "I have At Zanesville, Ohio, J. W. Easlick, 40 
just returned from a successful trip to years of age, passed to spirit life. He 
Portland, Mich. There are a few earn- leaves a wife. He was a good trumpet 
est people there seeking the light, medium, having been put under many 
Some are sitting in their homes for de- I test conditions. He had no use or affill- 
velopment. I stopped off over Sunday I ation with impostors. We lose a good 
in Lansing. Mrs. Shipman holds meet- man, a fine Instrument, but the white 
ings every Sunday evening. She gives plague—consumption—did its work, 
splendid lectùres under the influence of He' made all plans and went forth with 
ancient spirit guides. She is a resident I great anticipation. It was a wonder to 
of the city, and doing a noble work in his church friends. The undersigned 
a quiet way. I realize the poverty of I officiated. ELIZABETH HARLOW, 
words to express my great appreciation -------------- - » . -------------
of the most wonderful paper of the age, I the PÔWER OF SELF-FORMATION. 
The Progressive Thinker.” “The p\wer of Self-Formation” is a
'rh^vÎXiv^i'trrrtav ThJS 8 new book Announced by Leroy Berrier,

?aV and altho,ugh we I its author and publisher, as now being 
± Ve rnelVe rT‘ I in process of publication. It will be is-

’ThinVOt?efnJ.nwMJnarab e>. »K10^688^? I 81ied ln Paper binding for 50 cents; in 
“d 1 art vellùm cloth, gilt top and title, for 

are especially giving thanks to-day.” . 80 centB.
C. A. Gould, secretary, writes from This book is to present the subject of 

Watertown, N. Y.: “We have with us Beif formation from a human culturist 
«Mrs’ Georgia Gladys Cooley I point of consideration. The author is a 

of Chicago, who is filling our temple I devotee of the Science of Human Cul- 
with people eager to know the truths of I ture, and an adherent of tne new psy- 
Spirituallsm. We find her an ever-1 cho-physiology. The proposition which 
ready and earnest worker, co-operating I iB demonstrated by the citation of act- 
with' the members of both our Sunday- Ual practice in life, is this: Self-forma
school and Ladles Aid in all they un- tion of mental and physical conditions 
dertake for the good of the cause. If is how an established fact in the Sci- 
her labors rested here, she would be do- ençe of Human Culture. Two dlscover- 
ing a great dear but she works on in I ies in the sciences of psychology and 
her various ways, teaching people to I physiology during the latter half of the 
come up to. a better standard of living I nineteenth century, completely placed 
-and bringing our beautiful philosophy I the power of self-formation in the grasp 
to those who need it In realization of I Of the human racb.
their highest aspiration." • This little scientific treatise presents

The Chicago Chronicle has the fol- in a simple style those two great dis
lowing from Duluth, Minn.: William coveries and demonstrates the power of 
Burgson, the 11-year-old son of afaiiner self-formation as well as presenting the 
residing near Fertile, Minn., imagines most advanced systems for the cultiva- 
he is a rabbit and his life is despaired I tlon of the mentation that controls the 
of. He was placed in this condition by ¿power of formation. .
a hypnotist, who called himself Proles- I The author demonstrates the fact 
sor Isolde and who gave an entertain- that we cannot expect to ; utilize our 
ment at Fertile. The lad went on the I powers until we have become conscious 
stage to be hypnotized. He readily of them and cultivated And trained 
succumbed to the hypnotic power and them into established power. Self-for- 
while in that condition the professor màtion means the ability . to be just 
told him he was a rabbit. The lad Im- what we desire to be, and this-consti- 
mediately became a rabbit in spirit and' tutes the highest of all achievements, 
the “professor” was unable, after work-1 The Power of Self-Formation will be 
Ing all night, to bring the boy to his I completed and on the market about hol- 
senses. This was ten days ago. The iday time. It already has an advance 
"professor” left for Minneapolis, saying sale of ¡501 copiés. Send all orders to 

■ he would.return with a nerve specialist, the office of The Progressive Thinker, 
but nothing has been heard of. him. 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill. . . 
The father swears vengeance. The —- ----—————
boy is in a. pitiable condition. Hé "Human Culture and Cure. Part 
makes no sound except to squeak like First The Philosophy of .Cure. (In
a rabbit, and is afraid of dogs. Adolph I eluding Methods and Instrumente.” 
Burgson, thé father, has trouble'to get By E- D. Babbitt,. M. D., LL. D. A 

.the-boy into the house or to keep-cloth- very Instructive and valuable work; It 
ing on him. • Read the above carefully, I should have a wide circulation, as 4t 
and never let your children under any I Promise of its title,
circumstances be hypnotized. “The Molecutar Hypotheaia of Na

- . .... - ■■■ ture.”- By Prof. Wm. M.■. Lockwood.
‘ r, I Prof; Lockwood Is recognized an one of

Spirit Echoes. My Mattle E. Hull. I ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven I trum, in this little volume hè presents 
of the authors latest and. choicest I ¡n 6UccInct form the substance of his 
poems-Neatly. bound in cloth,and with iectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
portrait of the author.. Price (5 cents. Of Mature; and presents his views as 

“The Romance'of Jude. A Story ot I demonstrating a scientific basis ot Splr- 
: the Life and Times of the Naaarene anil Itualism. The book is commended to 

His People." ■ Through the mediumship I all who love to study . and think. 
। of Mrs. M. T/Longley. An Intensely in-1 Price 25 cents : .
• terestlng book. Neatly boua* > cloth I : "Love—Sex—Immortality/’ By Dr. 
i -aad gilt- <W 50 cents. | w.R. Phdon. Price 25 cents.

Remember, please,that tho safest wa 
tai OTder? remlttance 18 to secure a po? 

ara e1mfi?1Aer'iP1.ease' that these books 
editor desteta^B1nVely a« Premiums, ths 
iect hninf rJ e^ ° profltB. 51s sole ol> 
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ment to any library' d ““ °niail

PUblisM 0D6 new nrpmliim k i * year. Premium book each

READ THIS CAREFULLY
BX^you^anseteri^ PremIun> 
follows: y°u can aeIeot from them aa
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Any four of the Eleven J, >
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postage prepaid for sq vk .7,

cosTprice“ Marly “ P0881ble at actual

OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKBi 
for $3.35. .

1—The Encyclopedia of Death .„J 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol i h* *

4-Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun. 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism h« 
Mrs. Emma ijardlnge Britten Sm’ 
< ¿.Gh?.8t h?nd’ Spiritualism, Occult.
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten 
Mr6raTe m”“ World ‘"‘Viewed,"bw 

dlum. °rn’ a m°St remarkabie mo.

Tije Occult Life of Jesus, bv Alev.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics oi 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. “ 01

10—Seers of the Ages, or SDlrltuaiieM I 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M Pe.hi W

11—The Great Debate Between mJ ' 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson. nM°se«l 

READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE
REMITTING. ,

When you send in your subscription, 
to The Progressive Thinker, caretullv 
look over the books which you desirain 
this list, and send for them. They are । 
very valuable. They are intensely in. 
teresting. They are elevating in ton« 
and will do you good. |n remlttino do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for Tha oXC 
gresslve Thinker. no

In conclusion, bear In mind that tha 
postage' on these Eleven Premium Books is over ONE DOLLAR, Ie™“" 
this office only $2.22, illustrating tha 
great bargain you are gettlng-an op. 
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu. 
able library, the like of which was neven 
known before on this material plane J

Address all orders to ' ।,
J. R. FRANCIS, '

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois,

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

. News; 1 ’
You can do it by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week. Ig 
the marvel-of the age. No one can at« 
ford to be without the paper. Ite prieg

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Th« । 

- Progressive Thinker.
Now is tho time to extend the circula, 

flon of The Progressive Thinker. U 
Will contain Occult and Spiritualistio 
news with which every one should ba 
familiar. No ¿other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted ta enrich trig 
mind. Send In a subscrlntlon now.



HU Mandate Is, Prove or Prune Your 
Statements.

A Vigorous Attack Repelled.
®ec S

o

Faith Is one thing, knowledge 1b 
Huite another. ■
,. The most of the human family believe 

In a life beyond the grave, and their be
lief Is founded largely on some book sa
cred to’ tnem. or upon deathbed scenes 
witnessed by them, or reported to them. 
If there is any proof beyond these two, 
It must come trom Spiritualism. When 
you demonstrate this as a mathemati
cian does his problems, the world will 
gladly turn to your cult After spend
ing two summer vacations at your best 
camp-meetings, the writer is convinced 
that there is more conflict between 
Spiritualists than in all orthodoxy put 
together. You can get a Methodist to 
endorse a Methodist, and even a man of 
another denomination, but I fall to find 
a Spiritualist who will do that when off 
the platform. They are Introduced to 
the public in the most flattering way, 
find denounced in private by the one 
■who screeched their praise from the 
rostrum with anything but flattery.

Many of your speakers say. "We have 
outgrown the phenomena of our relig
ion. lake Its philosophy and let the'

r

oilier go. We who have inquiring 
minds are asking, whose philosophy 
shall we take? Austin, Barrett. Col
ville. Grimshaw, Harlow, Lockwood, 
Morse. Peebles. Tuttle, Wright, Wiggin, 
and scores of others yell like the dar
ling - Indian controls—Mine! Mine! 
Mine!

< . Talk about the confusion of tongues 
■at the tower of Babel, that was not in 
it with Onset and Lily Dale. Have you 
.■not yet learned that your philosophy is 
about as diverse as the leaves of a ior
est, and much of it as dry and off-color? 
If you expect to convert the world to 
this before they can have a knowl
edge of the continuity of life, the task 
is a hopeless one.

-Take our phenomena and let the 
■philosophy go.’- say many of the medi- 
■tims (and tills would be a more desir
able dose), but here we are obliged to 
ask what phenomena and through 
whom? Last summer a large audience 
was frightfully abused by a chairman 
because they gave but $34 to witness a 
daylight materialization, yet this same 
■man denounced these performers in 
private, as fakes of the first water. 
Why should the dear Spiritualists want 
us to cough up so much hard-earned 
coin for a thing they know to be fraud
ulent? Do the leaders get a commis- 

■ ■sion fronf fakers?
I have personally written to many of 

your prominent men asking about your 
well known mediums of every phase, 
and have yet to receive a good report of 
any phase of mediumship, or of any me
dium.

Hearing of certain mediums. I have 
■gone for private sittings, only to learn 
afterward that A------ uses the blue
book, and I am marked "dead easy" 
In it; .

. B------has his slates prepared before
hand.

C------uses a talking machine to make
investigators believe the angels operate 
her trumpet. • -

» D-—- reads the ballots through the 
hoodwink.

• E------"has been caught with a trap
hole under his. cabinet.

L F-— is a tree lover, living'iifadui 
iTtery.: . - ■• ’■•
• G------has served a sentence in prison
for deceiving the people of. the Pacific 
coast. .. . • .

H------ monkeys with the plates so
you do not get spirit photography, etc., 
etc..etc. ...........................

( . If your mediums are all tricksters, 
and your philosophy all a mass'of con- 
,tradictions, what fs there for an inves
tigator to spend his time and money 
-for? Shall -we outsiders chahge our 
faith for such a showing as this? The 

■ time Is ripe for you to prove or prune 
■.your statements, and for one I should 
like the proof, and will anxiously wait 

. for answers to this article to see if such 
‘is forthcoming.

*

For one I would be profoundly thank
ful to any person who would direct me 
to a medium who would give only that 
which comes from the spirit side of life. 
Jf Spiritualism has anywhere the true 
. philosophy, and it can be brought to my 
•attention, I will-agree to proclaim it the 

. rest of my days. Will some one tell 
honest Investigators who would like to 

. exchange faith for knowledge, where it 
can be found?

■ Hoping that something beside gener- 
. alities and liot-alr Will be given to those 
.who are anxious to know and to spread 
Iha truth. Yours for light.

ARTHUR DINSMORE.

¿i

Spiritualists will be glad to find one 
preacher holding that knowledge is bet
ter, than faith.

I will in the beginning take the read
er into my confidence. "Arthur Dins
more is not his name, but as he does 
not wish to be known. I am at liberty to 
reveal only this, and that he is. what 
the clear-sighted reader, will quickly 
conclude, a reverend minister of the 
gospel. This accounts for his style, his 
captious, scolding tone, his catching 
hold of the minor and Inconsequential, 
and failure to grasp the great principles 
involved. He chooses to write In- a 
loose, slangy style, and appear at his 
worst, and can have no cau?e of com
plaint if his readers think he can do no 
better. He seems to be saturated with 
the idea of Hagaman, the "Anti,” who 
thought he would bring the National 
Association to a sharp turn, b/ lassoing 
it with a challenge! Think of it! Ha
gaman stopping the Spiritualists of the 
nation, to discuss with him the princi
ples of Spiritualism, which he can no 
more understand than an Igorrote!

Reverend Dinsmore appears to think 
every Spiritualist m the world will 
jump at the chance of defending the 
faith, or that it is their duty to convert 
unbelievers. Now if there is one thing 
on which Spiritualists agree, it is the 
uselessness of attempting to convert 
anyone to the belief without furnishing 
the* knowledge of Spiritualism. Every 
one who desires to believe, must inves
tigate, and he cannot have a vicarious 
substitute. -

Another stumbling block in his way 
Is because there is "more conflict be
tween Spiritualists than m all ortho
doxy put together." Well, that Is as it 
should be. There ought not to be any 
conflict In orthodoxy whatever. There 
is the Infallible bible, hopelessly per
fect and binding; there are the creeds, 
to. which all members subscribe, and to 
doubt which takes the doubter out of 
the church. For,nearly two thousand 
years this weeding out of skepticism 
and lopping off of those whs contended 
has been going on, and orthodoxy ought 
to have become homogeneous. Were 
it not for the resistless ..pressure ot 

, growth, which cannot be quite filtered, 
'there would be this desirable harmony 
I of stagnation.
! Spiritualists have had no "sacred 

, . < book, • no infallible priests. Every one 
investigates and thinks for himself

Hence the reverend critic may, by 
taking the dsanca sayings of this one 

) ok grova anything ha d®Irea.

J

t

This is a method I think he wilj con
fess to be-the way of a schoolboy, and 
not that of the honorable argumentlst. 
who would take the consensus of the 
whole, the expression of the great body 
of Spiritualists.

Some one may have said; "Take the 
philosophy and let the phenomena go," 
but this Is not what Spiritualists as a 
whole advocate. The philosophy is 
founded on the phenomena, and would 
be useless without them.

He Is Buffering from a tog-envelop, and 
asks wildly: -•Whose philosophy shall 
we take? Austin, Barrett. Colville. 
Grimshaw. Harlow. Lockwood. Morse, 
Peebles. Tuttle. Wright. Wiggins,। and 
scores of others yell like the darling In
dian controls—mine! mine! mine!’-

Perhaps there could not be crowded 
into one sentence more that is false and 
misleading. There is not one in this 
list of authors and lecturers who is 
dominated by an "Indian control." 
There is not one who would "yell" his 
claims, whatever they might be. There 
is not one who ever has. or would it 
asked, declare that his teachings were 
the all of the spiritual philosophy. I 
think I can venture to voice every one 
oi these brothers and co-workers in the 
cause, when I say that one and all feel
■that they are doing a work In their own
sphere, which is a narrow segment of 
the great circle of the whole, and the 
philosophy Is the conclusions from the 
results of their united labor.

In ditty years of direct contact with 
the movement. I have seen only a tew 
instances when the cry of "mine." has 
been uttered, and a leadership pretend
ed, and in every instance there has 
been a total ecllpse of such pretensions.

Spiritualism has brooked no mortal 
leadership. If thp Rev. Dinsmore will 
go beyond individuals for an experience 
of what Spiritualists believe and advo
cate he will find in the Statement of 
Principles of tlie National Association 
and in the resolutions adopted by that 
organization something over which 
there is no dispute, and no "Babel" of 
contention. There lie will find a "con
sensus of the competent." the funda
raentaT principles on which all agree 
with a solidarity of purpose, which 
comes from demonstration.

We now come to tlie. damnatory 
charges against the personnel of the 
movement. . .

He says; T have personally written 
to many of your prominent men." And 
he has found tlie most deplorable state 
of affairs.- The use of the "blue book," 
trap doors, "talking machine." to Imi
tate spirit voices, "adultery.” "free 
love, etc. Let him give the names of 
these ' prominent men." that the value 
of their evidence may be known! Who 
are these enemies in the guise of 
friends?

Spiritualists by a strange concert of 
actions have been driven to the defense 
of their cause against attacks like this, 
charging wholesale fraud and immoral
ity. There is no fraud in mediumship, 
for it is not mediumship when It has a 
taint of deception. There is no Spirit
ualism in any teaching not. of the most 
stainless morality, for only that is spir
itual.

For every heralded fraudulent se
ance, there are a thousand home circles 
where deception is unknown and un
thought of. Tor every deceiving "me
dium .there are a thousand genuine 
and true.. . . . .

The wholesale slaudcr ot this great 
and worthy clabs. IS unpardonable" and 
unjust. Tne cnarges themselves even 
as against the deceiving, are not by any 
means sustained or sustainable. For 
instance, the noted "blue book." I pub
lished sdme time since, an article on 
the subject expressing a desire that if 
any one had this book, or a scrap of it, 
to send it to me for examination, or if 
any one had ever seen it, to testify to 
the same. The great book disappeared. 
It dwindled down into leaflets, and the 
leaflets dematerialized." I received 
one letterfrom a person who had seen 
another person who had seen some leaf
lets he thought might; h^ve . been used 
by the medium In giving teste!

Talk about "free love'.'and "adultery” 
among Spiritualists! There is a book 
published, giving the account of the 
moral delinquencies of preachers in 
this country for one year, and It is 
nearly as big as a family bible! And 
yet preachers will throw this up as an 
unpardonable sin! Bad enough if there 
be one who believes in spiritual phe
nomena, and has not arisen to the spir
itualization of the philosophy! There 
may be, probably are. such m the ranks, 
but where there is one. there are doz
ens and scores among those who claim 
strictest orthodoxy." May the gods 
laugh and angels weep when these 
evangelists and gospel ministers ac
cuse us of "free love" and “adultery!” 
Wo might return the compliment, but it 
would be too cruelly true!

• Spiritualism will not turn one way or 
another to -change the faith" of "out
siders. It. is not a system of propa
ganda. It does not desire to bring any
one into the fold to pay the preacher’s 
salary. The outsider must grow into 
the belief by knowledge, and most out
siders have a miraculous growth be
fore them. It is true it has missiona
ries, In the body, a few, and countless 
hosts without, not-for the purpose of 
conversion., but instruction. The con
version will come afterward.

It remains to reply to his concluding 
question: - Will some one tell honest in
vestigators who would like to exchange 
faith for knowledge, where it [demon
stration] can be found?"

First, in investigating, the subject 
should be approached in a proper state 
of mind. The self-conscious, dictato
rial, hypercritical, egotistical and pat
ronizing condition. will as effectually iso
late as the shell of a turtle will prevent 
its inmate from receiving sensations. 
The investigator will find the private 
circle incomparable for research. He 
has only to come therein- with honest 
purpose, and impartial mind. To 
brush aside the chuff, and garner the 
grain.

If he is searching for chaff, that is 
what he will gather. If he is deter
mined to have fraud, fraud he will have 
and to spare. .

If he visits the "camp meetings.” and 
the mediums - as an "outsider.” to crit
icise and strengthen his position that 
there is nothing in it. he will find 
abundance of material for his success;

But we pause here to repel the infa
mous slander of this reverend gentle
man, when he by innuendo asks: “Do 
the leaders get a -commission from 
takers? referring to chairmen of meet
ings and camps. Let us have a bill of 
particulars who was the chairman who 
frightfully abused a large audience,” 

and then "denounced” the mediums as 
fakes?" This one chairman may have 
been anything but what a chairman 
should be, buMhe charge as It stands 
involves the self-sacrificing leaders of 
every spiritual society in the country 
It is a libel against worthy men and wo
men of unimpeachable character-

Do not, then, in the beginning of In
vestigation stop to find fault and slan
der those engaged No one will take 
you and learn you the A B C of the phi 
losophy The investigator, will not be 
takes in leading strings, M

CHAPTER THIRD. ’
In our last we had a glimpse of hap

penings just across the divide. . If these 
are accepted as veridical, they are full 
of lessons for the mortal believing in 
his own immortality. If. this history 
represents anything either, of the cer
tainties or the uncertainties of our im
mediate future, it is Just ..what the 
Mjpild is seeking. The present: writer 
has purposely omitted the name of one 
of these spirit associates, specially in
terested in Mr. Wilson, as it demanded 
more careful examination as to its ver
ity than the names of tlie other spirits 
Included in this history. We have been 
listening to the experience of a number 
of good intentioned but most unspirit
ual spirits gathering around Wilson and 
Dallas. They were all recent arrivals 
in spirit lite, and their names were a 
matter of little consequence to the 
reader. They were emphatically "spir
its of tlie threshold,'’ clinging to their 
mother earth, with every appetite ana 
passion unchanged, and welcoming as
sociation with mortals as helping them 
to recall old sensations. But one spirit 
appears who should be of a very differ
ent class. We are told that Charles 
Sumner is specially interested in Wil
son, whose organism he proposes to en
trance, and through Its lips once again 
play the orator for mortals. His re
peated attempts, his success and his ul
timate failure to hold his medium are. 
we presume, faithfully recorded. But 
we naturally ask what is rne renowned 
Charles Suinher—the champion of tlie 
enslaved negro—doing among this 
crowd of most ordinary and unspiritual 
mortals? This demands a careful 
study of what the threshold'’ really 
means and Includes.

Mr, Sumner discovers, we are told. In 
J. K. Wilson an instrument he can en
trance, and then talk through for the 
benefit of mortals. He makes several 
attempts, and is at last pronounced 
tbrilllahtly successtul by the associates 
of Wilson, who listen to the lectures or 
talks. If entrancement by a spirit be a 
proven fact, then there is no reason 
Charles Sumner should not play con
trol, and lecture as well as any other 
spirit. But we remember that the ex
senator has been in spirit life more 
than a generation. As a mortal he was 
known as a man of strict honor, and a 
philanthropist. He has certainly had 
time enough to make1 some progress in 
his new life, and any progress would 
remove him further and further from 
the threshold, and presently endow 
him with greater knowledge and power 
than those less advanced. But Sum
ner 1b here with the others, and though 
spoken of by the author and his asso
ciates, spirit and mortal, with the 
greatest respect, is evidently on about 
their level, for he is twice spoken of as 
wounded in the fierce battles between 
the hostile armies. •

The question as to the spirit stand
ing of Mr. Sumner must, of course; re
main unanswered, but we remember 
that our standard of manhood and that 
of the spirit world may be very differ
ent. We judge a man by his acts, 
whereas his spirit level is determined 
oy his thoughts. So a man may be ex
alted in public esteem here, and his 
conduct unimpeachable, and yet his 
thoughts may hold hint to a very un
spiritual level. What we call political 
ambition,’ however .'successful; 'inay' be 
very uncharitable in the process by 
which it climbs. This is merely a sug
gestion so far as Mr. Sumner Is con
cerned, but if this experience be a ver
ity it-would at least give a reason why 
our honored senator had not yet risen 
above the sphere of struggles for mas
tery. ...

This remarkable history is ended 
when we are told that the spirits who 
had associated themselves with Wilson 
and Dallas were permitted by the vic
tors to come with an acknowledgment 
of total defeat, and abondonment of all 
their proposed plans. They seem to 
have regained freedom through some 
pledge to cease their attempt, under 
which condition they are free to resume 
their former manner of life in the spirit 
world. We presume this included Mr. 
Sumner, as otherwise he would hardly 
abandon Wilson after having proved 
his power to use him as a lecturer.

We learn little or nothing of the hab
its Or tastes of the conquerors, who are 
represented as being’ lower as a class 
than these angel friends of Wilson. 
This earth has its grades of humanity, 
from almost angel up to the literal 
brute, yet all alike are subject to cer
tain rules of life without which they 
could not exist. The distinction be
tween the classes is thus purely men
tal, for all alike are subject to the 
physical. The brute who revels in 
beastliness is classed by us.as a very 
low mortal, but he may be the result of 
conditions over which he had no con
trol. We don t know enough to class 
him spiritually. But in this history we 
have seen men and women who remain 

next-door-neighbors" because their 
earth desires, passions and tastes are 
strong as ever. They evidently come 
back because tastes for eating, drinking 
and smoking are mixed with motives 
that are less selfish. There is a strong 
inference from these facts, which many 
of my readers know to be true, -that 
-corn beef and cabbage." with Whiskey, 
tobacco and cards, are not found in' the 
house across the street. Of course they 
have substitutes, just as they have 
house-bodies with faculties different 
from ours, but for many the old pas
sions, and the old style of living are 
still uppermost, and they are unhappy 
without them. Those who have trav
eled further than across the street are 
not the object of this article. They are 
m no true sense "neighbors.” and we 
naturally count our own "loved and 
lost as much further from our earth 
life.

Neighbors can meet more easily than 
those who live at a distance. It is 
very little trouble for mortal and spirit 
to meet if there is nothing but invlsibil- 
ity between them. This Is a truism, 
founded on tlie experience of every In
vestigator. Neither mortal nor spirit 
needs much change under such condi
tions. A little sensitiveness to abnor
mal vibrations and the mortal becomes 
a medium. A similar sensitiveness for 
the spirit, and he enters the “divide ” 
The mortal is mortal, and something 
more. The spirit is spirit, and some
thing less. So the neighbors shake ; 
hands, and both being in the “divide" 
they sit down and gossip. We call that 
spirit communion." That is the level 

at which ; Wilson and Dallas met their 
.friends, and it is the level of the public 
seance everywhere. We may; even say 
that all physical phenomena ■ must be

digested breakfast food.” He- is to 
make his own way Until he prepares 
himself for the reception of the demon
stration he asks for. Spiritualism has 
nothing for him. . : .. . . ■

Having prepared hiraqel^he lylU And 
In the organization of a private home 
drde, the meass of that demonstration

HUDSON TUTTIS,
\ \9. a.
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BOOKS FM ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

. ■ ' : ':’j e to / 'nr r
on that level, And^s. w^H know, the 
more physical, th^pkigpmenon the 
mpre. popular it be^pies-j The cabinet 
materialization,tellsjiiq that tale. The
visitors are nelghbi chat across
that fence Is deenjeii]<VtOi/^i a dollar any 
tin^e. - .. gj, .. . .

We roughly divide our mediums into 
three classes, We, co.untjr their, several 
phases , as material,,^lentftl .and spirit
ual. Perhaps philosophical . would be 
the better definition of those who be
come tlie mouthpiece for spirit teach
ers. By all alike tip "divide " must be 
reached, for tlie moyfal can go no fur
ther. At best. It is a region dark, 
orear and foggy. The ordinary public 
seance tells that tale, and the history 
of Wilson and Dallas proves that even 
if there be attempted ¡privacy the foe 
can enter as easily as pie friend. The 
Intercourse may at . first seem botn 
amusing and attractive, but it is danger
ous to both mortal and spirit.

It is not the Intention, in this article, 
to attempt to follow tlie career of an ad
vancing spirit In thq absence of reli
able facts or proofs Wejeave that to 
theosophical adepts. But we have 
here statements of refutable'witnesses, 
still living, and experiences in harmony 
with those of numbers of investigators, 
trom which wo maylearn lessons much 
needed in these days when public phe
nomena have become objects ot general 
suspicion. -

Its a common experience for some 
cautious and critical investigator to 
watch and wait for; months before he 
avows himself convinced that spirit re
turn is a demonstrated fact. He has 
learned his lesson, and declares that he 
knows It to be a truth, , tor he has had 
the evidence. Soon after he reads an ar
ticle headed "Exposure" and learns that 
his respected, medium. lias been cap
tured with wigs, cheese-cloth garments, 
etc., as evidence of fraud carefully pre
pared. He still-believes that what he 
experienced was without fraud, but. all 
the same, he becomes silent,-or talks 
learnedly of the unknown powers of the 
subconscious self/u-and perhaps joins 

tlie S. P. R. :-. a ■- -
The present writer has. so far. failed 

to capture a single subconscious self." 
and bring him Intan.court. "Subcon
scious self-, may on,may not have the 
powers ascribed to shim, and may. or 
may not be bo suggestible that he can
not help being a .first-class . liar: but 
there need be no doubt of the presence 
of . our next-door- neighbors." Every 
public seance .with -q,:genuine sensitive 
as high priest .or priestess, has the ear 
marks of this truths Let .ub see what 
Is reasonably ■ provqd by.such genuine 
experiences., a - •'T

1. All. classes o£ spirit alike must 
come to the edge of thpijdivide where 
next-door- neighbor . dwpll. If they 
want to communicate mortals.

2. Even the most . advanced spirit 
must be limited and befogged by such 
nearness to earth life, Jfte may not be 
injured or enslaved] by any foe, but he 
becomes bespatterqd with mud. and 
mentally befogged.,„ rfe •

3. A,pure and uqpelflsh'motive is-no 
protection to.the iportajj9 from spirit 
foes, any,more.-thau it,,protects film 
from lightning andi/loo(L,n The authors 
of the work we liayp quoted were true 
and loyal to their spirit friends, who 
were .also true to tlj,?m, n Yet ,condi- 
tioM tavored .tbe .fpo,,and independent 
mediiiriship lost fhftjb^^ ,

4. ItTs true the advanced spirit may 
be more powerful tliaji any foe, but he 
stays in such an atmosphere no longer 
than is necessary for his labor of love 
for some mortal. Yet he can be there
after simulated; so skillfully that the 
mortal rarely finds out the deception.

5. Every class of spirit, whether ad
vanced or not, is dependent on a sensi
tive mortal for any7, intercourse with 
earth life. -And a ihortal, Unless he be 
a sensitive, can greet no spirit: whether 
friend or foe.' i - ’ -

There are powers' of . clairvoyance, 
etc., possessed by" many sensitives 
which, it is now claimed, belong to a 
man s subconscious ■self.- Whether or 
no that .be so, it is absurd to suppose 
the mortal could have any power supe
rior, to that of an- advanced spirit. 
Across the divide that mortal sensitive 
will face thtfsamedaw Of limitation, and 
the tremendous influence- of "sugges
tion. That his vision is ‘’suggested" 
is proved by the fact? that very rarely 
do two clairvoyants-have thesatne vis
ion. Mortals have been in the habit of 
taking such visions m a mass, and sort
ing them into a semblance of barmeny 
upon which a religion or belief has been 
erected. Clairvoyants who have found 
dead bodies, have located mines, and 
have told tales of Spirit life, are em
phatically ■'next-door-neighbors.”

Nature s progress is - a system of 
steps. Yoii cannot climb up to number 
six, and then jump to nine. Each step 
is a foothold of experience that cannot 
be missed. The -returning spirit may 
come swiftly as he please, but he can 
miss no step. - The mortal lias also his 
rigid limit, after which, and until tlie 
next step has- been - climbed, he will 
know, see, and hear that which is above 
him only by suggestion. 'Theiclalrvoy- 
ant who outreaches the divide becomes 
subject to tlie law of spirit life: .and- 
like our spirit visitors. -Will be limited 
and twisted m the, tale he tells the rest 
of ub by the power of suggestion, from 
one side or the.other. ; ..-i . < - :

When we apply Such logical deduc
tions to our personal- and seance expe
riences with mediums, we* begin to see 
why exposures are: becoming-the rule 
rather than the exception, in physical 
phenomena. - ■ ’ .

Let us remember that-'-every mortal 
crosses the divide to bdifome a spirit, 
and that many linger asRSiear to earth 
as possible. Of course. alBclasses alike 
while thus near, may -eftfliange greet
ings. with mortalsin.gonigwhat- easily. 
But those who aspire and’progress. and 
are not held back by thebimmediate ef
fect of their earth? lives?: soon reach 
other vibrations, afrd gradually become' 
further away, and less Accessible. So 
while we may meet tbeigood and pure 
we are sure to rubmhoultters with those 
who are real settlers./! and therefore 
next-door-neighbors.” They are large

ly those who. if wmhad known them in 
earth life, in theireitruem&elfliood. we 
snould certainly have, dsolded. unless 
ourselves already sfneighbors.” They 
are where - thev ane frotfnilack of prog
ress, and may haveifieenzthere years or 
peHiaps centuries.- - -, •

So all spirit communion' implies the 
possibility Of such ¡companionship, and 
of course, the public! seance is the worst 
possible "gate ajar “-because it is al
most certain to contain a lot of mortals 
who belong to the "neighbor” class of 
spirits, although still on this, side the 
divide. Hence it must be the rare ex
ception when the collective attraction 
ot these:curiosity .seekers and test 
hunters does not reduce All alike to the 
vibratory level1 where-fraud becomes a 
natural effect. If there were, no devel
oped sensitive present the immediate 
effect might be invisible to mortals but 
the physical medium has usually been 
slowly and carefully developed into the 
best possible Instrument for threshold* 
use .One of the results of all such d^ 

suggestion, from either spirit or mortal. 
There are. we all know, pure fakes and 
make believes for whom the Delaware 
whipping, post would be none too good. 
But we are now discussing the effect of 
suggestion”, on the genuine sensitive.
When a sitter thinks fraud he sug

gests fraud, and sooner or later the sen
sitive falls victim to.-.the suggestion, 
the sensitive young man or woman, 
who once becomes the tool of the public 
seance, Is almost sure, sooner or later, 
to be subjected to a genuine exposure of 
traud in whatever may be his or her 
particular phase. The psychometric 
sensitive can be suggested Into gather
ing a kit of burglar s tools; and the 
cabinet sensitive can be. and sooner or 
‘ater will be suggested into gathering a 
ut of wigs and cheese-cloth robes. 
Among our "next-door-neighbors" are 
.ilenty who enjoy the fun of suggesting 
and aiding In any such deception. This 
being a natural consequence of visiting 
acquaintance with •.next-door-neigh
bors the well-meaning sensitive can
not escape, and the well-meaning sitter 
may find himself fooled to his heart's 
content. So the exposure may either 
Implicate the mere fake, or uncover sug
gested rascality by a genuine medium. 
The only possible remedy Is to make 
and hold such scientific conditions as 
will protect both sensitive and his mor
tal sitters. The "neighbor" Is beyond 
capture, but may safely be watched as a 
suspect!"
Every phase of phenomena is valu

able as demonstrating human Immortal
ity, but we see that very immortality 
may be a curse as easily as a blessing.

Any phase of mediumship, used for a 
living, may be just as uncertain, as it 
is, of course, subject to suggestion, but 
tlie sitter must take the chance of 
neigubor • fraud, with no hope of legal 

protection. Yet more, spirit identity is 
always doubtful. If fairly proved to
day it may be simulated to-morrow, for 
the sitter neither sees nor hears across 
the divide- where these neighbors 
hold revel. ■

I<or many a reason, often discussed in 
these columns, spirit communion is. and 
must always be of limited value to the 
mortal. We learn through it our own 
immortality, and something of the Ilves 
of our near neighbors. Beyond that all 
is uncertain and befogged. We learn 
that the earthling, having cast his skin, 
crosses the divide. How far lie travels, 
and how rapidly, depends upon himself. 
But each of us can. with certainty, de
termine where our selfhood will first 
make its new home across the divide. 
It is altogether a matter of thought, for 
any action without thought can have no 
spiritual effect Let us watch our 
thoughts. If they are all of earth then 
we belong close to the edge of the di
vide. Many a disappointed and dis- 
heartened man becomes religious. and
thinks his nature Is changed. In real
ity he is merely the under dog. Let him 
get on the top and this life is good 
enough for him. Such religion is Itself 
close to the divide.

A man can tell himself, even If he 
does not tell his neighbor, whether his 
ruling desire is love for his fellow man. 
And whether his great desire -is for 
Blocks, bonds, houses and acres, with 
earth appetites and passions upper
most. If they are. he stays as close to 
earth as the divide will permit. As he 
outgrows his 'old selfhood- he gets fur
ther away. ■ • ■

We get in such histories as that of 
Wilson and Dallas a certain spectro
scopic view of the hell manufactured by 
earth passions carried into spirit life. 
Those who escape this experience have 
necessarily very different surroundings. 
Mediums and theosophists alike tell us 
that tale, but of its details we gather 
nothing reliable from either of them. 
Though possibly true they are but im
aginings for the mortal. The all-im
portant point for the investigator to re
member is that when he crosses the di
vide he will rest there, or move on ac
cording to the thought-manhood he has 
built up for himself.

He may sit alone to-day seeking spir
it phenomena, or in a choice family cir
cle where exposures are unknown, but. 
all the same, he is still close to the di
vide, and next-door-neighbors" are not 
far oft. If he long for spirit growth that 
would insure spirit progress, he must 
learn to think It. Yet if he becomes 
too spiritual, he Is soon unfitted for 
earth life as it Is. and becomes more or 
less a martyr.

There are many of all classes, na
tions and races, close to the border, 
where it seems, for the most part, a sec
ond edition of to-day. adapted to 
changed conditions.

There are also, as we venture to be
lieve, schools of life in the beyond, 
where at last man seems to attain a de
velopment of wisdom and power almost 
divine. But such, a development can' 
only follow an earnest desire and con
stant effort for progress. And every 
step of-such progress carries the spirit 
further away from the divide, and there
fore further, from us. If we ourselves 
keep in the path of progress we are do
ing our part in this life. We shall not 
be troubled by exposures here, nor lin
ger . among the "next-door-neighbors” 
when our earth-life is finished. And 
that seems to me the all-important les
son from the experience of -Wilson and 
Dallas. ■ .

- (The End.) 
San Leandro. Cal.

A SPIRIT’S WARNING VOICE.

The Lives of Two Scouts Are Saved 
- 'Thereby

I was telling this story one night in 
New Mexico in the mountains where 
the stage had stopped for the night. 
As soon as supper was over, all except 
myself went to bed. as it was late, and 
the stage had started at 5 o’clock in the 
morning. The lady and gentleman' 
who kept the stage house requested me 
totalk awhile, as they never saw any 
one only when the stage stopped for 
the night, the nearest house Jieing 30 
miles away. But before I was through 
telling the story everyone was up and 
listening, although the partitions were 
only blankets.. Our stage driver hap
pened to be one of Custer's scouts. He 
said that one night while he and his 
companion were returning to camp, 
they had staked out their horses for the 
night, rolled themselves in blankets, 
and went to sleep. Toward morning the 
scout said he neard plainly the words 
"Get up and go or you will be killed.” 
He though,he was dreaming, and went 
to sleep, when ne again heard more dis
tinctly the same warping. He immedl- 
atelly wakened his ■ companion, and 
they mounted their horses just at the 
light of day, showing thev.were Bur-' 
rounded by Comanche Indians who 
would have killed them had the warn
ing come five minutes later.

- . A.-E, BABCOCK.
St. Louis. Mo.
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bound. Price, $1.50.

Psychography. Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power given 
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Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment By J C 
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. . "
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reads. ‘ Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
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Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro 
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory
Containing numerous .illustrations and diagrams. Price $175 '

Realization. A Course ot Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of thr 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents.

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette 75 cents
paper. 50 cents; - ’ ’

Reincarnation, or the Doctrme of the Soul’s Successive Embodiment- 
Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus D” 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price 30 cents *

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Universe, and the Law t> 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly imnrovo-J 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. mpiuvu.

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in th« 
land. Price, cloth, $1.

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sue' 
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the sni v 
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Religion of Science. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines Im 
-mortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians Cath- 
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Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W W Abeu?
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Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth A* 
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French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages 
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Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 Of. 
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Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M- D Price, 
paper, 15 cents.

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lec
tures by C. Y. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E HulL 
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Spiritism. M rs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories |n re
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Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.

Spiritualism of Mature. ■ By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents, 
Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga« ' 

zine thinks ot him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic 
Price 4 cents: 25 copies for 50 cents.

- Spiritual Harp.'“ A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega«. 
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E- H, 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents. .

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songg 
¡adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam
ilies Bj Mattie E Hull Price 10 cents . .

Stamos A roSarv of pearls culled from the worka of Andrew Jack
son Davjs. Intended to imbue the sorrow mg and stricken heart wit^ 
W msgiratioru By Dr, Della E, Davis. Price 50 cents,
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LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA-MR. WINANS.

Evidence That He Is a Genuine Medium Letter From President G. N. Hiyigoss.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole'Troth, and Nothing but the Truth.

Hotel Westland,

Back Bay,
62 Enut Ave., Iloclieiitçr» X. Y...*

Boston, Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER

as one now move merrily on in pursuit

the soul but it adds-joy, strength and

Mother Eddy calls herowDt» ?. • ’

INVISIBLE HELPERS

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch.

’ THE 8OÚL OF THINGS :THEW0/WT8 B1BLE.-PARTII.

these books, but each la a galaiyot the bright doubts anti difficulties, make geology piam as , throwTSwllghtS day,and throw light on all subente। nowob* 
_ Kilo te&cMMsrelating to woinam Frico ot, soured by timo. Price. 81-50. In three volumes, ■ »««uau. i-.ivu vi bound. SI.50 each. Postage, 10op«r copj,.

The cultivation ot personal 
beauty, based on Hygiene and

ITS ATTAINMENT OF 
FORM AND FEATURES

Send three two-cent stamps, lock oi. 
hair, age, name and the ledding symp-

; shadow—ignorance, Is there no truth 
j for mortal man this side of the.abso- 
• lute? ‘

• j gressive state—a state even an All-wise 
1 beihg cannot transcend, for He cannot 
; be more than All-wise. This state of 
I being shoves all active nature to the 

outside, to the front, and is called by

•'Mark Chester; or a Mm ana a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California." 
By. Carlyle Petorallea. A pure psychic 
story, -elevating and reformatory. Pb- 

4$ eem ~ •

The New and tlie Old,
Or the World's Progress in Thought. By Moses 
Hull. An excellent work by this veteran Writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 cents. , '

Address all letters to /

DR. C. E. WATKINS,

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, 
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

IMPORTANT WORK.
Send 25 cents- to- thei investigation Committee, 

Publishers, Davenport^ Iowa, for Prof.-Watson’s 
Illustrated Book, board .covers, “Juggernaut: 
Christian Science Exposed/’ Containing extracts, 
from books, showing fronrwhere,all-tire ideas of 
C hrlstian Science were orlglnally copled, /which

*A complato oxposlliánot the éclaucoof Astrai-. 
ogy. aaaptod fram ihe Four Books of Ptolemy, 
tfie ABUronotasron theartof Readlns the Stars, 
with many illustrations. • By A. ALPHEUS, 
Bactotasÿoi tMAatrològlealSoolely ot England

AHnie. Lord Chamberlain's Card.
Dear friends, you can.greatly help mo care for 

my blind slater, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl- 
leei mediums now In the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send 11 to me with 11, and I will 

■ try and not reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU«

I WILL ANWBB 8 QUESTIONS, Ä>: FULL 
reading by muil.tl, Mrs, Burjund,-SQlO Vernon 

■ are,; Chicago. •:.. .

The Light of Reason
The latest eacred aon/on sheet mu
ßte, (especially) adapted' for (ibe 
uplifting of) Spiritual Clrpleö and 
services. English and German, 

Price, 25c. a copy. Send to
GEORGE DREW, 
35 Marion Court. Chicago, Ill

SDSàdDINGS, • &'
BiChmiliionn dollar! and-.Xwrl stampa.«-'iDliéascg 
diagnosed rand:;treatment Indicated,-' by Spirit 
Guides, two dollaro; Send either your own writ
ing or Lock of hair. ’ . ..t ..- .

. ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
• ; . ■, . 831, llth'Bt.,N.E. Washington,D. C

INE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of 

True and Fabulous Theology. A new and com
plete edition, from new plates and new typo; 
188 pages, post 8ro. Paper. cloth» 50c. .

The Infallible I'lbre Trumpet, is guaranteed 
better than metal. No. 1—30x5 in.—insulated top 
and bottom, cardinal colored enamel, $1.50. Trum
pet covers with handles to carry, $1.60 extra. 
Pamphlet with instructions for all kinds of devel- 
opementwlll be mailed on receipt of 12 cents in 
stamps. Trumpets will be sent on receipt of 
price. .Manufactured by
JAS. NEWTON. 488 Dorr St., Toledo. O.

• W « Chicago, HL, May 17,1003.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker:

Dear friend'.and. Physician,—I will now writ© 
and try to express my gratitude toward you and 
your spl.lt band for thp good ybu have done me. 
After doctoring with nearly everything ana doc-
tors to help me. I fihd that your treatment has 
Worked wonderfully. I am feeling bo much bet
ter.! can't express myself. I will close, hoping 
an early reply. Yours respectfully, , 
; .* - •. ;■ ‘ iMrs. Bebtha Oannada.
.4069 Princeton Ave.’, Chicago, Ill,. •

DON’>READ!HIS.
If sick write to mo, and ! will-give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustlonmnd lost-vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated.”-Send name,-age,' sex, complex
ion, weightraud 10 ets. In stamps or silver, and re
ceive a’correct diagnosis, ¡worth- many dollars to 
you. Be stire and write-your own letter. Address,.

FKAJiOJES Ii. LOUCKS,
• 85ViarrenSt., - - etonohntn. Muk

B J. & LOUCKS
Is one ot the oldest and most'succeflsful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians.' His cures are mar- 
velouhrhlB examinations ure Jreoto all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and 6 cents 
In stamps; ■ He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms, 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both Boxes with 
wonderfulAUGoess, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convluceyou. :Hls practice extends all over the 
land. Heoures you iu your-own home.

Address. ’ . J. ». EUVCKS. M.B.,
. . Lock Box WS|onehuia.-.Masa.

i'OHARWFREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy ABtrologerand Clairvoyant* 
Bend age, color of wyea and hair. In own hand
writing, AddresSiGEO- )VELLE9, Boxl80, Now-
ark.N.J. • ’ , ' - . ’• i

RESEARCHES
Modern Spiritualism,

By/the, " ■ ■ ■■

Greatest Living Chemist, 

Sir William Crookes, F. B. S.
The English EdlUon costs »1.60, and, postage. 

We have Just brought* oiit a new edition (only 
AmericanLwlth text ana,illustrations In full.: It 
costs only 50 bents.- Ifc|s Uimnswemble. 4

This RenyrkabfeBook and REASON, 
Our48 page Montljly; por-year, for 11.00. Bend now 

. . TlieAustin^Bubij^hingCoinpaey, 
- < MU»0he«^cr, P(. Y.

Restores Lost Vision.
Write for Illustrated Circular 

Cnankonfa " Bhowlng styles iind-prices and 
OUuuLdulu«' photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. -1 can ad
just my Melted- Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mulL as if.you were In my offices. Thousands will 
testify. . ■

• ; «Eva'nsftm Ave., Chicago. Ui
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I' 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal. .

FRANK N. FOSTER,
Tho Noted Psychic for •

Soirii moiooraDim
Bend name and address for circular. Sittings by 

nail. Ui Fitzhugh St., Grand Baplda, Mich.

Dr. George Lester Lane, ■ 
TREATS SPIRITUALLY 

All Ailments With SU ccess.
OBSESSION a specialty. 872'Huntlngton Ave., 
Boston, Mas&—SBK DU; J. Mi. PEEBLES’ 
BOOK ON OBSESSIOM. - .'- s r • •

JiRED. P. EVANS, <
' The Noted Psychic for .
Independent: Slate Writing and

Clairvoyance, ■
Has recently left New York, and is now-located at 
1112 Eddy.Bt.. Ban Francisco, Cab - Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship -*-■

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces»

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“FaBt becoming of world-wide fame.”—HfTuttle 

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Battìi.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. ‘»D. M.‘ 

Doctor of Magnetica: can bo gained at College or. 
at one’B home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to’ <•- .

I - JE. I>. «ABUITT. !>.,

MAJNUSCJLtIPTS CORRECTED.
Manuscripts of any description carefully cor

rected and edited for publication. Customary 
price. 81 for two thousand words, Graduate, Na- 
tinnal -Press Asso'clatlon, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Address.‘‘AUTHOR,’’ No, 2, Speedway Avenue, 
OcearfTark, otil. . . ; •

Aryan San Myths, the Origin r
, , . of Religion. .

By Sarah E. Titcomb, wirh an introduction 
by Charles Morris, author oi “TheiAnran Eaoe." 
Price, cloth. 81.00. . ' _i._' .

.-•"•-■foveinlier.W; 1803.- 
iMrs,’Dr.DOugo'ii-Barkqr: . .. ... . —mu. uuuduiuuej spirit

.the gulflin^ ' fitar..". The twd'
gainlng so last everybody is surprised, and it I ■ as BOW move merrily Ou in pursuit 
can be entirely cured i would Uke to, I have al- , of knowledge. This not onlv rlevplnno readysent a great many to you, and there wUl , v,,. 7Ot Only a0”el°Ps
stlll bo move sent to you.. They all have faith, , soul but it addB'joy, strength and 
forVOU have done so much forme, andl hope : wisdom to the sbirlt.' Here vnn dinenv. you will do the same for them. Tho doctors said I u-. .. « “18c0”
.there was no help for me, but l am bo changed I er lUau tne maturity of th© grain of 
for the better-now they don’t know what.10 say, i r—------ -- ------------- -■

rand I am BO.thankful. to you and. the spirit band 
that 1 cannotsdy enough In your praise. Itoll 
everybody’about you, Now I enclose pay for an- 
othermontlfs treatment.' Wilson Wxut.\ 

- • Btandleh, OrangeCp., Mich,, Boxv85. . '
. Big Bend, West Va.

Mrs. Dr. Dpbson-Barker:—My Dear Good Sister, 
—Your kind-letter camo-tome this afternoon, and 
.kind frlehd/1 am not able to express to you my 
many thanks for allyou have done for mo. Your

To the Editor ¡—Will you kindly ah 
low me space in your valuable paper 
to give a brief account of three seances < 
given recently in our city by tha.t_ re
nowned medium, C. E. Winans, of Edin- ' 
burgh, Ind. The first two were given । 
at the home ot Henry E. Domhoff, 634 
East Georgia street, and the third at 
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Kincaid, 724, 
North East street. In the first seanc^ 
the medium was placed in a chair In the 
cabinet, under a mosquito netting which 
■was’ securely attached to a hook In the । 
ceiling and the lower part brought 
down over the chair upon which the me
dium was seated, and tacked to the 
floor on the outside. . .

In the second the medium was secure
ly sewed and fastened in the chair. ■ 
Now in these seances many manifests- ! 
tinns occurred that gave us unmistak
able evidence that we were in the pretj- 
ence of our loved ones from the immor
tai side of life. Many forms, of all 1 
sizes and representing both sexes, came 1 
out into the seance room and greeted 
their friends In a most loving manner : 
and were readily recognized by them. 1 
One form, that of an aged man, came ’: 
with a long white flowing beard and । 
white hair and going to a professional । 
gentleman who was present—but who 
■was. not a Spiritualist—gave to him un
mistakable evidence of his identity, in 
so much that the gentleman referred to 
said: "It is enough; the proof is over
whelming; it is Uncle Abe.” At one 
time Jimmy Bunnell, the cabinet con
trol, came into the room and asked if 1 
all present had faith in a certain doc. 
tor who was present, and being an
swered in the affirmative, said, "Doctor, 
will you come with me into the cabl- 
net?” The doctor went with the spirit, 
to find upon close examination that the 
medium was still fastened-in his chair 
■while the materialized form stood in 
touch with him, talking to him. • Then 
Jimmy came out of the cabinet and 
standing fully three feet from the cab
inet asked a lady for a handkerchief 
and commenced -weaving a fabric ot 
very line texture. In less than one min
ute there was perhaps not less than 
two or three yards of this cloth which 
the spirit then threw over himself and 
began to dematerialize, which con
tinued until there was no more of any
thing remaining than could have been 
put in a peck measure, and while all 
eyes’ were upon it a re-materialization 
began, and In a few seconds there 
stood before us a man from four to six 
Inches taller than the first, having long 
black whiskers, and passed across the 
room to a lady and represented himself 
as being her control. :

Many manifestations occurred of 
which I will not enter into detail; But 
flee it to say that at the close of' each 
seance -Mr. Winans was found under 
the same test conditions as at the be
ginning of the seance.

At the third seance Mr. Winans’ busi
ness control—Fritz—made his usual 
statement that Mr. Winans did not 
promise anything In particular, but that 
while the medium was in an uncon
scious condition there was liable to oc
cur three forms ot manifestation, mate- 
rlalization, transfiguration and person
ation, but before any manifestations 
took place the writer made a '■state
ment saying that as,the medium was 
not feeling well and the circle was a 
very promiscuous one, it was altogether- 
likely that we would have more or less 
of personation, stating that if the spir-- 
its. found jt necessary to . flo so ‘: thfsy 
would bring Mr. Winans out of the cab
inet an^pse1 him," no ■:matter" undent 
what conditions he had been placed^ 
but requested that no one should handle 

■ the form^, for if any one was foolisli 
enough to. take hold of the form and it 
proved to be the medium in personation 
they would have gained nothing as they 
had been told what to expect, but the 
seance would be broken up and perhaps., 
the medium caused a severe spell of 
sickness. But after things had pro
gressed nicely for perhaps an hour, a 
young man by the name of Robertson, 
who poses as a reporter for a city pa
per, and who had by solemn promise 
made to his mother that he would be
have during the seance, misled Us into 
the belief that he was a gentleman and 
thereby gained admission to the circle. 
Now this young man being overanxious 
to either creditably, or otherwise bring 
himself into prominence, that the pub
lic might know that such a personage as 
he existed somewhere, and having so 
far forgotten the promise made to his. 
mother, that he had come prepared 
with a dark lantern which at an unex
pected moment he flashed upon a form, 
at the same time dealing a severe blow 
upon the face, then grappled with the 
same; instantly everything was confus
ion and disorder, during which some 
one present turned on and lighted the 
gas. The medium was seen by many 
standing in the cabinet robed In white 
while his own apparel lay upon, the 
chair. Every act of the medium showed 
plainly that he was still in an uncon
scious condition. As soon as the un- 
gentlemanly reporter was ejected from 
the room and order once more restored, 
the light was extinguished for a few 
minutes while two stanzas of “Nearer, 
My God, to Thee,” was sung. Then the 
writer was called to loose the medium; 
on entering the cabinet with a light the 
medium was found in his chair clothed 
and in his right mind and all the fasten
ings that had' been at the beginning of 
the seance were still Intact and had to 
be cut' in order to loose the medium 
from his chair. The severing of the 
cords with which he was bound was 
done in' the presence of a number of 
persons who stand ready at any time 
to testify to the truth of all that is here 
written. Then some one who had seen 

• Mr. Winans robed in white and know
ing that the goods were not to be found 
in the room said they were positive the 
medium still had the same on under his 
other clothing. A committee of three, 
Consisting of Dr. D. L. Kincaid, Henry 
E. Domhoff and the writer, took Mr.

The earth now chilled by the frosts 
of winter, has wrapped herself in a 

.‘‘Persian Mantle/’ The landscapes are 
all a scene of gorgeous beauty. All the 
actinic rays of autumn sunsets have 
been caught and held in the times of 
the falling leaves. ■.■'■■■.. ,

Nature certainly presents harmony 
In all her varied expressions of beauty. 
It jnakes you feel akln to every living 
thing you can see and hear; you- are 
conscious with every breath, of all the 
beauty and peace that surrounds you. 
What pleasure can equal the hallucina
tion? Linger on if you will, for these 
golden days are numbered; all too soon 
November is here, and there comes 
from off the cold Atlantic a storm with ( 
high east wind blowing day and night. 
As if by magic thé trees are stripped : 
bare; they stand swaying in the devas- 
fating blast, their stark forms dimly ■ 
outlined before a dark and sombre sky. 
Oh! “The melancholy days have come." 
The landscapes now all look bleak and 
forbidding;/the damp chill searches 
out the very marrow of your bones, and 
if you are at all sensitive the gloomy 
and cheerless surroundings,' give a 
sombre .cast to all your thoughts.

Nature now stands bare and comfort
less, stripped of her Persian tints of 
beauty, waiting disconsolate till the 
white robes of winter shall fall softly 
down to cover her forlorn and shivering 
nakedness. '

It Is time now to seek comfort and 
cheer under different auspices. Where 
shall we go? Take another lesson 
from nature and follow the example ot 
the migrating birds. Go where the 
chilly winds of winter never blow; go 
where gray cloudS and sombre clouds 
never appear; go where nature always 
represents the perpetuity of all life. 
Go where flowers always bloom; go 
where the leaves never lose their living 
green, and flowers never wither; go 
where nature is always robed like an 
empress. Go where the land is like an 
artist’s dream; go where eyes that have 
never liad enough, find a full feast, and 
go away satisfied at last. And to sum 
it all up and clothe it in a “nut-shell," 
go to Lake . Helen (Florida) Camp, 
where you will not only find nature and 
climate as aforesaid described, but you 
will also find the best people on earth, 
and my word and reputation tor it, if 
you do you will nevpr regret it.

We are going to have the best camp 
meeting at the Southern Cassadaga this 
winter that we have ever had. Our 
talent is all of the best. . Our mediums 
for the phenomena will be of the best. 
All our social entertainments, /which 
constitute so much of the pleasure of 
this camp, and make it par excellence 
above all otljer camps of its kind, will 
be first class in every particular.

Our Sunday .meetings will begin in 
December; also the euchre parties, coll- 
certs, dances and mediums’ seances 
and theatricals. So we will have 
abundant pleasures from that time on.

The regular session will begin the 
first Sunday In February and continue 
non of this age) will also be with us to 
whom all know and recognize as one 
of the ablest and most brilliant expo
nents of our beautiful philosophy, will 
be with us through the session, not 
only to lecture, but he also has charge 
of the theatricals. He informed ■ ine, 
during my recent visit to St. Louis, that 
he is Coming this time with an entire 
new set of plays, and Win not only be 
assisted -by local talent but will-, bring,,, 
imported talent- with him.' * '
\W. J. Colville, (the; greatest,phenome-, 
na of this age)’ ,will also be with, us to 
lecture and. give class,.,lessons. His 
spécial class will be héld every day at 
10:30, between , the second and fourth 
Sundays in' March. .À list of his sub
jects will be published later on.

The inimitable Carrie E. S. Twing, 
whose name is a household word, and 
whom none know except to love and 
honor, will also be with us; not only to 
lecture, but" will also have charge of 
the Ladies' Aid, and direct in. all the 
camp work. . , . .

F.' Còrden White, who is second to 
none às a.message medium, will be 
with us, from the. 15th of December on 
till the 'close of .the session and- is en
gaged to give 23 appearances before 
public audiences.

Miss. Grace Hampton is to be the so
loist, with Mrs, Duncan organist.

The new pavilion is now enclosed and 
under' roof, and the carpenters are fast 
putting on the finishing touches. Sev
eral new cottages are also being built.

Miss White and Miss Garborst, now 
have the dining room open, and the Ho
tel Apartment House and cottages are 
fast filling up. About 75 people are 
now in camp, for the winter, and new 
arrivals every day.

It Is my intention to be there by the 
1st of December, when I hope to meet 
all. old friends and many new ones. 
Let us all còme, friends, bringing noth
ing but kind thoughts; then wé know 
that we' shall have the blessing and 
comfort of our spirit friends.

G. N. HILLIGOSS, President

Winans up stairs to his room and saw 
. him remove all his clothing without re

vealing the least sign of paraphernalia 
on his person, then every package or 
parcel belonging to Mr. Winans was 
carefully examined with the same re
sults showing that the goods with 
■which he had been robed were undoubt
edly made in the cabinet and also dema
terialized by the spirits, proving the 
•wonderful gift of mediumship possessed 
by Mr. Winans. The attempt upon the 
part of an ignoramus to. expose Mr. 
Winans has proved to be , a winning 

. Tard for Winans as-he is now besieged 
on. all sides to come and hold his se-. 

■ ances in all parts of our city. We ex
pect him with us again in. another week 
and none will be more welcome than 
he. These are a few plain, unvarnished 
truths written for the purpose, of plac
ing-this medium in a true light before 
the people, in as much as the paper 
printing the false and absurd statement 
has refused to make any correction of 
the scandalous. statement furnished 

■ them by their self-conceited reporter.
J. W. BRINTON.

. Indianapolis, Ind. . .. x• -

An Extensive Analysis of the Question.

A Paper that Never Falters; Never Pauses in Its Effort for the GreatestGood to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life.

: The Speaking Dial. 
' . A Wonderful Spiritual Invention 
Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaks 
in various languages; answers mental questions; 
convincing the moat skeptical. Has come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases ot mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. • - .• •

. TJE8TIMONIAK
■ -- " . Hot Springs. Ark , Jan. 23, 19041

. P. J. Dempséy:—I am more than pleased with 
Î’oür Speaking Dial, and the results obtained are 
n some instances astonishing, I have a plan

chette and Ouija board, but the Dial is a great im
provement on them all, Yours truly; -. . J- A, GIBSON.

If you wish to investigate Spiritualism and con
verse with your spirit friends in your own home, 
order a Speaking-Dial to-day. »Dials now 81.W 
'each.- Booklet with testimonials for the asking.

Addreôs * P. J. DEMPSEY, Inventor. 
- 2817 OOlumbU's Ava. Minneapolis. Minn.

ANDREW B. 8PÏNNEÏ, M. 1).
. Whohashud . • ' ■

Forty Years*" Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Médical 
College, Ton Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK. . 
and !■ a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fails in diagnosis,’ He has given special attention 
to eye, ear,; throat and lung troubles,' also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles; If you would like an opinion 
.of your ca^e FREE, writ© just how you feel with 
'your own hSnd and, hpld the totter in’your baud 
five minutes. -Enclose 8Utnp for replyv>*'; •’ .. - 

> . -Address, ÂNDTiBW D< SftNNBVvM. D. 
. Prop. Reed. City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich. :

This old question has never been 
fully answered. Before we condemn 
others for doing the very things we do 
ourselves we should first know the 
truth.. It would be well to discuss tills 
question in open court. .

If we assume the Absolute or Immut
able Truth to be the only criterion it 
follows that all human or progressive 
truth based on phenomena is deceptive; 
for the immutable implies an unpro-

i BclentiBte the phenomenal output of 
I natural law within.
J Seemingly all nature flows from with

in, but it is only a husk, a possession, a 
J garment, and not anything that, is in

nate in the all-pervading—Space spirit 
—we live, move and exist exterior to 
the pervading spirit,

Nevertheless scientists are of the 
„ .... opinion that all we know is derived

!owS:-sc^1,u8Xw>!S S J*’°5 Y^10118 external phases of na-
leadlug symptoms. We do not think It wrong to * ture which demonstrates the existence 
inKen/buT^nieiSwtt S ?f a something within called a produc-
tempt to defraud, please always send leadimr-'l lnS cause, all of which is summed up 
centoroveinl’stamm and’yJuwin recei™ bi'reM ln ^bat we feel, sense, experience and 
turn mail a diagnosis of your cBBo, c lvoby j realize from the mutual action of all 
Everyone Ouirjlt to Havo TIiow rthe 'Parts- All this when compared xjvtw yugnt W nave Uieir J with the absolute criterion 1b but a

Case Diagnosed or Exam
. inert Four Times 

a Year, 
AT LEAST,

Absolute perfection, is the empty 
-------- j ideal that induces man to fill up the 

inKtotodnhv«Tíi1í,l?'ít?re ■R'WIUP.M’R'PP S gap between extremes with progress ve We cun rereJ you to ‘hSSdSta Íhjí,^o Italo I trUth whlch at m0Bt 18 onl>' an approxi- 
iind eouin!-vCliro“10 !ilse“se *“ “I."1081 every state ' mation founded on ignorance, mistakes, 

_ y’ •------------------------------/errors, guesses, opinions, deception,
LíiflfPf i iirPil Afl l\ln Dav l>!iea> frauds, fakes, popes and priests in- vanvvi UUICU, Ul HU I dj. eluded—know-alls who know nothing 

■ ” ....... * but the tricks,of the devil freely used to
scare ignorant men into the church or 

. into a 7x9 heaven with his bundle of
j creeds as hfs passport, lacking this he 

,1 is sent to the everlasting bake-óven, 
4 Well may we ask, What is Truth?

■ . Permit us to analyze progressive 
'f truth from another viewpoint:

. First, What is the soul? The human 
: soul Is an animal soul, untamable as a 
! bengal tiger. It will run away with the 
j human spirit every chance It can get. 
I Watch your own inclinations, your mo

’ I tives, and see for yourself that the spir
it is not always master.

The Soul is an innate entity, inborn, 
Involved from eternity, not .dependent 
on any ulterior act of a creator, in short 
it is self-existence itself. It is com
posed of many potencies, qualities, pas

- ?.lo,ns’ Pr°Pensltles, faculties whose ac
_____ ____ . tiviUes balance each other in the do- 

£ yi°H dieea60 WUl b® dl^“08®d The“lnL?rp^stons3UrreXPe“e8ternai 
free by spirit-power. . ._____________ ..springs, the fountain head of involun-

MrSi Dr. Dobson-Barker, ssws'Jss.'ax 
.cult powers of the soul.

TT?TT 1l("nv ¥ouT . three chief desires, and 
JljJjlJ UUU.-learn hdw to attain them. Send 
stamp. Box P.-T.L05 ClilCpgb, Ill,

Mrs. o. h. cochran, the successful'
Magnetic Heaioi!, treats alldlseases spiritual 

ly, Consultation ,free. Tfiour troubles.or disease- 
diagnosed free byimail,.for five 2-cent stamps, 
167, Wellington St...near Clark, Chicago,-III.

Man’s conscious spirit is at liberty 
■ to capture the wild soul and make it 
• his vehicle or whatever he will.
• While so enshrined in the spirit 1b In 
a position to learn every phase, every de- 

| gree -of soul life. The object of the 
. spirit-is to tame and subdue the soul, 
¡••o lift it-from the plane of ignorance 

to ;the plane of knowledge and useful-
i ness. To do this successfully you must 
return love for hate, instead of brute 
force, which only adds fuel to the pas

, sions. Eventually., the conscious spirit

White or Black Magic?
Are you'sure that your mediumship is attract

ing to you angels or demons? Are you determined 
to give or get? Are you trying to wink at psychical 
laws by sitting in thedark, and not,creating, with
in yourself a spiritual capacity for communion of 
spirits? Aro you trying to got something for noth
ing? or are you ready to pay the prico for success
ful mediumship? Do you want to be a fake or an 
adept? I can help you. ,

• -Send at onco, enclosing a stamped, addressed 
envelope, for Prospectus of ’’The Couego ot Di
vine Sciences and Realization.?' Reduced tuition.

Theonly one or Its kind In the world. •
CLAIRVOYANCE-^ploth’bound,’ prll^,. 11.50 (re

duced from $2.00). It teaches yon how to penetrate 
the veil of sense and matter, converse with spir
its, read the crystal, see the future; prophesy are 
.attain illumination, and bo a Yogis, *(A11 students 
will do well to study thia excellent volumn.”—W. 
J. Colville.-. “It is a revelatipri.”—Light “Bost 
work on the subject”—Mind; “Marvelous—Ep 
och-niaklng,“—Lilian Whiting»'

BBIRIT WORLD, by Gaffleld^ cloth, 50 cents. 
. AURAS AND COLORS-Wlth exhaustive dlo 
tionary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents •- ‘

PSYCHOMETRY—Thefirstand only book which 
teaches tho science so that you can practice it 
Price, 60 cents . " ' *
’ EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price. 60 cents. •

REALIZATION—How to enter tho euper-con- 
sciouBnCBB and bo a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

DIVINATION-A Ms. series on how to dlvino 
hidden .things, find lost treasures, -‘become a 
seer. Price.ll.OT. .• . .•••■••

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 12.25 
BEJm&ER PAST LIVES—A Ma. 

series on this fascinating subject Price,11.00.
Address Money orders to ■ 

J. C. JF. GRUMB1NE,
- 1285 Oimmonwealth Ave.,

Boston. Mass.

treatments and your description of all my many 
ilia are doing just as you told me they would. Oh. 
my dear friends I am bo hoppy-tonight; to think! 
am able, to write and teir you something of your 
medicine, for-all the treatment that I have over 
received from anyone.!* have never found any- 
thlng’to treat mo as you have, my dear good friend, 
lean eat my three meals a day and walk out to 
see my neighbor, and ean Bleep part of the night, 
and get up in the morning rested. Now remem
ber, my.good-lady, this one thing Is something I 
have not done before for two years, going on three. 
My heart don’t hurt, mo anything, like it did. 
Please excuse this long letter,-but I want to tell 
yon all I can. Please note this, for I trust It will 
reach the ears of many more poor suffering bodies 
like myself, and they, too, can be benefited by 
your kind, skillful treatment. You seo lam so 
much-improved, even In my writing, and in my 
talking, in fact in every way that a poor suffering 
person could or can find relief, ! get so happy. Mv 
neighbors all look at me in' wonder if it is me, I 
do know and trust In you and your happy spirit 
band.. I have, I think, got you two more ladles to 
send to you for treatment in a short time, • They 
all add how fast l am improving, and they think 
itiaa miracle that lam living, let alone getting 
better; so I mustnot say -any more this time in 
prose to you.. Dear. good people, from your sister 
In faith that all will bo well. Write soon; from

' • ... •' ' M. E. GOODNIGHT.

wheat (spirit) depends largely upon the 
surrounding hull (soul).

Ignorance is the companion of knowl
edge, else there is no secret to learn. 
Ignorance was the savior prior to 
the preaching of Christ, now you must 
believe or be damned. ..

So, too, fraud is;the-companion of 
truth. If you ignore, tbef)wisdom les
sons taught bk the psychic passions of 
soul your development Is one-sided; at 
most you are puffed up a little by self
conceit, arrogance and bigotry born of 
ignorance. There is no fact, no reality, 
no truth greater than self-conscious ex-

Spirit Message to' William H. Morrow.
William,, thou art endowed with gifts 

far excelling thy fellow men. Thou wilt 
cultivate these gifts, as well as thy vir- • 
tues for thè good—coming from them to 
thy fellow man, and thou wilt get thy 
reward. Thou wilt earnestly strive to 
do the good. Thou wilt Invite the good, 
and reject the wrong; thy reward for so 
doing will be great. '

William,'many cares have been thine 
in life, but much good thou canst. and 
wilt do before thou wilt come to ùs, so 
thou wilt be led by the angels who have 
charge of thee, and thou canst not go 
wrong. .

Thou wilt raise up the fallen. Thou 
wilt strengthen the weak. Thou wilt 
speak words of love and encouragement 
to the downcast and broken-hearted; 
for such thou wilt have thy reward.

Thou wilt not regard the estate or 
standing of thy fellow-men, In dispens-1 
Ing thy gifts, but rather feed the hun-1 
gry,‘clothe tne'hakcd,’ visit' the poor, 
heal the sick; for such thou wilt have 
ihy’reward. ■ ,

Thou wilt find that human greatness 
lies in .doing of these things, rather 
than the getting of gain. . ..

William, thy pathway through life 
will not always be scented with flowers, 
but rocks and thorns will lie along it, 
but thy strength will be increased as 
thou goest, and many bright aqgels 
will attend thee, and keep thy heart 

‘from faint. Thy progress will be fast, 
ns thy time- to-go hence requires it, so 
be prudent in all things, keep thy heart 
and thy body from that which thou 
knowest wrong. Thou wilt ’follow the 
good counseling of thy angel friends 
who love thee, care for thee, and will 
not .forsake thee. .

Keep; and ponder these things .in thy 
mind, and-thou wilt always be guided 
by the right, and not the wrong.

The highest good’in thy life is not for 
thyself, but for thy fellow man. Thou 
wilt- do thyself no harm but. thy fellow 
man good/ Thou wilt lay aside those 

‘things which would cause the harm.
.Theae'are the words from Spirit 

Peter .the Quaker to William. Keep 
them.' Adieu. •

’ WILLIAM H. MORROW, 
. Atlantica, '

Nolecufar Huootfie.si& of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to tbo Philosophy of Spiritualism.

* By Prof W. M. Lockwood./. Paper. 24 cents.:

THUMBSCREW AND RACK.
Torture Implements employed In the 15th and 

16th centuries'tor tho promulgation ot . Chris
tianity. with - pictorial illustrations. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price. 10 cents, ?

The Devil and the Adventists.
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re; 

pulsed. By Moses Hull. Price; W cents.

Whu 1 Rma Vegetarian.
An address delivered- before theChlcago Vege- 

tarlan Society ‘By J. Howard Moore. Price, 
BBcents. ' - . ' .. . .

iMAilr.tiiat'WMK1
By James’M. McCann. A-conipleto and over- 

whelmlng-.Refutation :of tho. Bible story of the 
Deluge, yrlce, 15cents. ; , -

NewTestafnentStoriesS^ 
cd. Drawings-by Watson HestonrWith critical 

<and humorous comments.iipoii;the texts. .Hes
ton’« drawings are incomparable,’ and excruci
atingly funny. Qne musi'Beo the book to appro- 
elate it; the.pictorlal satire cannot be tola. It 
will make-you' laugh heartily^* Price in board, 
81.00; cloth. 81.50.\ ‘ , ‘ :

lOO.OOO "“SH""
4 j? Ta ole Fall and WintertCampaign
15 Mill IS of The Progressive Midker will be 
especially important to every Spiritualist. We 
Want to spread the paper .broadcast,/ hence we 
will send it out on trial, 12 weeks foe 15 cents, 
or 7 copies to one address for the saiihe length 
of time for $1.00—sent on trial to tthose only
who have not been subscribers, to the’ paper at 
least for one year. We want everypnewought 
in touch with th$ grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper wilLeontain 
each week.: In sending in these trial subscrip
tions always state whether Spiritualist^ church 
members, br investigators,. Jhis Jiberalpropo- 
sition will be.withdfawn by December 15. So 
trial subscriptions at the above should be 

»rushed in ‘ ~ ''' * ’ ' ’

: The Devefoomenl: of. the Spirit 
AfterTrausltlón. By thé late M. Faraday. Tho 

■origin of religions, and their influence upon the 
mental development ot the human race. ' Price, 
lOcents. .■ . . ' , ■■ ; ■ - /

An Infirmons A pampnietof 8» pages, com- 
Pnvicniranv plled anel Published by the uuHBputtLy . !ntb j. G WhltCi author 
of numerous antl-Caihollo works. It contains 

■ disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free government. Price. 15 cents

' flDOGruD'nal New Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed In the first fourcentu- 
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and' their com
panions, aud not included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth, 81.50. ” '

istence; besides this nature Is full of 
contrast which enables lis to distingiush 
self from not-self. The action of sub
ject, and reaction of object confirms 
the reality of both; for no cause can 
produce an effect unless it (cause) 
meets with resistance. The resistance 
of the object reminds the subject hjfe is 
not the whole thing.

Again, right and wrong, good and evil 
or God and Devil, knowledge and Ignor
ance, are word-objects put in contrast 
which enable us to distinguish truths 
born on different planes or under dif
ferent conditions. .

The soul is pure; it knows no right 
or wrong; this is a matter of choice 
left to the conscious spirit; without 
choice will has no incentive, and man 
is left a mental slave. Often thé psy
chic forces of different souls are badly 
mixed—as water finds its essential ele
ments. So, to the cbnsciouB spirit the 

•mixed result looks like prime, suicide 
of all good; but remember that every 
act, physical or mental, that you are' 
conscious of is to you a fact, a reality, 
a real truth—no matter what name you 
give Uie mixture, otherwise you deny 
consciousness, or the evidence of your 
own being, and not capable of knowing 
right from wrong.

, . Again, every object In nature is the 
result of some action and pre-existent 
intelligence. The psychic aura of the 
object informs you that it exists by 
photographing itself on tile mind which 
ideal impression gives form and expres
sion to thought. -

■ There are other multiplex truths

such as love, truth, justice, knowledge 
etc. The first output of love may b( 
hate, spite, envy, jealousy, or an act ot 
crime. From this point on through afi 
the occult laws of Cupid, love Improve» 
until it becomes an angel of mercy. Id' 
turns in sympathy, extending a helping 
hand to the weary traveler. She haa - 
experienced what all must know—«I 
Truth. |

Ignorance is the sum of all mistakes'. 
Her oilspring consists largely of errors,' 
lies, deceptive .„opinions, etc.,—a cargo 
at sea without a rudder, and so you 
drift on with the wind and tide from tha,, 
lower regions to the higher realms« 
where you become the spirit ot truth.

Justice! Oh! Judge on the bench, tell 
us of liberty, of the law of right and 
wrong. Judge, in remote ages man had 
the liberty to capture and consume his 
enemy; after this he was worshiped 
as a hero, a god. Subsequently thei 
law demanded an eye for an eye and 
a tooth for a tooth

Solomon demanded many wives and 
concubines to slake his animal thirst, 
and the law granted him the privilege.

To-day men and nations know no lawl 
greater than the right of self-defense;! 
they go to war, consequently Uie past is 
but a history of murder. To-day a man 
steals a loaf of bread for his wife and 
starving children. The police judga 
fines him five dollars “mit de cost,” ta 
be worked out on the rock pile. At tha 
same time a millionaire steals a mill
ion; he bribes witnesses, jury, lawyers 
and judge and goes scot free—tricks 
in every trade. All should be Bent to a: 
reformatory school or house of correc
tion. Let ub add to this suggestion the 
fact that Bouls and spirits of the dead 
gravitate to their true level thus form
ing regions, planes, belts, rings, zoned 
and spiritual realms according to char
acter, where each is rewarded for deeds 
done on earth. Those in the region oi 
darkness must be bleached from , blood 
and crime; and so the bleaching, from: 
black to white, goes on through all tha 
phases and degrees of soul-life until 
they reach the higher realm. This 
gradation from lower to higher sifts thei 
chaff from the wheat.-

But the chaff is just as essential as e( 
hull to perfect knowledge as the wheat] 
—at least it is a factor in education. 
What use have you for Santa Claus? Is 
he not a fraud and you a trickster?, 
Jesus, or some one else said, "he that Is 
not against us is for us." Did he sanc
tion the teaching of a faker who taught! 
a gaping, wondering, credulous crowd 
their baby lesson? Such a crowd will 
continue to patronize Beelzebub, thun
der god of the clouds, until they prova 
pure Spiritualism to be pure by proving 
all other methods and isms to be ah? 
surd.

But let us return. Spirits in the high’, 
er realm, after due preparation, ascend 

' to a spiritual sphere which traverses 
the ocean of space like a comet. Oil 

' this tour the spirits inspect the prog« 
ress of the universe and distribute its 
spiritual influence to the planets once 

■ in about two thousand years—we are 
now feeling its spiritual influence.

This brings us to a better understand
Ing of Knowledge. Ignorance is the com« 
panion of knowledge. It ever lends ca
pacity to know more, without which 
there are no further secrets to ba 
known. To know and to affirm that 
you know all of your past and present 
acts must be definitely photographed, 
upon the Immutable—a mutascope, 

i .This Ideal picture of the past returns to- 
you like your image reflected frôm a 
mirror. As it were you exist in twà 
worlds at once, you Bee sei? in the con
scious world,' also in the reflected mem
ory world. Here immortality • of all 
things is quite plausible from memory; 
of the past, and a reality from th« 
view-point of the immutable.

This picture prompts you to move on
ward and upward to that sphere of 
knowledge where each spirit knows all 
the .other spirits know. This absorp
tion of knowledge results from the mu
tual exchange and Interchange of 
thoughts between man and spirits. Is 
not thought reincarnated from one to 
the other in the exchange? Much is 
added, nothing is lost in the exchange, 
for memory retains the first and last of 
the acts. All that a child knows is bor
rowed from its .parents, from its teach
ers, from books, from observation, from 
every source. The child creates noth
ing, all is involved and evolved from 
eternity. If thought be a seed it may 
contain all the possibilities of an acorn. 
It may go the round of the oak, or the 
round of the butterfly, or it may round 
up a cosmic god whose active brain is 
the universe. As we have said before 
this is a matter of choice the incentive 
of .will. Thé choice of one man may 
look wrong to another, and vice versa.

Deny choice and there is no true lib
erty; it makes all physical and mefital 
slaves. The domination of popes and 
priests has sapped the life of many na
tions. We fear their influence, their 
vote in the United States. They fear 
free thought, free schools, free religion 
and are doing all they can slyly to down 
liberty—yes, they are backing fraud, 
fakes, tricksters, hoping thereby to 

' destroy Spiritualism, or at least make it 
disgusting to the people. Even ignor- 

, ant Catholic spirits are trying to ruin 
' our mediums by obscenity and obses

sion.
The writer has no love for fraud in 

any form wherever found, yet ,it is a 
teacher. The more we know of it the 
better we are prepared to defend our
selves against it. He has told you many 
truths, yet, many will deny it from 

: choice. Choose ye this day whom ye 
will serve. What is Truth? Self-con- 
sciouB existence is the greatest truth; 
all other truths founded on facts and 
reality are stored in memory, the Im«» 
mortal phonograph. ■■■■-,.

Fruitdale, Ala. F. R. LOCKLING.

Womanly 
Beauty

Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe
cialists, and edited by Albert Turner; A valua
ble book for wom4n and therefore for the whole 
World. Price In elegant cloth binding, 81.00.

■ For sale at this office. .. . - .

/-THE- .. ..■>’■

Christs of the Past and Present.
By MOSES HULL;

•A comparison of the Christ-work or Medium
ship of Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 

■ they required, witn similar manifestations in 
Modem Spiritualism. This Is a good work to 
study tor arguments-with which to moot tho 
very common orthodox question; .“Why do yon 
always require-conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations!" . Cloth bound, 85 cents; paper 
SSoBntsiviFpr sale at this office..

TflE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Sarles one, two and threo.By Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes, each conr 1 oto In Itself, 

In which spirituality is related to '.vsryday Ufa 
in such a way aa to make the world beautiful. 
Price. 81.00 each. A Very Excellent and Compre* 

hensive Work;

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers aud Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
.Stanton, Llllio-Devereux Rialto, Rev. Phcbo 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick'Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, lets. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gsstofcld. ;.nd Francis E Barr,. . - .

Ono from the Theosophical Stand» 
... point.

■ This work, "Invisible Helpers,” writ, 
ten by O. W. Leadbeater, the remark» 
able Bngilah paychic (Whose lecture® 
ha\e graced the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), is certainly very in. 
terestlM and suggestiva throughout. 
It treats of tho "Universal Belief In tho 
Bnvhdtdo Deipara," tho "Angel Story,” 

. «»-jit Am«8 tho Dead," •’What Lies 
Eoyond." Tho work iameatly bound la 
tioth. and the Drice la 65 cents.

Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com- 
mentson theQM and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation, Tho comments are keen, 
bright; spicy, full of-wit, the work ot radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of the higher 
criticism. 'ThereU not a doll page in either of

Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By Win. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book It 
Is as fascinating ns a work of Action. The 
reader will bo amazed to seo the curious facts 
hofb combined in support of this power of tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, make geology plain as
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Llflht Wanted on Important Matters.

dates and qualifications of

.you,

Animals In Spirit Life;

we are all wrong, that there is nothing
;ood in our religious faiths, nothing

by a high wall. Mr. Li awaited 
guest in his reception hall; but sent 
of his grandsons to receive him at 
gate and conduct the stranger to

his 
one 
the 
his

posed to the sun for a white it hopped 
away with life; Many other persons 
confirm this statement relative to toads

Fpom the Records of the Christian 
Bible and Jewish Race History.

seen and vice-versa, then why may not 
spirit chemists do still greater, the ma-

must bear the brunt such affairs as Now, as to fish ;'they\ftefeze, and are 
this.” ■ ■ ■ dead to all appearance, ®HJe to

(By an ancient spirit of that nation
ality.)

MISSIONARY WORK IN CHINA.

Incidents of a Missionary's Misdirected 
Efforts to Advance Christianity.

Although this record is faulty as to 
' ‘ ”■ ' facts stated,

j ’• j terial or substance being present, and 
their improved and advanced 

j^-of being? Gold, silver, leather,

?

■ Is there not something in -this ? 
A STUDENT OF THE EAST. 

New York. . ■ -..- ... . :

people learn. But when your mission- was lifeless at first, but after being ex
aries found their work on the idea that - - - - - - -

worthy of respect in our most sacred found in rooks. Now, how! long might 
traditions and our most' cherished b'e- this toad’s soul.have'■beeh jkepf òut of 
liefs and customs, they simply Infuriate spirit life'only for. the lucliÿ chance of 
our people’, high and low. Then we that blast? J L : • • •, !
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The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” Will Have a Fair and Impartial Hearing.
This Discussion is Bound to be Interesting from Start to Finish, upon thisjmportant Subject. You cannot afford to Miss a Single Issue while the Discussion Lasts.

Being an admirer of all that comes 
from the pen of our esteemed brother, 
Mr. Chas. Dawbarn, it was with a feel
ing of elation I began the perusal of his 
late contribution to The Progressive 
Thinker on the subject, "After Death— 
What,” thinking to myself: “Now we 
have something," but my sense of dis
appointment was extreme when he 
closed the fifth article as he began, 

. with an Interrogation point.
ix<I had hoped for, and believe his read- 
^“ers expected, and were entitled to more 
• than this.

When a life-long Spiritualist with the 
analytical acumen and well-known abil
ity of such as Mr, Dawbarn, can give us 
nothing more, we are in sore straits in
deed. ,

Without attempting to review the 
whole five articles, I would like to use 
a few interrogation points on the last.

Several persons may take a trip to 
Europe; they all write back of their 
journey and experiences, all differing 
more or less, some even “absurd and ri- 
dlculous/’.we know by the chirography 
characteristics and subject matter, that 
communications are what they purport 
to be, actual experience as each one 
sees it

Why, then, when all these same es
sentials are present in spirit communi- 
catipns should we doubt what they pur
port to be? .

It may be said the same essentials 
- are nbt present, but we have every rea
son to believe they are in many in
stances, though spirit messages usually 
are of personal value only, same as 
those from our friend in Europe.

Earthly experience to the vast major
Ity of mankind is surely unglorified 
enough; then why should not the spirit 
world be a glorified condition of earth 
life?

The experience of a “certain musi
cian,” are surely as fascinating and rea

- sonable as that of St. John who was to 
have the elect playing on harps of a 
thousand strings .about the “-golden 
paved streets of the New Jerusalem 
throughout eternity. '

Matter cannot be destroyed, though 
burned or dissolved with acid, the 
smoke or vapor still exists, form only 
changes.. Earthly chemists, do in many 
instances evolve the unseen into the

In a book on China by a Swiss named 
Charles Piton, long a missionary in that 
country, is a story of one of his tours 
through a small part of China that had 
known little missionary effort. I sum
marize a few of the incidents related 
without any intention of casting dis
credit on missionary efforts, but to illus
trate how they may be misdirected.

Mr. Piton met a Chinaman of learn
ing and position, studiously polite and 
respectful,who asked him, as the Chi
nese do, what had brought him so far 
from his own country. The mission
ary said he had come to China to 
preach the gospel of Jesus. “Is not 
Jesus the sage of your native land?” 
“More than that. He is the Savior of 
the whole world. All men are sinners, 
and Jesus is their only redeemer; no 
matter whether you are Chinese or of 
another race, you must believe in Him 
to bo saved.” "But permit me one ob
jection," said the Chinaman. "In my 
humble opinion our Confucius suffices 
perfectly for our nation. We do not 
know the holy man of the Occident 
whom you call Jesus; but our people 
have only to conform to the precepts 
of Confucius to attain to perfection.” 
The missionary replied that Confucius 
could not be compared with Jesus. 
"Confucius,” said the missionary, "with 
all his beautiful precepts, can be con
sidered only as a teacher of men, but 
never their Redeemer, because,he was 
not without sin.”

The Chinaman seemed on the point 
of making a vigorous reply, but con
trolled himself and dropped the sub
ject , ■ ■ . . ■ .. ■

Mr. Piton was entertained one day in 
a Chinese , home and tea was being 
served just as the aged father of his 
host came limping-in on his bamboo 
cane, The missionary proceeded at 
once to tell him he was a great sinner, 
and that the visitor had come air the' 
way to China to preach the true gospel 
to such as he'. Then this followed:

..J are duplicated in material life, why 
J J'¿¡y it not be made to appear so in 

^spirit life? .
.Oiir brother states he has made up 

¿is. mind, "there must be a change of 
form and mentality as conditions are 
different.” Where are the facts? Do 
we -changejn mentality so that the 
"elect may rest in the arms of Jesus 
and look with complacency on their 
loved ones‘being roasted'in hell," as 
has been preached In times gone by? ", 

Again he concludes, “he is still eon- .
vlnced of immortality.” How so? Has 
anyone returned who has lived through
out, eternity? Spirit return proves con

' tinued existence, not immortality. ■
'Please give us the facts of personal 

experience, brother, and we are In duty 
bound to believe. One fact is worth 
more than all the theory in existence.

One theory cannot refute another.
Truth does not and cannot appear to 

all alike. ■ . '. .. .. ■ .:.. . ..
■' Chemistry of character may explain 

. difference of opinion but facts prove the 
truth.' G. V.B.

Deafness Cured.
; Stephen Nichols of Carlisle, Mass, a 

veteran of the civil war, and a true 
Spiritualist, has had his hearing won
derfully restored through spirit power, 
after being afflicted with catarrhal deaf
ness for the past ten years. '.

He has received many beautiful man
ifestations through his own mediuin- 
ship. Upon one occasion when alone, 
he Saw clairvoyantly a large band of 
spirits enter the room, and the leader 
approached him and asked if he would 
like: to hear spme good music. He an
swered, “yes.” Then for twenty min
utes he was privileged to listen to the 
melodious singing of that angel band.

. He recognized the leader as an bld 
friend. All the others were apparently 
strangers, . , ;.

Upon another occasion,, he had spent 
the. evening with friends, and started to 

>' return home, and, as was his custom, 
he took the short road through the 
woods, which was the nearest, way 
home. The night was dark and he 

' could not see the way, when immedi
ately a spirit- light shone out before 
him and illumined the pathway through 
the. woods, but vanished as he caine 
into the main road near his home.

Many times he has been raised from 
the: flopr, and suspended in mid-air,- his 
feet lightly touching the ceiling.

Wednesday evening, March 2, after 
he had retired, he sensed his mother’s 
presence, and a voice which sounded 

.like a whisper in his 'ear, and he said 
to her: “You will have to speak very 
loud, mother, to make me hear. You 
know l am'deaf.” In a lew moments 
she spoke to him again, and gave him a 
simple remedy for,catarrhal deafness, 
whiclr entirely cured him in two appli
cations. .

On Friday, March 4, there came a 
loud noise in his ear, which sounded 
like the-report of a pistol, and immedi
ately his hearing was restored. For 
full particulars of the case and recipe 
for catarrhal deafness, address-Stephen 
Nichols, Carlisle, Mass.

- M. LIZZIE BEALS.
¡Worcester, Mass. '

We never learn to know people when 
they come to us. We must go to them 
to find out how things stand with them. 
•—Goethe. - ■ •

Religious despotism binds him who 
exercises it no less than him who is it 
its victim.—Sentinel of Liberty.

The child taught to believe any occur
. fence a good or evil omen, or any day 

of the week lucky, hath a wide inroad 
/..made upon the soundness of his nnder- 
Atandlng.—I. Watts. ■ , .

“Oh, protested the octogenarian, “I 
cannot think I am "so very wicked. I 
never killed anyone,.! never burned an
other man’s.house, and as long as I was 
a merchant I never uspd false weights.” 

Here a bright idea occurred to the 
missionary. In one of the earlier chap
ters of his book he says that the prac
tice of killing female infants to reduce 
the number of the family is still preva
lent in China. Accordingly, he sudden
ly asked the old man how many daugh
ters he had, and was told two. He then 
asked if there were not otner daughters' 
now dead, and Inferred from the man’s 
confused and hesitating response that 
he had killed some infants. He told 
the old man he was guilty of murder.

“The man,” continues the missionary, 
“evidently did not feel at ease. He 
said he had some business to Attend to, 
and went away on his long cane. Then 
I briefly explained to those around me 
thè plan of God for the salvation of 
men’," etc. .. . :
.. While passing through the village of 
Sinchun he saw the schoolhouse and 
sent a servant with his card to an
nounce him. The teacher was pleased 
to see him and welcomed him. at the 
door ’“with exquisite politeness.” The 
boys put their books aside to gaze upon 
the stranger. Tèa was offered and the 
usuar polite questions were asked, but 
“I hastened to terminate this vain form
ality and got down to business. He 
told the teacher that he had travelled' 
by sea a month and spent 1,000 francs 
to show the Chinese what value the 
Christians' of the Occident attached to 
the doctrines of Jesus.

“Your brethren and you are very 
kind," said the teacher, “yet as we have 
the doctrines of Confucius we have no 
very pressing need for those of Jesus.”

Mr. Piton said he could prove that 
the doctrines of Confucius were not suf
ficient "How is that?” said the aston
ished teacher. The missionary asked 
if Confucius’s teachings sufficed for the 
Chinese why had Buddhism invaded 
the empire? The teacher replied that 
It was only some of the lower classes 
unable to study the sacréd classics or 
too ignorant to comprehend them who 
embraced these heresies. The mission
ary denied the accuracy of this state: 
ment The argument grew warm, an 
audience poured in from the street at
tracted by loud and excited voices, and 
at last the teacher, arose from his seat, 
shook his finger at his..visitor and. said 
with all the voice he could gather:

“Sir, there Is nò sage greater .than' 
Confucius, and this Jesus whom you 
have come to proclaim to us is not 
worth the little finger of oiir saint.”

The situation became tense. There 
was.no demonstration against the mis
sionary, and some of the auditors 
calmed the teacher, telling him it was 
better to weigh arguments calmly and 
retain tranquillity of mind. Just then 
“a man who was apparently a notable 
of the village invited ine to go out with 
him and take a cup of tea, so that we 
need not interfere longer with the stud
ies of the boys. I thought this was 
a good idea, and so yent out with my< 
new host, and while drinking several 
cups of tea I was able to announce our 
gospel mission to a numerous and 
kindly audience, which also, received' 
with pleasure the tracts that we distrib
uted.” . ' . '

In another town the missionary 
sought an interview with Mr. Li, a very 
rich man 82 years of age, who cordially 
invited him to his house. He found 
that the- establishment of the million
aire was a village apart, surrounded

Human Improvement ;
By “Selection.”

Given knowledge of heredity sufficient to make it possible to use con
scious selection in combining the qualities necessary to insure intellect
ual and moral as well as physical improvement, the higher stirpiculture 
would be practicable to an indefinite extent. ; .

Do we possess such knowledge? We can improve the animals below 
man so as to make them fitted to serve our purposes. Haying fellow 
human beings subject to our will, we could by breeding improve the 
stock and strain, increase in the descendants’ strength, power ¡of endur
ance, amiability and submissiveness. ' .

But when we attempt to use the reproductive element to. change the 
characteristics of living beings so as to make them better, higher and 
more capable of self-support and self-government, without reference to 
their service to us, we are up against a different proposition. -¡.In so far 
as we can instruct persons to form wise unions for themselves,' wo ean 
undoubtedly help them. But how far ean we do this? We çan advise 
consumptives and paralytics not to marry; we can advise the weak and 
feeble to remain single; we can urge the importance of selecting for 
partners persons who are essentially sound in body and mind. But do 
we know enough to inform the rising generation how to marw !so as to 
insure offsprings of the best quality, mentally and morally, ps well as 
physically. Do'we know what the combinations were that gave to the 
world Socrates, Marcus Aurelius, Boger Bacon, Bruno, -jServetus, 
Luther, Shakspeare, Milton, Kant, Gibbon, Humboldt, Washington, 
Jefferson, Webster, Lincoln, George Eliot and Florence Nightingale?

A large amount of vitality-and muscular development dò hot imply 
intellectually or a fine moral nature. What strong and'sym- 
metrical men .were the South Sea Islanders seen at the World’s,Fair at 
Chicago! Yet, jnèntally, they were children. '

• One of the conditions of a high .degree of intellectual development in 
a people is sensitiveness and susceptibility to the. nervous ¡maladies. 
Lombroso and other psychiatrists and alienists have shown that most 
of the noted characters of history from Pericles to Peel, from Soçxates 
to. Spencer, were victims of . neuropathic troubles of spnie kip|., ,' Nesbit 
gives sketches of nearly three hundred authors, artists, st’fttqmnsn,; gen
erals, philosophers, philanthropists, ’etc., including the mojt famous 
men and women of the past, and shows that they inherited: cjiseasìes or 
neuropathic; tendencies' which developed into physical or mental dis
orders. The world cannot, in its desire for physical Strength and 
soundness, afford to lose men and women of genius such as have helped' 
to make the race progressive and the world brighter and better. . ‘

. Some writers maintain that genius is a result of the concentration of 
mental force.in. some portions of the brain at_.the expense .of other/por
tions, whereas in ordinary persons'the distribution-is general. J^ence, 
the eccentricities, the erraticisms, the weaknesses, as well’hs tlie ’bi'ill- 
iancy of painters, poets, orators, inventors and discoverers. <jf; genius. ■

Does anybody know how:to teach the young how to malie-selections 
of companions that will add to the intellectual and moral wpaïtirpï the;. 
world. ■/;

It is vain that theoretical stirpieUlturists point’.to the results ¡of men’s 
experiments which have resulted in improved domestic fanimâls, fruit 
and grain. It is evident enough that man can’ improve membeïs of his 
own race under similar conditions and for similar purposes, by thé same 
methods. ;■’• J . \ '

The question is, how can the human race be improved mentally, mor
ally and physically so that self-sovereignty shall not be lost in servitude, 
so that subjects of the experiments may be their own masters; able to 
order their own lives and not be like “ dumb-driven cattle.'t iuhder the 
domination, and existing for the profit and pleasure, of otherfe. .

: Thei animals whieh have been domesticated and; under the .supervision 
and selection of man, have been improved for his use,: restóréq to a state 
of nature, would either perish or in time revert back to tlieir' original 
condition. In the struggle for life there have survived those physical’ 
and mental qualities in different environments which liève been the 
best for the animals, those which have, fitted them to compete success
fully, to overcome the obstacles in their surroundings alffy to adjust 
themselves to apparently. unfavorable conditions which could not ' be 

. escaped. : ■.? ' : -. . ■' V'h / -'h; ■'/;■ e : ; . ; .
Every deviation from thè’type,which -Nature has produced in the 

struggle for life is a departure from the natural coriditiopsiwliich are 
favorable to the “survival of thefittest’’ where the hand “of man does 
not come in to protect and enslave for his own; purpose. If a’group of 
men should attempt to modify, family stòck, to change .by selection a 
number of human beingasq as to make them pre-eminently: virtuous and 
good, such efforts ifiight result in .unfitting the subjects’ of JsucÌi experi
ments for .a self-supporting career in an efivironirient fèjjùiring them 
to compete with their fellowmien and to achieve success;-if at all, by 
their own efforts. To succeed in this world, where còmpètitiòh'is keen, 
men must be capable of attrition with their. feilows;arid;pf benefiting 
.thereby. They niust possess çoinbativéness and; aggressivéness'hs. well 
as knowledge.;? - Mere .amiability; kindness find 'coneèssiyenéss will 
not do. w;.: . •

In trying to breed a variety free from .vicious inclinations, free from 
strong' tendencies to coarseness of life, the danger, might; be in elimi
nating that animal strèngth, that natural Vigor,.without Which virtue is 
mere weakness, negativeness,—nothing. To have great, strength of 
character, to have great moral qualities; there must be capacity for 
wrong-doing, with liability of abuse of those strong qualities which, 
unperverted and wisèly directed and controlled, give us. the highest 
type of manhood and womanhood. . B. F. UNDERWOOD.

world. Only one thing can save you, 
and that is faith in Jesús Christ.” ■ . 
. They heard him patiently, to the end, 
when one of the sons asked: : ’ ■ . .

“If this doctrine you preach is 'of 
such vital importance to us as you say,

AN INTERESTING INCIDENT, THE DIVORCE QUESTION.

A Spirit Appears Unexpectedly in Mid-. 
Ocean. .

Some Pertinent Facts In Reference to it

host While Mr. LI was surrounded by 
the members of his -family the mission
ary began an attack on ancestral 
shrines and the reverence, paid to pa- 
rentS'and deceased ancestors. No pro
tests availed to cut his arguments 
short. Then he addressed himself par
ticularly to his aged host: -

"Sir, everybody knows that you are a 
millionaire; but you are very old; you 
will soon die, and you can carry noth-1 
Ing of yout property into the other

____ ____________ _ . .. . To jthe Editor:—Dr,. Littlefield-pub- 
why did not God announce it to us llshed a statement in your paper some 
sooner?" ._____ " time ago, that he had by using certain

The missionary asked the young man chemicals, restored to life a dead dog 
how many children he had and was told which had been drowned. Now, the 
four. “Did they come to you all at question arises, where was the spirit of 
once?" Mr. Piton asked. "Certainly that dog while the body was dead. Did 
not,” was the reply: "There was an in- it come back from spirit’.life? ’ I sup- 
terval of two or three years between pose the claim will be made by many 
them.” “Well, God does the same in that the dog was not dead, and’that life 
calling the nations to repentance. If cannot be restored when it has become 
the turn of the Chinese has come late, it extinct, but the scientific: doctoY claims 
is because the country has been closed that he has in other instances restored 
to foreigners; but -now that it is open life to animals after they'webe dead, 
the missionaries are here preaching the He also claims that by a? certdin chem- 
gospel.” ical process he has caused numerous

A distinguished Chinese official said ' ’
to an Englishman at Hankow during 
the Boxer troubles: “Your missionaries 
are at the bottom of all this. The best 
men in China do not object to their 
coming here to teach. You know many 
tilings we should be glad to have our

winged insects to appear, ■ and' live a 
very few hours. Is it possible for a lite 
so short to have a soul? - .

Again, how about the toads which 
have been found imbedded in rock? '

My father says that he saw one blast
ed from a rock deepen the ground; it

as weir as of relative details; yet the 
true unprejudiced student cannot fail to 
discover therein the fact, that the Jews 
were a peculiar people; that collective
ly taken, they were, and still are, highly 
intuitive, sensitive to vibratory im
pacts from planes and beings above 
earth’s planes, for which reasons they 
have, from their earliest earthly nativ
ity .been used as the cohesive element 
and power between nations and forces.

They should have, been used as me
diums by those to whom the wielding of 
mortal destiny is supremely intrusted, 
for establishing connections between 
the soul system in space and that of 
mankind which corresponds thereto,but 
tò which, in thè higher ratios, not many 
of the former earth races were at
tached. '

For such purposes, the- Jews as a peo
ple have been driven hither and thither 
among all nations which existed prior 
to their advent and since. The biblical 
record spealts of Adam and Eye as be
ing driven from their original paradise, 
because of disobedience regarding a 
certain fruit in said paradisiacal gar
den; but in truth, this was but the well- 
planned initial act of the one great 
drama through which humanity was to 
be linked together as a brotherhood and 
led to acquire consciousness of good 
and evil, or the necessity of these two 
working powers in man and nature, the 
two parallels of combative exertions 
for the embodiment and refinement of 
crude substance and its regeneration, 
by the pure working upon crude mix
tures through'man’s and nature's chem
istry and dynamics,.viz.: forces and 
substances-inducted through the re- 
ferred-to nerve ’ or fiber system in 
space and in man. '

'The two parallels before mentioned 
had their typical: illustration in the 
conduèt and stated results of the two 
first-born of the parent^ pair, Caln: and 
Aliel. Cain, the crude force represen
tative, was- driven put to mingle with 
other nations that were'earth, dwellers 
prior tô thèse' characters of said rec
ord- \ - : .
. ¡It is typical lit this vyise, that all rê;' 
ejected, ;crüdé forces, mingle' with, thé 
‘mass • of;, crude forces and in and 
tlji*òugìi'- combat,; become assimilated 
with sùbstahces in giadès higher,::and. 

, thusz. regenerated as said,' by these two. 
cooperative systems of substances and 
forces, etc. " ■ : - • ■ .

‘¡ ¡The Jews, led and instructed by high
er power,'were continuously sent forth 
on : the missions of extending. these 
fibrous lines from brain centers to brain 
cénters on earth and those up higher.

IThese connections could not become 
established otherwise. ■ They have 
been captives and suffered martyrdom 
at the hands of those whom, in such 
wise, they benefited. Yes; on the Bat
tlements of Heaven, they are" being 
mustered in line at present, a great 
army of martyrs to this, their original 
life mission to all humanity, viz.: to 
carry forward forces and extend said 
system lines, and by virtue of these la
bors and their results, the Lord Su
preme is able to lead captivity captive 
and draw all human souls homeward, 
nearer to God or the source of their 
origin, and so bring them all, in due 
time, under righteous rule and proper 
usefulness, and effect a union of the 
discordant elements, thoughts and 
ideas. . " . ■ .' .

Then will it become the realized 
dream of the brotherhood of man and 
all will ^proudly rejoice in the Father
hood of* God and comprehend these 
grand truths as they are;

'There are ho chance occurrences in 
the providence of God; nor any pur
poseless manifestations. Life from the 
lowest to the highest type of- form 
manifestations is , dependent upon the 
maintenance of vital supplies and Intel
ligence from grade to grade; upon the 
established and sustained vibratory 
connections as co-ordinated between 
them and nature. .

Now it is a fact, that in the remote 
past and all ^through the ages agone, 
men grovelled largely : oh the brute 
level, and do bo yet in the present, and 
although provided with immortal souls, 
their onward course In progression is 
checked, owing to the fact that they do 
not provide, by.their thought and con
duct, the proper spirit form and meet 
the required ratio for thelr.onward pro
gression; thus, then, they become 
earth-bound spirits, and here for such 
as these, a redemption was ' planned 
and executed through the mediation of 
Jesus of Nazareth,, in whose bodily 
form, the soul of the Mighty Morning 
Star dr Chieftain of this eternity’s cre
ative plan, was embodied for these 
works of humility and power. There
fore he. was born in a manger among 
fne beasts, to there start currents of 
vibrations that. could thenceforth be 
augmented and extended for redemp
tive purposes, for these captives held 
by crude forces, etc.

His. mission led directly to the cross 
where the ransom was to be paid for 
such works to become legally estab
lished. It was not to appease an angry 
God, but to establish the legality of 
said redemptive clause and- labors 
which could only lhus.be fulfilled, by 
these great manifestations of love for 
earth’s creatures'. >

Love is thè fulfilling of the law and 
the true redeeming power.

• .- MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

Only a few weeks ago I was Informed 
of the marvelous developments of Spir
itualism by a friend in whom I have 
implicit confidence, and to have this 
information confirmed by the experi- 
ces of the many noble contributors to 
your most excellent paper should con
vince the most skeptical. Your .paper 
will most assuredly be grand spiritual 
food to my father. He is now seventy
eight years of age, and while he is well 
versed in,.modern literature, I am sure 
he has no conception of the progress of 
Modern Spiritualism.

Sixty years ago while on a voyage 
across the Atlantic, he was permitted to 
see and converse with a very dear 
friend whom he knew had departed this 
life a year before. He was in mid-ocean 
when the spirit appeared. Notwith
standing the lapse of time (sixty years), 
and the disadvantage of not having the 
knowledge of Modern. Spiritualism, 
never meeting anyone of like experi
ence, I want to say that the picture re
vealed to him then and there and the 

~words spoken, are as clear to-day as 
they were on that delightful morning. 
He was also notified of the close of the 
civil war by signs In the air that no sci
ence can account for. With these expe
riences his mind will most certainly be 
receptive of more light.

What I am desirous of having ex
plained is the cause and meaning of 
spme hidden power that has been guid
ing with a master hand the destiny of 
our entire family since the war of Na
poleon. ’ • -■

What I desire is to know, that my 
loved ones gone before still live and 
should they be interested in me I am 
anxious to get in'closer touch with 
them, live,In closer accord with their 
wishes’that I may bring happiness to 
their souls and my soul. '■ ■

W, A. VERpiER, M. D.

Some superwise “reverend” gentle 
men, of various denominations, ara 
making a great deal of noise of late, on 
the matter of marriage and divorce. 
Edith Sessions Tupper, in the Chicago 
Chronicle, presents a view of the ques
tion, In a practical way, that should 
cause some of tire reverend gentlemen 
to halt, if not fall back in retreat, from 
their aggressive position based—as 
they suppose—on the bible. This ' is. 
what she writes: . .

“I loathe him." ' '
~ It was a strange place In which the 
two women were. A tiny room with 
board partitions and electric lights. Al 
shelf ran along one side of the room. 
Back of this shelf hung two big mirrors 
which reflected pots of cold cream, 
boxes of makeup, powder puffs, faded 
flowers, mussy .little lace-edged hand
kerchiefs, a broken fan, bits of lace and 
chiffon and the usual , disarray of an ac
tress’ dressing-room. Along one wall, 
on pegs, hung fluffy white gowns cov
ered with spangles, and a brilliant chif
fon, the exact shade of a scarlet geran
ium, was thrust among the white dra
peries. Rows of tiny high-heeled shoes 
—white, scarlet, champagne—stood in 
coquettish ranks on the floor.

The woman who spoke sat In her 
stunning street gown, a big hat and 
floating veil crowning her handsome; 
mutinous face. She was drawing on 
her gloves. She was through for thei 
afternoon and ready to go. ...

The other woman, a friend, who had 
come around from the front to make a 
little call in the actress’ dressing-room, 
sat and looked at her. ,

Letter From M. T. C. Flower.
"To the Editor;—I have. Jpst come 
across this letter which I here copy, 
the last one written me from our mu- 

■ trial old friend, M. T. 0. Flower, and re
ceived a short time before his exit. As 
it contains some matters of,a historic 
nature in Spiritualism, that may other
wise be, lost sight of, I send to you, giv
ing you-option to.use or not as pleases

■ADDIE L. BALLOU.

■- ■ ■ ; Copy of Letter. 1 .
; .; st Paul,. April ?, 1902.
Dear Addlei-rYouf • welcome Tetter 

came duly to hand; Yes; it found me 
this side'the shining'.river calmly wait
ing for the boatman to waft me ever, 
and mpst'assuredly the waiting must 
be short as I am serving out the last 
half of my 88th year. My angel wife 
who passed over three years ago, comes 
back to me on every favorable occasion, 
unmistakably, and says she is waiting 
for me, and is just as much my wife 
now as she ever was, and that we will 
take up the line of march together, 
where it was broken in this life after 
sixty-two years of struggles of earth 
life together. .

My dear friend of the long ago, I am 
always interested, deeply so, in any sub
ject to which the name of Addie L. Bal
lou is attached; that name always calls 
up the pleasantest thoughts in relation 
to my first experiences in Spiritualism 
in the. state of Minnesota. Your first 
visit to the state was in connection 
with those experiences. You may have 
forgotten some of the liicidents of that 
first visit (it was nearly forty years 
ago), but it was a success. During the 
day of your arrival at Mankato, I had 
some five hundred posters printed, and 
I posted them everywhere through the 
city, announcing your first lecture, and 
I secured the largest hall; you may re
member it was packed with, the people, 
(doubtless from curiosity), and they lis
tened to a splendid lecture, the first 
ever delivered Ip the state upon Spirit
ualism; and they were a greatly sur
prised people. Y°u may have forgotten 
an incident that occurred during your 
lecture at this visit It was on the 
night’of the assassination of President 
Lincoln; you paused in your lecture, 
raised your hands apparently in great 
fright, and cried out, “A tragedy at 
Washington; the president is assassi
nated!” Then you • proceeded with 
your lecture. The people were ’as
tounded at your remarks, but as there 
was no telegraph to Mankato at that 
time it could not be confirmed until the 
mall brought the news a few days later. 
The effect (of your seeing the tragedy) 
upon the people, was tremendous, and 
caused quite a change in the minds and 
feelings of many there, towards Spirit
ualism. Well, you will remember that 
later on you moved to. Mankato, and 
probably you have not forgotten that it 
was mainly through your and my ef- 

.forts, that the first Spiritualist conven
tion ever assembled in the state, was 
held at Faribault, and that we organized. 
a state association at that convention, 
and made Mr. Bangs, of Mankato, presi
dent. ***** So, my dear friend of the 
long ago, again I say that the name of 
Addie L. Ballou ever arouses pleasant 
thoughts. .

Ever yours in much-love and esteeem, 
M. T. C. FLOWER.

“Do you mean that?” she asked at 
length.

"Yes, I mean it. I loathe him. And 
I am so. sick and tired of my life I would, 
gladly die.”

"In that case it would be better ton 
you to live apart.” ।

"Infinitely better.” I
"Why do not you and the children’ 

HVe by yourselves? Let him give yon 
so much a week for their support."

“He! Oh!” She laughed disdainfully, 
“You couldn’t depend on him. He Is a' 
miserable reed. I hate him. When I 
think of all he has made me suffer I 
could kill him.”

"Kitty,” the other woman’s voice was 
grave.' "You have tried almost every
thing else with Jim and have failed. 
Why not try a little love now?”

: ''Lpve! Bah! You don’t know wha.t 
you Ore talking of. Love that creature."

“Still he is your husband and the 
father of your children.” .

■ "Yes, worse luck.”-
It was a useless task, the other saw. 

So she rose to go back to her seat in 
front. '•

"You will go in and see Jim,” said thq 
rebellious handsome wife. ,

"If he can ‘receive me—yes.” ’
Another dressing-room. An actor 

carefully washing the makeup from his 
eyes. A tall nervous man with a tired 
face and long thin hands—the hands of 
the erratic, unstable artist •

"I’ve just been talking with Kitty, 
Jim.” . •

“Oh, Kitty! That woman has driven 
me wild with her nagging and fault? 
finding. I detest her."

“But she is your wife.”
“Oh, hang it all. Don’t I know that?

I wish to heaven I could forget it.”
“Well, Jim, Kitty has had to put up 

with an awful lot” '
“Now, don’t you begin. I know per. 

fectly that I have been a miserable hus
band. But will you tell me how it 
mends matters to have my past eter
nally held up before me? If you could 
dream of what I go through—the disser
tations on my past follies and short
comings. Do you know how many 
times a day I am told I am a brute? 
Well, so many that I’ve decided to try 
for an engagement at the zoo. There’s 
where I belong with the other animals.”

"Can not you and Kitty come to some 
understanding, patch up things for the 
children’s sake? They are growing up, 
now and------” ‘

“The children! How much do they . 
care for me? She has taken precious - 
good care that they shall know every 
miserable thing I ever did. Oh, she’s 
a nice wife.”

“How do you suppose I manage to do 
any work? Eternally hammered at as 
I am. Never a kind or encouraging 
word—-never the slightest love.”

Something clicked in his . throat. He 
rubbed savagely at his grease paint.

“I tell you," he burst out, “to para
phrase General Sherman’s saying, mar
riage is hell.”

This Is respectfully submitted to 
those clergymen who say there should 
be nd divorce. It is not fiction, but a 
page of human experience.

These people should not live together 
another day, another hour. They hate 
each other, They fight like Kilkenny 
cats. Their children are being brought 
np in frightful discord. And yet some 
learned divines would Insist, that mat
rimony being a sacred and blessed es
tate, they must remain fettered to
gether, eternally clashing their chains.

This is good sense, whether’It Is bib
lical or hot ■ u.

life when proper warmer conditions 
come to them. Some may say that life 
was only, suspended for a time. How 
long can life be suspended ? Suppose 
the'flsh was incased In an iceberg at 
the North Pole. A long time might 
elapse before liberated. Now * would 
the soul of that fish be deprived of soul
life all these many years? ; . :

: How about the silk worm? Does the 
worm, or the perfect insect which 
comes from the cocoon, have a soul? If

the worm dies does the soul go into 
spirit life and spin its cocoon from 
wEich comes the;perfect insect? Then 
docs a colony of silk worms hatch from 
the eggs of the perfect insect to raise 
silk in heaven? No;,-When the insect 

’dies it has finished its mission and is as 
dead as a nail. .

Many spirits Claim In their communi
cations to us that they have their ani
mal pets with them. I hope it is so, for 
the company of these? animals are en
joyable here, and why not in spirit life; 
but insects, flies and mosquitoes, etc., I 
think would not make a heaven for me, 
and particularly a swarm of locusts, if 
they destroy vegetation .-as they do 
here, would blight the scenery of the ev
ergreens of heaven, - - -

J. S. TAYLOR.
So. Glastonbury, Conn, ;-

No single particle of matter, however 
minute, can’; be destroyed. It may 
change shape and locality, but will re
appear in sime other form or place 
while eternity endures.—A philosophi
cal maxim. ■

The priests discovered that a peasant 
girl who lived in Palestine was the 
mother of God. This they proved by a 
book, and to make the book evidence 
they called it inspired.—Ingersoll.
. Nothing is so firmly believed as what 
we least know.—Montaigne. f .

Lay hold on life with both hands;. ( 
wherever thou may st seize it, it is in- 
teresting.—Goethe.

Few sons attain the praise of their 
great sires, • and most their sires’ dis
grace—Homer. -

The sun, too, shines into cesspools 
and Ib not polluted.—Diogenes. ( ;

jt-
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Such Are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hunter.

stamp 
and to

the Past a» Well as the Present, and 
an Earnest Appeal for Spiritualists to

necessary measures to 
out unnecessary diseases

A Vivid Portrayal of Its Existence In ish writings.not to mention the gospels, 
* the Past as Well as the Present, and a.re 15ea4 the tenth chapter of

MODERN SPIRITUALISM. Glance swiftly at one record of Spir-
■ ——— itualist phenomena of which the Jew-

When it was announced in the Inter
Ocean that Robert Hunter,- formerly 
interested in the social settlement work 
'of Chicago and active on the West Side 
for some months, had, with his wife, 
decided to give up his- beautiful home 
at Norton, Conn.,'■and remove to New 
York to live in the slums, more than 
usual interest was Stirred. This was 
because of tlie additional announce
ment that Mrs. Hunter—the daughter 
of Anson Phelps Stokes—would accom
pany him.

The “slum” provision was not, how
ever, exactly fitting to the case. Mr. 
and Mrs. Hunter have not gone to be a 
part of the slum life, according to a 
Chicago friend, and they deplore the 
publicity that has been given their 
movement. They have merely moved 
into a little old fashioned two story and 
basement dwelling at 88 Grove street, 
New York, which is in the heart of 
what was once one of the most vicious 
sections of the city.

In such an environment both Mr. and 
Mrs. Hunter feel that they can better 
pursue the work to -which they have 
given their lives, the elevating of the 
poor and Ignorant, the relief of the dis
tressed, and the education of the chil
dren of the poor. ‘

Mr. and Mrs. Hunter have started 
housekeeping on a very modest plan in 
the Grove street house, but are very 
happy over the change and satisfied 
that they can do their work better there 
than in the country. .. ■■

Mrs. Hunter is the 30-year-old soci
ologist who once directed the Unlvers- 
ity settlement work among the teeming 
East Side tenements in New York, and 
the West Side of Chicago.

She is the daughter of Anson Phelps 
Stokes, reared like a young princess, 
an heiress, said to be worth ¥10,000,000 
in her own right. -

Seeking the secrets of Ignorance, 
sorrow, and poverty in the dark human 
congeries of the two great cities, they 
met and married. There Is a. pretty 
boy of: 4 months in the little house in 
Grove street.

“We have taken this small house in 
order to keep our lives simple,” said 
Mr. Hunter to a friend the other day. 
“There Isn’t half as much Interest in 
the life of fashionable New York as is 
to be found in the kindly, homely cir
cles of humbler folk. There is no real 
hardship in coming to dwell near to our 
poorer friends. It is a simple, beautl- 
fill life, free from artificialities. We 
want to live the race life, the' true 
American life. It is for our own sake 
as .well as for the sake of the unfort
unates whom we are trying to help. As 
Wagner says in ‘The Simple Life,' some 
things are essential and some things 
are not essential to happiness. These 
things are'essential. '

"I have been an extreme Individual
ist, and I have been a socialist. Now 
I am content to work for reforms in 
the condition of the poor, ignorant, and 
incapable along any path that promises 
genuine relief. Of course, we give re
lief to individuals, but what are a few 
pennies worth? The problem is too 
deep for the dole of charity."

Mr. Hunter has written a new book 
caned "Poverty,” which has just been 
issued by the Macmillan company. It 
is a volume of stirring incidents and 
facts, summing up the young author’s 
ten years’ investigation of sin and pov- 

. erty. in America. The pauper, the va
grant, the child, the immigrant, the 
.sickr-all these are described mov- 
Ihgly. , ■ '

“Literally speaking,” he says, "mill
ions of foreigners have established col
onies in the very hearts of our urban 
and industrial communities. For reas
ons of poverty their colonies are usual
ly established in the poorest, the most 
criminal and the most vicious portions 
of our cities. These colonies often 
make up the main portions of our so- 
called ‘slums.’ ■

All to the Cities.
"In Baltimore, 77 per cent of the total 

population of the slums was in the 
year 1894 of foreign birth or parentage. 
In Chicago the foreign element was 90 
per cent; in New York, 95 per cent, and 
in, Philadelphia, 91 per cent. ■

“In recent years the flow of immi
grants to the cities, where they are not 
needed, instead of to the country, where 
they are needed, has been steadily pro
greasing.

“Sixty-nine percent of the present im- 
■ migration avows itself as determined 

.to settle In the great cities or in cer
tain communities of the four great in
dustrial states, Massachusetts, New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Illinois. Ac
cording to their own statements, nearly 
60 per cent of the Russian and' Polish, 
Jews intend to settle in the largest cit
ies. * » • For many reasons the 
centripetal force of the foreign colonies 
seems irresistible. Already these great 
foreign cities in our slums have become 
wildernesses of neglect, almost, unex
plored and almost unknown to us.

"Since the year 1821 over 20,000,000 
immigrants have arrived in this coun
try. Within the • last twenty-three 
years considerably over half this num
ber, or upwards of 10,000,000, immi- 

■' grants have . landed in the United 
States. The figures are really aston
ishing. In many towns nearly half of 
the population is foreign. About 37 
per cent of the people of New York are 
foreign born, and over 80 per cent are 
foreign born or of foreign’ parentage. 
In the latter sense about 80 per cent of 
tho population of Chicago is foreign, in 

x Milwaukee nearly 85 per cent, in Fall 
ver,’about the same per cent. In no 

less-than thirty-three of our largest cit
ies the foreign population is larger than 

' the native.
“The problem of a foreign poverty,

the growth of great colonies preyed 
upon by the worst classes, the immense 
number of yearly newcomers ’ and the 
iact that the recent immigration brings 
us fewer Teutons and vastly more 
southern Europeans, Slavs, and Asiat
ics, are facts which the serious citizen 
should care to consider. » * •

“The recent immigration from east
ern and southern Europe will, it seems 
agreed, decrease the average stature of 
the American. It is said that the skull 
will become 'shorter and broader, 
There will be also psychological 
changes resulting from the mixture of 
the races.”

Mr. Hunter also submits evidence to 
prove that'the birth rate among the na
tive American population has startling
ly decreased wherever the number of 
foreigners has been great enough to 
cause unequal competition and result
ing distress. .

A Study of Poverty.
Here is the summing, up of the facts 

concerning poverty in the United 
States to-day:

“There are probably in ralrly prosper
ous years no less than 10,000,000 per
sons in poverty; that is to say, under
fed, underclothed and poorly housed. Of 
these about 4,000,0(10 persons are pub
lic paupers. Over 2,000,000 working
men are unemployed from four to six 
months in the year. About-. 500,000 
male Immigrants arrive early and seek 
work in the very districts where unem
ployment is greatest. Nearly halt of, 
the families in the country are proper
tyless.

“Over 1,700,000 little children are 
forced to become wage-earners when 
they should be still in school. About 
5,000,000 women find it necessary to 
work, and about 2,000,000 are employed 
in factories, mills, etc.' Probably no 
less than 1,000,000 workers are injured 
or killed each year while doing their 
Work, and about 10,000,000 persons now 
living will, if the present ratio is kept 
up, die of the preventable disease, tu
berculosis. '

“We know that many workmen are 
.overworked and underpaid. We know, 
in a general way, that unnecessary dis
ease is far too prevalent. We know 
some of the unsanitary evils of tene
ments and factories; we know of the 
neglect of the street child, the aged, the 
infirm, the crippled. Furthermore, we 
are beginning to realize the monstrous 
Injustice of compelling those who are 
unemployed, who are injured in indus
try, who have acquired'disease due to 
their occupation, or who have been 
made widows or orphans ny industrial 
accidents, to become paupers, ‘in order 
that they may be housed, fed, and 
clothed. Something is known concern
ing these problems of poverty, and 
some of them at least are possible of 
remedy.

Some Needed Reforms.
“To deal with these specific problems, 

I have elsewhere mentioned some re
forms which seem to me preventive in 
their nature.. They contemplate mainly 
such legislative action as may enforce 
upon the entire country certain mini
mum standards of working and living 
conditions. They would make all tene
ments and factories sanitary; they 
would regulate the hours of work, espe
cially for Women and children; they 
would regulate and thoroughly super
vise dangerous trades; they would reg
ulate and- thoroughly supervise all
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prevent unnecessary death; they 
would ■prohibit entirely child labor; 
they would institute all necessary edu
cational and recreational institutions to 
replace. the social and educational 
losses of the home and the domestic 
workshop; they would perfect, as far as 
possible,' legislation, and institutions to 
make industry pay the necessary and 
legitimate cost of producing and main
taining efficient laborers; - they would 
institute, on the lines of foreign expe
rience, measures to compensate labor 
for enforced, seasons of idleness, due to 
sickness, old age, lack of work, or other 
causes beyond the control of the work
man; they would prevent parasitism on 
the part of either the consumer or the 
producer and charge up the full costs 
of labor in production to the benefici
ary, instead of compelling the worker 
at certain times to enforce his demands 
for maintenance through the tax-rate 
and by becoming a pauper; they would 
restrict the power of employer and of 
ship-owner to stimulate, for purely self
ish ends, an excessive immigration, and 
in this, way to beat down the wages and 
to increase unemployment. .

“Reforms such as these are not ones 
which will destroy incentive, but rather 
they will increase incentive by more 
nearly equalizing opportunity. They 
will make propertlzed -interests less 
predatory,.and sensuality by contract 
with misery, less attractive to thé poor; 
Or, in the terms of our simile, ^he 
greyhound—which Dante promised 
would one day come—will come to 
drive away the lion, the leopard and the 
she-wolf. This does not mean that 
there is to be .no struggle—the moun
tain must still remain—but rather that 
the life of the poorest toiler shall not 
be a hopeless thing from which many 
must turn in despair In other words, 
the process of Justice is to lift stony 
barriers, against which the noblest 
beat their brains out, and from which 
the Ignoble (but who shall say not more 
sensible?) turn a barren relief system, 
administered by those who must stand 
by,'watching the struggle, lifting no 
hand to aid the toilers, but ever succor
ing those who flee and those who are 
bruised and beaten." ■

As the gre.at mass of Spiritualists 
must be passive witnesses rather than 
participants, in a gathering like that 
held recently in St. Louis, so must the 
masses depend upon reporter, news
paper accounts, etc., for a basis upon 
which to form an opinion as to the 
value of the work accomplished. While 
one, not upon the scene of action, must 
necessarily miss those undercurrents of 
thought and feeling which really shape 
the character of .the work accomplished, 
yet carefully prepared and unprejudiced 
reports, will in a general way at least, 
convey a fair idea of the status of ag
gregate results. .

Using these resources, it seems to 
this deponent, that the recent gathering 
of the clans was one of the most effect
ive that has ever been held, among oth
ers, in the following particulars. First, 
the meeting being'held, in effect near 
the geographical center of this great 
country of ours shows a breadth of pur
pose,, and a fuller comprehension of 
the meaning of the word “National" 
than has heretofore been manifest.

Secopd, being held at a time and 
place at which, the world's representa
tives of modern thought and industry 
assembled, cannot'fati to stamp it, also, 
as one of the “world’s great move
ments"—a very gratifying fact to those 
who breathe the inspiring atmos
phere of a spiritual realm—knowing no 
bounds, no center—no circumference.

The selection for its next appearance 
—at a central point, also indicates the 
same growing tendencies. Thus west
ward the star of empire wends its way 
In matters spiritual as well as mate: 
rial, a gratifying fact, also, to the 
western friends of thd N. 8. A.

But, perhaps the best index of the 
prevailing sentiment of the recent gath
ering may be found in the resolutions 
passed and published. Again we are 
constrained to say that they show a 
vigor of thought, a depth of penetration 
extremely promising. Probably a more 
correct interpretation of the demands of 
the hour would be difficult to furnish.

While dealing in a practical way 
with the issues we are called upon to 
meet and indicating the manner in 
which the ordinary citizen may meet 
them, a full recognition is given to 
those underlying principles upon which 
our philosophy is based. There is .no 
unnecessary verbiage in the-one sen
tence condemnatory of body poisoning 
through the nauseating process of com
pulsory vaccination.

A few words only are used ~ln de 
manding an “immaculate uprightness” 
in mediumship—a strong term, aptly 
used, and not beyond the realm of posi
tive application.- ’

A good definition of “legalized mur
der,” with its causes bottomed on ignor
ance, and its results based upon the 
searching' investigations of'~“®qdern 
Spiritualism, is ' also formulated. We 
have been surprised, at-times, to find 
so many of our cult are still advocates 
of this bar.barous, and meritless, seri
ous, silly process of crime cure. There 
are Spiritualists still willing to serve on 
juries where the death penalty is to be 
be inflicted upon the vietila if found 
guilty. A serious study of the resolu
tion touching upon this matter is com
mended.

Apropos jury service, this writer was' 
not long since drawn to serve as juror 
upon a case of this character. The 
three dollars per diem and mileage 
were rather attractive, the service 
light, baring the prattle of some of the 
attorneys; but it didn’t take long to 
create a vacaney in that, jury box, when 
the appropriate question was asked. 
The answer conveyed ' 'emphasis, and 
the impression of a good and sufficient 
reason therefor. It seemed, however, 
quite a matter Of surprise to the visit
ors present It is safe to affirm that no 
person, well grounded in the spiritual 
philosophy, can assist in the' tragedy of 
legalized murder. . -,

Woman suffrage, universal arbitra
tion among nations (live Issues) also 
received due attention, and last but 
not least a heartfelt endorsement of a 
thorough peparation on the part of 
those' who are to carry forward the 
work, and represent publicly thè cause 
of Spiritualism lylth its varied psychic 
experiences, its broad, scientific bear
ings, and its profound moral 'require
ments. No class of teachers have a 
higher calling. None have had, or will 
have, greater difficulties' to contend 
with for the pathway is 'hedged about 
with ignorance and the accumulated 
superstition and wrong teaching of the 
ages; and none require so complete an 
armor of knowledge and experience as 
those who are to sustain thè conflict in 
the years to come. Ignorance and Stu
pidity die hard. The battle Will be pro- ' 
longed and vigorous. Our weakness 
comes from within and not from with
out, hence the more difficult to cor
rect But, with the laying aside of 
petty jealousies, aòd puerile and short-’ 
lived methods of procedure, together 
with the aforesaid preparation, the 
walls of doubt and ' ignorance will 
crumble. .
x We are glad to catch the warmth of 
that hearty endorsement- of'the Morris 
Pratt Institute. Though it may not, in
deed cannot, meet all the pressing re
quirements of the present hour, it holds 
much of promise; and as *a pioneer 
blazing the way, it should receive the 
sympathetic, and whenever and wher
ever practicable financial support of all.

On the whole the aforesaid resolu
tions are clean-cut, up-to-date, and al
truistic. They show the vigor Of youth 
with the strength of maturity, and our 
organization, breathing tflé spirit thus 
manifest, gives promise-of long life and 
continued usefulness, and’ we believe 
the promise will be rounded into ful
fillment. R. F. LITTLE,

President Washington S. S. A.
Seattle, Wash.

Ingersoll's Promise Answered
).íí

>n. - , — *7~ ■; " • ■
n*A Bud Promise Is Better Broken Than Kept.”

.. fr. b‘> : >.,■... ---------4 " • ■
To ihe EditorIn your issue of the 19th ult., I noticed your inquiry 

undeihthe caption of “Ingersoll’s Promise,” that when Missouri went 
Republican! !he would become a Christian. ,

Dear old “Bob” answered you on Sunday evening, Nov. 20, through 
the mhdiuméhip of Mrs. E. Z. Barnett of this city, who is one of the 
most «reliable mediums it has ever been my pleasure to meet. • -

A little girl who goes by the name of “Essie,” who passed over th« 
border land at the age of four, but now claims to have passed the age 
of swdet siY'lfeen, took possession of Mrs. Barnett, and stated that when 
Colonel Bob was asked what he had to say about it, remarked, rubbing 
one hand over the other, that “Á bad promise is better broken than 
kept;” ! ■■■'■■ • ,

We have1 had the pleasure of receiving several messages from the 
Colonel sín’ée he has concluded that he does now know that there is no 
death, and that he is still the same grand, eloquent soul as when he 
stood up; his manhood aiid electrified the thinking world with his 
matchless eloquence..

He is still at work, and often comes to friends who loved him in our 
beautiful- city, giving us every reason to know that he is the same Rob
ert G. Ingersoll of yore, and has promised us soon to come and give us 
the benefit of what he has learned since his exit into the spirit land.

I shall endeavor to have a reporter present so that his thousands of 
admirers, through yoiir paper, may have the pleasure of hearing what 
he may have tb offer from his spirit home. '

It is a lafflentable fact that thousands annually pass over who do not 
realize that'so-called death js but a change of conditions.

Even many of our most intelligent scientists and surgeons ignore the 
idea that a spirit form leaves the physical body when it is worn out, 
because iii dissection they cannot find the spirit with the scalpel.

An instance of this general ignorance came within my observation a 
few years' sJinee. which will illustrate my assertion. One of the early 
settlers of Soüthern California owned large landed estates, and raised 
fast horses,’-and was khowii as a fast liver, and built a large mansion 
which overlooked our fair city. In time his landed estate and mansion 
became heavily mortgaged, and he found himself penniless.

The result was, he poisoned himself, and after much suffering passed 
into the beyond. The next evening a friend and myself were walking 
along the street, and I casually mentioned his name, sympathizing with 
his unfortunate condition. The next evening I attended a seance, and 
the first person who took possession of the above mentioned medium 
was this same' unfortunate. The medium for full twenty minutes suf
fered the effect of his poison, and it was sometime before She fully re
covered. -

The first tiling he said to me was, “You called me on the street and 
I came. ■ Yoh, nor none of my old friends spoke to me when I held out 
my hands 'to-them. When I went home, none of my family would 
either look or speak to me. I do not understand it,” -

’ ;The poor fellow did not realize that he was dead, or as "we term it, 
had passed over to the border land, and was conscious that he was in
habiting his spiritual body. What a lesson for all humanity I And yet 
thousands1 gd bver the river just as ignorant as he.

Is there'a; lesson to be learned here of as much importance-to man
kind as the knowledge imparted to us through Spiritualism?

Los Angeles,-Cal, G. MAJOR TABER.

Advance to a H Igher Plane.
Broadly speaking, the term “Modern 

Spiritualism is a misnomer. With 
equal regard for correct thought ex
pression, we might speak of modern 
truth,- modern light, modern godliness; 
etc. Spiritualism to-day, as taught by 
its. most enlightened adherents, is 
identical with the highest conceptions 
of God’s truth as taught by His wise 
ones since the earliest periods of man-

the Book of Daniel.-, Learn that tWenty- 
fiye centuries ago men saw and spoke 
with angels as both men and women 
do. now. The prophet says in the sev
enth verse that he alone saw the vision, 
“for the men that were with me saw not 
the vision.” When the hand wrote on 
the wall at Belshazzar's feast nothing 
different occurred than, is done now at 
many seasons where men and momen
assemble for the purpose of seeking 
this communion and revelation as did 

. those'godly men of -old; and if it is
kind’s written thought. ■ - . wrong or ungodly now why was it right 

Time nor space permits proof of this then, and if it is of the devil now, as 
statement at this writing,but the intel- many teachers from the same text book 
ligent student who seeks earnestly to claim, why should such demoniacal do- 
know may find even in the translations ings have been placed in writings for 
of such writings as remain to ns of future generations' instruction? As an 
AssjTiun, Babylonian, Persian, Indian, ........ -

< Egyptian, and above all, Judean, scrip- 
.tion and inscription, the same types of 
phenomenal, materializing and inspira- 

< tiona! truth vouchsafed those ’ whose 
physically unfolded perceptions allowed 
of their recognition and interpretation, 

: whereby, to guide themselve^and fol
lowers to wisdom's heights, whence 
these revelations came.

earnest student of divine lore, I. should 
personally like some wise teacher who 
is not above teaching the Ignorant to 
answer these questions. Humanity dif
fers In no essential now from what it 
was then. Indeed, if aught Is to be hoped 
for the race’s advancement, if should 
have mounted up the scale of being 
somewhat, and improved.its faculties 
for "seeing the invisible." In any case,

Christian pulpiteers; 'and this is just 
whatever was possible in the past is 
possible now. if not will some one 
please tell us why?. We ought in the 
natural process of evolution, to be more 
competent to see and converse with be
ings from highèr spheres' now than 
then, else the race must be-retrograd- 
ing. Is It argued that the seels and 
prophets of old were specially called of 
God, and that that day is past? Then 
we might ask, what right has any man 
to be standing in the pulpit? Gener
ally those who occupy the place of 
teachers of the.®cred wqrd claim, they 
have been called of God, nor would we 
pretend to doubt..their claim; but, real
ly, if there be no such fact as Spiritual 
communication, how-can they know 
they are so called? To me this is a 
paradox, and in my native , trend of 
seeking knowledge,! would.gladly re
ceive light on tMs point.: ; .

Throughout the entire, bible, old and 
new testament, the “calls” and revela
tions were through well recognized com
munications; and why. Bhould, they, dif
fer now? I should like to review a 
“version of the bible With all Spiritual- 
istlo phenomena omitted. How much 
would remain? "Oh, but,’" I hear some 
one exclaim, “we: don’t «•deny Spiritual 
communion,- but wo hold it la’ cognlz-' 
able to the inner 'consciousness and not 
to the outer’perceptions.*" Such Is the 
form of argument meted to me from

.. ' ■ i ' - ■
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w 1 THE KEY TO THE RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE.

In y'fiur issale of Nov. 26, Mr. Geo. B. Ferris . takes ground against 
Pop'e’S S'Whâ'tèver is, is right” and Hudson Tuttle’s “Whatever is, 
must be.'” Mr. Ferris claims that Pope’s statement is contrary to rea
son an’^l tliat'it is a doctrine of darkness, not of light, but he offers no 
proof. ! He <|i5es not seem tó realize that there are tw.o kinds of reason ; 
one iv/ong and one right, made so by the premise used to reason from.

He reasons; as if all moral and mental progress is due to human efforts 
alone; âk if .riffin is a human being independent of the dynamic forces of 
the universe,’ór he would not say, “no height is too great for us to ulti- 
matelyaàtt'aiô.” He views things superficially, and makes secondary 
causes J^rime'”ones. He views, earnest effort, in mankind, same as he 
looks ifpon tfib action of a loom; he sees the weaving, but does not con
sider’thé pWef th'at 'drivbsjthe iftaclfine. - As the' whole combine is of 
loorii, iVóbf arid power, so the output of cloth will be ; and as indi
vidual^ are "organized and endowed and as the dynamic forces of the 
universe work in them, so hùman endeavor will-be for moral and mental 
progress- rio more can be put but than What is put in; no man or body of 
men can jeopardize human progress or hurry it along. Every man and 
woman èngaged in moral and intellectual work is doing all that can be. 
done under the circumstances. People should not worry themselves 
into a 'fever heat Over the religious fallacy that the world is as we make 
it, just as if mankind were a pack of idiots that know enough to make 
life comfortable, but will not. The .world is as we make it, but we have 
to-make it thè way we are made ; this is the science of it; •

The religious view is the doctrine of darkness and wrong reason and 
not the one f'fom which Pope took his cue. , .

In his recent book Robert Blatchford asks: “Can the creator .commit 
crime?” 'If Pope is wrong, as Mr. Ferris says, a crime has b.een com
mitted against'humanity either by the Creator or by’mankind against 
mankind. '1 '■■■ ; ’ • . •

Bÿ the'lighfof modern science—the new science of monism, thé uni
verse is viéwé'd: as a great unity, regulated by specific laws and governed 
by cosmic intelligence ; therefore, to say that whatever is, is not right, 
is to impugn the wisdom which is manifest in the orderly maimer of the 
stellar andtsdlar systems and in the ingenuity which is evident in the 
specific combines that make animal and vegetable life possible, and to 
say that thè" Ruler of the Universe is diabolical. By the same science 
the Christian1 dogma of Omnipotence is slain.

Cosmic-power is limited to the doing of things only one way; there
fore if man is to know harmony and-inharmony, joy and sorrow, vice 
and virtue,“the experiences which he has of them are clearly eases of 
must, not'of fiendish cruelty, and Pope ’s statement is justified by the 
fact, and that of Hudson Tuttle, also—“Whatever is, must be.”

Mr; Ferris thinks that Pope’s aphorism, if taken seriously, will cause 
people to be indifferent in regard to working for moral and intellectual 
progrèssi■This 'fallacious idea was born “of darkness, not of light,” 
also. ' Man can no more stop working for progress of any kind, when 
the dynamic forces are working the combine, than a tree can stop its 
growth.' - ’ .. ’■ . • ■ . ' ’ . . ■

By the principle of evolution it is clearly , revealed that all progress is 
a growth, nurtured and forced primarily by the cosmic, dynamic forces, 
using hjtriiafi) beings/ conditioned as needed, as auxiliaries in the same 
way that a man makes a spade -with which to dig a hole. The spade is 
dependent upon the man and the man, upon the spade ; and the cosmic, 
dynamic forces are dependent upon human beings and the latter, upon 
the former.-' This interdependency proves the:unity of the whole; and 
upon this rock the cosmic parentage and the brotherhood of’man is 
built/ and this is where Pope is right again, where he says, “all are but 
parts of one'stiipendous whole”; and as we must learn good and evil 
from actual experience, there being no other way possible—no play 
can be withoutothe actors. “Whatever is, must be” and “whatever is, 
is .right.’’a- ar . . .. . ■ ' ■ ■

According troPope, again: “How can we reason but from what we 
know?”: (Howuean we(know but from actual experience?. If the cos
mic, dynamic forces were omnipotent, we- could learn evil by good, 
which vmWd hi miracle. At last the key to' the riddle of the universe 
is found mid Rationalism is triumphant. • JOHN MADDOCK.

Minneapolis,‘ininn. :

earthly father would have beea Chained 
in a dungeon cell, his dangerous insan
ity making him an unsafe subject tor 
freedom among his kind. Buch relig
ious (?) teaching would truly be a pre
ventative of spiritual communications. 
What Deity could approach souls hold
ing similar conceptions of him? Per
ceiving a loving, beneficent spirit, desir
ous only for man’s welfare and up-guld- 
Ing, would frighten those who wor
shiped his extreme opposite; and no 
revelations would be possible to such. 
The age of revelation could never be re
newed while this standard of God was 
iieid; and not until, individually or col
lectively, the creature has conceived a 
slightly correct idea of the Creator can 
it ever become possible to enter into 
communion with Him.

Spiritualism is essentially God-wis
dom; and it is little wonder that intel
lectually enlightened people seeking 
for that which alone can feed the soul, 
are literally driven away from many 
modern, so-called Spiritualist dis
courses. Attempting its interpretation, 
the said-styled speaker wounds the 
outer ear with murdered rhetoric while 
a sublime Ignorance of the subject is 
proclaimed. It is little credit to a 
child if months and years of trial fails 
to advance him from the primary grade 
of the public schools. In some instances 
he is usually regarded as idiotic or ab
normal in some way. But what must 
be admitted of the Spiritualist student 
who never progresses beyond the grade 
of simple phenomena?

The phenomenal phase of Spiritualist 
study corresponds to tlie picture block 
and card house stage of the child’s edu
cation, by which I mean the commoner 
stages of phenomena, such as table tip
ping, rapping, etc, All well enough in 
their place as object lessons for be
ginners; but every student should pro
gress to where the glorious philosophy 
shines into and illumines his life so 
perfectly that the phenomenal grades 
are no longer needed. Speaking broad
ly again, however, no object in the vis
ible universe but Is an Instance of spir
itual phenomena, or materialized spirit 
forces and qualities. The universe it
self Is so materialized by action of di
vine intelligence; else, again, I read 
God’s Word to no purpose; for the rec
ord states that “God created the heav
ens and the earth, and ¡all that in them 
is.” It is in the realms of this higher 
phenomena, however, that I would see 
the many thousands of Spiritualist be
lievers seek for these majestic truths 
through which alone the world’s re
demption shall finally come. I say “the 
many thousands" advisedly; because 1 
know that right here in Houston, as 
well as In every community where 1 
have heretofore dwelt, the greater num
ber who are earnest believers in the 
revealed truth which Spiritualists 
claim, fear to identify themselves with 
the movement, chiefly because of the 
burden of Ignorance and charlatanism 
that the name now bears. This feature 
can be dealt with in one way only. 
Where the stream is muddy the cleans
ing comes only through pouring pure 
water in at the source; and were the 
large number of individuals who sincere
ly believe in the spiritual connection be
tween the heavens and the earth as 
Spiritualism points out, stand bravely 
together and show by their fearless 
stand that they are not to be num
bered among those Jesus referred to 
when he said: “Whosoever is ashamed 
of Me before men, of him will I be 
ashamed before My Father which is In 
heaven."

The majority of true—no, not true; if 
true they would be truthful; but real— 
believers in Spiritualism to-day fear 
public opinion as relates to an honest 
declaration of their beliefs in this re
spect; forgetting another of-the truths 
spoken by the great teacher Jesus: 
"Be not deceived; God is not mocked; 
Whatsoever a man soweth that Shall he 
also reap.”. So who will dare complain 
of the Most High, if, when his own is 
measured out to him he shall find it 
mockery; even such mockery as he 
gave the Giver?

FLORENCE E. B. SHAFFER.

Letter From an Old Lady.
To the Editor:—Words are poor 

expressions, Mr. Editor, to picture
in 
to

the point jWjO Spiritualists contend for. same spirit, of . truth has shone through 
It is to the inner, the Spiritual con-, the bibles of every religious movement 
iclousness (see. Revelations, i. 10) that that has helped to guide the destinies 

jaHohs-'o# ’. revelations from of the race. We Christians have a textcommunie!
spiritual snheres are revealed.

Though Ws ^pllere' whence they pro
ceed they reach outward and express 
'.o the bodily or conscious Senses, ap
pealing to', the intelleciual and material 
selfhood, redeeming and saving both

book of sacred, writings, but so have 
every nation and people on earth. 
Through every, one has run the golden 
thread of a spiritual God, the name 
alone differing and not the spiritual 
quality... ' * •. - - - *****»’.!•.• .

>oul and body frbfo death, . ' .. Higher Spiritualism would lead its
Is the salvation of the. body, together devotees upward to a knowledge of the 

arith thè soiil. huch' a frightful proposl- vltal, conscious presence of, a loving, 
tion; D'de’s ’lijjmitolfr love and desire Father ever near; and jaot to the co» 
ihe death of .thé body? Siirely.lt would cept of soinq far-off, vengeful deity, 
jeèm so to hear some sermons, so com- whom we must love whether lovable or 
'fortlng and’ediïylng are thèy along this riot.. Think of being taught we must 
lino. ;The. fac^of.rieath.lKclung to as love a human father who, for any possl- 
though it wdre a dear delight, aud the ble wrong, could condemn his child to
shggestion tljat it mlglitbe conquered— 
as Jesus taught—is received as the nt-

endless and deathless torment by fire? 
Yetin my own childhood I was taught 
I must love and worship such a God; alltermost heterodoxy. .. Hv.Uu,vnu,unuvu, u.

SpiritualismTs wholly biblical, as. I the while ascribing to Him qualities of 
understand the bible. Moreover, the character' for which, in doing, any

PILES CURED"
ON APPROVAL

S«n<t Neglect rilet-w&ey to tfe® 
Deadly Caucer. My New Turco-Fei«

Abfiorptlou Treatment Cure* at . ■ 
. Meme, Quickly. Maliileaaly,

A DOLLAR PACKAGE FREE
On Approval, Write Ub Today.

If you have piles or the itching, burn
Ing or heavy feeling which shows that 
the di ended disease is coining, send jne 
your name to-day. I want to send every 
suffeiei tiom idles, ulcer, fissure, pro« 
lapse, tumors, constipation or other rec
tai weakness, my Neue Three-fold Ab
sorption Cure, the greaPhew treatment 
which is curing even odses of 30 and 40 
years standing—after all else had 
failed. If you are satisfied with the 
benefit received, send me one dollar. If 
not, keep your money. You decide.

Hero'a what you 
get free on approv
al: -1. Ono tube of 
my Absorptive 
Plasma, which 
quickly heals all 
itching and sore
ness, even in very 
bad cases. 2. On«

SSk package ot my flu- 
““-^co-Food Cones, 

which cure const! 
patlon and nourish 
tho membrane, s. 
Ono package of mv 
Pile Pills, which re
move the causes ot

you the loss, should one copy of The 
Progressive Thinker fall to find me. I 
have never had one copy that was not 
graced by.many articles with far great
er worth than a year’s subscription. 
Where could the knowledge be found to 
fill the void of .the loss of such a paper 
-—a question not easily answered.

Now that the Open Court is to be in 
session, my anxiety, will be great to see 
the pro and con of. the argument as 
each writer airs his (or her) opinion 
from week to week. It is well to have 
each side of this great question dis
cussed. Knowledge Is power; SI
LENCE HAS NEVER GAINED A 
BATTLE when the enemy was near.

You can faintly imagine, Mr. Editor, 
the great interest to me of all this talk 
upon subjects brought to light by a ga
laxy of gifted writers whose articles fill 
your "Columns from week to week.

I have realized the great happiness of 
our faith for 35 years. I am now near
ing the eighties.

I well know there is a dark side for 
those groping in darkness, so let the 
light.shlne. Let all learn the true way 

'to let in the light and thereby dispel 
darkness and evil.

Again, knowledge is power, and be
lievers in Spiritualism should learn 
what natural law means; that an up
right life here leaves no room for de
monism hereafter.

-No law can be infringed without its 
attending penalty of suffering, either 
here or hereafter.

My blessings go out to you and your 
glorious work for humanity. I consider 
my lines-have fallen in pleasant 
places in being able to read such a 
paper as you send to the world weekly. 
.. May your years be many and filled 
with joy. LAURA C. MORSE.

Canton, Pa.
New Cúre for Kidney and Bladder Dis

eases, Rheumatism,- etc.
Our readers will be glad to know that 

the new botanical discovery, Alkavis, 
has proved a certain cure tor all dis
eases caused by Uric acid in the blood, 
ot:by disordered action of thè kidneys 
or urinary organs. It is a wonderful 
discovery, with a record of 1200 hospital 
cures in 30 days. It acts directly upon 
the blood and kidneys, and is a true spe
cific, just as quinine is in malaria.

Among thè many testimonials received Is ono 
from the Rey. W. B. Moore. D. D., of Washing- 
j£“lt»SiiUle?1111,10 .Now York Christian Witness, 
that Alkavis completely cured him of Bheuma- 
tlsm and Kidney and Bladder disease of many 
years standing. Many ladles also testify to its 
curative, powers In disorders peculiar to womanhood.

So far the Church Kidney pure Com
pany, New York, are the only importers 
of this new remedy, and they are so 
ajaxious to prove its value that for the 
sake of introduction they will send a 
free sample of Alkavis prepaid by ina» 
to every reader of The Progressive 
Thinker who is a sufferer from any 
form of Kidney or Bladder disorder, 
Bright's Disease, Rheumatism, Dropsy, 
Gravel, Diabetes, Pain in Back, difficult 
or too frequent passing water, or other’ 
affliction due to improper1 action of the 
'Kidneys or Urinary Organs. We ad
vise all Sufferers to send their names 
and address'to the.'company,'and - re- 
celvo th,e Alkavis. eptjrely free. .Ad
dress Church Kidney Cure Co,, No. 404 
Fourth Avenue, New York.

0. W. IAN HECK, M. D., LL.D.Ex- piles and coustlpa- 
Fiesldeut Medical Unirerslly of Ohio, tion, making the 
Edllor Medical Specialist; Ei-Sur- cure permanent be- 
gecn, U. S. Army. , cause it in constitu

tional.
Don't neglect piles—they are sure danger sig
nals. My New Book on Recta! Troubles, illus
trated in colors, is sent free with the treatment, 
all in plain’Wrapper. Send no money—only your 
name. Dr, Van Vleck Co., XOiO Mantle*Bldg., 
Jackson, Michigan. Write today.

NEW BOOK

Psychic Light
BY MBS. BRAKE.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
ttave been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It Is a ponderous 
rolume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. It is chockful of stirring inch 
lentB. Price of this large volume, only 
11.50 postpaid.

IN TÜE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best stylo 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the Wfel’

L

known author, scientist and refornteh1 f ~ 
This book has a brilliant introduction ’ A ’

by that distinguished preacher, Rev; H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president o£ the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
Ions, who gives It the weight of his un
qualified endorsement ■ ■

He says: “This book will give us .¡i 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial." .

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It Is in- 7 
tensely interesting, and gives a picture • ■■ 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.” .

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader Into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness. . . :

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is Inex- ■ > 
pressibly delightful.” .

President Bowles of the National Lib- : . 
eral League, says: “It is one of the . 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar- : 
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price ?L 
For sale at this office.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LIFE RADIANT.—Cloth,$1.00 
oet. Decorated clotb 91.25. In this, her new book« 
Mies Wliitlug aline to portray a practical Ideal foi 
Rally living that shall embody tho sweetness and 
»xaltatlon and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It is. In a measure, a logical sequence of “Ths 
EVorid Beautiful.” Leading Into still diviner har- 
nonles. “The Life Radiant” is characterized » 
the same essential qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful.”
CONTENTS—-The Golden Age Lies On wal'd; Dis

cerning tho Future; The Ethereal Realm; Tha 
Power of the Egalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour. ..

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
or Death as an Event in Life, cloth. 91. A book 
from her pen means new flashes of Insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian Ln 
Kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Scries. Three volumes. >1.09 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. L—The Duty of Happlnesai 

Nectar and AmbroslajBelieve in tho wings; Th® 
'Vision aud the Splendor; The Enlargement of
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of tho Wcrld; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So-. 
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Lire; Tlie Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story oJ 
a Summer. Price, 11.00, The ideas In the book 
will afford comfort to many, aud should Hiring 
positive aid In sorrow to such as will receive It® 
message.—Hartford Post. -
FROM DREAMI1AND SENT- 
Verses of the Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. 11.00. Decorated cloth. S1.& 
Lilian Whiting’s verse is like a bit of sunlit laud« 
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, S?.OO •

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
With Portrait: Decorated cloth, 11.25.

Spiritualist
Badges,

IN

Solid Gold Only
Bilhw WiWrtt«m. ; ■ ■•••

PBtCKSs-IJndge Pln.fi.W: LaDel Button, Ml 5$ 
Sunflower Brooch, 94.00; Maltese Charm, 9$Q0|

Maltese Pendant, $6.00. This jewelry needs no oth- 
or recommend than to Bay H is the SUNFLOWEB 
BADGE, tho adopted eipblpm oi Spiritualism. An 
the Sunflower turns 1(8 face towards the nun« ba 
Spiritualism turns tho face» of’humnnlly-frotfi 
darlriicBB and nuporaUtlon towards the Sunlight 
of Truth and Progression. These beautiful ens« 
Diems are for sale at this offioou

Siirely.lt
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<■’ A TRUe DREAM. ,

Baltimore Lady Had a Vision of Her 
, Fate at Hand* of Pirate®. '

"R is all very well tp laugh at people 
who believe in dreams," said a well-, 
known business man of Washington 
several evenings ago, “but I have found 
some old letters and papers that have 
been handed down to me from some of 
jny ancestors that tell a story which is 
absolutely authenticated and which 
certainly proves that there is something 
in the theory of 'coming events cast 
their shadow before.’

“It seems that my maternal grand
mother, or great-grandmother, was a 
Miss Owens, of Baltimore. She was a 
great belle during the gay season in 
that city that followed the close ofc the 
war- of 1776. The monumental city 
was filled with dashing young fellows, 
and among others quite a number of 
young. French officers, who had served 
under Rochambeau.

“One of these French chaps, a Capt. 
Van Pardelle, fell very much in love 
with my great-grandmother. He asked 
her family for her hand, and all that 
sort of thing, but they would not have 
it. Her father said she was too young 
and her mother did not want her to ' 
marry a foreigner who would take her 
away from the old home in Baltimore 
county. The result was that the young 
couple eloped, and went to Paris, where 
they had quite an exciting time during 
the'Frehch communed . ' .

" “The; situation in France became too 
exciting for people who did not care to 
join in the dances held in honor , of 
Madame La Guillotine, so Capt. Pradelle 
and his wife took boat for New Orleans 
Without unnecessary loss of time. She 
had many relatives in that city who wel
comed her to their homes.

“After a pleasant winter spent in the 
south, Capt. Van Pradelle and the two 
little children sailed for Baltimore, 
leaving Mrs. Van Pradelle to follow a 
month later, because of some' business 
that required her presence in New 
Orleans. He and the children reached 
the home' of the Owens’ in Baltimore 
county without mishap.

“Mrs. Van Pradelle started her trip 
north overland to Beaufort, S. C. When 
she arrived at that port she engaged 
passage on the first boat out for Baltl- 
more, and caused her baggage and 
household effects to be loaded on board. 
Then came the peculiar part of the 
proceedings.

!‘The night before the ship sailed, 
: Mrs. Van Pradelle spent in the home of . 
some intimate friends. She had re
tired to her room in good spirits and 
with nothing but pleasant anticipation 
of ,the coming voyage. During the 
night the family were aroused from 
sleep by hearing the most terrible 
screaming and sobbing in her room. 
They rushed to her assistance and 

: . found her sitting up in bed completely 
unnerved. When she had become 
somewhat calmer she explained that 
her fear had been occasioned by a ter- 

\ rible dream so vivid In Its details that 
she had been affected as much as 
though it were an actual experience. ■

. "She said that In her sleep she was 
■ sailing to Baltimore. The boat was 

sighted and chased by pirates and grad
ually overhauled. The crew had main- 
talned a resistance for some time, but

' were finally overcome. Then in her 
dream occurred the horrlfilt acts of fce- 
roclous cruelty and drunken rage that 
had stirred her very soul. She had 
been ordered to walk the plank, and the 
awakening came at the moment she 

. was plunged into the sea.
„“Of course her friends made light of 

: the matter and told her that she was 
the victim of indigestion. But nothing 
they could say could efface the horror 
hat kept her awake throughout the re- 

j jhainder of the night And when morn
camo" she announced that she would 

’ not go aboard the ship. Her baggage 
was disembarked and the trip aban
doned. The boat she refused to travel 

' in reached port without accident - or 
- misadventure, and conveyed to her fam-
•, ily in Baltimore the statement that she 

would come on a later ship. ?
• “The next vessel to sail was a larger 

' ( and, better manned boat. The captain 
1 was a man of long experience, and as a 

girl Mrs, Van Pradelle had made sev
eral voyages in ships that he command

ed pd. She was therefore pursuaded to 
: ?.'• undertake the trip, but not without mis

givings. A letter which she wrote the 
e night before to a member of her family 
.’ is among those in my possession. In it

She speaks of the horror that had haunt- 
efl her since the night she dreamed that 
‘horrible, horrlbte dream.’ The writing 
is blurred by the tears that fell from 

, her eyes as she wrote. : ■
“The boat she sailed In never 

reached port. There were no storms 
'along the coast that could have occa- 

: sioned a wreck, and not a word reached 
. Baltimore to explain the disappearance.

For months Mrs, Van Pradelle’s family 
' - hoped against hope that the boat might 

have been blown out of her course and 
would be reported from some mit of the 

. way place. But no news came from her. 
. and she was eventually- entered on the 

list of ships that have disappeared at 
.sea. .
:'-A number of years later an expefli- 

tion was sent against the colony of pi
: rates in Barataria bay. Several of the 

men were captured alive and brought 
to Baltimore. Among the plunder 

. found there was a considerable amount 
of silver marked ‘Van Pradelle’ and a 
number of belongings that Mrs. Van 
Pradelle was known to have had with- 
her when she sailed from Beaufort. 
She had been well known In New Or
leans, and when the expedition returned 
to that city the town watch walked the 
streets ringing bells and crying -that 
the murderers of Mrs. Van Pradelle 
were captured. . ' ■

, “The governor of Louisiana, at the 
time was a relative of the unfortunate 
woman. The pirates had been con

. demned to be hung, and he offered any
: ' one of them a commutation of the 

■' death sentence if he would make a con
, . fession throwing some light on the fate 

of Mrs. Van Pradelle. Birt they, one 
and all, went to the . scaffold swearing 
that they knew nothing of her fate.

' Notwithstanding their denials the peo- 
■ ’ pie of New Orleans were firmly con- 
L . A’lnced that in their deaths was expiated 

the death of my great-grandmothiBr.
■ ( ;. “Some years after the incident had 

been forgotten in New Orleans, an old
• (sailor (dying at the St. Charles hospital 

made a full confession of his past life. 
He admitted having been a pirate and 
told; of numerous wholesale and cold
blooded mùrders to which he had been 
a party.- . • ■■ - - . ■■■ ■ ■

“He" said that one case in particular 
( . had always hauted him. It was the cap- 

■ '. ture of a ship off the coast of North 
■ Carolina.- The crew had been butch- 

.érefl and the passengers obliged to 
walk.the plank. He spoke of one of the 
passengers, and described her as a 
beautiful young woman. ■ ■
' “It seems that her fate made a deep 

impression on his callous soul. He 
dwelt intently upon thé manner of her 
death and' described her appearance 
very minutely. At the time it was gén- 
erally thought that the woman referred 
to was the daughter of Aaron Burr, who 
disappeared at sea and was believed to 
have been been taken by pirates. But 
people who heard the description and

■ knew Mrs, Van;Pradelle were sure that 
I was she, and not Miss . Burr, who

t

£

■J

A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi- 
_ umship of His Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea.

LETTER NUMBER TWO.
I have, in a previous article, stated that I hold the full and entire con

trol and guardianship of my wife. This I do according to natural law, 
but when there is to be any great and good work accomplished, then I 
call others to my aid. In fact, I have joined a band of choice spirits 
composed of both men and women, many of them contemporary with 
myself when in earth life, and together we intend to push forward the 
work of communicating with the lower world and helping to uplift 
humanity. ■ ' ■

We, all of us, are likewise engaged, each in his or her own legitimate 
business or calling here in the spirit realms. Now Mr. Ingersoll wants 
to write this message, for he is one of our band; but, before he could do 
so, J was obliged to take control first, get my wife into the proper state 
■or condition and then allow him to manipulate the keyboard of her 
brain. ' . “ CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

Mr. Ingersoll's Message,
Well, friends, here I am, strong and hearty, ready for business. I 

never could thump the keyboad of a piano aud get much music out of it, 
but am certain that I ean accomplish far more by using the various or
gans of a sensitive’s brain. '

Brother Carlyle, here, is very good, and determined to help every
body all that he can. He thumped music into the world, and I did my 
best to thump Old Error out of it, and succeeded very well.

Now, friends, this musician and myself have struck hands together 
as brothers, I to continue my work of knocking down and dragging out 
Old Error and his progeny of imps, while my good Brother Petersilea 
follows directly in my path, rebuilding, reconstructing, unveiling Truth, 
bringing things into harmonious relations one with another. He says 
my work is just as important as is his, and even more so, for if the way 
was not cleared, Truth would; forever remain, shrouded. I tell you, 
friends, Petersilea and your humble servant look enough alike to be 
brothers indeed, and if you do not believe it, compare our pictures and 
then have a good laugh at òur expense. We were not bora jnto' earth
life from the same parents, but we find here that our souls are really 
twin brothers. .

Yes, I knew his father well in earth-life, and a fine man he was, too. 
He was one of the first to greet me here, and my own father could not 
have manifested more love for me. When I lectured in Boston .he had 
been one of . my most interested listeners. At that time I did not be
lieve there was even a ray of hope pointing toward immortality; neither 
did he; later in life a few rays dimly reached me. Not so with him. 
He died game, then woke up, rubbed his eyes and as soon as he could, 
tried to set matters right. He worked with a will, and after overcoming 
untold obstacles succeeded in writipg The Discovered Country. ,

How I wish I might be able to write a book; but writing books was 
never quite in my line. I felt more like hammering men’s brains to see 
if they could not be brought into a little better shape ; and what do you 
think I am doing now? Why, the same thing. So-called death releases 
me from nothing. The field becomes longer, broader, and more of it. 
In fact, I cannot see an end to it. Don’t think it has one. Old Error 
stalks here as well as on earth. He may not be quite so black—a shade 
or two lighter perhaps—but the same old fellow, followed by a retinue 
of his progeny. - • ?. . . ? •

Once upon a time they called this old fellow Satan—the Devil—and so 
forth; but he has been baptised, oyer again, reehrjstened, and now, at 
last, some of the old people cali him Ignorance—Old Error and his 
clique, but not all of the people. To many he is still Old Clubfoot. To 
them he still rolls his burning eyes about beneath his horns, he still car
ries clanking chains ready to catch and bind all that he can get hold of, 
and then blows up the coals of fire within his domain, until they burst 
into brighter flame. ' ' • ' / . - :

Now I have knocked this old fellow down hundreds of times—yes, 
I may say thousands—and yet he always manages to: bob up serenely 
somehow, somewhere. Then I have skirmished with fiis imps, knocking 
them right-and? left. : Some eluded me, others regained-their feet with 
a grin and leer and went, on their way. ? ■

I often feel quite discouraged, thinking to have made very: little head
way; but victory is not gained.iri a day nor a year. .

Now I hear my dear Brother Petersilea’s voice, saying, “But think, 
Brother Robert, how much has really been gained since you first com
menced your work.” • ; . ■ •.

Ah, yes. His comforting words cause me to breathe more freely. 
He takes my hand, turns me about and points down the road of my life. 
“Look,” he says, “look, Brother Robert,” and ! look. Yes, as I live, 
that pathway is strewn with dead and dying imps of error, and over 
the road comes marching an army of valiant men and women, carrying 
banners of light. “And you have, been their captain—their colonel,’’ 
says my brother’s voice. “Listen! Hear them shout and sing, ‘All 
honor to our brave and noble captain ! Glory and honor to our colonel !’ 
Why, Colonel,” says Petersilea,“you have never stopped to look back.”

“No,” I reply, “I have been too busy.”. .
“Well, then, pause awhile and.let the army cóme up,” and this I do. 
“But what is this between us, my brother?” . < ... ■
“The river of death,” he says; “that old-time river, Styx. Robert,” 

he. continues, “you have led the army thus far, and now you are lost to 
them in the thick mists of oblivion.” - ;'

“0, God!” I cry, “my punishmentas greater than I can bear! . Why 
did I not provide boats and passage for the army that I was leading on.”

“Never mind, dear Robert.. While you have been working with all 
your might, others have been at work also, building the boats and pre
paring the way for the safe passage of the army over the river. Shout 
back to them, Robert, and tell them to keep up good heart, that you are 
safely over and all right.” . - • _ - \ '

“No,” I reply; “they will not listen, neither can I make them hear 
me. . . ,■ • - .. r : • - ■ ' • ■■ ?, ..

“But try it, Robert. Sòme may not hear you, but others will.”
And I shòut : “lam over here 1 Don’t yotf hear me? It is I—Robert 

G. Ingersoll. You cannot see through the mists, but, listen! You will 
surely hear my voice, and by my manner of speech you cannot fail to 
know that it is really myself and no other. Listen, while I give direc- 
tiòns for your safe passage across the river, and also tell you something 
about this side.” ' . ; ■ " ' . ■

Then I listen for their reply; and I hear a few faint voices; they grow 
louder and more distinct. ■ ■. ; : ?- .

“Don’t believe it is Robert.G. Ingersoll,” says one chorus of voices. 
“Sounds like him,” says others. ' .
“ Qh, this river is the encl ; the moment one trusts oneself upon it, one 

sinks into oblivion forever. It has no other shore. Don’t you see that 
this river extends forever and forever?” ,

“I see mist,” says, another, “but that is no evidence that another 
shore doèsnot exist.” ; ■.?■ : .■ ■

“We know there is another shore,” say others, “for we have heard 
voices from that shore, and sometimes, when the mist lifts a little, wé 
catch sight of forms walking thereon and waving white signals to us 
here.” . ■ . ■ . ■ • '■ . ■ •“ : ~

Others still, say: “Oh, if we could only know- We wish the mist 
would cl ear away that we might clearly see the shore. ” _

I sigh wearily. “Would that I could go back,” I said, “and show 
them the way over, and tell them of this other shore.”

“The wish and the deed go hand in hand,” answers my brother. “We 
do not long wish for anything very ardently, but the way is opened for 
us to accomplish and bring it to pass. Mr. Ingersoll, you and I together 
can move the mundane and the spiritual worlds if we earnestly strive

to 'dò so. Loók’everiHre'at that vast array who have followed you, 
Colonel. -Don’t sit heré'âighîhg. That is not like you.” ”

“Ah,” I replied, “you donot know how wearily I often sighed, when 
oyer on that other shol^i, wm Ithought how little good I really accom
plished; and, now, to fgnj’t&at I Ipd so many up to this river, and have 
left them to get over as bèi» they may.”

“ Well, Colonel, do p^ot be discouraged. You left them one little ray 
of hope, and that ray may increase until it lights the whole world.”

I rose up and clasped my brother’s hand. “Say you so?” ' 
“Yes, this Isay, anil AviRkwear it if you wish.”
“Swear not at all/AJ replied laughingly ; “yet your words have put 

new. life and hope wgtliin niy soul. But how is this ray to be in
creased?” • in

“By crossing the.riyvr.’Mie said.
“O, I have crossed over a.number of times, and have found a sensitive 

soul here and there whom lihave been able to move to do my bidding; 
but as I was invisible to the.most of them—for in crossing the river it 
swallowed up my mate’iab form as you know—very few indeed would 
receive my words, believing they came from the soul I was using; and 
the commingling of my, own personality with that of the medium altered 
or changed much that I desired to say and thus far I have not been 
able to do but very little,” ,

‘‘Well, now, aren’t you glad I have come?” says my brother. “All 
things work together for good. My darling wife is filled with awful 
sorrow that I have left her, as she says, and crossed the river first; but, 
you are well aware, Mr. Ingersoll, that she is one of the most sensitive 
of all sensitives, and through her you will be able to continue your work 
and increase that little ray a thousand fold. ” .

“Glory be to the Infinite!” I said. “So I can. But how about the 
slaps? I cannot stand by and allow a woman to be slapped without re
turning blow for blow. You know, Brother Carlyle, I never was a non
resistant.” .

“No, but you are a mighty pusher. I will take care of my wife. 
That duty belongs to me. You go on and control her, and do a mighty 
work, if possible. Throw great torches of truth into the world here, 
there and everywhere,; Why, the world will be in a blaze before you 
know it.”

-• “O, my brother, how you inspire and hold up the hands of those who 
are aweary and nearly hopeless.” '

“I commenced to do that when a mere boy,” he replied. “You re
member that my whoje earthly life was given to teaching weary and 
discouraged, pupils,, sustaining their flagging interest, helping them 
over hard and discouraging places, and l am going to keep right on, 
help and sustain everybody, both mortal and spirit, all that I can. You 
go ahead of me,-Ingersoll, and I will follow after. Knock down and 
destroy all the error that comes in your way, and I will try and replace 
it with truth.” . ’ . ■ .. . ■ ■ ' ' ; \ .

“All right! Here we go.” ..... . ..
Now, I, Robert G. Ingersoll, want to knock out, or knock down,, 

whichever way you wiljt this rag doll, so-called materialization ; the big
gest piece of humbuggery the world has ever'known; It beats the old 
orthodox devil all hollow. I must combat and conquer this error if 
possible. Think of ypur dear old grandmother, taking all the trouble 
of making up her okl/orm once more ; flesh, blood, arteries, veins, skin, 
all the various organs, of her poor old body; and she must not forget a 
wrinkle or a mole, not.eyen. the hairs of her chin that she felt so ashamed 
of when in the mortal form; She’must make up that thin, poor, old 
grey hair once more. ..This, not being enough, she must weave, all by 
herself, every article of elothing.she wears : that old plaid shawl around 
her stopping shoulders; the frilled cap, the worn and shiny black' alpaca • 
dress, to say. nothing qf .the underclothing ¡ she must knit over again, 
the white wool stockyigs she must wear ; but how in the world she is 
going to make those.jshoes is a riddle. Now, she must do all this in 
about five minutes or só, because, sometimes there are sixty or less 
forms coming from the cabinet in the course of two hours with much 
singing and long waiffi between. Poor old soul ! It took her sixty, sev
enty or even eighty y^ars.qp earth to bring her material form into that 
semblance, to'say no,t)ii.ng. about the weaving of her garments or the 
making of her shoes^and^hat'eap; she, perhaps, worked at it at odd 
jobs, for a month or mòre, and purchased the materials at that. Oh, the 
credulity of human ppture I My dear earthly friends, use your brains 
if you have any, aneli am .sure you have, and’think this out for your
selves, .. . ... , . . .

Now, let me tell yeyj: Thgrenever yet was a body of flesh, blood, and 
bones made up within a p^binet.. The cabinet and the arrangements 
generally; are simplyjçoyçjrs for fraud and trickery. And then, grand
mother falls all to pièéep i’u the twinkling of an eye. What has become 
of the.water, the bipod, t)m bones, the skull on which the cap rested? 
Why,;-it,.takes years.qu<ì ¡S?rs Î®? a- skull to disintegrate', and à long 
period for bones, and.’yo.u.pïé obliged to bury a humln body, OïAremate 
it to avoid the disgusting steneh..’ But grandma dematerializes in a few 
minutes and nothing is left,, not even the. shoes. Oh. credulous human
ity! Believe Jess, and think more... . - '
; ; Now, the real truth is, that grandma is no longer a decrepit old lady, 
bless her heart, and all other old grandmas, bless their old grey hairs 
and every wrinkle upon their sweet old faces, she is old no longer. The 
most of theni here arg as young and beautiful as dream pictures. The 
finest artists you have^on earth could not paint them. They do hot even 
iemembpr how they'Jooked on earth. They have forgotten all about 
grey hairs,-wrinkles, caps, and rickety old bones. They have laid them 
down forever. . Theyfwould not take them up again tó please the Presi
dent of ihe United States, or King of England; not. even the Pope of 
Roqie. Bless their hearts! I wish you could see them. The Mussul- 
ma.n’s dream—the houries in paradise are not half as beautiful.

When I met my own grandmother here, one of them at least, or one at 
a time, rather, at first I knew not who she was, and was ready to fall in 
love with my own grandmother, like the storied Frenchman. She was 
so youthful and charming I could scarcely believe she had ever been a 
grandmother to anyone ’ .

Now, some of you may ask : Do spirits ever , make themselves visible 
to anyone on earth, at any time ? . .

. Yes, they do ; but not in a body of flesh, blood and bones. A spiritual 
being is in the form of man woman or child, as the case may be, and if its 
desire is very great and it has wisdom enough, it can draw to itself a 
covering of matter through the law of affinity or attraction, bqt this cov
ering of matter is necessarily extremely, attenuated—more like a whit
ish vapor, or cloud-like substance. This is occasionally seen with the 
material eye as clouds are seen ; but these apparitions very seldom if 
ever emerge from the cabinét at so-called seances. These apparitions 
are sometimes compact enough to be sensible to the touch, .but this is 
more one of the latent forces that thé spirit makes use of, not because 
the substance itself is solid. A spirit can easily dispel a vapory, cloud
like substance, when it cares nò longer to hold it. In fact, it cannot 
hold it but a short time ; and this is done better at night than in the 
light of the sun, for sunlight dispels it almost immediately; and even 
these apparitions are of rare occurrence and must have the most favor
able-conditions. . • ? - ‘ ■

■ You may now say: that science has proven that, spirits have weight. 
My reply is, they have force but not weight. They can tip scales by 
-force or power just as they.can rap or tip tables. ; They do these things 
by force or will power, not by actual solidity .that, can be weighed..

: But my letter is getting too long and I will pause here for Brother 
Carlyle wants to add a few words. . ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

I want to add thafcMr; Ingersoll is right; and time will prove the truth 
of all he has said. ;If itiliad been possible, I would have made myself 
visible to my wife long ere this. I was enabled to'draw to myself ma-, 
temi enough so that she' could sense it ..by? touch, but not by sight, for 
the tips of the fingers avei even more sensitive than the eyesight, ;and I 
exercised force enough to resist the pressure of her hands. I also drew 
her spirit partly out of her body,, but this is all that I have,. thus far, 
been able to do. I hoperto do more as time goes oh. , It is easy enough 
to control her, for m'y spirit canieadily mingle with hers, and she likes, 
to have me write tlfroughpher. ; : . : -

Yours for all thgi is gppd and true. . / 1 .
w , CARLYLE PETERSILEA.

.4' “ (To-be continued in No. 787.): ■ ' ,’ie ■■?■ on ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - ■. .. •
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SOME REFLECTIONS

That Float Into the Mind of a Masoa- 
. chueetts Lady After Reading

; The Progressive Thinker

I foe! that I would like to write a few 
of the thoughts that come to me after 
reading The Progressive Thinker.

To read your paper is like sitting 
down to a table loaded with rich viands 
to tempt the appetite. We cannot eat. 
them all at once. • I noted in this week’s 
paper that another of your subscribers 

.expresses his Idea of your paper’s 
worth in almost the same way. Every 
article Is read, the table cleared,, until 
the paper comes again and another 
feast Is spread.

How I do enjoy your paper and the 
knowledge of the awakening that Jias 
come to me. Why, I have just com
menced to live.

A friend of mine Is a "New Thought- 
ist,” and before my experlence iu Spir- 
ituallsm came to me, I was quite inter
ested In her explanations of that creed, 
if I may call it such—but it did not fill 
my spiritual vacuum—the longing for 
something, I know not what. But that 
is passed now, never more to return. 
Here is my opinion in regard to the 
“new thought.” Some of their views I 
do coincide with, and others I do not— 
just as the Rev. H. W. Thomas, in his 
article in your paper undér the title of 
“Do the Dead Return to the Living?" 
says: "Much is lost to tue minds that 
shut themselves up in their own party, 
sect, or Ism and refuse to look at the 
teachings of all others; denounce them 
as false or wrong. Rather, should we 
think there is some truth, something 
good In all; that the great things that 
come, that are born out of some new 
time or condition have a meaning and a 
mission in the growing life of the ages.” 
I think there was never a truer remark 
made, I believe that when we become 
so ennobled that the trials and tempta
tions of this earthly life no more 
trouble us than a cloud passing before 
thè sun, then the mind has as near ab
solute power as It probably can have, 
but I do not believe it possible to have 
absolute control while we are weighted 
down with our gross earthly matter. 
To have absolute control oyer the body 
Is to say that we could, at will, cause a 
new limb to grow in place of one cut off 
In an accident, or a new eye to take the 
place of one lost through disease, and 
we all know that to be impossible.

The mind cannot cause a new lining 
to fprm.in the stomach of a confirmed 
dyspeptic unless he has . sense enough 
left to eat as he should and properly 
care for himself.

No matter how confirmed anyone 
may be in their opinion of the control 
of mind over matter, it don’t amount to 
much, as to results, unless a large por
tion of common sense is theirs. We 
all will admit that the power of the 
mind is' almost limitless—and we can
not say that it is limitless, here and 
now, under earthly conditions.

I write thus,. because the , New 
Thoughtist to whom I referred has not 
seemed 0 have derived much benefit 
from her.years of continual study along 
those lines. She has been under the 
care of two mental scientists and one 
M. D. all summer and this fall. She is 
just commencing to feel a little better. 
I do not know who gets the credit, the 
scientists or the M. D. She claims to 
be a healer. I may misjudge; I do not 
wish to, but Is it not pertinent to say, 
‘‘Physician, heal thyself"? Would it 
not seem so? Of course I must not 
judge them all by the one I mention, 
and again, they claim that, in time, 
people will live forever. I do not think 
that possible ór advisable. As some 
one says, we would not want to be lim
ited to the possibilities of the flesh-. 
Aside from these two claims, I cannot 
find much fault with their vlejvs. ■

I want to shake hands with Mr. 
Thomas Buckman, of Mansfield, Ore
gon, and tell him how much I. appreci
ate his trite remarks under title of 
“Spirit Manifestations.” It explains 
why we doubt each other so much. We 
ought to all cut' the article out and paste 
it lip over the clock or somewhere so 
,we can read it often. Many thanks, Mr. 
Buckman for writing IL I hope anyone 
who has not read it will look it up.

I would like to say in regard to our 
•sister, Mrs. Watson: Do you know, I 
could see that when she wrote that ar
ticle in regard to Dr. Peebles’ book that 
she was just bubbling over with fun! 
She said to herself, “Now I must write 
something funny in regard to that book 
and make them think I mean what I 
say; because I am not in a mood for 
writing anything serious, and could not 
If I tried.” She probably thought that 
“a little nonsense, now and then, is rel
ished by the wisest men.” So please 
don’t scold her any more. I am sure 
she must have such a true, beautiful 
soul, that no' demon would dare còme 
near her, and therefore she can have no 
uneasiness on that score.

In regard to Dr. Peebles’ book, I have 
not read it, but expect to soon; would 
say that it seems reasonable and very 
likely that there are a very great many 
who are obsessed, else how- can such 
horrible, crimes be committed that we 
often read of where the criminal, even 
to his last moment of life evinces not 
one atom of feeling or repentance. It 
seems that this fact alone would, prove 
it; for does it not seem reasonable to 
suppose that if the priminal was him
self that he would as the time of his 
execution approached, evince some 
qualms of conscience, some hesitation 
against being hurled into eternity? 
Here again we have the word of one of 
the oldest stydents of Theosophy—Mr. 
Leadbeatef of London, England, a for
mer English vicar (see No. 776).- Mr. 
Leadbeater, if he had been a person of 
weak will and inferior character, would 
no doubt, have been obsessed by the 
former owner of that Indian dagger, 
and would have committed a murder. I 
know personally of a young woman of 
whom I never heard anything but good 
(although of course, I do not know her 
inner life) who became very suddenly 
insane while attending a methodist re
vivai. The language that young woman 
■uttered and the remarks she made to 
: men as the hack In which she was pass
ing them on her way to the asylum, 
would make would make a woman of 
the streets blush. Is not that proof of 
spirit obsession? It is all the truth I 
need. This same young woman has, 
they tell me, recovered. But I believe 
that, in a way, like attracts like, and 
that if we have, or strive to possess 
pure and beautiful souls, overcoming 
day by day and Tittle by little those 
earthly tendencies that lower us in. our 
own estimation and in that of others, 
and impedes our soul in its upward 
climb of the mountain from whose sum- 
mlt the glory of the infinite shines 
forth, then evil spirits have no power 
over us ; they cannot reach us, > nor ' 
touch us if they would; their influence 
does not come within bur charmed cir
cle. As the teacher remarked to the 
spirit In “Compensation (No. 781), “As 
one develops to a clean condition, noth* 
irig of a lesser or more gross order can 
affect him, and he should never be 
afraid In coining in contact with it” 
. What gems Mr. Tefft gives us. <

1 Let us have'no tear, but work onward 
and ever upward for the enlightenment 
and spiritualization of our •; own souls 
and the highest good ót ótfiers.'

MRS. A. H. PERRY,.
* So. Hadley Falls, Masa. \ v

PUBLIGftTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttîe.
Uteary of Sjiiitiial Literature.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents«

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on( 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All quee- 
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition, Price, JL

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

Containing the latest investigation# 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this Interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price Jl. 6
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT;

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object 

and has been pronounced equal in ita 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It la 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of . 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price. 
30 cents. •

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How to fon» 

circles, and develop and cultivate me- ' 
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual- 
lets. Their testimony. Eight-paga
tract for mission work. Singles conies 
5 cents; 100 for J1.25. ‘ •

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peomfe of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. Tha 
poems are admirably adapted for recita. 
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price Jl.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, Intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood ’ 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized-and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex’ 
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents«

All books sent postpaid. Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

___________ Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AND

Other Oîîerimjs,
BY

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

This volume, contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair'Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six fuU-page Illustrations' 
including photogravures of the author; 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted fon 
recitations.

The author needs po introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it.was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: “Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmetts 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry,, 
this book is confidently recommended.”

Will Carlton: “I have read with great! 
interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet. 
* • • * the thoughts echo and re-echo . 
through the deepest recesses of my, 
heart I have some word of praise to? 
every page.”

The author says in the dedication:; 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Land of Souls, 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with! 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and -pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey, 
thither.” ,

Price JI .00. For sale by •
HUDSON TUTTLE, i

_______________ Berlin Heights, Ohio. 1

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. '

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book; It is intended 
by its assisting, Inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations, It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been' 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, JÏ.25 postpaid. .

Address all orders to . J 
' HUDSON TUTTLE, '

' Berlin Heights, Ohio, i

CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS!)
Now is the time to get up Clubs. . 

Those who join a club of ten can secure 
The Progressive Thinker onè year and 
a premium book for $1.10;. The book Is 
an actual gift There are four premium 
books you can select from: “The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson”; “Vol. 3 of The Ency- 
clopedla of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World"; “A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”, and "Seers of the Ages", by, 
Dr. J. 'M. Peebles. The one who gets ; 
up the club can ' have the paper one - 
year, and any two of the premium 
books in our list, which he may select.

"Continuity ofc Life a Cosmlo Truth."1 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work o$ 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deep!» 
important subject Iki«, doth, ?L

; "Death Defeated; or the Psychic 8«. 
eret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M, 

D., M. A., Ph.D. Prisogl, 
IO, cents'. ,

»
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. Philosophers, thinkers, statemen, in
ventors, poets, literary workers, have 
known and acknowledged a silent force, 
a thought power outside themselves, 
leading their minds and formulating 
their thoughts, in the work that has 
made them influential and famous, and 
have aided in molding the destinies ofKi.wn^u.. ______ _ ¿7 u ----- w*  caiLucu luo vuucs uuu ycMLcruuy mi.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You.may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th n you are per
fectly safe, and will save, yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltor-at-Large for tho National Spirit 
' ' uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 

' clippings when a t attack is made, glv- 
Ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Fellowship of the Been and Unseen.
Do Spiritualists fully realize the im

portant truth that the varied and multi
form spiritual manifestations, mental 
and physical, wrought through sensi
tive mortals, have brought the people 
of earth and those inhabiting the realm 
Of spirits, into a close and continuous 
unity and fellowship?

Fellowship—be it remarked with 
rich and peculiar emphasis and,depth 
of meaning.

The loved ones passed on are not, 
practically, in some far away world, 
separated by Inconceivable distance, or 
by Insurmountable barriers; but they 
are with us, entering into our thoughts 
and lives, a vital and real part and ele
ment of this world, which Is in truth 
one common world for us all—the seen 
and the unseen constituting one family 
and one world.

Mediumship, sensitiveness, brings the 
seen and the unseen Into communion, 
and so enlarges and actualizes practi
cal union and fellowship between those 
whom the transition called death 
seemed to have utterly separated.

As the physically blind and deaf are 
in a manner made to see and hear 
through the aid of those who possess 
the senses of sight and hearing, the 
sensitive becomes a means of seeing 
and hearing what to the non-sensitlve Is 
unseen and unheard. Seers, and hear
ers, sensitives, have been known in all 
periods of human history.. They have 
been a means,..the medium, for bring
ing the spirits and mortals Into a more 
or less recognized conjunction. They 
have been a binding element, uniting 
the so-called living and the so-called
dead, in a solidarity of family relation
ship and oneness. .

The work of the sensitives, in their 
varied phases of manifestation, brings 
the spirit world into such touch ot 
rapport with this life, that it induces a 
sense or feeling of home-ness—as that 
we mortals are at home with those 
who have put off mortality, and they at 
home with us.

To-day, through, the work of the Psy-' 
chic Research societies, men of scien
tific eminence are supplementing the 
Work of sensitives, bringing the spirit 
world and the material into a grand 
and wonderful oneness of life and be
ing. They are gradually establishing 
on scientific principles the things that 
mediums have foreshown through and 
by mediumship.

And thus the philosophy of -Spiritual
ism is gradually by force of fact and 
reason, becoming the philosophy of 
Science. '

But we have to note another phase 
of spirit force operating in. practical 
oneness with motal being. ‘

Ofttlmes the brain of
touched by angel fingers, with pre
cious uplifting spiritual influence. As

. Emerson wrote:
‘^Sometimes the airy synod bends, 
And the mighty choir descends; 
And the brains of men henceforth 
Teem witli unaccustomed thoughts.”

The poet is often wiser than the phi
losopher, and Emerson uttered a 
mighty truth in those lines.

gels have wrought with men to unify 
the temporal and the spiritual world.

. Judge Lindsey Re-Elected.
. Judge Lindsey of the Denver Juvenile 

.Court has been re-elected by a plurality 
of more than 50,000 votes. Mrs. Flor
ence Kelley, secretary of the National 
Consumers’ League, writes:

“This insures to the children of Den
ver the continued care of the man who 
secured the Colorado law that any adult 
contributing to the delinquency of a 
child is himself a delinquent, and may 
be.punished oy fine or imprisonment, or 
both. .

“No one has ever brought to light as 
Judge Lindsey has done , the extent to 
which men and women profit sordidly 
by the tempting of children. Junk 
dealers buy stolen goods of them, cigar
ette dealers and saloon keepers sell 
wares to them, telegraph and messen
ger companies send them to infamous 
places, low theatres Sell them tickets. 
And In most communities the thought
less public acquiesces when the chil
dren are punished. Judge Lindsey 
places such young offenders in proba
tion, and with them the parent whose 
neglect may have-made - the children 
easy prey. But for the sort® men And

’ women who have profited by, the temp
tation of the children there are fines or 
Jail sentences.

“How is it that a judge who encoun
ters such powerful political forces as 
the saloon keepers, the cigarette trust 
and the telegraph companies can be 
elected by such pluralities? It to be
cause he has the good fortune to live 
and work in a city where women vote. 
The defender of tempted children is 
kept permanently in office by the votes, 
of the mothers', the teachers, and the 
other intelligent women of Denver.”

Human Bones Found in the Cellar of 
the Old Home of the Fox Sisters.

According to a statement in the Post
Express Of Rochester. N. Y., the finding 
of the bones of a human body, by Will
iam H. Hyde, a prominent resident of 
Arcadia, at the former home of the Fox 
Sisters, in the hamlet of Hydesville, One 
mile north of Newark Sunday afternoon 
by the caving in of the cellar wall, will 
create considerable interest, especially 
amdng'Spiritualists. . / .

Several school children recently un
earthed the hones and yesterday Mr.

• . . .
broken wall and further disclosed 
enough bones to satisfy him that they 
were those of a human being and prob
ably those of Charles Rosna, the wan
dering peddler, whom it was claimed 
was murdered in the east room of that 
dwelling in which the Fox Sisters re
sided when Spiritualism was'originated, 
March 31,1848, and his body burled in 
the cellar. .

Mr. Hyde, who is more or less inter
ested in Spiritualism, although not a 
believer, has notified several of the rel
atives of the Fox Sisters in and about 
Newark and through them hopes to 
have the result of his find presented to 
the National Association of Spiritual
ists; many of the members of that or
ganization having from year to year 
made visits to the Spook House,, as it 
is commonly known around Newark.

The finding of the bones of the arm 
and limb of a skeleton by Mr. Hyde 
practically corroborates 'the sworn 
statement made by Mrs, Margaret For, 
wife of John D. Fox, the occupant • The 
statement has been published many 
times add is considered as the. most 
correct account of the rappings.

During the'manifestations described 
in the statement of Mrs. Fox and other

eels hive wrrinrtt.h«ihr 'Hyde made a strict examination of the

»
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Much is said and written in these 
bustling days of modern thought of the 
potency of suggestion in the elimination 
Of unhealtbful conditions of mind and 
body, and the implantation and growth- 
of-healthful thoughts and correct func
tionings of the physical system. ।

It is undoubtedly true that a germ of 
suggestion implanted properly in the 
mind may work wonderful changes for 
good, in the physical, the mental, the 
moral, or the spiritual condition.

A little word, a little seed thought, 
may work the complete transformation 
of one’s character, one’s beliefs, one's 
moral and spiritual attitude trend of 
mental tendencies, giving one’s life a 
new intent, an uplift that reaches 
forward into all of one’s being for time 
and the endless future.

We want to give these thoughts a 
practical turn, an application to the 
present special time. .

The holidays are occasions of giving 
presents to friends and relations. Why 
not give presents of such things as 
shall convey seed thoughts, sugges
tions, that may develop into mental, 
moral and spiritual growth. ,

For instance, by way of suggestion, 
a present of a year’s subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker with its col
umns teeming with seed thoughts of 
rich suggestiveness ana mental and 
spiritual upliftment, to be read week 
after week during a Whole year, by per
haps a half-dozen different persons— 
what an influence this would exert for 
the good of the readers and the cause 
of Spiritualism!

Our “suggestion” is before you, 
friends. '

It is now “suggested" by one unseen 
that we close this little essay with the 
further good suggestion that, while 
making their gifts, our Spiritualist 
friends shall, according to the goodness 
of their hearts and their means, remem
ber that needed and 
work—-the Mediums' 
care of'the worn-out 
urns and workers.

The following is a 

noble beneficent 
Fund, for the 

and needy medi-

striking illustra-
tion of the beneficent use of the power 
of suggestion:

Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 26.—At the last 
meeting of the Thirteenth District Med
ical Association Dr. George F. Wash
burne of this city interested his profes
sional brethren by the account of an al
leged wonderful cure effected by Mrs. 
Washburne on their son through the 
power of suggestion. The story of the 
apparent miracle wrought by the moth
er after specialists of Chicago had pro
nounced the child’s case hopeless re
ceived the closest attention during its 
recital. After telling how the child was 
injured and of his own diagnosis, which 
admitted of no medical relief, Dr. 
Washburne said:

“His mother and I called in brain and 
nerve specialists. They confirmed my 
diagnosis of a tumor or c]ot on the 
brain, caused by a fall, and pressing in 
turn upon more brain centers. No relief 
was to be expected. An operation In 
that locality would mean almost certain 
death. We all agreed that the child 
could not live more than a year at most. 
We had to look forward to a greater in
volvement of the brain centers, prob
ably bringing blindness, deafness, 
dumbness .and finally feeblemindedness 
and death.

“His mother refused to accept the 
verdict of science. During my ab
sence from the city she put into opera
tion treatment which resulted in the 
boy’s complete recovery. Suggestion 
was her only medicine—that wonderful 
Influence by which the mind may be 
made to control the body. .

Controlled His Breathing.
“Every night when the boy went to 

sleep she controlled his difficult breath
ing by suggestion. She stopped his 
cough and straightened his paralyzed 
limbs. In two months, with the aid of 
ho other treatment, he was out of dan
ger and distress, was sleeping quietly 
every night and growing stronger.

“I do not assert that this treatment 
would be applicable to all cases, 
the contrary, I say it 'would not.

On 
Or

ganlc troubles so far advanced 
that the tissues have been destroyed 
beyond hope of repair. cannot be- 
reached. Broken arms, bullet wounds, 

etc., requlre'the care of a surgeon and 
defective eyes the aid of glasses. But 
all nervous and functional disorders, as 
well as some organic lesions in the 
earlier stages, can be quickly and safely 
reached by this means.”

Dr. Washburne then elaborated a 
theory concerning the case. He said:

“We all have a certain amount of 
nervous energy which runs our bodily 
machinery much as electricity runs an 
automobile. Imagine that the brain id 
a big generating motor of this electri
cal plant; the ganglia—the bunch of 
nerve substance' scattered at various 
points in the body—are storage batter
ies and switching stations, like our tele
phone controls. Well, now let us repre
sent the total amount of energy which 
a brain is capable of generating by 100. 
Under ordinary conditions this energy 
is distributed rather equally, the nerves 
carrying it where It is wanted, just like 
telephone wires.

“You are eating dinner, we will say; 
the nerves flash down extra energy to 
your stomach, to the muscles of your 
mouth, tongue and throat, to all the 
parts of the machine used in disposing 
of food. You are writing a letter, the 
energy centers in your brain and 
Angers.

Energy Is Transferable.
,“I do not mean, of course, that it is 

totally withdrawn from the rest of the 
body, for the heart goes on beating, the 
lungs go on breathing, the liver con
tinues to secrete bile, etc., all the time, 
But a certain amount of the energy is 
evidently transferable on demand. Let 
us call the amount X.

“In the case, say of a nervous dyspep
tic the stomach nerves have got out of 
the way of carrying to that organ its 
full supply of blood. When it ought to 
get 18 it gets only 10. (These are arbi
trary figures, used merely to illustrate 
my theory.) The languid stomach is, 
under these conditions, unable to per
form the work required if it; it does not 
digest the food put into it, but sends 
out messages of distress and pain which 
greatly upset its owner.

“Now suppose that by some means an 
extra supply of nerve energy could be 
turned on and sent spinning through 
these stomach nerves, don’t you -see 
that the Stomach would wake up and 
get to work? Its 10 per cent of energy 
would be raised at once to,say, 18 or 20.

Nerves Get Out of Order.
“The means by which the transfer

able energy in the system.can be direct
ed to any point is suggestion. Just 
how great this transferable or loose en
ergy is has not yet been estimated, but 
I can form an idea of how and why 
suggestion controls it.

“In the first place the patient is 
taught to relax both body and mind. 
This means that the energy otherwise 
used to supply the thinking brain and 
run the muscles is set free ready to be 
sent where it is most needed. Ordina
rily the needs of the body and the 
wishes of the patient himself would 
make the necessary connection, and it 
would be used up in various directions, 
but now by the joint act of the physi
cian and the patient it is sent where 
the doctor directs.

“I say by the joint act,- because the 
patient's consent is' necessary to the 
succesSjOf the procedure. It 1b as if 
his consent made a connection between 
his brairSbattery and the physician’s 
and put the latter for the time being in 
control of the. other’s connections. 
When I talk to some8ne - in Chicago 
over the long distance telephone the 
Elkhart office connects me with the Chi
cago office and I get the use of that of
fice with any of its wires I call for.

"Well, then, the transferable nervous 
energy of the patient being put under 
the direction of the doctor, he, by 
means of the patient’s own brain, 
sends it where it is most needed. The 
operator should be a careful, well- 
trained man who knows just when to 
stop, lest he drain the brain and the 
rest of the body of too much of their 
share of the ‘X* 1 * * * * * energy.

"But that a sensible person with the 
requisite knowledge can use this force 
to the great benefit of suffering human
ity I am thoroughly convinced. The 
case cited is only one illustration of the 
truth, but that the mother herself man
aged the cure shows how-simple and 
sure the remedy is when intelligently 
applied. Some day I hope to lay a more 
complete theory before the scientific 
world.” ' 

members of the family, the house was 
visited daily by hundreds from this vil
lage, several being alive today. The 
residence was occupied In 1847 by a la
borer named Michael Weekman and his 
family. He and his family, it is alleged, 
soon became troubled by the mysteri
ous raps which followed in succession 
at different Intervals, especially during 
the night, and their rest was broken so
by the disturbances that in the fall they 
moved away and for several months the 
house was empty and considered 
haunted by many of the neighbors.

as

In December, 1847, Artemus Hyde, 
the owner, secured the Fox Family as 
tenants and they moved in on Decem
ber 11th. It was claimed, through these 
rappings, that Charles Rosna was mur
dered in the east bedroom about five 
years previous to 1848, and that the' 
.body.was burled, in the cellar ten feet 
below the surface of the ground. It 
was also ascertained that he was mur
dered for his money. ''

As far as can be learned from Will
iam H. Hyde, the present owner of this 
famous dwelling, the house was built 
in .1815, but by whom is not known. 
It is a frame dwelling covered with 
Common clapboards and is lathed and 
plastered.. The work was roughly done 
.and today is fast going to decay.

An Immense Star. .
In the story of creation, as given- in 

the bible, and credited by Christians to 
the inspiration of God, after recounting 
the Incidents of the six days’ labor in 
getting things in working order, it is 
modestly told as a side Issue of little 
moment, “He made the .stars also.” 
Thelr'object was to give light by night. 
News now comes from the Lick Observ
atory, on Mount Lowe, in. California, of 
the assurances by the astronomers 
there that tne star Antares is 88,000 
times larger than is our sun which 1b 
860,000 miles in diameter. , ■

The spectroscope proves the stars 
are made of the same material as is tho 
sun and our earth. But this “star” is 
only one of some 50,000,000 other stars, 
all suns, with probably planets revolv
ing around them. -No wonder Elohim 
needed rest after such a- fatiguing 
week’s work in their creation

“The Emerson Now Thought Calen
dar.’ A dainty ftttle calendar, with a 
quotation from Emerson for every 
month in the year. Just tta/ thing, 
for tho holidays, Brice ag

. It Ratifying to realize that men of science, men 
highly gifted in everything pertaining to Psychic Sci- 
encej mil who are recognized as great scholars, are 
coming to the front to investigate the true character 
of our claims, and who invariably in the end become 
convinced that spirits can communicate with the mor
tals of earth. The following will be read with deep 
interest, f

After a series of experiments and 
study [says the Boston Herald] extend
ing over a period of 22 years the offl-
cers and leading members of the Soci
ety for Psychical Research in England 
and America now regard it as scien
tifically proven that ghosts are real 
things and that the soul of man lives 
after death and can be communicated 
with. Prof. W. T. Barrett, fellow ot 
the Royal Society, president of the So
ciety for Psychical Research, and pro
fessor of physics at the Royal College 
of Science, Dublin, in a recently pub
lished address takes this position, and 
explains how messages from the dead 
are received and transmitted. Edward 
F, Bennett, assistant: secretary of the 
Psychical Society, in that society’s lat
est publication, sums up by just what 
steps scientific doubt on this subject 
has given wayi to what is considered a 
certainty on this greatest problem of 
•the human racé. ..

Dr, Richard Hodgson of Boston, secre
tary of the American branch of the 
Psychical Society, says: "At the pres
ent time I cannot profess to have any 
doubt but that certain persons have 
survived the change we call death, and 
have directly communicated with us 
whom we call living.”

Dr. Hodgson made a compact with 
the late distinguished scientist, Prof. 
F. W. H. Myers, fellow of Trinity Col
lege, Cambridge, Eng., that whichever 
of the two dipd first should communi
cate with the '‘other. Soon after that, 
about three years ago, Prof. Myers’ 
died. Dr. Hodgson has received com
munications that he believes have »come 
■from Prof. Myers, and he will soon is
sue a statement reciting these mes
sages in detail. .

Prof. William James of Harvard, a 
former president of the Society for Psy
chical Research,, makes one of the lat
est contrloùtlons- to this subject in an 
introduction tij, “The Little Book of 
Life After Death,” by Gustav Theodore 
Fechner, the great German scientist 
and philosopher, which has come from 
the press this fall.

Up to the présent time the utterances 
of scientific men on this subject have 
been sojjvague and qualified that the 
unprofesçlonal./seeker after truth has 
given u^-the problem of immortality as 
unsolvablè from a scientific point of 
view. But outjof all the mists that 
haye envjejopei.it, now come plain, de
cisive statements from men so highly 
esteemed'in thé scientific world that 
their wisdom hid truthfulness is be
yond question, v .

It is ttaoughn the investigation of 
such occult subjects as telepathy, hyp
notism, thdbght-reading, ghosts, 
hauntings, •apparitions, the divining 
rod;, aiitojnatlc. and ' ’slate-writing' and 
Spiritualisme seances, that the. present 
coficlusTons; of psychologists have been 
reached. ' To try to find scientific truth 
in a class of subjects so Involved in su
perstition and fraud by charlatans re
quired bold and fearless men, who 
were not afraid of ridicule by people in 
general and by their own colleagues.

Mr. Bennett’s recital in “The Rise 
and Progress of the Society for Psy
chical Research," tells just how this 
work has progressed from one stage to 
another, until "'the' conclusions have- 
been reached. ; • ■

Some Instances of Telepathy.
After an exhaustive, set of experi

ments it was found that thought and 
ideas could be transmitted from one 
'mind to another' wltnout ordinary 
means of ' communication. ' Even the 
ideas of images:; to be drawn could be 
thus transmitted. So it came to be ac
cepted that theije is a scientific basis 
for what the Spiritualists call slate
writing. BUT SO FULL OF TRICK
ERY AND. FRAUD HAS IT BEEN 
THAT IT IS: UNFORTUNATE TO 
HAVE TO MENTION IT BY THAT 
NAME.

Nearly every olle has heard of cases 
of telepathy—mind or thought telegra
phy—and has doubtless wondered to 
what extent this was caused by a law of 
nature, or whether such instances were 
mere coincidences or freaks of imagin
ation. Here is one such case which 
Mr. Bennett recites.

The narrator is', the wife of Gen. R. 
“On Sept. 9, 1848, at the siege of Mool- 
tan, Maj-Gen. R.;'C. B., then adjutant of 
his regiment, was severely and danger
ously wounded, and, supposing , him
self dying, asked one of the officers 
with him to take the ring off his finger 
and send it to his wife, who, at the 
time, was fully 150 miles distant at 
Ferozepoor. On the. night of the 9th 
of September, 1848, I was lying on my 
bed, between Sleeping and ' waking, 
when I distinctly saw my husband be
ing carried off; the field, seriously 
wounded/and heard his voice saying: 
'Take this ring off my finger and send 
it to my wife.’ All the next day I could 
not get the sight or the voice out of my 
mind. In fiue time I heard of Gen. R. 
having been severely wounded in the 
assault at ’Mooltan. He survived, how
ever, and ib’still-living.

“It was flbt for- some time after thè 
siege that l,heard'from Col. L., the offi
cer who helped to carry Gen. R. off the 
field, that the request as to the ring 
was actually made to him; just as I 
heard it aDFerozépoor at that very
time.” IT . >.ri

After inyfstigatifig hundreds of cases 
like this, and of .instances where a dy
ing person has apparently been seen by 
a distant' friend/, the members of the 
Psychlcal BeseartfiL Society came to the 
conclusion,J^at tb^pe messages and ap
paritions were- really. seen and heard, 
and that thdre was no longer reason to 
doubt them., This established telepa
thy or thought trimsference as a psy
chic law, just . as. .telegraphic transmis
sion is a law of physics.

It has been clearly established, Mr.
,e researches of the*Bennett says,

society, that many of the results ob
tained by .the divining rod for locating 
hidden springs of. streams of water are 
real, and not the resuls of chance. 
This used to be ascribed to witchcraft. 
The person whb practiced It was called 
a water witch. The turning of the rod 
toward an underground water course 
is now considered due to unconscious 
muscular action of the ode holding the 
rod, the ultimate cause being probably 
some subtle- electrical - attraettoa be
twees Uuj-man’s^orvoM-^atem ®nd of an independent intelligence, whether

the watercourse. This is another 
cult quality of the human being,

oc-

Spirit Messages to the Living.
This brought the researchers very 

near the border line of the greater mys
tery, “Can the soul or spirit of a dead 
person, if such a thing exists, be'trans- 
mitted to the living?”,

It was many years before any prog
ress was'made at solving this problem. 
During this period hypnotism was 
delved into to see if a person in the ex
tremely sensitive hypnotic state had 
the power of receiving impressions 
from the world beyond, with but little 
result. Telepathy had been conclu
sively proved. The reality of the vari
ous phenomena of hypnotism was indis
putable. But it rapidly became evi
dent that beyond telepathy and hypno
tism there existed an almost unknown 
land, a wilderness of facts and phenom
ena unrecognized by any branch of sci
ence and philosophy.

To tho exploration and study of this 
new world Prof. F. W. H. Myers de
voted himself. He came to the con
clusion that, besides our ordinary con
sciousness, each person has another 
consciousness that he is unaware of, 
just as he is unaware of the nerve ac
tion that makes breathing and digestion 
possible. This other self he called the 
subliminal self, and to this he ascribed 
the faculty of automatic writing and 
speaking, crystal gazing, some dreams 
and clairvoyant visions.

Taking up the subject of apparitions 
and hauntings, P-of. Myers, Edmund 
Gursey and F. P 'dmore gathered to
gether 702 cases of this sort, which 
they recorded in a boon called “Phan
tasms of the Living.” In all of these 
cases, selected from a far larger num
ber which were presented to the socie
ty, tlid evidence was considered suffi
ciently strong to warrant belief in the 
reality of the phenomena.

Most of the cases cited are classed as 
visual, that Is. as apparitions in the or
dinary sense. Many of these were of 
dying people appearing to friends. This 
seems, in fact, to be the most usual 
kind of apparitions. Curiously enough 
they are the’kind of things that almost 
every one has heard of in his own ex
perience. That scientific men now ad
mit the truth and reality of such things 
must be very consoling to many who 
have been In a quandary as to whether 
to believe them or not.

A still more remarkable kind of 
ghost story, however, that now also re
ceives the approval of science, is of the 
“haunted house” class. A case of this 
sort is a certain house in England in
habited by the Mortons, a family of In- 
télligence, wealth and education.

The house was built abou( 1860. For 
a period of seven years, from 1882 to 
1889, the hauntings continued, the most 
frequent ghost being the figure of a wo
man, both In the house and in the gar
den. The figure was seen in the pas
sages, on the stairs, in various rooms 
and in the garden. It was seen not 
only by members of the Morton family, 
but by visitors and by servants—alto
gether by at least 20 persons.

The appearance of the figure seemed 
to identify it with a former resident in 
the house. With whose history and 
death some tragic circumstances were 
connected. Varying kinds of footsteps 
were also heard, and heavy thuds and 
other noises. Lights were also occa
sionally seen and a “cold wind” felt. 
This case had, in fact, all the hair-rais
ing features of an old New England 
ghost story.

Now comes the solemn dictum of sci
ence about such cases, uttered by the 
late PrUf. F. W. H. Myers: “Numbers of 
cases of an analogous character furnish 
evidence of the reality of facts which 
it seems impossible to explain away, 
but no other case presents such a mass 
of unimpeachable testimony from such 
a variety of persons. So that the posi
tion seems amply justified that, what
ever may be the explanation, the phe
nomena are real and cannot be account
ed for by any recognized cause.” -

The Problem of Supreme Interest.
The admitting of such things as sci

entific data was leading up to a far 
more important problem, a thing of su
preme human interest, which Mr. Ben
nett expresses in this way: “Are there 
other Intelligences than those which 
we see around us in the flesh, and, if so, 
Is intercommunication possible?”

Before arriving at a definite conclu
sion, Mr. Bennett states: “It would be 
presumptuous in us to imagine, espe
cially in view of recent developments 
of physical science, and of recent inves
tigations into the powers of the human 
mind, that man, with his five senses, is 
conscious of or is capable of perceiving 
all forms of intelligent life connected 
with this earth. The presumption is 
quite the other way. Analogy would 
lead us to infer the probability that the 
range and amount of life on the earth 
.is far greater than we know.”

Then comes the stating of certain 
cases which lead up to an affirmative 
answer to the question of life after 
death. One of these cases' was a com
munication, through a medium in Lon
don, from an American soldier who 
had died in Brooklyn, N.. Y., whose 
identity was unknown to either the me
dium or to the persops who received 
the communication from the medium. 
Thé most searching scientific inquiry 
was made into the matter, with the re
sult that It was .accepted as a> scien
tific fact . . ....

Another case, which led up to the 
conclusion that souls or spirits do sur
vive after-death, was-the Instance of 
George Pelham, (a fictitious name for 
an associate of Dr. Hodgson, who had 
assisted him in many , of his researches 
and experiments with the famous New 
England medium, Mrs. Piper. He lost 
his life suddenly through an accident, 
and a few weeks later communications 
began to come through Mrs. Piper pro
fessing to be from him. Dr. Hodgson 
says on this point:

"The manifestations of this G. P. 
communicating have not been of a fit
ful and spasmodic nature ; they have 
exhibited the marks of a continuous liv
ing and persistent personality, mani
festing Itself through a course of years 
and showing the same characteristics 

friends of G, p. were at the sitting or 
not. I learned of various cases where, 
in my absence, active assistance was 
rendered by G. P. to sitters who had 
never before heard of him, and from 
time to time he would make brief per
tinent reference to matters with which 
G. P. living was acquainted, though I 
was not, and sometimes in ways which 
Indicated that he could to some extent 
see what was happening in our world 
to persons in whose welfare G. P. living 
would have been specially interested.”

There are a number of other in
stances of this sort. They were what 
have caused the eminent psychologsts 
of the Society for Psychical Research 
to come to the conclusion that a man's 
personality survives death. Here is 
the summing up which Edward T. Ben
nett makes in the society’s latest pub
lication, to which all the various phe
nomena which have been mentioned 
have led up to, step by step:

“1. That proof is afforded that there 
are other means than the ‘five senses’ 
by which knowledge can be acquired by 
the human mind; in other words, that 
telepathy is a fact.

“2. That one human mind has the 
power of influencing other • human 
minds in ways not heretofore recog
nized by science; in other words, that 
the effects of suggestion, hypnotism 
and psychic healing represent groups of 
actual phenomena.

“3. That there is a realm of unde
veloped and unrecognized faculty in 
man provisionally termed the sublimi
nal self.

“4. That there is a basis of fact in 
many stories of hauntings and appari
tions of various kinds.

“5. That in psychical research the 
inquirer does meet with intelligences 
other than human beings in the flesh; 
and that there is evidence, small 
though it be in amount, which is suffi
cient to prove the continuity of individ
ual life after death, and that communi
cation does take place between those in 
this and in another condition of life.”

The Life Beyond the Grave. »
The scientist who has come the 

nearest to explaining just what Is the 
other world into which man passes af
ter death is F. C. S. Schiller of Oxford, 
England., who Bays: “From the very na
ture of the case, the relation between 
the two worlds must be of a psycholog
ical order. The alleged ‘other’ world 
cannot lie north, south, east nor west of 
ours. It must be a state of conscious
ness, or a. mode of experience, into 
which we pass from that constituting 
our world and from which we can per
haps repass. The relation must be con
ceived as analogous to that of a dream 
world to that of real world.”

Vague as this description of an after 
life Is. it shows the direction in which 
scientific minds are turned. One of the 
most confident assurances on this sub
ject is a statement made by Prof. My
ers shortly before his death: “In the in
finite universe man may now feel for 
the first time at home. The worst fear 
is over; the true security Is won. The 
worst fear was the fear of spiritual ex
tinction or spiritual solitude; the true 
security is in the telepathic law.

“Let me draw out my meaning at 
greater length. As we have dwelt suc
cessively on various aspects of telepa
thy, we have gradually felt the concep
tion enlarge and deepen under our 
study. It began as a quasl-mechanical 
transference of ideas and Images from 
one brain to another. Presently we 
found it assuming a more varied- and 
potent form, as though it were the veri
table invasion of a distant mind. 
Again, its action was traced across a 
gulf greater than any space of earth or 
ocean, and it bridged the Interval be
tween spirits incarnate and discarnate; 
between the visible and the invisible 
world.”

Method of Spirit Communication.
It'remained for the president of the 

Society for Psychical Research, Prof. 
W. F. Barrett, in his last address, to 
outline his idea of the exact way in 
which communications may be had with 
the spirit world. Here is his state
ment: “There is one interesting point 
in connection with Spiritualist phenom
ena which is worth a little attention. 
As we are all aware, the production of 
these phenomena appears to be insepar
ably connected with some special per
son whom we call ‘mediumistic.’

“This fact affords perennial amuse
ment to the man in the street But 
from a purely scientific standpoint 
there is nothing remarkable in this. Re
cent discoveries have revealed the fact 
that arcomparatively few substances 
possess what Is called radio-active 
power. Unlike ordinary forms of mat
ter, these radio-active bodies possess 
an inherent and peculiar structure of 
their own. There is, therefore, nothing 
absurd in supposing that there may be 
a comparatively few persons who have 
a peculiar and remarkable mental 
structure differing from the rest of 
mankind. Moreover, the pathologist or 
alienist’does not refuse to investigate 
epilepsy or monomania because re
stricted to a limited number of human 
beings. •

“Furthermore, physical science gives 
us abundant analogies of the necessity 
of some intermediary between the seen 
and the unseen. Waves in the luminif
erous ether require a material medium 
to absorb them before they can be per
ceived by our senses. The Intermedi
ary may be a photographic plate, a flu
orescent screen, the retina, a black sur
face or an electric resonator, according 
to the length of those waves. But 
some medium formed of ponderable 
matter Is absolutely necessary to ren
der the actinic luminous thermal or 
electrical effects of these waves per
ceptible 'to our senses. And the more 
or less perfect rendering of the Invisible 
waves depends on the more or less per
fect synchronism between the unseen 
motions of the ether and1 the response 
of the material medium that absorbs 
and manifests them.
- "Now the nexus between the seen 
and unseen may be physical or psy
chical, but it is always specialized sub
stance or living organism. In some 
cases the receiver is a body in a state 
of unequal equilibrium, a sensitive ma
terial—-like one of Sir Oliver Lodge’s 
receivers for wireless telegraphy— 
and in that case its behavior and idio
syncrasies need to be studied before
hand.

“It is doubtless a peculiar psychical 
state of nature of which we know noth
ing that enables certain persons whom 
we call mediums to act as receivers or 
resonators through which unseen intel
ligence can manifest itself to us. It 
seems to me »very probable that a medi
um, an Intermediary of some sort, is 
not only required on our side in the 
seen,- but is also required on the other 
side in the unseen. In all communica
tion of thought from one person to an-, 
other a double translation to necessary.

Thought in some Inscrutable wsy 
upon the medium ot our brain and ' 
comes expressed in written or sSi 
words. These words, often passing J 
through space, have again to be trw / 
lated back to thought through the m®» ' . 
dlum ot another brain. । That is to say, 
there is a descent from thought to 
gross matter on one side, a transmis
sion through space and an ascent from 
gross matter to thought on the other 
side.

“Now the so-called medium' acta an 
our brain, translating for us the im‘ 
pressions made upon it and which it re
ceives across space from the 
But there must be a corresponding da- 
scent of thought on the other side to 
such a telepathic form that It can act ' 
upon the material particles of the brain 
of our medium. It may be even more 
difficult to find a spirit medium there 
than here—no doubt wisely so, for the 
invasion of our consciousness here 
might otherwise be so frequent and 
troublesome as to paralyze the conduct 
of our life.

“It is possible, therefore, that much 
of the difficulty and confusion of the 
manifestations are due to inevitable 
difficulties in translation on both sides. 
So that the real person whom we knew 
on earth may find the difficulty of self
manifestation too great to overcome, 
and only a fitful fragment of their 
thoughts can thus reach us."

ATTENTION, SPIRITUALISTS!

An Opportunity to Help the Cause.

We wish to call your attention once 
more to the candidacy of Dr. Alexander 
Caird in the Boston Globe prize contest 
As is well known the Globe will give 
one thousand dollars to the person re
ceiving the most votes, and five hun
dred dollars to each of the next four. 
Dr. Caird has done as good work tor 
Spiritualism as any man in this country 
and will continue, by devoting every 
dollar of this prize, if he receives it, to 
the work in connection with the Lynn 
Spiritualist Association, of which he 
has been president for four years and is 
now honorary president for life. He is 
noted throughout New England for his 
philanthropy and zeal, in missionary 
work especially. Now, Spiritualists, 
wake up, and send in your coupons. 
This is the first time you have had an 
opportunity for concerted action to
ward the furtherance of the good work, 
and this will cost you nothing but a 
little effort. It will be a grand thing 
for Spiritualism to win this contest and 
we can do it if you will all help us. 
Save all your coupons and beg all you 
can and send them in to Dr. Caird, 44 
Commercial street, Lynn, Mass., and 
we will surely win the prize.

COMMITTEE.

Rochester, Ind., Convention.
I came to Rochester from Lafayette, 

Ind., to attend the convention held un
der the auspices of the Rochester Spir
itualist Association by the Indiana 
State Association. “I was a stranger 
and they took me in,” and engaged me 
for Sunday, Dec. 4, to lecture for them. 
A glorious time we had; people were 
present from all over the Hoosier State, 
as well as some from Illinois, Ohio and 
Massachusetts. -

We had the best of lectures from 
Moses Hull and Dr. Geo. B. Warne, than 
whom there are none better. The audl- 
enccs were large and enthusiastic, and 
much good has been done. There were 
many in the audiences from the Meth
odist and other churches of the town, 
and the explanation of the bible by the 
above named bible exponents will sure
ly have a lasting effect. If the staters' 7 * 
Spiritualist associations throughout the t» 
country will follow Indiana’s methods \ 
along this Une our cause will progress 
faster. Of course this convention ot 
representative Spiritualists could not 
have been the success it was if it had 
not been for the efforts of Mrs. Maggie ' 
Miller, secretary of the Rochester Abso* 
ci'aGon, and Brother A. S. Schram, 
president of the Indiana State Associa- ■ 
tlon. •

I expect to go from here to Peru, Ind., 
and would like to hear from any Spirit- : 
uallst society that would like to make 
engagements for one Sunday or for one. 
month. I will make my terms reason
able. I will hold parlor meetings dur
ing the week-nights, and will attend 
funerals if desired. Address me at 
present at Rochester, Ind, General De 
livery. M. F. HAMMOND.

THE POWER OF SELF-FORMATION.
“The Power of Self-Formation” is s 

new book announced by Leroy Berrler, 
its author and publisher, as now being 
in process of publication. It will be is
sued in paper binding for 50 cents; in 
art vellum cloth, gilt top and title, for 
80 cents.

This book is to present the subject ot 
self formation from a human culturist 
point of consideration. The author is a 
devotee of the Science of Human Cul
ture, and an adherent of tie new psy
cho-physiology. The proposition which 
is demonstrated by the citation of act
ual practice in life, Is this: Self-forma
tion of mental and physical conditions 
is now an established fact in the Sci
ence of Human Culture. Two discover
ies in the sciences of psychology and 
physiology during the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, completely placed 
the power of self-formation in the grasp 

"of the human race. '
This little scientific treatise presents 

In a simple style those two great dis
coveries and demonstrates the power of 
self-formation as well as presenting the 
most'advanced systems for the cultiva
tion of the mentation that controls the 
power of formation.

The author demonstrates the fact 
that we cannot expect to utilize our 
powers until we have become conscious 
of them and cultivated and trained 
them into established power. Self-for
mation means the ability . to be just 
what we desire to be, and this consti
tutes the highest of all achievements.

The Power of Self-Formation will ba 
completed and on the market about hol
iday time. It already has an advance 
sale of .501 copies. Send all orders to 
the office of The Progressive Thinker, 
40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

The Proofs ot Life After M
A Twentieth Century Symposium.

An assembly and collation ot letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to-day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of the 
soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic. ■

A work of especial value, giving the 
views of a largo number of eminent 
persons. Finely printed , and . bound. 
Price 52. For sale at this office..

. ^Meatless Dishes." Vent «massi, 
Price 10 cento. .
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As We Have Found Them
Spoken Through Hrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Chicago, Sunday, No

vember, 6, 1904.

A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J 
M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon

ism of the Ages.”

In this Open Court the Guides of Mrs. Gora L?V. 
Richmond express their views in reference to “ Evi 
Spirits and Obsession.” Mrs. Richmond has no su
periors (and but few equals) on the rostrum in her es
pecial line of work. Her Guides give their views in 
a clear, logical, impressive manner, and they will oc
cupy an important niche in the Open Court, and how
ever much you may differ from them, they will add 
to the Symposium an especial brilliancy.

“Return not evil for evil, but overcome evil with good?’**1 "~r '
‘‘4nd Hiese shall go unto outer darkness where there is weeping and 

wailing and gnashing of teeth.” , .
: It is undoubtedly true that the Christian scheme of theology deifies 
Satan.. It is undoubtedly true that in every form of religious belief 
there is great prominence given to the supposed powers of evil. The 
Brahmins, not in the height of the Vedic philosophy, not in tho fulfill
ment of the divine attainment of Buddha, but in the ordinary worship 
and Brahminical creeds emphasize the power of Siva, the god'of de
struction. .

Among the Parsees or Persians Ahriman, the god of darkness seems 
to have great power. But originally Siva was simply given charge of 
the destructive, the negative force of darkness and the Disintegrator 
storm; Ahriman was the god of shadow and, therefore; came under the 
tuition and training of the priesthood, came to have charge of shad
owed souls.

In the. Jewish theology Satan is personified, but when wicked Jewish 
people die they stay dead; only the good can live in the New Jerusalem. 
So the Jews were not haunted by evil spirits. ) .

In the Christian theology Satan is given a place much greater than 
, Jesus the founder-of Christianity gave him. But that.has been done 

by the theologians, and the powers of darkness have been used to ex
plain many of the human conditions that were not explainable. We 
know still deeper: that all through mythology, all through Oriental re
ligions, every physical shadow was supposed to be traceable to some 
evil impersonation, or to the power or spirit of the god of evil or of 

kw^feidow. The gods-of Grecian and Egyptian mythology were divided 
Y / .into many classes; there were tutelar deities that held sway over human 
¿Olives, both of light and shadow; there were gods infernal and gods su- 

pemal that held charge over the heavens and earth, over paradise and 
hades. . . .

In all religions, however, those beings that were in shadow have been 
. largely held in check by the brighter ones, and there have been periods 

in the revelations of religions when the light has been personated to the 
human mind stronger than the shadow.

The fear of darkness is rarely a physical fear; it is usually the result 
of . the training of ignorant nurses, through prejudice or superstition. 
Sometimes it is physically and mentally constitutional. But nearly all 
apprehension or fear that children have of darkness is the result of 

... . training: “You must not go out in the dark, you must not go away from 
home in the darkness of the evening.” In order to make the children 
good,, the nurse, sometimes the parents, tells them there is some active 
agent or spirit of evil in the darkness. Of course the imagination of the 
child is very vivid, but all these places that are peopled with beings that 
are in the shadow the moment the child is taken there, into the dark 
corner or closet by the kindly and loving hand, it is found there is noth
ing there; that it was only in the mind, that it was only a lack of knowl- 

. edge.. •
Then there are two ways in which the shadows have been used, both 

the shadows of nature and the shadows of theology: One way is tb ex
plain the conditions of human life that are adverse. The other to 
frighten people into good behavior. Fear is the great parent of erime, 
of ninety-nine per cent of human suffering and fear is ignorance. En
lightenment always dispels it. Either the shadow is not there, and the 

. way to dispel it is to overcome it, or there is no .harm if it is there. Of 
course it cannot be supposed that the first great half cycle of the his
tory of the earth will conquer the shadows, conquer the fear.

People must be in a condition of shadow sometimes; they must pass 
through the state of fear and find that there is nothing to fear. When 
it was thought that God was angry because there was thunder in the 
sky, that the lightning flash was the thunderbolt of His wrath, and 
when the wings of the tempest roared above the earth it was because of 
God’s wrath ¡-when it was believed that Olympian Jove hurled the light

: ning from his throne in the heavens because he was displeased with the 
. lesser gods and men, it is not wonderful that people dreaded every form 

of shadow in nature. You dread the cyclones and earthquakes and the 
, very terrific storms now, but you in no wise think that they are especial 

visitations of God ’s wrath. ■■■.
When in the Orient people were afflicted with disease, the brahmin 

(priests), who were very lazy, thought it was a great¿.feal easier to pray 
' for the removal of the disease than to instruct the people in sanitary 

ways, and when an epidemic was devastating the population it was sup
posed to be a visitation of Siva’s evil spirits, and the people believed 
..that charms and various talismans could keep the epidemic away. If 
you were in the Orient you would understand-why there are epidemics. 
Not all the evil spirits in hades could produce or affect the sanitary 
conditions at the mouths of the rivers and in places where there is not 
water. The worship of water in Oriental countries is clearly under
stood, since long seasons of drought cause all kinds of epidemics to 
flourish. Physical, diseases were at once supposed to be the result of 
some evil powers, usually attributed to that which produces storms and 
the various things that people.fear.

Physical disease was ascribed to evil influences even in the time of 
Jesus. So when seven devils were cast out of Mary Magdalene, some 
of them might have been physical as well as moral evils. We doubt if 
there is any human being that has less than seven devils within him or 
her. If people had mental or physical infirmities, these were all types 
of devils, whether small-pox or slander, whether of the body or of the 
mind. Epilepsy, of course, and all forms of insanity were at once as
cribed to evil influences over all the Orient. There were a few periods 
in which philosophers flourished that had anything like an intelligent 
perception and appreciation of so-called natural laws and their opera* 
tions were known, even then it was clouded by the other picture. While 
‘natural law” today is worshiped by many intelligent minds, there is a 
very large class of people in Christendom who are just as prone to think 
that evil powers are at work in tho sky and on the earth when anything 
unusually severe occurs. , .
w Besides, ever since the days of the typical Adam and Eve, human be
ings, especially, men, always-want to put the blame on somebody for 
their delinquencies, want to put it on man, satan, or evil spirits, or 
something of that land, because, personally he does not want to take the 
responsibility. . . ; .
J The question of moral responsibility is one that at this advanced pe- 
riodis being introduced; it'fe bne of the rising lights of the' world; it is

■ ». ». ■
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the one thing that people have to grow into, as acrobat grows into I mediums by sympathy or psychology. In the neighborhood where your 
balance.to the jperceptjon of his power by practice. Moral respon- ------- A—T-— «—•» -- - •--» » » • ■ • • « ■ - -n------ j *-
sibihty is the great reformer of the social and religious thought of the 
world. The moment you can evade or avoid it, or shuffle it off upon 
another, you cease to advance. What Jesus lived to illustrate was the 
Great Example for mankind in the victory over lesser conditions. What’ 
Christendom has been*taught is moral paralysis: that Jesus bears the 
sins of the world. He never said so ; he never conveyed that idea in his 
teaching; it is not even to be found in his teaching in the New Testa
ment with all the interpolation and misinterpretation, ..“I cOme to save 
people from their sins,” not from the penalty, not fròm the results of 
transgressions. Not that “I will bear their sins,” butjto giwe light for 
darkness, truth for error, love for hatred. All this was Christ’s life.
Yet so cowardly are people, so afraid to acknowledge iheir weaknesses 
that if they can gain exemption from the responsibility ofjfhem they 
are willing to accept salvation under those terms by the stultification 
of the moral nature. ir .U

present speaker lived as a little girl, where she was first influenced to 
speak, were were any number of persons who became partially devel
oped. These mediums were always controlled by the same spirits that 
spoke through her. It was a sympathetic wave, it was the overflowing 
of the fountain. Not more than half a dozen ever became mediums for
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. Now the great renovator in all life is, and the triumph- of-the renova

tion, that disintegration and death and darkness and winter and shadow 
are processes of renewal of life. You take the most offensive sub
stances to.feed the new germs that are to appear from the sod. Some
times (as in the phosphates), they seem to be a little purified by chem
ical change; but nature is the great purifier. When s]ie sends these 
autumn storms, as she will, these frosts, it means the destruction of that 
which needs to be destroyed and the preservation of that which needs to 
be preserved. If there was not anything in human life for the individ
uals to overcome, there would be no thought of this question of good 
and evil, of moral responsibility or otherwise. You would not blame 
that other man’s son for what your son does.

. But because the. soul is immortal and as unfailing as the principle of 
right, that which is less in human expression is at last brought to your 
understanding; through a state of fear—you dread it, through a state 
of not having vanquished it—you wish to shut off the responsibility. 
By and by the great responsibility comes ; you know you'have conquered 
it yourself. There are all tho helps in the earth and sky. as well as all 
the hindrances. If there were no hindrances the victory would amount 
to nothing. You give a boy a game to play in which there are no diffi
culties, he soon rejects it; he even is crazy to be batted about at base 
ball, or crushed almost to death at foot ball. The things he can do 
easily he does not want to do. The unmitigated conditions of human 
life, those that are most to be deplored are where there are no difficulties 
to overcome. ' ’ : -

Of course, in the human state there must be a standard of right. The 
soul knows what is right, the body does not. You have not the instinct 
of .the animal ; you do not know poison when it is set before you, you 
have to learn by experience. The standard of moral action varies with 
education but the primal moral principle that you have no right to be 
happy at the expense of another is an exalted statement; Nevertheless, 
“Christian” nations go to war and slay heathen nations for possession 
of territory. The crowding out of life of a few Indians, the slaying of 
a few'Filipinos, the conquest of the untutored savages, as you call them, 
amounts to nothing. Even among Christian nations the point of the 
possession of territory constitutes the cause and justification for war. 
Showing that though the great moral proposition is before the-human 
race, the people have not yet won the victory, to live up to it. The 
reason they have not yet won the victory is because they have not grown 
to it. ' . • ■

Teachers have pandered, like fond parents, to these weaknesses : 
‘zYou poor fellow, you could not help it, Satan tempted you.” The 
fond parent says, “Poor boy, you could not help it, that bad boy around 
tlie corner tempted you.” The same conditions permeate all ranks of 
life. The law alone professes to make people responsible; Yet even 
in law there are degrees of responsibility, according to the intent, ac
cording to the knowledge. This is as it should be. V ' °'

Now do.not misunderstand us; we do not mean thatLpeop(e have at
tained this responsibility, we do not mean that peoplecare 'hot swayed 
and influenced by outward standards and conditions,'we'know they 
are. But if the basis of the teaching is right, people ¡will n'pt seek to 
blame others, either on earth or in spirit states, in heaven- orihades, for 
their infirmities, especially those infirmities which are the reSult of the 
lack of victory over self. (As of course, even the pliVsicaI(ones are, 
but the moral infirmities have been supposed to be moi$ subtle as they 
are in a different realm.) But as there are specifics for every>bodily dis
ease in nature, if you knew them, and if you knew how to apply them, 
so there are laws by which, with suitable balance and government you 
can make your bodies well if they are sick, so you can iugulate the con
ditions of this material life. . .... ,f.. .

Some people think if-their, grandmothers or •grandfatherS'dfed of con
sumption that it is their physical duty to die of consumption. -They 
are told so from the time of their childhood. It is said the disease is 
stamped in their constitution. . Of course these poor children are ex
pected to go just as their grandfathers did, so it is necessary for them to 
have consumption. Thousands and thousands of people do not die of 
consumption until they have lived half a century after they have had 
it. The truth is that the germs of any, disease may be in the system, 
the question is whether you are going to encourage it and tell it to re
main there, and pity yourself because you have it. ;

There, is no epidemic in the world that a strong, vigorous, well-bal
anced constitution cannot withstand. And while there are very severe 
sanitary laws, some of them very insane and unsanitary, there are cer- 
tairi conditions the system requires: Suitable’and sufficient food, not 
too much, abundant fresh air and plenty of exercise. With these primal 
conditions the doctors would be relegated to the domain’of useful labor. 
Just as lawyers would if people minded their own business and did not 
encroach upon the rights of their fellow-man. Just as priests would, if 
people did not fear the devil and evil spirits more than they rely upon 
the love of God,/md the teaching of the Messiah. Thè truth'is, this is 
the .stock in trade. You must have sickness; what.would all these med
ical colleges do if you did not? . You must have trouble in law; what 
would all the lawyers do if you.did not? You must haVe something to 
be saved from ; what would all the preachers do if you did not ?

Spiritualism-came into the world/when the doctors, the lawyers, the 
ministers, when physical conditions and all mental and moral subjects, 
were in a state of turmoil and just at the turning point. The old time 
theology was undermined and overthrown by the testimony of messages 
from the other world: “There is no literal hell,” they /took their 
leaven or hell with them, they did not at once go into a condition of 
irightness or condition of utter darkness, but into a condition accord
ing to their spiritual state, not their physical state nor-their mental 
state, but according to their spiritual state and growth, they, had not 
seen a personal devil nor a personal God. All this testimony came 
fifty years ago, and has been coming into the world ever since. .

People susceptible to spiritual influences have lived in the world in 
all ages, more or less; “se'ers of visions and dreamers of, dreams’’have 
testified; along the ages. But certain stringent laws and theological 
tenets have made those who were susceptible to such gifts objects of 
persecution : The saints in the Roman Catholic calendar • also those put 
to death under^the strenuous severity of Protestant law ; the Quakers, 
the Puritans and finally the witches, so-called, in Salem, have been per
secuted as the result of, this lack of knowledge concerning spiritual 
ministrations. Yet nothing could be plainer than Patil’s epistles to 
the Corinthians; nothing could be clearer than that all through history 
spiritual intelligences have acted upon human lives, have visited human 
beings for the purpose of warning them, for the purpose of uplifting, 
them. It is taught in the Romish church, it was taught ih thè^Methódist’ 
church, and you will find it in Watts’ hymns, that theseippiritiial beings 
minister to human lives. _ Of course,' Satan and his hosts, were supposed 
to exercise their proportionate power. But it has never bo'en taught 
that they could finally vanquish all the good. <■

The"tendency among Spiritualists has been to adoptee idea after a 
while—this does not come at first—that unhappy spirit,%sand[e.vil spirits 
have a subtle power over mediums’ lives to do them harm. Then grad
ually people who do not wish to be responsible attribute Weir vices, 
their habits of drinking or gambling, or the doing Of^omèlhing they ' 
ought not to do to Satan or evil spirits. Then by an^by Were comes 
into existence a class.of phenomena that seems to justifyothe claim. 
People, apparently pure, good people, people who lead gdòdly lives, 
seem to manifest demoniacal tendencies, seem to be contìolle^Jby spirits 
of evil. ; . h, 1

The demonology of the Middle Ages, which was put nut bfyithe Rom
ish church, explaining the occupations of all spirits in heaveH and-hell, 
had great influence over the members of the Romish’ church. It was 
even handed down through the Reformation to the various denomina
tions of Protestant Christendom. Those who receivedPthe first mes
sages of Spiritualism were either in the Protestant church or yzere seek
ing some added light, some higher knowledge; and had come out of the 
church into Universidism, Unitarianism or some other of the “Liberal” ’ 
churches, that were just then having influence in this country, and they 
had not forgotten the evil influence of Satan and his hosts. '

But when these messages came, that spirits were neither better nor 
worse than human beings of a similar class; that every spirit makes his 
or her spirit life with the-spiritual, conditions ihat he or:she ieft this 
life with, it was a great revelation. Susceptible people, sehsitive people |, 
sometimes were mediums by direct spirit control, sometimes they'were 1

any specific manifestations. As in the olden times, “many were called, 
but few chosen.” It meant that these waves of inspiration, influence 
and outpouring affected manjj people—affected them according to their 
states and conditions. Now many mediums at that time were made to 
impersonate the “death scene” of the one who had passed fyway for the 
purpose of identification. They impersonated their characteristics, 
their phraseology. If they used “swear ’’words it was not for the pur
pose of making the mediums swear, but simply for the purpose of ex
pressing their identity if they had been in the habit of using profane 
language while in the body, and they used the same language in their 
communications to their friends for the purpose of identification. In 
all such cases we find the message was given under the permission of 
those spirits who developed the medium; their guardian spirits.

Now when talking about evil spirits and obsession you have to bear 
in mind that all these relatives, all your friends, all the good people 
whom you know, and the few wicked ones you know, that have passed
to spirit life are there now. The question is in ease of supposed obses--
sion, what is your mother, your father, your daughter, your son, your 
brother, your sister, your uncle, your aunt, your grandfather, your 
grandmother and all your friends in spirit life doing while this evi 
spirit is obsessing you 1 If an evil spirit is more potent than all these 
good people, then the scheme in the universe is, that evil triumphs over 
good, and theology is right and Satan will have most of you.

If it is true that your father and mother and all these whom we have 
named, who were proportionately good on earth and meant to do the 
best they knew, and now are in spirit life and are interested in the wel
fare of those they left on earth and, as spirits, they tell you they are, 
then if a stray evil spirit ever comes into your family circle, if he is per
mitted to influence your child, or if he influences you, it is under per
mission to teach you a lesson. Those manifestations do come by per
mission. They teach the lesson, that the spirit has not gained at one 
bound the kingdom of heaven and that it is not plunged into hades. 
But the philosophy here, as it is in spirit life, is that good is stronger 
than evil. These shadows do not come out of the corners and encroach 
upon the light; it is only when the sun has passed and the light of day 
is removed that the shadow is here and you see the stars overhead. If 
any one wants to commit murder, he will not come into this room and 
try to get some one of you to do it for him; he will go to somebody 
whom society, he and the world think is a little lower down than he is, 
though he is responsible for the murder.

We have found that the power or ability of any spirit to have influ
ence psychologically over human beings is diminished by the shadow 
and is increased by the light, by knowledge, by goodness. A bad man 
coming into this room might radiate an atmosphere that every one 
would recognize, he might make you feel uncomfortable, but he could 
not make you wicked.

We have been called upon—we speak only from personal experience 
—we have been called upon by, probably at the least estimate,more than 
a thousand persons in the course of the experience of our medium who 
were supposed to be obsessed by evil influences, everything seemed to 
indicate some kind of physical depression, sometimes it was mental de
pression, sometimes it bordered upon insanity, in every ease we found 
that the persons were being aided by their spirit friends to overcome a 
physical or mental disease, some lack in their own nature, not evil, but 
lack of balance, sometimes the result of physical disease or nervous agi
tation,.sometimes the result of great stress or pressure of the mind

But unhappy spirits are often permitted to visit circles where there 
are mediums, for the purpose of expressing their conditions. What 
Dives could not be permitted to do, they have been permitted to do un
der tho wider range and influence of Modern Spiritualism.

Now Modem Spiritualism is not a religion or philosophy of “devils.” 
It is not a philosophy wherein evil triumphs over good. Yet these irreg
ular and shadowy conditions that occur sometimes with the best people 
have to be sought out and studied from the standpoint of higher philos
ophy” from the standpoint of higher reason. In spirit life every one 
reaps what he or she has sown. The physical appetites, the physical con
ditions are cast aside, but the weakness, the shadow, remains. We have 
never said and we do not say now that one who is evil on earth becomes 
good the moment he or she casts aside the physical body. What they 
do become is the result of the lack of victory: the most shadowed and 
impotent of beings. The spirits that were “imprisoned,” that “were 
disobedient in the days of Noah,” to whom Jesus went to preach, were 
not aggressive spirits of evil. Prison is bondage, and bondage is help
lessness. . .

These shadows that are around you, encompass you here in earth life 
and in spirit state, but they are not aggressive shadows. There are 
physical, mental and earthly motives for every act of crime. But the 
spirit is unveiled, the spirit is revealed: The higher perceives, under
stands and sees through the lower.

% If it could be made to appear that any great percentage, as many 
Spiritualists think, of the criminal and insane people, and those who 
have afflicted minds or morals were “obsessed,” it would be terrible; 
then let us have the Christian Satan, then we will have only one foe, not 
millions to overcome. But it is not true. These people have afflictions 
of mind and body that cause them to be unbalanced. Many times be
nevolent spirits endeavor to mitigate the affliction by harmless presen
tations of that which is pleasant, or that which can divert them. We 
have never found in our visits to insane asylums, in our visits to jails 
and penitentiaries that the afflicted or Shadowed ones were under the 
obsession of eyil spirits. We have found ministering spirits endeavoring 
to assist and point to a higher and better life; we have found those who 
sought to yemove psychologically the shadowed conditions of human 
life. The angels can walk the slums and not be contaminated. When 
your lives, your well-balanced bodies and minds are in this perfect con
dition, they Will not fear they will be encroached upon by any malicious 
or malevolent influence that passes out from jails and penitentiaries, or 
upon the gallows. •

You talk, to a criminal in prison and you will understand that in his 
heart he is aware of his own shadow. When the body is cast-aside that 
shadow is weakness and encompasses the one possessing it. You are 
afraid of those things which cannot be aggressive because of their 
weakness. . . _ _ .

Let Spiritualists seek a sane and rational remedy for these irregulari
ties that exist in their midst. Let them know that mediumship in and 
of itself is not surrounded by any such danger, and that lack of medi
umship is not the solution of the difficulty. Many people try to be me
diums before they are, in imagination or actual attempt. When the 
gift comes it will .manifest.

There are more beings of light than of shadow, they are around you 
all the time giving their warnings, their promptings, albeit, if you 
plunge into the shadow, if you are tempted and yield to temptation, if . 
you cannot control the physical appetites or mental or moral perversion, 
do not seek to shuffle off the responsibility. The acute criminal feels , 
what is in the air, and you will hear the excuse made in courts every ; 
day, “Ldo not know why I did it; a sudden impulse came over me.” ;

The advocacy of evil spirits or any hypnotic influence as the cause of । 
crime will take you back to the days of the Salem witchcraft, if you 
are not careful. As it is, you leave one superstition only t,o be wedded 
to another......., ' 1

Let the powers of light and the powers of beauty conquer the evil. So ■ 
that, as Saul was vanquished by, the music of.David’s harp and voice < 
and he saw the angels and cohorts of ministering spirits to left and to 
right, you also may know there are no shadowy beings whom you need 
to fear. Fear the diseases of your bodies and minds .and of your own 
lack of spiritual unfoldment, but not those beings who cannot harm j 
you..' • . ■ . ■■

FOR YOU—JUST YOU. The skies with love are all'aglow,
For you—just you. —Anon.

DEWHESS AND
CATARRH CURED

BY NO METHOD UNTIL «AU- 
T1NA" WAS DISCOVERED.

Nlnoty-flvo per cent of ell cases of doafnoM 
brought to our attention to the result of chronlo 

catarrh of tho throat and 
middle ear. Tho air pas
sages become cloggod by 
catarrhal- deposits, stop'’ 
ping the action of lhe-n-
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is Impossible. Tho In
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence tho Inability of en
lists or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use of - - 
Actiua. The vapor current 
generated In th« Actlna

passes through the Eustachian tubes into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
sa it passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
inner ear, making thorn respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Action has never failed 
to cure rlhging noises in tho head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured in 
only throe weeks’ use of Actlna. Actlna also
«ures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weali 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are di
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
•ent on trial , postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. We give advice Iree, and positive proof 
»1 cures. A valuable book-Protessor Wilson's 
l#0 page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
Hew York & London Electric Association, Dep, 
K VSS Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

I Turned Out $301^ 
worth of plating Ip two weeks, writes M. L, Smith of 
Pa. (used small outfit). Rev. Qeo, P. Crawford writes, 
mads 17X0 first day. J. J, B. Mills, a farmer, writes, 

can easily make (5X10 day plating. Tboi. Parker. 
Mhoo! teacher 21 rears, writes, « J made $9 9j 
fH ^profit one day, |J.85 another." Plating 

liuhiuess easily learned. Wo tueh yap 
Free—No Experience Hcqulred« 
hvcr>body hu tableware, watches, Jew-

faamhur.
___ gsGold, Silver, Nickel Bud Mutai pitting. 

awBMSuJ" Heavy Plato—Inert prooea*. No tor or 
Outfits all riao«, Evirytblog guaranteed. IRT C8 

START YOU. Write Uday for Oatlog, Agency and Offer. AddreM 
F. Gray Co. Fluting Work«, Ciueluuutl, O.

SgaBaySaregss 
famish the work and teach you Iree, you work I* 

the locality whore you live. Bend us your address and we will 
oxidalDtho builnessfully, remember wo guarantee aclesrprofll

Cancer Cured
with soothing, balmy oils.

tor Illustrated Book. Seutfree. Address * 

DRi BYE) Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

ab0Tî u 1116 “mnber ot the pre* 
«^S8?8..0* lhe ProgreBsive Thinker, 

at th0 ‘°P of th0 flr8‘ Page, 
rtgh* band corner. If this number cor
responde with tbe figures on your wrap 
per, then tho time you have paid for bai 
expired, and you aro requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number oa 
tte tag of your wrapper.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma- 
terihllets, investigators or believers

The author has embodied In this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value, 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

LISBETH.
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

This work by Carrie E. B. Twine la 
exceptionally interesting. Bhe well 
Bays: “These characters which hata 
brought out the highest and lowest la 
different religion* belle!*, have moved 
me, not I them.” Th* whois book 1* b» 
terecting, Cudnatlng; and tnstructlva 
Price 11.0(1

MARK CHESTER, “
OB

A Mill and a Million.
This to one of Carlyle Polersilea's most Inter- 

Mtlng works. It to purely a Psychical Romano« 
Buch as the author to noted for producing. You 
toed It in your library for the purpose of lead

ing your romance-loving children out into the 
Ught of occultism. Price paI)cr, fi g - - 
For sale at this office.

Tie Romance of Me “Sig 
rlno” and of his people. Given Through the 
mediumship of MHS.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira a 
Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity. It 
is enough to know this work came through thia 
excellent medium to recommend it- ITT page« 
•f Interesting reading. Price, cloth. 50 cents?

IU or The Touch of An Angel 
IIWp Mother.

. BY CARRIE E. S. TWINC.
Huos are sufficient to show 

the spirit of the book as well as thoauthor.il 
reads, Because my own children arc all under 

0 ,of too «ngels, and my heart to 
‘if <10L° °l to° row-1 “ost loving- i?1.1.0“!® .to*3 took to tho children of tho 

-orld. This book is full ot soul elevating and 
toto'estlng thought. Price, cloth, U. For sale It this onioc.

The dawn dispels the* solemn night, 
Unveils the canopy of blue,

And floods the world with golden light 
For you—just you. .

The rose reveals its heart of gold • 
And sparides with the morning dew, 

With love in every crimson fold, 
For you—just you. .

The jocund day is bright with bliss, 
O’er spread with pleasure’s lambent 

hue, '
'The limpid rivers lisp and kiss 

For you—just you.
The night comes down from out the 

deeps, ■■ .
■ The argent stars come peeping thro’ 

Where dusky darkness calmly sweeps, 
For you—just you. ■- M-

The joyous zephyrs lightly blow, 
The roses hide the bitter rue, .

An Easy Way to Make Money«
I have made $560.00 in 80 days selling Dish

washers. I did my housework at tho same 
time. I don’t canvass. People come or send for 
the Dish-washers. I handle the Mound City 
piSih'Washer. It is tho boston tho market. It 
is lovely to sell. It washes and dries the dishes 
pet feotly in two minutes« Every lady who sees 
it wants one. I will devote all my future time 
to tho business and expect to clear W,000.00 this 
Fear. Any intelligent nersoh can do as well as 

have dona Write tor particulars to the Mound
City Dish-Washer Co., St Louis, Mo. ’

Mils. W. B.

“Death, Its Meaning ana Beeutta.” 
By 3. K. Wilson, of tbO Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vm* 
time, of decided value. A narrative of 
Wonderful psychic events In the an- 
tbcg’a^gzpmrience, doth, SOD 11-

■ Love-Sox-Immortality.” By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. Price 25 oonta.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

. By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, In this book of 243 pages, discuss« 

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of tho religious life. Ho states a’ 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion Is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for ho deals with facts and ex* 
pcrioncos. Price, doth, 11.00. .

•THE 605PEL OF NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it 
has boon sold for 52, but tho price now has been 
reduced to »1. It to a book that will interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and to fuU 
ot suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was * 
medium ot rue qualities, and his work to * 
roBoctlon from tho colostlai sphoros.

mH6hEHliE’lLlijSTR10U&'
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work to ona; 

ot tho Library of Liberal Glassies. No anthoe 
was better qualified to write an impartial and 
htmeatllfd of Mahomet than Godfrey Higglnii 
and this volume to Intensely Interesting, n 
ahould be read In conjunction with Gibbon's 
work. Price. S5 oenta ■ - —v

AmwJw.

thoauthor.il
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"Sunday, Pec. 11, 1804., S. E. 57: “Splr- 

itualism the Light of Life.”

Take due Notice that Items for thio 
page in order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
into the waste basket.

Wa s° to press early Monday morn' 
Ing, hence communication* Intended for 
that current Issue should. reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur? 
day morning. Bear.this in mind,.........

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USI 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. ,

H THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ; 
g DOINGS. ETO., THE WORLD OVER. :

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In, an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance ot YOUR article.

■ WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveThinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine, that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid vora, 
and it is essential that all copy,. U> in
sure Insertion in the paper, all otner re
quirements being favorable, should ne 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper,

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they_ will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many itemB WOuld b 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re- 
quIfo ' *

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
tor this page must be accompanled by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, witn- 
out giving the full name and addreM® 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request .will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have not space to use them.

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, 429 LaSalle ave
nue, Chicago, 111., vice-president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, is 
arranging to publish a list of the Spir
itualist societies, lyceums, camp-meet
Ings and mediums in the United States 
and Canada The officers of these so
cieties are requested to mall her at 
once the name of their society with of
ficers and their addresses and all medi
ums will please send.her their names, 
addresses and phase of mediumship. 
This list cannot be published com
plete unless each one will co-operate 
and it is hoped that an early response 
will be made.

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes: “December 
25 the Church of the Spirit will hold Its 
farewell services, and last home circles 
on Friday, Dec. 25. at-8 p. m.; Tuesday, 
Dec. 27, at 3 p. m., and Wednesday, Dec. 
28, at 8 p. m., owing to a southern en
gagement and contemplated tour.”

Paris, Nov. 26.—Mme. Thlbes, the fa
mous clairvoyant, is just issuing her 
1905 almanac. She declares that noth
ing in a woman’s hands has shown her 
alleged Inferiority to man, and above 
all, woman surpasses man in moral 
courage. Speaking of physical inferior
ity, Mme. Thlbes declares man is phys
ically Inferior to the elephant, the ox 
and the donkey, therefore why not cede 
the palm to them? She predicts mighty 
political upheavals in the coming year.

MR. AND MRS. STROHMEYER 
WRITE FROM GIRARD, OHIO: “THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAS 
GROWN SO ADVANCED THAT IT 
HAS BECOME AN EDUCATOR OF 
GREAT AND WONDERFUL POWER, 
AND MUST BE FELT BEYOND OUR 
COUNTING. LET THE GOOD WORK 
GO ON.” -

The Tower Hill ghost again has in
vaded the Martense section of Brook
lyn, N. Y. The apparition has been 
seen near Greenwood cemetery, 
Strangers who walk along the narrow 
path skirting the cemetery fence are 
warned by the police not to linger near 
the toll bridge which crosses the Thir
ty-ninth street railroad cut at Tenth 
avenue, where the ghost was first seen 
by Mrs. Ardt. Mrs. Ardt told her 
neighbors of meeting the shade, which 
she described as resembling the outline 
of a human form, coming from the 
Tenth avenue entrance to the cemetery, 
Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Maguire who have 
lived on the border of the cemetery for 
many years, declared they, too, had 
seen the figure, but had not waited long 
enough to make positive its identifica
tion. Persons who have seen the appa
rition say it usually leaves the ceme
tery inclosure between 11 and 12 
o’clock at night and wanders to the toll 
bridge, where it turns toward Ken
sington, disappearing near the site of 
the burned tower. Motormen of the 
Bath Beach and Coney Island lines also 
'nave seen the shadowy figure.

The Detroit Free Press has the fol
lowing: “Mt. Clemens, Mich., Novem
ber 22.—Mrs. Harvey, the mother of 
Geo. Cole, arrested yesterday for" kill
ing his wife, is prostrated over the af
fair, so that she was not able to re
spond to the call of her son to go to 
him todffy. The couple lived with tj.e 
Harvey’s in this city for some time and 
had considerable domestic trouble. 
Last Thursday Mrs. Harvey went to 
Detroit qn purpose to admonish the 
couple to come to terms, telling'them 
that if they continued to give up to 
such spells of temper they would end 
by killing eachother. Cole's reputa
tion was none too good here. When 
informed of the murder, the mother 
said that the night before she dreamed 
that there had been violence between 
them and that all day yesterday shri 
was greatly worried, not knowing what
it

0

meant;" 
Mary E. French writes from Clyde, 
: “Our venerable brother. Dr. J. M.

'■pec.W, UM

- Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt has had a very 
pleasant engagement at Newport. Ky.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley has been 
engaged by the society of Watertown, 
N. Y., to continue her engagement there 
during December. She is doing a grand 
work there. .

A dispatch to the Chicago American 
Bays: “Human bones have been found 
under the cellar wall in the old spook 
house in which Spiritualism started in 
1848.”

Virginie Barrett writes: “Will the 
friends address me for the present at 
124 Emerson avenue South, Indianapo
lis, Ind. I would like to hear from so-, 
cletles southwest or southeast Terms 
reasonable. Have French literature of 
Spiritualism. Will send.”

W. J. Colville’s address is now 125 
West 56th street. New York. On the 
4th, 11th and 18th of December he lec
tures in Hartford, Ct., Alliance Hall, 
Chapel street, at 2:30 and 7: 30 p. m.

The Sacramento Bee has the follow
ing from Cedarville: “The discovery of a 
copper-bearing vein of ore near Fort 
Bidwell, as mentioned in the Bee some 
time ago, was followed In by drift 
work for a distance of ninety feet, when 
it seemed to dip. Work was laid off 
for a time until experts could be 
brought to examine the situation. Af
ter their arrival and a thorough exami
nation of the work and formation had 
been made, an opinion was given that 
an immense body of the ore lies at a 
depth of about 100 feet. In conse- 

■ quence of this opinion, a shaft will be 
sunk near the end of the tunnel on a 
contact which is found there. This is 
about the point where the vein seemed 
to dip. They expect to strike a solid 
body of ore. The ore that has been 
taken out is immensely rich in copper, 
going from 50 to 85 per cent copper, 
with about $8 to $10 to the ton in gold. 
It has been known for years that rich 
specimens of copper-bearing ore had 
been repeatedly picked up in this vicin-., 
ity, but until this vein was discovered 
no definite trace had been found.. A 

• strange feature of the case, but never- 
thriless true, is that the woman who 
discovered the'vein was guided to it 
through a vivid dream. She had, . on 
one or more nights, dreamed of finding 
this vein and that it would later lead 
to the main body of ore, which would 
be very valuable; True to the mark
ings furnished her in the dream, she 
guided her son to the spot where the 
vein was found; then with pick and 
shovel in a few hours the first results 
of the nocturnal vision were before her. 
A great deal of excitement has been 
created, and claims have been staked 
out In every direction for quite a dis
tance. It is believed by the experts 
that the mountain contains a great 
body ot the ore and that it will prove as 

’ rich as the croppings indicate.”
Dr. P. S. George writes: "Referring to 

the contemplated journey to the Pacific 
coast, in the near future,, accompanied 
by Mrand Mrs. Fred^Vheelanfi, for the 
purpose of conducting public meetings 
and trumpet seances, partial material- 
izrid forms, etc., I will say we would

Peebles, closed his series of lectures 
for the First Spiritual Research Socle-' 
ty, of Clyde, O., November 27tb, by a 
most admirable lecture, spiritual and 
progressive in thought, and eloquent in 
expression. He dwelt upon the immor
tality of the soul, and treated It' in a 
masterly manner, solving what is to 
many an Intricate problem, and showing 
that from all the antagonisms that en
viron us during our earthly pilgrimage, 
shall be-evolved a peace and harmony 
whose duration will be without end. 
The world needs more such fearless 
thinkers like him who will accepts facts 
of science and, confirm the doctrines of 
natural religion. He rises above any 
petty ism and is cosmopolitan in 
thought His generous heart is always 
more willing to give than receive. As 
he nears life’s golden sunset he grows 
more spiritual and luminous and causes 
one to feel that he has drank from the 
fountain of youth. One cannot look 
into his honest eyes and' benign counte
nance when grasping his hand without 
feeling blessed with a benediction. As 
this aged pilgrim closed his address 
there were many moist eyes in the au
dience, of those who had listened with 
close attention to his elevating lec
tures. He made a profound impression 
upon bur people, who hope he will live 
many years to wield his pen and raise 
his voice to proclaim the truths he 
loves so well.” •

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown, en route 
for Buffalo and the east, stopped over 
Sunday with old-time friends in Mead
ville, Pa. She was charmingly enter
tained at the home of Hon. A. Gaston. 
Mrs. Brown would like to make engage
ments to lecture and give entertain
ments on her return from Massachu
setts (as she is going fto Boston now) 
at points along the way of B. & A., 
lake Shore, and other rountes from 
Boston to Chicago. Correspondence 
will reach her at Holllston, Mass., dur
ing December. Mrs. Brown would also 
like engagements in New England for 
a short time. ■ .

John Wagner writes: “The Hev. B. F. 
Austjp delivered a splendid lecture on 
Col. Ingersoll, at the Telephone Build
ing, Allegheny, Pa., Monday evening, 
Nov. 28. It was an intellectual treat, 
coming from a man scholarly us well as 
eloquent. He portrayed Ingersoll true 
■to life. The writer had the good for
tune of being acquainted with the late 
agnostic, therefore can give a decided 
opinion in reference to the compli
ments Mr. Austin gave him. The audi
ence listened with the closest attention. 
There were prominent Spiritualists 
present; I noticed in particular the 
Rev, Geo. C. Day, pastor of the First 
church of Spiritualism, of Allegheny; 
also some others, as well as mediums. 
Mr. Austin is a worthy worker in our 
great cause."

Mrs. Howe writes from Rockford, 
Ill.: “Mr. Will J. Erwood has served 
the Psychic Research Society as speak
er for the month of November. That 
hiB work was appreciated was shown by 
the increasing attendance each Sunday 
and at the Jast meeting a unanimous 
vote of thanks was given by the large 
audience present. His work here has 
been broad and instructive and well 
adapted to every-day life, reaching 
other progressive minds aB well as 
Spiritualists, and harmonizing all good. 
We shall look forward to his coming 
again in the near future with pleasure. 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne is to be our speaker 
for December 11.”

H. E. writes: “Will the gentleman 
who explains in last week’s Progress
ive Thinker the work of the Zantclgs, 
kindly explain how it is possible for the 
lady to read a gentlman’s card handed 
to the pofessor. He merely said, 
‘Ready,’ and she read correctly the 
card, a physician’s giving name in full, 
address and even the office hours. The 
gentleman was not an accomplice. He 
had never seen either one of the per
formers before, and as a matter of cu
riosity opened his card case and hand
ed the card. l am much Interested and 
would like an explanation as I saw 
this (just as I describe) done by the 
Zantclgs. The method given by the 
gentleman who explains Is very old, It 
has been used on the stage for years.”

Elizabeth M. Fish writes of the good 
work done by Dr. Ravlln: “On Sunday 
morning, Nov. 20, at the temple of the 
First Association of Spiritualists of 
Philadelphia, Dr. N. F. Ravlin an
nounced his text, ‘What is chaff to the 
wheat, salth the Lord.’ The discourse 
which followed was grand. He spoke 
not merely flowing words but truth, 
when he said he would rather have the 
knowledge of his oneness with Infinite 
Power than all the wealth of the,world; 
that he has come into a realization ot 
this great fact, is the key to the mas
terly handling of his every subject; and 
one could but echo the sentiment of 
Edgar W. Emerson, who, at the close of 
Dr. Ravlln’s address, said he desired to 
congratulate the association on having 
secured the services of such an able 
speaker for the whole season. The 
theme of the discourse at the evening 
service was ‘Operation, of Natural Law 
in the Spiritual World.’ Next Sunday 
evening Dr. Ravlin will speak on the 
‘Conquest ot Self,’ and the writer feels 
sure all who attend will be well repaid 
with a feast of much needed instruc
tion. There is a growing interest being 
manifested In these services at the tern-

Jo Not Foftftt WForttomlng Saxaar 
by tho Harmony (for the
Church of the~8oul), to Be held in 

' Masonic‘.Tbmjklc (Third Floor Prob
’ ably), Deoclg.ie -

Lunches will be served from 12 to 2; 
supper frortu6 onward. /

The following Earned ladies will have 
charge of boothsl Toilet articles, Mrs. 
Goodrich; eandy.iMrs. Dexter; Nor
wegian timhola, Mrs. and- Miss Tries- 
ness; handkerchiefs and fancy goods, 
Mrs. Drulinpr; art and fancy goods, 
Miss Beulah. Smith; aprons, Mrs. Ral
ston; decoratediihand-palnted china, 
Mrs. Ellis; homeunade jams, jellies and 
preserves, Mrs.1 Haire; bargain book 
stall, Miss dBicumond; Ladies Home 
Journal, MisqpS'Eila and blegurd Holm.

Contribute; articles and work 
bazaar.

Buy your Christmas presents 
bazaar. :.

Get your lunches and suppers 
bazaar, ; '

CORA L. V. RICHMOND, 
President Band of Harmony.

.Mrs. Nellie Baker, the efficient State 
Secretary, writes from Portage, Wls: 
“The Wisconsin State Spiritualist As
sociation are arranging for a series of 
mass meetings in Baraboo, LaCrosse, 
Milwaukee, Eau Claire, Madispn, Supe
rior, ChippeWa- Falls, also meetings in 
Black River Falls, Merrilan, Augusta, 
Neilsville, River Falls, Hudson, West 
Superior, Bemidji, Duluth, Minn. All 
persons in the vicinity of these places 
that are interested in the work and will 
co-operate with the officers of the As
sociation, pleaSe communicate with 
President Will J. Erwood, of 724 Vine 
Street, LaCrosse, or Rev. Nellie K. Ba
ker, Portage, Wis., Secretary of the 
Association. Now. is the time to push 
the work, and the future looks bright. 
Never has Spiritualism been as far 
reaching as it is, at present. People 
are beginning to jo a little thinking for 
themselves. They are beginning to 
weigh all questions that arise, and when 
the majority seriously consider the im
portant points that are brought to the 
foreground they will see that Spiritual
ism has nothing to fear. Lasting re
forms work slowly but surely. So 
Spiritualists, arouse, and put your hand 
to the work. It will surprise you how 
much that even one earnest person can 
accomplish.”

Mrs. A. A. Averill of Lynn, Mass., 
writes: "Will you kindly send me two 
copies of Nov. 26?If you don’t want to 
be bothered with-orders for extras you 
must not make yOur paper so interest
ing; they buy one and find something 
that they want a friend to read and give 
it away, and then-’come back and want 
another one. IT IS CERTAINLY THE 
GREATEST PAPER 'THAT WAS 
EVER GOT OUT FOR ONE DOLLAR 
A YEAR.” '

prefer engagements along the Une ot- 
road as follows: B. & M. to Billings, 
Mont., and thence Northern Pacific 
Road to the coast Will be pleased to 
hear from societies and individuals 
along the lines named. Address me at 
No. 1318 O street. Room 38, Lincoln, 
Neb.” • ' ■ ■ ■■■ .

JOSEPHINE E FIRTH WRITES 
FROM PHILADELPHIA, PA.: “THE 
BEST INVESTMENT OF MY LIFE 
WA8 THE DOLLAR I PAID TO YOU 
FOR STY SUBSCRIPTION Tp THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER.”'

Mrs. L. V. J. Vaughn writes: “We will 
give a social at our home, 2981 Cottage 
Grove avenue, December 10. There 
will be music, recitations, and spirit 
messages given by good mediums, and 
a drawing of six hand-painted china tea 
plates. Come and win them. Refresh
ments will be served. Seance every 
Friday evening.”

A cable dispatch from London says; 
“Wales is nosy the scene, of the extra
ordinary revivalist operations of la 
young preacher named Roberts, who is 
accompanied by a corps of pretty girls 
and young men, air suffering from relig
ious hysteria in an aggravated form. 
Wherever they go they excite frantic 
enthusiasm, men leaving .work and wo
men’ deserting their homes to partici
pate in the services, lasting without 
cessation from six to thirteen hours, 
during which Roberts and his male and 
female lieutenants appeal personally, to’ 
each member of the congregation to an
nounce his salvation. Several cases 
of religious mania have followed these 
scenes, one victim being a wealthy man
ufacturer, who attended the meetings 
continuously for four days and nights, 
The whole country is disorganized, and 
work is neglected wherever Roberts ap
pears." . — . .

Mrs. Starbuck writes from Greenup, 
Ill.: “We have had Ottis J. Comer with 
us for the last four days, and he has 
given us good satisfaction.- Anyone 
wishing to engage a trumpet medium 
will do well to address him- at Neoga, 
Ill." ■ .

Isabella Powderly writes: “At the 
Spiritual Truth Society, Hopkins’ Hall, 

■ 528 W. 63rd street, Mr. Coe gave us 
some very beautiful thoughts; also two 
solos accompanied by Mrs.. Holton Up
son. All who know Mrs. Upson recog
nize her.musical ability. She will not 
serve the Spiritual Truth Society this 
month. Every Sunday at 2:30 we hold 
a test and developing class. If you do 
not know what you demonstrate best,

pie, where Dr, Ravlin is doing a great 
work in showing others how to help 
themselves, for it is the true mission of 
Spiritualism to teach us how to work 
out, our own salvation physically, men
tally and spiritually through recogni
tion of our own God-given power to 
help ourselves by drawing from the 
fountain at the centre of our . being. 
More and still more are coming to re
alize that the greatest need of the hour 
among Spiritualists, is an education in 
its grand and beautiful philosophy, 
that there is something higher than 
mere mediumship, which is soul-cul
ture, and this will include mediumship 
of the very highest, and only of the 
highest; through this we will ■ unfold 
true manhood and true womanhood, the 
aim of our existence.”

Mrs. Maria Tourmquist writes: “On 
the everting of November 23, there was 
held at the home of Mrs. Lucile de 
Loux, one of the most brilliant socials 
of the season. There were sixty-two 
persons present, and a very merry 
crowd they were. Every one enjoyed 
the affair to the utmopt, and regaled 
themselves on the refreshments served 
in Mis. de Loux’s usual dainty way. 
Mrs. de Loux gave over thirty tests, 
most of them being full names and de
tails concerning the spirits to prove 
their identity, all of which were recog
nized. There were present to add to 
the entertainment and instruction of 
the occasion, the mediums, Mrs. Bliss 
Green, Mrs. Vaughn and Mrs. Tobin, 
and Dr. Axel Gustafson and wife. For 
music we bad Mrs. Ella Patterson, 
champion lady banjolst of America, 
and Mr. A. J. Bliss, a rising young pi
anist.” i ........ '

Brother Carr writes from San Angelo, 
Texas: "Mrs. F. V. JaCkson of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., has been with us for 
some time past. She has given three 
lectures in the W. O. W. halt to very en
thusiastic and earnest listeners, and as 
one lady expressed it, ‘Oh! what beau
tiful thoughts Mrs. Jackson puts forth 
in her lectures. If I understood Spirit
ualism I would be perfectly happy.’ 
(This lady is a discontented orthodox, 
like most of the people here.) Mrs. 
Jackson is arousing a great interest in 
our noble truth with her grand lectures, 
tests and readings, and we hope to be 
able.to organize a society soon, as she 
is very successful in that line, and she 
would like to visit other points in 
Texas where there is'need of a good 
medium and organizer, on reasonable 
terms. Address her at San Angelo, 
Texas, Lock Box 205.” .

Mrs. Ika Wilson Kayner writes from 
Smithville. Texas: “This is. a very 
earnest'little society here, and since 
my return I have had six new mem
bers.” -

Byron D. Stillman, of 578 East 69th 
street, Chicago, writes: “I am improv
ing slowly in'my health. I am having 
quite a call for my book of verses, 
‘Fun and Philosophy,’ some no doubt, 
to give it to friends as a Christmas gift; 
and oftentimes people will read a spir
itual poem and get the knowledge of 

■ Immortality when they would not stop 
to read or listen to a lecture, so tho 
book does its work and mokes a good 
present to give cheer and spiritual 
thought. It soils for 50’cents,”

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: "On Sun-, 
day evening, Dec. 11, Dr. J. R. Price will 
lecture for the Hyde Park Occult So
ciety at 819 E. 55th street, at 8 o'clock. 
Come and hear him. He Is a scientific 
student and investigator, and will give 
his. audience something worth while

Gem of Thought:—
However Iqng, if only light, 

The way Is gladly gone; .
And if we know we’re in the right, 

How joyous is our song.
Our life will never end, we know, 

But on and on for aye;
Be careful of the seed you sow, 

You’ll reap from them some day,
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

; TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: — 
This article will show to those interest
ed, that the Bourbon County Occult As
sociation, of Fort Scott, Kansas, does 
heartily approve of the action of the 
National Spiritualist Association in 
sending out to us, (the people of the 
west) such competent and inimitable 
workers as Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague. We believe that they can do 
more towards building up the cause of 
mankind, than all the churches in the 
country. They are in our judgment, 
really Spiritualists, both In their work 
and every day life, living examples of 
what Spiritualism can do for all. They 
are both lovely people, and are show
ing to the world by their honorable 
and upright doings that they are the 
instruments of the spirit world and are 
devoting their lives to making others 
happy. We recommend them to the 
world. May they live long and pros
per in this sphere, and when it comes 
their time to pass beyond, may they 
hear the welcome plaudit of "Well done,

euce. Prof. Georgia favored us with 
several instrumental pieces as well as 
music-by-our pianist, - Miss Gordon, 
whp is. a fine musician, followed by mes
sages by the different mediums. 'On 
Nov. 27, the subject was materializa
tion. His text was taken from St. Luke, 
24th chapter, 36 th to 44th verses. The 
lecture was highly appreciated by a 
large, Intellectual audience. We were 
favored by instrumental music by Prof. 
Georgia. The vibrations were very 
harmonious, so we had fine messages 
by Mrs. Vaughn, Mrs. M. McMenamin 
and Mrs. Muser, and a few from Wyan
dotte, Mr. Hill’s guide. Then by re
quest, psychometric readings by Prof. 
Stoller. The next lecture will be on 
Ancient and Modern Miracles.”

W. F. Rutile writes: "Church of the 
Spirit, Hall 301, third floor, Schiller 
Building, 109 Randolph street. I am 
glad to report large attendance. Last 
Sunday Mrs. India Hill was with us in 
the morning service. These services 
close on Sunday, Dec. 25, Christmas 
day. Until then we hold 11 a. m., 3 p. 
m and 8 p. m. meetings, and at our res
idence, 3201 Indiana avenue, circles 
Wednesday at 8 p. m., closing, as a 
farewell reception on the 28, and Fri
day, last circle on Dec. 23. I leave for 
Louisville for January and February; 
possibly for an Indefinite period as I 
hope to continue my work further south 
and east. Open for calls in southern 
and eastern states.” '

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley writes: 
"I have finished my first month’s work 
for the Spiritual Society of Watertown, 
N. Y., which proved a very successful 
month for the society as well as an ex
ceedingly pleasant one for the speaker. 
Tuesday evening, Nov. 28, was a gala 
evening for us, as our entertainment 
was a grand success. About one hun-

An Opportunity Never Before Offerfl 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus ot 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual! 
Istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro 
gresslve Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION,
You should not send money In a left 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safo> 
ly, and then the next remittance may, 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal orde) 
for five cents, and then you are per« 
fectly safe, and Wj|| 6ave youroe|f an< 
noyance and trouble.

centesnto^r' pIea6e’ that n costs ten 
in Chlca/o at a bank
check, add ten center n ?hd a personal 

Ftem““ . n c,ents to the amount sent
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“Critic” writes,from Edinboro, Pa.: 
“Mr. Frank C; Collins of this place lec
tured to an .appreciative audience in
Medcalf Hall, Erie, Pa., on Sunday
evening, Noy. 27, qhder (as he said) the 
inspiration ;^0f Ifjng Solomon, who 
seemed to lead men along on a new Und 
entirely different J^ne of thought from. 
any speaker jye ha,ye ever heard. Hen
ry Ward Beecher,¡controlled first, and. 
introduced Ij-ing Splomon, which, he 
said, he 'considered a great honor.’ ”

M. Cook writes s-from Spring Hill, 
Kansas: “WS have-had E. W. Sprague 
and wife here at this little village the 
past five days; andritoo much praise can
not be saldfin thtìlr behalf; as ardent 
workers fotothe Càuse of Spiritualism. 
Brother Spragué’sb arguments - are con
vincing through alid through. He has 
all the' argument bfi-ffiis side,-leaving 
his bpponentosinlring sand to Stand on. 
Mrs. Sprague’s tests -are forcible and 
true. She gave . 100 the ■ last evening 
an'd all recognized. They are truly mis
sionaries of diamond type.- A society 
was organized and charteredTiere, of 18 
members. A word to Spiritualists who 
love our cause: Make special efforts to 
have these workers visit your societies. 
If you are weak, they will put life arid 
vigor in your community, and they will 
be a tower of strength to your society 
and the cause they love. Would that 
we had ten thousand like them.”

Marguerite Miller writes: “The jubi
lee meriting held by the State Associa
tion of Splritualisjts in Rochester, Ind., 
Saturday and Sunday, was very satis-
factory to local organization, 
meetings were well attended at 
session, Sunday ■ night the house 
crowded by attentive listeners.

The 
each 
was 
The 
andlectures by Dr. Geo. B. Warne 

Moses Hull were pleasing to the people 
and altogether the meetings are con-

come and.let us tell you. Sunday even- ,.™ /___
Ing, Dec. 4, Walter .DeVoe will lecture will -give messages. Our little dances 
for us; Dec. 11, Evelyn . .Arthur 8eo.\ still continue to draw. People like to 
Ladle's’ Auxiliary . to E. S. U. meets ev- come and hear the music and have: a

taking home with them.' Mrs. Hooper

sidered to be-among thè most profitablè 
ever held by the Spiritualists in this lo
cality. Those present from abroad 
were Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Schram, John 
York, Mrs. Matthews, Omer Sain, 
Peru; Mrs’. Sarah Valters, Elwood; 
Mrs. Mary Ince, Lafayette; B. F. Ham
mond, Boston, Mass.; Mrs. CarrieMon;\ 
Muncie; Mrs, Louise Murphy, Crown 
Point; Carrie Fields, Macy; Mrs, Eva 
McCoy, Marshalltown, Iowa; Geo. B. 
Warne, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. T. M. 
Snider, Warsaw; E. E. Southard, Co
lumbus, Ohio; Mrs. S. H- ' McGuffln, 
Knightstown ; Moses Hull, -Whitewater, 
Wis. Moses Hull remained and spoke 
each night to attentive listeners. No 
one in thè work óf Spiritualism comes 
nearer the hearts of the people than 
this beloved veteran speaker. We are 
also more than pleased and proud of 
Dr. Warne, and would like to have him 
with us again. It takes no prophet to 
see that the time, is not far distant 
when he will occupy the highest place 
the Spiritualists can give him in the 
National Association. When the hon
ored, much loved Barrett lays aside his 
mantle, it will'fall naturally on the 
shoulders of Geo.s^. Warne.’’- . . .
' Veritas writes: HWhile sòme of your 

contributors offéE various ways to sup
press fake mediumship, which is very 
detrimental :tb true Spiritualism, I beg 
leave to state.;that-in my investigations 
of Splrltualisfh during the last eighteen 
years, I have::dise.dvered that mediums 
are not always to blame and responsi
ble, because ¡patrons; admirers and oth
ers often visit mediums on material 
matters, and rthe gtildes of mediums 
knowing theii- mdtives, fool them. 
Spiritualism ds in W humble opinion 
not established to (filscover fortunes, 
mines, etc., hilt for&the purpose to pre
pare us for the spirit world and make us 
better while here. Many orthodoxchurch 
members warferingrtfibout this great 
truth and would léalve their churches, 
but the training they received in child
hood makes Uhem cowards; they don’t 
dare to reason or dse good judgment, 
but simply follow, the teachings of their 
teachers who have not a single point of 
evidence to produce, but simply say, 
you must believe and have faith in the 
bible, notwithstanding its many contra
dictions. The good book- states -that 
no hair from your, head should fall with
out knowledge and consent - of. God; 
How about the 984. Sunday-school chil
dren roasted-to .death on the steamer 
Slocum, also:other disasters occurring 
every day? I advise the; people who 
consider the bible the word of God, aqd 
claim the various inconsistent utter-
anees therein should .not be criticised» 
to read I. Samuel xv:3., Jonah afid the

good and faithful servants." Geo. B. 
Moore, corresponding secretary; Ell : 
Noel, president; E. L. Marble, vice- ' 
president, officers of Bourbon County 
Occult Association, Fort Scott, Kans.

Brother Henderson writes from Law- ; 
rence, Kansas: “Mr. and Mrs. E. W. ¡ 
Sprague are here at Lawrence, Kansas, 
holding meetings to large audiences 
and giving good satisfaction. They are 
a great help to Spiritualism here.”

T, W. Sherk writes: Rev. Moses Hull 
lectures again next- Bunday at the. Ma
sonic Temple, Hall 412, both morning 
and evening, at 10:45 and 7:45 respect
ively. Good music will be made a feat
ure of these services. Mr. Hull will be 
with us during the entire month.”

Dr. Geo. B. Warne writes: “A per
sonal letter from Wichita, Kansas, 
makes mention of a minister ordained 
by the Ill. S. S. A., In- the following 
terms:-“There have been a number ot 
mediums here in the past few months 
and all seemed to be in business for 
the money rather than the interest of 
the cause. One showed by her good 
.work that she is working for the truth 
and not the money—her lectures have 
been above par and-were listened to by 
a crowded house each evening. She is 
a true lady and Spiritualist—her name 
is Mrs. Virginia Bryan Lyon.” 

. H. F, Schrader writes from Newport, 
Ky.: “The First Temple Society of 
Spiritualists, Newport, Ky., after their 
long rest during the summer, has taken 
on new life, thanks to Brother J. O. M. 
Hewitt, who took charge on October 1, 
and has worked hard since he has 
been here. The society now begins to 
feel the effects of his labors. At -the 
last meeting of the society we took in 
eight new memhbers. The ladies are . 
giving a fair on 1, 2 and 3 of this 
month, and from all appearances it 
will be a success both socially and 
financially. Our' society is endeavoring 
to put some life' in Spiritualism in Cin
cinnati. Brother Hewitt delivers a lec
ture every Sunday afternoon in Cin
cinnati and in the evening in our tern-: 
pie to crowded houses and' attentive 
listeners.” •

E. W. Sprague and wife, N. S. A. mis
sionaries, desire a few more comp
meeting engagements for the. coming 
season. Their address for a short time 
will be-1102 North 18th street,, St Jo
seph, Mo. Home address, 618 Newland 
avenue, Jamestown, N. Y. Mail wlll be 
forwarded to them from these postot
fices. These missionaries are now 
working in Kansas, and desire to hear 
from parties wishing their services 
while enroute to Montana.

Brother Toler writes from Marietta, 
Ohio: A few of the working Spiritual
ists of this city have organized tempo- 
rarlly and named themselves The pro
gressive Thinker Society. Twenty-six 
names are enrolled and others will be 
added. A room has been rented which 
is seated with chairs, in the Donly 
Block, on Second street. The society 
will hold meetings and seances twice a 
week. Several mediums are being, de
veloped. They have strong physical 
manifestations, also clairvoyance and 
clairaiidlence. Earnest efforts will be 
made to raise means with which to se- 
Curé good speakers and mediums, with 

¡a view to a more permanent form of or
ganization ' under state charter in the 
near future. In effecting the organiza
tion, for some time pase most of the 
hard work has fallen upon Mr. J. G. 
Pope, who is an enthusiastic Spiritual
ist.' He has just called at my home' 
(where illness has kept-me most of the 
time for several weeks), and desires 
me to send you the above facts. Now 
the nice thing to do is for each one 
who reads The Progressive Thinker, to 
secure a few. new trial subscribers for 
the paper—only 15 cents for twelve 
weeks! Its a joy forever to read the 
glad, tidings and profound articles con
tained in its shining columns.”

Mrs. J. Staner Adams-is pleased to 
announce to her many friends that she 
is located at 1007 West Harrison street, 
corner of Leavitt, where she will hold 
circles every Thursday evening. All 
are invited to attend. ■

Maurgerlte Mac writes: “Mrs. M. A. 
Burland’s meetings at 26 Van Burén 
street are well attended, both afternoon 
and evening.- Conference meeting at 3 
p, m. Her Freedom Club will-have an 
other prbgresslvé euchre party bn Sat
urday evening, Bec. 10. It will be a 
good opportunity to get some hand- 
painted chinaware, as several fine 
pieces are given as prizes, as well as to 
spend a very pleasant evening.”

Mary . Speight, secretary, writes: 
“The Ladies' Auxiliary of the. Engle
wood Spiritual Union will hold a danc
ing party Thursday evening, December 

. 8, 1904, at Hopkins’ Hall, 528 W. 63rd 
street. - First-class music and a good so- 
clal time. Admission, gentlemen, 25 

■ cents; ladles, 15 cents. . The Ladles’ 
Auxiliary meets every Thursday after

, noon at 2:30 at same address." • ■
Mrs. M. Henry writes: “On Sunday 

. evening, Nóv. 20, at 77 East Thirty-first 

. street, the Universal . Occult Society, 

. Evangelist F. M. Stoller, . who has 
’ charge of the meetings, delivered the 

first of a series of lectures on the differ
’ ent phases of mediumship and phenom
. ena.: -The lecture was on pSychometry,- 
, and was very ably handled by the young 
¡ speaker, whose explanations sfe very 

clear. /After the lecture he demon
; strated the power of psychometry from ■ 
. a question-written on a Blip of papen

It was,absolutely correct, and was 
^highly appreclstedia Uo We audl-

literary and musical program was ex- , 
cellent, and encores numerous, all par
ticipants having to return to the plat
form several times. The program was 
followed by card-playing and dancing, 
which all enjoyed. Fine music was fur
nished by the Wolcott family, Leo 
Baker, Earl Jackson and Miss Eugenia 
Rouble. The proceeds of the entertain
ment were donated as a payment on the 
new piano, an excellent instrument 
purchased by the Sunday-school, but 
the debt has been assumed by the La
cies’ Aid Society as the Sunday-school 
has discontinued its meetings. Much 
credit is due the faithful workers of the 
Ladles’ Aid. Eight new members have 
been added to their number within the 
past month. The bazaar under the 
auspices of the Aid which will be held 
the afternoons and evenings of Decem
ber 13 and 14, promises to be a grand 
affair. We cordially Invite all friends 
in the city as well as the surrounding 
places to join us at that time and pur
chase their Christmas gifts, as much 
fine hand work will be for sale. Mrs. 
May Deumeid of 21% Court street, the 
president of the Ladles’ Aid Society, Is 
an expert in such , work as well as 
teacher of the same, hence you can 
judge of the quality of work. Her 
corps of workers are also of the best. 
The temple is owned by the Spiritual 
Society. It has been thoroughly reno
vated and parlors for socials, etc., 
added at an expenditure of twenty-five 
hundred dollars. No debts or incum
brances of any kind are carried by the 
society, hence fine mental conditions 
prevail among all connected therewith. 
Added to this is the extreme cleanli
ness of surroundings, making ideal con
ditions for spiritual work. Wish all 
societies had the same. My home 
while here has been with Mrs. Etta 
Stockwell, the very successful magnetic 
healer, of Watertown, and I thoroughly 
enjoyed the companionship of herself 
and family. My address for December 
,1s 21% Court street, Watertown, N. Y.” 
; Mrs. Mattie E. -Hull is filling an en
gagement this month in Battle Creek, 
Mich. She will answer calls for week 
evening engagements. Address her at 
56 Willow street, care of Mrs. S. W. 
King.

Chas. H. Greene.writes: "Sunday, No
vember 27, Mrs. Hamilton Gill ad
dressed the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission. Prof. Goergen addressed the 
audience that evening. Prof. Goergen 
is a well-known Spiritualist and worker 
from Jackson, Mich. Wednesday even
ing, Nov. 30, we held the first anniver
sary of the founding of the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist Mission. A large and ap
preciative audience filled with the spirit 
of good fellowship, made the occasion 
a memorable one. A year old, starting 
in November, 1903, with sixteen mem
bers, we are now the largest Spiritual
istic Individual society in the world. 
Addressed by Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Rev. 
Mrs. N. E. Hill, and Mr. James E. Coe, 
with a variegated program of a high 
class, the occasion became one of sur
passing beauty and was made very in
teresting. We will hold our grand ball 
at the People’s Institute, Tuesday even
ing, Dec. 13., to which we cordially in
vite you all. We have changed our 
meeting place ¡and are now located at 
the People’s Institute, Van Buren and 
Leavitt streets. We will hold our regu
lar Sunday services there at 3 and 8 p. 
m.; lyceum at 2 p. m."

J. M. Smith writes: “The Light of 
Truth Church service, at 26 Van Buren 
street, on Sunday last was a treat to 
those who heard the fine lectures given 
by the pastor, Mrs. M. A. Burland. 
You' can always hear a fine lecture at 
8 p. m., and the messages all recog
nized. Come out if you are a stranger 
in the city, and you will not make any 
mistake. Good music. Other mediums 
always welcome. Conference at 3 p. 
m. is open for all to take part.”

Mrs. M. A. Burland writes: “Free
dom Club will give a progressive euchre 
Party on Saturday evening. December 
16, in their hall, 26 Van'Buren street, at 
8 p. m. There will be six china pres
ents to be given away to the happy 
winners. Come out and bring your 
friend. We will have a good time. 
These parties are held every two weeks.' 
Don’t wait, for personal invitation. 
Come from' the west, south and north, 
and get acquainted, and all go home 
happy.” • . .

Mrs, Chas R. Kelley writes from Yar
mouth, Nova Scotia: "Mrs. DeWolf is 
our Nova Scotia medium, and she gets 
most wonderful tests. She. has. no 
guide to control-her, but gives you com
munications direct from your friends, 
and ordinarily is. not apparently con
trolled, though sometimes she, person
ates spirits perfectly. She comes to 
Yarmouth this month. She will lec
ture and give tests.” ■

Frank T. Ripley is engaged at Grand 
Rapids, Mich., for December. Where 
desired he will officiate at funerals. 
He wlll be glad to . lecture and give 
spirit messages on week evenings. His 
terms are liberal. He, can be addressed 
at Grand, Rapids, Mich., in care of Gen
oral Delivery. ■

Dr. G. F. Dougherty writes as follows 
of the medium, O. J. Comer, who has 
been holding seances In various parts of 
this state: “So far as we know he is a 
good, honest medium. He 1b a young 
man, only 17 or 18. He says his home 

' is in Richmond, Indiana. We have been 
in but one of his seances, and we think 

■ It was genuine.. Ho is willing to go 
• qnder teat conditions. I am of the opin
' ion the medium is worthy of confi

dence."
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5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult.
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten

6.-The Next World Interviewed bv 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable mi 
dlum.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex, 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare alfta.

8-A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium. ’

9—The Religion of Man and Ethic* of 
Science, by Hudaon Tuttle. 1

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. m. Feeble 
. —The Great Debate Between Moaea 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson. “
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REMITTING.

When you send in your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are Intensely in. 
teresting. They are elevating jn tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro. 
gresslve Thinker. .

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leavlna 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op.' 
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu* 
able library, the like of which was nevei) 
known before on this material plane.

Address all orders to .. .
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Journeys to Ihe Planet Mars
Or, Our Flission to Ento (Mars) *

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings ' 

by'the Authoress.

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific» 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement! 
of facts based upon the experience of a 
a woman whose highest aim Is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly! 
strive to live it; and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towatds the light - 

■ From the standpoint ot Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys Sa 
spirit and has given them in all Sin
cerity, to the world. -The book Is up, 
lifting iind full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price $1.50.

good time.'* £öontln»ad on p&seery Thursday at 2:30. Ostotar.m ByBuzsna. Wtaca,
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This, department Is under the man
agement of 
' HUDSON TUTTLE.

(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

CHURCH AND LABOR ELEMENT.

Religious,, Organizations Have a Great 
Problem to Solve.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
giave culled forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 

■ the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
.With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lett«”-’ of in
quiry. The supply of matter-i .Iways 
Several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and lienee there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all aro twated with equal 
favor. .

■ NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex

. pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Dr, J. Williams: Q. Is Dr. Funk’s 
hook, “The Widow's Mite," of value to 
Spiritualist readers, aside from that 
portion devoted to that incident? '

A. Really the story of the “widow’s 
mite" 1b a small part of the volume. A 
great many communications from spir
its are given, with the opinions of sci
entists and others. The idea seemed to 
have been prevalent that Dr. Funk had 
just began his investigation when the 
communication from Beecher was re
ceived. On the contrary he has been 
for many years prosecuting his re
searches, and he.gives the results of his 
investigations.

■ A Spiritualist will enjoy the volume 
more than an “outsider.” but will be 
impatient at the the attitude of the 
author who pretends to be undecided, 
ariu will ask, If these statements, which 
you declare to be facts, are true, what 
more evidence do you require to con
vince you that the tentative position 
you maintain Is inconsistent?

Aeronaut: • Q. Some two years ago 
the Question Department answered the 
question, "Are airships possible?" in 
the negative. With the showing being 

. made at the St. Louis Fair, will you not 
retract your statement?
' A. On the contrary, the results 
shown at the Exposition most com
pletely demonstrate the conclusion that 
was then stated. The managers of the 
World’s Fair offered the largest reward 
ever pledged, and made costly prepara

: tions for the trial of the coming alr- 
: ships. For the advertising, inflated 

,prdmises and expectations, the whole 
affair from beginning to end has been 
a farce. There has been scarcely an at- 

v tempt to build a real air-ship, which 
would be capable of rising from the 

- ground like a bird, directing its course 
i^vjid alighting wherever its captain de

, ffired,--, All .have balloons to raise them 
.¿.above the earth' and sustain them. 
’’ When the air is calm it has been shown 

that this balloon-suspended car can be 
propelled and steered in a , desired 
course. In a stiff breeze the "machine 
is unmanageable. Thé balloon from 80 
to 100 feet in length; with a diameter of 
30 feet," presents a vast surface to the 
wind. With a pressure of five pounds 
only- to the square foot, a cylinder 30 

: feet in diameter and 80 feet in length, 
presents 2,400 square feet to the wind 

.* or sustaining a side pressure of five 
times that or 12,000 bounds. How could 

: it resist the hurricane. There is a wide 
difference between an air ship and bal

' loon. When the reward was offered, 
something inore than a-steerable gad- 
bag was intended. The foremost in- 
véntors have attempted to make prac- 
ticai their theories to find’ thfit they 
were dreams. There has been no air 

. ship, except in name, brought, to. thé 
fair for trial; They havè been , only 
modified balloons, with.the exception of 
the one which adopted the principle of 
the aeroplane, and this took no sus- 

■ tfiined flight. ' ' . .
Perhaps the answer under discussion 

will be the best defense of the position 
assumed, for as yet there appears to'be 
no cause for an iota of retraction. In 
fact it is especially applicable to the 
“air ship” trials at the exposition. The 
balloon which at first gave the most 
promise, flew ' away and fortunately 

. landed its manager, or was landed by 
him; in a corn-field, and had to be 

. brought back on a cart. Santos-Du
mont, early seeing the doom before him, 
hafi .the .farce ended by the cutting of 
his gas bag. (This may be taken liter
ally or metaphorically.)

Quoting the article:
"The last hope of air ships Was placed 

on inclined vanes, acting as the struct
ure of the flying squirrel, as a support' 
when .the ship was impelled with suffl
cient . speed. If the gi;e.at power could 

1 be. supplied without greatly increased
weight this would be possible. Here 
lies the insurmountable obstacle. Thé 
elephant supported by the flrm earth is 

. weighted down with bone and flesh, and 
is múde stróhg regardless of weight or 
beauty. Thè whale stretches out tiis 
tremendous length, upheld by .the water, 
and his form is shaped for the waves 
through which he courses. The bird is 
fashioned'for the invisible thin air that 
scarcely upholds the falling leaf. EVery 
quill and feather is planned in the per
fection of lightness. Its form is beaten 
into symmetry by the air. Nearly all 
its muscular power is gathered in the 

, muscles, at the base Of Its wings. Its 
bones are hollowed into air chambers; 
its lungs are of comparatively enor
mous capacity; its nervous energy 
strung to highest intensity. It is a 
crystallization of the laws and condi
tions of the air. . ,
„Take a swallow ,as illustration: Its 

weight does not exceed two ounces. Its 
spread of wing is twelve inches. It vi
brates its wings so rapidly the eye fails 
totdistinguish the movements. 'It is 
able to sustain itself for hours in cir
cling flight, and fly with ease a mile in ■ 
a minute. If a man weighing 150 
pounds were to equip himself with ■ 
wihgs, aS he is W00 times heavier, he :

would have' to have This wings'' 1,205 
times larger. .Having these perfect'as 
the bird, where would he find the power 
to move them? A “horse power" is the 
force required to lift 650 pounds one 
foot in a second, hence to raise and im
pel 160 pounds (a man's weight) 100 
feet in a second, or a mile a minute, 
would require 2J horse power. . '
' A man might be able to lift 100 
pounds one foot per second, but he 
could not Indefinitely prolong this oper
ation, and to estimate his strength as 
one-fifth of a horse power would be 
granting even more than this ability.

With machines this obstacle becomes 
more insurmountable. The dead weight 
of the machinery giving the greater 
power required, cannot be overcome by 
balloons, inclined planes or any other 
contrivance. Aluminum, which held out 
hopes by its lightness, has disappointed, 
and electric motors have to receive 
their energy before they impart it, and 
are necessarily heavy in construction.

It is possible to make flights through 
the air, but the lightness of the atmos
phere will forever bar the way against 
aerial navigation as a means of com
merce.

Even granting that machines capable 
of flight could be constructed, and sup
plied with abundant power for sustain
ing them the storms and currents in 
the atmosphere would make aerial nav
igation most dangerous and uncertain. 
The least break of machinery, or fail
ure of propulsion, would mean the im
mediate fall of the machine to earth 
and destruction of all that it con
tained."

Philip Herder: Q. I heard a “pas
tor” of a Spiritual society in his lecture 
say: “If you want to create love, I will 
tell you how to do it; it is unfailing. 
Take a lock of hair of the one you wish 
to love ‘you, put it in your left shoe, 
and wear it there. The effect is mag
ical." Now, we would like to know, is 
such a “pastor" a Spiritualist, an oc
cultist, fakir, or what?

A. There Is something intensely 
funny in this question, or there would 
be were it not so humiliating and piti
able an illustration of the recklessness 
with which t societies have bestowed 
"ordination.” When the title of “Rev
erend" is brought down to the same 
meaning as “professor," as used by the 
traveling mountebank, it is time to call 
a halt.

The action of the National Associa
tion on this matter has been in some 
quarters criticised as a return to the 
ways of the churches, but if speakers 
are to represent the cause, represent 
Spiritualism and Spiritualists to the 
world, should not the believers have 
some way of declaring who should or 
should not represent them? An ordina
tion is their seal of approval, and as 
such should be, and must be surround
ed with safeguards. Otherwise it is of 
no value to those “ordained,” and de
lusive to the societies who depend on 
it in choice of speakers.

The "pastor" who uttered the pas
sage quoted would harm the cause 
more by that single paragraph than 
years of work could repair. Is such a 
“pastor” a Spiritualist, an occultist, a 
theosoph, fakir, or what? Really echo 
gives the only answer, “or what!" Yet 
it must be remembered that the speak
er’s language does not prove he was 
not influenced by spirits. It proves, 
however with unmistakable certainty, 
the character of the spirits that con
trolled him. and the world has as little 
use for such spirits as it has for men 
of the same, grade.

One of the most important questions 
that is brought before the eye of the re
ligious world to solve now is, What can 
be done to bring back those who toll 
into the ranks of the church? For the 
past ten years that problem has been 
vexing the clergy to such an extent as 
never -before. It has been evident the 
pews .that were formerly filled are be
ing found empty and few new members 
are being picked up to taire the places 
of the old ones who have dropped out

Such alarming conditions exist in 
Wheeling. A well-known man recently 
made the rounds of the local churches 
on a Sunday night, and in this commun
ity of fifty thousand or over a bare four 
hundred were found seated in the house 
of God.

He discovered there the professional 
man, the clerk, the business man and 
the youth of both sexes, but where is 
the man who works in the factory, the 
mill and who is known as the common 
toiler? -

He is not there. Of course a few are 
there, but, taken as a class, he is not 
there. .Now, there have been many ex
planations offered. It is said by some 
that the church is rapidly becoming a 
fashionable club, and the poorer class 
hdsitate about entering a church in 
their humble garb. There may be some 
justification for this claim. Indeed we 
know that it is a -common explanation 
among the poor in the cities. They de
clare that they are looked down upon 
and frowned upon if their clothes are 
not made according to. the latest dic
tates of Dame Fashion.

Whether true or not that impression 
prevails. If it is true it is all wrong. 
It is antichristian.

But there is-another and a less ugly 
explanation. This is a strenuous age in 
which we live. During six days in the 
week we move with a rapidity that 
would have made our grandparents 
dizzy. We work fit high pressure. Our 
nerves are on the strain. Six days of 
work—six nights of sleep—the early 
sleep Of exhaustion. And then comes 
Sunday. :

The man who goes forth in the morn
ing and toils all day has àn opportunity 
to sleep a little later than is usual. If 
he cares to read he has an opportunity 
to sit in a comfortable chair and redd. 
He eats his lunch and then Is ready for 
another nap. - Then the afternoon find 
night remains. Shall he go to church 
and spend the evening, there?

Ah, he is jealous of that little Sun
day. He does not want to yield even a- 
particle of IL He wants air and light 
and the freedom, of the streets and 
country. Hence hè fails to ~ attend 
church. This is possibly the best ex
planation. • ' ■'

But the fact remains that the church 
does have a problem-on its hands.—Thè 
Wheeling Telegraph«

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Continued from page 6.)

Dr. Beverly writes: “Our last party 
was a grand success. Christmas eve 
we will have a social at my parlors. 
At 10 p. m. lunch will be served; at 
10:80.Santa Claus will arrive and give 
each one a present. Many mediums 
will be present to give readings. New 
Year's nve we will give our annual 
watch meeting at the same place. My 
daughter from-1. A. C. will delight all 
with her music. Walter DeVoe speaks 
for us every Sunday eveping in Decem
ber, so you are sure of a rich treat at 
Arlington Hall every. Sunday. Many 
mediums are always present, and all re
ceive a message from beyond.” •

W. H. Sanders, writing from Dallas, 
Texas,’says: ■ “The society of Dallas 
has just been favored with a visit from, 
Brother John W. Ring, of Galveston, 
who delivered two interesting and val
uable lectures and performed ordination 
services on Mrs. Alice - Baker, the 
speaker for this society. The cere
mony was impressive and inspiring, 
mingled with the presence of beautiful 
flowers and a soul-appreciative audi
ence. Everything points to interesting 
meetings in. Dallas the coming winter. 
Plans are being laid to extend the or
ganization in Texas. We have an able 
corps of speakers if they can be put 
into active service. Mrs. Nellie S. 
Noyes, of Boston, has been doing excel
lent work, and is engaged for the 
month of December at Austin, where 
mail will reach her. Her inspirational 
lectures are brilliant and educational.. 
She attracts a cultured class of hearers, 
who will lend force and substantial aid 
to our great movement in the state, 
and she should be kept busy. Societies 
or communities desiring her help can 
reach her at above address. Our state 
president, Mrs, Laura B. Payne, is and 
has been for some weeks, confined to 
her bed in San Antonio, which is retard
ing some of the work planned. We all 
hope for her speedy recovery and ask 
all the friends to send her thoughts for 
strength and health. Early in the year 
I will be able to, fully outline the 
plans which we confidently expect will 
be the means of holding the coming 
year one of the grandest camp-meetings 
ever held in the south. I know of no 
better suggustion to make for a certain 
agency and power to accomplish this 
work than the universal circulation of 
The Progressive Thinker. It is in the 
foreground, and fully equlped for the 
task of battering down the decaying 
walls of superstition and humbug, and I 
hope to see thousands placed in the 
hands of thinking people for 1905."

Mrs. H. M. Horine writes: “Mrs. L. 
Holton Upson. closed her engagement 
with the Spiritual Truth Society of En
glewood last • Sunday. Many weary 
hearts were made glad by her beautiful 
spirit’ messages given in song by her 
Italian control—in Italian and then in 
English. She is also a fine psychome- 
trlst, has organized several societies, 
lectures inspirationally and is now open 
for engagements with societies or 
camps. Address,. 495 East 43rd street, 
Flat 11. Englewood services by Mrs. 
Powderly, 2:30 and 7:30.”

Correspondent writes of the Lake 
View Spiritual Union, Wells Hall, 1629 
N. Clark street: "Dr. W. Yates gave an 
address on Sunday afternoon—subject, 
Healing By Laying of Hands; How to 
Do It—to a most interested audience. 
The talk was greatly appreciated, espe
cially so when the second part of the 
address was given, viz.,'How to Do It' 
Several persons in the meeting were 
treated and relieved of their pains, 
greatly to their Joy. Dr. C. A. Wick
land presided, and Mrs.- Bennett, a 
voice, culture teacher presided at the 
piano and sang a beautiful solo, 'Peace 
I leave with you.’ The guides of Mrs. 
Wickland gave the tests and spirit mes
sages in a wonderfully correct manner, 
and several of the persons present were 
astonished to have their past liv.es so 
clearly read for them. Spiritualists 
and church members are most kindly 
invited to these meetings; none better 
In the city. Time, 3 p. m. sharp.” .

A. B. Miller writes from Canton, O.: 
“Ernest Stephens, trumpet medium, has 
just paid us another visit Each time 
he comes one or more is added to our 
ranks. So much has been said in re
gard to trumpet; seances, pro and con, I 
can say that nine out of ten of our be
lievers tell me the trumpet seance con
vinced them."

John A. Toren writes: "The Society 
of the Psychic-Forces held at Wilcox 
Hall, 361 East 43rd-street, was well at
tended Sunday, Nov. 27, to hear Dr. 
Louis Friedman. He gave one of his in
teresting talks, followed by healing, 
and many were benefited. Miss Goldie 
McCoy sang the Jewel Song - from an 
Italian opera, which was enjoyed by all 
Sunday, Dec. 4. H. F. Arnold spoke; 
subject, Life Abundant. Dec. 11, Par- , 
ker C. Marsh will lecture. We invite 
all, and try to make everyone welcome. , 
Don’t forget our Sunday afternoon con
ference. It meets .every- Sunday at 3 
p. m. We want your views on the dlf- ’ 
ferent subjects. Isa Cleveland gives • 
messages at all meetings, and other 
mediums are invited.”

A DEFENSE OF<3THgEDDY8.
ÍJ:, 1 J -

Reminiscences of thel WIDays in Chit
tenden, Vermont

. —rvr Iv -
Having read a communication from 

Brother Weeks, I ferii it Iw-my duty to 
answer it. I have laiowai the Eddys 
and Mr. Weeks ever,since I was a 
child, and I am neaiâÿ, 681 years old. 
Mr. Weeks is aboutWiilyeaia old. •

I believe he is sincercqrbut greatly 
mistaken in what hdisaysjilf the Eddys 
are not genuine, then: these can be no 
genuine manifestations ofifcpirlt return. 
I have often beeu-tiá thdff- house and 
they have visited myiffioufe for over 30 
years and attended Ifflanyeéf their cir, 
cles. They were, uneducated, Green 
Mountain country children. Once ou 
my way to their house I stopped at the 

' postofflee and got a letter from Illinois, 
saying my husband’s father was dead— 
died September 11. I put the letter in 
my bosom, and Bald nothing about it. 
When I arrived there I asked Mary Eddy 
to hold a circle for me. We went into a 
dark room in the middle of the house, 
where there was no outlet but the 
door; soon there were -raps , on the 
table. I soon found by asking that it 
was father. I asked when he passed 
on; and the raps came fast and said a 
part of a month. Mary said, “If you 
only knew it would be a test.” I said 
I did not know, and they replied that I 
did. I went out to thé light and opened 
the letter and sure enough there it was, 
but I had forgotten; fya's that a trick of 
the medium's? ' ’

We went back into the cabinet. It 
was raining. There came to me a large 
bunch of wild flowers right out of the 
rain, tied' up with a 'spear of grass. I 
kept them a long timé.; In the evening 
the boys came home'and I asked them 
to have a seance, and’we went into the 
parlor of the large, old farm house. 
The drum was on the “table In tlie kitch
en, and I was the last one out. I shut 
both doors and sat doWn to the table; 
the light was out, and through the 
doors came the drum, going with a rush 
around the room, arid all three of the 
mediums were carried-up and around 
the room, and marked with a pencil 
upon the celling. ■ 1

This was before Col. Olcott or Mad
ame Blavatsky came, and that summer 
there were many people who came to 
the circles,.and many fine tests were 
given. One night Mary Eddy came to 
our house and my husband formed a 
cabinet out of three dpors put up to the 
casing between the windows, and one 
on top, and a curtain, for the door; 
there was quite a number of people 
present, and there were sixteen differ
ent spirits who came put of the cabi
net A tall man, sixj feet high and of 
large build, came out of toe cabinet 
dressed In a peculiar ancient costume. 
Miss Kenyon, a formpr medium, was 
recognized by a number of people. A 
little four-year-old boy was recognized. 
I saw forms come out and'teo down and 
dissolve out of sight. ”

I was at the Eddÿi’ one night with 
my husband and Potter Westcott, Jos. 
Parker and Walcott Wing Wo is still In 
the earth form. A átele Was held, arid 
at the close the spirits' roíng a big bell 
for closing. During tjié citóte the light 
was blown out by tlj'e Edclys; and sud
denly a large stone“ Weighing many 
pounds, heavier than onen man could 
lift, came right down from above and 
was laid right on thq table; It seemed 
to float right down ini the air. ■

One evening there ¡was a: large seance 
there, and the lights Merejin full blast, 
and the table rose up. higjt-.in the air; 
six soldiers,itried to ,hold ÿt< down, but 
could .not wfl the,table started towards; 
the door;I arose-anfl.opened, the door 
and the table went out arid -landed on 
the steps without any earthly person 
touching it .

One evening we had a seance at our 
house, and our table had one leg a lit
tle too long; as we sat there a saw was 
taken from the wall where it hung and 
the spirits sawed it off in a minute, and 
two carpenters were present in toe cir
cle, and they paid thatuit was impossible 
for a person to have ¡sawed it so accu
rately and perfectly'level in so short a 
time; they were greatly surprised and 
the fatile was perfectly level. •

All of these manifestations and a 
great many more equally as wonderful 
happened before Madfiffl."Blavatsky and 
Col. Olcott came. ¡ .

I have written these féw demonstra
tions and can swear to it that they are 
all genuine. I cannot" bear to hear of 
any injustice to the Eddys, and I feel it 
is my duty to do all iff my power to de-' 
fend them or any orié élse wlio has 
been misrepresented. ’...............

MRS. MARY1 S. WINTER
Burlington, Vt' 3 1

"Oh, where-is God?” you’ ask me’; arid 
your answer echoes loud, '

“Out there in space, iri sunshine, in the 
• rain and passing clotid;

In all the i<ffce of Nature in the mighty 
. universe, • .

Unmoved by tears or pleadings, and un
moved by prayer oi- curse,...

“The Kingship of Self-Control._ . ----------------- By
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, ■ the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc; 
Price 30 cents..

Shall I Become a Medl- 
Um/’ Fully Answered

> Ib -Mediumghip. and .Its Laws, Its Conditions 
'WaM Cuiu.ation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

. ennts. Send to Mr. Tuttie, Beriia Heights, Ô ।

J. H. N. writes: “Spring Hill, Kansas, 
once more; and this time ’those very- 
efficient missionaries of toe N. -g. A.,’ 
E. W. Sprague and wife, strike thé little 
village in their inimitable way, holding 
meetings daily very acceptably to their 
audiences, commencing November 23, 
closing Sunday evening, November 27, 
and in the meantime organizing a so
ciety of 18 charter members under thé 
jurisdiction of Kansas State Associa
tion. Name and officers of said subor
dinate as follows: Spiritualists Investi
gating Society, of Spring Hill,- -Kans. 
President, Dr. P, A. Pearson; vice-pres
ident, C. V. N. House; secretary, J. H. 
Nixon; treasurer, A. S..Brand; trustees, 
Mrs. A. H. Brand, Joseph Simpson and 
Miss May Cpok.’’ ’ . .. . , . -

The secretary writes from Ashtabula, 
Ohio: “The Psychic Research Society 
of Ashtabula, Ohio, is / now holding 
meetings regularly every second and 
fourth Sunday of each.month, in the G. 
A R. Hall. Our society .bas made ar
rangements with Mrs. Cl F.' Curran of 
Toledo, Ohio, president of the O. S. A, 
to furnish us with speakers. Mrs. Cur
ran is a very able and earnest inspira
tional speaker and has Mrs.. Elizabeth 
Schauss of Toledo, and Mrs. Anna E 
Baird of Elyria, Ohio, to assist-her in 
missionary work. . They are all sincere 
arid earnest workers in the cause and 
all give psychometric readings as well 
as lecture. Their lectures ’ and read
ings are of the highest type of Spiritual
ism and I voice the sentiment of our 
society when I say, that words feebly 
express our gratitude toward them for 
their untiring efforts in Ashtabula for 
through, them we now have a- good 
healthy, growing organization." :

‘iSpirit Echoes”.'My.Mattle E. Huit 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the , author’s - latest and -- choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and With 
portrait of the author. Price 75 centa,

“Spiritual Songs for the. Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetings and Other Spirit- 
uallstis Gatherings,” By Mattie-E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents.

“The Romanes of Jude, A Story of 
the Llfe and Times of-the -Nasarens astfl 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. At> Intensely in- 
SriH® SST“4
■Wrln) gjjMbs .. ,wV.: JvvQAlflHQ • ■ •

“A force, a power unmejesured,.and im- 
measurable-by map, .- , .

The strength, the sdiirce and progress 
down within this .wprlflly plan.” .. ■ 

Yes, I know him in iny ; spirit, and I
know I am in tune^, . .

For down deep withinthe silence 1 
with Nature can ¿commune, •

In the pretty little baby;’In the rainbotf 
and the rose,’ L- • ’

In the mother, in th’e ocean, and the 
very wind that bl6its; '

In the peaceful buddhfe Springtflne, in 
the Summer and the Fall, ' - 

In the Winter, when Baffle Nature puts 
a shrouding over till. .

, ■■■■ DR? T.'WILKINS. ’
... ■ _ “ 1 w——’’irry,' ,• ■ ■ . ■ .

’ “The Constitution «of dMan'." Ry 
Elizabeth Towne. ■ Gives to clear and 
practical presentation ' Ofti. advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original ideas,. ;(and j'Jhe fullest 
teaching extant as to>cthe.:qature, con
trol and direction o&rfjsslrem Price 50c. 
■ “How to Train. Qhfidrenrand Pa
rents.” Mrs. Ellzabefch Ttavne takes 
the position that in many cakes it is the 
parents that need tlip., training fflore 
than the: children, aqdiadvlaes parents 
to .look to themselves;. ¿Twenty-live 
cents could not be. bfiUter i$p6nt than 
buying this litUe boqkF., Anyone . that 
has the care of.chlldsm sluuild read it 
Price 25 cents. . ■ V9; ,n>(.

“Success, and Hows to Win’ It.” A 
lecture and course off tweoty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr, BulF. Ahlstln, .B; A.-, 
D. D, The titles .of . some, of-the lec; 
tures are as follows: Self-Helps; Finan
cial-Success;- Ideals ;n.Econbmy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy ; Kihdness 
and Tact; Angelic.Help.?.- Pride 25 cts.

“Social Upbuilding, Ificludlflg Co-op. 
qrative Systems Tatad the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of-Humanlty."- By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. ■ This comprises 
the.last part of Humanu-Culture ■ and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15: effirts. iX® sale 
at this office.. . <• -

■ "Longley’s Beautiful Bongs:'.' - Four-' 
teen, beautiful, soul-inspiring songs 
with music, by C. Payson Longley 
Price by mail. 15 cents. ...:

"Hanfly Electrical Dictionary." a 
pmcttcul handbook of reference, con
taining definitions of every used eleo 
ful spirituality. Price .

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
V ' ' 1 .

A Trip to the Sunny South.

Leaving San Francisco at 8 o'clock a. 
m., reaching Santa Barbara 7:30 P m., 

, on time, thirteen hours ride over the 
, coast range in the commodious cars of 

the Southern Pacific railroad, whose 
1 service is unequaled. We pass through 

gorges and tunnels, over trestles arid 
bridges, around picturesque mount
ains, across fertile valleys, by broad 

’ and flowing streams, past cozy ranches 
“with a thousand cattle on the hills." 
As the evening came on perfumed air, 
the breath of new mown hay greeted 
us. . .. • ■ . • — - - ■ ■
'“The setting sun stretched his celes

tial robes of light across the landscape, 
and, like the Hebrews in Egypt, smote 
the rivers, brooks and ponds with living 
blush of gorgeous hue."

Santa Barbar?, is a town of much Im
portance and grandeur, nestled by the 
whispering sea whose placid waters 
kiss Its shining feet. Other pens have 
done It justice in describing, where 
mine dare not attempt. ’

Summerland, live miles' beyond, is 
the only spiritual colony on the coast. 
She boasts of two free halls, etc., one 
church (just for a balance wheel, you 
know). A monument of intelligence, 
with head'running to a point, discourses 
every Sunday on God, Christ, and the 
Devil. One paper, “The Advanced 
Courier,” whose proprietor deals out 
the weekly news as it seems . to him, 
sometimes away below par. The 
spiritual congregation meets in Liberty 
Hall every Sunday at 2 p. m., to discuss 
the word, the law, and the truth, the 
president, Mrs. Spring, presiding. She 
is a lady with talents not hid, a splen
did executive officer With fine personal 
appearance. Mr. I. S. Lillie presides at 
the organ and renders his selections In 
melodious tones vibrating on the ambi
ent air in echoing songs of the blest, 
who are so near the celestial abode 
that the perfume of glory is wafted 
back to the souls who are in sympathy 
with sopg, and in harmony with music.

Bishop and Mrs. A. E. Beals abide in 
their flower-crowned cottage, holding 
communion with birds, bees, and roses. 
Mr. Beals is a gentleman of leisure, and 
passes much of his time riding his 
wheel or writing fine verse, the admira
tion of his friends.

Mr. I. D. Parsons and his estimable 
wife are stars in the firmament of our 
glorious faith and truth. Mr. Parsons 
is a speaker of the genuine ring, is an 
able advocate of the science of nature, 
and the divine afflatus, pleasant in tone, 
kind in meaning, yet forcible in lan
guage.

I was the guest of Mr. and'Mrs. Bals- 
ly, old-time workers in the vineyard of 
the Lord. Mr. Balsly -1b a fine speaker, 
he is a deep thinker, brainy, and logical 
In his remarks whenever he can be 
persuaded to speak before an audience. 
His good wife is one of the leading la
dies of the town, also a fine medium.

Prof. Loveland is in Los Angeles. I 
hear that Mrs. Lillie has arrived on the 
coast and is at present in Montlceto 
Valley with friends. Many more of the 
society I would like to speak of but 
space forbids.

The society honored me with a social 
lea in their commodious hall; many of 
the business men of the place joined 
with the party ip the cup that cheers; 
daintily served and delicately provided 
with every attention.

The flourishing society owes its 
present status to the ladies, who never 
falter by the wayside, or give up their 
endeavors. The "mite” society is suc
cessfully carried on. The Old People's 
dance Saturday evenings with refresh
ments,Is very popular and affords an 
evening’s pleasure to about four gener
ations. Dancing is a delightful pas
time and seems to be the principal 
pleasure in this fair little town.

I visited my own dear cottage (at 
present occupied by strangers). There 
I communed in silence with the happy 
past; I kissed the pure white rose 
that greeted me with perfume so sweet 
and rare that an angel whispered in my 
ear,.“Dear mamma.” My own hands 
planted this .rosevine in the honor and 
memory bfriSf treasure in heaven. It 
clambers over the porch where I passed 
ifito silence with my best beloved, in 
prayer to the great Over-soul.

Summerland! Home or roses, vines 
and flowers, pretty cottages, sweet 
songsters, bees and butterflies. Many 
of the pioneers of this colony have 
passed on to their home "over there,” 
but a few remain with their kind hospi
tality and abiding faith that first ven
tured on the paths of freedom.

Home again with my faithful com
panion, I ponder with regrets that time 
hath changed somewhat the loved land
marks, yet the old-time beauty Is 
there. . ... •

Judge and Mrs. Smith of Serena, a 
stopping-place just above Summerland, 
gave a dinner to a few friends in honor 
of my visit. They are stanch and reli
able people In every department of life.- 
Their home adorned with art and liter
ature, music and harmony, seemed a • 
haven of rest for a few hours that I was 
permitted to remain. Long may they 
live to shower their good-will, their 
genuine hospitality, and their charity 
that will be a sweet remembrance to 
them after they have donned the shin
ing robes of immortality. They are 
true to their faith and knowledge, there
fore blesded.
"Music, when, soft voices die, 
Vibrates, in -the memory, i
Odors, with sweet violets spoken, 
Live within the sense though the heart 

be broken.’.’ .

Changes are upon us every hour, 
We step from ;room to room, ’

Friends moan find ween be.side the bier, 
. Then drop: our ashes Jn the tomb.
Perhaps a. dear one standing near,

Is whispering untold faithful love. 
Telling for, them death held no fear • 

And that- they found sweet rest.
above; .- /. ... • ■ ■ ■

A voice inay call ffóm.o’éf’the sea 
In accents as of old; ’ '

An eye bedlm'd with.tears may see 
The loved, within His fold. .

-Rose L.-Bushnell DoimElly.
San Francisco, Cal; ■ . '

. . *«— ■------------- ■ ■
Dropping the “Rgv.” (

; Does it not seem: rather peculiar that; 
while our ; Spiritualist' lecturers are, 
many of them, apparently eager to at-, 
tach to their names tfie appellation of 
"Rev.,” the, ministers:-of tlm old 
churches are dropping - the affix?’ In
stance:.. The. Kansas - Association ' of 
Congregational Churches, comprising 
all in the dlstrict'jof Western Missouri,: 
has unanimously adopted a resolution 
that in the future all ministers in the 
association shall be : referred to as 
“Mr.” Instead of "the Rev.” The reso
lution was. offered by the Rev. F. L. 
Johnson, pastor of the Broadway Taber
nacle in Kansas City. He said the res
olution was offered in a, sort of semi- 
serious manner, it referred specially to 
the use of .rather unwleldly titles In ad
dressing the ministers |n t|ie meetings, 
but its purpose was to encourage -lay
men to drop titles in speaking of minis
ters. It .was agreed that It .is perfectly 
proper to refer to a minister as “Mr.” 
The prefix of “Dr.” tifia become so com
mon that It is often given to á minister 
who is not entitled to It and who does 
not care for IL ; ' .

Price,

_ ■ ■ » •. ■ -, ■ ■ ..........mTrrrswai

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 

Lontession, flnd Its Relations.to Sacerdotal Celibacy,, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White, 
Price, 75 cents.

°^a -A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c. 
btudies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, iorm circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.

Talleyrand s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially, 
interesting to all who would désiré to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modem Civilization, With the 
ohaf’aeter of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 

W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents. ' '
Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents, 

ni-i e ^fcana Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
1 inlosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson ■ 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
Pe™ct health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
fiayorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by 'the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1-50.
_ . 0 Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Remsburg, 
Price $1.25. . J

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book, By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1 ; postage, 19 cents. '

descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents. ' 
The Development of Spirit-After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through the 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1. ’

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson. 
Price $1.50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
exP?rle“e?d therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

ihe Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts or the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price $1.50. .
„I,?11!®! F^tain of Life, or Threefold Power of-Sex. A work that 
should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’s 
most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cts.

Ihe God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion.' A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By'Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
nun JS,1DJY1i0<rTi 18 edi.ted by Florenee Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child and Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.
« F116 Jde?xOf By Dr’ Paul Carus- Fourth edition. 32 pages.

An eftort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
tYor,d- London- Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization, 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood 
25 cents. . ’
. The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 

I°ZrS Wlth pretty floral desi«n’ ’By William George Jordan.
trice uU cents. f
•The Life of Jesus By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original ’ 
French. _ Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents. °

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1. J

The Lover’s .World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The 
Lover s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s 

n°W retumed t0 the heart of humanity.” Price, silk

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts 
.The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book 

h’storyof early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1. •

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo 
nes of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette Price *1 
wdeT°f J?eatlx‘ Scicutifieally examined and carefully de

scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.
The Romance Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through 

the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price 50 cents
The Power of Truth or Individual Problems and Possibilities.“ It is 

excellent. By William George Jordan. Price 75 cents
The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It conies.from an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach 
By Father Chmiquy. Price $1.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His 
tory, than which no branch'of science, in the last generation has under' 
gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell Price

The Principles of Light and Color Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etheno Atomic Philosophy of Force Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Annlica 
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5. 8 iour-col-

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sei 
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. ' y

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man-Rev 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1. ’
\ The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em 
bodim'ents. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the princinles 
of. reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. 'V. Richmond. Price 3H

The Soul of Tilings. These three- volumes are among the most norm 
jar Works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 eahh; postage 15 ctf

The Soul’S Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D Barrett 
Price 10 cents. ■ .

The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”Hpw to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all thino-s are 
subject to it, ” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic' 
idea of Death,'heaven and hell. AJtfgieal statement, proven both bv ’ 
facts and the Bible. By Moses HulK^Price 10 cents. .
. The Spiritual Significance. By LiliaTWhiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.
; The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle: Containing 64 pages - By 
S. W. Tucker, author of many musical publications. '’Price 15 Cents

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young.- A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon, Price $1.’ .

The Sunday Question; A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no timelob 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents. ... •. .

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
Commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends.; Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. 'By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1, .

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future. Life According to Science.
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap- 
tor. By Louis Figuier.- Price,-cloth, $1.50. ‘ , ”■

.. The Unknown.. By -the. scientific writer, .Camille. Flammariojj, ... 
Price, $2. •• • ‘ , ••■■■ ' '

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book . 
of 538 pages by. 1 K- Funk, A most remarkable and valuable book, 
■Price-



MATTER AND MIND—THE SPHERE 
OF UNSEÄLITY AND ILLUSION.

is also teaching that assigns to 
lution a creative fiat—it is but a 
which manifests matter and mind, 
in Itself is as unsubstantial and 
sory as matter or mind.

o

DYSPEPSIA

.
son’s theory of a “tissue soul?"

has not the capacity to know what soul

jWHNIHHEO KOOM-3S5 N. Clark St., 2nd 
JU flut. .Call early.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE

ANIMALS IN SPIRIT LIFE.

An Interesting Experience at a Seance.

œ.floo “2?“

Healthy Children Absolutely. With-

Grandma 
owned a

Grandma 
and white

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con- 
fesBional.” Thia book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved

“My boy, I have heard 
Smith say that they never 
dog,’’•replied the father.

“Well, papa, please tell 
Smith I have her big black

mnssago was not a jolte, there ■was a 
mistake somewhere of somehow in 
transmission, yet both agreed to ,ques-

, __ wo will tend » two weéka*
trefttmeni to any one desiring to teil It. Many are cured by tUli 
toil trc.tmn. «Ione. Why noi molo ■ Irl»! ol U youncir on! 
loirri what II will do lor you. IT IS UlEX- iddreii Dr. 
lo'LUl IniUlulo ol Health, ,a' Main SI., Bailla Crook. Mick.

rial forma or structures must be an en- ,—-—, 
tlty, which we will idenüfy by the may be given, but still the human mlnd 

. * ’ - _ •' . - ___4-1. ex nnnnnii-tr . t Irnrintr vrnQT antll

WILL ANWER 8 QUESTIONS, 250: FULL 
.. reading by mall,fl, Mrs. Buriand, 8010 Vernon 
aveM Chicago. . -

big black and white dog?” ’ ——------— 
tbona'repiied"e“:AVhy. ^“jota. We TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

’ ndrnkeedogS.d°Bnttwhatev’er)add -you Wormatbn How They May Dive Birth to Hoppy,

manifests as life in a physical organism '■ .-»rr™,™,
is composed of chemicals, hence, a
chemical soul, like unto Dr. 1. J. Hud- WILL BE WOBTU HONEY TO KCU.

tion, but motion is not "life." Life as a —- • - ,.
manifestation cannot be that which We challenge the greatest soul on 
ipanifests as “life" or motion in mate- tell us what soul is. ,

• - - ■ ------ ----- 1 ’---------- - Endless definitions of soul attributes

PART I.—The Pentateuch.

o

By J. C. F. Grumbine.

FREE

DIAGNOSISCURED
OFUDic ui any mua, rcaa tuts uvorai unci 

WILL BE WOBTH MONEY TO YOU.

Your Disease,

Hotel Westland,

Back Bay,

Boston, Mass.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Stoneham. Mass.35 Warren SU,

COR.ciety of Newport, Ky.

INVISIBLE HELPERS

evb- 
law 
and 
illu-

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess - 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Pwlii»flyCnre*nr cue, no
1---------- -jilcated

One from the Theosophical Stand- 
pointa

W ANTED.
Boom and board with a refined Bplrltuallat fami
ly, in exchange for aaalatance In houae work, Vy 
a capable elderly woman. Addreas, MBS. B. H., 
caro ot thia office.

MANUSCltlPTS CORRECTED.
‘ Manuscripts' of any description carefully cor
rected nod edited for publication. Customary 
price, SI for two thousand words, Graduate, Na- 
unnal Press .Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Address, “AUTHOR,” No, 2, Speedway Avenue, 
Ocean Park, oal. •

Dr. George Lester Lane, 
TREATS SPIRITUALLY 

All Ailments With Success.
OBSESSION a specialty. 872 Huntlngton Ave., 
Boston, Mass.—SEE DR. J. M. I’EEBJLES* 
BOOK ON OBSESSION.

- DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me, and I wlil give you a free 

examination. I waut no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both seXes suc
cessfully treated. Send name, age. sex, complex
ion, weight and 10 cts. in stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Bo sure and writo your own letter. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

An Infamous A T>ampnlet of 32 pages, com- 
Cnnsnirnnv plled ond ¡)ubllBlied ”7 tho UUimpuavy late Bev. J. G. White, author 
of numerous antl-Catbolic works,. It contains 
disclosures relative to a villainous plot to over
throw our free government. Price, 15 cents

FRED. ELEVANS.
■ ■ ’ <Tte6lNoieiMP«5’chlo for

Independent-. State Writing and 
. Clairvoyance, .

Hao recently left New York, and le now located at 
1112 Eddy Su, San Francisco, Cat Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. ' .

NICHOLAS BECKER,
Dixon, Bl. Clairvoyant Ll'e Beading, with mea- 
uages, nàmes and description of*, your spirit 
friends, from your loiter or loc|c of hair, by mail, Il

The Light of Reason 
The latest sacred song on sheet mu
sic. (especially) adapted for (the 
uplifting of)'.spiritual Circles and 
services. EnglUh and German.

Price, 25c. a copy. Fend to 
GEORGE DREW, 
35 Marlon Court. Chicago, Ill

matter how complicated or . - -
’.Cm AnIlle ljOr<1 Chamberlain’s Card.

... . ... .—.... Dear friends, you can greatly help me care for
my blind sister, Jepnle L. Webb, one of the esrl- 

■ leal mediums now in tho form, .by writing a utter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or wins* 
pera. Address Mra. Auuie Lord Chamberlain, Mil* 
lord Mass, ■ ’

IMFOKTflNT WOKK.
Bond 25 cents to the Investigation Committee, 

Publishers, Davenport,.Iowa, for Prof. Watson’s 
Illustrated Book, board covers. ‘-Juggernaut: 
Christian Science Exposed.’’ Containing extracts 
from books, showing;from where all the ideas of 
C hristian Science wore originally copied, which 
Mother Eddy calls her own,

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame. ”—H.Tuttle 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Batha.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M.’’ 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained ut College or 
at one’s home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stump for catalogue to

K. D. BABBITT. M.
62 BabI Ave., Koeliester, N. Y.

TRANCE READINGS,
By mail, one dollar anil two stamps. Diseases 
diagnosed aud '.treatment indicated, by Spirit 
Guides, two dollars. Hund either your own writ
ing or Lock of hair. .

' ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS, 
83«.'llth Bt.pN. E. Washington, D. C.

CHART FREE.
By it Bohemian Qypey Astrologer itn J Clairvoyant. 
Send age, colifrof eyeaitnd hair, in own hand
writing, Address GEO.WELLES, Box 130, New
ark. N.J. . .

THE AGE OF REASON. .
■ By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of 

True anfi Fabulous Theology. A new and com
plete edition, from new plates and now typo; 
185 pages, post Bvo. Paper cloth. 50c. ' •

Conditions under which we do this are as fol- 
lowHs—Send us your name In full, age. aex, and 
leading eymptoms. We do not think It wrong to 
diagnose disohBe without leading symptom» be« 
ing given: but us tbe law looks upon it as an at
tempt to defraud, please always send leading 
symptoms when writing, You need not send a 
cent or even a stamp, and you will receive by re
turn mail a diagnosis of your case, .
Everyone .Ought to; Have Their 

Case Diagnosed or Exani- 
ined Four Tinies 

a Year, . .
. ■ ’.’ AT LEAST. ■

in good physical condition- REMEMBER 
'Wecan refer you to hundreds whom we have 
- cured of old chronic disease in almost every state 
andconntry. ... *

Cancer Cured, or No Pay.
. ’ Address all lettprs to

DR. O. E. WATKINS,

m. nnAonfnf Restores Lost Vision. 
H W0I lUUl I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
Chanl-onfo showing styles and prices and 
ODeCCaCie. photo-of SplrltYarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as If you were in my office. w*11
testily. IL F. POOLK. rt

43 Evanston Ave., Chicago. 1U
DearMr.Poole:-Yourspectaclesnre perfect I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your, friend. E. B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cat

ANDREW B, SPINNEY, M. D.
. ■ Who has had

Forty Years’ Experience In the Study 
' and Practice of Medicine, Two 
A Years Prof. In a.Medical

College, Toil Years
IN SANITARIUM WORK, 

and la » Natural. Clairvoyant, He never 
falls in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, our, .throat and lung troubles, also all 
formé of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter In your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply.

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
iBonoof the oldest and most succeBuful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. H|b cures are mar
velous; hla examinations are free tp all who send 
him name, age. Bex, and lock of hair, and 0 cents 
In stumps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 

• He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you.’ His practice extends.all over the 
land, He cures you in your own home.

Address,’ ’ tR M. KUUCKS. M,
Lock-Box 1203Stoneham. Mass.

The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism, Pure and. Unadulterated, and for All That Tenda to Elevate and Uplift Humanity

That able and scientific article by 
Sar’gis in your issue of June 30, on 
"The origin of life on this planet,” is, to 
say the least, a stunner.

What does Sar’gis mean by the term 
“Origin of life"? If we are to under
stand his article we must have a clear 
and comprehensive definition of this 
term. At one place in his article he de
fines “life” to mean “living things,” 
which we suppose means tilings or 
forms exhibiting "life" in the way of 
motion or growth as apprehended by 
our physical senses, but this definition 
is too vague and does not convey the 

' idea that we apprehend is embodied in 
the'term "Origin of life.” If we should 
undertake to convey this Idea in lan
guage most suitable we should simply 
call it origin of existence, or in other 
words, origin of that which manifests 
as life in all organic forms.

Life is not an entity, but appeals to 
our physical senses as a manifestation 
or mode of motion; hence “life” is mo

pears as an expression of soul in combi
nation with spirit and matter, and a 
soul entity is launched upon the endless 
road of evolutionary progress.

It is a beautiful-thought, to think 
how the soul entity by a constant and 
continuous corelated process of involu
tion and evolution shuttle-like moves 
from center to circumference and from 
circumference to center of its cyclic 
spiral of progress, weaving in the loom 
ot nature the woof and fabric of experi
mental existence, continuously increas
ing in rates of rapidity of motion of all 
the factors constituting the triune com
bination. We should here like to ex
plain what we mean by endless prog
ress, but must keeji within the bounda
ries of our subject. _

Brother Sar’gis says that ‘ all life is 
chemical” Does he mean to tell us 
that the human soul (for example) that

term soul. If we should, like many 1 
others, use the term spirit, we would 1 
have trouble all along the line, and at ? 
best stumble along among inconslsten- . 
cles, until we lost ourselves- in the 
jungle of discord. A true system of 
philosophy must be in harmony with all 
things in visible and invisible realms of 
nature. .

That Prof. Loeb and Dr. Littlefield 
have succeeded in bringing about con
ditions and environments under which 
certain chemicals would produce spon
taneous generation of living forms of a 
lower order, might be possible, and we 
will not for a moment deny such a 
proposition. But we most emphatically 
do deny their ability to create or origi
nate the life principle—the entity we 
have designated by the term soul, 
which is back of the manifestation of 
life or motion in all marital forms 
whether chemically produced jn a pro
fessor’s laboratory or in the gipat labo
ratory In nature.

We hear a great deal about evolu
tion, but nothing much is said about its 
co-ordinate—involution; we can not 
have one without the other. Darwin’s 
evolution theory becomes one-sided by 
the conspicuous absence of the first 
and most important factor—involution 
—involving something for a possible 
subsequent evolvement. Involution and 
evolution as the true processes of crea
tion may, under certain favorable con
ditions and environments amalgamate 
with or become incorporated with chem
ical manipulations and produce sponta
neous generation of a triune combina
tion constituting the basis of a lower 
order of being.

But has anything been created or 
originated? We think not. The scien
tist has only, by chance perhaps struck 
the major chord of C, E, G, on the scale 
of being, and the natural result in polar
ity follows.

Our present-day materialistic scien
tists are chasing after this triune com
bination with scalpel and microscope 
and so far have failed in their analysis 
to catch the third, the most important 
factor in the combination. We will

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher -Thought, and a Better Life.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Is. That which thinks can not compre
hend itself. Self-existence is a prob- , 
lem never to be mastered by reason.

It is of little consequence whether we 
have hypothetical Ions and electrons as 
ultlmates of substance, there can only 
be one general process by which mani
festation of life can become possible.

Brother Sar’gis’ example of sponta
neous generation in the growth of 
green saum on the surface of still water 
in a pond is not good evidence or proof 
of spontaneous generation of living 
forms, for the germs depositing this 
growth are-no doubt deposited by rain
fall, as it generally occurs after a rainy 
spell, and if the observer has neglected 
to put on the clairvoyant specs he may 
not be able to closely watch the fertil
ization process.

If we understand Sar’gis’ statement 
correctly, we. are led to infer that he 
means to tell us that by a spontaneous 
generation under favorable conditions 
and environments the first man that 
appeared upon this earth rose right up 
out of a mud-hole in some temperate 
zone, where an even temperature of 
98 degrees fahrenheit obtained for at 
least 9 months In succession,—just like 
Dr. Littlefield’s little winged Insects 
rise spontaneously out of his carefully 
prepared chemicals and fly off in space 
to live for a limited time—and that

here quote one of their fundamental 
statements regarding origin of life:

“Life is originated by the contact and 
coalescence of two opposite mlcro- 
scopic germinal substances, the positive 
and negative principle—this ii called 
polarity.”

Here we have sure enough the two 
chemical elements that consltute parts 
of the triune combination, but the 
chemist may blend and« manipulate 
these elements until the crack of doom 
and yet never get a living moving form, 
unless by some means consciously or 
unconsciously the third principle—the 
soul entity—is added to the formula, 
when under the law of involution and 
evolution form may appear and mani
festation of life take place. This for
mula holds good in the generation of all 
kinds óf living forms, produced by spon
taneous generation or by the egg or 
womb route, from the time that the first 
living form appeared on this earth un
til the time when the last living form 
shall disappear amid conditions and en
vironments that can no longer sustain 
existence. We unhesitatingly and ad« 
visedly make this statement: When
ever the positive and negative elements 
or germinal substances meet in con
junction with soul elements under pre
scribed favorable conditions and en
vironments, the triune combination is 
effected under the law of involution 
and manifestation of life at once com
mences under the law of evolution, 
when material form simultaneously ap-

Do you suffer from dyspepsia, 
indigestion, or stomach.'liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kina? If you 
do, why noi lot ui cure you f Wo do not mean 
Help you Ly doling you wltbji strong, sflmu- 
htiug Bodo and Bhubsrb Compound, or pat
cut "Dyspepsia 1‘llt." Such things will tilhn- 
ulale aud case temporarily, bui in tho end 
will only irritate and further weaken tho al
ready jllKu.d «nd we,Med .mmlrrMwi. 
Wo Will Completely and rermnneutly Care 
Yuu. Wo will go to tho very foundation ot 
your trouble, will remove tho causes, 
sirongtben and tone up tho affected mem
branes perfect tho digestion, regulate and 
strengthen tho bowels, and make you os 
strong and heartyasyouoverwore Wo could 
give you testimonials by tho thousand of 
those wo have cured of stomach troubles In al! 
forms and stapes, but they would not tell to 
you what the treatment will do for YOU. Tho 
only absolute proof Is in tbe treatment Itself, 

and knowing the Wonderful 
Curts we have made for oth
ers, and believing that we 
hove a treatment that will

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Ab usual. Elton E.Hedriek, tho well-known As

trologer, will make a special Holiday Bt-uuc 
tlon. The year 1W5 is coming uponue- 
what the new year holds for you. A kno'WUUfe 
of PLANETARY INFLUENCE will bbcentuate 
success, mid enable you to guard against uniu 
varable periods aud unfortunate .changes» as » 
special offer, aud until Feb. 1st, 1U05. all U00 woik 
will be reduced to which includes mya-iua 
ble information, touching upon ail affaire of life, 
in addition to a yearly forecast wilh favorable mu 
unfavorable periods for business, speculation, 
changes, etc., for tbe year 11>O5..
This Offer will Positively Close Feb. 1 
Send date of birth as near the hour as possible, 
Address No. 233 W 31th eL, New York City,

So much mysterious and inexplicable 
phraseology and terminology have been 
associated and identified with popular 
psychology and metaphysics, especially 
the new psychological and metaphysical 
movement, that it will be necessary to 
repeat briefly what Is the axiomatic and 
a priori basis of any Divine Science and 
the System of Philosophy Concerning 
Divinity.

The word divine qualifies and defines 
the office, source and nature of knowl
edge without in any way differentiating 
truth, which is and must ever be the 
fountain of all knowledge. It implies 
that while there are many forms of 
knowledge, such as sensuous, intuitive, 
divine knowledge, these forms depend 
wholly upon knowledge itself, In short, 
upon that which makes knowledge pos
sible and actual. This difference, which 
is not a radical distinction, made the 
breach between spience and religion, 
both alleging truth lor their authority. 
It is fortunate, however, that this 
breach, while apparent, practically no 
longer exists.

The a priori source of knowledge is 
divine, and because it is divine it is of

ject of perception and consciousness. | 
It can be subjectified as in conscious
ness where the self is a subject ot reali
zation. Yet in neither the objective nor. 
subjective sphere of its expression is 
the self free of the shadow of its double. 
Such is the unique and singular abso
luteness of the self that it can cast, a' 
shadow in which it is concealed, but as 
the shadow reflects it but is not. it, so 
it manifests the shadow but is uot it. 
And it is thus that the double con
sciousness and mind to which Mr. Hud-

little or no consequence except in the 
domain of historical psychology and as 
evidence for the fact of the existence, 
necessity and development of mind and 
consciousness, when or where one dis
covers the noumena and phenomena. 
The spirit of Reality or the highest self 
does not depend upon mind or matter, 
but mind or matter depend upon it. The 
initiative and development of mind or 
matter prove spirit because they ex
press aud manifest it, but have no 
power either to create or destroy. Any 
system of evolution, whether dealing 
with matter or mind or both in the 
sphere of being, at best leveals what is 
beyond the temporal (the eternal) and 
witbir the relative (the absolute). It

mental and physical differentiation ot 
human beings are the result of quality, 
and perhaps quantity of we mud.

Kind readers, we will ask you if this 
hypothesis is easier to believe than the 
old story of man being created instan
taneously by the flat of anthropomor
phic god or gods?

But all things are good until we find 
something better. We are looking for 
a better solution of the origin of ex
istence. With a smile we read about 
Dr. Littlefield’s experiment in restoring 
life to a house-fly/ that had previously 
been drowned in water and supposed 
to he dead, and when he sprinkled 
some of his chemically prepared pow
ders on the dead fly, presto, change, the 
fly would rise up and shake the pow
der off its wings and fly off in apparent 
glee, , and it was supposed he had dis
covered the secret of life.

When a boy of 12, we used to play the 
very same trick on some ot our play
mates; we would catch a fly, drown it 
in water for an hour or so, then place, 
it in the sunshine, sprinkle some pow
dered chalk on it, and presto, change, 
in a few minutes the fly would show 
signs of life, rise up and shake , the 
chalk off its wings and fly off; appar
ently a sure enough resurrection, but 
resurrection or restoration of manifes
tation of life, can only .take place when 
the triune combination is still intact. 
When this combination is broken up, 
the material form is and will remain 
as dead as a door nail, and becomes 
subject to change and transformation; 
and no chalk or other chemicals will 
restore former activities.

When Sar’gis arrives at the conclu
sion that "the functionary power behind 
all action is motion,” and that “God is 
motion,” we might foolishly query— 
what is behind motion? If something 
moves, something must set up this mo
tion. But we have no time to wait for 
an answer. If God is all things, God 
must also be motion, but motion is not 
God. God manifests as motion, and a 
manifestation cannot be that which 
manifests, but partakes of its nature, 
just as an effect partakes of the nature 
of the cause producing it

P. PEARSON.
Ponca City, O. T.

TYPT T in? Your* three chief desires. and LL1J 111 LU leamhow to attain them. Send 
slump. Box P. T. 605 Chicago, Ill,

To the Editor:—In your grand paper 
I see much discussion concerning the 
spirits of animals. Allow me to con
tribute my mite of truth hoping it may 
break the conceit of some "All-these- 
were-created-for-man’s-beneflt” sort of 
people.

A son-in-law of mine attended a se
ance in a neighboring city. He was a 
stranger among strangers. During the 
sitting his little boy, only one year in 
spirit life, came and communicated 
with him. Before bidding him good 
night, the little one said: "Oh, papa, 
please tell grandma I have her big 
black and white dog.”

His papa answered, "Why, my son, 
grandma’s dog was brown and white."

“Papa dear. I do not mean Grandma 
Gray's dog; I mean Grandma Smith’s,” 
was the boy’s prompt answer.

dog,” the little one reiterated.
Mr. Gray promised to take the mes

sage, but was sorely puzzled. Such a 
strange, and, in his estimation, useless 
message seemed so absurd, and would 
not be forgotten. When he returned to 
his home in another city, almost the 
first question he put to his wife was: 
“Anna, did Mamma Smith ever have a

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, of ’excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind's relations to the physical organism,' and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, $1.

MRS. C. H. COCHRAN. THE SUCCESSFUL 
Magnetic Heiler, treats all diseases spiritual

Iv, Consultation free. '*.Your troubles or disease 
diagnosed free by mall, for flve2-cent stamps, 
1674 Wellington:SU. nearXlark, Chicago, III.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux- Illako, Rev. Phcbe 
Hanaford, Clara Bewlek Colby; Ellen Battelle 
Deitrlck, Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gesteteld, and Francis E Barr.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will’be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
. 230 North Sixth St.

. Sau Jose, Call

speedily. I visited their home very 
soon after this occurrence. After the 
usual greetings, when we were settled 
down for a good tall;, the first question 
was: “Mamma, did you ever own a big 
black and white dog?”

My answer came promptly: “We had, 
at home, when I was a little child, a 
Newofundland dog of that description, 
that owned me. In fact he took the re
sponsibility to keep watch and ward 
over my waking hours continually, from 
the age of eight to fifteen, when some 
miscreant poisoned him. I was heart-. 
broken at the manner of his going, for 
he.was the only dog I ever loved—dear,- 
faithful old chap, when I think of him 
I regret him yet. That friend left me 
forty years ago.”

In my turn I demanded an explana
tion, for in the faces of my children was 
written perfect amazement My Bon 
gave me the facts as received, declaring 
it the most convincing proof of spirit 
return he had ever received. The idea 
of animals having a spirit had never 
entered his mind. He was nonplussed, 
and wished to argue the question. I 
had no argument to offer, as I knew 
nothing upon the subject, as all were 
just in the earliest stages of investiga
tion. , , ; -

Therefore we concluded to take the 
dear child’s statement as a fact in spir
itual philosophy.'

If this little statement of fact finds 
favor in your sight, I can give, from 
personal observation, remarkable in
stances of animal intelligence.

... . JANE YOUNG.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE.-PART II.'
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles. Com

ments on the Old and New Testaments, from 
Joshua to Revelation.- The comments are keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit, the work ot radical 
thinkers who are not Ignorant of the higher 
criticism- There is not a doll page in either of 
these books, but each iis a galaxy ot the bright 
minds of the day and throw a new light on the 
Bible teachings relating to woman. Price ot 
each, paper, 60 cents.

’ ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The ¡most important revelations concerning 

the true origin of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to your notice “Antiquity Unveiled,” 
it la with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any 
other considération’ If such Is the case, this 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work a careful 
perusal. Price, 81.50. T

flDocrupnal Now Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed In the first four centu
ries to. Jesus Christ, his apostles:and their com
panions, and not Included in the New Testament 
oy its compilers. Price, cloth, 81.50.

Chicago, Ill., May 17,1903.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker: 
■ Dear frienl and Physician,—I will now write 
and try to express my gratitude toward you and 
your Bpl.it band for the good you have done me. 
After doctoring with nearly everything and doc
tors to help me. I find that your treatment has 
worked wonderfully. I am feeling so much bet
ter I can’t ’express myself. I will close, hoping 
an caily reply. Yours respectfully,

. Mns. Behtha Cannada. 
4069 Princeton Ave., Chicago, Ill;

.. . . . • November 10,1903,
Mrs। pr. Dobson-Barker:

Dear Madmn^-lt is now time to send for another 
•month’s treatment. lam better every way; am 
gaining bo fast everybody ie'surpriaed, and it I 
can be entirely cured I would like to, I have al
ready eeut a great many to you, and there will 
still be more sent to you. They all have faith, 
for vou have done so much for me. and I hope 
you will do the same for them. The doctors said 
there was no help forme, bull am so changed 
for the better now they don't know what to say, 
and I am so thankful to you and the spirit band 
that I cannot say enough In your praise. I tell 
everybody about you, Now I enclose pay for an
other month’s treatment. Wilson Weht.

, Btandlsh, Orange Co., Mich., Box 85.
‘ . Big Bend; West Va.

M;s. Dr. Dobson-Barker:—My Dear Good Sister, 
—Your kind letter cmne tome this afternoon, aud 
kind friend, I mn not able to express to you my 

. many thanks for all you have done for me. Your 
treatmentsand your description of all my many 
ills are doing just as yon told me they would. Oh. 
my dear friend. I'am so happy tonight, to think I 
am able towrite and‘tell you something of your 
medicine, for all the treatment that I have ever 
received from anyone. I have never found any
thing to treatme as you have, my dear good friend. 
I can eat my three meals a day and walk out to 
seo my neighbor, and can sleep part of tbe night, 
and get up In the morning rested. Now remem
ber, my good lady. this one thing is something I 
have not done before for two years, going op three. 
My heart don't hurt , me anything like it did. 
Please excuse thl b long letter, but I want to tell 

‘you all I can. Please note this, for I trust it will 
roach the ears of many -more poor suffering bodies 
like myself, and they, too, can be benefited by 
your kind, skillful treatment. You see lam so 
much improved, even in my writing, and in my 
talking, in fact in e.vcry way that a poor suffering 
person could orcan find relief, I get so happy. My 
neighbors all look at mein wonder if It is me? I 
do know ¡hid trust In you and your happy spirit 
band. Ihave. Ltbink. got you two more ladles to 
send,to you for treatment in a short time. They 
all see how fast I am improving, and they think 
itisa miracle that I am living, let alone getting 
better; so I must nol say any more this time in 
prose to you: Dear, good people, from your sister 
irifaltb’tbatall will be well. Write soon; from

• M. E. Goodnight.

I’he criteria or evidences of the senses 
may be received as actual data for 
scientific induction, but such data are 
actual only because phenomenal and 
not because essential. Phenomena are 
the manifestations of essence and there
fore whatever they reveal should sug
gest the essence. The mind while a 
•collection or synthesis of sensuous ex
periences is in touch with spirit, and 
because this is so it is spirit that gives 
to mind its office, law and conditional 
being. It is not meant that mind is not 
real as Buch, but that it is functional 
and because it is functional it 1b not 
Absolute which it subserves. So with 
any criteria of knowledge which rests 
wholly upon mind or the inductions of 
mind for their existence and percep
tion cannot have precedence over such 
illuminations ’ as are, in their essence, 
a priori realization of truth, appealing 
from and to the self or Divinity.

In mental as well as metaphysical 
science we find much looseness ot ex
pression and carelessness in the choice 
and definition of words which make, 
temporarily at least, an exact and uni
form terminology quite impossible. 
Such phrases as the "universal mind” 
would appear superficially to be plausi
ble, but when it is remembered that 
mind is a function of the self and not 
the self the phrase itself is quite con
fusing and misleading. For whether

son calls our attention becomes the 
sphere in which duality of mind and 
matter is possible.

There is this to be said concerning 
the objective and subjective mind 
which condition tlie experiences and 
realizations of the self, that while the 
self can perceive division and separa
tion and thus concentrate upon the 
forms of the self as objectified or sub
jectified, yet by centralization, which is 
realization, it knows only the one, above 
and within form and number. Aud the 
arrangement of t^e series of correspon
dences is such as to show synthesis, 
unity and oneness in the divine . plan, 
For instance, when the self is under, 
the veil or condition of mind, matter 
becomes the form of reality and is its 
shadow. Matter as such has no place 
in those states of the spirit where mind 
ceases as a function and where the self 
is free to radiate in an Interior sphere 
of spiritual life and expression. Matter 
as well as mind becomes an illusion and 
the senses and their yensations are at 
an end. Pain and pleasure and the en
tire nervous system which furnishes the 
keyboard for their expression belong to 
the mind, but not to consciousness, and 
the self can withdraw Itself conscious
ly from mind, either to put an end, tor. 
the time, to any experience of mind or 
to conform mind to the law of its cor
respondent. Possibly this is what Mrs. 
Eddy meant by “mortal mind," a phrase 
which is intelligible only on the ground 
that when the mind is mortalized or 
sensualized and uot immortalized or. 
spiritualized, it is the fruitful source ot 
disease because it is itselt the disease 
of ease or perfect normality of the self. 
God is spirit, is the Reality, is the self, 
and tlie definition or definiteness ot 
mind as separate from God is a source 
of no end of mischief, if not of evil. The 
idea of space and time grows out of this 
sense of the limitation placed upon God 
by the alleged "mortal mind,” tor eter- 
nality and infinity are of God and noth
ing else. One need but meditate upon 
God in the limitless sphere of the 
eternal and Infinite Presence to realize 
to what extent these false notions of 
the self govern and even dominate man
kind; for as surely as God is, and God 
only is, will the spirit declare Itself 
when once the self is free and the mind 
la no longer substituted for it. The 
commandment, "Thou shalt have no 
other God but me," is true Indeed of the 
self, and it is the mission of Divine 
Science to reveal God, not as or in the 
shadow but above and within all form, 
the one without a second. Matter and 
mind will then play no part in. the 
sphere of such as are born of God and 
who have passed from darkness Into 
the light, for while they will give up 
the ghost of what now is but the outer 
seeming, the illusion of matter will like 
that of mind disintegrate, leaving the 
spirit alone, which is the Holy Grail 
and which lights the sphere in which 
the self finds it—for it is God.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Sarles one, two anithreo. By Lilian Whiting.
Throe choice volumes, each com- '-.te in itself, 

In which spirituality Is related to r-iryday life 
In such a way as to • make tho world beautiful 
Price. 51.00 each. • - • ■

the mind be individual aud particular or 
general and universal, ft is still mind, 
the quantity having no interchangeable 
value with quality. Again, tlie phrase 
“all is mind, there is no matter,” is 
equally unintelligible on the general 
ground that matter itself is the object 
of its subject mind, and both are phe
nomena. And here we enter upon the 
most difficult and yet simplest of psy
chological problems; for if there be the 
Absolute and Eternal (the Self) within 
the Relative and the Temporal (a self), 
then there Is center or mediant where 
the phenomena and noumena become 
possible, that is, where the Absolute or 
eternal’alone is, while all that is less 
than it is relative and temporal. Thus 
it can be shown that matter as well as 
mind, in themselves the phenomena and 
noumenon of spirit (the Self) become 
object and subject in a sphere where 
the self is conditioned to them. Not 
that the self ever loses its sovereignty 
or Divinity, but a condition is applied 
by which the self is perceived as mind 
and object or that realization of object 
and subject which mediates or cen
tralizes them through and in mind and 
matter. Thus matter is real to mind 
and mind is real to matter, while both 
mind and matter are unreal to spirit.

It has been said that mind is con
sciousness, but it would be more exact 
language to say that mind is a form of 
consciousness which It ever serves. The 
consciousness Is the metaphysical ele
ment or relic of Divinity which gives to 
mind Its Ideation* and integrity.

Brother John King of North Lincoln 
street, Chicago, passed to spirit life, 
November 12, 53 years of age. He was 
a staunch advocator of spiritual truth 
for a number of years, which was a 
great comfort to him during his long 
illness. He was a member as well as 
a promoter, and vice-president of the 
society, the North Star Spiritual Union. 
The funeral services were spoken by 
Brother Joseph, after which the society 
choir sang "Nearer, My God, to Thee," 
which the brother had requested before 
his departure. The deceased leaves a 
wife and children to mourn the loss ot 
tbe physical form, but are blessed with 
the knowledge that they can converse 
with him in spirit.

WM. HASSMANN, Pres.,

J. F. MACNEIDER, Secy., 
■North Star-Spiritual Union. 

Dan Alphonso Rathbone, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. E. Rathbone, aged 2 years and 
8 months, passed to spirit life, Nov 25, 
at the home of his parents, at Conneaut, 
Ohio. He was a beautilul flower of 
spiritual unfoldment, but a great suf
ferer. Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown offici
ated at the funeral. The young ladles 
of the Conneaut Spiritual Association’s 
choir sang three appropriate selec
tions.”

4P pAtiic The Fall and Wintei;Campaign 
13 vv 11 IS of The ProgressiveïThinher will be

mean? Please explain.” ■ ■ .
Mr. Gray answered: “I was at a trum

pet seance in the city Tuesday night. 
Among the friends who communicated 
was our boy. I had a fine visit with 
him. His last message was, ’Papa, 
please tell grandma Smith I have her 
big black and white dog,’ and repeating 
the comflmunication as already stated. 
Aftrr talking, the impossibility of tho 
truth over, for neither one had an idea 
of continuity of life for animals, they 
arrived at the conclusion that if tho

; out Pain—Sent Free.
- No woman need any longer drend tho pains of 
child-birth, or remain childless. Dr; J. H. Dye 
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of 
women. Ho has proved that all pain at childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and ho will gladly tell 
you how it may bo done absolutely frbe of charge. 
Scndyonrnamo and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. 151 
Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y.. and he will scud you 
postpaid, his wonderful book which tells how to 
gjvo birth to Uuppy, healthy children, aosolutoly 
without pain; also, how to cure sterility. Do noi 
delay, but write to-day.

sr KB'S S.““’’’,™M L-ushe(l in at once.

especially important to every Spiritualist. We 
want to spread the ]3aper broadcast, hence we 
will send it out on trial, 12 weeks for 15-cents, 
or 7 copies to one address for the same length 
of time for jl.OO—seht on trial to those only 
who have not been subscribers to the paper at 
least for one year. We want everyone Drought 
in touch with the grand, spiritualizing, and soul 
elevating thought that the paper will contain' 
each week. In sending in these' trial subscrip
tions always state whether Spiritualists,; church 
members, or investigators. This liberal propo
sition will be withdrawn by December 15. So 
trial subscriptions at the above, sate should be

(Mimas and the Christ Child.
‘ Christmas means the birth or resurrection of 

.the sun. the beginning or the new year.br the 
life of tbe son of man an I God. What are you do
ing to reeurreot the Divine In you and realize your 
GOd given powers? ' • : ..

; CLAIRVOYANT.
You can unfold your Clairvoyant seeing, and I 

-can show yon how, - I unfolded my own powers 
by-a svstein which is now glvdn to the public in 
the third edition of my book entitled “Clairvoy
ance, its Law. Nature and Unfoldment,” It will 
Unable you to penetrate the veil, see spirits, read 
the auras, locate minerals, understand the mys- 
terles and become an adept. '

THE PRICE IS REDUCED from 12 to SI, , for 15 
days only. {HTSend now; ONE DOLLAR BILL1

OTHER BOOKS. %
“ DEATH'ANfi ATTERWARDS-Cloth, 60 cents 

< AURAS AND COLORs-With exhaustive die 
tlonary of color, meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 60 cents •

PSYCHOMETR Y—Theflrst and only book which 
teaches the science so that you can practice it 
Price, Wcents . ~ 1

EASYLESSONS In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price, 60 cents.

REALIZATION—How to enter tho super-con
sciousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

CRYSTALS for cry stiil-gazlng, a new lot at 12.25 • 
each, postage hriipafd.
•HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES—A Ms. 

series on this fascinating subject. Price, 11.03.
Send a 'stamped addressed envelope for “The 

SyMcin of Philosophy Concerning Divinity,” (lo 
lessons; and terms for development, Address,

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave.,

• Boston. Mass.

A Very Excellent and Compre
hensive Work.

This work, "Invisible Helpers," writ
ten by O; W. Leadbeater, the remark
able Kngltoh psychic (whose lectures 
have graced the columns o£ The Pro- 
greulve Thinker), is certainly very 1» 
temtlssg and suggestive througheat. 
St treats ot tho "Untversal Belief in tho

«Wsrit Atmw the Meo
to neatly toeaS &

(•Without consciousness the mind 
could not reveal ideas nor the loges, 
northe self. It is that which makes the 
mind tho mirror of the soul.) „

Indeed the words sub, hyper and 
super as applied to the mind apply with 
equal cogency to the consciousness. It 
is the self within all these forms or con
ditions which become processes through 
which it exploits itself. The sub-mind, 
hyper-mind, super-mind do not mean 
the same as sub, hyper and super con
sciousness, for consciousness is. that 
which makes the self aware, while the 
mind is the sphere or content of that 
awareness’ of being. And these propo
sitions imply inner and outer conditions 
which veil the self, but reveal splleres 
of the realization of the self. However, 
as designating conditions by whiph the 
self functions in correspondential 
planes and spheres of being the words 
sub, hyper and super as applied to the 
mind,and consciousness are not with
out profound and subtle, meaning. Mr. 
Hudson, author of “The Law of Psychic 
Phenomena,” has popularized the two 
words objective and subjective as ap
plied to. the mind, but he is quite sure 
that he does not imply spirit or divinity 
by-the subjective mind, although his 
arguments in favor of such a. position 
are for rather than against it. It is 
worth while to note, however, that 
these terms which Mr. Hudson employs 
are technical rather than scholastic or 
intelligible and because, of their elasti
city are susceptible to a large variety of 
meanings. . One thing, however, Mr. 
Hudson makes very clear—however real 
tho objective mind seems it is less real 
than the subjective upon which it de
pends and which is seemingly the 
source of its form, change, nature and 
development. The objective depends 
upon the subjective as the body upon 
tho mind or the mind upon spirit. With
out its inspiration the mind as objecti
fied could have no expression, indeed, 
It Is in the thought of objectivity and 
subjectivity where the realization of the 
self which is neither objective nor sub
jective dawns and grows into unity ahd 
oneness, for the self can be objectified 
os la aln4 and matter and made an ob-

Passed to spirit life, Nov. 28, Col. 
Isaac Stokes, in his 96th year. For. 
many years he was a firm believer in 
the truth of Spiritualism. Brother 
Stokes was said to be the oldest officer 
ot the Cincinnati police force, retiring 
on pension in 1900. He served with 
distinction in the civil war, and at his 
funeral, Nov. 30, at the residence of his 
son, 2706 Vine street, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
the Loyal Legion, and the G. A. R. 
posts of which he was a member, to
gether with representatives of the po
lice force united in the final ceremo
nies. The address was by Dr. J. O. M. 
Hewitt, now serving the Temple So-

Mrs. Veola M. Wilcox passed to high
er life on Nov. 13, from her home In 
Allegheny, Pa. Her remains were 
brought to Ashtabula, Ohio, where she 
had spent the most of her life. The 
services were held at Mrs. Jos. Blair’s, 
an old friend of tlie deceased. ~ Mrs. 
Wilcox was a Spiritualist and highly 
respected by all. There were many, 
beautiful floral tributes, mute tokens of 
affection. . She leaves a husband, son, 
daughter, three sisters and two brothers 
to mourn her passing from physical 
sight. Their loss is her gain in the 
spiritual sphere. Mrs. Carrie F. Cur
ran, of Toledo, Ohio, officiated.

“Researches Into the Phenomena ot 
Modern Spiritualism." By Sir. Wm. 
Crookes, F. R. S. This book has been 
reprinted from the “Quarterly Journal 
of Science" and other publications and 
takes tlie- place of the English edition 
that is out of print. Price 50 cents.

“Cured—Worry, Hurry'. Scurry, Flur
ry." By Elizabeth Towne. You can 
learn how to become calm and. peace
ful, joyful and happy, healthy and pow
erful by buying, reading and studying' 
the little book that sells for 25 cents.

"Mark Chester; or a Mill and a Mill
ion'. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petorsilea. A pure psychla 
story, elevating and reformatory. Pa. 
per covers, 40 cents. . -

"In tho World Celestial, by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, inntructlvo ^and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting, ClQwfc 
Bound; price 51. * • *•

year.br
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in. their yeçy :iftanner and words appear insincere', unreal

A Few Pertinent Questions.
This Ib per-

±°„e ■has • generally

a continual surveillance,., and it
condi-

.- ANNA C. ETZ.

MEN.

That alcoholism in RuSèiartS'widelyEthics, founded on the Natural Laws of

SEND YOUR SUB
scription in at once, 
and keep pace with

«^Enumerating Some Reasons for Thank
' fulness.

men and the htandard;bf intelligence 
is very high, while in Colorado there

ded grief to clearly realize public needs 
and feel at the same time that she 
lacks the simplest, most effective rem
edy. If if is_ true that woman’s 
power behind the ballot is more

as.much as possible. These 
means succeed very well in Russia;

As to her first contention, one might wei
ask, what is the use of seeing situa- but that it is- votes that are counted, 
tions that one is powerless to remedy? ' ----
To a patriotic woman it must be an ad-

- * ’l < ~ ~ K ’ 1 ’ 1 *
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The Demomsm of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” Will Have a Fair and Impartial Hearinr

mmon is Boundtobe Interesting from Start to Finish, upon this Important Subject. You cannot afford to a Single Issue while the nr^J'

For nearly three months I have been, 
practically, and almost entirely, barred
out from tlie rich feasts spread for 
readers of The Progressive. Thinker. 
But as Thanksgiving Day approached I 
had much to be thankful for. Not only 
that I was rapidly rising to youthful 
buoyancy and vigorous health, and 
feeling better than before in a year, 
but Mrs. Howe, having had a frightful 
fall, from which she still suffers, had 

■ escaped without breaking her neck, or
v. even fracturing a bone. For this I was 

> profoundly thankful. ’ '
We were thankful, too, that we have 

_ enough tó eat and a comfortable home 
'to shelter us from the winter storms, 
while hundreds of thousands suffer for 
food in this world of abundance, and 
shiver, and die for want of homes and 
clothing.

Thankful were we that the dismal 
gloom of a bad theology that has blight
ed millions of otherwise happy lives, is 
breaking away before the radiant dawn 
of the new revelation, and angel minis
try.

Thankful that the Procrustean beds 
of dogmatic -materialism and bigoted 
science, are yielding to the vibrations 
of the spirit world, as Icebergs soften 
and turn to liquid music under the glow 
of summer warmth distilled from the 
rosy sky.
-Thankful that the lurid clouds of 

• war, weeping bloody tears of human 
agony and despair, are slowly changing 

. hues, under the wand of the angel of 
peace, and the spirit of justice and fra- 
ternlty that pleads from heaven and 

. . stirs in the pauper souls of the despotic 
' rulers of Christian lands.

We were thankful for the world-edu- 
, eating Progressive Thinker, and its 

able corp's of writers.
. Thankful that the N. S. A. has so able 

n representative as the Editor-at-large, 
. to deal with the pious cranks and Im« 

' pious crooks, who spill their ignorance 
iri the religious and secular press to ere- 
ate prejudice and misrepresent Spirit

I ualism.
Thankful for the splendid efforts of 

such intellectual giants as Prof. Love
land, W. M. Lockwood, J. M. Peebles, 
E. D. Babbitt, Hev. B. F. Austin, Sar’gis, 
Hudson Tuttle, H. D. Barrett. Clara 
Watsbn, Moses Hull, Rev. A. J. Weaver, 
Lizzie Harlow, I. K. Funk and their 
peers, whòsé intellectual glow illum
ines the pages of The 'Progressive

I 1 r *• . ' 1 . ■ ..

«i '-rAnd we do not forget to be thankful 
. .for tlie splendid army of honest meiil- 

urns who are compelling recognition, 
, and confidence,in spite of the.evil works 

of.-villainous impostors, and the stupid 
railings of the “Antis” and some pious 
crooks; who make capital out of the 
nest of frauds, forgetting that their own 
conduct, is reeking with dishonesty 
and nursing fraud.
, Well, there was so much to be thank- 

(ful for, I got up at 6:16 that Thanksgiv
ing morn to celebrate and add a littlb 

more by a helpful employment df my 
time, and jubilant boyishness that make 
the long dark months before us seem 
rich in promise. I began to dress as 

• other boys do, and as I always have 
done, by balancing on one foot while I 

; put the other into the leg of drawers 
and pants. One leg dressed, I balanced 
on the other foot to dress the other leg. 
My foot caught in a wrinkle, I lost my 
balance, and after some struggle to re
gain it, fell heavily to the floor, my 
head striking the bed rail, and then the 
floor, while my left hip struck the floor 
with a crash, and instantly I was help

. less and suffering too severely to think 
pf Thanksgiving. The surgeon that ex

- amined me said there might be a frac
ture of the end of the thigh bone, but it 
could not be determined in sevefal 
days; and here I am, still on my back 
waiting for nature .to report Mean
while the probabilities have nearly set- 
tied it. that it is not a fracture of bone, 
but a bad bruise, which makes me as 

. nelpless as if it were a fracture. But I 
anticipate being on my feet again, 

< ready to run a foot race in a week or 
’ \two more. -

I write this in bed, and with a pencil 
because I cannot manage pen and ink 
stand. All of this suffering and set 
back to my work is due to a half min
ute’s fool carelessness! I shall never 
be a fool in that way again. But I am 
by no means reduced to the helpless
ness aS. to general vigor that I was two 
months ago. But the bruise must heal 
before I can be on my feet again.

I am much interested in the Open 
Court discussion. The strong points 
and the weak ones are likely to appear 
in'a way to educate us, even though the 
question be not fully settled. In my 
Opinion the obsession business 1’s much 

.overdone, and the opposite extreme is 
■ probably as much underdone. In my 

. fifty years’ experience witn mediums, I 
. have never been troubled with dbsess- 
ing spirits, nor have I ever seen a case 
that seemed to me to be well estab- 
ll?hed. -

•- But I believe there are such, and 
( knowledge on the subject seems to me 
the only remedy, and the key to safety; 
an Intelligent cultivation of medium
ship, under proper conditions, and a 
study of all phenomena, the best and 
safest remedy. Ignorance of medium
ship and its laws, conditions, and possi
bilities, is, it seems to me, the1 center 
and source of all the evils that alarm 
so many. • ' . ...

Yours for more knowledge and more 
and better medlumshp. .

LYMAN C. HOWE.
| Fredonia, N. Y.- .

we hold it for a'fundamental and un
deniable truth • that religion, or the 
duty, which we owe to our creator, and 
the manner of discharging it, can be di
rected only by reason and conviction, 
dot by force or violence.—James Madl- 
(son. ■. . "

- ‘ . Four hostile newspapers are more to 
• I pe feared than a thousand bayonets.—

1 [Napoleon. . :.
■ To err in opinion, though .lt be not the 

, part of wise men, it as least human,—
Plutarch, •

a Single Issue while the Discussion Lasts, 
rg—iii ■ij.iai__ - __  _______ . '

■IawKT rr“8 ibeJis.est “an that ever lived and Moses the greatest 
thZi, Hero1d°,tus 18 called the father of written history. • Semos- 
Soerates J m™1?, > °rat.°r: Homer’tbe w0rld’8 ¿neatest poet; 
est siulntor n d 8 ^r+e.ate8t Phjosopher; Phidias, the world’s greatl 
Alexandpr^H ^f86}18’ W°r1^8,greatest naturalist ; and Hannibal,
noted rinn - d+N poleon’ worId 8 greatest warriors.; The four most 
mentl He Cnlfl8 TP n f°ath Up?D tbe eartb> are the Ten Command
S Indepradenee11 Sem°n °D the M0UDt’ a“d the Declaration 

ni™ 7-eedsnout'a11 tbe minor affairs of life.’ Names, events, and peo- 
Solnt teSwS fl’On} 4he hi8t°ric record- Ther.e is a breaking 

is a limit to the bravery'and abmtv of tlxe "best ili’illpH AFwiv tA cf a ji » Tir ebrs. Thousands have 1 gather and stem the tide of battle7 ihe purest XSprwlS: but P^ted

acter gives way at a given pressure. Certain characteristics of the hu
man family are universal. A man’s interest always overrides his phi- 

ophy, his rehg on, and his politics. This rule of life ievafis with
L skins.68 °m a g’ C d in r°yal r°beS> t0 a tattooed savage, clothed

01 ilaw for anPaNia1, fSbepworks b? ^alterable rules. There is but 
one law tor all. No act of Congress or Parliament or decree of kings 
nd rulers ever changed the current of history. Custom, usage public 

crnmenL™^*5 and S°iVern societ>’- Institutions, states^ gov-
SErftv dXrefl°UgTi r’) Processe?’ Tbe soeial order cannot be 
ir n dir!3e.t8d- .ft takes a thousand springs, rivulets, and brooks

1 -i ri/ar- Unnumbered influences enter into our opin
ons and beliefs for which there is no personal responsibility. WePare 

not wretched by choice; we are not infidel by choice; we are not even 
doubters by any volition of our own. All these things are born ofT 
hentance and environment. But

“There lives more faith in honest doubt, .
Believe me, than m half the creeds.”

gods, their own religions systems, just as truly as they elect their rulers 
■UnC* “ oj’inulate their, laws. Christ never performed an act pf healing or 
““VJT’ ®°-<'aMed miracle that was hot dope in accordance with. some 

® 1 uflliiral law- He never in.the performance of his work vio
lated any of nature e copimandmcnts, The same powers are in operation 
and as available now, ps they were in his day. No new force or sub
stance has ever been added to or subtracted from the universe. Every
where there is poetry, beauty, science, philosophy, painting, sculpture 
and architecture, if only we have the genius to observe it.
„..„I! ??u * "n'c 01 Jfc?'or “ suys a writer, “all of us tame, 
pi osy, common people hye m the same world with the poets and artists, 
the philosophers and seers. Thousands have seen peasants stop and say 

Millet painted it. All over the world in 
homes the same scene is enacted; but Burns 

wrote it. Place spm0, people m a desert and they would create an 
°aiu>Lr.?_ th!m; othei.'s wou^d cha»ge the garden of Eden into 
a wilderness. A person.may be able to write a school boy’s composi
tion but not a magazine,article. ,

_may be a good bar-room orator but totally unfit for the plat- 
or rostrum. But.,if one is able to select out the grains of gold 

°l£! ore,ft g?Dd deal,of knowledge can be learned from the 
bar room and the saloon .where the sediment of society congregate. The 
tendeney of all matter and conditions is upward, yet there is a climax 
to all progress. A true meaning is attached to every situation, passage 
and phase of human existence. The street on which a child is born col
ors his whole life. .A single sentence, idea, or impression, has changed 
the current of many a boy s thought, aspirations, and endeavors.

No one can tell-to what extent the smallest incident may influence 
his course. It is saifi of Byron that “His intensely susceptible nature 
took a dye from every scene, city, and society through which he 
passed. Out of the dust was man created and thither will 'he return. 
Nations, like the sum. rise and set in darkness. No person can throw 
oft his inheritance. Spojier or later the barbarian element, if there, will

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.

Some Personal Experiences Narrated.

I had a sitting with Pierre Keeler, 
Octoper 7, just after his return to 

lrom MIX Dale. Ipre- 
5?£ed thirteen questions addressed to 
different persons in spirit life, sealed 
the papers in an envelope, and expected 
as heretofore to get the answers, with
in, written in . pencil. After waiting 
about fifteen minutes, Mr. Keeler told 
me that George Christy, his guide was 
not able to call together the different 
persons, but if-1 would come again on 
the following Monday, October 10 
George would bring them all; and he 
added that I would find the request 
written on a blank leaf J had enclosed. 
On my return home I opened the en
velope in presence of my wife and 
found on the blank sheet the following:

We all will meet you Monday morn
ing at 11 o’c. G. C."

I resealed the envelope and promptly 
at the time indicated, sat again. Mr. 
Keeler said that this time the answers 
would probably be written on leaves 
which he proceeded to strip off a small 
tablet, seventeen in number. These 
he put in a small box together with my 
sealed envelope. In a few minutes he 
opened the lid of the box.. All my 
questions were answered In pencil on 
the seventeen leaves. One, from the 
Rev. J. A. Walter, a Catholic priest, of 
whom I requested a sentence in Latin, 
was as follows :

“Dear Brother:—We write in Buch 
language as the moment provides the 
preponderance of power. I prefer Eng
lish. J. A. Walter.”

the meaning of death.

Dr. Thomas Talks of the Passing Int« 
the Beyond.

extaM?to‘etii’1,ysiC81’ the senBe slde 01 
exisfenee, the church long and tena, 
ciously clung m the idea of a physical 
soXXh10?. OfJhe bodles 111 
souls had lived on earth. But this 

,s Passing away; Bishop Foster 
Methodist church almost laughs 

nf roll i011?1 is stl11 in the “articles 
A blshop is t0° blS be 

triea for heresy.
fnUhe,,fXo.1„an!ttl0n,0f thls change In the 
faith of the churches is found in the 
more spiritual view of life that is com
ing as a growth of thought, and this, 
again, is not alone the result of larger 
looking and thinking, but of a better 
understanding of the processes of life. 
In the long story of its higher becom
ings, it is found that life does not go 
back and call up the dead bodies it has 
cast off by the way, but that at each 
stage in its wonderful evolution it has 
created its own higher body.

Living in material, in sense bodies, it 
is not easy for the mind to think of life 
as disembodied. And not easy, because 
it is not natural—lies outside of possi- 
b e experience. And all this because 
at bottom it is not true—not true in 
the world of the real.

There are no false gods, no false religions, no false nronhets Con. .»vw«’ ur mier ine oaroanan element, if there, will
fueius, Zoroaster, Buddha, Mahomet, Christ—all me/ and prophets low'born;'“ftlAct of ,llis nature is sure to show itself.
Th? religions and philosophies they represented were of the highest or tlwF W!lbe sp°f?e ackdced:or tendency of life which points directly to 
der that their times and race demanded “HnmPr th» Wihi»»^ £ the fountam of his existence; .
Vedas will forever be the sacred books of huma/ty.’ * • * Thus reliion Can th 1 Et.bl0P\aR clWe his skin or the leopard his spots ? ” There 
is the best means of understanding humanity iust as a Gothic cathedral are .i1611 Ybocm oxterio^ appearance seem rough and .uncouth but are 
.» Um best piece e( eviaenee ot the middle beX tte £2"e «”
have dwelt there in spirit. Even if the roof lets in the light8of Heaven n ril® gentlaman;bHt aTe loafers in spirit and intention. Graee- 
and the torrents from the sky drench the upturned face of the believer nrtifl •lf/ng 0I\e ? batr ; e“ maeting a lady, is the cheapest and most 
on his knees, science would wish to study those ruins to describe all the arllfiei£d W of show^g£e$pect that the human mind can conceive, 
statuettes that adorn them, to lift the stained window panes whicli onlv „ J5.0“6 PeoP?.e. makeift #ood.and acceptable appearance in whatever 
admit a mysterious semi-glow, in order to introduce the radiant sinf afevR ac-‘d-: I^-.1S tbe heart, the soul; the'purpose, of an
and study at leisure those admirable petrifactions of human thought ’’ lndlXldual that deteimpdes ..his place in the world Accident pf birth,

All schemes, devices, doctrines, and beliefs, except those we originate Yea tb or position gi-fe Artificial,’not a real value.to a persoifand 
or endorse, are deemed erroneous and absurd. People with opposite deeP iytbe tllOPSWf compiimity these.things are duly.noted. 
views from ours, we call cranks, infidels, and impostors When the 7 peOple.111 their ye?y fanner and words appear insincere, unreal 
Savior was crucified, was there a wise man of his day but^¿nsiderod his /S ;
life a failure and his teachings false ? Some men’s career is glorious at ’ S* 1 V— a -PRrP0se,-^a mission to fulfill. The 
its close and others centuries later. Time changes the estimate of great Ch^k+S m the waP be bUed> else tbe structure will not stand, 
ness Perhaps every one’s life would be a failure judging from hm own w™k&eS Hnr as stron? a; reformatory force in the
standpoint. Christ died at the age of thirty-three and left onlv an ig J orld as trath'iable as jaCt. The great criminal andthe great re- 
nommious following and hardly a mention of his name was made in the Me ^°th ^eU mmd' Tt possible to reconcile
literature of his day, and now millions bow at his shrine • ad va5Ylng phases-of¡life. There is only a: grain of truth in the

Julius Caesar intended to make that point in the Roman Forum where ^°8t,P°s’Uve state“e.nt ^-Everything seems . a ' coiitradiction. The 
all roads met the axle of the world” but the empire he founded soon W°rld JUst ™^tness a fuueral as a wedding, a crucifixion as 
fell to pieces and its capital became a ruin. It is churned that Napoleon a ooronatlon\ When Bq^aparte was at the height, of his glory, a per
on a visit to the last resting place of Rousseau, said as he stood bv the .tbe Pleasure n !P.ust afford him to .see the people
grave, It would have been better for the repose of France if tha/man 80 antbusiartic wheneverjie'appeared m public. “Bah!” he answered, 
had never existed ” “And why?” was asked by a gentleman present. scfff0£e°P 6 W°U d JUst 88 fast to see me “1 were ^oing to the

He is the man who made the French Revolution. It seems tome von vr ' » ’-i . ' *
need not complain of the French Revolution.” “Well ” renlied N» rm.Aiie Pubbc mood varies as quickly as does the „individual mind, 
poleon, “the future must decide whether it would not have been better LT®”5 m?me£ts of^httatioii, when love, and beauty, and harmony, 
for the repose of the whole world if neither myself nor Rousseau had arG ™lversab “ a m.un pould always keep up to.his best moments, he 
ever lived.” ' ! nousseau naa would neyer be angry, Me..would have no enemies; his vision of right
- History long ago decided that question. Some one has quoted Lamar- f?d ]wr0Dg w.0?ld be com passionate, and convincing. ,But the highest 
tine as saying, “There are deeds of which men are rio judges and which ldea LC+?nat be 7-be ldeallst always sees the impossible
mount without appeal direct to the tribunal of God. There’are human b?auty>-*11«* iinpossible^p^lQ^pphy, and finally the impossible .perfection 
actions so strange a mixture of weakness and strength, pure intent and 01 w,e Wmipossible, but no one knows the limit of hu

man attainment;—lilcejthprainbow it recedes ias wb approach.
The future is always-radjant with hope; and if there is to be no frui

tion; why this consta.pt desire, this earnest expectation? Beauty, po
------- -------- —tlvuo Wi wiivre argument ceases to be ?lsp*r*^» We of. them be defined, yet there is no 

of any avail. Such was the case in the time of the French Revolution ’^staking their presence.1; The.dpep things of life can be painted, por
Nothing but the axe, the guillotine, and the sword could plant the seed lrayed.or,volced'only ,^Aerieiieed- AH our knowledge is largely based 
of social and political freedom. The thunderbolt that carries death and 011 conIe,ct“re- .Very.-bW 18 known beyond a possibility of doubt. • 
destraction to one individual unseals the deaf ear and ¡ives voice to the ~ '
silent bps of some other. _ Every day our vision of life is extended. One

. * * t „ . vzu. vvu, aiiuic ax c LiUAllaJLL
actions so strange a mixture of weakness and strength, pure intent and 
culpable means, error and truth, murder and martyrdom, that we know 
not whether to term them crime or virtue.” Certain diseases cannot 
be removed except by deadly poison.

There are certain conditions of society where argument ceases to be 
of any avail. P—’------ ”..................................... - -

ihe shadow is eonstatipy being taken foi- the substance, things as
. .. ............................ ..  _ t/11H sert?dfor things proven.. JThere is no .virtue in reading the Bible unless

discovery broadens the'vision for another. Wireless teleffranhv makes We ™der8tand itsifiefining. A person may obey all of the Ten Com
us more considerate of telepathy. What is the difference between the mandments and n.ot We • 11101,(11 character enough to make a shadow.” 
J™0’ ™e Pr®8ent7« hear «»d talk.by wire, it is claimed. “ We’reb^Jwnbr^the, we suffer and we die;
t at the time is not far distant when we.can see by wire/ . . 'And eagerly to ¿now--the reason why,

Nothing seems impossible m the scientific world. All things origin- ’ The fiiiiteWf^e'Ihfinite appeals. •'
mly copied or suggested from nature: our gods,, oui’architecture, our The. gulf’s^hipjassable; there is no reply ” ■ - 
mechanics. Nothing miraculous ever happens. Men make their own Norwich, N. Y. " HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

M tte Mt Holyoke Al!™». » Sh" SlgJS?* “T ZK'¿JSMrSBSS ilWtVÀ*“

eon- «tke mu Avenue Hotel Ml.. No» th« Ml., n,hell ba. tmaea «eh JSSJSf SÜESP «-Ï ° “ ÜÜ5-* “'°"’1 <®*

that without it women were freer to clear aïld unprejudiced vision to the thus semiring ♦ ?c-eÆt a continue! surveillance,.. ' ‘get. at the truth of questions; that not-. P oblem of her fellqwÿoménÆ Ae£^ss * am-eliorate tbelr
the ballot but the power behind the bal- tRute bf her compe ling genius, .are in Ethical Science ' V- 'V ? r—■
lot counts and that women can be that J^t.as zealous as she for the :public': -This»pea is made tn hiiwhA »re weli 111 Kussia’'
power. • • ■ , good, she will realize that “Womaniv terèqte,^U e in;: ““t». 88 b«8 often been remarked, the

A. .0 h„ « contention, on. nt,gM _

: : ' C: BTZ- . pn^hèd^i’rtce'.muchless durable than in'Russia;1 vrith
—-———----- — 60 cents, postpaid. Addrtfes .; < us, in fact, the alcoholic poisons him

TO ALL WHO LOVE THEIR FELLOW ' ' “ '•Ei’X'S0HE®Î#0M ~‘‘v “ Poisons ,him-
.............  2928 Mercer street, Kansak. OltyJjMo.• , . . ... . • I.*''.. ,

■ Greeting: A work of 182 pages (paper Th. • u ] „
covers), entitled The Elements of Ç »iJW«.«""'

self with essences as various as they 
are injurious, and it is only exception
ally that he submits to treatment for a 

enough. Urne to effect a lasting 
the less true that at the 

present- time hypnotism is almost the 
B0Je means of cure for alcoholic mania.” 
-Translation made for the Literary Di
gest. . .

effective than the ballot Itself, will MIbp ... ------------------- ------ -----------------------------------------------------------
Tarbell kindly explain why it took the Mind as revealed by Human Conduct, treated with success .byiyiinotfsm Is 
Massachusetts women over fifty years outlines the fundamental principles of ^ssPrte<lby the wrlterMifi:'ndte5h Cos
to get the legislature to poss.a.- bill the Science of Ethics—a larger and WP8- The method has' ¿¿opted in 
making mothers equal (guardians of more complete exposition of the'Rei- sovernment institutions^iiLttlfe be
ef their children; a~nd why it took the ence. 'lleved that the peculiar aHhptaWty of A WISH ~
Colorado women only one year? In Mas-.. The author, disregarding all theories J116 Russians to thia modb'Wf treatment ■■■ '
sachusetts there are more women than employs a strictly scientific method, en- Is arBelY responpible; M'-fts.--£^>4 ef- 
w.™. .„J •«._.L. . tirely new and essentially different iec.ta- Says the.writeri ??.““W hU : <

from any-system of ethics hitherto T1'e curc of alcoholfsm bv'meanB of A 1 sooth® “Y ear;
given to the world.. He. recognizes the hypnotism^ the order of ti W r” A -Reign of Natural Law in.the Realm of • £enVy Dr’ LegrainrompyHiicajed to the Wltb man>. linger near,
Mind, and holds that Human Achieve- Society of Hypnology; ign&jPiajiehiilogy The'swaUdVr'.irf^Mbra'^Qi'ibv thatch 
rnent for the Moral and Spiritual Wei- son?® very interesting 4nft>rni^tftjn re- Shall twitten-fro&W^layibUiit nest
fare of Man may far surpass his mate- the treatment pf alcq?ioll,cs by. Oft shall th^ ¿¿¿rim lift the latch ’ 
rial interests afforded by the'-discovery;“YPnotlsm.-to Rwig, .ig.4hppities of And share'my.-mealrAwelcbme enest 
and application of Physical Science.y St aters.Kieff, Ark,.hd^
" BY E J BCHEi i Mnnc m A Saratoff, and ABtrakan.-therfi ha've been AI£Had F17 lvied porch shall spring ■ 

BY. E. J. 8CHELLH0US, M. D„... • established for sev^Lt TSFitader ?a«b fragrant flower that drinks the 
Author of "The New Republic,” "Evil: government auSpIcii',' /¿i^Saj-iem to \ T l“ew: z. ' ' ;

.Its Remedy Considered,” "Problems ' which the sufferers reh&Ojr Alndreds, ■ y Lucy>,at “®r wheel, shall sing 
for the People," and other works.' ‘ - an.d ^'bere hyP“o«8m-ls tile bfieipal. If russet-gown and apron blue;

This little work Is dcnlcnci noFtbo J“1®« therapeutic agent It fe re- . ; ; , . > —Rogers,
duefl a larger and more complete work, sincere°y tbbe curfld'lhd'th^ie^^ Wh° ?lwaya. complains of the 
to supply an increasing need in the ad- stain «asx"'1 «ti«.« a-».. 1

are less women than men. In the for
mer state there was more high class 
influence than there were ballots and 
in the latter state the women voted 
themselves, yet did In one year what it 
took their Massachusetts sisters half a 
century to accomplish.

The women of Georgia have Influence, ' 
and the men of Georgia are noted for 
their .chivalry, then why is it that the 
age of consent for little girls is only ten 
years jn that state while it is eighteen 
in Colorado? The women of Georgia 
haye used their influence for all It was ■ 
worth to-remedy this nionstrous con- 1

But underneath were the under
scored words, "Exceptio probate regu- 
lam”—"the exception proves the rule”

I must also transcribe a message 
written backwards by Wm. H. Mumler, 
whom I had not addressed. It was to 
me a surprise, as follows:

Mr Burr:—Be slow to condemn and 
slow to approve and commend, and in 
nine instances of ten you will arrive at 
a safe conclusion. Wm. H. Mumler.”

This message seems to have been 
prompted by what I wrote to The Pro
gressive Thinker on "Spirit Photogra
phy and Materialization,” in which 1 
stated my reasons for discrediting Mr. 
Mumler's spirit photographs in 1863. 
(See The Progressive Thinker of Sep
tember 3, 1904.) • .

And now I havë something more to 
say about spirit ' photography, from 
personal experience. On Monday, No
vember 21, Mr. Joseph J. Bender 
.called ,on me and requested myself-and 
wife to go to his rooms and sit for spir
it Photographs. Mr. Bender was . a 
skeptic in regard to spirit manifesta
tions until two years ago. He received 
a communication at a seance, April 17 
as follows:

"Mr. Bender—Sir:—I feel that I can 
develope you for photography ’(spirit) 
in a short time if you. can make ar
rangements with the medium Keeler 
[William] to help you. Wm. Mumler ”

Five flays later, April 26, he received 
this further message:

"Mr. Bender—Sir:—There are not 
spirit photographers enough, and you 
have the latent power, and all that is
necessary is to see my medium, Dr. 
Keeler and sit with him for about a 
month as we direct. After you have 
made arrangements to sit I will give 
you minute instructldh, for I think your 
daughter is also a medium for the 
phase. How beautiful it will be for 
you to develop this most wonderful of 
all gifts. I hope to see you again. 
Yours for the truth. Wm. Mumler.”

Mr. Bender began early in May to sit 
with Dr. Keeler. At once spirit pic
tures appeared. He continued to sit 
for development, both in Washington 
aJ*fl a^ L'ly Dale. At the latter place 
there came a remarkable picture, of 
which I have now a copy. The two 
Keelers sat for Mr. Bender. Their full 
forms appear seated, but beside Dr. W. 
Keeler is a female skeleton, indicated 
by white drapery wound about the fig
ure, covering the top of the skull, and 
flowing down by the side so as to cover 
the lower part, but leaving the feet ex
posed, standing on nothing, a foot from 
the floor. The right arm of the skele
ton ends-at the elbow, close against Dr 
Keeler’s left temple. When I spoke of 
this weird photograph to Pierre Keeler, 
he said: ”If I had known that such a 
thing was going to appear on the plate 
I would not have sat.”

But to recur to my own experience. 
On Monday, November 21, myself and 
wife sat for Bender. It was his first at
tempt to take spirit photographs alone, 
as directed by Mumler and.seconded by 
Sarony, a distinguished photographer in 
earth life. Three pictures of myself 
were taken and three of my wife. The 
next day we sat again when three more 
pictures of myself and two of my wife 
were taken. .The operating room was 
quite bare, and the third plate for my 
wife being too small, caused trouble by 
falling into the camera, which was 
taken apart, giving her an opportunity 
to inspect it minutely. A .day later Mr. 
Bender brought-.us the prints. Four of 
them contain spirit faces, but none as' 
yet recognizable, save that of the Em
peror William, grandfather of the pres
ent emperor of Germany. Above ;my 
head is a gigantic one whose head is 
twice the size of my own pictured head. 
The two stern eyes of the old emperor 
are even with the top of my head, the 
left one partially Intercepted by my 
head. But the emperor’s nose • faintly 
appears in front of my right forehead, 
with.hls right side-face more distinctly 
visible, also the white moustache pro
truding from behind my head qn each 
side. But the lower part of the emper
ors face is not there. It is a strange 
result—a gigantic face. partly behind 
and partly before my face, then fading 
off entirely, leaving my form unob
scured except my right forehead, inter
cepted by the emperor’s nose. ,

Two. other pictures of me contain 
several spirit faces, but very Indistinct. 

. Only one of my wife’s five pictures 
contains a spirit face. It is very dis
tinct—-a young female with white scarf 
coerlng the top of her head and falling 
down each side below her shoulders. 
It is not yet recognized. • •

At a third, sitting, November 23, two 
of the six plates contained spirit faces.

, I he truth one should try to grasp and 
!?,? re„al 13 tbat mind, soul, spirit, is 
itself a form; not only has form, but is 
form. The difficulty is in thinking 
away from the grosser to the finer- 
from the grosser material form of thè 
b0 . flesh and blood, to the more ethe
real form, body, of the spirit.

It is on the mind side, the being side, 
tnat man comes into relation with the 
unseen, finds his vaster correlations 
with the qualitations as well as the 
quantitations; finds that he can live the 
life of the Christ; that his "citizenship 
is in heaven" as well as on earth

And now, what does all this mean? 
Simply this: Physical evolution has 
carried physical life up to the body of 
man; mind has been carried up to ra; 
tional and moral consciousness, and 
here begins the evolution of the spirit
ual in tho growth of reason, of con
science; the growth of the soul side ot 
being in the qualities and the transac- 
^aad ? ?£ the g00d- u means the 
Christ life in man, actualized, Idealized 
» v ,<>ve aad beaut? Of the home, in 

all business, in government and relig
ion.

And it means that all this strange 
scene is but another, thè last and high
est of an earthly existence, and that 
death is the entrance way, the birth of 
the soul, of the real being, Into another 
and higher form of life.

In the long way of life beneath man 
death Is seemingly natural, orderly 
necessary, so free from fear and prob
ably from pain, that it is little thought 
of, but with man it is more; for life 
has been more, and man, of all things 
that die, knows that the journey is to 
that last home of earth. The animal 
wanders off, lies down and dies alone; 
man knows that he is dying, gathers 
dear ones about him and bids them 
farewell, and goes away as one start
ing upon a long journey; speaks back a 
last word as the ship sails away from 
the shores ot time. It is not the trag
edy of life to die; it is the fitting, the 
prophetic climax, the travail of life in 
its great new birth, from the mortal to 
the immortal.

Not till we know more of what the 
life beyond is can we know the gain of 
death. We must suppose that the life 
beyond death is the present life con
tinued, carried over and on; that reason ■ 
is not left behind nor memory lost by 
the way, and that love and hope are not 
less dear; that form and features, voice 
hearing, vision, higher sense relation to 
the material, all that goes to constitute 
personality, self-consciousness, will be 
a part of being there as they are here.

On one there appeared two beautiful fe
male faces, one of which is inverted, 
also the face of a man inverted. An
other plate has two infant faces, one of 
which is inverted. Both these plates 
contain my own photograph. The in
rants look like twins, but they cannot 
be my own offspring as I am the father 
of only one child, a female now living

These are the trials of one week, 
and may be continued as directed by 

.Mumler. Mr. Bender was a manufac
turer of litharge in Pittsburg, Pa., for 
thirty years, and has had to learn the 
photographic art in the last six months. 
His guide, Mumler, tells him that he 
will in time be able to produce spirit 
faces as desired by the sitter, which will 
be a result not yet achieved by spirit 
photographers, none of whom, as I un
derstand, can insure a recognizable 
spirit face, though occasionally one 
does appear.

Mr. Bender has presented to me a re
markable picture which I will now de
scribe. It was taken by Dr. Theodore 
Hausman, an amateur spirit photogra
pher, May 11. On the right is a dis
tinct and excellent profile of Thomas 
Paine, recognizable by its resemblance 
to the only good portrait of him by the 
celebrated English portrait painter, 
Romney,, which, however, was not a 
profile. On the left is our national 
flag unfurled, the end of which covers a 
part of the face of Mr. Bender sitting 
in the rear. . His face is less than half 
the length of the profile of Paine. Can 
anybody imagine how this could be a 
fraud? , .

And here let me add that there is 
documentary evidence that our flag was 
designed, by Thomas Paine.

And in conclusion let me say that if 
Mr. Bender’s spirit pictures are fraudu
lent, I and my wife are confederates in 
the fraud. WM. HENRY BURR.

' Few sons attain the praise of their 
great sires, and most their sires' dis
grace.—Homer.

Nothing is so firmly believed as what 
we least know.—Montaigne.

Simplicity is- one of the first great 
laws of greatness, and another like 
unto it is humility. ,

The whple world is honest to an hon
est mankind to 0 thief all are thieves,

consta.pt
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The Screed of Frank DeWitt Talmage
The Rev. Frank DeWitt Talmage de

livered a sermon lately at Los Angeles,: 
Cal., which for originality of epithet, 
vituperation, $nd disregard of truth, is 
equal, if not superior to any one his 
father fulminated. He is evidently an
gry to insanity, for no sane person 
could make such reckless statements, 
and leave them without an attempt to 
support them. In all the attacks I 
have met in the past years, none have 
been as low in language; as indulgent 
in billingsgate epithets; as false in as
sertions; as utterly regardless of the 
truth and the amenities of one laying 
claim to culture and refinement.

The sermon does not contain many 
points that require opposing argument. 
It is a fine specimen of Taimagian rant. 
In proof take the following:

“Among all the pitiable examples of 
deluded imbeciles, there are none more 
deluded than those who, as confiding 
and trustful human lambs to be fleeced 
of all their wool, are nightly seeking 
the dark panneled rooms of Spiritual
istic mediums to hold converse with 
the ‘disembodied spirits of their loved 
ones.’ The poor unfortunates are not 
to be ridiculed and made fun 
of any more than a poor suffering 
epileptic with his twitching limbs and 
grimacing features is to be an inspira
tion for course cachinnations. They 
are to he cared for and protected the 
same as any other mental unfortunate 
is cared for. Thus the object of this 
sermon, is first, to publicly denounce 
the rascally, lying, thieving and as a 
class, ipimorally depraved mediums 
and their accursed hirelings, who are 
practicing their infamies upon their 
helpless victims. The second is to try 
to open the eyes of some who as hu
man flies, are heading toward the webs 
of these Satanic spiders, where they 
will soon bo entangled In the evil

business world was as good as his 
bond, that the Spiritualists at this pre
tended expose. Were not In ’ numbers,: 
and there was no cause for them pro
testing, for the expose was all In their 
favor. Yet Talmage is not satisfied with 
the exposure. He would slur and be
smirch tlie character of all Spiritual
ists by making it appear that it is a 
common occurrence for them in' their 
meetings, .to become ari1 “angry, curs-- 
Ing” mob. ’ '

The sermon does not merit reply, for 
It is a series of assertions as ridiculous 
as baseless. The most biased reader 
cannot otherwise than be disgusted 
with its coarse language and vindictive 
spirit; its utter disregard of fairness 
and truth.

After all, perhaps, he should not be 
censured too severely. He may be a 
medium. His style reminds of that of 
the great oratorical acrobat, who em
phasized a period with a handspring or 
somersault. The enragement of Frank 
DeWitt, which apparently deprives him 
of his reason, and fills his mind with 
ungovernable spleen, may be rationally 
accounted for by his being obsessed by 
the “Satanic” influence of his father.

HUDSON TUTTLE , 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

THE ASHES OF LIFE.

meshes. Then their temporal
eternal lives will be destroyed by 
of the most fatal of all physical 
mental and spiritual poisons.

and 
one 
and

“Who are these modem Spiritualistic 
mediums, whose signs we see and the 
results of whose infamous works ev
erywhere are flaunted in our faces? In 
the first place, they can be classed 
among the most dangerous of all mod
ern Satanic mesmerists. They are not 
men and women without power They 
cannot be brushed aside with a scoff 
and a sneer. They are men and wo
men who as a class, are exponents of 
one of the most dangerous of arts, 
which modern Christian leaders have 
to combat. By the power of mind over 
nifnd, they render their victims helpless 
and then ttese so-called Spiritualistic 
mediums, aB mesmerists, do with them 
as they will.

“Who are these modern Satanic 
mesmerists, who pose before their de
luded dupes as Spiritualistic mediums? 
They are men and women, who In the 
eyes of the law, as a class, should be 
prosecuted as criminals.”

Everyone who has examined, even su
perficially, this subject, will agree to 
this one proposition at least, that mes
merism can no more account for the 
phenomena of mediumship, than elec
tricity. It is never alluded to as a 
cause by the most able investigators.

Who are these men and women, who 
as mediums are "criminals” and should 
be thrown behind the prison bars? The 
great Swedish seer. Swedenborg, was 
one; Andrew Jackson Davis is another! 
Prof. Stainton Moses of London Univer
sity was one, and the wife of Prof. Var
ley, electrician for the Atlantic Tele
graph. Mrs. Underwood, author of 
Automatic Writing; the celebrated nov
elist, Florence Marryatt, Duguid of 
Scotland, Judge Edmunds, these are 
the men and women Talmage would 
thrust into prison.

In ancient times, the prophets were 
mediums and Christ himself conversed 
with spirits in the same manner medi
ums do at present.. Such are the people 
Talmage denounces as “lying, thieving, 
* * ♦ immoral and depraved."

Who are the "victims,” the “human 
flies,” “entangled on the evil meshes?” 
Several columns might readily be filled 
with the names of those eminent in the 
walks of science, literature, art and 
statesmanship, who have given adher
ence to Spiritualism. Among the latest 
to become interested is Dr. Isaac K. 
Funk, who, if he is not prepared to ab
solutely affirm a spiritual origin to the 
manifestations, considers them worthy 
the most exacting consideration. And 
there is also Prof. Hyslop, who regards 
them of such consequence that he 
would have a society founded of scien
tific men for their investigation.

The statement of Rev. Talmage re
garding Kellar shows how much reli
ance should be placed on his testlmoiiy. 
He says: “They, Herrmann or Kellar, 
could take a silk hat and before your as
tonished eyes, bring forth from its 
small insides, birds and rabbits and 
doves and barnyard fowls and ribbons 
and handkerchiefs and fruit, enough to 
stock a menagerie, a grocery store and 
a dry goods emporium.”

Is this Talmagean "fooling with 
rhe truth," expecting his hearers to be
lieve that Kellar carries with him sev
eral car loads of animals and carloads 
of dry goods and groceries? He makes 
this as a statement of truth, and by it 
we may judge his reliability.

We place it with his assertion that 
Kellar can do any "trick,” “this set of 
Satanic mesmerists” can do. Kellar 
may perform "tricks,” but that he can 
duplicate true mediumship, is as false 
as -his boast that he had visited the 
spiritual camp at Lily Dale, and exposed 
the mediums there.

The culmination of his discourse is 
the "confession of the Fox sisters,” 
which he says he attended, and this is 
the only thing he attempts to prove. He 
says:

“Well, what is the truth about those 
rappings? In about the year 1888, in 
the' Academy of Music, in New York, 
before a great audience, one-half of 
which was composed of angry, cursing 
men and women, who were Spiritual
ists and Spiritualistic mediums, I saw 
the famous two daughters of John D. 
Fox. There those two ’ women stood 
and testified how they produced those 
rappings in their father's home. They 
produced them then and there by 
cracking the joints of their big toes. 
And before that audience, they placed 

. their toes against the piano legs -and 
cracked them, until the noise could be 
heard all over that great building. So 
much for the origin of spirit rappings." 

- Rev. Talmage makes here a.p6sitive 
statement. He says he heard them 
testify how the rappings were produced, 
by their “big toes.” He saw this done 
before a great audience, one-half of 
which was composed of angry, cursing 
men and women who were Spiritualists 
or Spiritualistic mediums.”

To this infamous slander, we have to 
reply, that if the Rev. Frank DeWitt 
Talmage saw this, he saw-something no 
one else in that "great audience?, saw, 
and. which no one could have. seen, for 
it never occurred. It has never been 
claimed, by the opposers.,of .Spiritual- 
.ism,'that more than erne of the “sisters” 
confessed^ He must have been rnes- 
merized by "Satanic mesmerists.!’ Such 
nt least is the most charitable explana
tion. I was told by Henry J. Newton, 
president of the First Spiritual Society 
fit New York, a man whose word in tie

Sitting In the twilight musing. 
Hearing voices, soft and low.

From the shadows come the phantoms 
Of the friends of long ago. .

Vows were made and friendships 
plighted,

In those halcyon days of yore.
Some were true, and some forgotten. 

As the years came creeping o’er.
One by one, they pass before me, 

And they apftly call my name.
Some with merry laughter greet me, 

Some with downcast looks of blame.
From the silence comes a soldier. 

And I whisper, "Do you live?"
But he turns away in sadness. 

And I hear the word "forgive."
Now, a stately form advances. 

And I see a bridal gown, 
But the orange blooms are withered, 

And the veil Is trailing down.
All too soon, the vows were broken; 

Soon, for her, the sun had set
In the giddy throng, I see heE, 

Vainly striving to j'orget.
Next, a winsome maiden enters, 

. Rosy lips and sunny hair;
As she passes, lo! I hear her 

Merry laugh upon the stair.
So they come and go before me 

Like the unforgotten past. 
Faces wreathed in'smiles or sadness. 

Just as when I saw them last
Now I seem to hear unspoken. 

Feel these words, breathed in a sigh: 
“There are loves we cannot sunder. 

There are hopes that will not die."
Now he comes, and, bending o’er me, 

I can see his eyes of jet, 
As he clasps my hand and whispers, 

“Dearest! dinna thou forget”
Specter voices, did I call them? 

Phantoms conjured in the brain?
Ah! they are my youth’s companions, 

And I know they’ll come again.
For they tell me of'a spring-time, 

Of a home beyond the tomb,
Where my girlhood friends are waiting. 

Where the flowers forever bloom.
There the clouds will all be lifted. 

And the wrongs forgotten be, 
There the heart will grieve no longer, 

And the spirit will be free.
Welcome! spirit voices, welcome!

Linger near me while I wait
For the barque to bear me onward 

To the portals of the gate.
To the home, prepared in Eden, 

By the friends I love the best, 
Where the heart will cease repining, 

And the spirit be at rest.
IRENE CLIFTON.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Love, the Great Transformer.
The whole world lies in shadow. The 

people are sad, unhappy, miserable. 
All for the want of love. They do not 
know it—they even think hate and re
venge are better. Love is silly, they 
think, and yet there is ever a deep, un
satisfied yearning for kindness, for sym
pathy, for appreciation, for love. Ah, 
even the animals want love. My kitty 
to-night came in sick, I could see. I 
gave her new milk, but she drank it 
daintily. Then I gave her potatoes, and 
she purred with pleasure and came to 
be petted. I stroked her and she 
showed every sign of pleasure, and I 
knew that was better than food. It 
was love she needed for medicine. 
And I thought of the great world suffer
ing and dying for love, too proud, too 
ignorant, too selfish to know it, or to 
own it

But we who have grown to appreciate 
the soul life, the spiritual, the divine, 
unselfish love, we must radiate this di
vine tenderness; we must bless with 
loving kindness all who come within 
our sphere. And there are a multitude 
of divinely unfolded people who are 
points of radiating brightness, perhaps 
unseen, but not unfelt And so the re
public of heaven is coming to earth, the 
light of truth, of love, of justice, will 
be felt, and as the sun’s rays are 
known by their effect in beauty and 
use, so wiH the. sun of righteousness 
transform this cold, dark, sad earth by 
shining through our hearts. and lives 
into the cold selfishness of barren, un
happy personalities. We have been 
taught of the loving angels their un
selfish devotion to a loving ministry. 
Let us put our lessons Into practice. 
Let us be angels too. Let us every day 
re-consecrate ourselves to laving kind
ness and dping good in all ways that 
We can.

“Man’s inhumanity to man makes 
countless millions mourn,” and “love 
worketh no ill to his neighbor, and only 
as the law of love, of justice, of .divine 
tenderness, shall be written on the 
hearts of the earth races and lived in 
their lives—not held as a creed to pro
fess, but to be a rule of conduct, a prin
ciple of life—will the power of greed be 
broken, the power of wealth; the en
slavement of the poor of earth to those 
who have got control of the medium of 
exchange. Selfishness has made de
mons of humanity. They have forgot
ten we arq, all sisters and brothers and 
a wrong done to one is a wrong to alL 
But all these wrongs must pass away. 
As the suri’s return In the spring re
vives all nature, so surely will the sun 
ot loving tenderness transform these 
wrong social conditions through reach
ing the hearts and lives of humanity.

S. S. ROCKHILL.

LAW—LIFE—LOVE.

Deep Problems of Individual Being.

How fixed with fascination In the un
folding of a flower, is the soul that sees 
the beauties, marvels at tlie mysteries 
and studies the revelations of nature's 
wonderful and varied’ expressions of 
life. That mind denies nothing, doubts 
much and delves constantly.

Inquiry is born of doubt; and all 
knowledge discovered and brought to 
light through its Investigating discon
tent. Never being satisfied to stop 
from further search and fuller scrutiny. 
It feeds upon facts and' fattens, but 
famishes upon faith and fear.

■ Doubt to-day is digging deep to bring 
to view all that is hidden in the dark
ness of the past, and looking alone 
through law to trace the marks of man's 
progress from his source of origin in 
the lower orders of forms of life to his 
present high estate. While Love is 
well authenticated evidence that fond 
desire’s dearest drearn is true.

Doubt has demonstrated, we ' think 
beyond dispute, that every molecule of 
matter moves, that friction is attendant 
upon all motion, that heat is resultant 
from friction, that life and heat are in
separable. It may be that electrical 
energy is heat generated through fric
tion of motion of molecules of matter.

The universe is matter, ¿very mole
cule in motion, producing friction, 
thereby generating electricity—energy 
—magnetic force—life, synonymous 
terms, ’expressive of the samq condi
tion of relation between matter and life 
principle. The universe of matter Is 
pervaded by this principle, manifest in 
endless variety of expression, each 
phase dependent upon environing influ
ence-all in obedience to the same nat
ural law, immutable, inexorable, but 
subject to influence which may vary 
any combination affecting affinities and 
unities at the inception, or beginning of 
new organism, as an obstruction may 
Interfere In the cellular development,, 
which interruption may change the 
course and result ultimately in a de
fective deforiplty In’one direction, or an 
abnormal development in another, just 
as a slight obstruction may deflect a 
current in its course and change the 
channel of a Stream. ? .

All life In process of development 
follows certain Unes of cellular struct
ure, and .the degree of perfection at
tained is determined through law that 
does not change, but Is necessarily 
subject to interfering conditions which 
may retard and modify or accelerate to 
excess of ordinary, hence the innumer
able variety of marked features of Indi
viduality in all forms of lite.

Each Individual expression of the life 
principle Is an Integral part of the Infi
nite whole. .

Individuality begins at the union of 
the positive and ' negative magnetic 
forces, distinguished by difference in 
opposite order of development, and im
bued by innate intelligence, or natural 
chemical affinity ot constituent ele
ments in obedience to the law of repro
duction.

The beginning of an individual life is 
at the combining of these forces. The 
positive principle electrifying the nega
tive or receptive, infusing an energiz
ing Influence, which at once begins the 
processes of development and continues 
through the period of gestation, but is 
wholly dependent upon the material or
ganism until that degree of develop
ment i§ attained when the new organ
ism may become an individual organ
ism, able to perform the physical func
tions independent, and carrying on the 
development under changed conditions, 
on through thç different degrees of de
velopment, followed by disintegration, 
and find complete dissolution, and ulti
mate redistribution again to the ele
mentary forms from which the physical 
structure was made.

These processes of the evolution of 
material forms are considered well un
derstood, but the . life principle— 
whence?—how?—and where?—and is 
all life principle imbued with self-con
sciousness? ' ’

Is it co-exlstent eternally with the In
finite; or is each individual entity en
dowed with a newly created soul when 
It 1b called into existence?

It may be that the most highly devel
oped Intelligence below the Infinite can 
never know, but it is manifest in man’s 
nature that he will ever seek the knowl
edge, and never cease to scrutinize be
yond the veil that so mystifies the finite 
mind. He cannot be content to rest 
within the bounds of his limitations, 
but will ever be hopeful that his per
sistence shall be rewarded by fullest 
gratification.

.Did the soul begin when the physical 
organism began, or did-the soul ema
nate direct from the great Infinite and 
enter into possession of the organism 
when the oxygen rushed, ipto the respi
ratory organs and started the motive 
power to moving this, most intricate 
mechanism. " ’ - , "

Did the first faint Cry from the little 
lips, that reached thé çàr of listening 
love, and touched, and thrilled with 
tenderness, the heart of maternal joy,” 
announce the launching of à new life to 
sail in splendor ori.fhe eternal peas, as 
a soul brought into existence to share 
the supernal joys of.Infinite Love; or 
was it but a new being born to breast 
the breakers of the .unfathomable deep. 
To bear a burden of pain and grief,

And get but meaner joy!
To turn at last to Death’s relief, 

As some forgotten toy. .
It cannbt be, for Law and Love ■ 

In harmony agree!
Love ne’er yet hath turned aside 

. And left a soul at sea.
To sink beneath engulfing wave

Of darkness, doubt and death! , 
But ever reaches out to save '

All who feel life’s breath. '
Hope’s bright star ne’er shall set, 

In Love’s warm, glowing skies!
The power which gives a precious life 

Will see that it ne’er dies.
Washington, D. C. J. W. NIGH.

"The; New Life.” By Leroy Berrier. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
“new thpught” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, $1. .

■ “The Constitution of Man.” By 
Elizabeth .Towne; Gives a clear and 
practical - presentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original ideas, and the fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Price 50c.

Ctómical Evolution
>0 ' ' • Ì- _• , . •- ' , ’ . - ,. V

And the'^roblçffl qf Human Life and

in. cnPwtlny,.. . •
iq; Ji-TT-—•- .....................

To the Editoiw—When I read such ar
ticles on evolution 1 from a chemical 
ataudpoinii as: appear in The Progress
ive Thinker from/ time to time, I am 
constrained to awk if their authors have 
carried out tltoiiheory as I have and 
discovered the jfotive for so-called psy
chic or oeeult phenomena.’ ' '

Cliemiaâl evolution solves tlie prob
lem of theiorigin Of human life and the 
future destiny of mankind.

It proves that there can be no con
scious intelligence on any planet until 
evolved' throiigli chemical changes in 
the union, diriiategration and recombi
nation of matter in nature.

At a stage in this process brain mat
ter was created—nature alone can cre
ate through- -those processes'—-and as 
brain increased in size, quality and the 
number of its.convolutions the power to 
gain knowledge increased. • •

This proves that nature is producing 
intelligences’ that can discover and use 
her principles and matter to supply the 
needs of those intelligences. The 
brain that is most capable of doing this 
is found in man, confining ourselves to 
so-called terrestrial things; but he can
not supply his every need from na
ture’s inexhaustible supply of matter, 
so we must decide that evolutionary 
processes did not cease in the produc
tion of man. ■ They could not cease so 
long as thero are elements in nature 
that could combine in producing organ
isms; and pincé we know that there are 
yet finer gradés*-of matter than have 
been discovered the logical sequence is 
that the-finer Clements of man’s brain 
when freed from the grosser ones of 
the animal, through disintegration, 
must unite with their affinities await
ing them. But the organism thus pro
duced Is not visible to the physical eye, 
because it is composed of finer grades 
of matter than are contained in the 
physical organism.

If it had not already been bo ably 
done by Sarigls, I should like to tell 
how I was able to solve all I have by 
reasoning from a chemical standpoint. 
If it be necesSaty to prove what I claim 
has been the iriotive for the manifesta
tion of phenomena, I may have more to 
say oa the subject at some future time.

It may not, be necessary to go into 
further explanation than this article 
will contain to prove it to advanced 
Spiritualists; but I have found none 
who seem to care for anything more 
than what they’get from the spirit side. 
I am not finding fault with them. 
Whatever of-truth or facts have been 
discovered by investigators has been a 
help to me in Carrying on the theory to 
its finality. No'one mind is capable of 
discovering all 'the facts contained in 
nature's Istorehduse. Each age or cycle 
has produced thé brain that could dis
cover a few and* the succeeding one has 
produced the -brain that could carry on 
the discoveries'<bo far as their brain 
capacity” and lté length of life per
mitted. 'I” ' 't'

If scientists Rid not discovered that 
everythiùg in nature that has an organ
ism is ad> aggregation of atoms or ele
ments, P: should15 not have been able— 
ten years ago-Lto apply the chemical 
theory Of'evolution, thus enabling me 
to make'the deductions herewith pre
sented. 'And had It not been for the 
phenomena mahîfestèd to Spiritualists, 
I-could not have discovered the motive 
for theffii’ DiBéoVeries -have ever been 
improveâ',upafl;thMâ, both philosophical 
and mechanical.*^

Scientists failed to find the logical de
ductions to llieir reasoning, because 
they were too much influenced by the 
erroneous teaching of “an Intelligent 
energy” being back of all nature’s pro
cesses. Spiritualists fail to find how 
much phenomena means to them be
cause of the old doctrine of attributing 
everything that'did not please them to 
the agency of evil Spirit

I may not be able to accomplish 
much in changing their beliefs in this 
respect in a short article. -It would take 
a large book to-do the subject justice.

If we keep In mind the fact that na
ture 1b ever producing refined matter in 
her processes of Combination and disin
tegration wer must know that whatever 
organisms are produced by the union of 
the finer briild elements with their af
finities in thé higher realms when man 
is disintegrated must be of a more com
plicated ordér and finer grade of mate- 
terial. The intelligence thus produced 
must have sufficient knowledge to sup
ply its every need from matter in na-

A Word to New York State Spiritualists
I am one of the appointed unpaid 

missionaries by the N. S. • A., and I 
-should like to do a little extra work 
during January and February, 1905. I 
serve the society in Watertown, 'N. Y., 
for January and February, and with’ the 
Spiritual Church of Buffalo. While I 
am in Watertown, I should like to go 
out some to places not too far away 
from there. Should like to hold either 
parlor or public meetings, and -help to 
create an interest in our great work in 
New. York state. So, friends, let me 
hear from you on the subject while I am 
in Watertown. Send to the general de
livery at present I shall.be there dur
ing January. Kwillrfesponfi fo. calls for 
funerals and w;eddlrigSr.^i)uririg Febru- 

rnry while in Buffalo, my-address will be 
204 York street .'Buffalo;.■’N? Y., and I 
would like to go dut'atiywhere to help 
in the work. I will respond to calls for 
funerals from Buffalo; -

So, all of us, let ub put our shoulders 
to the wheel, and help push the glorious 
work along. There is a great need in 
New York state for work to be done, 
and let me hear from you in the state, 
thereby proving you are Interested in 
the work, and-ready .to give it a push. 
Remember, January in Watertown, N. 
Y., February in Buffalo, and my address 
while.there will be 204 York street

< H. BROOKS.

part of man and disintegration’frees 
him from them.

It was proven, even in the biblical 
times, that the power possessed by 
those who had once been in mortal life 
was unlimited, and that it was sufficient 
to do anything with the physical organ
ism, The element of fire could not 
harm the Hebrew children and all man
ner of diseases were healed. If these 
powers had been used then or now for 
the good alone it did individuals or hu
manity at large, it would have been 
used to benefit every one. No failures 
In healing would have occurred. Mor
tals would not have lacked for anything 
because of lack of power, because what 
was done proved that the power was 
and is unlimited. -

Since it came from those once in mor
tal life what was and is the motive for 
its manifestation? Nature takes care 
of our future welfare, so the motive 
cannot be alone for our benefit in the 
physical, because it is a failure when 
we take all humanity into considera
tion.

We find all prophecy made in biblical 
times, that amounts to anything, in re
gard to man’s welfare fulfilled except 
the one relating to his future destiny 
which people are looking forward to as 
the end of the world, Christ’s second 
coming, etc. -

Since other prophecies meant some
thing and were fulfilled, we naturally 
conclude that the one in question will 
also be fulfilled. But how?

Since there could be no conscious in
telligence on any planet until evolved 
through natural processes there can be 
no “God" to fulfill it. We cannot look 
to Christ to bring it about since he was 
only a “medium” for the manifestation 
of power possessed by those who had 
once been in mortal lite—just as many 
had been before him and since too— 
and he could have no more Interest in 
humanity than any other good person.

Then'if we are to be changed in the 
“twinkling of an eye” (not an impossi
bility) it must be done by those of our 
friends who have passed "from death 
unto life." But it is not coming in a 
wholesale manner; it is an Individual 
affair between each mortal and the one 
on the immortal side who is to change 
him or her, when we shall have discov
ered the condition under which it will 
be done.

This is working out our own salva
tion ; not a salvation from a future sec
ond death because in nature’s evolu
tionary processes there can be none, 
but a salvation from a physical death.

The one making this discovery is the 
one to prove all this to the world, but 
there is so much that is purely person
al in my discoveries and the manner in 
which it is to be proven that it is not 
likely any publication would give it 
room. Besides, not every one has the 
capacity to be convinced through the 
mentality; it takes something which 
they can see with the physical eye and 
my work is something that can gratify 
them in this respect

MRS. A. B. COOPER. 
Indianapolis, Ind.

ture. The vhried phases of power man
ifested in phenomena prove that the 
power over nature’s forces is unlimit
ed; then why the so-called deception 
and disappointment to mortals mani
fested through the phenomena? There 
are many reasons for them. I have 
learned from experience and observa
tion that the manifestations come to 
each one- according to the beliefs, 
knowledge and understanding of that 
one in most Instances. If we are given 
foolish things they can be no more fool
ish and inconsistent than our beliefs 
about a great many things. Because it 
Is not the plan rof our relatives and 
friends.on.the immortal side to dictate 
what we shaH-’believe, or tell us that 
we are in error when we are depending 
upon.the “belled-wethers” to lead us, 
they give uri things in a ridiculous 
manner to drive us to Beek on our own 
responsibility. ?In'other Instances fine 
doctrines or- teachings -come from them 
to prove tire-knowledge they possess.

The power manifested in phenomena 
is sufficient to-prove to us that our 

’friends òri therimmortal'side are mas
ters of nature^ forces, if we are-wise 
enough comprehend it. .

If we l/èlievé-that such power comes 
from OriS ,“all-v?ise, all-powerful, omni
present, Omniscient” creator of the uni
verse annual! Itfcontalns then the ridic
ulous màBifestaffons.aré given to prove 
to us thàtPsuch'a perfect, being would 
not act affi ; " ; . .

Again’thè fòoyshness is given to 
prove talus thajjOur friends on the Im
mortal aldo are ¡pot the exalted beings 
wé are taught to believe,'in the sense 
that th'ey'.feei' themselves so far above 
us that taey caraiot stoop to thè small 
affairs of life, ,

It is rfiiculòwy Ignorant to suppose 
that a higher .^powledge and power 
possessqajjjrth^e on the immortal side 
precludes,A knowledge of smaller 
things in. fife'. ' ^ne gr,eater the capacity 
of man’s brain the greater his knowl
edge of all things below and above him, 
and sinpe minfl^rind - intelligence only 
reside in .brain' realtor, and nature is 
ever advancing in producing brain qual
ity, any, organism beyond physical man 
must necessarily* be wiser.

That .there-can: be nò evil spirits be
yond physical man ought to be evident 
to all who. understand nature’s evolu
tionary processes. In the higher realms 
of nature, man must supply his needs 
from mpttor ; at- first ’hand. And whep 
ho is no, longer dependent upon his fel
low for his needs there will be no mo
tive for evil doing. ■ :

As to being actuated by motives of 
revenge for wrongs sustained in mortal 
life, U is too ignorant to bo considered. 
All such attributes belong to the animal

The
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brought about one good result.
secret selling of “tricks" to those

Brief Notes oa Tapies of Interest, 
by Hudson Tuttle.
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Bogus Mediums, 
agitation of the subject

FREE «
Send your name 

today and get this 
new 3«fold treat
ment by return mail

WUng

sought to make a business of swindling 
those who confided tn them, has become 
an open sale and the line between the 
“bogus” and genuine distinctly drawn. 
Now that the methods of the frauds are 
made plain to all, and for the invest
ment of a few cents, the fake methods 
by which “manifestations" can be suc
cessfully imitated may be acquired, no 
one need be made an “easy mark.”

There are now several agencies in 
this business, and their circulars are 
rich reading. One begins: “Bogus me
diums are malting fortunes out of the 
public » » » We have secured at consid
erable expense a number of the best 
tricks, every one of which has proved 
sufficient to support a bogus medium, 
create converts to Spiritualism and as
tonish the audiences."

The six tricks are: Reading sealed 
messages, handling fire, slate writing, 
spirit pictures, mind reading, book and 
slate mystery. For one dollar ' the 
whole list will be sent, and after a lit
tle practice the purchaser can set up as 
a “first-class medium!” Let it be un
derstood that these six recipes tell how 
the “bogus” trick is done, or can be 
done, but does not explin the genu
ine. The two are so distinct that no 
one need mistake one from the other.

Love for Humanity,
For humanity’s sake, love to do good 

to all things; feel a kind, loving feeling 
to all mankind whether rich or poor, 
whether ignorant or educated; a kind 
sympathy for all things that are weak 
in body or mind, .and lend a helping 
hand to ail those in distress from what
ever cause it may be, "and as you’ 
would that others should do unto you" 
if you were lacking or needed the same 
aid that you see, wherein they need 
help. Be gentle and kind, as in kind
ness you will see and feel the greatest 
power to help any and all things, ani
mate and inanimate, for in the latter 
you will realize that good feeling there 
is in the realization of doing good, and 
thereby comes a harmony of feeling 
within yourself, a sweet relief that you 
cannot get in any other way, and there
by you are doing good to yourself; and 
how quick it 1b mirrored in your face, 
and reflected on others. . What a great 
good there is in a bright shining coun
tenance! How quick that sympathetic 
chord is touched, and how quick it vi
brates and every loving thought reaches 
out to the object or person you are 
brought into contact with.

What a loving world it would be if 
everyone in it would try and do lov
ing kindness to all and everything liv
ing. Just try that kindness on your 
dog and cat and horse and see for your
self how easy they are managed, and 
how quick your kindness is returned, 
and many times recognized In a friendly 
way.

Human kindness is the most powerful 
weapon that ever was used and the 
most far. reaching, and with such glori
ous results, stop and think what a world 
of unnecessary amount of expense has 
been accumulated for war material and 
the use thereof, when if the strong arm 
of loving kindness had been used in
stead, none of our far-reaching guns 
could reach so far or be so effectual as 
love and kindness.;

Then teach it to your dog and cat 
and show it to your children by exam
ple to .them, -and before them. Teach 
it in our .-schools and show it in our 
daily walks of life and oiir conversa
tion. Meet our; fellow-men with a 
smile and a kind greeting and let your 
face reflect a kind and noble feeling 
and show a sincerity that will reach the 
hearts of man, and penetrate his inmost 
soul, and it will reflect back to you in 
a tenfold light and happiness; a hap
piness that the .vibration of would 
reach around the world. Yes, the 
strongest weapon ever invented arid 
the-most far-reaching. Then let our 
schools be arsenals of loving kindness 
and our scholars a walking storehouse 
of loving kindness, and every neighbor 
wiU .be loved as he loves himself, and 
nations will learn war no more, and the 
peace that passeth all understanding 
will be ours; and when .we leave our 
clay house and take .up our spiritual 
body, -we will be better prepared to 
meet and mingle with those that have 
gone before us to the realms of endless 
progression and to an eventual realm of 
endless happiness; for as you build 
your life here, so must you take it up 
over there, and then how it behooves us 
to live a life of human kindness. Then 
let us. forget selfishness, strife and dis
cord and live for one another, for in a 
day when you know not, you will be 
called7 to that home not built with the 
almighty dollar. •

. . HOMER B, AUSTIN.

"How to Train Children and Pa
rents;" Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training ihore 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it. 
Price 25 .cents. ,

"Success, and How to Win It” A 
lecture and course-of twenty-four suc
cess lessors by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A?, 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help, Price 25 cis.

____ . ______

I waul everyone who has piles. Ulcer. Fissure. , 
Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation, or any other 
rectal trouble,. to send me his or her name. I' 
will send by return mull my now ’

Three-Fold Absorption Cure 
my new-found combination of remedies which 
Is curing eases of even 3d to 40 years’ standing 
—after ¿11 else had failed. Don't Dediscouraged: 
lam curing the most malignantcases-cases 
considered incurable. Try my treatment. If 
you are satisfied with the benellt received, send 
me one dollar. It not send nothlug. You decide 
It you have piles, or the itching, burning or 
heavy feeling which shows that, they are com
ing, don't delay. They lead to Fistula and the 
deadly Cancer. My Three-Fold Treatment cures 
to stay cured, because it is constitutional as 
well as local In its effect. Remember, it costs 
nothing to try my treatment and one dollar is 
little to pay, if cured. My splendid New Book 
on Rectal Diseases comes FREE with the treat- * 
meat. Send no money, only your name. Writs 
now.

1>K. VAS VIECK COMPANY, :
X03 Majestic building, Jackson, Mich.

NEW BOOK.

Psychic Light
The fake now comes out under its 

own name and no longer masquerades 
under a false garb. There are, of 
course, more ways than one of simulat
ing the phenomena, and the different 
“trick” sellers offer various methods. 
Some of them are clumsy and imprac
tical, and the showman wuld be “ex
posed” at every performance. The 
more open advertising these bogus 
tricks receive, the better for Spiritual
ism. They now pass under their own 
name and will deceive no one; while 
hitherto they have taken the name of 
Spiritualism and been the most potent 
means of its degradation and disgrace.

Peace Arbitration.
Several of the leading journals in this 

country have been and are vigorously 
urging the president to take the initia
tive in calling a court of arbitration, to 
put an end to the bloodshed in the tar 
East Russia and Japan have torn each 
other until the Christian nations can
not consistently remain Inactive and 
see the carnage, go on.

Do these peace advocates clearly see 
the outcome of their scheme? Like 
most good-intentioned people they let 
their desires run away with their com
mon sense. Behind the peace arbitra
tion must be the force to compel obedi
ence to its decisions. Suppose, accord
ing to the demands of these lovers of 
quiet, the United States and England 
unite and demand Russia and Japan to 
cease and return their respective ar
mies to their homes. If the belligerents 
do not obey, what then? The alterna
tive of a cowardly retreat or calling out 
the military force and the compulsion 
of battle. Against whom? Both, or 
taking sides with the stronger or weak
er? Such a complication would ex
haust the resources of the greatest 
statesmen, and bring disaster to the 
countries that interfered.

There is no good resulting, so great 
as to justify this country becoming a 
national police force, to compel other 
nations to keep the peace. War may 
be the sum of all cruelty, but it has 
been a potent factor in the evolution of 
man. The present war between Rus
sia and Japan is one of the inevitable 
decrees of fate, and out of it will come 
benefits to both, obtainable only over 
the smoking battlefield.

4
The Home of Swedenborg at the Expo

sition. K
It was not the “Pike” that attracted 

that keen observer, G. R. Bicknell, on 
his recent visit to the St. Louis Fair. 
He writes: “I visited the home of 
Swedenborg and was entertained by 
Rev. Lomdenberg, missionary and cus
todian. He showed me fac-similes of 
all Swedenborg's MSS., presented’ me 
with a lot of pamphlets and took pains 
to give me a sermon on Spiritualism, 
entitled “The Phenomena Explained 
and Its Dangers Shown.” He admits 
all the phenomena, but refers us to 
Matt. xii:39, “An evil and adulterous 
generation seeketh after a sign.” He 
took particular pains to impress upon 
my miud that Swedenborg was the first 
to promulgate the theory of the sun’s 
throwing off and forming our planetary 
system. He said the word seer means 
a man that is used as an intermediary 
by the Lord. That Swedenborg did not 
have trance, but was inspired to write 
in his normal state for 27 years.

“I saw an article in The Progressive 
Thinker about a medicine man in the 
cliff-dwellers’ show, Supporting the in
ference that he had occult power. 
There is nothing in it but sleight-of 
of hand.”

There has been a persistent effort to 
convey the belief that these medicine 
men, palmists, mind readers and for
tune tellers had abnormal faculties, but 
one and all were fakirs, as they always 
are and must be at such great public 
shows. <

The claim set forth that Swedenborg 
first started the nebular hypothesis, is 
true in as far as he gave it as a crude 
assertion without the least demonstra
tion.

But it must be remembered, that 
Swedenborg wrote with past middle age 
as a scientist, and not till 1747 did he 
claim to be inspired. After that time 
he wrote his endless befogged and dis
mal books on theology and religion.

It is said that ho gave the naturalist 
Buffon his “Principia," wherein his hy
pothesis is stated, and LaPlace had this 
book from Buffon. Thus the latter is 
thought to have received the idea which 
he elaborated, and’demonstrated as far 
as anyone has since, by mathematics 
the theory of planetary evolution from 
a rotating mass of cosmic matter.

As Swedenborg did not claim inspi
ration for these scientific volumes, 
whatever they contain which research 
has since proved true, has not the least 
relevancy when applied to his religious, 
inspired, writings. In the latter his 
style changes to a tedious, ponderosity, 
and verbose repetition, an intense as
sertive, egotism, as from a conscious
ness of being a penman of the God-

BY MRS. DRAKE.
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
Save been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “P8Y-
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderou»1 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your
attention from the beginning to th* 
end, it is chockful of stirring inch 
lents. Price of this large volume, only, 
I1A0 postpaid. '

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him. 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trauce mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives It to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, tho vYfell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Ra?. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president oi the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: “This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the woild 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is -in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannet help 
wishing may be true." : ■ ’- ■

The Médical Gleaner says: "It lifU 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It 1b one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with It, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $L 
For sale at this office.

BOOKS BY—

LILIAN WHITING.

head. HUDSON TUTTLE.

THE LIFE RADIANT.—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth 11.25. In this, her now book, 
Allas Wh 1 Hug aims to portray a practical Ideal for 
tally living that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life. 
It Is. in a measure, a logical sequence of “The 
World Beautiful,” Leading into still diviner har- 
oionles. “Tho Life Radiant" is characterized by 
die same essential qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful.”
CONTENTS—The Golden Age Lies Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; The Ethereal Realm: The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; Tho Nectar of 
tho Hour. .

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
Dr Death as an Event in Life, cloth. SI; A book 
from her pen means new flashes of insight, a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian In 
kind,—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, 11.09 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.—The Duty of Happlncssi 

Nectar and Ambrosia; Believe in tho wings; The 
Vision and tlie Splendor; The Enlargement ot 
Relations; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of tho World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Hoavenly visitors. .

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
a Summer. Price, SI.00, The Ideas in tho book 
will afford comfort to many, and should bring 
positive aid In sorrow to suchas will receive 1« 
moasago.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT—
Verses of tho Life to Come. Now edition, with 
additional poems. 11.00. Decorated cloth. 11.2i 
Lilian Whiting's verse Is like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, Including one bj 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, $2.00

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
With Portrait. Decorated doth. 11.25,

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrate: futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate^ 
etc., with choice matter In poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the usg 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comeg 
From." "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the spirit Body Grows.’* 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents.

CataGASH ONLY SIO.OO
Cash, balance $5;00 a month, 

. buya.this 8«year guaranteed 
S—837.60 on time pay- 

or$33.6Ocaeh. Wetrust 
honest people located in pU 
parts of the World, 
_ WrttaforfreaoatalotnoofBtiBtkB, 
Surreys, Phaetons, Spring and Farm 
Waltons.

CEHTUBT NHDFORlifi CD.
Oept.4OJ8 MST8L LODIS, ILL
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Are Thoughts Things ?
; Dr. Peebles asks: “Are thoughts 
things, and if so, what kind of things 
are they?” - ■ ' - >

The subject was very nicely answered 
by Walter DeVoe; but I feel it incum
bent on me to have my say also.' 1

I am sure that Dr. Peebles • knows 
that thoughts are real, true things, 
just as well as I do, and think he raised 
the question to see what kind of an
swers could be elicited.

Thought is the background of every 
visible thing, whether in nature, art, or 
science. Without thought there could 
be nothing made manifest; but In order 
that outward manifestation may ap
pear, thought must be energized—car
ried into activity.

There is no such thing as “new 
thought.” Thought is as old as the hu
man family. If any one knows how 
old the human family is, he can tell to 
a nicety the age of thought. The only 
thing that can be said of thought so far 
as “new" is concerned, is that it “new” 
to people—some people—more people; 
the means of communication being so 
great at the present time—thought en
ergized by the printing press reaches 
more people, and reaching them for 
the first time is "new” to them.

■ I am a mental scientist so far as be
lieving, “As a man thlnketh in his heart 
so is he,” is. concerned. But, is the 
thought “new?” Methinks I read in the 
bible the same thing taught by men two 
thousand years ago; ( 1 I am positive 
that the thought was impressed upon 
them, by men who lived thousands of 
years before. . .

. Men of to-day have taken up the old, < 
old truth and clothed it in new gar- : 
ments and the masses of the people not 
being deep thinkers have found it for i
the first time and’ think ■ it a “new 
truth."

There is nothing “new” under the 
sun; for the same First Principle has 
ever been the background manifesting 
itself through nature and man and his 
work, and as the First Principle is un
Changeable, how can anything change 
that emanates from it. The only 
change that can come, must be in—not 
quality—but degree—the highest ex
pression comes nearest to the divine.

, Old Omar, nearly a thousand years 
ago wrote of the First Principle, as he 
called it. •
“Whose secret presence through crew

. tion’s veins,
Running quicksilver like eludes our 

pains;
Taking all shapes.from Mah to Mahl 

. and,
They change and perish all, blit He re

mains." .

Go back as far as human history and 
you will find, as Emerson says: 
"Thought has been the same through 
the cycles of time.” No nation can 
claim its origin, no race tell its age.

'As we study into history, we find 
ruined city built upon ruined city whose 
antiquity Is unknown; we find the same 
emotions stirring the hearts of men as 
monuments and tablets and other sym
bols in stone, reveal them to us, prov
ing that human nature has been the 
same the world over. The only differ
ence that can be must be in degree— 
some have more human nature than. 
others. . ■

History has been, and always will be, 
influenced entirely by the kind ot 
.thought that inspires the men who have । 
the power to control affairs. When ; 
peace Inspires the mind of a ruler—a : 
.golden age is ushered in; but when dis- j 
cord and inharmony, are dominant
thoughts of men in power, war, pestl- 

. .lence, -famine and ..despair ,„follow- in1 
-*4heir wake, as it did during the reign of

Attila, the Hun.
It all depends on the kind of thought 

that dominates the men in power.
Modern life has evolved a "New God” 

In the country and that God is money. 
It is the only standard that men are 

. measured by. The intellect dwindles 
when, weighed in the balance with it; 
goodness disappears when placed be

- side it; nobility of character seeks in 
vain for recognition. In fact all things 
pale in the presence of this glittering 
God of Gold that dominates to-day. All 

, the result of thought energized—car- 
; ried into activity.

?■ Are thoughts things? Yes, they are, 
.? gnu mighty things in their Influence. 
? “Tell me what a man thinks and I will 
; . tell you that kind of a man he is.” It

' you study- a man’s actions . you can
never be deceived; for what a man 
acts,, that a man is. He may try to dls

: semble and lead you astray, but if you 
•are a keen observer and thoroughly 

• alive, you will see through the decep
tion, and the real man through his acts 
be laid bare before you. Thought does 
not have to be energized to become 
real as any thoroughly developed sensi
tive can tell you. Thought creates an 
atmosphere around the individual and 
he .carries with him a cloud of wit
nesses in the shape of thought forms 
that impress his exact spiritual condi
tion upon any spiritually-minded—or 

. seeing person. It is possible to even 
." see the spirit, if you are sensitive and a 

' ' thoroughly alive spirit
There is no limitation placed upon 

the highest expression of the Infinite.
• God is and I am—I am a ray unfolded 

from the over-soul, therefore there can 
be no limitations set to my develop
ment If I desire and live lor the high
est

I work in the store’with my husband. 
I see many people in all the different 
degrees of development I have a very 
sensitive organism and strong mental- 
ity,’and the thought forms that sur
round people who come Into my pres
ence are as real to me as the Individ
ual from whom they emanate. Some
times the vibrations are so forceful 
that I tremble and* feel dizzy. I recall 
one man—a loathsome-looking creature 

>. —the thought forms that emanated 
< from him actually poisoned the atmos

phere around him. I was dizzy and 
nauseated and wondered' what kind of 
life he led to cause such vibrations of 
vile thought forms to surround him? 
He came several times, then I saw him 
no more for several months; he had 
gone South for the winter. But one day 
the next spring my son was standing in 
the window looking across the street 
and he called me and said: “Did you 
ever see old Bill B- , mother?'’ He
had run the most disreputable house in 
tl\e city, and I replied, "No, of course 
not”

“Well,” he replied, "there he is,” and 
I looked and there was the man whose 
thought forms had caused me such sick
ening- emotions. He was in the last 
stage of vile disease, and crawled 
among his fellow men, emitting poison 
Wherever he went, His thoughts were 
things, and felt by any observing men- 
W:. He bad sown to the wind'and 
.was reaping the’whlrlwind.-■ • ’

Apropos of all this, I wish to tell of 
Mother man who comes to the store. 
He. belongs to the “Knights bf the 
Grip.? Lam not going to'dlscuss them 
here as a class—there are good men ev
erywhere; no profession can claim 
them exclusively.

.This man had a handsome, clean 
face,-and fine physique. He carried in 
the shape of thought forms an atmos
phere of love Md good will to men. He

9PIIUTUÄMSMI AND RELIGION.

Trenchant Thoughts on an’Important 
Subject.

has the reputation of being the most 
successful man who goes out from his 
home city; of being close in money af
fairs; a man who always attends strict
ly to his own business, and cannot be 
ted astray. He has educated his chib 
dren and acquired a competency, hav
ing long since become a member of the 
firm he travels for. .

There is health and healing in his 
presence, because his thought forms 
are clean and pure. He is always the 
same courteous gentleman, respectful 
and attentive and genial. ■

As I view the subject these two weeds 
represent the same idea. Not that 1 
would be understood as meaning that 
the particular class of people, called 
Spiritualists, ot whom I esteem myselt 
happy to be one, possess tire only true 
religion or that an acquaintance with 
and acceptance of spirit phenomena 
constitutes religion. These phenomena 
carefully observed, correctly recorded,' 
mentally compared and closely studied 
are facts on which a scientific under
standing of man’s spiritual nature may 
be erected. It might perhaps be safea: 5“ » » °»-

“When I had hppn ah fim a + ’ have amused ourselves for half a
I got Int SS ‘X6with, a customer over a new breakfast ¡ng, forgetful that'the TS

cooled and I had had time for reflection 8cienB?( any more tban a collec-
I decided that1“hadI been wrong S’ I °J antJquities is history. Facts ob- 
to let my temper get the bette^of me;’ StoTach othe^and tlie‘ir rela‘ 
second, to let unkind words pass mv I ,woieac“.ot“er and to ourselves are
¡ips ; third, to quarrel with a customer ory incumbrances in the mem-

thbeegmanta£ 01^^ ’8 a “umber

thoughts to him. ’ And when breached ffunifRm8“*1 th.® °tber to theoldgy. Splr- 
HTs place on my next round-he had I h a.m. rellSlon is the unfolding of

mospheFe around, us that is endless in one more than another it is a Nortel

oi?hou£M forced uP°n me; Suld0 ub more or Ws while we> Med

ML1“,“ ’te“ »

1 reverse City, Mich. fairs of this world to their misery and 1
■ our detriment We may be locking the '

doors on spirits in prison Md keeping 
ourselves in a condition of spiritual 

Crime will Be Outwitted bv Mediums I ««? mental infMcy. Besides we are
' _ y Mediums, not always so sure of the identity of

Th« ™ , ?Ur.i°ïed, oneB that we can 8afely trust
me dally newspaper has become the t0 their love.

b,Ible’ Japan W1U Prevail I, To attend seances, talk with invls- 
SS!- ïi,?“88 \at lea?t ln neutral terri- I *bles and tell others of it afterwards is 
tory, because Japan is a iMd of daily I not sufficient to make us Spiritualists 
?f^8??P.®r8’ yh!l6 tbese have scarcely or even investigators. To investigate 
m existence in Russia. Possibly the 18 to search into. . A man is not a geol- 
newspapers will keep the "incurable °Bls.t or a student of geology because 
madness of religion” neutralized hence- he has spent hours or years In counting 
forth in Europe and the United States, pebbles on a beach.
(>.Th6 r,Tdv,'J. of ancestral worship In Ail religions claim spirit phenomena 
t-L. d Vl1.1 ,.mark toe new era of the I as. evidence of the existence-of invis- 
JapaneBev'This 4s a-fortunate circiïm- HJ»1®- Intelligence. _ It Jp probable that 
stMce. ChristiMlty1 has become dan- toe claim has a good foundation in the 
gerous as a world power, with only Mo- history of their founders if not after- 
nammedanlsm left to modify its près- wards. Some deny their continuance

dread’ Mankind is not heyond a certain period, but all seem 
ready for any universal religion. Such willing to admit an occasional in
a religion would at once renew toman stance. Who dare say that the religion 
sa™rhdc,es’ ... we to-day especially call. Spiritualism

1 ne impossible dogmas that are still !°ay not have) the same experience 
persistently preached, such as the di- PhenomenOl-tevIdences, genuine evi- 
i u01 Je8us and hlood atonement, denc88 of Spirit growth may diminish in 

should warn us that civilization Is yet frequency, in proportion as they are 
rar from rationalism. Still the victim U8ed for material ends. It is this use 
of its own ignorent fears, the average which creates the fetid swamp in 
American mind remains a victim of the which the eggs of fraud are laid and 
totense centralization of Judaism, hatched. Spiritual phenomena are for 
which barely tolerated a' few angels of spiritual purposes and these purposes 
uncertain pedigree. A revival of the ?re for eternity. Used or attempted to 
ancestral worship of Asia and Italy be used for material ends they unsplr- 
seems at hand. This will cause Chris- I ¡toalize all concerned in them on both 
Hans to re-examine their own doctrines. s^es Ute- Spiritualism will forever 
and possibly to drop the worst he, for its work is not limited by any

Idolatry became very destructive consideration of time or place. - The 
when it was unopposed by any other ?oul Browing, spirit unfolding, personal
system. Some of its images Md idols Jties disappearing, universal spirit 
at last demMded human sacrifices on I kn°wn to be everywhere and in all. 
certain days, these images were brought 
out of their places, by leading families 
and placed on an altar, and a feast was 
prepared. At these feasts, a family of 
singers and reciters would generally ex
ecute the principal part of the program 
which, however, would be rounded off 
with music Md dMcing, Md sometimes 
with prophesying. China is full of spir
itism of low grade; for there is a non
progressive kind.

PROPHECIES.

XT T E- J- BOWTELL.
New London, Ct.

- • I ■ .
A Dream Vision.

IS SPIRITUAL« JBUE?

Thomas A. Scott’jjAnawgeXo rçV1 ¿ p 
Bland in Debatèìù faine Hall, 

Boston, October 2,1904.

to$t you reject it. More eminent men 
U M either of you .have held mistaken 
V^ws. On this I rest my case, I Bay 
.bat the pheiiommift Spiritualism,- 
yhen It occurs in fraud-proof cases, 
shows that the individual survives the 
destruction of Li» body, retains all his 
mental faculties and therdby proves 
that while .on earth he was a spirit and 
that his body was the instrument 
through' which he gained, necessary ex
periences. The case you cite of the 
result of the removal of certain portions 
of that instrument prove the non-exist-

Mr. Bland tells uwthat hb wishes, im
mortality were a fact. I disagree even 
there. I wish that this life ended all 
and that men, kiffiwliig1 that, would 
nave the courage oifthat knowledge and 
dare to act so that happiness would 
come to all in this -world. H The truth of 
continued life hasoheen a part of the 
knowledge of man ^yer silice man was. 
Primeval man kneunit better than does 
civilized man. It ¡was thè knowledge 
that made the American Indian so fear
less in the fact of xleath and made his 
enslavement by thedwhites an impose!- i 
blilty. From this central,truth the cun
rang priesthood, pant and -present, has I 
woven the meshes of a false theology 
and fastened n the necks of the com
mon people a superstitious belief, first, I 
in the divine right of the modern kings, I 
the captains of industry. The promise 
of a future heaven makes men content 
to dwell in a present hell. The dictum 
of the Catholic priesthood of Massachu
setts has taken thousands of votes from 
the candidate of the Socialist party, 

I,reI)eat> I wish it were not true, 
and that so knowing J could convince 
others to the end that we might make 
an industrial heaven now.

Not having the scientific learning, 1 
will not say knowledge—that my oppo- I 
nent has -I am unable to meet him on I 
that line of argument;, but all of the 
teachings of Harvard’s, professors can-1 
not take away from me the knowledge 
that while the body of my wife was rot
ting in the earth I saw her materialized 
form, an almost exact counterpart of 
her mortal form, even to a deformity 
which caused her to. assume a peculiar 
position while standing, and that I 
clasped her hands and heard her voice. 
Scores of my friends, have had similar I 
and more wonderful experiences, Md 
while I as well as others nave found 
plenty of frauds among mediums, as I 
there are frauds in all other walks of 
life, from the grocer who sands the 
sugar to the preacher with his pious I 
lies, there remains a vast residuum I 
that cannot be accounted for on any ' 
other hypothesis than the Spiritualistic 1 
one, namely, that it is the work of dis- ‘ 
embodied spirits. He will not deny the 
existence of the phenomena of Spirit
ualism; neither he nor any other man 
can account for It on known scientific 
laws. I will grent that Borne of it is 
fraudulent He CMnpt account for the 
true; he does not b.elieve that spirits 
are responsible for it, and can only com
fort himself with the hope that some 
day his beloved science will furnish the 
key to the mystery.

I deny that Spiritualists accept the 
theory that mM sprung from the 
monkey. Individual Spiritualists may 
believe what they please on any sub
ject; my spirit teachers have taught me 
that man was alwaya-a distinct specie, 
but I will follow my,;worthy opponent 
along that road when he ijays that if 
man is immortal bo are thai lower ani
mais. When conscious life Ebegins on 
earth it continues after the;! death of 
the body, whether thaffbodyawas the or- 
ganlsm of a skunk, %pewer rat, a bed-1 
bug, flea, or mM. Where that life ends, “““»uve m
or if It even ends, do /¡not know. “Zu1 88cts> all claiming the bible 
Whether, as some Spirituals believe. S?>,rQ „ e r to“n<latton and authority, 
toe lower forms of Hfp are ¡reabsorbed a^.“.1Uon8, °A co"flicUn8 ideas, 
in higher expressions^, aa/Theosophy "°" " ’
teaches, man is re-embodlgdi on earth, 
are problems that do;, not ^concern me 
now. I knowy from .the evidence pre- I 
sented to me that m® friends survive 
the death of the bodyp.and ¡they tell me I 
that the lower animals, also,-survive the 
change, beyond that.Idlo.-nqfr.know. , 

’ ton .primal, source ,
or spirit, I Wish I knewl-I would glad- — .---I—- mueuly tell him. I believe and-accept this— itì pÌrnr» B??raIs bav.e B°tolng to say of 
that at a varying period, but usually be- Ì contradictions, immorale,
tween the fourth and fifth months after n »? ,at!?n of toe scripture” is 
conception, there is m Inbreathing. • 18 ?he greatest curse add
partly from the mother and partly from book mnr° ............. "
universal nature. Spirit, God,, call it1 '

w111'. toat constitutes life.
That life, so begun, cannot be de- 
Btroyed. The death o£ the mother’s # «maf $ t 
form causes the death pf the embryonic “¿de of^mnrnu“ 
form, but both exist then as individuals I C° ® °f mora 8'

ence of spirit just as milch, and no more 
than the snapping of the G string 
proves the non-existence of harmony 
in a violin. The bpok is not yet closed 
and when the world has read it aright 
and knows that man is immortal, it will 
still be early enough in the daytime of 
humanity to learn new lessons. When 
all have learned the spiritual alphabet 

. it will be time for self-elected judges 
1- of what spirits ought and ought not to 
' do to demand the next lesson.

My last word is this: Prove to me, 
not by negative evidence, not by sub
tile theory, not by a torrent of well- 
turned phrases, that by sheer weight 
comes all before it and shows you to be, 
what I admit you are, one of the keen
est debaters in Boston; not by ridicule 
that provokes the ready laugh at the 
picture of the immortal bedbug.’-*

Prove to me that Spiritualism is false, 
by proving that its phenomena is false, 
and just as gladly, just as readily as I 
forsook the religion of my sins, will I 
forsake the religion of my manhood’s 
reason.—Truth Seeker. \

THE BIBLE

Considered as a Book of Authority.

Many writers and speakers quote 
from the bible to prove an argument or 
statement, to sustain a doctrine or be- 

¿i,W,eory.’ °? the hypothesis that 
the bible Is a book of authority, a para
gon that settles conclusively such mat
ters of which it treats. ,

That is a great mistake. It settles 
nothing. Errors and contradictions 
are its concomitants. There is no other 
book so uncertain, bo unreliable, bo 
much In doubt, dispute. People dlsa- 

as to the meaning of every part

One finds in the bible Infant damna
tion, another salvation for all; one 
finds trinity, another unity; one a per
sonal devil, another an evil influence; 
one election, another free grace; one 
eternal punishment, another annihila
tion, another universal restoration; one 
an Intermediate state after death, an
other an immediate heaven and hell
and so on. "You pay your money and 
take your choice.”

There have been many translations, 
revisions, editions of "The Infallible 
Bible; altered; revised; amended; 
8?,miJlarts?e.ft out; some Parts put in; 
all different from each other, showing 
from Its history and contents that it is 
the production of very fallible men.

Bible critics are ashamed to sav they 
believe it all, but say much of it is alle
gory, poetry, folk lore, fables and tra
ditions of the ancients; therefore it is 
not wise to believe any of its state
ments, contradicted by known facts

There are hundreds of distinctive an-

beliefs, opinions of the bible, which is 
■■**$ a musical instrument on which 
each plays his or her tune. Quotations 
from scripttfre to sustain an argument 
or moral principle, is a weakness, a 
blemish, a damage, and a good reason 
to oppose It. .
.. s°“®, “ora18 have been inserted in 
the bible to make it tolerable and ac
ceptable; and people Who talk so much

has done more herm than any other 
rOi7" The reading of it has been made 

c,rlmes’ tollies, errors, wars, 
ihe decalogue that Moses said God 
S ??? del!vered t0 bim on Mount 
rn“ 1’„/h“^?!ans W- 18 tbe highest 

uul uvcxi uiH uim as individuals I ?b,® 8^xto command
in the so-called spirit.world and fulfill ^.»e that Tbey
their separate missions. tbat, th*s refers to the killing of

- - m blings; nevertheless, Moses,
1.1 ™ s?,If Xva8, a murderer—killed an 

Egyptian and hjd his body in .the sand__
a premeditated murder. (Ex. 2:12).

Moses was a devil of a leader Md

True, modern Spiritualism in its fifty- 
six years of being has not revolution
ized the world. True, the master minds 
who have crossed the divide have been . MOsea wno a 
strangely silent; but pause, may not lawaiwr IS ta' 
even that be a proof of. Spiritualism’ Is re» rX „ h ha/ no pr‘ ‘ 
it not possible that those master minds“ readme ttem ^nd“ents; 
after, all,, were but rare psychics and the^eih^fV 016 ?eople’ Ke 
that the collective minds from the Of thousands of God'............. e but used them as “ns^

practical use for
„ --------------- ; but soon after

tte People’ he ordered
’s chosen

Spiritualists Investigate the phenom- 
®Bon °i Hfe and of its future conditions. 
We find that harmoniously fitted minds 
can enter a trance state and thus pho
tograph the scenes of the invisible 
world. This excels the magnifying 
glass, as yet, because the latter lacks 
life. The verification of spirit mes
sages rests on evidence, which is not 
lacking.

The reality and value of spirit mes
sages have been shown. One of their 
values is to release the mind from the 
chains of ancient monopolizing doc
trines. The verification of different 
spirits began with The Fox girls The 
proof of the value of spirit messages 
has been known and published, over 
and over. How desolate would we now 
feel without them.

Before the three Fox girls performed 
their parts, there came the serene and 
mighty Swedenborg, the devoted and 
uncompromising Ann Lee; the versatile 
and amazing Andrew Jackson Davis 
and the remarkable but erratic Joseph 
Smith; but none tried to find the condi
tions of spirit manifestation or identifi
cation—in which we have now'excelled 
the past ages.

The certain detection of crime by me
diums will probably be the achievement 
of the near future, as it is already in 
vogue in Abyssinia. We are in the 
dawn of that era. The telephone will 
be outdone, the wireless telegraphy ex
celled, and man converted. “Wisdom 
is the principal thing.” ■ •

n .> ~ , J- M’ HOLADAY;
Council Bluffs, Iowa. '

LOOK OUTI__LOOK OUT!
The Progressive .Thinker .during its 

Fall and Winter Campaign' will be* a 
continual feast of. good: things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought. You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send in your 
subscription now,< and introduce the 
paper to your neighbor. .

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chau. 
B, Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestlveness. Cloth, $1.60.

On the evening, of November 19th, 
1904, I was sitting by thè fire, about 8 
o’clock, when a group of spirit ladles 
appeared before me. They said this: 
"Retire, you are so weary.' We shall 
remain here through the night.. You 
will hear, also see something during 
this night, which please to make note 
of in the morning. It is -significant, 
in its way, of conditional ' workings. 
You may see clairvoyantly and hear 
clalraudlently quite in your normal 
state awake, or it may be in dream vis
ion.”

I retired and fell asleep, not seeing 
Mythlng prior to that time, but later 
in the night I dreamed - that I was 
abroad somewhere hr a lecture room 
or hall as it seemd. There were quite 
a number of people there. Harrison D 
Barrett, President of the N. S. A., was 
the one prominent figure. After a sort 
ot pause he came to where I was sit
ting among others, and said: “If you 
will go into —naming a sort of ante
room, which name has gone from my 
memory—“you will presently hear my 
voice through the telephone that is 
there, Md what you will hear is of deep 
meaning.” Accordingly we went as di
rected and took seats by the telephone, 
that was there. , ;

My seat was about two feet away. 
Some one, I knew not whom; held the 
receiver. Presently there- came a few 
strains of violin music, then Mr. Bar
rett’s voice was heard singing, "Nearer 
My God, to Thee.” His voice increased 
in strength Md clearness as he went 
on, the violin accompMiment being soft 
and sweet. All at once a tall young 
mM arose in front of me with his back 
toward me, carefully hiding his face. 
He held a violin in one hand, the bow 
in the other and listened Intently to the 
music and singing. When Mr. Barrett 
entered on the third verse, his voice 
broke, and stopped weakly at the sec
ond line. Simultaneously, therewith, 
the man holding the violin gave a loud 
sigh and dropped to the floor. This 
awakened me. It seemed so clear and 
so strongly impressed upon me as 
something very unusual or. important 
implied in it. It struck two o’clock 
directly after I wakened. . ’

„ MRS. M. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio.

"The Attainment cf Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of- Personal Beauty, Based on Hy- 
glene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edit'd by 
Albert Turner." Of especial Interest 
and value. Price $1.

spirit, side but used them as instru- whim n« wor8111l)lnS a golden calf 
ments? ’ w?8 absent from camp in

It’s a fair question to ask. What has and* many were MMn^but^ro^'“T 
Agnosticism accomplished in the relic- made th» noir but, Aaron> who 
tous field? It has torn down some of “1 ’is nothli?^ad< W°r'
the temples of theology; Spiritualism shipinf the Christian*r^d “ WOT'
has destroyed more. Agnosticism has There was much a 
built up what? A dark, dreary, deaden- the nations by th^ mna^ a® am<Sg 
Ing doubt Spiritualism has built up - a deeds ever ¿ommltted to miS® 
knowledge of continued life based on thirst for blood“m6I wrath ?2P^®/b! 
fact, not faith. Spiritualism denies the who saM "Thou Ihalt m kin . h‘^God 
supernatural, but In defying the law of I murders are «tin k » These 
gravitation reminds the scientist that God-worshipers by divine authoSta nt 
laws.“ y6t m°re t0 learU °f ”atUral the h01y WMe It Aays® 0°nf

To sum up. Mr. Bland defined Spirit- tobrin|OpeacenonOearth,”but 
uMism.. I accept his definition, viz.: TheBiblemust godwn under the L 
Man is a spirit and has a body.” All saults of human reason, science and 

know that the .body . -.dies. If, then; modern criticism.
after that death; something remains I The struggle against old myth Md 
S»£I>uS8eS3.®? totelligence, that mani-1 tolth demMds brave men and^ women 
fests Its existence through more than who dare to do right, dare to be true to 
seventy phases of mediumship, that honest convictions? The world be- 
cialms to be a human being Md in sup- comes free, enlightened, civilized in nrX 
port of that claim tells facts that were I portion as it becomes ' emancinated 
known only to the alleged-spirit and af- from old religious systems founded on 
terward verified by mortals-as, for in- the bible. £ H. NICHOLAS 
stance, to be strictly up'to date, the __ _____ _ - . . '-* ’

“I.<53: H™XaTh"“°. to •» 

more remarkable. The facts are there- 
.“i^m lightly, as

These

And is -there no word we could wish un- 
Ik« ‘‘bAAvxj, un i saia? .

SfeÏÏTi?» »«S or •"ÏÏJ?’ »“ - »«<»> 0.of old coins. It is easy to .gsk ques
tions. Why don’t thefspirits do this, 
that, and the other? Mrl-Bland has told 
ub on this rostrum thaLin à gpod light 
with his hands and thahand&pf others 
on top of a table, that Table rose in the 
air, went over his head and ¡down his 
back. He does not béileve That spirit 
power did It There waâ"ho fraud there 
The law of gravitatif was‘taversed’ 
What law took its pla< Mr.'Slànd?

Newton’s apple did ¿pt mate the law 
of gravitation, but it réel to Jfe discov
ery. No isolated phenomenon ptoves 
Spiritualism, but tell fflet ¿tfigle sci
entists, even Mr. CroSfes w^h'his ad
dress on telepathy^ wife, hhà "dared to 
follow when the phe!ffiïnéhaal'ed, and 
then has told the world it lé'iot true? 
Most of them stop half Why,'as you did 
with the table and cofifeés’themselves 
baffled. Some few haVe dared1 to fol
low the light of trutH When‘its rays 
have led them from the beaten'path of 
custom into the religion'that is unpop
ular alike with Creedist 'and Atheist 
Chief among the few of the learned who 
have dared to bear the label Spiritual
ist, I place the name of 'Alfred’ Russel 
Wallace; from whose, pamphlet, “If a 
Man Dies Shall He Live Again?“ I have 
read in our opening debate Bonte of the 
evidence ..that helped to convince him 
1 count It not for my cause that ho àc-

-pts my view, nor against-my cause

bliss?
Have we smoothed too oft the hair 

from the brow,
I P which we are bent in agony now?
Is there ever a smile that we could re

I With the feet of our loved in “the river" 
wet? ■ - ■ . - ...

Ah , 'tis so hard to remember the day 
That seems, in-the distance so far 

away;
So hard to remember each passionate 
- breast, ■ -
Must some, day be still in death’s culet 

■ .. -rest - ■ ■ . .'. . ■■ . ■.- -
In- the flush of life they are walklnc 

■ now, ■■' .:.-.. ■
But death’s icy chill shall creep o’er 

each brow,; ■ ■ -.
And when life all is gone, and death 

reigns.Instead, ’ . .
We shall know we were not too kind to 

our dead. < ’ - ■
Heaven forgive us the passion“’ and 
• pride, ■ •
Wounding, our dear ones, each day at 

our Bide;
Oh, heaven forgive us each mad. cruel 

thrust,
And help us remember “dust unto 

...dust” , .
Oh, the sad faces so oft laid away— 
We might, if we would, have brightened

’ IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.

An Interesting Book Study.

Many writers have given their opin
ions of Dr. Bland s book, which bears 
the above title, but the subject is not 
exhausted, I desire also, to give the 
Impressions which that wonderful book 
made on my mind. Until I read it, I 
had given very little thought to Spirit
ualism. That book aroused within me 
an earnest desire to verify the phenom
enal facts presented there, and to fur
ther investigate the philosophy pre
sented based upon those facts. This I 
am sure must be the effect produced by 
the book on all earnest seekers after 
the truth. I am sustained in this view 
by quite a number of my friends to 
whom I have presented copies, hence, I 
regard it as missionary work of excep
tional value.

In his review of this book in the 
Arena, Mr. B. 0. Flower says: “Three 
things make this book remarkable; its 
authorship, the astounding claims put 
forth by the writer, and the revelation 
of a future life that it embodies. The 
author Dr. T. A. Bland, is widely known 
as one of the most honest, sincere, fear
less, and thoughtful men of our time.” 

: I fully endorse < Mr. Flower's esti
mate of the book and the man. In fact, 
if this book had been written by almost 
any other person I hardly think I should 
have read it; or If I had, I would not 
have been so strongly Impressed that it 
is a genuine revelation and not the pro
duct of a vivid imagination. As a work 
of fiction it would rank with the occult 
books of Bulwer Lytton, and Marie Cor
elli. Regarding it as a realistic revela
tion of that world where our departed 
friends now live, and where we must 
ere long find a home, it is of inestima
ble value.

The book Is an account given to the 
author by a friend, of his love for a 
girl playmate who died before she had 
bloomed into full womanhood. He
mourned her as dead and remained a 
bachelor. Twenty years later she ap
pears to him in seances, ethereallzed, 
materialized and through trance medi
ums, Then she has him put into deep 
trance and visit her in her spirit home. 
She gives a banquet in his honor, invit
ing many distinguished persons to meet 
him. The banquet closes with a toast 
to the heroine. Pearl, and his visiting 
lover.

■ In her response Paul says: “Paul and
I were lovers when but children, but 

1 our earthly romance ended in a tragedy. 
• The curtain was rung down, the lights 
1 turned off, and for many years my boy 
- sweetheart dwelt in the shadow of a 

sorrow that cast a gloom over his young 
. life. My heart bled for him and tears 

of sympathy often gushed from my 
eyes; yet I rejoiced that with heroic re
solve and earnest devotion he bore his 
cross up the rugged steeps of time, till 
from the VMtage ground of science and 
the heights of philosophy the headlands 
of immortality began to loom before his 
enlarged vision. During all those years 
I was by his side. I climbed the 
heights with him-as his loving compM- 
ion and fellow student. I watched his 

■progress till the time came when he 
could safely leave his physical body for 
a time and visit his future home and 
arisen friends.”

Pearl not only entertained Paul, but 
with her as his guide he visited great 
cities, listened to lectures, inspected 11- 
brerles, etc., in the third sphere. They 
then winged their way to The second 
sphere and studied conditions there; 
then proceeding down to the first 
sphere, they spent some time in inves
tigating the purgatories Md the meth
ods employed to reform and redeem the 
undeveloped spirits. Paul reports, 
briefly, sermons by Jonathan Edwards, 
John Wesley Md Thomas Paine which 
he Md Pearl heard delivered. These 
sermons are Intensely Interesting and 
highly instructive. The last chapter 
contains a very interesting account of 
Paul’s return to earth.

The ethical philosophy of the book is 
of the highest and purest; while the de
scriptions of the spiritual world are in 
the highest degree Interesting, instruct
ive and comforting.

The love story, which like a thread of 
gold, runs through the book, is a ro- 
mMce of such celestial character as to 
be far above the plane of earthly pas
sion and serves to give us a hint of the 
joys that await us in the heavenly 
spheres, where every bud of genuine 
love shall blossom into flower.

I have had the delightful privilege of 
meeting the heroine of this book in two 
different seances, and receiving from 
her assurance that the book contains a 
true description of scenes and condi
tions in the spiritual world.

I esteem it a great privilege to have 
read this book. Md to enjoy the friend
ship of the author, not only, but of the 
heroine. The reading of this book, and 
the personal knowledge of the fact that : 
the beautiful heroine is a real Md not 1 
a fictitious character has opened to me 
a new world of facts and ideas and ' 
given birth to hopes not before enter- 1 
tained. EDWIN M. STANTON. 1

----- ■ i
This book Is for sale at this office. । 

Price, $1. 1

one day;
And alas, for the dear, sweet words left 

unsaid—
’Tis too late but to weep—and bury our 

dead.

Oh, friends, when the hour we wot of 
shall come.

With our nearest and dearest safe “at 
' home,”
With the still form covered, the last 

good-bye said.
We shall know we were not too kind to 

our dead. ’
ANNIE H. PIERCE. 

Rockford, Ill.

’■ The Day of Judgment.
Quite a number of lurid pictures of 

tiie “judgment day” have been fur
nished by different writers for the 
New York Evening Globe, which stirred 
up Brother C. F. Short to have his say 
as follows: '

The -recent spirited discussion over 
“.The Day of Judgment” was alarming 
or amusing, as one might view it. Old 
dogmatic ideas seemed to prevail over 
good sound reason and common sense.

. Is not every day more or less the day 
of judgment wherein we receive either 
partial or full reward for our deeds 
whether good or bad? ’

. The different writers furnished many 
scriptural quotations about woe Md tor
ment, punishment and destruction, fire 
and brimstone, weeping, wailing, and 
endless agony and black despair. Very 
likely in that remote age those old fel
lows believed all this, but -that is no 
reason why we should.

.. The Deity is not concerned, does not 
burden himself and weary or worry 
himself over our little capers, for there 
stands the great natural law of compen
sation that attends to our case automat
ically. So we reap what we sow'and 
get the heaven we create or the hell we 
deserve. If wo do good we receive 
good. None can escape Receiving what 
he justly merits. The idea that at 
some distant day, in dome remote age, 
we will be subpoenaed to appear in 
court and get a "judgment day”, sen
tence; all tills rubbish Is only to revive 
one of the landmarks of the dark aces

New Yorlt. ......... 'J. F. SHORT

/ , , r p s V V r ' jeu* t y I t r- ' _ *•

PUBLICATIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Library of Spiritial Litoraiore.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

, b’,FE IN TWO SPHERES.
h.“1 18.st0I-y tbe scenes are laid on 

h^tihaan<1 / utbe spirlt world, present- 
i-ofi *1}» 8plrltual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All cues- 
tions which arise on that flubject Me 
answers. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

the ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
«... MAN.

tbe latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough nresen. 
ltah°edHttUS l“terestin8 aubjectf Eng- 
iish edition. Price $1. 8
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVfmt 

Thls°hJlfHE 8ACRED HEART. ENT< 
bti?k was written for an object 

and has been pronounced equal in Ite

HERESY, OR LED TQ THE LIGHT
A thrilling psychological story of ' 

£“roet&

18 8PiRITUALl8M?
How to investigate. How tn fA*«

d umshiD“'1N eVeI°P and cu't‘vate 
fsto ThelrN“t» er? °f eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Elght-na™ 
tract for mission work. Slngl^ conZ 
6 cents; 100 for $1.25. 8 copies.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular Bongs with 
the music by eminent composers Tha 
HnnT admlrably adapted for’reel“ 
Price H PaSeS’ beauUfuUy bound.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socle

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Ro’na 
Tuttle. A book by the aidI of which^ 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lit • 
eral society may be organized and com 
ducted without other assistance Price 
60 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents Ex! 
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST REC1TA.

TIONS. A
For humane education, with plan of 

L<e Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tutrie. Price, 25 cen& 

Lnnol8.'“' P^tpald. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights. Ohio.

ASPHODEL BlÖÖMS;
AND

Other Oîîerinos, 
BY 

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

,. ™8 ™lume contains a selection of 
the best poems of thia gifted author Md 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages with six full-page illustrations 
including photogravures of the author 
t1iH,^ia r'ITuttie’ J1 18 bound in blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations. r

The author needs no introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature? 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in tha 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems "
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: ’To all lovers of good poetry 
» confidently recommended.” 

interest:" 1 bave read with great

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: A most exquisite bouquet 
h >. tboughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of mv’ 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.” “

The author says in the dedication-: 
To those whose thoughts and longinva 

reach into the unseen Land of b’ouis 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
thehway stations on the jour^

Price $1.00. For sale by
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

___________Berlin Heights, Ohln.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations, it 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.26 postpaid. •

Address all orders to 1
HUDSON TUTTLE, 1 
Berlin Helghto, Ohio.

CLUB81 CLUBSl CLUBSI~CLUBSI
Now is the time to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten cm secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: “The Great 
Debate Between Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson”; "Vol. 8 of The Ency
clopedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World"; "A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands”, and “Seers of the Ages”, by 
Dr. J.- M. Peebles. The one who gets 
up the club can have the paper one. 
year, and any two of the premium 
books In our list, which he may select

“Continuity or Lire a Cosmic Truth.’' 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ol 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject doth, $1.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By J. M. 
Beoblre, M. D., m. A., Ph. D. Price at ’ 
10 cents. • - ■, ’
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Actress Escorted by
Her Husband’s Spirit.

As set forth in the New York Herald, 
When death claims Edwin Varney, who 
has been hovering on its brink for sev
eral weeks and whose advanced age 
precludes hope tor his recovery, there 
will be left only three members of the 
company that was playing “Our Ameri
can Cousin” on the stage of Ford’s The
atre, Washington, on that night in 1865 
when John Wilkes Booth assassinated 
President Lincoln.

Until a few weeks ago there was a 
woman survivor of that memorable 
cast, and in her life there was perhaps 
as mueh romance and tragedy as in 
that unexpected play she and the others 
involuntarily witnessed from the stage 
of Ford’s Theatre—not so momentous 
to the world at large, of course, but 
more so to her, as the story will prove. 
This was Sarah Stevens, as she was al
ways known to her fellow-players. She 
died recently in the Edwin Forrest 
Home, on the outskirts, of Philadelphia.

Fifty years ago she was the reigning 
stage favorite of New York, in demand 
as a leading woman by all the promi
nent actors of that period. Adopting 
the stage at the age of eighteen, in the 
course of a few years she had played 
Hero to Lester Wallack’s Benedick in 
"Much Ado About Nothing,” Lady Anne 
to Edwin Booth’s Richard III., and cre
ated the role of Mary Meredith in “Our 
American Cousin” with the elder

sure of his sincerity, after her own un-. 
conventional proposal, but her doubts 
were set at rest the next day, when 
public announcement was made in. the 
newspapers that Heenan had retired 
from the ring forever. There must 
have been further agreements between 
them, for at the end of that season, at 
his request, she retired from the stage 
and they were married.

After that for eleven years the stal
wart warrior of the squared circle and 
tire fragile little girl of the stage lived 
a life of almost ideal devotion.

Heenan’s death was .a sad blow to his 
wife and chiefly for the sake of keeping 
her mind occupied she returned to the 
stage not long afterward.

William H. Thompson, who will soon 
reappear in this city in “The Secret of 
Polichinelle,” was traveling in ’ the 
same company with her some years 
ago. He had observed her habit of go
ing to and from the theatre alone, and 
one night they happened to be playing 
at a house the stage entrance of which
was up a dark alley 
part of the town.

in an unsavory

Their first night there Thompson
waited for her after the performance,

for five cents, and th n you are per- I Sothern, the part she was playing when 
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an- I Lincoln was shot

and with the privilege of an old friend, 
said: “Sarah, let me see you to your 
hotel. This Is a bad neighborhood and 
you might be insulted. Besides you 
ought not to walk the streets of strange 
cities alone and at night.”

- - - , . Only the other night Mr. Thompson
She was only twenty years old and recaned. the incident. “She looked up 

still a shy little Ingenue when one night at me wlth a low In her eyea;• he Baid, 
she appealed on the stage ot a St. Louis ,.and answeredj «Don’t you know, Mr.

______ . theatre. That night John C. Heenan, a Thompson, that John always brings me 
Larne for the National Spirit !a, As^ter, was In a box with a party t0 theatre and takes me home

Edltor-at-Large tor tno national f Qf frjen(is. He had just returned from n„aln»> r did not know she had be- 
uallst Association. England after hls fight with Tom Say- £ a spiritualist then, and I feared

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an-1 erB and was the hero of the hour. a '„„J -
•wer all attacks in the secular or relig- Heenan, of course, was aware of the wrong hut I was soon enlightened.
. ™ unirihiniinm. fiend him fact that he was the gaze of all eyes, ’ -tous press on 8P‘ritaa1““- ““ ““ but from the moment dainty little Sa- 
cllpplngs when a •- attack is maae, giv Stevcns appeared behind .the foot
ing date and name of paper. Aoarese lights all his attention was devoted to 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Tljj Battle Press. , 
During tl[i^earla^earB of the New 

York Heraiq,, founded by the elder 
James Gordey Bennett it was very gen
erally destenat^ as "the Satanic 
Press." Tl|I^ because of the sensation
al character of its-news matter, and its 
peculiar zeal in apparently publishing 
'every item of criminal news to which 
its energeti^editbts could gain access. 
It was urgeS by tfl8 opponents of the 
Herald thatfllts methods made it the or
gan of crimffials, ’.laterally advertising 
crime, and by carefully detailing its in
cidents, teaching ills: vicious the modes 
of operation, seemingly to the end that 
wrong-doers should display more skill 
in the practice ofitheir vile arts to es- 
•»ape detection, >
’ Who has not observed that at times 
there appears to be epidemics of wife 
murder followed Ij'y suicides; of robber
ies, burglaries and arsons; then the 
holding up of railroad trains, and the 
dynamiting of express cars. These al
ternate with periods of forged checks 
on banks, of counterfeiting coins, or of 
bank notes. Each, in turn, seems to 
be favorably accepted by the criminal 
class, until the. Satanic press has popu
larized some other methods ot crime, 
when that, for a time, has had its pe
riod of action.

The murder and robbery at the street 
car barns in this city, and the hanging 
of several criminals, has been dupli
cated by the youthful element again 
and again, unfortunately omitting the 
executions.

We venture to assert that every high
way robbery in this city, the details of 
which have been given In the city 
press, has served as a sort of adver
tisement to. the commission of other 
robberies, virtually confirming the weR- 
known quatrain of Pope:
“Vice is a monster of so frightful 
’ mien.
That to be hated needs but to be seen;

for a moment that something had gone

’ “I happened to be just back of her as 
.' she reached the stage door and passed 
■’ into the street To mortal eyes there

SOULS AND SOULLESS.

o

Dec. 17,19H»

I passed through the valley of silence 
And stood in the land of light, 

For the weary body found sleep at last, 
The fever ended, the torture past, 

And my soul drained deep delight. 
For this was my home of the spirit 

Each mountain and vale I knew.
With a wordless rapture of deep con

tent
My soul with the soul of the silence 

blent
In this dream of dreams come true.

The full, soft light thrilled round me 
With a music of murmured rhyme;

While .he undertone of the ocean beat 
Faintly afar, and low and sweet 

, On the outermost shores of time.
Knee deep in the fragrant blossoms. 

Breast-high in the lilled glade 
The timid creatures of wood and hill 
Wandered, or slept, or played at will, 

AIT careless and unafraid.
“Soulless” on earth we named them, 

Yet ever I find them here, 
And they flock to me with caresses 

mute,
While eyes of love look from the brute

An Earnest Appeal Front Harrison D. Barrett.

Yet, seen too oft, familiar with 
face,

We first endure, then pity, then

We 
there 
other 
their 
were 
there

brace."
are glad to record the fact,

her

em-

that
are newspapers which delve In 
than the cesspools of vice for 
principal news. We wish there 
more of them; Indeed we wish 
were no others; and that the

. was no one there, but she looked up
terTLatthVeet^=e^

Its Root In Barbarism. I there were "Johnnies” in those days SfasPiaB another unseen one and
Harper & Brothers, of New York, as in these, and Sarah Stevens laughed TspokeSto bher again

published in 1855 a valuable work by and put her letter away, although, as ll0Iley .moon- A.™. t0..ner.. °«aln 
Jas. Jackson Jarves, entitled "Parisian ^r«6’uJ/ased.8' 
Sightsand Principles, Seen Through Then a curious thing happened. One ------ . .... , . , . ,,, , , - ..

Th© book is I afternoon Sarnh Stevens was walking he did in life, he meets me at the stage ject to what is familiarly known as the

about it, carefully and rather timidly,
and she said:

'“John Is always with me.. Just as

masses, particularly boys during their 
adolescent period, were wholly ignor
ant of the criminal world, only as ' hey 
know of its punishment.

All of the better classes of society ob-
American Spectacles." The book is I afternoon Sarah Stevens was walking he did In life, he meets me at the stage I ject to what is familiarly known as the
deeply interesting, as the writer wrote in the street when she suddenly found door every night and we walk along to- “Yellow Covered Literature,” because
mostly from nenwnal observation, and herself face to face with Heenan. In gather in the same old sweet way.’ of its Injurious Influence on youth > and
“^^L^fnP^XTto nlaceshe a moment of what she afterward de- “I am convinced," continued Mr. of late there is an effort to suppress the
of historical facts rela g P scribed as impulse, but without a shad- Thompson, “that she felt his kiss on her details of the police courts. Should
visited. Chancing to open its pages a I of regret) sh0 put her tlny hand on 1Jpgi the claap o£ hlfl in hers> I not the repression be extended to the 
gives an Inkling of church procedure a I ^js big arm and said: she was satisfied he was there by her Satanic press, which peddles news of
terested, and read hundreds of pages "Mr. Heenan, If you promise me that side, as he had always been since their crime in place of legitimate intelll- 
before it was laid aside, and then you have struck your last blow in the marriage, and would be, so she be- | gence.
.__ _ Th« fol- prize ring and played your last gam- lieved, for all eternity. And he had ‘because other duties pressed The fol 1r
lowing quotation from pages lu» < I Heenan gazed In astonishment for a more. It was a beautiful thing to see, 
goves an inkling of church procedure a ' ... . . ... - -.........................................
few centuries ago, when Roman Cathol
icism was supreme. We quote ver-

osifina I hand and said, “I promise." in what perhaps is the only reality— | leon Bonaparte capie to the throne he
“There is scarce y a. ^¡ous ed flee herjjelf death>„ । p

raised upon the ruins of a monastery ’
that has not Its foundations in an ec
clesiastical dungeon. Saint Martin des I 
Champs was a prison; the Salnte Cha- -pbe Traducer Excoriated, 
pelle a prison—Salnte Genevieve a voluminous nroductionsprison—Saint Germain des Pres a pris- The Tyolum n™a Proauc«0118 
on—Saint Benoit a prison—The Temple I George LIppard, the literary Quaker of 
a prison—Saint Gervais a prison—Saint Philadelphia, so widely circulated 
Mery a prison; indeed, wander where fifty to sixty years ago, and which did 
you will In old Paris, and your footsteps . so mucb to popularize the history of 
are upon the remains of civil or re¡g- $ American Revolution, by giving it a 
ious tyranny, the catacombs of secta- I , ° .
rian hate, but now exhibiting only tern- legendary form, have long been out of 
pies of the Prince of Peace. The prison print He embodied many important 
has disappeared—the church remains, facts in those legends worthy of preser-

France Comíóg to the Front.
A vigorous effort is now being made

moment, fearing that he was the vic- a sublime belief to have in this sordid, . .tim of a joke, but he must have seen a selfish world, and I believe she had it France t? separate church and state 
light in the little woman’s eyes, for af- up to that day a little while ago when I During the Frendli Revolution of 1794 
ter a slight hesitation he thrust out his she quietly slipped away to join him this was addompllfehed, but when Napo-

of

Humanity has made such an advance vatiOn, and attempted to correct many 
that we can now scarcely credit the fa]Behoods and prejudices engendered 
fact that in the 14th century every con- turbulence or follow-vent and monastery had a subterranean n 01080 tlmes 01 turbulence, or follow 
stone ceU, ironically called ‘vade in Ing a few years later, that originated 
pace,” [go in peace] into which the vic- with the disloyal tory element, the ob-

rehabilitated the:. Roman Catholics, 
gave them a new lease of authority, and 
provided fox the support of their priest-

pendence, and of the falseness of the | hood; and .fills cqndltlon, to some ex
charges of Atheism, of libertinism, of '
drunkenness, of abandoning his faith on tent, has continue«/ to the present.

Fortunately for America when ourhis death-bed, which the malicious
Cheetham had concocted; libels which I Constitution, was «formed, the people 
culminated in robbing the grave of the I werp dlvid^-intg. mqny secijs. no one 
Author-Hero of i(s bones and transport- being dominaqt $t was easy, then, to 
ing them to England, where they rest | throw each on Its own resources, and 
in an unknown grave, and he gave vent

Passing Away.

to his own outraged nature, for which 
we all thank him.

withdraw government support from all. 
The result was a happy one, and all 
the world admires our toleration of all 
religions, and of no religion, and yet Is

Mild faces, huddling near.
My patient dumb little brothers 

So beaten and sold and slain,
By the master, man, in his pride 

birth
of

Ruler, and tyrant and lord of eqrth 
By' the might of his proud disdain!

Soulless? Ah, no, my brother 
Of the form and the face like mine. '

They live when freed from your master 
thrall

Painless, untroubled and happy all 
Co-workers in life’s design.

And they meet me, welcome, and follow 
When my spirit free of the clod

Wings out to visit those realms so near 
And my vision opens to knowledge 

clear
Of the Fatherhood of. God.

His. And all life created
From the one source, is his care, 

For life is the spirit It may not bate 
However the foolish ones may prate,

And whatever the form it wear 
And I know beyond any doubting

When the summons for rest shall 
come

These "soulless” creatures will greet 
me there

With human friends in my love to 
share,

My brothers, though brute and dumb. 
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

Ker.’.lwort’.i, HL

THE HOPE OF THE WORLD.

Educatlon and Spiritual Thought Must 
Overcome Evil Forces. ■

That learned scholar, Rev. Edward | in no way responsible for the action of 
Everett Hale, now Chaplain of the | any.

tim was let down, never to reappear I ject to bring into disfavor those who 
alive. Sometimes they were immedl- were leaders in the strife.
ately starved to death, but generally Ag heretofore stated in these col-
they were supplied with coarse food by .__ ,means' of a basket and rope. An abbe I umns, our own George Washington 
of Tulle was accustomed to mutilate came in for a full share of abuse; bnt

United States Senate, in an article In 
the International Quarterly, says:

The minor systems 
faiths, as Baptists,

of religious 
Presbyterians,

’By the year 2,000 no ecclesiastical | Methodists, etc., have added largely to 

 

organization now existing in America, | their numbers until they have become
will retain its predent form.’ great powers in the state; and yet they

Himself a sectarian, how Is that | are independent of governments, a 
from one of the ablest men of Jearnlng 80rt oi wheel 'within a wheel.

Any one church, as Episcopalian ornis prisoners. He cut off the left hand I his political elevation after the war the times? Let ns quote him at _ ______ r____ _ „„ ______
of a man who had appealed to the Par- was over, and the plaudits of the world length, for Rev. E. E. Hale is a pro- I would languish, and their ability for 
liament against him for having cut off for hfs cooiness, wisdom, bravery and found thinker, and the views of such | good would be correspondingly 

--- i - .. . abridged; while the favored churchand h^aX^f te^churoh^^fTat toal 8uccess £oll0W0d death wlth W°rth ?reseTngi 

ageI a nation in tears, silenced the tongue of
Such were the acts of the church in I slander, and the pen of the libeler, and

Its forming stage, and the mode of dis- Ms fame has become Immortal.

Catholic, if made supreme, all others

“The country is profoundly religious. I would tyrannize over the others, and 
It believes in right, and it wants to usurp prerogatives to Which all are now 
have right done. • • • The leader of| strangers. '
Americans who may wish to lead them France, a Republic, can do no more to

posing of recalcitrants, those who those whose attention has been forward in the line of that destiny I popularize free institutions, and a free 
kicked against the teachings of the turned to itjtod who have investigated which has triumphed thus far, leads a aiVbid
nriesthood or their methods in enforc- the subject, are aware that the terrible religious race in the methods of per- Wt from every religious sect, and bid
pnestnooa, or roeir memoas in emorc ■> <   sonal and anontaneous worahin with the pope to keep hands off, and allow
ing discipline. The principal features Dlue laws ot Connecticut, which ro- congtant reference f0 the eternal laws, each person subject to Its authority to
in every Protestant creed, as weR as mancers draw on to carry a point, were dogg appeaj to this man’s self-1worship God in his own way, or not at 
Catholic, were built on the agony and fictions, invented by a Church of Eng- [ghness or to the greed of that commu- . without molestation, or interfer
groans of the vintimn of priestly out- 'an<^ P1-!®8^ Rev. Samuel A Peters, who 
rage and cruelty. Fbr what other pur- had charSe °t the churches in Hartford 
post they had for dungeons and instru- I and Hebron, but fell into great disodor, 
ments of torture? Would not all these 11111(1 le£t 010 country in disgust, return-
instrumentalities be called Into requl- ing to England, and falsely reporting 
sition again if the church, by whatever the character of the colonial laws.

Any religious creed, cult, club, sect or system 
of belief becomes as dry bones—worthless, un
less accompanied with humanitarian work
charity in its broadest and most comprehensive 
sense. The necessity of tenderly caring for our 
worn-out mediums must be apparent to every
one. Let it be known to the world that Spirit
ualists will not properly care for their own evan
gels, their mediums and inspired workers, and 
then our"Cause will truly decline, and a dark 
cloud will envelope our movement. If we neg
lect to care for our needy workers we stand con
victed of ingratitude ̂ before the world. Every 
reader of Mr. Barrett’s appeal should contribute 
something towards the Mediums’ Fund. Send 
the same to. the Secretary, Mrs. M. T. Longley, 
600 Pennsylvania Ave., S. E., Washington, D. C.

Every Spiritualist in America should ask himself how much he owes 
to the religion of his soul as he faces the New Year. If he has a com
fortable home, with food and clothing sufficient to provide for his phys
ical necessities, then it should be a question with him as to how much 
he can do for the Cause he loves. Should he not think of those who are 
without homes, without proper food or raiment, without the pleasant 
companionship of friends, and see how mueh he can do for them ? Is 
not every man who does something for some one else, doing Spiritual
ism’s work?

’ Spiritualism has numerous workers who are now beyond active labor« 
Exposure, disease, and constant drain of their vital and spiritual forces, 
have left them almost homeless, friendless, and certainly very poor in 
purse in their old age. Just now, including Henry Slade, whose pen
sion is twenty-five dollars per month, the N. S. A. is caring for fifteen of 
our worn out speakers and mediums. Slade’s pension includes medical 
attendance and laundry, hence the difference between him and the four-

I am a new subscriber to The Pro
gressive Thinker, and find that it is a 
feast ot good things /or the mind. Ever 
since I was a child I have had a deep 
sense of love for the spiritual side of 
life and thought I have been Influ- 
elced more or less by the invisible 
forces, and realize that mankind are 
the children of nature, and all passing 
toward the same goal and destiny of 
perfection and a higher life.

Human nature can reach the high 
pinnacle of love and happiness here and 
now, or It can sink to the lowest depths 
of sin, shame and degradation. Those 
individuals who have enjoyed soul cul
ture realize that there Is a natural 
world In which all of our physical 
senses are manifest—as well as human 
frailties—but that in the spirit life all 
can attain eternal love and happiness.

Progression is the motto of every 
true Spiritualist. Ever since man 
started with the crude “dugout," to the 
present time, civilization has had Its 
ups and downs, Its defeats and victo
ries, and now the most intelligent na
tions have arts and sciences to a high 
degree, with all modern luxuries and 
conveniences.

Education and spiritual thought must 
advance until they overcome priest
craft, ignorance, bigotry of individuals, 
and dominant churches, that rule and 
ruin the nations of earth, together with 
superstition, that keeps the human 
race in bondage and darkness.

Cultured souls are made to shudder 
when they study the cruelty of old sys
tems and despotisms, that still exist in 
our day and generation. Demons have 
not yet been driven from power. 
Rulers still continue the slaughter of 
their fellow-men, to satisfy their cruel 
and depraved natures.

Ever since the origin of man, there 
have been two forces at work, the evil 
and the good. The evil spirits have 
controlled rulers and then in all ages, 
and deluged this beautiful world with 
war, blood-letting, and killing each 
other. Is ft any wonder that poverty 
and want exist, everywhere on this 
wonderful planet, while Satan and 
greed are continually enthroned over 
the conditions of mankindT

nity. He does not teach the wretched I ence from within or abroad. 
- - - - - - Universal toleration of all religionsdoctrine of a bald economy, to induce 

them to pile up gold or iron or brass.

&
à
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name, was again supreme? We owe And even Rev. John Wesley, the 
our safety and our civilization not to founaer of Methodism, for two years 

an account of these dungeons, and their J}10 from his feet, as he expressed 
use, with the gallows and instruments mid returned to England, where he 
of torture, still on exhibition, to enforce wr°te letters defaming American he- 
obedience to priestly mandates. He ro,0a’. a.n“ *“e eaj180 “a? defended, 
says ■ I which his biographers are now careful

"The discipline of the Holy Catholic to suppress.
church required a dungeon, no less than Thomas Jefferson was m°st vilely as- 
its faith in the emblem of the cross.” Etuled; b4,hls long life and meritorious

It is painful to reflect that the popu- con|l“ct silenced his enemies, and he 
lar religious faith had its root in thXe “ow like Washington, "in the
horrible atrocities, and that it could bearts of his countrymen.
only make progress against the then ., Bu| 'we 8et o,iLto a, quotaf
prevailing religion by crimes against I i,rom P?g.® J30 o£‘Washington and 
humanity which make us shudder as we His Generals, from the pen of Lip
read of tliem. Let it continue to be the .trac®dih? Ioul 81and0ra °£
proud boast of Spiritualism that it re- Thomas Paine to their sourpe and who 
qulred no such barbarous acts to com- a chastl8em0nt £o ,.^?e
mend its philosophy to the people of a J1!? m,ost vigorous English,
far more Intelligent age. which we take pleasure in quoting. He

Is&y&c
Th.„ -r„r I “The lowest libeler that

1 fouled a pen, a vulgar and ________
The Foreign Budget Committee, of feRow,—we need not name him—who

and no religion, should be the shibbo- 
He appeals to the highest motives men letb of every free government. The 
can grasp, and cites the noblest law I tendency of any other course is to a 
he knows. This law is a law outside theocracy, with priestcraft in the as- 
themselves; it is the infinite law. It is I Cendant
the power who makes for righteous
ness. It Is to be observed at the same 
time that this profound religious senti
ment Is for nineteenth-twentieths of

Does Death End All?
We find in the’ -Truth Seeker of Dec. 

3, a valuable article from the pen ofthe people who are governed by it en- , „ „ , , „ _ »
tirely dissociated from the Alphas and Hon. Daniel K. Tenney,.of Madison,
Omegas of the ecclesiastics. The ec-1 Wis., in reply to the question heading 
clesiastlcs do not believe this; they do I this article, the last part of which we 
not hnow it. On their side nineteen- gladly extract, as strictly in harmony 
twentieths of them have been educated । h .
to Suppose that the word‘religious’ „ 0nr vmws. as was tne whole ar 
means synods, councils, conferences I UcIe» 111 £act~■■ '-’ ’ ’ '
and conventions and customs and tradl- Judge Temteyds a philosopher as 
tlons. Nlneteen-twentieths of them I well as scholar, and is reported an Ag- 
worship jots and tittles and bells and I noetic; but he wrote- as a thinker, and 
pomegranates as heartily as did the ’

ever be- 
infamous

Sanhedrin at Jerusalem. But to the 
people, by and large, the men whom you 
meet in the railway car, or who fill the 
halls of the caucuses, all the little de
vices of the ecclesiastics are a matter 
of indifference—with most ofthe people 
they are unknown. « • » There are 
enough left of persons attached to spe
cial documentary statements and still

crucified
Instead of’ scouting the teachings of 

Spiritualist, he ffliys, “The evidence of 
its truthfulness IS so apparent It would 
secure an affirmative verdict from an

reaches the same conclusion which a 
multitude of other thinkers have done 
who repudiate thfi false and pernicious 
teachings the xihurch in regard to 
forgiveness,of sifis, total depravity, a

endless torture.

the French Parliament, has struck I has written a Lie of some 347 pages,
more to special formal rituals, to keep , 
for a time in existence the great eccle- impartial toy. rm < 
siastical organizations. But with every IM^re&Ioff from an hones 
year it becomes more and more certain । l?5lsL,we Cj e readers o£
that by the year 2000 no ecclesiastical I Tlle Prosnessive tpiinker. 

from the appropriation list »12,800 for I and called it "The Life of Thomas
the expense of the Embassy to the Vat-1 Pa*“0»’ 0,18 }îbell6£’ who„,EpJ,ls ,Î.,S _
lean. Thus diplomatic relation^ be- and°teffereon-in tortrombinM te'his orBanlzatio11 n°w existing in America 
------ ------------- - ................... | and Jefferson m tact, commues m ms retaln Hg present form ThJg 5Corporative.

statement was made as early as the I The dog Jracffis hls master througli 
iea!' 18I° by the dis.tingu.I.8hed^resl-1 the street'shere ij( thousand other feet

have: lately'trod, following all hls me-

I cUXU vClLvAD'Jll XU LUUJUlUClJ XU 1XXS)
tween France and the Papal authorities I own person, more of the dirty false- 
must be suspended. The Vatican I hood—the disgusting in obscenity—the
seems to be growing in disfavor with1 
civil government Since Italy has de
clined to be directed by the Holy See, 
France has been her most hopeful de
pendant.

When Rome dominated the civilized 
world her religion, with its root In pa
ganism, was a universal religion. As 
her power has waned so has waned 
her faith, Spain and France have 
been her most reliable support. Now, 
in her terrible decline, she is hoping to 
re-establish her power by making the 
United States a vassal province. Will 
she succeed?

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
tta an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
¡books. It is laden with rich, thought- 
ttlcol term or phrase, price

atrocious in perjury—than any penster Presi
that ever wrote for British Gold-this ThlrtT
toctrf’hi? spiteywas Aead^sought out whloh 01611 seeme<i somewhat I anderings,| gives gvldence of an exhala-

to mortal vision, yet both corroborate

bones—this creature, whom it were a ‘ 1 uolibel upon human nature to call Man, |°° ®lutIou8 ln their expressions, even 
Atheist, Blasphemer, libeler of the dead, pleasantries, in reflecting on each 
as he was—even He confessed that other?“ The parties: immediately par- 
'The pen of TOM PAINE was as formi- “ ‘ "

with which to befoul the dead man’s T * ' -------------
memory, and finding nothing so foul as Cautionary.
his own soul, poured out that soul, in May we not suggest to our Open 
all its native filth, upon the dead man’s court contestants that they cannot be 
ixrvnncr—♦ hio oraornrfl wnnm ?♦ Ttrzjv’n o . . * .

the existence of the unseen forces of 
nature.

'The Emerson' New Thought Calen-
dar.”. A dainty little calendar with a 
quotation frorii Emerson., for every 
month in the year. Just the thing.

■dable to the British, as the cannon of 
Washington.’”. .

Vitriolic indeed; but George LIppard, 
like Paine himself, was of Quaker ex
traction. His parents met Thomas 
Paine in daily life in Philadelphia, in 
"the days that tried men's souls." He 
knew of the sacrifices Paine had made 
■to aid in estaktahing American Inde-

______ ■■  ■ . . ..... , mouux AU mo uuov LUO tlcipating may treat a philippic with a | for the holidays. - Price 25 cents, 
smile, and think no more, of it; but — ----- - — ~ —
each party has his friends who are
watching with great earnestness the 
discussion, and they are unwilling their 
champion shall bo in any manner, made 
the subject of mirth.

"Love—Sex—Immortality,”. By Dr. 
W. P. Phelon. Price.25 cents.

. The Light -of,Egypt." Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of /esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phlkw 
phy. Price 32 per volume.
. ’The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. George. Jordan. ' Another valuable 
little work Price 30 centg, >

teen others whose stipends are twelve dollars per month each.
The pension fund at the time of the St. Louis convention was only 

about three thousand dollars. It is being drawn upon for pensions 
alone to the amount of nearly $200 per month—in fact, it is a good bit 
over that sum when clothing bills are added. Aside from this are the 
appropriations for emergency cases when people have been ill for a 
long time or have met with some accident, called “Temporary Aid” 
items. The aggregate of all of these makes a large total each month, 
and these bills are rapidly increasing. Not a week passes but what the 
N. S. A. officers are petitioned to add this or that worthy name to the 
pension list, or to give temporary relief in some most worthy case. 
How long will three thousand dollars last with such large drains upon it 
every month? (

Spiritualists, this is the holiday season, when giving is in order-« 
when to forgive and to be forgiven move men’s thoughts to diviner pur
poses. Shall we not as a body rise to the needs of the hour to meet this 
most worthy work of the N. S. A.? Shall we not set aside something1 
from pur holiday offerings for our religion’s sake? Are there not on< 
thousand Spiritualists in America able, willing and anxious to giv< 
either fifty or one hundred dollars each to this service of the needyf 
Are there not ten thousand equally anxious to give five dollars each 
the same worthy cause ? Will not the two hundred and fifty thousand 
active Spiritualists send in one dollar each to help make up an endow 
ment fund that will enable the N. S. A. to care for our sick and worn - 
out mediums? At this glad anniversary season, let us sacrifice a litth ■ 
for the good of our religion. No one will miss the trifling sums the/ 
thus lay upon the sacred altar of mediumship. _

Remember, the long, cold winter is now upon us. Suffering will R 
the portions of thousands of mortals. Spiritualists, let it not be said oi 
us that we have failed to take care of our own. Now is the time tt 
contribute 1 Rally your friends to unite with you in this good work! 
Do not delay 1 This present moment is the time for action I Give as lill 
erally as you are able, and urge your friends to do likewise 1 Send al 
money to Mary T. Longley, secretary N. S. A., 600 Pennsylvania ave 
nue S. E., who will promptly receipt for the same. Donations for th* 
Pension Fund sent to John R. Francis, will be promptly forwarded, 
SPIRITUALISTS, TAKE NOTE OF THE FOREGOING PAR/ 
GRAPHS AND ACT PROMPTLY. Yours for Spiritualism, .

HARRISON D. BARRETT,
Canaan, Maine. President N. S.

Send in Your Subscriptions
Will the wicked always control the 

destinies of the race? Will the right
eous ever get into power over the evil 
forces? That Is a question that inter
ests progressive thinkers.

Free thinking and.free reading every
where among the civilized races of men 
will change results to a large degree, 
and soon spread among the heathen, as 
they are called by cruel christendom.

Intelligence and free thought are 
what Is needed all over this mundane 
sphere of ours, and then the Golden 
Rule of our elder brother Jesus will be 
put into practice, driving away the 
spirit of hate toward one another, and 
filling the hearts of all mankind with 
love and kindness.

What a different condition of affairs 
would exist. If our leaders would study 
the arts of love and peace, and then put 
them into practice, with speech and ac
tion, Instead of learning how to make 
war, with all its destructive methods.

It is an awful thing for men to invent 
and make weapons of destruction, • to 
kill their fellow beings! They would 
far better spend their time in learning 
how to preserve peace and brotherly 
love among individuals, and the gov
ernments of earth, and then there 
would be some hope of making the peo
ple righteous before entering the spirit
ual world.

The people In all civilized or so- 
called Christian countries, have had too 
many false teachers and leaders, so 
that the races have made slow progress 
in the religion of love, which is the only 
true salvation of any person or nation.

All the old systems of religion teach 
their different denominations to hate 
each other, but of late years their 
creeds are being modified to some ex-’ 
tent, so that there is some hope of pro
gression. ।

The true spiritual religion of man is 
founded on love and peace, and it is 
progressing at a wonderful rate among 
thoughtful people. - .

It must steer clear of creeds and dog
mas of false brethren, and stand for all 
truths that wlU make men and nations 
better; and be progressive in virtue, 
honesty, truth, wisdom, knowledge, 
character, love and peace.

To cultivate such virtues everywhere 
among the children of men, is the only 
hope to save the world, and make its 
inhabitants pure and good. Then will 
.wars cease, and each persdn declare 
that every other human being is my 
brother. ■ W. S. FRANKLIN.

Bedford, lows.

Now is the time to send in your yearly sub
scriptions, The Progressive Thinker is now un-

the line. The Spiritualist who reads it regularly 
becomes well equipped in everything that per
tains to Spiritualism and Occult science, for no

cubs the important psychic questions now con
sidered carefully and critically in its columns 
from week to week. Just think, too, of the 11 
Valuable Premium books, elegantly' bound in 
cloth, which we are sending out for a nominal 
price, constituting our Divine Plan. You can 
not fully realize the grand work we are doing 
without seeing and reading the books. Send, 
in your subscription now, and get your neigh
bor to join with you.

THE POWER OF SELF-FORMATION.
"The Power of Self-Formation" is a 

new book announced by Leroy Berrler, 
its author and publisher, as now being 
in process of publication. It will be Is
sued in paper binding for 60 cents; in 
art vellum cloth, gilt top and title, for 
80 cents.

This book is to present the subject of 
self formation from a human culturist 
point of consideration. The author is a 
devotee of the Science of Human Cul-
ture, and an adherent of the new psy
cho-physiology. The proposition which 
is demonstrated by the citation of act
ual practice in life, is this: Self-forma
tion of mental and physical conditions 
is now an established fact in the Sci
ence of Human Culture. Two discover
ies in the sciences of psychology and 
physiology during the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, completely placed 
the power of self-formation in the grasp 
of the human race. ' .

This little scientific treatise presents
in a simple style those two great dis- i’rioo. cloth, W. 
coverles and demonstrates the power of 
self-formation as well as presenting the 
most advanced systems for the cultiva
tion of the mentation that controls the

that we cannot expect to utilize our 
powers until we have become conscious 
of them and cultivated and trained 
them into established power. Self-for
mation means the ability, to be just 
what we desire to be. and this const!- . 
tutes the highest of all achievements.

The Power of Self-Formation will ba 
completed and on the market about hoi- > 
iday time. It already has an advance 
sale of 501 copies. Send all orders to ' 
the office of The Progressive Thinker, 
40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

«Deatb, Its Meaning aaA ReraltC* • 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania , 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting yak , 
nme, of decided value. A narrative ol. 
wonderful psychic events In the an- 
Shor’s experience Cloth, W0 pages, S> . 
^Koradine. By Alice B. Btociteara 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the■iorm ofl 
an entertaining story, it contains 1«. 
sons which every girl should know. .

power of formation. ■ .
The author demonstrates the fact

“Tiie Romance of Jude. A Story <Jfl 
the Life and Times of the Nazareno Mi ‘ 
His People." , Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely to- . 
teresting book. Neatly bound in clotlj 
and gilt Only 50 cents. :
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Giant Minds in the Great Conflict.

o

«

#r

A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J 
M. Peebles’ Book, ‘'Obsession, or Demon

ism of the Ages.”
Q Q

The discussion of Obsession has not only proved 
timely but highly interesting, valuable and suggestive, 
illustrating the important fact that The Progressive 
Thinker is educational all along the line, bringing to 

-flight important facts with which every Spiritualist 
' should be familiar, and which heretofore have been 

almost entirely ignored. Prof. Loveland’s article, the 
1 leader in this great struggle, was thoroughly enjoy

able; and now comes Mr. King, who, in a really pleas
ing, fascinating and instructive manner tries to logic
ally demonstrate the utter falsity of the position as
sumed by the Summerland Philosopher.

ir■ , To the Honorable Open Court:—Just why I have been invited to par
ticipate in your deliberations upon a subject of such vast importance is 
not quite apparent to my own mind, unless it may be that my known 
experience is held to be a sufficient excuse. However this may be, I 
am grateful to the editor of The Progressive Thinker for his gracious 
courtesy, and shall accept it with sincere appreciation.

The first regular gun of the impending battle seems to have already 
been fired by J. S. Loveland, from Summerland, Cal. The result would 
seem to indicate that the “man behind the gun” did not have the 
proper range. At any rate, his first shot seems to have gone wide of 

. thé mark. It raised quite a cloud of dust about half way between Sum
merland and Battle Creek, but leaves Dr. Peebles and his book appar
ently untouched. •

The reason for this bad marksmanship appears in Mr. Loveland’s 
fifth proposition wherein he says: “Two living entities cannot occupy 
and use the same bodily organism at the same time ; that is, two things 
cannot be in the same place at the same time, therefore no spirit can 
possess a human body.”

This quotation, with what follows it, makes clear the fact that Mr. 
Loveland has his own idea as well as his own definition of “Obsession.” 
It also discloses the fact that because of this, he has written a three- 
column criticism of his own definition, without in the least touching the 
book under consideration, or disturbing the position of its author.

According to his own idea, of what constitutes “Obsession,” it in
volves a condition and a process whereby a discarnate spirit actually 
enters into the physical body of a living human being and ousts the 

L^Tlçhtful owner and inhabitant. On the basis of this assumption, and 
Kihé assumption that this is what Dr. Peebles means by obsession, he puts 
'jay an excellent argument.

But where on earth or elsewhere did he get such an idea or .find such 
a definition of the word ? Certainly not in the book he undertakes to 
criticise. I do not think the -author has. specifically defined the term, 
nor told us in just so many words what he means by “Obsession.” He 
seems to have taken for granted that the term has an exact and definite 
meaning sufficiently familiar to his readers to make further definition 
unnecessary. Had I been in his place I should very likely have done 
the same thing, for until I read Mr. Loveland’s article it had never oc- 
eurred to me that the term was in the least ambiguous, or that its mean
ing could possibly be misunderstood. _

: Unless Dr. Peebles in some of his previous writings has placed himself 
’ on record by defining the term according to Mr. Loveland’s idea, then it 

would appear to me that the latter’s criticism is entirely Vithout foun
dation. For, nowhere So I find anything in the book which could hold 
Dr. Peebles to any such definition of the term as that which his critic 
seems to have assumed. On the contrary, the context of the work 
would, to my mind, acquit its author of any such intent.

For instance, on the very first page the author says this : “Hypnotism 
in this life and hypnotic trance from the spirit spheres, being intimately 
allied, there are many phenomena connected with somnambulism and 
temporary loss of identity, clearly pointing to obsession as the only ra
tional explanation.”. This would seem to indicate that the author had 
in mind nothing more than a form or degree of spirit hypnotism.

At page 4, he further says: “They (evil spirits) also follow and if 
possible commingle their psychic emanations with certain mortals, and 
cling to them as fungus and moss to trees, thus vampire-like, absorbing 
their vitality. This is one of the worst forms of obsession.”

According to Dr. Peebles, therefore, “one of the worst forms of ob
session” involves nothing more than this, that the obsessing spirits sim
ply “cling to” their physically embodied victims for the purpose of 
“absorbing their vitality,” etc. He does not say they enter into the 
physical bodies of their victims and “occupy” them, nor does he even 
intimate such a thing. _

There are many similar expressions in the book wherein the author 
tells us that the obsessing spirits attach themselves to their mortal vic
tims and cling to them and actually control them until they are either 
educated to a higher moral plane, or actually dislodged by other means. 

. Webster defines the term “Obsession” as “The state of a person 
vexed or besieged by an evil spirit.” While this is, perhaps, not quite, 
as full and complete a definition of the term as might be given if one 
were going to write a book on the subject, still it conveys a meaning 
very different from that which our critic is endeavoring to combat. 
Moreover, I do not believe it misses very far.Dr. Peebles’ own under
standing of the term. At any rate, I am convinced that he has not in 
his- book conveyed nor intended to convey any such meaning as that 
which his critic has indicated. If I am correct in this, then it would ap
pear that our good old friend from Summerland has simply set up a, 
man of straw, or a Summerland scarecrow, and proceeded to throw 
chunks of wisdom at it, under the impression that he might thereby dis
pose of one of the most remarkable books of the age.. ^This is unfortu
nate for the cause of.truth, because it will have a tendency to prejudice 
many against the book, who have not yet read it, and divert others 
from its real purpose and intent. .

Let me say here, that I am FOR THE BOOK, as I understand its 
meaning and intent, and I verily believe that the general position of the 
author is incontrovertible. It presents an array of data which cannot 
be disposed of by ridicule, nor by the loud and learned lamentations of 
those who'think they, see in it nothing but the “superstitions” of 
“witchcraft.” We all deplore “superstitions,” for they are the badge 
of ignorance; and we do not enjoy being called “superstitious,” espe
cially by those we cannot look up to as wiser than ourselves. .

Furthermore, the simple act of sitting down in the midst of Summer
land and dashing off with pen and ink the naked assertion that “Obses
sion is â superstition,” does not, ipso facto, make it so. And when’ oiir 
esteemed critic indulges himself in this arrogant and familiar method 
of disposing of important and difficult problems, he only advertises to 
his critical readers that he has gotten out beyond his depth.

It is the simplest thing in the world to make assertions. It is often7 
the most difficult to prove them. Had he asserted that “Spirit, control 
in any form whatsoever is only a superstitious imagination,” he would 
have-, displayed just as much wisdom as he has done in assuming that 
obsession (within the evident meaning anqintent of the book) is- only a 

^superstition. He may, perhaps, flatter himself that he has thereby dis- 
^wttosed of the unpleasant subject beyond ill question, and it might bë

deemed a species of criielty to ^waken him from so satifcfictory and 
pleasant a dream; but it is certainly due both the book-and its author 
that every Spiritualist in the land should read the work carefully from 
cover to cover and pass his own intelligent judgment upofi^the hrray of 
undisputed data it contains. It has a valuable message ffit ei%ry hon
est and intelligent student of psychology, and I know of nfe wdrk of re-; 
cent years which it affords me greater satisfaction to riieonftiiend to 
Spiritualists generally. With all my heart, therefore, say READ 
THB BOOK. V ‘J \ ‘‘

(Having called attention to the apparent fact that Mr.aTioveljnd has 
entirely failed to grasp the spirit and intent of the book gftd it% author 

.(as I understand them), I desire to consider briefly a few fif his ¡proposi
tions and arguments, with a view to showing more cleanly tli# inade
quacy and unfairness of his treatment. as .

1. In the order of his “arguments” he says, “I submit in-ithe first 
place, that men are made no worse by death.” il« , .1

In reply, I would also “submit’-’ that the book novihere alleges, 
claims, intimates nor even suggests that men are made worse by1 death. 
I have read the book, and I do not believe there is a paragraph, sen
tence, clause, phrase, word, syllable or letter in the entire book which 
betrays any such intent on the part of the author. On the contrary, the 
very second sentence in the book is this: “The event termed death 
neither spiritually exalts nor degrades a human being.” 1

Again I say, READ THE BOOK, and you will see that I am correct; 
and, if yon find that what I say is true, then I “submit”, again, that 
our critic’s argument No. 1, like his No. 5, has gone wide of the mark, 
leaving the book still untouched and the position of its author still un
answered. I would also, in the interests of fair play and common 
justice, like to “submit,” that it is not fair thus to put into the author’s 
mouth sentiments he has never uttered, and perhaps never dreamed of 
uttering, then proceed to annihilate them with broadsides of “argu
ments,” thus creating in the minds of those who have not read the book 
the impression that it is nothing but a tissue of absurdities’iind “super
stitions."” . ■

Again our critic says; “Passing from the body of flesh does not exert 
any deleterious effect upon our moral constitution.” •

Who says it does ? Certainly Dr. Peebles does not say so in the book, 
nor does he intimate such a thing. Then why attempt to make it appear 
that he has done so? Is this honest criticism? If so, then what would 
be called unfair? Again I am constrained to say, READ,THE BOOK 
and you will see the injustice of such alleged “argument.”.

There are many other assertions, assumptions and direct statements 
of our critic which are made with seeming disregard of all the evi
dences. For instance, he says: “In this life we do not find persons 
spending their time and exercising their energies to torment those who 
have never injured them * • * We never find such an instance in human 
experience,” etc. How about the discoveries of inhuman treatment of 
the insane by hired attendants who are paid for treating them with the 
utmost kindness and tenderness? Mr. Loveland has evidently never 
heard of these cases. But here is persistent cruelty, torment and tor
ture of the innocent and helpless who have never injured any one, least 
of all their tormentors. There are thousands of instances every year 
which come to the attention of the public to prove the utter fallacy of 
our critic’s unsupported assertion If he is really ignorant of their ex
istence, it must be because he lives in Summerland where only good 
men and angels abide. At any rate, his statement does not apply to any 
other place on this terrestrial footstool with which I am acquainted.

2. His second “argument” is as follows: “I submit, in the second 
place, that every human being is made better by being unclothed of 
flesh.” •

In reply to this, it is only necessary to “submit” that our learned 
critic does not know anything about it. He is simply indulging himself 
in more assumptions. He assumes that the great burden Tif evil in hu
man nature has its chief motive and inspiration in the physical body 
and its material wants and necessities; and for this reason his ^occlu
sion that, “Hence the most potent influences toward wrong-doing can
not exist in the spirit sphere of life.” ...

This is, indeed, a pleasant Summerland dream, or “argument,” based 
upon an assumption which our good critic has not even .attempted to 
justify by any presentation of known facts The assumption r,.simply 
takes for granted that “the most potent influences toward wrong-do
ing” inhere in the physical body. Where does he obtaiii his data to 
sustain such an assumption? I do not believe it can be produced. In 
truth, I am convinced that the assumption is entirely groundless in 
fact, and consequently false. I therefore deny the allegation ‘ ‘ ahd defy 
the allegator.” ' r,'‘

3. This-brings us to his third “argument” which is, <<!That the ani
mal appetites and passions die with the body, and cannot'exik^ in the 
spirit sphere. This also is an assumption seemingly without1 & fact to 
sustain it. Moreover, it is fully answered in the book, beginning at 
page 20. -

According to my own understanding of the subject, all sensations, 
whether of appetites, passions and desires, or impulses, emotions and 
ambitions, are dependent upon and referable to the faculty of individual 
consciousness. But consciousness is a faculty of the Soul and not a 
mere function of the physical body.

If this be true, then our critic’s third “argument” falls to the ground; 
for in that event physical death does not necessarily extinguish our ap
petites, passions, etc. It simply deprives us of one of our instruments 
for expressing them.

His figure of the metamorphosis of the caterpillar into the butterfly 
sustains this view much more strongly than it does his argument. For 
instance, as a caterpillar it has the faculty of consciousness upon which 
all its appetites, passions and desires depend for their existence. In 
the metamorphosis of the caterpillar to the butterfly, whereby its form 
is changed, its consciousness is not destroyed. This is a part of its es
sential being and not of the discarded body of the caterpillar. The 
butterfly still has appetites ahd desires. It has not left them behind 
with its cast-off body. Thus, using his own language: “Man bows to 
the same law. In his embryonic growth, he goes through the entire 
gamut of animal evolution and is born a man.” '

Truly so, but in all this evolutionary process he has not been divested 
of his consciousness in which his appetites and desires inhere. He has 
not, therefore, left his appetites, passions and desires behind. They 
have only grown more and more complex to keep pace with the increas
ing complexity of his structural organism.

“But,” our venerable critic tells us, “there is another great transi
tion awaiting each one of us. It is death, the easting off of the physical 
body.” And then, without so much as intimating the source of his au- 
t-hority, he definitely and unqualifiedly informs us that, “In the spirit 
spheres, there can be no such thing as physical appetites, "and passions, 
they are the properties and functions of the physical organism,” etc.

If consciousness is the seat of all sensation, and is at the. same time a 
faculty of the Soul instead of a mere function of the body, then in order 
that his statement may be true it follows that the dissolution of the 
physical body also dissolves a part of the Soul’s capacity or faculty of 
consciousness. . ■

In other words, consciousness, (which is the seat of all sensations, 
whether of appetites and passions or of ambitions and inspirations) is 
either a faculty of the soul, or a function of the body» If a function of 
the body, then perforce it dies with the body.' But this leaves the spirit 
without consciousness. On the other hand, if it is a faculty of the soul, 
as I understand it is, then and then only does it survive tnb grave. In 
this event only could a spiritual entity still possess consciousness in 
which the appetites and passions inhere and to which they belong.

Under our critic’s theory the spirit world would be peopled with con- 
sciousless beings. This means that spirit men and wome$’ are'Svithout 
sensations of any kind. This is not an enticing evolutionary gptlook. 
.1 do not believe it is one to which humanity would look with ¡any de
gree of enthusiasm nor joyous anticipation. m b

Since intelligent life, either physical or spiritual, withgjjt conscious
ness, is an unthinkable proposition; it would seem that pwfjpriti&p third 
“argument” had hit Dr. Peebles in exactly “the same spot where he 
missed him before.” ' . : •*-■ - '

4. This brings us to his final “argument” which is ebttched in the 
following wor^: “My last proposition is>that the philosophy of hypno
tism, when thoroughly understood, will explain all the sirangfe thangs 
and manifestations miscalled obsession. ” ■ •

I cannot believe the writer of that statement would'•’Be wfllrng to 
abide by the logic of his own argument. (Fbr if sbj he is^nfei spirit
ualist at all. It makes of him the most ultra materialist imaginable; 
for his proposition is equivalent to the assertion that hypnotism will 
explain all the phenomena of mediumistie control.

He tells us that obsession is only a ‘ 'false suggestion, ”, and that • ‘ The 
obsessing spirit is simply and only an idea in the consciousness, sug
gested from within or without,” etc. ■ ■

But the fact is, that the very largest number of the obsessed do not 
have any definite ideas on the subject. Most of them: have'not the 
least idea what is the matter .with them, and very few of them attribute 
their condition to evil spirits, or spirits of any other kind. This I know 
from personal contact with them. <

A number of cases have come, under my own personal observation 
where the patient received his first intimation of the cause oi his trouble

from a clairvoyant called into the ease for the purposes of diagnosis 
only, and who had no previous knowledge of it whatever. Cases of this 
nature do not fit the suggestion theory of our critic. •

Furthermore, if evil spirit control is simply and only an idea in the 
consciousness, suggested from within or without,” etc., how about other 

:kinds of spirit control? /If this theory explains evil controls,it also ex
plains good controls. In that case, all spirit control is ‘ ‘ simply anti only 
an idea, ’ ’ and has no basis in fact. It follows with irresistible logic that 
Spiritualism itself is only a myth. It is “simply and only an idea,” 
and is explained away by the “philosophy of hypnotism.”

Spiritualists, what think you of this sort of Spiritualism? This is 
precisely what the late Thomson J. Hudson said of Spiritualism. To 
him it was all hallucinatory suggestion.

And this is the logic of Mr. Loveland’s criticism .of “Demonism of the 
Ages.” And it will be the result of every such effort to explain away 
the array of data furnished by Dr. Peebles on this vitally interesting 
and important subject. I do not believe that any individual will ever 
be obsessed as a result of reading this book. On the contrary, it is a 
beacon light which will guide many a mariner upon life’s ocean safely 
past the rocks of obsession, and into the harbor of sanity and the haven 
of peace. I am willing to carry through this life and into the life to 
come, all the burden of responsibility I hereby assume by recommending 
to Spiritualists and non-Spiritualists alike that they READ THE BOOK.

If Dr. Peebles is wrong on this subject, I am perfectly willing to 
share with him the burden of his error, until such time as some one shall 
be able successfully to explain his data upon some other hypothesis.

This is not a subject to be brushed aside by ridicule nor blind fanat
icism. It demands the earnest, honest and intelligent consideration of 
all who have the welfare of society of both the present and the future 
at heart. Let us look the facts squarely in the face and deal with them
like men and women. T. A. C. KING.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacfes a Thino of the Past
Actioa," cMarvriatu DUcovery That CaresAll 

Afflictions of the Eye »ad Ear Without ; 

Cutting or Drugging, j

Q

——
There is no need for cutting, drugging a 

probing the eye for any form of disease, for | 
new system of treating afflictions ot the eye hai 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and barbar
ous methods at« eliminate 
ed. There Is no risk or ex< 

? perimentlng, as thousand^ 
of people have been cured 
of blindness, failing eye
sight, cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other affliction» 

ot the eye through this grand discovery, wheal 
eminent oculists termed the cases incurables 
Below we print extracts from testimonials-« 
such as are received by us dally.

O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Bwieflt Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo„ 
writes: “Having used Actlna for several yearsf 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye. 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother of cataracts.” 9

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: “I am 
n years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. ,A(ter using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses.” 
.Rev, w’ 01 Qoodwin. Moline, Kan., writes: 
“My honest opinion of Actina is that it is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
It cured my eyes, and cured my wife of asthma.”

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. “Actina” is purely a home 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to the New York and 
London Electric Association, Dept TH, 029 Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ab- 
sulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on the Eye and on Disease In 
General,

“Monism.—?. The doctrine of cos
mology that attempts to explain the 
phenomena of the cosmos by one prin
ciple of being or ultimate substance. 
Monism may be (1) Idealistic, holding 
that all phenomena, spiritual and mate
rial, . are from spirit. (2) Material
istic, that both material and spiritual 
phenomena are from matter; or -(3) 
Pantheistic, that neither matter nor 
mind is substantial; both belhg re
ferred to one original substance. 
Called also 'unitlsm' or ’unltarlanism,’ 
opposed to dualism.

‘Pantheism is sometimes called mon
ism, by which, without doubt. It Is in
tended to affirm that there is but one 
substance, and that substance is God.’ 
(M. Raymond.)

2. Any theory that refers many differ
ent facts to a single principle.

‘Monism—Unity of substance, or 
unity of movement has given form to 
speculation.’ (Bascom.)

3. The same as monogenesis: Mono
genesis, oneness of origin.” (Standard 
Dictionary.)

It will be seen by this definition that 
Monism Is an attempt “to explain the 
phenomena of the cosmos » * » Any the
ory that refers many different facts to a 
single principle.” It is idealistic, mate
rialistic or Theistic. And this is 
called science by the Materialists.

“Theory of Monism. 1. Monistic 
Philosophy. The rational monistic 
conception of the world in conformity 
with nature. Is firmly based on scien
tific knowledge, gained by the human 
intellect through critical experience.” 
(Monistic Alliance of the Free Thought 
Congress.)

Prof. Haeckel Is its principal advo
cate on the materialistic theory, and 
claims its basis on “the goddess of 
truth,” saying "that since the Judeo- 
Christian religion, like that of the Mo
hammedan and. the Buddhistic, rests on 
so-called revelations; and since these 
mystic fruits of the imagination di
rectly contradict the clear results of ex
perimental research, it is obvious that 
we shall attain to a knowledge of the 
truth only by the rational activity of 
genuine science, and not by the poetic 
imaginings of a mystic faith.”

It is difficult to distinguish this meth
od of research from that of Kant or 
Hobbes. Haeckel’s alm is against 
“mystic faith,” and for the establish
ment of “pure reason;’’ but pure reason 
is of no avail unless it Is founded on 
facts; no reason Is applicable to the
ory; He says “The rich gifts which 
the goddess of truth bestows on us, 
are the noble fruits of the tree of 
knowledge and the inestimable treasure 
of a unified view of the world; not a 
belief in supernatural miracles and the 
illusion of an eternal life.”

What Prof Haeckel does not know Is 
to him as If It did not exist, which to 
say “the illusion of an eternal life” is 
the assumption not of a scientist, but of 
a theorist The goddess of truth! 
When he calls it a goddess he indulges 
in an "Illusion” no less than that of the 
Greek mythology. Truth is simply re
ality; it is never known until it is dis
covered. The square described on the 
hypotenuse of a triangle is equal to the 
sum of the squares of the other two 
sides.

This was as much a reality before the 
discovery as after. There is no power 
or intelligence in truth—these are in
herent In man—psychic attributes that 
serve In all human movements and 
states of consciousness. “The goddess 
of truth" bestows no “rich gifts,” no 
“noble fruits of the tree of knowledge" 
—these are simply the conceptions of 
things, real, if the things conceived are 
real; false, if they are unreal; that is 
imagined to be real.

unknowable. Such is the tendency to 
search tor the mysterious.

The desire for Immortal life is innate 
In man. It has given rise to all sys
tems of religion which, in consequence 
of ignorance, have been manifested in 
so many ways; and because of that in
nate desire it is held with such per
sistence as to cause so much self-sac
rifice, and even martyrdom. Hope, 
fear and credulity are the main factors 
that give rise to and support it.

But now the great Reality that In
cludes and combines all the phenomena 
of life is the science and philosophy of 
Spiritualism. This statement demands 
the reason for it. This is easy to give; 
the difficulty lies in the acceptance of 
error believed to be the truth which 
excludes the truth, on the one hand; 
and the lack of a knowledge of human 
nature on the other hand. Man, know 
thyself, is the eternal mandate of ne
cessity.

But the knowledge In Its complete
ness is impossible without the means 
for Its acquirement. The event of 
death of the body closes the philosoph
ical senses, and opens the clear vision 
of the life beyond. It is only by the re
turn and revealment of those who have 
passed the portal of death and returned 
to earth that can furnish this knowl
edge to mortals. Those who rely on 
the mists of superstition, or the theo
ries that ignore a future state of exist
ence, can never obtain this knowledge 
which completes the range of human re
search.

This is the completion of knowledge 
in so far as it goes; open; however, to 
infinite progression. But have those 
who have passed the portal of death 
ever returned to complete that knowl
edge? Yes; millions of them have 
comprehended, appreciated and accept
ed it by those who have made an earn
est investigation of the subject. The 
light so pale and mysterious, is now 
clearly apprehended, shedding its glory 
and bringing sunlight and joy to many 
mortals. The loved of long ago return 
and demonstrate their presence so 
clearly as to dissipate all manner of 
doubt, and complete the range of hu
man knowledge.

This Is science—positive, absolute 
knowledge for those who are in a men
tal condition to accept it. To those 
whose minds are clouded by error ac
cepted as truth, this grand reality is im
possible; and by those who accept some 
theory, it is rejected. There is a sys
tem of religion so-called, that bad peo
ple want when the time comes for them 
to take advantage of it, because it pro
poses salvation from eternal punish
ment by believing in certain dogmas 
and professing a certain creed that such 
salvation can be purchased; and "the 
vilest sinner may return while the lamp 
holds out to burn.”

Spiritualism teaches a different doc
trine. What we sow, we must reap. 
The elements and forces that deter
mine our destiny are within, waiting for 
development and direction in life; and 
are so developed and determined by 
our own impulses, and not by any out
ward power.

Monism assumes that all in the 
universe is composed of one substance; 
either it is matter, spirit or God. No 
one knows that; therefore, ft is not sci
ence. So far as it is known or under
stood there are two elements in the uni
verse—force and matter—the one the 
cause of all phenomena, the other, that 
on or through which all force operates. 
We know that there are cause and ef
fect. Force could not act upon force, or 
matter upon matter. This is absurd—
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THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great valua 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

LISBETH
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

This work by Carrie B. 8. Twjb< la 
exceptionally interesting. She well 
Bays: "These characters which ban 
brought out the highest and lowest la 
different religion» belief«, have moved 
me, not 1 them." The whole book is 1» 
tereetlng, fascinating, uul tBstructlva 
Price »1.00

MARK CHESTER,
OR

A Mill and a Million.
This 1b one ot Carlyle Petersllea's most Inter- 

•eting works. It Is purely a Psychical Romauc« 
inch as tho author Is noted for producing. You 
Seed it in your library for the purpose of lead- 
fag your romance-loving children out into th* 
fight of occultism. Price mn,.r. si -a ' ~ 
For sale at this office 1 '

Inconceivable. Therefore, 
seems absurd, inconceivable.

Monism 
This we

Tte BomBi of Wo. .. .... ox me ft aza*fine” and of his people. Given Through ths 
mediumship of MH8.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira a 
Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity. I, 
1b enough to know this work came through this 
•xcellent medium to recommend it. m page« 
•t interesting reading. Price, cloth. 50 cents.

know if we know anything.
In mortal life, mind and body areSo much for Prof. Haeckel’s “scl-, 

ence” of Monism founded on “the at- equally manifest—a force acting on 
tempt to explain the phenomena of the matter. But does not mind act upon
cosmos by one principle of being, or ul
timate substance”; that is, on some
thing that is neither known nor possi
ble to be known by mortals. Not satis
fied with what is, and a rational deal
ing with what is, men are diving down 
into the mysterious depths of the past, 
or reaching toward the future and sail
ing in imagination among the clouds 
for the solution of problems that can 
concern us only here and now, and can 
be solved only by known facts. .

The factors for the solution of life’s 
problems have their rise in the individ
ual, and not outside of him. Their 
solution depends on a knowledge of hu
man nature—upon the cognition of re
alities both discovered and to be discov
ered that ever attend humanity. This 
cognition has Its rise In conscious sen- 
Bations—feelings that give rise to a 
concern for dur well-being which is 
well-feeling, enjoyment, happiness 

■which is life’s alm and purpose.
The knowledge of human nature will 

supersede the necessity of resorting to 
theory or speculation in attempts to 
Solve life’s problems. It is Impossible 
to solve them on the basis of material
ism, for the simple reason that mate
riality does not include all the essen
tials of humanity. Man Is a dual being 
and monism on any basis is not suffi
cient to explain the phenomena of mind. 
The theory that the brain secretes men
tality as the liver secretes bile, 
has no foundation even In appearance. 
The only reasonable ground’for such 
a theory seems to have its rise partly 
on the unsolved problems of life, partly 
on the unreasonable and pernicious

matter. But does not mind act upon 
mind? Yes, indirectly, through the me
diumship of another body. This is 
knowledge, science; and In relation to 
life after death, so-called; It is Spirit
ualism. Monism is theory—even so- 
called by its advocates—and not sci
ence. While the former meets all the 
demands of life, and is of the greatest 
value to man, the latter Is Impracti
cable. Even if it were. It could servé 
no purpose in the economy of life, since 
Spiritualism would clear the way for 
all worthy human activities.

IIM or ^le Touch of An Angel JIIWj Mother.
. . BY CARRIE E. S. TWING,

Her dedicatory lines are sufficient to show 
thespirit of the book as well as the author, it 
reads, “Because my own children are all under 
“0 tender care of the angels, and my heart is 
hungry for the love of the young, I most loving» 
Iff dedicate this book to the children of the 
world. ” This book is full of soul elevating and 
interesting thought Price, cloth, IL For sale 
M'this office.

E. J. SCHELLHOUS.

A Twentieth Century Symposium.

An assembly and collation of letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to-day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of the 
soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints. . -

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic. ............

A work of especial value, giving the 
views of a large number of eminent 
persons. Finely printed and bound. 
Price $2. For sale at this office.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages,. discuss

es problems that have Vexed intelligent mlndj 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. Bo states a 
great number of well-authenticated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. Hli 
discussion le frank and fearless, and merits ths 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and e* 
perlences. Prices doth, »1.00.

dogmas of theology, and partly on the, "Meatless Dish®." Vasy 
desire to grasp and comprehend the Price 10 cents. ’

Spiritualist 
Badges»
IN ■

^Solid Gold Only fialtat B&b Item» .
Pin»fl.50: Lipcl Batlon»ir.W5 

Sunflower Brooch, 14.00; Maltese Ghanx^ &0QI 
Maltese Pendant» 85, W, Thia jexYQTry need ano o th- t 
or recommend tiiatt to say it is the SUNFLOTTKIt 
BADGE, the adopted emwetnofspjriuialtatn. As •’ 
the Sunflower tarns tin face towards the sun, no • 
Spiritualism turns the faces ot humanity from 
dnrhrness and enpcratltfon toxrarde tbcSunllKUt •" 
of Truth and ProRTCRnton. Theeo -
hlenxM are for sale at this office. *
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II THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 
|| DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

We go to press early Monday morn-.;. 
Ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that th? cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his Relief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much wo might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance ot YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid yorit, 
and it is essential that all copy,.to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re, 
quirements being favorable, should ne 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items tor 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a. thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. , „

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, witn- 
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not oe returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket.

Mrs. Amanda Coffman has accepted 
an engagement for the month of Janu
ary with the First Spiritual Church of 
Buffalo, N. Y. ,

Dr. P. S. George writes: "Will some 
officer of the Minnesota State Spiritual
ist Association please call at No. 26-29, 
Fourth street. South, Minneapolis, 
Minn., and get acquainted with one 
Walter W. Rogers. He desires some 
information as to public meetings and 
private seances in that city. He is a 
new beginner in our cause. Hope you 
will help him along.”

M. F, Hammond writes from Roches
ter, Ind.: "I spoke for the Rochester 
Society twice Sunday, Dec. 4, and am 
engaged for Sunday, Dee. 11. Nowhere 
else is there such a beautiful place for 
meetings, as this most harmonious so
ciety has easy seats, a well-lighted 
room, a fine carpet covers the floor, 
pictures adorn the walls, an elegant 
speaker’s desk, a fine organ, and always 
the assurance of an accomplished or
ganist to preside. If all Spiritualist so
cieties could have such a place for ser
vices, our workers could receive great
er Inspiration and our spirit friends 
could and would come nearer. I want
to make engagements with other socie
ties on ' * ’
nerals. 
Ind."

easy terms. I will attend fu- 
Address me at Rochester,

B. F. LOCKE WRITES FROM KAN
SAS CITY, MO,: “HURRAH FOR THE 
OPEN .COURT! LONG MAY YOUR 
MOVEMENT LIVE1 LONG MAY YOU 
AND YOUR KIND HELPERS LIVE TO 
GUIDE THAT FORCE WHICH IS
BOUND IN VARIOUS WAYS TO

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, 429 LaSalle ave
nue, Chicago, 111., vice-president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, is 
arranging to publish a list of the Spir
itualist societies, lyceums, camp-meet
ings and mediums in the United States 
and Canada The officers of these so
cieties are requested to mail her , at 
once the name of their society with ot- 
fleers and their addresses and all medi
ums will please send her their names, 
addresses and phase of mediumship. 
This list cannot be published com
plete unless each one will cooperate 
and it is hoped that an early response 
will be made.

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes: “December 
26 the Church of the Spirit will hold its 
farewell services, and last home circles 
on Friday, Dec. 25. at 8 p. m.; Tuesday, 
Dec. 27, at 3 p. m„ and Wednesday, Dec. 
28, at 8 p. m., owing to a southern en
gagement and contemplated tour.”

M. Adele Thieman writes from Mil
waukee, Wls.: "Last week we had in 
Milwaukee Mr. Max O. Gentzke of Chi
cago, who lectured here on Sunday, Dec. 
4, and Wednesday, Dec. 7. . Mr. 
Gentzke is an inspirational lecturer, 
and Milwaukeeans consider it quite a 
treat to hear him. The Subjects of the 
lectures were chosen by the audience, 
and questions asked by those in the.au- 
dience were answered by Mr. Gentzke 
in a well and direct manner. Mrs. A. 
Swendson, of Chicago, as test medium, 
gave some remarkable tests.”

Correspondent writes: “Mrs. Josie K. 
Folsom and C. W. Stewart are still do
ing excellent work In St. Louis. Mrs. 
Folsom gave some sixty messages last 
Sunday evening, twenty of them being 
independent writings and eight spirit 
pictures, in full electric light under test 
conditions. Mr. Stewart is laboring to 
place Spiritualism on a scientific founda
tion, and his lectures this winter will 
all be of a scientific character.”

Trunks moved about with a bang and 
a rattle and doors shaken as if some in
truder were demanding admittance, and 
other things of an uncanny nature, are 
said to happen in the deserted Smith 
mansion, No. 140 Milton street, Brook
lyn. The police of Greenpoint avenue 
have been consulted b£ the frightened 
caretaker. Similar demonstrations 
took place about a year ago and when 
the detectives were placed on guard 
the noises ceased. Three months ago 
strange things began to happen again 
and the caretaker fled the premises. 
The house was built by Thomas G. 
Smith many years ago. bmlth made a 
fortune in the manufacture of porcelain 
goods. He died about four years ago 
and the heirs have been contesting 
for the estate ever since. The bulk of 
the property was left by will to one son 
and the other children have been trying 
to break the document. This son lived 
in the old home until seven months ago 
when he left it and placed Samuel Weiss 
and his wife in charge. They say they 
have stood the unearthly manifesta
tions of some mysterious influence un
til they became so badly frightened 
they could not stand the repeated 
Shocks. Mrs. Weiss says that when 
passing through the halls something 
would brush past her which she could 
not see. In a locked room the key to 
which is held by young Smith, trunks 
are thrown about and groans are heard. 
Three detectives have searched the 
house and remained in it two nights 
without discovering any of the queer 
things ¿he Weisses complain about.

The Sunday Lyceum met yesterday 
afternoon in the assembly room of the 
city hhll. Mrs. Dikeman, a local psy
chic, delighted a large audience with 
a lecture upon Spiritualism and she 
afterwards gave tests. She astonished - 
the assembly by calling the names of 
people, some of them long since dead, 
but friends of those present. Not once 
did she make a mistake. Most of the 
communications she received were to 
strangers to her in the audieqee. Her 
evident honesty and the fairness with 
which she answered the tests removed 
every suspicion of collusion. It was a 
remarkable exhibition and shows that 
Mrs. Dikeman possesses wonderful 
powers. A vote of thanks was given 
her and she will probably be called up
on to give another exhibition at an ear
ly date.—Peoria (Ill.) Star.

G. W. ROUSE WRITES FROM CAL
IFORNIA: “I HEARTILY APPROVE
OF YOÜR OPEN COURT. 
TRUTH IS WHAT WE WANT.”

THE

Geo. B. Moore writes from Fort 
Scott, Kansas: “We had Brother and 
Sister Sprague with us on the 18th and 
19th of November, and we surely had a 
feast for the time being. We were 
truly sorry whqn they’ left, but we 
know that as missionaries they cannot 
tarry long at any one place. We wish 
them God speed wherever they go.”

Lyman C. Howe, whites from Fre
donia, N. Y.: “I have engaged to speak 
at Lake Brady camp, August 6, 1905, 
and will answer calls for other camps, 
and also for societies for lectures, funer- 
Mb, weddings, etc.” '

BRING TO LIGHT THE TRUTH OF 
IMMORTALITY. I SAY, GO AHEAD! 
WITH YOUR CONSTANT PROGRESS 
YOU ARE IMPROVING CONDITIONS 
GREATLY, THAT THIS GRAND 
TRUTH OF IMMORTALITY MIGHT 
COME FULLY INTO THE LIVES OF 
ALL MANKIND; AND ALSO YOU 
ARE RECEIVING AS YOU HAVE 80 
UNSELFISHLY GIVEN.”

Henry Scharffetter writes from Bal
timore, Md.: “I deem it a great privi
lege and pleasure to use my pen in .be
half of an earnest and devoted worker 
who has been serving the First Spirit
ual Church of this city since last Sep
tember. Mr. Geo. H. Brooks, of Wheat
on, III., is the man who has succeeded 
by his untiring and persistent efforts 
to materially increase the membership 
and-revenues of the Church. His al
ways pleasant demeanor and unques
tionable sincerity has won him a large 
circleof friends who are loth to see him 
leave in the near future. His 
very remarkable and pronounced medi
umship has been the ¡means of attract
ing to the church large and Intelligent 
audiences every Thursday and Sunday 
nights. But the greatest task Mr. 
Brooks successfully accomplished, was 
the organization of a Children's Pro
gressive Lyceum. The obstacles 
thrown in his pathway, seemed moun
tain high, and sufficient to discourage 
most any one. But nothing could 
daunt his spirit or swerve his determin
ation to overcome every obstacle. - Ear
ly and late he worked and planned, and 
finally, after three months of Hercu
lean efforts he has the supreme satis
faction of seeing his beloved Lyceum 
firmly established, governed by young, 
capable and enthusiastic workers and 
a business-like constitution. Mr. 
Brooks will leave us shortly for other 
fields of labor to the great regret of 
his many friends, who wish him God 
speed and a happy and successful new 
year.”

S. G. Rein writes: “Sunday evening, 
December 4, we attended the meeting 
of Mrs. Mary B. Hill, 820 Flournoy st., 
and found the house filled to its utmost 
capacity, her subject being “Cheerful
ness, its influence in the home and on 
human life.” If the lessons taught 
were lived in our daily life, even in 
part, there would be more harmony in 
the world, even if our trials and. care 
were many. Then we listened to two 
comet solos rendered by Paul Selby, a 
young man of 12 or 14 years of age, 
which was enjoyed by all who were 
there, and merited the applause which 
it received. Still another treat await
ed us, which was an inspirational poem, 
given by Mrs. Campbell, to Mrs. Hill, 
as appreciation of the good and earnest 
work being done; and before the close 
of the services we listened to spirit 
messages, given by Mrs. T. Maben- 
Cottier, which were all recognized.”

Oscar A. Edgerly, after filling a very 
successful engagement with the First 
Spiritualist Church, of Findlay, O., dur
ing November, has been re-engaged by 
that society for the month of December. 
Mr> Edgerly will give the lectures while 
Mrs. J. A. Murtha, of Toronto, Canada, 
will give messages. Mr. Edgerly will 
be pleased to hear from societies in the 
east, who desire to employ a trance 
speaker for May and June. Address 
during December, 441 Carnabon Ave., 
Findlay, O. Mr. Edgerly and Mrs. Mur
tha are two grand and noble workers— 
one as a lecturer and the other as a 
test medium. They are honest—they 
are loyal to the truth all the time.”

Mrs. J. Odell writes: “Mrs. Lou E. 
Johnson, secretary of the Grand Rap
ids Spiritualist Society, is in Chicago 
with her sister, who is now critically ill, 

. and- not expected to recover, dur 
meetings opened for the month of De
cember by Dr. J. A. Bailey of Clinton, 
Iowa. We like him very much, and the 
meetings are quite well attended. He 

'can be engaged for February, or lec
tures, at 201 N. Ottawa street Grand 
Rapids, Mich.”. «
- Secretary ' writes from ‘Lawfence, 
Kans.:.“The Spiritualists of Laurence 
have been having a rare treat for the

■ past few days by-the presence of N. S. 
A. missionaries. Brother, and Sister 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y. Brother 
Sprague knows how to stir up an inter
est and he does it, as evidenced by the 
result of his few days’ stay here in 
Lawrence. And it is ' hoped and be
lieved that there will be no lagging in 
interest as time goes on, but that every 
true‘Spiritualist will come to a fuller 
realization of the grand work and open 
field before them, and contribute their 
share to the cause. Before our worthy 
brother and sister left us they accom
plished the object of their visit to Law« 
rence by gathering our scattered forces 
together and uniting them under the 
name of the First Society of Spiritual
ists of Lawrence, Kansas, with officers 
as follows: President, H. W. Hender
son; vice-president, D. P. Walling; 
secretary, Leroy N. Walling; treasurer, 
James J. Hart ¡.trustees, F. I. Williams, 
J, M. Sutton, A. L. Henderson.”,

Mrs. W. B. Clark writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “It is with pleasure 1 
write to The Progressive Thinker in re
gard to Miss May Hunt’s meetings in 
this city. The crowd Ib always large 
and appreciative. Preceding the regu
lar services, there is a conference in 
which many good speakers take part. 
The diversity of subjects and inspirers, 
always creates an interest, as all topics 
of importance are handled. Two weeks 
ago the subject was ‘The Life Radiant.’ 
One good suggestion was that of ban
ishing all mental microbes from the 
mind when lying down to sleep at night 
and shaking oft unpleasant recollec
tions of the day, and not go to sleep 
with them on the mind, as they retard 
good health and growth. One very im
portant point was that individuals 
should relax every tension of the 
nerves and muscles at times, sending 
out pure loving thoughts to the Infinite 
asking for health, peace and success, 
realizing that they are a part of the 
great spirit and not a separate atom 
boring under ground like a gopher. 
Last Sunday, the subject was 'Apple
trees and Clubs,’ a very suggestive idea 
of how the best apple-trees always 
have the most clubs around them and 
that reform movements in one genera
tion are persecuted and eulogized in 
the next. The rostrum is tastily deco
rated with flowers and the Star Span
gled Banner,”

T. W. Sherk writes: “Moses Hull was 
greeted by a large-audience, Dec. .4, 
both morning and evening, and the 
New, Era Union Spiritualists’ Church 
bids 'fair to prosper. Mr. Hull will 
speak for us each Sunday nt 10:30 a. in. 
and 7:45'p. m., in Hall 412 Masonic 
Temple. Mediums are invited to come 
and take part in the exercises. We 
want their co-operation. Special music 
is given each service Last Sunday, 
Dr. L. H. Freedman and'Prof. Mountz 
each sang a solo. Messages were given 
by different mediums, and every one 
went home feeling that the new 
chiirch has come to fill a long felt want. 
Won’t you come and help us? No ad
mission. Collection taken. The church 
will give a social and bazaar at the 
home of Mrs. Irvine, 2229 Prairie ave
nue, Tuesday evening, Dec. 20, for the 
benefit of the church. The ladles aré 
requested to bring lunch, which will be 
served free. They are also requested 
to bring a gentleman if possible. ■ All 
kinds of entertainment will be fur
nished. Also readings by Gypsy, In
dian, and Palmist. You will also have 
an opportunity to buy Christmas pres
ents here for both young and old. 
Come one and all; you will be welcome. 
Don’t forget the date.”

Mrs. S. S. Rockhill writes from Alli
ance, Ohio: “I wish every Spiritualist 
could be Induced to take The Pro
gressive Thinker, as it Is a wonderful 
educator and brings us In touch with 
the spiritual advancement' of the whole 
world. It often seems that a single is
sue is worth more than the dollar. 
Mr. and Mrs. D. A, Morrell are here. 
Mrs. Morrell is. I think, unexcelled by 
anyone now on the' Spiritualist plat
form. I want to say that I very much 
enjoy the messages through Mrs, 
Petersilea. Wflen I was 24 years old (I 
am now 70) I was blessed by having the 
dear old Banner of Llglit to read, and 
then A. B. Child was furnishing con
tinuous articles on the subject, ’What
ever is, is right,' and I was intensely in
terested in- studying tne same, and' I 
have ever since felt such a sweet reli
ance on' the law and power of our 
growth and full compensation for all 
we must endure and even suffer. In 
the last Progressive Thinker I saw 
something about voting for Dr. Alexan
der Caird, but do not know where to 
get the coupons, or what to vote for so 
please make it plainer in next issue, as 
I made the acquaintance of the Doctor 
several years ago at Lake Brady, and 
would be glad to do him a favor and 
Spiritualism as well."

Our correspondent at Sandusky, O., 
writes: "Spiritual Science Hall was 
crowded to the doors last Sunday even
ing, and many people stood.up through
out the meeting to hear Mrs. Elizabeth 
Schauss, the gifted missionary for the 
Ohio Spiritualists’ Association, give an 
inspirational address and psychometric 
readings. The subject assigned her 
when she took the platform was: ‘The 
Need of the Twentieth Century, a Prac
tical Religion; Does Spiritualism Fill 
the requirements?’ Her guides handled 
this subject, as they always do, in a 
most excellent manner, showing con
clusively that ours is, beyond the shad
ow of a doubt, the practical religion."

Mrs. D. A. Morrill has just closed a 
two months’ engagement with the New 
Thought Spiritual Society of Grand 
Rapids, Mich. She was met with a 
very enthusiastic audience at the Inde
pendent.Christian Church, of Alliance, 
Ohio, where she has been engaged for 
the month of December, Her address 
until further notice will be 670 South 
Union street. Alliance, Ohio.

Lucy Harshbarger writes from Peo
ria, Ill.: “Mr. Cleon B. Nichols has 
been holding materializing seances the 
past two'weeks at the home of Mrs; 
Pemberton, 407 Hancock street. Too 
much praise cannot be said in regard to 
Mr. Nichols’ seances, for they are genu
ine materialization? and I would also 
say anyone attending Mrs. Pemberton’s 
trumpet seances once, win want to go 
again.”

Isabella Powderly writes: “Walter 
DeVoe delivered a 'fine address to us 
Sunday evening. His teachings are 
just what is needed at tais time. The 
18th will be given to tests and mes
sages. Mrs. Weaver, well known, will 
be with us; also Mrs. Laura Martin, 
well known to South Side friends. We 
will also be favored with some palm, 
delineations by the learned palmist, 
Madame Selest.” '

Mrs. Henry writes: “On Sunday 
evening, Dec. 4. at 77 East 31st street, 
the Universal Occult Society, we had a 
very large audience. Prof. Stoller read 
a portion of the 19th chapter of Acts 
for the scripture lesson. The lecture 
was' Ancient and Modem Miracles. 
The Professor is a fine speaker and has 
such a thorough knowledge of his sub
jects and interesting way of explaining 
the different phases or ' phenomena, 
when you hear him once you are sure to 
go again. Many in the audience were 
strangers in a Spirittial meeting. All 
seemed so interested that I do not think 
it will be the last time they will attend. 
After his lecture he invited Dr. Axel 
Gustafson to say a few words, and he 
made some -very appropriate remarks 
which were highly appreciated. Some 
good music by Miss Gordon, followed 
by tests and messages by Mrs. 
Vaughn; Mrs Miner and Madame Jose
phine; then by request psychometric 
readings by Prof. Stoller, followed by 
messages. On Wednesday we had a 
circle at my home, 3103 Prairie avenue, 
for Mr. Hillis. Only about 12 attend
ed, but those who did will long remem
ber it as they all had such a pleasant 
time.”

Do NoVWrg§i®the Forthcoming Bazaar 
by the BaW of Harmony, (for the 
Church] of. ®» Soul), to Be held in 
Masow Temple, Room 612, Dec. 15. 
Luucheb will be served from 12 to 2;

supper from 6 onward.
The ftfllowitfg named ladles will have 

charge >of boiiths: Toilet articles, Mrs. 
Goodrich1; caiidy, Mrs. Dexter; Nor- 
wegianitmbdld’ Mrs. and Miss Trles- 
ness; handkerchiefs and fancy goods, 
Mrs. Dritlinei';’1 art and fancy goods, 
Miss Beblah'Smith; aprons, Mrs. Ral
ston; ffiicoratBd hand-painted china, 
Mrs. Ellis; hoiiie-made jams, jellies and 
preserve?!, Mila. Haire; bargain book 
stall, Miks Riteimoiid; Ladles Home 
Journal, Misses Ella and falegurd Holm.

Contribute Articles and work to our 
bazaar. l’ '

Buy your Christmas presents at our 
bazaar. J

Get your lurches and suppers at our 
bazaar. ' 11

CORA L. V. RICHMOND, 
President Band of Harmony.

“Trumpet Manifestation" was the 
subject under discussion at the regular 
meeting of the Chicago Spiritualist 
League, at Kimball Hall at Its last 
meeting. After an impressive invoca
tion by MrS. Laura G. Fixen, Mrs. Hat
tie Green recited an inspirational poem 
entitled “The Fire Brigade." Then fol
lowed spirit messages by a number of 
excellent médiums. Dr. Axel " Gustaf
son gave an able discourse. Mr. Drake 
then spoke in"a strong, forceful and in
structive manner, followed by. Dr. 
Cross and othèrs, on the subject under 
discussion. 1 ,,

Maurgreulte Mac writes; "On Thurs
day eveniiig, Dee. 27, Mrs. Burland will 
hold a test social in her parlors at 3019 
Vernon avenue. Good mediums will be 
present to give spirit messages, and 
palmists to repd your hands, so all will 
be sure of a ihéssage as well as a good 
cup of coffee and cake. 8o come and 
have a good time.”

Carrie L.' Hatch secretary, writes: 
“The Massachusetts State Association 
will hold a mass-meeting Itf Haverhill 
on Friday, Dec. 16. The object of said 
meeting Ib to raise funds to carry on 
missionary work in. Massachusetts. 
What the society proposes to do (after 
we have the funds) is to place one or 
more missionaries in the field, send 
them to some town or city in Massa
chusetts, andT start meeting, allowing 
the missionary to remain in said place 
until the society is established; also to 
send missionary to assist established 
societies that have become reduced, and 
assist them’ tp regain their prestige. 
Speakers to bé present at Haverhill are 
Dr. G. A. Fuller, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, 
Mr. S. S. Ham} Mr. Simmons. Medi
ums, Mrs. Miflnle M. Soule, Mrs. Dr. 
Caird, Mrs. Hëlyett, Mrs. Kate Ham, 
Mrs. Maude Lltch, Miss Annie Foley 
and Mrs. Rutff Swift. Good music, cir
cles and entertainment between 4:30 
and 7:30bp. m1.' Supper at 5:20; after
noon seffiion at 2:40. Meeting to be 
held at F40 Mèïrimack street, Haver
hill.” ,

At thç^flrst-meeting of the Kenwood 
Spiritual1 Church, Dec. 4, at Kenwpod 
Hall, fifteen mimes were taken by the 
committed to (be handed in for mem
bership oí the Chicago Spiritualists 
League.0..If alehurch one day old can 
do this much for the League, what 
should ®'e older societies do? All get 
get. busÿ1Jànd build up the League.

Mrs. Sarah M. Dudley writes "I am 
engaged for the current month of De
cember afiy tlife People’s Spiritual 
Chur.çh gi Louisville, Ky- I wish en
gagements with some societies for Ján- 
uary ^ Febswry and -March. I am an ‘ 
inspirational speaker and platform test 
medium, clairvoyant, clairaudient and 
psychometric. I will also hold public 
test circles and give private readings. 
Best recommendations given as to char
acter and ability. Address.me at No. 
2113 Eighteenth street, care of Mrs. 
Emma Hazard.”

William Barr writes : "We had Dr. C. 
A. Burgess with us at our opening serv
ices, Sunday, Dec. 4. The Doctor gave 
us many good> thoughts and a very 
clear idea of how the Indians view life 
in the spirit world. All were very glad
to have the chance to listen to 
Mrs. Aitken, our medium, gave a 
her of tests, followed by some 
convincing tests by Dr. Burgess.

him. 
num. 
very 
Tak-

ing it all through our first services, 
were a success beyond our expecta
tions. We will continue to-hold serv
ices every Sunday at Kenwood Hall, 
4308-10 Cottage Grove avenue. Con
ference at 3 p. m.; evening services at 
8 o’clock, with none but the best of 
speakers and tests. The aim of the 
Kenwood Spiritual Church will be to 
spread the truth and build up Spiritual
ism, and we need the support and help 
of all good Spiritualists. Don’t forget 
our social to be given at the residence of 
Mr. and Mrs. Aitken, 263 East 31st 
street, near Michigan avenue, Saturday 
evening, Dec. 17. We will have good
music and tests for 
good time. Come 
friends.”

Chas. H. Greene

all, and a general 
and bring your

writes: “Sunday,
Dec. 4, the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mis
sion dedicated, their new home at the 
People’s Institute, Van Buren and Leav
itt streets. The afternoon services 
were attended by an audience both ap
preciative and eager to learn more of 
our truths. Experiences and tests by 
some of bur mediums were also feat
ures. That evening Dr. J. H. Randall 
delivered the rdedlcatory address and 
held the attention of an audience of 
more than ordinary size throughout his 
discourse. The hall was tastefully dec
orated and fprmed a fitting arrange
ment for the services. Mrs. C. Kirch
ner and Mrs., A, Weaver delivered some 
very interesting spirit messages. . We 
are now permanently located at the 
People’s Institute; Van' Buren and 
Leavitt streets,, and'will hold services 
there every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m.; 
Sunday-sSnool at 2 p. m. We extend a 
cordial tattat^h to everyone to at-

J9V-? Ill '’ i John Gjjegory9wrltes: "Rev. Harry J. 
Moore, vyip Is qpw working as mission
ary of lojya Stgte Spiritualist Associa
tion, hasj^gain.jieen here and conducted 
three , meetingsgfn our hall at White 
Pigeon, (ge dg^vered two lectures on 
Sunday, Dec.¿4; qnd one Tuesday even
ing, Dec.jJ. W% wanted to arrange 
with Mr. Moore to give us one more lec-
ture Thi 
though 1

)ec. 8, but he. felt as 
be overtaxing' himself

in view, at the ¿¿pct that he had deliv
ered eigfit.lectijfjes within the last ten 
days.. MjjjMopra draws good audiences 
and is vpry.,much liked by the . people 
generally/in qui^neighborhood, so tnuch 
so is this the case, the young folks give 
him the closest attention."

E. W. Baldwin writes: “I think the 
Open Cpurt wilJ-have an extra elevating 
influence. I like it I wondered at 
first how you would make it go through 
a whole season. I see now. The sym
posium is good. The stringing it along 
is good; It’s a good variety. This way 
doesn't make'so much for the stomach 
to digest at one time. Of course I like 
Peebles. He has the stronger battalion; 
He has a great big foundation of stub
born facts. Loveland is more specula
tive. He says some thing" J -»'nnld re
joice if they were true.”

Sunday, December 18, 1904, 8. E. 
“Angels."

67:

Gem of Thought:—
We would be Angels of Beauty, 
. Each day as it passes by;
Telling so gently of Duty,

Raising our souls upon high.
We would be Angels of Gladness, 

Wreathing each face with a smile;
Drying each tear of sadness, 

Aiding the weak all the while.
So many Angels are needed, 

Little things call me and you;
So many helpless unheeded, 

Bld us Earth Angels to do.
For infdrmation concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

Mrs. Lillie Shipman writes from Lan
sing, Mich.: "On Sunday evening, Oct. 
30, I started a parlor meeting at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Zufelt, it be
ing my desire to do something for 
Spiritualism. He have had meetings 
every Sunday evening so far. On Noy. 
20, we had with us Helen M. Wood
bury, who kindly gave the messages 
which were appreciated by all. ’ '

Reyob Retep writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich., severely criticising the Ro
man Catholics who dedicated a church 
there on Thanksgiving Day. He could 
not understand why the bishop should 
have a company of young men armed 
with rifles around him. Verily, brother, 
the Catholic church is a remnant of 
barbarism and superstition, and In the 
course of time will disappear from the 
earth, and go down in history as a relic 
of the past.

The Leader, of Pittsburg, Pa.’i which 
has been interviewing prominent work
ers in the movement in that city, says: 
“In talking about his church Mr. Ste
vens said: ‘Many leading men in the 
business world are taking a great in
terest in Spiritualism and are coming to 
our meetings. They are surprised that 
our services are much like any other 
denomination except that we read mes
sages from spirits passed to spirit land 
and have psychometric readings. Many 
people come to our church thinking 
they will see a dark cabinet and spirit 
hands or. birds flying ' around. They 
think we move pulpit and pews with our 
hands. They çonfound seances with 
our services. There is nothing terrify
ing or sensational In our service. We 
sing hymns and have prayers and de
liver sermons just as other denomina
tions. do.' Mr. Stevens said that Spirit
ualists believe everything is made up of 
solidified other. Impressions, emotions 
and . thought are possible through this 
ether. They are sort of vibrations of 
it. He said the increasing attention on 
the part of skeptics toward Spiritualism 
was a good thing as it was broadening 
the thought of the day. Spiritualism, 
he added, was no longer ridiculed but 
treated with respect. He mentioned 
that there were certain persons who 
possessed wonderful psychical sense 
which could be put to use in the name 
of religion but which was used merely 
for sordid commercial purposes. Such 
he said was a prostitution of a divine 
gift bestowed on mortals for a benefi
cent purpose. Such people have the 
same power as mediums who go into a 
trance, see clalrvoyantly and hear 
clairaudiently or who read the past, 
present and future from articles placed 
in their hands.”

Oscar A. Edgerly writes: “I find the 
First Spiritualist Church, here in Find- 
Idy, Ohio, composed of a very earnest 
band of workers, each one of the mem
bers seeming to take a vital interest in 
organized Spiritualism. During the 
present month I am working hère in as
sociation with Mrs. J. A. Murtha, I 
■working in my capacity as trance 
speaker, she giving spirit ■ messages 
after my lecture. The general public 
seem to appreciate our work as the at
tendance constantly increases. . At 
present I am being entertained at the 
hospitable and most spiritual home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Perceville E. Walker. I 
have been pleased tp find in Mrs. 
Walker, one of the very best mental 
message mediums that I have ever met. 
I think his readings are unsurpassed as 
he has given me the most convincing 
communication from my mother, that I 
have ever received. Mr. Walker is 
soon to enter public work, and I trust 
he will have the patronage from thé 
public that he deserves.” .

A very pretty little wedding occurred 
at the home of Mf. and Mrs. Beam, 
Lawton, Mich., Wednesday, Nov. 2, 
when their daughter Jessie was united 
in marriage to Jesse Barnes. To the 
strains of the wedding march played by 
Mrs. C. H. Ewers, at 12 m., the bridal 
couple took their places beneath a can
opy of pink and white, and were pro
nounced man and wife by Rev. Mrs., 
Carpenter, of Detroit, who • used the 
beautiful -ring ceremony in a very im
pressive manner. The bride wore 
china silk. The tables were beautiful
ly decorated with smilax, carnations 
and lighted candles. A delicious six 
course dinner was served by Misses 
Kate Harper, Minnie Desenberg, and 
Bessie Stainton. The gifts were nu
merous, being both beautiful and useful. 
After a short trip the couple will be at 
home to their friends on Railroad ave
nue.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
—Elton E. Hedrick, the well-known as
trologer of Cincinnati, Ohio, has re
moved from Cincinnati, and is now per
manently located in New York City. 
See card elsewhere. ■

Mrs. Kate R.' Stiles of Boston, Mass., 
is serving the Buffalo (N. Y.) society 
for the month of December, after which 
she expects to visit Lake Helen, and 
other southern points. .
< Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society have reserved the 
third Sunday in. every month for medi
ans’ work, and omit the lecture. On 
Dec. 18, therefore, we will be glad to 
see mediums from other parts of the 
city, and we will give them a chance to 
show what they can do. • We expect to 
have with us on that evening Mrs. 
Clara A. Hooper and Mrs. B. Kline, and 
•hope to see Mrs. Lincoln also, and Dr. 
Burgess. Such talent as all that ought 
to bring messages for all. Our dances 
will be held every Thursday evening till 
further notice. Come and join .us in a 
good- time. Hall at 319 E. 56th street.”

Correspondent writes from ' Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: "Frank T. Ripley is lec
turing to crowded-houses here. His 
lectures are excellent and his tests are 
fine. All seem to like Brother Ripley. 
He has a good word for the best Spirit
ualist paper published—The Progress
ive Thinker.”

Inspirational speaking and message 
giving are the principal features of the 
Sunday evening service in the First 
Spiritualist church, and there was a 
large audience present last evening to 
hear Mrs. IL W. Bariôn. Mrs. Barton 
speaks on a subject handed in by some 
one in the audience, and the one last 
evening was on the subject of immor
tality, which gave Mrs. Barton an op
portunity to. deal ..with a subject familiar 
to all Spiritualists. That “there is no

TAKE NOTICE.

To the Spiritualists of New Jersey.

Dec. 17,

j I Read This Ust of O
AU Spiritualists in the state, of New 

Jersey who believe Jn local and state 
organization, and are desirous of hav
ing missionary work in their respective 
communities, are requested to corre
spond with Rev. H. C. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street, Newark, N. J., with regard 
to the matter. Mr. Dorn is duly author
ized by the N. 8. A. to represent its in
terests in New Jersey in this particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT,

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 
. FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

Canaan, Me. Pres. N. S. A.

death” was the gist of Mrs. Barton’s 
talk,’ and in the half hour or so , which 
she gave to the subject she talked flu
ently and forcefully. At the conclusion 
of that part of the service, Mrs. Barton 
gave messages from the spirit world to 
several in the audience, in nearly every 
instance the message being recognized. 
—Elmira (N. Y.) Gazette.

T. A. Francis writes from Rock 
Springs, Wyo., speaking well of the me
diumship and work of Mrs. Tabor of 
Denver, Colo.

The Rationale of “Seeing Double.”
“He sees double; he’s crazy! He 

sees two things where but one really ex
ists!"

“Lunatic!" is the hasty diagnosis of 
a superficial psychologist, when a col
league narrated to him the ailment of a 
former schoolmate. ’

Well, now let’s see how near tp the 
truth our alleged expert on insanity ap
proaches when he goes into the exact 
analysis of things. ’

Each hemisphere of the brain contains 
its visual center. The left visual cen
ter receives its impression through the 
right eye; the right visual center like
wise receives its impression through 
the left eye. This is a well authenti
cated fact, except in the rare instance 
of the removal of one of the visual cen
ters, in which case the eye correspond
ing thereto becomes blind for a time. 
Gradually, however, the center remain
ing intact assumes the function of its 
erstwhile co-partner that was removed, 
and the recovery ot the sight is to a 
greater or lens extent achieved. These 
are truths with which you are no doubt 
all familiar, but to which, to conserve 
my ends, it is well to again draw your 
attention.

If you will close one eye and gaze at 
any external phenomena you will ob
serve with accuracy the object upon 
which the sight is focused. Close the 
eye now in use, open the other one and 
you will still respond to the vibraticji 
sent in to you through the open eye. 
Close and open each eye alternately, 
with some degree of rapidity, and you 
will experience the sensation of a shift
ing from right to left or vice versa of 
the things within visual range. If you 
will place a separating wall—an ordi
nary piece of blotting paper of the usual 
length *nd width will do—between the 
eyes, pexnendlcularly, and put an apple 
before one eye and a potato before the 
other, you will realize at once by open
ing and closing the eyes afternately and 
then opening both at once that two im
ages are carried to the brain at one and 
the same time. Thus you will clearly 
understand that our crazy man who 
sees double is actually seeing according 
to facts and that his censor is the de
luded one. \

But what really happens is this: 
The two visual impressions of the one 
object transmitted Into the brain by 
each eye simultaneously are regarded 
by the mind as one. The eyes perform 
their function with the most detailed 
accuracy, but the mind, receiving the 
distinctively, separate Impressions, fla
tuses and transforms one into the other 
and the mad himself (sane though he 
be) is deluded into the belief that he 
does not see double.

HERBERT A. HARRELL.
Chicago, Ill.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual« 
Istlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A Systehi of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro
gressive Thinker.
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ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly» and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and then you are per» 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed-to spirit life. Brother James 
Martin, president of the Earnest Work
ers of Detroit, Mich., a man of sterling
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worth and highly respected. The re;..
mains were buried in a bank of lovely 
flowers, among which were a pillow 
from the Earnest Workers; broken 
wheel and gates ajar from Switchman’s 
Union, and floral offerings from Church 
of the Soul, and flowers from friends. 
The services were conducted by the 
pastor of the society, Mrs. Mary Stein, 
of Detroit. The choir led by Dr. Bur
roughs, rendered in a soul-uplilting 
manner several selections.

F. M. HALFMAN. 
Jackson, Mich.

Mr. Samuel Smith passed to the 
higher life, Nov. 18, 1904, aged 76 years 
and 5 months. He leaves a wife, two 
daughters and five sons, and a host of 
true friends. He was a medium and an 
honest worker for Spiritualism for over 
forty years, and in all that time never 
made a charge for his services. A 
good man has gone to his reward. He 
was loved and respected by all who 
knew him. His family have the deep 
sympathy of all. At his request the 
writer officiated.

MRS. AMANDA COFFMAN.

Mr. Wesley Barber passed to higher 
life, October 19, 1904, at his home in 
Jonesville, Mich. He was a staunch 
Spiritualist, a soldier in the Rebellion. 
The deceased leaves a wife and two 
brothers. Services conducted by Mrs. 
Emily D. King, Girard, Mich.

At his home In Dundee, Mich., Ira 
Irish passed to higher life at the ripe 
old age of seventy-three years. Reared 
in. the beautiful philosophy of Spiritual
ism, his life from childhood was a 
gradual unfoldment and development of 
those qualities of heart and soul that 
made his presence a ray of sunshine to 
the despondent, while to the poor and 
afflicted he came not empty-handed. 
That this beautiful soul has found the 
world of perfect development for which 
he longed, and that he can still comfort 
the lonely wife and-children is the son- 
solation for them all. None knew him 
but to love him. . Enemies he had none. 
At peace with the world, he passed to 
the home of the soul of which we have 
the blessed privilege of lifting, the thin 
veil between, them and us. Let not 
your.)iearts be troubled beloved,-I will 
come to you again. Services by the 
writer. - • ' ■

MRS. MARIAN CARPENTER.

"Why I Am a Vegetarian.” By J. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 
eonta. : ■ . ■. ' ■ '■■ .

"Human Ou.iure and Cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure, (in
cluding Methods and Instruments." 
By E. I>. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well ful.'.lls the promise of its title.

“JuBt How to Wake the Solar Plcx- 
us." . By Elizabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents,

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death. 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and

and

and

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mum 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism bv 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. ’ r‘

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten

6.—The Next World Interviewed, bv 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me- 
dlum.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts

8—A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands* 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium. *

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles

11—The Great Debato Between Mosea 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
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Journies to the Planet Mars
Or, Our Hission to Ento (Mars)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress. -; ■

This strangely attractive narrktlvei 
does not assume to be either scientific,, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience ot 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly, 
strive to live it. and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs.1 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity. to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price $1.50. ___
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written endless books against it.

THE PACE THAT KILLS.
With Illustrations Froni Real Life.

* THE WAGES OF SIN IS DEATH. •

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D.
Part First.

“Health and Power.!
¡35 cents.;{

glad to obey. I

PROF. ZÖLLNER WAS NOT INSANE.
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crime.
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Price, 51.50; postage, 10 cents.

isolated 
are all 
shrewd

question I sent to the head 
versity, Rector Magniflcus 
Bucher, the president, said:

trals- and mahatmas galore.
A better knowledge of that 

country shows- how delusive 
these claims. The adepts are

series of 
of the uni
Dr. Karl

That Is the Belief of Dr. Funk, Who 
Has Investigated Matter.

money and there is always that impet- ■ 
uoslty of temperament that must be pe- ’ /

To join the dear ones who have gone on 
before,

Across the dark wave to that beautiful 
shore. •

Primitive Ideas-Ethnlc Bellefs-Thi 
Old Testament and Immortality—Paul’» 
Doctrine of Death and the other Life—

1 This department is under the. man
agement of ■■

HUDSON TUTTLE.
address him: at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

- - -- ---— • — WWVM W» »WWW, CVU4P
well authenticated communication» 
from persons In the other life; The 
chief contents of the volume are as fol
lows.*

known of its professors at the Leipsic 
University. In reply to a '

J. B. M’GUFFIN. 
Milton, Ind.

?tec. 17.1804.

AW»'

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
Bave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
ibe most condensed form, and often 
«dearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit 
ted, and ,the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all thlpgs is to be dep
recated. Corresponded S\ often weary 
With waiting for t jpearance of 
their questions and y ' <ietfern of in
quiry. .The supply of .- Acr •’ dways 
¡several weeks ahead of the space, given, 
'nnd hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor.. ,

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request Ue made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
’ >ers, and while I freely give what- 

information I am able, the ordi- 
"nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
- pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

G. R. Bicknell: Q. We have read 
much of the mysterious Hindoo adepts, 
mahatmas, etc. Why is that the Hln- 
daoB 'at the Fair grounds know; nothing 
about their miraculous power, although' 
they are among the most intelligent 
class?

A It is because the stories about 
these wonder workers have no founda
tion in truth. That startling feats are 
performed there is no doubt, but every 
•‘intelligent Hindoo’ knows just as well 
as every intelligent Occidentallst, that 
these are all clever tricks of legerde
main The fasting adept who is able 
to summon "mahatmas" to run at his 
bidding, read thoughts, and foretell the 
future, is an ignorant, cunning fakir 
■who if he practiced his’ arts in this 
country would most justly be sent to 
the work house, where at least he might 
he forced to earn an honest penny, or 
the rice he ate. Of all manifestations 
of mental atavism, a return to the ig
norance and absurdity of past ages, that 
of exploiting the filthy fakirs of India,- 
pad claiming for them superiority over 
the thinking philosophers of the west, 
world, is the most preposterous and ab
surd.

Tibet being the most inaccessible 
country was taken for the home of ma
hatmas, and of the most powerful won
der-workers. There was the home of 
the ascetics, who by means of fasting, 
introversion, dirt and utter worthless
ness, brought themselves into a condi
tion, wherein they could control the 
laws of nature., and call about them as-

is ao Sanskrit word the saeantug o3 
which has- any reference to color. 
Xenoplmuea knew of three colors of the 
rainbow only. Some 15,000 or 80,000 
years agp man was .only conscious of 
one colon Later red and black were 
distinguished, and still later yellow, and 
then green.

“As our senses become more refined 
surely jye will evolve the power of de
tecting more refined hues. We have 
not yet reached the point of finality in 
rays.”
, This Is all very well as coming from 
a scientist, and its "discoverer” is ap
plauded for the delicacy and skill of .his 
research, but the student of Spiritual
ism will fail to recognize anything new 
in this “discovery." Clairvoyants have 
constantly reported that the sphere of 
individuals varied in color, of no two be
ing precisely alike, and spirits in their 
communications have taught the same. 
What is noteworthy, the color scheme 
thus taught for the past fifty years is 
almost Identical with that now exploit- 
ered as the latest result of experimental 
science!

Ab early as 1868, A. J. Davis, in as
signing symbolical colors to the lyceum 
groups, by his spiritual knowledge gave 
the same significance that is now found 
by experiment. In the Lyceum Guide, 
of Emma Rood Tuttle, published in 
1870, a more extended color correspond
ence is given, based on spirit and clair
voyant interpretation. There ’are in 
the guide twenty-four colors standing 
for twenty-four groups, of the three 
colors it is said: Red is physical en
ergy, sensuous; blue, intellectual ener
gies; yellow, inspiring energy.’’ There 
are differences yet similarity, and 
when the differences occur, the pre
sumption is in favor of the spiritual in
terpretation.

Doctor Babbitt has written volumin
ous works on the influence of colors on 
the organism, and based a system of 
healing thereon.

How often spirits in their communi
cations speak of others as being dark, 
meaning that :they are surrounded by 
spheres of passion, while others are 
white with silvery light, because pure 
and unselfish. In the same manner 
persons in the body are seen and 
spoken of by spirits and' clairvoyants. 
The depraved appear as in a smoky 
cloud, the darkness of which increases 
with the moral debasement, even to 
blackness-

A» for priority, it is useless to waste 
time in contending, but if it be said 
that Spiritualism has uttered no scien
tific truth, if this "discovery" of Dr. 
Hooker be accepted then Spiritualism 
may claim ft as entirely Its own, and 
published, when it received nothing but 
ridicule and sneers from these same 
scientists.

Whatever Is, Is tóght
Ili

and- skiUed in the tricks of their trade, 
and subsist, on the credulity of the 

«•iVnjutched people. - ,

IL S. Bell: Q. I heard !a’ preacher 
j Jast Sunday say in his sermon that 
•Blaine was defeated in his run for the 
presidency because he was nominated 
by the infidel Bob Ingersoll. He said 
that Ingersoll was riding in a Pullman 
car, and in his flippant way said he had- 
never ‘seen any good Christianity had 
(lone, and if anyone could tell him he 
would like to have them. A lady op
posite said she knew of one good thing 
Itihas done. “What is it?" he asked. 
“It has prevented you from being gov
ernor of Illinois”, Is there any truth 
in these stories?

Ministers are not blamable for not 
having tact and sense of propriety, and 
for the lack of a modicum of this com
mon sense. one of these ministers at 
the last fatal moment in his misguided 
zeal, sprang the fateful alliteration, 
“Rum, Romanism and Rebellion," which 
lost New York by alienating theCatholic 
vote,: and thereby defeated one . of the 
most deserving of men. Robert Inger

. sol! was then a political leader, and his 
religious belief was not mentioned.

As for the other story, it has the im
press of having originated In the mind 
of an intellectually dwarfed, and moral
ly degenerate preacher. It is what In
gersoll called "an orthodox lie.” Robert 
Ingersoll never spoke “flippantly’’ of 
any subject. He never in private in
truded on the beliefs of others. He 
was too kind and sympathetic to do or 
say anything that could disturb or give 
pain, ’ Tn every place he was a gentle
man,; and that he was at any time flip
pant, is too transparently false to re
quire contradiction. These tales of im
agination are good stock in trade for 
the preachers, who will go on illustrat
ing their sermons with them, although 
they know every word is false, and that 
they are misrepresenting and libeling 
thb great thinkers who awake mankind 
frdin the horrid pightmare of theology.

‘ "Psychic”:. Q. Áre there colored 
radiations from the body?

A7 Considerable Interest has been 
awakened in this subject by the publi
cation’ of.the results of. his experiments, 

¿by Dr,' j. Henson Hooker of England. 
His conclusions from over 300 experi
ments pre.tiius stated: .

"The rays emanating from a very pas-' 
sionate man have a deep red hue; one 
whose keynote in life is to be good and 
to do good throws off pink rays. The 
ambitious man emits orange rays; the 
deep thinker, deep blue; the lover of art 
and refined surroundings, yellow.. An 
anxious, depressed person, gray.

‘.‘One who leads a low, debased life 
throws off muddy brown rays; a devo
tional, good meaning person, light blue; 
a progressive minded one, light green, 
and a physically or mentally ill one, 
dark green.”

Dr. Hooker adds: “I know perfectly 
well that these statements will be re
ceived by many with an amused smile 
of incredulity, as many other so-called 
discoveries at first, but I also know 
perfectly well' that sooner or later they 
will become accepted facts. Nor is 
there anything remarkable or unreason
able in all this when we consider that 
man has been thousands of years (Max 
Muller is my authority) in evolving his 
color sense to'Its present point There

LET US STRIVE TO BE HAPPY.

Let us strive to be happy, joyous and 
gay, '

As the hours flit by and the years fade 
away,

Giving words of comfort and cheer to' 
the old—

Such a life is dearer, more precious 
than gold.

I believe the old saying "kind words 
never die,”

But are taken up gently and wafted on 
high.

And are gathered together In nature’s 
fair bowers,

To be woven in garlands of beautiful 
flowers. ’

The tulip, the Illy, all sweet flowers that 
blow, . . • .

Are nihde'bj^iiind’tfitfugiitSi tor aught 
that we knW, " 1 '' ' ’ - '

So- let us be cheerful as we journey 
thro’ life, ’

Sowing seeds of kindness to help banish 
strife.

This life is a struggle, which all of us 
know, . ,

We find sickness and sorrow wherever 
we go,

But kindness will soothe a sad aching 
breast,

And cause the sick one to quietly rest
Such a life will bring sunshine, not sor

row and woe,
No matter what happens nor where we 

may go,
As we journey life’s path let us live in 

that way,
That when death calls us home we are

To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle: 
—A correspondent in your Issue of No
vember 30, said Professor Zollner’s own 
friends declared he was “insane at the 
time (of his psychic Investigations); 
and as he died in an asylum a little 
later, it is manifest that his friends 
were right.”

Zollner, at the time referred to, was 
probably the foremost scientist on the 
Continent of Europe and the best

(1) Professor Zollner was never in
sane; hence, never was in an asylum. 
(2) Was in good health up to the day 
of his death. (3) He died four years 
after he made his psychic investiga
tions, teaching at the university regu
larly up to his dying day. (4) That he 
died suddenly in his own room of hem
orrhage of the 'brain. -

Any one who cares to see this letter 
in full will find it on page 276 of the 
"Widow’s Mite and Other Psychic Phe
nomena.” • -

The problems to be solved by psychic 
investigations are most profound and 
complicated. No good can come from 
heated argument or reckless use of 
language on either- side. In no investi
gation is level-headedness more needed 
than in those which seek to determine 
the nature and the laws of what go un
der the general «name of psychic phe
nomena. It is also well to remember 
that a man may be at times as badly 
fooled by believing too little as at other 
times by believing tod much. -

Brooklyn, N. Y. I. K. FUNK.
''Mark Chester;' or a Min ana a mn. 
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All nature Is.but art, unknown to thee; 
AU chance direction, which thou eanst 

not see; .
Al! discord, harmony not understood; 

•All partial evil, universal good;
And spite of pride, la erring reason’s 

spite, • ;
One truth is clear, Whatever is,, is right. 

. —Alexander Pope.
The above from the most gifted bard 

of England is a brief statement of a 
great ultimate truth, which has, as yet, 
been little understood by the ehildren 
of men. Generation after generation of 
human beings have been taught that 
the world has been and is full of right 
and wrong, good and evil, righteousness 
and sin. God has been regarded as the 
author of all good, white his Satanic 
majesty has had the credit of creating 
and maintaining all things which have 
been called evil. These notions which 
have been so long and persistently 
taught are extremely hard to eradi
cate from the human mind. The ortho
dox and the infidel, the priest and the 
layman, the Jew and the Gentile, the 
Spiritualist and religious bigot, all 
agree that there are good and evil in 
tills world of ours, and that the former 
should be cherished and the latter con
demned. And our Spiritualistic friends 
assure us that evil survives the tomb, 
and that the wrongdoer is still in the 
saddle after he shuffles off tills mortal 
coil. It is seriously maintained that 
the emancipated spirits of the wicked 
return to earth to obsess sensitive me
diums, and thereby deceive the honest 
seeker after light from the spirit land. 
Notwithstanding the consensus of hu
man opinion to the contrary, we think 
that our poet was eternally right in his 
statement that "Whatever is, is right!"

We can understand very well why the 
primitive man believed in the existence 
of right and wrong. His belief was 
crude and not very well defined, but it 
answered his purpose aU the same; and 
was the outgrowth of the utter want of 
accurate knowledge. He observed many 
things which were pleasant’‘to his 
senses, and he encountered much, In 
his journey through life which gave him 
pain. He who lived in northern lati
tudes beheld the sunshine and gladness 
of summer and encountered the chilling 
frosts and storms of winter. He wit
nessed the vigor of health and life, and 
looked with sadness upon the ravages 
of disease and death. At’ times his 
hopes were joyous and happy,' at other 
times aU hopes were dead In fact, the 
eternal pendulum of existence swung 
from heights of joy to the depths of ab
ject sorrow.

To a greater or lesser degree, what 
was true with the primitive man has 
been true with all mankind down to the 
present time.

The primitive man necessarily re
garded all those things which minis
tered to his comfort as good; and all 
those things which produced sorrow 
and pain as evil. He soon learned to 
regard the good as the gift of a good 
being and the evil as the work of an 
evil genius. The good being became a 
Jehovah and the evU genius, his Satanic 
dignitary, in the thought and senti
ment of the people. And these invis
ible sovereigns, so enthroned, have re
mained in possession of the field In 
popular belief, even unto this day. It 
is extremely hard to give up the tradi
tions of the past, especially when the 
conditions which produced them are 
still in active existence.

Ip .the ultimate universal , view of 
creation is there any such thing as 
evil? We hardly think there can be. 
We think there can be no doubt, that 
the great power which created and con
trols the universe around and above us 
has made no mistakes in that behalf; 
and that the world, indeed the whole 
universe, are advancing along the Unes 
of progress, in a manner entirely satis
factory to that power. And the conten
tion that many of the things which sur
round us are wrong and evil, is but an
other way of saying that Infinite power 
which has evolved the universe is the 
creator and promoter of evil. No finite 
being, who possesses the modesty, 
which his limited knowledge should su
perimpose, will hardly feel justified in 
arraigning that Power as the author of 
wrong. God is just and He governs 
this world aright He has no partner-' 
ship with the devil or anyone else in the 
management of the universe. .

There are other reasons which con
demn the idea that there can be such a 
thing as evil, recognized in the ultimate 
analysis of things. That great cause 
“which transcends our knowledge and 
conception” manifests Itself ip a dual 
character. It is continually building 
up and tearing down. In one place it; is 
evolving a continent; in another it is 
dissolving a mountain range. In one 
ptace there is vigorous life, in another 
place there is sickly dissolution. In
deed evolution and dissolution walk 
hand in hand, in all of the complex af
fairs of existence. The most beauti
ful flower must soon wither. The most 
promising physical life must soon rest 
in tire embraces of death. Dissolution- 
is just as important as growth and evo
lution, In that great economy which 
governs the world. There is. no war
rant for calling evolution right and dis
solution wrong. Both are right and nec
essary. Both are equally important..

In the world in wnich we,live, Infinite 
cause manifests itself In the distribu
tion and redistribution of things; which 
manifestation involves the creation and 
dissolution of all material sUbstances. 
AU things in the world, aU phenomena, 
which of course embraces all that we 
caU good and evil, are produced .by 
such manifestation of the persistence 
of Force. • ' •

Because there is no evil, when prop
erly considered, does not interfere with 
the propriety and right of the public, of 
protecting Itself against . influences, 
which may threaten its prosperity. It 
does not deny to the individual the 
right of self defense, which has been 
aptly called the primary taw of nature. 
The action and reaction pf the forces of 
evolution and dissolution must, from 
the very nature of things, be continuous 
here on earth. The cold weather of a 
northern winter is no evil; but to pre
vent It from producing inconvenience 
and death, the aid of fire and shelter 
may be invoked.

Governmental regulations to prevent 
conditions which may result from the 
operation of nature’s taws are neces
sary. And such governmental action 
can be properly classified, under one of 
the manifestations of the conservation 
of energy,. .

. Cold weather ia no more wrong be
cause it destroys vegetation than is 
warm weather because it produces it 
Effects, which are apparently evil, are 
frequently the 'result of very Innocent, 
causes. Inversely, glorious results are 
often reached through what are regard
ed as evil agencies,' • '

One of the world’s greatest poets has 
written that “There is nothing either 
good or bad, but thinking makes It so.”

And the great, apostle of the Chris
tian faltli in his. epistle to the Romans 
sai^: “That there is nothing unclean of 
itself; but to him that esteemeth any
thing to be unclean, to him it Is un
clean.” .

It is a curious fact that there are two 
sides to every seeming evil. There is

i ? ■. Xll 
no cloud without a silv^Hnipg, and it 
often happens that the;^ftmqoevent is 
in its consequence regajfled afl: evil by 
one person, and is haile<j.[wjthijgladuess 
by another. M

Let us learn to believe that the 
great cause of all being,¡gpimiiti: and in
animate can do no wrqpg;. thfl-t all of 
the works of creation afpcilie,gesult of 
unerring law; and that .fte g£$at Au
thor of the universe "cfef-th qjl things 
we11." ' a-::.' - •

The sooner that Splrltqallspji-emancl- 
pates itself from the superstitious dog
mas which have descended -to us. from 
the past, and adopts a sane and healthy 
creed, worthy of Its gragd philosophy, 
the better. Let the churches of the 
world talk about good ahd:.evil, a per
sonal God and a personal devil to their 
hearts’ content, but let them have a 
monopoly of those hoary-headed er
rors. Spiritualists, If true tp their phi- 
losopby, must believe In an impersonal 
God, which is the Infinite Cause of all 
created matter, that the spirit is immor
tal, and that all tilings work together 
for good. . . .

We haven’t any use for the devil in 
the grand economy of nature, but we 
have abundant reasons for believing 
that the Great Cause of aU being, 
whatever name it may be, designated 
by, can be safely trusted to the end. 
And it may be well to remember, that 
whatever poor fallible man may be
lieve will not change the purposes of 
that Great Cause. " ■■

CARL C. POPE.
Black River Falls, Wla; ^ "

race Is open to all comers, and no ques
tion is raised as to pedigree, age or 
previous performance. The nominator 
can make his own regulations. He can 
go the long course or the short- course, 
over the flat, or the hurdles as he. 
chooses. The only condition imposed 
is that he shall keep at it, and in the 
end the prize shall be his. For to ev
ery one that goes the pace that kills 
and ' keeps at It there is a prize-—the 
prize of shame, disgrace, demoraliza
tion, death. • '
' There is no need of preaching about 
it. For centuries good men have in
veighed against It from the pulpit and 
the rostrum. Learned scientists have

There used to be an old and learned 
professor In Bellevue Hospital, New 
York, who wps wont to say that the 
two great causes for tho downfall of 
men were whiskey and women. This 
was the Bellevue point of . view. For, 
mind you, Bellevue is situated east of 
First avenue and runs full ,to the river 
front. Here, close by . the swirling 
waters of the alcoholic ward and the 
morgue. Here is the end of the pace 
that kills. Sometimes it 'la the shriek
ing maniac in the pavilion for the In
sane; sometimes it is ¿the frenzied 
drunkard In tho alcoholic ward and 
sometimes the the bloated face and the 
swollen body of the unknown dead 
floating with the tide. I|pi always the 
long and narrow compartment under 
the vaulted dome of the ¿morgue, the 
city’s great safe deposit of the dead.

Over in Fifth avenue ^}ioy say it Is 
wine and women. But in First avenue 
it is whiskey and womenK Some of the 
victims have gone both ,'çoursqs. They 
have had their wine and women in 
:Fifth avenue and whiskey and, women 
in First avenue. By flp possibility, 
however, did any man Sing the pace 
that kills take the FirstTdveium course 
and follow it with the ^Fiftb. avenue 
course. The descent frqm Dpimonico's 
and the Waldorf-Astoria to the Olive 
Tree and the Municipal Lpdglpg House 
for Homeless Men is always ¿and often 
quick, but there is no ©cent in the 
pace that kills. " '

One Who Had Gonedflie Race.
One day I went into aithe ¡alcoholic 

ward in Bellevue Hospital,1 tLna saw 
there- a woman.‘rf/hôm» knowh 
when men courted her afi: ahi'acknowl- 
edged belle In the highest Society, and 
whom the world had subsequently ac
cepted as an actress of talent on the 
metropolitan stage. She was suffering 
from an aggravated case of what First 
avenue calls “the jimmies." ’ From 
sparkling wine at diplomatic dinners in 
the Nation's capital, to late suppers In 
Broadway in New York City, to habit
ual drunkenness, to consequent im
moral recklessness, to opium, to a place 
in the alcoholic ward, a charge upon 
the city’s charity, were the successive 
evolutions of her pace that kilted.

There she lay a shattered wreck; her 
beauty gone, her keen intellectuality 
eclipsed, and all her charms that had 
brought men to her feet vanished. 
Just the ugly hull of a woman whose 
mind was besotted, and whose soul was 
dead. Every effort was made to help 
her, and she finally recovered suffi
ciently to go out of the hospital. But 
it was only to come oack again drunker, 
If possible, more depraved and more 
hopeless than ever. She/had gone tae 
pace that kills. She hadi fallen at the 
end, borne down by the Inevitable re
sult '

Walting for the Inevitable Result.
There is always somebody on Fifth 

avenue attracting the attention of the 
town by exploits in fast living. There 
is money galore and feasting and frolic 
and the high-headed self pride In the 
hallucination that the pace can be gone 
without the killing. The .well-trained 
habitues- of Delmonico’s who always 
keep the curb and raise their'eyebrows 
in temporary interest: . The motley 
crowd at the Waldorf-Astoria stares as 
at another exhibit of the circus. The 
painted frequenters of the, tipper Broad
way restaurants chatter and gossip oyer 
their midnight suppers about the star. 
But Bellevue waits in’ Almce. It 
knows nothing of what js.':' doing* on 
Fifth avenue or Broadway. It ’tears 
nothing of the feasts, theoretics’ or the 
follies. It cares nothing Jor the'wine, 
the women, or the song, -jt’just waits, 
certain in the end that it will get what 
is left , after Fifth avenue' and.'all the 
intermediate steps between that aristo
cratic thoroughfare and' .'First' avenue 
have been gone over by'Thç victim of 
the-pace that kills’. And there «"usually 
nothing left but a dead l$d'y of a dead 
mind in a diseased body" n0‘

The pace that kills,’WôW&-, does 
not always begin on Fifth avenue. It 
sometimes starts on theX B'oAÿry and 
never reaches higher uft1 ToWd than 
Twenty-sixth street arid- : tBff East 
River. It sometimes starts oiiihe East 
side or the far West side, àntffthe po
lice patrol wagon or tife ambulance 
comes after its victim^ befoM he or 
she has ever reached thé>'; gréât back
bone of the city. ’ ds. -M -

Nor does the pace alvJavs'beEin with 
wine. It sometimes starts ' With whis
key, and there is a tradition In Tielie vue 
that First avenue wfflskeyrris far 
quicker and more deadff1 in'iti action 
than Fifth avenue wine.^'Biit ^dierever 
it may start, whiskey ahà wœnen ap
pear somewhere in the course. And 
whiskey outlays everything'else among 
the dead dealing agencies that produce 
mental, moral and physical'disintegra
tion. , ■ ' t :

A Pace Open to All Comers.
The weaknesses of human.nature are 

confined to no class of men. ; Wealth Is 
not necessary for the pace: that kills, 
and poverty IB no bar to it Knowledge 
is not a preventive, and ignorance is 
only an acceleration; Health some
times prompts it and disease Is often its 
excuse. Gentle birth and careful-train
ing only stimulate it in some instances, 
while common origin and coarse breed
ing are accepted by it as a welcome va
riation. . In the parlance of the race 
track it “playa no favorites." The

Saintly women have uttered their 
most devout prayers against it. And 
yet it goes on and will go on. There 
is a germ of degeneracy in mankind 
that develops under all conditions, and 
for which no remedy has ever been 
found or can be found. Its develop
ment Is sometimes slow and sometimes 
fast. But unless a check Is put on it in 
its early stages the end is always the 
same—the madhouse or the morgue.

Gathering the Ghastly Harvest.
The department of public charities of 

the city of New York Is the dumping 
ground of the refuse humanity ofxhe 
second greatest city In the world. Here 
are deposited those creatures whom no 
other agencies will care for. The sick, 
the pauper, the Inebriate, the Idiot, the 
epileptic, the paralytic, the insane. 
Hundreds of these come every day. 
The gate of the public charities is al
ways open, and no one is refused. 
Each day, too, is gathered the city’s 
dead. From the river, from secluded 
corners of the parks, from little rooms 
in obscure hotels and from meager 
apartments of poor tenements are 
gathered day by day those to whom life 
was not worth living, or whose end 
came in such poverty that their only 
chance of interment was the potter’s 
field. . ,

It is grewsome. friiit and, lying there,, 
one above the other in the compart
ments of the morgue, each corpse is 
the dumb witness of some of the trag- , 
edy, some driven on to death from-' 
which in the end there was no escajfe. 
If one were.to take from this granary of 
the dead individual cases and trace 
them through all the steps that brought 
them to the morgue, one would find 
that directly or Indirectly the end was 
due to the pace that kills. The same 
Is true of New York City’s 10,000 In
sane people and of its countless feeble
minded, idiots and epileptics. Some
where at some time somebody has 
gone the pace that kills, and not only 
has plunged himself Inta destruction, 
but has carried others with him, or has 
left seeds of dissipation that have 
sprung up after him.

I never go through the morgue but 
I feel that above Its door should be 
Written:

I never visit the idiots, the feeble-; 
minded, the epileptics and the crippled ■ 
children in my department but I am re
minded that the sins of the father shall 
be visited upon the child. I never see 
decent old women come to the alms
house, but I am sure there is a relent
less faith that mixes up the lives of 
men and makes the innocent suffer 
with the guilty.

But while the g^rm of degeneracy 
may not be eradicated or even regu
lated, there is no doubt in my mind 
that its effect can be minimized and 
that through the' active agencies now at 
work it is being minimized. There is 
always the fool to be parted from his

riodically appeased whether It mani-, 
fests itself in drink or gambling or any. 
other form of dissipation. But statis
tics will show, I believe that urbane 
peoples are better to-day than at any 
other period in the world’s history. 
The pace that kills is a vice that comes 
with civilization and its accumulation 
of wealth and' its prevalence of pov
erty; for, as tho fortunes of a few men 
increase, the' fortunes of many de
crease, and the fool without money 
goes the pace quite ’ as disastrously to 
himself as the fool with money. 
Some men go it because they are rich, 
and some because they are poor; some 
because they are well, and some be
cause they are sick; some because 
they are happy, and some because they 
are unhappy. Their attitude is much 
the same as that of the man who drank 
whiskey in cold weather to keep him
self warm, and In warm weather to 
keep himself cool.

As I said before the germ of degener
acy works In all kinds of people and in '■ 
all kinds of conditions. But with the 
advance of civilization there has come 
a conviction on the part of students of
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lasses.’’-The Critic, New York.rather to effect than to cause. New 
York City spends princely sums of 
money in taking care of criminals and 
paupers. It should pay more attention 
to the causes of crime and poverty. It 
is better to remove the cause of illness 
than to take care of a person suffering 
from an illness as an effect of that 
cause. It is better to prevent a man 
from becoming a criminal.fhan to lock ‘ 
him up after he has committed a.

To Improve Health and Morals, 
Municipal government should not 

only remove temptation as far aa pos
sible from the weak’, but it should work 
for clean environment of its people. • It ■ 
should reform th'e dwellings of the 
poor. It should regulate Its tenements; ’ 
there are more dark places In which 
crime and filth can find a foothold than 
In the mansion. Give all the people 
light and air and sunshine and their 
morals will improve with their health. 
Crime hates thè light. With cleaner 
places to live in and cleaner environ
ment for all the people, there would be, 
less use for hospitals and prisons. The 
pace that kills would still' continue, 
but to the wheels of the: chariot of the 
fool that goes it there, would be fewer 
victims and there would also be fewer 
fools to emulate his example.

The river must still give, up its dead; 1 
the inebriate and the madman must i 
still come to Bellevue; Fifth avenue 
wine and First avenue whiskey must 
still be drunk and woman more sinned 
against than sjnning must still have her 
part in it all. But if cities went more 
to the root of things than to the branch, 
tb the causes of crime and poverty than 
lb the effects, there would be less of 
human suffering and less temptation to 
go the pace that kills.

J. W. DINSDALE,,M. D. 
Prescott, A. T. .
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Leading to the Question as o Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as a 
Fact.—To Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some 

. Bints as to Personal Experiences and Opinions.
BY MINOT J. SAVAGE, D. D.

■ 8vo. Cloth, 342 Page*.

WTlew 01 tta belief» held In continued existence is demonstrated, 
the past concerning life beyond death, and that there have been at least soma 
Dr..Savage takes up the present condl- - -
tlona of belief and considers the agnos
tic reaction from the extreme "other
worldliness” which It replaced, which 
waa in turn followed by the Spiritual
istic reaction against agnosticism. He 
points out the doubts concerning the ------------------------------------
doctrine of Immortality held by the Jesus and Immortality—The Other 
churches and the weakness of the tra- ” ................ _
dltlonal creeds and the loosening of 
their hold upon the people. He then 
considers the probabilities of a future 
Ute, probabilities which, as he admits, 
fall short of demonstration. The vol-
ume includes a consideration of tha 
work of the Society for Psychical Re
search and also an appendix giving 
some of the author’s own personal ex
periences In this tine. Dr. Ravage 
holds, os a provisional hypothesis, that

World and the Middle Ages—Protestant 
Belief Concerning Death and the Life 
Beyond—The Agnostic Reactlon-Ths 
Spiritualistic Reactlon-Tho Worlds 
Condition and Needs as to Belief in Im
mortality—Probabilities Which Fall 
Short of Demonstratlon-Tho Society 
for Psychical Research and the Immor
tal Life—Possible Conditions of Ahoth- - 
eV Life—Some Hints as to Personal E© 
patiences and Opinions. (
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The Progressive Thinke? Stands Ever %»dy>B*tfle&r Spiritualism, Pure and ¿naduit&afea, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

A SPECIAL ME98AGÇ

To the Members of the France» E, Wil 
lard Circle. '

SPIRITUALIST ÄBET1NGS.
ïttg Importasi when a ueeUag 10

. Dear Brothers and Sisters—Greeting: 
It has been mv purpose tor some-'time 
to address you through The Progressive 
Thinker, and thus answer the many 
letters I am unable to give personal at
tention. It will soon be seven years 
1n which our arisen sister, Frances E.

• Willard, has been actively engaged In 
.promulgating the cause of Modern 
Spiritualism. In May, 1898, she “re
turned unto her own and her own re- 
celved her not.” Then she said, “if 
Spiritualism will receive me, I will ac
cept Spiritualism and wont for it,” arid 
we have ample evidence of her indus
try In fbe work, manifesting it through 
various mediums of high and lesser de
gree, teaching that God Is no respecter 
of persons, but dwells in all and every 
spirit.

We have had our message from Miss 
Willard, and It remains with us to re- 
cieve or reject it. She added her testi
mony to others as to the continuity ot 
life, and spirit communion on every 
plane of life. She has organized and 
established Frances E. Willard circles 
in many spheres, reaching from the di

- vinexdown to the mortal, for the pur
pose of communion one sphere with the 
other, through the instrumentality of 
the Inhabitants of each sphere, She 
has made an appointment with us, that 
we meet with her every Thursday even
ing for one hour, from eight until pine 
Irrespective of locality, as she can send 
her Influence into every circle in the 
"twinkling of an eye.” So let every 
home circle, be It composed pt one or 
more members, that keeps the appoint
ment with Sister F. E. Willard, know 
that she is there with them and that to 
bless, giving credit to all good that at-, 
tracts us to the better life.
■ We know also that in Spirit Lily 
Bell Scott we have an Indefatigable 
worker for our cause. She ably assists 
Sister Frances E. Willard In her home 
circle work by seeking for and bringing 
into the circles the ones who are near
est and dearest, and helping them to 
manifest, and General Scott is proud to 
be the father of such a noble spirit as 
Lily Bell Scott, and we may all be ex
ceedingly glad that there Is such an 
entity working for the good of human
ity.

Miss Willard’s invitation is to every 
one to meet with her in sweet com-

want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public hall» at the present- 
^11132 .

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at,3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland ayenue and W. 13th street i

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, ,1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday: at 7:80 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna RoennatV, test medium.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o clock, at 819 E.-56th-street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread tho truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 55th street 
Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th street.

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m., at the People’s Institute Building, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. Sun
day-school at 2 p. m. We extend a cor
dial invitation to all. Chas. H. Greene, 
corresponding secretary. ,

Spiritual Church of All Soule, in Hope 
Hall, No, 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7; 30, conducted by Mrs R, 
Squire.

Spirit Life After
Death of the Body

X

munlon every Thursday at 8 
commencing with this 
“Praise Good from whom all 
flow; praise Good all spirits 
low; praise Good above, ye

p. m.— 
thought: 
blessings 
here be- 
heavenly

host, and bind dur souls In fioly love. 
Followed by America, all four verses 
ending with "Protect us by thy might, 
Great Good, our King," at the same 
time placing yourself in the power ot 
good for good and you need not fear 
spirit, communion under these conai- 
tlons at this time and hour and then 
you will receive vibrations of health 

•rind messages from the loved ones gone 
before. ■

This is the message our Frances E. 
Willard gave me for myself and through 
me to humanity. And now my message 
being delivered, my duty is done. For 
myself I accept the invitation which 
calls me higher, and will In the future, 
as I have done in the past always try 
to keep the Thursday evening appoint
ment which is so generously filled with 
good for me. In union there is 
strength. •

The Frances E. Willard health and 
developing' circle now numbers more 
than one hundred members on the mor
tal plane, many of whom who are so 
faithful that they solemnly declare that 
It- will never cease to exist while they 
remain In the body, and it truly is a 
gift from heaven free to all who wish 
to receive it. "

I will answer as many personal let
ters as my time and strength permits, 
but urge all to take The Progressive 
Thinker, as by the courtesy of the ed
itor I can occasionally reach you all 
through a general communication, and 
thus keep in touch and harmony with 
all. Your loving plster,

ELSA HORNBECK.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
Sunday meetings in the Atheneum, 

i , n„ Ruren street. Conference and 
circle, 3 p. m, Lecture at 8 p. m. Good 
mediums to give messages. Mrs. Bur- 
land, .pastor. ,

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
P. m., at'Kenwood. Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 
and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock ■ 
at Hoinberg’s hall, 31st and Lock 
streets. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev- 
iry..Su,nJlay evenlnB at 7:30 In Brandt’s 
Ha l, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Thursday evening at their new hall, 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Black- 
dium'.8treet8’ Mr' Frank Joseph, me-

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs 
Isa Cleveland. '

It is 
proofs 
tender

Shaker Spiritualism.
pleasant to place on record 
that come to us mortals of

the 
the

guardianship and loving feeling
of fellowship of our angel friends. We 
recently witnessed a manifestation ot 
that spirit power which was one more 
link in the chain of evidences proving 
that those who have passed the bound
ary line of what is called death have 
advanced to a higher plane of exlst- 
ence and have been released from en
vironments that, while here, held their 

. life in bondage and prevented its more 
perfect manifestation. ’

Sister Minerva L. Reynolds, a highly 
respected and valuable member of the 
Shaker community, passed to the ever
peen shores, Nov. 26, at the advanced 
age of eighty-six years. For the last 
ten years she has been one of the pre
siding officers of the Community at 
Kisslme, Florida. Returning north 
this last summer to her home at Mt. 
Lebanon, N. Y., where she passed to 
her heavenly home after several weeks 
of suffering.

On Sunday, Dec. 4, while the mem
bers of the Community at Shakers, N. 
,Y., were holding service in the hall 
used for religious meetings, one of our 
mediums was taken under control by 
our arisen sister, and she manifested 
her joy at her releasement from • the 
bondage of earth life, by a lively ffance 
around the room, repeating the words, 
“I am free, I am free from the house of 
bondage.” And what was wondeiful 
was the fact that the medium, Sister 
Harriet Jones, is a person * weighing 
some two hundred and twenty-five 
pounds, but she moved around the 
room as if she was apparently floating 
on the air, being most of the time in an 
unconscious trance. There were a score 
of people in the room who were per
sonally acquainted with our arisen sis
ter and recognized her presence. Be
fore her translation she suffered great
ly from cancer of the stomach and was 
bo thankful for her releasement and 
that she was not bound to those earth
ly conditions any more. She was a 
Spiritual mother to every one who came 
in her presence and under her influ
ence, and her children who are tolling 
in earth life are thankful for her 
blessed influence, and may it continue 
to remain as a blessed benediction bn 
our lives. HAMILTON DE GH.AW.

West Troy, N. Y.

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W.

aTe8Se- Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mra. J. Villroak.

Church ot tlie Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 P- “•* and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. g, Ray, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m„ at Arlington 
Hall; N. W-. corner of 31st street and 
-Indiana Avenue; Admission to-after
noon meetings, free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be In at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street. ■

Church of the Spirit, Schiller Build
ing, 109 East Randolph street, third 
floor. (Please take elevator, hall ad
joins.) Services every Sunday con
ducted by William Fitch Ruffle, who 
will give tests, spirit messages and psy
chometric readings to all in attendance. 
Services, 11 a. m., lecture and tests to 
all; 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., song service 
and tests to all. Lecture omitted after
noon and evening In order that all may 
receive tests. Residence, 3201 Indiana 
avenue. . : . .

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and rnusiv at every ser
vice.

Occult Scientists. St Peter’s Church, 
No. 3665 Indiana avenue, corner 37th 
street, 7 30 p. m. ¡Lectures, “proof 
positive tests,” etc. Mrs. W. Brock
way, psychic. No fee charged at the 
door. All are welcome.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avgnue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor. -

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. in., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by. 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A Wickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street ’ ■

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora. L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
In room. 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. * Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. 8. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802

A Paper that Never Falters, New Imuses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to, 
the Gause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality,. Higher Thought, and a Better Life.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
all their mediums,.stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications to the secretary.

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic .Temple, under, the 
auspices ot Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Gora M. Nate, 
soloiset ,

, «OOM-885 N. Clark at, 2nd X' Hut. Gall early.

MBS. JBNJilK FETKBS, CLAIRVOYANT, 
u will answer 8 questions and give one of her 
beautiful books.of inspirational powers, for GOcis. 
Address, 286 IllinoiB street, Chicago. Ill,

NICHOLAS BECKER,
Dixon, Hl. Clairvoyant Life Reading, with mes
sages, names and description of your spirit 
IrlendB. from your letter or lock of hair, by mall, H

TBBT IIEAOI’VOH UY AHTKOI.OGY,
Send 25 cents (silver) and date of birth, for a 

test reading of your life, with prospects of com
ing year, Ask one question. Full reading with 
&& ¿adpogy^asf^6“8’F-g’

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Clairvoyant readings by mall. Also laws ofme- 

atumlstto development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock of hair, date 
of birth and Ono Dollar. Obsession cured. (iLD,- 
Street. N. E. Washington, D. O.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Ae usual, Elfecm E.Hedrick,-the well-known Ab- 

-trologer. will mate a Bpeelul Holiday Heduc- 
keye&rlW)5 1b coming- upon us. KNOW 

w?lV,?®Jae5'C *veai’ holds for you. A knowledge 
of FLANETAllY INFLUENCE will accentuate 
success, and enable you to guard against unfa
vorable periods and unfortunate changes. Asa 
speelal offer, and until Feb. let, 11)05. all 85.00 work 
Will be reduced to 12'06. which includes invalua
ble information, touching upon all affairs of life, 
in addition to a yearly forecast with favorable and 
unfavorable periods for business, speculation, 
changes, ete.,ior the year 1VO5.
This Offer will Positively Close Feb. 1 
Send date of birth as near the hour aspoBBlblo, 
Addreaa No. 233 W 3lth at, New York City,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS ’
Isoneof the oldest and moat successful Spirit
ual ana Mugnetic Physiclans. HIb cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
¡umuanie, age. sex, and lock of hair, and Scents 
in stamps. Ho doesn't ask for leading symptoms, 
lie treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land, He cures you In your own home.

Address; j, g. LOUCKS. M. D.,
* Lock Box 1208 Stoneham. Mass.

FREE

DIAGNOSIS
OF

"The Kingship of Self-Control." By 
Wm. George. Jordan. it treats of the 
crimes of the tongue,, the. Red - Tape 
duty, the supreme charity, of the world; 
the' revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. ■

The Light of Reason 
The latest sacred song on sheet mu
sic, (especially) adapted for (the 
uplifting ot) Spiritual Circles and 
sery lees. English pud German..

Price, 25c. u copy. Send to ’ ’ 
GUJOKGE DREW, 
85.Marlon Court. Chicago, Ilf

Annie JLord Chamberlain’s Card.
friends.you can greatly help ma curator 

iny blind slater, Jennla L Webb, one of the eari
. SS<1i.u!n.B n<?w ln the form, by writing a letter 

toa spirit friend. Send it to mo with tl, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whls- 
Srt'Msi“8 Mr8- Lord cblunberlala- MU'

Your Disease,
rHii!i1^nYunI)toniH’ .We do not think It wrong to 
ing^iven^but1 dPh th«1}i>ufc symptoms be»

eentoroveiJVn‘»HnWlltln5’ You ueed not “end a turn mn°H «“rfi.?15“11?’ und you w111 receive by re
turn mail a diagnosis of your cane *
Everyone Ought to Have Their

Case Diagnosed or Exam- ■> 
ined Four Times 

a Year, 
AT LEAST, ' 

reuiembeb 
anAcountry.°8rOniO t"8oaseln “"very ’¿S3

Cancer Cured, or No Pay.
Address alllou'ere to

DR. G. E. WATKINS,

transition which wVdaH deathwaa bfr' L-m no,p,coi,fl,letl to Modern Spirituali 
lleved very anciently by our race and *h Jhcy exl8t everywhere. • 
the writers of tjie o|d and new testa- rbere Tn"nv .. ..............................
nwnt refer to It frequently. To them 
t ipeant when translated properly, as

A8’ lhe E8»-the spirit of 
man-^-take8 Its departure from the en
vironments which hold it temporarily 
and It assumes a new relationship to 
the uniyerse, much as the'beautiful in
sect does when it bursts the cerement 

la thVX%Len^Lta±ltSFlaCe “ 18 ~aWe to su._____________

melled by the flesh life which had^- w^reiM 016 afte,r.life lnu8t 1,6 ,laafl 
cumbered it. ad en yhere 11 Is now. fhe other planets sot

- far as we can conceive are preoccupied.
Beside, a journey to them would ra* 
quire considerable travel.

The prophet who started up with 
chartot and team of horses, has not yell 
arrived at the nearest one ot them.

In the East the Maiambn send meg* 
sages by thought wave over vast terri* 
torles so quickly that it is said tho 
English cannot keep up with them by. 
telegraph. "

There are many things that flnit« 
minds cannot prove by mathematics, on 
in a laboratory. I feel sure we are sur* 
i°1nlelby the splrlt8 °t the departed. 
™ d ““uch so now as one ever will be. 
Z.JE.0. 8 but a epeck of the eteft 
nities. ■
„A:r?,ly,.an,01d English poet, said,- 

haa been quoted somewhat re* 
cently. that Life is a narrow vale be* 
tween the peaks of two eternities." ■

8 r®aaonab}e to suppose that that

YOUR FORTUNE
Revealed by the Zodiac. ’ Two large, typewritten 
aagea of practical Info rmUtlon concerning your 
rlfo«ent BREE for yopr. birth date and 8 stami». 
I can make YOU more FORTUNATE in your love 
muAorAnJWÀrrlaffG‘ ^U81uefi0mattera’ etc* I have 
THOUSANDS of pleased friends in neariv every 
part of the world. Address NOW, S1UOUBN, 
Dept. T.B., 215», San FranqUco, Cal.

TRUMPETS.
The Infallible ribreTminpet, la guaranteed 

better titan numi. No. 1-30x5 ln.-lnaulated ton 
and bottom, cardinal colored enamel, 11.60. Trum
pet covers with handles to carry. Il.w extra. 
Pamphlet with insiructlonsfor all kinds of devel- 
opementwlll be’mailed oil receipt of 12 cents in 
stamps. Trumpets will be sent on receipt of 
price. Manufactured by ’
JAS. NEWTON, 423 Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

~ FRANK N. FOSTER,
The Noted Psychic for .

Spirit motooraphu
Bend name and address for circular. Sittings by 

naU. 91 Fitzhugh BL, Grand Rapids. Mich.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Send throe 2ct fitamps for circular and Instruc

tions. how to obtain the best results, that will 
convince you ot the continuity of life, and that 
your loved ones still live,

It has been my good fortune to have a number 
of sittings with Mr. and Mrs, A. Normann, at Lily* 
Dale this season, and I can truthfully say that all 
shadows of doubt have been removed as to the 
spirit’s presence of opr departed, and the genuine
ness of their mediumship, Dr. C. W, Maxon, Bay 
City, Mich.: * . ’ - .

Trance, test and- business readings by mall/ 
Scaled questions answered without opening» by 
spirit power. MR. & MRS. A. NORMANN,

2711. Elliott av. So.. Minneapolis, Minn.
■ Magnetized Slates, Si.OO a Tair.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces. ,.

Teaches now and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming ot world-wide fame.”—H. Tuttle

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bathi, 
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. ”D. M.’1

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained, at College or 
at one’s home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Bend stamp for catalogue to '

E. I). BABBITT. M. D.,
' 03 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
Who has had _ .

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

Years Prof, in a Medical 
Collège, Ton Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and is a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fails in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter In your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, •

~ Address. ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of 'excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to tho’physloal organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, 11.

, A Wonderful Spiritaar invention
Gives names,, dates and circumstances* Speaks 
In various languages; answers mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical Has come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit band. i

TESTIMONIAL
~ Hot Springs. Ark, Jan. 23, IBM.
P. J. Dempsey:*9I am more than pleased with 

; 'our Speaking Dial, and the results obtained are 
in some Instances astonishing, I have a plan
chette and Ouija board, but tho Dial is a great im
provement oh them all, -Yours truly, •

’u J. A, GIBSON.
If you wish to Investigate Spiritualism and con

verse with your spirit frlerihs in your own home, 
order a Speaking Dial to-day. - Dials now 11.50 
each. * Booklet with testimonials for tho asking.

Address ‘ P. J, DEMPSEY, Inventor.
2817 Columbus Ave.. Minneapolis. Minn.

11 IJnnrtal-fiif Restores Lost Vision; 
H WUIIUDI I Ur Write tor Illustrated Circular 
XnpnHinin .ehowinr etyleaand prlcesaud 
OUuUujUIUi photo of Spirit Yarma, who de* 
vejoped thl« Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Molted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own homo and send by 
mall, as if you were in my office. Thousands will 
testify. B. F. POOLR,

. 43 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. IU
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection. I shall recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. B. B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles. Cat

TRANCE READINGS,
By mail, one dollar and two stamps. Diseases 
GiBirnoscd and tfpatm^nt Indicated, by Spirit 
Guidos, twp dollars, bend either your own writ
ing or Lock^of hair,

ROYAL WILLIAMS,
¿384.- l|*tb St*, N. E. Washington, D. O.

EftED. P. EVANS,
' ^Pitted Psychic for .

Independent: Slate Writing; and 
s Clairvoyance, 

Has recently left Naw York, and Is now located at 
1112 Eddy Su/Sau ¡ffrancisco, Cat Send stamp tor 
clrcular.ou.'JfedluniBhlp.. -

IMFQR1NT WORK.
Send 25 cents loclho Investigation Committee, 

PribllBlient Davetihorl, Iowa, for Prof. Watson's 
Illustrated:.Book,fiboard -covers, “Juggernaut: 
Cfo-lsllan SpIence Exposed." Containing extracts 
from books; showing from where all the ideas of 
Christian-Science were-originally copied, which 
Mother Eddy calls Uer own, -,..

DON’T! READ THIS.
If sick write to me, and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes sue- 
cessfully,treated, fiend name, age, sex, complex
ion,weight and. 10 eta. in stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write yohr own letter. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, .
85 Warren St, ■ Slonohara. Mua

Dr. George Lester Lane, \ 

TREATS SPIRITUALLY 
AU Ailments With Success.

OBSESSION a specialty. 872 Huntington Ave., 
Boston,- Mass.—SEE DB. J. M. PEEBLES’ 
BOOK ON OBSESSION. '

flDocruDiial New Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed-in the first tour centu
ries to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com
panions, and not included in the New Testament 
by Its compilers. 'Price, cloth, 51.50.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
Series one, two and three. -By Lilian Whiting. 
Three choice volumes, each com* Icte lit Itself, 

In which spirituality Is related to" tv-iryday We 
In such a way as to make the world beautiful 
Price. 81.00 each. •

THE AGE OF REASON.'
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation ot 

True and Fabulous Theology. A new and com
plete, edition, from new plates and new typo: 
188 pages, post 8vo. Paper cloth. 60s.

MOLLIE FANCHER, -
. The Brooklyn Enigma.

. An authentic statement of facts in ths life of 
Mary J. Fancher, the psychological marvel of 
the -nineteenth century. -. Unimpeachable testi
mony otmany witnesses. By Abram H. Dailey. 
With lUustratlpns. Price, cloth, 81,50.

flELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials ot Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with Tables of -Ephemeris to 1010. By 
Yarmo Vedra. With M illustrations, 85 of 
which axe original drawings-by Holmes W. 
Merton, author of'Descrlptlve Mentality." A 
now system of personally determining the pri
mary fund of Mental ana Physical: forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominate 
the nature of the individual as based upon date 
of birth. Price, cloth, 81.50.

Back Bay,

Boston, Mass.

Hotel Westland,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
‘ 230 North Sixth St.

San Jose. Call

Mre. Dr. Dobeon-Bar’Snl” Mw ”’ 
nn^e;i.virt„e2i u“d pllyBlclan,-I will now write 
™,,..liLtuTxp'T’a.8 latitude toward you ami 
ATh., f?.r> l“e e0011 you have ri°ne mo- 
^Ly.a°.cl?rlnff with nearly everything and doc
tors to help me. I find that your treatment has 
ta?ri>in'f °« derfully- 1 um fooling so much bet-

<0® Princeton Ava, Oh^o^

Mre, Dr-.Dobsonjlarker: November 10.1003. ’ 

now tlme t0 ooruj for another ™?nfk8'^a^ont. lam better everyway; am 
fining so fust everybody Is surprised, and If I 
S^iboQonVrely cured I would like to, i have al- 
n??n?v?«?L^grea.l.inaixy t0 you’ and Ibero will 
still be more sent to you. They all have faith, 
innwfn U°no 8° much for me. and I hope 

earn® f°r them. Tho doctors said 
lh?XnV>i8««nolielp.{Orme’ butI am 80 changed 
for tho better now they don't know what to say, 
thiur ?inn°Jhaukful to.youand the spirit band 

~2nnoJeay euou£h in your praise. I tell 
everybody about you, Now I enclose pay for an- 
°fter treatment. Wilson Weht.
-Standish, Orange Co., Mich., Box 85.
n-, Big Bend, West Va. 

• ??• ?ol»on-Barker!-My Dear Good Sister.

Ulna friend, I am not able to express to you my 
many thanks' for all you have done for me. Your 

“J* y.our description ot all my many 
doing- Just as you told me they would. Oh. 

my dear ‘friend. I nm so happy tonight, to think I
° t0.wrl,S a.nd leli you something otyour 

medicine, for all the treatment that! haveove- 
“»yono-I have never round any

thing to treat me aayou have, my dear good friend, 
l ean oat my three meals a day and walk out to 
80S my. uofchbor, and can sleep part ot toe night, 
and pit up In the morning rented. Now remom- 
ber; my good lady, this ono thing le something I 
m JIS?1 ?°J° betore tor two years, going on three. 
My heart don t hurt me anything like It did. 
Please excuse this long letter, but I want to tell 
you al},1 c“n- Pleaee note Hile, tor I tract It will 
reach the care of many more poor Buffering bodlee 

W8?lf- and they, too, can bo benefited by 
jour kind, ekilltul treatment. You eeo lam eo 
¡nucn Improved, even In my writing, and In my 
talking, In fact In every way that a poor Buffering 
pereon could or.can find relief, I get eo happy. My 
neighbore all look at mo In wonder If It le me, I. 
do know arid tract In you and your happy enlrlt 
band. I have. I think, got you two more ladlea to 
eend to you tor treatment In a short time. They 

Improving, and they think Kis a miracle that I am living, let alone getting 
better; so I must not say any more this time In 

,,Dc?r.-50011 »eopte. from your sister 
In faith that all will be well. Write soon; from

, ’ ’ M. E. Goodnight.

MÄNÜSÜBIPT8 CORRECTED.
Maniiscrfote otany description carefully cor

rected ¡ind edited for publication. Customary 
price. 51 for two thousand words, Graduate. Na- 

«S5a Indianapolis, Indiana.
OeÄä^ aaU^-. ' 2’ ¿venue.

The office of disease Is a kindly one. 
Inasmuch as it is “appointed once for 

.and 83 fun life, death 
I8 JI1 Yays a terror- disease Is usually 
sent to gradually take away the props 
5?!L81°yJy 18F down the body,-so that 
death loses its terror and the spirit 
longe; to get..away; The education be
gun here continues with the spirit on 
the other side. So that now we go 

,early dawn of our race to 
find those who passed over in a much 
different state of education from those 
who entered during the 20th century. 
Good and evil were at war then, they 
»la W?r, n.°,w' But the 10w* ignorant, 
and brutal ideas which then laraelv 
Prevailed, have slowly but surely been 
forced to give way, under the benignant 
sun of our modern enlightenment.

.“° ,reason t0 suppose that 
the Intellectual, moral, and religious 
environments of the ancients have un- 
S°ne ““Ch change. Whether wor- 
?AhrtP nS. Svn’ th® Mlghty Rlver- Or 
led In battle by their Jehovah, the 
strong presumption is they are contin
uing on the same lines.

But on this side the vzork of educa
tion has been going on, until step by 
step from the lowest and most degraded 
form of ignorant spirit life, we find the 
soul of man In millions of Instances has 
become disenthralled, disengaged from 
those environments, it is tree as the 
ether which surrounds It, and by a tel
epathy so far as we know hitherto un- 

,°wa to mortaIs< becomes en rapport 
with the universe around him, and, 
standing In the effulgent light of the 
eternities, is almost within speaking 
distance of His throne. This is the em- 

°Lthat mysterious essence called 
Thought which controls the universe.

No chains of Ignorance and supersti
tion shall ever again enslave it. Im
mortality is not given as a reward to 
belief. Infinity can care but little for 
finite conclusions. Spirit liberty is not 
given because some man suffered death. 
Casting our burdens upon gome one, 
living or dead will not answer. We 
must "work out our own salvation.”

The late Senator Geo. F. Hoar In his 
autobiography, recently published 
says: ’
_J?.be5®!8 no 8uch thInS as blind fate;

!h,ag 68 an overwhelming and 
pitiless destiny. Thd Providence that 
governs this world leaves nations as 
He leaves men, to work out their own 
destiny, their own fate,.in freedom as 
they obey or disobey His will.

Mp|s,his own star; and the soul that 
can ' . ‘ *

Render an bonest and a perfect man. 
Commands. aH life, aIi influence, all 

fate;
i°?lnFt0 hfm fal.18 ear'Y or too late. 
Our acts our angels are, or good or ill • 
Our fatal shadows that walk by us 

still. .

,-_So.met m“ 1 have had friends be
longing to the sc entitle world tell me, 
that at seances, their Intelligence was 
Imposed upon. That proves nothing, 
except that there are impostors. They

—.. .
Preparations are now being made to 

carry out the same system in this coun
try.

iir>mortal spirit of man is assum
ing its vast powers, before jt leaves the 
body. What can It not accomplish af- JR 
ter it is free? ■
n/?/.™erly ,u!ere was “heresy” and “in- -l 
fidelity which meant unfaithfulness to 
the dogmatisms of the clergy and fcr 
which men and women were tortured 
and put to death.

They have lost their meaning and 
passed out of use by nearly all' the 
world. Prof. Huxley said that he found 
a class of men who assumed to know, 
everything and called themselves 
gnostics,” and that as he did not know 

everything, applied to himself the word
Agnostic."
I believe it Is applied now to all peo

ple who are willing to concede, that 
there are some things which they can 
not prove and which they concede is 
beyond their knowledge.

The intellectual and spiritual condl- ’ 
tlon of an age can always be told by 
their conception of the God they wor
ship.

And now, after traveling through 
ages of abuse, ignorance and supersti
tion the soul of man, tried by fire, and 
sword and blood, is unwilling to go back 
to those ages of abuse, ignorance, inhu
inanity and crime to ask them to char
acterize the God it shall worship.

It has evolved upward and onward in; ’ 
its sublime flight towards an Intelligent 
God, ascribing to him all of the virtues 
and none of the vices, tlie combined- 
strength of the universe, witli none of 
the weaknesses of humanity.

There are those who believe in a' 
trinity of Gods. It is their belief and I 
find no fault with them.

There are those who believe In “one 
God and Mahomed as his prophet” It 
is their belief and I will not quarrel 
with them. There are those who be- 
lieveve in Bramah, and the saying of 
Confucius, “Do not unto others that 
which you would have others do not 
unto you.” I am content to leave them 
to their belief; for with the high con
ceptions I have formed of the Universal 
Spirit, I am. satisfied he is too great, 
and too good to take into accuiri^ 
against us the limited, the weak, -*thA - 
finite belief of the children of nfen*. 
Surely an intelligent God should be 
loved and worshiped intelligently; and, 
as all human intelligence now concede 
him to be a spirit, he never was, and 18 
not subject to the weaknesses of flesh 
and blood. Surely in this age we do 
not need a vast army of salaried men, 
to tell us that virtue is better than 
vice; that temperance is better than 
drunkenness; that love is better than 
hate- PROF. ANDREW.

For Sale by the Indo-American Co.

THE HARMONIC SERIES
Harmonies of Evolution (Florence Huntley), 
THE GREAT P5YCH0L0Q1CAL CRIME,.• - 
The Dream Child,..........................................................

•Vol, I., $2.00
•Vol. II., 2.00

......................... 75

These works have made a profound Impression on the most advanced and 
progressive intelligence of the age. In the field of Psychical Research it can be 
said truthfully that they have created a veritable "Cyclone" of interest and dis
cussion. Their subject matter and simplicity of expression make them intensely 
interesting and fascinatingly attractive to every one who can understand the sim
plest English. They have made simple and clear the most difficult problems of 
human life, and carry a special message to all who love the truth.

The Law of Spiritual Gravity; Admoni
tions and Suggestions.
Supplemental. “

The Value.of “Theories”; Differences 
and • Distinctions; Transmigration-I 
Transubstantiation; Reincarnation1 
Metempsychosis ; Self-Perpetuationi 
Conditional Immortality; Inherent Im
mortality; Individual Extinction- Psy. 
chical Reinvesture. •

The Great Psychological Crime—Con
tents—Part L
Psychological Crime; New Defini

tions; Pertinent Admissions; What Is 
Hypnotism; The Deadly Parallel; Man 
and His Two Organisms; Physiology 
and Pathology of Hypnotism; “Auto
Hypnotism," a Misnomer; "Suggestion,” 
a Lexicological Libel; Independent Sug
gestion, a Fact; Hypnotism and the 
Three Brains; Does Hypnotism Cure? 
A Violation of Natural Law; True Sug
gestion and Therapeutic Faith; Post
Mortem Hypnotism; What of the Hyp
notist? .
Part II.
i A Risk and a Duty; Other Defini
tions; Significant .Admissions; Facts 
Demonstrated; Spiritual Mediumship 
Analyzed and Classified; The Principle 
Involved; "Automatic, Physical Medi
umship” Impossible; Neither a "Gift” 
Nor a “Power”; The Destructive Prin
ciple In Mediumship; Mediumship and 
Morality; Mediumship and Martyrdom; 
Mediumship and “Affinity”; Medium
ship and Emotionalism; Mediums and 
Their Motives; Mediumship and Insan
ity.
Partill. .

' The Genesis-of "Hell”; The Way of 
Death;: In Perspective; Individual Im
mortality; OirWhat lt Depends;- Self
Control, the Application; The Uno of 
Despair and the Powers of Darkness;

(Mtmas and the Christ Chifd.
■ Christmas- means the birth or resurrection of 
toe sun. the beginning ot tho new year, or the 
Uto of the son of-man an I God. What are you do- 
fog to resurrect the Divine In you and realize your 

. God given powerst
CLAIRVOYANT.

You can unfold your Clairvoyant seeing, and I 
can show you-how,. I unfolded my own powers 
by a systora which is now given to the public in 
the third edition of my book entitled “Clairvoy
ance. Its Law, Nature and Unfoldment,” It will 
enable you io-penetrate tbe veil, see spirits, read 
the auras, .locate minerals, understand the mys
teries and become an adept.

THE PRICE IS REDUCED from $2 to It, for 15 
days only. iSTSendnow; ONE DOLLAR BILL!

. \ OTHER BOOKS.
' DEATH AND AFTERWARDS—Cloth, 50 cents 

AURARAND COLO lib—With exhaustive dio 
Uonary-of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PS YCHOMETR Y—Thefirstand only book which 
teaches the science so that you can practice it 
Price. 50 cents r
-J EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price,50cents; •’ - - * *

.^REALIZATION’—How to enter the super-con
sciousness and be a Yogis. PricA 25 cents.
^CRYSTALS för-'drystäl-gaalng; a new lot at|2.25 

each, postage prepaid, • •
HOW TO^ REMEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 

series on this fascinating subject. Price, 11.00- 
ä Send a stamped, addressed envelope :fofc TTho- 
SjBtcm of Philosophy. Concerning Divinity,’! Oo 
lessons, hndV.rms for development. Address, -

J. C. F. GRUMBINE;
, 1285 Commonwealth Ave.
.Boston! Moss. ■ •

Harmonics of Evolution—Contents. '
Preliminary Statement; There Is Na 

Death; Life After Physical Death Is 
Scientifically Demonstrable; Life Hera 
and Hereafter Has a Common Develop
ment and a Common Purpose:; 
The Scope, Method and Puti 
pose; The Genesis of Physical 
Life; The Spiritual Basis of Evolution:; 
The "Law of Natural Selection”; Tha 
Natural Law of Selection; A Question 
in Science; The Completion of an Indi
vidual; Masculine Will and Feminine 
Desire; The Struggle for Happiness;! 
Masculine Reason and Feminine Intul-' 
tion;. The Spiritual Basis of Love; Nat. 
ural Science Corroborated; Natural 
Marriage; Legal Marriage; Divorce;! 
True Marriage, Mathematics, Harmon* 
les, Ethics.

Handsomely Bound. |
Send for Circular. 1

THE WOMB’S BIBLE
PART I.—The Pentateuch.

. . .'rJO, ■ i ' .
Comments on Genesis/ Exodus, Leviticus, 

Numbers and Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie Devereux .Blake, Rev. 'Phcbe 
Hanaford, Clara Bewick Colby, Ellen Battelle 
Deltrlck, tars. Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gestefcld, and Francls-E Barr. ,

Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home, Friday. '

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets, the first and

1 third Thursdays of each month, at 
rooin 512 Masonic Temple, from 3:30 to 
10 p. m. Coffee and lunch at 6 o'clock.

. Psychic Research meetings at 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course in oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium; 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

The Spiritual Truth Society holds 
services every Sunday at 2:30 p. m., at 
Hopkins’ Hall, 528 W. 63rd street, op
posite Eggleston avenue; conducted by 
Mrs. Holtoh Upson,-missionary for the 
.Truth Seekers. Musical messages and 
tests. All are welcoffie. ...

The New Era First.Spiritual Church, 
Rev. Moses Hull, pastor, will hold serv
ices: each’Sunday in'the Masonic Tem
ple, Hall 412, both morning and evening, 
at'10:30 and’7:45 respectively. Admis
sion free,- but collection will be taken. 

’ Messages will be’given at each service.
T. W. Sherk, secretary. ’

Tlie Brotherhood of Spiritual Truth 
meets Sunday,-7:30 p. m., in Temper
ance Hall, 330 W. 63rd street. Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and wife.

The Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
holds Its meetings the . first Tuesday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 
Hall; 243 Wabash, avenue. ’ Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. E. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbarlf avenue, secretary. The 

.League .wishes every^ Spiritualist sqti- 
jetroi the city to send in the names'of

THE WOWS BIBLE.-PART II.
Judges, Kings, Prophets and Apostles, Com

ments on tho Old and New Testaments,- from 
Joshua to Revelation. - Tho comments am keen, 
bright, spicy, full of wit, - tho work of radical 
thinkers who are not ignorant ot the higher 
criticism. Thore is not* doll page In Mther at 
these books, but each .is a galaxy of tho bright 
minds of tho day and throw a new light oritho 
Bible teachings relating - to woman. Price ot 
each, paper; 60 cents. ■ ..

STARTLING FACTS,
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
; This wttfk devotes special attention 

to Auricuür Confession and its rela
tions to ¿ncerdptol celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, meÿallty and civil and re
ligious liberty. ;ilt is intended to be an 
embodimg&t of-.iacts and documentary 
evidence iqf thetoerniclous Influence of 
the confeg^ionatj, a trenchant showing 
up of Ro®aiffsin} based upon standard 
(Jathollo o^fthçrifies ; an: eye-opener con
cerning thh methods * and spirit,, tho 
moral .tugiltudd^nd evil.: works Of Ro
manism. -ÇlothU ?5 cents; -

: ‘^BEGINNING."
Address all orders to i

INVISIBLE HELPERS THE INDO-AMERICAN BOOK C(R 
19 to 27 North Kedzle Ave, Chicago. )

f n D C 7 7JD Ethics of Marriage.’ By. 
n n ft r / / IB Alice B. Stockham» M. 
sul s Karczza makes a
plea for a better birthright for children, and 
aims to load individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It is pure in tone and aim, and 
should be widely circulated. Price, doth, 61» 
nAH0HEi^HE_iLLU8TRI0U&'

By Godfrey Higgins. Esq. This work is ooa 
of the Llbfary of Liberal Classics. No author 
was better qualified to write ah impartial and 
honest lite of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume la -intensely; interesting. B 
should be. read, in oozdtmetion with Glbboa’B 
work. Price, B5bent& - --^- 1 • ~ ■ .■
An Infamous :Apa^>hJeiof83pages, com- 1 
CrWHnirarv ! -Wdjurt published by the uvuapuftuy vJateG.White, author 
of numeroM unUrftetoolio „works. It - eoniajns' 
dlaclosuroa relative -to a villainon» plot to over- 1 
throw ow it& Sgijoitajsit Mia, 15 cents .

A Very Excellent- and Compre* 
. .. hensive Work.

14038

QN CREDIT
:J AND CHILDREN’S CLOAKS AND SUITS
's, Boys' add Children's Suite »nd • Over

coats direct from our factory, to tho wearer at

One from the Theosophical stand* 
• I . - point.

s.»QUSSS:. East Gt Louis, ID.

' “The Priest, the Woman and the Con
. fessional." This book, by the 'well 

known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as. proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, SI.

"The Present Age and inner: Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack

' - toil Davis. We have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated, seer. 
Cloth, $1.10. -

An Excellent Work for 
Wnkers. - -

¿This book, "No ¡.Beginning,” is hr 
WHUam H. Maple.: Tb'e Arena' sa vs of 
it: “The • ni-gmuent IS - unanswerable. 
The book willtat once appeal to the rea- 
»on. pt every reader, and ■ leave him 
mor« ..amazed tliamever'at tlie pre-,-a- 
lence of'the theory? of Creation/’ Tbe 
'¿j’Mbaa always been a-tateful num- 
Free ThMgtn Xdaaieays: "We found It 
toll otglltteitef tteughtB for thinkers, 
and the .very, ^gath Warrant ot Chris-

This work,."Invisible Helpers," writ
ten by O. W. Leadbeater,, the remark
able English pEiychlo (whose loctwrca 
hate fctaeed the eolasnad ei r 
greaalve’ Thinker), la certainly GÉNPJKY MFG. GO
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SELF-MURDER—SUICIDE. DALLAS TEXAS.

Mysteries of the Human^Soul THE PAPAL POWER.
The Truth Seekers Spiritualist Society.Some Important Reflections Thereon, 

. Leading to a Higher Altitude.

YOU CANNOT AF
ford to miss an Issue ; 
ofthis paper, with its I 
wealth of SPIRITUAL ; 
LITERATURE. :I èlje ìljinkcr 1; SEND YOUR SUB

scription in at once, ;

I
 and keep pace with j 

all that is transpir
ing In the ranks. "

NO. 787

“The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” Will Have a Fair and Impartial Hearinr.
This Discussion « Boundtobebtaesting from Start to Finish, upon this Important Subject. .You cannot afford to Miss a Single Issue while the Discussion

■ A respectable gentleman of high busi
ness attainments and of no mean schol
arship, with property more than suffi
cient to pay all his debts and the ex
penses of his funeral, sought death at 
ills own hands the other day in this 
city. Ho was a single man and mourned 
the recent death of his mother and his 
only sister. Ho had no dependents.

He left to tile coroner and therefore 
to the people of Cook county a testa
ment of justification for his unnatural 
need. It is likely that in this docu- 

• ment he thought only of himself, and 
totally forgot tho baneful influence 
which his example and philosophy 
might exert on feeble and and disap- 

■ pointed minds. Wide, publication has 
been given to this gloqmy production 
and it seems fitting and. orderly that a 

< dally journal should as conspicuously 
■ • discuss and confute the errors that. 

'' ■■ abound in the late and' unhappy gen
tieman's reasoning.

' This suicide led a solitary life and 
sought for his teachers- other single 
men—Hiiirie, Kant, Gibbon, Schopen- 
hauer—whose reflections upon life have 
Inspired but little courage or heroism 
in their admirers. It is not good for 
man to be alone. He wrote in his let-.

• / ter to the coroner. “I marvel at the de-' 
. ' lusion which can perpetuate human life

• through so much mental or physical 
, ’ suffering as most men and women must 
." ■■ undergo. “The will to live,” as Schopen-' 
’ hauer called it, is a blind force which;

most of us obey without question'.” 
This was dated at 5:80 p. m. of Dec, 5.

,/ • At a date of 12:05 a. m. Dec. 6, evidently. 
; while dying, the unhappy man added

. a postscript as follows: “Plato said: ‘To 
die-is the most precious gift of man.”

. This I believe, and I accept this gift' 
.gratefully.”

’ ; - The suicide was a silent man, a con
; ’ slant reader and a chronic sufferer from

/ dyspepsia and Insomnia. Therfe can be 
. little question that he was practically 

frisane at the hour of his taking off.
-Other people have redd books also 

ahd there will never fail to be found in 
- . the arguments of suicides a shallow 
. . . treatment of the dirties of life and the 

■ maxims of philosophers like Plato..
Lrtd Is'sweet—that is the real conclu- 

• /; sidn of Plato and 'ill other meh. Peo- 
/ , pie in primitive’times may be consld-

■ ered to have opposed more difficulties 
’ than man suffers from nowadays,- yet 

. Jpb, in a book that seems tAbe the bld- 
'n the world, while he laments that 

(K; man is born unto trouble as. the sparks 
/;4:ifiy upward, almost at the same time 

grieves:' "My days ’are’Witter■ than 
the weaver’s shuttle." •
.The brevity of life, rather than its 

protracted difficulties, is the true s’or- 
row of the world, against which Plato, 
Socrates and'the whole race, in fact, 

: have sought to fortify themselves by 
n praise of death itself; wnlch all su

? perficial. rqjjlers have often construed 
•. into a defense of self-slaughter.

■ .Socrates; -in ■ his • apology before the 
judges Who had condemned him to die, 
expressed almost literally the sentl- 
meats which Shakespeare afterwards 
wove so harmoniously into the solilo
quy of Hamlet—"To be or not to be.” 
If- death were a dreamless sleep that 
would be well, indeed. If death were 

. a 'translation to a region presided over 
by friendly deities then death would be

. a blessing. But Plato, In the “Death of 
Socrates,” expressly states that Sdcra- 
tes explained that he might speak dif
ferently to Cebes than to the wiejeed 
magistrate who had just doomed Ulm.

■Last week's suicide had hot been 
doomed by the courts to die of poison

; • at sunset as had Socrates, and yet Soc
. .rates clearly refused to hasten his de

’ mine, and in the argument that followed 
bore out.the opinion of the ancient civ- । 

.illzed world—that life is a trust. This , 
. -. view grew out of the custom of human 

i, slavery.. . . . ।
If the Egyptian subject, working on । 

/ ■'/ the pyramids killed himself in despair । 
/. Pharaoh, his owner and lord, nailed the j 
. body of the subject on the cross—the

.'sign, of immortal life. Pharaoh pointed 
that awful cross before the affrighted 
eyes of’the host of surviving workers 
an’d also disgraced the relatives of the 
euicide. -

Now, it followed that if the slave 
owed a duty, to his master so also the 

■ freeman must owe the same duty to 
God, because a desire for equity Is al
ways in the heart of man, and what was 
fair for the slave was .also fair for thé 
master. -Socrates therefore waited un
til sunset, heated his blood with argu
ment, against the protests of the pois
oner, who feared there might be need 
to administer two or even three po
tions, and at last welcomed death only 
because his time had come to die and 
he, could not prevent it.
:. In another case, where Plato debates 
the fright with which an old man awaits 
his dissolution, the dying father is vig
orously criticised because he does not 
meet , tho inevitable with composurfe 
It seems utterly erroneous to quote 
Plato as teaching suicide. •

As for the curmudgeon n^med Ar
thur Schopenhauer, whal A the value 
of his vicious essay on suicide when, 
after all, he closes it as follows: “Sui
cide may also be regarded as an experi
ment—a question which man puts to 
Nature—trying to force her to answer. 
The question is ’tills: ■ What change 
will death produce in man’s existence 
and in his insight into the nature of 
things? It.is a clumsy experiment to 
make, for it involves the destruction of 
the very consciousness which puts the 
question and awaits the answer.”

It may seem superfluous to state that 
Schopenhauer did not himself commit 
suicide. Neither did Hume, the author 
of a similar essay. .

As a literary man Schopenhauer was 
an honest, prosaic writer—a little too 
candid from lack of humor. As he says 
in his essay “Of Women,” tlie members 
of the fair sex, especially the married 
ones, remorselessly pursue the con
firmed bachelor as an enemy. He has 
denied-a husband to some woman’ in 
the world arid woman, deems It to be the 
most heinous of social wrongs.

It would be perhaps ■ well for wives 
nd daughters to take note of the fact

We the Truth Seekers Spiritualist 
. Society of Dallas, Texas, have had the i m. . , . . .■
. privilege and honor of having the first nie science ot telepathy [as set forth in the Chicago Jïxaininerl which 
’ new ÍXs°o1’aiTpd¿nHHneXi%UI<^r .udlculed the scientific world only-a few years,agq, is rapidly 

Assoclauon N& °Ua‘ SpIrltualiBt I SauW ground and statements which would have hèen considered ab
, The hall was beautifully decorated by aV . eiK\ of the nineteenth century appear perfectly natural in 
, one of Dallas’ florists, and a handsome ’6 begninmg ot the twentieth. ; *

th°0 Rev “kimp enXS ^ld’ a11’ “tliere Wthing strange in the idea.i»« íelé'iiathy ? May
, Truth Seekers. SpirltLlists Society. ”®e S Slueh vibrate in unison several miles ap,t4't, be moved by 
. Under the management of Miss M. c. ®lie.llnd the same psychical force ! May not the emotional.force of the 
, Campbell the music was appropriately oinin travel .through the ether in the same manner jus:"attraction and 

an^hirs.’MclLenzie^sanr't^vó^wnírtit'ni I næ bridn’ whieh vibrates at any distance whatever, just as a 
, solos. , .. pound .through a roommakes the chords of a 'piano jvtgiin vibrate?

On Wednesday, Nov. 30, we held two P® a9‘ forget that our brains are composed.of mojqetilfis which do 
nieetMâs,.at Maccabee Hail. John W. not touch each other .and which are in perpetual vibration? - ■’ ■

J&S 6pea? of î,he?rainî fought with paychinforlp, oy what- 
monles of the day. In’ the afternoon e ?e ltmny be called, can it not act from a distanfiévon,another will 
the services consisted of the naming of ”irousn the sympathetic and indissoluble bonds of intellectual kinship ? 

’ glvl.ng thG charge’ -r® the PalIJifations of the heart transmitted- suddenly to the Heart
8?_aîB “*nv.,<’°8® P«í- which beats in unison with ours? .. . - ■ .... . •

flowers were used.6 iTthe evening we A1’® we to.suppose, in the case, of the apparitions' often seen.by re- 
weré favored by a large attendance of I sPonsipie persons, that the .spirits-of the .dead have really taken a cor- 

.,Mr%hAllce porcal f°Tm beside ‘he observer? This hypothesis^dops not seem-nec- 
fQr^ordíeña?io’n^JohnVaw;^eRlng^* ?' °”? drCa1"8 belie™ that we see Persons^fee by no
formed the sacred ceremony in the most means opiore our eyes, winch, besides, fire closed.- We;^.ee .them.plainly 

. impressive manner, and was the instru- I as well as m the daylight; we speak to them, we hefir'<thém/we hold 
lnBP*rat,0.n °ug conversations with them. Assuredly it is nejthep.ióúrRetina nor 

Mrs. Baker responded in affi’ear voke tlmm^ Onr T* í®"11 “”*• “T th““ “ 0^9Ar^hieh hears
and sincere manner, showing her real- 9lu cerebral cells alone are m play. ■ ; , ---; -. /-. ■ .

'■ Izatlon of the duties and responslbili- Certain apparitions may be objective, exterior, .substantial, others 
; To^mûdiTÆnnnf h» m.. ♦ i6 ^jcctive ;. in the latter case the person who ankhO himself 
’ our worthy minister who has worked so ®eti ®t-ft dlsta"ce on .thÇ person who sees him; and, this influence 

arduously to sustain and promote«our upon ms brain would determine the interior.vision whitÿi seems to be 
glorious religion, ana- for 'the continu-1 exterior, as in dreams, but which niay be purely subjective and interior

PSpirnuabBt °8ocietv as a thou«ht’ a awakens in W n&d' an
have never had a better leader and lei£ " UC-1 may; 8e?m •very ÇeaI» vcl7 vivid, so one mipd -tpétihg upon am 
turer since we organized two and a half ? ,.r lna^ evoke m it an image which for an instant niay sdein to be 
years ago, than the Rev. Alice Baker, reality. . ’ '
hi0;“veOemeK woX°“Vthé ± « Thcse1facts a’;? now clearly demonstrated -by expermibntMh. hypno, 
port of all Spiritualists who are true to t -SW and suggestion, sciences which are still in their infaiiey,,b|t which 
their highest conception of-the phlioso- aive residts assuredly worthy of the most earnest attention às-rtvell from 
1)hMOttSpïïwalltm’, • a psychological as from a physiological point of view.-- ItWnot the
Alice Baker“lAdoing^’ Xfl work to’ ^eives.the impression of-real objects, jt ^th^ptic tha-
his different phases. As a lecturer he I which are excited by psychal force. It is the mental being itself 
is one of the best to be found of his age which receives the impression. . In what way? We eanñot.tSn.

yeari)-. He. lately devel' But caa wc in 0U1, age of experimental philosophy A&l positive'sci- rePaedingdanT an“ werÍnge Æ ques" XnSÏ ^ômmunrt
tions. Any society winning to engage ]'!U1 u,s' . . ,
him would be pleased with his.work. . What is a dead person?.. . ' ...,- , ? L/ '

an earn" A h’1,nan t’ein« dies eveiy second upon the whole sumièe’ dîitlieiter- 
SpirituJmSmSSsffiX^ sSSoOoS^v118t Í? t0 Say’ ;86,40?r P^' 
of Dallas' to come and unite with us.. . ál,UuU,uUU. evcry year, or more than three millions m a cénwiry.^Jdi.ten

.. : : .MRS,,.GEQ.;’W;>auiNNrcenturies thirty thousand millionsof corpses, have bèém'givim’ibïtlie 
■ ' " : Secretary. earth and returned to atmoripherie circulation in the .fpW. of water;
., THAT,„SKELETON. . J ^a,p^’VaPP¿'’ e¡:<;’ . ;■

, - .... ; . . which we, inhabit today formed in part of thermyriads’of
Were Human Bones Found at Hydes- ,.raiPs wbich have thought,-of the-myriads of>,organisms W^ieh have 

. ‘ yille? ■ lived. We walk over oiu: ancestors as those who conïè afteFiis walk
.’ • : ’ ../.’¿rt-----.- ■- overus. .... . ’ . -, . : ::
h^œy«; efa84y bSthiilke^ thC if8 VhiCe ^ve l0i>M§^U;Wept?
question, "Was ri skeleton found in thé -“P8 wbich have sung of,love,the arm of the worker, tlieiinuseles of. 
Hydesville house at the time of the the warrior, the, blood of, the vanquished, youth and age",-the'rieh and 
rappinfes?” _ . . ; ; . ' 1 the poor alike, all >ho have liveçl, all who have thought’ lie m the same
to'learAÆÆ^^êa‘ to„taka a the
years ago I wrote The Progressive■ planet without walking over the remains of the dead. Itwbuld;be dif- 
Thlnker, mentioning the fact that at hciut to eat and drink without reabsorbing what hás bé¿n eat^n and

. excitement—persons drunk a thousand times already ; It would be difficult, to bfehthe-without 
nb^keletoVhad^ ^en ’founffl^WhmeH aJikr.eatked.ky’^le •/ - /

upon some irate correspondent tackled v yoU .MClieve,/tneB^ that this is all there is of J)o you
me for my Etalement and * demanded think that it leaves nothing nobler, grander, more spÿifet'behind’ 

T IJroVG tarat?one bad been- found; Does each one of us;iii yielding up his last breath, give hntjiingJo the 
I passed the matte°r i^^utaWve sb alldf bec01u’?. disintegfm^d: are
le'nce. If now' the statement in The returned.tp the ; elements ? Has not the soul that, áinmatps; the ■ body ás 
Progressive Thinker of Dec. 10, qiîôted good a right to exist as efiph one of its molecules of dxy^émyazóte or 
«wrfv aoînX0tSh?xpreHS’ Ve Jrue’ U Iiron? And a11 tbe souls which have lived, do they not still exist"? 
five. Readers winVemember thatMthe . liaVe V0+1ie?!?n afôrni tbat man is formed solelyLófcmaterial 
statement is, substantially, that by the eloments and that the faculty of thinking is only a p'rppei$y pf-.his or- 
caving in of the cellar wall human ganization. We have, on the contrary, the strongest-■: reasons for 
D0I>es were brought to light. Now if this believing that tíie soul is an individual entity, and tfe forcé whiéli nov
are thosae of the8UsSuSpepSoîed pedffier er?® the 1]noleeules jn organizing the living form of the.tó^®^'- . 
Charles Rosna, then these bones were What becomes .of the invisible and intangible .molecule^ Xvliieli .can
not found at any previous time. stitute our body during life ? They become, a part of irifew bodies 
thfUflnaïrP nte Onhe !strleï of what becomes of the souls equally invisible and intangible? It is 
the finder, as some may claim—does _____ . ,, , , . -, At 13
this afford evidence of anything? it foasonable to suppose that they also become remcarnatedj-m/hew'orgrin- 
certainly does. It seems from the ar- isms, each one following his nature, his faculties and .bisj destiny; 
tide in question the bones were found I What is the inmost nature of the soul? Wlíat áre its mbd¿¿-of mani
nrime ofÆ”N^ i’(S LdXt b£ faatatioa Í When does its memory become permanent? J îïpék it pre? 
lleve) Mr. Hyde is trying to brace thé with certainty a consciousness of its own idéntitÿ:?,'..;ïJiidep what 
story by announcing this find falsely, diversity of forms and of substances can it live? -What extent of 

'hlkJ,°w® no were found in sPace a®5t traverse? What kind of intellectual relationsi exist between 
¿Je. iwwever ttat8 the' Ith? «^entrffinets ofthekame system?, What is .feW^W^ing
prove to be true, for in that case at [principle in the worlds? When shall-we be able-to place-tyurselves’ in 
least we shall have some, verification cpmmunication with'the neighboring worlds? When s’hallwg penetrate 
that bones were really buried there.. I the profuhd secrets of destiny ? All is mystery and -igiwffiiieb tbdav vealed! “ B R ANDBRSOn”' I tol™own'0f yesterday is the truth of to-morrow. , '

Concordia, Kans. . It is an absolutely incontestable fact, demonstrated by; histoiw. and
science, that in all ages among all peoples and under-réligióus forms the 
most divers the ideas of immortality remains fixed imperishably in the 

that elderly single men are human be- human conscience. - Education has given it á thousa'n'd.diff¿reh?;’forms 
trillé of people and with^he ¡ociai U has hot Rented it. The ’ ineradicable idea..is -jscíf-c^isteiit’ 
right of kind treatment: which- is ac- Every human being on coming into the world brings.witljiiii’n finder a 
corded even to the humblest of domes- form more or less vague this inward sentiment^ this.desire,'tiiis heme • • 
tie animals. Many a one of them, too, ; -- ■ -.-■■■ ■;> • • ■■ ■ ■ •-. CAMTTJiE TfiTi-Alil’rir Alÿiirixr "
carries a loyal sorrow in his heart, that . ’. . . UAIUHjLL bARION,
rose when some loved woman died. I

We who survive to read the suicide’s • - ■ ■ ■
testament may logically accord approval Some Pertinent Thoughts Contributed' 
to one another, if wo tarry as many - . , „ . „
years as we may in this wonderful age oy ivate n. orues. r
of Invention and discovery, when al To the soul that is attuned to the in-
most every week conveys to us the tld- finite, nothing . is infinitesimal, 
mgs of some still more welcome tri- ‘
umph by man over the powers of the 
universe. If one will take his mind off 
death altogether and instead thereof 
will fix it on astronomy, light, radiation, 
vibration, reflection, ' refraction, the 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, ex
ploration; archaeology, philology, or any 
one of a hundred avenues leading to ab
sorbing mental interest and healthy de
velopment he will have neither time nor 
inclination to. enter the uncanny if not 
the insane realm of thought regarding 
suicide, .and he will probably prolong 
his Hfo.

The above reflections in the Chicago 
Chronicle brings to. the front that 
crime against one's self—suicide. The
one who commits this crime greatly re
tards his spiritual, development—yet, as 
some claim, there may be occasions 
when it is justifiable. ’T.KUTH.

To
such souls all tilings ‘appear great, 
grand and glorious. ¿.Such hear no. dis
cords in life’s great anthem. To their 
cultivated sense the minor tones are in 
perfect harmony with the major strains. 
- Would we gain the answer to the 
query, “What is Truth?” Then must 
we develop or untold it within our own 
being. Not outside' of ourselves shall 
we ever find the "pearl of great price.”

He who eateth the bread of idleness, 
is no more to be-condemned - thaw he 
who eateth the bread of ill-gotten gains.

Not what others think of us, but what 
we think of ourselves, when, we view 
ourselves In the translucent mirror, of 
the soul. Let this be our criterion of 
action. ' .

, . IN WINTEft .

The flowers have’yielded ¿to tbe.iold, 
Tne summer birds havAgonq^awav, 

And-all around us is thtrmolff’’
Of what tyasjlifq ;Uut?Ygsteri£y.' 

And yet tho air Is strorigfand sweet. 
And wakes usJ:o. unVftjnted slow, 

And firm and clear our pulsps ]Srt -
Their'measuro of the’; strengthened-

The. doubtful ones arise .agaliR-' <
And take, their ..'Wjftgs Jn "stronger 

grasp, -■'■I.’, -
And hands of men jn/haffd of men-

Assume a warmer, firmer elasp. ■ 
And though tho seasdp means -decay .

To every tender summer gitest,: ” 
It surely is. but nature's way- • <

. For the survival of the best/ ’ ■;
-■ ' ’ Towfij'^opics.

' -There is one road ’tojpeacei ^nd that 
_ Men often cloak their sauciness nn- is truth.—Shelly. -. r„ st: ■ ’

Barb of-that whlch-thqy. call He who. always.: MmplaiM/ot'.the 
their sincerity of speech. _ clouds receives HttlF-Of life's, gw&Ifie

and deserves Mv-. /.KATB B. STILES.• ! . .

Lasts.

Judge Waite and His Speech «/‘‘Rome 
and Liberty,” at St. Louis.

He said in part: “In order to intelli
gently consider the subject of tills 
toast, It is necessary to go back and 
take a glance at the origin and growth 
of the papal power. About the year 200 
the church of Rome acquired pre-emi
nence over the other churches, but it 
was a hundred years later, under Con
stantine, when the church attained tem
poral power. From that time the 
growth of the papal power was steady 
and. rapid.. Kings were put up. and 
pulled down. Henry IV, one of the 
early kings of France, and one of the 
best kings that country ever had, went 
to Rome and appeared barefoot before 
■the papal palace,, waiting for an oppor
tunity to do penance. , Henry yill re
nounced allegiance to the pope'in Eng
land, but France remained in subjection 
until the reign of Louis XIV.

“Let'us now look into the connection
of the papacy with Peter. * * * There 
has been much controversy between 
Protestants and Catholics as to
whether Peter ever was in Rome. So 
far has this been carried, that the chap
lain of the pnited States Senate, in one 
of his opening prayers, is said to have 
thanked the Lord that Peter never was 
In Rome. (Laughter.) The popular 
legend was that Peter was Bishop of 
Rome twenty years under Nero. The 
difficulty .with- that was that Nero only 
roigned 18 years and 8 months. But 
there was another legend, concerning 
Peter, which ran in this wise: Peter 
being in Rome—and as he came to his 
death at,that time It must have been 
in the twentieth year of Nero’s reign. 
(Laughter.) Simon Magus came to 
Rome, and he and Peter had a trial be
fore Nerp, in . working, miracles. A 
young man, who had just died, was 
brought in. Simon tried his hand first, 
and partly raised him;; then Peter fin
ished . the job) /(Laughter.) Then Si
mon called two largo dogs and set 
them on Peter, but-Peter stretched out 
his hands and prpyed, rind. the dogs 
would not’touph him. -Simon now an
nounced that .he would: fly through the 
air. He went up on a.high, tower and 
put on. his .wings, and’ sure enough, di- 
réctly he was in-itili-flight/' But Peter, 
stretching/óut his hands again, prayed 
to the Lord God,with -so much fervor, 
that-the 'Lord’ interfered and. melted 
Simon's wings, arid down’he crime with 
n splash.: (Laughter:): /This': angered.

had T Pétèr-Tcyiicifled, .’head 
downwards ;, andJJetempr’eachmL a-long 
acmon./to the, people while being-Crus oiflrèd|.heà!d'fiwnMaÌÌé-:'' (Laffghtw and’1 
applause;): I'.'; j . ■
.. 'Now let W loçle aftçr’ the -.toast (Re
newed. laughter), "Romoland ¿Liberty.” 
Translptedjnto thd fâèts :df: history, 
this eliould r'éaâ: ;Rome'and Slavery for 
1200 years ;,-Rome ahd some liberty for 
100 or 200 years ; Rome and Increasing 
liberty during'the’19th and 20th centu
ries. . -. •. . > , •• •
■ “Rome hold the people in- slavery 
J200 years;-. TBiis. Was .chlefly. by means 
ofthe inquisition:-°;-<1 ? Instead of orig
inating iivih'ej: twelfth-/ century, as 
claimed by, Protestant writers, the in
quisition ,can !be rtfheed back, first, 600 
years, to.th.é.Çode.’ofJustinlan; then a 
hundred years ■ further back, to the 
great fàtljérà pf tlie church, Jerome 
and Augustine;-then .another hundred 
years, to Constantine; and, finally, go 
back with-me to’ the. teachings of Paul, 
and the reported sayings of Jesus, and 
you- will find the basis of the inqulsf- 
tion laid: broad and deep among the 
very foundations of the Christian 
ligipn,” (Great applause.’

re-

DO ANIMALS HAVE SOULS?

You ask if animals have souls;
I knew one 1 think had, 

And when I think of that dog Mike, 
It makes me rather sad..

He' wasn’t no high breed of dogs, 
Was just a common hound, 

And was known as "Mike, the tramp 
dog,’.’ . ’

By neighbors all around. .
What, first drew my. attention there, 

Impressed him on my mind,
I nbtlcdd when I went to wheel, 

. Mike followed on behind
And -soon we formed acquaintanceship; 

. To him it. seemed a lark, , . .
As though he said, "I'm with you, pard,” 

As we went through the park.
One day I went to take a ride

In an electric car, -
I drove Mike-back—thé distance we •

Were going was too far. ,
I soon was speeding on iny way, 

The dog was off my mind,
I-looked around and there came Mike 

At full speed,-bn behind. • •
I lost him ere I reached the end; 

He gave up In-despair,. .
And on the journey coming home 

.Looked for him everywhere.
About a week passed by;l thought 
..No.more of Mike I’d see, ■

One day he showed up, seemed to 
.“Old boy, you can’t lose me.”

But there, was one bad fault of his

say:

. Which “done him up,” alas!
He'd tackle every kind of dog ■ 

No matter in what class.
And one day Mike came limping ’round, 

A big hole in his head—
He tried to whip a butcher’s dog, 

And now poor Mike is.dead.
think that animals have souls, 
And live for those they-like, .

And when I leave this earthly plane 
I’ll look around lor Mike;

-And though he cannot play a harp, 
■ Or join in when they sing, 
I hope to hear his bark again; - 

’Twill, give a welcome ring.
. . BYRON D. STILLMAN.

Chicago,Ill. . .

I

’. COMPENSATION.

Because I.had loved so deeply, : ;
... ReCausc I had Ibved so long, . r 
God in his great compassion . .

Gave me the gift of song. ’ ’ 
Because I-have loved so vainly, -

And-sung with such faltering breath, 
The Master in infinite mercy - ' ■ 
' Offers the boon of Death. ■ . •

. —Paul Laurence Dunbar,

• SOME PLAIN WORDS.

For the Benefit of a Sneaking Coward.

• To the Editor:—Will you kindly grant 
me space in which to say to my friends 
that I still have about two-thirds of the 
number of booklets that I have set 
aside to be sold for the little girl men
tioned in my previous appeal, and 
would be glad to hear from all who wish 
to help in this work to the extent of the 
price of one of these little books.

I also want to thank the friends who 
have responded so generously to my 
appeal in behalf of a sufferer. Among 
my letters I received two that were un
signed. One contained a dollar bill, 

slral)ly Bl®ned “A Spiritualist.” 
With all my heart I thank him (or her) 
for the kindly words in that letter. The 
other one contained my appeal, and? 
read as follows: j

’ "Dear Brother:—Inclosed find a sllcll 
advertising dodge to get rid of your 
books of chaff which you cannot sell; 
as you don’t know tjie truth you could 
not get.any chips. If you were spiritual 
as you think you are, you would confine 
your efforts to the help of Spiritual 
children, and let the deqd bury their 
own dead. She don’t need your help, 
but many spiritual people do. When 
you are born of the spirit, your soft 
heart will realize the truth for the 
flesh profiteth nothing* Better defend 
your Morris Pratt Ins,.Jute which the 
heirs will take away from you for lack 
of funds and spiritual power. Moses 
Hull has joined the fakirs, so that may 
help you. Good-bye. Spirit in Truth.”

This good (?) individual who signs 
the above letter “Spirit in Truth” cer
tainly needs assistance, and that badly. 
Any Individual who makes such charges 
as he has (I say he, because I cannot 
bring myself to believe that a woman 
would be so lacking in feeling for the 
sufferings of another,) and yet is too 
cowardly to sign his own name to the 
charges, and still has the- monumental 
gall to sign himself as tills writer has 
done, must be one of the Spiritual (?) 
children who needs the assistance he 
talks of, and 1 would be very glad to 
render such assistance. The moral 
coward is the most despicable of all— 
the person who attacks another’s mo
tives and hides behind an anonymous 
title or name, in my estimation would 
not only deprive the suffering of the 
necessities of life, but worildmake a 
first-class.Inquisitor, who would torture' 
human beings for the good' (?.)' of tlielr! 
souls. -......... - - ■ .' ■

Tais, person does not know tfiai I oi-' 
fered to give the editors of the several 
¡>.aRcrs,-proOY of the, statements I ijiade 
ip'my .previous appeal. , As for the 
charges against myself they are : not' 
worth my. attention. •; I make lots of 
mistakes, but not one of them is that' 
of being ■afraid to sign my name to any’ 
letter I write, ■ . ■

As to the insinuations against Moses 
Hull, and the Pratt Institute, let me 
say right here, that while Brother Hull 
needs no defense from me, if the crea
ture who wrote me the letter -copied ver 
batim above, will còme out of hidingand 
sign its own name to its articles or let
ters, I will undertake to defend both 
Moses Hull alid the Pratt Institute. I 
venture to say that If the school does 
go down for lack of funds it will be be
cause there are too many- creatures 
miscalled men who hide behind some 
high sounding phrase as has the writer 
aforesaid. I doubt very much if any of 
that person’s money has helped either 
the Pratt Institute or anybody else.
'We have too many people who are 

lost in their eternal star gazing, and 
who prate about the Spiritual children 
Better by far take care of the children 
they have here, upon this plane—better 
quit murdering as many às are de
stroyed, and then there won’t be so 
many spiritual (?) children to look 
after. These monopolists who Imagine 
they have all the truth there is, give mé 
several kinds of pains. They need an 
emetic of some kind to purge their sys
tems. I have sent the original of the 
letter to the editor of The Progressive 
Thinker, and if any other editor wants 
to see the curious production of this 
erstwhile “Spirit in Truth,” I willcheer- 
fully send It to them, as it is on exhibi
tion. It is the first time I ever knew 
that a Spirit in Truth could descend to 
innuendo and the methods of the as
sassin who stabs.from the dark.
. Once more I ask my friends to send 

for the copies of the book that I have 
set aqide for the benefit of Hazel Eiden 
Who was so badly burned. The fact 
that nearly the entire edition was ex
hausted in a year, without advertising, 
will disclaim the necessity of using any 
'sUck advertising dodge” in which the i 

sufferings of a human being are in- 1 
volved. ■ Yours for. truth and humanita
rianism, WILL J. ERWOOD.

La Crosse, Wis.

• - ■ THE CONSERVATIVE.

At-20, as you proudly stood 
And - read your thesis, Brotherhood 
If I remember right, you saw • 
The fatuous faults of social law. - -
At 25 you braved the storm ' •
And dug the trenches of Reform, 
Stung by some-gadfly in your breast 
Which would not let your spirit rest.
At 35 you made a pause
To sum the columns of The Cause; 
You noted, with unwilling eye, •< ... 
The heedless world had passed you by. 
At 40 you liad always known 
Man owes a duty to His Own.. '■ 
Man’s life is as man's life is made; 
.The game.is fair, if fairly played. z 
At 50, after years of stress, ‘ 
You bore the banner of Success.- 
All men have virtues, all have sins, 
And.God is with the man who wins.
.At 60, from your captured heights 
You fly the flag of Vestefl Rights, 
Bounded by bonds collectable, 
And hopelessly respectable!

■ . : . . —Edmund Vance Cooke.

A man might frame, and let loose a 
star. to. roll in. its .orbit, and : yet - not 
have done so ipemorable a thing before 
God,, as he., who Jets go a golden-orbed 
thought to roltihrough the générations 
of time.—Beecher, • -

a

the HOME CIRCLE. I
■ - ■ I

Some Very Interesting Experience« 
Narrated. ,

■ ■ !
To the Editor:—If you will allow me ! 

space in your valuable paper, I will 
give a brief account of a few incidents 
resultant of a home circle held in this

The medium, Mrs. Kate Brewer, is a 
well known resident of tnis city and a 
lady whose reputation for truth and 
veracity Is a well established fact. She 
was formerly a member of the First 
Baptist Church, and up to about two 
years ago was opposed to Spiritualism, 
and honestly believed that any one who 
investigated It was afflicted with aber
ration of the brain. The writer has 

. .’.’»ard her remark that mediums (no-
-.by her) seemed to have that far- 

1 /look in their eyes, and that they 
—j md-not look as intelligent as other peo

ple. Out of curiosity she later attended • 
a camp meeting and received some spir
it messages which set her to thinking. 
As a result she determined to arrange

? 110me circle of her own, where 
she knew fraud could not And its way, 
and she could prove for herself wheth
er spirit return and mediumship were 
true or otherwise.

Her circle was composed of herself 
and husband, and the "Invisibles” who 
have played a part In her destiny never 
to be forgotten by herself, or her 
irlends, in this life, or tho next,

At first her sittings were Irregular, 
she often sitting alone, her husband de
tained by the press of business. After 
sitting this way for about eight 
months a voice was heard. At first it 
was unintelligible, but as time passed 
on this voice began to whisper a word, 
until finally it gave the name of Will
iam Riley. As the’voice grew stronger 
it was able to converse intelligently, 
stating to the medium that he (Mr. 
Riley) would do a grand work for the 
uplifting of humanity through her me
diumship.

Recently, Spirit Riley organized a 
circle for the development of material
ization, the writer and three other sit
ters being chosen by himself for that 
purpose. William Riley states that he 
was once a mortal man, inhabiting a 
body of flesh, but that he passed out 
of the body of flesh only to find his fac
ulties intact, and performing their nat
ural functions, and that.his mission is 
to help those still In the mortal body to 
understand that the so-called dead still 
We;-can return to their loved ones, 
and manifest, if they will make condl- 
-tions. . ■ ' . ■■■ ' ■ ‘ c ■

JUsthere I will state that Spirit Riley 
! has Conclusively, proven to me his pow- 
: er to. foresee events. At one time he 

told me I would receive a certain letter 
which I knew nothing about, neither 
did his medium. In three weeks the 
letter came as predicted. He has alsp 
told me that in less than one year 1 
shall receive a grand mediumship If I 
make the right conditions, which I fully 
intend to do, and will report to the read
ers Of The Progressive Thinker later. 
I ask you all to make note of tills prpph- 
ecy and see how it comes out. l am 
certain it will be just as Riley has pre
dicted.

On one occasion, while sitting in a 
circle at my home, Riley told his me
dium that he would take her to Cali
fornia in a couple of weeks. Mrs 
Brewer’s daughter met a tragic death, 
by accidental shooting, at Eureka, Cal., 
and the father and mother took that 
long, sad trip, of many hundred miles, 
to bring home the mortal remains of 
their beautiful, accomplished daughter, 
whose life on the mortal plane was thus 
cut short in the bloom of young woman
hood. ,

On another occasion, Mrs. Brewer 
saw a white casket let. down before 
her; this was about six months before 
her daughter’s death. On arriving at 
Eureka, and visiting an undertaking es
tablishment to procure a casket for. 
their daughter, the facsimile of the cas
ket seen in the vision was set down be
fore them from an upper shelf, and in 
that casket the mortal part of their dar
ling daughter was returned to the lone
ly, bereaved home.

These are only a few incidents oc
curring in less than one year, In the 
experience of this lady, and the little 
home circle.

Nine different voices have been heard 
from the cabinet, coming from nine 
different individualized spirits, who ful
ly and perfectly Identified themselves 
to their friends. An Indian chief giv
ing the name of “Mogie” spoke in a 
perfectly audible voice, giving us grand 
advice, and general instructions.

MRS. MARY J. WHITNEY. 
Marshalltown, Iowa. .

His Manifestations of an Earthly Char- 
actcr.

To the Editor:—I wish to give a word 
of warning to the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker of one Otis J. comer, 
said to hail from Richmond, Ind. He is 
about 18 years of age, and represents 
himself to be a trumpet medium, and 
he can surely give messages through a 
trumpet, but he has to have it to his 
mouth. His plan of operating is to have ■ 
some one sit with him, but instead of 
holding his hands he places his hands 
on Hop of the one who sits with him, 
then being sure he has- everything 
within reach of his right hand he soon • 
has it away, and "spiritual” manifesta
tions are plenty. He-was with us for • 
several days before we . caught on, and • 
even ,then we desired to give him the 
benefit.of every doubt, and offered him 
a chance to sit under perfect test con- 
oitions, and remove the suspicion. He 
sat onco under such conditions and we ■ 
got no results. In December 10th issue ■ 
of The Progressive Thinker, Sister 
Starbuck of Greenup, III., writes of him. • 
I enclose a letter from her, which goes j 
to show he was the writer of it Instead 
of thq^sister. Now I have been-a reader 
of The Progressive Thinker long enough ‘ 
to-have all the premium books, and'I 
believe it to be doing a grand work for ' 
the cause we. espouse and it cannot do .
any better work than to show up do • 
ception. j A. T. LEVICK, M. D.

ML Vernon, IIL -
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Some Important Reflections Thereon, 
Leading to a Higher Altitude.

Were Human Bones Found at Hydes- 
'• yllle? ■ •

Men often cloak their sauciness un- is truth.—SfrOlIy. 
aer the garb of That which they call """ ’ ’ “
their sincerity of speech.
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OOK: It Is Placed Before the Bar of “The Open Court” This Week
“The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obsessions,” Will Have a Fair and Impartial Hearinr.

This Discussion is Boundtobe Interesting from Start to Finish, uponthis Important ¿Subject. You cannot afford to Miss a Single Issue while the Discussion

- A respectable gentleman of high busi
ness attainments and of no mean schol
arship, with property more than suffi
cient to pay all his debts and the ex- 
jienses of his funeral, sought death at 
Ills own hands the other day in this 
city. Ho was a single man and mourned 
the recent death of his mother and his 
only sister. He had no dependents.

He left to the coroner and therefore 
to the people of Cook county a testa
ment of justification for his unnatural 
deed. It Is likely that in this docu- 

■ ment he thought only of himself, and 
totally forgot the baneful influence, 
which his example and philosophy 
might exert on feeble and and dlsap- 
-pointed minds. Wide publication has 
been given to this gloqmy production 
and it seems fitting and, orderly that a 
daily journal should as conspicuously 
discussand confujp the errors that, 

■ abound in the late and-’unhappy gen
tleman’s reasoning.

. This suicide led a solitary life and 
Bought for his-teachers- other single 
men—Huirie, Kant, Gibbon, Schopen- 
hauer—whose reflections upon life have 
inspired but little courage or heroism 
in their admirers. Il is not good for 
man to be alone. He wrote In his let-, 
ter to the coroner. “I marvel at the de-' 
lusion which can perpetuate human life 

. through so much mental or physical 
suffering as most men and women must

■ undergo. "The will to live,” as Schopen
hauer called-it, is a blind force which; 
most of ub obey without question'.”:

, This was dated at 5:30 p. m. of Dec. fi. 
At a date of’12:05 a. m. Dec. 6, evidently, 
while dying, the unhappy man added 
a postscript as follows: “Plato said: ‘To 
die- is the most precious gift of man.” 
This I believe, and I accept this gift 
gratefully.”

-, . The suicide was a silent man, a con- 
■ slant reader and a chronic sufferer from 
dyspepsia and insomnia. Therfe can be 
little question that he was practically 
iiisane at the hour of his taking off.
iOther people have redd books also 

ahd there' will never fail to be found in 
the arguments of suicides a shallow 
treatment of the duties of life and tlie 
maxims of philosophers like Plato.. 
Life' is'sweet—that 1b the real conclu
sion of Plato and All other men. Peo- 
pie in primitive' times may be consid
ered to have opposed more difficulties 

,-than man suffers from nowadays, yet 
< Jpb, in- a book that-Beems tb-be the old- 
-.-•«3t in the world, while he laments that 
man iB born unto trouble as..the sparks 

s-fly upward, almost at the same time 
grieves: “My days are’swifter: than 
the weaver's shuttle." - ■ '
:The brevity of life, rather than its 

protracted difficulties, is the true sor
row of the world, against which Plato, 
Socrates and the whole race, in fact, 
have sought to fortify themselves by 
n praise of death itself, wnich all su
perficial . readers have often construed 
into a defense of self-slaughter.

.Spcrates; -in-his • apology before the 
judges who had condemned him to die, 
expressed almost literally .the senti
ments which Shakespeare afterwards 
wove so harmoniously into the . solilo
quy of Hamlet—"To be or not to be.” 

. If- death were a dreamless sleep that 
would be well, indeed. If death were 
a -translation to a region presided over 
by- friendly deities then death would be 
a blessing. But Plato, in the "Death of

. Socrates," expressly states that Socra
tes. explained that he might speak dif

. ferently to Cebes than to the wicked 
magistrate who had just doomed him.

-Last week’s suicide had not been
doomed by the courts to die of poison 
at sunset as had Socrates, and yet Soc
rates clearly refused to hasten his de
miso, and in the argument that followed 
bore,out.the qpinlon of the ancient civ
ilized wond—that life Is a trust. This 
view grew out of the custom of human 
slavery. . . ,

.If the Egyptian subject, working on 
the pyramids killed himself in despair 
Pharaoh, his owner and lord, nailed the 
body of the subject oh the cross—the 
sign of immortal life. Pharaoh pointed 
that awful cross before the affrighted 
eyes of'the host of surviving workers 
an'd also disgraced the relatives of the 
suicide. -

Now, It followed that if the slave 
owed a duty to his master so also the 
freeman must owe the same duty to 
God, because a desire for equity is al
ways in the heart of man, and what was 
fair for the slave was also fair for the 
master. - Socrates therefore waited un
til sunset, heated his blood with argu
ment, against the protests of the pois
oner, who feared there might be need 
to administer two or even three po
tions, and at last welcomed death only 
because his time had come to die and 
he; could not prevent it.

In another case, where Plato debates 
the fright with which an old man awaits 
his dissolution, the dying father is vig
orously criticised because he does not 
meet the inevitable with composurfc 
It seems utterly erroneous to quote 
Plato as teaching suicide. •

As for the curmudgeon named Ar
thur Schopenhauer, what is the value 
of, his vicious essay on suicide when, 
after all, he closes it as follows: “Sui
cide, may also be regarded as an experi
ment—a question which man puts to 
Nature—trying to force her to answer. 
The question is'this: • What change 
will death produce in man’s existence 
and in his insight into the nature of 
things? It.is a clumsy experiment to 
make, for it involves the destruction of 
the very consciousness which puts the 
question and awaits the answer.”

It may seem superfluous to state that 
Schopenhauer did not himself commit 
suicide. Neither did Hume, the author 
of a similar essay. .

As a literary man Schopenhauer was 
an honest, prosaic writer—a little too 
candid from lack of humor. As he says 
in his essay “Of Women," the members 
of the fair sex, especially the married 
ones, remorselessly pursue the con
firmed bachelor as an enemy. He has 
denied a husband to some woman’ In 
the world and woman deems it to be the 
most heinous of social wrongs.

a It .would be perhaps well for wives 
^nd daughters to take note of-the fact

DALLAS TEXAS, -------

The Truth Seekers Spiritualist Society.

We the Truth Seekers Spiritualist 
Society of Dallas, Texas, have had the 
privilege and honor of having the first 
minister ordained in Texas undér the 
new laws of the National Spiritualist 
Association. ' .

The hall was beautifully decorated by 
one of Dallas' florists, and a handsome 
bouquet of bride roses was presented to 
the Rev. Allee Baker in behalf of .the 
Truth Seekers Spiritualists Society. 
Under the management of Miss M. C. 
Campbell the music was appropriately 
arranged; pianist, Mrs. ChaB. Williford, 
and Mrs. McKenzie sang two beautiful 
solos. . . ■ . , .

On Wednesday, Nov; 30, we held two 
meetings at Maccabee Hall. John W. 
Ring, National Superintendent Lyceum 
Work, was with us to conduct the céré
monies of the day. In' the afternoon 
the services consisted of the naming of 
two babies and giving the charge. 
White flora! stars and many loose pet
als o£. white and delicately tinted’pink 
flowers were used. In the evening we 
were favored by a large attendance of 
intellectual people. Mrs. Alice Baker, 
of Cleveland, Ohio, was the candidate 
lor ordination. John W. Ring per
formed the sacred ceremony in the most 
impressive manner, and was the instru
ment of the mpqt beautiful inspiration 
by which Mrs. Baker was re-ordained. 
Mrs. Baker responded in a clear voice 
and sincere manner, showing her real
ization of the duties and responsibili
ties resting upon her.

Too much praise cannot be given to 
our worthy minister who has worked so 
arduously to sustain and • promote "our 
glorious religion, and'for -the continu
ance apd progression of the Truth 
Seekers’ Spiritualist Society. We 
have never had a better leader and lec
turer since we organized two and a half 
years ago, than the Rev. Alice Baker, 
who has been with us for one year and 
has proved herself worthy of the sup
port of all Spiritualists who are true to 
their highest conception of -the philoso
phy of. Spiritualism. ■

Master Milton Baker, son of the Rev. 
Alice Baker, is doing a grand work in 
his different phases. As a lecturer he 
is one of the best to be found of his age 
^sixteen, years). He has lately devel
oped independent slate writing and 
reading and answering sealed ques
tions. Any society wisning to engage 
him would be pleased with his. work.

With â cordial invitation and an earn
est wish in behalf of the Trutfi Seekers’ 
Spiritualist Society, for all Spiritualists 
of Dallas: to come and unite.with us. . ’

...: . MRS..ÜEÛ. W. QUINN, , '.
. Secretary.

■ For many years, in fact since 1849, I 
have been deeply Interested in 'the 
question, "Was à skeleton found In the 
Hydesville'house àt thé time of the 
rappings?” ' ■ : . :■
' I should have been greatly delighted 

to learn thafsuch'was thè case. A few 
years ago I wrote The Progressive 
Thinker, mentioning the fact that at 
the time of the excitement—persons 
present'at the digging had stated that 
no'skeleton had been found; Where' 
upon some irate correspondent tackléd 
me for my statement and - demanded 
that I prove that none had been found'. 
As I was unable to prove thé négative, 
I passed thè matter in submissive si
lence. 1 If now the statement in The 
Progressive Thinker of Dec. 10, quWted 
from the Post-Express, be true, it
surely settles the question in the nega
tive. Readers will remember that the 
statement is, substantially, that by thé 
caving in of the cellar wall human 
bones were brought to light. Now if this 
is true, and if as-suggested the bones 
are those of the supposed peddler, 
Charles Rosna, then these bones were 
not found at any previous time.

But suppose the affair is a trick of 
the finder, as some may claim—does 
this afford evidence of anything? It 
certainly doos. It seems from the ar
ticle in question the bones were found 
by a gentleman—a skeptic—by the 
name of Hyde. Now if (as I do not be
lieve) Mr. Hyde is trying to brace thé 
story by announcing this find falsely, 
then he knows no bones were found in 
1848. This is too plain for comment. I 
hope, however, that the story • may 
prove to be true, for in that case at 
least we shall have some verification 
that bones were really burled there.

Hopeful that the truth may be re
vealed, B. R. ANDERSON.

Concordia, Kans. •

that elderly single men are human be
ings with keener-feelings than the gen
erality of: people and with the social 
right of kind treatment which-is ac
corded even to the humblest of domes
tic animals. Many a one of them, too, 
carries a loyal sorrow in his heart, that 
rose when some loved woman died.

We who survive to read the suicide’s 
testament may logically accord approval 
to one another if we tarry as many 
years as we may in this wonderful age 
of invention and discovery, when al 
most every week conveys to us the tid
ings of some still more welcome tri
umph by man over the powers of the 
universe. If one will take his mind off 
death altogether and instead thereof 
will fix it on astronomy, light, radiation, 
vioration, reflection, refraction, the 
mathematics, physics, chemistry, ex
ploration, archaeology, philology, or any 
one of a hundred avenues leading to ab
sorbing mental interest and healthy de
velopment he will have neither time nor 
inclination to. enter the uncanny if not 
the insane realm of thought regarding 
suicide, and he will probably prolong 
his life.

The above reflections in the Chicago 
Chronicle brings to the front that 
crime against one’s self—suicide. The 
one who commits this crime greatly re
tards his spiritual development—yet, as 
some claim, there may be occasions 
when it is justifiable. T. R. UTH.

SOME PLAIN WORDS.

For the Benefit of a Sneaking Coward.

The sqienee of telepathy [as set forth in the Chicago Examiner] which 
vas ridiculed by the scientific, world only a few yearijiago, is rapidly 

»»in11?,? .g.1’ound> a"d statements which wotdd have tan.'eqnsidered ab
. d at the end of the nineteenth century appear perfectly natural in 
the beg'inning.of the twentieth. .

And, after all, is there anything strange in the idea,of.telepathy ? May 
not two brains which vibrate in unison several miles ap.ai’t, be moved by 
one and the same psyehie.al force ? May not the emofiopal.force of the 

”-av(d'through the ether in the same.manneri.nsitittrac.tion and 
1 stride tlie bram) which vibrated at ah’y distance whatever, just as-a 
sound,through a room makes the chords of a’pianqjnryiqim vibrate? 
Let us not forget that our brains are composed.of mojeeiilps which do 
n°n^uc .leae^ other .and which are in perpetual vibratipii ? ' . - ■ ■

But why speak of the brain ? Thought with psychic, forep. or what
ever else it may be called, can it not act from a distaneevon .another will 
unough the sympathetic and indissoluble bonds of intellectual hinship? 
Are not the palpitations of the heart transmitted'suddenly to the lieart 
which beats in unison with ours? ■ ■ . ;-i ,

Are we to. suppose, in the case.-of the apparitions often seen by re
sponsible persons, that the ¡spirits of the dea d have really taken a cor
poreal form beside the observer? This hypothesis-dops not seem-nec
essary ' In our. dreams we believe that we see persons ¿whip are by no 
means before oiir eyes,.which, besides, are closed.- yie;pep thfifo.plainly 
as well as in the daylight; we speak to them, we heai’ithem,,we hold 
long conversations with them. Assuredly it is nejthep.jbur.Tetina nor 
our optic nerve which sees them any more than it is our?oar whicii hears 
them. Our cerebral cells alone are in play..

Certain apparitions may be objective, exterior, »substantial, others 
may be subjective ;in the latter case the person who'manifests himself 
would act at a distance on the person who sees him; pud this influence 
upon Ins brain would determine the interior.vision whieji seems to be 
extenor, as in dreams, but which may be purely subjective and interior.

In the same way as a thought, a memory awakens in the mipd an im
age, which may seem very real, very vivid, so one mipd-flietihg upon an
other may evoke in it an image which for an instant nfay st'em to be 
reality, . . ’ . \

these facts are now clearly demonstrated by experiniiints/ih hypno
tism and suggestion, sciences which are still in their infancy, blit'which 
give results assuredly;,worthy of the most earnest atteht$b as^ell from 
a psychological as from a physiological point of view.;; It-i^ not the 
retina which reeeives the impression of real objects, it iff tliC-optie tha
lami, which are excited by psychal force. It is the merited being itself 
which receives.the impression. . In what way? We eanflotdifill.

But can we in our age of experimental philosophy aiffl pdmtive'sci
ence admit that not only a dying but a,dead person can ijold/cbmmuni- 
cation with us? ’ ' ■

. What is a dead person ?. .. / ta- i-- :
biunari being dies, every second upon the whole sufBce btitijeiter^ 

tbot is to say, about 86,400 persons '[fliitevbiy day? 
31,000,000 every year, or more than three millions in a cefrfarwtajji ten 
centuries thirty thousand rpilljons of .corpses, have bbeqj g'ivTO'tbitbe 
earth and returned to atmospheric circulation in the form»of water, 
gases, vapor, etc. ' , .
/ earth which we;inhabit today formed in part of theimyriads-of. 
braips which have thpught,-of the-.myriads df-.organisms which have 
lived. W.e walk over 'our: ancestors as those who conieafter"'Us walk 
over us. , . . / .: te;.

• The brows.of (he thinkers, the eyes which have'looked^miied,-wept;- 
the lips whicli have sung of,love, the arm of.tlie worker; tWmuscles of 
the warrior, the. blood of. the vanquished, youth and áge-41ié"nch and 
the poor alike, all,who.have lived,'all who have thought;, linin' the same 
earth.. It.would be difficult at this day tp.take a single-step upon the 
planet without walking over the remains of the dead. I1WuId,-’he dif
ficult to eat and drink without reabsorbing what has betin eaten and 
drunk a.thousand times'alreády ; It would be difficult tobrbhtlfe. without, 
incorporating the air, already .breathed by the dead. .

Do you believe, then, that this is all there .is of humanity.?'- Do you 
thiñk that it leaves; nothing nobler, grander, more spiriteláí behind ? 
Does each one of us.i.n yielding up .his last breath, .give nqffiing to the 
universe but flesh and. bone, Which become disintegrated'&)d are 
returned to the elements? Has not the soul that.aiiimat^W^bofliy as 
good a right to exist as eaph one of its molecules of oxygen,<azote or 
iron ? And all the souls which have lived, do they hot still exist'?

We have no reason to affirm that man is -formed solely df;material 
elements and that the faculty of thinking is only a propel hfjhis or
ganization. We have, on the contrary, the strongest-if^»ns for 
believing that the soul is an individual entity, and the force whféh gov
erns the molecules in Organizing the living form of the huih&?hbdy.

What becomes of the invisible and intangible molecules WÍiíeli con
stitute our body during life? They become, a''j0t§f jnW'ijaaies.. 
What becomes of the souls equally invisible and intangible? It is 
reasonable to suppose that they also become reincarnateft-ih;n&wWrgán- 
isms, each one following his nature, his faculties and .hiSid^tjny;7

What is the inmost nature of the soul ? Wlíat aré. its .moflea; bí máni- 
festation?. When does its memory become permanent?Does'jt pre-“ 
serve with certainty a consciousness of its own -identity?. jÚnder vvliat- 
diversity of forms and of substances can it live? What*, extent of 
space can it traverse? What kind of intellectual relations éxistl&itwéen- 
the. different planets of’the samé system? What is the germinating 

'principle in the worlds? When shall we be able to placéóursélves in 
communication with the neighboring worlds? When shall;we penetrate 
the profund secrets of destiny? Alt is mystery and ignorlincb to-day 
But the unknown of yesterday is the. truth of to-morrow, ' i ' ■

It is an absolutely incontestable fact, demonstrated by history find 
science,.that in all ages among all peoples and under.religious forms the 
most divers the ideas of immortality remains fixed imperishably in the 
human conscience.- -.Education has given it a thousan'd.différeht'íorms 
but it has not invented it. The ineradicable idea-.is-ídself-éXistérit’ 
Every human being on coming into the world brings.witliiiiih under a - 
form more or less vague this inward sentiment, this .desire, this hope • •

’ CAMILLE FLA1ÍDIA&ON. *

Some Pertinent Thoughts Contributed 
by Kate R. Stiles. •

To the soul that is attuned to the in
finite, nothing . is infinitesimal. To 
such souls all things -appear great, 
grand and glorious. ..Such hear no dis
cords in life’s great anthem. To their 
cultivated sense Hie minor tones are in 
perfect harmony with the major strains. 
- Would we gain the answer to the 
query, “What is Truth?” Then must 
we develop or untold it within our own 
being. Not outside’of ourselves shall 
we ever find the “pearl of great price.!’

He who eateth the bread of idleness, 
is no more to be-condemned-than, he 
who eateth the bread of ill-gotten gains.

Not what others think of us, but what 
we think of ourselves, when, we view 
ourselves in the translucent mirror: of 
the soul. Let this be our criterion of 
action. . - .

IN WINTER

The flowers have yieldedjto tbe.eold, 
Tne summer birds have'gone Away, 

And all around us is thetaiold./’
Of what was-life dfutJypstar^y;

And yet the air is strong.'ind sweet, 
And wakes us to imwpnted glow\ 

And firm and clea’r our -pnlscs heat
Their'measuro of the“ strengthened 

flow. '
The. doubtful ones arise^again.-/'/-'

And take their, wings in 'stronger 
grasp, -

And hands of men in.hat^d of men 
Assume a warmer, firmer clasp. < 

And though the season, taeftns -deeay ;
To every tender summer guest, - 

It surely is. but nature’s wav ■ /
. For the survival of the bcirt.- 

■ . '^Towi^opics.

There Isjme road tajpeaaA jnd that

He who always, eomplait®” ¿ ’’the 
clouds receives llttfoof Iffei, steshlne 
and deserves Itais, \ '

Judge Waite and.His Speech on “Rome 
. and Liberty,” at St. Louis.

He said in part: “In-order to intelli
gently consider the subject of this 
toast, it is necessary to go back and 
take a glance at the origin and growth 
of the papal power. About the year 20Ó 
the church of Rome acquired pre-emi
nence over the other churches, but it 
was a hundred years later, under Con
stantine, when the church attained tem
poral power. From that time the 
growth of the papal power was Bteady 
and.rapid. Kings were put up. and 
pulled down. Henry IV, one of the 
early kings of France, and one of the 
best kings that country ever had, went 
to Rome and appeared barefoot before 
the papal palace,, waiting for an oppor- 

. tunity to dp penance. ', Henry VIII re
nounced (Ulegiatico to the ¿ope/in Eng
land, but France remained In subjection 
until the reign of Louis XIV.

"Let-us now look into the connection 
of the papacy with Peter. » ’ * There 
has been much controversy between 
Protestants and Catholics as to 
whether. Petef ever was in Rome. So 
far has this been carried, that the chap- 
laln'of the pnited States Senato, in one 
of his opening prayers, is said to have 
thanked the Lord that Peter never was 
in Rome. (Laughter.) The popular 
legend was that Peter was Bishop of 
Rome twenty years under Nero. The 
difficulty ..with that was that Nero only 
rolgned 13 years and 8 months. But 
there whs another legend concerning 
Peter, which ran in this wise: Peter 
being in Rome—and as he came to hfs 
death at ..that time it must have been 
in the twentieth year of Nero’s reign. 
(Laughter,) Simon Magus came to 
Rome, and he and Peter had a trial be
fore Nero,: in . working, miracles. A 
young man, who ft ad just died, was 
brought.in. Simon'tried his hand first, 
and partly raised' him;; then Peter fin
ished . thè job. /(Laughter.) Then Si
mon called two large dogs and set 
them on. Peter, but Potei’ stretched out 
bis hands and prayed, and tlie dogs 
would not touch jilm. Simon now an
nounced that.he would:fly through the 
air. He went up on a. high, tower and 
put on. his..wln'gs; and sure enough, di
rectly lie was in'fuil-flight. " But Peter, 
stretching, put his hands again, prayed 
fo the Lord God with -so much fervor, 
that -the Lord' interfered and. mejted 
Simon’s wings, ahd down -lie came with 
U splash.-. (Laughtep): -.This .-angered. 
Nero/*k<? liad TPeter-rcrucified,head' 
downwards ¡. aniLPtaèn-Pféached. a -long

"Now let'u^ lopk-aftçr: thé-toast (Re- 
-pewed,laughfer),. "Rome-,and ■ Liberty." 
Trans]gted?into' the. facts ; df: history, 
this shoulii-réail: -Rome and Slavery for 
■1200 ÿèaraj/Rpthe.àhd some liberty for 
100 or 200 years ; Rome and increasing 
liberty dprlng the 19th and 20th centu
ries. -. . .• ■■ ■
'. “Róme 'hold;-the people .-in- slavery 
1200 years; -; This Was .chiefly by means 
ofthe inquisition;-0;.» ’Instead of orig
inating th- century, as
claimed by: Protestant writers, the in
quisition/can be tifrcod ba'ck, first, 600 
years; to;.ili.è,Gode .of Justinian; then a 
hundred years further back, to the 
great fatjjere. of (lie .church, Jerome 
and Augustine;-then another hundred 
years, to Constantine; and, finally, go 
back with-me to’th’e'teachings of Paul, 
and the reported sayings of Jesus, and 
you will find the basis of the inquisi
tion laid-broad and'deep .among the 
very foundations of the Christian 
ligion.” (Great applause.’

, DO ANIMALS HAVE SOULS?

You ask if animals have souls;
I knew one I think had, 

And when ¡.think of that dog Mike, 
It makes me rather sad..

He wasn’t ho high breed of dogs, 
Was just a common hound, 

And was known as “Mike, the tramp 
dog,?. . .. . • '

By neighbors all around.
What, first drew my. attention there, 

Impressed him on my mind,
I nd'ticed when I went to wheel, 

. Mike followed on behind
And soon- we formed acquaintanceship;

To him it.seemed a lark, t.
As though he said; ,“I’m with you, pard," 

As we went through the park.
One day I went to take a ride

In ah electric car,
I drove Mike back—the distance we 

. Were going was too far.
I soon was speeding on my way, 

The dog was off my mind;
I looked around and there came Mike 
:At full speed,-on behind. •

I lost him ere I reached the end; '
He gave up in-despair; .

And on the journey coming home 
.Looked for him everywhere..

About a week passed by;I thought ■ 
.No. more of Mike I’d see, ■

One day he showed up, seemed to say: 
.“Old boy, you can’t lose me.”

But there was one bad fault of his 
Which "done him up,” alas! ■ 

He’d tackle every kind of dog ;
No matter in what class. '

And one day Mike came limping ’round, 
। A big hole in his head— 
He tried to whip a butcher’s dog, 

And now poor Mike is.dead.
I think that animals have souls, 

And live for those they like, 
And when I ¡cate this earthly plane 

1’11look around for Mike;
•And though he cannot play a harp, 

■ Or join in when they sing, 
I hope to hear his bark again, ■ 

'Twill give a welcome ring.
: ~ . BYRON D. STILLMAN. 

Chicago,Til.

.. COMPENSATION.

Because I had loved so deeply, ; 
. Because I had loved so long, , ; 

pod in his great compassion . .
Gave .me the gift of song. " •

Because I- have loved so vainly, , 
And-sung with such faltering breath,

The Master in infinite mercy 
Offers the boost of Death. - ■

—Paul Laurence Dunbar,

■ To the Editor:—Will you kindly grant
me space in which to say to my friends 
tliat I still have about two-thirds of the 
number of booklets that I have set 
aside to be sold for the little girl men
tioned in my,, previous appeal, and 
would be glad to hear from all who wish 
to help ip this work to the extent of the 
price of one of these little books.

I also want to thank the friends who 
have responded so generously to my 
appeal in behalf of a sufferer. Among 
my letters I received two that were un
signed. One contained a dollar bill, 

slml)1X signed "A Spiritualist." 
With all my heart I thank him (or her) 
for the kindly words in that letter. The 
other one contained my appeal, and 
read as follows:

“Dear Brother:—Inclosed find a slick 
advertising dodge to get rid of your 
books of chaff which you cannot sell; 
as you don’t know the truth you could 
not get.any chips. If you were spiritual 
as you think you are, you would confine 
your efforts to the help of Spiritual 
children, and let the dead bury their 
own dead. She don’t need your help, 
but many spiritual people do. When 
you are born of the spirit, your soft 
heart will realize the truth for the 
flesh proflteth nothing. Better defend 
your Morris Pratt Institute which the- 
heirs will take away from you for lack 
of funds and spiritual power. Moses 
Hull has joined the fakirs, so that may 
help you. Good-bye. Spirit in Truth.”

Phis good (?) individual who signs 
the above letter "Spirit in Truth" cer
tainly needs assistance, and that badly. 
Any individual who makes Buch charges 
as he has (I say he, because I cannot 
bring myself to believe that a woman 
would be so lacking in feeling for the/ 
sufferings of another,) and yet is top' 
cowardly to sign his own name to the 
charges, and still has the monumental 
gall to sign himself as this writer has 
done, must be one of the Spiritual (?) 
children who needs the assistance he 
talks of, and I would be very glad to 
render such assistance. The moral 
coward is the most despicable of all— 
the person who attacks another’s mol 
tjyes and hides behind an anonymous 
title or name, in my estimation jvould 
not only deprive the suffering of the 
necessities of life, but would,'make a 
firsi-claas.Inquisitor, who would-torture' 
human beings for the godd (?)' of ilieiri 
souls- -■ ■■■:■ ; !
/.Tais., person does not . know tha'i I pi'* 
fered to give the editors of the several- 

-e.Viexs,Tprod>.<4 tie, statements I aide ' 
in: my-previous appeal. As for the 
charges against myself thdy are : not 
worth my, attention. ' I make lots of 
mistakes, but not one of them is that 
of being ,atrald to sign my num a to any 
letter I write, • ■

As to the insinuations against Moses 
Hull, and the Pratt Institute, let me 
say right here, that while Brother Hull 
needs no defense from me, if the crea
ture who wrote me the letter -copied ver 
batim above, will come out of hiding and 
sign its own name to its articles or let
ters, I will undertake to defend both 
Moses Hull alid the Pratt Institute I 
venture to say that if the school does 
go down for lack of funds it will be be
cause there are too many- creatures 
miscalled men who hide behind some 
high sounding phrase as has the writer 
aforesaid. I doubt very much if any of 
that person’s money has helped either 
the Pratt Institute or anybody else.
'We have too many people who are 

lost in their eternal star gazing, and 
who prate about the Spiritual children. 
Better by far take care of the children 
they have here, upon this plane—better 
quit murdering as many as are de
stroyed, and then there won’t be so 
many spiritual (?) children to look

These monopolists who imagine 
they have'all the truth there is, give m6 
several kinds of pains. They need an 
emetic of some kind to purge their sys
tems. I have sent the original of the 
.nu^ei, t0 4116 edi^or of The Progressive 
Thinker, and if any other editor wants 
to see the curious production of this 
erstwhile “Spirit in Truth,” I will cheer
fully send it to them, as it is on exhibl- 
tion. It is tlie first time I ever knew 
that a Spirit m Truth could descend to 
innuendo and the methods of the as
sassin who stabs.from the dark.

Once more I ask my friends to send 
for the copies of the book that I have 
set aside for the benefit of Hazel Eiden 
Who was so badly burned. The fact 
that nearly the entire edition was ex
hausted in a year, without advertising, 
will disclaim the necessity of using any 
"slick advertising dodge” in which the : 
sufferings of a human being are in- : 
volved. • Yours for. truth and humanita
rianism, WILL J. ERWOOD.

La Crosse, Wis.

THE CONSERVATIVE.

At-20, as you proudly stood 
And-read your thesis. Brotherhood 
If I remember right, you saw
The fatuous faults of social law. - - >
At 25 you braved the storm ■ 
And dug the trenches of Reform, 
Stung by some gadfly in your breast 
Which would not let your spirit rest
At 35 you made a pause
To sum the columns of The Cause;
You noted, with unwilling eye, .... . 
rhe heedless world had passed you by. 
At 40 you had always known .
Man owes a duty to His Own,. ' ■ 
Man’s life is as man’s life is made; 
.The game.is fair, if fairly played.
At 50, after years of stress, 
You bore the banner of Success.- ’ 
All men have virtues, all have sins, 
And.God is with the man who wins.
.At 60, from your captured heights 
You fly the flag of Vested Rights, 
Bounded by bonds collectable, 
And hopelessly respectable!

. . . —Edmund Vance Cooke.

.- A man might frame, and let loose .. 
stqr to roll in its orbit, and ; yet not 
have, done so memorable.a thing before 
God,; as he. who lets go a golden-orbed 
thought to roll through the generations 
of time.—Beecher, -

ft

THE HOME CIRCLE.

Some Very Interesting Experience« 
Narrated. ।

To the Editor:—If you will allow me 
space in your valuable paper, I will 
give a brief account of a few incidents 
resultant of a home circle held in this

The medium, Mrs. Kate Brewer, is a 
well known resident of tnis city and a 
lady whose reputation for truth and 
veracity is a well established fact. She 
was formerly a member of the First 
Baptist Church, and up to about two 
years ago was opposed to Spiritualism, 
and honestly believed tliat any one who 
investigated it was afflicted with aber
ration of the brain. The writer has 
heard her remark that mediums (no
ticed by her) seemed to have that far
away look in their eyes, and that they 
did not look as intelligent as other peo
ple. Out of curiosity she later attended • 
a camp meeting and received some spir
it messages which set her to thinking. 
As a result she determined to arrange 
for a home circle of her own, where 
she knew fraud could not find its way, 
and she could prove for herself wheth
er spirit return and mediumship were 
true or otherwise.

Her circle was composed of herself 
and husband, and the “Invisibles” who 

Jiave played a part in her destiny never 
to be forgotten by herself, or her 
irlends; in this life, or the next.

, At her sittings were irregular, 
she often sitting alone, her husband de
tained by the press of business. After 
sitting this v/ay for about eight 
months a voice was heard. At first It 
was uninteiligible, but as time passed

® v°!ce began to whisper a word, 
uptil finally It gave the name of Will- 

/tarn Riley. As the voice grew stronger 
it was able to converse intelligently, 
stating to the medium that he (Mr. 
Riley) would do a grand work for the 
uplifting of humanity through her me
diumship.

Recently, Spirit Riley organized a 
circle for the development of material-' 
izatlon, the writer and three other sit
ters being chosen by himself for that 
purpose. William Riley states that he 
was once a mortal man, inhabiting a 
body of flesh, but that he passed out 
of the body of flesh only to find his fac
ulties intact, and performing their nat
ural functions, and that.his mission is 
to help those still in the mortal body to 
Understand-tliat the so-called dead still 
ilVe; can return to their loved ones, 
and manifest, if they whi make condi
tions. ■ '

Jitat here I will state that Spirit Riley 
has conclusively proven to me his pow
er to. foresee events. At one time he 
told me I would receive a certain letter 

ic“J knew nothing about, neither 
aid his medium. In three weeks the 
letter came as predicted. He has also 
told me that in less than one year I 
shall receive a grand mediumship if I 
make the right conditions, which I fully 
intend to do, and will report to the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker later. 
1 ask you all to make note of this proph
ecy and see how it comes out. l am 
certain it will be just as Riley has pre
dicted. ‘

On one occasion, while sitting in a 
circle at my home, Riley told his me
dium that he would take her to Cali
fornia in a couple of weeks. Mrs 
Brewer's daughter met a tragic death 
by accidental shooting, at Eureka, Cal.’ 
and the father and mother took that 
long, sad trip, of many hundred miles 
to bring home the mortal remains of 
their beautiful, accomplished daughter 
whose life on the mortal plane was thus 
cut short in the bloom of young woman
hood.

On another occasion, Mrs. Brewer 
saw a white casket let. down before 
her; this was about six months before 
her daughter’s death. On arriving at 
Eureka, and visiting an undertaking es
tablishment to procure a casket for 
their daughter, the facsimile of the cas
ket seen in the vision was set down be
fore them from an upper shelf, and in 
that casket the mortal part of their dar
ling daughter was returned to the lone
ly, bereaved home.

These are only a few incidents oc
curring in less than one year, in the 
experience of this lady, and the little 
home circle.

Nine different voices have. been heard 
from the cabinet, coming from nine 
different individualized spirits, who ful
ly and perfectly identified themselves 
to their friends. An Indian chief giv
ing the name of "Mogie” spoke in a 
perfectly audible voice, giving us grand 
advice, and general Instructions.

MRS. MARY J. WHITNEY. 
Marshalltown, Iowa. .

His Manifestations of an Earthly Char
acter.

To the Editor:—I wish to give a word 
of warning to the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker of one Otis J. Comer, 
said to hall.from Richmond.-Ind. He is 
about. 18 years of age, and represents 
himself to be a trumpet medium, and 
he can. surely give messages through a 
trumpet, but he has to have it to his 
mouth. His plan of operating is to have ■ 
some one sit with him, but instead of 
holding his hands he places his hands 
On top of the one who sits with him, 
then being sure he has- everything 
within reach of . his right hand he soon • 
has it away, and “spiritual” manifesta
tions are plenty. He was with us for • 
several days before we,caught on, and ■ 
even .then we desired to give him the 
benefit, of every doubt, and offered him 
a chance to sit under perfect test con- 
oitlons, and remove the suspicion. He 
sat onco under such conditions and we • 
got no results. In December 10th issue - 
of The Progressive Thinker, Sister 
Starbuck of Greenup, III., writes of him.^ 
I enclose a letter from her, which gqesLj' 
to show he was the writer of it instead 
of the sister. Now I have been a reader 
of The Progressive Thinker long enough 
to .have all the premium books, and I 
believe it to be doing a grand work for ' 
the cause we. espouse and it cannot do 
any better work than to show up do- .
ception.

1 Mt Vernon, III -
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CLAIRVOYANT VISIONS.

Been and Described by Mrs. May A. 
Price.
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It may be interesting to some to 
learn the good that is being done in 
rlaus ways, to lift up the souls that aro 

. lield in darkness as a result of the life 
tlioy led while on the mortal plane. 
.We may not all see conditions from the 

. same view-point; may not all be taught 
alike by our spirit teachers, for no one 

' learns all the truths, but In this one 
point many do agree, that there are 

, many spirits who are held in bondage 
' by ignorance of the laws Of their lives, 

ignorant of how to make use of their 
■ opportunities. They are groping In 

darkness, looking backward at tho past, 
in retrospection facing its acts, and the 
results of those acts. The honor of 
some is so great that they are fasci
nated by it, and can not see that life 
holds a condition for them to redeem 
their own soul, to make restitution to 
some one for the harm they have 
brought into other lives; for the harm 
they have done themselves by letting 
the lower nature instead of the higher 
nature influence their acts.

Some of our Spiritualists object to 
forms of ceremony In any way, especial
ly in prayer, and while to some people it 
is useless, to others it is a blessing; 
and when we consider all the results of 
influence of mental laws, it is well not 
to condemn anything that helps to give 
light to lift souls nearer the divine in 
themselves, aryl place them In touch 
with sweet helpful influences from the 
higher spirit world.

I had through my clairvoyant powers 
. quite an object lesson recently. Being 

a member of one of the Good Templars', 
lodges of Washington, I have listened 
week after week to the instructions 
given during the initiation ceremony.

I Simple as it is, tnere is a wonderful in
fluence going out from these lodges 
that no one can estimate, because of 
these ceremonial conditions. When the 
lodge Is requested not to whisper'or 
otherwise disturb and destroy the im
pressiveness of the occasion, and when 
fifty or a hundred people concentrate 
their mind on such thoughts as are 
given for the purpose of teaching tem
perance principles, a right living in ac
cord with nature’s laws and the reach
ing out of a helpful hand to lift up the 
fallen and save others from falling, 
there goes forth thought-waves, vibra
tions of influence that reach and touch

- some soul consciousness In mortal life; 
but the aid to those in the spirit world 
is greater, and could all those who are 
interested in this work see as I do, the 
spirit guests, and learn the reason of 
their coming, they would not deem 
their work of little importance.

Ac a recent meeting I noticed as the 
lodge was called to order two spirits 
walking dbwn the hall. 1 at obce de
cided to watch and learn who they 
were, and why they were there. After 
presenting themselves to the Chief 
Templar they turned back and became 

. aware that I saw them, and gave me 
pictures mentally produced on the at
mosphere, illustrating the condition of 
their past life, which still haunted 
them.

One was a man of middle life, well 
built, and made to do his work in life 
manly and well; but he had failed be
cause the laws of influence had led him

THE EROOREèsiVE THINKER
¡■rat.,. .... 'iiu'I .. ....................................................... . ...........-... ______ , , '
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1 subjective self-ond subliminal selfhood, or involuntary action of the 
- , »nnd. I.idsp naasoned that if the conscious iilind dwelt on the subject 

of spirit'kitercéùrse, spiritual communications, and. so forth, that this 
’ would be^trrih^iitted to the subconscious self anfl there would be a re- 

iFiKì' (CJ ' ^eX A8, Involuntary action of the involuntary or sub-.
eoPae*°^slse^"1 J reasoned that this was the true cause of the great' 
spiritual fliovelfient. Thus much to show where I stood prior to iny own 

. „ . ' v . ... depfirtiu’fl^i'òiffiihe mortal. . . .
A berxes oi Letters From Spirit Oarlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi- It is wfil fofepiyself and the world that-1 thus departed, although If 

umship of His Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea. meaptwefi to Gib world; and yet it was that I meant the woi’ld well, and
' i i---- - ----- . loved mV^félloSWhèn, that I.was doing the most harm. ' All could feel,

LETTER N'TWim? 'I'TlDur, ■ as they, rfffld mgiworks, that I really loved the world and wanted to ben
... effi maÄ; wlso they desired to think that I might, after all, be 

Many contend that God is a person, and most sincerely believe they right. Ju* "
are right. When we return and say that we have not seen God, we arq If-Ilidd-raillidht Spiritualism and'those who believed in it,.calling it 
orten- accused of being lying spirits, or the sensitive we ipake use of, a all fraud an# delusion,, iny influence would have been entirely lost.
iraua; but« it we have not seen God as a personality, nor met any other But now tlte.atonement anust be made. Abby Judson is determined 
spiritual beings who have, there can be no good and sufficient reason that it shall be made, and I think she is right. She says that I can never 
win, WA 01.0..1.1 „------------------ ... -............................  , make.much’,l^fidway as a Spiritual being, unless it is.made. And I

think she is ,right in that, also.
- Now, all that reasoning of mine comes under the head of sophistry. 
I see it clearly now, but did not at the time. Friends, the simplest rea
soning is tli|? best. Reason right straight’ahead and never-roundabout. 
( Now, when that subconscious ^elf of mine left my body, I found that 
it was my spirit. I found that there was no subjective self or involun
tary actioh'bf Either mind or body—that what seemed to be such was 
the activity of the spirit—that the material brain did not always take 
cognizance-of all that'the spirit was conscious of, or, rather did not 
always cognize the spiritual activities—that spiritual activities were 
above and beyond the capabilities of the matérial body or brain, and 
that when fi'e)d from the body it, the spirit, soars like a bird that has 
been imprisoned, in a cage. ~ •

/ - ' ' r •

DM. M, dH&ssæ

MISSIONARIES' REPORT.

For the Months of October and Novem- 
’ ber, 1904, '
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why we should be called liars—moreover, it is heartrending and cruel 
to call ii grief-stricken woman, „whom we control, a fraud, when there 
can be not the slightest incentive to fraud. ■ ..............
^Mistakes may sometimes occur, or tlio control become weakened, 
this should be expected, for spirit control and spirit manifestations 
pre, tis yet, in an imperfect condition. But the sensitive we are now us
ing is as good and true as any other we can find. We only hope that 
her strength may hold out long enough to do the work we so much de
sire to do.. ’ . ’ ’ . ’ • . . ■ . . 
ii ^av”ig seen God,-nor any spirit who has, are justified, we 

all think,, in not believing there is such a personality. Those who de
sira to think there is a personal male God, have a perfect right to think 
so. if they wish;.but if we were so disposed, which we are not, we could 
with equal justice call them liars and frauds. But we do not and will 
not. We can only affirm that we have not been, thus far, brought into 
the presence of such a male potentate; and ye have lieeh doing our best 
to describe heaven, and the spirit realms as we actually find them.

Tlje above is given through oiir medium, Mrs. Carlyle Petersilea, by 
the concerted action of Carlyle Petersilea, Abby A. Judson, Robert G. 
Ingersoll, William Denton. We four most solemnly assert that we havei 
not seen a personal God, nor have we met any other spirit who has. 
We. have been trying to get T. J. Hudson to control the sensitive, but 
he is yet very weak in that direction, and the medium is entirely new 
snd strange to him; but, we will add that there is but one class of so- 
called mediums who desire to be called liars and frauds; and it is those 
who with forethought and "premeditation deck themselves out in artifi
cial toggery and personate spirits. All those who are sincere and earn
est, believing themselves controlled and influenced by spiritual beings, 
cannot be called liars or frauds, net eveii if;they were self-deceived.

Well,-! know you' want me to tell you something about this life of the 
spirit, and'I have a‘ corresponding desire to tell you. First, and most 
important of.Ml, I have not yet seen a personal God, nor a heaven such 
as I formerly believed existed; but, I find myself in a very natural life 
indeed, wh\ch;I am; sure I like much better than the one I had been 
taught tp.®eye in. It is so natural, really, that I sometimes laugh at 
my former ms, /That which I supposed to be the reflex action of the 
mind, is the t$e reflection of spiritual things and scenes- spirit is that 
which I though to be the subconscious self; and the subliminal self is 

to tel1 y°“ ? more ,wor!d-. ..
Mr. Hudson Tuttle tells you, in his “Arcana of Spiritualism,” that in 

the spiritual world there is really soil, or. earth, in which flowers and 
other things grow. Now he is very nearly right. That which we call
our earth j?'really attenuated matter, and if flowers do not absolutely 
grow within it they certainly find lodgment in this attenuated soil, and 
this, attenuated matter lies m great belts or zones about your earth, and 
these zoffes câh be seen by the inhabitants of other planets just as you 
can see the belts of Jupiter or the rings of Saturn. We also have water 

knrenno-o b„t ti.ot wW„i, "a Æ--------------- Y----- and a11 else .that you have on earth, but exceedingly attenuated and re-»P ». fXÎ « y.urB-tb.t », 
the spiritual çèrms within the all-pervading ether are attracted to, and 
enter matter, that they may develop therein and afterward rise up in 
their attenuated, spiritual forms to take their proper places in this ; and 
the human spirit is no exception to the rule.

Someone objects because Abby Judson says that the ancients called 
the ether God. They certainly did not call the ether ether, for that 
word was not known to them, neither was the word God used in their

cause of all things, ancient nations have called by many and various 
names. Some have worshiped the sun as God; others fire, and so on? 
^re^ebeen even devil worshipers. Then there is the word Om. 
But all these various names under the light of scientific truth will event
ually take the name ofUniversal Ether. Human spirit? rise up and take their places in this world of light and 

beauty. .Butjihe human spirit has conscious will power, therefore is 
able to go andicome at its pleasure. Not so with the other things that 
go to make up our beautiful world. It is the ego, the soul, the will

This medium is not one whom we care to use for long and learned 
controversial discussions. We, through her, want to show how it 
really is here. Air Hudson Tuttle will talk most learnedly to you all, 
and will answer all these difficult problems and questions truthfully, power of thefffiuman inind that enables it to travel with great speed 
opa should be to the entire satisfaction of all; yet, no one can expect through,^he e^ier, but nothing else can do this unless carried to earth 
that even he could know all there is to know, and we are very sure he by the spirit.,- A spirit can take with it, flowers, or even a pet animal 
does not claim to. - bird/ifut after once leaving the earth they cannot return of their own

accord,.limpl^ecause they have not the required wisdom. And yet I 
must tel^you ftomething that none of you as yet, know. We, as spirits, 
attract to ourselves a covering of attenuated and refined matter. This,

downward—not upward. God does 
lead into temptation through the laws 
of inherited appetites and propensities, 

. and of mental suggestion from both the 
..mortal, and. spirit plane of life. Mental 
laws lead upward or downward ¡-just is 

. we put ourBelves.in relation thereto arid 
.reach out for. the guiding- inflaetme; afid 
,'jtjst so much the law, which ls<God ex
’ pressed in the power of natural cause 
and effect leads into temptation or 
gives us power to meet the conditions 
of life and rise superior to degrading 
powers and master all that is detri
mental to the unfolding of the higher 
soul nature.

Thus this man had fallen, falling to 
conquer an Inherited or cultivated ap
petite for liquor, failing to dominate a 
■hasty temper inherited through the 

-laws of nature, he had while partially 
intoxicated given away to passion ahd 
struck the wife he had promised to 
cherish and protect. They built the 
picture for me to see, as mental laws 
are bound to produce the thoughts of 
past conditions as a reality for them to 
live over again. ■

I saw the wife fall, the blood stream
ing from the temple. I saw her as one 
dead from the blow, but carried in his 
arms to a bed in the home that had 
been theirs. Then I saw her a young 
woman in rags and poverty, for he had 
fled, believing he had killed her; but 
she had escaped death to toil on with 

j.the three little children to procure the 
needs of life; but the needs were great
er than her strength, and one by one 
they had passed to the spirit world.

He then told me of his own sad fate 
In a mining town he had still indulged 
the appetite that had been his curse, 
and driven him from home and all that 
life held dear—still gave rein to the 
temper which was uncontrollable when 
the brain was crazed with alcohol, and 
•hq had struck a man and in turn been 
Struck down, his soul sent to find what 
life beyond the grave held for him.

The three children, the husband and 
wife and her father, an old man who 
had been sadly trying to aid the oth
ers to find peace and light to outgrow 
their past misery, took their seats 
around the altar which stood in the cen
ter of the hall, remarking as they did 
so: ‘The altar is the seat for those who 
would learn. We seek light We 
have been drawn here because good 
work is being done to raise the fallen 
and save the drunkard as well as his 
family from misery. We come because 
of the good words spoken by a brother 
explaining the hope that emanates from 
here, that peace may be found even for 
the erring. We have felt the thoughts 
of spirit forces drawing us to you here 
to-night, and we would listen to the 
words of comfort and help from the 
mortal lips as well as from those higher 
teachers who are inspiring you in your 
work."

< These spirit people, as real to me as 
those in mortal condition, sat during 
the meeting around the altar, or stood 
.with head bowed reverently during the 
ceremony of initiation. When the 
chaplain read the prayer it seemed to 
fall like a sweet fragrance of incense 
upon their minds, coming as it did 
from the lips of a sweet young girl, 
whose pure young life expressed so 
much of the divine life within her that 
the words of that short formal prayer 
seemed to take them into the atmos
phere of the loving Father, and teach 
them that higher life was theirs to at
tain, and that higher laws were for 
them to use to reach the plains where 
innocence and purity stood side by side 
With those Who had come up through 
great tribulation, and all might join in 
a work to redeem the past and blot out 

, the sad remembrance that had dark
; pned the lives of all.
: MRB. MAY A. PRICE,
j Washington, D. C. ■ ■

All should read Mr. Hudson Tuttle’s Arcana of Spiritualism, for it is 
simply filled with jewels of truth strung on threads of gold.

Now Mr. Petersilea wants to add a few words himself, personally; 
and he points his finger toward one who has written to his heart-broken 
wife cruel and accusing words, calling Abby Judson a lying spirit, or 
his wife a liar. ;

we cannllt taklPback with us to the earth. It must be left behind at rest, 
for the spirit iVftist travel without encufiibrance of any kind. The spirit 
travels wflh tljj? speed of thought, pr like wireless telegraphy. Now, I 
am goinguto prove ta you that I am telling the truth.

You srly, anffit is likewise true, that spirits materialize, or sometimes, 
when th^ c.oqfi? to yoji, they.take on a covering of matter so that they 
becoip.e,^hgiblp,to the sight and touch, and that, shortly thereafter, it is

Now, sir, I have this to say to you. Can you think that I, who, when 
in thè form, would have guarded my wife with my life—can you thiflk, 
sir, that now I would allow a lying spirit to‘control my dear one! I tell 
^you, one and all; that uokpiTit can coinè-near her-unless I first.give my 
consent; and I will allow no. spirits to come near her except those whom, 
T know to.be good, pure and true. Spirits differ in’thèif'YìèWsuk.mùèh ... ,?..r. . . ---------- =  --------- •-, -, — z -
as mortals do; and, as Brother Francis well says, all 'c'annoi .see .alite.; ¿ay,' Wq beconie^jriatiii'jaljzed; but this world does not allow of gross 
but that is no reason why they should be called liars: and frauds. . I material,, no tiling but that which is refined, ethereal, and beautiful.

throwflvoff er >dissipated. d- This is also; true, and this is precisely what- 
We d.o'4leife. We take on h covering bf attenuated matter, ot, as yott'

suppose, when in the form, I should have knocked a. man down who There is, after all, a great truth underlying even the idea of the or- 
called my wife a liar or a fraud. It might1 have been a very .fbolish ” ' ’ - ........................................
thing to do. I think it would have been; but, no gentleman, w.buld ever 
be guilty of committing such a breach of good manners. . ~

No, sir. My wife is all that is good, pure and true, and is working 
for us to the very best of her ability. We may not be able to„ give all 
truth through her, not even as much as we ourselves have.discovered, 
but that is not her fault, neither is it ours. We are bridging over the 
gulf of death as well as we can, and when the bridge becomes’stronger 
on your side, we shall be able to give you greater and grander truths. 

.. Abby Judson can now control my wife nearly as well as I can. myself:
Yes, I have learned how to control Mrs. Petersilea very well:, indeed. 

Thanks to Mr. Petersilea for. his kindness. But I am here with Dr. 
Hudson, and want him to write a few words himself. ,:

Friends, it may prove to be very hard and slow work for me to write 
through another and foreign element, yet I will make the effort. This 
lady’s mind has been greatly troubled since reading my book, treating 
the subject of the subjective self or the subliminal selfhood, and I feel 
called upon to undo the unintentional wrong that I now think I was 
guilty of perpetrating. I would like to set myself right before the 
world. I was sincere and tried to think that all I wrote was true. It 
did not seem possible to me that all who claimed to write and speak un
der spirit control or power were frauds and charlatans. There must 
be some other way of explaining away this, as I then thought, mon
strous delusion, if indeed it were delusion—for I sometimes wavered on 
the brink of half admitting it myself—and thought there might be some 
other way out of this great quagmire of fallacy.

Christianity and Modern Spiritualism, to my mind, were not synony
mous ; and yet could they not be brought into harmonious relations one 
with another! Yes; and it should be my work to try and do this. I 
studied and thought a great deal about the conscious actions or move
ments of the body, brain and mind; also, the involuntary activity and 
movements of the same; .and sonsequently come to the conclusion that 
the great modern spiritual movement was merely an involuntary action 
of the mind, or, rather, of the entire selfhood—the involuntary selfhood.

This, I reasoned, would more, properly come under the head of the

thodox heaven. They say that heaven is a beautiful abode above. 
And so it is, a beautiful world surrounding your own. You must all 
see for yourselves that, as the sublimated essence of all things rises up
and seeks a proper altitude, and by a natural law of affinity and attrac
tion forms ethereal zones about your earth, there exists there an attenu
ated and etfiei’eal .soil, you must all perceive that what I tell you must 
be true;. moreover, you must all see at once that if our land is really at
tenuated soil that can be actually seen by other beings or other planets, 
that our own.’;bodies must necessarily have considerable density and’ 
perceptible .weight, so much so that we cannot approach too near earth 
in them; for the earth would, pull them so strongly with her gravity that 
we should.fall*thereon and be injured; consequently, we must leave 
them behind,Jind: only'travel backward to earth in our electrical and 
magnetic bqd}e<s. But our bodies here in the spirit realms are constantly 
changing as-we progress. At first we attract attenuated matter where
with to cover durselves, and at this point we look-almost precisely as 
we did^be'h' we left the earth; then conmences a gradual change. As 
we grow in love, truth and wisdom, our bodies change, for we, like your
selves, are constantly throwing off the old atoms and taking'on the new 
and-fresh, ■ ; '

Now the Qrder of things is reversed. Your bodies grow old, decrepit 
and unsightly ; we now commence to grow the other way. Our bodies 
become gloriously beautiful if we ourselves are beautiful in spirit. Our 
forms herd-look actually as we are, and we can deceive no one. If our 
souls are-'filled with Love, Truth, Wisdom and Purity, our souls take 
on a corresponding covering, and-it looks like just what we are.

Now we can only come to you in our magnetic and electrical bodies, 
and after wejite thus with you we can sometimes take on a covering 
for a short fune that you can see. and touch; but, as I before stated, we 
cannot hold it long ; it soon dissipates and disappears; the atoms that we
made use of are dispersed. Yours Most Truly,

; ‘ ■ T. J. HUDSON.
By the kindness of Carlyle Petersilea and Abby A. Judson. Mrs. Peter

silea, Medium. ..
■ ; : • > • (To be continued in No. 789.)

CHARLES WINANS.

His Mediumship Attested by Many Wlt- 
nesses. ’

To the Editor:—I desire to say by 
way of.explanation, that my. wife and.I, 
as Investigators as to the truth of spirit 
return and spirit communication, in, 
vlted.Mr. Winans to hold a seance at 
our home,..with the result that the se
ance was broken up by the reporter, 
and the so-called exposure published In 
The Sentinel, said exposure resembling 
the truth about as nearly as a guinea 
pig resembles an elephant. The only 
exposure revealed was that of the re
porter exposing his own ignorance, con
vincing those persons in the circle that 
he was utterly void of manly dignity, 
peace or principle. x

His mother had been Invited, as a 
special friend of my wife, to attend the 
seance. She asked that she might 
bring her son—a reporter—with her, 
giving her word of honor as a pledge of 
friendship, that her son, If permitted to 
be one of the invited guests at the cir
cle: would quietly behave himself as a 
gentleman, that he would in no way 
create a disturbance; but as an invited 
guest honor the hospitality of my house 
with utmost quiet and respect How
ever, the reporter, without any respect 
for his.mother’s word, pledged for him, 
and without any regard for the hospi
tality of the family who had Invited 
him . only under the solemn promise of 
his mother that he would not make any 
disturbance, he contrary to all expecta
tion broke up the seance at the very be
ginning. . • ■

I "Continuity at Ute a cosmic Trntfi.’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lochiroctl. Tho workc! 
B strong, logical thinker, on a deonfr

, tajortaat auWesS. Jstee, detfe, 5L 
"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Bo-

Bret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. I As to the truth of Mr. Winan's modi- 
^sehlte, M. D.. M. A., Ph. D, Prte® (L I umship, there can be no mistake as to

{ 80 cents. I his remarkable power. In my opinion.

Myself and wife have witnessed four of Mrar-MauS'-TiijSriessi -’ Mr,- and Mrs. 
his materializing seances, and two of Frank McCool,s,John Schutte, Mr. and 
his trumpet seances, with surprise and Mrs. Domhoff, Mre. C. T. lader, Mrs. 
wonder. Speaking for us both, I can Geo.. F.-Turman.-. Bert- Weader, Mrs. 
only say, the materializations of those Yerger; Mrs. Sb'Ar Zeigler, J. W. Brin-
seances were grand beyond the power 
of language to describe. Every word 
Professor Brinton has written you, de
scribing the Winans test seance, is true. 
I am the man to whom he refers; who 
asked, “Uncle Abe, is it'you?” And 
the form replied, "Yes, It is I." ■’

My wife and I saw my father who ap
peared to ns, just as natural as he was 
in life. We held a conversation with 
him. He talked in a clear/ strong 
voice just as he had always spoken in 
his earthly life-time. -

To say the least of this most remark
able phenomena, we could not have 
been deceived—we could not have pos
sibly been mistaken. We both saw and 
talked with my Uncle Abe in three dif
ferent seances. We saw my father, as 
I have said, in the test seance. My 
wife also, saw and conversed with very 
near and dear spirit friends who ap
peared to us in these same seances. 
We saw a number of other forms who 
appeared and were gladly recognized by 
their relatives and friends.

As for Mr. Charley Winans^ he is nol 
a fraud ora deceiver, but he is, indeed 
a grand materializing medium.' He is a 
quiet, pleasant gentleman, and an hon
orable man; Therefore, we the under
signed, subscribe our names as wit
nesses to the truthfulness of the 
above given statement. • -

D. L. KINCAID, M. T. D. 
CLARA B. KINCAID, M. T. D.

We are those at the Winans’ test se
ance. We therefore sign our names, 
to be used for publication by The Pro
gressive Thinker: Henry SL Clair,

ton. ■ .mi’ ■ ....
-■ ’ t T’ ■ ■ ■’ ■■

USED 'W1 HAVE A CHRISTMAS 
ij-EV^YYEAR.

.. »tn; i. hr. ..
"A-nickel,rpleoBg,-to help, me get a 

• befl”-T-: .n” ■ • ’■■ ■ ■- ■ ■■■ ..
He begged from oil the busy passers

. bM! i ■ ’’
They di^onot ifiee, - hls palsy-shaken 

. headim is. ■ ’
Nor mask theipatient yearning of bls

warmth, and cheer v
And over all, the throb of Christmas 

chimes.
His trembling fingers curved as if to 

clasp ■
The days that were so far and yet so 

- near,
The happy days that had escaped his 

' grasp— •
“I used to have a Christmas every 

year.”

And so, remembering, he wandered on ■ 
Through streets and over roads that 

led him far, -
When, just before the coming of the 

. dawn, .......
There blazed before his eyes a won-

eyq ••■•• < ) ■■■ • i drous star,
So busy-ftihey—ttoey dld not -hear his An^ Some One came, and bent above 

pleas - sb " - ‘ : .'him then.»• • ■ .. .
. His mumblediorordfl to them as they.

■drew-nearo - ;■ . • >
“Please.^>are a little Christmas, now, 

for rtne— si-..,
I used-do-havn-a' Christmas every 

yean.’?.:-. < r: . '
So, buffeted about among the crowd, 

He slowly made his way along the 
sfreet-^' I .. • . •

Stoop-shouldered; life bad borne on him 
... *nd .
His headland iqken. sureness from 
. his feet. ..: v -

The happy ofies, intent on other things,
Went byz-iheir minds., too full for 

them to hear: _
“A nickel,-please;.You: don’tknow. what 

it. brings— -... .. . . ...
I used 1$ have w Christmas every 
/. .year.” < :.

He used to have a Christmas every
. year! 1 . ? .-. ■
His mind was filled with thoughts of 
. oldentimes . . • . ■ I .......

When there was light, and joy, ; and

Upon his. cheek there gleamed a 
frozen tear, - -

But there was one less Of the weary 
men ‘

Who used to have a Christmas every
year. W. D. N.

CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS! CLUBS!
Now is thè time to get up Clubs. 

Those who join a club of ten tai secure 
The Progressive Thinker one year and 
a premium book for $1.10. The book is 
an actual gift. There are four premium 
books you can select from: "The Great 
Debate;Between - Rev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson”; "Vol. 3 of The Ency
clopedia of. Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World”;= "A Wanderer in- the Spirit 
Lands”.,.and “Seers of the Ages”, by 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. The one who gets 
up the club cab have the paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books In our list, which he may ecleet.

âââÉâÂÎÉâi

To the Spiritualists Throughout the 
United States and Canada:—Wo have 
been somewhat dilatory In making this 
report, but the seeming neglect was 
caused by lack of time to fulfill all our 
duties.

During the month of October we vis
ited Lafayette, Ind.; Bloomington, 
Farmer City, Decatur arid Pinckney
ville, Ill.; attendeil the N. S. A. conven
tion at St. Louis, Mo., closing the work 
of tho month at St, Joseph, Mo., having 
held nineteen meetings besides the 
work we did at the convention.

All of the above-named places have 
societies excepting Pinckneyville, and 
they,were all organized and chartered 
by us excepting the St. Louis society. 
These societies are all doing excellent 
work and we are proud of them. With
out our missionary work they would 
not have been added to our organiza
tion. .

The states of Missouri, Kansas and 
Nebraska need missionary work very 
much. There are. many places in 
these states where the good work of the 
N. S. A, and the state associations are 
not understood and consequently not 
appreciated. Somq of the people have 
been prejudiced against these organiza
tions by the false statements being in
dustriously circulated that the N. S. A
is opposed to the physical phenomena 
and to physical mediums. These sto
ries are usually started by “fakirs," 
who are not able to secure the endorse
ment of our organization. .

Wherever we have been we have re
futed these vile and malicious state
ments and have read the resolutions 
passed by our several conventions up
holding mediumship in all of its varied 
phases, including the physical phenom
ena, and also by reading that part of 
our ritual which grants credentials to 
all worthy mediums including those for 
physical phenomena.

The Ritual is all right, and did not 
make its appearance one minute too 
soon.

The vile and unprincipled "fakirs” 
who pretend to "unite lost lovers," 
"tell whether your husband Ib true to 
you,” "find stolen property,” "develop 
any phase of mediumship you wish to 
possess,” “find an oil well,” etc., for 50 
cents and up, are the ones that con
demn the N. S. A., and boast’that “their 
work is. all the credentials they need." 
Some of them have paraded a receipt 
tor one-dollar contribution to a state or 
the National Association as a certificate 
of endorsement Not one of them 
but would be \appy, to have the en
dorsement of the NZ S. A. or of a state 
association, a^ would publish a fac
simile of their credential in every issue 
of the daily press where they were 
holding forth if they could procure It 
Moral: Beware of anyone who is con
tinually condemning the N. S. A. and 
declaring that it is opposed to phe
nomena and who at the same time Is 
piping his claims to “the greatest me
diumship on earth" and boastingly de
claring that “My mediumship Is my 
credential.”

We have succeeded in enlightening 
the people regarding the good work of 
our organization wherever we have 
held meetings, and the people have re
ceived us and gladly embraced the op
portunity to unite in the grand work of 
co-operation.

The greatest drawback is the lack of 
funds to carry on the'work. Oh, ye 
Spiritualists! you who have received 
these , blessings at the hands - of the 
spirit world, come to the front and as
sist, financially and liberally, the cause 
that has blessed you and that is bless
ing every mortal that it reaches.

We need many missionaries. This is 
a big country. Money can furnish the 
missionaries; with It the missionary 
work can be done. The people are 
hungering for the truths of our beloved 
Spiritualism; can we not do more to as
sist the spirit friends in this great 
work? Let us open our hearts and our 
pocketbooks, dear Spiritualist friends, 
and contribute to the good work of the 
National and state associations, there
by encouraging the officers and mis
sionaries in this all-important work.

The cause of organization as well as 
the cause of Spiritualism is growing. 
The Spiritualists only • need to "be 
shown” the splendid work of our organ
ization . and then .reminded that they 
need to furnish the necessary funds to 
carry on the work, and since the re
ports of the work of our organization 
through the different departments 
plainly "show” what It Is doing, we 
look for the generous support of the or
ganization in all its branches.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE, 
N. S. A. Missionaries.

Cottage Inn, Billings, Montana.

The New Cure for Kidney and Bladder 
Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc.

As-stated in our last issue the new 
botanical discovery Alkavis, is proving 
a wonderful curative in all diseases 
caused by Uric acid in the blood, or-dis
ordered action cf the Kidneys and urin
ary organs.

The President of the Suffolk Hospital, Boston, 
states that Alkavis was tested In the hospital 
on chronic cases of Bladder and. Rheumatic 
trouble. It cured when old and established 
compounds wholly failed, and our good words 
are at your disposal, for all should know of the 
good accomplished by Its use. Dr- W. H. Haw
ley, Physician and Surgeon, Penn Yan, N. Y., 
writes: I have used Alkavis mysblf and in my 

.practice with satisfactory results. Similar tes
timony to this wonderful new remedy comes 
from numbers of others, including many ladles 
suffering from disorders peculiar to womanhood

The Church Kidney Cure Company, of 
New York, who so far qre its only im
porters, are so anxious' to prove its 
value that for the sake of introduction 
they will send a free sample of Alkavis 
prepaid by mail to every reader of The 
Progressive Thinker who is a Sufferer 
from any form of Kidney or Bladder 
disorder, Bright’s Disease, Rheumatism, 
Diabetes, Dropsy, Gravel, Pain in Back, 
difficult to too frequent passing water, 
or other affliction due to improper ac
tion of the Kidneys or Urinary Organs. 
We advise all Sufferers to send their 
names and address to the Company, 
and receive the Alkavis entirely free. 
Address Church Kidney Cure Co., No 
«4 Fourth Avenue, New York. ’

“Success, and How to Win It." A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, b' a., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lee- 
tares are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 1 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.1

CASH

CREDIT

PILES GORED
ON APPROVAL

Don’t Neglect Plle.-Tuey, x,eH4 tp, tba 
Weualy Caueei-. My New Tin e«.Fold 

. Abaorptlou Treatment Cure« at
Home, Quickly. Fululeuly, '

A DOLLAR PACKAGE FREE
On Approval, Write Uh Today.

It you have piles or the Itching, burn
ing or heavy feeling which shows that 
the dreaded disease is coming, send me 
your name to-day. I want to send every 
■sufferer from piles, ulcer, fissure, pro, 
lapse, tumors, constipation or other rec
tal weakness, my New Three-fold Ab
sorption Cure, the grfeat new treatment 
which is curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years standing-after all else hafl 
failed. If you are satisfied with tha 
benefit received, send me one dollar. It 
not, keep your money. You decide,

Here’s what yogi 
get free. on approv» 
al: 1. Ono tube of 
my Absorptive 
Plasma, wblol| 
quickly heals all 
itching and' soro> 
ness, even in very 
bad eases. 2. Ojia 
package of my fta* 

^“^co-Food 'Cones, 
which cure const! 

y///t pation and nourUb 
the membrane. 8. 
One package oi mV;
Pile Pills, which rev 
move the causes of

0. W. VAN RECK. M. D., LL.D,Ex-piles and constlpa-' 
President Medical Unlverslfy of Ohio, lion, making „the 
Editor Medical Specialist; Ei-Sur- cure permanent be« 
geon, U. S. Army. cause It la constltu-

tlonal. • ’ >•'
Don’t neglect piles- they are sure danger sig» 
nals. My New Book on Rectal Troubles, illus* 
trated In colors, la sent free with the treatment* 
all In plain wrapper. Send no money—only you? 
name. Dr. Van VIeck Co., XOIO Majestic Bldg« 
Jackson, Michigan. Write today.

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light 

BY MRS. DRAKE.
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national■ 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship
nave been most marvelous. She has: 
written a book with this title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages, it will hold your; 
attention from the beginning to the

It is chockful of stirring inch 
Price of this large volume, only*,

trod.
lents.
J1.50 postpaid.

IN THE WORLD CELES HAL
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Ib a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to lilm 
many times, ethereallzed, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit Sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world in his best style
This friend is Dr, T. A. Bland, the WblP 
known author, scientist and reformer.’

This book has a brilliant introduction' 
by that distinguished preacher. Rev. H, 
W. Thomas, D. D.. president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement. ■ .

He says: “This book will give ub 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the woMd 
celestial.” .

Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.”

The Medical Gleaner says: "It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It is inex
pressibly delightful.” ,

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: “It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in eleghn't 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $L 
For sale at this office.

I

BOOKS BY—

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
net. Decorated cloth SI.25. In thia, her new book. 
Mlaa Whiting alma to portray a practical ideal for 
ially living; that shall embody the sweetneaa and- 
ixaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life,' 
it la. in a measure, a logical sequence of “The 
world Beautiful,” Loading into atlH diviner bar-’ 
aionlea. “The Life Radiant” la characterized by 
me same eaaential qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful.” .
CONTENTS—The Goldeh Age Lies Onward; Dia- ’ 

corning the Future; The Ethereal Realm; The 
Power of the Exalted Moment; The Nectar of 
the Hour.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE: 
Dr Death as an Event in Life, cloth. IL A book 
from her pen means now flashes of insight. aTev- 
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian In 
tind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
per'vohnne Thlr<1 SerloB- Tlwoe volumes, il.W 

CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-Tlie Duty of H.ppinosst 
Nectar and AmbrosiojBcliove in the winga: Tha 
Vision and the Splendor; Tho Enlargement bf 
Relations, FYlends Dlscovei'ed, -not msdOt'-A' 
Psychological Problem; Tho Supremo Luxury ’ 
of Life, Exclusive and Inclusive; through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the Wbrid: 
The potency of Charm; Fino Souls and Fine So- 
oety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; Tho Heavenly visitors- -

AFTER JIER DEATH.—A Story of'; 
n Summer. Price, 11.00, Tho Ideas In the book 
will afford comfort to many, and should brtno 
noBtllve aid In sorrow to such as wtu receiv'd its 
message—Hartford Post. . - • : .
FROM DREAMLAND SENT- 
Verses of tho Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. 11.00. • Decorated cloth, tl.25, 
Lilian Whiting’s verse is like a bit of aunlit land
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald. • • •' * 
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Hiss Field, includlngono by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, C.00 .. i. ■ .

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning; 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, 11.25.

The Science of Spirit Return,7
By Charles Dawbam. A scientific rehearsal 

that is truly Interesting. Price, 10 cents. 7/

£ OHL! $10.00
Cash, balance $5.00 a month, 
buys this 3-year guaranteed 
Buggy—$37.60 on time pay- 
mentsot $33.60cash. We trust 
honest people located in all

AAr parte of the World. -***••-
B -WriteforfreeMtaMiraeotButfile«, 

Surrey«, Phaetons, Soring and Farm i/\ jy WMrons.
A V CERTURT UIDFOBIK
Uafc» EAST ST. LOWS. 1LU



The irrepressible Conflict

AN EXTRAORDINARY VISION.

A

I

ALMOST A CENTENARIAN.

* ä s ä * ^?® «** ä *

As I lay gazing on this singular-scene 
noticed something moving in the path 

in the midst of the tent It looked like

right hand. . They came in at the door 
where the girl had went out, and It 
seemed that she had been sent as a

FROM THg gOITOR AT-LARGE

How the Other Side Look» at gplrlt- 
iialiem. "

! ihe Question Considered In What Does 
. It Consist?

A peculiar feeling possessed me 
which is impossible to describe—a 
mingling of helplessness, intense inter
est, fear and terror. The strain was 
awful.

Yet in Her Advanced Age Her mind Is 
Clear.

Son Sees HIs’ Mother on the Spirit 
Side of Life,

It has not been in the conflicts which 
nanklnd have waged to attain freedom 
>n the external plane ot being, however 

I necessary they may have been to sup- 
I plemept the great conflict which human 

life is; waging. That the human may 
. have been created a "little lower than 

the angels” is true, and it is a glorious 
privilege to recognize the divinity 
which Ib within, and not only that, but 
it is necessary for the human soul in 
its irrepressible conflict with the pow
ers of darkness, that it place Itself in 
alliance with the spiritual' forces that 
it may make a success of Its efforts to 
rise above the instincts and impulses of 
the mere animal nature which is the 
„inheritance to a greater or less extent 
of every human soul.

Great struggles have been and are at 
the present time being made to over
throw the various forms of external 
slavery, and while we would not In the 
least degree underestimate the good 
that will come to mankind through the 
successful culmination of those strug
gles, for they show that there are ele- 

• ments and forces in human life . that 
will not remain on the lower levels; 
bpt to every human being of average 
intelligence there will be recognized 
the fapt that there are more subtle and 
degrading forms of slavery thafi ,any 
that exist through its external mani
festations.' The Irrepressible conflict 
is in the struggle of the soul to attain 
emancipation from those forms of spir
itual slavery which hold. the soul in 
bondage to its lower self, to the emo
tions, desires and passional nature of 
its not yet outgrown animalism, and 
the hero is the one who,

. "Vanquishes his sins, 
' Who struggles on through weary years

Against himself and wins.
“He Is a hero staunch and brave, ' 

' Who fights an unseen foe,
. And puts at last beneath his feet 

His passions base and low.

. “All honor, then, to that brave heart, 
. Though rich or poor he be, . ’

: Who struggles with his baser part
Who conquers and Is free.”

. It is time that there should be a high
er manifestation and understanding of 
what constitutes human liberty - tnan 
the one that only recognizes Its extern

. al symbols. The Spiritual Philosophy 
teaches that the Individual in passing 
to what we term the spirit world does 

. . not change its moral environment and 
that-If no effort had been made for the 
development of Its moral and spiritual 

r -faculties they would as a result be in a 
. dormant state, unable to be a directing 

■ force In the individual’s life, and the
.. law that nature abhors a vacuum Ib as 

applicable to the spiritual realm as it 
is to the physical; hence, there would

■ ■ J58 Bie instincts of the animal, they 
' would be the dominant factors of its 

existence. The earthly'forms of slav
ery would be liberty in comparison to 
the bondage which held the individual 
down to the lower levels of life, and if 

- it arose to the higher planes there 
would have to be an irrepressible con
flict.

: . The philosophy also teaches us that
; it Is better to have the moral and splr-

. itual faculties developed to. that extent - 
that they can be the directing and con

. trolling forces of life while the indi- 
vldual Is In this probationary state, so

. as to be fitted to enter the higher 
grades of scholarship.

has been our good fortune to have 
« known those- who while in earth life 
/^■'had fought the irrepressible: conflict, 
' '"'ho had received the glorious medal 

. which proclaimed their emancipation 
from the lower forms of life, and it is 
also our good fortune to have the ac- 
qualntanceand -friendship of those who 
at the present time are on the mortal 

. . .plane of existence, who can say truthful- 
■ ly in regard to the elements of the' lbw 
er forms of life, "wo have met the en
emy and are conquerors.”

’ Our philosophy also informs us of the 
■ .various planes of being in spirit life 

to which the different grades of devel- 
. opment are attracted, according to the 

unfoldment of the individual life, and 
it is consistent. The unavoidable 
blending in a large .degree of all the 
elements and planes of being as here in 
earth life is here largely avoided. Life 
in the.aggregate is only a compounding 
of individual life, and to Improve hu
man society the work must begin with 
the individual and there be gloriously 

. prosecuted. Every human being that 
; - possesses the normal degree of moral 

. and spiritual development feels dissat
isfied with their present unfoldment. 
They realize that there are other con
quests .necessary to be made, and other 
fields that must be explored. They may 

' have made great attainments and ar
rived to that plane where they can 
have, communion on the spiritual plane 

. of their being with those who have 
. also progressed up to that grade, but 

. p that only intensifies their desire for a 
■ , more perfect development. ■

T.o attain unto this higher culture 
there must be an elimination of the 
lower forms.of life, and this does not
come without there being a conflict be
tween the elements that compose the 
two planes of their being. This fact 
can be well attested by the testimony 
of every human soul that has made an 
effort to rise to a higher plane of being 
than the one that they were occupying 

. and from which emanated the forces 
that dominated their lives. Slavery on 
the physical plane of being is a condl- 

. tion that works greater degradation to

but it cannot be compared to tha slav-' 
. cry of the moral and spiritual faculties 
to conditions of life tnat exist on the 
lower planes of being, and many times 
those who are in physical bondage are 
enjoying a freedom unknown to those 
who pose as their masters.

?

ISAAC P. WALTON.

i

The voluminous publication of .the 
criminal records in our daily papers is 
appalling and shocks the finer senslbili- 

, . ties of human life, doing no good and 
creating an influence that lowers the 

. moral and spiritual status of many hu
man beings, especially those who have 
not.yet unfolded their higher life, mak
Ing the irrepressible conflict through 
which they sometime must pass more 
violent iii its manifestations. The en
vironments of life have a great influ
ence on character formation, especially 
during its plastic state, before the 
forms of thought that dominate life be
come established.

Those individuals who, coming appar
ently from the lower levels and through 
the might of their intellectual and mor
al power rose to positions of honor and 
responsibility., among their fellow-be
ings,'had, whatever may appear to the 
external mind, the benefit of good par
entage and an endowment of moral 
force which no adverse conditions on 
the external plane of life could van
quish.

What is very much needed at the
present time is that the doctrine of in
dividual responsibility be taught, and 
that there is no more
truthful statement than 
Informs mankind that,

important or 
the one which 
"whatsoever a

AT PJTT8BUM, PA.

A College of Spiritualism Ie Now Pro
posed. , •

man soweth, that shall he also reap/’ 
A false and degrading theology has 
taught that someone else will assume 
tho responsibilities of our life acts, and 
that by some hook or crook we can 
palm ofr spurious or second-rate goods 
for first-class, which will be found 
.false In time by every one entitled to 
the rank of genus homo That each 
will carry their own goods to market 
and only receive what they are actually 
worth js the truth.

This irrepressible conflict of life is in
cessant, not for one moment ceases the 
struggle between the lower and higher 
self, and steadily with an irresistible 
force the spiritual elements of life are 
dominating, assuming the place that the 
destiny of life intended they should oc
cupy.

That all who are truthfully desiring 
the more perfect unfoldment of their 
lives receive help 1b true. They are not 
left alone to wage the conflict with the 
elements that would seek to hold life 
down to the plane of the rudimentary 
forms. The spiritual philosophy in
forms us that we are encompassed 
about with a great cloud of. witnesses, 
and that their helpful, spiritualizing 
influence is given lor our benefit if we 
but honestly desire it, but it cannot be 
given to those who will not accept it, as 
their antagonism Is an Impassable bar
rier to Its being able to work for the 
Individual’s benefit. -

The trend of our life Is ever upward, 
toward a superior unfoldment of Its 
forces; and even the experience gained 
through apparent defeat is a help, as we 
can by that means learn to avoid the 
obstacles that previously Impeded pur 
journey. As the earthquake and the 
volcanicsjipheavals are evidences that 
our physical earth is, by those convul
sions yearning and preparing for 
higher forms of life, so the struggle on 
the moral and spiritual plane gives evi
dence of the truth that life is moving 
upward to higher forms of manifests- 
tlon, and that it is‘able to manifest an 
energy that can separate the pure ele
ments of life from the dross with which 
it was formerly blended.

„ " _ HAMILTON DE GRAW.
West Troy, N. Y,

. My mother died on Dec. 23, 1888, and 
was buried on the 25th, Christmas Day. 
I was living several hundred miles 
away, and was not aware of the fact un
til the 3rd of the following month when 
I received a letter from a brother.

Only those who have lost a kind and 
indulgent mother can form any Idea as 
to the great grief into which I was 
plunged. The thought that I should 
never see my mother again in this 
world was terrible. For several hours 
this agony of mind continued, when at 
last a change took place—a reaction. 
My grief had fled and I felt serene, 
happy and at peace. I relate this pecul
iar condition of mind exactly as it oc
curred, for I think it had a great deal 
to do with what followed.

In this frame of mind I retired to my 
room alone and went to bed. I lay 
quietly for some time—perhaps an hour 

.—when I seemed to be seized by what 
I thought to be a nightmare—a stopping 
of the proper circulation of the-blood. 1 
could not move, and the more I tried- 
the more firmly I was held. A feeling 
of horror which accompanies this Con
dition took possession of me, and in a 
short time I lost my senses and knew 
no more.

How long I remained in this condi
tion I do not know—perhaps only an in
stant. .. ■

When I recovered my senses I was ly
ing on my bed in what looked like a 
large tent It was about seventy-five 
feet In diameter, with an opening -or 
door on two sides, with a path running 
straight through the middle from one 
door to the other. It looked like a cir
cus tent supported on the inside by a 
very curious rustic-wicker work. The 
ground was covered with green sward 
like a newly-mown lawn. A very-brill-' 
iant light pervaded the place, but I 
could not see what caused this light.

My astonishment can better be imag
ined than described. As I have said, 
I was lying in my bed which was up 
against one side of this tent with the 
whole interior spread out before me. 
I had full possession of my senses, but 
I could not move my body. I reasoned 
that I had passed over into the world of 
pirits. -

Not often does anything as rich in 
suggestion of conceit born of ignor
ance of the subject discussed, come to 
the surface, as a'letter written by Rev. 
Hendry of Tacoma, Wash., to a friend 
in Texas, Mr. J. H. Anderson, to con
vince him that his belief in Spiritual
ism is all wrong and will land him in 
hell.
* Buch letters written by gospel min
isters to those who Have, recently es
caped from the church belief, and are 
new in Spiritualism are the source of 
misgiving, and unrest, and because of 
this, assume a consequence altogether 
disproportionate to their source.

The letter is too lengthy to be in
serted entire. HIb first proposition is 
that he takes the "bible and that alone" 
for his guidance.

“From the bible I learn that It is un
doubtedly true that we can have, if we 
wish, communication with and guid
ance by spirits.” "These spirits are 
good and bad." .

After this admission, he makes the 
astonishing statement that there is only 
one good spirit, and that spirit is God. 
All others are evil.

The spirits of all departed dead are 
under the control of Christ, and he 
alone can take them out of the place to 
which they have been consigned 
whether in Paradise, where He is, or 
Hades, and from these places he will in 
bis own good time bring them, "some to 
everlasting life, and some to shame and 
everlasting contempt."

After this strictly orthodox asser
tion, he continues: “Your Idea of hell is 
very grotesque (pre-supposing that heli 
Is to be taken literally), nevertheless on 
the word of Jesus himself, the "lake of 
fire Is a very real and awful place," 
prepared for the devil and his spirits, 
and of men who have chosen their com
pany rather than that of Cnrlst.”

Surely this Idea of hell Is “very gro
tesque,” quite absurd, and for an intelli
gent man, setting up as a spiritual 
teacher, to advocate these dogmas of 
the benighted ages, reminds one of a re
vivified mummy galvanized Into sem
blance of life.

Mr. Anderson has a daughter Stella 
in spirit life. With his wife and him
self a circle Is formed and the dear one 
comes to comfort them. They are an 

00up'e> aad it gives them a heaven 
of joy to receive messages by them
se ves from her. This is the comfort 
this representative of orthodoxy gives

Stella was a noble Christian woman, 
the servant of the Lord Jesus Christ, In 
whom dwelt the Holy Spirit, and when 

-?,u . x 0118 earU1- si>® went to be with 
Christ, according to His promise, and 
when He comes again to this earth, as 
He will, she will come with Him, and 
not until then. Any spirit which has 
been speaking to you in her name is a 
liar, seeking to deceive you by Imper
sonating her. As a servant of the Lord 
Jesus, I command that spirit, 'in the 
name of Jesus, the Christ, speak no 
mora, steIIa’8 name," and I entreat 
you, if that spirit again comes to you to 
read this command to It.”

"Obey God’s command to have no 
dealings with ‘familiar spirits, for as 
sure as you do, and follow those who 
peep and mutter” you will find out 

t0° laJe- that you will have no part 
with ^Stella and those who are of “the 
first resurrection."

The arrogance of Rev. Hendry in as
suming spiritual dictatorship, after the 
manner of a Catholic priest, as far as 
he individually is concerned, is of small 
moment. Because he is a type and il
lustration of tens of thousands of other 
ministers,-who thrust their heads into 
the bible as ostriches are said to do

“® sand>.and are blind to every
thing else, makes him worthy of com
ment It is scarcely worth while to 
show that he and his fellows misinter
pret and misunderstand the bible on 
which they found their belief, or how 
completely the world has outgrown 
them, and what residuary relics they

°£an age paBt and S°ne we trust 
lorever.

Stella, as representative of all our 
a)Xed.8Plrit friends, may have been a 
Christian or she may not have been. 
1m either case, when her aged parents 
who loved and yet love her with such 
fervency, sit around the home hearth 
praying earnestly for her coming, will 

drawn by the magnetism of 
their desire from the fartherest para
dise . If Jesus has given every spirit a 
P ac®. what a savior he would be to for
bid these home comings. Can there 
be any parodlse for Stella comparable 
to the Eden of her parents' hearts? 
Could she be happy if she could not 
come to her friends? .

A Now Year’s- MeMjgei(.Eeom Nature 
to Humanity. '

From all ages of the pakt/and from 
all parts of the world« to.flay, blending 
with the-cheery greetings.of the hope
ful and the happy,'comes the dismal 
and mournful cry of,! hurótón misery. 
From birth into this life, flt seems as 
though the trouble, jftpd sickness, an
guish'and terror are universal, and that 
man moves in darkness, and in Ignor
ance of the purpose arili pimi of life, un
able to escape the evllkof life till death, 
the grave and the worms receive him.

The materialist, although without 
the faith in, or knowledge of the occult 
world, or any rellgldbs beliefs of any 
kind, may yet gather comfort and hope 
from the physical universe, speli as the 
others can never know or appreciate.

The mysterious problem of evil, In Its 
many forms of expression, its purpose, 
its nature and Its effects,। has long been 
the subject of discussion, and the stand
points for argument, thought and de
duction have been numerous and va
ried, and many utterly1 foolish. How
ever the materialist will appeal to the 
physical universe for his answer and 
explanation, and this answer will be 
sufficient.

A search of the vast heavenly blue 
about us and our earth will show that 
all the Individual planets have the dual 
processes of growth and decay forever 
at work, while the great solar systems 
around us, show repulsion and attrac
tion; within and upon our earth, all 
forms of life show birth and death, and 
the double processes of tearing-down 
and building-up, just as we can see in 
our own physical bodies.' Human his
tory is full of examples of the double 
forces ever at work.

From the earliest stages of mollusk 
life on earth up to tho present enlight
ened man, life has apparently been a 
constant struggle, a battle in some 
form or other; It is between the two 
forces of birth and death, growth a,nd 
decay, or of good and evil that life and 
humanity has evolved up to its present 
status. And as man has progressed, so 
have good and evil assumed new and 
different forms of expression.

What do these facts teach us?
They teach us, that while living on 

this earth, and while traveling along 
that level of time, from birth to death, 
we are all destined to encounter these 
extreme phases of nature, the destruct
ive and the constructive, or in other 
words good and evil. ,

On first glance, all appears to be in 
conflict and at. war, of sunshine and 
shadows, of friends and toes, and of 
cross purposes. The first step of rea
soning, and the popular teachings and 
beliefs, hold the evil is a separate 
force, destroying all in its pathway, 
bringing only trouble, misery and woe. 
and that the burdens to bear, the bat
tles to fight, the problems to solve, be
ing all a part of life, we must all pass 
through them and share In them, with
out relief or comfort,-or escape till 
death comes at our doprs. ।

However when viewed from a univer
sal standpoint, and the general results 
and effects, a second thought shows 
that If, evolution is tri}?, a different de
duction is correct; instead of crossing 
each other as is generally taught, good 
and evil really harmonize, arid frater
nity is the keynote, and that there is no 
foundation for the common precepts.

All things work together for good, 
and the pessimist has no place In na
ture. Science will shów the nature 
i eally tears down to build up again in 
new and improved forms, and; this is 
progress; what appears to be an evil al
ways works out for gbod, or. in other 
words evil' is undeveloped good; evil 
causes progress regardless of what may 
be said to the contrary. Mature far 
wiser than man, has made evil the posi
tive and good the negative, evil the 
compelling force and good the.passive. 
This may seem strange reasoning, but 
it is true. The lessons taught by ex
perience with the various forms of 
evil,<^re the only ones which mankind 
recelvesr Therefore we have solid

escaping steam. This ceased in a sec
ond or two, and in its place appeared a 
little girl about ten years of age. She 
was dressed as girls of her age usually 
are—a short dress of what looked like 
gingham, cut and fitted in the usual 
fashion. She was the very picture of 
good health, and she tripped gaily 
along the path as if going on an errand, 
and soon disappeared through one of 
the openings.

•And now another very singular thing 
took place. It seemed that I got infor
mation without the use of my senses. I 
knew I was going to see my mother. I 
was positive of it, but how I got the In
formation I do not know; but at just 
the very instant that I expected her to 
appear, she did appear. A sister of

messenger to tell them to come.
As soon as they entered, they looked 

at me and smiled. It was my dear 
mother sure enough, but it was not the 
old woman of. sixty-eight'years whom I 
saw before me—it was my mother as I’ 
knew her when I was a child. Her hair 
was black, her face was ruddy, with 
health, and her eyes sparkled with life 
and happiness. My sister appeared as 
bright, healthy and happy as my moth
er. They were dressed in most beauti
ful, well-fitting robes of what looked 
like cream-colored silk, and I never ex
pect to see anything on earth so grace
ful, so marvelously beautiful as were 
these two beings of the world of spirits.

They did not come to 'me. They 
walked slowly along the path to the 
other side, smilling all the way, and 
just before they went out I managed to 
nod my head to them. That was all. 
It went as you blow out a candle, and 
I was in my bed in the dark room again 
perfectly .satisfied and • happy;- and 
from that day to this I have not grieved 
a moment over my mother’s death.

Lansing, Kansas. C.

“The Emerson New Thought Calen
dar.” A dainty little calendar with a 
quotation from Emerson for every 
month in the year. Just the thing, 
for the holidays. Price 25 cents.

"Discovery of.a Lost Trail." By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent In (spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1,50.

■ The exorcism of the reverend gentle- 
■ man Is amusing for its self-assuring 

complacency, and the threat of the 
poor Spiritualists’ going to hell at last, 
because God allows them to believe in 
the devices of the evil spirits if 
founded on anything tangible would be 
aLarln.Pg; Suppose all. the assertions 
of ortnodox ministers are proven bv 
the bible; that there is a hell, and no 
spirit can return, and at a circle a 
spirit comes and identifies itself as our 
Stella, beyond a doubt, all other theo
ries and assertions vanish and become 
too Inconsequential for discussion 
I he one fact disposes of all theories

Reverend Hendry has never tried his 
formula for laying evil spirits. Before 
he publishes it widely, he had better 
give it a test We have met other 
preachers who firmly believed they 
could make the devil flee before them 
some with an exorcism, others by lav’ 
«JL.0*6 "holy blble” on the table. 

..Without exception they have failed, as 
this one will fail, though he will not

; ¿earn wisdom or humility thereby. .
Thousands and tens of thousands 

find in Spiritualism an assurance they 
never found In the church. A knowl
edge that the lost are found; that the 
broken threads of this life are gathered 
up in the next; that those mourned as 
dead live in eternity; that they are not 
shut-away from us by arbitrary decree 
nor have forgotten us; that affection 
draws them to us, and the world of 
spirits broods over the world of men is 
a balm in Gilead for all broken hearts

- HUDSON TUTTLE, ' 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

Ordination of Mrs. Alice Baker a 
Pleasant Affair. '

November 15, 1903, the Truth Seek
ers’ Spiritualist- Society of Dallas 
Texas, engaged Mrs. Alice Baker as 
their regular speaker, and Mrs. Baker 
has remained continuously since. Just 
previous to the annual meeting of the 
Texas . State National Association of 
Spiritualists held in San Antonio Sept 
29, 20, and Oct. 1, 1904, Mrs. Baker 
made application for ordination. No 
action was taken at that time, as the 
officers of the association wished to in 
every way comply with the Usages for 
Ordination as adopted by the National 
Spiritualists Association, in October of 
1903.

At the convention ot the N. S. A. of 
1904, it was found that the Usages did 
not interfere with state requirements in 
regard to ordination, but were simply to 
establish order to this most important 
rife, and upon return to Dallas from this 
convention in St. Louis, Mrs. Baker be- ’

grounds in the light of the universe for 
confidence and for hope.

Another and third standpoint of de
duction and reasoning, presents a new 
phase. That is, there Is no evil, and as 
generally taught to people it is no ex
istence in nature or science. All is 
good, and what is, ought to be, or is 
natural or right. The "causes of pain, 
suffering and misery, have their normal 
and natural place in the universe.

When we note that all things in na
ture go by contrast, it Is plain that dif
ferences attract our attention, and com
parison teaches; experience brings 
knowledge, and this In turn begets 
wisdom, which is very evidently the 
end and purpose of nature’s plans and 
designs. .

The comforts derived from this is the 
knowledge of natural laws, of order 
and system, and of harmony In the uni
verse. Being mentally occupied know
ing that blessings come in disguise, 
peace and contentment is obtained be
cause we become self poised and self
balanced iii the knowledge of hope.

Our consciousness is broadened 
through suffering and pain, our hearts 
may bleed, but our sympathies extend 
to others, as that we get into touch 
with nature and our fellowmen, under
standing their trials and problems of 
life all the better for the experiences.

The weary and heavy-laden, the sick, 
the disappointed, the troubled, have 
flrm grounds for peace, contentment 
and hope, and this is the basis of happi
ness. ... . ;

Such is the New Year’s Message from 
Nature to Humanity.

RICHARD E. TlTUS.
Minneapolis, Minn. '

■ Pittsburg will soon be a disseminat
ing point for Spiritualistic loro, .Plans 
are now rapidly reaching a state of fru
ition by which this city will be given 
a iyceum or school of Spiritualism, just 
as Boston, Philadelphia and other clt- 
les have. In tills Iyceum the young 
will be taught the principles of the pe
culiar cult, As soon as the debt of 
JG,009 now resting on the First Church 
of Spiritualists, in Oakland, is lifted, 
the money now being expended In in
terest will be applied toward paying a 
competent instructor in Spiritualism. 
The interest charges are now $300 a 
year. According to C. L. Stevens, pres
ident of the church association, sev
eral wealthy men of the city are to give 
sufficient to the church to clearthedebt. 
The Substantial $25,000 church building 
on Boquet street, below Forbes, will 
then be without encumbrance. In the 
building are rooms especially made for 
the Iyceum purposes, so it will not be 
necessary to build a separate structure, 
for tliis purpose. The church itself 
occupies the second floor of the build
ing. .

In addition to teaching Spiritualism, 
the children will be given, instruction 
in physical culture, music and other 
things and receive patriotic training, 
for Spiritualists belie.ve In those things, 
holding, like the ancient Greeks, that 
a well-developed body Is a necessary 
thing for one’s success in life. There 
will be nothing approaching a common 
school course given in the Iyceum, 
however.

The Iyceum, according to Mr. Stevens 
Is becoming a necessity, as Spiritual-

18 Browing so rapidly in and around 
Pittsburg. Millionaires and captains 
of Industry are taking an interest In it, 
he says, and are helping the church 
along. Among these is a wealthy brok
er in stocks and bonds, and a leading 
manufacturer who has held positions 
of honor'and influence in commercial 
bodies. It is likely that the instructor 
wl l come from Philadelphia, as the 
Spiritualists have their eyes turned that 
way. There is no one in this city who 
Is specially trained in the. work, al
though Mr. Stevens Is capable of im
parting such instruction. His time, 
however, is fully taken up with the man
agement of the church affairs and the 
leading in service.

In the Spiritualistic church 'there are 
no regular pastors, but the ministers 
travel from church to church, preaching 
for a period of several weeks or months. 
At present Dr. Alfred Austin, the cele
brated Spiritualist and author, is filling 

,the pulpit or platform, although Mr.
Stevens conducts the services in gen
eral. -

Besides the starting of a Iyceum, 
which it is hoped will be a reality ■ in 
a year at latest. Spiritualists in Alle
gheny are getting busy. The flock is 
under the pastorate of Rev. Clinton 
Day, which now meets in a church on 
Sandusky street, near Robinson street, 
on the North Side. Subscriptions have 
been received and in the near future a 
site will be selected and a church built. 
It will not be a large or expensive 
structure, but will cost about $10 000 
according to the best data obtainable^ 
There are now several hundred Spirit
ualists on the North Side who are more 
or less interested in Spiritualistic mat
ters.'

In talking about his church Mf. Ste
vens said: ‘Many leading men in the 
business world are taking a great in
terest in Spiritualism and are coming to 
our meetings. They are surprised that 
our services are much like any other 
denomination except that we read mes
sages from spirits passed to spirit land 
and have psychometric readings. Many 
people come to our church thinking 
they -will see a dark cabinet and spirit 
hands or birds flying around. They 
think we move pulpit and pews with our 
hands. They confound seances with 
our services. There Is nothing terrify
ing or sensational In our service. We 
sing hymns and have prayers and de
liver sermons just as other denomina
tions do.’ Mr. Stevens said that Spirit- 
ua*,18t8 believe everything is made up of 
solidified ether. Impressions, emotions 
and thought are possible through this 
ether. They are sort of vibrations of 
it. He said the Increasing attention on 
the part of skeptics toward Spiritualism 
was a good thing as it was broadening 
the thought of the day. Spiritualism, 
ne added, was no longer ridiculed but

®d wRb respect. He mentioned 
tnat there were certain persons who 
possessed wonderful psychical sense 
which could be put to use In the name 
of religion but which was used merely 
for sordid commercial purposes. Such 
he said was a prostitution of a divine 
gift bestowed on mortals for a benefi
cent purpose. Such people have the 
same power as mediums who go into a 
trance, see clairvoyantly and hear 
clairaudlently or who read the past, 
present and future from articles placed I 
in their hands. 1

A Tribute of Love to a Worthy Man.

A few days since I learned, with 
pained surprise, of the transition of this 
devoted friend of truth, to the \ higher 
life, from his long-time earth home in 
Tyrone, Pa. It did not seem at first as 
it such could be the case, but these 
were the words in cold type in the local 
paper, «nd the heart-cry letter of his be
loved wife to prove that he had left us. 
It caused a feeling of deep regret to 
sweep over me that so good a man as 
Brother Walton could be taken from. us. 
Yet, why should he not go on to his re
ward? He had lived six and seventy 
years as men count time, and had never 
wearied in all that long period In well 
doing. His was a well-spent life—spent 
in doing good and certainly the worn- 
out physical frame was entitled to its 
rest, while his great soul had earned its 
freedom.

October 3, 1904, was the day of his 
birth into the higher life. He had been 
in falling health for some time, yet no 
one dreamed the end would come so 
soon. He was born of Quaker parents, 
In'Pennsylvania, and grew to man
hood’s estate in that peaceful, loving 
faith. His was a questioning mind, 
and he fearlessly Investigated every 
topic to which his attention was called. 
Spiritualism early became a problem of 
Interest to his mind, and he pushed his 
search forthwith with such unremitting 
energy that he speedily found the cov
eted solution of that problem, and knew 
for surety that man lived-beyond the 
grave. From that time to the day of 
his transition, he never wavered In his 
loyalty to his religion, nor did he doubt 
for an instant what its revelations gave 
to him.

To Isaac P. Walton, Spiritualism was 
the soul’s true religion, and this, as he 
interpreted it, meant clean living, right 
doing, and kind deeds for his fellow
men. No one who knew him can truth
fully say that he ever failed to exem- 
pllfy his religion in his daily life. He 
was the embodiment of kindness and 
tender charity in his every thought and 
deed. No one who was worthy ever ap
pealed to him for a favor in vain. No 
one in trouble ever failed to find in him 
a kind and sympathetic friend. It 
seemed as if he could not do enough 
1’or others, and his great happiness was 
found in making others happy. Such 
men are blessings to eveny community, 
and always leave the world better for 
their having lived in it.

He was ready to explain the tenets of 
Spiritualism to every seeker for truth, 
and was abundantly able to defend its 
sacred principles when they were at
tacked by the thoughtless. So gentle 
and consistent was his life that even 
the most extreme orthodox preachers 
and laymen In Tyrone held him in the 
highest esteem and treated his religion 
with the respect justly its due. So 
much can a white, consistent life do in 
every community for our Spiritualism.

At the age of seventeen, Mr. Walton 
entered the jewelry establishment of 
George Gordon of Philadelphia. Here 
he remained tor many years, and be
came thorough master of the jewelry 
business in its every detail. He went 
into' business for himself in “Philadel
phia, and was eminently successful in 
all his undertakings.

In 1854 he married Miss Abbie Noble, 
of Maine, who for fifty years has been 
his faithful helpmeet and companion. 
They had no children, and she, with one 
brother and three sisters, are left to 
mourn his physical loss. In 1859, Mr. 
Walton sold his business in Philadel
phia, and moved to Tyrone, where he 
has since resided. Here, too, his name 
in the business world became a syno
nym of the strictest honesty and integ
rity, and he soon had the confidence of 
the éntire community. He carried on 
the jewelry business alone until 1892, 
when he became associated with F. W. 
Acklin, who is now the manager of thè 
I. P. Walton Co. .

parturo from earth. His wife, whd 
knew him best, feels most keenly of all, 
the separation that has come, -’filie 
knows he is not dead and realizes hi» 
presence in spirit. To her the full 
measure of sympathy of all-his devoted 
friends should flow at this hour that hen 
health may be restored, and strength 
given her to carry on her noble hus
band's work. Sho was his counsellor 
*,n Ilfe, and to lier D0W 18 committed thq 
fulfillment of the wishes of his gener
ous heart. All honor to the memory of 
the good man who has arisen to the 
spheres of the spirit! Peace, love 
power attend him In his new life! "The 
world is all tho better for his having 
lived, and the spirit spheres all th» 
richer for his having entered there!"

A tribute of love from his friend, 4 
.. HARnISON D. BARRETT, J

Wheeling, W. Va. I

PUBLIGflTIONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle

•gan arrangements for her ordination. 
Mr. John W. Ring, ex-president of the 
Texas State Association,! was author
ized, under date of November- 25, to 
perform the ceremony, and on Wednes
day, November 30, in Jhe Maccabee 
Hali, Dallas, Texas, thek ceremony was 
performed,

In the afternoon of that day Mr. Ring 
delivered a lecture an'd named two 
babies, William Leo and-John/' Hubert 
Grizzard. At night Form No."te of the 
Ordination Usages prSBfcribelE; by the 
N. S. A. was taken up and the cere
mony of ordination wassauly pefformed 
making Mrs. Alice Baker a minister for 
Spiritualism to Humanity. On behalf 
of the Local society a very beautiful 
bouquet of roses artistically «arranged, 
was presented and these wermnsed as 
symbols of the experiences-which are 
probable to come in theaxperiences of 
an ordained capacity.! The qrudience 
was very attentive to the ceremony and 
to the address, and thescauseiiof Truth 
as seen in Spiritualism looker r up in 
Dallas, Texas. JOHN W. RING.

How a Woman Paid Her Debts.
lam out or debt, thanks to-tbe Dishwasher 

business. In the past, three months I have 
made 9000,000 selling Dish-washer. I never saw 
anything sell so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and win buy one wh»a shown how 
beautifully It will wash and dry the family dish
es lu two ininutes. I sell from niy own house. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
The dishes are washed without wetting the 
hands. That is why,ladies want the Dish-wash
er. I give my experience forthe-benefitotany 
one who may wish to make money easy. I 
buy my pleh-washera from the. Mound Citv 
Dish-washer Co., St. Louis. Mo. Write them 
or particulars. They will start you in business

• in tout own hm. . v L. A. Ct

,To to® Editor:—To-day I mail with 
this my order for The Progressive 
Thinker, which may be the last one I 
shall send for I am now past ninety-six 
years of age, and to all it is apparent 
mat my presence here in this bodily 
form will not be continued another 
year. •

I am a Spiritualist. Spiritualism is 
not a religion. I have no religion. I 
used to have a religion prior to fifty 
years ago, but it was unreliable. When 
I held it up and looked through it by 
the light of reason it proved to be but 
gauze, or as a.feather before the wind- 
it was only something somebody had 
written, and said I must believe it was 
inspiration. -

People who live in this period of the 
world’s history are to be congratulated 
as persecution for opinion's sake is a 

the paat; a Period now when 
with a free government, free press free 
speech and liberty of conscience, man 
is beginning to walk forth in his native 
dignity and freedom, and his knowledge, 
of himself and his inseparable connec* 
tion with the source of all power 
makes him bold. Nature must give up’ 
her secrets, for man has found that all 
of her treasures and productions are for 
his use and at his disposal. There has 
been more progress in literature art 
science, discoveries and inventions du/ 
mg the past eighty years than in all of 
the world’s previous history.

Man no longer submits to that super
stition which in times past has caused 
more human blood to be shed than all 
other causes combined.

Now as man gains in knowledge he 
also gains in power, and as knowledge 
Is power, which he has often proved 

.does it not follow that there is no limit 
to his progress, especially when he 
knows that the great Eternal Will is his 
inheritance. There are no noble 
heights he cannot climb. Earth has no 
claim he cannot contest

He can already ride under the river, 
walk through tne •• mountain, talk 
through the ocean, and ride among the 
clouds, and the end is not yet

MRS. C. H. STEVENS.

Mr. Walton was a man of large public 
spirit, and took a deep Interest in ev
erything that would promote the wel
fare of the community. He believed In 
good schools, and in economical munic
ipal government. He was frequently 
called upon to fill official positions of 
various kinds. His home paper says 
that he maintained his reputation for 
honesty and Integrity without break or 
question for more than halt a century. 
In all official positions, 'he gave trust 
for trust, hence all of his fellow citizens 
could feel and did feel that their inter
ests were safe in his hands. He gave' 
liberally to every worthy cause, and’ 
was president of the “Crystal Spring 
Band” of Tyrone, in th<T jarly sixties 
the first ever organized’in the town. 
He was an ardent Unionist In the dark 
days of the civil war, and while physi
cally unable to go to the front as a sol
dier, he yet did a soldier’s duty at home 
in caring for the widows and orphans of 
those who gave their lives for the na
tion’s preservation. All this was done 
modestly, without ostentation, and in 
such quiet ways that even his own right 
hand dld,not know the good the left one 
was dolng.X

Mr. Vvaltoh became a Master Mason, 
July 6, 1853, and was always an active 
craftsman. His knowledge of Masonry 
was thorough, and its principles ap
pealed to his noble nature as worthy of 
dally exemplification. July 6. 1903 Ty
rone Lodge tendered him a royal ban- 
quent In honor of his fiftieth anniversary 
as a member of the order. Masonry 
has lost one of its noblest sons In the 
transition of Mr. Walton. He was also 
a power in financial circles, and held 
the position of vice-president of the 
First National Bank of Tyrone at the 
time of his departure from earth. In 
politics Mr. Walton was'a Republican of 
the Abraham Lincoln school, hence a 
patriot, not a partisan In any respect. 
Honest men and principle were more to 
him than a party label, The Bankers’ 
Association of Philadelphia honored 
Mr. Walton’s memory by sending an ex
quisite collection of orchids, costing 
fifty dollars, as a token of the high es
teem in which he was held, on the occa
sion of his funeral.

Wary of SpMM Literature.' * »
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 

OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
This work essays to utilize and ex

plain the vast array of facta in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to tha 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents,,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

splrlt world> Present-
*J}® spiritual philosophy and tha 

real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject ara 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1. ’

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
. .. man.

nnrf ail “e. the latest investigations 
iscoyeries, and a thorough presen-

8 lntere8ting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1. 6
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT

Tbla°LnlHE SACRED HEART.VENT' 
ona 1® bo,o c was written for an object, 
and has been pronounced equal In its

Ot ,the..d‘abolical method“ o? 
atholicism to Uncle Tom’s Cabin.1’ 

Price, 25 cents. ,IL

Ofl l^d to the light
A thrilling psychological story of 

evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what ‘The Secrets of 0eceCnt“sVent" 18 t0 Catb0“e‘8" prlce 

diuCmshiDndN 6Vel0p and cultlvate me! 
ists“ TheirNBt™eH °f emlnent Spiritual
ists. I heir testimony. Eight-Daes tract for mission work, singlef conles 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25. B copies.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL 1
By Emma Rood Tuttle. i'tus Volumn 

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers The 
poems me admirably adapted for’recite S,,“ ’"s“' S:

THE LYCEUM GUIDE. (
For the home, the Iyceum and socle

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emm R0<^ 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of whffih a 
progressive Iyceum, a spiritual or lib 
erai society may be organized and com 
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents Exf 
press charges unpaid. *
ANGELL PRIZE] CONTEST RECITA- 

»• p'or.hu“aae,educatlon, with plan of 
toe Angell Prize Oratorical Contests

Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cento 
All books sent postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publish^ 
—_____________ Berlin Heights. Ohio.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS
AND

Oilier Offerings, 
BY 

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

For sixteen years It has been the 
writer's privilege to know Mr. Walton 
well, and to be honored with his.friend
ship At all gatherings of Spiritualists, 
whether at camp-meetings, .local meet
ings, or national conventions, Isaac P. 
Walton was always the same devoted 
friend to the cause of Spiritualism, 
the same true triend and loyal brother. 
He was a firm believer in organization 
for Spiritualists, and lias been a goner- 
ous supporter of the N. S. A. since its 
inception at Chicago in 1893. He was 
frequently a delegate to its annual con
ventions, and served on many import
ant committees, always advantageously 
to the association, and to Spiritualism. 
Through Mr. Walton’s influence, the 
writer was selected to deliver the ad
dress to the graduating class of the Ty
rone City High School in 1902. He had 
hoped to introduce Spiritualistic Ric- 
lures the following autumn, but circum
stances over which neither one of us 
had control prevented the fulfillment of 
bls desires in this respect.
_ I,s??c Walton, the gentle Quaker- 
bpiritualist, the good man and true, has 
gone to. his reward. Tyrone has lost 
her foremost citizen, Masonry one of 
its truest representatives, the business 
world its noblest son, Spiritualism a 
loyal defender, scores of worthy poor 
tbeir never-falling, helper, hundreds of 
men and women a true friend, in his de-

thJ? ♦ ® c°ntafn8 a selection ol
the best poems of this gifted author and 
Btoryettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages with six full-page illustrations 
including photogravures of the author 
aadhc>,alr Tuttie. It is bound in btae 
with aluminum embossing. Manv o? 
recitettons.are eSPeCially adapted‘

The author needs no introdurtfrm the spiritual public. He? song^ a ° 
among the best in spiritual literature 
Epes Sargent said of one of her dm™ 
that It was the equal of anything m th! 
anguage, and that she was the poet of 

the Nevz Dispensation. 1
The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems ” ' 
That erudite critic. Wm. En^ette 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good nnetrS 
this book is confidently.recommnnai!)^

Will Carlton: "I have" road“gr^ 
interest:” -“««cm

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Human ita.' S 
¡¡ian says: "A most exquisite bouqu^’ 

ti‘0u^hts echo and reecho 
through the deepest recesses of mv 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page." 1
..-rThM auth°r says in the dedication-i 
"To those whose thoughts and loi«’™ 
reach Into the unseen Land of ^v.-fu3 
this handful of asphodel? mi^d^th 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at

Price $1.00. For sale by ' ,
HUDSON TUTTLE,

- ________  Berlin Heights, Oh!x '

The Arcana of Spiritualism?
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy, ■

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is Intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. Ic 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will- 
arise in the minds bf investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to '
HUDSON TUTTLE, - 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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“Love—Sex— Immortality-" 
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his father, a notorious poacher; others 
spoke of the happiness brought to them 
by the revival of belief. ■

NOW IS THE TIME TO COMMENCE 
ESTABLISHING A SPIRITUAL AND 
OCCULT LIBRARY, BY SUBSCRIB-

subscription now, and introduce 
paper to your neighbor.

91 00 
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system of telegraphic communl- 
has brought the whole world in 
connection than were small
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Spiritual and Material Progress.
It Is a fact worthy of thought, that

ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS. LOOK 
THE WORLD OVER, AND YOU CAN 
not find Another such oppor-

' TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION i
Th» PiioauEsaivu Tuinbeh will be furnished 

Until further notloo ut the following terms, In
variably in advance:
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Remit by Postofflce Money order, Registered 

Letter or Pratt on Chicago or New York. It 
• costs front ID to 15 cents to gdt checks cashed on 

local banks, so do not send them unless you 
Wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. It FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ilk .

'IAKE NO1ICJRl
At th« expiration ot subscription, It not re. 

newed, the paper la dlacOntiuued. No bills 
- will beaentlor extra numbers.
t37”It you do not receive your paper promptly 

write ua, and any errors In address will be 
promptly corrected,, aud missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

jy Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper (changed, always give the address ol 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
. The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries is ?2.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
. You should not send money In a tet
ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th. :i you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble. ■

Bdltor-at-Large for the National spirit
' uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism, flend him 

.¡clippings when a a attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
Um at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

•great invention, such as marks the ma
terial progress of the modern world 
among enlightened peoples, was ever 
brought Into existence by a mind low 
down in mental unfoldment. Such 
mind does not yet contain the ade; 
quately matured state of development 
that must exist, to prepare it for the 
conception of grand Inventions. It 
reaches but a little way ahead of its 
present material attainments.

A floating log or tree was the first 
means of navigation, pushed by poles in 
In the hands of the navigator. Finally 
the log was scalloped, by burning or 
other rude means, forming a rude ca
noe. The pole becoming a paddle, and 
an oar. The wind was brought Into 
requisition, by rude sails. Step by step, 
little by little, as man progressed In 
mental development, in the course of 
time, he arrived at the great floating 
palaces of to-day, propelled by machin
ery set in motion by steam.

Now, be it noted that this material 
progress has ever been the resultant of 

; spiritual forces pushing man forward, 
inciting, moving, propelling him to 
think, to conceive, to act.

i The germs of all inventldris are spirit
ual ; in man’s spiritual nature they have 
their inception, and according toman’s 
spiritual growth and development has 
been his advance in arts, inventions, 
and all the concomitants of civiliza
tion, enlightenment and material prog- 
ess.

Great and wonderful as have been 
the achievements of the past, man has 
not reached the end of his progress. 
The road he is traveling has no end. 
Each step he takes as he mounts the 
ladder lifts him nearer a higher step. 
Greater inventions yet await, when 
greater spiritual and mental develop
ment shall have been achieved, and 
even in the light of the past and the 
present “it doth not yet appear what 
we shall be," In the future progress of 
mapkind. .

Progress is ever the watchword, and 
Eincc the wonderful advance in science 
and inventions during the last fifty 

• years, it is not in the power of man to 
imagine, now, what will be the achieve
ments of the race at the end of another 
half century. Our present works may 
then seem like the efforts of stumbling 
Infancy.

But of one thing we may be assured: 
¡Whatever the acme of material prog
ress may then be, it will be found that 
epiritual progress has gone forward at 
least side-by-side with it, if not in ad
vance as a herald and an insplrer of the 
work accomplished.

The Harrowti War. •
Man In Ma natural state ls but a 

slight remove from the brute. He is ft 
savage, and so far as the rights of oth
ers are concerned, he only lives for him
self, with but small regard for even off
spring after grown to maturity, ? The 
most destructive, feuds are carried on 
with each other, generally ending In 
the bloodshed of whole families, In 
time, conscious of his own weakness 
when unaided and alone, he joins with 
others and they form clans, by the 
union of several families, all agree to 
assist each other when engaged in 
strife. Dissensions continuing, clans 
unite and form confederacies for mu
tual aid and defence, Of many thus 
united, states are formed. The area, 
still enlarged, nations and empires 
spring Into being. Mutual aid in war 
and peace, are bonds, of union. Jeal
ousies and contentions are prevented 
by a general head that "commands 
what Is right and prohibits what ■ is 
wrong,” enforcing obedience by severe 
penalties.

By such union and enlargement of 
powers disputes are settled by courts, 
or, too powerful for their control, the 
military arm ify invoked, and discord Is 
avoided by the concentrated strength of 
overwhelming numbers.

Without such united mutual aid feuds 
arising from disagreement as to bound
aries, or possibly some trivial real or 
imagined insult, and they plunge head
long Into war. Death and destruction 
follow. Each party exhausts Its ability 
and resources in ruining the other. 
Whitened bones bleaching In the sun, 
palaces on fire, or their site marked by 
ashes, are all that remain of once pop
ulous cities, cheerful homes, and a 
thriving industry. The population of a 
state is reduced, and its recovery Js re
tarded for years, because of the terrible 
scourge of war.

Could we enter families and see the 
wrecks that ensue; the misery entailed 
on helpless children; widows overbur
dened with care, surrendering their 
lives to grief; and doubly orphaned 
children struggling with adversity to 
prolong life, houseless, homeless, and 
even foodlesff, then we would see some 
of the ravages of war.

Christian civilization, of which its de
fenders are ever boastful, has done 
very little to lessen the horrors of the 
battle field. It has gone on Increasing 
its ability to destroy, enlarging Its 
army and navy, while its best minds 
expend their strength, not In laboring to 
Increase the general happiness, or in 
subduing the elements, compelling 
them to minister to human needs; but 
to destroy such advances as a peaceful 
age has already Inaugurated.

This condition should be changed. In
stead of wasting the resources of a na
tion in arming for war, or defence, let 
all nations the great earth over, join in 
developing their boundless resources, 
and In augmenting human weal, resting 
assured,f If each observes the golden 
rule, which has been falsely Interpreted, 
“Do to others as others do to you," 
then there will be no outside aggres
sion; all wars for conquest will end, 
disputes will be settled by arbitration, 
and lasting peace will everywhere pre-

A Christian Weakness.
It is a petty weakness of zealous par

tisans of the Christian religion, to 
claim all morality and all educational 
enlightenment os having tneir source in 
Christianity. A sample of this weak 
partisanism Is found In some remarks 
of the Rev. W. A. Bartlett, who, like 
many other Americans, Is enthusiastic 
qver President Roosevelt’s late mes
sage, which he finds humane and just 
to all. Summing up its merits, he calls 
it “a strong Christian document.”

Commenting on this, the Chicago 
Chronicle well says:

“The word Christian Is hardly the 
term to apply to a message from the 
president of the United States to the 
people unless the message carries with 
it something of a religious character 
apart from its strictly human senti
ment. Our country recognizes no. one 
religious denomination to the exclusion 
of other sects. All religions are toler
ated.
- “There is nothing in the president’s 

message which may not appeal to the 
Jew, the Buddhist, the agnostic or the 
Mohammedan as well as the Christian. 
It deals with practical matters affecting 
the welfare of the country as a whole. 
It has nothing, to do with the future 
life, and the problems relating to the 
interests of the soul are left for each 
one to decide for himself.

“It is true that in a way Mr. Bartlett 
has the right to apply the term Chris
tian to the document exactly as the 
Jew might call it truly Jewish or the 
agnostic might praise it that it ignored 
religion and the Buddhist might de
clare it thoroughly in harmony with the 
deepest principles. of his religion, but 
in no other sense than that it is broad
ly humane can the message be called 
Christian.

“The fact is the constitution pur
posely recognizes no one religion tothe 
exclusion of others. Had President 
Roosevelt’s message been obtrusively 
Christian it would hare given needless 
offense to many Fects which have the 
right to full recognition under the con
stitution.”

o

states sixty-five years ago. We read in 
our evening newspapers of great bat
tles fought by contending armies on 
the opposite side of the globe during 
the morning hours of the same day. 
Then time and distance are no longer 
barriers to International arrangements 
for pegce, and they cannot be entered 
upon too soon, or made too emphatic.

Just as this article was completed 
the morning paper brings to hand the 
following resolution adopted by the 
Womenle Christian Temperance Union, 
in session in Philadelphia, which is In 
harmony with the above expressed 
views, and which cannot be compli
mented too highly:

“We deplore the war now raging in 
the far east with its merciless slaugh
ter, and deprecate the action of our 
government in fostering the spirit of 
militarism in the United States, by in
creasing our army and navy, furnishing 
instructors to schools and colleges, and 
by other methods for teaching the art 
of killing which breeds the desire to 
kill.” ’

Revivalism Run Mad.
A'species of religious epidemic is just 

now creating great excitement In 
Wales. Spontaneous auto-suggestion, 
hypnotic influence from the living and 
the spirit side of life, all would seem to 
enter Into the causes of the commotion. 
Hypnotism of a dominant character 
that sets aside rationality and becomes 
obsessional in its nature may exist as 
caused by spirit Influence, or by the In
fluence of mortal minds, usurping the 
victim's rightful power of self-control.

In its essential character this wild 
fanatical revivalism is of the same na
ture with the fanaticism of the Flagel
lantes who whipped themselves as a 
means of grace, In the long ago. '

A special cable dispatch to the Inter 
Ocean reads: The religious revival is 
sweeping all Wales into paroxysms of 
devotion. Bangor Is the latest district 
infected by the emotional example of 
young Evan Roberts. The fiery cross 
has set the principality aflame.

But a terrible penalty is being enact
ed by nature in return for all this un
natural excitement The Llanelly po
lice have placed under restraint a 
married man who was found raving in 
the streets. His mind became un
hinged at a revival meeting, where he 
prayed for the salvation of such of the 
deacons-as were drunkards!

Two dayq later he went on his knees 
in the office of the works where he Is 
employed, and' prayed tor tne manager 
and the directors. Then he went at 
large In the streets, talking about vis
ions seen in the night and messages ut
tered from the throne of grace; Finally 
he became so violent that he had to be 
taken to the asylum. His wife has also

have occurred at Ammonford and 
Loughor, and the victims are under re
straint at their homes.

At Rhos, the center of the North 
Wales revival, the woman who an
nounced her vision of the Messiah is 
lying in a state of nervous collapse. 
The chapel deacon who was found 
naked under his bed, shouting "Salva
tion!” is recovering.

These occurrences hare caused great 
uneasiness, and thoughtful residents 
are asking in dismay how many more 
people are to lose their wits through 
the revival’ s
. *'We do not know what will happen,” 
said one of the ministers. “They come 
and nay they want a meeting in th»
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THE ORTHODOX.
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An Illustrated'Comparison, by Dr, T. Wilkins

Well, here | am, alive, and yet I know 
not where,

Or when I ¿ame, nor do I feel I do not
• care, ■ . . ' ■

Because I know I am; that breeds some 
potent' thought,

And I would know the rest because I 
think I ought.

I thought at death man's life would find 
a final end.

And still I live, and though in darkness 
have to wend

My lonely way, I know I live and seem 
awake,

And still I cannot from my eyes this 
. darkness shake.

THE SPIRITUALIST.

O, I thinji I hear them singing now I have risen from tho body to the- 
r.» %meyhereL ., , heights where I belong; ■
Of the Savior and the land so bright 1 am In the land of spirit, 'mid the ever 
\ j ■ restless throng; -
And their voices all appealing in a I have passed beyond the border of the 

prayer, ■ ’earth to land of soul,
To the boatman to be rowing But am still within the purview of the 
For a Christian who Is going Great Eternal Whole.

With a crown bedecked with jewels
• rich and rare. As I mingled with my kindred in the
, . body on the earth,

O, I have not met tho Savior over here, I am mingling with* my kindred In this 
And I wonder if my record Is all clear. .........................
I qm waiting at the landing in good 

cheer;
Though the way is n<ft the brightest
I’m discouraged not the slightest, 

For before the blessed Lord I must ap
pear. -I once was sure that down within the 

. glopmy grave
Was rest and peace for master and tor ’Twjxt the darkness and the twilight 1 

lowly slave; _ . must stay,
But only find my mortal eyes in dark- Till file dawning of a. new and brighter 

ness closed, '"'‘’day;" •••
And learn there Is no “rest and peace,” Till the clouds of superstition pass 

as I supposed. ' away, .
When a yearning for the turning 
And a burning for the learning 

Will bring aid to lead mo on: For this 
I pray.

I find my aspirations all the same, and 
feel

That some sweet day a friend will hear 
my strong appeal

And bring me light from some eternal, 
brilliant day ■ .

That will dispel all doubt and drive the 
■ clouds awdy.

I know I lived ja moral life on earth 
while there;

I know the burdens'of the weak I loved 
to share,

And hence, I must arise with other 
souls, of right,

And find the truth, the world of life, 
eternal light.

I know the earth was made for me as 
other men,

And I shall see as others see; I know 
not when.

But with the fact that I exist, comes 
hope to know

The how, the why, the right, the light;
I: shall be so.

I have prayed to meet St. Peter at thë 
gate;

I have sought to see the Master, but 
must wait,*

For the Christians are so many, here of 
lato,

And the- Christian trusts are 
warming

To the lines in heaven, forming, 
For the purpose there of learning of 

their fate.

Yes, I know I am still living—know It 
well, ..

And I know I must be patient for a spell 
In the twilight of the Boul-land, not in 

’ hell, 
For I find since my transition, 
That the hell is but condition, 

And that heaven is where peaceful spir
its dwell.

new and higher birth. -
All the knowledge of the spirit thajf I

gained ere coming here, 
Was of value at my entrance Into this 

bright spirit sphere. .
I have learned some things since com-, 

ing that I never knew before; "
That a man may be a Christian in be

lief and nothing more;
That a man may have a vision and 

know nothing of the cause; ■ ■
That a man may be a spirit and know 

■ nothing of the laws. 1
That a man may know of spirit and its 

independent state,
And be dwarfed by some condition, 

such as bigotry and hate; '
That a man may be a Christian and be 

just, and true, and kind, .
And be equal In advancement, though 

still ignorant and blind. .
I have learned that through the ages 

that have passed this way before,
None’have ever found St. Peter 

their Jesus at the door;
That all saviors and all masters 

within the human mind,
And the heaven and the hell are 

conditions that we find.

or

are

but

I have met no one in soul-land who has 
seen the great .white throne;

l have found no one so perfect that the
splrit is full grown;

have found no one so knowing that 
he finds naught else to know;

have found the soul-land roomy for 
the souls who wish to grow.

have found the spirit mirror that re
flects each thought and deed;

have found Dame Nature’s haven 
where her children rest and feed;

have found no walls of jasper and no 
streets of shining gold;

But I have found 
been fitted to

I have found this 
we pass from

that each spirit has 
Its mole.
world accepts us as 
scenes of earth,

Book and Bur# tllje Effigy—Dr. 
Peebles—on Top of It,” is the sentiment, that 
comes floating into this office fro in a prominent 
medium I Verily what an intense Excitement all 
along the line this book has created, almost 
equal to that which the Great Psychological 
Crime caused when first launched as an object 
lesson upon the ranks of Spiritunlista. “Burn 
the Book I” “Burn in Effigy Dr. Peebles I” “De
stroy the Book as you would a Noxious Weed I” 
Such are the sentiments expressed! Verily, the 
time has arrived in Spiritualism, to be thought
ful, and calmly discuss al! the so-called weak
nesses of our Cause. Evidently Dr. Peebles is 
highly gifted in presenting “burning” questions, 
and the discussion in reference to his book has
created great interest in this country and Eu
rope. Each issue of the paper is very carefully 
watched to see what is said upon this important 
topic. Remember, the book “Obsession, or De 
monism of the Ages,” will be sent out during the
discussion, for $1.00, postage prepaid, 
having an immense sale.

chapel, and within an hour the place is 
crowded with people who have come 
from their housework and their shops, 
from the pits and brick works.

“For a week after the revival began 
I was skeptical of the reality of it, but 
on Sunday week, when I was in the 
pulpit, I felt suddenly moved, and I got 
up and spoke without knowing what I 
should say. ■

“I prayed that we might all bring God 
more closely into our lives. A man got 
up and proposed a special meeting for 
prayer to follow the service. We held 
the meeting, and It lasted for hours, As 
soon as the people went out others 
flocked in. Ever since we have been 
bolding meetings until I am quite ex
hausted. . ■

"On Saturday it was proposed that 
we should go out into the streets. It 
was a new thing for me, but soon 1 
found myself marching at the head of 
my people singing hymns. They went 
into the public houses, brought the 
men out, and took them to the chapel in 
various stages of Intoxication.

“They came carrying bottles of beer 
in their hands, and had bottles in their 
pockets. When they got Sober they 
handed over the bottles, or took them 
outside and smashed them.”

A meeting was held yesterday morn
ing in the Baptist chapel at Ponkey, a 
curious little village straggling down 
the hillside, with houses built In con
fusion at all angles to the streets.

The chapel was crowded. Dozens of 
mothers rocked babies on their knees 
while they sang plaintive Welsh hymns.

There was no great preacher to at
tract them. There was no music save 
that of their own sweet voices. There 
were no prayers except those they 
themselves offered. Three or four min
isters were there, but they took little 
part In the service. This is a people’s 
revival.

A white haired old man rose and 
prayed. As his prayer ceased a voice 
raised a familiar hymn, and the gather
ing joined in. It was a beautiful hymn, 
which rose and fell in mournful ca
dences, and died away In a gentle 
"Amen.” Probably in no English 
church or chapel could such sweet sing
ing be heard.

The meeting lasted two hours or 
more. Now a man spoke, then a wo
man, and then came a hymn. One wo
man,-in a-voice broken with sobs, 
prayed for her erring relatives. A 
young man prayed for the conversion of

Talmage’s.? Denunciations of Spirit
ualism.

We have received something less 
than 1,000 replies to Talmage’s denun
ciation of Spiritualists and Splritual- 
istn. Hudson Tuttle, editor-at-large, an
swered him fully, saying all that was 
necessary to put the reverend “pran- 
cer" in his proper light before the 
world.

A Htippy Horse.
Said the" man’ whose equine acquaint

ances outnumber the humans he knows 
intlm'ately, and who seems glad of it:

“There is a wise old horse belonging 
to a grocer in Wentworth avenue, and 
he might appropriately be called the 
children's friend. The store is close to 
a schoolhouse, qnd this horse friend of 
mine spepds much of his time standing 
in front Of the store when his wagon is 
not In cofiinissibn.

"He hat-a habit of standing with his 
forefeet gn the. sidewalk gazing into 
the store, At such times the children 
fairly swarm oil3 him. They jump into 
the wagdfi and^hold the reins; they 
climb o tv; it op of) and walk underneath 
the kindly- animal, and he looks be- 
nignantly down? upon them, and is of
ten rewarded fof his good nature With 
bits of sugar and candy and other 
things tl^t horses like. '

"There are few happier faces in town, 
if you know how to read horse faces, 
than this1 Of my'four-legged friend. May 
he live Iqftg andialways be happy.”— 
Chicago filter Cjfean.

Spiritism andMrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. DaionstratM futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 centa.

The Light of Egypt” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-bebk of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos®. 
phy. Pride $2- her volume.

“The. Romhnce.oi Jude. A story of 
the Life and.Tlmes of.the Naxarene and 
His People.". Through the mediumship 
of Mrs.. MJ T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt. tJEly'Sii'cents..

METHODS. JUST THINK OF IT, 
ELEVEN EXTREMELY VALUABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS, NEATLY AND 
SUBSTANTIALLY BOUND IN CLOTH, 
SENT TO YOU FOR $335. AFTER 
WE PAY THE POSTAGE WE REAL
IZE A TRIFLE OVER $2 FOR THE

DOLLARS (FOR WHICH WE DO NOT 
RECEIVE EVEN A CENT OF INTER
EST) ARE REQUIRED TO INAUGU
RATE OUR DIVINE PLAN, OUR 
SUBSCRIBERS RECEIVING THE 
BENEFIT THEREOF. THEREFORE 
IT CAN WELL BE SAID THAT THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER READERS 
ARE THE MOST ADVANCED IN ALL 
THINGS THAT PERTAIN TO SPIRIT
UALISM AND OCCULT SUBJECTS 
GENERALLY OF ANY PEOPLE OfT 
THIS QLOBE. THIS DIVINE PLAN 
SHOULD BE FULLY APPRECIATED 
BY SPIRITUALISTS, AND THEY

As the earth accepts the spirit, in our 
innocence, at birth;

I have found the high and holy. In this 
land, to be just those

Who on earth were true and noble, and 
by energy arose.

I have found no god of fashion, and no 
millionaire of greed;

( have found no loving Savior who will 
sanction any creed;

I have found no kind of devil but the

I

I

lower trend of man;
have found no great Jehovah in all 

Mother Nature’s plan.
have found a common entrance and 

no seats here in reserve;

ELEVEN BOOKS. THIS IS OUR DI- SHOULD RECIPROCATE BY AL-
VINE PLAN, TO ADVANCE OUR 
PATRONS ALONG SPIRITUAL AND 
OCCULT LINES AT THE LEAST 
POSSIBLE COST, MAKING THEM 
THE BEST POSTED PEOPLE ON 
EARTH IN REFERENCE TO ALL

WAYS RENEWING THEIR SUB
SCRIPTIONS PROMPTLY, AND AT 
THE SAME TIME ENDEAVOR TO IN
DUCE OTHERS TO SUBSCRIBE FOR 
THE PAPER,' THUS EXTENDING 
OUR USEFULNESS.

1 have found no one is holding any pew 
with gold or nerve;

Lhave found no class distinction, no re
venge in Nature's laws; ..._

I have found all things evolving from 
and toward a perfect cause. "*

In the trueness, In the justness of pro
gression’s onward roll,

I have found no sect, religion or belief 
can change the soul.

1 have seen the sad and gloomy and the 
blind uplifted, free,

And 1 know there is great value in all 
knowledge given me.

DR. T. WILKINS.

LITYÌe BIT OF A BABY BOY.
CHRISTMAS.MISSIONARY WORK.

Spiritualists residing In the southern 
portions of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and 
Missouri; also those in all parts of 
Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas and 
Oklahoma, who are desirous of having 
missionary work in their respective 
communities are requested to write at 
once to the undersigned for dates and 
terms. I am ready to work week days, 
week nights and Sundays, and only 
seek the co-operation- of the local 
friends who are really interested in 
Spiritualism. Write now, and make 
sure of time. Yours for Spiritualism, 

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President and Misslonary-at-Large, N.

S. A., General Delivery, Wheeling, 
West Virginia.

THE POWER OF SELF-FORMATION.
“The Power of Self-Formation" is a 

new book announced by Leroy Berrier, 
Its author and publisher, as now being 
in process of publication. It will be is
sued In paper binding for 50 cents; In 
art vellum cloth, gilt top and title, for 
80 cents.

This book is to present the subject of 
self formation from a human cuiturlst 
point of consideration. The' author is a 
devotee of the Science of Human Cul
ture, and an adherent of tne new psy
cho-physiology. The proposition which 
Is demonstrated by the citation of act
ual practice in life, is this: Self-forma
tion of mental and physical conditions 
is now an established fact in the Sci
ence of Human Culture. Two discover
ies in the sciences of psychology and 
physiology during the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, completely placed 
the power of self-formation in the grasp 
of the human race.

This little scientific treatise presents 
in a simple style those two great dis
coveries and demonstrates the power of 
self-formation as well as presenting the 
most advanced systems for the cultiva
tion of the mentation that controls the 
power of formation.

The author demonstrates the fact 
that we cannot expect to utilize our 
powers until we have become conscious 
of them and cultivated and trained 
them into established power. Self-for
mation means the ability to be just 
what we desire to*be, and this consti
tutes the highest of all achievements.

The Power of Self-Fonnatlon will be 
completed and on the market about hol
iday time. It already has an advance 
sale of 501 copies. Send all orders to 
the office’of The Progressive Thinker, 
40 Loomis street, Chicago, III.

Little bit of a baby boy— 
Never could have his way. 

Never a gleam or a glint of joy, 
Life a long rainy day.

Father always too busy to tell 
The stories he loved to hear;

No one to comfort him when he fell, 
' No one to see the tear.

Always so healthy, his mother said— 
Couldn’t get sick if he tried;

Just had to see he was washed and fed 
And punish him when ne cried. ■

Only the angels in heaven knew 
The ache in that little breast—

Away up there in the sky of blue 
They knew him and loved him best.

And so when a cloud came sailing low, 
Came out of that sky above,

The little fellow was ready to go— 
For oh! how he longed for love!

—Jas Montague.

“How to Train Children and Pa
rents." Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases It is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it 
Price 25 cents.

Listen to the joy-bells as they ring, 
Count the gladdened tones of cheer, 

Sounding through the spaces, as they 
sing, 

Songs of Christmas drawing near!

Hearken to the echoes as they rise, 
Sweeping on, from sphere to sphere, 

Up from lowly earth-land to the skies, 
Christmas-tide is drawing near!

Lift, then, sombre shadows from the 
heart,

Cast away the care and fear, 
Let God’s sunlight in to do its part— 

Christmas-time is drawing near!
Little ones that prattle In their glee, 

Winsome faces sweet and dear,
Voices full of laughing melody— 

Signs of Christmas, drawing near!
Peace on earth, and good-will give to 

men, .
This the message, strong and clear, 

Let us now fulfill its meaning when, 
Christmas day is drawing near!

ELLA DARE.

«Death, Ite Meaning sad Keenlta.- 
•By J. K- Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vob 
nme, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor's experience. Cloth, 580 pages, Il
lustrated. CL2&. . . _____ ;

The Widow’s Mite

a

The Progressive Thinker during its 
Fall and Winter Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought. You 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send in your

DF-AR. DR. FUNK:-I TAKE THE LIBERTY TO WRITE YOU IN 
REGARD TO THE '‘WIDOW’S MITE.” I AM A BORN AND BRED 
SPIRITUALIST AND HAVE BEEN PRESIDENT OF A SPIRITUAL. 
1ST CAMP FOR SIX YEARS AND AM NOW A DIRECTOR IN THE 
SAME CAMP. I HAVE READ THE “WIDOW’S MITE” AND AM 
NOW READING IT FOR THE SECOND TIME, AND I WISH TO 
CONGRATULATE YOU. IT IS THE MOST READABLE BOOK ON 
SPIRITUALISM I HAVE EVER READ AND I HAVE READ A 
GOODLY NUMBER. I WISH EVERY SPIRITUALIST COULD AND 
WOULD READ IT AND HEED YOUR SUGGESTIONS. I THINK IT 
WOULD PUT SPIRITUALISM ON A BASIS THAT WOULD COM
MAND THE RESPECT OF A VAST MAJORITY,OF ITS OPPON
ENTS. YOUR VIEWS AND ADVICE TO ITS ADHERENTS ARE IN 
EVERY WAY COMMENDABLE. ALTHOUGH A STRANGER TO 
YOU AND MY TESTIMONIAL UNSOUGHT, IT AFFORDS ME THE 
KEENEST ENJOYMENT TO BE ABLE TO WRITE AS I HAVE 
WRITTEN, AND I BEG THE FURTHER PLEASURE OF THANK
ING YOU FOR YOUR MASTERLY TREATMENT OF A SCORNED 
mT!A. MOST RESPECTFULLY YOURS,

B: L. ROBINSON, M. D.

THF. ' A RQVE R^-M AUK ABLE BOCK IS FOR SALE AT THE OF 
FIOE OF TOR PROGRESSIVE THINKER. PRICE, ?2.

I. „



The Great Obsession
As Viewed by the Wisconsin Philoiopher.

. c
‘Tinman Culture and Cure. 

First The Philosophy of Cure.

logiqal lines, • Th&,battle is on. It rages on both sides jbf the line. The 
mighty hosts of the angels of light are-marshalling forces. Thi 
denizens of darkness are being lined up in battle afey. The whole 
earth is convulsed. The nations are in perplexity bordering on distress, 
old foundations are being inundated. Hoary-headectTBystepis of relig
ion are being swept away. - The powers of-the heave® auc shaken. ’

But in the midst of it all, the glorified spirit of the Xairifl jnay be seen 
walking upon the waters, saying, “Peace on earth, good will to men.’’ 
The trumpet of recall is heard. The wav is ended. The victory is won. 
Love reigns, and all mankind are free forevermore; (

Philadelphia, Pa. ’ N. F. RAVLIN.

THE ANIMAL KNEW HIM- SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.

A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J.
M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon- . 

ism of the Ages.”
EDUCATE the masses in everything that pertains 

TO SPIRITUALISM, portray IN VIVID colors all that is 
GRAND, BEAUTIFUL AND SOUL-UPLIFTING CONNECTED WITH 
IT, AND AT THE SAME TIME PRESENT TO THE WORLD CER
TAIN UNPLEASANT FEATURES,* CONSISTING OF OBSESSION 
OR EVIL SPIRITS. THUS EQUIPED WITH A FULL AND COM
PREHENSIVE KNOWLEDGE OF BOTH SIDES, ONE CAN INVES
TIGATE SPIRITUALISM UNDERSTANDINGLY. READ CARE
FULLY WHAT REV. N, F. RAVLIN SAYS. HE IS ONE OF OUR 
FOREMOST LECTURERS AND THINKERS.

OBSESSION A FACT.
To the Editor:—It seems strange to me that any intelligent Spiritual

ist can deny that evil or ignorant spirits do obsess, influence, or control 
certain sensitives in the mortal form, sometimes with malicious intent, 

■ but more frequently through ignorance.
The truth of Spiritualism rests upon the fact.of spirit return; but to 

suppose that only the good come back, and that they and they alone can 
or do influence mortals, is illogical and absurd. Such a theory would 
force tlie conclusion that the death of the physical body transforms 
wicked men and women into angelic beings, which is an unthinkable 
proposition. . . .

The unfoldment of man’s higher nature must come from within, and 
the death of his external form is powerless to effect any such result. 
Evil doers are evil doers still, and will be until they shall cease to do 
evil, and learn to do well. They can remain in the love and practice of 
evil as long as they sb desire. No power will force them to lead a bet
ter life. They are in the world of spirits, but they are not in the spirit
ual world. . ’

. They have not left their old haunts of vice. Where vile ttien and 
women do congregate, there they are at home. Sensuality, in all its 
baser and more revolting forms, reigns supreme on the lower planes of

• the spirit world. Here crime is bred and mischief is hatched. _ 
It’ is an undisputed fact that intemperance is the cause of more crime, 

suffering, pauperism and death, than all other causes combined. The 
saloon, the brothel and the gambling den are crowded with their damned 
victims, in the form and out of it. Is it to be supposed for a moment 
that these inebriated wretches become transformed at death into moral 
and spiritual beings! Or*are they confined in some spirit prison, and 
prevented from returning to their old haunts ? This proposition would 
be a reversal of the church theory that demons only are privileged to 
roain abroad. Neither of the above theories is true. Physical death 
does not, cannot, change the moral nature.

; Neither are we to suppose that wicked spirits sleep with their mortal 
bodies in the grave while the good are ranging the fields of Paradise.

_ Thleij where are the wicked people who have passed and are constantly 
’ passing the Great Divide? They are surely somewhere, and are doing 

something. Never having learned to do good and never having ceased 
to do evil, it follows logically that they are doing to-day what they al
ways have done. The truth is, they have really never left the earth 
conditions amid which they have lived and died.

A hundred thousand drunkards in this country die or pass out of the 
mortal form every year, and if the truth were known, many of thçm be
come recruiting agents, to fill the depleted ranks of inebriates, from the 
young men of this country. Some irresistible unseen power often in

»? flames men and even women with a desire for a drink of whiskey, or 
I “^ome .other intoxicant. The writer is personally knowing to many in

stances of this kind. Refined,'chaste'wornéfi1, under some unseen con
" trol have been known to curse and swear, and use the vilest language, 
- which would be revolting in the extreme to them in their normal 

state. Moral, upright church people as soon as they begin to investi
gate Spiritualism and submit to the control of certain spirit influences, 
soon become reckless and immoral in their lives, and the change for the 
.worse is charged to Spiritualism by the church; but Spiritualism in 
truth has had nothing to do with the change. A counterfeit article 
palmed off on the investigator by some deceiving control is responsible 
for the mischief. Pure Spiritualism cannot lead, from higher to lower 
planes of living. When that which is assumed to be Spiritualism does 
that, it furnishes proof positive of the truth of obsession.

Many so-called mediums are simply obsessed people, undeveloped 
sensitives under the control of immoral, deceiving spirits. In saying 
this, the writer casts no reflection upon the medium, but the spirit con- 
trois wink at immorality, lying and deception. This kind of business 
is what has so long brought Spiritualism into disrepute. It has had to 
carry whole train loads of barnacles that do not belong to it, and it has 
Keen through the influence, control and teachings of sensual, carnal, 
earth-bound spirits that the cause we love has been thus handicapped.

Now, Mr. Editor, with some personal observations and experiences in 
treating for obsession, I will close.

■ In two instances the writer has saved the medium-from deatKby'cast- 
ing out the spirit on murder bent. The writer has treated faany ob
sessed persons when the spirit controlling would curse and damn me 
and swear to kill me—language which the persons coming for treat
ment would never use in their normal state. One case I will relate that 
came under the writer’s personal observation, and those who deny ob
session are asked to explain it upon any other hypothesis. The case 
was that of a-little girl seven years of age. She could both see and 
bear spirits, and was accustomed to play with spirit children, and they 
were so natural that she could hardly distinguish between those in the 
form and those in spirit. But there was an adult spirit that sometimes 
controlled her to act very ugly toward her mother. She was afraid of 
him, but could not help herself. He told her who he was, and that he 
was hanged for murder, but he swore he would kill her if she told his 
-name. One day her mother was giving her a bath and he controlled her 
to jight her mother and to curse and swear at her, till the child in a brief 
lucid moment gave his name, when instantly her head was drawn back 

’ till she was well nigh lifeless, when she was released from his power by 
the higher forces that chanced to be present.

What was the effect of this murderer’s attempt to take the child’s 
life? Her neck on the left side and under the ear was discolored and 
bore the marks of the hangman’s rope. Now, did a ministering angel 
thus treat this child, or was it the decarnate murderer that sought her 
life? He was using the little girl in order to learn more perfectly the 
law of control and use this knowledge in revenge for his own taking off.

Another case in which the writer and his companion were the instru
ments through whom release finally came, was that of a lady-declared 
to be hopelessly insane by the authorities of the asylum, and who had 
"been in this condition for twenty-two years. She was cured and re
stored to perfect sanity by silent mental treatment for obsession.; '

Thus we might multiply instances in proof of the fact of obsession. 
If we appeal to history, the same fact crops out all along the line. The 
new testament narratives are full of it. In truth it was a very import- 
àïit part of thé apostles’ work to cast out devils. .

In conclusion, the writer would say that he has not read Dr. Peebles’ 
book, but has read sundry adverse criticisms of it, and the spirit shown 
by some of his critics’furnishes proof positive of the truth of obsession. 
No one unless influenced by a demon could use such language, express 
such diabolical wishes, or breathe such horrible imprecations upon the’ 
venerable author of said book. It is evident some of the demons in the 
spirit world were hit, and hit hard, till they were made to fear that their 
vocation might be in danger, so they show their resentment through the 
organisms that repudiate the very idea of being thus influenced.

.The cause-of true Spiritualism can never be advanced by the use of 
harsh epithets, and bitter personalities. While Spiritualism reveals the 
danger compassing mediumship, it also points out the path of safety. 
While it discloses the evil, it also reveals the good. In \ts economy,

. while angels will never become devils, devils may become angels. Here
in lies the superlative grandeur of its philosophy. Evil is overcome by 
Good; Error, by Truth; Darkness, by Light; Ignorance, by Knowledge; 
end Lust, by Love. . . . .

■ We are in the arena of conflict where battles are to be fought and vic
tories won. The mighty struggle between right and wrong, between 
«manhood enslaved or emancipated, is being fought out along psycho-

I have read Dr. J. M. Peebles’ “Spirit Obsession, the l}emonism of the 
Ages. ” It is a great work. It gives such a comprehensive, clear pic
ture, panoramic view, of the world Spiritualism as has never before 
been given by either mortal or spirit. It is faithful, honest, and un
biased. It is the effort of painstaking labor and research. It is a pres
entation timely, interesting and instructive.'

I was not, looking for anything but the shadow on the canvas. It 
did. more; it painted the attractiveness of the inestijnable value, and 
bright side as well. It is neither -visionary nor speculative; it is matter 
of fact and solid. And what is of great importance it is practical. It 
proposes no destructive, abrupt change, as some other sensational Spir
itualist books have done. It is valuable knowledge t’o% take with us for 

,-use when we pass on to the stage of action. ‘
Dr. Peebles begins the book by asking some pettiiffinf and most use-- 

ful questions. -It passes on to show wherein lies the Winger, of trusting 
everything to the spirits, as has been too much done bythe Oriental na
tions. It shows that in China, India and Japan, Splniualism -is much 
more general than it yet is in America. It presente voluminous evi
dence. From their experience it is easily suggestiye^^t lesson Mod
ern Spiritualism remains to learn. . ■

In the little nation of Korea is where the Doctor fifiind-Spiritualism 
had done its worst. ' ■

In Japan he found Spiritualism to differ from the bible in that it was 
mostly the women that were attacked. ; .

In China he found all the phases of mediumship with which we are 
familiar in the West. j J;

In India a very intelligent Hindu says: “It is strapge that in India 
mediumship, except in very rare instances, is looked Upon by us as a 
great misfortune, while the Spiritualists of the West seem to encourage 
it as a means of communication between the living.and the dead, or, be
tween men and the angels. It is sad to think what terrible misfortunes 
they are bringing upon their several communities by thus ignorantly 
breaking down the barriers erected by nature betweip the two worlds. 
Our knowledge has been bought by the miseries of ancestral experience, 
and perhaps the Western nations will have to journey the same road.”

This Hindu has failed to learn that there never before has been so 
great a general enlightenment as now exists here in the West. It is so 
great here, that we have already taken a step for the. first time, which 
is, to start a Spiritualist college. This was done through the far-sight
edness that detected the lurking danger in the distance. .

In India the Doctor found the general sentiment to tfe that while Spir
itualism was a truth, yet, as practiced there, the result was more detri
mental than beneficial. White magic meant the bright side, and black 
magic meant the dark side. Theosophy was largely speculation, and 
reincarnation void of any fact in its behalf.

In Greece he found things just a little better. The Grecian mind en
tertained Spiritualism, but in a little more enlightened fonn.

In Australia he was told that the higher spirits found it very difficult 
to find a medium through whom they could communiqpte. > [ j

In Judea, Spiritualism dated back four or five thoijsand years before 
the Christian era. He eould not learn that there was! ever a Spiritual
ism there that the United States would welcome. Tip nqy testament 
account of the mediumship of Jesus to cast evil spirits out of mortal 
victims is first class. ' 1’ i

On witchcraft, the Doctor brings to Modern Spiritjialisfs most valu
able light. In all the fifty-five years this subject has remained in much 
obscurity. It wiis not the work of so high a class <jf spirits .as those 
that introduced. Modern Spiritualism. . .It .should alsd be, A^ded that 
the mortal mind was then in greater darkness. • • •»-th '• •

The Doctor has-algo given a more rational and wholesome analysis of 
hypnotism than has before fallen to my lot.

On “Why Is Obession Allowed?” he says: “It may be asked, why do 
not good, pure-minded, exalted spirits interpose and prevent obsession ? 
Just as wisely ask why good, honest officials on earth do not prevent all 
vice and wrong-doing. Spirits and angels are not endowed with infi
nite power. They do what they reasonably can. '(The attitude will 
largely govern there as here. A selfish, positive spirit, with base mo
tives and a potent will, may obsess; where a sensitive,!refined, negative 
mother in spirit life might fail to counteract the obsessing influence.”

He gives extracts from Swedenborg’s diary, kept in London between 
the years 1747 and 1749, that alone are worth the price of the book;

The Doctor, in this book, has made somnambulism no longer an uncer
tain quantity. It is a clear instance of obsession.

The “Spirits in prison” question has received numberless versions. 
The book dears away all of this mist. ■ '

Modern Spiritualism is no longer a baby. It no loriger needs a milk 
diet. It can now bear the whole truth. The blackest, most ominous 
cloud darting forked lightnings, should fill no twentieth century mind 
with dismay. The new Spiritualism from heaven has come to an ad
vanced enlightenment on earth. Progress is written in big letters all 
along the way. That which frightens the Orientals, brings cheer to the 
Occidentals.

Spiritualism is a co-partnership between the two worlds. As Idng 
as the earth side failed on its part, of .course the whole business was a 
failure. There are still a very few modern Spiritualists on the an
cient “ go-as-you-please ” and would continue to leave everything
to the spirits. Happily the number is small and daily becomes less.

Dr. Peebles is entitled to thanks and praise for his contribution of 
rich intelligence at this critical time. He has cleared away a mountain 
of rubbish. Hereafter if any fail to travel the flowery path, it will not 
be the fault of Dr. Peebles. None can be spared, so it is important that 
the last Spiritualist should be converted from obstacle throwing as soon 
as possible. . '

The book says, “Spiritual life is a divine life, a social life, a construct
ive life, a redemptive life. Obsessing spirits are hearing, believing, 
and multitudes of them are moving up on to higher plhfiies'bf existence 
where, after a time, they become divine helpers. Sometimes they bring 
these dazed, distressed spirits of the lower spheres jpt$ quiet, orderly 
seance rooms that they may the more cognize both their shadowy en
vironments and their moral incompleteness.” ? ?

A,particular beauty of the volume is, it advocates no iihpracticable 
form of mediumship. We know the modern mediums.¡have suffered un
told agonies in their various developments. It is up tjp the' mortal now 
to do something that shall stop such suffering. There is one remedy, 
and only one. It is in the establishment of institutionb^f learning 
where the whole subject-shall be profoundly studied^nd'^bly taught. 
Fortunately, very fortunately, this idea is growing injiowei,. A few of 
the Spiritualists are like the boy that went to a phrenologist! to have his 
head examined. The professor told him he would never d® for a farm
er, for after planting the com he could never wait, fbr it^o grow; he 
would want the full harvest at once. ThestfSpiritualists, if they can’t 
have the whole work accomplished in a night, they would have nothing. 

; Obsession is dangerous only to the ignorant. Th^ required knowl
edge must be special rather than general. The be^ defense against 
trouble is to understand it. . ■ . >nx in.-

Do I endorse everything in the book? No. A lit^e of The Doctor’s 
supernaturalism, which he hasn’t yet fully outgro^,’,^'infused in 
spots. I am past accepting this. This borders-on tlie ancuent theolog
ical, which is something separate and apart from Spibituidism. Presi
dent Lincoln is said, to have "had his faults. Gladstone a giant 
statesman and a pigmy theologian. Ingersoll was up-pp theology and 
down on Spiritualism. We overlook all this in Lincoln/Gladstone and 
Ingersoll. Is there one so cruel that he cannot be equally generous to 
Peebles? ■ . ' - E. AY. BALDWIN.

Madison, Wis. ■

\ Curious Case of Recognition After 
Twenty Years, '

There lived in Auburn, N. Y., some 
sixty years ago, a clergyman, ■■■ an inti
mate friend of my . grandmother. This 
gentleman owned an exceedingly beau
tiful, fleet, and graceful sorrel mare, 
which bore the classic name ot Diana. 
She was the admiration of the town, 
and the pride of the clergyman’s family. 
But alas! one dark and stormy night 
the barn was boldly entered, and the 
beautiful Diana stolen from her stall, 
All efforts to discover the clever thief, 
though Jong and perseverlngly contin
ued, were useless. At last the family 
sorrowfully abandoned hope; another 
but inferior horse was purchased, to 
which, by the way, the children would 
not allow the occupancy of the old stall 
of their pet, for that, with everything 
else which had belonged to her, they in
sisted upon keeping sacred to her mem
ory.

Nearly twenty years had passed, the 
clergyman’s hair had grown white with 
age, and Ills children had become young 
men and women, when he chanced, 
one autumn, to be called on business to 
a remote part of the state. Having an 
easy chaise, he made the trip, as was 
not uncommon in those days, by priv
ate conveyance. He was riding slowly 
along a winding road, on the third 
morning of his journey, when his atten
tion was forced from the beauties of 
the scenery to the strange behavior of 
an old horse confined in a pasture by 
the roadside. The creature seemed 
bent upon attracting the clergyman’s 
notice; It pranced, snorted, and beat 
the fence with its forefeet, keeping all 
the time in line with the slowly moving 
chaise. Wondering a little as to the 
cause of such singular »conduct, the 
clergyman drove to the end of the pas
ture, and then turned from it down a 
road which branched off in an opposite 
direction. As he did so, he was 
startled by a cry of such human agony 
from the poor creature in the pasture 
that he instantly stopped his horse and 
looked back. There, at the corner of 
the fence she stood, her neck thrust de
spairingly forward, trembling in every 
muscle of her body, her eyes fixed upon 
him with an expression of utter, help
less misery, which strangely moved the 
tender-hearted clergyman. He now dis
covered that the head and face of the 
animal bore a marked resemblance to 
bis lost Diana. Impressed by the like
ness, he obeyed a sudden impulse, and 
drove rapidly back to a farmhouse near 
the pasture, where he found the farmer 
just getting up from his twelve o’clock 
dinner.

“Friend,” said the clergyman, "is 
that your horse In the eld yonder?”

“Yes; the mare’s mine. I’ve had her 
about twenty years."

“Twenty years! “May I ask where 
you got her, friend? ’

“I bought her of a peddler, who 
cheated my wife on a gingham gown, 
but he didn't cheat me on that horse.”

"Diana! as sure as I’m alive!” cried 
the clergyman, starting excitedly for 
the pasture, followed by the astonished 
farmer. He entered the field, and the 
moment the old mare caught sight of 
him, she rushed wildly forward, snort
ing with delight. Old and faded, rough 
and lame, the. clergyman still unmistak
ably recognized his lost beauty; and oh, 
ihe joy of Diana! Tenderly she licked 
her master’s hands and face, lovingly 
nestled her head upon his shoulder, and 
at last, with something of her old co
quettish ways, took the rim of his hat 
oaintlly between her teeth, and lifting 
it from his head, replaced it hind side 
before.

“Never saw her do that before!” 
cried the farmer.

. . It was ■ a trick which the riergyman 
himself had. taught her, and which she 
had remembered during their twenty 
years of separation, to practice once 
more on her beloved master.

The farmer consented to part with 
Diana for a small sum, and she was wel-

To the Readers of the Progressive
* Thinker,

•The enow is falling as I write, but 
each little flake seems a kiss from some 
dear soul gone beyond.

The winter is upon us and all the 
world, is singing the evening hymn of 
summer, so short and bright, so soon 
a thing of the past; yet, while we listen 
to this hymn we tob can join the voice 
of nature and say, “this is all a proph
ecy of the coming spring."

Thus it is that the winter of our lite 
on earth bespeaks ior us the coming 
of our spring-time in the other world. 
How sweet a thought, and oh, how dif
ferent from the old, old stories taught 
in early childhood. How thankful we 
ought to be for this knowledge, and to 
whom do we owe these thanks but to 
our arisen friends.

The outside world seems busy and 
the stores are full of people buying 
presents for their dear ones. The 
spirit of kindness and generosity is at 
work, and the vibrations carried from 
one soul to another send the thoughts 
of love and tenderness still further on 
their way. '

Yet there are sad hearts everywhere. 
No city or town is free from such. 
Pity the poor who have no money to 
buy gifts, and the still poorer who suf
fer from cold and hunger. The merry 
sleigh-bells and Christmas carols will 
have no sound of cheer for them—but 
loving angel mothers will strive to 
cheer them on their way.

Dear readers of The Progressive 
Thinker, send out kind, encouraging 
thoughts to-day to all such weary ones 
—and with them such as you can in the 
way of assistance. You all have some
thing that the poor can use. Spare at 
least one dish from your Christmas 
table, and fill with something for the 
hungry. Don’t forget the sick friend, a 
few flowers and little fruit or dainty ar
ticle of food will make their Christmas 
brighter.

There are also sad-hearted mothers 
longing f& one look into the eyes of 
absent children, some gone into the 
world to return with stories of failure 
or success. Some gone beyond this 
vale of tears to return with the richest 
blessing that can be bestowed on a 
child, the blessing of soul knowledge.

DEAFNESS AND 
DATAMI COREI

BY NO METHOD UNTIL ••AÜ- 
TINA” WA» DISCOVERED. I

Nluoty-flva par cent of all cases of deafness 
brought to our attention is the result of ohroulol 

catarrh of tho throat an«

passes through the

middle ear. The air pas.' 
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop.' 
plug the action ot the vl-l 
bratory bones. Until these' 
deposits,are removed a 
cure is Impossible. The in
ner ear cannot be reached! 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability ot an- 
rlsts or physicians to cure? 
Ear drums are worse than' 
useless. That there Is a1 
scientific cure tor deafness' 
and catarrh Is demonstrate 
ed every day by the use ol 
Aetina. The vapor current 
generated In the Aetina 
Eustachian tubes into the

middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
as It passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In the 
Inner ear, malting them respond to the slight
est vibration ot sound. Aetina has never tailed 
to cure ringing noises In the head. Wehavi 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tor years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks' use ot Aetina. Aetina alm 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; allot which are di
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Aetina la 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about youi 
case. We give advice tree, aud positive prool 
ot cures. A valuable book-Protessor Wilson's 
IflO page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
Mew York & London Electric Association, Dup, 
•»■«88 Walnut Street, Kansas City. M.o.
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May our hearts be 
times and the world 
our being in it

Yours for a Merry 
Happy New Year.

tender at these 
made better for

Christmas and

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

HERMIT’S WRAITH REAPPEARS.

Joseph Weimer's Ghost Declared to 
Have Been Seen at Woodlawn.

corned back to her old home amid 
eral rejoicing. There she lived, 
derly cared for. for several years, 
there she died a painless death, 
pending her last breath ■ in a vain

gen- 
ten- 
and
ex- 
at-

tempt to lick her master’s hand.—Our 
Dumb Animals.

STORE YOUR MIND

By Reading Prof. W. M. Lockwood's 
Publications.

> •
Part "The Priest, the Woman and the Con

_____  _ (In- fessional." This book; ’ by the well 
eluding Methods and Instrumenta." known Father Chlniqhy, reveals the de
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A grading, impure Influences and results 
■very instructive and valuable work. It of the Romish confessional,'as proved 
should have a wide circulation, as it by the sad experience of many wrecked 
jvell fulAlls the promise o£ its title, lives. Price, bymaiJ^JL

Store vour mind with the great but 
demonstrative truths founds in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is the only writer, 
thinker, and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of immortality inheres in an analysis of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticlsm—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Ecclesiasticista 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma; Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents.

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has Its basic truths In 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature's self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict With 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows that science Is not a 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death of Theurgical religions. Price, 
15"cents. . - . .

All of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, DU and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the weal th.of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

In his early days he was only a rude 
sailor; in his later years a hermit 
squatter and his body occupies an un
marked grave. Yet Joseph Weimer 
will not soon be forgotten by those who 
knew him. Since his ¿eath the chil
dren of the Jewish Orphan asylum, 62d 
street and Drexel avenue, are lonely, 
and many a citizen of Woodlawn pre
fers to give the former site of the old 
"Chutes,” across the street from the 
asylum, a wide berth when the dark
ness and mists begin to settle across it. 
They say they have seen the squatter’s 
wraith.

It was in 1895 that “Jo,” hailing from 
nobody knew where, came to the va
cant block bounded by 62d and 63d 
streets and Drexel and Ingleside ave
nues. The Chutes had been torn down, 
leaving the long cement-lined basin and 
a concrete wall, the foundation of the 
slide, at the south end of the basin, as 
the sole vestige of the World’s Fair 
pastime. To the east, northeast and 
west were blocks partly or wholly va
cant, boasting a considerable growth of 
scrub oak and tumble weed. Jo came 
and saw and stayed, or rather came and 
stayed and sawed, for he detected pos
sibilities in the patches of scrub oak 
and presently with ax and saw he was 
providing kindling for the people of the 
neighborhood.

First, however, he built a “lean-to” 
against the six-foot wall of concrete 
which he used as a protection against 
the col’d north winds. Houses were un
der construction in the neighborhood 
and luinber was easy to get. He asked 
no one’s permission and signed no 
lease and yet he was not molested un
til a few weeks ago when his body 
wracked by consumption and a mind af
fected by too frequent tippling began to 
fail him, and he was removed to the 
county hospital, where he died.

Year by year he added to the hut be
side the concrete wall until he had not 
only a room to eat and cook in and a 
sleeping room, but an anteroom or par
lor. In this he entertained such ac
quaintances as he had, corner loafers, 
tramps roaming through the country as 
he had done before exposure began to 
sap his strength and bow his large 
frame, or policemen who affected his ac
quaintance as a matter of business and 
sometimes used the bench in front of
his lowly door as a place of repose.

Saucer Cured balmy oils.Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula Ulcers

DR. BYE] Broadwu* Kansas City, Mo.

lino Catalogno I" Ft & t 
Learn to Cut, Fit, Drape, Trim and 

Make any Gunnent.
CUT AND FIT BY MEASURE 
No Charts or Patterns Used 
No tools but a Upolino and yard- 

Btlek. Learn everything u urea»- 
makerneedM to know, gave money 
by learning to make your own elotli-

AT HOME BY MAIL
Full pnrcknlunsuud ET C

r^DRESSMÀKINl

uig. Follow our Instructions unii Jill 
"°u‘t°'“$15to$100 Per Week 

Learn at your leisure, without in- 
erferhig with your regular work.

No previous experience necessary. 
,?.Write today for Catalogue. 
ti*iefiB«tnietor. COLUMBIAN CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

308 Globe Blk., • Dee Moines, loWa

787
The above is the number ot the pres

ent issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tho top ot the first page, 
right band corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner ot the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
ttse tag of your wrapper.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, ot intense inter 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma 
terialists, investigators or believers

The author has embodied in thia 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo paces. Price, cloth. 52.

MARK CHESTER,
OR ’

A Mill and a Million.
This Is one of Carlyle Petersllea's most Inter, 

(■ting works. It Is purely a Psychical Romauc« 
Such as the author Is noted for producing. You 
¡teed it in your library for the purpose ot lead
ing your romance-loving children out lulo tho 
Ught of occultism. Price nanur. Sie?, ' ' 
For sale at this office.

Jo’s needs were tew. He earned a few m n r r j
cents by beating carpets and chopping *1 IIP £1011181108 01 JDufi and selling kindling wood. ¿a r m , U 7..

The night of Joe’s death the hut
which had sheltered him was destroyed Fuller, and by 
by fire. Two nights later three young
men of Woodlawn were passing near
the ruins, when cne of them called 
attention of his companions to the 
ure of a gigantic man moving near 
site of the burned hut. They 
proached and the figure seemed

the 
fig- 
the 
ap
to

drift slowly toward the basin and van
ish. They withdrew and the mysteri- 
biis figure returned. They separated 
and approached from three directions, 
one of them walking up the basin. This 
time the figure disappeared instantly. 
With rather eerie feelings they left the 
place and told of their experience at a 
drug store near by. Since then others 
have witnessed the phenon^enftn, or say 
they have. This shatters a theory that 
it was smoke rising from the ruins of 
the hut which was seen by the first 
trio of ghost hunters.—Chicago Dally 
News.

Tke Proofs it Life After Death
A Twentieth Century Symposium.

An* assembly and collation of letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world,- giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to-day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of the 
soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic.

A work of especial value, giving the 
views of a large number of eminent 
persons. Finely printed and bound. 
Price 52. For sale at this ofiice.

"Why I Am a Vegetarian." By 3. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
ClilenäO Vegetarian Society. Price. 25 
ecate, ■. - ■ ■

A story ot the 
Life and Times

’ ot "The Naza- 
tine" and of his people. Given Through the 
mediumship ot MRS. M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira Q- —--- v v a* __ * , w «AM W.

’ him dedicated to humanity. It 
... . „-------mow this work came through this
excellent medium to recommend it. 174 pages 
•f interesting reading. Price, cloth. 50 cents.

IIM or The Touch of An Angel JI In j Mother.
. BY CARRIE E. S. TW1NG.

Her dedicatory lines are sufficient to show 
the spirit ot the book as wall as tho author, it 
reads, “Because my own children are all under 
ttte tender care of the angola, and my heart is 
juiwry for the love ot the young, I most loving
ly dedicate this book to the children of thi 
world." This book is full of soul elevating and 
interesting thought. Price, cloth, Si. For sale 
M this office.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss* 

es problems that have vexed intelligent inlnda 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion iS frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex* 
periences. Price, cloth, $1.00.

Spiritualist
Badges, ?
IN

Solid Gold Only
Ciffm ffilcfc Chtra. .

PRICKS:-Badge Pin. 11.50: Lapel Button,*1.50;
Sunflower Brooch. *4.00; Maltese Charm, *5.00; 

Maltese Pendant, 45.W, This jewelry needs no oth
er recommend than to say It is the SUNFLOWER 
BADGE, tho adopted emblem of Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns Its face towards the bud, bo 
Spiritualism turns the faces of humanity from 
darkness and superstition towards the Sunlight 
ofTruth and Progression. These beautiful em
blems are for sale at this ofiice.

The Law of Correspondence
Applied to Healing.

A courso or seven practical lessons. By W. J. 
Colville, Limp ololb, 50c. _
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CONTRIBUTORS,—Each contributor 
Is aloue responsible for any assertions 
or statements lie may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can bo 
best subserved thereby. Many of tho 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should bo 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much wo might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—Wo would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid york, 
and it is essential that all copy, tJ in
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 

-one side of the paper.
ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 

‘ the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to tlie space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
ItemTB cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address ot 
the writer, 'rhe items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have no: space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into thd waste basket.

Mrs. Chadwick, of Cleveland, Ohio, 
lately under arrest lor obtaining 
money (millions) under false pretenses, 
is said to owe her success to hypno
tism, C. G. Seaman, a well-known psy
chologist says of her: "Mrs. Chadwick’s 
eyes are big, black and commanding. 
They show concentration, which is hyp
notism; or rather the process by which
hypnotism works. That 
denee on which I base 
that Mrs. Chadwick was 
Circumstances attending 
handling big deals give

is one evl- 
a conviction 
a hypnotist, 
her way ot 

the necessary
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Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, 429 LaSalle ave
nue, Chicago, 111., vice-president ot the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, is 
arranging to publish a list of the Spir
itualist societies, lyceums, camp-meet
ings and mediums in the United States 
and Canada The officers of these so
cieties are requested to mail her at 
once the name of their society with of
ficers and their addresses and all medi
ums will please send her their names, 
addresses and phase of mediumship. 
This list cannot be published com
plete unless each one will co-operate 
and it Is hoped that an early response 
will be made.

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes: "December 
25 the Church of the Spirit will hold its 
farewell services, and last home circles 
on Friday, Dec. 25. at 8 p. m.; Tuesday, 
Dec. 27, at 3 p. m., and Wednesday, Dec. 
28', at 8 p. m., owing to a southern en
gagement and contemplated tour.”

Mrs. Lillie’s Criticism of Talmage.— 
"Mrs. Lillie was the chief speaker. In 
the course of her resume of the Tal
mage discourse she said: ‘Mqn and wo
men everywhere are seeking the true 
laws of life, and a higher development 
of their spiritual and intellectual facul 
ties. Here comes young Mr. Talmage 
to judge all Spiritualists by a tew poor 
little charlatans and quacks that he has 
discovered on the outside of the ranks. 
Spiritualism may be likened to a great 
ship, sailing majestically onward 
through the seas of progress. Though 
there are barnacles on the ship’s bot
tom, they are not a part of the ship. 
There are barnacles on the ship of 
Spiritualistic discovery, but those bar
nacles will not prevent her from enter
ing the haven of Truth. I’d like to tell 
young Mr. Talmage that Presbyterian
ism has got barnacles of its own. How 
about the barnacle of infant damnation, 
that it took a hundred years of effort to 
remove? In addition, they have the in
cumbrance of' adult damnation now, 
and they may be an equally long time 
in getting rid of that. I do not believe 
in personal attacks, but Rev. Talmage 
appears to me to be a man of good busi
ness energy, with a large desire to ad
vertise himself. That’s what you’d 
call his attack of last Sunday—a fine 
bid for large advertisement, in a sensa
cional way, among the people of his own 
congregation, and the other residents of 
the city who read the newspapers. He 
says we . seek darkness, in our demon
strations, rather than light. Nature 
seeks darkness, and Spiritualism is in 
part an endeavor to become one in har
mony with nature. Tell the photogra
pher who operates in a dark room, and 
finishes jour picture without any light, 
that he is a fraud, a thief and a liar, 
and that you will not pay for your sit
ting. There are spiritual processes 
best carried on in absolute darkness, 
some in semi-darkness, and others In 
perfect light Talmage should not 
shun the darkness nor hate it—in the 
combination of light and darkness is 
perfect life. Why, he himself was car
ried in a dark cabinet of nature's own 
providing, nine months before his 
birth.”

T. W. Sherk writes: “A very large 
audience came through the storm to 
listen last Sunday, both morning and 
evening, to Moses Hull, which is an in
dication of the interest in Spiritualism. 
Messages were given in the morning by 
Mrs. Hamilton Gill and her brother, 
Charles Barnes, who is visiting here. 
In the evening Mrs. G. A. Cowan an
swered questions which were sealed in 
envelopes. Professor Mountz sang a 
solo, which was appreciated by all. 
Our church Is a. Union uhurch, and an 
earnest Invitation is extended to all 
mediums to come qnd help to make It a 
success. We-meét each Sunday in 
Hall 412, Masonic Temple, at 10:30 a. 
m. and 7:45 p. m.”

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
C922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. m.

A. S. Hudson, M. D., writes from ML 
Vernon, Ohio: “The grand Progressive 
Thinker Is at hand on time. How 
greatly It would be missed were It to 
fail to reach me. I am sorry to learn 
of friend Lyman C. Howe’s misfortune. 
Give him my sincere sympathy. Mr. 
Howe is a useful man and a splendid 
worker. With his suffering others suf
fer also.”

Columbus, Ind.—Mrs. Crow, whose 
husband, Samuel Crow, the engineer 
who was killed on the passenger en
gine In the wreck north of this city 
Friday night, dreamed the night before 
that he had been killed in a wreck. 
She does not believe in dreams, but 
she told the dream to the family. Fri
day afternoon Crow’s little son clung to 
him and begged him not to make the 
run that day because the dream had 
taken a strange hold on the boy. His 
father was not superstitious, however, 
and took his last run.—Indianapolis 
News.

eoroboration. Now, there’s Beckwith, 
I don't know, but I would venture the 
assertion that he is a strong church 
man, a regular prayer-meeting sort.of a 
cnap. He is also avaricious and greedy. 
That Is his weak spot, his greed. It is 
all-consuming. It has consumed him. 
Mrs. Chadwick knew this as soon as 
she saw him. Beckwith is honest to the 
last penny. He loved his bank, and 
was proud of It. That shows in his 
face. But Mrs. Chadwick gave him 
large bonuses, until she had his greed 
aroused. Ho thought he had discov
ered a gold mine. Instead it was a gold 
brick. Thus, we account for the multi
plicity of her so-called methods. She 
simply used a different system on each 
man, shaping her scheme to accommo
date the weaknesses or vagaries of the 
victim.” .

The Helping Hand Associations of 
Massachusetts are doing a most excel
lent work. The Mediums’ Circle as
sists, giving all who wish, a reading 
for ten cents, the money to go to the 
State Association to advance the truth 
of Spiritualism.

The Chicago Spiritual Alliance 
Church, Mrs. May Elmo, pastor and 
medium, assisted by Hugh Selmar Fra
ser. Short lectures, tests and messages. 
Good music. All are welcome. Serv
ices at 3 and 8 p. m., sharp. Vincennes 
Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove avenue.

In his lecture on "Death and the 
Hereafter,” delivered in the rooms of 
the Theosophical Society, 1214 Main 
street, Kansas City, Mo., Dr. Henry 
Hotchncr, of New York, said in part: 
“Though the public as a whole is not 
yet aware of the fact, the meaning of 
death and the details of the soul’s ex-
istence thereafter are now as definitely 
known and understood as are the great 
scientific truths. And they have been 
ascertained in exactly the same way as 
scientific facts, for they are the results 
of most painstaking investigations by 
trained observers. For many years ev
idence has been accumulating as to the 
certainty of a life beyond the grave. In 
the literature of almost every nation we 
find repeated assertions made of the 
return of the-dead as apparitions. W. 
T. Stead’s ‘Real Ghost Stories’ Is a val
uable contribution to that literature and 
many well-attested stories can be found 
there. The higher side of hypnotism 
also points to a life after death, for it is 
found that a person under hypnotic in
fluence can come in touch with depart
en entities. The authentic phenomena 
of Spiritualism also establish the fact. 
The real man does not, after the death 
of the physical body, go to some far dis
tant planet, but he remains very often 
in the same room and surroundings. 
But he is now living in a world of finer 
matter than the physical, in ether in 
fact, so that we cannot see him with 
our physical senses. But it we have 
developed the inner senses we can see 
him. We find that he is the same man 
as before in faults and in virtues, and 
that his misery or his happiness de
pends upon the life he led while in 
physical life. If he was coarse, brutal, 
selfish, interested &nly in earthly 
things, he will cause himself such pain, 
because he will still want those earthly 
things and will not have means of ob
taining them; whereas, if he were gen
tle, refined, unselfish, interested in 
spiritual things, he will have much joy 
and satisfaction.”

Miss E. R. Fielding writes: "The 
First Association has secured the serv
ices of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Kates for 
the months of December and January. 
These well-known missionaries present 
Spiritualism in language plain and 
forceful, whicn can be understood by 
,the skeptic. Thursday evening, the 
Auxiliary met at Mr. F. A. Woods. Fri
day evenings are devoted to communi
cations and tests from the unseen world 
by Mrs. Kates. Mr. and Mrs. Kates 
were gladly welcomed by Washington 
Spiritualists. The Ladies’ Aid of the 
Temple Society meets at Mr. and Mrs. 
Lees. After the business meeting the 
friends are entertained by recitations, 
music and tests. The emergency fund 
has about $20-in the treasury.”

Anna Eva Fay yesterday out-Sher- 
locked Sherlock Holmes. Dr. Jane 
Blanchard of Sixth avenue, some time 
ago lost a valuable gold watch and em
ployed two detectives upon the case. 
They were unable to find her missing 
property and the question was put to 
Miss Fay. “The watch was stolen,” 
said Miss Fay, “and the thieves becom
ing alarmed, hid their plunder under a 
flight of steps in your stable. You will 
find the watch badly broken/’ Yester
day Dr. Blanchard searched the stable 
and found the broken watch. “She’s 
the most wonderful woman I ever saw,” 
declared a prominent city politician last 
night. “I wrote a question more as a 
joke than anything else and showed it 
to my wife. A few minutes later I left 
the theatre. While I was out Miss hay 
called my name, said that I had asked 
her something,. but wasn’t there just 
then, and announced the question and 
its answer, and every word of it was 
correct.—Gazette, Pittsburg, Pa.

Mrs. May Elmo, the well known me
dium, of 40 Mast Thirty-first street, has 
returned to the city, and will assume 
the pastorship of the Chicago Spiritual 
Alliance Church, in their new home, the 
Vincennes Hall, 35th street and Cottage 
Grove avenue. This building has been 
leased for a period of five years, by this 
society, and has been renovated for. 
the occasion. In the spring, this build-1 
ing will be completely remodeled, and 
will be one of the most attractive Spir
itual Churches In the city of Chicago 
This church will open its services Dec 
25th, Christmas day, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Short lectures, tests arid messages, by 
Mrs. ®mo, assisted by Hugh Selman 
B'raser. All are cordially Invited to be 
present ■ • . .

Georgia Gladys Cooley concludes her 
engagement with the Spiritualist So
ciety of Watertown, N. Y., Sunday, Dec 
25. Societies wishing her services (as 
lecturer and message bearer) en route 
.to Chicago, Ill., can address her at 21% 
Court street, Watertown, N. Y.-

WBes for tMs paper 
nw a pen or typewrite “ '

Wo go to press early Monday morn« 
Ing, hence communications' Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

Judge Waite, in probate court, was 
busied all day yesterday hearing the 

. case in which the court is asked to ap
point a guardian for Mrs. Eva Scott 

' McKinley on the ground that she Is.in- 
: sane. She owns about $16,000 worth of 
i property. Much of the testimony was 
; from experts on questions of insanity, 

Spiritualism and hypnotism. Dr. Kell
. er said that Mrs. McKinley is in a hyp

notic state because of spiritualistic in
’ fluences, but he doesn't think sheris in
’ sane. Dr. Love said that a belief in 
’ Spiritualism is not ground tor a charge 
' ot insanity. Hypnotism, the doctors 
' declared, is a science, Spiritualism is a 

belief. The case is not yet finished, 
1 coming up this afternoon again.—Tole

do (Ohio) Times. ,
Brother Curtis, of Hutchinson, Kan., 

writes: "I am glad to state that a great 
many of our people of this beautiful City 

; in central Kansas are being convinced 
; of tho beautiful truths of Spiritualism. 

Many have talked direct to their spirit 
friends on the other side through tho 
mediumship of Mrs. Maggie Vestal, of 
Indiana, one of the best day-llght trum
pet mediums in the field, Mrs. Vestal 
has been with us tho past week, and 
through her mediumship has convinced 
many of our best citizens that death 
eoes not end all, and that their so-called 
dead love ones still live and cap talk 
to their loved ones on the earth plane. 
Mrs. Virginia Bryan, of Ohio, another 
good, honest, sincere medium has also 
been with us the past week, teaching 
mortals of the philosophy and beauties 
of Spiritualism. She Is a lady In the 
highést sense of tho word and a good, 
honest worker for the cause of Spirit
ualism. Mr. Hugh Burroughs, a young 
medium of Indiana, has also been with 
us, and his platform and private read
ings are fine and convincing, This 
vzeek we have with us two well known 
missionaries from the N. S. A., Mr, and 
Mrs. E. W. Sprague, of New York, who 
are holding meetings every night apd 
assisting in building up our local socie
ty. Mediums who are passing this way 
will find a good field for their labors, 
and can spend a few weeks here very 
profitably.”

La Porto, Ind., Dec. 11.—Spiritual
istic mediums are playing chief roles 
in a will contest In Cass county, Mich. 
Leslie Goff, of Oklahoma City, is trying 
to break the will of his father, John 
Goff. The estate, valued at $50,000 
and with the exception of a bequest of 
$1800 given the son and several minor 
bequests, the entire estate was be
queathed to Spiritualistic societies. It 
is asserted that JohmGoff made his will 
on alleged information from the spirit 
world that Leslie Goff was not his son, 
the spirits decreeing that the son 
should be practically disinherited. 
Witnesses have testified to many weird 
scenes during the time the spirits were 
dictating the will which is now being 
attacked by the son, who is not a Spir
itualist—Chicago Chronicle. - ’

N. H. Eddy writes from Buffalo, N. 
Y.: “Mrs. Celia Hughesu.noted trumpet 
medium, whose home Is 69 Thirty-first 
street, Chicago, has been visiting 
friends in New York City, and in re
turning home, stopped a few days in 
Buffalo, to visit other friends. Mrs. 
Hughes and her spirit guides are earn
est demonstrators ot the truths of spirit 
return and many hearts have been 
made glad through her mediumship, and 
the knowledge of the continuity-of life 
through the demonstrated intelligencé 
gained from loved ones who had passed 
the portals called death, yet by the laws 
of psychic force were able to prove 
their continued existence in the realms 
of spirit.”

Paris, Dec. 3.—Recent experiments 
seem to indicate to a certainty that car
rier pigeons have one more sense than 
human beings. A number of thé birds 
were dispatched at 10 p. m., from Ce- 
remes to Roanne, a distance of seven
teen miles. In twenty minutes one pig
eon reached its roost, one-half of the 
lot came home before midnight, and the 
rest in the early morning. The war 
department is most interested in this 
sixth sense of carrier pigeons, as it will 
permit their use at night.

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes a final no
tice from the Church of the Spirit, 
Schiller Building, Hall 301: “Closing 
farewell services, Christmas Day, Dec. 
25; last Wednesday circle held at my 
residence, Dec. 21; last Friday circle, 
Dec. 23. My farewell reception will be 
held in Socialist Hall, 3345 State street, 
on Wednesday, Dec. 28, at 8 p. m. sharp.- 
Plenty of mediums; good music; sing
ing, etc., and closing with dancing. 
Hall kindly loaned for this social. Tick
ets 25 cents, with refreshments. Any 
ladles who would like to assist with re
freshments, or in any way to aid in this 
reception, please notify me and greatly 
oblige. My address atter Dec. 30, will 
be General Delivery, Louisville, Ky.”

L. Lewis writes from Denison, Texas: 
“A strip of beautiful country on the 
northern boundary of Texas, extending 
from the Louisiana line to the Rio 

'Grande, is entirely dependent on the 
spiritual press and the home circle for 
its spiritual progress; said territory is 
occupied by thrifty farmers and bright 
business towns and small cities; but 
not an organized spiritual society. The 
southern half of the state is well organ
ized, and the good cause is flourishing, 
and missionaries are content to re
main there, and propositions to reach 
out to the unorganized demands a Con
gressman’s fee! Our last effort at ob
taining the aid of a missionary to visit 
Denison elicited the liberal proposition 
of transportation, entertainment, hall 
10 cent door fee and $19, together with 
What the medium could make by read
ings. Your great and grand paper is 
highly valued by me in my old age. 
May it long flourish to wield the scepter 
of truth.”

John Maddock, an advanced thinker 
all along the line of Liberalism (but not 
a Spiritualist) writes from Minneapolis, 
Minn.: “Your paper is making remark
able strides and it should have a wide 
circulation. It is clean and non-abusive, 
and more liberal, I think, than the ma
terialistic papers. You have some able 
contributors who are looking at things 
from various viewpoints. I have sub
scribed to your paper on the ground of ' 
your liberality for about seven years. 
You deserve support” . ,

Mrs. Malone writes: “Mrs. Isa Wil
son Kayner closed her engagement in 
Smithville, Texas, Sunday night Much i 
good work for the advancement of Spir- : 
itualism has been done through . this ; 
good medium, for she has indeed sown 
good seed which has taken, root in es- ! 
tablishing the truth of Spiritualism to : 
a good number of earnest workers, i 
Many prophecies made through her i 
have been fulfilled, which alone proves i 
the truthfulness in her work. She has 
brought the sunlight to sorrowing ones i 
and has made many friends who regret- « 
to see her leave, but will welcome her । 
her again when the time presents ' itself, i 
Each one who has been with her feels '
happier and blessed in knowin; 
truth which Spiritualism has.”

the

TAKE NOTICE.
- ■ A-t-: ■ • - .

To the Spiritualist of New Jersey.

Air Spiritualists tlie state of New 
Jersey who belleve-in local and state 
organization, and arq desirous of hav
ing missionaryidvorll in their respective 
communities; ¡aifa requested to corre
spond with fifty; H.vQ. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street, Newark, N. J., with regard 
tb the matter. Mr.1 Dorn is duly author
ized by the n!&9. Aj lb represent its in
terests in New1!Jersiy In this particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT,

Canaan, Me,() fil), pres. N. S. A.
■— -------------- yH---------------------------------

Children often wadi and talk in their 
sleep, but adulivj very rarely. Just why 
no body knows. Sleep talking and sleep 
walking are among the most curious ot 
psychological,phenomena, and..there is 
something positively uncanny about 
such manifestations. Dreams of flying 
and. of falling are common enough, par
ticularly the latter,-and the best guess 
thus far made as. to; the cause of them 
Is that it relates In some manner to the 
way in which the blood Is circulating. 
1’he circulation in the brain being re
duced to a low ebb, even the slightest 
interference with the steady inflow and 
outflow of its current is sure to disturb 
the dream Image.

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: "On Sunday 
evening, Dec. 25, writ take pleasure in 
announcing that Dr. Geo. S. Hall will 
lecture for the Hyde- Park Occult So
ciety, 319 East 55th street, at 8 p. m. 
Having met Mr. Hail I know we have a 
treat in store for us. Mrs. Clara A, 
Hooper will give psychic demonstra- 
tionq. We have concluded to have a so
cial and dance on',Thursday, Dec. 22, 
and not have any between the holidays. 
Notice will be given later as tb the 
time of the next one in January. Our 
dance on the 15th was a. success. We 
always have a good time. I think tne

। main reason Is, we can’t help It, we 
have such good music; come and hear 
II.”

S. G. Kein wltes:'1 "Sunday evening 
we attended the services of Mrs. Mary 
B. Hill and in, spite of the unpleasant 
weather, found a goodly number. Har
mony prevailed, with good speaking 
from Mrs. Hill. The Rev. T. S. Warnfer 
made some very fine remarks as did 
also Mrs. Coombs. The usual convinc
ing spirit messages by Mrs. T. Maben- 
Cottier, were a prominent feature. Al
together we passed a very pleasant and 
profitable evening.”

Mrs. Malone, secretary, writes: "The 
First Progressive .Spiritualist Society 
of Smithville, Texas, greeted Mr. J. J. 
Middleton by a surprise party at his 
homo on Saturday evening, Dec. 3, 1904, 
his 55th birthday. The ladles prepared 
In the dining room a sumptuous supper, 
and' In due time Mr, Middleton was es- 
escorted in by his wife and friends, 
who all welcomed him in this manner 
as one of the new members of the so
ciety. After supper there were appro
priate remarks by Mrs. Isa Wilson Kay- 
ner and friends. Each one departed, 
wishing Mr. Middleton many more such 
enjoyable birthdays,1 with health, hap
piness and faithfulness to the work of 
Spiritualism, which he and his es
teemed wife nave united themselves 
with." .

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from 
Elmira, N. Y.:, “The/First Spiritualist 
Church Societj5;pf this city is holding 
well-attended meetings and a good work 
is slowly but surely being done. That 
there is a growing interest and seeking 
for a knowledge of dur truth is evident 
by the increasing attendance and close 
attention paid, to thedwords of inspira
tion as given by thc,pontrols of Mrs. R. 
W. Barton, who is voicing the truths 
and demonstrating the fact of spirit re
turn to us. Mew llgKt is dawning in 
many mlnjjs-.¿nd-many hearts pre. be- 
ing'^Comforted’ by; her hiifllstt'h.tions.' 
The strong, clear-but facts, as given 
through the messages, cause much as
tonishment and comment; many times 
do we hear/ How could she have known 
it; it happened long ago just as she told 
it/ and ‘Those were the last words 
spoken to me by them/ while the proph
ecies are to be proven. The member
ship is increasing and the little band of 
faithful workers have reason to be well 
satisfied with the result of the effort 
put forth. A Ladies’ Aid Society has 
been organized and Is doing energetic 
work under the able management of the 
president, Mrs. Ida Clatworthy, assisted 
by the vice-president, Mrs. Louise E. 
Zimmerman, secretary, Mrs. Harriet 
Rice; treasurer, Mrs. Louise Rhodes; 
work directress, Mrs. Burdette Spencer 
and an enthusiastic, growing member
ship. The suppers and socials are a 
success, reaping shekels for treasury, 
while the next one is awaited with 
pleasurable anticipation. A social 
watch meeting Is to be held New Year’s 
Eve, and light refreshments served in 
the dining rooms of the church for 
those desiring to attend and contribute 
to the funds, the small sum of 10 cents 
each. We are much pleased with the 
reports of progress from all societies 
and workers, and hope, with the Incom
ing year, greater success will follow all 
efforts, until the dawning light will 
reach every soul, and all will be united 
in one common brotherhood of love and 
helpfulness.”

DR. GEO. B. WARNE, VICE-PRESI
DENT OF THE N. S. A„ WAS CALLED 
AS A WITNESS IN THE GOFF WILL 
CASE, WHICH, IF SUSTAINED. BE
QUEATHS THE MICHIGAN STATE 
SPIRITUALISTS ASSOCIATION UP
WARDS OF TWENTY THOUSAND 
DOLLARS. WE WILL GIVE PARTIC
ULARS IN OUR NEXT ISSUE.

Advices reach iis that Mrs. R. S. Lil
lie, now working in . Los Angeles, Cal., 
on a recent Sunday. Replied to a minis
ter of that city who had used his pulpit 
from which to declare “all Spiritualists 
and mediums dishonest, malicious fak
irs—anything but honest people.” Un
fortunately the pious, slanderous pul
piteer was not present to hear his own 
mental and splritual:;callber measured 
by the eloquent sisten and her forceful 
guides. Just deserts will finally over
take him. ' ' .i .•

D. A. Herrick will; serve the Grand 
Rapids Spiritualist Society for January 
and will answec. calls sfor funerals. Ad
dress 296 N. loqia Street, or Bell 'phone 
1561. His engagements are Conneaut, 
Ohio, FebruarypsEi'lellPa., March; To
ledo, Ohio, Apgl. Camps wishing his 
services through Julyjcwrite at once. 
The month of August already.engaged.

Dr. Beverly Writes is1 ‘.‘The Spiritual 
Science Societyoof Arlington Hall, 31st 
street and Indidna avenue, will have 
special servicesaon Christmas. Christ
mas eve there wlll beta Santa ClaUs so- 
clal, with specia musft by the Doctor’s 
daughter from Iowa. After* the lunch 
Santa Claus will present every one with 
a nice present,¡find alt> will be made 
merry. Some new mediums will be 
present to give readings, etc. New 
Year's eve there will be a watch meet
ing at the same place,iatrny parlors, 44 
East 31st street All will enjoy a real 
spiritual meeting for’the awakening of ; 
new resolves for the new year. All are 
invited.” ir.

Dr. Freedman, the Australian healer 
and physician, will'lecture and demon« i 
strate curing disease by psychic power 
and drugless, methods, and Mrs. Freed- , 
man will give spirit messages every i 
Wednesday evening, S p. m., 661 W. 
Monroe street, neat Wood street Ad- < 
mission tree; ' ,

TOPIC FOR THJE PROGRESSIVE 
■ .. " ? LYCEUM. -

■Sunday, December 25, 1904, 8. E, 57: 
“Holidays and Holy Days."

Gem of Thought:*—*' ■ ■ . '
Holy Days are days wherein '•

Some helpful deed is done;
Incense from the Soul within. 

To Çheer the weary one. -
Holidays are days for men

To leave all toil and care;— 
Of Principles to think, and thei

With Strength, to hold them there.
All days are Holy-(i)-days,

Wherein some good is done; 
Thoughts or Deeds to open ways,

By which life’s triumph’s won.
Fop information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized, lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

Mrs. L. A. GrifUn, inspirational speak
er and lecturer of England, sub-editor of 
the Yorkshire Spiritual paper, The Spir
itualist, Is on a tour around the world, 
assisted by Mr. W. Bottomley, test me
dium and elocutionist, of Yorkshire, 
England, they are at liberty to accept 
engagements. They are engaged for 
Erie, for January, 1905. Write her for 
further particulars, during December at 
No. 32 Belmont street, Yonge, Toronto, 
Canada. Address Mr. Bottomley at No. 
32 Belmont street, Toronto, Canada.

Wm. Fitch Rutile writes: “Don't for
get the farewell service of the Church 
of the Spirit, held In Hall 301, Schiller 
Building, Sunday, Dec. 25. Tests to all 
at 11 a. m. and 3 and 8 p. m. Come and
say good-bye, Also remember that 1 
hold farewell social reception on 
Wednesday, Dec. 28, in Hall 3345 State 
street. Ladies, please assist with re
freshment supply. Good music, sing
ing, dancing, messages, tests, telepathy, 
card reading, etc. I want to ‘ ’
hands with all. Come and see 
help us to success."

Anna E. Foster writes from

shake 
us and

Oska-
; loosa Iowa: "Mr. Max Hoffmann, tor- 
■ merly of Lincoln, Neb., but now of Des 
>. Moines, Iowa, held a very Interesting 
■ and instructive meeting with the Oska- 
• loosa Spiritualist Society on Wednes- 
■ day evening, Dec. 14. His short lecture 
. proceeding his tests was highly appre

ciated by all present.”
। The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
1 holds regular services every Sunday at

3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. Ly
ceum at 2 p. m.

Mrs. Henry writes: “Mrs. McMena- 
mln, who has been connected with the 
Universal Occult Society has severed 
her connection with the society. She 
will still continue her Thursday even
ing meetings at 207 Thirty-ninth street, 
We all wish her success, as she is a 
faithful and conscientious worker in the 
cause, and is open for engagements 
with other societies. Address her at 
9249 South Chicago avenue, South Chi
cago, Ill.”

Chas. H. Green writes: "Sunday, Dec. 
11, the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
held Its regular services at its new hall, 
People’s Institute, Van Buren and Leav
itt streets. Mrs. Mary E. Hill addressed 
the audience and was followed by Rev. 
Mrs. N. E. Hill, the pastor, in a few well 
chosen remarks. That evening a large 
audience listened to the remarks of Dr. 
McFarland. He spoke of the bible and 
delivered an. address of more than pass
ing interest'. ’ Wo are now permanently 
located at our new home, People’s In
stitute, Van Buren and Leavitt streets. 
Our meetings are always of a high 
standard; speakers of ability and ex
ceptional talent grace our platform, and 
our mediums are able exponents of the 
truth of spirit return. Our services are 
held every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. Ly
ceum in chage of Dr. J. H. Randall at 2 
p. m. All are welcome."

Maurgerlte Mac writes: "Mrs. M. A. 
Burland, who Is the pastor of the Light 
of Truth Church, holds meetings every 
Sunday at 8 p. m. in the Atheneum 
Building 26 Van Buren street. Her lec
tures are fine, and meetings well at
tended. AU are welcome. On Decem
ber 29 she will hold a church social in 
her parlors at 3019 Vernon avenue. 
They are very enjoyable entertain
ments, as messages are given by differ
ent mediums, as well as palm readings 
and refreshments served to all for the 
small sum of 25 cents; so turn out and 
have a good time.”

Mrs. Henry writes: "Sunday evening, 
Dec. 11, at the Universal Occult Society, 
the lecture was on Reincarnation, by 
Dr. Gustafson, who is so well and favor
ably known as a scientific speaker:- 
The lecture was highly appreciated. On 
next Sunday the subject will be Per
sonal Magnetism, the lecture to be de
livered by Prof. Stoller. It is a very in
teresting subject, and we hope to have 
a full house to hear It. After the lec
ture, messages by the different medi
ums. Welcome extended to all.”

The regular annual business meeting 
and election of Officers of the Chicago 
Spiritualists League was held in the 
Atheneum Building, 26 Van Buren 
street, on Monday evening, Dec. 12. 
The following officers-were elected for 
1905: Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president; 
Dr. H. A. Cross, first vice-president; W. 
B. Aitkins, second Vice-president; C. 
Kirchner, third vice-president; Dr. Bur
gess, fourth vice-president; Laura G. 
Fixen, fifth vice-president; Mrs. W. Hil
bert, sixth vice-president; recording 
secretary. Dr. Randall; three assistants, 
Otto E. Kropp, Mrs. Nora E. Hill and 
Mrs. R. S. Ray; corresponding secre
tary, Fred H. Stohler; treasured, A. G. 
Cleveland; statistician, John C. Toren. 
Some thirty new members were added 
to the already large list The next reg
ular monthly meeting of the league will 
be held at Kimball Hall, on Tuesday 
evening Jan. 3. The topic of discourse 
will be Independent Slate-writing. 
Surely another very Interesting subject 
and everybody who wishes to hear a 
good lecture wants to turn out to the 
league’s meetings.

BYRON STILLMAN, STILL IN 
VERY FEEBLE HEALTH, WANTS 
YOU TO SEND FOR HIS NEW BOOK 
OF VERSES, “FUN AND PHILOSO
PHY." PRICE 50 CENTS. SEND TO 
HIM AT NO. 578 EAST 60TH STREET, 
CHICAGO, ILL." .

Brother Mitchell writes from South ! 
Bend, Ind.: “Your paper is well named. 
It is progressive in its fullest meaning, ' 
the paper all Spiritualists should take. ' 
We cannot do without It” !

’ Dr. D. Winegarden writes from Mo
bile, Ala.: “To old friends and constant ’ 
readers of the beloved Progressive ; 
Thinker:—I am again in the good work : 
with more power than ever, having । 
moved from Pierce, Alabama, to Mobile, 1 
Ala.; I opened an office at 302 St Fran- ■ 
cis street with a good practice. I com- ! 
raenced spiritual lectures, with grand 
success. To-day I had the pleasure of ! 
meeting Mrs. Fields, a member of the 1 
Presbyterian church, but a firm believer ! 
in Spiritualism,.and an advanced think- 1 
er in mental science. She owns a large , 
hall, which she told me I can use free ‘ 
ol charge for spiritual lectures. I hope 1 
in the near future to organize a society. ' 
I have also given several lectures in , 
small towns outside of Mobile, With ' 
good results.” 1

E- L, M. Caln writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “It affords mo great pleasure to 
announce that Mrs. Nellie. Metcalf de
livered an address Sunday, the 11th, at 
the F. N. S. Church, the subject being 
‘Life’s Inspiration." It was largely at
tended by a cultured and highly appre
ciative audience, Mrs. Metcalf will be 
open for engagements after January 1, 
1905. Address her at No, 293 Grand 
River avenue, Detroit, Mich.”

There is a large Spiritualist Society 
in St. Joseph, Mo. Its secretary, T. C. 
Jefferis, would like to correspond with 
parties going that way. Address him 
at 1807 Faraon street.

W. S. writes from Sterling, Kans.: 
“Brother and Sister Sprague, N. 8. A, 
missionaries, were with us. They are 
grand, good workers and very much ap
preciated. They are on a flying trip 
through Kansas, and could not tarry. 
Virginia Bryan, inspirational speaker, 
and Margaret Vestal, daylight trumpet 
medium, were here Dec. 13, 14 and 15, 
but owing to tlie inclemency of the 
weather they could not do much. Mrs. 
Bryan gave us one lecture, subject, 
‘Adam, Eve and Satan.’ It was admir
ably handlefl. Sister Vestal gave son)e 
daylight triltnpet work, which was sim
ply grand; strong audible voices could 
be heard all over the house.”

The Morris Pratt Institute Legal Fight.
Those who have so kindly contrib

uted to assist the Morris Pratt Institute 
In its battle to retain Its own, are un- 
doubedly Interested to know the status 
of the case, Three times we have got
ten ready for the trial and three times 
has tlie trial been put off.

Both Mrs, Stewart and myself called 
off our appointments and arranged to 
be at Elkhorn the early part of Decem
ber to attend the trial, but it was at the 
last moment put off, this time until Jan
uary 16, or as soon as the case can be 
reached after that date.

I have individually examined the dep
ositions of distant witnesses. I do not 
think it is possible in law, as it is not 
In justice, to beat us.

Here I wish to return my sincere 
thanks and the thanks ot the officers of 
the Morris Pratt Institute Association 
for the noble responses which have 
been made to"the appeal to the generos
ity of those Spiritualists who want to 
see fair play '

The trustees of the N. S. A. sent us a 
draft which will go a long way toward 
meeting the expenses of the trial. Be
sides that Individual Spiritualists have 
sent in help which will aggregate about 
one hundred dollars.

As some have requested me not to 
publish their names, 1 will publish no 
names in connection with this liber
ality. .

Again I thank all who gave, us help to 
save their property and school.

MOSES HULL.

Iowa Spiritualists, Take Notice.
The annual convention of the State 

Spiritualists’ Association of Iowa will 
convene in Des Moines, Iowa, January 
19, 20, 21 and 22, 1905. Reception, 
evening of the 18th. All are invited to 
attend. We want representatives from 
all parts of the state, and all individual 
members will be allowed full privileges 
of the floor and one vote on all ques
tions brought before the convention. 
Local societies ought to elect their dele
gates at once and send notice of same 
to the secretary with their dues. Every 
Spiritualist ought to be interested in 
the state work, and come out and help 
elect such officers as they wish tor the 
ensuing year. Send one dollar (tor in
dividual membership) to the secretary, 
Mrs. Dora C. Crosby, 314 East 13th 
street, Des Moines, Iowa, or to Jonn D. 
Vail, president, Marshalltown, Iowa, for 
which they will send a receipt for mem
bership for one year. Spiritualists of 
Iowa, do not delay, but arrange your 
matters so you can attend this meeting 
and make It four days of feasting and 
good things for both mind and body, 
and especially for the cause of Spirit
ualism. Write the secretary for pro-
grams. JOHN D. VAIL, Pres.

LET U8 ALL HELP.
"It is more blessed to give than to re

ceive.” Especially is this true when 
we give to worthy persons, in time of 
need, and where the offering will be ap
preciated. No person on earth knows 
that I am writing this; much less has 
any earthly person stimulated me to it. 
Mrs. Evie P. Bach, wife of W. H. Bach, 
of Lily Dale, N. Y., is now in the hos
pital in Buffalo, having had four fibroid 
tumors cut out of her body. This is not 
only a heavy blow to her physical sys
tem but it takes her from Brother Bach, 
as a helpmeet for months, perhaps for 
years to come. Besides that the cash 
expense attending it is between four 
hundred and six.hundred dollars. It 
seems to me that it will be a real pleas
ure to the many friends of Brother and 
Sister Bach to assist in paying that ex
pense.

Nothing affords me greater pleasure 
than to assist all I can in bearing these 
burdens. Will others do likewise? Let 
us give these noble workers a genuine 
surprise by sending them a few good 
words and a New Year’s present of a 
little money to assist in tne paym mt of 
these bills. Please do not wait twenty- 
four hours, but do it now. I had put 
away a few dollars to pay for Christmas 
presents to near and dear friends, but 
1 know those friends will be pleased to 
know that that money goes to assist 
Mr. and Mrs. Bach. I will send it there 
to-day.

Let us make these afflicted people 
happy. MOSES HULL.

“fl Chance to Make Monog.” 
ImadeilW.00 in twenty-three Cays selling the 
Economy Gas Tip,” which saves S3 per cent eas 

to the consumer ami Improves the light by toner 
cent, Every family will buy. It’s like col nine 
money. I get my tips from the "Economy Light 
Co.,. Drawer 65. st Louis. Mo. Scutl them is scent 
stamps and they win send yon outfit and start you 
in business with territory. They want a Manager 
in each town.

"The Majesty- of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little •work. Price 30 cents.

“The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner.” Of especial interest 
and value. Price $1.

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form ot 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl should know. 
Prior, doth, $1. -

“Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the use 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. . ■

“Origin of Life, or vyhere Man Comes 
From." "The Evolution ot the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows” 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 cents.

The Commandments Analyzed, priee 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents. For sale at this office.
"Sim» 9!, euprf •joqmu eqr jo ;rwuod 
rill« pun ‘qiop u; punoq zpcoN ’smeod 
)seo;oqo puv isomi s.uoqinn eqj jo 
ueAas-Xijg snrnmoa omnioA Xno.trt sjqj, 
TffiH 'S hilWJi Xjq , „-saoqoa UUdS,.

H Read This List of í i 

PREMIUMS.
OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USB 

FUL PREMIUM BOOKS. ,

An Opportunity Never Before Offered ■ 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleu* of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual« 
Istlo, Psychic and Ethical Lines of ' 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro« '• 
flresslve Thinker.

■ —
WORDS OF CAUTION, | 

You should not send money In a let«
Ivana d° 80 a d”'” tlmeB aaf®‘ 
S lost or 7,e next remltta"=<> may, 
for fivVcents ^nd ” P°8‘^rde"
fectly safe^and wiifer> y°U P*r< 

noyanco and trouble. MVe x°Urce,f an’ , 

cenuTtogeta ners86' itUat costs tod 
in Chicago. It you“^ chrfeclc at a I’oulc 
check, add ten cento m a Personal .Remember“ please amount seat- 
entitled to any of 1 you are »« 
unless you seid to wifhrem,Um Bootai 
year's subscription y°™r order a Thinker. v n to ihe Progressiva 
to make^renrittan®' t^at 010 Baiest way! 

' tai order renJUtance is to secure a hoi 

are used exclM®v“y flthat the8e boolca 
editor desirinfr nn „ Premiums, tha ' 
Ject being to do hls B°le ob- \
WORK ALONG kHp‘/£11£WTARIAN 
WYCHIcXl and E'rH.PAUfAUSTJ°« 
hence they are not r„1H.1CAL L1NES, 
t Remember XJ0 8a 0 the trade: 
trouble may bo avoidtw®! m,8tal<es and 
rect with this office ^»/^dealing di- ' 
a news agent ' nstead of through ■ 
Premium Books^r«®' that a11 of °mi " 
tially bound in cloth“®nnT and 8Ubstan- 
meat to any library' d are an

Head our ' .....
NOT WRITE to Ijq%r?uffer* AND DOI 
terms. You mn^ 01iANY OTHER - 
Progressive ThtokerThl iOr 'rn® 
one or more premium"?®n, you deaIro • • 
hear this ln mind boolt8' ^easa 

subscriptmnVo“)n a yearly; 
er, and who desi-P» ,Pr,0Sressive Think« . 
book can makeeleven books naZi B01,ecticn from the 
he desires. ed' selecting any book - 

Mo,es Huun/w“6 Rev.

>nr. . boon «JJ

W."“.°X8“^LLy. H

Any one of ,Books you may orde? nri“ ?remlumi . 
This is the price remA Ce eents.. 
order only one Lu When you ' 
a yearly subscription nnectlon with .

Any two of tho n’l«..
Books you may order ^>rin Premium!

Any three of th«' m*®6 70 cents. -
Books you may order Premium, - -

Any tour of the> Etol®® 
Books you may order Ln . Premium i

Any five J °^ 'PF„rice «-50. .....
Books you may order pricTsi »n®“1™ 

Any six of the r? ), ’1’80«

Book, you o“ f™1“ 

B u"u “ wK» W

Postage prepaid, for $s 35 Seont out’ a11 
never before equalled inth'la 80meth*ng Europe. Our principal ?°*Intry or 
them out as nearly ^.,*s to 80n<ir 
cost price. y 118 pos81ble at actual

OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS 
FOR $3.35.

LÄ,ESÄ?|j,

4—Art Magic, or Mundane q.ih n 
dans and Super-Mundane Sp'lrftismT 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten ™ 1 by‘

Mrs. a. u. Horn, a most remarkaM 
dium. '"wkable mo-

and

7—The Occult Life of Jesus s.. a. 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare nl//'

8—A Wanderer in the Snirh I ! ^8‘ 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a 
English medium. ' wonc|erful

9—The Religion of Man and Ffhi- a Science, by Hudson Tuttle. Eth 08 of
10—Seers of the Ages, or Sm-it. „ 

Past and Present, by Dr. J.m Peeh|8m
11—The Great Debate Between m'?' Hull and W. F. Jamieson n Mose9

READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 
REMITTING.

When you send in your subscrintlnn to The Progressive Thinker, SS 
look over the books which you desirZi ■ 
this list, and send for them. They»?1 
very valuable. 'They are intensely®^ 
teresting. They are elevating in t„„ 
and will do you good. |n remitting 5 
not fall to enclose a dollar for Th»9od° 
gresslve Thinker. ne Pro

In conclusion, bear In mind that th. .postage on these Eleven pre‘|uh’ 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, fcavi" 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating th2 
great bargain you are getting—“n 0 ® 
portunity to form the nucleus of a vahT 
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material Dian«Address all orders to Pane.

J- R. FRANCIS -
40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois. ‘

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our Mission toEnto (Mars) ' ■

A Narrative by Sira Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen,Original Drawings 

by the Authoress. ■

This strangely attractive narrative ’ 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special ■ 
religious creed. It Is, a plain statement 
of facts based upon J.he experience of 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it. and to olfer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
tn their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this-is a most interesting book, as Mrs. '
Weiss actually took these journeys In • 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
E48 pages. Price $1.50.

S
OMAN« 1?0J,r .CenWes Proor««-, • vmnn • A Lecture clell« erort nt ttio iVca!J 
niter’s International Cvngress, Chicago ri

October, 1885. By Susan H. WIxou. Price, loc.
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This department Is under the man
agement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

M

.NOTE—The Questions and Answeis 
fcavo called forth such a host of re
spondents. that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and ' pn 
dearness is perhaps sacrificed tq jIs 
forced brevity, proofs have to bo omit
ted and the style becomes thereby as
sertive. which of all things is to bo dep 
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting .for the appearance of 
their questions and write lette of in 
qulry- The supply of matter >■ -Iways 

‘several weeks ahead of the space „¡ven, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to "wait his tlmo and 
place and all uro treated with equal 
favor. ■ ... ....

■ NOTICE.—Né attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request bo made, 
tho name will not bo published. The 
cofrespondenco of this department has 
¡become excessively large, especially let 

..t ’Itéra of inquiry requesting private an 
iA.^wers and while I freely give what 
Sf" ®ver information I am able, the ordi 
*- nary courtesy of correspondents is ex 

pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

tack, no matter how-or by whom made. 
If this be granted, then should we pre
scribe the grounds on which wo snept. 
and not give the attacking parties, the 
privilege of selecting the weapons of 
attack. The traveler 1b not obliged to 
prove he is not q tramp by stopping to 
club every barking dog. It 1b the 
tramp who will thus attempt to vindi
cate his character. Think of the Na
tional Association representing the 
growth of half a century of the grand
est system of religious and scientific 
thought, stopping to discuss with Ha
gaman. for Hagaman It is who com
passes the front, body, and caudal ex
tremity of the anti-Bplritualist busi
ness! Hagaman, a Campbellite preach
er. starving at whicli he necame a me
dium. and after years wherein he con
fesses he played as a fraud ■ and de
ceiver. he failed to got recompense, and
went over to the church as'-an 
posr!

ex-

A

1

»?

il

Harriet I. Craft: Q. What Interpre
talion should we give the startling 
book "Intra Muras ?

A Books of this class are beyond 
the pale of criticism. They professedly 
deal with the conditions of another life, 
and there is no means of demonstrating 
their assertions, or of disproving them.

The most constantly observed char
acteristics of all revelations made re
garding the future life, are always in
tensely colored by the channel through 
which they are given. The writer of 
Intra Muras, is a steadfast believer in 
Christianity and hence in her trance 
sees what every Christian expects and 
hopes to see—Christ as the glorifled 
master in heaven.

The author. Rebecca R. Springer, at 
the crisis of a painful sickness became 
entranced and was taken by a spirit 
brother to heaven. What she saw of 
the spirit land and its occupants, the 
meaning of death, the relation of spirits 
with their friends on earth are beauti
fully expressed, and the spiritual phil
osophy Inculcated most unexception
al/ That such a book is published as 
a volume of the New Sabbath Li 
brary and meets with wide approval 
by the orthodox and conservative, is 
one of the best evidences that Spiritual
ism has taken a wide and strong hold 
of the churches. If Spiritualists de
sired to send out a book for missionary 
purposes among church members, it 
vould be difficult to select a better. 
This work is being done for them, and 
thus the ground ¿prepared for the more 
positive teachings of Spiritualism.

Intra Muras, departs from the ortho
dox belief in a city with golden streets. 
The next life 1b as real and material as 
tills It is true that there is much that 
SplrlualiBts would object to, but these 
une as the sugar coat to tne pill.

SMC'' Tita Jjereafter-is according, tp.. tW. 
7 1OJ1., a rehl’wdrld. Spirits; gb. there 

irom' mortal bodiestand' take with them 
• unchanged their love, • affection, and 

character. They can return to the 
scenes of their earth-life. They com
municate with their, friends. If all this 
Is granted, we can well afford to pass 
by for’the time the bias given by pre
conceived belief. As in all spirit com- 
miinion, the medium is a factor always 
to Ae considered and as an undesired 
quantity must be eliminated from the 
eqpation. ■ Especially is this true of 
trance, and yet more of that trance 
state made possible by disease, or hyp
notism. In'this state everything is 
seen and understood by the .subjects 
colored by -their own capabilities, and 
distorted by their belief.

With this understanding, it is remark
able that so clear and comprehensive 
a presentation of tile spiritual state, 
could be given through one who appar
ently was subjugated to her religious 

/ ideas.-
For instance, when she had -been 

. taken to the heavenly country by her 
spirit brother Frank, "She saw no jew
eled gates or golden streets. She saw 

■ an exquisitely lovely landscape, with 
flowers beautiful beyond description.

“Away, away—far beyond the limit 
of my vision, stretched this wonderful 
sward of perfect grass and flowers;

• and out of it grew equally wonderful 
trees, whose drooping branches were 
ladfeh with exquisite blossoms and 
fruits of many kinds."

Her brother’s spirit asks: “Whom of 
all the friends you have in heaven, do 
you most wish to see?"

“My father and mother,” I answered 
quickly. He smiled so signifipantly 
that I hastily turned, and there, advanc
ing, iny dear father and mother and 
my youngest sister. With a cry of joy 
I flew to my father’s outstretched 

„ arms, and heard with a thrill of joy, his
K dear, familiar ‘My precious little

daughter!”^ '
£ Not the least interesting part of this 
É1 book is the supplement by Rev. David 
* * C. Cook, its publisher. He would prove 
, / that “Our: loved ones are given back 
! " to us there,” and “Jesus the Resurrec

tion. Now/’ It Is eminently just and 
sweetly charitable. The Interest the 
subject awakens is shown by thé fact 
that over two thousand books have been 
written presenting it in various as
pects, and all have had ready pur-

Hagaman, who was never accepted by 
the Spiritualists as genuine: who wdg 
no more trusted by them before than 
he has been after his return to the 
church. Hagaman atter his failure in at
tempting to pose as a medium, and 
turning exposer for the money the 
church furnished to salary him. is a 
Bight too pitiable for contempt.

The National Association would gain 
nothing by accepting the challenge of 
such an adversary; In an old fable, the 
lox said to the Hon. "I hear you are 
such a coward you refused the chal
lenge of the polecat.” "I did.” replied 
the lion. "Had I accepted I might 
have killed him. out not escaped the 
stench of him the rest of my life."

When the Episcopal church meets In 
convention. If some renegade minister, 
who had become an infidel for the 
money he supposed to be in It- for ad
vertising purposes should challenge 
that church for a discussion of belief, 
would anyone advise acceptance? To 
do so would place the two disputants 
on the same level. '

Would the Spiritualists have the Na
tional Association brought down to the 
level of Hagaman?

The reply of the convention spoken 
by its president, was one of the most 
subtly wise, and so completely met the 
issue, that in the reports of the St. 
Louie journals, it was openly or tacitly 
acknowledged that the challenge was 
ceneath the notice of Spiritualists.

If Hagaman and his Antis are honest 
and wish for the truth, wish to be con
verted, the means are at their disposal. 
They can Investigate as all Spiritual
ists have aone. but the Association does 
not propose, or feel called on. to dis
cuss the principles on which it is 
lounded, which to its members have 
been long ago demonstrated. The As
sociation has no Interest in Hagaman's 
conversion, except as one great object 
of Spiritualism is to make better men. 
and it possibly might lead him to be 
more truthful, less self-conscious. The 
Association does not jeare for his cen
sure or praise, why should it descend to 
bis level and honor him with accept
ance?

'S. Q. Do you not think that
such books as the "Great Psycholog-
leal Crime," 
Spiritualism?

and Demonism." injure

chasers. - 
But Mr. Cook narrows the means of

spirit communion to acceptance of 
Jesus. It is through him we are 'to
perceive the home-coming of our de
parted friends. For him it may be the 
best and only way. By concentration 
of mind on the "Master,” the receptive 
condition is Induced, of harmony and 
the strength of assurance, and no one 
should find fault with his method, or be 
too severe in criticism of his belief.

A Spiritualist: Q. Wouldltnot have 
been-best for the N. S. A. to have ac
cepted the challenge of the Antl-Spirlt- 
ualist Association?

A. On the contrary would it not 
have'been most unwise? We presume 
this correspondent, like many others 
thinks the only method to sustain a

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
IN THE SPHERES CELESTIAL

Divine Lesson Imparted by Visiting 
the Spirit Land. . ..

I Benji the following bit of spiritual 
experience, feeling that it may be help-1 
ful to some soul who is longing to e$- 
cape from the trials and burdens of 
physical life.

When I first became convinced, 
through Investigating spiritual phe
nomena and through the channel of my 
own mediumship, of the realities- of 
spiritual life, there grew in me a desire1 
to leave this life and enter into the spir
itual. The desire became ho intense 
that I believe my spirit would have 
left the body forever, had not the 
guides who surrounded me resorted to 
heroic measures.

While reclining one evening upon a 
couch I was startled to perceive that I 
was not alone: a visitor, a denizen 
from the spirit world, was in my-pres
ence. and having hardly become accus
tomed yet to visitations from ghosts. I 
gazed at him with much interest, won
dering what he -wanted. I was not long 
in finding out. tor he stretched forth 
his hand, and said. "Come."

Feqllng intuitively that he was one to 
be trusted. I placed my hand In his. and 
soon found that I was treading the
streets of the Eternal City. i 
had sufficiently recovered from 
prise to interrogate my guide, 
loft me alone, deserted In that 
country.

I behold an innumerable

A. Our correspondent is fearful that 
.hey will, but he may rest assured that 
in the end, whatever influence they 
may temporarily have, they will not. 
It bpiritualism could be harmed by its 
enemies, or the folly of its friends, it 
would have ceased to be. long ago. It 
is endowed with a vitality which laughs 
at death. Ii rises above exposure se
renely smiling, and the most over- 
wb^j.mjfig.atlacjr..passes, away leaving 
no traqe. By the great sea. the shore 
sands left by the retreating tide may be 
written oven with the vagaries of 
dreamers, of tramps and wreckers, but 
the incoming waves sweep clear to the 
tide-line and nothing of their work re
mains. So may write by the coast of 
the Infinite Sea of Spiritualism, those 
who arrogate to direct its waves, lay 
down its principles, and give it bounds, 
to find they are jetsam and flotsam on 
its tide.

Injure Spiritualism? Spiritualists 
may injure themselves, not the cause, 
which is above individuality. All the 
impurities washed from the continents, 
go into the ocean, and it sparkles in its 
purity as the waves threw up their 
white hands to the kiss of the sun and 
the winds. It will take many such 
books to make Spiritualism unclean or 
do it harm. 'AH the filth of Chicago 
river, turned into the Illinois,, before it 
reaches the Mississippi, exposed to the 
purifying light, over rapids, or in 
broad expanses, loses, its poisonous 
matter, its deadly disease germs, its 
noxious gases, and becomes pure as the 
waters from the clouds.

So all that is not true, and right, and 
just, dissipate in the disinfecting Spir
itual light, and we may have no fear 
that that which is true will fail. We 
may have only fear of being in the 
wrong.

Will Woman's Nature Change When 
She Votes?

A recent editorial upon Woman Suf
frage in the Pittsburg Gazette, closes 
with this sentence:

"The only question is whether it is 
adapted to woman’s nature to partici
pate in politics, for no amount of edu
cation can make a woman more like a 
man than her grandmothers were."

The above sentence contains the 
sum total of the so-called arguments 
against woman suffrage,. The only 
trouble being that one class of oppon
ents tells us.women should not vote be
cause -they would become like .men. If 
they did so, and the other class, like 
the writer of this editorial, that wo
men should not vote because no 
amount of education could make them 
like the men.

It seems Impossible tor some people 
to conceive of anything but a man In 
politics. It is the very fact that wo
men are different from men, and will al
ways remain so, that they need the bal
lot and our government in turn needs, 
them.

Women have no desire to become like 
men, nor vote , like men, they want to 
be women and vote like women. Wo
men being specially interested in the
spiritual, moral and home side of 
would look after these Interests in 
government ■■

Our commercial interests are

Ufe 
our

... ---------------- ------------ — al
ready well -looked after but good men

WE ARE eèVSN, ' A STRIKING PSYCHIC EXPERIENCE

Before I 
i my nur
. he had 
: strange

throng.
whose faces and raiment shone with 
such splendor that my eyes were blind
ed. This great and dazzling host of an
gels seemed to have assembled for 
some purpose that was not apparent to 
me. I looked in vain for a friendly, fa
miliar face. My gaze was unnoticed by 
those glorious beings, but I felt that al
though they realized my presence, they 
had no use for me. and I was not wel
come.

With a sense of sadness and disap
pointment. I turned away from the com
pany. and sought the seclusion of a 
splendid garden near by. I walked by 
the side of a little rippling stream, 
whose crystal waters made enchanting 
music as it flowed over its pebbly bed.

But the sense of sadn&ss and loneli
ness grew greater, and I realized that 
for the first time my soul failed to re
spond to the beauties of nature: In fact, 
I became thoroughly homesick, and the 
desire to return to my earth nome com
pletely overpowered me.

I felt that I was not in my proper 
sphere—not ready for the spirit lite, 
but like an unripe apple that had fallen 
from its parent tree: and my joy. can 
be better imagined than described 
when, after a period of loneliness and 
regret. I found myself back in my frail 
little body, and standing beside me the 
dear familiar face and form of a loved 
spirit guide, and he said to me kindly: 
"My child, we have allowed you to pass 
through this experience to make you 
understand that It is not time lor you 
to depart from earth. Your best work 
is yet to be done—a work for humanity. 
Forget vour own painful experiences.. 
Be true. Live near to the angels, and 
we will guide you into the path that, 
when your work shall have been fin
ished. your entrance into spirit life will 
be a happy one. Those sinning ones 
yon have just beheld will stretch forth 
their hanus to greet you. The love.and 
gratitude of those to whom you will 
bring the message of immortality will 
crown you with a joy unspeakable

ALICE C BARRY

are in despair oyer the moral side of 
our political life. - ■

Women are specially interested and 
strong along the lines in which our 
government -is- weak! Combine the 
vote of the man and thfe woman and we 
have a complete whble, A govern
ment with men only to look after its 
interests is not complete any more than

-------- . . -------------- is a home with only men to look after 
cause Is to repel every snarling at- it. . ELNORA M. BABCOCK.

“ftwJ Shall ! SeGoirie a Medi»
urn,” Fully Answered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
W and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

cents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0.

MY LITTLE CHILD IS THERE

Make Each Day a Stepping-stone 
Heaven.

!

to

In days gone by, when I have thought 
of heaven, . •

A dreamlike mystery it seemed to 
be; .

I could not see by faith the many man
sions, .

Nor catch a vision of the crystal sea.
But now it is a home where 

dwelling;
It calls the weary heart its 

share; .
A blest assurance cheers my. 

’ thither,

* * * • A simple chlldpi in 
That lightly draws fits breath.

And feels Ite life In- everji.'llmb, 
What should it knbw otdeath?

■ ■ 4 -V ffQ ■ •
I met a little cottage^lrl-'.- 

She was eight yearf oldpshe said:.
Her hair was thick w^rmapy a curl 

1 hat clustered roujjjl Jj^jjhead. •
She had a rustle, woodland-air. ' 

And she was wildly clad t
Her eyes were falr. anili.vety fair: . 

—Her beauty madeime glad.
Sisters and brotherS.JlittlfeBniaId.
How many may yqu.&ef?’

How many? Seveifip pn*' she said. 
And wondering looked at me.

And where are they? I-pray you tell. 
She answered,."Seven are we: 

And two of us at Conway dwell.
And two are gone-to ¡¡sea.

Two of us in the churcAyard Ue. 
My sister and my brother: .

And in the churchyard cottage I- 
Dwell near them, wiih.my mother."

You say that two at Conway dwell. 
And two are gone to Sea. •’ 

Yet ye are seven!—pray you tell ■ 
Sweet maid) how this inay be."

Then did the little maid-reply.
Seven boys and girls7-are wq: 

Two of us in the churchyard lie 
Beneath the churchyard tree."

"You run about, my jflttle maid.
Your limbs they are glive: 

If two are in the ciiuYchyard laid.
Then ye are only five.“

Their graves are green, they, may
Been.

be

The little maid replied.
Twelve steps or more .from mother’s 

door.
And they are side by side.

My stockings there T often knit.
My kerchief there I hem: 

And there upon the ground I sit 
And sing a song to them.

"And often after sunset sir. ■ . ■ 
When it is light and fair.

I take my little porringer 
And eat my supper there.

"The first that died was sister Jane:
In bed she moaning lay.

Till God released her of her pain 
And then she wenUaway.

"So in the churchyard she was laid: 
And when the grasp,was dry.

Together round her gjave we played.
My. brother John aijd.I.

And when the ground was white with 
snow ■’

And I could run and slide.
My brother John was’lorced to go.

And he lies by her side.” 
■ -if- . .

"How many are.you;->tben-" said I. •
■if they two are inoheaven?" 

Quick was thb little njald sf reply.
0. Master, we areigeveafl.

But they are dead: thd^è two 
dead! °

are

Their spirits are in heaven:" 
Twas throwing wordS awpy: for still 
The little maid would- have her will.

And said. "Nay. wd*hre sSven! ”
—Willifih Wordsworth.

HYPN($IS.
ii

Dr. John D. Quackenbos Considers It 
■ Balm for Manÿ ills.

IQV . 01

a

love Is,

joy to
journey

Because I know my little child is 
there.

In days gone by, I thought that heav-- 
. .en’s music ’ ■'

Filled all the universe with bursts of 
praise; ‘

"Celestial harps with holy music swell
ing," • •

And choirs chanting through unnum
bered days. ...

But now I know sometimes the harps 
are silent,

While only children’s voices thrill 
the air; •

And when they sing His praise in 
sweetest measure,

I know so well my little child is
there.

In days gone by, I did not feel so keenly 
What it would be to miss the shining 

land; • ‘
The happy, care-free days filled all iny 

longing
Till one wafc taken from the household 

band.
And now my life knows only one great

purpose— ’
Thè glories of the unseen world 

share; ■
To make each day a stepping-stone 

heaven, ' "" :
Because—because my little child 

there. . . ’

to

to

1B

—Lanta Wilson Smith, in Zion’s Herald, 
a strictly orthodox paper. ’

GOOD SUGGESTION.

A Lovely Christmas Present, or New 
• Year’s Gift

Mrs. Mary E. Wilson, (Farmer Mary) 
the widow of the well-known' pioneer 
Spiritualist speaker and wonderful plat
form test medium, E. V.' Wilson, is an 
aged and feeble woman and unable to 
do for. herself. She has a few of her 
husband’s books, “The Truths of Spirit
ualism.” This is a valuable work 
worth many times its price, and should 
be in every Spiritualist’s library.

Reader, if you wish to do a good- 
deed , and help a worthy pioneer medi
um and good woman, send $1 to Mrs. E. 
V. Wilson, No. 301 Union street, Valpa
raiso, Ind., and you -will receive this 
splendid book by return mail. It has a 
nice cloth binding and will make a love; 
ly holiday gift . ' ■ .

• This Is your opportunity to bless a 
noble Worker in our cause. ' 

; E. W. SPRAGUE, .
' N. 8. A Missiondry.

- “The New Life.” By Leroy Berrier. 
Eminently suggesUve'along’the lines of 
“new thought” Excellent In tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth,'■$!,..................

“The Constitution of Man;” By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and 
practical presentation ot advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
afid briglhal Ideas; . and the : fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Price 60c.

“Longley’s Beautiful Stags." Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs 
with music, by C. Payson Longley 
grlce Jiy Ball, 15 cents, j

Pleading tor the ei^owçjgiit o£ an in. 
stitu,tlon. waicii.cqij ?upnJy,nthq.pBvcbic 
food „which,an S9vqJ'.,J^,„J1qhn! 
D. QuackenbbB ipgde,/vigorous reply to 
those who disapprove the trealpjent oi 
humim life,by hypnotisim , ■ -

He’ spoke before the members of the 
American Institute of . Scientific Re
search, which inet at the home'of Mr. 
and Mrs. Griswold Bourne, No. 1 West 
Sixty-eighth street, .New York. The 
society is planning' ¡the establishment 
of a hospital and laboratory where dis
eases may be treated jjy influencing the 
mind. . '■ - , ’

"From, the physical; vjew point/’ said 
Dr. Quackenbos, “hypno-suggestion has 
lor its alm emancipation from function- 
'al disturbances through .its regulation of 
the ordinary, processes of digestion, 
metabolism, circulation, and inerva- 
tion in general.. . Errors In assimila
tion may be corrected -, and. nutrition 
made perfect ;in fields where it is de
fective. Pain is. controllable,...and, as 
you know, minor surgical operations 
have been successfijly ' and painlessly 
performed on hypiio'tized,.subjects.

“We may be of amiable -disposition 
and yet be haunted with an .impulse, to 
pick up a hatchet and .kill somebody. I 
successfully treated such a patient, of 
whose mind this idea had so far taken 
possession, as to render him unable to 
discharge his duties as a . bookkeeper.” 
■ Among the wrong tendencies which 
the physician said hypnotic suggestion 
now cures were mentioned cigarette 
smoking, drink and drug habit»,-klepto
mania, lying, dishonesty, swindling, 

: disobedience and . viciouaness. To 
moral delinquents, the suggestion is 
given.’ “Your fiettw sellé, condemns 
your course . .., , , .

Besides curing disease the modern 
hypnotism, he asserted; awakens geni
us, as in the case of a t young woman 
whom he-assisted to trhln for the stage 
by strengthening.,of iiej oversout. Hyp
notism he said, is; also apod'tor .the mu
sician and it develops hjffi to a wonder
ful degree in sight f^aÿng. ’ ' 
• Speaking of diseases-/jjf. : Quacken
bos declared that. '¿n' .,inherited ten
dency to cancer might, bé overcome by 
hypnotism by keepipg'up thé vitality of 
the threatened tissue#. J. ’

A Psychic Wave Is Sweeping Over the 
Earth, and Many Are Influenced 
Thereby—Spirit Influence la World
Wide, and Thle Time It Took Rev. F. 
J. Culver, a Congregational Minister 
of Pasadena. Cal., and Separating His 
Spirit from-His Body Each - Night. 
Conveyed Him-to the World's Fair at 
St. Louis, Mo., where He Surveyed 
the Magnificent Scenes, as Set Forth 
by.the Los Angeles. Examiner, .

-Does the human bouI sometimes leave 
the human body and consciously exist 
apart from it. returning later to its 
temples of flesh, bringing the memory of 
its experiences?

Rev, !■-. J. Culver, the well-known 
Congregational minister of Pasadena, 
has had a remarkable psychic experi
ence, which has caused him to give 
hours to this problem.

While his physical body lay asleep at 
his Pasadena home, the minister float
ed through space to the World's Fair 
at St, Louis. He viewed the wonderful 
sighta^of the great Exposition and 
floated back to his home, to awaken in 
the morning and relate to his family his 
experiences at the Fair.
..Night after night this happened, and 

while Mr. Culver ireely tells of the re
markable happening he does not at
tempt to explain it.

That he is puzzled he acknowledges, 
but although ife says it • might have 
been a dream, his whble manner shows 
he hardly accepts such a solution.

Rev. F, J. Culver 1b well known in 
Pasadena. He is a Held secretary In 
the Congregational Church, was a high 
official In the Y. M. C. A., and prior to 
Lis recent, illness was engaged in reor
ganizing the West Side Congregational 
Church, incidentally raising a fund of 
fllO.OOO to pay off a debt.

This hard work occasioned a break
down and the psychic experience fol
lowed.

His illness confined him to his home. 
670. South Grand avenue. Pasadena. 
I-or some time he was in bed and then 
gradually began to improve. It Was 
during these convalescent days that he 
was apparently carried through space 
in a chair, taken about the fair grounds 
and. returned home.

The average man Is decidedly skep
tical about all matters occult, but there 
are tnose who earnestly insist that such 
things do occur, and even attempt to ex
plain the experience of Dr. Culver.

Rev. Mr. Culver relates his experi
ence as follows:

By Rev. F. J. Culver.
I had been laboring excessively for 

several weeks and was finally stricken 
down, being confined to my home. It 
was there I experienced this mystical 
visit to the Fair. It may have been a 
cream. I don t attempt to explain it.

I was started through space, from my 
own house and over the miles of coun
try between Pasadena and St. Louis 
and placea in tne Fair grounds. I saw

’ A Prophecy pn Materialization.
To the Editor:—iHiJooking over my 

papers-I-find the encáoséttbcomtnunica- 
tion given me by Mr. J. B. Wolffi, at a 
materializing seance; ¿bough ten years 
ago, and a few yearwaftetírhe passed 
over. - The reply was Kin aftówer to the 
Question as to whether dgirits would 
ever materialize anflrspeaK- from the. 
platform, and be talked With on the 
street. Mr. Wolff was ati&ie timé a. 
Methodist minister -or-'consrfflerable in
fluence and ability, s ItUs-i-in his hand
writing and was given-intfront of the 
curtain and he was :fltlly recognized by 
many of those presemt, ,whb-had con
versed with him many times. ’

The message mayabe'ofi-ánterest to 
yonr readers. 41. F. GILMORE.

Washington, D. Ct - >i ? •
. ■. ■ ■ . ■ ' ■- ..i. ■ j 11 ■ ' ■ -■■

. Not only will such controls as now in
fluence public speakers, materialize and 
speak beside them-,--but-they will ulti
mately in presence of a good hattery 
materialize without -the presence of a 
speaking medium on the platform and 
give full proof of rational ability, and 
further, on the street and on: the way, 
they will meet and talk with those who- 
are m affinity with. them. -• . -

. JOHN B, WOLFF.

"Social 'Upbuilding, including Co-op- 
eratlve Systems and . the'Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity ” ’By B. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D-, M. D. This Comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this ottee. - .

“iEBt Sow to Wake the Sola? Flea- 
sb.” By Elisabet

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author, 

of History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 2o cents.
A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng» 

hsh fl eethought leader, with a story of-his lite as told by himself and a 
histpiy oi his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
leuect almost to outran cement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1. •

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol» 
ogj. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 188 
pages. By Ihomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth. 50 cents.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the ar-, 
tides Leli-ion of the Veda.” and ‘ Buddhism.” The Study of the 
Sanski it. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents. •

A New Catechism, By M. JI. Mangasarian. A book-suited to ex» 
press the thoughts of men, women and children living m the new times, 
1 nee, cloth, 75 cents; paper. 50 cents. -

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. I o advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthuB» 
mg ideas, By Emma-Rood Puttie. Price 25 cents u

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in» 
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $150 .-

^anua^’ complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the Ameiit.an Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro« 
mamsni as it is to-dav. Price 15 cents

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels. Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included m the New Testa
ment by its compilers, translated from the original tongues, and now- 
collected into one volume. Price, $150

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how Ins life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianitv. Price 15 cents

Aryan Sun-Myths. 1 he Origin of Religions. A valuable compila» 
tion of histoncal facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth $1 ’

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr Thomson J, 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’s 
Vow, The Occult Torets of Sex, Perfect Jfotherhood. ■ and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. Ihis is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying Price $1

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by, 
Emma Rood futtle. Neatly bound m blue cloth with silver letters 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. II. Hill. JI. D. Price $1

Atlanta, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book

the ouildings. saw the people and saw 
the exhibits.

I had been planning to go to St. Louis 
but my .illness had prevented it.

I could go about, see the exhibits and 
was greatly interested in many things 
that I saw. A man naturally shrinks 
from telling a story of this kind, but

oi inrq thought, pioving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of l eaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price 50 ets

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author, A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price cloth $1

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents '

Beyond the Vail A Sequel to Rendmg the J „1 given thiouji the 
■mediumship.oi W. W. Aber. Price. $1.50: postage 25 cents

Bible and Church Degrade Woman. By Elizabejh Cady Stanton 
Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suffrage on

i Questions of Jforals and Religion. Price IQ cents 8

i

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
tell this just as it seemed to happen t<J characteristics of prophetsTand apostles^By Alien^tuam* Priee^r1 
ne Had It been just one night I woul> B11?le of Brbles Por twenty sevfn DivineXvXnVeSa. ? 

a ^e character of
have thought nothing of It. but happen-
.ng night after night( I am forced to ac* । _ - . . . • •? ----- ui mu ciiar'ioipr or
knowledge there is something about it.(the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examin..!:«-
I cannot understand. . - I their doetrinest By Kersey Graves. Price $175 ^amination oi 

p"‘ced Maa.™,.,«, they
porcm, /Tiiere was-nothing- extraordi- . '“¿trey -»»Smu.Aor anyone who can count — ■ "- ...................   « ------------  . ,<> ■ ■ \ -.T " t r — -----  — v on Ins fincrei’s one two
nary visible. I appeared to be my or- ^ree,_etc. New and unique. By W. II. Bach. PHpp KO ’ ’dinary. self, except that I certainly . JM» a —~e > » cents,Body and Soul. A series of lectures by J. Clegg Wright. Price M 

I rO1 Explain. By Jiinot J. Savage. Price $1. ’ '
-been, far beyond.anything of which 1 ' Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-JInrrnetin 
am capable In my every day life. For | Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or student« 
those visits to the Fair were by no t science. 107 pages. Price $1. or students in the
means all of my experiences. f" ■ — -• —

possessed mental powers aside 
from whatever else there may have

Seated in the chair I passed ove:
mountains, valleys and rivers, and in art j 
incredibly , short time was home again« 
in Pasadena. On one occasion my at- 'i

? •ÂÏSÄS»!. $1.75.
Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chilltention Was attracted by .some people : Jren accordine to the law« of i , , " 110w t0 rear

and I. stopped to talk with them. °X kXZ m pcal P^ehology, and mental
I do not offer any explanation at all 

of all these remarkable things. There
is, of course, very much about the hu
man being which we do not pretend to 
understand. In these days of the wire
less telegraph and the X-ray we seen! to

I. gestion. By Newton N. Riddelï ' Price“ 60 '<^‘7^’ ““ SUg’ 
" Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the 
^organization and management of Sunday-schools ■ Somethin- Li 
¡¡’pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price 25 cents • W ’ I s’ 
; ChriBlianity a Fiction. The aatronomcal ¿a acü-Jhi*.
U n reh..»,, A richly sorest,, poem, b)- Dr, J. ïï. M.nUsîi.'TrtÎbe upon the verge-of great possibilities.

I am not a believer in psychology, ,t>0 cents, 
neither am I In a position to dispute; Christs of the Past snH Procont r>„ ,
the wonderful discoveries and remark- ninth t esen*' "J K®v- Moses Hull. A valuable
able progress made in the realms of the ' bo°’c': Prlce’ cloth’ 3,5 c?nts; P»Per, 25 cents. '.uuabio

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatlv-printed nazes nertnint t 
’•system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law natm-e and S?? t0 ? 
■.By J. 0. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $150 natme and unfoldment. 
. Coming American Civil War. T 'his excellent book is written in tl 
' interest of humanity, of liberty, and of patriotism Bv Rurtnn a th° 
¿Huntington. 300 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents, postpaid ’ W3 

■ Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adnntod t h 
^present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free AmericJ Bv 
1 Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents. ■‘America. By

hitherto unknown. I simply cannot ex- ’ 
plain It. •

Theosophist’s Version.
W. C. H. Noble, president of the The

osophical Society of Los Angeles, under
takes to explain the remarkable experi
ence of the minister. He says: "There 
is nothing remarkable in the experience 
of the Rev. Mr. Culver to any student of 
theosophy. Everyone who understands 
occultism, even in a small degree, 
knows that a human being is much 
more than the visible body we behold 
with the physical eyes. He has also an 
astral body, which is visible to clair
voyant sight. Many people who have 
been specially trained until they are in 
conscious control of this astral vehicle 
can and do leave the physical body pre
cisely after the fashion of Mr. Culver’s 
experience. The physical body remains 
asleep, but not necessarily in a trance. 
The consciousness of the body leaves 
It entirely and performs functions in 
the astral vehicle. This is the body in 
whicli. those who die exist immediately 
after leaving our visible world, and it is 
when this is sometimes seen by people 
who are slightly clairvoyant that we get 
most, of our so-called ghost stories.
- “I may add there are numbers of our 
society who are constantly doing this 
very thing Mr. Culver appears to have

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valinhln ™ !
et on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with insi uetions how 

। to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties Rv 
? G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. • -“J Laura
: Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof W M ,i well-known lecturer. Those who have had the prhdle^ nf ,°d’ the 
! Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and appreciate ?Lof,hearinS 
; of this work. Price $1. appreciate the character

. Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences nf c . 
f M^ts G1V-en thr°Ugh the mediumshiP of Carrie E. S. Twin»- SpriJe

: Cosmiaii Hymn Book. A collection of original and setenteA i
. for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the hoJ^n hY™ns 
t by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents ComPded 

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its titta
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth ¿leates~a 
teresting book. Price 25 cents. ^i, oi earth. A very m-’i

done without Intention. I account for 
this experience befalling a man who did 
not désire it by the fact that hé had 
been ill and this produced largely the 
condition necessary in the absence of : 
special training in occultism.” i

Mr. Noble is the local manager of 
The Machinery and • Electrical Com
pany at 351 North Main street i

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

Information How They May GivoBlrth tn Happy,
Healthy Children Absolutely With-

_ outPaln—Sent Free.
No woman need any Ionrer*dread the pains of 

child-birth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dye 
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows of 
women. He has proved th st all pain at childbirth 
may be entirety banished, and he will gladly tell 
yon how It may be done absolutely free of charge. 
Send your name and address to Dr. J.H. Dye, 154 
Dewis Block, Buffalo, N. T.. and he will send you, 
postpaid, hia wonderful book which tells how to 
rjve birth-to happy, healthy children, absolutely 
iithoutpam; also, how to cure sterility. Do not 
elay, but write to-day. . - ■ ’

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. ' One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It'd lad tin with rich, tbought- 
trlcal tefm or phrase.' Price 51.

“The Present Age ^ad inner Ute; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andrew Jack
son Davis. Wo have a few copies of 
this work the eatebrated m

£-M

’ Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRov Berris r> •Death and the After-Life. An excellent woXlatTng to 5°C’ 
tion moment; scenes and society in Summer-land- WmtorI»»!™“«1' 
Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth 55 cents; postage 5 crate d' By

Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keen Yot™ D
; Dr. J. JI. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1 P oung. By

Death, Its Meaning andResult. By John K. Wilson, a member « 
Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth, Price, $1.25 a member of the

i Diakka and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggest 
ive work. ,It is an explanation of much that is false and renuki™ in 
Spiritualism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents Piusive in

Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their IntPrnrnfa 
tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents interprets-

Discovery of a Lost Trail By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help you see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50. ‘ 1 W1”

Easy Lessons in Psychometiy, Clairvoyance and Inspiration. Rv t 
C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. * “’

Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price 
$1; postage 15 cents. . ’ ’

Edith Bramley’s Vision.. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roiaah Catholic church are seek- 
iug to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents. ’

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. This book .fills a need for literature for small folks 
as there are but a few bo.pks/and.we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive.. Price, .75 cents, ■

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $L

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis <4 His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Heniy 
Erankj the independent preacher of New York City, Price 25 cent®, *
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An Earnest Appeal From Harrison D. Barrett
trat.

The Progress jyeThiakér Stands Ever Ready to Battfe for Spiritualism, Pure andThaduIterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanitv

Important Historical Data
EXCEPTIONALLY SUGGESTIVE.

Showing Conclusively That Popery 
Was Plagiarized From Paganism.

■ Under the abpve heading, “The 
Rock,” of London, has been printing a' 
series of articles of much interest and 
value. In its issue of Nov. 11 was the 
following, which we reprint in the be
lief that our readers will welcome it:

“A speciality in popish worship is 
Xlssing the dumb idol they may partlc- 
ulnrly affect. Thus, when in Rome, in 
St. Peter’s, I have noticed this idol
kissing ad nauseam. I happened to be 
there on St. Peter’s Day, 1903. The 
bronze sitting idol of Peter (as it is 
called) was decked out with gold-ein- 

■ broidered mitre, and a heavy robe to 
match was over his cast swarthy 
limbs. I have seldom seen anything 
more heathenish-looking than this ugly 
black idol dressed out with this tinsel 
finery. But on account of the day, 
numbers of papal dupes came to kiss 
this idol; so many, lu fact, that the po
lice formed a line in front, The people 
filed between police and Peter, each 
kissing as he or she went by, the well- 
polished naked big toe, When in Am
alfi cathedral once, a poor woman, dis
tracted by some grief, rushed in and 
tore, frantically up to the altar. The 
black-robed priest within the rails pro
duced a crucifix, and thrust it into her 
face to kiss! I need not insult Prot
estants by proving that no idol kissing 
is In the remotest way enjoined in the 
new testament. - ’

“In Westminster cathedral is a re
plica, of the above Peter idol, and there 
may be Been English dupes kissing this 
copy, as Roman ones kiss the original 
in Rome. This idol kissing is plagiar
ized by popery from paganism. Picart 
(History of all Religions, I., 13) says of 
heathens: “They kiss their idols.” 
Cicero Bays that the mouth.and chin of, 
Hercules at Agrigentum, in Sicily, were 
poliehed by kissing (Blunt). So Lucre
ties (B. C. 55 says of some idols: •

the Savior’s • name, Jesous, Then it 
should be I.H.E., or else IL.H.C. Some 
say it means .the two first and last let
ter in Jesous, as contracted in MBS. 
Then, also. It should be I. H. C. But it 
is not a quest/ou of MSB., but monu
ments and altar-coverings, where there 
is abundance of room for the full name 
Jesus.

“ ‘Then near the doors the 
figures stand, 

Worn down and polished in 
stretched hand, ■

So oft the crowd, respectful

reverend

the. out-

aß they
pass, 

Salute and touch the consecrated 
brass.’ .

“The idolatrous Israelites kissed the 
golden calf at Samaria (Hosea xiii:2) 
and Baal of Phoenicia (I. Kings xix:8). 
See Brock, Rome Pagan arid Papal 1883, 
p. 128.

Baby Worship.
“One of the Idols seen in every Rom

ish church is a baby boy in the arms of 
a woman. Great worship is paid to this 
wooden or stone boy; he is gaudily 
dressed in rich robes, and often 
crowned with a go.d crown, and blas
phemously called 'Jesus,’ that- sacred 
name at which every knee shall bow. 
There is not a scintilla of evidence in 
the New Testament as to baby worship. 
It is a piece of pure paganism. In the 
Roman pagan church they worshiped a 
boy, variously called Jupiter (the boy 
Jupiter), Cupid, and by tbe Greeks, 
Eros and Anteros; was also called the 
boy Plutus, etc. In the New Testa
ment we are told that the Lord left 
earth and ascended to heaven as a full- 

,.grown-mai),.pnd tfle apostles worshiped, 
him, not as a baby, but as a man. The

Sacred Milk. .
“Amongst the many indecencies ot 

popery is the disgusting lie of some of 
its priests that their churches possess 
a phial of the Virgin Mary’s milk, and 
a metuary to'contain this precious fluid 
is to-be seen in continental churches! 
(See a cylinder-shaped one engraved in 
Brock, pl. 2, fig. 2, p. 130). At Bethle
hem the friars will (for a consideration) 
show you the milk cave, to which, they 
tell you, Mary fled, and her milk over
flowing, produced the whiteness (or 
rather chalklness) of the walls, This 
milk indecency flows from paganism. 
A representation of the Indian goddess 
Siva shows her studding in a milk
river produced by streams from her 
breasts (engraved in Broek 1I„ 126). 
In a pagan'Indian Zodiac Virgo is rep
resented as an Indian goddess seated 
near a lotus, upon which a lactatery 
stream .flows from her breast. The cel
ebrated Artemis, of Ephesus (Acts xix), 
was an idol of a multi-breasted woman. 
I saw a superb’ alabaster and bronze 
one in Naples Museum, and another in 
tne Capitoline Museum, Rome. See en
gravings of it in Fairbairne (Bible Dic
tionary), and Taylor’s (Calmet’s Dic
tionary, vol. V), and in Kitto. In Ger-“ 
many the priests sell the Virgin’s milk 
In bottles, labeled ’Lieb-Frauijn-Milch!’

The Nourishing Mother.
"Some of the idols in Romish 

churches, and numerous Romish paint- 
Ings,.represent a woman not only hold
ing, but in the act of nourishing an in
fant. This is copied to the life from 
pagan statues and sculptures and 
paintings, and as an object of yeliglous 
worship in both cases is as remarkable 
as it is utterly unscriptural. It has 
been held by some that Mary's holy In
fant did not receive nourishment from 
its earthly mother, but was (as many 
others) brought up by-hand. Not, ot 
course, that this consideration makes 
any difference in the indecent religious 
representations of Romish maternal 
idols (see one in Brock II., flg.l, p. 136) 
An Indian Venus and babe an Egypt
ian Isis and Horus, and a Hindoo simi
lar idol, may be seen in Brock (II., 4, 6; 
I., 3). M. ’A. gives an engraving of 
'The . all-powerful and full-breasted Isis’ 
nourishing Horus, from an ancient 
Egyptian painting (Mankind, 1872, pl. 
7, p. 100), which would do for the all
powerful Romish Madonna and infant. 
Doane says: ’Maya, the mother of Bud
dha, and Devaki, the mother of Chris
tina, were represented with the Infant, 
saviors in their arms, just as the Vir
gin’ of the Romanists is (Bible Myths, 
1882, p. 326, with a cut).’’

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

baby Jesus never was in heaven, 
‘ on eaith, and only for a very 

years.

qnly 
few

Woman Worship.
“In the popish church a woman has 

been an object of worship since very 
early times. By means of the Jesuits, 
however, woman-worship has now 
nearly superseded man-worship, boy
worship, and even wafer-worship, 
throughout that Idolatrous communion. 
In the Romish churches, at the right 
side of the high altar (where water
worship goes on), is a side altar with a 
female idol above it. She is called by 
various names and titles, such as Mary, 
Maria, Marien, Our Lady, Virgin Mary 
(though the new testament Miriam had 
six children!) Our Lady Star of the 
Sea (Hastings), Our Lady of Loretto, 
Our Lady of Lourdes, and a hundred 
others.

“This woman worship is denounced 
with fearful treatenlng judgments in 
the bible; but popery copied it from pa
gan Rome. In the pagan church a wo
man was-worshiped with the same devo- 
tlon that papists give to their Marian 
idols. This pagan goddess, like the 
papal one, had numerous names, such 
as Juno, Queen of Heaven, Venus, Star 
of the Sea, Minerva, Ceres, etc.; in Pal
estine and Scripture she was called 
Astarte. Thus the Mary, Queen ot 
Heaven, of the Romish church, is sim
ply a resurrection of Juno, Queen ot 
Heaven, of the Roman church.

Mother and Child Worship.
> While Rome has pilfered woman-wor-, 

ship and baby-worship from paganism, 
her crowning theft is that of mother- 
and-child worship. In every Romish 
church is a composite idol, consisting of 
a woman holding a child in her arms. 
They are commonly called Madonna 
and Child. Of course, no such worship 
is alluded to in the new testament for 
Christians. The pagan church was full 
of it. A Babylon idol of mother hold
ing a child is engraved in Kitto (Illus
trated Commentary, IV., 31). An Indian 
mother and child idol is engraved in 
Asiatic Researches. VI., 393, called In- 
drani nnd Indra. Layard found an As
syrian idol at Gheraro, four miles from 
Baghdad, of baked clay, being a woman 
holding a child. He calls it the Assyr
ian Venus, similar to those found in 
most ruins of the period. He gives a 
cut of it (Nineveh and Babylon, 1853, 
and see Hislop, 28). Drawings of the 
mother-and-child idol, as found in 
Egypt as Isis and Ores, in Mexico, in 
China, m India, in Rome, in Cyprus, in 
Assyria, will be found in Brock (plates 
1 and 2). In fact, mother-and-chlld 

. worship was the most famous and uni*? 
■ tersal ot all forms in the pagan 

chinch, and now, through the Jesuit in
fluence. it has become so in the idola
trous Romish church.

I.H.S.
"The celebrated monogram of the 

Jesuit Society is I.H.S., the bar of the 
It bearing on it a Latin cross. But the 
cypher I.H.S. is found in every Romish 
church on their fonts, books, garments, 
church furniture, etc. It is one of the 
rags of popery still found in Protestant 

-churches; but a keeper of a city 
• churcn confessed to me ignorance of its 

meaning, though it was on the table 
cover. I heard the attendant' - in the 
Ealing Romish chapel say that it ¡¿^ant 
'I hâve buffered,’ when It was noticed 
cn the lont! Protestants (to excuse 
their use of this popish symbol) sav it 
means Jesus Hominum Salvator. Then

■ it ought to be J.H.S. In truth, like the 
rest, it Is pagan, as Brock (p. 136) re
marks: ’This device was-copied . from 
Egyptian altars, where it stood for the

■ initials of the. pagan Trinity, ‘Isis, Ho- 
•• res and Serapis.’- Hislop says tine 
-• Same.(p.-239).- Some learned Protest- 

mts, to get out of the condine forks, 
>ay It is the first three Greek letters of.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
onlyjvrll be Inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per Une. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life, Nov. 20, from 
bls home, in Nevada; City, Cal., after a
very brief Illness, Henry Place, aged 72.’ 
Mr. Place was an old-time Spiritualist, 
staunch and true; a man of sweet. na
ture and greatly beloved by all who’, 
know him. He was forward in thought 
and’ expression on all the higher ques
tions of humanitarian reform; and’ one 
who was respected for his opinions as 
well as for his lovable spirit. Mr. 
Place leaves an aged widow who has 
been his constant companion and help
meet for nearly forty years. To her the 
blow comes heavily, but having the 
sweet consolations of Spiritualism, we 
trust that she will grow more and more 
conscious of the presence and aid of her 
cherished one.

MARY T. LONGLEY.

Mary A. E. Neff passed to spirit life, 
at Navfnger, Mo., Dec. 13, 1904. She 
leaves four daughters ana one son to 
mourn her lass and await a message 
from her. MRS. S. BARRATT.

The dear old man, Jesse W. Manley, 
No. 219 Harrison street, 1 Zanesville, 
Ohio, has passed to the snirit realms, 
aged 90 years. He was laid, Dec. 13, 
1904, by the side of his wife.

Passed to the invisible expression of 
life, Dec. 8, from San Diego, Cal., Chas. 
H. Brown, aged 57 years. His-transi
tion was caused from being kicked by a 
favorite horse. He was a native of the 
state of New York, and for some time 
a resident bf Chicago, coming here sev- 
enteeen years ago, where he was en
gaged in the real estate business. He 
was a firm Spiritualist, an excellent cit
izen and hororable business man, whose 
loss will be deplored by his family and 
business associates as well as by the 
first Spiritualist, society. Funeral serv
ices which were very largely attended, 
were held Sunday, the 11th, the writer, 
assisted by J. L. Dryden, officiating.

WILL C. HODGE.

Passed to spirit life, at the residence 
of Mrs. C. A. DeBell; in .Winslow, Ill, 
Dec. 12, Theodore Pomeroy, aged 69' 
years. Mr.- Pomeroy was a- great 
thinker, an omnivorous reader, ‘ and 
good talker. He made many friends 
wherever he sojourned. All seemed to 
appreciate his sterling integrity' and 
devotion to what seemed to him to be 
the right. He took a great Interest in 
every movement to elevate the standard 
of true manhood. Religiously he was 
inclined to be. rather on the skeptical 
than the fanatical order. In the latter 
part of uis.life he became greatly inter
ested in occult and psychic studies. He 
was a member of the First Spiritualist 
Society of San Diego, Cal. Mr. Pom
eroy.returned to Winslow-and made his 
home-there the last.years of- his life. 
He-was very near and dear to his rela
tives. ’They and nis. large circle of- 
friends and acquaintances mourn the 
loss of his earthly presence. ■ The fu
neral services were held at the resi
dence of Mrs. C. A. DeBell, Dec. 15. The 
good citizens of Winslow expressed- 
their regards by large attendance. Rev. 
Moses Hull, president Of the- Morris 
Pratt Institute;. Whitewater, Wis., offi
ciated. ...

"In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound: pricejlt^.—
- -iiark"Chesfer; or a Mill and a Min
Ion. A Tale ot Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A. pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory Pa 
per covers, 40 cents. .

■ “The;Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wiu¿George -Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the eupreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, eto.- 
Price 30 cents. ..... ,

■ ■■ “Buddhism and ns cnrirtlaa CrUlea.1* 
By Dr Pdnl Cares. An excellent 
of Buddhism; compact yet, comgrehesb 
give. Paper, 50 eeats. Cloth, -

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Gause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought,' and a Better Life.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole? Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

DYSPEPSIA >■
* CURED

Hyou Suiter from Dyopepolo, Stomach, liver, or Bowel 
Trouble of any bind, read this liberal oiler, IT 

Will BE WORTH MONEY TO YOU,

îMeiotfïps?

-creed,.cult, club, sect or system 
01 belie! becomes as dry bones—-worthless, un
less accompanied with humanitarian work— 
charity in its broadest and most comprehensive 
sense. JLhe necessity of tenderly caring for our 
worn-out mediums must be apparent to every
one. Let it be known to the world that Spirit- 
uahsts will not properly care for their own evan
gels, their mediums and inspired workers, and 
then_ otir Cause will truly decline, and a dark 
cloud will envelope our movement. If we neg- , 
lect to care for our needy workers we stand con- / 
victed of. ingratitude before the world. Every 
reader of Mr. Barrett’s appeal should contribute 
something towards the Mediums’ Fund. Send 
the same to the Secretary, Mrs. M. T. Longley 
600 Pennsylvania Ave., S. E., Washington, D. C

•Rvery Spiritualist; in Amcrien should ask himself how much he owes 
tabletn °fi <• aSih? faccs the New « he has a com-

ll v ’ '7k ‘ el°thing sufficient to provide for his phys-
he can dn?ieti ‘r" 11 ? ‘°iU d bt‘ a (luestiou with llira as to how much 
hc-can do foi the Cause he loves. Should he not think of those who are 
without homes, without proper food of raiment, without the pleasant 
companionship of friends, and see how much he'ean do for them? Js 
Z i work?“ S 80n,etl,ing fw S0U1(? oue else’ doinS SPirita*l‘

SPECIAL NOTICE.
. Ab usual, Elton EÆedrlck, Iho well-known As
trologer,«will make a Hpeciul Holiday Heduc« 
tlon. . The year JWI5 is coming upon ns. KNOW 
what the new year holds for you. A knowledge 
of PLANETARY INFLUENCE will accentuate 
success, and enable you to gnard against- unfa
vorable periods and unfortunate changea. As a 
special offer, and until Feb, 1st, 11)05. nil 15.00 work 
will,be reduced to 12*06. wltlelrincludes invalua
ble information, touching upon all affairs of life, 
in addition to »yearly forecast wllh favorable and 
unfavorable periods for business, speculation, 
changes.’etc., for tho year 1005. . ■
This Offer will Positively Close Feb. 1 
Send dateof birth as near the hour as possible, 
Address No. 238 W 8ith st., New’York City,

Something New!....
The .

Spiritual Science Monthly,
, ?,° you Buffer from dyspepsia, 
indigestion, or stomach, liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you 
dp, why not lot u» cur« you t Wodonotmcftn 
Help you by doling you with a «trony, etluni- 
Jating Soda and Rhubarb Compound, or pat
ent “Py»nepela Pill.” fiuch thing» will Him- 
ulale and cate temporarily, but in tho «nd- 
will only Irritate aud further weaken tho al-

*n.d weakened nwmbrance.Ke Kill CuuipWrly aad Permanently Cure 
You. Wo will go WSlio very foundation of 
>our trouble, w|||“rcniove the causer, 

... itrongthon and tone up the affected mem- 
| braner. perfect the digestion, regulate and 
X strengthen the bowels, and tnako you as 
J strongand hearty asyou everwere We could 
f< gho you testimonials by tho thousand of 
“those we have curedof stomachtroublcilnnll 

forms and stages, but they would not tell to 
yon what tho treatment will do for YOU. The 
only absolute proof 1« In tho treatment Itself.

’ ®Pd knowing tho Wonderful 
Corea wo have made for oth-
er«, end believing that wo 
have a treatment that will 
1'MitirrJrCor« aay eue, no 
matter how complicated or 
long etandlng, or how many 
have failed In the pad, that 
we will lend a two week»’

’w; (.•frinire.

treatment to any one desiring to test It. Many are cured by thia 
tut treatment alone. Why not make a trial of It younclf an* 
learn what It will do for you. IT 1H FltEE, Addren’Di. 
Vcebles Instltuh of Health, Main St.. Battl* Creek, Mich.

F^iÆ’^iM00“-885 N-c,ark 8U 2nd
P, S' "AV. Psyclffc »ne Natural Clairvoyan t? 

by mail, »1.00. 207 Llncoln ave., Ohl- 
cage, intnola. - ’ •

M®!?,’, FETMIS, OLAinVOYANT,
8,9ue8Pon.B and-fflvo one of her 

bL.iutlnu books ouneplrational powers, for Meta, 
Address, 280 Illinois street, Chicago. Ill,

NICHOLAS BECKER,
Dixon, III, Clairvoyant Li'e Reading, with mea- 
2ai»efi’ aamea and description of your apirlt 
friends, from your letter or lock of hair, by piuiMl

FROF. FREDERICK M, STOLLER, 
Teacher and Demonstrator of Psychology. Read- 
higs daily, except Sunday; hours 10 a, m. to 8 n.m. 
J£atUn?a.hy ‘nail. Il.oo, 8150 Indiana Ave.. Tel. 
0761, Douglas.

TJEST READINGS BY ASTltOJLOWY.
Send 25 cents (silver) and dateof birth, for a 

teat roading of your life, with prospects Of com
ing year. Aak one question. Full reading with 

.iL0° and upwards. Address, F. F.
NEITZeL, box 088, Spokane," Wash.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
.Clairvoyant readlnga by mall. Also laws o(>ne- 

dlumlstle development nnd spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock ot hair, date 
of birth and Ono Dollar. Obsession cured, dl D. 
Street. N. B. Washington, D. C.

MRS.6. filNGflEY "• KS"
Magnellc and Osteopathic. Cures when all others 

fall. Best of Physicians lieferences.
84 S. R,bey ist., near Madison, Cfitcngo.

The Light Of Reason 
tTh e latest safred sonir on sheet mu
sic. (especially) adapted for (the 
uplifting of,, Spiritual Circles- and 
services. EngJlslj.nnd,,German. • •

• Price, 25c. u copy, tend to 
GEORGE «RfrlV, 

■ ■ 85 Marlon Court. Chicago, Ill

M YSRF CURED™»3S3
harmless. Homo'Care. -Addresr 

MRS. M. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

YOUR FORTUNE
Revealed by the Zodiac. Two large, typewritten 
pages of practical information concerning your 
life sent FREE for your birthdate and« stamps. 
I can make YOU more FORTUNATE itryour love 
affairs, in marriage, bus! neas matters, etc. I have 
THOUSANDS of pleased friends in nearly every 
£ art of the world. Address NOW. SHAGKEX,

‘opt. T.B., San Francisco, Cnl.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fino Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
••Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tutllo 

Light. Color, Electricity. Magnetism. Mind. Batha, 
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. ‘*D. M.’

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
al one's homa Hooks and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. D. BABBITT. M. D.,
02 East Ave., Rochester. N. Y.

HRS. SEVERANCE’S 

GOOD HEALTH TABLETS, 
One of the greatest achievements of SPIRIT 

POWER. MOTHER NATURE’S RELIABLE 
REMEDY Positively cures constipation and all 
resultant ailments. They insure the vim and vig
or of manhood; the Lloom, beauty. Health and 
brightness of:womanhood, and a positive abiding 
sense of that inherent pbwer which leads one on
ward to more than cotuniounlace achievements. 
Free written instructions when you mention lead
ing tyinpicnis. Enclose 4 2-ceut -stamps, and 
81.C0, lor Tablets, A full Psychometric, Impress
tonal and Prophetic reading, when yon remit 50 
cents extra. Address, T. WATSON, 1300 
Main Street. Whitewater Wis. •

TRANCE READING BY HAIL.
•For the next thirty days I will giro a full life 

reading, also description of spirit friends, nnd 
such messages as they may desire to convey, for 
11.00 and 3 2-eent stamps. Give day of birth in 
own . hand-writing. Address PERCIVILLE E. 
WALKER, 551 Carnahan Ave.; Findlay. Ohio.

Ji r. Walker would respectfully refer his natrons 
to the following testimonial:.-I cheerfully and 
gratefully testify to theremarkable mediumship 
of Nr. Percirllle Walker. I met him, a total 
stranger; ho.-accurately- described four of my 
spirit friends, giving their names and messages 
of such nature that I could not possibly doubt 
their genuineness. I heartily recommena him to 
alLwho desire a loving message from those who 
have gone on before, JAS, BAMFORD. Findlay, O.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
• Who has had .

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

. • Years Prof, in a Medical 
. College, Ten Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
■ nA la ft ftatarnl Clairvoyant. Hanover 
falls In diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to. eye. car, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for rcplv. '

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY. M. D.
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently, suggestive 
work, ot excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power ot thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, tl. c

1/1! PE '7'713 Ethksof MarriaffC. By n 111» I / / n A1100 B- Stockham, 1£ 111 1 D. Karezza makes a
plea lor a better birthright tor children, and 
aims to lead individuals to "Beek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacr^i 
relations. It is pure in tone and i’nn, imd 
ehonld be widely circulated, ^ilce/cioth, El.

«AHOrtET, THE ffijSTRIOUS
By Godfrey Higgins,Esq. Thlswork is ow 

ot the Library of Liberal Classics, No antho? 
was better qualified to write an impariial and 
honest Ute of Mahomet tban-Godfrey Hiy^wa, 
and this volume Is Intensely, ihleresn 
should be read In’vonjuncttoU'Witk-ljiHijn-a. work. ™ce.a^au~^X ^tr IIJ5:

An InfXJnons itamphwtMpatt«. com- 
CTOifinimw '-■-pUeS «r-d.mwiehe« by the M.wpiracy < Bew-j. ^ srh«?, author 
'of untaswraa anfl-Cadmlte.^lta.' ft «ntalua 
dleclosufea relative to i1 vSJls&bstS s®Tto ores, 
thwwwtr tre®go«5naieie^%.iifeta

Isadora E. Bussey, Editor,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Ie one of the oldest .-and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Phyaiciuns. His cures are mar- 
yelowsi his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, nue. sex, nnd lock of hair,-.and o centa 
in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
Ho treats norvons exhaustion of; both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, «1. H. J.OUCKH. B;;
- ' Lock Box 1203 Stoneham, Muss.

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card« 
_Dear friends; you can greatly help me care for 
my blind sister, Jennie ¿¿.Webb, one' of tho carl- 
lest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
too Bptrit friend. Send ittoino with II; and I will 
try and jet reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. ¿uulu Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
ford Muss.

fl Unnflppflif Restores Lost Vision. 
H WvIlUUl I UI Write for Illustrated Clroular 
XnanHnfh fibowlnx styles and prices aud 
•OUUbLdblui photo of.Spirli Yarnin, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Molted Pebble Lens Spectacle ns perfect
ly to your eyes at your own homo and send by 
mail, as if you were lumy office. Thousands will 
testify. B.F. POOLE.

• ' «fl‘Evanston Ave.. Chicago, til
Dear Mr. Poole:—Yonf spectacles are perfect- I 

can say perfection. T shall recommend them to 
my ii'lends. Evey your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal. .

TRANCETMEADINGS,
By mall, one doline uad two stamps. Diseases 
diagnosed and .treatment indicated, by Spirit 
Guides, two dollars, iticnd either your own writ« 
in? or Lock of hair, b, -

ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
■fist 11th Str.- N. E, Washington, D. C.

FRED. P. EVANS, 
TheiNotott Psychic for 

Independent State Writing and 
: Clairvoyance,

'Has recently left New York, and is now located at 
H12 Eddy St.. Francisco, Cal Bend stamp tor 
ch'cular on MeaLumabtp,

IMFOKTfifiT WORK, 
- .Send 25 cent^ .to tlie?InveatigaUon Comnlftthel 
Publishers. Davenport^ Iowa, for Prof. Watson's 

r-lllustrated Book, boqzd covers. <l:JUggernaut: 
' Christian. Science Exposed,Containing extracts 
from bookfK'showlnii fveur.whbro'ali ihe Kiens of 

: CJU’isUaibSeloneO'WCTeuoulgkiuUyacoiled, which
Mother Eddyieullo htr fium/bb" ■i’.r!»'”’

"DON'T. READ THIS.
If sick write to me. and I will give yon a free 

exnminatlon. I want no leading syrnntoni. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor of both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name. age. sex, complex
ion. weight and 10 cis. in stamps or silver. Rhd re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren St, Stoneham. Mass.

Dr. George Lester Lane, 

TREATS SPIRITUALLY 
AU Ailment!) With Success.

OBSESSIOX impeciali?.. 872 Huntington Ave.. 
Boston. Mnes.^SEB BR. J. 31. PEEBLES’ 
BOOK OX OBSESSION. ’ .

Eckers Standard Aluminum
-TRUMPET,

By Mail, «2. TS Each.
Send money by P. O. or Money Order. Address. 

■ - . -A-E. ECKEB, Anderson, Ind.

.flpoGFUDhal New Testament, 
"Being all the Gospels, Epistles, aud other pieces 
.nowoxtant, attributed in the first four centu
ries to Jesus Ghrist. his apostles and their com
panions; and not included In the New Testament 
uy its compilers. Price, cloth. 41.50. .

‘ THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one,.two and three. By Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes, each.com- ’ te in Itself, 

in which spirituality Is related to’ vtryday life 
in such a way as to malto the world beautiful 
Price. 51.00 each. : ' . .

TfiE AGE OF REASON.
• By Thomas Paine Being,an Investigation ot 
True and Fabulous HXeology. A new and com
plete edition, from .new- plates and now type: 
IBS pages, post 8vo. ( Paper ‘>52;.cloth: 50c.

MOLLIE- FANCHER,
: The Brooklyn Enigma.

: An authentic, statement ot, facts In the life ot 
Mary J- Fancher, the:psycholbglcal marvel ot 
tbe nineteenth century. Unimpeachable testi- , 
mony ot many witnesses.. By. Abram H. Dailey. 
With Illustrations. -Price, cloth. 81.50. . .

HELIOGENTRIG ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials of Astronomy and Solar ’Men
tality, with Tables of Ephemeris to 1910. Bv 
Yarmo Vedrà. With 61 illustrations, 85 o'f 
which are, original- drawings, by Holmes W.
Merton, author <M. “Debcriptiro Mentality.” A 
new system; of tacrsonnftly deiernilnlng.the pri
mary fund of Montai and Physical-forces and 
their resulta ln mental»ptltudes that-dómlnato 
t he nature of thslindlvMual as based upon date 
of birth. PrlceiSloth, 41.50. .

Seif ContratìÌGticns of the Bible.
.- One hundred api fortp-four propositions, the
ological, moral.historical and speculative; each 
proved affirmatively and negatively by quota
tions from Scripture, without comment.* Price, 
15 cents. ■ ; ■ : . .

THE DESCENT OF MAN.
Br Charles Darwin. iCIoth. gilt top. 75 centa. 

On its appearance it aroused atonce a atorm of 
.mingled wralhrswoudsr .and admiration. In 
elegance of styte. charm of manner, and deep 
knowledge t!f natural .Idstorr. it elands almost 
without a rival amongneientiflo works. . .

THEWQMflW’SBiBLB
PART4--Tfi$..Peritateiicfi.

Comments on G&este, Exodus, Leri tic ns, 
Numbers and -Deuteronomy, by Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Lillie. Devereux iRlakc. Rev.. Phctw 
Hanaford, Clara BflMck--Colby,-Ellen-Battelle 
Deitrick,- him.-. ¡Louisa Southworth, Ursula N. 
Gostefcld, aad-Franeis E Barr.i

THE WO« BIBLMWIk 
i Judg«s,Ktnga.-Prtphetaand Apostles. Com
plexes un the iHd • sad Testaments, from. 
Joshua to Itmlbtlcfe. Thtteommcntsare koan, 
bright, mu et wit. MwqWosdt of radical 

- ibinEers who.«»; astjtsaorantr-orihe higher 
oillelm ..Tb«ret>UiatajrolHaan4ncithei*bI 
these bnota,-bsaefeeOss«atayol Ue bright 
mlSdaafUoAsy aSSism newJlgMoaUa

6 Months’ Subscription Free 
to all who will” send their names in full 
and their addresses, before January 15, 
1905, Send to . ..

F. A. WATKINS,
Hotel* Westland, Sntto O, Back Bay, 

. Boston, Mass,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, Jock of 

hair, age, name,and tho leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

Mr. bak » Chicago, Ill., May 17,1003.
Mrs. Dr., Dobson«Barker:

Dear friend mid Pliyeielan.-I will now write 
"J? «rutllude toward you and 

youi spl.it band for the good yon have done me. 
doctoring with nearly everything and doe- 

101 fl, tLh help me. I find that your treatment haa 
worked wondertully. I am reeling eo much bet
ter I can't express myself. I will close, hoping 
un curly rep.y. Yours respectfully,

. Mus. Bbiitua Canxapa.
40011 Princeton Ave., Olilcugo, Ill,

m«, n.. a-k . a , November 19,1903, Mrs, Dr. Dobson«Barker:
Dear Madam,—H is now time to send for another 

months treatment. lam better everyway: am 
gaining so fasteverybody h surprised, and If I 
can be entirely cured I would like to. I have al- 
reaay-fient a great many, to you, and there will 
still be more sent to you? They nil have faith, 
for von have done so much forme, and I hone 
you willdoihesume for them. Tbe doctors said 
there was no help for me, but I am so changed 
for the better now they don't know what to sav. 
nndlam so thankful toyonand tho spirit band 
that I cannot say enough in your praise. I tell 
everybody about you, Now I enclose nay for an
other inonth s:treatment. Wilson Wert.

btandlsb, Orange Co., Mich., Box 85.
xr... T>— ~ . Big Bend. West Va.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Bnrker:-My Dear Good Sister. 

• -«Your kind letter camo tome this afternoon, and 
kina friend, 1 am not able to express to you my 
many thanks for all you have done for me. Your 
treatments and your dcscripUpn of nhmymany 
ills are doing just as you told me they would. Oh. 
my dear friend. 1 am so happy,tonight, to think I 
am able towrite and tell you.somethiug of your 
med clue. lor all the treatment th itl have ever 
received from anyone. I hmyevBr^finnd any
thing to treat me asypu friend.
I.quueat.my three meals a flay' and walk ont to 
see my-neighbor, and can BleetfpwMthe night, 
dud pet up-in the morning restlid? !Now remem
ber. my good lady, this one Uilugla something I 
•havq not done before for two years, going on three. 
My heart doni hurt mo anything like it did. 

. Please excuse thia long letter, but I want to tell 
: you all I can. .Please note this, for I trust it will 
reach theearsof many more poor Buffering bodies 
like myself and .they, too, can bo benefited by 
your kind, skillful treatment. You seo I urn so 
much improved, even inmy'wriling. nnd In my 

. miking, in fact in every way that u poor suffering 
person could or can find relief, I get so happy. My 
neighbors ail look at mo tn wonder if it is me. I 
do know and trust in yon nnd your happy spirit 

fband. J have, I think, got you two more ladles to 
send to yon for treatment in n short time. They 
all see how fast I am improving, and they think 
ttls.u miracle that I am living, let alone getting 
belter; so I must not say any more this time in 
prose to you. Dear, good people, from your sister 
in faith that all will be well. Write soon; from 

’ . M. E. Goodnight.

MANtJSOIMPTS CORRECTED.
Manuscripts of any description carefully cor

rected and edited for publication, Customary 
price, fl for two thousand words. Graduate. Na- 
uanal Proas Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Address, "AyTHOIi,” No, 2, Speedway Avenue. 
Ocean Park, oal.

Christmas and the Chrisf Child.
, Christmas means the birth or resurrection of 
the sun. the beginning of the new year, or the 
life of the son of nian an I God. What are you do
ing to resurrect the Divine In you and realize your 
God ffiven powers?

CLAIRVOYANT.
You can unfpld your Clairvoyant seeing, nnd I 

can show you how, I unfolded jny own powers 
by a system which is now given to the public in 
the third edition of. my book entitled “Clairvoy
ance. its Law, Nature and Unfoldment.” It will 
enable you (o penetrate tbe veil, see spirits, read 
theauhis. locate minerals, understand the mys
teries and become un adept.

THE PRICE IS REDUCED from S2toSl, for 15 
days only. flTSeudnow; ONE DOLLAR BILL!

OTHER BOOKS.
DEATH AND AFTERWARDS—Cloth. 50 cents 
AURAS AND COLOKb— With exhaustive die 

tionary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY—The firstand only book which 
teaches the science so that you cun practice It 
Price, 50 cents • •

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychometry. Price. 50 cents..
' REALIZATION—How to enter the super-con« 
Bclousness and bo a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot atS2.25 
each, postage prepaid;

HOW TO‘REHEMBER PAST LIVES-A Ms. 
eeries on this fascinating subject. Price, (LUI

Senda sthmnéd addressed envelope for “The 
System of Philosophy . Concerning Divinity,” Co 
lessons, and terms for development. Address,

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
- . 1285 Commonwealth Ave.,

‘ Boston- Mass.

STARTLING FACTS, OB
Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and Its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty.-..It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional;, a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING.” ’
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers.

This book, “No Beginning,” Is by 
William H. Maple. Tho Arena says ot 
It: "The, argument is unanswerable. 
The. book will at once appeal to tho res
ion <>f every reader, and leave him 
more juriased.than, ever at the preva- 
lends of the theory of Creation." The

Two- has -always been a fatef nl num. 
Frt» Thongin Mtal says: "We found It 
tuU 'sf gHtWrtBg tbeugbts for thinkers, 
tad the viiy death warrant of Ohrfe<

Spiritualism has numerous workers who are now beyond active labor. ■ 
Exposure disease, and constant drain of their vital and spiritual forces, 
have left them almost homeless, friendless, and certainly very poor in 
jnirse in their old age. Just now, including Henry Slade, whose pen- ' 
sion is twenty-five dollars per month, the N. S. A. is earing for fifteen of ’ '
our worn ont speakers and mediums. Slade’s pension includes medical 1 :
attendance and laundry, hence the difference between him and the four
teen others whose stipends are twelve dollars per month each ■

J he pension fund at the time of the St. Louis convention was only: 
about three thousand dollars. It is being drawn upon for pensions ' ' 
alone to the amount of nearly $200 per month-in fact, it is a good bit - 'i-; 
over that sum when’ clothing bills are added. Aside from this are the - 
appropriations for emergency eases when people have been ill for a' ? • 
long time or have met with some accident, called “Temporary Aid” ■' • 
items The aggregate of all of these makes a large total each month, . ' 
and these bills are rapidly increasing. Not a week passes but what the : 
JN. b. A. officers arc petitioned to add this or that worthy name to tho : 
pension list, or to give temporary relief in some most ‘worthy case. - 
How long will three thousand dollars last with such large drains upon it 
every month? 41 ;

Spiritualists, this is the holiday season, when giving is in order—> '■
when to forgive and to be forgiven move men’s thoughts to diviner pur
poses. Shall we not as a body rise to the needs of the hour to meet this ;
most worthy work of the N. S. A.',’ Shall we not set aside something '' 
from our holiday offerings for our religion’s sake? Are there not one 
thousand Spiritualists in America able, willing anti anxious to give - 
either fifty or one hundred dollars each to this service of the needy? ;';~
Are. there not ten thousand equally anxious to give five dollars ench tA 
the sarnie worthy cause? Will pot the two hundred and fifty thousan^^ \ -> 
active Spiritualists send in one dollar each to helji make up an. endow
ment fund that will enable the N. s: A. to care for our sick mid worn-
out mediums? At this glad anniversary season, let us sacrifice a little 
for the good of our religion. No one will miss the trifling sums they 
thus lay upon the sacred altar of mediumship. ‘

Remember, the long, cold winter is now upon us. Suffering will be 
the portions of thousands of mortals. Spiritualists, let it not be said of 
us that we ha've failed to take care of our own. Now is the time to 
contribute! Rally your friends to unite with you in this good work! 
Do not delay! This present moment is the time for action! Give as lib
erally as you are able, and urge your friends to do likewise! ■ Send all 
money to Mary T. Longley, secretary N. S. A., 600 Pennsylvania ave
nue S. E., who will promptly receipt for the same. Donations for the 
Pension Fund sent to John R. Francis, will be promptly forwarded 
SPIRITUALISTS, TAKE NOTE OF THE FOREGOING PARA
GRAPHS AND ACT PROMPTLY. Yours for Spiritualism,

HARRISON D. BARRETT, I!
Canaan, Maine. President N. S. A. ii

Send in Your Subscriptions
Now is the time to send in your yearly sub

scriptions, The Progressive Thinker is now un
usually interesting. It is educational all along 
the line. The Spiritualist who reads it regularly 
becomes well equipped in everything that per
tains to Spiritualism and Occult science, for no 
other Spiritualist paper has ever dared to dis
cuss the important psychic questions now con
sidered carefully and critically in its columns 
from week to week. Just think, too, of the 11 
Valuable Premium books, elegantly bound iir , 
cloth, which we are sending out for a nominal 
price, constituting our Divine Plan. You can 
not fully realize the grand work we are doing 
without seeing and reading the books. Send 
in your subscription now, and get your neigh
bor to join with you.

Dept 4038

3 ON CREDIT

East St Louis. 111.

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S CLOAKS AND SUITS.
Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Sults and Over
coats direct from our factory to the wearer at 
factory prices cash or easy monthly payments. 

We trust honest people located In allpartsof 
. tho world. Write for free catalogue.

GBNTURY MFC. CO.

"Hie Molecular Hypothesis-of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wo. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood iB recognized an one ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little.volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular .Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
dsmojiBtraUng a scientific hasjp of Spir
itualism. . The book la commet.ded to 
all. who love , to study- and think 
price 36 cents' ’ r-

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands ot mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by la 
Cloth, |1.

!
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A WONDERFUL PANACEA.

T :/

events. A fierce battle seems to be in progress all along . .the line of

Love Beautifies the Soul,—By Maurice 
Maeterlinck.
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LITERATURE.
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; scription in at once, ■; 
: and.keep pace with 

; all that Is transpir- ; 
: ing in the ranks. »

. ....
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NO. 788

fcrj Christmas mi a Happy lim teii to Sfitiiatt aiitolliw».
May Peace and Prosperity Reign Throughout the World, ai]d May /VII Mankind Become as One Great Family.

This Is the Broad and Heartfelt Greeting of The Progressive Thinker at the Entrance of the Year 1905.
A PLAIN DUTY. THE JAPANESE,

Nothing in tlie world [as set forth in 
the Chicago Examiner] can beautfy a 
soul more spontaneously, more natural
ly than the knowledge that somewhere 

■ there exists a pure and noble being 
. whom It can unreservedly love.

ató When the soul has veritably drawn 
near to such a being, beauty is no long- 

»i -er a lovely, lifeless thing that the one 
« exhibits to the stranger, for it suddenly 

takes unto itself an’impetuous exist
ence and Its activity becomes so natu
ral as to be henceforth irresistible.

■ Platinus, after speaking of the beauty 
that is 'Intelligible’”—I. e., divine—con- 
eludes thus: "As regards ourselves jye 

' are beautiful when we belong to oiir- 
eelves and ugly wliori' we lower our

. selves to our inferior, nature. Also are 
-we beautiful when we know ourselves 
and ugly when we have no such knowl
edge.” - •
; Bear it In mind, however, that here 
we are on tile mountains, where not to 
know one’s self means far more than 
mere Ignorance of what: takes place 
-within us at moments òf jealousyor love, 
fear or envy, happiness or unhappiness. 
Here, not to know one’s self means to 
be unconscious of all the divine . that 
throbs m man. 1

As we wander from the gods within 
so does ugliness enwrap us as we dis
cover them, so do we become more 
beautiful. But It Is,only by revealing 
the divine that Is in us that we mriy dis
cover the divine in others. ; Needs must 
'one god beckon to another, arid no slg- 
nal Is so imperceptible that they will ev

, cry one ot them respond.
It cannot be said too often that, be 

the crevice never so small, It will yet. 
suffice for all the waters of heaven to 
pour into your soul. Every cup , Is 
stretched olfato the unknown spring, 
and we are In a region where nòne 
think'of aught but beauty..

■ If we could ask of, ari angel what it is 
that our souls do in the- shadow I he

- Heve that the angel world would ari- 
fewer, after having looked' for many 

. years, perhaps, and sepn far more'than 
: i the things of the-soul seems to do in

- the eyes of men: “They transform into1 
, beauty all the little, things that are 

given to them.” ' • . • « « ■
■ We' must admit that the human soul 

æfc 'ittÿpoKSessed of singular courage. Jië- 
¡W'.feiffnedly does it labor its whole life long 
‘’"Ezlh the darkness whither most of us relg- 

’-.■''gate it, where it is spoken to by none.
There, never complaining, does it do all 

■ ■ lhiat'iiH*''itg-,poweT-lles, striving to ferir 
out-of thé pebbles we throw to ft the 

.'fiuclèlis; of eternal light that peradven- 

.-, ture they contain. .... ; ; '■
And in thé iriidst of its work it Is.ever 

lying in wait lor the moment when it 
may show to a sister who is mòre ten
derly cared for or who chances to be 
«parer the treasures it has so toilfully 
amassed. - '. « . ■" ■ -,
; .But thousands of existences there are 

; that no sister visits, thousands of exist.

0

AN important letter from 
; PRESIDENT BARRETT.

Wise Suggestions for the Welfare of the 
: Nation's President.

Ably and Philosophically Discussed by Henry M. Tefft of Norwich, ¿N-’T;-

notfoThfe^n^^t^flln^hnf'in^v' 1S' foF'wliat h® represents';-- events. A fierce battle seems to be in progress all along.-the line of 
position with which he iri’ oat81,de dressing, the power,-the thought and actiori. ¡Religion and science are engagedin deadly combat
mayhavcacGuired th^ now ™tte™ not what mehnS''he -each claiming the victory. Labor .and capital are both armed and
by heirshin withont th? ■ Itmay.liave eome-to him equipped upon the field of battle. No more interesting period in the
bought- it mav have Boon VS inay Juvye been world’s history ever-transpired than the present; no time when people
treacherous means-theso thp ^as??t ways and the most needed wiser counsel < or-abler leadership. Social, political and eco-
ohd accepted in ¿ommnnitvn for,go^en ^nd 8 18 rated npmic questions are forcing themselves upon us, to which nd. authorita-
outward insignia of wmuJ. „i ng«?°- , stai}dard as fixed by some tive answers are given. Discontent is everywhere visible in the minds 
he miivliaVn mi»» tn ti,« P0Sltl0n regardless Of how ,of the common people;-tttie solid yeomanry of the country,—the ones1.. „k-.--i._L. w . .------- -viuum ran
ne may nave come to the enjoyment of the same. . : common people;-tthe solid yeomanry of the country,—the ones 

upon whose shoulder the prosperity of a people. are borne. This. Thn mn-im.’«-' 4». i - — . . . ' ___ upon wnuse snouiue^ tue prosperity oi a people, are oorne. inis
thin™ aa <i, 1 °1 P60!1.16 stop to analyze a subject; they' ariè'épt condition is not confined tp the United States alone, but exists in Europe 
-imrai» ' i6^ ?PPear surface. They are moved but they 'ckta’t ,as.welk But with us,<-\yl<ere education is universal, and every human 
know by what force;:they are controlled but they neither realize it or ’ ' ” ' ‘

»Y what power it is done. Brass burnisfted and polished shines 
like gold. Ignorance and superstition often pass for deep piety, : It is 
curious to see how. the great mass of the people are 'affected; howhuick 

'ent 0vÎheir,°W“8 and feelings change. Thé weather is no 
“■ and, »the publie mind. . We vary our judg
ments about men and things without cause or reason. This fact is il- 
lustratcdan a thousand ways. , . ” -

Y?J ■ta t,ie ¡Péorcst lawyer in your vicinity, one whose opinion you 
would not accept on the most simple question of law, and yet let him 
by some freak of politics get. electedjudge of ypur-county.and it would 
not be a week before you would hear people quoting what Judge Sp-and 
bo said as if it was as binding as the statutes of your state. Of course 
the brief time the man had held his office had not changed his legal 
knowledge, but the unthinking, the unreasoning crowd clothe the nian 
with the knowledge and ability the office requires.»

Again you take the most popular minister of your community—one 
upomwhom the rich and the poor alike bestow their favors—let him re
sign his position and engage in some secular business,.and still remain - , -
in your midst, and see how quick the blind priestly, homage which he measured,-it was ddn|. 
has received is bestowed upon his successor, and how quickly he drops ---- ---------
d?Ya .t° t]le level of a common citizen shorn of all that priestly power 1 , , - . ----- , ■ u —o — - —--------------,-----
which in the public mind he was’supposed tq.possess.-; ¡ While he marries and. ab°v° a certain araB,unt,-qpd to that extent lifting the burden from 
your sons anil daughters, buries your dead and visits and prays with the those.of. more, limited iiîjéaps,,^uch a cry as wpnt up .from those who had 

°1’ unwittingly ascribe to him attributes and powers largoiortunesj.^nd aj|ch a.pr^ssiui’e, was brôughttô. bear to’turn 
that it is impossible for you to. do when he puts off his official robes and tue-tide. of popular ‘favor against the law, as is seldom witnessed. Cari-. 
4 "" -----'-----■■ cature,invective,•ahdîè^r'y^tgiiijieïit that the mind epffiffepneeive, )vajs.;

rfh'. x/liu »Y Avii C-ÇV1UVUL1UH lb UxllYclbuIj UHU LVciy HUlUcUl
■being born free, and eyery man has a ballot,—notwithstanding al! these 
favorable eireuinstancés,4;ù,nless capital relaxes its. hold and the rieli 
’and powerful their grapp,;argreater mass of people stand in danger of 
enslavement than ever ibewe. . . - '
; The wealth and business interests pf this country are rapidly passing 
.into the hands of thejfqw^ The man of small mèans is pushed aside to 
make way for large« corporate interests. Corporations combine into 
trusts, syndicates and’systems of business, with« mopey enough1 ,to reg
ulate rates and dominaie-prices;. so that those of‘limited means are 
swallpiyed up, and insteiid,X)f being their own masters, with‘.a reasonable 
amount of independent?, they soon become the servants of others. This 
condition that confronts ns is far-reaching in its conséquences. Wealth 
is.greedy in its demand^ pruel and arbitrary in its methods. It controls 
our statesmen, subsidizfes G'e/press, rules our courts, and has dictated to 
the treasury of the1 Unipid Spates upon what terms mopey will be fur
nished to meet the qbli^ptton.s of the; governments : When it was neces
sary, in the interests, of ^jui: great centers of wealth, to. deriïonetizé silver, 
the taoney of our fatliersj-the money of the people, thereby making 
gold the sole standard gyi,which the .products of the country are to be

!

When.it was necessary mthe interest of,the rulirigiclass, to set aside 
an act of Congress, autijbipipg the levying of a tax upon incomes, over

I
9

dnees, wherein life has infused such 
.tumidity into the soul that it departs 
Without saying a word, without even 
dnee;hrivirig been able to deck itself 
with the humblest jewels of its humble 
crown.. ' ■ ; ' ■ . ‘

And yet in spite of it all does it watch 
over everything from ^invisible heav
en, . It wants arid loves, it admires, at
tracts, repels. At every fresh event 
does it rise to the surface, where it Un
gers till it be thrust down again, being 
looked upon as wearisome and insane.

It wanders to and fro like Cassandra 
at the gates of the Atrides. It is ever 
giving utterance to words of shadowy 
truth, out there are none to listen. 
When we raise our eyes it yearns for a 
ray of sun or star, that It may weave 
into a thought or. haply an impulse, 
which shall be conscious and-very pure. 
And if our eyes bring it nothing, still 
will It know how to. turn its pitiful dis
illusion into something Ineffable, that it 
will conceal even till its death.

When we love how eagerly does it 
drink in the light from behind the 
closed door—keen with expectation, it 
yet wastes not a minute, and the light 
that steals through the apertures be
comes beauty, and truth to the soul.

But if the door open not it will go 
back to Jts prison and its regret will 
perhaps be a loftier verity that shall 
never be seen, for we are now in the re
gions of transformations whereof none 
may speak, and though nothing bom 
this side of the door can be lost vet 
aoes it never mingle with our life, '

■I said just now that the soul changed 
into beauty all the little things we gave 
to.it. it would seem the more we 
think of.it that the soul has no other 
reason for existence, and that its activ
ity is consumed in amassing, at the 
depths of us, a treasure of -indescrib
able beauty. Might not everything nat
urally turn into beauty, were we not un
ceasingly interrupting the arduous la
bors of our soul?
-Does, not evil itself ^become precious 

so soon as it has gathered therefrom 
the deeply buried diamond of - repent
ance?

The acts ot Injustice whereof you 
'have been guilty, the.tears you have 
caused to flow, will not these end, too, 
by becoming so much radiance and love 
in your soul? '

Have you ever cast ypur eyes into 
this kingdom of beautifying flame that 
is within you? Perhaps a great wrong 
may have been done you to-day, the act 
Itself being mean and disheartening, 
the mode of action of the basest, and 
V&Hness wrapped you round, as vour 
tears fell. - • ‘

takes up the employment-of ordinary citizenship. ' •<' < .... , . . .... , , ,_.r ------
Some by nature are born to lead, others to follow. It is said that in e-a}leJdxjnt? ahd a?'aí'esult, the court-by a majority Pf duo-dfei 

whatever company a Spartan was placed heInstinctively by his man- —- ... -
net and habit elaimecl pre-emifrence. All the laws of the .universe,: all --x »■«:.{-- • . " I"'7"T? tt.
the philosophers,' philanthropists and preachers there are in the world -t°f 1; and:agatastt|iepoor. That the tendency of business;
cannot equalize society. Society always has been always will be di- as bcei“°-B™e ”lat free^pd.urihmited competition in trecle, maniifac- 
vided info classes arid nb sentimental teachings, or legislative action will ^re and production with which our. courityy in its earlier history was 
ever change this'condition. A natural law cannot be overridden by hu- • RlvallJ i8.',011® of Vle la]v? oi Out .of it. has come all that 
man enactments. Some writer has said, “Speakers may speak writers 18 “° , and ;G°dllke all that is.grand and beautifiil in.fiatiire; 
may write, we may hear all about equality and liberty and progress beauty oi fQrm/^áce. of action apd delicate tint, of;colqr,.is the 
and all those things which sound so uncommonly well and mean so un- rcsultof rivalry. - So in, business, competition, and. rivalry .beget prog- 
commonly little, but there'is a gulf, as immovable as the firmament and feS8’- ar?use the best energies,.of men and stimul.ates.them'.to action,— 
as intangible and mysterious as a mirage seen in the dim light of a des^ ■-nt must be^competitipn_ where there is a fair'field and fair play. If 
ert sunrise.” The nearer a people are to barbarism and primitive life on®.?an.°wned h1L.tbe fajjroads-in the country,•-thews.could be no com-' 
the closer their equality and manner of living ’ petition m that business, .If , one man owned all the land in the country

Civilization widens and intensifies the demarkation of society. The th^wo¿d co^ - < '■ C;.1 / .A ' -
great body -óf mankind perform the work and the few enjoy its bless- ia«61Ze *-Or -,?£?$en!ratied' ''vea.lth or to what extent col
ings. The prosperity of a.coimtry always rests upori the shoulders'of beiP^- blldt;uP in, our midst,., .One. writer speaking
the common people—those that work in the shbp arid in the mill and ^be danS?r.sd'ba* bes^pur government seys: Another , dariger is the 
till the soil ' ' < ■ “’ ' -’ aP? marked and mcreasingJieridency toward a congestion of wealth.- The

A long time ago I read'the following vvhich truthfully.illustrates this coneenttatmir ^ifower^imthnhan&^prieman is unrepub
thought: “Many years ago over the do or óf an inn in London hung a dangerou8toI)(-Pld.ar institutions. ; . An,exeeptive
sign representing the four ruling elements of the government,’ It was ^cr^e, but little
the picture of four men standing upon the shoulders of each other. At' ??^.bordy’?bd,a^tet a dlttXhe inust.return it; to them. . But a money 
the top stood the king; oh his breast was the legend, ‘I govern all’ - un- ÍL,® may d.oub e’ quade?^®>. een^3P^e bis wealthif^hepffn. ; Be rnay exr 
der him the soldier, and on his breast was the motto, ‘I fight for all’’- un- a-B®■■^0VeFnPr . . •
der him stood the clergyman, and on his breast the motto, ‘I praV for s naf ebosen-by thepeqple with reference to his fitness to administer 
all’; at the bottom stood the laborer with brawny sinews, every nerve 80 ^refd amay M.ek utterly ail moral qualifications for it 
strained to support the burden resting upon him, and on his breast ‘was1 * c ñ”r m0I\ey ^ir!F’muSpi?ot, a^te1’ tY° ^°UY Y?a?’s return his 
the motto ‘I nav for all.’ ” “ ' ' '' 'Vof tb.c Pe0Plei he-has. a life.tenuretof office providing only his

' • ' 3' Al 1 ¥ • ■ -J -i — - • * - ■ — .■ - ~ ■ *• -cidea the law unconstitutional and void. , , ' 1\
¡. -It .is ehiirged- that he ^nd . or legislation for yearsdias been' iif the

American citizenship carries with it 
certain duties and responsibilities that 
no loyal man, or woman, can honestly 

■ shirk. Duty to the state, to the munici
pality, to the home and to the social 
.order, the responsibility of sharing the 
dangers to the peace of the state, 
through the "unabsorbed increment" in 
the human family, the enjoyment of the 
blessings of liberty and fraternity, and 
the giving unto others all the rights and 
privileges man claims for himself, are 
cases in point. Since the recent presi
dential .. election, certain conditions 
have arisen that make plain the fact, 
that another duty of the gravest im
portance rests upon the Spiritualists of 
the United States.. President. Roose
velt’s overwhelming victory has given 
rise to all sorts of speculations arid 
predictions with respect to the prob
able results that'may flow from it dur
ing the next four years. The secular 
press has teemed with matter of this 
kind, and predictions have been made, 
of the most specific character, regard
ing the downfall of existing political 
parties, and the establishment of a new 
form of government.

.President Roosevelt’s probable policy 
has also been freely commented upon, 
and his future career made the subject 
of all kinds of prophecy and specula
tion. Spiritualists have indulged In' 
criticism and speculation with great 
freedom. Many of them have recalled 
several predictions made by reliable 
mediums in. 1900, to the effect that Mc
Kinley and Roosevelt would be elected 
—that McKinley would be assassinated 
—that Roosevelt would fill, the unex
pired term, and be elected his own suc
cessor by the greatest majority ever 
given any candidate for the high office, 
and that, after a year’s service, he, too, 
would be removed by assassination. It 
is not strange, in the light of recent 
events, that these prophecies should be 
recalled. They have all-been fulfilled; 
with the single exception of the one 
relating toi Président Roosevelt’s death- 
by.violence-' _
^.StrangeAs it may appear,, 'thesfe'. 
propheólés have foiirid their way into 

,lb.e..secular, papers, and have been made
b|rfriflèdltorials ; fir ' ri; 

bwiibdi'.'taf 'iristancés.- Many njediiiiris • 
are devoting themselves to the; work of 
forecasting the future, and some of 
them have been rather free In predict
ing the violent transition of the Presi
dent Within the past 30 days, nò less 
than four such predictions have been 
mado by honest,'reputable mediums, lit 
the presence of the writer and dozens, 
of other people. Four years ago, the 
writer listened to a remarkable proph
ecy, with, the request on the "part of the 
spirit controlling the medium, ' that 
the strictest secrecy be observed. . Its 
fulfillment up to date warrants '¿the. 
writer in calling , the attention of the 
Spiritualists of America to thè plain 
duty that is now theirs.

! Thè;utterance in .public and In priv
ate of. these prophecies of the coming 
transition of tho JPrésldient, is . a sug
gestion to sòme Guiteau or Czolgosz, to 
repeat their terrible crimes'.: Sugges
tion in therapeutics is known to' be7 
more powerful .than, mèdicirie, either 
for healing the sick, or for destroying, 
therii. ; These prophecies are fraught 
with grave danger to the undeveloped 
sensitive, who is brooding over real or 
fancied wrongs, arid catches _the psy
chic suggestion that Roosevelt is going 
to be killed. There are scores of men

A large majority of mankind live their lives in obscurity and in' a 
struggle for existence. The wonderful inventions, discoveries and 
progress of the age seem to mock their aspirations and widen the chasm 
already existing between them and the more favored class.- The ntair 
who make the world cannot enjoy it. ‘ '
not allowed to live in it. . This has been the history of all peoples, civ
ilizations and races. The pyramids, which have been called The eter
nal pyramids—the mystery of the past—the enigma of tliepresent.’’—

grip upon his golden scepter b'e strong.” ■'
Reforms never start. attthe top of the social ladder, but they work 

from the bottom up Regeneration of society or the reformation of 
a people or an institution never comes from the ruling classes. ■ This

ThZnn whnh, ¡iT\ 1 h ®n fact is being illustrated*,m our own d^v. The corporations, trusts and 
. the history of a 2! «7 "! «*•

numbered by those who ;are forcing, their side of the question to an 
' 1S,ahvays the.taasse& who arb discontented and in pur country,

were not built to honor or for the use of the workman who*performed 11\eveVy^^1-a --<'!1Jd’. 18 tha 1Pa88e.s who m.the end will
(the gigantic labor, but for the kings whu governed them. The Haiigihg’ -C®n^-Ahe “d earth in time jmrify themselves,.
Gardens of Babylon, also classed as one of the seven wonders dffi 1 S°Tl thc ,
world, were not constructed for the gratification of those who- did-the •ilJ«m Qe?I°r-ds??au t*9SC sp?k,en 
work, but we rend that they were made by King Nebuchadnezzar forstdiS6Jni1 s” 1; Attgeld, m. .theJast speech he 
the pleasure andenjoyment of his wife, the queen? DUCnaanczzar made just before he was stricken with death.

•‘Labor, says one, erects the splendid palace and yet is forbidden 
to enter it ;-it is labor that spreads the magnificent feast and banquet 
and'yet is forbidden to taste it;-and it is labor that converts the forest 
into building material for the home, and yet is forbidden to occupy it. ” 
Standing as we do, at the commencement of the twentieth century, the 
old order of things can everywhere be seen- clianging-gjying place to 
the new. Many think we are upon the eve of great and ; important

,. -x?“ —r~ “I am not discouraged,”
he said, things will righttthemselves. A pendulum swings one way 
and then another, but ihetsteady pull of gravitation .is toward the cen-
ter of the earth. Any.stnieturemust be plumb if-it is to endure. So 
it is with nations., ’ Wrong fiihy seem to triumph; right may seem to be 
defeated; but the gravitation of eternal justice is upward toward the 

■throne of God. Any political institution if it is to 'endure, must bn. 
plumb with that line of.justice.., ' HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.

i Norwich. N-Y;-': ■ i ....... .............

in the great reservoir of truth and 
beauty, which, unlike the shallower res
ervoir of true or beautiful thoughts, has 
(in ever, unruffled surface, and remains 
for all time out of reach of the breath 
of life. ■

We can form no adequate conception 
of what tbis silent activity of the souls 
that surround us really means. Per
haps you have spoken a pure word to 
one ot your fellows, by whom it has pot
been understood.

Above all, there Is the wonderful cen- been given : with ' ¿the j^hougti? and 
tral channel of love. breadth of which he Is suah a master.

MAURICE MAETERLINCK: . Dr. Savage stepped- :dK:,fraR his 
---------—• ?—■■ ; course yesterday and gttiab.a- discourse 

NEW YORK NOTES. .on "Pilgrims and Purita^?’-; Efe said* 
■----------------------—:— “At Plymouth the pilgriw j^teasllshed

Spiritualist, New Thouqht and Liberal tb0 most a™ane as wpUriffithaft&eest 
Meotinnc ' - government then qxisting^n thfcearth.

. 8 : Five offences were punishable Vysdeath,

But let some years elapse, then give 
onq look into your soul and tell me 
whether, beneath the recollection of 
that act, you see not something that is 
already purer than thought; an inde- 
acribable, -unnamable force that has 
naught in common with this world, a 
mysterious, inexhaustible spring of the 

.. other life, whereat you may drink for 
the rest of ypur days. . .

. And yet will you have rendered no as- 
distance to the-untiring queen, other 

njjgthoughts^will have filled your inind and 
W Jt wlll. be without your knowledge that

-he act .will have been purified in the si-- 
•ence of your being,. and will have 

. wwn into the precious waters that He

„ • , . - , we are-well blessed in this great me- .for more than two-
lou looic upon it aS' tropolis of Naw York the present sea- 
‘’r““‘............  " -J son Tvlth spiritual and libera! meetings

to choose from, and one need not go 
into the doors of an orthodox Church

lost, and dismiss it from your mind.-
But one day, peradventure, the word 
comes up again extraordinarily trans-- 
lerred, and revealing the unexpected 
fruit it has borne in the darkness, then 
silence once more falls over all. But it 
matters not—we have ’learned that 
nothing can be lost in the soul and that 
even to the very pettiest there come 
moments of splendor. •

It is unmistakably borne» home to us 
that even the happiest and the most 
destitute of men have at the depths'ot: 
their being and in spite of themselves 
a treasure of beauty that they cannot 
despoil. They have but to acquire the 
habit of dipping into this treasure. .

Thousands " of channels there Are 
through which the beauty'ot our aoul 
may soil eveiTlnto put thoughts.

unless he so desires. ■ i
Nellie Temple Brigham is giving her 

grand spiritual truths every Sunday at 
the hall on West 126th Street ■ Miss 
Margaret Gaule also demonstrates im
mortality at the Tuxedo, Madison ave
nue,~ every Sunday,‘and both’'Of'these 
ladles have large gatherings. .

. a • . — — - -• •: ■ r
but nobody was ever punwted tMt way 

.-■jr more inan two/ - J ; ■ 
¡“In the Massachusetts-sRay vOolony 

among the Puritans, tperewero nt least 
a dozen. .. ■ :

.“The Puritans whlppeitheQuakers, 
drove out Roger WiIHBnbr,\and ' -burnt
witches. The Pilgrims OttUle Mayflow
er, to their eternal glbryriaBd'^honor, 
never’ persecuted"ariybbdy'f^ hiB relig
ious opinion'. ■ .

;Rev. Hugh O. Pentecost has a very 
large, following every Sunday at Lyric 
Hall. . Swami Abhedknanda is. giving 
Sundays a series of lectures on the Ve
danta Philosophy. .

Dr Felix Adler-gives his lectures ev
ery Sunday before the Society lor Eth
ical Culture, at Carnegie. Rall. I some
times wish I could hear all these liberal 
and progressive speakers, but they all 
speak at the same hour, so I have to 
choose one.

Is it not strange that these large or
thodox churches on Fifth avenue and

in whose mind this taought, once being 
lodged, are capable of putting it into 
execution. Let these prophecies be re
corded and witnessed, if need be, but, 
in the name of all that Is good, let us 
keep from suggesting harm to the offi
cial head of our Nation, or to any one 
else.

'This is a matter that rises far above 
personality and partisanship. The 
president is the embodiment of the 
spirit of the Nation, and is expected to 
work its will. 'Between the office and 
the man who fills it, there' is always a 
great difference—a hiatus too broad to 
op bridged even by the popularity and 
statesmanship of a Washington or a 
Lincoln. The office should typify the 
highest ideal of freedom, progression, 
patriotism, and enlightenment, to every 
true American. Unless it does this, 
our Nation is no safer, no freer than arc 
the monarchial governments of the 
Old World. We should, therefore, as 
loyal citizens, do our very best to pro
tect that high office and the one who 

.fillq it. It is our plain duty to do it, if 
we ¡wish to be worthy of the heritage 
that is ours.

Spiritualists, as a step toward the 
goal, let us suggest, unitedly and heart
ily,‘-that President Roosevelt'is not 
only going to live out his full term, but 
that he is going to give our Nation one 
of the best administrations it has ever 
had. Let us say daily, in the silence of 
our souls, and forcibly aloud, when we 
hear direful predictions of his violent 
death, that be will live—live on in per
fect health, and with a clear brain, to 
ao the w ill of the people whose servant 
he Is. Let us meet the huggestioii of 
death by violence with the counter-
suggestion of continued life and health 
for the liead of our Nation; - This is our

Murray Hill are crowded Bundays to 
hear these moth-eaten, and moss cov- 

“hnnnr Pred discourses, the people are begln- 
¿X’- nlng to thlnk and read more as

goes on. ... .. ■■■ :■ • ■.
; There has been considerable discus-"The Pilgrims were -.etane-outers. -.. ... . -— ------

The Puritans tried io stay p the old 8fdn ln this city about Miss Mary Cald- 
church and -reoi^anj^Afiihgr firohi the’ will, now the Marquise ■ de Monstiers- 
inside. The giwt ' Bdetafflcf teachers, 'Morinville who has renounced Catholl- 
Ccpcrolciw,Sjrencer, cism and.returned- to, the-.-Protestant 

„ --------- Darwin, &1I icame oufcniihe iid eoricep- church. This is another case of pro
Dr. Minot J..Savag'e is: giving A se- tlbne-ot- tilth/ ‘ —“• »* -»• ———.

ries of ten discourses on/'Llfe’s Dark The PHgrimB
Problems.” "Death,” -"Mental Decay,” afchzed that in thla-fo:
“Is God a Father?” are some of the hardly & detnoreratla
tonics... The dtaMursaa tn Hi*1- enrsna

. . . . ... ...... ■ ■
Rev. Henry Prank Ib at present giv

ing a fine; series of-dfscourses on the 
“New Thought” in its .different libases.

Pi- truth, greasion. It all comes of research an<l 
*'■< "riia - trying, to find the truth, tor the "Truth 

Ja.wiH slwajs prevail,”, it may be 'smoth
er-- ereri tori A while, but -will reach the

1«»

duty, fellow-Spirltualists 
meet it as patriots, if we 
tlnue our enjoyment of
moiety of freedom.

This is not written in

and we must 
desire to con
cur present

, any political
sense whatsoever. The writer's politi
cal views are well known, and Ho is by 
no means a hero worshiper, hence he Is 
not actuated by any spirit of-partisan- 
Ship. Patriotism is beyond partisan
ship, and the defeat of one great po
litical-party does not make its adher-
cuts traitors, nor <fcrau It make them pes
simistic followers of-Schopenhauer and 
Vott Hartmann. It is not Roosevelt’s 
personality as a man; but Roosevelt’s 
personality Sa the embodiment of the 
spirit oi. America, that thb writer de
elm, to protest-■ -
A bW H’io hbseeaactence
SutiU ft »a ***& u'

Their Status In the Present and thal 
Future.

naner onpht Mhduqted a,nd P’-osresslvdI 
paper ought to be appreciated bv all ad-‘l 
uan t!linlters. and especially bv Snir-i he tech;„iOr ‘7° reMOn" at“"as‘ H *s 
the cheapest paper devoted to thail 
the UnM^n1 trutba' Publish^ ini! 
it« ? ates’ ,and another reason,, 
ts columns ate replete every week with ‘ 

reading .matter that is strictly un to 
date in progressive thought In every re- 
™,em:1?nd advanced thinkers certainly 
coulri^ be much profited by a thorough 
Investigation of Its pages. ulOH>uBn

Angeles- "City of the An- 
»els, as the name Implies in Spanish 
has been an overhauling of the fake 
o?ta±8’\aS We" as la other secoSnl 
oi the country; and spiritual progres
sion can go forward now purified of a 
vast amount of stench that flowed in 
toward the pure and the good. Fraud 
counterfeit, and attempts to imitate will 
always be found, and without these 
many PepPte would not be satisfied, m 
XndOit.VaIUe thS truth when

This intense desire to become stu. 
tionl8 ta mikf°CUlt °rih.e pBychlcal rela
tions, is making great Inroads Into the 
doxv anT ,a“d iS undermlning ortho- 
ooxy, and men and women everywhere 
thatfllmmW^km,ng t0 the sublinie truth 
that immortality, or the privilege of 
SUtogitO live On beyond 0118 earth 
rhnftHn°e’ S>a flxe<i Priaeiple of nature;, 
thattae soul or thinking power is the- 
mriVitaic or finer expression of nature 
e?pni-Wnh<)Ut tbe Soul expression, the 
great Universe of cause and effect and 
everything we see around us would be 
incomplete, some essential point un
touched; some great force, index or 
gauge to measure and to fathom, to ex- 
»oni’.i,0 r,eason. to analyze and to dis
sect all elements that go to make up 
this vast universe. P

_ The. human being is a plant or tree-i 
‘be.;'arth Hfe the roots that anchor it 
amidst scenes of immortality, and Is 
Planted upon the physical or external, 
apd Is represented by the five physical 
senses, and is very fleeting in Its period 
nr a^y’/nd behlnd a,l tbese physical 
pr„seen. forces, there is the soul, the 
finest expression of nature, that must 
.-OiS^?ke£d^art^lnt0 

j th’e fruitj' and Itrimust

iirreTr'atnXinTfipte-i sufiktanca
a°&,?a'T0UBdln& th'rin earth’pari give.

unchangeable laws govern
ing this finer life, and the soul principle 

■in its upward flight through the eterni
ties, must and can to a certain extent at 
Jeast..measure, span or weigh them all.

,The atoms, or lines of force of the 
aad “»agnetic, and chemicals 

held In their solutions, all in time.obey 
this great squl principle and power, for 
the soul is the expression and fruit of 
all-laws.
, S°'y ennobling and sublime when one 

Aiflly realizes this upward trend of this 
'l-K'prlaciPIe’ a.8.^ r*?68 toward the ze- 
mth -of tali'things. -Contrast this with 
that most ridiculous and unnatural Ro
man. Idea, that man’s right to immortal- 
-y J88ts “Pon so unstable a foundation 
as faith or beKef in Jesus. And how- 
slim; the chance for man’s future life, a 
mere thread, as it were; for the reporter 
cUronfried the incident that the "angel 
of the Lord” appeared, to Joseph In a - 
riream, and notified him who the "Holy 
.SOS?/W5B’ for J?8eph.lt seems, had de- . 
rided to divorce himself from his es
poused Mary.

Wo see considerable -¡of the Japanese 1 
here, there are more than 2,000 of them 
in.Los Angeles; they prove a very ener
getic, reliable and ambitious people- 
are quick to learn business principles 
and capable -to compete with the west
ern races in all lines of business they 
undertake. In 1647 the Japanese de
cided they did not care to have the 
Christian religion introduced, and 
taught to any greater extent in their 
empire. - The people seemed perfectly 
able to judge for themselves what cult 
of religious thought would be beneficial, 
as to spiritual unfoldment, or whether 
Christianity would advance their busi
ness chances. The government acted 
with promptness and decision, and in 
the interest of the people, to extermi
nate the malicious dictrlne of faith be
fore it became so deep-seated as to be-
come a part .of the religion ,of the em
pire. It may ndt be generally known, ’ 
there are 6,000 Japanese in the public 
schools • in San Francisco, which is a 
good index of the ambition that is mov
ing the people of that Island Empire on
ward to greater achievement. As the 
habits and customs'of the Japanese peo
ple become better understood, one can 
draw lines for the future, and can safe- -‘ 
ly predict something of the rise of the 
future great commercial power that is 
arising in the far east. When the peo
ple of Asia’s Ancient Empire unite 
with those.of that Island, as they will in 
time, and the spirit of progress takes 
possession of that vast hive of human
ity, when they reach out for - the con
quest of the commercial world, that 
commercial power will eclipse any pow
er that has ever yet been, to help hold 
mankind together. It is no wonder Eu
rope, as well as America, calls those 
races the “yellow peril,” for they are 
anchored in the past, and the race has 
come down, through long periods of 
time, on vfet-y strong lines. W. J. W.

Los Angeles, Cal.

and to his God, to renter cheerful sup
port to everything that is just and 
right in the works of the Roosevelt ad
ministration that is to” come. There
fore, let us send forth the strongest 
possible suggestions for life, health, 
strength, and a wise and patriotic ad- : 
ministration for Theodore Roosevelt to 
March 4, 1909. Let us put a-way all 
contrary suggestions, and show the 
world that good is always the master of 
evil, no matter what'form the latter 
may assume, in the thoughts, words 
and deeds of every Spiritualist. ■ . ’

Yours for patriotism and true {Spirit-. ’ 
v.allsm, HARRISON D. BARRETT,

President N. S. A.
•PIttebipgrFa. ,
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“But give-iybiir attention to what 
transpiring ¡here now. Mrs. Phillips

Mental Exchange the Motor Power for 
General Weal. .

Reading Prof. W. M. Lockwood’s 
Publications.

CONTENTS OF VOL. L—The Duty of Happlncssi 
Nectar and AmbroBlajBelievo In the wings; Th« 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relatione; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
ox Lile; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
The potency of Charm; Fine Soule and Fine So
ciety; The Laws of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER.DEATH.—A Story of 
b Summer. Price, 11,00, The ideas in the booh 
Will afford comfort to manv, and should bring 
positive aid in sorrow to such as will receive Its 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT-
Verses of the Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. 11.00. Decorated cloth. 11.26. 
Lilian Whiting’s verse Is like a bit of sunlit land
scape on a May morning.—Boaton Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Miss Field, including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, iW

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 
With Portrait Decorated cloth. $1 «25.

The Science of Spirit Return.7 
By Charles Dawbarn. A scientific rehearsti 

that Is truly interesting. Price. 10 cents. .

unite their better and broader civilisa
tion with the Hindus mode of living, 
they would, .make.a greater success ‘ 
their mediutnship.

r* OM ^vuui, IU JJUU. CJOIU. 91. A book
। from her pen means now fiaehoe of insight, a rov- 
] Blatlonof Spiritual truth almost Emersonian la

Kind.—Chicago Chronicle, . <
. THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 

Second and Third Series. Three volumes, tl.W 
, per volume,

THE LIFE RADIANT .—Cloth, $1.00 
obL Decorated cloth I1.2&. In thle, her new book. 
Miss Whiting alma to portray a practical ideal for 
tally living that shall embody the swootneaa and 
ixaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It is. in a measure, a logical sequence of “The 
tVorld Beautiful.’’ Leading into still diviner har- 
nonies. “The Life Radiant” Is characterized by 
ihe same essential qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful.”

Here’s what you 
get free on approv
al: t One tube of 
my Absorptive 
Plasma, Which 
quickly heals all 
itching and . sore
ness, even in very

package of my rhe 
^co-Food Cones, 

which cure tonsil 
pation and nourish 
the membrane 3. 
One package of mv 
Pile Pills, which re-

CONTENTS—The Golden Ago Llea Onward; Dis- 
cerninr th© Future; The Ethereal BealmHTln 
Power of th© Exalted Moment; Th© Nectarm^^ 
the Hour. < .

TPE, SPIRITUAL SIClxXIFICA^CEA r 
ft* Dnn * V m a ft*« « I— r t Jit. ' *1« - - I
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What All the World’s a-Seeking, 
RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Each is building bls world from within; thought is 
the builder; for thoughts arc forces.—subtle. vitaL 
Irresistible, omnipotent,—and according as used do 
they bring power or Impotence, peace or pain, success 
or failure.—From TIUopage. - - '■

The above books are beautifully bound In gray-green 
raised cloth, stamped In deep old-green and gold, with 
gilt top. Price, 11.35. For sale at tills office.

OLD AND NEWPSyGHOLOGy
By W. J. Colville. Boports of twenty-iour 

distinct lectures, recently delivered in New 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia and 
other [prominent cities of the United States, 
have contributed tho basis of this volume. 
Price, 31.00. .

r» I . tlonal. .
non t neglect piles—they are sure danger s(g- 
!?♦ New Book on Rectal Troubles, illus
trated in colors, is sent free with tho treatment, 
all in plain wrapper. S^nd no mouey-only voui' 
name. Dr. Van VleckCo., X010 Majestic BiJj., 
Jackson, Michigan. Write today.

- ... ____ uiuiv mu vuuov.i m
S' •• D , LL.D.Ei-piles Mid cons lpn-

tiwl Msdlcal titillartily of Ohio, lion, malting tbo 
Specilliti; E,-Sur-cure permanent bo- 

geon, U, S. Army. cause it Is constltu-

A Thrilling Narrative of Experiences in the Spheres 
of Spirit Life. '

Through the Flediumship of Dr. Millard F. Hammond.

PART TWp—CHAPTER h

I Offensive Officlousness,
When I awakened from my ecstatic 

Bleep, I was standing beside my teacher, 
In a small room, where there were sev
eral men and women sitting around a 
plain deal table, their hands placed 
on it, the palms flat, and fingers ex
tended, and I noticed that the little 
finger of each rested on the thumb of 
the one Bitting at the right; they were 
eeated alternately, ladles and gentle
men. There was a peculiar lamp on 
another table, that appeared as if it was 
made of glass, and it was filled with 
.what looked like water, and it had in 
it what resembled a piece of cloth that 
reached from the water up through a 
machine, composed of what seemed like 
gold, and a blaze of light was inside of a 
bulb of glass, which looked like a de. 
canter inverted, with the bottom 
liroken off; the light was equal to that 
made by several candles. I saw all 
there was in the room at a glance; the 
room seemed as light as if it was full 

:day, and I could not see any need of 
artificial light, although I also noticed 
that dark-colored heavy paper iiuilg be
fore all the windows. .
..While I was wondering what the 

Scene before me represented, one of the 
men said: “Let’s sing something," and 
with one accord they commenced to 
sing an old familiar hymn, that I used 
to hear in the meetings I attended with 
my mother. It commenced with the 
words, “Nearer, my God, to thee, nearer 
to thee.” They sang one verse, then 
they were quiet for about five minutes. 

’At that time one of the women who sat 
facing me said: "Oh, I see a star." 
Then one of the men said, “That is 
good. Where was it?" The woman 
then said: “Right over there;” at the 
same time, she pointed directly at me.

“Oh! Don’t-break the circle, by rais
ing your hand. I tell you It won't do. 
I tell you it spoils the conditions and 
breaks the circle all up. It is no won
der we can’t get good results."

I sensed a chill, and shuddered, as a 
man said this, in a very commanding 
manner, and looked at my teacher; and 
she faintly smiled, and motioned me to 
a seat just back of a small woman. 
This woman seemed very nervous, and 
could not sit still; .her hands and feet 
were constantly in motion, and fre
quently she would shiver, like one very 
cold. Tho company continued quiet for 
five minutes more; then the man who 
appeared to be spokesman, and had 
spoken so abruptly to the woman, said:

“Julia do you see anything?"
The woman, who could not sit quiet, 

answered, talking like a little child, 
and with a lisp:

“I thhe someflng ’at lookths like a 
bwave -an’ squaws.”

f “That’s . good. Can you describe 
’em?” said the man.

“No,” she said, in a squeaky voice, 
and a long drawling manner, “I flnk 
there is too much big light."

“I thought so. I’ll turn It down,” 
said the man. ’ .

As he said thjs, he abruptly left the 
table, and touched something about the 
peculiar shaped-lamp.? and,- instantly 
.tlie blaze became'less, so ib’ere was no-
more light from it than one candle 
would make. I looked at my teacher 
and thought I would like to examine 
that wonderful lamp, and she said, as 
if understanding my thoughts:

“Not yet; you will havfe plenty of 
time to satisfy your curiosity. Please 
watch these people; they will soon 
make it interesting for ydu.”

As she said this a rathe!' loud tone of 
voice for her, at which I was somewhat 
surprised, for her previous conversa
tions had been in a low sweet tone, 
none of the people seemed to notice her, 
and she continued in the same loud 
tone:

“Do not fear to speak; these people 
,will not hear us.” .

“Why not?” I involuntarily said.
“Your question will be fully an

. scored in time; not now. I wish you 
to. see every move these people make.”

As the man returned to the table, he 
first stumbled against a chair that stood 
in his way, then staggered and fell on a 
chair where a woman sat; as he did so, 
she screamed, and he seemed fright
ened, and . recovering himself he 
reached the chair he had left and 
abruptly sat down with a loud noise. 
As he did so, he said impatiently, using 
words I was familiar with among the 
sailors, when I was on the ship:

“Wall, I make as much noise as a 
train o’ cars.”

i I did not know what he referred to, 
but thought he was very officious, and 
that it would be much better if some of 
the others could do the work that he 
did. My teacher said:

. “He is too positive and crude a per
' son to be a leader."

, Let’s sing again,” said the man. 
c Then he commenced the second verse 

of the same song, and one after the 
other of the whole company began until 
all were engaged. They made poor mu
sic, with very little harmony; it remind
ed me of a singing-school in my child
hood days. I said to my 'teacher:

. • "I cannot see why they should make 

. so much noise. Do you know why tfiey 
doit?” . .

“It is the best they can do, my 
■ brother. They' desire harmony, and 
. this man who assumes to be leader, 

bears with himself so crude an atmos
phere that he jars all; and while they 
do, not increase the harmonious vlbra- 
tions of the general atmosphere of the 

i room,it serves to occupy their minds for 
i the time, and thus their purpose is 
! served, so the spirits can impress the 
, sensitives with their presence.”
1 "Spirits,” I said. “Are there spirits 
; here, beside ourselves?”
1 “Yes, many. These around the table 
' are not freed souls. We are now oh 

Aer, or earth, as you call it; these are 
some of its people. Do you not see that 
they are dressed different from us?

. This is what they call a spiritual circle; 
they are for the purpose of making the 
conditions right for released souls like 
you and me, to communicate with 
them; that is, that their spirit friends 
can come here and identify them
selves.”-- .

"I do not understand you,” I deliber
ately said.

“You will, presently; we will have a 
^practical demonstration of how released 
souls can communicate with those yet 
in the gross body of Aer. Although you 
do not recognize any of these people 
here, or the surroundings, yet we are 
now near yoqr old earth home; and 
some ofthesd people are descendants of 
your parents.”

.; “Are we now on earth? Have we 
traversed the vast distance you told me 
about?, Ido not care to stay ’here, long
er; Set ub go to my old home, so I can’ 
«nice mofe view the familiar scenes of 
long ago."

'•'S would be useless for us to go now,

my brother, for it is night on this por
tion of Aer, and most people have re- 
tiied for rest,( besides, the house you 
one© lived in hfts long, since been re
moved, and where it was a far different

Luri2lOW sia.nds' Be patient here 
a little time, and I assure you you shall 
see all you desire."

While my teacher had been talking to 
me, the woman the man addressed as 
Julia, aaid in her lisping childish man-

“Bwaves and squaws, I flnk if Bwave 
Porter would teep still long ’nough, 

the medles tould see someflng 
dood. &

tht ^oman saId this, all the peo
ple laughed, and she clapped her hands 
J£<kgi£ele<1 111 BlmP10 childish glee, 
While the man called “Bwave Porter," 
said in a loud ton&:

“I think, Bright Eyes, that it’s about

SSK?-“”'”’ ,M

“You are too—too—lm—. What do 
you tall him?” said the woman.

Impatient,” several people said; all 
speakingjat the Bame.time. , .

en£ 1?at s lt’" sald tllQ wo
man, while she clapped her hands in

°?e?Et0 Know bydls tlme- 
at it takes heaps of time 

to dit ditlons right; many spirits are 
here, but dey tan't ’munitate until .’dl- 
tionB are right.”

c?n we do.than we 
6 ®an asked in a vexed tone. 

I he woman was silent now for a long 
time, and the monotony of the scene 
was broken only by an occasional sigh 
by some one of the company, and the 
quick ticking of a small clock that 
Etood on a mantel shelf back of where I 
pat. I supposed it was a clock, by the 
dial and hands on it; but it was unlike 
the ones I used to see; they were large, 
and square, and usually very tall, and 
stood, or were suspended from the wall 
In the corner of the room. I noticed 

? one that ft was half-past ten, 
and I began to be tired of the proceed
ings, and felt a kind of disgust at all 1 
had seen or heard bo far. It seemed 
very much out of place to hear a full- 
grown woman talk like a child; she 
used such mixed phrases, and such pe
culiar words that all I could think of 
was a, small Indian child beginning to 
talk in a language she did not under- 
otand. I thought she had spoken rather 
abruptly to the man, and he seemed to 
take what she said as a rebuke to him. 
He yawned, and stretched his legs un

table to the detriment -of some 
♦k dress of the women who Bat 
there. I began to grow more Impatient 
and looked towards my teacher, who 
still retained her position that she as- 
turned when I was seated; she had 
shown no impatience. Ab I turned my 
face towards her she approached me, 
and placed her hand on mine as it rest
ed on the back of my chair/and said:

Do not let your disgust get the full 
control of. you; these people are doing 
better than they know. This woman is 
not responsible tor what she says,-or 
how she says it; it id her hidden self 
.«ffat ls expressing itself. The psycho
logic influence of the others’has been 
exercised over her to that extent that 
gross material things have for the time 
been shut out, and her own simple na
ture shows Itself. She calls herself 
controlled by a little Indian maiden, 
whom she styles 'Bright Eyes,’ believ- 
ingall the while that it is absolutely an 
Indian child that is doing the talking, 
when It is not, as you can see.” ' 

“But, why should she talk such jar
gon? I am led to believe that an In
dian child could not talk as foolish as 
Bhe does. I was once acquainted with 
Indian children, and played with them 
in my childhood. They could talk the 
English language some, and they did 
not talk this way. I can mot see any 
representation of an Indian with her.”

“Not being-familiar with the race 
called Indians, and having much sym
pathy for the race, because It hris been 
~rc0d,ft) glve wa? t0 the grand march 
of civilization, which was inevitable 
according to the law of progression of 
all races, she, like many others on 
Aer at this time is ignorant, not only of 
the law of communion between freed 
souls and those yet in the crude mate
rial body, but they are also ignorant of 
their own true selves, and cannot dis
criminate between the crude conscious
ness of material understanding of 
things, and the finer intellectual yet un
conscious further developed state of 
their individualities, the two conditions 
become mixed. At times, the true indi
vidual comes to the front, as it always 
does in what the people call dreams; 
then such a person is looked upon by 
their companions as another person' 
then It is that, having been told by their 
friends that another person, usually 
they call it a spirit, has talked through 
them, they take the statement of oth
ers, and thereafter claim they are con
trolled by the spirits; often ancient-fre
quently by those of a foreign birth, oc
casionally by some friend, and always 
by another person, when in reality they 
are not controlled at all, except by the 
psychological influences of their imme. 
diate surroundings; or the many varied 
vibrations of either harmonious or dis
cordant .material things. \ .. .

“I would not have you believe that

"What! so noon?” several of the com
pany said. ........

"Ebb, my meed’s tired, an’ she won’t 
let me tome adain if I stay too long. 
Let the Phillips stwa be 'trolleiLnow; 
she can div you teats, an' I tan’t. Dood 
pight, all youa bwaves and stwas.” '

"Good night, Bright Eyes. Come 
again.” • - <

This last speech was made by several 
of the company. Then Julia wriggled 
and twisted in. her seat, and brushed 
her face with her hands for several mo
ments, and said In a quick manner in 
pleasing .tones,, as she adjusted her 
clothing, pnd yawned..

“Gracious I Wliat have I Bald and 
done? I didn’t mean to be controlled 
here to-night." ’

“Don't be alarmed, MIbb Trowbridge. 
Bright Eyes has... been here. If you 
would not fight her sp, she would come 
easier, and do touch better; as you are 
more fully developed it will not be so 
hard for you.? ; • ....

This was said by a large fleshy Wo
man who looked to be ‘about fifty years 
old. She had been very dignified all 
this time,, and the kindly tone of her 
voice as flhe,gayq,her. greeting and ad
vice to Julia, or Miss Trowbridge, as 
she called her, indicated that she was 
familiar with the -work,- She proved to 
be tlie "Phillips Stwaj” or squaw, as my 
teacher informed ma, that Bright Eyes 
had referred to. She passed her hand 
over her eyes several times, and with 
a slight tremor of her body, she cleared 
her throat as If In readiness to speak, 
and in a heavy masculine voice-Bald:

"My friends, we come here tonight to 
bid you all welcome. It affords us 
great pleasure I assure you, to’be able 
once more to take possession of -our 
dear instrument;. an<J while we do not 
know as we will, be able to give you 
anything that will’ be of' interest to you, 
we will do the best wo can. There’are 
many spirit friends present, and. we 
will try and describe some of them.■ If 
it afforded you as much pleasure to re
ceive the tests as' ii does your friends 
to give them, I am sure you would give 
them more and better, opportunities 
than you do. .1 hope all will recognize 
what I give, as fast as'possible.

“The first one that presents himself 
to me is an old man. “I should judge 
that he was about sixty-flve years old; 
of rather large stature, broad shoulders, 
somewhat stooping; and his dark hair 
is streaked with gray.” His eyes are 
light. He has a'large nose, a rather 
pleasant expression. : He has been gone 
a long time. When on earth he was a 
farmer, I judge. Hp passed away with 
pneumonia, and says he lived in Hope
town, and his name is John. Can any 
one recognize the spirit?"

One of the people said, in an excited 
manner, “That is a good description of 
my grandfather. I was a small boy 
when he passed out, but he was about 
that age, and he lived in this town. 
His name was John, and he died with 
pneumonia. Can you get his other 
name?"

“I could not catch his other name. 1 
will try to get it,” said Mrs. Phillips.

She remained quiet for a mpment, 
then said:

“His last name was something like 
Allstone, or Railstone. I am unable to 
get it exact"

"Railstone,” said the man.“That’s it. 
My grandfather. It’s the first time he 
ever came to me. That’s a verygood- 
test I thank you.”

As he mentioned the name of Rails
tone. It seemed to me as if I must go to 
him and shake his [land; that being my- 
name, and this the 'first time I had 
heard it spoken since-the terrible night 
of the shipwreck, when I had been ad
dressed by one of the mates. I turned 
to my teacher who said: '

'‘Now Is your opportunity. Do as you 
-would'like; the vibrations are quite, 
harmonious, and I think you will suc
ceed; 1 will assist you. But first you 
had better desire to be dressed In the 
garb of a sailor, that you may be the 
more readily recognized.” .

‘What ■ shall I do? I do not under
stand you,” I said.

"Let your mind jecall the manner In 
which you were dressed when you were 
on the ship,” she said.'

I did recall the dress I wore when I 
was a sailor, which, as I thought of it, 
seemed to cover my person; and being 
so different from my gauzy robe that 
it replaced, I fold uncomfortable; be
side, it seemed filthy compared to my 
robe; but my teacher informed me that 
it was only in effect foi- recognition, and 
would disappear when its use was gone. 
Then she told me to stand by the side 
of the man who had recognized his 
grandfather, for this man must be my 
nephew. I took my stand beside the 
man, and took one of his hands in 
mine. As I did so, although he did riot 
seem to realize my presence or my 
touch,, there passed through him a 
shudder as if he had the ague, and 
placing his hand to his forehead he 
reeled and trembled, and said in a loud 
whisper:

“Why, how. funny .I,feel; J should 
think I .was standing hear a cake of ice. 
My left hand, and arm are numb.”

He extended his hand towards a wo
man who sat near him, and said:

“Feel of my hand.” ■
She clasped biff hanti,"wblcff I still 

held, and as her hand ..came .in contact 
with his she screatoedAina said: ,

“Oh! my; It’s like taking hold of a 
battery; I wish you coijid'ffil feel it” 
Then addressing the man, she said 
“Do you feel cold‘¿bW’”-'- ......

“Yes. I ain .freezing.;'What do you 
suppose the matter is?” - -

■when tediwa^a young man, and his pa
rents fffevpr ttuéfird from him; that the 
reasorf why they never heard from him 
was, that he went to sea, and his ship 
was wrecked. Jfe was frozen, and 
passed [puti among the icebergs of the 
South^pa” 81 - / ■ i

“That, is (SQ. every word of it as far as 
I know," salir my nephew, with much- 
enthusiasm. “I have heard my fatner 
tell tbgsstpry’many-times. - It was sup
posed that-juy uijcle John went to New- 
York City and- got in some scrape and 
was lulled, or.Avas put in prison under a 
false name. tlMy¡ father said uncle John 
whs aJjYoyn-ffWiffi spirited, and would, 
not stay at. home after he was one and 
twenty? I am glad lie has come, and 
hope lid willl’t'ome again."

My teaclier turned to me, and said, as 
she smileff: i,.|- ... . , .

“How dp you like the record of your 
life, as tdld by those who remain on 
Aer suppose it to'have been?" ‘

“They have a poor opinion of me, 
sure. But, will, you please, tell ma how 
this woman could so correctly tell the 
story of my life?" ,

“She says that I told her. Dffi you 
not hear her say so?”

“ I heard hey say bo, but I did not 
hear you tell her,’ ’I said. ’

“And yet I did; ,1 did hot address her 
in audible veicé'; but as I was able now 
to Bend to her inner self—that is, the 
continuous part of her individuality, 
my thoughts; and knowing that you had 
not yet learned the law of telepathy, I 
took the responsibility of telling the 
story of yourdife.”

"For which. I thank you, my teacher." 
. “I know you do; lt.is needless for you 
to ask; me how11 know; I Baw you were 
going to asiento that question; blit as 
you have witnessed :the law of thought
transferenco or .telepathy many times, 
you must iiy; tnis tinto begin to have 
some Idea' Jiow tlié law works when I. 
answer, yoijf question before you fash
ion them In .words. If you will Study, 
you, too, may qnjoy the saíne privilege. 
In thè same manner I have told the me
dium, Mrs.•’Phillips, your history; and I 
am glad we were privileged to approach 
her, for she Is a worthy sensitive.

“We could not approach the one they 
call Julia; she Ip toó crude and Ignor
ant It is a pity that the people will al
low such crude persons to assume the 
positions sensitives or mediums; 
they should , compel them to wait until 
they are educated up to a proper sphere 
where they can understand even a lit
tle of the law: of intercommunion of 
spirit with jhptter; and only allow such 
expanded and ¡refined intellects as Mrs. 
Phillips to'act tn such capacities. But 
they have háü-ónly a little experience 
on Aer yet;' <when they are as far ad
vanced here as they are on some of the 
other planets,' they will only accept as 
their mediums those who fit themselves 
for the greai arid responsible position. 
Mrs. Phillips is educated, as that goes 
on Aer, and that helps her much in her 
position as, a inedlum.”

“Why do you say they are doing bet
ter than1 they’know?” I asked. '

“Becwuse ihey are furthering the pos- 
sibillti,^| of gcpjnmunication between 
their sphere, and the more advanced; 
they have but faintly learned of the 
fact;- litis forded upon them by the law 
of expansion; (they are ignorant of the 
workl^of .tto? law, but like machines, 
they do' what they have to do. There 
are many here yet who are not acquaint
ed witll'khe Met that their friends can, 
under proper ^conditions coihmunicate 
with them; ofpm such, through vague 
curiosity are led into their meetings, or 
circles’as titoy call them, or into the 
presentid of siine medium or sensitive; 
all of which ®ay be as crudo as that 
which [W.hay^jyltnessed here. While 
.it is! crude, it serves) -as ph Incentive to; 
duch;!a!nd‘Hlto'dll on Aef, when hungry 
and he rrecfei«s"very little to eàt, he 
will strive!to get.ff.fuU meal; then he 
will eat-.enough to satisfy his hunger. 
Even their best mediums are crude; 
rtiost òf them give very little study to 
the laws governing their work; and few 
only try. to control themselves against 

’outside influences or vibrations. There 
is a people on’a certain part of Aer, 
called heatheris by sòme, and Hindus by 
others, who .although hampered by idol
atrous, ignorant, and useless worship, 
yet they livp near to the law of expan
sion, In thpt ’they faithfully regulate 
their diet, and they have far - better 
communion with- spirits than these peo
ple here,do; but they do not attain that 
broad plain qf expansion that is styled 
civilization-that the people In this coun
try do. If-these- people here--would

A close examination of ancient and 
modern demonstrations proves conclu
sively that they are the same in method 
and purpose, and that now, as In olden 
times, such experiences and demon
strations? :are prepared for; that they 
are marked in their ratios of spiritual 
advancement by their appearance.

To illustrate: Elijah’s experience as 
recorded in the 19 th chapter of I. Kings 
serves. "Being 'commanded by ti|e 
word of the Lord to stand upon the 
mount before the Lord, a. great strong 
wind rent the mountains and brake in 
pieces- the rocks before the Lord; but 
the Lord was not in the wind; and 
after the wind an earthquake; but the 
Lord was; not in the earthquake; and 
aftqr .tjie ,earthquake a fire; but the 
Lord was not in the fire; and after the 
Are a still, small voice, and it was so, 
when Elijah'heard it, that he wrapped 
his face in his Ilian tie and went out and 
stood in the entering in the cave. And 
behold there came a voice unto him, 
and said. What doest thou here, 
Eli jab?” This is a clear illustration of 
the uses of phenomenal spirit manifes
tations, viz., to prepare for the receiv
ing of-spiritual truths.

■ After these stages of phenomenal 
demonstrations are passed, the soul 
forces, are sufficiently stirred in action 
to crave inspirational truths which will 
strengthen them' bo as to enlarge the 
circuits of mental activities and gen
eral psptulness pf the Individual to 
mount the spiral stairway of progres
sion to planes when intercourse with 
the-still small voice within and that

thepagan.
My wife and I are peaceful folks and 

attend our pwn affairs,
We attend to our own business and let 

others attend to theirs.
We are not endowed with riches, 

neither are we very poor, .
We try to keep our conscience clear, 

hence, get a living sure.
We treat our neighbors decently, and of 

couise, we like our friends,
If we do them any injury we try to 

make amends,
W.e pay our doctor promptly and our 

' grocery bills, and such, •
But because we do not go to church 

. we are not counted much.
All our children are respectful, when in 

school or when at play, ■
And It’s a little disappointing to have 

other people say: /
"That is such a moral family, for they 

get along sp well,
A shome they do not go to church, but 

are on their way to hell."
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none are ever controlled in any other 
way, for some are really under the influ- 
ence'Of feed souls; at such times they 
are controlled or psychologized by some 
individual who understands how'to con' 
centrate his own will force or personal 
vibrations on another; in that instance 
the subject, or medium as .these people 
would term it, is usually shut out, or is 
unconscious, .or is entranced as they 
have learned to call it” ,

At this juncture, Julia' said in her 
childish manner:

“My medy is not in dood ’dition this 
night; she has had too much big work 
this day. Her chief don’t like to have 
me 'trol her. She’s ’fraid folkses will 
laugh at her, too. I don’t • tare—’uold 
’oo, stwas and bwaves? I fink I do 
pwetty well for a ’ittle dirl. Don’t ’oo? 
I fink I’ll do better when I’m big like 
’oo.” .

“We don’t care anything about her 
chief; it Is too bad she has to work so 
hard. We think she is doing first rate, 
Bright Eyes. We are glad to have you 
come.” *

This, was said by onetf the women at 
the table; and after a little time, she 
continued, by saying: ■

“Can’t you tell me something?” 
"What ’oo want me tell ’oo?”
“Oh, something good," said the wo

man. - . . .
“Tell her about that ’brave’ of hers,” 

another of ¡the.company said. .
‘-‘She’ll did him; all right”
At .this.speech there was a general 

laugh, and Julia jumped and giggled, 
and clapped hdi hands; and said:

Tm doin' now."

"You are a gopií’physi'cál medium, sir, 
but you do not knpjrit." “This was said 
by Mrs. Phillips, iff the . Heavy mascu
line voice; and continuing, she said-

“This influence c<jlñ^:.íépm, a young 
man who passed from this life many 
many years ago; . .’HfeTtiiMllke a sailor, 
and has the ways of one; He stands by 
you, and holds-the hand“ that is so 
numb. I think he is a .relative of the 
spirit I have.just described;-he bears a 
family resemblance;” '

"Can you give ,his. ¿órne?” the man 
asked. '

“Not yet;, this is the flrst: time he has 
ever come; and he is’ not'familiar .with 
the laws of control." .

At this timé, my-teacher carite and 
stood at my side;' and as she’ did so 
Mrs. Phlllips:-claspéd¿hér'.hands before 
her face, with her elbows resting on the 
table; as she did this, She smiled, and 
with a wave of her hand, she said slow
ly and with much seriousness:

“It is with much pleasure we welcome 
you to our humble circle. Please give 
us your benediction,'.and as you depart, 
leave'with us that sense of béátiflcation 
you bear with you rio.w-”“ Then with a 
long sigh she continued in her natural
voice, "Oh, my! That is the most beau
tiful spirit I ever saw.” ’ ’ .

“Whonrare -you talking about? Is it 
the sailor?” said my new-found nephew. 
As he said this, my teacher placed her 
hand on his head, and. directed her gaze 
at Mrs. Phillips, who. said in answer to 
his question; •. . . .. . - .. ■

“The sailor Is a fine -looking man, but 
he cannot compare with the lady who 
comes with, him. -She Ie dressed in a 
beautiful white-spotless robe;-her hair 
is like gold, while her dazzlingly beauti
ful face sends out a radiance that is 
blinding. She has come with the sailor 
to aid hila, and now stands with her 
hand resting on your head. -She now 
tells tap that this young asaa’s name is 
John RaRstoaa; that his &ther was 
yw aafl that ho teft

about tp, give .another test”
Mrs, .Phillipf now said; “Here is a 

r.pirit Of a wdman; she is'of slight stat
ure, a Small trice, dark blue eyes, light 
brown- hair;.,a.pleasing expression and 
gentle manner; she is between thirty- 
five, and, farXy.,y,ears old,,and' I should 
think that" she passed away with a pul
monary diseasEt. She looks wasted and 
thin, and. I think- she wais sick a long 
time.’.’ ji.

"Can. you-give her. name?” .Julia 
asked.-... ... i

-"That ia:a good description of an aunt 
of min!BSL! -6a|d,siiother..,woman. . .

. "I shqul<lbay.Jf,waB..my sister,” Julia 
said, fretfully... .. ~

“Haa.she;aispaBi;bn her forehead?” 
asked; the :sopop0.wQipan. who spoke.

“I cannot sae jier 'plain enough to see 
any soar; asd,?I,.oan4pt get her name," 
answered and continuing
she.saii.“biWj!#b-i:could; but I cannot 
tilways-iget-names.- I,.wish Lcould, but 
spirits .’.comipgrfhere hffve to come so 
quickly, tbey-do-not have the power, to: 
always, makq tiipmselves plain." :

“Oh, L,wish njy.friends could come to 
me,” said, Julis, witU a sigh. Then,- 
continuing,.gbji, gai.d, w.ith a heavy ac
cent pri.the,,w^ff ,we, "I 'do riot see why 
we medj/yris'.nqyer 'get test's, as other 
people:^i;.U Ijpan’t.”' ■ .

“I veijg sOrdem receive anything from 
any of mg spirit,friends,” Mrs, Phillips 
sold. ; a.,~. ,. ■ ■ . , ■ 

. . • bcASpyt.continued.) . ..
■ , ■xs-"'- as • ’ ■■ . ' ■ ' '■ ■
CLUBSI^ÇÙjfel CLUBSI CLUBS!

Now iguthe y»® to ' gët up Clubs. 
Tlwse wbp joinjg. club of ten can secure 
The Proæçessiyg.Thlnker one year and 
a prémiw bpoBJOT $1.10. The book is 
an actua||gift. ¿yierc are four premium 
books yob càn.ggleçt from: "The Great 
Debate ^ptw^en^ev. Moses Hull and 
W. F. Jamieson;“ “Vol. 3'of The Ency
clopedia jW Deaffi, arid Life in the Spirit 
World’ljjjjA T^iderer . In thé Spirit 
Lands”1jâd;%çgrs of the Ages”, by 
Dr. J. l^n.PBebRs. The one who gets 
up the cliih'can have the paper one 
year, and any two of the premium 
books in our list, which he may select

.AV ri- 3B‘. ■ - - .
“Buddhism andita cnrtrtlan ariUca.” 

By Dr. Paul Cams. An excellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet comprehen- 
eive. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 31^5.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Uon- 
feBMonM.'‘-’'-ThIsr'book, by the well 
known Fatlter Ghintquy, reyesto the-de
grading, and results
of theTtianfffir'-^bnftSBitmal, aS proved 
by the of-’maay Wecked
Uvea? iSMtSL“Why aSa Wtesiaa.'» fey s. 
Howard Hooro. Aa address fcs&ra ®-a 
(WS regetate m B

। whlcji is .directed thereto from without, 
is possible, and proves that the Lord, or 

. better said, the spirit of truth and true 
, progression Is in it.

The: word which enlightens, strength
. ens and inspires confidence, is that 

Which truly comforts and 1b realized as 
divine truth. It 1b the voice of God or 
'spirit and all that is so received by any 
onq Is meant for a blessing for all peo

. pie'and becomes a power of salvation 

. tor the oppressed as it is voiced and 
taught,- Not that all people oan be 
leaçhed by the voice or pen of those 
who thus receive and teach the word; 
nay; It is by the vibratory method that 
all great changes are outwrought.

' After a number of mortals have been 
receptive to higher truths, then such 
truths are lodged in the mortal mind 

. realm. The world’s brain is then 
charged with it on its graded vibratory 
lines and all who soar in mind and spirit 
to those heights become partakers of 
these ideas and truths and the work 
thus becomes properly Incorporated 
into the general thought and uses of thé 
people, inas much as among the truly 
studious of earth there are those who 
are hot spiritually-minded enough to re
ceive such inspiration, but have the 
tact and strong will to put the word 
forth In its best, form to gain recogni
tion and acceptance. This is reciprocal 
activity of the right kind, all are labor
ers together for the common weal.

Already communication between the 
mortals and denizens of the Immortal 
worlds has had Its scientific demon
strations, so to say, and the proofs of 
its claims are accepted as conclusive.

Before long this higher system of tel
egraphy will become an established 
fact. This system Is in man and in na
ture and has been for ages waiting to 
be brought into intelligent use. It 
cometh to pass in the .near future that
messages will be flashed from immor
tals to mortals as how they are 
flashed from City to city by the worldly 
system in use. As these things become 
incorporated In common uses« world’s 
woes .will be swept out, so to say, and 
prosperity will increase and bless all 
people more equally than it has been a 
realized fact on earth thus far. World’s 
interactivities will become harmonious 
and beneficial withal.

This is the time mark the present 
age calls for. There is, at present, a 
great conditional crisis to pass by this 
earth and the inhabitants thereof, dur
ing which, all existing conditions will 
be changed to brighter and more desir
able ones. Man on earth even in har- 

• monious and collective effort could not 
change existing conditions and prac
tices for a long, long time to come, but 
by this grand mental co-operation from 
and' by the citizens from the immortal 
worlds with mortals, this great change 
can, be.and will be speedily brought 
about. Certainly all great changes al- 
-Ways have depended .and do depend on 
the intelligence of mankind, therefore 
by this thought exchange, mankind is 
uplifted out of its ruts, to where these 
thought inductions can be received and 
made -proper use of. It is what is 
called the reconstructive power; Be it 
borne in mind by man the student, that 
the w.ider the range of mental ex
change, the greater is the motor power 
for craved and purposed results for 
'specific and genera? weal.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
. Van Wert, Ohio. '

- . An Unintended Tribute.
’ It ls-gping the rounds of the newspa

pers that One Mrs. Rosa Snyder of Den
ver has been arrested for buying votes. 
-This will doubtless càuse great rejoic
ing-among the anti-suffragists, and be 
quòt-éd;-as proof of the corruption that 
thé 'poèsèssion 'of the ballot will work 
in:the“nattire of woman. ■

Before subscribing to such a rash 
CórióTüfiíoñ’/let us recall a few facts. It 
has b’eeri estimated that there are 500.
000 foreigri'erB iri this country who pos
sess'fraiidnlent naturalization papers. 
The ,Officers of the Immigration Bureau 
intimate ffiat TOO,000 were issued last 
year. An attorney for the federal gov
ernment dèclàréS that there áre 30,000 
in’ New York City alone. While this 
varit-'swindle '■’'iheans an iinmense 
number' of comipt men who are re 
sponsible" for it,- It is only one part of 
tlie eno'rinoÙB amount of fraud áttend- 

■ irig out elections. • The whole field of 
vote-briylng retnairis untouched.

Tifo newspapers would not think it 
worthy fff speciril'inention that one man 
was arrested for buying votes, because 
everybody- knows’-that thousands' of 
inen bbught votes; and it cannot be con
sidered-as anything short of a tribute to 
her-'èéx.'that while wonton in’ four 
states-hàd ah éqíiál chance with men, 
only aito woman toll by the wayside.

Sùfèly thè ballot in the hands of wo
menhas proved à blessing far beyond 
expectation;’arid'the newspapers In 
calling attention to the shortcoming of 
Mrs. Rosa Snyder aro paying women a 
great compliment in’bringing to public 
notice, how high must be the standard 
when-one delinquent receives so much 
publicity. :

ANNA CADOGAN ETZ.

“The New Life.” By Leroy Berrier. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines oU 
“new thought” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. -Price,'cloth, 31.

"The Constitution of Man." By 
Elizabeth ToWne.- Gives a clear and 
practical, presentation of advanced; 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original ideas, and the fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Price 50c.

“Longley's Beautiful Songs." Four
teen bsadlfoi, sdal-Insplring Bi&im 
with swMc, by 0. gajtm Uagtoy.’

These simple-niinded church folks are 
invariably in doubt

As to what we need as Christians and 
' what we can do without, 
But an honest, upright pagan never 

fears a good result, 
For he Ilves the life he preaches, with

out fear of any cult.
He Is guided by no master but the God 

that is within,
Being mostly in the right, he has no 

fear of mortal Bln,
HIb life is one long day-spell in his 

heaven that's provided,
A shame they do not go to church, but 

views are not one-sided.
We would say to our good .church 
t friends, to the pagan pay attention 
He may teach you a wise lesson, one 

of which we might here mention, 
Of Moses and his father-in-law, a pagan 

long ago,
In helping make Mosaic laws old Jethro 

was not slow.
You will learn from the old bible, in 

searching, as commanded, I 
Down from the pagans, all the laws, at' 

some time had ttoen handed, 
But the Jews appropriated everything 

they ever saw, 
From the beginning of creation down to 

the moral law.
In the early days, when Jesus walked ,

upon the earth himself, Important Addition to Our Literature.
They had no fine church buildings, nor ' Mrs. Majid Lord Drake has a national 

were members out for pelf, ---------------- - —
They put everything into a fund and 

put it in a bag,

Psychic Light
BY MRS. DRAKE.

While attending to their duties they’d 
no bother with the swag;

In those days the Jews, the good men 
and the members of the church, 

Steered clear of this society till they 
left it in the lurch,

They crucified its leader, and church 
people of to-day

Would follow their example if, they 
thought that it would pay.

So don’t worry about the pagans, don’t 
lose any needed sleep,

If there’s a heaven beyond this earth 
we think they’ll get a peep,

While some poor deluded mortals that 
have guarded well the door,

Will, in the great hereafter, get what 
they were not looking for.

A. G. NOSTIC.

reputation as a medium. The manlfos- 
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end, It is chockful of stirring incl- 
Seats. Price of this large volume, only 
fl.60 postpaid.

BOOKS BY—

LILIAN WHITING,

Store-vour mind with the great but.
demonstrative truths founds in consec-1 w Death as an Bveni'ln Lite, ciotli, H,’ 
utive order only in these writings. ‘—’l’------------------------ '

Prof. Lockwood is the only writer
thinker, and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of Immortality inheres in an analysis of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-jelatlon of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstra
tion of the invisible principles and at
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit
ualism. A mint of scientific truths as 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 25 
cents. • ‘

The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlcism—A 
Menace to the American Civilization. 
The entire hierarchy of Ecclesiastlcism 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment. A concise 
and-masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
lects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents. -

The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has its, basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

’ Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pages, 
with several telling scientific illustra
tions. Continuity of life and the asso
ciation of spirit realms demonstrated to 
be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-relation of Force, and the 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence and 
support of Spiritualism. Price $1.

The Relation Science Holds to Natu
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict With 
Every Phase of Religion. In this essay 
the author shows .that science is not a 
thing—a corporation or individual, but 
a process of inductive and deductive 
reasoning. Its acceptance means the 
death of ¡Theurgical religions. Price 
15 cents. .

All of Prof. Lockwood’s publications 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, Ill., and at. the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises con
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research.

"The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
notbnly analyzed, but ¡contrasted with 
other Bible passage:, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the «nost approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set. of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Flxen. ■

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Bent complete for 50 cents.

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic sne Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each wools 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo.' 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, la 
the marvel of the age. No one can nf. 
ford to be without the paper. Ite price 
ta within the reach of all.

FSECash.balanco $5.00 & monili, 
■ buya thifl 3-year grnaranteed 

Buggy—837.50 on timo pay- 
Bk/ 3^ mente or $33.60 cash. We trust 
i ftonest peonie locatoti in all 

parte of thèEWorld.
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MESSIAH'S ADVOCATE.

teg all the events in the past Of one "10 cents«

with a musical composition. The ar
rangement of notes impressesene sense dreams arc apt to be incoherent, while 

these personalities, as a rule, act with

J - -'.O»

notable instance of a tertiary personal
ity it is related that it never slept! 
In some of these instances there seems 
to be something akin to dream life. But

ing life. The fact that a secondary per
sonality may have abnormal percep
tions—for instance, what is called the 
clairvoyant faculty—suggests the exist-
ence of connections, of subtile sense re
lations, that transcend the limitations 
of the body This supports the Indica-

ever deliberately shaping the course of fo prpf..W. h. Lookwool .Tho work ot 
events toward definite ends? ...... ; a strongl logical thinker;on a deeply 

The secondary personality appears ampmrtaat subjsgL Swi-t&stla, §1.
often to be distinguished by extraordl- -Death DCfeatedMor -tfeo, Psychic Ba-

in a certain way; now, should the com- ..... ..............   „„ „ .__ ,___......
poser go over the piece and strike out all the logical sequence of normal wak- 
certain notes here and there, the effect ’ "" — - -

ff f 'ÖJ •

In surveying the whole history of mis- multiple personality, that have been in- 
sions in Chicago, one does not see a ray 1 vestigated. The multiple consciousness 

. of the individual has been compared

‘ 'i-*»-'-' i
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■ ‘ Why China Hates the Missionaries. _

In China nothing Ib more complicated 
or more difficult of solution [as set 
iortli in the Chicago Tribune], or 

' fraught with more danger, and there-, 
fore more urgent of a. speedy solution, । 
than the missionary question. It iB com- . 

■ plicated liiicause it involves not only 
tire question of religion but the ques- 
xión of political rights and social cus- 
'toms. It is a conflict between an un
compromising faith on one side and ot 
an equally uncompromising faith in its 
ethical phase on the other. It is a con
flict conducted by people in imrsuance 

.to a divine call to spread the light of 
the gospel of their Lord in the midst of 

• a people at once the proudest and tlie 
most conceited in the world, a people 

. with a devotion to the faith that neither : 
bayonet nor cannon nor even the sack
ing of their capital is euflicient to 

' shake. . -
Nothing can be nobler than the mo

tive of the missionary in his willing
ness to sacrifice life itself in the service 
of his Master. Yet nothing could be 

‘ more lamentable than the outcome of 
■ missionary effort in China when we re

member that for the death ot two Ger
, man missionaries Germany seized Kaio- 

chop and a whole province. And fol
' lowing the maltreatment of a French 
; missionary a French gunboat appeared, 
. demanded and got an enormous indem
. nity and also extensive mining' and in
, dustrial concessions.

The Chinese believe in their bible as 
sincerely as the most orthodox Chris
tian does in his. They believe it con
tains all the wisdom'that is worth learn

. ing in this world. To suppose there 
should be anything else would be equal 

. to telling a Christian that there ought 
to be another addition to the new testa
ment. Yet the doctrines of the Chinese 
bible are denounced, and other teach- 

■ . ihgs are offered that are about as alien 
to the Chinese mind as air is to fish.

For instance, the command to leave 
father and mother and cleave to the 
wife Is alien to the doctrine of ancestral 
worship, and the non-acceptance of such 
Christian teaching is accompanied by 

. warnings that pagans and heathens 
and their souls will undergo the tor
tures of eternal and unquenchable fires. 

> Do you súpose such condemnations are 
palatable to the Chinese? 1

Among the crowds who gather about 
the missionaries are some characters 
'who are unworthy, and whq are known 

as “rice” Christians, men and women 
who profess to believe In the teachings 

. of the missionaries for the purpose of 
obtaining the rice which the mission

. arles dole out.
The native converts become objects 

of odium, not because of their new be
. liefs, but because they have forsaken 

. native customs, and because they re
, tusé to contribute to the religious and 

national festivities. -The latter feature 
has been made the subject of an edict 
which suppresses persecution for fall- 

'■ ure to contribute, but no official sane- 
tion can prevent the local ostracism of 

.. the people or qvert the hate aroused 
toward the cause of the default—the 

.missionary. ' ■
The native convert guilty of miscon

duct is sure to have the support of the 
¿ missionary in the lower court, and the 

A gunboat support in the court of last re
' : sort • . ■. - . - ■■ ■ ■ ■ '
. The assumption of social and official 

■'"■Ygnk by the missionaries , is another 
¿i.BÓiírpe .of annoyance. Riding in green 
■.‘i’hhalrB, the flroyal color, and- reserved 
■¿'only , for the officials, was assumed by 
,,'the missionaries, and by: treaty de-, 
-.iynahded and secured to the missions- 

rics.. f ■■ ../• (
Thes§ things, T take it,'are the ’,chief 

v causes of the outrages aiid hatred of 
the Chinese toward the ' missionaries.

< Now let us look at the methods of prop- 
agandism adopted by the missionaries 
as viewed from the Chinese standpoint.

: In tile first place, the missionaries 
-.have not yet agreed as to the Chinese 
/word to express the single Deity, and', 
!• as . a consequence, the Jesuits, the Eng

' '.-Jish, and: the Americans have each em
A ployed. a different word for the title'.

The Jesuits, employ a word which means 
. "Lord of Heaven.” The Americans 
■prefer a word which means “True 

Spirit,”: and the English missionaries 
• use-a word- which means “Supreme

Lord.” ' . .- :
The doctrines préached are so varl- 

ant that they must be perfectly bewil- 
: dering to the Chinese. Not only does 

. this aply. within the two great divis- 
■ ions of Christianity, the Roman Catho: 

lies and the protestante, but especially 
:. within the denominations of the latter.

A t work in China aré the Episcopalians; 
Baptiste, Methodists, Christian Scient
ists, the Churches of England and of 
Scotland, and of Canada, and lastly, the 

■ Mormons, if not the disciples of Dowie.
Of course these various denominations 
are not on good terms with each other 
and are pronouncing anathemas upon 
the heterodoxy of the others.

A third method that is repugnant is 
The clumsy, style in which the bible has 

• been translated into Chinese. It is not 
: conducive to wide reading by the intel

ligent Chinese and it is an offense io all 
for none require more grace of diction 
and beauty Of style _than the Chinese.

•. The present translation is to the Chi- 
■ nese ■ mind what a philosophical treat- 
■ ise translated into broken English 
> would be to the Anglo-Saxon. Then the 

customs of the ancient Jews have no in
- terest to the Chinese, and there does 
• not appear any sufficient reason why 
these customs should be accepted by 
the Chinese.

A fourth offense is given the Chinese 
in the employment of women as mis
sionaries. It is unnecessary to state 
that the position of women in Chipa is 
different from, what it is in western 
countries, or that the presence of wo

' men in China as missionaries is a sourec 
• of much misunderstanding and misrep

resentation. Women in China have 
. been rigidly excluded from society for 

centuries, and how must it appear to 
■ them to see women from tne west em

ployed as missionaries, walking down 
. the street at all hours of the day, even 
• arm in arm-with a man, and hear her 
. urging tlie adoption of a religion in an 
attempt at Chinese that is about as 
good as the Chinese laundryman’s Eng
lish; From a religious.standpoint she 
has about as much effect as Ingersoll 
Would upon the average Presbyterian.

. , Suppose a woman with painted 
cheeks and dyed hair, with a shortened 

. dress at both ends, came rapidly riding 
down the street on a bicycle, whatever 
hurried He was told about her would 
be likely to bo believed. And that is 
about the position of the women mis
sionaries in China. - ■

Yet I would not for one moment say 
that missionaries in China have been 
a. failure or that they have done more 

,- ilI than good, for in the diffusion of sec
, nlar knowledge through their schools 

and by the establishment of hospitals, 
and by the example of their noble lives, 

" which are object lessons of justice and 
■ kindness, no sane person will deny that 
'good has been done. . .
. I admire the Christian courage and 
.ceaseless effort of "those who have .left 
- dear homes and have planted them
selves among the hostile Chinese to 
•give their lives for them. They need 
. no praise of mine, for their memo
rials are kept in the. fleshly tablets of 
the heart .

O

t bn.. • 1 _
gression is to bo ineasin’odiby the dignity of the person offended. An 

--------  insult to a monarch is more flagrant than an insult to a serf, and an at- 
The Only Paper Published on the Pacific Ooast Which Exalts the Lord a Wafcli’sjiife is equivalent to a stab at the heart of the

Jesus as the Only Source of Immortality, the Coming Redeemer and " rme < in°' h”1’/» •<. >» j ai‘ < ,.i . ,
it.- w i r. - ■. I *. wumjg «wwmmw ««« The term “infinite’? does not express quantity to be measured by
the Present Savior From Sm, and the Gracious Master Whose hogsheads and tons: ^‘It'ii’ji travesty of the Almighty to picture Him so 

Commands Cover Every Obligation Under the New Covenant. weak and nervous o^'d notable as to be susceptible of insult, and so 
The above is the heading of an orthodox paper published at Oakland, sill-v as to feel thilt or<&r to protect His reputation He must knock 

Cal., and the following article from its columns indicates great progress ev“7 offender down'Snd sthmp upon him in impotent rage forever, 
in the cultivation of common sense: . If all sms were inijfnte Uli sins would be equal. But homicide by an

w w tt vi idiot is not as nefariyus asjiomicide by a man in his senses, and the dif
, , Endless Misery Unreasonable. ferehee of guilt is the difference of capacity to know the nature of crime.
'Endless misery is unreasonable because it has no object. AU punish- The motive varies the de'gree of guilt. Malicious sins, are worse than 

ment must have some object. It must either be for-the reformation of «ins of infirmity. Theft to increase gain is worse than tlieft to prevent
the offender, the good of the community, the prevention of crime, or the 
vindication of the law. But endless misery could not be reformatory, 
as al] punishment to be reformatory, must be limited. It could not be 
for the prevention of sin, as endless suffering is based on endless sin
ning. In fact, it has been taught that sin will increase throughout 
eternity.

starvation. ,If their guilt is infinite all must be beaten alike.
“By the same reason that the least sin that is committed againstGod 

may be said to be infinite, because of its object; the least penalty that is 
inflicted by God may be said to be infinite, because-of its Author.

Another theory assigns its reasons of rectitude to the eternal conse
quences of evil. Sin is infectious, Evil spreads like a,-pestilence. 
Temptation transmits its taint from a single victim to his associates. 
One man may poison a whole community with his infidel notions.

The doer’s responsibility is measured by the ability to foresee conse
quences, and his purpose to entail them. It is not consequences that 
justice deals with, but guilt, add the motive must be eternal to consti-_wv.M*u uu.vu me wuuaQ,uu cAmuiwuH-ui vmuwuyvuttajfiwu a mm- Y . . i *u “ •• . 1

festation to~the universe of the folly and weakness of the being whb'had e eJ'na .S1?1. • . . ' „ „ „„Riooa
appointed it. Therefore, endless misery is unreasonable, and incapable Hypothetical races, are supposed to receive benefit from the endless 
of being harmonized with the perfection of God’s moral attributes; “W «¿others. Pwshment for their benefit would nof be a trans
henee should lw rnipotn/1 action of justice sueh as pertains only to the relations between God and
• „n i i J e . , . the sinning soul, but a project of administrative expediency, the ruse
_flhe whole question of eternal torment turns upon its .congruity with an^ ma]iesllift of pQii^. Very difficult any theory of eternal punish

ment will lind it to convince a soul of earth that it ought to agonize in

The. incarceration of sinners in hell would not be necessary to deter 
the saints in heayen from sinning. Surely the saints would not need 
the sight of burning sinners to impel them to serve God. .

And as for endless misery, being a vindication of God’s - justice, it 
would be on the contrary an exhibition of vindictiveness, and a mani-

God s character. If God be just He is incapable of injustice. . And, 
moreover, unless He is altogether unknown (in winch case , we have no 
right to judge whether He is just or unjust), these terms have the same 
meaning when applied to His government that they bear in the judg
ments of our own consciences. To say that His'arbitrary will , creates 
the distinctions between right and wrong is to identify might with-right. 
That right and wrong inhere in the very nature of things seems like an 
axiomatic truth. To deny it is to deny the freedom of will that lies at
the base of all moral distinctions. For will involves power of choice, 
and consequently, as an alternative to all its determinations, the possi
bility of choosing their opposites. ' ’

So that, if God’s will can cause an act to be just, it might, by its su
preme liberty of decision, have caused the same' act to-be unjust. In 
that case, all that we now abominate as vile and loathsome would be 
deemed pure and lovely. But, even then, unless human nature were 
radically changed to correspond to th^e Divine caprice, the mere decision 
of the Divine wijl would constitute no obligation to obey it. Obliga
tion implies conviction of right, and, only as authority acts through 
such a conviction, is it distinguishable from brute force. Because I am 
weak and God is strong, does not prove that I should obey Him any 
more than its superior strength obliges me to obey any other power, 
however nefarious its commands. .

hell as a spectacular warning to the doubtful morals of the moons of 
Jupiter, Puny the yirtue(.it will think, and not worth the nursing, that 
requires a perpetual flame of crackling sensibilities to keep it warm. 
Crazy the god, and to be mourned for, in deed, who, with all his regal 
clemency, has not wisdom and power sufficient to control his subjects 
without becoming himself the chief malefactor of his domain! Better 
that his government should end in the extinction of all his subjects than 
that any should be saved by an act, which, to their contemplation, must 
demonize his divinity. , •
. From a heaven built upon hell as a supporting vault, Good Lord de
liver us. .

No saint would esteem his individual felicity worth the pangs that a 
1 single reprobate may suffer in an endless damnation.
1 If God permits sinners to continue in evil and pain, without any ulte

rior purpose of good to be accomplished thereby in their characters, it
■ can only be because evil and pain are His will and pleasure, and such 

to a degree indicated by the duration to which He protracts them. But 
a king who loves pain and evil answers to our notion of Satan. A god, 
therefore, who perpetuates them for his own gratification would be the

- imperial Satan of the universe, and Satan his prime minister of mischief.
If God foresaw before creating men that the/ would eternize sin and

If it is wicked for me to violate my moral convictions, under the woe, and antagonize H,is will and triumph over it, His creation of them 
threat of an earthly despot, and simply because of his ability'to execute could not have been voluntary, and must have been coerced by some
it, it were equally wicked to violate them in submission to a heavenly more potent necessity of evil. ‘ »
’ ’ ’ ' ......................... A true description of endless misery would sicken the heart. Phys

ical or mental, it is equally real, and because infinite may be fitly sym-
despot, who gives no better reason for his authority. - •

Thus, by the supposition that God’s will alone creates'good and evil, 
and that by a different choice it might have transposed their natures, we 
are confronted with the strange conclusion that mankind, remaining as 
they are, might have had to do just what they thought unjust, and wor
ship, as worthy of adoration, a being whom their most indubitable in-

bolized by the most •excruciating pain the imagination can paint, since 
that pain were as the gentle tickling of a nerve compared with the infi
nite reality. ," ■

“Think, then, of ¿ell as, an ocean’of fire without shore for hope or
escape, or bottom to its depths of anguish. Over it drive unsubsidingstinets detested as a devil; nay, and likewise to declare this very contra- escape, or bottom to its depths of anguish. Over it drive unsubsiding 

diction in their consciences a most wise,holy, and laudable arrange- cyclones of fiery spmhes sjvept from its surface. High its billows dash 
ment. . . rolling mountains jvithjurid chasms between, each chasm a separate

But if justice qualifies God’s will, it is not His will that determines hell, crest and slopajind base alive with souls, sheeted and gorged with 
justice. He wills right because it is right; the right is not right because fire. They burn; but arenot consumed; they burn with a preternatural 
He wills it. ‘ This definition, however, presupposes in us ideas of justice, sense of heat, havirib o^jinisms miraculously refined for suffering, 
dr right, previous to an acquaintance with the will of God, and regulat- Fife runs iu. their vfjns; fife fills their lungs; fire mingles with the sub
ing our sense of obligation to obey it when it becomes known. But if stance of .their, brains;. they-are themselves conscious and animate 
our ideas of right are competent to decide for us whether or not the Di- flames; while overate hoVocean leans the Lord of love (?) to inhale the 
vine will is’obligatory, they are equally competent to. decide whether smell of thjiir.burnag,'Jdiia as the Wory odors penetrate His nostrils, 
speciaracts ascribed to that will, possess the righteous¡ property: which He rubs His$ hands yitlL flight and. says, Aha 11 laugh at your calamity, 
alone invests it with moral'authority; for if they can be mistaken in and mock when your fear cometh.’. Still the fiery ocean welters, now 
their criticism bf :special acts of Divine government they are less liable flinging aloftdts-deathless-castaways, and now catching them again to 
to error in . their opinion, that the Divine government ought to. be be'draw into'its unfathomable abysses. They have no hope of allevia- 
obeyed at all. A11 appeal to miracles will not avail in the least Mir- tion or decease. Could they see beyond the length of ages it takes to
a'des may prove superhuman power, but not the righteousness of that form a planet like ours from chaos, the vaguest dawn of abatement, it 

If it assails our inborn ideas of right, it can be accredited to a would seem to them a beatific-vision. They cry to the Lord of love, 
....... who looks gloatingly 'upon them, Father of mercies, is it not enough?

power. . . . _ .
diabolical rather than a Divine agency. .- . .

Revelation must submit to thè same test, since its moral teachings, in 
their accordance with the Divine character, are its main evidences of

And He marshals His elect in their sight to shout, in whichjlhey dis
tinguish the voices of parents and children, husbands and wives, Never! 
Never! ■ ■• ' 1 - V* - ■

--“Above them in.space stands a tremendous hour glass; its upper
Divine authorship. . . . -,’ > ■ .

-■ It presumes that we are competent to judge of God’s character and
what it ought to he. Unless we know, something of His nature, how are . . . , . . -,
we to .tell whether .a Book that professes to come from His mind and each other, aind- when all-are gene they reverse, and thus continue 
niànitysi: Wia diRpositinri he genuine orA forgery.:, We miist.know truth "through all eternity; And this is the doctrine of future punishment, 
and goodness; In appealing for recognition of its claims to bur moral and this is.our Father (?) in heaven. What a grizzly, hateful, hideous, 
sense it owns théfitness¡of that sense to determine their validity; If, mèdusa-heàdêd monster of absurdity ! ...
then, among such claims, there be found any teaching that contradicts “w«« ™Oy+Wnir thoy hplwv«>: in it. î

compartment filled with countless worlds. These worlds grind against

‘Men may think they believe in it, but believe in it they certainly do
the plainest sentiment of justice, it must be rejected.as inconsistent with'not.”", - . ■ - . ... .
the goodness of God. Though one rise from the dead to confirm it, his Such a view of future punishment makes God an. archetype, of that 
testimony were vain. - Nero who . tarred'human bodies and set them on fire to light his palace

The question of future punishment belongs exclusively to conscience gardens for a festal night; yet he only faintly prefigured the grand om- 
and reason, and caif be answered affirmatively only as the penally is nipotent Nero who arcades eternity with ignited souls that never wane, 
proved to be in accord with their conceptions of Divine justice. but as his elect courtiers march between their ranks in admiring proces

First it is stated that eternal suffering is just, because sin is an af- sion, wax brighter and brighter in writhing blazes for the meet illumin- 
front to infinite holiness, love, and majesty; and the guilt of the trans- ation of his transcendantatrocity. H. W. BOWMAN.

'.-T

of hope until he comes to the Chinese- 
American treaty of 1903. In that treaty 
is a' clause which takes the first great 
step toward the solution of the mission
ary problem in China. In that treaty is 
provided that missionaries shall not in
terfere in lawsuits, and that no distinc
tion shall be made in the Chinese 
courts to Christian converts. The con
vert is exempted from contributions to 
the temples and idols, and the mission
ary may purchase land for the erection 
of buildings for mission purposes, but 
not for, the benefit of the individual.

Thus for the first time mission work

would be entirely different, although 
the piece itself would in substance re
main the same. That is what appears 
to happen when a secondary personality 
is developed. . " . . '

In the case of the young, clergyman,

Tribute to Henry Morrison Tefft.
To the Editor:—Allow me to say at 

this time, J am pleased to see you are 
running some of the trenchant and 
scholarly articles written by Henry Mor
rison Tefft of this place.

Mr. Tefft Is a brilliant writer. For 
many years he was one of the foremost 
lawyers in this country, and success
fully conducted some of the hardest 
fought legal batties in this section. He 
finally entered the . ministry and fol-
lowed that profession a number of

the Rev. Thomas C. Hania, /the prb tfonl ofw’univereai'cSsbioustaesi'Pos» 
mary personality was suppressed by an slbly clairvoyant perception may be a ?na nature outgrew tne

_____ ____________ _________ .____  accident; in that case the evolution of sort of telepathy; tile ^percipient un
work in China is built upon the founda- the secondary personality, new-born, as consciously reads the mind of some 
tion ot truth and not of iraud.__________ it were, seems quite natural; it learned person who knows, or'has known, the

DR. TOYOKICHI LYENAGA the lessons of life just as.a child would location of the objects in question, and
University of Chicago. learn them. But how about the second-consequently tells where they are.

' : ' ' ' - ■ ary personalitiesi that suddenly, come ......................

bounds of "creed and dogma and he felt 
obliged to withdraw. .

Of late years Mr. Tefft has devoted 
himself to literary.-work, Nd one can 
read his epigrammatic writings without 
deriving benefit, and realizing that the

B, F, UNDERWOOD TAKES EXCEP- 
TION6. ..

Spiritualism, Materialism and Monism.

The editor of Secular Thought, a 
magazine published at Toronto, Can
ada, in referring to monistic and dual
istic systems of philosophy recently, as
sumed that Materialism is monistic 
and that Spiritualism Is dualistic; and 
that this is the distinguishing differ
ence between the two systems.

To this, B. F. Underwood, in a later 
r-.umber, took exception in an article 
from which the following is an extract:

Spiritualism may be just as monistic 
as Materialism, and Idealism just as 
monistic as Realism. The conception 
that material and mental phenomena 
are manifestations of a common under
lying reality, is thoroughly monistic.

According to James Sully, Monistic 
solutions are those in which the mind 
is looked upon as a property or mani
festation of matter (Materialism) ; 
where matter is made the outcome of 
mind (Spiritualism); or, in the third 
place, when mind and matter are taken 
to be opposite sides of one and the 
same mysterious reality (Monfsm 
proper). •

Monotheism, as a theory that every
thing was produced by God, Is a thor
oughly monistic theory.

The theory of spirit and matter as 
two existences, each distinct in itself, 
is thoroughly dualistic.

To say that a system is monistic is 
not,to say whether it is Materialistic, 
Spiritualistic, or neither one nor the 
other.

To say that Materialism is monistic 
helps us no more to distinguish it from 
some of the other systems than does 
the use of the word "substance" as em
ployed in Mr. Ellis’ definition.

The monistic conception is the an
tithesis of the various forms of dualism, 
such as that of Descartes, who assumed 
an extended substance, devoid ot 
thought, and an unextended thinking 
substance. Monism is in opposition to 
all systems that have recourse to a plu
rality of principles to explain mental 
and physical phenomena. But Monism 
Is a very general term, and it may 
stand for numerous theories that differ 
widely, agreeing only in the single
principle theory as opposed to dualism.

There is the Monism of Spinoza, 
which identifies God and Nature in an 
absolute substance, possessing, with 
many attributes unknown to ub, both 
thought and extension. There is Schel
ling’s monistic system of transcendent- 
filiem; Hegel’s Monism of self-evolving 
logical reason; Hartmann’s Monism of 
unconscious, transcendental will, logic
ally evolving the world; the Monism ot 
W. K. Clifford, who argues that the uni
verse consists entirely of mind-Bluff, 
that that which is extended to the 
mind and is represented as matter, is 
mind-Btuff—in other words, that matter 
is the mental picture and mind-stuff is 
t’ne reality represented, the ultimate, 
while matter is only phenomenal.

Clifford’s ultimate mind is mind-stuff, 
out of which the complex forms ot 
thought and feeling are built up. In 
this ingenious theory, so often errone
ously labeled Materialism, the hypo- 
ethetical atom of matter, only the 
mind-stuff is the ultimate fact and the 
material atom is the phenomenon. 
Clifford saw the insufficiency of the ma
terialistic theory, and hlB speculations 
Indicate the tendency to interpret phe
nomena in terms of mind rather than 
In terms of matter.

Differing from Clifford’s Monism is 
that of the German naturalist, Haeckel, 
which assumes the eternity of thè ma
terial atoms and the eternity of their 
properties, volition, pleasure and pain, 
desire and aversion. These properties, 
he holds, aggregating parallel to the 
combinations of material particles, 
form the complex souls, corresponding 
with the complex structures of animals, 
Including man.

Then we have the Monism of George 
Henry Lewes—a psycho-physical Mon
ism, which instead of making conscious
ness and brain motion controvertible 
into each other (which Tyndall de-, 
clared Inconceivable and without 
proof), assumes that consciousness is 
the subjective aspect of the same fact
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Hudson Tuttle
litarj of SiiiriM Literature.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex» 
plain the vast array of facta in its field 
of research by referring them to a com» 
mon cause, and from »hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cento.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the Beenes are laid off 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and ’ the ■ 
real life of spiritual beings. All quee- 
tlona which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF.
MAN. k

Containing the latest Investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 

OF THE SACRED HEART. '
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in Ito 
exposure of the diabolical methods ot . 
Catholicism to "Uncle Tom’s Cabin.'* 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and freo thought. It la 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price. 
JO cents. •

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to forffl 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page
tract for mission work. Singles conies 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25. ’

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms ot the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the Iyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A booK by the aid of which a 
progressive Iyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex^ 
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS. •
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cento.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

____________ Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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of which brain 
aspect.

The Monism 
physical and 
the properties

motion is the objective

of Bain teaches that 
mental phenomena are 
of one substance—“a

double-faced unity."
The Monism of Spencer sees in men

tal and pnysical phenomena but differ
ent modes of Inscrutable power, of 
which matter and force are symbolic 
representations.

When Monotheism, which ascribes 
all phenomena to one spiritual, supreme 
creative power, is Monism, and a sys
tem so different from this as Material
ism, which makes matter the ultimate 
basis of all phenomena and mind an 
outcome of organization, is no less 
monistic, it should be seen that the 
word covers conceptions and theories 
which in essential respects are con
flicting and contradictory. While it 
means something when employed to 
express the interdependence of all 
things and the unity of nature, despite 
the Infinite variety of physical and men-
tai phenomena, it has no value 
fining the distinctive principle 
system of philosophy.

The word Monistic no more

in de- 
of a

distin-
guishes Materialism from other sys
tems, such as Spiritualism, Idealism, 
Spencer’s Transfigured Realism, etc., 
than does the word Substance, upon the 
definition of which depends the essen
tial character of a philosophy which Is 
taught

SOME PSYCHIC QUESTIONS. ; into being fully develop¿d-all thei char- phenomena of abnermiVsInsibilitiesM- moninsfehtlnto htma^Mature“ 'm?' 
- :' - ^eentX0fthoseno taSiymlU^
“Multiple Personality” Coming to the devffiopment occffrX^ ?here knows wb.at it is to feel the thrill and

Front for Conslderatlon-The Individ- XSd conl&n“
ual Consciousness Is an Exceedingly of us or perhaps wifh many of iib, do IXSm^bTexert^B^ttetace ^d «
Complex Affair-^The Case of Rev. our bodies senmms. hoste for independ- it appears tnat thingAeyond the scope }^ned service for the good of his fel 
Thomas C. Hanna—A World Con- ent beings that feel and think,- devel- 0£ or(nnary senses nmy be per- Knowing that you desire scholarly 
sciousness-Some Reflections by the consclousne^tbaf have built^n ®elved' doe? “,ot the^cl su^est th?-t,- and thoughtfu! articles for the columns 
Boston Herald. ? ' SXSZisM se^Xi^^^  ̂ Progressive Thinker, I heartily
A friend who has been reading about this seems very wonderful; how it may hearing, etc., bgtweeiiflhdividuals endorse Tour wisdomjn s_ecurlng what 

“multiple personality” is profoundly im-_take place has not been explained. perhaps widely separated, fdbt as there
While the secondary personality ac- ¡9 between the assemhiage Df cells that 

counts for much of the phenornena compose the individual body? It has

equited service for the good of his fel-

Knowing that you desire scholarly

pressed by the implications of the ques
tion—what it suggests as to the nature 
of the "soul, as to the relations of the 
individual to its feUows. The light re
cently cast on the subject by science 
only makes the whole question more 
wonderful than ever before, more mys
terious, vaster in the range of its con
nections. It is indicated that the indi
vidual consciousness is a very complex 
affair; .that its normal state is that of 
a- multiple - consciousness—the 'sum of 
the multitudious consciousness- 'of the

you can from Henry Morrison Tefft. 
GEORGE H. MAHAN. 

Norwich, N.Y.;,;, .■ ... -
called spiritistic, yet tiiere seems to be |,een BhOwn that within thdjpame body THE EXILE ■
a large residuum not so. ’readily ex- there may reside two.^r more personal!- ' _ ____ . '
plained. For instance, there are the ties independent of eabhotSKr and util- Th esc ene I gaze un on is not 
cases in which the secondary personal- <7<n„ thntrHttentffiiHoR Mnv a .“B0“,“ ,
ity has been known to speak fluently In there not be little s'tfsnecled identities On® now ne er met my view; 
some well known foreign tnnmie with tnere a ,, !tIe 8®pecttu, I . Ira chained upon no barren spot .

v. v Yvl* K,own toreign tongue witn connecting all the pdfsonamies that in ‘ Where seas stretch round me far and which the primary personality is not common a% tenant8 lkd ¿hilftren of our Where^seas stretch round me, far and 
conversant—which it has even never _pnt H _
heard great bouy, tne wonur , Nay, all day traffic loudly.roars, .

Does not the circumstance that our ; Su®^ are of i?1?'IJVer^'wbich r^ze upon.my native shores, 
own individuality is the expression of a But m Iariroin you’
multiple consciousness suggest that whatta treinhndoul fieldhere is where since childhood 1 
tinle SnscVou°snes"S—for88 taStanbe11111^ un- A Have hoped and lost and hoped anew,
tipie consciousness—lor instance, a worveA . ' .: r . . And.though.nere all around me lie 

. ’ The paths that we have loitered

innumerable Cells that make up the hu
man body.' The individual has been 
evolved by the successive experiences ____________  __ _______ , _ ......... .
of this multiple consciousness,-acting, in world consciousness, of which we form worKea’ . ' 
acontinous series of connected associa- a part, that acts with supreme Intelli-’ -■------
tiofis. Something occurs to dislocate gence upon a higher plane of being, “bontinuity of LttiGrnmlo Trntlu 
these associations; another individual m—-±- - ■» —-- -- - '- ■
consciousness comes to tho front in the 
same’body, utilizing in a different way 
the experiences of the multiple con
sciousness.. . ' .

This accounts for the curious cases of 
secondary personality, Bometlthba ot

through, ’ • ;.
I trudge alone day after day, 
A weary and a lonesome way—

For I am far from you. ,
•—S. E. Kiser.

— ' ’ ■ — „ — — .^k —"^1 ^k ^k .. ^k„^^^^k • • ■ ■ ’ ■ i • ■ •
narily acute sense perceptions, IncluA-gret of How to K©sp Yom®.” By J. M. "The Truth Seeker Collection of 
ing memories of exact fidelity concern- 3., 51 A, feR Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of

------------ r..------------ -.................... .. • Liberals»."' Price 25 eanta. . '

From Morris Pratt's Nephew.
To the trustees of the Morris Pratt 

School, the N. S, A., and Spiritualists at 
large: I wish to say a few words to ex
plain the position of the true heirs and 
relatives of Morris Pratt, of whom l am 
a nephew, and was called before the is. 
S. A. committee when they were at 
Whitewater and informed them that, all 
we asked was justice, but did not Wish 
(knowing what we did) to complicate 
ourselves in the case at that time, and 
have strictly adhered to that up to this 
time; although papers were served on 
the trustees before night of the day I 
was called before them it had been 
done so secretly we knew nothing about 
it, and are not connected with the 
trials in any way. . . .

With this explanation I think the 
ones in the contest will understand who 
is trying to accomplish their purpose 
long sought for. My prayer is that 
justice will be done as Uncle intended, 
and I expect to be there to help estab
lish it. and hope all will be sacred to 
the trust imposed on them.

J. O. SPRING.

In justice to all parties I wish to say 
a few more words. Perhaps many 
readers of The Progressive Thinker do 
not understand that Moses Hull first 
commenced action against the estate 

. for what we consider an unjust cause, 
therefore was the first transgression.

I- also firmly believe that Uncle never 
Intended his temple should be sold by 
the trustees. . v

We accepted the administrator ap
pointed. He:is defending the: estate.

1 Hoping this will make my position 
Clear. > '' ■ ‘ i n SPRING.

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems ot this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page Illustrations, 
including photogravures of the author, 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound in blue' 
with aluminum embossing. Many of 
the poems are especially adapted ton 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature. 
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet ot 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems.”
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: "To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton: "I have read with great 
Interest:”

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, the Humanita
rian says: “A most exquisite bouquet 
* * * * the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page.” '

The author says in the dedication-) 
“To those whose thoughts and longings 
reach into the unseen Land of Souls 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither.” '■

Price $1.00. For sale by .
HUDSON TUTTLE, • 

________ ._______Berlin Heights, Ohls,

The Arcana of Spiritualism,
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
. Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and-research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

"Death, Its Meaning a&£ Kestata.’' 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol» 
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 

. wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. (Both, 560 pages, Ifc 
lu&tratoL 11.25. . j

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations ot 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

‘The Light of Egypt." Volumes 11 
'and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge aa 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic PhilosQ* 
phy. ’ Price $2 n«r volume.

“The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
tho Life and Times of the Nazarene and 
His People.” Thrcugh the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in» 
teresting book. Neatly bound in doth 
and gilt Only 69 cents,
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along the lines of orthodox-beliefe; the 
less there will be of crime and moral
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test with the women’s against such 
piece of barbarism.”

CULT RIVAL TO DOWIE,

Opinions of the .Press Upon the 
Statehood Bill.

Rev.” Mabel Aber Jackman 
Self-Styled “Shepherdess of 

Paradise.”

take soliti:,
|æ“At the expiration ot subscription, It not re

newed, the paper Is discontinued. No bills 
■ will ba sent tor extra numbers. '
ESTIf you do not receive your paper promptly 

write us, and auy-errors lu address will be 
promptly corrected, aud missing numbers 
supplied gratis.
Whenever you destro the address of your 

Krichauged, always give the address of 
ilaceto which It has been going or the 

• change cannot be made.
' TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

■ The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries is $2.

. TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION i
, Tub PBOonxssrvB Thxnitisii will he furnished 

■ tuitll further notice at the IoUowhig terms, in
variably in advance: .
Ono Tear.................................  81 00
Six Months,.................. .  ........ ...........  Costs
Thirteen Weeks,*!.1....... ............................... 25cts
Single Copy,'..................... ..................................... Sets
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Kemltby Postofflee Moneyrordor, Registered 
¿Xetter or Draft on Chicago or'New York. It 
cos le from £0 to 15ce^ta to gotehecks'eashed on 
local banks; so do nob ^end them unless you 

. .wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address all letters to Ji R. FRANCIS, 40 

Loomh Street, Chicago,!!!. ■ \

PuUixhal Every Saturday at 40 Ltwtuls Street, 
lay , , ...... fc I . -Ill- " — .1.1. «

J, R. FRANCIS, Editor and Proprietor

Elec. 81,W,

THE GOFF WILL CASE. ,

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do eo a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Cdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit
ualist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to-an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
Clippings when au attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Results of Religious Training.
There has just been held in our city 

Of Chicago a mass-meeting of Eplsco- 
•pallans, to rally thëlr forces to a "war 
on sin and worldliness." Bishop An
derson stirred the big audience deeply 
With his Impassioned remarks. As re
ported, he said:

"Beneath the crust of civilization, be
neath the veneer of cultivation, there 
smolders the flames of passion and dis
content against the government, against 
morals and religion.

"Strikes, class hatred, riot, anarchy, 
are threatened. It would take only a 
spark to touch them off. And Chicago 
is the storm center of the conflict be
tween good and evil.

"In the city of Chicago last year six 
time more murders were committed 
than in London, a city several times its 
size. In the three years of the Boer 
war, more men were killed by murder 
.in America than fell in battle among 
the kopjes of South Africa. And where 
is it all to end?
. "Last year there were 70,000 arrests 
in this city. There were 17,000 boy 
prisoners placed under arrest

“Is a wave of moral retrogression, and 
decadence entirely corrupting human 
nature?. The -American people, are; in
creasing in alarming, propuftionér' If 
the seed of. moral laxity is sown among 
them it will produce terrible results. 
This moral laxity and selfish irresponsi
bility can only be counteracted by the 
church extension movement. We must: 
evangelize Chicago. The Chicago dio
cese, if It had not been neglected, would 
have produced returns whose influence 
would have been felt throughout the 
jvorld.

“The future of Chicago does not lie in 
a large population. The city will live 
only in the lives of its best citizens. 
There is no use of winking at the facts. 
Crime is alarmingly on the Increase. 
The men and women of Chicago have 
not the hold on religion that their 
grandfathers had. It is time we woke 
up. Crime is at our doors. The whirl 
of pleasure, the spirit of materialism 
and iconoclasm sap the vitality of our 
people. We have sown a wind of relig
ious indifference and shall reap a whirl
wind of devastation.”

“We should have more religious 
training in. the schools. By that means 
only can we give Judge Tuthill less to 
do and keep the, docket of the Juvenile 
court empty. If we should suppress the 
churches, throttle the choirs, and stunt 
missionary activity, we should experi
ence the greatest calamity the world 
has ever known. Our powers are just 
beginning to be felt. They are not on 
the wane, as has been said; If we are 
to save the day we must fall back on 
religion. Religion Is an essential fac
tor in the education of every prospect
ive American citizen. •

"Let us make Chicago more religious, 
and let us take to the Episcopal church 
the credit. Twenty-five thousand dol
lars is needed immediately for the 
work.” *■

Turning our schools Into nurseries for 
“religious training” is the great pan
acea for the evils complained of by the 
Episcopal church men. “Religious 
training In the schools” is to be the 
means of overcoming and eliminating 
the “wave of moral retrogression" that 
is overwhelming and corrupting human 
nature. Make our common schools 
institutions to teach children—all chil
dren—the children of agnostics, Jews, 
materialists, Spiritualists, unbelievers 
of all shades—teach them the supersti
tions, the outlandish and inhuman dog
mas, the hellish doctrines, of ortho
doxy—and thus they will become good 
American citizens.

These enthusiastic preachers of re-. 
ligion are wofully ignorant of the fact 

.that the great mass of criminals and 
moral derelicts that infest society and 
figure in the courts and fill the various 
prisons, jails, bridewells, are persons 
who have received “religious training." 
; It is a fact demonstrated by careful 
•and painstaking effort to a'rrive at the 
real truth of the matter, that the state 
prisons of our country contain large 
numbers of bible believers; of “infl- 
dels,? unbelievers, Spiritualists, etc., 
there are scarcely enough to be men
tioned. . . .

There is a reason for this state of 
affairs, arising from the orthodox doc
trine of vicarious atonement, which 
lends encouragement to-rfhe criminally 
inclined that they may q run riot In 
crime and yet find “salvation" just be
fore they die, because ‘"Jesus paid it all’ 
—all the debt I owe,” and even though 
guilty of murder, they can go straight 
from the gallows to glory and be in 
heaven with the angels forever. '

No; if prison statistics are of any 
value, the more materialists, agnostics • 
infidels and Spiritualists there are, and 
the less there is of “religious training"

A New Religion.
Dr. Lyman Abbott is surely earning 

the'appellation pf.“heretic.’‘ Heresy is 
where one person, having freed himself 
from the old ruts of thought, teaches 
what is not as others think.

As reported In the daily press:
Leaning far out over- the pulpit in Ap

pleton chapel, his long white beard and 
flowing gown making his look like a 
patriarch,- Dr. Lyman Abbott, in a fier- 
mon to Harvard students to-night, broke 
away from' the theology which forms 
the basis of the faith of millions of or
thodox Christians and sounded the 
keynote of a new religion founded, not 
on the bible, but on science and the 
cutreachlngs of the human heart.

“I wonder,” he said, “if you students 
in Harvard will understand me when I 
say that I no longer believe in a great 
first cause. To-morrow the newspapers 
will get hold of tills and brand me as 
a heretic. My God is a great ever-pres
ent force, which is manifest in ajl the 
activities of man and all the workings 
of. nature.

"I believe in a God who Is In and 
through and of everything—not an ab
sentee God whom we have to reach 
through a bible or a priest or some 
other outside aid, but a God who is 
closer to us than hands or feet. Sci
ence, literature and history tell us that 
there is one eternal energy, that the 
bible no longer can be accepted as ul
timate, that many of its laws were 
copied from other religions, that the 
ten commandments did not spring spon
taneously from Moses, but were, like 
all laws, a gradual growth and that man 
is a creature, not a creation.

"No thinking man will say there are 
many energies. The days of polytheism 
are past There is only one energy. 
That energy has always been working.'1 
It is an Intelligent energy. No scien
tist can deny it. It was working before 
Christ's time, even as it is now. For 
three years the clouds broke and the 
light flashed through. Then they 
closed again.

Yet God has a personality. We tec- 
dgnize it as we recognize the personal
ity of a Titan or an angel; only God is 
always working, always creating, where
as their work is done."

There is nothing new in Dr. Abbott's 
remarks, except their utterance by the 
Doctor; but they show that he is ad
vancing.

Spirit Pictures.
Doubt Is the stepping stone to knowl

edge. Without it there would be no 
real progress. There Is not a Spiritual
ist who, at some period in bls life, has 
not questioned whether there is a con
tinued life. If there is a Christian who 
has not doubted the cardinal teachings 
of his creed, then it is because he in
herited his faith and imbibed it with 
his mother’s milk, else has not brains 
sufficient to reason.

A friend in whom we place great con
fidence, has been Investigating spirit 
photography for lo, these twenty years. 
He is positive such pictures are made, 
and details facts which seem to confirm 
his confidence in their genuineness.

That there have been gross frauds 
practiced with the camera in regard to 
spirit pictures all must admit. We have 
seen those fraudulent pictures, and 
have sufficient knowledge of the pro
cesses of the photographic art to know; 
how they were formulated.

But this does not demonstrate that all. 
pictures exhibited as likenesses of the 
departed are fraudulent. The camera, 
we know, takes cognizance of objects 
not visible to mortal eyes. In the 
great cerulean vault only 3,186 fixed 
stars were counted, seen by the unaided 
eye. Six millions are seen when as-' 
slated by the great telescopes. The 
camera has revealed, variously stated, 
from twenty to fifty millions. Turned 
in any direction and the sensitized 
plate is literally covered with reflec
tion of these stellar orbs. It gives ev- 
dence of millions on millions of stars 
which the great observatories with 
their powerful, lenses failed to reveal. 
- Conceded that the spirit is refined 
matter, too ethereal for mortal vision in 
its normal state, then, with the revela
tions of the camera in regard to the 
fixed stars, is it not possible its sensi
tive eye takes cognizance of our spirit 
friends? Doubt as vie rnay we have the 
statements of those who have investi
gated; who have no motive in deceiv
ing; who are known to be truthful on 
all other subjects, and whose testimony 
would be conclusive in any court of ju
dicature! Shall we decline their evi
dence because our own eyes have not 
witnessed what they have seen?

“Paradise” now appears as a rival to 
“Zion.”

“The Rev.” Mabel A. Jackman, in
dicted tor obtaining money fraudulently 
through alleged “fake” Spiritualism and 
discharged several weeks ago by Judge 
Chetlain, has organized the “Church ’of 
Scientific Christianity," a new religious 
cult, Imitating In many features Dow
ie’s “Zion.” The publication, Scientific 
Christianity, which came to the atten
tion of Chief Postoffice inspector Stuart 
to-day because it was sent through the 
mail, is got up in much the same form 
as the Leaves of Healing, with “God’s 
Witnesses of Divine Healing” as a sub
title. The headquarters (in the ruins 
of the old Trinity Methodist church) is 
called “Paradise” and the “Rev. Mabel,” 
not to be left behind by Zion’s “general 
overseer,” styles herself the “general 
shepherdess of Paradise." ' .

Photograph of Old Ruins.
On the back of the first issue of the 

paper appears a photograph of the 
ruins of the Trinity Methodist church, 
2343 to 2349 Indiana avenue, taken a 
few days after the Are, when the front 
walls, standing intact; were caked in 
ice.

To casual observation it looks like an 
imposing edifice and the title below 
"Central Church of Scientific Chris
tianity,” indicates that It is the-central 
meeting place of the sect. This pic
ture, together with the fact that a num
ber of the written “testimonials” ap
pearing in the pages of Scientific Chris
tianity are written by persons who can
not be found at the addresses given or- 
who are associated with the Jackman 
woman, caused Inspector Stuart to start 
an investigation to see whether or not 
the woman, was attempting to secure 
money by alleged fraud. ■

The paper is announced as a weekly, 
with a subscription price of $2 a year.

Headquarters Not Easily Found:
Passing the church in Indiana avenue 

nothing appears except the massive' 
ruins. Far to the rear, however, ob
scured by heaps of brick and stone, are 
the remnants of the pastor's study.

....... ........ . . ■, ------ ------ ------------ -----------------------LAÜ..;.. BJ. ..______________ i---------
“SERMON PLACES DR. LYMAN ABBOT’/BEYOND THE PALE OF 

CHRISTIANITY,” iiJ

Pastor of Christ Church Says “Rejection of Personal God, Command
ments and Bible is Renunciation di Christian Faith.” -

A storm of criticism [says the Chicago ^xaminer] broke to-day 
among Chicago clergymen over the startling sermon of Dr. Lyman Ab
bott before Harvard students in Appleton OnapeUpambridge, Mass. Dr. 
Abbott’s critics declare that his rejection d^thejljible and the ten com
mandments, as inspired by God, and of thgjide^jpf a “personal God” 
placed him outside the pale of Christianity^

do dot believe in the great first cause,” Dr. .Abbott said, leaning 
far out from his pulpit before the congregation. “To-mbrrow, I sup
pose, I will be branded as a heretic. • -

“My God is the great ever present force which manifests all the activ
ities of man in all the workings of nature. I believe in an ever-present 
—not an absentee Gpd. • ;i .

“Science, literature and history tell us thaf/theré is one eternal en
ergy, thatthe bible no longer can be accepted as ultimate, that many of 
its laws were copied from other reJigions, that the ten commandments 
did not spring spontaneously from Moses, but yvére, like all Laws, a grad
ual growth, and that man is a creature of evolution, not a creation,’’

' . Bishop Cheney Surprised. ,
The Right Rev. Charles E, Cheney, bishop, of ¡the Reformed Episcopal 

Church and rector of the fashionable Christ Church; manifested his 
strong disapproval of D^Abbott’s statements. ;in an interview he said:

“I am greatly surprised at Dr. Abbott’s statements.-
“His utter throwing ¿way of the “Personal God,’:’ his rejection of the 

ten commandments,'and his renunciation of the’Bible can be nothing but 
a renunciation of Christianity. ,

“All i can say is that his sermon places him;utterly beyond the pale 
of Christianity. T have never heard of a Christian aninister making the 
statements attributed to Dr. Abbott. ' :

“I have heard, them coming from men in the class with Robert Inger
soll and others who do not pretend to believe in' God, but from Chris
tians—never. •

“Of course we have always held that the bible was the word of God. 
The ten commandments were inspired by God-and ¡ handed down to 
Moses. Some of them, for instance the commandment ‘Thou shalt not. 
steal,’was probably among the laws of the land before God handed 
them down to Mosesf but others, such as the first and second, were uh-’ 
doubtedly the words of God.

“Our idea of a Periíónal God is a God that has emotions, a God that I 
can converse with as understandingly as with my own mother, not, of 
course, a concrete being which we can see. I am; indeed, shocked and 
surprised at Dr. Abbott’s utterances.” '

Science and Imagination.
♦ llot4unc.ommon for those who know, very little or nothing of sci

ence to put science and imagination,in opposition to each other, as 
though one were inconsistent with the other. It is said of such a-one, he 
is a man qf science; of another, he is a man of'imagination. ,
„„„7?aet * ls> lienee and imagination are not only compatible, but there 
^pionn rea r scientific man who is deficient in imagination. 
Science does not consist merely in collecting facts. It does not consist 
in enumerating things that have been observed. It consists rather in 

an<? c.olJection of facts, in their classification and the 
discoveiy of the principles which nnderly them.

MISSIONARY WORK.
Spiritualists residing in the southern 

portions of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and 
Missouri; also those in all parts of 
Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas and 
Oklahoma, who are desirous of having 
missionary work in their respective 
communities are requested to write at 
once to the undersigned for dates and 
terms. -I am ready to work week days, 
week nights and Sundays, and only 
seek the co-operation of the local 
friends who are really interested in 
Spiritualism. Write now, and make 
sure of time. Yours for Spiritualism, 

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President and Misslonary-at-Large, N.

S. A., General Delivery, Wheeling, 
West Virginia.

THE POWER OF SELF-FORMATION.
“The Power of Self-Formation” Is a 

new book announced by Leroy Berrier, 
its author and publisher, as now being 
in process of publication. It will be is
sued in paper binding for 50 cents; in 
art vellum cloth, gilt top and title, for 
80 cents.

This book is to present the subject of 
self formation from a human culturist 
point of consideration. The author is a 
devotee of the Science of Human Cul
ture, and an adherent ol tne new psy
cho-physiology. The proposition which 
is demonstrated by the citation of act
ual practice in life, Is this: Self-forma
tion of mental and physical conditions
is now an established fact in the Sci
ence.of Human Culture. Two discover
ies In the sciences of psychology and 
physiology during the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, completely placed 
the power of self-formation in the grasp 
of the human race.

This little scientific treatise presents 
In a simple style those two great dis
coveries and demonstrates the power of 
self-formation as well as presenting the 
most advanced systems for the cultiva
tion of the mentation that controls the 
power of formation.

The author demonstrates the fact 
that we cannot expect to utilize our 
powers until we have become conscious 
of them and cultivated and trained 
them Into established power. Self-for-. 
mation means the ability to be just 
what we desire to be, and this consti
tutes the highest of all achievements.

The Power of Self-Formation will be 
completed and on the market about hol
iday time. It already has an advance 
sale of 501 copies. Send all orders to 
the office of The Progressive Thinker, 
40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

. —b qr» ------------- . /

••Foema ®f Frogresa." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is abbok to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by ail who 
love genuine/poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastfljr

e popular idea that a.man who brings together a basket of bones or 
a box ot shells is a scientist is a very great error. The man of science 

one, 0 cim Puf G10se of the same genera, species and variety to
gether and reconstruct the frame of the creature to which they belcfag. 
He is the one who can take those shells, separate them and describe the 
ereatui es which live m them and their relations with one another, 
n the higher sense, the man of science is one who from the observation 

or tacts has the ability to arrange them in order and to explain their 
meaning, as Newton explained the cause of the fall of the apple, when 
fie by thq power of imagination conceived that the same force which 
3 ilpp t°the ground was that whie11 held the Planets ‘heir 

No g^eat discovery is made without the use of imagination, It en
ables fhq mqn of science to think beyond what has been actually discov
ered: rheri by the use of the scientific method, he can verify what he has 
conceived as possible. Imagination is to the scientist what the lamp is 
poijit£naP tte miner’i1; enables him to see a little beyond his present 

_ Men like Humboldt, Huxley, Tyndall, are those in whom imagination 
is strong and vivid. Darwin and Wallace never could have discovered 
the principle of natural selection without imagination to enable them to 
looh bfiyond the popular theory as well as the scientific knowledge to 
see that the popular' theory was untenable.

ir ■ Privile£e of man to imagine conditions in this world with 
whieh ne hjis not become cognizant. It is the business of science to test 
these conditions and to ascertain whether they be true or have no other 
basis than the mere imagination. .

■ l.hosc who indulge in diatribes against the use of imagination do not 
koory what they are talking about. They are very often persons in a 
thoroughly fixed and fossilzed condition, who can neither change their 
views nor assimilate new knowledge, nor appreciate any discovery that 
is not in harmony with the theories which they have accepted, generally 
upon mere authority, and to which they have become bigotedly attached. 
Let us have imagination, not imagination .undisciplined or uncontrolled, 
but imagination, subject to reason and reflective thought, applied to the 
advancement of knowledge, under rational rules and conditions.

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

Here are the cardinal principles of Dr. Lymhn 'Abbott’s new religion 
—a religion founded not on the bible but on science outreaching to the 
human heart: . * ■ o .

1. “I believe in a God who is in and through and of everything—not 
an absentee God whom we have to reach through' the bible or priest or 
some other outside aid.”

2. “I believe in a G.od who is closer to us thah our hands or our 
feet.”
, 3. ‘.‘My God is the ever present force, which manifests all the activ
ities of man in all the workings of nature.”

4. “Science, literature and history tell us thai there is one eternal 
energy, that the bible no longer can be accepted as ultimate, that many 
of its laws were copied from other religions,‘but'were, like all laws, a 
gradual growth, and that man is a creature dt evolution not a creation.”

5. “There is only one energy. That energy l&s always been work
ing. It was working before Christ’s time, eVen as'it is now.”

6. “God makes for good, man’s progresses a progress upward, each 
day is better than the first.” tr : • •

This the "Rev. Mabel” has fitted up as 
a chapel, and a small wooden building 
serves as her “publishing plant.”

. Shepherdess Carries a Crook.
AU these letters are got up in the 

style of the testimonials in the Leaves 
of Healing, even the same type being 
used, and a full-page illustration shows 
the “Rev. Mabel A. Jackman, Shepherd
ess of Paradise," in flowing robes like 
those which “Overseer” Jane Dowie 
wore before sickness prevented her ap
pearance with her husband before the 
Dowleite audiences. The “shepherdess” 
carries a crook.

Experience In Law Court.
The charge of conspiracy to obtain 

money by false pretense with purpose 
to defraud brought by Dr. E. Cole 
against the Jackman woman, Charles 
Race and George Stlllson, resulted in 
an indictment In May, 1902. The case 
was reinstated last July and continued 
until Oct 22, when Judge Chetlain 
threw it out of court on the ground that 
the criminal court was being used as an 
instrument for the collection of money.

The above from the Daily News Illus
trates the character and work of this 
notorious woman. Several years ago 
she commenced a libel suit against The 
Progressive Thinker, claiming $25,000 
damage. When the time for the trial 
approached and she saw the big pile of 
damaging evidence secured against her, 
much to our sorrow, she did not appear 
against us. and the case was dismissed. 
Now she is working in a new field, and 
let us all hope and pray that she may 
remain there, and sever her connection 
with Spiritualism entirely. At a South 
Side seance several years ago her ma
terialized spirit was caught (a confed
erate), as duly set forth in The Pro
gressive Thinker., She is solemnly ma
lignant when she speaks of us, or the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
headed by Dr. G. B. Warne.

Important Questions. .
Is it not possible our " divines are 

somewhat mistaken in their claims 
that the whole-bible, every part of it 
between the two lids, was specially in
spired by Almighty God? ' Our atten
tion turned to the subject,■ to the end 
that we should-not misrepresent them, 
we opened Kitto's Cyclopedia of Bibli
cal Literature, article Inspiration, and 
there read the claim of thé extremists, 
from which the following brief ex
tract: ■ ■

“No part of the holy book was writ
ten without miraculous influence. All 
parts were equally inspired. In regard 
to the whole volume the great end was 
infallibly attained, namely: the com
mitment to writing of precisely such 
matters as God designed for the relig
ious instruction of mankind. The sa
cred penman wrote what hé had for its- 
object not merely the immediate ben
efit of individual persons or churches, 
but what would be useful to Christians 
in all future times; and that in regard 
to. the most minuté and inconsiderable 
things which the Scripture contains we 
are compelled to say, This also cometh 
from the Lord. »»•-’.

It is then added: “Every word, and 
syllable, and letter of what they wrote, 
independently of their intelligent 
agency and without regard to" their pe
culiar mental faculties or habits, seem 
to have been immediately communi
cated by God.”

Much more from, the same’writer, in 
still stronger , words, if possible. Is 
given, which it would be only surplus
age to quote. •

While Protestants generally claimed

the biblmwas infallible; , that as the di
rect emaaattonjpf God it could not err; 
Catholics, ;op the contrary, endowed 
the pope,„the great head, with Infallibil
ity, and everything coming from him 
was th.e voice of-God...,.

Such was the opinion of writers a 
generation ago; but recent discoveries 
and deeper research in the records of 
the past, have shown that these ex
treme opinions must De modulated; 
that very muchi if not all of the Penta
teuch was but compilations from 
Egyptian, Chaldean and Babylonian 
sources; . that.,, errors and contradic
tions are common throughout, the so- 
called inspired,word; that on the very 
face of th'e record there is positive 
proof that it is not the production of 
one mind, but of many minds, with dif- 
lerent degrees of knowledge.

Kitto, further on, says of the Bible 
writers: ' .’

"The Spirit employed them as active 
instruments, and- directed them in writ
ing, both as to matter and manner. 
They wrote as they were moved by the 
Holy Ghost.”

Is it not possible the "Spirit” and the 
“Holy Ghost” of Kitto, were under the 
influence of Brother Peebles; bad spir
its, in short, were they not “obsessed” 
when they were dictating some por
tions of the inspired volume? We more 
than half suspect.it

Leading organizations of women are 
protesting against the bill proposing to 
unite Oklahoma and Indian Territory, 
New Mexico, .and Arizona into two 
states under the names of Oklahoma 
and Arizona.

This bill has already passed thé 
Housean’d is now before the Senate for 
action, The'portion of the bill to which 
thé women tike' exception enumerates 
them with criminals, : lunatids, non
residents, illiterates and idiots as those 
whom the new states may disfranchise.

Leading newspapers all over the 
country are commenting upon the ob
noxious wording iof the bill as follows :

Washington (p. C.) Post: “This para
graph plairns women below the negro in 
citizenship-arid Classes her with the in
sane, theïdiot, and the criminal. It is 
no wonderfjthat tile women of the nation 
feel. insulted. • Whether woman is en
titled to the ballot or not, it is an in
sult to her intelligence and to the intel
ligence ofîthé nation to class her as an 
inferior order ofyhumanity and to use 
.that classification as an excuse for de
nying her, the ballot. The protest is 
well .takefa,- and The members of the 
Congress :fti charge of the statehood 
measure should ¡take advantage of the 
first oppqrtunity^to strike but the ob
noxious référence’to sex from the bill."

Boston Globe ¡^Theso energetic and 
sensible women 'Should win their case, 
because thbir ailgument is based • on 
sound reasoning.-); While there may be 
many persons'who do not believe in the 
enfranchisement of women, it is incon
ceivable that they approve of classing 
them with criminals and illiterates."

Springfield (Mass.) Republican; “The 
provision .places woman below the ne
gro in citizenship, and classes her with 
the insane, the idiot, the criminal, as an 
Inferior order.of humanity, and so un
deserving, thet ballot -To forbid the 
franchise to women is in Itself a gross 
injustice, the.worse because continuing 
so long, into an . age when women -are 
factors in etæry business and every 
calling. And to add to the Injury of our 
laws too insult tâ such a classification

Angelic Work on the Part of Those Who Have Adopted Oahspe as Their 
Bible and Rule of Action.

To the Edtior:—Situated in the foot-hills, in the beautiful La Cres
cent’s Cdnon, at the junction of the Verdugo Canon on the south and 
west, with the La Canada valley on the east, in a perfectly ideal spot for 
the purpose, we have established a children’s home on fraternal princi
ples, having a fraternal brotherhood society for its support. We are 
fourteen miles from the city of Los Angeles, seven from Passadena and 
five miles from the nearest electric railway connection at Glendale. We 
have an elevation of 1,800 feet above sea level, the purest atmosphere 
and the most delicious of pure mountain water. Children grow hearty 
and healthy, rosy-cheeked and happy as birds here.

While our work is founded on the principles as laid down in the book 
Oahspe, the teachings of which we consider a high degree of Spiritual
ism, we work in harmony with all true Spiritualists, and believe this to 
be the only children’s home run on Spiritualist lines being successfully 
maintained on this coast. ,

We started in a small way, are still small, but we expect io grow. 
We take only absolute castaways and have rescued ten children since 
we began, part of whom were sent to a similar home in Colorado, but 
now we have established this as a permanent home and -will keep all 
children' taken, here. A few brothers and sisters have dedicated their 
lives and services to this work without compensation, rejoicing that they 
have the privilege to thus labor for some of the Creator’s helpless little 
ones.

Anyone having anything that would be useful in such a home, as 
clothing or toys, which they would be glad to give, it will be gratefully 
received?

If references are desired, we refer you to any of the Spiritualist So
cieties in Los Angeles where we are well known.

Any questions concerning our work will be cheerfully answered.
The Progressive Thinker is a welcome guest in our home and one 

which we will not think of doing without in the future.
G. P. SULLIVAN.

should not be possible in this age of the 
world.”

Christian Endeavor World: “What a 
combination! Those that may be for
bidden the ballot are minors, criminals, 
lunatics, imbeciles, and—women! 
When we think what woman has done 
as a home-builder, a teacher, and an up
holder of law and order and morality 
in the new West, it seems little short of 
an injustice and a shame that she 
should be thus discriminated against 
The word ‘sex’ should be eliminated 
from the list. It is no wonder that the 
women of the nation protest against it 
Let the men of the land join their pro-

O unseen world! that lies across 
Death’s silent stream, a little way;

No language can thy peace describe, 
No words thy beauty can portray.

Far-reaching hùls whose summits blue, 
Reflected are in crystal streams;

Bathed in the light of cloudless skies, 
AU, all exceed our fondest dreams.

The rosés by the garden wall, 
The'sweet, wild violets that grew

Within thé sunny meadows fair, 
Around . the home our childhood 

'knew;
Whate’er we loved we find again, 

Upon that bright, immortal shore;
Only the sense of pain and loss, 

Is. mingled with it nevermore.
They grow not old, the loving friends, 

Who left our side so long ago;
But on the threshold for us wait, 

With the glad look we used to know.
The voices that we missed so long, 

Fall softly on our listening ear ;
We feel the clasp of tender hands, 

Yet still the earth-life seemeth near.
How do I know what meets the soul, 

In realms beyond our mortal sight;
When down time’s last mysterious 

' path,. . \ , ,. ' . : '
We pass into a starless night;

How. do I know? Ah! one went home, 
When crimson-robed was hill and lea;

And ofténümes, when day is done, 
She comes and tells her thoughts to 

me. ALICE M. WARREN.
Proctorsville, Vt. ■

"Harmonics of involution. The Phil
osophy of individual life, Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought, car
rying the principles of evolution into 
new fields.' Price, cloth, $2.

"Voltalre’a Romances." ■ Translated 
from the French. With numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter works of thj 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price 11.50.

Salient Points of an Important Case ri' 
Law. ■4

The cry for help came from Michigan, 
instead of from Macedonia, this tiuje. 
After a five o’clock breakfast on Mon
day morning with Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Schmuss of Rockford, Ill., and a hurried 
trip to the depot afoot, as street cars 
were still wrapped in their morning 
slumbers, I reached Chicago in time for 
my forenoon assignment in the lecture
room of Hahnemann College. Without 
pausing for the annual meeting of the 
Chicago Spiritualists League, I took the 
Lehigh Valley express tor Cassopolis, 
reaching there at seven o’clock Monday 
evening to lend any aid in my power as 
a witness for the Michigan State Spirit
ualist Association in its fight for a 
handsome bequest made to it by the 
late John F. Goff, of Cass county, in 
that state.

Mr. Goff died February 18,1904. His 
will was executed November 3,. 1885, 
and a codicil was attached to it by him 
September 23, 1897, substituting Dr. B. 
O’Dell, Herman L. Chapman and Alfred 
Underwood, well-known Spiritualists, 
for the executors first named by him. 
He left real and personal property’ of 
about $44,000 as appraised. Leslie 
Goff fought the admission of the will to 
probate, but was defeated and appealed 
from the probate to the circuit court. 
After bequeathing some $15,000 to vari
ous legatees, Mr. Goff gave all the re
mainder to the State Spiritualists Asso
ciation to be used for the benefit of 
mankind in relieving distress and pro
moting education and a knowledge of 
Spiritualism. He provided for the con
testant in this peculiar phraseology: "I 
give and bequeath to Leslie Goff, re- '• 
puted son of John F. Goff, formerly Hv- 
Ing in Creston in the state of Iowa, the 
sum of eighteen hundred dollars." Be
hind the word “reputed” lurks another 
of the heart tragedies of earthly life. 
The issues on~whlch the jury had to 
pass were: Did John F. Goff hold.an in
sane delusion as to his life's commit
ting adultery and as to the paternity of * 
Leslie, and was he further a monoma
niac to the extent that his will was die- 
tated by spirit intelligences and there
fore was not the act of his own Individ
ual desire and judgment?

Judge Coolidge held that an Insane 
delusion was a belief that did not rest 
upon fact—error in conclusions upon 
proven facts would not be delusion. 
Testimony of living witnesses showed 
that in 1854 or 1855 Mr. Goff started 
proceedings for a divorce upon the 
ground of adultery but later took ■ his 
wife back. One of the witnesses in 
that proceeding came into this trial, 
a man seventy years of age, and test!- 
fled that for forty dollars paid him fifty 
years ago by Mr. Goff he swore falsely 
as to compromising actions on the part 
of Mrs .Goff. However, that lady ap
pears to have made a confession about - 
that time to her husband, admitting spe
cific and general acts of infidelity upon 
her part, but a copy thereof certified to 
by an Indiana court, where it was' a 
part of the proceedings for divorce on 
the ground of desertion brought by Mr. 
Goff a few months after their first rec
onciliation was denied admission in the 
present case on a legal technicality, 
which the Supreme Court will now be 
called upon to review.

Mrs. Goff went to the Pacific coast 
with her infant son, married again and 
died years ago. Mr. Goff never re-mar
ried and did not forget the ruthless :' ■ 
shattering of the love dream of his long 
life of eighty-one years on earth. He 
was a man of honor among his fellows. 
The present probate judge of Cass ebun- ¿f' 
ty, who drew his will for him in 1885r 
and did his legal business fpr a longpe- io 
riod, testified to his soundness of judg-i.. Li 
ment on all business matters and said , 
bis word was as certain of fulfillment as" ; 
his bond cound have been. He aided' l 
the poor, contributed to the support of • 
near-by churches, and many Spiritual- . 
ists will recall that his donations to the 
Mediums’ Home at Lansing, Mich., were 
fully three thousand dollars while living. ■

If Leslie Goff was not John F. Goff’s 
son he has no right to any portion of 
the estate but eighteen hundred dollars, 
and cannot contest its other provisions. ' 
If Mr. Goff had his wife’s confession of 
adultery (and I was allowed to read the : 
certified copy of it), he certainly did 
not labor under an insane delusion as to ' 
the paternity of the boy or his wife’s ' 
fidelity. He had sufficient reasons for . 
doubting both. .

The jury found for the,contestant and 
thus the case will reach the Michigan ••’ / 
Supreme Court more speedily.

In this case the old adage seems to 
be so transformed as to read, It is a 
wise father that knows his own son. - 

Spiritualism was recognized as a re
ligion by court and counsel all through 
the trial. Its standing from any other 
view point would have been unfortu
nate and useless. Attorneys for the 
contestant were Ex-Judge Harsen D. 
Smith and Mr. Lyle of Cassopolis, and 
Victor M. Gore of Benton Harbor. Seen 
from the witness chair, Mr. Smith was 
gentlemanly, dignified and alert, while 
Mr. Gore, the all-around fighter, was 
fierce in manner, fluent in language and 
fertile in ridicule of Spiritualism.

Spiritualism had able legal represen
tatives in Marshall L. Howell of Cassop
olis and A. Lynn Free of Faw Paw, the 
former of whom has the brain to grasp 
fundamental principles and fight tor 
them until courts transmute them into 
precedents, while Mr. Free is analytical, 
candid, logical and forceful in his man
ner of expression. The latter gentle
man made the speech of the trial. • ,

Judge Carr of the Cass and Van Bu- ‘ . 
ren circuit, exchanged with Judge Cool-: . 
idge of Berrien county who was a ' , 
stranger to the individuals involved in '

8

■’í

i
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the case and the latter strove to be im- I
partial and just while at all times the " ■ i 
patient gentleman. ’ • !

Dr. O’Dell, vice-president of the state ;
association, acted for his official col- . •(
leagues in deciding questions of import ■ 
ance about the conduct of the case and >
gave of his time, strength and means' ' 
with a fidelity which entitles him to the : ; ?•
gratiutde of Spiritualists everywhere.

Miss Chapman, of Marcellus, state ,,
secretary, was often in attendance, .
while Dr. Julia M. Walton, of Jackson, ’
another member of the state associa- (
tion board, was a most Important wit- >' !
ness on a medium's experience with her i
own psychic powers. ■ ■

GEO. B. WARNE. ■

LOOK OUT! LOOK OUI!
The Progressive Thinker during ita 

Fall and Winter Campaign will be a 
continual feast of good things in all oc
cult and spiritual lines of thought You. 
can only keep up with the procession 
by reading it each week. Send in your 
subscription now, and introduce the 
paper to your neighbor. 1

“Success, and How to Win IL" 'A. 
lecture and course of twenty-four sue- : 
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A.,-< 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts." .

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Cbsa. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in tsplrituaS 
suggestiveness. Cloth, 11,50.

fc' ‘ï

suspect.it


&SI, $904.

Peebles vs. Peebles..{

A Session Called to Decide on tlie Merits of Dr. J, 
M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon* 

ism of the Ages.”
IT IS ALWAYS REFRESHING TO LEARN THE VIEWS OF THE 

¡LEADERS IN ANY MOVEMENT. “OBSESSION” IS NOW RE
CEIVING SPECIAL ATTENTION, AND THE CONFLICT OF VIEWS 
US STIRRING THE MINDS OF THE PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY 
AND EUROPE, AND THEY ARE BEGINNING TO THINK CARE
FULLY AND CRITICALLY ABOUT EVERYTHING THAT CON
CERNS ^HRITUALISM—THE DARK SIDE OF IT, AS WELL AS 
¡THE GLORIOUS BRIGHT BIDE. PROF. LOVELAND LEADS OFF 
THIS WEEK WITH AN ABLE ARTICLE FOLLOWED BY OTHERS 
WHOSE VIEWS ARE DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSITE TO HIS, AND 
WHOSE CONCLUSIONS ARE SEEMINGLY THE RESULT OF 
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE.

. “THE DEMONISM OF THE AGES.”
In my article on Obsession, which was written over two months ago, 

nnd recently published in The Progressive Thinker, I had no idea of a 
¡war on Dr. Peebles’ book, as I had n<it read it, bitt to present unanswer
able objections to the doctrine of obsession and possession of human be
Ings by decarnate human spirits, or demons as they are termed. But 
as the “war” is on, I shall not retreat or surrender; and as Dr. Peebles 
has opened fire, not merely on my positions but on me personally, I shall 
give him all the field for personal assaults and insinuations. My war is 
upon the doctrine of demonology, not those who believe it. Hence, I 
have no suggestions to make for burning the book, or its conynlef: I 
shall.simply answer his reply to my arguments. And if I sometimes use 
the “argumentum adliominem” with demonstrative effect he must not 
Complain. It is no fault of mine that Peebles vs. Peebles is so conspicu
ously prominent in his book, and article in The Progressive Thinker. 
And whether I am a Spiritualist, Spiritist or Agnostic cuts no figure in 
this controversy, but simply and only this, are human beings demonized?

Obsession as a Fact.
: At the outset, I submit that I fully, unreservedly admit the fact of ob
session, but not by demons or decarnate, evil spirits. In the largest sense 
all persons are obsessed—they are influenced by partial or false ideas or 
'¿pinions. In a limited sense, many persons, through auto-suggestion, or 
the suggestions of others are influenced by the most erratic and insane 

.notions concerning themselves, others, their duties, etc. In his large 
book, Dr. Peebles has presented a ghastly outline of the workings of ob
session; and if he had been able to perceive and point out the scientific 

.¡causes, it would have been a boon to the times instead of a potent in
Strumentality to produce and intensify the evils of obsession.

The Doctor has occupied no small part of his book with what he calls 
¡proof, which is really no proof at all. It is simply the citation of the 
opinions of others who agree with him. He is peculiarly inclined to 
that kind of proof, but it is merely show, and in this case a ready means 

■ to obsess shallow-minded persons with his own notions. The opinions 
of great men or small men are uncertainties, guesses, nothing more. 
And often wild guesses at that. But they often have a most powerful 
influence upon the beliefs and practices of impressible and sensitive per

ons. "

Testimony of Spirits. ‘
Perhaps some one will here remind me that I have overlooked the 

most important of the Doctor’s positions, and the only oné'whwe hé ad
vances anything worthy of. being cabled proof; AH his qtiothtiunb from 
others, all his letters from patients, and all his stories of -¡Shat he has 
seen are only recitals of opinions, they are inferences ïé^în" premises 
which will allow an entirely different set of conclusions; >”Büt when he 
gives the testimony of spirits the case is changed entirely. What will 
you do with this department of proof? There are two forms of an
swer. One is that the so-called testimony of spirits is only a recital of 
opinions; either the opinion of the spirit communicating or, what is the 
undoubted fact, the opinion of the medium as to the meaning of the 
spirit. According to the testimony of the most careful and scientific 
thinkers in the ranks of Spiritualism, communicating spirits are influ
enced by those consulting them as readily as the medium is, influenced 
by them, and by the operation of the same law. Many years ago I dis
covered that spirits were as controHable by mortals as mortals by them. 
Hence, when Dr. Peebles consults spirits through mediums on this ques
tion, he simply gets his own notions reflected back upon’himself. He 
sanctions his own positions. Mediums are largely reflectors, and the 
messages which people receive are their own day-dreams'positively af
firmed by the medium. ' And tips is just as inevitable as that the look
ing-glass should reflect“ your form and features. As Clias. Dawbam 
has most dearly shown, the mediumistic realm is emphatically a “fog
land.” . '

The second form of answer is that so far as fact and doctrine are con
cerned, there is no reliability whatever to spirit communications, so far 
as the future world and its conditions are concerned. The wildest and 
most abominable notions are most emphatically proved if mediumistic 
communications are allowed as proofs, Eternal damnation and the 
most ultra universalism stand on equal ground. A triune God, and a 
Unifie Devil, with a thiid part of the heavenly host at his command, are 
in constant conflict is the testimony of age-long mediumship.' The ut
most that can be claimed for mediumship at present is that it proves a 
future existence, but so far as the mode of that existence is concerned it 
is all conjecture ; and all the roseate descriptions are simply the crea
tions of fancy and imagination. >.' ■ 1

And this is no fault of the mediums, for to comprehend thé mode and 
conditions of a life out of the body while we are in it iq an impossibility. 
Physical sensation is the basis of all our thought and life at the present, 
and how the thought and life processes are to be carried on when the 
physical senses perish is now beyond our comprehension. , With these 
impressive facts before us, we can reach no other conclusion than this, 
the so-called testimony of-spirits .is worthless because hopelessly-contra
dictory in character. It proves nothing, because bn itsjÉace it proves 
everything yon can imagine of the future. .

I expect I shall be assailed most strongly on these positions, and it 
will be assumed that they render Spiritualism of no value: to humanity 
at the present time. To this, I reply, that that Spiritualism is worse 
than worthless which presents to the world, as in Dr. Peebles’ book, un
numbered multitudes óf human spirits of whom he asserts, “ These de
moniac spirits infest all places of filth. They cluster around 3§d,dwell 
in dark, foul caverns. They aré at the elbows of ,'dirtÿ^ouj^outhed 
people. They lurk in ill-ventilated cellars and underground! caves. 
All places of Uncleanness are .highly congenial to this order bf beings. 
Graveyards aïe their favorite resorts. They may be altyed certain 
animals? They haunt ruined rock-baths and old, damp,Vacant houses. 
They delight to dwell in liquor saloons and dens of debauchery!?* * They 
run from the golden sunlight as do worms, and hide in thë’grofiiid when 
a piece of bark or a stone is lifted, letting in upon't^&n ajilaze of 
light.” See page 103 of the Demonism of the Ages: Tq-iconfirm/these 
assertions, the Doctor quotes and endofscs the following stiyingfej “They’ 
infest all ill-aired places. The atmosphere of dark swamjpé àiïdjgarbàge 
-deposits is charged with them.” “All places of uncle¡uíii('s?.fU’e con
genial to them. , Graveyards are their favorite ^esor^. Old 
ruined bathing places invite them.” “Shadows castigby•tiife moon, 
certain trees ino'Ssy by sluggish streams, and dark vaults àrt? natural 
lurking places for demons.” P. 120.: But I will qübte Aq .moré from 
this attractive ( ?) picture of thé'character and pursuits'of'millions of 
decarnate spirits as painted-by ous“eloquent author. / ínregret to say 
that in the spiritual press we are regaled with descriptions bf multitudes 
of spirits dwelling in dark, boggy swamps, or shut up in houses for 
years, aud not knowing that they had experienced physical.death, etc. 
With this Spiritualism I have no sort of fellowship.* I loathe 
and detest it. And just in proportion as it is published to the world 
will intelligent and thinking people despise it, and justly too. It is to 
be hoped that this class of Spiritualists will form an organization by 
themselves and leave the rationalistic class to follow the scientific phase 
of Investigation. • ‘ -

In further reply, I submit that the spirit movement has accomplished 
cm

Hypnotism—Suggestion.
J am charged with making assertions. It seems to me this charge 

"“pines with very poor grace from the man who has filled nearly four 
v hundred pages with little or nothing but assertions. Well, .1 confess 
^'<thai:at'\tnñ)éa'I'fl"ó inaké ¿¿’sertioiis. . When T affirm what I know, or 

when T have given or am about to give proof of the point affirmed, I 
/ make ah assertion. Also when the point is one of general assent. For 

illustration, take my position that hypnotism will explain all the phe
nomena of obsession. I make this assertion because I have most thor
oughly studied the science of hypnotism, and because the leading hyp
notists of the world confirm the position. Bear in mind that all forms 
of human influence upon other humans aré hypnotic, and always the 
result of some form of suggestion. And be sure and not forget that 
auto or self-suggestion is as potent as suggestion by another person. 
*A very successful hypnotist, who-has written one of the best works on 
the subject, informs us that he can at any time induce complete hypno
sis ih. himself, give all the ordinary phenomena, and have no memory 
¡when he awakes. A large per cent of the insane are the victims of 

. ¡auto-suggestion. They are obsessed by their own idea, self-suggested. 
This is especially true of those termed monomaniacs, who dwell upon 

' Jioine one idea to the exclusion of almost everything else. .

¡Ì

( But I propose to present evidence which my reviewer cannot dispute. 
’‘That hypnotism is shamefully abused admits of no denial. The po- 
'tènt will-power of a selfish, wicked njan is extremely dangerous. He 
throws out that venom force which may imprison. African voudous 
are hypnotists. Hypnotism has often been efficacious in breaking up 

/ families. And notwithstanding the testimony of Prof. Carpenter, I be
lieve from the consensus of testimonies of those high in authority— 
adepts in psychic studies and experiments, that hypnotists acting per- 

■ sistently on low moral planes may induce—may lead to the commission
pf blackest crimes. This with me is a mature conviction.” /

Do you ask who it is who so fully confirms my assertions, I reply it is 
no less an authority than Dr.'J. M. Peebles. See page 238 of “Spirit 
Obsessions.” And not only are “these traveling hypnotists that infest 
city and country in winter time hypnotizing the many in public halls 
for amusement or money getting,” but there are pretended literary in

. stitutions, in most of dur large cities, sending out invitations to all 
classes of people to purchase instructions to not only do all this nefari
ous work but a great deal more and worse. When all these facts are 
taken into consideration, and also that the psychic atmosphere of our 
modern society is permeated with the criminal thoughts and passions of 
Our undeveloped human natur.e there is no need to go into the realm of 
Spiritdora to find all the obsessing influences under which we suffer. 

/ And when in addition to this we take the dark and damnable doctrines 
and teachings of Christianity with their centuries of hereditary influ
ence it is no wonder that thousands of sensitive persons .are obsessed 
with the monstrous superstitious ideas of obsessing and tormenting dev
ils or demons. And when, under the influence of this controlling faith, 
they act put the supposed character of the demon. Thoughts, feelings, 
beliefs are not things, but they are mighty forces in shaping the conduct 

: and molding the destiny of people. Dr. Peebles after showing.liow hyp
notism accomplishes this fell work, and properly terming the workers 
“mountebanks and tramping vampires,” labors through nearly four 
hundred pages to fasten the hypnotising suggestion of demon obsession 
¡upon his readers ! Consistency would be a jewel. ■
T , Death an Uplifting. .
r The Doctor assails as a merdassertion my position that death is a .ben- 
¿fit to every person. Instead of being a mere unsupported assertion it 
¡was qn^uneseapable inference from the argument demonstrating that 
the physical appetites and passions died with the body—that they did 
.not, could not pertain to the spirit—the immortal-ego or selfhood. - How 
has he answered or met these positions? By showing that my position'. 

. Jhat evil does not attach to or proceed from the spirit is absolutcly cor-.
~Tect. Indeed, he goes fay beyond me and submits positions which, if 
¡allowed, would annihilate the notion of evil in any form. There are, 
there can be no such a being in existence as an evil spirit or demon. 
They nlust all be goqd and holy. Moral evil is impossible. - , 
. . But let us carefully examine the Doctor’s philosophy. On page 19 
he asks this question, “Wherein lies the danger, the evil of obsessing 
spirits?” He answers, “It lies not in Spirit—Spirit is God,”—“Pneu- 
ma ho Theos.” The spirit within man is a unit, is uneompounded, is an 
emanation, or a divine, ethereal filiation from and of the Infinité Spirit, 

..God,—something as the tiny drop is of and from the ever flowing crystal 

.fountain. The human spirit—the center of consciousness and life—is 
. . pure, is essentially, inherently divine. How, then, caû it sin, or in any 
Âwayïbepome evil ? is the inquiry. It cannot. Now, as evil is impossible

to the ‘ ‘ human spirit ■’ ’ how is. it with the physical body ? On this point 
he is equally explicit. He says, “Rivet the fact in your mind as we pro-

RESTORES EYESIGHT.ceed with the argument, that no act,’good or bad originated in the phys
ical body.” “The tinman body is a tent, a shell "that1 & deitth-spasm 
breaks, letting the imprisoned spirit free.” As the human ly>.dy is the 
highest form of matter, we should be justified in saying &at the Doctor 
denies that evil originates in matter. At all events, he has cleared the 
body entirely from any responsibility for evil. - From whence then 
comes the evil ? Man is sometimes .regarded as a triune being. As hav
ing a spiritual body as well as a fleshly one, and it is oneiaf the import
ant teachings of the Spiritualists. The question then is,^ocs the spirit
ual body originate, and act out evil? What is the nature, or make-up of 
this spiritual or etheric body? We will listen to the very simple and 
luminous description of Dr. Peebles. “The real ‘spirit1 body,’ some
times unwisely termed the ‘astral,’ is a genuine, substantial "Body, con
stituted of the most delicate, imponderable auras, atomic emanations, 
elherealized fluids, and refined, invisible substances. It is from these in
finitesimal elements and essences that the immortal principle, the di
vine ego constructs (by psycho-physiological laws, afiinitips, attrac
tions and polarizations) for itself an enwrapping envelop'e,—an etheric 
soul body, interpermeating the material body.” . ■

The Divine Ego—the Human Spirit.
Now, as the “divine ego”—the human spirit is, as the Doctor affirms, 

‘‘a potentialized portion of God,” it certainly would not, could not 
“construct for itself an enwrapping envelope” which )vas totally un
like and opposed to itself. The substance used in the construction was 
good, bad or neutral. Which was it, Doctor? ,

The Doctor answers: “At death, when the grosser, physical body, 
changing and disintegrating, is laid aside, the etheric or,soul body, ris
ing from this decomposing mortal form, becomes what is known as the 
spiritual body. And in dying,, the potent, inmost spirit, acting as a 
psycho-magnet, holds to itself .every spiritual element connected with 
and belonging to it. This emerging of the spiritual body from the 
earthly in dying is properly and logically a resurreetiontof the body— 
the raising of it out of corruption into incorruption, out of mortality 
into immortality, into a higher spiritual state of existence.” Very 
good, Doctor. Many thanks for having presented my position'more elo
quently than I could have done it. You must have for the time being 
forgotten your old-time theological superstitions and yielded to the in
spiration of the new truth. Yes, it is gloriously true thatthe death of 
the physical body is the resurrection of the spiritual body “into a 
higher state of existence.” When disposed to deny and ridicule my 
position that every person is benefited by natural death, ¡please turn to 
the 18th page of the “Demonism of the Ages” and read the demonstra
tion of my position by Dr. J. M. Peebles. In fact, so far as all my main 
positions are concerned, I only need to copy from the aforesaid book to 
sustain them. It is on both sides of the question,

Where Did Evil Originate?
Now, reader, please put the Doctor’s positions together. Spirit is 

God. The human spirit is an emanation or filiation from Qod. It can 
not sin or become evil. The fleshly body is neither good nor evil. The 
spiritual or soul body is constructed by the spirit, and aj ,the death of 
the body experiences a resurrection “into a higher state of existence.” 
Where do the evil spirits come from? Where does evil come from? 
And even if such a thing as evil existed, how can a “potentialized por
tion of God” be infected with its opposite? Or, is God part evil and 
part good" How can anything change itself into its opposite? Was 
man originally good as God made him, and has he become evil or sinful? 
Is not what is termed evil an absolute necessity, and would the evolu
tion and happiness of the future life be possible if it was non-existent? 
Are not some of the noblest traits of human character entirely depend
ent upon the existence of evil ? And shall we not be compelled to say 
with Pope, ,1; i

“All discord is harmony not understood, ' 
All partial evil universal Good”? ” l!

SgL—..... __________ ________________ ____ _
a vast amount of good which can never be undone. 1. It has demon
strated that all psyclfic phenomena are perfectly natural, that is, they 
are produced by natural forces used by human persons. Hence, all the 
miraculism of the ages—ail the gods and devils as actors and agents in 
psychic phenomena are swept from the field of conscious conviction, 
'the old religions—the holy books, are all seen to be the products of ig- 
norajit, unprogressed humanity. This Revelation has wrought and is 
working one of the greatest Revolutions in human opinion that history 
has ever recorded. It is seemingly unfortunate that so many witnesses 
of these phenomena fail to make practical application of this tremen
dous fact of the universal naturalness of psychic phenomena.

The Religion of Humanity.
2. Another most important truth of the new Revelation, is the dem

onstrated fact that increase in knowledge is the only possible means for 
human growth or development; and htat this life and this world are the 
time and place where the beginning is most easily made. But as all 
past religions and governments have instituted class distinctions and 
rendered it impossible for the people as a whole to become knowing and 
growing, the grand purpose of the spirit world, in.this last revelation, is 
to entirely revolutionize our religious, governmental and social systems 
■which are all partial, vengeful and poverty-creating and perpetuating, 
and instead establishing the “Co-operative Commonwealth” of “Uni
versal Brotherhood. ” Just in proportion as we can lay aside the super
stitious and partialistic notions of Christianity we shall become “ob
sessed” with altruism. . We shall see tliat devotion to the welfare and 
uplifting of humanity here is the greatest work possible for us to do. 
Our hypnotic suggestions will be along the line of brotherly helpful
ness, and, consequent obsessions will be of love and good will. The 
shallow pretense that knowledge does not save, and is the only savior 
from so-called evil, can have no influence upon any thorough thinker. 
Men may know a great deal and yet be profoundly ignorant in those de
partments which make for real, harmonious growth. As Buckle says 
of the clergy,- “The more they learn the more ignorant they become.” 
Of what use would the most perfect knowledge of chemistry be for solv
ing a problem in the higher mathematics? It is integral education 
which is demanded, and this is not practicable for the masses until the 
old religion is replaced by the “Religion of Humanity.”

Los Angeles, Cal. . J. g. LOVELAND.

Spectacfes a Thing of the Past. •
•Adina,’’ a Marvelous Discovery That Cures All 

Afflictions of the Eye and Ear Without

. Cutting or Drugging. •

There is no need for outtlng, drugging or 
probing the eye for any form ot disease, tor a 
new system ot treating afflictions ot the eye ha.

of the eye through 
eminent oculists i

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and harbar« 
ous methods are elimlnat* 
ed. There is no risk or ex* 

'■ perimentlng, as thousands .
of people have been cured 
of blindness, failing eye* 
sight, cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other afflictions 

this grand discovery, when ’ 
termed the cases incurable.

Below we print extracts from testimonials— 
such us are received by us dully.

P:;r-l*ennlngton, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes. ‘Having used Actlna for several years. 
I cheerfully recommend it forth© cure of eye. 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother 
of cataracts." J

Sueau Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am 
73 j ears old, 1 was so blind I could only know 
Iiersonsby their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
My honest opinion of Actlna Is that it Is one 

of the most marvelous discoveries of the age, 
it cured my eyes, and cured my wife of asth
ma."

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. “Actlna” is purely a homo 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will Bend 
your name and address to the New York and 
London Electric Association, Dept TH, 029 Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ab
solutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son s Treatise on the Eye and on Disease In 
General,

NOTES FROM A PROMINENT MEDIUM.

Dr. R. Greer, Prominent as a Physician and Mg^ium, Gives His Views.

Will Dr. Peebles answer these questions? Will hè tçïl us/jiow 
where evil originated? Was it spirit or materiality? Is $ere any third 
substance in the universe which is neither matter nor spirit, If so, 
what is it? Is it good or evil?. Is it self existent? WiQ it be annihi-

and

lated ? All these questions must be answered before anyone ¿s entitled 
to say that there are malicious, obsessing demons in thé spirit spheres 
of existence.

To the Editor r—The first time since the days of Eden, where demons 
first began t< do business, their real character and workings have been 
laid bare, and brought to light in an original, attractive and exclusively 
made volume, by Dr. J. M. Peebles, showing how in divers manners and 
places, their fierce, persistent hostility to man, we poor mortals are at 
their finger ends, in malignant torments, cruelties, etc.

. ^r)-)Peebles’ new book, “The Demonism of the Ages and Spirit Obses
sion,” is, from my view point, the most opportune book of the century, 
and notwithstanding the displeasure it has caused to some, the good 
Doctor needs have no apology to offer for its publication. The diabol
ical dangers and evils it exposes are sufficient grounds for its publica
tion. -

The grave subjects of which it treats will be readily recognized as of 
great vital importance, and no effort by the evangelist or humanitarian 
should be spared to arouse the stupid indifference or ignorance that pre
vails in regard thereto.

To Dr. Peebles is due thanks for this particular painstaking, 
strange collection of diabolical human experiences, much of which, too, 
was derived from his own personal observation at different times, at 
home and abroad in his travels around,the world.

While the dominant element in nature is spirit—spirits everywhere, 
good and evil, nevertheless evil spirits compared to good, I think, are, in 
nature far in the minority.

Still, like the ever present invisible microbe of disease, to which we 
are all exposed, so by the ever present invisible demons of evil we are 
all surrounded, and when by persecution, they make us their victims, we 
suffer swiftly and terribly. Demons or devils I believe are largely re
sponsible for all the immoralities, vice and crime in the world, and I 
further believe that if it were not for demons or devils there would be 
in the world to-day more sanity, fewer lunatics and suicides, more love, 
more justice, more happiness and sweetness in life.

But there aré people in this world who do not believe in demons or 
devils, while thére Aré Others who do, The reason why some do not, is 
because they know so little about demons; and the reason why others 
do is because they know so. much about demons, and it is for this reason, 
fortunately or unfortunately, that I am compelled to believe in demons.

For forty years or more I had been the object of their malignant 
hate, and their target for many attacks resulting in bodily injuries, vi
tuperation, commercial misadventures, financial losses, temporary hu
miliation, sickness, insomnia, etc. I have actually seen them in all their 
hideousness of face, form and character. I have talked with them and 
they with me, but their talk with me was always in curses, threats, or 
lying predictions. '

Oftentimes, too, they planned for my destruction, and I am sure had 
it not been for angel watchers, they would have laid me out long ago.

Happily, having conquered them, I am now exempt from those terri
ble tormentors, and am enjoying an absolute quiet rest—a rest like a 
sunny calm after a storm. .

But it was not only the above personal experiences which compelled 
me to believe in demonism, but a multitude of observations in the lives 
of others, for during my late forty years’ practice as a Spiritual Physi
cian, I was almost daily brought in contact with persons obsessed, or 
possessed of evil disposed, obtruding spirits.

Should any of your readers, not knowing, or who may wish to know, 
of the dark as well as the bright side of Spiritualism, they will learn the 
same from Dr. Peebles’new book.

Of course it is well to look at the bright side of a subject, but it is 
better to have a look at the both both sides, and for this reason every 
Spiritualist and spiritual investigator should make themselves ac
quainted with this remarkable book—a record of the horrors of demon
ism, or history of devils, from the dark woods, on the ground floor of the 
spirit world.

The following from a distinguished Theological University Professor 
appeared but a few days ago/ in the Chicago Evening American:

“Witchcraft, as regards evil spirits and demons, is no myth, but is 
real and dangerous, according to Professor Herbert L. Stetson of Kala
mazoo College, who delivered to the University of Chicago divinity stu
dents a lecture on the subject. • '

“Dr. Stetson declared that to-day, as in bible days, evil spirits under
mine the health of thousands and that many persons are actually ‘pos
sessed of devils.’

“ ‘These possessions are real, and not at all fictitious,’ said Dr. Stet
son.” , DR. R. GREER.

Chicago, Ill.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.

tor Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address • 
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THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

MARK CHESTER, 
OB ’

A Mill and a Million.
■Oite Is one ol Carlyle Petersllea's most Inter, 

•«ting works. It Is purely a Psychical Bomanc» 
inch as the author Is noted lor producing. You 
Meed it in your library for the purpose of lead
tag your romance-loving children out into the 
light of occultism. Price i,auor, sj- ■ For sale at this office. 1 p

The Romb of We
rine” and of his people. Given Through the 
mediumship of MHS.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira a 
Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity. It 
Is enough to know this work came through thia 
excellent medium to recommend it 174 outree 
Ot Interesting reading. Price, cloth, 50 oents

J|^| or The Toucli^of An Angel

. BY CARRIE E. S. TWINC.
Her dedicatory lines are sufficient to show 

the spirit of the book as well as the author, It 
reads. “Because my own children are all undei 
the tender care of the angels, and my heart is 
nungry for the love of the young. I most loving« 
S-S?1?.“!!.0*.15 b00k 10 th6 children of tlu 
world. This book is full of soul elevating and 
totereatlng thought Price, cloth, IL For sale 
tt this office.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss* 

es problems th^t have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life, He states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instanoea 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, 11.00.

The Law of Correspondence 
Applied to Healing.

_ A course of seven practical lessons. By W. J.
CoIvlUo. Limp cloth, 50c. -

The Ms ot Lift After Death

f OBSESSIONS—ARE THEY POSSIBLE?
To the intelligent investigator of the occult phenomena , of Spiritual

ism, in tlieirwaried manifestations to the human understanding, the 
fact that obsessions arc possible and do take place more or less accord
ing to the developed mental condition or sensitiveness of the medium, is 
well known. And to it can be accounted many of the strange freaks 
performed by individuals that a heartless or cold world would condemn 
as criminals or insane. ~ /

As the laws that govern the spiritual being are better "understood, so 
will the methods of treating so-called criminals be modified and human
ized and brought more fully into accord with the spiritual law, that like 
attracts like, and those,unfortunates will not be punished but brought 
under a strong, psychological influence, loving and beneficent, demag
netizing and scattering the demoniac forces that had bound thcisoul, 
compelling it to aet out the malignant designs of the controlling pow
ers. , Webster defines-the word thus: Obsession. “The state of a per
son vexed or besieged by an evil spirit.” A broader definition would 
be more acceptable. . .

There are loving and. exalted states of mind in which the besieging 
and controlling powers are pure and exalted spirits that are laboring to 
disengage the medium from the entanglements thrown around it by a 
lower order of spirit forces. Such are the true obsessions to be de
sired and earnestly sought after by every one who has the best welfare 
of his fellow-beings at heart.

It does not, as may be apparent, destroy the free agency of individ
uals, nor make them less accountable for their acts: for by a certain 
line of thought are evolved actions, good or bad. And as they are, so 
according to.thc law of attraction, spiritual entities are drawn to the in
dividual, corresponding to the mental and spiritual state of the person 
to whom they are attracted. ■
• Punishment for crime only tends to increase the desire for criminal

- ((Continued on page a) r

A Twentieth Century Symposium.

An assembly and collation of letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the world to-day, as substantial evi
dence of the continued existence of the 
soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re
search, Philosophy, Spiritualism. With 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of the 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic.

A work of especial value, giving the 
views of a large number of eminent 
persons. Finely printed and bound. 
Price $2. For sale at this office.

"Principles ot Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work o£ a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to ■ 
honor. The result ot years ot deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being ot 
humanity. Medical meh especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and Interest.. A largo, four, 
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talning beautiful illustrativo plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
»5. It Is a wonderful work and you will 
tea delighted with it
. "The Emerson New Thought Calen
dar.” A dainty little calendar with a . 
quotation from Emerson for every , 
month In the year. Just the thing, J 
for the holidays. ’ Price 25 cents.
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with them. A thousand miles is no be the Savior, their mother or a child, ances in the premises, and demand our 
more tfian an inch. However, we have that death does not soon follow. On the I rights to a fair and equal privilege with 
only a few experiments in that direc- other hand, if a dear one who is dead I other religious bodies, who derive their

’ tion." ' ' visits the dreamer it is not a sign of pOwer to exercise their divine gifts for
L M Oles writes: ‘ The Psychic Re- death.” .......................... ............................-

search Society of Allegheny, Pa., has V. L. CAPWELL WRITES: . ------------------- - „ .... -----------------
onened a lyceum in connection with its I PROGRESSIVE THINKER HAS BEEN I their own conscience, from the same 
regular work. It is flourishing and do- OF VAST IMPORTANCE DURING source, viz.: the secretary of state, un- 
inc well and I think it is a movement the PAST YEAR, BESIDES GIVING der the great seal of our common- 
that should be pushed to the front all I ANSWER TO ALMOST ANY QUES- I wealth. The committee having the 
over the world wherever there Is a TION ONE COULD ASK, AND THAT I above matter in charge have prepared 
Spiritualist society. We thank our in a WAY WHICft OUGHT TO. SATIS- a petition to the Board of Supervisors, 
brother and co-worker, John W. Ring of I fy THE MOST EXACTING. I HAVE I requesting the repeal of the ordinance, 
r.aiveston Tevas, for the favors he has ONLY BEEN INVESTIGATING SUB- I If the petition comes your way, please 
so kindly showed us.” ' JECTS DISCUSSED THROUGH YOUR' sign it.—PhiloBophical Journal. ?

If you want to be happy you must not PAPER FOR THE PASTTWO YEARS, I The Loùfsylllé (Ky.) Herald has the 
believe in dreams coming true, accord- AND HAVE IN THE ON E YEAR S following: “A test that has caused much 
ing to Cinjl Jinarajadasa of Ceylon, who SUBSCRIPT ON more I............. .. ...............  ...
delivered this admonition to the mem- THAN COULD 
bers of the Chicago Theosophical Soci- QU I RED BY A uchpc i — •“ ——-o .
etv Mr. Jinarajadasa spoke on INVESTMENT INI BOOKS,_ HENCE audience that surrounds him, figures 
"Dreams: Their Meaning and Explana- EXPECT TO REMAIN! A SUBSCRIBER appear On the stage. After a minute or 
lion ” "Nearly two-thirds of prophetic AS LONG AS I AM UPON A PLANE two fbey disappèar from the stage and 
dreams turn out to be wholly mislead- WHERE.PRINTER^I INK IS OF SUCH reappear in the audience. ; Jn fill his ex
ina’’ said he. “I have gathered sta- VAST IMPORTANCE. hibltions Dr. Arnold gives tte skeptical
tist'ics on that score.” Mr. Jinaraja- Claiming she had been hypnotized In liberty to subject him to any reasonable
dasa declared that much depended upon Burlington, Iowa, brought to Chicago, I test, and freedom to detect, if they can, 
the mental temperament of the dreamer and robbed of diamonds worth 312,006 lbe slightest trace of imposture.” This
as to the character of the visions. “A and 3600 in cash, Mrs.. W. H. Cava- I Dr. Arnold who is giving “spirit mani-
honeful person is apt to dream of sue- I naugh asked the police yesterday to testations” to large audiences in the 
cess ” he said, "while a morbid one will help her find a fortune teller whom she various cities, in the light, undoubtedly
see failure in his visions.” • ■ blames for her misfortunes. Mrs. Cav-1 does all his work by legerdemain, or

Tho Progressive Spiritual Society I anaugh says the fortune teller, whom I skilfully devised tricks. He Is un
win have a Christmas tree on Friday I she met in Burlington, where she was I known to Spiritualists generally.. 
evening, Dec. 30., at their hall, 183 visiting, eot her completely under the James S. Scarlei; of East'Cambrldge- 
North avenue. Friends are invited to influence¡of his will, andI after.compell- port, Mess., additssed the Augusta 
attend. There will be no services on ing her to pack up her valuables in a (Me j gpiritualist Society; Mr. Scarlet 
Dec. 25. I vS,,8e Pjrt lLe,r on W*S I Save a tea** seance and various tests,

Mr J S Drake and his wife, the well- H1«11 «nder his apell and br°uSbt b8r the meeting proving to be one of the 
' known medium Mrs. Maude Lord tbls clty* Me took her to the Conti- m08t succesBful held under thè auspices

Drake started for California last week. SJ^a;edh4fl^Si8S wait Ä800^ 8CasOn-AuBU8ta 
tato K Cniz — <*- her

county, where he is contemp ating “ to mow m® the aiamonqs parlorß o£ pleasure... Mra. Vlola Pow. 
building a Liberal Resort for Liberal »ne “Mted mm toe ewe. He earned nßU ßald meSBage came to ber jn a

’ people, which will eclipse anything of j„ebetr°ne|0“d¿tèward“he left th! vislon frb® God, it being written on the 
the kind now existing in this country. room, and about half an hour following I northwestern sky. in_large letters .of 
Mr. Drake is a lawyer and jouraaltet of departUre Mrs. Cavanaugh says stars .that resembled electric lights 
great ability and assisted by the medi- found the jewelry.case was empty.j now use *“ ad™rtÌ8Ìng', ,So i“’ 
umshlp of his wife. he^i l no doubt, I Alarmed by this, she looked in her va-1 Tressed was she with the vision she 
make a great success of his undertak- j, _ where her y wag secreted and claims, that she had bills printed and 
ing- found that it was gone <1180; No trace nistrjbuted about the city to warn the

Newburg, N. Y.—As if he had a pre- kj joflersoll can be found.—Infer People tof an impending danger. The 
monition of coming death and wished Qcean . placard read as follows: “Marion shall
to nrenare his wife for it, Ferdinand , , soon close fief parlors of pleasure.Reed ' a young Cornwall man, told her I A jedding according to the Spiritual- These were the words God gave me-In 
last evening of an incident which he i®Gc rices occurred_at the home_of Mr. I a vjsjon. jt seems like GoJ is going to 

■ had concealed from her for several and .Mrs. Harris, Marshalltown, Iowa, pbur out his'wrathton this city. God 
months, and , having concluded, died [Sunday, Dec. 18, when their daughter I uever allowed destruction on a city or 
almost instantly. Reed was 27 years Mertie.was united In marriage to Mr. peòpie without sending a warning first, 
old. At Saugerties,' last July, he was i1? „y/‘ ^?£re ^ptn?.un?!o You wiu finti the answfer to my vision
mu. mob. , . . , j aem husband and ¡wife, using, the in Habakkuk, second chapter, second

•beautiful ring ceremony in a very im- and Ü11M verses, and Ezekiel, second 
pressive manner . The tables from cb t seventh verse.” ' .
which was served a three-course dinner, ,, ,r , . .were beautifully decorated, having | „nM'Ma° w,r t®3' _£n Tin!isd?y’J?GC; 
overhead an imitation off the wedding ^9, Mrs, Burland, pastor of the Light of 
bells. The gifts were-numerous, being Truth Church will hold a test circle in 
both beautiful and ’ useful. Mr. and her parlors at 3019 Vernon avenue. It 
Mrs. Gee will take ùp their residence in wiH.be ay®?T enjoyable entertainment, 
Detroit, Mich., where Mr. Gee has been aB Bbe 1bayo M1S8 Parker, a teacher 
in the employ of the Detroit Street pf elocution, to recite, also Dr. Hale, 
Car Company for several years. wb°, *8 a ,Yery ®ne Palmist, and other

W.H.M. writes from St. Joseph, Mo.:Tcripnlr Mo is still on' tiiG mnn I every ono .will .got a messsgo orspeaktag from a ’spirituXt^ sS I aB wel1 aB a good CUP °f C0ffee and

point. Mr. Jessup has returned from p“J*®'., ■
the East, and is holding trumpet.. se- Mrs, Henry_ _wrltes: On Sunday 
ances from house to house, every night, I I evening, Dec. 18, at tfie Universal Oc- 
am told. We have a new trumpet me- Society, the lecture by Prof. Stoller 
dium, Mrs. M. F. Atkinson, who is de- '-was upon Personal Magnetism, : We 
veloping rapidly, with every prospect of enjoyed it very much. He is a very on- 
doing much good with her power. The I IhusiaBtic worker. He. spoke about 
volunteer tests often given in her cir- thirty minutes, then called upon Dr, 
cles' are wonderful,' so msny-of them Gustafson, who made a few very ap- 
being out of- the ordinary. Mrs. William propriale remarks. We had a large au- 
Cardwell is progressing ■ nicely. in I (Hence, and the conditions were fine, 
trumpet work, and has every prospect I We had some very good, messages from 
to soon be successful; Mrs; Collett is Mrs. Vaughn, instrumental music by 
sitting for materialization and- trumpet LProf<Georgla, foUoKed-by messages, by 
work, with flattering prospects. Thq - Mrs. Miner and Madama Josephine, and 
same may be said of W. H. Mitchell, I ps/cfiometrlc readings by Prof. Stoller, 
who is also Bitting for the same phases. I followed by messages by Wyandote, Mr. 
They tell ine' Mrs. /Turner, clairvoyant I Hillis’ control. We certainly >>nvn in
is kept very busy all the time." i terestlng meetings. ”

THE, SECRETARY,
JOHNSON BLOOM,

MRS. ELLA 
892 SOUTH

TURNER AVENUE (TAKE OGDEN 
AVENUE CAR), ON THURSDAY 
EVENING, JANUARY 5. LAURA G. 
FIXEN, CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE. 
TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2643.

Wm. Strong, late of Hamilton, Can
ada, can bo engaged to lecture for Spir
itualist societies. He can be addressed 
at No. 636 Wells street. Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. J. Lindsey writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: "The old year is closing 
on us, and we will step into the new. 1 
would like to give the synopsis of this 
year's work, 1904. . I have given my 
whole time to the cause. I was at Mt. 
Pleasant camp through July; then to 
Chicago, also Walnut,. Twelve Corners, 
three miles from .Benton. Harbor; then 
1 came home and gave lectures here in 
Grand Rapids. My work seems well ac
cepted, and ! hope to continue, my 
health permitting, tlie coming year, 
and do much good. I can be engaged 
for camps or societies. Address me at 
No. 326. Ninth street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich.”

G. H. Brooks’ address while in Water-

- - - *
To the Pf New- Jersey,

njj 3il^—— •
All’ Spirttflali^to in the state of New 

Jersey wiidtibelfeve in local and state 
organization ttnll are desirous of hav
ing missionary stork in their respective 
communities, ai*#'- requested to corre
spond witHlReV, «. C. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street|I(Newtirlt, N. J., with regard 
to the matter. . Mh Dorn is duly author
ized by the N. 8. A. to represent its in: 
terests in New Jifrsey in this particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT,

Canaan,liMe?1’ . Pres. N, S. A.
__________ yif ________ ___________ _

Gem of Thought:-—
“Sow a Thought, and you reap a Word, 
Sow^Wprd, and you reap an Act; 
Sow an Àçt, and you reap a Habit, 
Sow a Habit, and you reap a Character."

For information concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS.

The Angelic Side as Connected With 
This Day of Pagan Origin—Giving 

Spirit in the Air,

town, N. Y., will be 26 Main street. He 
still has March open for engagements. 
Send all mail and telegrams to 26 Main 
street, Watertown, N. Y.. ,

Allie Buhland writes from Indianap
olis, Ind.: “At the home of the well- 
known medium, Mrs. Frances Ruddick, 
617 N, Senate avenue, this city, a quiet

--- --------- wedding was solemnized Sunday even- 
the prophecy ; she died oi old age. For lng( Dee 18 Her daughter BUzal)eth> 
fifty years she had_been known to St. I afljred becomingly in white crepe-de- 
Louis as. Madam Stelfox, Reader of Chine, carrying American Beauty roses,

■' and Chas W. Frederick entered the

In cons|]iuenqj> of Monday being ie- 
garded as,the prpper day to celebrate 
Christmas, we pr,e compelled to go to 
press on tho preceding Saturday, hence 
many important items are crowded out.

W. F. Ruffle writes: “On last Tuesday 
in the Sociallsts’.Hall, 3345 State street, 
where my farevjell social reception is
to be held on Dec. 28, I gave a lecture , __ __________ „
and demonstration ot psychic forced. 110 y?nt a;. sI)lendld *
All were eager,to shako my baud and W Cnr stmasl [says. Angea Morgan 
acknowledge the fact that it must I’11 tlle Chicago Daily Journal]. J t
have been spirit return. Miss A. F. I «*e merriest, gladdest, heartiest Christ- 

S^e^InmUM W1U rln^ in your
blindfolded conditions, also received heart and sing in your soul and vibrate

success an eaqy. .___ , t0 (j0 ylat. Everybody wants to give
Miss Fielding 'vrljea I on Christmas. The magical spirit of

ton, D. C.: Ii.,;Corden White is stop- glVjng jS ¡n the verv air you breathe, 
p ng over to take in the city; he is on R,s c^ltagiou8- You can.t help cntch- 
his way to Florida. Mr. and Mrs¡.Geo. I lng Jt . No ono can resl8t lt The 
W. Kates are becoming quite favorites leanGS^ flintiest human creature on

?^.rOwr10 1 address 18 I earth must undouble and let some of 
12tli street N. W. the knots out of his soul when Christ-

The Educational,' Spiritual and Lib- ^33 conle0, , ■
eral Association will hold a camp- The .stingiest man on earth couldn’t 
meeting at Mineral Park, Los Angeles, I for the. life of him help glowing a bit 
Cal., from June 23 to July 23, 1905. an(j expanding a bit under the compdil- 
All speakers and mediums desiring en- I ¡ng. warmth of the Christmas spirit 
gagements are Requested to correspond which sweeps the land, 
with Nettie Howell, Business Manager I The spirit of giving! Why, it is a 
E. S. R. A., 542 S. Main street, Los Am I veritable gulf stream in the midst of 
geles, Cal. - • . our cold commercial, selfish, practical
' Elizabeth Delphln, secretary, writes: existence.
“After several months’ rest from our No—you don't need to be reminded

the betterment of humanity, and to wor- 
“THE ship God according to the dictâtes of

suddenly stricken and remained uncon- 
sclous for four hours. After, he recov
ered he said nothing of the occurrence 
to his wife, not wishing to alarm her. 
Last evening while the young couple 
were sitting together in their home he 
told her of his formdr attack. As he 
finished he arose to get a glass of water 
and fell with a groan, dying instantly: 
of apoplexy.

Isabella Powderly writes: “To the 
Spiritualists of Englewood and the city: 
You are cordially invited to attend the 
social dance, the 80th of December, at 
Hopkins’ Hall, 528 W. 63d street. Come 
and have a royal good time.” <“ .

Dr. E. L. Eaton, pastor of the North 
Avenue Methodist Episcopal Church, 
Allegheny, Pa., is one of the local minis
ters who has given considerable 
thought to the study of psychology. 
After lecturing to the students of the 
Western University of Pennsylvania on 
Friday morning on “Some Psychic Phe
nomena,” he paid a visit on Friday 
eyenlng to the avenue theater to wit
ness the exhibitions given by Anna Eva 
Fay. He pays that woman a tribute by 
declaring emphatically that in his opin
ion there is no fane or trick, work about 
her performance, and that she is gifted 
in a wonderful manner with a psychlb. 
force.

“Christmas—the birthday of Christ,” 
you say, -

“Oh, joyful, so joyful be the day;
Let Christmas carols be loudly sung, 
Let joy bells long and loud be rung.”
Christ’s birthday, is it? Ah, well— 

what then? .
What does that mean to children of 

men,
Who, al] forlorn, walk the„city streets, 
Or ragged and dirty, shivering meet?
What do those words mean, think you,

. to the sad,
Crouching in hovels, starved and half

clad?
Christ—ah, dear Christ, look1 Thou out 

and behold
Thy suffering children, strayed from 

the fold.
Stung by the cold and hungered within, 
Think .you ’twere strange they yielded 

to sin?
Where is tlie love Thou didst teach, 

when these,
Thyown little ones, thus starve and 

* freeze?
Yet food there is, and plenty to spare, 
And clothing enough that all might 

share;
Plethoric purses, well filled with gold, 
Still children suffer hunger and cold.
Where, 'dear Christ, are thy followers 

all?
The city is filled with churches tall, 
Yet sin and sorrow do still abound— 
Where, oh, where, are Thy followers 

found? •
ANNIE HARMON PIERCE.

Rockford, 111. ..

¡I Read This List of fl 

PREMIUMS. -

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus oi 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual« 
letlc, Paychic and Ethical Lines oil 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro*
gresBive Thinker.

WORDS OF CAUTION.

■1

1
You should not send Money In a IpL 

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may, 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal orden 
for five cents, and then you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourcelf an» 
noyance and trouble.

THE CHILDREN COME BACK.

labors, the Englewood Spiritual Union about gifts. Even now you are glow- 
have arranged to re-open their regular ing with the joy of planning Christmas 
Sunday services, commencing Sunday, surprises and delights for your dear 
January 1, 19051 with an Increased I ones, and you are stretching forth a 
membership, and we earnestly invite all generous hand to help the needy. You 
Spiritualists and Investigators to at- 'would be a very wizened hearted Christ- 
tend our? meetings at Hopkins' Hall, I mas person, indeed, if you did not do 
528 W. 63d street Good music is to be I these things. • *

The Loùisville (Ky.) Herald has the

I talk and conjecture is Dr. Arnold’s de- 
.a« I materialization feat. While the medi- 

HUNpRED-DOLLAR | um ¡8 talking to a' committee from the

one of the new'features In addition to What I wanted to say—the question 
our usual first-class speakers.” I wanted to ask—was this:

T. W. She'rk writes: “On account ot I Are you sending your enemies, each 
previous engagements Moses Hull will I and every one of them—a glorious, 
not be with us during January and Feb- rousing "good-will” thought for Chrlst- 
ruary, but our .platform will be filled I mas?
each Sunday by able speakers. While I No? Well, that is strange. You had 
our church is only three weeks old, an not thought about it? That is strange, 
interest is manifested by many different I too.
mediums, which gives us hope of sue-1 If you arn’t sending them ‘ good-will 
cess. Sunday; January 1, 1905, at 10:30 thoughts, what are you sending? Noth- 
a. m.. Dr. JohrPc. Kenworthy of Lon- I ing?
don, Eng., will-occupy the platform; Well—are you sure ot that? How 
his subjecfcwlH be. What Is Death? In I about those grudge thoughts and those 
the evening, Dr. A. C. Gustafson will hard little bullet thoughts of hate and 
speak. Subject, Life. Both of these resentment?
speakers ¿i&not be spoken of too highly Whatever possessed you to think you 
and it is ndped ¡that our hall will -be could be a true Christmas person and 
filled. We-'jnect in Hall 412 Masonic indulge in these forbidden grudges? 
Temple ” r<3‘ J J Forbidden? Why, yes. “Peace on

Chas H?JGreene Writes* "The reeu-'l earlh* Bood will to men”—that’s the lar servi^s’of Rising Sun Spiritual-1 message, straight and Bure and clear as 

1st Mission.,were, held Sunday, Decern- a „„„
ber 18, in,its new home, People’s Insti-1 y°u think it meant. Good
tute,' Van\Buren and Leavitt streets. w{}} onjy t° Gie ones you 1°v®* 
Tests were. giyep in. the afternoon ly only to relatives and friends
Mrs. Upson, Mm. Jacquet, Mrs. Hill, understand you and cheer you 
Mra Gifford anH Mrs Andrews Mrs with appreciation, or to the outer dr- 

°V“T taal ^nrS# 
was followed. by? Mrs. Jacquet and Mrs. you< Give you loads of pre ty 
Hiirwith.afey'jemarks.The Rev. Mrs.

XS
S. Dill and then Mrs. .Maud Lord Drake ...gave .some remarkable . exhibitions of I means that you want to k ow 
tfie truth of spirit power. To the skep- the ful hiessing and beauty of Christ- 
ilr It miiat have been an awakenine mas> you must be able to say in and to the Spiritualist k wal a ¿eat “08e.y‘>“e^"^Twfei

Sunday, January 1, Mrs. Hamilton GUI'
and Mrs. J. L. Ffavel will be our speak- y°H„°LandPP_^® ro it’a
ers. Our services are held every Sun- h„^LardI.lt ®£a? hpinta
diiv at Q nnfl' R n m ftt thp Pfinnlfi’s In- I hS’Fd* • But What ttf© WG nUmaU DGlDgS 
Btitute, Van Burpn and Leavitt streets.1 civntaattonP1for’
The Rising Suni Lyceum Is now in J things • What 18 ciyi;'
charge of Dr. J. H. Randall; and meets | Aud caa we have
at 2 p. m. We cordially extend an in-;
vitation to all ; to; attend our meetings.". j'hMd" totara’pme?110 d 1 1

Carrip L, Hatch writes from Boston, jj0 you want the full tide of Christ- 
Mas8.::"The Massachusetts. State Asso, I mas to Bweep through you, or only a 
clatioir field a'missionary _ meeting,_ In meager bit? If you want all of it—re- 
Haverhill, on, December 16. A large this—that if you, harbor one

fl ?d beau,tliuJ hall, Splen- single thought of hate or ill will toward 
did talent was present. Speakers, Mrs. . felio l)1 you cut yourseif Off 
C. .Fannie .Allyn,..Mrs. S. S. Itom and {rom jusj. so mueh Chfi8tma8 joy. You 

■ JJr* S- 1̂mo?,s’M,JnedTU1I?t’ I cheat yourself of it by your own act
Mrs. Helyett, Mrs. Litch, Mrs. Soule The . whole world is pulsing and giow-
(Banner of Light medium) Mrs. Ham, ing the 8ea80n's gladness-but
Mrs. Swift, Miss Foley of Haverhill, yQU cap jeel only a 8tingy hit if you
and Mrs. Smith.of Lawrence. Fine mu- pers[st jn holding that grudge thought, 
sic throughout the two sessions.^ Tele- ■ gQ of . it, up_gxpand
gram was received from Mr. H. D. Bar- I y0UJ. souj—gtop hUgging that hate

greetings to M. S. A. reserve thought—that little “excep
Take it altogether it was one of pur I tiOn„ Which you try to persuade your- 

■ maSS-nieetings. We have been se]t you have a rlgllt to hol(j
nolding_ mass-meetings for several “peace and prosperity to you! I wish 
years. The only difference in our meet- yott only good!„ __

• Ings for missionary work is that we pick out each one of your foes men
i. charge admission at the door, and take tajly an(J teU him that. ■
. a collection for the¡ missionary fund. s y lt wlth an your mlgllt Say It
, Our other mass-meetings are free. The ^ mean it. ’
i people seem to like to pay. Our next Don,t , h’ and murmur: ..Well n>8
i meeting will he held some time in Janu- tard_but pn try „ .

.áte.

They sat alone by the bright wood fire, 
The grey-haired dame and the aged sire, 

Dreaming of days gone by.
The tear-drops fell from each aged 

cheek, -
And they both had thoughts that they 

couldnot speak, 
And each heart uttered a sigh.

For their sad amStearful eyes descried 
Three little chalrs nlaced side by side, 

Against the sitting-room wall.
Old-fashioned enough as there they 

stood,
Their seats of flag and their frames of 

wood, 
With their backs so straight and tall.

The aged sire shook his silvery head, 
And with trembling voice he gently 

said:
"Mother, those empty chairs

They bring us sad, sad thoughts to
night,

We will put them forever out of sight, 
In the small dark room upstairs.”

But she answered, "Father, no, not yet, 
For I look at them and I forget 

That the children went away.
The boys come back, and our Mary, too, 
With her apron on of checkered blue, 

And sit here every day.
"Johnny still whittles a ship's tall 

masts,
And Willie his leaden bullets casts, 

While Mary her patchwork sews.
At eventide three childish prayers 
Go up to God from those little chairs— 

I hear them, the good God knows.
“Johnny comes back from tho billowy 

deep,
Willie wakes from his battlefield sleep, 

To say a good night to me.
Mary’s a wife and a mother no more,
But a tired child when playtime 1b o'er, 

And comes and sits on my knee.”
—Dora Singleton Moss.

Remember, please, that It costs tom 
?eHi8 h5 get a personal check at a bank 
in Chicago. If you send a personal 
check, add ten cents to the amount sent.

Remember, please, that you are noa 
entitled to any of the Premium Booka 
unless you sena In with your order a 
mK*5r’? subsoriPtion to The Progressiva 
Thinker. p

Remember, please, that the safest WM| 
to make a remittance is to secure a pos« 
tai order.

Remember, please, that these books . ’ 
are used exclusively as premiums; the -s* 
editor, desiring no profits, his sole ob» 

6A° d0 a HUMANITARIAN] 
pq°v™rnf,L0^ SPIRITUALISTIC. 
PSYCHICAL AND ETHICAL LINES, 
hence they are not for sale to the trade.

Remember, please, that mistakes anJ 
trouble may be avoided by dealing dl« 
rect with this office, instead of through * ” 
a news agent

Remember, please, that all of our] 
Premium Books are neatly and substan« 
tially bound in cloth, and are an orna« 
ment tQ any library. < ■>-

Read our Premium Otter. AND DOI •, 
wLV1TvE T° US F0R ANY OTHER 
1ERMS. You must send 31 for The " 
Progressive Thinker when you desire ' ■ 
one or more premium books. Please ’ * 
bear this in mind.

Every person who sends in a yearly] * 
Bubscription to 'the Progressive Think, 
er, and who desires only ONE premium - 
book can make bls selection from the 
eleven books named, selecting any book ’ 
he desires.

The Great Debate Between Rev. ' 
Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson is our ' 
leading Premium Book this year. We 
publish one new premium book each, 
year. .

READ THIS CAREFULLY.
We have only ELEVEN Premium 

Books, and you can select from them aa ■
follows: ■ “ *

Any one of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. ■ 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with; " " ' 
a yearly subscription. ...... :.

Any two ot the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of tlie Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 31.10.

Any four ot the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 31.50. >

Any five of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 31.80. ’ <

I.

ary*” I ' • That will never do you any good, nor
Mr. and Mrs. Allen write from your enemy either.

Springfield, Mo.: “At a recent sitting I Don’t-send a puny, sickly "good-will” 
with our spirit friends the following I thought that will faint in it^ tracks be- 
message was received: 'Go ye into all fore it leaves your brain.
towns (preferably in your own state) I send a rousing, healthy, glowing one 
where the resident Spiritualists and I —that will go where It is sent 
friends of Spiritualism will prepare the I “Peace and good will!” 
way for you, _ and teach the gospel of Open your heart and say it.
the newlife im spiritual Spiritualism to yes,- make, yourself do it. This is 
all who will cotae and listen. We will your Christmas lesson; and mine. 
be with you and'minister to the people the hard thing we must train ourselves 
through you, that the light of truth to do. • '
may dispel the'night of sorrow and de-1 jt is easy enough to swing along in 
spair.’ Believing in the superior judg- swirling snow. and the gay laughter of. 
ment of our spirit guides, we would an-1 friends while .we rush from shop to shop 
nounce to tUe public through your valu-1 buying presents and reveling in the 
able paper^fhat we will respond to any I Christmas .radiance everywhere.: - 
call where’.'iur services as speakers and The liard part—the part we usually 
mediums i&e desired. But, on account I “skip”—is the part we must attack this 
of our Medibms'f Home School work, Christmas. _. '
and the duties connected with our local Suppose each one of us tackles the 
Spiritual Sfiienctf Church, we cannot problem with a will? •
both he atiSfenf at1 the same time. Our Let’s do it? ¡Let every one of.us send 
terms will°be aS1£Tollows:; Parties de- I forth this Christmas such a mighty 
siring ourfbervifc'es, pay our traveling thought tide of good will as we have 
expenses, ftirnlshP entertainment; give never sent before. : .
iis the colliittionB (or door receipts, as . We don't need money to do this. Just 
the case'niay bcjj’nnd as much more as I will—good will. And the returns? A 
can converiTfently %e raised.' We make -........................... -
our termsJthus fis easy as possible in 
order that'&ur's'pfrlt work may find its 
way readlljB to atPwho may be in need 
of same, ftgardMss of salary. Our

It

joy thrilled, mind- and body—renewed 
health, happiness and inspiration. Abil
ity to love better and live better.

phases of fflsplrtfUonal- trance speaking, 
original ami sei (Sited music, platform 
delineations and,spirit.messages, heal
ing, public and private circles, per
sonal sittings for spiritual advice and 
spirit messages, etc. We also have 
classes and prli'ate sittings for medl 
umlstic unfoldment, if arrangements for 
same cun be perfected In time. Besides 
the above, wtk will explain as fully as 
possible the-iiature of - our Clrole-at- 
large, known as the Silver Chain Devel
oping and Health-Circle, also the Me
diums’ Home. School,- established: and 
conducted by Us here. Address with
Stamp, J. M^ and M. T. -Allen,. 651 
Grant streeV'ßprlhgfleld, Mo."

Sex— immortality." ' By 
ón. Price 25 cants. %

Bo.

¿Sa,

Dr.

A Sermonette. '
A cosmopolitan people usually con

tains all classes; the good and the vi
cious dwell side by side. Those who 
endeavor to make life worth living la
bor with those who put in their time to 
make it miserable.

There are those who delight in trying 
to build up, and those who seem never 
satisfied unless they are nosing into 
other people’s business and bruiting all 
news they gather abroad.

Society would scarcely be complete 
without all grades, so the nuisances are 
tolerated as an individious part of the 
whole. If all would endeavor to con
tribute to the happiness of others, 
would seek to smooths the careworn 
waves of distress, to purge from society 
the evils which cause worry and discon
tent, what a world would the great 
earth be for mankind.

There would be no suicides of those 
who become tired of living, who see 
more of the ills than joys of life. 
There are those who look toward a fu
ture life as a haven of rest, a heaven 
where all is happiness and there is 
naught to disturb the serenity of pass
ing days, yet who are among the worst 
disturbers of happiness here.

Why not make this life one to enjoy, 
.to be appreciated; why wait for the 
one to come? This is a certainty, the 
luture is a doubt, however confident we 
may be; then why not make the best 
possible use of that which we know we 
possess? Why soliloquize, why medi
tate on what should be? After all is 
said and done we must accept condi
tions as they are and make the best of 
them. Jails and penitentiaries must be 
provided for the vicious that those who 
would do right may be protected in well 
doing.
' Life is a condition of strife, a war of 
words and acts; and he who can get the 
most of pleasure out of it is the victor.

When a thorn or briar enters the 
flesh the knife of the surgeon is neces
sary to remove it ere it poisons the 
whole system. The body politic is the 
same. Compassion will not always re
move the ulcer. For the good of the 
whole rigorous means oft become nec
essary. This is life.—Medford (Okla.) 
Patriot. .

Send your enemies a tide of rousing 
"good will’’ thoughts for Christmas!

This is the recipe for the gladdest 
Christmas you ever knew.. Try it 

. ANGELA MORGAN.

"The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
vidual Problems and Possibilities." By 
Wm. George Jordan, Another valuable 
little work.. Price 30 cents. .

"The Attainment of Womaly Beauty 
of Form-and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal -Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." , Of especial Interest 
and value. Price $1. , •

"Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida-Holt Talbot." In the form of 
an entertaining story, It contains lea- 
sops which every' girl should know. 
Price, cloth, il. *

“ft 61WG6 to Make Money.”
I mode 1127.00 In twenty-three days soiling the 

‘.‘Economy Gas Tip.” which saves 83 per cent gas 
tb the consumer and Improves the light by 60 per 
cent, .Every family will buy. It’s like coining 
money. I get my tips from the “Economy Light 
Co.,” Drawer 65. BL Louis, Mo. Send them 19 2cent 
stamps and they Will send you outfit and start you 
In business witu territory. They want a Manager 
ineachtown. :

“How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases It is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to ’ themselves. Twenty-live 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read it. 
Price 25 cents.

“Beyond the Van.” A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vail.” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-fojm materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification of
"What We Shall Be," and • a code

Any six of the Eleven Pretulutmi*1*""* 
Books you may order, price 32.10. ' „

Any seven of tue Eleven Premium
Books you may order, price 32.85. .

Any eight of the Eleven Premium ' 
Books you may order, price 32-65. :

Any nine ef tho Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, prive 32.90.

Any ten of the Eleven Premium 
Books you may order, price 33 10.

Lastly, all of these ELEVEN Premium 
Books here announced are sent out all 
postage prepaid, for 33.35, something 
never before equalled in this country or 
Europe. Our principal aim is to send 
them out as nearly as possible at actual 
cost price.

'•v

of
ethics, requisite to the most speedy re
alization of the highest-and purest fe
licity attainable in the future life. A 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo; 
800 page®. Price, 31.76.
■ejw» Sf, eopj -jotunu otn jo rparpod 
•qilM. pun 'mop u; punoq XipaN ‘smeod 
tseopqo pun popj s.joqinn om jo 
uoaos-XUS Bnymnoo eranio/. Xiio.td sn[j, 
-ttnn -q 'otliuw 4™ „-saotpq un<1c

“Just How to Wako the Solar-Plea- 
ns." By Elisabeth Towne. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents,

OUR ELEVEN REMARKABLE BOOKS
FOR 33.35.

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 1. .

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 2,

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

and

and

and

4—^rt Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun< 
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mr». Emma Hardinge Britten. * '

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult» 
Ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten

6.—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable mi 
dium. ■

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson. •
READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 

REMITTING.
When you send in your subscription 

to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire in* 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are Intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you Bood. in remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, illustrating ths 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was never 
known before on this material plane. .

Address all orders to
J. R. FRANCIS,'

40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our flission to Ento (Hars)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings - 

by the Authoress. 9 .

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific,) 
philosophic, or as advancing any special! 
religious creed. It is a plain statement) 
of facts based upon the experience of 
a woman .whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it, and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light , n ?

From the standpoint ot Spiritualists 
this 1b a most Interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys* in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts; 
548 pages. Price 31-60. ■

WOMAN: ?tó»reSW 
thinker’s international CunuroM. Cbfcant 
October, 1833. By Susan H. wlxon. Prie

LardI.lt
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ONE’S OWN SPIRIT. MRS. SCHAUSS AT SPIRITUAL HALL

Glad Tidings.' •Ì

HUDSON TUTTLE.peded.

’S

In

To tho Spiritual^^¡Wisconsin.
Greeting: Withtke advent of the

Lectures on “Heaven" and ‘T Bring You
A New Theory In Regard to Its Pewert 

and Possibilities, by One Who 
Claims to Know.

A« REFLECTION .”

This department is under the man
" figement of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
'Address , ilm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

the Mount of Transfiguration, he proved . 
eternal life to be a conscious existence, i 
What tidings could contain more glad- : 
necs than to know that death deoes not ! 
s^iarate us, or end our existence? ;

takes, we can Óùtgrow them by deyel- 
o^.iiteHect, growing ln,spirltual- 

ity, Impwing truth as a whole and thus 
beliik frgejh. the.gré^est sénsé of thè 
word? You .wlll see then that it is thè

As Seen In thé Spiritual: Mirror.
- ------- ' ,3K-

. \ NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
6ave called forth such a host o£ re 
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels tho answers to be made in 
tho most condensed form, and often 
telearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit- 

‘ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep- 

■ recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lette'-s of .ln

" qnlry. The supply of matter r always 
Iseveral weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there 1b unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 

■ favor.
NOTICE.—No attention will be given 

- anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters wiU 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not ,be published. The 

’-. correspondence of tills department has 
, ,l>ecome excessively large, especially let

I ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely give what-

Lai' ever information I am able, the ordl- 
■» / nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-

“Medium”: Q. What is your opin
ion of a medium who takes money for 
all phases of mediumship? Can any one 
medium have all phases?

■, Q. The matter of taking money 
really has nothing to do with the genu
ineness of mediumship, although It is 

1 ’ seemingly inconsistent to make avari- 
■clous demands for spiritual things. On 
general principles it is not1 possible for 
one medium to possess all phases.

' Whether they do or not may be deter
: mined )>y those before whom the mani
. testations are given. Such claims 
• should be thoroughly established before 
being'endorsed.

■ ■ Students. Q. Will you give the ex- 
■ act proportion of the elements entering 
'into the human body?
’’ A. Analysis of the body of a man 
weighing 164 pounds gave the following 

; result: -
Oxygen—111 pounds. This is con

densed by combination with other ele- 
'merits' but in the form of gas would oc
. cupy 760 cubic feet. _ 

. ■ Hydrogen—14 pounds; This Is united 
: with oxygen forming water and were it 

..released in the form of gas would oc
cupy 3,000 cubic feet.

Nltrogen-r-3 pounds, 8 ounces.
Carbon—21 pounds.
Phosphorus—1 pound, 12 ounces, 190 

grains;
' ■ Calcium—the metallic base of lime— 

21 pounds. .
;l Flonrine—2 ounces.

Chlorine—2 ounces, 47 grains. e 
' ' Sodium—metallic base of soda salts— 

.2 ounces, 118 grains.
Potassium—290 grains. -

' ■: Iron—100; grains.

into Africa,” when the weakness of thia 
coastline ot defense Is so apparent, 
and it is somewhat unjust withal, for 
the ethics..Christianity holds in com
mon with the .other great world relig
ions should not be held responsible for 
the crimes of those who claim, allegi
ance. I said it would be “cruel,” be
cause the opposition have no facts to 
arm their contention. There is not a 
Spiritualist in a prison in the United 
States, for any crime whatever, and 
the teachings of Spiritualism, spiritual
ize and uplift from the criminal plane.

“There are frauds.” Not in Spiritual
ism. There are pretenders who de
ceive, as there, are counterfeiters : of 
money, but no one would compare the 
rude tools of these with the United 
States mint. If there were ten thou
sand counterfeit bills to every genuine 
one, its value would not be impaired.

From pity and charity, it would seem 
best not to exploiter the shortcomings 
even of enemies. Spiritualists cannot 
afford to descend to the methods of 
their opponents. They have too much 
work to do on their own temple, to 
waste time on snarling garbage gather
ers anfl religious fanatics.

J. W. Nelson: Q. For the enlight
enment of readers of The Progressive 
Thinker, will you please give us the 
benefit’ of your judgment on material
ization—as demonstrated bytheEddys, 
Aber, Mrs. Wilcox and others. One old 
brother denounces, the Eddy Brothers 
as ti'icksters, through The Progressive 
Thinker. Then a good sister replies, 
endorsing them, and the same issue of 
tlie paper has a communication from 
Robert Ingersoll, making sport of one 
so weak-minded as to be fooled by the 
trick.

‘ A. To the reader who depends on 
authority the policy of The Progressive 
Thinker is confusing. Its columns fur
nish an open court, where most diverse 
views may be expressed. From them 
the reader is expected to draw his own 
conclusions, after the presentation of 
both Bides and all sides of questions. 
There is no doubt that materialization 
is possible and that it does occur. I 
prefer the term etherealizatlon. This is 
not saying that there Is not fraudulent 
manifestations, nor is it an endorse
ment of any special materializing-medi
um. Every manifestation must be 
judged by its own merits. Because a 
medium has given genuine manifesta
tions at one time, 1b not more than pre
sumable evidence that at an other time 
the manifestations are not counterfeit.

7

-.. ■ ; Magnesium—12 grains.
. silicon—2 grains. ' 

Silicon is found in the hair; nails and 
■jUJææfchéivj^-'hardnesôi to thé enamel of the 
if .X^vteethta'..Iron 'gives''the’’bldod' ■its' red 

. />’ ;pplor* and. probably has aid'Important
; ’ part in the transference of oxygen to 

the blood. •- ' ■ ' ■ -
The chemist by careful analysis can 

< ; separate these elements, but by no'skill
■ - j can he combine them into organic, form. 

¡He is able to take a few steps in what 
. ¡may be called mineral combinations, as 

y ¡uniting oxygen and hydrogen forming 
i /water, or with the metals’forming ox
’ .'ides, and modify and change the prod
; facts-of life. That is the limit The 
; more intricate changes wrought in the 

¿Jiying- being; the transformation .of 
. • rtnése elements into living.or organic

tissue, is beyond the power of science 
■ and will-ever be. There is only one 
method for the production of organic 
'substance-and that is through the pow
ers of the living body. The lowest 

-- -plant formed of a single cell so small as 
to be invisible to the unassisted eye, 
has this energy superior to all the ap
pliances of science. It is ablè by this 
energy to transform inorganic matter 
.to organic; to convert the elements into 
protoplasm which is capable of being 
assimilated by living beings and modi
fied into all the’ infinitely varied prod
ucts of vegetable and animal life.

BOOKS for all spiritualists to peruseNew Year, the WisqjnsJnj State Spirit
ualist Association is jjesirpps of inaug
urating an active campaign for the good 
Jt the cause in the (gjAtaiflf Wisconsin. 
In order to do this sev#r,aljgood workers 
have been secured fqr the-month of Jan-. 
uary, and it is our ift^fitipii to put on a 
series of mass-meejfgg’s, 9jit different 
points in .the state. 9 ...

We are - making . announcement 
thus early that youjyjgy jjiepare to at
tend these meetings, and partake of the 
spiritual feast we are ’ preparing ior 
you. While we will strive to notify 
each one of you perBo'iihiiy'uf the where
abouts of these medHn^it is moye 
than possible' that willmot be'able 
to reach you all, lieneO ' fiibse notices 
through the press. Watch for the fur
ther announcements ps to dates and lo
cation of these meetings.

'file towns that wlH-form the active 
centers of this work,‘‘pare Milwaukee, 
Baraboo, LaCrosse, Neillsville, Chippe
wa Falls, Augusta and ' Superior, and 
possibly Madison and Cambria. This 
will enable every one to visit one or

of uwta^piracythe Republic. By Judge 0. B. Waite, author 
or History of . the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents, 
■itai ir^Words About, the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng- 
XL1,e.adei‘-with a stoi’y of his life as told by himself and a 

HtatO)y of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.
„ i,. r, er Heath. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 

t i sP!ritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
t0 «“trancemepf. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1. -’ 

rmv a*1 Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theol- 
nniko ■ eomP]ete edition, from new plates and new type; 186

"y ihomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 5,0 cents, 
ttatao^n r • n .■LanS’uage and Religions. Translations of the ar- 
ci»riCir,'; DIOn t ie Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of the 

a m™’ r,r?f' H’ Oldenberg. Price 25 cents. 1 ■
nw«« « W+1 e?^lsmp By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to. ex- 
P^^e thonghts ofmen, women and children living in the new times. 
.1 rice, c oth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
min ?lize Contest Recitations. Toadvance Humane Education in 
an ns. phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents

“^tyUnyefied. . Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in- 
yr>n t wol'k) carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 

past- By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50, -
nf ’ ^.anuaB -A- complete exposition of the principles and objects 
or ti e American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents.

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
peces now extant attributed in the first four centuries to JesusXJhrist, 
ms Apostles, and thbir companions, and not included in the New Testa- 
colleeteJd1intn°niP1 eri8- Tra°s!ate^ £ronl tlle original tongues, and now, 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.., ..
fnl °£Tyana’, .Id.entified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder-
to fXrin? nJ •nl-eXPjaiJ11?.g-how hls life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15.cents.
tionThk?^3?118; 'l^.On>in of Religions. A valuable eompila- 
fn™’ S facts,reJatlnB t0 the anclent conception of the necessity, 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth $1

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. Bv Dr Thomson J 
Hudson. Price $1.50. ny ur. inomson J.
VowS” “Tho°nti0H wBy Loi«yaiabrooker, author of “Helen Harlow’s 
«E w.,u °S1: is 2”'Sei' “»*“■" »0

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
ARnhndoaibpi'Utl£ul aof the Proeess of dying. Price, $1.
Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short no™« L-a 

pS$i Tuttle' Neatlybound b blue cloth with silvePr 
J. x lUv «px. R

Ms. Elizabeth Schauss pf Toledo was 
again selected by the Psychic Research 
Society to lecture Sunday night at jhë 
Spiritual Science liall ¿nd gave usual 
universal satisfaction.

Mrs. Schauss is growing more popular 
with Satidusky audiences at each lec
ture and has been engaged by the so
ciety many times ifi the past. Her sub
jects last evening were given out by 
the audience, and were: “Heaven” and 
“I Bring You Glad Tidings." The lec
ture was followed, as is the usual cus
tom, by psychometric readings, although 
those who were interested In com
muning with thé -departed loved ones 
were so numerous' that some were not 
reached before a very late hour, Mrs. 
Schauss said in part: ■ ,

“Our subjects of the evening belong, 
as it were, together. It would be an 
impossibility to-think of the one with- 
oüt thinking of .the other. ' The Heaven 
that we have been taught to think of 
in the past, as. the far-distant place 
above the clouds to which all must go, 
when the journey on earth is o’er, con
veyed to us the-idea of. a beautiful 
place with golden streets, and angels 
constantly singing, praying, and play
ing harps of gold, To many, this 
seemed happiness. But: it conveyed 
at the same time a feeling of horror 
because it inferred that when we ar
rived there, we are entirely separated 
from those we love on earth, which 
gave cause, fpy mingled joy and fear, 
and made death , a struggle and a 
dread, instead- of an event that would 
bring joy and gladness.

“If the eternal life were an uncon
scious life,, ,1t. ¿light be a life of bliss, 
if it were a conscious life, it must be 
necessarily '.varied In accordance with 
the circumstances attending our pass
ing over. In the birth of- Jesus came 
tne glad tidings of peace and good will, 
inasmuch , as bp proved to the world 
thit immortality ip a conscious exis
tence, that, death does not separate us, 
only promotes us into higher spheres 
of usefulness.

“Thé question, is often asked, “Why 
do Spiritualists celebrate Christmas?" 
since they dp .not believe In the vica
rious atonement of Christ. The reason 
is, that they see something more in the 
life of Jesus than the teaching of the 
atonement. They see in his life, a cor
roboration of their own teachings, inas
much as Jesus proved to the world the 
truth of divine and magnetic healing, 
the truth of clairvoyance, as demon
strated by him at the well of Samaria, 
thq truth'of trance condition when he 
successfully awakened out of trances 
people quposed to be dead. He 
taught and demonstrated that we are 
ourselves responsible for the conditions I 
that surround us; that heaven and ' 
hell are of our own making, that as we I 
sow, bo also shall we reap; and that !

To the Editor:— It seems that the po
sition taken by myself in the private 
letter I wrote you in September, in an
swer to. your inquiries, and which was 
not intended for the public., eye, has 
been taken as an “attack on mediums,” 
by some. My position is ndiV,’ was 
then, and ,will -henceforth fie, ‘a de
fense of th'e spirit in the mortal." If we 
have discovered and can prove that 
the spirit in the mortal-can, independ
ent of the visible body* accomplish and 
produce the wonderful manifestations 

.credited to spirits out of ¡the mortal, 
who is the loser thereby? Why.should' 
the possible manifesting of your spirit 
or mine, or any mortal’s for that mat
ter, be claimed by spirits out of the 
mortal? As I have said and say again, 
if I learn nothing of mj' spirit, and its 
various modes of manifesting,: in my 
communion with spirits out of the 
mortal, then I have gained nothing, no 
matter it I have talked with-Abraham 
and Isaac, or Peter andLPauI. '■ : ■

Who should be angry at the-proof of 
mortal-spirit power? " ’ ' "

Who can draw the dividing’line, but 
spirits? Because the■ mind ’but im
perfectly understands the teaching of 
the spirit, should we cease our search 
for truth? Should we ask spirits to do 
for ub that which we can do ourselves?

To deny spirit manifestation would be 
to admit-our own ignorance, of which 

'we all have an overload as'yet, and I 
only wish to be understood -as a de
fender of the spirit in the mortal,’that, 
his work and his gain -la’’-"spiritual’ 
knowledge . and maniféstation1’ '(that 
alone enables him to ■■ communicate 
with immortal) shall be’ placed to his 
account and not to higher- power. 
When immeasured space is encountered 
when the parting of spirit and ‘body 
comes, we will then wish we -khew 
more of our own spirit, and not; bo 
much “twaddle" about others who have 
taken the journey before ub.' '2 ■■■

A spirit told us once on fi timé that 
the reason they did not Come 'here'was 
the reverse of-why we did not Or could 
not go there while yet in oUr bodfds, 
which was: YOU ARE TOO'HEAVY 
TO ASCEND; WE ARE TOO LIGHT 
TO DESCEND, AND ENOUGH BAL
LAST COULD NOT BE ATTACHED 
TO US TO DRAW US BACK TO 
WHERE WE ONCE WERE. The illus
tration, though simple to us, bears the 
Imprint of reason. We have "denied" 
nothing pertaining to spirit manifesta
tion, aud had my letter, that was writ
ten to "our editor, who Is wise enough 
to explain all of these phenomena,” 
been written for • the public, r would 
have tried 'to be more explicit in my 
meanings that our "position” might 
lave been more clearly understood. 
"No connection with true spirit power” 
when evil spirits are manifesting will 
probably be more acceptable to some of 
the flurried ones. A blending of 'the 
two forces is often apparent, but where 
is the dividing line? W111 it make it of 
less Importance to the human family if 
they learn the possibilities of thelf own 
spirit? I think not. <

If we had to give up wnat we are 
learning of our own spirit, just now, I 
think it would be a useless task for the 
unseen intelligences to’ further under
take to enlighten us concerning reali
ties of the next life. We can not think

more of these meetings* as they will be 
of three days’ duration at each point. 
The first point visited will be Milwau
kee. ’ ■ ■

The Milwaukee meetings will be the 
first week In January, and will begin 
with a Thursday evening session. The 
workers will be Rev. Moses Hull, Mr. 
Zeno Miller, Rev. Nellie K. Baker, Will 
J. Erwood, and the local workers of 
whom there are a goodly number.

The desire is to harmonize the work, 
and make it as effective as possible. 
We want your assistance, and we feel 
that we all need eaclnone. .May we not 
count on you as personal members, and 
co-workers in this wwk of which we 
are all so justly,proud? „ May.we not all 
begin the New Year oby putting our 
Shoulders to the wheel* and pushing for
ward the work of humanitarianism and 
truth. , ; •*

Send in your membership dues, if you 
have not already done so, to the secre
tary, Rev. Nellie. K. Bajcer, at Portage. 
Wis., and in acknowledging, the receipt 
of the same she will notify you of the 
meeting nearest your home town. Do 
it now, friends. We hpve work to do, 
and- as you know, “nu;ny hands make 
light work.” . ; ;i ’

Our state convention., convenes in 
Portage, Wis., the third Tuesday in 
April, and continuesthrough three’ 
days. A gala time jjyijl be assured 
there. Remember that date also, and 
friends of Truth, get ifi Jine for the good 
work. Fraternally,

WILL 'J. ERWOOD, ' 
President Wisconsin ‘State. Spiritualist

Association, LaCrosse, Wis.
REV. NELLIE .K.'HAKER, Sec’y,

' ’ l 'Portage, Wis.
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A Brief Synopsis.
The following is a synopsis of an ad- 

■ dress delivered by Harry J. Moore be
fore the Wlttemogtes, one of the oldest 

. woman’s club; of Marshalltown, Iowa 
Thursday afternoon, Dec. 16, from the 
subject, “Psychic Phenomena”:

Ab you ladles have, so I have been In
formed by some of your members, been 
reading up every explanation In con
nection with the phenomena called psy
chic, and as I have been requested to 
come here and give our side or explana
tion of the phenomena, I will start out 
by saying that no well-informed person 
denies that these phenomena take 
place. It is simply with the cause that 
produces them that we are at variance 
with our opponents.

In the first place, mistakes are Inva
riably used to disprove a truth, but I 
propose this afternoon jto employ the 
mistakes in communications purporting 
to come, from departed human beings 
as a very great proof of their identity. 
If the telepathic or subconscious mind 
theory can be presented as an explana
tion, why, it seems .to me that they 
could recall every incident with, as! 
much, mathematical precision as they 
could the most minute dr essential one. 
It is simply because our spirit friends 
still - possess the limitations character
istic of human beings so far as recollec
tion of past events are concerned, that 
they are unable to recall With decided 
accuracy the incidents that we ask 
them to recite. In fact some spirits 
can recall but very little of their past, 
while others can detail with great cor
rectness incidents in their lives while 
they lived in earth life. When this ob
tains among our fellows in the mortal 
form* it creatos no great surprise; why 
should it be an evidence against the 
personal identity, of the spirit communi
cating when we realize that a spirit is 
not one whit wiser five minutes after it 
has passed from its earth body than“ it 
was five minutes before it passed away 
I wish to remind you at this time that 
these communications are Invariably 
signed by the name of some departed 
human being and this often obtains in 
spite of the belief of the medium or sit
ters in the spiritistic hypothesis as an 
explanation of these phenomena.

In the nexfplace, if I know enough to 
come to your home and assume an alias 
and if I am sane and intelligent, I know 
at the time I assume this name that it 
is not my real name, it seems to me 
that if I could or could not prove my 
identity you would be justified in believ
ing or disbelieving me, whichever the 
case may demand. What I want to 
prove by this incident is, that these 
communications assuming to be pro
duced by departed human beings know 
if it is or is not them that produce the 
same for they usually prove the sanity 
and Intelligence of something and are 
always clothed with personality. What 
Incentive could prompt them to assume 
a name when it is simply telepathy or 
the subconscious mind? There 1b but 
one incentive and that is because it is 
just what these messages claim for 
themselves, a spirit of some’ departed 
Ihiman being. Therefore the easiest ex
planation of these phenomena is the" 
scientific one, arid the. easiest one is: I 
am a spirit of a human being Who once 
lived upon earth. -

Suffice it to say that Mr. Moore’s ad
dress precipitated quite a -discussion 
for there were ladies present who were 
not inclined to the Spiritualist view at 
all. ■ v - .

I spoke to two gopd" atfdlences 
Peru, Ind., on the 18(i anOn the even
ing of the 21st, and àtatf M1 the after
noon and evening of th& 25th. This is 
a good field for a good medium. The 
people are progressi1^,-bur like many 
other places the members 8of the so-

as we grow in intellect, the greater : 
becomes our responsibility. By Ulus- | 
tration of the vegetable kingdom, he 
taught his people the law of attraction, 
to which we .all are subject. By the 
materialization of Moses and Elias on

clety do not give the taipport they ought 
to the officers of the"feocMty, and thus 
the burden- bf the support* of'the meet
ings falls upon the feW; prlifljipally upon 
the president of the 'ibdaKbcIety, Bto. 
E. A. Schram/who is Also fthe president 
of the- Indiana" fetate^Spifl¿iaiisi Asso
ciation.- Hls zeal for the-'Siuse has ho 
limit, and so here1 ai?hi^°o^h! home he 
Wnltffieis; th£ hal!,’\Wth thdl';fire’J afid 
lighta, and seek’thaV'fll’Wel'iiiddetaOm1 
fortable and-'welcome1.1 Ellie far' too 
many spiritual societies’ ’ this one' ' in 
Peru Is like the-old' Quaker’s5 horses, 
one was’willing to do all the work, and 
the other was’ perfectly willing ho 
should. The members are willing to 
Come and listen Ifi a nicb warm room to 
a good lecture, when they’ will put 
thelr.dlme or nickel 'in the contribution 
basket* like any transient, but’they for
get to do anything financially to help 
keep the meeting going.5

I heard "an able Spiritualist lecturer 
tell a story about a person who had 
come out of the church, hfid was now an 
ardent advocate of Spiritualism. The 
man said at a conference meeting, when 
he was.in the church-lie paid from 
three to five hundred dollars each year; 
“now," said he, “I can? get along by 
paying only three-or: five dollars each 
yehr.” The lecturer Baid he -told the 
man,, if that was all he-uared -for -Spirit
ualism, he had better- crawl into the 
hole he came from, and pull the hole 
in.on top . of him; : ri:-'. .- ■ ,

• There are far too many societies in 
our country .like this’one 4n Peru; all 
lecturers Who are traveling- tver the 
country know this to be the fact, and- it 
is the one great reason why our - be
loved cause languishes’.'-

cur “broad assertions,” that seem so 
“exaggerating,” if proven, can in any 
way check the onward march of truth 
and progress, and proof'of mortal-spirit; 
•manifestation' independent Of : inina’tand 
body, is but a step that leads Us -to 
greater heights of spiritual perception. 
And we are thinking now that our 
“broad assertions” will ■ ere long be 
broadened into living facts, •that-' will 
serve to enlarge the understanding of 
the mind and thereby establish ■ a 
closer relation between mind and spirit, 
that may help to eradicate some of the 
prevailing notions, that in time must 
prove erroneous -if we follow -truth. :

Because of dur variancé with ' older' 
students in the field, we have had no de-’ 
sire to force our views upon -thé pub
lic, as we are aware-of the important, 
fact that our claims are unproved to-all, 
save ourselves, and so far as we: are 
concerned can remain sp to those - who ' 
have learned it all.- ' ;. . vm-

Some1 years ago, I asked one of-the 
finest slate-writing mediums -in'the 
world to-day,, concerning her feelings 
while the writing was taking ptace, and 
her answer was: “I feel just like I ata 
doing it myself, but you see-I am not” 
and her ..visible self was not, but who 
can say how miich she was aided? . :.

■ Has she lost anything If it is proven 
that her invisible self did the work? 
Will it lessen her labor in spiritual 
work? If so, I fail to see it in that light.

It has been said that “a religion-with; 
out a-mystery is an absurdity,’’-and. it 
does truly seem that the human fatally 
wish to “live behind a veil.” For'/ma 
the sooner these mysteries are ¡solved, 
and the light of reason shines on spirit 
manifestation, the sooner will. I'under' 
stand the meaning of earth life, which 
is my only hope of knowing anything 
real of the life to Come before crossing 
the divide. • •

Our going beyond the mountains ¡may 
also be for some reasons of-our own-, 
and we hope there is room there for'us 
iifthat sunny clime, as : there istatf.'md; 
terial hindrance to oup golng.:v-ât7l anÿ 
time now. . .

To many of the readers of the grand 
old Progressive Thinker .that prints All 
kinds of “assertions,” be 'they-. “broad” 
or narrow, whose letters to ¡ me are'as 
yet unanswered, I will saythatT hope 
to be able to do so when we get’ beyond 
the mountains, as our time has been 
taken up in helping :to- care for my 
youngest brother through- a sickness 
that took him across the'divlds1 despite' 
our efforts to save him, that he might 
live with' .us here a few moreuyettrs,’ 
He was in his twenty-second year; iand 
the pride-of his mother's ' heart,’ 'Who 
could-not be" consoled only . for'rihér 
knowledge of spirit power; v-Fromtahlid- 
hood he has heard thèse - truths-: daily 
from her, and we feel that he can soon'-

recognition of these facts , that cause 
us to celebrate with all the world, the 
fact that He was one of.the. people who 
Jived, not only-to teach truth, but to 
demonstrate its practicability in every 
day life. As, Jesus came to earth two 
thousand years ago, so does Modern 
Spiritualism come in this progressive 
age to elevate our minds above the 
materialism which is so prevalent, and 
to teach us the worship of God, or good, 
is best, exemplified in the service of our

I

fellowmen.”. .. 1 ,
The above is from the Sandusky, ■ 

Ohio, Daily Register. This is another 1 
evidence that the secular press is dis- i
playing à growing interest in our cause. 
A friend of 'The Progressive Thinker, 
who sends us the above, adds that this 
brief synopsis òf Mrs. Schauss’ address 
does not do the speaker justice. Her 
services as missionary for the Ohio 
Spiritualists Association have been pro
ductive of inuch'good, ar.d she is in con
stant demand from the societies she has 
served in northern Ohio.

Part•'Human Culturo and Cure. . 
First.- Tho Philosophy of Cure.

“New Testament Stòrtéécomically y. 
lustrated. Drawing^'bFWataou' Hes
ton. With Crlt.ical-and'HjtniorOus Com
ments upon the ■ -.TèM*“1 Heston’s:

Ä PlTÍABLE CASE.

H. G. Purlnton: Q. ' Is it enough to 
repel the attacks of the churches on 
Spiritualism? Is it not time to attack 

. them, using the crimes of ministers and 
••church members as weapons?

. A. Because our opponents descend 
-to-such subterfuges and sophistical ar
gument is no reason for Spiritualism to 
follow. As for frauds and deception, 
for every one found in Spiritualism, 
church' history furnishes a thousand, 
and for every deceiver In the ranks, a 
dozen may be found in the churches. 
The case cited especially by this corre
spondent is of-McCue, ex-maygr of Char
lottesville, Va„ and a zealous deacon in 
thé Presbyterian church, now in, a cell 
awaiting exécution for the murder of 
his wife, in the most brutal manner. It 
appears, that the jury were pious algo, 
dnd when they retired to the jury room, 
indulged in prayer. They did not talk 
oVer the case among themselves, they 
dévoted eyeçy moment ot the twetfty- 

i eight minutes they were out, to prayer, 
| and at the end of that time agreed. The 
r crime was so atrocious they could not 

well disagree. He was the murderer of 
his wife, yet a Sunday-school attendant 
in his boyhood, a zealous member of the 
Presbyterian church, and active deacon. 
He would be regarded an awful exam
ple, if he had been a Spiritualist, of the

;• evil tendency of that doctrine.
/■, Had ho been a Spiritualist, he would 
;, not have committed the crime.

The indisputable fact stands out 
strong and clear that the protes

ts and observance of religion, that is 
• belief, forms, ceremonies, have no 
lence on the life-conduct of the 
otee. . .

The moral life which may or may not 
iccompany thé profession, Ib distinct 

j^ind widely apart from it A ■ goodly 
Xjvoluine might.be filled yearly with ac
counts.of thp derelictions of preachers 

and laymen; A man’s word is not taken 
in business, as more reliable because he 
is a church member. .

“In tho World Celestial,” by,Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price?L <■• . . ...

“Mark Chester; or a Mm ana a Mm 
Ion. A Tale of Southern .California” 
By Carlyle Petersilea. A pure psychin 
story, elevating and reformatory p„° 
per covers. 40 cents. ra"

“The Kingship of Self-Control.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue; the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power* etci 
Price 30 centa. :

. . ._ ------- (in.
eluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. a 
very instructive and valuable Work. If 

, ,, should have a-wide circulation, fis it
It would be cruel ot “carry the war well ,fulfills Hie- promise of its< tiUtou

Shall I Beconie a Medk 
tin)/’ Fully /tnsM/efèd

In ‘Jlediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cento. Send to Mr. Tuttle* Berlin Heights Ô.

enjoy the realities of the’ spirit ‘life. 
Yet we were not prepared for.»him“ to 
test the truth of it all, and-hisTabsence 
fills us with sorrow. He passed out the 
ninth day of November and the. pres
ence of spirit power was .manifest; to 
us in many ways. Trusting we have 
set ourselves right in the. minds-of your 
readers, we will close by saying, we ave 
“still seeking the light.’’ ■

? - EMMA M. WARD.’
New Canton* Ill.1 •< ■ • ■• ’

' • ■ ■ 1 '«¿i, I pm' '

“The Spiritual Significance, or. Death 
as an Event in Life.'” 'By- Ulihn’ Whlt- 
lag. One: of Miss WhlUng’fi ’inOst'BUg- 
gestive* intense!^ interesting,.spiritual 
books. It is laden with: Meh,’thought- 
trical term or phrade; 'Price-jt;

"The Present Age and' inner- tire
Ancient and Modern Mysteries ClasBl-’ 
fled and explained." By -Andrbw Jack-’ 
son Davis. Wo have ta few fcoplea bf 
this work by the celebrated BeBr.'

'•Social Upbuilding, including Cok». 
erative Syatema and theiHipWueBatand 
Ennoblement of Humanity.". ®y n’ 
Babbitt, LL. p., M.’D. > Thisi cbmprlaOs 
the last part if Human i CultUrO Saad

•-Brother, and Sister ’Sprague have 
done noble work, mighty work. I hear 
their praises sung wherever I go. These 
noble souls visit as pioneers the places 
where there, are a few believers and 
see it well , started on the road-to suc
cess, and find some- worthy brother or 
sister who Is willing-tó assume the lead 
in. the movement, and! soon after they 
leave, the leaders find all the burdens of 
keeping the meetings.^.np falls upon 
them; the members whethave faithfully 
pledged their assistance lose -their in
terest unless they can-have.the tests 
with which the missionaries -have fed 
them, and very -soon »the,-leaders .-lose 
courage because of feclt-m of support 
with, the result that the society goes 
cown. The aboye isrqrtrue.picture ■ of 
places and societies.in-all directions ■

;Is therea remedy? ¿believe there ta 
Let all Spiritualists willing to do 
théir little; help those,who are willing 
to assume the head -at -societies. If 
they .cannot have fooftbr their Spirit
ism every day,Jet tiÍ0m ‘tafce &. little 
rood for their.Spiritualism,ttsdt Is given 
by the good lectures,iand .-.by so doing 
they will gain, strength so ^e' food for 
their spiritism (testa)r wijl hp-better rel
ished. ...'•.■ . ., ,

“Be ye spiritual in ah,things.” There 
are Spiritualists andf SpjgltistSi To 
which class do you b.ejs>ng,i0h, ye slug: 
glsh members of Spi^ualigt societies? 
If t° the former,.theiycpma forth and 
assist the officers of. «jciety you 

•have pledged to assist/ip epjrying on 
the meetings; If. to thp Jatt$a then stay 
at home and only, go epijjtual' meet
ings in the warm dayflqof . ^mmer as 
you go to the camp-meeting,[where the 
phenomena are founda>p alhphases; but 
please do not expect apy gsaat compen
sation for the uplifting [.ofenhumanity, 
here or hereafter. ■ •• ., ¿ Rn;.;- ’

I go from Peru to^orf, Wayne, Ind., 
to servé the Spiritual-soisiety there for 
January. I would like,to make arrange
ments for the. Sundays.pfj.February and 
March. I will attend v week evening 
meetings within readdnajil'e distance of 
Ft. Wayne; will attend funerals also.

Address me, General ¡Delivery; Fort 
Wayne, Ind. / , . M. F. ^AMMOÑÜ.’ .-

Ruth, Nine-Year-Old Daughter of Mr. 
' and 'Mrs;’Frank W. Gates Died In Chi

cago, Aftertygccinatlpn—An Impress
ive Les son. to Those Who Have Their 
Children Vaccinated.
From the' residence of Mrs. John 

Gates, 1120 First.avenue, at I o’clock 
this afternoon,.was held the funeral of 
Ruth, aged 9y daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank W." Gates, who passed away . In 
Chicago Saturday morning, after an ill
ness of seven weeks. The beautiful 
andrtmpressixe funeral rites were cele
brated by Rey,;E. .J. Lockwood of St. 
Paul’s M. E.fchurch and Rev. Dr. J. G. 
Van Ness of?.Mt^yernon. The remains 
¡were laid? in the ¡vault qt Oak Hill ceme-
tery. .- '¿-■'fr . .;.

Frank W\ .moved from this city 
tó Chicàgó/Iaàt Septèniber to take up 
the study pf mg^ïçjne, accompanied by 
his wife and ’.their, two- children, daugh
ter and son.(,<Whén jdr,,and Mrs. Gates 
were ready, to place.thp children in a 
public school they were; informed that 
it would be .necessary tp, have them 
vaccinated beforedhey.could be admit
ted. Mn Cfates':was'. much opposed to 
vaccination, particularly <.on the little 
son’s account,;,but.yielded..rather than 
have the children..kept-out of school. 
The boy,was vaccinated first, with a 
fresh piece.of.virus..;'Ruth-was vacci
nated with anotherpiece of, virus, which 
proved to be poisoned. Within a short 
time tuberculosis developed, every or
gan in thè..bhild;’s',;bÒdy .being involved, 
and after seven weeks of intense suffer
ing the little one. welcomed the end, 
comforting, her grief-stricken parents 
with the assu^ahee; that; she was going 
to meet Jesus 'and fliat she. would suffer 
no longer, ;.. ; .
. To a representative of The Gazette, 
Mr. Gates this morning said: “I can 
only hope that otir terrible experience 
will keep other parents from subjecting 
their Childrep to tììe dangers of vacci
nation,. In.that city of two million peo
ple there are only abolit 300 cases of 
smallpox, and it Is said that only eight 
deaths have resulted from the disease; 
while more than’ twice ■ ’ that number 
have ensued - from Complications -inci
dent to the use of poisoned Virus: There 
are hundreds of cases of diphtheria in 
that city, but the âûthoritles do not use 
any such dangerous method As vaccina- 
tlon in their éWts' tô chéclc thé dis
case. Thé health hütabritlés 'gavé out 
a'Statement;,'thàt?&o'.-dèàth of our 
.daughter .Wad. UM? due téî wvûcèinàtlon; 
bitt thhWWhér W Hjs coèiâhlüng Suh 
'5eon;:,who,Mv^^

Christs of the Past and Presentbook. Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents7’ M°SeS HulL A valuaWa 
Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed n™«« /-. ’

system of philosophy of clairvoyance its law rift g ’ p®rtaimng to a 
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, clothJ $] 50 ’ DatUre and ^Mdment.

Coming American Civil War. This excel • .
interest of humanity, of liberty, and of Patriotism n ^ltten iu n.urtmgt»„ 300 pages. Prici¡paper SOeepte “ta Ames

-Common Sense. A book of the Revolution and S ’
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love h i/r1 ad.apted to the 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents. tove his free America. By

Concentration. . A series of six symbol cards and „ ■„ > ,,
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration with ^al.ua?}1®. Pamph’- 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost facuErUep0nrS h°^ 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. tacmues. By Laura

„Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof W ivr r •
Well-known lecturer. Those who have had the the
Prof. Lockwood lecture will understand and apm-ecinf1 °f hearigg 
of this work. Price $1. ’ u appieciate the charac^

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent ihr™.T . 'Bowles. Given through, the mediumship of cfrrfe E ?f Samuel 
50 cents. . >■ P . ne s-T^mg. Price

Cpsmian Hymn Book. A collection of original nnd „ i x , ’
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and tta n seleeted hymns 
by L:K Washburn Pries, eloih,

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its tiita ' 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those deet oftahSh mdlcates-a 
teresting book. Price 25 cents. ' 01 earth-' • A very in.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. Bv LeRnv n« ■ .Death and the After-Life. An excellent wbVrfcn 50c'
- tion moment; scenes and. society in Summer-land; Wmter 1„L a 

Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth 55 cents • nostarro < d' 
. Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keen v*8' '

,Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1 K YoW By 
Death, Its Meaning and Result, By John fc. Wilson » „

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1,25 , ’ a mem^er of the
Diakka and Their Earthly Victims, A very interesting «nA

ive work. It is an explanation of much that is false and s]u?ges.t- Spiritualism. ■ By A. J. Davis, Price 50 cents and repulsive m 
Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their / 

tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents ' F ^nterPreta"
Discovery of a Lost Trail. By'Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that 

help you see the beauty andijoy of life. Price $150 ' that w l
Easy Lessons in Psychometry, Clairvoyance and Irispir^on. Bv j 

C. I* . Grumbine. Price, oO cents. . • r "J
K Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new aid beautiful 
songs, with music and chorus, m book form. By C. P. LohirW S l 
$1; postage 15 cents. . , • . . - . .. . , 6 *•...* ”lcv,.

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thriHing appeaj to all who are interested 
in learning how the. great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek“ 
mg to.prevent the ¡progress.of liberalism... Price 15 cents’ - •

-Elsie's Little Brother Tom. An interestiiig story for children Altan> 
Thurber, author. This book fills a need for literature fo^ small folks 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interna- - 
ing and instructive. Price, .75; cents; • . S'

Encjrolppe^a of Biblical’ Spiritualism*:;or a concordance of the priib 
Cipal passages of.the,Qld.and NewTestament-Scriptures which nfoVe of 
■imply Spifitualism/ By MosesHull; ’ Price $1, '

. The most learned, accurate, scientific and

... *i.-k.ic > ... ...  ...  ....... ... ..........  .... ...... ... 1-

might.be


The Progressive-Tbinker Stands Bver Beady BaiUa.forTure•<ad'-VB&dluitemted> and for All That. Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity

A VOICÊ FROM THE SPIRIT WORLD, 
FIFTY- TWO YEARS AGO.

The circumstances that gave rise to 
the following verses were as follows: -.

About twelve persons formed a clr- 
cle for the purpose of investigating 
spiritual communications. We met but 
a few times until we had, what we call 
demonstrations through two mediums, 
Dr. A. Graves and Henry B. Wisemau, 
living here.- The Doctor was impressed 
to speak while in a partial spiritual 
state; shortly afterwards Mr. - H. B. 
Wiseman was put into a sleep (without 
human aid) while sitting for a number 
of times, different spirits conversing 
through him; finally, on the evening of 
January 3,1852,1 was conversing (as in 
fireside couversation) with my mother, 
and as she had been something of a po
etess while in the body, I casually 
asked her,- whether she could make po
etry in the spirit world? She replied, 
she'could, and would give us some al 
that time, if we wished it. I then told 
her to proceed, and she gave us the ill st 
verse; and not being able, as she said, 
to control the spiritual perceptions of 
the medium then, she could go no fur
ther on that evening. At another meet
ing, she gave us two more verses, at an
other three, and at another, the last 
two, which she said would complete the 
sentiment, which was the sentiment of 
the spirit world. She then requested 
me to have it published in some paper 
or papers not opposed to these spiritual 
communications.

These verses were commenced on 
January 23, and finished on February i, 

■ 1852. It will be proper here to state 
that my mother died September 2, 1850, 

. was a worthy member of the Methodist 
Episcopal church for about forty years, 
and up to the time of her decease.

Yours lor the truth, W, L. WANN.
The following gentlemen were pres

ent at these meetings, and subscribe to 
the above statement: Joseph Mathews, 
Enos Raffensperger, George W. Welty, 
secretary. Also present, a number of 
ladles, to complete the circle.
Rochester, Stark Co., 0., February 26, 

1852. - .

The spirit world is a happy home,
Oh, how we all are blest, 

’Tls here, our sorrows have an end , , 
'TIs here, we find our rest.

We know the truth, and we are free, 
And happy in our love, .

We know that God our Father reigns, 
High in the courts above!

Love Is our motto, truth our gul’e, 
In harmony we dwell; ■

And oh, our joy and happiness, 
■ No human tongue can tell!
Justice and Wisdom is combined,

In this our happy home, 
And In the blissful paths of truth.

We spirits love to roam.
We seek each other’s happiness, 

In all we say or do;
We banish error from our minds. 

But keep the truth in- view.
Dove, like a guardian angel’s care,

Is always round us thrown, 
And oh, what peace pervades our world,

To you can ne’er be known.
We are in a progressive state,

The truth we love to tell, 
There ip no place of punishment— 

■ No never-ending nell.
God is our Father and our King, 

; We shall forever dwell, ■ 
• Within the spirit world, and sing, 

That He does all things well! '
Note—It may be satisfactory here to: 

state, that ■ the medium- (a youth) 
through whom the above lines -were 
spoken, while In an unconscious* state, 
,has' had'but ■a<M?efy7 Waited-' education, ’ 

’ and never could write a single couplet 
of poetry in his life; and was, we doubt' 
not under the control of the spiritual in
fluence of the happy spirit, submitting 
those lines to her son, the circle, and 
by her request to the world. •

J. MATHEWS.
Attest: C. H. MATHEWS. :

DECATUR. ILL.

An Account of Spiritual Manifestations.

SS as

■ Allow’ me the privilege to report some 
of my recent experiences -while ou a 

' . visit to Decatur, III., at the home of 
; Mrs. India Hill. On Sunday night, De

cember 14, Mrs,. Hill, in her own home, 
to a large audience, took for her sub
ject, Having received the . light, .what 
will you do with It? -The subject was 
handled in a masterly way and gave 

• . room tor much study. My wife Lillie 
came through the' medium, bearing a 
bouquet of lilies and said they were em
blematic of her name, also of purity, 

■ ■ love and devotion. She said that she is 
now a ministering angel.
. On Wednesday evening, Dec. 14, at 
the same place, in a trumpet seance 
held by Mr. Chas. Winans, of Edinburg, 
Ind., one of the little controls named 

-Maudie, said to me, "Mr. Cunningham, I 
wish you would bring me some perfume 
to-morrow night when you come tp the 
seance,” I sold, "Maudie,-if I bring it, 
will you materialize and come to me in 
the audience and get it?” She said, 
"Sure I will."

My little daughter Bettie came to me, 
calling me papa, and said she was so 

. glad that she could come to her papa. 
She patted me on the cheek and head. 
I.-iiid to her, “Bettie, see if you can 
kiss papa." She sajd, “I am going to 
try,” and in a very s’hort time she gave 
me, I think it was three distinct kisses 
that were-heard by all present. •

December 16, materializing seance at 
the same home, given by Mr. Winans, 
under test conditions. According to my 
promise to Maudie the night previous, I 
went to the drug store and procured 
two bottles of perfume. Shortly after 
the seance was. opened and everything 
under way, there being near forty sit

-. ters, little Maudie spoke out from the 
cabinet and said, “Uncle Cuilningham, 
I am coming out pretty soon to get my 
Turnery.” I said, “All right, Maudie.” 
Presently she came fully materialized, 

. a. beautiful little girl and Walked di
rectly to where I was sitting, and 

■ stopped in full view of the sitters. I 
took the bottle from my pocket. She 

. took it as naturally as if she had been 
in the mortal. I asked her if she would 
divide with my little Betfie., She said 
yds; she would divide with her. She 
then thanked me and returned to the 

. cabinet. Shortly after, T asked her If 
- Bhe wanted some peppermint lozenges.

. Sl\e said, “Yes, but you have only got 
■ one in your pocket," which was correct,

• as -I only had one left. •
• Then .came my first wife, Mollie, told 

her name, shook hands with me, then 
. spoke to my brother Charlie who sat 

near me, called him by name and shook
■. hands-with him, I then said, "Mollie, 

uon’t you want to take a bottle of per
. fume -with you?" She sold, “yes.” I 

then took, a Ijntllo from my pocket and 
- gave to herfi’ei'iiestihg her io, ^dlvidj. 

■ -.wifir my second wife, Lillig","which Bhe.
said she would do. Then sho returned 
to the cabinet, taking the bottle of per- 

■ fume with.her. The above can all . bo, 
vouched for by over forty persons;

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

^Spiritual Songs for the Use of Clri 
. den; Campmeetings and ¡Other . Spirit? 

ualistia Gatherings'." By Mattle -S. 
Hull- Vrice 10 cent«. -

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
ft ia important wbaa a meeting is 

«usnenried, that notice be given us, ao 
tbal inquirers may not be mislead. Wo 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public bails at the present 
time.' ' ■■■' ■ ■■ ' ■ ■.

1 ‘First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Bunday 
at 8 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, comer 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

, The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl's Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7.45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kinibark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available -will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Mrs. Isa A. Cross, corre
sponding secretary, 560 East 56th street 
Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th street

Spiritual Church of All Souls, in Hope 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
its Sunday meetings in the Atbeneum, 
26 Van Buren street, Conference and 
circle, 3 p, m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Good 
mediums to give messages. Mrs. Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m.. at Kenwood Hal), Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends.

Tho Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, comer Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 
and Wednesday afternoons at 2 o’clock, 
at Kornberg’s hall, 31st and Lock 
streets. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes. ,

Tho German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Thursday evening at their new hall, 
northwest corner Sedgwick and Black
hawk streets. Mr. Frank Joseph, me
dium.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, comer 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m; Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number Is 361
863 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. '

Spiritual Church, Licht und Wahr
heit, meeting every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock in Wicker Park Hall, 501 W. 
North avenue. Lecture and tests by 
Mrs. Th. Loll and Mrs. J. Villroak. •

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mra. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of tho Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; . evening service, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the .child wonder, will always bo in at
tendance. (Others will assist. Thqqe 
meetings will be continued all stita'mer.' 
Dr.T3everly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street. - z“'-v ).-<!>*.r in’’"

■ Church df the'Spirit,'Schiller Hulld-- 
ing, 109 East- Randolph street, ■ third 
floor. (Please take elevator, hall ad
joins.) Services every Sunday con
ducted by William; Fitch Ruffle, who 
will give tests, spirit messages and psy
chometric readings to all in attendance. 
Services, 11 a. m., lecture and tests to 
all; 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., song service 
and tests to all. Lecture omitted after
noon and evening in order that all may 
receive tests. Residence, 3201 Indiana 
avenue.

A’ Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at -8 
o’clock.. Tests and musK it every ser
vice. ' . ' '

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Mature will hold Sunday, even
ing services at 1665 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor., • ■ ;

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M.' Stoller-will 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray. ,

Lake View Spiritual Union ■ holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m;; 
at Wells Hali, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, comer Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street. , ,

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sundayrschool, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day -at 
home. Friday.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Soul, meets the first and 
third Thursdays of each month, at 
room 612 Masonic Temple, from 3:30 to 
10 p. m. Coffee and lunch at 6 o’clock.

Psychic Research , meetings at 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course in oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

The New Era First Spiritual Church, 
Rev. Moses Hull, pastor, will hold serv
ices each Sunday in the Masonic Tem
ple, Hall 412, both morning and evening,- 
at 10:30 and 7:45 respectively. Admis- 
slon free, but collection will be taken. 
Messages will be given at each service. , 
T. W. Sherk, secretary. •„ •

The Brotherhood of Spiritual Truth 
meets Sunday,'7:30 p. m., in .Temper
ance Hall, 330 W. 63rd street, Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and wife.

• The Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
holds its meetings’ the first Tuesday 
evening of reach" month, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O; E. Kropp> -6481 
KImbark . avenue, secretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to send in the names of 
all their mediums, staling their1 partic
ular phase of mediumship. -Address all 
communications to the'secrelary.

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m, 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiset, ............. ...

:T116 Chicago Spiritual •■. Alliance 
Church; ’Mrs." May Elmo, pastor /"atii 
medium, assisted- by Hugh Seltoar Fra
ser. Short lectures; -tests; and messages. 
Good music.’ All ate'welcome. Serv
ices at-3 and 8 p. m., sharp. Vincennes; 
Hall, 35th; and Cottage Grove avenue.;

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
.3 and 8 m m., at -the People's Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
RJsins San Lyceum meets,st S p. m. -

Is Liable to Be Harassed by Undeveloped Spirits

THE PUREST-MINDED MEDIUM

OBSESSIONS-ARE THEY POSSIBLE ?
■ (Continued from pago 6.)

acts, I he idea that the world will be rid of the influence of the p< 
unfortunates launched into the world of causes, is false. •

Entering there with the. same tastes and passions that doininatVi. 
their lite here, and released from some of the environments that coM 
traeted them here, their scope is enlarged to pursue their evil coifrsri* 
Coming as obsessing spirits, they are attracted to those in earth life d, 
similar desires, oftentimes completely controlling their actions, product

. . , . • , , , ■ I ln8 bines the various phases of intentional criminals. ..On thosJL
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, .Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life., augment

.... ..... . . ■ ■ ............. ■_____________________ ..... r. , • . . .. .... S-y

■ * ■ * ■ ■ ■ • _ ■ . - - ■ ■ ■

A Paper that Never Falters, Never {Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to

Give Us the Truth, the Whole ’Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
. ■ . •

Dealing with effects and Jetting, the causes remain that are in con« 
stant operation to produce those effects, is not remedial even tempora« 
rily. But that is what our so-called civilization in a large measure ap« 

■ pears to be doing. ‘,

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth sheet and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will aa'dress the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. in. -

FUHN1SHKD BOOM-3&5 N. Clark BL, 2nd 
Hat. Call early. -

RS. BAY, Psychic nue Natural Clairvoyant.
• Readings by muil.il.Ou. .¿07 Lincoln uve., Chi

cago, Illinois, ’ ■ 1 -■ '

XfMN, J1CNN1K FETKB8, CLAIRVOYANT, 
JU.-will answer 8 questions mid.' give one of her 
beautiful books of inspirational powers, for GOcts, 
Address, 208 Illinois street. Chicago. Hh

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Ab usual, Eltou JEHedrlck. the well-known Ab- 

trologcr. will mute a Hpeciul Holiday 
tloii. The year 1905 is coming upon us. KNOW 
what the new year holds for you. A knowledge 
ot PLANBTAllY’INFLUENCE will accentuate 
Bucceas, and enable you to guard ugalnHt unfa
vorable perloda and unfortunate changes. Ab u 
special-offer, and until Feb. let, 1005. all t5.00 woik 
will be reduced to S2-O6. which’ includes invalua
ble information, touching upon all affaire of lite, 
in addition to a yearly forecast with favorable ana 
unfavorable'periods for touBiueas, speculation, 
changes, etc., for the year 190$.
This OfTer will Positively Close Feb. 1 

Send duteof birlhaa near the hour us possible, 
Address No. 283 W Bith sL, New York City,

NICHOLAS BECKER,
Dixon, Ill. Clairvoyant! Uto Reading, with mes
sages. names and description of your spuit 
frienuB, from your letter or lock of hair, byniail.il

FROF. FREDERICK M. STOLLER, 

Teacher and DemoiiBlrutor.of Psychology. Read
ings daily, except buudayrTioura 10 a, m.to 8 p. in. 
Readings by mall, 71.00, 8156 Indiana Ave... Tel. 
6751, Douglas. ■

DR. j. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest .And most Buceessful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. Hia cures are mar
velous; hie examluaUous are free to all who send 
him name, age: Bex,and lock of hair, and G cents 
iu stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symploins. 
He treats nervous exhuuBtlon of both sexes with 
wonderful success; at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
laud. He cures you in your own home.

Address, : .. S. IXjUCKH. M.I>.f
• Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Masa,

r become polarized to that extent, that conscious of the indwelling
CAftlotlliiin1 W/liii I spirit of the good and true, the individual can enter the association o£□UIIlCUlHiy HUW l I • « .q the criminally vicious, even with the desire to influence them to a nobler. 

I life, without being more or less influenced by them, is a very desirable. 
, The condition which very few comparatively have attained. '

CnipUt.nl ct ii 2ti Ihat Jesus attained to that condition is apparent. When he was ae- □pinillal science lYlOllinly, cused Of seeking the companionship .of the criminal classes, he replied 
■ 'that ho came not to minister to the righteous but to draw sinners to re

Isadore E. Bussey. Editor. z pentanee. Conscious ;of that exalted atmosphere of purity and truth 
that enveloped his being, stronger than the malignant forces that sur
rounded him, he could enter the abodes of degradation' and by the 
.power of that spirit force that was dominant in his life, inspire thens 

with better aspirations and desires. . ;
/¥ Grand Offer: 
6 Months' Subscription Free 
to all who will send their names In fuH1 
and their addresses, before January 16, 
1905; ,• Bend to

F. A. WATKINS,
Hofei Wqstland, Suite O, Back Bay, 

Boston, Mase,

Only by a deep and earnest soul travail can this be attained. The/? 
eoinnion lot of mortals is to be more or less influenced by surroundinA 
conditions. Then the importance of having them (exalted in sentiment^ 
to enable tho soul to unfold the better part. Only thus will the final 

¡emancipation he attained. . HAMILTON DE GRAW.
.West Troy, N. Y. •

Test iiea.uin«n by amhwmmiy,
Send 25 cents (silver) and duteof birth, for a 

test resdlnn ot your life, with prospects of com- 
lug year. Ask one question. Full reading ^vitit 
horoscope, 11.00 ana upwards. Address, F. F. 
NE1TZEL, box 088, Spokane, Wash. > •

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Clairvoyant readings by -niall. Also laws of me- 

dlumistlc development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught -Send lock of huir, dató 
of birth and One Dollar. Obsession cured. blD¿ 
Street. N. E. Washington; D. O.. t .' I

MRS. 6. HINCHEY '
Magnetic and Osteopathic. Cures-when all others 

fall. Best of Physicians References. •
SA H. Babey St. near Madison, Chicago.

Annie Lord Chamberlain.’^ Card.
. Dear friends, yow can greatly. help me care for 
my blind aimer, Jeanie UWebb.ono of the earl- 
lest mediums now iln the form, by writing a letter 
to a Bplrlt friend. Bend It to me wiibll, und I will 
Jry and tret reply by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs/ Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mass. .

fl lilnndprifllf Hestores. Lost Vision; n WUllUUl 111! Write for Illustrated Circular 
CnanEonfA showing styles and prices and 
OUUliLdului photo of Spirit Ynrma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes ut your own .home and send by 
mail, as if you were In my office. Thousands will 
testify. «. F. pool«,

... - OEvaaston Avo., Chicago, til
Dear Mr, Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can eny-perfeelion. I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever yxmr friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal. . •

The Light of Reason
The latest sacred songon sheet mu-, 
sic. (especially) adapted for (the 
uplifting of) Spiritual Circles and 
services. English and German.

Price, 25c. a copy. .Eend to 
GEORGE DREW, 

85 Marlon Court. Chicago, Ill

Myself gurediss£r’
barmlenB Borno Cure. -AAaiea»

■ MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicaso, Hl.

THE DELPHOS, KAN., CAMP.
The Delphos Camn Is deeirousof securing tho 

services of a good reliable platfonri test medium, 
one who is strong and positive., We ehull bo 
pleasoi to correspond with talent offering dem
onstrative knowledge, Wp have plenty qf appli
cations from lecturers. Talent with strnng de
monstrative powers, good endorBomonts, qan aa-r 
cure a place on our rostrum at a liberal compen
sation. Address all communications to

L N, RICHARDSON, Delphos, Kan,

DR. GEORGE LE.STË.R LANE.
.Obsession a /Specialty..

ÁÜ Diseases Treated Successfully.' 
.872 Jlunllngtyn. Ave., 'boato»,' .Maw,-SEE Dll. 
ÍT. M. ipEEBEEH’ BOOK UN OBSESHION.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fino Forces; ■ ■

■ Teaches new and wonderful methods of.cure.
“Pasi becoming of world-wldo fame.H.Tultlo 

Light, Color, Electricity, Musaollsm. Mlud. Bath». 
. Its beautiful. Diploma confers title. D. M. 
Doctorof MarnetlcsfCanboCTlned ,ntCollefreon■ 
at one’s home. Boohs and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to - .

. K. I>, BABBITT. M.
- - 02 Hast Ave., Itocl)ester, Ji. V.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS.
Not the kind with Dlcturcfi ol Lincoln. Grunt, 

Voltaire Mobch, etc., etc., on them; you can got 
tbiH kind at two for a dollar, and'they are worth- 
1C8H. You got jiwt those of yourTrlcnds who aro 
attracted by the magnet you send. Write formy 
frep circulars which tell all about it. •

F. N, FOSTER.
01 Fitzhvifh St., Grand Haplds, Midi.

HRS. SEVERANCE’S - 

GOOD HEALTH TABLETS, 
Ona ot the greatest achievements of SPIRIT 

POWER. MOTHER NATURE’S RELIABLE 
REMEDY Poslilve'y cures constipation and all 
'resultant ailments. They Insure the vini-and vlg- 
dr'ot manhood, the bloom', beaittyr.Henlth and 
brightness of womanhood, arid a positive abiding 
sense of that-inherent power which Idads one on
ward to more than commonplace achievements. 
Free written instructions-whetfydutoentlon lead
ing symptoms. EUelose 4.2-feeht mumps, and 
11.00. tor Tablets. A full Prychometjic, Jmpress- 
lorial and Prophetic1 retiiHtkv wlTmvyon vomit 60 
cents extra. Address.Mf’ MVATSOBi, 1800 
Main Street. Whitewatar Wia.

TRANCE READINU BY HAIL.
• For the next thirty days;! will .ghro a lull life 

reading, also description of spirit'friends, and 
such messages as they may desire Xo convey, for 
11.00 and 3 2-cent stamps. Give day of birth in 
own hand-writing.. : Address PERCIViLLE E. 
WALKER, 651 Carnahan Avo.. Findlay < Ohio..

Mr. Walter would respectfully, refer his natrons 
to the following .tosthnonlaU ‘.‘Lcheerruny and 
gratefully testify .10 -.the retnarteulQ'tnedinmship 
of Mr. perelvillG’Walter. ..-liimetjlilm, a, total 
stranger; he tU'cnoateiy^dcscribed-rfour of my 
spirit friends, giving theininamesnnd: messages 
of Bitch nature that I could mptaposslbly. doubt 
their genuineness.- I heartily recommena him to 
all who deslro a lovingLmessage- rfrom. those who 
have gone on before,.JAS. BAMFORD. FlndLi), O.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
"WHO has had . . ;

FortyKears’ Experience in the.Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two ■ 

. Years Prof, in a Medical ; .
. College, TopYeqtB_ .
IN SANITAKIUSI WORK, 

and is » Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls In diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, oar, throat and lung , troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both soxos. Never 
fails to cure piles; IfyouwoilM nice an opinion 
of your case FREE, write just bow you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
-liveminutes. Enclosestampforreply. ■ : 
' Address, ANDREW P, SPINNEY, M.t>. ■• 
»'• Prop. Reed Clty'SaffitoMumylttKXlClty, Mlcu.

’ v -• - - t.i.. nn J, i / .......

The Speakmg.Dial. 
‘ A WoiiderFul feplrltttaVi^ventlon 

Gives names, dates and clroumstanocs. Speaks 
In various languareBj rQBpwetft^nental questions; 
convincing the most step|icaL4Ia^como io prove 
Immortality and'splrituommunlon,. Develops nil 
phases of mediumBll!p..<Mnrndiized-by powerful 
spirit band.

,tiot Sprln^AriC, ,Tan,. 23,1004.
p. J. Dempsey:—I 6m more-thhn ’pleased with 

yourBpeaklng Dial,.and.the-reSuite obtained are 
in some instances astonlshlmh-.J-liavo .a pl an- 
chotCe and Ouija board} but fhe Dial is a great im
provement on them all, Yourt truly. -• •
' • ;•:_, • •..•<■.•.••.'-• -v I J. A, GIBSON.

• If yon wish to Investigate Spiritualism and con
verse With your spirit friends. In your own home, 
order a Spoaklng DlaV^tO'duy. Dials now 11.60 
each? Booklot With testimonials for tho asking.

Address -• J. DEMPSEY; Inventor.
2817 Columbus Avo.. Minneapolis. Minn.1

TRANCE HEADINGS,
By mall; one dollaraand- two stamps. Diseases 
diagnosed aud. treatment indicated, by-Spirit 
Guides; two (Jollars.U.tend either your own writ
ing or Lock of iitdr; . .........................

ELLA1ROKAL WILLIAMS,
8M.dltlnBl., N. E. Washington, D. C.

FRED.iP. EVANS.
. TMo Noted Psychic for

Indepeudbfit •Blate Writing and 
. teialrvoyanco, '

Has recently leit Nt^CYork, and is now located at 
1112 Eddy St,, tUu h’raxiclbco, Cal. Bcud stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. ?. . <

IMPOMT. WORK.
Scud 25 »cents - to tbo. Investigation Commlttco, 

Pnbllshers.;Duvunport, Iowa, ;for Prof. WnUon’p 
JlluBtrated Book, board .coy.era, ‘.‘Juggernaut: 
‘ChrlRlhin Scl(inccKF.xijo80(li’' i.Containing extracts 
• from bookH/abowhtgffcam.wJiere all- theJduns of 
-ChrJHtlnn Solaoeo wece/Originally copied, which 
Mother Eddy, call ri heiwwn,’’-' • • *- ■“ •'

DOJM’TIREAD THIS.
If sick writ© to rne. nnd P will give you a free 

.examination..' I want no loading eymptota.- Nor-v- 
ouh exhaustion and lost vigdrof both boxcb suc
cessfully, ti’eiiicd. Bend name, age. box, complex
ion. weight and W cts. in stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct dlagmoHlH.' woi’th many dollars to 
you.--Be sure and write yow own letter. Address, 
. ? FRANCES JL. LOUCKS,
35 Warren St Bton.bam.Uaii.

TRUMPETS;
.Tho Infallible FWreTrumpct, 1b guaranteed 

better than metaL-; No) 1^36x5 in.—insulated top 
aptf-.bottom,- cardinal colored enamel, J1.50. Trum
pet covers with; handles to carry, 11.50 extra. 
Pamphlet with InstruetloiiBfor all kinds of devel- 
opement will be innHed oirreceiptof 12 cents tn 
stamps. Trumpets will bo sent on receipt of 
price. Manufiieluredrby ...... . ••
JAS. NEWTOK,>4*3 ‘Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

Eckel’s Standard Aluminum
TRUMPET,

. . By Mail, $1.75 Each.
Send money by P.O. or Money Order. AddresL; 

- ‘A. K. JECKEL, Anderson, Ind. • •

flpoGrypiial New Testament, 
Being nil tho Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant,-uttrloutod Ju the first tourcentu- 
rles to Jesus.Ghrlst, his apostles and their com. 
panions, and not Included In the New Testament 
oy Its compilers. Price, cloth. 81.50.' . •

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
. Series one,'.two and three.. By Lilian Whiting, 

r . Throe cholco-volumes. each com .’ te In Itself, 
; in which .spirituality la-related to* riryday lite 
in such a way as taqnake-the world beautiful. 
Price.01.00each. J-.-»;:.' -

THE AGE GF REASON.
. By Thomas Paine. - Being an Investigation of 
True and FahulouaThoology. ; A new and com- 
•pleto.edltlon. ironi uew. plates and now.typo; 
186 pages, post Svo.; Paper. cloth-Wc-

MOLLIE.RANCHER,
. The Brooklyn Enigma.

i Annuthentio statement of facta In tho life of 
Mary J. Fancher, tiurpsychologlcal marvel of 
the nineteenth .century. Unimpeachable test!- 
mony. of many witnesses. By Abram H. Dalley. 
With illustrations.. Trice, cloth. 81.50.________

Sefi Contradictions of the Bibfe.
One hundred.and forty-hour propositions, the

ological, moral.Jilstoifcal and speculative; each 
proved; affirmteively tad’ negatively by quota- 
Hons from Scifipturo,Without comment. Price; 
15 cents. ■ ... ■

THE DSSC1NT OF MAN.
By Charles Jtatwlnct Cloth; gilt top, 76 cents. 

On its appearance It iwousoa.at once a storm ot 
■ mingled wrathi; wonder - and admiration. In 
elcganca:ot sHde,ch&im ot manner and deep 
knowledge otaanturaiihLstory, it stands plmost 
without a rlvftlismoQssclentlflc works.

MAHOMETH Tffi ILLUSTRIOUS. 
r By GodfreytHltetoKEsq/; This work Is OM 
of the LlbrarjtM Literal Classics. No author 
was better qiafiaia&lda write an impartial an! 
honestlifo.ofjMahonite than Godfrey Hlgjtas, 
and this volimM taiiatensoly toteresiitu; It 
should bo rcd*cin coajunctlon with Qlblun's 
work. - Price.. —

THE WifW’S BIBLE
PART l.-4fie‘Pentateucfi,

I The purest-minded medium may be controlled by ignorant and vicious; 
(spirits, and these give great trouble. While passing through earth life) 
? they were depraved in character, and on passing out of the body theyl 

. carry with them their bad dispositions and propensities. They often! 
-come to sensitive persons and instill impure thoughts; they throw influ-< 

- - - ^nces upon them that are quite foreign to their disposition; and this[MrC ‘ fir rinhcnil—RfirlfOr ;“aPPens 'n sections of society—church people included. Many per-.
Illi01 Uli UUUOUII uainul; ysons now suffering terms of imprisonment have been influenced to com«

¿30 North Sixth St. mit crime while under the influence of some malicious spirit. In oui" 
•»asylums many are obsessed by such spirits. There are times when'i 

Spiritualistic mediums are attacked by such beings, and they have to, 
I look up for help to stand fast in their integrity. Paul said truly, “Foi" 

I we wrestle, not against flesh and blood, but against principal it iei-i and'1 
powers, against spiritual wickedness in heavenly [or high] places.” 

। He knew that these pernicious influences were assailing the followers of 
Jesus and he warned them, they were to take the whole armor of God 
and stand. Oh, if, this truth were better known, that we are liable to । 

' be influenced towards evil by these earth-bound spirits, how watchful' 
we would be.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send threo two-cent stamps, lock of 

haii-, age, name and the leading symp
tom, apd your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Bau Jose, Call

„ . •• • ,• Chicago, Ill., May 17,1903. -
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker: , ,

Dear friend and Physician,—I will now write ’ 
and try. to.express my gratitude' toward yon and/ 
your Bpidl-band for the good yqu have done me. 1 
After doctoring with nearly everything and doc
tors to help me, I find that -your treatment has 
worked wonderfully. I am feeling bo much bet- 
,ter I ciui'.t express myself.. I .will cIobo. hoping 
an early reply. Yours re8peetiuHy4
• . Mits. Bertiu. Can.nada. .

<W9 Princeton Ave., Chicago, Ill,
„■ ■■■•;_ . November 10,1003,
Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker: ■

Dear-Madam,—U Is now lime to send for another; 
montlra.treatmenL. lam belter everyway; am: 
gaining so fust everybody 1b surprised, and if I (

tofrl ; o Ivina'anw”"-^^’ W*?UU« "l''Ui“,n' WI1° H1UC11 trOUOleCll 

sun bomoie sent to you. Thoy on have faith, J ! wiui a lying spirit. Whenever she put pen to paper the control wrote, 
for von have done so much forme, aud I hone! a .nnacnrrac imnriw. rt.-C if 1 t • i . 1 . . . ■» '

- irasaid] ■, messages impure and untiuthful, from which her pure mind revolted.
One evening she expostulated; she pleaded to be left alone; she sought' 

•to reason with him.on the bad influence he was spreading. It did not. 
(impress him. She persisted in her entreaties; then she prayed for him; 
she asked for the advanced spirits to'lift him out of darkness into light, 
.and make him a.useful servant in the spirit world. She gained the vic
tory. Her hand was moved, and the spirit thanked her for her good-, 
mess. He promised that he would never repeat his actions; then he gave 

.■his name, and told his history—which was a sad one. From thatfime । 
(he was a changed being, and became help instead of a hindrance.— Thf;’ 
.Message of Life, a Spiritualistpaper published at Levin, N. Z. iL

for von have done bo much forme. ..uu. , 
you will do the Hume for them. The doctors ¡wu 
there was no help for nlo, but I am bo changed 
for the better, now they don’t know what to say, 
and I am bo thankful to you and the spirit band 
that! cannot say enough in your praise. ItelF 

-everybody about you, Now I enclose pay for an
other mouth’s treatment. Wilson Weht.

Btandlsh; Orange Co., Mieh., Box 85. .
__ , Big Bond, West Va. .

, Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker:—My Dear Good Sister. I 
—Your kind letter came tome this afternoon, and I 
kind friend, lam not able to express to yon my 
many thanks for all you have done for me. Your 
treatments and your,description of all my many 
ills are doing just as you told me they would. Oh. 
my dear friend. I am so happy tonight, to think I 
am able to write and tell you something of your 
medicine, for all .the,treatment that I haveever 
received from anyone. I have never found, -any- 

.-thing lO'treat-meaByou have, my dearg'oddfriend.
I can eat my three meal8 a day and walk out to 
Mfthiy nelriihhr. and ciin Bleep part of the night, 
find getup Injho marningrested. Now remem
ber, my good lady, this one thing is something I;' 
nave not done before fortwo years, goingou three. 1 
My.heart don i hurt me anything like it did. i 
Please excuse this long letter, but I want to tell ' 
you all lean. Please nolo this, for I trust it will 

ears of many more poor suffering bodies 
like myflelf. and -they, -too, can be benefited by • 
your k nd. skillful treatment. You see lam so- 
much Improved, pven In my writing, and-in my ■ 
.talking, in fact in every way that a poor suffering • 
person could orcan find relief, I get so happy. My ! 
neighbors all look at me In wonder it it is mo, I 
do know and-trust in you and your happy spirit' 
band. I have. I think, got you two more ladles to . 
send to you for treatment in a short time. They - 
all see how fast I am improving, and they think' 

, ttisa mlraciethaLIam living, let alone getting 
better; so I must not say any more this time in 
prose to you. Dear, good people, from your sister' 
in faith that.all will be well. Write soon; from

• • - -M. E. Goodnight.

M ANUSCHIPTS - CORRECTED.

। Yet among Spiritualists many of these “spirits in prison” have been 
i delivered. We know a lady, a writing medium, who was much troubled'

. • -•. ■ ■ z • .■, -■■■■. z ■ ■ z : ■“. j f Rpti

DEMONISM-SPIRIT OBSESSION BELIEVED -TO BE1 'A FACT. 
; I am glad The Progressive Thinker has agreed to open its pages-to a' 
'free and fair'debate on the subject of “.Spirit Obsession, the Demonism 
.of the Ages.” If.it can be explained away, no man will be more glad 
•than I shall be. Now, I am with Dr. J. M. Peebles and I shall remain 
on his side until all doubts and mists on this subject are cleared away 
or firmly established. 1

About thirty years ago I received my first lesson in mesmerism and 
nave become an expert in the use and history of that great and strange 
power. My first instructor in its use was the greatest teacher of its 
power I have met or been educated by. Thus educated, I felt equiped 
to grapple with Spiritism, Spiritualism, Hypnotism and other powers of 

-human minds. I am not boasting, I am showing a sample of my work 
- to make myself competent, honest and just to master Spirit Obsession, 
¡the Demonism of the Ages.

In the state asylums and hospitals (in fact prisons) for the insane on
.. Manuscripts of ally description carefully cor- • 
recU?<L and edited for publication. Customary 
price, »1 for two thousand worts,■ Graduate, Na-! 
tinnarPress Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. , ■ • x -----------t-—.uuuxiv

SpoeUway Ave""e’" 'September 1,1903,, in Massachusetts, there were held as patients and 
— :------ -•—r----------- .prisoners eight thousand, six hundred and ten persons, and the yearly

' ................................. ¡population of this class has been increasing at about four hundred per
I ¡sons per year during years past,. What are these people? Spirit influ- 

«nee is common .in them-. I do not know of an educated Spiritist or 
Spiritualist among the, 8,610. Clairaudience and clairvoyance are com
mon causes for.putting Christians and other persons (not Spiritualists)} 
in the state asylums and hospitals for the insane in Massachusetts. I 
have seen persons held by forces that did not appear to be a huhiaii 

। spirit. Search in medical and other historical works and we find much 
■ evidence to.show that human spirits are not the only spirits that have 

। controlled, influenced.and obsessed humans.
; Thousands of years ago three, young women, daughters of a king, 
were seized with a strange madness. They were seizeg by. forces that 

; ¡caused them to bellow like cows, and they ran bellowing about in a field. 
■ A famous physician was called and he caused the powers to,-leave the 
■ young.women and they were healed. ' .

; I think it is agreed that somebody was quite educated to compile the 
new testament. In this history there is a story more modern than the 

i cow-spirit story about the young women. Swine spirits, or spirits that’ 
\ were in human bodies were sent into bodies of swine, and were soon set 
J free by death to the bodies of the swine—teaching that spirits could go 
into human bodies and obsess them, then be sent into swine. ■ ■

'i I am in-search of truth. If I am now mistaken, I want to kriow'it? 
, At presmit I want men. and women to know the powers that I call Spirit-’’ 
; ism‘or Spiritualism. Fifteen years ofspccial study, using reason arid’ 

j keeping reasonable doubt in my mind, and I find' no cause to doubt 
spirits.- 7 : . 7.

Christmas and the Christ <NM.i
Christmas means the birth or resurrection of 

the.'Bun.. the-beginning of the new year, or the 
life of the son of mail an 1 God.: What arc you do
ing to resurrect the Divine In you and realize youi 
God given-powers? .

CLAIRVOYANT.. ... ™.. . . —_ v
. Top can.unfold-your Clairvoyant seeing,and I; 
caushow youhow, I unfolded my own powers« 
by ajs.vsteni which la now given to the public in. 
the.third edition of my book entitled “Clalrvoy- 
ance. its Law. Nature and Unfoldment,” It will 
enable.youito penetrate the veil,see spirits, read 
the auras, locate minerals, understand tbemys-' 
lVl‘qs.dnd.Ueeomoanadept,_• __. __ _ __

. THB-PRICB1S REDUCED from »2 toll, for 16 
■ dayacnly. EJrSeui now; ONE DOLLAR BILLI

OTHER BOOKS.
DEATH. AND 'AFTERWARDS—Cloth, 60 cents 

; AURAS; AND COLORs-With exhaustive dlo 
tlonary of. color meanings A unique booh for > 
untano.'peoplaTrlcoWconis .... ;

’ PSYCHOMETRY-r-The first and only book which • 
loaches the sctenco bo that you. can practico It i 

•Prlcl?. 60cenia ■ . . . . - . •1
-EASYLESSONil In Inspiration Clairvoyance and 

'FBydhometry.. PrlM,«)cents.. .. ..
■ - REALIZATION —How to enter the super-con- 
.eeldusnesd-andbea Yogis. Price. 25 cents.
'• CRYSTALS Tor;óry6tal-gazlng, a new lot at 72® 
Cach. nOBUiffO prepaid,- _____ _______ . .

HOW TO-'REHEMBER PAST,LIVES-A Ms. 
series on-thlsfascluating subject. Price, 11.03.
.; Beiid'Wstamped addressed envelope for‘‘The 
SyttfenrOL'PhtlOBOphy--'- Concerning Divinity,”. 6o 
leBSOhSj'iHidtei'mB'fordevelopmont.- Address,' ,

? J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
lS85C>mmonwealth Ave.,

-fJ Boston« Mass.

^’"’QTA'RTIiMF CAPT2 I A lying spirit is as. natural a spirit manifestation as that of an honest 
1 .¿ujBRI LlnU I Au l uj ■ -spirit. Truth and lies are mixed so that children in public schools aro

-OR - (¿aught theories as if they were facts. Certainly a lying spirit is liable 
nppifc nf Harkiipcc HkrlncPil 'c0 c°m vt0 an\otus; 511°-ve ^nd ^esi?ise lies’ yet 1 have been 
uCvUyUj valftllCoo vloUUduu ' among liars,embodied rind disembodied—who has not? . - 

■ ;2-,., Teach Spirit Obsession, ihe Demonism of the Ages, to judges, lawyers
-• TiijS’.'yvork'jevOtes special attention | policemen, physicians-and other persons who can heal the thousands 
to'AWwlar-.Confession and its rela- now in prisons, asylums and hospitals in the United States of America ; 
flons-to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, • . Boston Maw " ' ' '’ ATtoiM w
monasteries, morality and civil and ro-1 ■ston’i'-ss'- ’ ■ ; AUBINF. HILL, Jr
ligious-liberty.. -It is intended to be ans»
embodiment: of facts and documentary 
evidence, at thepernlcious influence of 
the*confeBslonal;v<• trenchant showing 
up o£:HomanlStn,';base<r upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro 
maoism; '•■Cloth, 76 cents.

“NO BEGINNING.”
Ari Excellent Work for 
, Thinkers.

fl I

X

ON CREDIT
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S CLOAKS ANO SUITS. 
Men's, Boys' and Children's Sults and Over
coats direct from our factory to tho wearer at 
factory prioos.oash or easy monthly payments.

- Wotrasthonestnooplolocatedlnairpartsof 
the world, write for freo catalogue.

CENTURY MFC. GO
Dept <038

; THE NEW-LIFE, (
By Leroy Barrier. .An eminently suggestive 
work,’of'excellent tendencies;* treating ol the 
mind's relations to the physical organism, anq 
the power of thought in »he upbuilding 'of 
health and character. Olofhr^l. , , '

: Comments on Cteesls, . Exodus, Levltiojs, 
Numbers and Deuteronomy, by .Elizabeth Cady 
Stantom.LlUlo, Dbvereux Rinke; -Rev.jPhcKs 
Hanaford, Clara Biwlok Colby, Ellen Battellb 
Deltrlok; Mrs. Laslsa Southworth, UrtsUlaN. 
Geatefeld, and FraaclsE Barr. - - . -

East St Louis. III.

THEWOÍWS BIBLE.-PARTII.
; Judges; King«, Bfopkotaand Apostlek; Com

menta on Weld and-Mew Testaments, from 
■ JoahnaxoaoVelsilaBU'.Tho comments aro keen, 
hrigSit, spicy. fn&oSant, tho work of radical 
tìsffikwawfeei sta tatoront of tue higher 
¿rMlom-' TOWits noñs doll page to either^

This book, "No Beginning,” Is by 
WlUlatn-H. Maple. The Arena says ot 
It; "The argument Is unanswerable. 
The book will at once appeal to .tho ron
ton ot every reader, and leave him 
Dore . amazed, than ever at the preva
lence of the theory of Creation.” The

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought says: “We found It 
full ot glltteting thoughts for thinkers, 
and’the very death warrant ot Chris
tian enga&gtlDia ibta^upon Its

: "Cosmtait Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and rclected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, , for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. - This volume. meets ,• a public 
want;- ■ It comprises 258 choice selec
tions.;^ poetry and music, embodying 
the bigbest moral Sentiment, and free 
teem o sectariaa^m. -Price 60 cents.

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest- ; 
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By Ji - ; i 
fi. Hnrrlngtou. A pamphlet containing •. . j 
70 pages of racy reading. Price 
cents. - <

"Hatuly Eloctrlcal Dictionary.” A' 
practical handbook of reference, eoft> --S 
talnlng definitions of every used - -
ful spirituality. Price 81. “ -■

byniail.il
CnipUt.nl


chigaQO; ilU JjM I' iQQ5. ‘
Let us tovefóur&use

and dare ,to avocate its

expan4¿..^Gfe fapidly/

the earth have been unfolded and brought to perfee-
- • ■

5 earth a new meaning and interpretation. . In India 
S they are still looking for the last Buddha. Yet when

life? ’

.31

IjJroinise tl^'n they know. But sometimes a babe is to 
wing .a reformation, a regeneration, a new light, a 

/„vlf-saerifiee, a something that shall uplift the house-

ford to raise an tesye'; 
of thia paper, with its Í 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE.,

were tremblings in each mother’s heart as to who 
' might be the chosen one for that wonderful life that

X /Avas to appear.; There are Jews who are still looking' :

Many children are born that are not wanted, that 
Are.hottehrists.nor apyHii»’^< * ' ' ............

SPIRITUALISM IS /V TRUTft.

YOU ÇANNOT AF-iïljc Wijrtefiibr Ùljinker.
One truth is clear-whatever is, is 

, nt.” Pope. . ' " 
“I long to. know the truth hereof at 

inlarge.” Shakespeare. _ 
sip “Let us make truth catching instead 
be«f falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll, 

“Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.'’ Coler

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of thé iron,” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
fortruth.” Lucretius.

truth an4 deirry fraud. ; 
If we haye the p&re it 
cannot be destroyed in ; 
the cruciijle fesoh ; 
and fairdiscussion, It :

SEND YOUR SUB. | 

scription,in at once, I 

and keep pace with : - 
ail that Is transpir- ! 
Ing in the ranks. - ; \

............ i NO. 789

TRÜTHr ISríMPERIéH’/VBLE.
“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7.
“Truth crushed to,earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant.
“To have truth and not live it is like

will :6hlyv thHv^^and i having lungs and refusing to breathe.” 
expan(b..^c^e Hpidly/1 1 “ However unwillingly a person who

: humanity.every ^hild is valuable; that this 
; deformed soWs,’valuable, this blind daughter is val
i uable.' It leads'you to'know the light of truth.
' Heritage is.iiot only in the line of sanitary science, 

is.not only in:the line pf the “survival of the fittest,” 
unless it leaves the Infinite to judge which is the fit

’ test,’not- you nor the doctor, but the Infinite Love that 
sends the blind child to your dwelling that you may 
know how to see: who ‘ ‘ having eyes see not. ’ ’ The

has. a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion,may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed , 
¡t will be. held as a dead dogma, not ai 
living truth.”. John Stuart Mill. .

generations will sweep the tides of life, and love, and 
someWhere and sometime in the appointed day and 
hour, that life will appear. ,

You are making preparation, though you do not 
know it. Even in the striving there is preparation; 
for after the war comes the great reaction for peace. 
For this great sixth preparation for the Christ Child 
the world has yielded up its treasures, the merchan
dise and treasures of all nations have been flowing to 
this western world, Every nation has yielded the 
best products of its intelligence. The great stores of

Discourse Spoken through Mrs. Cora L. V-.-Richmond, Chicago, Dec. 18,1904. sbui-iife brings through the deformed child, through 
'ri.;.;, ’ ; riri ?ri *’**.'.;?*.// ;'.*/ riri....ri,., .ri ri . ri- . . - ri' ri ... the imbecile babe something that tells of the greatdi-

• “ A chiid shall be bbi'n, and'his name shfliibe called ri The Mother-God is to have a voice in the hew rejig- promise, tha^ love is all. . • . ««« ««« u>vuB«>v ™
" .......... . . .......... Now tlie world is hungering and thirsting (mad, tion; all art, science and cultivation have laid thqir

cruel and steeped m worldliness, and the prison tributes- upon the altar of this great New Century 
doors are closed), ;®nd the great whisperings of life that is to be born. And, lo! the Christ Child waits in 
are beret hat¡tell of the New Birth, of the New Prom-, the far wavering heavens, in the clear lines of light 
ise, of the New Child that is to be born to the coming that are vibrating along the sky, among the angels 
generations of the earth. Ihe, child that will not.be an(i archangels that know th.at life that is to be. In 
your magnified self, the child that will .not be loved the hills or valleys, or in the temple of Osiris, wher- 
beeause it. is like.;you,; but the child that bears the ever the great prenatal life is heldthe sacred day and 
great heritage uuto the'souls of men. ; . hour is known.
TO<SCrA ?'tOir<- “ thC ™S'a; * You know the time from astronomers when the re

. . ...., .... ------------------------ _ .... Ch™,t splendent orbs will appear in the heavens, when Arc
ri toforealife is to appear. Isis in the far; Orient held ■ near another world, they hear 'a voice, 'hear the mes- c“.“di ri'10. *^ease» tbe prepared tl]rug W-H j. - t t)ie lheavens with its wonderful

in Egypt’s wondrous shrine the symbol of the life that sage as Mary heard when Elizabeth saidi “Blessed “neaSe- .■.-The enriy phristian fathers had an illuminar flnnje- and'the far distant spaces when the North 
5 was to be, and the great Mother-secret slumbered,in art thou among women;” so the great voice of the Dir tl„°^ onca JU a whde^ .and the regular. Apostolic line star gleams the brightest, when Ursa Major will be 
Wher heart such time as Osiris, looking from the heav- vine Mother speaketh unto the earth ' ¿t' this hour. d^oent,-,ls„n^'?r;?l1 “®.C.* %B°me, nor in seen> g0 ¿|0 those who clasp the cen-

■ens, touched her brow with the wonderful knowl- There is ho lessening of the Father’s voice, there is rid ■ e Church of England,, but in the Church of God turjes as you c]asp but the moments, who know the 
¡edge, and out of this came Horus who gave unto the lessening of wisdom because love prevails. ; , J - F- - • • ’ - - 

U earth a new meaning and interpretation. . In India This is a preparation that has been made many, 
3 they are still looking for the last Buddha. Yet when many times : Such time, as said before, when the He- 
J Ziddartha came in the wonders of the night his brew mothers leaned toward the voices of the proph-

(..-.A-OllUU! ................ „

Eifimanuel. ” ! . ion. The Madonna of afl. history, lias been veiled like
7i Thc earth ever groaneth and. yearneth for the new Isis ¡ denied like Mary and held back. But the Gbd- 

’Kirtli. When the seeds liaVe beeri harvested they hold mother and the God-father dwell’ together in the great 
the prophecy of that which is to be. Nature while temple of light. ’Friega from the. halls of Valhalla 

.she seems asleep is carefully sheltering, in the silence reigns'with Odin, Isis was equal to Osiris in the great 
. of the:darkness and her wintry mood the great secret wonder working of creation. ' /
of the re-birth. . . It is because of this that here is much preparation

From the halls of Valhalla Friega cometh forth at now for the Christ Child. Not only the prophets of 
the appointed time bearing the life of the blossom, Judea who declared the Christ of Nazareth, but 

-apd bearing.,souls that are to be bom.in the human prophets all over the world who somewhat have 
■¿ state, Out of the halls of Odin from;the,great here- learned as they listened’on the boundaries th&t are.

i mother held the great mystery of the Bivine Promise ets arid wondered when the Child would appear. £a^tl.er cnoieest; ; tor long years tney work
f that was to come to earth, the great, wonderful mys- Such tiipe as when iii the Orient the mbther bT Zher- and 'wat“ “J®.>■ , 8t■ PJi'tect ti’uit.ap-
4tery of the Reconcilement of Sorrow. - dhest belield the glory aiid splendor of'Ormiizd ¿nd paars’. Ihe ChrLSt Chill is a branch of the true, vine; 
L Along the hills of Palestine, such time as the Chil- ' " ------- - ‘ - . - - . -------
e dren of Israel had wandered away' from the great 
V primal truth and had gathered up the symbols of 
*' Egypt arid the idolatries of Babylon, and the mysteries 
jb.of the world, they were promised prophets, and there

4-U« ^.. 2. T\1 .1- k TT _ • - lunw UB yuu V1UBU UL1L Ultt lUUHieUUS, WHO KttUW Uie
UPrho Christ rhflrKri net an -loeUlent not* the w cycles «8 you know the days, perceive and extend, this 

The Christ Uhuii is not an accident, is not the re- • . • ■ , :■,,suit of mere huniiinicohditions. For long years the The hopes are already . here, the
faithful followers of tho vineyard prune, and cut, andgather the choicest fruit; for long years they wbrk of «»8 mighty prom-
nnd ind «aft Lniii nt thn\,B..'fnnt fv.dt .C «9* are those who have reached an attainment 

anfl understand the twilight that is needed for this 
perfect life. ■ . _■uiicBv me gwry uuu auivnuur at vrmuza auu % . . n - 2 ? - , ,, ; , '

the world seemed lighted* up with the fórégleams’of pruning mated Hyes ap- ■*,.■ jt controlled bv Mammon it has little place
His comine Such time as when' still further arid Pear unconscious to themselves, as .hoses that hlpqm,*. *K .contonea py mammon, it nas iitue piacenis coming. cucii time as wnen still xurtner. ana . . „arden Or in¡¿s Withe stream- thev bear tlmt ln tlie cernai world, but, nevertheless, in its saered-more remote the greàtïïemetic secrets were unveiled , v ,\ fe“rl*mn or iiii<.s.yy wc stream tney ocui ness and beantv it bears the ereat message of the 
and the mysteries'óf life'were revealed that gave beautiful chdd, that we^rit this dl^ beats the great message ot the
nntn the earth the first «tnmnnf hnmnri neienne perhaps no' One kROWS from the line of desceijt. ' And .^nriBl, V1111U. -, • ■

Now in the recurrence of these great cycleswhenMíe nt the present, jmi^ ps . Nmv^dien youhhall celebrate in the/symbol of the
winter time is urion the earth not the wintertime of tbero Was m Judea, theyeds a Nazareth, or thpre is.a : W;thp. advent of Jesus of Nazareth it means more

. „ .......    _ single season, nSt tlie.winter’time of a smalfijr'eyde,.
.■ ri for'.the Great Anointed One and there are others who. but the great, deep, dark winter, time of the cycle, AV°rJi*r.ep?rij g^at 18 ^/^ri'ím-iri^fhni'is hrin-hteri hv* vnnr nrio^rnt^n'

Qbelikve lie has come in the manifold 'forms of great when enlightened nations make deepest warj when }y^ere,_hope’ ;Pr,°P|ie^s’ ,seer?. «fL j u p Sunce ministiatipn,
/ human purpose and progress. * . ... enlightened natibhs bear deepest critiibri ¿gainst their' Í8 ^?resB10?\“■'>*W^t P ’ i P or1-,comfort tlia-\ you
j : There is a Great Other life looked for. The expect- fellow men, when the world has'gone madTníhe pür- the man asflstanc?

ant ones are uporithe hill-tops, the New Light touches suit of Mammon, the light along thchills gleams with w¿]* Wmanie¿Life. . _ ■■ ■ s. -V , „n aif .W^°_Dred
V their.brows with something that is afar off. “There a rgrer glow upon leaf and tree, arid¿the* flowerdoubt it? Then why look into the baby’s eye? ^^dybe .assisted, all of this is preparation

>. tli5e, Cimists many and Lords many,” but for thé true more perfectly tinted, and death has been lost in the BrCat ''B°Of 'Ww" ' J8- ’ * ri-ri- ri tt ,. ..... '™ , '■
, ¿..siChrist and the real Lord there is ever''gréât prépara- greater victory of the new revealmerit.. And across doubtnt. . ¿ fhenw’• w gre^u^^uNin^ gr^thuu the lin Tplstbi,
W tion. * ■, r the barriers oLti™° the:shiri'^'xiiiz “«hoes majd^vith sch<j? l with^thical;.tliought'

then—---*nn-TTOTaj*TOi ibve appears. Not . Hearts aï^Riokïîîg^^wonderful new ¿ ^tt’'Y^-*,¿.^^eri’w^y:,atetheaelbít/jd6¿lS;ridbal:statc; theSeíar.eyproph6cies; and the day and the
uol‘11 lu hate,-in misery, in shadow, in dawn; Eastward and Westward, wheresoever the P’aped* before you continually,aindwhx do* you.appeal; horir that, yoii look'iriib-^áhhild’s'fáep arid‘recognize1.

frondhnelL and. pride, but even these bring greater lives are found that 
. - . T-MrtWiinzx 4-l*.£-rx 4-liAir IrnAW 1Í114- cAinni-imna n KaVi/i icj 4"/I Tll*nn11 AOXF ‘ Tirt Î 1+ /»?

/ - I-' *11*- M- .; * -..
A CASE OF OBSESSION'.

—j

*0

•rliere is only one way to explain the : 
condition of mind of the Rev. Robbins 
of the Institutional Church of Clncin-. 
nati. He is obsessed by the spirit of < 
Jeremiah, the old prophet who Went 
wailing, lamenting and warning people 
against terrible disasters which never 
came. The people of the doomed city 
have provoked his ire and he turns the 
wrath of God agaln-t them.

“It matters not what may be the opin
ions of men as to whether punishment 
for the awful sins of a city shall come 
in the deterioration of the morals of 
the people, or physical afflictions, or de
struction of property by fire, or wind, 
or water, or earthquake, the indisput
able fact remains that all through sa
cred and profane history God has used 
all these elements in the wjping out of 
entire cities and. the destruction • ot 
millions of people because of their wick
edness. What he has done in the past 
he will do In the future; what he did to . 
the cities of the plains he may do to the 
cities of the Miami valley; what he did 
in Nineveh he may do in Cincinnati. 
By fire,-water, wind and earthquake he 
has visited physical punishment upon 
the .people in the past and may again in 
the future.”

A pleasant sort of a God, this of Rev. 
Robbins, who finding himself unable to 
govern mankind, gets angry and wipes 
cities and nations from the face of the 
earth! Robbins appears to know all 
about him. He has consulted him—or 
shall we infer that God has consulted 
Robbins? The city on the Ohio is 
doomed! The only matter of doubt is 
how the destruction will come, by “fire, 
y/ater, wind, or earthquake." An ex
ample Is to be made of this city, not 
because it is worse than other cities, 
but because Robbins has told his God 
about it and been informed that the 
city would be “wiped out.” Cincinnati 
may be a desperately wicked place, but 
there are thousands of good people 
.therein. There are at least fifty thou- 
Band children too young to have greatly 
sinned. What u bloodthirsty monster 
the, being that would engulf all these 
In flood or fire! .'

In what, century are we? The light 
of the twentieth is supposed to fall over 
the world but In this dark corner- of a 
greát city there is the darkness of the 
Middip Ages. • By pome unknown power 
this man Robbins, who’ should have ap
peared/» earth a thousand years ago, 
was laid by and is now thrust on this 
age in which he is as out of ¿place as a 

Ttahj-Yeeted.-niumniyr--:—^ ’'.' s’.— 
'¿Théré tyas a timé when such doleful^ 
preqictipns alarmeil-the people; !There* 
Was a. time when the preachers wer> 

.believed to be God’s exponents. Hap
pily, that-time has gone by. -
. Not a citizen will sleep less soundly, 
or be moved to "change of heart" by 
the wail of Robbins. The press report 
his. sermons as it does all sensational i 
rot, and the people smile at its absurd
ity.. •

. The day when to prove himself a God
man, the pretender must fake prophecy.1 
has passed. The fogs of Ignorance 
have been rolled back by the light ot 
knowledge. ■

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

t are touched ’ by . the flame.-.- oL Picse'ldeals,.in UP ?£ f110 fut^. m°u.the image i>f the Divine, that you seek as little chil-
prophecy. Lo! it comes up in wonderful, golden J* • V^Uiéri^... ■ .ri 'i1 _ . . - ; . . ■ ... ,-dren tljg. per feet shrine of perfect love; the day and 
gleams of promise. Notwithstanding there, be wate, You do riót doubt itfïoi? whether you seek ifcby ÿà-, tjie hour that you turn unto that wonderful promise 
millions are looking for peace ; notwithstanding* the terial ways in thé gréai*'evolution of soeiabseiétìce, you become as one of these prophets of peace, as one 
millions*:X;.t are released from earth ‘life ’ by. thp whether you seek it by<;solving ethical' prd'hlefiis/Of these bearers of “glad tidings.”

m» <u» uvu n<uM«u,* Krupp aria'Gatlihg guns thè world i/turning tó. thé through intellectual^methods, ivhetlier you seeleit-by *- * Nbt the fame of the Salvation Army, but the work 
jvìarenot ennsts.nor apyuijvi*;of wonder, but still they, olive branch of peace. Even those who diè in thè act revelation ór some.‘làrgeÿiinoral wonder thàt. ihfo.bè. it dbès in lives. Not in the notoriety that has come 
plbear a message. Mriiy^iuine as messengers who are of warfare are laying thè foundation ' for ìhè P0£fc® : y^ónglit in the^oHd, you aiff looking for the nowefrifo ilyll’ House, but the love for humanity that it has 
¿ hot known until their lips are sileht and their waxen of nations. From Siberia the voice’ that kindles ré- infi 0,rf Luuianit^inj.ò thè perfect Christ, child, incorporated. There is not anything that can be said 
/faces look-like theljale flowers that -have -fallen monstrance and revolution looks fonvard to the solu- 4ri<i the. world,will P;ofT(fpk in vain. . ' ri? ; Yor or against a movement itself, but for a movement

;û{asleèp, and the great wonders that they brought wfe tion of the problems that make for peace. . Albeit, the MagiAnh krtew-when they came frpm the ;th'at works silently in and through human lives, prov-
TÏiavë from the skies. , ’ After the storm cometh!. the calm.* The morning .far East, when theÿ'fôllôwèd the symbolic, guidance, 'ing that the gfeat Madonna of all life, the Mother
ri?: All children in a measure bear a ehrist message;’does not succeed-thenetting of the’ sun, but after,the . that sacred star that'Séant theGhrist Child, aSdJhey, loveh’as tóuched the hearts of Earth’s children. The 
Tlâll children are not Christs, but He said, “ Of such is^night ,is the morning, and the world is’in thé deêpèst/said that, “this -life felli be thè.óne that shall give.to, mothèr-hèart worshiped in the household, the mothèr- 
rif.the kingdom of heaven.” "of that night now, the world is in the shadow of that ‘ ihe world the/diviiieSesèàgè,” they;linew-that it was heart remembered.and revered in later years, making
.? ; There is a sacredness, a silence, a mystery in the winter nojv. The great cycles are .whispering to the Love. And yet, ihkrfeaf.'worild 'come. They; knew the man-child and* the woman-child turn back to the 
' unfolding of that which is the tendeac^fegjlzdearirót...sleeping germs, tò thé wonderful blossoms of the .new ; that.it feas a.;Child^f^ç^;anâ; yet,’ that there wòuld mother and wish she were again baek in her old place 

inhuman lives: the greàt promise. Yet tn® afe wo-, morning, to the great Star Of thé:*ìiefe rèvealinent, to ¿be- striving."* They* l&éfeithàt* thé stamp of-Éêavenly. so that he or she might love her more and appreciate 
> men who would kill their children. There afe fathers tlie resurrection that is to follow death when the’New :LoVe would be placedti^on this life. ■ -, ■* her better. ’
;. who; do not want.them. There is a custom in the Life is to appear. -■ ri ’ - - ’ Oh! the péóple'feiiùiid^eiCfirist CHild; ànd all of its Now that the Mother-God has taken her place be
-;* world that (prenatally) destroys babes. . ; The Christ Child will come;, the babes will have à peace, all .of its lovClihless, all of its paradise bf side the Father-God that the Light of the World may 

The great heart-throb of. nations waits for the voice and protest in the new revealment; "that* every : bloom, but‘they wânLiÎ in the midst of their selfish^ be Complete, there Will be no nation under the sun 
Christ-child that shall plead for all children : .The child is as valuable in the Infinite Love as every other ness arid pride’ and.wÓfÌdlirièsè. They will not first where the mother and the father will hot dwell side 

ri children of the slums; the children of the ghetto; the child. Not the çhildrèn of kings, not priricek and ; take care óf’theif.^aràdìsé aridbloom, within the soul, by side in the hearts of the people; nonation in which 
“ children of the Jew, the Gentile and the Christian; princesses darigléd/ûpori thè knee for royalty’s sake, -There ai-e rid lilies;in< the gardens of God excepting the halls of lesislation will not have the mother voice 
/ the children of the East and the ÌÌYest, the children not ’those feared in pâlàcesof luxury withthousands, ithosethat you plant oh. earth. ■ He doèshotset apart,rithe same as the f/her vóieè; ho nation in which 
Ï óf the Brown men, and-the Yellow men and the White - and millions to spend in théir rearing aridpampefing, qS He' did fri the’bègiririing (in the symbolic Eden).‘ a courts of justice, ( - called, yvill not have the mother 
;Vriienand the Negro; the Great Life that.shall plead.as but.this child, this one that-is thrust away.’ by--..the jm.d and peòplèto/étyóu theeopy and show you the-pleadirig with love for her child as the father pleads 
/ria babe.for every babe that comes irito the world ; that heartless mother or cruel fathef,?tbis one that is\v (ft ,way.. That is hot Wdàter 'waÿ. The great Work of for justice. So the great light of love will infuse itself 

■ shall talk inthe halls of legislature aboutchild labor; an orphan at your door, -this one that you have gyn- ■ ■ « ’ .. .. .................. ...
/-’ that shall go'down into the mines, into the mills, into ered up out ofthe slums. ;:This is the voice ’

the. nations.

TO
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" .SPIRIT POWER MANIFESTED.

I am often dumfounded and bewil
dered at the: wonderful powers of the 
spirit world. ’'When conditions are 
proper, there is no telling what spirits 
of the other side can do. I will relate 
■to, you some of my late, experiences, 
which I am sure will interest many of 
your readers, . astonish some, while

Wonderful Manifestations Occurring 
With G. H. Walser. . ■

ai

THE PATHWAY.

NaturaTlaw, bf tlie gehesisof human life andsthe un- into the government, into halls of -legislation, into 
----- ....... „ . . .. . . . . ... * - • zV* .- '-folding:bf huinari bein^'riiust all be.by processes of hallsof the administration of justice, until at last the 
the factories, iritb the slums and make a great and imbue human life m the world. The ehild-F $that this unfoldnient ffb^W}thin. . ■ . : great part of the people will fie readv and when the
Wonderful appeal to the mothers and fathersjiin all was-put away among the Spartans because-orphysL.'. Sucb time;as;Ijvgs'brejready beneath the.- great Christ-child is born all these prophecies will find ftil- 
, ’ ’ . . - . cal imperfection™•'. JThe,-grpat; lesson of thb; resurrected toufeh of this infinite' flairiu; down through successive fillment in the divine Humanity.

Wonderful Manifestations

fij/many will disbelieve entirely, as is al- 
1*1 ways the case when the relation of phe
nomena Is presented to the public.
n On 1110 27th of last March, my wife 
blrfind I stopped over in Pittsburg, Kans., 
clyawaltlng for an Incoming car to take us 
t:/to.Galena, Kans., to attend an inniver-. 
: nary of Spiritualism. While, waiting 

for dinner at the hotel, my wife missed 
a five-dollar bill she had with her. Wo... . ■ ... - ■

. made every search we thought neces-. 
sary to find It, but to no purpose, and 
gave It up as gone for goo_d. I handed

: < her another five dollars and we went on
, our journey.

About three weeks ago my spectacle 
ease was missing. We_ searched the

! house over, but no use. A day or two

missile by us. We looked to ?», who 
it was that threw, at .us, and couu-see 
no one. Bang came:' another, which 
fell in the buggy at our feet; We 
found on picking it-up that it was a 
piece of coal cinder, yet there was .no 
one to be seen who could have.thrown 
the cinder. ■

We went home and in the evening, as 
it was our. custom; held our family cir
cle. We hold a family circle every 
Wednesday, evening, and family com
munion every Sunday, morning at 10. 
On going-into the seance room, on the 
center table,.m plain view, was my lost 
spectacle case. I picked it up, showed 
it to my wife,.and.laid it down and 
went, with Her Into the cabinet. A 
voice came to her, saying, "Open".that 
case." I asked "Must I do it now?” 
The reply was, ‘.‘Yes.” I did so, and to 
my surprise,,on the inside thereof was 
the identical five-dollar bill my wife 
lost In Pittsburg eight months betpie. 
Of course we were astonished. Thu 
next morning,-on the same center 
table, in plain view lay my wire nippers, 
and in a-day or.two afterwards, on tlie 
side-b^ard, in. pliin view, wps my wife’s 
missing.thimble. ■

■ We now conclude that the coal cin
ders were thrown at.us by spirit forces, 
because I. had-gone to the extra - ex
pense and trouble to buy another spec- 
facie case when mine was not lost; or 
simply.,Jo- demonstrate io us spirit 
power under proper .conditions.

MOURNING TURNED TO GLADNESS.

Some. Helpful. Spiritual -Experiences 
■ Related.

: A liberal man lives by liberal means, 
and so does a broad-minded paper, like 
¡The Progressive Thinker, that takes in 
'all suffering humanity. In. all religions 
millions have lived and -died with the 
-hope ot something better beyond this 
vale of tears; pain, sorrow and .suffer
ing. If it were not so, this life is not 
;worth living. : .
:. Is not this earthly career a place for 
discipline? ... - -

. Ab man does, so is .his soul nt deatb. 
Souls that: are i tainted- ¡with - sin and 
crime on the earth plane, >when enter
ing the spirit -world,' mil's toe purified by 
spirit influence ot a high order before 
entering the celestial clime with; the 
pure and good. \ It ma^ tdke- time to 
change stubborn spirits. St. Paul says 
that he; was caught: up to . the tliird 
heaven; and saw things H;hat it was not 
lawful for.-him to utter. ;

talking with Jesus, in the presence of 
three apostles who were witnesses.

Investigators of the truth take evi
dence from the bible, or out of it. The 
old bible, and new testament are full of 
evidences where angels talked- with 
men, and visions were common every-

HEALING BY MESMERISM BEAL.

Henry HotchnerSo Declares to Meeting 
of Theosophical Society.

• .
-i afterwards a large wire nippers, weigh
ring: at least two pounds, was missed 

from where I had been using it. About 
sf year ago my wife lost a . keepsake 
thimble.- Needing my spectacle case „„„u .__ . . ,, I went to Liberal, ‘a half a mile - There could-havb been no trick 

and bought another case. • Qn. luaycd.on us from the.fact that .we .were 
home, my wife was with mw'Ih the only persons IMhe house. ,

. That “great is tlie mastery,':o£ godli
ness/** and we read- furthpiv;:lhat'* we 
shall all be changed;. •/. y ' ' ’ ■

"In a moment, in the'.twlpkilng of an 
_ eye.” etc. For this ^corruptible .must
Do we not have to surmount dlfllcultlFS, °“ ,fth^thfe mortal
hardships, trials, disappointments, dis- I“'?®- pat °? /.,/ .

................................ ■ All persons interested fin spiritual 
thought, should study file '15th chapter 

  "IjMhfr I&ul was a 
great spiritual teache'r’; I :./■/ . .

It was difficult-foriSJMt ofHhe apos
tles to understand ibe'.'sublihie spirit
ual doctrines- ó£ • -thè »JÌIrèat -Teacher.

-The transfiguration'-qt Jesus, was a 
“And 

after six -days JesjJB.-&i[thiwith him 
Peter, and Jataes 'arid ,'johnf ,ànd *lead- 
eth them up |nto a. lil^i mouritatn 
apart by themBOlvesHnd-fte’was trans
figured before ,thegiJ;-Atid- Ills raiment 
became shining «xJeéfitrig ^whiter aa 
fjnow so as riu/frilles on*, earth* ‘can 
white-them.**.<Arid, there i^pearefl unto 
them Ellas.with.-Moses;

_ In his lecture before the Kansas Glty 
where. The orthodox people evade the branch of the Theosophical Society, 
truth by saying that the days of visions' Sunday evening, in their rooms in the 

' ‘ ‘ Bayard'Bullding,.1214 Main street, Mr.
Henry Hotchner-of New York, spoke on 
“Healing." He said in part:

-. "That it is possible to cure disease by 
superrphyslcal means, and that there is

and miracles- are past, 
they be?
; Human nature is the 
the ancients. All that 
right conditions of soul 
the true believers.

Why should

same as with 
is needed . is 
culture with

*

ease of all -kinds, and thq change called 
death, that we may appreciate kappl-" - ........... -
ness and love throughout ,thef „cpming of I. Corinthians, as-J3i 
ages of eternity? 1 > ’ ’ - great snirittml teacho

Nothing but a- narrow-minded bigot' 
can think or teach eternal burning or 
punishment hereafter. Christ’s relig
ion was dll Ipve anjl forgiveness, and ____ ______o„.
he had'received his authority from the spiritual marilfestatiMf?’’! 
All-Father-Mother. fiis tbachlng^..were after six -days Jesjjg &
pure and simple, but -prlqst&fino* 
doubt put In many interpolations!to 
create fear in the minds of the people.

When, his disciples asked him If they 
should forgive seven times, his-answer 
was seventy tlnies seven, whjch .means 
unlimited forgiveness to all. • '

All mankind are born Into the world 
as imperfect human beings,-apd they 
cannot reach perlection-av--a/ singlo 
bound; so it will take ages ip/the^n- 
ture to reach ■ full develop men t.'.'Th'O 
seen and the unseen' teadh us that.God

1 In the year 1892, we burled my father, 
who had during his long and religious 
life, implicit faith in the invisible 
forces, as our angel .friends. He passed 
from earth In the month of June, and 
during the month of August following, 

,wife and I had a-son, just past one 
year old, follow his grandfather to the 
spirit life beyond the borderland. ' 

i Father and mother were living in our 
home, and we. were, caring for them. 
The double affliction, in so short a time, 
made a very'sorrowful impression upon 
my mind,, and I sought comfort in deep 
mourning and weeping. But my sorrow 
was soon turned to joy. During ' the 
evening twilight of the day the baby 
was burled, wife and I retired to our 
lied'In that state of soul anguish famil
iar to those who have-parted with loved

talking ijlth Jesus. _Api 
swered and said to Jesus î

idi they were 
Pe.ter, àn-

‘Master, it is

. . • : * * ■ . — - -- ,. ... . r *- . •,. . . ■. « ■
@0. buggy. When crossing the rail- - ' . a,£|. WALSER.

whiz! there came some klnâte? a J . ,<

-Arri ..rjïïri:_ T_________ iA__ £__ j._ ______ li__

three tabernadCsr
- ------------------ -------one for Njcffl^rfiiVi 

is universal spirit, and-Uhat, W^are.a.hewlBt notwhot-J 
part of the eternal mlfld and creation sore afraid.', 
ef the universe, so that nothing'wn be '
lost. ••' ■ • •

All spirits must return to their crea- 
for,,who Is all in all .that tW snay be-

some truth in the assertions of the stu
dents of hypnotic therapeutics, mesmer
ism. and mental healing, can no longer 
be doubted by anyone who investigates 
these phenomena without prejudice and 
with a sincere desire to get at the facts.

: "Tlie more intelligent students of hyp
notic therapeutics are coming to realize 
that thev must return to the teachings 
of Mesmer, the great- physician who 
wrought such wonderful cures in the 
middle of the eighteenth century, for a 
iuller understanding .of these finer 
forces, for they are beginning to recog
nize that it is dangerous to use the hyp
notic trance and that far more effective 
work can be done without it. -.Mesmer
ism, or animal magnetism, is that treat
ment which uses the vital magnetic 
fluid which courses through every hu
man and'animal body. The strong and 
healthy man possesses much .of It, the 
weak and sickly man very little, and itones on such, occasions. All at once, 

chHd is by transferring some rif bis surplus^ro^* vitality,'by the use of will power, ‘that’Va iindirtT vitality,'by tne use or will power, thatÄ’nnnnT wlhAnltheimesmerist, or heajer, removes dis- 
thrnn ÌQhftrni*f»Làa,‘'Ana..ffr,ì 1 - JHluQr 111)011-tufi TiSúL. híHíliniT thft: ITI- • ,. ... . . * ... _

looked aroíiaá't 
any more/sKve 
selves." Z'

,Mobea aad ® 
earth Joni betel

w . fkiho/.mnn I'’ >meBiueriBL, or neajer, removes ais-flint bv thtf hand on>thH°1lPttS Mse antl brlnE8 about health. The ef- 
Xirlflnrt hnriip.? wm Wnotfn^' fectiveness of a boaler depends on the

± length and purity of hfs body, and 
* very largely on the purity of his

a^rfll 883 ^ritual nature. - It is bo- i*’**tijBt Christ wrought his cures In 
..TT. ’r J» ««»' «amMh- .The best book on this

Batfeaale of Meataw-

4 " •’

"Where yonder cold white marble 
gleams, ;

She still must slumber. God knows 
best.” —Ella Wheeler Wilcox. | 

Flowery paths are waiting for you, I 
, Waiting tor your feet to tread, / 

They lead your footsteps o’er the sdd, 
Where some have placed their dead.

The mourning crape, the deep black 
woe. 

The sobbing, bated breath, 
Still turns the key that'locks the door, • 

And holds you down to death.
So walk along up high, my child, 

And hold the lantern, too, x
That other feet may mount the steps, 

And walk along with you. i '
That other hearts bereft of kin, < 

In this wild World of ours, ;
May shun . the mouldering ways of 

death, .
And walk among the flowers. u 

MRS. S. A. VAN BLARCOM. '
Lily Dale, N. Y.

DECEMBER. |

Ahoy! December! where away,
Thou last hailed ship of all the year. 

And art thou nearing day by day, 
' Thy_snowy harbor of good cheer?
Full many a blessing didst thou bring, 

Thy cargo was from source divine.
Health, good will, plenty, thou didst 

■ fling
With lavish hand^ along the line.

And if some sorrows, in thy hold
Were darkly stored, and storms swept 

. o’er,. _ -
You counted each as grains of gold, ■ 

Well ' meant to chasten, those who 
■■ .. bore. . . ■ ' .
Thou’rt drifting fast, good-bye, \goodi

■ bye; . ■*
You’ll1 soon be ’yond my sweeping

■ glass; » •'
Wo two are voyagers, you and I, 

And ne’er again this way will-.pass.
■ -■ EVA E. AMES.

So. WallHngford, Vt. ,

"Besides a knowledge of ' the laws • 
that underlie these things, we: must jn- 
sist on good, strong, pure character, sb ‘ . 
that these higher forces may not bo 
used selfishly and harmfully. They are - 
entirely safe only when they are exer- ;. 
clsed for the benefit of others, and not ; 
in .one’s own interests, and this is the '* 
standard that we should evei* have in • 
mind. ■ . '

"That is why Theosophists devote ' 
themselves to living a right lite and - 

-helping their fellow men, for they real- , 
Ise that the development of a perfect • ' 
character-!« the object of evolution, and. '* 
that these /higher faculties, which are : 
latent.ih every one, will corrie to then -

W-netsW course of events/*
A .4 "¿i

that.it
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CHAPTER II.

house di<t, where' you would say, you 
were bornp his name is the same as 
your father’s and yours.”

A Thrilling Narrative of Experiences in the Spheres 
of Spirit Life, .

Ví.*'

Through the Hediumshlp of Dr. Hillard F. Hammond,
. _ _ . .

‘ CHAPTER 1.—Continued.
My teacher had, during this last con- 

Versatlon, changed her position to one 
Just ip the real- of Mrs. Phillips, and 
placing the tips of her fingers on the 
top at her head, a .tremor ‘ passed 
through the body of Mrs. Phillips,'and 
raising her hand as it in benediction, 
she said in a low and pleasing tone:

"My dear brothers and sisters of Aer, 
there seem to be many disquieting 
questions that arise, and ought to be 
answered, but you fail to seek tlie: 
causes for the perplexing questions 
that arise among you. My sister Julia 
has asked a question which she ought 
to be able to answer; but as she has 
asked, and my sister Phillips has re-
peated it In a way, perhaps it might be 

. well to advance some little information 
in regard to the question."

“Mrs. Phillips has got a' new ■ con
trol. Isn’t that splendid?” This was 
spoken by a lady in the meeting, who, 
up to this time had remained quiet. 
'During this interruption, Mrs. Phillips 

• had waited, while a tremor had passed 
through her body. She continued by 
eaying: ;

“Please do not jar the vibrations 
here; and we will try and, give you a 
little knowledge which you'all seem to 
seek.' '
. “As all sensitives are constantly in 
tlie vibrations of what you call èpîrits, 
¿hey must necessarily receive more or 
less of the conversation of the spirits; 
but usually such become positive to 
such influence; and while they many 
times do receive communications from 
friends and relatives, as they do not un
derstand the law governing such com
munications, it passes from them, as do 
the dreams of thfe night. And here-let 

. me inform you that a deep trance is 
identical with a deep sleep. So, in the 

' . same ratio as you remember dreams,, dq 
you receive the communications from 
your friends. , ■ ■

• . "To One who is not entranced, but’ is 
. 1 sensitive enough so that he, or she, as 

the case may be, can catch the vibra,
, tlons of the excarnated Individual, or is 

; impressed, as you term it, can, if they 
. will, rise above the inharmonious vi-

brations that surround them; or, in 
other words that you may fully under
stand our meaning, if they will fully 
control self, they may when they 
choose, come In close communication 
with any and all at any time.

- . “Sisters Julia and Phillips say they 
seldom receive anything from otherg;

• they do riot require it. They do not re- 
celve the essence, so to speak, that 

■ flows from spirit through them; and, if 
they will make the law of communica- 

/' tfon a study, and not be content to 
simply act as the instrument, they may 
in time not only become the medium 
for conveying pleasurable thoughts to 

’ others, but they may become, the spec
ulum, by which they may see all, and 
know all. that lies about them; of 
course they, and such as they, will be 
limited by their understanding.

"But, friends, you do not fully appre- 
elate the grand I opportunity that is 
yours.. You 'have entered the vestibule 

v of the mighty temple; there is no re
fs _’mu; inevitable, ' inexorable.

laW. Torces you on forever. The 
»-■’more you expand, or learn, while you 

reinain incarnate, the brighter will be 
your condition when you become ex
carnate. You—" /

. : “How inay this be done?” This was 
asked by the man who appeared so of
ficiously offensive—and it disturbed the 
wh'óle company.

• “By living nearer to the laws govern
ing the reproduction of form and life; 
that Is, by eliminating all extraneous 
things from self, either mental or phys
ical; and never allowing outside vibra
tions to interfere with your own; have 
little care tor what others may say or 

:. do,. Care for self, first, last, and all 
v the tiirie. You will, if you critically ex- 
.ih).amine yourselves, find you have enough 
J njo do; and if you will ever- keep your- 
\vor.-81i clearly before your own gaze, you 

-/.'iil have no time to criticise others. 
. li| this manner, mediums especially, 

b will expand, but it applies to all oth
ers as well; and If there he such a 
thing as compensation in the great be- 
ydnd, then that one who learns all that 
isipoflsible while passing through the 
experiences of the material sphere, will 
receive a diploma at théir graduation 
from, this sphere, which will assure 
them of a position in the next, where ho 
more óf thè hampering conditions of 
material will ever again cause à regret 
to rise in them.” • '

. -Mrs. Phillips stopped speaking, ’ and 
iriy teacher removed her 'hands frpjtf | 
her head, and again the tremor passed 
through Mrs. Phillips; she passed her 
hands downward over her face several
inesJ and leaned her face on her 
ands\ while her elbows rested on the 
tibie, and a sob escaped her. The com- 
lany remained quiet for a few minutes, 
hen. the officious gentleman arose arid 

"aised the flame of the light and said:
- .J “Whiit seems to be the trouble with

you, Mrs. Phillips?”.
• It was several minutes before she an

swered; when she did. It was in a very 
subdued voice, and deliberate speech: 
; “Friends, what has been said In the

. last few minutes, I am not responsible 
. for. Mrs. Allison said truly; I did have 

a new control.” -
. ; ' “I knew it,” said the woman referred 

■ to, as- Mrs. Allison, with much enthusi
asm. . “I never heard you speak in 
stich a mild voice; and the manner of 
Expressing yourself was different from 
anything I ever heard from you; and 
I have sat in circles with you for over 
twenty years. Who was it that spoke 
through you this timé? Do tell.”

“I do not know, only that it was the 
fceautiful female that came with the;

. sailor. While I was conscious of my 
surroundings here, still I could see her 
all the. time and knew what I said, but 
knew it was not of myself that the 
thoughts came. She seemed to possess 
a perfect qontrol of me; and during 
the time she influenced me, I was in 
a perfectly harmonious condition, ex

. cept,,wlien Mrs. Allison and. John Allen 
spoke. There there passed through;' 
arid. Into every fibre of .my being, a fee!- 
-Ing ps if fire was consuming me; but- 
this passed off, and when .her. influence 
.¡was withdrawn, it left me in a most joy
pus mood; butjt seemed as' if a part of 

- myself had departed with, her. I can 
not describe her; but l am satisfied that 
she is a highly developed spirit.' I 

■ think if she could coritfól me regularly
■ I S would become a better' woman. . I will 

tell you friends what' I will .do.' I will 
[tty; tó follow the suggéSttóiis she has 
|«iven ns About livirig" properly. I have'

idols and believe in reincarnation?” 
With a perceptible sneer, the officious 
man asked this question, then he con
tinued in. the same tone:

“Spiritualism is good enough for me. 
I can’t see why a teacher like you 
wants to go backward. The Hindus are 
a thousand years behind the times.”

“Never mind, Mr. Allen, if they are; 
we will grant that they, are, in some 
things, but in relation to their knowl
edge of a.future Ute they are far in ad

. vauce of most other people on this 
earth; and they know how and what to 
eat; and knowing, they put their 
knowledge into practice. I am satisfied 
that one great drawback to the progress 
and development of our mediums to
day, is because we eat too much, .and 
also that which is . not proper. The 
Swami who lectured before the Theo
sophical society last winter said, that 
hia people ate no meat, drank no intox
icating beverages, nor tea nor coffee. I 
believe, if with bur spiritual teachings, 
we will add a proper diet, we can be
come more sensitive; and if more sen
sitive, then it must be easier for the 
spirits to control and communicate.

My teacher turned to me and said: 
“Here is a lesson for you, my brother. 
This woman has repeated in a .sense 
what I said to you about that class of 
people on Aer called Hindus who so 
carefully regulate their diet She has 
felt the vibration of my-thoughts, and 
it has caused her to recall what she 
has heard before, and now repeats be
fore these people what shedenows.” .

' What is my lesson?” I asked. '
"That thought is ever active; that Is, 

that it always has its effect, Once it is 
set in motion, it must find lodgment in 
some place. These people do not rec
ognize oui- preserice now, but they can 
not stop the vibration of onr thought. 
In the past, I used to visit these meet
ings called circles; often I have met in 
them individuals who had not ex
panded above the mere crudities of the 
material sphere, and many times ' I 
have known such crude beings, which 
these people call spirits, to send out 
though that ’ were alluring, and I 
haVe known such cases where a
sensitive or medium was quite well ex
panded .and refined, to repeat verbally 
to the company such thoughts as 
would cause disgust, and in some cases 
the meeting would disband in confu
sion. The medium was not entranced, 
nor controlled, as they call it; but the 
debasing thoughts by the freed spirits 
found lodging on them, and as they did 
not understand the law of thought 
transference, or vibration, they could 
not discriminate; and the result was 
that they uttered sentiments that did 
injury to themselves for the time, and 
lasting injury to their hearers.

“You will ever find that only as you 
keep your thoughts upon- the themes 
that will be of interest so far as your 
expansion is concerned, will you be able 
to prevent thoughts that will be to the 
disadvantage of others.”

While my teacher had been talking 
to me a general discussion had been in 
progress arnongrthe people that com
posed I heard John Allen
saV-' “! Lkjyork hard, and I. have; 
tv-cur-hearty; and 1 don’t think a Uttie'

The Tablp Tipped. 11 '
We followed my nephew in at a door 

that was situated between two very 
laige Windows That were filled with 
wearing apparel for both men and wo
men; we .entered a very high studded 
hall, whiclj. was . narrow and up which 
there extended, a long flight of stairs;

r’aa ABh.ted by ft' small open blaze 
of fire, that« seemed: to come out of a 
small irpn-rpd which.proti-uded through 
Ii,i ' Xs mY. nephew ascended 
the stairs, he stopped and touched the 
rod and the blaze'was almost wholly 
extinguished, then he continued through 
nnetber long hail, on fioth -sides of 
which were many doors, but no other 
w»q"»St e'5°el)t ttat which 
was at the - side of the stairs; he re- 
?bneoih^ Dat?C Of 0,18 oue 83 be did 
I™ ?t?e11*..and Wened a door and en- 

1 s room that was lighted in 
exeeTih “ftnn,?r ‘hat the halls were, 
^„C„e?Lth?t eac)1 flame hrid a colored 
glass shade around it, and there were 
a vm Mrt’ al,i.beills suspended from 
a very high celling on a fanev-shaned cross made of ii-on. over a “Sid table 
in the center of the room.

Seated, at the table, were two women 
Which we soon discovered were the wife 
and daughter of my nephew. Stretched 
on a fancy-formed ana gaudily-colored 
couch, on one side of the room, was a 
wh™mwed Me,rhal>3 twenty years 01<1- 
wno pioved to be a son of my nenhew 

of the pe°l’le noticed us as we 
the ™jnmy ?ephew Passed through 

and 80011 returned in his 
dresstori-Tim “s“1 7lthout anyone ad
dressing him, he drew - a newsnaner 
th^tnhhmR°pkdet “d seate<i himself near 

adjusted a peculiar pair 
o£ spectacles over his ’eyes’ then ho 
turned his back to-the tab^ and began 
l2„Han 1118 i>ap®r. The women w/re in- 
all thVti^A "maI1 b°01ia’ and during 
an this time no one spoke. 
n3Uily<ahaIfvhotlrpaS8e'd tn this man
ner, during which, time my teacher and 
I had every opportunity, to look the 
house over to. our satisfactionand ¿° 
joyment, for I discovered away amoTg 
piles ot papers and books ill a terra 
open room just under the rOof of the 
house severM books, with the names of 

lnd mo‘ber, also, several pic
tures, which my teacher told me were 
my parents and other relatives. It was 
a very interesting time to me, an* I 

ld “bed. to remain ion^r in 
that attic room; but my. teacher told 
me she wanted I should have th! bene 
fit of another lessen; so we returned tn 
the party.we had left so quiet in the the vounrm We «.‘he room® 
the young man was saying, as he 
crossed his legs while he still lay on 
his back on the couch, and the women 
°?lc,e,d1uP frQm ‘beir books:

1’ ‘a‘ber, I can’t see any good of 
such nonsense. Suppose my venerable 

ereaitgrandsire dld edirie, or my 
sailor uncle. What good will it do vou 
^eeadZ?^ten “bow we

Grarge^ by your mother or

They* Wen commenced a low conver
sation, id whteh Helen asked all about 
the circle her father had just returned 
from; hq gave her every detail, in a 
mild and gentle voice, and as he fin
ished slib wentero a closet, and brought 
out a muall-pjfiuad taule; and he re
duced ¡he light so. much, that Helen 
said:‘T 'am’ alfaid that makes it too 
dark.” .

I cohl{i I1OÜB understand • why she 
should say so. for it made no difference 
with mx,,seeing;, and while they were 
arranging theff seats' at opposite'-sides 
of the ttíblé, Qay'''teacher said:

you do not understand the use of 
their Ij^itspiJj you?...Let me fully ex
plain. ' ' ' '

“All things material, must have ma
terial conditions. -, It is nbw: ’ night on 
Aer, so these material beings must 
haye .(irt.ific^I light..; You and I have 
passed beyond .the r.ealrii of .matter, and 
need no other light than our own ex
pansion furnishes. 'Can' you under-
stand me?1

I answered her that I could, and was 
about to say more, when she checked 
nie by pointing towards the people now 
sitting at the table; they were sitting 
with their hands on >tho table in the 
same manner as t?\e people in-the circle 
did; their eyes were closed, and they 
did not move for a half hour. My 
teacher took a position just in the rear 
of -Helen, and /indicated that I should 
stand behind;, my nephew. At last 
Helen said: .'

“I guess tyePwill not get anything to
night.” ■ '

“Do not get। Impatient, little girl,” 
said .her father.Ju.a coaxing tone of 
voice, “Good'things come slow, I am 
sure I feel-as’I did in the circle, arid 
the feeling ISSsttonger in my head.” •

My teacher then said to me. "These 
people do. notj.^ecognize our presence; 
if he did/.Ije/could fell why the feeling 
is so’peeuliar'ld'n his head. The vibra
tions are harmonious enough here now, 
so we will communicate with them a lit
tle, as soon as. the|r own. vibrations are 
concentrated enough, to produce move
ments of the table!' f will concentrate 
my Vibrations upon, her,- and they will 
recelye our -thoughts through the 
movements . oLtha.table. But see; the 
table begins to move. Listen now.”

The table ’be£ah to oscillate' between 
my nephew and Ills daughter, and pres
ently she.said:..“Halloo, they are here, 
sure.” .

As the laAle’s 'movements were 
rather violent!’and as the legs of it 
made a loud ¿else; as each in turn hit 
the-floor, the nol.se seemed to agitate 
Helen’s mind, and she paid plasantly:

“Dear splHts; We are glad to welcome 
you here tonight, but please do not 
make quite: .aq mirch noise; it will dis
turb mamma. Can you tell us who is

stimulant now and theri hurts anybody. 
I have drunk tea and coffee all my life, 
and I am healthy.”

As he said this he firose and stretched 
and the rest of the company began to 
make preparations to depart. The wo
men entered another room to put on 
their bonnets, and Julia stopped one 
of them and my teacher said: -

“Follow her and listen.” I did so, 
and heard Julia say:

“I have been a medium ten years, 
and when conditions are right I can do 
nearly as well as Mrs. Phillips. Be
cause she has money she does not have 
to work as hard as I do, so she does not 
have to eat so mucn to keep up her 
strength.' I do not believe it makes a 
particle of difference. I do like a good 
square mealand I want my tea and cof
fee sfrorig and hot, and I will have it; 
square meal and I want my tea and cof- 
me are as high as those that she has. 
What, dp you think, Fanny?”

The Fanny referred to was a short, 
stout woman, with a large round face, 
that was so fat that her eyes seemed 
to be set deep in her head; she was out 
of all proportion, and as Julia stopped 
talking, she Jittered a grunt, as she .let 
her foot fall on the floor after putting 
on her goloshoe. As she straightened 
up she laughed so bolstrously, and 
shook like a soft piece of jelly, and 
stopping with her other foot in her 
•hapd.jSlje sgid: .. .

“Wall, Julie. I like to eat, and if I 
must diet tp become a medium, I shall 
let, ^ejiihple thing go to‘pot, I guess, 
between you and me, Mrs. Phillips does 
not go hungry.” ,

“Guess she does not, either,” said 
MrS.: Phillips, as en[ere(j af- (jja(. 
moinent “But I am satisfied that I 
eat too much, and I know that I can do 
the best when I regulate my diet; and 
I further know that the influences about 
me are always of a Sigh order, just as 
my diet has been for a few hours, pre
vious to the circle.” .

The people were now departing from 
the house; my new found nephew had 
departed, and was in close conversation 
with'another man-, and my teacher 
said: i ■ ■ " ■"

. We will accompany your relative to 
his home; perhaps you may ieaim 
something to your advantage. Were 
you edified by the conversation I want
ed you'to hear?" . .

‘T could see mo value in it The wo
man they called Julia ‘ seemed to 
think—” ..

, I well know what she. thinks,” said 
my teacher, interupting me. "I wanted- 
yon to receive another lesson; and that 
is, that such sensitives as Julia are 
usually of a conceited and self-sufficient 
class, caused to be so of course, by.their. 
ignorance; priding themselves ¿ways, 
of being educated by the-spirits; and 
when they are told they should change 
their modes of living, or be educated, 
their reply is that they are in the hands 
of the spirits, and they will take care of 
.them. They little know what class of 
spirits are attracted to them; neither 
.do they know tliat they can educate the 
spirits, as-well as the spirits can edu
cate thein;’" - . .: . ■ .

My nephew;; walked .for a seeming 
long time; and I imagined that I was ip 
New York City, because, the streets 
were Ko long, and the buildings were so 
numerous; and of such large -dimen- 
Bions.; My teacher finally said-, to me: 
’-. “I see you. do. not recognize the tdwn 
you are in-. While you were • in the 

«.at -«. T 7,/// yo’M’ boino was in the little
i0 vUI.^9called. Hopeville. In:the;time

,,. .Beu .ratrom. A.swtojthai.»! could-.come }become a city; so you doihot-reewmi: 

/OT1 80i glvA; Jiettffl’ fidentitycdmme'nced. i/TJflri/

'ikéárd a Hindu teacher lecture, .and /I

1 “ a shame and disgrace for
you, John Rallstone, to be so infatuated 
with anything so mean, low ,and vile as 
with SP,lrItua“sm,” said his wife, 
Zm^tond(.snatl™i.iu117 exPre?sed on her 
countenance, and in her gestures; then 
-continuing, she said: “I am ¿shamed of 
M Vhould thlnk a man who 
thiRd ritv h a promInent position in 
Barnes °? y°U d0‘ W0Uld als° be 
ashamed. I never go to church with 

version/’ 1 !° pray Iar y<>ur com

"I think papa ought to be allowed to 
Sidyhi« ®plriÌaalis>11- « he so wishes/’ 
said his daughter, as she closed her 
book, and laid it on the table. “I rather 
cte ?oemdIZai°n to be f0Und 
eie, from the manner: of conductimr 
Hka ?»her ?’ee,Une: i ^ust say?I

'2°n t a i00l< Helen,” said her 
mother. I don’t see where your taste 
for Buch absurdities comes from; ran 
were never taught such things in the 
Sunday schooL” “

“Very true,-mamma, -I- never was: 
neither was I ever .taught anything tA 
?3° X,acontin,uons llfe, beyond earth, in 
the Sunday-school.” .

bbould like tó know where immor- 
¿hiii-nh 8 ^U|ht’ not ‘nugbt in the 
htaI^&And SundaY-school. If you had 
listened to my desires, and less to your 
fathers, you would probably to-day be 
an honored member of a church, and a 
comfort to your mother in her declinine 
years. I—’* . ... b
IJ7118«ea<1’ ray dear mamma, I am the 
idol of my deaf old pop’s heart, and a 
poor lost infidel.’’- - ■' ' ■

As Helen .said this, she arose and 
8»£Pi?d_.?.,the.sld® .of ber father and 
affectionately placed her arms about his 
neck, and kissed bis.cheek.witli a loud 
smack.

“I think, mother,” said George, as 
he sat upright, “if Sis continues to fol
low up Spiritualism, she wijl be able 
before long to talk about her meedies 
stwas, and bwaves, ' qriite as' well as 
some of the others do; I think she could 

materialization now, if she 
should try. Say, Sis, suppose you try, 
so we may see that great-granddaddy' 
and sailor uncle.”

“There, George; you hâve let out 
enough slurs for one night,” said the 
father. If you. would.spend a little 
time in the investigation of this grand 
truth, when you can spare, it from the 
theatre and billiard table; it would be 
more for your benefit What I said a 
few minutes ago about hearing from 
my ancestors, is ' a positive proof of a 
continuous existence beyond this life- 
and L want to- tell you, Mrs.. Railstone, 
that the church and Sun day school give 
?i?_'/0S^ve.prQQi of 'anything of the 
kind. You have to take .everything by 
faith, and the. staterimnts > that were 
made by unknown, parties many hun
dreds of years ago; and their, . .-state
ments have, been garbled, and.-fixed to 
suit the tastes of those'.who- repeated 
them, and with, ail that, their state
ments are vague/. WW what I have 
repeated here it was.from. the persons 
themselves; flrst-handedi-.-.'piain„ ex
plicit, and a corroboration of-. what I 
have hear my father, say. .Such testi
mony would be accepted, in.tmy court in 
the land, on any.subject but,Spiritual^' 
ism; and both,of, yau..kno.w4hese state
ments are true.” . . ..

“Yes, father,” ¿aid. George,-l.with, a 
long- drawl; “but..no court in/tlie land 
will accept the. testimony, of-spirits’ urn 
less it be the spirit of Mr. Barleycorn.”

With a loud, coarse laugh, George 
left the room; liis. .’mother soon fol
lowed, and .as .'sh^pas^d/Uirdugh the 
do or, she stoppe^/long', bnbtigh to'day/ 
in a fretful mahneri " •

«ih2pe not sit up' here
kaoS A -^rice,.' and
J5eepeverybo^'atv4>in"théhoü^ê?. :

may hear soæe&tSg

now tipping tiie table?”
As she1 said 'this, the table became 

quite still, and remained so for several 
minutest .durfng ,which time both of 
those Eating there remained In an ex
pectant attitude; when at last> my 
nephew said. ‘It is a good plan to let 
them do as they desire, without dictat
ing to them,” h

“I pr^pme.sp," said Helen. ’’But 
you know mainina dislikes to have us 
do tifis;11ahd' if'she should -hear the 
noise, she would be likely to appear 
here, and . oujr seance would end 
abruptly."

At this time, the movements of the 
table bdian again in a less violent 
manner, land my teacher said:

“You .qee that there is nothing in 
contact With the table but their hands; 
but if you will notice, you can see that 
a modification their vibra has 

, taken place, anfi -tm
table is raflucec: e result ii
that the 'table moves with less force; 
hence there is less sound. Here is the 
lesson for you; my brother, for it dem
onstrates that, the movements of the 
table are by incarnate individuals in
stead of excanlatc ones like ourselves. 
Now we will communicate with them.”

“You must be sure and ask your ques
tions so that they may be answered by 
yes and no; Remembering that three 
raps mean's yes; two, don’t know; and 
one, no,” said iriy nephew. '

Helen said then, leaning forward, and 
addressing the; table: “Are any of our 
friends present,mid, can they communi
cate with: us to-night?”

“You havAaslted two questions,” said 
her father, “One at a' time is suffi
cient, for you can’t telj , which-is an
swered.”. .... . ' .

“AR right,” Said'Helen. “I will com: 
mence again?’ - Then leaning forward, 
as if;the--tableiwas deaf,-she said: “Is 
my grandfather here?” - •

As she said this, an old man ap
peared? he looked to be about sixty-five 
years old,"and rif large stature; he 
came near my nephew, and as he did so, 
the table tipped three times with 
much.force. , . .

“Ob', inyl "hilt"grandfather is here. 
How glad T'am. ■ AVill you please com
municate with usi?” said.Helen; then in

patronizing.manner, she continued: 
“You, knqvy j'fiave never had the priv

ilege •'dfkfid'v/ing you. Are you enjoy
ing yourself tin-spirit life?’'- '

a

As ;she,:said;thi$, my teacher looked 
at the old gentleman, who seemingly 
had .not' noticed any „one but the sitters, 
and as she'dld So,’she asked him:

“Are you- acquainted with' the man
ner with which these people receive 
their communic^tiQns ?’- .

The did, gentleman' seeified puzzled at 
her question; anfim'dde no reply; he 
stared-attach of'those present, except 
me, and began, .talking to the sitters, by 
saying: ... . ' , .

"John, whit 'tjih devil are you do-
ing?”.-

The people'at .the-table: took no no
tice of what fce jsaid; neither was there- 
any move £>f the.table. Several minutes, 
passed, during which nothing was said; 
finally the silence was broken by Helen, 
who repeated her question, and added:

“Gan’tjfoGraniJfather Railstone com- 
munic.ate.wltli us,?” - .

“I certainly can, if yon will put up 
that daritecf ribmfense arid -talk'with' 
rile.” .>^9C I IB - : - , : .-■

The oldggentiegian said -this rather, 
imperiously/ but-the people at the table 
did not nonce' mini; he" approached 
them,' ahtPMab^rig my nephew on his 
shoulder, las toolohoid of the table arid- 
lifted as;though)Jia would overturn, it;, 
but the table did not move, and after he 
made several unsuccessful attempts to 
move it,’ life JturiMfi towards my teacher 
and said-rfqtlier pgttishly: .

“What’sjjther.ifouble.here? What’s 
them folks ifyiir.-tb dew? Who air 
yew? ' Wl/at- air'ye'/ doiri’ ’ith that 
young"-gaJB -ShiSfi iny grandchild, an’ 
ought, .teoihe jmfeid afore this time o’ 
night.” ...

My teacher now turned towards the 
: old man? ‘arid .said: "Mr.: Railstone, you 
do not He&n to .imderst and : (hat you 
have ,-befen;itree^(| from "gtour earthly 

' body,. while: these,.people.-are still in 
the flesh; ariiTif you wish to communl-. 
cate with them, it will be necessary fqr 
ybii to use stidh:jrieansa&Wey'<how try 
to furnish you.” ,

"yVha^.dQiy^- mean;r(liei. I’mdead?,”.
“Yes, my brnther,”. answered niy 

teacher, in her most kindly accents, 
and «nitinWn^ishe said*. “You are

‘ ..while’; as 
.yottjaqs^^ily; .. you are 
inot/dead i/ytitt'.'- hhve.-.bete. ftehd i-frmh" 

tha Me/ the inteWeae® of Jota Rafr

occupied , the space the building we are 
now in .dpps. are not dead, never was, 
never can be."

“By gosh, I believe yer, my gal. I’ve 
been thinkin’ ter a long time somethin’ 
was wrong, but. I couldn’t tell what 
twas. Yew say I’m dead. Be yew?’’*

“In the same manner you are, yes; 
but I know that I am not. I further 
know that you are not, and never will 
be.”

“Wall, my gal, I rather like what yer 
say; yew air the fust pusson thet’s ever 
said anything ter me sence I hed. ther 
iuflueqza. ; What shall I dew ter answer 
her questions? I ken hear her ques
tions, biit she can't seem ter hear me 
when I talk.” "

"YaUiPlgase answer all'her questions, 
and I,Will sue that sue receives your 
answers.” ' . /

The table now tipped three times.
“Oh, my dear grandpa, I’m awful 

pleased. that; you | are here. Were you 
at the .circle with papa this evening?” 
Helen asked. ... .

Again the table tipped three times.
“Was grandma7 with you?"
“By* gosh. po/-’. he said. Then turn

ing to dqr teqcher, he said, “What shall 
I say ter thet question."

"You need to say nothing, now sir; 
the table has already answered for you. 
As you can only answer yes, or no, here, 
it will be useless to try to hold a 
lengthy conversation with them. Helen 
will soon ask a question that will aid 
you to communicate better with her, in 
time." . . -

“Haye you heard from grandma?” 
said Helen, addressing her father.

“No; I have not," sale he. “Perhaps 
we may -get something here to-night; 
the conditions seem good. I wish my 
sailor .uncle, would come,"

Again there was a long silence; I 
thought of what Mrs. Phillips had said 
about the old man at the circle; like a 
flash, the- thought came to me, that this 
614 man was my father. Instinctively, 
I started to say so; and go to him; but 

lmy teacher said:
“Do not be too impatient, my brother; 

your father, figs not seen yqu yet Be pa
tient, and learn; as you could not see 
your brother at tee time he came to 
you during your very perturbed state, 
only a. little time since, for the reason 
that he is so njuch more expanded, than 

,you, so now. your father, can not see 
'you for the same reason."

"Who’re yew talkin’ tew?” said my 
father. ;

"To a dear relative of yours, sir.”
“Where is he? I can’t see nobody but 

yew, an’ John, an’ Helen.”
“Be patient, my brother, arid in time 

you may see him." • ,
"Who air yew? Be yew an angel?”
"I will inform you in good time. Lis

ten now and answdr Helen’s questions.” 
' Helen had again leaned forward, and 
said; .

. “Grandpa, will you communicate with 
me, if I will have a sitting with Mrs. 
Phillips?"

“Who’s Mrs. Phillips?" my father 
asked.

The table made no response, and he 
repeated the question.

“Your granddaughter does not hear 
you sir.” said my teacher.

. “I don’t see why sho can’t hear me; 
I spoke as loud as I am speakin’ ter 
yew." '

“You can only talk to them now, by 
the aid of their signals; as you cannot 
understand how. I will act as your In
terpreter. She desires to visit a woman 
who is still In the physical body, and 
can see. and hear you, and will tell 
Helen what you say."

"Why didn’t she say so; of course, I 
will. I should be glad ter." ’

i As he said this, the table tipped three

“Dum this kind o’ business. I canif
understand It. Why can’t we talk as 
we used ter. afore I bed the influenza? 
I 'can’t understan’ why they can’t hear 
an’ see me. when I can them.”

“Do not mind that now; I will fully 
explain it to you later.” Then address
ing riie she said: “Here is another les- 
sdn for you, my brother. Your father 
does not realize that he has been re
leased. , Is his condition like yours, 
when I first met you?"

“I. fully appreciate my lesson,” I 
said, and was about to ask a question, 
when she interrupted by saying:

"Please control your impatience; 
time is as nothing to us; you shall talk 
with1 your parent soon.”

During the conversation between us, 
as excarnates, my nephew had said to 
his daughter:

“The manifestations are slow to
night; it is nearly twelve o’clock; sup
pose we give It up now; you can visit 
Mrs. Phillips to-morrow, and our 
friends will probably come then. We 
have had a very good sitting this time. 
I believe, if you will continue to sit, you 
will make a first-class physical me
dium.” .
_ "Before we stop, let me ask grandpa 
just one mbre question.”

Aagin, leaning over the table, she 
said, slowly and as if thinking how to 
fashion her question:
, "Grandpa, I will try and have a sit
ting with Mrs. Phillips, next Monday, at 
two o’clock in the afternoon. Will you 
be there?” ,

“Of course I’ll-be there, little gal. 
But I ’don’t know where she lives; I’ll 
come here an’ go ’ith you."

As he said this, the table tipped three 
times, and Helen said: .’’All right, 
grandpa." Then they both said, "Good 
night.” Afl they said this, the table 
tipped violently several times, and as 
they arose, and Helen replaced the 
table-in? the closet; her father said:

"I,-see. no reason why you should wait 
until. Monday to see Mrs. P. Why not 
go to-morrow?’’

“You-know, papa, that mamma in
sists that I shall go to church with her 
every Sunday; she would not consent to 
have, me visit Mrs. P. at any tiirie if 
she'knew it I1 can visit her Monday, 
and. she need not know it/’ ;

“Oh, dear. It ,hurts, me terribly to be 
a hypocrite for the sake of my religion,” 
my iiephew said1. /
'“Weil, papa, don’t'you think It is 

better to-seem to do as she desires, 
rftther. than- to live in turmoil con
stantly?"... \ . . . .' r

“I suppose thrit. discretion Is the best 
policy; but; this Will riot always last, i 
can telhyou that,' my daughter.”

As this conversation closed, a clock 
on a nearby clnirch tolled the hour of 
midnight/ ' At. this moment Mrs. Rall

: stone appeared’ 1^' the doorway, dressed 
in ajloose flowing robe that looked yel- 
low'.with age;.she said in a fretful man
ner: .... . . ‘
- ‘T do think It-a wicked thing for you 

two people to sit tip here and burn out 
the,gas;:and foot away, your time, and 
desecrate th«?..Sabbath with such fool
ishnonsense.. . Why do you not go to 
beu'ahd'be ddeerit like other people?" 
': M?,1 nephew- stopped the lights, and 
with no response from either- him or 
H<?lenj4hpy; retired .ttom the room.
.. ,;i-(Tq.be continued.)

"Continuity ofUfa a Cttsmio Truth.- 
By Prof. 'W.'. M. 'Dockwood. The work ot 
astrong. IcgicM thinW, on a deeply
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NOTES FROM GEO. H. BROOKS.
It has been my intention, for a long 

time, to write ot the work here in Bal
timore, and something of the state ot 
our movement in this city. Baltimore 
has been the home of some of our most

r
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K" PILE CURE
tPXsprominent workers. Dr. aud Mrs. 

Dans km lived here for years. They 
Weie clahvoyaut physicians; not only 
did they do a glorious work in their 
special line, but through their efforts, as . 
well as a few others, spiritual meet- iugs were started, years ago and Mre L" »““-«veryofiewuolms Piies, 
F. O. Hyzer was hired by the “ar at i 1 »M“®"’ ^Pafl.n, 
ralary of fifteen hundred dollars. Mrs. 
Hyzer made this her home for. a good 
many years. Thomas Gales Foster 
lived here, and some few years ago ills 
wife went to meet him in the laud of 
souls. Miss Margaret Gaule lived here, 
and was developed here and did some 
of her best work, in this city. Mrs, 
Walcott lived here, and servqd the so
ciety that I am now speaking for, foT 
eighteen years, and much that society 
possesses to-day came by her efforts. 
Mr. Frickey left at his.death a neat 
sum of money to be used in the promul
gation of Spiritualism. The society 
with that money purchased,'some two 
years ago, a good brick church in Fre
mont street that was formerly owned 
by the Presbyterians, but who, in soine 
way, disagreed, which'resulted in the 
sale of their church to the First Spirit
ual Society. The church is perfectly 
equiped; has a fine pipe organ; in fact, 
there is nothing lacking In the chuich. 
The auditorium will seat about six 
hundred, I think. Mr. Charles R. 
Schirm is the president; Mr. F. Dan
iels, vice-president; Mr. Scharffetter, 
secretary. Mr. Schirm Is also the 
treasurer, as well as the lawyer for 
society. Mr. Childs, Mr. Webber and 
Mrs. Gaynel, with the speaker (whom
soever he or she may be) constitute 
the board of managers.

I. began a four-months’ engagement 
with this society on the first Sunday in 
September. The work has been a most 
pleasing one; the audiences have been 
good from first to last, and they have 
seemed interested In the services. After 
each session, Sunday, I have had the 
friends remain and get acquainted with 
-strangers and make the meeting one of 
sociability, which has been very much 
enjoyed by all. I have endeavored to 
build them up In all directions, and am 
glad to say, I have been met with a 
good response. Several entertainments 
have been held which were well at
tended and much enjoyed, yielding a 
fine little income to the society. There 
is a fine choir of young people, who vol
unteer their services, and sing well, and 
are fully appreciated by the friends. 
Mr. W. Walter is the organist, and too 
much cannot be said in praise of his un
tiring work aud most genial manners. 
I wish all societies had as genial a 
leader as he.
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STORE YOUR MIND

By Reading Prof. w. M. Lockwood's 
■ Publications.

The second Sunday in September, I 
started a lyceum .though not largely at
tended, at first, and many Sundays 
with no children, only some young peo
ple, the rest middle-aged; yet, I never 
became discouraged. I would an
nounce the lyceum and its workings 
each Sunday at the evening service, and 
on the 19th of November we gave an 
exhibition of its workings, which was of 
a high order; later, the lyceum gave an 
entertainment that was a success from 

. start to finish. Gradually, the lyceum 
grew; the children came, and now we 
have a lyceum of over thirty members, 
and it is growing, all the time. It is 
not large, to be sure, but the spirit of 
harmony that exists is an uplift to all 
who come. They are now a regularly 
organized body, composed of as earn
est a class of scholars as you would 
find. Starting without a cent, we now 

.dnl.la.ra.irwS>-e tr-aoaum. 
s-good)ly number of books in the lb 
brary, and constantly being added to 
from Sunday to Sunday. The mid
week meetings have been well attended 
by a class of people who are Interested 
in mediumship. At these meetings I 
have demonstrated my phase of psy- 
chometry.

Baltimore seems to be the city where 
many medium congregate. I have not 
had the time to meet any of them, or 
attend any of their meetings; but, when 
I tell you that there are forty-three or 
more places advertised each Sunday, 
not mentioning our own, where meet
ings are held, tests given, circles held 
during the week, you can gather a lit
tle idea of the work going on. I have 
often said, on reading the notices, I 
wonder there is anyone at the church, 
at all; yet, there has been a good audi
ence in attendance.

There is a Second Society, presided 
over by Mrs. Parkhurst, who; I under
stand, owns the building' the meetings 
are held in. It is a residence, the lower 
part in the form of a hall; quite pleas
ing, I am told. The upper part is her 
home. I understand she is doing quite 
a good work. I have never been there, 
as time has not permitted me to go.

The time is not far away when I shall 
be obliged to leave and enter other 
fields of work, and, I assure you, my 
friends, it Is with the feeling of deepest1 
regret that I go away. I have become 
very fond of the friends here, of the 
young people and children of the ly
ceum; in short, of all, and dread going 
among strangers; to meet new condi
tions and to take up what may be there 
for. me to do. But, never mind, I will 
try to meet what there may be for me 
to do the work in the spirit, bearing tHe ' 
message the spirit world breathes forth, ! 
trying-to uplift the people by the spir- । 
itual thought contained in the teachings 
of Spiritualism. Dr. Austin follows me, 
with a six months’ engagement, and all 
I -ask is that he will be blessed by the 
spirit, and I know he will be, for no 
more earnest, conscientious worker is 
to be found on our platform to-day than 
Dr. Austin.

Store your mind with the great but 
demonstrative truths found in consec
utive order only in these writings.

Prof. Lockwood is tne only writer 
thinker and lecturer in this country 
who affirms that the evolution of the 
soul of man is in strict accord and 
agreement with the evolution of the 
soul of nature; and that the only proof 
of immortality inheres in an analysis of 
nature’s fundamental principles and 
the co-relation of cosmic elements and 
energies.

These great truths are explained and 
demonstrated from the plane of the 
Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
Itself.

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature 
and Its Relation to the Philosophy of 
Spiritualism. A scientific demonstrai 
tion of the invisible principles and at) 
tributes of nature and Modern Spirit, 
ualism. A mint of scientific truths at 
the basis of its phenomena. Price 2i 
cents. ;

The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm—Z “ 
Menace to the American Civilization! 
Ihe entire hierarchy of Ecclesiasticism 
arraigned as infidels for subverting the 
scientific demonstrations of universi
ties and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy 
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 2E' 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical: 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodifnent. A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an (indent 
dogma. Its illogical claims and incon
sistent assumptions. Its glaring de
fects and dogmas dissected. Price 25 
cents. ■

The Spiritualism of Nature, Mod
ern Spiritualism has its basic truths in’ 
nature, and Is proven not by the ’bibl- 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an- 
alysiB of nature’s self-existent princi
ples. Price 15 cents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. 
The greatest book, and the -greaiest 
truth of any age; a book of 212 pa®'' 
with several telling scientific illustL, 
tlons. Continuity of life and the assu* 
elation of spirit realms demonstrated-to. « 
hfl in Rnionfifln onnnrrl wbl,' '

Conservation of Energy. Th • 
book ever written in the 'TfericS ' 
support of Spiritualism. 'Mice $1. i

The Relation Science k/lds to Nat\ 
ral Philosophy and Its Conflict wit’ 
Every Phase of Religion. In this esst 
the author shows that science is no; 
thing—a corporation or individual, 
a process of inductive and deductiv 
reasoning. Its acceptance means th', 
death of Theurgical religions. Pric- 
15 cents. '

All of Prof. Lockwood’s publication 
are on sale at The Progressive Thinker 
office, Chicago, 111., and at the rostrum 
when he lectures. These treatises coni 
tain the wealth of a vast historical and 
scientific research. , . ■

NEW 800K.

Psychic Light.
BY MRS. DRAKE.

Important Addition to Our Literature 
' Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national* 
reputation as a medium. The manlfes- / 
tations given through her mediuriishln ' 
nave been most marvelous. . she has1 
written a book with this title- “prv. 
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It Is a ponderous 
relume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to. the 
end. It is chockful of stirring inci- 
ients. Price of this large volume only 
11.50 postpaid. ■

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

News.
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo»
I go to Watertown, N. Y., for Janu- ---------------- ----------------------—.vU1<1

ary. I shall go by the way of New phenomena it contains each week, la
York City, and will stop off there to the marvel of the age. No one can afr:
visit some dear friends, .But, my let- ford to be without the paper. Its price
ter must stop. I send love and Merry. ” •**-*- ** » -» --
Christmas greetings and a Happy New 
Year, to one and .all, and may there 
come am uplift to all in 1905. I am 
most happy, to state, that my wife’s so
journ In Los Angeles .is proving very 
beneficial; she and the baby are doing 
well. g. h. BROOKS.

ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult

Is within the reach ot alL

LOOK OUT! LOOK OLI !

How Some of. Oàr Beaders Can 
Make Money.

Having read of the success of some of your 
readers selling Dish-Washers, I have tried the 
TOrk with wonderful success. I have not made- 
less than 89.00 any day for the last six months. 
The Mound City Dish-washer gives good satis* 
taetion and every family wants on& A lady can 
wash and dry the dishes without removing her 
gloves and can do the work in two minutw. r 
rot my sample machine from the Mound City 
Jish-washing Co., of St. Louis, Mo. I used & 
£ bteoordge and sold 12 Dish-washers the first

The Progressive Thinker during" its 
Fall and Winter Campaign will bo. 
continual feast of good things in all oc». 
cult and spiritual lines of thought. . You 
can only keep up with the procession Zi . 
by reading it each week. Send In ydurÇ1 
subscription now, and introduce thà^ 
paper to your neighbor.

0MÜ NEWPSyGrtOLOm
By W. J. Colville. - Boports of tvréniytówf' í 

dlstlnot lectures, recently delivered 'in New ■ 
York; Brooklyn, Boston. Philadelphia an«.
nthaf» [rimmlrinni a» it.» Tr—i«.;.»
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A Bevies of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi
umship of His Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea.

. LETTER NUMBER FOUR.
Mr. Petersilea, when in earth life, was in the habit of giving concerts, 

and one of the important duties belonging to the profession was to lead 
forward upon the stage and introduce to the audience various note
worthy singers and players, upon the harp,, piano, violin, organ or- 
other musical instruments; and occasionally he had the pleasure of thus 
introducing some grand priina donna. Many of these players and sing
ers had received their education at his conservatory, under his personal 
supervision and instruction; thus all can see that what he had always 
been accustomed to do in earth life, he must still continue to do here in 
the spirit world—he, being a master and teacher, must still bring for
ward, encourage, and introduce to the lower world, noteworthy people.

The most of those whom he thus introduced, when on earth, were 
young ladies, very timid and bashful, and he was often obliged to exert 
ail his will power over them, to give them strength and courage to face 
an audience and sing or play creditably to themselves and their in- 
struetor.

My own school was not a music school but a seminary for young 
ladies, I can thus sympathize with him in a measure, although I did 
not introduce to the world an equal number of pupils. Now, what I 
wish to say, and that which he desires me to say, is this; Nearly all who 
are controlled to write and lecture on the subject of Spiritualism, seem 
to be controlled by the spirits of wise men and male philosophers. To 
be sure there are those who are controlled by some little Indian maiden, 
or a big brave; others, by some noted physician; others, still, by an In
dian medicine man; but how few there are who stand up and say : I am 
controlled by the spirit of a lady. .

Now Mr, Petersilea is determined to introduce to the readers of The 
: Progressive Thinker, noteworthy ladies. Ladies, as a rule, do not often 
push themselves to the front; for, like his singers, they are timid-and 
give way to others who have more courage if not more worth, He 
thinks you have all had a surfeit of male philosophers, preachers, lec
turers and writers; male bishops, priests, popes, and so forth; male pres
idents, congressmen and senators; and often a splendid female writer 
has been—as she thought—obliged to borrow a man’s name in order to 
meet with a due amount of success. L • . .

I agree with Mr. Petersilea entirely, and we have been seeking out 
some ladies of note and are trying to induce them to control Mrs. Peter- 
silea to write. I have learned how to control her very well, and others 
will soon be able to do so, I think. . . AJ3BY A. JUDSON.

I wish now to introduce to the readers of The Progressive Thinker, 
an old-time friend of my own and of the cause of truth, knowing that 

X you will all be pleased to hear from her. In one of my visits to Europe,
! 71 met, m London, this lady who is known to you all as Florence Mar- 

( ryat. I will describe her as she then appeared. At the time when I 
' first met her, Iwas giving concerts and readings from my father’s book 

. —The Discovered Country. Florence Marryat was present, and when
I had finished my part of the program, she arose and gave a short ad- 

■ dress. This was at Steinway Hall. Her speech was fine, her words 
■well chosen and to the point.. She did not try to conceal her.belief in, 

end knowledge of, Spiritualism. She had but lately published her 
book, There Is No Death, and I was deeply interested, and greatly flat- 

■ tered, when the lady arose to add her influence in giving aplomb to my 
" -own endeavors toward interesting the London public.

I will describe her as then appeared, and afterward tell you how she 
< now looks. As she arose to her feet, in Steinway Hall, my interested 

eyes took in every detail of her form and features.
■ ' A lady slightly above the medium height, slender but well-rounded 

form, graceful, queenly and dignified; features delicate but well defined 
and intellectual; large, bright, flashing grey eyes; thick, waving, dark 
auburn hair—or if one were to call it dark brown it shaded gold. I 

< > -then judged her to be about forty years of age.
' fr i After the concert was over, I had the pleasure of a formal mtroduc- 
&Jtion and hand-clasp. Dur^p^i^^^

then residing in a suburb of London. She 
then. nradSiftie acquainted with a little friend of her, Mrs. Bessie Russell

5

“Not far,” and he floated still farther ypward and onward; tjnd now 
there burst upon my sight a wondrous land. Yes, friends? ‘ft sdtêly was 
a great continent, surrounded by, what appeared to be^an jpimeiise 
ocean ; yet my spiritual sight was bo enlarged that I could see the whole 
of’the vast land. ‘ ‘A‘

“Papa,” I said, “that is not, surely, all of the spirit wo^d?”^
“Oh, no, my darling child. That iS only ¡one little oasis within.,the 

spirit worlds, but it is where your mother and many others “of our 
friends make their homes. Don’t you think it very beai$iful,‘éven at 
this distance?” ... ‘

“Oh, most charming!” I observed, and presently we landedjitfor we 
had been floating over a portion of this great ocean. •’

“Florence,” said toy father, “if there were not a grtiïfd oqéân and 
waters here in this world, your father would prefer to go ip tiny, fabled 
outer darkness.” ■ ’■ !>

“And so-would your daughter,” I replied. “And we can sail'upon 
these waters, dear father, can we not?” ' .

‘‘Most assuredly,’ ’ he answered. “And that is aniong the first things 
we will do.”

“Why father,” I said, “this great continent, or island,jor whatever 
it is, looks very much like our own beloved English Isle.” ' .

“And why not?” he asked. “England has been a great store-house 
of spiritual essences and entities for à long period of time. Florence, 
darling: we are only going home, only going to our own,”

“Oh, joy—joy, papa! I must sing. Let us sing.” And we sung. 
The sweet sounds of all nature joined in-the chorus. .

“Here we are,” said my father, and we paused that I might look. 
“Do you think there are no houses here? Then you are mistaken.”

“Oh, can it be possible?” I exclaimed as I clapped my hands in de
light. “Is this your home, father?” ;

“Yes,” he answered, “when I am not on yonder o*eean, command
ing my vessel, which, my dear little girl, is run by electricity, as all the 
vessels on the earth will soon be, Florence;” he continued, “I am 
deeply interested, with a great many others, about the vessels of earth. 
Why cannot the people .see that motive power can be easily generated 
right upon the ships and steamers, from the electric currents in the air 
and also from the water? We are trying to impress men’s minds in 
this direction.” Perhaps this letter will do some good, and set. men 
to thinking ; but some are already thinking. ! s : ,

“Florence,” said my father, “do not be in a hurry. , All hurry ana 
worry is forever over with us here, as we realize that , eternity lies be
fore us. Don’t hurry, dear, but examine the house and grounds before 
we enter, ” and I gladly obeyed him. ‘ ,

“Why, father1 ” I exclaimed, “how much it looks like an old English 
Hall, in the main, but a thousand times more beautiful.’’ The house 
and grounds did surprise me, for, although the meeting with my father, 
and the fact that I was an immortal spirit had not surprised me, yet my 
earthly mind had never conceived just how it would be iri.’ that spirit 
world. Here stood what looked like a grand old English mansion, or 
hall, surrounded by beautifully laid out grounds, and a large park. In 
front of the hall, not far away, shimmered a lovely lake, and, to one 
side,4were crags, .and a wild precipitation, and down oyer these rocks 
dashed a small foaming cataract, which leaped madly info the placid 
waters of the lake, making quite a commotion at that point.:

The mansion itself appeared to be of solid white marble', veined with 
emerald ; the great windows also flashed with gold and. pale green. 
The front of the-hall was plainly severe, after an old English style, but 
all around the sides and at the back were numerous little porticos and 
verandas and wide open, long, French windows. i ,

“Oh, how charming!” I exclaimed. ■ “But, father, I hadpo idea that 
there were marble mansions in the spirit world.” • l . _

“It looks to you, my dear, like marble,” he replied,.“butoit-is not like 
the solid, heavy marble of earth. To earth’s people it woijld sjjem like 
an illusion, but to us, as spirits, it is real, and as tangible!'.as tji^ heavy

quired wisdom, and I wish to make your home-coming as bright, cheer
ful and natural as possible.” .

And so we all then and there enjoyed a real, good old English tea to
gether. I should have been frightfully unhappy if I had found myself 
roaming around in fog, or even ether, with some other kind of a form, 
that I could know nothing about. Now, I roam all over my mother’s 
home, upstairs and down, almost exactly as I used to do in the olden 
days on earth; and, really, it was, in many respects, very like it except 
that it was an ethereal and spiritual home devoid of coarse material.

If you of earth would not drag your mediums down, but let them soar, 
you would get a great deal more of truth than you do get. Suppose a 
few mistakes are made, they will right themselves in a short time.

Now you must all know that when in the body of flesh I was a great 
horse-woman.. Horses were my delight, and I was very seldom without 
one or more. As a girl, I was a fearless rider, and, later in life, I my
self, drove my own little carriage or open barouche. I now said: 
“Father, everything is so natural here, it would seem that there should 
be horses.” _ . . .

“Well, who says there is not?” he asked, a roguish twinkle in his 
eyes. .

“Can it be possible!” I exclaimed. .
“It is quite possible and true,” he answered. “What strange ideas 

people have of this world. To be sure there are horses here, and plenty 
of them.” - . _ _ . .

And I want to say right now: If matter itself is indestructible and im
mortal, how can that die which merely uses matter as a covering?

“Come here, Florence,” said my father, (‘and look forth.” He was 
standing by the window overlooking the park, and 1 hastened to his 
side. “Look!” he said; and here in the park were dozens of the most 
beautiful horses that I had ever seen; they were galloping, rearing, 
playing, trotting, some of them gazing at the window, where we stood, 
with great, half-intelligent eyes; for they could see my father, and they 
loved him. Standing; by the side of the one nearest the window was a 
great, powerful-looking negro, grinning with delight, his mouth reach-
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D^vis, formerly Bessie Williams.
This is the medium at our seauees,” Florence Marryat said, as I took 

• the little lady’s hand m mine.
'•‘Ah, yes. I have heard of you often, for your fame is not unknown 

to the American people.”
■ I afterward attended a number of seances at the home of Florence 
Marryat, and I hope, sometime, to tell you about them. When visiting 

- ■ Abby Judson, we spoke, of Florence Marryat, and I asked her where 
Florence might be found, “for you know she has been in this life quite 

i a little time.”
-“Yes, I know,” said Abby, “and I will make it my business to seek 

her out, and when I find her, ! will induce her to come with me to your 
■ conservatory ’’—and this she did. I have also visited Florence Marryat 

in her own home, and I hope to tell you about it at a future time. But 
• < I must describe her as she looks now, and I shall be obliged to use the 

. words of a novelist: - . . ’
■ A tall, slender, graceful figure, swaying like a.reed in the wind; for 
; - her thoughts and emotions sway her about in.the most enchanting man

- nor ; her features are exeeedinly beautiful, and her great, opaline eyes 
;flash-like thp sunlight.through drifting clouds; her beautiful haii, now 

as bright as the sunlight, waves about her nearly to her feet, and her 
long, flowing drapery, is just tinged with green—as one might say she 
arose from the sea, for she was a germ, floating in mid-air, just over the 

■ sea, when inhaled by her father, Captain Marryat; afterwards to be de
veloped into this beautiful, glorious, and lovely creature, inheriting 

“" her father's gift as a writer of much truth, slightly colored by the imag
ination, like her sea-green drapery, and the wine of love was to rest on 

' :;the full, sweet lips. No one, to look at her now, would think her to be 
" ■^■ more than eighteen or nineteen years of age, as you think of age on

earth. \ .
■ -Now my duty as master of ceremonies being over, I will step one side 

and allow the lady to manipulate the keyboard of my wife’s brain and 
hand. Hoping she will be most successful and pleasing to you all, I re

' main, truly yours, ' . CARLYLE PETERSILEA. -

To write is nothing new to me, but to write with borrowed utensils 
is new and somewhat strange. However, I will try to do the best that 

\*Y can be done under existing circumstances. ' : :
i'ts Twas not at all surprised at finding this life as it reallyjs, for I had
1/ long known, previous to entering it, just what it was like, and; so was 

: i nbt doomed to be disappointed. - / ■ /
V " My first thought is of my dear ones at home, and I want .them to know

that all is well and most exchantingly-lovely with me, -and that I am 
Vf ’ near them touch of the time, ordering circumstances; to the best of my

’ ability, for their welfare, both temporal and spiritual. . To be too per
sonal in my remarks will not dp, I suppose, yet my hearf yearns so'over 
them that I-can scarcely refrain. ... ■ .-s.-’.-

True love never dies, and the heart of a mother longs to comfort anc 
sustain the dear children whose little heads once nestled on her bosom, 
whose little lips once pressed her own with loving kisses, and whose 
sweet, childish prattle once tilled her heart with joy and supreme 
mother love- Later, when the dear ones grew to womanhood, Die 
mother love grew ' with them and - strengthened With 
tlieir strength, , and when she passed from ’the temporal into 
•the spiritual, her love, strengthened by time; now burns,. Godlike, and 
she strives to shower blessings upon them from her home among the 
blessed. Thus it is with me, and other mothers who have loved their 
children, who still love them, who will continue to love.them for all 
time. But I know; that you all want to hear something about my life 
here. ■ ■■..■• ■ ■ ■ .' *. ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ . . . ' ■
) ¡Well, the first to meet and greet me was my beloved father, Captain 
Marryat. Now. I expected this, dear friends, and was not at all sur
prised; After he had hugged and kissed ;me to.his heart’s content; and 
I liftd clung.to him weeping in rapturous delight, he asked me if I would 
hot- like to see my mother, for it must be understood that my mother 

/ had been in this life for many years, besides there were a great many
other relatives and friends. j . - - . . . , ...

- The thought of meeting my mother gave me fresh delight, and my 
... i-dhor, half bearing me in his arms, for I waswery weak, floated with

J'hjp'ivard. It should be borne in mind that spirits do not rise directly 
¿MpWard bitt always at a gentle inclination; and, as we thus floated, the 
\ rights and sounds were ravishing. All nature seemed.singing one great 

WnwniiouB anthem. . - -- '
v “Have we far to go ?” I asked, as I elung to my darling papa,

marble of earth.” < {’> 1
“But this grass, these flowers, the grand old Europeandms;'hnd^the 

other trees? Oh, how strange! And this ground seems’ttrpe i*^l-” .
“Yes, it is real,” he replied; “but would not so appear tpthe,mhabit- 

ants of earth.” ' . o\ ei.
“The flowers are more beautiful and brilliant than any S'evetosaw on 

earth. - - - . -#l .* .
• ‘ Yes: but the trees, grass and flowers really first existed, won the 

earth. These are the same flowers expanded, etherealized', and conse
quently beautiful.. The immortal law applies to everything, as.fou see. 
Florence/a1 There is no death.’ That which Wpppears ;s bupransi- 
tion.”Zi-Ail . ’•.;■■ : .. Y’-¿iRuiUb xUHr-JOy. ni. ^t> . ’»I-: ■ - 

“And nowTpapa, let us enter. . I long to see my mother,”iijy child, 
and others.” - 1 -,. ... '

Now before I describe my meeting with my mother, and other friends, 
I desire to say a few words, for there has been a break in the control; 
owing to the medium’s being obliged to attend to other duties; and then 
often before we can again continue with our subject, the medium will 
have read something that impresses the mind to that extent that we are, 
obliged to remove, or allay, the false impression. ■ ,.c - ,

Yon, as Spiritualists say that this spiritual life is a continuation of the 
earth life, that the spirit fakes up.his or her life just where he or she 
left it. If so, then their surroundings.must necessarily be similar.. No 
spirit can take up its life just Where it left off on earth, if there were no 
objects whatever’but itself and other spirits. The spirit might, by tel- 
c-pathy, transfer its thoughts to a soul corresponding to its,own, but how 
is it to transfer its .thoughts to. those far below it in the scale of develop
ment ? How teach babes, little children and youths? ■ • ■

No, ladies and.gentlemen, we must have objects here as with your
selves; and we are trying, through this medium, to tell you how it is 
here. I think it necessary to say this, for there are so many-who think 
that when .a spirit passes out of the body, it goes out into a sort of noth
ingness— in fact, into fogland, where there exists nothing but fog and 
spirits. But how about the fog? Where does that come from? Fog 
is simply water whose particigs are driven a little further apart by heat, 
consequently it rises up and, lo, your water becomes fog. That’s it pre
cisely. The attenuated water is now fog, and it does obscure the mor
tal vision wonderfully. One cannot see through it, to save one’s life— 
that is, not very far—but when one gets above the fog, then one finds 
the same law applies to all material things just as it does to water, that 
is, nothing is annihilated; nothing really dies; it simply becomes attenu
ated and rises up to take its place where it rightly belongs here in the 
spirit world. But enough. I will now go on and describe the meeting 
with my mother. ’

No, my mother was not surrounded by fog, and her form was exactly 
that of a human being in a beautiful and ethereal condition, but just the 
same lovely darling that she ever was. NoW I want to describe my; 
meeting with my mother, and just how everything looked. ' I first en
tered a large and elegantly appointed hall; from thence, my father ush
ered me into a spacious drawing-room. My eyes swiftly- took in the 
■details M the room, and within it was the semblance of all that a beauti
ful drawinjg-room contains on earth. I say the semblance, and I mean 
to sometime explain all about this, semblance, if the medium will give 
me her time and strength,' blit I cannot stop for that now. -¡ There were 
chairs, sofas, rugs, carpets, tables, pictures' statuary, and'a thousand 
and one other things that go to make up .the details of' a? refined and 
eleganthonie. . .'¿A’' - - . ■ .

■ I tell you, my friends, there.was something more .than fog here; and,’ 
moreover, there was a polished grate and the semblance/of a^cheerful 
-fire;?- NoW you may laugh who will,: but I am telling th^ ex^jt truth. 
Carry your scientific researches a little .higher up and my wprd^^ill yet 
be proven to be true? Don’t stop at fogland; get above and beyond it.

My mother had been in spirit life many years, and, oiPebufise, I ex
pected to find her greatly changed; and so she was, fof^the l^dy who 
came forward to meet .ine was so beautiful that I eaughinjny Meath in 
rapturous delight. Although'sp.-beautiful, yet she was.thtosametmother 
as of old. She kissed me again and again, and I clung ^b hriSn wild 
delight. ■ : . . ibi rio '

. Oli! this was home-coming indeed! And now there enteredcmy own 
child and other relatives. But to relate all the rapturousqdelights that 
I experienced at meeting them once more would take tooMucldtime and 
space in this article, which should be short, for I must fell' y/j^ that ! 
have written for newspapers before this. Nearly all my early girlhood, 
and young womanhood, was, spent in writing for English periodicals. 
Oh, I am at home in this business, you may be sure.

Well, now, friends, don’t stare or elevate your eyebrows and exclaim, 
“impossible!” when I tell you'that my mother ordered ten to be brought 
in. I was a little nonplussed .myself when I heard her, but; oh, it was 
such a natural homc-cpming! I looked at my mother and said: “Moth
er, it Cannot be possible that you have tea here?” , . .

“Why not?” she asked. “We have water, fruit, and flowers; why 
■nottca?” .

“But is tea gathered here as an herb, or the product of a bush, and 
steeped?” - ’ 1 ,

“No, not exactly,” she replied. “All such labor is dispensed with' 
here. You must understand, daughter, that the thein in eari;hly;tea is a 
chemical attribute, and all chemical attributes exist here in the ethereal 
world, and we can make use of them\as we please, if wA h&ye tlito £■©-
/ " ’ - te J ‘ ■- 'V'1
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ing almost from ear to ear. . . ,,
“The horses are really quite as beautiful and intelligent as the man,” 

he said. .
“Yes, even more so, I believe; but who is that negro? He seems to 

know me, and.he looks familiar.” .
“I should think he might,” said my father. “You became acquaint

ed with him, as a spirit, when you were in the body of flesh. Don’t you 
remember, when you were visiting America, that he became attracted 
to you at a seance in New York; and from thence followed you to Eng
land, like the faithful servant that he was; and during the remainder 
of your earthly life he remained with you, that he might help to guard 
you from harm; and performed all the heavy, physical demonstrations 
at your seances there?” ;

“Can it be possible? Oh, call him in, papa—do, I beg! And it was 
he who performed all those wonderful demonstrations of physical spir
itual manifestations?”

“It was no other,” answered my father.
We were standing at one of the long French windows and Caesar 

stepped forward. “Oh, my missus!” he said, “I’se very glad to see yo’ 
heah.”

“And I am glad to see you. This is the first time I ever looked at you; 
but you were described to me by a clairvoyant, and she told the truth, 
for you look just as she said you did. ”

“Yas, missus. It was me dat made de table dance—me, Caesar. It 
was Caesar dat made de big raps an’ thumpin’s. It was me dat made 
de ole banjo turn, turn turn. It was po’ ole Caesar dat made de chairs 
jig ’roun’. It was me dat trowed de tow’Is an’ piller aroun’ at yer hed, 
for I knowed dey wouldn’t hurt yo’, an’ I cracked de table lak pistil 
shots, an’ I pulled de chairs wid fellahs in, dat weighed two hunderd 
poun’s, away frum de table, base I didn’t want ’em dar, an’ I lifted up 
dere foots an’ smacked dere faces fur ’em, an’ all fur yo’ sake, missus- 
all fur yo’ sake—kase I lub yer, an’ must sarve somebody. I sarve yo’. 
ole dad, yeahs an’ yeahs ago, befo’ I cum to dis heah world—yeahs an’ 
yeahs ago, when he young ’un an’ go trabblin’.” -

“Yes,” said my father. “It was in Peru, years and years ago, that 
you saved my life. Then, I took you into my service, and not long after 
you met with an accident and entered this life. Florence thinks you 
followed her from New York, but I sent you there to her, did I not, 
Caesar?”

“Deed yo’ did, massa. Yo’ tol’ me to take good keer ob her, an cut 
capers fur her if I could, so dat she might know dat it was a sperit dat

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facta in its field- 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cent»!

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. .
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the- 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND’ 

- THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, »1. '

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY 01*
MAN.

Containing the latest Investigations
and discoveries, and a thorough presen- 
tatlon of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price »1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENTS 

OF THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object,, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods ot 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom's Cabin.'* 
Price, 25 cents. ’
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological- story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Pries, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

.circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual- 
lets. Their testimony. . Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies 
5 cents; 100 for »1.25. *

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price »1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib. 
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA- 

TION3.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests 
" By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

___ ____________ Berlin Heights, Ohio.

done it.”
* Ton are ri ryou say is true.77"

, And it was. He performed TJTXe wonderful manifestations, at my 
seances in London, and many, many other wonders that the world has 
nCver been made acquainted with. But my letter is growing very long. 
I must stop somewhere; and it might as well be here. But if possible, 
and agreeable to all concerned, I mean to write more, and often.

ASPHODEL BLOOMS,
AND

other onerinos, 

“Y i ... 
EMMA ROOD TUTTlE.

Yours most’faithfully, FLORENCE MARRYAT.

Now I wish to add a few words to that which Florence Marryat has 
written. At the time when I visited her seances in London, there were 
quite wonderful manifestations. First, exceedingly loud rapping; then, 
concussions as loud as the reports of pistols,-and sounded very like 
them. The table would be jerked about, the chairs of the sitters jerked 
away from the table with heavy people sitting in them. A lady cried 
out that something was unlacing her boot, then she said that her foot 
was lifted from the floor as though a large hand had pushed it upward. 
I then said: “I have not the shadow of a doubt but what you say is true, 
but we all like to know for ourselves. I wish Caesar—as the spirit was 
called—would come and lift mine up.” Immediately two large hands 
grasped my ankle and lifted my own foot two feet from the floor. I am 
a man Who when in the material form weighed two hundred pounds; 
my chair was twisted around and moved away from the table four or 
five feet. This -was done repeatedly.

T asked Florence Marryat if she knew who the spirit was ? She said 
it was the spirit of a very large negro, who had followed her from New 
Yprk to London, and had been performing some very wonderful tricks. 
My face was also slapped quite hard.

. . ; . • CARLYLE PETERSILEA..
(To he continued in 791.)

A More Civilized Diet.
There has been an enormous Increase 

In the demand for fruits and nuts, for 
fish and eggs, for milk and butter and 
cheese, for. poultry,- and for proprietary 
cereal,foods.5 Fifty years ago the only 
cereal food known, besides the prod
ucts- of wheat and rye flour and corn
meal, was oatmeal, and that was im
ported and was rare and costly. Now 
no breakfast table Is without some 
form”¡of mush or grits.

A thorough investigation of the sub
ject shows that Americans eat 36 per 
cent less meat per capita than fifty 
years ago. But we eat more wheat, 
poultry, eggs-and cheese. In 1880 our 
consumption of eggs was 920 dozen for 
each 100 persons. Now it is 1,700 doz
en for each 100. ' We eat seventeen 
dozen'apiece, and the hen has assumed 
an important place in economics. In 
1850 we consumed 430 bushels of wheat 
for each 100 persons. Now the son- 
sumption is 623 bushels for the same 
number. Corn and potatoes show a sim
ilar increase, while in „forty years the 
consumption of oats as human food has 
increased fourfold. •

One of the most notable changes of 
diet is that in favor of fruits. They 
are used the yeqr around. They are 
fine, either fresh from the tree or 
cooked, and are kept dried, evaporated, 
canned or preserved the year- around. 
There is no more wholesome or pala
table dish for the supper table than a 
properly selected and prepared dish of 
stewed peaches or apples. The bana
na has gained continually for the last 
twenty years. Our bananas now cost 
us »8,000,000 a year.—Dallas (Tex.) 
News. . ■ '

Strange New Shrub That Cures Kidney 
and Bladder Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc.

We have previously described the 
new. botanic discovery, Alkavis, which 
proves a specific cure for diseases 
caused by Uric acid in the blood, or dis
order of the Kidneys or urinary organs. 
It Is now stated that Alkavis is a prod
uct of the well-known Kava-Kava 
Shrub, and is a specific cure for these 
diseases just as quinine is for malaria.

Among the many testimonials received the 
Hon. R. C. Wood, of Lowell, Ind., writes that In 
four weeks Alkavis cured him of Rheumatism 
and Kidney and- bladder disease of ten years’ 
standing, and Prof. Edward S. Fogg, the noted 
Evangelist, of Covington. Ky., gives similar 
testimony. Many ladles also testify to its won
derful curatlve powers In disorders peculiar to 
womanhood.

The only importers of Alkavis so far 
are. the Church-Kidney Cure Company, 
of New York, and they are so anxious to 
prove its value that for the sake of in
troduction they will send a free sample 
of Alkavis prepaid by mall to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
is a sufferer from any form of Kidney 
or Bladder disorder, Bright’s Disease, 
Rheumatism, Diabetes, Dropsy, Gravel, 
Pain in Back, difficult'or too frequent 
passing water, or other affliction due to 
improper action of the Kidneys or Uri
nary Organs. Tye advise all sufferers 
to send their names and address to the 
company, and receive the Alkavis en
tirely free. Address Church Kidney 
Cure Company, No. 404 Fourth Avenue, 
New York. '

This volume contains a selection of 
the best poems of this gifted author and 
storyettes contributed by Clair Tuttle 
in her charming style. There are 285 
pages, with six full-page illustrations 
including photogravures of the author 
and Clair Tuttle. It is bound In blue 
with aluminum embossing. Many ot 
the poems are especially adapted for 
recitations.

The author needs no Introduction to 
the spiritual public. Her songs are 
among the best in spiritual literature
Epes Sargent said of one of her poems 
that it was the equal of anything in the 
language, and that she was the poet of 
the New Dispensation.

The Mecca says: "Psychic Poems "
That erudite critic, Wm. Emmette 

Coleman: “To all lovers of good poetry 
this book is confidently recommended."

Will Carlton:. “I have read with great • 
interest:’’ 6

Sarah Thorpe Thomas, tho Humanita
rian says: "A most exquisite bouquet 
» • • » the thoughts echo and re-echo 
through the deepest recesses of my 
heart. I have some word of praise for 
every page." ,

The author says in the dedication-' 
“To those whose thoughts and lone-fne-s 
reach into the unseen Land of Soius 
this handful of asphodels, mixed with 
common flowers, is offered hoping to 
give rest and pleasure while waiting at 
the way stations on the journey 
thither.”

Price »1.00. For sale by 
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

_______________ Berlin Helghw, Ohtc. 

The Arcana of Spiritualism.
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

“The New Life.” By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
“new thought." Excellent in tone and
tendencies. Price, cloth, »1.

“The Constitution of Man." By
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and 
practical presentation of advanced 
mental science ahd embodies many new 
and original ideas, and the fullest
teaching extant"as- to thé nature; con-

"Principles or Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and nAde amenable to the well-being of" 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. - A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates.
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 

!46.. It Is a wonderful work and you will
trol and direction of desire. Price 50c. fea driigbted with it ..

"The Truth "'Beekei Collection of । The Commandments Analysed, prîes 
FartaCérémonta fér th® Usé of 25 cents.. ,.Bte Bible Statics, cloth, 50 
Liberals.'' Price 25 çsntE» . seats. For sale at thia ®3c®, 
'o.- M'«- > J t, ’ > k¿W»-, *• „ j .

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is Intended 
by its assisting, Inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years In pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it »treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, »1.25 postpaid. '

Address all orders to J
HUDSON TUTTLE, I
Berlin Heights, Ohio. '

"Death, Its Meaning aad Resnita.-* 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly Interesting vol. 
nme, of folded value. A narrative ofl 
wonderful psychic events In the on- 
Ihor’s experience. Oath, 500 pages, IL 
lustrated. 8133. j

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper; 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
In Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrate: futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

- 'Tho Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1! 
and 2. An occult library In Itself, a < 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Phlloso- - 
phy. Price 82 nor volume. .

"The Romance of Judo. A Story of . 
the Life and Times of the Nazareno and' 
His People.". Thrcugh tha mediumskip 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley< An Intensely In- . 

> foresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
। and gilt Only 50 cents, ,

■ •
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_ R&ixUt by Postoffice Money order. Registered 
Better or Draft on Chicago or Now York. It 
costs from 10 to l&ceuts to got checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
Wish that amount deducted from the amount 
sent. Address ah letters to J. B. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill. .

TAKE WOTICEi
At the expiration ot subscription,' it not ro- 

■ ■ newed, the paper is discontinued. No bills 
will besenttor extranumbers.

8ST7f youdonot receive your paper promptly 
. write us, and any errors in address will be 

promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis. -

J-gr-Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper ichanged, always give the address of 
the jilace to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

)?er year to foreign, countries is ?2.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 7, 1905,

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.ii you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Sdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit 
. ! uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism.' Bend him. 
Klippings when an attack Is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
kirn at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

A Simple Marriage Ceremony.
While reading what our good sister, 

Mrs. Clara Watson, had to say of the 
attempted action of the N. 8. A. on mar
riage service, at its late session, and 
her objection to its llturglc features, an 
Incident in the life of the Hon. Benja
min Wade, for many years Senator 
from Ohio, came vividly to mind.

Wade was located at Jefferson, Ash
tabula county, Ohio, in the practice of 
law. Some sixty odd years ago he was 
commissioned a justice of the peace, 
Mlth his office in the court house, and 
hoarding at the McEntire House, di
rectly across the street Ben, as he 
was familiarly called in those days, for 
Chort, was invited to unite a pair in 
holy wedlock, who were waiting his ser- 
iwlces in the parlor at his hotel. News 
instantly spread through the court 
house that Ben was about to perform 
his first marriage ceremony at the ho
tel, so there was a rush of law students, 
•clerks, office-holders and hangers-on, to 

, ,'dreflB.and' ;be present omthe interesting
pccasion. .- . ...

not amMtioilB !to”be'-'viebre<i 
" " iticlsms on his

-silppetrtouC' crossed the street, 
entered the kitchen department of the 
hotel; hence to the parlor, where he 
found the waiting pair. Quoth. Ben:

“Are you the'people who wish to be 
married?”

“We are.”
“Your names?”
These were given.

. “Then- by authority vested in me by 
the state of Ohio, I pronounce you hus
band and wife.” - -

Saluting them, Wade returned by the 
route he came to his office and books, 
hot even waiting for his fee.

’ By this time the self-proposed wit
nesses began to arrive at the parlor in 
great numbers. They waited and wait
ed, as did the bride and groom, the lat
ter expecting the justice to call for his 
fee; but he came not. Alter waiting a 
long time for the official to appear, the 
spectators retraced their steps to their 
respective offices, one of whom found 
on his desk an official report announc
Ing the marriage of Miss Blank to Mr. 
Blank. It is needless to add, the jeers 
were on those who failed to witness the 
ceremony, and not on the tyro minister
ing'in the temple of Hymen.

We have the foregoing facts from 
tone who was there. It is probably un
necessary to add, this brief ceremony 
.was just as binding on the parties, and, 
probably, was quite as instructive and 

■ useful as the voluminous methods 
adopted by some of the churches. ■

Important Truths.
‘The chief object of the Church

È

■
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THINKER
Some Modern Miracles.

All along down through the ages of 
man’s ignorance, since the inception of 
the Romish type of Christianity, mira
cles galore have followed in the wake, 
marked the track of the holy monks, 
pious "fathers,” and unsainted saints of 
the Catholic church. And now comes a 
Protestant monk whose miracles are not 
to be outdone by. any that bear the ac
credited brand of the church of Rome.

For instance as stated by “Father Ig
natius” himself to a correspondent of 
the Chicago Chronicle:

“In 1862 when I was with my fellow 
worker, Mr. Redman, a woman earnest
ly besought me to come and save her 
daughter, who was dying of typhoid 
fever. Suddenly feeling God’s command 
upon me, I rose, charged my friend to 
bring a relic of the true cross with him, 
and we both set forth on our errand of 
mercy. On reaching the house we 
found the girl had been dead two hours 
and the body was already disposed for 
burial., 1

"Actuated by an involuntary impulse, 
I took the relic and laid it on the heart 
of the corpse, exclaiming, Tn the name 
of Jesus Christ I say unto thee, arise.’ 
Slowly and stiffly the corpse arose. 
Redman cried out, ‘What have you 
done?’ T have done nothing,’ I an
swered, ‘the Lord hath done all.’ I be
lieve Redman’s brother is still alive and 
he can testify to this truth. I have 
never spoken of this wonder until now, 
when it is for the glory of God that I 
should be believed. .

“I remember, too, at Plymouth, an 
evil mother refused to allow her daugh
ter to be baptized. I warned her that 
God’s curse would fall on her if she per
sisted. She was obdurate. Suddenly, 
without warning, her 14-year-old daugh
ter was stricken with idiocy. The doc
tors could never explain the origin of 
the affliction; it baffled all their sci
ence; it was the act of God.

“There have been other instances, 
but two will suffice, because I believe 
there ore means of substantiating them. 
A stricken mother sent for me to suc
cor her son lying ill unto death five 
miles away. We always have Lourdes 
water at the abbey, though the nature 
of the water is Immaterial. I said, T 
feel our Lord intends I shall raise this 
poor boy by the power ot his name.’

“When 1 got to the .cottage I found 
the boy dying of acute internal inflam
mation and all but dead. I sprinkled 
Lourdes water upon him, almost shout
ing, ‘Jesus says you are to get up at 
once.’ Instantly the boy arose per
fectly cured and the next day he walked 
five miles from his house to mine, 
bringing me a gift of flowers. That 
boy’s mother still lives close to Llan- 
thony; I will ask her if she is willing to 
give evidence.” •

It is noteworthy that Father Ignatius 
kept a supply of good Catholic Lourdes 
water for use in working his miracles, 
and the question might arise in the 
mind of a good Catholic, whether the 
Lourdes water might not be the really 
efficacious instrument of effecting the 
miracles, by whomsoever applied, rath
er than the acts of the "father” himself 
in the premises. Surely holy water 
ought to be of gracious, and even mi
raculous efficacy, in and of itself. And 
the same of “a relic of the true cross," 
old bones of saints, or any other old 
thing in which tho operator has “faith.”

Ot one thing we may be assured. In 
all such cases of supposed miracle, in
cluding what are claimed to the raising 
of the dead to life, thé actual càusës are

Appreciative Open.; Letter.
------------------------------JO . Í

CRITICAL WORDS FROM ^ICI^GAN.

f

A. Veteran Spiritualist Expresses His Hig^> Ap&çpciation of the Great 
Work The Progressive Thinker ¡»Doing.

■ . -- ----- ■■ f ; ’
To the Editor:—My silence for the past i&d ÿéifira has not been on ac

count of a loss of interest either in you brHfi'he In-ogressive Thinker.
As age adds additional cares and duties':hi most men’s lives, and as 

I have just reached my seventy-fifth year in earth life, I offer this as a 
palliating excuse for'my reticence. ’ ‘

The tone and management of The Progr^sive'4'hinke'r has fully met 
my expectations, and I have no fear for its future,-so long as you are at 
the helm, together with your able corps of contributors and helpers.

“The agitation of thought is the beginning of wisdom.” '
Since the publishing of Leadbeater’s lectures in The Progressive 

Thinker, the discussion of “The Great Psychological Crime,” and now 
“The Demonism of the Ages,” THERE IS A BROADER LIBERALITY 
MANIFESTED AMONG SPIRITUALISTS AND LIBERALISTS, AND 
A FAR BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE DEEP AND SUBTLE 
TRUTHS WITH WHICH MEN AND WOMEN HAVE BEEN TRYING 
TO DEAL-. . . ‘

All sects, cults and religions have their message for earth’s people, 
each adapted to the plane of development of those who are attracted to 
them; and if the leaders of each were upselfish, their followers 
might pass on to the next higher grade, when qualified. But here man
kind meets the “stumbling block in all past history. First crystalliza
tion, then progress ceases. . , . -

Truth has nothing to fear from the attacks of pie uninformed.
Men of profound wisdom in past history have given their message 

and have been content to wait until mankind were capable to compre
hend it. • - . • ’

I can say as did Brother Baldwin in the issue bf Dee. 24 of The Pro
gressive Thinker, that Dr. Peebles’ work is a timely production,''and 
should be read by every Spiritualist who has afi interest in thé welfare 
and development of his fellow man. \

Few men in any age, to advance the cause they had espoused, have, 
done more than has Dr. J. M. Peebles. I have'kept in touch with his 
labors and teaching since 1858. My testimony is that his unceasing ef
forts should command the appreciation of all Spiritualists and Liberal
ise, and I would suggest that his critics bear in mind this sublime 
maxim written over the doors of the sacred temples of Egypt: “Before 
the tongue can speak in the presence of the mas.ters, it must have lost its 
power to wound.” Long may The Progressives Thinker live to bear its
messages to Thinkers of all climes, 

Lansing, Mich.
A. J. CHAMPION".

A Voice From the Pacific Coast
To the Editor :—In all the great arena (the 

great Spiritual play-ground) there never has ap
peared so bright a star as ypuf^Open Court.” 
It calls for the truth and nothing but the truth. 
It glimmers and glistens. May The Progressive
Thinker live to herald the “i

San Francisco, CaL to
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One may be apparently
dead, to all outward appearance, and 
the hold on life has not been wholly dis
engaged, and In such cases, by psychic 
laws, the spirit may be aided to resume 
actively the control of its bodily tene
ment. .

This has been exemplified in number
less instances, in which the supposed- 
to-be-dead-persons, after revival have 
stated that they were alive and con
scious of all that was said and done, 
but could not stir nor speak.

In such cases some Fattier Ignatius 
might by psychic force of will start vi
brations in the “dead” person that 
would bring renewal of life action. 
Faith in Lourdes water or some old 
relic may—-on the principle of auto-sug
gestion—help the operator to a high de
gree of positiveness and confidence in 
bis power—an essential to best suc-

Rome for the last three centuries has 
been to stunt the growth of the human 
mind. Throughout Christendom, what
ever advance, has been made in knowl
edge, in freedom, in wealth, and in the 
arts of life, has been made in spite of 
that church, and has everywhere been 
in inverse proportion to -her power. 

’ , ¡The loveliest and most fertile prov
i inces of Europe have, under her rule, 

been sunk in poverty, in political servi- ; 
t^ide, and in intellectual torpor.- • * • ■

“For political and intellectual free- ! 
’dom, and for all the blessings, which : 
political and intellectual freedom have ■ 
brought in their train, the world is 
chiefly Indebted, to the great rebellion 
pt the laity against the priesthood.”

’ Thus from Macaulay’s History ot 
England, and a truthful presentation of 
the retarding influence of Catholicism 
on civilization.

~ The same facts, to some extent, apply 
to Protestantism, though not to such a 

. marked degree.
Turn the eye in any direction we 

please, and the churches of all denom
inations seem intent on holding us to 
the past. Old errors are preferred to 
new truths. ■ Watch the action of big
ots constantly striving; even in our 

..... American Congress, by penal legisla
tion, to- tie us back to old Institutions, 
ancient usages, and laws which have 
come down to us from primitive races, 

- It is for reasons like these The Pro
gressive Thinker has opposed tha en
grafting of church creeds and church 
liturgies on. Spiritualism. Our partial 

J freedom has come from Independent ac- 
fion outside of churches. Qur.com- 
plete emancipation: will come by stand-

- Ing aloof ftom all entangling alliances, 
s , We have no desire to oppose the ac- 

don of the National Association, but wo 
qre frank to admit.we do not like its 
Qeemtngeffort toimltate the churches: in 

. (building up a great i eligious hierarchy, 
. .<■ even though labeled a Spiritual organi

sation.
. Freedom and. progress -cannot ad

I •banco when-tied back-to the errors of 
I preceding generations.

cess.
In many instances such “dead” per

sons, have been brought to life by an 
accidental sudden jar, or wound, by the 
cut of a surgeon’s knife, ot the wound 
of the embalmer’s tool as he essayed to 
perform his embalming operations.

There is no necessity for calling in 
the aid of miracle or supernatural 
agency in one case more than in any 
other. Gash, bruise, shock, Lourdes 
water, will power, hypnotic or psychic 
influence, or the active aid and work 
of spirits—all are within the domain of 

' natural law.
i Of one other thing we mhy rest as
' sured: A physical body from which the 
‘ life has fully departed will 'remain 
dead—dead, dead, notwithstanding all 
the efforts of all the monks, Catholic or 
Protestant, in the world, aided by all 
the holy water and all the relics in ex

' istence.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO COMMENCE 
ESTABLISHING A SPIRITUAL AND 
OCCULT LIBRARY, BY SUBSCRIB
ING FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER, AND SECURING OUR 
ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS. LOOK

Court.
ELLY.

PSYCHIC SUBJECTS. THIS DIVINE 
PLAN HAS ONLY BEEN INAUGU
RATED BY THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER. SEVERAL THOUSAND 
DOLLARS (FORT WHICH WE DO NOT 
RECEIVE EVEN A CENT OF INTER-

Effect of the Mind on Digestion.'
The effect of mental states on the 

secretion, of various glands has received 
considerable study at late. In a reefent 
number of the Journal de Psychologic, 
M- A. Mayer treats of "the influence 
of niental images on secretions,” and 
concludes that it is especially Important 
in the case of digestive fluids. We 
quote below a few paragraphs from a 
notice of Mr.. Mayer’s I article In the 
Review Scientiflque. Says the writer:

"It is a matter of common observa
tion not only that tears may be pro
voked by memory or even by fiction, 
but also that the sight or Idea of food 
may ‘make the mputh water,* which 
means that it produces an increase of 
the salivary secretion by reflex action. 
The glands, in ract, like the muscles or 
the capillarjr-vessels, have their nerv- 
terminations. fr '

“The influence of the perceptions on 
the saliva has been clearly shown by 
the experiments of Malloizel and Victor 
Henri, who have studied directly in the 
dog the secretion of the submaxillary 
gland. The sight of food was found 
to provoke even a more abundant se
cretion than ingestion; and, curiously 
enough, the nature of the saliva is 
adapted not only to the kind of food 
taken into the mouth, but even to the 
element perceived, when its nature is 
not unknown to the aplmal. The sight 
of salt provokes a clear liquid secretion, 
while with meat there is obtained a 
very viscous, thick liquid. And not 
even perception is necessary. A pure 
mental image provoked by association 
will suffice; if one is in the habit of 
carrying food or sugar In the pocket, 
the act of putting the hand in the pock
et will, provoke a secretion of saliva. 
And If two dogs are looking at each 
other, it is only necessary that one 
should be eating meat to cause the 
same flow of viscous saliva In both.

“Pavlow has made special experi
ments on the stomach. The odor of 
loqd also provokes a secretion there. 
He has also studied the influence‘of 
taste by an ingenious artifice * * * and 
has proved that when a dog swallows 
small pebbles, salt, balls of starch, or 
an acid liquid, the glands of the stom
ach remain at rest, While, when meat 
or sugar is given to it, an Immediate 
flow of secretion is evident. • » » The 
intensity of the secretion varies with 
&nd. is proportional to the pleasure pro
voked by the food. A dog that prefers 
cooked to raw meat has an abundant 
secretion when he is allowed to eat the 
former, and a very slight one when he 
Is mad' to eat the latter; and the in
troduce on of an article of food that is 
displeasing to him is sufficient to stop 
the secretion.

“The character of the animal also 
plays Its part in the intensity of the 
phenomena, and Pavlow notes that cer
tain dogs are not excited by the sight 
cf food because they are of a positive 
and cold temperament. * * * * *

“The importance of these results 
must be acknowledged by every one. 
They show how important It is to eat 
food that is agreeable, and to avoid 
what Is unpleasant. In order that proper 
digestion may take place. * * *

“From the purely psychologic point of 
view also, these phenomena possess 
great interest M. Mayer shows that In 
these experiments the motion, thepleas- 
ure, precedes an! seems to put into ac
tion the organic phenomenon, the secre- 

1 tlon, which fact seems to be opposed to 
the so-called psychologic theory of the 

: emotions, according to which the psy
chologic phenomenon, the central phe
nomenon, is conditioned, caused, pro

. duced by the peripheric phenomena, the 
organic modifications. * * •

’ “Evidently the phenomena are com- 

constituted by the sensation of the 
stomachic motions that take place in 
anticipation of the Introduction of food. ‘

“But as for the emotions properly so- 
called, It is evident that the physiologic 
theory can not pretend to the universal
ity that was once rashly attributed to 
ft.”—Translation made for the Literary 
Digest. '

APPRECIATES DR. WILKINS' POEMS 
Dr. T. Wilkins, Chicago, Ill:

My Dear Sir and Brother:—I wadt to 
tell you how much pleased I was with 
the reading of your poem (Three Arisen 
Spirits) in the last "Progressive Think
er.” They are very fine, not only in 
sentiment and ideas, but in the rythmic 
music of noble thoughts. - Whÿ do you' 
not gather together your poems and 
publish them in booklet form? I think it 
would be well for you to do so, and I 
am sure they would have a good sale, 
because they are.qbt only poetical but 
they reveal a sound;‘substantial phil
osophy, and such books leave their ir|- 
press - upon the conscious, thinking 
man. /Very truly yours,

; 3. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
Battle Creek, Mich..

Thanks Awfully.
To the Editor:—Permit me through 

The Progressive Thinker, to offer a few 
words of appreciation to Dr. J. M. Pee
bles for his note of commendation and 
brotherly advice. I am always glad to 
hear from those whom my effusions 
please, and feel enriched in soul jvhen 
I know I have touched a responsive 
chord in a fellow-being and inspired a 
kindred spirit , . ■

I have had numerous notes of appre
ciation and verbal expressions of pleas
ure derived from a perusal of my varie
ty of poems, and now, taking Brother 
Peebles’ suggestion.as a motion, do we 
bear a second?

I will state that I am not only con
templating publishing a book of poems, 
but am getting them together and in 
shape for such publication in the near 
future; but as the act must necessarily 
be somewhat risky, in a financial way, 
especially with poetical works, I should 
like an encouraging expression from 
other appreciative friends.

Again, publicly thanking Brother 
Peebles for his enthusiastic expression, 
and thanking the Editor for this priv
ilege, I am

Ever thankful for all favors that are 
kindly here bestowed,

But I fear sometimes the payment is 
much larger than is owed.

I would merit first, and justly, ere I feel 
there is a due.

And accept the thoughts responsive i 
they reach me—kind and true.

DR. T. WILKINS.
40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

1
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CHRISTMAS GREETING.

would like to write you a Merry 
Christmas song,

So bright, and so cheery, your life 
’twould prolong;

So full of rich melody, and glad Christ
mas cheer

You would think it was Christmas each 
day of the year.

So full of rich blossoms your life I
would strew,

"d fill it with roses, all fresh with with 
love’s dew,

r
That so bright would life’s pathway 

ever appear,
You’d think It was Christmas each day 

of the year.

Fond tokens of love I would send to you 
now.

That would smooth all the furrows ot 
care from your brow,

Wipe out all the sorrows, brush away 
every tear,

So you'd think it was Christmas each 
day of the year.

Such tokens of Christmas as Santa

i
Claus brings, 

cannot send you—my money has 
wings.

THE WORLD OVER, AND YOU CAN EST) ARE REQUIRED TO INAUGU-
NOT FIND ANOTHER SUCH OPPOR-
TUNITY. THE LIKE OF / IT 
NEVER SEEN BEFORE ON 
GREEN EARTH. NO ONE 
EVEN TRIED TO IMITATE

WAS 
THIS 
HAS

RATE OUR DIVINE PLAN, OUR 
SUBSCRIBERS RECEIVING THE 
BENEFIT THEREOF. THEREFORE 
IT CAN WELL BE SAID THAT THE

SOUTHERN CASSADAGA CAMP.

OUR-PROGRESSIVE THINKER READERS
METHODS. JUST THINK OF IT, 
ELEVEN EXTREMELY VALUABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS, NEATLY AND 
SUBSTANTIALLY BOUND IN CLOTH, 
SENT TO YOU FOR $3.35. AFTER 
WE PAY THE POSTAGE WE REAL
IZE A TRIFLE OVER $2 FOR THE 
ELEVEN BOOKS. THIS IS OUR DI
VINE PLAN, TO ADVANCE OUR 
PATRONS ALONG SPIRITUAL AND 
OCCULT LINES AT THE LEAST 
POSSIBLE COST, MAKING THEM 
THE BEST POSTED PEOPLE ON

ARE THE MOST ADVANCED IN ALL 
THINGS THAT PERTAIN TO SPIRIT
UALISM AND OCCULT SUBJECTS 
GENERALLY OF ANY PEOPLE .ON 
THIS GLOBE.. ,THIS DIVINE PLAN 
SHOULD BE FULLY APPRECIATED
By SPIRITUALISTS, AND ’ 
SHOULD RECIPROCATE BY

THEY 
' AL

WAYS RENEWING THEIR SUB
SCRIPTIONS PROMPTLY, AND AT 
THE SAME TIME ENDEAVOR TO IN
DUCE OTHERS TO SUBSCRIBE FOR 
THE PAPER, THUS EXTENDING

EARTH IN REFERENCE TO ALL. OUR USEFULNESS.

man’s vote. It is not to be claimed, 
that women are ull ideal creations; but 
it is justly to be claimed that higher 
and larger responsibilities ■ are educa
tive—to both men and women.”

The Ballot of Great Benefit to Women."
Lillian Whiting, the well-known jour

nalist and literary writer, has spent con
siderable time in Colorado where she 
has observed the general effect upon 
women of the responsibilities of full 
citizenship. In a recent letter to the 
Washington (ï).- Ç.) Post, she says :

“No one, I think, could pass any 
length of time in Colorado without be- 

1 Ing convinced of the inestimable value 
of political enfranchisement to women 
in its enlargement and stimulating of 
the intellectual life,, and its tendency to 

i constantly and. increasingly efface the 
I trivial and the inconsequential with the 
significant, the, interesting, the more 
¡important themes of thought and con
sideration. It was my privilege to pass, 
several weeks of 1901,. and again . of 

! 1903-1904', in the resplendent and beau.- 
tiful Centennial, state.

“No woman of ordinary intelligence 
I could pass miich time in Colorado with- 
cut realizing the marvelous effect of 
the ballot on the women themselves in 

‘its enlargement of their intellectual 
life and the redeeming: of conversa
tional interests to a far more significant 
quality. '

“The tone of conversation at women’s 
: lunches, at receptions, at clubs, or. to 
¡mere incidental meetings, is so infi
' nltely redeemed to n higher sfgnifl- 
cance by the introduction of larger in
terests, without in the least sacrificing 
the Interests of those literary,. educa
tional, artistic, and social concerns 

i which, in non-suffrage states, are the 
: chief themes of thought and discussion- 
among cultivated women.

"The charge of fraudulent voting is 
said, by competent judges,.. like Hon. 
Alva Adams,; ex-governor sM;now gov
ernor eteot of Colorado, to be taflhitely 
leas true of the woman's than of th$

Cruel and Unusual Punishment
The president of the National Curfew 

Association, Col. Alexander Hogeland, 
is on record as in favor of the plan, that 
each offending boy or girl brought be
fore the judge for violation of the cur
few law shall be compelled to repeat by 
way of punishment the Lord’s. Prayer.

With some good people the- bible ad
ministered in some form Is a panacea 
for all ills moral or physical. Some 
very pious parents, by Way of corrective 
punishment, compel their offending, 
children to commit to memory a pre
scribed portion of bible.. ■

That a reflex good may result from 
this procedure is very probable—the 
very manner of the- fnflictibn, causes a 
growing distaste and' dislike .for the 
bible and everything associated with it

And so, repeating the Lord’s Prayer, 
os a punishment, must inevitably tend 
to cause aversion to it. ,

Uttering the Lord's Prayer, by com
pulsion. while the young offender thinks 
“damn.’’ down, in his or her heart, can
not result in. moral good. • .

A forced attitude of reference, when 
the heart does not feel reverence; but 
rather anger and dislike, is - likely to 
breed Irreverence and aversion. And 
when once this compulsory repetition of 
the prayer has. been inade, the prayer 
will ever after oe’associated with pun
ishment, in the mind; .

Profane swearing '.itself,, were less 
stultifying to. the child’s moral sense 
than this compulsory repeating of the 
Lord’s Prayer. -

The statutes against ‘.‘cruel and unus, 
ual punishments ’ should be Invoked' 
against this pious device wherever it is 
attempted to be enforced.

Ab a breeder of-hypocrisy this prayer 
punishment-would bea great succesB,..

They All Do It .
Macaulay; in his Essay on Sir James 

Mackintosh, was not far from the 
truth when he wrote:

“The doctrine which, from the very 
first origin of religious dissensions, has 
been held by all bigots of all sects, 
when condensed Into a few-words, and 
stripped, of rhetorical disguise, Is sim
ply this: ‘I am in the right and you are- 
in. the wrong. When you are the 
stronger, ybtr ought to tolerate me; for 
ft is your duty-to tolerate truth. But 
when I am the stronger, I shall perse
cute you, for.lt is my duty to persecute 
error.’ ” '

The End df Thought Reached, 
i A good'stor^ is told by somebody, 
which may be familiar to most people, 
of thè loi&sick boy in school:

They were studying some sort of “ol- 
.ogy,” thè one that traces a thought all 
the way aking the line, and shows that 
One thought or more-will bring another 
sort of Suggestology. The love-sick 
boy hadntlie Word “spirit” given him 
and it wap hlftxduty to tell what the
word suggested.„to him. He did it in 
the following language: “When I think 
of spiriffiiil thflfc of ghosts; when 
think ofrchostebl think of graveyards, 
when 1 rank, of graveyards I think of

I

heaven ; when I think of heaven I think 
of angels; when I think of angels I 
think of W -sweetheart; and then, O' 
Lord, professor, I can’t think of anv- 
thingels^f 3S ■ , -

, ’-■■■.• nt - - tltv- >■«“'- —- ■
.-THE SOM L’S QUESTION.

'Spiritual'Songs tor th& Use ot Clr-

Lake Helen, Florida, News—Last Ex
cursions.

The winter session of this rapidly 
growing camp begins February 5 and 
closes March 26, 19.05.

The speakers and mediums engaged 
are W. F. Peck, W. J. Colville, Carrie 
Twfng, F. Gorden White. Organist 
Anna. Duncan. Vocalist, Grace Haw- 
Un. .

Hotel Cassadaga and Brigham Hall 
are filling up, still there is room. The 
Apartment House is full.

The new pavilion is approaching com
pletion. .

A. S. Wheeler and wife have taken 
rooms in Mrs. Philbrook’s cottage.

Geo. W. Nickeson will build an addi
tion to his cottage.

Mrs, Van Lieu occupies her old 
place- in Apartment House.

“Tepee" Baker is build a cottage on 
Prospect Heights.

Oranges and grape fruit are plenty.
Mrs. Vogt has lived a year here and 

pronounces the summer perfect
Mr. Root is about to marry and will

But I pray that life’s sunshine, and 
., ...Skies,that are.clear, 

of the year.''' ——-1- 3--

To fill in your stockings, I Lave noth
ing to send, '

But trust that their fullness will be 
without end,

Their contents so rich, with love and 
good cheer.

That you never will doubt that Christ
mas is here.

May each gift hold so much of the 
heart of your friend

You will know that their love has never 
an end.

So true, and so loyal, ’twill ne’er disap
pear,

But bring you glad Christmas each day 
of the year.

No matter how pretty, how rich, or how 
neat,

Without the heart’s love, the gift’s in
complete, '

May each gift, r.o the giver draw you 
ever more near,

And extend your “glad tidings” into 
each day of the year.

May many a Christmas time come in 
the years.

Making brighter life’s shadows and 
lessening its tears.

And with each glad returning of the 
Christmas tide.

May Its sweetness e’er linger, and in 
each day abide.

EMMA GIBBS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

A THIEF AT SPIRIT SEANCE.

swHfffiHsssssawwssswsK. 
SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY. '

Additional Facts Concerning This Phase 
of Medlumshjp. '

9

occupy 
bride.

Mrs.
life. 

Mrs.

the Littlefield cottage with his

Littlefield has passed to spirit

J. D. White has bought the Lit-

Medium Warns All Hands After Disap
pearance of Purse and Gold

Framed Picture.

Wlio Is this; soul within, my soul .
• That Lhayeiknownbefore? = 
It is a part ofi the mystery’s whole 
, And it waits outside.the open door. 
Have I seen you in some other star?' 

WEre yoh. dear and’hear to me?
Or are youia fancy erying Mar 

That to me-biit seems to be?
MARIE. LOUISE KEARN. 

San Francisco,.AJal;

lon.
' Bjf Urlileêtes, Campmeetlngs and, Other Spirit- ’ ,

tsoUatla GSatherhW’ By - Mattie- a. SSW; »I 
Htÿj., Price 10 cc-ata, “ ’

.tlefleld cottage and will improve: it
Mr. Johnson, has enlarged the bed

rooms. of the Lower cottage and at
tached bis shop.

Gèo. P. Colby is taking boarders and 
proves, his excellence in this deport
ment, as well as a channel for spirit
ual thoughts. ,

The Cole cottage has been sold for 
; ?55 and moved toward ’ the Philbrook 
cottage. Miss Cole is in. Jacksonville, 
holding circles and giving readings.

Mr. and Mrs. Twlng are expected 
daily

Dr. Critchley .is working on the 
Clarke newcottage on Prospect Heights. 

: Mrs.'Critchley, Mrs. Mary E. Martin 
; and Miss Laura Toner will ’ sail for 
Lake Helen, January 13.

E. W. Bond la building' a boarding 
house at the railroad station,

Mr. A. Alger of Michigan, has arrived 
with hia bride and taken rooms in the 
White cottage.

-Mr., and Mrs, McDonald, have coinè;.
Mr. Kellogg, Mr. Twlng and Mr. 

Palmer are putting bath rooms in theft
cottages.

:Mr. and Mrs? Giddings have removed 
to Jacksonville , to live near a- daughter. 

• Meetings -in the Auditorium every 
Sunday,. •:• . ■

, Geo; -P. Colby holds Sunday meetings 
on the camp grounds. ■ . ' ■ .

: My excursions' for January; 1505, sail 
; on the Apache-r-Clyde line, January 4, 
13..and,2.4. J shall personally conduct 
the <we, ieiving, New York City; Jan- 
upry 13.'-Ttóse ‘Who wish can go up 
the St. John’s river by steamboat,, land
ing at Beresford with me, from which 
point we take.carriages to camp.
, -For. particulars, and Special: low prices 
and printed information, address me 
(enclosing . four, cents in. stamps lor 
postage- o& folders,etc).

. H. A. BUDJNGTON.

Dr. William Keeler has been a medL' 
um for spirit photography for thirty-five 
years. He began as an amateur. Some 
of his plates contained strange faces. 
His father took them to Mr. Mumler, 
who was in jail on a charge of pretend
ing to produce spirit pictures lor pay. 
Mr. Mumler. pronounced young Keeler's 
pictures spirit faces. At school the boy 
would find writing on the back of his 
slate, and as he could not account for it, 
but declared he did not do it, he got 
flogged. •

For some years past he has been em
ployed as a photographer at the Govern
ment Hospital for the Insane, and does 
a little work at spirit photography on 
Sundays at his home in Washington, D. 
C. But it has never been remunerative, 
and he does not advertise. .

Dr. Theodore Hansmann has been 
practicing the art a few years as an am
ateur. He was a skeptic in regard to 
spirit phenomena until about twenty 
years ago. He now exhibits to friends 
strange faces that appear on his pho
tographic plates, some of which are rec
ognized likenesses.

And now Joseph J. Bender, who until 
two years ago was a scoffer at spirit 
manifestations, has become a medium 
for spirit photography, and is preparing 
to do greater things than has yet been 
done, as promised by his guides. A 
few days ago there came to him at a se
ance the following written communica
tion from a well-known photographer 
who passed over long agd in New York 
City:

“Mr. Bender—Sir and Brother:— ' 
Your work shall yet outdo all others. . 
N. Sarony.”

Also another from the earliest spirit t 
photographer of Boston: |
. “Mr. Bender:—I hope to have you' 
running smoothly soon. Wm. Mumler.”

I have heretofore described a spirit 
photograph of George Christy, the fa- . 
mous minstrel, who for more than twen
ty years has been the guide of Pierre 
Keeler. It was taken at a sitting with 
Pierre Keeler without a camera. (See 
Progressive Thinker of Sept. 3, 1904.) 
A few weeks ago Mr. Charles Dickenson 
placed a prepared photographic plate in 
a paper box, well wrapped up so as to 
exclude the light. This he placed in 
Mr. Keeler's cabinet at every seance 
for about six weeks, at the end of which 
time a spirit announced that there 
faces upon It, and he was told to have 
the plate developed by Mr. Bender. 
When developed there appeared five 
distinct faces, two of which were those 
of Mr. Bender and Dr. Hansmann, ’ 
neither of whom had anything to do 
with the experiment In the cabinet. In
deed Dr. Hahsmann was not present at 
any of the seances when the box was 
put in the cabinet.

The face of Mr. Bender is an exact 
copy of one I have, in which the profile 
of Thomas Paine appears at the right 
and the national flag at the left. This 
was taken in May last. The face of Dr. 
Hansmann in the picture taken without 
a camera, is a striking likeness, with 
the lower part obscured.

Close to Mr. Bender’s face is another 
which resembles the common ideal like
ness of Jesus. Further at the riglit is a 
much larger face which some say looks 
like General Grant in his younger days, 
but I doubt it Turning the print np

, side down we have Dr. Hansmann and 
at his left a picture of “Aspasia,” the 
beautiful Ionian lady, the wife of Cyrus ■ 
the Younger, 401 B. C., taken captive by . 
Artaxerxes, and consecrated as ai’:-’ 
priestess of Anaftes (Petrarch’s Lite ot to 
Arta xerxes). tgk
_ Ifi.this spirit photograph I^pcnfjjjze 
painted in oil, tn the prdkerfctor-Tuo"~" 
Bangs Sisters, for Mr. Bender "nit 1b an 
excellent picture, hanging in Mr. Ren
der’s parlor, together with spirit por
traits of his two deceased sons. :

Mr. Bender and Dr. Hansmann Are . 
now working together. They sit ’by 
turns for each other. Mr. Bender has 
brought me three pictures taken at 
their first sittings on which spirit faces 
appear, but, strange to say, no likeness 
of either sitter! This fact, of course, 1 
take on trust, but I have entire confi
dence in the two men, and what motive 
can they have for deception?

And now, after writing the above, in 
comes Mr. Bender, with several later 
pictures, on one of whch stands a man 
in military costume, answering to .Na
poleon Bonaparte. Another print has 
Mr. Bender’s picture, almost invisible, 
with very distinct faces of the three 
Fox sisters in a group. And he brings 
also a similar picture of himself, more 
visible, taken in May last by Dr. Hans
mann, with the same group of the three 
sisters, but the positions of two of 
them, right and left are reversed.

Incredulous as I was for many years, 
I no longer doubt spirit photography, 
any more than I doubt materialization, 
tested by the senses of sight, hearing 
and touch a thousand times. No mat
ter what mortals or spirits affirm to the 
contrary, both phases of spirit phe
nomena are facts. »

WM. HENRY BURR.

Dr. I. K. Funk, the eminent prohibi
tionist and publisher, would not sus
pect a Spiritualist, and much less a dis
embodied ghost, of vulgar thieving. 
BuJ somebody alive or dead walked off 
from a spirit seance with a gold-framed 
portrait ot Dr. Funk’s mother.

It happened at the meeting of the 
First {Spiritualists Church in Aurora

A REFLECTION, AND CONSOLATION
It is unreasonable to believe that the 

Logos would place the means of abso
lute extinction within the pow'er of any 
man, either as related to himself or to 
another ego. Why? Because the 
plans of (God) evolution would be thus 
thwarted. You can strike off your
physical vesture, or that of your broth- ■

Grata Cathedral, Bedford avenue,
Brooklyn, a week ago last night. The 
Spiritualists who meet there are the 
very aristocracy of the cult, and they 
were all shocked last night when Mrs. 
May S. Pepper, the medium, made this 
statement :

“I must ask members of the congre
gation not to place anything of value 
on the pulpit.”

It is the custom for believers and 
. seekers for knowledge from the de
; parted to place various articles on the 
‘ pulpit. Mrs. Pepper takes them up, one 
by one, when she is “under control," 
and delivers messages that many be
lieve to. come from the other world.

“Last Sunday night,” Mrs. Pepper 
went on to say, “Dr. Funk left a much

: prized portrait of his mother,, in a gold 
frame, on the pulpit. Clark Bell, the 
president' of the Medico-Legal .Society, 
left a wallet containing a large sum of 
money. After the services these ar
ticles could not be found. Some one 

- must have stolen them or taken them 
by mistake. IE any persons have made 
a mistake I call upon .them to. return 
this, property. ■

“To-night I see-on thé pulpit a wallet 
and-a:.package which seems to contain, 
something: of vaitie.. The. owners of 
these should keep an eye on them, as 
any delay to claim tliem at. the close of 
the -meeting: may be dangerous.”

Here Judge Abram S- Duily, a leading 
Brooklyn lawyer, rose and announced 
that he represented Dr. Fonk. “We 
hope;" said he,“that' the portrait will be 
found to have been taken by error, and 
we have no intention to take any steps.

Uf it la retsrpsa. Abo I hppe Bril’®

er, and thus cause yourself or him an: m 
unnecessary amount of trouble and suf
fering, stepping outside the mighty 
stream of normal evolution for a time.’.. 
The will of the unit of consciousness as'k 
seen in man must inevitably succumb 
to the will of the All as known in God.

Truth cannot be withheld from the 
persistent, painstaking student. The. 
Universal Consciousness contains all 
truth, all knowledge. The searcher 
after knowledge has access to the many . 
great minds locked up in books. These 
dimly point the way. The development . 
of the light within, of the powers of re- . 
spouse, brings the ego into cognizable ■■ 
range with the great blocks of knowl
edge floating in the ocean of Universal ; 
Consciousness—the mind of the Logos 
Mahat. HERBERT A. HARRELL. .

Chicago, 111. ,

wallet will come back with the por- , 
trait” .

Dr. Funk, at a spirit seance some 
time ago; received a message alleged to -. 
be from Henry Ward Beecher, which, re- / 
minded him that he had borrowed ant^ 
forgotten to restore to its owner a rar^ 
coin. Dr. Funk thought he had re» , 
turned the coin, hut found that "Beech-l 

: er” had: told- him the truth. The owner' 
of the coin was dead. Dr. Funk hasj 
since investigated Spiritualism a goou, 
deal. He took the portrait to Mrs. ,. 
Pepper to see'whether, , through that \ 
means, he might receive a message ' 
from his dead mother.—New York y 
World. _ i>.

. i ... । » - -. - - - - — —- .the 
■Th® command monta Analysed,” 

w H. Bach. Tim Commandmsata are , 
not only analyzed, but coatrastefl with ' 
other Bible paswtett. showing gmt tec 
cojsgfiiHiefc Frio® 35 ceata.



' SAR’GIS, EMINENT AS A THINKER ALONG SPIRITUALISTIC

i Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. 
M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon- „ 

ism of the Ages.” ’

¡AND OCCULT LINES, EXPRESSES HIS VIEWS IN REGARD TO 
OBSESSION^ AND IN A MANNER THAT CAN BE EASILY UNDER
STOOD. THUS THE SIFTING PROCESS IS GOING ON, AND THE 
READER MUST CAREFULLY CONSIDER BOTH SIDES OF THE 
QUESTION, AND DRAW HIS OWN CONCLUSION THEREFROM. 
THE AGITATION OF THOUGHT ENABLES ONE TO MORE CLEAR
LY DISCERN THE TRUTH, WHATEVER IT MAY BE, AND THAT 
IS ONE OF THE BENEFITS DERIVED FROM DISCUSSION. THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER READERS ARE BETTER INFORMED 
ON SPIRITUALISTIC, OCCULT AND PSYCHIC SUBJECTS, THAN 
ANY OTHER CLASS, BECAUSE BOTH SIDES OF QUESTIONS ARE 
BROUGHT HOME TO THEM FOR CONSIDERATION.

A CRITICAL REVIEW OF DR. PEEBLES’ BOOK.

11M.

I

wJ0' ^8 Editor:—“Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian.” 
ffhese words are put in the month of one Agrippa, who is supposed to 

. have lived some two hundred or more years before, the term Christian 
known among men. But it comes to the mind, pat, as the“ Demon

ism of the Ages” is laid aside after a patient reading^ - For it is almost 
impossible to conceive how an0-obsessed mentality could have deliber- 

. • ?. .y "written and compiled it, put it forth upon an unoffending pub- 
he in the twentieth century A. D. It is easier in one sense to think the 
author obsessed than to realize.that the frosts of four score years 
have failed to cool the brain that conceived it. So as all rules have 
^lieir exception—or that exceptions prove the rule—let us admit one 

" case of obsession and let it go at that. .
, Now, Mr. Editor, in your invitation to contribute to the Open Court, 
. you wish a review of this latest work of the venerable pilgrim-prophet. 
. Had you read the book before the request was made? This writer has, 
' but to “review” it is another thing. To review a work the supposition 

is that it has coherence enough in contents for systematic treatment as 
■ a theory, hypothesis or philosophy. But no huckleberry hunter ever 

got into such a maze of confusing brambles as will the reader of this de
monish Dempnism. It is, in all charity, but a scrap-book of all con
ceivable nursery story of witches, fakirs, freaks, morbid neurotics and 

; imaginary possessions. It has no healthy strata in its composition. 
- Even the author’s comments with which it is interspersed are as loose 

and discordant as the quoted contents. It is altogether a strange med
... ley—utterly without web or woof of mental continuity in fabric.

A very intelligent, level-headed Spiritualist has observed that, given 
a man who before his eyes were opened to the fact of spirit had been a 
preacher or a doctor, he would treat the subject from the standpoint of 
theology or therapeutics—as the case might be. A score of examples 
or this will rise up in the memory of every one of experience and obser
vation. And it so happened that our venerable brother has been both. 
Take his incessant reference to Jesus, the Christ, and the scriptures of 
Dur bible; and the rhapsodies of a professional orthodox revivalist can 
•only equal it, as the power of verbal pyrotechnics may be the same in 
¡volubility.
, To see how the distinguished author has progressed in this direction 
turn, as has been done in this instance, to your book-shelf, take down

“ The .Clirist .Question Settled, ”,and.jQtt ilie-Yerx^iaiMP®4« i'A 
^^WOdnetionTeadthis: ■ • ' ...... "

R?rsus was intellectually brilliant character, but an ethical 
/religionist, who kept the Jewish law. • * He was a medium, a Pharisean 
, ¡healer, a reverential monotheist, a Hebrew reformer worshiping in the 

.Jerusalem Temple.”
A Query: Might not this non-intelleetually brilliant character have been 

' Obsessed? Many contemporary people thought him so. Even his near 
; friends were wont to “lay hold on him, for they said, He is beside him-

■! i self. ’ ’ And the scribes said: “ He hath Beelzebub, and by the prince of 
1 the devils casteth he out devils.” See Mark iii:21-22. Also Matthew

■ fc: 34, as to public opinion on the ground, so to speak.
Far be it from the purpose here to urge this idea, but it is suggested 

only to show what may be or might be possible from taking ipse dixit 
for settled truth. If Jesus was only a Jew of limited mental capacity, 
obsession, according to this modern exposition, is on the lookout for 
just such subjects.

;. And what a spectacular illustration for the 20th century do we find on 
pages 306-7 of the book, where the venerable exorcist confronts an ob
sessing demon, and marching aroimd the victim declaring that “all 
power is from God through Christ,” and ordering “Look at Me”—all

• the time “weighing a ton.” This spectacle only needed the bell, book 
and candle to be complete. How can you review a book with such

-li:

things in it—and of it? '
And then again, why here be serious when your readers have already 

had the calm, temperate and elevating teaching as to the conditions of 
spirit life and treatment of crude accessions from this life, or the “evil 
spirits” of the obsession school, from such high sources as Mrs. Rich
mond, and the sane reasoning of Prof. Loveland. If the Open Court 
results in nothing more than giving these expositions to the readers of 

. ffhe Progressive Thinker, then the book and its criticisms will not have 
■. been without a wholesome corresponding use.

■ t There is one feature of the book as well as the tone of its defense and 
much of its author’s writing, that is to be regretted, and that is the in

. tolerance and denunciation with which differences of opinion are treat- 
ei It is not needed to reproduce the epithets used, as they are famil
iar. In fact they are so uniform that as a rule they are treated as an 
idiosyncrasy of style, and not always meant to be taken literally and 
Seriously—for the patriarchal user is as a personality genial and frater- 

■ nal—and all know has been a faithful worker in the pioneer ranks of 
the modern Spiritualist movement. .

. . .Another idiosyncrasy is illustrated in Chapter XXX, on “Spiritists” 
and “Spiritualists,” or spirit and spiritual. How ode can be a Spirit
ualise without having gone through the primary or primer .stage of 

' spirit and spirits, is something the common thinker can’t think.. One 
cannot be a mathematician or work the rule of three in arithmetic with
out having learned the multiplication table. And a great many people, 
never get beyond this elementary stage. . But why denounce them.be-. 
cause they do not understand logarithms? Is it right, then, or .politic 
to denounce and upbraid a person because he honestly takes the first de
grees in spiritual knowledge? Would it not be better to help him up 
into the beatitudes of the spiritual—obsession had almost ran away with; 
.the pen—but altitudes was the word intended.. ' ;

A discussion, or debate, on the topic of obsession, per se, is per se un
profitable. As long as our assumed teachers, ring the changes on the. 
“God idea,” the “Christ life,” and the “evil powers,” just so long will 
Buch scarecrows as demonism obsess people’s minds. What is obsession 
anyhow? “Obsess”.by the lexicons is to “besiege; beset; compass

• about.” . To be obsessed is to be “vexed or plagued from, without.” 
And so this Sort of action by an “evil spirit” is obsession. If-a spirit 
possesses any one it is “control;” A person may be plagued or an
noyed by a spirit or by a mortal—it is obsession all the sanie. So.it is 
nbt necessarily a spirit influence. ; If this idea is once settled in the 
mind, half the bugaboo of .obsession will have been banished—or the 
bugaboo part eliminated. . •

Next: Let us always remember as.a starting point in the considera- 
lion of spirit, spirit teaching or phenomena, that no condition of either 
'world is supernatural or unnatural, but that the mortal .and spiritual 
¡states are connected states. Being so interplay'between is as con- 
■ ns the states.themselves. We sgZd over" out* “dead” every mo- 
"ihent of time and their reception or Advent tells on the conditions they • 
enter upon, and the reflex aetioi^»?/communication is as incessant as is 
this commingling between the people of both—for both worlds are in-

• ’ habited^only by people. ... , .
When a citizen of America—of Chicago for example—goes to the old 

’world, say’ Egypt, he looks at all he comes in contact with’, through 
Atstorican eyes" and thinks about them from his-educated standards of 

g. And if he meets a fellow countryman they are friends at once

. Thë Progressive 'Fhïnker -
,........... ■■ , ■■ -.... w... agae===?

—even the flag on a ship to a far wanderer will bring fears of joy to his 
' ».! » -hen-a Catholic, a Presbyterian, Baptist or of*hny sect meets 
“W “w over there” they are brothering one another off hand, 

and the two worlds being connected states their influenea reflect? back 
to the peoplein the mortal they may be talking aboùC And if the mor
tal is sensitive, or is or ever has been a preacher or doctor or supersti
tious, the influence “obsesses” them, or they are “cdMpassèd about” by 
_ e sympathetic force on the other side—or the oilier cia&mected state, 
it is not necessarily “evil,” or evil spirits save to those whose educa
tion has been to regard the. invisible forces as organically good and 
bad, with co-existent and co-eternal power. To such?“obsession” is as 
natuial as any other mental concept or idea. Aiid.diseussion or even 
reason to such is a waste of effort. H i

of liberal thought going over and finding1 conditions to 
sustain their ideas here, naturally desire to reflect, buck jo earth those 

-ideas;/and finding receptive minds they can imprésa they । obsess” the 
yoltaires, the Pames, the Franklins and Ingersolls bf 'tills life to give 
people the .truth as they see it. And of course in the estimation of the 
° uni6 ass. J® the very old devil himself that obsessess them.

1 Obsession in this way, and in the very nature pf things this way 
only, has been in operation since man has been on the^earth, and will be 
as long as he lives find dies—unless indeed the Exorcist-Pilgrim stops it 
a ter ne enters on the scene by his avoirdupois power of incantation, 
i Is. because the two states are connected states and man the in- 
either °* both~au<i. til° one factor in the intelligent population of

&S t(? cu.re °/ obsession—if-in the sense ófjcure it is desir- 
be1’®18’ keeping m mind this connection of states, but one way, 

^“¿hat js from this side, or in other words, it i? to send’over there neo
itter lnformed as to life and its conditions here" in the primary 

Commencing, say with.the age of Elizabeth-the 16th century: Since 
Bacon and his compeers, down to Franklin and his liecame citizens of 
the spirit world, Riore progress has been made in the’condition of hu- 
H’c/uty than in nil recorded history theretofore—And a corresponding 
reHex from spirit life in response. It was the result pf this movement, if 
it may. be so Called, that made the advent of Modern Spiritualism pos
sible m its practical form; and it would indeed be a reversal of all our 
philosophy as to the law of unfoldment in humanity if we were to go 
back to the infantile concepts and explanations of tllfi office of our con
nected worlds, and send over once again our hosts of witch burners and 
k n* | 8carei’8-t° more darkly obsess our reverends and exorcists, by 
bell, book and candle processes of “casting out” a setpf folks that by 
the very nature of things and their own etymologies never got “into” 
anybody.

For example, take the story—Mark v :1.17,—of the man among the 
tombs with the unclean spirit—a legion of them—who by authorization 
oi Jesus went out of the man “and entered into the swine; and the herd 
ran down a steep place into the sea (they were about two thousand) 
and were choked in the sea.” All this is swallowed without a word of 
apology or explanation to the owners of the pigs, big and little. If it 
had occurred in this Christian country and age, a grand jury would 
have indicted and our courts rendered judgment fox the value of the 
herd, or imprisoned all concerned for malicious destruction of private 
property. . 1 L I-

In vain have modern moralists tried to get at the animus or rationale 
of this remarkable and seemingly wanton destruction of private prop
erty, but not until the world was told what kind of man Jesus was, 
could a reasonable reason be given. As he “was not an intellectually 
brilliant character,” but only a “religionist who kepl’ the Jewish law,” 
the apparently practical view to be taken of the occurrence was to make 
pork-eating still more odious to the common people. As-one herd had 
about two thousand head in it, the inference is simply aj j^msiness one, 
that spare-ribs and bacon were of general, consumwon with the sur
rounding population. Of course when the people Ifflew^at real dev
ils could enter swine, the horror of possibly eating horkAhus adulter
ated would be enhanced—and thus that part of theMewisli law obtain 
greater sanction. No wonder the people wanted himl“t<fidepart out of 
their coasts.” r.

Can any other rationally reasonable explanatiorrbe "given for this 
reckless destruction of the property of an innocent oqfeider? But 
when you try to get “obsession” down within the rules of modern in
ductive reasoning or common sense analysis you run up against just 
such riddles. So the topic might as well close here as further on.

We have plumed ourselves with the idea that the uhod'efn manifests-

pernatural or superstitious coloring to things. But if i wferuh off aft&r 
suet scare freaks as obsession and evil spirits the endorsers-of our sanity 
nyiy ask for,a receiver. ‘ . QAR’GIS.
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. OBSESSION A. FIXED FACT. 
' . .J-...;

3. S. Loveland Controverted byActual Experience.

To the Edtior :—Having read the first article in thejOpen Court series, 
in which the “Burning Book” is cited to trial, I shalLpass over the first 
two sections of Prof. Loveland’s artiele, and proceeddo’introduce some 
incidents taken from my own experience as rebuttinrg?evidence" to the 
proposition. He says: “This brings me to my third; proposition that 
the animal appetites and passions die with the body, àhd cannot exist in 
the spirit spheres.” . '

I wish simply to introduce here some evidences to prove that the 
above proposition is not true. I will, as I have done once or twice be
fore, introduce some experiences I have had while having sittings with a 
lady who afterward became my wife. Reared among the primitive 
maple woods that once fringed the shores of Lake.' Minnetonka, near 
Minneapolis, having little association save the surrounding woods and 
the Indian spirits who inhabited them, the birds, the deep crystal waters 
of the lake, her mediumship could not well be otherwise than pure. The 
spirits that controlled her were the pure,simple-minded Indian spirits of 
this forest home. . ....

Finally going to Minneapolis to attend school, she soon found her
self surrounded by a different element,-probably emanating from the 
city slums. I with a few other friends were having a quiet little circle 
with the young lady in question as the medium.

A strange control, after putting her. through quite-ta -series of contor
tions, finally began to talk to us language rather unbecoming a gentle
man, much less a young lady. Then he demanded iff some of the gen
tlemen present a drink of the “ardent,” which all refused. The me
dium then searched the pockets of two or three of the-gentlemen pres
ent. If they had one, she did not succeed in finding it", and never did 
succeed in any way in getting a drop of intoxicants of .any kind. Now, 
this was no hypnotic spell, for upon being asked, he readily gave his 
name as Tom Cook. He is Tom Cook yet, and is now a very prominent 
member of the band of guardians who" have had chafcg'fr of her to this 
day- . "

Here is a woman who is the very acme of purity anft honesty, offering 
either by thought, deed or precept no inducement |o an earth-bound 
spirit like this.

This medium has been the means-of bringing many spiritismo the light 
of Spiritualism, not one of whom were aware of having passed out of the 
physical. v . L .

Now, Brother Loveland, hot one of those spirits b^t. w^ wohld have 
caused this medium to do" ahy -lovr 'degrading act, s^ .'ag stealing any 
artjcle, drinking, smoking chewing. Now those, who Mne.w her from 
childhood will assert her purity of character, if askejfl t<Wso that no" 
element of her nature was ever attractive to a low ggiss ’^spirits ; but 
thanks to thè spirit, world, through the efforts of ij^diinns the lowest 
spirits in the lowest spheres may bé started on the en<fiesdjpaths.of eter
nalprogress. ,- • ?]. w"

: J-,- ’..sic , .
Searching for Knowledge. . „ ground.' No one can ¿eft ths benefits

If , when we Idok through solence we 
fall to find any instance of life being 
generated In jhewgrtable.knimab or inspiration" flows frinn its" pages to"

?hUomnnqu ™dand S vo ftrees CM disseminate, encouragement;." truth and 
the Posltjvnand wmve roree?,_can . Hvtogj; and i- ^0*.- that each 
anyone reconcile this with the inrmac- hbla.en eo_
ulate conception? . le j feel 1

Again. Joshua commanding" the sun,*■ ' ■ >"> ■■ .
to -standstlli has been eimlttfiibd on the "They. are .gathering from the east, • 
ground of It being an emblem of the And they areigaihcrlng.trom^the west, 
country on a flag carried" In waf. I Shouttag tlis-peacefulicry ofiEfreedom." 
think one explanation as lotas as the " ""
other, and an absurdity for apetsdn to 
coknmsnd something tb stand still that 
so far as we -know, never 'moved. ■

derived from coming, in-contact with 
the minda portraibH fo^he-columns of 
The Progressive Thinker more than 1

Indianapolis, Ind»
MRS. O.S. CRANE.

A DEVILISH OBSESSING INFLUENCE

’ Facts, Well Founded, Far Superior to Theories

i. Geo. B. Marne says: ‘ A very interesting report reaches me of 
good work done by an unpretentious medium, Miss Etta M. Helms, who 
is a healer located at 706 N. Main street, in Princeton, the enterprising, 
out church dominated, capital city of Bureau county, Ill. During the 
past summer a lady, who was a member of the local Holiness band, be
came insane. Her physicians gave her up and advised that she be taken 
o the asylum at Watertown, saying her case was incurable. A daugh

ter ot the patient finally sent for Miss Helms, of whom she had heard, 
and on her first visit that lady found the victim so violent that she had 
bruised her own body, torn the bedding to pieces, battled with her best 
iriends and fought all approaches of the medium by scratching and 
attempts to bite her. Within half an hour she was quietly sleeping.

• ¿J 1 uee days similar- results followed each treatment. At last 
the influence obsessing the patient informed the medium that the final 
contest for supremacy would come at seven o’clock the following morn
ing and a mutual agreement was made that the stronger force should 
remain while the vanquished one should give up further struggle, the 
tannly supposing this was merely done to humor the invalid’s whims. 
When Miss Helms at the appointed hour touched the patient, she seemed 
to die and lay for an hour and a quarter without any visible signs of 
life, but the medium stuck to her post and the woman was restored to 
consciousness and lias remained in a rational mind ever since.

The church people who know of the case now account for the out
come by saying that ‘the spirit of God was on the woman purifying her 
soul.’

Had the poor soul gone to the insane asylum for the pest of her nat
ural days the same enthusiasts would have declared that God had done 
with her aS seemeth to him good, and was entitled to added blessings 
upon his name. Small wonder that Rev. Lyman Abbott is inspired to 
shake the theological foundations of classic Harvard by a demand that 
humanity shall drop the miserable caricature which it has so long 
cuddled for god. Let the rag doll be discarded for better light.”

DR. A. A. KIMBALL WRITES FROM PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
DR. A. A. KIMBALL^ WHO HAS DEVOTED A GREAT DEAL OF 

TIME TO TREATING OASES OF OBSESSION, GIVES HIS VIEWS 
FROM A PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTAL STANDPOINT. HE DOES 
NOT THEORIZE, BUT GIVES HIS ACTUAL EXPERIENCE ALONG 
THE LINES OF OBSESSION, AND FURNISHES INFORMATION 
THAT CANNOT, SEEMINGLY BE EXPLAINED ON THE GROUND 
OF SELF-HYPNOTISM OR AUTO-SUGGESTION. THE READER 
SHOULD CAREFULLY DRAW THE LINE BETWEEN THEORIES 
AND ACTUAL DEMONSTRATIVE EXPERIENCE, AND DECIDE 
AS TO WHICH IS ENTITLED TO THE MOST CREDIT. DR. KIM
BALL’S EXPERIENCE HAS CERTAINLY BEEN EXTENSIVE, 
AND HIS OPINION IS ENTITLED TO CANDID CONSIDERATION.

Haying read the article of Mrs. Clara Watson in No. 776 of The Pro
gressive thinker, commenting on Dr. J. M. Peebles’ book on obsession, 
I have a few cogent thoughts I would like to lay before your readers. 
Our kind Editor made it one of the necessary qualifications of articles 
commenting on “The Great Psychological Crime,” that the author of 
the article should have read the book. I think it would be a good plan 
to make that a qualification for articles written in comment on any book.

I am only glad that the Doctor, after writing and publishing his book, 
was not ashamed to append his name to the same. Mrs. Watson un
doubtedly might derive much benefit from a careful and unbiased peru
sal of Dr. Peebles’ book.

She says Spiritualism has been fighting the devil business idea for 
more than half a century. This is only true, and it is high time our 
Spiritualists woke up, and instead of fighting an imaginary devil with 
cloven hoofs, go to work and help reform the genuine devils, both on 
the material and the spirit plane, by seeking to bring out the supreme 
good in man’s nature, that evil or devils may find no abiding place. 

-T+^^sTnwM^g^%^1^rc2r3e‘%5eJftt^^of ^hfr<iadarOT\^f_Ilere met him 
a certain man who had devils a long time. Christ commanded the un
clean, spirits to come out of him. And- they besought Christ that he 
would not command them to come out of the man.

In several cases of obsession that I have treated the spirit or spirits 
obsessing the patient have often besought me not to drive them away 
from the patient, saying they had lost their physical bodies, and had 
taken possession of this one to express themselves upon' the physical

Please do not think I am criticizing. andqniv op a B.tfil hupt for knowledge and 
ready to accept truth w&esexw found, sonB w«» event 
whether on heathen <& WtoHan, gWoe, ctotti3i,

plane. I expressed to them that they had a spirit body and that great 
benefits would accrue to them by seeking a higher knowledge and un- 
foldment of their spiritual faculties. A true understanding of the laws 
of control and the workings of spirit influence, both for good and evil 
upon the material and spirit planes of life, would help us out of instead 
of into “The deep, dark, damp and dismal slough of despond,” she 
speaks of. . -

Pure and good people, as well as those who are addicted to evil, may 
become objects of attack by the lower forces, through selfishness in some 
way or other, which I believe is at the bottom of all obsessions.

There are many good people who through jealousy and malice become 
the target in earth life, for evil-disposed persons, and they carry with 
them to spirit the same malicious feelings they engendered while here, 
and finding they still possess the power and faculty of venting their 
spite, proceed to do so "in various ways, by throwing a power directly 
upon them to their ill, or impressing some one else to do something 
that would bring them harm.

Sometimes they find the object of their spite to be very positive and 
not easily affected by their influence; they then attack some sensitive 
member of the family, in order to get even, as they express it.

If there is any hocus-pocus arrangement in spirit by which bad men 
and -women are transformed into angels of light, I have failed to dis
cover it.

We shall be in spirit just what our prenatal environing conditions and 
the life we lead here make of us. .

A few years ago the guides of Mr. J. J. Morse, at the close of an ad
dress, said: “A man as a spirit will do meaner things than while en
cased m a,physical body, for the reason that in earth life they stood in 
fear of mail-made laws, which had a restraining influence over them.”

God, or Infinite Intelligence, ought to have just as much power upon 
the earth plane, to keep people straight, as in spirit life. And if this 
Infinite power, with the combined help of the angels in spirit, and the 
good people on earth, cannot make them all good here, how can we 
expect them to be all good in spirit, especially when we are sending 
into spirit every day, criminals and people of the) most hardened type, 
•with very little if any spirit perception and unfolament?

If I do a wrong act, it is not my Body, but my spirit which does the 
act, using my body as an avenue of expression. Very true, I may be 
helped in the accomplishing of that act; by evil-minded spirits whom 
I may have attracted into my aura through the evil thoughts engen
dered. If this be. true, I am doubly responsible, for I not only bind my
self tb the lower conditions of life but help to bind the spirits also.

Mrs. Watson says: “But there is a balm in Gilead • • • for they 
give employment to the exorcists to drive them out of us, to roam at 
large and enter some one else. Of . course, if we have .enough of the al
mighty dollars with which to richly remunerate them.”

In tliis assertion she betrays ignorance of the methods of those Who 
treat these kind of cases. I am speaking for myself and those healers 
with whom I have become acquainted, after many years of very ardu
ous work along this special line of healing. Our plan, which includes 
that of the spirit workers engaged with us, is to educate, and unfold the 
spiritual possibilities, in the soul of the obsessing spirit ; often by ap
pealing to their better natures and showing them their true condition, 
they are awakened to a realizing sense of the injustice of their Work 
and that Ittey are really injuring themselves mote than the one on whom 
they are VQnting their malice, and that every evil act has to be out
worked in spirit. ■ • . ” ■

, Sometimes the spirit may foe a member of the patient’s family and at
tracted Back through sympathy and love, and not aware that the-pa
tient is taking on thp condition with which they went to spirit. They 
have to be instructed and are then taken away by kind spirits who help 
them to outgrow the earth conditions, that they may return to their 
Friends with «n added power to aid and bless them. . ’

There ate" many- spirits bound to their conditions of .the earth life and 
■ire evep seeking An avenue, to satiate some habit to which they were 
hound in the body. Many also go out in a very weakened, and many 
times in a drugged condition» through the influence of these drugs, they 
npo jnade ilie "¿ools of vicious spirits who bring them to sensitive earth
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DEAFNESS AND
" GA» CORED
BY NO METHOD UNTIL “AC- S 

TINA” WAS DISCOVEltED.
Nlnaty-flve par cent of all cases of deafness

•fought to our attention is the result of chroxda
catarrh ot the throat aul 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action or the vl- 
bratory bones. Until those 
deposits are removed a 
cure is impossible. The in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability of au- 
rlsts or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat-. 

L ed every day by the use of 
F Aotlna--The vapor current 

generated in .th. Actins
®^?cs through the Eustachian tubhs into the 
middle ear, renjoving the catarrhal obstructions 
as 16 passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
(he bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) In the 
Inner ear, making them respond to the slight- 
•st vibration of sound. Actlnphas never failed 
to cure ringing noises In thu head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom for years to be completely cured In 
only-three weeks’ use of Aotlna. Acting also 
«ures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which are di
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
•ent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof , 
•t cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson’s 
•00 page Dictionary of Disease, Free. Address 
New York & London Electric Association, Dun.
■t-KP Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

NEW INVENTION!
Writ« for new booklet, Bpechl Offer thlaaoDlh. Oar 
•ew Quaker Folding Vapor Bath Oablneta, fineat 

■■» produced, everybody delighted. Rajoy at 
O oom« hr80 each all the marYcluuicluauiing, 
d-J iurigorailDg, curative effects of (be famona - 

SMn Turkish Baiba. Open Cho GXXXlilOO akin 
'¿Pwl porea, puriflea the entire syatem. Heal a Hot 

Tj BprUgi. Pre rant» dlseaae. Save» Dr. Hile, 
f-jnu.ji Cured thouaanda. Katnre’s drugleu reaedy 
iefiAj to^ cold*i BHp, rhciuuaUiBt, ache«, nsitlfl.

,^ta dlaeaaesi kidney CroaVtt 
iSu'i iblldrera dkeatea aud female ills. Guaran.

’■» leod. But on 30 dan* trial. JtlXj toa month. lalcameQ, manager«, general agent«. 100# proftt.
WORLD MFC. CO., 82 Wom UuiitiHO, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

$9aDaySure%Sg
W .I.U»builuci,fun,,„».mb.,5,7 ““

m,äk.

Cancer Cured

DR» BYE, Broadway^ Kansas City, Mo.

!• the number ot the nrcs- 
M Printed °«f WoSre881v6 'I'kluker.
riLht hnnn ‘ the top of th8 flrst 
right hand corner. It thia number cor. 
nXPth™ thIthflthe flgures on your wraP- 

an Um® you have Paid for bag 
f0<n requested to renew 

rlX handCriptlOn‘ .Thls number at the 
right hand corner of the flrst pace Is art. 

cach. weet showing the number
™*nke« lMued

data Reep watch of the number 0» 
-V« -* -»Mg wrapper. '

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA. 

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author Las embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences ot others, 
including scientists of world-wide re 
pute, making a volume of great value 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. ?2.

MARK CHESTER,
OR r

A Mill and a Million.
tills is on® of Carlyle Petersilea’s most Inter« 

•sting works. It is purely a Psychical Romance 
inch as the author is noted for producim*. You 
feed it in your library for the purpose of lead
ing your romance-loving children out into the 
Ught of occultism. Price naner. ‘
J$r sale at this office. 1

The Renee of Me S 
rlne” and of hls peopla Given Through tiia 
mediumship of MRS.M.T. LONGLEY, to Ira a 
Fuller, and by him dedicated to humanity. It 
is enough to know this work came through this 
•xcellent medium to recommend IL 174 pages 
•I Interesting reading. Price, cloth. 50 cents.

UM or The Touch of An Angel JUrlj Mother.
. BY CARRIE E. S. TWINS.

Her dedicatory Unes are sufficient to show 
»he spirit of the nook as well as the author It 
reads, ’’Because my own children are all under 
the tender care ot the angels, and my heart Is 
hungry for the love ot the young. I most loving. 
& dedicate this book to the children ot th» 
world.” This book Is full of soul elevating and 
interesting thought. Price, cloth, Jl. For sale 
•t thu office.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book or 243 pages, discus» 

es problems that have vexed intelligent mind« 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those or the religions Ure. Ho states a 
great number or well-authenticated instances 
ot spiritist revelation or communication. Wl« 
discussion is trank and tearless, and merits ths 
widest reading, tor be deals with tacts and ex> 
perlences. Price, cloth, 11.00. -

The Law of Correspondence
. Applied to Healing. _

_ A course ot seven practical lessons. ByW. X 
Colville. Limp cloifi, Wo.

The Proofs ot life After Diati
A Twentieth Century Syrtpgslum.

An assembly and collation ot letters 
and expressions from eminent scientists 
and thinkers of the world, giving the 
strongest and best reasons known to 
the World to-day, as substantial evi
dence" Of the continued existence of thn 
soul after death. Arranged under the 
several heads of Science, Psychical Re- 
sehreh, Philosophy, Spiritualism, with 
a special contribution on Immortality 
from New Standpoints.

Compiled and edited by Robert J. 
Thompson, Late Special Envoy of th» 
United States to the President of the 
French Republic. ■■

A work of especial value, giving the 
views of a largo number of eminent 
persons. ■ Finely printed and abound.’ 
Price ®2. For sale at this office.
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When writing for this paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach ‘thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

- j , ■ -

TAKE NOTICE.

To the SpinHuallgb of New Jersey.
■- ; >1 -■Jf. — ■ ■ ' ■ '

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
- LYCEUM.

Sunday, January 8, 1905, S. E. 57. ‘‘Do 
. It Now.” ,

EX-PRIÊ8T SEGUIN.

A Brave Worker Who Should Be Re
membered.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each conUi^'1^ 
fe alone responsible for any a^rUaM 
or statements be may make. The edito 
allows this freedom of e/Pr6.8?1®“’ 
lleving that the cause of truto n he 
best subserved thereby. 
sentiments uttered in an article »iy he 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they ^ould be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our eP^ce ’omes 
quate to publish everything th 
to hand, however much we tbu
to do so. That must account for 
non-appearance of YOUR arUJ^. 
»SSSSigSSS 

spondentB thatTb® J.rog machine that 
is set up on a g ftbout four
must make speed equal v;Ork,
compositors. That ®ea°. opy in- 
and It is essential that all copy^ re 
sure insertion n lh® should be
quirements being favors > white 
written plainly «'«>. £kan°d"only on 
paper, or with a typewriter, ano 
one side of the paper. . t Ior

ITEMS.—Bear in “ cases be
the General Survey wil bave to occu- 
adjusted to the space w wilj
py, and in order to do that oj. 
generally have to be abrid^ b0 
less; otherwise mW 1 ® thirty-line 
crowded out.. So®eti „ g anq ten 
Item is cut down to ton may re
lines to two lines, as occa 
quire, . that all ItemsTAKE DUE NOTICE<j£“pimled by 
for this page toe writer,
the full name and address eUry Or 
It will not do to say. to* » wUh- 
Correspondent writes s a ad(lre8S ot 
out giving the toll name rto0Se who do 
the writer. *he items• * eBt be 
not comply with this■ .
cast into the waste basket. Bent to

KEEP COPIES of j onr P° returned 
this office, for they will
If we have no: space to u________ ______ _

Take due notice that items for this 
page in order to insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, 429 LaSalle ave

nue, Chicago, Ill., vice-president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, is 
arranging to publish a list of the Spir
itualist societies, lyceums, camp-meet
ings and mediums in the United States 
and Canada. The officers of these so
cieties are requested to mall her at 
once the name of their society with of
ficers and their addresses and all medi
ums will please send her their names, 
addresses and phase of mediumship. 
This list cannot be published com: 
plete unless each one will co-operate 
and It is hoped that an early response 
will be made. . . . .

IMPORTANT N°LlEMENTEDWILL 
^¿SIRING JfNeDt0BStEHMEE \lINO18 
PLEASE MEET Tim HOME OF 

-STATE B°AR? AT THErH £ 
the secretary, south 
JOHNSON BLOOM. E 0GDeN 
turner AVENUE 0(JAthur8DAY 
avenue CAR). ON LAURA G.

- TELEPH wvitesi “We have
. Mary B. Bradley . ’Mrs Marga- 

had toe pleas.ure of having M ub ftt 
ret E. Skeels ° «narga^^ Her

Bloomington, UI . I her true
many adm’r?,rs 'si medtam will always 
worth as an honest m j^ay
■welcome her return e gag hef t0
heallhtne trito of bJn-itoallam to the 

Multitudes. As a trance lecturer s 

ISMrs.’ C. J Miller writes
’ «-bf nil the good things I read in The

Progressive Thinker from time^togtim^
• k^eX1: toe°yy X mye feel so light

U Reßd This List of J] ì
All Spiritualists 4n toe state of New 

Jersey who believe' in local and state 
organization, and dre desirous of hav
ing missionary woik in their respective 
communi Ues,nai e ¿èquested to corre- . - .
spond with Rew. H. 0. Dorn, 72 Colum- toought or act. DO IT NOW.
bia, street, Newark;» N. J., with regard Do it now, the little thine. _ :
to the matters» Mri-Dorn is duly author- Just a thought, a smile, a word, 
ized by the N.'8. Al-to represent its in- Do it now, the joy twill .
terests In New'Jersey In this particular I You Percllance l'ave n6vel heard, 
work HARRISON D. -BARRETT, I time’s at hand and'gladly do, 

Canaan, Mei Pres. N. S. A. Cheer a heart and smoothe a brow;
------------------- Iti—^-1-—------- -—-1 Chance and strength is given you, 

Robt. F. Ilàlé QfYJos Angeles writes: Do it now, pray do it now.
"It Is an éxqJlsito. pleasure for me to I information concerning The Pro
write a few Iftes to you as to toe.stand- g y authorized lesson
ing of the Trptos.eekers Society,. of :heet of the National Spiritualists Asso- 
this city and the credit of its «tandlug, clatloll) addresa Johu w. Rine) spirit- 
idem; Mrs j“’ K; PennUton, because uallst Temple, Galveston, Texas.

her equal cannot be found tor honesty I 
and sincerity. In 'Conducting meetings In consequence of Monday being re
she has done much to clean out those garded as the proper day to celebrate 
refractory fakirs that smurged our ros- I New Years, we are compelled to go to 
trums here, and.’l am pleased to say press on the preceding Saturday, hence 
that the society1 of which she is pres- many important items are crowded out. 
ident is doing a noble work. It stands A> A. AVERtLi_ WRltES. FROM 
now clean, and no fakir known will lyNN, MASS.: “THE BOSTON 
ever be allowed upon Baid rostrum GLOBE VOTING CONTEST CLOSES 
while our sisterTiolds the fort. As to JANUARY 23. ALL FRIENDS OF 
The Progressive Thinker, I will say that THE LYNN SPIRITUALISTS ASSO
it is not only a paper, but it is a spir t- clAT10Nj AND' 0F THE|R CANDI- 
ual encyclopaedia, and its corps of writ- DATEi DR. ALEX CAIRD, ARE EARN
ers on diverse Subjects are adding ESTLy REQUESTED TO GATHER AS 
much to its honor aiid glory, and to you MANY Votes AS POSSIBLE AND 
Mr. Francis, I will say that while I have 6END them IN BY THE 20TH, THAT 
never met you personally, but knowing THEY MAY BE STAMPED AND SENT 
that with some men good deeds die TQ THE GL0Re OFFICE IN TIME, 
while they yet live, you are building a We CONFIDENTLY EXPECT TO WIN 
monument that will,never die after you 0NE 0F THE PRIZES. WE CERTAIN- 
have passed over to the land of spirits, LY W|LL IF YOU ALL HELP US. 
Your paper can be.read by all thinkers, SEND THe COUPONS TO DR. CAIRD, 
Inasmuch as it carries the evidence of 44 COMMERCIAL STREET, OR TO A. 
truth and all that the meaning of the A> AVER|ll, 42 SMITH STREET, 
word implies. No mud is. ever seen so LYNN MASS."
far as I know in your paper, and I be- T .. ' R Wa.iker writes- “On Sunday,
lievé that it never will accept anything R. Walker wmes. on sunaay, 
end 'honor o^SnHitiiaitai^but1 wtoaf c,ose<1 a two‘months’ engagement with 
ways^exposo^tlKme chairtatans of ghouls “ton
that infest our ranks. Our society here Ohio.* «J^consensuB^opinton 

clany°SrtosStereLnHe of San Francisco Mr- Edgerly Btands in the very first 
ciaiiy. Sister Lillie, of San i rane sco, ranR a tranc(j gpeaker and test me_ 
is with us giving a series of 1 c . diucl Hls iectures were instructive, el- 
She needs no introduction here from oquent ftnd up -0 the hlghest standard 
me, for she is a Demosthenes. I f iorenBlc ability. His tests were

Mrs. May Roberta, secretary, writes: cieari deflnlte and convincing. In addi-
“I believe you have not heard a word tjon t0 being a grand medium, we have 
from Rockford (Mich.) society, the old- found Mr. Edgerly at all times to be a- 
est save one in the.state, in a long time. I kind and courteous gentleman ; a man, 
The year just drawing to a close has ln iact, to do honor to the grand cause 
been one of markrni progress to our so- he represents. He will always be held 
ciety. Two years ago we repaired and ¡n high regard by the members of our 
enlarged our hall.¡.We are one of the church. We trusc to have him with us 
few who own theimown buildings, mak- I agajn at no distant day.”
ing a fine large audience room above, I Maggle Morton wrlte3 from Sprlng. 
and a still larger dining-room below. I f]e]di jfo.: "I would like to express my 
This enabled us-to get larger rent for appreciation of The Progressive Think- 
our building, and in consequence we count£) flrBt on the 1[st of my
have been able taenjoy the services ol most welcotne ruest8. 1 assure you I 
Mrs. Cora Morrell. - of Grand Rapids, I watch with renewed interest the arrival 
Mich., once each [¡month during the oj ¿he mail every Wednesday, for I am 

■ year. The good work goes on and anxtous to see and devour the Intellect
- 5° Tb? .?r0®res8 I ual feast of good things which is sent

Thinker. Wfl thinlqv/e shall unite with broadcast to your many intelligent 
- the state association next year and ex- I readers each week. I do not see how 
i tend our usefulness.” any gpirjtuallst can afford to do with
’ The Spiritual Alliance Church, 35th out The Progressive Thinker for one 
> street and CottagoI£brove avenue, Vin- I single week. I will tell your readers 
} cenneB Hall. a<Sen5fces at 3 ana 8 p. m. something about our new Temple which 
- All welcome. v/ 10 ¡s nearfng completion. It is Indeed a

Mrs. S. president of toe thing of beauty and looks as though It
First Spiritiufflst Society, of Battle will be a joy foiever. It is certainly 
Creek, Mich?,Wb: “Mattie E. Hjill I built to last. Soon after Spirit Jacks 
has just closed i month’s engagement prophecy concerning the temple, 
with our society. Mrs. Hull, while with through Mrs. Mary Garrett Shaw, our 
t-s, touched toe liearts of many by her society engaged her and she has proved 
pleasing, congeniaL-manner. She gave I on® the most earnest, energetic, un- 
some fine discourses, both interesting selfish workers aiat, it has ever been 
and Instructive. We feel that her work I our good fortune to meet. Many of our 

lh^ ^en Sìlfi -moai-uUtamittal citizens a v
unff bl Mr. Ivais®" work for th'é caùse "of Spiritualism and

THE BAND OF HARMONY BAZAAR..
The Committee reports that the Band 

of Harmony bazaar held on December 
15, for the benefit of the Church of the 
Soul, was in every way a great success; 
not only was there great enjoyment and 
mirth socially, but those in the booths 
all were kept busy, and the sales were 
beyond expectation. A full report will 
be made by the finance committee at 
the next regular meeting of the Band of 
Harmony, January 5, afternoon and 
evening, at the usual place, Room 512 
Masonic Temple.

The readers of The
Gem of Thought:—•
Whatever the importance of the

Thinker are all well aware of

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and plat
form message medium, goes to Bloom
ington, Ill., for January; Louisville, Ky., 
for February and March. He has April, 
May and June open for engagements. 
Write all letters to Bloomington, 111., 
care of General Delivery, during the 
month of January.”

Virginie Barrett writes: “Since writ
ing for the Sunday Sentinel of this city, 
I received communications of inquiry 
from all over the stated asking for the 
address of magnetic healers, for treat
ment tor physical and spiritual ills. 
Will such healers with the power to re
move disease and spirit obsession kind
ly send me their address, that I may 
give it to those who / need them. I 
I thank these doctors in the name of hu
manity. I also serve societies as 
speaker and secure a teat medium. Ad
dress me at No. 415 E. Michigan street, 
Indianapolis, Ind.”

Carl C. Pope v/rltes: “Your Christmas 
and New Year greeting in the last num
ber of The Progressive Thinker, is 
grand and broad. It Is worthy of you 
and the glorious cause in which you are 
an acknowledged leader. Spiritualism 
appeals alike to the head and heart, and 
makes every one better who accepts its 
philosophy.” .

Mrs. S. A. Garber writes from Des 
Moines, Iowa: “The Psychic Research 
Society has well-attended meetings, and 
many are being convinced of thd beau
tiful truths of Spiritualism and a good 
work is slowly but surely being done. 
Close attention is paid to the words of 
inspiration as given by the controls of 
Max Hoffmann. The second Sunday In 
January we will have Mrs. Martha B. 
Johnson as speaker. She Is a noted lit
erary woman and inspirational speaker 
of wonderful ability. She is a local lady 
and has kindly volunteered" her serv
ices. January 19, 20, 21 and 22 the 
Iowa State Spiritualist convention will 
convene here at the Y. M. C. A. We ex-

A. H- Hackmann writes: “I think The 
Progressive Thinker is the best paper 
that was ever published, and I do not 
hesitate to tell people so.” .

J. H. Bickford writes: “Seeing an ar- 
tocle in your paper from President H. 
D. Barrett on the question of pensive 
for the old workers, the thought strikes 
me how many will.give one percent of 
their income—no more—and pledge 
themselves to give it each- month for 
one year. My wages are small and I 
am engaged in a cause here, and am not 
exactly a Spiritualist, but I will do this, 
and if some of your rich ones of the U. 
S. A. will do the same, the list to be 
printed with full names and amounts 
at the end of each month, the amount 
received will be large. If a person’s in
come is one thousand a month is it any 
more for him or her to give the one 
per cent than the person who only gets 
ten or twenty. Were I a betting man 
I would bet heavily that this plan would 
—not work—but wait.”

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown has been 
very busy among the’ small towns 
around Boston. She lectured at Nor
wich, Ct„ for the- Academy of Progress
ive Thought; at Uie Y. M. C. A., at 
Brockton, Christinas; at the I. O.O. F. 
hall, HolHston, Mass., Dec. 23. She 
will be at the Iowa State Spiritualist 
Convention, January 18, 19, 20, 21 and 
22. She will lecture in . Grand. Rapids, 
Mich., the last Sunday of January and 
the month of February. Mrs. Brown 
will engage Sundays , January 8 and 15, 
if wanted en route to Grand Rapids. 
She would like to make week evening 
dates also.

Theodore Simpson writes: "I enjoy

of the Roman Catholic church, but they 
may not be aware of the life work and 
hardships sustained by this worthy ex
priest, P. A. Seguin, of Amboy, Minn., 
who with his good wife have devoted 
their lives to exposing the numerous 
enforced tyrannies and cruelties perpe
trated by the priests in the confessional 
box. Mr. Seguin speaks from personal 
experiences, having been a priest for 
fourteen years, and in good standing.

For exposing the "doings" universally 
going on in the confessional box, Mr. 
Seguin was mobbed at Dike, Iowa, Oc
tober 12,1903, and cruelly beaten. The 
case was taken into court and enough 
evidence produced to "hang twelve men 
good and true,” but when the trial came 
off ’at Grundy. Center, Iowa, this month, 
the combined church and money power 
won the victory, leaving Mr. Seguin 
worse off than aver, both in health and 
purse.

I make an earnest appeal to the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker to aid 
Mr. and Mrs. Seguin in any and all 
ways in their power, for the workers 
are risking their lives torus who real
ize not the great danger that lurks in

SX PREMIUMS
OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USQ 

FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus oi 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual
istic, Psychic and Ethical Lines o( 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian ' 
Work Originated Solely, by The Pro« 
gressivo Thinker. J

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a

>
let»

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe, 
ly, and then the next remittance mayj 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal prdca 
for five cents, and then you are per* 
fectly safe, and will save yourself an* 
noyance and trouble. ' ;

^GeaR Moore writes from Fort Scott 

.Kansas: “Mioffice for you. 
are several letters m my (trt.

towns have been received also. AIL 
■ these will be sent you If you will Bend 
• me your address.” . . ,

• Mr Edwards writes that notwith
standing the witodrawel of P. M. Esser 
from the Schott’S Hall; spiritual meet

' Ings they will be continued every Sun
day at 3 p. m., as usual, with tests and 
Sit messages by A. K. Edwards and 
others. All mediums are invited.

Georgia Gladys Cooley will senre the 
First Society of-Spiritualists of Syra- 

■' cuse during the month of January. 
Nearby societies wishing her services 
for week night meetings can .address 

" her In care of. General Delivery, Syra* 
cuse, NY.

Articles of Incorporation of the first 
Spiritualistic church to-be organized on 
the Pacific Coast were filed to-day with 
the county clerk. The congregation is 
to be known as the First Spiritual 
Church of Oakland. The objects of the 
organization are to advance Spiritual
ism, ordain ministers, appoint speaker 
and mediums, own real estate, temples, 

■ halls and cemeteries. Solomon. Palin- 
baum, who Is to be pastor of. the new 
First Spiritual Church, when seen at 
his residence, 856 ^Isabella street, this 
afternoon, said: "We have a much 
greater following than you might sup

: pose. There are hundreds of people in 
the churches who are Spiritualists at 
heart, only they are afraid to say so 

■ openly. Afraid of what? Of ridicule.
It should be stopped for we are as. 
much a body of worshipers as any 
church, and should be protected. It is 
probable, of course, that we shall have 
a big ceremony when the church is fin
ished,- but I can’t tell when that will 
be.”—San Francisco Eexaminer.
- T. W. Sherk writes: “Dr. J. H. Ran
dall has consented to lecture Sunday 
evening, January 8, on ‘The Spiritual
ism of Walt Whitman.’ This lecture 
should be heard oy all. We meet each 
Sunday at 10:30 a. m. and 7:45 p. m in 
Hall 412 Masonic Temple. Admission 
free. Collection taken. Invite your 
friends. All are welcome.”

B. F. Wallingford writes: “It has 
beon only a few years since I started to 

■ investigate for truth in natural laws, 
which have never changed. 1 find that 
the nearer we live to nature’s laws and 
keep our minds directed to that which 
is good, always having a good word for 
those whom we may meet, and a good 
thought for those that are absent, and 

■ cur best wishes for all, the nearer we 
come In touch with, the higher spirit in
fluence, and can converse with our 

’ ' friends who have passed from the phys- 
'ical sight. Clalrvoyantly we can see 

■ them when in proper condition for them 
to reach us.” ' ''

. Mrs. Clara Watson writes: "The Pro
. gresslve Thinker grows better with ev

ery issue. The Open Court is proving 
very interesting thus far, but it is too 
early in the proceedings to judge which 
side shall win. it it , bo the .’demon’ 
side, then ’woo be unto us.’ The article 

■ ■ in issue of December 17, on-‘The Bible,’ 
by A. H Nicholas should be read and 
pondered on by those Spiritualists who 
so love to cling to toe antiquated vol
ume. How true his words, ’The bible 

- settles nothing.’ ‘There is no other 
book so uncertain, so unreliable, so 
much in dispute.’ ‘The reading of it 
has been made to justify crimes, follies,! 
errors, wars.’ ’The bible must go down 
under too assaults of human reason, set- 
ence and modern criticism.’. .‘The 
struggle against old myth and faith de-' 
mands brave men and women who dare 

. ■ to do right, dare to bo true to honest 
convictions.’ Count me, then, good 
brother; I believe I dare. Thanks, Mr. 
Nicholas, for your brave .Words.” „

the rule or ruin power of 
Catholic church.

The Seguins have two 
girls, and a boy almost 
Christmas, presents of 
money sent them would

the Roman

bfight little 
grown. Any 
clothing or 

be gratefully

reading The Progressive Thinker very 
much. It seems as if every number is 
better than the one preceding it.”

Hans Mettke writes: “Enclosed 
please find one dollar for another year’s 
subscription to vour so valuable Pro
gressive Thinker, in which the story 
’Compensation’ has furnished me the 
most valuable lessons 1 have ever- re
ceived, and which have given me so 
much food for thought and meditation.”

Mrs. Martha Towne Casten writes:- 
“I have often, wished that some of the 
spiritual missionaries would visit West
ern New York, and especially Dayton, 
Leon and other places in Cattaraugus 
county. I think there is a society at 
Olean, but that is quite a distance from 
this place."

appreciated, and I am sure there are 
many who will at once forward same to 
them at Amboy, Minn.

There is very much more that might 
be said about this farce of a trial, but 
now that it is over and the case lost, 
the greater need is for aid to help these 
workers make a living. If this meets 
the eye of any one who can assist thbm 
to secure lecture engagements in Min
nesota, Iowa or other states not too far 
distant, it will be doing them a favor.

Mrs. Seguin is a fluent speaker and 
gives her experience in a serious, 
straightforward manner. She was in
cased in the Sacred Heart nunnery ot 
New York City tor eleven years, at last 
making a miraculous escape just a few 
months before she would be compelled 
to take the black veil.

Mr. Seguin was liberated from the 
clutches of the Romish church by that 
brave man. Father Chlniquy, and not 
many of us can realize what it means to 
step down and out of a furnished priest 
palace to poverty and ostracism, with 
an occasional attempt to murder us, 
merely because vze dare to speak our 
honest, earnest thoughts backed by the 
liveliest kind of practical experience.

Let us help these noble workers to 
help themselves. FLORA W. FOX.

Rochester, Minn.
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PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. Bertha Schwank passed to spirit 
life from her home near Springfield,

f

■ WûR.EADTHIS carefully. i

pect to have with, us Mrs, Jennie Hagan 
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. Eva 
McCoy, Harry J. Moure, Max Hoffmann, 
pastor of our local society, and possibly 
many more. We trust this will be a. 
convention long to be remembered, as 
DesMoines has never had anything of 
the kind heretofore, and it is _the re- [ 
societies uiro'ügEôüt the state will help 
iii this cause, and be well represented 
by their delegates or representatives, 
and that we will be proud of our first 
convention in the elty-of DesMoines.”

Mrs. L. J. Vaughn, the test medium 
for the Universal Occult Society, 77 E. 
31st street, has removed and is now lo
cated in pleasant quarters at 3017 South 
Park avenue, where she will be pleased 
to meet all of her old friends, and hopes 
to make many new ones.' Her class in 
development of mediumship on Monday 
evenings, and seances for physical phe
nomena every Friday evening will be 
continued in her new home.

Aurin F. Hill writes: “Urge the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker to ask 
for books on Spiritualism to be in all 
public libraries. The Progressive 
Thinker in each public library would be 
sowing ideas from day to day.” '

H. S. Fraser writes: “On Sunday 
evening,-Dec. 25, the Spiritual Alliance 
Church opened its doors. Both services 
were well attended, considering the 
•weather. Thé tests and messages were 
excellent and all who were in attend
ance left.the hall feeling greatly bene
fited by being present. On Saturday, 
Dec. 31. there will a ' watch meeting 

■given by the Spiritual Alliance Church, 
at the residence of Mrs. Elmo, 40 East 
31st street. There will be many medi
ums, psychics and also palmists pres
ent. Come and watch the old year out 
and new year in. Refreshments 
served.”

P. M. Esser writes: “I have closed 
my series of lectures with the Psychic 
Research Society at Schott’s Hall, cor. 
Belmont and Racine avenues, and am 
now open for engagements with any 
Spiritual society as inspirational speak
er and teacher of the occult philosophy. 
Send letters to me at 82 Willow street 
Chicagoflll.” . .

Mrs? M. Henry writes: “At 77 East 
31st street, at the Universal Occult So
ciety, it being Christmas day,-we had no 
meeting In the afternoon, but in the 
evening we had a very fine meeting. 
Professor Stoller was the recipient of 
a lovely bouquet of rosés for the ros
trum. His lecture was very interesting 
as well as appropriate for the occasion. 
He closed his address by reciting a 
poem entitled Hallowed Ground, by 
Thomas Campbell. ; As we were hon
ored by the presence of Dr.' George B. 
Warne on the platform, the Professor 
Introduced him to toe audience and all 
extended a warm welcome to. him. He 
addressed the audience for a short time 
and .all - enjoyed his . remarks very 
much. Then, we had some music, fol
lowed by messages by Mrs. Vaughn and 
Madame Josephine. Then music, fol
lowed by tests by Wyandotte, Mr. Hil
lis’. Indian control; a few psychometric 
reading by Mr. KInkead, followed by 
messages and tests by Prof. Stoller. 
We surely had a Christmas feast.”

Elizabeth E. McCarthy .writes- from 
Muskogee, L-T.:-"I came to-this place 
on thé 20th day of. October for the pur
pose of spending the winter with, 
friends, and to take a fest from nearly 
two years of active work on the spirit
ual platform; instead I found a demand 
for more effort, and as usual answered 
the call by opening a lecture room, 
which has been well attended and an in
creasing interest taken.. We ïbnly wish , 
we could remain to keep the light burm . 
Ing until consciousness had .awakened , 
in die souls that'seék this sélf-evident 
truth. People have for so long looked 
to some creed,-church or preacher, to 
tell them, they are scarcely able to con-, 
celve the fact that In self through . de
veloped understanding can truth and. 
spiritual intereourse be.discovered. 1. 
will consider engagements tor the fol
lowing season as platform speaker and 
test medium.” > “

G. W. writes from Delray, Mich.: 
“Mr. Allen W- Kaiser of Toledo, Ohio, 
held three very successful trumpet se
ances on the nights of Dec. 7, 8 and 9, 
at my home, the third seance being 
worthy of mention. Mr. Kaiser had two 
trumpets tn use at the same time, and 
the messages recelved_were acknowl-

Mo., Monday morning, Dec. 19, 
after a short but severe illness.

The light of Spiritualism 
brightly in Mrs. Schwank’s life, 
many years she was the family

1904.

shone 
For 

medi-
um, both in her own family, and also 
in her father’s family before she was 
married. Hence her mortal loved ones 
are not left without the comforting 
knowledge of spirit association and
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a guttar.about the room,
from which strains of sweet music were 
plainly heard. The instrument was. 
laid on the knees of one gentleman, 
still being played by the spirit, The 
guitar was borrowed by me from one of 
my neighbors. On the bottom of a 
center table which stood in the center 
of the room, were some photos. The 
spirit friends picked them up and 
passed them\around to' the' sitters. 
Near the photos a double slate had been 
placed before the sitting, and at the 
close It contained a message written by 
a spirit friend, to Mrs. Williams, it be
ing thirty-five years since the spirit 
passed away. We take great pleasure 
in recommending Mr. Kaiser to be a 
good and successful medium."

T. W, Sherk writes: “The attendance 
at the New Era Union Spiritualists’ 
Church Christmas day was good, and 
a happy condition prevailed, quite differ
ent from our. orthodox congregation. 
Moses Hull’s lecture was suited to the 
occasion, and everyone went to their 
homes feeling happier and wiser with 
the assurance that their loved ones in 
spirit were ever present to enjoy the 
condition which we make. Messages 
were given by Mrs. M. • Schumacher, 
Mrs. F. T. Thompson, and Mrs. Cowan. 
Prof. Geo. J. Drews sang one of his own 
compositions. Dr. J. H. Randall will 
speak for us at 10:30 A. M. and 7:45 P. 
M. January 8; mediums are invited to 
come and take part In the messages. 
We meet re'gularly in hall 412 Masonic 
Temple. Admission free. Collection 
taken.” / .

J. T. J. writes from Herington, Kan.: 
“Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, N. S. A. 
Missionaries, held two very interesting 
■meetings here December 6 and 7, which 
were fairly attended. The lectures and 
tests were well received, and a society 
organized under the name of “First 
Church of Spiritual .Truth.” The meet
ings were held at the home of Mrs. 
Hambleton, which will be the meeting 
place for the present. Mrs. Hamble
ton will serve as president and Jas. T. 
Jelf as secretary. The, secretary 
would be pleased to correspond with; 
good mediums and speakers coming 
this way.” . ■ ■■

Many students of things psychical, 
and many profound psychologists, are 
not quite so certain that skepticism has 
all the truth on Its aide. Materialism 
at one time threatened the. destruction 
of all spiritual theories, but men are 
beginning to feel more that the mind is 
-the central fact of life and the source 
of all phenomena. There is a body, of 
psychic phenomena which cannot be ex
plained away. Clairvoyance is accept
ed as a fact by all investigators, There 
are men and momen who, Bitting qui
etly in their homes,in Sah Francisco, 
let us say, will inform you accurately 
what your friends in New York or Lon
don are doing. Many diseases have 
been healed by mental .agencies alone. 
Unless'men of the most unimpeacha
ble truth and veracity have been de
ceived, material bodies /have been 
moved by the thought forces/—Tacoma 
News. '■ "

Colfax, Wash.—Hypnotism and its ef
fects on the human mind will probably 
play a large part in the trial of Charles 
Martin, who Is charged with murder In 
the first degree for killing Frank Parker 
in Colfax on Thanksgiving’morning. It 
will be remembered that when arrested 
Martin claimed he had been hypnotized:, 
and compelled to kill Parker, .and had 
also been ordered to kill E. W. Wein
berg. He declared that a man who had 
been in Colfax last summer-had hypno
tized him and compelledlm to do-the 
shooting which resulted in the’desth of

■ FrankJFMfeer- - -
1 “ t % '‘s '

the good of humanity.”
Lillian Whitney writes from Spring

field, Mass.-. "The Ladies Aid Spiritual 
Society of Springfield, Mass., Mrs. Sara 
G.' Haskins, president, has just closed 
its meetings for rhe year 1904. This 
year thus far has been a very successful 
one In every way. The financial result 
has been almost phenomenal, owing to 
the indefatigable labors of the not large 
number Of actively earnest ladies. The 
Sunday services have been conducted 
by speakers who have given Spiritual
ism in its best light, and demonstrated 
its phenomena iso truly that added in
terest has been arojised in thé minds of 
many heart-hungiy people. This month 
of December has been under the minis
tration of- Mrs. Tillie U. ’ Reynolds of 
Troy. N. Y., who has surpassed all her 
previous work in’ our society, and 
helped the society in various ways, giv
ing two benefit circles which adds inter
est as well as aids financially. Sunday, 
Christmas Day, was Memorial Day, in 
loving memory of ; friends who had 
passed on during ’the year. Friends 
brought flowers for their own in spirit, 
and after one of the most touching and 
eloquent sermons, Mrs.-Reynolds gave a 
leading with messages from each flow
er given in memory of the spirit 
friends. ■ The service was one ot. the 
most beautiful and impressive we have 
had here, and cannot fail of doing good. 
As Christmas was a day of home-reun
ions, the attendance was not as large as, 
usual, but all who were there ex
pressed themselves as having ’death’ 
put in a new light; and losing thereby 
much of its sting. May the ministra
tions of our sister in the coming year 
be as full of good results as they have 
been here. We Intend to keep up the 
same interest during 1905, by having 
our list of speakers such as bring Spir
itualism before toe world as our relig
ion, and a helpfùl one in every way. 
Our music Christmas Day was appropri
ate to the occasion;”

The secrétarÿtof the Psycaical ’Re
search Society of. (Hutchinson, Kans., 
writes: "E. W. Sprague and wife, mis
sionaries for the N.j'S. A.,, have just 
closed one week o^rand work here. 
The N. S. A. surely made no mistake in 
continuing th§m in ^he field. They are 
incessant workers, aand have not only 
created an infcnse„interest, but have 
made many convert^ by their lucid ex
planations and", incontrovertible facts 
and tests of gpjrlt ifturn, not excelled 
by any ever Wpsénted. In this city. 
Their labor jé constant from early ris
ing till late tetlrlna; it has averaged 
seventeen hours daijy during their stay 
here. Their. correspondence is just 
simply immense. ;^ey are receiving 
calls from (all parts, pf the country, from 
Texas to Óregd i, arto from California to 
New York, requesting them to come 
and present UiV wonderful truths- of 
Spiritualism. ..ffie topple are now- as 
never before ieady^nd .eager for the 
truth and a mpfe' substantial and satis
factory réligió^ than, they are getting 
from the 'clergjr, ' wjaere we only have 
two missionaries ,lh( the.. work there 
ought to be. twenty. Wè have recently 
had some other meqjums.'wlth us, who 
have been'doling...good work. Mr. 
Burroughs and Mrs. • Vestal have re
turned here and are with üs at the pres
ent time.” ■—. ''■ -■ ■■■ ■ " .■ ■ . •

Dr. J O. M. Hewitt has returned from 
Newport, Ky. . He reports having had 
a very pleasant and • satisfactory en
gagement, working with and for the so-- 
ciety in Newport and also a society in 
Cincinnati,- O., under- the auspices of the 
Newport society. He can be addressed 
at 688 Weat' Madison street, Chicago, 
and h® should be itopt consu&Uy In the 
wort _ 1 . , I’. . , .

are • real workers. Mrs. Shaw is our 
minister, pastor, speaker or whatever 
else you wish to call her.”

Mrs. Morehous writes from Elkhart, 
Ind.: “We have had D. A. Herrick of 
Grand Rapids, Mich., with us the past 
three weeks, and the Spiritualists of 
our citv and those wno were not Spirit: 
uallsts received many beautiful mes
sages from our loved ones on the other 
side of the veil. It fills our souls with 
joy to be able to communicate with our 
dear departed ones, and to know that 
they are watching over us and are in
terested in our welfare here and here
after. Brother Herrick gave six edify
ing lectures while here and we hope to 
have him among us again in the month 
of May, 1905.”

Emma M. Nutt Moore writes: "The 
meetings in Muncie, Ind., during the 
past ten months have been very suc
cessful, the audience gradually increas
ing until at each meeting the hall is 
well filled. I have been speaker and 
medium during that time, and those at
tending are with a few exceptions, earn
est investigators, composed of some of ■ 
Muncie’s ; best people. There is a 
strong hope that a society may be or
ganized, and built on a solid foundaHon, 
bo that it may march on to a glorious 
victory, triumphant in the truth as 
taught through the philosophy of Spirit
ualism. Yesterday, although being 
Christmas, the hall was filled in the 
evening. Many beautiful flowers were 
brought as offerings to the arisen ones, 
and services regarding the same were 
conducted. That our cause may spread 
from shore to shore, carrying the glad 
tidings is the sincere wish of the 
writer.”

J. Osborne Lunt, a prominent Spirit
ualist of New York, writes: “I have 
wanted to write you for a long time 
how The Progressive Thinker has im
proved; it is a wonderful sheet, so 
many articles that bear two and three 
readings. . I will tell you of an in
stance where you cannot place it in ev
ery home ( as I wish I could). I have a 
niece in a New England state who is 
the mother of. five growing children.. 
■They all attend the Methodist church, 
and I have occasionally mailed my cop
ies of The Progressive Thinker to her 
and have marked some various articles 
filled with meat for her to read. She 
wrote me a letter, the other day and re
quested' me ‘never .to mall any more, 
Progressive Thinkers to her as she was 
afraid they would fall into the chil
dren’s hands and its teachings were so 
foreign to her ideas.’ Poor are they 
that care not to learn.” . ’ .

■Mrs. D. A. Morrill will remain in Al
liance, Ohio, where she will lecture 
Sundays—mornings and evenings—at 
the Independent Church. Her camp 
engagements are as follows: Lake 
Brady, July 16 to 23 inclusive; Maple 
Dell, July 30; Forest Home, Aug. 6 and 
13 inclusive. Mrs. Morrill-can be ad
dressed. at 670 So; Union avenue, Alli
ance, Ohio, during her stay there. Her
permanent- address is 965 Stewart ave
nue, Grand Rapids, Mich. . ■

L. H. Warren writes from Albany, 
Wis.i ’T Um glad to know that Brother 
Peebles’ book Is doing such a’' grand 
work in awakening the minds of think
ing men and Women to a higher idea of 
true Spiritualism.” ,<•■. - .

"How to Train Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth' Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twdnty^flve 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book.. Anyone - that; 
han the care' of children should read It. 
•price 25 ceat&' ’ ,

be described in a brief notide like this. 
The funeral services were conducted at 
the house by J. M. apd M. T. Allen. 
Interment was made at Beatrice, Neb., 
her former home.

J. M. AND M. T. ALLEN.

Mrs. Electa Williams passed to spirit 
life Thursday, Dec. 15, at her home in 
Vicksburg, Mich, aged 54 years. The 
funeral services were conducted by 
Mrs. Marian Carpenter of Detroit. Mrs. 
Williams was a patient sufferer for a
long time from tuberculosis, 
a large circle of friends to 
loss.

The memorial service to

She leaves 
mourn her

Mrs. Julia
Nichols Stillman, who was promoted to 
a greater field of activity on Dec. 19, 
1904, were conducted on Dec. 22, at the 
family home In Andover, Ohio, by Mrs. 
•Elizabeth Schauss of Toledo, and were 
a solace to the immediate relatives as 
well as an instruction to all present. 
Mrs. Stillman had for more than twenty 
years enjoyed the comfort that comes 
from the understanding of Spiritualism, 
and so we wish her success in her new 
sphere of life.

John Gill of Johnson Creek N. Y., 
passed to the higher life Nov. 19, with 
83 years of mortal time crowning his 
life. A wife, seven children and twen
ty-one grandchildren mourn his depart
ure. Mr. Gill was one of earth’s true 
noblemen, and was held in highest es
teem by all who knew him. He was 
hospitable to friend and stranger—gen
erous, genial, gentle and good. He was 
a man of marked spirituality, and an 
old-time Spiritualist, embodying the 
principles of Spiritualism in his grand 
and noble life. The writer ofilciated at 
the funeral assisted by Rev. Mr. Span]-
den. CLARA WATSON.

Garry Spery of Little Cooly, Pa,, en
tered the better life, Dec. 18, after long 

-suffering, aged 73 years. Mr. Spery 
was a Freethinker, broad and liberal, 
bordering on Spiritualism. He was 
loyal and true as. husband and father; 
kind and obliging as friend and neigh
bor; generous and helpful to the poor 
and needy. A wife and three daughters 
•survive him, comforted and sustained 
by the higher, or spiritual teaching. Be
neath nature’s pure white covering we 
laid the wearied form of the loved one
to rest.-

Jamestown, N. Ÿ.
CLARA WATSON.

Passed to the hlgherjife at Baraboo, 
Wis., Dec. 20, 1904, Mr. Arnold Hold- 
rldge, aged 78 years, He leaves two. 
daughters in the. material form, who 
were devoted to him always., They are 
Mrs. C. C. Pratt and Mrs. J. Stotte, both 
residents of Baraboo. The large attend
ance at the services, testified to the es
teem in which he was held, and we who 
believe in the joy and beauty of . being 
freed from the material body and en
vironments, know from the restful re
pose of the worn-put form, that his re
lease, and the thought of being re
united with the companion of his earth
ly life was a joy to him. Services con
ducted by the writer. - .

MRS. FRANCES D. WHEELER.
La Crosse, Wis. •.
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to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
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gresslve Thinker.
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Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our Tlission toEnto (flats)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the. experience ot 
a woman .whose, highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge <?f truth, to. earnestly 
strive to live it. and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light/, 

- From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took-these journeys in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price *1.50. .■ . .■
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mernational Ccngraa, Chicago, El., I 
October, 18B3. By Susan H, wlxou. Price,10o., !
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■ . This department is under the man
agement of

. , HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NQTE—The Questions and Answers 
bave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to he made in 
Ithe most condensed ■form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the stylé becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. . Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lettci of in
quiry. The supply of matter h ilways 
jseveral weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one lias to wait his time and 
place, and all - are treatéd with equal 
favor. ■' ‘ ■

, • NOTICE.—No attention wifi be given 
•anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
idross must be given, or the letters will 
■not be read. If the request be made, 
tho name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 
¡become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever- information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex-

Robert Edwards: Q. By what means, 
does Baldwin, who calls, himself the 
“.White Mahatma/' perform his tricks?

.This correspondent explains that the 
"rtnd-reading" of a lady called “Shad
ow;'1 Baldwin brought on the stage, sur
passed anything he had ever sqen per-
formed by mediums. Yet Baldwin dis
claims for himself and this lady any oc-
cult powers, and says it is all a delusion 
¡and, trickery, as practiced by mediums.

A. If a man should offer you a gov
ernment gold certificate, and tell you it 
.was counterfeit,'you might believe him, 
but >you would not believe him if he 
added that all such notes weie counter
feit. If his certificate was genuine, as 
possibly, it might be, it is scarcely pre
sumable that he would declare himself 
a. criminal by saying that it was not.

The conditions under which all fakirs 
jperform their tricks in imitation of the 
genuine are different from the genuine.

is not essential to know the way they 
Ware done. When they are declared 

■ .tricks they cease to interest us. All 
these tricksters cast a shadow of mys
tery over their performances. By art
ful wording of toeli; advertising they at
tract Spiritualists, and these are only 
too easily caught in the snare. If the 
tricks are Inexplicable they are prone 
to refer them to spirit agency.

It is quite difficult enough to weed out 
the false from spiritual phenomena 
Without attempting to glean the spirit
ual from the tricks of a self-confessed 
fakir?' -

The work of such, has absolutely no 
meaning or relation to Spiritualism.

Tljere are many methods by which 
"mind-reading” can be faked, and ap
parently marvelous results obtained. In 
all of these a certain motive must be ob
served. Were all toe conditions known 

«the wonder would cease. '
‘ The^e trir-ks when explained are like 

■Q.hat mrgeffiipus . story of tod Hindu 
^laktajJi.ce tbrow n boll <&gord toto the; 
^ai^SvkJ^onto the end, until it goes 
on out ¿¿p’^ht. Then a boy is sent up 
toe tape "hand pver hand, followed by 
toe i’akir. There is a murder up in toe 
Bky (and toe boy is thrown down to 
pieces. The fakir comes down and 
overturns a basket he has handy and 
out) runs the boy. I think Dr. Peebles 
eay^ he witnessed .this marvelous trag
edy,, A traveler armed himself with a 
camera, well knowing’ that it would re
cord only actual occurrences, and ex
posed plates constantly from beginning 
to-end of the show. When he developed 

■toe'se plates what did he have? Noth
ing. but the repulsive fakir, standing im
passively! Everybody had been fooled 
except tile-,camera.*'Yet these fakirs 
have been regarded as having wonder
ful occult powers, gained by fasting and 

» contemplation, because of these start
ling tricks -which when explained, prove 

■ them arrant humbugs. ,

Joseph M. Bare: Q. I am an old 
Spiritualist'and not at all skeptical, but 
I would like an explanation why Leah 

■ Fop .Underhill, in “The Missing Link,” 
uses such vague language in regard to 

• finding the bones of the murdered ped
diet in the cellar, the rapp'ings informed 
toe family were irue. Lately a skelton 
is said to have been found, revealed by 
toe caving of the cellai; wall. The 

: hones must have been placed in the 
•. wall by toe Foxes, or how cobld the 

falling walk reveal them?
A. The-conclusions of this corre-

the
premises. The falling wall does not 
tell, "who placed the bones behind it. 
That the Fox sisters, then only 11 and 
13 years of age, could, have come in pos
session of human bones and placed 
them In-such position, is not probable, 
scarcely to be considered possible. 
,Their.'parents were as mystified by the 
lappings as the public.

Mrs. Underhill evidently did not ap- 
Ynreclate" the importance which would 
“Attach to a full and complete statement 

.'.inf the finding of the bones, and that 
, obey were found, and the intelligence 

conveyed by the rappings confirmed, 
Vappears to have been all she considered 
Snecessary.

; The true story had been given by 
jEmma Hardinge Britten in "History of 
ijJWodern; Spiritualism,” ^page 36. So 
Smuch Importance haszl5ecome attached 
£to this matter, that a full quotation is 
^warranted.
't Mrs. 'Fox and. the children had be
come so disturbed by the continual 
Inoises that they sought shelter at a 
(-neighbor's that evening of March 31, 
(Some seventy people gathered.i at the 

' house, to hear the rappings which con
tinued, although the “sisters" were not 
there. It was then that Mr. Fox, who 
.was the only member of the family that 
remained, received the intelligence, 
that the rapping:was made by a peddler 
murdered in the house five years be
fore, and his body burled ten feet deep 
in the cellar. By calling the letters of 
the alphabet, Mr.'Fox succeeded in ob
taining his full name, Charles R. Rosna.

To quote: “On the Monday following 
David Fox and others commenced dig
ging in the cellar, but as the house was

built on low ground, in the vicinity of 
a stream much swollen at the time by 
rains, it was not surprising that they 
were baffled by the influx of water at 
the distance of three feet down. In the 
summer of 1848 when the ground was 
dry and the water lowered, the digging 
commenced, when they found a plank, 
a vacant place or hole, some bits of 
crockery, which seemed to be parts of 
a washbowl, charcoal, quick lime, some 
human hair, bones- [ declared on exam
ination by a surgeon to be human], and 
a portion of a human skull.” '

This statement is confirmed by all 
those directly associated. Whatever 
may have been the source of the rap
pings, who told the person was so deep
ly and mysteriously buried, or what, 
may have been the cause of his death, 
the fact remains that deeply burled in 
the cellar, the remains were found, and 
whoever placed them there, had thrown 
over the body quick lime, and • the 
washbowl in which he had washed the 
blood from his hands, before filling the 
grave. ■ . ’

The finding of bones by caving of the 
wall, or in any other place, has no- rel
evancy to the communication ,of the 
spirit on that eventful night of March 
31. Those who have made such find 
so prominent must be ignorant of the 
facts, and that toq case is already de
cided.

Walter W. Freer: Q. Can a Spiritual
ist truly say that ho believes In a Su
preme Being? -

A. The belief in a future existence 
has nothing whatever to do with belief 
in a Supreme Being or God. The the
ology of-spirits Is as mixed as that of 
mankind. A spirit may have more 
knowledge than while In the mortal 
form, but this increment however large, 
is not appreciable when an infinite 
reach of understanding is required.

To a man standing on the earth a star 
is only à 'point of -light If lie Was 
transported millions, or hundreds of 
millions of miles towards that star it 
would still be offiy à point of light. Al
though a thousand times larger and 
brighter than the sun. It is so vastly re
mote, that a hundred millions of miles 
nearer or farther, is not appreciable. 
Thus if there be a Supreme, he must 
be removed, not by a vast dégree but by 
an infinite. ■ An archangel is no near
er than man. '

Materialists assume that matter ex
ists and by its own potentialities the 
universe was evolved. Wny not the 
Spiritualist assume that there is a 
Mind in nature? Has he nq£ even 
more evidence to prove his contention? 
the same right of assumption ad the 
materialist? This Mind must be Su
preme and Infinite.

This correspondent says that he finds 
nothing lh toe Arcana of Spiritualism 
satisfactory in regard to this subject. 
On page 92 it is thus presented: “Why 
is it more unscientific to affirm that 
there is a Cosmic Mind than that there 
is cosmic matter? We see the mate
rial universe, and do we not even more 
forcibly perceive the manifestations of 
this Cosmic Mind in all the phenomena 
of the world?"

As the mortal or physical body is a 
part of the material world, the spirit Ib 
an individualization of the Supreme ior 
Cosmic mind.

This is the view of the spirit authors 
of the book, and such is a part of the 
teachings of Spiritualism.

On the other hand I have conversed 
with spirits who did not believe in any 
form of The Supreme, and scarcely 
seemed to think the matter worthy of 
discussion. Thus on this question, as 
on all those which do not admit of dem
onstration; which rest on intuitional 
perception,- there is as much différencia1 - 
of bpinion amongTplrits 'as in this life.

DELUSIONS.

Can we expect to know the truth, 
When many things we do

Are taught to us from our infancy ’ 
Till found to be untrue.

The parent often spoils the child • 
To make her pet obey;

Will frighten it with cries of “bear”— 
A very foolish way.

They tell toe child of Santa Claus, 
As though a being real,

And when the falsehood is found out, 
’Twill cause the one to feel

That it has not been treated right, 
Brings distrust in its eyes, ,

The parent for toe children’s sake, 
Excuses these white lies.

Now when toe child is old enough . 
It’s sent to Sunday-School,

And then it hears more stories strange, 
Its Ijttle mind to fool.

But now it is toe devil black 
That takes toe place of “bear,”

And keeps its yo.'in'g life filled with 
feir— .

The only devil there.

When older grown, attending church 
It hears the preacher- tell

The storifes written' long ago 
Of a heaven and a hell. '

You’re not to question what they teach, 
No chance to use your mind, .

And I tell you-with a right life here, 
Perpetual joy you’ll find.

' ■ BYRON' D. STILLMAN.

Christmas Morn, 1904—Program for 
. , the Day.

Hearty greetings to-all. •
Love and thanks to - the Supreme 

Power.. ■ •
'■ Mirth and hilarity with the children.

Do all the good you-can.
Be honest, truthful and temperate.
Help the poor, needy and sick.
Encourage the weak an'd timid.
Malfg a specialty of- trying to add to 

the >yV>lness of sqmeone to-day—and 
all irther days. ■

' Cultivate love,- peace and harmony; 
life is too short and time too valuable 
to waste in angry strife.

Be slow to believe evil reports about 
your neighbors.. . - , ■

Be diligent in searching. for ■ some
thing good to say about others, and 
when you find .it don’t- wait until they 
are dead, but say it at once. • '

When you find a person on the down 
grade or in the gutter, don’t kick them, 
but help- them.by kind words and acts 
to strive for better conditions. -

Try to scatter rays of sunshine and 
happiness along ;your pathway wher
ever you may be. ■ -

Do good to-day—you may not be here' 
to-morrow. . . >' - - S, -H.> WEST.

“In too World Celestial," by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive nriq 
helpful; ■ Spiritually uplifting, cloth 
bound; priced. .

“Why I Am a Vegetarian." By j. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 
Chicago. Vegetarian Society. . Price. 25 
cento. - ‘

‘‘HtoW Shall ! Become a Medi 
iimJ’ Fully Anweied

n Mediumship and Its Laws,' Ita Condition» 
d Cultivation,’’by Hudson Tuttle. Price S5 
k” Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Height^ 0

A STRANGE DREAM OR VISION.

Elucidating cfi-tain Natural Spiritual
U

It was at

Principles«

one of thp late executions 
of a murderer, a colored man, who was 
prosecuted and'convicted by the cus
tomary laws of the State of New York, 
that I was summoned;by. the chief elec
trician and executive officers to act as, 
assistant in arranging small details al-
ways necessary on such occasions.
' Tile murderer was led into the death 
chamber, followed by the presiding offi
cials and myself. After . all necessary 
arrangements, the victim, was .seated in 
the çhair/se.cured property '.by "straps 
and other fastenings, , jtiiid ’ the, ' dea'th 
mask put on. As all ¿details were com
pleted now, we ceated burseh-es so as 
to witness the execution. The electri
cian was ordered to do his duty and he 
Immediately turned on the deadly cur
rent. Absolute stillness prevailed. 
Presently we noticed by. the vibrating 
of the body and a cracking noise,-also 
the stiffening of the limbs, ¡thatthe. 
deadly, invisible fluid had taken, its 
course, through the murderer’s frame, to 
force or drive out the residing spirit of 
its earthly .dwelling.' ,. ' '
• Apparently the electricity had dope 
its work; the electrician turned off the 
current, while we silently sat looking at 
the apparently. Hfffiess body of. the col
ored man. Suddenly and to our sur-, 
prise, especially to the electrician, the. 
electrocuted man slightly raised big 
right hand and shook his fingers up and 
down to show that he was . not, dead.. 
This was also a signal for the éje’ctri- ’ 
clan to turn on the current again, and 
with p decidedly greater voltage than 
before, to make sure this time of the 
separation of this spirit from }ts so 
seemingly well loved house of clay. .

The electrician thought he had not 
given sufficient voltage in the first case, 
although he had the usual power on as 
used in former executions; and he had 
never before seen such actions on the 
part of dead men. For this reason he 
almost doubled the surely death-bring
ing current and with a sign of satisfac
tion he shut off the power. ’ But judge 
his surprise and alarm! The victim 
seemed to possess everlasting life or 
rather this spirit seemed to have made 
up his mind to resist at'all hazards the 
evacuation of his earthly dwelling; by 
shaking both hands violently at us.

We were all puzzled and stood before 
our victim and stared > at him with
frightened and bewildered faces, espe
cially the electrician; who did not know 
what to make of this case. He looked 
at us. then at his everlasting victim, 
wondering what would come next. 
Finally it was decided to give a third 
shock, this time of even greater volt
age than before and to leave it on 
longer than ever known by the electri
cian. The officers found no reasons 
why this man should not die, as after 
thorough examination, everything- w3b 
in proper order on the chair. They 
thought this must be an exceptional 
case and that the current was not 
strong enough to force this man's life 
out of his body.

As the signal for the renewed opera
tion was given again, we all watching 
and listening like statues at the victim 
and at the electrician who .stood with 
his outstretched hand cn the switch
board awaiting the result which he ex
pected to be sure death-bringing this 
time. After a while of stillness and ab
solute silence, we heard a click from 
the direction of the electrician which In
dicated tb us that the flow of the dead
ly fluid was disconnected. The offici
ating physician made preparations to 

¿examine.¡the: body'of the.'victim KteatHc 
sure us that life was extinguished this 
time. But.another wonder occurred. 
Before the physician had touched the

tlie apparently llfelëBS bbdÿ of the col
ored man, when as quick as lightning 
he jumped to his feet;pndiifralked slowly 
with outstretched hands lotowards xne. 
When he reached meffiie stood still and 
grasped my hands. .The piom.ent his 
hands touched minent seamed as if he 
had been connected .witteJa live elec
tric battery, every ne.çy.e and faculty in 
the colored man’s fepdy seemed alive. 
His lips opened and; iwlcw .Voice, differ- 

< ent from the. colojed.aaan’s/ spoke, first 
to me saying, “I tliaqDiyoifJ.dear friend, 
for your presence, and through your 
mediumistic powers^the.higher spirit 
intelligences have accomplished their 
purpose, namely, shi}U;lng to toe world 
that nothing pan bi/, destroyed, if of a 
material form or,, filler elements not 

• visible to the materlàT dye."' Turning 
to the officers.in th'q rqoin, the' form, 
continued, saying: “Gentlemen, remem
ber nothing can be destroyed.if of exist
ing form. .Dp y op sufip'oée that you 
could destroy the highest form of life? 
Man’s intelligence, hiSThinkipg power, 
the spirit? ' Do you suppose that by de
straying this living intelligence's house, 
you dispose of him or evil doers? No! 
You can not! By forcing this .criminal 
out of his dwelling whjcli has been 
given him by Divine Right, you will 
make him and matters offiy worse. Re
member, his desire for. evil doing will 
not cease by .freeing him. from his body. 
On the contrary this criminal will lurk 
around earth’s inhabitants, operate and 
influence such brainsM are recepta
cles for such influeficep. You wonder 
why you have murders and all Borts of 
crimes every day by ijm hundreds and 
thousands. Because 3fbu are send such 
criminals, law-breakers ¿nd undesirable 
elements to the spirit spheres every 
hour; yes, eyery miimto! Do you sup-, 
pose thpt such liviph minds are accept
able in your ImagingHldlieaven of hell? 
°A?o! ®u<ai souls fco'not wanted in 
either place. They aye Jurying around 
you, awaiting the opptotonity to influ
ence or operate on pomy .one’s brain, to 
think and do evil acts, hs they have a 
desire for retenge. Such spirits or'in
dividuals are not yet mature to dwell 
in the higher and beautiful spheres. 
They must remaip in / .earthly . sur
roundings to receive th$ proper refine
ment, toeymust pass through (he natu
ral course ; from the ¿oaf se physical to 
the higher refined elements. So, dear 
friends of earth, abolish your capital 
punishment, all warfare, let Love and 
Peace be your Supreme Ruling Power 
and Law and you wi»-have better re
sults in punishing evil-doers. But if 
you must have punishment for your 
Uw-breakers, then put ’them in con
finement and give them'a chance to de
vclop their spirit in natural way/ 
Give every man a lifetime for the re
finement of his inner -self, and when 
the time comes and thé spiritual fruit 
is ripe, it will drop off from its old 
trunk and be welcomed amongst the 
real and loving dwellers of the high 
spheres, and your old criminal will 
have outgrown all MS old> dkrthly de
sires and bad habits aAd *»1 gladly ac
cept all offerings to digheroprogression 
in the spirit realms. -iDeabri friends, I 
must leave you now.p I f&nnot speak 
or operate through tJiLs, byo toe deadly 
current laden brain, $ny longer. Take 
this worthless house of clay and give it 
back to the old true Mother Earth; it 
will be used for other purposes. In ” 
great laboratories of’/voilftlon.

“Peace, lové-and hffi-mjny reign 
earth. The blessing %’ ® great 
ing God Principle is With VSu.’’

The form of the eJteciitèd man 
lapsed before me. I felc ai&f some one 
touched my forehea^gehrty when I 
awoke and Wondered’,« -fflis was a 
dreain. To mé it wàk'a »réfflîty 

’■ - • M -"^-B'.'lrfAfeL.7'
Rochester;N.'Y. 1
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on 
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victim, we noticed something that near
ly froze the blood to our veins. We 
looked at the victim in bewilderment, 
nor could we find words to speak; we all 
noticed tiftit toe upper straps on the 
body and head were loosened and un
buckled by unseen hands or some mys-. 
terlous power, and at once toe sup?: 
posed-to-be-dead man bent his upper.- 
body forward and nodded his head to 
us as if to say to us that he still lived, 
then his head fell back to its former po
sition. ..

‘Now life seemed to come into us 
again. The .doctor and electrician 
rushed to the side of toe victim to ex
amine matters closely but to our won
derment we found all buckles and 
straps as intact and secure as if noth
ing had happened. There we . stood, 
looking at each other not knowing what 
to do or say of the whole thing. Every
one was excited. The doctor and elec
trician were discussing this strange 
phenomena but could not come to any 
conclusions, while I was a silent lis
tener and followed my own thoughts. 
My mind arrived at toe conclusion at 
once, and I know that we had-a case of 
occult power before us, or as Spiritual
ists call it. a case of spiritual phenom
ena.

I thought it was now'my time to.say 
something to these gentlemen which 
probably would have sounded unbeliév- 
able or like a fairy tale had they hot 
just passed through a peculiar experi
ence. So I arose and turning tb the 
discussing members said: “Gentlemèn, 
if you will give me your attention for 
a short time, I think I am able to ex
plain this occurrence and furnish the 

■ key for this, to you, seemingly peculiar 
case. ’I have been-a student bffficcfflt ' 
forces, especially in the investigation of 
physical manifestations, such as in ma
terialization, where the spirit is able to 
gather enough earthly substances to 
form a hand, head or other part of the 
body or even form a complete body; 
that is when there is a proper person 
present, or what Spiritualists call a me-
dium, Who can furnish the proper 
forces or power for thé spirit to mani
fest. Now, gentleman, I ain positive 
that we'have amongst us a man 'who 
possesses this power, and I believe or' 
am quite sure that I,am that person1 
who furnished the power or material' 
for this spirit .fo manifest, because T 

■have experienced in formermaterializa-' 
tion seances that spirits have used me 
as a middle station to collect forcés Or1 
strength in cases where’considerable 
power was needed.” ; - ::

Here at this moment all were startled 
and excited again, while I was inter
rupted in my explanation by the, vic
tim In the chair stamping violently- 
with his feet and nodding -with his- 
head, but only for a few seconds; when 
all was silent-again.

I continued, “Gentlemen,;! wish you 
would .loosen all the bandages and free 
this victim from toe,fastenings, ofrthe- 
chair and we will very • likely receive 
more startling facts of spirit manifesta
tion, as it seems to me that .this case'is 
designed by the higher spirit, intelli
gences to show to the world, at large 
especially - to you gentiemepvof .educa
tion and high official standing,, tbat-you 
cannot destroy the spirit,...c)r whatever 
you may call it, the soul life-or think-i 
ing power, out of his. instrument- or' 
earthly.dwelling. The sóffi. iirb-.-o? 
thinking power does remain ,in -itp ■ ¿Ie- 
ment You cannot get rid of murderers 
or. other undesirable individuals by 
hanging, electrocuting or. other, body
destroying topis or methods,- The world 
will have to learn .this sooner or 
"later.”:... ■ . ■ ■ ' ~ ", .. , , ■

The Cause In Decatur, III.
Decatur, Ill., is not dropped from the 

. spiritual map. Oh, no. While we have 
been rather dormant for a little time, 
reaction has taken place. Home circles 

. are springing up all oxer toe city, and 
- great things are looked for the coming 
.- new year. While there are two factions 

here, it is to be hoped j^aph one is doing 
great' good in its particular direction. 
Mrs. India Hill gives lectures and tests 
every Sunday evening,, which are great
ly appreciated. . ... ” ",. :

Mr. Chas Winans, of Edinburg, Ind., 
spent one week with us, giving materi
alizations, trumpet speaking, tests, etc. 
Here is one of the materializing meet
Ings as I saw it on tne evening of De- 
™nbe™5* at thQ W®: of .Mrs.. India 
Hill. Tne seance occtjpfed. two- rooms 
running north ajyl south, each • room 

square.. £he audience oc
cupied the south room, about 40 in num
ber, facing the north room. Mr. Wi
nans sat just inside of the north room 
back of a dark curtain hung over the 
doorway. There was a- committee of 
■jre^aPPPtoted Who had never been at 
Mr. Winans’ seance.. to examine and 
put him under test conditions, which 
they did. sewing him fast, in his chair 
With toread, and placing oatmeal in his 
hand?. The light was turned down, the 
curtain of the middle dopr . was, drawn 
together. There was a silence for a 
few minutes excepting Irom .the music 
bpx inside the north room; then hands 
appeared through the sides-and above 
the curtain, gently patting those who 
sat close to the curtain. .. A female 
voice now sounded distinctly, "Good 

'to whichi.'Was accredited
to little Maudle, one .of ? Mr. Winans’

SPirlitS' In ab°ther- instant 
Jimmie Bunnel, anoth^: .,of Mr Wi
nans’ managing spirits,¿fflirted the cur
tain and stepped cut in full view of toe 
audience. The light; was .ma.de so 

«to?8-® wh°.?at close ‘could 
distinguish features plainly. The spirit 
materialized blankets*/-, shawls; fans 
crescents, of the most,'beautiful de- 

dre^ of won
der from the audience? fiel retired behind the curtain and' IfiuM' stoned
out, and after passing^ téw Joking re
marks, which the audiéncé’ Iníóyed oro- needed to give a few Aé¿<s upon a 
ewsharp which she ffl&,'in food stylt: 

that put the audience % áWy harmo
n mis condition. Now^feijM began to 
appear in full form. 'MXnf 
recognized by her hus&«d^aügh- 
er; Dr; Cato, formerlRpCácUce to 

this city, was recognPW bv’fullv one- 
third of the audiencé»rs.^§adi¿ Rob
inson wasi recognized¿V 5®.her. and 
mother, Mr. and Ml-s. Aim West. Sev^ 
rftv ^at this'
city came and were réóBgnizffd 'About’ twenty full formed spfi«ter&S 
and nearly as I could ’áje MrWere recogí 
nized; A portion .of%eVB|fed®bf. 
hind the curtain. Sonffi fivg°of six dematerialized -in full ofSffict 
One spirit materialized and 'déin'aiérlál- 
ized within two feet of.thé.writeE < The 
audience sat úp’lo an(l around.va 'ilve- 

■ foot space to front tt .tjffi curtain. After 
the seance, which''lasted' about, two 
hours, the committee,’wiüi othéís that 
wished, examined Mr. Winans, ¿nd 
found him in a deep trance .with all the 
.fastenings intact: and oatkneal still in 
hip hands. . . John PRIEST.

Decatur,- BL•-. >, .- ;.

! .Jitho doctor and elec-’ 
1 trician had loosened aJl fastenings from'

floclal Upbuilding, InAuding Co-op- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness ahd 
Ennoblement of Humanity?" By" A D. 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M. D. ’This'ooWtte® 
the last part of Human Culture ana

«»Ver, 15 esata, fesga

■ the JOHN GOFF WILL,

The Interests of Spiritualism at Stake.

; The subject that interests the Spirit. 
i ualists of Michigan, directly, and the 
. Spiritualists of the United States, ev
i orywhere, as a precedent in some of its 
, main legal points, which will surely in
. fluence courts and juried, hereafter, in 
: their decision's, and will affect us, favor

ably or unfavorably in all future endow-.
- meats or. bequests. ' Without endow-: 
; menta our educational institutions and 
• our charitable enterprises that provide 

ior the sick, the afflicted,,and self-sacri
ficing mediujjis, who. have given freely 

, of their strength, time and'talents; bur;
teachers Who .have also, spent all their 

. time, the fruit of their ripe and culti
vated Intelligence, who have taken the 

, small and inconsequent reward that 
barely gave .the frugal living, that they 
gladly confined themselves to, and were 
willing to forego, and dèriy themselves 
all the luxuries of life, that the World 
might be free from the shackles of su
perstition,'and receive the blessed 
proofs of the continuity of life in its in
dividualized forms of existence as given 
by the phenomena of Spiritualism, and : 
explained by the teachers who under
stand its philosophy. Without these en
dowments and legacies that are given 
to the mediums’ home, the schools of 
education, so greatly needed for bld and 
young; the libraries that will -find a 
market for the brain work of some of 
the ablest minds in our ranks, and give 
zest and mental torce to the psychics 
who thus become acquainted with the 

' dangerous elements, that have over
thrown some of the best intentioned 

, among them in the past, we are power
less to sustain either of these institu- 
lions. .

Are we to submit to that unjust and 
unfair view of our position that has 
teen hitherto, the only view that courts 
have given us? Can we as consistent 
Spiritualists allow the verdict of a jury 
that took as evidence the testimony of 
a “star witness? like Scott who testified 
in behalf of the contestant, Leslie Goff? 
HiIb man Scott was a self-confessed 
perjurer. He blackened the good name 
of the benefactor of Spiritualism; the 
warmest and truest friend of mediums 
by swearing that he, John Goff, hired 
him,, Scott, to swear to a lie, to traduce 
Goff’s young wife, by a statement that 
made a criminal of her, for the paltry 
sum of $40 or therabouts. He, Scott, 
did this thing, and that he “resisted 
Goff’s importunities" bls large (?) temp
tation for about two months, (when the 
records show that the, affidavit was 
given only a few hours, as you might 
say, after the offence was committed 
by the woman, and not months).

Fifty years this man (?) Scott had 
suffered from the effects of his crime, 
and yet this conscience (?) of his was 
so tough fibred that it has taken fifty 
years to start any repentant waves of 
feeling that were sufficient to wash its 
adamantine foundations away! This 
attempt to blacken the reputation of a 
man whose whole life attested his hon
esty and uprightness of purpose, should 
be met with the solid wall of opposition 
by the Spiritualists and the mediums of 
the state of Michigan whose sturdy, en
thusiastic and practical friend he was. 
We owe It to him as a brother, a bene
factor to us all, to cherish and defend 
his memory against such attacks as 
this, as we also owe it to ourselves to 
protect bur legal right. The latter 
should be, and is the secondary consid
eration.

This man who gave to the mediums 
of Mlch/gan the foundation of a home, 
is ..entitled to our undivided .and fra
ternal loye and défense: He, who 
was deprived of the joys of home, to the 
confidence that every man and woman 
in tne world is entitled to—the trust in 
a holy and pure wedded love—by—if 
the sworn confession of his conjugal 
maté, as shown in the certified copy 
thereof (which was not admitted in the 
evidence however, why, we know not.) 
—by an easy sensualism, the foe of all 
society to-day. He whose life was man
ifestly free from this degrading vice, 
this boa constrictor that strangles con
fidence, and destroys the foundations of 
society and the home should be honored 
by all Spiritualists, and defended by 
them. .... .

The attorney for the will, Mr. Free, ' 
said in his plea, “If this will had been 
drawn in favor of a Methodist, a Pres
byterian, a Baptist, or any other so
ciety but a Spiritualist society, you 
would render a verdict In its favor, gen
tlemen of the jury.” Now this is the j

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $L

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph. B« 

Cloth cover. _ Price, $1.50. (
Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world* 
wEâ.phmVa do ïrine- C1°th. ’ Price, 35 cents. "

n«™,. ou TonJan(?tte PoPe au<i tbe History ot the Pope’s Mule. Price, 
Paper, 25 cents ¡cloth 50 cents. . . ■
oniitbï ^?1ars i® the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to .

ru ™ of Catholicism than any other two published. By/ 
Kev. Lhas. Chmiquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25. , '
fpin°ffeT\rn<^i^atIer' or the Natural'Order of the Universe, with à Syp- 
r> p „ orality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition, 

“uep; Si- D’ . Price; cloth, $1. ' '
Rv tip im1?.Sent, A book of poems. Verses of life to come« 
By Lilian Wlnting. Price, $1. ' ' '

Fr«™ Plçuiet Mars- By Th. Flournoy. Price $1.50. i
thf riJu ;?• tO.Sou1’ T?li8 beautiful book of beautiful poems fe *11 that 
In it» , od’eates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic apd restful 

^ma.Iïood Tuttle., Price, Cloth, $1. . '
°1 , ddha. According to old records. A translation from 

tn tn» r>e’ ,I?a“e uoder the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
4nt o£ Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1. ’

trntb ?+• 4-n Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
lifn ri xr “°®t sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all

L’German and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1. ■
rinn.nl. /í?1™ Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Ph D PriÏTd ecnts2’PaSe pamphlet’ Prof- Ge0^e P’ Rudolph, . ' 

Clot^PriTe °$.,Evolution' A valuable work by Florence Huntley, 

and Effects' Fifteen chapters on how to heal by uri-
H * 1th ?y Dr' W’ P- phelon. Price, 50 cents.

»ill nf « and..PoYer’ A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by. 
Arn n^’defined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbit;.;
■“’-fi t-mth cover. Price; 35 cents. ■
in snnfot?^°W V°w,.or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant 
flow moral and social import, and the wrongs thatflow therefrom. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price $1 
enÏÏSntriRiA?tr010^ ?nd Sokr Mentality, with illustrations and 
ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth. Price, $1.50. .
Ti1ttrSyi,?r *° fche Light. By the well known writer, Hudson

'1T1; f,over onl-v- priee 30 cents. '
rael Sí <Llfe in the Stone A«e- Tl,e history of Atha-
rael, chief puest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley It is 
ve^y interesting. Price 30 cents. u.rigity. « is
A m t0 ri °h Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2 25 J ’
tionlníeríi^^??“^ JuS¿lhe book for those seekin* inf™- 
Romm CffiS Í daSnable ‘«stitution known in history-the
San (i Hnr q^8,í.,On- Cyrus Mason’ M- D- Price 25 cents. 

in?Mrthod SV“? 0Urei PirSt' Philosophy of Cure, Includ- 
Part Sérand M Inst™m«lts- By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts. 
PriX 75 oS? Devel°Pmcnt and Social Upbuilding.
"C.e’ 7j,C“tS\, Part;3 Thlrd and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be- 

Nervout; Svffiem TnrI T®”'1 ^«h^.S^al Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
gam ThMr DIPnce $1' Part Fifth, The Bodily Or- 
Priee $1 D 8 Ule Great Natural Methods for Their Cure,

Hypnotism. Ry Albert Moll. Price $1.50.
Hypnotism. By L. w. DeLaurence. H ire, paper

anA SHggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price $3 ' '
P*M125m‘ Study. By Dr. B. von M-Ebing.

Pi?cF$lO25.m “ Mental and MOral Culture’ *By John D. Quackenboi 

stSIL L? pJíStKSÍ PreSentDeVel0pment Fredrik Bjorn- 

Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr J M

pie principles of the Zodiac in simple terns,’and in a dÍÍe^hiSdv to'' 
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price elofr^®«^^1- 

Intemews With Spirits. A real visit with friend’s m.1 lie .„a . talU.? Ulk. An VcAVT
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. y Larne B. b.

In the World Celestial. A story of snirit life Rv n» m a m i
Cloth. Price, $1. ‘ y P llle- Dr’ T’ A- Bland.

In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace Pnww n»A ni
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, $1.25 P°Wer and Plent^

Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbeater. Written in Hto « ti >
charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents. n >n fhe author s

Jim. A story for young people, teaching sDirir o-nirtonno •
E. S. Twing. Price $1. gP <=uldance- By Carrie

Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans Thte • n
most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrilliug-lv infer* 
estmg and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price cloth 40e nf™ <>-

Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission tn Fntn n ’op p ? 2oc- Cloth boiind. Price $1.50. *t0 Ent0> Sara Weiss.
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valn-.hu i t 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents b book onuemen oi tne jury.” Now this is the cuunnig. ny ivirs. .Elizabeth Towne °5 cento
exact condition of the case. Spiritual-1 Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. ,
ists, will yoji rally to the call, and help concentration. Price 25 cents. . ■ ’ ftne- A book on
us to defend our arisen brother, our . — -
cause, and our legal status in the courts’ ‘ 
Let everyone feel that it is an Individ- - , -------
uaL,dutI »““hey owe. cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham. M. D

The State Spiritualist Society is com-' F"*- A "------ J ■
posed of individual members, who have 
given their time, their money, their ef
forts ungrudgingly to the interests of 
Spiritualism, no financial benefit can
accrue to them, in this matter, only 
financial loss and involving a sacrifice 
of time that is detrimental, perhaps dis
astrous to their future business; but 
pledged to do their-duty by the memory 
of this brave, good, philanthropic old 
man, they will not turn back having put 
their hands to the plow, will you? His 
just sòul cries out for a defense of his 
character and his motives. His enthus
iastic defence of and thoughtfulness for, 
mediums demands some.action on your 
part, to sustain the home that he helped 
to make for them, now. If there is a 
Spiritualist who desires to aid in the 

•good work, whose heart has been 
touched by the divine afflatus of spirit
ual love. they will communicate with 
the worthy and ti ue-hearted young Spir
itualist, the.secretary of the State Spir
itualist Association, Rena D. Chapman, 
of Marcellus,: Mich. Nò murmur has 
come from her brave young lips. She 
has freely contributed her time, her 
money to the support of the interests of 
the Home and the State Association.

,How many are there in this present cri
sis whose lives have been gladdened, 
whose hearts have been relieved, and 
tffeir spirituality unfolded', by the sweet 
méssale, of hope.lfrom the Land of the 
Leali who will do as much as'this true
hearted young worker?
Yours fòr Justice, ’and' fór. Spiritualism, 

' . JULIA M. WALTON.
Missionary Michigan State Spiritualist 

Association, Jackson. Iiich.
'■ "'•.r. * -r -
TO WOMEN WHO DREAP MOTHERHOOD

Information How They May (¡ivo Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Àbsoliitely.With- '
' ".pWt^aÌn~Sént'Fràe. .

.. Nqwoman need any longer dread tbenainadl 
child-birth, or remain thlidless. Dr. J. H. Dvo 
baa devoted bls lllo to relieving tbo sorrows of 
women. Ho has proved that all pain at childbirth 
mhy.be entirely sbanished, and -he wlU gladly toll 
you how It.may badopoabsolutely free ol ehars-o 
Sendyour nttrae ana-address to Dr. J.H Dye. 154 
Lewis Bloak,BuItalo;N. V:. and bo will Bond you 
postpaid, lus wonderful book which tells how to 
giro birth to happy.’ healthy children, areolutelv 
without paint also,how to ciwa sterility. Do. not 
delay, but write to-day...... .

"The Emerson New .Thought Calen
dar.” A dainty little Calendar with a 
quotation from Emerson' for every 
month to toe-year.’ ’Just' the’thing, 
for the holidays. ’ Price 25 cents, v

“Spirit Echoes.” My S&ttle E. lifflL 
This ctateftis fifty^evea
of the anther's latest and ehoitm 
Wind. tart bi eloto,Radwlto

• -. ■'____ •___ —

A

Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a ,children and a higher development ofPparentage tln-ou-h tlm^ f°r 
(p.rnd rplfitinns "Rv Alina P nr tx -n • tllO IHOSt Sa-

■■ -. ------------ .— ~---------- ¿»j. u, J I’lon ninth d>iKate Feld.' A Record. By Lilian WhitinA Price $
Koradine. A prophetic storv, and a vatonhto hnnb r.’ ■ > '

Written by Dr. Alice B-. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot ^ai 
' Koran. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohamnmrl ” C^L 
i lated into English from the original Arabic, with exnlnnat In'nS’
r taken from the most approved commentators. Price elm , * i 110tes '
. Language of the Stars. This important work is the first n.-1 r , 
। position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature-in rebriion t CX' I yet issued. Price 50-cents. elation to man—. ,

Law of Psychic Phenomena By Dr. T. J. iludsOn. priee 5n 
Life and Labor m t& Spint-World. Being a descrintton «/ r°- 

ties, Employments, Suryonndings and Conditions inPt h» ofQL1O(''nh* 
thrqnglr Miss M. T. Sliellhamer. Price, cloth, $1. tbe Sl111(-‘res>

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Dni; r
■ Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of ThoimS fs i01]?110 
ling, Lading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be D^ ‘?d 1?ee1’ 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix ContainSmTw as

"Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Jmknn^c H ts as to 
Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents. * * J Udson Savage, D. D. .

Life of Thomas Paine.- Illustrated with views of the nld '
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. Bv the edit? ai?a ,lome. ' 
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler Price p|nti f le Na*

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interestin’J2/° Cent,s' 
a world-retiowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer wnri-/. regarding - 
ism. Compiled and.edited by H. D. Barrett. Price 4 SPlr,tl'a-

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stari tpald'
work of prpfound philosophical deductions, on a theme of a J • grand
to everybody. Price $2, . ... great interest •

’Lisbeth; a Story'of Two Worlds. By Carrie E
bound, with portrait of the author. Price $1; ' Wlng- Cloth

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price cn
board covers, 40 cents. • rnce’ cl°th, 60 cts;;

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Hiqtnrto„n
Exact and perfect, in every .detail and beyond adverse cr®oC0rre^t 
Edward Gibbon. Place, 25 cents. “«verse criticism. By

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life niiri“«!, ' . -
this! celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly ni?toiSiCter °f 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq.. Price 25. cents,. y pi mted Wes.

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed Ly'the Bible nn/i J 
along the^ line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers'

Manin the Past, Present,and Future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin,.position and nrncA„ ? v of ntonkind. i$y Dr.-LudwigBuMiHer. Price, cloth, $1 ' p-°spe^ --;

Man Visible and Invisible, containing a number of'colored nlota«/*' 
illustrating the. aura -surrounding .man. By C. W Lendtoioik f 
Price, $2.50. - - ^eaaueater<. r

Mark Chester. A story by Carlyle Peterqile? ' Jae, paner 40 ’
Mary Ann Carew. A spiritual story by Carlyle Petersilc’a. pZ' 

cloth, $1; paper, 40 cents; -. ■ rnce,. .
■ 'Mediumship and Its Laws.. A most vnlunble book by-Hudson Thhia 
Price, 35 cent».-'................. " 1 . J mule.,

Mediranship And Its Development,.and How to.Mesmerize to Asskt 
Development. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science - n.. 
SF.HJBach, ..Price,.cloth, 50 centsj.paper, 25 cents. -- Bj5J
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Give U the Truth, the Whole -Irutlr, and Nothing but the Truth

Hotel Westland,

Back Bay,

Boston, Mass.

and

• ■ . • '
changes in spiritual conditions; this comes

TRACED BY A TRANCE MEDIUM.

AN EVIL ONE C. 
So-called death

The Father of Watertown Boy Who Ran Away, Tells of Talk With 
’ Mrs. Scott.

' pVRNISHJBD ROOM-885 N. Clark sL, 2nd
J.1 flat. Call early. . t

long itanding, or bow many 
bave failed in the pa»t,that 

. -— we will »end a two week»'
treatment to any one delirine to U»t H. Many are cured by thia 
teet treatment alone. Why not make a trial of It youneK^nd 
learn what it will do for you. IT 18 FREE. Addrei • 
fable» Initlluh of Health, 23 Utin st-Batu* Cr,ekj

FRED.iP. EVANS, 
" < »Bo Noted Faychic for 

Independent Slate - Writing 
GlalsVoyance,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit- ■ 
uut and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar-. 
velousi his examinations are free to. all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and G cents 
.in stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of, bo|h sexes with 
wonderful success,- at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. Hje practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your owii home. i

Addfess, - «J. 8. IZiUCKS. M.
■ ■ Lock’Box 1203Stoneham. Masa.

flpoGropiiai New.TBStament, 
Being aUihu Gospels, Eplutlcs,und other pieces 
now ornati attributed In -the first Jourcetxtiy 
rlss to*sw> ührlstÄ aptetlag-and Mtelr com'

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
. Dear friends, you: can rreatly help me care for 
my blind sister, Jennie £. Webb, one: of the earl

iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send tt to me with 81, and I will 
jry and get reply independent writing or whis
pers. Andress MruAnnle Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Mass. . •

. •. : - What thé Medium Did; ..
■■ 'A woman who hud attended the services in Mrs.:Scott s church in- 
vited'Mr. MeGlaufiin. find he went f'ere three weeks ago last Sunday.

■^rfMcGlaufliù Leila whât’folTowéd: - ’ "3 • ‘'

SometfringriNew I....
■ . I The ■ ■ •

Spiritual aSctance Monthly,
IsadoreiE. Bfiissey. Editor.

Offer!
6 Months’ Subscription Free 
to all who will sptfd their'.names Ln full 
and their-, addresses, before January 15, 
1905. Send to : ; " '

F. A. WATKINS,
Hotel Westland, Suite 0, Back Biy. 

. Boston, Masr, - ...

Kfl R F 77R «I\11 ll|.r.f.| | d. Karoxza makes a 
plea for a bettor blrthrlglit for children, anti 
aims to lead Individuals, to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred 
relations. It is pure in tono and alm. and 
should bo widely circulated. Price, cloth, «1.

THE-NÉWLIFE,
By Leroy Berxler. din eminently .suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind's relatlonsGlo the physical organism, and 
the power of itliought In the upbuilding of 
health and character.-J Cloth, »1. - .

fiyott Sutlerfrem Dyipepila, faÿÀçktÎ|vtr, or Bowel 
Trouble otftnyKial.mdlMftUbenl offer. ITWILL BE W0ÎTH MON^f T^YOU. • '

Do you suffer ftwn dyspepsia, 
indigestion, or stoiuach, liver, or 
bowel trouble of any kind? If you 
do, why not let u> cure you t ■ We do not mom 
JWf you by doainr you with a eironr,'etlinu- 
latlntrSoda and Rhuliarb .Compound, or pat
ent ‘'Dy»nep»la Pili.“ Such thing» will »Um- 
ulftto ana ea»o temporarily, but In the end

Myself coREDisfsss
barzBlesa nome’Ctire« «Address

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

THE DELPHOS, KAN., CAMP.
The Delphos Catfip Is desirous of securing the 

services of a good reliable platform test medium, 
one who Is strong and positive. We shall be 
pleased to correspond with talent offering dem
onstrative knowledge, We have plenty of appli
cations from lecturers. Talent with strong de
monstrative powers, good endorsements, can se
cure a place on our rostrum al a liberal compen
sation. Address dll communications to

L N. RICHARDSON, Delphos, Kan,

THE SOIII •IWS.E: 1 I IL UVlIL . PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS,. .Third edition, now on 
ta.10- Price »1.00. This is ono of tho best books 
Riven by the guides ot Mrs Cora L V. Richmond. 
They ore really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book ot rotorouco for those.-who -have been 
members ot the classes receiving .them. This 
volume is a caretui compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing tho baqes ot tho teachings.

A, SCHOPENHAUER ESSAYS. 
Translated by T, B. Saunders,. Cloth. 76 cents. 
"Schopenhauer Is pno ot tho few philosophers 
who can ,bo generally, understood without a 
commontiry. All -his .theories claim to bo 
drawn direct from facts, to bo suggested by ob
servation, and -to Interpret tho world as it Is; 
and whatever view he takosihols -ctmstanV in 
his appeal to tho experience of-¡rommon lite. 
This cnaractorlatlo endows his , style Tritìi a 
freshness and vigor which would bo difficult to 
match in the philosophic wrltlnfr of buy conn« 
try, and impossible » in that \oLGor*nany. 
Translator.a > ■ ; , - .j-.. _

.(OSfflAN HYMN BOOK.
A collection or original and selected, Hymns 

for Liberal and EtMoal Societies, for Schools 
and the Homo.. Compiled by Washburn. 
This volumi meets apublfo wanti'. Ikcumprise? 
»3 choice soleetlonj.ot poetry andjnmMc, £?(•

NICHOLAS BEQKER,
Dixon, Ill. Clairvoyant Life Reading; with mea- 
Bagea, names and description of your spirit 
friends, from your letter or loek of halr, by mall,11

FROF. FREDERICK ,T»I. STOLLER, 

Teacher and Demonstrator of Psychology. Read
ings dally, except Sunday: hours 10 a, m. to 8 p. m. 
Readings by mail, 81.00, 8156 Indiana Ave.. Tol. 
6751, Douglas.

rpEST READINGS BY ASTROLOGY.
Send 25 cents (silver) and date of birth, for a 

test reading of your life, with prospects of com
ing year. Ask one question. Full reading with 
horoscope, 81.00 and upwards. Address, F. F; 
NEITZEL, box 088, Spokane, Wash,

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
‘ Clairvoyant readings by mall. Also laws of me- 
dtumistic development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock of hair, date 
of birth and Ono Dollar. Obsession cured. 61 D, 
Street. N. E. Washington, D. C. :

MRS.G. HINGHEY "•IBS"
Magnetic and Osteopathic. Cures when all others 

fail. Best of Physicians References.
84 8. Robey SU near Madison, Chicago.

Has recently left NenflYork, and is now located at 
1112 Eddy St., Ban Francisco, CuL Scud stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

IMFOfflNT WORK.
Send 25 cents tto tha'’Inve6Ugatlon Committee, 

Publishers; Davenport/Iowa, for Prof. Watson’s 
- Illustrated Book; board covers, ‘•Juggernaut: 
Christian ScieneoiExpased.” Containing extracts 
from books; showing from where all the Ideas of 
Christian Science wßrei originally copied, which 
Mother Eddy calls benOwn, . '

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me. and I will give you a free 

examination. I-wutit no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhnustloirnnd lost vigor of.both sexes suc
cessfully treatedji Send name, age. sex, complex
ion. welglitandtffi tXB.cinwtampa or silver, and re
ceive a corrcet.'dlßfcnoaiBF'Worth mbny dollarc to 
you., Be sure andavrltoyom* own letter. Address, 

I FKAHCES’ L. XOUOKS,
.35 Warren St, - ' BtoMham. Itui.

INTERPRETING DREAMS,
Giving biialneaa advlee, directing development of 
mediumship in safe way, diagnosing dleeaae, 
glvingdeBcrlptlons.md spirit messages, are part 
of my work, Headings by mail, 11.01. Inclose 
writing or lock of hair. Two Questions answered, 
25 cental "

ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,

. • ■ 331.11th St, N. E. Washington, D. C.
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.Retrogressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualist, Pure and Unatjulterated, and for All That Tends-to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

DR. A. A. KipAU’S, HPERIENŒ ” '
.. . (Continued from page 5.)..................  ■■

mortals that they may torture them to satisfy the devilishness in theii” 
? natures. . . . . .■ . • ■ ■ • • .

■'riiere are also legions in spirit who do not know they have passed out 
of the physical body, they find it so natural, and are seeking expression 
and grab upon any sensitive whom they find unprotected by a band of 
good spirits. All these different classes of spirits are thus induced by 
the healers and their bands of spirit workers to leave the persons they 

' are obsessing and go away to schools Of learning m the spirit, where 
- they are instructed and aided in. their efforts to obtain a power for 

good, and in the best use of that power for the good of humanity.
. As is often the case, the patient is a medium not wholly unfolded, 

having been retarded in }ier mediumship by the lower;forces, or through 
sickness and surrounding detrimental conditions, the body has been 
■weakened and thrown into a very negative state, whereby it was much 
easier for the lower forces to gain possession, when the power of these 
forces for evil is broken, and they have gained a knowledge how to use

- the medium for the spiritual enlightenment of humanity; through the1 
law of recompense, they again come to them as protectors and guides,; 
and become grand and noble workers. . . '

It is my experience that this class of work is the poorest paid of any 
in the healing line. This class of patients generally use up all their 
means on doctors who know nothing of their ease, and in drugs and 
-patent nostrums, before applying to a-hehler who understands the true 
nature of their case and proceeds immediately to work to remove the 
cause. - ' ' - ■

. The case of mine mentioned in Dr. Peebles’ book, with scores of oth
ers, I received no financial recompense, I really know of no class of 
professional men who do more charitable work than healers. I notice 
those people who have so much to say against mediums and healers 
taking the almighty dollar as a recompense for their labors, do not pay 
their own ear fares and lecture free. _

While I am ever willing to do all I can in aid of the worthy poor, I be
lieve the laborer is worthy of his hire.

A great many Spiritualists take exceptions to dark spirits controlling 
mediums, even when the medium is fitted for and has a band to do that 
work. I believe a spirit in darkness is just as much in need of and en
titled to help, as a person in trouble upon the physical plane.

I had a lady for a patient who, when a young girl, moved with her 
parents into a road house in New Haven, Conn, After a short time she 
began to have convulsions; these increased in numbers and severity as 

■ the years went by until she came to me at over thirty years of age, 
when she had convulsions every two weeks at exactly the same hour in 
the day. I planned to give my treatment at this time, and she went 
through with one of the most dreadful convulsions that it was ever my 
experience to witness. I saw at once that it was the spirit of a woman 
past the middle age, who had passed into spirit in this condition. After 
treating the spirit a few minutes as she controlled the patient, who was 
a medium, she was able to talk and said she felt very much better, and 

- was very appreciative of the aid he had given her, and related to me a 
history of her life. She had been an inmate of the road house spoken 
of, which was a very vile resort, and becoming incapacitated through 
disease, she was given poison to get rid of her and passed to spirit in a 
convulsive fit. There were nine very vicious spirits controlled the me
dium one after tfie other, who had formed a triple triangle about the 
patient which made a battery of great power. After talking with each 
one, they promised to go away in spirit and lead a better life. My pa
tient never had a fit after this, and in four weeks was restored to health.

• I think nine out of every ten cases in lunatic asylums are obsession. I 
have taken from the asylums and successfully treated cases which were 

- declared by a board of physicians, “from the symptoms manifested” to 
be incurable, and I have demonstrated and proven that everyone of the 
so-called mental aberrations was the expression of a spirit or a number 

' ' oi spirits seeking expression at ths same time, and this last often makes 
an unintelligible jargon.

A few years ago there passed to spirit in an asylum a man who was a 
raving maniac. A consultation was held by the staff of physicians and 
they decided to dissect the brain of the corpse, wjth the result the brain 
was found to be in a perfectly natural condition. The man was me- 
diumistic and sensitive to a class of obsessing spirits. Many people 
who know nothing of Spiritualism but who are exceedingly sensitive are 
influenced by a spirit power for good. But their friends not under- 

•«faiKiing what is the’matter with them call in a physician who knows
„ Ir;it control, and they- pronounce them insane -and .they are ■

TnX 'Ty^/an asylum. . Sometimes the.control is for an evil purpose" 
*t=Îiïëresult is the same one way or the .other.. If such cases are taken 

to-a healer who understands them and has the .power to break the eon- 
dition, they are restored to health and usefulnèss in a very short time. 

' If the laws governing spirit influence were understood by the masses 
we would have no need of asylums for the so-called insane. This should 
be the créât work of Spiritualism, to educate the people. IF ONE 
SPIRIT CAN RETURN AND MANIFEST, ALL CAN UNDER 
PROPER CONDITIONS; AND IF A GOOD SPIRIT CAN RETURN-,

A Paper that Never Falters, Never ¡Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Causeof Spiritualism, Science,Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life-

DYSPEPSIA •
- ----------------------------------■ ■ ■ ;

ÏURED

will only Irrltato and further weaken the al
ready dlieaeed and weakened membrane». 
We will Cotnuletrly and Fmaaueully Care 
Yea. Mo will go to the very foundation of 
your trouble,. will remove the cauici, 
strengthen and tone up the affected mem
brane». perfect the digestion, regulate and 
atrenglhen the bowels, and make you ai 
strongnnd hearty asyouovorwero. We could 
give you testimonials by the thousand of 
those we have curedot stomach trouble» inall 
form» and stages, but they would not tall to 
you what the treatment will do for YOU. The 
only absolute proof Is In the treatment itself.

and knowing the Wonderful 
Cures wo have made for oth
ers, and believing that we 
have • treatment, that will 
PosUhtly Care any cur. no 
matter how complicated or

ßs. BAY, Psychic ane Natural Clairvoyant.
■ Readings by mall, ll.tkl. 207 Lincoln ave., Chi

cago, minds. '

The Light of Reason
Th c latest sacred song on sheet rou
ble. (especially)1 adapted for (the 
uplifting of) Spiritual Circles and 
services. English and German.

price, 25c. a copy. Eend to 
GEORGE DREW, 

., .8$ Morion Court. Chicago, Ill

by growth. , , - . ,. ,
To those who are engaged in the grand work of emancipating souls 

from darkness, either in the physical or spirit, I would say, be not dis
couraged bv opposition, but press on and persevere. Experience is a 

' better school than theorizing. Remembering that truth is mighty and 
will prevail. AMOS A. KIMBALL..

Onset, Mass. . ■ .

•SPEQi’ADNOWE. , i
As uwiaL, Elton »Hedrlck.-tliwell-know» 

.trologer, will make a Mpeelal'tt.olWfty 
tiou. • The year 1005 la coming upon us. KNOW 
Wbatiheriew year holds for you. <A knowledgo 
of PLANETAR¥iINFLUENCE win aceentuule 
aucceabf aijd enable you to guard againat u*“a*- 

.Yorame-perlods and unfortunate' change«- -am a 
special offer, nndmutil Feb?lat, 1UD5. al! Sj.OT wo** 
will.be reduced tOfiW. which includes 
ble information, touching upon all affairs of nre, 
in addition to a yearly forecast w4lhtavpri.iWe aiiu, 
unfavorable periods for business, speculation, 
changes. etc.t for the year 1VO5. , 
This Qffei- will Positively Close Feb. 1 

Send date of birth as near the hour' as possible. 
Address No. ?33 W Wth st, New.York City, . ,

Conditions under which we do this areasfol- 
lowsR-Send us your name in full, age. sex, and 
leading symptoms. .We do not think it wrong to 
diagnoep disease without leading symptoms be* 
Ing given; but as the Jaw looks upon it us an at
tempt to defraud, please, always send leading 
symptoms when writing, -You need not send a 
cent or oven a stamp, and you will receive by re
turn mall a diagnosis of your case.

Sverypne Ought to Have Their
Case Diagnosed, or Exam

ined Four Times

■ “I listened to the service as it went along, and as the time came foi / 
a reaàing, Mrs. Scott came down into the audience, and 1 was the first 
one she lit on. She said: ‘I see the spirit of one departed hovering oven 
you. -Yes, there's another. They are coming hand in hand and theyj’ 
are trying to say something to you.’ She theu passed along, and'thq. 
meeting continued »bout 15 minutes. ;

■ “I happened to turn around and spoke to a man I didn’t know, say
ing, ‘For heaven’s sake why didn’t she say something worth something?’- 
It so happened that the man I spoke to was Mrs. Scott’s husband, and! 
he was so enraged at my outburst that he took a card from his pocket 
and wrote on it an order for a free sitting with Mrs. Scott. He said to 
me, ‘Take that free ticket, and if she don’t tell you what you want tor 
know in the reading, give her this card, otherwise pay her her fee.’ f

“An engagement was made for November 22; I went to the house 
end saw Mrs. Scott. She sat in an arm-chair at one side of the room 
and I sat in an, easy chair at the other side, quite a distance away, Wc( 
talked of current eyents and finally, she said : ‘ Who’s William?’ stroking; 
her forehead once or twice, ; ‘

“ T don’t know, especially,’ I replied. Then shè took her finger an® 
went through the motion of writing the name on the arm of the chair. 
Again she asked who Will was, and I replied, I don’t knoyv,. I wish 
you wouldn’t talk about Will.' y '

“She said, ‘Well; who’s Charley?’ and I replied, ‘I don’t know anj* 
thing about Charley/ Then she said, ‘I must come into your home,’ and 

. I answered,‘Come right along.’ -
“From that time forward she carried my boy through from the day 

he was born up to the present, I laid a little diary of his on the arm of 
her chair and she told me my boy’s full name, age and height, and also 

; he was going under the assumed name of Fred. She told me exactly 
all the boy’s characteristics. v‘

■ “I said to her, ‘Where is he, in Portland?’ and she answered that ho 
' was not. She said his foot might have been there, but if so he was not 
t alone, but with another boy. I then asked her if he was in New York, 
' . and she answered no. I received this same negative answer as to Al-

a Year,
.. . >^T^A8T.':

In rood physical copat^p- REMEMBER 
y“11, to .hundreds. whom we have 

and couiHry0*11 °n^C ^ aeaBe n ftLiioat every state 

Cancer Cured, or No Pay. 
Address all letters to

DR. O. E. WATKINS,

ll.lnhrlppfiif Restores ¡Iipst Vision. 
A WvllUCI lUt Write for Illustrated Circular 
^nanbonfa allowing styles and prices and 
OUCuLdLlu» photo of SpiritYarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In me. I can ad
, net my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect- 
y to your eyes at your own . home and send by 

mail, as It you werelnmy office. Thousands will 
testify. B.F. POOLE.

1 ■ i&Evanaton Ave.. Chicago. Ill
Dear Mr. Poole:—Yonr spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection. Lshall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever yonr friend. E> B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal. •

It is always pleasant to react of remarkable evidence of spirit power 
and influence, especially where a much needed service is rendered. Not 
only in this case was a test given, but the good results flowing.there
from brought happiness to the distracted parents. It is given as fol? 
lows by the Boston Globe: .

After an absence of nearly six months from his home, 16 bummer st., 
"Watertown, Hiram H. MeGlaufiin, 14 years old, who ran away early in 
June because of a 'fear of parental punishment, was reunited with his 
father and mother Saturday, through the aid of Mrs. Annie Banks Scott, 
a trance medium and Spiritualist of 409 Green Street,Cambridge. _

«The boy wns located in North Adams, Saturday by his mother and 
there was an affectionate reunion, the- grief-stricken mother, who had 
spent many wearv days in the search for her only boy, again folding him 
in her-arms and wiping away the tears that could not be restrained, 
As fast as the cars could carry them the happy mother and son sped to 
the little home in Watertown, where the anxious father was awaiting 
his son with outstretched arms. , •

There is no doubt in the minds of the boy’s parents that but for the 
services of MTs. Scott they would not have seen their boy for some time 
at least, and-thev are grateful for the power which directed' them to 
search through the mills of North Adams, where their son was found to 
be working. • ’ . - . , ' . '

The search for the boy Igd. the,anxious parents-into . many strange 
places and it was with a last hope that the father, Hiram MeGlaufiin,. 
finally decided to make a visit to Mrs. Scott. . He was directed by a 
friend to attend the exercises in the First Spiritualist church, of Uam- 
brid^e located at 573 Massachusetts ave., of which Mrs. Scott is the 
pastor.’ Iler husband, Thomas Scott, is president. o;f the society,,and is 
the socialist candidate for mayor of. Cambridge tliis. year, v Mrs. beott 
has been in Cambridge a little more than seven years, iind about two 
years ago organized the society of which, she is the pastor and which 
now has a membership af about .200. .. . . ■ ; .. _

She has come to’ be widely , known, as a trance medium and has been 
verv successful, so she says. She says that, while the case of the Mc- 
Glauflin bov is the first of . its kind which she has had any connection 
with that has been brought to the public attention, she has assisted in 
her own wav in locating a number of others missing persons and lost 
jewelry and’even goes' so'far as to say-ihat ■while,.in a trance she told a 
pronfln-ent politician of Cambridge last year; before the nonpartisans 

Hiad Selected their’candidate that Judge Daily was the man they would
I V>AVT)11iqTP ■ .......................
\ This information was brought to the attention of Mayor MeNamce, 
\tlieii in office, hud he. was further advised that Judge Daily would win. 
ffiirs Scott says that this-year she has not taken any; interest m the mat-, 

/ter ns she had been'so overworked, although her husband is one ot the 
'¿?t. J' ■candidates. - . . . „ • ' ;

DR. GEORGE LESTER LANE.
Obsession a Specialty.

All Diseases Treated Successfully. 
872 Huntington Ave., Boston,’Mass.—SEE DR. 
J. If. PEEBLES’ BOOK ON OBSESSION.

■ F ---------------""""

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces. '

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tultle 

Light, polor, Electricity f Magnetism, Hind ¿Bath».
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M>- 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one’s home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. I>. BABBITT. M. D., 
62 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
Send three 2ct stamps for circular and instruct 

lions, how to obtain the best results, that will 
convince you of the! continuity of life, and that 
your loved ones still live. .-

Ithasbeen my pood fortune to have a number 
of sittings with Mr. and Mrs. A. Normann, at Ltly 
Dale this season^and I can truthfully say that all 
shadows of doubt have been removed as to the 
spirit’s presence of our departed, and the genuine
ness of their mediumship, Dr. C. W, Maxon, Bay 
City. Mich. . . \ ,,

Trance, test and business readings by mail, 
Sealed questions answered without opening, by 
spirit power. MR. $ MRS. A. NORMANN,

2721. Elliott av. So.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Magnetized Slate«, 81.OO a 1’fclr.

HRS. SEVERANCE’S

GOOD HEALTH TABLETS,
One of the greatest achievements of SPIRIT 

POWER. MOTHER’ NATURE'S RELIABLE 
REMEDY Positively cures constipation and all 
resultant ailments. They insure the vim and vig
or of manhood, the bloom,, beauty. Health and 
brightness of womanhood, and n positive abiding, 
sense of tnat Inherent power which leads one on
ward to more "than commoriplttce achievements. 
Free written instructions when you mention lead
ing symptoms. Enclose 4 2-cent stamps, and 
.21X0, ipr Tablets. A full Psychometric, Impress-- 
ionaland Prophetic rending, when-you remltoO. 
cents extra. Address,. T. n; WATSON, 1300 
Main Street. Whitewater Wis. •

The infallible fibre trumpet is absolutely tangi
ble with spirit forceef very light: is guaranteed 
more clear and better than any metal; more dura
ble: Insulated-'top and bottom: shell, cardinal col
ored enamel; 36x5. 81-53. Booklet for all kinds of 
development, 12 cts,- Write for circular.
JAS. NEWTON, 4«8.»orr St,, Toledo. O.

Eckel’s .Standard Aluminum
TRUMPET,

By Matt, $1.75 Each.
Send money by P. O. or Money Order. Address.

A. B. ECKEI-, Anderson, Ind.

TRANCE READING BY HAIL.
For the next thirty days I will give a full life 

reading, also description of spirit friends, and 
suoli messages as they may desire, to convey, for 
81.00 and 8 piceni stamps. Give day of birth in 
own hand-writing. Address-PERCIVILLE E. 
WALKER, 551 Carnahan Ave., Findlay. Ohio.

Mr.'Walker would respectfully refer bis patrons 
to the following testimonial; cheerfully and 
gratefully testify to the remarkable mediumship 
of Mr. Perclville Walker. I met him, a total 
stranger; he accurately described four of my 
spirit friends, giving their names and messages 
of Buch nature that I could not possibly doubt 
their genuineness. I heartily recommend him to 
all who desire n lortng message from those who 
have goué^on before,.‘JAS,-BAMFORD. Findlay, O.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
... Wlibhashad

Forty Years' Experience in the Study 
and Practice Of Medicine, Two

Years Profilin a Medical
-< ■ - ColIeefefTon Years

IN SANITARIUM-WOKK.,
■nd 1. » Nnlnral Clairvoyant. He never 
fails lu diagnosis, He lias given special attention 

‘to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
faus to cure piles.- If you would like an opinion 
of your case FBBE, write just how you feel with 
vour own hand and-hoid the letter In your hand 
five minutes. Enclosirsuimp for reply, .

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
; Prop.-Heed City Sanitarium, Heed City. Mich.

bany, Springfield and other cities I mentioned. Finally I said to her, 
. ‘Do you think he is in Troy?’ She hesitated and in a few moments zf 

think he is working in a factory in North Adams or Troy.’ ,
“‘Is he in the engine room?’I asked. ' '''

. “ ‘No,’ she replied. ‘He is doing something with his hands. I can 
, see him standing there working with his hands. ’

“Then she worked an hour on him,” continued Mr. MeGlaufiin, “and 
finally said that he was in North Adams working in a mill. ‘He has his

- lesson learned,’ she continued. ‘He is trying to fix himself up and is 
saving his money. He is not suffering. He is in good hands and you 
don’t need to worry about him. Let him stay where he is and before 
the roses bloom again he will come home.’

। Talk Lasted Three Hours.
, “Her parting words were, ‘If he is not in North Adams he is certainly 
in Troy.’ The talk lasted three hours and after it was all over she 

-seemed considerably dazed. "What she told me I have every reason to 
believe was not told her by any on* else and I can state positively tha.' 
the party who advised me to go to Mrs. Scott told her nothing about the 
disappearance of my boy.

“My wife and I were incredulous. We had much trouble and had;; 
spent nearly every cent. I sent word to the police of North Adams, but 
,i had got so little assistance from them that 1 expected nothing in thin

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
^Send three two-cent stamps, lock of.

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

MANUSCRIPTS CORRECTED.
Manuscripts of any description carefully cor

rected and edited fob publication. Customary 
price, fl for two thousand words. Graduate. Na- 
tianal Press Association, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Address. “AUTHOR,” No,'j; Speed why Avenue, 
Ocean Park, aul. A; . •
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The Explosion-of^ Mars. 
The Moon Dashed, to the Earth. 
: The Earth Baptized by Fire.

Then the Millennium.
Thlbstartllngevent will occur, saysa celebrated • 

astrologer, in less than six years. Aro you ready ■ 
for life or death—to live foreyer or go into a state 
of separation from the pure and wise—into lone
liness and despair? Are you realizing now your 
God-given powers, or just lazily waiting and 
trusting to chance or fate. Start the New Year by 
unfolding your psychic powers, to be useful be
yond compare. My books will help you, Waive 
all prejudice and buy them now. My new book 
)n CLAIRVOYANCE which is endorsed by The 
Banner of Light, The Progressive Thinker, Mind, 
Henry Woodj Lilian Whiting, will show you how. 
It will,enable you to penetrate the veil, see spirits, 
read the auras, locate minerals, understand the 
mysteries and become an adept •

THE PRICE IS REDUCED from 12 to 11, for 15 
days or more. jySend ONE DOLLAR BILL!

OTHER BOOKS.
DEATH AND AFTERWARDS-Cloth, 50 cents 
AURAS AND COLORb—With exhaustive die 

tionary of color meanings. A unique book far 
unique people. Price 50 cents

P8YCHOMETRY—Thotlrstand only book which 
teaches the science bo that you can practiced 
Price, 50 cents • ’

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychoinelry. Price. 50 cents.

; REALIZATION—How to cuter the super-con
; SCiousnoBB and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot al 12.25 
each, postage propaid,

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVES—A Ms. 
series on this fascinating subject Price, $1.01

Send a stumped addressed envelope for “The 
System cf Philosophy Concerning Divinity,” GO 
lessons ana terms for development Address,

J-O. F.'«RUMBINE,
1285 Gimmonwealth Ave., 

. . Boston- Mass.

case.” - . ,
I Mr. MeGlaufiin then told of writing to a certain man in North Adams 
and receiving a letter which caused his wife to go there at once; with 

,the result that she found her boy in the house on Union street where Ini 
vt>ad been staying. He. was anxious enough to return home. _

During the conversation the boy sat in the cozy parlor playing with' 
the two pets of the household, a handsome angora eat and a Boston ter
rier, that appeared to be the best of friends. - '
, Asked where he had gone, the lad said: “From here I went direct to .

. Albany, where I worked two days. Then I went to rlroy, where I 
w worked three days in a laundry. From there I went down the Hudson 

to New York, after which I returned, went to Saratoga and got a job, 
first running an elevator and then selling mineral water in Congri s i 
hall. From there I went to Mechanicsville and from there to Nm-tli 
Adams, where I got work in the Eclipse mills. My first job was svep- 

;ing up at $3.50 a week, and while I was there I was promoted four times 
until finally I was making $6.60 a week. Out of this I saved some.<U‘ 

, money, and this suit of clothes I am wearing I bought out of e monejj- 
¡learned.” .
' It appears that The boy found lodgings with* good fainil; 
i sisted that he attend church and Sunday-school regularly. 11
told that he would not be allowed to use tobacco, ayd must 

' school. This advice ho accepted. 1

■as nn
ight

” When questioned last evening as to whether she had given a sifting 
on the coming Cambridge election, Mrs. Scot replied that she had liot, 
as she had tired of politics, and did not care to give sittings to piNiti- 
eians. As they tramped into the house and made so much noise
disturbed her and shocked her nerves.

This morning the boy who started out six months ago to earn his own 
living will resume his studies where he left off last June

HIDDEN BEAUTIES.

The Finer Vibratory Action of a Great Future.

TflE WORLD BEftUTIFUL 
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Throe choice volumes, each com- 1-te in Itself, 

in which spirituality is related to viryday life 
In such a way as to make the world beautiful 
Price. 81.00 each, . '

THE AGE OF REASON. !
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of • 

True and Fabulous Theology.- A new and -com
plete edition, from new plates and now typo; 
186 pages, post 8vo. Paper cloth. 60c.

NAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.'
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is one 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No author , 
was ^better qualified to.write an impartial and 
honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higjlna» 
and this volume is intensely interestlnn 1«' 
should be read in conjunction with Gibum'B 
work. Price. 25 cents. . -J’x*

There is nothing hidden that shall not come to light. Ihe germ of 
everything that is higher, finer, better is within every conscious entity. 
The higher, finer and better of to-day was entirely out of sight one hun
dred years airo. But sight has extended, hearing has broadened and 
consciousness has deepened. One hundred years ago vibrations were as 

■ quick, but the senses were less keen, the sight limited and the ear was 
not tuned to catch the sounds of higher harmonies existing then as to
day A century back and the eyes and ears were few that could see and 
hear the quicker vibratory action of things, as they are generally sensed 
to-day. The living and being of a hundred years ago is almost extinct 
to-day' So the living and being of to-day could not have been sensed 
then.' The difference is all in the sense and consciousness of men. As 
men were, things could not have been as now ; as they are things cannot 
be as they were. .

In the psychal powers of the inner consciousness, lies the finer vibra» 
l tory action of the great future. The eternal processes of the Infinity, 

never die, never cease. Get at the action of things and you will get 
nearer thé Life of the universe and on the spiral line to a higher life. 
Get in line with great Nature and her Soul processes and the infinite 
storehouse of brighter and brighter glories will be opened to you as you 
open to them.—The Enterprise. ■

MY GOD.

STARTLING FACTS,
; . .'.A OR ' .'

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
Y.j’riiis. work devotes, special .attention 
to'Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries; morality .and civil and re- , 
ligious; liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary , 
evidence of the pernicious Influence ol 
the-confessional; a trenchant showing ' 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the. methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and ■ evil works-of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents. -

“NO BEGINNING.”
Am -Excellent Work for 

■■ Thinkers. '

This book;। "No- Beginning,”. Is :by 
William. H:; Maple. -Tbo Arena says ot 
it: “The argument. Is unnusiyerable. 
The book will at once appeal to. the roa- 
ion of ■■every-reader, and leave 'him 
more amazed. than ever nt the prevn- 
lepco Of the theory pf Creation," The

Two-has always been a: fateful num
Eree Thnuglrt lilcal Says: "We found It 
thlVot glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
■and: tbosvery-’death. warrant of Chris
tian BubefstUlon ehln.?0 upon Its pages,”

I sit in the depths of silence as the busy world goes by • _ 
4nd I lift my soul sublimely to elysian fields on high, '.••■> 
I see -my God in the flower, in the brooklet and the trees;
I sense my God in the stillness, I feel Him in the breeze. ■ 
I hear my God in the wild woods, in the songs of happy birds, 
In the sweet and peaceful twilight I hear His gentle words.

■ I- feel His loving life-breath inflate my very soul, 
' I find Him in the pulsing of the great Eternal Whole. 
, - DR. T. WILKINS.

The best men are not those who have .'waited for chances, but those 
who have takeff them; besieged the chance; conquered the chance; and 
made chance the servitor.—Chapin. '

: It is no-man’s business whether he has genius or not; work he must, 
whatever he is, but quietly and steadily; and the natural and unforced 
result's of such work will be always the thing God meant him to do, and 
will be his best,—Ruskin. . . . •
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Crime and CriminalsTHE MORTAL MIND.

; In a.Madras hospital with which,he

CHILDREN’S FRATERNAL HOME.

Yet all werewith his only two hands, 
welcomed. ■

A Good Word for.a Noble Humanitarian 
Work.

sonie-pdweF.bey&fid matter." -And from 
being, a. pronounced materialist he be- 
canVbi believer in spirits, and; indeed, 

■Cveiitually a profoundly religious soul
T F W

« fissz
./"m. 3i

t ¿hinlícr.fogrc!
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SPH|IT0A^I6M IS ft TROT/t. । 
at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Coler
idge. ‘ -

. "One truth is dear—whatever is, is 
tight.” Pope; J

"1 long to know the truth hereof at 
large.” Shakespeare.

“Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.”' Ingersoll.

"Truth depends on, or is only arrived

Plows, to go true, depend much up- 
on( the truth of the iron.” Mortimer. '

Truth bears the torch in the search 
for truth.” Lucretius. :

: Letusloveo^rCause
• and dare to a^y^at^ts 
truth and decry fraud. 

! If we have theTpjjife it 
i cannot be, de^ti^ye^ in j 
the crucible, ¿f’^ason

; and fair discussion. It 
will only thrive’,! and 
expand more rapidly.

:! ■ -• ■■T; . --

MAESE PEREZ, THE ORGANIST.

“"1 7

NO. 790

TRUTH- IS IMPERISItftBLE
"My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7.
"Truth crushed to. earth shall rise 

again.” ' William Cullen Bryant
“To have truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing to breathe.” 
“However unwillingly a person who

IN THE BEAUTIFUL BLUE.

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to .be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill.

LETTER FROM A WORKER. FROM THE EDITOR-AT-LARGE.
jy.Poor Negro Deprived of Conscious

' ness by a Blow on the Head—How a 
. Lesion- of the Brain Transformed

• Love Into Passionate Hatred—Pre* 
existence.

. . .The many cases reported recently in 
the papers, of. men and women wander
ing mechanically through the . streets 
like wound up. automat^, knowing 
neither, whence they came nor whither 
they were going, nor who they were, 
recall to my mind an odd experience 
of my brother. .

• . . . . . — . — — — .. — — — ...
t" \.jwas connected, lay a gigantic negfo, 
(, \whp was supposed to be a congenital 

idiot. , An idiot he was certainly, and 
of an unusually mindless type—a mere 
vegetable who seemed even to eat and
driiik mechanically. A surgeon who 
had just joined the staff of the hospital, 
and: who therefore saw its ' patients 
with ,a new eye, after, looking Jong at 
the negro, said: “I don’t think the fel
low is a congenital idiot at all. Here, 
lay-him on this bed, and let me exam
ine his skull.” .. .....:................

A brief examination of the black’s 
skull showed the mark of an old’ and 
‘eei> wound. “Just as I thought,” cried 
tie surgeon triumphantly. "I shall tre- 
hlne his skull and you’ll see.” .When 
e had sawed the piece of scarred skull 
way he found, as he expected, a bit of 
ne pressing upon . the brain. He 
ised and removed it, with the' result 
t the patient, the moment he recov- 
d‘ consciousness, asked .eagerly: 

’here’s the army today?’, “Where 
s it yesterday?" asked thè, surgeon. 
’Yesterday” turned out to be nine 

years before, when thè negro had es
caped with another black from a battle 
on the Indian frontier, carrying away 
with them a lot of loot. While crossing 
a river with his loot in a boat the two 
quarreled over the'.division óf the spoils 
and the last thing the hospital patient 
remembered was the upraised boathook 
w’”i w' 'cl next moment he was 
kneel ed unconscious by his comrade. 
Then tne ciock stoped for nine years.

Here is the saddest, true love story I 
ever heard, and I heard It from a friend 
of the .woman of the tale. Tne. tragic 
denouement was due to a similar lesion 
of the brain to that. which paralyzed 
for nine years that of the negro. For 
fclljhL years. tyo. lovers, prevented by 
pbverty from marrying, remained devot
ed to each other.

At the end of this long probation of 
. ¡ove, the gentleman came in ’mexpeet- 

wm/M’
-Jtancee. The same evening he wrote 
h&ra letter aeunons with, love and joy. 
anflMirging an immediate carriage. 
She was interrupted ip the act of an- 
sweiiug with equal, .warmth and Joy this 
passionate Ioyg letter by the visit of a 
irie^di ivhb brought her bad news 
shoj haa Just read in the paper. •

Hjer lover on the evening before had 
been knocked down by a hansom and 
hurt so seriously that he was taken to 
Guy s hospital, wnere the doctors shook 
their, heads over the case. Next morn- 

■ ing she hurried up to London, but was 
not admitted to see him for some days.

Meanwhile she learned from his ser
vant that the accident must have liap- 

, pened as he was1 returning from posting 
- the letter to ner. When sue applied at 

the-end of the prescribed time to see 
. him sue was Informed that though he 

was now m a condition to see a friend, 
if she so wished it. yet that he did not 

■ wish to see her. and had. indeed, given 
: .the most peremptory orders that she 

was not on any pretext whatsoever to 
be admitted to his room.

».When at last, by the most passion
ate .entreaties and by confessing tneir 
long-standing engagement, and even in 

■ her anguish of despair by showing the 
kindly doctor some lines of the letter 
written to her upon the day of the acci

. dent,.she was admitted to his bedside. 
< ehe was furiously ordered by her lover 

to .quit the room and never approach 
him. again.

'The truth was, the doctor had to ex
plain to her. through some mysterious 
lesion of the brain, his passionate love 
for’her was changed to hate as passion
ate.:; In fact, he died in the hospital, 
loathing her to the last, and left to his 
brother the fortune he had just Inhent- 

. ed himself. ■
To turn from these dismaj and even 

. dreadful effects of a disorder of the 
■ . body, not upon the mental faculties only 

-.jbut also upon the affections of the heart 
to psychical phenomena less terrible. 

’ though no less mysterious. I have just 
been reading the following passage in 
Scotts journal:

v ■ "Feb.-'17. 1828.—A day of hard work. 
Sieing; I think, eight pages before dm- 
her. .-.I cannot. I am sure, tell if it is 
worth marking down that yesterday at 
¿dinner time I was strangely haunted 

, hy .what I would can the sense of pre- 
Existence—videlicit, a confused idea 
that nothing that passed, was said for 
-the first time, that the same topics bad 
been discussed and the same persons 
'.had stated the same opinions on the 
¡same subjects. It Is true there might 

i have been some ground-for recoiiec- 
hons. considering tnat three at least 
ef the company were old friends and 
ept much together—1. e.. Justice Clerk, 
ord -^bercromby and I. But the Sen- 

—uatlon was so strong as to • resemble
V-hat is called a mirage in the desert- 

■ It. is,-1 think, noteworthy that in an 
. clairvoyant cases of this kind the body

is. through overwork; or Ui health, or 
■ lasung. or congenitally. In the subdued^

State to wlucii the Indian. mystic and 
miracle monger reduces ins own by 
maceration. It was so with Scott and 

- Rousseau and with William Hone, when 
he had the following experience record; 
ed in hls memoir: .

Whop .worn out with .overwork he .. ■■■ ■ - • - 
was shown into a certain room in a cer
tain part of London where he had never 

■ been.before. -On looking round every
thing appeared perfectly familiar to 
me I seemed to recognize every object' 
I said to myself: "What is this? I was

ver here before and yet I have seen, 
this. and. if so. there Is a peculiar

fit-in the shutter. " I opened- the 
utter pnd found the knot.. Now. then« 

ht. here is something.! cannot 
on my principles- there must bo

. Helen Wllmans Post, perhaps the 
most remarkable woman of this age, 
has been quoted as saying, “Nothing 
ails thè race but ignorance, unripeness; 
it is a baby race. It has not learned to 
go alóne; it wants a personal God to 
lean on, (It has got to know that indi
vidualism is the saving word.” '

While mental science so-called may 
well be regarded as a-revealer of sub
lime hidden truth, it is honeycombed 
with extravagant , expressions which 
paralyze the reason of the unwary, 
while charming the average investiga
tor. The. words above quoted, however, 
are not'among those extravagances,

To say that we are in the babyhood 
of the race, is but to declare that we 
are undeveloped in character. How 
much, how, very much is told in that 
one word undevelopment. How little 
do we realize, in the process of devel
opment, how much, how. very much, de
pends on action! , An. ancient . orator 
used this definition for hip favorite 
theme: “Oratory consists firstly. In ac
tion; secondly In action, and, thirdly, in 
action.” , The same is. true in our de
velopment of character, It 1b action, 

. first, last and all the time, and apart 
from action there, is no development.

Normal development demands ra
tional action and will permit no other. 

. The four-year-old boy who said to his 
younger sister, “Let’s play cutting off 
chicken’s head," thought only.of amuse
ment. His little sister,, only, about 
eighteen months old, laid her head on 
the block. Whack went the sharp ax 
in the hands of that boy, and off went 
the bead of that little sister!

Questions: (1) Why did the boy do 
this? (2) How much responsibility at
taches to him for the act? (3) Js it 
proper to say he is guilty of murder and 
subject to. the. full, penalty of. the law? 
(4) How .would, his father and mother 
regard such an act?

These questions, my friends, are full 
of profound interest, because a true .an
swer to them throws a flood of light 
upon our main subject. .

First then, the little boy cut off his 
Sister s bead, because he was undevel
oped m character.. Second, the exact 
measure of his responsibility ib the de
gree of this same development of char
acter within him. Third, if he knew the 
act would kill, he was certainly guilty. 
In any event he is a dangerous charac
ter. If ignorant of the result, he is dan- 

^aop^uaUet-Anxxjgpprance. If lie knew 
oeiorenanfl what the result would be. 
he is unsafe to run at large, because 
ms intelligence (development in one di
rection) guided him in the way of the 
most utter depravity (undevelopment in 

.another direction!. Fourth, as to the 
attitude of his father and mother: evi
dently they cling with desperation to 
the idea that their boy Is innocent, or if 
guilty in any. degree, yet because of his 
undeveiopment his guilt is but slight in
deed. .
. Now for the lesson of the illustration. 
Just as those parents regard this little 
boy as comparatively innocent because 
of his undeveloped character, so do the 
angels in higher places regard each act 
of murder in a crown-up boy! >

Thousands of murders committed-ev
ery year by grown-up boys and girls, 
yclept men and women, proclaim the 
gunt of the murderer in every instance. 
They however, proclaim that this guilt 
is only relative and not absolute. Why? 
Because of the undeveiopment m the 
character of the murderer.

Now as to the application. What is- 
true of murder as a. typical crime, is 
also true of crime of all other forms 
and phases. The greed spirit expresses 
itself m uncounted ways, numbering its 
criminals by the minions. Custom, a 
most questionable. criterion at best, 
classifies. the perpetrators of these 
crimes into the respectable and non-re- 
spectabie specimens, the latter being 
subdivided ad libitum. Nearly or quite 
all of these criminals, whether so-called 

•respectable or nonrespectables, have a 
common mark wmeh is clearly seen by 
the discriminating eye. That is the 
mark of deception.

Where does the shoe pinch? Read
er, have you ever worn that shoe? 1 ■ 

■ But again: The nearer we become al
lied to the angels m higher spheres, the 
more leniently . win we regard the 
crimes of meuand women of whatever 
phase and grade. There is a reason for 
this which I have never seen stated, but 
which I will state now: first, however, 
premising that many of tne sublimest 

■ truths that were ever revealed to me. 
have come from no human tongue or 
pen. They have come as inspirations 
from the silence: breathings from in
telligences of the unseen. One of these 
sublime truths is the fact that every 
man. woman and child on this earth, is 
a friend to every other man. woman 
and child on this earth. Moreover this 
same principle inhercs -in varying de
grees in an the life of the universe.

There is a silent sympathy that goes 
out from every human being on earth, 
to every other numan being (however 
unconscious of the'fact either may be), 
that makes, us?Absolutely one. Of 
course- all have’not yet found it out: 
but just as fast as we do come to know 
it. we have learned one of the most fun
damental-and vital of all the truths of 
ail the ages. - • ■ ■

■ It Is thus revealed that every man on 
earth is my brother: .apd every woman 
without exception is my sister.. The 
veriest, criminal, however low m the 
scale, is.still piy. friend and brother (or 
sister) whom I .lové,'howbeit he is my 
erring brother.-or'She my erring inend 
and sister. ... .« -... ■■ .

Until we shall have attained a clear 
.conception of this our true relation to 
all human beings, i. e.. to ail classes of 
criminals, we can not proceed with un
biased mind in-.Uie work of extermina
tion of either murderers on- the- one 
hand or-, fake meflihms ’and' frauds on 
the other. ? • .

Now it is clear to all thinking people 
that however much we may deplore and 
condemn the crime of murder, to talk 
about the utter extinction of this crime 
until the spirit of murder is outgrown 
in the world, would be the veriest ab
surdity conceivable, is it'not equally, 
clear to every reader of this message, 
that.to talk about the extermination of 
fraud from our midst, till the spirit of 
greed, and the occasional thirst for 
cheap notoriety are outgrown, would be 
equally absurd and preposterous?

But how are we to escape personal 
danger from the -one class of criminals, 
and the heart-rending impositions prac
ticed by thé other? By proceeding sub
stantially alike in both cases.

We undertake to render the murder
er harmless by (1) locking him up when 
possible,.(2) by putting out friends (the 
people of the world) on their guard and 
(3) ourselves steering clear of the crim
inal. Let us (Spiritualists) proceed to 
warn our friends (the people of the 
world) against every fraud and fake 
medium known to.be such, and see that 
we steer clear of them ourselves. The 
occasional locking up of an aggravated 
case would have a wholesome effect; 
but'this of coursa can only be done by 
due process of law.. .

Love,(attraction) is the, cementing 
factor of the universe. It is that which 
renders all the life of the universe one 
life. Furthermore, be it remembered 
that until the goal of perfectiori’ln de
velopment has been reached by at least 
a few, all are criminal in a degree. This 
last fact emphasizes the oneness of All 
human life. This oneness of all life 
makes it impossible for me to condemn 
any other man (or woman) without con
demning myself also. -Now I hold it as 
axiomatic that solf-condemnatton is an 
utter impossibility.... Herein Is revealed 
tlfe infinite mistake of, priestcraft 
through ail tne ages past The busi
ness of their life has been to-teach self-' 
condemnation. Herein is also shown 
conclusively that the condemnation of 
a fellow mortal is absolutely beyond 
the power of any human being, occa
sional impulses to the contrary notwith
standing. . >

A good -rule for every human life is 
couched in this double motto: C<ta- 
demn every crime, however small or <p
scure It may seem to be. Condemn no 
criminal, however base may be the 
crime committçd. . . .. ■ . .

Let no human being s name be black
listed tin every vestige of reasonable 
doubt of guilt, has been removed;

Moreover there is an objection to all 
detective work generally. It tends to 
deteriorate the character ofthe detect
ive himself, for the obvious reason.that 
H brings him into contact With thé bad 
motive-(real or supposed!, of every 
hunted victim, whether guilty of not It 
is like the work of sorting apples—sep
arating the rotten from the sound; A 
certain amount of such work may be 
necessary in every average life: but to 
exercise one s self in that character per- 
slstently for a long time, would -be de
grading to the physical, as the former 
work is demoralizing to the spiritual 
powers of the individual.
We who have scaled the mountain's 

. crest ■ ■ i
Behold the sun s first beam.

The gilded peaks m silence rest 
Reflecting each bright gleam.

Far down the slope, m valley- blue. 
. Where thousands still, repose.

The watchman marks the purpling hue 
Where morning s radiance glows.

THOS. H. B. COTTON.
Los Gatos. Cal. , ■ ' •

I notice a?communication from G. F. 
Sullivan, La Crescendo. Cal.: concern
ing his Children's Fraternal Home, at 
that place, and I want to speak a word 
in his behalf. .

Brother, and Sister Sullivan are all- 
around reformers and the truest Spir
itualists m the world, and he has taken 
up this business, out of pure sympathy 
for the needy. - My acquaintance with 
him justifies me in fully endorsing him' 
and his good wife. He commenced car
ing for indigent and homeless children 
in the first place, because there was no 
other person to do it, and he could not 
walk around this cross. And a cross it 
was, because Brother add Sister iSulli- 
van are not rich m this world’s goods 
and his daily work did not leave him 
milch margin to go on. . The way once 
open, it seemed that, children drifted to 
him more rapidly than he could find 
homes for them, and at one time, if I 
remember rightly, he had a family of 
fifteen to look after and'provide’for

He asks for o]d clothes. . He should 
have more people who can.and should 
send him money. He has gone out to 
La Crescenta, I suppose.' because he 
feels it will be easier for him to'support ‘ 
bis family of waifs where-he raises his 
own provisions than in the city where 
rents are.high.

I am -proud that we have such a fiub- 
lie-spirited man and woman amongst 
us. We should show out faith1 by bur 
wonts and make this an institution 
where ail who are needy, among the lit
tle ones may find a home.

■ DANIEL W. HULL.
Olympia. Wasn.

Four hostile newspapers are more to 
be feared than a thousand bayonets__ '
Napoleon.- - . ... . ■ ■

To err in opinion, though it be not the. 
part of wise men. It as least human— 
Plutarch.

Tew sons attain the praise, of their« 
great sires, and most, their sires’; dis
grace —Homer
•>. An able man shows hia.flplnt by-gen
tle. Word sand resolute actions. He is 
neither hot nor timid.—Chesterfield. •

As soon as we have discovered the 
needs for our joy or sorrow we are no 
longer its ueiW but its lords —Lowell

An Account of Three S’ervlcd« at Mid- 
nlghf on. Christmas Evitât 

Seville, Sp-gin. 1'

(From the Spanish.J
"Come, neighbor, come into the 

church before the crowd fills it from 
end to,end. It ip alwiiys crammed on 
Christmas eve. ' * ! ' ■• :

“The nuns .have a prize in their or
ganist." Other sisterhóòds have made 
Maese Perez magnificent';offers,- and 
even the, archblshop offered hîni mount
ains of gold if he. would go to ¡the cathe
dral. But the saintly old ' mfin" would 
rather give up his jife than his beloved 
'organ. . ■ < - (i- ■; '
' "With no relatives dr friends hut his 
daughter and the organ; Ihe’Spends his 
life caring for the one and repairing the 
other. ■ He is blind, too, did11 tell you, 
-and his playing is the-most marvelous 
in the world, especially-at the.midnight 
mass on Christmas evé. ' -

“Then the organ sounds like¿the very 
voices of the angels themselves. But 
we must hurry apd go in, the be|ls have' 
stopped ringing.” 1'; -V .

So saying, the:,speakéi')tmd herroom- 
panlqn forced their wayfinto the church 
-through the crqwdi ( iM-’’ ■ »-

The church-was profusolÿllluminated. 
Thè many lights sparkled on the rich 
jewels of the.noble ladles - whoikçéît’:in a 
brilliant circle around thé ’chttaçél grat
ing. Behind the»’ menirof-hjgiiest no
bility in the city of Seville’.-formed a 
wall to protect tlieir wives ahi daugh
ters from contact with thè poorçr popu
lation. ■ ii > .

It Was time for mqss tq’begin.' Sev- 
eralimlnutes passed, hôwëver, afifi the 
bishop, impatient, sept -ent one Sf his 
attendants to learn thè reason ¡of the 
delay. , ■ [a.'.1 -t

“Maese Perez has bûûïr’tà’lten véry ill,, 
and they think he • cattnòf .coinè. to
night,” said the attendantSfin his Return.

“If your excelléncy willthliowmie. 1 
will.play instead." said a-tail, ungainly 
tafip, stepping forward.

Tjie bishop hesitated, tìe lm& the 
man-wno had Just spoken wias jealous of 
the olfiorganist ana loijgefi to take his 
place. Just Uieniihe:rumof-spran&from 
mputh to-jnouth: "Maese Ferez.asdiere! 
Maese Perez hascomei "s«* ; r£.L

Pale afta ewfientiy BUffesringxrt^e old 
man was indeed çnt -ing_'t!ip- ohf|rch. 
Neither tlie doctor a eotamfinus nor -his 
daughter s tears had prevailei.toAwep. 
him inbed. . i.niro?: ■--a’t.,. ■

;Noj"..Ae Ijadisald. this ip thé'last-4' 
know it, J:\W111 not-die wltiktathearing 
again tfier.voice of-jtey orgad. and to
night, pfi-aii holy, nights.-I ipiplore you; 
I command you to tal«? 'm# to the 
church." • -!'i. ■ “■

His wish was,granted. Thfy carried', 
hi» to the orgpn loft. Massr began: 
Maese Perez laid his agéd'fingers upop 
the keys of the organ. ’

The first chord,dike the .ypice-from 
earth calling do heaven, -was Answered 
by another that seemed to "come from a 

, great distance off. soft at first, then 
swelling until it became &' torfent of 
thundering melody. -It" was. the'voices 

, of angels, singing to the'ihprtals. iipon" 
earth. Gradually the : various.: chants 
droppea out of tlie harmciny. "bntn at 
the ,elevation of the hosb a sih^le note. 
brlUiant vu a ray;of llghtSvRab held by 
the-organ. Thenat swelled i and in
creased; until an., immenso'explosion of 
harmony filled the church.- v." *

Eqçh one of-.the noteproT the mighty 
chord developed a themqtotiifs own", un
til it seemed as-though everything—the 
waters, the JprflB.: the breezej. and the 
forests, heaven and earth-^-fi'as.each in 
its pwn tongue singing-the tflrth of the 
ChnBt child. • .

Suddenly the cry of a,' woman was 
heard-m the organ-■■•loft,7’» The organ 
gave forth a strange discordi Something 
like a sob. then .all was sllant,;. Maese 
Perez was dead.- On the’JWfifes Of his 
own wonderful musio his Soul: had" flown 
to the good God.- ■ s' ' ’ ;

Good evening,. neighbor.Zyob : here 
too, for midnight mass?- 5Ueaiime. it 
makes my heart ache to enfqr 'the old 
church since Maese PéTeZ's ■ death- 
Truly he was aaatafi v: ’.K-l" . : '

The new organist was Ettore insolent 
than brave when he. said 'he^ould play 
to-night- after every one talse ;• had re
fused out Of, respect-to-tiiéiolií Maestro. 
Ah: if the dead- could riSÓ, the'old or
ganist would die a second ./death ■ to
night rather than wltnestf-tiie profana
tion of his organ. Come, w® must go 
in." . ' •

The temple was as brilliant asfithad 
Deen the year before:. In the left |he 

: new organist, the man- who had asked 
■to play on. the night of Old Maese-Pe- 
rez b death. puiled out aiTihe stops. '

At the first note.a— teftible uproar 
filled the back of. tne cnfircji. -horns- 
bagpipes, timbréis.- tambourines, all 
sounded at once, .but the clhmor-lasted 
only a moment.. A-torrent-of-soSiorous 
harmony gushed fromrthe- metal pipes 
of the organ. .

: There were celestial chants Jike.those 
which caress the ear in fttomente bf ec
stasy, chants winch the souhperceives. 
Dut which the lips cannot'fepeat:isingie 
notes of a distant melody/sounding at 
intervals. Drought :by-a é'ldt' Of'.wlnd: 
the sound of leaves that Mss'.'éach'other 
with a murmur .of rain. *eilfs of the 
lark, choruses qfi serapMri^i ttta un
known music of another skdrid-thU this 
was expressed in. the .voifeés.af?the or
gan in a.more mystic ppker tlnm-ever 
before.

But when the organist came down 
from his loft, and tne jipopiai recovering 
from the emotion caused-ta the music, 
rushed toward him, his-tí^aeo was- as 
white as death ana his -hands trembled 
violently. . *|~............

-There s some mystery-a^Lit.” de. 
dared the loquacious ^gossip- .to his 
neighbor, as .they made t^eit- ^sy home 
together: ::whefi.ie;^c^ mbling
down the stens of-theWr ooked as 
it fie was trying toadR^ ' from
something. that.had'Hgfc . He
aid: indeed, oy- fill thq^ Cal
endar.

Over there, over there, in the beautiful 
blue,, , .

Where the cun-tints. in • loveliness 
glow,

There’s a beautiful home—for me, and 
for you, .

Just veiled from our vision .below.
There’s a beautiful home in that World

Unseen,
Where life shall its sweetness renew, 

And the angejs are waiting In glorious 
sheen, ,

Over there in the beautiful blue.
We have friends who have passed to 

that beautiful home,
In their youthful and onlooklng days; 

They have left us forlorn in our sadness 
to roam ■ ■

'Mid the thorns of life’s wilderness 
' ways. .

We missed them, and often has memory 
brought . .. , '

Their faces and actions to view:
In fondness and Badness sweet solace 

we sought—
They are there, in .thè beautiful blue.

Over there, over there-, in the beautiful 
blue, •

Death’s shadow shall fall nevermore. 
Our spirits shall joy in that beautiful 

-view,
With the Ibved ones who’ve gone on 

before.
Let us build with pure gladness our 

beautiful home,
And adorn with love’s garnishment 

true,
Where pure spirits may enter, and an

gels wifi, crime«
To our home in the beautiful blue.

Do you long, do you long for your beau-

i-

i-
tiful hothc

. That awaits in the gardens unseen? 
0, build it so pure that the angels may 

come
All arrayed in their beautiful sheen; 

For with thoughts pure and sweet and 
with lafrpr of love

Is it reared and made lovely to 
view— '

For we build ..with our thougnt our 
bright mansion above—

Our sweet Ijpme in the beautiful blue. 
0, we stand ow the verge of that beau

tiful strand ■ . " «
Whose scenes are entrancmgly fair: 

With Its fragrant sweet breezes our 
spirits are tanned. , . .

And Ite'inwalc floats in on the air: 
JI, js near, it is near, it is not far away— 

Bright glitapgffic BetnwWBtay 
- ■ view: • • ■ " ’ ’:" ■
Fqp we five.in .the

-, endless Day.
.We, shall find in

.. ... JAB.
Hammond.Tna..

morn of that fair.

the..beautiful blue. 
C. UNDERHILL.

The church in former years so crowd
ed. was almost empty now save for one 
or two faithful-souls.

• You see,'.there 1b no one here, my 
child, ■ the abbess was saying, "to play 
for us. Why do you sigh?"

T am afraid," the gin replied. "Lis
ten. I win toil you:

•Last night when you told me you 
wished me to play I came here to prac
tice a nttie. The church was empty 
and dark, but by the faint reflection of 
the light before the high altar I saw a 
dim figure sitting before the organ. It 
was my father."

The abbess looked kindly at the 
young girl. -

Do not be frightened, my child. 
Your father is in heaven, and it is tar 
more likely that he will inspire yiu on 
this- hoiy night than appear to give you 
fright. Go. now. and play."

The daughter of Maese Perez mqde 
her way very obediently to the organ 
loft and with -trembling fingers pulled 
out the Btobs. .

Mass began. Nothing unusual oc
curred until the time of the Consecra
tion. At that moment the organ sound
ed, and with the first sound came a cfy 
from the organ loft.

. The abbess and some of the nuns 
rushed there. Maese Perez’s daughter, 
leaning rigidly against the door, was 
pointing to the organ. Their eyes 
turned - m the direction indicated. 
There was no ond at the organ, and 
still it went on sounding like the voices 
of archangels, in a burst of mystic joy.

•Did I not tell < you so. neighbor? 
There s some mystery in an this. I pre
sume you Know what has occurred? It 
is the talk of all Seville. The arch
bishop is furious .and with good reason. 
Think or his having missed the miracle 
at the convent, and listening instead to 
the crazy, discords which that wicked 
organist played.

I .told you that man could never have 
played the music we heard-last year on 
Christmas eve. It was a lie. That mu
sic came from another souk There is a 
mystery In all this. my 8ear. believe 
me: -. •• ■ ■ -• ■ - - -

■ Yes, there was a mystery. A deep 
and ■ mighty mystery, which' was the 
soul of Maese Perez. • • .

A. WANDERING SOUL.

Jottings From Mrs, Mattle E, Hull The Lord's Prayer as a Punishment

I served the Spiritualist society of 
Battle Creek, Mich., during December, 
and found a pleasant field of labor. I 
conducted two services each Sunday, 
participated in the work of the Thought 
Circle, which meets every Tuesday af
ternoon in Spiritualist Hall, and at
tended and took part in the Friday 
night entertainments. The entertain
ments may more properly be called so
cials, as the meetings are designed to 
cultivate a more social element among 
the Spiritualists, and those who are 
friendly to the movement. A portion of 
the time on these occasions, is devoted 
to visiting and games ; a short literary 
and musical program is usually pre
sented, and a time is also set apart for 
the mediums who may be present for 
the giving of messages. In these meet
ings, the friends have a fay, better op
portunity of conversing with, their 
arisen loved ones, tnan in the brief sea
son allotted them for messages after a 
lecture in the Sunday meetings, and the 
conditions, as a general thing, are bet
ter'for the work. .

The Thought Circle deserves more 
than a mere mention here. It is in re
ality a class, or a club. The Circle has 
held meetings for a long time interest
ing subjects are proposed for discus
sion, either in the form of essays or 
verbally. A portion of the time is de
voted to mediumlstic work. On Bonje 
occasions the attendance compares fa
vorably with the Sunday audiences. I 
fully enjoyed the meetings and consider 
them as beneficial as the Sunday serv
ices. , ■

During my sojourn in Michigan, I was- 
invited to visit Centreville in the inter
est of our cause. This town is abolit 
forty miles from Battle Creek. My 
call came during the coldest wèathér 
we have experienced this season. Rail
road connections are not good between 
the two towns, and I was compelled to 
ride several mues in a iiuggy with the 
mercury stationed at nfteen uegrees be
low zero. I diu not freeze to death, 
although I may not be able to prove to 
the readers of these lines the reverse

I found a small out progressive and 
wide-awaae society or Spiritualists at 
Centreville. I han been asked for tn ree 
addresses at tnis point, but a prior en
gagement m Battle Creea made u im; 
possioie to remain in Centreville more ’ 
thanjwp nights, so one of tne meet- 

7ngs .wab. .aipèihted to occur'onfi: after
noon, at. thé home of Dr. and -Mrs.’ Gee- 
(where I was.entertained), staunch, old
time Spiritualists. Their interest in tne 
cause, especially, m the local work, has 
moved them to give the use of a com
modious room In their house for circles, 
and otner Spiritualist gatherings, when 
no lecturer has Deen secured. Meet
ings have been held reguiany at this 
home for a long time. E. W. Sprague 
and wife did a good work in this local
ity when they were on their missionary 
tour in that part of the country: to 
them the Centreville organization of 
Spiritualists is due. Much opposition 
was manifested at the time Brother and 
Sister Sprague were there: If the same 
leenng remains, it is a little more mod
est at the present time in expression.

During my stay m the pleasant city 
of the Wolverine state. I was enter
tained m the pleasant home of Mr. and 
Mrs. S. R. King. Every member of the 
household (including the dear little 
boys) seemed to make an effort to help 
my stay to be enjoyable, and It surely 
was so. I enjoyed mv audiences. I en
joyed the friends socially, and the mem
ory of my month s visit win remain a 
pleasing one.

Mrs. King is the president of the Bat
tle Creek society, and she is truly 
wedded to her work: she is efficient, 
but shé, nor any other president of a 
similar society, could succeed m the 
work without tne co-operation of a 
faithful and interested board of trus
tees. Such, I think, is at the head of 
the society. Mrs. Snow-Hoyt is secre
tary and seems to be the right person 
m the right place. Mrs. Estelle. Mrs. 
Berry and Mr. Stafford are active mem
bers of the board, and judging from the 
frequency of their "board meetings.” 
they must be faithful to-business.

I am now back at my old post, in the 
Morris Pratt School: the wont is mov
ing along well: it may not be out of 
place here to insert a word concerning 
Mr. Tuttle s grand book. "The Arcana 
of Spiritualism.” I considered it a 
most valuable oeelt when I first read it. 
but since we have studied it as a text 
book in the department of which I have 
charge, it becomes, in the estimation of 
my co-assQCiates. as wen as myself in 
the psychic line of work, doubly valu
able. The lessons are interspersed with 
experimental work of the sensitives in 
the class, and inspirational interpola
tions by myself, all seem to be admira
bly adapted. Had Brother Tuttle writ
ten no other book than this, he would 
have left a grand legacy to the Spirit
ualists. •

I desire to thank my friends who re
membered me through the malls durlflg 
the holidays, by letter and.otherwise. I 
appreciate ail. and as some among the 
dear remembered ones read The Pro
gressive Thinker. I express myself in 
this way. - . '

I am contemplating a trip Eastward 
during the summer, and would like a 
few hnef camp. engagements. Would 1 
like to correspond with the proper offi- ! 
cers of camp associations relative to ' 
the matter. My terms’win be found as : 
reasonable as one could possibly as"k. I 

•With Hearty good wishes to ail who ; 
are striving to advance our cause and a 
desire to understand more and more '■ 
the underlying principles of our philos- • 
ophy. I am with good cheer and cour
age. as ever, m the work. • - i

MATTIE E. HULL. :

Hogeland, president of the National 
Curfew Association, is exultant over the 
promise given him by Judge Stubbs ol 
Indianapolis. The Curfew Association 
lately held a meeting in that city. Why 
a half-dozen preachers should take such 
an interest in reviving the obsolete cur
few law, is one of the mysteries which 
ever gather around the activity of the 
churches. ,

Probably it will be a long time before 
the American people will submit to the 
tyranny of going home and to bed, 
when the curfew bell is rung by priestly 
hands. But President Hogeland reports 
that great interest has been awakened 
in towns and cities, and he expects soon 
to have the law making It criminal to 
disobey, generally In force. For the lit- 
tje clique of officers it makes a fat liv
ing, from funds contributed by laymen, 
and they keep up the hue and cry, to in
sure their salaries.

Hogeland took advantage of his visit 
to the city to get in priestly work In an
other direction. He has a pledge of 
one judge, and he desires to obtain the 
promise of all, that when a young boy 
or girl culprit is brought into court, 
they shall be made to “repeat the 
Lord’s prayer.” Well, they cannot re
peat It until some one coaches them, 
and it is ten to one there is not a judge 
in the United States who can without 
deviation repeat the prayer, or know it 
it is correctly given. Perhaps when 
this ip enforced, every court will have 
a chaplain whose duty will be to teach 
the Lord’s prayer to the gamins and 
gutter snipes caught in the legal net.

If any judge has made such promise 
he has so far exceeded his legal rights 
as to merit impeachment. What right 
hah a judge to enforce the memoriza- 
tjon'bf a passage of the bible more than 
of the Koran? If he has the right to 
impose one passage he has the right to 
impose the whole book, and as children 
cannot understand, ho has the right to 
appoint religious Instructors.

It probably would do no harm and it 
might do good, to have the prayer on 
the tip of the tongue of every naughty 
waif. That, however, is not the ques
tion under discussion. It Is the prin
ciple of securing the recognition of a 
particular form of religion by this gov- 
.ernment, These bigots Are ' not satis
fied with thé govéroméntX'fuiidaméntal . 
polity, of absolute separation of church 
-and.state.jani w)th' qnçéàhin£ lé'ss-
nees:Striyé:to thrust.aij entering wedge 
which will allow the entrance of their 
schemers, and final supremacy.

One of the signs of the times is the 
proposed union of all branches of Pres
byterians in this country. It will be to 
that denomination what the Standard 
Oil Trust is in the commercial world. 
Exactly what the gain will be is some
what misty, yet there is always strength 
in such, concentration as is shown by 
the power of that most colossal trust on 
earth, the Roman Catholic church. It 
is a step toward the union of all Prot
estant denominations, which must inev
itably come.

No Spiritualist will criticise the 
churches for attempting to make man
kind better. . The Christ with them 
should stand for the highest ideal of 
human excellence; for all-embracing 
charity; devoted love; the subjugation 
of passions and appetites to..the will; 
the devotion of self to the good of oth
ers, and so far as they labor to realize 
these lofty conceptions of spiritual ex
cellence, their efforts should have only 
praise. But when their efforts are to 
build up themselves on the ruins of 
those who do not, or cannot receive 
their dogmas, or agree with their meth
ods; when they would seize the pow
ers of government, or force their be
liefs by other than persuasive methods 
appealing to reason and conscience, 
they should justly be condemned. 
There are noble and unselfish believers 
in dogmas; belief in the fall of man, 
and his innate depravity does not 
blight the spiritual aspirations of all 
souls. Nor does the knowledge of the 
infinite life which is their heritage, and 
the blessed communion of spirits, al
ways spiritualize.

There are a great many church mem
bers better than their creeds; remark
able in aspiring excellence in spite of 
fetters, and erroneous views of nature, 
man and god. There are many Spirit
ualists not as good as their belief in 
man’s destiny and the intercommunion 
of spirits would seem to assure.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

VOICES IN THE AIR.

Is There an Infinite Form of Force?

Two brothers were partners in St. 
Louis. One spring one of the brothers 
decided to make the tour of Europe in 
company with a gentleman of the same 
city, leaving the other brother in charge 
of the business. ■

The tourists had arrived at the foot 
of the Alps, engaged the guides, and 
were to begin the ascent the next morn
ing. During the night the brother 
started from his sleep, and awaking his 
companion, said: "I must start for 
home immediately. My brother is in 
serious trouble.” Nothing could dis- ■ 
suade him from his purpose, and the 
two men started on their way to Liver
pool the next morning. There a cable
gram . informed them that the brother 
in St. Louis had suddenly been taken 
very ill arid was not expected to live. 
He died before the steamer reached 
New York.

'■ A’thousand similar . cases can be 
given to prove wireless mental teleg
raphy, or telepathy.
.Is there an infinite form of force 

which Spencer terms “The Substance of 
Mind?’-’ I contend that there is, and 
that it is what Spiritualists term mate*

Life set a bitter snare for me.
He baited well the trap with Love. - 
The madness and the joy thereof. 
And led me forward glad, and free.
Yet fatal was the snare to me.
I found the sweetness turnfed to gall. 
And dead- sea ashes over (Ml ..
Which demon faces leered to see. 
Too late I find the fate of. me. ■ 
In blasted fruit and withered leaf. 
In gladness changed to utter grief. 
And heart s love wasted piteously. -
Now this is still the doom of- me: 
To wander famished and forlorn: . 
To seek, and find not joy. but scorn 
And-poison fruitage on Love s tree. . • 
What is the fate remains to me? i1 
.Wild woeful days of anguish vain ■ ■

-And nights ontspbht: in hopeless pain 
Beneath thg floom I may not flee.' ■ ' 
What Jies beyond your earth-for. me? 
An.empty heaven of senseless" blue.:: ' 
And in my heart transpired through 
The clinging curse of memory

YffiTTA VOSCON 
Written through tao moflluipahlp of

The man who has the love of one 
splehdld. woman is a rich man. Joy is 
wealth, and love is the legal tender of 
the soul. •. Love is the only thing that 
will pay ten- per cent-to hotlyborrower 
and leader.—Ingersoll. - •

'>■ The Innutnerable' stars shining in fir- 
der.like a llying hyfimwrittenln light 
—Willis

The wholewere

A year passed 
convert and the dà 
rez herself a auslcte& fel 
talking la

ë the

rialization.” 
New York.

J. 8. DAGGETT.

A manmight- frame and let loose a 
star to roll in its orbit, and yet not 
have done so memorable a thing before 
God. as'he.who lets go a golden-orbed 
thought to roll through the generations 
of time.—Bar- -................................
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A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. 
■ M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon

ism of the Ages.”
THE OPEN COURT IS CREATING UNPARALLELED INTEREST 

AMONG SPIRITUALISTS EVERYWHERE. THEY ARE BEGIN
NING TO REALIZE THAT THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER LEADS 
IN ALL THINGS THAT PERTAINS TO A DEFINITE .UNDER
STANDING OF PSYCHIC LAWS AND SPIRIT CONTROL. IT IS 
THE ONLY SPIRITUALIST PAPER THAT HAS EVER DARED TO 
BRING THESE DISAGREEABLE QUESTIONS-QUESTIONS 
THOUGH DISAGREEABLE, EXTREMELY IMPORTANT-BEFORE 
THE SPIRITUALISTS FOR THEIR CALM AND DISPASSIONATE 
CONSIDERATION. SO INTERESTED HAVE THE SPIRITUAL
ISTS BECOME IN THE OPEN COURT THAT ON LAST MONDAY 
MORNING THE FIRST DELIVERY OF THE MAIL BROUGHT US 
ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY LETTERS AND POSTAL CARDS, 
THE LARGEST NUMBER RECEIVED AT ANY ONE TIME DURING 
The past fifteen years, it is well to have this con
flict OF IDEAS, FOR THEY ALONE DETERMINE THE EXACT 
STATUS OF SPIRITUALISM BEFORE THE WORLD. IN IW3 
ISSUE WE ARV, GLAD TO INTRODUCE OUR FRIEND, A. J. KING, 
OF HAMMONTON, N. J., WHOSE ARTICLE WILL PROVE ESPE
CIALLY VALUABLE AS REFLECTING THE OPINION OF THOSE 
WHO DO NOT BELIEVE THAT ANY SPIRITS HAVE THE POWER 
TO HARASS OR INJURE MORTALS. THE READER SHOULD 
CAREFULLY ANALYZE ALL THAT IS SAID ON THIS SUBJECT, 
ALWAYS CRITICALLY CONSIDERING THE DIFFERENCE BE
TWEEN THEORIES AND ACTUAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE SO- 
CALLED OBSESSING INFLUENCES, ’

Do Malicious and Wicked Spirits Ever Obsess, 
Infest and Possess Human Be

ings in the Flesh?

ti-ated by aa incident in the life of Abra5^&'IUflco$nj(l'He' was riding 
his horse on his.way to court when he pafiSbd bjF4 rfiudhole in which a 
pig was struggling to get out but could ndtJ.’-fifife stopped and watched 
the pig a short time and his impulse was vW-y strtSng -td get off his horse 
and Jielp the pig out, but he debated with himself thusIf I help that 
pig I shall get my clean shirt aud best clJtheb’/spiittered with mqd and 
will not be presentable at court. There afte- mtiiiy pigs- and it will not 
much .matter if this one drowns. It is>’4iwt ifij* pig nor any of my 
friends’ pig, and the owner would never knoW-lbat'Shad saved the life 
of his pig and J1 should get no credit for fit if -dlsaved its life. • Why. 
should I soil iny hands and my clothes to sitV0<the-lifi3'of that pig? ” He 
concluded, to let it die and rode on; but he could not get the sight-or 
that-pig, struggling for life, Out of his-irfind,'iindihe stopped, turned 
around and went b,ack, got off his horse imd'lielifed the pig out the mud 
and saved fits lifer - In telling the story iiltel'Wal-ds he said: “A little 
soap and water-cleansed-my hands and clothes of tilie mud,"and I have 
always been at a loss to determine if it VVdS'not -irom pure selfishness 
that I saved; that, pig’s life. I should alway» >have been unhappy to 
think of,that struggling pig had I left it tevdie when ! cbuld have payed 
its life and would not. I was relieved of that/unhappy reflection by
going back and helping the pig.” .

Such, by the eternal law, is the reward of^pod-acts,- and even selfish
ness dictates their performance. This-law compels the; good and the 
wise to exercise, their -power to'save thé innocent from the machinations 
of the evil disposed. ; - .

It will be asked how can the wise, the powerful and the good, the 
high and refined spirits control the gross; thd low and wicked ? I an
swer, by the power of magnetic force ; by hypnotism ;■ by psychology ; by 
the power of high mind over lbw mind and gross matter. The higher 
dominates the lower always. The higher spirits aririGod’s angels to do 
His bidding, and it must, by the eternal law, be their pleasure to influ
ence lower spirits for their elevation and growth dnto: high and holy 
angels like themselves; to instruct, to restrain1,'!tó-govern, as the best 
interests of all demand. What higher duty can the high and the good 
in spirit life perform than to protect the 'inliouent and restrain the 
vicious? They come to men in the flesh ■.''and1'’' prepare instruments 
through whom they can instruct, heal the1 sick'and in every way bless 
humanity. These instruments are prepared men and women who are 
made sensitive to the influence of spirits,-and’aire called mediums now;

No more important question can be considered by anybody, and espe
cially by Spiritualists. We are divided, perhaps nearly equally on this 
question, and until it is settled satisfactorily serious inharmony must 
prevail m our ranks. Like the question of slavery as declared by Abra
ham Lincoln, that the country could not remain half slave and halt tree 
so with this question, Spiritualism must teach either that evil disposed 
spirits can or cannot control men in the flesh. It must have no uncer-
tain sound here. . , , ,

Questions of policy, of duty, of morality and justice, largely depend 
upon how Spiritualists answer this question.

The fundamental idea of Spiritualism is that spirits can influence men 
in the flesh and absolutely control certain ones to talk for it, and act 
for them. If this means that all spirits have, equal access to men in the 
flesh and are free to impress their thoughts and influence on whom they 

"will, then, indeed,'is life a perilous journey, beset with unseen and in
calculable dangers. The doetrine of old Diabolos roaming up and down 
the earth with his legions of imps seeking, whom he and they can de
vour, is outdone bv the new doctrine of all the wicked at death becoming 
free from all restraints of law that kept them, while in the flesh, meas- 
ftrablv under the control of the moral class of community, and allows 
them to freely prey upon and lead whom they will into evil and wicked
ness of every kind. This doctrjne is worse than the old, for the devil 

, was chained and confined a part of the time, and in this fact yas recog
nized thé power of the beneficent principle to control and iule the ma

Many Sffiritualists have been rejoicing and claiming the^devil was 
dead - but these same people who have so claimed make him by 
trine of evil spirits more alive, a hundred fold, than ever before. Where 
there was one in the old, there are legions in the new diabolism. _

The next life, instead of being under the control of law and a Benefi
cent Ruler, is chaotic, anarchic; no law to rule or restrain the evil dis
posed who have broken from the bonds of the flesh, where they were 
kept in-partial decency, into perfect liberty to gratify every imputei of 
wickedness. 'The ignorant, the uncivilized, the savage is put on a par 
with the wise, the enlightened, the moral, the good.

Can anyone imagine the condition of society where perfect freedom is 
■ allowed'to wickaliesB ot all kinds t No society oould under sueh 
conditions. If the wicked can be restrained some, then they can be re
strained all that wisdom and justice require. They can be kept from 
annoyin'* the innocent and the good in spirit, as well as man in the flesh. 
There1must be either perfect license or a rational liberty, according to 

' the-wisdom of the community; which means restraint upon the wicked.

............—'■ " "”’i.?.:=5gaeqt ,

, ......................... , ,,, ,. , > . A Wonderful Shrub-Cures Kldnw and
trohofa sensitive he wishes to develop mto a medium, but, furtner man ? Bladder Disease», Rhbumatlsm, Btc. 
that, they are, not only not iwefulj'but are absolutely detrimental to | New evWence 8howB that AUcavis, the 
thorough development, and should pot be used, Some have pecóme r botanical product of the Kava- Z 
permanently insane from the vile magnetism thrown on their bram m a | Kava Shrub, is indeed a true specific U. Mtoh .1 tto “»ta.ion'' mult, fa»» thia = X’S'S

Imperfect development is responsible for much supposed lying ana neyg and Urlnary orgttnBt . 
incorrect e'ommunieations. The bias of the sensitive’s mind can not oe I A remarKaiiie case is that of jatnuTbeau, 
overcome by the spirit in supposed control. . . .. I

Trmnrnn^A in th a snirit ir qnmptimw rPBDOnsible foF' errors. bpH‘118 cantdata Ho wusuured by Alkavls after many ignorance in wit bpun ib aumeuniLs r pbydeUnH had failed, and. ho &ud givun up’uil
that'wish to db good and are anxious to try to do something, ai e not I of recovery.
always very-wise, and are allowed to try to do work that is not always | similar testimony oí extraordinaiy 
the best. They' do the best ttey taow end «m. They ete »=t «.1, ■«‘.‘S1”
though imperfect. . . > comes from many other suff.erers, and

Outside distracting influences from men in the flesh sometimes inter-1 2200 hospital cures are recorded in 30 
fere with partially developed mediums and cause errors and mistakes, days. So far the Chui ch Kidney Cure 
- To b'e reliable, mediums must be thoroughly developed and. flnbject to y. a¿d ®re 
the absolute control of the spirit. There are very tew tnprougniy ue-1 louB tt, prove jto vaiue fljat íor 
veloped mediums. They will not submit to eat and drink and Keep I of Introduction tjiey-will send a free 
themselves from foreign and hurtful and distracting magnetic mAh- 7?»^of8’ ^The*3 p?
enees, as the teacher who has them in charge would have them; pndjs I TMnker who jB a gufferer '
they make mistakes and teach imperfectly and sometimes the exact op- r t¿rm oi Kidney or Bladder disorder, 
no'site' of what the spirit desires. Thus the necessity of all to judge Bright’s disease, Bheumatism, Diabetes, 
carefully the communications of spirits, whatever the source is claimed »/’^vel, Pain^m^Back, mflicult 
fbr them; ' . I affllcti°n due to improper action of the

Disease of the sensitive or medium may cause insane maniiesiauouB. 1 Kidneys or Urinary organs. We advise 
If the brain of the medium can hot work clearly,-the spirit cannot pi'0-1 all Sufferers to send their name and ad
duce goo<| work. There are many other, causes of.^fthge manifesta-
-tions that are often laid to evil spirits not necessary forme to enumer-1 Kldney Cure Company) No< Fourth 

ate. I must however refer to one more class of manifestations as im-1 Avenue, New York,

prophets and seers in the olden time.’ /
Much time and labor are required to prepare > a good instrument. 1 

When fitted for valuable use, they are controlled by 'the teacher and 
their guardians who have prepared them, and'by -no other spirits. This.: 
will be readily seen when it is understood of’!what the preparation of a 
medium consists. It seems to be very little understood by even me
diums themselves, and teachers of the science bf Spiritualism. If it was 
thoroughly understood we would hear no more of obsessions and pos
sessions of mediums by evil spirits. Development of mediumship or 
sensitiveness to spirit power sufficiently to be under control of a spirit; 
means that such medium has had his or her magiietism withdrawn from 
his or her body by spirit power, to a degree, and? the personal magnetism 
of this spirit infused into the body of the nftsdiuinrm its place. I his is 
done gradually and from time to time until- thesmdgnetism of the spirit 
blends readily with that of the medium; when, after long labor and 
much practice the controlling spirit can infuse sufficient of his personal 
magnetism into the medium to enable his- nieptal forces to act upon 
this infused and blended magnetism to eont-rohtht brain, thought and 
muscles of the medium. No spirit whose magnetism is not in. close af
finity with the medium’s, by the law, have a controlling influence, if any 
at ail. The guardian spirits who are generally relatives and whose 
magnetism is in close affinity with the medium's, always help in this 
process of control. Here is an absolute prptecfjton to the medium from 
evil spirits in a law of nature itself. ni • >d • _

People who talk of evil spirits having equhl-aodess to mediums as good 
spirits, and an indiscriminate control of Mhe medium by any who hap
pen to desire to do so, and that there is noipoweb to prevent them, know 
nothing about the law of mediumship o withe;law of control. Noone 
ever directly controls a medium but therimedilum’s guardian. How, 
then, do other spirits.communicate through mediums? I answer: By. 
proxy. Just as people send telegrams—an qperfator runs the machine, 
who understands howto use and control fL • T :

The guardian is the spirit operator automanijtalates the medium and 
sends the message desired. ...

Mediums could not live long.to have.fareigrmnd.unaffmitizfed mag
netism infused into their brains^if .sitdila .ttihn^ker.e4)dhsilik), but-ji is 

, not possible,.because..luiafimitized- magnetism will not blend, no more 
than oil and water/ : ■ : . r- . '■ -.3 ./■■ , ■

Mediums are guarded many-fold.-i -c. . ' c
1. By the law of nature—the law; of affinity and repulsion of mag

netic force. ■ ' " ' ; • . , ,,
2. By guardians in spirit who are by magnetic affinity and usually 

of near blood relationship, especially adapted to guard and protect

We are told by one of the chief advocates of this evil spirit doctrine 
that it is impossible to restrain the wieked spirits, as they must have lib- 
ertv to come back to earth and would necessarily exercise their deposi
tion and would obsess and infest whom they could. He says in effect,, 
noliee in this world cannot restrain the wieked from committing crimes, 
Sher caTspirits He puts the government of the spirit world on a 
nar with this world. Of course this is no just comparison. Thjt world 

- Cannot be compared to this as to the power and capacity of their re
spective inhabitants. If the police who try to do their duty could read 
Ihe purposes of men, then they would not have to wait for overt acts 
Eire they restrained them. Here “we look through a glass darkly 
ns Paul says “but there face to face.” All well developed mediums 
tell us thatspirits of the higher circles can read the thoughts of all those 
¡below them in moral development. If this is so, then there is no need 
-of waiting till a crime is committed by an evil disposed spirit before re
staining influences are brought to bear on him. When the purpose is 

- formed in the mind it can be read and known, and why may not restraint 
be brought to bear on that spirit? Does not the higher rule the lowei 
to the realm of spirit? Are not the moral, the wise and the good, also 
Se¿ongto controkthe immoral and the ignorant? Ignorance goes 

• hand Wand with inefficiency and immorality. No man can be said to? 

^SSXrt^e1 Salso°thèw™Ìt:is one of the cardinal principles.of; 
Spirito»^™ that all spirits grow in wisdom ani morality in spirit life. 
Thev leave their tendency tò sin behind them as.they go on refining and 
improving their natures. They cannot help but learn nature sW 
S “as a man'sows, so shall he reap;” that conformity to the moral 
law bril-s happiness, and its violation^necessarily brings misery They 
Era the law cause and effect, and'thàt.there is no means of escape 

it in anv world. It is the law of science. Nature everywhere 
pwSaimsit. Without this law being constant, we could not reason, we 
K Slmow how to produce any effect: All want to be happy, and 

" SSriiKE ttat .11learn, sooner or later, tow to taome so
Thev learn that the Only way is to stop smnmg, wrongmg their felloes, 
and nracHeiri^ good works. When this point is rfeached the spirit or 
toe man isTotonger an evil person, tìie spirit that entered the spint 
world disposed to do evil has become a good spirit and disposed to do 
well. Thus the good are being recruited from the ranks of the .evil, 
never the evil from, the ranks of the good. Thus Jie evil disposed be
come less arid less vVhile thè W increase constantly m numbers not 
onlv from the material world but from those in spirit hfe; and thus ti
fili the command of Jesus, when, he, séid : Be ye perfect, even as youi 
FMS Shirt the balance of numbers and power must be 
greatly with those disposed to dO well, therefore, there can be no lack of. 
lower ih the spirit world-to-control ¡the evil disposed in spirit life. WiU 
they?' How cah'thcybe good¿ seeing those disposed to do evil either 
to those in the flesh or in the spirit nbd able to prevent the evil they 
wouliiao, will not do it? No one can be called good, who, having the 
nower to prevent an evil, will not do it, 

hflnginess depends upon,

ï’

Ägit,

them from all evil influences-. ■ e -
3. Everv spirit has guardians that are higher than they- and can 

protect their charge from evil influences and cap restrain them trom ally 
wrong to others m the spirit or in the flesh. ■-, > .

4. No spirit is allowed to visit earth until it has outgrown its dispo
sition to do evil. None can leave the- attractions of the spirit world till 
they ate taught how,, and none are taught until they are prepared to 
make good use of their knowledge. - • ■ o -• • ■ „

Every reasonable person, it seems to me,, will Assent to the reasonable
ness of the foregoing propositions, and say .tHeypughtto be true. But, 
some will say: ‘ ‘ The facts-.the phenomena -are against them. Hiere -is 
no gainsaying that spirits sometimes lie,: swear,/break furniture, destroy 
property and do divers evil and wieked things »through-their mediums. 
How can these things be, except these spirits in control are evil ?

I admit the phenomena to be true, and the naturalness of the conclu
sion that evil spirits produce them; but-will show that all such phenom
ena can be accounted for in other ways andi far more reasonably than 
to attribute them to evil spirits. '' . - 1 • , .

Appearances.are often deceptive.. If appearances contradict reason, 
science and philosophy, we learn sooner or later that the appearances 
are at fault. There is nothing more apparent to the observer of day and 
night than that the earth stands still and the-sun, moon and stars re
volve around it daily. Anaxagoras about-50ft years B.. C., declared 
that the earth went around the sun.. For teaching.this.truth though 
apparently an absurd doctrine, to the .youths of Atnens, and thus lead
ing them astray, as was thought, he was tried and condemned to die; 
but through the eloquence of his friend Pendés his sentence was com
muted to banishment for life from Athens. •; The gre.was to 
booed and suppressed, and Bruno m the year- lfiOT A. D., over 2,000 

-years after; was the last martyr that paid the Weit, of -llfp 
teaching that heretical doctrine, by being burped-at the stake in Chris-

In developing a medium in a thorough manner, the spirit m control I 

has to extract the medium’s magnetism and infuse his own m its steau By Read|nfl Prof w. Lockwood, 
systematically, by taking each organ of .the medium s bram at a tune. 1 Publications. <
It facilitates thè operation, to exeite the organ to be operated upon Dy ------ -
stirring up its magnetism. This the operator does in his own way. I 8tore your mIud wJth the grea). but 
Sòmètimes he feels justified in making the medium very angry. Some- demonsfrative truths found In conseo 
times he tells her that some dear friend or near relative has1 justtoed »7^XyOd tetat ^writer ■ 
and will relate all the harrowing circumstances of death, when there s I thlnker and lecturer Jn coun^rr' ■. 
no truth in the story whatever. You may call this lying and wr"n|’ who affirms that the evolution of the ■ 
If excited the desired organs, and answered the purpose mtended. soul of man is in strict accord and SpSUify themselves Ìy saying that the endJustifiedJhe

When the end is accomplished they may tell you its purpose was g oi immorta]jty inheres in an analysis of 
and good resulted, and thus justify it. nature’s fundamental principles and

Perhaps a spirit sees his ward in the flesh desires mediumship and is I thb ^relation of cosmic elements and 
unfitted for it. He does something to disgust his charge an nve im I TJ)ese great truthg are explalned and 
or her away from attempted development. ■ He does ,it tor gooa, ana n demon8trated from the plane of the 
is "ood You bali it evil. You' say to your little boy : ‘ Don t go near Spiritual Philosophy founded on Nature 
the railroad for there is a big bear there and he may catch you arnLeat 1 itself.
you up if you.do.” The doctor tells his patient that he kn gnd |ts Refat|on t0 the ph|to80phy of
deadly disease, that it is a slight derangement and that he will De u“ 1 spiritualism. A scientific demonstra» 
rie-ht in a short time, to the first case, the boy through fear of the tfon of the invisible principles and at- rigni in a snort ume xu i > nreserved to the second tributes of nature and Modern Spiritbear, is kept away from danger and his lite is preserveu.. w 1 uallBm A mlnt oJ, BClentlfl(j m
case, the patient is made happy for a time, and is really made oe y the baB1B oi ltB phenomena. Price 25 
believing that his case is not hopeless. The end is.good and the ob-1 cents. '
ieefs of narent and doctor were good but both told what they knew . -------------------SS ?2hoofis- You teU your children if they are good Santi1 Claus Menace^ ‘^merican^Clvmzatjon. 

will bring them presents Christmas. Are all novels bad and wrong? is 
Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress bpd though untrue? Christ taught much 
in parables; were they evil? Spirits do the same. Some Will say no 
one is ever justified in telling untruths. It seems, according to the 
bible, that the Lord is of a different opinion. I will quote a case in 
point from I. Kings, jpdi:19-22, when the prophet says: I saw the 
Lord sitting on his throne and all the host of heaven standing by him 
on his right hand and on his left, and the Lord said, Who shall persuade 

' Ahab, that he may go up and fall. at Ramoth-Gilead? And one said on 
this manner and another said on that mariner. And there came forth a 
spirit and stood before the Lord and said, I will persuade him And 
the Lord said unto him wherewith? And he said, I.will go forth and 1 
will be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets. And he said, 
thou shalt persuade him and prevail also ; go forth and do so.

It seems that he did so persuade him, and Ahab went up and was 
killed as the Lord desired. Was this lying spirit that was serving the 
Lord and obeyed his behest and occupied so near a place to the throne 01 
the Lord in heaven, an evil spirit ? Was the Lord evil in sending a spirit 
.to.jn^uepce the- prophets to lie? • Was-the Lord evil, to thus cause the 
death 01 Àhab? .. , . ,.

When you condemn «pirite for telling untruths througlijneir mediums 
purposely, have, they not here a precedent given them by me wra w 
which they can refer fbr justification? The Lord wanted Ahab killed no 
doubt for good, and he took such means as he chose to do it. May not 
'spirits who see the end arid the means do so also ? What is proper tor 
the Lord.to do may not be called evil for the high spirits to do.

Now applv the law to the facts, and the facts to the law, and what be
comes of vour evil spirits, your devils, your obsessions, infestations and 
possessions? All the phenomena of so-called evil are accounted tor 
upon reasonable principles and avoids the necessity of having a devil 
and legions of evil spirits to cover up ignorance ot the true causes ot 
the so-called evil manifestations of spirits. .

Now let us go back to the law. All Spiritualists admit spirit control 
of all men in the flesh mofe or less perfectly according to one s spiritual 
development. We are therefore in their power, not they m ours, it 
then we are in their power by the law of nature, and evil spirits can and 

’ do obsess and infest us, then riature is unjust to us But nature is but 
God—tlie highest intelligence—manifest m law; and, therefore, can not 
be unjust. Therefore evil spirits do not and cannot obsess and infest

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism—A

Te»-

arraigned as Infidels for subverting the - ’
scientific demonstrations of universl- ' 
lies and colleges, by substituting the 
immoral phantoms of the Mosaic Hy
pothesis. It is a hot shot. Price 25 
cents.

Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment A concise 
and masterly review of the historical 
origin of Reincarnation as an ancient 
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The Spiritualism of Nature. Mod
ern Spiritualism has Its basic truths in 
nature, and is proven not by the bible 
or any sacred cosmogony, but by an an
alysis of nature’s self-existent princi
pies. Price 15 dents.

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. i 
The greatest book, and the greatest 
truth of any age; a book Of 212 pages 
with several telling-scientific illustra- 
tiOi.p. -Contiijjjfty of life and the asso^nd - 

be in scientific accord with principles 
of the Co-rfilation of Force, and thg-^ 
Conservation of Energy. The greatest 
book ever written in the defence (and 
support of SpiritL'elism. Price fl. . *

The Relation Science Holds to ftoiu- 
ral Philosophy and Its 'Conflict With 
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the author shows that science is not a 
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tlfR 5°not-long since I met a. man here in my-office who was born and 
raised in New Jersey, of middle-age andiof ordiijary- intellect, who re
fused to believe that the earth was round and revolved upon its axis; tor saidhe Sdid everything loose on itiwouldJalLoff. If one knows 
nothing of the law of gravitation it would.bethard-to.convmce him it : 
would not. . The facts known now by a&iptelMent .people are, that the . 
earth’s surface travels in its axial motipA-atttha ret^of 1,000 miles an 
hour and in the orbit around the sun at- thotfqtejpf !a.milesia second. -.1 
The flight of a-cannon.ball even with ourjwtoMedT-OT^» asnothing 
nlffiost to the rapidity with which, we m flymgmreimd the sun; ’ *And 
-yet we den’t.realizeby our.senses tha,t.w&mov^fit;all...,:^. --h :
. to aneieijtdimes.m Christ’s time, and,!® facfcnp to withm two cen
times of our timd,. all. inline people werfliaupppged to-be possessed of 
S spirits, and were chained-and whipped, sn^riests were called m 
to exorcise'thecvil apiTits. or devils out of the person. At len^ some 
doctor wasinspired to make a post morteffi e^^ation of .the toam of 
one who died insane and foimd the cauafti of evil spirit in the dis
eased brain of the. insane one. Then .otbers-iwfim exammed and-nr afl 
cases it was found, that the insane are disced..gftd.not possessed by evil 
spirits. - - -- I ■ ■- i. a:. . - - - a, ■ -11) *

To understand the meaning of phenomena we .must know the law ap- 
nlirihle to them’and not be governed byfipppasances. ..
P An incipient medium sitting in a circle breakswut m violent manifes
tations? swears,-breaks things and appears possessed by a
devil’ What is the-cause of this? I answer :Most likely it is caused by 
incongruous, unaffinitized magnetic force.from,¡the circle. Magnetism 
that will not mix and harmonize with the medium’s magnetism, and this 
foreign inharmonious force-upon the sensitive s bram causes temporary 
insanity. -Perhaps some in the circle has diseased magnetism of some 
sort poisoned with cancerous, catarrhal, pulmonary syphilitic, or some 
other terrible disease. If so, would it be strange if it did not produce 
insane or devilish manifestations,? It could not do otherwise under the 
law.' The good spirit in charge- of the sensitive, seeing, the bad influ- 
enee of such magnetism upon the health of’-fe. charge, to _ protect her, 
might intentionally;breals up • the circle byisuch-mumfestations. •

Promiscdous eireles are dangerous;- a C
spirit manifestations unless -well acquainted’^th-ihc health and moral 
purity of its members. Reader, do nobfotgeMnis.1," • .

Circles judiciously arranged consisting of not more than five or six

Again: A cardinal doctrine of science and of Spiritualism, is that 
proXess is the eternal law of nature everywhere. The higher assists 
the Tower by its superior magnetism to grow, improve and become 
higher through .all the realms of nature. To believe that evil spirits j 
can come back to earth and debase mankind m tffie flesh, would be to re
verse this law, and make the low to dominate the high, m spirit the 
higher world to propagate lower conditions to-the lower world; that so
ciety in the higher world can not take care of and restrain the low and 
wicked of that world from preying upon the unsuspecting innocent I 
ones of this world. This is absurd, monstrous and unworthy the ac- ( 
eeptance of an educated», reasonable man or woman. Never allow the , 
debasing thought to have a place in your mmds, dear brother and sister । 
Spirituafists, that the higher life from which we m the flesh receive _our i 
inspirations and to which we pray tor wisdom, guidance and PJ0^!011! i 
and the only spiritual source we know for. these the home of the blessed , 
ones who have gone and left us, but who, we know, still love us, are । 
nnt xvillino- and able to guard and keep us from the machinations of evil SuesÍ Don’t^beHeve thTwíen we ask bread they will give us a stone, ¡ 
and when we ask a fish, they will give us a serpent. Don t believe 
thereTis danger in cultivating spirit intercourse if done properly and 
within natural law. Fire will burn and water will arownns if not kept 

. within lawful bounds but we can not live without? them. We must learn 
hJw to use them for our good. So with spiritual forces, we must learn 
how to properly use them; for- we cannot live without them. Inspua- 
.hZ Ind assistance -from the spirit world are as necessary to our very 
life as the air we breathe. The currents of spiritual ethers from the 
bpXS vivify and supp.ort all life in this world. Jhe highest, most 
refined and tie best qf- all we have and enjoy comes from Above. But 
how-few realize it! j

■ HI-have spoken in-the foregoing of the science of mediumship the 
mode- of spirits in developing a medium, etc., with a posihveness that 
seems to demand an explanation as to how I know these statements to 
be tree I trust it will not be thought egotistical in me to relate the 
source of myi knowledge-the teachings I have received^ from spirits 
'3the°experienees Lhave had of their treatment in-developing a me-

-Maria M. King was my wife for thirty-six years. I was almost con- 
staXwith her during her development as amedium, and.during the 
whbl/time -df her writing her books and for the press^ She was used 
?a‘médium for healing, writing and speaking fof twenty-two years, 
durin“ which time I was asfamiliar with her teacher as with any one in 
thé flésh. 'His dictation of the “Principles of Nature m the three 
volumes of that title include almost every principle that can be.thought 
of in material or spiritual science. - Anything;-I did not understand 
wheii dictated;! would afterwards eall up and discuss ivith him as. with 
oiie in thé flésh. I acted as amanuensis for Mana while writing most of 
her' Works', and mv magnetism was used as a force to assist her control 
while Waiting. I so acted while wntmg the pamphlets entitled 
Spiritualism Versus Diabolism,” and “Mediumship-*a Chapter of Ex- 
Snees,” which gave, in part, her own experiences while being devel
oped Her 12mo volume entitled “Real Life in the Spirit Land,” where 
e?try elass of spirits from the lowest find vilest to the high and good 
arc treated of and their powers and discipline are illustrated In the 
III vol. of “Principles of Nature,’* the Science of Mediumship,,, 

; “ Clairvoyance, Clair audience,” - “ Telepathy, Isychb’mctry,
“MaSizatión ” “The Double,” “Passing Material Substance 

■ Through Other Substance/’ etc., are treated, and the law governing the
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1 and its necessity to us and assured us it gave him more pain than it I hope those who have rmfmm •a r j A’ A -n 
gave us, to cause her such misery. With these opportunities, I would have nbt mcheiTthat Xh Ih o Y n Tt °Und ’rfA1?16 (I 
have been a very poor student if I had not learned pretty thoroughly don me if I again ouote 1 noyeF Pal'-
the science of Spiritualism; and especially the powers of evil spirits and reetion of miridl there is vnnv iJn I ¡.«A
,he,'e0™mm_ A.J.K1NO. ««

' EXPERIENCES IN CASES OF OBSESSION,
------- :-------------  cenvy, .greed, religious bigotry. These habits be

. THOSE WHO COME TO THE FRONT IN THIS DISCUSSION IN v ?i ?' °« We 1”1ay-Kay “terwoven into, the very fibres of the spirit
THE OPEN COURT ARE THOROUGHLY WELL EQUIPPED Ln)» 1<5Se desiiea °f this perverted-mindedness continues to

™AY AN ^O^TANT PART AS FACTORS IN ARRIVING i as before death, but they lack the physical m-ganism through 
AT THE EXACT TRUTH, BUT ACTUAL EXPERIENCE IN THE |W?1.ch t0.K.fltlsfy their cravings, .
FIELD WEIGHS MORE HEAVILY IN THE FINAL DISCUSSION, ? lt.requ“T “ueh effort on oqr.part to form an idea where these 
BO IT WILL BE WELL FOB OOB BEADERS TO BET "THEORIES” no oil J- t'?1' T'

AKD ''AOmL EXPEMENCE" ON THS OTHER, their e«lhly heu^SK
AND THEN DETERMINE THE MERITS OF EACH ONE RESPECT- pemg unconscious of having left their body; yes, wen. elingiSg to the 
IVELY. THOSE WHO. READ CAREFULLY AND CRITICALLY, R-0D?afteithe death-of it, which fact was brought to my attention 
WITHOUT ANY BIAS FOR EITHER SIDE, WILL BE ABLE TO I years¡T > dead medical studies -at college some

ofD“eZ^AZX“Sen4dZS
WICKLANDIS EMINENT AS A PHYSICIAN, AND I ,,^Ty subject was a man apparently 60 years of age, many months 

A CLOSE STUDENT OF PSYCHIC LAWS AND SPIRIT FORCES, d + ' JJ}e te?th,.s.110wedunmistakable signsthat he hadbeenan invet- 
AND HIS WIFE IS AN EXCELLENT MEDIUId’, AND HE SPEAKS £eZvT 7 ?
FROM ACTUAL EXPERIENCE. HIS VIEWS WILL BE READ I should t i er ^“^.^thwt anyidca or intention-that
withdbbpihtbbebtahdoabbfully^SbS

•• mi nil latiTT- hjWbf the body, theoretically divided into three sec-
the Babel of Voices.heard on this mooted question of obsession, and a » termed Head, Upper (chest and arm), and Lower (abdomen and 

the vehemence with .which some assailihe subject of evil-disposed spir- J”'. > began that afternoon dissecting on a leg. On arriving home 
its, some denying their existence altogether; and that therefore such I abaut 5 ? el.°.ck the b,W afternoon, I had scarcely entered the door 
things as obsessions are mere myths and jheaningless words—a diaboli- 7 - ,my?! . was taken—as it appeared—suddenly ill. She arose 

. cal theory, as Mrs. Watson puts it, should, it seems, cause a blush of rom aer ,e“air complaining of feeling so queer, and staggering along, 
shame on the part of the angel world at such palpable and- inexcusable was y nkout to fall when I rushed up to her to prevent the

, ignorance portrayed by many of their earthly representatives, on so saa??’ but the moment I touched her she straightened right up and was 
Vital a subject, and the truth of which is so abundantly though pain-1 entfanced with a strange influence in control, who, with threatening 
fully proved every day. ’ , . gesture, and in haughty tone said: “What do you mean by cutting me?”
»i. - Yel1 “ay a11 th<>se “Mortal Angels” who refuse to include in , «nswered, I am not cutting you,” when the spirit angrily retorted, 
their Spiritualism a consideration of the too often baneful,though avoid- course y°u are! You are cutting on my leg. ”
able danger of .evjl influences to; thoughtless or unsuspecting sensitives; +i. c-oa,rs2 hnew now what the trouble was, so I began to_parley with 
from perverted minds deearnated as well as incarnated, find cause to ■ Spiri,t’ y- PlaainS her (rather him) in a chair, to which-the spirit 

' «W ‘If th“ is Spiritualism, from it, Good Lord, deliver us I” vigorously objected, saying that I had no business to touch him. I an
That his satanic majesty went bankrupt when modem Spiritualism e™dtiiat I had ajight to touch my wife. To which the, spirit retort- 

camc and put out the fire in his fiery kingdom, I am satisfied. And if Xour wife! What are you talking about?” ;i
there are such things, as some claim, as elemental spirits, it is not for me r ■ are .almost invariably unconscious that they-: are contral
to say or judge. . ' ; . llpga. body not their own, and so also may some obsessing spirits be un
-. f?nt this I : DO KNOW, .that while the glorious truth of aojlPcl.°us y attracted, like, a piece of metal to a magnet, to-mortal sensi- 
immortality has been and is continually being revealed to mortals by J nJes> ?qd ev.en. the sensitives themselves may in some cases of mental 
the hosts of ministering spirits, yet the admonition-given in I. John, 4:1, ob8es.s.lon fe“a“ unconscious of it. . . ,

Beloved, believe not every spirit, but prove the spirits to see whether >, 1 atJraated the sPmt s attention to my wife’s dress, and asked when 
they are of God, for many false prophets have gone out in the world,” is h%bad begun wearing skirts ? . -r , w
.as true and as much needed today as it was two thousand years ago. ; ,° sce tne spint s astonishment was amusing, as it crificallynexam- 
... And more; a Spiritualism, that willfully or ignorantly leaves out of I «-y W1» ■ j’ nnFs and dreBS> and exclaimed, “Where did'l get 
its philosophy a thorough instruction and reasoning on the unseen dan- l£e-r,nngs 1 Wnat dpes.it mean?” etc. T explained to the-spiirjt that 
gers, and how to avoid them—that, sad to say, is only too often lurking AYa? c°®tr°n,ng my wife s body. Then he wanted to knowithow he 
arciimd ever.ready to mentally or morally lead astray when not actually ; !■ ’Ke- andT W, Fe “ your wife.now? I can’t -feel any one
obsessing the unsuspecting but sensitive mortals-often deceived by the A,*! D°ay’ j 1 BXPlamed the spirit that my wifenvas .sleeping, 
ignorant twaddle of shallow, superficial investigators and thinkers ( ?) ; ■ 1 k * “° d0 ■ . •d elltered -her body, somethingiiike magnet- 
.-rrthat there is no evil, everything is good, good, good!—is as criminal M’t °r aeat enters or penetrates metals. ' .-w
as pt is damnable . ' - 1 n°w said: buppose I were now cutting on your own'body; mow at

. ’ Mr. Hudson Tuttle says: “Sad it is that many Spiritualists instead of lle?e.;.tbat C?Yld uot kiU yoa’ since you yourself are here J’, 
Spiritualists, are rather demonists, and if Spiritualism should follow L Die^pmt thought a.moment mid then admitted that that; seemed rea- 
the lead of these Obsessionists and demonists, it would end in the fog !I!nn ¿e’ nnd hnally said: { SUess I must be what they call dead, and 
of-. the most blighting superstition, and witchcraft would be revived.” L,' 1 «-Ve no'1?ore n8e “J- the old body. So if-you can learn; anything 
t For a man of Mr. Tuttle’s position in the Spiritualist arena to make 1 on-lt-»<°- cutaway.” Btit-theji .suddenly added:
a statement like the above concerning those who, not satisfied with’ of ^^co; J. , '
the superficial glitter, daj^to delve into the depthsmf .jahat.Mrs •<3ara«Li3vi“-O^ Ahad uone, he begge^ for a, pipe, as he was dying for a 
Watson-calls “The mS^TLlough of despond, deep, dJk, damp, and I r cou.rae that also. After much reasoning and
dismal,” as well as the heights, in search for the truth,? cause of and aa\lee ’Y,0**0 ,ep himself from desires, and how to sever the mag- 
„—------ ........................................................ > u , a U | netlc cord holding him attached to the old body, by-thinking himself

j me for my help to bring
Weddffl?medy for, the mental and moral weeds, blights and cankerous growths I *C»cord, h°[dln£. him attached to the old bo 
lures aunt are festering Spiritualism, as welbas the rest of the human family, £ZTA1’the iTinJ ati?r Pr°fuse,lybanking 
mce g'-’to say the least> a.^vesty on common sense and reason, and our duty h u“de™tandln& then left.
3uCL gj ci*..lx. a_ t .1 ■■ n . « ’ . _ * .oXDCrienef* wir,n trip QAnnn/1 cTiki/inf «nil «4-,11 ■£ud.truth-seeking Spiritualists. Let those who prefer to forever stand on 

time mountain top and shine, afraid of getting their spiritual robes 
■ soiled, do so; but let them quit throwing stones on those down in the 
(valleys, who are endeavoring to also help the unfortunate ones already 

. ,.stoned, up to the mountain of God’s sunshine of truth, and understand- 
ini?- There are none too many Samaritans.

Mrs. C. A. Atkinson writes in criticism of Dr. Peebles’ book on De
monism: “There are no evil spirits; there is no evil; there can not be;

.. God is all.” • .
Olive Pennington says: “This idea of obsession is a cruel, devilish, 

.soul-wasting, demoralizing thing.”
... The saying, “ Where ignorance ,is bliss ’tis folly to be wise,” can 
truthfully be said of the above. It suggests to mind the story of the 
seven blind men who went to examine the elephant: Each one touched 
a different part of its body. Afterwards each gave his opinion of the 
shape of the elephant. The one who touched an ear said the elephant 
is like a fan. The one who touched a leg said it was like a round post? 
.The one who touched the tail sgid the .elephant is like a tapering stick. 
And so each one gave his own interpretation. •

So also with many of us Spiritualists, having obtained a good hold of 
a portion of truth—perchance the tapering portion—hang on to that, 
contented, in blissful indifference to know the whole truth or where it 
may lead to, singing sweet platitudes at the feet of the dear, but how 
often unproved spirits, till some less trusting one shall give our mental 
lethargy a jar by cruelly tearing the mask off the face of the sham dear 
one, as well as lifting the veil of blindness, from our own eyes—then to 
stand aghast, and, like the man in the story, bonder where Spiritualism 
is at.
- Olive Pennington says further, referring to theidea of evil spirits and 

obsession: “It is something that should be totally ignored.”
That is just what has been done. ■ ft-has been ignored until the very 

name Spiritualism has become a stench to the nostrils of right-thinking 
people. .

xoua-ilLllxltjf lUvxl JvLU. .
Experience with the second subject will stijl further demonstrate how 

the spirits through ignorance cling to their earthly tabernacle. -
This subject was-that of a woman about 40 years of age. She had 

died at the Cook County Hospital in June. After her death the tho
racic and abdominal viscera-the internal organs-had all been re
moved by post-mortem examination, so there was nothing but the empty 
shell left—the head had been left intact. ,

In January, seven months, after her death, six students, myself in
cluded, were assigned this subject to dissect on, one Friday evening. 
The five students—I could not be present that evening—began their dis
secting. Whatever occurred while they were dissecting—if anything- 
I do not know, but for some, to me unimown cause,-they never touched 
that subject again. The next day, Saturday, there being io; school in 
the afternoon, I started in to dissect alone. -

ladv hnH iftfi- th Bit alone for automatic writing; but the
dan^r #°U/ * e all'.nnP°rta?t advice of precaution against possible
tXi’i of..w^lc’1 lsJhe “«chief-inviting tendency of these “sit- 
liimnih J ■ t>me>and Pei'haps lack good judgment to intei-
»b,itween e°od or bad influences that may become 
attracted to them.

resultsthat have come to my notice from this pernicious 
ice ’iT Si01nt! Persons> to indiscriminately advise thougjitlesssensi- 

oA„H^ri"1T7'®8peJsi?lly for automatic writing, with the word Af
.. ♦ ii J would say that such advice is as sensible as it'would

/ peo?te t° go into a drug store and help themselves to medi- 
rin“ :1inlabeled bottles. In either case the results -may turn out 

beautifully, but at what fearful risks! And of the two dangers the 
rug case may prove preferable, ending the folly quickly, whereas the 

eaie ess sitting,alone folly may mean a long-continued misery. If not 
en complete loss of self-control of the subject’s individuality. 
, Arid to aPPly the “like attracts like” theory in “all” these cases, is 

°+wn exPeilebce, not theory, with such cases, simply preposterous!
What sane man would presume to assert that because a given num- 

ei of people may be good hypnotic subjects, that they all, therefore, 
must be on the same mental and moral plane? Thoughtless sensitives, 
regardless of morals,. can be influenced by good or bad spirits, just as 
willing hypnotic subjects can be hypnotized by immoral as well as by 
moral hypnotists. ' .

About two weeks later the young lady came to our home to show the 
meaningless scrawls she had received, feeling much elated, over her suc
cess, ana said that she was sitting whenever she had a chance,

Having seen some very unpleasant results follow 1 his kind of careless 
sitting alone, I told lier that it was unwise to sit all the time, etc., as she 

atti’aet to herself undesirable influences by so doing, arid that it 
would be better for her to stop it altogether rather than to sit in that 
fashion. , . ’

She, promised that sho would not do it any more, and went her way ; 
but about a week later she called on us' again, crying, frightened 
almost to death, not knowing what to do to get rid of the influence that 
had attached itself to her. One moment she was horself, and the next 
moment she was.entranced; this condition had troubled her for two 
days and nights. . ' > .

Tups^onmg her I learned that she had continued, to sit alone and 
all the time, unable to resist the impulse to do so. She, had also called 
on the would-be medium two days previously, and that this influence 
had been attracted to her then; and had stayed ever since. *

I inquired of the controlling spirit who he, she or it was, to which the 
eontro I answered: “I am a little girl from the seventh sphere.” , To 
-J0}11 rePlied rather unceremoniously that I suspected that our little 

girl from the seventh sphere was a lying, pretending spirit, since spirits 
from any such sphere would not come and obsess any one against their

The spirit kept up this pretense for quite a time. I just as persist
ently to the contrary insisted that it was shamming, and reasoned with 
it to make it realize that it was only heaping coals on its own head, by 
thus obsessing the young lady against her wish; until at last the spirit 
admitted that instead of being a little girl, it was a man, an ordinary 
earth bound spirit, one of those spirit tramps who so delight in assum
ing any high-sounding name or play any character the occasion may 
require, to please the conceit or tickle the vanity of some thoughtless 
mortals, as a sort of payment for board and lodging within the magnet
ism of their ignorant dupes, who care little about proving the spirits; 
whether they are honest, truthful and sincere, or if they are whom they 
'pretend to be—so long as they can furnish them the all-important high 
names. Utterly disregarding the dismal failure the spirit may be mak
ing in playing the character of the individual it is assuming to be, intel
ligent people are driven away from Spiritualism on coming in contact 
with such self-evident discrepancy, wondering how the intelligence of 
the individual presented, could have so degenerated since leaving the 
body, as in the case of the spirit of George Washington (?) speaking to 
an audience through an illiterate person, says: “I don’t want my mcdie 
to read anything, not even a newspaper.” Or, as on another occasion, 
through a different person, the spirit of John the Apostle (?) Haunt
ingly said: “I am the bosom friend of Jesus, and I have often rested 
my head on his bosom, and that is more than any of you people can 
say.” Intelligent people hearing such things, what shall they think?

By their fruits ye shall know them.” .
During further conversation with the obsessing spirit, in answer to 

my question why it was thus controlling the lady all the time, the spirit 
said that it was afraid to leave her as she would not let him come back 
again. ........... • . ,
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Is a wonderful book, being the personal • 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him 
many times, etherealized, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends -with 
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i And let us continue to refuse to know the whole truth, as well as neg
lecting our solemn duty to the world- to enlighten the people on the 
cause of so much needless misery.due to these forces; let us keep on ig
noring.the fact also, that .ignoramuses,-charlatans and tricksters, influ
enced and assisted—no doubt .in many instances unconscious of the fact 
—by unseen ignorant, insidious, and vile forces, wearing the livery of 

ill heaven, and dragging the grandest.truth of the age into the dust; or un- 
M til the insane asylums and prisons shall not be large enough to hold all 

of their unhappy victims, to say nothing of the fearful increase of sui- 
cides—28 in Chicago alone during the month of September—4 the past 

F Sunday; 14 murders in Chicago during September; 569 murders in the 
fi state of Mississippi from January to August! Think of it! ’

Yes, let us shut our eyes and ignore the fact that, owing to the insa- 
a\ tiable greed and unbounded selfishness of the “money-mighty” few in 

I their mad effort to usurp and control all resources on the earth, which 
at by right of birth belongs to everybody, as God intended, that they eon- 
ystantly, slowly but surely, are grinding and crushing out the manhood 

and. womanhood, of a large but weaker portion of society, who from 
lack of opportunities or mental incapacity or both, unable to keep up 
with the mad procession of the Juggernaut of so-called Progressfare 
falling along the wayside, mentally, morally or physically warped- 
bruised and bleeding' discouraged at the unequal struggle, to become 
derelicts in the maddening throng of the human maelstrom, in the race 
for wealth and position—“survival of the fittest(?)—many ending in 
suicide and drunkards’ graves; others lingering along as outcasts, pau
pers; tramps, thieves or murderers; these again propagating their’kind 
in filth and squalor; the offspring, some the very imps of perdition im
bibing hatred of society in their very mothers’ milk; reared in iniquity 
.rind moral depravity at home and.from associates and environments 
with a school training (if any) with, moral and spiritual training left 
out; these later to be turned loose to—perhaps assisted by similar but 
unseeh forces—.prey on society, ending, their career with curses on their 
lips, on the gallows, in jails, by the bullet.route, or as suicides or drunk
ards, to. enter the unseen world with spirit bodies murky from passions 

;aiehcecrime, or reeking from fumes Iff ¡foul whisky, with desires, appetites 
?eins'passions intact and unbridled,"if what wb teach bn the Spiritualist

S'

h

■ , ■ • . - » » — • > •
The dissecting room being in the rear of a long basement; it was very 

quiet there. Everything went along nicely, except that I heard a voice 
say: Don t murder me. ’ ’ But not being in the least superstitious and 
as the voice sounded as from a-distance, I passed it off by thinking tw. 
it might come from boys in the street, although I did not hear any boys 
playing. All was quiet and still. . •

Monday afternoon I. was again working alone when I was rather 
startled by a rustling sound coming from a crumpled newspaper lying 
on the floor—the sound was. much like that produced when a newspaper 
is crushed together; but I paid no particular attention to it; and did 
not mention these happenings to my wife. The next day, in the even
ing, we had at our house a social gathering of friends. Our spirit 
friends made their—on such occasions—customary visit through my 
wife’s organism. The last one was just leaving, when unexpectedly a 
strange spirit stepped in and controlled my wife. Being quite accus
tomed to such transitory visitors, I did not suspect anything out of the 
ordinary to occur. I stepped up to my wife (she was sitting down) and 
asked who it might be, when the controlling spirit curtly replied “I 
have some bones to pick with you,” at the same time quickly ris’ing 
struck at my head, scratching my forehead, tore my spectacles off and 
threw them on the floor. .

Realizing at once what it meant I took hold of her arms and forced' 
her to sit down, and thus held her, to avoid'any more sciiatching- to 
which the angelic (?) spirit strenuously and very evidently objected 
and like all similar spirits said I had no right to touch or hold her’ 
After a time of struggle at the restraint, I asked the intelligence what 
it wanted, when it abruptly replied: “Why do you want to-kill iiw?”

To my answer that I did not know that I was killing het th§ spirit 
retorted, “Why of course you are; you are cutting on my arift and 
neck ’ (which was true). She said, “I hollered at you notto ftiurder 
me, and struck at that paper on the floor, to frighten you; but yotf were 
too tough for me.” Then a moment later in gleeful tones shfe said^'Rnt 
I seared the other fellows.” X . %

' Imade the spirit understand that it was wrong and wicked for him to 
do anything like that, and that he had no business to hold her against 
her will. I repeatedly asked the spirit to leave her and look for higher 
things, that he now knew nothing of.

As a further inducement, I said that if he would leave the lady, he 
could stay with us, well knowing that if he would .do so our spirii- 
friends would soon teaeh him better things. To this the spirit an
swered, “We are seven of us, and we all come from that woman” 
(meaning the half-developed medium).

This lady even spoke about it afterwards, that she had lost or got rid 
of the bad spirits that had bothered her for some time. I told the spir
its that they could all stay with us, if they would only leave this lady 
alone. After much and continued coaxing the spirit at last consented, 
and said that they would all leave the lady and stay, which I guess they 
did, judging by the experience I had later in the afternoon.

The spirit then thanking me for the advice I had given, prepared to 
leave the lady, when the spirit to its own surprise, found it was so at
tached to the lady’s magnetism, that it was unable to free itself, and 
actirally asked me to make passes over the lady to help free itself, which 
I did, when the spirit, or, I may say the lady, was liberated, and she 
acted as though ^he had come from under a spell, and she was so de
lighted at being herself again, that she could scarcely express her thanks 
in words.
_ And this was the only fee we received or asked for in this, as well as 
in dozens of similar cases, Mrs. Clara Watson’s unjust statement to the 
contrary notwithstanding, implying that, principally charlatans and 
tricksters are’interesting themselves in this (humanitarian) work, for 
big revenues only. .

The young lady went her way rejoicing, and has never been troubled 
since. But she could not be induced to interest herself in Spiritualism 
after this experience.
. We soon discovered, after the young lady had departed that after
noon, that we had unseen (invited) guests with us, as shortly after
wards my wife became unexpectedly entranced by one of them. This 
spirit must have been on a very low mental and moral plane of degrada
tion, judging by the way it behaved and gesticulated; and although I 
talked and reasoned with it for an hour, I failed, seemingly, to make the 
slightest impression. Neither would it utter a sound. It only grinned 
and grimaced, and strove to be free from the restraint. I was holding 
the spirit, or rather my wife’s body, which I continued to do until the 
spirit’s strength gave out, and my wife’s guides came in. We have 
never heard from these spirits since.

Along about the same time of the above occurrence, I incidentally met 
another lady—married and with family of children—who began to 
speak of the wonderful writing she was receiving; how she enjoyed to 
sit all by herself, and that lately, she said, “I just want to sit all the 
time.” By her actions I knew.that she unconseiously was treading on 
dangerous ground, and ventured to caution her to be careful, that she 
ought not to sit alone and all the time, but rather sit in a circle with her 
friends, and sit only at certain times. The lady became very indignant 
at my presumption in giving her advice,-and very plainly wanted it to 
be understood that she knew what she was doing, without anybody’s 
advice.
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It is not important to here repeat the long conversation that followed 
to convince the spirit that it was really so-called dead; hoW^t wift now 
controlling a body not its owh; how to think itself free from thO'bodv 
desires and earthly attractions; m other words, how to find the kingdom 
of .heaven by laying aside, the -things that are temporal (things seen 
through the material eyes) for. the things that are not seen the aternal 
(things seen through the spiritual eyes), and which must be spiritually 
discerned through love,: charity, kindness, truth and wisdorri d The 
spirit, full of-gratitude, then departed promising faithfully to seek for 
that higher.life, that she now felt must-be every one’s heritage

Two weeks later one of my. wife’s guides said that the-lady was nres 
ent, and. again wanted to thank us for the light she had received and 
said that she could now sec the light and the way.

Before dosing this article I will briefly, relate a few of the many cases 
of this kind that have been brought to our attention, both-from the out 
side, as well as from inside the ranks of Spiritualism, varying in degree 
from partial to complete obsession, ending in some eases -in : insane 
asylums. " .

Some years ago an intelligent, bright and moral young lady of our ac 
quaintance;. became interested. in Spiritual^,• and attended . some se 
ances, where she met a would-be. medium, a woman totallyiignorant of 
any psychic law,.who.induced the young hdy to come to her.house and 
she would develop her (the young lady’s) mediumship. Among.<>ther

Too late; she had already passed the danger line; three months after
wards she was sent to an asylum, having attempted to kill her children 
with a butcher knife.' - ■ • * ■

Just one more experience and I will be done for this time, although 
I have only begun to describe my own experiences on this line.

Some eighteen years ago T knew an Intelligent, spiritual-minded lady, 
a personal acquaintance, married, with family of several children, also 
member of a church. She knew— as also myself, then,—nothing of 
Spiritualism, although I now realize that she was what may be termed 
a natural born psychic. One day, without any; apparent cause, during 
a sudden spell of what is termed temporary insanity, primarily brought 
on, no'doubt, by the cruel fangs of evil thoughts. (thoughts are 
things) sent to her by jealous, evil-minded relations, opposed to her 
marriage, the lady committed suicide, without any previous warning, of 
her intention to any one, being even happy and contented up to the 
moment of her rash act. - . . .

One day-eight years ago, my wife and I being alone, she became sud
denly entranced by a strange influence; the spirit controlling clutching 
at the throat-and gasping for breath, seemed to-be in the greatest agony 
of distress. -The spirit, of course, like so many others, was unconscious 
that it was controlling a body not its own. ; - ....

After much questioning as to whom it might be, etc., the spirit giving, 
.: - . < (Continued on page A) - ~~

THE TO-MORROW Of DEATH, 
Or tho Future Lite According to Science Bi 
Louis Flgulor. Translated from the French bj 
S. R. Crockeo. A very fascinating work. Thu 
fine volume might well have been entitled Splr- 
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is writ
ten In that peculiar interesting style In which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
"There Is a true and respectable Idea In Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhuffians and the 
inhabitants of earth." Price, 11.60. -

CHILD QULTURE.

According to the Laws of Physio« i 
logical Psychology and

Mental Suggestion,

* BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL. '

This is a work of singular excellence, j 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise arid practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are Inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi« 
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift« 
ing. Price 6b cents.

Force ana Matter
vponaprofoundsufr

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY ULUAN WHITING.—In thia book MIm 

aims to portray a practical Ideal for 
□ally living that shall embody tho swoctbess 
and exaltations and faUh that lend enchant« * 
inont to life, it 13. In a measure, a logical 80« 

World Beautiful?’ loading into
Billi fUviner harmonics. It is calculated to ren
der the soul In harmony with the universe. Il 
la truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth, 51.00»
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J. DEWITT HAGAMAN IÍEFEATED.

gradual uufgldnieiit along new lines, bringing success or failure.

are left to tell the tale of past greatness.

on the part of those who desired it”—this is the condition of our Cause,
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The Passing of the Year.
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of New York City, and others were brought in touch with the paper, but

In to-morrow’s garment we wear,

New Year’s Greeting for 1905
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Louis Medium.

’ Association, the Officers of the State Spiritualist Associations, 
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see how the thing was done. So she at- around the world’’ somebody will have
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local banks, so do not send them unless you 
wlshUiat amount deducted Irons the ahiouut 
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is |2.

A Communication Addressed to the Officers of the National Spiritualists it has proved a decided success financially. What the future may bring 
forth .fjppeiujs altogether on the subtile process of evolution m its

“Thq(‘define of Spiritualism’ as a concrete working body; its de-
At the Convention of the N. S. A. there were many inferences to the “cline.jas an#gent in sustaining its press in general; its decline as fac- 

“decline of Public Spiritualism,” and all joined in deploring the fact., “tor ippdenlftnding and exacting absolute honesty, some of its leading
In this line nothing is more marked than the decline of Spiritualistic “thing’s .w/mting to conceal the fact that there is flagrant wrong-do- 

papers. From about thirty papers devoted to Spiritualism ten or fif- “ing ift oui’oHanks, thus becoming actual abettors of crime—criminals, 
teen years ago, the field has been growing more contracted until less/reallyi in wmall degree; the permission on the pant of many to allow 
than one-third’of that number are now in existence, and of these not' “mat^’ializjjig mediums to dress themselves for the occasion in coarse 
one-half are self-sustaining. The same is the case in the Freethought “artificial toggery (looking beautifully when illuminated with phos- 
press. They have passed into the great unknown until but two or three phorus) im.prder to personate spirit friends, and then resenting an ex
are left to tell the tale of past greatness. “posur^.as jp the case of Elsie Reynolds, the Grindles, the Griffins, the

"Howlands, and many others we might name; the failure to maintainIf Spiritualists wish to sustain public Spiritualism, to place it before 
the public, and to present it as it should be presented, they cannot do 
so in a manner that will redound more to the credit of Spiritualism 
than to give such support to their papers as will place them in a position 
to present the best there ism our ranks before the public. .

The Sunflower has always stood for the best in Spiritualism and me
diumship, We now have several hundred subscriptions in arrears 
which should be immediately renewed. One dollar is a small amount, 
but in the aggregate it counts up into hundreds and enables us to meet 
our necessary expenses.—Sunflower. -, ■

high.ideals among a certain class of its phenomenal workers and lec
turers; the exchange of tests; the failure of some of the camp-meet- 
“ings to maintain a clean record, but allowing a.‘free and easy style’

The might Philistine and Medium An
nihilator, J. DeWitt Hagaman, blew into 
St. Louis last week, at the instigatioh 
of that collection of mental weaklings 
known as the Y. M. C. A., and proceed
ed at once to business by brushing the 
dust from his back-number sleight-of- 
hand tricks and parading them as “spir
it manifestations" to the open-mouthed 
aggregation.

. On Tuesday night he announced that 
on the following evening he would ex
pose the Howard Hall wonder and Mrs. 
Folsom’s card-reading, and that lady 
concluded that she would herself like to

viation of the president of the Antl-Me- 
dium Association with his offer of ten 
thousand dollars, the fact being that the 
whole outfit does not possess ten thou
sand pennies, and if they did, they are _ 
too sharp to risk it on a genuine agree- ’ 
ment made with honest people in good 
faith.

Spiritualism will go right on, regard
less of all such attacks, and about all 
that comes from them, as In this case, 
Is the advertising the truth gets at 
their hands.

Let the good work go on, but all 
honor to the bravo little woman, who in 
spite of ill health, grief, and all kinds of 
trouble, had the grand courage to 
beard this lion in his den, call his 
bluff, and show him up in his true col
ors. From now on, wherever this fel-

on the part ot those who desired it' '-this is the condition ot our Gause, tended meetlng ln a qulet manner, heard of his St. Louis experience and
outlined by a prominent Spiritualist, to present to our readers for their and before her presence was known the will ask him to explain.
careful consideration, and which, as he asserts, has marked the “decline audience began to clamor that Haga-| C. W. STEWART,
of Spiritwilisin,?’ so forcibly ^alluded to by Mr. Bach in the Sunflower. was “^“KJ^he ha^adver- 
We think, however, that he is rather too pessimistically inclined, Jad more friell(js present than the 
although-there ¡is a certain degree of truth in what he sets forth. rGreat Toledo Aggregation of Wonders.

_ _ If, as claimed, Spiritualism has declined: as a concrete sect or Total strangers that she newer saw be
The above is from the Sunflower, published by Mr. Baeh, at Lily pale, cult> SBJRIT -RETURN, our Sun by 'day and our Pillar of fcXTtha*“™^^^ it has passed

N. Y., presenting an extremely dark, pessimistic view of the condition- Fire by night, has certainly become far more prevalent, among the I Jsed or admit that he could not< After to-day, 
of tho Qniritnoliat nrono nnrl cinii-itnnlisTn itself Several at the N S A. masses. Independent of Spiritualism as a concrete sect, club, cult or the crowd had quieted somewhat, Mrs. With its record of joy and tears,of the Spiritualist press, and Spiritual sm itself. Several at Ue IN H. n promineni iifel.ary men, prominent men of science, and those high Folsom arose, begged the gentlemiu’s It has gone its length; it has spun its 
Convention at St. Louis, and many others have voiced to some extent » f Potnm nnJ n+ tho «amo time thov -ill pardon for the interruption, and asked time,-- - ln office aro-investigating Spirit Return, and at the same time they all lo announce j,el. gUnday meetings, and As it traversed the path of the years,

declare with Mr, I. K. Funk, a leading intellectual light, and the author I extended an invitation to the gentleman ,t hBS „„np_wkh nU nf Bln nnrt 
of “The Widow’s Mite,” that they find fraud common in our ranks, a to attgnd along with his friends and ad- shame, 
statement that is highly unsavory to every thinking mind. They hold I herente. This he gracefully accepted. It hag gone, wlth lts fuyrowg of car0( 
aloof from Spiritualism as a concrete body, and simply investigate at opportune mo-1n has s°“e *lth lts 3oy’ and gone wlth
SPIRIT RETURN. Millions believe that to be possible. Mr. Funk be- ment ; renewed Mrs. Folsom’s invita- Can wePhut Question —“Whorpi“ 
lieves that the immortals can communicate with the mortals of earth, tion, and incidentally invited him to en- ’ •
yet he would resent being-called a Spiritualist. Dr. H. W. Thomas, gage twith XyBUafter- W‘U Trise* “ aBa‘“? W‘U “ eVOT
famous as one1 of Chicago’s great preachers, knows that SPIRIT RE- °f00n.b This he also agreed to, and the As the years unroll in its wake,

- TURN is a fixed fact, yet if called a Spiritualist, he would become in- I consequence was that the hall was Will we ever see aught of the past once
i dignant. We know a learned man in this city who talks with spirits at packed to, the doors and fully 200 peo I _ more
. will, who trava» in the spirit r«ta;, consorts with the wise ..go. there, on««l I P- ““
. and is the author of a remarkable book, but who would become sorely Med^ wlth a carefuliy worded address, aaa .. o . , .. o
- vexed if you (fall him a Spiritualist. We know a prominent physician, quoting the prominent instances of w warlgee,lt a°a n‘ w It ever
' a Masom'-of high degree who sees spirits, and under their directions bible umnUestatton with comments ,n are yet t<> be

cures cases of obsession and insanity, who would feel insulted if named I he gpal(J he ¿id not come In Li£e’B clo“ded dome. or her sunlit
a Spiritualist. Then there is Paul Carus, Chicago, editor of The Open I there to debate, but to see Mrs. Fol-1 wil1s£1®3’ „nma
Court and Monist; James H. Hyslop, formerly professor of logic and som"a manifestations, and after giving I W1U 11 ever come DacK w me • 
ethics Columbia University; Arthur L. Foley, professor of physics, Uni- I the crowd an old-fashioned exhortation, I The year that has gone! "It is dead,” 
yerrity hiNtauthe to. Chark. H. tohh^t ot Now York; Will
iam Jamds,! professor of psychology, Harvrid; Jsir William Crookes or then he sat down. Then Mrs. Folsom But is this lifeless form, this pulseless
England, inventor of the Crookes tube with which X-rays are made; M. I picked two of the opposition to blind- clay, 1
Anesaki, professor of literature and history, Imperial University of To- foldl her. and though they pressed kid I All that has lived our lives to thrill?
kio; Minot ;J.‘Savage of New York; A. E. Dolbeare of Tufts College. areBorevet one of the tools tried to tie Tlie year wlth its daya has e°ne info

None of these prom- up her mouth with a dirty handker- the past,
in fact, owing to the comprehensive change men believjng in Spirit Return would co-operate with chief! Then the opposition turned it- “°“ents a11 gone’ °PP°rtunlty

Spiritualists aS a body, aiding an organized movement. There are mill- ^XdtteTbe’ingw*retbofT°but But its «¿hit still lingers, 'twill ever
ions of adherents to a perfect knowledge of Spirit Return who occupy 11“ggXm^1b^f, the little heroine more last-
the same; position. We deeply regret that such is the case, for if all read correctly six cards, four of them 1 say to you now that the year is not
would unitedn organized work in behalf of our glorious Cause, we could I for total strangers, all the names being aea<i-
nontrnlrithe nffnirs of the world I recognized, the color of the pencil that I ns recOrd is written in joy and in tears,

t, . /ivr ooi Tnoir'alni. atotna na fnlln-wH- “The stand- wrote them being given, and then Mrs. Upon the lives of women and men,
Theo Boston (Mass.) Traveler states „as follows. lhe sta FOiBom said that she refused to cast And au that we bave, is the record ot

ing off the Society of Psychological Research, headquarters m Boston, any more pearls before swine. years
has never been questioned, and its ‘proceedings’ can be obtained in book The audience was then dismissed, but voiced in deed, or from tongue, or
form. it'Theie is, beside, an abundance of printed matter bearing famous f““ud“de^owl ior thlrty minutes be‘ irom pen.
names.! Wdffiave never seen a claim by a reputable scientist that spirit °^he rfuson that Mrs. Folsom We are reaping the years of all tae 
phenomena Siad been’ PROVED by the standard tests of science. The I paid any attention to this fellow was past, -
scientists who ACCEPT THEM as true do so in the same way that a that he publicly stated that he would ^ 7^*“s the“ jury ajeeptsltoircumstantial evidence. They establish their facts as the ^e « I ^en the first, as v ell as the last .

lawyejfs saycin a-murder trial, beyond reasonable doubt (to their | waa waltIng and ready. So before the 
minds).” LJ Sunday meeting, I drew up the follow-

So while;deading lights in the N. S. A. and others united with ing contract, and Mrs. Folsom read it to 
- , . this great movement, in connection with Mr. Bach, the editor of the uatttw’as satisfa^

on to a star. M. Berthelot, the French paper. . ,, Sunflower, may see clearly a decline of Spiritualism and of the Spirit- t to him and on th6 ioUowing
scientist, does not think it necessary to ginee Mr. Colby’s day it has changed its “features and comPlex.lon.:. U{ii^tiffmre9s we-elaim that SPIRIT RETURN, STANDING OUT IN- Tuesday he would meet Mrs. Folsom at

several times, but has never attained to an adequate degree of pros-. jjepb^^eNT AND .ALONE, HEDGED BY NO CREED, AND the office of the St. Louis Star and sign
to to get coSrol of toeXtrTheat of I perity, but has had a hard struggle to keep its “head above water, c------------- --------------- ---------- -------------------- -  — ■ ” 1 ----------------
the earth, turn it to account and give though all the time it has been most excellent, and worthy 01 support.. FirRMTlLAS OB1 FATITT,. OF ALL RELIGIOUS NAMES, OF ALL
all the inhabitants of the globe unllmlt-1 Ar to the Li ht of Truthj a semi-Spiritualist paper, its owner says-he DEITY-ATTACHMENTS, OF ALL ARBITRARY AUTHORITY, OF
edlf MS.PBerthe°lta were ¿ot the distin- has sunk $30,000 in his desperate efforts to keep the concern alive, and ALl^I^IS, OF ALL EXTERNAL^APPLIANCES, STANDING FORTH 
guished scientist he is. if he had net al- it is still sinking money. ... . a-h » t *-m a a xtahittdat.

I As to the Sunflower, it has always been excellent. It hhs let the

WORD8 OF CAUTION.
You should not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times.safe- 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th. :> you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE. '

Edltor-lat-Large for the National Spirt*" 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tattle has been engaged to an- 
|wet all attacks in the secular or rellg- 

■ loos press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when au attack la made, glv- 

, tag date and name of paper. Address 
him al Berlin Heights, Ohio.

• Prophecies of Progress.
«'It doth not yet appear what we shall 

be” was an intuitive utterance of truth, 
. in days long ago. The same utterance 

is as applicable to material progress to- 
■ day'in the things that pertain to the 

physical necessities of mortal existence. 
It does not yet appear what shall be the 

. attainments of, science in the field of 
discovery. Men of science have to ac-

the same sentiment. It is true that the status of Spiritualism has 
already changed in many respects, and is still undergoing a process of 
evolution and elimination that will in the future reveal it in a different 
light. While we were for a time managing editor of the Religio Philo
sophical Journal, under S. S. Jones, many years ago, the paper attained 
a circulation of 25,000; about 8,000 of the names on the subscription 
list were yearly subscribers, at $3.00 per year; the remaining were trial 
subscribers at 25 cents for three months. About the time when it at
tained its highest altitude as to the number of its subscribers, then the 
status of Spiritualism began to change, and the circulation of the paper 
began to dwindle, and some of the very ablest minds in the ranks of 
Spiritualism, were enlisted to stop its downward course. Professor 
Denslow, Giles B. Stebbins, Epes Sargent, Mr. Cole, a journalist

its circulation continued to diminish, though it changed hands often, 
finally drifting to San Francisco, Cal., where it exists, retaining only 
a vestige of its former size, prosperity and influence. Change of size, 
price and owners did not retard its downward tendency.

There is not a single Spiritualist paper to-day that can get 17,000 trial 
subscriptions, the same as the Religio Philosophical Journal did at 25 
cents for three months, although it may be a great improvement in all
respects over that paper; in 
in the status of Spiritualism, as alluded to by Mr. Bach, it could not 
possibly get over one-eighth of that number—illustrating the fact th^t 

knowledge that they cannot set a limit, I jn some manner there has actually been a decline in the support of the 
drive a stake and say to the advancing Spiritualist press generally. . t ....
mind of man “thus far shalt thou go, I The Banner of Light, at one time had a largely paying subscription 
and no further.” ' list of about 10,000 at $3.00 per year. That number of subscribers made

Great as have been the discoveries it exceptionally prosperous in combination with its book trade. But 
of the past, the future contains still Brother Colby, its editor, the grand old man, and a medium, too, could 
greater attainments, and none can I not retain it at its high water mark. He was invariably kind, forbear
prophesy the utmost reach of man's jng( loving and generous to all, and took to his arms and nourishment 
material progress. the as well aS the genuine medium, ignoring in nearly all respects

Hence it does not create a ripple of the question of fraud or deception in our ranks, yet the paper under him 
unexpected surprise to read such COMMENCED TO DECLINE. A private letter from him indicated 
thoughts as the following from the edi-1 large sinking fund on hand at one time had dwindled down to
torlal columns of the Chicago Chronicle I an insi ificant sum> and lhe oW gentleman was filled with misgivings 
in relation to what it terms a Scientific fo future Generous to the trickster and the genuine mediums 

Emereon urged man to hitch his wag- alike, yet both combined failed to stay the downward tendency of the

Has written its story upon our brow.
We catch up the threads of all the 

years,
With their fruitage of love or hate, 

With all of their courage,, and all of 
their fears,

And weave them together so intri
cate.

OV^Ed’BY^No 'oNE^X^USIVELY, AND. DIVeSTÓF | ’^“'en;i?Cont act - ' to Äfe*
FQB.MTlTiAS DTP FAPl^TI, OF ALL RELIGIOUS NAMES, OF ALL TirContract. will paYtaKThf the arisen, immortal

.. _ - . - - . — . ™. louIsJmo., January 3, 1905. spirit,
Abb me, vr Anu XUA xxx x .... J ™y6rSeewitrHr™n ‘of T^ °f the “0W' X
AS THE LEGITIMATE RESULT OF A LAW AS NATURAL AS ^’e^loJ'Part7of thirst part' and And so.‘.f1we would have more of srtó 

-------- --------------- . AB w we Dumwwer «».J. ------- ---------------- —THAT WHICH PRODUCES SUNSHINE-OR A BEAUTIFUL Rev.’Jo81e k. Folsonf. of St. Louis, Mo., sh‘" ef cast ’t 
SetagetheWnTvìicM worid“atest triXters have^eir inffings without any molestation whatever, rather FLOWER^WE SAY THAT SPIRIT RETURN THUS PRESENTED, party of the second part, Witnesseth: J”1" the lesson l<V
SS™ k “1“ “k E “or „„ tL Blue Book Questi», by eletaing. »eh a PRESENTED S1MPLT-AS A. EACT\ “W™0U-I^ENTANGLING AD- .1« ,
and professional romancer. But M. I nn P-gjRt price in fact, and very rarely, if ever, menVoning, any LI ANGES”. OF ANY KIND WHATEVER, IS GAINING GROUND the sum of ten thousand dollars, for Of a" the immortaI Past-
Berthelot has shown himself a practical .fa art of those who have flagrantly and auda- EVERY DAY AMONG ALL CLASSES OF PEOPLE, AND 1HAT, the próductlon through her medium- The product iff loom, and shuttle, andTIMES C0N- X'äääx1

,tory and has discovered secrets which toned paper in its especial Ime, worthy of the patronage of all, yet you FRONTS THEM. ... . . . . ., I frnm Rnlrlt of a human beine who
promise untold benefits to humanity. h jts dismal, sad tone—a sort of funeral dirge—in the above 
He has not a doubt that the day will .. . . ’
come when foods will be produced not I editorial. _____ , i— k__
by the slow process of agriculture but I How about The Progressive Thinker ? you may ask. It has been an 
by artificial methods from elements I anomaiv fhe newspaper field. It has proved a great disappointment 
thsomtoo,l)witadtaerbÄem. M. to its enemies in its continual, «nintercupted J
Berthelot thinks there is no need of lowed from the start the promptings and advice of those high in spun 
anxiety over possible exhaustion of coal ]jfe an(j ]iag admitted to its columns the “Open Court, wherein cer- 
beds. Chemistry will tn time direct . ■ ’ ^popniar questions intimately connected with* our Cause have 
the heat from the earth’s center so that Ldul 1 „„ ninn„ fh« Uno« of this coneent true in
It can be easily turned on or off at con-1 been discussed. Always working; along the lines ot this «meept true in 
venience. As the sun’s heat now con- all respects, that SPIRITUALISM IS NO S1RONGER THAN lib 
trols the growth of the field, in time the "WEAKEST LINK, it has opened its columns, so far as its space would 
chemical heat of the earth will act upon ,. _ . ¿;ùnssi0I1 of the following highly important questions— 
chemical atoms as man shall direct and allow.t0 discussion ui lul xuny » e, y nred sltrmether
occasion require. This means plenty questions that a few Spiritualists would 1 ke gn g ,
and also peace, since there will be no yjZ- “fraud and trickery in mediumship ; obsession as a lactor in 
need of grabbing or holding exclusively control”’ “artificial toggery” employed by some to personate 
chemical elements that are free as. air. I ,^t friends toccerv composed of cheese cloth, phosphorus, —— j— • — “ -, ,, , „ v -, ,, • i witnour ine puysivai 1

It is evident that the Utopia which your spirit tnenas, ^g ry F' ( mediumship is it Spirit Return, among the high and the low, the rich and the dium. lts genuineness shall thereby be —— _
Berthelot has in mind Is far beyond all; whiskers, drapery of various k n , ., J «niritnalists noor the wise and the ignorant, is constantly gaining new vigor, is established. Dedicated to the Late Dr. w. P.J’helon.
other Utopias that have ever been injurious ?”-in fact, The Progressive Thinker has led Spiritualists poor; tne wiot¡ ana ine> . » ing to the front in unexpected auar- And the said second party hereby ------ --
dreamed of, and as it is the vision of a . ninn~ hitherto unexplored fields, and opened up to them new spreading daily, ana is weekly coming to ine irom m une peetea quar d wRh ihe gaid flrgt party Mined the summit I am on the
ES2SÄSR. SiVÄÄt. tace it been highly edwattaal ALL ALONG ters. Andy» rt «cerne S that when he shall deposit said sum of shining strand;
dreamer it is not to be set aside without pranesotttioUant, pence g y showing up deed, paradoxical, that Spiritualism should be on.the¡decime, that its ten ^^4 doUars with th^said com- 1 looking back o’er earth's famil-
consideration. < T HE LINES, laying bare abus . p g 00-nndirét in mich that- press ili general should be losing ground, while Spirit Return is gaining mittee above specified, she will then iar way.

An English magazine has taken the those whose ideals are exceptionally low and whose conduct is such that P s6 • , . influence permit said first party to. place her un- T falthful ones, I am reaching
pains to interview other scientists on1 . . to make the world worse instead of better. Up to date adherents all the tune, ana is wona wiae m 11s mnuence. conditlong( and will I forth my hand
the subject and to question whether | . _________________ I attempt to obtain said proof of inde-1 j>0 ^gjp yOll climb to everlasting day.

pendent spirit power. And it is hereby I . , , , , ,rx I agreed and specified that if the said My soul drinks inspiration in this res-
\1 Itest or proof is not obtained the said I urrected life;
V I sum of ten thousand dollars shall be re- My heart forgets its burdens of th<
O I turned to the said first party. I ,, »„its .„a

. . . p j . _______________ , ■■ . I Signed: ------------------ I And in the light of hope, ot faith, and
“ r ' —————— . I • __ _—----------- I strife, .

IF NOT ALREADY A SUBSCRIBER TO THE PROGRESSIVE But alas! for the evanescence of all My feet have climbed to knowledge 
THINKER,^ YOU SHOULD BECOME ONE AT ONOE, AND THUS Sblu?ary^^S™ SeTcenT attera I t t
KEEP THOROUGHLY POSTED AS TO WHAT IS GOING ON IN JSteaÄJhe first declared his A rosygo^mt11 of gladness met my 

IHERANKS OF SPIRITUALISM. THE DISCUSSION NOW TAK- Ar>f tnnmr Z^Tl tho TlflTt" rtf Mi'S I Tfa&t ^5^^, 'w* ______ _ _____ I, hesitancy on tne part oi mra. i x shsr’
ING PLA'CE IN THE OPEN COURT IS OF THRILLING INTEREST, ^3«,^ he began to wiggle and hedge, I engulfed Bfe.fl mygtIa .•
AND EVEÉY SPIRITUALIST SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE invpqtifration must take place I whole ai ia '■SAME THE FACT IS, THAT AFTER THE EXISTENCE OF MOD-1 thTpresence of the committee ap-| m u ' * (

ERN SPIRITUALISM FOR OVER FIFTY-SIX YEARS, SPIRITUAL- ^"n* which ‘being Vn “e“ Our thoughts are reaching other, loftier ' 

ISTS ARE BEGINNING TO ANALYZE SPIRIT RETURN AS NEVER means Braden, Dungan, Sweeney, et al., spheres, . s
BEFOÈE/ AND ARE NOW CONSIDERING AS ONE IMPORTANT ma^to^S I ^TpaV“ i

SEGIlffcNT1 OF THE SAME, OBSESSION, OR THE INFLUENCE OF I ¡md lots of other things. I We lived and loved. I now can tract ;
DA4jOr’^ILSPIRITS,ASSETFORTHBYDR.PEEBLES’LATE L^Ä^Xtttä'1 «mhePsUo on toe6 ^“Atlantis,” with het ( 

WORK ON3 THAT SUBJECT. SOME SPIRITUALISTS HAVE BE-1 wished, but having agreed to the con- flower-crowned face.
COMEtSO'INCENSED AT THE DOCTOR FOR WRITING THE A ’ FrÄ '

EOOKVTHAT THEY WANT TO BURN THE SAME. HENCE A DIS- syuaMe of it should be changed Then I ------ - uv
CUS&bN. ÒÌ? ITS CONTENTS CAN NOT DO OTHERWISE THAN 'S here,ÄJ^ bT“Ä^Äll. d. a’ truij

EXCITE Ah INTEREST, AND BE OF GREAT VALUE TO EV- 110 report at two o’clock p. m. Instead great w°r^^^1BTsgtoffidlnddeltehtOnto 
ERY REFLECTIVE MIND THAT WISHES TO THOROUGHLY UN- oW ^dB
DERSTAND SPIRIT RETURN IN ALL OF ITS VARIED MANIFES- present form. ““ÄÄ“ aÌThSe ¿ataered

TATIOXS.J SEND nt YOOE SUBSCRIPTION AT ONCB, AND “,“"1 5«»£ SiS” ’""I'ie'«TKUS KBÉP UP WITH IBB EVER ADVANCING PROCESSION, L„, „»a ton« IM «w«a<; tajjw-

but before nomaso,,beadom oraiMum imrixou Ä yjÄÄ. .«■ Ä A «

- ------------- , - ---------; . ... , , , • . .. 1 from the spirit of a human being who will be but the weaving of to-day’s 
And while such is the case, it is no argument whatever against the I formerly lived upon the earth and who I wondrous web,

necessity of Spiritualists uniting in organized work as one ethical body, I now known to be no longer living in whether it be oark or fair.
and standing before the world, recognizing the existence of a Deity a the body. tnke Let 11s choose in our weaving from days
Universal Intelligence, Law and Order, or Force, which (whatever the .™atXr reasonable twt conditiX, that are ?oue’ . , „
name) in-the course of Evolution has fashioned this magnificent world Phicll Bhall in n0 way militate a8ainst L,.TliefBtr:)Ildslifp.ran®tu??avyf^ 
as it iS to-day. In fact we can see an absolute necessity for an organic I the phy81Cai condition of said second Thus faro®‘“gro"f® 3 pathway irom error 
movement on the part of Spiritualists recognizing A SOMETHING I party, nor tend to compromise hex■ EstaWlshing truth and the righL 
(whatever its name) as the dominating influence of existence, as her. For cach day we are building thefuture,
grandly get forth by Andrew Jackson Davis in one or. ins works, ana That said test shall take place in the With.its sunshine, or blistering tears, 
also by the N. S. A. If Spiritualism as an organic movement has de- I presence of a committee, consisting of I ab with an immortal hand we are writ- 
dined imd it has apparently, failing to contribute liberally to sustain two persons chosen by Mr. Hagaman, ing,
Jhe Mediums’ fund Sich /wasting away faster than the reeeipts'aug- ^^^^^1 Up°” toe °f ^7GIBBS, 

ment it, and failing to give the Spiritualist press generally the support cide upon the genuineness of the said Grand Rapids, Mich, 
it deserves, as set forth by Mr. Bach, everyone should look for the cause manifestation. --------- -- ---------------
and finding it, remedy the matter if possible. . I That if the said “mm ttee shall dfr „0N £VERY HE1GHT there LIES

But whatever your views in regard to the status of. Spiritualism, the phys “aT^nt^t of said me- REPOSE."

Berthelot’s scheme is likely to be real- ¡¿««««««MSSSSiSiSiiSiSiiiiiSSiiSSWiSifiSSSSSSiSSSSiSiiSSSSiiiS*®®®®®*55 
ized. High authorities indorse thel ,
Frenchman's views and equally high ‘ ■ । Flld • 4 1

TUp PmOTPCCIVP I hillKiT=-=A
bllity to bore to the depth of the three; I 1IC I IvImIVUvItV 1111111YV1 IB
miles necessary to reach the Internal' * B .
heat There is, further, the belief that1 
even if man shall be able to concoct 
stuff that shall take the place of foods 
pow furnished by the combined action 
of earth and sun the concoction will not 
be qg inviting as those from the fields.

lu reply to the last objection it can 
be urged that already man has 1m- 

<mensely improved upon nature by taking 
advantage of her suggestions. There 

। is scarcely a fruit or vegetable, and one 
might also say scarcely an animal ot 

. value, that has not developed at the 
hand of man. Why, then, is it impossi

ble for the art of the laboratmy to im-1 h to t lth word
prove on the compounds of nature and 1 w 6
devise better foodstuffs from the same And message sweetpnd tender, 
elements she has used so long? . To bid it Godspeed on Its way.

Jennie Dagan Jßrown

If M. Berthelot or his scientific de-1 to cheer the people day by day, 
scendants should realize the Utopia he I Ajjd make them see life's broader way, 
foresees emerging from the chemical . _ d Rerv[ce rondar •
laboratory. Inviting as the .prospect is, I And lts 000(1 semce renQer-

May The Progressive Thinker grow, 
Its kind light gleam on us below. 
And may its broad; extended hand. 
Give strength and comfort through the 

land..

May Brother Tattle, day by day, 
Still see the light and teach the way. 
May others who are good and strong

looked, at from the distance in time, it I jjow many a heart will find its cheer 
jnay^befound as dreary as the old-fash- w i itor through theyear>
ioned idea of heaven where there was „„I . . . . ,. nothing to do. With all earthly needs That comes in silence, black and white, Help this great work of .ours along— .
supplied at the touch of a button, with 1 Yet speaks in words of clear delight, ■ - -. ...
no thieves and robberies, no wars, nb | And we uphold through printed type 
buying and selling, no planting or reap-1 The words of truth, the ways-of light!

. ing and life an eternal holiday, what I ■ ■
will humanity do for pastime? Long may you live, good brother friend;
■ Fichte once wondered what would be I Qn yon each one will depend'.' 
the work.of reformers when all humanl- S1'sfor Francis’ gentle face ' 
ty had become perfect With -equal 1 “7 „ .anxiety we may question whether life I rhy qffice, and tby .dwelling grace, . .
would be worth living if it-should be- And your fair daughter keep her place
come all play without thb least sug
gestion of work.

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetlngn and-Other. Spirit- 
valiatis Gatherings." By Mattie :& 

t 1 ¡HuU. Price 10 cent».

.Of kindliness and gentle .thought 
That tn the work was fairly wrought

And Brother "Wilkins, may he hold 
His thoughts, of joy, his poems of gold» 
'Ahd give us many through the year 
.The reading friends to helfi andchesa

Announce for you a royal cheer,
Progressive Thinker, through the year.

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown will leave 
Holliston, -Mass.,- about January 8, and 
can be addressed from the 8th to the 
12th at Buffalo, N. Y., No. 248 South Di
vision street After this Mrs. Brown 
will receive mail at. The Progressive 
Thinker office. She will make engage
ments during the month .of January lor 
different points near Chicago and 
Cleveland,-Ohio. She will be glad to 
speak at any point not too distant, on 
week evenings; -WIU answer-caUs to 
attend funerals.

JI

WAV WANT TO ORDER SOME OF THE SAME; THEY ARE VERY verely criticised him, especially the 
■ . . • 1 niobo whose fnnny editor roasted nimVALUABLE.. . Ito a finish. saying “out upon the fel-

I low who interfered with people’s relig- 
Sometiffiesiit ip said that man cannot be trusted with the government I ^Hagaman’s ®eea“Ss_nave .dwindled 

of himself. Can he be trusted with the 'government of others! Or Lt0mere handful, although they never 
have we found angels in the form of kings to govern him! Let history I were ^^„S^ag^ehoasting bio
answer the question.—Thomas Jefferson. - “ • hpark on a hurnt.rag mo noasung

creat value and Interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound and con. 
tnJnlng beautiful illustrative plate». 
liorBale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
85. it is a wonderful work and yon will 

fiellshted with it
The Commandments Analyzed.. pma

æ cents. Big Bible stones.
For sale at this office.

A



tìENER/H. SURVEY
Wh« writing för Yhô i^pèr 

use ä pen or typewriter. To th# ‘ SpfrSùal^îs of New Jersey.

MaraWOWWRm
■TOPIC 'FOR .THC PROGRESSIVE

* ' LYCEUM.
MEDIUM STRICKEN IN CHURCH.

4 the spiritualistic FIELD-ÌTSWORKERS, I;
\ i| DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. t :

W# go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence' communications Intended for 
that current Issue should, reach this, 
officé not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear thia In mind.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered In an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
ncn-appeqrance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We yould 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive! tanker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine mat 
must make speed equal to about, fou 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all COPY’ i!> 
sure insertion in the paper, all otner re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper» . ■

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they win 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-nne 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
QUTAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
tor this page must be accompanied W 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, wk 
out giving the full name and address 01 
the writer. The items of Biosewho d° 
not comply with this request wui 00 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have no; space to use them.______

Clara Wagner 1b pastor °f acWch to 
Allance, Ohio. Services every' Sunday 
Lyceum at 6:30 p. m., and lecture at 
Jfl5. She will respond to calls togiw 
lectures and hold circles 
terms. Address her at 407 Hlgmann
street. „ ...

C'. E. L. Bryant writes from H«wada. 
"The Progressive Thinker 
along all right; It is a 
mA out in this desert, anJ irom 
the Premium Books I am getting such 
surfeit of spiritism that I am in dange 
of mental dyspepsia. As an a“tld°^e J 
am sending you P. O. order for »5, a 
small donation to the mediums fund.

Geo B Ferris writes from Grand 
Ranids Mich.: “Dr. J. M. Peebles gave 
two excellent lectures ')efore .theG^ 
Thought Spiritual Society of Grand 
Rapids, on Sunday, Jan“ary L 
been secured again for s“nda5'’.^S 
22, and every Grand Rapids, Spiritualist 
should endeavor to c0™0 0^ and 
blm. For the 8th and 15th of the 
month we have with us Dr. George B. 
Warne, whose prominent posit»«® i“ tee 
sifuse renders It unnecessary for me to 
emphasize what they are missing who 
[ail to attend and listen to

S !tul and eloquent speaker while they
X save the opportunity.”

T7 frank T. Ripley will accept calls for 
1 lectures and tests within 100 miles of 
:< Bloomington, Ill., for week-evenings.

’ He will also officiate at funere Is and 
• weddings. Terms liberal. His lec 

lures and tests ceem to attract good. a - 
. icntion at Bloomington, a large aud -

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.-
Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, 429 LaSalle ave

nue, Chicago, Ill., vice-president of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, is 
arranging to publish a list of the Spir
itualist societies, lyceums, camp-meet
ings and mediums in the United States 
and Canada. The officers of these so
cieties are requested to mail her at 
once the name of their society with of
ficers and their addresses and all medi
ums will please send her their names, 
addresses and phase of mediumship. 
This list cannot be published com: 
plete unless each one will co-operate 
and it is hoped that an early response 
will be made. ■ .

' ; tnce greeting him. _
< Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, lh 

.. Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
ivenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel- 

r" • :ome. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.
. Wm. G. Cronkite writes from Wash

: ington, D. C.: “I received the Re^o11
>f Man and Ethics of Science Hud

' r son Tuttle. It has more and better 
■ teaching than the bible. It is a grand 

• work—the best I ever read.
M. J. SLOCUM WRITES FROM 

SANTA PAULA, C^ta. I TAKE 
MANY PAPERS, BUT THE PRO

> DRESS1VE THINKER IS THE ONE 
ALTOGETHER LEADING. I CAN T 

" GET ALONG WITHOUT IT. I READ 
IT AND PASS 1ITn°N'wLliATTHE 
v/HAT I SHALL DO WITH THE 

BOOKS.” ,
"^-“’-M. F. Hammond write* “I speak for 

- the Progressive Spiritualist Society of 
•: Fort Wayne, Ind., for the month of Jan- 
■ . feuary, and would like to make engage
- ■ mentsfor February and March, and also 
' for camp meetings during the following 
‘ season. I will make my terms very 
: reasonable. The society here seems to

be flourishing binder the ver{ e®c e“t 
J' - leaders, Mrs. Hoyls as president and 

Mr. Katzenburg as secretary. They 
have a good hall and good audiences.

The Spiritual Alliance Church has 
been attracting good audiences trough 
the excellent work of Mrs. May

■ and Mr Fraser. The tests are fine and 
cause the curious and skeptical to stare 
in awe. Next Sunday evening Dr. 
Warne will speak. This means an in
tellectual feast Turn out and visit

'Gustave Thiese writes from Akron, 
Ohio, expressing, his high appreciation 
ot The Progressive Thinker, and the 
Premium Books.

Lyman C. Howe writes from 170 Lib
erty street, Fredonia, N. Y.: “Most of 
the writers in the Obsession Court, so 
far as I have read, have made a decid
edly creditable record. Dr. Peebles is 
a wonder. At 83 years of age he writes^ 
as vigorously as at 40 and is constantly 
at work, more industriously than most 
young men who are counted enterpris
ing. Prof. Loveland, still older, is a 
marvel of intellectual clearness and 
vigor. And he, too, does an amount of 
intellectual work that few young men 
accomplish. Both are splendid supports 
to rational, progressive, spiritualizing 
Spiritualism, notwithstanding their op
posite views on some vital questions. 
Dr. Peebles’ work on Reincarnation 
must make many think, and it seems to 
me must shake the faith of its disci
ples; but it is a difficult task to change 
the faith that is rooted in metaphysical 
and religious speculation and assump
tion. ‘Convince a man against his will, 
and he is of the same opinion still.’ But 
thinking will work the confusion out 
and clear the way for sober reason. 
Mrs. Howe Is not yet free from the In
jury she received by a, terrible fall, just 
six days before my fall; but we are both 
slowly improving. I expect to be able 
to walk, run, jump, work, and fill any 
engagements I may have for lectures, 
camps, or funerals.'- This injury, and 
the Illness that preceded it in October, 
have set me back four months; but I do 
not anticipate any iriore such within the 
next eight years.”

Henrietta Llchtig writes from Water
loo, Iowa: “I have been engaged con
stantly in my work in this city for the 
past six months. The attendance and 
interest manifested at my meetings are 
increasing each week. "I would like en
gagements «with societies in other cities 
as a platform test and message medi
um; also desire camp engagements.”

Chas. H. Greene writes: “Mrs. Ham
ilton Gill delivered an address before 
the Rising Sun Spiritual Mission, Sun
day afternoon, Jan. 1, 1905. It was a 
plain, straightforward statement of 
facts and Interested everyone who 
heard her. Mr. Barnes, Mrs. L. J. Jac
quet and Mrs. Gill gave some very in
esting tests, and kept their auditors -in
terested m these demonstrations of 
spirit communion. That evening Mrs. 
J. L. Fravel offered an inspirational lec
ture of more than ordinary Interest, and 
was both Interesting and instructive. 
Mrs. N. E. Hill and Mrs. S. Thompson 
also offered psychometric readings and 
tests. Sunday afternoon, Jan. 15, in
stead of a regular lecture the services 
will consist of tests by Mrs. M. An
drews, Mrs. S. Thompson, Mrs. A. Gif
ford and Mrs. S. Dill. Dr. J. A. McFar
land will deliver a specially selected 
lecture that evening and will be fol
lowed by spirit messages. The Pro
gressive Lyceum meets every Sunday 
afternoon at 2 o'clock. The services 
of the mission are held every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. We 
will hold a reception and ball every 
third Wednesday of each month at the 
People’s Institute. We cordially invite 
all to attend.”

J. G. writes: “For the third time

is also engaged to lecture for the New 
Era. Union Spiritualist Church, Sunday, 
January 22, in Masonic Temple, fourth 
floor, at 11 a. m. and . 8 p.m. He will 
make engagements for other dates. Ad
dress 1058 Washington Blvd., Chicago.

Etta G. Stockwell writes, from Water
town, N. Y.: "Georgia Gladys Cboley 
has closed a two months’ engagement 
with our society, leaving us in an all- 
around better condition than-we have 
experienced in some time. We have 
found her a woman of extraordinary 
ability, and willing, nay, anxious, at all 
times to lend her forces for the good of 
all concerned, if we were to mention 
the many ways she found to bring hope, 
happiness and success to all whom she 
met, as well as bringing out the ambi
tion and honest effort needed to sustain 
our society In support of our cause, we 
would submit a record of work so well 
done as to need no commendation. As 
It Is, we are simply better for having 
had her with us end we hope she can 
arrange her time so as to bo with us 
again in the near future. George 
Brooks is serving our society this 
month, and after one Sunday with us, 
we see that his work blds fair to uphold 
the same standard of excellence he has 
maintained elsewhere in the past.”

Isabella Powderly writes: "The Spir
itual Truth Society has given way to 
the Englewood Spiritual Union to re
sume, as It has had a long and profitable 
rest financially. I earnestly hope it will 
move along successfully and harmoni
ously, and that each one will feel it a 
duty and pleasure to stand by the chair
man, Mr. N. Suejght, in doing whatever 
he may think for the best. Having had 
some experience I can say it Is no light

' All SpirttuaMs in the state of New 
Jersey who gplleije in;local and state 
organization*, and are desirous of hav
ing missionary work in tlielr respective 
communities, are requested to corre
spond with Itey.jii. C. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street, Newark, N. J., with regard 
to the matter. Mr. Dorn is duly author
ized by the N. S. A. to represent its in
terests in New Jersey in this particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

Canaan, Pres. N, S. A.

Junday, January 15, 1905, 8. E. 57; 
"What Is Success!" .

Gem of Thought:—
"He is most successful who succeeds 

In iiiaking his own Me perfect."
For Information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet ot the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

Mrs. May 8, Pepper Almost Passes 
- Over at the Close of a Reading 

in Brooklyn, '

this church.
Dr. Beverly writes: "The Spiritual 

Science Society at Arlington Hall, 31st 
street and Indiana avenue, has engaged 
Mrs. J. B. Harris ot Niagara Falls for 
the month of January. She is one of 

- the most wonderful platform mediums 
before the public. She will be at the 
hall afternoon and evening, and give 

7 tests that will astonish and convince 
: you. Remember our next party will be 

a benefit balloon Saturday evening, 
' February. AS.These parties are so free 
: from bad influences of beer, etc., that 

; they are drawing a fine class of PeeP1® 
'who enjoy a clean entertainment All 
are welcome.”
; W. S; Franklin writes: “I greet you 
at the beginning 01’ the new year, 1905, 
with-a, thankful heart for the privilege 
of reading your great moral and relig
ious weekly, which enlightens our dark 
minds upon so many Spiritual subjects. 
There Is nothing that so encourages 
discouraged souls in this life as to 
learn that heaven Is a happy condition 
of the soul here and forever. There is 
nothing upon this mundane sphere that 
so elevates a human being as a Itnowl- 
edge of virtue, honesty, love of human
ity, and the work of building a pure 
soul here and now, so that it may at
tain the highest degree of morality and 
spiritual thought. Intelligent beings 
can reach that blessed state through 
love and spirit power, by cultivation of 
the moral and spiritual senses within 

- the human soul. Man’s spiritual pow
ers can excel his physical and intellect
ual faculties, under good spirit influ
ence, so that he may become a great 

\soul; but, the work should be com- 
Nnenced In the morning of life, before

Veing tainted with evil impressions, and 
nse continued by constant effort until 
¿greend.” , >

within the last two months, we deemed 
it advisable to have Rev. Harry J. 
Moore of Chicago, who 1b now working 
as missionary under the auspices of the 
Iowa State Association, to come to 
White Pigeon, Iowa, and deliver a se
ries of lectures. He has lectured in our 
hall the last two Sundays to good and 
appreciative audiences. I have heard 
him lecture at Marshalltown and Water
loo camps, but it seems to me that he is 
very rapidly gaining in his ability to 
eloquently and logically present the 
great truths contained in both the phe
nomena and philosophy of our scientific 
religion. He is not only reputed to be 
one of the youngest speakers in our 
ranks, but he is also considered one of 
the best orators as well. He. will al
ways find warm hearts and large audi
ences to greet his future visits to White 
Pigeon. The State Association has 
made no mistake in employing his str- 
vices. w

Albert P. Bllnn writes trom Philadel
phia, Pa.: "The Philadelphia Spiritual
ists Association continues to meet ev
ery Friday evening at 8 o’clock and ev
ery Sunday at 2:30 p. m., and 7:30 p. m. 
in Handel and Haydn Hall, corner 8th 
apd Spring Garden streets, the services 
as usual b< ‘ng well attended." Edgar 
W. Emerson served the society during 
the month of November to" very appreci-

task to conduct a meeting successfully, 
so let me urge members of societies ev
erywhere to stand close to the officers 
of their respective organizations, and 
sustain them by their best thoughts and 
money. I desire to tender my heartfelt 
thanks for the good will shown me in 
my splf-appointed task of holding the 
Spiritualists of Englewood together dur
ing the inaction of the E. S. U.”

Dr. J. H. Randall, secretary of the 
Spiritualist League, writes: “The meet
ing of the Chicago Spiritualists League, 
Jan. 3, was well attended. Dr. Warne, 
president of the league, presided. He 
made some very appropriate remarks to 
set the audience to thinking upon the 
importance of integrity of character— 
truthfulness, purity and honesty on the 
part of a people desiring to be a power 
upon existing institutions able to effect 
changes in them for the, betterment of 
the -world for mankind. Especially did 
bis remarks bear upon what has been 
expressed by Tennyson in the following 
lines:
” ‘How pure in heart and sound in head, 

With what divine affections bold, 
Should be the man whose thought 

would hold
An hour’s communion with the dead.’ 
Dr. J. H. Randall opened the services 
with prayer. Miss Parke Stinson gave 
a very soul-stirring piece of music on 
the piano, and was heartily applauded. 
Mrs. Schumacher, Mrs. Aitken, and 
Mrs. Nora Hill gave readings, with 
which the audience seemed pleased. 
Mr. H. F. Arnold, our- young but very 
promising, able and scholarly lectuier; 
gave an address upon ‘Independent 
Slate-writing,’ that enlisted the interest 
of the audience from start to finish. 
Mr. Mullen, Mr. Stabler,. Mrs,. Tref tn er, 
Mrs. Waite, Dr. J. H. Randall and oth
ers made remarks upon the subject dis
cussed by Mr. Arnold, that held the at
tention of the audiencg;. It was evident 
that judging the quietness of the audi
ence from the opening to the closing of 
the exercises, that it was deeply inter
ested, and from the number in attend
ance, that these monthly meetings of 
the League afford great satisfaction. It 
is with pleasure that we can announce 
that these public meetings will be held 
by the League the first Tuesday every 
month at 7:45 p. m., to which everybody 
is cordially invited, and that at each 
meeting some topic pertinent to Spirit
ualism will be presented, and a chance 
lor the psychics to testify for the Spir
its, and to reveal all they are capable 
of about the secret powers of the hu-. 
man soul and spiiit. I would be pleased 
to hear from Spiritualist societies, and 
isolated Spiritualists in Chicago and 
surrounding towns, who may be inter
ested and disposed to affiliate with our 
work. Address me at No 1058 Wash
ington Blvd, Chlci go.”

-Sarah S. Rockhill writes from Alli
ance, Ohio: “Will you kindly allow me 
to report in part the very interesting 
and Important lectures now being given 
in the Independent church .through the

R. J. Barges writes from Newport, 
Ky.: “Your paper m doing a great work 
for the causffpf p!>irl'tuallsm, and I 
would feel Itftt if Fdld not receive it ev
ery week. 'W file higher spiritual 
forces help and guide you'in your work 
this coming year, arid may you go on 
and on with youf good work.. Our good 
friend, Dr. J. O. Ku Hewitt, has been 
with our society,, tee First Temple So- 
cipt», for the past three months, and 
has done' a splendid work here. We 
have taken in Eleven new members, 
and are very much pleased with his' 
work while here. He is an honest and 
fearless worker i'or the cause, and has 
made many sacrifices for his conscience 
sake and the cause of Spiritualism. 
Any society wishing a good, honest 
worker whose efforts ‘wiU lpave a last
ing iriipresslon lor good, cannot make 
a mistake in securing him as their 
speaker. He is often for engagements 
at present and' hi^address Is, Dr. J. O. 
M. Hewitt, 533 W. Madison street, Chi
cago, III.”

Secretary writes: “We have just 
bought a lot for 8^501), 35 feet front, 
and 102 deep, tp^rect a temple thereon 
as soon as we'epp ¡arrange for It—a 
place that Grand Rapids may be proud 
of, and ask that anyone who can, to 
send a dollar to al^ us (or more). We 
will gladly recelvp, such donations and 
send acknowledgment of the same. We 
are asking all who can aid ub, to do so, 
and this will help lighten the load of 
the few in Grand Rapids. Address Lou 
E. Johnson,'secretary, Wellington Flats,

There was a.tragic scene In the First 
Spiritualist Church to-night when Mrs. 
May 8. Pepper, one of the foremost 
Spiritualistic readers in America, was 
stricken with heart disease and almost 
passed over at the close of a demon
stration. Mrs. Pepper had a slight 
seizure just prior to the evening's exer
cises, but recovered and proceeded to 
give an exhibition of her powers. As 
customary with these meetings, those 
in the audience desiring a reading or a 
communication with a spirit, placed on 
the reader’s dealt an article formerly 
belonging to or associated with the de
departed one from whom they desired 
the message. Several testa were given 
this way.

Mrs. Pepper closed the meeting with 
a benediction, and while the audience 
was discussing her remarkable powers 
she staggered to a room at the rear of 
the platform, and fell unconscious. Her 
fall was plainly heard. Attempts to re
store her proved futile, and two physi
cians were summoned. She recovered 
sufficiently to be taken home in a cab. 
Her condition Is considered serious.— 
Chicago Tribune, Jan. 8.
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PREMIUMS.

OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND UQW 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual* 
letlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines ot 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro* 
gresslve Thinker.

5th floor, or the president, Dr. W. O. 
Knowles, 247 Coade avenue, Grand Rap
ids, Mich. Societies wishing Dr.

ative audiences, and the writer, Albert 
P. Bllnn, was to have served during the 
month of December, but as he was en
gaged at Lynn, on Sunday, Dec. 4, Mr. 
Wheeler occupied the platform on that 
day, giving two. excellent discourses, 
and the writer served the balance of 
the month, the lectures being followed 
with readings and messages by Mrs. 
Luce. Next month, Prof. Wm. M. Lock
wood will be the speaker, this being 
the twelfth successive year that the 
Professor has lectured before the asso
ciation. Following Prof. Lockwood’s 
engagement will come Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, George Brooks and Mr. Wheeler. 
On the evening of January 18, Mrs. 
May S. Pepper will hold a benefit se
ance, this being the only time she 
could be secured. The lyceum under 
the management of Mr. and Mrs. Mc- 
Glenn is in a thriving condition, and 
the association under the management 
of President Thomas M. Locke, and his 
efficient wife, and board of trustees, is 
doing splendid work for the cause in 
the Quaker City.” ' . ■ "

Dr. J. H. Randall is engaged to lec
ture for the Rising -. Sun Spiritualist

mediumship of Mrs. D. A. Morrill, the 
invincible orator' who spoke Sunday 
morning on the very Important subject 
ot “Heredity,” saying in part—“The 
fact of the effect of personal character 
and environments of the parent upon 
the life and character of the unborn 
has become established as a scientific 
verity. And when people wake up to 
the awful knowledge that they are re
sponsible for the character of their off
spring—whether they shall be a curse 
to themselves and their fellows or a 
beautiful and wise character, radiating 
joy, love and helpful influences to all; 
when we as a people fully realize this 
most important fact and shall so order 
our lives, the result will soon be felt 
in a nobler and higher race of beings 
who, being generated right, shall have 
no need of re-geaeration. Then moth
erhood shall be felt to be as it really 
is—the highest office on earth. Through 
parenthood, thoughtful,’ Intelligent and 
consecrated, then must the world look 
for its advancement in physical, mental, 
moral and spiritual unfoldment As 
the poet, Ella Wheeler Wilcox has.said: 
‘Whoever is bdrn of pure love and 
comes into life welcomed and desired 
is of immaculate conception and may be 
another Christ, a Savior of mankind.’ 
In the evening a large audience listened 
to a wonderful dissertation oh the pow
er of thought Mrs. Morrill’s messages 
or tests given after the evening’s lec
ture are wonderful in their directness 
and all are recognized. Mrs. Flora Rus
sell’s sweet songs added to the harmony 
and enjoyment of the meetings.”

J. F. Kremblebin writes: “Please al
low me space to correct a mistake that 
has been! published no less than four 
times within the last twelve months.- In 
No. 789 of The Progressive Thinker, W. 
S. Franklin of Bedford; Iowa,' quotes St 
Paul as Baying that he had been caught 
up to the third heaven, and there saw 
things that were not lawful for him to 
utter. Please turn to II. Cor., 12:2, and 
see what Paul says. He makes no 
such claim. He says: ‘I knew a man in 
Christ above fourteen years ago [as 
much as to say, I was acquainted with a 
man that was a Christian or a believer 
In Christ]; whether in the body I can-
not tell, or whether out of the body 1

Mission, Sunday, January 15, and Sun
day, March 5, and is the conductor of 
the Mission lyceum, which has services 
every Sunday at 2 p. m., in People’s In-

cannot tell. God knoweth.’ As much 
as to say, T cannot tell if this man is 
living in the mortal body any more, or 
if he is in spirit life.’ If people would 
only read the scriptures for themselves 
and not believe so much what others
tell them, there would be less confusion

Knowles’ services, for lecture and mes
sages this year, 1905, can secure them 
at reasonable terms ; also funerals etc.” 

Harry Witzleben writes: “The Nortn 
Star Spiritual Union celebrated its 
Christmas festival pn the evening of De
cember 25, in its ball, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, which preyed to be a most suc
cessful entertainment of the season. 
The hall was filled and the grown as 
well as the children,were, delighted with 
thé way everything had been arranged 
lor the reception ofeold. Santa Claus. A 
splendid .large Christmas tree was 
placed at the head;,of the center aisle. 
The tree itself, as well as the floor, was 
litgrally covered, with presents. After 
songs were sang by some, and others 
had given reptations, old Santa made 
his appearance in e. very becoming man
ner, and the.applause which was given 
him, was a pçpoî tligt his presence was 
appreciated by all.y After the children 
had been questioned by Santa Claus for 
a few minuté, piesents were distrib
uted to the plfier ;api well as the chil
dren, not on-going-!out empty-handed. 
Mrs. Johanna Rocman, the medium for 
the society, wps prçgented with a costly 
present in th^shepp of a.center piece, 
as an appreqiqtiono-for her untiring 
work for the'^goodj/of the society. It 
certainly was an evening of delight and 
pleasure, andj<conipy meets and praises 
foy the splendjè arrangements were ten
dered the yoypg apd energetic society 
from all slfiep.”,, 1;
' rSara, l&iHart Wflteh'iffom Georgla: 
“Every week'l;thank you find the pow
erful band of progressive thinkers, both 
in the body and cut, who aid you In 
making a paper so wide in thought, so 
courageous, so tar-seeing, bo well 
adapted to the needs of all inquiring 
minds. You have my heartfelt congrat
ulations for your success.”

A. C. Doane writes: “With your con
sent, I would like to draw the attention 
of your many intelligent readers, to 
Gerald Massey's bdok, called The His
torical Jesus and the Mythical Christ, 
or Natural Genesis and Typology of 
Equinoctial Christology. Ip my estima
tion it contains thé' key that unlocks 
the safe where the mystical Christ and 
his virgin mother were clothed with the 
garments of priest ferait and passed off 
on-humanity ad a. historical fact. Ger
ald Massey and Thomas Paine have left 
a monument in the minds of all the in
telligent thinkers.of humanity, that will 
last when their enemies will be forgot
ten.” '

Miss Eva L. Stewart, ' secretary 
writes: “At the annual meeting ot the 
Hyde Park Occult Society the following 
were elected as officers for the ensuing 
year; W. M. Enslow, president; H. T. 
Stewart, vice-president; J. A. Bostedo, 
recording secretary; Mrs. O. B. Wilson, 
financial secretary; O. E. Kropp, treas
urer, and Miss Eva L. Stewart, corre
sponding secretary. Mr. Chas E. Buss 
and Mrs. E. Kline, in unison with the 
above constitute, the board of trustees. 
There were also an auditing committee, 
a committee on music and an advertis
ing committee consisting of three mem
bers each; a visiting committee consist
ing of seven members. We are an in
corporated society under the laws of the 
state and are a chartered society of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association. 
We have been organized two years and 
own our hall furnishings, and mining 
stock of the United, States Mica and 
Milling Company, of Micanite, Colo., 
which Mrs.M.L. Fitts and Mr. Jones of 
the company kindly donated to the so
ciety a year ago, for the frlendship-they 
had for our first and best medium, Mrs. 
E. Kline. We gave a banquet on 
Wednesday evening, Jan. 4, being the 
second anniversary of orir organization. 
Our dances are well-iattended and all 
seem to enjoy ■ themselves. Norton’s 
Orchestra is a^nove^y, and worth the 
price to hear.ulWepjiall, continue them 
during the season 014 every Thursday 
night Admission, gpptiemen, 25 cents; 
ladies, 15 cenjj. Cprne all and have a 
good time. Refreshments free.”

Louise E. Zimmerman writes from El
mira, N. Y;: "-The annual seryices are 
being held at -tbecsFlrst Spiritualist 
Church of this cltyttand meeting with 
success in attendance and growing 
membership. I Mrs. iR. W. Barton con
tinues giving 3fiuch siood for thought 
and growth tfirouglfithe truths voiced 
and comfort thfoughrthe messages. The 
annual eloctlon'for tee year occurred at 
a recent datepwhenfthe following were 
elected: President, F. Evans; vice
president, Mrs^C. D. MacNeil; secre
tary, Louise E.r Zimmerman; treasurer, 
Silas W. Bevier; .-trustees, Mrs. M. E. 
Stroman, Mrs., M. ■ J., C. Marvin, Mrs. 
Harriet Rice, Mrs, C. Bowne and 
Benj. Rhodes. , The.soclal and watch
meeting held.at the church New Year’s 
eve was another laurel in the endeavor 
of the Ladies’" Aid Society to promote 
social success and the feeling of good 
fellowship for all. The church was well 
filled throughout .the evening; the mu
sical programme, consisting of vocal so
los by little Miss 1 Mildred Shipley, In
strumental solo by Dana Blodgett and 
inspirational instrumental solo by A. 
Sawln.was greatlÿ <en joy cd. .The psy-

Symes and A. Sawin gave great satis
faction to those receiving, and an in
crease to the treasury. During the 
evening Mrs. Barton, under the con
trolling influence of Dakota, gave sev
eral tests and messages among the vis
itors that were. greatly appreciated. 
The home made fried cakes and coffee 
served in the dining room netted an in
crease to the funds of the Aid. At 11:40 
all present joined in singing America 
after which Mrs. Barton gave a short 
address for thè closing moments of the 
year, enjoining each one to seek the 
way of thankfulness for the experiences 
of the past and a better understanding 
of themselves/for the best results and 
greater blessings for the year so near 
at hand. With the singing of the Dox
ology the old year closed the door of 
1904 and 1905 opened a new page, clean»
and unspotted to receive its record of 1 
time; after which the benediction by 
Mrs. Barton closed the first watch-meet
ing held in the First Spiritualist 
Church with the feeling of love and 
good will to all. Sunday evening, the 
controlling Intelligence of Mrs. Barton 
gave a soul-stirring and inspiring ad
dress upon ‘The Soul’s Heritage, How 
Obtained. She said in part: ‘Thoughts 
are things and the unkind, unloving 
thought sent out will bear its returning 
strength of inharmony and unhappi
ness, to be 'overcome only by and 
through the power of love, that con
quers all that is not of perfection. The 
loving thought and kindness returns 
with greater strength, and Its attendant 
awakening of the aspiring soul to a 
higher and more perfect realization ot 
its divinity, vibrating with all that is 
brightest and best in nature, uplifting 
arid inspiring to higher and greater ef
forts.’ ” "

D. Feast writes from Baltimore, Md.: 
“Dr. Austin began his pastorate with 
the First Spiritual Church, Jan. 1, 1905, 
at the Lyceum. He made a few remarks 
to the "Lyceum and friends, which were 
cordially received. The doctor has en
tered into the work with a hearty good 
will. At 8 p. m. he faced a fair-sized 
audience, considering that the day was 
a sort of holiday. He took no regular 
text on which to base his remarks, but 
devoted the time to the general outlin
ing of the work that he proposed to do. 
He said, in part, that Spiritualism does 
not claim to be supernatural ; that all is 
the outgrowth of natural law. Spirit
ualism teaches all good, all truth, all 
justice and all harmony. It stands for 
the good and pure in all the avenues of 
life. He earnestly besought the con
gregation to live up to the teachings ot 
our beautiful philosophy, His address 
was most cordially received. The choir 
rendered beautiful music for the occa
sion. Mies Lula Hiltz again favored 
the congregation with one of her beau
tiful songs entitled ‘Baby Fingers 
Touching Harps of Gold.’ t was most 
beautifully rendered. There was abso
lute silence in the church when the 
young lady rose to sing. It seemed as 
if the golden gates of the spirit world 
were thrown wide open when she began 
to sing. The spirit of some singer is 
evidently with the fair singer, as it is 
not of the earth earthy, but surely com
ing from the spirit world. Her singing 
is 'quite a feature of ' the service and 
draws many to hear her charming 
voice. We expect that much good will 
result from Dr. Austin’s stay with us. 
Our lyceum continues to grow, and 
when Mr. Brooks returns in the fall, 
which we hope he will do, he will find 
that the lyceum will be on hand to cor
dially receive him.” .

Elizabeth Dolphin writes: “The En
glewood Spiritual Union re-opened its 
Sunday meetings, Jan. 1, 1905. Mrs. 
Clara L. Stewart spoke very impressive
ly tò an appreciative audience, followed 
by spirit messages from the mediums 
present Mrs. Stewart also addressed 
the audience Sunday evening, Jan. 8. 
For the last two Sundays of the month 
we expect to have Dr. Warne, state 
president, speak lor us. Come and en
joy the feast.”

Occult Scientists meet every Sunday 
at 7:30 p. m., In Grand Boulevard Hall, 
corner 47th street and Grand Boulevard. 
Lectures, music and proof positive tests. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor. Residence, 
3000 Indiana avenue.

MRS. CLARA WATSON, A NOTED 
LECTURER, RESIDING AT JAMES
TOWN, N. Y., WRITES: “I LOANED 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER CON
TAINING THE OPEN COURT ARTI
CLES TO MY NEIGHBORS, AND 
THEY HAVE BECOME SO INTER
ESTED, THEY WANT THE PAPER, 
AND REALLY, I DO NOT SEE HOW 
ANY LIBERAL-MINDED PERSON 
CAN DO WITHOUT IT.”

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “New 
Year's services were observed at the 
Universal Occult Society amid a great 
spirit of enthusiasm. Evangelist F. M. 
Stoller preached a delightful sermon. 
He said in part: Tn looking over the 
field of spiritual advancement or spirit- 
nal awakening, and glancing backward 
In a review of reviews of the inevitable 
result drawn from the great ocean of in
finite intelligence, we recognize the 
growing Interest in the progress of Spir
itualism, and realize an irresistible im
pulse to gratify an eager desire to ac
cumulate knowledge of the higher plane 
of life. Never in the history of our 
cause has this restless spirit of anxiety

Prof. Lockwood, the Scientist has re
moved from Buffalo, N, Y., to Philadel
phia, Pa. He can be addressed as fol
lows: Grant Hotel, 8 th and Spring 
Garden streets.

Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society held its regular an
nual business meeting and election of 
officers Monday evening, Jan. 2, at the 
opening of which, with a few remarks, 
Dr. H; A. Cross, the retiring president, 
announced to the society that after that 
evening the membership of himself and 
Mrs. Cross would cease for reasons 
best known to themselves, after which 
the regular orlsr ot the meeting con
tinued—revision of by-laws, election of 
officers, etc. The society elected Dr. 
and Mrs. Cross as honorary members. 
Everything went off smoothly and har
moniously, and there is no reason why 
the Society should not flourish and go 
onward and upward in its work as in 
the past. They have our best wishes 
for their success. Any future corre
spondence will be addressed to Miss 
Eva L. Stewart, 543 East 55th street, 
the new corresponding secretary.”

W. E. Garratt writes: “The well- 
known medium, Mrs. M. Bartel, of 
Cripple Creek, Colo., is holding a series 
of meetings at Belmond, Iowa.”

F. M. H. writes from Detroit, Mich.: 
"Spiritual services were held by the 
Earnest Workers at their fine hall, 333 
Michigan avenue, Detroit, on Sunday 
evening, Jan. 1. Mrs. Mary Stein, pas
tor of the society, delivered a soul-stir
ring invocation, which was followed by 
a fine address from Mr. Thos Bawden, 
in his usual eloquent style. The sub
ject was, ‘The Failure of Old Spiritual
ism,’ which was followed by beautiful 
convincing spirit messages through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Dr. Fish. The 
choir rendered some line music for the 
occasion. The evening was rendered 
more enjoyable by the presentation of a 
handsome opal ring, set with diamonds, 
given by the Earnest Workers and 
friends to their pastor, Mrs. Mary 
Stein, as a recognition of the grand
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work she is doing to 
The presentation was 
quent manner by Mr. 
which was gracefully

uplift humanity, 
made in an elo- 

Thos Bawden, 
accepted by the

pastor in'a feeling manner. Mr. Baw
den closed with a beautiful benedic
tion and we all felt it was good to have 
started the New Year with loving 
thoughts and deeds. The society 1b do
ing a grand work and progressing 
finely.”

E. J. Franklin, secretary, writes: "We 
had a good audience Sunday at the New 
Era Union Spiritualists Church. Dr. 
John Kenworthy spoke in the morning, 
and Dr. A. C. Gustafson in the evening. 
The lectures were instructive and In
teresting. Mrs. Cowan gave some spirit 
messages. We especially invite the me
diums to make it their church home, a 
New Union. All are welcome. Admis
sion free. Collection taken. Hall 412 
Masonic Temple. Dr. D. S. White lec
tures for us Sunday, Jan. 15, morning
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John D. Vail, president, -writes from
Marshalltown, Iowa: “The State Spirit
ualists convention of Iowa, is to be 
held at Des Moines, Jan. Is to 21 inclu
sive. We expect the following medi
ums and speakers: Jennie Hagan 
Brown, of Texas; Harry J. Moore, Chi
cago; Mr. Max Hoffmann and Mrs. Mc
Coy of Iowa, message bearers. We 
may also have with us Mrs. M. Theresa 
Allen of Springfield, Mo., and several 
others of note. All persons are cor- 

(Continued on page 8.)
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Do You Suffer with Asthma?
If you do, you will be interested in

knowing that the Kola Plant, a new bot
anic discovery found on the Congo 
River, West Africa, is pronounced an 
assured cure for Asthma. Most mar
velous cures are wrought by this new 
plant, when all other remedies fail. 
It is really a most wonderful discovery.

Mr. R. Johnson, Sr., a prominent citizen of 
Grand Forks, N. Dak., writes: I tried twenty 
Shysicians and changes of climate without re

ef, but was completely cured by the Kola Com
pound after fifty years suffering. Dr. W. H. 
Vail, an eminent physician of St. Louis, Mo., 
writes that he tried Hlmalya on several differ
ent cases of Asthma with satisfactory results

;• 
i-

so thoroughly manifested itself as 
the present time.'"

Wm. Fitch Ruffle arrived safely
Louisville, Ky., ..and sends greetings

at

in 
to

all Spiritualist societies . and friends. 
His meeting was a successful one. He 
says: "My phase consists of psychome- 
try, clairvoyance, inspirational lectur
ing; and telepathy, under blindfolded 
conditions. Our present address is 644 
Fifth avenue, Louisville, Ky. I will be 
pleased to hear from any society desir
ing my services.”

W. Brockway writes: “We have se
cured the Grand Boulevard Hall, corner 
47th street and Grand Boulevard, for 
permanent location. This is one of the 
finest and most convenient halls In the 
city (seating capacity Six hundred), 
where we shall endeavor to place Spir
itualism on a standing which will be 
above reproach. A collection of 15 
cents will be made at the door to defray 
expenses. I have always considered 
The Progressive Thinker as one of the 
best advocates of our cause published.”

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown will leave 
Holliston, Mass., about January 8, and 
can "be addressed from the 8 th to the 
12th at Buffalo, N. Y., No. 247 South Di
vision street. After this. Mrs. :• Brown 
will receive mail at Thé Progressive 
Thinker office. She will make engage
ments during the month of January for- 
different points ' near , Chicago and

in every case. Hrs. Millie Borchers, Amanda, 
Ohio, writes: I suffered with Asthma twelve 
years until the Kola Compound cured me. Mrs. 
W. E.Murzlttroyd, North Chatham, N Y., writes, 
I suffered for several years with Asthma and 
could get no relief until I used the Kola Com
pound which cured me. Hundreds of similar 
letters have been received by the Importers, 
copies of which they will be pleased to send you.

To prove to you beyond doubt Its 
wonderful curative power, the kola Im
porting Company, No. 1161 Broadway 
New York, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free by mail to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very fair, and we advise sufferers to 
send for a case. It costs you nothing 
and you sneuid surely try it

L TC* °.®cu,t Ll*e °f Jesus, by Alex 
ander Smythe, a medium of rark

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Land? 
Transcribed by A. Farnese a u,\?Lan?8’ 
English medium. ' ' n(ferful

9—The Religion of Man and Ethlr. Science, by Hudaon Tuttle. Eth,cs of
10—Seers of the Ages, or ..

Past and Present, by Dr. J. m Peeh|Sm 
11-The Great Debate Between m J“' Hull and W. F. Jamieson. Mo8ea

READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 
REMITTING.

When you send in your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, caretully 
look over the books which you desire in 
this list, and send for them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely in
teresting. They are elevating in tone 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

In conclusion, bear tn mind that the 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only 9222, illustrating the 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was nevei 
known before oh this material plane.

Address all orders to •
J. R. FRANCIS, 

40 Loomis StreeLChlcago, Illinois.

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our Hission to Ento (liars)

She will be glad to

BOOK REVIEW.

Twice a Man. A Psychological Ro
mance. By Clark H. Bronson. Bron
son & Co., publishers, Chicago. Cloth, 
J1.50. -

As well stated by the publishers, this 
is a psychological "romance in which hu
mor and pathos, sentiment arid philos
ophy are combined. . The strange story 
of a man who lived a double life, not be
cause he wanted to, but because he had 
to. It interests and benefits,- never 
wearies. The work is profusely illus
trated and handsomely bound.

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress. k 
Ì

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience ot 
a woman whose highest atm is to ac- • 
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live IL and to offer to others ; 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light ..

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book'is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price ?1.50. .

“fl GtianGB to Make MonBu”
I made 1127,00 In twenty-throe ‘days selling the 

“Economy Gas Tip,” wh ich saves S3 per cent pns 
to the consumer and Improves the Upht by 60 per 
cent. Every family will buy. It'S like xjotning 
money. I pet my tips from the »’Economy Light 
Co ” Drawer 65. fit, Louis. Mo. Send them 19 Scent 
stamps and tht y will send yon outfit and start you 
In business with territory. They want a Manager 
ineaebtown. . _ ~ _ . . . _

. “Love—Sex— Immortality.” By Dr.
,W.'P. Phelon. Price 25 cento. .

Cleveland, Ohio. ___ _ — _ _ „-------
apeak at any point not too distant, on

cnic reauiugs uy,mns. xv. week-evenings. Will answer calls to
Mrs. Mary. B.' Slriiman, Mra.' Mary attend funerals.’
chic readings by ..Mrs. __ R. _W. Barton

WOMAN:thinker's ïntenmliousb Congress. Chicago, XU., 7/ 
October, 1883- By Susan H. wixon. price, I0O.A
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the very greatest philosopher of the western hemisphere should have 
long been associated with the name of Concord as the place of his abode, 
¡Homes are ominous, in many instances, and it often happens that some 

. seeming chance of circumstance brings persong and places together with 
Bingular appropriateness in their titles, It seems worthy of passing 
comment that almost every distinguished literary American who flour
ished during the nineteenth century is known to fame by three consecu
tive ijames, all of which.have been generally applied to him, and without 
internl ing to justify any inordinate superstition it may be pardonable to 

...call attention to the significance of a good triple cognomen. ,
The three planes of human expression—moral, intellectual and phys

ical-need to be well developed in a man or woman of genius, and there 
is a fitting rhythmic melody in a name which is harmoniously triune. 

.Ralph Waldo Emerson was contemporaneous with Henry Wadsworth 
. Longfellow, William Lloyd Garrison, John Greenleaf Whittier, William 
Cullen Bryant, Oliver Wendell Holmes, James Freeman Clarke, Edward 
Eyerett Hale, and a great many other noble bards, authors, preachers, 
lecturers and distinguished men and women generally, among whom
Henry Ward Beecher and Harriet Bepcher Stowe will never be forgot
ten. It is with Epiersqn as a man of triple genius that the world has 
been concerned, for he who has been called “The American Plato” 
served his age in three distinct capacities—as essayist, poet and public 
speaker.

As 1903 was the Emerson Centennial Year, so much has recently been 
published concerning this very remarkable man that the leading feat
ures of his career are familiar to multitudes, but so striking is his indi
viduality that thb theme of his life seems endless. Educated for the 
Unitarian ministry, and installed as minister of one of Boston’s truly 
historic churches, the Second Unitarian Society, he seems never to have 
been thoroughly suited-to the comparatively confining position of even 
a “liberal” religious minister; for, though Unitarianism is extremely 
broad, alike in profession and practice, there are limitations usually im
posed upon a pastor by a congregation that a thoroughly eclectic mind 
docs not sympathize with in all particulars. •

There was never any strife between Emerson and the good people 
who had engaged him as their minister, but he clearly expressed senti
ments not entirely in accord with the traditions of the society over 
which he was appointed minister, and as a man of uncompromising sin
cerity, such as he, can never resort to evasion or subterfuge, Emerson 

: declined to be longer hampered by any usages or traditions which, 
though, perhaps, beautiful in themselves and very helpful to certain 

’people, failed to commend themselves to his individual judgment and 
conviction. '

As an unattached worker, freed from the limits of any organization, 
Emerson did the major part of his life work. From at least one stand
point it may safely and conservatively/be declared that a perfectly free 
Worker can often do world-wide missionary work, of the highest grade, 

’ which could not be accomplished by the same individual were he con
fined within any ecclesiastical or other precincts. Theodore Parker 
had difficulties with his denomination on account of his religious rad
icalism, and no one has any right to speak harshly or disparagingly of 
those old-school Unitarians who practically disfellowshipped him. De

. nominations have their standards of doctrine and confessions of faith 
to which they are honorably pledged, and we have no just cause for 
complaint when some reputable body of people resolve to insist that cer
tain standards and usages be maintained among them which duly repre
sent the feelings and wishes of their majority.

Liberality of sentiment never voices itself in condemnation of con
servatism when conservatives are simply determined to carry on their 

..ownlegitimate work in the manner most agreeable to them; but to the 
freed soul, seeking liberty of thought and of speech outside traditional 

:.: walls, conservative limits may prove unduly hampering. Emerson has 
clearly shown us the worth of an individual to society at large, but he 
was no organizer in the customary definition of the word. As we study 

,-his essays we find how thoroughly consistent he is with his great doc
. trine of essential oneness; yet he praises a certain sort of inconsistency 

because he believes in growth and progress on the intellectual plane. 
The keynotes of his entire philosophy are sounded in the oft-quoted 

■'• sayings, “I am owner of the sphere; the seven stars and solar year,”

teViorJives when we confront a definite; situation. ; "Whether we have 
lived together in a past estate or not is by no means^heqlf-oblem with 
which we are actually confronted. : Ingenious endeavlh's ttfiexplain the 
why and wherefore of attraction, or the lack of it, beWveenMeertain indi
viduals may well be accounted superfluous, but the eiSistenfie of the at
traction, or its absence; is something with which we taust»ht all times 
reckon in the regulation of our conduct. The liiditatlons bf actual ter
restrial existence necessitate the apportioning of special work to special 
individuals. Consequently,, in the nature of necessityifcbmd'l.ieople must 
be where others are not; the only real question at issite Is,»Who are the 
individuals best adapted for certain specific situations’.! ■»

A careful study of “Circles” will serve to disabuse’ibunyian intellect 
of erroneous beliefs regarding neighborliness, for Emerson has: frankly 
and uncompromisingly expounded the wholesome philosophy of natural 
selection and elective affinity without using the scientific argument of 
Darwin, or entering into the romantic details which 'were dear to the 
heart of Goethe. In “Compensation” and in “Friendship” Emerson 
has reached altitudes of vision and penetrated profund depths of human 
experience which few of his contemporaries sought to scale or probe. 
Epictetus and a few other grand philosophers have treated.life as fairly 
and as optimistically, but few indeed, comparatively; have been the 
seers whose lynx-eyed vision has entitled them to exclaim with Brown
ing, “God’s in His heaven; all’s right with the world.”-. Pessimism is 
eating like a canker into the roots of modern philosophy; and its only, 
fruitage is misery and death. r . ' '

Emerson beheld through sane eyes a sane universe, afad he made-no 
apology for universal order. Like Fichte, prince among German phil
osophers, he agreed that life is blessedness, and never found it necessary 
to invent a devil to explain such of the phenomena of existence as in the 
judgment of less illumined thinkers denies the omnipotence of God. 
Deity to Emerson was all-einbracing; and though lie was no evader of 
pressing problems, he taught in his own inimitable waycthat beautiful 
and all sufficing Theistic faith in the presence of which conventional 
Christianity cuts a very sorry figure and presents a very-unsatisfactory 
solution of the problem of existence. To Emerson thefce.was no pitiful

0

H lecture bç
W. 3. Colville.-

, imd “J, the imperfect, adore my own perfect.”
; Paradox and enigma may often confront us as we, study .Emerson, but 

he is never self-contradictory. To him Paul or Pericles is no greater 
tlian any other man, andthis dethroning of heroes and abolition of hero- 

te^-^weaship has come a$ a^evere and painful shock to many a hero wor- 
- \ / shipper. There is nothing, however, in this dethronement of the hero1

from a fictitious eminence that carries more with it than Longfellow’s 
- accepted lines in “A Psalm of Life”—

“Lives of great men all remind us
, We can make our lives sublime.”

. If Emerson tells us in his essay on History that we are all inlets to 
\, .¿ne ocean, then it follows that the water of life in all cases must be-the 
7 game, and this brings us back to Paul’s. famous utterance recorded in 

( 'Acts, xvii, ‘ ‘ God has made of one blood all nations of men. ’ ’ Unity, not 
' uniformity, is the teaching of nature; such also is the teaching of Em

I erson- When we read “Circles” and “Spiritual Laws” we are intro
, 'duced to a doctrine of differentiation which harmonizes perfectly with 

the declaration in John, xiv, “In my father’s house are many abiding- 
places,” a gospel utterance which confirms much very ancient teaching 
concerning the spiritual universe, but undertakes to advance no new 
'doctrine/ Emerson helps us to a great extent over many difficult stiles, 
and especially does he render valuable assistance when we are discuss
ing right relations between self-interest and regard for neighbors.

Social relations are of necessity interdependent; we do not simply de
pend on others, nor are we, strictly speaking, independent; we all in
terdepend. I help you and you help me. Reciprocity and co-operation 
are words of no ambiguous meaning. Emerson does not foolishly tell 
us to love our neighbors better than ourselves or ourselves more than 
others, but he is content with emphasizing the dignity and royalty of 
every individual. One standard is never very difficult to comprehend, 
but double or multiple standards of morality are ultimately incompre
hensible. If I love my neighbor as myself and acknowledge our com
mon humanity, as expressed in any and every member of the human 

. race, I am not confronted with vexing problems concerning one kind of 
¡duty to self and other kinds of duties to neighbors.
' There is but one true standard and that is Equity. We meet many 
people who are willing to give, but unwilling to receive; ready to.do 
for others, but unready to allow others to do.for them. Here is manj- 

.. tested a false, because a double, standard. If you are willing to do a 
favor, you must be equally willing to receive a favor, seeing that as 
members of a united family it is a blessed privilege to live according to 
the law of mutual helpfulness. The vexed question of the dignity of 
labor was settled long ago by Emerson in his famous reference to mops, 
and brooms and those who handle them. Emerson and Bellamy taught 

» exactly alike on this point, and the views of both are being rapidly ac
cepted among thinkers everywhere. , ' .

In the earlier days of Emerson’s literary career Americans had not 
imbibed so freely as they have been recently imbibing of the sour wine 
of European class distinction. In the New England of old a man with 
a hoe was just as highly thought of as a man with a pen in hand—thus 
Emerson’s stirring words on the dignity of all rational and useful work 
were accepted fifty years or more ago across the Atlantic as typical 
'American philosophy. A plutocratic four hundred or six hundred priv
ileged entertainers of monkeys at dinner did not then exist in New York 
or Newport; aristocracy, if it existed in those days, depended jn this 
'Republic upon unmistakably super-simian attainments. Men and wo
men of letters and of exceptional refinement were .always honored in 
and around Boston, and Emerson was one of the most highly'esteemed 
among the literary elect. It was, therefore, particularly graceful and 
useful that he should champion the cause of those occupations which 
fell to the lot of others than himself, and by so doing he has placed him
self on record as a true sociologist. • . ■ . .

To Emerson’s understanding the ancient doctrine of spiritual rela
tionships seemed self-evident, for he never hesitated to declare, that 
there were certain people between whom and himself ¿0 other kinship 
existed than that of the common-bond of humanity. . “God has ap
pointed the bounds of their habitations” is a text from which an excel
lent sermon could well be preached containing no gepgraphicabrefer
ences. Psychic nearness or remoteness is a far more vital topic than 

’distinctness of race or locality of home, and surely this fact is amply il
lustrated directly we consider how closely intimate some people find 
thefnselves immediately they are introdueed, while it often happens that 
members óf the same'fainily spend almost a lifetime-under _the same 
■jnof and are still strangers to all the deeper interests of each other.

We must not become fanatical in our views of brotherhood, but fa- 
7 áaétiísS we arc sure to become if we persistently overlook the existence 

those minor circles within the-infinite circle which Emerson de- 
ibed So graphically. There is no need for speculation concerning an-

alternative- of endless, useless misery or annihilation.-for the “finally 
impenitent.” . , .

Emerson accepted the central truth of Universalism/ which is essen
tial to all sound theology, but without its historical Christological ac
companiment. To Emerson no one man was an infallible leader of 
other men ; thus he could never be ranked among exclusive Christians 
of any denomination, not excepting the most elastic. The historic un
fairness of orthodox Christianity to all outside its pale has made it in
cumbent on fearless thinkers to take an extra-Christian, which is not, 
however,..an anti-Christian attitude; .

Sectarianism is usually a warper of human sympathy, so apt are sec-, 
tarians to magnify the good in their own sect and minify the equal good 
outside. Emerson exploits no personal Messiah, but; leaves each soul 
free to seek and find divinity in its own way. No .great writer has 
proved more impartial and eclectic than he, though even Emerson was 
not entirely free from exhibited prejudice, but his prejudices were evi
dently fewer than those of most men. b.

It is in the field of biography that Emerson displays his critical and 
analytical east of intellect most clearly, and through tJUq-t group of es
says designated “Representative Men” we gain the fullest insight into 
his views concerning the spiritual universe. In the essay, titled “Uses 
of Great Men,” we are told that it is natural to believe in, them. The 
fine sentence “The world is upheld by the veracity ofigoodmen; they 
make the earth wholesome,” must find an answering Jecho in every 
thoughtful breast; but the particular use of heroes, »We rdre clearly 
shown, is to help all to become heroic. ‘ ‘ Other men are lenses through 
which we read our own minds,” is another epigrammatic gem from the 
same great essayist, and is there not boundless wealth' of..-encourage
ment in such a declaration, which, if followed to its Ultimate, compels 
us to agree with, its author that if any one of us canl-experience true 
admiration for an excellence that one is a possessor of such excellence 
jointly with the other in whom he has perceived it historically or ideally 
embodied. (•

Seldom indeed has been found such marvelous baitace as in Emer
son’s tribute to heroes, for he never eulogizes- bpt he criticizes, and his
criticism is always fair and kindly. We must always remember in 
studying these essays that the object of - the.writer ?elearlyjip ¿glorify
individuality .universally/in pltaeof attempting to pstabytaisom? par
ticular individual’s supremacy. Thus-he tells uS that there is a speedy 
limit to the use of heroes, and “You are ybu/tad I am I, and so we re
main.” “Nature wishes everything to remain itself,” Emerson con
tinues, and does not conclude until he has uttered his conviction “great 
men exist that there may be greater men.” y .

When discoursing of Plato, Emerson seems thoroughly at home, as 
though he aiid the famous’Greek were booh companions; and he is truly 
a panegyrist when extolling the excellencies of the renowned disciples 
of Socrates, With whom Emerson is himself often compared. It seems 
rash to say that “Out of Plato came all things that are still written and 
debated among men of thought,” but there is justification for that bold 
assertion. Plato admitted only two cardinal facts remaining forever at 
the basis of philosophy—Unity and Variety, or, in other, words, oneness 
and otherness. Emerson tells us that it is impossible to speak or think 
without embracing both. Speculation, he also assuresrus, tends to the 
idea of a “terrific unity,” while action tends to diversity.-.^The abstract 
and the concrete must ever confront us; the former in the sanctuary of 
meditation, the latter amid the activities of exterior-.existence. No
where do we find the true Emersonian ring in all his writings more dis
tinctly than when, after eulogizing Plato beyond all limits of modera
tion, his American successor says “No power of genius has ever yet 
had the smallest success in explaining existence. The perfect enigma
remains.” Then, loyal to his hero, Emerson adds: “But there is an in
justice in assuming this ambition for Plato.” The closing sentence of 
this masterly essay may send us back to our studies of philosophy with 
renewed hope and ardor of expectation, for it reads, “The great-eyed 
Plato proportioned the lights and shades after the genius of our life.”

Turning directly from Plato to Swedenborg we bridge a historia dis
tance of more than two thousand years. Plato was born 430 B. C.; 
Swedenborg’s birth occurring 1688 P. E. From Athens to Stockholm 
is as great a journey climatically as from Plato to Swedenborg is a 
great voyage mentally, for Swedenborg’s name has been:coupled with 
Aristotle’s by his biographers. Emerson is less at home with the sage 
and seer of Sweden than with the illustrious Greek philosopher, and his 
essay is far more critical as well as decidedly less sympathetic, though 
with his invariable fairness Emerson gives Swedenborg full credit for 
very much that certainly belongs to him. “This man,'who appeared 
to his contemporaries a visionary, and elixir of moon beams, no doubt 
led the most real life of any man then in the world.” No admirer or 
follower of-Swedenborg could demand a clearer statement of the facts 
in the case than the above. But, as the essay proceeds,' Swedenborg- 
ians will no doubt object to Emerson’s caustic remarks upon niany 
statements found in “Heaven and Hell,” particularly where he com
plains, that the angels in the celestial world are' described much; as 
though they were “country parsons.” Emerson's nfind could never 
travel the two totally distinct tracks along whiofei Swedenborg’s 
thoughts traveled easily. Emerson abhorred the verj, yt^of literal- 
izing the .spiritual world, and, in a sense, materializing jL He there
fore harmonized completely with Swedenborg when ®ly transcenden
tal philosophy was at stake, but he parted company with linn without 
ceremony immediately the qiiestibn arose of supplyingldetiaiftd informa
tion concerning life in unseen spheres. The same atfitudAwgs taken

Itlis therefore useless to preach to any one concerning a law of success 
without assuring him at the outset of your discourse that the root of 
his possible (not inevitable) prosperity is within himself. Emerson had 
small patience with any theory of existence which made any man appear 
at a disadvantage because of his particular environment. ¡Circum
stances vary, but all surroundings are good and useful when viewed in
telligently ; it is only the failure to interpret the meaning of a fate which 
causes it to appear adverse. Some conditions are decidedly harder to 
endure than others, at least in seeming, but just as we are compelled 
by the logic of facts to admit thiit this is so, we are none the less forced 
by the same compulsory-logic to take into actount the widely different 
powers of resistance to a harsh environment exhibited by different -in
dividuals.

_ Since the.days when most of Emerson’s essays were written the dis
tinctively modern doctrine of evolutibn universally applied, haa been 
developed. With the advent and spread of this doctrine we heard 
much of a struggle for existence resulting in the survival of the fittest 
to endure that struggle, and this somewhat unsatisfactory theory of ex
istence has left many hearts virtually bereft of comfort in adversity 
because of its inability to meet the demands of love. Inexorable law 
is no efficient substitute for Divine Beneficence, but simple Theism sup
plies every want by demonstrating, through the all-satisfying agency 
of a more comprehensive view of the workings of universal order, the 
glorious and triumphant affirmation of Robert-Browning, “All’s love 
but all’s lawl”

Emerson, in “Compensation,” goes very far to demonstrate this most 
blessed verity, and multitudes owe to hjm a debt of perpetual gratitude 
for having bravely faced a trying difficulty and tflumphantly defeated 
it. the conclusion of that most memorable essay is too well known to 
need quoting in this place; suffice it then to. say that its author frankly 
tells us that compensations for calamities are sometimes made evident 
to us only after long intervals of time, but however long may be the pro
cess of demonstration the truth is at length revealed. One fact is self
evident ; namely, that no one bears more than he can bear, for directly a 
burden becomes unbearable it is borne no longer. Did we know the in
nermost secrets of all lives as God must know them we should certainly 
behold a marvelously perfect adaptfitjon of backs to burdens. Our 
judgments are usually superficial in the extreme and we are all working 
in dim light and with very narrow outlook.

Whatever view may be taken of the Theosophical doctrines of Karma 
and reincarnation, it must in common fairness be admitted that Annie 
Besant and other fearless thinkers are endeavoring to solve the riddle 
of the universe off far more convincing lines than those outlined by the 
famous materialist of-Europe, Professor Ernest Haeckel, who simply 
denies the ego which Emerson primarily-postulates. The great question 
y/hich must ever confront a sober reasoner when weighing a philosophy 
is how far that philosophy answers questions justly, and, therefore, 
satisfactorily. We know there is justice in the universe because there 
is a sense of justice in us, and we are included in the universe. That 
there is love in the universe is also self-evident to the reasoner because 
we are conscious of love within ourselves. If it be asserted, as it often 
is, that there is hate in the universe as well as love because men can 
prove themselves haters as well as lovers, our answer is that hate is not 
a primal instinct, and is only a perversion of love, or, as it has been 
truly defined by many earnest thinkers, hate is love that has gone 
astray.

Emerson on “Heroism” seems to have risen to his highest and his 
best. The following quotation with which our present meditation must 
conclude, pictures to us the “American Plato” as the calm, serene, ma
jestic man, wjio can duly appreciate the exceptional and pay a just trib
ute to occasional outbursts of supreme courage, but who has a plain gos
pel for daily living which he knows how to preach and to apply. 
“Times of heroism are generally times of terror, but the day never 
shines in which this element may not work.” When we lay to heart 
such an axiom we shall be no longer impatient of what we call monot
ony, and our mops and brooms as well as our pianos and easels will be 
to us welcome instruments for the expression of the highest that is in us.

Emerson is perennially helpful because he was no ascetic or recluse; 
his was not the temperament of an anchorite of the desert, but of a ge
nial/ happy comrade of his fellows who lives their life with them in so 
far as that life is wholesome. It often takes fifty or more years for 
great sayings to be duly appreciated, and not infrequently centuries and 
even millenniums must elapse before the grandest sayings of the great- ■ 
est sages become part of the accepted maxims of humanity. Emerson 
takes high rank among the sanest, purest and helpfulest of the world’s 
philosophers; his chief title to nobility and claim to immortality is that 
he has taught every one of us to count life a blessed privilege and all 
vocations honorable.
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rents. Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes ^leqojdtuoo loudmoo Itnstuppncr io 
the position that in many cases it is the- Apnjs meiisoite try •snauQ [nuj jq Afl 
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“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull.

parents that need the training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look "to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read It. 
Price 25 cents.

“Just How to Wake the Solar Flex-
us.” By Elizabeth Towae. Valuable 
for health. Price 25 cents.

NOW, TOTHEWORK!
z Now, kind reader, 

that the Holidays are 
over and the people of 
the whole country are 
again at their posts of 
duty; now that eve
rybody has had time 
to inspect the gifts re
ceived, to reflect upon 
the happiness result
ing from the presents 
bestowed,' and good 
thoughts sent out to 
others, let us take a 
retrospective, an in
trospective and pros
pective view of our 
cause, and all resolve 
to push and pull to
gether and give it a 
genuine American, all 
around boom in 1905. 
Let us spread before 
the world our excel
lent and convincing 
literature,, and present

This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest

by Emerson to all modern. Spiritualistic literature i^so fgr as it at
tempted to describe, as it were, geographically, lifejbeytmd physical 
dissolution.’ Yet, in a transcendental sense, Emerson was & pure Spirit
ualist in whose philosophy neither materialism nor awhostteism *could 
find a foothold. > _ ' ” - •V‘"
' In one short essay it is clearly impossible to dqmofi thaiHpresent in 
briefest outline the, general trend of a compr^iensiye system 
of philosophy, and fortunately, when dealing with ^nerwn, a few 
;erse epigrams, culled almost at random, first from onb aiSHhen from 
mother of bis many essays, or a single stanza of his noble poetry, taken 
’rom any one of his typical poems, Serves to suggest' volumes for con
templation. ' ; ■ ' ‘ ' . ; ' .'-C:
’ As keys to Emerson’s deepest thought we’ may?selecjt such highly 
characteristic sentences as the following from “Self Reliance:” “There 
is a time in every, man’s education when he. arrives.at;l^je.conclusion 
hat envy is ignorance; that imitation is suicidethathbiinjit take him
self for better, for worse, as his portion; that though the 'Wide universe 
is full of good, do kernel of nourishing corn can comei,to' him but! 
through, his toil bestowed upon the plot of ground which is given him II 
to till.” Nothing in the most earnest utterances of the present novelty-1 LCaLIlullli u DpilllUdl- 
loving day can more strongly emphasize the open secret’of individual ist DilDCri SO CODSid- 
greatness. It is always envy, jealousy, or such ■basH’v‘efiibtion, •that! ; S i
stamps the weakling and places him outside the pale ofVueprosperity. fJIBu. 6V6TyWiier©.

our genuine phenom
ena. The Progress
ive Thinker has thus
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forth as a leading rej)-
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Actin»," a Marvelous Discovery Tbit Cure« AW 

Affliction, ol the Bye »nd Ei, Without 

- Cutting or Drugging.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss, 

es problems that have vexed intelligent muds TirnhahlV In n 4l_..

THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA. '

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers.

The authpr has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others 
Including scientists of world-wide re,'- 
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.
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gmeer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula Dleor

DR,’BYEI Broiulwa* Kansas City, Me.

SF YOU 
ABE SSEAE 
Either partially or complete, or have 
Head Noises, Ringing in the Ears, Wax 
or Pain in the Ears, Discharging Ears, 
Catarrh of the Head, Nose or Throat—

Tte above ta ..... ,r„-
em issue ot The i‘rogle;3,ve . /¡¿ke- 

the Urai page’ 
right hand corner. U thia number cori 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the timo you have paid for bas 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner ot the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tike tag of your wrapper.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.
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; There is no need tor outtlng, drugging oi* 
probing the eye for any form ot disease, tor a 
new system ot treating afflictions ot the eye has 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and barbar
ous methods aro elliulnat- 

38 ed. There Is no risk or ex- 
perlmentlng, as thousand« 
ot people have been cured 
ot blindness, falling eye
sight, cataracts, granulat- 
®d lids and other afflictions 

ot the eye through this grand discovery, wher 
eminent oculists termed the cases incurable 
Below wo print extracts from testimonials— 
such as are received by us dully. ■ '

Pi,T- rPennl“Bt0“. special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: -‘Having used Actlna tor several yearc ■ 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eve 
ot eataracta”1 UIIeetIoua- It cured my metier 

tataiiiubo.
Susau Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I arrf 

73 years old. 1 mis so blind I couldmnly know- 
persons by their voices. After using Actlna I 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

W‘ °- Goodwin. Moline, Ilan., writes: 
My honest opinion of Actlna is that It Is one 

ot the most marvelous discoveries ot the age. 
¿¿acl!r^d my eyes, and cured my wife of asth- 

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. "Actlna" Is purely a homo 
treatment and self-administered by the patlen . 
and is sent on trial postpaid. It vou will send 
your name and address to the liew York and 
nn,nK?n £lec,rtc Association, Dept TB, 929 Wa • 
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive at- 

fre,ea valuable book, Professor Wf- 
Geu^al™ °“ lhB Eye ani1 0,1 Dlsoaso '

poems NeaUy bound In cloth, and with Xa^St
portrait of the author. Price 75 cent*. i“”‘—-------- --- -----------w cawuu man any others.

... . _________saving those ot the religious lite. He stales a
“Why I Am a Vegetarian.” Bv 7 ’ sreat number of ■well authenticatod Instances ' - An address hofonf.s °{sPlrtd8t',I'evelatlf>'1 orcommunication. Ills

i "D aaaress before the discussion is trank aud tearless, and merits Um
Clllcn6M Vegetarian Society. Price, 25 Widest reading, tor he deals with tacts and ex-

• periences. Price, cloih, 81.00,

Howard Moore.

cents.

LET ME SEND YOU ONE OF 
THESE BOOKS

IF YOU
ARE BUND
Or tare Failins Sisht, Cataada, Gran» 

lads, Scums, Scars, Weak, Watery 
Inflamed or Sore Eyes, 

Wild Hairs, Glaucoma. Paralysis of the 
Optic Nerve—or any other Eye Disease—

80-P/iGE

FREE Í

DR. W. 0. COFFEE

BNKmEYE diseases
It explains hexY to curo yourself at your own 

home without visiting a doctor. Is beautifully 
illustrated with .colored pictures showing all forms of 
Eye Diseases, with description of each and how they can 
be cured; at home by dropping mild medicine into the 
S*08.’ W history of thousands of cases cured that way. 
Book tells how to keep eyes, healthy and strong. Gives 
rules of health and many plain facts about the eyes which 
everyone should know. Bend for Book today—It is free. *
THESE PEDPIE WERE CURED

OF EYE DISEASES:
Wonderful Coro of Blindness:

A. G. DobrensH, Msioalc Home. Utica, 
N. ¥.» 76 years old. was almost completely 
Mind from Qttaracfa and. ma&ulated UdZ 
Owfay to old ajje Ite had given up all hopes of 
betas cured. Many Doctor bad «reared Mm 
witbout helpiup his condition. As a fast resort 
he sent for Dr. Coffee’s Absorption Treatment 
which he used for 6 weeks and obtained «rfect 
Sight Write to him for full particulars.

Llttlo GM^ot^^BUnd-Ctxred 
_ ’Sr11»? »w of mb. c. h.

Kelly, Noithwood Namms, N. totally 
blind from Opacity of the cornea or scum over 
the eye, with rery little tope of ever befog able 

CoS’*'» treatment for x month 
wHch absorbed the scums and restored berslght 
perfectly. She is attending school recufarly 
and an see uwcU as anyone.

Blind from Cataract and Granu» 
luted Uda—Cured in 1 month: 
Infaff Hurd, tif Harmony, Mafae. todcatmd 
and rnmulated lids which caused west suffer- 
faff, Hearing of Dr. Coffee's Treatment he sent 
for It and after ustaff It x menfa, cfitazactwas 
completely absorbed—granulation dfaappeared 
—sight was restored perfettiy. Great improve-

To the Beeden: The nn 
that he is a physician of hi; 
rodeas desini« on« of these

BOOK ON DEAFNESS
It tells of a New Discovery which anyone 

can use at home and bo cored. - Fully describes 
Deafness in all its forms, what causes ’It ana how it is 
cared. Tells how to cure Head Noises, Ringing in the 
Ears and Catarrh. Tells how to prevent Deafness. 
Gives full history of how thousands of people all over 
the world .have restored their hearing with this wonder* 
ful medical discovery. Tells how Dr. Coffee restored 
his own hearing after being deaf for m-tny yean. Send 
for Book today—It U free.
THESE PEOPIE WFAE CURED 

OF DEAFNESS:
74 Years Old—Hearing Restored: 
Mr. EIl Snyder, of Altoona, Iowa, san; I am 
71 years old, was afflicted with catarrhal deaf* 
nest for a msnber of yean was gradually 
groMng deaf. 1 took a severe cold recently 
which settled fa tny.head, thaklog me almost 
totally deaf. Used Dr. Coffee's Absorption 
Treatment for two months and obtained per
fect bearing.

Waihfaffton Hunter, of Davenport, Ncb^ took 
a severe cold » rem agu last winter which 
made him completely deaf in one ear and 
partly so fa the ether. After many ensue- 
resshd attempt« to obtain relief, commenced 
toe ttse of Dr. Coffee’s home treatment which 
grered benefieiaHrom toe.start, after eoc*

Schultz Maxtine, of Storm Lake. Iowa, u 
years old. hid attack erf scarlet fever when 3 
years old which affected hearing, followed by 
severe ear aches. 9 years tgo an attack of 
measles caused complete deafness. Treated 
with maar doctors. Instead of improving his 
condition became worte.’ After years of suf. 
ferteff finally used Dr. Coffee's and

r Coffee, of Des Moines, low, end know

-ar-
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ERSs£
I-ffbis department la under.the man
agement of ’ .
, HUDSON TUTTLE, 
¿^fflreas him at Bertin Height»,. Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
(Save called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear- 
Bng compels the answers to be made m 
(the most condensed form, and °Ren 
leiearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
ZOrced brevity. Proofs have to be omit- 
ited,- and the style becomes thereby as
sertive,' which of all things is to be dep
recated- Correspondents often weary 
iw’ith waiting for the appearance or 
ihelr questions and write lettp"' of in
quiry/ The supply of matter i .Iways 
(several weeks ahead of the space given, 
■and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every' one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal

come bphind the aerpen and imperson
ate, thereby smsiug the substantiation 
certain!

This is exactly'what the control did. 
It Is the same personality all the time, 
giving different names. For a man to 
go out into the world to find a man he 
never daw or -heard of before, nor knew 
in what county Ue’ lived, would be set 
down as a'hopeleas task. How much 
raoro hopeless to find ¿'certain spirit in 
the infinite-reaches of the'Spirit world!

Stainton'Moses.’ at one time d proies-' 
sor in the University of London, was a 
man who to Wonderful erudition' and 
scholarship, added ïnediumship of the 
highest-order; Hè was controlled • by 
spirits like himself and the communica
tions hè receivéir were worthy of the 
source they claimed. '

The investigators bf the Psychical So-\ 
ciety appear strangely ignorant of the 
conditions prevailing in spirit life, and 
to lie somewhat hypnotized by their 
confidence in their favorite medium.

The confusion and doubts of investi-

• • ■ ■ ____________ ;____  - » -: .. t ?• TO- '

my father at. a little distance from me 
with a, perceptible look of derision on 
his countenance; be looked me well 
over but made no movement of any

i A Thrilltag Narrative of Experiences ¡Qlii Spheres
kind. I wquld have, gladly approached 
him, or spoken if I could; but I
compelled to remain Bilent 

(To.be continued.).

was

of Spirit Life,
-.•L.i'-I.V.'i .1-

■: '.lì .A 
f we-

• ---------- — • • ' .'OHí/U
Through the Mediumship of Dr. flirtarci F. tfaml^Und.

CHAPTER HI-

HERESY HONORED—PAINE 
PAINED.

OUT-

^NOTICE.—No attention will be £'ve.n 

'anonymous letters.
¡Cress must be given', or the letters will 
.not-bo read. If the request be made 
the name will not be published- he 
correspondence of this department has 
.become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting Private an- 
awers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able,, the ordi
nary .courtesy of correspondents is exacted. HUDSON TUTTLE.

gators are the reunite of the old idea of 
the essential superiority and infallibil
ity of spiritual beings. They were 
thought to know everything and be 
able to answer all' ' questions. When 
spirits come'with the limitations of hu
man beings, only slightly extended, of 
course there is confusion, and the in
vestigator cannot reconcile the real 
with his preconceived ideas.

The witnesses are all behind a screen 
and only by the character of their com
munications can they be identified. It 
is easv for a spirit who readily per
ceives that a medium or circle are sat
isfied only with great names, Instead of 
plain John Smith, to give the name of a 
great man. Some Spiritualists will lis
ten to no one except Napoleon, Wash-

An Awakening, .
My father stood silent .after the peo

ple had left the room, for a fulVailpute, 
with his gaze fixed at the doorway ‘they 
passed through, then striking,the palm 
of one hand with the other doubled, he 
said, as if talking to himself: ’

“I'll be durned, if I .wouldn’t hey er 
funeral or footrace if that .’oman were 
my wife. John seems ter be er line 
feller; but thet o’man is a vixen. .1 done 
my best ter prevent him f rum marry in’ 
her, but I could not make him understn’ 
me, any morn’t I could here teymight. 
He has lived with her nigh enter .thirty 
year, an’ they have had. a quarrel on an. 
average of 'onct er week air the time. 
Ef I’m out’n ther body, I b’lleve it ’ud be

as if endowed .with ^ew._force. H1b 
body straightened'..aud>seemed to 
change from ah old * decrepit 7 man of 
eighty years, to a indu in,,Uie Prime of 
life with al) the. vigor qf full manhood.

He would have embraced her, as I, 
would at the memorable minute when 
she gave me thé renéwe’d power of life 
control before she left,'' when I after
wards suffered the terrible ordeal. I 
looked to see the same .’result with him 
now, but instead, she leÿ him to a seat, 
and as he seated himself, she pleasant
ly said: ’ ’. ;

“My brother. I told you I was con
versing with à dear relative of yours; 
you could pot see him. Would you like

HiB
The Edltor-át-Larcjé ¿i, the Abbott apd 

Carter. Heresies. .

“Hygiene”: Q. Is a fish diet espe- : 
lelally valuable for brain work? :

. A. Like many other fads, fish have 
"been thus prescribed, under the errone
ous belief that they were especially rich 
in phosphorus. When fresh tliey are 
easily- digestible and preferable to 
®esh for general assimilation, but have 
uo more brain food than flesh, .eggs, 
mint or cereals. , .

For brain work, something more than 
n diet of phosphorus is required. The 
food must be such as to meet the re
quirements of the whole body, to main
tain it In a healthful condition, 

1 The fish-eating tribes are among the 
lowest of mankind, while the cereateat- 
era are the highest. The value of ce
reals is somewhat lessened by their re
quirement of a larger unit of energy for 

. digestion. , , ,
For the best brain work, a mixed and 

generous diet is best, and especially 
should the cravings of the appetite be 
followed, tor if healthy, the craving is 
an indication that the food craved is 
demanded, because containing some ele

ment the condition of the body re- 
muires; as acids, sweets or salt are rel- 
» A^great deal has been written and 
'¿aid about the unhealthfulness of phys
ical or mental work after a hearty meal. 
It may, however, be taken as a rule that 
it is better to work after a meal, than 
to eat while weary. If the vital energy 
is so'exhausted that digestion is de
layed or impaired, the food becomes an 
irritant , and poison. If of flesh the 
deadt? ptomaines may be developed, 
producing malignant forms of fever, 
with accompanying Intestinal Irritation. 
Great physical or mental stress imme
diately after a full meal might bring on 
the'most severe indigestion and result
ing complications, but as a rule the 
lethargy, IndBced by-snelra “meal,. pre- 
vpntapo ver-exertion'either of • body. Or, 
mind. -

ington, Lincoln, etc., and would be 
shocked into unbelief if they knew plain 
Smith was ■ masquerading under the 
name of as many , statesmen, poets or 
generals as they asked for. .

That Stainton. Moses was brought to 
the witness stand at Mrs. Piper's and 
affirmed that hlB teachings while on 
earth were false is not for a moment to 
be entertained.- Not because tye would 
not do so if he found he had been in er
ror, but because: he was not in error. 
The personality, is retained by the spir
it. This is taught by all the most com
petent, Swedenborg, Davis and others. 
It is demonstrated in the so-called “ob- 
nesslon.” This doctrine of the Innate 
purity of the spirits and that Bin the 
activity of the passions, is confined to 
the body is of immemorial age and 1b 
an anachronism in. the present From 
it the, conclusion was drawn that when 
the body was cast, off the. spirit was as 
pure as freé. Hence the terrible as
ceticism which sought by punishment 
of the body, to cancel its sinfulness. 
There cannot be sip without the activ
ity of consciousness or thought, and as 
this is absolutely,of spirit, and has no 
dependence bn the body, it would be ns 
logical to refer wrong-fiolng to thé coat 
wprn. at the time, as to the body. What
ever clothes are worn, the man remains 
the same, as the spirit is the same 
whether clothed with the mental or 
spiritual body.

AFFAIRS AT ROCHESTER, IND.

er good thing ef she’s ter git out too; 
then I guess John an’ there rest 'ud 
have er little peace; they can’t ,’ith 
her." Then addressing my teacher, he 
continued: “I can’t see, as it makes any 
dlff-rence ef we are out’n tlier body. 
What ’ud the cendltion of this pesky 
'oman be, ef she wuz ter come out ther 
same as we be?" •

“She then would be in a condition, 
my brother, like myriads of others, 
blind, deaf, homeless, alope." .

“Couldn't she ever git out of sech er 
condition?" \ .

"Yes, in the same manner as you 
have.”

“W-a-1,” said my father, very slowly, 
then after a lengthy pause, as if he was 
considering some proposition, he con
tinued: “I don’t know but I have got as

to?” - ’. .. . ..
“Why my gal, thef’s mot a relative I 

ever had. buLwhat I’d’l/ke ter see; but 
sence I had ther influenza, I halnt been 
able ter see any one,. but these folks 
who live m this how.,an’ they won’t 
take any notice, on afore you 
comej I couldn’t underaian’ why; now I 
b’lleve I ken, an’ I b’iieve you ken help 
me more. Yes. I’d. l|1rf mighty wal’ ter 
see who it is yer spay of,"

Which qne of your immediate family 
would you prefer to meqt first?” .

“My wife, Amauda;“Where is sho? Is 
she.here?” * •

“Have you any otlffif, a son or a 
daughter, either of’whom left-you in 
their early life, and’ you never heard 
from after, and'you never knew , their

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
Mental Suggestion, By Dr.-J. Oehorowicz. Price, $2. '
Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of the 

most marvelous case of spirit .control on record. By Judge Abram H.
Dailey. Price, $1.50. ’ ' ■

Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. By 
a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums, 
perform their tricks. ' Price, paper, 25 cents. , r ■

Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutation, 
of the Bible story of the Delpge,,. A very interesting pamphlet. Byj 
James M. McCann. Price 15 cents. ' •

Nature Cure. This is an'excellent book for suffering humanity. ; It 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way* 
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger.. Price, cloth, fancy $2;common $1.50;

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hon.
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound, Price, 75 cents. ' '

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Heston, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1. ' ■ ’ ’

No Beginning. By W. H. Maple. A common sense demonstration of 
the non-existence of a first cause,’ thereby identifying God with nature»’ 
Price, 75 cents. ' /

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard- 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensD 
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents. * '■

Oceanides, A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 
cover only, 50 cents. .

Occult Forces of Sex. Three pamphlets embodied in one volume. ’Of- 
great'importance to the race. By Lois Waisbrooker, an advanced social 
reformer. Price 50 cents. '

Rev. Samuel T. Carter, was one of 
the three Presbyterian: ministers who 
started the movement for the revision 
of the Presbyterian creed. Having 
thus started the ball, the Rev. Carter 
was not content to' let it rest. He pro
ceeded to virtually < declare that the 
creed was so bad revision could not 
save it. The Presbytery of Nassau to 
which he belonged, appointed a commit
tee to ask the wide-awake brother, "if 
be did not know some way to avoid a 
trial for heresy." He declared he would 
plead’his own case before the ministers. 
He made his plea, and among other 
strong passages gave the following:

“The great objection to the confes
sion is not this statement in it or that, 
but it is the whole tone and style of the 
confession. To put the matter in a 
word, it is the God of the Westminster 
confession that is wrong. One Presby
tery fortunately suggested that the love 
of God should be put in a footnote to 
the confession, It is better to have the 
love of God in a foot note than not to 
have it at all.

"Every minister and elder upon en
tering his office must still accept the 
Westminster confession as being the 
system of doctrine taught in the Scrip
tures, and every scoffer can still cast up 
this system against the Presbyterian 
church.- I am convinced there can be 
no rest or peace till this system 1b as 
fully abandoned by the church as it is

Old and New Psychology. Twenty-four distinct inspirational lec
tures, delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and other 
prominent,cities. By W. J. Colville. Price $1.

Origin of Species. By Gharles parwin. Price,'cloth, gilt top, 75 cts. 
. Origin, Development and Destiny of -Man. A scientific and philosoph- < 

1 treatise upon a subject of whio’i man never tires—that of himself.
By Thos. P. Fleteher. Price, cloth, $1 ; paper, 50 cents.
,,Our Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles. By, 
Moses Hull. Price, $1.
_ Out of the Depths Into the Light. This little book will be read with 

...... --------------- --------------------- intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S.
by the brief statement. If Calvin were 1 wing, medium. Price 25 cents

b' e“m“ °' JS“1?- 116 O«™»”. A. B., L. L M. PmlieJ
“I think the Presbytery of Nassau Is Pa»mstry, or hand reading simplified. Price $1.

quite as much on trial as I am before I Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated “a 
the People, and the same thing can be I woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. Bv 
said of the church in général. I Lois Waisbrooker Price cloth *kT

“There is no such God as the God of n i .
the Westminster confession. There Ib I . vaxiisie. By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full of spir- 

—r .  ----------— -------- — . ------------------ - -------------. . ï no such world as the world of the con- itual thought. Price, $1. • ■
finally git out of ther conditions that see him; but first I -Will ask you to tell fession. There is no such eternity as Philosophy of Phenomena. Physical and Metanhvsicnl TVIn+fpr nU seem ter hold me here; an’.if I ken git me how It was that ytìu so mysteriously the eternity of the confession. It is all nomena and life nhcnnmeni metaphysical. Matter phe
out, it seems as if it is a pity • she heard from him?" . rashly exaggerated, and bitterly untrue, ir. k i “re Pheno,me«a- Objective and subjective phenomena
couldn’t do bo too; fer she makes it hot I Turning to me shè’ said: "I want to if no one is reafly to say it, I say uyPerD01e metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price cloth $1 
1er her family, an’ she does not enjoy see if he will- corroborate the dream I lt. The hard, cold, severe God of the Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the verv 
hetself to any great extent. . Is there you had, when you imagined that you confession, with the love left out, is not wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev Tin Phol™ Qinot 
any way which I could help her out?” I visited your old homà” . our God.” fnrd Pnnn Uv 4 T niTT’ i .i „ WpB’btraV

“Yes, my brother; there are many. “How did you kudte I dreamed?” I ; it is a nit straight from the shoulder, t> ’ U J‘ïu t ’ ’Uay1-n ,lce> el°tii, $1 ; postage 8 cents.
But could you conscientiously cause her asked. “I never tbl&^yoù I had a fOr a heretic on trial to turn on his FOems U rom tne Inner Life, these poems are full of soul inspiration 
to leave, her body at this time?” . dream." '• y ' . ? persecutors and declare that it is they, -are real’poetic gems; sweet with the highest thought Bv Lizzi«

“I don’t see any harm in. It, if it is "But, my brother; Tinet you long be- not him, that is on trial before the Doten. Price $1 ' J
ter be a benefit to her; she is a plague fore that.” i«' ' . . world! Not the preacher but the Poems of Prnoi-MO th, t n • d.-,
ter her fam’ly as she is; an’if she ken “When?” I askedf without consider- church that is in error! roems oi progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1. ,
be made ter see her condition any bet-1 ing my question. ' 90 I Well, what did the Presbytery do *°ems OI the Life Beyond and Within, From the poetic inspirations
ter by some one, I b’lleve It ought ter “While you were -<Sff thdAvreck of the wlth him? A century ago they would pf many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual noetrv translated 
be brought about in some way; a>\ J old ship. We will talk,m0?e about that have burned him at the stake. Calvin, from many tongues.- Bv Giles B Stebbins Price 4:1
jest as leave be ¿her one ter do it; I at some other time, then Twill tell you of whom Rev. Carter says, it he were Political Works of Thnmna Pai™ ce,?1'., ,
would have done It afore now, if I had more about it We hhfusl® hear your I living he would be on a revision com-1 << *rollHcal J*0,, Fame. Containing the three volumes—
known you. Wflljyer tell me how I,ken I father’s story now.,Æt Turing to him, I mittee, had in his day a way of dealing Common bense, Ihe Crisis and “Rights of Man”—three volumes
git tier out?” she said. “We wpul» llk^'to hear how with those Who did not believe with in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price cloth $1

‘'No„ îroJh«r» 1 wU1 “ot:, yorbeard from your^mn John so mys- him. It was with green fagots, that the Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work full „ 
sons for refusing your request are nu- teriously." - 8£r 1 1 1 - flame might be less fierce and the tor-1 r.rOnt;oai m,;™;;™ urne worn, run o.mérous. I see you will require a rea- "Wàl’it’à à long ttfiîè'a^ séncé then ture thereby, prolonged. We sincerely I Pr?riical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental am 
son for my refusal, so, one must suf-1 all my fam’ly have eflfid, aff’T were ther I hope he has reformed since he entered I 6Plritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents 
flee; listen attentively while I give It . last un ter go. .1 got sifi'bld, an’ had spirit life. Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope Ph D Mem.

"Lite once set in motion js of unend- none ter care fer m^ah’CM ther old The creed is the same, the bible is ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science Professor of Zooioew -
Ing duration, and except for a general house burned, it leffi'ffie« jithout any the same, but the intelligence of the University of Pennsylvania Prine ninth ’¿ eSS01 oi Zool°gy
beneficent purpose to the masses of like I hoiné!' I was then trtken^tdr ther poor- age has advanced—of late years, a her- un eislly 01 Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.
life, to remove certain impediments in house, ah’ it was théfië‘1 hud ther influ-1 etical preacher has been “disciplined ” Propnets ot Israel. Comprises m the main popular sketches from Oh
the way of the expansion of all, it enza an’ filed.’ Abdflt tW yealr filter or suspended. It would seem that even Testament History. By Carl H. Cornili, Doctor of Theolo<W aiid 'Pro 
should ever be left to its immediate end John left hum; we alters Supposed he thtajnild punishment.-has; been 'out-' fessor òf Old Testament Ilisïôrv "Price 25 cents 
vlrommehts.; ■■ and_yius receive aU-jthft weBV,efcN<®o¥prto®ity Ay.Ithenwfty.at ferowlt. -By a-stroke of diplomacy, the pSVehir .Evnerienr« -Rv Mil». M Tinta T>,.ta\ rn , 
’ekpertericès or jessops ..that ft can ph ther canal, an- that ihalgot lnter-.some' presbyteiÿ voted to “table”' the mat- ?ta!ta.ne«CeSl. , 1)0 ?' «>0 cents.
one plane of existence, before.lt accepts! scrape there in’.was-put Imprison; an' ter, and “request our brother to con- rsycmc Lignt. Continuity of,Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake,- 
a position on another. Simply because as John was -alters a proud sperited- tinue his honored connection with the This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in nsvehie nhilos 
it does not accept and profit by its les- kin’, he’d, never let us know anything Presbyterian communion.” onhv and a successful demonstrator of its nhcnnmcn» L'J „„J f
sons, is no cause for its removal from of his troubles; an’ so, he prob’ly died could there be anything sweeter I “FTL \ta, mu v* I Phenomena, and one of the
that plane; It is.evident by its continué there.At ther time he'peared to us, it I among brethren? Brother (farter may New Ihought and Higher Education. Cloth'
Ing to remain, that the law hais not were .a terrible stormy an’ col’ night, g0 .right ahead proclaiming his révolu- -bound. Brice, $1.50.
worked for Its removal yet; consequent- an’the win’were a blowin’ a perfec’ tionary views. Why? Because every Psychography. Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power nivo-j
ly, for a life of broader expansion/to ex- hayrycane. My wife an’.ther other chil- mlniBter of that Presbytery knows that through the mediumship of Fred P. Evans. Profusely illustri
ercise its privilege and release such a dem were settin’ ’1th. me by ther. side I be speaks the truth, and just what each p_:rtn 4.9 „net™ta 1 roiusejy lllusti.iteià
life, would act in a reflex manner and of ther fireplace in ther kitchen of ther and every one would say If he dared. rrrt-e,
not only retard its expansion, , but it log house, when the?, floor opened an’ Following close in the steps of Rev. Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C. Ï 
would place itself in a position where it John walked In, an looked jist,as nat- carter comes Dr. Abbott, supposed true Grumbme. Price, 50 cents.

. would be conceited to make reparation ral as he did ther day went off. He blue, but long dangling on the edge, Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book last two lin«
to the one so released. ' only spoke ter his mpther, an she separating the reasoning man from the “Christ innit v is one thincr for arm™™»« T+ • ’ tW0 , es

‘•I see that you do not fully compre.- jumped an’ hugged him; an’ then he theologian. It remains to be seen what Christianity is one thing tor grown men. It is quite anothei'
bend what I have said. Let me make told his story. He said he had become -win be done with him by. his fellow I thing tor womeirana chllaren. By Helen H. Gardner, Price 10 cents,
it more plain to you. Your da.ughter-ln- a sailor, an’ that,hls_.r àhip had been I clergymen, who are less, courageous in Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astre
law has not yet learned her lessons on wrecked, an’that he yr^-.e thèr only one their expressions, although undoubtedly physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Obscrvatorv
earth plane, and probably never will; that had been paved, ,aji’. finally. ther I believing just as he does, and withal re- I rnntflinina numerous illustrations »nd di»<,r,mo n - d., ,r 1 ty’
she is purblind because of the errone- ship had drifted ter whet it were so joiced that the truth has found a cham- Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Puce $1.75.
ous education which has been hers; cold that he’d trizzen; an’ now.he y/as pion. Dr. Abbott said: ' Realization. A Course ot Lessons Upon the limer Nature of the
not being wllUng to accept any other, in er most happy couhtry, - and was "If you Harvard students will believe Self. By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents.
she must remain in her present sphere ther ter visit,us, an’tell fis not ter won- me when I say that I no longer believe Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price leatlierplt» until natural causes force ner to an- ry fer him. fer he Wéte 'all right; an' in a great first cause? To-morrow the im »«X- ’ leatuereUe> <•> cenls.;
other plane; or as you would term the that he were agoin’back. That was all papers will publish this, and brand me paP.’ _
change, death. She will, in time real- he Baid; his mother-'hugged him, an as a heretic. I Reincarnation, or the Doctrine Of the Soul s Successive Embodiments
ize her condition, the same as you now tried ter make hlin ffiay longer; but -1 believe in a great and ever-present I Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr ■
begin to; then, the lessons will be forci- somehow, while .she held him In her forCe which manifests itself in all the Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. Paper cover. Price an conic *
bly made plain; tor, by her own exer- arms, ’ith em aroun’ his neck, en’ was activities of man and the working of na- poiat;nT) nf the Sniritnal to the Material Univoco Lu T ■
tions all must be; then she will see the cryIn’ like a baby, he seemed ter van- ture. God is energy, intelligent energy, I a“on.Toi “°Jnatena.1 Universe, and the Law of
need of self-reliance, and no longer ish right afore her very eyes, an he working for good. The bible no longer Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved, 
leaning on some unknown and mythical were gone. ' ’ • can be accepted as the ultimate truth. By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

ï I. tn™ on -U-.«. I. . . . . ... ’ I Rcliffious and The 1 gical w ks of. ^Thomas Paine. Here is a book-
of see the inconsistency of her former fer a few-minutes, an’-were so dum- but is a creature of evolution. . he inthe library of everv SniriUialict «ita i .°?L-
ways; then with a desire to make founded that none of us could speak a “Literature and history tell us that that should be in tne orary every ¡spiritualist and Freethinker in thy 
amends, she will expand quickly to the word. He didn’t speak-ter none ’cept I many oI me beliefs of the bible are land. 1 rice, cloth, 
plane her own unalloyed individuality his mother; an’ she claimed to'us that copie(j from anterior religions. Even ^Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this world-wide sub- 
would otherewlsé force her. he was as real as he ever was in the the ten commandments'were the result I tae+ of contention. It is a good book for students preparino- for the «nir.

"If you should cause her release, or wide, wide world. ■ of a gradual growth, not the inspired Cin1 _nqtrnm Rv E D Babbitt Price cloth 4îl n»nPr . 1
as you say, ‘help her out, she would “We told ther- neighbors of it, an’ wor(j of Moses. I 1*-ua^ rostrurfi. ny lu. iz. oauuui. rnce, cioin , paper, oOc; postage,
immediately be in no better condition; most all of ’em werA'Scared, an’ said “God is great yet personal, every- 10 cents.
she would not come to you; she would that most likely some bf ther fam’ly where yet near--nearer than’ hands I Religion of Science. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines Im 
not leave her family; you could not see would die soon; an’soTt proved, fer my andfeeL.. mortality, Mythology and Religion', Christ and the Christians càtlm.
her as you do now, and the.act on your wife died afore ther year was out; an - How the chhreh, founded on infoili- n/tL Reii<rious Spirit Bv Dr Paul Carus Price ro <
part would retard your progress; and in two year arter that; my gal died; an’ bilitv has changed! There was a rev- Hcl^y °J.tne.**elJ? .. ’A. ,v v M Larus. rrice, muslin, 50 cts.
sometime, somewhere, somehow, you ther boys loitered within two year. But dùtionary patriot, whose pen it is said, Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W. W. Aber,
would have to make reparation for ther circumstance cfëafed er great deal ¿¡d as much for the freedom of this na-1 Price. $1.50 ; postage, 25 cents.
your act” - * ' o’ talk; many perule é'ame erlong¡way tion M the.Bword of Washington. That Riffht Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth An

“I see you know what yer talldn . ter hear me tell ther story. Some an of great gcnius wrot6 a book reason and man’s highest aspirations BvOrMuc
about” said my father. “An’ no doubt didn’t b’lleve it 'Th*é? parson' said It A£ of Reason ” and for that I appeal to reason ana man b. u gnesL aspirations, tsy tar. M. E. Conger, 
it’s all fer ther best; but when I see must have been iherMevil, fer he's al- fn.he sacrificed for his country Price, board cover, 15 cents, leatherette, 50 cents.

. how she makes no much fuss ter ther hers deceivin'some ôfié.' But T alters waE forgotten and for a century the Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in etli- 
rest of ther fam’ly, it does seem a pity said it didn’t matter tvhat folks said; I churches have heaped obloquy on his I nTta supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted tn tta 
ter allow her ter continua doin’ so, knowed it were John/An’ it alters made Hé has been by slanderous big- phension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price cloth <k1 
when it ’ud be an easy matter ter take I me b’lleve heaven w^ not as ther par- ots get UD as an example of all that was I comprenen»w i < 7vL
her out an’ make er little, peace fer son preached It weré] an’ I kind er had vlle andinfamous in human character, Rights of Mm. Bemg an answer to Mr. Burke s attack upon the 
John an’ Helen.” ■ . - my doubts about ther'eyerlastin’ life as and his dying agony held up as a warn- French Revolution. By 1 nomas Baine. Bost 8vo ; 279 pages. Priee - '

“Let me tell you of a better course to he said it was; ari'T filters Said I had no I exaihpie Of the horrible end to „„„ oq. cents; cloth, 50 cents. ’
pursue, my brother. Instead -,of , re- fear of hell; an’-when'I’she you here whlch unbelief leads its deluded vota- PaPLJ’ TrnndnLta hv T R -n • r-~
maining here, and constanUy throwing I.tèr-nlght, I thought ÿml4usBbe an an- Ï“0“ unl’ellel -leaQ8 vu Schopenhauer S Essays, iranslated by 1. B. Launders. Priée 7a cts.
off your energies that could be üâèï to gel, an’ ffiy old btlieFburii^6aek ter me. I Turning" to this infidel book wA find Scientific Basis Of Spiritualism. By Lpes Sargent. $1; postage 10c
a better advantage to yourself. in ex-1 Now if yer be goiif-tWahW-ihe iny boy I the condensed expression of Paine’s be-1 di-rth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient H«. •
panding to a.hlgher plane, and.knowing-John; it’ll ’stablteh'I<lny îètmer belief j^f, - ■ • - . ° _ Price $1
of the laws .that you must sometime etronger’n ever. ,W®éré’rf;lfohn?” - «thp romfoàüdménts- carry no inter-1 bréw.‘ r ‘ B . , . _ _ .
Icnow, put your energies at work.in- an- As he finished myajtoryahè looked In nai^vîdSTTivrnity with them; Science of Spirit Jy™«* °! Pro* ’
other direction. Seek other scenes and all directions, and. my» te®her said in I they contain fibms good moral precepts, I n-ressivc Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought, 
people ; find that path which your high- her most kindly tones < such as any man qualified to be a law- Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. ..
est individual-behest has ever pointed “Here he is, by yqjiR.Sidai’ . . I or à -legislator, could produce him-1 "X. . , Wndm» nummiw» .«a a rr • -
to. By so doing, the worry and dissat- As she said this, Laensetha feeling as fllf without having recourse to superi I Social Upbuilding, mcludmg_ Co-operative Systems and the Happi- , 
isfaction about what ■ you--cannot pre- if a veil had been restored between my naturai intervention. ■■ ness; and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price,
vent here, will pass from you.” J fother and myself; he looked, at me an ..In flnè; d0 we want to know what naDer, 15 cents. .

My father steadily gazed at my instant, then quleklji mroae, and. was Rod-is? Search'-not the book called the p i Ohhttltism Ancient and Modern. A «ori», «vf -ta»
teacher while she was talking to him, about, to throw his arms atout my neck S^J^Whfcli any human hand might Some GWses OT UCffiUtism an^eni ana luoaern. A senes of lec-
and for a minute after; then, the and- embrace, me.,- toft forborne cause, S^W^Scri^ùre called the Cre- tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price $1.50 . •
full meaning of her eloquence reached ] which I could .not ¡jhenijniiderstand, 11 nHnn I g-nirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hull, .
his understanding, he reached forward was forced tack be§fond .«is reach ; he “Theonlÿ idea man can affix to the I »„.»ttriciive little volume, neatly bound in elbth. Price 75-cents. , - . 
both his hands like a little child reach- foiiowed me à few .titeps,a - and then name of God Is thafof a firsbeause, the I Piner’s and Dr Thomson J Hudson’s theories m ro:
tagforisomethingto8teady-«gtìf.as’itlstopped,-Md.-100MflB.^iii6ch--embttri CTuseofatfthings;-- • Spintem. Mrs. liper s ana Dr. inomson d. riuaspn s tneories m re. t 
tried to walk for the first time, and with ¿¿ssed, turned to my teacher, and said: “"do°We want "to. ¿ontemplate His gard toit- By'&;Judge Abram H- Dafley, ex-president of the Medico., 
tears rolling do^m his cheeks, he BMfl- "if that were John, why did he leave pOwer? We Bed It in the immensity df I T.e£ral Society of New York. Trice,2o cents. .t. . .
coi^ter 163^^6 out'^püVgatafÿ1^!’ïme’an’sarnothia-CreaUon. Do-wo want to contemplate L pf Natufe. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents,
up ter heaven. Yer have taught me a M-v teacher said pfea^ntly, and in a His w is dopa ? ‘ % „th.® „“£ I JLiriing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga. -
lesson; I will profit by It,, too. <I ^ui reassuring manner., .. governed" - I thinks of him on-generai principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic,:..seek other scenes an’peoples, an’see if “My brother, your sop jrnuld not pre- prehensibe whole re governed. • zme thmKS oi u & i r » ». - - .
I can’t fin’ er place wherethen’s a little vent the seeming, desire.to escapeTou;, When this, statement is compared prjce 4 cents ; ¿0 copies lor w ceins. ... .... , -■
peace. I don’t know’s I’m bleeged ter he is as anxious to meet.his parent as I with.Dr. Abbotts, or Carter s, it win be I s-niritual Harp. A collection of vocal music tor the choir, congrega» ? ’ 
stay here an’ hear their quarrels. ai- you are to greet him; VJit the law of fit- seen that they; have. out-Palned Paine, I p «¡ncial circles. By -J? M. Peeblesand J, 0/Barrett: E. H.”
ways. You will lead* me out, -won’t ness always..prevails.-.,H.e- has. been and had he lived now. he would not I tion ana soci , . . itT<>5 Post jure 14 cents • ...
you?” freed item gross m'ater’ial so lofig, and have beén a heretic. Be might preach Bailey, musical editor. Ince $l.Zo. 1 ostage 44 cents. .

My teacher.placed her delicate hands has recently expanded tp such a flegree I his doctrines, and his-clerical brethren I gniritufd Songster. A- c.ollection 'of thirty-eight inspirational songt- <■.
on his bload palms, and as.she did so that it is 'impossible for ¿Im to enter setup prayers Io? him to retain bls pul- . . n0DU[ar ihiisic,- for the use of congregations, circles and fam«,
his whote aspect changed; his-features, the same plane wllfem^hput some, pit! All Ttómas Pataft ro^nd^for atópteajo 1 P . .. . ■ '
which before seemed drawn and I preparation. Please sdo qot be too im- lis naw- granted by leaders in theJ RjeS. By Matlie n. .nu •... ... .v xi,-— «ri-a*t >' 
wrinkled,now became smooth;-a. pleas-1 patient, and- you.-J^jgoongrealEm all churches, and after a while it may come gtamoB» A rosary of pearls

‘ant smile showed Itself about bls your desires.” .1 to pass that he will be cantalzed as a . Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing ana stricken heart with
mouth,-while bls eyes which before ! As she finished, the veil that had re-1 church saifft. HUDSON TUTTlAi., -1 _ 'By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents,
were lustertass. now seemed to glisten jturned, again disappeared, and I saw * Efcitor-at-Large N. S. A. | hew inspirauiu, j ,

fate?" ' .
“My gracious!’“ he said as he struck 

thè palm of his right’hand with' the 
clenched fist of his left; “Yes. I had 
a boy by the.name of’John; he left us 
when he was about one'ah’ twenty; we 

______ ____ ____ never heard frum him but once arter he 
an’ deaf; an’ I have been almighty, lone-1 bo mysteriously léft hum, an’ we heard 
ly. But I b’lleve sence I met you here, I as mysteriously.many mdnths arter, an’ 
that I begin ter better ùndérstan’ my-1 sence then he’s been lost; Do you know 
self, an' p’raps through through yer where he is?” •
help I may be able ter do fer myself, an’ I “Yes, and I am' abbui té help you to

well sence I got out as I did. afore; only 
as you say, in’a sense Ï have been blindi

Some Plain Talk That Will Be Easily 
Understood.

At a regular meeting of the First Spir
itualist Church at Rochester, Ind., the 
following officers v ere elected for the en
suing year: President, John W. Smith; 
vice-president, Milo R. Smith; . secre-. 
tary, Marguerite Millen; treasurer,. Mrs. 
■M, ^ittera:;. truB,tpgs, Mrs.-iLeah Gnay.eBi 
Oscar F.. Smith;-Ar W,-Bitters. . .

We have no speaker at present, and 
wanA none; unless one can be secured 
who has the credentials’ of a state or-

thta want of consistenc in the commu- 

 

nleations. ■■ - , ,

X- Especially is this correspondent, 
as ’explained in a • not© accompanying 

the iiuestion, confused by the report of 
\ Dr. Hodgson, published in the Journal 
'\of -the English Psychical Research So

ciety, wherein he makes Stainton 
Moses as a spirit, directly contradict 
"what he taught as received from BPlrits,, 
¿s a man. Briefly stated, at a pitting 
Elven by Mrs. Piper, the celebrated me
dium for the society. Prof. Newbold 

aB“Does the soul carry with, it into its 
new-life all its passions and’animal ap-

^To this George Pelham, a controlling 
spirit of Mrs. Piper, replies: “Oh, no, 
indeed; not at all.. Why. my good 
friend and scholar, you would have this 
world of ours a decidedly material one 
if it were so.” On which Professor 
Newbold remarks that the. writings of 
Stainton Moses claimed that the. soul 
carries with it all its passions and ap
petites, and was very slowly purified of 
them.1 George Pelham rejoins: “It is 

. all untrue.” Professor Newbold adds, 
“and that the souls of the bad hover 
over the earth goading sinners to de
struction.” George Pelham persists in 

. his’ denial, says he claims to under
’ stand about this: “Sinners are sinners 
only in one life.” An argument takes 
place about this and George is asked to 
look up Stainton Moses and beg him to 
come and communicate. This he is 
supposed to hav© accomplished. Th© 
■Professor thereupon interrogates the 
newcomer thus: “You taught that evil 
spirits tempt sinners to their destruc
tion?” To which the spirit replies: “I 
have found out differently,since I came 
over here. This particular statement 
given my by my friends as their medi
um when in the body is not true;” Pro-

ganlzation or is recognized by the N. S. 
A. Like all other societies, Rochester 
has.had its share of Spiritualistic trav
elers, who wander here seemingly with 
only an object to get some one to feed 
them and then wander on again. Ev
ery time we have opened our hall for 
people of this character/ we have done 
so to our détriment as a society, as 
they never fail to work us mischief in 
some manner. Thé fellow who is eter
nally looking for a place is not worth 
having, or his time would be occupied. 
The speaker who has no more respect 
for thé cause than to shame his people 
by smoking an old, foul-smelling pipe, 
running in and out of saloons, lecturing 
to mixed audiences on questionable sub
jects, uncleanin mind or person, doesn’t 
need to apply at this church, as 'we 
have been bored to death off and on tor 
twelve years or more with that class of 
humanity, whom we have taken in, sim
ply out of pity, because they were out 
of employment, out of money and in 
seeming distress.

Rochester church is almost wholly 
supported and conducted by women,- or 
has been for the past three years. 
With the incoming of the new'official 
board some new . resolutions will be 
adopted; among the most rigid will be: 
“No speaker or medium who is ad
dicted to habits unbecoming a leader or 
teacher will find a place on our ros
trum, under any consideration.”

As long as Spiritualists recognize 
these unworthy beer-drinking, saloon

i 
Lill —- — — - V .

. ¿fessor N.: “Your second statement was
’ - that, the soul,carries its passions and

appetites with it”.
The reply of Stainton Moses is: Ma- 

terihl- passions. Untrue. It is not so. 
I believed that we had every desire af
ter reaching this lite we had , in the 
body, but I find that we leave all such 
behind. In other words evil thoughts 
die frith the body.” ■

The absurdity of thinking that the 
dogmatic “George Pelham” would bring 
a conflicting witness will be more ap
parent if the inquiry be transferred to a 
law court, A witness makes a positive 
affirmation. “But,” says the judge, “a 
Air. Blank several years ago taught the 
ekact opposite. If you will go out and 
find him, bring him here,, and he con
firms your statement, then it v ill be re
ceived." . . ...

“I cannot bring him Into your sight 
He'inust be allowed to stand behind a 
screen.” " , .

“Very well,” responds the judge,- 
“bring him behind a screen.',’ The wit
ness never saw or heard of Mr. Blank 
before.' He knows nothing Where to 
find-'him. How much easier it is to

bums, who . are content to wander 
around and allow anyone and everyone 
to feed them in return for a test (?), 
just that long Spiritualism will be held 
up to the scorn of public ridicule. '

A medium is no better for his God
given gift, than. any. other man, .who is 
satisfied to wallow in the filth of the 
gutter; Having the gift to stand as an 
open door, between’ th,e two' worlds 
should inspire a medium for a desire 
for a clean’life. Too. much that be
longs to the man is blamed on his 
guides, and I sometimes think the poor 
spirits are made the scapegoat of many 
things which should be shouldered by 
the medium they. Dy. to lead .aright. .

' MRS. MARGUERITE MILLER.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

InlomiBtlori Ho W They May Give Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely With

out Pain-Sent Free.
No -woman need any longer dread the pains of 

child-birth, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dyo 
has devoted his UIo .to relieving the sorrows of 
women He hastproved thatall pain at childbirth 
mav be entirely banished, and he will gladly toll 
von how It may be doneabsolutely free of charge, 
sendvour name and address to Dr.XH Dye. 154 
Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y-. and he will send you, 
postpaid, his wonderful book.whlch tells how to 
gtvu - birth to happy, healthy chllaren, aosolutely 
withoutpam: also, how to cure sterility. Do not 
delay, but write to-day....

"The Present Age .and inner Lite; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- 
fled and. explained.” By Andrew. Jack
son Davis. We have a few copies ot 
this* work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, mo-... . .......

♦‘fl’oW Shall I Become a Modi
’ inn,” Fully ftnswefed

. ^.Mediumship and Its Law?, Ite Conditions 
üieÿÆCnltivation,” by Hhdsoff Tuttle. Price 35 

Send to Mr. Tuttle^ Berlin Height^ O. ;

____________ !_______ . -i- " --U-. ~____ ; »SB g
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EXPERIENCES IN CASES 0F: OBSESSION
(Oontiuuedïroui pagè-8.)"

1

its naine, I learned to my great surpriaç, that it was the spirit of the lady 
p, ‘ .Who, ten years before had ended hçr, çliysical life by hanging herself.

. v The spirit then related the indescribable mental hell sne had gone 
; through these years, and among other things, said; “As soon as I found 

¿ , , myself outside my body I saw at once .the cause of my rash act. Evil 
. spirits, attracted to me by evil thoughts, wore hovering near, grinning, 

-, in devilish glee of satisfaction at their.wou'/tl I.would have given the 
■ world to-have been able to regain possession'of'my body.. Oh! what 
,' j horrors of despair I have gone through; ray home broken and dismal;

my husband broken-hearted ; my little ones needing my care, uncon
' scious of my presence and effort to, cqmfort them—nothing but blank 

despair, till now, through your God-given mission, I. can see the glimmer 
of light.” - . . - ,'

This spirit has on several occasions since made its presence known, 
and has expressed its happiness in its spiritual, home. . . •

■ Some people reading this and similar, articles may come to the conclu-/ 
sion that Spiritualism must be dangerous to have anything to do with; 
but such conceptions or ideas are not correct, for these unseen forces 
around us exist and can cause mischief in sonie instances, whether we 
know of their existence or not. It is, therefore, far better that we, in
stead of ignoring them, learn all we can about them, for our own protec
tion if for nothing else. As to danger, there is. danger in our every-day. 
life, wherever w'e turn. We are continually obliged to exercise cau
tion to avoid them. We do not ignore dangerous diseases among man
kind because many die from them. No, we strive to combat them, by 
learning to know their cause, prevention and cure. Nor do we ignore 
clrehiistry because a goodly number have lost their lives in making re
searches into its domains. No,“the chemist cautiously and carefully 
learns to.know the laws that govern its various branches, and classifies 
and labels the itesults, thereby reducing the danger to other investiga
tors. And where would the world be to-day, but for thé efforts of fear

. less, untiring minds to penetrate and reveal nature's hidden secrets? , 
. So also in the science of mind—the greatest of . all sciences—what the 

. world needs to-day is fearless investigators into its many-sided domain ; 
minds jvhieh free from prejudiee and dogmas,-dare to delve into, both 
depths and heights of human existence, .to learn.thé inter-relation, eaiise 
and effect, between the visible and invisible worlds, and who shall care

. • fully learn, classify and record the laws to be observed-for safe com
munication with the invisible world, and the dangers to be avoided; in 
other words, to bring the too often haphazard Spiritualism of to-day 

. down to such an indisputable scientific basis, that it shall compel recog
nition by the scientific world, and also make the human family con- 

?■. . scious of its crime and fearful responsibility in the continual creation 
■ —through selfishness of the classes,, and ignorance of the masses, of 

man-made demons, to prowl around unseen, adding -misery to the al
ready full measure of human woe, “sowing to the wind-and reaping the 

- whirlwind,” and then standing aghast, wondering if it is an Almighty 
, ■■ ■ God’s almighty plan that such things should bo ; conveniently ignoring 

that, in giving us intelligence, reason, consciousness of right and wrong, 
- and all other mental and soul endowments, it was an Almighty God’s 

; Qlmightv purpose that we should use them. . . .
■ Chicago, Hl. CARL A. WICKLAND, M. D.

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Ptas in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Mouriity,; Higher Thought, and a Better Life-

Give Us the Truth, the WholfcT Triithii and Nothing hut the Truth.

FOR. THE

Dr. Peebles Institute o! Health oilers Free 
Consultation to the Sick and.SuHeriog.

H you are In poor health «nd wish to be cured, write 
the Doclajo al once, fboy Can Help You.fbeyCsn Help You.

Dr, Peebles Instl
* tuto of Health, has 

for years tundo a 
Specialty of treating 
chronic diseases and 

‘ • by their HomeTreat
inent. have cured 

^hundreds who came 
to them in utter de- 
spnlr because, their 

3 cases had been pro* 
$' nounced incurable 

by their local physb 
• cians. They success
fully treat Catarrh, 
Bronchitis, Asthma, 
Rheumatism, Ki d r 
ney and Bladder 
Trouble, Heart 
Trouble, Stomach, 

Bowel and LlverTroubles; all Blood and Nerv
ous Diseases as well as all diseases -and weak
nesses peculiar to both man and woman. ‘ .

They employ the latest and most approved 
methods of treating these disease apd -if you 
are not completely cured your stomach Is not 
ruined with strong drugs. If you are ih 
poor health and want treatment or if you do not 
understand your case and wish to know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. 
They charge you nothing for a complete diag
nosis and if they find your case Is curable: their 
charges will be mo^t reasonable. They will 
also send you literature fully explaining their 
methods of treatment. . . /

’ -i If sick yourself or if you are Interested in aclck 
friend write them a plain, candid letter and they 
will tell you what yourtrouble Ib ándifyourcase 
Is curable will quote you their lowest terms. 
¿Write to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Instituto of 
Health, 2á Main St., Battle Creek, Mich.

GENERAL SURVEY

(Continued from page 0.)

■£

ELDORADOS, ANCIENT AND MODERN.

A Retrospect of Civilization’s Progress—The Work Called for in the 
Future. ■ '

One of the speakers at the last annual congress of the National Prison. 
'Association declared, contrary to the general impression, that crime is 
not increasing, but decreasing. Another speaker remarked _ to the 
writer of this article that there was a continual growth of sentiment in 
favor of peace, and that the prospect for the settling of all questions in 
the near future is of a very encouraging nature. The general spirit of 
the recent congress was exceedingly optimistic. It is to. be hoped that 
'the utterances as to the diminution of crime and increasing aversion to
war is correct. If we could blot from mind' knowledge of the recent 
¿British-Boer war in South Africa, our own war in the Philippines and 
the prestìit tòfiflict btetwectï the Japariese and Russians in’ the fat East; 
we could more easily believe in the nearness, .of the day when nations 

•' vili 'behf their swords' into plq^haresjap.3. .thgjy’ .ppejujs jntp; pruning 
: hooks‘and learn, war no more. , ;. • .

Man has come up through many ages of savagery, and there are so 
- many generations of the fighting spirit inwrought in his very nature 
” that the thin veneer of civilization extending through a few thousand 

years is not sufficient to prevent frequent recrudescences of the war 
spirit which once was universal. = It oflly requires a little arousing of 

' prejudice and bigotry to revive the fighting disposition and to direct it 
against alien peoples of different races, religions, languages and cus- 

J-..,. toms. • .......... ' .
- - Ultimately, however, this disposition must be overcome or restrained 
• - by the increasing civilizing tendencies of the times, which acquire 

-i greater strength and more commanding -influence the longer they pre- 
■ - vail. Hope has always kept on the moral horizon the mirage of some 

modern commonwealth, and the time will come, although it may be less 
near than some of piir peace advocates imagine, when the business of the 

■ soldier will cease and mankind will live together in amity. ,
The ancient world was long content with its narrow habitat about the 

' Midland Sea, as it was called, on whose shores, as Plato . said, men 
sswarmed like emmets, while the vast outside world lay mostly unex
plored. Citizenship in some renowned city, state, such as Athens, Rome 

: or Jerusalem, was regarded as the height of mortal felicity. The dis
tance in space and the remote in time had no allurements for the an
cient citizen. Travel was regarded as exile from the city which con

. -tained all that was dear. . (
The new religion, with its supra-inundane eity of God drew men’s 

hearts and mincis away from Rome and Athens and Jerusalem and the 
■ other great central city states„to the thought of a purer and higher cit- 

■; izenship somewhere in the heavens. _ . .
In the middle ages, when the arena of ancient civilization and the 

land of the nativity,had become nebulous to the ignorant, people of 
western Europe, a'singular.epidemic of fanaticism pervaded the west
ern nations, the object of which was'to rescue thè holy sepulchre from
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
As usual, Elton E.Hedrick. lhe well-known As

trologer. willmulieaMpeciul .Holiday »«Auc
tion.. The year 1005-'is comlng-Upon us. KNOW 

■whattheuew year holds for you. A knowledge 
ot PLANISTABY INFLUENCB-wllI accentuate 
success,'and enubleyou' to • guard • against uufa- 
vorable periods'.Rud unfortunate change®, ab b 

‘special offer, uud until ¿’eb.jal, 1V05, all 15.00 work 
¡will bo reduced' to 1200. which includes invalua- 
blc information, touching upon all affairs of life.' 
in addition to »yearly forecast with favorable imu 
unfavorable periods for buslne»», speculation, 
changesroto., for the year 1905.* . '
This Offer will Positively Close Feb. 1 

Send data ot birth aa naan Iha hour aapoaBlble, 
Address No. 233'W 31th st., New York City, .

OR. J. IS. LOUCKS
Is one of tlieplriost and most anccessful Spirit* 
uul and Magnetic Phystelaue^ Hi» cures are mar
velous; hl» examinations are tree to al! who send 
him name, age. sex, amt lock of hair, and 6 cent» 
hi »tamps. • He doesnU/nali for leading, symptom». 
Hu treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, atredueodipricea; A trial will’ 
'convince you,- His practice extends all:over the 
land, He curesyou Ln<our own home.

Address, KOUCKH, M.
. ■ • - Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Maas.

Annie Xord Ciiainberlaln’a Card.
Dear friends, you can creatly-help me care for 

my bllnd sister, Jennie L.'Webb.-one of the earl
iest mediums now Imtho form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend« - Bead it to.ine with 11, and I will 
try and gel repl/ . by Independent writing or whls- 
»ers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil«

■Conditions under which we do this areas fol- 
lowat-Send,us your name in full, age. sex, and 
loading symptoms. We do notthink It wrong to 
diagnose disease without leading symptoms bo> 
ing gi ven; but as tho law looks upon it us an at
tempt to defraud,-please always send leading 
symptoms when'writing. You need not senda 
com or even a stamp.,and you will receive by re
turn mull a dluffnpsls or yqnr case. '

Everyone Quglit to Have Their
Case Diagnosed, or Exam

. ined Eonr Tidies
. - ¿Year/ •

AT LEAST,

in good physical condition* REMEMBER 
y-QU to liundreds-.wjiom W® have 

curea of old ohronlc disease In almost ©very »tat© 
and country. *

Cancer Cured, or No Pay,
Address all letters to

DR. C. E. WATKINS,

.
Hotel Westland,

Boston, Mass.

A Wonderful »MS; 
Spectacle.
vefoped thlIs ClRlrvoyiinl power In mo. I can au- 
udt my'Mblted PobbleXena Spectacle »8 perfect- 
y to your eyes at yonr own homo and send by 

mail, as ifyoa wore in my office. Thousands will 
testify. ^ ' ' B» F. yooiiE*

. 43 EyauBton Ave.. Chicago. Til
• DearrMr.Roole:—Yowf-Bpectoclefl nr© perfect. I 
can any perfection. I ahalLrecommend them to 
my frleñdtí/ Eter yonc-Jriend. E, B..Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal. r 1

Back Bay,

‘«New Arcadia”, and in the lesaci- attempts to realize in thought the 
brotherhood of man. i i (

What is needed to bring about higher conditions is not intellectual ' 
culture merely, which alone, without heart and- moral ’principle, may 
widen and deepen the ehasm between the educated and the masses, but 
greater development'arid cultivation of the moral sensibilities of the 
hupiane spirit,. ‘ These, the comriiercial spirit has helped in some ways to 
diffuse, while, m other ways,‘it Jias made them more obtuse.

Men’s conceptions have been broadened and their sympathies en
larged by trade and travel, by steam, electricity and international rela
tions, but keen compòtitìon for markets and- Jor the accumulation of 
great fortunes has dullc-d the- moral sense,- has fostered1 selfishness and 
greed, has fomented bloody and destructive wars and has led the more 
grasping and energetic and materially resourceful members of society, 
to form conspiracies and combinations to manipulate prices and to 
fleece the public along lines of least resistance. :

To curb this tendency and to encourage a public sentiment in favor 
of according all equal opportunities to grow to their full possible men
tal and moral stature and of making character and usefulness a test of 
worky-this is the.ethical ànd religious teacher’s worthiest works to-day. 
This is a work which will help to realize in practical life the ideas of 
human brotherhood that the Nazarene taught nineteen centuries ago to 
the people ■who lived along the banks of the Jordan and on the sea of 
Tiberias—ideas now assented to perfunctorily in theory, but in practice 
ignored and treated in the còmmercial, social, political and fashionable 
world as mere glitteripg generalities. B. F. UNDERWOQD.

A DISTINGUISHED WELSHMAN. \

He Is a Minister of the Gospel, and Realizes the Grand Truths of Spirit, 
ualism—He Tells of the Present Revival in Wales, and Is 

a Subscriber to The Progressive Thinker.

dially invited to be present, and join, 
‘the association,-1 and take part- In the 
convention work.” -

Mr. Max Gentzke, editor of the Ger
man Spiritual paper, “Llchtstrahlen,”. 
has been engaged by four. Germán Spir
itualist societies of Chicago/ to hold a 
course of six German lectures, one each 
week. He will lecture before the fol
lowing societies; German West Side 
Society,’ Gartelinann’s hall, corner 13th 
'street and Ashland avenue, on Sunday, 
January 15 at 3 p. m.; on the same 
at 8 o’clock at the temple of. Licht and' 
Wahrheit, 370' Wabansla/q-venvie,; on; 
Wednesday, Jan. 18, at 8 o'clock p. m., 
befor Bund der Wahrheit, In Ggrfleld 
Turner, hall. Larrabee, street and Gar- 
eld avenue, and on Thursday, „Jan. 19, 
at 8 o’clock p. m., before Bund Har- ' 
mony, 523. Belmont avenue. Every 
.week, for six weeks, he will deliver a 
Jeciure in thé saíne plate,"day arid time, 
as aboye mentioned. Written .up ’ques*:' 
tions, ¿pertataW' ttf the philosophy; «E1 
Spiritualism, will be answered by Bijn 
after each lecture. In the English or 
German language. *
' Maurgerlte Mac writes: “On Thurs

day evening, Dec. 29, at the.residence, 
of Mrs. 'Burland, ,3019 Vernon'avenue,., 
we had one of the most delightful sb- 
ciáis I ever had thé privilege of attend
Ing.' Harmony reigned supreme.' We 
were favored by the presence of Prof. 
Leon, Prof. Stoller and' Prof.; Taylor, 
and last but not least,’by Violw, Mrs. 
Burland’s little Indian- control,gp that 
all received spiritual food as well as a; 
good cup of coffee and cake and other 
refreshments. Music and singing by 
Prof. Caldwell and Mrs. Maggie Henry, 
the palmist, who read the lines In our 
hands for us.” .
T> 8. BÀV, Psychic ane Natural Clairvoyant, 
it. Readings by mall,tl.00. 207 Lincoln avo., Ohl- 

:ca<o, Illinois. . 4 ■ > • • ,

FRED. Hl EVANS,
ThtJiK-ote®l>Bychlc for .

Independent SBtte Writing and 
Clair «Wyanee,

Has recently leftNow Ydrk, and Is now.located at 
1H2 Eddy 8U. SaMFrandlsco, Cal. Bend stamp tor 
circular on MedWmBblpiry ■ •

IMFOKTflHT WORK.
। Send 25 cents<id theilnvcatigatlon Committee, 
'Publishers, Davohportjfliowa, for Prof. Watsons 
Illustrated Booty* board' covers, .“Juggernaut: 
Christian ScienaKExpqdbtL“? Containing ex true la 
from'bookfli ah<lwtn&’frtm whqtb all:the IdeaB of 
Christian Bciencawero.-erlginiDly copied, which
Mother Eddy caüs her own, > . .«■1

%. DON’® READ-THIS.
• If Mék write totme. aal I will fflTO'you a free 

exdtninutlbn.- IWantnoieadlnff-eymptom. Nerv- 
louB-oxliauBttcMiiaötLlüSÄijriinir'OffiDoth sexes suc- 
‘cedHfunjBtreutDdnbßedd mnnfi,-ag&; ■sox.complex*-• 
iQn.’weightandiaüÄtaJiniätompsiQf silver, an4,roy¡ 
ceiyo a correct dlagDWltì«' worth'.'many;dollarp.to 
yotu.Bc auro and write yonr owa lottery Address, 
3LcOIBBAMOES L; 1XHJOK8,

Something New I....
The

Spiritual Science Monthly,
Isadore E. Bussey, Editor.

Pt Grand Offer! 
(► Months’ Subscription Free 

;to all who will Bend their names in full 
and their addresses, before January 15, 
1905. Send to

F. A. WATKINS, 
potej Westland, Saito O, Back Bay, 

a....;’ ■ ,

I am«eading a great deal these days about this wonderful revival. It 
looks as though the departed spirits of the old powerful revivalists are 
returning to give their country another shake. As a minister, not a re
vivalist, was lecturing recently on “John Elias,” one of the noted ;- 
Welsh preachers who departed this life more than sixty years ago, an 
influence fell on the lecturer and his audience as though the venerable 
Elias himself was there. This came wholly unexpectedly. It may be 
that the leading man of the present movement, the young Evan Roberts, 
end his co-laborers are guided by the former saints of the country.

_ Well, if they can produce such betterment in the condition of the na
tion morally, socially and spiritually as they did many years ago, we > 
say, welcome saints! If the influence is too strong for some weak con- / 
stitutions to stand without being shattered, that was the case under the / 
ministry of Whitfield and other reformers of former times; yet the conn-1 
try at large was greatly uplifted through their instrumentality.

True Spiritualism should not oppose such inspirations, It is the in
spiration of the bible and Christianity, and may be the means of bring
ing Spiritualism into general acknowledgment. ,

If departed spirits are producing these revivals, they will in proper 
time make the fact known. ,

Many able ministers of the present day have a strong suspicion that 
departed spirits are mingling in the congregations of the church on . 
earth,-and some of them declare it. About twenty years ago I was lis
tening to the then leading preacher of the principality. Under a high 
degree of inspiration he said: “Your departed friends who used to wor-g 
ship with you here are with us in this church this evening.” Another# 
leading minister used to kiss his departed daughter a “Good night, Liz- ’4^ 
zie,” eyery evening before retiring. The best side of what is called or
thodoxy and the best side of Spiritualism may, after all, be not far from
each other. . WELSHMAN.

-íü'Wflrren St. ■i "Stoneham. Mui.

INTERPRETING DREAMS, 
:Glvlnff;JbuBlne88*advlce, dlrcctlaiT-dGvelopiiient of 
.mcdlumahlp In Bate way, dltwnoBlnff disease,- 
■glvlnirdeflcriptiona and spirit meesofiree, are part 
ot my xwork, Reading© by mall, $1.04. Inclose 
•writlng-or lock of halrJTwo Question» answered, 
25 cents. -

. ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS, ,
■ - 831, Uth BCflt. B. Washington, D. C.

Eckel’s Stasiard1Aluminum
TRUMPET.

By Mail} $1.75 Each.
Send money by- P. O. or Money Order. Address.

•■■■’ A.-B; ECKEKt’-Anaerson, Ind.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, look of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free; by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Oobson-Barker,
280 North Sixth St.

.' SanJose, Call
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NOW IS THE TIME TO COMMENCE PSYCHIC SUBJECTS. THIS DIVINE 
ESTABLISHING A SPIRITUAL AND PLAN HAS ONLY BEEN INAUGU- 
OCCULT LIBRARY, BY 8UBSCRIB- RATED BY THE PROGRESSIVE 
IN.G ;FOR TflE PROGRESSIVE JHIAKER, , SEVERAL »THOUSAND 
THINKER, AND SECURING' ßÜR DOLLARS (FOR WHICH WE 00 NOT & 
ELEVEN pfeEtflÛM'BOOKS. LOOK RECEIVE EVEN A CENT QF INTER-•
THE WORLD OVER, AND YOU CAN 
NOT FIND ANOTHER SUCH OPPOR-
TUNITY. THE LIKE OF IT 
NEVER SEEN BEFORE ON 
GREEN EARTH. NO ONE 
EVEN TRIED TO IMITATE

WA8 
THIS 
HÄS 
OUR

EST) ARÇr ViVÍÑE*'
RATE O|,pBQ IV'N„E PLAN, OUR 
8UB8CRI TLieoeA ECE>VING TUEz 
BENeFlX¡S«Ú->fHERBFOR¿

IT CAN WEL1 SAID THAT T

METHODS. JUST THINK ; OF IT, 
ELEVEN EXTREMELY VALUABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS, NEATLY AND 
SUBSTANTIALLY BOUND IN CLOTH, 
SENT TO YOU FOR $3.35. AFTER 
WE PAY THE POSTAGE WE REAL
IZE A TRIFLE OVER $2 FOR THE 
ELEVEN BOOKS. THIS IS OUR DI-

PROGRESSIVE THINKER READERS 
ARE THE MOST ADVANCED IN Al*.L 
THINGS THAT PERTAIN TO SPIRIT
UALISM AND OCCULT SUBJECTS 
GENERALLY OF ANY PEOPLE ON 
THIS GLOBE. THIS DIVINE PLAN; 
SHOULD BE FULLY APPRECIATED1;
BY SPIRITUALISTS, AND ' 
SHOULD RECIPROCATE BY

VINE PLAN, TO ADVANCE OUR-WAYS RENEWING THEIR

THEY ;
’ AL-

8UB-'

the hands of the Mohammedans.
For a long time all the valor, enterprise and piety of the west were 

moving toward Palestine. The humbler pilgrims with staff and scal- 
loped'shell, plodded their weary way, or sauntered in immense num-i 
bers toward the scene of the nativity and crucifixion. All Europe was 

' moved by a common sentiment and impulse.
After the era of the crusades came the era of the terrestrial discov- 

cries in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, when-the bounds _of things 
were loosened, when the human mind was enlarged and liberalized by 
-novel experiences and by the expansion of the geographical area of hu
man activity. The mystery of the Atlantic ocean began then to be dis
pelled. Wild hopes and dreams of discovering à celestial paradise be

' gan to be kindled in ardent and fearless souls. A City of God some
where on the bosom of mother earth, somewhere in the gorgeous west, 
with its raagnolian forests and fountains of youth, the fabled Eldorado, 
began to be the objective point of enthusiasts and adventurers and to 
take the place of the apocalyptic New Jerusalem, for it was supposed to 
be accessible to the hardened and dauntless adventurer in the flesh, and 

' to have in its vicinity a stream or well head of immortal youth.
- -As alchemy, with its philosopher’s stone and elixir of life, finally led 

• ■ io the genuine science—to chemistry--so thmfabjéd Eldoradps’ led to 
'useful exploration of our continent, thus enlarging geographical knowl

edge. The period of terrestrial discovery ivàs . A period of boundless, 
glorious hopes and of the noblest daring.' It was thé period of Shak

espeare. There was a new spiritual day-dawn, as it were. ' ■
Finally, terrestrial discovery became so thorough that the dream of 

an Eldorado was dispelled, and-the romance of the earth, so to speak, 
"ave place to accurate knowledge. The age of science began to dawn in 

'the seventeenth century, and men had their venerable illusions'and de
lusions sub jected to the terrible'ordeal of rational knowledge. .

Now came with the Copernican, Galileoan and Newtonian astronomy 
knowledge of the comparative insignificance of the earth to chasten the 
hrro<*ance of those who had regarded this world as the central fact in 
the universe. If terrestrial discovery had robbed the earth'of its mys
ticalness and "shown that it-was quite limited, the new astronomy 

- brought disillusioned man face to face with the infinitude of cosmical 
space and the magnitude of the starry heavens, ,,-■ .....

! Now, soeial and political amelioration is'the gòal of.h'umàn endeavor. 
The Eldorado of living gcnerations-is'â social state-in which'all men and 
women shall’be lifted to "„piane of intelligence 'find consequence, in 
which the'glaring-social inequalities and in justices of the present shall 
be measurably abolished by a tfulydiumand;commonwealth,-in which- 

/ Will be realized the consummatiop-ot thfe dreams and aspirations of the

NICHOLAS BROKER, . ;

Dixon, Ill. Clairvoyant -Ute Reading, with mes
sages, names and .description of your spirit 
friends, from your letter or lock of hair, by mall. 11

FROF. FREDERICK M. STOLLER. 

Teacher and Demori.trator of Psychology. Read
ings dally, except Sunday; hours 10 a, m. to 8 p. m. 
Readings by ’mull, 11.00,. 8150 Indiana Avc.. Tel.
6761, Douglas. -

mlST RBAD1SGS BY ASTBOMfGW
1 Send 25 cents (silver) and date ot birth, for a 
test reading ot your Ute, with prospects of com
ingyear: Aek one question, Full reading J-vlth 
horoscope, 11.00 aud upwards, Address, F. F. 
NEITZEL, box 988, Spokane, Wash; .

NIRS. MAY A. PRICE
Clairvoyant readings by malt Also laws of me- 

dlumlstlc development and spirit, or mental, or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock pt hatr, date 
of birth and One Dollar. Obsession cured. 51 D. 
Street. N. E. Washington, D. C. ■ J

MRS.G. HINGflEY
Magnetic and Osteopathic. Cures when all others 

fall. Best ot Physicians References.
B4 S. Bibej" St. nearMndlsonrClilcago.

SPIRITPHOTOGRAPHS.
Not thoklnd .with ¡pictures of Lincoln, Grant, 

Voltaire, Moses, etc., etc., onHhem; you can get 
thia kind at two for. adtollar, and? they are worth 
lese.' -You get Just those of your friends who are 
attracted by.the magnet youaend,: Write for my. 
free circulars which tell all about IL

• Fr-N. FOSTER.
Ol -Flt*hugh St., GrAnAJRaplds, Mich.

ABOOK. 
“SPIRIT, SOUL ANDBODY.” 

• BY DR. OLIVER

’ The science of tho invisible-side of life—a logi
cal presenUrtion of the facts-pertaining to the 

—Truth hf Spirit.” ThK ideas' are the most pro
found expression- oMhought presented to thia 
age. detailing ¿minutely-every stage, state nnd 
condition of servitude tt£rough*whlch man passes 
in the -evolution and tprpgreBsion of hie sou), It 
tells you “Why» Hownmd When.” It is the latest 
product of -“.Spirit.” and* nothing .in print like It. 
Its simplicity Is Its greatest.strength. It is the 
sequel' to the complex generalization presented 
In tho past.. ..The, book contains 350 pages, in
cluding 15 inuBtrativemletui'G interpretations from 
the -World, of Spirit? Price. S1.60. Address, 
DOCTOR OLIVER. Lenlng Farm, WiBSinoming,

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
: Who has h»d

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two 

' ’ Yeafrs Prof, in a Medical
• ■ College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and Is a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fails in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to ©ye, oar, throat nnd lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous, diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to euro piles. If ydu would like un opinion 
of your oaso FREE, write Just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY. M. D. 
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

THE NEW LIFE.
By Leroy Berrlor. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind's relations to tho physical organlsm.and 
.the power of thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, 81.

MANUSCRIPTS COBBEOTED.
Manuscripts of any description carefully cor

rected and edited for publication. Customary 
price, tl for two thousand words, Graduate, Na
tional Press Asoooiatlon, -Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Address, "AUTHOR, ' No, 2, Speedway Avenue. 
Ocean Park, oal.

PATRONS ALONG SPIRITUAL AND 
OCCULT LINES AT THE LEAST 
POSSiBLS COST, MAKING THEM 
THE BEST POSTED PEOPLE ON 
EARTH IN REFERENCE TO ALL

SCRIPTIONS PROMPTLY, AND AT 
THE SAME TIME ENDEAVOR TO IN
DUCE OTHERS TO. SUBSCRIBE FOR 
THE PAPER, THUS EXTENDING 
OUR USEFULNESS.

,,'aoblest souls of the past, such as areTepresente^-jpjPlato’s “Republic,” 
“City of Philip-Sydney-’e

1ssqiM-3 ■a. Í

MYSELF CBBHiafflgS 
US 88S5lllKI!KW!&Sa® 

■ jiarmiess tyoniQ*Cure»-‘ A<íflr3Sí

. MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

‘‘FLOWER READINGS”
Describing your character. Unique and Interest
ing. Dictated by an Oriental spirit guide to sten
ographer and typewritten in each case.' By mail 
tl.Ol. Inclose writing and lock of halr.-ft practi
cable. • - ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS.

331 Eleventh St., N> E., Washington, D. C. .

The infallible flbrc.triimpet is absolutely tangi
ble with spirit forces; very light;- 1b guaranteed 
more clear and better than any metal; moredura- 
ble; insulated topand boitomrsheil. cardinal col
ored enamel; 30x5. f 1.50. Booklet tor all kinds of 
development, 12 cts, Write for circular. : ■ 
JAB. XKWTON, «23 Dorr Ht,, Toledo. O.

DR. GEORG t LESTER LflNE
Obsession a Specialty. , 

AU Diseases TceatodSuccessftilly. 
STS Huntington Ave., .Bostpii, Masa.—SEE -DR. 
J. Jt PEEBLES' BOOK ON OBSESSION.

T1RS. SEVERANCE’S 1

GOOD HEM TABLETS,
One ot the KrealeBt achievements of SPIRIT 

POWER. MOTHER NATURES RELIABLE 
REMEDY Positively cures constipation and all 
resultant ailments. Thej-hmuro the rini and vig
or-of maufhod, cno-U3om7baut5‘.T::ta',ih and 
brightness of,womanhood, and a.positive ablutair 
sense .of that Inherent potver which leads one on
ward to mare than commonplace achlevotaents. 
Free «TlttentaBtructlonB.wheSKu,mendon led- 

stamps, - and 
11.00, tor Tablets, A full Psychorhctrlc, Impress- 
lonal and Prophetic reading, when .you remit 50 
cents extra. Address, I. M. WATSON. 1800 
Main Stre-.I, Whitewater WIs. i

H Ëtfetai of JRsniage... Bp 
fa . Aile« à B. Stockham, - 
il a D. Karetza. makes a. 
birthright for chuarco, anfli 
rifluita to; tak tvlilghhr de*

Philadelphia, Pa.

TRANCE READING BY HAIL.
For the next thirty days I will give a full life 

reading; . atBodeBcnption -of - spirit -frlendB, and 
such messages- as theyunayxleBlre to convey, for 
f 1.00 and 3 2-cenl stamps. Give day. of birth in 
own hand-writing. ; Address PEBCIVILLE E. 
WALKER, 551 Camahatt Aveu Findlay. Ohio.

Mr.'Walker would respectfully refer his patrons 
to the foliowin? testimonial; “I cheerfully and 
gratefully testify jo1 thciretnarkable mediumship 
of Mr. PerclvllldiWhlkfcrJ I-met him, a total 
stranger; he accurateljr; described, four of my. 
spirit frlendBr gliinff their, names and messages 
of suchnature tbat'I'tould'not possibly doubt 

’their genuineness;' I hehrtHy recommend him to 
nil who desire a< tovingeaeBsagc- from those who 
have gone'on belote, JABi BAMFOBD. Findlay, O.

The Speaking Dial. 
: - A 'Wondcx««rSp9*Hnal Invention 
Gives names, dfitos amfcclrcumstanccB. Spoaxs 
in various langumma;; answers mental questions; 

- convincing the moot Éko^tlcaLtHas come to prove 
ImmortaUty'andMtplrlt communion. - Develops all 
phases of medlû&ship.!nMagnetized by powerful 
spirit band. ! •-

TS8STIK©XIAL
- HotiSpiHhgB. Ark , Jan.,’23, 1901.

• P. J. DempBeyîîRl am Erp ore than pleased with 
‘ your Speaking DtSl, andfthe -results obtained arc 
in some dnstencss’astonisbiugv; I have a plan
chette andDuljaJxiardj brftitheDlal is a great Im
provement on-theih all, ¿Yours truly, • •

- . J. A, GIBSON.
. If you wish io Idrestlgote Spiritualism and con
verse with your.-sjiirit fripnds. In-yonr own home, 
order. a Speaklnirt Dial' to-day. Dials; now 11.5(1 
each. • Booklet with testimonials for the asking. ’ 
' Address ' : ’S '’ P. J. DEMPSEY, Inventor.

2817 Columbus.Are..'Minneapolis. Minn.

The Explosion of Mars.
The Moon .Dashed to the Earth.
i The Earth Baptized by Fire.

. . Then the Millennium.'
• TblBBtartlingevent will occur, sayaa celebrated 
astrologer, in less than six years. Aro you ready 
for life or death-to Hvo foreyer orgo Into a state 
of separation from tho pure and-wise-lnto lone
liness ^ud despair? Are you realizing now your 
God«-ffiven powets. or just lazily waiting and 
trusting to chance or fate. Start thd-New Year by 
unfolding your-psychic -powers, to be useful be
yond compare. My books will help you, Waive 
all prejudice, and buy them now. My new book 
on CLAIRVOYANCM which is endorsed bvTho 
Banner of Light. The Progressive Thinker, Mind. 
Henry Wood; Lilian Whiting, will show you how. 
It will .enable you to penetrate the veil, seo spirits, 
readme.auras, locate minerals,.understand tho 
mysteries,and befcome an adept. —
. 'THE PJUCE IS REDUCED from 12 to Bl, for 15 
days or more. JS^Send . ONE DOLLAR BILL!
; OTHER, BOOKS. ,
: DEATH AND.AFTERWARDS-^Cloth,. 50 cento 

AURAS AND COLOR&—With exhaustive dlo 
tlonary of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PS YCHOMETR Y—The firs t and only book which 
teaches the science so that you can practice It 
■Price. BtfCehto ' - ‘ . •
1 E AS YLESSONS tn Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
Psychomelry. Price. 60 cents.
i REALIZATION—How to enter the super-con- 
Bclousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 cents.

CRYSTALS .for crystal-gazing, a new tot at|2.25 
eadh, postage prepaid. . . ■

HOW TO REHEMBER PAST LIVES—A Ms. 
¡series on this fascinating subject. Price, 11.03. . 
j Send .a Btamped-nddressed envelope for “The 
System of Philosophy Concerning Divinity,” 00 
lessons ana terms for development. Address,

/ ff. C. E. GRUMBINE,
: 1285 Commonwealth Ave.,

' Boston. Moss.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

Mrs. Cordelia E. Mason passed to the 
higher life from her home in Grinnell, 
Iowa, Dec. 9, 1904, aged 74 years. She 
embraced Spiritualism, and was ready 
for the change. The earth friends lost 
a noble soul, while spirit life has gained 
a treasure. At her request the writer 
officiated at the funeral.

Marshalltown, Iowa.- EVA M’COY.

One of the true and faithful message
givers for the spirit world, Mrs. Mary 
Halliday of Indianapolis, passed away 
Christmas eve. after an illness of five 
weeks.. On Wednesday preceding her 
transition, she informed her dear ones 
here that she would soon leave her 
physical body. The writer officiated at 
the funeral services, which were held 
at her home, Dec. 27, at 10 a. m.

ALLIE BUHLAND.

In the transition of Mrs. M. J. Crilly 
of Pittsburg and Allegheny, Pa., the 
cause of Spiritualism loses one of its 
oldest and most powerful and fearless 
exponents; This gifted medium stood 
for Spiritualism and mediumship when

Academy pfiffigher Sciences
-■ And College of (Fine Forces.
Teaches now and wondecful methode of euro, 

! "Fast becoming of world-wide fama”—H.Tullio 
Light. Color, Kteairlcfty, Magnetism; Mind, Bath*; 
> Ils bcaiillfùl -IMpldsnn ibonfcra -tlllo. “D. M.’ 
Doctor of nfitarDoUcttftaii -be gairiéd’at College or 
'atones hmne.'.Bookisnd'lbStrumentafuniiGhed.- 

Send stamp for catalogue to .. . •
«Be BABBITT. M. DIt '*

■, < CJMSr&t AMV Roebeater« 9. Y.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one, two and three. By Lilian Whittag. 

• Three choice volumes, each com- lete in itself, 
in which spirituality is related to' .vtryday lire 
in such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price. 51.00 each; ....

■,flW®lBl.®8lT6StóWllt,
-.Betos mteSospti&WsQM&M other plewa. 
Sow owtaLRWribsaáan tteSMVüsiir Aoto1

THF som ’M™«:1 • PtœsSÎONS IN HU
MAN m&WMENTS; Third edition now on 
gala.“ Prieeqi.in.’ .This is one ot the tost books

h took <x 
tMWtatad

to do so meant to sacrifice all who w'ere 
near and dear to her with the single ex
ception of a son, who remained loyal to 
the last. In common with most of the 
old-time mediums she suffered ostra
cism and persecution, but her absolute 
knowledge of the grand truths that it 
was her privilege to demonstrate so 
beautifully, kept her firmly in the path 
of duty, and although she suffered 
much she never wavered. Mrs. Crilly 
passed out at the Presbyterian Hos
pital, Allegheny, Pa., Dec. 28., after 
having been in bed three months suffer
ing intensely from an aggravated case 
of cancer. In the operating room and 
through all her sufferings, she never 
once lost sight of her Spiritualism, and 
her courage was inspiring. Dr. B. F. 
Austin conducted the services, Dec. 31, 
which were held under the auspices of 
the First Church of Spiritualists of 
Pittsburg. The services were beautiful 
and impressive.

Passed to spirit life, December 26, 
1904, from her home in Paw Paw, Mich., 
Miss Lucy Bangs, a pioneer Spiritualist, 
after 75 years of earth life. She leaves 
a brother and one sister besides many 
lelatives to mourn her sudden depart
ure, from heart failure. Miss Bangs 
was a member of the Paw' Paw Valley 
Spiritualist Association, and was loved 
and respected by all who had the honor 
of her acquaintance.

L. S. BURDICK.

ON CREDIT

TOE AGE Of REASON. . COSNIAN HYNN BOON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of • A collection of original and selected Hymns 

True and Fabulous Thddlogy. A new and com* tor Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools 
pleta edition, frormncwijuates. and new typo; *£? -the Home. Oomfilled-byli K. Washburn. 
186 pages, post 8vo. • Paper doth. 50c. ¿«is volume meets a public want. It comprises

--------- —-------- -■■.— ^.oholoe-BBlectlons of poetry and music, em-
• _ ■■■■■ ... . -U - . :■ ■■ 3?«Ling Che highest moral sentiment;and free

HftHOMET; THE ILLUSTRIOUS the Depthfi-lnto the
Watt totter qu&uitad to write &n lml*wttal Bad :.-By Samuel-Bowles; Mrs. Carries. S.-Twtag,- 
bcnoit MIeos Matomet Uian Qodirey HIgilita. ’medium. This is n very Interesting llttietooi,, 
tosd U^ajvqlssas.is tateatelsMnteriatsStira-HiffwnitoapptocIatod from start to finish by ; 
khoaia to reed in toajtmctitm with GUfea’o all who wish to gain spiritual inrramaUota 1 
wstfc1 mthStomaiass».— —- s«se,smts. ----------------------«

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S CLOAKS AND SUITS.
Men’s. Boys’ and Children’s Sults and Over
coats direct from our factory to the wearer at 
factory prices cash or easy monthly payments.

We trust honestpeople locatedln all parts of 
the world. Write for tree catalogue.

CENTURY MEG. GO.
Dept 4038 East St Louis. III.
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One truth is clear—whatever is, is

will only, thrive, and

LltTLE SPIRIT EMMA RETURNS. POSSESSED OF DEMONS. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE. THE PERMANENT ATOM. A UNITARIAN MINISTER.

Describes Some Excellent Spirit Mani- 
testations He Witnessed. .

An, Illustration Showing How Closely 
• the Spirit Realms Blend With the 

Material Side of Life.

As Viewed From the Standpoint of a 
Spiritualist. ;

8HRITÜÁUSAI. 18 ft TRÜTIt.
WL. 31

right.” Pope.
“I long to know the truth hereof at 

large.” Shakespeare.
' “Let us make truth catching instead 
of. falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.
■ “Truth- depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.
idge. , ■■■' .

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer.

Truth bears the torch in the search 
fortruth,” Lucretius.

i Let us lovcour cause 
i and dare to advpcatejts 
i truth and decry fraud.

Coler- « If we have thef pure it 
cannot be destroyed in
the crucible of ' reason 
and fair discussion. It

;« & mw in -, V ’

r Sljinkrr.
’ NO. 791

TRÜTI+ IS IMPERISHr/VBLE
“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7. - #
“Truth crushed to . earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant ’
“To have truth and not live it is like

having lungs and refusing to breathe.”
expand more rapidly. | “However unwillingly a person who

39EK

*

has a strong opinion may admit the pos-1 
sibility that his opinion may be false, he । 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that} however true it may be, if it is not
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed . 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill. " ;

FROM ELIZABETH HARLOW. A BEAUTIFUL TRANSITION. 7

The only merit in the few lines I 
am about to write will be their entire 
reliability, and the studied absence of 
anything calculated to -mislead or mys
tify. ' ' " ■ •

Well! I have lived in Atchison contin
uously for six years, and I am sow 
about to leave it froin a vague and in
explicable dread of a recurrence of the 
incidents I shall try. to relate. ■ During 
all that time I have made but few ac
quaintances, and perhaps none—I make 
tlhe admission with regret—will be sor
ry to hear of my-determination .to leave;. 
for the niche I have filled has certainly 
been a most ordinary one. •

Notwithstanding the fact that we— 
my family consists of myself and wife 
only—lived in a very dismal and unfre
quented part of the town, we managed 
to get: along very comfortably and con
tentedly until about two years ago, 
when a most melancholy and deplorable 
circumstance occurred—our little girl, 
nt^t- yet five years old, died on a cold, 
stormy night in midwinter, kissing us 
good-bye as if going to sleep. I will not 
attempt to describe our great grief, or 
humiliation when nobody but ourselves 
and the grave-digger followed the dear 
little body to the grave. It would be 
impossible, and f am not a man to at
tempt impossible things.

Our residence being a long-way out, 
and my business requiring the closest 
Attention, I never went home for dinner 
at noon, but It was an invariable cus
tom to spend my evenings at home, ar
riving sometimes as late as seven 
o’clock, and going down town again ear
ly । in the morning. After the death of 
our little girl, I more than ever regret
ted '.. ‘e necessity of leaving my patient 
wife alone so much in the dreary old 
house, without a single companion to 
pass the weary hours, and for some 
months had noticed that she seemed 
sadder, and move thoughtful. This 
went on for a time, until one night, af
ter I liad arrived-home more-tired and 
worried than' visual, she', gave me the 
first intimation of the circumstances of 
which I afterwayd. became a careful wit- 
nesa-.' .
»' When I say-she complained of strange 
noises,. I am afraid people will accuse 
me of attempting to tell a ghost story, 
but IRiope no one will be so inconsid
erate until they hear me through. She 
r J that In the middle of the day, while 
she sat;, <iown ptairs brooding over her 
loneliness, site.would become conscious 
of a steange feeling that her little girl 
was playing in the sleeping room above. 
At-.first there would be no other evi
dence of this than her settled convic
tion that slloh was the-case, b’utfinally 
the ihual noises produced by a child at 
play! would be distinctly heard. Little 
Emma, in her life-time, had used an
emi ity room across the hall as a play- 
hou se, and to and from this the child-i-
ish feet would lie heard busily patter-
ingj occasionally rattling tiny dishes, or 
mofvlng boxes or other articles in search
ing for lost treasures. Sometimes the 
feet would start down stairs, but go 
back again, as if remembering that the 
arljlcle wanted was not below. For 
weeks she listened to this singular phe
nomenon, of daily occurrence, lacking 
courage to mention it. At another time 
it seemed as if the child was rocking in 
her chair, and the burden of a familiar 
lullaby was indistinctly heard. The 
door would then be opened, and the feet 
again patter to and from the play room, 
long since shut up and heavily locked. 
On one occasion, just at dusk, while 
listening with beating heart to the pe
culiar noises, the pattering feet came 
to the stair landing, and a voice called: 
“Mamma! Mamma!” which was quick
ly recognized as that of the dead child. 
The frightened and anxious mother 
flew up stairs in spite of her terror, but 
she found the room just as she had left 
It in the morning, with no evidence that 

, any hut orderly bands had been about. 
$ This was the night that I was told of 

jX\. Jit. It strangely impressed me, of 
■ ■■.•\\ ¡ course, but I simply believed, it to be

The Boston Herald, an Anti-Spiritualist 
Paper, Spreads Its Views of “De
mons” Before Its Readers.
Belief In obsession appears to be 

widely held even among Intelligent, 
though perhaps more or less supersti
tious people. At some, of our leading 
institutions of learning the popularity 
of the higher criticism has not yet 
wholly overcome tenets that might have 
been held by Cotton Mather himself. 
For instance, at Chicago University not 
long ago the divinity ■ students were 
gravely informed by Prof. Stetson of 
Kalamazoo, that witchcraft, as regards 
evil spirits and demons, is no myth, but 
is real and dangerous; that today, as In 
bible days, evil, spirits undermine the 
health of thousands, and that many per
sons are actually “possessed of devils,” 
“These possessipns are real, and not at 
all fictitious,” declared Prof. Stetson.

This indicates an alarming state of 
affairs in that part of the country. Per
haps nçt the least alarming, aspect, is 
subli things; ' A Chicago doctor asserts 
that he is compelled to believe in de
mons because he has .known them: 
“For.fortv years or more I have been 
the object of their malignant hate, and 
their target for'many. attacs, 'resulting 
their target for many attacks, resulting 
clal misadventures, financial losses, 
temporary humiliation, sickness, etc. 
I have actually seen them in. all their 
hideousness of face, form and charaç- 
tei''. ' I have talked with them,, and they 
with me.'.'but their talk with me was al
ways in curses, threats or lying pre
dictions'.” : , .

Truly, the doctor had a hard time; 
he Jiad 'em bad. Happily, he got over 
it, but. he does not tell how; perhaps, 
it is a professional secret. He says 
that since he shook the devils through 
forty years’ practice he haq been help
ing others out of similar troubles, and 
has almost daily been brought in con
tact with persons obsessed; these dev
ils' coming from “the dark woods, on 
the ground floor, of the spirit world”— 
a realm which thus would seem to be 
built' and populated in layers, like' an 
apartment, house. Under the circum
stances, would not “cellar” be the bet
ter term? In a cellarish country the 
“dark woods” might be a fungous 
growth, a sort of mushroon grove, very 
appropriate to such habitancy.

Phenomena of this sort are common
ly diagnosed as subjective; their vic
tims arei'tte'àtéd with the gold’cufè,' ôr 
sent to suitable institutions of other 
sorts. In Mr. Howell’s latest novel one 
of thé- leading' clïàrâctérs ' Is ’ a victim 
of thëlaüdanum haliit; he was wont to 
see a horrible green dwarf, all mouldy- 
like. But the sufferer knew all the time 
that it was real. The school repre
sented bv the learned Kalamazoo pro
fessor and the Chicago doctor regards 
these, demons as objective—as Teal as 
thé ¡ Chicago pit! Here in Boston are 
adepts who teach how to “cure and pre
vent itnproper spirit control, influence 
and ■ obsession,” and they are said to 
drive' a flourishing practice; for some 
of their clients neither Copp’s Hill bury
ing ground at midnight nor Dover street 
in the wee'small hours has terrors. 
Modern psychology likewise maintains 
the objectivity of certain phenomena 
of. obsession that are not-Induced by 
alchoholism, narcotics and ^other drugs 
or insanity. 'But thé objectivity is that 
of a Secondary personality—a view 
which, strange to say, was held early 
in the last century by the eminent Ger
man mystic J. Kemning, who main
tained that all thèse strange manifesta
tions of obsession and of apparently 
different entities called "spirits” were 
simply diverse expressions of one and 
the same human individuality. Possi
bly the two conflicting views might, in 
a measure, be reconciled by the theory 
which holds that secondary personali
ties are-fragmentary expressions of a 
universal, or cosmic, consciousness.

I
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i an unhappy mother’s imagination, and 
V Iso told her, although she firmly de- 

tj-jclared that it could not have been more 
»¿natural or distinct She said that ev- 
# ery night, after we retired, there was 
S’ a recurrence of it, and although she al-' 

ways doubly locked the bed-room door, 
there was the same pattering of little 

X ifeet to and from the deserted room 
^across the hall, as if our darling Emma 

- ¿was playing, playing always! Although 
ij-1 refused to believe it, I nevertheless 
7% resolved to lay awake that night and 
'/listen; but in spite of my resolution, I 

\went off into a light; doze. I do not 
know the hour, but it was late, when I 
was disturbed by my wife rising in bed.

... Remembering that I had intended: to 
Keep awake, without giving evidence of 
/it, I quietly listened. Certainly there 
Iwas a pattering of feet, and although 1 
/had carefully locked the door,, it "was 
standing wide open. My wife called to 

J the phantom as though it were the child 
'in life, and asked it to come to her, 
There was a little hesitation, and the 
steps came softly to her side of the bed. 
“Emma,” she said, "if it is you, kiss 
your distracted mother!” As certainly 
as I live, I heard the child scrambling 
up on the bed, and’my wife informed 
me the next morning that if she ever 
embraced her child in her life, she em
braced her that night.

At another time one bright afternoon, 
my wife came down’to my place of bus
iness,' and as she came through the 
door, the little pattering feet were close 
behind, and I noticed that she held the 
door open for the invisible, but certain
ly present, child to enter. There hap
pened to be no one in, and she told me 
that before she had fully prepared to 
go, the pattering feet flew up stairs, as 
if to get ready. In passing .the houses, 
the child would stop with groups of 
Children, while the mother patiently- 
waited. The dainty boots of a five-year- 
bld child distinctly walked beside her. 
•fall the way to Commercial street, and 
the noise did not differ from that of her. 

wn shoes; except lighter. It stopped 
the shop windows, and danced in 

’ glee at a- particularly pleasing

I might enumerate a great many in
stances, of this character, but one more 
and I am done. Coming home one 
night, 1 found the room strewn with lit
tle Emma's play things, which I "had 
myself locked in • the deserted room. 
My wife knew nothing of It till I called 
her attention to the fact, and for the 
first time I noticed a change in her man
ner; she went about gathering the 
playthings up, and gently chiding the 
child for her carelessness! I then be
came convinced that her mind . was be
coming affected, and at once resolved to 
quit the house and the town. . I dreaded 
a recurrence on her-account, not my 
own, for they have never been attended 
with dread.

I will not blame anyone for doubting 
what I hav,e.written, for had I not writ
ten it, I would doubt .it myself. There 
are two persons in this town who could, 
if called upon, at least testify that I 
left a lucrative business to avoid the 
patter, patter of the.feet I loved so well, 
and they can testify that my wife is a 
broken, miserable and unhappy woman 
from the same cause.

I give these facts to the world simply 
because they are curious. I cannot ex
plain them. I will be laughed at by 
many,, but those who have followed 
their hopes to an early grave, will give 
me sympathy, if not credence.

I have no quarrel with so-called 
Christian science. There are some 
things noble and grand about it, and I 
would not detract one iota from all that 
is worthy in its tenets.

Christian science . is Spiritualism 
mixed up with sufficient orthodoxy to 
make it popular—sugar-coated With the 
terms Christian,- Divine, Infinite, etc-., 
anything to make it go down and not 
nauseate. . • ..

I am informed by the best authority 
that Mother Eddy got her inspiration as 
a spirit medium; and it is not quite 
honest in her to try so hard to give 
Spiritualism a black eye.’

I am sometimes partially inclined to 
excuse the old lady for denying the 
source of her power, after the./great 
army of knaves and • tricksters, -have 
brought such odium upon the. fajr and 
beautiful name of Spiritualism-< Only 
call it'Infinite Spirit, Divine Science— 
anything that people cannot compre
hend and It. will take. People must 
have a mystery, one for which, no ex
planation is expected. ' ,

Perhaps It would be a sin to disturb 
thè peace and pleasure of those -who 
are so happy while nursing at the bot
tle of Mother Eddy’s, soothing , syrup. 
They might say, “It ignorance, jsibllss 
it is folly to .be wise.” But truth is 
mighty and will prevail, and all that is 
good, honest and true in Spiritualism 
and in Mental and Christian Science 
will endure forever. No amount of vile 
abuse can destroy a truth. • .

Perhaps I ought'not to criticise those 
who enjóy the play written by Mrs. 
Eddy, but it Is surprising that so many 
intelligent people can become willing 
slaves to ritualistic forms and ceremo
nies under the dictum of one old wo
man. ■ ' '

Th© ignorant Catholics under priest 
and pope are no mòre subservient,

I do not blame Mrs. Eddy for wanting 
to see how wonderfully she can sway 
the people, but it seems silly in them 
to be hoodooed into such mimicry, 
when it is no better than lots of other 
old women could suggest. I am told by 
one who was intimate with Mary Baker 
G. Eddy years ago, that she was a 
splendid Spiritualist medium, but the. 
odium that was later heaped Upon me
diums, hèr tony nature could not stand. 
Her- controls told her to adopt a new 
title, and tjien she could reach the 
higher class of society.

The-bible presents Jesus as a great 
mèdium and Christian Science was sug
gested to her as a title tor a new sect 
that would take! ' . ' '

It did take. And the only fault I find 
with its leader is that she should seek 
to belittle Spiritualism from which she 
took all that is hcble and grand in her 
new sect.

For her to detest mediumship is not 
honest, is not becoming, is not right.

Spiritualism covers all that is high, 
holy, good and true'in all religions. 
And that is why so many vile, corrupt 
and detestable frauds «seek to counter
feit it. ' • , :

Jesus was not ashamed of his medi
umship. He communed with the deni- 
ens of the spirit world, and after he was 
put to death, he appeared to his friends; 
and even materialized to convince the 
greatest doubters.

No! we should not go back on what 
has brought us the grandest truth ever 
given to man. All that is noble and 
tfue in Mental Science, Christian Sci
ence or any other science is-embraced 
in the beautiful philosophy of »Modern 
Spiritualism, and no ambunt of lying, 
deceiving, vlle'and'cc-rrupt slander and 
ridicule'can destroy it', • ».

"Ever the right comes uppermost, 
And ever is justice done.” . '. .
And Spiritualism in spite of the tre

mendous efforts to blacken,, debase and 
corrupt it, is sure to become, the sci
ence, philosophy and .réllglon fit all 
live, intelligent lovers of .virtue/purity 
and truth. JOHN T. DOW.

Duluth, Minn. . .

A Well-Grounded.,Theorem■Posited as 
The Nucleus of the Human Heart—A 
Hypothesis .Explanatory : dr tne Pro
longed Trance of the- Hatha Yogi—A 
Technical Statèmehi’of a Great Fact 
In Nature Made by jin Uribipsed Oc-' 
cult Student.
After reading Question XII and its an. 

swer in the last issue of the Theosophlc 
Messenger, it occurred'to pie that, the 
permanent physical atom is thé nucleus 
around which its replicas, ihe physical 
hearts of each - successive , personality, 
are agglomerated. . ■»«

The physical heart' breathes,, as it 
were, with a striking slnpiarlty to the 
motion set up in- tliC vitalized perma
nent atom. , May lt not; belthat the per
manent atom is. the:'actual »prototype 
and vitalizing center of tlie liearts of 
our gross physieakbpdies «in our repeat
ed lives on earth?

The heart. in arte-natatestates, is the 
first point in the protoplasmic dçposit 
giving evidences of.llfei/ ;

In the semblance of'death.Induced in 
himself by the Hatha: Yogi no proof, of 
life is. discernableiexcept in vthe fearpiy 
perceptible warmth pt thé saltish-pweet 
viscid; fluid cf some:.of the »ventricles. 
From this I would« Infer that-¡the perma
nent atom, enroute 'through »thé Infold
ing of•themushumnanadilto'its exit at 
the junction of the l-interj-parletal and 
occipital sutures, makes dü'pàuse' in the 
third ventricle, anfl later;tfnfblds,,as life 
is resuscitated, hack» down? into. the 
heart, thereby restorlnglto,'fhe body its 
source of vitality, l-conclude also that 
Ihe content of the last-riàmeü cavity is 
next, in ratification to thp'.etheric mat
ter of the brairi.--.In otlièr ’wbfds the 
liquid of the third ventricle is .the last 
po|nt of contact with théigrohs.physical 
vesture at the moment or sp-called 
death. • . -.. ;. . -

For ri time the supposition; was enter-, 
tained .that the^gray mattw of tire brain 
was the matter next in si^ttety torough 
which the dowri-pouring'épefgy iihè ego- 
was transmitted to the dense physical, 
body. , ' ' '

The “seat of tlib soul’.’Jha4; been vari
ously ascribed to the pïneal gland, the 
pituitary body, and even to the:heart.

Prof.-Soemmerihg lield<tha't “the seat 
of the soul” was in toe llquldïot the ven
tricles. '--His conclusions I ^f^^based- 
uppn year’s Of study in tlre'èitënilcal lab
oratory. Jn WsIolo'gV and in biology/. 
His deduction Tk:a quail,-corfolmratlQn 
of the revelations, of trained clairvoy
ance, and in coming..frohi<so;to-eat ri” 
scholar,- Is‘a’sourcé of'hosmalf amount 
of, gratificatitlli ' to '«'the pdinstriftSg. stu
dent of occultism.': H. A. H.

Chicagtr,'Ill. '■

To the Friends of The Progressive 
Thinker.

Is Spiritualism Good to Die By?

. WFIA'.-'S THÈ USE.

The above was written about twenty
seven years ago, by a gentleman who 
resided in Atchison, Kans. The spirit 
manifestations occurred as related. . -

GO RIGHT ON WORKING.

MODERN PSYCHOLOGICAÈ SCIENCE

Dispensing Witjii the SouJ, o( a’ Human 
’ " ' Being. ’ u.. ..

Ah, yes, the task is hard, ’tis true, 
: But what’s the use of sighing? 
They’re soonest with their duties thro’, 

Who bravely keep on trying.
There’s no advantage to be found 

In sorrowing or shirking;
They with success are soonest crown’d 

Who just go right on working.
Strive patiently and with, a will. .. 

TTat shall not he defeated; . .
Keep singing at your task until .

You see it stand completed. ■ - 
Nor let the clouds of doubt draw near, 

Your sky’s glad sunshine murklng;..
Be brave and fill your heart.with" cheer, 
! And-just go right on working. . ■

. —Nixon Waterman. _

We stew and fret and toll and sweat 
And try to win a name, .

We strive for years with, many tears .
To win a little fame, .

And by and by we tip and die 
And all is just the same— 

. So what’s' the use?
We all grow old in search of gold 

And slave oiir lives, away, 
We sell our souls forJgreenback rolls 

And barter love for pay, .
And.by and by we'up and die 

And then we turn to ,clay— 
So what’s the use? '

For love we cry, for love we sigh, 
To love we fondly cling,

For eyes that shine we peak and pine 
And wince at Cupid’s sting, .

And by and by we up and die 
And everything takes wing— 

So what’s the use?
We join the race for social place

'. And hope at last to shine
And spend our cash to cut a dash

And when we get in line,«
Why, by and by we up and die, 

We’re planted neath the vine—' 
So what’s the use? .

Just do irour best and leave the rest 
' To fate or what you will, . . ■ 
Go play your parts and break yoiir 

hearts ■ .
And drink of life your fill, - 

For by and by you’ll up and die
And all your hopes be nil— 
/ So what’s the use? .

S. E. Kiser,

• To the Editor of Tbet. ShuLBir:— 
Yet one more word. ■ Reperusing Dr. 
Osler’s very charming-tréjitléé,I find 
him saying that “modern’.'psychologlcal 
science dispenses altogether with the 
soul.” With: the ■soul as alpeparate en
tity breathed-lnto-ithe-body1 at birth 
and parted from it at" déatíí/all free 
thinkers nów.dispensé>;RiteTias reason 
yet dispensed w.ith: spiritual’'life and its 
attendant hopes ¡^ro we ttó' Dr- Osler 
apparently thinks, boüna'tó>ádmit the 
absoute prepotency- ; -OÉj thav “germ
plasm” and to assume thqt' the/limit of 
its physical - development is« the limit 
Of ethical possibility?.--Is it not still 
conceivable that something different in 
kind from thè. germ,plasm Jnay be tho 
ultimate Issue-of the process’? • In fact, 
can one thing differ-moré in’kind from 
another thing tharr-Dr.; Osl'eyt-withMiis 
science and his-cultureedlffers! in kind 
from the germ-plsstn?'..« . •? : ■ '

If development; goes eo fair,' ’are-' we 
.warranted In assuming ".that ite cannot 
go farther and culminate iff1’spiritual 
life? Does the gerimplàsni contain the 
whole productivo» power«’ and- all"' the 
promise in Itself? Lett to iteelL Would 
it cometo anything?.:-ils: It not Indebted 
for its development: to : the ’ vivifying 
and moulding influences .in which, it is 
steeped ? If ; nothing -the , gèrni- 
plasm itself can apparently; be an ab
solute limitation.. The; germ is A start
ing point, as wa-i the particle : in the 
nebula. The goal may be;ipírítúal life; 
by which of course, is meant not “Spirit
ualism” or anything otethat -kind; but ' 
the life of moral-aspiration -'and. effort, 
with any promise or assurance»'which it

To the Editor:—The writer of this 
communication is a Unitarian minister. 
People who know their atttitude and 
habits of mind are well aware that 
neither ministers or lay members of 
this, denomination accept as true either 
statements of fact or. tlrejrles unless 
they have won the approval of reason 
and conscience by convincing evidence, 
or without thorough research and In
vestigation. ■■ - . .

During my theological course it: 
seemed to me right and important to 
Improve such opportunities for the 
s.tudy of psychic phenomena as circum
stances presented; and tljjs has been 
my practice during the many years 
since that time. But all previous expe-, 
rienco and observation were recently 
surpassed, sitting in a small circle 
where Mrs. M. Bartel of Milwaukee was 
the medium. All the circumstances 
were noteworthy and tended to deepen
conviction as'to the reality of the phe
nomena. The pla<je.y?as the common 
sitting-room of Mr. C.-C. . Piatt, 302 
Quany street, Baraboo, Wis. 'The cabi
net was extemporized-by’a curtain 
drawn across one corner of-the room 
partitioning off a space about four feet 
from the front back'to the corner. The 
articles within were' a. drum, trumpet, 
music box, bell and a common chair, on 
which were a tablet and pepcll. These 
were ail satisfactorily investigated just 
prior to the sitting. There were seven 
persons besides the medium, all of 
whom were connected with Mr. Pratt’s 
family, save one, a lady who then and 
there had her flr^t experience in a se
ance. No one else entered' the room 
during the sitting. - The light was suf
ficient for the easy mutual recognition 
of all. There was ho possibility of all 
being under such-hypnotic control and 
suggestion as to see and hear all! 
things alike, as'all did hear and see 
them. Hands as usual were all touch
ing. There was dbsolutely no-possibii-' 
ity of fraud or deception. That the' 
same objects seen by all were illusions 
of the imagination is utterly unreason
able. Really, there was no desire or 
motive for anything but truth andreality. 
Directly after, the'circle was formed, 
the manifestations began by the ■ play
ingol one or more of the instruments. 

„The winding un- df -the music box fbrj 
different tunes was'plalnly.heard.'»MeS-1 
sagc.s from spirit- friends were written 

■and’passed opt.by,visible hands to each 
itfember'of-tho elrcjejpr.turm. Ip some 
.cases -there were two-messages for one 
person, and'if the wrong person rose to 
receive a message it was held back for 
the<right one.,; (The hands were very- 
distinct anti .seen by all. Their touch 
as they were placed on head or face of 
the friend just outside the curtain was 
soft and warm, sensible and human. 
They looked,like ihe hands of the differ
ent relatives reported. There were the 
large, brawny hand of the man, the del
icate hand:of the woman and the small 
hand of the child.

’The tans.on the backtof my chair 
were strong and loud. ■ The feeling of 
hands on my back, sides, head and face 
was forceful, and. was continued a long 
time. My coat • was; pulled hard down 
and sideways. My beard arid ears were 
vigorously, grasped; ' Others saw the 
hands In these instances where I could 
not. I saw the trumpet laid on another 
sitter outside the curtain and felt it- 
sensibly on my own hea,d. Names and 
descriptions were,, correctly given.

I shall not take time or space for 
Sore details or. for-particular manifes-. 

tlons to others; but would say once 
for all, that for myself It was the psy
chic, experience of my life.- The medium 
is a modest, unpretentious and ladylike 
woman, apparently everyway worthy of 
confidence and patronage. She is mar
ried and her address is Mrs. M. Bartel, 
trance and 'physical medium, 1549 
Green Bay avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

Yours as.pne more witness for “stub
born facts,’“however marvelous and un
accountable from cur point of view.

,• - A A. ROBERTS.
■ Baraboo, Wis.

Here we are fully launched In the 
new year; and as we say the last good
bye to the old, what loving memories 
arise; for, indeed there has been much' 
good outwrought in 1904. There are 
signs all along the path that humanity 
Is awaking to a broader and deeper 
meaning of' all things. ’

The question has been asked me of 
late, how I fin-1 Spiritualism—is it 
growing or declining. I feel emphatic
ally that it is growing along the right 
path. While its organized form is at a 
very low ebb, the truth of its teachings 
Is gaining ground every day. To me 
the great trouble is and has been, we 
have been hugging the form too much, 
and not seeking the kernel enough. 
When we fully awake to the fact that 
the mission of Spiritualism is to edu
cate the race instead of building up 
forms with all their load of non-essen
tial things, the quicker will we become 
the power we might be.

When the people are as willing to 
spend one-half as much towards keep
ing the philosophy In Its common-sense 
light before the world, as they are to 
keep its phenomena before it, then we 
will begin to move. And I see signs of 
this all along the way.

When we divest our mediumship of 
the thought of something supernatural,

We frequently read in accounts of tha 
deaths of Christian believers, that 
"they died in the full triumph of faith.”

We think more publicity should ba 
given, to the peaceful and happy scenes 
attending the passing out of Spiritual
ists. We all know Instances where 
the death-bod of some Spiritualist 
friend has been a.scene of rejoicing and 
happy reunion with those gone before.

A beautiful "crossing over" was that 
of Mr. Samuel Merchant, president of 
the Lynn Spiritualists Association. Mr. 
Merchant was loved and respected by 
every one who knew him. Honest and 
upright in all his dealings with his fel
low-men, devoted to his family and a 
staunch Spiritualist, always working for, 
the uplifting of the cause.

When he was suddenly taken from all 
the activities of a useful business life, 
and laid upon a bed of sickness, he 
welcomed the angel of release with
outstretched arms. His only 
was that "Mother" (as he always 
his faithful wife) could not go 
him. He frequently saw the

regret 
called 

with 
spirit

"NOTHING.”

may contain.’ ,'V"———< .. — — — • -- • - . ...
"The authority of conscience is. a 

dream;.there is no moral .fribunal hfgh- 
er thantoat of human opinion and law; 

. death levels the 'good with' the. wicked, 
the sensualist with the mire tf Jj'eart, 
the man who has been U5,blesSing with 
.the man. who has been a, curse»'to his 
kind,”. This is the conclusion to which 

; thorough-going materiaH'sni qegHs. ■ We 
:may have to face:it.- I^avemot said 
.and do not say that we may nbt. But ‘ 
we want the question-to'jje. thoroughly 
discussed, and we maintain;' that it is 
not fanciful or dilet tantisji but practical 
in the highest degree./ Apart from spir- 
iitpal hopes, would not mcM morality 
feel the change? Is notsociakmorality 
feeling the change already? ». ■

• GOLD\VIN SMITH.

^Suggested by the GoApel Hymn, "Oh, 
' to'Be Nothing, Nothing.’’) 
Whq\was it wished to be nothing—

Nothlng at all but a serf, ■ 
To rest at the feet that had conquered, 
.. Passing o’er stones ’stead of turf? 
Only a crude/broken vessel, 
. ..Good for nd use In the world, 
Who was it wished to be nothing,

With banner of Doing'kept furled?
None of the world’s noble workers 

Wished tb be nothing I say. 
None, of the weary and halting

Wish as a vessel to lay . 
Broken or shattered and Useless, 

Out .of the world and its ken;
None of the world’s sweet apostles 

Ask to be sheltered from men.
None of the laborers worthy, 
’ Seek td.be drawn.from mankind; 
All of them wish, to be something— 

Something in body and mind.
No one can cajole "The Master,” 

Asking to lie at his feet; .
Only by effort and doing, 

SoulsTor his use are made meet
MARY T. LONGLEY. '

and put it 
things, we 
stand, and 
use it. In 
I see this

in the realm of common 
will begin to better under- 
thus'be^better equiped to 
the efforts of the past year 
coming. The "The Open

Court” is one of the avenues. The Illi
nois State Association is another, and 
all along the line I have seen the sign.

Right here I wish to say that I have 
read “Demon Allegory," and am follow
ing the Open Court with great interest. 
Sar’gis, to my mind, sums up the book. 
It- is a compilation of stories reaching 
back to before Jesus’ time. We have 
no proof that, they are facts, any more 
than we have that the whale swallowed 
Jonah; and. too, when we stop to 
think that It takes a period of—thou
sands of years—to rake up devils 
enough to make a book of three or four 
hundred pages!

Why, devils are not so common, after 
all, as one-might think on first impulse, 
after reading the book. The thing 1 
cannot understand is- this: The Doctor 
says- ln. the-firsf.of tbq Jjpo.k, "A good 
life is tïo protection against/, these 
fiends,” and then sums up the book by 
telling us that “the way to evade them 
is .by being a good religious -Spiritual
ist.” I want to know what the differ
ence is. I am patiently waiting to have 
some one refute J. S. Loveland’s first 
position. No one has as yet even tried 
to answer the principle laid down. So 
few seem to seo the difference be
tween argument and talking. And, too, 
Mrs. «Richmond's magnificent discourse, 
show’ing that a belief in devils is a rem
nant from the past, has not been dis
turbed.

In my opinion, when we know more 
of the subtle action of environment, 
mind states, and habits, many of our 
devils will disappear.

Let me say in closing, that here in 
Columbus I am enjoying a very pleas
ant season’s work thus far. I have had 
some few surprises, such as having Mr. 
and Mrs. Storrs of Hartford, Conn., drop 
in on us and take part in our exercises. 
Mrs. Storrs is an old and tried worker, 
and always leaves.a ray of' sunshine 
wherever she goes'; and Chief Joseph is 
a pillar of light by day and of fire by 
night Too, we have had a visit from 
the vice-president of the Illinois State 
Association, Mrs. Fixen. She gave us 
one of the finest speeches of the season, 
and helped to lift some misty states. 
The friends often ask for her. Hope 
she will come again soon. All. friends 
and workers passing this way are cor
dially invited to visit us. I fear I have 
taken too much space, so will close, 
hoping that the new year will bring un
told blessings to the staff, and -The Pro
gressive Thinker will pursue Us past 
policy of fearlessness.

ELIZABETH HARLOW.
. Columbus, Ohio

forms of loved ones around him; saw, 
his own mother and his wife’s mother, 
saw and conversed with his children, 
who had passed cn to the "life beauti
ful” before him, told "Mother" that he 
would spend his Christmas with the 
spirit children, while she would have 
those who remained on this side to 
comfort her. He retained his interest 
in the affairs of the organization of 
which he was president, to the very 
last, advising, counselling and planning 
for its welfare, and when his last mo
ments drew near, and his family waited 
in tearful silence his going home, he 
reached his hands heavenward to greet 
the angel presence of his own mother, 
many years in the higher life. "Mother!, 
mother! mother!" he said, while the ra
dlance of his countenance testified that 
his eyes beheld scenes veiled to eyes 
not touched by, the gentle hands ol 
death’s angel.

How can a Spiritualist fear death? 
How can we doubt that our belief and 
knowledge will abide with us, and re
move fear from our hearts?

If we live true faithful lives, faithful 
to our blessed belief, faithful to each 
other, and to our highest selves, w« 
need have no fear of death, but may 
meet it as did our, dear brother, an<l 
like him, welcome it as an angel ol 
light; come-to release ua from all. that 
binds and cramps our souls here, and t< 
open, the door fit that higher and-, mor,< 
perfect life, where all our loved onN 
gone before are wafting to welcome us

A. A. AVERILL.
Lynn, Mass.

AT MOUNT VERNON.

IN PRISON.

Dedicated to Maj. W. M. Taylor, by Col. 
• J. W. Young.

God pity the wretched prisoner, 
in his lonely cell to-day, 

Whatever the sin that tripped him, 
God pity him, still I pray.

Only a strip of sunshine,
Cleft by rusty bars;

Only a patch of azure; „ : 
Only a cluster of stars. ',

Only a barren future, 
To starve his hopes upon;

Only stinging memories 
Of a past that’s better gone;

Only a scorn from women;

■«

Calumny shall make me set a surer 
guard on myself and keep a better 
watch on my actions.—Ben Jonson.

As turning the logs will make a dull 
fire, bum, so change of studies a dull 
brain.—Longfellow. ......

Free will, is not the liberty, to do 
whatever one likes, but the po.wer of do- 
Ing'whatever one sees ought to bejibtie. 
—G. MAcdonaM,

In Vision, She Beheli., Child,; Being 
- ... • Stolen. .... .

’ Mrs. Ether Hutton; 5426; Lake ave-’ 
nue, had a presentiment; her husband, 
who was supposed to be ■ 1,000 piles 
away, was coming to take, her child 
away. ■ . ' ■ ■ ■■ .. -

- She had been, sèparated from him 
many months. As she wrote to her 
mother the vision, of -the .little one being 
torn from her arose before i her eyes, 
and she told of it in the: letter; ■ * ’ r

She had barely completai the mis
sive when the door : was jlAirst- open. 
Her husband rushed In, seized the child 
and took it away before tpe .mother 
even had time to recover fréni her-sur
prise: to make resf^tafi^ei, • ( ■ ,

This is the stmpr Mrsf-HèUrm told the 
•Hyde Park^potifie,\to/Bjibiif- she Ap
pealed to 'recoveh ^er tSiil8. ■ 

I To"- them she sbwed'isig tetter «he 
wes writing to igniter

husband broke in the door and took the 
little one away. The letter reads: •

“Dear Mother:—The bell 1b ringing 
furiously, but we never stirred. It is 
ringing yet, and has been ringing for a 
balf-hour, but I am not going to open 
the door, for I fear James is after Doro
thy. Papa is a square away, and I can 
’phone for him, but do not think it nec
essary.” . ■ .

Life, like the water of the seah, 
freshens only when it ascends towards 
heaven.—Richter.

Who plays for more then he can lose 
.with pleasure »takes his heart—Her- 
pert . ■ . . ... ■
\ He who always • complains of the 
clouds receives little of life’s 8whine 
•aitd deserves less. ‘ .

Only hate from men ’
Only remorse.to whisper

Of a life that might have been.
Once we were little children, 

And then our unstained feet
Were led by a gentle mother

Towards the Golden Street;
Therefore if, in life’s forest, 

We have lost our way. 
For- the sake of her who loved us, 

God pity us, still I pray.
Ob, mother! ;gone to heaven, 

With earnest heart I ask'
That your eyes may not look earthward 

On the failure of your task;
For even in those mansions 

The choking tears would rise. 
Though the fairest hand in heaven 

Should wipe them from your eyes.
And you who judge so harshly. 

Are you.sure the stumbling stone
That tripped the feet of others, 

. Might not have bruised your own?
Are you sure the sad faced angel 

Who writes our errors down, 
Will ascribe to you more honor 

Than him on whom you frown?
Or if a steadier purpose • . - , 
.-Unto your life ip given, • !
A stronger will to conquer, ■ ■ ~ 
.. A smoother path to heaven;..

The grounds of fair Mount Vernon ; 
Seem good to walk upon; —

Acres which were the homelands 
Of noble Washington.

The beautiful Potomac
Has mirrored faces strong, 

.Which seem to haunt the mansion, 
And to the New-Time throng.

They whisper in the foliage 
A'long the river's edge;

They glide among the box leaves 
Which make the vernal hedge;

They loiter in the garden
Where pinks and roses grow;

They wander through the building^ 
So stately and so slow.

People of noble purpose,
-■ Who labored heart to heart, 
To'tapke this tmgrown country ’ 

Tire world’s divinest part.
They wore not seeking riches,— 

They knew no sordid alm, 
But wrought to make a nation , 

Justice might proudly claim.
We hail them and we heed them;' 

Their majesty we feel,—
Those residents of heaven, 

The country of the Leal.
Earth-bound are they no longer, 

But love their country's good, 
And come to guard its honor, 

And make right understood.
We think of loving Martha, 

Whose.chose the attic room 
Because its little windows 

O’erlooked bls sacred tomb.
We see her unimprisoned, 

Not waiting Gabriel's horn
To wake her, and her consort, 

On resurrection morn.
The most attractive features 

About Mount Vernon are
The unseen fascinations ■ 

Which chain one everywhere.
One feels the aspirations 

Its noble dwellers felt, 
And wrote in emanations 

On walls wherein they dwelt
Our reverent souls are viewing, 

.While walking here about, .
Glimpses of the departed ' x 

Men have not written out •
When strolling o’er Mount Vernon ‘ 

A ch'arm is felt, unseen;
We read unpublished chapters i- 

In lives aye evergreen.
EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

.If, when temptations meet you, ‘
You crush them with a smile;

If you can chain pale passion, 
And keep your lips from guile,—

Then bless the hand that crowned you
Remembering as you go, 

That it was not your endeavor
That shaped your natdre so

And sneer not at the weakness
Which made a brother fall, 

For the hand that lifts thb fallen,
God loves the Lest of alt\ ■ •

Oh, that I could your pity ¿wake
Throughout?®^land to-day; •

Think of the heart that fs ready tfl 
break, ... . . -\ ■ .

And wipe its guilt away. ] . . *

You may depend upon it thht he Is s 
good man whoso intimate friends are 
all good.—Lavater. V

Truly there is nothing in the'world so 
blessed or so sweet as the heritage of
children.—Mra. Oliphant.
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A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. 
M. Peebles’ Book, ‘‘Obsession, or Demon- t 

ism of the Ages.”

lifq had made the conditions by which annoying1 spirits could and Sid 
visit and torment her. . ?>u . ji '. .

From my own observations and experiences with sensitives and with 
the sick, I have been obliged to accept obsessioirias a fact, but I do not 
think that the idiosyncrasies of individuals; or all forms of disease 
are to be attributed'to any obsessing influence/11 simply state that I 
fully believe that some people can bo andihre obsessed, and -that some 
decarnated spirits can and do obsess mortals when they can serve any 
mischievous purpose of their own. ’

I also think that some spirits may for a time atfeieh themselves to sen
sitives, and cause annoyance, who really dotaot iqean to work harm, but 
being ignorant of the laws of psychology a$d ofiinediumship, are unable 
to manifest in any better w&y. Such spirits asdthese are ready for the 

. teacher'on both sides of life, and are soon taught-jhow.to utilize medium
ship for worthy purposes, or are lured away to other scenes and schools 
in spirit life, by the ministering intelligences who can do them good.

’Washington, D. C. H MARY T. LONGLEY.

THROUGH THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE OPEN COURT, 
SPIRITUALISTS ARE BEGINNING TO FULLY REALIZE THE 
TRUE STATUS OF SPIRITUALISM. NEVER BEFORE HAS 
THERE BEEN IN OUR RANKS SUCH AGITATION OF THOUGHT 
AS AT THE PRESENT TIME. SPIRITUALISTS ARE COMMENO- 
ING TO REALIZE THAT THERE ARE FIELDS IN CONNECTION . 
WITH PSYCHIC LAWS AND SPIRIT CONTROL AND INFLUENCE 
THAT NEED MORE CAREFUL ATTENTION.. THE FOLLOWING 
FROM MRS. M. T. LONGLEY, AND ALSO FROM HEB II^^STRI- 
OUS SPIRIT GUIDE, JOHN PIERPÓNT, IS WORTH A YEAR S SUB
SCRIPTION TO THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. THE TWO COM
MUNICATIONS WILL ATTRACT THE CAREFUL ATTENTION OF 

SPIRITUALISTS EVERYWHERE. ,

Mrs. M. T. Longley Gives Her Own Personal Views in Regard to . 
Obsession.

To the EditorTo have received your genial and cordial invitation 
to contribute an article upon “Obsession” for your Open Court, is 
an honor not to be too lightly regarded, and one that 
Teeoimition at my hands; I thank you. In this paper, I shall not at- . 
tempt to explain the why and wherefore of obsession, but s^11.1.ea\ 
that for my revered spirit teacher, John Pierpont, to do from his side 
life; my effort is to add testimony to the fact of that unpleasmg phase 
of spirit manifestation, called obsession.

' Now, because I shall write myself down as one who thoroughly be- 
licves that there is such a phase of manifestation of the decarnated 
spirit, it does not at all follow that either my spirit guides or myself 
admit the truth of “The Great Psychological Crime, for we de> not. 
Mediums—who áre known as such—and thousands perhaps who ar 

• not considered as mediums, may be at times-or for a time-obsesse , 
hut while this is deplorable, it by no means follows that any large per 

■ cent of faithful working mediums are thus afflicted, nor is it any^proof 
that any psychological crime is committed m the persistent exercise of 
a heaven-horn quality called mediumship, in useful ways for humanity.

It happens that I have had an extensive experience in and with me- 
'diumship, my many public positions with the work have brought me in 
contact with thousands of sensitives, either personady, or by corre
spondence. Although in public work for many years, it was not until 
about twelve years ago-a year or two before I resigned my position as 
medium for the Banner of Light-that I really became convinced that 
the subject of obsession was anything more than a theory. I had. seen 
many mediums influenced by undeveloped spirits who showed charac- 
teristies of their wickedness, had been influenced at special times by 
spirits of such classes myself, but only for a brief time, and always be
cause the unregenerates had been brought by higher teachers and 
guides to convince them—by an object lesson-that they had left their 
earth forms and to give them needed help from both sides of 1 • 
These occurrences I did not then, nor do I now consider cases of obses- 

' . «on, any more than the case of a culprit brought by an anxious or lov- 
■ in-mother into the presence of a kindly and willing helper for pur

poses of correction or training, could be considered that of a parasite 
’ clinging to the would-be helper and friend. ...

However, while serving- at. the Banner of.Light, I occasionally name 
' 5n contact wither received letters fronv individuals who bore unmis
‘ takable signs of being obsessed by some unwelcome and unsavory hu

man being, out.of the flesli, • 4
Once at the close of the public circle, an elderly lady, accompanied 

by her daughter, both highly intelligent and refined women, approached 
jne from the hallway. The mother begged me to listen to her story and 
to give her some advice from good spirits. In brief the tale was thm. 
Tlie lady had become interested in Spiritualism about two years before, 

‘ fciid had desired to become a medium. She began to sit quietly alone 
for spirit manifestations. After some time, she received “tomah® 
.writings which much delighted her, as they claimed to come from the 
'dear ones of-her home who had passed from earth. But in time the 
writings began to show marks of falsehood, and this went on from bad 
io worse. Spirit hearing was' developed, but to her infinite disgust and 
annoyance, as byfit she was assailed frequently by day or night by most 
loathsome language; vile threats, foul names, and most indecent insinu- 

' lations The old lady told me her story with tears coursing down her

An Address to the Readers of The', progressive Think
er, by Spirit John Pierpont, though the Me- . 

diumship of Mrs. Mary. T. Longley.

cheeks. . . ,
“Madam,” she skid, “before I sat for mediumship my home was a 

’ sacred place. I had been a faithful Methodist and a chimeh woman
I reared my family as any loving and respectable 'woman would do, but 
now I have no peace, I am abused and threatened by these unseen per-

• sons who make me hear them-as clearly as I can hear a person in the 
■ 'flesh talking to me. I am over seventy years old, an,d I pray day and 
. night to be freed from this curse.” ,

The daughter corroborated her mother’s story; there was no trace ot 
insanity about either of Giese ladies. They were refined and intelli
gent. 'and no one who listened to them could doubt their words. I have 
forgotten what advice,,my spirit helpers gave to them, but they left me 

. iwith most grateful words. .
This is only one of the many cases that were subsequently presented to 

' «¿v notice. I began to think more seriously of the subject of obsession, 
to'pay more heed to what my own spirit teachers had been stating on 
the question. I found it much more prevalent and serious than I had

te

ri-

supposed. ■ . .. _ ,
One gentleman came to me who had been dealing with Ouya Board. 

¡For a while he had received good and truthful communications show
in" human intelligence, by its agency, communications that he had been 

’ able to verify. In an evil moment, as he himself confessed to me, he 
-¡had called earnestly and eommandingly for some spirit or spirits, who 
¡knew how he might make a fortune, to come to him. In the course of a 
week, someone or something claiming to be able to help him in specula
tion in tlie stock market, manifested through the board. He was the 
onlv mortal at these interviews, and was very sure that he was not self
deceived. At first, the man, in following the advice of the spmt, made, 
several small but successful ventures. Later he went into, wider speeu- 
lations at the instance of the communicating being, and failed. He 
now found that he had become the victim of false advisers, but he could 
not get rid of them ; for some time they had been haunting him, and he

1 felt anxious to become freed fifoni them. -
I advised him to give up all sittings for spirit communication, to keep 

awav ¿om all money speculations, to read good spiritual, literature, and 
live as near right as he knew hoW. He visited me several-tunes, and 
when I last saw- him, just before I went to California, he said he felt he 
had become’free from the. obsessing influence. These spirits however,- 
I do not consider to have;been intruders, since the man opened the way 
end invited them in,, by his demand for spirits who could aid him to 
make a fortune in the money, market. . ■ ■ .

A number Of eases of whht I believe to have been genuine obsession 
have come to my notice;' all were Very interesting and some of them 
very marked. One case was that of a lady in Passadena,- California.;.- 
'¿lie called upon me for advicé. Her story was as. follows: " She had 

' become entranced by a spirit Who delivered an extended discourse, and 
kept her under his control for twelve hours, talking all that time. At 
last she fell from pure exhaustion. ; This experience was repeated sev
eral times; Being a very positive Woman, she-rebelled; and finally this 
phase' of her mediumship ceased. •* But she, too, began to hear the 
voices, and much in the same strain and manner as did the elderly lady 
mentioned in the foregoing. ■ t -, ... ... \ .

These voices were distinct to Mrs. M.,‘intelligent and full of positive 
energy. They threatened, cajoled, ; cursed her andall of her-family. 
Mts.'m. was ho mote insane than are any of us ;’ she was an active, intel
lectual and sensible woman, and. she', wished to ..be freed .from the haunt
ing voices. - At times they would leave Iler sphere of consciousness, but 
WOuld return again with; renewed vigor, I learned that, the httsljand pf. 
of this lady had been more or less inharmonious, in his home) had been 
addicted to the use of profane language and that she had had a trial 
janth hinia and concluded that the atmosphere fesa created in the I»

In discoursiiig somewhat upon the subjfect obsession,. I must of 
necessity repeat something concerning condition^ iind laivs that pertain 
.to spirit existence' that I have undoubtedly fgiyen in former talks 
through this ’instrtmiient. But in yrder'id "cpnVey . jny. opinion to the 
public upon.thkl important.subject, I miist fi^si; state that, as I under
stand it, the law of vibration has much Jo.do,yyi.th.tlie condition, status 
and environment of the’spirit entity after it^a^p’as^ç^.from thephys- 
icnl form.1 .. . '" 7. ■ '■ • . .

Thé varioiis rates of vibration of humaiii),eiiig3..Qn earth determine 
quite largely their spiritual condition, and on ih$ ptlj-er ?ide the spiritual 
¿stages of unfoldmeiit may perhaps havd.mucli .to with thé rate of vi
bration, therefore bn: individual who fsjgnorant, coarse and brutish in 
instincts, and wl)P has not b,cen trained in the finer qualities of conduct 
and expression, .usually , vibrates in ratio anjl hariiioriy with the phys
ical forms of eartH:; by that I mean is of the éarth eiutliy. _ Hejdoes not 
-know or understand much, if anything, of. tlip finer qualities of the be
ing. He has ho/aspirations of a high nature. He is not seeking for 
spiritual unfoldineilt, nor perchance does he particularly care for the 
blessing and benefit of his fellow-men. His is tjip desire and the pur
pose to maintain-his footing upon the physical filane, .and in some way 
or other to reach that which shall afford him coffifort, or the supply for 
his physical:demands; consequently the vibratoyy force throughout his 
nature is akin'tó'what is commonly called the jinimpl, arid this vibra
tory action sends ttpt from the physical and. thé mental combined, cer
tain elements, atoms and auras which largely go to make up the spiri 
body. * .

Now, then, I must diverge right here to say that I do not fully agree 
with some of my good friends on earth who are exploiting their opin
ions and conclusions upon this subject in their st^temept that the spirit 
body is mafie up wholly of fine, etheric atom's i^nd eleménts that com 
pose a spiritual body for the human entityTlie higher or finer in spir
itual quality, aspiration, mental thought anfi acuyity a human being is, 
the finer, more ethereal and sublimated will be the elements, atoms and 
auras that go forth from the ego to form thp spirit body ; and these will 
attract to themselves other ethereal elemeiy^s. in the spiritual atmosphere 
which will affiliate with them and onter|jinto t|ie composition of the 
spirit body, so that such individuals will n^t certainly be possessed of 
a beautiful ethereal spirit body composed of finest atoms and ethers, 
but this is by no means the case with all individuals. •

As I have said, it depends largely uponfihe vibratory force and ac 
tion upon the plane of .mental and moral |piougl}t and activity, and on 
the general condition of the human being,jUpon. just what plane and in 
what guise the spirit body will be. Ther^or^. |he man who dwells in 
the material alone -in thought, desire and^xpr^sion of appetite—dhd 
there are many such, unfortunately, in this mortal world—is Sending 
out the material for hjs. spirit body^vhiç^is.)?}’...po.mfians of a, .refill, 
and sublimated .character.'. .This material is gi’pss.; if,.is 01 the earth 
itself. The elements are of the physical' to a large degree... They be
long, then, to this riiortal plane and not to the. spiritual ethers and 
spheres of the higher existence. These spirit entities who are .thus of 
the coarser mold, whose vibrations are merely-in harmony with the vi
bratory forces of the physical alone, make up a spirit body that cannot 
arise to the higher spheres or to the outer planes of human existence ir. 
the spiritual realms, èiich spirit bodies.beIongHesscntially here io the. 
physical life, and they eàh not get away from fit. because . they are 
weighted down by the atoms, particles and elements which have entered 
into them from this physical plane. . . ., . • ,

Such spirits may be said to “dwell in fog land,” or “upon the thresh
old of spiritual'life,” per se. I do n'ot object to. either phrase in this 
connection; they certainly do belong to this world of matter because 
they have not aS yet 'generated an element, a spiritual foj-ce and an up
lifting power which will enable them to pass ..out, into, the far beyond 
.where thè etherear^spirituai nature can.dwell;, ’ ' t

Individuals who are essentially selfish, who are.seeking for self- grati
fication principally—in whatever manner that may be—are generating 
a crude material for their spirit bodies. It.jhay he done as a gross, 
coarse human being upon the lower aninial plane of expression, seeking 
to gratify appetites and carnal desires, or it may be in what is called a 
"Higher condition of self-indulgence along pathways of selfish seeking, to 
<rain the fulfillment'of ambition and the attainment of worldly position 
and aggrandizement irrespective of the rights of others—it may be a far 
distance from the poor, ignorant, self-seeking, indulging creature m 
the animal environment to the educated, self-made (so to speak) man of 
ambition, of iron'will, of stern" purpose who stops at nothing in his 
way, grinding the flesh and blood and heart and soul of human beings 
because they are his servants and his serfs, in his; mad desire to attain 
wealth and position, but the spirit body of the one may not be any bet
ter than the other, for the material which has been sent out to largely 
compose that spirit body will be sadly lacking in spiritual elements, in 
refining forces, in that which makes for the development of a human 
body fit for the service of a well develbped soiiL

My position is this: that the human entity building such a body for 
the spirit, in passing from the mortal, that is gross arid largely com
posed of the earth, will remain in the environments of the earthly 
sphere, and what is more, it cannot attach itself with any degree of 
gratification to the plane of life that is beautiful; and sweet in spiritual 
unfoldment that belongs to earth in the enyirptimerit of those individ
uals of earth who are spiritually unfolded and self-pòised.- But it will 
usually remain among the haunts and the énviroîüqents whi«h attracted 
it on the physical plane when in the nioïtal.( ..

It is not a fact that all who.are thus incarcerated upon earthly planes 
and in earthly conditions are a menace or a tè.rrOT.ip any.degree'to hm 
mans on the earth, for were it so none of yòù could' walk the streets or 
enter structures built by men,<with safety, .Îlffis.læue.that. there are 
specimens of these decarnated beingsçài^^d^ao attach them
selves as parasites to certain mortals who are sijpsitive. in some direc
tion and open to their reception, and that, toese spirit béings can work 
mischief and harm to thè individual, as itoli as^ to an extent, gratify, 
their own-drisires through material processes.3, . ;v .

This is-a scientific fact that I bring to yMr con^ideratioii in the sub
ject before us. :We aïe not to deal fancifully, ivityiie theme but to look 
at facts as they present themselves lôgicéïj^ to yur observation, and I 
affirm it to be.a truth that very much d^geûdâ^pon.ihe status—the 
mental and moral-condition—of human bem^s óh^artjfi 'às.to how their 
spirit bodies shall be fashioned, as to. where th^se spirit bodies and 
themselves as" entities shall be stationed ^¿Ipca^d after the.hody of 

:earth~has been ¿given .up,. Scientifically, ¡Hien,^ explain it on the 
ground over which I hâve just traveled, hridwé;ègn’see that if this be a 
fact that a spirit'body may be more largely composed, of earthly ele
ments, and forces thaf. belong to the physicàlplariè than of the ethereal 
forces and atoms, then it follows that by the Jaw/çf specific gravity and 
of attraction thosé spirit bodies must remain, eflntaej; with that world

Obsessing beings or entities are those wlioJ^ve. in that particular en- 
vironment;-and', upon-.that particular plane of spirit existence, which is 
composed’of gross material, and, having the strong desires still clinging 
to them whicli belonged "to the. earth life they, as a matter of course, 
seek expression-.or gratification in ione-line òr -àhòther thrôii'girsoiiie 
agency or instrument-that they may, find-, -yltfis movin'most.cases, that. 
the'spirit has any antagonism to the iqdiVja^al up^ ÿhôm'jt preys- it 

Ììs not usually from. ¿iiy. vindictive emotion that a spirit -.désires to'hdld 
in subjection a mortal, but it is simply, for the gratification or expres
sion of his or her own desires and appetites which have not been out-

such material as craves those very things. Sensitives of earth may be, 
in an unguarded moment, open to an attack from such a source,

Well developed mediums are seldom troubled in this respect, because 
such mediums have been under a long training by spiritual intelligences 
who have guarded them well and who have operated, magnetically and 
mentally, upon the mediumistic brain and forces helping to stimulate 
into activity something of the higher qualities, the stronger mental 
forces and positive will power of the individual which render him or 
her impervious to the attacks of really mischievous obsessing spirits.

No sensitive or medium can be subject for any length of time to the 
intelligence, training, spiritual and magnetic forces and higher light of 
teachers and spiritual helpers' from the advanced spheres of immortal 
life without responding mentally and morally more or less distinctly to 
these influences and conditions and thus becoming stronger and better 
in their owh .selfhood, in their own personality and intelligence than 
they might have been without the guardianship and guidance of those 
who have helped to train them for a spiritual work,

Blit there are others who may be, and many of them undoubtedly are, 
good in thought, and have a desire to be of service in the world, who 
may be and undoubtedly are anxious to do right and to help their fel
low men, but who majr also be yet untrained and not unfolded in tlie 
strohgef traits of will, intelligence, and of spiritual perception which 
would .enable them to withstand the encroachments' of a parasitical 
creature from the unseen world. Consequently, in the early stages of 
their sensitiveness to psychic forces and conditions they may in some 
unguarded moment become receptive to tlie encroachments of an obses
sing spirit and’may be fastened upon by such a being, a,ll unknown to 
themselves, and this ignorant, undeveloped creature of the unseen, seek
ing for its own comfort and satisfaction, holds fast to the victim, not 
dispossessing the spirit or mentality of the sensitive, not entering into 
the body of that instrument, but remaining in the aura of that medium, 
permeating it with his or her own virus and crude mentality and thus 
gaining a hypnotic power over the individual,—which is all selfish,—for 
the purpose in view.

When such an individual is taken under such control—for it certainly 
is control—the vital, forces are likely to wane; in time, if the obsession 
remains, the. will power is weakened, and the intelligence is not what 
it otherwise might have been, The spirit, knowing not and caring not 
for the injury it is doing, persists through the positive energy of its 
owh will force in maintaining its sway until it becomes dispossessed by 
sorne treatment or some condition which comes to it from either side of 
life, or perhaps by a united action and ministration from both sides of

New Cure for Kidney and Bladder Dli > 
■ eases, Rheumatism, etc.

Our readers will be glad to know that 
the new botanical discovery, Alkuvis,/ 
has proved a certain cure lor nil dis
eases caused by Uric acid in the blood, 
or by disordered action of the kidneys 
or urinary organs. It is a wonderful 
discovery, with a record of 1200 hospital 
cures in 30 days. It acts directly upon 
the blood and kidneys, and is a true spe
cific, just as quinine is in malaria.

Among the many testimonials received la one 
from the Rev. W. B. Moore, D. D., or Washing
ton, test Hies In the New York Christian Witness 
that Alkuvls completely cured hlmotlilwuma- 
tism and Kidney and Bladder disease ol many 
years' standing. Many ladles also testify to its 
curative powers In disorders peculiar to wo
manhood. • ' ■

So far the Church Kidney Cure Com
pany, New York, are the only importers 
of this new remedy, and they are so 
anxious to prove its valiie that for the 
sake of introduction they will send a 
free sample of Alkuvls prepaid by mall । 
to every, reader of The Progressiva 
Thinker who is a sufferer from any 
form of Kidney of Bladder disorder, 
Bright's Disease, Rheumatism, Dropsy, 
Gravel, Diabetes, Pain in Back, difficult 
or too frequent passing water, or other 
affliction due to Improper action of the 
Kidneys or Urinary Organs. We ad
vise all Sufferers to send their names 
and address to the company, and re
ceive the Alkavis entirely free. Ad
dress Church Kidney Cure Co., No. 404 
Fourth Avenue, New York.

NEW BOOK.

1 • A- • . •life. |
Magnetic help can be supplied to the obsessed mortal. This may । 

come through some well developed and self-poised individual medium- < 
istic power on earth, aided by spirit intelligences of ministration from j 
the. other world, or it may come directly from the spiritual world. । 
Many who have been obsessed have been freed from their tormentors i 
and have developed strong and beautiful medial powers that have been । 
used in benefaction for humanity. Others have been driven insane or 
have wasted away under some subtle and insidious form of disease and 
have passed out from the mortal form thus becoming freed from the 
antagonism which has encompassed them. .

This is a great fact that we feel cannot harm the world by becoming 
known. Mortal life is constantly sending out those who are wholly un
prepared for a spiritual existence, those who are sunk in the conditions 
of vice and crime or wilful malignity or viciousness; others who are 
just as deeply plunged in a condition of selfishness and greed, of dis
honor and of ignoble dealing through various lines and marts of trade, 
whose lives, had they been known to their fellow-men, would have been 
despised. These individuals are not changed in the twinkling of an eye. 
They are not changed in the course of a week or a month. Their vibra
tions have been all, or nearly all, toward the material—that which be
longs strictly to the physical plane and animal life, yet I hesitate to use 
these terms, but for want of better must do so, for ‘‘animal life” in its 
own distinct feature and purpose, and function, is a part of the scheme 
of naturd, beautiful and true; the “material plane” in its own distinct 
line of purpose and utility in the great creative life of the universe is 
beautiful and true, and so I dislike the terms used, but must give them 
expression.

However, the spirit entities of these individuals that are constantly 
going out under such conditions have become imbedded in a great net
work of earth atoms, particles and elements they have created and gen
erated for themselves. What better can we expect than to have them 
trying to force their way into outward expression where they may be, 
if not known to the world, at least able to gratify in some degree the 
forces ?.pd appetites and passions titeat are surging within..them and de
manding supply. . .

It is folly to say that all sin belongs to the flesh. Science itself will 
not accept such a statement^although science has not been very ready 
to acknowledge the existence of a higher force than the mental-expres
sion conveyed through the activities of the physical brain. Neverthe
less scientific researchers know that when the body ceases to, breathe, 
when the various organs cease to express their functions, no sin can be 
committed by the prostrate form. Scientific men may declare that the 
sjn has been committed and is done, that there is no further activity 
tor that which was once consciousness expressed through the mortal 
frame, but they will also declare that it was the developed mind or the 
undeveloped mind that forced the individual to commit the sin, what
ever it may have been, and that when thought ceased to vibrate through 
the mortal frame no sin could be performed. ,

Those who can accept the thought and receive the consciousness of 
a truly spiritual existence—that is, of a conscious intelligent existence 
for the human ego after the dissolution of the mortal frame—must pon
der, this question: Can the spirit, under any circumstances, desire to 
commit that which is a wrong? Can the human entity divested of the 
mortgl, under some circumstances commit a crime or sin? Following 
this thought to a logical conclusion if we can realize that the individual 
may be so enmeshed in the network of its own creation) of physical ele
mentsand forces made up from the activities of human passions, carnal 
desires and. selfish purposes, that he cannot become freed from it and is 
entangled close to the earth, vibrated, swayed and tormented by these 
very forces of which he is a part and in which he is engulfed, we can 
very clearly believe that if opportunity and conditions are presented 
to such an entity he may very easily do that which we know to be wrong 
or commit that which is called crime. This is exactly what I maintain 
from my observations of the varying vibrations of human beings, by the 
seneration of their magnetic forces, by the condition and appearance 
of their aura or environment which is made up from their own emana-
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tions, all of which can be clearly discerned by a thinking, observing 
spirit entity who desires to gain truth and wisdom as well as knowledge 
along these lines. Having come to that conclusion, 1 certainly do affirm 
that obsession is not only a possibility but a fact which can be reasoned 
out upon scientific principles, and which can be perceived through the 
inspirations in many eases of human life and consciousness.

Many may be obsessed for a time, may be freed from the annoyance, 
as I have said, brought out into happier conditions while the obsessing 
spirit, having performed its purposes, has also gained an experience, 
has been brought under the direction of higher laws and set to work to 
generate a better and more spiritual, a more refined and ethereal mag
netic aura that shall go to benefit and bless him spiritually, mentally 
and morally Afc his vibrations are set to work along higher lines, 
through the. arousing of pure thought and desire in his heart, there 
will be an elimination of the coarser, more crude elements of his spirit 
body and an absorption of more refined and ethereal, forces and atoms 
which will enable him to loosen his hold upon the mortal plane and to 
gradually rise to higher states and purer localities. .

; If a spirit obsesses a mortal for any length of time it may be difficult 
• for a spirit teacher or physician, on either side of life, to immediately 
disengagé that parasite, and why? For this reason : That all the forces 
and elements directed by the persistent will of the spirit entity have 
imbedded themselves in the magnetic aura of the medium—the aura is 
permeated by them—and to rudely tear away(so to speak) the en
croaching spirit, would be to. .injure, most fatally perchance, thé sensi- 
five instrument. Such a procedure might destroy the physical body or 
it might very-easily drive tlie medium or mortal sensitive insane. 
Therefore, the work must be done quietly with systematic order. The 
magnetic .emanations of the teacher or physician muét flow forth in such 
manner, directed by higher spiritual yet positive-will force, as will help 
to slowly eliminate’ the coarse and objectionable foreign elements from 
the aura of the medium and thus quietly detach the spirit operator and 

■draw him fromthe sensitive, leaving the latter in a condition by which 
Jie may be strengthened and brought up to a state of happiness, health 
■ and peace. . . •

These are the methods usually employed by intelligent healers and 
operators, and great good has been performed in this direction. It is 
constantly going on. . . J . ... .

To say that no spirit can obsess or annoy or in any way seriously dis- 
-coiiimpTeor fin jure â mortal, is to talk with foolishness. Those who 
.persislj in such statements are blinded to the very forces of nature, to 
■ the: operations, of the elements of human life, to the condition of human 
'Beirigsin every nation up on this globe. They are blinded to facts which 
can be readily perceived if they will only lay aside their preconceived 
opinions and prejudices and come to a close study of the subject.

It is not neeemsg for me to prolong feis talk into a dissertation, for
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Dr. Peebles’ Sharp, Caustic Reply to Sar gis.

80n,e. pewn why 8’ieh conditions may vew I 
, ■।8l)d Hie experience of most physicians in our Spirituaf-

i t,w“8and« of sensitives and many well-known mediums, 
i 1 their observations and the knowledge they must have derived from 

’via UWt Ot npc.css’ty i‘ave led them to conclude that there are human 
parasites, unseen by mortal eye, preying in ninny instances upon human 
nemgs right here upon this mortal plane. But as “knowledge is 
power, the understanding of this important subject and the study of 
Jidw to apply n remedy will prove of great value to the world, and we 
shall find the number of individuals afflicted in this manner in the fu
ture very much smaller than in the past for this reason: Study, observa
tion and the application of methods to the cure of the evil will lead also 
to the more correct training of sensitives who seek mediumistic develop
ment that they may learn to understand themselves, their powers and 
possibilities, the dangers as well' as the joys and beauties of medium
ship, and thus enforce and reinforce them with qualities and with men
tal activities which will enable them to resist encroachments from any 
harmful being on either side of life. ' .

IT SEEMS TO ME THAT ONLY GOOD CAN COME FROM THIS 
DISCUSSION. THAT KNOWLEDGE WILL BE ATTAINED 
THROUGH THE CANVASSING OF THIS.SUBJECT. AND THAT IS 
WHY 1 HAVE BEEN WILLING TO COME AND GIVE MY OPINION 
AND THE RESULT OF MY OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF A SPIRIT ENilTTY.

■. I do not by any means believe that all who are called or pronounced 
insane are obsessed by insane spirits. I do not believe that all those 
who are called epileptics are obsessed by insane spirits; some of them 
niaÿ be, probably are; and I am quite satisfied that all who go to an un
balanced condition of mind, or who are epileptic in the physical frame, 
may be open to the encroachment of unclean spirits, because the vibra
tory forces and the general conditions of their own physical derange
ment brings them into line with many unseen beings who are of the 
earthly plane. But I have not the slightest doubt that many are really 
insane, the physical frame being disturbed or distorted, in some manner 
diseased, and that many are victims of neurotic conditions, the nervous 
system being unbalanced and the general condition being one of dis
ease. Nevertheless there remain many who are afflicted, by these para
sites of which I have spoken and who need the sympathy, the service 
and the affectionate helpfulness of the true physician on a spiritual 
plane on earth and in the spirit spheres to aid them in throwing off the 
incubus that binds them down. _

I might add, in conclusion, that there is much in the mortallife, in 
the vibrations of earth or of human conditions, in the emanations from 
the various places, that creates a sea of misery, of hopelessness, of vice, 
and which is not really the expression of any individual spirit entity, 
and human beings may be obsessed, saturated, controlled by these very 
forces and influences, all of which are being thrown off by human be
ings who dwell in warfare, and strife, who seek to satisfy carnal appe
tites, who frequent dive, brothel and saloon where the brawl is fre
quently going on, where the emanations, the vibrations and all the con
ditions of a subtle character are floating forth through house and street 
and land and alley to fill the atmosphere with foulness that cannot be 
described, and a sensitive , who is not well poised, who is not in eondi- 
tion to rise positively and royally above this vileness, may so absorb 
some of it as to become, as I have said, saturated by its infamy, and 

.such an one may give forth expressions which would most certainly lead 
to the conclusion that he or she was possessed of an evil spirit. How
ever, independent of this, there is what we may properly call obsession 
by human entities. ■ _ _ _

,.i And now I feel that I have given sufficient for the purpose in view, 
have expressed myself forcibly upon the affirmative side of this great 
question, and have given my reasons for so doing. ' ' _
’• I am happy to be with you, and bring you the benediction of loving 
souls. ■ ’

DR. PEEBLES REPLIES TO SAR’GIS, USING SOMEWHAT 
CAUSTIC LANGUAGE, IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THE LAT- 
iER WENT FOR THE FORMER’S BOOK WITH THE INTENTION 
TO BURY IT, AND THE OBJECT OF BOTH IS TO COMPLETELY 
ANNIHILATE EACH OTHER’S POSITION. DR. PEEBLES,
ENQ’^S THE WORLD OVER, STANDS AMONG THE HIGHEST 

-AS AUTHOR, LECTURER AND PEACE-MAKER, WHILE 
SAR’GIS (IN HIS OWN PROPER PERSON) IS KNOWN THROUGH- 

\OUT THE UNITED STATES AS ONE OF THE GRANDEST OF MEN 
AND ONE OF THE MOST PROFOUND OF THINKERS OF THE 
Present age. further description of the man might

EAD TO HIS PERSONALITY BECOMING KNOWN, SOMETHING 
E WISHES TO AVOID FOR REASONS BEST KNOWN TO HIM-
ELF. WELL, LET THE DISCUSSION SCINTILLATE, IT WILL 

AFFORD AN OBJECT LESSON FOR SPIRITUALISTS EVERY-
ERE THAT WILL DO A WORLD OF GOOD.

A Happy New Year to everybody ¡—including Sar’gis, the general-, 
.issimo of pseudonymns—to Sar’gis, who, hinting, suggesting, charging 
\mc with being obsessed caused side-splitting laughter. It was rich! I 
believe in having a good time—a heaven right here and now!
\ But obsessed, am I? Where conies in the “vexing,” the “plaguing” 
and the “haunting?” Yes, his article caused me much mirth and mer
riment; and so Sar’gis has not lived in vain in the world. “Obsessed 1” 
‘ ‘ Vexed! ’ ’ Why, if not the happiest, I am one of the happiest men liv
ing, and healthy up to almost 200 pounds avoirdupois, and I am con
scious every day of the presence, of the impressions and of the inspir
ing guidance of loving, invisible intelligences; and if this be obsession,, 
it is blessed—it is priceless. Heaven grant it as I journey, on down 
toward the western sunset. _

7 In a recent Open Court column of The Progressive Thinker there was 
a very bitter, if not malicious, diatribe on myself generally, and on my. 
book especially, from the pen of this Sar’gis. This was not unexpected, 

. because for years Sar’gis has seemed to cherish, and at times to mani
fest, a most churlish spite towards me, and more especially against my 
books—books conscientiously written for the upbuilding of a rational 
and philosophical Spiritualism. This long article of his called a “re
view,” is a further proof of this bitter animus. Judging from his lan
guage at times, I should almost hesitate to meet him, fearing a personal 
assault, though my four-score years nnd more might possibly save me. 
The reader will remember that one Spiritualist published to the world, 
that I ought to be “impaled on a red-hot pitchfork, and thrust into a 
boiling cauldron.” The spiritual journal that printed the above vitu- 
pefative malediction is twin-pregnant with brotherhood and altruism 
and brotherhood, and yet this same journal, so profuse with its drop
pings of brotherhood, allowed my book attacked in its columns, and yet 
iefused to publish my reply. And this is brotherhood, is it ? I have no 

-desire, to be a martyr, but I desire and demand justice.
Surely, we are’having some queer Spiritualism these days—a Spirit

ualism so unlike that of Judge Edmunds, Prof., Hare, William Denton, 
Prof. S. B. Brittan, Luther R. Colby, Prof. Kiddle, and others, consti
tuting a galaxy of stars whose combined brilliance streams in silvery 
radiance down to our day in transcending beauty, loveliness and truth.

All this criticism of Sar’gis would be bearable (I almost wrote hon
orable) if written under his own signature. That able, broad-minded 
Pacific Coast philosopher, Charles Dawbarn, once pronounced this 
Sar’gis, “The-man-afraid-of-his-horses.” This character was a Brule- 
Sioux Indian, who would skulk behind a trec or a cliff and then shoot. 
His cowardice in the northwest became proverbial. I speak by the

• book, because in 1868 J wAs connected with the Congressional committee 
appointed by General Grant to adjust difficulties between the Indians

- and the whites, and the Indian tribes—the Kiowas, the Cheyennes, the 
: Sioux, the Brule-Sioux, the.Pawnees, etc. We were on those plains for 

., ¿early four months, and here is where I learned the history of “The- 
man-afraid-of-his-horses”—the Indian bush-hider that the brave, manly 
chief, Red Cloud so despised. . '

-Who Sar’gis is, I know not. . I never had the curiosity to ask the 
editor of The Progressive Thinker, and had I done so he would have 
doubtless (and justly, too) refused all information.' But I am a psy
chic. Written words and sentences carry with them a minimized ethe
real aura, because they symbolize thoughts, and behind and' within 
thoughts there is a mighty potency. Thoughts are etherealized spirit 
forces, acting and.re-acting through visible and invisible spheres. Pass
ing into my superior or/psychie state, I venture to say that- Sar’gis is a 
-western man. ■ ■ .

Sar’gis sees in this book of mine “no healthy strata in the composi
tion.” How about these passages? .. (See page 370). “What is the 
-distinct-and definite message of Spiritualism—has it a message? Em-

,,k, _
pj^atieglly it hM,;apd the ¡ge^aga.ls as cheerifijgjis ifj^mpmitous and 
mighty! Briefly stated it is thus: Immortality—a future conscious ex
istence, perfectly'and satisfactorily demonstrated, I^scairisj/g blind 
faith and fear and fable, and nil dreamy emotionalism, it may be af
firmed with emphasis that Spiritualists constituteAhe iwnlyif body. of 
thinkers in the, wide world who make it a point to provo and- present, 
and who actually do present the direct, the most iiTefnagabie evidence 
of ii conscious life beyond the grave. This, Spiritualists im all lands 
claim, and they strenuously, rigidly rivet their claims''with! the most 
positive proofs and demonstrations. This, then, in brief,: isi the mes
sage, the blessed message of all messages.

“But this angel messenger of demonstration planting!the liiee of life
in Hydesville,. N. Y,, the New Bethlehem, did not puuppse to institute 
a new theological creed—to establish a new sect—to build up sectarian 
schools, or create a great church organization with sulffli Pmirasaic ac
coutrements and ceremonies as baptisms, reverends, pidests, rdbed bish
ops antj tiara-crowned popes. Nothing-of the kind!” i.

What do you think, Mr. Sar’gis, of this “stratum?”. Is ifrMhealthy” 
or not? .The book has pages upon pages of similar (<Healthy” educa
tional, spiritual and uplifting strata, which Sar’gis seems to have en
tirely overlooked. People are very apt to find only what they hunt for. 
The book while stating facts, startling psychic facts that ninety-nine 
'one-hundredths of mediums know-to be facts, is nevertheless in un
dertone and over-sweep optimistic, looking to the. final triumph of vir
tue over vice, truth over error, and the ultimate harmony arid glory of 
all conscious intelligences. It should be remembered that I distinctly 
state in this volume that I must not be held responsible for only such 
views as I personally expressed; and yet I meant that the obsessed, 
good, intelligent people, as they are, should be heard. They have been 
heard; they are being heard in The Progressive Thiriker, and they will 
be still further heard. . . . .

Sta AND HEARD
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_ Sar’gN could not well write of me or of any book of mine without 
ringing in “God,” “Christ,’.’ and “The Christ Question Settled,” etc. 
This allows me to state that this book of 370 pages referred to by Sar’
gis is virtually a elever symposium upon the question,? “Did Jesus 
Christ Exist, and If So, What Was His Mission?” Thç volume con
sists largely of the writings of Col. Ingersoll, B. B. Hjll,’ Moses Hull, 
Hudson Tuttle, W. E. Coleman, Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Rabbi Wise—an 
aijray of bright'and brilliant-talent.

Sar’gis has a snarl at the “God idea.” He.might just as well at
tempt to blot thé immortality idea out of human beings as the God idea. 
They are among what the metaphysicians term “innate ideas.” When 
I say or write “God,” I have no more reference to the ‘Jehovah of the 
Jews than I have to the Zeus of the Greeks or the Jupiter of the Ro
mans— all tutelary gods. _ To me, God is spirit,—absolute/immanent 
and immutable—the infinite consciousness, life, purpose, will, wisdom 
and love of the universe—the “Great Positive Mind of thé Univer- 
coehim.” In this God I believe ; in this God I trust ; and, this God, man
ifest in dew-drop, and rosebud, in stars and suns, I reverence..

Again Sar’gis has, of course, to thrust in this Jesus Christ; matter, and 
here I cannot help smiling because something like a quarter of a cen
tury ago I published a large pamphlet entitled “Christ, the Cornerstone 
of Spiritualism.” Heavens! how half a dozen Spiritists “jumped onto 
me, ’ ’( figuratively speaking, when positively more than tfàlf 'of these did 
not know the difference between Jesus, the poor, pérsééüted man, me
dium and martyr, and Christ the anointing, the enlightening, illumin
ing spirit—the divine. Logos. Jésus Christ and'G^ütamU Buddha, were 
both .Asiatics—and Asiatic Christs—spiritually, divinely illumined, and 
every American ought to be a‘Christ, that is, à morally find spiritually 
enlightened and harmonial man; aflame with the sweet, calm Christ
spirit of love and fraternity. '

If this “intelligent, level-headed Spiritualist writer” referred to by 
Sar’gis, writing him concerning my youthful ministry alia present med
ical profession, were less self-love eaten, less jealous an'tf eiivious of his 
peers and superiors, he would not be so faee-wrinkleij, so' round
shouldered and mentally warpéd. Nevertheless, he is/plbwiV, slowly 
growing spiritual. Great is my hope. ’ ’ " ; ™

“A person,” writes Sar’gis, “may be plagued or ann&éd WV a spirit 
or by a mortal—it is obsession all. the same' ” Here hé Imlf unwittingly 
expressed the truth. Hé adds, however, “so it is not necessarily a spir
it’s influehée.” This I deny. It is,a spirit, or a spirïf infliïénee, the 
spirit in this preliminary stage of exstence being flesh-c¥ad. ; A. éorpse, 
of course, does not obsess. ■ H
_ In one sense (his sense) Sar ’gis believes in obsession/ Aftbr speak
ing of the Voltaires and Paines and Franklins and their reflex from 
spirit life, he states that “of course, iù the estimation o|the other class 
it (obsession) is the very old devil himself that obsessed them’’ This 
is not only unjust but absolutely untrue •' a1 fairi’satnpié of a' masked 
personality. I do nbf .sfty thdt Sar’gis is a Ihwÿer-pbl'itfâàî/for except 
imprébsioriallÿ T have not thé Téast.slihdbw ¿'f kh'ôtvïeàèe'haÎæïi^ per
sonality ; luit his style m’tliis “review”'tells; more of'tfe femfpgge’r. 
than the philosopher. Not one of the obsessed persons nïehtiohèd ’in 
this obsession book lay their obsessional influences'tb the door of that 
old orthodox personal devil, or,,to use Sar’gis’ words; “thé very old 
devil himself.” Whatthismarfexpects to gain forhimselforfor Spir
itualism by such ônè-sided, vicious misrepresentations, I cannot non- 
eeive. The. motive must, belong' to the miraculous occult. But enough !

In this reply I frankly-confess that I have descended below mÿ men
tal and spiritual level. The Sar’gis circumstance sc-emé to demand it. 
Such caustic writing is not to my taste. Never will Ï thus descend 
again, and. never "will I notice any person or persons hereafter who at
tack me, or niy books, under fictitious names.. Time with ihe in these' 
declining years, over fifty of which have been conscientiously, enthusi
astically spent in this and foreign lands in the interests of this tremen
dous, this mighty truth, Spiritualism, and yet,- a man is really no man'iq 
the best sense of that word who will not in some way defend his family 
—defend his children, and my books are my children. They constitute 
a large part of my family, and heaven helping me, I shall defend them.

To show the contrast relative to how these Spiritualists receive and 
to show how they judge this book under consideration; permit me the 
following: W. T. Stead, devoted Spiritualist and'editor of the London 
Review of Reviews, thus writes: “The occult is very much to the fore 
just now, and ifyou or any of your friends are.inclined in a light and 
frivolous way to dabble in Spiritualism, I would advise you as a pre
liminary to read Dr. J. M. Peebles’ new book, Spirit Obsessions. It is 
a popular survey of a difficult and dangerous subject. Its author is 
a veteran Spiritualist, and his testimony as to the perils surrounding the 
study is unimpeachable. .In this excellent book he puts on record what 
he has actually seen and heard in Asia, Africa, Europe and America. 
It may also be read with profit by those who are inclined to explain 
away the diabolical obsessions of the New Testament into mere epi
lepsy.” - •

The president of the Spiritualist Society, Elyria, O., Mr. Martin, 
writes: “We so highly esteem your book on obsessions that our society 
has adopted it for our Sunday-service-reading book.- It is a volume of 
facts—a volume of warnings, of advice and high spiritual teachings.
I know by my own experience that obsession by evil spirits is true.”

In a letter received this day from Dr. Robert Greer, of Chicago, (52 
Dearborn street) writer, author and prominent physician, also trustee 
of .the Spiritualistic Golden Rule Church, writes: “I congratulate you 
upon yonr last publication, The Demonism of the Ages.' I regard tins 
book as the greatest literary and psychic desideratum of the age, and 
the most opportune because of the great,.growing spiritual inquiry of 
the times. This book should be in the home of .every family every
where, helping them to understand that they are surrounded by invis-d 
ible spirits both hostile and disorderly, or good-purposed ones, desirous 
of doing good to sensitives.” . < 1 .

A. G. Hofiister, writer, author and old-time Spiritualist; of Mt. Leb
anon, writes: “I am really quite enthused over your book, Spirit Obses
sions. I pronounce it as a precious volume', intellectually, morally and 
spiritually valuable—worthy of the place in the Bibles I6f tlmAges. ”

And now, as a climax, I come to the words of (in my estimation) not 
only the physician, the author, the philosopher and the illustrious seer, 
but the greatest living man in America, Andrew Jacksôfi DaVis. After 
recently writing me upon the subject “auto-suggestion,” “'subjectiv
ity,” “charlatanism,” “frauds,” and the “rarity of'unmixed, abso
lute spirit intercourse,” he says of this book upon Obsessions : “T am' 
downright glad, brother, and thankful that you have so'vigO^ously un
dertaken to ‘give the devil his duebecauseÏ believe tHht yoilt ‘danger 
signals,’ when justly understood, will keep a large'clas'^ of exceedingly 
impressive minds from running off the track-line of progression. • • 
You have doubtless energetically performed an ùnedâgèriiaî duty in 
the interests of an universal truth. And I desire fo express my 
thanks and bid you God speed.” •

Cheered by such noble words from such good and great and grandly 
inspiredmen, I feel at peace with my book, with iny <ftvn higher self, 
with Sar’gis, the unknown, and with the whole wide world. Exit 
Sar’gis. ■ . .. - . ; J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

Battle Creek, Mich. . : .

"Spirit Echoes." My Mattie B. HuB. "Koradine. By Alice B. Stockham 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven and Lida Holt Talbot.” In. the form of 
of the author's latest and choicest an entertaining story, It contains les
poems. Neatly bound In cloth, and with' ronfi- which every strl should know.- 
snrtralt of the author. Price 75 MS Price, doth, Ji, - . ; ■ ■

- A Fasting Fool.
The Rov. D. C. Buckles of Cincinnati, 

Ohio, received a command from God to 
fust forty days, or believed ho was so 
commanded,. which is the same thing 
with religionists. 'Vvhy should he not 
fast forty days if his Savior did? In 
short had he not ought to fast In imita
tion of his Master? Nothing could dis
suade him from the fool trick, and he 
almost made the forty days when he 
died. Every now and then the church 
turns up 'Tasters,” either fools or J in
sane, but usually hunger brings them 
to their senses. It is the best thing for 
the world that all such carry out their 
intentions. It is well there is no law 
against feasting or fasting, and that 
they choose such a method of getting 
put of this world shows that they are of 
no use in it.

Religion favors and has always fa
vored fasting as a means of gaining 
grace, and its chronically hypnotized 
subjects are prepared for "thinking up 
this cross,”'by heredity and education; 
There is no command of God for man 
to set apart days for fasting, or go with
out food until he becomes a skeleton. 
On the contrary, every law of his na
ture proves the urgency of proper sus
tenance. Men may eat too much, or too 
little, and it bears on their physical 
health, but there is notliing religious in 
lasting or irreligious in gormandizing. 
A man who eats three square meals a 
day has Just as much right to sainthood 
as the forty days’ taster. Priests who 
warn the people of the necessity of 
fasting and prayer are usually red-faced 
from their full diet, and fine examples 
of the well-fed animal.

Almost every newspaper has an ac
count of the hallucination of some relig
ious zealot. What columns of defama
tion with stunning headlines would 
burden the newspapers if anything of 
the like should transpire in Spiritual
ism!

Oh, how the old misconceptions of 
man’s being linger! The accursed be
lief in man’s debasement, and sinful
ness of the body, which must be there
fore punished; purity, holiness, heaven 
gained not by'the deeds of an upright 
life, but by the pain, suffering, torture 
of the body!

A New' Theory of Immortality.
Spiritualists need not Investigate fur

ther, or attempt a philosophy founded 
on psychic observation. A great savant 
has relegated all that pertains to future 
life to nothingness, and to his own sat
is faction proven—by assertions—that 
when a man is deaa, he is only a heap 
of dust.

This wonderful savant is Elio Metch- 
nlkoff, director of the Pasteur Institute 
of Paris, the parent Institution, where 
the mad-dog anti-toxin is elaborated in 
the rotting blood of suffering dogs, cats, 
guinea-pigs and labbits. In the midst 
of the pandemonium of the torture 
chamber, where countless animals are 
made to endure indescribable agony, he 
has concocted a theory accounting for 
the facts passing as spiritual, as mate
rial as the virus he brews in the veins 
of his victims is poisonous.

. He has written a book on the subject 
in which he proves that man’s longing 
for immortality, his aspirations, all that 
we call spiritual comes from his “nat
ural instinct” to completely live a 
“physiologically complete cycle of life,” 
which means to live to a ripe old age, 
and when this is down there will be no 
further longing but there will arise “an 
instinct for death.” That is,, when life 
is completed,'then the’subject will long 
to die, just as lie prevously wanted to 
live!

The scientists have to solve this ques
tion, and show man how to live this 
complete cycle, and then man living 
true tp the laws of his being, there will 
be no more Hickness, immorality will 
cease, and a sort of heaven come to 
earth, to be enjoyed until death, which 
will come at 100 or 120 years, and be as 
eagerly desired as living nas been. He 
concludes: “If thece can be formed an 
ideal able to unite men in a kind of re
ligion of the future thia ideal must be 
founded on scientific principles.’' And 
It is left to inference the "scientific 
principles” on which must be founded. 
He also asserts that “non-existence of 
life after death is In consonance with 
the whole range of human knowledge, 
“and the doctrine-of a future life is ut
terly untenable.”

Here, then, is the quintessence of sci
entific” conclusions: Living so that life 
in this body may “reach 100 or 120 
years.” The desire for immortality is 
a misinterpretation of the simple desire 
to live these years in harmony, and 
when death comes it will be a welcome 
messenger to dissolve the body back to 
the elements. There Is nothing be
yond.

There is one thing noticeable in this 
‘ scientific” negative and affirmation, it 
is an assertion without a fact in its sup
port, or an attempt made at demonstra
tion.

The facts observed as far as they go, 
prove quite the contrary. Those who 
have lived the most harmonious lives, 
and continued the greatest number of 
years, have held aspirations for con
tinued existence with increasing per
sistency. Instead of "old age,” bring
ing the “instinct of death,” it brings the 
desire for life’s extension into the com
pleteness of the future. Nor can it be 
received as a self-evident proposition 
that a century cycle of life would bring 
completeness and satisfaction, that 
would make death preferable to a re
newed existence.

Rough on Theosophists.
The Atchinson (Kans.) Globe never 

loses an opportunity to snarl like an en
gaged cat,.at anything and everything 
spiritual or occult Its editorials ap
pear to be written by callow imbecility, 
and are a disgrace to decent journal
ism. .• _

The editori&l begins by defining The
osophy. It says: "The dictionary mean
ing is intercourse with superior spirits, 
and consequent attainment of superhu
man knowledge. Theosophy means 
those funny men and women who have 
tried to be everything else, and claim 
to be Theosophists, because no one can 
prove they are not Theosophists Is as 
discreditable from an intellectual stand
point as tramping is from a moral 
standpoint” < '

We have no partiality for Theosophy, 
but we believe in justice for all. When 
this sapient editor finds the definition 
he gives of theosophy In a “dictionary,” 
it will be one. he has compiled! Ac
cording to the Century Dictionary, The
osophy means: “Knowledge of things 
divine; a philosophy based upon a claim 
to special insight into the ■ divine. na
ture, or a special divine revelation. 
Theos.opbist: "Ono who professes to 
possess divine illumination.” The orig
inal claim is. not for communion with 
spirits, but with God, and the primary 
meaning is a system of • Imowiedge or 
God.- ,

In. his utter ignorance of his subject 
the writer continues:

"A Theosqphist is a little smarter 
th&n a Spiritualist, in .this:- he refuses 
*o make the test of rapping on tables,

mind, One of the wonders of the hu
man mind is that occasionally you find 
one so dwarfed that it believes in The
osophy. There is a negro in Atchison 
who sells ignorant negroes "huber
dust,” which he claims will do all sorts 
olmarvelous things whan sprinkled on 
enemies. The negro who, believes in 
“huberdust" is no more Ignorant than 
the white man who believes in Theoso
phy. Theosophy is exactly Hite ‘‘huber
dust’' in the particular that it won’t 
work. There is some excuse for the 
man who is superstitious, after-having 
been taught superstition from his youth 
up, but Theosophy was born during civ
ilized times, and there is no excuse for 
it.”

Theosophy was one of the oldest sys
tems of the Greek philosophy, as ex
pressed by Xenophanes and others, and 
really the Christian religion and all 
systems of religion are varying at
tempts to popularize this "philosophy 
of God,” or the gods. ,

So far from being neW. it is nearly as 
old as mankind, and has had for its ex
ponents, as Schaff-Herzog in Ency. p. 
2348 says: “It is found among all na
tions—Hindus, Persians, Arabs, Greeks 
and Jews (Cabala)—and presents itself 
variously under the form of magic 
(Agrippa and Paracelsus) a vision 
(Swedenborg, St. Martin), or rapt con
templation (Jacob Boehme, Oettinger).'“

The modern system of Theosophy»of 
which Blavatsky and Olcott and others 
are exponents, has taken some foreign 
and altogether discordant elements, yet 
even its most prostituted form does not 
merit the sneer of the Globe editor. Its 
adherents are incensed by being ranked 
with Spiritualists and their “mahatmas" 
are not to be confounded with spirits.

Truly, “there is some excuse for the 
man who is superstitious,” but there is 
no excuse for the editor of a leading 
journal, to attempt to instruct on a sub
ject of which his ignorance is equaled 
only by his intolerant bigotry.

Punishment for Sacrilege.
It 1b not often that a judge passes 

sentence for sacrilege. It has ceased 
to be a crime, although once considered 
an unpardonable sin.

At Richmond, Va., àt the colored Bap
tist church, a member became so en
raged that he seized the communion 
bread and threw it through the chtlrch 
window. What made this action the 
more horrible, it had been prayed over 
by the preacher and thereby converted 
into the flesh and body of tho Lord 
Jesus Christ. Hence the mad négro 
bad with his vile hands pitched the 
Lord bodily out of the church! Yet 
more, he had the wine jug ready to 
swing, and would have done so if the 
deacon had not caught his arm. A mo
ment more and the precious blood 
would have been scattered over the 
ground. The trustees haled him be
fore the police court, and the Judge was 
overwhelmed by the enormity of the 
crime and the inadequacy of the pun
ishment he could inflict. After hearing 
the story, he said:

"It is impossible for me to punish 
you as you deserve for this sacrilege. 
There is no doubt that hell will be your 
portion. I will, however, fine you $10 
and costs for the trouble to which this 
court has been put in hearing your 
case.”

Ten dollars for throwing the body of 
the Lord through the church window! 
If there is no law in the state of Vir
ginia against such an outrage, should 
the legislature not hasten to enact one? 
Ten dollars and the satisfaction that if 
the law does not reach the case in this 
life hell will be made hot for the crim
inal in the next

HUDSON TUTTLE.

NOT UNDERSTOOD.

Not understood; we move along 
•asunder,

Our paths grow wider as the seasons
• creep;

Along the years we marvel and we 
der

Why life is life, and then we 
asleep, 

Not understood.
Not understood; we gather false 

pressions,

won

fall

im-

And hug them closer as the years go 
by,

Till virtues often seem to us trans
gressions,

And thus men rise and fall, and live 
and die,

Not understood.
Not understood. Our souls with stunted 

vision
Oft measure giants by their narrow 

gauge;
The poisoned shafts of falsehood and 

derision
Are oft Impelled ’gainst those who 

mold the age,
Not understood.

Not understood; the secret springs of 
action,

Which lie beneath the surface and 
■ the show.

Are disregarded; with self-satisfaction 
We judge our neighbors, and they often 

go,
Not understood.

Not understood; how trifles often 
change us!

The thoughtless sentence or the fan
cied slight

Destroy long years of friendship and es
trange us,

And on our souls there falls a freez
ing blight,

Not understood.
Not understood; how many breasts are 

aching
For lack of sympathy, ah! day by day 

How many cheerless, lonely hearts are 
breaking!

How many noble spirits pass away, 
Not understood.

0 God! that men would see a little 
clearer,

Qr judge less harshly where they can
not see; - ■ • '

D God! that men would draw a little 
nearer

To one another!—they’d be nearer 
Thee;

’ And understood.
' —Thomas Bracken.

"After Her Death. The Btory 
Summer.? By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought 
fail to be fed and delighted with

of a 
No 

can 
this

book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for . the higher life. Price 
cloth, $1.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Bfeblea. M. D., M. A., Ph. D. PriM 
10 cents-. ■ •

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles; Campmeetlngs and Other Spirit- 
■uallstls. Gatherings.” By Mattie HL 
Hull.. Price 10. cents. .

«Death. Its MesWg asa Resffita.' 
By 3. K. .Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar.. An absorbingly Intereating vo8- 
ntae;-of \deeMed value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events-in the an* 
tier's experience. Goth. 5SQ U-

FREE trv
Send your name 

today and get thia 
new 3-fold treat-
ment by return mall

I want everyone who has Pile«, ulcer. piasure, 
Prolapse, Tumors,- Constipation, or any other 
rectal trouble, to send iho his or her nuitic. I 
will send by return mail my now ” 

Three-Fold Absorption Cure 
iny new-found combination of remedies which 
is curing cases of even 80 to 40 years’ standing 
•-Hiter all else had failed. Don’tbedlscouraged: 
La??< ,curl,n^ the 1M,ost malignant cases-cuses 
consldeied incurable. Try my treatment. If 
you are satisfied with the benefit received, send 
SvT$dol,ar’ Jf not send Yon decide.
If you have piles, or the itching, burning or 
heavy feeling which shows that they are com- 

lead t0 ^^tuia and the 
xMy Three-Fold Treatment cures 

wJf.cur®d; because it is constitutional as
<as la effect. .Remember, it costs 

try my treatment and one dollaria 
nW ir cum splendid New Book

diseases comes FREE with the treat
ment. r bend no money, only your name. Write

»It. VAX VI.BCK COMPANV, 
X021 liujestlo buildliig, JucUson, Mich.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL
BY D.R. T. A. BLAND,

Ib a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Ifinj 
many times, etherealized, materialized • 
and through trance mediumo, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time lie spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard In that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tella 
his wonderful story to his friend whq 
gives it to the world in his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the wfell- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a Brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D„ president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: “This book will give utf . 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: “It is im 
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot helu 
wishing may be true." .

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful.”

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance ol 
two worlds. It Is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $L 
For sale at this office.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantlaUy 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in tta 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Bncyclope- 
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson. Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Bthics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. m. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise! .

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small c< ntribution to the study of the soul. It 
Is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, fl. For sale at this 
office.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Futuro Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuler. Translated from the French by 
8. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. J* is writ* 
ten in that peculiar interesting stvlc in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
“There is a true and respec table idea in Spirit
ualism,” and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superhumans and the 
inhabitants of earth.” Frico, Si.50.

CHILD CULTURE.
Iccordlng to the Laws of Phys!«' 

logical Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This Is a work of singular excellence, j 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have.the 
care of children, and all who are Inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price tb cents.

Force and'Matter JMSs» 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Frico, cloth. 11.00.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY ULUAN WHITïNO.—In this book Miss 

Whiting aims to portray a pract ical ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith'that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, in a measure, a logical se
quence of ••The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul lu harmony with the universe.’ It 
Is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth. 11.00.

.Hi

THE AGE OF REASON ,
an Investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo- £ 
gy. A complete edition, ot 188 pages, post Svo. . h 
Paper, S cents; cloth, 60 cent«. S
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Jehovah and a Matabate Chlaftaln.
Inal! savage and barbarous coun

tries the king retains his throne by 
keeping his subjects in fear. His exe
cutioner |s subject to no law but the ca
price of the ruler, so he slaughters any 
one which his superior may direct.
. In an account of the MatabeleB, a 

■powerful native tribe of South Africa, 
somewhat related to the Zulus, it 1b said 
of King Lobengule, "though not by na-
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Remit by Poatofilce Monuy order, Registered 
letter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
costa from 10 to IBconts to get checks cashed on 
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• . supplied gratis. .
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

, por year to foreign countries is $2.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 21, 1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You rnay do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then, the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an
noyance and trouble. 1

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Sditor-at-Large for the National Spirit- 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when < attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

nleces and fi|ehds were killed to insure 
awe among his subjects and protract 
his reign.

As we read, it occurred to us, the 
bible idea of Jehovah is Interpreted by 
orthodox Christians, is almost identical 
with that entertained by the savages of 
1he sovereign. “The fear of the Lord 
Is the beginning of wisdom.” The sub
jects of such approach their majesties 
on bended knees, and praise them, by 
telling how good, how great and how 
glorious they are. While humiliating 
themselves they exalt the other, and 
cannot find words sufficiently express
ive to magnify the monarch's grandeur. 
Why? Because prince or God he kills 
at will, while hecatombs falling in a sin
gle night as a penalty for a single fault. 
Travelers tell of large pryamlds being 
builded in Dahomy of skulls of victims 
who had been butchered to gratify toe 
prince for some imagined wrong. Whole 
tribes were blotted out in Canaan, de
stroying auu that breathed, becaiise 
they were in the way of God’s pets, to 
whom he had given the country. But 
the Lord, with larger powers than 
earthly princes, is represented to have 
built a prison, heated it with burning 
sulphur, and placed it under the imme
diate supervision of devils, where he 
plunges the objects of his hate, and per
petuates their torture through all the 
interminable ages of a wasteless eter
nity.

A Matabele savage has not this power 
of Jehovah to perpetuate suffering.

fogtan and Oregon.
I have a few urgent call® to go to 

Washington and Oregon to deliver 
courses of lectures on. “Th® World s 
Bibles," “Ancient and Modern Spiritual
ism," and cognate subjects. I have at 
last rather reluctantly consented to go, 
providing there are enough of these 
calls to keep mo busy for about six 
weeks, or, at most seven weeks, begin
ning early In March, and ending as 
early as toe first of May. I have three 
conditions to Impose. I. I must have 
all of my expenses paid. 2. I must 
have some pay for my time. 3. I 
must have the privilege of delivering 
one lecture, or at least a portion of one 
lecture at each pbint on toe Morris 
Pratt Institute, and its work,, and tak
ing up one collection to assist it in pay
ing toe expenses of the litigation, 
which it is hoped is now ended, and to 
help defray toe expense of the great 
work it is doing.

Those who wish my services on the 
road to toe coast, or on the way back, 
should let me know at the earliest con
venient moment. My route will be 
marked out by toe middle of February.

’MOSES HULL.
P. S.—Our case in court has come 

off; it is all done except toe judge’s de
cision. Outsiders cannot Bee how that 
can be otherwise than in our tavor.

M. H.

The

Glrls Burned as Witches.
It is no great matter for wonder 

■ lurprise that where superstition is 1m-
or

bedded in the minds of people, by 
priestly teachings concerning church 
dogmas, the wildest and most unreason
ing notions prevail, and toe Ignorant 
and inlstaught people are ready to be 
misled by impostors into crimes and 
cruelties that to enlightened people 
seem almost past belief.

In illustration of this a most horrible 
Btory comes from the illage of Kasirni- 
rovka, Siberia.

“In this village,” runs the report, "for 
three years past all the cattle have died 
from toe Siberian plague. A witch 
doctor announced that the village was 
cursed by toe presence of a family of 
witches. He singled out a young girl 
named Soldatenko. The villagers 
seized her and her twin sister.

"The sisters were solemnly tried and 
Condemned to be burned. They were 
bound to a rude wooden cross, round 
which was built a high pile of fagots 
and logs. •

“Liefen (the witch doctor) declared 
that toe most innocent child in toe vil
lage must light the torture fire,and a lit
tle girl of 3 was given toe torch and 
told to thrust it among toe fagots.

"The flames burst up. The wretched 
girls screamed frantically, but in vain, 
while their frenzied mother tried to 
rush into the lire and rescue them.

“The villagers, convinced that they 
were at a pious work, sang hymns and 
prayed.

“As the girls sank back in toe 
flames their father, who had been ab-
sent from the village, returned. Hear

- - ' theing the news, he dashed among 
crowd with a hatchet and clove 
Witch doctor’s skull to the chin.”

the

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

Notorious Tatum Working New 
■ Orleans.

To All Lovers of Truth:—Kindly take 
notice that one Fred Tatum, whose real 
name Is W. W. Tatum, is now plying his 
trade in New Orleans, claiming that he 
is a representative of the N; S. A., and 
a student of toe School of Science at 
Calcutta, India. Tatum does not now, 
and has never held any papers from the 
N. S, A. All persons are warned to be 
on their guard. Yours for truth,

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
' President N. S. A.

Oklahoma, City, Ok., Jan, 13, 1905.

This man Tatum pretends to be a ma-
terializing medium. His spirit manlfes-

.It seems to us, taking a good ortho-1 tatfons are wholly of earthly origin, 
dox view of Jehovah, and contrasting , Spiritualists should-avoid him.
his doings with a Matabele chieftain, a |   .
man of good sense would prefer to fall 
into the hands of the latter than t’he 
former, to the end that his agony shall 
perish with mortal existence.

We hope it is unnecessary to add, our 
idea of Infinite Wisdom does not com
port with the orthodox faith, for we 
find no attributes in common between 
the sovereign ruler of the universe, 
and he of the Matabele who puts his en
emies in fear that he may protract his 
power.

The Pick and Spade Again.
Lovers of archaeology will be pleased 

to learn that Prof. Hermann V. 'H11- 
precht, of toe Pennsylvania, and cura
tor of the Babylonian department of 
that institution is preparing to resume 
work in toe exploration of Nippur, the 
seat of toe oldest civilization of which 
we have knowledge.

Prof. Hilprecht is of the opinion it 
Will take a hundred years to complete 
the work he has undertaken, so magnifi
cent are toe ruins. Four hundred 
Arabs will be employed, says the report, 
to do the excavating.

It seems probable the fabled Eden 
was located in this region, .only toe 
name of one of the great rivers, the Eu
phrates, being preserved in modern lan
guage; but, unfortunately, for the chro
nology of toe Eden story, Nippur, with 
Its civilization, goes back to 9,000 years, 
whereas the making of the first pair, 
and placing them in that blissful para- 
dlse occurred less than 6,000 years ago.

There is a possibility Elohim, who in
spired toe writers ot that important 
historic event, to whom all occurrences 
are accurately known, with the multi
plicity of cares on his hands in making 
such a multitudes of worlds and peo
pling them with inhabitants, became 
confused in dates, and greatly abridged 
time, shortening it more than 3,000 
years. Let us give him the credit of 
forgetfulness, for we know he would not 
purposely misrepresent

Is This a Scientific Fact?
Is science about to demonstrate the 

Immortality of life, to prove what Spir
itualists have all along maintained that 
there 1b ho death? ‘’

The experiments of Professor Elmer 
Gates, as reported in the Chicago Tri
bune of some months ago, if truthful, 
approximates very closely to a demon
stration. With a substance extracted 
from the eyes of slaughtered animals, 
and employing It in lieu of the Roent
gen ray, and placing a live rat in a her
metically sealed glass tube, that he held 
in the path of his new rays, which h,e 
names rhodopsin, so long as the rat 
lived it cast a shadow. After a little 
lapse of time, following death it ceased 
to obstruct light. At the instant of 
change from an opaque body to a trans
parent one, a shadow having precisely 
the shape and appearance of the rodent 
passed out through the glass tube, and 
moved- upward as reflected on the sen
sitized wall. The Professor soldi “Two 
of my laboratory assistants claim to 
have distinctly seen the shadow in the 
full course of the rat’s ascension.”

If the living rat obstructs these rho
dopsin rays, and the body becomes 
transparent to them when life is ex
tinct, does it not evidence that a mate
rial substance has gone out which be
fore death obstructed the path of the 
ray?

If rats are thus acted upon why not 
all life? Then the question arises, does 
that departed substance carry with it 
material forces, however ethereal, suffi
cient to. maintain existence divested of 
Its grosser material body?

The SpIrU Founder of a Great Univer
sity-— Ex-Judge Dalley's Assertion— 
Views fof a Catholic Priest—Rev. Dr. 
Minot J. Savage—Dr. R. .Heber New
ton—Spirit Return Gaining Ground 
Everywhere.tin
Leland Stanford University of Cali

fornia [pays t|ip' Chicago Record-Her
ald] was (founded at toe command of a 
ghost. fjych ifethe assertion of ex
Judge Ahpam Dalley of Brooklyn, 
who says fie got the information first
hand from-Mr. Stanford.

Mr. Dalley is an avowed Spiritualist 
and tho prime factor In founding . the 
First Spiritual Church of Brooklyn, N. 
Y. He welcomes Rev. R. Heber New
ton and Rev. Minot J. Savage to the 
faith with open arms and gives the pub
lic some of the results of his own inves
tigations.

Story First Told.
In this connection he said:
"Let me tell you a story which never 

has been given to the world. It is true, 
for it was told me by the man whom it 
chiefly concerns. It was how Leland 
Stanford University caine to be found
ed. We all know it was built irT mem
ory of Leland Stanford's only son, but 
that Is not all, Mr. Stanford and his 
wife were interested and at times con
sulted mediums, not believing much of 
what they learned.

"In 1883, a year, before their son died,

Dr W. P. Phelon Passed to the Realm 
of Souls.

We learn from The Call, that our for
mer well-known worker in the cause of 
reform in this city, passed to spirit life 
on -Dec. 30, at the local community’s 
headquarters at 509 Van Ness avenue, 
San Francisco, Cal. His remains were 
cremated at the Odd Fellows’ cemetery 
the next Monday morning at 11 o’clock.

Dr. Phelon was born in Yorkshire, 
England, seventy years ago. He came 
to this country in early manhood and 
engaged in the practice of medicine and 
surgery in Chicago. During the civil 
war he was a captain surgeon in an Illi
nois' regiment.

With Madame Blavatsky he founded 
the Hermetic Brotherhood. The soci
ety had for its aim the molding of hu
man character through the study of the 
mysteries of the inhabitants of Atlan
tis, the lost continent.

Dr. Phelon claimed to have lived on 
Atlantis and to have been reincarnated 
to educate the people of this age in the 
arts he learned thousands of years ago. 
He was widely known among those who 
are Interested in Theosophy, but paid- 
more attention to the Christian than 
the Buddhist side of the question.

The Doctor, was well known In Chi
cago, where he had many friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanford were warned by 
a noted psychic that if they permitted 
their son to remain in Florence, Italy, 
where he was studying,, he would die. 
The warning was not heeded, and in 
May, 1884, he died. The parents for a 
while were, numbed by their grief. 
Then came to them the warning and 
once more they engaged the services of 
the psychic, .

Wish of Spirit Son.
“Mr. Stanford told me himself that 

through the medium they were able to 
get in communication with the son who 
had gone over the border. I myself have 
been with them when a seance has 
taken place, and In the psychic lan
guage I have heard that boy talk with 
his parents. At one of these seances 
Mr. Stanford told me the spirit of his 
son came to him and made the sugges
tion that the great property, valued at 
$20,000,000, which would have come to 
him, be given to the founding of a place 
of learning. A year later, on the first 
anniversary of the boy's death, the cor
ner-stone of that great university was 
laid.

"When the'university was opened, on 
Oct. 1, 1901, the words of the founders 
were: ‘The Idea of the university came 
directly and largely from our son and 
only child, Leiatad, and we hold the be
lief that'-h&d hd’been spared to advise 
as to thtf'dispohition of our estate he 
would have desired the devotion of a 
large portion thereof to this purpose.’

"I maydsay, Without breach of confi
dence, that thte-’fetory is known to Rev. 
Dr. R. HOber Newton, and is believed 
by him. ’When-'ke resigned his church 
m this city he went at once to Mrs. Stan
ford, anffihas bden with her constantly 
since.” •

man a heretic who does not believe in 
toe hereafter, and he will call him a 
heretic if toe man attempts to prove it.”

True Medium is Born.
Another question put to Dr. Savage 

concerned the power said to be pos
sessed by some persons more than oth
ers to obtain communication with toe 
spiritual world, or with a person hun
dreds of miles awoy. ■

"The true medium,” answered the 
clergyman, “is born, aB are all those 
who can legitimately lay claim to ge
nius. Mozart at 7 was the greatest pi
anist of the day; yet Grant, one of the 
world's greatest soldiers, confessed he 
knew only two tunes. There are great 
athletes, । great mathematicians; so 
there are great mediums. Up to the 
present day they have never been takcji 
seriously, but their’s is a born faculty. 
Personally they have no power, any 
more than a piano can play itself or a 
telegraph wire send a message without 
an operator at toe keys; but lot a per
son come in touch with them and they 
are more sensitive than toe thousand
mile silver telephone wire to Chicago— 
and greater.

Seek Only th* Truth.
"I want to say in view of what I have 

said already that it is the truth, the 
real truth above all things, that we be
lievers in the spirit world,and tlie world 
to come want to get at. The only way 
an explanation can be arrived at is 
along toe lines of scientific research, 
and that is the purpose of this society. 
We seek to show toe mysteries of the 
mind, to inquire into the causes of in-

AN AGED MOTHER.

Letter From Mattle E. Hull. am an apostle of the spirit world, au<
To the Editor:—I have just read your “L™? Uloueht but tUat 01 **

editorial—toe leader in last week's is-1 uUldv?’ «,
— _ Spiritualism has never suffered one-sue of The Progressive Thinker, and it 

has stirred and thrilled me to such an 
extent, that I cannot rest until I write 
and tell you that as a worker—one 
who believes in the ultimate triumph of 
Truth, one who does not distrust the 
power of the spirit world, that I am 
thankful In my heart of hearts for the 
optimistic view taken in that article. 
More than a hundred times during the 
past month has the question that heads
your article, been asked of me, and 
true to my convictions, I have never 
been able to give any but a negative 
answer. The fact that many societies 
struggle for existence, and the Spirit
ualistic papers are not, as a general 
thing, properly supported, are no rea
sons why we should make toe claim 
that Spiritualism is “going into a de
cline.” A belief in spirit return was 
never so universal as to-day; at no 
time, since toe advent of Modern Spir
itualism, has there been so much earn
est, cool-headed investigation as now; 
toe formation of home circles has been 
more prevalent during toe past two 
years, as far as my knowledge goes, 
than for a long time; nearly every day 
information comes from different local
ities, in the way of personal corre
spondence of "satisfactory results," and 
the majority of these persons are not 
yet Identified with toe movement, but 
believe, in fact claim they know that 
intercommunion between the two reals 
is a fact. In this way Spiritualism is 
growing.

hundredth part as much at the hands of „ 
its open foes as from the members of 
the one household. Were it not the 
truest religion in the world the best 
philosophy, ethically consiuered, that 
has come to man, it could not have en
dured so much; but Spiritualism cannot 
die. It has become the . nerve and 
sinew of the religion of thousands who 
never saw a materialized form or aught 
in tlie line of external phenomena.

We cannot estimate the growth of 
Spiritualism by the number of organ
ized societies bearing its name; outside 
and apart from all "churches” dedi-

sanity and all mental diseases. Only a Again, many a man is called "a great 
few centuries ago medicine and Bur- genius," or a prince among artists, or a 
gery were quackery. They were noth- I sage among philosophers, whose soul 
ing until science tame to the rescue ot responds to the vibrations of the forces 
mankind, and so it is with us.” I to the spiritual world, perhaps all un-

“This is a subject for scientific re- consciously; this fact makes Spiritual
search," said Dr. Hyslop, in discussing ism a tremendous power in the thought 
the new organization. “It is toe pur- I realm of this world; many an eloquent 
pose of toe institution to aid such re- preacher has for some reason dropped 
search by qualified persons or bodies. I dogmatism out of his sermons, and 
To attempt to explain any of the phe- I taken up the more practical side of re- 
nomena by the statement that it is due I ligious work, under the name of “The 
to telepathy is simply to cloak ignorance. Science of Human Duties"; this means 
Telepathy is merely a fact, which nothing more in substance,. than the 
requires a cause, and in no sense the ethical side of Spiritualism yet they 
cause itself. It may be vibratory, it may not know it. Notwithstanding 
may be radiation or it may be a demon- I this we know that Spiritualism has 
stratior. of a living spirit It is the I cleared the way, largely, for toe better, 
cause that is toe great truth and toe I the larger ideal of brotherhood and

cated to the name of Spiritualism, the 
power is working and will work, and at 
last, give its grandest demonstrations 
of spirit to those who are in spirit, the 
truly worthy.

While organization is absolutely es
sential to any movement, Spiritualism 
cannot be organized; men and women 
can band themselves together for.bet
ter methods of work, that 1b all. Be it 
.remembered that the success of a so
ciety does not depend upon large mem
berships. A band of workers, though 
few in number, Imbued with the love of 
truth, and a desire to reach the best 
results, a band working in harmony, 
consequently in order, always becomes 
a magnet for the spiritual forces reach
ing out from the spirit side of exist
ence; whereas a society numbering 
hundreds, where there 1b internal dis
sension backbiting, envy, and continual 
wrangle, spoils every condition for the 
true manifestation of the spirit. Such 
a society, over whose church door has 
been written the word Spiritualism, no 
matter how large nor how bright the 
letters, cannot represent Spiritualism 
in all its beauty and utility. Such or
ganizations are not magnets for spirit
ual power. It is no wonder under dis-

But here a question arises: The 
story of Franklin, and the savans of 
France is in point.

"Why is it,” inquired the philosopher, 
“that a fish weighing one pound may be 
placed In a vessel filled to the brim 
with water, and yet there is no dis
placement of the fluid?”

Learned men, says the report, wrote 
lengthy reasons which they read at the 
next session of the club, accounting for 
this seeming paradox. When the dis
cussion was ended Franklin, was ap
pealed to for his reason to account for 
the phenomenon. Quoth the philosoph
ic Ben: “Has any one attempted to 
learn whether the postulate is true? I 
am of the opinion the same volume of 
water would oe displaced which the 
fish occupied.”

The hermetically sealing a live rat in 
a glass tube, shutting off vital air, 
would immediately destroy life, leaving 
no time to see whether a live rat would 
obstruct the rhodopsin ray. The story 
is one of which, probably, myths are 
made.

Dear, kind old heart; ah, dear old soul, 
thou art ever one with all

This grand old world, this life and be
ing, and to love a thrall.

All thy moments, days and years were 
well and wisely spent .

For others’ gain and pleasure; ’tls but 
thine own duty lent. ■

Dear, kind old heart; ah, dear old soul, 
were all on earth like thee,

Replete with lové, with deeds of sacri
fice and kindness free,'

A heaven here for sons of men and wo
men would ensue, ’ .

Without the need of waiting for a pass 
beyond toe blue.

Dear, kind old heart; ah, dear old soul, 
angels watch o’er thee, ■

And hover close to drink from thy great 
.love-enchanted sea.

Yes, angels are improved by thy divine 
and sacred food.

And thou art God of souls within the 
earth, through motherhood.

Dear, kind old heart; ah, blessed soul, 
throughout all life art thou

Thè Queen of souls, toe'one true heart 
that needs no other vow

Than that which comes with toy sweet 
love, to hold thee true.

To thee all life pays homage, and truly 
’tis thy. due.

DR. T. WILKINS.

«Jjkeekerg After Truth.

Canon John-Harris Knowles of Trini
ty parishfeformeuly canon of the Cathe
dral of SS. Peter and Paul in Chicago, 
when asked for ¡an opinion bf the action 
of' Drs. Newton'and Savagh in'declaring 
toelrbeliefin ghosts,-wrote the follow- 

.iiHgianq ■■ -‘ ;-
t “Of course every Catholic Christian 

is a believer dn tod supernatural. It is 
the essence of the Catholic faith; hence 
all the supposed discoveries of modern 
Spiritualism are toe instincts of human 
souls seeking after unknown but cer
tain, truths always taught in the church.

“gence toe interest to me in the 
groping yet earnest efforts . of those 
who, having renounced the Catholic 
faith, are yet In search of spiritual 
treasures always known in the bosom of 
the church.” ~

Rev. Minot J. Savage has followed 
the example of Rev, Dr. R. Heber New
ton in publicly declaring his belief in 
ghosts, telepathy and clairvoyance, 
and has joined with Dr. Newton, Dr. 
James H. Hyslop’and other psychic en
thusiasts in organizing’: the American 
Institute of: Scientific Research for the 
investigation of ghosts- and other psy
chic phenomena. Dr.-Savage will re
late the result of- his investigations at 
a meeting to 'be ' held soon. He has 
made a study of psychic forces for 
many years. ’

"I do not wish to be dogmatic in my 
belief,’^ Dr.-'Savage said, “and I am 
ready at airtimes to believe differently 
if any mad' can show me another cause

Avoid the Worry Habit
The -greatest foe to home, peace and

happiness is worry. The habit of wor-
ry keeps us crossing bridges before we 
have reached them. The evils that fret 
us most are those that threaten us but 
have not yet arrived. If you will firmly 
resolve to worry only about the evil or 
special hardship that confronts you this 
hour or minute, and cannot be avoided 
ninety-nine times out of a hundred you 
will find there no such evil or hard
ship.—Ex. '

ultimate object of our research. the true interpretation of the law, 
Would Find the Cause. °“e another.” Khali I say it?

“To admit the existence of a subliml- Se°f
n.! Mt Is iQ.rel, li> H.t th«, at. “S";.«” « X 
srs »s i. to“ ».I Iwi” to"a »»i“«“- -■

such a power is exercised or that it is 
influenced does not account for its ex
istence or explain its relations to other 
facts or how it operates or is' operated 
upon. ■

“I do not believe in toe so-called spir
itual manifestations, such as table-rap
ping, slate writing and other material 
appearances commonly resorted to by 
falce mediums and toe ignorant seance 
charlatans. I believe that it is impos- 
slble to prove spiritual identity by such Pr°h F- Underwood Explains His 
phenomena, even if such were admitted Position.
to exist. In tote field trickery and I ---------
fraud are so rampant that a sane man rov, h. H. B------ . My Dear sir:—In
hardly dare say a word on any side of repiy to your kind letter, I have to say 
the subject without inviting ridicule.” that my views as to Christ and Chris-

“Can you not give a few instances of I tianity are unchanged.
spirit communications?” Your statements are my reason and

"Certainly, thousands of instances excuse for propounding to you a few 
could be given, but no single instance questions. Axe you willing to judge 
in Itself could establish toe fact of splr- I the bible by the same rules of historical 
itual identity. It 1b toe mass of in- I criticism by which you judge other an- 
stances that must be considered as a I cient works?

cordant conditions that societies de
cline; outside and beyond all of this, 
Spiritualism is bearing its good news, 
and holding her banner so high, that 
it remains unsullied from any contami- 
nating’infiuences of our coarser earth. 
Sometimes we may not see it clearly, 
but if we watch closely there comes at 
times rifts in the clouds; the fog ot 
pessimism clears away; we feel the di- .
vine influence of an angel guest, and ; 
rising above the discordant elements of 
the present moment, the voice falls 
sweetly upon our ear, "tear not, I am 
with you to the end."

MATTIE E. HULL.
Whitewater, Wis.

Christ and Christianity
LETTER TO A CLERGYMAN. Why believe that Jesus rose physical

ly from the dead, when you have only 
the statements of some unknown indi
viduals, especially when none of them 
claim that they saw him come out of 
the sepulcher, when none ot them 
(with one exception, if the last chapter 
of John be genuine, contrary to the 
opinion of toe best biblical scholars) 
claim to have seen him in the flesh af
ter his death, and when they wrote in 
an age, and among people notorious for 
superstitions—for belief in miraculous 
births and the reappearance of the dead 
—and when, too, the authors evidently 
wrote many years after the date of tlie 
alleged event?

If the miracles of the New Testament 
were performed, and their was 
to furnish evidence of the dfiSi* char
acter and mission of Jesus, both to that 
and succeeding generations, why were 
they not brought before critical an 
discriminating minds, before men cap 
ble of judging as to their characte

Appreciated.
A complete file of the “Pennsylvania 

Magazine,” for the years 1775 and 1776, 
edited by Thomas Paine, has just been 
sold in New York. It brought ?200. In 
this magazine was first published a full 

' account of the battle of Bunker HilL
Our friend Burr, as must have been 

noted, In his late article in these col
umns, says: “There is documentary ev
idence to prove that Thomas Paine de
signed our national flag.” We know he 
led in inspiring the movement for inde
pendence, and the proof is almost posi
tive he drafted the Declaration of Inde
pendence. We showed in these columns 
last spring that it was he who suggest
ed to Thomas Jefferson, then president, 
teh wisdom and practicability of mak
ing the Louisiana Purchase, by which 
our jurisdiction as a nation was - ex
tended to the Mississippi. . -

He who shall read “Common Sense,” 
and the “Crisis,” followed later by the 
the wisdom and practicability of mak- 
the Constitution of the United States 
was constructed on the lines that Paine 
had .marked out in his several publica
tions.

walle our hand is in, it Is proper to 
state, the preamble to the act of the 

' Pennsylvania General Assembly of 
1780, emancipating the slaves of that 
state, one of the best official documents 
of that age, was written by the hand of 
■Thomas ‘Paine; though frequently, in 
disregard-of-fitets-, it is ascribed to.Ben- 
jamln Franklin. . ■ '

o

IF NOT ALREADY A SUBSCRIBER TO THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER, YOU SHOULD BECOME ONE AT ONCE, AND THUS 
.KEEP THOROUGHLY POSTED AS TO WHAT IS GOING ON IN 
THE RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM. THE DISCUSSION NOW TAK
ING PLACE IN THE OPEN COURT IS OF THRILLING INTEREST 
AND EVERY SPIRITUALIST SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE 
SAME. THE FACT IS, THAT AFTER THE EXISTENCE OF MOD
ERN SPIRITUALISM FOR OVER FIFTY-SIX YEARS, SPIRITUAL
ISTS ARE BEGINNING TO ANALYZE SPIRIT RETURN AS NEVER 
BEFORE, AND ARE NOW CONSIDERING AS ONE IMPORTANT 
SEGMENT OF THE SAME, OBSESSION, OR THE INFLUENCE OF 
DARK OR EVIL SPIRITS, AS SET FORTH BY DR. PEEBLES’ LATE 
WORK ON THAT SUBJECT. SOME SPIRITUALISTS HAVE BE
COME SO INCENSED AT THE DOCTOR FOR WRITING THE 
BOOK, THAT THEY WANT TO BURN THE SAME. , HENCE A DIS-
CUSSION OF US CONTENTS OAK NOT DO OTHERWISE THAN 
EXCITE MUCH INTEREST, AND BE OF GREAT VALUE TO EV
ERY REFLECTIVE MIND THAT WISHES TO THOROUGHLY UN
DERSTAND SPIRIT RETURN IN ALL OF ITS VARIED MANIFES
TATIONS. SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION AT ONCE, AND 
THUS KEEP UP WITH THE EVER ADVANCING PROCESSION, 
BUT BEFORE DOING SO, READ OVER OUR PREMIUMX1ST; YOU

for toe things I know to be true. I 
have hundreds df examples, many of 
them personal, where persons may have 
been in actual communication with 
those who are ordinarily spoken of as 
dead. I think a scientist would call a 
‘provisional hypothesis’ an adequate ex
planation for my facts until I can get a 
simpler and better bhe.' ■

Signs of immortal Life.
“That they are facts I know, and that 

these facts take Us over the border and 
whisper in our ears the certainty of im
mortal life I believe, and I believe not 
on faith, not on the basis of tradition; 
1 believe because a fact has come to me 
and been handled by myself—a fact 
which I can explain in no other way.”

“What is’your belief ’ as to ghosts 
which we read of occasionally as being 
seen by human beings?” was asked,

“I believe in ghosts,” answered Dr. 
Savage, “although if you were to ask 
me what they'ate; their causes or the 
conditions unde?'which they are seen 
I could ndt'tell you./.Undoutedly appa
ritions, v.’Hbthci'-'of ¡persons alive or 
dead, have’been-seen. ; At present all 
that we kifow is that these spirit figures 
appear at d crisfe in the life of the one 
who appetite or tlie one who sees.”

Dr. Savr^e wa§* asked whether he had 
heard of ffib case1 of Admiral Tryon,
who was seen by many of. his wife’s 
guests at'R ball ihe was. giving in Eng
land, slmuftanedfisly with his drowning 
when the! flattie teip' Victoria sank in 
the Meditgiranejin. .

■ BflKef IniL'AjipBarance.'' ■
Dr. Sav'dge said he, had not heard of 

toe case, Uub bffieved absolutely that 
such an SMearaiibe was possible. “Of 
course that exatfiple_ is- harder for the 
average tetto to bmieve than toe case of 
what I caSU the- perception of invisible' 
Intelligence ■ by thosq living of those 
who have lived-before,” said the clergy
man. ■ • •• •• ’ ■

“How fip jou 'ftel ateut the. unbeliev
ing attitude of fife Average man toward 
psychology?” vasAsked. .’

‘Tdo apt caye to express my view on 
that,” was, tlife. reply, "but what I do say 
is that It.psychplogical research .along 
scientific Jlnes-is to result' in a 'demon
strating of the. oofltinued existence.! do 
not see why; i lhe;^ world in . general

whole to which we must look.” I When you read Herodotus, Xenophon,
. Rev. Heber Newton a Spiritualist., Livy, or Tacitus .do .you not, while ac- 

.2 J.’icepting their common narratives, reject 
Discussing psychical,science in an ad- as fatjUious anq i'aige every , statement 

dress delivered at a meeting of the t $ pj^y of a miracuious charac- 
Amerfoan Institute of Scientific Rfr I ter? And knowing the tendency to ex
search, toe Rev. Dr. R. Heber Newton aggeration in ancient times do you not 
has made the assertion that toe spir ta allowance for it, even when you 
of the dead communicate with toe liy- I read Qf events whlch although possible _ _
ing, tnat teiepatny is a power pos- jn orqer of nature, are of a very ex- and who were writing history for p 
sessed by many men and women; toat I ceptional or extraordinary character? ” ‘ 
clairvoyance is an established fact. Why should not the gospels be read 
that it may be possible for men to I - - - ° 1 •
carry halos about their heads, and. In 
short, that a variety of beliefs regarded 
by the majority of persons as supersti
tious can be demonstrated as truths.

“I know of a woman of fine culture 
and high character,” he said, “who will 
not trade her gift for commercial pur-1 sacrifice of Curtius? made by toe Roman historians, who
poses, but who has a most remarkable Because it te not Improbable that an likewise gave us accounts of their / 
power known as psychometry toe I in¿ivj¿uai named Jesus once lived and times in which toe wonderful events i 
power of holding a sealed letter in her I waa put ¿oes it follow that recorded in the New Testament are said/
hand and giving a diagnosia °' to® We must believe he was born miracu- to have occurred ?
physical condition of the writer andla I ]oug]y.i rose from the dead, and ap- If toe profane writers of toe first cen- 
picture of his character; of taking a bit I peared to his disciples? turies did mention any of toe alleged'
of stone from an ancient villa of Cicero, Thousands of persons now living miracles of Jesus, why were not some 
for example, the nature of which te en- I testify that they see and talk with de- of those writers quoted by the fathers 
tixely unknown to her, and calling up a parted spirits—their former friends and of the following centuries in their dis
vision of the villa as it existed in I acqUa|ntances on earth. You do not putes with the pagans, who denied toe 
Ciceros ton®, and of its owner. She is Keneve these statements. You think supernatural character of Jesus?
incapable of fraud and her case Is but I parties dishonest or deceived. Is not toe fact that toe “Christian 
one of others which I know. I hOw can you reject toe testimony of fathers" forged and fabricated evidence

Mesmerism was laughed out or I go iarge a numt;er of living men and by interpolating spurious passages into 
court at toe opening of our century, and I omenj jnciudjng several of your most the works of Josephus, Phlegon and

18 ,Pac“ 60 ,,sta, c’Un' respectable neignbors, when they say other writers, and by manufacturing
der toe alias of hypnotism. So one I th see their deceased frj0nds, and yet such evidence as the correspondeence 
may run on through a list of strange, bolieve tbat a man rose from the dead, between Christ and Abgarus, Paul and
unaccountable, mysterious and most un- and appeared bodily to his acquaint- Seneca, pretty good proof that no genu-
believable powers of man, leading up I years ag0 when your only ine evidence could be found?
to that nightmare of toe dogmatic sel- I proof’¡g the statement of a few obscure Is not the historical silence of Jewish
entist, Spiritualism. . individuals of whom you know nothing? and pagan authors of toe first and sec-

“For the first time in the history of I tvould you believe a man if he ond centuries respecting the pretended 
man these powers have been scientific- I C]ajmed to write by divine inspiration miracles of Christ utterly inexplicable 
ally investigated in our day. Already now? ¡f you knew him to be a man ot upon the supposition that the miracles 
toe result is that a considerable num- ¿tefiigence, and he possessed a repu- actually occurred, and were performed 
ber of eminent men of science have had tatlon for veracity WOuld you believe before intelligent men?
the courage to avow that, after allowing I bjS cia¡m? Evidently not Then why Is not the fact that Christians of toe 
for illusion, fraud and every possible d believe that Matthew, Mark, fourth, fifth and succeeding centuries 
hypothesis of interpretation, they have TUke and John wrote by divine inspi- destroyed toe infidel writings that ap
ocen driven to the ultímate solution of ration? peared, including those of Celsus, Por-
the problem—toe belief in the actual I -Would vou believe now that a mar- phyry and Julian presumptive proof 
communication of the spirits of those I ried was the mother of a child that they contained facts and argu- 
whom we call dead, with toq living. I th t had n0 earthiy father, simply on ments which were damaging to toe

“The possibilities of mental medí- I lhe statement of the husband that he claim of Christianity?
cines are only being opened. Its appli- I wag not father, and that he had If an Individual had a case in a court
cation to the most distressing form of I dreamed its existence was due to the of law, and it were found he had de
human malady, insanity, is full of be- g^gjjgy of supernatural power? stroyed documentary evidence touch-
nefleent results. Its potency in charac- not why believe in the miraculous ing his claim, would there not be rea
ter reform and toe cure of the drink I origln Jesus, on toe statement of son for toe belief that the evidence, it 
habit seems vast and benign. Religious I some 01d writer8 wbo tell us that Jo- it could be recovered, would be likely 

¡ faith 1s finding its true foundations in I b dreamed his wife’s pregnancy to invalidate or very much modify toe 
toe recognition of man as a spiritual be- fjjg reguit of divine interposition? claim? You can apply the illustra-

■ ing, a being who has had dominion over I Would you believe the physical res- tion.
, nature given to Mm, as toe child of a urrectlon of an Individual, ttKlay, on By giving some thought to these 
’ vaster spiritual being, toe Lord of All tbe testimony of a number-of Intelll- questions, and by answering toe same 

Life,” I gent and honest men? Would you not when convenient for you to do so, you
'------- • ■ ------------- . believe rather that there was some 11- will oblige. Yours truly,

' The Cause In New Philadelphia, Ohio, I fasten or deception in the matter? B. F. UNDERWOOD.

terity?
Is it not very strange that neither

m toe same way? Because you believe Philo-Judaes, who lived in the time o 
on the testimony of Livy that Rome Jesus, nor Josephus, who lived a gene 
was governed by consuls, do you accept ration later, make any allusion to th< । 
as correct the statement of toe same alleged miracles of Jesus, especially ■ 
author respecting toe gap appearing in when each gives a tediously minute ack 
toe Roman forum, and suddenly clos- count of toe events of those days’And' 
ing when the gods were appeased by why is no mention of those miracles

toe .develoPtog cirde of toe Firat Spirit- t(> our second public seance truthful afl&ge. All things come to j 
uallst Society of New PhUa^lphia, O., Ifo। w same place them who wtufc and-wait
gave toelr initial public seance_ at which_wiU 5 b “S nHAg a PEMBERTON. '
their room in too Chapin Block, on.Sat-l on Sunday evening, Ja^^vo r
urday evening, Dec. 31, 1904.

The demonstrations given were
I the members, to commemorate the sec

as lend anniversary of our developing

CHAS. Ä-N. PEMBERTON, _ _ - — — — _ . .
New Philadelphia, O. Sec’y.

OVER OUSFREMÏÏÏMXIgTî YOU. snould take ofienso it .is .not that
MAY WANT TO ORDER SOME OF THE SAME: 2ÈEY AEÊŸERY | whaLaiiWàttoP9®i«ii««-striving for’ 
VäTwAbt® - ¿The Eood«cfestohwa,«Meupiea a peoni-ALVAioliS. . —- - ; • . * ’ ■ lar position iatoS^way: He-wlil call a

follows: Trance speaking, with tests; I class. . , . .
trumpet manifestations, voices, beauti- I would like to_say a
ful spirit lights, and materialized hands, couragement before I clos those 

Visitors present were more than who are still in doubt but are willing 
pleased to learn of the progress our to accept a few reys ®£ 
developing class has made, showing to tie ^.^now w^
them beyond a doubt, through our home ] persistently for two years now, 
circle of .honest Investigators, toe truth all sorts ^2?°^ at^st we begin to 
of spirit return, and that immortality ^elr patoway but at nst^e Mgin 
r,Xr™SStr««c». .lie. » hSr

pet, and had the pleasure.of sitting the you have reaped. ycrar rewara.
.old year out In Converse with • their Up to the presen.time we ̂ veto> 
spirit guides, and friends, thanking: veloped two rtly level-
toemfor the demonstrations; received also two others_Wb? p t, y 
and wishing them all a happy New oped through wtom we ge^ ffemo^ 
VAnr 'itiwns a very Bteasant evening, I strations....Brothers--and sisn-re, a 
indeed, for all, and now we are looking' get discouraged, out keep in v

The Opinion of a Geologist ....
Sir Edward Fry, the distinguished 

English geologist, declares “450,000,000 
of years have .passed since life com
menced on the earth.” .

How many millions ot years preceded 
the appearance of life after the earth . 
assumed globular form, toe Professor 
does not venture a guess; neither does 
he relate whèn man made his appear-, 
ance, the records not being very-clear 
on that subject It required inspiration 
to limit the period of all these events to 
less than 6,000 years;.and it requires an . 
abundance of faith to believe this inspi
ration camé from God, and is inerrant

"Itetleaa Diahea.“ V®ï naaftfti 
JPriOSWOMto



1 Recorded by Charles Dawbarn.

i.X

’ (For many years, as my readers well 
; &now, I have founded every article 

Upon some proved, or asserted lact, al
ways seeking to learn its lesson. This 
Jb called “reasoning by induction,” and 
has become the proud boast of the pres
ent era. On the other hand, many a 
brilliant scientist such as the late Pro
fessor Tyndall, claims that the search 
for truth may also be "deductive," that 
Is to say, a theory may be assumed, but 
-which theory will stand or fall accord- 
tog to facts afterwards discovered. In 
both methods It is thus seen that the 
fact is the all-important point, and de
manded by reason before any discovery 
Ib deem'-d worthy of discussion.

The one peculiarity of psychometry is 
that its conclusions often seem to be 
pure assertions, and without rhyme or 
reason, so far as the sensitive knows. 
And many or most of Its statements 
can only be counted as probabilities. 
But to the every-day experiments deal
ing with what Denton called “The Soul 
of Things” there was often an element 
of known truth that awakened wide in
terest. But when the learned Profes
sor commenced to experiment with en
titles outside our own planet life he 
soon reached the apparent limit of the 
powers of his sensitive. A very re
markable experiment of his should 
teach ub all the lesson that the power 
of man the mortal has its rigid limits 
•which it is very dangerous to attempt 
to pass.

By tlie use of a telescope hehad“fo- 
cussed" one of the smaller planets on 
the forehead of bis young sensitive. As 
a result he had received many positive 
and interesting statements concerning 

p that planet and its living inhabitants. 
,->■ , So far, though of course beyond the 
X proof demanded by science, his experl
' ment seemed to be a success. He pres

ently attempted the same experiment, 
but with a star instead of a planet, and 
at once learned his lesson of the dan

. ger, for the poor eensitive fainted, and
\ was with difficulty restored. He had
\ made an attempt to pass psychometric- 

\ ally through the ether of space, and out 
\ to an enormous distance requiring 

'years for even light to travel at 186,000 
toiles in every aecond. So the fact of 

• thé impossibility or at least the great 
danger of such an attempt was demon- 
¿trated.

It had not then occurred to the writer 
. that there was a similar danger for a 

sensitive who would pass inward, far 
beyond the vibrations of our visible uni- 

■; verse. So lie induced a friend to make 
’<■ the experiment of psychometrizing a 

V. spirit visitor, and, if possible, sensing 
- his conditions and home surroundings. 
/From the first it proved very difficult, 
only a few lines being written before 
ihe sensitive was obliged to stop. At 
last it became evident the experiment 

’ must cease, or the psychometer would
' pass out of his body. What was writ

ten under these adverse conditions is 
‘ now given to the reader. It .seems to 

; embody an Important truth as to the 
effect of death upon form, and its vibra

. tiens. The power of thought upon sub
stance seems at last to become supreme 
and compel form to an expression Im
possible in earth life.

To some minds this will seem most 
reasonable, and to such the writer feels 

, the following details may prove of deep
\ interest..'
/ -”1' The Experiment.
j . Can it be possible to psychometrize a 

i sensation? I find myself mentally pas-
sive, recognizing only the well knowng ( sive, recognizing omy me wen nuuwu 

- touch, ion my forehead of a spirit friend.
| ‘ ’’ q whose presence I have' welcomed tor 

a Usually I have sought to 
? V* pTlBtiécE-tèwàiht, and thus for an hour 

J? I | , -general UBe/nmunion with the i'nvis- 
■ . 7 place-of lari I calling upon my in- 
:• .1 , - evolved b'ake control, exactly as when

(Thè’Eng1 letter, and "soul-measuring"
the'r.lej;-. pure psychometry is uh- 
of 'led with either clairvoyance or 

‘/audience, but demands utterance, 
rnout rhyme or reason, of whatever 

Jught comes that may be framed into 
mortal language. That shall he my pas
sive attitude while now attempting to 

' psychometrize my spirit friend, and 
tniis reach out into the life beyond 
death. And just as the sensitive pres
ently breaks loose from the influence of 
a letter, and reaches out into a thought
world with which that letter has no di
rect connection, so I venture to hope 
that this spirit touch upon my forehead 
may prove but the “gate ajar" into 
scenes, and perhaps experiences, with 
■which , my spirit visitor holds no per
sonal connection. . ■

f sense a bright light, and yet I see 
nothing. Now the light moves, and is 
evidently connected with the touch I 
feel upon my forehead. That touch 
gradually pervades me, and I become 
enwrapped in what evidently is an aura. 
That aura is an emanation from a love 
center, for it fills me with a sensation 
of happiness. But I am not content I 
want to know. My individuality is 
acute, and not for a moment merged 

. into that of another.
I I begin to sense the meaning of har
i mony. It is founded on thought, and 
X thought is universal. Everything thinks,

■for thought is individual Intelligence in 
iactivity. Such thought is always seek
ing its mates. Attraction and repul

' ¡Bion are thoughts of which aura is the
‘expression. I discern that form is not 

^'really bounded by fixed lines. It is 
/■’ever reaching out, and experiencing 

new sensations by contact
I now sense that life without contact 

“-is Impossible, but it is contact of auras, 
rsof which sensation is the expression, 

had thought that form was the es- 
leence of individuality. I now see that 
intelligence cannot J>e confined and lim- 

1 ited by form. Form is merely the mp- 
\mentary expression of intelligence act- 
tog upon substance.

{ The light around me increases, and I 
inow discern that intelligence is alive, 
jbut is ever changing the expression of 
its individuality. 1 am surrounded by 

Auras, each expressing its thought by 
I its form. I am in a thought world, and 
) I discern that progress consists in the 
\ power of thought expression.
' Limit thought and form crystallizes; 
(’Herein is the difference in. spheres. 
''Thought crystallized .is hell. "Forbid 
the aurora to scintillate and midnight 
grows dark and gloomy. Earth life- is 
largely an expression of -^crystallized 
thought As thought frees itself it 
leaves the sorrowful planet Death 
leaves the molecules of form further 
apart If still “crystallized" they cling 
to earth’s threshold. . .

I am startled at the ever-changing 
forms now around me. The light seems 
to inhere to the individuality, whatever 

■ its form. I sense a playful child ready 
' for a romp. Without an apparent efforc 
I discern a decrepitold age. And now, 
with wonder, I am sensing the same 
light sparkling Uirough the form of per
fected womanhood. ; c

Yonder are three lights that have 
blended, as if for earnest discussion. 
They impress me as students pondering 
some-nnsolved problem. With move
ments that seem like flashes they.pass 
Into a building I bad not before noticed. 
Itaeems-to ba crowded with .similar 

forms that remain constant, while

flashes are sparilling in marvelous col
ors that impress me as wise thoughts 
passing from one to another.

I cannot describe the building. At 
one moment J sense it as in the form of 
a temple, itself a triumph of architect
ure. But I discern that no two intelli
gences will see it alike. It tells to 
each its use and its service for his indi
vidual need. To those now gathered it 
is sensed as a place for earnest discus
sion of some theme interesting to all 
alike, and I judge deemed of grave Im
portance. It appears to m,e to be a 
gathering of learned scientists, exchang
ing experiences in these brilliant 
thought flashes. The marvel to me is 
that these thought forms, and the build
ing itself, seem to be in harmonious as
sociation, thus avoiding the possibility 
of discord.

I have no means of comparison. It is 
all unlike any experiences of my own 
past. Yet it seems susceptible to the 
power of mv own thought. If I single 
out some form and think of it as that of 
a learned professor, he becomes that to 
me, and remains in that form to my 
perception sp long as I hold him to It. 
But I can see that to his fellows he re-' 
mains unchanged. The building itself 
is a cathedral, a temple, a legislative 
hall to me, just ns I think it, but to 
those around me it is evidently just 
what they need, and are now using for 
n special purpose at their present gath
ering.

This freedom from the limitation ot 
form is itself a glorious sensation, and 
an experience Impossible in the normal 
life expression of our little planet. But 
I discern that it is itself a growth, for I 
sense no such freedom, no such power 
of thought, no such wondrous flashes, in 
any condition or sphere below this. 
Though comparison with my earth ex
perience Ib impossible, yet I discern 
that the conditions I am sensing are the 
result of steady development. And in 
an effort to study the steps of such 
progress I find myself watching the 
changes outwrought by the process 
called “death” upon man the mortal. '

Yonder is the poor mortal with his- 
crystallized form, which knows so little 
of response to thought flashes. I 
sense crystallized thought as itself 
“death in life,” and the concrete form is 
in perpetual collision with other con
crete forms. No blending is possible, 
so selfishness, with ita horrors, is the 
resulting effect of unblendlng forms. 
Planet life Is thus form selfhood, each 
unit a form-self that can touch, but not 
blend with another form. This is world 
history, with.all its hellish results.

When concrete forms can agree to 
gather for awhile they may grow into 
molecular aggregates, but still there is 
perpetual movement .to and from each 
separate unit. To mortal vision the 
molecular form, with Its hard unblend
ing expression, seems the essence of na
ture, and he thinks only-in the terms of 
such limitation. Everything has for 
him a fixed form, changing perchance 
by molecular attraction or repulsion, 
into another fixed form. Many of these 
changes result in what the mortal calls 
“death.” It is true he limits the term 
to a certain class of forms, but the 
change from one fixed form to another 
fixed form is universal fact in molecu
lar physics. The unit cannot blend or 
respond to such thought activity, and 
therein is the limitation of earth life, 
and earth history.

Buch thought movement as is possible ■ 
under such fixed conditions of form man 
calls “sense.” Therein are his future 
possibilities. The molecular aggregate 
calling ■ • itself ■ ‘‘man;’’ through' th’ese 
sense movements, outreaches its own 
form, but knows neither rest nor har
mony for its form cannot respond to 
such feeble thought activity. It Just 
touches for a brief moment some other 
form, and we discover attraction or re
pulsion, that is ip say love or hate, as 
a consequence, for the unchanging form 
can make no other expression. Thus 
each form is for itself, and by Itself, 
and this universal selfishness compels 
the earth life of to-day.

Some day, as we have seen, the mo
lecular form drops apart, leaving the 
unit forms in their naked selfhood. We 
call it “death” when it is the molecular- 
form of man which has dropped to 
pieces, but the process is precisely the 
same for all other molecular forms.

The molecular sense must also disap
pear, for that sense was the expression 
of molecular thought activity. The un
itary sense expression remains, but its 
sight, hearing and touch are not that of 
the molecule. So as I am now express
ing, or trying to express unit activity, I 
neither see, hear, nor touch from a mo
lecular standpoint. I am neither clair
voyant nor clairaudient, for they ’are 
molecular sensations Induced by small
er aggregates moving more rapidly than 
the normal mortal level.

Unit to unit exchanges thought with 
unitary expression, but that expression 
becomes woefully limited when it would 
exchange thought with a molecular . 
form. And when the molecular. brain 
attempts to grasp unitary thought it 
soon becomes exhausted, and if con
tinued too long the molecular form be
comes disharmonized (diseased), and at 
last dissolves.

Such I discern to be planetary poten
tialities and limitations, as determined 
by its molecular aggregations. So to 
me the one all-impdrtant fact to watch 
is the unchanging unit, which, in planet 
life, expresses itself through molecular 
forms which can barely respond to 
thought forces. The basic fact of plan
etary life is molecular form, which is 
Itself but crystallized thought. Pres
ently I see this molecular thought form 
called “human” of which I am myself a 
factor, dropping apart,, and the process 
called death. It is this process I now 
wish to study, so far as I may be able 
to- receive unitary thought flashed into 
and through my molecular thought 
brain. -

(Td be continued.)
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Interestins Notes From Lake Helen, 
Florida.

After four weeks’ sojourn in this 
beautiful camp, making preparation for 
the coming camp-meeting, a word to 
your readers and to those contemplat
ing coming here, will no doubt be of in
terest. Up to this time, the weather 
has been ideal, ai few Blight frosts, but 
nothing to hurt.

On Christmas day the ladies ot the 
dining hall, Miss White and Garbart, 
gave a Christmas dinner of turkey, 
goose and duck. Everybody feasted to 
their full content. These girls know 
just how to conduct a dining hall to the 
satisfaction of their guests. The pnly 
wonder to me is, that they are hot 
married, and I co expressed myself to 
them, and when they told me that it 
was a surprise to them also, I could go 
no further with the joke.

The day was more like the Fourth of 
July than Christmas. The thermome
ter registered 84. Ladies walked about 
the camp in their shirt waists. It the 
old adage, so often expressed in the 
North, viz., “A green Christmas, a fat 
graveyard,” had any significance at all 
here, Florida would soon be depopu
lated.

One of the pleasantest social events 
which we have had so far, was a birth
day surprise to Mr. J. D. Bartholomew, 
in honor of his 57th anniversary Mr. 
Bartholomew has done more in building 
a beautiful home, and beautifying it 
within and without, than any cottager 
in the camp, and the people all mani
fested their appreciation of what he has 
done by giving him a surprise that was 
a genuine article. Short speeches 
were made by Dr. Hilligoss, Mrs, Mar
chant, Mrs. Twing and Mrs. Wheeler, 
responded to by the guides of Mrs. Bar
tholomew, after which a collation of 
cake and lemonade, followed by dancing 
till the wee sma’ hours. All departed 
wishing the host and hostess many 
happy returns. ■

Our new pavilion Is now completed, 
a building 60x75 feet The Ladies Aid 
comprises three rooms—a bazaar, ice 
cream parlor,’ and kitchen. The dance 
hail proper is 60 feet square, with one 
of the best floors for dancing to be 
found anywhere. A veranda 7x75 
fronts the entire building, with bay 

. window to bazaar and a. ticket office. 
This building Ib intended to be used for 
all meetings except lectures and theat
ricals. It is built with ample capacity 
to satisfy all the demands of coming 
years, and in ita construction and ap
pointments will compare favorably 
with the best of its kind. ■ ">

The Hotel Cassadaga, owned and con
trolled by Emma J. Huff, has been ren
ovated and overhauled in Buch a man
ner as to meet the wants of the most 
fastidious. We are glad to announce 
that Mrs. Huff is here in person, taking 
charge, and looking after the comfort 
of her guests. All unite in her praise.

The Hotel Webster also, which is but 
a short distance from the camp, is fast 
filling up. It is superintended by Miss 
Margurlte, and is a .pleasant place to so
journ.

Mrs. Spencer, who has a hoarding
house in the camp, is holding her’ own 
in point of patronage; she always 
pleases her guests. •

Brigham Hall, superintended by good 
old Mother Brigham, Is quite well filled 
with roomers that are here for the win
ter. A few more good rooms are to let 
in this building.

We have had Sunday meetings since., 
Dec. 1, Mrs. Twing, Mrs. Marchant and"1 
Mrs. Wheeler being the principal speak
ers.. Mrs. J. D. Bartholomew has given 
Sunday night public circles.

' The Ladles' Aid met this afternoon 
and organized for work. Just to thliik, 
forty women,ready to join hands, and 
Work for the good , of the cause. We. 
shall succeed, I know. They are to 
give their first euchre. party on the 
evening of the 9th, and we are to dedi
cate the pavilion with our first dance on 
ihe evening of the 14th. Mrs. Kellogg 
has been bo generous and so kind, as to 
donate to us a piano for the dance hall; 
too much cannot be said in her praise.

Our good Sister Thompson, who al
ways thinks of the right thing at the op
portune time, has taken it upon herself 
to make a thorough canvass of the 
camp, and raised the funds to supply 
the hall with chairs, and now wg turn 
to our good Sister Twing who will lead 
the Willing Workers, and we know that 
we shall have nothing but kind words, 
smiles and courtesies from this time on.

Dear reader, there is no spiritual 
camp bo, delightful to visit as our 
Southern Cassadaga. You will "never 
realize it, unless you come and spend a 
season with us. To the student of na
ture, there Is so much to enjoy—so 
much of the beautiful in external ex
pression; everything you see seems to 
assume a distinct personality. It is 
such an easy matter to attenuate your 
thought, and your feeling, and obtain 
absolute mental freedom to enjoy the 
soul’s conception of an Infinite principle 
all pervading. Only the other day in 
visiting the orange grove of a friend, I 
saw 24 oranges suspended from one 
little twig not larger than my finger; 
but the climax of all was reached, 
when we came to a pumelow tree 
(grape-fruit so -called, which grows so 
much larger than the orange), that had 
27 pumelows on one little branch, the 
largest one measuring 17 inches In cir
cumference. Truly God is good and 
bountiful to the children of men.

Come to Lake Helen. For any Infor
mation concerning -rooms or about the 
camp, write to our worthy correspond
ing secretary, Mrs. J. D. Palmer, who 
will cheerfully answer all letters of in-

LINE TO A LADY WITH A RING.

[The ancients believed the amethyit 
was an imprisoned soul.]

As Christians ' wear "the .cross of 
Christ,”

So, lady, wear this "amethyst”;. 
For it of faith transcends, I ween, 
All other symbols earth hath seen. 
For it is "soul,” inspired and led; 
“Possessing power,” the mystics said. 
A purple stone—'tis human blood,. ' 
All crystallized, baptized in flood 
Of ambient light from “Hither-shore,” 
That streams on it through-open door. 
It tells of angel speech and man— - 
The whispered secret of the plan, ' 
That is divine; and yet. we know 
As sun on stone its rays may throw, 
Yet find in part is dim’d the light, 
More like a shadow of the night, 
So soul, the word but half reveals, 
And think ’tis God, perchance, cbnceals, 
When ’tis ourself-vouf earthly stain, ’ 
That hides from man.the holy strain 
Of heaven’s anthem of good will; 
Though what we get, doth give a thrill 
Of pure delight; for angelhood . 
Hath come to us in purple flood!
. ’ / DR. LU M. HEWITT. J'.

qulry. G. N. HILLIGOSS.

CHRISTIAN RELIGION DETHRONED.

It Has Delusively Claimed to Have Re
ceived a Specially Divine 

Revelation.

Now that science has positively de
throned the Christian religion by the 
proof that it has delusively claimed to 
have received a spécial, divine revela
tion of the truth* and that it was di- 
vlnely commissioned to preach the only 
gospel to every creature under a severe 
penalty, it is time for every non- 
Cbristian to make a manly protest 
against the audacious. usurpations of 
■Christians which largely influence our 
president, congressmen and legislators. 
Christians have their rights, but they 
are not entitled to any special privi
leges above other sects. The Christian 
church is a church of its God, but it Ib 
nbt the only assembly of the God of the 
universe. Science now makes this just 
distinction and Christians should ’ be 
duly impressed with its truth and so 
should every man in governmental au
thority all over the world. The slavish 
yoke which the Christian church has 
impressed upon other worthy people is 
now broken by scientific rationalism 
and It (the Christian church) must be 
content to take its place as a sect 
■among the other religions of the-world. 
The church which has audaciously ex
alted itself is now abased. . ; .

- ' JOHN MADDOCK.
Minneapolis, Minn. . . •

"The Truth seeker Collection of 
Forms and; Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents. •

A Series of I>etteii“Froib Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, through the Medi- 
lunshjgi of^is Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea.

gta ; .1 ------------- ;
Letter Number Five-e^Fronicgmma Har- 

dirige Brittenl^
The lady who wasfo’bnce (known as 

MIbs Abby A, JudBoilphas-taade it her 
business, as well as'^leaaiure, ,to take 
quite a journey, tirati she irflght pay me 
a visit; and one may be sui'lf I was very 
glad to meet her who had1; given so 
much of her life to thè causò of truth— 
the great truth that we both loved so 
well.

’ Now you must all know that Miss 
Judson and myself doinot reside in the 
same place. My liomb, in the spiritual 
realms iB very far removed from that of 
the former Miss Judson's. Yes as you 
count miles on earth, my home is many 
thousands of miles distant from hers; 
quite a little journey, even for a spirit.

The lady was really quite weary 
when she arrived, and I well knew that 
before we entered into conversation 
she needed rest and refreshment. So I 
hastened to make ready a chamber for 
my unexpected guest, also to prepare 
for her suitable refreshments.

I know that all this will sound very 
strange to many on the earthly plane of 
existence, and really there was a time 
when it would have sounded strange to 
me; but at that-time'T did not know 
just how it was here in this world, or 
in these realms lather. I am well 
aware that a great many think that 
spirita go floating around in a misty, 
sort of nothingness; and yet they Bing 
and talk of a beautiful summer-land; 
but if one gives them any óf the de
tails of that beautiful land, they open 
their eyes in amazement and tell you: 
“Oh, of course, it is airimagination. It 
Is just simply feflex action of the mind 
—the subconscious self ■ reproducing 
that which the person who writes of 
these things has experienced, has seen, 
has been acquainted with the past.” . 

? But, friends, allow me to differ from’ 
you, and allow me also, to tell you how 
it is in this land that vou bo love to. 
sing and talk about: Beulah Land—the 
beautiful Summerjànd-r-for I am here 
and have been for ¿oiqe time past. Yet 
I think the best way j.s to reason with 
you. .

You talk of the Summerland. Now 
when you talk of spirit land, you all 
strike a great truth. None of you sup
pose that this spirit land Ib material 
land but spirit land. Well, what do 
you mean by spirit land? You mean 
that the land is not material but spirit
ual; you mean that itlp the spirit of 
material land; and you, are right. It is 
the very essence and spirit of your ma
terial land, the livingiprlnciple that re
sides within every material (thing, be it 
land or water—rockq, grass, trees, 
flowers; every and all thing's that live 
and move and have their being.

Now if the living principle or the 
quintessence of all things -.rises up to 
form these realms, t^en, .«most natu
rally, we must have corresponding 
homes, dwellings and «all sorts of beau
tiful edifices. Of course they are spir
itual and not material, and yet in one 
sense all these things are the refine
ment of matter—matter ln! Jta most re- 

'flned and ethereal, eohditloii.
Some may say: We^thought spirits 

were never weary, fj ■ ■?«■•
Well, what mad.eijrpu thlhk so? The 

dead body of a person never becomes 
weary, although It might , be. taken thou-, 
sands of miles, yet the living principle? 
within that body beforet.lt,left it, would, 
need rest and, become weary, very, very 
weary, and, the living principle is the 
spirit. So spirits become weary and 
need rest, but, of course, not as 
weary as when they were encumbered 
with the heavy material body.

Many arch their eyebrows and ex
claim:. “Why! -do. spirits need refresh- 
.ment? You don’t mean to tell us that 
spiritual beings eat and drink?”

Well, if it is not the-spirit within a 
person that eats and drinks, what is it? 
A dead body eats and drinks nothing. 
What is It that eats and drinks,- that It 
may live? I tell you, my brave philos
ophers, that It Ib. the living principle 
■within a man that eats and (drinks, and 
not his body; but when the spirit, or 
the living principle,, is. removed from 
the grosser material Jbtxly, its food 
must, like its f efined body, be refined 
and spiritual; consequently a .spirit 
must eat and drink. As. it does not 
have a’coarse material .body’to sustain, 
its food must correspond ;!» its body, 
that is Its food must be refined and 
spiritual. ■ , .

Now when you say that the spiritual 
life is a continuation of ’the earthly life 
—thatds. a person is not - changed by 
the death of the body, but tahes up his 
life just where he left ite-if he is bad 
he is still bad, for a. time At least; if 
good he is' good and constantly growing 
better—you are right; but, how is one 
to take up one’s life just where one left 
it, unless there are corresponding op
portunities? To simply float around 
would give opportunities for little or 
nothing.

Now I hope Fhave proved, to some at 
least, that we have houses, land, water, 
and all else that you of - earth have; 
that we also grow weary, and eat, and 
rest, and sleep, just as you do on the 
material plane, except that we are In. 
the ethereal or spiritual state; and all 
else corresponds.

Abby Judson, was?, resting. I has
tened to prepare refreshments for her. 
We do not, and cannot eat animal 
food of any kind, Our.-food, consists of 
fruit, vegetables, chemical oils, nuts, 
milk from chefnical combinations and 
not from cows, the expressed juice of 
grapes which does nòt.fermenti conse
quently our wines arejiot intoxicating, 
and a great many other thfggs too nu
merous to mention. And ; vjould you 
not like to know whaìj I p^pafed for 
Miss Judson? Borne vyou’dj iio doubt, 
but of course exceedingly wtee philoso
phers would feel no interest, whatever 
except to curl the lip' Ìin dqórnful dis
dain. - : £ T ’

Well, wait until yqiyiomè jiere, and.it 
you will take the tremble to, .pay me< 
visit, I will give yoii a. ’plass of wine or 
a cup of tea, a .goblet jjf corn water or 
of milk and will place irult before' you, 
aud many another dHinty fifth, then I 
will, very mildly, aslf>iyo.u:àlìWhat has 
become of yòur phllo&?p4ylt ’

You will reply, white jeounpartake of 
my dainties:: “Deari^lrs.,'®nma Har
dinge Britten. Laugbj^t uqnf you will, 
but we are obliged- tpipockfit pur phil
osophy.” .. .*■ - ■

But you want to know about. Miss 
Judson’s refreshments. Well, then, I 
set the table all in pu^f white, silver 
and gold where spoons, ..knjves and 
forks were required,' together..with «the 
daintiest of crystnl and rdre old china. 
Now sugar we have in abundance, and 
many chemical food combinations, so I 
made everything, as hdme-iike as pos-
sible, and when Mies Judson descended, 
bright and'sweet after Ker rest, 1 placed

fruit and nuts in abundance; and then 
I called to my husband to come and 
share with us our repast, for Mr. Brit
ten was in the library deeply engaged 
in writing a play.

"This lady." I said, when he entered, 
"was, formerly,. Miss Abby Judson. 
She has come to pay us a visit, and I 
doubt not she has some other object In 
view as well.” -

Mr. Britten and Miss Judson shook 
hands as naturally as any of you do on 
the earthly plane, and while we then 
discussed our dainty meal, we talked— 
yes, dear friends, we actually talked.

Many seem to think that spiritual be
ings do not talk, that telepathy is all 
that is required. ' Well, that may do for 
some, but we talked. Yes, we talked 
just the old-fashioned way, and you 
should have seen Miss Judson’s great, 
brilliant, sparkling eyes as we talked.

“This is not much like the orthodox 
heaven," I said, sipping my tea.

“No," answered Miss Judson. “And 
I passed, as I journeyed hither, many 
hundreds, and perhaps thousands of 
cities and towns. I call them such ac
cording to earthly habits, and still they 
seemed to stretch outward and onward 
beyond all comprehension. Eternity 
has room for all it contains.”

“Yes," said Mr. Britten, “the old con
ception of heaven, was a place much 
smaller than the earth. Just think of 
it!” Amt we then laughed in unison. 
“Think of heaven being smaller than' 
the earth. No wonder that the self-styled 
religionist thought there might not be 
room enough for all, and so a part of 
humanity must descend to that other 
place, But I greatly fear that . old 
heaven and hell will have to be laid on 
the shelf, for they could hold but the 
smallest part of humanity, to say noth
ing of other things."
' "Yes, it is very strange that other
wise intelligent men and women can 
bdlleve In the heaven we were told of 
when we were children,”
“But did you not tell me,” asked Abby, 
“that Mr. Britten was writing a play?”

“I did. My old love for the histrionic 
art has returned in full force upon me, 
now that I am a freed spirit. You are 
aware mv dear Abby, that I once stud
ied for the stage, and longed to be a 
star actress; but Spiritualism switched 
me off my real track, and I became a 
public lecturer and writer Instead; yet, 
secretly, my dear, I regretted the 
course I had taken; but circumstances 
forced me on until I was too old to take 
up my lost art Well, I hope I did the 
world some good, for I was earnest and 
sincere,. But I found, after coming to 
this life, that alj was not gold that glit
tered, and many whom I had trusted 
and believed In implicitly, I now found 
were arrant knaves and impostors.”

“Yes,” she replied, “and I also found 
many such, and great discernment 
should be used that the true are not 
also accused. Have you been able to 
control many of earth since you left 
there?”

“Not many,” I answered. “One would 
think, since I departed, that the earthly 
world considered me dead for all time; 
and, really, my feelings have not been a 
little hurt to find myself forgotten so 
soon.” ’

“Oh, they do not mean to forget you,” 
said Abby; "but the great trouble Is, 
that so few can think of others beside 
themselves; and most like their own ex
ploitations Instead of listening to what 
the departed have to tell them. But I 
am here for a very different purpose; 
and it is to urge you to join me in an 
Important work that I am trying? to per
form.” . ■

' “I knew, the moment I met you at my 
door, that you had come for a wise and 
good purpose."

"Yes,” said Abby, “Carlyle Petersllea 
and myself are determined to do a work 
that is greatly needed on earth; and I 
have come hither to get you to help us.”

"Carlyle Petersllea! Carlyle Peter
sllea!” I murmured reflectively. “And 
has he departed the earth life also?”

“Oh, yes,” she replied. “He has been 
here in this life now, for more than a 
year. Yes, a year and four months, I 
think. Were you acquainted with him 
when in America?” ,

"Not directly,” I answered, "yet I at
tended a number of his recitals, and 
my own home was In the neighborhood 
of his Academy of Music and Art. I did 
not know, at that time, that he was 
interested in Spiritualism, and was 
somewhat surprised, a few years after 
iny return to England, at receiving a 
letter from him from London, asking 
me if, I thought the people of Manches
ter would like to hear him play and 
read from his books on Spiritualism? 
But I knew, very well, that he would 
not, at that time, be well received In 
Manchester, and I wrote him to that 
effect. Really you surprise me when 
vou tell me that he is here. He was not 
an old man, I take it?”

“Oh, no; scarcely past his prime. He 
was but fifty-nine years of age; but his 
great, grand soul actually leaped out 
of his body. The material body was 
not able to hold him longer.”

I looked at Mr. Britten with loving 
eyes. “That was the case with my own 
darling,” I said; “and so he departed 
and left me almost alone down in that 
cold and desolate world, so it seems to 
me now. Yes; I almost blamed him be
cause he could not stay; and, came near 
blaming myself that I could not go with 
him. But .our apparent separation was 
not for long; and now our joy Is more 
than doubled that we are united once 
more. You said you wished me to go 
with you; but you did not say that you 
wished my husband to go also.”

“No, not this time,” replied my visitor. 
“The work, for a short time to come is 
to be performed by ladies only; the gen
tlemen to take their places afterward, I 
believe. But you say that Mr. Britten 
is writing a play. I am deeply inter
ested. Please tell me about IL” 
LJ^Vell, vou must know that we—Mr. 
’Britten and myself—are. running a the
atre. I told you that my old love had 
returned« to me, and one of Mr. Brit 
ten’s greatest ambitions, when on the 
earthly plane, was to write a great 
play. The world did not know this. It 
was like a jewel hidden within the re
cesses of his inner being. He was 
fully competent to write, a good play. 
The great trouble was, it would have 
been too good for the lower plane of 
being, for he could not bear the thought 
of writing what would have been called 
a sensational play of the day; and that 
seemed to be all that the theatre man
agers wanted. But he can write now 
just the kind of plays that suit his pure 
and gifted soul. Abby, let me whisper 
a. secret in your car. There has been, 
of late,, a great spiritual play put upon 
the stage down below; and it is des
tined to be a great success. The writer

tataly return with you, Abby; but, first, 
you must visit our theatre, and witness 
some of our plays. They will delight 
you, I know.” -

“I am sure they will,” sho answered. 
“The stage ought to be made one of the 
great instructive agents of both worlds 
—the lower and the higher—but should 
never, under any circumstances, be 
used to pamper vice and crime.”

‘ Our theatres here are superb," said 
Mr, Britten, “and our plays are exceed
ingly beautiful and attractive. I nardly 
know what our young people would do 
without them. How strange it would 
have seemed, fifty years ago, if one 
had said that there were theatres and 
stage plays in heaven.” '

Abby’s laughter pealed forth, together 
with my own. “Yes," she said, "in the 
days of my father,. Adonlram Judson’s 
earthly missionary life, it was consid
ered a great sin to even visit a theqtre 
for the purpose of witnessing a stage 
play, and just to think that there are 
thousands upon thousands of theatres 
in heaven, and that they are visited by 
crowds upon crowds of angels and 
spirits!" And now we three laughed In 
chorus.

“Did you not tell me that you were 
married?”

“I did,” answered Abby, with a blush 
and smile. ...

"And why did you not fetch your hus
band along with you?”

‘.‘For the simple reason,” she replied, 
“that I too have a happy home and 
have adopted many little children. We 
also have a large school for children, 
and as my present mission has to do 
with ladles only, and as lie was needed 
in the home and at the school, I con
cluded to come -without him. But his 
mind and heart are with me and my 
mission."

“You have not yet told us what that 
may be," said Mr. Britten. ■

“No, not yet. But I shall now pro
ceed to do so. We were speaking, a 
short time ago, of Mr. Petersilea. Well, 
he also has a large conservatory of 
music and is exceedingly busy; but he 
has left a dear wife down on the earthly 
plane, who is a great sensitive, or as 
they now call it a psychic—in other 
words a medium. This lady is better 
fitted to give the details concerning us 
here in this life, than almost any other 
we know. I have learned how to con
trol her, and have written one or two 
messages through her; and, now, I 
want you to return with me and write a 
message to earth’s people.”

“You do not mean to say that you 
wish me to go without my husband?" I 
Bald, laughingly.

"Yes, I do," returned Abby, "for gen
tlemen are to be ignored for a short 
time, to allow the ladles to have a 
chance.”

"Indeed!” exclaimed Mr. Britten, 
arching his eyebrows. "And so we are 
to be left out in the cold?”

“Well, yes, for a short time. But 
don’t you think it high time that woman 
should give a religion to the world be
low? Thus far, all religions down 
there have been given by men, and sin
gle men at that, and that means that 
all the religions have been one-sided 
affairs, only half with the other half 
left but. Jesus was a single man. We 
don’t hear anything about Moses’ wife. 
Buddha, or Prince Siddartha, must 
leave his wife and roam a vagabond; 
and what has been the result of all 
these man-made religions? Vicarious 
atonement, hells, devils, eternal tor
ments and last, but not least, obses
sions and unless women come to the 
rescue they will run Spiritualism into 
the worst hells that have ever yet been 
invented by the brains of men. Men, 
for ages, have guided the lower world’s 
religions; now, let us put them into the 
hands of women and see if we may not 
clear out these hells, slay these devils, 
let the light of truth in upon obsession; 
and after we have done a little work of 
this kind, then we will bring our hus
bands along; and, then, together, as a 
perfect whole, try to give the .lower 
world a pure, whole-souled, beautiful 
and perfect religion, with truth at the 
helm guiding the stately ship.”

“Bravo!” exclaimed Mr. Britten; and 
my own eyes overflowed with tears. 
“Yes, truth shall be at the helm!” I ex
claimed. “Abby, here is my hand and 
heart, and after you have rested awhile 
and visited our theatre, I -«ill gladly 
return with you, for the work interests 
me greatly—and, oh, how I have longed, 
myself, to find a medium through whom 
I could give the truths about this life 
in all their details.”

“And, now,” said Abby, “I would like 
to vie.w your home and its surround-
Ings.1

(To be continued.)

DR. OLIVER’S BOOK.

Comments on the Book by Dr. Oliver, 
“The Science of the Spirit, Soul and 
Body, or a Pago From the Occult Side 
of Life."
It is a wonderful portrayal to the hu

man mind of the “Truth of Spirit.” Its 
logic is the strong point that would in
dicate the truth of the lines—from our 
vantage point when the judgeship is 
thrust upon us, we try to to be fair. It 
is positive and declarative, and so for
eign to that which has been heretofore 
presented in lines, though we have lis
tened to others who have suggested the 
hidden truths, that have been lying 
dormant so many ages, and to think 
that an obscure person should present 
such thought, astonishes us the more, 
because we would suppose that those 
who are devoting their lives to ex
pounding and teaching Spiritualism, 
would be the ones to whom the spirit 
world would direct their efforts, but to 
present such a book through an ob
scure organism, that has never made 
any pretensions to the advancement of 
Spiritualism, is like a peal of thunder 
from a clear sky.

The book is in evidence, however, of 
the fact that we have not gathered it 
all in the past, and what we have har
vested, needs careful going over before 
swallowing. The book is worthy of 
consideration and study from the 
standpoint of the thinker and investiga
tor along occult Unes, in the fact that 
it is an educator of all souls, both in
carnate and excarnate, and thereby be
comes a constant companion.

The half-tone prints contained in the 
book are remarkable productions from 
the. “World of Spirits.” We wish the 
Doctor every success in the coming 
years of his life’s work, for the eleva
tion of all souls, and anybody who ques
tions the genuineness of those spirit 
photographs, the book contains, will 
write or call upon us, and we will prove 
.them genuine. .

THOMAS AND ANNA KAUFF. 
.Frankford,.Arsenal, Pa.
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substance resembling blancmange, ,swrlte that play. Yes; Mr. Britten and 
with cream and snfefir' to taste, ’a cup of myself, together with Victor Hugo, gave 
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An Easy Way to Make Money.
I have made 8500.00 in SO days selling Dish

washers. I did my housework at the same 
time. I don’t canvass. Pcoplecome or send for 
the Dish-washers. I-.handfo the Mound City 
plih-wnslmr. It is the bost on the market. It 
Is lovely to sell. It washes and dries the dishes 
perfectly lu two minutes; Every lady who sees 
It wants one. I will devote all my future time 
to tho business and expect to clear 84.00000 this 
{ear. Any Intelligent person can do as well as 

have done. Write forpartlcnkm to the Mound 
City Dish-Washer Co., St Louis. Mo.

Mbs-W.B.

"Why 1 Am a Vegetarian." By J. 
Howard Moore. - An addwaa before tha 
Chicas» Vegetarian Society. Prtoa, 25
GG82& ’ . ' ' '

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS.

Georgia Gladys Cooley.
Price, 15 cents.

The Spiritual Songster.

THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
. AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

passes through the

Words only.

By Mattie

BY NO METHOD UNTIL “AC- 
TINA” WAS DISCOVEItlOD.

- - Cntuioir FILEE uud Bpcclul 
Prie«. AGENTS WANTED—$40 Weeklj. Artdr««» 
World M%. Cu., 5ÎUO World li’ld’g, Oluolnnutl, O.

Nlnoty-flve per cent of all cases of destassi 
brought to our attention Is tho result of ohronto

to cure ringing noises In the head. Wehavi 
known people troubled with this distressing 
symptom tor years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks’ use ot Actlna. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all ot which are db 
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna la 
»ent on trial'postpaid. Write us about your 
•ase. We give advice tree, and positive proot 
•f cures. A valuable book-Protessor Wilson’s 
IOO page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
Mew York & London Electric Association, Dtp. 
to 029 Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

RFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

I’erradal wl’.h pure and beautiful .spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all wbo 

■V»vb and seek the higher and finer o* 
‘"val experience. TTloaSua

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers 
Eczema aud all Skinund Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent tree. Address n 

DRi BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

WONDERFUL STUVraSl
BURNB OOM ILL-ONLY 10* O1L.CAH. 
7200 «old uueniunth* OuhtomeraduMghUd 
with Jliirrlsuji Vulvclcn» Oil-ffaa Btovc* 
Splendid for cookloat ultio ht-nthi^roomti, 

BtoreH, olilcoii, etc., with Uadi- 
titer Attch. No wick, dirt, or 
aehefl—no ooal billa or drudu-

_ _ . Eustachian tubes into the
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructiona 
•Bit passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight* 
eat vibration of sound. Aetina has never failed

....... cry—chüui», 6afGÍQel.l5oto8üo 
a weak ahould furuian fucl-aus 

Hr 1 ^or coo^nif for aiuoli family. 
mm a dually operated — abaoluUiy 

aaft>—all aizus, £3 up. Write— 
Cntuioir FUEE uud Special

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book ot 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious Ute. He states a 
great number ot well-authenticated Instances 
ot spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion Is trank and tearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex- 
nerlences. Price, cloth. 81.00.

«¡SaDaySureSSS aljBLMH . , tbaolutoly sure; no
»1 i wmiih Ihe work and Uacb you tree, you work in
the lixaHiy where you Uto. Send ui your address and wo will 
eJl'o JD ***• bu*ine,,s rera®u‘b« we guarantee aclesr profll
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DEAFNESS AND 
CATARRH CURES

catarrh of the throat .and 
middle oar. The air pas- 
cages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, atop 
plug the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is Impossible. The in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability of au
rista or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there Is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ol 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated in the Actlna

The above le u,,. lires_
ent Issue of J.'he Progressive lumber, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right band corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number os 
tite tag of your wrapper.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

Echoes From the World of Song. 
Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long
ley. Choice inspirational songs, suit
able for all occasions. This book is 
well bound in cloth with gilt illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price $1 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up In most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them.

Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocal music for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. 0. Barrett. Price, $1.25.

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs.

E. Hull. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents.per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.
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< " >I THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS.

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an.artlcle may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wlah it distinctly 
understood that our space Is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the. 
non-appearance bf YOUR article. ,

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would: like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents' that The ProgresstveThinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine tnat 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all eepy>.t(> 
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should ne 
written plainly with Ink on whIte 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. .

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they.will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would-be 
crowded out. Sometimes u thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. . t

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

i MH.«

Atei wñliüir é? thia paper 
ose a pen or typewriter,.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear thia In mind.

ŸAfïÂ feOTlCg. tOVjC FOR';THIS PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM. .

To th? -SpIflUgllatB of New Jersey.

- stronger and brighter each issue, 
too, know of a case of obsession."

is fine. The Progressive Thinker grows

Speaking of Mrs. May Pepper and 
her late attack of sickness while on the 
rostrum in New York, the Chicago 
American says: “Those in the congre
gation who desired to communicate 
with spirits placed on the reader's desk 
some article belonging to the spirit of 
the one to be communicated with. Mrs. 
Pepper found among those articles a 
lightly sealed envelope and said: ‘You 
are trying to trick me! You are one 
of the doubters, aren’t you?’ The man 
admitted that he had no faith in Mrs. 
Pepper's ability. ‘Yes, and you have 
a note inside this envelope addressed to 
“Jim” and you ask him if you shall go 
ahead with the business, don’t you?’ 
she demanded. He acknowledged that 
this was true. In another to one wo
man she said the spirit exhaled a strong 
odor of gas. It told her that it had 

1 'passed over’ by taking-gas, being tired 
of living. Another woman was given 
messages from her son, who died seven 
months ago. The messages-related to 
putting money into some operations he 
had been engaged in when he died. 
There was a young man with the wo
man and he was told to go ahead and 
marry the spirits sister, as ho would 
prove a better son than the spirit had 

: been.” ■
Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown will leave 

Holliston, Mass., about January 8, and 
can be addressed from the 8th to the 
12th at Buffalo, N. Y„ No. 247 South Dl- 
vision street. After this Mrs. Brtiwn 
will receive mail at The Progressive 
Thinker office. She will make engage
ments during the month of January for 
different points near Chicago and 
Cleveland, Ohio. She will be glad to 
speak at any point hot too distant, on 
week-evenings. Will answer calls to 
attend funerals.

W. J. Colville’s work in Los Angeles, 
Cal., commences Sunday, Jan. 15, in 
Blanchard Hall, and'on Monday, Jah. 
16, his class convened in Metaphysical 
Library, 611 Grant Building, to which 
address all letters until further notice.

D. W. Brainard of Iowa writes: “I 
am well pleased with your p6sition as 
to the frauds, and hope The Progressive 
Thinker will be the direct cause of 
driving many of them out of business.”

St. Joseph, Mich.—William Aber- 
rathy, a local Spiritualist, has squan
dered a fortune of $50,000 in business 
deals, which, he says, were directed by 
tiis dead son, with whom he claimed to 
hold daily communication. The former 
vealthy man was to-day declared in
competent to handle his money, and the 
Probate court appointed a guardian for 
i’tm.—Chicago Inter Ocean.

Frank T..Ripley writes from Bloom
ington, III.: ‘I have been reading the 
article by Dr. Carl A. Wickland on Ob
session, in The Progressive Thinker. It

Georgia Gladys Cooley is serving the 
Spiritualist society of Syracuse, N. Y., 
this month, and much Interest is mani
fested in her work there. The hall is 
crowded every meeting by a representa- 
live audience, and last Sunday evening 
standing room was at a preffilum. She 

■ has more calls to lecture than she can 
possibly fill.

T. A. Hoge writes from Wheeling, W. 
Va.: “Enclosed find renewal tor The 
Progressive Thinker another year; can 
not do without it. We send you clip
ping from Truth Seeker, showing the 
advanced position taken by the Rev. J. 

' W. Huff. Those pulpit pounders do ad- 
vanco, but they can not have this musty 
old patch work, the bible, advance at 
the same time, and thus trouble begins. 
For instance, his reconciliation between 
Genesis and science on the creation 
question, something no one has been • 
able to do before him. He has no 
trouble in harmonizing days with peri
ods, though Genesis is very explicit in 
dividing this piece of time. And his 
God is not much like Jehovah; the fact 
Is his God is such a one as Ingersoll, 
Paine or Lyman Abbott would . build. 
This man, as you will see, actually 
courts a controversy on these ques
tions. What kiud of chance will he 
stand, in view of the fact that God has 
refused to speak for two thousand 
years, and his old record stands against 

- him.”
Mrs. Lottie Tripp writes from Wis

consin: “Enclosed find money order for 
$1. Without The Progressive Thinker 
is a weekly messenger of good things 
spiritually, I should be lonely indeed' 
Long may you live In health and pros, 
perity to proclaim its truth to the world 
thereby doing a grand and noble work 
for humanity.” • .

A subscriber writes from Waynes
ville, Ill.: “Mrs. S. E. Pemberton,.of Pe
oria. III., the gifted trumpet medium, 
was with us from Dec. 29 to 31, the first 

-meetings of the kind ever held here, 
■ ■ and were highly appreciated by the be- 
• lie vers'while the skeptics were thor

oughly mystifled. We hope to have heV 
: ■ again sometime in the 'future. Let th© 
' good work go on."

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF CHI- 
CAGO:—THE CHICAGO LEAGUE OF 
SPIRITUALISTS DESIRE TO ENUM
ERATE ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF 
CHICAGO, AND IN ORDER TO FACIL
ITATE MATTERS, THE NAMES AND 
ADDRESSES OF ALL WHO WILL 
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE 
CAUSE, ARE REQUESTED TO BE 
SENT TO THE LEAGUE'S STATISTI
CIAN, JOHN A. TOREN, 4308 LANG
LEY AVENUE, CHICAGO.

SPECIAL NOTICE—The Secretary 
writes: “On the evening of January 21, 
the Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church 
will give its first dance and social in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage 
Groye avenue. On these occasions 
which will occur often during the win
ter, the society has planned to make 
them highly entertaining, and all who 
attend will have no qiid of fun. We will 
also have with us a number of psychics 
who will give tests. Come out for an 
evening of pleasure. The society re
quests all who attend to kindly leave 
all worry and earthly trouble on the 
cupboard shelf before coming.”

Miss E. R. Fielding writes from 
Washington, D. C.: “The Auxiliary of 
tbe First Association held a social tea 
at the home of F. A. Woods, Thursday 
evening. There was redding of the tea 
cups, by Mrs. Geo. Kates, Mrs. M. J. 
Stevens, and others; palm reading by 
Mr. Geo. Kates. All enjoyed theifl- 
selves to the utmost, and the society re
alized quite a sum. The next progress
ive euchre will be held at the residence 
of P. L. O. A. Keeler. The temple 
league met at Mrs. Farrow's, 216 I 
street, tor the election of officers. The 
Ladles Aid will be held at Mr. and Mrs. 
Lees’, 720 10th street.”

J. A. Toren writes: “Dr. J. O. M. Hew
itt delivered a very interesting lecture 
for the society of the Psychic Forces, at 
Wilcox Hall, -corner of Champlain ave
nue and Forty-third street, on Sunday 
evening, January 8, and we are pleased 
to announce to all the Doctor’s friends 
that they will be favored with an op
portunity of meeting and hearing him 
again on Sunday evening, Jan. 22. Dr. 
J. H. Randall will occupy our rostrum 
on Sunday evening, Feb. 5. We are 
constantly endeavoring to make the 
Sunday meetings, both afternoon and 
evening, interesting to all. Besides se
curing the best lecturers that can? be 
had, the music arid singing receive our 
spicial attention. The messages which 
are also a special feature, and of which 
we have every reason to be proud, are 
given through Mrs. Isa.. Cleveland, the 
pastor. Wilcox hall has been newly 
carpeted and will be thoroughly reno
vated and re-decorated, making of it 
one of the most desirable balls to be 
found on the South Side. We peleóme 
especially to our meetings the stranger 
and skeptics whose interests are consid
ered as worthy the best attention. The 
Progressive Thinker is on sale at the 
Lail every Sunday and-can also be had 
at the home, 4308 Langley avenue."

Hugh Frazer, secretary, writes: “The 
services ‘of the Chicago Spiritual Alli
ance Church, holding forth in yin- 
cennes Hall, 3514 Vincennes avenue, 
are progressing finely under the direct-, 
orship of Mrs. .May Elmo, one of Chi
cago's leading médiums. At each ser
vice the attendance 'grows larger, and 
all interested are determined to make 
it a church that Spiritualists will be 
proud of. As Spiritualists we should 
unite and labor to build up our socie
ties so we can extend to more the com
fortable gospel of true fellowship and 
spiritual grace.”

C. W. Slayton writes: "I don’t like 
your paper, or rather the way you print 
it. You ought to make it twice as large, 
and. leave one side blank. Now when I 
find a nice article to clip (and by the 
way, most of them are), . I turn the 
paper over to see what I am clipping 
into on the other side, and find that ar
ticle just as good or better. What can 
Ido?”
-E. R. Kidd writes from Canton, Ohio: 

“We have with us at present a good me
dium in the person of Mrs. Nina D. 
Challen, of Toledo, Ohio, Mrs. Challen 
speaks under inspiration, also- while 
entranced. She is also a good trumpet 
medium, and her coming to Canton was 
Through a pressing invitation of the 
writer and others. About a week ago 
this lady came to Canton and has done 
excellent work and much good. The 
writer has had the pleasure of attend
ing several of her trumpet seances 
which were indeed interesting and 
soul-elevating. Her main seance con
trol is Harry Russell, a progressed 
spirit, who claims to have been on the 
spirit side of life for many years, and 
at each seance he gave the sitters 
much useful information concerning the 
spirit side of life. Blue Belle, who as
sumes the role of a little girl, but who 
claims to have been in the spirit world 
for some years, controls and uses her 
medium as a mouth-piece, and through 
her describes spirit friends,-also deliv
ers messages from them to their 
friends who are present. Blue Belle 
also answer's questions put to her in a 
very satisfactory manner, if the ques
tion is a spiritual one. She also sings 
beautifully through the organism of her 
medium. The writer had the pleasure 
of having a private trance sitting with 
this medium, her guide for this phase 
c£ mediumship who calls herself Mary, 
taking control, and a more satisfactory 
as well as truthful Bitting the writer 
has never had. Incidents of his (the 
writer’s) past life were told correctly, 
also the outcome of an important mat
ter, to him, was correctly foretold. I 
shy correctly, since the information 1 
wanted and obtained from this guide, 
along business lines, came out just as 
she said it would but not as he hoped 
for. I have this to say In behalf of 
Mrs. Challen. I believe her to be a 
good woman and true medium, and her 
guides both' honest and truthful, there
fore can conscientiously recommend 
her to the Spiritualists of the country.”

Mary Speight writes: “The Ladies' 
Auxiliary of the Englewood Spiritual 
Union will hold a social .and cinch 
party Saturday evening, Jan, 28, at Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 63rd street. -Prizes 
will .be. given and refreshments served. 
Admission 10 cents. 'Come out and 
have a good time and at the same time 
you will be helping the cause we love 

■ bo well.” ■ . ■•. ? .■ »
Rev. Alice Baker, inspirational lec

turer and message medium, and . soli, 
Milton. Baker, inspirational lecturer and 
independent slate-writing, medium, 

■ would like .to correspond at once with 
• c?mp associations wlshing'thelr serv- 
1 Iqes as speakers and mediums.- . Ad- 
। dress Rét.- Alice > Baker, <124 Bryan

I street, Dallas, Sexas.

WHO HAS FOR SALE A COPY OF 
THE BOOK, “WAS ABRAHAM LIN
COLN A SPIRITUALIST?" WE ALSO 
WANT A COPY OF “THE WATSEKA 
WONDER." ADDRESS THIS OFFICE, 
STATING PRICE. '

T. C. Bovlng writes from Hot Springs, 
Ark.: “Mr. C. E. Winans arrived in Hot 
Springs, on Friday, Jan. 6, with the ex
pectations of filling an engagement in 
tills city. However, he contracted a 
heavy cold prior to his arrival, which 
settled in his muscles, and has brought 
on la grippe, and'an affection bordering 
on muscular rheumatism. Since his ar
rival he has been confined to his bed, 
unable to attend to business. He has 
the best physician in Hot Spongs, and 
a trained nurse attending him, and it is 
toped by his physician and friends here 
that he will in a short time be out of 
bed and able to fulfill his engagement 
here, but until such time that he is per
fectly well, he will not attempt work. 
All friends who see this notice and wish 
to communicate with him will please 
address him at 510 Third street, South 
Hot Springs, Ark.”

J. W, Storrs writes from Hartford, 
Ct.: “After almost a three months' trip 
to St. Louis, In attendance on the N. S. 
A. convention and World’s Fair, and 
some stops on the way, we are home- 
again, and commenced our work New 
Year’s day with a social in the after
noon, baked bean supper at 4:30, at 
which we fed over 70 with material food 
and at 8 began feeding spiritual food 
to 100 hungry, souls in which work 
Mrs. Storrs was ably assisted by Mrs. 
Nora Dowd, of Lake Pleasant, Mass., 
and Milo Leon Norton, of Bristol, Can. 
The people seem hungry for tire truth, 
and we shall goon giving it to them the 
best we know how every Sunday even
ing at 8 p. m., except January 29, 
Thomas Paine’s birthday, which will be 
celebrated with a supper and other ap
propriate exercises. We missed The 
Progressive Thinker last week, and 
found that our time: was up. Please 
find postal order for the money for a re
newal for one year more."

Mrs. Ida J. Chevalier writes: “Know
ing many people suffer from chilblains, 
without finding any effectual remedy, I 
write you the why I cured mine. One 
night about three years ago a voice 
came to me in. my sleep bidding me to 
soak my feet in liikewarm water with 
about a tablespoonful of baking sods 
added. Gradually add hot water, rais
ing the temperature of the solution un
til as hot as can be endured. Repeat 
as often as the feet begin to trouble.”

THE VENERABLE DR. GREER 
WRITES: “I AM INTENSELY INTER
ESTED IN THE IMPORTANT SUB
JECT NOW UNDER CONSIDERATION 
IN THE PRESENT SESSION OF OUR 
OPEN COURT. WHILfe SOME MAY 
NOT ACCEPT OUR CONCLUSIONS IN 
REGARD TO DEMONISM, NEVER
THELESS THEY WILL BE INTER
ESTED, MORE OR LESS, IN THE 
UNIQUE AND LOGICAL WAY OF 
TREATING A SUBJECT SO AFFECT
ING EVERY ONE OF US. LONG 
LIVE THE PROGRESSIVE THINK
ER.”

Correspondent writes: “Dr. J. O. M. 
Hewitt-spoke last Sunday evening at 
Wilcox Hall, East 43rd street, to a good 
audience and will speak there again on 
the 22nd of this month. The address 
was followed by some really Jine test 
work, by Mrs. Isa Cleveland. This so
ciety has.a fine hall, and good music; 
a good place to‘drop in’ and get good 
and honest presentation of our sublime 
truths.” ' ■

N. H. S. writes: “Thursday evening, 
Jan. 5, 1905, the Ladies Spiritualistic 
Industrial Society of Boston, Mass., 
Mrs. Belcher, president, had its regular 
supper, which is served every Thursday 
at 6:30 p. m., after which an hour was 
spent I» a social way. A whist party 
was held in the evening in place of the 
regular weekly meeting, with a. good 
attendance, some very nice prizes be
ing awarded. - Thursday evening, Jan. 
12, Mrs. E. D. Butler of Lynn, is to be 
there, and Thursday evening, Jan 19, 
we are to have Mrs. Charlotte A But- 

Borman, of Malden, the president, Mrs. 
Belcher, will open the meeting with an 
address, followed by Mrs. Butterman 
with tests.”

E. G. S. writes: “The First Society of 
Spiritualists of San Diego, Cal., are 
holding' very successful meetings in 
their beautiful little temple. Mrs. John
son. is doing wonderfully good work, es
pecially in her messages. She is one of 
the finest test mediums on the coast 
Mrs. Johnson has had charge of the 
evening services, both as speaker and 
message bearer, through the month of 
December, and will continue through 
January of this new year. The Busy 
Bees, a society of ladies, auxiliary to 
the First Society, held a very success
ful fair, the 15th, 16 and 17th of Decem
ber, closing with a profit of $125 for the 
Busy Bees."

Mrs. M. E. Thatcher writes from 
Jamestown, N. Y.: “Mrs. Chas. Theo. 
Schneider, an inspirational speaker and 
test medium, came to us last November, 
1904. I opened my residence to the pub
lic some six years ago, to assist persons 
investigating Spiritualism. We are now 
moving slowly along in our spiritual la
bor, and positively intend to continue 
and reach out into the darkness, letting 
our light shine, and bringing into our 
fold all who are interested. Our speak
er’s forces do their work nicely, and the 
tests are truthful and recognized.” ■

Mrs. Mary Ince writes from Lafay
ette, Ind.: ‘The Psychic Spiritualist So
ciety of Lafayette, Ind., is still improv
ing and doing good work. We have 
leased the Universallst church for an
other year and have elected the follow
ing officers: President, Mrs, Mary Ince; 
vice-president, Mr. Roy Hiñes; secre
tary, Mrs. Roy Hines; treasurer,' Mr. 
George Worster; trustees, Mrs. Lida 
Marquand, Mrs. Loda Fulks and Mr. S. 
I Laton. Any good speaker or medium 
who can furnish their credentials from 
ihe state organization or is-recognized 
by the N. S. A., is invited to give us a 
call when coming this way. None oth
ers, need apply.”

Miss Mary Dickson of 837 South War
ren street; Trenton, N. J., who for sev
eral months had suffered from a’ nerv
ous affection that took her voice away 
entirely, came home from Philadelphia 
and astonished her mother by speaking 
to her as well as ever. She said that 
the cure had been effected by the pray
ers of the Rev. Father S. Corkemaz, the 
Assyrian priest, rector of the Catholic 
church of St. Marion,.at Tenth and Ells
worth streets. The girl had heard that 
the Philadelphia priest had cured a se- 

। vere case of rheumatism and was in
duced to visit Father? Corkemaz. She 
did so, and says that the priest prayed 

■ with her and touched her thorax.with a 
relic of St. Marion. He then told her 

: to go home and that her voice \vould re
, turn. She devoutly believes that a mir- 
। acle hah been worked... Miss Dickson's 
• friends, who are -Protestants, vouch for. 
■ the cure/- Probably''Col-kemaVis a me 
i dlum, and spirits Interested in the lady 

pefíortaéd the cur®.

' AU Spi;l^alis|s In the stalo of New 
Jersey w^jbeyave in local and state 
organization-, angj are'desirous of hav
ing missionary jyprli in their respective 
communities, are requested to corre
spond with Revnj|i. C. Doin, 72 Colum
bia, strectj N. J., with regard
to the matter, j Mr. Dorn is duly author
ized by the/N. ^'A. to represent its in
terests in ¡New Jmsey in this particular 
work IIArIUSON D. BARRETT,

Canaan, Me. > Pres. N; S. A. ,

Gunday, January 22, 1905., 8. E. 57: 
"Psychometry."

Gem of Thought:—
Psychometry is perception of the 

ave-soul, by which, through (.natural 
nues, we measure and define its attrl-

----- ;------r—KT.—7-ntr—------------ ----------------- -
The Chicago:. Spiritual Alliance 

Churclj meets ev^ry Sunday In Vin
cennes Hail, 35114; Vincennes avenue, 
corner 35th-' and;Cottage Grove avenue. 
Services at 3 and 8 p. m. Mrs. May 
Elmo, pastor, assisted by Hugh Selman 
Fraser. All are welcome.

Eva L. Stewart writes: “The ladies of 
the Hyde- Park. Occult Society formed 
themselves into a committee of a whole, 
and with good cheer prepared a fine 
banquet for the members and invited 
guests, on January 1, being the second 
anniversary of our organization, Chick
en pies were the prominent features of 
the table and'all did justice to them. 
Dr. tìeo. S. Hail was invited by our 
newly elected president, W. M. Enslaw, 
to be speech maker of the evening. He 
did himself great credit in his speech 
and recitations he gave us. Take it all 
in all it was a plaasant and harmonious 
affair, Insomuch that'all were loth to 
leave the hall until 2 o’clock in the 
morning The decoration of the hall 
was by Mrs. Clara Buss, for which she 
has the-thanks of the society. At our 
dance, which was' the nqxt evening, we ' 
had the largest number yet, showing 
that those whornttend do enjoy them
selves, and brine their friends with 
them the next time. We hold them ev
ery Thursday night.- On last Sunday 
evening Dr. Hail' answered' questions 
given him from the audience, and 
pleased all who heard him. Dr. Hail’s 
lectures are from his own. experience 
and development and please the audi
ence every time. ' Mrs. E. Kline, our 
medium, answered the questions that 
were on personal affairs, and those who 
received answers acknowledged to be 
true what she told them. She is cer
tainly one of the best and most honest 
mediums in the city. The outlook for 
this year is fine. We are now holding 
a developing circle for the members 
only, feeling that we have talent enough 
in the society If T ightly developed to 
greatly assist us 'in our meetings.”

Southington, Conn., Jan. 8.—The ies- 
idents of this towq are satisfied that the 
fire which last night partially destroyed 
a small unoccupied house near the rail- 
ioad station was,,the work of an Incen
diary, and that It was prompted by su
perstition. The house was owned by 
Mrs. Marla Turbjirt, and for years was 
occupied by Frank Jlmity and family. 
One of the boargprs was Maurice De
fallo, who coqrtml Jimlty’s daughter, 
Katherine. On'Njov. 14 they had a dis
pute, which], resulted in Defallo taking 
his own life, aftey first shooting Kather
ine. The mmily^moved and talked of 
the house w?|ng Jaunted. It Is the opin
ion that a friend of the girl, in the hope 
of driving awayj,he evil spirit, which 
prevents Kgtheriijp’s early recovery, at
tempted tfl> burjg, the house.—Inter 
Ocean. j ,1( . ' .

SIDNEY id; BLISS WRITES FROM 
LANSING.'riVUCH;: "I HAVE GOT SO 
WEDDED TO THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER! T CAN'T AFFORD TO 
LOSE A NUMBER; IT’S LIKE BREAK
ING A LINK ilNsTHE GREAT CHAIN 
OF MENTAL THOUGHT THAT IS 
RAGING h)OW, )AND IS.BEING PUT 
FORTH BYoTHE ABLEST THINKERS 
OETHE AGE-hTHE'MENTAL. WAR
FARE IS FIERCE; ANDZSOME OF 
THE. DARK CLOUDS THAT ARE 
HANGING OVER THE RELIGIOUS 
WORLD WILL BE CLEARED AWAY 
BY THE BRIGHT SUNSHINE OF 
REASON AND TRUTH, IN THE ON- 

PUSHING TIDAL WAVE OF FREE, 
LIBERAL, SPIRITUAL, THOUGHT. 
I NOW WISH TQ TENDER MY BEST 
WISHES AND SINCERE THANKS TO 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER FOR 
THE GRAND WORK IT IS DOING, IN 
THE DISSEMINATION OF THOUGHT 
FROM MANY: OF THE ABLEST 
WRITERS WHO BLESS AND GRACE 
THIS PLANET TO-DAY. MAY THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER MEET 
WITH SUCCESS, AND LONG SUR
VIVE THE TASK IT HAS SET OUT 
TO PERFORM,; IS MY WISH.”

Freelatffl, ,Pa.,' has a little 10-year-old 
boy, thè mere’ touch of whose hand is 
believed to signify a. magical cure for 
many of thè ills to which flesh is heir. 
He is Robert McNulty, the seventh son 
of P. J. McNulty, a prominent business 
man. The accepted theory among the 
boy’s admirer? is found in that Celtic 
legend which tradition holds is a grtfee 
specially conferred upon the seventh 
son bom to the family. And while 
there are many, descendants of the race 
who firmly believe in the potency of 
such graces'it cannot be said that all 
followers of the Freeland “boy doctor,” 
as he is how by many called, are of 
Celtic blood. Indeed, sòme of the warm
est champions are among Teutons an'd 
Slavs. As the legend holds, however, 
rheumatism, dropsy, scrofula and kin
dred. ailments are particularly subject 
to the powòr of a seventh son. Such 
afflictions are among the majority of 
cases brought to . the lad’s attention. 
Over 200 cases of running sores, it is 
claimed, have been cured by him. An
other strange feature of the boy’s pow
er is the effect his touch has- upon 
worms and insects. Worms and small 
reptiles placed in his palm immediately 
become rigid and in a few moments die, 
it is said. No remuneration'for treat
ment is accepted or permitted by the 
boy’s parents; but Santa Claus, as an 
agent, has left th? McNulty home al
most sùbmèrgéci by the avalanche . of 
gifts that poured,in by mall, express 
and messenger.’ The. boy himself would 
very much prefer play or skating to the 
.exercise of tne curative powers which a 
large portion'..of the community asserts 
and firmly ’bqieve^he possesses.—Rec, 
ord, Philadelphia, Pa.

H. Smith '■’WriteSY "The Spiritualist 
society. Students ©I Nature, celebrated 
its Christmas festival on’Sunday even- 
January 8, in itS'hall 1565 Milwaukee 
avenue, comer Wèstern avenue. It 
was the grandest public entertainment 
ever given by thisPsociety, the hall be
ing crowdecljwitlfjidults and children. 
This ■ entertalnmenT consisted of an 
amusing drama aip miscellanies, and 
comical pre^entattoh of gifts to mem
bers and children m attendance, by Mr. 
Santa Claus in custom, a large Christ
mas tree laden- with presents for all. 
The pastor, Mrs. Schumacher, was pre
seated with,'$25 and a beautiful china 
dinner set, sofa pillow, etc by the so
ciety as an appreciation for her zealous 
work; Vocal solo’ by Prof.■ G.’-Drew; 
zither music by Miss L. Zanders, and 
songs and recitations by children. . Bro. 
J. Coe-made a few remarks and . Old 
Santa questioned "-the ' children • with 
quibbles, then Taking tils farewell.' The 
performance lasted •■ four •; hours. The 
audience-did: not weary;- The work -of 
getting-up This-ontertalsment and pro- 

■ gram ■ devolved Almost 'Wholly upon- the 
I principal performer''lir'draitih» Mrs."®.’

‘Schumacher.** ' .

butes uhd faculties.
To see and hear and feel in things. 

The very essence of their wortli ;
To measure man—the soul that brings 

All innate powers to the earth,—
To sense vibrations leading up

To ways of vast eternity, 
To sip thereby Irom Wisdom’s cup,

All this and more,—Psychometry.

For information concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

J. C. Andre writes from Grand Rap
ids, Mich.: “I notice in a late issue an 
appeal for funds to assist the Grand 
Rapids Spiritualists to build a temple, 
over the signature of Lou E. Johnson, 
secretary. One would infer that she 
was secretary of all the Spiritualists in 
Grand Rapids. That charitably in
clined people may not be misled, I wish 
to state that the New Thought Spirit
ualist Society is the only one chartered 
by the State Board, and Lou E. John
son is not its secretary.” ,

Harry J. Moore has the month of Feb
ruary open for engagements. His ser
vices are employed to the society at St. 
Joseph, Mo., during March and April. 

■He contemplates a tour of the state of 
Montana during May and June. Ad
dress Mr. Moore at 314 East 13th street, 
Des Moines Iowa.

C. H. Greene writes: Sunday, Jah. 8, 
1905, Mrs. L. J. Jacquet delivered a lec
ture before the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
Mission; It was very interesting and de
lighted her hearers. She then gave 
some Interesting tests, followed by Rev. 
Mrs.. N.-E. Hill with some spirit mes
sages, That evening the large audi
ence who had assembled was very 
much disappointed, as Mrs. Marian 
Davenport, who was .to have lectured 
for us, was taken ill and so was unable 
to come,_ Mr. C. Kirchner, our presl-. 
dent, than, read an address which he 
bad prepared. This is the first time Mr. 
Kirchner has delivered a lecture, and it 
is needless to say that It came as a sur
prise, although not an unpleasant one. 
It showed a completeness of composi
tion and proved that it had been pre
pared only by a great deal of fore
thought. Dr. Burgess, Mrs. L. J. Jac
quet and Mr. Schmidt gave spirit mes
sages to the audience. Mrs. Virginia 
Bryan Lyons was called upon and re
sponded with a few remarks and also 
gave some rebarkable exhibitions of her 
mediumistic ability. Wednesday even
ing, Jan. 11, we held our regular month
ly reception and ball, and it kept the 
merry crowd who attended in an uproar 
of fun and made them revel in merri
ment We hold similar receptions, the 
third Wednesday evening of each month 
in our large dance hall. Sunday, Jan. 
22, Mrs. Mary E. Hill and Dr. J. H. Ran
dall will be our speakers, Dr. Randall 
speaking of Lyceums. Our services are 
held in the halls of the People's Insti
tute, Van Buren« and Leavitt streets, 
every Sunday, at 3 and 8 p. m. Lyceum 
at 2 p. m. We cordially invite all to at
tend.”

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow.

W. E. Harvey, a trumpet medium, 
who is willing to sit under any reason
able test-conditions, rilill be"in Larned, 
Kansas, for several weeks, and anyone 
desiring his services can address him 
there in care of General Delivery.

E. J. Franklin writes: “Dr. J. H. Ran
dall lectures for us morning and even
ing service, Sunday, Jan. 22. We had a 
very good time on the 8th. The lecture 
on Walt Whitman being especially good. 
Some very good messages were given 
by Mrs. Wagoner and Mrs. McMenamin. 
For a young society it is doing remark
ably well, the future promising a large 
and flourishing church. Those looking 
lor a church home we invite to com
mune with us. Services, 10:30 apd 
7:45 p. m. Admission free. Collection 
taken. All are welcome. Hall 412 Ma
sonic Temple.”

Maurgerlte Mac writes: “On Thurs
day, Jan. 26, Mrs. M. A. Burland, tie
pastor of the Light of Truth Church, 
will hold a test social in her parlors, at 
3019 Vernon , avenue. It is a pleasant 
place to spend an evening.”

Elizabeth Delphln, secretary, writes: 
“Mr. H. F. Arnold delivered a very In
teresting lecture for the Englewood 
Spiritual Union at Hopkins’ Hall, bn 
Jan. 15. For the evening of Sunday, 
Jan. 22, we will have with us Mrs. Nora 
E. Hill, of the Rising Sun Mission, who 
will deliver a lecture, after which we 
will have messages from the mediums 
present. The 29th of January will be 
Mediums’ Night, at which time we will 
have with us several well known medi
ums, and the evening will be devoted 
entirely to the mediums. We also will 
have some special music for the occa
sion. All are welcome."

R. J. Oliver writes from St. Louis, 
Mo.: “The messages given through 
Miss Ella Preston, who is serving the 
Church of Spiritual Unity, W. F. Peck, 
pastor, are indeed creditable. She has 
been serving this society since her re
turn from Lily Dale, N. Y. For getting 
names she stands without a peer. It is 
truly wonderful. She also has been 
able to read sealed questions delivered 
to pastor, the writer not known or pres
ent in the audience. She has been high
ly recommended as a test platform me
dium for the Clinton, (la.) camp. Her 
home readings are even mbre pro
nounced and convincing than her plat
form work;” ■

Mrs. J. M. Spence of Elkhart, Ind., 
writes: “My father, C. H. Murray, was 
prominent among Spiritualists. He 
lived alone on the outskirts of Elkhart, 
and on Dec. 28, he fell unconscious in 
his home and lay for some hours be
fore he was found and cared for by kind 
friends. He was taken to Clark Hos- 
pltal where he rallied for some days, 
but on Jan. 5 there was a change for 
the worse, and on Jan. 7 he passed 
away, aged 67 years. Cremation took 
place- in Chicago, Jan. 10. His ashes 
will be buried in the cemetery at Elk
hart No one could look more peaceful 
in death than he did; more like sleep 
than death, and I feel he has reached 
■the bright land he longed to see.” ■

A. E. Cooper writes: “Special serv
ices were held at Mrs. Hill’s, 320 Flour
noy street, in memory of Mrs. Lillian 
Reid, who passed to spirit life, Dec. 18, 
1904, after two days of illness. Mrs. 
Reid had been a convert to Spiritualism 
for some time, and had been a devout 
member of the meetings held at the 
above address, better known as • the 

" Moon Lodge. Mrs. HUI spoke words of 
' cheet'and comfort to the husband and 

। his mother who has come to help look 
' after the two- little ones who are left 

■ Mrs/Reid . had tho light and truth of 
i- Spiritualism, and we can,truthfully say, 
•¡’that ker awaheintg In-her future’ home 
’Vas made bappler-by- this /knowledge.

MrS. Campbell kindly gave a few words I 
of comfort in an inspirational poem. 
Music and song'was rendered by Dr. A. 
E. Cooper."' ■

The Vermont State Spiritualist Asso
ciation will hold its next annual conven
tion at Grand Army hall, Montpelier, 
Vt., Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Janu
ary 20, 21 and 22, 1905. Vermont.State 
speakers: Alonzo Hubbard, Mrs. Abbie 
Crossett, Mrs. Emma Paul, Mrs. Sarah 
A. Wiley and Ida Lewis have been in
vited and nearly all have promised to 
be preseht. In addition to the Ver
mont State Speakers the management, 
have secured Mrs. Effie I. Webster, of 
Lynn, Mass., a good test medium and 
speaker, for the entire meeting. All 
these speakers, at former conventions, 
and at Queen City Park camp-meetings, 
have given most excellent satisfaction 
In the presentation of the spiritual phi
losophy. All will take an active part 
in the convention, therefore all may ex
pect a rare treat at the coming meeting.

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, vice-president of 
the Illinois State Spiritualist Associa
tion, is off for a visit to tire sunny clime 
of Cuba. Before she returns she will 
visit the Lake Helen camp. .

Miss A. F. Reed writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: "Wm. Fitch Ruffle is still In 
Louisville, Ky., in charge of the Peo
ple’s Spiritual church, and his work is 
being appreciated. Jan. 12, Mr. Ruffle 
and assistant and secretary, Miss A. F. 
Reed, attended a meeting of the Ladles’ 
Aid, in the churc’r of Spirit Communion, 
of which Mrs. Throndsen is pastor. On 
that same evening wo also attended an 
excellent circle In which all appreciated 
tests given by Mr. Ruffle, and excellent 
work in mental telepathy under blind
folded conditions, in which he was as
sisted by his assistant. We wish to 
thank Mr, and Mbs. Throndsen through 
this paper for the cordial welcome and 
entertainment shown us. We are 
open for calls and camp engagements 
lor the South, Southeast, East or West, 
and will be pleased to make arrange
ments with any to assist in this, our 
cause, the proof of spirit return and 
life after death. Mr. Ruffle gives his 
best and heartfelt wishes for the union 
and success of our spiritual friends and 
societies. All communications will be 
received if directed to him at 644 Fifth 
street, Louisville, Ky."

G. H. Walser, of Liberal, Mo., has 
been lecturing very acceptably at Pitts
burg, Kansas.

G. H. Brooks writes that he closed a 
very successful four months’ engage
ment the last Sunday in December 
with the Baltimore (Md.) society. The 
society made me a present of some 
money to purchase something to always 
keep as a remembrance of them. There 
was much appreciation shown for the 
work done. I began my work for Janu
ary for the society in Watertown, N. Y. 
I am very pleasantly situated at Mr. 
Fred Matteson’s home. Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley had preceded me for two 
months, and did a good work, and left 
many friends behind her. For Febru
ary I go to Buffalp; March is yet not 
taken. I will be pleased to hear from 
some society. Address me at No. 26 
Main street, Watertown, N. Y. I will 
respond to calls for funerals.

Mrs. G. W. Morris writes from Dal
las, Texas: “Please allow me space to 
say a few words in regard to the medi
umship of our boy prodigy, Master 
Milton Baker. Our pastor, Rev. Alice 
Baker, has been ill, unable to fill her 
place on our rostrum for several weeks, 
her son Milton taking her place. After 
his lectures, he gives demonstrations of 
Independent slate-writing, holding the
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slate In view of the audience in 
light, without cabinet or covering, 
dependent writings are given, 
writing can be distinctly heard 
way back in our large hall He

full 
In-

The 
half 
also

clairvoyantly answers sealed questions 
from the rostrum.,, ■ He is a bright, in
tellectual' boy; a worthy instrument for

■

the higher forces to give expression 
through, hence the marvelous results. 
I have no hesitancy in recommending 
them to associations or camps. Address 
Rev. Alice Baker, 124 Bryan street, 
Dallas, Texas.”

Marius Galbreath writes from New
port, Ky.: “On Sunday, Jan. 1, Oscar A. 
Edgerly, began a two monthe’ engage
ment with the Spiritual Temple Society 
of Newport, Ky. Mr. Edgerly was with 
us two months last season, and it was 
with great pleasure that our society 
welcomed him back to our rostrum 
this year. Our society holds meetings 
at Cincinnati, Ohio, on Sunday after
noons and at the Spiritual Temple, 
Overton, street, Newport, Ky., Sunday 
evenings. We consider the lectures 
given us by Mr. Edgerly’s guides as 
very remarkable, and of the greatest 
value as regards their Instructiveness. 
The subject of the lecture given at Cin
cinnati on Sunday, January 5 was ‘The 
Present Crisis in the East, and Its ulti
mate Effect on the Evolution of the Na
tions of the World.’ This lecture was 
surely an oratorical masterpiece, mas
terful in its erudition, historical accu
racy, and presentation of prophetic 
probabilities. On this occasion we have 
every reason to believe that Mr. Ed
gerly was inspired by a famous mem
ber of the European literati, although 
personally he makes no extravagant 
claims as to having distinguished in- 
spirers. Our audiences are wonderful
ly enthused by ihe work of Mr. Edgerly, 
and we shall look for a continual men
tal feast while he remains with us.”

An Asthma Cure at Last.
It gives us great pleasure to announce 

the discovery of a positive cure for
Asthma, in the wonderful Kola
Plant, a new. botanic product found 
on tne Congo River, West Africa, 
’ihe cures wrought by it in the worst 
cases, are really marvelous. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years’ standing have 
been at once restored to healtu by the 
Kola Plant Compound. Among others, 
many ministers of the gospel testify to 
Its wonderful powers.

Rev. S. H. Eisenberg;. Ph. D., Centre Hall, Pa., 
perhaps one ol the worst cases, was permanent
ly cured after many years suffering. Rev. D. S. 
Hopkins, Wilson, Ind. Tor. writes May 25th, his 
wife was cured two years ago after eight years 
suffering. Rev. F. F. Wyatt the noted Evangel
ist, Abilene, Texas, writes was cured of Hay-Fe
ver and Asthma after eight years suffering and 
had no return of the disease. Mr. L H. Johason, 
of Gainesville, Ga., Manager of the Gainesville 
Shoe Co., writes, the Kola Compound Is a death 
blow to Asthma. It cured my daughter after 
all hope had gone and words are Inadequate to 
express our gratitude to the Importers.

To prove to you beyond doubt its 
wonderful curative power, the Kola 
Importing Co., No. 1166 Broadway, 
New Yorii, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free by mail to every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very fair, and we advise sufferers to 
send for a case. It costs you nothing 
and you should surely try it.

“Principles of Light and Color." By 
0. D. Babbitt; M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forces. are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound; and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
S5. It Is A wonderful work and yea wlU
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( NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
pave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
Ithe most condensed form, and often 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance at 
fthelr questions and write lett?rq of in
quiry. The supply of matter i' dways 
•several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
(Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
iftvor. ,f'

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
¡dress must be given, or the letters will 
iriat be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of tills department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of" Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the oral- 
narv courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.
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•Nothing is more repellent to the 
tie truth seeker than, oracular 
gance. •

Of the children’s colony, there
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idea of a God. Other religions have 
too much oi the belief. They hove taet 
a tyrant on the throne of the universe^ 
and made religion slavish homage to 
what his chosen priests demanded. 
Spiritualism neither affirms nor denies 
as science goes forward from facts to 
causes, and through causes to the com
prehension of laws through which the 
energy back of all moves In the produc
tion of phenomena, Beyond this energy 
who can fathom the abyss or Bee to the 
heights of the all-circling dome? Shall 
we waste time In speculation? We 
cannot explain the growth of a blade of 
grass! Shall we wrangle and contend 
over what at best can be only an opin
ion? If God is unchangeable, of what 
use are prayers? If man is the best 
work of an Infinite being, of what use 
are penances and confessions, sacrifices 
and burnt offerings? Maff hiriiself is 
the highest expression of God—made in 
his image—and hence the best and 
truest homage is the perfecting of man: 
the Hying of a spiritual life.

Spirit appear to hold as different 
opinions as to God as mortals contend 
for. I have received messages from 
spirits and read many from widely dif
ferent sources, as orthodox as anything 
sermonized by Calvin or Jonathan Ed
wards.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. '

Dr. G. B. Warne Defends It Against the 
Virulent and Uncalled-for Attack 

by J. H. Randall.

A Letter From &. Ai" Herrick.

Ambrose Fuller: Q. Will you give 
■ the number of men killed in battle in 
the wars of the United States? ■

A. .It Is not possible to give the 
number slain in the early Indian wars 
and border warfare.’ It would not prob
ably aggregate many thousands. Since 
the beginning of the war of the revolu
tion, according to the Century Book of 
Facts, in round numbers, there has 
been in the,army and navy of the 
Uhited States, killed in battle 66,000, 
and of the enemy, 97,000. The wound- 
>cd may be estimated at five times that 
number, or 800,000 for both sides. Of 
these wounded, with the sanitary condi
tions which prevailed up to a few 
years ago, it is a conservative estimate 
that .one in ten died of their wounds, or 
80,0.00, Of these 33,000 were United 
States soldiers, malting the death list 
89,000, or a total of 243,000 killed in 
battle in the wars of this country.

. But this by no means tells tho whole 
\ Stc>ry of death. The soldiers who die 
/ from exposure on the field, in hospitals, 

■ or drag themselves home in hopeless 
\eonditlon, greatly exceed in number 

those who meet death in the shock of 
■ arms. It has been stated by good au

thority, that ten times as many die in 
army from sickness as from wounds. 
If these are counted, the number ot 

. deaths caused by the wars of the United 
, States is swelled to the vast number of 

2,430,000. Yet it is said truthfully 
. when compared with other countries, 

|we are a peaceful nation!

"Idaho”: Q. I have heard of the 
,- Invention of a universal language to 
take the place of all others. Has any
thing been accomplished in its intro
Auction? .

rA. The language referred to, we pre- 
Bume, Is that invented by Johann Mar- 
■tin' Schleyer, a teacher in Constance.

. J. A. Wertz: " Q. If telepathy be ac
cepted as an actual fact, how are we to 
distinguish messages coming from mor
tals in the flesh from messages coming 
from spiritual sources?

A. Spiritual messages are given by 
the same process that! telepathic com
munications are made between individ
uals in this life. The question has 
therefore the same relevancy to mortals 
as to spirits. How are we to distin
guish messages thus received from dif
ferent mortals? There is only one way 
and that by their Character; what Is 
called internal evidence. It would be 
as pertinent to ask, how can we dis
tinguish a telephone message. We do 
not see the sender; We may receive it 
through another listening for us, yet 
the matter and manner leave us with
out doubt as to the source. ■

I. Spooner: Q. What are we to un
derstand by Unltarianism?

A. As applied to-day, the term has 
a wide meaning. Like all churches, the 
Unitarians have been subject to 
growth since they became a distinctive 
sect. At first they were conservative, 
and guarded In statement. The bible 
was a sacred book, and although not the 
word of God, contained the word of 
God, Although Christ was not God, he 
was so far exalted above human na
ture as to be unlike the greatest of 
men. . . ’

The orthodox scheme of salvation be
ginning with the fall of man, was re
jected, and the Lord's supper partaken 
of in memory of his blessed-work, and 
not as a sacrament. Hence the Unita
rians were not fellowshiped or treated 
otherwise than heretics by the Trinita
rian churches. .

From this conservative beginning 
there are all degrees of Unitarians, to 
the most pronounced freethinker, who 
takes the bible as any other book, and 
Christ as a man.

Unltarianism Is quite as broad a term 
as Spiritualism.

He named it Volapuk. It is formed ot 
#. i.words taken’ front the .leading .Jgn- 

■ guagasj with'asiriiple" grammar. It may , 
■i$U’ni.;be..sald’ th#?.nothing has been accom- 

V*’ pliBhei'iSWar'd': . itfi ,: intfoducilon into 
.1 . general use and it never can take the 

place of languages which have-been 
■ . revolved by the races who use them.

The’English language is destined to be 
the leading, if not all spoken tongue, 
of civilization. " ■ .
> H" ’ . —- ■■ ■ -

■ y‘O. K. F.: Q. What were the cir
cumstances connected with the writing

. of Oahspe. Whar is the present condl- 
‘ tlon of the children’s colony at Dono 

Ana, N. M.?
• A. ' Whether It was at the instigation 

' of spirits, or the unscrupulous ambition 
\ of a1 mortal that caused the writing of 
' the book, is unimportant.' Whatever 

■ the source, the motive was to write a 
new bible for mankind. In this, the au
thor or authors made the mistake of 
writing in the style of the old bible as 
though that was especially a sacred 
language. The bible is in the quaint 
language it is, not because this phrase
ology belongs to the original, but be
cause it’"was the common speech at 
the time of its translation. Had no 
translation been made until the present, 
it would not differ in style from present 
literature. Hence for a new book to be 
written after the style of the bible 
marks it as an imposture, clothing It
self In the garb which Is Imagined to be 
sacred phraseology. And further the 
writer or writers entirely mistake the 
demands of the age. A new bible or 

■any book claiming authority beyond the 
truth it contains, is not wanted. Orac
ular utterance, with a “thus saith Je
hovah,” or “thus saith an archangel,” 
has happily gone by a generation.

' Port Huron, Mich., News.
. Five years ago we had a good society 

here, but the pastor's leaving iis and go
ing west was the càuse of our downfall. 
On January 2, 1904. a number of our 
friends met at a neighbor’s house, and 
talked of the formation of a club, and 
we at once organized, and our club was 
named by one of the mediums’ guides, 
the New Thought Club, We met IB the 
parlors of the. members; and we saw,’our 
'grovith' was sd"’ràì>ld we' would soph 
have to'rent à" hall; • but the- warm 
weather came," and with It the inspira
tion, Why not hold camp-meetings ?"and 
the club at once voted for it. So we 
leased a piece of ground at the end of 
the street railroad line on the beautiful 
banks of Lake Huron, 25 minutes ride 
down town or 5 miles from the city to 
our camp, Camp Harmony, the guides 
named it, and a pretty one and very ap
propriate for our cause, we think. "Sun
days we would hold two lectures, at 11 
a. m. and 2:30 p. m., then our circle at 
5 to 6:30, and we had good results and 
a splendid good time for all. We 
begged N. B. Wrenrick to give us a se
ance up there in the woods after dark, 
and we had surprising results; we had 
23 full forms materialized and all were 
recognized.

But the cold weather soon drove us 
home, and to accommodate our mem
bership we had to procure a hall, and 
we are nicely and centrally located, and 
we meet Sunday afternoon at 3 to 6 p. 
m. We have regular hours for the lyce
um work, bible class and developing 
circle. We also have a form of Initia
tion; It became necessary that we have 
also a pass word, and then we are at 
liberty to try experiments of all kinds, 
as we have all kinds of mediums In our 
club. We have a membership of 60 and 
all but 12 were elected by ballot.

We nad our election of officers Jan. 1,

Dr. J. H. Randall, my personal friend, ", 
as well as brother official of the Chicago 
Spiritualists League, confidentially ad
vises the Spiritualistic public that the 
National Spiritualists Association has 
not yet attained perfection.

He selects the Light of Truth as the 
instrument for spreading his proclama
tion, whose editor is credited with the 
policy of damning the recent annual 
convention of . that body with as faint 
mention as he dare to give It while his 
private utterance-is reported to be thUt 
'the N. S. A. is on the toboggan slide.”

It Is worthy of note that the" wish for 
that condition is often behind -the 
prophecy which voices it.

Brother Randall- himself does not 
seem wholly free from the spirit which 
prompted one Minnesota man to send 
another a coffin for a Christmas pres
ent, marking it with the words “for im
mediate use." The recipient, however, 
exercised his free will and decided to go 
right on -living just as before, and 
judging from rhe harmony, attendance 
and spirituality of the recent St Louis 
convention, the N. S. A. Is going to im
itate his example for generations to 
come. "

I know of no one more willing to lis
ten to suggestions for promoting the 
welfare of actual Spiritualism than the 
official board of the N, S. A, The diffi
culties besetting its members are many, 
their perplexities more, the means at 
their disposal, measured by the needs 
and extent of the field to be covered, 
are meager. Criticism that merely 
iault-flndlng may riot receive, more than 
passing notice, while' that which 
breathes à wish'of genuine helpfulness 
Is received with gratitude by. them.

Now, Brother Randall steps into the 
limelight volunteering to himself be
come à Moses for our National body 
with the sariie enthusiasm that led him 
to marshal the western wing of General 
Jacob Coxey's army when it moved 
upon Washington several " years ago, 
only to be dematerialized by "disintegra
tion, just as Its generalissimo recently 
brought up in the court of bankruptcy,

It is fitting that we should'note Bro. 
Randall’s indictment of the N, S. A., 
and then remind him that he.must.pro
duce evidence in its support 'sufficlent 
to lead Spiritualists at large to sustain 
it, for those worthy of that name will 
not be influenced by statements'bf only 
one side of the case. ' . , ' '

First, notice that he pokes as an in
terested promoter of the N.' S. A., hav
ing striven for its interests ever "since 
its organization to the extent of his 
ability and resources. He thus invites 
questions somewhat personal in nature 
but wholly Pertinent because of’ the 
preface he chooses for his article.

Now, Bro. Randall, have ’ you ever 
been a member of any society, local or 
state, which was auxiliary to the N. S. 
A.,, and’ if so, what one, or ones and for 

। bow long? ,
. Have you attended the annual con

vention of that body and thus qualified 
. yourself to judge of the spirit dominant 

there by actual contact with it? "How 
much financial aid have you given the 
N. S. A. or Its auxiliaries, since Septem

, ber, 1893? How has your assistance 
’ been rendered the N. S, A. during the 
’ last eleven years?

I have just returned from Elkhart, 
•Ind.; whene there hd0 bw a spiritual 
awakening among tfib friends.

Through the effort^ of % small band 
of earnest Spiritualists We G. A. R. 
hall was secured forrtheBmonth of De-
cember, and I lectured *iwlce" each 
Sunday, holding triWppet seances dur
ing the week. Insrefid oiJattractiattracting a
little attention and p chaffs giving the 
light and knowledge’ )!, Smrltuallsm to 
a few inquiring, thfnltini ’ ’ 'ilnds, large
audiences attended every lecture, and 
all that could be accommodated at the 
seances. So despite : thd' arguments 
against phenomena-,y; ando: advocating 
that the world has ptogrdtsed until all 
we need do is to • teach■ thW philosophy, 
is a wrong idea. I "And-; people every
where saying, "Just give mé some- proof 
that my friends can cominunicate to 
me, and I will be glad to embrace such 
a religion?’ So phenomena and philos
ophy need to go htm^ip fiand. Let each 
medium give out the.. light so; much 
needed, each in.tltoir own way. Np one 
can do another’s work. Fraud will die 
a natural death, The genuine, honest 
medium is. always .in. demand. There 
is no use denying or trying.to crush out 
the fact that mediumship is the founda
tion of Spiritualism, and after gaining 
the knowledge then teach and give out 
the philosophy ot Spiritualism, and de
spite critlçism, arguments and opposi
tion, the-law of retribution gives, each 
and every, one, their, jiist.deserts, and 
anything either done, or,said to injure 
another will only pjp've a boomerang 
and sooner or later we will suffer, or re
joice, for the deeds idqnp in the body. 
And now I wish Godspeed and a happy 
New Year to all ço-.yjpf.kers. May your 
works prove a hl'easlng .to'mariklnd. To 
.the editors of the,',diÿeràrit papers that 
fifty-two times a ÿe^y^bring us lessons 
of how to help' one,.anolhcr, Spiritual
istic teachings, tfioiiffito and literature 
are finding their way.Into almost every 
home. So despite.the pessimism of a 
few, the groans .of tfié uiscontented, 
Spiritualism is growing and ultimately 
will-be the universal Religion of man
kind. D, A. HERRICK.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE-

[Obituaries to the extent df- ten lines 
only will lie inserted free. All in, excess 
of ten lines will be charged at. the rate 
of fifteen cent’s per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.] .

Mary A. Tyler, aged,85, years, passed 
to spirit life, Dec. 23Í at th® home of her 
daughter, Mrs. A. T.‘ Matthews, Worces
ter, Mass: She bad"'been a strong be
liever In the faith mófe than forty years 
and was a subscrlbéb"to The Progress-
ive Thinker many yeq’rt.: COR.

2. The N. S. A. haa been run by a
'rlng which only wanted money with 
which to employ its favorite mediums
and speakers?” Evidèntly Brother

hum- 
arro-

have
been reports of most roseate hue, and 

I others which draw a black picture of 
i Buffering. If this is not an exception to 
fife, all such schemes, the latter report is 
rat probably true.

Allie Wheeler: Q. In colored radi
ations from the individual, which you 
affirm, is this applicable to spirits as 
well as mortals, and does this radiation 
and that of orir homes and surroundings 
attract or repel the approach of spirits?

A, Thé radiation depends on the 
aura, or .atmosphere surrounding every 
one, an^.of course has a most important 
influence in determining who shall or 
Shall not approach within its confines.

1905: President, N? B. Wrenrick; first 
vice-president, Wm. Howie; second 
vice-president, Mrs. Marvins; third 
vice-president, Chas'. Wymer; financial 
and corresponding secretary, W. H. 
Buzzard; permanent secretary and 
treasurer, J..Marvin; conductor, Mrs. 
W. H..Buzzard; first guard, Mrs. B. 
Betts; second guard, H. H. Pratt; mu
sical director. Miss Bertha Renwick. 
After the election a banquet was served 
by the ladies of the club, and toasts 
were answered to by Wm. Locle, Dr. 
Me. L. Angus of Toronto, N. R. Renwick 
and members of the club. The purpose. 
of this club is for the development of 
our mediums and our , own investiga
tion, and fori the knowledge we may 
gain. W. H. BUZZARD, ’

Port Huron, Mich. Secretary.

Randall has a “Detective Bureau” ■ all 
his own, and by its aid will at once step 
forward, -with - the paipea .-of. the. mem- 
.bpm, of iliai; ring, as./wrilL-asirPf- some 
mediums, and speakera unfairly discrim
inated against—who are ihey? Be spe
cific. I have had pome little experience 
in political, educational, religious, fra
ternal and professional gatherings and 
never have I been connected with a 
body so free from politlcal pettlnpss and 
organized domination as was the N. S. 
A. convention of J 904, the most repre
sentative body of Spiritualists ..ever 
gathered under that banner. A .Phila
delphia gentleman said after its final 
adjournment: “I have always ' heard 
these conventions were places .of bick
ering and Inharmony, but in all my. po
litical experience in the Quaker City I 
have never seen a more business-like,, 
or harmonious body, than this one has 
been.” , ’

Possibly Brother Randall considers 
the official board the ring. If so, why 
did an untrammeled convention Choose 
them? • While, the board's members are 
a unit in favor of every phase of genu
ine mediumship, they hold differing in
dividual views as to who are ‘genuine 
mediums, and this very divergence 
leads to the seeming" intolerance of 
some willful trickery. Not so very long 
ago President Barrett himself richly de
served the Blue Book classification as
signed him of "dead’easy.” His pres
ent position is only a stage in his evo
lution through the bitter humiliation'of 
unquestioning gullibility, which liopeth 
all things and oelieveth all things. Oth
ers of us, among officials and laymen, 
have been pilgrims over tne same route 
he traveled. Some are now en route.

But the N. S. A. must not try to be a 
Detective Bureau and Prosecuting At
torney against frauds. And what 'a 
chorus of "Bully for-Randall;, he is-a 
man we can fool and use,” went up 
from the four great secret organizations 
of pretended mediums which span our 
country from shore to shore. They 
dread the avenging Nemesis of outraged 
confidence that soon or late will throt
tle their conscienceless methods. Now, 

• Doctor, just specify the instances when 
the N. 3. A, has acted as a Detective 
Bureau, or.Prosecuting.Attorney? Do 
nqt leave us wholly dependent upon 
your imagination for-evidence. ■

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.
Si la important when a meeting la 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held here In public halls at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 , p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Occult Scientists meet every Sunday 
at 7:30 p. m., in Grand Boulevard Hall, 
corner 47th street and Grand Boulevard. 
Lectures, music and proof positive tests. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor. Residence, 
3000 Indiana avenue.
• Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S- Fraser. All wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. in.

Spiritual Church of All Souls, in Hope 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between

■ Passed to spirit Uffe fit. East St. Louis, 
on January 4, Mary ’CaJdwell, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs! J. Ai Caldwell, aged 9 
years, 11 monthb, arid 6 days. Mr. and 
Mrs. Caldwell are l^mong the leading 
Spiritualists of Eas’tf St Louis, and 
Mrs. Josie K. Folsotti anirtC. W. Stew
art officiated at thé îuriéfàl. Six little 
girl schoolmates of bjary 'acted as pall
bearers, and thé. flferal ¡offerings were 
very beautiful. 10 : '’ll

I IH
A large number di* sorrowing friends 

paid their last tribuffeto Mrs. Laura E. 
Hammitt at Long Beach, Cal., Sunday, 
Dec. 11, who passedao spirit life, Dec. 8, 
aged 58 years. The services were con
ducted by Revs. Grant Kr Lewis and 
Chas Pease. Rev. Pease led with the 
hymn, “Nearer, My fiod, /thl Thee.” Rev. 
Lewis- spoke upon the »historic connec
tions and character! of Ute . deceased, 
and Rev. Hcase renderedr.w highly? spir
itual sermon/bothA. discourses ■ :being 
fully appreclBtO'lHy 'allJtAt tlueir close 
the remains were taken: Ito Signal ,H111 
-for interment. '¿MrssHamirilttiWas born 
in Hamilton county, Ohio, and1 educated 
at Ohio.Female College, at-College Hill, 
Ohio... She was married-to S;-S. Ham
mitt, June 11,1872. The-ualon- was 
graced by three. children. Her grand
father Is of the hlstortc Seal fainily, of 
Northumberland, England;: Lord Palm
erton, Sir William Temple and Bayard 
Taylor the' poet are «related to the de
ceaseds She was a laving; faithful wife, 
a kind and affectionate mother, and a 
highly respected neighbor and friend. 
She was a firm believer in- spirit re
turn. ; ..■• •

Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday eyen- 
Ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
its Sunday meetings in the Atheneum, 
26 Van Buren street. Conference and 
circle, 3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Good 
mediums to give messages. Mrs. Bur- 
land, pastor. ’

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m., at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue.’ Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor find test medium. Come and bring 
your friends.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

Central Spiritual Chutch holds serv
ices every Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 
at Homberg’s hall, 31st and Lock 
streets. Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Howes.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every. 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street. Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. .

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 96? Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening a" 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., a*. 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfieta 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at. Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st ¿treet and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, "free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will'assist These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street. "

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musk, at every ser
vice.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu-

Remember:—The book “Obsession, or De-> 
monism of the Ages,” will be sent out during the 
discussion, for $1.00, postage prepaid. It is 
having an immense sale.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 

Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, -Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White. 

(Price, 75 cents.
Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How- to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumsliip. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

“ " ■ ’ "* * ~ .. je8ßmony of a Cath-Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.’ ,
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon

macher. pastor.
The Universal Occult Society meets 

every Sunday pt America Hall, 77 East 
,31st "street, at.3 anfi.8 p, m; Bi. Gllray, 
pastor. , Eyangellst F. M. Stoller , will

Anna Vanover passed to the higher 
life, January 7, 1905,- at" Greenup, Ill. 
She was a devoted Spiritualist. While 
sitting in a seance field, by . William 
Harvey, she appeared .and asked the 
writer of this obituary if he had select
ed his text, and sh'e suggested ' the fol
lowing: ‘There is a terrestrial fiody arid 
bodies celestial? -fiavtng'" changed 
spheres she knew this'to be a truth. 
Sister Vanover had mediumlstic pow
ers; She was a clairvoyant^ arid gave 
readings. She was a charter mpmber 
of the Greenup circle? Her recent life 
has been one of struggles, having poor 
health, but the bbre her’burdens with
out a murmur. The funeral was held at 
the residence, and words were spoken 
by the undersigned, a Universalist Spir
itualist, with emphasis on the Spiritual
ist. ; ' " J.’K. DILLON.

Passed to spirit life, under an oper
ation at Cook COUnty’Hospital, Chicago, 
II!., Dec. 18.1904; Mr£'Lillian M. Thom
as-Reid, wife of Wnf. C. Reid, 323 
Flournoy street. This'young, beautiful 
character was bejoved by all who knew 
her. She leaves a loving husband and 
two sweet children -aged 7 and 8 years, 
to mourn the loris of' inother; also five 
brothers and ohd sister.’ May her spir
itual presence be witfi’th'ose she loved, 
but had to leayd.’’ The’; body- Was 
brought to'Ellihart/Irid,;" her former 
home, where D?Al ' Herrick conducted
the services. COR.

. for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents.
Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 

..’interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
,W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
' The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

pawur.- ........ ¡Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson
preside at all meetings during the ab- ^Tuttle. Price, $1.25.
sence of Brother Gllray. ......................... ; - The A, B, Z. of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland.“* All. 
cdrdlally Invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street.

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets" every Sunday 
In room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su-
perintendent of Stlnday-school, Mrs. S.
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3803 

~ ~ " Day a:-Ridge avenue, Rdgers Park, 
home, Fridtry.

. Band of Harmony, auxiliary 
Church of the Soul, meets the

to the 
first and

third Thursdays of each month, 
room 512 Masonic Trample, from 3:30 
10 p. m. CoSee and lunch at 6 o’clock.

Psychic Research meetings at 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock sharp, ’Advanced course In oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

The- Brotherhood of Spiritual Truth 
meets Sunday, 7:30 p. m., in Temper
ance Hall, 330 W. 63rd street Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and wife.

AltLl-j <p±.^U.
; ■ The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to
’ perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.
' The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
| Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
■writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Bible. New and Revised Edition, By John Remsburg. 
'Price $1.25.
' The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six 
i Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
I teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 ctents.
<’ The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.

The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit
ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
»bound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents. ,
: The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price,'75 cents.

The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig
ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

! The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through the 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1. •-

■ The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson. 
■Price $1.50.

The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
' the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
Smarts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
?B. Buckley. Price $1.50.

• The Fountain of Life, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
’ should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’s 
, most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cts.

The Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each' month, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O, E. Kropp, 5481 ___ x_________________ «"_ •
Kimbark avenue, secretary. The ’' The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex m Religion. A sensible, logical 
League wishes every Spiritualist socl-; »statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature, 
ety of the city to send in the names of /’^,g00)j book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25. 
all their mediums, stating their partic- ■ - — ■ — — - v

Our homes and surroundings .also have 
I an Inportarit-influence.. All of these 
\ are felt by spirits more .acutely, than by 
i mortals.because of their more.intense 
I eensltlveness. A thistledown could 
) as ehsily approach ail ofiject from which 
1 a strong;’.wind'is’ blowlng;tas spirit in- 

< telligences sòme persons, jvhils to. oth
ers' they are drawn by almost irresist

ible attraction. . , .

. J. Neal: Q. Is it not to be regretted 
that Spiritualism leaves out of its re
ligion the belief in.God? .

A?,"Spiritualism may not held .that 
God is the most important factor In its

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD
Information HqW.TheyMay hive Birth to Happy, 

Healthy ¿hlldren Absolutely With- -

• • . .out PalQ.-Sent Free. ‘
No woman need any .longer dread the pains of 

child-birth, or remain childless. Dr, J. H. Dye 
has devoted his life to relieving the sorrows ot 
women. He has proved that all pain at childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and he will gladly tell' 
you how it inav be done absolutely free of charge. 
Send your name and address to Dr.J.H Dye. IM 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y.. and ho will send you. 
postpaid, Ins wonderful book which tells how to 
give birth to happy, healthy children, aosolutely 
without pain; alsd, botf to cure sterility. Do not 
dt^ay, but write to-day. .:

•'Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chiu, 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in oplritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1,50. ..

•But the .N. S. A. should, devote itself 
to constructive work for educational 
purposes?" Has it not been doing so in 
and out of season? Or do you mean 
that Socialism is all " there is to Spirit
ualism, and dp you denounce our Na
tional body simply because it will, not 
accept your political views and. make 
its chief mission their promulgation? 
What do you mean by’education? . .DO 
you-recognize the separation of "false 
from true mediumship as* one depart
ment of it?

In the language of Ruskin: "We want 
downright facts at present more than 
anything else.” Mere fables’about the 
N. S. A. will not Jong pass current.

: " GEO. B;' WARNE;

Jonathan K. Field jferisefi to fipirit life 
at Red Bluff, CM., Dec. .17, 1904, aged 
nearly 85 years?’ ,He wito“ a ’inedium, 
seeing and- cdnVeiSng Wfth- "spirits 
when a boy ■ befbre^hfe'iflMtfester rap
pings" were heard oi^ 'Hb’jwlto a kind, 
good man with a hollt otfriends and no 
kriown ehetaleS; -h£! g'iSftiy enjoyed 
reading The ProgrtssWe Thinker, 
which is ever a wel<g>meflvisitor. in our 
family. The .evening -aft/F his ■ burial, 
he came in spirit, uqjoipiqg in his new 
birth and,freedom'jrfrqmnihe painful, 
wornout .bQdy he-.hqd leffen His was in
deed a glorious trangittopni. : "

, The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph 
.¡Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents. .
i The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium- 
jship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
‘■"Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2.

.' The Idea of God, By Dr. Paul Carns. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
; “An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer, 
¡and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
.yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

¿¡'7 ~ c. „ T nt 2 n m ‘ The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization,
Rising Sun Lyceum meete at 2 p. p ti.enchant and masteriy treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price, 

The German-English. Society Bund • t ’
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev-; „
ery Sunday evening at 7:3.0 in Brandt’s.’. .■ The Kingship Of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between! in white covers With pretty floral design. By William George Jordar 
Halsted amj.’Clybourn; and every, yrice30cents_ b ""
at tt^Nattonab”ormerly .GMfield^uim-' : I«’!® 0/ Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original
er Hail. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium. • French, ■ Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents.

ular phase of mediumship. Address all i 
communications to the secretary.

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Mdsonic Temple, under the. 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiset.

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission, 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The

‘The Light of Egypt.” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge: as 
taught, by Adepts of Hermetic Philos»

BRIEFBUT.TO THE POINT.

eystem yet it does not leave out the phy. Price $2 per volume.

“Hw Shall I BfiGome a Modi.
lini/’ Fully Answered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its .Conditions 
wad Cnltiyation,’’ Jjy. Hudson Tuttle. ’Price 35 
oentw Send to Mr. Tuttle^ Berlin Heights, O. J

Dr. Randall and the: N. S. A. "Ring."

I notice that Dr. Randhll goes for the 
N. S. A. The N. S. A., is entitled to'the 
cordial support of evfery honest Spirit
ualist. It- Is assisting ;each ! Week 
NINETEEN (partially or Wholly'help
less) mediums; and" fori that’charitable 
act alone Its "ring” rises as Ifigh above 
Dr. Randall in till the cardinal'virtues 
as the Sphere of Light and Lbwrtrises 
above Hades. I venture to say Dr. Ran
dall never contributed a nickel'to the 
Support of these nineteen worn-oht me
diums, who-,-if it had not been fin- thfe 
N. 8; A., would now probably beamish- 
■ishlng la the poor house. . .

BOOKl^vi^.. .

The Relation .'Science.®) Ids to -Nat
ural Philosophy,.arm ItsdJpnilict With 
Every Phase of Religion.,-. An Essay by 
Prof. W. M; Ldcliwqqd, '"¿N

The title of thid, pamphlet, clearly de
notes its character- It epn^ents-.indi
cate wide and careful’"research in an
cient "and modern,.literature,. and close 
and logical-grouping;.of facts and de
ductions pertlnept to its, oliject. Price 
15 cents. .

T -. 111 '.-l1 >
"Continulty or Ufo k Cosmlo’Trutta’ 

By Prot W. M. Lockwood. The-work o! 
a strong,, logicalithlnta,*<m> a •< deèply 
importate subjesto dotta. *L ' •

■ “tn tho World.-Gelestlal,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, ^nstoqctiye and 
helpful; Splriwa^ly. Cloth
bound; price *1. . , -j •.

The Comtaandments Analyzed, prtoa 
S5 cents. Big Bible Stories, doth, 6QI. ®*r vV“W>' .• *'*B XJiLUC 
cesta. Stesalo&tthiaoEea

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds, 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark-and Monroe .avenues Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth is the

A'XUUVH. A 11LU) VLVVlAj ^ALU • V UCLlVO. ,

‘ The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
r'Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.
V The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subject-, of 
dove, marriage.and parenthood. ( By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “Ti > 
tLover’s World, garnere^sheaves from the wisdom of books and life ; 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price, si.i

object of this society.. Address all com- - ciotjb $2.25.
“oXoXKretar™ 543 - I 55tto r The.Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 e* 

. . _ . "■ --.,1 rfj rriuj’."'T 1-___ 1 __I ill .Entrance to hall, 319 E? ssthfcj' The:-Missing Link of Modern.Spiritualism. À most valuable bool-, 
.. ..... t • Lgiving a history of early'Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under- 

The Spiritual Association of Sixty- .tenill of the Fox Sisters. - Reduced to $1.
mfeeis efeeryS^UWaetntAiOwtaaVHaii:T Molecular Hypothesis of Nature.. Demonstrates the continuity 
6922. Honi D. Gilmour will address the * of life and bur environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo-

street 
street.

ninth

meeting at-7:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. m.-

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings everyiSunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue, under the. direction of Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow<? ■•■i »••••■■■ ? ■■

' Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sia avenue; . rifear _ Robey street and 
North avenue.— Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
tri. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, to german and English.

ries of superstition... .By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.
The Mystic Thesaurus. ByW. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1. 

’ The’Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de
scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.' "

The_Romance of Jude,. A story; of the time of Christ, given through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. < Price, 50 cents.

The Power of Truth or-Individual Problems and Possibilities. It is 
excellent." By William George Jordan. Price 75 cents. -------  ■ : '

The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.". This is a most valuable 
book. It comes from an ex-priest; whose character is above reproach 
BxEaihes_Chiniflu& Price$L



Through the Mediumship of Dr.. Hillard ' F, Hammond.

CHAPTER III.—Continued.
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Something New !

Back Bay,

w

Eckel’s Standard Aluminum 
TRUMPET, 

By Mail» $1.75 Each.
Send money by P. O. or Money Order. Address. 

A. E. ECKEL, Anderson, Ind.

F. A. WATKINS, 
Ilffitel Wdstland, Suite O, Back Bay, 

Boston, Mass,

H

£0F214 silver outfit in operation.

. ’Be Begiwiw fa) Bátücfe éh* for AW Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity,

O

A Thrilling Narrative of Experiences tn the Spheres 
. of Spirit Life.

During the time we stood gazing at 
eacli other, I noticed that,my garb had 1 
assumed that in which I was dressed at ’ 
the time 1 left my father’s house, so 
many years agono, A short frock coat, 1 
and breeches of coarse gray cloth ot : 
home spun and make; heavy boots, 
with the legs of my pants inside ot 
them; on my head a large plush cap ■ 
with a wide visor. As my hair wap. a 
bright red, and ’ had much of it, I made 
a figure which once seen would be hard 1 
to forget, Presently my father paid: 

■ "Wal, John, I can’t see why you 
should be 'fraid ter come near yer dad. 
It’s been er long time sence I see yer, 
an’ I should like ter shake yer han', an’ 
talk er little ’ith yer."

I could not yet speak to him; I tried 
hard to do so; but my‘tongue refused to 
allow’a sound to escape my mouth. In 
desperation, I turned to my teacher, 
and said: ■ ■

“Why can I not talk to my father, 
when my desire is so strong?” '

“My brother, your anxiety iB too 
strong; try and be patient, and realize 
that this meeting between you and your 
parent is to be of long duration; also,- 
that although he Is your sire, he at pres
ent occupies a position inferior to that 
which is yours. He is stHl of the earth, 
earthy, and must unfold or , expand 
much before he may be able to' come to 
the plane you now occupy ; only as you 
come to him and retain your self-pos
session or control can you be able to 
enter his plane of existence, although 
you did once exist there. Though he 
be your sire, and while In tho material 
you were compelled to pay him homage, 
you are now an individualized entity, 
ever to remain such. , , ,

• “There must not, nay, there must not, 
be any hindrance to your perfect ex
pansion. If you can not now realize 
such a law, you must some time; there
fore filial obsequiousness on your part 
must not deter you in the least. You 
are now on the same plane of personal 
identity as your sire; no better; he is 
no less. Your expansion is greater; he 
must sometime arrive nt the exact po
sition you now occupy;-then, most live
ly- you will have attained a broader 
plaine. As your brother, whom you 
have already met., haa attained a broad
er plane than you, and you could but 
faintly see him, you may learn your les
son by understanding why your sire 
can not approach you;’that is,'the law 
of adaptability prevents.

“Here is another lesson for you.- 
Learn to hold full possession of self,' 
and not allow the vibrations of-others 
to affect you in the least; t]ien you will’ 
not appear supercilious; you will not 
appear cringing. In thetpresence of any, 
and you will naturally gravitate to that 
exquisite post,yoft‘ that every, individual
ized life muBt'sometlme attain: not by 
its own ‘exertions but .because the law 
Cpfiipels it."

My father now turned to my teacher, 
and said: "Be yew er talkin' ter him?"

don’t look ter ba more’n twenty year 
old.” ' J

“And yet, if my age was computed 
fully, in the manner you would yours, I 
would be laden with many centuries.”

“Why, gal, er centery is er hunderd 
year. Yew ain’t sev-al uv them be 
yew? Ef yew air, yew’ve been mighty 
well preserved; there ain’t er wrinkle 
on yer face, er a gray hair on yer 
head,”

“My brother, life never grows old; 
the body in which it is held in bondage 
on earth, may contract and shrivel; but 
when that can no longer hold it, it 
leaves it as fresh as when it first en
tered it. Millions of years may pass, 
and. If the life comes in contact with 
material, and desires to be recognized l 
and to do eo, it must assume a covering, 
or body; it can make that body to ap-. 
pear in any form it requires. If you 
were to see your son Jolin, or any 
other of your family, as I know them, 
you could not recognize them; they 
must appear to you as you last saw 
them.” . ■

.-“That's so. As I remember, him, he 
was, dressed in or suit uv clo’s that, 
were made from kersey-gray that his 
mother spun an’ wove off’n sheep I bed; 
an’ he wore cow-hide boots;, an’ his 
hair were red. Mine useji ter be as red 
as hls’n, afore I got so bald an' gray, an' 
I lost mogt on it. But, say, ain’t I goin’ 
ter see him again?“

“Look. He is now waiting for you,” 
my teacher pleasantly said. •

As she said this, my father turned to
wards me, and, as if nothing prevented 
our-meeting, we clasped-hands as warm
ly as we ever did in earth life.

What a thrill of joy, pleasure, ecstasy 
I sensed as I was. once more allowed to 
meet a person I had ever met before, 
Words fail me to express the pleasure 
of that moment. 1 fully realized the 
fact that the change called death had 
once separated me from all that I had 
ever loved. The whole of my past ca
reer passed before my mind in every 
detail. The lonely thoughts while I was 
shut up on that itf-fated ship and of be
ing separated by thousands of miles 
from friends and home; were now like 
shining stars on a moonless night, so 
vivid did they return to me. The pos
sibility of an everlasting separation, at 
death,.as I had been taught in my early 
life-in the church/ flashed before me, 
and as quickly, wan contradicted; in one 
ecstatic moment, I .seemed to be trans
ported back through all the years I had 
been separated from home and friends; 
apd In the. same manner I felt the as- 

'■ s.urance‘„that all the erroneous,teach
ings I ever.rec’elved on the subject were

- "I was explaining to him ‘ why he 
cpuld not allow you to approach him: 
be48 -not afitaid tQLcome -nfcar.jyou* tout 
beds- compelled by the iaw of ayraptfpir 
and repulsion to keep at a certain dis
tance from you. until-tbe'.vibrations be- 
tjveen you. sand him are, harmoniously 
adjusted

"Law?" said my father, with a quiz
zical expression on his face. "Is there 
Jaw here. ter worry the life out n er 
body? 1 thought that when we died, 
.we v'ere bevoir the power uv law." ; . 

■ "Myi brother, you do not understand 
the meaning of law. I see. You know 
of no law. except that so-called law. en-. 
acted by your legislative councils: you
are right when you surmise 
are now absolved from such 
there is a higher law:- or it 
better to call it cause: but.

that you 
law: but 
would be 
that y pu

may understand, we will continue td 
call it law. The law is peremptory on 
this plain: and while you are a per
fectly free personal -individualized en
tity: still, you must, as all must, con
form to the causes which have produced 
your personality, and will, force you to 
expand according to your adaptability, 
along through the different planes 
through which you must pass."

-.1 can t understand yer high ferhitln' 
language, my gal: my edication has 
been neglected, so s I must hev words 
that I kin understan- the meanin- uv. 
Can John understan- all yew say ter. 
him 1th sech words?"

He can: and you can. when you have 
become able to . leave the material 
things, and have begun to know more of 
the spiritual, or mental."

"Do yew call this the sperlt al. where 
we be now?”

"It is called tho spiritual: but speak
ing properly, it should be termed the 
liberated, or freed state."

"Why do yer call it the liberated 
state? I can t tec as I m freed from 
anything: I ve go: my ole body, jest as 
it allers was." . • ■

”Do you have to eat? Does your 
body ache? Are you sick now. as you 
were with the influenza?" ..

"No. by gosh! I haint eny uv them 
troubles: an- I haint had eny sence I 
bed the influenza. That s so."

He stood quiet, for several minutes, 
and then continued, by saying: "It s

MW!
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Give Us the Trulli, the Whole iTruth, and Nothing but the Truth
tb answer you in your inadequate lan
guage, is a task that would require 
more time than we have at our dis
posal; let my first attempt to answer 
your question be sufficient at this time."

My father, Baid, turning to me: “Ef 
yew hev known all tire sorrer I’ve had, 
it must hev made yew oneasy; as well 
es ter know all uv the suffer|n’s uv 
your mother, ter say nawthin’ ’bout 
the rest'uv the family.”

"He has been where the sorrows ot 
others have had little or no effect on 
him," said my teacher. “When people 
are free from earth, they are not neces
sarily bound to the conditions of that 
plane any longer; if they remain near
by as you have; and if they are natu
rally of a very sympathetic nature, 
they will be. uneasy because they can 
not render assistance as they would, 
like; but if their transition is at a re
mote place, then they will render all 
the assistance through harmonious 
thought only. , Often this.19;; a great 
source of consolation; although it may 
be.done by both unconsciously.”

“The more yew talk, gal; the more 
blind yew make It, What flo yew mean 
by harmonious thought? Can er man 
sen’ his thoughts ter any place he’s er 
mln’ ter, 'Ithout the use uv words?”

"Yes, my brother. As thought is but 
the expression of life, it is only neces
sary that two or more persons should 
be on the same plane of life in any de
gree; with that requisite,,thought can 
be transmitted as easily as sound or 
light. As I have saldj.y.pfl know noth
ing about the inan, but what you can 
see and feel; but, there is a something 
that is not seen which is of far more 
consequence, without which,; you could 
not see, feel, hear, smell, or taste.”

“What is it?” asked my father. .
“Life. Ego. The - continuous part 

that exists beyond what yqii call death. 
The I am. What you kndw as spirit. 
That which makes the individuality and 
personality." .
': , ^To .be continued.)

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Ab ububI, Ellon E.Hbdrtck, the well-known As

trologer, wlllnntko u Mpeelul Holiday Keduo- 
llon. The year JlKJj Is coming upon ub. KNOW 
what the new year liolila (or you. A knowledge 
of PLANETARY INFLUENCE will accentuate 
BueccBB, and enable you to guard ugalubt unfa
vorable perloda and unfortunate changes. Ab a 
apeelal offer, and until Feb. 1st, ll®5. all 15.00 work 
will bo reduced to tZ'IIO. which Includes Invalua
ble Information, touching upon all utfuirs of Ilie, 
tn addition to a yearly foreeaBtwIlh favorable and 
unfavorable periods for.'.business, speculation, 
changes, etc., foe the year 1003.
This Offer will Positively Close Feb. 1 

Send date of birth as near the hour as possible, 
Address No. 233 W 81th at;. Now York City,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
iBonoof theoldest and moat successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; his examination» are free to all who send 
hhnnanie, a?e. sex, and-.lock. at hair, and «cents 
in stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, ai.reduceti prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. Hecuresyou hi your own home. .
. Address, .. J. S. LOVOKH. M.

Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Maas.

The Explosion of Mars.
The Moon Dashed to the Earth.

The Earth Baptized by Fire. 
Then the Millennium.

This Btartllngeveut will occur, suyea celebrated 
astrologer, In less than six years. Are you ready 
for life or death—to live foreyer orgo into a state 
of separation from the pure and wlse-lnto lone
liness and despair? Are you realizing now yoiir 
God-given powers, or just lazily waiting and 
trusting to chance or fate. Start tho New Year by 
unfolding your psychic powers, to be useful be
yond coirtiMire. My books will help you, Waive 
all prejudice and buy them now. My new book 
on CLAIRVOYANCE which Is endorsed by The 
Banner of Light, The Progressive Thinker, Mind, 
Henry Wood, Lilian Whiting, will show you how. 
It will enableyou to penetrate the veil, see spirits, 
read the auras, locate minerals, underslaud the 
mysteries and become un adept.

THE PRICE IS REDUCED from 12 to SI, for 15 
days or more. RirSend ONE DOLLAR BILLl

OTHER BOOKS.
DEATH AND AFTERWARDS—Cloth, 60 cents 
AURAS AND COLOUb-With exhaustive dlo 

tionury of color meanings. A unique book for 
unique people. Price 50 cents

PSYCHOMETRY—Theflrstand oply book which 
tenches tho bcIciico bo that you can practice it 
Price, 60 cents ’

EASY LESSONS in Inspiration Clairvoyance and 
peychometry. Price, 60 cents. -

REALIZATION— How to enter the super-con* 
seriousness and be a Yogis. Price. 25 ceuts.

CRYSTALS for crystal-gazing, a new lot at 13.23 
each, postage prepaid, - * .

HOW TO REMEMBER PAST LIVBS-A Ma. 
series on this fascinating subject Price, 11.03.

Benda tt imped addressed envelope for “The

Conditions under which we do this are as fol
lows Sand us your name in full. age. sex, and 
leading symptoms. We do not think it wrong to 
diagnose disease without leudink symptoms be» 
Ing given; but as tho law looks upon it«as an at
tempt to defraud, please always send leading 
symptoms when writing, You need not send a 
cent or oven a stamp, and you will receive by re
turn mall a diagnosis ot your case.

Everyone Ought to Have Their 
Case Diagnosed or Exam

ined Four Times
a Year,

AT LEAST,
Justtofind outif they are Pl?lin?lVrDT?T) 
in good physical condition* Kjjlu.jLblu.i5Julb 
We can refer you to hundreds whom we have 
cured of old chronic disease in almost every state' 
and country.

Cancer Cured, or -No Pay,
Address all letters to

DR. C. E. WATKINS,

. The

Spiritual Science Monthly, ~
Isadore E. Bussey, Editor.

Pc Grand Offer!
6 Months’ Subscription Free - 
to all who will Bend their names in full 9- 
and their addresses, before January 15, 
1905. Send to

R8. RAY, Paychlenne Natural. Clairvoyant.
« Readlnira by mall, fl.0(l.-2Ü7'Xiincolu ave., Chi

cago, Illinois. ••'

purged from my-'being.
-My father seemed to me. as he did on 

that.memorable morning when I left 
hiq liome never tp return. If there' was 
one pang of sorrow dùring this meeting, 
it was.by thé thought that my dear 
motliej 'was not also present to greet 
me: and even that disturbance of my 
ecstasy .quickiv passed: for I - sensed 
that if death did not prevent me from 
meeting my father, then certainly I 
must meet my mother sometime. • 
.. . "John; my boy where dyew come-, 
fnim?“ Air we both dead? Ef w& be." 
where air we? Is it heaven, or hell,? 
Where yew been all these years? --.Diji. 
yew git shet up/ ajr -.die in ipVlBDff&er.j 
did- yew -die a nat ral -death? /Tell yer- 
dad. fer I ve suffered ter bly In.my min'.1 
an' ef we re ter live tergether forever, 
let's start, ith a full an- fair under
standin'. " . • : .

My father, experienced the same ec
static jthrlll of joy that I did. and he 
talked do Tast that I had no time to an
swer his questions: as he proceeded, 
hiff frame trembled with emotion, and 
tears of joy flowed freely .from his eyes. 
I answered his numerous questions as 
quickly as possible: . we seated our
selves on the couch, and remained there 
a long time, and conversed about my 
old earth home: the family that I left 
there as I went out to my doom, and 
the circumstances attending their de
parture from earth life.

All my father told me. Beemed as I 
had sensed it in my areams: I seemed 
to anticipate, and know tully every cir
cumstance he related: and it only gave 
me pleasure to have it recalled to my 
mëjnory. Several times, as he was re
lating, some instance ot his life, or the 
life of my mother, or some other .mem
ber of-the family. I would forestall him. 
and relate the circumstance, which 
proved a source cf wonder to him: for. 
he knew. I . was not present, at such a' 
time. He started to relate the story of 
my sister s release irom material 
things, and I finished his story by say-

queer that I never thought, uv that! 
afore: but jest as sure as yer were born. 
I halnt eat. nor slept, nor bed er pain 
once sence I had the influenza: but 
(here he struck his hand with his fls:) 
I haint ever thought uv it afore.: What 
d'yew s pose the reason is?

"The reason is easy to Understand. 
You have been released from your old 
body: died, as you call.it, and not know
ing anything about what life is, or how 
it exists: and'only knowing of the mate
rial or the body: and understanding 
that to be the man: and expecting to 
realize a great change • when death, 
cam» vou did not know when you were 
released from the body: and not having 
awakened to the fact of the separation 
from tire body, you are just as you were 
before vour release. • . : ■ .

Ing. . .. ■ . ■
"And the day her body was 

the church-yard. the. rain fell
laid In 
In tor-

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
. Dear friends, you caa greatly’ help me care for 
my blind plater, Jennie L.’Webb, one of the earl- 
ies^ mediums now in the form;-by writing's letter 
tq ft spirit friend. Send it to mo with II, and I will 
try and get reply:-by Independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mra. Annie L'dnd Chamberlain, MU- . 
ford Masa.

Hotel Westland,

Boston, Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-oent stamps; lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

fll.lnnrlppfiil’ Kest°res ,i)ost vision. 
nWvIlUul Illi Write for IlluHtrated Circular

System o( Philosophy Concernios Divinity,” 
lessons aha urms (or development. Address,

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 
.1286 Commonwealth Ave., 

: Boston. Mass.

■ The Religion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Cam Ver thoughtful and in

teresting. Price, 25 cents.

THE CAI 11 ITS NATURE, REI Hr \l IIII * lations ANO EX- 1 I IL eJVUL • PRESSIONS IN HU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 41.00. This is one of the best books 
given by the guides ot Mrs Cora 1« V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book ot reference for those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of the teachings. '

Academy if Higher Sciences
. And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methode of cure.
"Fast becoming of world-wide fame. H.Tuttle 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mtud, Bath«.
Its beautiful Diploma confers . title. *'D. M.u 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one's home. Booke and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E, I>. BABBITT. M, I).,
6% East Ave,, ICochewter, Ji. Y.

Out of the Depths Into the Light.
By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, 

medium, This Is a very Interesting little book, 
and will be appreciated from start to finish by 
all who wish to gain spiritual Information. 
Price, 25 cents. -

MRS. Gr. PARTRIDGE, Paycblc.
Readings by mail only,11.00.113 Honore st. Chicago

FKOF. FREDERICK M. STODLER, 
Teacher and Demonetralor of Psychology. Read
ings (lallv. except Sunday; hours 10 a, m.to Bp. m. 
Readings by mall, |1.00t 3166 Indiana Ave.. Tel. 
0751, Douglas. . . ’’ .

NIOHOLAS BECKEK-
Clairvoyant Ltlo Beadlnirs. with messages, 

names and description« o( .vour spirit friends, 
(rom your letter or lock o( hair, by mall. 11 CO. 
Oklahoma City. Okla... . .

SAN1GISMC TOCTH I'ASTE la tllO kind 
that doetroys disease Kerma and makes the 

' ntotitlk taste sweet- and. wlicjoeome. -Do, pot let 
yon cli)drFh.K<lt l) wllltdc* ijcdloelb S n 
i>Wiib0r26'Qt9;:: Agcnls;wujHUd, Dir, Daniel B. 
HAawr 1st w MvHbo) st ChUaso

, MRS MAY A PRICE
^•Cldlrvoyarit'readingsbymail.¿.Also lawstrt m$- 
tfluJnífltte development and spirit. oif-mental. or 
■ninRrtctte hearing: taught. • Send lock of-liAii. date 
of birth and Onu Dollar. Obsession cüred. Ul D, 
Street. N. E. Washington. Ö.C... -

MRS 6 HINGHEY The »rfu*
Magnetic and Osteopathic. Cures when all othei 

fail. Best of Physicians References.
84 8. Rubciy St., near l^ndlson. Chicago.

Myself curedis^k
barmicBo uomo euro*'Addiesa

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago. Ill.

OBSESSING INFLUENCES
Removed. Dreams Interpreted. Clairvoyant De- 
acrlptkns. hypnotic conditions rolloVed. direc
tion* given for safe development of mediumship, 
diseases diagnose j. Readings by Mail. ti,UL In
close writinmor lock of hair if practicable, 

EFXA ROYAL WILLIAM».
831 Eleventh St.. N. E.. Washington, D- d>

rents, and there was a terrible thun
der-storm.”-' 1 . ■ '

My father looked at me in wonder as 
I.said ifiis;-and standing before me in 
an agitated manner; he looked steadily 
at me -for a full minute without moving 
or spe&king.- then he said in an incredu
lous manner: : . .. ' .

-John.- ef . yew hev been dead fer 
nqar on ter er hunderd year, how can 
yew tell aU erbout . everything that's 
happened since yew went off?” ' ‘ • 
> "Father./ 1 said. -.1 do not know. But 
all.you .have told me. seems as a 
at-eam; and as you recall the circum-
stances, they appear In my mind, 
nothing, seems new to me." < •- >

"Haint yew ever been ter the 
home cept thet one time, sence 
went off?"

"Not to my knowledge." I said.
My teacher now approached- us. 

said pleasantly:

"Now that I nave informed you in a 
Blight degree Of your present condition, 
Vbu? individual thought begins to flow, 
and as vow think, you begin to realize 
vour situation: the result is, that you 
have asked a question that will answer 
Itself’ and thus, you will understand 
vour situation, and by it 3 on 5sjll.be led 
a step in advance. Tbis must give you 
light on the subject; and you w ill go on, 
and on and forever on turough the end
less spheres ahead of you. This must 
he the answer to any,, and all-of your 
questions, as it is to every individual
ized personality in • the. univ.erse.. It 
is-Bimplv expansion of the. intellect, 
and that is the ultimate of all life.

“Why gal vew air the most eloquent 
talker I ever heerd. in all my life, 1 
should think yew older n I be, and hed 
been ter skule all yerJife. Xew hev 
made the subject ns dear as er crystal 
Slow did yer git so much larnin T Yew

and

old 
yew

and

^nppbapfp ' B110wfr1,r styles nud prices and

Fz COSTS NOTHING TO INVESTIGATE. WRITE US FOR OUR PROPOSITION ANYWAY/

Til eqR AND EXPENSES WEEKEV.
¿Es» VWU NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED? __

ilOOOto$15OOMlDCom8
LET US START YOU
I WRITE TO-DAY

CONSULT YOUR STARS.
Know your fate by tho Egytitinii System of 

Afttrology: THE OLDEST QN-LABTHi learn 
tho destiny of vour baby boy or girl. How about 
chauren in ybur life flnd.preparaUona.- to meet 
them'! Think of parlode of sickness, acctdents, 
deaths, and how to Avoid them: Wrltfemo at oucu 
encloeinz 11 and date ot birth, for full year’s read
ing. lean open your eyes! Address,

MME-KORE.
Lock Box 33. Back Bay. Boston.

DR GEORGE LESTER LANE
Obsession a Specialty.

All Diseases Treated Successfully.
872 Huntington Ave.. Boston; Muas.—SEE DR.
J. M- PEEBLES’ BOOK ON OBSESSION.

FRED. P. EVANS.
Tlx© NoteAZRaychtc for 

Independent, Blate Writing and 
. Olfdrvdyanee,

Haa recently left Wew Yotlt, and la now located at 
1112 Eddy BU, SanlFranelsco, CaL Bend stamp (or 
circular on MedlmnslUp.

FOR 
BOTH 

MEN AND 
WOMEN.

DON’T READ THIS.
. If sick write to'tneJdn&’I will give you a free 
examination. • I want no,leading symptom. Nerv- 
ouh exhaustion and loit'tZigor of both sexes sue* 
cessfully treated, 'BenU ttune, age. sex, complex
ion, weight and lO.ntet laatamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis,'worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and'wrltd your own letter. Address, 

FRANCE» E. LOUCKS,

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D.
, . Who has had • ■

Forty. Years’ Experience In the Study 
and Practice ot Medicine. Two 

Years Prof.- in a Medical
' . College. Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK.
• nd I. ^.Natural Clairvoyant.. Ho never 
falls in diagnosis. Ils has given special attention 
toeye.■ «ar. throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fulls to cure plies. Ifyonwould like an opinion 
ot yoiir case FREE, write Just how von feel with 
vonr own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
live minutes. Enclose suunp for reply.

' Address. ANDREW D. SPINNEY; M. D.
Prop. Eecd City Sanitarium. Reed.City. Minh.

Ba Warren St. I Stoneham. M&ia.

A REMAKKkE HEALEL
MBS. J. ¿FELIX, ,

. . No. 280 South CampboH Avb,, his

P£cf<5rrtted'iS(inie”:Reniarkab1eCures, 
some of which border inr.-tho miraculous. Mrs. 
TesinfsIW. No. 4‘XN South CanjtfbelHAVe., was to
tally blind and her full sight was restored.

TRANCE READING BY HAIL,

Big Profits.
DOM’T 

BE
HARB 

UP

For tho next thirty days I will give a full life 
reading, also description of spirit friends, and 
such messages us they may desire to convey, for 
11.00 and 3 2-cent stamps. Give day of birth in 
own hand-writing’. Address PhRLIVILLE E. 
WALKER. 651.Carnahan Ave.. Findlay. Ohio.

Mr. Walker would reöpcctinlly refer his patrons 
.......... following testimonial: ”1 cheerfully und 
gratefully testify to the remarkable mediumship

------------------ lllo Wrilker. 1 met him, a total
to th

of Mr. I1 
stranger: 
spirit frh 
of auch i 
their gen

he 
mds. 
intuì

all who desire 
have gone on

nccuraloly described four of my 
. giving1 their uames and messages 
re that-1 could not possibly doubt 
iiieBB. Lbeurdly- recommend him to 
ea iovlnr message from those who 
before. J AB.BAMFORD. Findlay. O.

“SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY.”
BY DR; OLIVER.

Th« science of tho invisible side of life—a logi
cal presentation of the facts pertaining to tho 
“Tr»>th of Spirit.” The ideas are the most'pro
found expression of'thought-presented to this 
age. detailing, minutely .every etape, etale and 
rendition ot servitude through which man tmssee 
tn the evolution and nrogreeslonot hie soul. It 
tell« you “Why. How and When." It Is the latest 
product o( "Spirit," and nothing In print like It. 
Ila simplicity Is Its greatest strength. It Is tho 
sequel to the complex generalization presented 
In the past. The book contains 3o0 pages. In
cluding 16 Illustrative picture interpretations trom 
the "World ot. Spirit.'.’...’Priee.. 11.60. Address, 
DOCTOR' OLIVEB. Doping Farm. Wlsslnomlug, 
Philadelphia. Pa. . .

WRITE 
US

JO.DAY.
No Humbug, Fake or 

Toy Proposition!
An Honest, Legitimate Enterprise, Backed^ 

By An Old, Reliable, Responsible Firm, 
Capital $100,000»

WHAT IS THE USE OF YOUR SLAVING 
LONGER FOR SOME ONE ELSE.

Why not start ft buelnouB for yourself, reap 
all the profits an d get a standing in your locality.

If you aro m some one s employ, remember 
ho will not continue to.pay you a salary only 
eo long as he can mako profit out of your 
labor.

Tn this era every bright man and woman is 
looking to own a business, to employ help, and 
to make money.

It is just as easy to make money for yourself 
as it is to coin money for some grasping em- 

_ _ _ ployor. whb pavs you a small salary each week.

flftilD HFAI Tff TARI PTS Ifyou are making loss than «30 weeklyitwill UvVV' HLriL 111 1 rtULiL I sz, pa„ y0U to read this announcement, for it wiH 
■ Ono ot tbo greatest achievements ot SPIRIT not appear again in this paper. 
poweb. mother natures reliaule jf yoti read it and take advantage of the op
remedy Positively, euren constipation and all cortu-n;tv offered, you will never regret it. To 
^ot^nbOTd'1 toe rwXm8Uteaity. H?mth own a business yourself is certainly your am- 
brightness ot womanhood, nnd a positive abiding bition. 9 .....................
set'se ot Unit inherent power which leads one on- Wo start you in a profitable business, leach 
ward to.more.ihun commonplace achievements. -0« absolutely free now to conduct it. fni pia’Xis81™?» 2 -°t ‘s^'p" ’ an’d ’ $20 to $35 weekly can be made at home or 

ll.oo. tor Tablets. ■ A tniiPsychometric. Imprens- travchng, taking orders, using,, selling ana 
lonal and Prophetic reading, when you remit oOVnDointinR ' agents for PROFESSOR GRAYS 
cents extra. .¿'Address, T. M. WATSON, 1300 improved. Guaranteed Plating Machines 
Main Street, WhitOwater.Wis.------------------------------ and Outfits- NO FAKE OR TOYS." but genu
----------------------------------- ’------------------------------------ Ine practical, complete, scientific outfits for 

doing the finest of plating on WATCHES, 
JEWELRY- KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS, CAS
TORS- TABLEWARE OF ALL KINDS, BICY
CLES- SEWING MACHINES. SWOBDS, BE- 
V0LVERS- HARNESS AND BUQGY TRIM
MINGS metal specialties: in fact all kinds of 
metal goods. HfeAVY THICK PLATE. GUAR
ANTEED TO WEAR FOR YEARS.- No export-

Tho more now thinly plated good* »old 
the greater will be tho demand for plat
ing. Plato some articles for vour friends and 
neighbors by Professor Gray b Process, and it 
quickly proves to them its genuineness and 
merit and that yonr plating is much thicker, 
will wear better and longer than a largo per
centage of tho new goods. Your trade is then 
established, and within a short time you will 
have all the goods you can plate.

Plate a few articles for your friends, call 
a few weeks, a few months, or five years later, 
and you will find the plate satisfactory, and they 
will give you every article they have needing to 
be plated.

MRS. SEVERANCE’S

We Manufacture-Com’
I ™ - I

píete Outfits. All sizes?
TREMENDOUS PROFITS. ,

The profits realized from plating are tremeni» 
oub. . ...

To plato a set of teaspoons requires only about 
8o worth of metal and chemicals: a set of 
knives, forks or tablespoons about 5c. worth- 
Tho balance of the price received for the work 
is for the agent s time and profit.

Agents usually charge from 25c. to 50c. per 
sot for plating teaspoons, from 50o. to 75c. for 
tablespoons and forks, and from 60c. to $1.00 for

"You have started a flow of thought 
that id-beyond your means of under
standing. 1-see. Shall Lenllghten you?"

"Wal, gal, someun hes got ter help 
us.;.ne says.he hes never-—■ 

. "Yes.my brother.” she said, interrupt
ing him, "I know what jie savs: and ! 
also know that what he savs is true. 1 
must inform-you both, that - at- the 
change you call aeath.’not all things'on 
earth plane are lost sight ofi eapecially 
those in which one would be Interested. 
There is a law of correlation that will 
ever allow one to follow back to the 
starting place: and though such a one 
does not personally return, the line of 
life and thought which has been started 
will: I am compelled to use the word, 
must: then it must continue on indefi
nitely: that is. the relation between 
father and' son. mother and daughter, 
brother and sister: as.well as all other 
relationships never cease until they 

: have all reached an-expanded, plane far 
■ remote from crude matter. Those who 
. are released first, or die first, as vou 

would say, may expand to very broad 
planes where it mlght .be necessary for 
them to return to earth-plane for any 

; purpose: yet they must be cognizant of 
1 all that transpires among those yet in a

THE NEW LIFE,
By. Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, ot excellent tendencies, treating of tho 
mind's relations to tho physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Oloth; 81. : .

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one. two and three. By. Lilian Whiting.
Three choice volumes, each com- ,'"te in itself, 

in which spirituality is related to vtryday *lfo 
in such a way as to make the world beautiful. 
Price. 81.00 each.

KflRF77fl »8.®Ill IllLfil'ZU 1 D- Karozza makes a 
plea for-a’better birthright for Children, ana 
alms to lead individuals to seek a higher de
velopment of themselves through most sacred, 
relations- It is-pure, in tone and aim, and 
should be widely circulated. Price* cloth* 91«

flDOcrypnal NewTestament, 
Being all tho Gospels. Epistles. And other pieces 
now extant, attributed in the first’ four centu
ries to Josus Christ, his apostles end their com
panions. and not included in the NewZCestament 
ey its compilers. Price, cloth. 81.50.

RESEARCHES RBENOMENA. 

Modern > -Spiritualism, 
:By4he 

GreatestSLivihg Chemist, 

SIR. WU1IAM CROOKES, 
’^‘•No man. iignosllotor sontarlst, can read 

this book wlthoutnbedoming: convinced or the 
gram! truth.of prewntr Itrtereommun on between 
tho worlds vislbteimdinvlaible.- —Dr.-Peebles.

Uf—’On thesutiect of Splrituull^m, Sir William 
Crookes is prc-Mrin3nt1y.1entit.ed to a hearing, 
—Dr. Swcrlngen- ..

Hr*'I regard ‘Rsaoarobeft’ as Invaluable. Tho 
combination of utsumenhand illustratlun, from. 
«0 hleh an authority rive» tho book woudyiiai 
pi’CHtlgo with thlrAingpOQplc. :—MoeCS Hull.

The English Bdltion coSis Sl.-50. >and postage. 
Our new Amencaneditionrcosta 50 cent*, post
paid- Has full textana IHustratlons.

This RemMkaWdtSook and REASON, 
Our IS paro MonUily, (Spiritual), xxlhod by. Dr. 
Austin (or nue vaiH for »kUD. Send now, while 
address is before too. . jo - ■ > .

TlieAmtlui&taiblliatinrCompQny,

Factory and Warohouaa of Gray Co«< 
Cincinnati, Ohio. Capital 8100.000. Em
ploy SOO to 300 people dally. ______

cnee necessary. -
There is really a wonderfhl demand for re

plating- Yon can do business at nearly every 
house- store, office or factory. Almost every 
family has from $2 to $10 worth of tableware to 
be platod- besides watches, jewelry, bicycles, etc.

Every boarding bou.0, hotel, re.tanrant, 
college or public institution has from $5 to 
$75 worth of work to bo platod. Every jewelry, 
repair or bicycle sliop. every dentist» doc
tor and surgeon, every man. woman and child 
you moot has either a watch, some jewelry, bi
cycles, instruments, or some articles needing 

.plating, ® ... ..... . ... _ .. . .
’Besides the ubove there aro hundreds of 

patentees and manufacturers of metal goods, 
bicycles- sewing machines and typewriter re
pair shops who want their goods plated, or to 
whom you can soil a plating outfit, furnishing 
them Bupplicsfor doing their own plating.

Retail Stores which handle hardware, har
ness, tableware and platod or metal goods all 
need a plating and polishing outfit, for.refinish- 
ing goods that become worn, soiled, rusty or 
tarnished. ■ ......

Every Undertaker .requires a plating outfit 
it repairing and finishing coffin andnearso

Three Journeus:Arounä theWorfd

MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.’ tSSXSLK&'Aj
Bv Godfrey'Higgins. Esq.-.; This work is one «<™^«t.irer. n™ nmlriner and 

of theldbraryoftlbcrellTlassIcs. No author 
■was bolter quaUflod to write an?.impartial and 
honest, life ot Mahomet than • G odirey Hlgj ins, 
and this volume is intensely interestim» IG 
should bo rcadiln conjunction with Gloum«
work. Fries, » cents.

far less degree. For that reason, your 
son knows all that has transpired at 
the home of his childhood.: •

"I see that you both would ask how;

Travels in the Pacific Islands.
New Zealand. Australia, Ceylon; India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles. 
A. M.. M. D.. Ph. D. In this splendid largo 
book Dr. Peebles lifts concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable Information.- It is exceed
ingly entertaining and ■ readable, and Spiritual
ism as ho round it overvwhere'lnhÍB .travels 
receives due attention; making- the book ot 
special value and Interest to Spiritualists 4M 
large pages, finely bound, at the price ot ©1.50.

An TnfamnñFt Apampujct-ol® pares* com- 
níioZr ”,ted and P',bUabotl by th° 
LODSpiLUCy - ¡atollov. m G. Wblto; author 
o! numerouB antl-Cathollo works. - It contales 
dlsHosuresrelativo toa vlllatnousplot toover- 
throw-our treovOvcmtaent, Prlce,15 cents.

immnigs wuiuu aw bumuu. tarniflhod or worn.
Manufacturers aro making and soiling tons 

of now tableware. Jewelry, bioyoloa and various 
kinds of metal goods every inonth which has 
only a very thin plate, which, in a few weeks, 
wears off. making the goods unsightly, unfit for 
ftituro uso unless plated. ■ • ■■

Manufacturers of new goods do no re
plating on old goods whatever, but try to 
force tho pnbho to throw away tho old and buy 
now at- high prices, but this only makes the 
plating buainpps better. .

When you deliver the goods plated to cus
tomers they will bo well pleaeedcin fact, de
lighted with the work, will pay for it promptly, 
and you will bo given on an average twice as 
much work to be plated as they, gave you the 
fljrst tamo you called.

YOU GAN DO PLATING $0 CHEAP
that every person can afford to have their goods 
plated

No tidy housekeeper will allow worn and 
ruetv tableware to go before a guest when it can 
bo restored and made equal to new.

No person will wear Jewelry or a watch, or 
tide a bicycle, or use a typewriter, sewing ma
chine. or any machine made of metal from which 
the plate is worn off when they seo sample» of 
your work and hear your prices. People m 
this day and generation, are too sensible and 
economical to throw away their, old goods and 
buy now when they can have theirold goods re
plated for bo small a cost, making them, m many 
cases, better than when now.

Tho best part of the plating business is that 
it increases fast and is permanent. ..............

Put ont your sign, secure your outfit, do a 
llttlo work, and quickly you will bo favored with 
orders. If you do not wish to do tho plating 
yourself you can hire boys for $3 to M a wook to 
do tho work tho same as wo do. and solicitors to 
gather up goods to be plated on commission.

It is not hard work, but is pleasant, and es
pecially so when-your business is netting you 
«20 to J35 a wook for 5 or 6 hours’work a day.

knives. .
Wo allow you to let your own price tor 

plating. Get as much as vou can. You will 
have no competition. I ou know what it costa 
to plate the goods, and all you get over cost is 
profit- Some agents charge much more than the 
above prices, while others do tho work for hall 
and stul make money. . . _ , _____

last u> .tart you in busines. for yonneu 
at once, don’t delay a single day. Bo your 
own boss. Bo a money maker. Wo do all 
kinds of plating ourselves, have had years 
of experience, and are headquarters for plating 
supplies. Wo manufacture our own dynamos 
and outfits- all sizes, and send them out com
plete with all tools, lathes, wheels and materi
als : everything ready for use. .

Wo teach you everything, furnish all 
receipts, formulas and trade secrets free, 
bo that failure should be impossible, and any 
one who follows our directions and teachings 
can do fine plating with a llttlo practice, and be
come a money maker.

THE NYM. SILVER OUTFIT
Prof. Grays Famous Discovery.

THE NEW DIPPING PROCESS is tho latest, 
quickest, easiest method known. Tableware 
platod by simply dipping in melted metal, taken 
out instantly, with tho finest, most brilliant, 
beautiful plato deposited. All ready to deliver 
to customers. MAKES THICK PLATE EVERY 
TIME. GUARANTEED TO WEAR 5 to 10 
YEARS. A BOY PLATES 100 to 800 pieces 
tableware daily, from 9IO to 830 worth of 
work, profits almost 1000 por cent. Goods 
come out of plate finely finished. No polish
ing. grinding or work necessary, neither 
before or niter plating.

You will not need to canvas. Agontswrite 
they havo all tho goods they can plato. People 
bring it for miles around. You can lure boys 
cheap to do your plating, tho samo as we do, 
and solicitors to gather work for a small por 
cent. Put a small advertisement or two Inyour 
local paper and you will .have all the plating 
J’on can uo- The plating business is honest ana 
egitimate. Plating on our machines gives good 

satisfaction. Wears for years; customers are 
delighted and recommend you and your work.

Wo are an old established firm, havo 
been in business for years, know exactly what 
is required, furnish complete Outfits and mater
ials. the same as we ourselves use. and cus
tomers always havo the benefit of. our expen- 
onco- "Wo aro responsible and guarantee» 
everything. Reader, here is n chance ot 
a lifetime to go in business ibr yonrsolfi 
We otart you. N ow is tho tune to make money,

FREE—WRITE US TO-DAY
’ for our new plan and proposition; also valuable 
। information now tho plating is done. Sit down 

and write now; so wo can start you without de-
• lay. If you wish to boo a sample of plating bj 
i our Outfits, send 2c. postage. Bona your sa« 

dress anyway.

THE SÜNWQUE8TI0N.
Historical sad erttl<a«rertöw, wUh repuesta 

ea objection. Sí® W grown. M.D Fries. iBa

6RAÏ & COL, Plating Werts,

call.it
5sjll.be
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spiritualism is a trota

Ancient Doctrine of Theurgia

THE VIEWS OF A SCIENTIST.

rswmATimE
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“One truth is clear-whatever is, is 
right.” Pope.

“I long to know the truth hereof at 
large.” - Shakespeare. _

“Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.

“Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material,’’ Coler
idge. .

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the .truth of the iron.” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
for truth.” Lucretius.

CHIOAQp. |UU

Let us love oar Äe | 
and dare to adv^afé’îts ;

nw/l rlarrw {raÀH . J? ■truth and decry fraàd. 
If y^e.have the-pure it 
cannot be destroyed in
the crucible of Reason 
and fair discussion. It 
will only thrive, (and 
expand, more,rapidly.

Fhe Basis of All Ecclesiastical Religions, and the 
, Premise of Leadbeater’s Theosophical 

and Theurgical Sophisms. -

"The object of this'essay and review is ' 
to point out briefly the source ir,0,m 

- which has sprung the principal relig- - 
©ns of the day, and to trace the liistor- 
toal and traditional origin of the con- 
j’ent that “a favored few” have access 
to a fountain of “Divine Wisdom, with 

\ Its "Special Revelations;” hence their 
X jlaim to act; as public mentors for all 
V mankind in’ the development of his eth- 
\ leal, social and political welfare. ■
\ Associated with this object, is a de
fire to demonstrate by an object lesson 
tlie inconsistent and ridiculous infer- 
Biices obtaining, when an argument or 
ifflrmatlon Is established upon an un
Known and unknowable premise, the 
[actors of which are not consistent with 

■ Bach other, and when tlie affirmant 
seems more inclined to court the myste* 

\ clous and wonderful, than to demon
's strate the truthfulness of his assertions 

by an, appeal to known or analogous 
) facts. . , _

Perhaps only a few who read The 
\Progressive Thinker are aware that 
every form of religious belief as ex
pressed in the 360 religious screeds and 
traditions of our civilization, not to 

- mention the" numberless ceremonial 
rites and practices of semi-civilized and 

■ barbarous races, have their
traced in history; or in the transmitted 
customs of ancestral superstitions.

That the picturing power of the imag
ination, unbalanced-by concise methods 
of reasoning,’ had an important influ
ence on the evolution of early religious 
concepts, there can be-nd doubt. ’ This 
fact coupled with , a'universal tendency 
to claim a supernatural' revelation and 
source of wisdom as the basis of relig
ion, and a deeper knowledge of spiritual 

• truth on the part of those who assumed 
that they possessed tiiip, light, and that 
this fiuperiqr inspiration, and revelation 
W'the'.end'Ofiail wisdom; gave birth 
not only to fallacious; speculation, but. 

V has transmuted this mental weakness 
vn-the TOTieiitive intellect of-the un

' tLlfakingandtondiscerning mlnd’ of man 
toi;.untpid centuries of tlmd. , 
? The Originators of Religious Ideas.

It may be a new thought to. some 
“New Thinkers,” that the Sophist in all 

' ages has been the originator of religious 
Ideas; and itis this: elate of people who 
mentally foster and.pe “etuate the;va- 
Zious forms of religion? belief to-day. 
’Bht: what is a Sophist? ■
” ’“One who employs a fallacious argu-

-•

Theurgia; which implies "a direct reve
lation from God.” The method by which 
each cult and denominational belief ap
plies tills "Revelation," varies with 
each church or sect. It consists chiefly 
of prayers’and high-sounding panegy
rics to the especial God the cult or sect 
believes in, the laying on _ of "holy 
hands,’’—the hands of the priest or offi
ciating clergyman—the rites ot bap
tism, used by Moses and the pagan 
world to indicate that the offended had 
been washed free from the • sins of 
murder and other heinous crimes; the 
sorcery of the Eucharist, the necro
mancy and mysticism of “holy intona
tion,” and with the modem Theosophist 
the refining spiritual development • in
duced by Yoga practice—recommend
ed to develop clairvoyance and adept
ship.
. As ancient Theo-sophy Is older than 
Christian ecciesiastlclsm, and em
braced a larger number of-gods, it will 
be Seen that the doctrine of “Divine 
Revelation” or Theurgia, was taken 
'from this ancient sophism and incor
porated into Christianity by the early 
fathers of the church, each sect . of 
which affirms the superiority of their 
source of "Divine Revelation and Wis
dom.” The appalling conflicts record
ed in the Pentateuch in which Jehovah 
¿imself was . commander-in-chief, had 
their inception in the . jealousies of va
rious sects of .people over the suprem
acy of the god or gods these different 
nations believed in.

Wars Based on Religions.
The terrible wars between ancient 

nattons ovei the supremacy, omnipo
tence and Divine Revelations of their 
respective gods', was far-reaching and 
almost universal, originating. : in- na
tional or tribal selfishness, greed,-love 
of conquest ,and;the desire to control 
others.. By no means are these human 

‘ attributes a characteristic of the past.
Note the vicious and bloodthirsty Chris- 
iians In the conflict between China and

Modern Theology.
“Theology, employing only in part 

the same method of reasoning, super
adds the claims derived from authority 
and revelation."

Theosophy.
“Theosophy on the other hand, pro

fesses to exclude all dialectical process, 
and to derive its knowledge ot God 
from direct and Immediate Intuition 
and contemplation with God himself; 
therefore its so-called science is but an
other name for mysticism."

Let - us recapitulate. The spiritual 
philosopher traces all phenomena in 
nature to natural causes, for the rea
son, that all phenomena are the result 
of the psychic co-relations of natural 
elements and energies. He also finds 
In tracing these co-relations of psychic 
character that they connect the im
mortal to the mortal plane of existence, 
because these principles of co-relation 
are eternal, self-existent1 and poten
tial; furthermore, every step of these 
claims can be demonstrated by natural 
science. ■ > '

Tho ethical system of Spiritualism is 
based upon intellectual and healthy 
parentage, the equal rights of mankind 
to health and happiness, and a correct 
concept so far as possible, of future ex
istence and its relation to the earth 
plane.

Modern Theology employs similar 
methods of scientific research as that 
found in natural ¡philosophy for its col
lege text books and popular sciences, 
but resorts to the dreams of ancient 
Hebrew prophets, and to the authority 
of Egyptian theogony and cosmogony 
which it calls “Divine Revelation,” for 
its ¿religious, system, and relies upon 
the caprice of one of the many pagan 
gods quoted in the bible for the final 
restitution or condemnation of the hu
man. race. Its moral system is Theur
gical, rather than natural and scientific.

Theosophy being entirely distinct 
from either of the foregoing systems, 
repudiates inductive and syllogistic 
reasoning, and all dialectical. methods. 
It admits natural data, only when It 
conserves some sophism of the cult. It 
employs no system of analytical sci
ence based upon known facts in.the dis
cussion of cosmic process. Its princi
pal claim to science, oft. repeated and 
held to be superior to cosmic or. natu- 
ràl science, is entirely Theurgical. Its 
system of soûl development is through 
successive reincarnàtions, of which the

SEND YOUR SUB« 
ssriptton in at once, 
an4 keep pace with
aH that is. traudir»
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TROTA IS IMPERISHABLE
“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii.,7. . .
“Truth crushed to earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant. .
“To have truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing to breathe.”
“However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill. "

' ment," . o .
1 "One whose Inference does not agree 

' with- his premise, or whose premise is 
I laid in the domain of the unknown and 
\he unknowable. -

i “A false reasoner. who claims a spe
cial inspiration, from the gods or supe 
ridr angelic spirits as his guide..

Grote in his history of Greece com
bated these criticisms, upon the ground 
that the Sophist—a term derived from 
"Sophosj” meaning wise or learned— 
stood for intellect and talent, hence 
he affirmed that the sophists of Greece 

■ were wise men. but it will be seen that 
much depends upon a man s religious 
bias as to what constitutes . wisdom. 
Thus Pope Urban. Pope Innocent the 
III- Calvin. Spurgeon., and a- host of 
other clerics have been called wise In 
the things of God.", however inhuman 
and false their sophical teachings.

the Protestant1 nations occurring a few 
years ago. ' Also the present religious 
barbarisms between Turkey- and the 
Armenian' Christian, between Russian 
Greek and Russian Jew, between the 
Czar of the Greek church .assisted by 
his subjects, and Buddhistic Japan.

.These .appalling horrors enacted for 
religious supremacy, have been and are 
largely over the interpretation and ap
plication of Divine Wisdom—between 
the conflicting authority of different 
gods as voiced by the modern oracle,— 
the preacher, and the people at large.

But it is to this ancient school of 
Egyptian Plato-schism that the author 
of The Great-Psychological Crime re-, 
fers- in his recent treatise, and it is to 
this ancient-platitude of Divine Wis
dom" that Leadbeater and a few others 
vaguely hint.- when they speak of their 
superior source of knowledge and spir
itual unfoldment.

But when the intelligent Spiritualist 
and other seekers after truth affirm 
that all phenomena in nature can be ex-
plained and'demonstrated by an an
alysis of the invisible principles and .

' in4mated-room.psychic modes of motion obtaining 
cosmic process, without introduc
these -Theurgical superstitions, 
claim is met with a spirit of coiji 
by the advocates of Theo-sophica

wounded boy might be-reassured, by 
some one aiding him- I materialized 
Cyril and stayed at his side to tell him 
what to do. i .

“Under my directions he -took the 
neckerchief from the boy, 'bound it 
around his thigh, and. with,, a stick 
twisted it tight to stop the . flow of 
blood. . i ■

“The boy’s immediate needs cared 
for, I hastened to go for the mother, 
more than a mile distant, i I fpimd her 
at home about her daily work at the 
time, not giving a thought to. her son. 
She could not see me,,but mentally 1 
urged on her the boy’s needs.”,.

Goodness, gracious! Isn’t that a good 
story of work dono on the astral plane 
by Leadbeater, a thousand years be
fore he got-to-be, Leadbeater, , and it 
beats God, that is the .Hebrew God, in 
materialization by several'points; for 
when thé Hebrew God desired to mate
rialize Adam in his own image, he had 
to make the visible image of clay, and 
then he breathed into its nostrils a lit
tle of his own breath, and he became— 
according to senptute—“a Hying soul." 
. Not so with Lèpdbè.atpr, a thousand 
years before he became Leadbeater 
and while yet in the astrql on the plane 
of “universal ether,” he; simply voli- 
tioned with his astral mind, and men
tally commanded Cyril to Incarnate Into 
flesh, fiber and bones, of ; a physical 
body long enough to twist a neckerchief 
tourniquet around the boy's leg to stop 
the effusion of blood; and tlie thing 
was done, in broad daylight, too.

Or, it may be that according to the 
dictum of the author of The Great Psy
chological Crlpié, Leadbeater- overpow
ered thé will of " Cyril, that. in the 
“downward sweep” of his'astral soul he 
overcame the sensory powefs.of Cyril 
and transformed him byi.ipfigic, white’ 
or black, into a Human forni. For this 
author tells us on page fili of hjs treat
ise that .according to a “law of spiritual 
gravity,” . “Thè lower : the .-type” (of 
spirits), “the more closely they ap
proach the plane of -the ¡purely,, physi
cal.” - Of course the word ‘,'lóty’er,” in 
this sentence, must have, reference to 
that class of gravities of’whicii water 
is the unit'qf, measurement—Jt. could 
not. apply consistently to: the' astral 
soul for instance, of whith Leadbeatet’ 
claims to be a-reincarhntibn. '
.Be-all of thisiapdt maÿ, we can.read

ily see.,W.liat à grand Topjiqrtinjlty for 
romancé and - seiitiment ;and question-.

master and owner, had to come along 
in the astral, bringing with him his sex
less astral Uncle Leadbeater (but a 
long time before Leadbeater had de
cided whether he would be Leadbeater 
or some one’s aunt) as mentor, mate- 
riallzer and instructor in surgical ther
apeutics.

Withdraw any one of these factors of 
fate or Divine Wisdom, and that poor 
boy’s osseous anatomy might still be 
dangling on the'root of that tree over 
the cliff, waiting for justice. Ye gods 
of Theurgla’s ancient school, how po
tent your hypnotic spell! ;

Strange and Conflicting Ideas.
Leadbeater entertains some very 

strange and conflicting ideas about hu
man association with the spirit world, 
and About sleep. He says:

"Everybody consciously or uncon
sciously is in daily communication with 
the inhabitants of thé astral - world, 
Wlien we sleep, we really. : leave our 
bodies in slumber, whereas, we, the true: 
men-within, go out Into the universal 
ether that interpenetrates physical mat-: 
ter, and there we’can meet;., and do; 
meet, our dear dead friends," “ *. * The 
clairvoyant when sufficiently trained is, 
able to leave his body at will and pro
ject himself into an ether finer , than 
physical matter, where the. dead are, 
and returning, relate;-what . h» has 
found.” .

Now let us summarize these diverg
ing and conflicting statements:

Statement No. l;-—"The ' dead are 
right here, they are not a thousand 
miles away, and It Is.not necessary to 
move in space to get Into touch with 
people who are dead-and gone.'/

Now reader, pleasenote: ,
StatementNo, to,-^‘The dead are in 

universal ether and we leave our bodies, 
in slumber to meet them.” '

Statement No. 3,-^"The :.dead are in 
an ether finer than 'physical matter," 
and the clairvoyanV -when- sufficiently 
trained is able to leave.his body at will 

• and project himself idto it;” -to meet 
the dead. ■ -■- • '. . . :

claimant has no memory and no proof. 
Its system of morals is based upon the 
aphorism that “all experiences are nec; 
essary to the. soul," therefore "what
ever is, is right.”, / ? ’ ,

With these differences. ln method, of 
reasoning before us, and the historical 
data'referred to in the foregoing, to 
which ,we especially invite the readers’ 
attention, let us .examine as an object 
lesson in. the, practice of Theosophical 
Theurgia, the miraculous claim?, trans
formations', experiences- and platitudes 
of a gentleman who in his present 
claimed reincarnation is known as C. 
W. Leadbeater. Now.-let it be known 
that this review is not written necessa
rily to throw ridicule upon Mr. Lead
beater or his cult, but to show to what 
extremes of sensual and careless ca
price a mans visionary sentiment 
about the astral and sexless nature ot 
the soul will lead him. .when his state
ments and their factors are arranged 
in synthetical order. '

According to The Progressive Think-: 
er of October 8. in-an extract taken' 
from the Sunday Inter-Ocean. Mr. 
Leadbeater is made to say that lie wete 
recently a vicar-of the English church, 
but a tnousand?years ago was an astral
spirit.; floating around with his nephew

is

Gyrll; in the great- Waiting-to-be-incar 
___________ i. : of Theosophical ethers,

urgia. Said a lady advocate of 
ophy on the rostrum at Lily Dale a y 
ago- speaking of reincarnation, T would; 
no more discuss the ; fact that man 
evolves by successive reincarnations 
with tliose-who oppose this idea, than I 
would stop to discuss with a child that 
there are other letters in the alphabet 
besides A; B. C." This-stinging insult 
to the audience at large can safely be 
taken as evidence of the bigotry ob
taining: in Theo-sopbical Theurgia.

Now let it be known to all of the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker, 
that none of the distinguished writers 
and advocates of modern theo-sophlcal 
ethics has ever had the moral courage 
to inform the solicitous public, from

All sophists are TJieo-sophists, what
ever may be the form of their religious 
beliefs- whether, found in some of the 
sophisms of Ecciesiastlclsm, or the re
ligious propaganda of other beliefs. It 
may;be claimed by some, that possibly 
the Oriental Buddhist was an excep- 
tiOff-to tfiis rule, since he had no idea of 
a god as an -over-ruling power, hence 
his ’ sophisms were confined to an ef
fort to account for cosmic process upon 
the idea of "the blind concatenations of 
cause and effect." Therefore it will be 
seen- that all of the religions of the 

liei world that entertain a Theos or 
rat “God" as a creator and originator of m
G® finitude as founa in the various sys- 
\ terns of theogony, are in every sense of .¡jat EOurca tiiey reCeive their superior 

inspiration and wisdom, nor where its 
school of so-called science was origi-

the word. Theo-Sophists. , - ■
Evolution of Theo-sophlcal Ideality.
Many modern writers ascribe the. ev

olution of theo-sophlcal ideality to .a 
time-following the writings of Plato, 
but we feel safe in saying that the more , 
careful reader and investigator will 
discover in the symbols of. "worship lij 
Zoroasteris time, and in the mystic cer: 
emonies of Oriental Egypt, theo-soph- - 

' isms, that are more than five thousand 
• years'r itertor to Platos writings. In

deed the late excavators at Nippur dis7 
covered symbols of fire Worship and 

l mysticism two ; thousand, years older 
i than the creation of the c-r.tb,, accord
! ing to the Hebrew system of theogony, 
and cosmic process. .... . .

' The term “Theosophy,-- In its modem 
sense is a compound word. from. The 
Os”-^GtU ’ and -Sophr I —wisdom, 
hence "the wisdom of the gods,, or, by 
some writers called. Divine Wisdom.

AH' thed-qophists whether Egyptian, 
Brahmlc Shemetfc. Hebraic, . Platonic, 
JudalstiC. Ecclesiastic, embracing- the 
Gteek church. Roman Catholic, and 
Protestant churches as well as the 

■ taodern Theosophist, afflrtn a hlghei 
Eotirce of wisdom.” than that gained by 
a stiidy: of nature and her principles -, 
hence? a supernatural source, emanat
ing in and revealed by the gods them 
selves to tho priests, and holy represen 
tatlves of their: respective systems of woX and a glance at the various 
religious beliefs of our time w 11 show 

- to what extent .these sophistries hold 
- eway in the minds of the people., now. . ..

i Evolution of Theurgia

looking-tor- a job. -Just how Mr. Lead
better 'idxgws that -Cyril was his neph- 
ew-iat’.-tltat particular time, as both 

i,wcre in t)16 astral, is a-problem for the 
auilior/tof "Jhe Great Psychological 

■ Qrime."-or some Theurgical adept to 
: solve, since in Theosophical premise 

parenthood and family ties are only an: 
incident in the souls evolution, and 
motherhood .with all its obstetric :pains 
and surgical gashing is simply a tempo.- 
rary convenience to help some-, astrdl 
soul to evolve what evidently was never 

involved—experience and common
sense. Then again. Leadbeater has 
told in some of his former contributions 
to The Progressive Thinker; that ■ the 
soul is sexless, being an emanation 
from the great fountain of life. Now. 
if this statement can be taken as a fact, 
then Leadbeater and the personality 
he calls Cyril as souls at that time

nally located. At the risk of breaking 
• the charm whicn holds the public-mind 
in the mystery of Theosophy s ancient 
greatness and-glory—a time, it-is af
firmed. when the gods of Egypt con
versed with men. let us introduce the 
reader , to that, school of sophistry 
known-in theo-sophlcal Egypt, as.
“The Doctrine of Egyptian Platonism. ”

As many Theosoplnsts will deny their 
“Alma Mater” and her curriculum of 
so-called science, we will call their at
tention to the-historical fact that the 
doctrine of Theurgla became as neces
sary to Theosopbv. as the doctrine of 
"theatonement to the fall of man; and 
nearly all of our lexicographers and 
encyclopediaists- include Theurgia as a 
part of the.-Theosophical system. If 
further historical evidence of the exact 
relation of father to child Is desired in 
this matter, we will refer the reader to 
"The Mysteries of Egypt- by Jambli- 
chus:."Essays on Egyptian Platonism." 
by Murdock: also to-Colridge.on Egyp
tian Superstitions,-' :, : •

That the -'reader may haven concise 
view-of the distinctions between Spirit
ualism based upon. Natural Philosophy, 
and Modern Ecclcsiasticism.. and The
osophy. we invite his attention to the 
following by Chambers. .
Spiritualism Based on Natural Phllot, 

ophy
"in investigating nature and her at

tributes.philosophy.-: proceeds entirely 
by that branch Of knowledge which 
teaches the rulestand method of reason
ing employing as the basis of its inves

were sexless, 
such relation 
as these ties 
as both were

hence there could be no 
as nephew to an uncle, 
imply masculinity, and 
sexless, they were homo-

geneous and could no more hold-the re
lation of uncle and nephew .than could 
two drops of water in ’ a mill-pond 
claim such family tie. - - ■■

Right here we desire to call the at: 
tention of the lady readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker to the historical -fact; 
that at the time Leadbeater and ¿ his 
nephew Cyril claimed to be floating 
around in the astral plenum, that in 
Egypt. Central Asia, and a large por
tion of India, women were thought to 
have no-souls, and if-Theosopffy.s teach
ings are true, -there are no/woméns

able sequences of Uiouglit, a schooling 
in Theurgia offers to afl tastral noul on 
the plane of "éthers finerthan'matter.”. - 
Never mind if it does Beqnr'aU|£tlc.,j)q--,, 
consistent; Incongruous;’ ftir-ifetqhéd ;im'd” 
fUZZÿ. ? c" .- y', y1 ■■

The more mysterious a. theological or 
theosophical statement seems, (he 
greatey. tlie çeptainty ' of; ité ; intriiislc 
yajùe. according • fol-Theurgical author
ity. ■ ,■■ ; ; J .-

AVhat was -done with the jipy immedi
ately after this seance-of'materialistlc 
surgery, v wè ;: tore'•? not';-informed. 
Whether he was. boosted to ■ the top of 
the cliff, and left (here until--the moth
er had been impressed where'to find 
her truant son- by an astral soul , of 
which Leadbeater is now : |"IT, ” but 
whicii took place a thousanjl years be
fore he became ”it.” may always re
main a secret in the annals, of ; Lead
beaters astral experiences;--.

Where did Cyril stand when: he per
formed this humane act unjler the mod
est but superior skill of Leadbeater be
fore he became Leadbeater and. while 
yet in the sexless astral-?-,fhe indulgent 
reader can guess at. but: he: may not 
guess right. Perhaps'' toe - stood on 
nothing, as all things are possible with 
the initiates in this wonderful-shrine 
of Theurgia. the same as- with the God 
of the ecclesiastic.. .

. Borrowed Idea of Omrupotence.
Indeed we can safely affirm that tho 

ancient ecclesiastic — prpacher —bor
rowed the idea ot omnipotence taught 
m the Egyptian Theurgical councils, to 
clothe in respectable powen his God 
Yahve: for without this concept of om
nipotence the Jehovah of the Penta
teuch would appear to bo the most vi
cious, sensual and. caprjelous - despot 
enumerated m all of -the Calendar of 
pagan deities, and the intellectual per
ception of this truth will eventually 
liberate the mental devotees to .Theur- 
gieal systems, and turn, their attention 
to nature’s pure fountain,of ethics and 
philosophy. • > ......

What became of Cyril s materialized 
body on this occasion when he had no 
longer use for it? Did. he simply.with
draw his sexless astral and soar -away 
to the plane of -finer forces. •. after 
dropping nis masculine- cadaver over 
the cliff? Or did he only leave .his 
body as Leadbeater and. others claim 
they frequently do-and : depend upon 
some unknown vitaiizlng.energy to hold 
the visible organism until one. of those 
spirits described by Dr.; Peebles. . ob
sessed by "The Christ Question bot
tled" or some form of : ecclesiastical 
dogma, came along and saw- .a good 
chance- to reincarnate yfithout. encoun
tering the uncertainties Of gestatiVe ac
cidents; or sex? •: • i ... :

Little contingent circumstances, and 
associated factors howqYet important, 
-m physiological analysis^aye never dis
cussed because taey ate-pot thought of 
by the students in-.the -curriculum of

Now.if statement Nd. I has a truth in 
it, why these other divergent and con
flicting statements? . Then again, if 
“we really leave dur bodies in'Sldihber," 
why does it requite; especially-trained 
clairvoyance ;to, do .. this? How does 
Mr. Leadbeater ■ Ijnow -.. that he . can 
leave his body-at .'will, and project his 
conscious soul Into an ejher finer.than 
physical matter?? Let us; inquire into 
this;-: The sdiiEby ail jnQ?ern .physiolo
gists, anatomists and, psychologists, is 
regarded as “the actuating,' vitalizing 
lifeWncipfethhi ;c^hscidua .> -ego ?¥ot 
man;. .This trufli developed: by ¿the re-; 
searches of Vbgel,- the celebrated chem
ist; I anatomist and physiologist: bf Ger
many, has received unbounded approv
al and• sanction'bythe wbrld’b great 
demonstrative. ¿xperlihentallsts • during 
the.last flfiy;y6ars;..’ Recognizing the 
widespread” conviction. and. importance 
of this Natural truth,-aj certain class of 
people jn trying to-account .tor the ph e-

with the earth's magnetism, transfers gations that writers of the Leadbeater 
by electro methods to the trees and all school have made of organic and inor- 
vegetaule growth the elements selective gaiiic forms of matter, found ,in na
to the development of each type and I ture’s cosmic laboratory. Let us in
species.. The withdrawal of solar light quire which is the finer, the carbonate 
at night induces the electro-magnetic of lime found in an oyster shell, or the 
reactions of the earth’s currents, in carbonate of lime in Leadbeater’s osse- 
wliicli oxygen and other elements are ous anatomy? Which is the coarser, 
thrown off, and the carbon and some of the calcium oxide of quick-lime, or tlie 
its compounds are retained and through I calcium hydrate found in coral struct- . 
these psychic reactions we note tlie ure? Which is the finer, Leadbeater’s 
foundation of real epirlt materialization, astral soul, or the bread and butter and 
by the growth of the tree or shrub, food he eats and assimilates, which ' 
These reactions are known to the sci- promote the development and conti.nu- 
entitle world as u. change of chemical 1 ance qf this life principle in his body? 
spectrum. . How does he know that ether is finer

Take note, kind- reader, that the I than matter, and interpenetrates it?
trees, shrubs and plants do not have to How can ether relate itself to matter 
project their astral souls into universal unless it possesses reciprocal polarity 
ether to some in contact with these ele- to it, and if reciprocal, then ether and 
ments, All of the elements that each matter are polar to each other. And it 
can use, is transferred to it by princl- polar to each other, then ether and 
pies of selective magnetic induction. matter may enter into combination, and 

Principles of electro magnetism are if entering into combination it does not 
involved in the evolution of solar light, interpenetrate, since the reactions ot 
The-electro reactions between file sun’s other elements upon it changes its in- 
photospliere and the earth’s atmos- dividual polarity before it can com- 
phene, develop light. Light is an evo-. I bine, the same as all other elements In 
lotion. I nature are brought to a mean equation’

Principles of electro magnetism in combining processes. These experl- 
evoke form, shape and color. The elec-1 mental facts in natural physics, intro- 
tro reactions taking place in the Com- duce us to tlie principles of the Chem- 
binlng molecules of elemental energies ical Balance, comprising the mathemat- 
induce form, shape, color and magnetic les of chemical equations, the basis ot 
properties; as is seen in the various chemical combination.
transformations of metals and solids in But'tho Chemical Balance and chem- 
experimental chemistry. leal equations were not known in

Principles of electro magnetism con-1 Theurgla’s ancient school, and we have 
nect the world’s telegraphic systems, occasion to note frequently,, that the 
The rap of the telegraphic key ip Lon-1 devotees of tlie dogma of "Divine Reve- 
don or Japan induces the rap of the lation,” are quite inclined to ignore 
sounder here. . A telegram was sent re- these inductions of cosmic science, 
cently clear around the world, requiring when they are on dress parade, present- 
only one minute and thirty seconds ot Ing the sophisms of Theo-sophlcal The-. 
time. If the cables and wires.involved I urgia, as "The Wisdom of the Gods.” 
had been of the same electro resistance W. M. LOCKWOOD,
the message would have been instan- ------------ • - - • -------------
taneoqs. CONSIGN BODY TO ANGEL OF FIRE.

Principles of electro magnetism in ---------
wireless telegraphy induce a still great- The’ Hermetic Brotherhood of Atlantis, 
er phenomenon. The closing -pt - an L and E1 hanta Conduct Ob- 
electro circuit of the transmitter, in- v_  . ,
stantly rings a bell of the receiver a sequies of Founder of the Cult.
thousand miles away, so highly electro
and magnetic are the ethers of our at- At the headquarters of the "Hermet- 
mosphere and the earth’s currents., ic Brotherhood of Atlantis, Luxor and 

Principles of electro magnetism con- Elephanta,” located at 509 Van Ness av- 
nect us to the mental personality ot enue, San Francisco, Cal., the funeral

n rrf ’thia BODblam cf Divine Wis lug employing as the basis ©I its inves «¿e earl/ -Egyptian Platonlsts i tlgation the facts derived irom natu 
ralseurces. I

souls, and no men s soujs tn..Theoso
phy's Heaven—Since they, are sexless.- 
What a glorious Nirvana that will be 
for the Mormon prophets, as well as the 
modern 'Theosophlst. Jjist at -.what 
time sex appears in mundane relations, 
lie superior science of Tbe'urgiai.doesv 
not specify, nor does It; treat' upon Ao 
trivial affairs.’ In the article referred 
to The Inter-Ocean makes Leadbeater 
say as follows: ; - ■

A Case of Materialization.
"One day Cyril and T (the third per,, 

son) were traveling through- the qstrSl 
world when suddenly weJieard. .tho xsry 
of a child in pain. We moved .Jn the 
direction of the sound; and cofgte-tq' 
a lonely cliff found that' aboy-foflv o* 
11 years had fallen oVer it, andf,.cu|- 
and bruised was hanging to. a project 
|ng root » • • I Saw that In order 
to stop the bleeding ■, it .would toteaqc», 
ossary to have physical.help. -Gndl’Of- 
us must be materialized that is must 
be made visible in the ordinary world 
to tie jth® bandages $nd so tiuft the

Theo-sophlcal Theurgia—indeed' we can 
safely.affirm that no great ailscovery.in. 
natural' philosophy-has AVer been made 
by anv devotee to its teachings.-

But continuing in UtoTarticle .under. 
. consideration. Leadbeater ?goes ■ on - to

-- - :'xx: • ■ ■ ■
"In connection with this,'unusual res

cue I- found a strange: situation. It

nomqna of-oub sensing things such as 
events people, and transactions taking 
place at a distance fipm.uB, Invented a 
very peculiar schism.of a ■

8oulWltha.StrlngTo.lt
Hence we . find many writers to-day 
who affirm that, "the soul leaves the 
body held only by . a" small -magnetic 
thread, which must not be severed, as 
the individual to whom it is .connected 
would die.- . ; . ■ •

The discoveries in principles of phys
iological functioning expressed in hu
man organisms during the last 60 
years, demonstrateIhe utter untenabil- 
ity of these fallacious, concepts, and 
the further discovery of principles of 
electro-magnetism in their relation to 
mental process, indicate that the soul 
and its attribute . of consciousness, do 
not have to leave the citadel in the sen- 
sorlum of the human brain, to be 
brought into close electro-magnetic con
tact with objective nature. and with 
events occurring in places remote on 
the earth-plane, or in realms of im
mortal life. •

We have not time in this review to 
point out fully the great value and im
portance of these discoveries to all 
classes of thinkers in general, or to the 
modern Spiritualist in particular: but 
will submit for consideration some 
facts and discoveries in cosmic science 
which were never known-to the gods of 
Egypt or Greece, or thought of in the 
ancient school of Theo-sophlcal Theur- 
gla. . . -
. Principles of Electro Magnetism. ~

Principles of electro magnetism lie at 
the very base of cosmic process and 
cosmic phenomena, promoting its visi
bility., and inducing Its psychic reac
tions: connecting and co-relating the 
suns and stars of boundless Infinitude, 
developing the everchanging visible 
forms of plasmatic and bio-plasmatic 

■life found in earth life..connecting not 
only vast distances of stellar space to 
the here and now. but co-relating the 
activities of-an invisible spectrum of 
existence to mans receptive intellect.

■ Principles of electro magnetism. com
prise the diverging characteristics - of 
the planetary world, and by the varying 
magnetic changes of planetary combi
nation, the weather bureau is enabled 
to forecast coming- climatic changes 
and telegraph to the public the prob
able direction these currents will take.

Principles of electro magnetism make 
us acquainted with the chemical char
acter of the nebula and photospheres

seems that in'itfieir -prEhexlstence 1.Q00 
years before. Cyril and-this thoy ■ had 
been playmates.. Abth&VtftilB-the boy. 
was Cvrils slave He paved _Cyrll 
life and was -given - his :
was 1000 years before Oyr® bad an ap- 
portunity to Bave theltCeOi his friend. ■■

s
teetlom It

Dear me’ What a lohg ■ ime a spirit 
has to -wait foç. justtoé“oR

tom; that 
combina

0 hey had

theosqphy s 
5 Wit get It

made neessary pH, 
tionsof, Incidental ........
to Walt a thousand y then Jo fe 
incarnate Andttefr to grow to
the afee of ten or years And, 
fall over a ellE and rfeopardlze 

Corner

friends far distant. In a telephonic services over the body of the founder 
communication to Brother Francis of of the cult, the late Dr. William P. 
The Progressive Thinger of Chicago, I Phélon; took place yesterday morning, 
from. Boston, we hear his voice in- The organization conducted private ob- 
stantiy although he is 1,200 miles away, sequies, and no one without the pale 
and in thé analysis of this electrical I of the association had entry to the 
phenomenon, we, find that the ground premises , during the work of the socl- 
'current composed, ôt-wùatDoadfiedtor' ety ’ ’ ..... ■ . . :
.and his cult call "physical matter” re- ’ Dr, 'Phelon'passed away on Friday, 
'spondS'at'on'ce Ss-halfSfl?“iflë"-èlYc(iit;! ,tmd,M«ccordlng to the teachings of the 
without tlie stimulus of artificial bat- brotherhood, merely threw off his mpr- 
teries. Now if this circuit had. been tai form, to live forever in his - astral 
made of the auditory nerves of Lead- body. In the front parlor of the Dig 
beater’s God, dr that of any Theus house at 509 Van Ness avenue the body 
known to the page of time, could , the I was laid out in state. It rested in a 
message have been more instantaneous beautiful casket beneath "an exquisite 
and complete? In this mental com- canopy of purple mull An abundance 
munication my conscious ego does not of flowers surrounded the remains, and 
baye to go to Chicago nor does that ot | the balance of the room was crowded 
Brother Francis bave to jroject itself I with followers of the departed leader.
to me in Boston, These private ceremonies took up near-

Principles of electro magnetism con- ly a half hour, and then the cortege 
nect us to the visible appearance of proceeded to Od l Fellow s Cemetery.
persons and localities as well as in One of the most emphatic beliefs of the 

is witnessed in brotherhood is that of cremation, andmental association ■ as

of remote planets.- With, a modern 
spectroscope we note that Sirius, a star 
of the first magnitude. 23 billions of 
miles away, contains in Its photosphere, 
hydrogen, sodium and magnesium.. We. 
do not have to project our astral soul 
of consciousness, to that planet when 
we are asleen to find this ¿truth. • We 
do not have to leave the hbdy and go 
there? The light of this star and of 
thousands of otaers. like ■ the - - spirit 
WQrld-Js around us constantly, and like 
the «nlrit world' can be sensed by us, 
when we understand the electro mag-- 
rietic relation of the invisible to the vis
ible

Principles of electro magnetism sup 
port and promote the growth and de 
Velopmentof trees, flowers, plants and 
all 'types of plasmatic life. „ .Ths ethers 
fit space hold in solution the various el 
omenta of nature The combined, re
actions of Abter Hght to association

the phenomenon of "The Spectra Tel- the services attendant on this operation 
ephone." A friend standing on the were elaborate.
platform of such an apparatus to which With the departure of the elder, 
is attached an electrical mirror at San-1 brother of the organization the mantle 
Francisco, is-seen in Boston when con- of authority falls upon Mrs. Frances 
nected to a receiving electrical mir- Rodgers. She oecomes the head of the 
ror. • With a long distance telephone at- order, and to her was intrusted tlie care 
tached. we hear our friend s voice, we of the services over the remains of Dr. 
see in the mirror before us every move- Phelon; On the arrival of the corpse 
ment of his lips, the color of his hair at the cemetery the remains were 
and eyes, and every expression of his moved into the chapel and placed upon 
face- What is more significant, the tlie customary receiving place. Tho 
thickness of the glass of the mirror pre- flowers were placed about the casket, 
vents our apparent handshake. • and the pallbearers, with six of the 

Princinles of electro magnetism con-1 priests and priestesses ot the cult, ar- 
hect mental process in thought transfer- ranged themselves about the remains, 
ence- Thousands upon thousands of Elder Brother Mrs. Frances Rodgers, 
recorded'instances of this mental asso-1 acting as master of ceremonies re- 
ciation are in evidence by the various celved the remains, while the gathered 
psychic research societies of the world, members of the order repeated tho 
These principles of polar mental recep- brotherhood ’mantrain. ■ Dr. William 
tlvity are eternal, therefore we affirm- C. Bailey followed with a short history 
distinctly that the mortal will be in of the doctor s life, in which he told ot 
close association with the spirit world his reincarnated spirit and what work ■ , 
when he understands these inouctive he had performed since he founded the 
truths, since we find in all of nature s I organization. James Hugh Spence tol- 
processes in the relation of the invisible lowed with an elaborate address on the 
to the visible, the manifestation ot the teachings of the brotherhood, in which 
principles of electro magnetic indue- he referred frequently to the life work 
tion. All nature is infinitely related by of the departed. The last address was 
principles of electro magnetism, and lo-1 made by Mrs. P rances Rodgers, in 
calities in,remota countries. Individuáis which she consigned the body of the 
on the earth plane, and frienus in the I late leader to tho Angel of Fire. In
spirit realm, can and do impress human terspersed throughout the service were 
consciousness.through the medium of séveral hymns, the singing of which 
Ulis agency. . • I was impressive. .

Time and space seem an illusion in At the conclusion of the service the 
the presence of these natural phenom- casket was covered with a heavy black 
ena. With these sublime principles of I pall and lowered to the floor below, 
nature operative around us. the soph- where it was prepared for cremation. 
Istical and inconsistent talk about Here some of the very secret work ot 
"leaving the physical body ” and pro- the organization, in which only the 
jecting our astral into ethers finer than I leaders participated, was gone through 
nhysical matter in search of the dead, I and the remains were consigned to the 
■is the maudlin dream and Egyptian fire.
lullaby sophism of a cult.-more inclined I The cult as it stands today is repre- 
to mystical enchantment than to a con-1 seated in several countries. The lead- 
sistent analysis of nature s co-related I ing organization is supposed to be In 
processes. • . . Mexico, in Mountain City, a place which

And yet in defiance of all of these has never been visited by any living 
principles of existence relating the I person in mortal form outside the lead
soul to its organism, and notwithstand- ers of the HermeUc Brotherhood. The ■ 
ing the discoveries in natural philoso- leaders have visited the place, they 
phy and electro-physics by which; re- declare, in their mortal form, but the 
mote localities and friends, can be. and members have only been carried there 
are magnetically in-direct touch with in the astral form. At Mountain City .. 
our conscious ego. it will be interesting I the advanced condition of the Hermetic 
to children to know that there isi one I Brotherhood exists, where the members 
man at least wno can leave his body have become possessed of the knowl- 
and project nis ego beyond the stars in edge necessary to make them almost 
duest of his dead friends, .and returning I perfect. The Brotherhood claims that 
in the mornipg on the train of Aurora. Christ was the reincarnation of some 
find his mortal cadaver turned over in I great and good man living thousands of — 
bed- breathing, snoring and perhaps I years ago. and that each and every 
dreatoing: and yet not knowing that member, of the association who be- 
life had been extinct several hours, comes so imbued of knowledge that he 
While this does seem a little mystical. I can believe in all the teachings of tho 
perhaps wonderful to some of our read- society is of necessity the reincarnation 
ers. it is a logical synthesis to Lead- of some good personage gone before, 
beater's Theurgical proposition about The society, teaches .that the . , astral
'leaving his body at will, ■■■■-■- 
- Some Strange Concepts.

Mr- Leadbeater..brings with him from
tbe “Royal Asiatic Society-’ some very 
strange concepts regarding the ether of 
space in its relation to matter. He 
Bays’ "These ethjire are finer-.than mat
ter:" and "interpenetrate ail physical 
matter The free use of the terms 
finer coarser and physical may 

Jie taken as a true Index ot the Investl-

says

fj y J > -i,,’’ ’
- - z •___ ï±i__ n___ i

body lives forever, and that death -is 
merely the passing of the spirit from 
the mortal remains to the astral form.

Half the misery of .human life might 
be extinguished by mutual offices of 
compassion, benevolence and humanity. 
—Addison.-, - •

gjander is the revenge of acoward 
and dissimilation his defense.—John
son» *

i
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A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J.
' M. Peebles’ Book,“Obsession; or Demon

ism of the Ages.” '
Eva A. Cassell has been a careful student in the 

school of Spiritualism for twenty years, yet in this 
enlightened 20th Century, she should bear in mind 
that it is not in order to burn books and authors, in 
effigy. That should be left exclusively to the Cath
olics.- Her views, however, will attract great attention.

».

The book, “Demonism of the Ages” does incalculable harm to the I 
cause of Spiritualism; if its teachings were absolutely true its critics I 
might'subside overwhelmed with its enormities ; but, being overdrawn I 
'and somewhat lurid in its portrayals, it should not be allowed to pass I 
unchallenged. To believe that'mortals are beset by hordes of evilspir-1 
its who:seek their corruption and ruin is to believe a thing in utter op
position to the laws and states governing human expression. ■

• '* Spiritualists Credulous. . I

THIKKBR „
' Swedenborg Ng

Dr. Peebles quotes Swedenborg in support of his theory of eyil spirits 
and hi^ wonderful visions of the other life. I :tflass> Swedenborg with 
those dreamers and seers of the' bible whoAaw in visions the most stu
pendous things—the most ridiculous objeets eVOr beheld—red horses— 
green horses—with three sets of eyes, some of them1 in the back of the 
head (so the bible states). If we are to believe in the vagaries of men 
who lived hundreds of years ago and adopt thriir dreams and visions 
as standards to follow in this advanced agfciwe shall be going backward 
instead !of'forward. I must first know what iilamier of man Sweden
borg was,- before I believe in his visions-, ^liellMi' lie was a dreamer or 
no; whether his brain was well-balanced or no, or his utterances worthy 
of credence;- He'bdongs to a past era andlhris no place in this age.
* Dr. Peebles brings forth as evidence, Aiidrewiffackson Davis; but he 
also is slipping into a past age.; lie has doiffc a’vist work for- Spiritual
ism, but he hari’advanced onward and mKJMiaVe changed some 6f'his 
tenets since he wrote of evil spirits; men grow greater in knowledge as 
they grow older/ 'I have a great respect for Dr.' Davis and I appreci
ate all he lias done for the faith, yet I would nrit believe in the power 
of evil spirits to harm simply because Dr. DaVis affirmed it. I would 

i study into the matter myself and draw rny own deductions.
I 1 A Belief in Evil Spirits Unhealthy. <

We are all striving for the good (god) and the tendency of this age is 
hygienic. We want to be welt and strong in order to enjoy'existence, 
but a belief iri evil spirits is exceedingly unhealthy; as well as irrational. 

I Dr. Peebles'gives a vivid account of what, he terms Hudson Tuttle’s ob
session, but in the-instance cited I see no proof of the work of evil spir

I its. On the eoiitrary it is a clear case of mental suggestion, for Tuttle 
I senior remarked, “the sketch looks1 like Satafi”‘(thei’e was the sugges- 
I tion), when immediately Hudson changed from a kind,-'rational human 
I being, into a person-filled with satanie hatred; but; this change was not 
I due to an evil spirit—unless Tuttle senior wasiarii evil spirit, since his 
I inadvertent remark was the cause ofi the change in Hudson—therefore 
1 the instance is of nd value as proof of evil spirits.. . . .

„ In gumming up the points on the subject before the Open Court, I say:
1, There may be evil spirits. ,
2. That; their legitimate prey may be illy-balanced mediums’(when 

it is learned.that tho medium has no brain defect and is not insane).- i
.3. (That the proper sphere of operation for evil spirits is the spirit 

world, and not our earth. . .
4.. That natural laws hold them in check and they are thus pre

vented from harming the denizens of earth generally.
5, That Dj’- Peebles has imputed more power to them than they pos

sess. .■ ■ ■ . ... .. ■ ■ - • . •■'. ■ ■

Dr. Peebles qiiotes the medium,' Stairitpri Moses,: to prove the evil 
» mvuMwa . work of wicked spirits,-but the quotation-siffi^iy piovbS'riiy own theory,

■ '■■■■■ «♦»<»*-« .»»(... ■ • . . n1.o I that evil spiritsbpërâte in the spiritüal;wiOrld;iiristeàd bf the physical
There are some stereotyped phrases and bugbears which bpiritualism . the gnid(j:of stajnton Mosès'•-“’tÎiërêWterrible conflicts in 

has always had to shoulder, such'as the. power of mind over muner the à • it w^rld' between the higher ifitélligeiicë8'o.rid'the low, selfish, 
in explanation of most.of tli$. stupendous; ^nd fraudulent-phenomena, I ojj8essjjjg gpjrjfg 'there'.” And âgaiïri '■’Veh’ééfiilj ‘debased, cruel, earth- 
said to be performed genuinely by spirits ; the bugbear ot evil spirits bound spiritg .'throng around' your earth-sphere rind’ incite mortals- to 
possessed of infinite.power to harm.-•moçt.rift we have always had to, ¿eeds-of sin.”.......... “ J------- -  ’ ' ' ' ’ ’ — -
shoulder since Spiritualisin began. The; truth is, spirits .Can t do , halt '
that is imputed to them by scared and credulous people, and eyil spirits 
in particular, have less power for wickedness, for no intelligent person 

• will believe that the evil in bur world controls and dominates to the ex
elision of the gooçl. But pertain, persons, trade upon the credulous 

■Spiritualists and give them aiweiaW eyil Spirits, and line their own | 
' pockets. A few years ago a man by the. name of Frazier came to Onset 
Bay and sent out his cards thus: “I win develop mediums andlocate 

■ nnd classify their spirit guidés and bands, thus keeping out evil ones 
who would ruin them. Also I will drive ¡out the evil spirits possessed 
by mediums and bring them higher guidés. My terms are a hundred 

• dollars'for development.” , ■ ■ • .
This man had a large patronage from the credulous.. He came to my 

’ house and wanted me to enter his circles, so he could locate my guides, 
etc. I answered, “If my guides cannot gravitate to my sphere and lo
cate themselves—without me paying you,a hundred dollars to do it for, 
them, then they have no right to select me as their medium, and they 
can leave, and go elsewhere. As for evil spirits, if there is any in my 
•outfit of guides „and controls, I.am not afraid of them and I ean get rid 
of them inÿself .without paying you a hundred dollars. V> do it for me. 

.'And by the way; there never was a greater scheme for making money 
' than by this same scheme of pretending to develop mediums-for me-

..¿„„L, Blit again I say no, that God is more'just and humane
and the Higher Powers arc full of unbounded-love and mercy and send 
missionaries to the boundariesmf earth to save and redeem these evil 
souls, if any there arej.and the Infinity whidfi planncd- this universe has 
made laws which bind arid restrain the^e eyil ontes—theycan only op
erate wh.ere the law of correspondence itivifes Hiefti, iflihey operate at 
all, upon the denizens of earth. I will concede that mediums, being 
more negative, may be more prone .to obsq^ipp.by cvjl.ppirits than the 

I common hiimariity, but I will tell you also that jthere ¡pre hundreds of 
grand; toqbld mediums who do hot know spirits of evil, who have, never 
seen them, nevef coihe in contact with them, and whom it would be hard 

I to convince that evil spirits existed for the corruption of... mortals.
These grand'and noble mediums—these teachers of our philosophy,

The Falseness of Such a Statement. - •
I quote from Dr. Peebles’ article in The Progressive Thinker: “There 

are recurring seasons when undeveloped or evil spirits have had pre
dominance, especially are sue]i seasons consequent on great wars. 
There are Diakka, clouds of undeveloped spirits encircling the earth, es
pecially about gin-shops, gambling deps and war fields. These go to 
another life filled with passions and hatred and return to obsess mor
tals.” After reading this lurid portrayal of the accredited powers 
for evil in the universe, I am filled with protest at the unqualified false
ness of such a statement and I ‘‘Hurl the morally, loathsome para
graph” back to Michigan, in the honest indignation .which its ignorance 
demands and in pity for those who, having lived to octogenarianisin, 
had time to probe this matter to its core, yet have still held to the musty 
old beliefs in devils and evil spirits of the mythological ages and at
tempt to fasten them on Modern Spiritualism. ‘ ' '

Dr. Peebles practically declares that God made this world and put 
mortals therein, ahd then He set loose hordes of undeveloped and, evil 
spirits to prey on these mortals—human beings who have never done 
anything to deserve that these wicked spirits shall ruin them. In other 
words God makes mortals pay the penalty for there being spirits who 
lack development! He makes them suffer for this jack when they are 
innocent of being the cause of it 1 I know-of only one instance which 
can parallel it, and that is the statement in the Bible that Jesus was cru
cified to save sinners; in other words, the sinners were let scot free 
while Jesus was crucified for their sins. .

How much justice is there in making the innocent suffer for the guilt 
of, the wicked? ,,/WIuhbelieves that the divine Law of Compensation, 
jniidehy deity,to.adjust the spiritual states affecting humanity can be 
set aside by evil spirits or perverted for their spite and hatred? This 
Law of Compensation,they cannot tamper with; it binds and holds them 
in cl;eek and protects earth’s people from obsession and from their dep- 
,redations, ' /. .

For the: same reason Dr. Peebles’ statement that evil spirits hang 
ardund. rum shops and gambling, dens and incite mortals to drink, is un
true, for there are thousands of men who are born with a love for liquor, 
made so by fathers who drank, or chewed tobacco, or used drugs—thou
sands who are begotten in the vibrations of these bad habits, These 
poor sots have enough to stagger under through heredity without, being 
placed at the mercy of evil spirits who would make. them, drink more, 
and I say that God and the Higher Powers who have our earth and hu
manity in charge—the Supreme Being who planned our universe and 
has regulated it. by laws which cannot be set aside, I say that these su
pernal guardians have protected man, have raised bulwarks around him 
to shield him from vampires in the other world, and. he is safe from

The New Cure for Kidney and Bladdetg'^
Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc. "I

As stated in our last issue the new z' 
botanical discovery Alkavis, is proving 
a wonderful curative in all diseases 
caused by Uric acid in the blood, or dis
ordered action ot the Kidneys and urin
ary organs. (

The President ot the Suffolk Hospital, Boston, 
states that Alkavls was tested in the hospital 
ou chronic oases of Bladder and BhoumatlU 
trouble. It cured when old und established 
compounds wholly failed, aud our good woxd^ 
are at your disposal, for all should know of th» 
good accomplished by „its use. Dr- W. H. Haw» 
ley, Physician and Surgeon, Penn Yun, N. Y., 
writes: I have used AUiuvls myself and in my 
practice with satisfactory results. Similar tes
timony to .this wonderful now remedy, comes 
from numbers of others, Including many ladles 
suffering from disorders peculiar to womanhood

The Church Kidney Cure Company, Qf 
New York, who so tar are its only im
porters, are so anxious to prove its 
value that for the sake of introduction 
they will send a free sample oE-Alkavls 
prepaid by mall to every; reader of The 
Progressive Thinker who is a Sufferer 
from any term of Kidney or Bladder 
disorder, Bright’s Disease, Rheumatism, 
Diabetes, Dropsy, Gravel, Pain in Back, 
difficult to too frequent passing water, 
or other affliction due to improper ac
tion of the Kidneys dr Urinary Organs, 
We advise all Sufferers to send their 
names and address to the Company, 
arid receive the Alkavis entirely free. 
Address Church Kidney . Cure, <?o., No. 
404 Fourth Avenue, New York. '
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Psychic Light.
BY MRS. DRAKE, 4 -

• ______ ■: ' Ï-. •- in wk
Important Addition to Our Llteraturewr f '

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a natlonai^A" ': 
reputation as a medium. Thé manifes- 
tatlons given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “P8Y- )
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF / 
LAW AND LIFE." It Is a ponderous / 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the / 
end. It is chockful ot stirring inci-/ 
lents. Price of this large volume, only 
|1.50 postpaid. ' ' ]

'■ diurna are -
Born, and Not Made.
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And it is a question of spiritual qualities and not money, for if a per- 
■ son is lacking in the magnetic, qualities which go to form a medium then 
no amount of money can develop what he does not have inherent in him. 
Thousands of dollars are filched from the credulous on the ground of de
veloping them for mediums. '. This man Frazier taught that all sickness 
was caused by obsession, evil spirits, and he had people crawling 
around on all fours—sick people whom he had taken to cure and who 
believed fully that they were.possessed of evil spirits simply because he 

' paid that .they, were and'they were paying him hundreds of dollars to

" .. . Know Nothing of Evil Spirits;
neither do their guides say aught of.,them or seem to know Anything 
about them; I belbng to this order myselt.' I'kriOw naught of evil spir
its, neither have my spiritual preceptors told me- of them, but they have 
taught me that all the evil in this world' is done.sby oppressors living 
now in our midst—-by false teachers-r-byisclfish: and- degraded mortals, 
instead of evil spirits in another life. v;..> m : ' ■: ■ . ।

Still, I have seen people said to be obseifeed, whom I .studied-in order 
to become enlightened; one, a woman sald'-to'be possessed by an evil: 
spirit (because she' imagined she was Qfteen Victoria). This woman: 
I learn was a victim of menopause,-and i do not wonder at her men
tal aberration, since it is common to women cither age; but-she cer-- 
ttdiily‘liras not''obsess6d by an evil spirit, ol-have seen several persons 
who were said to be controlled by evil spirits,-ibut upon investigation - 
I learned that they had honest, epileptic fits, instead of-evil spirits.-; It 
is'a’fad1 amdrigjfifi'Spiritualists to believe thatCall insane, persons are 
obsessed by evil* spirits, and we declare that wC-could visit the asylums 
and cure all the crazy people. To such'-chigh'Conceit and vanity has-
our belief in evil spirits led us that we 'R’i ’ “ ■ - ' . ■ ■

' tod,hiS I " '■ :torr e- -z-.Hi te-f
-i Bvstem-of-B0»ealledz7evil'>spii!its .a ' in-the; matter'b&ctlstinff oiit: evil spirits^ ¡and

. • fraud and had hypnotizedpeoifie into believing that they.had.eyil spir- out the asylums and cure all the imbeeifes<on earth...That,;the insane 
’ itri.' Later on public sehtiiherit turned against him and he left town, I are controlled by wicked spirits, is an old Spiritualistic saw which has.
’■arid tlien his patientsgot well, and strong. . been worked’to death. ;-i 1 ru-■ ri- ,- ,,...

There’s too much hue and cry in Spiritualism .concerning the power I Because an insane pefson declares thathe is somebody else is no prooi 
of evifspirits to harm. The states and conditions governing human life that he is -controBedMiyia wicked spirit; numbers of imbeciles imagine.

■ ■■ they¿re -other -personages. -uThe newspapers-last;winter -were full of an
instance where az boy: who; in early years had been kind and good, had- 
changed in his latter years into a very demon;- He was taken to am 
iristitution where ths medical men pronounced it a case of perverted 
faculties,-due to -an abnormal pressure on ¡the brain,- caused by a fall 
and «trilring on his head. This boy was said to-possess an evil spirit, 
for he would lie, steal, swear, beat his mother-and attempt murder; 
yet after the doctors operated on the brain, removing the pressure, the 
youth returned to his normal condition, thus; .pro,ving that it was a-de
fective brain instead of evil spirits' that had eaused the trouble. Brain 
troubles are the cause of insanity, and not wicked spirits, for all head 
defects-result in inhibitive tendencies—the changing of the nobler fac
ulties into the baser.- But if, as Doetor-Feebles’istates, all humanity is 
left by the good God at the mercy of countless, hordes of evil spirits 
who wreak their-ruin-if Deity -is deaf; and dumb; and blind to the

Prove That They Have Little Power to Harm. I
The spirit World is said to be an epitome of this mortal world. If I 

that is so, one «an see at a glance how little power evil mortals here I 
have to harm the people in our communities. They have no vested I 
power. . The evil men and criminals in our midst who represent the 
evil spirits Of the-hereafter, are'extremely limited in their sphere of ac-1 
tion, for they can only affect those mortals who want and are willing to 
be ruined, by their machinations and bad example. The same rule holds 

' good “over there.” Instead of beirig able to do more harm'to mortals' 
because they have become spirits,'they have less power, because, they I 
cannot stand face to face with'a mortal and argue and irifluence-him to 
do wrong—as a bad associate could, were he still living on earth, len I 
to one, such an evil spirit could not affect a mortal. The conditions I 

" governing the power for evil ‘‘over there” are exactly the.same govern-1 
ing it here; namely, some mortals are more prone to listen to the per-1 

• suasions of evil associates, while there are thousands , who are- proof I 
against them. And it is so with the evil spirits who may seek to injure 
the denizens of earth—they might not find one mortal in twenty whom 
they could operate on. That the world of mortals are surrounded 

' by hordes of wicked spirits and that they are at their mercy is a Spirit-1 
ualistic delusion which. ' ’ '

Savors of Paganism,
and has no place in our twentieth century enlightenment, since it Jie- 
Ion"s to the superstitious ages of the past; , As to what occurs in the 
spiritual world and its methods of operation we can have no knowledge 
excepting that deducted from an observation as.to what occurs in this 
world smee the other is but a counterpart of this, and its. denizens the 
same as this excepting for lack of a physical body. Therefore from my 
own logical deductions I must declare- that such books as The Great 
Psychological Crime, and Obsession the Demonism of the Ages, are per- 

rnicious in the extreme and a menace to humanity in-as-much .as they op
erate on the sensitive minds of the people and psyclrolpgize„them with 
the idea that they are the butt , of evil .spirits., SPIRITUALISM HAS 

■ ENOUGH TO SHOULDER WITH /THE". STUPENDOUS FRAUDS 
PERPETRATED IN ITS N AME AND PRETENDEDMIRACLES AC- 
'CREDITED TO "THE POWER OF SPIRIT- OVER MATTER,” 
WITHOUT STAGGERING’UNDER AN IMPUTED SYSTEM OF 
WICKED SPIRITUAL MACHINATIONS WHICH.. STAMPS. THE 
CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE A DEVIL, and arrests the mvestigar 
tor of our religion on its very threshold imbued with horror at the risk 
he chances from the evil spirits portrayed! .. . . ,.

theirhiachinations. , ■ ..... ,
' As to Dr. Peebles’ statement that the spirits of men who die on the 

.field of battle, hang around and incite mortais’to war, let.us look at it 
from a logical standpoint. In the first place, what becomes of a spirit 
when, his body is diseased and he has to quit it? He goes of course to 
the spiritual world where he belongs, for he can not possibly stay upon 
earth without a medium or body, to work through. His spirit is drawn, 
like $teel to a magnet, to the spirit world, and there he has to go, willy 
nilly. His medium gone (body) his connection with earth is severed 
and he. can never manifest again on earth without a body. Therefore 
all the’spirits of those in battle on earth, must go perforce to the spirit 

, world,..their natural place, and .element, there to incite, maybe, their 
spirit /fellows in spiritual warfare against; the Higher Powers who 
WputA raise and redeem them, I do not believe that these spirits stay 
on. earth to. incite mortals to more warfare—they are bound by laws 

, which-Deity has ordained, and they must leave earth and go where they 
bqlopg, . Mortals and spirits must gravitate to the spheres where they 
belong,-/(he laws of gravity and correspondence regulate the future 
destiny,qf spirit. Just as we mortals,have the two conditions here on 
earth, good and evil, so is it on the spirit side of life, ahd the evil influ
ences of evil spirits go to increase the current of evil there, and when the 
■Higimr/Ppwers 'there^ strive,,tp, sen^ for a good
work upon earth, I believe that the evil influence generated there by 
pvil spirits is set in operation to frustrate the good work, if possible.

■ It is a -war in the spiritual spheres by these two forces, and earth is the 
: loser if . the good work is frustrated. . That evil spirits sfay pp earth and 

ruin mortals-is impossible; they can only work op the spirit side,, as I 
। have indicated in setting their influence against the good work of the 

higher and nobler spirits. Just as the nobler powers in spirit life send 
; back to Carth their influence for good, from afar, so also do, the .evil 
■ powers bend back their evil influence, from afar; but as for evil spirits 

coining-to earth and corrupting each mortal separately, I cannot believe 
it for'I can bring no logical deductions to prove it, but I can set forth 
those :

injustice-of such a course, then
" God Is a Misnomer, Heaven a FaTCb » ' 

peopled with Satan and his demons instead .of; with; the Creator and. 
his angels! ■ • , «■ i:j . „ j %

Dr Peebles says that he has seen mediums who were.controlled by evil 
spirits There are probably hundreds,of.Spiritualists who have ,had 
experiences with numberless .mediums, and have never, seen one of these 
media controlled by. an evil spirit, and I repeat, there are hundreds of 
mediums who have never been dominated by evd spirits • from this 1 
conclude THAT IT IS POSSIBLE THAT A FEW . MEDIUMS ARE 
SECT TO OBSESSION—BUT MEDIUMS ONLY (BECAUSE OF 

NEGATIVE STATE) AND NQT:MORTALS IN THE COM-
MON WALK OF LIFE. .

And these mediums must have something inherent—some bond of 
union which draws them in rapport with '.evil:spirits—the proper com
bination must be struck in order to produce-obsession. The fault may 
be in'the states and conditions surrounding thfi medium, instead of with 
the eyil spirits. . This is a .wide field forldiscussicin. Dr. Peebles is. 
zealous in proclaiming the fact that manyguides and spirit controls 
of mediums attest to the fact of obsession;-but, on the other hand many 
guides of prominent mediums .. f 1 . -' '

' tltterly Deny That Evil Spimtri" Work
to the ruin of humanity. From this I cpnclude thqt-.there are “nmy 
men of many minds”, in the spirit worldJan,(l ifigkeaeh one. gives;obser-, 

he chances irom me evn ... . ... . . ■ rations from his: OW? standpoint. I wij| pay, however, that. L haye
‘ For years and years Spiritualism has staggered under this delusion. I never heard the exalted guides of W. J. C^vilmaQora L. V. Richmond,, 

of evil spirits with unbounded power to corrupt humanity;.“ evil spjrd Mrs. R. 8. Lillie, and others of our graffli. and noble, mediums who . 
its” has been the excuse ever presented when a medium. ( ?) has, gone teach us so, fully, of life in the spiritual-^phereg—I have never heard 
wron" When a male medium goes to the bad and drinks, it is^said them expatiate on, fhe wreck and ruin and corruption that mortals 
he war driven to it by “evil spirits,.”, notwithstanding, thq fact that it ■ BUffer from evil-spirits, neither have they gyer given Spiritualists grave 
was proven that the man .was born with a love of liquor, medium or no 1 • -.......... ’ ----------- ---------------- -----------

' medium- and-when ¡a medium is caught at fraud in the cabinet, it is 
' said that the evil spirits got control bn..that night, hence the fraud 1 We 
’ are bverfoblish in belieying rinplicitly in evil spirits—there is more laid

• ■ to them than they are guilty of/and in my opini.on.there is more corrup
tion and deviltry ciit up on the mortal side of life by half-hearted Spir- 
ualists than there is’on the spiritual side of life by evil spirits, and the 
votaries of our faith suffer a great deal more from the living evil spirits 
than they do from the disembodied ones. At any rate I’d take my 
chances with the latter, instead of the former.

- . Evil Spirits Powerless.
While I do not say that there are no:evil spirits, I do say that they 

have not the power for evil ascribed to .them. :On the same plaff ttiat 
' evil men ahd associates here try to corrupt their fellow men, it is ptob- 
1 able that in the spiritual life evil spirits may try to corrupt then- spirit

ual, fellows there, and, in fact, that world, and not this one, would be 
their'sphere nf opeiation, and they could not corrupt mortals for they 

'arc held & their own orbits’- by^spiritual' laws which .prevent them; just 
' as'tfie laws of gravity hold earth in place, so do the spiritual laws of 

corfcsprindericeihold: spirits in check and limit their power. Their 
■ sphere of operation inust-necessarpy bo; confined to the: spiritual world 

afldif evil spirits operate at all; it must, perforce; be upon their fellows 
I thercMb help keep,thblh dowri in degrading conditions instead-of let-

1 I gipjg them rise to higher realms, , .

warningsmf ;the dire calamity hanging QV^vthenjj.tlirough the machina
tions of wicked spirits; therefore I conclude,.that the few itinerant 
mediums who. are, as Dr. Peebles says,: qgntiiollpd .by, evil Spirits, are 
inherently vulnerable to the attack of tljg. foe rfind- perhaps invite it. 
The inference also, is, that the exalted conirolstpf the noble mediums 
mentioned above do not consider evil spirits a menace to mortals, and
evidently >

• • Disbelieve in Their Ability to'Harm,
v. .. ■ nir 9’ • •

I have come in gontact with several persons: say! to be possessed of 
dpyi1n—nmongthem were some mediums, but I did not accept the theory 
of wicked.spirits; on the contrary these persons pgemed rather to have 
psychologized,themselves with the idea that they were somebody else, 
and I concluded, after careful investigationJhaVthey were suffering- 
with brain defeat,ppd were insane. There are hundreds of people who 
want to pose as mediums before the public; somebody has told them 
that they will make great psychics and they-begin-to “sit” and woo 
some spirit' control.- - Then- they begin to talk baby talk and mongrel 
Indian lifigb'nnd finally psychologize themselves with the-.idea that they 
are somebody elS6,'thoiigh there may be noeyd spirjt.about it, but sim-
ply the effect-of 'self-psychology.
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Hudson Wile
Library of Spiritual Literature.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array ot facts in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and froifi them arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 76 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
-answered. Price, 50 cents. ’ 
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND , . 
' - ' THE SPIRIT

English edition. •**

, Which Utterly Disprove It.
The truth is Dr. Peebles still belongs to the old school of investigators 

who,believed implicitly in evil spirits; he seems to hold to all the old 
‘gags and saws” of the earlier 'days of Spiritualism. He is.ri'ot healthy 

and hardly sane when he says, “Multitudes of church people are ob
sessed (by evil spirits). They do not know what ails them. I believe 
four-fifths of the insane are obsessed by evil spirits.” Four-fifths! 
What an awful travesty on the goodness-the clemency—the reason and 
wisdom of God—who, according to Peebles, allows the evil spirits to 
rob so many mortals;of'their intelligence-mortals who never harmed 
the spirits arid vdibSriev^ did;^my;wrong to deserve such a fate I Again 
I say that the'»Doctor ■teachesifi^pernicious doctrine—that he is still 
sunken in theAriperstitiom .of paOtes-he must have been, indeed, a 
veritable pagan in his last incqi^aiTMapd now shows a taint of it m 
this, his latent 'iricarnatioffi1^^^^®® pagan could voice such rub
bish, and I &y(t'o''^iflbii^QWgWmik who write such monstrous 
travesties u^divine;benefi^rice^|Ee-shame, and woe to you who 
seek to add more burdens^morAi^riight to the fears of a struggling hu
manity ! As forthe iipokj^ilpiot be quite so hard on its author as to 
sayy with Mrs, OUve Pennington: “Some grinning devil ought to impale 
the writer on.a red-hot pitch'fork,”.but I say, burn it by all means— 
'and set Peebles in effigy on top of his book and let them both go up in 
smokAtogether and end the horrible record.” . . . .
• A logical belief in spirits and their influence on earth is proof of the 
advanced Spiritualist. Let us be reasonable in our belief and not un
balanced, and I tell you

■ A Well-Balanced Spiritualist
is what our .faith needs at the helm. In these days it is refreshing to 
meet with such and very depressing to meet those well along in life who 
can-offer us only the husks out of what Should be, their rich, ripe, ra
tional knowledge. As the Spiritualist advances along the lines of spir
itual progress his belief in the power of spirits to return and take part 
in thidaily iife of mortals lessens; as he understands the laws govern
ing spiritual expression he becomes more spiritualized himself and loos- 
enlliis hold on the material portion which price so strongly appealed to. 
hisriensesy -As he' grows in spirit and becomes illuminated he. sees Jus 
mistakes mid wonder&how he coffid entertain the beliefs pf the past. .

It-is a mark of progress for the Spiritualist to relinquish.a belief ,that 
snirits remain on earth and interest themselves in .the trivial, matters 
which form a part of earth existence. .The grand and noble Spiritualist 
is one who, instead of seeking to drag the spirits of his love into earth 
environments again, sends forth the deepest emotions of his soul to meet 
theirb-^sends forth the loving message to them—wafts forth the sympa- 
41iv' the aspirations to them in the spiritual sphere, with the hope and 
desire of meeting them there, sometime. This is the true Spimtaahst. 
- Chelsea, Mass, - . EVA A. UAbbELL.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTKJUITy•OF’* / 
• . MAN, : ./

Containing the latest Investigations 
and discoveries,’ and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject Eng
lish edition. Price fl.- - » ‘-4;. /
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT ,■

OF THEiSACRED HEART. ' i
This book w written for an object, ' 

and has been pronounced equal in its ’ 
exposure of the diabolical methods Jot 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Pricp;jl5 cents. ?
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT!

A thrilling psychological story ot) 
evangelization and free thought It la' 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets ot 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price, 
30 cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their testimony. Eight-page
tract for mission work. Singles copies 
5 cents; 100 for $1.26. ’

- FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price fl.1

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Effima Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual dr lib
eral society may be organized ,and con
ducted without other .assistance?--.Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen; 40 ’cents. Ex
press charges unpaid. -; : '
ANGELL PRIZE . CONTEST RECITA- - 

TIONS.
For humane education, -pith plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents;.

AIT books sent postpaid. Address _ 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

_______________ Berlin Heights, Ohio. '

The Arcana of Spiritualism /

The b?st men are not those who have waited for chances, but those 
who have taken them; besieged the chance; conquered the chance; and 
made chance the servitor.—Chapin. • , ‘ .
-'Punishment is a fruit that unsuspected ripens within the flower of 

pleasure which concealed it.—Emerson. , • ■ -
■; 'Submission to injustice is a vice instead of a virtue, and he who 
thinkri $ a merit to signalize’his unwerldliness by failing to assert his 
own, riglits encourages oppression and fraud and endangers the rights 
bljiis honest fellbW-men.^Prof. Felix Oswald.':'. .

Sometimes it is said that man cannot bo trusted with the-government

A Manual of Spiritual ''Science andi) 
Philosophy. :

. Tho readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is. Intended 
by Its, assisting, Inspiring spirit-authors ) 
to furnish a compendium to the student ( 
of psychic laws and manifestations.. l/ 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects It treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered In its pages.
Price, $1.25 postpaid. :

Address all orders to • .i 
HUDÔON TUTTLE? ' 

' ........ Berlin Heights, Q(iio. 1

' Out ranks are full of'strong; healthy. Spiritualists.whom Dr. Peebles of himself. 1 Can he be trusted with the government of others? Or 
will never 'Convince -of his.theory of evil spirife'pbecause it is untenable h&ve we found angels m the form of kings to govern him? Let history 
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iSwae Thoughts Incident to Reading 
' Doctor Peebles’ Book on Obsession

,! r This discussion now going on in the Open Court in reference to Ob
session, must be an investing object study to every reflective mind in 

. our ranks, affording as it does such a great variety of opinions from 
leading minds in our ranks. In fact, this discussion will go down in his
tory as the most suggestive, the most impressive, and most important 
discussion that has ever occurred on any conceivable subject. Investi
gators in the future will carefully read it; those seeking development of 
mediumship will critically consider the statements made; the philoso
pher will ponder over the diverse views, and the psychic student will 
wade through the divergent expressions with great interest. The views 
of Daniel W. Hull—actual experience on his part—are certainly excep
tionally interesting and suggestive, as they furnish an impressive study 
in the phenomena of Spiritualism—spirit manifestations of the most re
markable kind. Wx. Hull is one of our most logical lecturers, a keen 
observer, and his article will be read with deep interest, seemingly prov
ing with absolute certainty that evil spirits do at times obsess mortals.

Dr. Peebles’ book, “Spirit Obsession: The Demonism of the Ages,” 
has made quite a sensation among.our Spiritual brethren, some of whom 
appear to have lost their heads. The Doctor has. an energetic manner in 
pressing his points, and in this book he has lost none of his old style 
vigor. The difficulty in combating him in this is, that he has so fully 
sustained his claims with ineontestible evidence that there is is no pos
sible defence for the other side of the question. The Doctor is always a 
strong writer, and sometimes his manner is offensive to his opponents. 
I. often wish that he would withhold his stinging words when in eon

' troversy. though I am more often on his side of the questions than other
wise} and I have that wish more because I wish to molify the intensity 

of the hatred of those who may be opposed to him. ‘
. Jn this book I find no exaggeration, though I will say, en passant, that 

my little experience has been that there is much less obsession among 
Spiritualists, than among those who disbelieve and condemn Spiritual
ism. Probably our physical and materializing mediums are the worst 
sufferers in this respect, but mental mediums are sometimes victimized. 
I also wish that Brother Peebles had pot used that word, “Demonism,” 
as he well- knows that the word was a general word for departed spirits 
without reference to character. The word came into disrepute on ac
count of the controversy between Jesus and the Jews, The Jews were 
à “holy” or “consecrated” people, and of course their spirits after 
leaving the body were holy or consecrated spirits. As the Greek term 
for spirit was “demon,” a designation was thus made'between the two 
classes of spirits. The demons were cast out. The Jews claimed that 
Jesus was nnder_the control of a demon or devil, as we have it in our 
translation (sfee J°^ln> chapters 7 and 8), whereas Jesus always claimed, 

/. that he was under the influence of a consecrated spirit, (the Holy Ghost 
I in King James’ translation)—that is the spirit of à Jew. ; - 
\ By the word “obsession;” the idea is conveyed that a spirit, neeessa- 

rily an undeveloped spirit, has invaded the person of á citizen yet of 
iéarth. There are several'classes of obsession/or perhaps obsessors.

1. There are evil and malignant spirits who in earth life contracted, 
for some reason a hatred against persons, societies, or the-whole vvorld. 
These often were either.’criminals or Ishmaelites in society,-sometimes 
“more sinned against than sinning.” They have seen in life only the 

■ \ obverse side of the .world, and naturally, they.suspect the motives of all 
, -i who approach them. It is very difficult to obtain tlie confidence of this 
” . class, and when they obsess a medium, it is for the purpose of wreaking 

Vengeance upon the objects of their hatred. . _ _ ।
; ■ 2, There is another class of religio-maniacs, .who believe it their duty

. tó.fqrce all religious thought into their narrow channels. Catholic spir7 
■ its are probably the worst of this class, though there are some'Protest- 

■ ants who share thé same feeling. If they cannot have their way, there 
' - is danger that they will prevail on their, victims to commit some deâpêr- 

- piWiact-. Often these cases aré supposed to be insane, and sent to;the 
Asyluiin,'qQuU'oUqdkaïifiost entirely'ky ra set of politicians who haye no 

-s tn i^ciyieeptiola : of psychic, phenomena and utterly-unfit to bé in charge of 
fV'!''real: spiritual .sensitives. ■ . ■ V ' ' ' •'

■ 3. There is another class of spirits who pass from, the hells of our 
Warth into the darkness correspondent with their earth conditions, who- 

obsess persons less for.the purpose of injdring them than to borrow the. 
light of their victims, much as loafers will lounge around somebody’s 
warm stove on a cold wintry, day. As the purposes of life have never 
yet been filled out in their organization and as the conditions about 
them are not pleasant, théy are anxious to be in earth society again, and 
inspire some of the conversation, which they often suppose to be their 

i. own talk, instead of that óf the medium, they are using. It is very diffi
cult for them.tó remain in the condition natural to their earth lives; 
hence they are unwilling to be out of the presence of their victims. 
They are not always malicious—they are just low, and really do not in
tend any harm. This class are in the; majority of cases of obsession. 
Sometimes this class will fight for the piédimn. I kiiew one of the vic
tims of tills class, who had been pounded till her whole body was sore, 
in an asylum, because the spirit would not submit to having her abused. 
It only took me a few minutes to show this spirit, his mistake, and he 
left her willingly, but it took several treatments to cure the lady of the 
bruises inflicted on her person by the idiotic attendants of a Kansas in-: 
sane asylum. • x ; ■ ...

4. There is another class who are drawn to a person by a spiritual 
affinity, much as two lovers are drawn together. Sometimes the spirit 
lias been a lover and finds it as difficult to keep out of the presence^of 
his enamorata as it was in earth life. This class .of obsession generally 
engenders ill health but they-are seldom aware of the injurious effects 
from théir close rapport. . : ■

5. Then there is a class of seemingly obsessed persons who; aré riot 
obsessed at all, but are the creatures of some peculiar idiosyncrasy. 
'These idiosyneratics are creatures .of their emotional .natures, and we 
are unable to fault them since nine-tenths of ithe-hrnnan family are more 
controlled by emotion than reason. In any audience, if a thought is 
presented having two aspects, one emotional, the other thoughtful, the 
emotional one always takes the preeedence, .; We liye in our emotions, 
if we analyze ourselves, and were it not for the emotions we should care 
little for a continuation of our lives after we have finished our careers

bringing to light it® jsr”&y teslimony which fill our rtrd^ntaofusy- 
chology (by this word Ido not mean mentology, which jn our eehool 
books—so superficial are our'schoolbook writersand teat&ers—?s called 
psychology). The book is cheap and easily obtained, it H .

But while endorsing the book, 1 wish to say that the ease of obsession 
lies in Spiritualism and with Spiritualists.' I do not mean io sajr in 
merely a belief or knowledge of the fact that our departed friends may 
and do return within speaking distance to us, but to a knowledge of all 
those higher truths, now forgotten, or ignored by so many would-be 
teachers, men and women who have never read a Spiritualist book; and 
very few words in a Spiritualist paper, who now claim connection with 
it. THE MERE FACT OF A KNOWLEDGE OF THE RETURN OF 
THE SO-CALLED DEAD NO MORE MAKES A SPIRITUALIST 
THAN A SWALLOW MAKES A SUMMER. ■ ; -i .

If we understand Spiritualism thoroughly, we shall learn .that there is 
something more to it than taking u handkerchief or watch ip one’s 
and giving.some personal business advice to the owner, o^-interest to no 
other person in the audience, and which should have been given at a 
private sitting. In itself there is no wrong in a medium or g gypsy, for 
that matter, giving business advice, but the idea that a whole audience 
should-be held to listen to it, is absurd and trifling. Men in the busi
ness world know very little of the world outside ¿f their personal inter
ests, and they are in no way fitted to become public teachers after their 
demise; yet these are the teachers in our spiritual meetings in too m.aijy 
cases. They with mortals should take seats in the audience, and learn 
something outside of their peculiar fields while in earth-life.'

When we as Spiritualist lecturers shall be fully prepared as teachers,' 
we will have some knowledge of life outside of the narrow circle, usual 
with business men on the earth plane, and we shall be prepared to learn 
something of spirit life outside of the average with which we come in 
contact in our every day communications. . „ . _

In earth life the world is divided in three classes, good, bad and indif
ferent. Of course these several classes may be subdivided many times, 
as they shade off into each otheii The good are the philanthropic or 
altruistic people who love and sympathize with their fellow men. Now 
the indifferent do that to some extent, but this love is subordinate to 
their selfish instincts, so that I prefer to class them among those who 
are indifferent to the wants and woes of.the world. The good are those 
who had a purpose in life other than their own comfort or aggrandize
ment. They are ever trying to increase the sum of happiness among 
their acquaintances in their neighborhood or even outside of it to, the 
extent of the world. They are not the recluses who punish themselves 
for the sake of greater happiness ini the next world—indeed, the thought 
of doing anything to their own credit never occurs to them. . . ■ .

Victory Hugo has welt pictured out this class in Les MiserajiTes, 
There.ark very few of them: “Straight is the gate and narrow is the 
way that leadeth to life and few there be that.find it.” •

The bad—I mean the bad in the abstract—are also very few. There 
are ail shades of bad; but ihbst of the bad are undeveloped good.people. 
who have never yet learned of a needy world outside of themselves. 
They are just overgrown babes. ' . - . ■ :

“First, there are babes in mind whose brains aiie small - • 
As the weaned infants, who haye. never thought' 
Beyond a boy’s capacity; ihey.sin ■' .■ . ■
From ignorance. - ■
There always is a class of narrow minds, ? . / ; _ “ :

; Devoid of a capacity to think/ ;
>• Beyond, the limited external sphere'; - . . .

. . . They are the dupes of clergymen and. 8erve . -.
'■ To draw the ponderous jlmriot of sect.” —T.-L. Harris.

Some of them are educated; but our system of instruction is one 
which ignores everything but a man or woman ùséful alone to hiinself 
or herself. Whbri educated, they make good viviseetionists, and. poor, 
and dangerous physicians, good money-gettèrs, but bad money distrib
utors. They become very social and sweet to any one:.who^has any
thing they want. Their moral'and altruistic faculties arefutteHy unde
veloped. . The bad, thé wicked, who take a fiendish interest in .torturing 
huriiapity outside of any selfish niotive, are Yery,few indeed., .Ifrohably 
the viyiséetionists are of that class; but there is a class of misfibieVous 
persons; as hazers in our colleges, who perpetrate very severe jokes— 
real fiendish jbkes for the amusement they get .out of it, justj as bad 
boys will pull the wirigS off from flies to witness, their helplesspRss. .-(c

The indifferent class are-a' riegative class/ ' They'.are; both good, and 
bad, and at the same tïiné neither.. They are negatively :good arid nega
tively bad. That is,’they wish everybody .well, if it doesn’t ebstthem 
any comfort, but when there is'“anything in it,’’ they would rather in
flict evil tbqn.to' miss obtaining wkat'there is “init.”: T^U^they.ure^ 
good whênTfÀô'sTsAhèmÀô'tffihigAànd they are not quite-sd ■gooff if it dis
comfortsthem to be so. They-are not' altruistically good, Aoi’wantonly 
bad.' .Thèse by far :are iri thé majority. - Arid of all:,tvho go'into''the 
spirit world of course there are ten of this class, to. one of the others.

, Now all these people pass into the spirit-world carrying with them at 
least forthe time being, the characters they have iorméd herel Ay 
• The humanitarian here, will be a humariitaiiian-there, and though his 
work may be next bur earth,, his character will give him as his dwelling 
place à lofty.place in the Spirit world. , .
' The dark, low, degraded spirits, whose' lives were filled with harm 
and injury, who left the-world worse for having lived in it, will not be 
reformed at death. They take up life where they, left off here, and as 
far as the changed conditions will permit they continue much on the 
same lines. And where conditions are not the same, they attach them
selves to some one in earth life, and pursue their wonted course. .

If a person, was a vivisectionist. here, he will probably .inspire some 
one to torture some one in earthly life ; and those persons who go out 
of the world with hatred in their hearts against any, person or society, 
will seek some mode of revenge. ’ . > •< - .

Most of those whom I have styled “indifferent,” never gave-a thought, 
as to 'what is really right or wrong. Their ideas of ethics -are soriiewhat 
conventional and artificial. There are no distinct linès between right 
arid'riTÔrig, and the;Jdéas Af. one may shade off on somewhat different 
territory than the ideas of another. To illustrate ¡ Thomas Y7. Lawson, 
who has been creating so nirieh sensation with his “Frerizied Finance” 
articles lately, probably does not see anything wrong in stock-gambling 
per se, but in the manner in which it is often conducted,. just as a gam
bler secs no wrong in gaming foi Stakes, but'is outraged if one cheats at 
the game in any way.' These men all’have some sense of honor, arid our 
laws are mostly constructed on the average lines between right and

on earth. - , - . ......
lam acquainted with.one. lady who dares not trust herself on a steep 

h precipice on account of the impulse to throw herself off from it. Klep- 
rav tomania is but an impulsé.' -Pike, who vyas hung in Boston about thirty 
ga- years ago, when confessing;he murdered the little girl found dead in a 

\ church belfry, said he could not tell why he did it; that the feeling came 
on him to kill her. He then told about killing.another young woman in 

I South Boston.who was found- clead on the street about a year before. 
■ } H¿ said she was walking in front óf him, aiid he passed over a club-like 

( stake, and the thought came to him how easy it would.be for him to 
I iake-that stick and-kill her, and almost with the thought he turned back 
L and picked up the stick and killed her. Jesse Pomeroy serving out a

life sentence in the Massachusetts state prison at Concord, Mass., was a 
V wanton murderer. ’ He was in the habit of cutting little children to 

■ pieces near the Baek Bay in Boston. He was finally found out.
> Why did he do it? . . ; ■ . . ... - - .
V Why do boys catch flies and pull their wings off ? y. .. -;

; i .Why do vivisectiouists eiit up. poor dumb animals, and torture them 
'...; while so-doing, in every conceivable way? ; y .;¿Í: / -:

. ' ’ We don’t know. • ' , „ ■ .
: Théy telkus that it is.mlthe interest of sciencb.. But the • excuse: is. a

Í poor one. It was born'iu Jesse Pomeroy. .1 knew his mother—a fine, 
' ladv-like woman, who would have been shocked at such deed. It is said 
that during the period of gestation before the birth of Jesse, the Pqm- 
¿toys kept á grocery store from which they also sold meat, and that in' 
the absence of Mr. Pomeroy, she was obliged to wait on the customers, 
whiehulso included cutting* meat off for those who wanted it. This was 
no doubt a mental mark transmitted to Jesse-reasou enough why

' every high-minded Spiritualist should forever hereafter eschew meat.
< We do not realize the responsibility on each and all of us for at least 

some bf the murders which occur. Many other murderers have been 
equally unable to assign any reason for homicide. -

■' Then there are altered personalities in which certain faculties m per-, 
sbus arc subordinated to other faculties, and-in. which persons pass into 
states in which they assume an entirely different personality, and in 
passing from one bf these states to another the person is unable,to recall 
anythms which occqrred'to them, or which they did in a former state. 
Such is the case of Mollie Fancher of Brooklyn, N; Y. - .

Alfred Binet has written a book entitled “Altered Personalities,”

w

daylight. The mediums were two daughters of Morgan 'Rees, 
Ardi.Ua and Jennie, and a young man named Trump. Intellectually the 
niediums, and I-might say the entire neighborhood, were far from being 
up to the average, at that time. They were certainly incapable of any 
deception. I had been there but a few minutes when a spirit voice 
sounding much like a whistle, spoke to us from the distance and up from 
the earth a way, say twenty-five or thirty degrees. When it came neai” 
er, it said, “I will draw.blood.” This I was told was a repeated ex
pression coming from the spirits. I soon got into conversation with it, 
and he informed me that his name was Richeson; that he had been hung 
in Covington, Ind., for murdering his wife, etc.

In a. little while another spirit announced himself. ' His name was 
Tom Collison, He had been killed by a mob because he was so “orn- 
eiy,” he,said. During the day objects were flying not only about the 
house but all about the yard. An ear of corn came from out of doors 
through the kitchen and into the room where I was sitting and fell at 
my side. A broken chair flew across the yard, and the cat as it passed 
through the room was picked up and thrown against the open door to 
the kitchen and glanced into the kitchen. A general laughter followed, 
heartily joined in by the spirits. And the laughter was repeated by the 
spirits at the school house that night when in my lecture I referred to 
the incident, and was heard by the entire audience. A jewsharp was 
played, when it seemed a full set were on the floor dancing. The floor 
sagged up and down and the ‘.‘thump,” “thump,” “thump,” could 
easily-have been heard a hundred yards from the house. . :
At night when I returned from my lecture a considerable number had 

got to the house in advance of me, from the meeting, to be at the demon
strations that night. The house was made dark and we were all pro
vided with matches, a necessity on.account of the rudeness of the spirits. 
No tongue or pen could describe the events of that night. A cane was 
used to beat on the clapboard doors; a handleless jug was rolled about 
the floor, as if it were a dozen barrels, and it seemed from the clatter of 
feet that the room was full of horses, some of which were sure to get on 
your feet, and one felt the whole house, was coming down. Then there 
would be a call for lights by the mediums, and all set off their matches, 
and one time the light revealed to me a spirit dragging at the foot of 
one of the mediums to pull her out on the floor. . '

Previous to the seance a spirit said in the hearing of all, “If anyone 
makes any lights, I will break every bone in his body.” This was said, 
because a hoy at a seance had been making counterfeit spirit lights, by 
lightly rubbing the end of a match.. At the time he did this the spirits 
took him up and bumped him against thegeiling, threatening meantime 
to drop him to the floor. They then forced a promise from him that he 
would never do the like again.

The next night after meeting we had another gathering, and there 
being ho chair for me, when I arrived, I sat down on the side of the bed, 
by the-side of Jennie, and under an influence I reached down and took 
her hand, and commenced to talk to her. That talk was a revelation to 
me/ In ilje cradlfejn front of her was her babe, born out of wedlock, 
and I had no idea that she ever had an aspiration to be anything more 
tjian she was. Indeed I might say, I was a bitAristrocratic, and did not 
realize it’till then, She became controlled instantly and ran out of 
doors.; To the pebple there, this was a new, phase, and they followed 
her. Directly one of them ran in and said, “Jennie has got the axe, and 
is trying to kill us.” I went oiit and she had driven them all out of the 
yard. Instantly she came running towards me with the axe upraised to 
strike. ' ISaid: “Richeson; you will not hurt me. I have come here to 
do you good. I shall lead you. out of hell.” By this time the axe was 
being.held oyer my head, but she struck it down in the ground by the 
side of me: I then took the medium by the arm, and said: “Richeson, 
let us go into .the house; I want to talk to you. We went in and were 
followed By the others. He then said: “i see a little girl. Oh! I have 
never seen one since I came here. ”

“Yes,” I said, “that is my little Alice. She has come here to lead 
you to yopr wife. Do you see that light out yonder?” (pointing in an 
upward direction).

“Yes,” he said, . .
“ Your wife i’s there,” I said, and this little girl is going to lead you to 

her.” ’ .. . - - .
■ He then'commenced to/yreep, and said: “I murdered my wife thirty- 
four yea^s ago .with a meat-axe, because I was jealous of her, and 
have never seen her since.I then told him he would be taken to her; 
that he must thy .and'help those poor spirits about him, and that such 
work would help him, and then told him, he must not hold the medium 
longer, because his/gross magnetism would be injurious to her; that he 
might go .along with me and I would help him. He then withdrew, but 
immediately resumed his control, and said, “It is so dark there I-don’t 
wanttQ stay?’ ’ ' ’ ' . . , ' . . . .

' ‘ '^Here^U'see the reason of obsessions. I talked with him a little more, 
And sho-weS him-tliat if he was tod selfishifo relax' his hold of the me
dium or try to reach the fallen spirits about him, he would never be fit

i tc enter the presence of his wife. He then went away.
From there, I went to Bluffton, near Covington, Ind., and he went 

with me; at least I saw him standing by my bedside next morning and 
looking anxiously in my face. -Here dwelt the first trumpet medium, so 
far as I know of Modern Spiritualism, but as she gave the seances with
out price, po one has ever heard of her. At the trumpet seance that 
night he took the trumpet, and a more earnest prayer was never uttered 
than the one he made-to me to help. him. He has since developed a 
bright and useful spirit, and has done a great amount of good. I have 
had many experiences, and who of the veteran workers have not ? but 
none which have made a deeper and more lasting impression on me than 
this. .

Here, if I had not come would have been a case of obsession, all be
cause the spirits had no one.to. point them to the light. As I stated 
awhile ago, the worst eases of obsession are found outside of Spiritual
ism, and for that reason we should haye a higher, a more educated Spir
itualism than we are now having: Our meetings should be run for a 

; higher purpose than advertising business mediums. Indeed, I am not 
; sure that we have so much a mission to demonstrate the truths of spirit

wrong. .. -
James Fisk was an honorable man, and withal.somewhat benevolent,: 

but he believed in trading.for all, even .ifafterwards his sympathy 
would’prevail on him to return a part öl’ all öf.it. Living In this ficti
tious .world Fisk found himself lost in the 'spifit-world.' . There was 
nothing he coüld turn his hand to, and his temperament demanded ac
tivity. A few days after his trögic.death, he was attracted to the place 
where I was stopping in Seabrook, N. H. He iras almost as material-to 
me as he could be when alive. He would talk very tangibly, to me. He 
said that-he was Host”—lie could riot find anything he could do. One 
day he.said: “Hull” (by the way he always1 addressed me in that way), 
“Hull let us go to your rooin..” When we got there he sat down in a 
chair across the corner of riiÿ table from me. He then said : “Hull, you 
are riot having a very easy time in this lecture business. I can put you 
-in the way to make money.” I asked how? He then'told me to go 
onto the street and trade in stocks. I replied that I knew nothing about 
it, besides I had no irioney to commence' business with. ‘He replied I 
did not need money (I afterwards heard that such was thé eaSéjjthough 
I do notyet know it was so) and he'said: “I will help you.” Ithenin- 
formed him that I could not do such a thing, besides I felt a'ri intense 
desire to do my iittle part in'spreading light for the world? After a few 
more words he left, and I have never seen or even heai'd' of hnr since, 
butlshall always have awarm feeling for him. _ rl; :

I relate this to show the condition of some people in thé spirit world. 
They are not really in torment; but they.suffer from ennui/havirig noth
ing with which they can interest themselves. Not all the'basÿ ^bing are 
that way. Some are willing to whittle on storehoxes anditalldriothirigs 
almost through eternity, arid when I think of the numbers of .thèse I re
alize how crowded the earth sphere of the spirit world muSt be?* . -, -

■ Thçn, there ; are many, too, who have no real desire to db any ’good'in 
the world of either mortals or spirits, but are' restless if they cannot 
busy themselves. They,’too, live close to earth plane, çnd ^n never 
rise higher till they are actuated by .some higher and more philarithropie 
motive. -Nor do they, care to. They are well enough'bff, brily they 
would'be glad for something to occupy their minds. Many ôf them are 
now in the east watching the contending armies, and as they See the suf
fering there, their hearts are moved with pity, and they realize the hor
rors of war, and a spark of philanthropy is kindling within them, which 
will lead them to usefulness hereafter. 1

The lower hells in spirit-life have seemed to me as. if they .were down 
in the fiarth. I do not suppose they are, but it is very foggy and dark 
there; at least it has been so to me, but I pity them, and iff I can help 
them I am happy to wade through the slime to where they are. An .ex
perience I had in 1872, sustains this theory of actùal darkness - and 
misery. «•. • ■ ■ . . • .................

I By request of a brother, of mine I visited Higginsville, HL, ten miles 
• north of Danville, where I had beçn informed the spirits talked audibiy-
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Uasma, with my 
Rectal Applicator, 
which quickly heals 
all itching and sore
ness, even In very - 
bad cases. 2. One 
package of my flu- 
co-Food Cones, 
which cure const!- ; 
pation and nourish 
the membrane. 3. 
One package of mv 
Pile Pills, which re
move the causes of

W. VU HECK, M. D., LL.D.Ei-
tiles and constipa- •«..
Ion, making the G. U. u-c-k, m. ll.u.ek- 

cure permanent be- rruldret Mitici! Unl>er«l(,cf Ohio, 
cause It is constiti:- Editor Hidlcol Spoclollilt Ei-Sur- 
tlonal. ■ • .E«on, U. S. Army.

My New Book on Rectal Troubles, Illustrated 
in colors, Is sent free with the treatment all In 
plain wrapper-. Send no money—only your 
name. Write today. Dr. Van Vleck Co., X028 
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, Michigan, .

intercourse, since the scientific and religious world is. coming to ac
knowledge it, as to learn what to do with it.- Qui bono? Is it a play
thing?—just something to amuse ourselves with, and wonder "over, or is 
there connected with it a purpose—a useful purpose? Are we to. be
come more spiritual, more ethical, more intellectual, or shall we drop 
down in the old ruts, and listen a few minutes to the poorest kind of 
platitudes as an introduction to a list of personal messages, which can 
only be of interest to the recipients? If we are going to go on to the 
next thing, after having satisfied ourselves of the facts of a spirit world 
and the ability of some of its residents to come in rapport with people 
here, then we should learn the next thing. I have heard a number of 
so-called lectures in our camp-meetings, which had about as much intel-( 
lectual nutriment in them as one would get from broth made from a sec
ond boiling of an old meat-saw. . Our lectures should be something 
more than filling in the time of lecture hour. We can have that much 
at any church, and it is béeause we get no more we have become so 
weary of ordinary sermonizing. . .

Before closing I want to say again, that I have little faith in exor
cisms. It becomes necessary at-times when you have an unreasonable 
spirit to contend with, but usually we can do more by uplifting the 
spirit from his fallen condition. Nearly.all the spirits I cohie in contact 
with arè disposed to be friendly to me; I supposed! is because I have so 
.jnuch sympathy for them. I have no doubt that there are those who 
would taire advantage of my sympathy and.lie tô me. I am sure, some 
of them do. Clarke, who was condemned to death for murder, in a 
court in this city, a few days after his execution came to me telling mê 
he was innocent. . Even in that case a friend of his mother was present, 
and the mother being prostrate on account of his taking, off, he may' 
have said that, thinking it would relieve her mind. . . ..

I am satisfied that a large, percentage pf insane people, especially 
those who have become insane on religious subjects are .obsessed. I 
have seen some that I knew were. . A pamphlet came to me only a few 
weeks ago from West Hanover, .Mass., sent by if num who thinks he is 
God—hot in the sensé of the New Thoughtists, but he is the whole thing 
incarnate. He says : “I am God.” “l am here, and ask.to be heard, 
that I may tell who I am and of my mission here.” This man may be a 
monomaniac, but more likely he is obsessed by. some-mischievous, fun
making spirit, some defunct, wag, who does not care for consequences if 
ho can get a little fun out of it. These obsessions are not common in 
our ranks now, but if we do not take a higher position, they are likely 
to become-ar common as they are among church people. The greatest 
danger is wnli physical and materializing mediums and in dark circles 
of all kinds. We must be careful how we play with edge-tools. I do 
not condemn materializations and physical manifestations, but we 
should only attend such places in select audiences and with our hearts 
and minds'upliftéd, reaching out for the best. D. W. HUDL.

Olympia, Wash.

N THE WORLD CELESTIAL
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart; after appearing to Him 
many times, ethereallzed, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put Into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it. to the world In his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the Wtell- 
known author, scientist and reformer. .

This book has a brilliant introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D., president of tho 
American Congress of Liberal Rellg- 
ions, who gives it the weight of his un
qualified endorsement

He says: "This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M, J. Savage says: “It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.” - '

The Medical Gleaner says: “It lifts 
the reader into enchanting realms, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness. .

Hon. C. A. Windle says: “It is inex
pressibly delightful." :

President Bowles of the National Lib
eral League, says: "It is one of thel 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar+ 
velahs agfe of books.” ■ \

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for ft is. not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance ol 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $1, 
For sale at this office. ■ •
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OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing bouse In ths 

United States excels them in the m» 
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”'

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic," "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
em times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modem business enter
priser ■

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volumerconsists of a course of lectures 
delivered In the trance state, and Is certainly no 
small ct ntrlbutlon to tho study of the soul. It 
Is a bool work to open tho eyes to tho difference 
between tho deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, 11. For sale at this 
office. . -

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
Or the Future Lifo According to Science. By 
Louie Figuier. Translated from the French hy 
S. B. Crocked. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have Been entitled Splr- 
Ituallsm Demonstrated by Science. It Is writ
ten In that peculiar Interesting style In which 
French writers excel when they would popular- 
Ire scientific subjects In adaptation to tho 
needs of tho general reader. The author says: 
"There Is a true and respectable Idea In Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superhumans and th* 
inhabitants of earth." Prlco. lI.W.

THE AGE OF.REASON
an investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of 180 pages, postavo.
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. .

nook. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject Price, cloth. 81.00. . .

' Of all injustice that is the greatest which goes under the name of law, 
and of all sorts ofrtyrarihy the forcing of the letter of the law against 
the equity is the most insupportable.—L’Estrange.

The good right, arm of the bread-winner is strengthened more by an 
unexpected caress or. an encouraging word from loved ones than by all 
the roast beef in Christendom.—Buell Hampton. w

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BV ULUAN WH1T1NO.-In this book Misa 

Whiting alms to portray n practical ideal for 
daily living that shall embody tho sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to Uto. It is, tn a measure, a logical se
quence of ‘-The World Beautiful." leading Into 
still diviner harmonies. It is valculated to ren- 

B der tho sonl in harmony with the universe. It 
’ la truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth, tl,00. '
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Tas PBOoassswB Thinkbs will bo furuhhoa 

SMll tvtliw notice nt the lollowlug tonne, lu- 
TarUtbly in advance: . ,
... ................................................................................ Si 00 
SlxMolitbs,............................................................Wets
Thirteen Weeie,.................................... . ............
filpgi* --------............    Sots

REMITTAJWJES: \ .
Remit by Postofflce Mow order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or Now York. It 
«oats from TO to 16 cents to get checks cashed on 
local banks, so do not. send them unless you 
wlshtha* amount deducted from the amount 
Sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ilk '

TAJKE NO1ICE:
Ear At the expiration of subscription, It not re. 

nowedi the paper is discontinued. No bills 
wlU be sent for extra numbers, 

you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in undress will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis. 

t!gy Whenever vou desire the address of your 
paper (changed, always give the address of 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be made. 

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is f 2.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28, 1905.

. WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. - You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and will eave yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE: "

Edltor-at-Large for the National Splrtfr 
' uallst Association.
Mr. Tuttle has’ been engaged, to an

swer all attacks In thé secular or reUg- 
loua press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
dippings when e^. attack Is made, glv- 
Ing date and name of paper. Addre« 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

EVOLUTION AND THE SPIRITUALIST PAPERS. '

Faotg to Demonstrate That, in the Course of Twenty-five. Years, Spirit
ualist Papers Will, in the Potent Course of Evolution, Cease to Ex- 
int, Secular Papers Taking Their Place, and Doing Their Exclusive 
Work—Public Meetings in Boston and the Daily Press-Mrs. May 
Pepper and the New York Herald. ■

Some ten years ago we published an editorial claiming that.in the, 
course of ,the process of the evolution of Spiritualism, all the Spiritua I 
ist papers would be evolved out of existence, just as in the pioccss o I 
natural unfoldment, certain organs of animals and man have isap I 
peared completely, or only fragments thereof remaining to attest to 
their past existence. '

Many yeurs ago, in connection with Spiritualism the two leading 
Spiritualist papers—The Religio-Philosophical Journal and the Banner 1 

of Light, were exceptionally prosperous. •
Though furnishing less reading matter by far than Thè Progressive 

Thinker, and in many "respects not as instructive, yet at $3 per year t e 
circulation of each paper was large, and the income'swelled the bank: 
account of the respective owners, but, alas! a .change came over these) 
two most excellent organs. , . lo

Under their original owners they commenced to decime m circuì - 
tion, and nothing was able-to stop the same.. . ,

The wails of despair and agony on the part of Mr. Colby, editor Q.. è 
Banner, and the supreme efforts of Col. Bundy, editor of the Religio- 
Philpsophieal Journel, in whose hands the paper fell on. the death of S. 
S. Jones, nothing could stop their downward tendency pnder their re-

Tuesday And Friday evenings at same hour. 176 W. Brookline street, 
city. _

New Era Meetings, Arcade Hall, 7 Park Square—Good mediumistic 
and musical talent Come and be convinced. Afternoon at 3, evening 
at 7:30., , . .

Mrs. Baker, medium circle Sunday and Tuesday evening at 7:30. 556 
Tremojit, street; sittings daily. Mrs. Thorn.

. Mrs. E. A. Boy will hold circle Wednesday afternoon at 2:30. 145 
Appletonj street; readings daily. .

The above pptices published in the Boston Post will reach thousands 
I of readers, whereas if published in the orgai) of Spiritualism there, the 
Banne^/they ypould only reach a very limited number. What is true of 
Boston, i^alsq/rue of every other city where a Spiritualist paper is pub
lished, showing that in this one respect the secular press is doing a 
work that no Spiritualist paper can do.

I Again to illustrate what the secular press is doing we republish the 
following,remarkable article from the New York Herald:

” THE STRANGE MYSTERY OF MRS. PEPPER.

spectre owners. " ' ;
The editor of The Progressive Thinker ascribed, in a measure, tins 

constant decadence to the hi^h price of the .papers, hence started The 
Progressive Thinker. The contrast between the price-of a dollar paper 
and one furnished at $3 was so great that the former was placed on a 
paying basis at once,' and for fifteen years it has furnished 'an income 
that any reasonable man ought to be satisfied with, and at the same time

object of Spiritualism and of the new church is to demonstrate the great 
and important fact that there is a spiritual part in man that survives 
death?' .

f ,r

!
I

Her Remarkable Spiritualistic Power—The Spirits of the Departed, An
swer Through Her Questions Written in Sealed Envelopes, but 

Which Are Kept Unbroken.

Excluding from the. argument certain financial operations which re
lied for success solely upon credulity, it is safe to say that if a census 
could be taken and set down in round figures of the fortune tellers, 
clairvoyants and others claiming possession of occult powers who flour- 

I ish in New. York alone it would surprise those matter of fact persons 
who scoff at such things. It would surprise them more, however, could 
they know how many persons of seemingly sound sense and, judgment, 
meh of substantial business and station in life, patronize and pay money 

I to these sel,f-styled seers, crystal-gazers and what not, .
According to scientific students of the situation this js to be ascribed 

not so much to a thorough belief in the ability of the persons consulted 
I as to the fact that in many, eases they actually are endowed with some 
supernormal quality of mind, whether it be called telepathy or anything 
else, and that extraordinary feats have been performed in cases where 
the suspicion of confederacy or collusion could not be entertained for

FROM THE PACIFIC COAST.
TO THE EDITOR:—I. WANT Tq 

CONGRATULATE YOU ON YOUR 
MAGNIFICENT LEADER, "IS SPIRIT- 
UALI8M DECLINING?" PERHAPS 
IT IS BECAUSE I ENDORSE EVERY 
WORD OF IT, AND IT REPRESENTS 
MY OWN POSITION FOR MANV 
YEARS; BUT ALL THE SAME IT 
HITS THE BULLSEYE RIGHT IN 
THE CENTER, AND I AM WRITING 
THIS LONG AFTER I OUGHT TO BE 
IN BED, TO TELL YOU HOW GREAT

' J.Y I APPRECIATE IT.
CHARLES DAWBARN.

8AN LEANDRO, CAL.

la China's Ruler a Christian? 
Some startling news comes, to the

a moment, ,
LPuiou, -_________ , . . . The latest manifestation of this kind has been made by Mrs. Mary S-
sending out many books at less than cost, each subscriber reaping an I pepper jn Brooklyn,1 and it is perplexing the most hidebound detractors 
actual profit on his yearly investment in the paper. . • • . 1 -------- ------------------------------------------- w?«.

Notwithstanding this fact, with an eye of a see,r, we discern this im
portant. change, that it will not be twenty-five years before every i?pir- 
itualist paper will be evelved out of existence, just as useless parts o 
men and animals have disappeared in the course of evolution, as se

After this orgaiiization.it was decided that meetings should be held) 
every Sunday evening, and Mrs. Pepper soon so deeply impressed the , 
Spiritualists of Brooklyn that it was decided to form a congregation 
to be known as the First Spiritualist Church of Brooklyn and to make 
her its pastor. Several prominent residents of the borough who have t 
been interested in the general subject of psychical research joined the ' 
movement and Mrs. Pepper agreed to their plan. Since then, it should 
be incidentally stated, she has been commissioned as a preacher by the 
National Society of Spiritualists, ’

No church edifice has yet been erected for her, but her meetings are 
held in a room in the Masonic Temple, and are always well attended.

. A Striking Figure.
Notwithstanding a tendency to obesity, Mrs. Pepper is a striking 

figure, when she appears on the platform. She wears a robe of dull 
black, with flowing sleeves like a surplice, and set. off with a stole of 
white, Her features are thick, her hair a mass of yellow and she wears 
eyeglasses, . - .

One of the interesting phases of her “demonstrations” is that she 
makes no pretense of going info the “trance” state. Her plan is to 
have sealed letters placed on tables by persons other than the writers, 
and she, without breaking the seals, announces the answers of the spir
its to questions put by the writers in the envelopes. As a rule, of course, 
these answers are unmeaning except to the writers, but so frequently 
have these persons declared them to be correct that if there is any colhi? 
sion in the affair the medium must have an army of confederates. Ap
parently it is merely a business affair with her, as an admission fee of 
twenty-five cents is charged, and she always has a large audience.

Here are some of the things she has done. Taking up an envelope 
one night, she said: “The first spirit is a young man. He says Sir is 
here. He comes to that gentleman over there (indicating- him) and 
says, ‘Sir, Connell is here and he knows.what trouble you had getting 
his things after he left this world, and he knows it was you who found 
the diamond? Is that correct!” .

“It is-most accurate,” replied the man in the audience.
“Grace” was the next arrival, and, according to Mrs. Pepper, she was 

I accompanied by an old lady spirit who pathetically said that she hqd 
not been asked for and nobody wanted her, but she wanted to be around 
“to see what wras doing here,” This intruding spirit, she believed, 

i was ‘' Grandmother Hart. ’ ’ -
One “spook” objected to a-photograph somebody had put in one of 

Ural spheres : I the. envelopes, declaring—through Mrs. Pepper, of course—that it was
From time to time Mrs. Pepper has been branded as a fraud, and on a bad copy and “he should have known better.” On another occasion 

every such occasion she has replied with a challenge to the critic to one of the spirits protested because his name had been spelled wrong 
come to the platform upon which she make i her “demonstrations” and in the envelope. -
to pursue as exhaustive an investigation of I er methods as he may deem I Is there any one here named Gastor, or Gaston! Mrs. Pepper de-; 
fit. Where the challenge has been accepted it has'resulted only in ad- manded, and a man ip the audience raised his hand. She went on r 
ded mystification. ' “Th? sPirit of a woman is here and she wants to reach her son. Tell

Mrs. Pepper does not pretend to read the future, but she does declare 
that she can summon the spirits of the dead and exchange messages 

I with them. Certainly she has done some astonishing things. She does

of spiritualism and other faiths founded on communion with supema,t-

J

!
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effect that the dowager empress oi Chi
na, .who Ib its virtual ruler, has been 
converted to Christianity and Christian 
Science through the. influence of Mln-. 
Isler E. H. Conger and his wife, who 
have been almost eight years at Peking. 
Jtt this shall prove to be true, the re
sults cannot but proye to be most im
portant to-the internal and external de
velopments of China’s future. '

It is' declared that the empress has 
given substantial promises that her

■ conversion shall be announced In the 
must public way before Minister Cton- 
ger leaves Peking.

This public announcement, which is 
to be made soon. Is to be followed by 
steps by the empress that will inaugu
rate a great era of reform throughout 
the Chinese empire.

The Christian Science friends of the 
Congers in Iowa claim it all as a great 
victory for Christian Science;

It will be recalled that when the for
eign legations were besieged in Pe
king during the boxer uprising four 
years ago Christian Scientists all over 
the world organized a conspiracy of
prafer for the colony, the Congers be
ing ardent Scientists.

When the legationers at last were 
rescued the claim was boldly advanced 
that it was in answer to the prayers of 
the Scientists, of rather the result of 
an overpowering rush of thought waves 
In their direction, which had pushed off 
the unthinking barbarians.

■ Since then »the Congers have become 
friendly with the dowager, Mr. Conger 
often having been given private audi
ences with the old woman. As a result 
it is said the dowager empress has been 
converted to Christianity, and she has 
promised great things.

Minister Conger believes that as the 
result of her casting her tremendous

forth by Darwin. . . ' x ... . .. •
Of course this will not come at once, but come it will, as to-day it « 

more difficult to sustain a Spiritualist paper than' ever bef°re, i evi
denced by the repeated“duns” which can be seen in the different 
papers—an unlucky omen indeed. - .

Why have we come to this conclusion! ? . --------...
Simply from the fact that more and more the secular press is opening I no^ rejy for effect upon lowered lights, slow music or any of the other 11 

ita çnlnmns tn the discussion of psychical subjects, embracing Spiritual- theatric tricks commonly used by other “mediums, ” but gives her 
ism in its phenomena and philosophy, and twenty-five years will not exhibition in a well illuminated room and generally in the presence of i 
have passed before each paper and magazine will have a special depart- severa| ilundrpd persons. This fact has impressed many unbelievers . 
ment for the purpose detailed above, and then there will be no demand I anj incre$scd the strangeness of the whole affair.
for an exclusively Spiritualist paper. +n discuss • ? ‘ Great Strain of “Tests.”

At the nresent time the leading dailies are commencing to discuss „ ,, ' . j- Inncstions pertaining to Spiritualism; the notices of meetings are freely Another inèîdent that has had an effect even upon those not ordina- 
nrinted Take for example the Boston (Mass.) Post. It-has the follow- rily substituons is the suden illness that overcame her immediately 

seances and meetings in a single Sunday issue: . . I after one of her performances a few nights ago. She ha<Lbeen more I
nAnimcrcial Hall 694 Washington street—First Spiritualist Church, than usually .unsuccessful with her “tests, ’ but to those in the-audi- 

M°Adefine Wilkinson pastor. Conference at 11, subject, “Anti-Cap- ence seefoed tfc be laboring under a great strain throughout the evening. 
it»l Punishment”- afternoon Prof Carpenter will give illustrations of Hardly had sjje finished when she swooned and remained unconscious

H™ £b.l Witter», with otter to. ft, .„¿a h&rs. Sine, then .te to, b»n etetooa to ter
TnycsdavPafternoon Indian healing circle; Wednesday evenings and even now she is not entirely recovered. Physicians said that the attack 
-ThnrSv afternoons articles, messages ; Friday evenings, developing was due to heart failure, but the disciples of the. woman are firm in the 
Tinea o+ RRfl Wftshinston street ' I belief tfiSt it ‘was due to too close, communion with the spirit-land, and

The Boston Psychic Conference, 605 Massachusetts ayenue-Meets that she.came(very near “passing over,” as their phraseology describes 

“Thou?ht”n ye^jpgo ,^e; Edifia Moore Couxless had been
nhd R nP'm Mr Littlefield • Tuesday, evening, social .seance, for hbldihg'geivices in Spiritualism in what was called the Aurora Grata 

Mr. Smith, astrological kathe^l, at Bedford aveke and Madison street, Brooklyn, under the 
Tpsdinas-^hursdav Prof A. E. Carpenter ; Friday, Miss Sears ; Satur- auSpices of the Church of the Fraternity of Soul Communion but when 
readings JRursday rroi. a. .. k e £ied dissension 'arose among his former followers and the sugges-1
daThf MaldenPSriritiialAssoci^ion, Deliberative Hall, 56 Pleasant I tiw;was made that a new church be formed under another name. This 
oirnpf—Services Sunday 7 :30 p.m. Mrs. Munroe wiU occupy the plati dissatisfaction, continued.,until Mrs. Pepper opportunely arrivedfrom 
Street , _ j _ , I __ z-I ttt/W'I/- IO mQllPpH. I T? t in .Tonnhw 1004 She gave some tests, brought to-1

ge7h^7a;g7^nrr^atron;JandVwakened deep interest in those who 
professed to believe in Spiritualism. t

As a result an organization was formed, with an advisory committee, 
of which Abram H. Dailey, a former judge, was made chairman he 
having been interested m psychical research for about a quarter of a 
century. It /¡yas he who drew up a creed, of which the following are 
the principal tenets : ' .
- “First—We: claim for mankind universal, brotherhood. .

“SeconcT—That man is and ever has been conscious of the existence 
of an.all-pervading power which brought him into being and involved 
in wfiich js the destiny of the race. ’ J ,..

| “Third—That immortality and future happiness are the hope ot the 
soul ' and that'the religions of mankind have ever been predicated upon 
varying cppcepfinns of the nature and character of Deity and the uncer
tain .évidence of immortality. . , ) _• .¿.. . . ~

“Fourth—We believe that that which is good and true m all religions 
should be sustained by all possible available knowledge, _ and that 
neither doctrifie nor creeds should’stay legitimate investigation into 
spiritual truths, the manifestation of spiritual power nor the promul- 
'gation of a religion incorporating all that is essentially true in those

him,’ she says, ‘I have watched over the tribulations of father and my 
other boy? She says something about a guinea, or—” _

“Yes, Guiana, the country,’’ interposed the man who had lifted his

»11- A' ■ > '
Another incident that has had an effect even upon those not ordina-

form Simday, after her protracted illness, and granAwork.is insured. Providence, R. I, m January, 1904. 
VkRingmediums invited; car .fares paid. Circles at' Mrs Munroe s of- and av
fice, 27 Pleasant street, Malden Square, every Tuesday, 7:30 q>- m. Sit- 

11 nlmony Hall, 724 Washington street-Spiritaal Phenomena Society.
11 circle, Mrs. Izetta B. Sears, Mrs. Nutter and othersj 2.30 and 7: 30, j 
Mrs. Carbee, Miss Josephine Webster and others; Tue®day^Th?^?a&3 
p. m.; Saturday, 8 p. m., tests and psychometry. Mr. Newhall, Mr.

8 CtaroK Myrtle M 205
sauare Chelsea—Sunday service, test mediums, Messrs. Newhall, Clark, 
Could ’Fish. 7:30, circle Tuesday evening, 140 Pearl street. Mm? Fo
ley, Jan. 15, 2:30, 7:30. Indian peace council, Jan. 17. James A. New-

hand. ' I
“ Yes; she says it would have been better for your brother if he had I 

stayed there, but”-there was a pause-“but he was bound to go to / 
Barbados/’ - ■ x , . , ,

“Yes, yes, he would go! exclaimed the man in the audience.
“And he has done nothing since but write,” continued Mrs. Pepper. 

“Mother says if you have any influence over him keep him out of the 
States. Let him go back to Guiana and stick to his business .there and 
he will do well. ’ ’ Then she turned to the man and said: “ Is that right, 
Joe!” He started as she uttered the name, and, in an almost sobbing 
tone, replied: “Yes, yes.” t

One night .one of the envelopes bore across its face a piece of Chinese 
tissue paper and Mrs. Pepper, said the spirit was the mother of a girl 
whose name seemed to be Bessie Russell. At this a young woman in 
the audience gave a sharp cry and became hysterical. Mrs. Pepper 
roused herself from the mental effort under which she was laboring and 
said to the woman: “Do not cry. Tears are not for this time. This is 
a moment for joy,” and instantly the woman became composed.

I One of Her Converts. ,
'S. B’ Robertson, manager of a publishing house in Park Row, wJafl ,01©

of Mrs. Pepper’s patrons at one of the meetings and he afteimixL4C“,, jff 
I elared that he had become converted. He said that when he had bought ' 
the business in which he was engaged he had received two big sates 
with the combinations in cipher. Not long afterward the man from 
whom he had bought them died, and Robertson then discovered that he 
could not open the safes. He consulted Mrs. Pepper, who called the 
spirit of his former partner, and the latter told him there was a cog 
loose inside one of the safes and told him how to open it. He followed

power and ability Into the scale on the

Malden Progressive Spiritual Society, 138 Pleasant street, Malden 
Leave car at Washington street, Malden; 2 p. m., Sunday school; circle, 
3:30 p. m.-. evening meeting, 7:30. Mrs. Abbie Biirnham and others, 
■“S^S^Hanf’446 Tremont streèt-Ladies’ Auxiliary, 

“Church of the Soul Society,” Newmarch P. Smith, speaker; MaryG. 
Carbee Jennie Rhind, symbolist. Thursday evening, Jan. 12, Mrs. Ma
bel Witham. Mrs. Hattie M. Miller, special music.

Dr Ella A. Higginson’s honest circles every Sunday and Thursday at 
2-30 an<T7-30 p. m- Take Neponset car (Field’s Comer), get out at 
lawyer avenue^fourth house on level street; no ear track. 121 Pleas
ant street, Dorchester. . . .. ,

Mme Whittemore, unconscious medium, gives spiritual evidence 
i'J-XU-V, ______ ______ ____ _ AnLinvin nvt»«vra-waH • nevatoside of progressiveness China win open , Monday evenings; questions answered; private“8 HiLT “ ana ¿martini street. Jamaica Plain, Muss.

i institutions, and the empire will rapidly 
I be Christiaibed. ,

In short, there is just dawning the
day of rehabilitation of the empire, 
which will compare only with the regen
eration of Japan when the ancient em
pire was transformed into a thoroughly 
modern power.

pireles mav be arranged. 303 Lamartine street, Jamaica Plain, Mass.
638 Tr°mont Street—Mrs. F. Curtis holds a circle Sunday and Tues

day evenings, 7:30. Mrs. Annie Bacon and others. Wednesday, 3 p. m., 
healing and tests; Friday, 7-50, developing class. .

Mrs E Mack, 304A Warren street, Roxbury—Meetings Sunday .and 
Fridav evenings at 8 o’clock. Consultation hours Mondays and Fri
days 10 a m. to 3 p. m. Other days and hours by special engagement

। God Was Good to Her.
■ The following Is from the Chicago 

Tribune of recent date. After reading 
It, it will puzzle-ordinary people to dis
cover where the goodness comes in. 
Like ordinary orthodox doctrines, it 
would seem that it has to be taken by 
"faith.”

“Have you anv place where I may get 
warm, lieutenant?" said Margaret Mc
Kinney to Lieut O’Connor at the Des- 
plalnes street police station last night 
"I’m almost frozen. Just a place where 
I can stay to get warm enough to face 
the cold again.” ■

Then the woman added: “Up to this 
last cold spell-. I could manage to pay 
for a room I had on Washington, near 
Green street, by selling shoestrings and. 
pencils, bitt on account of the severe 
cold I was unable to go out. The rent 
was due to-duy, and, having no money, 
I gave it up rather than go in debt”

“How old are you?" she was asked.
“March next I’ll be 86 years.”
“Have you no children or friends?,”
“No, no one . but God,” she said. ‘‘He 

always has been good to me. I had six 
eons, but one after another they died.”

She will be taken to Dunning to-day.

-. >©onttnuit? «8 LKe a coSmle Wrath.* 
By ProL W.M. Lockwood. The work at 
¿strong, Weal thinker, on a deeply 

cloth.®..
jSjEb® erases« fig® sad inner LttS; 

aac!®atrand Modern Mysteries Classi- 
g^d -Rad’«xplain0d." By fin.disw Jadk- 

-sfea Davih. W® bar® a few copies ot 
thin work by ths celebrated seer.

^MO.
V®yi nstigs.

instructions and was successful.
‘ ‘ I see a spirit walking down the aisle in the rear of the church, said 

Mrs. Pepper one night. “It is pointing to a woman seated near the 
side wall. It is you,” and she indicated a young woman well dressed 
and of apparent refinement. ‘ ‘ His first name, ” continued the medium, 
“is a pet name you called him-Willie. Do you recognize him!

“Yes,” replied the woman, evidently with great emotion.
“His last name is Harrington,” continued Mrs. Pepper, and he is.

i accompanied by an old man, Grandpa Flynn, I think. _
I ■’ “Yes, yes” exclaimed the woman in the audience, weeping. it is, 
marvelous and I thank you.” ■ . . , U1:That same night she poised an envelope m her hand and said, iseem 
to see the spirit of a young man. He tells me his name is Tom lom O 
—Osborne, I think it is. Does any one in the congregation wish to com

I muhe with the spirit of Tom Osborne!” .
A girl of about twenty, dressed m deep mournmg, arose m the middle

I of the hall, and, with great distress, answered Yes. Then Mrs. Pep- 
ner went on: “Tom Osborne met with death by an accident. The girl 
nodded. “He fell from a wagon. None could save him and he desires 
you not to mourn. He sends you words of comfort. Weeping pro

_____ x fact of spiritual communion between the physical , At one of’her'recent ’̂(^f ormeJ phostma?ter° of 
and spiritual worlds, and in the absence of such acceptance, wherever had ca e o P-ed oq, a few days before) and she gave this mes- 
practicable, religious organizations should be formed which shodd New York, fc all right. The children are managing
recognize.such communion. - . “B on and as long as they act as they are now everything“Sixth—We include in the basis upon which we shall build all essen- the estate all “Jas pithing is all right.” By “Dick” it was
tial truths, whether incorporated or not in the religions of mankind, and will be well. Tri e yt ^¡cliard. was meant. .This envelope 
declare it our purpose to ascertain and make known what is true, espe- supposed that the deadman before her id^
cially of that which pertains to the spiritual nature of man, his psychic I was presented by a young womai, 
powers and possibilities, his relation to the spiritual world and to the 
encourageriient of.the judicious culture of spiritual gifts. , ,

“Seventh—We claim that truth is divine and sacred and absolutely 
authoritative to those that apprehend it, yet that while one may aid an
other in'the perception of truth and duty, no one can determine for an-1 
other what is.fruth or duty, and hence that each .individual must believe I 
and act on his or Her own responsibility in all things. .

“Eighth—That freedom is the birthright of every soul and is an in-1 
dispensable cöndition of the highest progress,, purity "and perfection, 
end thaHiue^reedom is neither anarchy nor license, but implies . a 
wholesome.restraint from infringing upon the rightful freedom and| 
welfare ßä.otBßrs.’,’ . . - . ■

inj . 'Philosophy.of Spiritualism. . . ’ ,. .
Elaborating ^upon this philosophy, former Judge Dailey made some 

interest^"'statements. “Scientists and scholars who have given years 
to the studv of Spiritualism,” he said, “have demonstrated as a truth 
the surwal <4he human, spirit after the ordeal of bodily, death. All 
nature has it® spiritual side. Death is only the dropping off of the mor
tal formend tfi'e passing into a spiritual state of existence of all things 
which h^e liVhd. This law of the survival of the spirit extends to 
plaits W other forms of life. The scientists have demonstrated this

respects,' . . . . ; . . .____ .. • .
“Fifth-We believe that the time is ripe for the incorporation into 

the doctrine and tenets of all truth desiring religious organizations of 
an acceptance of the fact of spiritual communion between the physical

0I1Fi'rst Spiritual Temple, Exeter street-Lecture at 2 Î30 and 7:30 p. m., 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Sarah A. Byrnes, inspirational speaker. 
Sehoolatl2m. AU seats, free. .

Mr Littlefield, one of the most accurate mediums for personal spirit 
communications, will hold a seance every Monday evening atthe .Boston 
Psychic Conference, 605 Massachusètts avenue., near Washington 
street. L. L. Whitlock, president '

Room 106 Hotel Pelham—Professor Matook holds meetings every 
Sunday and Thursday, 8 p. m. Psychology, astrology aùd Spiritualism 
illustrated. Everybody read. Come early. Seats free. Consultation 
d?Mrs. Peabody McKenna—Circle Sunday evening at 8 o’clock; spirit 
messages and questions answered for each; sittings daily, liy2 War
renton street, pear Washington street. • > .
' Dr Abbie Heath, vitaopathic healer, test and. .busmess medium— 
Daily,1 to 9 p. m.; circles for delineations and psychometry; every Sun
day at 8 o’clock. 71 Dover street, one flight. , -

Mrs. M. J. Butler will hold in Red Men’s Hall, 514 Tremont street, her 
meetings, commencing Sunday, Jan. 8, every Sunday following at 8 
o’clock. ' Good mediums and fine music. - • - I ? .

At 605 Massachusetts Avenue, near Washington street—Prof. A. E
Carpenter, the noted psychologist, will lecture and give hypnotic exper
iments before the Boston Psychic Conference, Thursday and Saturday 
evenings. - '-■■■

J. K. Conant-Henderson, formerly of 8% Bosworth street, will hold 
a seance-Sunday, 7:30; also Friday, 2:30; sittings daily. '' 204 Banner 
of Light building. . . ■.v;..

Mme. Bruce, 145 A Tremont street,. Room llrrSpintual test circle 
Tuesdays at 2 :30 p. m. Free, consultation Saturdays,;, Sittings, daily.. 
Take elevator. ...................... .
. 4' Dale' Street, Roxbury, corner Warren-; Circles Sundays’ and Thurs
days 3 and 8. Sittings daily.' MlçS. Marriher. / , .

“Lynn Spiritualists’ Association, Cadet Hall—2:30 and 7:30, Mrs. Ck 
Fannie Allyn of Stoneham. Circles kt 4; song andcntôriamment,.6:30.

• Mrs. H E.Millan will' hold test seance Sunday ’eVbnirijg-at 7'145, -also

- A *
‘itTutoX” .«»'i

Pov R’ Heber Newton made an address before a psychical re 2S la a hi. ta> belief th.l the .pint, ef the 
aela eommSe with the living. De. Newton would not, however, d»

8S“So fAV às Conditions go it has been shown that we are subjects of en
vironment, anju neither in this nor in the spiritual world can we get be- 
vond the bounds of the spheres id which we are living unless we adapt I 
ourselves-tô'the changed condition into which we must enter. There
fore it necessarily follows that we are subjects of a, law which we may 
call the laW. ¿f adaptation and. correspondence, which means that a bad j 
man will bq a bad spirit, a good man a good spirit, that death makes no 
change in Mm, and by the very law of correspondence he goes into the 
verv sphere oftexistenee to Which he has ad^ptedhimself by Jus life.

■ ‘‘Evërÿitpaniis’JnHking his own-hell,or Jiea-yep.. .Spiritualism is com
pletely against, the law of vicarious aiohepieht. ,We believe that man, 
in order'to entèr-into' the highest spiritual sphere after death must 
Pn“Éy ^uSt ™rk 'in,the field of labor the repentant spirit may 

build himself up.m pure thoughts and good wishes until, he finds him- 
Xelf' entering Into the higher plane of the spiritual world. The main

m- 
tm

cuss the Pepper ease. _ .
1 —M —

straws show which way the wind blows. The inevitable is before us 
The secular press and magazines will, in the course of the c^nSe 
Strive ev^ Spiritualist paper from the field. Some of them are 

' ’ JnWished bv making great sacrifices; one is known to be E mn£auJhe time, and the struggle for existence will be greater

Spiritualism as IT IS, and as IT SHOULD BE.
I Th. Outa HU» by • Satertlbrt I. Th. Pr.srMy. Thmter.

pay... a?n« p«yS
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that thp cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bis belief, yet 
that 1b no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our epace is. Inane

: quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 

• .non-appearance of YOUR article.
WRITE PLAINLY.—We would W» 

to Impress upon the minds o'JL<?2L„r 
spondents that The Progressive ihlnker 
Is set up'on a Linotype vwMne that 
must make speed equal to al)out 
compositors. That means rapid W™. 
and it is essential that all ", _ 
Bure insertion in the 
quirements being favorable, Bhou 
written plainly with Ink <m 
pap.er, or with a typewriter, and on y 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items¡tor 
the General Survey will in all ca® 
adjusted to the space we have> to 
py, and in order to do £at *W 
generally have to be abridged ®or® . 
less; otherwise many^items would 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and t 
Unes to two Unes, as occasion may e- 
uuire, ,,

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
tor this page must be accompanied uy 
the tull 'Dame and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Sec )etary or 
Correspondent writes bo and/BO, Witn- 

' out giving the full name anc/address or 
the writer, 'ihe items of those who do 
not comply with this request win ne 

■ cast into the waste basket. . .
KEEP COPIES of your poems sent, io 

this office, foi they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
Page In order'to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of tho 
writer, Otherwise they , may bp oast 
Into the waste-basket. a

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF CHL 
CAGO:—THE CHICAGO LEAGUE OF 
SPIRITUALISTS DESIRE TO ENUM; 
ERATE ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF 
CHICAGO, AND IN ORDER TO FACIL
ITATE MATTERS, THE NAMES AND 
ADDRESSES OF ALL WHO WILL 
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE 
CAUSE; ARE REQUESTED TP _BE 
SENT TO THE LEAGUE'S 8TATISTI- 
CIAN, JOHN A. TOREN, 4308 LANG
LEY AVENUE, CHICAGO.
' Mrs. Lole F. Prior, one of the ablest 
workers in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
will leave Seattle, Wash., soon for Wel- 

- lington, New Zealand. She Stands high 
’ In this country and we predict for her a 

cordial greeting from the Spiritualists 
- on the other side of the waters.
• ■ Mrs. Eva McCoy is employed to serve

? the society at Battle Creek, Mich., dur
' ing March; the society at St. Joseph, 

; 'Mo., during Ap.-il. She anticipates a
, tour of the state of Montana during May 

and June. Address her at No. 104 N. 
First avenue, Marshalltown, Iowa.

: Mrs. Henry writes: "On Sunday even
ing at the Universal Occult Society, we 

“ had a very enthusiastic meeting. Our 
: : speaker, Evangelist F. M. Stoller, is a

- very-entertaining speaker. He was fol
' lowed by messages by Mrs. Vaughn, 

Madaine Josephine and Mr. Hillis. A 
- song by ■ Dr. ■'.Freedman:..-All .were 

pleased to hear from Mrs., Freedmap’s, 
Indian control. Prof. Ray was with us 

- with his violin, and favored us with a 
'song. In the afternoon as Prof. Stoller 
entered the hall he was met by the 

.’ spirit of Mabel Wright, who committed 
; ■ suicide in the dance hall in the building 

: about 3 a. m. She gave him her name 
-. and he Immediately sought .the janitor to 

: ' confirm it. Mr. J. K. Hillis, who is a.
fine test medium, is open for other en
gagements with societies, and can be 

-. found at his new residence, 2979 Mich
igan avenue. Endorsed by the secre- 

\ • tary of the Universal Occult Society.
On Saturday evening, Jan 7, at the rest

' deuce of Mrs. Davenport, president of 
the Ladies' Auxiliary, connected with 
the Universal Occult Society, we had a 
delightful old-time- social, with sixty 

: guests. We were especially favored 
: ; with .talent, some of the finest psychics 
;'„--¡n the city being present and all fa- 

■' vored us by Readings and messages.
Mrs. Elmo was at her best; Mrs. Bur

’ land and Mrs. Vaughn did exdellent 
■ - work; Prof. Leon and our speaker, Prof. 
' - Stoller, gave fine readings, and Hugh 
'-Fraser, the boy medium, gave fine 

^ ¿• clairvoyant visions, and last but not 
■ least, Wyandotte, Mr. Hillis’ Indian 

• control gave very convincing merges.
• - AH'enjoyed the. dainty luncVP'repared 

’ by the ladies. After luncn-tfur hostess, 
- your correspondent, Mr. Kinkead and 

' Prof. McCaw went up stairs to read 
palms for those who wished readings, 

• so they could dance on the first floor. 
: ~ On last Tuesday evening I had the 

V pleasure of attending one of Mr. Kin
Read’s dark seances. It was a trumpet 

-seance and it certainly was fine. He 
' is assisted by a Mr. Harris from Niag

ara Falls, and with the combined forces 
it was a rare treat as three trumpets 
were used at the same time arid at 

,; - times two independent voices could be 
heard at the same time; then he played 
on the musical instrument and his little 
Indian control danced so all could Bee 
her. Then Mr. Strong, who is an inspi- 
ratlorial speaker, and was in the circle, 
gave“ a number of selections.”

Secretary writes: "The First Spirit
ualist Church of Livingston, Montana, 
was organized in this city Sunday, Jan- 
mry 8,1905, under our old charter, 
which bears date of August 19, 1903. 
We have sixteen members; the officers 
are: Pehr Wendel, president; Miss 
Edna Laurens, vice-president; John Ai
ded’Seabury, secretary; Thomas B. 
Kapp, treasurer; Alfred Laurens, F. A. 
Ltevens and Mrs. J. M. Rowe, trustees."

Mrs. Jennie Hagan ' Brown passed 
' 4arough Chicago last week on her way 

to the Des Moines convention; where 
she will participate in the proceedirigs. 
Shu will go from there to her home," in 
EI Campo,-Texas. She was enthuslas- 
tically received on her Eastern trip. .

Mrs. Replogle writes: "The meetings 
(,f the New Era Spiritualist church, 
which have been held in Room 412 Ma
sonic Temple, have been postponed for 
a few weeks. Soon as the president, 
Dr. Randall, cun confer with the com
mittee the members will be notified, 
end the meetings will continue.” .

Investigator says: "Taking a common 
tense view of the matter, it seems 
strange that such an insignificant world 
as this small globe should.alone be in
habited, while the millions of bodies in 
space are lifeless. It-is the same with 
psychic phenomena, and I have no 
doubt that readers of the .Herald could 
relate some very strange experiences 
of this kind.”

Prof. A. E. Carpenter, the noted psy
chologist, will answer calls to. lecture 
and demonstrate psychic science' by 11- 
lustratlon, if desired. Address him at 
Nd. 2 Staumon: Place, Boston, Mass. •

wñtíB# for IMe 
nee ft pen or typewriter. „ '

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

WHO HAS FOR SALE A COPY Of; 
THE BOOK, "WAS ABRAHAM LIN
COLN A SPIRITUALIST?” WE ALSO 
WANT A COPY OF "THE WATSEKA 
WONDER." ADDRESS THIS OFFICE, 
STATING PRICE.

The address of N. F. Ravlin is now 
1100 Columbia avenue, Philadelphia, 
Pa. His correspondents will please 
take note accordingly.

George A. Wilson, president pro tern,' 
and Minnie M. Malone, secretary,write: 
"I read in The Progressive Thinker of 
December 24, a letter from Bro. Lewis 
of Denison, Texas, in reference to the 
northern part of Texas. I. would say 
this In justice to our working, mission
aries, that the state organization has no 
money to put lecturers or mediums free 
in different places; our missionaries 
have to be paid, by the places they go 
to. True, we ask $19 per week or $50 
per month, entertainment and railroad 
fares (half-rates, as our missionaries 
have clergy permits). When engaged at 
a salary all proceeds of hall or house 
circles go to the people or society; the 
mediums reserve their private work, if 
no salary; then the hall receipts and. 
house circles are'for the state, less sal-, 
ary of missionaries. If the friends of 
Spiritualism in Texas would all con
tribute $1 only a year, we could then as 
a state organization send out pur work
ers north or south as desired. We have 
at present two working missionaries, 
Mrs. Nellie S. Noyes and Mrs. Isa Wil
son Kayner, who are both doing excel
lent work, and are unselfish In their de
sire to further the causè'of Spiritualism' 
in Texas, and in justice to them I, as 
vice-president, acting as president of 
Texas,Spiritualist Association, during 
the extreme Illness of the presidènti 
Mrs. Laura B. Payne, do hereby author
ize the state secretary to sign as well 
as myself, tills letter.’’

Mrs. Eva McCoy, one of the best plat
form test mediums in the field, writes: 
“We could not keep in touch with the 
world and great minds ■ without The 
Progressive Thinker.” . -

. Will C. Hodge,- the well- known lec
turer, writes from “The New York," 
San Diego, Cal;: "The Open Court. Will 
do a warld- of good by furnishing infor
mation which is sadly-needed and never 
more so than at the present time.”

The Livingston Post, of Montana, 
says: "One result of'the three Spirit- 
ualistlc meetings held in Miles’ hall 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings 
was the ré-organization in LlvingB,ton 
of tho First Spiritualist Church, insti
tuted here August 19, 1903. The, most 
noticeable features of the meetings per-, 
haps, were the large audiences, the as- 
toundlngly plain speaking an(i eloquent 
delivery of Dr. Sprague, and the. me- 
diumistic communications which , Mrs. 
Sprague attributed to the spirit world 
beyond the grave. 'While'not asking 
everybody to believe what was told 
them, the Spragues laid great empha
sis upon the fact that only a kindly 
spirit be shown them and that ...their, 
cult be'!not’ririduly ’ criticised - without' 
due investigation.'- They also warned 
their audiences against the fakes who 
so often appear for money only. The 
meetings were well received as a 
whole and formed at lerist one of the 
atractive events of general interest dur
ing the past week. ’

Two dreams of the scientific world 
have persisted centùry after century. 
One was the transmutation of one ele
ment into another; the other is the 
production of living matter from dead' 
matter. Recent discoveries indicate 
that the first is on thé virge of realiza
tion if not actually accomplished 
Some scientific -men think that, in a 
wav, dead matter has been made to 
live by chemistry. If living matter can 
be made in laboratories it points tri the 
possibility of a scientific study of mind 
such as the world now scarcely dreams
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can accomplish their work through this 
harmonious participation of the people. 
I hope to accomplish much-good for our 
cause during the two months that I am 
here. I must mention one important 
feature ofthe meetings, that! is, the 
spirit messages that follow my lectures. 
Mrs. R. J, Barnes is the medium. She 
js comparatively young In' the work, 
but her messages are most excellent, 
and very pleasing to the people. At 
present I have open dates for May and 
June. I shall be pleased to hear from 
societies desiring to employ trance 
speaker and test medium for those 
months. Address during January and 
February, 404 East Fourth street, New
port, Ky.”

Our French friends are about to issue 
a new monthly psychical journal, one 
great feature of which'Is that editions 
will be published not only in French, 
but also In English and Italian. The 
object .of this new journal is “to bring 
to the reading classes of every national 
Ity, all serious and well-attested obser
vations relative to the various psychical 
phenomena known and studied under 
the terms telepathy, clairvoyance or lu
cidity, premonition, and objective appa
ritions.” There will also be original ar
ticles bearing upon these questions, and 
discussion of the best conditions for ob
servation and experiment.—Light,

Nicholas Becker writes from Okla
homa City: "I wish to say that I arrived 
in this beautiful city of Oklahoma last 
Friday, where ! intend to make my fu
ture home and work here spreading the 
light to those in darkness. There is a 
good field here for spiritual work as 
the people seem to be much interested 
In Spiritualism. There is a good so
ciety here and in It some good workers 
who think not of self when. it comes to 
spreading the light. I had .the good 
fortune to be able to attend one of their 
meetings to-day where Brother Harri
son D. Barrett, president Of the N. S. A-., 
presided, and gave a. grand and inspir
ing lecture.”

Charles J. Barnes has been holding 
successful trumpet seances in Battle 
Creek, Mlrih. He goes from there to 
Camden, Mich. Mr. Barnes seems to 
give excellent satisfaction wherever he 
goes, ■ .

Allen S. Landon writes from Durant, 
Indian Territory: “While I am opposed 
to the practice of controlling the will, 
voluntary powers and sensory organism 
by what |s termed mesmerism, hypno
tism, or any of the ordinary medium- 
Istlc controls, yet, I firmly believe that 
there is a spiritual and psychological 
side to all things in'nature, and. also, 
that there is, or may be such an ultima
tum as a genuine mediumship. I have 
derived an Immense amount of satisfac
tion and profit by reading The Great 
Psychological Crime, and consider it to 
be the greatest book of the century; 
The Harmonics of Evolution, by Flor
ence Huntley, ranks second; I admire 
her style and logic very much indeed.”

There are “mediums” who get into 
cabinets and profess to secure audi
ences for us With those who have gone 
before and whom we loved—just as it 
these would be likely to wait for. a 
stranger’s beck and call,: These "me
diums” are not the persons who are ad
vancing Spiritualism, but it is rather 
those sincere, disinterested, sane, culti
vated men like Dr. Newton and . Dr. 
Funk who have the sensible courage to 
believe that mind is mind, and that. jt. 
may, can and does exist iridejieri'drintiy: 
of body; and under certain contingen
cies and conditions can survive, and 
rise superior to, all those material limi
tations to which we are accustomed. 
We think Shakspeare was discreetly 
confessing to a half belief in Spiritual
ism when he had Hamlet say “There 
are more things in heaven, arid earth,' 
Horatio, than are dreamt of in your phi
losophy.”—Pittsburg Press.

Correspondent writes: "Walter De 
Voe conducts services in the Church of 
Practical Christianity every Sunday- at 
10:45 a. m.. Hair 210 Masonic Temple. 
Subject on Jan. 22, 'Do Spirits. Commu-

of. '
Walter P. Williams writes from 

Washington, D. Cx “Mr. and Mrs. Mor
itz Keim, of Wftehington, D. C., cele
brated the fiftieth anniversary of their 
wedding, at their home on Maryland 
Avenue, the 24th of last month. Many 
friends called to congratulate the youth
ful pair and wish them a happy future. 
Of six children born to them, three re
main in this life and were present dur
ing the day, with five grandchildren. 
No one is now living who attended 
their wedding which took place in Buf
falo, N. Y. Congratulatory telegrams 
were received from Buffalo, New York 
city, and other places. The G. A. R. 
post, of which Mr. Keim is a member, 
sent an appropriate letter, with some 
elegant flowers. Many beautiful pres
ents, including a profusion of flowers, 
added to the pleasure of the day. , The 
home was tastefully decorated, and 
choice refreshments served to the 
guests. Mr., Keim is a Veteran Spirit
ualist. - . ;

Joplin, Mo.—The dream of A. Gillen, 
of this place, last-night, revealed the 
location of the body of his father, whom 
he had mourned as dead for several 
years. A stranger died at the Salva
tion Army hotel Monday night. The 
body has been held at the morgue for 
identification. After reading the ac
counts of the stranger’s death, young 
Gillen had a dream that the man was 
his father. He called at. the morgue 
to-day and positively identified the 
body as that of his father, the Rev, J. 
W. Gillen. According to the son’s stor 
ry his father started from Kansas City 
seven years ago to preach, a funeral 
sermon in St. Louis. His grip was 
found at the Union depot in St. Louis, 
but the owner was never-heard from. 
It was believed at the time that he was 
robbed and slain. The son came to this
place four years ago.

Oscar A. Edgerly writes: “After one 
year’s absence, I am again back in
Newport, Ky.p serving the Spiritual 
Temple Society, and I am glad to be 
able to state at this time of general 
complaint of society decadence, that 
the society hero is in a much better con
dition financially and every other way 
than it was . when I come here for a two 
month’s engagement last year; that the 
society is in so much better condition, 
is entirely due to the indefatigable la
bors of a fewrfaithful souls, conspicu
ous among the number being Mrs.: Sar
ah Charles, Mr. H. F. Shrader, Mr; M. 
R. Galbreath, Mr. and Mrs. R. G. 
Barnes, with others who are as worthy 
of mention; The Spiritual Temple So
ciety does not confine its work alone to 
Newport, Ky., but every Sunday after
noon conducts, a very successful meet
ing at Douglas Hall in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
I find that the people of both Cincin
nati and Newport supply the very best 
conditions whereby my spirit guides

AH Splritualistsyjn the state of New 
Jersey who’ believe |n local and- state 
organization, and are desirous of hav
ing missionary work in their respective 
communities,:'are requested to corre
spond with Rev. H.'C. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street, Newark; N. J,, with regard 
to the matter; Mt; Dorn is duly author
ized by the N. S. Av to represent its in
terests in New Jersey In this particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT,

Sunday, January 29, 1905, 8, E. 57:. 
. ’’The Highest Rule of Conduct."

Canaan, Me.
' ■ ni,

Pres. N. S. A.

nlcate with' Humanity?’ These lectures 
are really very valuable lessons in the 
development of an- immortal spiritual
ity. SeatB free. Come! See regular 
announcement in Saturday evening 
News.” " ;

Chas Fields writes : "I have been 
reading your paper, and have formed a 
broader, and brighter view of life here, 
and a less horror of death (as we call 
it); for, if Spiritualism istrue, wejust 
simply step across the. Une and wait 
the coming' of our friends. The 
thought sometimes seems top good to 
be true.”

A. C. Doane writes from Summerland, 
Sal,: “I have read Dr. J. M. Peebles’ 
book on Obsession. I have seen many 
cases of spirit obsession. 1 have read 
The Great Psychological Crime under- 
standingly and know it is a sure pre
ventative against obsession. I have 
read carefully the'Historical Jesus and. 
the Mythical Christ, or Natural Genesis 
and Typology of Equinoctial Chrlstol- 
atry, by Gerald Massey, which goes to 
the root, of our present false theological 
Idolatry, palmed off on humanity by 
priestcraft as Christianity, which Ger
ald Massey has probed to the bottom.”

Clark, Mo.—Mrs. J. A. Carpenter, a 
resident of this city, has. regained her 
voice, after a silence of one year. 
About, a year ago Mrs. Carpenter was 
stricken with paralysis, which affected 
her vocal chords, and since that time 
has been unable.to speak a single word. 
Ever since her affliction she’ believed 
that at the end of one year her speech 
would be restored, and after being 
speechless for one year and two weeks, 
she surprised her relatives by speaking 
aloud. She can now. talk freely find 
seems to.be free from her affliction. .

John D.' Vail writes from Marshall
town, Iowa: “On Sunday, Jan. 15, Harry 
J. Moore and Mrs, Eva McCoy and my
self organized a progressive, lyceum, 
with twenty members. This. Is a good 
feature in connection with Spiritualism 
here in Marshalltown, as most of the 
officers elected were young people. We 
also elected officers of the local society, 
and were the means of reviving the 
Willing Workers, a Ladies’ Aid Society, 
which last year did such fine work. It 
is almost useless to try and run a local 
Spiritualist society without the aid of 
¿he ladles.” ,

The Rev. Heber Newton says: "Rellg-. 
lous faith is finding its true foundation ' 
in the recognition of man as a spiritual 
being, a being who. has had dominion 
over nature given to him, as tlie child 
of a vaster Spiritual Being, t’>e Lord of 
all life. Tho-one belief absolutely es
sential to ethics—Immortality—Is com
ing within the ken of a scientific dem- 
opstratlon. This is the potency and 
promise of psychic research. A con
siderable number/of eminent men-of 
science have had the courage to avow 
that, after allowing for illusion, fraud, 
and every possible hypothesis of inter
pretation, they have been driven up to 
the ultimate solution of the problem— 
the belief in the actual communication 
of the spirits of those' whom . wa call 
dead with the living.” •' • .

Dr. Savage, the poted djvine,says: "I 
Stand ready to give any man, Kellar or 
any magician, I don’t care who he is, a 
check for $1,1)00 wften he will reproduce’ 
any one of ‘file half dozen experiences 
which I have, been through, under the 
same condition, . A magician has his 
hall and assistants, and electrical appli
ances, and all Bopts of aids, arid can 
produce illusions- which ope who is 
not initiated would be astonished at, 
and could not understand or explain. 
That is simple enough, but if any one 
of these men will produce similar. re
sults under similar conditions that is 
quite another matter:’’

M. F. Hammond writes from FL 
Wayne, Ind.: "l am having good suc
cess, good audiences and much enthu
siasm. I want to hear from other, so
cieties so I can be kept at work all the 
time. I will work at very reasonable 
terms, will attend funerals, and will go 
to any small town within easy, distance 
of this town for my railroad fare, and 
what the people will be willing tri pay 
me. I would like to makè mrrange- 
ments with camp-meetings for the: com
ing season. Terms as easy as thé man-, 
agers can ask." • : - :

W. B. Aitken'writes: “Dr. Geo. 8. 
Hall, of Columbus, Ohio, is In Chicago 
and would be pleased to entertain en
gagements to speak for societies and 
churches, both in the city and outside 
towns and cities;”

DR. T, A. BLAND WRITES: “AB A 
WHOLE THE SYMPOSIUM IN THE 
RECORD-HERALD OF SUNDAY, JAN. 
15, ON SPIRITUALISM WAS VERY 
INTERESTING, AND TO THE GEN
ERAL PUBLIC QUITE INSTRUCTIVE, 
BUT I BEG TO SAY THAT J AM NOT 
GUILTY OF FLATTERY. IN PRO
NOUNCING YOUR VIEWS TO THE 
EDITOR THE BEST THING IN IT. 
INDEED, IT IS ONE OF THE MOST 
CLEAR AND COMPREHENSIVE 
STATEMENTS OF THE FACTS AND 
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM I 
HAVE EVER READ.” .

G. J. W., Delray, Mich., writes: "A. 
W. Kiser, 201 Indiana avenue, Toledo, 
has held several seances here lately, In 
all of which good results were ob
tained. On the.ulght of Dec, 30, flow, 
ere were distributed among the sitters, 
and a lady’s watch which was pinned to 
her dress by a double clasp was re
moved. • Two messages written on a 
slate were received, one from my 
daughter onnthe other side of life, and 
one from Dr. Jônkins, Mr. Kiser’s 
guide. The (¡Sitters engaged the. serv
ices of Mr. Johnson, a photographer, 70 
High street; ¡Detroit, for the next sit
ting, when a ¡flash ;, light picture was 
taken of thejclrcle.-sitting Ina dark se
ance. The picture showed the trumpet 
plainly, and a group of five spirit faces, 
one being my'father who passed out a 
number of years ago.. The sitters will 
all vouch for,the truth of. this .'State
ment, and any who mayhave-'doubts 
can see the «picture by calling at iny 
residence, 75 Reid avenue. A guitar 
was played about the room -several 
times and deposited on the:lap of one 
of. the slttetSiu A ■( skeptic . whoi was 
-present wanted .Mr.^.'KiBertftaiSnbmlt' to, 
the test of-sitting, with .'his ; feet ’in 
flour. ¡This he-did; .arid all. present 
were convinced -that-he had,not moved' 
from his seat.” i; ; .

One who went to Mrs. Pepper’s meet
ing in1 New York says: “rWent'to'the 
church an absolute stranger. -She men
tioned by-name relatives of mfné'wjjom 
I had met but half a dozen times, and 
also mentioned mÿ father's-lull name 

. (living) as the person two of them 
wished to communicate with. She also 
described their appearance correctly. 
It is fifteen years since I saw my 
father and twenty years since I saw 
most of them that have died. One of 
them I never saw.’ This communica
tion was given unasked and was entire
ly unexpected;" -

Rena D.'Chapman writes from Mar
cellus, Mich.: -‘Your valuable paper re
ceived this morning and in reading the- 
General Survey,,I notice an article 
from Mr. J. C. Andre of Grand Rapids, 
pertaining to the piecé Mrs. Lou E. 
Johnson had in the paper last week. 
In regard to there being-but one so
ciety in 'that city, would say-that for 
about .a year there was but one Spirit
ual society in good standing; buj; the 
people of which Dr. W. Of Knowles was

Gem of Thought:-—
To never tire of doing good. 

Regardless what be thy return;
Nor doing think what others should 

But just to do be thy concern.
To freely give thy heart and store. 

To help tlie needy on and through;
And giving you receive the more, 

Of Strength and Love, to Do and Do.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet Of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

president, kept working toy the inter
ests of Spiritualism, and on Dec. 12, 
1904, they again came into good stand
ing with the Michigan' State Spiritual 
Association under their charter No. 14, 
thereby making two distinct chartered 
societies- in the city of Grand Rapids. 1 
would further like to announce that the 
mid-winter meeting of his state will be 
held at Sturgis, February 10,11 and 121 
We hope to have a; very interesting 
meeting, arid shall expect to meet many 
friends from northern Indiana. Pro
grams will be sent on request.”

J. O. Stephens .writes from St. Jo
seph, Mo. : “The bt. Joseph Spiritualists 
have been ser;ved,ihe last two Sundays: 
with a rare treaty good things. Mrs. 
Jessie Bellman, of Howard, Kans., a 
speaker of rare, attainment has been 
with us. To say that we enjoyed.the 
eloquent flow of spiritual thought she 
gave us would be expressing it mildly. 
She is a lady of fine deportment, is 
highly inspirational and a true worker 
in our cause., We ,will continue our 
meetings witjj.loca) talent until March 
1, when we . expect .to have Mr. Harry J. 
Moore, of Marshalltown, Iowa, with us 
for March anqjAprit" , .

C. H. Mathetvs writes from New Phil
adelphia, Ohio: “I wish to say a few 
words of commendation for Mrs. D. A< 
Morrill, an eminent) inspirational and 
trance speaker; whorhas been serving a 
Spiritualist society ; at Alliance, for 
some -time past. On a short, call she 
came with lifer husband oyer to Can
ton, Ohio; toidffleiate at the funeral of 
my dear brother, Prof. William T. Math
ews, artist, who was injured in Wash
ington, D. C.^lon.December 24, 1904, 
and passed oiler, tol'spirit life at the 
Emergency Hospital; Jan. 11, 1905, in 
his 84th yedr. ; She gave a very elo
quent, inspiring- slid consoling ad
dress of abouVforty minutes in length.- 
I have heard the. ablest and most elo
quent of trance ¿speakers -who have 
been, before the public in the last fifty-' 
six years, or since Spiritualism has 
been, given to the. world. Mrs. Morrill, 
1 am .certain, suffers nothing, in com
parison therewith. . Her guides-are ev
idently of the highest order of intellect,'- 
capable , of presenting the great truths 
of immortal litezln a- manner to. carry 
conviction to(> the:f) most -: skeptical.- 
Whatever, society or funeral .may fem
ploy Mrs. Morri|l jjyill not regret it. 
Her good ¿husband ,1s a -man -I am - 
pleased to add to my numerous list of 
Spiritualist friends.” - - ’

To the Spiritualists of Indiana:—The 
first annual convention of the Indiana 
State Association of Spiritualists will 
be held at the First Spiritualist church 
of Indianapolis, Ind., corner New York 
and Alabama streets, March 3, 4 and 5, 
1905. All sessions will be open to the 
public, and we would like to have rep
resentatives from rill parts pf the state. 
Local societies that are not already con
nected with the state association should 
send .in tl.eir applications at once. So
cieties tlQt are chartered with the 
state association should elect their del
egates and send in reports as soon as 
possible. Every Spiritualist should be 
interested in the state work, and come 
put and help to make this our first con
vention a success in every way. We 
expect to have the best of talent, both 
in speakers and message mediums, 
for further- information address the 
secretary, Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, 415 8. 
Franklin street, Muncie, Ind. E. A. 
Schram, president, Peru, Ind..

Milwaukee, Wls.—Taught by hypno
tism, l(is owner asserts, “Colonel Dix
on,” a delivery wagon horse, can count 
and do other remarkable feats, rivaling 
thpse of the famous German horse, 
Hans. He is owned by James Good
man. Dixon 1b five years old, and first 
began to show signs of unusual intelli
gence a year ago. "At that time I used 
to teach him to go to the customers’ 
houses without driving,” said Mr. Good
man. “Dixon seemed to understand me 
perfectly.” The horse already can 
count, "Colonel Dixon, take 3 from 5; 
can you do it?" asked Goodman of the 
horse. Colonel Dixon nodded his head. 
Then he gave the answer by stamping 
his foot twice. "Add 4 and 3,” said Mr. 
Goodman. Colonel Dixon promptly 
stamped his tool seven times. Good
man attributes the intelligence of the 
animal to mental telepathy. “I believe 
thé horse is-hypnotized," said he. "I 
believe It is mental telepathy that 
makes it possible for the animal to give 
correct answers."

There was something of a Spiritual
istic revival last night at Pierson’s 
Hall, where a society known as the Pro
gressive Spiritualists, has been holding 
Sunday night meetings. Recently some 
of the members have shown an inclina
tion to ignore the Bible In connection 
with their belief, and. this did not meet 
with the approval of’a majority of the 
members of the society. Dr. D. L. Kin
caid who has’been addressing the meet
ings, was formerly a Methodist minis
ter. He asserted .that true Spiritualism 
was founded oh the Bible, and success 
could riot be attained without it. He 
announced that a reorganization of th'e 
society would take place along these 
lines, and for that purpose a meeting 
would be held next Sunday morning. 
"Our text-book,” caid the doctor, “will 
be the Bible, our foundation will be 
Christ, our guide will be t£e New Tes- 
tìffiérit;' and'what' tjie New'Teritimifeiit 
teaches we will preach, what the New 
Testament commands we will obey, and 
all the Spiritualism that the New Tes
tament authorizes will be ours. Fur
ther than that we will not go, and short 
of that we dare riot stop." The Doctor 
delivered an interesting lecture on “The 
Bible arid ’ Spiritualism,” and an
nounced that regular services under the 
new organization would be held each 
Sunday night—Indianapolis (Ind.) 
News.

William Barr writes: “The Kenwood 
Spiritual Church, 4308 and 4310 Cottage 
Grove Avenue, held a very interesting 
conference meeting Sunday, the 15th, at 
3 p. m. The evening services were ex
cellent and well attended. Dr. Geo. S. 
Hall spoke from questions given by the 
audience, and all received wholesome 
food for thought We also had a num
ber of good and convincing tests from 
our sister and co-worker, Mrs. Clara A. 
Hooper of Columbus, Ohio, followed by 
our Pastor, Mrs. Grace E. Aitken. We 
held a very enjoyable social at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Aitken, 253 East 
Thirty-first street, Saturday evening, 
the 14th. Our next social will be held 
Saturday evening, the 28th. Come arid 
have a good time. Next Sunday, the 
22, we will have Dr. Princess Viroqua, 
the daughter of a chief of the Mohawk 
Indians, with us, and will have the hall 
full. So come early and. secure a good 
seat. Services will commence at 8. p. 
m. sharp.”

Geo. W. Crawford writes from Lar
ned, Kansas: “We are having some 
excellent spiritual meetings in our town 
this week. We have with us W. E, Har
vey, of Indiana, a most excellent trum
pet medium. His mediumship is genu
ine, such as to convince any honest 
skeptic.- We are having wonderful 
manifestations through his medium
ship. We have no society here, but we 
hope to have-one some time in the near 
future. Several in • our town are sit
ting for development We expect soon 
to have both materialization and trum
pet. Our seances will close Sunday 
night, Jan 22. From here Mr. Harvey 
will go to Hutchinson where he will re
main, for one week ¡„.when he will re
turn to Lorried to remain for some time. 
Any society, desiring an honest trumpet 
medium may consider themselves very 
torturiate if they can secure the serv
ices of- Mr. Harvey. Any inali for him 
addressed in iny care will be promptly 
forwarded if he should not .be hère.”, 

. Allie Buhland-writes from Indianapo
lis, Ind. (‘"Although January 15 was 
cutting in its extreme cold, it, to me, 
will always be associated pleasantly 
with the West Grove Spiritual Society, 
for it was my pleasure tojneet with 
and-lecture for that society on that day. 
'I found a warm, harinonious: associa
tion. We had two services—one at 11 
a. m. and at 2 p. m. We not only had a 
spiritual love feast, but the members 
of the society came with baskets-full 
ol‘good things for, the. physical man, 
çnd between the services they-Spread 

. the'long family table In the- temple, 
around which those in attendance gath
ered and thankfully partook of. the 

■ nourishing eatables. This social feat
ure I kpow dpew us closer together, for 
there were no. strangers there. This 
society Is in the.. country about two 
■miles from Balbec, Ind. They own 

. theimwn temple ; have a fine piano; and 
a good- chair. ' It seems to. me that- 
there qre societies in larger places that 

. might glean a lesson from; this little 
band’ of earnest spiritual workers.' ■ I 
wlll.be pleased to.hear from any local

, ity that needs'me, whether it is to lec
ture fora society, organize one,, officiate 
at « funeral or wedding.”

Lou B. Johnson, secretary, writes 
trom Grand Rapids, Mich,: "I would 
like to have an unjust article corrected, 
written by J. C, Andre, misrepresenting 
our socletyas well as myself. The ar
ticle In question I did not write; neither 
have I ever presumed to represent all 
Spiritualists, only the Grand Rapids 
Spiritual Association of which I have 
been secretary nearly five years, and he , 
misrepresented usj stating we are not a 
chartered society, We are chartered 
under the state board, charter 14, and 
in good standing; also on Dec. 12, 1904, 
the Grand Rapids Spiritual Society was 
incorporated, and we have bought de
sirable property upon which in the 
near future we hope to build a temple 
where the truths of Spiritualism may 
be taught, We have reasons to be en
couraged by the generous donations we 
are receiving. Rev. D. A: Herrick is 
serving his home society this month, 
and giving us inspiring lectures Sunday 
evenings.” *

D. E. Young writes from St. Joseph, 
Mich.: “The book. The Hull-Jamieson 
Debate,received, less than two days 
from the time my subscription was 
mailed, which fact tells of the prompt
ness with which The Progressive 
Thinker deals with its subscribers. I 
have now the eleven books Issued as 
premiums for your paper, and hope to 
have as many more; that is, if my life 
here continues to 85 years of age.”

Elizabeth Delphin‘writes: “Sunday, 
January 29, will be Mediums’ Night for 
the Englewood Spiritual Union at Hop
kins’ Hall, 528 W. 63rd street. We 
will have with us on that evening, Mrs, 
Ella Johnson Bloom, state secretary; 
Mrs. Mary E. Weaver and others, be
sides our own mediums. The entire 
evening will be given over to the mé
diums and we expect to have a very en
joyable time. We extend a cordial in
vitation to all. Admission ten cents.”

Will C. Hodge writes: “The cause of 
Spiritualism is in a healthy and flour
ishing condition in San Diego. Mrs. 
Charlotte Johnston has occupied the 
platform for nearly two- months and 
has given satisfaction as speaker and 
message bearer to hungry and thirsty 
souls. Just now we are having a re
vival of interest with audiences that 
tax the seating capacity of the temple, 
Dr. Louis Schlesinger being the center 
of att'raetjon. He is doing most excel
lent work, and as a clairaudient has 
few, it any superiors. J. L. Dryden 1b 
occupying the rostrum at the present 
time, followed by Dr. Schlesinger. We 
hope to keep this combination for some 
time as they make a mighty good team 
and their work will be productive of 
great good. - We are also having glori
ous showers of rain which causes great 
rejoicing among the people of the Sil
ver Gate City.”

Maurgerlte Mac writes: “On Thurs
day evening, Jan. 26, at the residence 
of Mrs. Burland (3019 Vernon), pas
tor of the Light Truth church, will hold 
a test social. We are sure that all who 
attended the last, one, will be sure to 
attend this one, and bring all their 
friends as they will have a lovely time 
and all get messages from their spirit 
friends. Profs. Leon and Stoller and 
other good psychics will take part.”

Mrs. M. Henry writes: “On Sunday, 
January 15, at the Universal Occult So
ciety, we had a full house and a very in
teresting meeting. Evangelist F. M. 
Stoller preachèd a very impressive ser
mon and gave some beautiful ideas on 
the subject of baptism. At the close 
of the sermon, the candidate for bap
tism, Mrs. Booker, went forward and 
was baptized in the usual spiritual way 
with flowers, and to make it more im
pressive, Mr. Boolter, her husband went 
forward and stood by her side, to show 
to the world that he approved and ap-, 
appreciated our beautiful philosophy. 
Then, followed..th^ messages and;, tests 
bÿ thé different mediums. On Tues
day evening, Jan 31, at 77 East Thirty- 
first street, Evangelist Stoller will 
open an old fashioned revival meeting. 
Services every evening during the first 
week of February. Come and bring 
your Indians and let them whoop and 
shout, and have a spiritual blessing."

Mrs. Hattie A. Greene writes: "Sun
day, Jan. 15, at the afternoon service 
of the Society of Spiritual Unity, Mrs. 
Nellie Kusserow, delivered a short ad
dress. Tbe audience then requested 
that a circle be formed; the request 
was. granted, and each received a mes
sage. Mrs. Kusserow gave some very 
startling demonstrations of spirit re
torn. The evening service was well at
tended by both Spiritualists and skep
tics. Long will the words of the speak
er, Mrs. L. J. Jacquet, be remembered, 
for they brought relief to the aching 
hearts, comforting words to {he sorrow
ing, sweet messages from those gone to 
the brighter home on hign. Mrs. Kus- 
serow also gave many beautiful mes
sages. Miss Irene La Varre and Mrs.. 
Vuillaume each sang a solo. Both 
ladies are very fine vocalists. Mrs. 
Mary B. Hill will lecture for' this so
ciety, Sunday afternoon, Jan. 29. We 
extend an invitation to all to attend our 
meetings, held every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m., at Star. Lodge Hall, 378 S West
ern avenue.” '

Dr. Beverly writes: "The Spiritual 
• Science Society will give a benefit ball 

Saturday evening, Feb. 4. We are sorry 
that many of our friends were disap
pointed that there was no party Satur
day evening in January on account of 
the holidays. Every ticket at our next 
party will be entitled to a chance on a 
$100 lot which was not claimed at our 
last party. No liquor Is allowed at our 
parties. Everything will be first-class. 
Refreshments will be served by the la
dies, and many new attractions will be 
added. Our Sunday meetings are large
ly attended, for we employ none but 
honest.talent. All who attend Sunday 
afternoon will receive a test from some 
of the manv mediums who are in at
tendance. From 5 to 6 o’clock, be
tween the meetings, Dr. Beverly, our 
president gives free demonstrations in 
healing. All who attend the last meet
ing in January, both sessions, will re
ceive a free ticket to the next party. 
All will be made welcome."

Chas. H. Greene writes: “Sunday 
.evening, Jan. 15, Dr. J. McFarland gave 
an exceptionally able lecture before the 
Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission. He 
kept his hearers in a state of delight 
throughout thé address. After Dr. Mc
Farland, Mrs. Weaver, Mrs. Kirchner 
and others delighted the audience with 
remarkable demonstrations of spirit 
communication. Sunday, Jan. 29/ a 
general conference will be held, at 
which the members and their friends 
are invited to express their views on
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«STORES EYESIGHT.An Experiment in Psychometry
Recorded by Charles Dawbarn.

THE EXPERIMENT CONTINUED.

■ MISCELLANEOUS WBtAWftE.

Desk Notes by a Busy Worker for 6plr- 
. ’ Ituallsm* '

brates in unison.
The forms I now meet impress

sense by vibrations I call color.
may be red, grey, almost black, or 
faintly scintillate with evanescent 
brightness. I presently discern that 
this is form commencing to respond to

Part Second.
Once again I find it is “form" that is 

all important in the eternal struggle 
upward. Here, on the planet, its angles 
and lines mark the form from incep
tion to dissolution. From Infancy . to 
old age thought is almost powerless to 
change iorm.

We mark it as human, and with 
' conceit call It divine. We are religion 

taught that it is eternal for weal or 
woe. So with deep interest I propose 
to watch the movement of life across 
the divide, to discover, if I may, 
whether thought has been treed from 
any of its mortal limitations.

At first there is little change, that I 
can discern, in that form divine. It 
appears to be, so far as I can see, al
most a duplicate of the old form, and I 
sense it as amid surroundings that are 
almost familiar. That is to say, it 
Beems surrounded by thought expres
sions that seem fixed as those of earth. 
Yet presently- I sense that the new 
form responds 10 emotions by .vibra
tions that represent color to my eye. 
Love and hate are not hidden as in 
earth life, for the form responds and vl-

roundings, I now return, once again, to 
my attempted survey of man himself, 
and: his, personal surroundings. ’

Immediately across the divide we 
have seen that man cannot repeat his 
own past. The new vibrations forbid 
it. But He can THINK the old; can, as 
it were, hunger to repeat the expres

All correspondents are hereby not!- 
fled that William Strang and Madame 
Sustm Harris are no longer on the Chi
cago field, the former having returned 
to Hamilton, Canada, and the latter 
probably to.Columbus,-Ohio.

A gentleman living far from Chicago, 
while in the city madeWsonal inquiry 
for a test medium. He writes as fol
lows of his experience: “I attended 
Mrs, Isa Cleveland’s circle, 4308 Lang-
ley avenue. This lady’s work im-

Q
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A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi

umship of Jlis Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea.'

my 
It

thought, aud marks the great change 
produced by death, as thought can no 
longer be crystallized into immovable 
form. It has commenced to dominate 
the form through which it manifests 
so that, almost at a glance, I can sense 
the status of the life within each form. 
The form at which I am. looking tells 
its tale to me by its color, though, for 
the most part, those in close compan
ionship note but little change, To the 
normal eye of the new-comer there is 
little appearance of change. His sur
roundings may seem to him dark or 
bright, repugnant or beautiful. He 
fails to notice that his neighbor’s eye 
catches very different vibrations and 
Colors from the same form.
I Thought is both writer and reader in 
that life across the divide. Hence all 
attempted descriptions are so 'individ
ual that the next comer would tell a 
very different tale. But the difference 
is of sensation rather than of form. 
The form is expressing the thought it 
embodies a little more clearly than in 
earth life. There are still the molec
ular gatherings and dispersions. Con
tact still results In love, hate or indif
ference, with plenty of disharmony and 
suffering. And there is the added fact 
that form no longer hides the inner 
thought life of your companion. You 
may not tell of what he Is thinking or 
proposing to do, but you can discern 
the motive within, since the form is no

Bions and surroundings of his old life ।-• - --------- ,----- -- - „ ..before death had changed his vibra- Pressed me as honest and reliable. Her 
tions. I am looking with deep interest control was painstaking and evidently 
for other forms of life, and I am voiced the wishes of my gu des. Her 
obliged to note that the “divide" which answers to my written questions given 
we call death is not really a change while blindfolded made my choice of 
from one location to another. On the I action very clear.
contrary the same man finds himself I A private .letter from Wheeling, W. 
amid new conditions. He is precisely Va., speaking of President Barretts 
the same man, and carries with him wo>k there during December, says 
many of his old memories, which seem I The Wheeling People all fell in love 
to include many of his old associations, with him and he will find a warmwel- 
But all these associations, including the returns to the city, because
animal life with which he was ac- oi 1118 Sood work. Break the news 
quainted, are now expressed through gently to the Boy Wonder Chicago re- 
Uiese vibrations that are beyond mortal P°rter for the Light of Truth. He was 
perception. 1 dazed by the ability and uplifting senti-

These animals, in all their varieties President Barrett’s address at
of forms, have, like the man, the same 55^ street, Chicago, two months ago. 
raw material of Uhelr selfhood. They I _,^arc11. ^1, 22 and ¿3, Tuesday, 
can fight, and even inflict torture upon I Wednesday and Thursday of that week, 
one another as in earth life, but they | iav,e, been chosen for the annual con- 
cannot kill. So this borderland ¡s veotion and winter mass-meeting of the 
really a condition of inharmony, and if JJL,n0 9 ®^ate Association. Handel Hall, 
that be maintained It must result, I Chicago, could not. be obtained tor an 
Hooner or later, in a dissolution of form! eal'ber meeting, besides -Mrs. Fixen, 
life. This applies to man also, and vice-president of that body, will then 
therefore every form in that Border- oehome from her southern wanderings, 
land will go forward or backward— .-P®1.1 A1 widely known. in
will become truly spiritual, or will dis- Michigan Spiritualism, recently . wrote 
integrate and lose its form. ior »“bile eye: “So despite the ar

So here, where it is so close to the gumente against phenomena and advm 
divide, there can be little of the old caring that tire world has Progressed 
companionship between any special ai\-1 until all we need do is to teach the phil- 
imal and his old master. Love and oaopby> is a wrong idea, - What sort of 
even friendship demand harmonious a gla8S„ was °ar brother lobing 
conditions, and here all is disharmony, through? Jias he not set urea man of 
Here is-the literal hell, as conceived by 9,ti;aw,0A which to give a publlc exhibi
mortals, for every effort of the rest- tion of his mental muscle? Suppose he 
dents to socialize into communities uame for The Progressive Thinker all 
fails. It is a state of perpetual th® Spirltualissts of whom he knows, 
change that affects the man, and all who are opposed to genuine phenomena 
his surroundings. I don’t want to Un- °f any reputable kind? . Whp> Ju b*8 
ger here, it is too painful. Earth clas- hearing, has urged^the dropping of all 
slflcatlon Is unknown. Suicide, crim-1 Phenomena? Name one representative 
Inal, learned scientist, each, if thus in- Spiritualist who does not hold that phi- 
harmonious, finds his every- effort at 08°Pby and Pb®«omena should go hand 
outward expression a failure. Pleasure band. This does not, however, mean 
is Impossible, for that Implies and de- that we must endorse rotten phenom- 
mands some degree of harmony. In- ®na.In ordei to builda philosophy, in
dustry is useless, and sensation seems that our mediums must join the inner 

- - -- -................. ■ jlfe circle ’ before they can have patronage.
n ' I A chain Is as strong as its weakest link, 
flnd I and a rope as safe as its perfect 

strands., The building will only be se-

Letter Number fjlve-^ontinyed.
So I took the de^, souf.all over my 

home, and then out into ttíé garden and 
grounds. Perhaps ‘the- readers of this 
would like to have ailpen picture of my 
home. Now all inujit knqw that I am 
English to the very; core, of my being, 
and my home is situated in1 the heart of 
an English community: and among en
tirely English scenes aud surroundings. 
Of course I should l|av,e said our home 
—Mr. Britten’s and mine—and it is that 
of an English gentleman—a stately edi
fice of pearl and gold, In front of the 
house there is an extended view of 
peaceful English scenery of alternat
ing field and woodland, but through the 
grand old trees, at the back, gleams 
the ocean with its weird and solemn 
surge; there are also shrubs, flowers, 
and spraying fountains. The interior 
of the home is pleasant and furnished 
much like an ordinary English gentle
man’s except that all is spiritual and 
not material, and the. beauty of the 
spiritual is many, many times greater 
than that of the material,

Abby was delighted with my home,
but she said “There seems to 
dearth of animal life here.”

be a

all that is left of the old • earth 
where, so far as such location Is 
Bible, this threshold life seems to

longer sufficiently rigid to hide it. This I 
thought life seeks its vibratory. mate. I 
Each believes he can hide himself be- I 
hind expression, as on earth, and does 1 
not realize that tire form he senses may ] 
seem vory different to another eye, 1 
though the difference will be. chiefly in 1 
color. So I mark the change evolved 1 
from death as just the beginning of 1 
thought freedom, and power over form. 1

The gatherings we call "social” seem i 
almost unchanged, save that Individual ' 
colors are not the mark of race differ- । 
ences, but always tell the tale of 1 
thought activity . within that form. 
-pdrtn:cdntlnues to be the basic fact of 
air molecular gatherings. The unit : 
may remain unchanged, but at. each 
stage it is evidently gaining greater ex
pression amid its form surroundings.

On earth the thought within seeks ex
ternal expression through the' colors 
and shapes of garments and orna
ments, and also through flavors called 
sensations. But as soon as the divide 
is crossed, though habit would seek a 
-similar expression, the form itself com
mences to respond to the thought with
in, and to vibrate into colors and 
shapes that to spirit eye are copies of 
earth experiences. Hence each seems 
clothed according to his thought, al
though it may appear but rags, or 

, tawdry finery to the spirit eye of one 
\further advanced. , .
’ It seems to me, as I look, that mo
lecular form, as a thought process, first 
finds its expression in earth life. The 
scientist would fain draw the line at 
what he calls "protoplasm or first 
form,” but the eternal unit is far be- 
yond.its ken. I cannot study that unit, 
for my own Ego is but a gathering of 
■units. Still I can see that the won
derful individuality of the unit draws to 
itself fellows like minded. Units never 

:. blend, but they gather, and the result 
is molecular form, which has existed 

■ whole eons before the protoplasm of 
the scientist.

Every molecular aggregation seeks 
more molecules like itself, and herein 
lies the mystery we call “heredity,” 

• which is a form expression of the ag
gregated thought This, and also 
growth and decay, are molecular effects 
which I must leave for future study. I 
am dealing now only with forms based 
upon protoplasm, itself an effect of pre
vious thought activity, and responding 
to long established habits which mani
fest as "form,” raid are made the basis 
of scientific study and analysis.

I now see that the real difference ef
fected by the change we call “death”

U This Borderland is toe birth place ot I cu^wfh®?. we 
ghost stories and hauntlngs, for human and defective mortar from Its walls and 
and animal life, of every Inharmonious r0t.t?„no,be„a,“sl n
variety, are thus in close relation to Alas. alas, this time it was a 
earth, separated by only a few degrees ca5° medium whose blue book 
of vibration—just enough to be neither unexpectedly discovered and its real 
seen nor touched by the. normal raor- flb^9Cte^9Oi.
toi Tt mip’ht- wall Ha rniipd “Th« land finder. We have the solemn assurance 
rf Inhamonles " / oi the Sunflower that “there is no such% I ^e slid, I don't want to re- »’b“tnU
main in inn<*pr vaf ata f ifiavA I heart when making that statement we

truth. It is the special home of every- ®y® °n «?® 8 Tbl8 lat® find *n. tbe 
inimical to form Every- great e°dIy clty 011 016 Bbores of Lakeinimical to form. Every w , and.Ink and hot

Chl- 
was

is that the form now gives greater ex
pression to its dominating thought than 
was possible in earth-life. The entire 
vibration has become more active, so 
that the new sense expression and the 
old cannot meet. This, of course, ap
plies to all molecular aggregations by 
which the changed human form now 
finds itself surrounded. :

The new sensations cannot repeat the 
old, hence the thought expressions we 
call passions and appetites in earth life 
must remain unsatisfied by the new 
life. It is thus very unfortunate for: 
the poor mortal who has brought with 
him his old longings. Nature has be
come plastic in her every molecular ag
gregate as a result of the death pro
cess,, so that the spirit Is Compelled to 
gather and attract such shapes and 
forms as will express his present molec
ular individuality. So, as I sense, his. 
homes and their surroundings become 
expressions of his own thought attrac
tions, both in shape and color. Nature 
is as prolific as over across the divide, 
and her expressions are much more va
ried than in earth life, yet they are but 
changed vibrations of unitary aggrega
tions Into molecular groups. There Is, 
ahdeanbe no change to -the eternal 
utilt itself. Its marvelous experiences

thing ___ -___ — _____ _____
thing that will pull form to pieces is at r - «e
home here. I discern here the birth-ninno nf thn nintriipR npRHienmfl and th© samo ilk will privately declare the

SÏÏ, K » » “v,»strutVthaUhat Utile being is an expres- ishment Is similar to that of the ancient

s.’s’«'ïæsl “s. sother ’it»« httemow eut «“ “¿Jt1 SS«,, he.rt oh. ot our 

ir «vnr hnrnmoH very able speakers say in- a moment of 
impassioned oratory that hetwas not mentally hnd spiritually harmonious, I after th0 <>])UCCaneerB Morgan, Rocke- 

such inharmonious forms could not ex- feUer and assoclatea » gqt “after the 
1st in his surroundings. And, in spit® I gygtem which makes it possible for 
of science, urrtii then no human skill ^em become buccaneers.” Let Spir- 
can do more than destroy one exprès-1 ltnallBtB get after any an¿ every system 
sion, and leave another to ta^® i*® I that in the name of those associations 
place. It will be the same old dishar- mogt sacre(j t0 eaCh human heart fiares 
mony, but appearing in a new form. resort to wilful deception. True that 
fhL nm pni^enrin? a certain old-fashioned volutae, hoary
this Border-land, and I am commencing wltJ1 age pronounces a woe f0T the indi
to look for harmonies, and their ldual through whom the offense com- 
upon form. I see at a glance that just . . „ ..° ,t( t „
as disharmony implies destruction ®t attended toe last annual con
form so harmony Implies the very op- ventlon of the N g x were proud 
poslte, and is itself the essence—toe thankful for the beautiful temple of the 
fact in nature—which we call immor-1 nr8t gplritual society of St. Louis, at 
taUÍT’ » . »V x j I 3015 Pine street Congratulations are

The stream of lite that dally passes { order for ’that wide-awake body, 
W hríZm I ”®®aU8® a11 da"ger of’108i1^ «to Prop-' 

that will not linger nt the threshold. I erty jg pagsed- «pbe matured portion 
Itrnrrnt Pas8 ,thr°aSh that condition, I o£ £ta jncumbrance has been fully paid 
but its individual desire is for harmony. I nd the repiaced on much
The law of association and attraction j t During the last 'three 
ike to like-now tends to bring those I yearg ?6 500 hag bee* paid on the tem. 

’MondareI Ple* and In the Same Perlod the follow
ing, and blend them into families, )ng amounts rajsed fOr the current ex
groups and societies. penses: 1901, $1,760; 1902, $2,400; 1903,

I now sense a persona! and individua! J3,2oo; white in 1904 the su¿i reached 
life in which I feel deeply interested. 100 Great Scott[ it takes one’s 
It seems much like the best of earth h t ttink of a sIn le aoclet 
life, save for the uncertainty of form. Splrltua{iBtB ralglng $17>960( or $4,- 
Every molecular aggregation, from 49q f ltg work. Let us join In 
rock to man responds to the vibratory a pr Jer that American Spiritualism 
action of thought. The chief effect, at h universal baptism of Grim- 
least the most conspicuous to me, is in “ ' .. d SL L f devotion.Sl^Gri^andlX start

nrnrinnfa1 reí throíhnL on a well-earned vacation trip .to Eng
s produced. Unlike the threshold with land BhOrtly. Every moment of it will 

Ite Sloom of grey, its fiery red, and its b freighted with blessings for them if 
, almost black aura around each form, I unlverfal wIghes of their Yankee 

sense here tints and colors, sometimes brethren avall them anything. -Be
. of peculiar charm, and unknown to my 1 cauBe jj.fr, Brother Grimshaw
: eXThe inhabitants are evidently men
; and women, for the prevailing form of com g 96 nroRGE B WARNE 
. these individual intelligences is like I ’ »• wamjnis.
i my own. They speak of their homes as 

being in the interior, meaning' away
• from the threshold, out of whose mud a I H stands the test where true souls -are 

lily is thus being evolved. I sense I trled .
toeir presence and activities, but I can- And truest honor finds, 
hot, save very partially, translate my ^vho conquers, manfully, the pride 
feelings into mortal language. There That rules in feebler minds;
is much to perplex me in their sur- I wh0 geeks hot rest in life’s career, 
roundings. Every form seems affected j Nor yet beyond the jgravej- . 
externally not by time but by internal whose heaven Is duty’s noblest 
conditions. The child spirit attains sphere__
manhood, not because so many months Not tbat Which Idlers crave, 
or years have passed, but because it
(¿Inks as a man or a woman. It does I He covets not the lordling’s place, 
not reach old age because it does not I ’ Nor vainly .tries to scan . 
have any such thought expression, so, The Master's mind, but asks for grace 
literally, time seems very little of a fac-1 z To do the best he can. ... ..... 
tor. in this Ufe. I sense animal forms I His peace not torpor of the soul, ~ 
everywhere, but like every other ex- . But harmony within— '
pression óf nature around me, their Renouncing self to reach the goal 
forms seem more or less to 'fluctuate. And triumph over sin. •

“Yes,” I replied; “I have always 
been kind to animals, but have no es
pecial love for or affinity with them. 
Birds are my delight, and I have a very 
large following of feathered pets. Lis
ten while I call them,” and I gave two 
or three peculiar bird-calls, known only 
to myself and my bird lovers. My pets 
came flying toward me from all direc
tions, and Abby threw up her hands in 
amazement. ’

“Why!” said she, “I never saw so 
many birds in all my Hie! And« 
what beauties they are!”

My darlings were now perched upon 
my head, my shoulders, my outstretched 
hands, in fact Wherever one could And 
a foothold there rested a beautiful, 
bright-eyed pet; but, resting close 
against my cheek was one bird that I 
had loved on earth above all others. 
This darling always brought the tears 
to my eyes. .

Now, mja readers, you talk of para
dise, and you scarcely know what you 
mean; but Abby and I, . standing out 
there among these great, old, spiritual 
trees, with the ocean gleaming in the 
distance, surrounded by a large number 
of beautiful birds ot gorgeous hues, rep
resent a small portion of a spiritual par
adise. .

“It is nearly time for the theatre," I 
said. "Perhaps we had better be go
ing.” We went inside the house and 
Mr. Britten joined us. We started for 
our theatre. Mr. Petersjlea. has de
scribed to you a cathedral; and a con
servatory of music; now I want to de
scribe to you a theatfe within the heav
enly spheres. ifl

As we approached jour theatre, Abby 
clapped her hands delightedly-

“Oh! how beautifql—how beautiful!” 
she cried. “How goofl it id’ to be’afi im
mortal spirit and dwHl amid such glori
ous scenes." t,; • i -z

“Ah! bow good-nhow - good!” ex
claimed Mr. Britten ‘and myself in cho
rus. '

Now lef this beautiful .picture be for
evermore impressed upon your spirits: 
A.large, circular rdomefl,,-eaiflipe, the 
dome ot‘shiriihg-gold, a^d.Jn'the. carter 
of the dbme ’a largfe, open cupola, 
wherein stood-four beautiful statue's;

up a little of their hard-earned wages, 
that they may have the delight of being 
transported, for an hour or more, into 
beautiful and heavenly scenes, and en
rapturing music.

But you say 1 Spirits do not work.”
Well, not just as they did In earth 

life, but how weary they are. What lit
tle time they had to give to the cultiva
tion of the mind. How dull and despair
ing most of these lijird-worked people 
are on coming here. And if I say to 
them, “Come and hear me .lecture,” 
they turn away their dull and careworn 
faces and say: “We are tired. We do 
not want to hear a lecture. We should 
not understand it if we did.”

But when I say: "Come to my thea
tre, and see a good play”:

“Theatre! theatre! Oh, yes! Hpw we 
would like to go to a theatre. And do 
you really have theatres here?”

“Well, why not?” I should ask. “Cer
tainly. The best and most charming 
that can be imagined."

You ought to see their looks of de* 
light. How their eyes brighten. How 
eager and interested they immediately 
become. And our theatres are 
thronged,

Our plays are excellent, charming, 
and beautiful; all leading upward to 
greater and grander truths; to purer 
morals—and then the beautiful scenery 
and music; the works of art; the ex
quisite paintings; and they gg forth to 
their erstwhile squalid homes and com
mence to beautify them; and all that Is 
latent within them of beauty, goodness, 
and high art, is fanned into flame and 
commences totourn brightly.

But I would;{warn all play writers, to 
be very careful. what, and how they 
write; for all that is’lmpure, immoral, 
degrading, and so. forth, .will surely 
meet them here to their shame and sor
row.

How many ppor, ruined, miserable 
youth will meet’them, saying: “Look at 
your work. We followed after the pat
tern your play set for us. We knew no 
better.” And such a writer will be 
obliged to labor among such ruined 
youths and maidens, bearing their sor
rowful reproaches, until all is restored 
to its pristine beauty, goodness, and 
holiness. I would not allow a vile 
thing, or idea, to be given in any of my 
plays, any more than I would let loose 
a nest of poisonous vipers in the midst 
of children and youths.

And now I have to tell you why I— 
Emma Hardinge Britten—have chosen 
the stage for my spiritual work, and why 
Mr. Britten, together with the help of 
other men of note, write my plays for 
me, and why they try to give them, In 
purity, to the earthly world.

My work is of great importance, far 
greater than lecturing or writing books 
on Spiritualism; and our work is most 
intricate jind hard.

"I never realized before," said Abby, 
as we neared our home, “that such a 
vast amount of good could come from 
that which, In my younger life, I was 
taught to believe was one of the schools 
used by Satan, wherein to graduate pu

’ pils.and fit them for his domain. But 
■ you were taught' quite differently in 

your younger life, I believe?”
■ “My parents had no particular preju-

home and visit Mr- Petersllea’s conserv
atory.-

After our rest we started. Now you 
may ask how we travel here? And my 
answer Is, any way that we please. We 
travel just as we like. We can iloat 
through the ethereal atmosphere at 
will, or we can travel in elegant bal
loons, or if we are so disposed we can 
travel with horses and in an elegant 
carriage; and this brings me to a ques
tion that has been asked by some of 
earth: “Why would it be necessary to 
have carriages?” Well, it Is not neces
sary at all, neither is It at all necessary 
to have a home, or house; that is, some 
may not think It necessary. The wild 
Indian does not think it necessary to 
have an elegant carriage, and a vaga
bond thinks Ms legs good enough to 
tramp with; but refined ladies and gen
tlemen think it very nice to have an el-, 
egant carriage and prancing horses, 
also vehicles propelled by electricity.

Now we can, and do, if we so desire, 
have all these things, or we can sim
ply float; and we could even walk. We 
travel with balloons a great deal, qnd 
why? Because we wish to benefit man 
on the earthly plane, and unless we 
carry out practically the inventions and 
improvements of balloons, we can never 
do so. We keep continually striving to 
perfect balloons thaf we may make 
them as perfect as possible; and we 
ride in them for pleasure and to help in 
such projects for the purpose of help
ing mankind. It is the same with ev
erything we have and do here. It is to 
benefit either spirits or mortals.

So laugh no more at our balloons, our 
vehicles, our carriages; for they are 
for our pleasure and your instruction 
and benefit. But Abby and I at this par
ticular time chose to float on our jour
ney.

We arrived in due time at her beau
tiful home; and here we were met by 
her beloved husband—her other self or 
other, half—call it which you will—and 
0 kind and noble-hearted gentleman he 
proved to be, busy as he could be with 
his home, his school and his children. 
How glad he was to see us.

“Welcome, most welcome!" be said 
to me. “And thank you for taking an 
interest in our work enough to leave 
your own for a short time to help in 
ours.”

And now I became the guest of Abby 
A. Judson and her revered husband. I 
would describe her beautiful home, but- 
she tells me this has already been 
done, so I will omit it; but after proper 
rest and refreshments, a visit to the 
school, a pleasant sail out upon the

Spectacles a Thing of the Past
’Actios.” a Marvelous Discovery That Cures AQ 

Afflictions ot ths Bye ana Ear Without 
Cutting or Drugging,

MANHOOD.

river, we staffed for Mr. 
conservatory of music.

Mr. Petersllea greeted 
and with many thanks.

“How can I thank you

Petersllea’s

us heartily

enough,” he

are, after all, only, degrees of vibration 
expressed In endless varieties : of 
gredplngs. But I discern that man con- 
ffiiues’ to be Nature's highest expres- 
Biion, although hfs form, and every other 
gorm. lfl affected, by its surroundings. 
I Also sense that bach man’s perception 
fg’strictly individual, and that he can 
remain indefinitely at any point of this 
vibratory expression, if he so choose,
,Having thus sensed something of the 

gorces- which seem Cosmic and Infinite 
- they play - upon man -. and - his aur-

And I myself, in this Which I_™*Sht call Once on tjje piow he lays
my interior life which is seeking knowl- H)g eye ne.er backwards turns; ' 
ftS?Tb*ey011? mor<ÏÎ Fortune he seeks in virtue's ways,
that I too change form with thought. in-bought success he spurns. .

While at the threshold I noticed a l LooRlng hia fellow In the face 
strange animal expression in certain . He sees God’s image there; ’ ..
human forms,, and I sensed that the an-1 whate’er may help to lift the race, 
Imai was uppermost, and the human al- HJs hend ¡8 quick to share. , 
most submerged. Here it seems to be - ■ , ■■ . •.. .
the very opposite. The man is get-1 Meekly he takes life s daily tasks ' ,
ting further away from the animal. He I As part of heaven’s ^reat plan; 
is using the animal with mutual satis-1 This boon—aught else denied—he asks, 
faction and benefit, but is himself evl-1 ■ To be a manly man. , 
dently leaving the animal nature be-1 Angels.attend on such.an.one, 
hind. . I And stars their courses move

The reader of these experiences may I To light his^patoway to the ' rone 
wonder' I do not make some personal And garnish It with love.. - , ■. 
acquaintance, and hr conversation —Jonn iroiana,...
gather much.knowledge of-this sphere 
of Ute activity. But I cannot do it. I

bne facing, as though looking forth 
from the cupola, east; one west, one 
north, one south. These figure’s repre
sented two 'males and two females. 
The female--representing the star ac
tress, pointing toward the north star; 
the other, pointing toward the earth. 
The high, -male tragedian, with his 
cloak clasped tightly about him, looked 
sternly forth beneath his visor, toward 
Jupiter; and the clown, broadly smiling, 
pointing outward toward, a great ex
panse of woodland and meadow, filled 
with monkeys and óther animals of 
many kinds. From the. top of-the cu
pola rose a slender spire, from which 
floated a flag, upon which was the one 
word Art -

The body of the building appeared to 
be of solid, -polished granite. The 
great oriel windows, stained like those 
of a grand cathedral. An immense en
trance—and we entered., '

Our theatre is'somewhat like a mu
seum of earth.'j.We have a great many 
apartments given up to art in its high
est form. One wherein are the most 
choice paintings that spirits and angels 
can produce. Others áre given to stat
uary; others to beautiful-and exquisite 
works of all kinds; others yet to crys
tal and china; others to elegant theat
rical robes, and so forth. It is impossi
ble for' me to enter info all the details. 
They must be seen to’ be appreciated; 
and you will all see them some day.

It was nearly time for the perform
ance to begin, and so we hastened to 
take our seats. I remained with Abby, 
but Mr. Britten was obliged to go be
hind the scenes, as he was,the stage di
rector. , .

Now,-I cannot téll you all about the 
play. It would take too much time and 
space; but it was more- beautiful than a 
dream; acted by some of. the greatest 
actors who have-ever, jived .on earth; 
with all that was mean and vile strick
en, out; telling of the ’struggles of the 
Immortal soul up through the gross ma
terial, toward the glorious, beautiful 
and enduring ethereal’or spiritual; and 
rendered in such A manner that it was 
enrapturing. When it was.oyer, and we 
went forth, we felt new courage- and 
hope spring up within, us, t.q,go forward' 
into that which was.greasej.still.,

Now, at this pointùpémç_ may ask: 
“Mrs. Britten, why did you leave the 
great work of lecturlflg add writing on 
Spiritualism, for, as we understand it,- 
you could lecture, and write on Spirit- 
uallsm as well in the-etfl^çal as-in the 
material?” and it is Just that I should 
answer that question..- '

The reason Was tijls : i *found, on- en
tering this-Ufé, that the Túle was to do 
the greatest amount?.of. good ; to the 
greatest number; afjjr1.t^>J manner of 
economics, and I am naturally an ,eco- 
nomical person; mortóVér.-T'Íoáhd; like 
Our great and goodîiiBtofWer Francis, 
that object lessons were Jof greater 
value than- abstrusensclenf^fic lectures, 
or metaphysical, abstruse, spiritual lee- 
tures. . One-half 1 the people go home

dice against the stage,” I replied; and, 
really, I think sometimes that I ought to- 
have continued my-career as an ac
tress. Yet I .suppose that all things 
are for the best; and perhaps I am now 
better fitted to take up my life as a 
teacher of the histrionic art.”

We re-entered my home, and being 
hungry and weary, I hastened to pre
pare a repast. Now' I beg of you, kind 
readers, not to cuppose that we do not 
partake of something that would be 
similar to a dinner on earth. To be 
sure it is not quile the same, but there 
in a similarity. Of course, like you of 
earth, we could live without homes, and 
could subsist almost, entirely without 
eating; in fact, if we did not eat at all, 
we could not die; but we should look 
like gaunt, Tarnished wolves. You would 
not like us to be like savages, wild
eyed, famished, with straggling hair, 
and so forth. But our eating is the re
finement of the art of sustaining our 
sp.lritual bodies that they may be ex
tremely beautiful.'

In homes of squalor and poverty on 
earth, some families sit down to tables 
of coarse food, served tn a coarse and 
gross manner, with' cheap, cracked 
plates, cups and saucers, if indeed there 
is anything more than tin.

Now the higher up one goes in the so
cial scale, the more refined the dinner, 
and the more beautiful the service; and 
that is the way it is with us here. We 
are one grand step ahead, and our din
ners are the extreme of refinement, and 
our service is more beautifully artistic; 
and, yet, a similarity runs through all. 
It Is nice, social and hospitable to take 
and give a good dinner to one’s friends, 
and the more spiritual and refined the 
better. .

I consider my dining-room exquisitely 
beautiful. I covered my table with a 
snowy cloth, and set It with delicate 
crystal and china of the highest art 
known to the manufacturers- of glass, 
and the daintiest of china, for they 
carry on their works here as well as on 
earth, and give us the most exalted 
specimens of their art My knives and 
forks were of ethereal, refined silver; 
my spoons were -of gold, with the most 
beautiful designs engraved upon them. 
My bowls were from the Japanese, and 
most exquisite in design. We had wine, 
but ft is not like the wine of earth. 

. There are no Intoxicating properties 
within it; and, let me here add, that 
earthly wine can be rendered harmless 
and non-intoxicating by removing all 
such properties from it, giving a sweet, 
exhilarating elixir; and that is what 
our wine is. Now, in'the center of the 
table I placed a crystal dish of luscious 
grapes; then there were strawberries, 
apples, pears and plums, and afewnuts; 
a little olive oil and a pitcher of milk, 

■ together with a few slices of bread
> fruit. ' ■ . -
1 -Abby said the dinner was the finest 
! she ever tasted; ■ and yqu ought to have 
- seen her eye's glisten and sparkle, and 
1 tfle Joy and happiness that illuminated 
. her whole befog, ■ ' - '

cannot so; far oven exchange thought. I ther. The mortal organs were refusing
MM . . I * _ 4. . ■ *- X*.. — — . _ — A m M I'.'~ . - X *VX ~ ~ ~ M ASM A M .LinMy ego that is traveling and exploring, 
rhay perhaps somewhat blend and learn 
of this inner;life,.but it certainly can*
not tell its tale :to poor mortal limita
tions.” " . . *

(The Psychemeter could: go no fur«

to act. It was some days Before'his 
Circulation became normal again; I
have- deemed his effort worthy of rec*
ord, but each reader must, judge for 
himself of its value.—0. D. '

■ • ■' (The. Ena.)
Ban Leandro, Cal.

from such lectures; eSpécIally youthsof 
both sexes andmost of '-.the ordinary 
people„not remembpring. a. word of 
What has been said;-4nnd, .really, not 
comprehending the iecture’at all. Con
sequently no - good results 1 to- them. 
Only a few-are ccpabjei of receiving 
such lectures, andcomprehending them, 
■nnd^these few Already. know ■ without 
being told. But whoever -goes' : home 
from a theatre; If thè play Ie renliygood 

, and1 instructive; without -remembering 
all of it. and the l^gqna.,it conveys?/ 
And, in addition thereto,'what pleasure 
anddelight Is ” experienced by .both

There is no need tor cutting, drugging 0/ 
probing the eye tor any form ot disease, tor a 
new system ot treating afflictions ot the eye hag 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and barbar
ous methods arc eliminat
ed. There is no risk or ex

! perlmentlng, as thousands 
ot people have been cured 
ot blindness, tailing eye
eight. cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other afflictions 

ot the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases Incurable. 
Below we print extracts from testimonials— 
such as are received by us dally. .
, Mr.A. O. T. Pennlugton, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: "having used Actlna for several years, 
I cheerfully recommend it tor the cure ot eye, 
ear aud throat affections. It cured my mother 
of cataracts."

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: “I am 
78 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actlna I 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Hev. W, C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
"My honest opinion ot Actlna Is that It Is one 
ot the most marvelous discoveries ot the age. 
It cured my eyes, aud cured my wife ot asth
ma."

Hundreds of other testimonials cau be sent 
on application. -Actlna“ Is purely a home 
treatment and selt-admlnlstered by the patient, 
aud is sent on trial postpaid. If vou will send 
your name and address to the New York and 
London Electric Association, Dept TB, 920 Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo. you will receive ab- 
sulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise ou the Eye aud ou Disease in 
General,

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
¡Eczema and all Bkinaud Female Discuses. Wrlta 
lor Illustrated Book. Bent tree. Address • 

DR. BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

Baid, “for taking an interest in my es
pecial work, as well as your own, and 
taking the trouble to visit me here? 
Abby Judson has, no doubt, told you 
why I wanted you?”

“She has,” I replied. “You want me 
to write out some of the details of our 
lives here in the spirit world, through 
your beloved wife who still remains on 
earth. I consider the work an excellent 
one, and will aid you with my whole 
soul.” He then made me acquainted 
with his partner, Mr. Eben Tourgee, an
other fine philanthropic spirit.

I found the conservatory as grand 
and beautiful as my own theatre; they 
doing their work, as we were doing 
ours; and, after I bad listened to some 
of the grandest music that I ever heard 
in my life, Mr. Petersllea said: "Mrs. 
Britten, I would like you now to go and 
allow me to put you en rapport with my 
wife, for the purpose of writing a mes
sage to the people of the earthly plane. 
And this we did.

I found a lady, stricken by grief, but 
tender and sensitive to the last degree. 
She was struggling with all her might 
against the tide of her sorrow, but like 
the waves of the ocean, as she emerged 
from one, another would shortly strike 
her.

Ah, friends, how much It is needed 
that you all should know more about 
our lives here.

Now, Mr. Petersilea brought his wife 
into that state where I could take the 
control; and this letter is the result. 
Friends, you may not Relieve that it is 
the spirit of myself—Mrs. Emma Har
dinge Britten—but all that I can do 1b 
to assure you that such is the fact; and 
I hope that it bears truth on Its face.

I also hope that I shall be able to write 
many more letters to you through this 
same channel, for I find it a grand and 
truthful one. .

Then, good-bye, for this time, for I 
shall retire to my own home and work 
as soon as I have finished this. Good
bye. Yours most truly,

EMMA HARDINGE BRITTEN.
( To be continued.)

“And, now;”, ¿aid she, "I am quite 
eager to get back again, for I have 
promised Mr. Petersllea, to return as 
quickly as may he, together, with you; 
fo/he wonts you to write through his 
wife to the earthly world.” ' .

“We need not hurry," I answered; 
“but. after dinner, and after you have 
rested a little,,we will.go.’’,• •.

“I fear,"’said Mr. Britten, “that if .lt, 
were not for women, .we men would .all 
become' sava^b^'.br Buddhistic philoso
phers,: priests; monks/and so forth. 
We greatly need woman to hold us In 
our rightful places " .. ■

"Three cheers “for Mr. Britten! ” ex-
claimed Abby. And we clicked glasses 
and gavé three softly thrilling cheers, 
nnd thehi we-retired for rest, and after-I young,: (fed the. hardWorired ordinary nnd theftiwa. retired fortes Mind arter

. people; and how th?^/ strugffte to .save ward Abby pnjL.I, were to return to her
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THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND 

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, ot Intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Resalts of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss* 

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. Ills 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth. 81.00.

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS.
Echoes From the World of Song. 

Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long-
ley. 
able 
well 
tion

Choice inspirational songs, sult- 
for all occasions. This book is 
bound in cloth with gilt Illustra- 
on cover, and frontispiece bearing

to

ot
the Lynn Spiritualists Association, 
passed to spirit life from his earth 
home, 24 Johnson street, Lynn, Mass., 
aged 65 years. On Monday, Dec. 19, he 
was suddenly stricken with a shock 
which developed Into a hemorrhage at 
the base of the brain. On Sunday even
ing, Dec. 25, he passed into the light of 
a more perfect day. Our brother was 
not only an earnest but enthusiastic 
Spiritualist, a devoted husband and lov
ing father. With him Spiritualism had 
become an up"-to-date religion, and 
when death with noiseless feet entered 
his home he feared him not, he knew he
was going to put on 
robes of immortality, 
a faithful worker in 
Lynn Spiritualists’

the incorruptible 
Our brother was 

the interests of 
Association, for

portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price *1 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Sengs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them. ’

Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection ot 
vocal music for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett. Price, $1.25.

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
ot original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use ot 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs.three years he served it as vice-presi

dent, and last September he was elect
ed president. On Wednesday morning, 
in the presence of the sorrowing family, 
the last sad rites were held over the 
remains. Officers and members of the 
Association and other friends com
pletely filled the house. Beautiful 
floral tributes from loving friends com
pletely covered and surrqunded the 
casket at the close of the service. Mrs. 
Maud Litch. a member of the Associa
tion, paid a loving tribute to the life 
and character of our departed friend. 
She spoke of the high esteem in which 
he was held by the members of the so
ciety. At the close of the morning ser
vice the remains were taken to Paw
tucket, R. I., accompanied by the fam
ily. Here a second service was held, 
after which the remains were interred 
in the family lot. Our friend leaves a 
wife, four daughters and two -sons. 
May they be comforted and sustained 
by spirit, loved ones. To our departed 
/riend we would say:

Rest, beloved, rest.
In thy spirit home of beauty thou art 

hidden from cur sight— .
Ours the clouds and night of sadness, 

thine the pure celestial light. ...
Rest, beloved, rest. .

The two services were conducted by 
the writer. JAB. 8.. SCARLETT. ’

Cambridgeport, Mass. ' .
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to the consumer and Improves thollthtt>rWper 
cent. Every family .will .buy.. It's.like colpitis 
money. 4 set my Ups from the "EconomyLight 
CW." Drawer«, St. Louis, Mo. Send them w leant 
stamps and they will sand you outfit and start you 
tn bustasM with territory. Thor want a Manager 
daeaohtown. ■■ ."

Georgia Gladys Cooley.
Price, 15 cents.

The Spiritual Songster.

Words only.

By Mattie
E. HulI. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection ot 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting iy- 
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand- 
arde, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each»

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of» Summer. By Lilian Whiting, 

pemdod with pure and beautiful splrttuaUty 
ofthoqriit- matruotlve and helpful to all who 
love and aeek the higher and finer way» <* 
■plritual experience. Price. 11.00. .'

OLDflNDNEWf%y6HOLOfiy
By W. J. Colvfil«. Smorta ot tymtyJout dtSlnct leoturM, «Matty aeUrered la.Niw 

Vorir, Brooklyn^ Barton. -PbUtdalpMA: ut 
«rtfesrlpromlnen» dim ot Uw United Stated, 
Mre contributed tba bula ot tifia volunta

r trUis Bailor of the National, with. PrefSM 
DM Notes by Petar.Bolder, llimttated-wttb 
vtevra ot the old Paine Homestead end Paine 
Maaaront, at NewBoohaio; also portraits of 
Tthomaa Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wol- 
, Btoneoratt, Madame .Roland, Condoroe. jBrlysat» ■ 
.-ahd the moat prominent ot Pains's tmuoa-Uk
Europe and America. Oloth.75coata.__—*-
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RESTORES EYESSOHT.An Experimeht in Psychometry MISCELLANEOUS MELÀNOE.

Desk Notes by a Busy Worker for Splr- 
. ’ Ituallsm.

Recorded by Charles Dawbarn
THE EXPERIMENT CONTINUED.

Part Second.
Once again I find It is "form” that is 

a" important in the eternal struggle 
h^lupward. Here, on the planet, its angles 
gg£gand lines mark the form from Inoep- 
W8 tion to dissolution. From Infancy . to 
i Wold age thought is almost powerless to 
tafif change form. ■

We mark it as human, and with 
‘ conceit call it divine. We are religion 

taught that it is eternal for weal or 
woe. So with deep interest I propose 
to watch the movement of life across 
the divide, to discover, if I may, 
whether thought has been freed from 
any of its mortal limitations.

At first there is little change, that 1 
can’ discern, in that form divine. It 
appears to be, so far as I can see, al
most a duplicate of the old form, and 1 
sense it as amid surroundings that are 
almost familiar. That is to say, it 
seems surrounded by thought expres
sions that seem fixed as those of earth. 
Yet presently I sense that the new 
form responds io emotions by .vibra
tions that represent color to my eye. 
Love and hate are not hidden as in 
earth life, for the form responds and vi
brates In unison.

The forms I now meet impress my

BU tllal, aimuov ut ©*****«*•» • v«-»» — ——— 
the status of the life within each form. 
The form at which I am looking tells

thought, and marks the great change 
produced by death, as thought can no 
longer be crystallized into immovable 
form. It has commenced to dominate

sense by vibrations I call color.
may be red, grey, almost black, or 
faintly scintillate with evanescent 
brightness. I presently discern that 
this is form commencing to respond to

It

’ the form through which it manifests 
• ■ ' so that, almost at a glance, I can sense

its tale to me by its color, though, for 
the most part, those in close compan
ionship note but little change, To the 
normal eye of the new-comer there 1b 
little appearance of change. H1b sur
roundings may seem to him dark or 
bright, repugnant or beautiful. He 

i fails to notice that his neighbor’s eye 
(catches very different vibrations and 
colors from the same form.
1 Thought is both writer and reader In 
that life across the divide. Hence ail 
attempted descriptions are so 'individ
ual that the next comer would tell a

roundings, I now return,'once again, to 
my attempted survey of man himself, 
aud his, personal surroundings.

Immediately across the divide we 
have seeq that man cannot repeat hie 
own past; The new vibrations forbid 
it. But He can THINK the old; can, as 
it were, hunger to repeat the expres
sions and surroundings of his old life 
before death had changed his vibra- 
tlons. I am looking with deep interest 
for other forms of life, and I am 
obliged to note that the “divide” which 
we call death is not really a change 
iron}, one location to another. On the 
contrary the same man finds himself 
amid new conditions. He is precisely 
the same man, and carries with him 
many of his old memories, which seem 
to include many of his old associations. 
But all these associations, including the 
animal life with which he was ac
quainted, are now expressed through 
these vibrations that are beyond mortal 
perception. '

These animals, in all their varieties 
of forms, have, like the man, the same 
raw material of dheir selfhood. They 
can light, and even inflict torture upon 
one another as in earth life, but they 
cannot kill. So this borderland is 
really a condition of inharmony, and if 
that be maintained it must result, 
sooner or later, in a dissolution of form 
life. This applies to man also, and 
therefore every form in that Border
land will go forward or backward
will become truly spiritual, or will dis
integrate and lose its form.

So here, where it is so close to the 
divide, there- can be little of the old 
companionship between any special an
imal and his old master, Love and 
even friendship demand harmonious 
conditions, and here all is disharmony. 
Here is-the literal hell, as conceived by 
mortals, for every effort of the resi
dents to socialize into communities 
fails. It is a state of perpetual

very different tale. But the difference 
is of sensation rather than of form. 
The form is expressing the thought it 
embodies a little more clearly than in 
earth life. There are still the molec
ular gatherings and dispersions. Con
tact still results in love, hate or indif
ference, with plenty of disharmony and 

I suffering. And there is the added fact 
¡that form no longer hides the inner 
'thought life of your companion. You 
may not tell of what he is thinking or 
proposing to do, but you can discern 
the motive withtn, since the form is no 
longer sufficiently rigid to hide it. This 
thought life seel« its vibratory mate. 
Each believes he can hide himself be
hind expression, as on earth, and does 
not realize that the form he senses may 
seem very different to another eye, 
though the difference will be, chiefly in 
color. So I mark the change evolved 
from death as just the beginning of 
thought freedom, and power over form.

The gatherings we call “social" seem 
almost unchanged, save that individual 
colors are not the mark of race differ
ences, but always tell the tale of

All correspondents are hereby noti
fied that William Strong and Madame 
Susan Harris are no longer on the Chi
cago field, the former having returned 
to Hamilton, Canada, and the latter 
probably to.Columbus,-Ohio.

A gentleman living far from Chicago, 
while in the city made personal inquiry 
for a test medium. He writes as fol
lows of his experience: “I attended 
Mrs, Isa Cleveland’s circle, 4808 Lang
ley avenue. This lady’s work im
pressed me as honest and reliable. Her 
control was painstaking and evidently 
voiced the wishes of my guides. Her

change that affects the man, and all 
his surroundings. I don't want to lin
ger here, it is too painful. Earth clas
sification Is unknown. Suicide, crim
inal, learned scientist, each, If thus in
harmonious, Ante his every- effort at 
outward expression a failure. Pleasure 
is Impossible, for that Implies and de
mands some degree of harmony. In
dustry is useless, and sensation seems 
all that is left of the old - earth life, 
where, so far as such location is pos
sible, this threshold life seems to find 
Its expression.

This Border-land is the birth place of 
ghost stories and hauntings, for human 
and animal life, of every inharmonious 
variety, are thus In close relation to 
earth, separated by only a few degrees 
of vibration—just enough to be neither 
seen nor touched by the« normal mor
tal. It might well be called “The land 
of inharmonies.” I

Ab I have said, I don’t want to re
main in it longer, yet, ere I leave, I 
sense another great and important 
truth. It is the special home of every-
thing

thought.activity- within that form, 
fdrfn cdntiriues to be the basic fact of : 
all molacular gatherings. The unit i 
may remain unchanged, but at. each 
stage it is evidently gaining greater ex
pression amid its form surroundings.

On earth the thought within seeks ex
ternal expression through the ' colors 
and shapes of garments and orna
ments, and also through flavors called 
sensations. But as soon as the divide 
IS crossed, though habit would seek a 
similar expression, the form itself com
mences to respond to the thought with- 
lii, and to vibrate Into colors and 
shapes that to spirit eye are copies of 
earth experiences. Hence each seems 
clothed according to his thought, al
though it may appear but rags, or 
tawdry finery to the spirit eye of one 

' further advanced. ...
; It seems to me, as I look, that mo
lecular form, as a thought process, first 
finds its expression In earth life. The 
scientist would fain draw the line at 
what he calls “protoplasm or first 
form,” but the eternal unit is far be- 
yoncLits ken. I cannot study that unit, 
for my own Ego Is but a gathering of 
units. Still I can see that the won

. derful individuality of the unit draws to 
itself fellows like minded. Units never 

' blend, but they gather, and the result 
■ is molecular form, which has existed 

whole eons before the protoplasm of 
the scientist.

Every molecular aggregation seeks 
more molecules like itself, and herein 

. lies the mystery we call “heredity,” 
■ which is a form expression of the ag

gregated thought This, and also 
growth and decay, are molecular effects 
which I must leave for future study. I 
am dealing now only with forms based 
upon protoplasm, Itself an effect of pre
vious thought activity, and responding 
to long established habits which mani
fest as “form,” raid are made the basis 
of scientific study and analysis.

I now see that the real difference ef
fected by the change we call "death"

o
. : :--------------- .

A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Peterailea, Through the Medi-
i umßhip of jHis Wife, Mrs. Amelia Peterailea.

■ ■ : ; i ’ ■ i 1
Letter Number Fjlve—Cgontinyed.

So I took the dew, soul.all over my 
home, and then but into tlie garden and 
grounds. Perhaps -the readers of this 
would like to have mlpen picture of my
home. Now all inupt knqw that I am

answers to my written questions given I EngllB11 t0 the very core of my being, 
while blindfolded made my choice of I aud my ilome Jfj altu'a'ted ¡p1 the heart of 
action very clear.” I an English community and among en

A private letter from Wheeling, W. ^re]y English scenes and surroundings. 
Va., speaking of President Barretts I qj course I should have said our home 
work there during December, says; _Mr. Britten’s and mine-and it is that 
“The Wheeling people all fell in love of an BngUsll gentleman—a stately edi- 
wlUi him and he will find a warm wel- I flce of rl an(i ld< In front o£ the 
come if he returns to the city, because h6use there ia nn extended view of 
of his good work." • Break the news peacefui English scenery of alternat- 
gently to the Boy Wonder Chicago re- jng gejd apd woodland, uut through the 
porter- for the Light of Truth. He was I „raad ojd trees, at tire back, gleams 
dazed by the ability and uplifting sent!- £|le ocean with ¡tB weird and solemn 
ments of President Barretts address at surge. there are also ^^3, flowers, 
55th street, Chicago, two months ago. an(i spraying fountains. The interior

March, 21, 22 and 23, Tuesday, o£ tlle )lome jB p]easant and furnished 
Wednesday and Thursday of that week, muc]! jce an ordinary English gentle- 
have been chosen for the annual con- man,8 e j. that all la BpMtual and 
y,?Ptl?n^ winter mass-meeting of the I not material( and the beauty of the 
Illinois-State Association. Handel Hall, spjrjtuai many, many times greater 
Chicago, could not. be obtained for an than that o£ the lnaterlal;
earlier meeting besides Airs. Fixen, Abb waB dengllted with my home, 
vice-president of that body, will then but she Baid “Tbere seemB to ’ “
be home from her southern wanderings. dearth of animal ufe bere...

Dell A. Herrick, widely known in “Yes$‘ I replied* 4‘I have 
Michigan Spiritualism, recently wrote I -neen bjnd animals, but have no es
ter the public eye: So despite the ar- pecjaj j0VG for or affinity with them, 
guments agatest phenomena and advo-1 Blrds are my aeitebt, and I have a very 
eating that the world has progressed I iarge following of feathered pets. Lis- 
until all we need do is to tench the phil-1 wbfle j can them,” and I gave two 
osophy, is a wrong idea. • What sort of I or fbree peculiar bird-calls, known only 
a glass was our brother to myself and my bird lovers. My pets
through. Has he not pet up a man of I canle flyiDg toward me from all direc
straw on which to give a public exhlbi- flong aa(i Abby threw up her hands in 
tion of his mental muscle-? Suppose ne I amazement.
naine for The Progressive Thinker all “Why!” said she, “I never saw bo 
the SpirituaUBBts of whom he knows, y birdB ln all llfe! And, oh; 
who are opposed to genuine phenomena what beautleB they are!” ’
of any reputable kind? Who, in his 1Iy flarnngs xverg now perched upon 
hearing, has urged the dropping of all my beafl my shoulders,my outstretched 
phenomena? Name one representative I hands, In fact wherever one could find 
Spiritualist who does not hold that phi- a ioothoid there rested a beautiful, 
losophy and phenomena should go hand brjgbt-eyed pet; but, resting close 
in hand. This does not, however, mean I againat my cheek was one bird that I 
that we must endorse rotten phenom-1 bad ioved on earth above all others, 
ena in order to build a philosophy, or ,p|da <jarnng always brought the tears 
that our mediums must join the “inner t0 my eyes
circle” before they can have patronage. Now, mjs readers, you talk of para
A chain is as strong as its weakest link, djse, and you BCarceiy ][now what you 
and a rope as safe as its perfect mean. buf Abby and I, . standing out 
strands., The building will only be se- tbero am.ong these great, old, spiritual 
cure when we remove imperfect brick freeBj wftb tb0 ocean gleaming in the 
and defective mortar from its walls and (jistance, surrounded by a large number 

of beautiful birds of gorgeous hues, rep- 
blu' resent a small portion of a spiritual par- 
wa® adlse. .
real | iB near]y f[me jor fbe theatre," I

be a

always

up a little of their hard-earned wages, 
that they may have the delight of being 
transported, for an hour or more, into 
beautiful and heavenly scenes, and en
rapturing music.

But you say: Spirits do not work.”
Well, not just as they did in earth 

life, but how weary they are. What lit
tle time they had to give to the cultiva
tion of the mind. How dull and despair
ing most of these ligrd-worked people 
are on coming here. And if I say to 
them-, “Come and hear me .lecture,” 
they turn\away their dull and careworn 
faces andisay: “We are tired. We do 
not want to hear a lecture. We should 
not understand it if we did.”

But when I say: “Come to my thea
tre, and see a good play":

“Theatre! theatre! 0h, yes! Hpw we 
would like to go to a theatre. And do 
you really have theatres here?”

“Well, why not?” I should ask. “Cer
tainly. The best and most charming 
that can be imagined.”

You ought to see their looks of de
light. How their eyes brighten. How 
eager and interested they immediately 
become. And our theatres are 
thronged.

Our plays are excellent, charming, 
and beautiful; all leading upward to 
greater and grander truths; to purer 
morals—and then the beautiful scenery 
and music; the works of art; the ex
quisite paintings; and they gp forth to 
their erstwhile squalid homes and com
mence to beautify them; and all that Is 
latent within them of beauty, goodness, 
and high art, is fanned into flame and 
commences tp4mrn brightly.

But I wouIfLwarn all play writers, to 
be very careful , what, and how they 
write; for all that Ik-impure, immoral, 
degrading, and so forth, will surely 
meet them here to their shame and sor
row.

inimical to form. Every-
thing that will pull form to pieces is at 
home here. I discern here the birth
place of the plagues, pestilences, and 
most other diseases that afflict the 
mortal. The scientist chases the un
friendly microbp, regardless of the 
truth that that little being is an expres
sion of. disharmony in the invisible. So 
if he succeed in destroying some mi
crobe form it will reaggregate into an
other shape where inharmony can still 
be represented.
. When the mortal, if ever, becomes 
mentally hnd spiritually harmonious, 
such inharmonious forms could not ex
ist in his surroundings. And, in spite 
of science, until then no human skill 
can do more than destroy one expres
sion, and leave another to take its 
place. It will be the same old dishar
mony, but appearing in a new form.

I have now sensed all I care to of 
this Border-land, and I am commencing 
to look for harmonies, and their effect 
upon form. I see at a glance that just 
as disharmony implies destruction of 
form, so harmony Implies the very op
posite, and is itself the essence—the 
fact in nature—which we call “immor
tality.”

The stream of life that dally passes 
outward from earth carries with It much 
that will not linger at the threshold. 
It must pass through that condition, 
but Its individual desire is for harmony. 
The law of association and attraction
like to like—now tends to bring those 
together who can live without quarrel
ing, and blend them into families, 
groups and societies.

I now sense a personal and individual 
life in which I feel deeply interested. 
It seems much like the best of earth 
life, save for the uncertainty of form. 
Every molecular aggregation, from 
rock to man, responds to the vibratory 
action of thought. The chief effect, at 
least the most conspicuous to me, is in 
colors. When the form changes, even 
In the slightest, a different color effect 
is produced. Unlike the threshold with 
its gloom of grey, its fiery red, and its

/is that the form now.gives greater ex
> pression to its dominating thought than 

was possible in earth ,life. The entire 
.vibration has become more active, so 
that the new sense expression and the 
old cannot meet. This, of course, ap
plies to all molecular aggregations by 
which the changed human -form now 
finds itself surrounded.

■ The new sensations cannot repeat the 
ojd, . hence the thought expressions we 
call passions and appetites In earth life 
must remain unsatisfied by the new 
life. It is thus very unfortunate for: 
the poor mortal who has brought with 
him his olfi longings. Nature has be
come plastic in.her every molecular ag- 
gpegate as a result of the death pro- 

i cess,: so that the spirit ,is Compelled to 
: gather and attract such shapes and 

forms as will express his present molec
ular individuality. So, as I sense, his. 

. : homes and their surroundings become 
‘ expressions of hlB own thought attrac- 

tlons, both In shape and color. Nature 
is as prolific as over across the divide, 
ahd her expressions are much more va- 
tied than in earth life, yet they are but 
changed vibrations of unitary aggrega
tions into molecular groups. There is, 
ahd ean be no change to the eternal 
utilt itself. Its. marvelous experiences 
are, after all, only degrees of vibration 
expressed in endless Varieties - of 

; ¿pSdlfirigs. But I discern that man con-
®i'ue8' to be Nature’s highest expres

. sibn, although his form, and every other 
torn, is affected by its surroundings. 
I also sense that,each man’s perception 
Id’ strictly individual,' and that he can 
reidalfi Indefinitely at any point of this 
vibratory expression, if he so choose.

¿Having thus sensed Something of the 
Jorces- Which seem Cosmic and lafinite 

they play upon man -.and:' bin: ,sur-

rotten beams
Alas! alas! 

cago medium

from its skeleton, 
this time it was a 
whose “blue book" 
discovered and its

almost black aura around each form, I 
sense here tints and colors, sometimes 
of peculiar charm, aud unknown to my 
experience.

The inhabitants are evidently men 
and women, for the prevailing form of 
these individual Intelligences is like 
my own. They speak of their homes as 
being in the interior, meaning- away 
from the threshold, out of whose mud a 
lily is thus being evolved. I sense 
their presence and activities, but I can
not, save! very partially, translate my 
feelings into mortal language. There 
is much to perplex me in their sur
roundings. Every form seems affected 
externally not by time but by Internal 
conditions. The child spirit attains 
manhood, not because so many months 
or years have passed, but because it

unexpectedly _____ ____
character not at first recognized by the i 
finder. We have the solemn assurance jn /. 
of the Sunflower that “there is no such I j^r gr|tjen joined us. We started for 
book, but if Brother Bach crossed his I our t.hea{re- j^r. Petersllea. has de
heart when making that statement we gorged you a cathedral, and a con
teel quite certain he was winking one servatory of muglc; now I )vant to de
eye on the sly. This late find in the BCrn,e you a theatVe within the heav- 
great godly city on the shores of Lake enly splierea q -'i 
Michigan was in pen and .ink and not W0 anproached..our theatre, Abby 
cold type. Undoubtedly associates of cyappeti jjer handB delightedly- 
the same ilk will privately declare the I «Oh, how beautiful—how beautiful!” 
medium a fool whose carelessness left criea. “How good it is’to be ad im- 
her spirit pony behind when moving mortaj spjrit and dwBll amid such glorl- 
to a new domicile, but that sort of pun- ous BceneB >> . . , 7
ishment is similar to that of the ancient “Ah! how good-—.how - good!” ex
Spartans, who are said never to have c]a|me(j Britten and myself in cho- 
rebuked their young people for lying rus_ ■ “I
and only punished them when they lied j^ow let this beautiful jilcture be for- 
and got caught at It. evermore impressed upon your spirits:

Last summer we heard one o* 0UN a large, circular, .fiomqdj, eqifice, the 
Very able speakers say in-a moment of I of‘shining-gold,' ahd.ln’ tHe.certier
impassioned oratory that he .was not the dome ;a larg'd, open cupola, 
after the “buccaneers Morgan, Rocke-1 wberejn stood' four beautiful statues; 
feller and associates, ollt after the I ¿n6 facipgi as though looking forth 
system which makes it possible for I from the cupola, east; one west, one 
them to become buccaneers. Let Spir- north, one south'. These figures repre- 
ituallsts get after any and every system Rented two males and two females, 
that in the name of those associations J .p^e female.-representing the star ac- 
most sacred to each human heart dares I tress, pointing toward the north star; 
resort to wilful deception. True that q16 otheri pointing toward the earth, 
a certain old-fashioned volutae, hoary I high, -male tragedian, with his 
with age pronounces a woe for the mdi- cioak clasped tightly about him, looked 
vidual through whom the offense com- 6ternly forth beneath his visor, toward 
eth, and pity tis tis true. Jupiter; and the clown, broadly smiling,

All who attended the last annual con- pointing outward toward, a great ex- 
ventlon of the N. S. A. were proud^and panse Of woodland and meadow, filled 
thankful for the beautiful temple of the I wnb monkeys and dther animals of 
First Spiritual Society of St Louis, at many binds. From the. top of-, the cu- 
3015 Pine street. Congratulations aJe pola rose a slender spire, from which 
now in order for that wide-awake body , floated a flag, upon which was the one 
because all danger of- losing Its prop-1 wor(j Art. ' -
erty is passed. The matured •’portion I jbe b0’ciy Of the building appeared to 
of its incumbrance has been fully paid be of solid, polished granite. The 
and the remainder replaced on much I great oriei windows, stained like those 
easier terms. During the last three I oi> a gfan(j cathedral. An Immense en
years $6,500 has been paid on the tern-1 trance—and we entered.
pie, and in the same period the follow-1 Qar theatre is' somewhat like a mu- 
ing amounts raised for the current ex-1 seum of earth.-..'.We have a great many 
penses: 1901, $1,760; 1902, $2,400; 1903, apartments given uplo art in its high- 
$3,200; while in 1904 the sum reached I est form. One wherein are the most 
$4,100. Great Scott! it takes one’s cbOlce paintings that spirits and angels 
breath away to think of a single society I caa produce. Others are given to stat- 
of Spiritualists raising $17,960, or $4,-1 nary; others to beautiful'and exquisite 
490 a year for its work. Let us join in works of all kinds; others yet to crys
a prayer that American Spiritualism anfl china; others to elegant theat- 
may have a universal baptism of Grim- rical robes, and so forth. It is impossi
shaw grit and St Louis devotion. I ble for me to enter into all the details.

Brother Grimshaw and family start They must be seen to be appreciated; 
on a well-earned vacation trip to Eng- anj you ay aee tflem some day. 
land shortly. Every moment of it will jf was nearly time for the perform- 
be freighted with blessings for them if ance to begin, and so we hastened to 
universal good wishes of their Yankee I talce out seats. I remained with Abby, 
brethren can avail them anything. Be-1 j,ut Mr. Britten was obliged to go be
cause of this trip Brother Grimshaw the scenes, as he was the stage di
has cancelled his engagement for the rector. ', .
coming Chicago mass-meeting. I Now, -I cannot tell you ail about the 

■ GEORGE B. WARNE. p]ay. n would take too much time and

fhlnks as a man or a woman. It does 
not reach old age because it does not 
have any such thought expression, so, 
literally, time seems very little of a fac
tor in this life. I sense animal forms 
everywhere, but like every other ex
pression of nature around me, their 
forms seem more or less to fluctuate. 
And I myself, in this which I might call 
my Interior life which is seeking knowl
edge beyond mortal experience, find 
that I too change form with thought.

While at the threshold I noticed a 
strange animal expression in certain 
human forms, and I sensed that the an
imal was uppermost, and the human al
most submerged. Here it seems to be 
the very opposite. The man is get
ting further away from the animal. He 
is. using the animal with-mutual satis
faction and benefit, but is himself evi
dently leaving the animal nature be
hind. . .

The reader of these experiences may 
wohder I do. not make some personal 
icqualhtarice, and in- conversation 
gather much-knowledge of- this sphere 
of life activity. . But I cannot do it. I 
cannot so; far even exchange thought. 
My ego that la traveling and exploring, 
ffiay perhaps somewhat blend and learn 
of this inner life, but it certainly can
not tell its: tale to poor mortal limits-
Uons."

MANHOOD.

"Perhaps we had better be go- 
We went inside the house and

How many ppor, ruined, miserable 
youth will meet' them, saying: “Look at 
your work. We followed after the pat
tern your play set for us. We knew no 
better.” And such a writer will be 
obliged to labor among such ruined 
youths and maidens, bearing their sor
rowful reproaches, until all is restored 
to its pristine beauty, goodness, and 
holiness. I would not allow a vile 
thing, or idea, to be given in any of my 
plays, any more than I would let loose 
a nest of poisonous vipers in the midst 
of children and youths.

And now I have to tell you why I— 
Emma Hardinge Britten—have chosen 
the stage for my spiritual work, and why 
Mr. Britten, together with the help of 
other men of note, write my plays for 
me, and why they try to give them, In 
purity, to the earthly world.

My work is of great importance, far 
greater than lecturing or writing books 
on Spiritualism; and our work is most 
Intricatejmd hard.

“I never realized before,” said Abby, 
as we neared our home, “that such a 
vast amount of good could come from 
that which, in my younger life, I was 
taught to believe was one of the schools 
used by Satan, wherein to graduate pu
pils and fit theip for his domain. But 
you were taught quite differently in 
your younger life, 1 believe?”

“My parents had no particular preju
dice against the stage,” I replied; and, 
really, I think sometimes that I ought to ■ 
have continued my. career as an ac
tress. Yet I suppose that all things 
are for the best; and perhaps I am now 
better fitted to take up my life as a 
teacher of the histrionic art.”

We re-entered my home, and being 
hungry and weary, I hastened to pre
pare a repast. Now I beg of you, kind 
readers, not to suppose that we do not 
partake of something that would be 
similar to a dinner on earth. To be 
sure it is not quite the same, but there 
is a similarity. Of course, like you of 
earth, we could live without homes, and 
could subsist almost entirely without 
eating; in fact, if we did not eat at all, 
we could not die; but we should look 
like gaunt, famished wolves. You would 
not like us to be like savages, wild
eyed, famished, with straggling hair, 
and so forth. But our eating is the re
finement of the art of sustaining our 
spiritual bodies that they may be ex
tremely'beautiful.'

home and visit Mr. Petersilea’s conserv
atory.-

After our rest we started. Now you 
may ask how we travel here? And my 
answer is, any way-that we please. We 
travel just as we like. We can iloat 
through the ethereal atmosphere at 
will, or we can travel in elegant bal
loons, or if we are so disposed we can 
travel with horses and in an elegant 
carriage; aud this brings me to a ques
tion that has been asked by some of 
earth: “Why would it be necessary to 
have carriages?” Well, it is not neces
sary at all, neither is it at all necessary 
to have a home, or house; that is, some 
may not think it necessary. The wild 
Indian does not think it necessary to 
have an elegant carriage, and a vaga
bond thinks his legs good enough to 
tramp with; but refined ladies and gen
tlemen think it very nice to have an el
egant carriage and prancing horses, 
also vehicles propelled by electricity,

Now we can, and do, if we so desire, 
have all these things, or we can sim
ply float; and we could even walk. We 
travel with balloons a great deal, qnd 
why? Because we wish to benefit man 
on the earthly plane, and unless we 
carry out practically the inventions and 
improvements of balloons, we can never 
do so. We keep continually striving to 
perfect balloons thaf we may make 
them as perfect as possible; and we 
ride in them for pleasure and to help in 
such projects for the purpose of help
ing mankind. It is the same with ev
erything -we have and do here. It is to 
benefit either spirits or mortals.

So laugh no more at our balloons, our 
vehicles, our carriages; for they are 
for our pleasure and your instruction 
and benefit. But Abby and I at this par
ticular time chose to float on our jour
ney.

We arriveS in due time at her beau
tiful home; and here we were met by 
her beloved husband—her other self or 
other, half—call It which you will—and 
o kind and noble-hearted gentleman he 
proved to be, busy as he could be with 
his home, his school and his children. 
How glad he was to see us.

“Welcome, most welcome!” he said 
to me. “And thank you for taking an 
interest in our work enough to leave 
your own for a short time to help in 
ours.”

And now I became the guest of Abby 
A, Judson and her revered husband. 1 
would describe her beautiful home, but- 
she tells me this has already been 
done, so I will omit it; but after proper 
rest and refreshments, a visit to the 
school, a pleasant sail out upon the
river, we staffed for Mr. 
conservatory of music.

Mr. Petersllea greeted 
and with many thanks.

“How can I thank you

Petersilea’s

us heartily

enough," he

space; but it was more'beautiful than a
dream; acted by some of the.greatest 

. , ,, ... . _ । actors who have-ever, lived on earth;
He stands the test where true souls.are wnb an that was mean and vile Strick-

tried, _ I en out; telling of the'struggles of the
And truest honor finds, • ■ Immortal soul up through1 the. gross ma- 

Who conquers, manfully, the pride I ^eriaii toward the. glorious, beautiful
That rules in teebler minds; I an(1 enflUrlng ethereal or spiritual; and

Who seeks not rest in life a career, rendered in such a manner that it was 
Nor yet beyond the grave; .I enrapturing. When' it was over, and we

Whose heaven Is dutyte noblest I went forth, we felt new courage- and
„ x xreZ7 v __ _  I hope spring up within, us, (ago forward'
Not that which idlers crave. I jnt0 ^at wmcii v/as.greatjej,still.,

He covets not the Idfdling’s place, Now, at this poinCsom^ may ask:
Nor vainly .tries to scan . “Mrs. Britten, why uid you leave the

The Master's mind, but asks for grace great work of lecturing aiffi writing on 
To do the best he can. • , Spiritualism, for, as we understand it,

His peace not torpor of the'soul,' i I you could lecture, and write on Spirit-
. But harmony within— 
Renouncing self to reach the goal

And triumph over sin. w
Once on the plow his hand he lays , 

His eye ne’er backwards turns; •
Fortune he seeks in virtue’s ways, 

Ill-bought success he spurns. .

(The • Psychoteeter could go bo .fur*

Spectacfes a Tfiinp of the Past,
’Acttaa." a Marvelous Discovery That Cures A@ 

Afflictions Of the Bye and Bar Without 
Cutting or Druggiug.

There is no need ier outtlng, drugging of 
probing the eye lor any form ot disease, for a 
new system ot treating uUUctlous 01 the eye has 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and barbar
ous methods ars eliminat
ed. There Is no risk or ox- 

~ perlmentlng, as thousand# 
of people have been cured 
ot blindness, falling eye
sight, cataracts, granulat
ed lids andother allilctlons 

of the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases Incurable. 
Below we prim extracts from testimonials— 
such as are received by us dally. . .

Mr.A. O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: “Having used Actlna for several years, 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye, 
eat- aud throat affections. Il cured my mother 
of cataracts."

Susau Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am 
73 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actlna I - 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Hev. W, C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
"My honest opinion of Actlna is that it Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
It cured my eyes, aud cured my wife of asth
ma.”

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. “Actlua" is purely a homo 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If vou will send 
your name and address to the New York and 
London Electric Association, Dept TH, 93) Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo. you will receive ab- 
sulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son's Treatise on the Eye aud on Disease in 
General,

Cancer Cured
WITH 8OOTHINQ, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skiuuud Female Diseases. Write 
lor Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address a 

DR7BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

ualism as well in the-ethq^al as in the 
material?” and it is.test that I should 
answer that question. ' ,

The reason was tiffs: I *teund, on- en- 
terlng this-life, that therfile was to do

In homes of squalor and poverty on 
earth, some families sit down to tables 
of coarse food, served In a coarse and 
gross manner, with cheap, cracked 
plates, cups and saucers, if indeed there 
is anything more than tin.

Now the higher up one goes in the so
cial scale, the more refined the dinner, 
and the more beautiful the service; and 
that is the way it 1b with us here. We 
are one grand step ahead, and our din
ners are the extreme of refinement, and 
our service is more beautifully artistic; 
and, yet, a similarity runs through all. 
It is nice, social and, hospitable to take 
and give a good dinner to one’s friends, 
and the more spiritual and refined the 
better. .

I consider my dining-room exquisitely 
beautiful. I covered my table with a 
snowy cloth, and set it with delicate 
crystal and china of the highest art 
known' to the manufacturers- of glass, 
and the daintiest of china, for they 
carry on their works here as well as on 
earth, and give us the most exalted 
specimens of their art. My knives and 
forks were of ethereal, refined silver; 
my spoons were of gold, with the most 
beautiful designs engraved upon them. 
My bowls were from the Japanese, and 
most exquisite in design. We had wine, 
but it is not like the wine of earth. 
There are no intoxicating properties 
within it; and, let me here add, that 
earthly wine can be rendered harmless 
and iton-lntoxlcating by removing all 
such properties from it, giving a sweet, 
exhilarating elixir; and that is what 
our wine is. Now, in'the center of the 
table I placed a crystal dish of luscious 
grapes; then there were strawberries, 
apples, pears and plums, and a few nuts; 
a little olive oil and a pitcher of milk, 
together with a few slices of bread
fruit. ■ ....

■ .Abby said the dinner was the finest 
she ever tasted; and you ought to have 
seen her eye's glisten and sparkle, and 
the joy and happiness that illuminated 
her whole beliig, ^ ' . -

“And, how;”, said she, "I am quite 
eager to get back again, for I have 
promised > Mrt Peterslloa. to return as 
quickly as ma? be. together.with you; 
for he wants you to'write through his 
wife to th’e barthly world.” ‘.

“We need not hurry,” I answered; 
"but after dinner, and after you have

said, “for taking an interest in my es
pecial work, as well as your own, and 
taking the trouble to visit me here? 
Abby Judson has, no doubt, told you 
why I wanted you?”

“She has,” I replied. "You want me 
to write out some of the details of our 
lives here in the spirit world, through 
your beloved wife who still remains on 
earth. I consider the work an excellent 
one, and will aid you with my whole 
soul.” He then made me acquainted 
with his partner, Mr. Eben Tourgee, an
other fine philanthropic spirit.

I found the conservatory as grand 
and beautiful as my own theatre; they 
doing their work, as we were doing 
ours; and, after I had listened to some 
of the grandest music that I ever heard 
in my life, Mr. Petersllea said: "Mrs. 
Britten, I would like you now to go and 
allow me to put you en rapport with my 
wife, for the purpose of writing a mes
sage to the people of the earthly plane. 
And this we did.

I found a lady, stricken by grief, but 
tender and sensitive to the last degree. 
She was struggling with all her might 
against the tide of her sorrow, but like 
the waves of the ocean, as she emerged 
from one, another would shortly strike 
her. '

Ah, friends, how much it is needed 
that you all should know more about 
our lives here.

Now, Mr. Petersllea brought his wife 
into that state where I could take the 
control; and this letter is the result. 
Friends, you may not Relieve that it is 
the spirit of myself—Mrs. Emma Har
dinge Britten—but all that I can do 1b 
to assure you that such is the fact; and 
I hope that it bears truth on its face.

I also hope that I shall be able to write 
many more letters to you through this 
same channel, for I find it a grand and 
truthful one. ,

Then, good-bye, for this time, for I 
shall retire to my own home and work 
as soon as I have finished this. Good
bye. Yours most truly,

EMMA HARDINGE BRITTEN.
( To be continued.)
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THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Resalts of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. In this book of 243 pages, discuss« 

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. Ho states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex* 
perlences. Price, cloth. 81.00.

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS.

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed 
Spirit Life.

Mr. Samuel Merchant, president

to

of
the Lynn Spiritualists Association, 
passed to spirit life from his earth 
home, 24 Johnson street, Lvnn, Mass., 
aged 65 years. On Monday, Dec. 19, he 
was suddenly stricken with a shock 
which developed into a hemorrhage at 
the base of the brain. On Sunday even
ing, Dec. 25, he passed into the light of 
a more perfect day. Our brother was 
not only an earnest but enthusiastic 
Spiritualist, a devoted husband and lov
ing father. With him Spiritualism had
become an up’-to-date religion, and
when death with noiseless feet entered 
his home he feared him not, he knew he
was going to put on 
robes of Immortality, 
a faithful worker in 
Lynn Spiritualists’

the incorruptible 
Our brother was 

the interests of 
Association, for

Echoes From the World of Song. 
Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long
ley. Choice inspirational songs, suit
able for all occasions. This book is 
well bound in cloth with gilt illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price $1 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Sengs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them. ’

Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocal music for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. 0. Barrett. Price, $1.25.

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs.

j the greatest amounts of. good . to the 
I greatest number, af^r .t^Oj manner of

Looking his fellow In the face ■ • I economics, and I am naturally . an cco- 
■ He sees God’s image there;. / nomical person; mo^ive^found,- like 
Whate’er may help to lift the race, our great and goodiriBteilftr Francis, 

His hand is quick to share. . . that object lessons were Jof greater 
, - . .. ■. • . ... •• ... .. (value than.abstruseuBcleittUic lectures,

Meekly he takes life's daily tasks' I or metaphysical, ajbwrupe*spiritual lec
As part of heaven's great plan; I tures. One-half the petjile go home

This boon—aught else denied—he askB,-j from sneh lectures, especially youths of 
. -To be a manly man. , - I both sexes 'andnmost^oi-hthe ordinary
Angels attend on such an, one, I people,, not rememb^fng .a woTd of

And stars their courses move I what has been said; tend, really, not 
To light his pathway to1 the ' rone I comprehending the iecture'tet all. Con-

And garnish it with love.'. = 1 - r ' I sequently hd - good' results 1 to them.
. —John Troland.: .Only a few are capable” of receiving

I such lectures-ahd comprehending them, 
?8^M®SW9$»*9SR5S$$SMi$»Wi»^$S«J:.and-thes6'few..;aIteaay;. hhow-. .without 
ther. The moirtai organs were refusing I being told. - Bub whoever;' goes ; home 
to act. It was some days tieftirei --hls from a theatre, If the ptey lff reaUrgOod 
circulation became norteal a^in; I and instnictlvei wlthnnti’remembering 
have.deemed- his effort worthy of rec* all of it, and the leseqna ;lt conveys? 
ord, but each reader must, judge for (And, in addition thereto, wnatpleasute 
himself of Its ¡value.—0. D. v-V'* ■ ; ' I and delight1 is ’exfcferieWM M both

1 (TheEnua:olyoung, tend the-hard worked ordinary — . .
San Leandro, Cal. .. geople; and how they struggle to nave ward Abby findj.were to return to her

rested a little,-we.will:go"< ■
“I fear,“ said ,Mr. Btitten, “that If it. 

were not tot womfen, we men would all 
become shvq^;! Wf ’flnddhistic philoso; 
phers, priests, monks,1 and sb iorth; 
We greatly heed woman to hold us in
ourrightful.places” j.;

’ “Three”cheers “for Mr/Britten! ” ex
claimed Abby., And we clicked glasses 
and! gav^ihree isoftly thrilling cheers, 
nnd theni wa retired for, rest,’and after-

three years he served it as vice-presi
dent, and last September he was elect
ed president. On Wednesday morning, 
in the presence of the sorrowing family, 
the last sad rites were held over the 
remains. Officers and members of the 
Association and other friends com
pletely filled the house. Beautiful 
floral tributes from loving friends com
pletely coveted and surrounded the 
casket at the close of the service. Mrs. 
Maud Litch, a member of the Associa
tion, paid a loving tribute to the life 
and character of our departed friend. 
She spoke of the high esteem in which 
he was held by the members of the so
ciety. At the close of the morning ser
vice the remains were taken to Paw
tucket, R. I., accompanied by the fam
ily. Here a second service was held, 
after which the remains were interred 
In the family lot. Our friend leaves a 
wife, four daughters and two sons. 
May they be comforted and sustained 
by spirit loved ones. To our departed 
friend we would say:

.Rest, beloved, rest. /
In thy spirit home of beaiity thou art 

hidden from cur Bight— .
Ours the clouds and night of sadness, 

thine the pure celestial light. ..
Rest, beloved, rest.I .. -i ' . - • • • .

The two services were conducted by. 
the writer. JAB. B.- SCARLETT.';

Cambridgeport, Mass. ___ ;

Georgia Gladys Cooley.
Price, 15 cents.

The Spiritual Songster.

Words only.

By Mattie
E. Hu.1. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly. 
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Complied 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Pricey 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.

AFTER HER DEATH.
Th# Story of» Summer. By Lilian Whittac. 

pervaded with pur* and beautiful spirituality 
ofttioagbt. Instructive and helpfnl to all who 
love ana Beek the higher and finer way» of 
eplrltunl experience. Price. 11.00. !

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY
By W. J. Colmi*. Deporti of twenty-tout 

flUûnct lector*», recently delivered ta.N*w 
writ, Brooklyn, Boston, -Phltadelpkla * *à* 
otterfpromlnenl clilM of th* United Stat«*. 

. tev* 'contributed the basis ot Ufi» voluta*

‘■ft GHanGß to Make Money.?
ImadoSÍlT.® ta twentr-thrco «tara »éUtaçtte 

"Economy GMb Tlp,‘*-wh ich saves 88percent ran

mouer. . I itat mjr itas -troni the ''Economy Light 
Ca'," Drawer«, Bi. ¿outaMo. Send thorn}» »cent 
otatnpa and they will moo you outfit «nd »tart you , 
In buotaOM With terrllotT. Thoy Want a Manager . 
In each town. " ■

F’Sy the Editor of the National. wiULETtfM ' 
etui Nota» by Peter. Bolder. Illustrated, wlta 
vtawe ot the old PnlndHomesteidand Pata# 
MaaBtaent>-at New Roohflla: aiso.portHutgot 
■UÄonuut Cllo Rlckman, Joel Barlow, Marr Wol- 
Satt, Madame .Roland. Condoroe,’.Briyot» 

> moat, promirent ot Patna's nwroaus 
and America, .doth. 75 denta.
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Sunday, January 29, 1905,'8. E. 67:. 
“The Highest Rule of Conduct." -

T.QPKJ FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.
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;. GENEfVH. 8ÜRVEY..

¥he spiritualistic field-its workers, Ì
DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. |

'W wîîîW paper 
os® ».pen or typewriter. „ '

Wo go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind-

■ CONTRIBUTORS—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows tliis freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth cun ne 
best subserved thereby. Many of tne 
sentiments uttered in an article may oe 
diametrically opposed to his 
that is no reason why £hey,B£lI0?, 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is 
quate to publish everything that come^ 
to hand, however much we might des 
to do so. That must account tor tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article. _

WRITE PLAINLY.-We wouldjke 
to Impress upon the minds o£ Thlnue'r 
spondents that The P'OE'^Kat 

set up-on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to a ork 
compositors. That means rapid wora, 
and it is essential that all 
sure Insertion in the paper,, a w b0
Qutrements being favorable, s white 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and 0 y 
one side of the paper. .

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that 
the General Survey will Inall ewes ne 
adjusted to the space we have 
py, and in order to do that they wm 
generally have to be abridged 
fess; otherwise manfitems would(be 
crowded out. Sometimes a th Y 
Item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may »v

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that 
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It will not do to say that 
Correspondent writes so and f
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the writer. The items of those who d_ 
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cast Into the waste basket

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them._

Taka due notice that Item» for. thio 
page In order'to insure Insertion must 
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writer. Otherwise they may be oast 
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WHO HAS FOR BALE A COPY Of 
THE BOOK, “WAS ABRAHAM LIN
COLN A SPIRITUALIST?” WE ALSO 
WANT A COPY OF “THE WATSEKA 
WONDER." ADDRESS THIS OFFICE, 
STATING PRICE.

The address of N. F. Ravlin is now 
1100 Columbia avenue,. Philadelphia, 
Pa. His correspondents will please 
take note accordingly.

George A. Wilson, president pro tem, 
and Minnie M. Malone, secretary, write: 
“I read in The Progressive Thinker of 
December 24, a letter from Bro. Lewis 
of Denison, Texas, in reference to the 
northern part of Texas. I . would say 
this in justice to our working mission
aries, that the state organization has no 
money to put lecturers or mediums free 
in different places; our missionaries 
have to be paid by the places they go 
to. True, we ask 819 per week or |50 
per month, entertainment and railroad 
fares (half-rates, as our missionaries 
have clergy permits). When engaged at 
a salary all proceeds of hall or house 
circles go to the people or society; the 
mediums reserve their private work, it 
no salary; then the hall receipts and. 
house circles are' for the state, less sal
ary of missionaries. If the friends of 
Spiritualism in Texas would all con
tribute $1 only a year, we could then as 
a state organization send out our work
ers north or south'as desired. We have 
at present two working missionaries, 
Mrs. Nellie S. Noyes and Mrs. Isa Wil
son Kayner, who are both doing excel
lent work, and are unselfish in their de
sire to further the cause'of Spiritualism

can accomplish their work through this 
harmonious participation of the people.
I hope to accomplish much-good for our 
cause during the two months that I am 
here. F must mention one important 
feature of-the meetings, that! is, the 
spirit messages that follow my lectures. 
Mrs. R. J. Barnes is the medium. She 
is comparatively young in ■ the work, 
but her messages are most excellent, 
and very pleasing to the people. At 
present I have open dates for May and 
June. I shall be pleased to hear from 
societies desiring to employ trance 
speaker and test medium for those, 
months. Address during January and

To the Sp^rjtoallgta of New Jersey.

: All BplritualistSuln the state of New 
Jersey who uelieye (n local and state 
organization, and l&e desirous of hav
ing missionary work in their respective 
communities; are requested to corre
spond with Rev. H.- O. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street, Newark; N. J., with regard 
to the matteri Mr? Dorn is duly author
ized by the N. B. A.' to represent its in
terests in New Jersey in this'particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

Canaan, Me. 1 * Pres. N. S. A.
. , - ■ ' m .J ■ _______ ___ ,__

Dr. Savagq, the noted divine, says. I 
stand ready to give any man, Kellar or 
any magieiqu, I don’t care who he is, a 
check for JI,«00. w)\en he will reproduce

Gem of Thought:—
To never tire of doing good, 

Regardless what be thy return;
Nor doing think what others should 

But just to do be tby concern.
To freely give thy heart and store, 

To help the needy on and through;
And giving you receive the more, 

Of Strength and Love, to Do and Do.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso-

Lou E. Johnson, secretary, writes 
from Grand Rapids, Mich.; “I would 
like to have an unjust article corrected, 
written by J. C. Andre, misrepresenting 
our soclety'as well as myself. The ar: 
tide in question I did not write; neither 
have I ever presumed to represent all 
Spiritualists, only the Grand Rapids 
Spiritual Association of which I have 
been secretary nearly five years, and he 
misrepresented us, stating we are not a 
chartered society. We are eharteied 
under the state board, charter 14, and 
in good standing; also on Dec. 12, 1904, 
the Grand Rapids Spiritual Society was 
incorporated, and we have bought de
sirable property upon which in the 
near future we hope to build a temple 
where the truths of Spiritualism may 
be taught. We have reasons to be en
couraged by the generous donations we 
are receiving. Rev. D. A; Herrick is 
serving his home society this month, 
and giving us inspiring lectures Sunday 
evenings." '

D. E. Young writes from St. Joseph, 
Mich.: “The book. The Hull-Jamieson 
Debate,received, less than two days 
from the time my subscription was 
mailed, which fact tells of the prompt
ness with, which The Progressive

vv* - 'i’Oae&i ' « «nu« 1 > w tfBSSsaW »juwi T y IfSæBSi
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p AHL AVI in tho uumy ot u clauelo Persian 
laugiuuio, . }

CAHTOMANCY U the aelenllilc name tor fori- 
tuue-U-lllhK by cards. [
Tlits system Is positively the only HclrailCa 

mi-tliod Qi cuid-roadtmf known. <
Write tor our SB page book. PAHLAVI CAIlTOl 

MANGY, bountifully Illustrated In colors, ubow{ 
lug each Pahlavi card and Its meaning. Tafy 
oulytbook ot Its kind published. Soul postpaid 
on receipt ot 25c. ■ <

Tho eardsare ot beautiful duplex enamel Snlsnl 
and are so novel that they carry 72 patent clatmel 
They are also adapted for playing games, which! 
while Intensely Intorestlnir, tend to cducatlouA 
morality and refinement. Price of Pack oft 
Cards, 10cents. Bookoi Kames and explanation! 
ot symbols tree with each pack. !

Write tor sample and particulars sent free, or 
send75otor pack of cards, bookoi games, and 
Pahlavi Cartomancy (book on card read ln?>. Or
der Quick. Write for our liberal n»ent’s otter. -

PAHLAVI CAllD CO.,
8C3 Houseman Block. Grand llaplds, Mich.

.. elation, address John W. Ring, Bplrlt- 
------------ ---------------------- _ ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas, 
any one of ïhe half dozen experiences I ,  —1 ,, ■     ..... .—.
which I have been through, under the . , .
same condition, A magician has his To the splrltliu]|Bts of Indiana:—The 
hall and assistants,- and electrical appli" I annual convention of the Indiana 

---------- ------ - , x ,, . anees, and all softs of aids, ahd can state Agsociatton of spiritualists wlli 
February, 404 East Fourth street, New- produce illusions, which one who is be heId at tbo First Spiritualist church 
Port, Ky.”-------------------------------------------- I not initiated would be astonished at, I of indianBpoljB) ing., corner New York

Our French friends are about to issue I and could not understand or explain. and Alabama streets, March 3, 4 and 5, 
a new monthly psychical journal, one That is pimple enough^but If any one lg0B A11 seíisions w¡n be Open to the 
great feature of which is that editions I of these men will produce similar , re- bUc and we would nke t0 liave rep
will be published not only in French, I suits under similar conditions that is reBentatlves frOm all parts pf the state. I ¿7your 'paper, and hope to
but also in English and Italian. The I quite another matter. I Local societies that are not already con- >jave a8 many more that is if my life
object .of this new journal is‘to bring m. F. Hammond writes from Ft necte(i witli the state association should . e contlnues to 85years of age.” 
to the reading classes of every national- wayne, Ind.: “I am having good sue- Lend jn tiie¡r applications at once. So- _ „n,.,,..
ity, all serious and well-attested obser- cesB> g00d audiences and much enthU- cieties that are chartered with the I Elizabeth Delphin wiltes. Sunday, 
r ations relative to the various psychical siasm. I want to hear from other spy state association should elect their del- January 29, will be Mediums Night tor 
phenomena known and studied under dettes so I can be kept at work all the I egates and send in reports as soon as the Englewood Spiritual Union at nop-
the terms telepathy, clairvoyance or lu- I nme. j WU1 work at very reasonable possible. Every Spiritualist should be hlns’ Hall, 528 W. 53rd street, we
cidity, premonition, and objective appa- I terms, will attend funerals, and will go interested in the state work, and come will have with us on that evening, Mrs.
ritlons." There will also be original ar- to any small town within easy, distance I out and help to make this our first con- I Ella Johnson Bloom, state secretary,
tides bearing upon these questions, and of this town for my railroad fare, and vention a success In every way. We I Mr?- Mary E. Weaver and others, ue-
discussion of the best conditions for ob- what the people will be willing tó pay exnect to have the best of talent, both sides our own mediums. The entire
servatlon and experiment.—Light, me. I would like '.to make mrrange- la speakers and message mediums, evening will be given‘«ver to the me-

Nicholas Becker writes frdm Okla-1 ments with camp-meetings for the-cota-1 j?or further- information address the <Uums and we expect to have a very en
horna City: “I wish to say that I arrived I ing season. Terms as easy as the man- Secretary, Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, 415 8. Iw®.„ 
in tills beautiful city of Oklahoma last agers can ask.” . ■ ■ ' ’Fi-anklin street, Muncie, Ind. E. A. vitatlon to all. Admission ten cents.
Friday, where! Intend to make my fu-1 w. b. Aitken‘writes: “Dr. Geo. S; I Schram, president, Peru, Ind.. .1 Will C. Hodge writes: “The cause of 
ture home and work here spreading the Hali of Columbus, Ohio, is In Chicago i>v hvnnn. Spiritualism is in a healthy and flour
light to those in darkness. There is a I an(j would be pleased to entertain en- !wankee, Wis. Jaugut ny nyp I f^hing condition in San Diego. Mrs.
good field here for spiritual work as gagements to speak for societies and ti8®> h‘S owner asserts, uoionei uix- cjjBriotte Johnston has occupied the
the people seem to be much interested churches, both in the city and outside hn, a delivery wagon horse, can c piatform tor nearly two- months and
in Spiritualism. There is a good so- towns and cities.” and do other remarkable feats rivaling hafj glyen Batlsfactton a8 Bpeali;er and
ciety here and in it some good workers I bland WRITES: “AS A I “VM Shv°S. 1fiood’ message bearer to hungry and thirsty
Who think not of self when. it comes to WRITES. AS A Hans, He is owned by James Good- BOu]a JuBt. now we are having a re
spreading the light. I had the good WHOLE. THF^MROSIUM IN J”® man. Dixon ta fivejyeanrold, vival of Interest .with audiences that
fortune to be able tb attend one of their NEGORD-HERALp OF SUNDAY, JAN. began t0 show sign? of unusual intelli- thfl seatlng capacity ot the temple, 
meetings to day where Brother Harri- ^'TFRFSRTmjrUANn TO 'Vhë VQEN- F“?0 a.y^rat Dr‘ L°ula Schlesinger being the center
son D. Barrett, president of the N. S. A., J^TEREST NG, AND_TO THE GEN to teach him to go to the customers Qf attractjon> He 1B doing most excel- 
SS “■a *•” • “a TOQSAY thItIi *mTnot «...a w

Charles k M. M. MM. TO THE'

Camden, Mich. Mr. Barnes seems to CLEAR AND COMPREHENSIVE Then he gave the answer by stamping thefr L“k wiîl be productive of 
give excellent satisfaction wherever he statements OF THE FACTS AND hlB ioot twice. "Add 4 and 3,” said Mr. alB0Phavlng g10rl-
eoea’ ,, , I PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM I Goodman. Colonel Dixon promptly ^rshowers of rota which cause! great

Allen S. Landon writes from Durant, HAVE EVER READ.” . stamped his foot seven times. Good- Xtaing among the people of thi Sil
Indian Territory: "While Lam opposed Q , w_ Delray> Mlch> wltes; ,<A man ^tributes the intelligence of the ^rQate Cto ”
to the practice ot controlling the will, w „ls m Indlana avonue, Toledo, animal to mental telepathy. “I believe . -nn Thnrs-
voluntary powers and sensory organism ’’B *heia 8QVcral Beances here lately, In the horse is -hypnotized,” said he. "I Maurgerite Mac grites On‘ Jhurs
by what Is termed mesmerism, hypno- I "f which good results were ob- believe it is mental telepathy that day evening, J*\26, “t the res'dtmee
tlsm, or any of the ordinary medium- . . . _ the-night of Dec 30 flow- makes it possible for the animal to give of Mrs. Burland (3019 Vernon), pas
Istlc controls, yet, I firmly believe that ““¿e B'ltterB, I correct answers.” I tor of the Light Truth church,.will hold
ffidJeto all to'lncs^n nature8yand °11m and a lady's watch which was pinned to There wafi something of a Spiritual- *^^¿6 Iwt one,8 Win U sure to 
tiJthATPi« ^nr^^nnv^bíísuch an ultíma-I dress a waB re‘ istlc revival last night at. Pierson’s D;u their
tton as a gektanT mediumship. I have “°ved‘ Two me.£1Bafes writt8n mon a Hall, where a society known as the Pro- fd ** th ’wU1 bave f lovely time
tion as a genuine meaiumsmp- u slate were received, one from my greBBive spiritualists, has been holding • . ,, t meBBaees from their spiritUonVand profi?1 by reading The Great Ii rvnn frnm flï* "ïftnlrinR IVTr KISRr^S I j 1, .. ~ Vnxra an InnlintJ- friends. 6 Profs. Leon and Stoller and

ci.i.

a a:““;,1:? x1»«»ence HuntJey, ranks ®evc°ad’hI1na^“lr® ting, when aiflash: light picture was I members of the society. Dr. D. L. Kin- ciety, we had a full house and a very in
ker style and logic very much indeed. I taLen of theicircle. sltting in-a dark ae- ca;q who has'been addressing the meet- terestlng meeting. Evangelist F. M.

There are “mediums” who get into ance. The picture-showed the trumpet |ng8 ,waB formerly a Methodist minis-1 Stoller preachèd a very impressive ser- 
cablnets and profess to secure audl- piainiy, and group of flve spirit faces, I ter. He asserted that true Spiritualism I mon and gave some beautiful ideas on
ences tor us With those who have gone one being my-father who passed out a was founded on the Bible, and success I the subject of baptism. At the close
before and whom we loved—just as if number of years ago. The sitters will I couid not be attained without it. He of the sermon, the candidate for bap-
these would be likely to wait for. a an vouch for,the troth of. this .-state- announced that a reorganization of the I tlsm, Mrs. Booker, went forward and
stranger’s beck and call, These “me-1 mont, and any who may have.idoubts I B0Ciety would take place along these was baptized in the usual spiritual way 
diums" are not the persons who are ad- can see the 'picture by calling at my ifoeB and for that purpose a meeting with flowers, and to make it more 1m-
vancing Spiritualism, but it is rather residence, 73 Reid avenue. A guitar wouW be held next Sunday morning, pressive, Mr. Booker, her husband went
those sincere, disinterested, sane, cultl- wa8 piaycd about the room ^several I -our text-book,” said the doctor, “will I forward and stood by her side, to snow
vated men like Dr. Newton and. Dr. times and deposited on the-lap of one 1 be the Bible, our foundation will be to the world that he approved and ap-> 
Funk who have the sensible courage to ot the sitters;.: A i skeptic . who; was ChriBt our guide will be the New Tes- appreciated our beautiful philosophy, 
believe that- mind is mind, and. ft.at .V: kppesgnt wanted .ME¿-Kiserritoi!3úbmitr.to I t'áffieflt;- átíd’whàt' the NéW'Testátaéirt Tfy?n.followed..thç<mçssagCS’ audi tests 
may, can and does exist independently: the test of sitting? with -hla ifeet in teaches we will preach, what the New by the different mediums. On lues- 

■ of body, and under certain contlngen- flonr> .This he-did; and all: present Testament commands we will obey, and day evening, Jan 31, at 77 East inirty- 
cies and conditions can survive, and were convinced that he had. not moved' an thé Spiritualism that the New Tes- I first street, Evangelist Stoller win 
rise superior to, all those material llml- froln,his seat.’:’ : -- tament authorizes will be ours. Fur- open an old fashioned revival meeting,
tâtions to which we are accustomed. One who went to Mrs. Pepper’s meet- ther than that we will not go, and short I Services every evening during the first 
We think Shakspeare was discreetly j in New York says: “I Went'to'the of that we dare not stop." The Doctor week of February. Come and-bring 
confessing to a half belief in Spiritual- cbUrch an absolute stranger. - She men- delivered an interesting lecture on “The your Indians and let JJem whoop anâ 
ism when he had Hamlet say ‘There tiOned by name relatives of miñé wjjom Bible Uhd ' Spiritualism,” and an- shout, and have a spiritual blessing, 
are more things In heaven,and earth, x had met but half a dozen times, and I nounced that regular services under the I M Hatt<e a Greene writes: “Sun- 
Horatio, than are dreamt of in your phi- a)g0 mentioned roÿ father’s full name I new organization would be held each . J / the afternoon service 
losophy.”—Pittsburg Press. (living) as the person two of them Sunday night.—Indianapolis (Ind.) Lf t’he sôeioty of Spirituel Unity, Mrs.

Correspondent writes: “Walter De wiBhed to communicate with. She also News. Nellie Kusserow delivered a short ad-
Voe conducts services in the Church of déscribed their appearance correctly. I WI1]! Barr writes- “The Kenwood I dress. The audience then requested
Practical Christianity every Sunday- at it is fifteen years since I saw my I q nj-nreh 4308 and 4310 Cottage that a circle be formed; the request
10:45 a. m.. Hall 210 Maspn c Temple. father and twenty years since I saw W^ Oiuníli, « andI 4310 Cottage I that a circle ne 1
Subject on Jan. 22, ‘Do Spirits Comma- I most of them that have died. One of I con»erence meeting Sunday the 15th, at sage. Mrs. Kusserow gave some very
nicate with- Humanity. These^ lectures foem I never saw? This communica- evening services were ex- startling demonstrations of spirit re
are really very valuable lessóns In the yon was given unasked and was entire- J P- and weU atteBnded. Dr Geo. s. torn. The evening service was well at- 
uevV qpTtp“ÎrêeantoS50 See X unexpeoted- Hail spoke from questions given by the tended by both Spiritualists and skep-
ity. Seatajree. Come. See reguiar Rena D chapinan wrltes from Mar- I audience, and all received wholesome tics. Long will the words of the speak
announcement in Saturday evening ceIluS( Mich.: -‘Your valuable paper re- f^d for thought We also had a num- er, Mrs. L. J. Jacquet, be remembered, 
News- . u ceived this morning and tn reading the I |;6r of g00d and convincing tests from I for they brought relief to the aching

Chas Fields writes: I have been I General Survey, I notice an article our BjBter and co-worker, Mrs. Clara A. I hearts, comforting words to the sorrow
reading your paper, and have formed a irom Mr. j. C. Andre of Grand Rapids, Hooper of Columbus, Ohio, followed by I ing, sweet messages from those gone to 
broader and brighter view of life here,: pertainIng to the piece Mrs. Lou E. I our Pastor, Mrs. Grace E. Aitken. We the brighter home on hlgn. Mrs. Kus- 
and a less horror of death (as we call Johnson had in the paper last week, held a very enjoyable social at the serow also gave many beautiful mes-
it) ; for, if Spiritualism is true, we. just ¡n regard to there being but one so- home of Mr. and Mrs. Aitken, 253 East sages. Miss Irene La Varre and Mrs.,
simply step across the line and wait 1 Ofety in that city,’would say-that for Thirty-first, street, Saturday evening, Vulllaume each sang a solo. Both
the coming’ of our friends. The about.a year there was but one Spirit- I foe 14th. Our next social will be held ladies are very fine vocalists. Mrs.
thought sometimes seems top good to uaj BOciety In good standing; but the I Saturday evening, the 28th. Come ahd Mary B. Hill will lecture for this so
be true.” ■ people of which Dr. W. Of Knowles was have a good time. Next Sunday, the ciety, Sunday afternoon, Jan. 29. We

A. C. Doane writes from Summerland, president, kept working foy the inter- I 22 we will have Dr. Princess Viroqua, extend an Invitation to all to attend our
nal.: “I have read Dr. J. M. Peebles I eSta of Spiritualism, and on Dec. 12, fog daughter of a chief of the Mohawk I meetings, held every Sunday at 3 and 8
book on Obsession. I have seen many 1904, they again came into good stand- Indians, with us, and will have the hall I p. m., at Star, Lodge Hall, 378 S West
cases of spirit obsession. I have read jng with the Michigan State Spiritual I fUn. So come early an< secure a good ern avenue.”
The Great Psychological Crime under- Association under their charter No. 14, seat. Services will commence at 8. p. -tha Sniritnal
standingly and know it is a sure pre- foCreby making two distinct chartered m. Bharp.” a Dr. Bever y writes. The Spiritua
ventative against obsession. I have B0Cieties in the city of Grand Rapids. T ' Science Society w ill gi vjsabenefi t ball
read carefully the'Historical Jesus and I v-ould further like to announce that the I Geo. W. Crawford writes from Lar- Saturday evening, Feb. 4. We a e y 
the Mythical Christ, or NaturaLGenesis mid-winter'meeting of his state will be ned, Kansas: “We are haying some I that many of our friends were disap- 
and Typology ot Equinoctial Christol- held at Sturgis. February 10.11 and 12'. excellent spiritual meetings inour town pointed that there was no party Satm- 
atry, by Gerald Massey,;which goes to I We hope to'have a very interesting this week. We have with us W. E,Har- day evening in January on account of 
the root of our present false theological meeting, ahd shall éxpéct to meet many I vey, of Indiana, a most excellent tram- I the holidays. Every ticket at our next 
Idolatry, palmed oft on humanity by I friends from northern Indiana. Pro-1 pèt médium. His mediumship is genu- I party will be entitled to a chance on a 
priestcraft as Christianity, which Ger- grams will be sent on request.” ine, such as to convince any honest $100 lot which was not claimed at our
aid Massey has probed to the bottom.” P T n T I skeptic.. We are having wonderful last party. No liquor is allowed at our

Clark Mo—Mrs; J. Al Carpenter, a manifestations through his medium- parties. Everything-will be first-class.
resident of this city has regainéd her ^0,: ■ Thefc>t- Joseph Spiritualists -\ve iiave no society here, but we Refreshments will be served by the la- 
vtace after a siléñce of one year, been served,the last two Sundays L 1 to Iiave one some time in the near dies, and many new attractions will be 

“ „Lrare treat of good things. Mrs. fu»re Several ln-our town are slt. added- Our Sunday meetings are large-
sííipkpn with nafalvsis which affected I ?ess'e Bellman, pf Howard, Kans., a tjng fOr development We expect soon ly attended, for we employ none but
her vocal chords and since that time sP®aker of_rare attainment has been I have j)Ofo materinlization and trum- I honest talent. All who attend Sunday
has been unable to speak a single word. P*101 us: flTo saT th,atw? ??pet. Our seances will close Sunday afternoon will receive a test from some
Eve • staiS her affliXn she“ believed el0(lueat °f spiritual thought she I glght( Jan ¿2. From here Mr. Harvey of the manv mediums who are in at-
ihat at the end of one year her speech ltVe<US d 5e expressing it mildly. wn] g0 to Hutchinson where he will re- tendance. From 5 to 6 o'clock, be- 
would be restored and after being ??8 it y ^ne deP°rtment> la main .for one week ¡„ when he. will re- I tween the meetings, Dr. Beverly, our 
sneechless for one year and two weeks, I bighiy .inspirational and a-true worker Larned to remain for some time, president gives free demonstrations in 
she surprised her relatives by speaking ia °,u,r caus.*:: ?°ntHiU?Jr °Uk I Any society desiring an honest trumpet healing. All who attend the last meet

. aloud. She can now. talk freely find explct^have themselves very Ing in January, both ^asl°ns>
^J^h^D.WaTrwrkeT ^froip^Mars^all- for°March sm^^pari^'Wn’ to/hp Til win bTrnade welcome.” . ’

self organ zed a progressive lyceum, I adeW“a. JjWh fo say ;a.few1 BuWand wrltes from fodlanapo an exceptionally able lecture before the
with twenty members. This is a good an eminente inspirational and lis, Ind.: “Although January 15 was Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission. He
feature in connection with Spiritualism lrance gp^gp, whorhas been serving a I cutting in ' its extreme cold, it, to me, kept his hearers in a stato of delight 
here in Marshalltown, as most of the I gDi-uua]js¿ society at Alliance ‘ for will always be associated pleasantly throughout the address. After Dr. Mç- 
officers elected were young people. We “P‘r‘tua“st with the West Grove Spiritual Society, Farland, Mrs. Weaver, Mrs. Kirchner
also elected officers of the local society, some time pagt- : a short. «ULahe. with toe w^t Grove ?pS the audience with
and were the ineans of reviving the came1 with W hufiband oyer-to Can. _ — -- - . . 1 é#-»va iiriln rAinffinlCTrûntthn nf

U Read This List of ||
Thinker deals with its subscribers. I 
have now the eleven books issued as PREMIUMS

In Texas, and in justice to them I, as 
vice-president, acting as president of 
Texas Spiritualist Association, during 

THE 8PIR11 uacio ।« *«• the extreme illness of the president, 
—THE CHICAGO LEAGUE OF | Mrs Laura B. Payne, do hereby author

--------- . r-X.HM [ze the gtate secretary t0 g]gn aB well

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF CHI
CAGO!—THE CHICAGO^^uv^JfL. 
SPIRITUALISTS D£SIR*.TO ENUM
ERATE ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF 
CHICAGO, AND IN 0RDE* ™ 
ITATE MATTERS, THE NAMES AND 
ADDRESSES OF ALL WHO WILL 
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE 
CAUSE; ARE REQUE8TED„_T2.|ttSF 
SENT TO THE LEAGUE’S STATISTI
CIAN, JOHN A. TOREN, 4308 LANG
LEY AVENUE, CHICAGO.
' Mrs. Itele F. Prior, one of the ablest 
workers in the ranks of Spiritualism, 
will leave Seattle, Wash., soon for Wel
lington, New Zealand. She stands high 
In this country and we predict for her a 
cordial greeting from the Spiritualists 
on the other side of the waters.

Mrs. Eva McCoy Is employed to serve 
the society at Battle Creek, Mich., dur- 

‘ing March; the society at St. Joseph, 
‘Mo., during April. She ant*cip.ateiL® 
tour of the state of Montana during May 
and June. Address her at No. 104 N. 
First avenue, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Mrs. Henry writes: “On Sunday even
ing at the Universal Occult Society, we 
had á very enthusiastic meeting. Our 
speaker, Evangelist F. M. Stoller, is a 
very entertaining speaker. He was fol
lowed by messages by Mrs. Vaughn, 
Madame Josephine and Mr. Hillis. A

as myself, this letter.”
Mrs. Eva McCoy, .one of the best plat

form test mediums in the field, writes: 
“We could not keep in touch with the 
world and great minds • without The 
Progressive Thinker." . .

Will C. Hodge/the well- known lec
turer, writes from “The- New York," 
San Diego, Cal;: ‘‘The Open Court Will 
do a warld of good by. furnishing infor
mation which is sadly needed and never 
more bo than at the present time."

The Livingston Post, of Montana, 
says: "One result of the three Spirit
ualistic meetings held in Miles’ hall 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings 
was the rè-organization in Livingston 
of tho First Spiritualist Church, insti
tuted here August 19, 1903. The, most 
noticeable features of the meetings per-, 
haps; were the large audiences, the as- 
toundlngly plain speaking and eloquent 
delivery of Dr. Sprague, and the .me- 
diumistic communications . which Mrs. 
Sprague attributed to the spirit world 
beyond the grave. ' While-not asking 
everybody to believe what was told 
them, the Spragues laid great empha
sis upon the fact that only a. kindly 

Madame josupuiu« »................... spirit be shown them and, that. toelr,
son1’ by Dr. Freedman;. AU were eujt bb'taot ’unduly criticised - without 
pleased to hear from Mrs,. Freedman’s, I due investigation.- They .also warned 
Indian control. Prof. Ray was with us aUdiences against the fakes who 

. - - — --------------- ° g0 oft0n appear for money only. The
meetings were well received as a

UlUlUll UUHIIVI. * -------r .
with his violin, and favored us with a 
'song. In the afternoon as Prof. Stoller ------ --- ------ ..... ....
entered the hall he was met by the whole and formed at least one of the 
spirit of Mabel Wright, who committed atractive events of general interest dur
suicide in the dance hall in the building | ¡Bg foe paBt week.
about 3 a.m. She gave him her name — -
and he Immediately sought .the janitor to 
confirm it. Mr. J. K. Hillis, wherieta 
line test medium, is open £or other en
gagements with societies, and can be 
found at his new residence, 2979 Mich

igan avenue. Endorsed by the secre- 
- tary of the Universal Occult Society.

On Saturday evening, Jan 7, at the resl- 
dence of Mrs. Davenport, president of 
the Ladles’ Auxiliary, connected with 
the Universal Occult Society, we had a 
delightful old-time social, with sixty 
guests. We were especially favored 
with talent, some of the finest psychics 
In the city being present and all fa
vored us by readings and messages. 
Mrs. Elmo was at her best; Mrs. Bur

: land and Mrs. Vaughn did _ excellent 
work; Prof. Leon and our speaker, Prof.

. - Stoller, gave fine readings, and Hugh 
Fraser, the boy medium, gave fine 

- clairvoyant visions, and last but not 
least, Wyandotte, Mr. Hillis’ Indian 

- control gave very convincing messages. 
-• All enjoved the dainty lunch prepared 

by the ladies. After lunch our hostess, 
your correspondent, Mr. Kinkead and 
Prof. McCaw went up stairs to read 
palms for those who wished readings, 
so they could dance on the first floor. 
On last Tuesday evening I had the 
pleasure of attending one of Mr. Kin- 
kead’s dark seances. It was a trumpet 
seance and it certainly was fine. He 
Is assisted by a Mr. Harris from Niag
ara Falls, and with the combined forces 
It was a rare treat as three trumpets 
were used at the same time and at 
times two independent voices could be 
heard at the same time; then he played 
on the musical instrument and his little 
Indian control danced so all could Bee 
her. Then Mr. Strong, who is an inspi
rational speaker, and was in the circle, 
gave a number of selections.”
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Two dreams of the scientific world 
have persisted century after century. 
One was the transmutation of one ele
ment into another; the other is the 
production of living matter from dead' 
matter. Recent discoveries Indicate 
that the first is on the vlrge of realiza
tion if not actually accomplished 
Some scientific men think that, in a 
wav, dead matter has been made to 
live by chemistry. If living matter can 
be made in laboratories it points to the 
possibility of a scientific study of mind 
such as the world now scarcely dreams
of.

Walter P. Williams writes from 
Washington, D. Cx “Mr. and Mrs. Mor
itz Keim, of Washington, D. C., cele
brated the fiftieth anniversary of their 
wéddlng, at their home on Maryland 
Avenue, the 24th of last month. Many 
friends called to congratulate thè youth
ful pair and wish them a happy future. 
Of six children born to them, three re
main in this life and were present dur-1 Sal.: 
ing the day. with five grandchildren. - ■ 
No one Is now living who attended 
their wedding which took place in Buf
falo, N. Y. Congratulatory telegrams 
were received from Buffalo, New York 
city, and other places. The G. A. R. 
post, of which Mr. Keim is a member, 
sent an appropriate letter, with some 
elegant flowers. Many beautiful pres
ents, Including a profusion of flowers, 
added to thè pleasure of the day. . The 
home was tastéfully decorated, and 
choice refreshments served to the 
guests. Mr. Keim is a veteran Spirit-

Secretary writes: “The First Spirit
ualist Church of Livingston, Montana, 
was organized In this city Sunday, Jan- 
lary 8, 1905, under our old charter, 
which bears date of August 19, 4903. 
We have sixteen members; tne officers 
ire: Pehr Wendel, president; Miss 
Edna Laurens, vice-president; John Al
Sen Seabury, secretary; Thomas B. 
Kapp, treasurer; Alfred Laurens, F. A. 
Ltevens and Mrs. J. M. Rowe, trustees."

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown passed 
lufoiigh Chicago last week on her way 
to the Des Moines convention, where 
she will participate in the proceedings. 
She will go from there to her home; in 
EL Campo,-Texas. She was enthusias
tically received on her Eastern trip. .

Mrs. Replogle writes: “The meetings 
(f the New Era Spiritualist church, 
which have been held In Room 412 Ma
sonic Temple, have been postponed for 
a few weeks. Soon as the president, 
Dr. Randall, can confer with the com
mittee the members will be notified, 
end the meetings will continue." ■

Investigator says: “Taking a common 
tense view of the matter, it seems 
strange that such an insignificant world 
as this small globe should.alone be in
habited, while the millions of bodies In 
space are lifeless. It-is the same with 
psychic phenomena, and I have no 
doubt that readers of the Herald could 
relate some very strange experiences 
cf this kind.” '

Mrs.

ualist. . -
Joplin Mo.—The dream of A. Gillen, voice, .uc ~,—.

of this place, last night, revealed the About a year ago Mrs. Carpenter was 
location of the body of his father, whom ---------------------------
be had mourned as dead for -several 
years. A stranger died at the Salva
tion Army hotel Monday night. The 
body has been held at the morgue for 
identification. After reading- the ac
counts of the stranger’s death, young 
Gillen had a dream that the man was
his father. He called af *he morgue 
to-day and positively identified the 
body as that of his father, the Rev. J. 
W. Gillen. According to the son’s sto
ry his father started from Kansas City 
seven years ago to preach, a funeral 
sermon in St. Louis. His grip was 
found at the Union depot in St. Louis, 
but the owner was never-heard from. 
Xt was believed at the time that he was 
robbed and slain. The son came to this 
place four years ago. -

Oscar A. Edgerly writes: "After one 
year's absence, I am again back in 
Newport, Ky., serving the Spiritual 
Temple Society, and I am glad to be 
able to state at this time of general 
complaint of society decadence, that 
the society here is in a much better con
dition financially and every other way 
than it was when I come here for a two 
month’s engagement last year; that the 
society is in so much better condition, 
is entirely due to the indefatigable la
bors of a few-faithful sduls, conspicu
ous'among the number being Mrs. Sar
ah Charles, Mr. H. F. Shrader, Mr. M. 
R. Galbreath, Mr. and Mrs. R, G. 
Barnes, with others who are as worthy 
of mention. The Spiritual Temple So
ciety does not confine its work alone to 
Newport, Ky., but every Sunday after
noon conducts ,a very successful meet-Prof. A. E. Carpenter, the noted psy- ------ ......

r’lnlncisL will answer calls t-> lecture | ing at Douglas Hall in Cincinnati, Ohio, »d demonstratoTsychic science by 11- I find that tho people of both Clncln- 
lustration If desired; Address him at I nati and Newport supply, the very,best 
No 2 Stainnon Place, Boston, Mass. | conditions whereby my spirit guides

Willing Workers, a Ladies’ Aid Society, 
which last year did such fine work. It 
is almost; useless to try and run a local 
Spiritualist society without the aid of 
4he ladles.” ‘

The Rev. Heber Newton says: “Relig-: 
ious faith is finding its true foundations 
in the recognition of man as a spiritual 
being, a being who has had dominion 
over nature given to him, as the child 
of a vaster Spiritual Being, tbc Lord of 
all life. The -one belief absolutely es
sential to ethics—immortality—Is com
ing within the ken of a scientific dem
onstration. This is the potency and 
promise of psychic • research. A con
siderable number of eminent men of 
science have had the courage to avow 
that, after allowing for illusion, fraud, 
and every possible hypothesis of Interr 
pretation, they have been driven up to 
the ultimate solution of the problem— 
the belief in the actual communication 
of the spirits of those: whom w® call 
dead with the living.” : ;

ton, Ohio, toiofficlate at the funeral of 
my dear brother, Prof. William T. Math
ews, artist, who was injured in Wash
ington, D. C.„Jon December 24, 1904, 
and passed alter toïsplrit life at the
Emergency Hospital; Jaii. 11, 1905, in 
his • 84th yesir. She gave a very elo
quent, Inspiring ■ ahd consoling ad
dress of about’forty minutes in length. 
I have heard the. ablest and most , elo
quent of trance . speakers who -have 
been, before the public in the last fifty-' 
six years, or since Spiritualism has 
been, given to the-,world. Mrs. Morrill, 
1 am certain, suffers; nothing in com
parison therewith. Her guides, are ev
idently of the highest order of intellect,' 
capable of presenting the great truths 
of immortal life ln. a manner to carry 
conviction ; to,«the-1,-most-: skeptical.- 
Whatever society, or • funeral- .may 'em
ploy. Mrs, MorrlJI ¿will not. regret; it. 
Her good.husband Is a man I am» 
pleased to add to my numerous list of 
Spiritualist friends«’* - -

____ «------------ ----------------------- ---- -------------- -----
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ion

for it was my pleasure to .meet with and others delighted the audience with 
and lecture for that society bn that day. remarkable demonstrations of spirit 
I found a warm, harmonious associa- communication. Sunday, Jan. 29, a 
tion. We had two services—one at 11 I general conference will be held, at 
a. m. and at’ 2 p. m. We not only had a I which the members and their friends 
spiritual love, feast, but the members are invited to express their views on 
of the.society came with baskets-full Spiritualism.. Mr. H. F. Arnold 
of good things for the. physical man, will lecture that, evening, and . it is 
and between the services they Spread needless to state the pleasure it win 
the-Iong family table in the- temple, give all to again hear him. Mr. Arnold 
around which those in attendance gath- has spoken for us before and has ai- 
ered and thankfully partook of the I ways impressed his hearers with his in
nourishing eatables. This social feat- tellectuallty and natural eloquence, 
ure I know drew us closer together, for I Our next reception and ball will be held 
there were no strangers there. This Wednesday evening, Feb. 15, at the 

................ .... 1 pile's institute, Van-Buren and Leav
itt streets. A good time we guarantee, 
and assure every one. an enjoyable 
evening.' Our regular services are held 
at 3 and 8 p. m., with progressive , ly
ceum at 2 p. m. Dr. Randall In. charge 
of the lyceum. Splrikmessages by va
rious mediums are • features of our

society is in the. country about two 
miles from Balbec, Ind. They own 
theimwn temple; have afine piano, and 
a good-chair; It seems to me that- 
there are societies in larger places that 
might glean a lesson from this little 
band Of earnest spiritual workers. I 
will be pleased to.hear.from any local
ity that needs me, whether it is to lec
ture for a society, organize one, officiate 
at-a funeral or wedding " 7
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Truo and Fabulous Theology. - A new and com
pleto edition, from new platos and now typo; 
tapages, postavo. Paper ifo; cloth.COO.



RANDOM COMMENTS.

MY CASTLE.

dwell.” -t

ct
IMMORTELLES. .

taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos»

grippe at home. His unswerving, fidel
ity and recognized Integrity have been 
powerful in stamping a respect for 
Spiritualism in his community.

ing a tropical clime, man was their as
sociate. What kind of a man was this

*Tha Light of Egypt." Volume* t 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as

Critical, Appreciative and Commend
atory.

«The rock-crust was laid down In the 
order of time. In it is preserved the —w _ 
history of the globe and of the great phy. Price 82 per volume.

ERSiS
PirhiT department Is under the man- 
^igementof .
|................HUDSON TUTTLE. .
*ddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

<■'■' NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
/have called forth such a host of re

spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers-to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
telearnesB Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted; and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
¡with waiting tor the appearance or 
khelr questions and write letter<' of in
quiry. The supply of matter it ilways 
several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
fELVOI1«

• ■ NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
¡anonymous letters. . Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
mot be read. If the request be made 
'the name will not be published. The 
’correspondence of this department has 
¡become excessively large, especially fet
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
■wera, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the oral 
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE-

stream of living beings through the 
ages since the First appealed in the 
smoking seas of the Silurian. There 
has been no designing interpolator, no 
bigoted copyist to make changes to suit 
his creed, or, insert falsehoods for the 
sake of his religion. The alphabet qt 
this rock-volume is engraved in char
acters none can mistake or gainsay. 
When tlie. lion, tiger, elephant and 
mammoth inhabited Europe, then hav

Q. What Is the amount of money in 
the United States and in the world?
• '< A.-'According to the Report of the 
Director of the Mint in L897 there was 
in the world, of gold, 84,292,300,000; of 
silver, 84,260, 100,000; of paper money, 
82,666,000,000. „„„
■' In the United States, of gold, 8G96>’ 
300,000; of silver, 8634,600,000; of 
paper, 8397,000,000.

? P. V. Rowdrlz, M. D.: Q. .Do Spir
itualists recognize the ordination of ..the 
churches? If an' ordained .minister 

■ should become a Spiritualist Would he 
hav6-to be ordained to continue , hiß 
knlnistry with that belief? Does the 
¡bible command ordination, or aay any
thing about “Reverend?” 
!-'-A. Ordination of a.minister by an 
orthodox church, does not count with 
Spiritualists. Ordination With Spirit
ualists is simply ah acknowledgment 
of the gift and the honesty of the or
dained, by the society. .

There is nothing of it in the .bible, 
nor 'of “reverened.” It is plain Peter 
and Paul and not Reverend Paul or 
Right Reverend St. Luke! The term 
reverend has as little meaning as “pro- 
'feasor," as.assumed by quacks and 
’fakirs. Reverence Is given where there 
tls a character .to reverence,..
i! There is no law forbidding any one 
ilputtlng “Rev.” before his name, more 
Ithan for “Mr.” and in many cases it 
means less. There is a law forbidding 
the use of M. D., unless earned, but 
Rev. is thought of too little consequence 
either way to be legally recognized.

-------------------------
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THE GAT^'OPÊÎJED. SADLY AFFLICTED.

In The Progressive Thinker, No; 790, 
two letters particularly attracted my at
tention, and I found them all thd-t the 
titles and signatures' suggested. ■ The 
comprehensive and very suggestive let
ter on “Crime and Criminals,”,|)ÿ.Thos, 
H. B; Cotton, and seçqnd, the vçry in-

Mediumship the FèundaSon(‘of Spirit
e-’

' '' li-S tn.
After all, when. Pwe wW •’ to know 

where Ues the invincible Bower of Spir
itualism, the answen-WUBfc be: 'In its 
manifestations. They ¡arfcfree for all. 
Wherever a harmORloWI circle con
venes, there spirit ¿jends, may cóme, 
and under.favqrabl.esapdKions commu
nicate. There is no higfopriesthood of 
mediumship, no r-atgpt, and the devel
opment of this gift is' best under the 
guidance of the sf/frltfr who desire to 
control. ' '

■ We hear it constantly.Repeated that 
we óuglit to grow WòQÙ'e iplienóme- 
nal stage;-Which!1S the A“B U of- Spirit
ualism. I pray I may-never grow but 
of it! Not that'I care'“‘for "repeated 
tests, but If the coming hòmè òf an ab
sent friend from' boW distant country 
is a joy, how much more the visit of our 
angel friends from tne vales of ' Para-

A Letter Frpm E. W. Sprague, N. 8. A. 
Missionary. ,

To the Editor:—It is due to our many
friends throughout the country that we 
inform tbem.çf our. unfortunate condi
tion.- . ■ ... : .

On January, 6,’at .B|ilipgs, Montana, 
Mrs. Sprague took,.a rather severe cold. 
She suffered all. that night from its, ef
fects. Thursday morning she ap
peared better and we went to Livings
ton, Montana, Mrs. F. D. McCormick, 
the. president of the Montana State As
sociation of. Spirituaists, accompanying

who fought the huge bear from his structive and scholarly letter of B. 1- . 
cave or in single combat smote him I Underwood, “Eldorado Ancient and 
down? His skull is presered, thick, Modern." • There are.- -facts and .estl
heavy, with retreating forehead and mates in each that m'Sht profitably em- 
massiye jaws. . ' . . . I ploy the best Intellects torudays and

Low as, he was, this is not the lowest 1 weeks, analyzing, comparing.. : and 
type in ages reaching yet more remote, studying the problems utliatr each.1 :PSe- 
If there was an Adam,.a first man, this I sents, and bringlng.them to the.minds 
is tlie race of Adam. Three millions of I of readers and thinkers, in a way to ed
years at least before the Garden of I ucate and elevate both .intellectiially 
Eden these Adams and Eves, clad only and morally—and that is . tpe-fupda- 
in the hairy garments nature gave I mental object of Modern Spiritualism, 
them, armed with a broken limb or a Some of the statements in. Brq, Cotton s 
stone, wandered through the forests of article will be likely to strike- most 
Europe and Asia. This conclusion of readers as a trifle heretical. For In
science there is not a single scientific stance, this: “Furthermore be it ro
man in tlie world who will dispute. membered tliat until the goal pf perfec-

The devil was created by the fancy of tlon in development has -been’reached 
man to account for phenomena which by at least a few, all are criminals in a 
in childish ignorance he could not ex- degree.” . ■ ■ . ■
p]ain. I In our courts a radical distinction is

Man has never fallen, never been lost made between crime, and .a.large class 
or astray from God. There was no ofÆffenses, small or great, jyhiçh are 
Satan to tempt and hence there is no committed dally by a vast number, of 
necessity- for a mediator. Through usually well-meaning people. And. the ... — ----- .... ......-, .
knowledge man becomes his own sav- Spiritualists’ idea of eternal, progrès- I not, -wnen one class of children pass I we had expected she could. She was 
lor. Immortality is a continued evolu- sion, would not seem to leave any I from their A B Cs are their books de- unable to attend the meeting that even
tion and the spirit is governed by chance for anyone to reach “tlie, goal of stroyed and the; study of the ¡alphabet ing qnd I did the work alone.
laws as fixed as those of the physical perfection in development." . -, thrown out the: school?,- Rather is it I Tuesday she seemed better buf was
world. There 1b no authority but na,- I Again, “Love (attraction) is the ce- not retained for the new class just en- I still unable to go to the meeting. When
ture and reason is the only interpreter. I menting factor of the universe. ,It is I tering? In like manner.there-is a-new 11 returned from the meeting shç was
The resolution of faith into knowledge, that which ' renders all thp life of the class constantly? coining to the study of suffering-great, pain. (We were stop
duty into obcdicnco not from servilo I univers© one life.** Tills seems,tQjin® | tlie nlphnbet of the manifestations, ing here in Butte ‘With Ivïr. and ftlrs.
fear but because such is the constl- comprehensive statement, and likely in learning which, they haye'-the key- for Ben James; and Mrs; Brajdley, their
• “ ■ ........ ' ” • • -- • ■■ •«-----------«-*—«» the Interpretation,, of- the-.profoundest 1 mother.) “The pain increased and I be

questions relating, tflstoe spirit world in, camé aldrmetf ‘and called ’Mj-s. James, 
all ages of the pastiand: Present. We did’everything wé could for her rê- 

, The manifestations outgrown! When I lief. She became easier and passed the 
our friends are in distant lands we I latter part of the night a'llttle better 
write them and .replies -fill, our I than1 the fore part , '
hearts with gladness. ,,We. never, weary Wednesday morning a doctor was
of receiving thçir'..messages.. ..When called ahd’hB pronounced the case “ya- 
they return, tlie hours are too ; short rioloid.” He .left no medicine, but said
tliat they are the we Were dôlng the best things possible
Intervals betw.éèn their visits!' .How for her. The next day, Thursday, Jan.
much more enjoyable ; 'Lhe ‘ rçfurn Qf 12, the healtb officers came with the
those who have passed through the "contagion ambulance.” I dressed Mrs. 
gates invlsibléf;;k)8t to ’pur Senses, auni- Sprague, got her ready, placed her in 
hilated as an extinguished .flàjné—and the ambulance and Went with her to the 
assurance of thplr ipye whlcli’ knows pest house. The mercury was below 
not decay, or fhp.pbwef.of death!. zero, but I managed to keep her warm 
: The lovihg mqtiier,. Wjio clpsped her while .we were driven two miles to the 
child in her arijm in the hour of its mor- hospital. I remained outside, but the 
tai illness, and' felt ,the heàvens, grow I good nurse kindly came and raised the 
black and the day chilf as its life slowly window .so I .copld see dear Mrs. 
faded; who strove to ’hold her darling I Sprague comfortably settled in her hos-

dice! ■-?' . . '
Have you Outgrown' the ' manifesta

tions? Do you grow Weary pf them?

US. i-—— — — > . ■ - , . - ' ’ .- , - . . ■ ■
Mrs. Sprague assisted in the meet

ings until iihs, Saturday evening meet
ing when shp suddenly became very ill. 
We hurried .her home in a carriage. 
(Our temporary home was with Mr. and 
Mrs. A.'3Luuriep|j,.at- IJvingstpn). We 
gave Mrs.' Sprague the best care possi
ble under tpe circumstances.- She was 
very dick throughout the night but was 
a little easier the. next day and on Sun-
day night she, became worsq again,.su£-

Why, I can but smile' When I am asked 11’ering very much until morning, when 
the question. Outgrown what? Out-1 she became' more free from pain.
grown the desire to cohverse with my At nine o’clock, she arose from her 
departed friends? Wllen their pres- bed and . was dressed. She was taken 
ence is withdrawn for a time, , as it in a carriage.to thp train and we came 
sometimes-is,- there falls' on me the I to Butte, Montana. The. thermometer 
shadow of a great-loneliness. was several degrees below ¿ero, but

We may be* satisfied but others are withal, she stood the ride better than

tutlon of things, ceaseless' efforts for. the sense Intended true. But while all 
purity apd integrity of being, are out- I life may be one;In principle,-it is the 
growths of this knowledge that man 1b differentiation, and contrast of indlvid- 
not a “worm of the dust,” but heir to uallty, haying clear Unes of distinction 
eternal life.. Map ,|s immortal because and contrast, and opposite polarities, 
such is the end and purpose of Nature's which gives variety in its countless ex
plan. ■; l presBlons; and if all life were one, in

Hence—God does not kill the devil the sense that allows no censure of any 
because there Is no devil to kill. that does not Include all in the same 

' ,, '____ - - . | condemnation, it seems to mo that the
Jiji7. Irwin: Q. Will you glvd the I very essence of individual character, 

fastest record in walking made by I and personal effort and achievement, is 
man? ' eliminated. But of course this is not

A,’. The,fastest time made by a pro- Brother Cotton’s idea. - /■ ■
fessional is one. mile in 6 minutes and I . To me; love Is something more uian 
23, seconds. The world’s amateur rec- attraction. Gravitation may account-for 
ord is held by F. H. Creamer, an Aus- the behavior of. starry constellations; 
trallari: 6 minutes,'27 and 2-6th sec- but if they .were once-reduced to the 
onds. The record for greatest endur- I solid unity of the boundless- mass, what 
ance 1b' held .by E. Littlewood, being would-the cosmos be but a lifeless, mo- 
631 miles in 138 hours, 48 minutes, 30 tionless shadow? ;;
seconds. This Is almost (3.8) 4 miles I And what would restore the activity 
an hour continued without intermission and order which we see, but a. diversity, 
for nearly 139 hours, or 6 days. This division, and opposite polarities at
test of endurance probably could not be tractions and repulsions? How- cduld 
borne by any other animal, and by man I there be contrasts without both attrac- 
only because of-the force of will, or tlon and repulsion? And how-can there 
what Is in common speech, “pluck." be repulsion if all Is one? .., .

_ _____________________ I But I did not start in .to criticise, but

" Martin Pierson: Q. My daughter, 
nine years old, is highly nervous, and 
’wiH cry uncontrollably at the least 
thing, which makes her very unhappy. 
iWill suggestion relieve her, or can she 
■be-cured by any means? .

A. She has an-abnormally sensitive 
TOyy’ous organization^ Which : by its ac- 

iMlvity uses-up fcer;t tbhfl 'tt-:
> tensities itself. Thts'nuw izü^jtostered 

'by being too isolated from others and
not mingling with playfellows. She has 
thought too much on herself. “Sugges
tion,” by which I understand to mean 
hypnotism, might do temporary good. 
•¡A strong operator who could continue 
.with his power, a noble spirit of un
selfish desire to cure might give partial 
aid; but the cure comes from obeyance 
of hygienic laws. Such a child should 
toe-given the freedom of outdbor life, 
and physical exercise, to make the body 
-grow strong, even If the mind remains 
for the time uncultured. With .'a healthy 
body the little girl will*not cry, or only 
for joy that rhe world is bo joyous.

. Looking into the cake I perceive that 
the conditions of living, as air, exercise, 
food, and association are all wrong, and 
if made the exact reverse would be

The Cause at Genoa, III. to commend Bro. Cotton’s Bp.lqnfild let-
_ „ T,,- - i ter, so full of valuable hints, and strong
Dr. Warne writes: Genoa, Ill., Is Bentences end high ideals .of.life..which 

l£n,?.wn !aF.and ?,r °?,61} h08P ’ for the most part have been my views,
tallty of its resident Spiritualists, who and public advocacy for for&five yqars. 
provide lavishly for the inner and outer I ■ Br‘othfer cotton ' gives the' “Golden 
comforts of their transient workers. Rale.. of spiritualism in l Àese .vvqrtls; 
At a meeting there on Sunday, the 15th <'conaemn every crime,, however,small, 
Inst., the Illinois State Association was or obscure it may seem,, to,.-be, Con- 
repreôented by its president, its vice-1 ¿emn no criminal, however base may 
president, Mrs. Fixen, and neighboring be the crime committed.” . . .
trustee/Wilbur Hammond, of Rockford, I ■ ft'is not clear to the.malority.qf 
while they had the good fortune to be I readers how crime can be condemned, ■ 
aided by Mrs. Geo. S. Lincoln and without including thé criminal. Man 
Sunshine Lincoln, of 809 66th street, I and ms ¿geds are bq closely-blended, 

Chicago. A lightly - attended confer- thiat.it is difficult to’separatq tjhem in 
ence in the forenoon was strongly prac- pur judgments. Without the man the 
tical In its exchange of views. In the I agts oj tjje man could not he. As deeds 
afternoon a good audience listened to issue from man, they seem to- partake 
an impressive lecture by Mrs. Fixen, I of ya character, and condemning, the 
after Which Mra. Lincoln admitted^Mtes I deeds'¿s -ii^'ependpnt^j! t'hq|y. spnrcea, ; 
Sunshine for-;meSBage‘work, which-tfab d^tooy the'responsibil’
stamped with accuracy Add honesty. A ity of the man who commits them, 
half-dozen little misses ’ from ten to Nevertheless I accept Brother’ , Cot
twelve years old Were so captivated by ton.s expression as a first .class “Goldeh 
the unseen Indian girl that after the Huie” better, suited to , thé;‘ needs; çf 
meeting they surrounded the medium, man than the one bo long worshiped as 
eager to know if the friend who had Divine. . -'..... . - ’
not overlooked them would be there in I jf these comments should act as a 
the evening, when the- little guide stimulus to the patrons, of. The Prqgress- 
found these devoted admirers again but Ice Thinker, and induce à careful read
in force. A.fine audience listened to a jng Of thé two articles referred to, I am 
lecture .original in thought and uplifting sure the results will be good. \ 
in sentiment 'bv Mrs. Fixen at night, LYMAN C. HOWÉ.
and by. the time Mrs. Lincoln was in- Fredonia, N. Y. h
troducéd young men and young women ' '
homeward bound from nearby churches 
overflowed the ante-room into the

■ideal for her. ■
The best form of suggestion for her 

case, is a plain, nutritious diet; exer
cise in'the air at something that will in
terest her; abundant ventilation of her 
Bleeping apartment, and exhilarating 
companions. Further suggestion is 
that unless these-means are soon adopt
ed, the malady will increase until, her 
vitality is exhausted. ■

’ N. Moser: Q. Why does not God 
kill the devil? _

a. ■ This question has been asked 
imipy times before, and theologians 
have never given more than a pettifog
ging reply. The premises assumed for- 

“old an answer. For if God is all-good 
and all-powerful, how is it possible for 
another being the Impersonation of in
finite evil to exist contending with him? 
The question has never been answered, 
becausiit does not admit of an answer. 
But on this attempt to account for evil 

. in the world, the devil is a necessity, 
• and first factor.. . .. ■

•-"According to this scheme man was 
created perfect, and placed in a perfect 
world. He la not perfect now, nor is the

book ‘‘Obsession, or De
monism of the Ages,” will be sent out during the 
discussion, for $1.00, postage prepaid. It is 
laving an immense sale.

Remember:—The

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
from the clutch of-the destroyer, only pital bed.,... ... .
to see its spirit pass like a bird from I turned away .with a sad heart No 
its cage, leaving the broken bars in her- one can ever know what.this experience 
shuddering-arms; what Would she not means until they meet it personally; 
give for -one-whispered -Word, or the I and my earnest prayer is that none of 
slightest rustle of -ad-angel's -robe, as-1 my dear readers .may be obliged to ex
curing her that her>»hild still lives? I perlence it. . .

■ I know a mother whose child of four I I was taken back to the James home, 
years -departed unblessed by-the bap- where everything .being in readiness ev- 
tism of the priest, ahd lMnce according I ery room In the house was fumigated, 
to her belief lpst. ;Oh, What agony of Every, article that we had with us was 
soul was hers!. Not only ¡the loss of her taken from the trunks and grips and 
child to bear, but-th® agdnlzing thought subjected to a most thorough fumigat- 
that-it was suffering» anfi must forever iug. Last but not least, but- perhaps 
suffer the torments of hell; That moth- most necessary of all, I, the writer, was 
or went to a circle wlth'lhe foreboding I fumigated until I am satisfied , that 
that she was doingsaiwicked'act, one there is not,a possibility of a small-pox 
condemned by the bible, and forbidden I germ or any ..other “measloy” 'thing of 
by the church. -Shed went when -the I that sort living within reach of us.
Shades of evening.ismeeaded her, thick- Fl^e day? and nights have passed 
ly -welled.' It iier child >was in. purga- since that.sad da? and Mrs. Sprague is 
lory She couldmot racelvma message;'if on the,road,.to Recovery. The danger 
she did receive one) ■ how could she I with her is passed and' It will be only a 
know, that it was (nob. from -an evil little time, perhaps two or three weeks, 
source? ; , ! • .,< ia ■ . '■ until she will be well and free once

She went-and tbetdeslre other-heart I more., We communicate by’phone dally, 
was answered;. ¡'Her ihlidoJCame'.’ and ’which Is’a ’blgssinig.. My, case Is. being

main hall and their interested faces j. built a castle grand and fair, - ■
framed in the entrance . doorway far I \ypose torrents- gleamed' high- - in - the 
outdid in attractiveness any qplrit ajr.- ., . .
group ever, photographed.. The read- I Then ian’cy her •shining wings,'-
ings at thjs session partook of the na-1 gore me away in search of things ' 
ture of individual warnings, besides 'With which to decorate its walls,’ '■ ' 
being descriptive, and prophetic and ^nd folks to promenade its halls.' 
were a creditable finale to the day’s £ brought all that I held most dear, 
work. Nothing can take the place of sa^ aaj lonely heart to cheer, ■ - 
platform messages fresh from the piacea fflm i joved upon its throne, 
spirit hosts—but deliver our cause from caued it all my Very own. 
the cold hash of blue books! . I

The ripping cold, and crust-covered I One night there came an awful, gale, 
roads kept some at home who lived at a While we, all trembling, scared and 
distance, while sidewalks smooth as pale, .
glass threatened Sunday dignity and Knelt down and tried to pray, and trust 
soundness of limbs of the nearby In God, and perish if we must. . , • 
dwellers. ' I And when 'twas oyer,’ my house, .1

A public meeting of Spiritualists at found,' * . •
Genoa with Orrin Merritt absent is Was torn and tumbled to the ground,, 
rarely known, but this time, to the uni- My idols all had found a tomb 
versal regret, he was wrestling with la I Beneath its ruin, wreck and gloom.

■world. Evil has fallen among men. 
They1 are wicked. This result must 
Come from the intervention of an evil 
god or gods. The next step is the re
demption of this wicked people—of fall- 
rr' man—by the sacrifice of the good 
, Jity. This scheme rests on the 
story of the fall of man, and if it be 
shown that man never fell, then the 
Whole structure falls. '
' How can we prove this vital proposi
tion? By evolution; What is evolu
tion? The growth of an infant.to ma
turity, is evolution. The progress of 
the savage to civilization Is a perfect 
expression of evolution of humanity. It 
scarcely requires mention that this 
theory is the exact reverse of that of 
the Christian scheme of salvation. In 
the latter, man is growing worse and 
^•'¿rge—more degraded and sinful, and 
¿as nothing-within himself to prompt 
him to the right •

In the other, ho was a brutal savage 
hnd by growth advanced by slow and 
painful steps to the comprehension of 
moral duties and responsibilities. -

TO MY MUSE. x

They told me that my muse was dead. 
No more its songs were heard— .

Thé cadence of its voice had fled, 
Like the passage of a bird. > -

They told me I could ne’er awake 
Its Silent chords again. 
That invocations could not make 
It throb, and live again. .

Ah! well I knew the silent tear 
Would rend its prison bars, 

And make each gem more bright and
• clear, ' . o - ' ' ■ ■

As night brings out the'stars;
And . as the mariner jn the storm, 

With barque far out at sea, ■
Sends loving thoughts to some dear 
• form,' ' -
■ So I, sweet muse, to thee. •''

Then wake, my nuise, awake and sing 
While summer skies are blue, . ...

And thy sweet melodies will bring- - •

“Mourn not thy castle in the air,”: 
Â voice spoke from I know not where, 
“Its walls were frail and could not 

stand. ' . ;.
The storms that blow o’er this strange 

land, • .,
Take up the burden at thy door, . 
Toil on and ¿ount thyself not poor, , 
And when thou cpmest to yon- bright 

hill .. - - , : ’
Rapture and joy thy soul shall fill.”
I said then' I shall Cease to build; ' 
Be passive where-before I’ve willed, 
And lét supernal love suggest' ' 
That which for me will be thé' best. 
O God, I bannót stand alóne! '■ 
There’s nothing that is all my own,' ’ 
I’m part of one great Over Soul ' 
Who doth my destiny control. - 
Then lol upon a hllbcrest bright, , 
Loomed a castle grand and white, .

s, i] uiatiejplain>.'ltefliantltyneBH»r tohtokly symptoms
'■ fallingtearmwere‘tearSIiiof‘ijöy<’ The appear, my,''case will follow hers. I 

fear of bell taiBhdd from' -her mind, am in perfect health to;day and feel 
and heaven received new attractions, hopeful. Our meetings here are 
and death and the grave lost their>vic- dropped., .The Apacopda . engagement 
tory.— - :.-J. - pye cancelled?' We pre waiting to meet
..-Shall it bqmaid to this mother who 'Cur destiny; We are cheerful pad are 
represents .the.,desires and haart, long- hoping fox t$e'lajt.. .
ings,of . the great-body of .Spiritualists, I We shffll nptloave this city until offl- 
“Y.ou must not give, attention-- to the cjally discharged tyy. the officers of the 
manifestations, but |tp the philosophy.’' board of health. , .
The philosophy is the, most', beautiful May heayön’s blessings come to all 
and, satlsfyingxlie ^Prid has ever seen, Our dear friends, all of whom we hope 
yet one whisper from' the beyond -to meet in due time.
weighs down all it can give; in fact Present address, 801 Dakota street, 
without the manifestations the-philoso- Butte, Montana. '
phy. would bp an .unsupported dream, “ E. W. SPRAGUE,

She might rqply, “I.. did not weary . ..N, S. A. Missionary.
with-.my child when in its earthly body; - '' ' ' '
I weary not now. Its coming Ima bene-1 ' r '' '• * ' ;
diction, and brings heaven to my home. I Have You Asthma Iri Any Form? 
And as, for the philosophy, hqw could Medical science at last reports a posl-' 
I have learned.more.? The,manifesta- tive cure for Asthma in every form In 
tions 'have dispelled; hjl_ .the. gathered the wonderful Kola Plant, a new botan- 
supetstitlons and ignorance, of my life, icai aiscoyery found on the Congo 
and displaced the gloofn of deppalr with I River, Wegt Afrlca. Ita ¿ures are really 
inexpressible joy.’ ' marvelous, therefore this remedy is of

Is it not certain that the manifests- the most vital’interest to Asthmatic suf- 
tions are the rock on which tne temple jerers. ■
Of spiritualism fests? Is it . not• OCT-' ■ Mr. Thos. PhlUlps, No,' MT Middle st. Paw- 
tain that mediumship, as the .means of I tucket, R. I., wrlfosMay 9th. I thank God and 
communication, is. the ope thing Of vital the Kola Harting Co., for my cure of Asthma 
finnnrfnndä’ . ■ after I had up hopes of getting cured,
importance. _ ♦(. “-k «¿1Mrs- narele Oa-dner, of Ackworth;, Iowa, 

Yet, strange to say, there are Spirit- Writes May 6th, suffered for several years with 
uallats who speak disparagingly of the I Asthma and cojild get no relief, but the Kola 
manifestations and sneer, .pt SÄÄWMä
ship! They would have it tost the de- Kola Compound proved a God send to me. as It 
mand for manifestations ’. has - passed cured me of Asthma In the worst form, and I 
nns wa Rbrhild'ka now bonfSrit witfi the 1 had suffered with It from childhood. - Mr. E. 

— X “ Tn iwxSri JkLnno Aldrich. 891 Mill St.. Poughkeepsie, N, Y„ a 
philosophy. All the theories, science prominent citizen, writes, my son suffered with 
and philosophy ;in the world may be Asthma for seven years, Doctors could do noth- 
bTniiahf-ilnp-oHirir niirl ’a Ringln ran lug for him, and. to save his life, advised me to brought’togetner, mq a mngie , rap tage hlm to Denver. Colo. A friend advised me 
which identifies and brings a message I to try Hlmalya and it completely cured him. 
from a departed friend to,a heart that Hundreds of similar lettersliave been received 
mourns, outweighs all-' b^hel^r^rs’copies of which they wUl be

• Here is the mighty treq,of Spiritual-1 To pj.OV0 beyond a doubt its wonder- 
ism with branches lost in the clouds of | fu] curat|Ve power the Kola Importing 

Co., No. 1161 Broadway, New York, will 
send a large case of the Kdla Compound 
free by mail to every reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker who suffers from any 
form of Asthma. This is very fair, anfl

heaven, and all nationsomay gather un
der. Its- -shade and ' partake' of Its fruit. 
And now whlle lt ik-fuIl'Of'llfe and the 
vigor of growth/thére' Coinés a sugges
tion that it is withering at'the roots and 
hastening to decay and death. For thè 
opponents to herald* this " story is'a 
method of attack-to- be expected, but 
for Spiritualists,'"it"is- high treason to 
the cause. • ■■■ S ‘ ■

we advise sufferers to sendjfòr 
It costs'-you nothing, and iyou 
surely try it . '

■ The loved friends fond and- true,- . 
And should my spirit take its,flight- 

Before the day-stai; gleams,. .
Breathe forth that sweetest song .1 

nlS11b .. ■ , , - ■
. Sing, “Happy bo thy dreams." 

... IRENE .CLIFTON.
Cincinnati, Ohio. . , . -.

WoW Shall I Betsome a Medl- 
, . inn,” Fully Amswefed

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle Price 35 

* Send to' Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Haight^ (X J

The manifestafiorih 'ar'e produced by 
laws ■fixed and inideVi'atlnfc and when
ever there is a ^piht^wfshfng to com
municate and a mortal iffiPlhls side sen
sitive' to receive, there ■Jifll'be' manifes- 

And the voice spoke gently aa before,. tatlon of spirit pilesfehcb;' Now that 
Saying: “This.shall stand foreverpiore. ¡the gates are opeppd, they- will never 
Its marble walls and chambers vast be closed. : :oin ’
Were fashioned in the eternal past. In decay? We-Hee (Victorious on ev- 
And all that round thy soul doth-cling, | ery side! In- the ctmtiimous battle-of 
To this fair temple thou shalt bring. fifty years what hae beetn-gained? The 
The house of air, see why it fell?. - ; churches have met ns- wiih the cry of 
That thou shouldst come, to this.'.to I “fraud,” and the ‘Stevil^h .but all the 

time have been iiisOrbing the doc-
LAURA B. PAYNE. 

San. Antonio, Tex.
trines of Spiritualism 'which have slow
ly eliminated' the farrribte! portions of 
their creeds, as ttaB'.exia’tence of the 
ddvll, eternal punistaient„a hell of fire; 
broken the force of< all sthese doctrines 
to such an extent that: they-have 
scarcely left us. a dfetlnative plank to 
stand ■ on.. - .Why,; they;sdy, the Bible 
teaches Spiritualism.. 'We always be
lieved in guardian spirits. The New 
Jerusalem is,exactly, like the Summer

When Bitting in Death's silent-room •
. I’d have you say nomad-farewells;
Nor would. I have you deck my tomb.

-With cypress, but with immortelles,
Death means the set of Borrow’s sun,

- While cypress tokens sighs and . . „ . . .
■ tears- “ • . - > .■ . Land. < , . 1

And 'tls not well to weep for one- . • H is confusing, f&J[*we were not or- 
Whose soul is summoned “to the thodox when we set bfityears ago. we 

snhorps ■ ' ' ' '•• ' I were wide asunder-ftom what was then
, . - ’. , ■ : - '’p,?;. ■" regarded as-the truedfaith. -We have

• At deaww® simply pas$ from Right,, - - .maje some growth in'thought,|awe hope, 
You should, therefore, subdue^ your-1 an(j 0Ught t0 ,jj0 .yet-Wider -’ asunder. 

., : : i’v’, ! I”; The churches must have-met us a-gteat.
And merely say: Dear pne, gpod might, deal more than half They must. 

. We 11 meet on some divine to-morro.W, 1 ¡jay0 grown faster thah we! -Yes, they 
So, sitting in Death’s silent room?-’ , | too have been- selifffd lIly^’thlB -mighty, 

t- I'd havayou say no mad latowens; :' gulf stream whichtflowALthrdugh the 
Nor would I have you deckmy,tomb ocean of spiritual being, and drifted-on-

With cypress, but with Immortelles.:' ward unknown to themselves, .,
H. A. SMITH. - HUDSON TUTTLE,

Seattle Wash. Editor-at-Large N. B. A.

Land. <

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. White« 
Price, 75 cents. .

Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75-cents. -

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the. Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for havin'g taught it. Price, cloth, $1 ; postage 14 cents. .

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who jyould desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents. i ' ,

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilisation. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents. '

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
. .The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
Philosophy. A splendid'work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25. • . _ ■'

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.
. The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the^gifted 
writer, Mi's. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Remsburg. 
Price $1.25.

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

Thè Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents. ...
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit 

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents.

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents.
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, give i through the 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1. 1

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to the Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson.

a case, 
should

Englisl, Courts ' Protect Maglo^Foot 
, Drafts, . - '*■

Protection of an American product by 
the English courts against infringement 
by Englishmen is .accorded only upon 
absolute proof that, the product, is gen
uine and deserves:such-protection.

The recent perpetual injunction is
sued • in ■ Justice Buckley’.«. Court, Lon
don, England, against a company, which 
offered for-sale an imitation of the cele
brated. Magic Foot Drafts, the great 
Michigan external cure for Rheumatism 
which is now sold all over, the world, is 
the only case of its kind on record, and 
demonstrates, the absolute fairness and 
Impartiality,-pf. the English law. .

The demand for Magic Foot Drafts In 
England became-so-great that an at
temptwas; made*.to. imltate this great 
discovery.; -but..the. result was only a 
spurious counterfeiWor- the peculiar 
virtue-of the genuine rests in'a secret 
formula which-has..not yet been suc
cessfully duplicated*: either in this 
country or abroad, .in spite of the nu
merous attempts; ■ This imitation-was 
suppressed. in Great:Brlta!n by Justice 
Buckley, thus •.protecting the - people 
against fraudulent limitations likely-to 
be- Injurlousri.-Magic Foot Drafts (tho 
genuinel aremado—only In »Jackson, 
Michigan, and London, England, by the 
Magic FootiDraft'Co.’, and aro sent free 
on approval-wthat M-you don’t -pay --a 
cent until» satisfled'wthen you . send a 
dollar; Ifumot. satisfied you pay noth
ing. It is needless jtov say: that the 
makers could not follow thia plan li the 
Drafts didn’t cure. v

Price $1.50. M •
The Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 

the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably, 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy. Land of Sr. -nce. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young p(i. Ie. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella 
B. Buckley. Price $1.50,

The Fountain of Life, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’q 
most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cts,

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralpi 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

TheXJreat Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonics of Evolution.” Price $2. '

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carus. Fourth edition. 32 pages 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater, sublimer. 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever bees 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of EcclesiasticiBm. A Menace to American Civilization. 
A trenchaint and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price. 
25 cents. '

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan, 
Price 3Q" cent?. . ' . .

The.Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents. , -

The Life Radiant. For every one in every walk of life. By Liliazt 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1. -

The Lover’s'World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “Th* 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life’s - 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” Price, silk 
01 The Blajesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 eta

The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book 
giving a history of early-Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of’the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1. < . ,

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
nC life nnd our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo« 
ries of sunerstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. .Price 25'cents. "

The M^tio Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1, 
Tho other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de« 

scribed by C.W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. . . ”
The Romance of Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through 

inkriinriishiu Of Mrs. Longley; Cloth bound,. Price,. 50 cents. .thTho Power o? Truth or Individual Problems and possibilities. It is 
excellent. By William George Jordan. Price Trents,. - ... _

The Priest, th6 Woman and the Confessional. - This is & most valuable < 
book. It comes from an eX-priest, whose character w above reproach, \ 
By; Father Chiniquy, Price $1, xx.
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A Thrilling* Narrative of Experiences in the Spheres 
of Spirit Life.

Through the Mediumship of Dr. Millard F. Hammond

Chapter Ilir—Continued.
- We were all silent now, tor a few , 

minutes. My father and myself, with , 
; our own thoughts, trying to understand 

her meaning; while I knew that she 
- knew what our thoughts were from my 

previous experiences with her. He had 
entered an experience new to him. He 
had but just awakened to the tact tnat 
he had passed beyond the realm of mat
ter. Like most people of earth, he had 
no conception of what lay beyond, and 
now he was like a child; he could only 
follow where those who were acquaint
ed migut lead. Finally he said, as he 
heaved a long sigh and seated himself 
and gazed fixedly at her; as if after 
due consideration he would be re
signed :

“I can’t understan’ yer my gal, but 1 
s’pose yew must be right. I hev ter 
b’lieve what yew say; ter I vum, yew 
hev proved ter me thet I haint eny 
longer got eny power ter talk ’¡th the 
people in this house or enywhere else, 
So, I must be dead; but it seems so dlf- 
'rent from what I ’epected ter fin,’ that I 
don’t know how ter act, or where to 
begin.”

“All will be made plain in time to 
you, my brother. You will prove as apt 
a scholar as your son has, I am fully as
sured. As you’have become awakened 

’ to your real condition, all that will be 
necessary for you in your further awak- 

' ening, will be to understand that you 
have nothing further to do with mate

. ria) things, or those who remain where
. ■ . you have once been. They, like you, 
' must pass through the same change;

. and it will be better for them as well 
as yourself, to allow them to work out

■ their own salvation in their own way. 
Your grandson, and great-grandchild 
here, will awaken to a realization ot 

; . their condition quickly, when they are 
released, because they have already a 

? ■ faint conception of Bo-called spirit life;
i: but the wife, like millions like her, and
.. you, who were in the flesh; will be re

“ leased only to find herself in darkness, 
so to speak; and until something, or 
some one comes in her atmosphere to 

' relieve her disappointment, for, disap- 
pqlntment it will surely be; she must 

’ continue, as you have, through years, 
perhaps centuries, before she cap come 
to an understanding of her true condl- 
tion.”

' Another long silence followed her elo- 
- quent explanation to him, which she

- broke, by paying: _ '
- “Aer, or earth, as you call it, has 

/ rolled on, so that what the people here 
■“x , call day is'approachlng; this day is set 

apart by some, as a holy day, and 
■called the sabbath, from causes with 

which you both are familiar. That you 
I may both receive a lesson, I wish to in

? vite you to accompany me. I propose 
’ to visit many places which will be new
. to you, and also some familiar places,
J-. where I will demonstrate how many 

■people frequently surprise their friends 
: ; by'words or acts. As it is early in the 

i 'day, we will visit a few places with 
which you are unacquainted; and when 

‘ : the people bpgin to congregate in the 
: ’.'.’ /. churches, we-will'be there also.” 
:*r;/?/ ‘’i'!‘ÌÌow..ddyew propose ter git inter the

ygw-sp£aJc.|uvt I never, knew I 
j criiild git. ta. I. pty’t..,erquplpfed ’ith 
t’èhy ¿rich."'- -•'••••••• '

vi« -1’ ■/“ “An easy matter, as I will demon
strate to my brother. Life, or thoùght; 
is limited by nothing, as all matter Is 
subject to its control; and as spirit; 
which 1b only .another name for unre
fined matter, has perfectly frée accése

»

$

,:As my father Bald tills he arose and 
walked across the room witu hiB bands 
clasped at his back, and looking into 
space; then turning about quickly, he 
continued: “But I never B'posqd thet I 
copld ever git inter any one's house 
'thout their consent; an’ more’n all thet 
I hardly thought it jest ther thing ter 
go snupin’ roun' pryin’ inter other peo
ple’s affairs.” -

“My brother, I recognize your Intend
ed rebuke," said our teacher, “But as 
you expand, you will learu that nothing 
in life is hidden, and if the cause is un
derstood all that which otherwise would 
be condemned would receive its just 
deserts and be placed and judged right
ly. Furthermore there must be noth
ing of auy nature that contains a lesson 
in any manner to any one that shall be
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Dr. Peebles Instílate el Health oilers Free 
Consultation to the Sick and StiUering.

Il you are in poor health ind wish to he cured, write 
the DooMt al once. They Can Help You.

Dr. Peebles Insti
tute of Health, has 
for years made a 
specialty of treating 
chronic diseases and 
by their HomeTreat- 

Mjnent have cured 
^hundreds who came 
’tothem in utter dc- 

spair because their 
cases had been pro
nounced incurable 
by their local physi
cians. They success
fully treat Catarrh, 
Bronchitis, Asthma, 
Rheumatism. Kid
ney and Bladddr 
Trouble, Heart 
Trouble, »Stomach,

denied to any. Therefore It becomes 
my duty, even though it might become 
an onerous task, to enter each and any 
home I choose for the purpose of giving 
you the needed lessons. The sanctity 
of the home would lose its veneration 
if all the conditions were laid bare for 
inspection by earth’s people. We find 
in many cases that a. so-called home is I 
simply in the light of material existence 
a hot-bed of so-called crime and immor
al corruption; the cause of such a state I 
is the secrecy that has been granted it;
and the protection by misunderstanding ______ ________
of preceding generations in ignorance. Bowel and Liver Troubles, all Blood and Nerv-

“Thptp in a miinh TniaiiRpd tprm hv ous Diseases as well aa all diseases ana weak-mere is muon misusea tei m oy BBBSCSpeculiart0 both man end woman. .
the people of Aer, that if rightly under- They employ the latest and most approved 
stood would throw much light on the methods of treating these disease and If you 
subject now under discussion by us; it XplTtCrXgUrd^s“ itt0“oau
is known as obsession. Before we 4 poor health and want treatment or if you do not 
start, I wish to Inform both of you,, understand your case and wish to know your 
that von’will wilnpsq thin fprm fnllv exact condition write the Doctors for advice, tnat you Will witness tins term imiy I They charge you nothing for a complete dlag- 
demonstrated; and by it, not only the I nosis and If they find your case Is curable their 
Statement I have just made; but many charges will be most reasonable. They will things which have been causes of vex- gXd^oitee"tme°n“rp . •'

atlon to you, Will be made plalp." - If Sick yourself orifyou arolnteresfed in a clck
"What do’you mean by yer word Ob- friend write them a plain, candid letter and they 

' -- will tell you what yourtrouble Is and) fyourcase
session r Ils curable will quote you their lowest terms.“

"That most people OP Aer are Influ. I Write to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Institute of
enced by spirits to do things which Health, 23 Main St., Battle Ctoelt, Mich.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Ab usual, EUon E.Hftfirick, tho well-known As- 

trologor. willmake a fiSsjetlul Holiday 1
Hou. The year 1905 la coming upon ub. KNOW t 
what the jiew 'yeav holds , for you.' A knowledge 
of PLANETARY INFLUENCE will accentuate ' 
6uecebsraud enableyou to guard against unfa- l 
voruble periods nnd unfortunate changes. Ae a | 
special offer; and until Feb.'1st, 1WJ5- all 15.00 work 
will be reduced to W 06. which includes invalua
ble Information, touching upon all'affairs of Hie. 
In addition to a yearly forecast with favorable and | 
unfavorable, periods for business, speculation, 
ehangos. etc., for tke year 1UO5..
This Offer will Positively Close Feb. 1
Send date ot birth as near the hour as possible, I Conditions under which we do this are as fol
Address No. 233 W 84th st.. New York City, lows:—Send uayour name in full, age. sex, and

- _ leading symptoms. We do not think It wrong to
. diagnose disease without leading symptoms.be» 

Ingglvenj bnt as the law looks upon It as an at- 
tempt.to defraud, please always-send leading 
symptoms when writing, You need not senda

IB cue of tlieotocBt anil moa, aucccaaful Splrll- lecelve
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures uro mar- . • •_ V• ‘ -
velous; his exuniinattonuare tree to all who send KvOl’VODfi fn WfiVA H’hftii»him name, ago. sex, and luck ;ofhair, and (J cents AJVWjrvM« VUgHL bU lltlVC 111611 
in stamps.. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 1/flRR UlfiirnnQpH Al» Kvftm.He treats nervous exhuustlonof-. both sexes with . Vttou UlflgHUoLU vl J1/XUJI1
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will I । inpif PAniiTImar -
convince you. His practice extends all over the 1 ., auvu x u|U XlluvJ
land. He cures you In your own home. • | . h Vhfti» '

Address, - . 8.1.UUCM». M.D., <116^1,
’. .. . Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Masa. . AT LEAST»

they would not do, if they were not so .. "
, < fy-B. RAV, PsycMoane Natural Clairvoyant.

“Can’t they prevent sperets from in- K. Headings by mall, il.w. 20I Lincoln ave., CUL- 
fluencin’them?” | cago, Illinois,_______________ ______ ’________ . -

"Yes, if they did but know that such _ , Timnmai? ~ *
was the case. But the fact remains, JilllB.G. r ARlKlDWIu, psycnie.
they do not know Of the spirit influ- Readings by maU only.11.00.113 Honore Bt..Ohlcago 
ence; therefore they tamely submit to | Trial reading» cents, 
the charge that they are to be blamed -----------—--------------------- v w»
for the act themselves; tyhlch also, is I FBOF, FREDERICK M. STOLLER, 

a fact in the light of what I have just
said. But if this fact could be 4emon- I Brntolngp by mail, il.oo/ 8I6O Indiana Ave.. Tel. 
Btrated to them, understanding the | 0751, Douglas.
cause,, they would be able to prevent it, —------ UIOHOLAS BECKER.

.j Clairvoyant Life Headings; wltb .messages,
“How could er person drive er Bperit I n“„eS’Bid descriptions ot your spirit frlonds, 

off?? . from your letter or lock ot Irflr, by mall, 1100.
“By being abl 3 to control self at all I OklabomaCity.OkiiL , , , ------------------

times, my brother.” ■ I tooth pabtk 1b the kind
"Couldn’t er Bperit-stick tew a person I b t£ai deslroyaileense germs and makes the 

pvpn npnlnsf his will’” mouth tastesWee, and wholesome. Do not. let
even aguiust ms win. J children grow up with decayed teeth. Sam-

"Not if such person persisted In re-1 n“i tube Mcts. Agents wanted. D1I. DAN1UU B. 
pulsing it, or if one did not desire to maozh, ibi w. Madison st,Chicago._______
perform the act the spirit desired. Here ------- ------- ZZZ 7 .
is the leseoi I have repeated to you; aMVSFIF CURED 
which is: Always hbld good control ot I ■M,^Ta|uE..MODpHlNE.OPIUNl 
self at all times. Be always careful HI OR UAUDANUm,;?
to understand the cause.ot everything.” " ■ harmless Hone Cure. A«“®3

“But ef we can't see the sperits, how mrs. m. f. Baldwin, Box 1212 Chicago, m. 
we're goin’ ter know when they’re near —------------ - : ZTZTZZ
us?” , I INTERPRETING DREADS,

"It is anitiable fact on -Aer, my broth- Joying■ "
er, that th? .qlose .contact of spirits are Sn?t
mortals’ 1B little known or understood; Of my work. Headings by mall, »1.01. but such is.,the fact, as you have dem- wrll& or lock of bulr. Two Questions answered, 

onstrated while you, have been with i t t.a rov aT/ WILLIAMS, 
your grands6h’s family here. If this m mu bl, n. E.-washington. D. o.
fact was made plain to such as are ev-1_____ ~ ' -— --------------------------------- :------

through gross matter; so we, now । 
clothed in spirit, will find no impedi- , 

■ 'ment to our ramblings.” ।
“I hope yew- won’t lead us inter eny । 

: places it won’t be proper fer a ’’spect-- , 
able person ter go; ’specially as this is

' Sunday, an’ we ought ter keep still.” ' 
As my lather said this, he sat twirl

ring his fingers, and leaning‘forward in 
a meditative manner. ■

’ - “Please do not allow your prejudice 
to overbalance your better reasoning, 
my brother,” said our teacher, as a 
pleashnt smile , lighted her already 
beaming -countenance. “There is noth- 

'ing to fear. I am aware of your abhor
. rence of anything called immoral, and

I must here show you what immorality 
ns you know it, really Is.

• “When anything you may become ac-. 
quainted with, either from personal 
contact, or the testimony of others, 
seems to you objectionable, or is 
wrong by your understanding; that is, 
when it has a debasing influence to you 
personally in any manner, as you re

' gard it; without the prejudice created 
by tradition, or because some popular 
mind has declared against it, and you 
cannot sanction it in any manner; then 

■ to you, it becomes what you term im
moral. But when I tell you, that abso
lutely there is nothing, either mentally 

. or physically immoral' in the whole
. universe; then I state a fact, which can 
'not be controverted; for, whatever is, 
must have a cause; and to judge of an 
effect, without first ascertaining, the 

i cause, will invariably mislead; and to 
! pass anything without gaining all that 

it contains of whatever name or nature, 
. will hinder the progress, and subject 

one to return and secure all that may. 
be ^furnished by any circumstance oT 

: effect that has' been so passed.” < '
“Lead us not into temptation” my 

father said, with a suppressed groan, 
’/and a slight shake of his head.
- “Lead us not into temptation,’that is 
- possible.”. My teacher said this with the 
‘ most emphasis that I had yet heard her 
express in. any conversation. “We must 

’ not shun temptation in the least; for,

erjr minute brought In contact with CONSULT YOUR STARS.
some spirit, or, mayhap several at the fBte b th0 Kjtyptian sy«t«m »t
same time, then they would soon de-r^Jiioiosy! the oldest on'babthi Learn 
vise a plan whereby they might free
themselves. But the education received “heai? Think ot periods of sickness, accidents, 
i4 regard to the so-called dead has been
SO vague, that no opportunity hasbeen “i. lean open sour eyesl - Address,..- 
allowed to learn where they were, dr ■ • • mhe. kom,
what occupation they pursue; conse-1 Lock Box.33,Back.Bay. Boston.
quently there is no way known, except ----- . ~

?®casional one’h°w escape ob" 6E0RGE LBSTBR LANE,.
“It does not matter however, whether A Cnnz-ioU v

spirits are present er not; if every one \JDScSSlUlr d' OpCvldlty.
will be honest with themselves, then I ... Disease8 Treated Successfully, 
they will become so positive lri?thelf vi- -«¿¡h nn.
orations that no outside influences can 8,2 HuoUneton^J,<!‘L_OK ’„w »iibession 
affect them,'either from spirits, or mor- <■««««» book o? obsession.

DR. J, S. LOUCKS

 —---------------- :------ —---------------- : ~~ Just to find out If they are’ ‘pi?llf1Cr|Vr'PWD 
. . - -r _ j ■' ,-------------------------------- I I” good Physical condlilnn- Jlriftl Pt ¡VI Blyn.Annie Lord'CBainborlaln’S Card. I Wecan refer you to hniidroJs whom we have

Dear friends, you can greatly help me care lor e»™d oi.ojd chronic disease In almost every state 
my blind slater, Jennie L. Webb, ono ot the carl- I.«“« country, ....... >•
lest mediums now In the form, by writing a letter 1 p /’„--J
to a spirit friend. Send It to me with,1, and I will L2f|fpf rtf ran Unv
try. and go, reply .by independent writing or whts- I VWIIWI VUIVU. Ul llv 1 Cly .
pern.-Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU- I . ... ... •
ford Masa " ■

Boston, Mass.

I Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles nro perfect, I 
can say perfection, I shall recommend them to
my friends,-- Ever your friend, E, B. Robertson, 
Loa Anffdes, Cal

A Wonderful Write for Illustrated Circular 
Cnankonfa • ebowinfir styles and prices and 
dDeCiaGIBi photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In mo. I can ad
just my Molted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at yonr own homo and send by 
mall, as If you wore In iny office. Thousands will 
testify, • IB. F. POOLE.

. . JSiftyanston Ave.. Chicago. (U

Address all letters to

DR. C. E. WATKINS,

Back Bay,

Hotel Westland,

A Plea for a Home for Mediums and
. . Orphan?,.
Mra. Eliza Ann Hammett, a widow, 

residing at Encinitas, San Diego county, 
California, has conveyed to a board of 
trustees of well-known Spiritualists, 
valuable 'lands ■ and improvements, for 
the' purpose of founding a” permanent 
home for mediums and the orphans of 
Spiritualiste. -’b-’' 'i

The property consists of one hundréd 
and sixty acres of good tillable land, 
two miles east of Encinitas, on which is 
the homestead occupied by Mrs. Ham
mett, and other frame buildings.

The title to the above and to all prop
erty that may at any time'be acquired, 
vests absolutely in a board of five trus
tées, tfie first board being named by 
the grantor In the deed of conveyance, 
viz.; J. L. Dryden and Hènry M. Bailey 
ot San Diego; J. N. Richards and Ed
ward Hammond, of Encinitas, and Eu
gene Farrar of Del Mar. Vacancies in 
satd board to be filled by the other 
members thereof, and in case of failure 
therein, the grantor requests auy court 
of San Diego county to fill such vacancy 
upon application of any person interest
ed. The institution is to be known as 
The Hammett Horae.

The object of said institution is to 
furnish a home for old, decrepit, infirm, 
superannuated or’ sick mediums, and 
for treatment and cure of obsessions, 
and for such mediums as may need 
temporary rest and recuperation, and 
are not possessed of sufficient means of 
tlieir own to procure the same, and also 
to be a home for orphaned and halt-or
phaned minors of Spiritualists from all 
parts of the country.

The deed of conveyance contains 
several wise provisions. Among oth
ers, the grantor, having hereby con
veyed all tlie property she possesses, 
reserves the right of a home in said 
property while Bhe lives, and also di
rects that a portion of said land be Bet 
apart for a cemetery and crematory.

No building shall be more than one 
story high. Said home shall not fur
nish any meat, fish, fowl, or other flesh 
as a food, or any other thing that has 
to be killed before eaten. No inmate 
while in said institution, shall use to
bacco, or spiritous liquor as a beverage.

The board of trustees above named, 
organized- on December 30, 1904, by 
electing J. L. Dryden, president; Henry 
M. Bailey, secretary; both of San 
Diego, and Eugene Farrar, of Del Mar, 
treasurer. Mrs. E. A. Hammett, the

Georgia Gladys Cooley has re-ed ■ 
gaged with thè First Spiritual Society '
of Watertown, N. Y., for the month ol 
February. She has a few open dates 
for camp work as lecturer and message-1 
bearer. Address care of General Des 
livery, Watertown, N. Y., for Februaryj? 
Permanent address 3148 Prairie avenue__
Chicago, Ill. —

Mrs.- Emma A. Ellis, correspondini'3 
secretary writes: “The regular meeting-»-* 
of the Band of Harmony was held in ‘ 
Room 512 Masonic Temple, on Thurs
day, January. 18.. At both session' 
many questions were answered ant 
character readings in poetry were give, 
by Ouina, Mrs. Richmond's guide.OS 
Mrs. Stocking gave a number of mes
sages which interested and delighted *IC 
everyone. , The- recreation . hour pre-nn 
ceding supper, is not to be overlooked,'-'ll. 
for at that time the true spirit of bar- 
mony reigns, and the Spiritualist who 
misses these meetings loses a glimpse 
of fellowship and good feeling rarely 
found. All are cordially invited to the 
next meeting on Thursday, Feb. 2.”

New' York State Mass-Meeting, at 
। Buffalo.

The officers of the New York State 
Association of Spiritualists have ar
ranged for the holding of a three-day 
mass-meeting in Spiritual Temple, Jer
sey arid Prospect streets, Buffalo, N. Y. 
January 27, 28 and 29. The list of 
speakers and message bearers includes 
Mr. W. H. BaCh of Lily Dale; Mrs. T. U. 
Reynolds of Troy, N. Y.; Mrs. Amanda 
Coffman of Grand Rapids, Mich.; Rev. 
J. A. Sayles of East Aurora, N. Y.; Mrs. 
A. G. Atchison of Buffalo, N. Y.; Mr. 
Charles F. Hulburt of Buffalo, N. Y.; 
Mr. Frank Walker ot Hamburgh, N. Y.

Miss Victoria More of Dryden, N. Y., 
the gifted elocutionist, will enliven the 
sessions with readings.

A fine musical programme is being 
arranged and the ladies of the First 
Spiritual Church will serve lunches in 
the church parlors.

Spiritualists and Liberalists of Buf
falo and surrounding towns are cor
dially Invited to come and join us in 
making the occasion one of especial in
terest. H. W. RICHARDSON,

President State Association.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Something New !
The

FRED. P. EVANS. t
Independent -Shite : Writing and Spiritual Science Monthly, 

, ?> Elalrtf&yance, I- . r. . . . .
Has recently lefi.MfcW.Y6rk, and Is now located at' Published by. the First Spiritual 
HUEddySt., Satt-JraniSaco, Cab Bend stamp for .. n „
circular ou MedfcnuBhfev. . science Society, of Boston, Mass.

DON’T! READ THIS. Do you wish to join the.society? and 
If sick.,write to;me. and I will give you A free .do yon Wish tOh'VOUl’ little monthly, 

examination, liwantnaileddlng symptom. Nery- . . . ■ , J ’
on« exhaustion qnd losVrvigot of both soxea flue- . <•
cessfully treated;;-fleudiname, age. sex, complex- hfAA, tar I ni*.PP A/lAHTnCP 
Ion, weight and 10-ots- Iwstamps or silver, and re- | * * VU I Ml 1,111 LC lYlUllvllo J 
celvea correct diagnosis/ with many dollars to I . _ t. . •
you. BesurcamgiarHejtfur own-letter. Address, | Tf spnd fi. Lwo ppnt to
. . ERANvESIL. .LOUCKS, =J . B®. - - 8 . ” 10
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atimcteSriViera^irttor myEcfcel’S'StaridardAiuminum 
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^F. N. FOSTER. I TRUMPET,
zWfEUihuffh st-, cranfl^agiai, Mich. jjy Mall, $1.75 Each*

A B'' > I Send money by P. O. or Money Order. Address.
Jziv-Z V-/ I A. E. EC^LEI,, Ander«on, lud. ;

tals. This then; would effectually pre- ,
vent what is known as obsession; and J\ZL J; l*"^ •
Such a one would, have little care for in- I Ijhe infallible fibre trumpet is absolutely tangl- 
flufipces, except that they could be of I ble with spirit forces,-very Hghi; isguarsnteea 
benefit to them. Then such would ever
work for the broadest expansion in eV- oreh enamel; 86x5, SLOT. Booklet for all kinds of 
ery direction; arid these homes I have dev®l0£™“t’Iltis'..II’'„0„I^CHtcuioicao o. 
proposed to show: you with their work-1 Jan-^bwto . ____ " .;
Ings, would be free from influences p. a • T\'^l
they could not see, much less under- '1116 bP 63.1011 ff JJlal. 
Biand, with the result that only such A wbnaerf„i 8plntn»i invention 
spirits as could benefit mortals would G1^nftmes? daie8. Snd. cimumstoncei speans 
be attracted tp them; a co-operation Of I in various languages: answers mental questions; 
self possessed spirits and mortals would
he formed, and the curse, that which phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
has so long retarded the life on,earth I spirit band.
Would be eliminated; with the result inn 23 isot
that.all.life would receive an impetus ' P. J. Dempsey:-! m more.-tbtfn plea««l with 
never yet known by mortals. - . I your SpeaKlng Dial, and the results.obtainedare“But we are. warned by the tolling of I 4?n.
the clock, that we must be moving, or I provement on them all, ; Yours truly. GIXg0N 
we shall lose some great lesson. Ifyouwlsh lo investigate Spiritualism and con

As our teacher said this, the clock on verse with your spirit friends in your own home.
the mantle-shelf above the couch I order a Speaking Diol to-day. Dials now »1.60..

. j j I ¿noh. Booklet with testimonials for the asking. .chimed the hour of six, and we passed I “Jairess, p;j. dempsey, inventor,
out of the house by the same ■ way we ¡sw colutnbus Are.. Minneapolis. Mton.
had entered several hours before with I—:   ir 1» 
my nephew. As we descended the long ANDREW. B. DpINlNJiii, 111. D. 
flight of stairs, the thought passed . who has had . .
through my mind, that it was unneces- I Forty Years* Experience In the Study 
sary to take this trouble,, and, as quick I ■ and Practice of Medicine, Two 
as a flash, I thought; she’ considered Years Frof. in a Medical 
that ft would be beyond my father's un-J sANiTARTOArwoBK,
Q.^r?.tandlng to do, otherwise, as the I Bna ,, a natural Clairvoyant. . He never 
second . thought came to me, she Baid: I fatls'ln diagnosis, He Ims given special attention
'“That is irood I see that vou are be- I to eye,-car, throat'.and. lung troubles,-also all inav fauuu.._ 1 wee vuai yuy are ue fOJ5wof nervous-diseases of.botli sexes. Never 

ginning, to,understand thought vibra- cure piles, if you would like an opinion 
tion: as I sensed your Question, I an- I ofyouicaaoFREE, write lust how you feel with. 1 j il —a nv’L x. ** 1’ ’ 1 j 1 vour own hand and hold tne letter inyour-hand.swered it; and although you ^imagined; avominuies. Enclose stamp tor reply,

• • .. .. 1 Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY. AL D.
Prop.; Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

If we do. we lose our lessons; and only 
by our lessons taught by our expert- ______ . ___________________ ______

; ences.can we ever expand. But as so,.you thought; that the answer was I 
, temptations are placed before us, we of your own evolved thought, it was not I 
. must control self to that extent, that so; for it was the vibration of my I

they will leave no influence upon us. thought.' 
Here Is, as I have stated to your, son, ’ —

1 the one great lesson for all, and must
' be learned to Its full extent. That Is:’

Control self at all times, and under all 
conditions arid circumstances.. Always 

’ I. remain harmonious with self; if you do, 
' then inhamonious vibrations .from any 

. source of -any kind, can have ho effect
V upon you at any time,”. .

. - “My brothers, ,my. desire to have yog 
- ’ accompany me is simply, to . show you 

r.nother side of life, or existence, with 
- ' which you are unacquainted. You pre

suppose that what you. call evil is the 
natural tendency of those who'are ad

“ dieted to it.- I also, wish to verify the 
. fact,’that not all who do what ,1s called 
, wrong ate wholly responsible for their 

’5“ acts. I propose, to visit a lew families 
® and. witness sbme of their acts; and see

U the causes that produce what in the 
^ marriage relation seems ho -often ob- 
^edlonable;.* .. ■ ... --•’

“Of course it must remain optional. 
;■ to*you whether you accompany me or 
? ^i'shall be glad to see the. conditions

^ou.apeftk of,” I said. ; .
^“ “wall-hf that's ter be yer intention, 

ftev no •jections ter go.” ,

-.rV?-r

donor, and Mrs. Mary E. Decker, were 
appointed as general agents, and fully 
authorized to solicit, receive, and re
ceipt for all donations In money or 
other supplies needed for the endow
ment and equipment of said home. As 
yet the accommodations are rather lim
ited, and money is badly needed for the 
development of water and providing ad
ditional house room.

We earnestly hope all may realize 
the wisdom and Importance of this 
movement, and respond liberally to the 
call, in order that the good work so 
generously begun by Mrs. Hammett 
may be pushed forward to success.

The trustees are ready to receive any 
legacies or endowment funds from 
those whom the soliciting agents may 
not be able to reach, and we earnestly 
request assistance from all.

Additional information can be ob
tained from the undersigned, or from 
any of the above named trustees.

J. L. DRYDEN, 
■ President.

H. M. BAILEY, 
Secretary.

1902 F street, corner of 10th street, 
J3an Diego, California.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted tree. All in excess eHt 
of ten Jines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one Une.]

Passed to spirit life, on the morning‘n’3 
of January 12, 1905, John Ewen Rudd,, 
at his home 2002 avenue 13, Council ■ 
Bluffs, Iowa, aged 87 years. He was a 
firm believer in the beautiful truths offie^. 
Spiritualism. By his request the writer* 
officiated at the funeral.

C. 0. KEMPSTER, SR.

Passed to higher life, Mrs. George 
Maclndoe, of Fairlee, Vermont. The,- 
home circle was her sphere where she'10 
wrought as wife and mother. ,
Thus on we press o’er vale and steeprse

Through tempest, storm and blast; se, 
The cradle marks our earliest sleep,

The coffin-shroud our last.
ARZELIA C. CLAY.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

“SPIRIT, SOUL ANO BODY ” inqa therese shagren,
nv nn nT.iVT'P ■ • World’s renowned psychic, I have testimonials

. »X mv-umviun- , _. , .parts oftheworld tomy ability,and.to
Tho science of the invisible side of llfe-alogl- all those who doubt this statement, I extend .a 

eal presentation of the facts pertaining to the cordial invitation to a free test of my ability, and 
••Truth of Spirit.” The Ideas are the most pro- prlvllege'tp read and examine my testimonials: 
found expression of thought 'presented to this the past,-present and future can be told by mo: 
age detailing mlnntely every stage, state and call or write for a tree trial reading; send me by 
condition of servitudothrough which man passes mall lock .of hair and date of birth and I will re
in the evolution and progression ot his soul, It veal facts to you that will astonish you; free offer 
tells you “Why; How and When." It is the latest to all. When writing send 3 stamps, postage. W 
iroductof “Spirit,” and nothing in printlike it. Ewing’s Place, Son Francisco, Cui.
Is simplicity is its greatest strength. It U the ------------------------------------------------------------------------
sequel to the complex.generalization presented cnimr nunrnnn a nu
In the pasL The book contains- 35(1pages. In- SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPH,
±d^S0S,'aqnTlrtPL”“^ Send three 2et Blftmns'for circular and Inelmc^
nnwm nr Tvrrf rJ'nlnL- Prfin * wlaBlnomlne’ Hone,bow to obtain the best results, that will

’ wl8Blnomlng- convince, you of the continuity of life, and that 
Philadelphia, Pa. your loved ones still live.
■----- —--------------------- —--- ------------------- ; - " It has been my good fortune to have a number

, THE NEW LIFE,
I was almost overcome With the. fact By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 

as it was’demonstrated to .me. -Now, ! p**-,«* ™mind’s relations to thephysicnl organism, ana 
thought, I can converse without talk- I power ot .thought in thè upbuilding of 
ing; but my teacher said:. health and character, cloth,Ji.’ , ;

“Not yet, mÿ brother; you -have I -—----- ———-—. - ■; ■ ——
inade 'a beginning,, but'it will-require I Tilt WAD] n RPHIITIEIIl
time for you to become,proficient; . Not | lilL WvIlLl/ DtnU llrUL.
until’you can have full control of self* Serios one, two and three.;Bf Lilian Whiting.
■0-111 vrai hn nhlo tn fnllvv nnvoroo Tvtth ThrMcliolce volumes, each compete in itself,Will you be a Die to xuiiy .converse Wltb ln-which snlrituality is related toeviryday life 
out a spoken language; but you surely I in such a-way as to make the world heautifuL 
will, in time.” . : 1 I Price. 81.00 each. ' i

(To oe continued.) . ,. -.' ' .---------- ——v.-r. .. .
- 1 ’ ’ ' ' : ■■ I/nDE'T'TIJ Eth!«bf’Morri«se. By

i . / ’ Knn r / / it Alice B. Stockham,M.
“Principles of Light and Color.” By L Ilf 111LLLI1 d, Karezza ..mattes a 

E D Babbitt Mi D.. W. D. ’A truly . pica tor a better birthright tor children; and 
xc o mao»!«, mind -'oria aims to lead individuals, to seekahighcr do-

great work, of a master mind, and-, one velopmontet thcmsolvea through most auered 
whom-Spiritualists’should delight’ to I relations. It Is pure tn tone and alm. and 
honor. The result of years of deep | should be widely circulated. Price, cloth, «1. 
thought’ and patient research Into" Na- ,

±mad  ̂ flDOGFOPhal NowJBstament,
huinanity. Medical men especially, and , th^totacJSt”
scientists, general readers and students jlos to Jesus Christ, hlrapostlos AUd tholr com- 
nf occult forces will- find instruction of panions, and not included in the Now Testament 
great vahio and interest. A large, four- ’”''”’ ™-
pound" book, strongly bound, and con- 
taifilhg. beautiful .illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
15. It is a waderful work and 7VU WUJ 
|tp ¿United with it, , - - ,.

' 11 Un VAUkUV, UVU1UUUVU Ui lUtiUlftU ivui ueuui* 
, jlos to Jesus Christ, htrapostlos’fitid their com-
panions, and not Included in the Now 
by Its compilers. Price, cloth, *1.50.

The Relloion-of Science*
By Dr. Paul earns.4,Ver .'thoughtful 1»

terenting. Price, 25 cents, - > ; i> ■. .<

TDAWP DPAhlNG RV HAII of Billings wjth Mr. and Mrs. A. Normann, at Lily•' IKAnVC KEauilXU’ Di liniu Dale this season, and lean truthfully say that all
For the next Thirty days I will give a full life shadows of doubt have been removed as to the 

rending, also description Of spirit friends, and spirit’s presence of onrdeparted. and thegenulne- 
suoh messnges 'as they may desire to convey, for ness of their mediumship, Dr. C. W, Maxon, Bay 
91 .UOand 3 -2-oeut stamps. Give day of birth in City, Mich.
own hand-writing. Address PERCIVILLE E. Trance, test and business readings by mall, 
WALKER, o5L Carnahan Ave., Findlay. Ohio. Sealed questions answered without opening, by

-Mr. Walker would respectfullyrefer his patrons spirit power. MR. & MRS. A. NORMANN, 
to the following testimonial: “I cheerfully and 2721. Elliott av. So.. Minneapolis,'Minn.
gratefully testify to the remarkable mediumship Magnetized State», 81.00 u Pair. ' 
of Mr. Perciville Walker. I met him, a total > ...--•
stranger; he accurately described four of my 
spirit friends, giving their names and messages 
of such nature that I could not possibly doubt 
their genuineness. I heartily recommend him to 
all Who desire a; loving message from those .who 
have gone on before, JAS, B AMFORD. Findlay, O.

nrnr ;n„.rn . . a. .AN ASTONISHING OFFER DPxFADlHF* -J- rfBM Send three two-cent ¿tamps, lock of I\LvLi"ll\VllLU"PHE NOMENA hair, age, name and the leading symp- 
_ , ,. tom, and your disease will be diagnosed

M«dern J^ntualism,
Greatest Living Chemist. s3VnSeTc:uSt'

SIR. WILLIAM CROOKES.
IW’-No man; aghoBUc’-oi’ sectarist, can read -- . . ’

thio book without becoming convinced ot the --------- ----- ------- ;—.----—--------------------------------------
grand truth ot present Intercommunion between

Academy of Higher SciencesCrookes-ls pre-eminently entitled to a hearing,” . - J . . ■ O
-Dr. swcrlngen. - •; And College of Fino Forces. ■

&y““I regard’Researches’as Invaluable. The - . ..
combination ott argument and illustration, from TeachfcB new and wonderful methods ot cure. 
sohlBhon authority givey«the book wonderful “Fastbecomlngofworld-wldefame."—H.Tuttle
prestige with thinking people.”—Moses Hull. Light. Color. Electricity, M^uetiem, Mind. Batha.

^“SaXTjtoStandtUumpfions. . - go^Oom^.^

®"Tliis Rertratkabte Book and REASON, I . ’ _ b. d. babbitt, m;
Our 48 page Monthly; (Spiritual), edited by Dr.' ' - Ave., Rochester, If.lf.
Austin, for onoyjeftr.forrjtl.W. Send uow, while _________ ___ ___ _—_ _____ __ ___________ - »
address la before von. o ‘ | .

tfheAuBtiiasPnbUshlnii Company« — '■ > HflVe YOU EvCF

ATTENDED À SÉANCE ?
MAHOMET,, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.1 look 11Iaco 
iByGodtroy HK*lns.:Hsq. Thlswork is bna “Soj-ou recognize mil’’ .. 

of the Library otiiLlbefal Classics. No author .JJ®« .toother. ; .... - , „■was better .MrilBcd. to Writo an impartial and I ..5?XdoeKotwÎy<w '
aSd’thUvoluMais lttMi^i^lnteresUwlIlp| “Thatémy.boy. & trècaüBe you'have not yet 

, and this yolunŒMrlff- intensely inierestiuj^ xv i o»saMert yQm.gnintuaieyeg,”. . 
should bo road.dh oonitmetion with GlblDns --b. mother, can I see you IM unfold my clalr- 
work. Price.X5icenui,.rfl,ji« -'—-■■—’■ —— voyance?” .... ’- . 1. . ...

■ 1 - 1 -__ ’ ------------------ - ~ ■ ------------ I “Yea. rny son; you Can seotno then as I am In
- ..........- spirit, evepnehryou, radiant; h’a'ppy,lu paradlae.”

An Ttlfilirinn»'A pamphletof32pagee.com- j'Soweim Jainfold myjj.syphlcal vision?” < 
AU UUlUlluUB JT - h» the I - Study J, C. .iAOrumblno’s book. It Isla work
CiWtaniraf'V b by .¿he Oflnsw.railon.ir)lero.lsh0 bookllkelt, Heroin
uvBBpimvjr, 5. jate Hev. J. G. White, author Boston; wci. once. de-materiailied this .bpok to. 
of numorous'-antHCathOlto'i'works. It contains .prove lis’heavcnly origin. ’•

: disclosures relative to ayvlllainons plot to over- as-
throw our frdo govermnenL Price. 15 cents slsted W,; J. Colville, was present. -She had Mr.

• - »• __ / • - - —- Grumblno’sbook-wfth.herat thiseoanoo.’ \
- - ... •. . ? prBnytbiHbook; putln practice its teachings,

THE SUNDAY QUESTION. fô^to^iiîü?ràeTI$onesjvemdmlè^m^ 
Historical and critical review, with replies to roVihnm.?,?»'

an objection. By G. W. Brown. M. D. Price. 15o. I minerals; understand. the mysteries and 

  • . .1 brnomn ftu ndont. ’■ • ■. ’ . . 
-----------------------tiIK-RRICE IS REDUCED from 13 to 81.50. 
bi .-------->------------------- m i i rv Bend ft stamped addressed envelope for “TheThree Journeys Around the World I “

Travels la Islands. J \ O, FeUBÜMBINE,

, New Zealahd,? Australia,-. Cdylon,' Indio,, and •'.?• Commonwealth Ayo., .. .
■ other Oriental countries. By J.- M.-Peebles, : i-- - ' ’ ? Boston, Masa.A. M., M. Ds-PK D. Hr; this splendid large I >■ - - “Vuvuu "
book- Dr. ■PaeNes'Vhaiiiriâanrtntràlea a vast ■—:------- 1------------------- - — ------------------- ---------—.

.amount-oLvaluable information; 'jv, m exceed- I- • >> >.4 rw. m * ■
| ingly entertain tug and readable, and Spiritual- I. In tho World Celestial,. by Dr. ,T. A. 
I,ism-as he found it.«nrywte».in his travels BltfadZii'Interesting, - instructive and

uplifting. . Cloth
large pages, finely boa^s. at ths ¿rice of ji.ta gioundj, Rrioo t

GENERAL SURVEY.
, (Continued from page (J.)

Làül-i B. Payne,‘pireBitfent of the S. S. 
A„ -writes from San Antonio, Texas: 
“We think It about time for Texas to 
wake up and give some account of her
self in your valuable paper. The good 
work continues to go on hère although 
not much noise has been made about It 
of late. Mr. John W. Ring still holds 
theifort at Galveston where he has one 
of the best societies and progressive 
lyceums to be found anywhere. Mrs. 
Alice Baker is at Dallas and Mrs. Nellie 
S. Noyes of Boston, is at Austin. Mrs. 
F. V. Jackson is at San Angelo. We, 
after .a long Illness, will resume the 
work at this place the 15th of this 
month. Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner is do
ing missionary work in this state, and 
is giving good satisfaction wherever 
she goes.”

Mary Speight writes: “The Ladies’ 
Auxiliary of the Englewood Spiritual 
Union will give a cinçh party Saturday 
evening, January 28, at Hopkins’ Hall, 
528 W. 63rd street. Prizes will be 
given and refreshments served. Come 
and have a good social time. Admis
sion 10 cents.”

Evelyn L. Pomeroy writes from Se
attle, detailing the troubles of the La
dies’ Auxiliary in arranging for the ba
zaar. It was held, however, in due 
time and Î50 was realized, a goodly 
sum. “Thé credit for the success of this 
affair must in all justice be given to 
Mrs. G. W. Stetson, whose unflagging in
terest and untiring efforts kept up the 
spirits of the auxiliary and spurred 
them on to new efforts. On the 5th 
Inst., Mrs. Stetson tendered a farewell 
reception to our pastor, Mrs. Loie F. 
Prior,' who leaves us soon to till an en
gagement in Australia. The function 
was arranged and .'carried .out as only 
Mrs. Stetson can plan and carry out 
those affairs. The rooms were beauti
fully decorated with flowers and the 
golden yellow of Spiritualism was to be 
seen in every room. A short musical 
program by rare talent was most thor
oughly enjoyed by all and was. followed 
by dancing. Much sport was had in the 
performance of the Virginia Reel by 
ladles only. At 4:30 the doors of the 
dining-room were thrown open and a 
perfect vision of beauty greeted the 
guests as they passed out to the table; 
The refreshments were in keeping with 
all the rest and a very merry time was 
spent by the thirty ladles present. At 
thè close of thè lunch. Mrs. Stetson, on 
behalf of the Aüxlllarÿ, presented Mrs. 
Prior with a few tokens of love and 
esteem; aS well as appreciation of the 
hard, unselfish work' done in pur socie
ty, during the past year and a hah'. 
Mrs. Prior replied to the presentation 
in-a fëw delicate well-chosen words as 
on account of a sévère cold she was 
forced to'make her remarks brief. 
Only each individual heart can tell how 
much Mrs. Prior will' be missed and 

'how we shall long for the cheery word, 
bright smile arid hearty hand-clasp 
while she is across the waste of water. 
May all good, cheer and prosperity be 

. with all on this plane during this year,
1905.” . . ■•' ' ' Z' -

Miss A: F. Reed writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: “Wm. Fitch Rpflle of Chi
cago, is open to calls for engagèmènts 
-in the South, Southeast and East. At a' 
benefit given in the home of Mrs. Bry
ant ,of Louisville, a very large number 
attended and all proceeds’ were handed 
to Mr. Ruffle and his secretary.“ Mr. 

■Ruffle gave some excellent tests and 
one prominent citizen arose and pub-' 
Holy thanked him for bringing-to him 
one who was dear. Mrs. Annie Thrond- 
sen also did home very .fine "woiTt. WC 
wish, tò thank Mr. and' Mrs.- Bryant for 

• the good done frôm tho .benefit;. All 
■ correspondence should be directed to

Miss A-. F. Roed, sebrefafy'to Wm.Fitch 
Ruffle; 642-Fifth' avenue, Louisville, 

1 Ky.” ■ ~ ~ ‘

Passed to spirit life, Dec. 23, from 
Bkagway, Alaska, Wm. A. Gault, aged 
68 years. His transition was sudden 
and unexpected, being caused by heart
failure resulting from intense suffering 
from sciatica and complication of for
mer ailments. His home was at Wau
kesha, Wis., and he will be lovingly re
membered by many who attended 
Spiritualist cam;'-AM '<1 there. He Wa.
a consist 
State

i

WWof the Wisconsin F~ 
Association. *

' L. C. B. GAULT.

William Thomas Mathews met with . 
an accident on Christmas day which/ 
later .resulted in his transition. Th/ 
funeral took place from the old Mat/ 
ews residence at Canton, Ohio, his fo>\ 
mer home, Mrs. D. A. Morrill officiating.' 
He was born In Bristol England, May 7, 
1821; came with the family to the 
United States in the summer of 1833. 
He chose art as his life work, and 
through a long life had but one object 
in view, to become eminent in his pro
fession. That he accomplished this has 
been conceded by the best connoiseurs 
in America. His latest commission was 
a portrait of Dr. Peare of Massillon, O. 
Only a few weeks before his death he,1 
contracted with the Loyal Legion of the 
United States, at Cincinnati, Ohio, to 
paint a portrait of Wm. McKinley. He 
had probably painted more public men 
from actual sittings than any other art
ist in the United States.

A writer in the Denver Press in 1891, 
said of him, as a portrait painter he has 
attained to the front ranks in his pro
fession. His portrait Of Lincoln Is ad
judged the best painting of the immor
tal president ever made. One who 
knew him intimately as a brother says 
he was the most unselfish man he ever 
knew. A consistent Spiritualist for 
many years, he walked and talked with 
angel friends and secured great inspira
tion from the higher realms.

Death called him, and his loving soul 
has gone to revel in the grandeur and 
splendor of the spiritual life, where 
beauty never fades, but, is permeated 
by the deathless law of eternal pro
gression. He is survived by two aged 
brothers, one of whom is C. H. Math
ews of New Philadelphia, Ohio .who lias 
been for many years an able Contribu
tor to The Progressive Thinker.

D. A. MORRILL.

Passed to higher climes, January 9, 
our sweet, comely and very precious 
daughter. She tarried with us but 12 
days and is now an orphan in more 
beautiful and propitious realms. Wo 
trust and pray that she be cared for by 
wise and loving ministering spirits.

MR AND MRS. A. E. HUTCHINS.
Detroit, Mich. .

My wife, Sarah Cowen, was born in 
Susquehanna county, Pa., April 12, 
1820, and passed into the higher life 
Jan. 1, 1905; without a sigh, or tear. 
She has been a firm believer in the 
truths of spirit return for fifty years. 
She leaves many friends to mpurn her 
loss. She has feft my home desolate.

JOHN W. COWEN.
■ La Grande, Oregon.'

"Mark Chester; or a. Min and a Mill. 
Ion. A Tale of Southern California.” 
By Carlyle Petersllea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating and reformatory. pa. 
per covers. 40 cents. .

■•Discovery of a Lost Trail." By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50. - >

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents..

The Commandments Analyzed; pries 
’25 cents. - Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cents. For sale at this office. ’ - ~

“Death Defeated; ortho Psychic Be
erot of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
mbM. M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price «1. 
10 cents. .

•Death, Its Meaning eafl Reeutta.’* 
By 3. K< Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol. 
ume, of decided value.. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events in the iin- 
thor’e experience. Oioth^ 680 page^ ik 
testraSsd, 51.23» —A
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SPIRITO/YLISM IS ft TRUTH*.
/‘One truth is clear-whatever is, is 

right." - ’Pope.
“I long to know the truth hereof at 

large.” Shakespeare. .
“Let us make truth catching instead 

of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll. 
< “Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by. a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material." Coler
idge.

‘‘Plows, to go true, depend much up-1 
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer. ;

.Truth bears the torch in the search i 
fortruth.” Lucretius. 'i

Let us love wrcause 
and dare to advocMe its 
truth and^^ry feud. 
If we have the pure it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible”bf reason 
and fair discussion, It 
will only thrive arid 
expand more Rapidly..

~ NO. 793

TRUTrt IS IMPERISHABLE.
i “My mouth shall speak the truth.” 
i Prov.viii., 7. ;

“Truth crushed to,earth shall rise 
again.” William Cullen Bryant.

“To have truth and not live it is like 
■ having lungs and refusing to breathe.” 

; “However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth:” John Stuart Mill "

ROM THE PACIFIC COAST,
I Plain Talk With the Spiritualists of 

' ‘Los Angeles.

’As I pen the thoughts herein con- 
lined, J am forcibly reminded of the 
ick of unity within the ranks of Spirit- 
»lists of this city, and the various so- 
ietles as well. .
“In union there is strength” is a 

tuth which seemingly is not grasped 
y our people to the extent that would 
lad one to believe that they have the 
lightest conception of the force of the 
eregoing maxim.
SPIRITUALISTS, IT IS AN IMPOS

TI IIBLE FEAT ' FOR INDIVIDUALS
> y IANDED TOGETHER IN A REL1G- 

-' OUS THOUGHT OR FOR SOCIETIES 
ORGANIZED FOR THE SAME PUR- 
»OSE, TO RIDE TWO HORSES GO
NG IN DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSITE 
DIRECTIONS WITHOUT DOING VIO- 
DENCE TO THE CAUSE YOU REP- 
tESENT AND TO THE RIDER AS 
filELL. ,

Societies are organized for the diB- 
llnct purpose of uniting believers . for. 

. leralding the truths of the new dfspen- 
. Viation and for strengthening the means 

I»f propagation; but pray, consider 
hat effective work can oe ac'com- 
lished when members and societies 

Ire not united in thought and action? 
' j.Cfan you attach blame to the public 
-far holding your cause in derision and 
jontempt, and the officers of law for 
tlasslfying you with palmists, fakers 
ind fortune-tellers, when you do noth- 
ng to place your religion upon a 

, ligher basis?
4. Nor can you blame those of the pub

ic who are liberal minded for not com- 
rig within the pale of an organization 
here strife, contention and jealousy 
ém the means of diffusing the princl- 
es of harmonial philosophy.
Is such a course consistent with the 

se which’demands harmonious con- 
ions, not only for the production of 

Henomena but for a true conception of 
l(e philosophy, and for the practical ap- 
Icatlon of its principles in the daily 

Ives of its adherents?
There is a tendency among yoii, Splr- 

tuallsts, to. follow the lead of profes- 
ilional fraud-hunters, who would have 
fou believe that the great detriment to

• Spiritualism is' the counterfeiting of 
fefluihe- phenomena, by bogus medl- 
inis.'' 'Such à course elicits but an

' ither proof of the too prevalent idea of 
»ffécting reform by striking at the ef- 
kct‘ins Ltad^of the’cause. • ’.

. No, my friends, fak&nàjiliumship is 
, '7lrt^Tiie~-sgrinclpal oAiectlSn: waged

\ ? igalnst Spiritualism.<?toSit f*bjec-< 
' Jlóh 'brought forward h'7tfefse outside

' iftoitirclrInfluence is, that the adher- 
•nts of Spiritualism do not live up to 

, ivlthin even a measure of the principles 
. they ‘ profess, and that Spiritualism 

7 loos riot bear upon its wings the- bread
»f .truth for which the souls of the mul- 

\jitude are starving. This, my friends, 
jet the result of a careful canvassjet the result of .i 

/ those not
-Shurches.

connected with

I The idea that the cause can .be thor
. jraghly purified by simply fighting bo-.

/pis phenomena is an errqr costing Spir- 
\ dualista dearly, and • those arraying 

. Ihemselves as leaders under the banner 
»t one idea are false, leaders, honest 
jhough they may be. .

No, Spiritualists, live up to the light 
5f your high calling , as Spiritualists, 

/ keep yourselves spotless before your 
/ fellow-beings, and let the willful dupes 

if fakelsm follow the owls and bats, the 
lakes; for so long as you shadow forth 

■. ?our fear that the bogus permanently 
iffect the genuine, so long you will un

. : consciously convey to the world that 
// the best your cause can offer is so un
ratable that the counterfeit can work.ir- 

?/, reparable injury to it Live as though 
you were upon a'plane where fraud can 

?. not enter, not for effect upon the’wòrld; 
’ but for the cause of right and the effect 

* ’ will follow as a sequence................
Another matter-akin to the foregoing 

, is that too many. Spiritualists either 
are riot convinced of thè truths of the 

■ tause, or lack the courage of their con- 
/ victions to defend it when it. when it ip 

: • assailed. They shrink from defending 
It. because it is unpopular. The idea 
of endtiring persecution,, self-sacrificing 
martyrdom for their religion is fast re

. ceding from the people, ahd Spiritual
ists are no exception to the rule.

A little history along this line may be 
- proper: in this connection is thrown in 
' .with the hope that it may hold . out 

some reason for encouragement 
.When Methodism first contended.for a 
Share of recognition, the Baptists, Luth
erans and Presbyterians raised the 
Ìarming crytof “the.work of the, devil.” 

it when those holding the tenets.; of 
é new movement gained a.foothold, 
è cry was revised into “Our sister in 
irist.” : So, too, when Campbèll 
iinchéd the new sect, the disciples, 
è older .churches reinforced by Meth- 
ism set up the Roman howl, ¡‘Work 

/of the. devil,” but when at length the 
\ Disciples became popular, another “Sis
ter In Christ” was added to the list.

!. Here are the words of a very dis- 
fingtoi.shed author now in the- front 
ranks of literature: “Every 'discovery 
Is first a heresy; then an evangel; then 
a truism; then a superstition." But to 
some extent the people changed the 
above order upon the advent of Spirlt- 
palism and proclaimed it not only a 
heresy, but also a superstition. This 
Was and Is'the interpretation placed 
upon Spiritualism by thè people of the 
churches and by some outside of church 
influences who themselves are strongly 
permeated with what they term super
stition, but what the writer prefers to 

. Call the error of fear. Really this elc- 
merit of fear is not a part of Spiritual- 

■ Ism, and nothing akin to it exists ex
cept lingering glimpses of this ■ error 
which so many, coming out of the 
Churches, carry with them into the 
Greater-Hope, the ranks of Spiritual
ism. • ■■ . . ■ . ....... ■ ... ■

If Spiritualists would live down this 
error of feat educated into them by the- 
«logical misconceptions, they must 
send it adrift by severing every link of

. the old chain of dogma. That Is, if
Spiritualistic philosophy contains' a 

nth of Immense scope, then it has 
itbin it moral and religious elements

_ L, n _t-_- -r,.r"

Hodson Tuttle’s Arcana öf Spiritualism.
_ In searching for the best class of 

Tacts and the most reliable testimony 
for historic data I have found many in
teresting utterances concerning the 
Two World relations, and medlumistlc 
experiments. The two most prolific 
writers, who have access to the spirit 
world as well as this, for Information, 
are A. J, Davis and Hudson Tuttle. 
These authors are widely different in 
method, and expression, but agree in 
most of their reasoning. But I find 
some flat contradictions in their state
ments of spiritual evolution in the after 
death pilgrimage. Hudson Tuttle’s Ar
cana of Spiritualism is a remarkably 
clear and consistent summary of the 
science of life and immortality and the 
processes of Nature-in Cosmic evolu
tion, as presented by the highest teach
ings of Spiritualism.

A few quotations will best show Its 
character. Thus page 80, “Space is 
the abyss in which thé universe is sus
pended, it is immeasurable and without 
dimensions. Any idea, or conception of 
dimensional space must come f rom the 
dimensions of matter suspended there
in." • -

“It can have neither center nor cir
cumference, and if the stellar system 
should move as a whole with planetary 
velocity for any length of time it would 
not change its position . therein; for 
finite space has no ratio to the in
finite.” (That is wisdom condensed.) 
Again, same page: "At the close of the 
last century chemistry, made a great ad
vance by the discovery of the inde
structibility of matter. The intellect 
befogged by educational prejudice 
.could never have arrived at this fact, 
except by mechanical means. The bal
ance of Lavoisier was more penetrating 
than the minds of the most astute phil
osophers” (But it requires the mind of 
a philosopher to interpret the balance. 
L. O. H.)

‘‘His balance proved that matter 
however changeable in form, in weight 
is unchangeable.” (That is, so far as 
he had extended hls-investlgations. L. 
C. H.) * » • “Matter might be converted, 
from a solid to a fluid or a gas, or from 
a gas to a solid, but nothing is lost by 
the protean metamorphosis.”

At the time this was written It ap
peared to be the end of the law, but the 
latest discoveries with radium, and 
other radioactive substances seem to. 
have unsettled this idea of the inde
structibility of matter. Certain tacts 
indicate that,, at least, some ' forms if 
matter are continually in process of cre
ation and destruction!If this should 
be proven true who can set limits to 
the process? if one form of matter 
may be destroyed, why not. all? . But 
even if this should be accepted as a 
demonstration, It might not determine 
the question of the substantial exist
ence, in another state, of the destroyed 
matter. It may yet turn out that all 
matter is a creation from spirit, and 
capable of being, returned to the 
source from which it was derived,

On pages 183-4 I find some significant 
statements, and a course of reasoning 
that, may shock and astonish many 
readers. But the only question that 
should animate our minds in this, as 
all other researches, is the truth of 
what we accept. Mr. Tuttle reasons 
from nature, illumined by the spiritual 
philosophy; and he accepts eosinic ev
olution as his text book.'

Here is his reasoning and conclu
sion in his own words:: “There is end
less repetition of the phrases ‘nega
tive’ and ‘positive’ and ‘masculine’ and 
‘feminine,’ and It ls-stated with the as
surance of an axiom that all things are 
thus divided. A careful examination 
will'show how baseless are. all. such 
fancies. A slight acquaintance with 
even the rudiments of embryology 
would have prevented the egregious 
folly of such statements. The lowest 
living beings multiply by division, and 
there is no distinction of sex. In‘ the 
struggle, for existence great advantage 
is bestowed by the differentiation of 
functions, and when the separation is 
once begun it is rapidly perfected. In 
each successive upward grade these dis
tinctions become more marked, the of
fices of each more absolutely Individual, 
and reach the widest separation in 
man.. Yet the purpose of this distinc
tion is the same in the highest as the 
lowest The germ of the highest as the

At the risk of making this notice too 
long I am constrained to carry out the 
quotation, that readers who have not 
seen the book, may get a clear idea of 
the author’s reasoning. Page 184 con
tinues: “It is a fundamental principle 
of evolution that whenever an organ 
ceases to be required, all its manifesta
tions, and dependent functions, how
ever remote, sooner or later cease." 
(If function is before faculty, and its 
demands create the organ, as is held by 
many, then if environment so change as 
to have nothinfg to call for functioning, 
manifestation of_that special order and 
kind would necessarily cease, and 
tlie organ either slowly disappear or as
sume a new functional activity. Such 
may be easily imagined to be the case 
when the spirit, freed from the physical 
limitations, extends its experiences 
into a broader field, where modifica
tions of the functions of this primary 
sphere, might continue, with greatly im
proved expression, the functions that 
had no sensible existence in this rudi
mental state. L. C. H.)

"This distinction of sex is an acci
dent in the life of the spirit, essential to 
the requirement of organic being; but 
when the spirit has cast aside the 
physical body, through and by which 
these distinctions are of value, it is nec
essary to suppose thatTthe accompany
ing .mental and spiritual distinctions 
also change. The freed spirit will for 
a time bear the impress of its physical, 
being, thinking and feeling, as while on 
earth; but,these influences will be out
grown.” “Thq faculties of man and 
woman are the same; the mental dis
tinctions arising from greater activity 
in certain directions dependent on or
ganic requirements. It follows that 
when such demands are no longer 
made the mind will seek a state of 
equilibrium.” (All nature seems to be 
sééking equilibrium, but the contrasts 
and activities due to differences-find ex
change of expression, seem to be the
essential to all the significance of na
ture; and equilibrium would be stagna

. tion and universal death. Would it be 
otherwise of the spirit? L. C. H.)

“Tbe‘ mental qualities dependent on 
the necessities of earth life will be lost 
and man and woman approach a com
mon type.” “Conjugal love, exquisitely 
beautiful in its expression on-earth, will 
become conscious of its own complete
ness, that it Is sell-contained and de
pendent on itself. -It will become that 
refined, love which forgets itself in the 
stipreme joy of conferring pleasure on 
others.” Of course all of this is theory, 
speculation, etc. But it is reasoned out 
from certain known facts and pro
cesses of nature in this world:- -and 
gives a hint of the authors methods: 
and reasoning, and the whole book is 
brimming with solid, strong, high' in
structive common sense and vigorous 
reasoning, as well as many incidents, 
experiences and quotations from high 
authority, which give it a special inter
est and attractiveness for all progress
ive thinkers. It leads off with a splen
did picture of the author and his ac
complished wife, and also of his boy
hood’s home, that are strikingly fine 
and Impressive. It is one of the best 
representatives of Modern Spiritualism 
/ .rant. It is a veritable spiritual bible, 
copied from nature and the spiritual 
universe. Few books have more trutn 
and less error. It is a splendid anti
dote to the many diseases that have at
tacked Modern Spiritualism from the 
metaphysical jungles and semi-polson- 
ous miasmas that have befogged and 
bewildered so many speculative con
jurers in the shadows of mysticism, oc
cultism and dogmatic assumptions.

On the question of sex Mr. Tuttle and 
Andrew Jackson Davis differ. Mr. Da
vis says: "Sex exists forever in the 
principles of the spirit Male and fe
male positive and negative, wisdom and 
love. Outwardly,during all the subor
dinate stages of evolution, these inher
ent principles clothe themselves'in ap
propriate external organs with legiti
mate external functions: but when the 
individual rises into higher kingdoms of 
life the spiritual progress dominates 
the material temporary parts (derived 
hereditarily from our animal predeces
sors,) and thus at last the most- perfect 
form is reached as a spiritual ultlma- 
tlon.” ■

lowest, is sexless, and the distinction of 
male, or female, afterwards wrought 
out, is not inherent, but a result of the, 
accident of environment.” (!)
embryo of the highest being in the be-

Mr. Davis claims to get his informa
tion by direct contact spiritually, with 
Second Sphere, or Summerland, not by 
consulting with individuals there but 

'The by clairvoyant observation of facts., and

ginning is sexless, or more correctly is 
capable of becoming either as is shown 
by hermaphrodites.” "If sex were in
herent in the germ what of. the blend
ing of the traits-of character'of: father 
and mother?’ Should not the child be 
one -or the other physically and men
tally?” (I’ think, not. L. . C. H.) 
‘‘There are women with all the mental 
qualities of men,’’ and men with all the 
mental qualities of women." (Doubtful. 
L.-C. H.) “How, then, explain the facts 
without supposing that distinction is 
not inherent, but an accident of envir
onment?” - (Accidents are not method
ical, and regular, if indeed there be. any 
accidents,' Soil’ and’climate modify .the 
development of air germs; but .there 
must be germs to modify; or how could 
the soil act upon them? With all the

-infl’tar.ee of both parents, I do not see 
Low a sexless germ can evolve' sex, if it

. -- ——— . -Wrf wMwva v MUIUU VL lavLO.. UUU

interior correspondence with the center 
of wisdom,and truth, accessible only: to 
those who shall rise into.the ’superior 
condition,” and become at one with the 
spiritual world. In this condition his 
body is:dead to all sensation and con
sciousness, arid he sees, hears and* 
learns as a spirit. In nearly all essen
tials Mr. Tuttle and Mr. Davis agree • 

The location of spiritual spheres as 
described by each, show a greater con
tradiction than anything else I have 
found: One of these must be in error 
As described they cannot be true' But 
the Arcaria of Spiritualism should be in 
every spiritual library and every house
hold. Its teachings .are wholesome : in
structive to people of all ages, and in
spiring and comforting to the weaiy- 
heartéd and desolate, and helpful to all 
who struggle with misfortune every 
where. , LYMAN C. HOWE

be not, in principle, and spirit, sexual. 
If it develop a hermaphrodite it would 
seem to me to indicate that physical in
terference had arrested the full, free 
expression of the qualities of the germ. 
L. C. H.)

sufficient to build up an enduring sys
tem to meet the, wants-of the human 
soul without retaining even revamped 
theological, ideas of divine wrath and 
endless torment. _..■ ■-n.-/ .
" Live'your religion not for Selfish ef
fect but because-it is right. In short, 
live your profession by acting up to 
your light: Spirituality is unfoldment 
of the . divine qualities within you. 
Spirituality is the real essence of love 
and Tove is God. 1 .. ....

. . '■■■■■■ : J. L. MERRITT. .: 
ItoS Angeles, CaL .

What Is fanaticism to-day is the fash
ionable creed to-morrow, and trite as 
the multiplication table arweek after —

A man really , looking onward to an 
immortal life, on whatever grounds ’to?' 
Mbits to us the human soul in an en
nobled attitude.—Whewell.

I have from the beginning, andTliope 
I shall to the end, pursue to. the utmost- 
of my judgment and abilities-one steady 
line_of conductjor_the_ good otMhfii 
great whole.—Washington. \- - \

My name and memory I leave- to 
men’s charitable speeches, toforeign 
nations and to the next age.—Bacotf7

Half our.knowledge we must snatch- 
not take.—Pope.. ..

That'which history can best give is 
। the enthusiasm which it raises 'in our 
hearts.—Goethe.

PROSPECTIVE ASSASSINATIONS.

Is It Wrong, for Medium?'to Predict 
; Evil? : Í'

We note the great, -loyal, generous 
soul and its corresponding vibrations 
throughout the words of our Brother H, 
D. Barrett’s commufiicatiori Ju The Pro
gressive Thinker, isspet788.

But tell us, worthy brother,, what are 
we to do? The mediums* who foretell (?)' 
"the assassination of the p'residents?"

“Give hopeful, healthful ■. thoughts," 
you answer. “Think life, not death.”

It is well to do’so. We know the 
force of thoughts—therapeutics, or of 
the soul-words sent out into space,.

But must we forever rbmaln silent?
Thoughts,: we know ’ are . 'golden nug

gets in the heart’s rich /mine, but si
lence is a string of soul-pearls woven in 
the meshes of neutrality;: there are 
times and tides we know not, how to 
master—lest we err In'tlie fulfillment of 
duty. .

The spirits plead: “‘Give .our mes
sages to the world—no < matter what 
they may be.” . ;• ■

The ‘‘Origin” of Life—Sar’gis Corrects 
Critics,

To the Editor:—In the Progressive 
.Thinker of December 10, is an article 
from P. Pearson, Penca City, O. T., in 
criticism of one by ‘'Sar’gis" in the is
sue of July 30, last, which is written in 
a very kindly and candid spirit, and evi
dently from a thinker. The first im
pulse of this writer was to reply, but as 
you are overrun with applicants for 
space, it was simply received in a hos
pitable spirit. And even at this late 
date things had so remained but for the 
fact that the great censor-general, Dr. 
Peebles, In The Progressive Thinker of 
December, 31, has the announcement
that he has written Mr. Pearson a let-

OUR MISSION. DEATH ILLUMINED.

To Unfold and Develop the Finer Forces

The possibilities inherent in human 
nature are exhaustless. Our mission 
is to unfold and develop these finer 
forces. This obligation is imperative; 
a refusal Involves disastrous results. 
This duty is universal in its application. 
No man has a right to cripple his own 
powers, or to Interfere with the rights 
of his fellows. We are to meet our
selves and our fellows, in the near fu-
ture and 
ardship.

give an account oi our stew- 
What an incentive is this to

As Viewed by the Poet, Dr. Dean Clarke.

■ • — - . • — ,
Man revokes in ah aftermath, of rea

soning. ; . .
Year after year come/the supplica

tions from the spirit, realms: “Speak, 
and fear not.” . । - ’

If mediums receive messages (which 
may mean mucl] in the-event of time) 
refusing to make them known and they 
are subsequently . chronicled on the 
map of to-day, yesterday of to-morrow 
(if time has resignation) thri.mediums 
toll their fellow-mprtals: "We knew it; 
we were told so.by the spirits,” then 
t|»e face of the world frbw.ns;‘':wlth in
credulity and sneer, 'in sarcastic voice 
it says: "Why did you’not speak of it 
before it happened? There isino wis
dom in your silence,” etc, .

When the voices are jieard,-n phan-' 
tom arises and the'inlragp is held over 
the heads of the speakers, inasmuch: 
"Unwholesome deeds arei the offspring 
of unwholesome thoughts;" , ,

What shall we do? -Consider which 
spirits to obey? Does.a blindanan care 
who is warning him .“not to take an
other' step, .as he iB staridlngion the 
edge Of a'cliff”?,' ' ; „

Several person!) haye ^aid feme di- 
rectly:-“You or any btheri person ought 
to be hanged for. predicting, (Withe, as
sassination*. of thq... president;" : I re
ceived a letter Trofff, British ^lambfe 
saying: "You ought to be but in jail for 
the article you wrote ,Jn Th’e Progress
ive Thinker. :Nd.‘ : i81." .Others' have 
written very kindly and tenderly about 
It '

Again ! ask: What shall we do?
Is there no good In anything but good 

thoughts? •
Is there no compensation for the man 

or woman who would obey the admoni
tions of the spirit intelligence:}?

Is there no good in dark-and. dreadful 
warnings? . . . .

Must the serpent .forpver lurk in the 
gardens of the. best intentioqs? ’ 
; And must the worm forever, eat the 
bloom and the damask from the roses 
of obedience? . ’ .• ; ■ . ,

We honor our presidents. ■ as presi
dents; we, too, are, patriotic and loyal 
in honoring him as.a man. who has the 
nation s welfare at hear^arid stake: we 
are not unmindful of our obligations as 
citizens of the United...States. The’ 
spirits would in all kindpess ahd love, 
hold him back from any. dire disaster 
which might befall him^cotild. they do 
so, even if other less, .loving spirits 
could be instrumental in; his life's des
tiny—or is there no destiny? . '

If not, thefi we can shape our lives as 
we will. . .. .? ■ —

If there is such a thing qs the “Hand 
of Fate —call It fate, or divine power, 
as you will—if there is either., what

ter of thanks for his really able paper, 
in which the venerable Doctor uses this 
characteristic language: That the ar
ticle is “right in the face of that mate
rialism which illo’glcally accounts for 
the-intelligent from non-intelligence, 
the unconditioned from the conditioned, 
and life from non-llfe.” And then with 
the unction of the supreme pontificate 
invokes the blessing.

All this blessing is well enough and 
no doubt worthily bestowed on its per
sonal object But as.lt is ail based on 
a mistake, the negative of the blessing 
goes wild of its mark. And so it is best 
to correct the mistake:

Mr. Pearsori asks: “What does Sar’
gis mean by the term ‘origin of life?’ ' 
Now the article he criticises is based 
entirely upon what is known or on what 
is within the powers of the mind to 
know. And’necessarily the “origin” of 
life was not tqdehed upon. The ex
pression used in opening was "the ori
gin or advent tof fprm-llfe on our plan
et.” That is a very different proposi
tion. Again this quotation from the ar
ticle as follows:* (“And here it may be 
as well stated,'that when the term Ute 
Is used, It means form-life—for only life 
in form is open tp our observation and 
study—or life only manifests objective
ly through form?”.

As Mr. Peqrson’s-text Is gone, a crit
icism of his argument I? not called for. 
Had he read cfiticàljy^àrid; given weight 
to words, he‘ could-hot have misappre
hended. :■........ ,

It needs then only to be stated that 
the momentous’Philippic of our vener
ated censor wàs issïied agalnst a vacu
um, There is a great, temptation and a 
wide inclination to. talk qn things that 
can’t be kfiown.' JTfi'é7-9figiri;pf;lifeTfs 
one of those topics. But life in form 
expression is us. arid is fill about us.

•Both- Mr. Pearson's and Dr. Peebles" 
favorite authority or hypothesis recog
nizes as fact that at one time there was 
no form life on our planet.* and that the 
earth was- without form", itself. And 

as science recognizes or postulates that 
at one period form-life was impossible 
on our globe, the "origin" or the "ad
vent of life-forms is a legitimate topic 
for the human Intellect to investigate 
and form an opinion or judgment upon. 
Ard with all due deference to the able 
critics, that was all that was talked
about by BAR’GIS.

matters our thoughts? . .
What matters our. predictions? The 

words dark or bright from'the spirit 
world, or our own? ...

What matter they, if .Fat® .or God 
says: Tt must be so?"..... ....'
: Is there chance.?..accidept? -haphaz
ard in tire universe?. . .
.. Not a single move nor. motion: not a 
thought, nor. legions of thoughts; can al
ternate the regime, or. .order of the 
force expedient man.calls "Ifte."

Is this not true?': • '
Do we love our president the less be

cause we write or speak d Eis (or his 
supposed) annihilation?. ;■ ■

; Are we less the citizens tor dutiful 
subjects, because we wojildlfn all gener
osity guard his every footstep? Or. can 
his footsteps be guarded. ; if God has 
decreed otherwise? What means the 
Immutable Law of. life if. it la not en
compassed on. the. worlds shrine:
What is to be. will be?" v

. Nay, nay, Brother Barrett; it’is not 
the motive of the mediums to cry. 
.death by violence.. nor-do they mean 
to be instrumental in sending out “dark 
suggestions for morbid sensitives to re
ceive;; they do what they, feel Is their 
duty to do, and, ch.,do letithe mediums 
be.brave, do ,not oppose ;fheir-endeav
ors—possibly their best:¿for. know the 
Spiritualists.not, if,;qr when such fatal- 
itles occur, the skeptical voice js heard 
in thunder-loud echoest -tWhereare all 
these great (?) mediums of spirit 
fame? If they know so much, why did 
they not—or why could they het proph
esy this or that tone’s ^transition by 
assassination?". . ". .

: Oh, let us be mediums.’braye; strong 
and true; or, let us take<tour "1‘plank” 
irom the. Spiritualistic platform. ■

If we fear to give forthra prediction 
pleasant or unpleasant, merely for a 
dread that a "sensitive” will act upon 
it, or through it,- then-we; are untrue to 
ourselves; untrue to our ’fellow mor
tals; untrue to the spirit worldr ahd I 
for one, though ! might-receive censure 
from a million people.*, and a million 
hate and despise me: though)the heav
ens fall and.claslK .and though, a-mill
ion presidents be slain. I will be true to 
the spirit _world giv^forth
theif messages: perform the ¡duties’as
signed me pr larfcaoU truerBulrituab • 
1st! " I

Foreoothj.maytheynotbe |ble?smgs 
in disguise—these ’dismal «rartiingsT. 
Knowledge is tho expression power 
thoughts.- the force which: le^ds ttf ac 
tion hence it Is unreasonable to aup 
pose if "undeveloped sensitives re
ceive them that there are net also

Strong developed.minds who are able to 
counter-charge the transmission of 
thought? and. could there not be num
berless prayers ojered for Theodore 
Roosevelt s. safety, bis wise and patri
otic administration, to the expiration of 
his term (if prayers are available), and 
which otherwise may not have been 
said, but for the "prediction” sent 
forth?

.Yet know we not that great calami
ties have;befallen nations, empires and 
kingdoms? No previous word, thought 
or suggestion had been given, but they 
came with a fearful shock like the*vol- 
canic eruption, without word or warn
ing. But the prediction of the destruc
tion of a city, sovereign or president, 
should make a nation tremble, but not 
—fear. .

Thy will be done." oh! God. and if 
mediums are messengers of the divine 
spirit, or other: if they have a work to 
perform, why should they crouch be-
hind a mantle .of fear—fear 
thought might destroy the .'
God"? ■'■■■ • -

William McKinleys dying 
were: "Thy will be done."

Is there no significance in 
patriot s words?

Was not the human soul

that a 
will of

words

a

in
with the Infinite?" A thousand

dying

tune 
times

yes. Our words, prophecies, sugges
tions, however strong the/ may be. can
not say to the Omnipotent Spirit: “Our 
will be done—not-* Thine. oh! God ” 
And so I say, with the most devoted re
spect, love, admiration and honor to the 
worthy and highly-esteemed
D. Barrett, president of the 
Spiritualists Association, and 
the loyal patriotism my soul 
mand, intermingled with

Harrison 
National 
with all 
can com-

. „ ___ strong
thoughts of the health, prosperity and a 
full, splendid administration of Theo-
dore Roosevelt, president of the United 
States, allow me to say to ydu. medi
ums, prophets, seers. Spiritualists all. if 
you, or we are messengers of God. on 
of. the spirit world; let us be faitliful. 
honest, brave and true In and to the 
work which is ordainbd for us by a 
mightier mind than man’s!

. : Let us perform our sacred duties well 
and without fear; scorn the Imbecility 
of suggestive disaster in counteraction 
of the Almighty Power of an Almighty 
spirit we call "God." ,

• Let us be honorable in our convic
tions:, courageous in our calling, with
out questioning, without interpretation: 
let us stand firmly on the., fundamental 
principles of our .work, never fearing 
the outcome of the few weak, brooding 
sensitives, but realizing that the spirit 
world, as well as the world of mortals, 
is. crowded with infinitely strong men
talities, lofty and noble souls who will 
.overthrow any catastrophe, originated- 
no matter where, if it is within their 
jurisdiction to do.so. , . - .

When mediums will be true to their 
■cause; true to themselves.and.true to 
.theisplrit’powers.- then»; and:. not till- 
thenrean the*Spiritualists expect -the 
confidence and earnest thought of- an 

-Earnest and mighty thoughtful people— 
tne public

Yours for true mediumship and loy
alty to our nation

LAURA M HYLAND

do right, and thus honor our responsi
bilities.

We cannot escape the results of our 
own history; what we think, or do, is 
indelibly impressed on our inmost be
ing; the record is made, it cannot be 
erased, we must meet the conse
quences.

This opens a wide field for reflection. 
The earnest soul sees the word duty in 
every relation of life and quickly re
sponds to its demands. His best wel
fare is involved In duty-doing. This 
tact he clearly perceives and It inspires 
him with renewed activity (o press on 
toward the true goal of his existence.

In thus doing, his whole being is il
luminated with a divine effulgence, and 
he feels that he is in harmony with the 
divine forces in nature. There is a 
voice in our inner consciousness ever 
whispering: Do right, be true, bo noble, 
be pure in thought, and deed. The ulti
mate of such a life is pregnant with the 
richest results.

To be symmetrically developed, Is to 
live a normal life. All the divine 
forces in nature are at our command, 
and we become identified with them in 
alm, method and exertion. Thus we 
are raised into an atmosphere of illum
ination, our vision becomes clarified 
and our dally tasks a source of joy.

Life involves grave responsibilities, 
they touch us at every turn from the 
cradle to the grave, and affect our fu
ture for weal or woe through an endless 
eternity.

Every duty left undone, every natural 
law violated, leaves a scar on the soul 
and weakens our life forces. We may 
outgrow our imperfections in another 
state of existence, but wisdom dictates 
that it is best to live right, here and 
now. Then no stains in our history 
will causé regrets; à clean record is the 
demand oLxectitude in every relation of 
Hfe.

■ The prôgreéslve man is ever wakeful 
to every avenue of intelligence. He 
welcomes the right from whatever 
source it may come; he is ever seeking 
for truth. His whole soul is wrapped 
up in the welfare of his fellows ¡ hence 
he freely expends his strength and re
sources for their benefit, and In so do
ing is raised to a higher plane of spirit
ual unfoldment.

There Is no tasii. however menial, if 
well done, that does not enrich the 
doer.

Fidelity in wnat seems trivial is a 
prophecy of faithiulness where higher 
obligations are involved. He that is 
true to himself, cannot be false to hu
manity.

The greatest hero and most to fie ad
mired is one wno sees the needs of his 
fellows, and throws arm and soul into 
tne work of helpfulness. Kings and po
tentates pale Into insignificance in com
parison. Human iraternity is the open 
door and royal road to man’s greatest 
needs, and progress in the right direc
tion is only attainable by being true to 
self, thus working in harmony with 
nature s divine forces. Success is the 
sure reward of such a life.

Such £re the ethics that Spiritualism 
teaches. Spiritualism differs from all 
other isms from the fact it demon
strates what other cults profess to be
lieve. There are no agnostics in the 
ranks of Spiritualists. It is positive 
knowledge of a future life, versus belief 
without facts or demonstration. Spir
itualism with all it involves is a fact in 
nature, and has been established be
yond a doubt by the keenest intellects. 
Scientific minds accustomed to critical 
analysis alter thorough investigation, 
and applying the severest tests, have 
accepted it as fact. Spiritualism in the 
psychic realm is the radium, self-lumin
ous, that sheds a clear and certain light 
on human destiny, and answers affirma
tively the question “if a man die, shall 
he live again?"

DAVID WILLIAMS. 
Utica. N. Y.

VERY STRANGE INDEED.

An Illustration in.Multiple Personality.

Multiple Personality,” by Dr. Boris 
Sidis of Harvard and: Dr. Simon P. 
Goodhart of Yale [says the Tribune], is 
an Inquiry into the phenomenon of two 
or more states of being in the same 
person. No more fascinating branch of 
pathology exists, and the authors of 
this work have confessed to their ab
sorption tn the subject by the length 
and care of their investigations.

. Into the cryptic places of the brain 
and soul there is always a temptation to 
pry. These specialists in pathology 
and in psychology have taken much 
time to their investigations and give 
accounts of a number of astonishing 
cases of double or multiple personality. 
The reader is especially recommended 
to the case of the Rev. Thomas Hanna, 
a young Baptist clergyman, who, suf
fering an injury to the head, lost his 
personality so entirely that he was ig
norant of all things—even of the fact of 
life itself. Though possessing intelli
gence, and that of an unusually inquisi
tive order, he was without knowledge 
of his own being, did not know. that 
other creatures existed, find had to be
come acquainted with earth as if it 
were a new planet to him.. In course of 
time this second personality dropped 
from him for a time and left him as he 
had been before his accident And in 
that state he was utterly ignorant of 
his childlike existence. He vacillated 
between: one contrition and the other, 
and learned of each state only from the 
mouths of others. At length a semi
stupor fell upon him in which the two 
personalities fought for supremacy, and 
the clergyman, attached to both, could 
not bring himself to reUugulsh either.

. Tho’ mortals speak with bated breath 
Whene'er their theme of talk is Death, 
We’ll try to paint it so ’twill seem, 
Much less than now, a gruesome theme, 
The time has come when all should 

..know ’
That what has caused their tears to 

flow, ■
Has not been rightly understood 
When thought an evil, not a good. - 
If “death ends all,” as oft Ib said. 
If "gone is gone, and dead is dead,” 
If we believe the talk so cheap 
That death Is an eternal sleep, 
That “dust we are, to dust return," 
And death mocks all for which wo 

, yearn,
Then well we might close eye and ear 
And aught of good refuse to hear.
Because it breaks all social ties 
And blinds with grief our tear-filled 

eyes;
Because it takes loved friends away 
And leaves us lonely here to stay; 
Because we do not see what lies 
Within the realm of ambient skies, 
Death has been thought the greatest 

foe
That man encounters here below.
Although an olden writer salth: 
That one man’s sins caused all men's 

death,
We know that Death’s impartial call, 
Has naught to do with "Adam’s fall”;
The trees, and plants, and flowers die, 
Is their sin the reason why?
Not so! 'tis life’s immortal force 
Pursuing here its normal course, 
That love of life is deep and strong 
Is not a proof that death Is wrong; 
'Tls nature’s alm, who gives them 

birth,
With forms of life to fill the earth;
She therefore makes that love intense 
Which makes them fight In self-defense, 
And steady keeps the current's flow 
While generations come and go.
Our human life beginning here, 
Is destined for a higher sphere, 
And when we’ve learned our a, b, cs, 
The Jaw of life a change decrees; 
That we in grace and truth advance, 
Our spirits need a better chance. 
So death comes In with kindly hand 
And takgs.ns to the Spirit Land.
The proof is now beyond.dispute 
That death is but a change of suit; 
It doth not change the Inmost I 
To change the worm to butterfly, 
And less, the change that we can scan 
’Twixt spirit form and mortal man; 
With lighter form he mounts the sky 
And needs no wings with which to fly. ' 
When men believed in angry gods, 
And devils, too, with little odds, 
It was not strange that they should fear 
A change supposed to bring them near; 
Now they have gone, and hell no more 
Doth fright us from the Stygian shore; 
There’s nothing more we need to dread 
In being what the world calls "dead.”
If mortals knew what lies in store 
When life’s dark stream is ferried o’er 
They’d hardly brooa “the law’s delay” 
Compelling them on earth to stay. 
They’d pray to heaven to ope its gates 
And give them now, the good that 

waits, '
And deem the one, who waiting ends, 
To be indeed the best of friends.
When wasteful vice, or blighting sin, 
Destroys the powers of life within; 
When dire disease that works by, 

stealth, '
Has poisoned all the founts of health;1 
When, caused by life's long wear and 

tear,
The body’s worn beyond repair, 
Then Death comes in with kindly ruth 
And gives to all immortal youth.
To all that live death is a boon. 
Unless perchance he comes too soon, 
It seems to us he takes away
Full many a soul that ought to stay; 
It seems ’twere better they remain 
More growth of soul on earth to gain, 
But we must let that matter rest 
We do not know—and God knows best.
Though “King of terrors” often called 
By men as preachers church-installed, 
’Tis very strange for them to ban 
The greatest friend of mortal man, 
For, seen by men In spirit wise, 
He is an angel in disguise
To whom the charge by God is given 
To change man’s home from earth t< 

heaven.
DEAN CLARKE.

Madness was averted by the assistance 
of his friends and his physicians, who 
treated him in such a manner as to 
procure a merging of the two states, so 
that Thomas Hanna became a sane 
and self-governing human being, al
though different from the original Rev. 
Thomas Hanna and yet more unlike tha ’ 
Tom Hanna of the childlike state.

From the first of the Injury this un
fortunate ybung man was under close 
scientific observation, and it is probable 
that no case of ike kind was ever more 
closely watched or the data recorded 
with more fidelity. ' .

Many other cases are related with de
tail-curious cases of underground life, 
of recurrent hallucinations, and of con
fused identity. With them occurs, or- ' 
dinarlly, a brief explanation of the de
rangement. Eight years have been 
spent in, the researches which are em
bodied in the volume, and the clarity of 
the exposltional matter, as well as the ’ 
Interest of the cases quoted, show with 
what sincerity and disinterestedness 
the work was pursued. That the voh' 
ume is an immensely useful one all 
alienists and pathologists will be con- ’
vinced. ELIA W. PEATTIE.

. Epitaph. - '
Never more can fear enthrall me, .
Never pain or woe befall me, .
Or the world’s false pleasures call me

From the everlasting,arms. ■
, —James G. Clark.

Poor is the friendless master 
world.—Young. • • .

Simplicity Is one of the first 
laws of greatness, and. another 
unto it is humility. -

of a

greatHk» '



was pfesäd wo released

session is the result of self-hypnotism orauto-sug-

I had thrownan awful good cigar.'

President said: “Ladles and gentlemen,

as

COMPANY.
The New York, San Diego, Cal.

ft

under the influence of Intoxicants. 
But why multiply these proofs?

Ing true, why not their earthly appe
tites as well?

It Is well for the searcher after truth

the great divine pp^er.tp come to our I T 
aid and crush but th'l’s - demon- that 1

Some Interesting Personal Experiences?

young, Innocent females. People Hv- . ........ . . . _
in® In physical bodies should never sit her children. Xhe southern fields shall

,, J
Feh- «, i»

I Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J 
M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon

, . ism of the Ages.”

be 'W
blood of the fairest and bravest ®aa 
from the North And South shall sprin
kle the fields with their blood. A 
goes up froip.the children held In pond
age, and through the hot-heads of the 
North and South shall come the roar 
of cannonssin your beautiful land. All 
here shall become witaSSbeS to what r 
have said.” ■- - - -. .■ ■ ' ■

A southern' woman 'preprint jumped 
to her -feet arid said, as she hissed it 
through her teeth, "! hate that creature, 
I hate him. He is an enemy to the 
southern people. What he has just 
said means, war, arid I would kill him

NEW BOOK.

Spirit Charlotte Cushman.
She Speaks Through the Mediumship of Justin Hul- 

burd, of Descanso, Cal, Detailing Many-Interesting 
Incidents in Connection With Her Long and Varied 

- Career, Showing Conclusively that Evil Spirits as 
well as Those Who Are Angelic Can Communicate 
with the Mortals of Earth.

Good morning, kind friend. I call 
/ou sp, as you are kind to little Justin. 
i loved him dearly when I loved him in 
i physical body. I come here this 
norning to deliver a message for a 
»and of spirits that Mr. Denton and 
mvself are attached to. My ' speech 
iliall be plain, also to the point. 1 
some here in defense of Bro. Peebles, a 
noble man who always stands up and 
iefends that which is truthful. He has 
vrltten a book called “Spirit Obsession 
or Demonism of the Ages.” We1 as 
ipirlts understand his book has been at
tacked. Courage and bravery are two 
treat points in his nature. He Bays in 
his books that mediums and other sen- 
iltlve individuals are obsessed, and so 
we as a band of spirits say, “It is a fact 
In v „Individuals living In physical bodies 
ire not only obsessed by spirits from 
Ihe spirit side of life, they are obsessed 
through a power held by Individuals liv
ing in physical bodies. When I trod the 
boards of my profession I met many in
dividuals who were obsessed through an 
evil influence thrown upon them by de
graded individuals; to all outside ap
pearance they resembled gentlemen 
ind ladies; their manner of speech was 
that of cultured people, and at the 
same time their hearts were black with 
crime; within their condition lay an 
evil power; they could throw that evil 
Influence upon other individuals and 
compel them to obey and serve their 
will. I have known many such when 
living in the physical body, that were 
groveling under the will power of wick
ed men and women. That 1b a class of 
obsession whereby their victims go 
down to degradation, fill insane asy-

in dark circles; dark circles have a ten
dency to draw evil spirits. ■

I see from the spirit side of life that 
many of the fakers and frauds in your 
spiritual philosophy have created a new 
fad called "trumpet circles," claiming 
that the spirit friends of the sitters 
speak through the trumpet, when it is 
the medium’s voice speaking in the 
trumpet as he or she—as the case may 
be—is a ventriloquist. I am sorry to 
know that our grand’ spiritual philos
ophy has so many side shows hanging 
on to it.

At one time while playing an engage
ment in Washington, D. C„ there was a 
medium living there by the.name of 
Miss Kennedy. She. was recommended 
to me very highly by a member of the 
senate. One afternoon I called upon 
the lady and asked for a sitting, which

luma. ’ .
I knew one man who traveled as a 

musical medium. He claimed he was 
controlled by the great composers, such 
as Beethoven and others. In his dark 
circles where all light was excluded he 
played compositions that he had played 
hundreds of times in the daylight. It 
was not difficult for him to play in the 
dark. One of his selections that he 
played was called an Egyptian march. 
It was a conglomeration of everything 
In the musical line. He was a ventril
oquist, sent out his voice amongst the 
sitters in the circle who thought they 
were wonderful independent voices. He 
screamed in a high falsetto and called 
ft singing. He claimed that the great 
Melobran sang through his vocal organ 
of speech. It ,was\disgusting to a cul
tivated musical earXand worse so to 
hear those weak-minded Spiritualists 
claiming it was _wonderful, “and did 
you ever hear such’grand music in your 
life?” They paid their money to hear

if I could.”- ..............' „■
She went itòwards the little medium 

and spit at him as he lay there on the 
President’s breast. ;„ The President 
raised his arm tò guard the little one. 
She turned Around’and'said to the 
guests, “I hate you all; you are nothing 
but a lot of low-lived Yankees," gath
ered up her train, scraped her feet on 
the carpet and left the room. ;

That woman was obsèssed by an evil 
influence. There was nothing in ’thè 
actions that showed a cultured lady. 
The influence addressed us, saying: 
“Friends, I know it will be hard for the 
nation. It is only through war that the 
black race shall get their freedom. 
I, George Washington, say so.” >

He said it so emphatic that a thrill 
went through my whole being. '

Little Puss came out from under the 
influence and the first thing he said: 
“I want some lemonade, and I want it 
right now, too.”

The President took his hand and led 
the way to the dining room. When 
we had taken our seats at the table the

was brewing: "Dear Helen, I feel we 
ore going to drive this ‘demon, away 
from you;, when, Charlotte Cushman 
brings hbr.wllipower to bear something 
comes td*‘pa8B'.,:,This evil power that 
holds you under its control must be 
broken up. You are in a rational condi
tion now, and understand what I am 
Baying, The power of the Holy Spirit 
shall comtf(ripoaiyoU;-’ Prayer is a great 
power in life, see to it, when you feel 
Ixltf influence ,P|igy. tp,-your,, loved ones 
to guard' and protect you from. Buch a 
monster, in spifft life. Wiien you leave 
here go airect’ifl your husband's place 
of .business,-¡Tell him-it 1b my desire 
he shall m^et you here at my rooms on 
Sunday aftenioori at twp o’clock"

"Dear Charlotte, I do not believe he 
will come.”

"He will do so; my will power goes 
with you.- Jt js .stronger than his will 
power, therefore he must obey. After 
you have consulted wlth/hlm on the 
subject, return here to me. You must 
become my, guest until Sunday even
ing.” <■ ... ■

She did as'I commanded, my will pow
er’ compelling her to become positive. 
Sunday afternoon her husband pre
sented himself at my rooms. When he

Psychic Light. /Will C. Hodge, now on the Pacific Coast, is well and 
favorably known in the East. A man of sterling in
tegrity ¡and (wide experience in the domain of the oc
cult, and a medium, too, his views will have a tend-! Important Addltlon t0 Our Llteratura< ( 
ency.tp thoroughly dissipate the opinion that all f
session is the result of self-hypnotism onauto-sug-

i BY MRSJ1RAKE.

she willingly gave me. She went un
der control of a pleasing spirit; his 
manner of speech was pleasant to lis
ten to; he gave several fine tests. The 
Influence controlling claimed to be a 
gentleman I had met In Italy. He 
spoke to me in his mother tongue, Ital
ian. After the lady came out from un
der the influence we held a sociable 
tete-a-tete. I was attracted to her and 
made the discovery sne was a refined 
and intellectual woman. I wrote out a 
pass for her and the other Inmates of 
the house, after which I made an ap
pointment for the third day following.

The rain was pouring down on that 
day. I kept my appointment. During 
the sitting her hand was controlled to 
write. -The Influence claimed to be a 
friend of mine. He said he was ac
quainted with me during my school 
days. He gave me a communication 
written on paper through the hand of 
the medium. It was a tissue of lies 
from the beginning to the end. It made 
me feel bad to think such a cultured 
woman was obsessed by such a liar as 
he was. When she returned tp her 
normal condition I read her the com
munication, telling her the whole thing 
was a falsehood. She commenced to 
cry and. sa|d those evil Influences would 
take possession of her sometimes. '

I said, “My dear, don’t cry, all medl- 
'ums are subject to evil influences at 
certain times—that is a species of ob-

such a mountebank thumping oh the 
piano and claiming it was great musical 
execution.

When individuals living in physical 
bodies are controlled by master musi
cians they give exhibitions of their tal
ent in daylight They do not have to 
resort, to dark shut-up rooms where the 
air becomes poisoned by the foul breath 
of the sitters. It was amusing to be 
present at one of those circles and lis
ten to the expressions that came from 
credulous minds. That man when he 
had made the discovery that some of 
his sitters were wealthy individuals, he 
cast an evil power over them, using the 
law of psychologization, play them for 
all it was worth. When he made the 
discovery there was no more wealth 
coming, he dropped them, as some of 
their friends had stepped in and

written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF ! 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to ths 
end, . it is chockful of stirring Ind- 
tents. Price of this large volume, only ' 
{1.60 postpaid.

gestion. . ____ _
I have not read the late book by Dr. 

Peebles, which by some is most highly 
commended, wiiile upon the part of oth
ers it has called for much that might 
better have been left unsajd, especially 
by such as want the gobd Doctor roast
ed before his time, I certainly was 
amazed with the proposition of Brother 
Lovelaud, that our earthly appetites dp 
not follow us to the spiritual expression 
of life.

Much has been said, pro and con, and 
there seems to be wide difference of 
opinion regarding obsession by dlscar- 
nate intelligences, but taking Dr. 
Peebles’ definition of the term as given 
in his answer to Bro. Loveland, there 
are numberless Instances of its entire 
truth. It 1b a well known fact in the 
experience of many mediums, as well 
as most Spiritualists who have to any 
extent witnessed the influence of spirits 
upon mortals still in the flesh, that they 
return not only with all their mental 
and moral traits, but with their physi
cal imperfections Impressed upon the 
organism of the sensitive, and this be-

was seated comfortably I said: “ Mr. 
Banks, it Is your duty as a husband to 
help us in driving away that evjl spirit 
that holds possession of your wife at 
certain times, He has obsessesed her 
to such a degree she is a physical 
wreck, and it must be broken up. You 
can assist us anU you shall do so; there 
is no escape from it. We are going to 

President said: "fjaaies ana genueuieu, . hold a prayer-meeting here this aftpr- 
I ask you on your honor pot to repeat | noon." „
what you heard in that room today. I He said:-“I did not know that actors 
can see a black cloud hovering over our | and actresses prayed.
naHOn” I said: “Yes, they do. Many of them

On one occasion, while in New York, I are church 'members and bring their 
I was nlaying Lady Macbeth,—Little I children up under religlpus tuition. Our --------
Puss danced and Bang In one of the ptayer-mcetlng here to-day Is not on the and the beautiful In Spiritualism to 
prominent, scenes. After one-of my orthodox line. We shall'pray for a thoroughly understand that all Is not 
tragic scenes a queer feellng came over power to come in our midst to break up I entirely lovely on the invisible side of 
me and I felt a great wrong had been an evil influence that has separated life, and that as the tree falls, so it 
done me. As the curtain descended to you from your wife; you shall come to- lies.” A scrawny, scraggly oak does 
the stage I saw Little Puss running gether under the holy power of spirit I not at once become a graceful pine be- 
towards me. He said: "Oh! Charlotte, |love—let us pray.” cause of change In environment.
they have just arrested a woman who We held each other’s hands and I I we have been so Interested in sing- 
got inside of the theatre in some way. I prayed to tjiat great Divine Power to I ing Of the sweet summerland and in 
She had a big knife in her hand and encircle us with the spirit of Truth. I I contemplating the glorious homes over 
said she was going to kill you, as you said: “Thou great and mighty power there, that we have lost sight of the 
were a fiend In sheep’s clothing. I whose soul is the eternal light of love fact that there is a SIDE TO THE 
kicked her on the elbow and she manifesting its holy spirit through the QUESTION WHICH IS ANYTHING 
nicaea ner on me _ ............. , race, drive forth and ban- I BUT LOVELY, AND WHICH SHOULD

ish from, this unhappy woman a liar of BE BETTER UNDERSTOOD.
the worst kind. As thou hast guided | Tjjese two worlds or two expressions

fined by Dr. Peebles, what in thè ririme 
of heaven Is it?

Just one more (I could give a dozen): 
Sitting one Sunday afternoon reading 
the Banner of Light, and smoking what 
I thought to be an excellent cigar, a, 
man was distinctly felt behind me with 
his hands upon my shoulders. Won
dering who he might be and why he 
was there, it occurred to me that he 
might be getting as much satisfaction 
out of that cigar as myself. On the 
following Thursday evening; while on 
the way to attend a private circle, I 
had provided myself with another good 
cigar to smoke on the way, when I 
again distinctly felt the presence of 
this spirit.

On arriving at the house,, and before 
having time to be seated, a’clairvoyant 
exclaimed: “There was a man came in 
with you, arid he says, ‘Will, that was

away the stub before entering the 
house, and the medium had no means of 
knowing that a cigar was part of my 
outfit.

I HAVE MANY TIMES DURING 
MY EARLIER EXPERIENCES SUF
FERED THE TORMENTS OF THE 
DAMNED BY REASON OF THESE 
INFLUENCES, AND WHEN CLAIM
ING THAT OBSESSION IS A LA
MENTABLE FACT. KNOW WHAT 1 
AM TALKING ABOUT.

Twenty-five years ago it was my 
privilege to visit the home and attend 
the seances of Harvey Mott, the mate
rializing medium, at Memphis, Mo. 
Boarding in the family during this pe
riod, there was ample opportunity to 
hear of the experiences of others, only 
one of which will be related. My In
formant was Mrs. Mott, and no one 
who knew her would say she was other
wise than a strictly truthful woman. A 
party of traveling men from St. Louis, 
concluded to spend a portion of their 
vacation in visiting Memphis and at
tending the seances. They were hail 
fellows well met, and spent most of the 
day down town, visiting saloons, play
ing billiards and imbibing more or less 
drinks of an intoxicating nature. The 
usual seance was held in the evening, 
though with much misgiving upon the 
part of Mrs. Mott, as she was some
what fearful of consequences.

The seance, however, proved success
ful so far as the manifestations were 
concerned, tlie different forms coming 
readily and strongly, but the spirits
manifesting wera of the same character 

the members composing the circle. 
They were hilarious, unsteady, and
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session.”
I took her in my arms, laid her head 

upon my breast, soothing and calming 
her feelings by rubbing her forehead 
with mv right hand. After awhile she 
became more cheerful and said:

“Miss Cushman, let us hold each oth
er’s hands and see what Influence will 
come.”

My mother’s spirit controlled the me
dium and talked beautifully. She told 
me where she was born, where she died 
and where her body was laid to rest. 
She told me many things concerning 
our family and gave me the history of 
our ancestors.

She said, “Charlotte, dear, this wo
man is a fine medium, and has been so 
ever since she gave sittings to the pub
lic. She Is a born medium. Mediums 
are bora, not made after they come 
into life in the physical body.

I was so delighted with my sitting I 
opened my purse and laid on the table 
a twenty-dollar gold piece. The medi
um said, “Miss Cushman, I have not 
the change for such a large piece of

etopped the scoundrels from playing his 
cards.

Many of those individuals that attend 
those dark seances will pay a dollar and 
two dollars for fraudulent exhibitions. 
They would not go to a hall and pay ten 
cents to hear an elevated lecture given 
by an Inspiration medium. Oh, no! 
that’s not mysterious enough, and the 
cultured language Is beyond their com
prehension. We spirits are determined 
the reading public shall become • ac
quainted with the fact that obsession 
takes place daily in all parts of the 
world.

Emma Hardinge Britten is one of the 
members of our band. She tells me in 
spirit life she felt" it her duty while 
living in a physical body to expose that 
traveling mountebank. She did'Bo, and 
was attacked by a lot of demented Spir
itualists who claimed she had injured 
an angel living in a physical body. If 
those people were not obsessed, I would 
like to know who. Is obsessed. They

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita,' 
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1. -

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.'
For the home, the lycsum and socie

ties. A manual/^ physical, Intellectual 
and splrltur^ffiTure. By Emma Ro*A- 
Tuttle. A-book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib- ' 
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price, 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Bro. Loveland could go into a saloon, or 
place of gambling, or a brothel, or any 
other disreputable place and have his 
spiritual eyes opened, he would find 
spirits in the body and spirits out of 
the body “cheek by jowl," as much so 
as the same class of people here.

What the world needs to know is, 
that death does not change the status 
of the individual, as they are no better 
nor are they any worse by reason of be
ing divested of the flesh. We do not 
discard our bigotry, our ignorance, our 
prejudice, our habits of thought, our 
loves'or our revengeful feelings, nor 
our bestial appetites and passions sim
ply by passing through the gates of 
death, and it should be further under
stood that these habits are often sat
isfied by psychic contact with people 
still in the flesh. Sensitives who are 
Bitting for development (?) should 
know that like begets and attracts like, 
and that they are playing with fire 
when developing mediumship, UN
LESS THEIR AIMS ARE HIGH, 
THEIR MOTIVES PURE, THEIR HAB
ITS CORRECT AND THEIR LIVES 
ABOVE REPROACH.

What is needed is the truth, the 
whole truth and nothing but the truth, 
and no one need despair or think the 
cause of truth will be injured by such 
books as the one under discussion, for 
there are vastly more good spirits than 
evil, both in the body and out.

If the question Ue asked, why the 
good spirits do not protect us from evil 
influences, I answer, tjiey do, so far as 
they can, but it is left mainly for each 
one to protect himself by living such 
a life that no evil influence will be at
tracted, for even a God cannot help a 
man who will do nothing to help him
self. Fear no evil but steadfastly pur
sue the right, ever remembering that 
IF WE STRIVE TO LIVE ANGELIC 

; LIVES WE SHALL ATTRACT AN
GELIC INFLUENCES, BUT IF WE 
LIVE LIKE DEVILS WE WILL BE 

1 LIKELY TO ATTRACT DEVILS FOR

dropped the big knife. ' This Is it,' 
showing me a large carving knife.

When I arrived at the Green Room I the worst kind. As thou hast gulden These two worlds or two expressions 
two officers had the woman in custody, erring steps In the past, we beseech of ijfe are so interblended that each Is 
going to take her to the station bouse. J thee to guide' hers in the i«ur® I constantly acting upon the other, and 
I said “Let me speak to the unfortun-j through the great paths of Morality and -birds of a feather flock together” as 
ate creature before you take her away.” , Truth, for there is no religion greater before. People of every condition in 

 

Th'ev placed her on a chair between than Truth., Make that power of Love I 11{e> tlie good, the bad, the saint and the 
them. । Ulat lleB ln “er husband’s soul bios- I ainner, the licentious, the drunkard and

She looked at me with glaring eyes som like the’ rfcse, and when she smells I those of every bestial appetite and pas
and said: “You have killed iriy whole its fragrance .she will lay her head on slon are continually passing through 
family now I am going to kill you to bls bosom like a young maid under the I the gates of death, and must be ac- 
make up for it.” She Used many pro- holy protection of love.” After that COUnted for.
lane words that I do not wish to re-1 we prayed in silence. Where are they.
peat. . In a^out 11 , al\h°'*J ’ Certainly not in the higher spheres of

I said: “Who are you that uses such | those tears were' °f afte®J*°“®°’J”i.n® spirit life, but if the testimony of spirit
abusive language to me.” down the intelligences Is of any value, they are

, "I am Lizzie Dalton.” feet, took his Wife in his arms, B y g, gtin upQn th(J earth plane> though di-
The name seemed familiar. She My dutyJies 'here darling. I will p veBted of their earthly bodies, and are

said, “You know me weU enough; I tect you from “•still interested in the things which
used to carry home your dress® from I man and did net understand the power gaye satlsfactl011 here.
the dressmaker. You have killed my of Prayer that^comes iron? the s . Tfaat many Omeg ggek to gatlg 
whois, iomlly, I «» to Ml “m f, Ihelr <,„11,1, «PDoUM» who» oom-

'to.«, ■». WO

daun. She lives in Haywood Place, | o: during them in the Wy thousandfj of Bensitives can
Boston, now get ready to die." > bonds of love. * iney Became -spiritual £ ...

That was the name of ope of my ists, she a m0jdiu“’eI“d FACTS AND EXPERIENCES COUNT
dressmakers in Boston. This poor jin- l.througfc.her meqiumslup 1 .receivea VAgTLY more THAN MERE 
fortunate'creature became obsessed’by S OPB’IORB AND FINB SPUN THB^'

we had Sv tiSes in sight RM -dND FACTS ARE WHAT THE 
ington. We had happy times in sight I WORLD needs CONCERNING THIS 
8e^ years afterwards while In Pitts- ^WANT SVBJEC’^^ & 

c:x:tarrnvai“ded^ pr°ve °f inesti

neighbors end held a circle. About-I maW?, lf j 
should think-three-quarters of an hour At
after thei c'k®1® was In running pr<> perlenc0 whlch settles the question so 
cess, a man whose name was Jo p Kar as j am coneerned. Many years 
Shephard was controlled by ag0( whlle engaged in my avocation as
spirit, He said to. me, u ing pr dry goods salesman, I was one after
words: You drove me away from ttjit I noQn Be)zed wlth an intenBe desire for 
woman nrOinnthg hn ran-1 whisky, and yielded to the desire by go-
Banks. With another oath he co 1 . . errocery which had a bar in thetinned: "Yomom’t drive me away from a ^‘^^d^Vry glass 
this man. That woman b fatker [with I full of the Btuff> drinking the
another oath] injured me when I lived I sam0 wlt[1 great satisfaction. The 
in an earth body, and I was bou d I game evenlng while on my way to make
get even with him. I tried to influe I a Bocial calI) j agaln yielded to this in- 
her father. His satiable demand, and went my way

me. I discovered in her a sensitive ^,ithout further trouble. Among the 
and compelled her mental faculties to frlendB where j called was a lady, a I 
become my" alaye and ok®? my Will. 1 flne ciairvoyant, and noting that she 
You she devil [pointing at me] have a i00i:ed a(- me intently, I asked, “Who do 
stronger will power than I have. I am you se0 with me?„ she replled> -A 
going to hold on to this old chap, and I man wbom you would Ud well to get rid 
want-you to let me alone; oj ,, and yj6n Bbe gave a very accurate

I said, friends, let us pray in si- I deacrjption of one of our citizens 
lence to the Divine Spirit, and - that I wbom she did not know but who died 
great power will release this unfortu- I wjtj1 ¿gllrlum tremens. Let me state, 

____ __  ______ _ . nat® man from that pyil Influence. I however, that on a later occasion this 
stock company at the Howard Athene- We prayed while he cursed and game Bpirn influenced another medium 
um, Boston, Mass. When I had placed swore. The daughter, who was the and begged my pardon for what he had 
her in a chair after kissing and hug- medium, went over and laid her hand done 
ging her I made the discovery that she on the man s head while we were pray- On another occasion three suicides 
was quite nervous and looked pale anding. All of a sudden the man rose to f0n0wed me at intervals during an en- 
wan.____________________ - kis feet and said: “Amen! Thank God tlre dayi ^tb the avOwed Intention of

I said: “My dear Mrs. Banks, what is 11 am free from that influence. We all taking me out of the body, and it re
tire matter? You do not act like the | joined in staging a hymn. Afterwards I qUired my utmost powers of resistance
cheerful Helen I used to know.” I heard that man was never again t0 prevent them from accomplishing

She commenced to cry and said: ”My I trouble^ by an evil influence. their purpose.
“ ' In your paper, friend, it says Brother I qp another occasion, and near the
Peebles’ book , is on trial, and it shall dinner hour, there came over me an in-

a demon of the worst -kind. • She had 
followed me to New York and thought., 
it was her duty to kill me. I had her 
taken care of, sent back to her friends 
In Boston, where she died a raving ma
niac.

I have met her in spirit life and she 
tells me that she felt that power of ob
session coming on her for months be
fore she became entirely crazy. It was 
an evil spirit once ,known .by the name 
of Elizabeth Shelton, who played at the 
old Chambers street theater In the 
early days of the stock company. One 
morning at rehearstal we had a quarrel 
and she swore she would get even with

money.
"I said, "My good woman, I do not 

expect any change." Just then the 
twenty-dollar gold piece was levitated 
up into space; It came back and fell 
into my lap. I laughed and said: “You 
can’t have that piece of money now. 
It is worth to me a great deal in life. I 
shall kdep It as a pocket piece and call 
it my talisman.” I gave her forty dol
lars in gold, saying, “You have earned 
that You are one of the most truthful 
mediums I have ever met I have vis
ited them In all lands. This manifesta
tion to-day is the grandest manifesta
tion I have ever seen in the presence of 
a medium.”

While in Washington, D. C., Presi
dent Buchanan Bend me an invitation to 
attend a lunch given in my honor at 
the White House. There In the Blue 
Room I met some old friends and made 
the acquaintance of new ones. While 
the president was entertaining us with 
¿is agreeable conversation, little Justin 
came into the room, went up to the 
president and said, “Old man, I’m hun
gry.” The president said: “Come and 
sit on my knee. We’ll get something

me. It preyed upon her mind so that 
she became insane and died in a-lunatic 
asylum. It seems ‘her spirit after 
leaving her physical body had followed 
me around until she found this sensi
tive girl who carried home my dresses. 
It was one of the worst cases of ob
session I'ever met. That girl to-day is 
one of our spirit band, and her whole 
nature goes out in love to the children 
of God. She hopes the reading public 
and others who do not read much will 
get to understand obsession is a fact.

On one occasion while plriylng in Bal
timore a lady friend who bore the name 
of Mrs. Banks called at the'hote^to see 
me. I was glad to meet her, as we had 
been old friends. She played in the
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are held under an evil influence etna- 
nating from that man.

Fraudulent mediums giving Punch: 
and Judy shows called materialization 
seapces—they are obsessed and held 
under the control of low, degraded 
spirits from our side of life. .Those 
low, degraded .spirits hold them under 
such a powerful influence they imag- 

. ine they are great beings living in a 
physical body. When they are caught 
and exposed, that same influence ad
vises them to change their name and 
seek new fields of pasture, and so they 
go on week after week fleecing thé de
mented Spiritualists out of their dol
lars. There should be à stop put to 
such wicked work, by sending those me- 

• diums to prison, as that will give them 
a chance to look over their past lives 

' and perhaps they will pray to the high
er angels who hold divine natures to 
come to their assistance and drive 
away those wicked demons from their 
condition. ' -

A demon Is an evil spirit of the low
est order. When, once it gets posses
sion of a sensitive creature .he controls. 

' their mental forces and compels , them 
to fall Into the same groove he is walk
ing; that. groove ,is : a.low,-licentious, 
cue where Jjves. brutality of. the ¡worst 

„ kind, licentiousness is the order of .the 
day, under that demon’s power-; they 
He, steal, commit murder and debauch

to eat after awhile. He sat on both 
the president’s knees, straddling them- 
like a pony. 1 made the discovery he 
was at home with the president. A 
gentleman by the ririme "of Mr. Warren 
said, “Get down off the president’s legs, 
Puss, and behave yourself.”

The president said: “Let him sit 
where he is; I like to have him near 
me. He brings sunshine every timé he 
comes to see his.unole." .

I laughed and said,. "Possibly .Pusb 
will tejl us some of his experiences 
since I saw him last"

Little Puss said: “Charlotte, I’ve got 
thè dandiest gold watch you ever saw." 
He took the chain from around his neck 
and with the watch threw it into my 
lap, saying, “It goes forty miles an 
hour," which brought a laugh from the 
guests.

President Buchanan said, “Now, lit
tle one, let us see what the spirits have 
got for us to-day." “

Puss said: “Well, you’ve got to sing 
if you expect the spirits to come."

Mr. Warren started a beautiful hymn 
and we all joined In. I noticed while 
we were Binging, the president drew lit
tle puss further onto his lap, laid his 
little head on hla breast. Puss placed 
his little hand inside of the president’s 
vest" ‘ ' ... v .. . ■ . . -

i When the guests had finished sing
ing, a deep rich Voice came from: his'or-, 
gan of speech. The* voice said: 
“Friends, black Rachel a weeping for

dear Charlotte, 1 am not the Helen you 
used to know. I am influenced by some - ------ . < ,. , . • ____•- _ ,_ । -----—-------------------
evil power and cannot control my own I be tried by ri jury that has no P°w®r in I tense feeling of hunger, and after eat- 
wlshes or desire. The evil influence I an evil line.-,-...The flames that shall sur- I ing three times as much as any person 
compels me to curse and swear in a I round the book shall be flames of truth abould eat at one time, still my hun- 
dreadful manner. My .husband has wherein, those’ .flames shall destroy and ger waB not satigfled. Excusing myself 
abandoned me. He says he cannot live | banish superstition trom your beautiful I from the table I went into another room 
with a woman that will use such lan- spiritual philosophy. A man or woman and i^d myself upon a lounge, when a 
guage. Oh! Charlotte, I am sb un- who cannot stand the test of truth, I Bpirit presented himself, and such was 
happy and want to die. My husband I should be educated to do so. He or tbe impression made upon me, and the 
was one of the kindest men I ever knew she that will .make vile remarks clearness of the presentation that it is 
and I loved him so much.” .. agaihst -such a book is obsessed. . That I vivid, even now as then. This man

I said’ “My dear Helen, you are ob- book has become a beacon ight and I was a soldier, slightly built arid of me- 
sessed and in the power of some evil | must pass, down through the ages as a aiuta height, with sandy hair and 
spirit. We must break this up.” , talismim of., g?ry .wherein sensiüve ciear blue eyes, and was slightly 

“Dear Charlotte, how can we? The minds cap flnd'a foundation to build on. freckled. He Was standing In the sand, 
evil influence has absorbed so much of| It Is to W.wWjd a declaration of free- having-on an-old pair of army trousers, 
my life that I have bécótaè a wreck.” dom to ffitadstaislaved by the power of I frayed about the bottom and. holes in 

“Dear Helen, we must pray, pray to Iobsession. ’ I the knees, with absolutely no other ar-
the divine Influence to assist us<. in I might refer to many other instances ticle of apparel, and he said to me: “I 

’forcing this evil .influence, to leavé you I but it would make the communication starved-to death in Salisbury .prison, 
and release your mental forces.” I too longoni glflink what l have given I North Carolina.” And this was more 
; She laughed and said: “Charlotte, do' will be sufficient. Oblige me, friend, to I than ten years after the closing of the 
you believe' in prayer?” ’ - ' I send this communication to the most war. .

“Certainly. I do. . .I-pray morning and progresse, piper, in; the world.. It is At arióth'ér time, while stopping in 
evening; they are quiet prayers, going called The Progressive Thinker, and -Lincoln, Neb., an influence, most fer
ont from my soul to . that diviné power holds in its power the Flashlight of I rlbly crushing in Its effect, came to me, 
we call the Healing Balm.” Truth. All connected with it are blessed and had twenty tons In weight-been

I called my taaid ffota' the adjoining I by a spirit band that demands justice I forced, upon my shoulders the sensa- 
room and requested her to lock the. and trritlf. “ ’’ : flou would have been the same. It
doors come and ait with us, and join I thaWyouïtir taking down my com- wobld be impossible for me to describe 
in prayer. We held each other’s hands I munlcatlbn, andtleave a sister s love for I it, but the memory of that experience 
and sang a Hymn; I said: '“Now, Helen, little Justin, ¿When I lived in a physi- will remain with me during my earthlÿ 
dear, pray‘to ÿoùr loved ones who cal body! wa.s'jmqwn,tis an pctress 1 nfei,; After ^agonizing, beseeching and 
have paased into the spirit- world;’ do I with a^wlH irower.' That will power praying, the burden was lifted, though 
not pray in the orthodox fashion like a made meithè queen of tragedy on the the effects Were felt for soveral honre, 
parrot repeating something it has been | stage ifl. America andEuropa^ I sofciè’days-afterward and while think- 
taught; let your prayer go from your , ,. CUSHMAN. . I ing of; the occurrence, a voice from out
soul to those you lovej'áslc thein to us* Justin HùIbijTd/ Medium. |.the<iuvlslhle realm said to me, “Would
sist you to drive ■ dwaÿ: that evil influ- . | yon l!ke_ to_ know what that influence
enee that has-obsessed-you; call upon .... .

would destroy your womanhood."
We prayed In silence-forover ■ an 

hour. During that time unfortunately 
he got possession, .of her organ of 
speech. His language "was so vile l ean 
not repeat it hefei He-hald he. Would 
kill me if I. did not etop praying.. The, 
maid and myself, held hep hands. In - a 
tight grasp; He could not release her 
hands, and finally left, saying he'd get 
even with me, calling me a vile name. 
As soon as we made the discovery that

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through Inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise In the minds of Investigators 
that are not answered in its pages. 
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.THE EARTH-DREAM.

Earth-life, dream, within'the dream! 
Shadows shall the real seem, 
And the serise’s glamor gray 
Hide us each from each away. 
From the color’s frail disguise 
Wrap the heart and blind the eyes. 
Breath and body, life-enwrought, 
Show the husk and veil the thought.
Earth-life, dream within the dream. 
Book, read by the lightning’s gleam! 
Mocking still with shapes unreal, 
Covering deep the”fair Ideal. ' 
Dancing marsh light which debars 
Vision of the steadfast stars. 
Bubble we are fain to hold 
Treading down the priceless gold!
Earth-life, dream within the dream, 
Through thy wltch-llght strikes a beam. 
Glow-worms of old faiths He pale 
Where thy splendor rends the. veil. 
Shattered wraiths of flesh and blood 
Frees the prisoned angelhood; 
Frees the spirit’s wings to rise 
Strong above its clay disguise.
Earth-life, dream within the dream, ~ 
Circled by death’s narrow stream, 
Lol we know thee as thou art; 
Of our souls the lesser part 
Notthe All the ages told. 
But a covering manifold 
Where the soul-sword lies In sheath 
Flashing out to welcome Death. ■■ 
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QHILD CULTURE.

Accordine tothe Laws of PhyslO' 
logicai Psychology and 

Mental Suggestion.

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular excellence, 
on a subject of great importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, arid all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 60 cents. ■
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APPROPRIATING SPIRITUALISM.
’ ' We are always exceedingly delighted 
( to have any club, Beet,- cult, religious 
\ body, or the secular press appropriate 

j anything or everything that pertains to 
»Spirltuullsm. The Catholics have ap
propriated a segment thereof when they
(assert that.the Virgin Mary and other 
saints have appeared to mortals.
; In fact^there ia scarcely a church 
^hat has not appropriated something 
that belongs to Spiritualism.

,. The Liberal churches are attended by

New York dallies, have done more to 
disseminate the truths oi Spiritualism 
among the masses , than all the Spirit
ualist papers combined.

In fact, the case does not admit of 
comparison—so great a work has the 
secular press done for Spiritualism. 
Millions upon millions have been

“But he would have been murdered if he had not died yvhepj he did, 
and anyway they got all the money.” U n •
“Then he was not murdered} We supposed so.” J1 J <
“No, indeed, he' was not murdered, and they have the v^png ipan for 

the other murder. They punished the wrong one,” emphatically.
Then the young man leaned over the gallery rail. ••> .■
“Can you tell me the murderer’s name?” J 1

V

reached through its wide-spread influ
ence.

At least one-half ot the population of 
the United States has read something 
of Mrs. May Pepper and her marvelous 

many cultured Spiritualists and medi- work in New York. “This is not a news 
urns. Such was particularly the case spasm" on the part of the secular press, 
in connection with the People’s Church, but the legitimate outgrowth of a gen

eral demand on the part of the public—so long presided over by the eloquent 
Dr, Thomas, who believes that spirits 
do return and communicate with their 
friends on earth.

Eminent divines "everywhere are be
coming interested, and are quietly visit
ing mediums.

But the greatest advance that has 
been made, the most efficient agent br 
Instrument in the promulgation of our 
grand truths, must be attributed solely 
to the secular press. The Spiritualist 
papers are taken almost exclusively by 
those who are confirmed in their belief 
that Spirit Return is an established
fact, aud who desire to keep posted 
along Spiritualispc and occult lines.

The secular press is widely patron- RESS.

this interest manifested in al! occult 
subjects.
. Twenty-five .years will not have 
passed before all the leading dallies 
will give special significance to all 
Spiritualistic or occult lines of thought, 
and the Spiritualist press will have per
formed its mission, and cease to exist 
as special organs of the cause. AT 
THE PRESENT TIME, HOWEVER, IN 
THIS TRANSITION STAGE OF EX
ISTENCE FROM THE OLD TO THE 
NEW, FROM ERROR TO THE 
TRUTH, THE SPIRITUALIST PAPER 
IS AN ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY 
FACTOR IN THE FIELD OF PROG-

And Mrs. Pepper hesitated for only a second. _ ,
“ Yes, but I won’t here. It was not the big, fair man they punished.

It was a smaller, darker man who did it.” “ 1
“I always thought so,” muttered the young man as he dropped back 

m his seat, and Mrs. Pepper picked up another letter.
This man, when he went to Dr. Funk after the service, asMrs^J’epper 

requested all to do before she began this part of the evening,1-insisted 
he had never been at the church before and knew no one who knew Mrs. 
Pepper, that the names she had given of the three men were absolutely 
correct, and much, more.

This case is being followed up. :
In some eases these letters, placed on Mrs. Pepper’s desk by people 

in the audience, contain some article belonging to the so-called spirit 
to whom questions are addressed, while the initials of the writer are 
placed on the outside, In other cases the first name of the spirit is con
tained in the envelope with questions. Mrs Pepper, supplies the last 
name, and no report has yet come of her making a mistake, vyhile some 
of the names she gives are most fanciful.

In one ease she said: r

ized by all classes, irrespective of re- The following from the New York 
ligious bias or belief, hence the articles World shows the trend of the secular 
published in reference to that remark-, press, It will be read with great in- 
able medium, Mrs. May Pepper, in the .terest: . '

'“'H

In the First Spiritual Church, Brooklyn, crowds gather every Sunday 
evening to hear spirit messages given by the pastor, Mrs. May S. Pep
per, and come away to tell of marveldus happenings. The Rev. Dr. I. K. 
Funk, M. A. Feeder, M. D., and other investigators'have attended these 
meetings week after week, patiently and carefully recording, invests 
gating and wherever possible verifying all unusual happenings. A Sun
day World staff writer herewith presents a faithful picture of Mrs. Pep- 
ier’s meetings for that paper, which has an immense circulation. Fol

wing it is the explanation advanced by Dr. M. A. Feeder for the mar- 
elo’is phenomena he has witnessed:
Mrs. May S. Pepper is tall, with the massive frame of women of mo’un- 

taiin regions, but covered with the avoirdupois of the well-nourished wo- 
m|an, and all carried with the ease of the woman who has a fair compre
hension of the laws of physical being. She also has solved the question 
oi platform garb. Recall Blavatsky, with her obese figure and slouchi
ness of draperies; Mrs. Besant, with gowns not likely to be imitated; 
the Christian Science readers, with their gorgeous''attire; Mrs. Eddy, 
with her satins that stand alone and diamond cross worth a small farm; 
the Quakers, with their all-concealing gowns and bonnets, and. hosts of 

\women who believe their subjects procure pardon for any negligence in 
attire. ,
| Mrs. Pepper is none - " these. Her black gown sets off the attractive 
Characteristics of her person, but does not itself absorb one’s attention, 
liler blond hair is more likely to, and women usually divide their argu
ments when leaving the first service they attend between the verity of 
its blondness and the honesty of what she has said and done. _ .

From the moment she appears she herself conveys to any sensitive 
person the impression of a dignified woman who knows she is under 
criticism and expects it, not a sanctified, aboiit-to-be sacrificed expres
sion—neither one of antagonism to all her critics. She rather exudes 
the impression of a woman who submits and chafes under it all.

' Chafes Under Criticism.
This is intensified by her own way of alluding to herself and critics. 

• She hardly ever omits in some way to refer to some qenversation.resultr 
ing in some person iruJEe audience attending the church for the first 
time. . "

w. ¿-“You said;” she will say, “that you guessed, you would go see ‘that 
XPbpper Tispian,’ ’’ or sometimes jt.is ‘tthat-hfrSi Pepper,’’.and then she. 

’ iiivmabiy?wfeatlies' fief mbutlf in an odd smile, as if she might as well 
laugh at it herself. _

Mrs. Pepper usually talks well on practical topics. She employs cer- 
tarn expressions repeatedly, which evidently form part of her private 
creed. .

It is said that Mrs. Pepper has devoted herself solely to the develop
ment of this power of communication-which she is now rising at the 

i evening services—that she makes no claim to materializing powers— 
I that her first work’was as an inspirational platform speaker followed by 
( the later work, and that her great desire is to do good to those who need 
\lielp from the spirits.
/ In support of this it is a fact that a large majority of the messages 
\ she gives are designed to" give advice to those in need.of it.
•\ Two columns at either side of the platform bear globes decorated 
with the signs of the zodiac and planets. Except for these and the c.on- 
tinually increasing pile of letters on her desk there is nothing to distin
guish the service from a Baptist, Methodist or Presbyterian service un
til she begins to say: .

“There is a spirit here”----- . '
Instantly the big audience is alert and holds its breath.
Over in one corner on,a line with her chair sits Dr. Funk, who has 

been investigating Mrs. Pepper as»far as she will submit to it.
Dr. Funk sits where he. can watch Mrs. Pepper from the time she 

comes into the pulpit until she is through. He can watch the pile of 
letters and watch Mrs. Pepper’s hands.

It is said among her congregation that Mrs. Pepper bitterly resents 
the charges of fraud which she says are now made for the first time 
in her experience in connection with her work. Since it has been pointed 
out to her that certain of her movements before the service were likely 
to lay her open to criticism she has been seated in the rear-of the room,’ 
as the audience come in, and has not been out of sight of those inter
ested until done with the evening work.

There is none of the shivering and rubbing of eyes—no convulsive 
bobbings and jerkings oi the head, as in the average medium, to warn 
the audience, but from the moment Mrs. Pepper picks up an envelope 
from the desk and begins, “There is a spirit here,” “a spirit comes to 
me;” except for the faint rustle of garments that accompanies the cran

; ing of heads to see to whom the message is to be delivered, the place is 
- .still as death. .. . ,.

“There is a spirit here; his name is Neal H.” '
The full name of the young man is not used here, because the young 

man accused himself of a certain act. > / . ’ ' ’
“The person he comes to has something the matter with her ears. 

No, it’s hearing, not sickness. She’s deaf. She don’t-,bear me, and-* 
yes, she has never-been in. such a place before—she don’t know anything 
about Spiritualism.” . , . 2 ? ,

A young man in the second row, directly in front of the pulpit, point
ed to his companion, whom he resembled so much that any one would 
have taken them at once for mother and son. . .

“That’s so. She never has been here before.” .
The spirit was hurrying now. “He says: ‘Tell mother^-oh, I can’t 

make her hear’—and Mrs, Pepper leaned over and began .forming 
words lyith her sharp lips in such a way that even-a deaf mute could 
have understood.

Message to His Mother. <
“He says: ‘Tell mother I’m sorry I couldn’t live longer to put back 

what I took—(he took some money of his mother ’s)—and tell her to put 
into the estate all she can to make up—oh,’ with a sudden start, ‘you’re 
courting her daughter.’”
' Of "course, the audience laughed-ond the young man blushed c.ardinal 
back to the tips of his ears. <

“ You don’t mind my saying it.' He said so, and he says to marry her; 
for you’ll be a better son to his mother than.he ever was—and say, he 
says to tell mother to give”—and she named a girl while the young man 
nodded to. the correctness of it—“the, ah—ah—the $500 dhe ought to 
have had out of the estate. Was there $500?” And the young man 
nodded affirmatively. • ,

“And he'says tell her he was there when they were trying to get her 
to come here, and she said she wasn’t going to see that Pepper woman, 
but he’s glad she came, because it’s the only chance he would have to 
tell her he’s sorry he did as he did.” :

Afterward the blushing young man and the old lady sai,4 it ^as all 
straight, but nobody knew they were coming there that night.

“Oh, I smell gas, I do. I don’t know whether it’s that .lamp'down 
there,” referring to the lamp which had been removed from^the'reading 
desk and placed on the floor when the communications begap. v:

“No, it’s a spirit here. It is with her.” « - .
Hesitatingly, for a second, “.Why, she diedfrom it. Hername is Par

shall, Nellie Parshall.” _ .. , : ' ,
A woman raised her hand. “Oh,, she says she took it-because it 

wasn’t no use trying any longer, but that if she bad known how badly 
some folks would have felt afterward she wouldn’t have done it.< But 
she didn’t know. They didn’t show it much. And she wants, talk 
about 0.—that’s her husband. You musn!t believe all you heaftabout

exist, beyond the possibility of reasonable doubt, in the case of living 
persons. . ,

Accordingly some account of experiments in thought transference is 
timely.

There are persons who cannot hear high notes of music and to whom 
the canary bird is voiceless, Others are color blind. Thus, in the case 
of the ordinary senses, there are all sorts of imperfections. That there 
should be other senses very much more imperfect because of disuse is 
not strange. The point is to know how to bring them out by uniting 
brain process with sense action the results of such experimentation va
rying also according to the special aptitudes of particular individuals.

There are special sets of nerves running from-the brain to sense or-' 
gans in different parts of the body thatfhave scarcely been noticed here
tofore, Their office doubtless is to stimulate the senses by conveying 
impulses from the brain. As has been intimated, this is brought about 
by the formation of mental pictures, and not by any bare effort of will, 
or process of hypnotization, or action of secondary personality, or going 
into a trance, as in" the ease of Mrsi Pepper. The mind is in an abso
lutely normal condition, only more alert and able to control all its pow
ers. Such a stat?.is exceedingly beneficial, bringing out the full force 
of the mind in every way. .

For example the temperature sense, which is different from the sense 
of touch, although it extends throughout the body and has not received 
very high development, may be so aroused as to become practically a 
new sense. It is very eurious to see a person in this condition respond to 
changes in the heat of an ordinary kerosene lamp as much as thirty feet 
away. The experiment may be surrounded with such conditions that 
it may be made to appear like magic, totally incomprehensible to those 
who do not know that it-is simply hypersensitiveness of a sense usually 
very little cultivated.

In like manner a person blindfolded and led about in different direc
tions, until he says he does not know where he is, or better still, who 
does not know the points of the compass in the locality, may suddenly 
become aware that he has a sense of direction thabhe has never used, 
corresponding to the instinct of homing pigeons.

There are senses also which concern the functions of the mind, their 
úse not involving reasoning, but some form of direct perception. The 
sense of time is a good example of this class. A familiar use uf it, in 
which there can be no reasoning, is to enable a person to awake out of 
sound sleep at a certain hour, the sense of time awakening him as effect
ually as the sense of sound could do. In a very notable instance there 
was ability to set a watch correctly, not simply to the minute, but to the 
second. It was a veritable case of second-sight.

The entire muscular system may become exceedingly sensitive to the 
direction and extent of impulses brought to bear on it. The slightest
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O, she says.’ • -O

And Mrs. Pepper proceeded to send messages and give‘'.directions 
ab.out. various members of this family, all bymiimesj 'wjii<!]i th'e^wbmaii 
acknowledged as correct. . ' . > •/ -

This is the accurate description of the famous spirit gas episode which 
rumor said had affected Mrs. Pepper and made her sick. - ■"

An interesting case, occurred the same evening, that ffiay yet furnish 
its own verification. ,

After giving the name of the spirit addressed in the letter she said:
“Lady, you have got somebody who has something to do with 

horses.” • ' : .
' “No, I haven’t,” contradicted the woman. .

“But you have. ■ There’s a horse and lots of cattle—and, yes, there is 
a mark on the cattle.' Lady, you have somebody connected with a 
ranch.” .... > . -

But the woman persisted in denying it. '
“I know it, lady ; and, yes, there was an accident and that man was 

hurt yesterday, and you.will hear in a few days of the accident.' It is 
on a ranch. Haven’t you anybody on a ranch}” ‘ 1

Then, and not till then, did the woman admit it. ' ■ -
All is not tragedy. One-evening in January Mrs. Pepper picked up 

a letter, saying as she turned it over: -
“I don’t see what the woman wanted to write that letter for.; She 

ought to have known better.” And then, half muttering to herself, she 
said, “She was silly.” . -

No one would elaim-the letter, of course, after that, and Mrs. Pepper 
went on: .

' Spirits Come Without Fuss. '
■ • There is no reference to any “Little Indian” control—none of the in- 
1 fantile prattle and jargon many so-called mediums employ. Her hands 
> play all the time with the letter she holds. When it happens to belong 
\to Some especially skeptical person who has taken all kinds of precau
tions against her opening it, she doesn’t hesitate to remark on it:
? “My! How nice'you did fix this up.” This to a young man in the 
^gallery. . . .
s ‘ ‘I always know it is a man who puts all those seals on, and I just love 
I to pick them off.” And she usually pulls off one or two. ....... '

( “But I’ll leave enough, though, so you can see I didn’t open it.” 
\ It was in a case like this that she began: •
I “Oh, I feel cold—snow—lots of it. No, it isn’t snowing now, but it 
has been,” and feeling around on the desk, she found the highly deco
rated envelope to which I alluded. ■■ .

Then she gave the spirit a man’s name. The young man in the front 
row of the gallery sat up and then leaned over.

“That’s right.” • _ ;. '
“ Yes, there is snow all around me. I am up in North Alaska on the 

southern boundary. There was another man with” (mentioning th 
spirit). “You have asked me in this letter if this man was murdered. 
No, he was not murdered. ’ ’ After a pause: “ You think so, but you ’re 
mistaken. I’ll tell you about that, how it was. He had been sick, did you 
know that?” ;

“Yes,” murmured the young man.
“He had been sick and” (mentioning the other man’s name) “had to 

leave him to get something to eat, and when the other man was coming 
back; when he was in sight of” (naming the first man) ‘‘that man 
killed him and took all his money, and the first one, was so sick he died

. . Dead Husband's Resentment.
“You did, lady,” pointing to a woman in deep mourning.

- “No, I didn’t,” said the woman. - \
“Yes, you did, lady; the spirit goes right up to you and he says 

you’ve been saying.things about him since he died.” ' /
“Lhaven’t,” snapped the:woman, fairly crimson now. ■
“Didn’t you tell the neighbors that he treated you shamefully, leav

ing you penniless, and he says you ought not to talk so about him. ’ ’
“Well, he did. It’s a shame, too,” snapped-the woman, and Mrs. 

Pepper’s audience simply reveled in laughter as she only said, “I Imew 
you wrote it.” ■ . - ; ' '

By members of her congregation Mrs. Pepper is described as full of 
compassion for all those who suffer from true grief, while shams meet 
with no mercy.

A story describes her as seated in the audience at a lecture given by 
one of the lecturers who visit the church each week. At length she 
leaned over to a young girl, a stranger, who sat in front of her, saying 
tenderly: -

“My dear, l am sorry to tell you, but I think.you had better go home 
at once. Your mother needs you very much.” . ' .i

After the girl had gone Mrs. Pepper explained to her.companion that 
a death had occurred in the girl’.s household since she had started Sway.

The amazed girl went, and one of the ladies from the. churgh wmo had 
accompanied her said when she returned that the girl’s brother had died
since she left the house. .ne
• ‘ • . - -. . • __£ ■ • • • -■ ■ : -jiU lOV» • ■ '
‘‘MRS. PEPPER POSSESSES POWERS NOT YET UNDERSTOOD.”

' . - - - • ■ - ■ . -v U Utt •" ’¿b ■
By M. A. Feeder, M. D., Member of the Society of Arts andificiedoes of

■■■■■■ England. ...... -. ; -
. ' .............. _ IIA

As the result of observation and experiments I have mad<F&ur§lg the 
last few years, I was asked to attend the Spiritualistic serves .presided 
over by Mrs. Pepper in Brooklyn, on Sunday evening, January«#; and 
subsequently, as the result of some slight illness on her part;(saltier in 
a professional capacity, immediately after the services in qi^stiq^i.

As the result of this visit to Mrs. Pepper it is my judgment that she
possesses powers that neither .she nor any one else fully understands at 
present. She is not insincere, and evidently feels very much hurt and 
depressed that such insinuations against her are publicly made. -

It is possible that the telepathic powers Mrs. Pepper, undoubtedly has 
may reach existences in another state of being. But so far as appeared 
in the services in question, there was no clear evidence of this; ,She was 
simply reading the minds of living persons before her in a way that 
has become very familiar to the writer through numerous and long-con
tinued experiments. ।

contact with another, as delicate as a breath of air, may direct its 
movements.

Thus the famous Bishop, who was called a mind reader, developed a 
fornj of seeing with his muscles. It was a genuine power and not a 
trick. In a certain sense it was ...’nd-reading, he getting ideas from the 
mind of another through a channel of communication incapable of use 
by those who have not this particular form of sense sufficiently devel
oped. '

Instead of finding fault because this power is not something else, it 
should be taken for what it is worth, Justus are the feats of the athlete 
and gymnast, whose purpose is to develop the strength of muscle rather 
than its delicacy of sensitiveness to impulse.

There are eyes which not only see more colors than others; they may 
see light itself where it is imperceptible to the ordinary eye, as for ex
ample, beyond the limits of the violet end of the spectrum. It is well 
known that there are rays of some sort in this location, as shown by in
strumental appliances, but there are only a few eyes gifted with the 
necessary sensitiveness actually to see them.

In like manner there is a sense of the presence of human beings that 
is difficult to define. It is not smell, but is akin to it, although much 
more refined. It is best seen in varieties of dogs who are said to run by 
scent. The thing that they detect, like the perception of the ultra-violet 
end of the spectrum, is something vejy different from what our senses 
ordinarily yield under similar conditions. The emanations perceived 
are very much more refined and give a very different impression from 
any that we have experienced.

It will be observed that in this description the subject has been traced 
step by step to the highest forms of sensitiveness associated with the 
.most delicate rays,-and to the most delicate emanations apparent only 
to the keenest scent. Beyond these there appear to be other forms of 
'sense still more refined and so little used as .to be exceedingly difficult 
of description. In general this may be termed the sense which one mind 
has of the operations of another person by some direct process of per
ception.

There are several different forms of this, all confused under the gen
eral term telepathy or thought transference. In some cases it is associ- 
afed with automatic activities, the person going into a trance. But 
this feature is not essential. Indeed, the power is best exhibited when 
the subject is in a perfectly normal condition and is employing his fac
ulties in the manner which has.been described as a means of developing 
keenness of the ordinary senses and of others as yet of rudimentary 
character. '

In the course of such experimentation in the stimulation of sense 
action rightly-directed, there flickers up into view commonly some evi
dence that the subject of experiment is getting ideas from the mind of 
another in some unusual way. This serves at least to identify this 
power .as very delicate form of sense of some soi^, whose object is mind 
and not matter.’

The whole process is very beautifully illustrated in a case that re
cently came, under observation. The subject, who had somehow devel
oped the faculty of reversed or riiirror writing, simply wished to know 
what this might signify. Subject and operator were entire strangers 
to each other, and there was no other motive than to get at the truth of 
the matter, just as a physician studies a case in order to make a diagno
sis. And so many forms of mental and physical activity were tested in 
different ways, to see just'what powers the subject possessed.

It very soon became apparent that there was excellent control of the 
powers of sense by brain action. Drawings were made and various 
simple acts were performed in such a way as to show complete knowl
edge of the operation of the subject’s own mind, the ability to read 
one’s own mind being fully exemplified.

After numerous experiments, not necessary to detail, in regard to 
this point, the ability to read the mind of another was made the subject 
of experiment and the thing became exceedingly interesting.

The procedure was as.follows: The subject stood facing a darkened 
room, the eyes being somewhat screened also by the hand of the oper
ator. On closing the eyes the subject was simply asked to name the 
colors that appeared, as they always do, before the eyes immediately 
after being-closed under such conditions. In this ease the subject named 
all the colors of the spectrum, beginning with blue and running up to 
the ultra violet, which was mentioned as apparently steel gray.

So the subject was asked to look intently and describe anything that 
occurred. Almost instantly the colors were described as breaking up 
into forms of houses and a public square, with a bank standing on the 
corner, and stone walks and trees and a street, all described with great 
minuteness of detail. It waff a place entirely unknown to the subject, 
but well known to the operator. .

In the midst of the description the appearance of an astral body, 
seemingly that of the operator, was described as though it were a dis
solving view substituted for what had been seen previously.

At this stage the subject was given a crystal reading glass in order to 
see what the effect of gazing into it might be. There was no change 
except in reference to clearness and intensity, a strikingly vivid descrip
tion with great minuteness of detail being given of a room well known 
to the operator, but not known at all to the subject. '

In all this the subject was apparently in a perfectly normal condition, 
laughing and talking and being exceedingly interested in so novel an 
experience. In it all there was not the slightest evidence of control by 
disembodied spirits, or in any other way. It was rather the use by the 
subject of powers we all have_in some degree, but do not know how to 
employ. In other words, it was the free act of the subject and' not 
something imposed by the operator.

N THE WORLD CELESTIAL
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

Is a wonderful book, being the personal 
experiences of a man whose dead 
sweetheart, after appearing to Him 
many times, ethereallzed, materialized 
and through trance mediums, has him 
put into a hypnotic trance by spirit sci
entists and held in that condition for 
ten days, which time he spends with 
her in the celestial spheres, and then 
returns to earth with perfect recollec
tion of what he saw ,and heard in that 
realm of the so-called dead. He tells 
his wonderful story to his friend who 
gives it to the world In his best style. 
This friend is Dr. T. A. Bland, the Well- 
known author, scientist and reformer.

This book has a brilliant Introduction 
by that distinguished preacher, Rev. H. 
W. Thomas, D. D.. president of the 
American Congress of Liberal Relig
ions, who gives It the weight of his un
qualified endorsement.

He says: "This book will give us 
courage to pass through the shadow of 
death to the sunlit clime of the world 
celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage says: "It is in
tensely interesting, and gives a picture 
of the future life that one cannot help 
wishing may be true.” '

The Medical Gleaner says: "If lifts 
the reader into enchanting realnls, and 
leaves a sweet taste in his conscious
ness.

Hon. C. A. Windle says: "It is inex
pressibly delightful."

President Bowles of the National Lib
era  ̂League, says: "It Is one of the 
choicest pieces of literature of this mar
velous age of books.”

Everybody will be charmed with it, 
for it is not only a great spiritual book, 
but a most beautiful love romance of 
two worlds. It is printed in elegant 
style, bound in cloth and gold. Price $1. 
For sale at this office.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth. '
No other publishing house In the 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes ot the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for 93.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize tor these eleven 
books is $2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise! ,

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainly no 
small ccutrlbution to the study of the soul. It 
is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, 11. For safe at this 
office.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life Accotdlng to Science. By 
Louis Flguler. Translated from the French by 
S-R.Crockeo. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Splr* 
Ituallsm Demonstrated by Science J* is writ
ten in that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular-, 
Ize scientific subjects la adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans and the 
inhabitants of earth." Price, 11.50.

THE AGE OF REASON K.hoB^ 
an investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy; A complete edition of 180 pages, postSvo. 
Paper, 25cents: cloth, 50cents.

ForGianflMatter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. 81.00.

from the shock.’’ -
The audience was breathless. 
She went on: ; '

Some of you’have read Tacitus, and no doubt recall his account of the 
chastity of the northern tribes of. Europe before they were conquered 
by the Romans or converted to Christianity. Such Accounts come from 
ail ages and from many lands—truth, honesty, chastity, gentleness, ten
derness-such as are by no means universal in lands under the influence 
of Jesus.—Herbert Spencer. .

Tolerance is a most impious system and contrary to the views of the 
clergy. It can only be practiced by those Christians whose lack of zeal 
leads them to betray the interests of the . church,; by allowing everyoneIf, however, the problem of communication with beings in another

world is ever solved, it will be through perfecting such telepathic modçs, to think in his own way on certain questions: and especially on such 
of communication between mind and mind—-aS are already, known to questions as one can understand.—Voltaire. '

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY ULIJAN WHiUNO.—In this book Miss 

Whiting aims to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant* 
menttolife. Ills, in a measure, a logical se
quence of ‘•The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul In harmony with the universe. II 
Is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth. 11,00,

INDU GE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe f*r The 

Progressive Thinker.
Now io the time to extend the clroula, 

Uon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
srtll contain Occult and Splrituollitlo 
news with which every one ahould be 
familiar. No other paper published on . 
thio earth containa such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th* 
■■ind. Send in a subscription now. _j
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If playing marbles on Sunday,

They Balance Each Other.
Rev. Martin1 D. Kneeland, D. D., in

Qob y«ar........................ . .. ....
Six Montña.............. . .....................
Thirteen weeks.........;...............
BWeCopy,.,............................ ..
’ BEMITTANCESs

■ . TERSs&FsuaEcairaoNi
I Tot PaoaamwB thxhkxm wlll bs fumlsbod 
until turUieT noUce at the toltowlng vernm, in
variably in advance:

s» 4-a Ls»b Street, 

á. < FRWS, Pretor

H«mltt>y PostotUoa Monoy order, Registered 
Kilter or Draft on Chicago or New York. It 
easts Irom ID to IScents to getcheeka cashed on 
Jooal banks, so do not send them unless you 
Wish that amount doduoted from tha amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. It. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, III,

TIKE NOTlCRi
$SF"At tho expiration ot subscription, if not re- 

aawed, the paper is discontinued. No bills 
wiU bo sent for extra numbers.

feETII you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.

^F*Whcncver you desire tho address of your 
fapor ichangod, always give tha address of 
be place to which it bus boon going or tho 

change cannot be made. ~
TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign countries is $2.

i
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.:: you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble. "

(Edltor-at-Large for tho National Spirit’ 
uallat Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
fewer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
felipplnga when a i attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
Sim at Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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«fi«l OBfiAMæÎ
Decision of the United States Supreme Court on Magnetic Sealing,

The courtesy of Prof. S- A. Weltmer, of Nevada, Missouri, han di
rected my attention to the decision of the highest court or oui • y 
in the case of the Weltmer School of Healing against the * 9 . _ 
General. Spiritualists should give careful study to the vci t ' 
dered therein because it has some bearing upon the rights ot t ie C - 
ers, for in the absence of congressional enactments on the quc.' 
becomels the law where no state statutes exist. .

There are some states whose present laws against the practice 0 g- 
netic healing are in opposition to the spirit of this decision, which g 
our people good grounds for urging upon the proper legislatures a r - 
ptal of their unconstitutional enactments, or else forcing the btate b - 
preme Courts to bring their interpretations of them into harmony with 
that of their superior tribunal at Washington. .

The former end cannot be effectively urged until Spiritualists or. e - 
ery state in the Union are blended into harmonious state associations, 
laboring to spread their truths and standing immovably insistent upon 
their rights. Politicians of every grade from ward manipulators up to 
the White House, stand in wholesome awe of numbers acting together 
and composed either of actual voters, or of mothers, wives, sisteis 01 
sweethearts, who indisputably mold public decisions on every question.

That l am not exaggerating the importance of the Weltmer victory is 
shown by its reception by representative newspapers in various large 
cities; - ' . .. » t-

The Indianapolis Sentinel—“It holds that the practice of magnetic 
healing is legitimate,” . . ' , . „ „

Cleveland Plandealer—“Magnetic healing is not a fraud. U. b, bu-

-
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¿W- .WL «R?AT
DIWUMiON, NOW RUNNING IN 
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER CAN
NOT. FAIL TO DO A WORLD OF 
GOOD. THE CROWNING ARTICLE,
IN MY OPINION, IB THAT OF

To th^j. Editor:—Some-kind friend FATHER' JOHN- 
has been good enough to send me a SEEMS TO HAVE______ _________
page from .a recent publication called I KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJECT, 
“The Light oMPrufh.” ' AND HAS EXPLAINED IT IN SO

Not hwingltiie honor of an acquaint- CLEAR AND REASONABLE A MAN- 
anco wif^t eithOT the paper or its editor, I NER AS TO LEAVE NO DOUBT AS 
I am at a loqs io understand the spirit to THE WHOLE TRUTH IN REFER- 
of malice Qgayist me and my work, so ENCE TO THIS IMPORTANT MAT-

PIERPONT. HE
A THOROUGH

plainly fflanitokt in the page sent me. TER. I FEEL THAT HIS EXPO8I- 
A colpbin aHJcle which refers to my- TION OF THE SUBJECT WILL VIR- 

self and my work, is so clearly intend- TUALLY SETTLE THE QUESTION, 
ed to place boy: 1» a false light, that I AND LEAVE THE PUBLIC MIND 
am impelled/to make this brief, expla- GREATLY RELIEVED AND ELE- 
nation lA justice to myself and the VATED. NOW LET ALL SPIRIT
work I'Represent, as well as to the UALIST8 PROFIT BY THIS WISE 
many fciends..who have honored me LESSON, AND SO LIVE THAT THE 
with their q^.nfldqnce, and the public WORLD WILL BE LITTLE TROUB- 
for whom I have labored honestly and LED LITTLE HEREAFTER BY OB- 
earnestly for many years without fear SESSION.
or favor. FREEMAN W. SMITH.

The animus,of the article referred to 
is indicated ijrst, by the fact that it at
tributes the 'authorship of The Great 
Psychological Crime (of wiiich l am thé 
editor), to a man who lias himself pub-

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

"DID GOD BURN THE ■ 
MAJESTIC THEATER?"

From the Secretary of the National 
Spiritualists Association.

To the Editor and Readers of The 
Progressive Thinker:—The N. S. A. ex
tends greetings of good will and fra
ternal regard to you one and all, and 
trusts that a “Happy New Year" will 
surely attend you.

The work at our home office has been 
going on as usual; our missionaries 
show by their monthly reports that 
they are kept pusy, and although their 
receipts are apt to fall below their ex
penses, we realize that they are doing 
a good work for our cause. Our N. 8. 
A.- income from any source has been

relief work; twelve dollars a month Is ■ 
a small sum to live on, and yet some . - 
of our pensioners have absolutely noth- 
lug more to depend on, and the kind-/ 
ness of friends in caring for them at) 
that rate only, enables them to live. It,1

prerne Court so decides.” ' .
' St. Paul News—“Magnetic healing is upheld by the Supreme court, 

Louisville Courier-Journal-“ The theory of magnetic heahng scored 
victory yesterday in the United States Supreme Court.’,
Chicago Tribune—“ What seems to be a perfectly logical decision ot 

the Supreme Court of the United States has been hande4 down in the 
ease of Prof. Weltmer.” , . .

Chief Justice Fuller and five associates concurred m the 9Pln^n> 
which was prepared by Justice Peckham. Justices White and 
Kenna dissented from the majority. One vacancy existed in the body 
because Oliver Wendell Holmes, successor to Justice Gray, deceased,

a

• Exploring the Occult
A sensitive hypnotist, in his' opera

tions on patients, feels an aura, a slight 
emanation, passing from his body to 
his subject; and the latter Is conscious 
he is the recipient of that aura. The 
operator may be near, or a little dis
tant, and that breeze, so to term It, 
neems to come from him, and is very 
fllstlnctly felt by many in mesmeric 
treatments.

Experiments conducted through a se
ries of three years by a learned London 
physician, an account of which is pub
lished in a prominent medical journal 
of that city, calls this aura “rays,” and 
Bays, they have different and distinct 
colors, according to the character and 
temperament of the person from whom 
they emanate. We quote:

"The rays emanating from a very 
passionate man have a deep red hue. A 
person whose keynote in life is to be 
good and do good throws off pink rays. 
The ambitious man emits, orange rays; 
the deep thinker deep blue; the lover 
Df art and refined surroundings, yellow; 
an anxious, depressed person, gray. 
One who leads a low.. debased life 
throws’ off muddy brown rays; a devo
tional good-meaning person, light blue; 
n progressive-minded one, light green; 
tad a physically or mentally ill one, 
Bark green.”

The doctor whose critical examina
tions made these discoveries, expects 
his revelations will be received with In
credulity; but he asserts it is strength
ened by the fact that the color-sense of 
humanity was thousands of years in 
reaching its present development.

It was a great advance'to give char
acter and color to those emanations. 
Investigations pursued along those 
lines may reveal much we haVe hereto
fore classed with the supernatural. 
Clairvoyants will do well to turn their 
attention In this direction, and note 
What their refined vision shall reveal.

had not taken his seat on the bench. .
In brief the court held that the Weltmer School violated no law ot 

congress by either its method of healing, or its manner of conducting 
its business and that the postoffice department exceeded its authority in 
withholding the mail of-the institution and its officers through the post
master at Nevada, because of fraudulent methods.

Laying on of hands is not mentioned in the record of the Supreme 
Court utterances in the case. Prof Weltmer contended that the mind 
of the human race is largely responsible for its ills; that humanity has 
innate power of brain and mind to largely cure its diseases; that he 
merely taught the proper way of .using that faculty, or force; that his 
system discarded Christian Science and divine healing, and pursued a 
practical scientific treatment emanating from the source aforesaid.

The court held that the “influence of the mind upon tlje physical con
dition of the body is very powerful, and that a hopeful mental state 
goes far in many cases, not only to alleviate, but even to aid veiy 
largely in the cure of an illness from which the body may suffer, just 
exactly to what extent the mental condition affects the body no one can 
accurately and definitely say; nor can it properly be said that those who 
assume to heal bodily ills, or infirmities by a resort to this method of 
cure are guilty of obtaining money under false pretenses, such as are in
tended in the statutes, which evidently do not assume to deal with mere 
matters of opinion upon subjects which are not capable of proof as to

a

llcly stated definitely and positively ---------
that he is not U19 author and had noth-1 The Rev. E. W. Allen's Sermon on This' 
ing whatever to do with the work; and Subject—He Repudiates an Old-Time 
second, by the attempt to associate my Tu..l„i,,i -,name ¿nd my work with a scandal that Theological Idea of Direct Divine 
has recently occupied much space in Wrath.
the press throughput the country. ' The undersigned had the pleasure pt 

The C. F. Taylor referred to in the I listening to a very interesting sermon 
article, happens to be related to friends delivered by the Rev. E. W. Allen at the 
of mine. That is all. He is not the au- West Jefferson Street Church of Christ, 
thor of Thp Great Psychological Crime, Fort Wayne, Ind., last Sunday evening, 
nor. did he have anything whatever to I having been attracted thither by the' 
do with’ Its writing or its publication. I subject previously announced, “Did God 
He is not now nor has he ever been as-1 Burn the Majestic Theater?" 
sociated In any way whatever with any I It was very refreshing to me to 
of my literary work. He is not now I gather from this sermon the fact that 
nor has he ever been a teacher nor rep- I the pulpit is abandoning at least one of 
resentative of my work nor the school its heretofore teachings, 1. e., the dl-
1 represent, >: rect and immediate demonstrations of

Mr. Taylor has himself so declared I God’s wrath upon the wicked. The 
publicly, and the editor of the paper re- Rev. Allen’s sermoq Is an evidence that 
ferred to knew that fact when he pub- he, at least, does not believe In or sym- 
llshed the article attributing to him the I pathize with any such doctrine. On 
authorship of my-book. the contrary, he teaches that the Ma-

Mr. and Mrs. Francis, - of The Pro- jestic Theater burned in accord with a 
gresslve Thinker kpow both myself and I natural physical law, as the wood in 
the author of Ilie ', book referred to. the furnace below the auditorium was 
They know the author's name and have then burning, God having nothing to do 
met him many times. They have also -,vitli it other than being the creator of 
met Mr. Taylor, -and know that he Is I that natural law.
not the author of The Great Psycholog- I jj j correctly and fully interpreted 
leal Crime. z the Rev. Allen’s utterances, his breth-

in order that nothing may be left un-1 ren o£ the Port Wayne Ministerial Asso- 
dono to epprect the false impression the I elution are not fully in. accord with him 
paper referred to has endeavored to ere- on tjjis noint and the stand he has 
ate to injure me and my work, I shall I tai{en i.fregard to it is independent, if 
be glad if th® editor of The Progressive I not heretical. Be that as it may, the 
Thinker will himself verify the truth of rcv Al en’s sermon shows the trend of 
this statement to his readers and the theological thought along this line at 
public generally. least, and it.ls imnrobable that he will

With malice toward none and char- |,e obliged to stand a trial lor heresy 
ity for all, and an abiding conviction because of it.
that honesty is .the best policy, even for I jn order that the reader may note the 

newspaper, I ®to, Very touly, I contrast between the Rev. Allen’s teach- 
FLORENCE HUNTLEY. jng anj ¡.bat which was and still Is con

Chicago, Ill. I sldered orthodox upon this subject, I
' ., _ . . I will relate a little scrap of history. In

We know fill the parties referred to I one ot ]ate Hev Dr T Deyvitt Tai-

a

theirlalsity.” ,
The high court simply ruled that the admitted facts showed no viola

tion of the statutes under which the Postmaster General ordered the 
Nevada postmastei to act. Although the learned justices distinctly 
stated they did not decide or express any opinion upon the various con
stitutional objections raised by the School of Healing, yet they com
mitted themselves to the legitimacy of the Weltmer methods.

What are those methods? We And the advertising matter of the 
school sets up a Home Method of Healing, or Absent Treatment, 
through the mind controlling the body by the exercise of the Will, the 
latter being brought into action by relying upon it. Next, Prof. Welt- 
mer explains His personal treatment in this language: “ Manipulation is: 
used to assist nature in the most effective manner possible m restoring * 
the normal condition. The laying on of hands is a means by which sug
gestion may be conveyed to the unconscious mind of the patient and 
thereby secure the co-operation of the will of the patient and the atti
tude which will secure the restoration. Prof. Weltmer disclaims any 
special magnetic or mystic virtue and only accords to himself the power 
which his knowledge enables him to exert.”

The medical laws df Illinois except healing by mental and spirit meth
ods. I would suggest that every healer who applies his hands to the 
body of a patient for curative purposes do so for the reason, and that 
alone siven by Prof. Weltmer for their use. It seems to have had ap
proval of our court of final resort. GEORGE B: WARNE.

p s-Since writing the above Prof, philosophy. My philosophy as taught F. B. Mince wnu 5 . .. mnrAA nf TnRtriif*ttonfl and

discourse on Sabbath Observance be
fore the “Union Service Protestant 
Churches,” at Woonsocket, R. L, on No
vember 27, said:

“In the Concord Reformatory, 95 per 
cent of the criminals began their ca
reer of crime as Sabbath breakers.”

Some years ago an effort was made 
to ascertain what proportion of con
victs in the penitentiaries were fa
vored with Sunday-school education. 
The report said, “95 per cent of the con
victs admitted they were attendants on 
Sunday-schools in their youth.”

Is it not probable those doing service 
In the Reformatory, mentioned by Dr. 
Kneeland, were also attendants, on 
what one writer designates “Sunday
school nurseries of vice?”

or

Weltmer has replied as follows: “I will 
say that the use of the hands in treat
ing a patient was not referred to in 
court, only as it was embodied in my

bathing on that "sacred” day, are 
crimes, then there are but few boys 
who did not commence their career of 
wrong-doing by the desecration of the 
Sabbath; and the chances are ten to 
one, the same little rascals were attend
ants on Sunday-schools. Which, then, 
was the real cause of their after of
fending? The Sunday-school scholars 
learned that Jesus desecrated the Sab
bath, by plucking born from another’s 
field and eating it, and took a mare 
with colt belonging to another, and 
making a «rand ovation therewith as 
King of the Jews; why not they supply 
themselves with a beast to ride on the 
game easy condition—simply taking it?

in the mall course of Instructions and
Mystery Revealed, was the basis of the 
decision of the court largely. In that 
I teach the principle of laying on of
bands in treatment' G. B. W.

A New Field for Thought.
A curious statement is made by Prof. 

Le Fevre, of the Russian school of Sum- 
ry, to the effect that plants experience 
emotions of sadness and grief at the 
loss of their fellows, as is the case 
with animal life. The professor is a 
botanist and a gardener for the love of 
flowers. He has reported to a Parisian 
scientific journal some of his experi
ences which would Indicate the vegeta
ble world is not so stupid as is general
ly supposed.

All have observed the strange action 
of a climbing vine in reaching out for 
an object on which it seems ambitious 
to attach itself. If it had eyes to see it 
could not be more accurate in pressing 
forward its tendrils to mató an attach
ment on which to gain support to go up 
higher. We have watched such action 
from day to day, and Invited the atten
tion of friends to this positive evidence 
of plant intelligence; but it remained 
for Prof. Le Fevre to discover it pos-

' In a Stew.
The Daughters of the American Rev

olution are in a terrible stew, and they 
think they have good cause for it. It 
peems Prof. 'W. E. Burghardt du Bols, 
bf the Atlantic University, a gentleman 
ol color, lectured to the' Daughters on. 
the evening of December ' 15, during 
Which he made the statement that “one 
out of every eight Americans is part 
negro.” ■ - ■ , ’

. It is probably unnecessary to - add, 
the whole sisterhood boiled over. Says 
the report, "Many left the meeting." 
Mrs. Clark declared: "It was an out
rage for the members to sit still and 
permit him to say such a thing.” But 
Mrs. Frederick Lee has the palm. She 
Is reported to have said:

“I can trace my ancestry back to. the 
monkeys. I hope, the one I sprang from 
had as big a twist in his tail and as 
many wrinkles in his face as any 
monkey, but I know there is not a drop 
of negro blood in my family.”. •

Good for Mrs. Lee, for in so assert
ing with emphasis, she virtually denies 
the Bible myth, that all races of men 
sprang from a single pair. • Had they 
done so, it Is probable . that missing 
"drop” In her case would have perco
lated through tho ages and reached her 
jnein«. ■ . ■ ■ - - ■

will be seen that at present we can 
place no more on our list, and it seemtf 
imperative to ask any society or per/ 
son henceforth who applies for a medh 
urn to be listed, to raise one-half of tho 
amount needed for the pensioning of 
the applicant, in the state or locality to 
which the needy .one belongs. A socie
ty or individual could do no better work 
tor the cause of humanity, than to raise 
or give a sum sufficient to pay the pen
sion of one beneficiary for a year. We 
have no free beds in hospitals, no medl-small since the last convention, and the . ,,,

expense of conducting its various good homes to which our destitute can 
works goes steadily on. Some weeks would certainly be a deed ot
since, President Barrett made a ringing benevolence for those who can, to thue 
call in the papers for aid to the Medi- *nBur® the pension of one crippled and 
urns’ Pension Fund, for it is steadily needy medium for a year. We trust 
growing less, m response to that up- something can be done in this line dur- 
peal, we have received contributions in ln£ ffie year. The if 8. A. will accept 
varied sums, to the amount of about °nd disburse all contributions to its 
one hundred and seventy-nine dpllars— pe“?ion, ?an*l8'
we give the list and figures below. the list of contributors_to the pen-

By some mistake’ it has been report
ed in the Thinker that the N. 8. A. is 
pensioning fifteen, and in another ar
ticle, nineteen mediums. This is not 
the fact; we have had applications 
enough to make up the latter number, 
but as will be seen by this article, It 
would be impossible to care for so 
many, with the uncertain Income to the 
pension fund which is ours. $B; Lydia J. Sanger, ?5; Peter Wider-

Our pension fund is paying monthly, 8trom «. c_ E- L. Bryant, |5; T. P. 
$12 dollars each to ten needy and vet- Christian, $5; A Friend in Dana, $3.63; 
eran mediums. Nearly every one of A> q Fisher, $2; W. W. Hawkins, for 
them has passed the seventy-fifth care of Dr giadGi j2; F. Whorley, $2; 
birthday; several are over eighty-four. Truth geeker, T. 8. A., $2; J. L. Rea, 
All are dependent upon our aid. Dr. ?2; Mr. and Mrs. White, $2; Chas. 
Slade is also cared for at a steady ex- Hangarten, $1; J. C. Lowell, $1; Chas, 
pense of $25 per month for board, med- biggin, $1; C. B„ $1; Chas. Holland, 
leal care and all expense—his cloth- Mrs A_ c. Headley, $1; Friend <51
irig must also be furnished by our fund. cause in Portage, Mich., $1; Old
Our temporary aid to mediums is also soidier> cal., fl; C. P. Winston, $1; 
a large item. At the lowest figure we Tho8 jnddiomist, $1;. Wm. Thomas 
are paying out one hundred and fifty Matilews, artist, $1; Emma J. Colton, 
dollars per month in this relief, making ?1; Mrs A w Bonar, $1; “Unknown,” 
eighteen hundred per year. We have vla president Barrett, 52 
no endowment fund, and less than Rriend, 25 cents; S. S. H., 
three thousand dollars in the pension Total, 179.48. To each generous donor 
fund; it will readily be seen that un- W0 extend our grateful thanks. We 
less relays come in, it cannot be long wjg ],e g;ad recBiVe further contrlbu 
before our pensioners will have to be tfons to this worthy fund. Address 
cut off—a most cruel fate—for lack of MARY T. LONGLEY,
money to aid them. jq. 8. A Secretary.

Bion fund since President Barrett’s ap
peal Is as follows;

Mrs. C. L. Stevens, via President Bar
rett, $50; Lewis Peterson, $25; A 
Friend in Iowa, $10; Mrs. L. L. Otto, 
$5; Mrs. Susan Jack, $5; Mr. and Mrs. 
J. R. Francis, $5; J. T. Hamilton, $5; 
New Bedford Lyceum, $5; F. W. Mar
tin, $5; Friend T. B. W., $5; H. S. Bliss, 
S. C. Bliss and H. W. Bliss, $5; S. Dill,

50 cents;

We ask that each and every Spirit- 600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E„ Wasli- 
ualist will do something to aid in this ington, D. C.

JAPANESE SPIRITUALISM.

Japanese Gods Are All Kind, Generous 

and Helpful.

/

10 cents.
A

before these testimonials reached Ja
pan poor lesuko had committed slow 
suicide and his ashes had been placed ■ 
in an urn on the hillside overlooking 7 
Kyoto, back óf the Yaami Hotel.

One day a friend invited me to at
tend what he promised would be a novel , 
ceremony. We went together to the / 
little hillside cemetery, where thirty otf 
forty of the most famous artists in Ja
pan were gathered. A learned Buddhist, 
in gorgeous robes, delivered what you 
might call an explanatory address. He 
recited briefly the story I have told ydu. 
Then one of the oldest friends 'of 
lesuko stepped forward and addressed 
the spirit of the dead artist, just as we 
would address a person to whom a tes
timonial was to be tendered. He de
scribed the Columbian Exposition in 
Chicago, explained John Boyd Thatch- - 
er’s system of awards, gave a detailed 
review of the work of the jury, and 
finally concluded with a minute descrip
tion of the • medal and the diploma 
which he held in his hand. When he 
had finished the medal was sealed up in 
a cavity joirtñr had been carved out of . 
the stone, and the diploma was burned 
over the grave with incense and fitting 7/ ■ ■ 
ceremonies conducted by the p?rest> *'■ 
which, of course, I could not under- • '' 
stand. But the significance of the cere- V
mony was very clear. The medal, be- I
ing indestructible, and of material sub- ' 
stance, could not be transported to the 
other world. But the diploma was car
ried there by the flames. Several of / 
the gentlemen present made brief ad- ' 
dresses and placed flowers upon the - ' 
tomb.

A fine sidelight on Japanese Spirit
ualism is shown by ^fm. E. Curtis in 
the Chicago Record-Herald. He says: 

The touching address which Admiral 
Togo delivered at Toklo the other day 
to the spirits of the officers and men 
who were killed while fighting under 
him in the Port Arthur fleet, illustrates 
Shintoism, the Japanese national relig
ion. Many theologians insist that it is 
not a religion because there is no the
ology in it; that it is only a manifesta
tion of certain superstitions in which 
the entire Japanese nation believes; 
but as Hearn has said, it is the “soul of 
the race.”

All Japanese ore Spiritualists, so to 
speak, and they are taught that the 
spirits of the dead, in a large measure 
control the actions of the living. They 
do not believe Jn ghosts; they do not 
have mediums of communication with

1 . .. .. . . ... . . . their dead, and they do not receive mes-
ation for them that I omitted to state Bages from the other world. But thia 
where the scene was laid. That it is | woria is full of friendly invisible beings,

I stricly true, I have conclusive evidence, encouraging, protecting and comforting 
I forget just how it was brought to my 1 them| and the landscape is dotted with 
attention. I heard it reported ,:y some- I guinea that have been erected for the 
body, or got my information from a pri-1 pUrpOae of worshiping good- and influ
yate letter, I cannot say which, but I ential men. If a Japanese is going to 
am. inclined to think it was the latter. war ¡je praya before the shrine of some 
No;.matter, I asked a trusted friend of greaf soldier; if he is preparing for a 
mine to investigate for me, and he did journey he goes to the shrine of a 
bo. Some coirespondence ensued I traveler; if he is a party to a law- 
-which he turned over to me, and from I 8ult he prayB for the aid and guidance 
it I am assured that the affair did actu- I Of some famous ■’urist; before he lays 
ally , and exactly take place as I de- ont hiB garden he prays to the spirit of 
scribed it. I have the correspondence BOme great landscape architect, and so 
still,, but. I think I had better keep it to| On in every duty, pleasure and labor of 
myself.” ' nfe he consults the spirit of his ancest-

The above mentioned miracle was I orB and those of other wise and good

in the foregoing statement, and we mage’s sermons, delivered In 1886, he 
know that It,contains only the simple describes an Instance of God’s swift 
truth. TWe know that C. F. Taylor Is wrath, as follows: “Last August a 
not the'.author of the book referred to, man flourished a knife toward heaven

, 7,A, , and dared God to come down, threaten-and thfit he IB in no way whatever con- jng CU|. Him did. That man 
nected’with 1 Mrs. Huntley's literary waB cut down, smoke poured from his 
work. 'We know the author of the book mouth and nostrils, and he was dying
well, ah'd that any attempt to associate [for days, while nobody could go near 
Mrs. Huntieyr or her work with the lli“ ” _ , ' , , . ,
scandal, mentioned above, is malicious- Talmage was asked for a circum- 
lv unwarranted I ^tantial account of the blasphemer who
3 n ’ ‘ | was miraculously burned to death, and

his response was as follows:
“I appreciate the desire for further

ones gone before. If vegetation is en
dowed with emotional, life, its loves 
and ours may be reciprocal; and in an
other state of being the two may have 
greater ability to make their griefs and 
pleasures known to each other. And 
really, will not such intellectual occu
pation be

“A darned sight better business 
Than loafing around the throne,”

as Secretary of State, John Hay, felici
tously expressed it many years ago, In 
“Little Breeches," before he had vis
ions of political preferment?

sesses emotions, and has the ability to 
transfer its own sadness to humans, as 
he illustrates in the article before us.

All life is interlinked; and for aught 
we know, experiences joy and pain, 
and even agony when lacerated by 
wounds or is rudely destroyed.

Many years ago we read an elaborate 
article by an able philosopher, in which 
he urged with great force, that vegeta
ble life was as welLentltled to immor
tality as man. He insisted that all life, 
from the highest to the humblest,, veg
etable or animal, survives the change 
we call death. And he wrote before 
modern Spiritualism had come Into be
ing. . '

The tree, the shrub, the plant, have 
not the power of locomotion. They are 
tied to the spot where the seed falls 
and germinates. .They are destitute of 
eyes such as we possess, but their ac
tion, like the eyeless fish or worm, 
shows their movements are directed by 
something akin to eyes. The forest 
tree bends aside to catch the sun’s rays, 
and, possibly, to gain freer access to 
the atmospheric gases necessary to its 
existence.

Are these verdant fields of delight 
homes In. which the spirit, freed from itâ 
mortal incumbrances, will revel while 
in pursuit of knowledge in the good by 
■and by? There arc millions of things 
of which we gain only feeble knowledge 
in earth life, of which the inquiring 
mind will insist to be informed over 

. there. '
Clairvoyants see verdure and flowers

1*HE TRAMP.

“ 1 --------- details in the matter, and I purposely
Who !srtbat ¥rmn with furrowed cheek, I avoided locating the event, and the rea- 

DlshdVeledrtdclts, so-white,1 sons that actuated me then impel me
With IJlpod-shot eyes' -thfif seem to I now to keep the affair from the public. 
’•'¡ J ti/Weak L ; I Such an event is a terrible thing for

Qf on^ eternal night? , . the family and friends of the man who
Wifh wHhklefl hands find'arms so poor, was punished, and it is cut of consider-

And legs.that stand in cramp, 
With palsied totter at the door?

Ip he that awful tramp? • .
Was he not one tithe, so'mé one’s child, 

.Upon his mother’s breast, .
On whom so many mothers smiled, 

And lovingly caressed?
Is he the boy with gleaming eye 

Who stood- beneath tne lamp
While loving mother told him why 

A man becomea a tramp?

Is this he whom we saw when small, 
In school and at his play, 

Who led the children, one and all, 
In h(s bright cheerful way? . .

Is thja the box- all once foretold ‘ 
Wdiild bè (tlfë'htédïlamp,

‘ A hero; martyr brave’ and bold, 
Who now is fiut a tramp?

Very Important Information
If the conceit of the archaeologists 

could in all cases be received as truth
ful we would soon know all about the 
remote past One M. V. Millard, a dis
tinguished excavator along the Nile, 
now comes to the front with long de
sired Information about the mythical 
Noah. He claims to have dlsvovered 
the site where the ark was built, ‘its 
probable cost and claims he was an 
Egyptian king; and the builder of the 
great pyramid. We suppose he relies 
on the bible for an account of his drunk
enness and debauch with his daughters. 
Let him tell his own story:

“I have discovered during the last 
three years, just where Noah lived, 
where the ark was built, and that Noah 
built the great pyramid of Khufu, 
known as the pyramid of Glzeh. Noah 
was the greatest, king this world has 
ever seen. He was the greatest of the 
Egyptian Pharaohs, not excepting Ra- 
meses the Great .

“Noah was a millionaire. The bibli
cal account of the flood gives no clew 
as to where Noah lived or where his 
ship carpenters were at work for 120 
years constructing the'ark. Noah was 
600 years old when the-flood came. He 
must have been a millionaire and a 
man of great authority. He built the 
ark at his own evpense. ■ Such a boat in 
these times would cost more than half a 
million dollars. • ■
’ “Noah built the great pyramid during 
the earlier part of the fourth Egyptian 
dynasty and not more than 1,200 years 
after God had expelled Adam and Eve 
from the garden of Eden."

Is this the blooming youth who spoke 
On graduation day, 

Whose flowery words such pride awoke 
And time washed not away— ’

Within the breasts of all his mates;
Encored with cheer and stamp?

Is this the boy,' and did the fates 
Mark him to be-a tramp?

Is this the man once bright and shrewd, 
Who wrote on history’s page

With aspirations high imbued, 
We qee so bowed with age?

Whose, eyes were lit with'hope’s bright 
flame . . .

In battle-field and camp 
Now standing there so halt and lame, 

A poor, despised old tramp?
Is this-the man we saw go by 

In auto, all nis own, 
Who stepped so mighty proud aud high, 

All dressed in highest tone?
Ib this the man Who owned the bank, 

Who gained by greed and cramp, ' 
Now here bo poor; neglected, lank, 

A'poor, forlorn old tramp?
Oto God, whem this .great man went 

OW&,- ■ ■. • ■' ■ “
Among the poor to dwell, 

And left behind hiB bought renown—
When, all,,his glitter fell—

Did some poor man in plenty rise, 
The. vacancy to vamp? " 

If so the plan of fate seems wise 
In making-,an old tramp.

; . j DR. T. WILKINS.
■ ' :■»' !i ' '*«> —— ■ 

Mission of Psychic Phenomena.
In ^hroaff.'survey of the world tad 

'our ow country to-day we, find an un
dercurrent of material motives in all' 
.human life tad action, with little or no 
‘thought Jn practical affairs, as" to the 
hereafter orSfs consequences.

. So sfi’bng Titis thia materialism be
come,’Mat the real and vital point or 
mission,of certain psychic phenomena, 
is aim®; loSTsight of,.and buried in the 
depths“Sf mysticism' and .superstition.

The^juhengmena-in question, is the 
advent‘of J<S«s Christ on earth.

Regardless] of what may be said to 
the contrary^, what exception Is taken, 
or whaa conclusions drawn, the only

A Prominent Spiritualist Passed to 
Spirit Life. ■' . ...

George S. Bowen, a prominent Spirit
ualist Of Elgin, Hl.; passed to spirit life;: 
Jan, 12, at the age of '76. He was.^'ex- 
ceptionally prominent iri business cif-

in gorgeous profusion and- beauty, in des, and was deeply, interested in.all 
their delightful visions of our . lovedreformatory work. . • .

said to have occurred in Mercer county, I men> and( without expecting any direct 
Ohio, near Lima, Allen county, and the I answer, has faith that they will give 
victim of the Almighty’s wrath was said bim their encouragement, protect him 
to be Sylvester Redyan. But the post- | from errors and lead him in the right 
master of Lima wrote in reply to an in- Way. This, the theologians say, is hot 
quiry, as follows: “The story is false I religion; but it is a practical, actual, ev- 
from beginning to end. No such man | oryday thing and illustrates the Japa- 
cver lived in this part of the country.” neBe character more strongly than any

It is probablp that if the Rev. Dr. other act or word.
Talmage were living to-day and preach- There is a striking contrast between 
ing in Fort Vayne he would ascribe the I the Japanese and Hindus in this re
burning of the Majestic theatre to the 1 gpecL The latter are surrounded by 
direct wrath of God, notwithstanding spirits in a similar manner and their 
the fact that his own tabernacle in | £ate is controlled in a similar way, but 

 

Brooklyn burned to the ground three the gods of the Hindu are wicked, cruel, 
times. The latter, together with all vindictive and malicious, and in his 
the churches that have burned, been I Prayers and sacrifices he does not ask 
struck by lightning and blown to wreck for light and aid, for he has been 
and ruin, as in the late St Louis cy- taught that they will not give it to him. 
clone, these disasters he would attrib- He begs for mercy; he makes sacrifices 
ute, I presume, to the wrath of the I and brings offerings from his 'scanty 
devil, in order to be analogically con- gtore in the hope of making the gods 
sistent. But even this idea would not good-natured, and In that way perhaps 
be universally accepted, even by ortho- | bis misery may be lessened, his load 

 

dox people, judging by the remark I lightened and impending misfortunes 
made by a good Methodist brother some | averted. On the other hand, the Japa- 

 

years ago when the Episcopal church in I nese gods are all kind and generous and 
this city was struck by lighthing: “That I helpful, and the faith of the people 
shows what the good Lord thinks of | never fails.

It will be seen that the Spiritualism 
of the Japanese differs from that, of 
America and Europe. Mediumship as 
known and cultivated with us, is not , 
known or practiced in Japan.

At the same time a much greater in
fluence is attributed to spirit powers by 
the Japanese, and more is expected 
there than here.

Japanese Spiritualism seems to be 
permeated with -a thoroughly religious 
spirit of reverence and worship, and 
ideal faith, not known with American 
and European Spiritualists.

X-RAY.

and reàj mifjsion of Christ on earth, 
was to spread Light and Hope to the 
struggling and benighted humanity of 
the West.. 7

Tfle blaze "of light is- symbolized by 
the sün whdse .rays portray another 
world to which we lare indebted; while 
the-ray'of Hopë is symbolized by dark
ness befofe dawn, that beyond the 
mournful 1 picture - Of -death ' and thé 
grave, there is assurance of another 
life,- after.earth conditions are com

: nieted-hn<l it Is. Hole' to ' be on ou r way. 
7 , RICHARD E. TITUS. -

Minneapolis,‘Minto.
■ . 1 - -■.... . ■ ■
'lBjMaatleas ' Vcsjr usoSni,

that church. ’ In 1894 1 was invited to witness a
If I thought that the doctrine of the I fceautiful ceremony in Kyoto, of which 

Immediate visitation of God’s wrath Admlrai Togo’s address to the spirits 
upon wicked people . would materially remindB me. lesuko, one of the most 
decrease crime and wickedness of ev- fam0UB of ceramic artists, had accident- 
ery kind, I would be inclined to preach anv produced a remarkable example of 
it, even though I disbelieve it. But the a texfUre known as “Chinese crackle,” 
people are more Intelligent; they read I on the surface of a jar. This particular 
and think more than ever before, and efject was common among potters in 
as Lincoln, once said: “You can fool I the interior of China a thousand years 
some people most of the time; some of I ag0' but had been a lost art for several 
the people a part of the time, but you| centuries, and jars and vases with 
can’t fool all the people all the time.” ¿niBh are veiy rare and valuable. 
If I mistake not, the Rev. Allen intends I It ls ambition of every potter in the 
striking some more blows at old-time j Bast t0 reproduce that particular effect, 
supprstitipns. H. V. 8. faut au experiments have been unsuc

cessful. and lesuko Was amazed to find 
it upon a jar which he took from his

. - -- . . kiln bne morning in 1893. The result
The world, has never before seen was so unexpected .that for a time he 

such a remarkable offer as is presented unabie to realize what had hap-, 
by The Progressive Thinker, with its I pened. Then he trled t0 recall every- 
ten premium; books. Just think of it, I tWn„ that been done to the vase 
ten books—standard works—elegantly I from hour when the clay had come 
bound in cloth—printed in plain type, 110 the shop nntll hl8 aBtounding discov- 
on excellent paper, sent out for ?3.10, ery repeated the process over 
postage prepaid, leaving only'?2 for; us. I and- over agaln. he did nothing else for 
Never before on this green earth has I tbe rest of his ufe; he neglected his or- 
such a work been done. Search your dlnary business; he refused profitable 
encyclopedias, your histories, ancient ,,nTnrnlK<dnns: he shut himself up like a 
or modern, and you can find nothing I hermlt and denjed himself food, rest, 
that approximates this remarkable of- j and exercise, and actually be
fen It beats tte world. Vie have! came !nsane jU biB anxiety to repeat 
been instrumental in starting a library accident that he could not explain, 
in thousands of homes. Our work is 
pure altruism—humanitarianism in its 
broadest sense. Call your, neighbors’ 
Attention to our great work. This Di
vine ‘Plan may cease with ub. No one

A MOST REMARKABLE OFFER.

in the ranks'of Spiritualism tried it be
fore we did. Will any one continue it

In the meantime the jar was sent to 
the Chicago exposition and was one of

noisseurs. Fabulous prices were of
fered for it, but Mr. Tejima, the Japa-

• A Phenomenal Success.
To the Editor:—You I presume are 

aware that Mrs. May S. Pepper, pastor 
of the First Spiritual Church of Brook
lyn, has had phenomenal success in 
work here. She has been challenged to 
various undertakings, which she has 
declined to accept, telling all that her 
church work is open to all, all can test 
her powers there and in her seances.

Last of all, one of the leading jour
nals of Brooklyn collected and enlarged 
upon a scandal growing out of her mis
erable relations with one Pepper whom 
she married in early life, supposing he 
was free to become her husband. He 
was a bigamist; she left him and was 
divorced from him under the laws of 
Rhode Island. He was sent to prison. 
Ever since his release he has hounded 
her, and though he is now living with 
his fourth wife, this Brooklyn paper 
gives forth this man’s denial of his mar
riage to her, and has added to the out
rage by publishing various statements, 
and scandalous insinuations calculated ( 
to injure her and destroy the great / 
work of this church. The trustees have } 
endorsed Mra. Pepper, and will prove ( 
the character and motives of her assail-/ 
ants. The attack- is reacting against', 
her enemies. A powerful public sent!- 
ment has set m in her favor. I send \ 
you herewith an illustrated article in \ 
to-days New York World, which shows I 
in some degree the important sphere ? 
she occupies In Spiritual movements of' 
to-day. . A. H. DAILEY. '

“Continuity of Lit» * Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work <4 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject Frioe, cloth. IL

"The Present Age and Inner Life; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi« 
fled and explained.” By Andi aw Jack« 
son Davis. Wo have a few copies,of 
this work by the celebrated sear. 
Cloth, $1.10. ,

“Social Upbuilding, Including Coop, 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and

the objects most admired by the con- Cure Paper cover. 15 cents. For aala
at thia office.

“Longley's Beautiful Songs.' •Four
ues^1 c^missloner, was not*authorlzed teen beautiful, soul-iusplring songs, 

fóre ite did.' win any one continue it. nose comiuibfmm bv n PAvnnn Tzmo-invalong'the same lines after our depart- to.sclltoaad couldnotgetu1 reply_from _ _____  _
uro to the spirit realms? Now Is the | ■*??db“ort gV'n “ead hit I “Th® New Life.’
tíme to;take advantage of our offer! ments and would Dw I Wm«„ontiv mieceat 
Read over carefully our premium list, mail., -Hie jury of awards gave mm a, .. ........
and then obtain a new subscriber tor | was inBCrll¿d. but tendencies. Price, cloth, SL

with music, by C. Payson Longley’ 
Price by mall. 15 cents.

iuv;«.. Ll^.” By Leroy.Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
"new thought.” Excellent In tone and

ths paper..
f
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IOWA STATE CONVENTION.

Notes of Proceedings and Matters of 
• • Interest.

Who are

o

A Discourse through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Chicago, December 25,1901

’ «fyureh > jfeuth; |hey arc looking the bninligkt -will sot be known; when people not
.ward. Sqmqti^ Suffice yields its truth-teflera also, live in Mouses with screens and-blinds to exclude the 
and these are. led to iheir Calvary; but so they have light, in cellars and dungeons, in garrets, in lowly 
the opportunity of speaking their word of truth there hovels. Yet from the standpoint of the Christ a man 

. are those who WDhrdad as their lives are attuned to .that lives in a palace compared to some who live in 
ri • ' • : 1 vunv lift u/x -Pi»nn nnrl nnvif-nnf.Arl' SnniP TM11*

“We look on forlorn when the man-child is born." convenience, the child that is not the result of exter- 
"Who 1» thi. tM ».Wll out 01 Edo» with th.U’ ,C‘“'

Wain that is.of blood upon hi? garments? whojiath If Jesus at the age of twelve were here in any of the 
j. ■ . •’ theological universities disputing with the'doctors
\ Christendom to-day celebrates the birth of the they would expel him, they would send him out from 
/ Child, the Christ-child in Judea nineteen hundred their presence. If he was in the streets visiting his 

jrears ago, whom the Magians saw through the symbol blessings upon the poor he would be arrested as a 
afar off and worshiped as the promised “Prince of vagrant or fanatic. The Christ spirit precedes the 

” man and woman.

trodden the wine press alone!’’-Isaiah 63 :1 to 3.

Peace.’- ■
Many little children are glad to-day because-of theMany little children are glad to-day because-of the These “birth-pangs” that nations are passing 

Dhrist birth. Many do not know the meaning^ of through as did Italy under Mazzini and Garibaldi, as 
*■’ ’ ’ 1 ’ ' ‘sice in the festival time. Many Hungary did under Kossuth, as did France in her

glad because of ’the festival latest revolution, as Great Britain will in the fullness
their gladness but rejoice in the festival time.
grown up people are g
time. Anything that brings respite from toil; any
thing that brings a gleam of gladness, though it be 
afar off; anything that makes the burdens lighter,

of time, as your nation did in the pangs that cast off

hovels may not be so free and contented. Some pal
* ' ”, Sr ne hold the richest

listen. _.j' . . huTvxo may uvx mv ow xxvv xu.u
There are some ttei^ are waiting for the first voice tices we know are prison-cells. ,

or signal upon¡ifha'.heights, the watch-towers of hu- gifts of the world and still may be clouded. This life 
manity in whicifi/are ^he appointed angels that some- of royalty, this life of the pampered favorites of 
times go down J^jlo slums, and sometimes go into IMammon, this is not the life that is forever, it is for 
the palaces to gjyq wrning, and these are upon the an hour, it is for a day, it is for a year and then comes 
earth to-day,. Aibeitdhe Christ man and woman are, a disgrace of some kind, it must come.
not yet-here.-. ; f So now out'of this great yearning and groaning the

We said sdmf^vhat.pf ’preparation must be made, man wjth the;Christ-spirit and the woman with the 
preparation ixmjjthe Babe, and that is through soft, Christ-spirit walk the earth asking, proclaiming, seek
veiled ways; alyejyety mist of dewy cobwebs and ing, striving to call aloud to call attention.
sweet dreams in'.gat'dens of the love-lighted Edens Qh! but the child cannot grow up by standing on 
of the world; that: make no loud voice, from which tiptoe; no one can change the serpent until the time 

ova nn'lwlla . i»1iririvhir qrva cn-fi fin-war Iwlla nf_________« . '

ihHareThe appointed angels tha 
lÿjtq t^ije slums, and sometimes

there are no bells chiming, save soft flower bells of 
sweet innocence that come up.in gratitude for Earth’s

comes.
The duty is to speak the word, to' have the truth in

blessings. Some’-Rden-lands must there be, even in the world; in your hearts, in your lives, and some- 
the midst of crowded cities, from which people look where it will reach a struggling spirit, somewhere it 
out with eyes of love, blinded sometimes by tears of wi!l find the one that is seeking to “overcome.” If 
sympathy for the great struggling world that is wait- nature finds strivings and force the methods perhaps 
ing for this Christ man and woman to appear. Many ------- xi..x. xi._... i!Mi. i--------------------------------------+i,„

If

CATARRH CORED
BY NO MISTHOD UNTIL «AU- 

TINA” WAS »ISUOV1SKED.

even in-seeming, is well. .. . ..
But after nineteen hundred years the Christ-man of 

Christendom hath not appeared. Crucified on Cal
vary, lie is still crucified to-day "between the two 
thieves Mammon and Bigotry. .

• When Italy, through the voice of Garibaldi and 
Mazzini was seeking freedom, Mrs. Browning wrote 
of the shedding of drops of the blood of the nation 
keeping, this great human child of freedom away. 
To-day is there one less gun framed against the 
enemy from the Christian land of Russia because of 

, the Christ birth» One less exile because of freedom 
.through Christ’s saving grace? Are jails and pem- 
- tentiaries thrown open to set those free who have 

sinned against the laws of the oppressor by asking 
for freedom? ,

■ The Christ-child leans toward those who with

chattel slavery, as your nation will inthe pangs that 
will cast off the deeper slavery of Mammon, These 
pangs herald the approach of the Christ man and 
woman.

there are who wander up and down doing what they 
think is their work to hasten the glad day. Some 
there be that are heralds who give the warnings upon 
the mountain tops, who cry out, of the light that is to
appear and the glory that is in the sky. But whoso

Grown up nations cannot be born in a day that will goes down to battle and takes the .weapons of earth, 
care for the Christ spirit, for loving-kindness. There the weapons of the dust and all of this striving is in
is no external varnishing or veneering that can be eluded in the preparation. ' '
placed upon the foundations of society to make that 
society Christ-like. All the Christmases in the world 
in celebration will not make that deep under-current 
less turbid, it is bitter. It is time for the people to 
cry out with its turbidness: “Marah! marahl”

The Children of Israel, you remember, marched

eluded in the preparation. '

it is part of thé plan that those little brown men in the 
East shall help to bury imperialism in Russia. Who 
will do it here, against the armaments of war? A 
standing army has no more place in a republic than 
it has in the Paradise of God, and( you will know it 
sometime. The true patriot knows it. Tolstoi knows 
it ; Garibaldi knew it ; Abraham Lincoln knew it. The 
peace that is to come after striving will be because of 
the presence of the Ohrist-spirit in the presence of the

through various places in their symbolical journey;
some with wormwood and some with sorrow, and the ui.owj v...» _____ ,
nations journey through these various places of bit- aiong the outer halls, this terrible sound and siege of 
terness in the great effort to find the life that is truly battle, it groans along the streets where midnight rev- 
the Christ-life. . - - - • - .........

We spoke of the peaceful ways of the lives that are 
set apart for the child that is to appear. This sound 
of battle, this roaring of cannons, this great struggle 
and cloudiness, this storm and strife, this murder, 
this violence, this rapine, this suicide, this earthquake 
prepare the way amid great stress and strain of na- statesman; society wants him to appear as a compro
tions that are asking for the Christ man to appear. It mise between Beau Brummel and Walt Whitman, 
beats hard against the windows, this storm; it roars f .. . ... .................

Christ man and woman.
You want the ways of peace and pleasantness; the 

earth wants the Christ man to appear. The church 
wants him to appear as a fashionable minister; the 
state wants him to appear as a (not too radical)

they want him to be a poet, they want him to be a 
statesman, they want him to be an artist, they want

UttLiav, IL.giUUHD DVAVULD VYAXVXV avv-
—... . . xx elry carries itsript and mocking laughter in the halls

Oh! it is beautiful when making effort to crown pieagm.e> Its great, deep undercurrent df throb- 
the festal hours with innocent pleasure for children. bing pain ig ¡n tj,e yejns of toner w]10 has no rest

him to bo a scientist, to be an inventor; they want 
him to be full of all the things the world loves, instead

’ kindly spirit would help the orphans and the poor. w ... .................... ......  ...........
The Christ man and women will have no poor. Char- When the story is told of the mother of Jesus and the or respite saVe by permission of holidays. What 
ity is to cover the faults, but it is not a cloak for op- Babe that came through love unto the earth; when £ays jn ay t]ie year than those permitted by 
pression. The poor of Christian lands are a libel it ia told in the spirit agd understanding of the governinents ih Christian lands can the toiler rest? 
against the Christ child and the Christ man. .... ................................ ... ’ ’

of full of all the things that the world does not love: 
gentleness, humility, patience, fortitude, hope, faith, 
unselfishness. The great crown of humanity flower
ing out upon such a tree! what a sight it would be for 
the human race 1 There is a man in the far west wlio

? , ,, ■ . J Ji liuan Vl/UUl xusxxn, vuxx u
. . . „ _ , To-morrow or the next day all Christendom for- ncsg at the child’s birth?

Well that there should be gratitude and praise and gets what is told to-day in the church and home, and .
joy, and that the little children who are pinched with people pass into the great outward struggle of ever- - nay, if you wiii have correct cactus until it grows no more piercing thorns.“ What
poverty may sometimes be made to feel that them lasting throes and groanings. But that we know that £ nine hun(Jr’d One-thou-that man is to the vegetable kingdom the Christ man
burdens are lighter. . it18 that which precedes the expression of t e C ris ganj^s of rgcej They are waiting, for all the must be to the human race. The. thorns and briars

But who are these who wheel on gilded wings (if man and woman, it would be dismal enough. The ,, xL. +%._a x. . __________________x.i:_:...x.j r....... >--------

nrlizx la nut txIxxoit 1*., anobiTiiy iiYinl " /TaTi/lA nil nidlt* ImnmioA If* omxivio tix —I HAnn 11aA wixxv thnv nrr> nnnrlv nlwavs welcome, hrinff added labor.who go out pleasure-fjeeking and dance all night because it seems to move—upward. Because, mov- 
on butterfly wings of fashion for the sake of the poor? ing downward, it reaches another altitude and the

, To-day many hearts go out m thanksgiving. It is
What other niglits can the bells chime out for glad- change the nature of plants, who makes thornless 
------- ------------------- 1 roses, makes white blackberries, and different kinds 

Who knows, the weariness of the hours that drag of fruit grow from the same stem, has changed the

they are nearly always welcome, bring added labor, 
added responsibility, added care, and none has yet

and aggressive things must be eliminated from human

« A 1 iur • T fr / aownwaxa, it i eacnes anoiner aiuuiae ami i o appeared to lift the great burden, and for these men
these that have bazaars for the crippled chu- impetus propels to another height, that may not be apl, m ,__ DO„„nt onivin Tf oX^LL„..+ «tt.!nm«,+b ■ and women to know the Christ is near. We have seendren, not heeding their own deformity of spirit? If Calvary in the next attainment, 

the poor, and the crippled, and the maimed, and the To-day the announcement in 
halt, and the blind, those who are in all the hospitals churches of the birth of Christ, the Savior of Christ
of Christian lands should say: We will give some- endom, nineteen hundred years ago, fills many hearts 
thing to those crippled rich from our store-house of with emotions that they think is worship; and praise

all the Christian Christian churches filled with parcels and packages 
fruitage of the earth, given in heaven s name and
/“vi ’r 1        A *1 _ — _ *   „L — An m Ä ä 4L „nAChrist’s name td 'the poor who come to receive these 

___  _ _____ „ _ „ „ benefactions. Why did not the Christian churches
rmng to inose cnppieu rien irom our sime-nuuse ui witn emotions mat tney uiidk is worsmp; ana praise „ , ______ ; -T. .. f
God’s gifts of Patience, of fortitude, of Loving-kind- songs are sung and bells ring out with glad acclaim fi,?d Powe,r and X

, ness; then the avenues’of splendor, the halls of pride for the meaning of this which in a great sense has of honntv vePwSo ren
\ and the places of high carnival and festival would been the hope and salvation of many lives. 1 7 7’ 7 P'

, change; then the garments of humility would be All religion is equally sacred, but that which has re®®°® . . ™ ® ... . ...............................
worn, and people from their pride would not say, the semblance of religion often deceives people, they 
“Oh, yes! we will have a night of revelry for God’s mistake sentiment for religion, external forms for re
poor.” The Christ man and woman will not need to ligion, the love of the beautiful for religion, the love 
do this, for there will be no streets of paupers and of music, pictures and works of art for religion. Re- 
other streets of millionaires. There will be no habil- ligion lays hold upon the affections of the life, it is the 
iments of the slums. soul making itself manifest Godward through making

. The Christ man and woman cannot be born until itself manifest toward humanity, it is the love beam-

lives, and the great stalk of the tree of paradise will 
then yield its fruitage: “the twelve manner of fruit” 
and the leaves “for the healing of the nations.”

Go down to the root and reach the plant. The di
vine humanity is making ready to come forth. But 
it will not come in this way or that which you are 
seeking. The great spirit of it£ life begins at the 
foundation and makes known all the syllables of its 
wonderful mystery that at last reaches the flowering 
out of humanity, such time and at such place as per-
haps no one will know, save the “wise ones.” There 
will be Magians now as of old, they watch the spirit
ual star, they understand when the planet will rise,“ Christian Charity M (so-called) is a gilded mantle, , „ .

an excusé for excesses? it is tribute money that is paid as astronomers know when the planets will appear in 
for the blood théÿ have wrung from the people. Do 
not be deceived fey these Christmas trees nr the 
churches; do not be deceived by all this display by 
Christian societies. Endowed institutions are the
bribe money by.whjch, their patrons expect to get to 
the kingdom of ¡¿aven after filching this from God’s 
poor. Christ, Jakus of bfeareth, said this nearly two 
thousand years a^oj’-and Christian lands still do this.

The Chpst ¿ah^’gnH woman are to herald a day 
when there shall be “peace on earth” and love to all

, ’ the Christ child appears. We told you that a week ing out from within and looking toward the Christ
’ ago, and the Christ child is the prophecy, the herald life. Jesus Hominum Christus, the man of God, the' 

of the human ¡race, Meh. and women do.not bear. the Truth-teller. •
•\ Christ-spirit until it is bom in them as a child. “Of Is there room or place for the Christ man and wo- 

such is the kingdom of heaven,” Jesus said. Mean- man in the world to-day? Whoso tells the truth all
Jr’ ing that, grown up men and women are not so near, who are in popular favor decry. If he is not put to-------- -- .-----,. .. . .

and cebtainly not any nearer the Christ spirit than death if is simply because the laws do not allow it, crowded cities shall be removed from the face of the 
these “Little ones,” who know nothing perhaps and but sometimes he is put to death. Calvary is not in earth. When there can be no slums because of the

of God’s children. They will herald a day when

___ who know nothing perhaps and but sometimes he is put to death. Calvary is not in earth. When there can be no slums because of the 
How shall the world look for the Man Palestine alone; it is in your household if bigotry is sunshine, the fresh air and human fraternity, and all 

"__ " ......................   ----- . . ............................The horrors of so-
Cannot Bin. Lv„ UM; .MV,. .V. VUU X aivnumc OlUUC, IV XO XU. JVLLX XXVUOUXXVXU. UX^VVXJ XO OUXXOXXXXXV, VXXV X.vuu ««v.  -----
and Woman when the Child is not here that is to re- there and the truth-teller appears; in your society if that aspires for Freedom’s voice. ------—.-------
lease the world from its fetters: The child of love, the., people live the truth; in yOur churches if the truth is called civilization.will be dispelled by the quick and 
child of humanity, the child that is not the result of spoken, that Calvary is expulsion and .trial for ready intuitions of the man and the woman. WhenWhen

rotary; Sam Jk. Garber, treasurer; to their text Mainly to teach the.phil- 
' ' ' ’ " csophy and phenomena of Spiritualism.

We recommend a summer mass-meet-

tl, 
Bh 
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kr 
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Our convention opened on Wednes
day evening, Jan. 18, by a reception ex
tended to the delegates and friends by 
the Psychic Research. Society. Recep
tion committee consisted of Mrs. 
Louise M. Garber, Max Hoffmann, Dora 
C. Crosby, Mrs. Louise M. Paul, Mrs. 
W. H. Spaulding and Mr. and Mrs. T. 
S. Whiting. Old friends met after 
many years; a joyful time we had. Re
freshments were served amid a babble 
of voices and glad hearts, after which 
Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown gave us an 
impromptu poem suitable for the occa
sion. We adjourned at 11.30 p. m., un- 
tlll the following morning.

We were called to order at 10:30 by 
cur state president, in convention

trustees, Mrs. Eva McCoy, Marshall
town; Mrs. Jennie O. Shaffer, Ottum
wa; B. A. Bean, Des Moines; Mrs. 
Laster, Waterloo; Mr. Kempster, Coun
cil Bluffs.

In review of the president’s report, 
resolutions were passed and adopted 
and accepted, as per convention held at 
Clear Lake, a year ago, with the fol
lowing amendments: We are confident 
that the local societies do not want 
anyone to say who shall be their speak-
er or 
fore 
state 
shall 
mous

test medium, and we must there- 
recommend that hereafter the 
officers and their missionaries 
go only where there is a unani- 
call; and the local Spiritualist so-

Ing, and Suggest Clear Lake, Iowa, but 
advise the secretary to correspond with 
other places.

Wé recommend that the committee 
on resolutions express itself as being 
opposed to the non-taxation of church 
property. To religious services being 
sustained by our government in con
gress and the army and navy. That af
firmations be adopted in the courts and 
other necessary places where oaths are 
now required. That capital punish
ment shall be abolished. That we op-

be submitted by', the delegates to the 
N. 8. A., at lts nett, convention at Min
neapolis, Mian.' hs:dur fehoice for the 
presidency, of theji. 8. A. Signed:

8. A, GARfiER, Chairman, 
jennie Sagan brown, 
dr. esparto;- ‘ ' 
REV. HARRY' J. MOORE,

. Committee.

WORKING MISCHIEF. 
• I •

The Blue Laws in Pennsylvania.

Niuety-fivo per cent ot all cases or dearness 
brought to our attention Is the result ot chronics 

catarrh ot the throat and 
middle ear. The air pas
sage“ beooino clogged by 
oaten. 11 deposit«, ptop
ping the action or ths vi
bratory hones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 
cure Is impossible. The in
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the inability ot an- 
lists or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there Is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use of 
Actins. The vapor current 
generated In th« Actins

passes through the Eustachian tubes into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
salt passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, auvll and stirrup) Inthe 
timer ear, making them respond to the slight
est vibration of sound. Actlnahas never failed 
Io cure ringing noises tn the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
•ymptom for years to be completely cured in. 
only three weeks' use of Actins. Actins also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lunge, colds and headache; all ot which are di
rectly or indirectly due to catarrh. Actins Is 
canton trial postpaid. Write us about your 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
•t cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
loOpage Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
Mew York A London Electric Association, Dup. 
It ezfi Walnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

jgaDaySureSSSB
whUf furnith the work and teach you free, you work In 

th« locality «hire you live. Send u# your eddre#» and wo will 
•xploinUtobuiin«« fully, remembot wtsuaruiloo a clear profit 

93 for every day’s work.nbiolutoly lure. Writ# at once.
ROYAL flANLFACTL’RHiG CO., Box 867« Uetroit,flWu

NEW INVENTION!
WriU for new booklet, BoecUl Offer tbb mouth. Our 

~ Aker Folding Vapor Bath Oabiuvu, fiuert 
produced, Everybody ¿eUgkted, Enjoy kt 
Lome for So eoch all the marrelouioleanilog, 
Invigorating, ourailva effeeta of the famoua 
Turkioh Balbi, Open the B,OOO,(XX) >kln 
t-orce, purifiea ¿a entire ayetoaL Beata Hot 
Bpriugo. Prcveuta dUcue. Save# Or. bill*.

cblldrru’adUeamaod froide illa. Guaran.
teed. Beat on BQ (Wirkt. ílOOto|BOO 
--------- - 111 ««ent«. •nA“ —b month. Mleimea, tnmagcr«, «eoeril «gents. JUG* profit. 

WORLD MFC. GO., 82 Wobu) CuiLDtNO. CIHCIHHATI, OHIO.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, I'ta, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Bklnaud Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address • 

0R7BYE, Broadway, Kansas Ch, Mo.

the heavens, and they do know, that this is the night 
time that precedes the day, that the warring is that 
which precedeth peace, and that the nations will be 
hurled together with such deadly weapons that there 
must be peace or annihilation. Inventors are crowd
ing to the front with great strides strugglmg to find 
that which will annihilate from above and from be
low, torpedoes and torpedo-destroyers, balloons and 
air ships.

Prometheus cannot steal the fires from heaven 
when Jove has given his Nemesis the edict. Prome
theus-bound is the intellect of man that all inven
tions, all discoveries of science have forged the chain 
by which it is now fettered. There is only one way of 
release, it cometh through love, it cometh through the 
soul. The Christ man and woman are working to 
release Prometheus.

( ’

The above u the number of the pres
ent issue ot The Progressive Thlnkor, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right bond corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbei 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
data. Keep watch of the number on 
ttas tag of your wrapper.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied In this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. {2.

STICK TO YOUR TEXT.

Needed Admonition Given by a Worker.

My services have been continued in 
the employ of the Iowa State Spiritual
ists Association during the Dv?nth ot 
February. I have worked for this asso
ciation since the first of October. The 
state convéntion which convened in 
fifes Moines, Jan. 19, 20, 21 and 22, was 
a complete success in every way. Bro. 
John D. Vail and myself were elected 
by the delegates to the state conven
tion as delegates to represent the state

> proper, and after four days of splen
did attendance, and fine lectures by 
Rev. Harry Moore and Jennie Hagan 
Brown, closing with tests by Mrs. Eva 
McCoy and Max Hoffmann.
' At the close of our last meeting, Sun

day night, Mrs. Jennie Hagan Brown 
stepped to the edge of the platform and 

■ with a few very eloquent remarks, she 
called Max Hoffmann from the rear ot 
the hall, and in a neat speech followed 
by a poem, she, presented him in the 
name of our local society, an elegant 
gold medal, embossed with the Amer- 
lean flag in colors, a dove and a sun
flower, the emblem of our beloved 
•cause. Inscription upon the back: 
“Compliments of the Psychic Research 
Society of Des Moines, Iowa, to Max 
Hoffmann, New rear, 1905. "

Mrs. Brown gave a poem on the em
blems it contained, of such sentiment 
and beauty the audience was moved to 

- tears. A peculiar coincident, with 
this medal, paid for by donation, was 

■ the fact that a young man, 26 years of 
age, Henry Connick, a coal miner by 
occupation, and a member of our local 
society, was fatally injured in one of 

•our mines on Wednesday, Jan. 18, and 
"passed to spirit life on Friday morning, 
was the first one to contribute to Max’s 
medal, and as he was a personal friend 

•of Max this statement was made to the 
• audience and woven into the poem in a 
■ very pathetic manner.

‘ Max received the medal in tears. All 
he could reply was, “I thank youi 
friends.” Harry J. Moore delivered the 
•funeral oration over, the remains of 

■ Harry Connick, Sunday afternoon fit 
• 2. o’clock. As many of the Spirituai-

cicties shall at least agree to pay all 
expenses for hall and entertainment of 
the speakers and mediums, and also 
pay what they can towards their sala
ries. We the committee on resolutions 
recommend and endorse the work of 
Rev. Harry J. Moore and Mrs. Eva 
McCoy.

The Iqst society organized during the 
year was the Psychic Research So
ciety of Des Moines, Iowa, through the 
efforts of Mrs. Louise M. Garber and 
Mrs. N. E. Bean. The cause of de
creased Interest in our state work, we 
know quite a number of Spiritualists 
and speakers who make it their busi
ness to speak lightly of all Spiritualist 
phenomena. The public mediums 
carry a little blue book and practice 
giving fraudulent communications, and 
three-fourths of their woçk is dishonest, 
etc. We indorse the sentiment of Art 
2, page 7, of the president’s report, and 
would urge upon the private and public 
workers the wisdom of abstaining 
from the criticism of other workers 
who precede or follow them, and with

Mrs. E. J. .Demorest, Allegheny, Pa.. . ,x. , ., .
r_______ _____ , ___________ _______ —Madame: Your friend, Mr. John Pape, oj
a body we are opposed to the monopoly called to see me a feyr days ago and I “ " “ """"
of doctoring, and we claim the right - ” - .

pose compulsory vaccination. That as
of the N. S. A. at Minneapolis next Oc-

for healers to exercise their God-given 
healing powers, and we would urge all 
such to obtain a knowledge of physiol
ogy, anatomy and hygiene. That we 
favor arbitration in a& dissensions. 
We recognize the purifying and uplift 
Ing power of woman both in public and 
private life, therefore we Indorse equal 
suffrage. __

We recommend for the benefit of all 
Spiritualists of Iowa, that'these resolu-

was surprised andA pained to learn 
from him that you are being put to a
great deal ot trouble and expense by 
some sort ot a “blue law” in Pennsyl
vania, which is being used to harass 
mediums. Mr. Pape had read' an ac
count in a Pittsburg paper that a num
ber of mediums, yourself among them, 
had been arrested. I am sure you are 
deserving of better things.

Your annual visits to Marietta for 
four or five years past have always

tions should be studied and discussed, - been highly acceptable to the Spirltual-
so that the delegates to the N. S. A. in 
October will know ¿he sentiment of 
Iowa. -

We as a body indorse the ’ Morris 
Pratt Institute of Whitewater, Wis. 
(We received a collection for the same 
of $10.58 on Sunday evening). And 
recognize that a student (especially a

ists here, and to many others as well. 
Your ministrations of the gospel of 
Spiritualism amongst our people were 
marked and very successful in opening 
the eyes ot many to beautiful truths as 
taught by the angel world. So con
vincing were your words and work that 
they gradually took root, came forth in

sensitive) is not exposed to slights and bud and bloom, ripening into lasting 
sneers, or led to hide his or her medi- ...................................  ‘
umship.

A special committee was appointed 
at the last annual meeting to formulate 
an amendment to the by-laws and con
stitution, requiring a given number asregret acknowledge the truth of crlti- . . _ _

clsm of pages 8 and 9 of report Is it a quorum. They met at Clinton, Iowa.

spiritual fruitage. Now we have a 
young society here’and its organization 
is largely due -to^your- mediumistic 
work in this city in-times past, and es
pecially with your two short seasons of 
most effective work here last summer

tober. President Vail was not only 
unanimously re-elected president of the 
Iowa State Spiritualists Association, 
but he was also made the choice of the 
convention as its candidate for presi
dent of the N. S. A.

Several of the recommendations pre
sented to the convention by President 
Vail proved that he possesses the fore
sight of a successful business man and 
that he has the courage necessary in 
all leaders. Among the many resolu
tions ottered by him, I wish to call at-

speak for any’ society or organization 
unless they can conscientiously deliver 
a lecture upon the subject proposed, 
but If he or she does, he or she should 
stick to the text I claim that this fc 
the main cause of the disinterest in 
in Spiritualism in some localities.

How long would a Ca¿ollc or any 
other denomination last If they allowed 
a Spiritualist or other than their own 
denominational speaker speak from 
their pulpit? The Iowa State Spiritual
ists Convention, through its president, 
JohnxD. Vail, went on record as op
posed'to all such deviations.

Our audiences were composed of peo
ple representing every phase of relig
ious and political ideas. They came 
not to hear their own ideas presented 
(excepting those who were in hearty 
accord with the phenomena and philos
ophy of Spiritualism) but to listen to 
the speakers present Spiritualism and 
the mediums demonstrate spirit re
return; something which Mrs. Eva Mc
Coy and Mr. Max Hoffmann did to the 
satisfaction of all, and I will leave it 
to any one who attended the meetings 
to say if the people went away disap
pointed. It certainly does not seem as

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research. •

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss* 

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those or the religious life. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. Hia 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex* 
periences. Price, cloth, fl.00.

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS.
Echoes From the World of Song. 

Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long
ley. Choice inspirational songs, suit-
able for all occasions. This book is

x _ x t though we should question the propri-
tentlon to the one which says: We- ety of any speaker sticking to the text, 
believe that all speakers should stick some may, hence this explanation, 
to the text, which is the phenomena That we may all come together on this 
and philosophy of Spiritualism, and harmonious basis and work hand in 
also if a speaker or medium cannot say hand is the ambition of the writer of 
anything good of another, to say noth- these lines. HARRY J. MOORE, 

_ Iowa 8. 8. A. Missionary.ing harmful to any one.”
How true it is, friends, that so many 

of our speakers, when advertised to de
liver a lecture on Spiritualism, enter 
some other realm of thought, if not all 
of the time, part of it at least

Then again, when it comes to speak
ing about another, we should always 
think: ‘‘He or she without fault, cast

SPIRIT PIERPONT.

His Oplnlon on the Subject of Obses
sion.

not discouraging’to spend your time 
and money to build up a nice strong lo
cal society, and by mistake hire a 
speaker or medium who will never 
speak a good word ot anyone but them
selves, and after a few weeks’, work 
find you have a weaker society, than 
when you started. We have a class ot 
palmists and fortune-tellers who pass 
themselves off as Spiritualists and 
when .with those opposed to it they are 
anything to please. Such are not 
classed as Spiritualists. Unless we 
know positively of another’s fault, let 
us keep silent, or speak a good_word, 
and never should we speak against our 
beloved cause and our workers.

The chairman brought it before the
committee; a resolution was offered and 
passed delegating Bro. W. A. Willing to 
formulate the by-laws to that effect. 
The following Is the amendment to ar
ticle 2 of by-laws, section 4. The board 
of trustees shall be authorized to con
duct all business oil the association, and 
a quorum shall consist of four members 
of the board (approved), :.

The last convention agreed by. resolu
tion to pay thé secretary for expenses 
and time actually employed.. We rec
ommend the above and heartily endorse 
the work of Mrs. Dora C. Crosby as our
efficient secretary. . .

______ ____ ___________ ________ We are thankful for the many court-' 
(Heartily endorsed.) Let people say esies .extended, and for the many warm

........  - - . what they may, Spiritualism has made ’friends, and wish to: thank the speak- 
ists as could leave the convention hall (¡t utterly impossible for sensible people ers and mediums to whom we are in
here in attendance. - - . - - - . -....................    ••and educated minds to believe in. bible debted for their working many times 

stories that leave but morality and ............. " " "

and in the fall. S2Ì the first stone.' If anyone who is To the Editor:—I have just read with
and mine fan. o ssl. Zt’ wI# -Xix“'Qd"“r„,„..great pleasure, Spirit Pierpont’s opln-

Your self-sacrlflqing , generosity for eoout to speak win reuect ana carerui t « subject of Obsession
the sood of the rnlritnal featisR here was ly “°te the general effect upon our xV;ex cl uosession.tne gooa or tne cpjrituajj.pause nere was •> e. anxious to an- twrty years it has been my priv-
appreciated, and -yery^much attached cause ne wouia not oe so anxious to an .. member of the aoeietv of
nsrnmni» nounce all he knows, or I might say ® “iJD- “ . . .OI 106 society otour people to you; t

The persecutions; of . Our mediums 
have always hadlneiittorigln in ignor
ance, prejudice and mWice. You must 
certainly merit ndauclLyindlctive treat
ment. ? Generouèfeoulea Spiritualists 
everywhere will rally ,to ' ’ your assist
ance at once by’ Behdlifg to your ad-
dress, some of- their niefins to aid you 
In the great expeflSe yfti are so unjust
ly put to in defett^in^TOur case. We 
must all help whaCwe'can. .

With much fraternlil Wmpathy, 
C?H. TOLER.

Marietta, Ohio, 19, 1905.

nounce all he knows, or I might say

- MRS. LOUISE M. GARBER.
Des Moines, Iowa. ■

The State Spiritualist Association Of 
Iowa convened at Des Maines, at Y, M. 
CzA. auditorium, Jan. 19, 20 and 21, 
with a Sunday meeting the 22d. Am 
pleased and proud to say the conven- 

•tlon was a grand success financially 
and otherwise. The following Officers 
were elected for the ensuing year:

justice. . :
’ ■'Recommendations.

well bound in cloth with gilt illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price $1 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book-

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; , 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for ¿em.

Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocal music for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. BarretL Price, $1.25.

Cosmlan Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley. Words only. 
Price, 15 cents.

The Spiritual Songster. By Mattie 
E. Hu_l. For the use ot circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem*, 
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly_- 
ceums, for physical culture, calisÈen- 
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.

which Mrs. M. Klein is president and 
pastor, and many times the subject of; without fear- of successful contradic- 

tlon, more ¿an some will probably
; ever know. ~

This will apply to writers equally as 
। well as I desire it to apply to speakers 
. and mediums. I wish to say that I do 
, not believe it just or fair for a speaker 

to receive money from" Spiritualists for 
; a lecture on Spiritualism, and*" then 
, force upon the audience religious or po- 

litlcal ideas of his own, when he or she 
has advertised to deliver a lecture on 
the phenomena or philosophy of Spirit
ualism. I do not wish to be under
stood as wanting to put a padlock on 
any speaker’s mouth, but I do want it 

1 understood that if a speaker is adver
tised to speak! on Spiritualism, he or

! she will speak from the text '

Obsession has been the theme of her 
guides’ discourses. I have never seen 
anything in print corresponding with 
their explanation until I read Spirit 
Pierpont’s article. As he says, his ex
planation is scientific, and it rings true.

The vibratory system in man and na
ture is a science that will unravel many 
seeming mysteries when man once en
gages in a serious study of it, and he 
will find that all progress, spiritual as 
well as intellectual and physical, is de
pendent thereon.

The system as explained to us by the 
higher intelligences awakens inexpress
ible feelings of love and adoration for 
the Beneficent Power that provides for 
man’s present and future life.

“fl Glianoe\toJateMonon”
I made 1127.00 In’Iwe^y-.lhreo’aaTS selling the

------ -------------- -------------------------- ------- --  -- , _.— "Economy Ga« Tip,” tvh fch saves 83 per cent gaa 
Bean, Mrs. Louise M. Garber and Mrs. to the consumer nnd improves; the light by so per xx6aiu, .x Vx oxxv >o x« u ______

«““• centi E family Will buy. It's uno coining sneak on Socialism or New Thought or In thIs connection, it is especially 1 mnnor. T it* mv fins fmnl the “Eennomv T.lvht »l”-aK oil OULiailblU ur XNBW luuusut Ul -.„a-

without hope of fee or reward. We
also wish to thank Sam A. Garber, B. A.

N. È. Bean and those who entertained
Again, if he or she is advertised to

Th.l th. ...... <»»««.. Kn»«- fi. „3S,“„1”31 o™ t“5““ SM^WtUlKiaBSMSS •» «her kl.tad lopta wta weak oa j“'b““® «'„?«■>

“K&’SSggar-
tern by which said workers be advised proved financially and otherwise a ' — ■•■■■ - ~ :---------- prove the main point. In my opinion a 1 an Wert, unio.
to make the most economical use of success, due to their, untiring work. We 
such fund. That we employ only Such indorse and approve the work of our 
speakers and mediums as are members good president of the association and 
of the state association and are friends further emphasize this by a unanimous" John D. Vail, president, Marshalltown, ______ ___ _____________ ______________

iowa; Max Hoffmann, vice-president, .of the N. 8. A., of good moral character, wish that the name of President John 
^es Moines; Mrs. Dora C. Crosby, sec- etc. That we require speakers to-stick jj. vail, of the Iowa State Association,

Spiritism and Mrs. ■ Leonora H. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey.. .Demonstrate: futility and 
Inadequacy et-Hudson’s explanatlons ot 
spiritual phenomena. Price; 25 cents.

speaker can refer to everything as. old 
as* time and as new (so-called) as'the
last thought and call It all Spiritualism 
without any conscientious compunc
tions.’ In other words it is not right for 
any speaker to accept a proposition to

"Mark Chester; or a Mm ana a Mill
ion. A Tale of Southern California.’’ 
By Carlyle Petenllea. A pure psychic 
story, elevating’and reformatory, p». 
B®<pov era, 40 cents.

AFTER HER DEATH.
Th« Story ot a Summer. By LUUn Whiting. 

Pervaded vrilh pure and beautitnl spirituality 
ot thought. Instructive and helpful to oil who / 

• love and seek the higher and finer my* ot/. 
spiritual experlenn«. Price. 11.00. J

¿K



We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communicotionB Intended for 
that current Issue should-reach thio 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear thio In mind.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ; 

DOINGS. ETO., THE WORLD OVER.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
ja alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article maybe 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet wo wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article. _ .

WRITE PLAINLY.—Wo WOUhLUto 
to Impress upon the minds of . 
spondentB that The ProgressiveThlntor 
Is set up -on a Linotype machine 
must make speed equal to .
compositors. That means rapid worn, 
and It Is essential that all c°p^' .
sure insertion In the paper, alhot 
qulrements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and on y 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items tor 
the General Survey will In all e-aB®s b® 
adjusted to the space we have to °ccu 
py, and in order to do that they 
generally have to be abridged m 
less; otherwise many items won 
crowded out. Sometimes ajhlrty-nne 
Item is cut down to ten a® 
lipes To two lines, as occasion may 
QUTAKE DUE NOTICE, toat^l items 
for this page must be accompanied y 
the full name and address of the writer, 
[t will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, w r 
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request win n 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them. ______

Take rfuo notice that Items for thio 
page In order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket. .- * 1 _ ; - -,------- ----- -----------------—

WHO HAS FOR SALE A COPY OF 
THE BOOK, “WAS ABRAHAM LIN
COLN A SPIRITUALIST?” WE ALSO 
WANT A COPY OF “THE WATSEKA 
WONDER." ADDRESS THIp OFFICE, 
STATING PRICE.

versai satisfaction. His deliveftJs ex
cellent and he, certainly voiqÂÎBome 
very beautiful and helpful «SMfughts. 
Please accept my most helpn^nought 
and very best wishes for the continued 
success of The Progressive Thinker.”

Henry G, Amidon, a noted Spiritual
ist, discussing his belief in the store of 
Terry Bros., Torrington, Ct., said on 
departing that it he should die before 
Mr. Terry! the proprietor, he would 
make hjs spiritual presence known by 
thrice knocking off Mr .Terry’s hat. 
Half an -hour later Mr, .Terry’s hat 
was apparently blown off by the wind 
three times. Ten minutes after this 
incident the loungers about- the store 
received word that-Amidon had died 
suddenly of heart disease 20 minutes 
before/ Amidon was 75 years old and

AH SplrltuaHsts fa the state of New 
Jersey who believeta local and state 
organization,.®«! a® desirous of hav
ing missionaryjworkln their respective 
communities, are requested to corre
spond with Rev. H. C. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street, Newark, N. 3„ with regard 
to the iriatter/’OMr.'DOrn is duly author
ized bj{ the N!‘fi. A'.1 To represent its in
terests in Newl 'Jersey in this particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

Canaan, Me; Pres. N. S- A-

Sunday. February 6, 19«, 8. Ê., 67: 
"Lyceum, Tome and Country."

it must he said, pleased every one who 
listened to his masterly discourses on 
the different aspects of Spiritualism । had llced as a omy as a
and, we hope, won many friends for us rolJ bJ wlfe havln brought Wra 
here. He was entertained at the beau- L ]arge 'fortune Immediate]y upon en- 
tiful home of our president, D. M- taring IiIb house at 6:16 o'clock last 
Thorp, and everyone felt sad w 1 en tj evening he went to bis chamber to con- 
i,me b 8 ,d®part’ur® ;,Iad arrived. su)t tb0 spjrjts regard|ng the sale of a 

anse sT?J?sosnb m’ valuable piece of property. He shouted
UNIU JAN 30 to his wife that the spirits were not so-

Some one sends a communication I clable, and that if they would not come 
from Denver, Colo., signed “Justice.” to him he would go to them. A mln-

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF CHL 
CAGO:—THE CHICAGO LEAGUE OF 
SPIRITUALISTS DESIRE TO ENUM
ERATE ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF 
CHICAGO, AND IN ORDER TO FACIL
ITATE MATTERS, THE NAMES AblD 
ADDRESSES OF ALL WHO WILL 
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE 
CAUSE, ARE REQUESTED TO BE 
SENT TO THE LEAGUE’S STATISTI
CIAN, JOHN A. TOREN, 4308 LANG
LEY AVENUE, CHICAGO.

A. B. Miller writes from Canton, u.. 
"The Spiritualists and many others 
who are interested in the cause of 
truth, had the pleasure of hearing Mrs. 
D A. Morrill, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
on Dec. 30, with only two days’ notice. 
Blanchard Hall was packed to the door, 
not even standing room could be haa. 
Her lecture and messages were so sat
isfactory that we engaged her for Jan. 
18, but had to secure a larger hail 
which was also filled. The only diffi
culty we will now have is to secure a 
hall large enough for our next lecture, 
which well be Jan. 25. Mr. and Mrs. 
Morrill have been engaged by the inde
pendent church of Alliance far Decem
ber and January. Mrs. Morrill has a 
wonderful flow of language and is an 
up-to-date trance speaker and message 
given Any society who can secure her 
services will certainly be fortunate.”

The secretary of the State Associa
tion writes from Billings, Mont.: I

Will the writer please give full name ute later his wife heard a scream, and 
and address, and greatly oblige? found her husband dead in his chair.

The Chicago Spiritual Alliance Socle- G. p. Sullivan writes from La Cres- 
ty, at Vincennes hall, 3514 Vincennes centa, Cal.: “Please allow me to correct 
avenue, enjoyed the talk given by Dr. some misstatements in Brother Hull’s 
Geo. B. Warne last Sunday evening, kindly letter respecting the Children’s 
Mrs. Elmo gave some very fine mes- Fraternal Home. The dear brother 
sages. This Society will give its sixth was mistaken in his understanding 
annual masquerade ball at Vincennes about the support of the home. There 
hall, 3514 Vlncinnes avonue, on Satur- are two brothers of our society who 
day evening, Feb. 4. Come early; have I have been the main support of the home 
a good time. Lunch served free. since we began the work, supplying the

D. C. Ashmun writes from Spring- most of the money. A few others who 
field, Mo.: “We feel that our cause is were members in the beginning, helped 
taking on such successful developments In a financial way for a time but came 
that wo can no longer restrain from I into circumstances where they felt un- 
tellfag the story to The Progressive able to do further. One brother gives 
Thinker readers. Last July Mrs. Mary his services in the home with bls wife 
G. Sharan-Shaw came here and at once and mvself. I wish to make this cor- 
began active work. Her meetings were rection in justice to those who have 
successful; her tests wonderful and the sacrificed with us for the work since 
interest at once began to grow. The we began. The home is not adequate- 
society needed a temple and she took ly supported as yet, but we feel it soon 
the matter in hand and soon organized will be; We would gladly take a hun
a temple fund. In a short time suffl- dred children tomorrow if we had the 
cient funds had been secured to com- facilities and the help, but for the pres- 
mence work and the consequences are ent we have about all dur few hands 
that the building of substantial con- can do. Our idea is to raise these chll- 
crete Is nearly completed and com- dren in as near an ideal manner as pos
pares well, with the numerous churches sible and in order to do this it is not 
of the city. It will have a seating da- wise to take more than can be properly 
pacity of from four to six hundred. On cared tor and trained. We would- wel- 
February 6 it will bri opened with ap’- come any sister in the home who would 
proprlate exercises. There are two sb- be In sympathy with our work and In 
cieties here, the Springfield Spiritual harmony with our beautiful harmonial 
Association with Mr. Ed. Black, presl- philosophy, and would be willing to 
dent; Mrs. Dixon secretary. It is this share and share alike, with us. We 
organization that is building the tern- have no rigid rules outside of founda- 
pie. The other is the Society of Spirit- I tion principles. Our motto is Liberty, 
ual Science. Revs. Mr. and Mrs. Allen first and then Fraternity." 
in charge, holding meetings every Sun- Dr. J. A. Bailey writes: “I lectured 
day evening in the I. O. O. Hall, 220 I and followed with messages for the 
Boonvill street. Both societies are well Spiritual Science Society, of Rockford, 
attended. Mrs. Shaw has done a won- III., January 15, and was re-engaged for 
derful work here and her success with January 22. I should tike to hear from 
the temple is considered to be almost societies that are In need of a lecturer, 
without a parallel. As a trumpet and and message ; medium. Present ad
test medium she Is without a peer. The dress; 214 N. 5th street, Rockford, Ill. 
ladies of the society are active workers Addie L. Stone writes: “I have been 
and are about holding a rummage sale. a subscriber to The • Progressive. 
This will be followed In.the near future Thinker ever since its first issue, ex- 
by a fair and a series of entertainments, cept one year when sickness made it 
The Ladles’ Aid meets every Wednes- impossible to read anything. It grows 
day at Mrs. Ellison s and they are add- Better every year, and nothing would 
ing much to the temple fund.” tempt me to be without it.”

have been a subscriber for your paper . 
so long I now feel that I cannot get . 
along without it. We have had the 
pleasure of listening to Mr. and Mrs. . 
Sprague lecture and give tests in our 
city for almost two weeks. The meet
ings were well attended. They are 
faithful, good workers for the cause. 
The lectures given by Mr. Sprague 
were grand and eloquently given, he 
also gave beautiful and fine inspiration
al poems which held the audience spell 
bound from beginning to the end. Mrs.

• Sprague gave tests and beautiful de
scriptions of spirit loved ones, which 
were recognized and much appreciated 
by the audience. We hope they may

: return to Billings again in the near 
future.” ............

Miss E. A. Hodge writes: I think the 
Open Court Is fine. To me, only good 
can come from the discussion of the 
subject of obsession. Mrs. Longley’s 
article is fine and sensible; Father Pier
pont grand. They express my 
thoughts much better than I could, yet 
in language all can comprehend. So 
much advice has been given to sensi
tives to develop mediumship, but in 
such a vague manner that they little 
know what they may have to pass 
through by not being properly instruct
ed in laws giverning spirit return. I 
know whereof I speak, as I had a hard 
struggle myself. Advance the truth in 
every way is our advice to you.”

t .!inra b. Payne would like to make 
engagements at camps for herself and 
two daughters. They are said to be a 
fine trio of trained singers, while Mrs. 
Payne is one of the best lecturers on 
our platform. Terms reasonable. Ad
dress Laura B. Payne, 905 Avenue B, 
San Antonio, Tex.

John Stewart writes: "The Open 
Court is a splendid eye-opener for the 
scientifically interested readers of the 
paper.”

Mrs. M. E. Thatcher writes: “Mrs. 
Chas. Theo. Schneider, inspirational 
speaker, has been serving the society 
at Jamestown, N. Y., instead of Mr. 
Chas. Theo. Schneider."

Mrs. Squire writes: "All who want 
the highest that a human being can get 
from soul-life, come and unite with our 
church, in Hope Hall, 220 Western ave- 

■ nue, near Van Buren street Meeting 
every Sunday evening at 7:30. You of 
the highest thought, the .Masters have 
need of you. The voice of God is call
Ing you. We have a goodly attendance, 
but we want our hall crowded. Fellow 

- Spiritualists, never be without the dear
Progressive Thinker, and you will ■ al
ways know what is going on.” ' . 
' Clara L. Stewart writes from White-

HvaL. Stewart whites; “Last Sunday 
evening being,Medium8' Night thellyde 
Park Occult ^oclet^. énjoyed a rich 
treat. Dr. Bflfgéps^jvas present and 
gave messages.and. all acknowledged 
them’to be correct. The best part of 
the evening was when Mrs. Kline came 
to the front and ‘Rosebud,’ her control, 
who had not beep ¿with her far some 
seven months, camé and took ¿ontrol of 
her. Great rejoicing by clapping of 
hands! Some cried with joy and oth
ers laughed, showing that they appreci
ated the little Iridian girl control. She 
gave us a fine talk and them gave many 
satisfactory messages. She was so 
glad 'to get back home' that she’ was 
loath to leave the medium. We had a 
large attendance and five new mem
bers have been added to our numbers. 
Our first developing circle’was a suc
cess. Seventeen of our members were 
present. At our dance last week we 
bad p big turn-out, showing that socio; 
bility wins every time. T’ake it all in 
all we are on the boom this year, and

Gem of Thought:*-
.We’d have the Lyceum’s light to touch, 

Each dark and shadowed place;
And give those things that are needed 

much, ■
To fill each life with grace.

To Home we would give of Love full 
share, .

To cheer the girls and boys;
And make them strong to avoid each 

snare,
That'd mar their peace and joys.

With love for country we’d fill them, 
too.

To live for right and peace; •
Their hearts all aglow with strength 

that's true,
For days of war shall cease.
For Information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas. •

extend her field of labor for the cause 
of truth. She has excellent testimon
ials from prominent English Spiritual
ists, editors, etc., and is open for en
gagement in the States during the 
months of February, March, April and 
May of this year. For terms address 
care of Mrs. Hopkins, 649 West 17th 
street, Erle, Pa. .

Eleanor Ellsworth writes: "The Ken
wood Spiritual Church holds services

the truths of Spiritualism Bhall be I every Sunday afternoon at 3 and even
spread near and far from our ranks.” at 8 o'clock. The attendance at these

Ludlow, Mass.—The gold watch chain meetings is increasing each Sunday, 
and three rings which were stolen Our conference at 3 in thè afternoon is 
from the home of Mr. and Mrs. James very interesting, and we have some 
Brown in the Stony Hill district, about lively discussion of various subjects at 
four weeks ago, have been mysteriously which we have tests and messages by 
returned to the owners. The thief evi- our medium. Mrs. Grace Aitken, and 
dently was urged to make restitution other mediums present. In the even- 
by the peculiar superstition that he was Ing we had Doctor Princess Viroqua, 
haunted by the daughter of Mr. and the daughter of a chief of . the Mo- 
Mrs. Brown, to whom the jewelry be- hawks. Our hall was well filled, and 
longed, and who died several, months all enjoyed her talk which was very in
ago. The trinkets were found in an old teresting and instructive, after which 
boot at the rear of the house. On the our co-worker, Mrs. Seybold, gave a 
margin of the newspaper in which they beautiful poem, followed by tests from 
were wrapped was scrawled a note, our medium, which were excellent, 
which read as follows: “Mrs. Brown: Next Sunday we have with us in the

On Saturday evening, Feb. 4, 1965, ¿Philip Uhl says: "Those who think 
the sixth annual grand prize masquer- psychic phenomena arid Spiritualism 
ade ball, given by the Spiritual Alliance are synonyms for fraud, and delusion 
Society, at Vincennes Hall, located nt are deceiving themselves. Premier. Bal- 
3514 Vincennes avenue, near corner fouri Mr. Gladstone, Prof. Crookes, Sir 
36th street and Cottage Grove avenue. Oliver Lodge, are a few of the promi
A number of useful prizes will be given I nent Englishmen who have and do 
to the ones that are deserving, by I think these matters worthy of serious 
judges selected from the floor. So attention.”

water, Wis.: “The case between the 
Morris Pratt Estate and the Associa
tion has had a hearing, and we are now 
waiting the decision of the judge. I 
have been held all the fall and winter 
as witness, so could not plan outside 
work. It Is now necessary for the sake 
of the school as well as on my own ac-

i count, that I have employment, if. en
gagements can be made with societies, 
or persons interested in the work. My 
daughter is improving and we hope she 

- will regain her health in time. . Will 
make reasonable terms for services.” .

F. Anlauf, secretary, writes: "The 
Oklahoma City Spiritualists are still in 
touch with the outside'world. Follow
ing an invitation, Bro. Harrison D. 
Barrett, the efficient and noble presi
dent of the N. S. A., arrived in our 
midst on Jan. 7, deliverlng.a series of 
five lectures. In spite of the unusually 
cold spell, we managed nevertheless to 
fill our meeting places with apprecla- 

v tlve audiences and scatter the seeds 
that are sure to result in a bountiful 
harvest In the future. Brother Barrett,

choose your own costume and come A L Reed> BecretalTi writefl;
early. Invite your friends. Lunch I “wm Fitch Ruffle Chieaeon well 
rmt«11 wh nrteet^and’ Cottace°Grove known psychometrist, is open’for en- 

Cottage G v gagements and calls during February 
avenue cars to the door- and March and after. At a private dr

H. L. Stanley says: -I have studied I cje ¡a yje home Of Mrs. Brlnley of 
along these lines (spirit communion) Louisville, Mr. Ruffle gave very con
fer ten years, and I-know the so-called vincing proofs* of spirit return, and also 
dead can and do return under certain gave some excellent work in mental 
conditions. It is something every one telepathy, assisted by his secretary, 
should know and can know if he will. Mlss A. u Reed, and likewise at the 

A. R. Arrowsmith writes from Louis- home of the well known medium, Mrs. 
ville, Ky.: “Your premium book re- marks. All correspondence should be. 
ceived, and my hearty thanks are here- addressed to 642 Fifth street Louisville, 
with tendered. During the long winter j<y >■

US 1 h°Pe to Conrad Bock writes from St. Louis, 
it a careful perusal. .. . .. Mo.: "The Advanced’'Spiritual Medi-

i.EnnSnhfm nn’ I ums’ Association held its initial meet- 
um (speaker and tests) is open for e lng sCLueite’s Hall, N. E. corner of 
gagementa in this countryjvith splrfa 19th an(J Wrlght streetB iast Sundffy 
? 1 wob evening. Ita wpll-filled hall spoke well

’ tac 1 ior the advancement of Spiritualism in
this year. Address 649 West 17th I gt The servlceg were conduct
street, Mie, ed by Laura M. Jones, assisted by Dr. J.

Chas. H. Greene writes: Sunday, I M. Price, Dr. S. J. Brownsee and“Prof. 
January 22, 1905. Dr. J. H. Randall de-1 R B Hall MrS- Dr Pr|C6 made the 
livered a lecture before the Rlsiug Sun I opening address, after which Dr. Brown
Spiritualist Mission at its hall, People s see gave a iecture proving the truths of 
Institute, Van Buren and Leavitt Spiritualism, using the bible as his text 
streets. Dr. Randall is a capable book. Following the lecture Prof. Hall 
speaker and interested his hearers gave some very convincing proofs ot 
with a lecture concerning lycejnns and j-jg clairvoyant powers, after which 
their work and relation to Spiritualism. Mrs. Laura M. Jones followed with splr- 
We hold regular services every Sunday messages. Her work as an open 
in the above hall, at 3 and 8 p. m. Pro-1 <joor between the spiritual and the 
gressive lyceum at 2 p. m. At our I WOrld of mortals, has not only proved 
meetings there is always an.abundance the continuity of life, but has brought 
of mediums who give spirit messages comfort to many sorrowing hearts. The 
and our speakers are among Hie most I v;ork wm be continued at the hall for 
capable in the Spiritualistic field. Our I enlightenment of all every Sunday 
next entertainment, reception and ball evening.” 
will be held Wednesday evening Feb. corresnondent writes- -nr T H 
15, 1905, and we guarantee those of our Randay wiy speak for the Church of 
friends who attend, a good time. We the Soul communion, 207 Lincoln aVe- 
extend to all a most cordial invitation I nue, bewten Garfield and Webster ave
to attend. ” . • _ nues, Sunday evening, Feb. 12, followed

MRS. CARRIE FIRTH CURRAN, 1 with tests and messages by the pastor, 
PRESIDENT OF THE O. S.. A., R. g. Ray. Come and bring your 
WRITES FROM TOLEDO, OHIO: friends.” 
’meeting^OF BTUE *OHIO STATE Mr3‘ Hattie A- Grbene writes: “Sun- 

ict AccnriATiriM im daY afternoon, Jan. 22, we had with us 
m fv^andTohioSOfebruary 4 Mr. Jas. E. Coe, one of the best known 
-TOEACT On'ordINATION AN^SUCH workers in the Spiritualistic ranks. 
OTHER BUSINESS AS MAY COME Hls words fel1 011 appreciative ears, and 
BEFORE THE BOARD ALL COM- bis bearers w« often think of the reHAVE ’REPORT I marks of the veteran speaker. Mrs. 
PILED^VITHUTHE ^ECRETARYONO Nell!e Kusserow conducted our circle, 
riLTFR T^AN JebruIry 3f there and «ave some very interesting demon- 
wiZl b! a PUBLIC ORDINATION htratiOns of. spirit communion. That 
^^DAY FEBRUARY 5 AT CtEVE-1 eveWjg 016 Rev; Tb°8' 8. Warner, ad- 
LAND, OHIO. A CORDIAL INVITA- f°ia WS
tion fxtfnded TO ALL i£8PE> I sublet, The Life Beyond. He is an ? ?Lly to OHIO MINISTERS” P able orator- and held his audience’s at- 
CIALLY TO OHIO MINISTERS. .. tention and interest to the closing 

Henry Hotchner s^s: _ReIncarna- word Mi^a garaij Thomas, the well 
tion is accepted by the majority of the I known medium, also delivered a short 
worlds inhabitants,^and among those addreBS( followed by spirit messages. 
peopl0^®J^ ’ The "Society of Spiritual Unity holds
ness, devotion to higherideals, and meeGngs eVery Sundey at 3 and 8 p. m.,

Tin I at star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western av- 
Brotherhooii of Man and the Universal I enue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie 
Fatherhood, of God. Reincarnation is Kusserow. Everybody welcome." 
supported by the most advanced think-I 
ers from the earliest times down to the [ Speechless for, nearly four years, 
present day, as the following names I since his birth, little George Earl Boldt, 
bear witness: Pythagoras, Plato, Virgil, 9230 Ontario avenue, in a sudden fit of 
Kant. Schelling, Leibnitz.Schopenhauer, fright startled hls parents Saturday 
Giordano Bruno, Lessing, Goethe, Lead- evening by speaking intelligible words 
beater and Annie Besant The esoteric I while sound asleep. After being awak- 
teachirig of all religions confirms it; I ened from his nightmare.and the shock 
traces of it. are found in the Talmud I of baby fright was over, the. child con- 
and Kabalah, it is referred to in the tinued t0 speak as though delighted 
bible and in the writings of the early with the gift of a sense he had not hith- 
church fathers, such as Origen.” ' erto possessed. Now little George 

Dr. D. Winegarden writes from Mo- I chatters incessantly, and it is quite an- 
bile, Ola.: “I am delivering lectures at I other matter to keep him , quiet. He 
Oakdale hall ’every Thursday evening not only speaks distinctly, but his artic- 
with good results. The dally - papers I ulation is far better than is usually to 
publish notices of my meetings free of I be heard in a child of. less than four 
charge.” - -. ■ years old.—Chicago American.-

. — ** * —. ** .. * * .. . ■ V - — — — ■
Here Is the watch and three rings. I evening, Dr. Louis H. Freedman, the 
could not keep them, as your daughter I Australian healer, who will give a lec- 
haunted me all the time I had them In ture, followed by a demonstration of 
my possession.”—Inter Ocean. I his healing powers. We hope to have

Evelyn Pomeroy writes from Seattle, our hall fllled-on this occasion also. On 
Wash.: “We feel sure that the many next Saturday evening Jan 28 we will 
friends of Mrs. Lois F. Prior will be ^old °«r î®EUla*.^°®Ial,M 
glad to learn of her convalescence after PJr- and Mrs. Aitken, 253 East 31st 
a very serious operation for bone ab- street, near Michigan avenue. We ex- 
scess just back of her ear.. She is now Peet to have some trumpet manlfesta- 
out of the hospital, and at Hotel Ven- «ons (special) along with our usual 
dome once more/but still very wèak Programme. We invite all our friends 
and only able to receive short calls and new ones a'so- AH welcome, 
from her most intimate friends. Her The secretary writes from Tacoma, 
trip to Australia has In consequence Wash.: “The Occult Band of Harmony 
been delayed, but'she hopes to be sends greetings from Tacoma, Wash, 
strong enough to take passage on the Our society is wide-awake and a lively 
steamer leaving Sriri Francisco Feb 12. I Interest prevails among all members. 
No wordsVriTexpfess the feelings of At a recent election the following were 
her friendstofthe prospect of her long I duly elected: President, Mrs. Thea Pe- 
absence, and üié place she will leave In terson; vice-president, Mr. George 
the work hère will'be very difficult to Trust; treasurer, Mr. Frank McCom- 
fill.” ' 11 ber; scribe. Miss L. I. Whitfield. Our

Mrs MontcomcrRand her daughter I society is governed entirely under the Stella, trumpet rne^mns, entertained a direction of a spirit, which accounts 
select party oî friends at their home, 24 f°r its remarkable growth and success 
Jackson Place, Chfcpgo, on Jan. 20. An ^ce the first organizing, June 8, 1904. 
elegant luncheon Vas'served at one New Year s was commemorated in a 
o’clock, whiCwas .fallowed by a mate- “«»t Pleasant manner. The Lyceum 
riallzing seaSte. Under the direction ?an<i of Harmony which is doing won- 
of their spirit guides, these mediùms der,f“1 in Promoting the cause of 
have been sitting far materialization truth, held some fine exercises In. the 
for some weeks, and this was made an J’ay of a New Year s 8£®eüng wh ch 
occasion for exhibiting to their friends took the place of our regular work for 
the results of!their'efforts in acquiring that. day. In, the evening special serv- 
that phase oé meditunship. The medi- Iices ,w.er® held *“ 
ums both qatfautsidè the cabinet with usual lecture, which was entitled Mys- 
theIr*Kiieâlsu and. during tiië’libùrabout I tcries of Occultism, given through a XÎlMïoVof the"reaW?ei 
and wcr'fi reco&rnizcd bv their friends* 1 A class of twenty two mem
They talked ouHe freely and some of bers were taken into the society under 
them sane familiar son J In artistic sPIrit direction, followed by the presen- 
Btyl“ andDgEood voireJ Amlngfao^ewho “ V wore breach
sang were a daughter of Dr. M. R. Cary, I ’“'J® b ® J Or5 JSL J}
a spirit guide of Mrs. Montgomery, and I baîl' »^nir^thmneh
the heroine of Dr. Bland’s book, Tn the nb*chnlYv® 6
Wnrid CaIprHîiI ’ This snirit ‘Pearl ’ ïtev. Dickey, and is indeed a beautiful

the^ friends He complied with the re- were slmPle but verY impressive, giving 

had read that charming book, were de- ‘° ™rk th®
WbUH » meet th. beavtimi Heroine.- WjJ

MRS. DOBSON-BARKER, THE CEL- spreading the grand teachings of true 
EBRATED HEALER. OF SAN JOSE, I spirituality, under the banner of occult- 
CAL., WRITES! “WE ARE THOR- ism,"

a?» UMBO
south of Roahestar, lad., baa been re
garded as a place of ill omen. Chil
dren, who have heard of the grewsome 
happenings in the homestead,.' -$ave 
been afraid to go near the place even 
in the day time, and older people have 
shunned the house by night, declaring 
that it was haunted. Only December <1 
last four persona met death in the 
homestead. Wilson Burns, crazed by 
jealosy, on that date murdered his 
wife, Joseph Cripe, and Mrs. Margaret 
Braham and then committed suicide. 
Here is a list of the tragedies at the 
homestead: Mrs. Abraham Cripe, com
mitted suicide; Abraliam Cripe’s sister, 
fell dead; Loran Cripe, became insane; 
Loran Cripe, choked to death; Elias 
Cripe, mysteriously murdered; George 
Ford, suicide; George Cripe, accidental
ly killed; Jay Cripe, became insane and 
died; Clark Cripe, now in an insane 
asylum; Joseph Cripe, murdered last 
December; Mrs. William Burns, mur
dered; Mrs. Margaret Braham, mur
dered; Wilson Burns, committed sui
cide. That house, was certainty ob
sessed. '

Magige Henry writes: “On Wednes
day, January 25, the ladies connected 
with the Universal Occult Society held 
another of their delightful socials at 
their hall at 77 Thirty-first street. We 
were favored by some oMhe very best 
psychics in the city. We had readings 
and messages from the following: Mrs. 
May Elmo, Mrs. Borland,-Mrs. Vaughn, 
Prof. Leon, Prof. Stoller and Prof. J. K. 
Hillis and others, and we are indebted 
to the ladies who prepared the dainty 
lunch which all partook of and enjoyed. 
We are especially Indebted to Mrs. 
Hammond, Mrs. Wills and Mrs. Miner, 
who served it bo tastefully In the din
ing-room, and all enjoyed the music by 
the small violinist who played for the 
young folks to dance. We hope to have 
these socials often.

Dr. Juliet H. Severance is still de: 
tained at home by the disabled condi
tion ot her son who is slowly improv
ing, but is still totally deaf. Anyone 
wishing his little book, "Fun and Phil
osophy in Verse,” will enjoy it them
selves and give happiness to the au
thor. Price 50 cents. Address Byron 
D. Stillman, 578 East 60th street, Chi
cago, Ill.

G. H. Brooks will speak for the First 
Spiritual Society of Buffalo, N. Y., for 
the month of February. His address

PAHLA.VI U the name of a cluaalo Persian > 
luDguairc, . ,

OAHTOMANOY la tho Bclonlltlo name for for* ( 
turie-ielllDg Vy card«. s

Thio oyutoni iu powltlvely the ouly nclentlffc / 
Kurtbod of card-reading known. - \

"Wrllo for our book, PAHLAVI OARTO- k 
NANCY, beautifully illustrated In colors, show*’ J 
lug each Pahlavi card and its meaning. Thal 
only book ot its kind published, Sent postpaid./ • 
on receipt of 25c. i

Tho cardsara of beautiful duplex fiuamel dnisliv ; 
and are so novel that they carry 72 patent claims!. 
They are also adapted for playing games, which! ; 
while intensely interesting, tend to education; 
morality and reflnemoBit. Price of Pack o| - 
Cards, 50 cents. Book of games and explanatioiy 
of symbols free with each pack, — * \

write ior sample and particulars sent free, or . 
send 75c tor pack of cards, book of games, and. 
Pahlavi Cartomancy (book on card reading). Or-. 
der quick. Write for our liberal agent's offer,

PAULAVICAKbCO., i
863 Houseman Block. Grand Rapids, Mich, *•

will be while there, 204 York street. He 
will respond to calls for funerals, and to 
lecture at mid-week meetings near Buf
falo. Send all mail and telegrams to 
204 York street, Buffalo, N. Y.

E. R. Kidd writes from Canton, Ohio: 
"Since sending you a communication 
that was published .in No. 791 of The 
Progressive Thinker, in reference to 
the good work done by Mrs. Nina D. 
Challen of 2540 Foraker avenue, To
ledo, Ohio, she has returned to Canton 
and has been a busy woman since her 
arrival. Between her private sittings 
and public work little time has been 
lefe her for social intercourse. While 
she makes a charge for a private sit
ting, also has a fee for her trumpet se
ances she does not bar any one who 
cannot afford to pay the fee, which is 
indeed commendable. It is expected 
that Mrs. Challen, with her good hus
band and estimable daughter, will, with
in the near future, locate in Canton.”

Dr. Beverly writes: "Florence Dan
iels, who has just returned from a tour 
through the South will be at Arlington 
Hall, Saturday evening, Feb. 4, to the 
party, and will give some new special
ties, and will also sing for the society

OUGHLY ENJOYING ' THE OPEN I j. writes from Ashtabula, Ohio: 
COURT ARTICLES. "Our cause in Ashtabula seems to flour-

E. S. Wells writes: "After a long and I ja}1) an(i Our society here has much to 
faithful service as president- of the La- I be thankful for. We have good attend- 
dies’ Spiritualistic Industrial Society of I ance at all our meetings, and a general 
Boston, Mass., Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock I feeling of good will prevails. On Sun- 
has. been obliged by illness to resign <jay last Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran de- 
her office. It Is with- deep regret that I Uvered two addresses which were well 
we as members of the L. S. I. S. do ac- received, and the society feels that her 
cept the resignation of our beloved sis- ministrations haVe been a- source of 
ter who has labored long and faithfully great good. She certainly has done 
for the upbuilding of this society, and I much to develop the interest here. The 
also the uplifting of humanity every- Ladies’ Aid is also in a good, healthy 
where, and in accepting her resignation conditions; their suppers are always 
we extend to our sister our heartfelt well patronized, and the literary part 
sympathy in her affliction, and we do I of their entertainment is always very 
pray that she will recover from her ill- interesting. . For some time past there 
ness, and that it is the wish of this so- I has been slumbering imthe minds of a 
ciety that she may have many years few Of the faithful, a desire to build a 
spared to her to preach the truths ot Temple where we could meet and carry 
Spiritualism for 'which this society I on the work of the society, and not be 
stands.” ■ I handicapped by being compelled to oc-

Alex Lebeau writes: “Suffday night cupy rooms that are not congenial to 
there was a large audience gathered at I the work, and I am glad to announce 
Grand Boulevard Hall, Corner 47th the fact that their fondest hopes are in 
street and Grand Boulevard, to listen to- a fair way to be realized. A goodly 
the convincing tests given through the sum has been subscribed and enough 
mediumship of Mrs. Brockway. Over aid promised, to give great encourage- 
75 tests were given, and not, one but ment to the outlook. Much credit is 
what was recognized. A great many due our old-faithful adherents, who 
questions written on slips of paper and have had the matter under consldera- 
held in the hands of parties in the au-1 tion for several years, and now with 
dience were answered, which were read I bright prospects before us, we can go 
aloud, to the great 'approbation of those cheerfully on with the work of placing 
present. In many cases Mrs. Brockway, our beautiful truth before the people in 
after answering a question would go to I a proper manner. Mrs. Curran is soon 
a table on which they were placed, and I to take her departure for Florida, where

IIReadlhisL^tofy 

PREMIUMS.
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,OUR ELEVEN BEAUTIFUL AND USE) 
FUL PREMIUM BOOKS.

An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus ot 
a Splendid Library Along Spiritual* 
Istlc, Psychic and Ethical Lines of 
Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
Work Originated Solely by The Pro* 
gresslve Thinker. ,
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Sunday afternoon and evening. Dr. 
Hail will also give some new sketches 
at the party, and lecture Sunday even
ing next. All are invited to enjoy with 
us this party and dance, next Saturday 
evening, as it is for the benefit of one 
of our oldest and honest mediums, Mr. 
Hillis, who is in great need of help. 
Come out and have some fun while you 
help a deserving worker. For more 
than one year our parties have been 
held upon the first Saturday evening of 
the month. It Is so written In the lease. 
We hope all will reserve this date and 
enjoy a social dance and clean enter
tainment, free from a bar or rowdyism. 
Victor Vogel will furnish some of his 
finest music. The ladies have arranged 
to serve refreshments that will satisfy 
the inner man. The drawing for tne 
lot will take place at 11 o'clock, and 
will be in the hands of a disinterested 
committee. All mediums are always 
admitted free, and are welcome to en
joy a new vibration that will be an 
agreeable change. Tickets are only 25 
cents, and every ticket with a number 
Is entitled to a chance on the lot, with 
clear deed, etc.”

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: "On Sun
day, Jan. 22, at the Universal Occult So
ciety we had a very interesting meeting 
in the-afternoon, quite a number being 
present. In the evening Evangelist F. 
M. Stoller used for the lesson a portion 
of the fourteenth chapter of I. Corinth
ians, commencing with the first verse 
touching on the different spiritual gifts. 
His explanations are very interesting 
and instructive. He then introduced 
Dr. Axel Gustafson, who made a few 
remarks on the spirit we ought to culti
vate to enter the other life. Then fol
lowed messages by the different medi
ums. Prof. Stoller gave some very fine 
psychometric readings, all were recog
nized. Do not forget to attend the re
vival meetings in our hall at 77 East 
31st street, for we will hive good 
speakers every evening as well as test 
mediums, and we want a spiritual 
blessiqg through those meetings, not 
only for everyone in our city and state, 
but to reach throughout every state in 
the Union.”

Mrs. S. W. King, president of the 
First Spiritualist Society ot Battle 
Creek, Mich., writes: “Dr. Edson Titus 
of Hamilton, Ont., is filling a month’s 
engagement with our society. Dr. Titus 
is a man of marked ability, eloquent,

select the one just answered, , and hand she will spend thé .balance of the win- 
it to some one ih the audience, who I ter in search_of rest and health. Our 
would open it,"and" read aloud, which best thoughts go with her.” Our earn- 
would be found to be correct. She held est hope Is that her trip will be one of 
a question, with thW Writer of same, a I both pleasure and profit. During Mrs. 
moment; wheri’opefied it was found to Curran’s absence Mrs. Elizabeth 
contain indepehdetft writings answer- Schauss, of Toledo, Ohio, will be our 
ing the question. After the conclusion I speaker. She is an able and efficient 
of the tests thè'rfe wefémany expressions worker and is always welcome to our 
of surprise and wonder. Mrs. Brock-1 rostrum. The outlook in Ashtabula is 
way’s tests arb’'3hotit- but cléan-cut, but I certainly upward.”-
mean a good: deal-bright to the point I Mrs. G. H. Sidwell writes: “We de- 
and convincing? It was quite noticeable, I 8|re to call attention of all Spiritualists 
there being soemaifÿ present who had I to the fact that the Ladies’ Auxiliary 
never been to'fi-Spiritualist meeting be- and Relief and Aid Sociey of the Ris- 
fore, and upohfaBkife them what they I ing sun Spiritualist Mission are having 
thought, theirl answer was: ‘Truly this- numerous calls for aid from the poor 
has put-one ttflthiifldng; there is some and needy, and are meeting the de
truth after aW fa thiB cult.’” > . mands as they are presented as quickly

Elizabeth pëlphin?’* secret ary, writes; as possible. To raise funds for the 
“The Englewood Spiritual Union ¿ has purpose of assisting those in distress,' 
removed frotfSHopfâns’ Hall, and -will we hold meetings every Thursday even< 
hold meetingdv(?reg31arly, commencing I fag at our parlors, No. 54 North Ash* 
thé first Sunday in February at Me- land' avenue, where test seances are 
Dermott’s Hall,'6603 Halsted street, at I given;- We will also have a drawing 
8 p. m. Thé Ladies’ Auxiliary will I for a handsome bed quilt, on the night 
hold meetings on Thursday at 2:30 p. of our reception and dance, Feb. 15, 
m., beginning February 2, at the above 1905, at the corner of Van Buren and 
hall.” ' : Leavitt streets. Tickets for the draw
. Mrs. L. A. Griffin'of Lancashire, Eng., ing, 10 cents; for the dance, 25 cents, 
inspirational speaker and test medium, AU money received by the Ladles Aux- 
hàü been holding1 a series of Spiritual- Hilary is donated to charity. We there- 
Istic meetings in the Grand Army Hall, fore request that all who can will give 
Erie Pa. Alderman Voles presided, us their assistance by attending our 
This was Mrs. Griffin’s first public en-1 meetings, and help us to help those 
gagement in this countrv, she having I who are unable to help themselves. ’ 
just arrived here from,England.. Her The old Cripe homestead, known as 
meetings ¿¿have been . Well attended. I "the house of tragedy,” Is to be torn 
Mrs? CrifSojis anxious to'continue and down. For forty years the ill-fated

Remember, please, that all of ourf 
UaJta h? Ba°<k8 are neatly and substany 
meit to a™ HKC10tb’ and aa oro? 
meni to any library j
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one or more premium books, 
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Motm Huriia»nsDwaLe Between Rev. 
leadin^pii ?d W’ F' Ja“leson is our 
taadmg Premium Book this year Wa 
publish one new premium book' each

logical and a pleasing personality. His 
audiences have been large and enthusi
astic. He has done much for the bene
fit of our-society. He has brought out 
a people who are thinkers and investi
gators for the truth,”

Maurgerite Mac writes: "It being the 
last Thursday of the Month, Mra. M. A. 
Burland, pastor ot the Light of Truth 
Church, held her regular monthly social 
in her parlors, and all had a delightful 
time. Readings and messages were 
given by the following psychics: Prof. 
Leon, Prof. Stoller and Mrs. .Mdggie 
Henry. After all had enjoyed the 
dainty lunch prepared by the hostess, 
we were favored by mental telepathy 
readings by Mr. and Mrs. Aiken. Mr. 
Aiken blindfolded Mrs. A., when some 
one in the audience raised his hand 
and thought of a question. She not 
only answered It but gave a spirit read
ing as well. After that Violet came and 
air spent a very enjoyable evening."

R. Herron writes from Hornellsvllle, 
N. Y.: "Mrs. R. W. Barton from Elmira, 
served our society January 23 and 24, 
and gave two very able addresses. To 
say that we enjoyed the eloquent flow 
of spiritual thought she gave us would 
be expressing it mildly. She gave many 
tests and gave names that were ac
knowledged by all.”

“Human Culture and Cure. Fart 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments.” 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A 
very Instructive and valuable work. It 
should have a wide circulation, as it 
well fulAlls the promise of its title.
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Life In the Spirit World, Vol. i ' and

2—Tho Encyclopedia of Dm»». .Life In tho Spirit World, Vol. 2 h* and
3—The Encyclopedia of Death

Life In the Spirit World, Vol. 3 ' and
4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mim. 

dane ami Super-Mundane Splrltla-w ».?. 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. ’ bj!

6—Ghost Land, SpiritualismIsm, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge%'rnten 
6.-Tho Next World Interviewed „„ 

aTi8’0-

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alev 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare oifn

8-A Wanderer in the Spirit 
Transcribed by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium. wonderful

9—The Religion of Man and Ethl™ Science, by Hudson Tuttle. ",cs °*
10—Seers of the Ages, or Splrltrn.il,.». 

Past and Present, by Dr. J. m J?
11—The Great Debato Between Hull and W. F. Jamieson. " Mosea

READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 
REMITTING.

When you send In your subscription 
to The Progressive Thinker, carefully 
look over the books which you desire fa 
this list, and send far them. They are 
very valuable. They are intensely fa. 
teresting. They are elevating fa toM 
and will do you good. In remitting do 
not fall to enclose a dollar for The Pro. 
gresslve Thinker.

In conclusion, bear In mind that tho 
postage on these Eleven Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating tho 
oreat bargain you are getting—an op* 
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu
able library, the like of which was nevee 
known before on this material plane.
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TOE AGE OF REASON.
By TnomM Paine. Being an investigation ol 

True and Fabnloue Theology. A new and com- 
nlete edition, from new plates and new type; 
U) paffea, poet Ivo. Paper vfe; cloth. 500.



as any principle' of Spiritualism. But 
that we are surrounded by an ocean of 
irresponsible evil spirits, who are anx
ious to commit through us some im
moral or brutal action, in whose hands 
we are helpless, we unhesitatingly dis
avow. There can be no belief carrying 
with it more immoral tendencies, as it 
casts aside Individual responsibility and 
makes a scape-goat of spirits, as the ig
norance of the past made Satan the 

¡(Sower of evil. The admission is a denial

The - Missionary Profilin
FROM TJH'i* FIELD.

jïhta department 1b under the man- ______ _______ ____________________
gement of !of the fundamental principle of Spirit-

A Plain Presentation of the Missionary 
Problem. ‘

benefit on Spiritualism?

» • HUDSON TUTTLE. ' i uallsm that-we are responsible only to 
. J ourselves for ourselves. '

4fldress him, at Berlin Height«, Ohio. 4 “Admitting that evil spirits do come
r------- -—.------------- 1—---------- -— Lnear and influence us, they must enter

J NOTE—-The Questions and Answers S info our atmosphere through the gate- 
have called forth such a host of re-i way We ourselves open for them, 
ipondents, that to give all1 equal hear- t There must be similarity and corre- 
tag’compels the answers to be made in i spondence between our spiritual sphere 
tlib most condensed form, and often j which measures our spiritual condition 
slearnesB is perhaps sacrificed to this Lhnd theirs, or we could not recognize 
forced brevity^ Proofs have to be omit j '-zhelr presence, or they could have no 
tod, and the style becomes thereby as-.|iinfluence over us. .
s or Uve, which of all things is to be dep-r “There are Spiritualists who, forget- 
recated. Correspondents often wearvq| |¡nE their absolutely essential corre- 
wlth waiting for the appearance of* spondence, are subdued by tlielr belief 
Jielr questions, and writs letters of in- the power of evil spirits over their 
gufry. The supply of matter !■ always ft lives, and instead of attempting to rise 
several weeks ahead of the space given, g out of the sphere in which such inllu- 
S.nd hence there is unavoidable delay. | cnees can be exerted, cast about them 
Every one has to. wait his time and childish endeavor to avert the ma- 
iilace, and all • are treated with equal [ qfgn purposes of their invisible ene- 
favor. »mies.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given« •>as like attracts like, their own spir- 
«monymouB letters. Full name and ad-1 itual state is shown by the communica- 
JHress must be given, or the letters will/ tlons made through them. It is advis- 
ffiot be read. If the request be made,I (Hj)ie t0 caBt (jj0 uncleanliness out of 
the name will not be published. The” 1 themselves, and thus cease to attract 
¿correspondence of this department nasj influences they fear. Such belief is 
jpecome excessively large, especially let-1 |;not only harmful, It is positively debas- 
Jlers of inquiry requesting private Man should not be a puppet in the
ewers, and while I freely give 'w*1^'Wiands of irresponsible beings. ‘Evil 
ever Information I am able, the oral- %piruB> may influence to evil thoughts 
nary courtesy of correspondents is1 ex ,an(j (jeBC]8) iJUt the condition must first 
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE. Icx[st in the recipient’s mind. If the me-

dlum Is not In the receptive state; If he
M. Hartwell: Q. Is hot the Psychic 

Research Society conferring a great’ K _ . _ ... '• . ’ A

/is above the sphere of evil, he may 
Safely bid defiance to the whole uni-

jrerse of elementarles,, hobgoblins, and
/-aenont on spiritualism t . -snlrlts of the damned ”J J. A- Everything which calls attention^ jbe proposjyon tlirit spirits remain 

' L™?Ibe.same after death, meeting with noo tne subjectsana_ awaues to -m ______________ __ ____
i [herein, is beneficial to the cause. Spir ¿oro change of thought than they
j ( JtualiBts have no complaint against this 4W0U;^ passing from one room to an
VI ?r °lker society ^kose avowed oh- -'"’(»tlier, carries with it the corollary that 
< ’|ect is investigation and honest avowal! „,„„1^ „.„„¡»„„a
I - ' of the conclusions reached. The Psy- ¿he same 

zhic Society was organized in England; thlB 
lx With a branch in this country. For a\ Bllt WH 
kjiime the parent society overshadowed 
kfhe American branch, but recently the

if they returned they would manifest
character that they did while

life.
But we can guard against them by

Jtnowing the laws of control. We can 
make ourselves'positive to any and all 
influences.Latter has shown considerable vigor un- 

her the activity of Dr. Hodgson and 
Prof. James and Hyslop. The attitude 
assumed toward investigation that has j.heen tribe or nation that advanced and 
preceded them is objectionable. We< t became distinguished without war?
je informed that ordinary men antM The primal condition of savage 
■omen have not the training essentlaJKsj maa was that of war—war on wild 
-ir correct observation, and ought teftf beasts and his fellows. His first inven
fave spiritual manifestations to thuMtion waa a.duh, followed by the spear 

. B|tentlon of those who are adepts inl and arrow. The strong overcame'the 
( jtfientlflc research. Investigators ors weak. Every desirable cave, fruit tree

-.uillty have examined the subject anqv OT SpOt of ground was fought for. .
" written clearly of its claims. All th A q>be only right of possession was the

wonderous proceedings of the R:-- /strength and ferocious courage of the 
search Society published, do not epn- ■[ claimant. When for greater safety and 
Icfin as able and exhaustive investiga—j protection, or by the Increase of faml- 
liion as that of Prof. Robert Hare, thed-ifes> tribes were formed, then the strug- 
peer of any scientist of his time. - - - ......

(Now after a half century, when theJ 
fiiiestion has been settled to the satis-, 
faction of millions of able thinkers, a

Levi Wood: Q. Has there ever

ferenee to the welfaflajoLrijelr. religion 
is the chief oauBe-.of the discussion naw 
going on in regard to the decline of 
Spiritualism. There .Is in reality no de
cline in Spiritiialisin WeltflGut' there Is 
a-decline of Interest '{HJftiftuthe part of 
those who call themBciveB .ipiritualiBts. 
There has never bein’ 'suim a general 
acceptation, of, thp' bFspirit .com
munion since'tiie 'dcys of SeSus-of ’Naza
reth as there is to-day.'Yl’hppe tlfat the 

. . ... .... ..... ... ... . — work.of the , Spiritualist missionaries
tury. Some of those .preaphprs. may has had some'influence'in producing 
have had wives and children- depend- this result. '' ' ’ 9 *"' ■ ’ ' ■
ing upon them, but if tliey .. dl^,,\sa|d , ' .........
wives and children were frbqueptly left

The experiences of Sjilritu;ill(;( niiij- | 
sionaries are similar tq those; sit forth । 
by Lorenzo Dow, tbit ‘fimoUtf'p'ioneer । 
preacher and missionary,, also Uhthoa®: 1 
set forth in history of Methodism in In- 1 
diana so graphically .descrtbed .by ; Ed- । 
ward Eggleston in fils works in whiph । 
he refers to the Methodist preachers of j
tlie early years of the -plnetaentb, qen-

. What sliall'the missionaries do now? 
How can the people he aroused from 
their lethargy and induced to do some
thing for their, religion?;."I do not feel 
that a man can lie called a Spiritualist 
who refuses to contribute one dime to 
the support of the cause’as a whole. 
That man is not a Spiritualist who pays 
one or five dollars for a. sitting’with a 
medium. He has simply purchased one 
or five dollars! worth, of spiritual wares 
as he would buy five pounds of beef for 
his table, or a new dress for his wife.

How can such, persons be converted 
to true Spiritualism? By the mission
aries? Never, unless those mission
aries demonstrate by: their lives that 
they are not seeking dollars alone, but 

some respects between the disciples of they are tryingj to dq good. Of 
Methodism of a century ago and the course, the moral side of the question 
disciples of Spiritualism of to-day. if enters into this discussion; , but as 
there be any advantage in the way of none oi the missionaries cf the N. 8. A. 
recognition of the value of their Work, 
it lies with the Methodists, for every

to shift for themselves, and often to 
suffer the cruellest of torture, from.cold 
and hunger, for the missionaries could 
not help them, as they were no better 
off themselves. Their own sufferings 
were acute, but they never faltered in 
their devotion to what they felt to be 
their duty and worked on until their 
worn-out forms fell by the wayside to 
rise no more. Fever and ague, cold, 
hunger, pneumonia, exhaustion, con
sumption and other enemies slew them 
one by one, yet these stout-hearted pio
neers of Methodism tolled on, until 
they won for their cause an honored 
place among the religions of the world.

There is certainly a similarity In

few scientists awake and begin to look 
into the matter. They find a series of 
phenomena entirely new to them, and 
oblivious to all that has been already 
¡done, exploiter their conclusions as 
something entirely new! Their line of 
investigation is not original. They 
have no facts not paralleled by those of 
preceding investigators, they have ar
rived at no new theory, or explanation, 
and seem to th,ink they are conferring a 
great* favor by recognizing the. -re
ceived and thousand times proven fact 
of spirit intelligences being back of the 
phenomena. To many of these scien
tists, the cause was euphoniously called 
¿“Psychic Force,” and is • still so re
garded, while others honestly have ac
cepted the conclusions to which their 
observed facts lead.

Although nothing new, or different 
'Tfom .what is familiar to Spiritualists 
for a half century has been produced, 
vet a higher value is given to the so- 
itdty’s reports and it is assumed that 
its. members have made the wonderful 
IlBcoyery that spirits communicate!’ A 
sew phraseology is adopted. The me
ntum' is a “psychic," and Spiritualism, 
“psychism.” : Now we hear that dab-

gle was no longer between individuals, 
but between tribes. The strongest and 
fiercest tribe held the best cave, the 
choicest places by stream or coast for 
fishing, the best path of the forest for 
hunting. Every other tribe was an en
emy, and if a member, of another tribe 
strayed into the territory of another, 
he was killed at sight, or captured to be 
taken to the tribal site for torture or to

bling with spirits, for common people is 
exceedingly dangerous, and laws

. proposed to make it a crime for 
one not a scientist to consult a 
dlum!

There has been a change since 
day of Robert Hare. Filled with 
thusiasm over the evidence which

are 
any 
me-

the 
en- 

had
shaken down the strong citadel of his 
doubts, and compelled his atheism to 
give way and not only to believe but to 
know that there is an existence after 
death, he went before the American As
sociation of Science, and requested the 
privilege of reading a paper on the sub
ject. With a sneer he was told that 
there was no time. „

In speaking of this Incident, he re
marks that this august body of several 
hundred scientists, afterwards sat for 
hours discussing the' momentous ques
tion, Why roosters crow at midnight? 
This overshadowed the most vital of all 
considerations which can come to a hu
man being—his immortal existence!

furnish a coveted repast.
The history of all races are for this 

period the same, and the duration of 
time from that In which the savage 
armed with a club, met.the beasts of the 
wild, and slew, tnem, and fought bis fel-. 
lows, to the aggregation in towns, and 
the nationalities first revealed in au
thentic history reaches back at least a 
million years. . - . .

Thus' man was born to combat, and 
history as written, Is little more than 
the narrative of a succession of bat
tles. '

But it must not be from this inferred 
that progress must continue by means 
of the strife of war.

The conflict of races and nations cul
tivates . brutal strength, cunning and 
cruelty. Indirectly the Inventive fac
ulty is encouraged seeking for means of 
offense and defense; the crowding of 
people into narrow limits, the demands 
for luxuries, etc., slowly turns the mind 
from conquest, and the intellect begins 
to improve. The spiritual man awak
ens. Now, for the culture of this spir
itual nature, the very opposite from 
war is demanded. It is as senseless for 
a nation to war against another, as for 
an individual to consider every other 
human being his enemy. The highest 
intellect and spiritual attainment can 
only be reached by the harmonious 
blending of all civilized nations.

A Friend: Q. What is your opinion 
as to obsession?

A. I have not-taken pgrt in the dis
cussion of this vexed subject'that has 
occupied so much space in the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker, although 
Dr., Peebles, by quoting from the Ar
cana of Spiritualism, has indirectly 
made me, or rather that work, testify In 
his contention. Had he quoted the mat
ter which led up to his quotation, I 

, would allow the question to’ rest As 
: R is I will give in réply a part of the 
! section,on this sùbject from the book. 
I I give-it not as my own, although it is 
: my conviction, but as dictated by thè 

spirit; writers: .
“As the spirit enters the spirit world 

just,as it leaves this, there must be an 
. Innumerable host of low, uneducated, 
* or in other words, evil spirits;

If we believe this and the dependent 
proposition, that they are wholly Irre
sponsible, our situation is horrible to 
contemplate. Surrounded by a host of 

; intelligences bent on doing evil and we 
-, without power to resist, the belief in 

this form is only a short step removed 
above the superstition of the savage.- 

• Life becomes a wretched attempt to ap
; pease these selfish bélngs. Fear takes 
the place of integrity; supine waiting 
of action; and existence becomes a bur
den to propitiate these evil Influences 
or not to offend them.

’.‘We believe that at times the selfish
ness which has not been subjugated;

ANGEL MINISTRATIONS.

Tune: Jesus Loves Me. 
1 am so glad that our Father in Heaven, 
Unto His angels love's labor has given, 
Bidding them bear the glad tidings of 

love, 
Holy and grand as they sing it above. 
Chorus:— 

I am so glad angels love me, 
Angels love me, angels love me; 
I am so glad angols love me, 
Guide and watch over me!

We do not think that our dear ones who 
die,

Go to be prisoners up in the sky,
Walled in with gold, and with jewels 

aflame,
Coming no more to the land whence 

they came.
Chorus:—I am so glad, etc.
But we believe that the beautiful gate 
Swings for all angels, both lowly and 

great ■ .
All who left loves in the lowlands be

low,
Whiten the skies as they come and 

they go. '
Chorus:—I am so glad, etc.
When we bow down under burden and 

loss; ’ . /
Reeling, like Christ when he carrlecrhis 

cross, • f
Hope would die utterly bearing’ the 

load, ■
Save for the angel songs sung on the 

road.
Chorus:—I am so glad, etc.

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.
■ .. •—TTT ..

As Set Forth by, the Boston Herald.

- ■ Í i.’ wo
They live to themseljffs ¡alone..-Such 1b 
the spirit that ip. abroad 4111011g Spirit
ualists to-day, and tí¡g|r yljnlnal indif-

...........  ___ _ CVC1, roues, blasphemers,j-.qr, .self-seekers, 
layman of that faith was glad to have tbere Is nothing to be urged against, 
a minister of his church visit him, pass tllem or tbelr work jn.regard to moral- 
a night, or 1 week with him, instruct lty- No one can doubt their honesty or 
him in church doctrine and then go on 
his way to do good at the next Method
istic home. Whenever able the good 
husband and his wife placed a small 
sum of money in the missionary’s hand, 
or some simple article of clothing for 
himself or his wife, if he had one- 
homespun and coarse of fibre, yet em
bodying the love and gratitude of the 
honest-hearted givers. When they had 
no material gifts to offer, their simple 
“God bless you! Come again, Elder!” 
made glad the heart and soul of the 
missionary as he went on his way. > He 
knew not whether he was to be de
stroyed by wild beasts, or to perish 
from hunger or cold; perhaps he did 
not care. He had a song upon- his lips, 
and perished with a smile upon his 
face.
''Perhaps the Spiritualist missionaries 
ask too much of the people to whom 
they go. I have often thought that they 
do, hence their work is not truly suc
cessful. On the other hand, I know 
from experience that many Spiritualists 
ask too much from their missionaries. 
They expect them to lecture, to give 
“tests” (?) to give private, sittings, to 
hold developing classes, and to enter
tain all curious visitors. In return for 
this labor, the missionaries are not ex
pected to make any charge, and griev
ous complaints arise whenever a col
lection is asked for or an admission 
charged to a seance or private sitting. 
Frequently the missionaries are ex
pected to entertain themselves, either 
at some hotel or boarding house, or pay 
the lady of the house who does “enter
tain” them a percentage upon all re-

sincerity when he once knows just what 
these missionaries are obliged to expe
rience. . \

Do the people want missionaries? In 
reply to my published .cards in all of 
the Spiritualist papers, t received three 
or four letters from Pennsylvania and 
West Virginia, none from Ohio, two 
from Kentucky, two from Indiana, one 
from Illinois, two from Tennessee, none 
from Arkansas, and several from Okla
homa. I did my very.best wherever I 
have gone, and have sought to give 
value received. Terms, were made as 
reasonable as possible.. ,cI,was to do all 
I could to swell the membership of the
local society, to interest the général 
public in that city or town in Spiritual
ism, and to explain to the best of my 
ability the necessity ,'ot cooperation, 
harmony and good wiy among our peo
ple. I asked the local Spiritualists to 
provide the hall, the music, and the ad
vertising, then give tftg .proceeds of the 
collections as my compensation. I said 
nothing about entertainment or travel
ing expenses. SomenSpcipties—Spirit
ualists rather—actually declared that I 
ought to expect nothing in return for 
my work, as I was employed by the N. 
S. A., and the N. S. A^shWd send out 
Its missionaries gratis to.ifld the local 
socletlés, or to organize 'new ones. 
With such an ideal this4 before the 
mlhds of the Spirituwlsts, ’Ivhat can in 
reason be expected ôfjth'e missionaries? 
No wonder he grow«1,; “rictV” (?) and 
“fat”(?) upon his eamlng^f Some so- 
cie*!’|s take up collecpons. and then out 
of ttae sum received paÿ haïrrent, musi-

The recent annual address of the 
president of the Society for Psychical 
Research,’Prof. W.’F. Barrett, of the 
Royal College of Sciénco in Dublin, 
was largely devoted to’ a consideration 
of the present' status of the investiga
tions. He’ noted that' In general the 

• attitude of both ’official science and re
ligion toward the'work was indifferent 
or'unsympathetic. . : He’felt that one of 
the reasons for the position of the form
er was the. prevalence and paralyzing 
Influence ■ of materialistic philosophy. 
Inquiry among scientific friends had 
showed that, much of : the skepticism 
toward the work- was not because the 
phenomena .were startling or inexplica
ble, but because they could not be re
peated at pleasure; hence so very few 
scientific men had had the opportunity 
to verify--the observations made. But 
the very nature of- the inquiry preclud
ed such’ repetitions. Prof. Barrett said 
that we do not. refuse to believe in the 
fall of meteoric stones unless we can 
see one falling; and he held that there 
were at present more capable witnessed 
•who can speak from personal and. ’ire
ful inquiry as to the fact of telcii’/y, 
or of what are called spiritualistic! >’je- 
nomena, than there are persons Ji Ung 
who can testify to having seen tht'/ac- 
tual fall of meteoric stones from space.

As to the fundamental far ac ter of 
telepathy, Prof. Barrett made the nota
ble suggestion that the evidence of 
thought transference might better be 
sought for in the region of the subcon
scious lite «than as the result of some 
conscious and voluntary act. He 
thought that in telepathy, as in sugges
tion and the therapeutic effect of sug
gestion, the whole matter should be 
handed over to the subliminal activi
ties.

Very naturally the recent .discoveries 
in the field of radioactivity in physical 
science suggest psychical analogies, 
Prof. Barrett thinks that these discov
eries lend countenance to a belief in 
similar unconscious radiation and re
action between mind and mind, and 
that the nature of gravitation may af
ford a basis of argument for the belief 
that every center of consciousness is 
likely to react telepathically upon every 
other center.

Extraordinarily suggestive are the 
conclusions concerning what are known 
as Spiritualistic phenomena. Prof. Bar
rett declares that the investigations 
published undeniably establish that 
human personality embraces a far 
larger scope than science has hitherto 
recognized—“that it partakes of a two
fold life, on one side a self-conscious
ness which is awakened by, and related 
to, time and space, to sense and out
ward tilings; on the other side a deep
er, slumbering, but potential conscious
ness, the record of every unheeded past 
Impression, possessing higher receptive 
and perceptive powers than our normal 
self-consciousness—a self that, I be
lieve, links our individual life to the 
ocean of life and to the source of all 
life."

Tbe foregoing views seem to be 
shared by not a few men of science who 
have been considering the subject. 
They suggest that not only in methods 
is psychical research approaching phys
ical science, but that it may come to 
stand upon the same ground of a basis 
presented by some manner of sub
stance. .

Remember:—The book “Obsession, or De
monism of the Ages,” will be sent out during the 
discussion, for $1.00, postage prepaid. It is 
having an immense sale.

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

clans,' advertising ai 
the speaker, the bait

'filer. then give 
ië. ’ljr one in-turns from private sittings. Perhaps-------- -------- ---------- — —

the missionaries would fare full better, stance in my experience, the brilance 
if they ¡were moved py.the. senso- of PMd over|todm.q1for„tWo’foctrifgs;,in..a 
duty as that was which- actuated the city of ten ti;ouBan4 pepplfe ■ftfier^iriY 
early Methodists; perhaps, if they re- Lw° audiences ;cbntairie.d oYer'two1 hum 
ally enjoyed hunger, cold, lack of shel- dred people 'each," was forty-four cents! 
ter and proper clothing, they would in- Was the fault mine as a missionary', or 
still a different spirit Into the minds of theirs as a body Spiritualistic? I will- 
Spirltualisls. . ingly take all blame that belongs to

There are always two Bides to every me-^but—why will the people come out 
question, and I wonder sometimes that to listen, if they are not interested? If
our missionaries do as well as they do, addresses were at fault, why did 
or that the people give them even a anX one honor me with his presence on 
cool welcome. The coming of. a mis--.ike second evening? ’ . .
sionary means that someone must ex- Again I ask, do the pèople want mis
eri himself to help the missionary in’ sionaries? If they do; why do they ré- 
his work. Exertion in the direction of fuse to co-op erate‘with them? The N. 
rendering a proper support to Spiritual- S. A. is trying to' help the people 
ism is something which many Spiritual- through the missionaries it sends out. 
ists do not care to make. They are "Do the people want té bri helped, or do 
mentally and physically “tifred,” and do. they resent the aciioff ’óf tìié N, S. A. in 
not want to be disturbed. They know sending them ìntò'their midst? It is 
that life continues beyond the grave, “up to the people” to Answer."
and they do not care whether anyone Yours for Spiritualism,
else has that blessed comfort or not. HARRISON-D.'BARRETT.

SATISFACTORY EVIDENCE. AN INCIDENT IN THE PAST.

A Wonderful and Beautiful Manifests- Illustrating the Growth and Influence
tion of Spirit Power; of Spiritualisms

A most beautiful manifestation of Several years ago I was president of 
spirit power occurred at Howard Hall a local Spiritual society fix this city. A 
in this city, on last Sunday afternoon, local paper, whose editor, was a Baptist
which ought to be sufficient to convert 
the whole world, could it be everywhere 
observed as it was by the audience 
there assembled.

Mr. C. W. Stewart had just delivered 
a powerful lecture on the passage from 
Tennyson: “
“For I doubt not thro’ the ages one In

creasing purpose runs, -.
And the thoughts of men are -widened 

with the process of the suns,”

deacon, published a .slurring article In 
reference to a fine medium who had 
been giving seances In this .locality. I 
had occasion to Interview this editor, 
and told him that as a public man he 
could not afford to remain in, titter Ig
norance of the truths of the spiritual
philosophy, and do injustice to a good 
cause by printing the scurrilous at
tacks of Its enemies. ’ ‘ ,

Thé result was that, he Invited all the 
. ................ . .. clergymen of the city ,tq write a sympo-
Then that noble, devoted little work- .sluni on Spiritualism. 'They consented, 

- - . — _ . and nine ministers .wrote articles on the
subject,’ eight of whom , knew perfectly 
Well that it was al! .the .works of the 
ievil one himself,.' ’Tifenlnth oiie, a Uni- 
Versalist, took a neutral ground, but he 
was the only one who- knew anything 
about the subject. ' .

As president of the jopai society-1 re
plied to their malicijjps assaults in a 
calm and brotherly.,w^y, giving many 
personal expériences.) of distinguished 
mediums, some of , wjiom ;,were well 

_________ known in this vicinity I æelàted facts 
She then that could not.be -coiÿrovgrted-

er in our cause, Rev. Josie K. Folsom,
took charge of the meeting. She dis
tributed the blank cards among the peo- 
ple-as usual, and then asked for a skep
tic, if one present. An old gentleman, 
a most extreme skeptic, responded,.and

WELCOME fo THE NEW YEAR.

AH hall!> another glad new year,— 
With songs of joy, and welcome cheer, 
While bright prophetic vision, clear

Portrays in charming measure;
The coming of the golden time,
When peace. In purest robes, sublime, 
Will yet appear in every clime;

A royal, priceless treasure!
If kindly wishes, that abound,—
Were echoes from the heart, profound, 
This World would even now resound 

With universal gladness!
The tyrant War, we would dethrone, 
And hush his victim’s cry and moan. 
And never more would there be known, 

A sigh of woeful sadness!
The drink that doth upset the brain, 
And make the sober man insane,— 
And curse this world with crime and 

pain, ■ ■
We’d banish from our border!

If all fraternal love, expressed, — 
Were In our deeds made manifest, 
Then all earth’s children would be blest 

In perfect, heavenly older!
The golden rule would then prevail, 
And charity that cannot fail. 
Would sex uplift the weak and frail, 

That all would feel the blessing!
The angel choir in sweetest strain 
Would sing the old-time song again, 
Of “peace on earth, good will to men,” 

The peace that’s worth possessing!
Let’s now resolve this coming year 
To prove our wishes, most sincere;
And Be, what we would fain appear, 

A great and humane nation!
And earn the plaudit sent from heaven, 
To every faithful servant given: 
Well done! thou hast sincerely striven 

And gained the true salvation!
A. HARTER REYNOLDS. 

Auburn, N.; Y.

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot”. In the form of 
an entertaining story, It contains Ies-’ 
sons which every girl should know. 
Price, cloth, JI. - . -

*Tho Light of Egypt" Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of - esoteric, knowledge asand undeveloped character, will, when

1 the door is open, manifest themselves. —. 
That they do so is as well established phy. Price $2 net volume. ■

taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos»

4<HhoW SMI I Become a Medl- 
um/’ Fully Answered

In ^Mediumship anti Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cants. Send to Mr. Tattl^ Bertin Heights, O. !

Mrs. Folsom took a clean blank , card, 
handed it to him for his inspection, and 
he pronounced it perfectly blank. Mrs. 
Folsom then laid thevard in plain sight 
upon the stand, placed upon it four vio
lets and a green leaf, remarking, that 
this was for the skeptical gentleman, at 
the close of the meeting, Cl. 11— . ....
gave a number of fine tests .by reading None of them ever•.geplieijl.pr attempt-
blindfolded the other cards, giving sev- ed to assail dr ridicule ougjjellgion, and 
eral spirit names th’at were not wr'itte» . the said , local papq^ bftB published 
upon the cards. Never during the en- ¡since that time manyinrUpjes from my 
tire time touching the. card that, had ,pen on the same sublet- bn- -
the flowers upon it. She then remoyed Among the eight qiprgygien was one 
the bandage from her eyes, reached Baptist,'who was severely; bitter in his 
over and took up the card and .held it denunciations, of -the; spiritual, doc
up, and there upon it .was thé exact im- ,trine. About five n^qpthso^ atter this 
age of the leaf and thé fdurt.^lplé'ts, controversy, his wife-passed to -spirit 
printed upon the card, in thé green and life. She was said febe.-arlovely, intel
purple of the flowers, stems, and', leaf, ligent woman, with shon^ he had lived 
At this the audience went.wUd with, ad- many years, In mjMympathy for him 
miration arid delight at this marvelous in this great loss,.I gpntÂijn a.poem I 
demonstration. . . ' . 1 .bad composed on .the^trapsitlon of my

In the evening Professor Robert own loved companion ^ge ..was so 
Hughes delivered an able lectureion the Pleased and.comforte ' ' '
Power of Suggestion, and . after .^giving r" J 
a goodly number of card readings,.Mre. I _ . . ------ - ------ ,— --------
Folsom was again controlled by Spirit P»y home and. learn something more of 
Carson, and without anyone, ggag her our philosophy. I fS$dly accepted his 
she gave about fifteen.; independent ” ’ ” ' “ ’ *— * -
writings with beautiful ^flowers', upon —--------,------------- .____
them, and two photographs-which-were his wife through my daughter. From 
recognized.- . thattime tothis he is ^..devoted friend

Such splendid, mediumship-as?this: is end brother to me. He "has developed 
calculated to convince the-.most skep- mediumistic powets. He.ip preaching, 
tical, yet strange to say,- the same, old byt la.weaving the spiritual. Ideas into' 
objections are raised, and the same ..old all hfs sermons, and is jery popular. ,. 
threadbare arguments ; are-.,used. :that. Rockland, Me..........-IJ.- W,. SMITH.,. *
confronted Jesus nineteen..:.cpnlùriès .. .. A- ■ x ■ .-

Among the eight qlprgygien was one

. t$afche "sought 
me out and thanked qnetaver. and over 
again, and expressed .a .¿Leslie- to-visit

proposal. He ; came $n<j .received won
derful tests and communications from

i .very popular.
4 W.. SMITH.

ago. But the.good work.goes;on,.and --- .
the World will some time grow to. where ¿'¿TrS? 23
it can .appreciate the tpith oVtanao
UUj, „ a aai™i. „d a« . ..per«».
urai uung._ _ _ waafisrful psychic events in the an-

SL iJS »

Good News for Asthma Sufferers.
We ye glad to announce that the 

Kola Plant, recently discovered on the 
Congo River, West Africa, has proved 
'itself a. sure- cure for Asthma, as 
claimed at the time. . We have received 
the testimony of ministers of the gos
pel, doctors, business men and farmers, 
all speaking of the marvelous curative 
power of this new discovery.

Mrs, L. D. York, of Henderson, Me., writes, 
thanks be to my God and the Kola Compound I 
am now completely cured of Asthma after many 
years of suffering, Hon. L. C, Clute, of Manches
ter. Iowa, writes, was permanently cured of 
Asthma after eighteen years' severe suffering 
and want other sufferers toknow that the Kola 
Compound did it. Mr. B, B. Hume, 1345 Arch 
St,, Philadelphia. Pa., a widely known traveler 
writes was cured after physicians and every
thing else failed and I tried all so called reme
dies known, firs. Sadie Montgomery, Lapel,-Ind., 
writes. I could not lie down or walk fast for 
several years, but the Kola Compound cured me, 
although every otherremedy failed. ’

.To prove to you beyond doubt its 
wonderful curative, power, the Kola Im
porting Co.; No. 1161’ Broadway, New 
York, will send a: large case of the Kola 
Compound Free by mallto every reader 
of The Progressiva Thinker who suffers 
from any-form Of-Asthma. This Is very' 
fair, and We advise sufferers to send for 
a case.. It costs ymi . nothing and you 
should surely try it’ *" ■ ■ ~ -

“Prlhclpfes or Light, and color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt;^Mi’D.,’ LL. D. A truly 
great work -of "a -mastèr mind, and one 

■ whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The hesult of years of deep 
thought arid 'pàtïent research Into Na
ture’s fine'r forces tire " here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity:’Médical meh especially, and 
scientists;-générai readers and students 
of occult forcés will find instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four

' pound book,- strongly- bound, and con
- taining beautiful : illustrative plates. 
For sale at- this office. Price, postpaid, 
«6. It Iff a wenaerful work and you will 
to delighted-srith dV

"Spiritual Bongs for the Use of Cir
cles, Campmeetitags and Other Spirtt- 
ualistls Gatherings.’’ By Mattie EL 
HulL Price 10 mta. -

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His
tory, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under
gone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell’. Price 25c

The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5.

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. By 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. ‘

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Bev 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1. ’

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Sttman Em
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D?Barrett 
Price 10 cents. ’

The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. '

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages. By 
S. W. Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents. '

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1.

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto : All time too sacred, to do wrong ; no time too 
sacred to do good. Price 15 cents.

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science.
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion.
Price, $2.

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk^ A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2.

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Christ. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
formation. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50.

Thïee Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents. .
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

Tree and Serpent Worship. Showing up the ridiculous side of the. 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S. Hud
son, M. D.' Price 15 cents. . ...

' Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex-', 
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
book for all those interested in this study, Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c, 

’ Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume, 
By Moses Hull. Price $1. ...

Unique Bible Picture-Book. Old Testament stories comically illus- ' 
trated. Exposure by ridicule ; exposure by facts. The stories humor-, 
cusly told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50. ...

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital.importance to every one. Price, $1.25. .

‘ Vedanta Philosophy, By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of 

our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work, ■ 
Price.60 cents ; postage 5 cents.

Voices. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 
They are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. 
By "Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1. , ’ . ’

Volney’s Ruins and thé Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates, 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.. -

Voltaire’s Romances. , A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and.82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50.; postage, 15 cents. _ < ..

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the .world in a half century, showing the opposition’ of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5. . .

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs,; 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in* 
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull, Price 75 cents, • .
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i Thrilling Narrative of Experiences in the Spheres 
of Spirit life. •

Through the Flediumshlp of Dr, Hillard F, Hammond.

CHAPTER IV,

Murder and the Cause.
fewWhen we reached the street a 

people were hurrying along, newsboys 
were crying their morning papers; the 
Btrect cars were rumbling, <the 
and business places were all closed, ana 
everything indicated that it was b““’ 
day. We passed through several streets 
and soon found ourselves in 
seemed a poorer quarter of a great city. 
We stopped before a small wooden 
house that was separated from all oth
ers by what had sometime been a 
picket fence; the posts were still stand
ing, to which were attached a few scat
tering rails, and an occasional picket, 
the old steps were well worn and dilap
idated like the fence; there was baldly 
one whole pane of glass in any one of 
the small and dingy windows; the¡front 
door was wide open, and we _ could see 
the front hall well littered with stiaw 
and papers. As _we . stopped, our

any other would under like circum
stances. , . , ’, .

“Please do not-divert your mind at 
Uiis moment; I wish to follow these 
people as far as necessary, that you 
may receive the full benefit of the les
sou." . ,,

While the angry discussion was at its 
height, the man with the knife fled from 
the house, and in a few minutes several 
police officers rushed in, arid alter has
tily examining tfie now lifeless body, 
they arrested every member of the 
household, and leaving one. of the ofli- 
cers to guard the house they hurried all 
Uie inmates away, and soon after the 
inanimate body was also removed.

All this time the repulsive-looking, or 
debased spirits were hovering as near 
as possible, and apparently whispering 
in the ears of all engaged in their de
bauch; as the final blow was struck, 
they screamed with delight, and like a 
lot of monkeys they huddled together in 
one” corner of the room, and chattered 
and danced in a boisterous manner for

third Thprsdey of the month. After
noon session, 8 o’clock; evening, ses
sion, 7:30. Everyone .attending'la re
quested to furnish refreshments for 
6:15 supper. 'Coffee tickets 10 cents.

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday, at Alberta Hall, 
0922. Hon. D, Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. m. ■ .

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds

FÉEE

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to
*he Cause of -Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life’ Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 

■ R . ------------------ -------------------------------------------- - --------------------------- ;-------------- ela avenue, near Robey street and
•------------------------ —v----------------------------------—’ ' """ ' ~ „ .. North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a.
Give Us the Trott, the Whole'irath; aBd Nothing tot the Troth.

Conditions under which we do this are as fol- 
lows:—Send us your name in full, age. sex, and - 
leading symptoms. We do not think it wrong to 
diagnose disease without leading symptoms 1)0» ’ 
ing given; but as the law looks upon it us an at*— 
tempt to defraud, please always send leading 
symptoms when writing, You need not send a 
cent or oven a stump, and you will receive by re
turn mull a diagnosis ot your case,

A STRANGE NEW SHRUB -

Cures Kidney and Bladder Diseases
A Positive Specific Is Found in the New Botanical Discovery, the Hys-

teacher said: ■ 1
"Here in this house certain people 

make their home, who ar considered i 
by such people as we have just left, as । 
being of a very low grade of humanity; 
their plane, of expansion is very nar
row. and they know nothing oi spim 
contact; consequently they are good 
subjects for spirits of debased condl- 
lions to influence; such debased spirits 
ere now'here, and are applying their 
machinations to the ignorant inhabit
ants of the house. We will enter, and 
witness their manner of influencing 
these ignorant people of Aer."

"I can’t see any good of mlxin up। itn 
sech people es these. I guess I, wouldn t 
go in, ef 1 was you,” said my father.

“Have no fear, my brother; these 
spirits can have no effect on us; they 
cannot see us, they will not evep. know 
we are present, and anything they can 
do will affect no one but themselves 
permanently. I see you do not under
stand me; let me make it plain, as 
you could not see your son when you 
first met him, because he is on a 
broader plane of expansion, so these 
people will be unable to see you now, 
oecause they are on a lower plane than 
you; and as you are a spirit, the mate
rial people, or anything they may have 

' to do with will not inure you."
As she said this, there came from the 

house a series of screams, that caused 
my father to start, and with a fright
ened look, he said: "They’re hevin’ a 
fight in there es sure as you’re born; 
let’s run an’ find a p’liceman."

“Instead of that, we will enter, and

several minutes.
Our teacher now turned to my 

father, who stood trembling with fear 
and showing much emotion; she took 
him gently by the hand, and said in her 
most assuring manner: ■ ■

“Such lessons are rather enervating 
to such Sympathetic and sensitive indi
vidualities as yours; you may think 1 
have started with a rather severe 
course of Instruction, but it will be of 
much benefit to you yet." We have seen 
the cause of these people’s revelries; 
we have witnessed the effect on mate
rial things by prurient, yet freed souls; 
the consequences growing out of all we 
have seen will have Its effects on the 
community material, and ought to be a 
benefit to the people who will, know of 
it; but instead it will be accepted by all 
on this material plane as another mur
der to be expected by these people, 
the true cause will not be known by 
them; it will soon be forgotten, to 
again and again be repeated by com 
ing generations, until finally, but _as 
surely, the true relations existing b( 
tween spirit or mind and matter is es
tablished and fully understood. Then, 
and until then, such personalities as 

■ we now see huddled like so many api 
mals, in yonder corner,” as she said 
this, she pointed her finger at the pitl- 

i less acting spirits, "such gross person- 
। allties will continue to use their debas 
■ ing influence upon such people as make 
i this house their habitation, and the 

progress towards the broader expan 
slon, will be just so much further de-

learn our lesson," she said.
Suiting her actions to her words, she 

grasped my father’s arm, and before he 
was aware of what he was doing, we 
three stood in the presence of that 
household, which consisted of two men 
and two women of perhaps from twen
ty to forty years of age, and several 
children of both sexes, and ranging 
trom a half clad and dirty baby of a few 
months old which one of the dirty wo
men carelessly held, to a girl of per-

. haps fifteen years, । Squalor, -very prom; 
Inent, was on every side; hone of the 

, people .were. fully.jl.ressed; ,and what 
¡little rickety furniture there was to be 
seen was promiscuously strewn about 
the small low room. On a small rough 
board table, at one side of the room, 
was what appeared to be the remains, 
of a frugal meal; most prominent was 
a black bottle, and a large glass pitch-, 
er; in the latter was an amber-colored 

, liquid which one of the children was 
• pouring in a tin cup, as we entered.

- Besides the people already mentioned
' there appeared near each of the men 
;■ and the older woman, a hideous-looking 
• man. who I soon discovered was like 

those I had seen clambering among 
the rocks near the lake already de
scribed. I quickly discerned that these 
hideous-looking men were spirits, but 
In a very low. state of development, or 
expansion. They had seized the opppr- 
tunlty when these poor inhabitants of 
earth were in-the height of their revel
ry, after an all night’s debauch, and to 
satisfy their fiendish delight for rev- 

■■ ■. ■ elry, which had been their chief amuse
ment when Inhabitants of earth them
selves, were now influencing these peo- 
pie of earth unconsciously, to go deeper 
into their debauchery.

As we entered, one of the material 
men was in the act of assaulting one

’ tical KAVA-KAVA SHRUB, called by Botanists the Piper 

Hethystlcum, from the Ganges River, East India.

The CHURCH Kava-Kava Compound, Christened ¿'raim
dircctlv on the deranged Kidneys, curing them, Once, And Foi.. , y 
imr nut nf the Blood overv particle of poisonous Urie Acid, Urates. Llthates, etc., 
which cause the disease. ^ALKAVIS works wonders im 
and Bladder Disorders, Rheumatism, Gravel,.Baokache, Weak Back. DlfflcniJ 
Too Frequent Passing ot Water, Pam in the Baek, Sore and Weak Kidneys, wa 
ter Weakness, Dropsy, Diabetes, etc.

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS. Jt» Readinga’bymait, SI,00. 207 Lincoln ave./chl- 
■ ,1 cago, iniuole. ■ ■

It Is Important when a meeting is I irno n PARTRTTMW. » ... 
snap ended, that notice be given ue, so MIUS. v. rAltlllllzUflb, r»ycMc. 
that inquire« may not be mislead. We OC^.••1¿(X,• short reading so ctB
want new notices of all meetings being L____________ ,--------------------------------------------------
hel(l hero In public halls at the present by mail, one Dollar Bead-
llDie.' / - A ing for 25 els., to Introduce my new system.

............ .  I For. full parllculare address, MRS. LAURA
First German Spiritualist Society on | bell.ioos Warren Ave,, Chicago, m.

the West Side. Meetings every Sunday
at 3 p. m-ln Garselman's Hall, corner FROF. FREDERICK M. STOLLER, 
Anhlnnrl nVsniin nnrt W 13tb Street Teacher and Demonstrator ot Psychology. Read- ABiJianu avenue aua W. loin Sireci. I Ingadally-excoptBundiiy;hoursWa,in.to8p.m.

The North Star Spiritual Union holds Romlluga by mall, H.OO, 3160 Indiana Ave.. Tel. 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee Douglas.__________________________________
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m.
M™ w>i»i>w T>aoaaato tnar m«ainm QANIfiBNIC TOMB PA8TK la the kind Mrs. Jobanna Roennaw, test medium. lhat deBlroya dlseu/ii germa and makes the 

Occult Scientists meet every Sunday mouth taste sweet ami wholesome. Do not let 
nt 7-80 n m In firnnd Boulevard Hall yonr children grow up with decayed teeth. Sain- at i.dy p. m., in Grana Mouievaru nuu, pietube 26 ct8. Agents wanted. Un. Daniel b. 
corner 47th street and Grand Boulevard, haoeh, bi w. Madison st., Chicago.

Everyone Ought to Have Their 
Case Diagnosed or Exam- ' 

ined Four Times 
a Year, 

AT LEAST,

In good pliyalcal condldoii- REMEMBER 
We can^refer you to hundreds whom we have 
SXd7ounPtilCh^ ulmobt every auto

Cancer Cored, or No Pay.
Address all letters to

DR. O. E. WATKINS,
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Freshly Made Alkavis
I IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY IN CURING 

KIDNEY AND BLADDER DISEASES, . , 
. - RHEUAUTlSn, ETC.

10.000 M WKXBSbX« 
including Governors of States, Execu
tives of Cities, Officials of Hospital 
Boards and Boards ot Health, Ministers 
of the Gosnei and Missionaries of,, re
nown, together with grateful patient?; 
men and women in all walks of life, at 
home and'abroad, have proclaimed tbw 
great curative to all the. world. Full 
and authenticated reports, including 
the opinions Uf the Influential Religious, 
Medical and Secular Press, of Europe 
and America, are published in our 
pamphlets, which are mailed every
where, free. .

Lectures, music and proof positive-tests. 
Wtb. W. Brockway, pastor. Residence, 
3000. Indiana avenue.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall; 35th and Cottage Grove

HoteJ Westland,

Back Bay,

filYSELF CBREDSÄS» n„„, iMSW'S I Something New !

Boston, Mass,

Ì

layed.
“The lesson for us is plain; that is, 

we must not judge or condemn these 
people for their revelries or Crimea; for 
we now know the cause that has com
pelled them to act. Who Is to be 
blamed? I must answer, no one. I see 
you both would ask why. I will show 
you. These spirits we have seen using 
their bad influence upon these ignorant 
people, are as ignorant as their vic
tims; they have been, freed from the. 
lowest planes of material life; their 
chief delight is in. causing others to. be 
freed from âàttef'as'th'êÿ ate; they arc 
like ,a mischievous,.pers.w,in .earth life 
who. woùrd 'bjirn ÿôur biddings simply 
to enjoy the grandeur of the conflagra
tion; there could be no good results ac
cruing to them, and the loss and incon
venience to you would not be consid-
ered by. them. '

“To prove my statements, I will enter 
into a conversation -with. these freed 
souls. You will' discover that one of 
them has suffered the penalty of man
made law by being hanged, or exe
cuted, as they term it, for murder; an
other has been released from the mate
rial while he was incarcerated in jail 
for the term of his material life-, and 
the third one passed out of the mate
rial while he was undergoing the expe
rience of an attack of aberration- of 
mind, caused by his continued baccha
nalian and sensual debaucheries.”

"I don’t keer to come any nearer

of the women, while the other man was 
attempting to defend her. The woman 
was prostrate on the floor, her ragged 
clothes were nearly torn from her body, 
and her nearly nude body was in full 
view of all present. The other man, 
who proved to be the husband of the 
prostrate woman, held in his hand a 
large knife, whose keen-edged blade 
quickly descended upon the back of the 

’ assailant just as we appeared on the 
scene. , .

Quickly, the man who had received 
the blow from the knife raised himself 
and turned on his assailant; the woman 
also leaped from the floor, and imme
diately the three were mixed in a gen
eral broil; it lasted but a minute, for it 
Was aq unequal contest; all were bois
terously intoxicated, and it was with 
much difficulty that any of them could 
stand; the one that had been stabbed, 
reeled and fell heavily upon the floor, 
and his blood flowed freely from the 
wound he had received. As he fell, the 

- others saw the blood, and like most of 
earth’s people; the sight of human 
blood frightened them, for it is usually 
accepted as a presage of so-called

¡!I|D 1SCDVE.HÏ '

. POSITIVELY CURES i| 
KlÇJjEVl 

BLADOEK 
plSEÁSESjl 

rheumatism,
;* OR OTHER IRRITANT. f 
i T’IÎ’S'R=

Hopeless Hospital Cases 
ALKAVIS acts yltli magical effect in. 
hopeless hospital cases when all other 
remedies known to medical science 
have failed. The distlnguished Medi
cal Staff of the Suffolk Hospital of Mas
sachusetts, Dr. W. H. Hawley, Penn 
Yan, N. Y., Dr. Machette of Indiana, 
Secretary of Board of Health, and many 
other well-known physicians have , wit
nessed wonderfuLciires in these cases. 
Of their bwnwolition these benevolent 
men of medicine and science have au
thoritatively subscribed and generously 
published their knowledge of these 
cures for the,general public good.

ALKAVIS-has the extraordinary rec
ord of. '
1200 Hospital Curea in 30 Days.

This Remarkable Botanical Compound is 
now before the civilized, world, the greatest 
medical discovery thauh is been made for cen
turies. and all .suiterare can Join In thanking a 
Merciful Providence forthe results of. the labors 
ortho Clirletlan'MIsslbbai'y mid hla assoclales.

ALKAVIS ds prepared from the f 
Kavs-Kav.a Shrub by s” 

iVOUR OWN EXCLUSIVE METHOD.
FRESH KOR EAGHJ?ATIENT.

avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as- MRg_ M P. Baldwin, box 1213 Chicago, ni. '
slsted by Hugh 3. Fraser. AU wel- --------------------------------------- —------- -—— • The
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m. “FLOWER READINGS” L, , „ .. .

Spiritual Church of All Souls, in Hope De8crlblng your character. Unique and Interest- OI MofllnV
Hall, No, 220-Western avenue, between I Ing, Dictated by an Oriental spirit guide to Bleu- I upilIlUUl tJVlVlIVV nlvllllllj, 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even- Xap,;"i‘“de‘wr%7»g“ndtoeTi'iha“:iiprlcti- L .
Ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. cabin. blla royal williams. Published by the First Spiritual
Rnnlrn ' «8» Eleventh St., N. B., Washington, D. C. I - . „ , , , — . „il. Llebt »1 Truth Ohureh will hoM --------------------- ~------------- ---- -- ---- -------- S'1““ »< "*“■

S SKSS.*.!!» .1 D° ?»" “ 1’1« d« .»eluly? ana
circle, 3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Good J^^w ubSm do yon wish to try our little monthly,
mediums to give, messages. Mrs. Bur- Changes In your Uto and preparations to meet

land,pastor. . J&7ahM for Three Months?The Kenwood Spiritual Church Will enclosing Hand date ot birth, tor lull year's read- w m vv ) i tui t Lt u .
hold services every Sunday, at 3 and 8 mg. man open your eyes i Addrese .
p. m.. at Kenwood «fall Nos 430£10 Lock box 33, b”“ BaX<- “ lW° Cent 8ta,n1’ t0

'' ' Tbe fotidviingitto the'namesbt a fbwof tbo persons W'hp.ihave recently-advised us of their 
■ cure of such diseases as Kidney arid Bladder TroublerDIHIcult or,Too Frequcnt-Passlngot Water, 
Brlgtrt’B Disease, Cystitis,Diabetes, Renal Colic, Nervous Debility, Liver Trouble and Rheumatism 
by Alkavis, (the Kava-Kava Compound), although In nearly every caso Physicians and Special
ists and all known Remedies had failed. We invite you tn writ« them for particulars.

Mr Noah Travis Kingsbury, Ind.: Mrs. Mattle Moffitt, .Danville, I1L; Mr. Jos. Combs, Tub fortLFlx? Mre I™nk^inget/waupiltoieta. O.; Mr. W. E. Tuttle. Adrian, Mich.; Mr. Ed. Hub- 
ler Warren O. i Mrs Fannie Alton, Kendleton. Texas; Mr. and Mrs. H. Holtztorn, New London, 
Wi*s • Mrs M A. Prelsall, Cleveland, N. Y.: Mr. Win. F. Hollman. Gera d, Mo.; Mr. J. W. Blank-, Sip Minette: A?k. ; Mr. Jeske Wl’nders/Biockway^lle Pa.; Mr.Gluts. W. Fenn, NptiuyPub- 
lie Maywood, 111.1 Mr. J. H. Anderson, South Waterloo. Maine; Mrs. Harriet McCollum, union. 
villeMlch ■ Mr James Duffy, Lincoln, Neb.; Mrs. Marlon Cornett, Luverne, Ala.: Mr. J.H. Fields, 
Frnistvllle' Tenn- Rev N J. Rachel, Maud. Texas; Mr. C. H. Deeds, Trenton, Ky.; Mrs. J. Wel- rickeTayiorstovm:Pm;VJrE. Little,Amory, Miss.; Mrs. J. W. Phillips,-Cincttmutus. N. Y.; Mrs. 
Taue Hanlev 189 Pearl St,, Oshkosh, Wis.; Mr. B. F, Brasher, Hale, Miss.; Mrs. M. F.. VanNor
man 373 20th Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.; E. A Kennedy, Brooklyn, Fla.: Mr. F. N. Reese, TerrllLla.; 
Mrs 'Grant Dunn. Valentine, Neb,; M, E. Dorsey, OaltRidge. La,; Mr. R. A.Gelst, Sabula, Iowa; 
Rev: J. W. Zink, Bainbridge, Ohio; Mr. John Townsend, Okarche, Oida.; Mr. Cornelius Smith, 
Dundee; Mich.: Mr. D. A..Bagley, Brokenstraw, N. Y.; Mr. J, C. Bay, Granger, Ind,; Mr. W- A. 
Gray. Whitehall, Mont.; Mr. E. J. Nitsche, Johnsonburg, Pa- ' '

That vou may judge of the value of this Great Discovery for . yourself we will send you one 
Large Case by mail’ FREE, only asking that when cured yourself you wiilrecommend It to others, 
it Is a Sure Specific and can not tali, •

sech devils than I am now,” said my 
father, with a shudder.

“Have no fear, my brother; they can 
not approach you; neither can they af
fect you. But please.listen attentively 
to what our conversation may be.”

As our teacher approached them, 
they stopped their chatter of incoher
ent words, and like one who. dodges a 
flying missile, they cringed and raised 
their crooked arms as if to shield their 
eyes from a glaring light.

“My brothers,” said our teacher, ad
dressing them collectively, “why do you 
remain here where such commotion ex
ists? Please do not fear me; I ap
proach you as a friend, and would lead 
you to a place of rest. Ydu are all 
qualified to reach a position that will 
show ydu the higher and better quali
ties of your natures. Let your arms 
fall, and let me see your faces. You do 
not realize your true positions; like my
self, you are free from the material 
bodies you have been so cruelly de
prived of; and While I am aware of the 
fact, and am now enjoying perfect free
dom, you are slaves, and earth-bound.”

As she commanded them to drop 
their arms, their arms did, as IP with 
one accord fall to their sides, and their 
cringing attitudes changed, and with 
amazement and admiration they gazed 

। at her; after a minute of perfect BtlU- 
i ness, they seemed to gain courage, and 
' one of them said in a drawling man
i Ler, and in a tone as if addressing some

death to them. .
Instantly the scuffle ceased, and all 

the people in the room gathered about 
the prostrate body; the spirit of which 
jumped up and began raining, blows 
upon the head of his assailant; the wo
man with the . baby knelt by the side of 
the prostrate form and began calling 
his name; she continued this for sev
eral minutes, then she arose and 
turned towards the assailant of her 
husband; and began to upbraid him for 
murdering her husband. Then ensued 
an angry discussion, In which the spirit 
of the murdered, or newly-released soul 
engaged. Their voices arose to a high 
pitch, she charging murder, while the 
a«««!lant and hls;wife contended that 
ft was all in thé defence of the woman, 
on whom he had intended to commit an
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convince you. His practice extends all over'lhe*san, 
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Address, THE CHURCH KIDNEY CURE COMPANY, 406 Fourth Ave., New York City. 
NAm«_ALKAVIS is FRESHLY PREPARED feom the Kava-Kail 1 H va Shrub by this Company exclusively, and is always ready 

V 1 L.to supply PROMPTLY as wanted.; By special arrangement, 
One LARGE CASE Is given away, FREE, to every reader regardless 
of expense Timo is precious in these dangerous disorders and this 
i, theoyportunity of a lifetime. Save health, money and perhaps life 
by writing to-day While the above address -is before you.

regal personage: ■ ■ '
“Be you a woman?” ■
“Yes, my brother, I am of the female 

sex.” ' ’ .
“Don’t yë know ye ain t safe with 

us?” . '" ‘ ‘ -
-, “I know you would not injure me if 
you could, but—" '

“Why, woman,” said the one she had 
designated as, having been executed, as 

'he interrupted her, "I-delight in using 
•jp.sech as you; an* the more bright an’ 
fash’nable they be, the more fun I 
have; and by---- I perpose, to .treat
you as I hev all others?’ With a wave 
of his hands, and a voice like a bellow
ing bull, he started towards her, and 
said, “Come on, boys, let’s show her

unlawful act. ■ ;
• They were all of the Italian race, and 

of course their language was in their 
mother tongue; but 1 could understand 
it as well as if it had been in the only 
language I had ever known; this was a 
mystery to me? and I could not under- 
Btahd it; but my teacher divined my 
thoughts, and-answered me pleasantly, 
iy saying I .......

“My brother, you must know, that 
thought requires no language. Thought. 
18 thb same everywhere, and among all 
peoples. Language is only needed in 
the material, where it has to be ex
pressed by sound. These people have 
Expressed the same thoughts, as you or

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE. ij 

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines । 
only will be inserted free. All in excess i 
of ten lines will be charged nt the rate ' 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]" -

Chas A. Anderson passed to the . 
higher life, at his home, Dupuyer, Mon
tana, January 6, 1905, of Bright’s dis
ease, aged 34 years. His former home 
was McKeesport, Pa., and he spent two 
years in St Paul, Minn., and four years 
ago he came to Montana. He leaves a 
wife to mourn his loss.

MRS. C. A. ANDERSON.
At her home near Hastings, Mich., 

where she had lived for over fifty years, 
Mrs. Amanda M. Durfee,'the wife of 
Aaron Durfee, passed to the spiritual 
realm on January 19, 1905. The funeral 
services took place Janhary 22, at the 
home. It was one of the largest gather
ings ever held, as she was án early pio
neer, beloved'by every one who know 
her. ..She and her husband were stanch 

. Spiritualists. Aaron Durfee and a 
brother of hers áre left tó mourn with 
Immediate friends áñd neighbors. The 
writer officiated. ' .

’ DR.W. O. KNOWLES.
Grand Rapids, Mich. ' -

Passed to the higher life, January 10, 
1905, from hls home, 72 Labrosse street, 
Detroit, Mich., Daniel ,P.'Stanton, aged 
67.- By special; reuOst; - Mrá': M. E. 
Jenkins, of Windsor, Canadá; officiated 
at the funeral services',' .Which were 
largely attended, he being " it . pioneer 
Spiritualist, and earnest'vjorker in the 

. cause of truth, ánd . liberal thought 
which hé freely suVport^fl; ,; '

what we can do." ...
■ As he said'thls, the three darted, to
wards her; and at the same time, my 
father grasped me by the arm, ’ and 
said: ’ - . ' .

"By gosh! We mus’nt stan’ here an 
see the gal hurt; let’s go an’ help her.”

‘ “No, father," ! said, .“it will be need
less to meddle; she is capable of car
ing for herself.” . ■ ’

“Why, John! Air you a coward?
Come on,-1 say!? \

(To be continued.) _ .

loved ones, and it ds certain that she 
has found-toe peace that passeth all un
derstanding. Without doubt , she has 
met her daughter whose going brought 
her great sorrow, and as she many 
times said, “Spiritualism is my only 
comfort in hours of trial and sadness." 
Her husband and son will greatly miss 
her physical-presence as she : was a 
faithful and devoted wife and mother. 
May the angel and spirit friend care for 
all our dear beloved who have preceded 
us, is my prayer.

. - HARRY J. MOORE.

Mr. Henry Connick passed to the 
higher life at his parents’ home in Des 
Moines, Iowa.. .This'young mau was 
warned by Mr; Max Hoffmann about 
ten days before.he met with, the acci
dent that eventually? tetininfited hls 
passing away, and told never .to again 
enter the mines.* ..At the request of his 
parents who are members of the local 
society in Des Moines, I delivered the 
funeral oration. ?

. ; HARRY., J. MOORE..

“Death Defeated: or the Psychic Bœ> 
erot of How to Keep Young.” By J. M, 
gables; M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Prise 0L 
^"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chea, 
jj. Nowcomb. t RxceUont in nplrttusl 
suggestiveness. Cloth, 81.50. .

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every13unday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Church of the Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, .mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening service, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr, Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street ' ! •

A. Spiritualist Temple has been 
optened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day find Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. ......

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher. pastor.

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wglls

Passed to spirit llfe-from his home in 
Muncie, Ind.,. Mr. Vincent Buckley. A 
noble man has gone to.' hls reward.' 
Singing by- Mrs.. Will -Tedrow and 
Sprlngstead. Services-by the writer.

■. EMMA M. NUTT-MOORE.

On Wednesday, Jan '4, Francis Tal
madge of Seattle, ;passed to that higher 
life for which he had long made all 
preparations. He(.had ■ been on this 
plane of existence;for eighty-one years, 
and for fifty years had been in the 
foremost ranks bf Spiritualism. He 
and his dear-wifejEsther who survives 
him are well ¡known to our workers in 
Wisconsin and Minnesota as well 'as 
Washington.. (At the beginning of hls 
Illness he seqmedsto realize, that the 
time of his passing was near at hand 
and made allmeceasary ’arrangements 
for the last <sremonies. At his special 
request-Mrs. (LoieljE. Prior conducted 
the services,; and: this favorite hymn, 
“Home-pt thebSoul/'was sung. . The 
earthly remains Twe sent to Hastings, 
Minn., for interment. ' • •

• .. EVELYN L. POMEROY.

. - Julia Mi, Wife ofi?T; J. McEttrick, of 
Boston, Mass,» hnd daughter of Dr. and 
Mrs. W.' B. MiEs dSithiS'ylllage, passed 
to higher.lifeita Saturday,’'at her home, 
No. 32 Woodrille Ibtreet; Boston, after' 
a long Illness»" She is1 survived by her 
husband and one daughter.'

--¿MRS. MARY A- MILLS.
Saratoga- Springs, N. Y.

Mrs. Silas Miller fpasseito.the higher, 
life at the family residepqe¿ Rochester, 
Ind., Sunday, Jan, 22.,: She: has been a 
member of the First Spiritualist Society 
for nine years, and a constant-reader of. 
The Progressive Thinker fot- several 
years. Ifwás the personal .request of 
the deceased that the- writer- conduct 
the funeral service.- ■ She.’, has gone 
whither we are all-tendiag .to. be with

AWooderfuf ^Wrlto tor Illustrated Circular 
Ctinnl-iAfa showing styles and prices and 
oDeCiaCIC. Photo ot Spirit Varma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In me. I can ad
ust my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect- 
y to your cvee at your own home and send by 

man, as if you were in my office. Thousands will 
tARtffv. - B. F. poor«.

4S Evanston Ave.. Chicago. UI
Dear Mr.Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal.

street. . . _ T „
Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. v. 

Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school -10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home. Friday.

Psychic Research meetings at 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course inoe- 
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

The Brotherhood of Spiritual Truth 
meets Sunday, 7:30 p. m., in Temper
ance HalL 330 W. 63rd street Services 
conducted by Prof J. K. Hillis and wife.

"Buddhism and ns unrirtlan Critics.” 
By Dr. Paul Carns. Aa-e:ccellent study 
of Buddhism; compact yet-comprehen- 

to Wako-the Solar H®. 
es." Byjaisabsia Tittwno. .Vah&da 
for healthsFries 85. crata. ’ - -

■ • “The.' Tkutli .Seeker Collection <■ of 
Forms and Ceremonies tor the Use of 
Liberals.":-Rrice25 eenta; -. t • : ?

“Spirit Echoes.” MJ Mattia E. Hull, 
volume coirtaiaa^fty-seven' 

-of that aiihor’s, latest.: and choicest' 
poems. Neatly bound 4a-«loth, and with 
pertraM-cf .the aaShcr,“ 75

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear friends, you can greatly help mo caro for 

my blind Bister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in tho form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send U to me with II. and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whis
pers. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Masa

AN ASTONISHING OFFER ;
FRED. P. EVANS, Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot ■ 

The xote« p.ycMe for hair, age, name and the leading symp-
Independcnt Slate Writing and. tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 

Clairvoyance, ' free by spirit power.
Hao recently left Now York, anti la now located at 
1112 Eddy 6t.,<€an Francisco, Cal. Send stamp tor 
circular on Mediumship.

DON’T READ THIS.
If sick write to me. and I will give you a free 

examination. I want no leading symptom. Nerv
ous exhaustion and lost vigor ot both sexes suc
cessfully treated. Send name, age. sex, complex
ion. weight and 10 cts. In stamps or silver, and re
ceive a correct diagnosis, worth many dollars to 
you. Be sure and write your own letter. Address, 

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

San Jose, Call

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tulllo 

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism. Mind, Bathi.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M. 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. D. BABBITT. M. D.,
Tho science ot the Invisible side ot llfe-a loci- I ox East Ave., Rochester, ». V.

cal presentation of the facts pertaining to the ... ..— .
“Truth ot SplrlL" The Ideas are the most pro- .
'aZ'de® rXit£°»7t^eiu?e‘ind Have You Ever

ATTENDED A SEANCE?
vnu “Whv How and When. It is the latest I ... .

Drodiict Ot “Spirit,” and nothing In print like IL This conversation took plsco between a mother 
Its simplicity Is Its greatest strength. It is the and her son :
BMuel to the complex generalization presented I “cava., ...nml,« mol •
In the past The book contains 850 pages. In
cluding 15Illustrative picture Interpretations from 
the “World of SplrlL" Price. 11.50. Address, 
DOCTOR OLIVER. Lening Farm, Wlsslnomlng,

85 Warren St, ttoaeham. Miss.

“SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY.”
BY DR. OLIVER.

The Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
holds its . meetings the first Tudsday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, président; O. E. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark avenue, secretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to send in the names of 
all-their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications to the secretary.

Meetirigs’every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter De'Voe, the well- 
known' lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiseL. . , - ,r. ,

The Rising. Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., ’at the People’s Institute, 
Van Büren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hail, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted .and ‘.Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp,' 
at the'National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

thé Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
régulàf Sunday’evening .services, 7:45 
o’clock, at.319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured tor all 
mèëtlngd.'' To spread the truth is the 
object bt this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L.' Stewart, 
Corresponding secretary, 543 E. 55th 
stréet Entrance, to hall, 319 E. 55th 

k BtreGtr “’ *'- ’ • *
' -Thé Band r>f Harmony, auxiliary to 

tho'Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
. 512’Maso8>ic Temple, every first and

Philadelphia, Pa. ____________________

TRANCE READING BV HAIL.
Forthe next thirty days I wI,n,AVi5aria11 n«? 

reading, also description of spirit friends, and 
such messages as they ma? Ae8Î™Ll° «»“hTiï/în 
11.00 and 3 2-cent stamps. Gi'e day o* 
own hand-writing. Address P BRCIVILLE E. 
WALKER, 551 Carnahan Ave., Findlay. Ohio.

Mr. Walker would respectfully refer Ms patrons 
to tho following testimonial; ¿’I cheerfully and 
gratefully'testify to the remarkable mediumship 
of Mr. Perclvlllo Walker. I »net him, a total 
stranger; ho accurately described four of my 
spirit friends, giving their names and messages 
of such nature that I could not possibly doubt 
their genuineness. I heartily recommend him to 
all who desire a I oving message from those who 
have gone on before, JAS, BAJMFORD. Flnd|ny, O.

THE NEW LIFE.
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, 11.

u nvi ov.* .
•So you recognize nwl”
■Yes. mother.”
’How often I come to you when alone.”
“But 1 do not aee you, mother.”
“That, my boy. is because you have not yet 

opened your spiritual eyes.”
•*O, mother, can I see you if I unfold my clair

voyance!” . . ,
••Yes. my son. you can see mo then as 1 am In 

spirit, ever near you. radiant, happy, hi paradise.’ .• M
••How can I unfold my psychical vision?''
“Study J. C. F. Grumbine’s book. It is a work , 

of inspiration. There is no book like It. Herein j 
aoaton we once de-matorlallzed this book to / 
prove its heavenly orijrin.” /

HTThlsdo-materialization took placeat ase- 
anco in 1898, when Miss Youn?, who for years as
sisted W, J. Colville, was present She had Mr. 
Grumbine’s book with her at this seance.

jar Buy this book, put in practice Us leachings.
and become clairvoyant It Is endorsed by The 1 
Banner of Light, Tho Progressive Thinker, Mind, ? 
Henry Wood, Lilian Whiting. It will enable yon ’ 
to penetrate the veil, see spirits, reart the auras. i 
locate minerals, understand the mysteries ana I 
become an adept. . (

THE PBICB IS REDUCED from 11 to fl.^O. I 
Senda stamped addressed envelope for’’Tho

System of Philosophy Concerning Divinity, 63 
lessons ana terms fcr development Address, ,

J. C. F. GIWMBINE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave.,

Boston. Mass.

a bMW birth%hTtOT“chuS^a| 

alms to lead individuals to seek a higher de
velopment ot themselves through most sacred 
relations. It is pure in toM and, atm. and 
should be wldejy circulated. Price, cloth, IL

ftpoGrypiial New Testament, • 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed In the first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, hls apostles and their com
panions, and not included in the New Testament 
by its compilers. Price, cloth, 11.50.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL 
Berles one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Throe choice Volumes, each conrlete in Itself, 

•in which spirituality 1b related to ;wyday life 
in sueh a way as to make the world beautiful 
•price,tl.OTeach- . ■ ■■■ .• ,

Three Journeys flround the World —OB—
Travels in the Paolflo Islands.

New Zealand, Australia, Ceylon, India, and 
other Oriental countries. By J. M. Peebles, 
A. M., M- D.. Pb. D. In this splendid large 
book Dr. Peebles has concentrated a vast 
amount of valuable Information. It Is exceed
ingly entertaining and readable, and Spiritual
ism as bo found it everywhere In bls travels 
receives duo attention, making the book ot 
special value and interest to Spiritualists «4 
largo pages, finely bound, at tbo price of 11.60.

An InfamousCAMHrattnnwr ao* PwWiBhed by thaconspiracy lat0 Rcr. J, g. White, author 
of numerous antl-Catholio works. It contains 
dlBolosurea rotative to & villainous plot to over* 
throw our ■free government Price, 15 cents

THE SUNDRY QUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies ta 

fiitohlccUss. Bi G. W. Brown. M. D. Price. 15a

The Refioion of Science.
Bv Dr. Paul Gurus. Ver thoughtful Mi Im 

terëstlng. Çrlco, 25 coma.
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facts which are truly material.” Coler'
idge.

THE TREND OF THOUGHTTHE FEAR OF DÊATHAPPRECIATION OF A WORKER.CHURCH TAXATION.UNSUSPECTING INNOCENCE

Auto-suggestion.

positive command-with entire indiff er-1 gouj jn spirit spheres is in perfect 1 
■ ence. . ance and possesses complete controlance and possesses complete control of

Nothing is 80.
tfálgse.The spirit divino mat lives-in mem, 

T« tag« m 41» ih. «ra®. 

1 Aafh&tTtae state .of ttfelrtaltowam.!a -i-Ä6«

The manner of a vulgar man has fiee;. 
Bom without ease, and the manner of a 

- gentleman has ease without freenom.
-Chesterfield. ,

-It Is an; inevitable law that a man 
cannot be happy unless he lives for 
something, higher than his own happl-

Few are ihe souls who C&n comprehend 
. The spirit dlvlno that lives-th them,

A Ringing Communication From E. C. 
Reichwald. ■

“That on Which a Wise Man Thinks 
• Least Is Death.’’ ' ■

for truth.” Lucretius.

Music ia a propnecy oí wnai./uv w «mh.—Bffiwer - ' - -

YOU CANNOT AF^ 
fprd to miss an Issue 
M this paper, with Its 
wealth of SPIRITUAL 
LITERATURE. ' ïljc ÎJrogrcâsitoc Sljinktr

you 3» __________ ,_____________________________________________ .

SPIRITÜ/YLISM IS Pc TRUTH1.
One truth is clear—whatever is, is 

right.” Pope. , .
“I long to know the truth hereof at 

large.” Shakespeare.
“Let us make'truth catching instead 

of falsehood and disease.” . Ingersoll, 
Truth depends on,-or is only arrived

Bar’gls Defends His Use of Cognomen. ,

To the Editor:—Well, well—as th° 
»Id plantation darkey would say, "You s 
Jone gone and done It.” Read what-, 
pur venerably P- 0. [past octogenarian] 
lays of “Sar’gis” in The Progressive 
1’hinker of January 21. But such 1b the 
fate unsuspecting innocence generally 
receives when it unthinkingly rushes 
Into unwelcome places. . .

1 As the amiable, good old Doctor 
’ Jloesn’t touch'any position of criticism, 
/no answer can be given when nothing is 

•' at issue. Of course the Open Court is 
qot organized to afford an arena for 
personal wrangling between practitton- 
ers before it. So the rule Will not.be 

cl violated by this "lawyer-politician.” 
l < But,-may it please the court, refer- 
V ence may be made to what geems to be 
'¿the main offensé of “Sar’gis.” And that 
Vig.that inatead of an impersonal signa.- 
mure'the writer doeg riot gubgcribe his 
Lax-paying name, or that hig pogtofflee 
Address 1b not attached. And then the 
mild, brotherly terms with which the 
lector’s controversial effusions are 

"tobelllBbed would not be so wildly di
eted. . ___  . . ..
’ Suppose that instead of "Sar’gis” it 
,ad been "John Smith, 1001 Ego 
trèet,” etc. What, then? Would that 

signature make the slightest difference 
( lii the force or weakness of a single po

sition in the article? It might have 
helped to a freer use, if possible, of per
sonal epithets. And if the remark will 
hot be construed as offensive It might 
he urged that if much of the writing we 
have to read was impersonally signed, 
the popular estimate of the writers 
niight be different. That reads like a 
rather sensible remark—don't you 
think? Doesn’t.pjain "Sar’gis" look bet
ter than if it had "Prof.” or “Rev.” be
fore it, or "M. D.,” “Ph. D.” or "D. D.” 
after it?

Norn de plume 1b a very common re
sort of modesty. "In fact it requires a 
degree of egotism foreign to the general 
to write a book, and often these cabal
istic prefixes' and affixes are a conven- 
lent form for advertising wares that are

SEND YOUR SUB
scription in at once, 
and keep pace with 

A ,, all that is transpir- 
; Ing in the ranks.

NO. 794

Let us love our cause 
and dare to adwcate its

TRUTH1 IS IMPERISHABLE.
at by a legitimate deduction from all the truth and decry fraud.
* - |f we have the . pure it

cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible of, reason“Plows, to go true, depend much up

on the truth of the iron.” 7__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ” Mortimer, I and fair discussion,. It 
“Truth bears the torch in the search | will only thrive, and 

expand more ¡rapidly.

“My mouth shall speak the truth. 
Prov. viii., 7. .

“Truth crushed to „earth shall rise 
' again.” William Cullen Bryant. _ 
i “To have truth and not live it is like 
having lungs and refusing to breathe. 

; “However unwillingly a person who

has a strong opinion may admit the pos-
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be, moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, |,nd fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill. "

SPIRITISM AND SPIRITUALISM.

Notes of the Cause in Boston, Mass.

EXTRAORDINARY SPIRIT 
MANIFESTATIONS.

Mt-L, A. Seeberger, City:
•/Deah Sir:—Quite recently I read in. 
the (Iftily papers an address on "Reve
nue” delivered, by you before the 
School Principals’ Club at a session 
held in the Northwestern University 
building, Lake and Dearborn Sts., 
formerly the Tremont House. In that 
address you are reported to have said, 
"It there is a desire for more Revenue 
for the city, county and the Schools of 
Chicago, let ub get it from’' personal 
property taxation. The placing of all 
personal property on the tax books 
ought to be forced,' Make it a misde
meanor on the statute books of Illinois

Lectures of Mrs. D. A. Morrill of Grand
' Rapids, Mich.

If there Ib one thing more than an
other that Spiritualists .have a just 
rjght in admiration, it is in the ability 
of our noble speakers and mediums. 
And all, all are by natural adaptation 
fitted more especially to fill a-certain, 
niche or place as instructors in this 
great reformation or educational pro
gramme. We can impart ' to others 
only that ‘which we are able to assimi
late. : • ’ .
■ Many there are who are weir qualified 
as instructors in tne very important 
primary departments; otters for the 
intermediate branches; while only the 
few are fitted, or by nature qualified as 
a successful instructor in the higher

on the market; And when no wares are 
behind, advertisement is not needed. 
HbaCe the modbst impersonal signature. 
And then,-examples are numerous and 
Illustrious. To say nothing-of the yet 
¿rea^invutery of the'Junius letters and 
the fact that the' Federalist, that text, 
book as to constitutional-government, 
■was all written under the signatures of 
"Publius,” "PaclficuB';" ’ and “Historl- 
cus ”' - These: illustrious examples of 
"Men-afrald-of-thelr-hdrses," were no 
doubt unfortunate in not living in this 
day of notoriety—of -notdrlousness.
: : Ahd then, again, this- amiable ego
tism becomes somewhat-of a bore when 
it Tesents criticism of what a fellow has 
paid a dollar for on the market. A 
dealer In stomach goods can bd held-for 
misdemeanor if he sands his sugar or 
«ells flavored glucose for maple syrup— 
but criticism is the only recourse open 
for a suffering public against the dealer 
Ui mental pabulum. Now, this is not 

: <he plea of a "lawyer-iroliticlan,” but a 
\ f?,mt cry from the otherwise defence- 

1 less book buyer. Is there anything like 
(personal assault in this platitude?

But to the gravamen of his complain
ing: Sar’gis recognizes fully the un
written law in the conduct of news
papers, and the writing of correspond
ents: (1) If a writer makes offensive 
personal charges or attacks upon other 
parties, he must sign his name dr au
thorize the editor to give it to the party 
aggrieved. (2) No editor will allow a 
writer, to use his columns under any 
other conditions.

Now, in all that “Sar'gis"'has ever 
written in reference to the books of Dr. 
Peebles, not a sentence, or a word de
rogatory to him as a man has ever been 
used. On the contrary every reference 
personal has been not only respectful 
but eulogistic—as a man. Even in the 
article he refers to he is.spoken of as 
our "venerable brother,” the "pilgrim
prophet” and as a “patriarchal and 
faithful worker in the pioneer ranks of 
Spiritualism,” and "as a personality ge
nial and fraternal.” And these quota
tions are simply expressions of the.per
sonal feelings of the writer—and due
the complainer.

■ Another reason for an impersonal sig« 
nature is this: The writer of “Sar’gis” 
is not a medium, Is not a platform 
speaker, is not a member of a Spiritual-, 
1st society of any sort, local, state or na
tional. Has never been a'teacher in 
any respect—only a private citizen and 
averse to notoriety. Being an old-time 
acquaintance of the editor of The Pro
gressive Thinker, he was asked for an 
occasional article to help fill up the va- 
rlety'ttat makes a newspaper. It was 
so agreed on condition the-writer was 
to be incog. His request was agreed to. 
Mr. Francis has kept his part of the 
bargain, aqd the writer has studiously 
kept within the canons that govern im
personal correspondence.

• With these facts—given for the gen
eral reader—the fuss over “Afraid-of- 
his horses," "skulking,” “cowardice,” 
“shooting from ambush.” “personal as- 
sauit,” and ail that sort of talk is beg
ging the question, and were it: not for 
the respect due the situation, might be 
called childish. But it is compensating 
to have the venerable and distinguished 
author of the book tell us, that he will 
neyer "descend” again to such writing.

It onlv need be added that the con
tents of a book for sale on the market 
are legitimate subject of criticism, and 
the attitudes of the..author—tragic, 
comic, or otherwise—matter of com
ment as the buyer and reader, may. look 
nt them. And the Demonism of the 
Ages is replete with enough variety to 
satisfy a rare vaudeville entertainment 
Aneffort to cover all its variety consti
tutes the only conscious offence of

for failure to schedule all personal pro- -------------- -------------- ... ,
perty.” ' : branches of learning, and each apd ev- ,

This Ib certainly severe on the small ery one by that law. of natural adapta- : 
householder. What would you recom- tlOn, unknown, to himself, seems to , 
mend for the large tax evader? Would gravitate to his special field of useful- . 
you make it a crime and send him to I ness and labor. Yes,- and when that . 
the penitentiary for life at hard labor?, labor is well performed, -and the seep-

Are you aware that there is now in I ter to another surrendered,’ from hearts 
Cook County nearly two hundred mill- of the appreciative in the world Of soul 
ions of dollars worth , of railroad and I he-will receive the highest ettcpmlum: 
church .property that does not pay any Well done thou good and faithful, sur
taxes? ‘ 1 vaht • '

The building you were speaking in Mrs. D. A, Morrill In a letter to Akron 
(the old Trpmont House) does not now I frlends,from her. field of labor, Alliance, 
pay taxes, because now occupied and Ohio, wrote: .“I have one Sunday in 
used as an institution of learning. An January not engaged, and would be 
institution of learning, which charges I pleased to meet an Akron audience, and 
fees should by all means set an exam- lecture afternoon and evening, Jan. 29; 
pie before the community and pay taxes and as you have no organization will 
as all honest citizens do. ask no price, but accept what clrcum-

There are' many other institutions of stances will allow you to pay.” , 
the same character in Chicago that own In this connection will only Bay that 
very valuable property which have a I the meetings were a success, and with 
large rent Income but pay no taxes, the best wishes of the Akron Bpiritual- 
YoU may' say, “They have a special I lets, au revolr. Mrs. Morrill goes to 
charter from the State of Illinois which her home in Grand Rapids, Mich., to en- 
exempts them from taxation.” joy a much-needed rest. .

We reply that any institution that I While both lectures w.ere of a high 
asks special privileges from the State and instructive character, the evening 
of Illinois or any other State is not him- I lecture was worthy of a more special 
est. It is the same as asking for an ap- notice, on the conflict between science 
propriation from the State and when and, religion ¡and the able manner in 
the State grants the request it is an -which the subject' was handled would 
unconstitutional grant. The State of suggest the thought that it was-an.ema- 
Illinois has no authority to grant such nation from an intellect the equal of. a 
an ex-partq.request. I Darwin dr Huxley with many years of

Formerly the Tremont House paid experience and research in the spirit 
annually in taxes about ten, thousand realm.
dollars, while it now as an adjunct to I Mrs. Morrill is what may be termed a 
the Northwestern University with' a I full trance-speaker; and ah there are in 
large income from rents and tuition all-professions, unoccupied space' at . 
fees pays no taxes. Is not this , the the top of the ladder, she will by the 
equivalent of an appropriation of that I laws of her own being gravitate to her 
much of the public money to the North- natural sphere of influence as an In
western University? It is against pub- strumént for the teaching of the more 
lie policy^ for under these ex-parte advanced thought in the ethical, philo
charters such institutions can buy large I sophical and; scientific field of the spir- 
qdantlties of property in Chicago and itual philosophy. - At least it does seem, 
haye it. taken off ine tax list, thus dis-1 that in the spirit world, the’tr^e scien- 
hohestly throwing- an unreasonable I tists-have in Mrs. Morrill found an in
burden on the other honest taxpayers strument through’whom they are able 
which is now.done by these institutions to give a full expression. And : yet 
at the-present time. ■ there shall’be greater wonders¿_- '

A word now'as to .the exempting of • ” ■ D. C. MONTGOMERY;
the millions of church property, from Akron, Qhioi. ’ _ .
taxation; which is a flagrant and dis- —" , . ‘ ’’T ’~—r—:------
honest evasion of the well known prln- PSYCHIC PHENOMENA,
ciple which underlies the Constitution _ ___ _ _ .
Statol witt^efe^rwice to’the^ueBtton of Some Pertinent Remarks In Reference 

religion, there being express provisions I , ’• to the Same. - 
against the donating of the public~mon- > ‘
eys for 'the support of , religion. We I ju8(. no-,y scientists, scholars, sa- 
have the high authority of tfie late I vants, and otters are investigating the 
Judge Story of the Supreme Court of I phenomena and philosophy of Spiritual- 
the United States for saying that .it is I lsm. The existing fact of Such phenom- 
unconstitutiónal, “for any one to be ena ls now generally' admitted, but how 
compeUed to support any place of wor-1 an¿ by what means produced is a mat
ship or • to maintain any ministry I Of much.cont‘roversy. A few yet fe- 
againBt. his consent.” I main who ascribe ail these modern-day

What is this exemption of church marVelB of the seance room to the’.evil 
property from taxation but evasion? one> hut a greater number endeavor to 
What difference does it make whether show themselves very wise in attribut- 
Legislatures openly donate so much of jng them to the operations of the sub
public money every year to the support I conscious self and to this source alone, 
of the churches or whether such instl- Of late many bodks have been issued 
-tutlons are exempted by unconstitu- endeavoring to. demonstrate the duplex 
tional legislative action from the ope-1 or dual nature of man, commencing 
ration of a general tax law? with the objective self,-which.gathers

None whatever, “Tax exemption Is all knowledge possible and transmits it 
equivalent to direct - Arrematas ’ irítaaSet

An e*«mp“9n pimply tte present temple pérmane¿tly unless the biiter 
ation of a receipted bill for taxes, it 'ring objective self, passes into 

I Is opposed to every principle upon I - tr(ince or magnefic sleep; ’ This
a ThpUttpnrv Of°Vourmgovern- opens The door of egress for the impris-

• founded. The theory of our govern 8Ub-conscious self, and it comes
■ ment is that all interests that are pro-1 fQrth Bets out on a wlld, érratic
i tected by the State should contalbute c(^rge of actlOn, for unless this inner 

equally to the support of the State. 111 - ,g contro]]edi balanced, and kept in 
these institutions check by- the objective self it becomes
the support of the State, they are clear I ¿ hélplesg force< 11]ie ¿ runaway -team 
ly not entitled to the support of the driver or a ship without a
State. They are protected by our po- .
lice and Are departments and if they p experIenced Spiritualist will'not 
were damaged by mob violence the tfcat many mogt startling things 
City pays for the damages done, and I by the subliminal self, wheth-
yqt they contribute nota dollar for the I the medium does or does hot knpw 
protection accorded them. . it; but to say that all are so is a beg-

There is only oné .church .building on I glng of the question—a position sure 
this continent that pays its taxes, and of ¿efeat, for we claim that it is no dif
that- is located in Toronto, Canada; the fiCUit matter to separate and determine 
only honest churqh in regard to living what is produced by a spirit yet in the 
up to the express command of Christ I fle8]1 and one decarnate.
that it worships, who said “Render unto I -\Vhat this is that takes the place of 
Caesar (or the State) the things that I the objective self is beyond our know- 
are Caesar’s,” all others treating this ing but tbe fact we believe, .arid every 

' ----- - 1 ................................... •- ■-------•—*• bal-

George Meredith is reported to. have 
said in a recent interview that doctors 
and parsons are doing harm by. increas
ing the fear of death and making the 
English less manly. “No one,” he ad
ded, "should consider death-, or think of 
it as worse than going from one room 
to another." For- his own part, he says, 
he “hopes he shaU die - with a good, 
laugh.” % •

There Is no objection to fjoyousness, 
even on the solemn occasion Of passing 
from this form of existence to one of 
which we know nothing except,by faith. 
All the same, a frivolous Haugh seems 
to be an affectation of courage rather
than genuine heroslm. Death is no 
joke for those who go or those who are 
left behind. Ono may say: with the 
trust of Emerson: “The:-God who has 
led me so graciously all' through, this 
life ! can trust wherever, he leads me,”1 
but there are those who ¡have not been 
led gently through this world-and. who 
cannot argue from anything they have 
experienced In this life ..that another 
stage of existence will be any better.

Socrates discoursing nobly bn the im
mortality of the soul just before taking 
the forced cup of hemlock |s one of the 
most sublime pictures in history, but 
there are the Hamlets who have not 
Socrates’ convictions,- and they see with 
equal clearness the obverse Bide. They 
may well hesitate to take the fatal leap, 
knowing there is no return! be the re
sult for better or worse.

Spinoza said, and with.good, reason: 
“That on which a wise man: jhlnks least 
is death.” This does not signify indif
ference, much less frivolity. It means 
a calm submission to tire ' Inevitable. 
The fear of death is a wise provision of

Interesting Letter From Archdeacon 
\Colley, on Spiritualism. ,

tDear Sir:—Yon rightly-say/p,.167.'of 
December 24, Science Siftings, that 
Spiritualistic phenomena of an at pres’ 
ent inexplicable kind takes place.” My 
studv of it for over thirty years, in In
dia, Italy, South Africa, at;4 other parts 
of the world, has convinced me of the 
truth of your observations,-and from 
what' I say, in my opening address, as 
Chairman at Mrs, Annie Besant’s lec
ture enclosed, you will see that I am 
not of the sort to rush to hasty c inclu
sions. ‘ : ■- ■

Yet, as I remark, ,my experiences 
have been equaled by few, and sur
passed by none,,. If. occasionally—say 
once a month—you could give me three 
parts of a page of “S. S.,” I would, un
der the title of Experiences iri Spiritual-, 
ism, by a dignitary of the Church of 
England, readily, relate wha.t will be 
published in book form with my name, 
when I have gone forward to rest a lit
tle In- the Beyond preparatory to an
other Incarnation here for the same 
strenuous life that I have this last in
nings now had for over sixty-four years.

Mrs, Besant, as friend of thirty years 
ago, and neighbour when I was morning 
lecturer at St. Anne’s- Wandsworth,

Remarkable Evidence of Spirit, Power, 
at St. Joseph, Mo.—Through a Dell- 
cate Boy Medium Marvelous Results 
Are Obtained—A Pyrotechnic Display, 
—The Good Work Going On. ’ 
To the Editor:—The communication' 

of W. H. M.. of St. Joseph, Mo., pub
lished. in ,The Progressive Thinker of 
Decemte'31, failed to speak of some of 
the most remarkable cases of spiritual 
developments ever had in the city.

In the Rodgers family, they are hav
ing developments in trance, musical 
and art mediumship, which are very 
flattering; but the most remarkable 
case is that of Ralph Winchester, a del
icate boy 12 years of age, who has most 
wonderful physical manifestations— 
which make the" whole house tremble 
for three hours, or until the close of 
the seance; musical instruments are 
played upon, loud talkings are heard, 
both through the trumpet and inde
pendently ; hands are shaken and at the 
close of the seances Master Ralph is 
found sitting in his chair on the top of 
a folding bed. ■

On the night of July 4, the room was 
filled with spiritual roman candles and 
sky rockets. These seances are strictly 
private or family seances, with occa
sionally an invited friend.
« Our society which was organized by 
E. W. Sprague, on Sunday evenings is 
entertained by Mr. Lebniner, an inspi
rational speaker, and by a Mrs. Boyer, 
a trance speaker. Through her medi
umship we are favored with highly en-

Spiritism has advanced to the posi
tion of a 9' nee in Boston, Mass,.

Spiritism;;,/. trie best form of word 
to use for spiii,'.manifestations. Spirit 
is the subject talked and written about. 
U is formative; al and ism in Spirit
ualism are used to show that which re
lates to spirit. I know- no good reason 
why these suffixes should he used with 
one/word—spirit—as has been In Spir
itualism.

Spiritism has advanced to be a sci
ence without popes or bishops. This 
has caused regrets in the minds of 
some who wanted to be popes and bish
ops in Spiritualism. I am glad_ that 
they know they are defeated to the 
year 1905. Spiritism has won its 
place among the sciences by aid from 
common newspapers.

The Progressive Thinker has been a 
beacon light in Spiritism publications 
Liberty to express ideas causes people 
to think. Spiritism has advanced 
more in Boston because of free debates 
on the subject—“is Spiritualism True?” 
—outside of the halls where Spiritual
ism was being taught, than by selfish 
and weak writers for publication for 
Spiritualism.

Sometimes a few strong ideas have 
crept in publications for Spiritualism 
outside The Progressive Thinker but 
to my knowledge they have been few. 
Hudson Tuttle and other writers have 
done good service for Spiritism in Bos-

London, used to argue against my psy
chic experiences,-but now you see how 
facts have altered her views. My asso
ciates in the study of Spiritualism, 
from the scientific sfanapolnt, were 
among the mpstytadvanced. scientists | ««>• 
and thinkers ' of' J the ' day. Sir W.

When an attack was made in Bos
ton on Spiritism, I usually sent copies tertaining lectures, her control being a

nature and Is to bo overcome.only when 
there is an imperative dalb to .duty in 
behalf of humanity. FortUnfttoIy as age 
advanCeB this fear of death is gradually 
lessened—hot in a bravado fataY, but. in 
happy conformity to natural law.

Mr. Meredith is old enough to real
ize this, biit...he, should iiot .eficourage 
in yoUnger.yapd heplthifer .petaons an 
easy indifference io death, as If it were 
n matter-of no real. cpn^equeh'Ce aftef 
all.—Chicago Chronicle, f

S’-?!'
. THE WORK IN TOLEQD. OHIO.

The Independerif Assbclatuo'ri^TbY'oSpirltA 
uallsts, . ; ■ ;;

It is well known that millions of dol-1 every faculty and power. .
lars worth of railroad property in Cook I New York. C. F. SHORT.
Copnty pays no taxes. Then why go - •
and force all personal property on the . . „L.«-.
tax books, making failure to schedule NOR TIME, NOR SPACE. . 
the same a misdemeanor? The small .—_
and poor householders have trouble The Old Year goes, the New Year 
enough now to make ends meet and it comes;
would be the height of injustice to take And we reckon the passage of Time 
from their scanty means, when mill- . with regret,-—
ions of valuable real estate is paying Witt never a thought of the. endless life 
practically nothing? Is it. "too much That is ours with God’s—why do we 
politics” in the legislature? forget?.. ■ ’

Being Secretary of the United. Socle-1 Fo'r fb0 soul knows naughty of time, nor 
ties for equal taxation, I hope to .take I . of gpa0e— 
one or two cases' to the Supreme ceurt I Tbe 8pint is life, the soul Is divine— 
and test these unjust special privileges I And the soul, from the Father’s omnip- 
granted to rich corporations that pay1 - ..................... ■
no taxes but ask the public for all pos
sible protection. I hope the Real Es
tate Board win appoint two delegates 
to represent your body at our meetings.
: Respectfully yours,

. E. C.' REICHWALD, Sec’y.

nrnnvL hiTw Prpnpp 'Tzird Ravleigh Ito our best soldlers in the cause and famous citizen of St. Joseph who con- 
Prpmwp’i^Vnripv ) Aifi-pd Russell Wal- replies came from over the nation and ducted a private female seminary here 
STm &^e™Barrett I were Published in the dally pa- fOr many years.
aCe,’ ri »nA Scidcwick of PerB in Boston. With two famous trumpet mediums,

TUnfliPtah4 Wedewood the ' Sometimes The Progressive Thinker w. c. JeSBUp and Mrs. Hattie Tiffany, 
vpvv ninnv^otherB set UP story and its readers set holding daily seances we may look for (

^^Pli,r^>Bv’.AnrtinTrin^or'BenBttiveB was tbelr forces in activity to teach ignor- still further development during the '• 
, °» Mt wE Another who I ant ones in Boston, till the clergymen season. D. W. BROWN.

a n J! tub mp ror thtte moMhs and newspaper editors are SpiyltlBts, ------------ ----------------------
»te»d Hmp waT IhBantistminister from but decline to be classed among'Spirit- A Few Thoughts on the Subject of Pay.
^nnrJLnn’s^oS^rid one M my ven uallstB wh0 want to be popes and cholo0y-
best—still living—a little girl of four- I °-Ps- Spiritist and Spiritism are words I that exists is composed of one 
teen and meinber of a family attend- ' o£ tbe best grammar—why are the best prjnc[p]e spirit is combined life and 
anta of a church where I was the cler- any too good for such an important scl- intelligence. The law of Its manlfesta- 
cvman od she developed her peculiar I once? While I am as ever ready to tion Is two-fold. Hence the terms 
uqvchlc nowers entirely under my own Iteach people by argument and debate, gO0(j an(j evjj( matter and spirit. The 
management at her own home sur- such a mode of education in Boston, pr[ncip]e through its two-fold capacity 
rounded by all that were near and dear now, is not necessary. A few years ago evoivea sensorlums through which it 
to her—father mother brother arid sis- 1 led ln A debate during six vreeks and psychqioglcally manifests its occult 
ters -■ To me Sbirltuaiiam is phllos-' 1°? the first time in Boston, defeated po^e^ -. gensorlums are human, and 

' why and a^sclerice and not at'ajl a'toaK- -4gMatip3.,..EMp.tia^^^ .forms, mid" the forms of
tar^of-relislo  ̂mish. I eschew ¿IMtat- who appeared .against us. From:lhat dwellerB ¡^invisible realms. The sen- 
soft of'tM'ns: and hate the flapdoodle, time. Spiritists. her^have had it oasy. Ljorlum coupled with, its. environment, 
■sbmctiriM^ijmd 'ub with' it; ' Faith- I904 a pew.police..commisB10n.er—a p, on(jjtions every manifestation of spirit, 
folly yours,'T.- Golley, • Stockton Rec- Methodist in religion—sJarteid3t<lperse-1 Much:confusion of ideas results from 

’Wry, Rugby, in-Science Siftings.
,The Independent. Association of Spir- 
liualists wishes tdTet-.thBtoreaderS of . 
The;Progressive Thinker kiiow that it Builder and
is still doing business aMMsame place. It Is a Most Excel ent Builder and 
in ttie .Memorial Hajl^and ffi'having the ' ' ‘ ^Spirltuallzer. 
usual success, because onb;of our en-1 - —. . .dehvors.is at ail times to imploy the Self-education.and 
best talent and give the ridople what I require „^tality, a
they want. We make la special feature quickened, mind to set tteae dynamic 
at least'once a year to glve'one month I powers worljing and .itaep them busy, 
frdm our platform a physical demon- This powhr
Btration of light .battery woik from the Is the lever of tttomind which tc™s on 
cabinet, independent slate-Writing and the electric current; and fen able? tte 
type-written messages, .trumpet in tte man to say: I can be what 1. wfll. be. 
light and messages on fabWt to people We can then- reach, out to. every, virtue 
in the audience. .7 '5 . and clasp it Os. a precious jewel and

Notwithstanding we-.arel garnished make it a part of our being, apd.by 
with a certain class of-physical medi- thinking ourselves, into them constantly 
um killers, that never have learned the and resolutely - uptil this »^fast 
ABC or the basic principle which all I thought realizes itself in the things we 
true Spiritualism stands oh^to-day and wish. This is called a“to'BagBeB!*^ 
always will for tte time to; come, and I or tte operation pf self on self, which 
by so doing we are giving ijroof to tte the greater scientists £ .. '
investigators which they -could not gain It Is as natural as-the unfolding of b o 
bv any otter way, becdusd»a, person’s %oms on a growing plant, it is tne 
knowledge of the philoSoiffiy; without north star in our mental sky from the basic truth of the physical phenom- I which we take our latitude a“d 
ena amounts to just as much from a tude. The science which shows us how 
spiritual standpoint, as a person who to start and steer the all-consuming 
has learned-to play a waltz on a guitar foroe Is suggestion.
from a mechanical standpoint, without -The semi-sci-ntifle world at tatg 
ever knowing the name of-a,'string or nored'it, while the ignorant had clothed 
hX to ren a scale, linowb About music, it with fantastic shapes and forms 
and are in possession of; n& more, than But such a suqtle P0''’®1' basi enabled 
what they have learned,. For a person many men to thrill ^beir fellowmen 
to refute true physical phenomena who with an enthusiasm which led them on 
has neverTrivesttldtedtt^basic prln-J to victory. Yet It is not confined/o tte 
riniPH it seems to me ttat' he had bet- statesman or scholar, to the general on ta?lXnd toarri theta “ I the battlefield or the soldier behind the

Our president arid board of taariagers guns, but maytae cultivated byjbe car- 
are people who have knowifedge of the renter planing, a knot or the shoe
spiritual philosophy in. pl^sical phe- ®.ewi”s,a «.• io 
nnmAM. and this is t&e only society Call it what yon will, it is both the
which has tte courage to stand before arehitect and sculptor in this business 
tho world and demonstrate this great of man building. It plans and chisels 
truth from the bottom of tlje ladder, to and polishes these ®L®

’ the top. This is what the people want, and tact and honesty. Truthfulness, 
■ is proof of just what wa-claim, and not Judgment, benevolence, patience, f°rti‘ 
J infringe on tte orthodox creed form of tude, and. kindness all find their PJ.ope , 

trying to give tte people: what they can place in the. temple of shining virtues 
, irot prove to be truth. This society is in this great superstructure of man 

in-dnv nn n. financial base'witli S2.200 in I building. Let us remember that it is 
the treasury and soon will have a spir- tte crucible of Vie’3 activities, its needs 
itualI temnle for trie people 6f Toledo. and its duties, Ite sorrows and its joys, ?tUOur• advfce; to spiS’K that that everr humTn being is draws .out 
wish to make a success: of everything and educated and|built up for weal or 
«Sr18 
with first-class true physical medium- not a builder but a Spifitualiizer, 
ship, who-can demonstrates gorid clean . . ■ - ..-ir. r - 1 ’
manifestations, and placfl.it.before your x Courteous Challenge to DebateSpIrit
people, and be careful.tdlorpthe prop- ... ■ .. . ; -.-¿•„’h-—.• . '..»•Trie Progress^' Uker proves the 

societies of 
Our soctoty has for ttev mbntt of Chicago to meet me in.friendly debate 

February colored the" service of Mr. in their own halls on these two propo- 

taom tteSOula°tform to”’ SXS ^L^Thephenomena and philosophy of 

consisting light battery- work, of- Mot£®™ XS 
whom we have known tar. years and without admitt«g the agency of de 
who is the most valuable in ortf ranks, parted human spirits. W. r. Jamieson 
The proper batteries of protection will l 'A‘11 affirui. ... . .
be formed for his asslstanfee. Mr. Jon- °

cute and prosecute spirit mediums. It not taking these facts into account in 
was called to his.- attention that spirit I Bunjming up the consequences.
Mediums—as . American -citizens—had I Hypnotism, or psychology—the lat- 
the same religious. rights as Roman ,er j prefer—jB on]y tbe name for chem- 
Catholic and Baptist clergymen; then I jca, attractions or polarized substance, 
he caused a halt in persecution. Every manifestation of spirit is in fact

There is much good work to be done psychological and includes all motion, 
by Spiritists. Demonism of the Ages a8 wep as apparently stationary mani- 
and Spirit Obsession, by Dr. Peebles, festation of life, for what is stationary, 
may be a corner stone in book wisdom ¡a on]y ln appearance, since there are 
to stop some horrible conditions that no flxed immovable forms in the uni- 
are caused by ignorance in our nation. verse.
This Ignorance is in medical people in These manifestations are beneficial 
Massachusetts, and according to recent or injurious to their immediate adjuncts 
reports on insanity and crimes it is the according to the existing conditions 
same in all parts of our nation. that call them forth. The purpose of a

The Open Court of The Progressive manifestation determines its results. 
Thinker is to the press the same as j am now speaking more of human man- 
Faneuil Hall in Boston and Carpenter s ifestations. This purpose is not always 
Hall in Philadelphia, were to free disCernable in the first or even in a se-
speech in America. r|es of manifestations. Time is a great

Success, good health, happiness and factor jn each case and should be taken 
prosperity to The Progressive Thinker s ¡nj0 account in our conclusions as to 
great leader as an editor in the good |£e usefulness of any phenomena, 
cause to advance useful knowledge in What to us appears to be insane, ma- 
Spiritism on earth. Hcious or degrading power manifested

Boston, Mass. AURIN F. HILL. fOr jije t|me be|ng through a sensorium, 
we judge largely from appearances to 
be relatively pure and true, may in re
ality be no criterion by which to judge 

, . „ „ , - . . । of the ultimate result which the spirit
He No Longer Believes in a Great First en(]eavor|ng t0 reach. That human

Cause. spirits do psychologically influence
---------  each other for good or ill is an undis-

DR LYMAN ABBOTT.

To the Editor:—How great, how dis- puted fact, it is also a fact that for the 
tlnguished, how learned must a man be time being extreme suffering and appar- 
or become in order to be freed from ent degradation result to some people 
the limitations of reason and common who we suppose from what ,we super
sense? Does a high position or a flcially judge of their persons and char-
great name confer upon anyone the acters would be immune.

? I right to talk nonsense? Of what value Yet, here we should pause and wait 
’ are the utterances of a would-be re- the outworking of time. This may

otenthand ’
Has endless life in eternal, time.

For eons unreckoned, for ages past;
For eons unending, beyond our ken— 

But man, in his petty, paltry thought 
i Lives tied .by a chain in earth’s mire 
• and fen. . - , -

son is a grand materializing medium 
and we expect- if possible,- which we 
have all reason to belleye.,, to; demon
strate at least one.. time -touring the 
month of his engagement a materializ
ing seance in full form before several 
hundred of an audience,, an$ If Mr. Hale 
will drop in from the.West we will give 
him a reserved seat gratis,-and he will 
rot be expected to.pa^ his thousand 
dollars for a fuikforin yaf materializa
tion. ...' NEJölTON.

former who, in order to cater to sensa- even take the individual spirits con- 
tionalism, causes his own statements to cerned beyond this earthly stage of ex
entangle and trip over each other in istence a long time before what is de- 
the most ridiculous way? signed by the wisdom of omnipotent

When the Sunday newspapers gave I nature is clearly unfolded. Patient 
the first trumpet-blast report of Dr. Ly- I observation governed by calm judg- 
man Abbott’s so-called heretical talk- ment and helpful services kindly ren- 
before the Harvard students, with the I dered as existing conditions seem to 
customary accompaniment of photo- demand will gradually unfold to all con- 
graphs in seven different positions, the cerned. While on the other hand inter
most kindly and liberal construction I ference by minds guided by appear- 
many of us could put upon his lan- I ances serves to delay the better results 
guage was that probably part of the I and causes all to be repeated indefi
words were his, part added by the re-1 nitely.
porter. Weeks have passed. We find Our vision should extend as far as 
the same lines reprinted over and over possible into the past, endeavoring to 
again, and nd denials or modifications, take in the succession of causes and ef- 
So we must accept him as saying: tecta preceding the manifestation, and
' “If you Harvard students will be-1 forward as well through the present 

Heve me when I say that I no longer I and into the great eternities in dealing 
believe in a great first cause? I be- with these occult forces. Call this 
lieve in a great-and ever-present force mysterious working of invisible power 
which manifests itself in all the activi- obsessTon or possession or what you 
ties of man and the working of nature, will it is the same. Recognize it as 
God is energy, intelligent energy, work-1 simply natural and study its purpose 
ing for good,” etc. I with a mind divested of fear or the

Think of that! Great force mani- thought of criminality, and the beauti- 
festlng itself everywhere, God as intel- ful and useful also will be outwrought 
ligent Anbrgy working for good, and all I at last MRS. C. H. HINKLY. 
this-unworthy of recognition as great Grand Rapids, Mich.

2. That spirits of departed human 
beings actually do communicate, with 
mankind, Modern Spiritualism demon
strates to be a fact Jamieson denies.

These are important questions,. I ad
mit To my mind, Materialist though 
I am, they are far more important than 
any of the theological questions of the 
dav. If Spiritualism demonstrates our 
personal conscious existence after the 
great change, it is the most glorious 
revelation that ever came Jo.the race.

I propose that the Spiritualist socle- 
ttes-which accept my; invitation charge 
tr small admission ofl'fifteen cents to 

| each meeting, each: disputant making 
two' half-hour>■speeches,affirmative 
opening, negative dosing,-one-half the 

I to go to the Spiritualist so-

first cause.
“I no longer believe In a great first 

cause. To-morrow the papers will pub
lish this and brand me as a heretic.” I ’Tis a rest a joyous transit, 
Was the "wish father to the thought” I This change that we call death; 
most reverend sir? ' Then why should we seek to flee it

Shade of Henry Ward Beecher, how or fear its chilling breath? . 
proud you must have been during the I 'TjS rising like the eagle • . '
time this man rattled so noisily around I when it soars toward the sun; 
in your cast-off shoes. No, wonder he >£is the spirit flitting homeward . 
grew lonesome and deserted them for when its earthly task is done. . 
an editorial chair,from whence he could I Henceforth I’ll sing with gladness, 
glorify God and the Philippine war at "Death was, but is no more.” 
one and the same time. Let us pray! while my heart.takes up the musio. 
. WM. H. HUTCHINSON. of childhood’s happy lore,

Alzada, Custer County, Mont. For life'is all about me,
. . ■ - _ I And Love, the deep and strong,

। We hold it for a fundamental and un- Holds me fast in her embraces 
deniable truth.that religion,, or the And Mpthe? me 
rtnfv which Tre owe to .our creator» and I-While with joj my nearc is singing

'tnntittpr of dlficbarfitinff it, enn ho di-1 ’Neath,the banner “Love unfurled) rected'only by "reason-anil conviction, I Do! peath hath fled to daikness, 
act by. tores or vioisace.-rJame3 Madi-1 And Life is in the BugHi'

S’??»' ’

LIFE IS IN THE WORLD.



The Battle of Words Raging

sophical-Society of Great Britain, which

Union of Philadelphia.

I Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J 
M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon- - 

ism of the Ages.”

If thoughts are things, as some declare, then there 
are many “things” afloat ii\ the mental and spiritual 
atmosphere, which will thoroughly agitate the same, 
and be instrumental in doing good. No one can ag
itate the thought realm with greater, force and impres
siveness than Mrs. tiara Watson. Her thoughts, be
ing things, come ^itii sword ,attachments, cutting 
right and left, andmrey'generally succeed in wounding

- those who are opposed 'to her views.
I have read "Demonism,” by Dr. J. M. 

‘Peebles, and pronounce It the most ter
rible book I ever read with one excep
tion, and that is the bible. The former 
is a half-tone less terrible than, the lat
ter, inasmuch as the bible declares,that 
God sent out direct the deiuons oy evil 
spirits to lie and deceive and do all 
•manner of evil to the people of earth, 
while “Demonism” only makes God In
directly responsible for their so-called 
presence among us, and claims they 
comeof their own free will. But if 
"Almighty God Is over all,” as the au- 
"thor claims, then He must be a kind of 
head manager in his kingdom, and 
hence indirectly must be responsible, 
which does not seem quite so bad as to 
directly and deliberately send out de,- 
moniac messengers to do evil.

"Demonism’’ is a terrible, horrible 
production, and 1 would be as loth to 
place it in the hands of the young or of 
the over-sensitive person, as I would 
the bible. .

I believe the book in the hands of 
many people would work Incalculable 
Injury by inflaming the lower, passion
al, brutal nature, on the one hand, and 
on the other hand of driving over-sen
sitive, over-credulous people to "insanity 
'through reading the ghastly narration 
of diabolism set forth in all Its hideous
ness and deformity.
, Of its kind the mental picture drawn 
would Inflame the imagination to the 
turning point as surely as the old time 

•'picture of hell and the devil drawn by
Hie priests and preachers. ■

Reading the book has intensified the 
horror produced from scanning the 
"Review.” With all due deference to 
the advanced age of the author and 
compiler; ’with acknowledment of all 
the good the Doctor has accomplished 

■dn liis long and tteefuljlfe;' with appre- 
datlon forall the good books he has 
written, yet with Prof. -Loveland I.pro- 

-.test against "making of Spiritualism a 
system "of “Demonism.” After fifty 
years of effort to disabuse the human 
mind of the fear of devils, that has 
blasted the lives of millions of people, 
now, in the dawn of thq 20th century, 
with all the enlightenment and prog
ress of the age, to return to the vomit 
of "witchcraft" as taught in the ignor- 
tint and barbarous past is a retrograde 
step, and I regret that our venerable 
brother, Just as his feet are touching 
tlie shore of the “thither land," felt 
called upon to leave io "the world the 
legacy of a system of demonism in the 
name of Spiritualism."

The author of "Demonism of the 
Ages” lays great stress upon “Spirit- 
Isui” and classes the phenomena of 
Spiritualism as such,' and also classes 
those people who are interested in the 

-phenomena as “Spiritists" and then 
makes a broad-gauge distinction be
tween "Spiritists” and Spiritualists, 
and then further claims it is the Splrit- 
ists who open the door to obsessing 
spirits.

Holy Fathers! To be told that the 
magnificent spirit portrait of my arisen 

, father (whose mortal life was good and 
pure) given through the phenomena of 
Spiritualism under strictly test condi- 
tions’through the Bangs Sisters, medl- 
urns, id which phenomena I was in
tensely Interested, had opened the door 

■■: to demons to' obtrude their hideous 
, presence into the domicile of my being!

But I do not believe it Indeed I khow 
better.

Surely Dr. Peebles’ latest effort at 
■; book making is open to criticism, but of 

course the apparent object sought will 
be attained, that of financial returns 
and incidentally the advertising of him- 

kself as a divinely appointed “exorcist.” 
-Speaking further upon the idea of 
"Spiritism,” I may say that I suppose 

. Dr. Peebles has the moral right to class 
all those Spiritualists who differ from 
him in opinion, who do not accept his 
God and Jesus, and Christ and Savior, 

-and bible and prayers, and all the other 
brthodox or Christian flummery, as 
"materialistic Spiritists,”—at least he 
does so. He quotes from what he 
terms materialistic Spiritists. "We’ve 
no use for any God.” "Jesus Christ 
Was a Gnostic myth;’’ "religion is a.su- 
perstition,”. etc., and styles these ex
pressions “vulgar,” and says: “Such 
Statements constitute that stimulating 
comport of the demonism which later 

; flows out as "the sickening vomit of the 
bells.” "» .

How exhilarating!' And yet Ehg- 
; land’s great and foremost scientific 

thinker and Spiritualist, Alfred Russel 
Wallace, in a recent interview, as pub
lished in the Buffalo Courier of Dec. 18, 
is reported as saying: "I hold that the

• idea of a God is unknowable and un-‘ 
thinkable."
- Probably Mr. Wallace had not read 
"Demonism” when he made that state
ment and did not know that in so doing 
he was throwing bait to the demons.

One of the-writers in the Open .Court 
said Demonism of the Ages -Was a great 
book, and I think it is, tod? It is great 
jn the painstaking effort displayed in 
the accumulating and compiling of such 
a mess of horrible and sickening diabol
ical narration". And then, too, it’s, a 
great- book for a Spiritualist to write, 
for .it is more a work of good Bound 
orthodoxy than anything else, and the 

- wonder is that the author ever left the 
... Christian church, for he clings to God 
; and Jesus and Christ and Savior, with 

tenacity equal to the most zealous 
church member.. .

-Well,•if the Doctor could not have 
been manly and good only by having- a 

'’. Jesus,.then I am glad he has one.- But 
however obnoxious it may be to -pur 

, Pllgrta Brother, I assert that therfetare

and endowed -with spiritual gifts and 
with culture and refinement, who do 
not cling to Jesus and who do not know 
that they have any use for any God.

SURELY NO GOD THAT- THE 
WORLD HAS EVER HEARD OF HAS 
BEEN OF ANY GOOD USE TO THE 
WORLD, BUT ON THE CONTRARY 
THE CONCEPT OF GOD IN THE 
MINDS OF MANY PEOPLE HAS 
WROUGHT INCALCULABLE INJURY. 
t If Jesus exists and once walked the 
earth and Is now a decarnate spirit, or 
man, and, if there are “earth-bounU” 
spirits, then surely Jesus must be one 
ot them, for no man carrying the enor
mous load that Jesus has for near twen
ty centuries could get away from earth. 
Think of the millions of men, women 
and children of all grades and condl- 
tions that have been clinging to him all 
these years, heaping upon him their 
sorrows, sins and burdens of worldly 
troubles, besieging him with prayers, 
petitions and tears; and then think of 
all the “cussing” that has. been in
dulged In by both saint and sinner, and 
how could the poor man rise? And it 
is to be deplored that Spiritualists 
can’t leave him alone and not add to 
the weight that tethers him to the “un
derworld.”

The author of “Demonism” tells us 
that twice he has had the honor of con
versing with Jesus.

Wonder how ho knew it was Jesus?
How did he know it was not some 

“demon” spirit playing on his fancy, 
and assuming “great historic names,” 
as he says the demons do?

The Doctor may be laboring under a 
sweet delusion—tlie same as some of 
the common “ignorant” folks do.

The doctor assigns two causes for the 
prevalence of obsessions among Spirit
ualists, botn of which I have hinted at, 
rind they ftre mi'glity'Wéigiiíy, potí'dér- 
oús causes (?). 'Hear, all ye intelligent 
Spiriturilista:' First-, Ihterest.in the phe
nomena which he designates “Spirit
ism,” and, second, lack of reverence fob 
God and Jesus—lack of ihe worshipful 
spirit. '

I qhote from Demonism, page 332: 
“We must have a religious organiza
tion whose articles of faith shall be the 
moral, precepts of Jesus.” Again, 
“When the above fathers In Spiritual
ism, Judge Edmonds, Robert Dale 
Owen, Dr. Crowell, Professor Brittan, 
William Fishbough, A. E. Newton, Joel 
Tiffany, Henry Kiddle and other brave, 
unselfish workers were Influencing ex
ponents of Spiritualism obsessions were 
virtually unknown.”

And why?
Because these men had too much 

good sense; to advocate demonism and 
thus hypnotize people with the hideous 
nightinare of devils. The doctrine that 
Spiritualism had a system of dernonism 
more subtle and dangerous than that ot 
Christianity with its cloven-footed mon
ster. had not then beeri conceived.

But where are these good men? 
What are they doing in the spirit state? 
Why can they not exert an influence for 
good on earth now, if bad men in spirit 
can influence for evil? “Demonism” 
declares that bad people - have greater 
power to do evil on earth after death 
than when In the body, and that good 
people have less power for good after 
death than before, thus clinging to the 
old Christian idea of the supremacy of 
evil or wrong over right and good.

And yet a human being all bad was 
never known, but on the contrary so 
much of the race is good that I am told 
by an old time lawyer that the text 
books of law affirm that good Instead of 
evil dominates the race, and “Green
leaf on Evidence” says: “The greatest 
liar that ever lived had told a hundred 
truths to one lie.” And now extending 
the thought, why not a hundred good 
actions to one bad one? etc..

If bad people have greater power for 
evil after death than before, and exer
cise that power on earth, as Demonism 
declares, and good people have less in
fluence for good here, after death than 
before, how long will it be befdre the 
world will be all bad? The logic of 
such reasoning must lead to the con
clusion that in time all humanity will 
be demon possessed, for as stated 
above the author admits the increas
ing prevalance of obsession.

The author of Demonism tells us 
that, “devil and demon are not contro
vertible terms, and should not be used 
synonymously,” and yet all through the 
book in evidence submitted, they are 
thus used. Here is one illustration. 
The author in speaking of Swedenborg 
says: "Treating of evil spirits he, 
Swedenborg, wrote, and this is what 
Swedenborg wrote: ‘The devil’s most 
deceitful machinations are unutterable, 
etc.’ ” Again. "' The patient (or ob
sessed) was clairvoyant and could see 
the devils (three in number) sitting by 
her.’ ” And again, ” ‘The devil said, 
she (it was the spirit of a woman) died 
full of desires not yet satisfied.’ ” And 
still again: Dr. Peebles claims at one 
time to have carried on written corre
spondence with a den of demons, and 
page after page of Demonism is devot
ed to this alleged correspondence 
through a medium, and in this Ingeni
ously gotten up narration the greatest 
insult ever offered a noble and brave 
man,' Is recorded. One of the demons

J^ritnaltete, good, true and intelligent, book-making.

writing to the Doctor is ma’de to say: 
'"We have, no worship. We are natural
ists;; or .materialists, of the'Ingersoll 
type Of man? He is doing good work 
.for our cause.. He- -will -be a 'boss’ 
devil among us when -he comes over.” 
Much more, of devil testimony intro
duced ;co.uld be cited, but,this .will suf
fice.-Consistency la a rare jewel not 
found in .Dr. Peebles’ latest affort at

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

Personal evidence that Obse&Wis a Fixed Fact, 
is presented by a thoughtful stucfentnbf large and va
ried experience in Occult fields^ ¿¿Barton Stewart. 
The facts he brings to light will ¿lo-much to-blunt'the 
sharp sword-thrusts of Mrs. Clara Watson, and to 
throw a halo of Light over Dr. Keebles’, work on Ob
session. Never before in the wiydle^iistory of Spir
itualism, has a discussion awak^iecVgreater interest 
than the one now going on in the Open Court.

When a great problem- arises for 
thinking, reading and Investigating 
minds to solve, they naturally and ra
tionally ask- of those who have stud
ied and had experience regarding-that 
problem, and not of those' who are still 
theorizing, who are without experi
ence; so. In this problem of Obsession 
we look-to the student, the healer, the 
experienced, to the-testimonies of ad
vanced spiritualized beings, to the tes
timonies of those spirits obsessing— 
from thèse sources only càn wé expect 
to attain truth......... ■

Who are these students of obsession? 
Are they superstitious ignoramuses, 
and how did they'attain to the knowl
edge and-experleiiCd’that they possess?

Dr. J. Ml Peebles, -minister, lecturer, 
ex-consul to Asiatic Turkey under 
Grant’s administration, Mason, Odd 
Fellow, Fellow of’- the' Anthropological 
Society, London; the Psychological As
sociation, London; the Academy of Arts 
and Sciences, Naplfes;' member of the 
International • Climatic •Association; 
American Institute of Christian Philos
ophy; the Victoria Institute and Philo-

fully for-good,0 for disease and obsess
ions. Tliis fact nas made him compe
tent to judge the hypnotic, mesmeric 
and suggestivo influence of good and 
evil spirits,-and still further were all 
spirit phentìména and philosophy swept 
Into oblivion Except the one book, “Ob
session, or'i'The Demonology of too 
Ages,”-’ -we wdill(i have’the phenomena, 
the philosophy Of Spiritualism from the
criminal to those of the grandest spirit
ual conception. " His thirty-third chap; 
ter,-—"Spiritualism as It Is; and the 
Message It1’ Has: for the World; ” ' 
tains splrituaL truths grand and 
enough to forever save toe world 
a system1 of demonism.

coh- 
wlBe 
from

WE MIGHT JUST AS WELL SAY 
THAT -BECAUSE •;. THERE ““ARE
FRAUDS AND CRIMINALS IN THE 
MIDST OF CIVILIZATION TO-DAY, 
OUR CIVILIZATION WILL BECOME 
A SYSTEM OF FRAUDS AND CRIMI
NALS, “AS-TO: SAY THAT BECAUSE 
OBSESSING SPIRITS RETURN, WB 
WILL HAVE A SYSTEM OF DEMON
ISM,. OR THAT. CRIMINALS DO NOT 
COMMIT CRIME, AND FRAUDS DO
NOT DEFRAUD, AS THAT OBSESS-

eent him as their delegate to the instal-1 ING SPIRIT COMMIT NO WRONG 
latlon of Prof. James,"President of the The Ignorance of the full range' of 
Northwestern. University, Evanston,' spirit power is the greatest danger 
Il . he was sent to represent the United Spiritualism has to face. Denial is not 
Statess Arbitration League In Paris, a remedy,: can : never change facts ’ 
s a member of the Universal Peace Truth and the laws of self-protection

must form the. bulwark
Dr. Peebles has devoted over sixty evil inclined; these Dr 

years to spiritual- truth, spiritually r‘—- " ..............
baptized by angel forces of both the 
Orient and Occident, grand guardians, 
and companlona of this our world Inves
tigator of substance, space, time and 
spirit. . •

The thought, the power, the wisdom 
attained by spiritual research, persist
ent study, travel, spirit communion and 
communications, the’gatherlrig of relia
ble testimonies, these belong pre-emi
nently to Dr. J. M. Peebles as to no 
other writer or speaker; hone have

— • — f •- »• — .

given to the world In his
Many a medium’s soul 

after ilsteningito a spirit

against the
Peebles has 

great book, 
has anguished 
give his or her

message, to find it every word false, 
and be called by the sitter fraud spirit, 
not fraud medium.

In the summer of 1003 I spent five 
hours in the ¡library and presence of 
Dr. J. M. Peebles. Books, magazines, 
reviews, periodicals, spiritual and- sec-
ular papers, lined the walls, and loaded 
the tables and-floor. There was only 
passage and seating room left. For

---- ------- „ -- --------— .— e|gn an(j domestic mail came. A sten- 
ng races In almost every land, stud- ographer and typewriter were busy, 
ed their history from two sides of life ¡The very atmosphere of that library vi- 
back into the dim. distance of past civ-1 bratedjwilh intelligence and splritual- 
tozaUons and- past races, ever asking |ity frontoOriental to that present-hour. 
Whence and what 1b Spirit?” His । To my. inner sight It glowed with a 
ong .years of interrogation have not spiritual ¡brilliancy. I .was in a realm 

been vainly recorded in the higher spir-! this woffifl with all its wealth could not 
It realms, and in a thousand varied furnish. There was not a scintilla of 
ways and places have those interroga-1 witchcraft, superstition or fear there, 
lions been replied to, on the bospm of but mighty truths, scientific principles, 
the mighty oceans; in the homes and The vewnwalls seemed walls of nrotect-

drank so deeply of the life-of the lead-I-

palaces of native and foreign lands, on 
the summit of great Cheops and Her
mon, or mid cooling shades- and crystal 
waters, or under the soft.light of.the 
eternal stars, alone, or teaching and
healing amid the throng, in the land of

The veipjiwails seemed walls of protect
ive magnetism;. In spiritual vision I
Wijs cabled back to Dr. Peebles’ earli-
est momflhts, the beginning of an angel 
guardianship pf spirituality and wis
dom, upfigip through , tbe years . guiding 
and guqfidiug ipur ntimes around- the

the English, t rench, German, Italian, | world qnd jieser an* accident They 
Greek, Mohammedan, Egyptian, Brah-| poured 9R lumpUieir.sweetest thoughts, 
min tinnfnninn Pnlvnocion IVTm-vizinn ___io _____ .............. ’min, Cpnfucl.ap, Polypeaian, Mexicau. or 
native, land," ever has the angel ¡world 
been replying, and today .in ourjibra1

.the Me®}|ngo,,.®f «wind.-spiritual truths, 
Srioi.ega|ehealto„; brgadest - ¡.experiences, 
large bpportunitiea/.ouccessful . labors, 
s!?)l'!t;Waltfmt1)oJ)5fe>l>.an(bw.orld-wide rec
ognition. ■ TO” .. --Io -• 

; Ohl...ye- critics, are the angel guard
ians. of JDr. J. M. Peebles Ignoramuses?

•Oh!., that .th^depUiB, the ■richness' 'Of 
such lives could be. comprehended. 
When their, critics-,.shall have-grown up 
to them.. ■■ ,it , ...

Seers of the-ages, they have not-all’ 
passed bey.ojujx-... ■

o,u .< . - 5^ oh, rgader, read. Dr.. Peebles
Spiritualism, but preceded ,IL not in does, not have..to. go ¿ack to-antiquity 
theory out in the enactrnpUt ,6f natural Demonism of the bible, or Salem witch! 
law, nor will it ask SMrithallsm if it j craft, to .m» oih?r country or'time-to 
can continue to exist, btrt tt (Iges create ¡.substantiate his'/cIaimsi-FROM EVERY’ 
a serious demand thrit lt. be.’recognized ' STAT® OF THIS NATION COME IN- 
and understood, not for the sake of ¡QUIRIES' AND" TESTIMONIES ASK- 
Spirltfialism alone, but for all isms and ING "Aj&gfSTASi— ''-------
peoples. .................... ■ • • ------ — - -- - ■

ries can,ajid should,, be ,found..thogg. an
gel truths he lms Compiled and "written 
for us. -

Dr. Peebles has become universalized 
in his love for the welfare of the,'races, 
perceived the truth that Obsessions are 
the natural results of ignorance and sin 
through ail ages, and will ijbntinue to 
be as long as nations licence and ifropa- 
gate evil. " " • ’ ,

Obsessions came not With modern

ICE AND ADVICE OF 
OUR HEADERS REGARDING IGNOR-

Dr. Peebles has a flrie spiritual per- ANT, MALXfciOUS SPIRIT CONTROL 
ception of both spirit and mortal con- - • - - “1- Are all the'"¡experiences of the heal- 

"~ U’&PPrsons. th3y have re-ditions connected with the persons he ers. of all dimpprsons they have re
meets; sitting in his'presence'he re-■ lievecl. of mipoving spirits of all the 
marked that “a spirit lady had just : spirit^ .whb.liave. Spoken - and written 
entered toe room and came to me.” j their ëxppripric.e as to. the fact of ob- 
which I positively knew to be true as ¡session, are,they all mistaken, and it is 
she spoke through me'to’ the Doctor; I only .ideaS;‘ideas,, evjl human charac-: 
he was not in a trance.but in-a perfect-1 terlstic^, . do Wise ideas and character- 
ly conscious state as well asf myself, istlcs'clothe .Üïemsèlves with human
and it is thus-that he >can see’ spiritual
ly both the beautiful and the dark spir
its, sense their motives and character
istics, and is thus in’ah1 intelligent atti
tude to deal with them, by the, assist
ance of. his spirit helpers.

Now, if spiritual sense perception is

^.<10 t^se idpas and character
------  jlothe ¡.toerpselves with human 
form, piové, tal|i, and'hypnotize? . 

Then à greater révélation than ob
session has come to our, consciousness, 
for tfieri, mqst ideas arid, attributes be
come ’ individualized breathing crea
tures. " • ■ '• ■ .■ — •

When in Boston É interviewed Dr. 
der. Lane, a specialist inonly superstition; ideas, then we must George Lester Lane, a specialist in 

look to independent physical spirit I crises'of obsession, and ten of his na- 
phenomena for proof of spirit return. tiehts; spiritually saw the scientific 

Dr. Peebles comprehends the law of methods employed by his Oriental 
hypnotism, mesmerism,-and suggestion healers''ani'pitysicians, and became 
to the extent that he has operated along convinced as ribver ’ before of THE 
each of these mental, powers success- POSSIBtLl'iY QF SPIRITS TO CLING

“Demonism” has .a .chapter on prayer, 
and the author tells ms we should pray 
for thejiead; that,prayers help the de- 
mons.Vwhy, my good sir, do you not 
know that, if ¡pray ora were of any avail 
there would not be-an-evil spirit in ex
istence? No demon on earth or in the 
spirit spheres? -If-there were any vir
tue in prayers, enough have already 
been prayed to have.. redeemed . every 
sinning soul..; i : . ‘

One of the .writers ¡.for the Open 
Court, E. W. Baldwin. says it js “ignor
ance” that is the cause or obsessions, 
arid thinks the Morris ■- Pratt Institute 
will correct the great evil, and there
fore that institution should at once in
stitute a “demon obsession class” in its 
psychic department so as to give -prac
tical illustrations for the benefit of the 
students",, else how will they know any
thing about-it? , - - "

But it it is because people are ignor
ant that obsessions occur, how comes it 
that Bo many of the learned ones con
fess demon influences?

Dr. Peebles himself says he was for 
years tormented with them,.and in his 
work quotes voluminously from Eman
uel Swedenborg who claims to have 
been besieged with evil spirits of which 
he says: “I can attest that they are so 
dreadful and horrible as to be inde
scribable,” and claims to have been 
urged to almost every conceivable 
crime by them. But one statement of 
the Swedish Seer, had it been followed 
by Dr. J. M. Peebles, Demonism of the 
Ages would never have been written. 
He says: "These direful attempts of 
evil spirits which'I have often experi
enced, are rather to be Consigned to ob
livion than published."

Many others of the learned and wise 
are.quoted ns-being,■■ or having been 
demon possessed. -- ■

• . Dr. Greer tells us that forty years sb 
a spiritual physician he was the victim 
of evil spirits. And-he ia to be- con
gratulated that he has conquered the 
trouble, whatever the cause. • ■ - ■

I If It be tree that a study and Inveztl- 
l catttn oi ^kftaiiiB, essootally tf eae

possesses psychic?' power, opens the 
door to "dembrilac influences, as the ad
vocates dt dfemdnism’ claim, then the N. 
S. A., inthe- interest of morality 
rhould call in. its missionaries at once 
and iristruct’them to" ¿ease their efforts 
to convert people to. Spiritualism, but 
rathergo'foYth-to sound the alarm; to 
warn 'then! against tüe. dangerous ism,

I hávé'Tsaitt’that Demonism'was a 
Christian -piibycatlon ' and, indeed, the 
author-clriims'it is,, and .yet he writes if 
in thé-hame?préi)irltíialism. Yes"," it is 
Christian in ‘ the denunciatory spirit 
manifestsfl tofeird "those who differ 
from hlSfln bjSmion upon things called 

holy,” tas Gcxi' and Jesús and ChrlBt 
and prayifty fete. ' . " . .

Now, Tf1 the’good Doctor needs all 
these totoouhtobut and perfect his Ufe, 
ifis his pWvllege to hug to his bosom as 
many oF-'the ’ancient myths as he 
pleases, blit :lt ife not manly (although 
Christian)'' to'"ebridemri those who do 
not need these religious props to bal
ance theffilives.'Hear the beautiful (?) 
language ’the Dbctor uses in speaking 
of thoseiltho ffifVe expressed their dis; 
belief inittie SsUof prayer: "They write 
and spejik- in'tEÓ spirit of blasphemy." 
"Their stutenutots written upon prayer 
with penritaimii in the very gall of de- 
monism’dshibit the froth and foam of 
the hells;” YbS'the work is Christian 
in that it places -‘belief” and religious 
devotion above that of character. The 
author does-notiBebta to -have" assimi
lated the.'fatf'that true manhood and- 
noble womanhood -towers infinitely 
above belief J n anybody’s god or savior. 
■Hie work Is; Christian in many wriys, 
and above all in Its1 superstitious" devo
tion to demonism.' •■■■ - -•• >■ - •■

And let me say in closing that the 
wejght of sound mnd rational argument 
thus far. presented by Prof.- Loveland, 
Mrs. Richmond and. Sar’gls, in my. opin-’ 
ion has not baen-iWerthrown by any or 
aJI of thosg-Bp,sakia®-gor the.demoniac 
theory.to ^cqoiyaJ-forLumaa ills which 
eeftt atnaught human responsibility.

TO, AND DRAW UPON THE VITAL1 
FORCES OF A MORTAL; OF SPIR
ITS DOGGING THE). FOOTSTEPS, 
AND TERRORIZING BY WORD AND 
POWER A HELPLESS AND INTEL
LIGENT SENSITIVE; NOT ONE 
SPIRIT ALONE, BUT A STRONG 
BAND, SUBTLE, DEFIANT, DETER
MINED, PERSISTENT, MISLEADING, 
DESTRUCTIVE IN THEIR SUGGES
TIONS AND HYPNOTIC POWER.

Some of the spirila had sought the 
patients not knowing what else to do, 
and were injuring them. •

"Why,” I asked, “dt> you not-- go 
away?"

Some did not wish to, while others 
claimed that they had become so com
mingled with the mortal magnetism, 
electricity and’ auric forces that they 
were as if Imprisoned, held as the mag
net holds the steel, showing that the 
will or desires had' naught to do with 
their presene^; they had come and re- 
mailied without recognition on the part 
of the patient; Such, a state of being is 
injurious to botli mortal and spirits.

Besides those magnetically held, 
there are those who come and go at 
will. I 'saw four of those around one 
patient. They said to him: “Heal thy- 

•self. You are greater than Christ. Let 
us have full control. We will take 
care of your tutore. Smell the brim
stone! ¡We are going to torment and 
burn you," and he described his sensa
tions aslfevery nerve in his body was 
a vein of fire. •

Prof, Loveland says that In scientific 
hypnotism thought and feeling are 
combined." hèncè wonderful results. 
Correct; the above a case of hypnotism 
by obsessing spirits, of thought, feel
ing. language, hence wonderful results.

Five; of the' patients interviewed 
knew-"nothing of Spiritualism before 
coming to Dr. Lane. Several had spent 
hundreds of'dollars with other physi- 
clans. Four of their testimonies are to 
be fouiid in Dr. Peebles’ book, also the 
statements of Dr*. Lane’s spirit physi
cians'regarding obsession, and obsess
ing1-spirits.

Dr. Lane and wife are both blest with 
flue psychic and healing powers. The 
spiritual atmosphere of their home was 
beautiful. On the walls was a diploma 
from a business college, a diploma 
from Dr. Babbitt's College of Fine 
Forces, and a diploma from the Na
tional School of Osteopathy. I state 
the above facts that the readers may 
Judge tor themselves if those who 
teach and heal in cases of obsession are 
really what their critics declare them, 
ignorauiuses, superstitious. Is it 
prejudice, or ignorance on the part of 
the critics that they make such state
ments-?

Dr. W. Yates of Chicago, whose 
voice and pen, whose healing and re
lieving from the obsessing, are too well 
known to admit of local or distant crit
icism, ,!s intellectually, morally and 
.spiritually clean, clear and strong, a 
noble advocate of truth.

Dr. Peebles' book refers to many 
healers relieving and curing obsession, 
whom -1 have not space to comment on.

Spirit Faraday, who before transition 
was electrician and chemist of the 
Royal Institution, England, writes from 
spirit realms, and from one of his many 
pamphlets, “Obsession,” I quote:

“As the amanuensis of spirits glori
fied in form, having made spirit and 
mortal conditions their study for centu
ries in an atmosphere of truth, I seek 

•to embody their ideas in language to 
mortals. "

;“Not one In ten thousand enters the 
spirit realms with a true idea of its re
alities, and drift in thought and feeling 
to thè only state of life in which they 
have ever perceived sensation. And 

■themselves' ¡within the atmosphere -¡of 
¡the earth, to which-they dllng with 
nearly as much tenacity as though liv
ing in the physical-body. They seek no 
other pleasure-than to still live there.

■’“The motive impulse of all action be
longs to thè spirit instead of the flesh, 
Which- in;' toe absence of stimulus is 
without evil, and the whole catalogue 
of mental crimes are often stimulated 
by spirit’influence to such a degree- 
'that the will and judgment óf their vic-' 
itiin ate sufficiently controlled to enact 
-Crimes from whieji naturally they 
would shrink with horror.” (And daily 

I in our courts are persons declaring the 
istatements'of Spirit Faraday.)’

“Advanced spiritsTiave for centuries 
striven' to reatìh' earth with truth con- 
icérnlng’ the nature of spirit, but have 
•been ttìwartèd in their efforts by those 
on both sides of life.

"The law by which obsessing spirits 
control is the same as that by which 
all spirits control." ' .

Another authority is ’ Spirit Samuel 
Bowles who has written through the 
•beautiful mediumship of Mrs. C. E. 8. 
Twing as to his researches in the’ 
realms of ¡undeveloped evil spirits as 
stated in his book, "Out of the-Depths, 
Into the; Light.” Samuel Bowles was 
a grand editor in earth life, and his 
word can be relied upon, for we do not 
believe Mrs. Twing to be obsessed by 
a falsifying spirit.

■ j Another spirit author, Franchezze, 
has’written -his experience’ as an unde- 
veioped spirit^ his evolution Into a 
•spiritual state, under the title, “A Wan
derer in. the Spirit Lands;" This book 
elucidates many of the laws of spirit, 
as. a’free spirit and as environed with 
■the sensitive; "Too long, too1 complete 
control of an earthly medium by a 
spirit has been found to create a link 
between them Which becomes at last 
a chain.” ’ Page 110-111. •

The testimonies.and experiences of 
obsessing spirits should be read as 
given in1 the twenty-seventh chapter of 
Dr. ¡Peebles’" bobk; they explain why 
they Uve as the# do.

Rpad" Swedenborg’s experiences. 
Was )ie'anrlgnQt4pius? Are his books 
aR, 1 Superstition? Chapter , twenty
sixth," Obsession.?.

I have-interviewed many mediums 
and.the majority’know of "obsessions, 
.and some, of the law of environment.

Our ..fathers, mothers, sisters, broth
ers,- if one has them in spirit realms, 
should need to employ themselves oth
erwise than continually remaining in 
earth’s atmosphere to protect us. They 
should progress in higher realms. 
'Phey ; must learn the various methods 
Of protecting from the subtile malicious 
influences, for their own,selves as well 
as for their earth friends when they do 
come into earth’s atmosphere, as evil 
forces band together and seldom does 
one operate alone.

Only those advanced spirits particu
larly Instructed for that special work 
can withstand the injurious, and no 
one should strive for mediumship who 
is not well protected by wise and able
spirits. Ji

Listening to a lecture of Prof. Love
land’s in his native village, I was most 
impressed with his idea that man pos
sessed the "all-power within, with very 
little, if any assistance from the spirit 
side of life. The messages given at the 
evening service "he dubbed side shows 
along with physical "phenomena. I 
purchased one of his books in which he 
stated that trance was a self-induced 
state; How can a mind will itself into 
an unconscious-state, or when nncon- 
Bcious will itself out of that state?

ThereKno. such thing as will with
out consciousness. : I have spiritually 
seen thb spirit entrancing the" mortal 
and know" that real trance Janet self 
induced. ■ A'few more like statements 
were read. I arrived at condu 
Bfca W'sWiew tsme wtor.trm

the Professor theorizing as to spirit 
phenomena..

The village of bummerland was di
vided into Spiritualistic factions, and 
a sect called Sun AngelB. One Spirit
ualistic medium I recall who later took 
treatment for obsession in Chicago.

Climbing the long hill to the Profes
sor's lonely cotta’ge I could see naught 
of beauty or interest to bestow the 
name Summerland, as I looked out over 
it to the Pacific, lucking a "convenient 
beach. '

It Is not exclusiveness that gives the 
varlod experiences that go to prove the 
phenomena of life, but it does furnish 
opportunity tor theorizing, and it is 
some of Summerland’s theorizing that 
wo take up just here.

The Professor says, "Man can have 
no motive which does not Include the 
desire for happiness.”

Is the motive of the bandit productive 
of happiness to either himself, or the 
person he injures? Are his motives, or 
deeds productive of other than evil? 
Jail him, when freed he Is likely to 
steal or murder. DoeteWtJ’ persist in 
his evil ^conduct. Take his physical 
body from him, what i>roof that he has 
ceased to persist in evil doing? c 

' Is there an infallible spirit police 
force to protect all sensitives? The re
ports are, they are neglecting their 
duty.

Had Salem’s witchcraft been under
stood there would have been found 
both good and evil spirits operating 
through both persecutor and persecut
ed. The spirit of the Inquisitors of 
Rome did not die with tlie dark ages, 
nor did a few hundred years purify 
them of cruelty and bigotry.

“Physical appetites and passions are 
a necessity for the being of the physical 
body, Its properties and when the 
physical body dies they die.”

Now the spirit is a necessity for the 
being of the physical body, its sum 
total of properties, therefore according 
to the Professor’s logic, when the body 
dies the spirit dies1. Does it?

A man came to our home to do gome 
work. He started at twelve o’clock to 
come twenty blocks on a street car, and 
arrived at four o’clock. With him I 
saw a good spirit striving to ^protect, 
and a bad one who said: “I don’t want 
to injure Collins, but I still crave 
liquors and impel him to drink that I 
may be able to draw upon him for 
their essence. Collins was not a Spir
itualist.

In 1878 I lived In the house of a 
Methodist minister, orator and musi
cian; tender and kind to his family, be
loved by his church, but unknown to all 
he had secretly come into the habit, or 
rather the Influence of opium spirits; 
appetite and sleep left him. He Would 
deny using it. His splendid constitu
tion became wrecked. He suffered de
lirium, was taken to a sanitarium se
cretly where he could be treated, 
change and the great necessity for his 
future, the treatment given, all aided to 
break their power, but a struggle has 
existed ever since in the effort to over
come. He was moral and unaware of 
the cause—the craving of a spirit or 
spirits.

A shoemaker of Englewood, Chicago, 
in 1899 became obsessed, was taken to 
a detention hospital. Then Spiritual
ists took him under their care and in a 
few weeks he returned to his shop. 
Dark, fiendish spirits had been coming 
to him and heard to threaten him in 
these words: “We have got you! You 
shall be ours! ” A customer complained 
of the inefficiency of his work, and he 
drew a revolver and shot him. His 
conduct was. so terrible that he was 
taken to an asylum.

I saw this man. He sat in a hypnotic 
.stupor, "bo. evércblfiÁtoy. ',tiii> ..dark ’.pow
ers of obsessing spirits; his will as if 
he had 'never been possessed pf one. 
He knew little of Splritualisml

. Faraday’s claim, that all spirits re
turn by the same laws that evil 
spirits manifest, the motive arid resiilt 
differing; then' if re-einbodinjent be 
true, the criminal can and does re
embody, which is equally as bad if not 
worse than obsessing.

The innocent-looking child comes 
into this Ufé. Hé may go out an ine
briate criminal; which way has he ev- 
oluted? Not upward in this life cer- 
¡tainly. but in the eternity of his spirit 
he may grow away from all appetite, 
become so spiritual as" to live in’the de
mands of spirit only, as toe flower at
tracts to itself the elements of its 
sweetness, purity and. beauty, so shall 
the universal essence of spirit supply 
all his reqúirerhérits.

The Professor sums up. the entire 
category of earth-bound spirits, and 
would have us believe that Dr. Peebles 
calls their realm Spirit Realm, Heaven. 
Not at, air does he; he places1 them in 
earth-bound spheres, just as Faraday’s 
instructors did.

If the Professor will not misrepre
sent the teachings of the higher spirit
ual realms and the grand and wise pure 
spirits there, as described in the many 
beautiful books of Dr. Peebles, he will 
save himself public criticism.

I disagree as to passivity depressing 
.the health and happiness of the medi
um, if his or her guardians are wise, 
true and spiritual. There is no Buch 
happiness as given by those who in
spire with truth and wisdom; they con
vey to us life energy, and health laws, 
but ever do the deceptive and miser
able bring despondency and disease.

When Bruno and Kepler declared 
there were other planets, popery trem
bled with fear lest truth would be its 
ruin, destroy its popularity. Its fear, 
fear, fear established the inquisition, 
the dungeon, the stake and blazing fag
ots. It did more than obsession, it de
manded ignorance.

The planets still exist, truth still ex
ists, the unprejudiced investigator will 
attain to truth before his critics.

Like popes of old, there are those in 
fear of Spiritualism becoming a system 
of Demonism because Dr. Peebles has 
written of a fact as old as man. Fear, 
fear! Is the popularity of a writer or 
speaker of -greater value than protect
ive laws for sensitives?

Is it possible that our speakers will 
voice the teachings of some spirit that 
the commonest biblical student knows 
to be erroneous?
• If there is any one truth prominent in 
the bible, it is that the Jews knew of 
good and evil spirits. When they saw 
Jesus walking upon the waters, why 
cid they not call him an Idea, an Appe
tite. a Passion, a Characteristic, walk
ing upon the waters?

No part can contain the whole or ful
fill its offices. Absurd!

When Christ cast out the unclean 
spirits, he did not call them ideas, or 
any part of spirit, but the whole, un
clean spirit. -

When the disciples camo to the Mas
ter saying they could nor cast Out thfe 
unclean snirlt of a certain mam he did 
not lecture them on Ideas, appetites, 
passions- ;

Spiritualists like other denomina-

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

dons glean from the Bible selfsuItinT 
texts, or Interpret to suit their audl
enee.

Let us fear, tei tear JgnoraucA 
fear mere theory-, ««uv tlie clothing of 
ti uth with the wrong garments, fi&r 
the veiling of it that we see it not, ml®- 
interpiet it, call it by some other namd> 
and go on stumbling,vsuffering dytoB 
in insane asylums—you may cal) It )JY 
some other name—its name is OBSES
SION! 1

Ot! man of earth, truth must comia. 
must live, be seen, heard and felt, if rfe- 
demption ever comes to both spirits!—' 
and mortals.

Strong of will, brave of heart, fear
less of truth is our noble author of "Ob
session."

oi and wlsddm have not 
eft their work half finisned. They 

have guided and guarded Dr, J. M. 
Peebles in ¿heir rounding out of truth 
for mankind.

Read, oh, reader, read.
J. BARTON STEWART.

Chicago, Ill,

Strange New Shrub That Cures Kidney 
and Bladder Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc. 

We have prevlouely described the 
new botanic aiscovery, Alkavls, which 
proves a specific cure for diseases CaaSed ^Vr!C acfd ln the blood orTs
order of the Kidneys or urinary orgm^s 
It s now stated that Alkavls is a pS 
“?*• ,o£ tj1® well-known Kava-Kava 
Shrub, and Is a specific cure for these 
diseases just as quinine 1B for malaria 

o”? we '2an.y. wstlmonlals received the 
four.R.C. Wood, of Lowell Ind wrha/,i.< 
“n<1 All.tavls curqfl tliu of lUiuuinarLm 
sla Kidney and bladder disease or ten

ndlng, and Prof Pdwnr.1 « 6 .!* yaars’Evangelist, ot CovlnXnd Kvl‘°?!fU de noted 
testimony. Many ludfes alsofeiK m n

powora lu

$ X-, -■

Mumu

\

The only importers of Alkavls so far 
are the Church Kidney Cure Comn-.nv I 
of New York, and they are so anxious *10 “ 
prove its value that for the sake of in- 
iroduction they will send a free sampk, 
of Alkavls prepaid by mall to every 
leader of rhe Progressive Thinker who 
is a sufferer from any form of Kirin«» or Bladder disorder, BrighV DiXe ' 
Rheumatism, Diabetes, Dropsy, Gravel’ 
Pain in Back, difficult or too freqrent 
passing water, or other affliction due tert 
improper action of the Kidneys or Url-U 
nary Organs. We advise all sufferer/" 
to send their names and address to UieLS. 
company, and receive tlie Alkavls en.cers. 
tirely free. Address Church Kldnetrlta 
Cure Company, No. 404 Fourth Avenue«. 
New York. UQ1
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Library of Sjiritnal Uteratare.
8TUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 

OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
This work essays to utilize and ex

plain the vast array of facta in its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from tocm arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man's spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story toe scenes arri laici'on' 

earth, and in the spirit world, nreaeat- 
ing the spiritual philosophy ana tha 
real life of spiritual .beings. All ques
tions which arize on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, $1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN. •

Containing the latest investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng
lish edition. Price $1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT 
„Of the sacred heart 
This book was written for an object, 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT I

A thrilling psychological story of1 
evangelization and free thought It Is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price 
30 cents. '

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual- 
sts. Their testimony. Eight-page 
tract for mission work. Singles copies 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25. P

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
‘ By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 
contains the best peoms of thè author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex! 
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan oi 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contesta 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cónta

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher,

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

Informinoti How They May Give Birth to Happy 
Healthy Children Absolutely With

out Paln—Sent Free. ’ ■
>0 woman need any longer dread the pains ot 

child-birth, on remain childless.' Dr. 1: H; Dro 
haa devoted Ms lite to relieving the sorrows ot 
women, ile has proved that ail pain at childbirth 
may be entirely -banished, and ho Will- platlly tell 
yon how it may be done ntaoltitels rrec rtf chanta. 
Bffldyour name Md address tó Dr J H Dye. 1U 
tewla Block, Buttalo,W T and he wlllsondyou

tMSAliwwOTdartiil book which teUshow to 
i birth totappg baalUiy cMinren Mssoltiiely

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book, it is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the studeni 
of psychic laws and manifestations It 
has been more than thirty years in pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that Um® on thè 
subjects It treats. Few questions will 
arise In the minds of investigators 
that aro not answered In Its pages. 
Price. $1.25 postpaid. ■ y~

1 Address all orders .to . ।
HUDSON TUTTLE. .

, Berlin Heights. Ohio;

A Very Interestmo Book for Rff.
Philosophy of Thia worttena- 

Bpiritual Intercourse.
ywy wonderfulsplritual derelopinotiU Bttte 
fefi&Aof Rcr Dr Phelps, stntfoM, Cons, taa

i
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A HOME CIRCLE.

And

suggestion, rather than control, was 
completely unconscious that any influ-

als who become the parents of the new 
’ipdividual; from not only the physical, 
but the mental and spiritual forces; as

THE OPEN COURT
O

r. J. O. M. Hewitt, the Eminent Lecturer, 
Gives liis Views—Death Does Not Change 
Man into an Angel of Light—What the Phys
icists Say---Gifts that Come Unsought—The 
Same Door Open to Good and Evil—-The so
ciety of the Spirits—Obsession and Insanity— 
-Character of the Guests we are to Admit.

If Spiritualism has taught the world i 
Anything, it has taught that death does । 
not change the character or personality । 
of man; has said we retain all the char- : 
ncteristics of the mortal expression of 
the Individual, consequently we know 
that death does not transform an 
EVIL MAN INTO AN ANGEL OF ; 
LIGHT. • ' t

And hence we must expect that un
less we are "on guard,” or otherwise 
protreted, there will come to us those 
who in this life were not suited for 
companionship, but who, instead, we 
would avoid. -

This is the. true, philosophical con
clusion from the premises admitted, 
viz., that death does not change the 
man. . . •

But stop! There are those who as
sume that all evil desires and passions 
are purely mortal, pertaining solely to 
this present physical nature; that the 
real spiritual ego is of itself “clean and 
white;” is divine, with the divinity we 
are accustomed to ascribe to "God,” or, 
If pantheists, to nature. Assuming 
this, these argue, that having lost the 
physical, the spirit or person has none 
of these faults of the flesh; these 
“brutal desires and appetites,” and 
consequently would never obsess, or 
tempt tho mortal subject of its mental 
Influence. They who teach this with 
one accord seem to hold to the theo
sophical idea, that the soul of us is an 

V imparted thing that does not come by 
generation as the body comes, but by 
some other, some occult way—"a 
spark of the divine essence,” some 
term it, extraneous to man. Even the 
Christian church in its funeral service
seems to favor this dogma, as it re
peats, "ashes f.o ashes, dust to dust, and 
the spirit to GoU who gave it”;, but is 
this idea a true one, true to nature in 
its creative acts, or acts of generation? 
I answer, No!

Nature, in all its procreative being 
draws from every part of the indlvidu-

Is evidenced in what we call heredity. 
The "sub-conscious mind,” of which we 
hear so much now-a-days, is the trans
mitted habitual thought of progenitors, 
made almost automatic in its emotion— 
the emotion that precedes all motion or 
life; while what we call consciousness 
Is but added experiences to the child’s 
store of emotional energy.
r • Physicists tell us that the mind, au
tomatically or otherwise, supervises or 
places every particle of food that is 
used in building or maintaining the 
physical body; in other words the spirit 
of man builds the body to suit its own 
expression. It cultivates particular 

strengthens them, as the 
blacksmith cultivates the strength of 
•his’ good right arm.

We come into our kingdom by natu
ral generation. We are the reincarna
tions of our individual parentage; but, 
too, “We build the ladder by which we 
rise from lowly earth to vaulted skies.” 
Dur involutions are our 'inherited es
tates of body, mind and spirit, and we 

-do not need any other extraneous en
ergy in order that we be “Man.” I do 
not say in this, that we do not need, all 
through life, the help-of other lives of 
man; need the aid ■ of the spiritual 
forces of others, for I am conscious that 
In our very nature of soul we are inter
dependent, as well as that we are inde
pendent, and I daily invoke this aid di
vine that comes to us both in the physi
cal, and in the excarnate form of being 
Man; but I do affirm that parenthood is 
the fountain whence we draw indlvid- 

. uality. Oxygen and hydrogen procre
ate water-drops! Man procreates man!

THB PRÓ0RB8SIVB THINKER
................................... .........................■' ................................................................. ........................................................ ------------------------------ ------- -

The National Spiritualists’ Association O

SOMEWHAT.CRITICAL.

A True Friend of the N.6.A., Expresses 
His Opinion.

The N. S. A. has been the target of 
a vast deal of criticism;Avise and other
wise. It seems to me, however, that 
the most unjust and baseless charge is 
that it Is unfriendly to mediums. 
THIS ACCUSATION UNQUESTION
ABLY HAS ITS ORIGIN AMONG THE 
TRICKSTERS AND FRAUDULENT 
SO-CALLED MEDIUMS, AND IS 
MADE IN ORDER TO THROW DUS1 
IN THE BYES OF THE HONEST IN
VESTIGATORS AND BLIND THEM 
TO THE SHADY TRANSACTIONS, 
PERPETRATED BY THE FRAUDS, 
That some good, sincere people have 
become Imbued with that belief is true,

able points which time will Hot permit 
me to mention, but which I (shall feel it 
my duty to dwelt upon at another time. 
Meanwhile I trust soine orieJln author
ity will .give a public expression upon 
the above points, anti as 1 said before, 
if I am wrong about tills, I.^wIU cheer
fully make due amends, but,I am from 
Missouri. f W. F» PECK.

St. Louis, Mo. ’i' >
A Trenchant and Comprehensive Reply 
S.of the Vice-President of the N. 8. A.
' jifsBourians are waking tip. The few 
«till outside the . penitentiaries have 
cast the state's electoral vote for a Re
publican President,-elected an .“anti
boodle” governor, and Brother ’W F. 
Peck Is after the business methods of 
thé.N. S. A. with a pointed hardwood 
skewer left over from :st. Louis’ sum-

completely unconscious that any influ- but it would puzzle them or anyone. - 
ence, in the flesh or out of it, was doing I ejBe t,0 point to a single act on the part . 
its work of demoralization. In fact, in I Of yle National Association or its ofli- 
most cases of what is called obsession, eers. that would lend the slightest color 
the subject is unconscious of the ex- (0 BUCb a contention.
traneous influence; thinks it is his >pbe president and vice-president of 
own mind, and refuses the judgment of the N> s. A. have been especially 
others, in his supposed independence, singled out for abuse because of their 

Not always does the obsessing one sllpposed antagonism to mediums and 
design evil, but haunts his or her sub- mediumship. BUT I VENTURE. THE 
ject, perhaps from excess of love, and ASSERTION THAT THE TRUE ME- 
thus ignorantly destroys tlie usefulness DIUM HAS NO BETTER FRIEND 
of a life. Ab I write this, an instance ANYWHERE THAN H. D. BARRETT 
of such excess comes vividly to my I AND DR, GEO. B. WARNE. There 1b 
mind, where for years, a young and es-1 n0 man or woman in our ranks'whose 
timable lady was so held by the con- heart will throb more joyously, or 
stant presence and thought of her whose eyes will moisten quicker at 
mother, that she was wholly unfitted I (lie manifestation of genuine phenom- 
lor social life and Its duties. I could, I ena through the heaven-chosen instru- 
were space and time permissible, relate I ment than either of these worthy gen- 
many an instance of such character, tiemen. .
but with the testimony already pre-1 , have thought it Just possible that 
seated by different writers, it is unnec- Dr. Warne’s zeal for weeding out the 
essary, and I forbear. tares might bias his judgment some-

The one thing that I would impress I wbat, but that he would Intentionally 
upon the minds of the people is, that caflt the slightest shadow.of doubt upon 
we as "a species," are, each and every- ¿tie true medium, no one who knows 
one of us, at all times in the society of hlm wln believe for a moment. BO 
wbat we call “the spirits"—In the so- 1?Ar FROM CASTING DISCREDIT 
ciety of excarnate man, and there is as UPON THE N. S. A., THE EFFORTS 
much, need of qur carefulness in the se- 0P ppg OFFICERS TO PLACE SPIR- 
lection or rejection of the telepathic ituALISM AND ITS PHENOMENA 
messages that come to ub daily and UPON THE IMPREGNABLE BASIS 
hourly, as though spoken by mortal 0F TRUTH MERITS THE RESPECT 

. lips. ■ AND ADMIRATION OF EVERY TRUE
I do not call all cases of insanity ob- gpiRiTUALIST. .

’ sessions, but as a physician I do say r must be admitted, however, that 
i that many cases of so-called insanity the N. s. A. fails to receive the support 

ARE PURELY OF THIS ORDER, and of many wbo have no fault to find with 
wisely handled, would quickly yield to ltB attitude upon the fraud question, 
the humane treatment of both the one .Qne by one societies have dropped out 
obsessed, and the'oiie obsessing, and I End individuals have withdrawn their 
say this from personal experience and support, until the problem of continued 
observation, both in individual subjects existence is becoming a serious mat
outside and Inside our asylums. There ter. The Mississippi! Valley Spiritual- 
are cases of temporary insanity pro- lst Association was the only camp-meet- 
duced by disease, by Injuries to the lng asSociation represented at the last 
physical organism, but so, too, there National convention, and but for the 
are marked cases where the physical strenuous efforts of Vice-president 
system is in health; only the mind Is I willing, Secretary Anderson and my- 
held in control by those wbo are of seif> even its representatives would not 
“the other side,” and this control Is )iave been appointed.
nothing less than obsession, and should There is a reason for this wholesale 
be treated accordingly. defection, one that is whispered about

I confess it seems strange to me that I wjth various degrees of exaggeration, 
ip this age of scientific enlightenment, but, for some reason, rarely or never 
so many of our bright-mltrded speakers never mentioned on the floor of the 
and writers continue to hold the olS convention, or in the papers. A mat
idea of divinity as the soul-imparting ter whlch I had fully intended to bring 
energy of man. and yet in other things, before the convention at St. Louis, but 
their radicalism Is as fierce as the pro- waB unable to find the proper opportu- 
verblal “red rag” to the bovine. We nity. Only a sense of duty overcomes 
come into individualism by natural gen- my dislike for fault-finding sufficiently 
esis, as everything else comes, and yet force me to mention it now and in 
these all seem to think the very skies ibis manner. I BELIEVE THAT THE 
would fail if there was not a supernat- FAILURE OF THE N. S. A. WOULD 
ural spirit-fountain of personal divinity BB A BLOW TO SPIRITUALISM 
who “imparts” the human ego—think FRAUGHT WITH INESTIMABLE 
that the ego that is “man,” is beyond EVIL, and my heart sinks when I con
nature; “baa no beginning,” as other template even the possibility of such a 
lives have beginnings, “else would thing, yet I am profoundly convinced 
have an ending!” It is this bugbear of that nothing can secure the confidence 
a second death that frightens them, an^ support of Spiritualists generally 
and drives their reason from the breast- but a very marked, not to say radical 
works of Naturalism. But do we not change in spirit and methods in some 
know that every advance in species is I respects. I refer now to,the admlnis- 
marked by what naturalists denominate I tration of the finances of the assocla- 
“a thickened cell” in its primal proto- tion 
plasm? ■ The conviction is wide and growing,

What is true of the physical is also that the results attained by the N. S. A. 
true of the mental or “spiritual” body. I are not commensurate with the amount 
We need not fear annihilation of Indi-1 of money expended by It; that the 
viduality when we have become self- I funds are not wisely and economically 
conscious that “we” are superior to the I conserved; that,.the mere running ex
physical body. Immortality has be-1 penses absorb too large a proportion of 
come strong enough to express Itself the income. This has been urged at 
without the physical body (else Spirit- several of the camps attended by my- 
uallsm is a delusion), and let us not self, and many refused to contribute on 
longer fear to say that God within, not the plea that every dollar was needed 
God without, is the ’ creator and pre- fOr the improvement and expenses of

L'o let it be!
This "man,” we all say is a spiritual 

Lelng; that is he has a spirit or char
acter that is manifest in act, in word, 
In chosen life. . We judge these acts, 
words, by the spirit that characterizes 
them—do we not? Moral motive is the 
first great question in our judgment 
The person who so built the bo.dy for 
his or her use, at length lays it aside. 
The "remains” havd no character, and 
we put them out of our sight. The 
person did and does possess character. 
What manner of person was he or she? 
Can spirits come to us? (Remember, 
hese so-called spirits are persons.) 

’Spiritualism says Yes, and tells of its 
sensitives, mediums; tells of clairvoy
ance and clalraudienQe; tells of its con
trols; of entrancement. "We welcome 
Ihose of the higher life as aids in our

3

mer (menu of . Texas . steers. True he 
got' as far from possible danger as he 
was ablé to do by hieing . himself to 
Lake Helen Fla., before launching his 
criticisms. Vengeance must have air 
ready overtaken him there for associ
ate trustee, Mrs. Carrie Twing, with 
her innate love of helping the under
dog, regardless of its size, color, breed 
or merits, has undoubtedly so thorough
ly corrected him for his bloody as
sault upon our National body, that he 
is now in that satisfied frame of mind 
In which his very own mother used to 
leave him after applying the maternal 
slipper on tire part nature cushioned for 
that purpose, Whenever our valiant 
brother can really be roused from his 
conservative laziness and actually 
prodded into acting up to his own per
sonal knowledge he is to. be credited 
with stubborn adhesiveness and spe
cific directness that Is utterly opposed 
to his vacillation from mere policy.

Some years ago I served a not inactive 
apprenticeship on that body. At that 
Ume officers were there primarily for 
recreation, social reunions, enjoyment 
of the music, dances, lectures, enter
tainments and “fernonimy." Brother 
Peck and Mrs. Zumbach had not then 
risen to the ranks of stars in the world 
of vaudeville. Secondarily, somewhat 
childish meetings of the board were 
often held to fill up some member of 
the body with news to peddle, old-wo
man-like, to every confine of the park, 
or to enable a majority to devise an In
crease in its menagerie of wonder- 
mopgers who would divide yith the 
management the money fleeced'frpm an 
innocent public by stimulating gate 
tees, rentalp and an increased demand 
for doughnuts. Pelf, not principle, 
seems to be most in evidence.

Complete reformation does not yet 
seem to have come under Bro. Peck’s 
benignant reign, for when spending a 
day oft the camp ground among friends 
last summer, I was startled by an unin
vited intimation that nearby citizens 
would lend a hand in cleansing the 
camp of tricksters if the management 
failed much longer to do its duty. I 
pondered and kept silent. I now know 
that the community's zeal for truth, the 
whole .truth and nothing but the truth 
had biased my judgment.

Let me express my thanks to Brother 
Peck for his very truthful description 

. of mv own position towards every 
phase of genuine mediumship. Twelve 

i years of intimate association with a me- 
dlum, whose very sqjil was laid bare, 

. gave me a comprehensive insight of the 
[ trials, temptations and struggles by 
. which every such instrument is devel

BONG OF THE WAR GOD,

Oh, the might and the glory of war!
Oh, children of men, how they heed, 

When I summon them forth from afar
And drain their hot blood for my 

1 meed! '
Ho! the clamor and dash of the sword. 

In a paean of triumph shall ring,
And the strength of their striving afford 

Full cups of delight for their king! .
Ye have crowned me with laurel and 

bay;
Ye have washed me in crimson nnd 

tears;
And the pangs of your mothers that 

pray, '
Are the jewels that brighten -my 

i- years.
I wring from their hands’ feeble hold 

The pride of their hearts, and shall 
keep,

With a touch of my lips icy cold, 
The gems for whose loss they must 

weep. ,
Ye drink of my cup, and its wine 
< Shall plunge you in silence profound, 
Though your wives cry aloud at my 

shrine
Yet ye shall not awake at the sound.

Nor mother, nor sister, nor wife
Shall loose ye when once ye bow 

down. '
I call. Ye shall come; and each life 

Be a ruby set rich in my crown.
In the hurtle of shells—I am there. 

The bullet’s shrill shriek is my cry.
I guide the hot death through the air;

I slaughter the cowards that fly.
I am drunk with the torment of men!

I

To the fields where their comrades 
lie stilled

call them and lure them again
For my hunger can never be filled.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacfes a Tfilno of the Past,.
'Actlna,” ■ Marvelous Discovery That Cures All

Afflictions of the Bye and Bar Without ■ 
‘ Cutting or Drugging. '

He confesses that he was unable to 
supervise and correct the-, attitude of 
the N. S. A. upon every question before 
the October convention. His fellow . 
delegates will accept the apology mid : 
grant him absolution. Many of them, 
like himself, were so busied by special 
duties that they had neltner time nor 
opportunity to exploit their personal 
hobbles. They found others there just 
as honest and capable as themselves 
upon whose thoroughness and power to 
reach right conclusions they were glad 
to rely In many matters. Qur earnest 
critic seems to overlook the fact that 
the secretary’s financial report with its 
lumped sum of "Traveling expenses of 
trustees, $365,” was referred, together 
with an itemized account of and vouch
ers therefor to a very competent com
mittee consisting of John D. Vail, E. A. 
Schram, W. J. Foss, Mary J. Stephens, 
Clara L. Stewart, whose report was 
that "we the committee to audit the 
books of the secretary and treasurer, 
have carefully examined and compared 
all receipts and orders and find them 
to correspond with the statement is
sued, and to be correct;" The convey 
t:on through this committee n did not 
have to fall back upon any presumption 
about composition of the item under 
consideration. ->

I remember In touch and^go meet
ings with Brother Peck that' he felt 
Secretary Longley was overpaid, and 
yet we can better afford to'give that 
little woman her present reasonable 
salary because of her acquaintance^ pa

. tlence, experience, promptness, judg- 
1 ment and systematic methods' than we 
i could to put Brother Peck,'myself, or 
I many others into that office. -Let us in 
! attempts to hew out Improved’ methods 
- with a reform hatchet not adopt the

oped toward the heights. My sympa
thy Is so constant and strong that I can 
forgive and aid every sinner who 
struggles to forsake wrong doing.

Spiritualists should not forget that 
the president and vice-president of the 
N. S. A. have never concealed their at
titude upon existing conditions in our 
ranks. Can it be claimed for a moment 
that desire for office, or thirst for ap
plause, has led them to stifle their, real 
convictions? Were they playing for 
financial gain, or personal popularity, 
they would stand with the careless mul
titude shouting "hosannas" to the 
fakirs. The deadly earnestness of the 
increasing hosts ‘whose eyes are now 
being opened to the actual situation 
means that Higher Spiritualism is in a 
life and death struggle for its very ex
istence.

Every man or woman who says that 
either, or both of those officers Is an en
emy of genuine mediums, Is wofully ig
norant, or criminally careless. SPOT 
EVERY SUCH AN ONE AS EITHER A 
TRICKSTER OR A TOOL OF TRICK
STERS. MISREPRESENTATION, IN
SIDIOUS, DELIBERATE AND WIDE
SPREAD IS ABROAD—ARE YOU IN
FECTED, KIND READER?

’ GEORGE B. WARNE.

economy that saves at the 'spigot to 
waste at the bung-hole. ' ' '

Brother Peck can'not claim original 
discovery of correspondence as a meth
od of transacting N. S- A. business, for 
It has been In constant use since the 
supreme body was created. The Chi
cago member of the present executive 
committee can testify that his official 
mail 1b so voluminous that he is in ^al
most daily exchange with the Wash
ington office, one or more of his official 
associates, or with widely scattered 
Spiritualists, upon the interests of the

server of individuality. the camp grounds.
■ But we will not argue this point; it is 1 frankly admit that I am to some ex
self-evident. The thing that concerns tent Impressed with the same views, 
us now is the character of the guests and I want to express some of the rea- 
whom we admit in our soul-communion I gons in order that, if I am wrong, I may 
with those who prove “the continuity of be set right, and if I am right that 
conscious life by their presence and those concerned may be brought to see 
their words. Like the olden apostles of it as I do.
Christianity, I say: “Prove the spirits’’ jn the financial report of the secre- 
_ ascertain their personal character, tary made at the St. Louis convention, 

■ ' 1 find this item:"Traveling expenses of
trustees, $365.” The report does not 
specify when those expenses were in
curred, but the presumption is that it 
was at .the meeting of • the board at

else in the promiscuity of this com
munion, there may come obsession.

DR. J. 0. M. HEWITT.
Chicago, Ill. .

Some of the Manifestations That 
Took Place.

Ye are blind with the hot rage for 
blopd, ,

Forgetting the man in the beast—
Where my columns pour on in a flood 

Ye shall rush unto death as a feast.
From the black pit of hell 1 arose,

There Is no need for putting, drugging 0/ 
probing the eye for any form of disease, fora( 
uew system of treating afflictions of the eye haS 

been discovered whereby 
jtll torturous and barbar J 
ous methods are ellmlnati 
ed. There is no risk or ex-1 
perlmentlng^as thousands 
of people have been ourea 
of blindness, falling eye-' 
sight, cataracts, granulat* 
ed lids and other affliction«

of the eye through this grand discovery, whenl 
eminent oculists termed the ¿..ses inourabloj 
Below we print extracts from testimonials— 
such as are received by us dally.

Mr. A. O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: “Having used Actlna for several years. 
I cheerfully reoommend It for the cure of eye, 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother 
of cataracts.” 9

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: “I am 
73 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Rev. W, C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
“My honest opinion of Actlna is that it is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
It cured my eyes, and cured my wife of asth
ma."

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. “Actlna" is purely a homa 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
iour name and address to the New York ind 
jondon Electric Association, Dept TB, 342 Wal

nut St., Kansas City, Mo. you will receive ab- 
sulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on the Eye and on Disease In 
General,

I
By the will of its evil one hurled.
am that which ye know—which he 

knows—
Your king. And the Curse of the 

world!
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

Kenilworth, Ill.

N. 8. A. Trustees’ Expenses.
To the Editor and Readers of The 

Progressive Thinker—Dear Friends:— 
In the well-meant criticism of our good 
friend, Prof. W. F. Peck of St. Louis, 
concerning the amount of expense In
curred to this association by the trus
tees attending our semi-annual board 
meetings, a word to the public from 
the home office, may be somewhat ex
planatory. Our friend mentions In his 
article that he notices In the business 
•report of the secretary that the sum of 
$365.83 was expended by the trustees, 
and he concludes that this amount 
came due by the meeting of the board 
in Washington In May. Brother Peck 
Is mistaken in his conclusions—the rat
ing for trustees’ expense is for the year 
and not for the one semi-annual meet
ing of the board. The sum of $157.17 
must be deducted from that of~$366.83,

Honest Mediumship Pleaded For.
Among the many undesirable prevail

ing conditions among Spiritualists, 
there probably Is none more revolting 
to the general observer, than that 
which is constantly parading before the 
eyes of the public under presumptuous 
titles attached to the names of so-called 
representatives, in the form of healers, 
speakers and mediums.

In some cases, ignoramuses who have 
not even a good common-school educa
tion and have not tried to Improve 
themselves in that direction, style 
themselves Professors, Doctors, Hon
orables, Reverends, etc., with every de
cree of presumption imaginable.

We have at this time in mind certain 
people, among them a man and woman, 
who are advertising themselves as doc
tors. and claiming to be wonderful 
healers, psychics, palmists, etc. It 
has been ascertained that in both cases, 
the right to prefix to their names such 
a title Is In no way justifiable. The 
brazen Impudence and unlimited gall of 
these persons is common comment. 
For ten cents up to any amount above 
that sum they work the public for all 
they are worth. Money seems to be 
only object in the minds of these indi
viduals. With the most brazen effront
ery they pretend to perform precious 
things which are not forthcoming.

"Professors” and "Reverends” are 
becoming common among Spiritualists, 
whose vocabulary gives the lie to the 
colors under which they are marching. 
Gifted with phraseology not much in 
advance of that of the distinguished 
“alley rat” of a great city, these pre
sumptuous mortals stamp themselves 
the ignoramuses they are, with not the 
least bit of humiliation in their make-

I Turned Out $301^ 
worth of pUtinj Id two week«, write« M. L. Baltb of 
Pa. (u>od tmilloutlU). Bev. Geo. P. Crawford writ«, 
made |7.00 firel day. J. J. B. Milla, • farmer, write«, 

0AD euily make day plating. Thoe. Parkor. 
oobool Uacbcr III ycare, writes, “I iD&de|9£tj 

profit cue dav, 19.86 another." Plating 
HuilncM eully learned. Wo teieh yoa 
Free-No Experience Ucuulred.

« vj, - Everybody baa table ware, watcbei, jew*
^vHJS^olry and metal gooda to be plated with 
^*^<jgGold, Bilver, Hickel and Metal plating. 

Hitl HMIH IJIII .hit- Heavy Flato—iaieet prooeee. Ho toy or 
harobnsr.OOutflti all eh»>«. EverytblDg guaranteed. LET VS 
8TAHTYOU. Write today for Catlog, Agency and Offer. Addreaa 
F. Cl ray ¿k Co. Plating Works, Ciucluuutl, O.

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plica, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
lor Illustrated Book. Sent tree. Address A 

DR.'BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

Ite above la the number or the pre».„ 
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker/ 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for baa 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number m 
tte tag of your wrapper.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

own development, but has not pur ex- ; 
perience taught us, that not all . are : 
high, not all are noble, not all are true?

■ Again, are there not many of our 
best mediums who will tell you that 
their gift came to them all unsought, 
all unannounced? Came and took pos

- session! What is the.state of trance, 
but that? I do not say that all this ex

. traneous spirit or mental force is evil;
, FAR FROM IT! I only mention it as 

. proof that'such force does ,come to 
' mankind, and coming, Jt holds for the 

time possession.
■ BlJT IF GOOD SPIRIT FORCES 

MAY AND DO COME, THEN THE 
WAY IS OPENED BY THE SAME 
NATURAL LAW FOR THAT WHICH

’ IS EVIL; WHEN IT IS EVIL WE ARE 
IN THE HABIT OF CALLING IT OB
SESSION: YET THE WAY IS THE 
ramb, THE THING ACCOMPLISHED, 
THE SAME; ONLY THE PURPOSE 
DIFFERS. "

But maybe, by some, only the uncon
scious haunting is deemed obsession. 
,We who are clairvoyant and clairaudi- 
ent well know, that every human being 
Is more or less under influence of mind, 
extraneous; nor is this influence con
fined to those who have passed the 
veil. In its open work, we tell of hyp
notism, of suggestion, in the uncon- 
seious; -lt is the mental and spiritual 
attitude of the society in which we live, 
or in the more personal attitude of

I wish to say a few words in regard 
to a family circle which was held on 
Jan. 14, at the home of a friend in this 
place. There were five persons beside 
myself. We sat in the evening, from 
eight to nine, in a semi-darkened room. 
After sitting for some twenty minutes, 
the table began to move, then raps loud 
and distinct were heard on the stand, 
chairs, and in different parts of the 
room. Now while these manifesta
tions were taking place lights began to 
appear. Some were floating in the air 
and some would come on the table or 
on our clothes. One large light in par
ticular settled on the stand and we 
asked if we might touch.it, and as we 
placed our hands on it expecting to feel 
something we were disappointed for it 
could not be felt nor removed. After 
sitting in these conditions for a while, 
there appeared so all could see the 
form of a bird which floated around and 
touched us on the head and hands, and 
a trumpet in another part of the house 
acted in a very strange manner. This 
circle is the last one of four wnlch have 
been held this winter. We are sitting 
every Saturday night, as we have had 
the promise of grander things if we 
would continue. JAY THOMAS. 
. Horton, Mich. '

Washington last spring. If there was 
any business transacted at that meet
ing which could not have been done 
equally as well by correspondence, It 
was not made manifest at the conven
tion. If my surmise is correct then 
there was an absolutely unnecessary 
expenditure of 5366 of the money for 
which the N. S. A. officers are so con
stantly begging. ■

Estimating the expenses of the trus
tees at the St. Louis convention at the 
same sum. and we „have $730 In one 
year for expenses of trustees alone.

Hero let me ask, why should the ex-

“A GHanGB to Make Money.”
I made 1127,00 in twenty-three days Bellins the 

“Economy Qaa Tip,” wh ich-eavee S3 per cent gae 
to the consumer and Improves the light by £0 per 
cent Every family will buy. It’s like ' coining 
money. I get my.tlps from the “Economy Light 
CoDrawer 65. St. Louis, Mo. Send them 18 Scent 
stomps and they will send you outfit and start you 
in business with territory. They want a Manager 
in each town. . '

some personal friend. The same power 
or force is plainly perceptible, emanat
ing from those who are excarnate. 

(This fact can be but known to the 
clairvoyant. Personally speaking, 1 
nave had many confirming experiences 
of this nature. In an experience of over 
thirty years of this—THESE “GIFTS 
OF THE. SPIRIT.” I have seen, too, 
the obsessing ones, and heard their 
words, full ot sophistry, full of all that 
which, accepted, would lead to wrong 
and degradation. And like others who 
have written for this Open Court, 1 
Aight name individual instances, where 
I-'PLAINLY SAW THE OBSESSING ---------- —- ------
ONE about hla work; yet bla subject of ^ertrait of the author* Price

“Koradine. By Alice B. Stoekham 
and'Llda Hott Talbot.” . In the form of 
an entertaining story, It contains les
sons which every girl should know, 
price, cloth, tl.

••The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals.” . Price 25 cents. - .

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle B. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’0 latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with

cause. ‘
Bear in mind that the business office 

of the board of trustees is established 
at Washington, D. C., by law and not 
under the hats of nine men and women 
roaming wild anywhere from Lake 
Helen to Los Angeles. The necessity 
for at least-one meeting of the board 
between annual conventions Is to regis
ter legal approval of actions previously 
determined upon by letter; to give 
careful consideration to and proper de
cision upon the weighty questions re
ferred to every incoming board by the 
annual convention; to act with reason
able dispatch upon the voluminous 
monthly accumulation of fresh busi
ness; to decide upon what is for the 
good of our cause; to plaTfor the next 
October convention. Our brother’s 
own common sense will tell him that 
there can not be a perfect understand
ing of details, a comprehensive view of 
every phase of a matter, an exhaustive 
exchange of opinions, or an approxi
mate wisdom of decision where every
thing Is determined by letter writing. 
The only spring meeting of the board 
this writer ever attended was a very 
busy and tiresome one, so time-consum
ing that he had to omit a first pilgrim
age to the tomb of Washington, which 
has since been made up tb him by a 
trip to St. Louis. Let me suggest that 
the secretary's minute book, and hot a

penses of the trustees at the regular ( 
meetings by paid by the association?
In what way are their duties so much ( 
more arduous and important than those ( 
of the ordinary delegates who, for the ( 
most part, pay their own expenses and . 
then are called upon to contribute to 
the expenses of the board of trusteed 
besides? Should not the honor be a 
sufficient compensation for the little 
extra work which the position may en
tail? I know of no other society or as
sociation in our ranks where the trus
tees receive any compensation, or have 
their expenses paid out of the general 
fund, yet some of them are required to 
devote vastly more*tlme to their duties 
than do the members pf the N. S. A.
board. '

The M. V. S. A. board is composed of 
ten members. Of these only the pres
ident, secretary and treasurer have 
their expenses paid. The other seven', 
put in the whole month at camp, pay
ing all expenses and dues, even to gate 
fées, boding almost daily business 
meetings, often of several hours dura
tion, doing ten times the work which 
devolves upon the National board and 
all for love of the cause. Is it any won
der that they object to contributing to 
the support of an association whose of
ficials are so lacking in self-denial?

The officers of. the N. S. A. have 
dwelt much upon the fact—a creditable 
one, too— that It is contributing $12 
per month each to the support of a 
dozen or so-worn-out and needy medi
ums and workers, and are making ur
gent pleas for the increase of that fuffil, 
yet here in this one item of what seems 
to me a needless expense is a sum suffi
cient to add nearly half as many more 
to the list, or to increase quite mate- 
rlally the meagre allowance of those 
•already on the list .. ■ ■■ ■ .-•■.■ ’

There are a number of other yateer-

since this amount—$157.17, was in
curred by trustees in .attendance at 
board meetings and conventions in 
Washii gton the previous October, 1903. 
Ab bur fiscal year ends with Septem
ber, the amount of trustees’ expense for 
board meetings and convention work 
during October, must appear on the ac
count of the following year. My espe
cial point here is, that the expense of 
$365.83 is not for one board meeting— 
that of May—but for the entire year.

Brother Peck w.ishes to know if it is 
absolutely necessary for all the mem
bers of the board to attend the semi-an
nual meetings? No, and as a rule they 
do not, that meeting of last year was an 
especially important one, matters con
nected with the forthcoming convention

financial report, is the proper source 
for information as to the business doUe 
at a board meeting. ,

Brother Peck wants the board of 
trustees to bear their own_expenses 
in return for the honors of office. An
other way of cutting off that expense 
would be to forbid the officers attend
ing annual or board meetings under 
any conditions. But why limit this 
amendment to the trustées?.,,Why not 
compel speakers like Pçck s,nd Mrs. 
Lillie and mediums lik£ May* Pepper, 
Mrs. Cooley and Mrs.'Margaret Gaule- 
Riedinger, when on thejprogramme, to 
pay their own expenses to conventions? 
The latter by their appearance there 
frequently secure profitable /after en
gagements, while no suçh good; luck be
falls the officers who . peg pway the 
year round and most of themj get as 
recompense kicks and3misrcpresenta- 
tion, slander and abuse, r . ■ t 1:

Let us see how many annual N. S. A. 
conventions has Brot^eçjPeck attended 
at which he bore his owfl expenses and 
from which hé received np remuneration 
for services? -1 refer tg meetings out
side of his own city. Ijpertajjily found 
his absence from some accounted for by 
the matter of expense. jWhqt was the 
value he thereby placed upon the 
honor of so prominent a . connection

in St. Louis, which nearly six months 
of correspondence had shown us could 
not be settled in that way, and. other 
Important affairs, including college and 
other educational interests, made it 
imperative to have as many members 
as possible present at the May meeting, 
but even then. Trustee Thompson was 
not there. '

Usually, at the May meeting, the 
members who are farthest from head
quarters do not attend, and it has been 
the policy of the board, and especially 
the treasurer and secretary, to keep our 
expenses within proper bounds.

An important item which does not 
figure in detail on our annual financial 
circular report, but which is duly ac
credited on our books, is that some of 
our trustees invariably return to the N. 
S. A. some part—if not all—of their ex
pense account but this goes into the 
list of contributions and- does not be
come apparent to the public eye. It 
must be conceded by all fair-minded 
people that it would be appropriate if 
not absolutely necessary for the N. S. 
A.' trustees to all be present at conven
tions, and-some of our friends on the 
board—out of nine members—could not 
travel very great distances and remain 
ten days away from home; unless their 
expenses were paid; It is absolutely 
necessary for the board to convene for 
three days’ before convention—and for 
a day or two after that four days’ as
sembly, hence the expense - Is usually 
considerable, but as Brother Mayer 
says, “It is all the trustees receive for 
their valuable aid during the year, and

up.
Undeveloped mediums are from time 

to 'time being ordained, indiscriminate
ly by some societies, as if that were all 
that Is needed to make of them full- 
fledged Instruments in the hands of 
spirit messengers, and eligible to min
ister to the public. Occasionally some 
of these (pre-ordained) are enabled to 
give a message that may be recognized 
by the recipient, but in the majority of 
cases the tests (?) they give are a det
riment to the cause.

Is it any wonder that many people 
who are searching for truth turn away 
in disgust and make no further efforts? 
Even the very best evidence has oft- 
times failed to convince skeptics, but 
psychometric readings, palmistry, as
trology or the wonderful (?) "scien
tific tests” that are on some occasions 
palmed off as belonging to Spiritualism, 
never convince anyone of the continu
ity of life.

The one thing most needful among 
mediums is absolute honesty. There

A remarkable book, of Intense Inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. {2.

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states a 
great number of well-authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits tho 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth. 81.00.

Journeys to the Planet Mars *
Or, Our riission to Ento (riars)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.

with the work? “ • . . .
No, my brother, let us. work out a 

plan that will provide a revenue for the 
N.-S. A. that will enable it to pay rea
sonable per diem and mileage to every 
delegate and officer.-just as'fraternities 
do in their grand bodies; We will then 
have a more general and better repre
sentation of the Spiritualists of the 
country. Give us on . the national 
board our ablest and most consecrated'
business talent ,d

Brother Peck’s reference to the de
votion of the officers tff thtf Clinton 
(Iowa) camg brought teisrs to B/«.

it should not be grudged to them.” In 
former years the N. S. A. board met 
quarterly, but during the past six, we 
have only held semi-annual meetings, 
and the last of the year, always held 
wherever convention assembles, thus 
greatly decreasing expense to the asso
ciation. '

We are deeply grateful to Bro. Peck 
for his defense of the N. S. A. and its 
officers, in the matter of our position on 
mediumship, none are more friendly to 
honest mediums—however • humble— 
and none are more unfriendly to what 
they know to be fraudulent or pretend
ed mediumship, than the- officers and 
constituents of the N. S. A. ~

Most of our chartered'camps are In 
the East and are usually represented at 
our conventions. -That they were not 
in 1904 is due to the fact that the meet
ing was held in-the. far West The 
camp of which Bro. Peck is president 
w:s represented then, as it is a western 
A pp, and its president is a resident of 
St. Louis where our . convention was
held.

Washington, D. C.

MARY T. LONGLEY.
N, S. A. Secretary.

are times when silence is golden; and 
the medium who has learned to distin
guish that which is true from that ( 
which comes from the imagination is j 
worthy of the highest commendation. , 
One message of undoubted and undent- । 
ablo character is worth more than in- , 
numerable ones which can not in any 
way be recognized as coming from a 
disembodied spirit.

Mediumship should be to the posses
sor an exalted and holy vocation, and 
should never be prostituted, but alone 
exercised for the highest ends.

The preachers and priests of the 
past, too frequently abused their office, 
but the power of mediumship should 
never be converted into the crafts of 
life. That it Ik daily bought and sold, 
Ihat it has been made subservient to 
the most sordid interests, that every 
element of consecration has been suc
cessively stripped away from it, that it 
has been used for abetting imposture of 
almost every description, that It has 
become so debased in the hands of 
some of its possessors that the genuine 
gift can frequently be scarcely distin
guished from the fraudulent imposi
tions of the mountebanks, can scarcely 
be disputed.

The anxiety to give every person his 
money’s worth lest he should depart 
dissatisfied and the position should 
cease to be lucrative, has prompted 
many mediums to supplement with the 
arts of the conjuror; moreover, the 
general Interest in the phenomena has 
attracted Imposters into the profession 
who have .never been the possessors 
of genuine mediumship.
" It is a duty Incumbent on mediums to 
advance the cause of Spiritualism 
whenever and wherever they can. 
Those who are.recognlzed as followers, 
but who in reality are mere hangers-on, 
and whose every effort seems to be di
rected in making money by hook or 
crook, should be either persuaded to do 
what is right or else be compelled to 
quit from following after.

Chicago, Ill. J.. A. TOREN.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s . Theories 
in Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and. 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

«oaatn, Its Meaning tofl BeenttA” 
By d.'K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 

: Bar. An absorbingly: Interesting vot
I nme; of decided value. A narrative of 

wonderful paychic events In the . au- 
fts'a esrperime& U-

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience of 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it, and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their-progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
spirit and has given them'in «all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
648 pages. Price $1.50. '

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wl>h pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and Beek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price, 81.00.

MAM. Poor Centuries «t Pyogresr. 
jTI’I, A Lecture delivered at the Freo- 
b international Congress, Chicago, Hl., 
October, 1833. By Susan H. wlxon. Price, 10c. 

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.'

Row to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme 
and all tbioge are subject to It. By Moses Hull» Prlco 
in cloth. 40 cents; paper 25 eta. For sale at thia office. 

THF S011I ’LATloSpANi) p:; 111L OvUL . PRESSIONS IN HUMAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 31.00. This is one ot the best books 
given by the guides ot Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book ot reference tor those who have been 
members ot the classes receiving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation from reports of 
lessons, containing tho bases of the teachings.

The Reiioion of Science.
By Dr. Paul Cams. ver thoughtful and 13« 

teresting. Price, 25 cenu.

CONCENTRATION.
A Valuable Work.

Concentration, Meditation and Inspire- 
tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months' study. By, 
Laura G. Flxen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by . 
the development of powers of concern • 
tratlon of thought, clear meditation and 
superior Inspiration. - ■
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For Dr. Benton, we Lave always had 
kindly personal feeling. Psycholo-
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la Life Chemical Matter?
What men of science think as a

making to secure state legislation 
abolish the criiei practice.

trate its deep- throbbing bosom, ’ and 
giving ease and: comfort to the diseased

Valable Therapeutic Agent

methods resorted to by fraudulent me
diums. I will lecture, demonstrate and 
explain all.

DR. C. T. H. BENTON.
Other papers please copy.
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Cdltor-«t-Large for the National Spirit- 
uallit Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
•war all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Send him 
clippings when aattack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Addreu 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Important If True.
From England comes the news that, 

while mental scientists, Christian sci
entists, thbrapeutic suggestlpnlsts, et 
al, are using mental and spiritual means 
for curing physical and mental ills, Sir 
Lauder Brunton, an eminent English 
physician, has compounded what he 
calls “temper powders." These pow-' 
ders are made of bicarbonate of potash 
and bromide of potassium, and, if 
taken in time, will brace the nerves up 
againsf. anything that would otherwise 
Irritate them.

This being accepted as true, it may 
r.ot be inapt to suggest a proper dose 
of this medicine be taken by some of 
the practitioners before our Open 
Court. A daily paper puts the case 
genially as follows:

If one wakes up out of sorts with 
everything and. everybody he has but to 
take one of these powders and his 
mood at once becomes Emersonian. 
From a pessimist he becomes an opti
mist and the gloomy world Is trans
figured and becomes radiant.

Sir. Lauder gives us to understand 
that if a member of the family is frac-: 
tious, unbearable, rasping the nerves 
and spoiling the appetites of the other 
members by his cross words and sour 
looks, a dose of these powders will 
translate him into an angel of light. It 
might be suggested that the subject 
might not be willing to undergo the 
transforming process, for most ugly 
persons take solid delight in being ugly 
and torturing others. They would not 
be cured if they could. ,Yet if the pow
der is once forced down the throat in 
spite of himself the man has to smile, 
be jolly and say all sorts of nice things 
to those who have literally got the best 
of him.

It looks as if Sir Lauder had discov
ered something that would produce all 
the good effects of .champagne without 
any of its ills—all the joyous exhilara
tion without the ajter-day of headache 
and ill temper. A package of these 
powders ought to be in every house
hold and whenever any member shows 
the slightest symptoms of irritability he 
should be dosed at once. Heretofore 
"a soft answer” was thought to be a 
good thing to turn away wrath, but evi
dently Sir Lauder’s prescription is 
easier, simpler, and, what is better, acts 
as a prevention as well as a cure.

y.
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' Undesirable Immigration.
English newspapers complain of the 

alarming flight of the Irish and Cornish 
td America. Never before has there 
been such an exodus to America as Is 
now going on, induced by low fares.

With this comes a later statement, 
from American authorities, saying:

“In the whole history of the country 
neyer..before has such a worthless pop
ulation come to these shores. Possibly 
whole ship loads will be sent back to 
the countries from whence they came, 
because they are paupers, or have come 
from the slums of European cities." 

. But there 1b another view to be taken 
Of this immigration, of which our gov
ernment can make no mention. That 
whole mass of worthless incomers rep
resents the Roman Catholic hierarchy, 
In five years they can become citizens, 
entitled to a vote, and to a voice in pH 
our elections.

In preceding years, if correctly re
ported, that vote has been very gener
ally given to one of the great parties, 
conceded to have been directed by the 
representatives In America of “his ho- ’ 

' liness, the pope of Rome." In the late 
election it is said that vote was almost 
unanimously transferred to the oppo- 
Bite party; hence the astonishing re
sult '

This writer, in long years agOne, has 
Been contractors on canals and rall- 
roads lead their employes to the voting 
precincts, and, standing by or near the 
ballot box, pass to each voter as he ad
vanced and left the head of a long line 
of employes, a package of ballots which 

. was passed to him; the voter's name 
was announced, and, without any in- 
spectloh, the tickets were passed to 

■ the election board, deposited in the box, 
. and counted at the close of the polls. 
The same process cannot be observed 
under our present system; but reports 

■ tell us. methods have been devised un
der the new. by Which the will of the 

. employer is expressed by the ballot, In 
place of the employed, and as effectual
ly as under the former system; more, 
because the priest can prepare his 
whole flock in advance, to vote his will, 
and he need not be present to aid or

. watch them. .
While we love honest accessions of 

the foreign population to America’s 
growth, conscious the prestige of all 

. _ originally came from abroad, yet we do 
' not like the dumping of such vast mul- 

tltudes on us all at once, with the full 
' consciousness the colonists are but 

tools of a church, whose 'head is in 
Rome, and whose subjects when given 
the right of suffrage, will vote every 

• time as that supreme head shall dlc- 
■ fate.

Health and Happiness.
. Much has been claimed in recent 
years for the curative power of sugges
tion in various forms of physical and 
mental ills incident to humanity, and 
such claims have been fully substanti
ated by experience. Without doubt the 
same claims may . be made for the 
power of suggestion, especially when 
combined with and reinforced ‘ by 
proper mental activities, to induce lon
gevity. It is an observed fact that 
many men (and women) are old before 
they have arrived at the age of thirty 
years. They manifest the physical and 
mental marks of the Infirmities of old 
age. On the other hand there are men 
who have arrived at the age of seventy- 
five years or more, who are in the full 
possession and enjoyment of physical 
and mental health, and are fully capa
ble of exercising active interest in the 
affairs of the world. '

In a recent address by Dr. George F. 
Butler of the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons, he advanced some suggestive 
thoughts that may be of practical use.

In substance it was an admonition to 
cultivate cheerfulness, to avoid hypo
chondriacs and hypochondriacal wor
ries, to work heartily and play heartily 
and to stop regarding old age as Inev
itably a period of inactivity and use
lessness and slovenly habits.

Most men and women pay some heed 
to the laft that longevity is directly de
termined by physical condition. How 
far that is dependent upon mental con
dition and how much mental con
dition In turn, is influenced by environ
ment and by innumerable details in 
habits of working, playing, eating and 
dressing is too generally ignored. Yet 
any psychologist knows that even such 
a detail as one’s personal habits with 
regard to dress by an insensible reac
tion may aect both mind and body. '

Let the person who crosses the bor
der Une of 50 adopt a cheerful view of 
thtogs and stop thinking that he is 
growing old. By so doing he..will not 
only prolong his days on eafth, but 
vastly increase his happiness and eh- 
joymentof life.

suit of their researches, is a matter of 
interest to all minds given to thought 
upon problems relating to life, its ori
gin and development in forms. Accord
ing to the dally press, Dr. A. P. Math
ews, associate professor in physiology 
at the University of Chicago, quite re
cently declared, while addressing a uni
versity class at the institution, that, 
without altering his belief in the ex
istence of a divinity, he was not of the 
belief that man was divinely created, 
but was organized through certain 
chemical action which would at no dis
tant date be known to the scientific 
world. He said: ’

"It will not be long before scientists 
will generate life in the laboratory, and 
already examples of this are-before us. 
It is my belief that life can be generat
ed by chemical action, and it only re
mains for the discovery of the process.

“I do not wish to be understood as 
saying that science will be able to con
struct a human being, perfect and like 
man, for the divinity of the spirit would 
be an element lacking.” said Dr. Math
ews. "

Talking before the class in physiolo
gy, Dr. Mathews said the biblical story 
of God creating man from clay and that 
he took up the earth and molded it in 
the shape of man and then said "Live! ” 
was a little too exaggerated.

The general tone of his talk was to 
the effect that the chemical changes 
and action, perhaps directed by the 
hand of the Almighty, resulted in the 
formation of a lower life and that high
er life evolved to Its present status.

"The fact that life Is the result of 
chemical action,” said Dr. Mathews, 
“Is scientific belief that must not be 
taken to mean that the scientists who 
have made the discoveries are infidels. 
The fact that a violin string placed in 
water will become imbued with some 
life and move is proof that chemical 
action will produce a low order of life. 
When Dr. Jaques Loeb, now at the Uni
versity of California, Injected a salt so
lution into a dead heart and made it 
beat he brought about a low order of 
life by chemical action.

“Those experiments are very simple, 
but the time is not far distant when 
higher orders of life will be produced in 
laboratories. How It will be done it is 
too early to say, but from all the re
searches of scientific minds it is the 
general belief that life is the result of 
chemical action rather than a divine 
conception."

Dr. Mathews said he did not believe 
that scientists would be able, at least 
for a very long time, to create life in 
the form of man, but at the start the 
lower order of life would be produced 
in laboratories, with the chances of a 
further and more wonderful develop
ment to follow.

Mrs. Cora t. V. Richmond’s Work In 
the Cause of Spiritualism.

The Church of the Soul, Mra. Rich
mond’s Society, holds Its regular serv
ices in Hall 809, Masonic Temple, Chi
cago, Ill., every Sunday at 11 a. m., from 
September to June. Mrs. Richmond 
has ministered to the same society here 
for twenty-nine years—a few years she 
lias been absent a portion of the time- 
abroad in California and in Washington 
and other places but there ms been no 
year within that time that she has not 
ministered to this society a portion of 
the year—known at the beginning of 
her ministrations to It as the First So
ciety of Spiritualists, then as the First 
Spiritualist Church, and then, on ac
count of the specific line of teaching 
given through Mrs. Richmond, re-organ
ized aS the Church of the Soul. Finan
cially, the society has never been so 
prosperous as it has been the last two 
or three years. With the aid of The Pro
gressive Thinker it is enabled to pub
lish one of the regular discourses each 
month in pamphlet io«».

The regular services of the church on 
Sunday are: A Sunday-school at 10 a. 
m., where there are classes for all ages, 
including a class for adults conducted 
by Mrs. Richmond, who is always on 
hand to take charge of her class. Mrs. 
S; J. Ashton, the assistant pastor of the 
church, is the superintendent of the 
Sjrnday-schooi. At 11 a. m. the regular 
service is held, If for any cause Mrs. 
Richmond is absent (which has been a 
very tew times during her ministry 
here) Mrs. Ashton conducts the serv
ices. ' .
’ On the first and .third Thursdays of 
every month during the church season 
the Band of Harmony—the auxiliary so
cial society of the church, and of which 
Mrs. Richmond is president—holds its 
meetings in another hall in the Masonic 
Temple, No. 512. Mrs. Richmond pre
sides at those meetings, unless absent, 
(which is very seldom) when Mrs. H. C. 
Goodrich, the vice-president, presides. 
The meetings of this auxiliary society 
have been constant almost since the be
ginning of Mrs. Richmond’s work here. 
When it was first formed by Mrs. Rich
mond, about twenty-seven years ago, 
she named it the “Union," but some dis
sensions having grown up among the 
members, in the spring of 1884, it was 
reorganized under the ’ name of the 
Band of Harmony, and, being a band of 
harmony, it has,- borne that name ever 
since. It Is the most, constant and flour- 
lehing society of the kind probably in 
this country. People from all parts of 
the country have been the recipients of 
the ministrations poured out so bounti
fully at the meetings of “The Band of 
Harmony."

Besides Mrs. Richmond’s work tor 
her own society she often speaks for 
other societies in this city, and some
times at other places between Sundays. 
Then a very large portion of her time 
is occupied in officiating at funerals, 
more than half of these being outside of 
the city, in this state, Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania 
and New York. She often travels five 
hundred miles to attend a funeral. 
These funerals the last two or three 
years have averaged one a week during 
her season at home (Chicago).

While there is a great deal of wear 
and tear and • fatigue attending this 
kind of ministration, Mrs. Richmond is 
ever ready to respond to any call if she 
possibly can. For in this field she feels 
she is doing more real missionary work 
for Spiritualism than she can in any 
other way, for the people who most 
need to know something of the comfort
ing ministrations of Spiritualism, but 
who would never go to any Spiritual
istic meetings, will go to these funerals, 
and there they hear something that 
they never conceived of before, and 
their remarks of appreciation are more 
than gratifying to the Spiritualists who 
hear them. One has only to attend a 
funeral conducted by the guides of Mrs. 
Richmond to fully realize this. Then 
she Is frequently called upon to per
form a marriage service. But this fs 
not such a missionary field - as the fu
nerals. .

From June to September, called her 
vacation, she Is traveling, working else
where—at camp-meetings and at other 
places. This ’summer she will visit 
Corry, Pa.; Mantua and Lake Brady, 
O.: Lily Dale, N. Y.; Onset and Lynn, 
Mass., and other places. Mrs. Rich
mond seems to be doing more work for 
the cause than ever before.

The Pringle Suggestion as a Cura- 
• bt» Means.

"It Ilves tiro’ hil life, extends thro’ all 
extent, ,

Spreads (undivided, and operates un
spent."

In the!‘treatment of disease, the first 
“°st toPoihant object should be to 

ascertaiqjthe Iqlmal cause of the dis
ease; if the cause Ues in the material, 

W0(®!i0ul? '?frect our energies and 
best resources' toward the material or
ganization . wherein the cause is situ
ated; but'if by | /.borough and scientific 
researchwp prove that the primal cause 
of disease is in some error of mind, we 
should then turn our batteries upon the 
stronghold: and dislodge the enemy* at 
any coat. r .

The most pdvanced and brlghest 
minds to-day ai'e almost unanimous in 
the advancement of the fact that the 
material or physical organism is sub
ject to, and controlled by the immate
rial or metaphysical; if this is true, and 
from the teaching and researches of the 
greatest scientific minds of the new and 
old world I’have satisfied myself that 
such Is the truth, then the therapeutic 
agent that we are in duty to our fellow
men and our own conscience compelled 
lo use, in the cure of disease, is that 
which nature has given us for that pur
pose. .

We may call it any name we please, 
animal magnetism, electro biology, 
mesmerism, clairvoyance, odlc force, 
hypnotism," vital principle, vrll, Divine 
Influx; nervous influence, whatever the 
people may, the fact remains that there 
is a power that can be utilized for the 
benefit of suffering humanity. Disease 
which is the effect of sin or perversion 
of the law of nature can be cured by 
this power.

Tiie name given by different persons 
to this powier may, and in many in
stances does iniply a slight change in 
the theory advanced by each, but the 
Iirct remains, that the terms are synony
mous and the power represented by 
each name h'as Its force in the same 
fountain. This power has been used 
by the most ancient people tor the cure 
of disease.

when the gift of a beneficent Creator 
rae been used in its true capacity, yet 
when it seemed to be about to fulfill its 
goodly mission, the‘waves of supersti
tion have rolled In and engulfed it. 
Aristides, 117 A. D.< was, one of the 
earliest practitioners who has left us 
writings of any length concerning its 
therapeutic Qualities. /

Nancy is the birthplace of a system 
Of healing, based upon this, power, 
that seems destined to be of Immense 
importance to humanity and which may 
considerably modify the present sys
tem of practice among the medical fra
ternity. -

Liebatilt, Bernheim, Beaunis and Lie- 
gi,0J,s *re n?mes that. ara inseparable 
with the advancement of our knowl
edge concerning this power; and are 
names to which I believe-posterity will 
look with reverence and gratitude.

Years ago Dr. Lfebault conceived the 
idea of employing suggestion combined 
with hypnotism, as he terms It, as a 
therapeutic agent, not merely for the 
relief, of so-called nervous and fanciful 
complaints but for the cure of a major- 
ltZ.°.i.the symptoms of disease which 
afflict humanity.

Those were the declining days of 
mesmerism, and it had been left to ig
norant quacks and charlatans who took 
advantage of it to the disadvantage of 
the people, and with whom anyone who 
dared to use this power was likely to be 
confounded. This is what befell Dr. 
Llebault, he had to contend many years 
against prejudice, superstition and op
position upon every side, but through 
good and evil report he persevered, la
boring chiefly among the poor, and de
voting his best time to their relief; 
after a time his method and theory was 
taken up by Dr. Bernheim, Professor in 
the Faculty of Medicine of Nancy, who 
demonstrated its ispccess in his hospital 
clinic, and published in 180 his cele
brated book De la .Suggestion et de ses 
Applications a la Therapeutlque. 
Knowledge and appreciation of Dr. Lie- 
bault’s method and discovery spread 
rapidly, and we now find It practiced by 
a considerable number of specialists 
and other medical men all over the con
tinent, and in our country the most suc
cessful physician is the one who under
stands this beneficent power and uses 
it in his practice.

Many Use it unconsciously and often 
the cure which is effected by it is at
tributed to other agents. It may be 
years before it is universally accepted 
as the basis and fundamental principle 
of all healing. Eacn of us exerts an in
fluence upon those with whom we are 
associated, it may be, and in many 
cases is unconscious and Involuntary,

The Babylonians, Chaldeans, Egypt
ians, Hindoos, Persians, Greeks and 
Romans have recognized its value, and 
although al times it has been a mighty 
weapon in the" hands of the priesthood 
because of the Ignorance of the people; 
yet it benefited them physically if not 
psychically. It has been like a silent, 
mighty underground river, deep, broad, 
and powerful, flowing irresistibly along 
beneath the Ignorance, superstition, and 
bigotry which had closed over it, now ,,
and again breaking through and permit- yet the suggestions they receive may, 
ting the brilliant rays of truth to pene- and often do affect them beneficially or 

..... . . detrimentally ever afterward; as the

mortal who perceiyed its inviting pres
ence, yet^wbo little realized the vast 

*nd Inconceivable possibilities of that 
which a&isted And strengthened.

It is awakening the people to-day; 
when sefflshne^s and error have been 
dispelled by the" penetrating and power
ful mind of tri/th, the people will real
ize and appreciate this great gift to a 
wise people. There have been periods

evil thought, although It may never 
culminate in an act, mars the beauty 
and purity of the soul.

When truth and intuition shall have 
risen to their proper place and shed 
their life-giving rays of knowledge Into 
every darkened chamber of the minds 
of people, then will the power of soul 
be accorded its proper position as a 
therapeutic agent

Boston, Mass. AURIN F. HILL.

What Is Intuition?
*? ,ia.Y? given any thought to the subject recognize a difference 

nww 111 ,,to.n ?n.d reason. Intuition is commonly called immediate 
nD* ^ llS 18 ^adequate. Intuition is rather a perception of rie» 

riemonat. na+ erCC^10n °ï objects, because its decisions are not always
demonstrable to sense.

IT IS ENCOURAGING TO KNOW 
THAT LEADING MINDS ALL OVER 
THE UNITED STATES ARE TAKING 
A GREAT INTEREST IN THE STUDY 
OF THE PHENOMENA OF SPIRIT
UALISM, PSYCHIC LAWS AND OC
CULT FORCES. AMONG THE NUM
BER IS A. W. WAGNALLS, A MEM
BER OF A LEADING PUBLISHING 
HOUSE IN NEW YORK, AND A SUB
SCRIBER TO THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER. HE WRITES: «BY ALL 
MEANS ENCOURAGE MRS. PETER- 
SI LEA TO CONTINUE HER LET
TERS FROM SPIRIT REALMS. I 
THINK THEM BY FAR THE MOST 
SATISFACTORY AND INSTRUCTIVE 
THAT 1 HAVE AS YET COME 
ACROSS IN ALL MY YEARS OF 
CAREFUL READING.”

THE MORRIS PRATT INSTITUTE.
Good news comes from Mr£ Clara 

Stewart, staring that the decision of the 
judge "was in our favor in evefythlng.” 
This news will make Spiritualists ev
erywhere glad. The Morris Pratt In
stitute will henceforth belong to Spirit
ualism. -J - ,

INTENSELY INTERESTING.
As you glance over The Progressive 

Thinker this week, from the first page 
to the eighth, you must recognize the 
fact that it is in every sense of the 
word a GREAT PAPER, chockfull of 
matter that is highly interesting'And 

■instructive. Induce" your Spiritualist 
friends to subscribe for it, and obtain 
our choice premium books.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague.
To Our Many Friends:—It gives me 

the greatest pleasure to be able to 
state that Mrs. Sprague Is out of the 
contagion hospital; that she is well and 
at work again. She is not'Strong yet, 
however, but Is gaining strength dally. 
She received her diploma as a gradu-. 
ate of the pest house, Jan. 26. It con-' 
sists of á certificate duly signed by the 
health officer of Silver Bow county, 
Mont., and pronounces her "Properly 
protected from smallpox or varioloid, 
by reason of previous attack of vario
loid.”

No one, so far as we know, took the 
disease from her. This has been one 
of the most trying experiences of our 
lives. At some future time we will 
publish these experiences; they will 
certainly be of interest to our readers, 
and especially so to those who are In
terested in the science (?) of orthodox 
medicine and the splendid (?) condi
tions that arfe made in some cities for 
Unfortunates who are stricken with con
tagious diseases when away from their 
homes. * ’ ' .

Had it not been for our dear friends, 
the Spiritualists, who so kindly gave 
us their sympathy and assistance, I do 
not know what we would have done.

We shall never forget our true and 
loyal friends of Butte, Montana, and es
pecially those who so kindly took me 
in and cared for me at the time when 
no hotel or boarding-house proprietor in 
the city would have given me a room 
had he read my name on his register, 
or known who I was.

Letters of love and sympathy from 
all parts of the country are pouring in 
upon Us; they are so numerous that we 
will not be able to respond to each one 
of them by private letter, but will here 
make acknowledgment of their receipt 
and express to each writer our heart
felt thanks for bls or her kindly sympa
thy and words of encouragement. We 
Idve our friends and are happy in the 
knowledge that they are legion.

We fully realize that the "good 
thoughts and kind wishes sent Out to us 
by our friends were of much benefit to 
us in this great trial. '

We are thankful that this experience 
is now passed and that we are free to 
continue our work.

May heaven's blessings .be the por
tion of all our friends, '

Lovingly and fraternally, " 
: E. W. SPRAGUE, 

■ N. S. A; Missionary.
Address 34% Front Ave., Spokane, 

Washington. • •

; Godai Upbuilding, Including Coop- 
wUtiv.e Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By EL D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. "D. This comprises 
the last part of Human 'Culture and 
Cure. Paper-corer; lâceato. '.Ste'aate’’ 
ctUiMoSte . . - . . ■

A Rejic of, Barbarous Instinct.
Perhaps a more unsportmanlike and 

utterly contemptible sport was never in
vented than tHe practice of live-bird 
trqp shotting indulged In by some who 
call themselves sportsmen.

Blood sport is cruel, and tends to de
velop cruelty and heartlessness in 
those who practice it. .

This sport has not. one redeeming 
feature, It possesses not even so much 
as the falsely claimed excuse urged in 
justification of the cruel horrors of the 
vivlsectionlsts’ table that it is done in 
the interest of science and human wel
fare. '

To show that there Is literally no ex
cuse for this cruel maiming and slaugh
tering of innocent birds, a far better 
test of markmanship is afforded by the 
use of "clay pigeons” projected from 
the trap in imitation of the pigeon's 
flight

This does .not gratify the barbarous 
instinct for blood, but it affords a bet
ter test of skill, and for both reasons it 
should be adopted.

Live pigeon trap shooting is demoral
izing, utterljr needless, and we are 
glad to observe that a movement is now

Dr. Benton in a New Role.
To the Editor:—I am open for 

gagementB with any society who 
sires to know all about the tricks

glzed by an infernal rotten set, who in 
their materializations use artificial tog
gery, and in their tests a blue book, he 
went into the materializing business, in 
Chicago, and In due time was fully ex
posed by The Progressive Thinker. 
We believe that, the Doctor is honest at 
heart, but was hypnotized by those 
dealing in the “false” to pursue the 
course he did. As usual his bogus “ma
terializations’? '■were recognized by 
many as genuine. The societies in Chi
cago may possibly give the Doctor an 
evening. The • underlying truths of 
Spiritualism,-grand and beautiful, and 
soul-elevating, are fully established on 
a foundation that can not be shaken, 
and It will prove highly interesting to 
an audletfcb tó know some of the tricks 
of the roítén gang now infesting Spirit
ualism, using artificial apparel to per
sonate your spirit friends. The Doctor 
can be addressed at 4160 Wentworth 
avenue, Cnlcagp:

'i1 Spring Festival.

' The Clncago Jfew Thought Federa
tion is giving fdrther evidence of Its en
ergy- and-'life. !,A Mid-Lenten carnival 
of good things As planned by them for 
the last of, Maryfij. ,

The spirit .of -unity and 'fellowship 
that has tüádé its work so practical will 
be furthéPfostéféd by this educational 
bazaar. An expression of the fancy 
arts and,the,demonstration of the vari
ous psychic sqlénces will be the feature 
of this festical. The Chicago people ap
parently know how to do things, and 
this fact will be. Illustrated at that tirpe.

Aside from fhe present application 
of New Thought, higher ideals for the 
future will be disseminated by new lit- 
emture, books, magazines, etc, that 
will be on,8ale. For three days a good 
time may be had by all New Thought- 
ers who can be in Chicago and want to 
go to- the Northwestern University 
building and. meet their kind.

Detailed. information" concerning this 
event Imay'’bB,’secured • by addressing 
Secreturj*’’ True st "No/ 70 - Dearborn 
street,. Chicagow. -‘

Letter From Los Angeles, Cal.
Upon the retirement of Mrs. Lettie 

Allen In July last from the pastorate of 
the Christian Spiritualist society, there 
was formed a new society, with Mrs. 
Bertha Hill, president; Dr. Wise, vice
president and G. H. Griffis, secretary. 
This organization took upon itself the 
name of The Immortalists and frpm 
this fact, the topic Immortality, includ
ing kindred subjects is most frequently 
discussed in the Sunday conference 
meetings.. With regard to the Sunday 
meetings there is an unwritten law 
which is opposed to any form of collec
tions, offertories, free-will offerings or 
silver offerings, which too often mar 
the harmony and requisite conditions 
for the promulgation of the truths and 
evidences of immortality. For this 
state of affairs the society Is indebted 
mainly to Dr. Wise, the secretary and 
a few other members.

The president, Mrs. Hill, formerly of 
Rochester, N. Y., the cradle of Modern 
Spiritualism, though two years have 
not elapsed since to her occurred the 
demonstration of the existence of the 
greatest'truth—immortality which can 
possibly affect humanity, yet now is a 
true and fearless exponent of the phi
losophy of immortality in its threefold 
bearing—our relation to the Infinite, to 
our fellow spirits on both sides of the 
great divide and to ourselves.

Public speaking was furthest from 
her thoughts until after h* selection 
as president, when the spirit forces at
tested her fitness for this larger scope 
of the work by gradually developing 
her along the line of the impresslonal. 
This unfoldment of powers is becoming 
stronger as evinced by the interest of 
her auditors.

Dr. Hutchins, until late of Springfield, 
Mass, supplements the lecture work of 
the society in both the Sunday and 
Wednesday night meetings, with lec
tures upon topics from texts taken, not 
from a book compiled by man for eccle
siastical purposes, but from the infinite
ly greater and more sacred volume— 
Nature. In these texts, Dr. Hutchins 
grasps and elucidates their true signifi
cance as bearing the evidence of divine 
origin and their direct lessons of truth 
and morality to humanity. .

The new police commission of this 
city is setting spies upon the mediums. 
Their latest movement was the arrest 
of Mrs. Freitag for charging admission 
to her meetings in which messages 
were given from the 'rostrum.

This city is overrun with palmists, 
clairvoyants and readers, fortune-tell
ers, frauds, fakes and charlatans of ev
ery description and hue, but the city 
protectors cdretoot bo long as these peo
ple pay the license fees, for this in
creases the amount liable to grafts and 
boodling schemes.'

Mrs. Lillie of San Francisco, is still 
employed by the Freethinkers.

J. L. MERRITT.

PA.8SED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

. [Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. AU in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Passed to spirit life, Miss Sarah 
Meniman of Allegheny, Pa., on Jan. 19, 
aged 28 years. She was a devoted 
worker in the cause of Spiritualism. 
She,was a trustee of the Psychic Re
search Society, and also of the Alle
gheny Lyceum, services were con
ducted by Rev. L. M. Oles,'assisted by 
L. M. Oles, Jr., superintendent of the 
Lyceum.'

Ths new song-book, "The Golden 
Echoes,”-by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and its behutlful 
Bongs have-cheered many sorrowing, 
hearts, which they arc sure to do when 
heard apd sung. They should be heard 
In every home in the land. Prir.a.15 
fcents; @1.50 per dozea _

¿iW0 i.Jee.ts Placed beside two other objects form a group bf
i11 be se,eD by the eye. But, if five hundred objects are' 

non.wi n * hundred other objects, the eye does not see instantai- 
„i™ that the total is one thousand, although intuition sees the equiv» 
alence of ratios with the same lightning swiftness in the latter case as 
iq the former.

The truth respecting the square of the hypotenuse in the forty-sev
enth proposition of Euclid is learned by reflecting and reasoning. Tito 
truth expressed in the axiom; If equals be taken from equals, the re
mainders are equals, is perceived by intuition.

1 he axiom is self-evident, because no other relations are implied be- 
jond those specified in the terms of the statement. The mind, there- 
■ore, in apprehending the terms, apprehends, the equation of the terms, 
io a mind possessed (through experience) -of all the relations ex- 
P.r?.?3ei7 aud lmPlied “ the terms of its proposition, any truth is self- 
evident»

Intuition perceives necessary truths, because truths so distinguished 
express relations that are simple, constant, and familiar, and from > 
which all contingencies are therefore excluded. Contingent truths are 
perceived, not intuitively, but by reasoning, because (1) the relations 
they express are complicated, (2) there is a possibility of variation in 
the terms, and (3) not all the co-operant factors can be discerned be
forehand.
_ But truth is truth. One truth is no more necessary than another. It 
is our discovery of a certain class of truths, not truths itself, that is con- 
tmgent. ’

Intuition enters into all. our judgments. It sees relations beyond our 
powers of demonstration, because back of it is a fund of race experi
ence, Organized and consolidated in the form of adjustments, of apti
tudes, and of predispositions, compared with which one’s individual ex
perience is inappreciably small.

Our intutitions of space and time, to which our relations have been 
constant throughout our existence as a race, are constructed of experi
ences which lie so far back in the forgotten past that their elements can 
scarcely be detected.

We have rational intuitions and moral intuitions, whose elements are 
so difficult to trace that many yet regard them as primordial endow
ments, rather than as products of development.

Viewed in the light of modern psychology, the quickness with which 
intuition sees relations that do not admit of sensible demonstration ii 
not surprising. But it is so common to mistake inference, prejudice, 
and even passion for intuition, that all sorts of extravagant claims hav 
been made—claims by no means confined to the ignorant.

Organic evolution makes investigation of intuition a part of the stud 
of heredity. For metaphysical, phrases like “a priori forms o 
thought,” are substituted the terms “aptitudes,” “tendencies,” ‘‘pre-i 
dispositions,” “inheritances”—words that indicate our dependence 
upon the past as the source of our physical, mental and moral nature.

In every stage of evolution, from lower to higher conditions, the hu- , 
man mind and body have been correlated. The capacity to perceive the 
truth of an axiom, as well as the ability to walk erect, has been ac- - 
quired. Does any one who holds to the theory of evolution suppose j 
that man slowly learned to walk erect, but from the first possessed intw-/ 
itive powers by which he could perceive axiomatic and moral truths? ’’

The difficulty with the old psychologies is that they deal only with the 
mind of the adult and of the highly-evolved individual, ignoring the 
fact that the natural equipment of the adult is slowly developed from 
the conditions of infancy, and that the higher faculties of civilized man 
have been evolved from savage and bestial conditions.

When Kant wrote, there was no science of psychology based upon ev
olution. In the light afforded by subsequent discoveries, he would 
probably see, were he now living, that his philosophy is inadequate to 
meet the requirements of to-day. With his great intellectual powers, 
he would doubtless clearly realize that our ideas of space and time, and 
our rational and moral intuitions, although irreconcilable with the ex
perience-philosophy which he opposed, are in harmony with the larger 
philosophy of evolution.

This philosophy recognizes in the individual mind the a priori ele
ment for which Kant contended, but, instead of stopping there,»finds 
that the element which is a priori to the individual has its origin and 
explanation in the experience of the race. This is as true of the intui
tive powers of man as of the instincts of the lower forms of life. They 
are all spiritual in their nature.

If evolution be regarded as only a differentiation and development 
of organic structures, and the spiritual life which pervades the universe 
and embodies itself in these ascending forms be ignored, what is there to 
account for even the sensibility of the worm ?

The mind of man must have a spiritual basis, which in its essential 
nature we may believe is eternal, partaking of noumenal being. Evo
lution is the process by which man, inheriting the accumulated life
experiences of the race, has, in this order of being, reached his present 
condition.

“All experience became 
Consolidate in mind and frame.”

For philosophic discussion, the word “experience” requires a wider 
meaning that it ordinarily has. They who have studied supernormal 
phenomena know that there arc means of acquiring knowledge in 
which the sensory channels are not employed; and such knowledge, 
gained by or through the subliminal consciousness, would seem to imply 
strata of consciousness beyond our ordinary conscious life, and experi
ences that transcend those of our present conscious plane of activity. 
The reincarnationists see in such facts indications of the doctrine of 
pre-existence. Metaphysical transcendentalists, as they come to recog
nize the facts, are likely to cite them as proofs of the weakness of the 
experiential theories of knowledge. Those who adhere to the termi
nology and associations of the experience-philosophy will see that, as it 
has been modified and enlarged to meet the demands of evolution, so 
it will need further enlargement to make it consistent with clairvoy
ance, telepathy, and other supernormal phenomena.

As the word “experience” was widened to include not merely the ex
periences of the individual, but those of the race, accumulated and 
transmitted as aptitudes, tendencies, and intuitions, so it must be fur
ther widened to include those psychical activities that are not regis»
ered as memories in the conscious mind. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

t

JE-HO-VAH.

A Reminder of a Most Lovable Man.

. Within the holy realm of deepest Thought, 
Where Wisdom’s precepts are so fully taught, 
Reside a band of Oriental Seers, '
Whose lives are measured by unnumbered years. 
Here beauteous flowers of every form and hue 
Glisten in brightness with the morning dew, 
Emitting odors of such rare perfume 
That keep them ever constantly in bloom. 
This is the Land Celestial—this the Throne 
Which wafts its Wisdom unto every zone; 
This, too, doth guide every planet in its course, :■
From which the spheres derive their mighty force: 
This is the Godhead—this the realm of law— 
From which all Nature doth its incense draw. 
Thus much I know and, knowing, know no more 
And that is why JE-HO-VAH I adore.

Boston, Mass., 1893. . LUTHER COLBY.

'To the Editor:—I enclose with this letter, the above poem written by 
Luther Colby (late editor of the Banner of Light). It was written 
shortly before he passed away. He gave it to me the last time I visited 
him. He remarked to me then that it would not be long before he 
would be in the Summer land. I treasure the little poem as a sweet 
reminder of the grand, gentle, lovable man, who so Jong blessed our 
cause with brain and pen as editor of the Banner of Light.

Newport, Ky. . ' O. A- B.

“The New Life.” By Leroy Berrier. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
'.‘new thought" Excellent in tone-and n---------- .
tendencies. Price, cloth, SL - a master mind. Price |L5Q<

"ConCanity nr lit»» CoemW Tratti* 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work oi 
a strong, logical thinker, cm a deeply 
tapwtaat sahhoL IMe®. OtatlVSL

“Voltalra’8 Romances.” Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of thj 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are "worthy 
of wide , reading. WIL philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill <4
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accoeuplished by that remarkable medi-

um, Mrs. —--------- , -
tics, church members of the most or-
*'*'■*’> _ ,____.______ 11 nloCCOH

BY PROF. JAMES H. HYSLOP.
“Theffirst problem of the psychologist in the i7^?t“nlo|1Sjn1on 

jeet, after he has eliminated every possibility of fiadd . n j 
the part of the medium, is to exclude the phenomena of what is caiiea 
secondary personality,” declared Professor James H. y.
while occupying the chair of logic and. ethics m C eQ_
conducted the famous investigation of Mrs. „ «Scientific Re
gaged in the organization of the .American
search. “For many years, continued Dr. Hyslop, V iy inninj. 
unconscious simulation and dramatic representation of spirit comm 
cations was accepted as the genuine phenomenon,

“We now know better, and have reduced the facts that wn e^ p
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the Ignorance ot bygone ages; the

lief, and the old galvlnlstlc minister all 
survey with aw?thls wonderful Inroad 
that Spiritualism is making among all 
classes of people, and that through the
Instrumentality o£ the secular press.

’ May Pepper, a glorious woman a
grand medium, an enemy
and charlatans that have invaded our
ranks the same as rata do a 
Staunch friend of the course of The Pro-
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pernormal process, if there be such.
Trivialities of Seances.

my new-found combination of remedies which 
ie curing cases ofcven no to 40 years standing 
—aftertul else had fulled. Don’tuedlscouraged; 
lam curing the most malignant cases—cases 
considered Incurable, Try my treatmeuti’ « 
you are satisfied with the benefit received, send 
me one dollar. If not send nothing. You decide.. 
If you have piles, or the itching, burning or 
heavy feellug which shows that they are com* 
In« don’t delay. They lead to Fistula and the 
deadly Cancer; My Three-Fhld 'ri'e^iute£^ittea 
tostay cured, because it is constitutional as 
well as local In its effect. Hemember, K costa 
nothing to try my treatment and one dollar la 
little to pay, if cured. My splendid New-Book 
on Itectal Diseases comes Filth with the treat
ment- Bend no money, only your name, write 
n0W' 1>K- VAX VJLBCK COMPANY,

X021 Majestic building, Jackson, Mioh.

WHENCE AND WHITHER?
An Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 

• Its Origin and Destiny,

E; BY DR. PAUL CARU8.

‘ This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
the ego; the origin, development, and 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; - the dissolution of tho 
body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man
kind’s Ideals; the rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“The difficulties of the Spiritistic interpretation of the 
as felt by the general public and the ^age sewntific ma^ are 
gested, however, by the supposition of fraud, te p * ¿erbaroused 
chance coincidence or any other, or!il“.a,r^its , tllg <confusiOn’ associated 
by the so-called triviality of the > h t formation about
with the ‘ communications and the absence of aU.th t^ I exiijtence 
the alleged 'communicators, their5°^? After personal identity is 
which the living are most curious to ^°.^0 ^¿¡¿ions’ should be so 
proved thev cannot understand why the «tv,;nr, hut iack-knives,
tS and inane, wby apiril. can talk about nothing but jack te ,

M “tte diMie. suggested b, thia typeobtatio»

___________  ... "pMa.?&SS:'Si“y{h“i’hZStiei' Ste‘«5££ 

g?£"t^teir'BS-^tesws A._______________________ SlXriteoXtoSl^a^Kte'taftoSySS
her to do what she did, that were rip s le it wouid the cogency of ^^^^¿^he phenomena enforce, and he is not to
£he Z.X". «X"7 -V tond us to a purgstoriai tad-

W “Hder-heSr°Eandl’^agaS s^t^°c“Siie would have eared ^“This objection^, to StingThe
‘ ‘ Ah, yes; well, Irene says she didn t think Charli experiments in the Piper cnse “ select very trivial incidents

so muchf and she’says that Charlie knows more about it than any ot y | ? phenomenais not the ex-
• ’ 'to prove the1^ identity. But this neeesmty fer

planation of them in the Pipeir ,e^ “rg the determination of the
and it represents one of the crucia.1 , { th COTnmUnicator while he
Spiritistic theory It star to hfa normal lite

th«' tatta?'condition whta is app-onll, 0« m

order to communicate with the living a a .
Difficulties of Spirit Communication.

“That there would be great difflcuW.es in —
spirits do exist, would naturally be tak B tllG ages would

The silence olso«'¡XSS" »' «* difficulty
Jn«SS™£b2weeu king people when they hare no c.mm.n

“Well, Irene says, -----—
Irene. Parshall, she tells me.” - wnman

• ‘ Yes, yes, that was her name, s^ed the woman. 
“Irene says to tell Nellie-iwA®8 Nellie?

Jack as When i ™ b^SiSs or tum 
ALSO SAID BAHT TIMETHAT WHttB IDIOTS, 03 
GUIDES. HiEDICraD™ S^^nSoMIKATIOHAL 

CHURCHES BECAUSE IN TIMELm u N0T
structureswould™ cdmmed, that this
mean, AS MANY SPIRIT U alibis ___ qquLD 
CHURCHES WOULD BE ABODONED so

IN THE LEAD. "
WASHINGTON, D. 0. ________ _ , , __

I’ve told my lie, .
And seen truth follow, marvels none of mine, 
All was not cheating, sir, I m positive I 
I don’t know if I move your hand sometimes 
When the spontaneous writing spreads so f ai, 
If mv knee lifts the table all that height, 
Why the inkstand don’t fall off the desk a- i , 
Why the aecordeon plays a prettier w 
Than I can pick out on the pianoforte, 
Why I speak so much more than I intend, 
Describe so many things I never saw.
I tell you, sir, in one sense I believe 
Nothing at all-that everybody can, 
Willed does cheat; but in another sense 
I’m ready to believe my very sell— 
That every cheat’s inspired and every he 
Quick with a germ of gludge the Medium.

only os- 
per had time to send thl^e? . tbe nving and the. deaducommuni- 

ondary personality and suoum »s the celbbrated case of
jk Pipeipn M the 

chical Research a few years ago. fl . !

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOK8.

Thevare our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In tho Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Lite than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche In your

or. .1.0 other — 0»-^» ^netto”te 
mental and physwa! condition of . j ^hi’ch she js unconscious 
case of Mrs. Piper. It is \Vanc°““X’-s„re.or less unusual, 
and the physiological functions of the X Personality and uncon- 
Such a condition, in common with secon y P ¿jodifie9 intelli- 

_ scions cerebration genera We know

“The mental condition of the eommunicawi compared to a de
while he is t Meote.ry pemonality to the living,
St»M «to Sr, to some of its ospeeto

r Life Beyond tho Grave.

as -r-v • “Iu «-’*ry **
significant that it was used by another I tf,ere however, one c—

B - - ■’ ----------- Atrnintinn. । ¡imitations are for any

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.
The scientific tovestig.^

more painstaking or e0“cl“yJad af ?hlpublishing house of Funk 
England than ?r. Isaac K. Fjmk, he d P. Mite. other psy-

It is “ore.^^o^^^^mraVorthe1 scoundrel who to this < (¿mong such 1 mignt n 
phetic lines into the Wasp ¿¡greeted as the very archtype of the Pepper, of Brooklyn, 
Say stands in the mind of the decade8 intervening there Mra’ repp ’
alleged Spiritualistic medium. In t regtricted to mascu-
have been mm tf the years vonld sera to ™'e “ phenomena

......... ...
Six“ SfiXdta too “gem olttua1’ which mfierlay oven .

• his most brazen trickery- their Spiritualist
. All the large cities of the country n tance> presided over by 
” “churches” of more or less f varymg degrees of trustworth-

their respective spiritualist pastors 01 vuij^s & 
iness and ability in mediumi^c P°Je”e oint of wealth, influence

The most important of these^churches m^
and social prestige is, f^eism Brooklyn. The First Spir
that stronghold of orthodox^eccle stac m, ^yuf handsomest 
itualist Church, dedicated a e its more than five hun-
edifices in that city of be t gr00jjyn families,
dred members ar® r®c7llt®^ _:tv of the auditorium of this church filled 
- Sunday nights find the capac y wonders which theto overflowing with a eong^atwn eager to see the w^ 
pastor, the celebrated Mrs. P PP , ' hundred odd laymen-eight (

. ty minutes’s sermon. Andifthes ^^^„if these eight hundred • 
hundred is the seating c p y things they have seen and heard it can laymen depart mme^n/at, the ihingSjthey^na^ gco^r en he rec- . 
scarcely be a matter of ,s?rP^ ?_ Dr j. Kr Funk, Professor Hys-
lipiX'H^ber Nlwton are“ equally at a loss to account for Mrs. 

Pepper’s wonderful powers fa, their methods of conduct
Mrs. Pepper s exPer™®°^Xe -n revelations. Having finished her 

as their phenomena are start ginreve her chair behind
• sermon which is -J the organ loft above sings a selection

PT. mmofble mg« ““tZSlXitoe^toX^.“S£ 

gCXS-SSS »PPtotod before her wito « pocketbook m 

the hand. Ghost’s Pocketbook.

»> oLa reused “but there is no mistake about , “This seems v«T^d, she mu A ddregged with the initials <K. W. 

^“soww^o Writer .fit pl«« toll mo » tt»«pW* « »»””=•
«>» fc±n“SOsSn“”o Ite ten,,th? moatafi th« «ted ttet

H sueh being the custom

library.
Then follows “Ghost Land, Art 

Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed 
and “A Wanderer In the Spirit Lands," 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.”

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize tor these eleven 
books is 12.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle In modern business enter- 

•| prlsel ______________

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a couree of lecture« 
delivered in the trance stale, and is certainly no

expect them |

mind that must impress
'^teStet on«., io wMch wr> —d 
said Dr. Funk, “and t^t is m.the spirit of . wable ano 
agnosticism—the sPirlt/,whl^1^°“?t:tude upOn hbrstudents when he 
Professor Huxley urged a s1“?^ th fi^any scientific’ inquiry into 
told them that m order to attain the tran mj . .. par .difficultie8 anQ ooscurui«ev s how what
any subject they must h”;« oftniificant that it was used by another I there jg however, one consideiratio.n,^J’’,e^ Jh’p'fiext life. We know 
ticularly happy °“t’h^and yeaSbefore the discovery of evolution. • lhe ¡imitations are for any that rational conver-
Great Teacher two thousandjrean he ediujns?, they have been I from similar mental condition monj[ tlm Iwmg^

“As to my oto personal {. j t confess,they have been Lation cannot be carried on “ the™, absence of rational statements
of various degrees of p^nmentf p^duced were in just trivialities and confusion and ^eataScceo°dition exists, as more

to .te U.!».—kw.te —-y A. wSS’

E»b£»Xf°-fej»fcd-« ‘btog io,tbe ?tet to =t

ful Study. _ ~, _______ • .
A Remarkable Instance.

2? SuU« more given tte,

office. ____________ ____________ ______

THE TO-MORROW Of DEATH,
CroJkee A very fascinating work. This 

tn« vSmw might “ It to wrm

to WSa‘ ^taWne^ot 
tStoJn," and and tho

_________ ;

ijOGEoFREASON M1«
1111- t m-,» and Fabulous Theolo-¡WtfK oT^ses, postSvo. 

ftoper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. ______________

FOrGG aufl Matter nwLT^ebnSed book.UA profound work upon a profouna sub
ject. Price, cloth. SLOP.

_ .. . self, I think it a io™»»«. -- --- ,g investigation
easily.pry into the secrets o e n prOving a future life,
and action in the? o 1X all aEout it in order to de
but I do not think it at all neees ry^ man 1S suc^
termine my duties in the e highly than dead matter, and
that he must estima ec . -shal)le and conserves energy it is quite 
if. nature makes matter i f> fh evidence .whether nature values per-
excusable that man shou d ast r or^^ matter If it does not we can 

um6 <*Bw./7"~ «f n driven or more given tnai evening, x wuyxy»— SOnal consciousness a g y respect virtues that place the
sermon, it bemg one of a do , addressed onthe outside with an hardiy expect men as we• t consPrve. But the importance

-“L

“ SS’írc!’£to tate .! the Cteta ted oumclr«.”

THE LIFE» RADIANT.

13 truly an inspiration. Price, cloth. »1.00.

initial and on .
takataMrs.Peppex1™”
agomaeysst.wdrtw’^ or raused her death. There«! . 
one in Brooklyn knew her na WOuld happen to seize ¿upon
only one chance m some
rny letter. -1 a Q^iber of trifling but none^les^pportant
name, described her py a numuc &. seem&'itoiwalk as if
details of appearance;she¡saidthat, cu eviErtWor a test,
she was using but one foot ^XVy she waiked ifi^Sway, and 
?IrSLP.eP.Prfnil^Ttime ’ fca moment, Mrs. Peppg sa^ that my 
I asked, Can t die teU me needle.’ TheTaetjwas when
mother asked if I did not remenw r needle into
I was a young “«n my mother stepped oft a chair a 
her foot. The needle £X»rici>n so far
so that the eye end of it had Paraly-

'I into the foot that m o^er tormov eft;I^us ed^pa . The
sis of the foot and Jmbfo ^d an g me Mfitfehsed her

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for The 
‘ ' Progressive Thinker.

Now is the time to extend Ure circuit 
** > The Progressive Thinker* 11 ESi SLteln OCCUR and SpirituaJJstta 

with which every one should bs 
Sat No other paper published on 
tt^eavta contains such a vast amount 
5 matter so well adapted to enrich th< 

L Send In a subscription now.

‘‘“Tte -,:«t toterecting E
mother was not alone, that sh ¿Schild. I did. not remember 
cahed thename of Chester either dead of alive, and I went
any grandchi d by the name convinced thit this, alleged
away from the church that nigm■ nJ ) w vmrafie’s ' ‘
SXobteudo fcm^veo Ate otherwise 
Mateig inquiries among »—•>>«" of mv lame 

rvita «¿ed fir lhe foot that

S”’ ”,C,‘“ *■* -

BY REV. DR. R. HEBER NEWTON.

-Bona fide eases of
that they are not ,r,®a^ anything like the amount of psychic
Heber Newton. I >aY.e2“* “JJhaf is, personal psychic expen- 
experienceofmyfnend br Savage m^P^ tegtimony from 
ence. . I ’S? limited, so to speak, by the private na-
fnends,—all of which is str ly striking stances would not

»“me- 

SiZTA’SX^entV, h« not been P«ti«uMy ea —

ingone. _ t have been inquiring in these directions, and
“It is many ye . ^ag come to me—knowledge of the charac- 

a large “ferred above-nearly all personal experience, and
ter to whichlhaye refe do * valuable to me, as I know the per
on this account more interesting^ information; but limited by this

. sons from whom I ha above so that I cannot give it to oth-

. circumstaime, asl have md d g j k tbe v<jry certification
and if I could it would, to^strang o£ thos? who have

NEWJJOOK. 
Psychic Light.

BY MIO RAKE.
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
nave been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It Is a ponderous 
volume.of 600 pages. It wlU hold your 
attention from the beginning to tht 
end. Lt is chocliul of stirring tact 
tents. Price of this large volume, onlR, 
(L50 postpaid.

v-o
®ran L Wnei which acc.onnted for the fact that have no d-.

^rcad?^ dispassionately need
difficulty in getting on the track of first evidence. .

■ Working Hypothesis. .
“How do vou account for the phenomena, or, rather, what is your

____
(Continued on page a).
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Interest. Price, cloth.
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8 •. GENERAL SURVEY

W1W9 witiM tòte paper 
nee a pen or typewriter. •

TAJCE NOTICE,

To ft» .ßpJdtuaU?i» ’X- Now Jersey.
Highly /Appreciative.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS. ETO.. THE WORLD OVER.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, bonce communications Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

«œrÆ»æu3mm«n
CONTRIBUTGRS.—Each contributor 

Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be

. ll j/iig that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it-distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to Mo so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The progresslveThlnker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about rou 
compositors. That means rapid wont, 
and it 1b essential that all copy, *“• 
sure insertion in the paper, all 
qulrementB being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. ‘ •

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all c'a8^f’ 
adjusted to the space we have to vccu- 
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more o 
less; otherwise many itenls,?,1B?ld1.bn 
crowded out. Sometimes a 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Unes to two lines, as occasion may re
flUTAKE DUE NOTICE, that alFitems 
for this page must be accompanied ny 
the full name and address of the writer, 
it will not do to say that Secrela^.,?r 
Correspondent writes bo and so, witn- 
out giving the full name and address oi 
the writer. The Items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not-be returned 
if we have no: space to use them.

Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may. be cast 
into the waste basket. ' ”

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF CHb 
CAGO:—THE CHICAGO LEAGUE OF 
SPIRITUALISTS DESIRE TO ENUM
ERATE ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF 
CHICAGO, AND IN ORDER TO FACIL
ITATE MATTERS, THE NAMES AND 
ADDRESSES OF ALL WHO WILL 
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE 
CAUSE, ARE REQUESTED TO BE 
SENT TO THE LEAGUE'S STATISTI
CIAN, JOHN A. TOREN, 4308 LANG
LEY AVENUE, CHICAGO.

Mrs. S. B. Beach writes telling of an 
■ awful sound that preceded the death of 

her baby. She thinks it was prophetic, 
and is now a confirmed Spiritualist. A 
friend who was present at the time also 
distinctly heard the sound, probably 
made'by friendly spirits.

■ Mrs. Isa Cleveland, who holds serv
ices every Sunday at Wilcox hall, 361 
E. 43rd street, stands high as a medi
um in Chicago. She reflects great 
credit on the cause, of truth by her life 

■ and work. She resides at 4308 Langley
avenue, Flat 7.

Mrs. Nettle Sweet' McManamon of 
■ Ehaftsburg, Mich., R. D. 2, contem

plates making a circle in lecture and 
message work, touching points In Lan
sing; Battle Creek, Hartford, Grand 
Rapids, and Lansing again. Anyone 
wishing her services should correspond 
with her soon. Address her as above.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys-Cooley has been 
■ re-engaged by the society at Water

town, N. Y., where she created great in
terest by her lectures and marvelous 
tests. At Syracuse, where she has 
been lecturing she has been greeted 

. - with crowded houses: Her lectures and 
tests combined never fall to draw. Her 
address will be in care of General De- 

■ livery, Watertown, N. Y.
Rev. Alice Wickstrom is open for en

gagements for the camp season this 
coming summer. Address -her at No. 
614 Twenty-third avenue N- E., Minne
apolis, Minn. •

- Mre. Brehop writes from Austin, Tex
as: “The book, Religion , of Man and 
Ethics of Science, by Hudson Tuttle, 
which you so kindly sent me, was duly 
received. I am delighted with it.”
" J. R. B. writes from Oakland, Cal.: 

" “The People's Mission, 508 Telegraph 
' avenue, on Wednesday evening, Jan. 18, 

was the scene of a surprise party on 
. ■ the eve of the birthday of Mrs. Hooker 

. -McEvoy, its founder and conductor.
■ Twenty-five were present of all ages, 

from baby-in-arms, the latest grand
child, to sixty or less, and a jolly time 
was spent, the only drawback being the 
fact that Mrs. McEvoy had to rise 
from a sickbed to do the honors. There 
was no programme,, but plenty to eat 
and lots of fun. Mr. and Mrs. Handle, 
Mrs. Knott and Miss Dewey contributed 
some music, after which Mr. Handle, in 
the name of a few of her friends, pre
sented Mrs. McEoy with a small purse 
as a token of their regard.”

Correspondent writes from Alliance, 
Ohft>: “Mrs. D. A. Morrill of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., closed a two months’ en
gagement with the independent Church 
of this city on last Sunday evening, and 

' for her farewell address her guide 
chose the subject, 'The Conflict Be

; tween Science and Religion.’ I lack 
words to convey to you the beauty of 

■ this discourse. Never at a loss for a 
- word to express a thought, every utter
ance, decisive and to . the point, 'she 
left the audience no other choice but to 
admit that every advance step made by 
science was and is bitterly opposed by 

. the prevailing religions of the times, 
and it was only by persistent, contimi- 
ous fighting on the part of science that 
the people are to-day enabled to enjoy 

. the blessings of enlightenment. How 
beautifully did this guide portray the 
fact that the mission of Spiritualism is 
to harmonize these strained relations 
between science and religion and set 
aside forever this bitter opposition on 
the part of religion to every advance 

: step made by science. Mrs. Morrlli is 
a trance lecturer and it is only neces-: 
sary to hear her to know how com
pletely sue is in touch with the spirit 
world. Each evening meeting was fol
lowed by spirit messages which were all 
well received, and if Spiritualism only 
had more of such workers our advance
ment w.ould not only be assured but 
permanent” '

: C. F. Short sends “A Noté of Joy,” as 
follows: “We allude to this great tree 
of Spiritualism, the forest, king, whose 
trunk Is mighty. Its roots strike deep 
in the earth; its spreading branches 
reach up into the clouds'of heaven, un
der which shade all humanity' can 
gather and repose. Its luscious fruit 
hangs so low tbat.the strong and weak 
alike can freely partake, and people 
now afar off. In the barren fields of 
speculation and tradition, begin to turn 
their longing eyes to this attractive 
scene! The day begins to dawn! Soon 
the feet of a mighty army will be heard 
making its way to this sweet place of 
rest! Fogs and darkness will, float 
away, and an auriflame of Truth's 
jower and glory fill earth and sky!”

An evidence of rottenness on the 
part of certain parties now traveling 
from place to place, and who have al
lied themselves to Spiritualism for the 
money that is in it,4$ the fact that they 
are bitter against The Progressive 
Thinker and the N, S. A. Spiritual, 
lets should avoid them as they would 
a pestilence. Keep them away from 
your homes.

Dr. Geo. W. Carey has removed to 
No. 659 S. Hill street, Los Angeles, Cal., 
where he can be addressed.

MRS. ROSE L. BUSHNELL DONN
ELLY WRITES: "YES, YOU ARE DO
ING A WORK THAT NO OTHER 
SPIRITUALIST PAPER EVER AT
TEMPTED, AND YOU ARE A SUC
CESS IN ALL YOUR UNDERTAK
INGS. WITH ALL THE CONTRO
VERSY NOW GOING ON, NO TWO 
HAVE IT ALL, AND NO TWO RE
CEIVE THE KNOWLEDGE ALIKE. 
THE'SHAPE OF THE BRAIN DETER
MINES THE EXPRESSION THERE
OF. WHAT COULD WE DO WITH
OUT THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER? 
IT FREELY GIVES ALL A CHANCE 
[SO FAR AS SPACE WILL PERMIT] 
TO EXPRESS THROUGH ITS COL
UMNS IDEAS AND THEORIES SO 
OFTEN AT VARIANCE WITH EACH 
OTHER. THE DEBATE BETWEEN 
THE GIANTS HAS ARRIVED. IT IS 
VERY; VERY ABLE, AND INTEREST
ING."

N. H. Eddy writes: “Mrs. Amanda 
Coffman of Grand Rapids, Mich., has 
been speaker and message bearer for 
the First {Spiritual Society of Buffalo, 
N. Y., at the Temple, Prospect and Jer
sey streets, during the month of Janu
ary. Sim has done very efficient and 
satisfactory work for our- society and 
the cause of Spiritualism during her so
journ. She came to us a stranger. She 
has labored very earnestly'and faith
fully. Her lectures have touched the 
hearts of the people.._The messages ac
knowledged very correct, and your cor
respondent has heard many kind words 
spoken In behalf of her and her guides. 
She has won many friends in Buffalo, 
both through her excellent medium
ship, also her genial and kindly manner 
In demonstrating the facts, and philos
ophy of Spiritualism to the seekers of 
the truths of same. The members and 
officers of our society appreciate the ef
ficient services rendered. At the last 
meeting, Jan. 29, the Ladies' Aid and 
friends, in audience gave ner flowers, 
and as a token of appreciation the so
ciety and friends, through the Presi
dent, Mr. Leo Manger, presented her 
with a beautiful bouquet of roses and 
lilies. The surprise was so unexpected 
that she was overcome and hardly able, 
to And words to acknowledge the re
ceipt of flowers.”

Eva L. Stewart writes; “The Hyde 
Park Occult Society were highly enter
tained last Sunday night by Dr. Geo. S. 
Hall of Columbus, Ohio, and Mrs. -Har
riet Loehmari of Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Dr. llall was given the subject from the 
audience, 'Immortality/ mid handled it 
in a masterly manner. We are always 
sure of something good when he speaks 
for us. Mrs. Loehman’s talk was upon 
general subjects. The audience was 
well pleased with* both. Mrs. Clara 
Hooper and Mrs. E. Kline gave some 
very convincing tests. Our audience 
was exceedingly large and interest in 
Spiritualism is on the Increase. Every 
meeting night since first of the year we 
have received new members. Our so
cial dances still continue to draw larger 
crowds each night. Why? Because 
we are social and make It pleasant for 
all who come. Remember the dance is 
every Thursday night. Admission, gen
tlemen, 25 cents; ladies. 15 cents/ Re
freshments and cloak room free.”

Miu. E. R. Fielding writes from 
Washington, D. O: "The movements in 
the cause of Spiritualism ' are various 
and progressive. Many meetings are, 
held in different parts of the city. Sun
day, Jan. 29, was the birthday of three 
prominent men. Mr. Kates took for 
hie theme the Ilves of these three great 
men—Swendenborg, born in 1600; 
Thos. Paine, 1700, and Wm. McKinley, 
1800. He said they were born the same 
day of the month, but under different 
planetary conditions. He proceeded to 
give us an astrological reading of these 
men, born under the sign of Aquarius, 
and under different conditions. Mf. and 
Mrs. Geo. Kates closed a very success
ful engagement for the First Spiritual
ist society. They leave a great many 
warm iriends in this city. They will 
i eturn to us in the months of November 
and December of this year. The spirit
ual cause has gained renewed vigor 
with these workers. Mrs. Ja. T. Long
ley, the secretary of the N. S. will 
speak for this association fo$i the 
months of February and March, fol
lowed by messages by P. L. O. A. 
Keeler, the slate-writing medium. Mrs. 
M. J. Stevens is holding her meetings 
Thursday afternoons at 2 o'clock, fol
lowed by the Auxiliary in the evening, 
at the residence of the president, Mr. F. 
A. Wood. There is to be a meeting of 
the Temple league at Mrs, W. Farrow’s. 
This body of people have banded to

. gether to build a Spiritualist Temple.
They say we must have a temple In this 
city. The Sunflower Club, composed of 
young people, met at Mrs. EJlla Royal 
Williams’. Mrs. Lease, Mrs. Julia 
Wamelie, Mrs. Milan Edson, Mrs. 
Hinkle, and many others, administer to 
the people "with messages.”

William Barr writes: “The Kenwood 
Spiritual church, 4308 Cottage Grove 
avenue, had Kenwood Hall well filled 
Sunday evening January 29, to listen to 
our brother and co-worker, Dr. Louis H. 
Freedman, who gave a short talk on the 

' wonderful spirit power he exerts in 
’ healing the sick. Our medium, Mrs. 

Grace E. Aitken, gave a number’of ex
cellent tests after the lecture, and the 
Doctor wound up the very enjoyable 
service by demonstrating his powerful 
forces. He treated about thirty people 
who needed his assistance, twenty-five 
of whom were perfect strangers to us 
all, and in not one instance did he 
make a mistake in locating the seat of 
trouble and its nature; We hope to 
have the Doctor with us again In the 
near future, and will give- him the 
whole evening to treat the sick if a 
number require it. Sunday, Feb 5, we 
will have Brother Geo. B. Warne, M. D., 
with us, and know we.will hear some 
good thoughts on that occasion. Come 

1 early and get a good seat, as we expect 
another full hall.” x .

There will be. a prize masque ball 
given by the Society of Spiritual Unity, 
Saturdav evening, Feb. 25, 1905, at Star 
Lodge Hall, -378 S.r Western avenue. 

: Dancing from 8 till 2. Tickets 25 cents 
each.' Prizes on exhibition in store 
window, 878 S. Western avenue.

MID-WINTER CONVENTION OF 
THE MICHIGAN STATE SPIRITUAL 
ASSOCIATION, FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 11 
AND 12, 1905, FREE CHURCH, STUR
GIS, MICH, The following persons 
will participate In the programme: Dr. 
Julia M. Walton, Jackson; Mr. Thomas 
Collar, president of the Sturgis Spirit
ual Society; Mrs. Amanda Coffman, 
Grand Rapids; Dr. B. O’Dell, Paw Paw; 
Mrs. Jennie Duffus, Detroit; Dr; W> O. 
Knowles, Grand Rapids; Mrs. Matilda 
Wisher, Detroit; Mrs. Dorothy Dailey, 
Detroit; Mrs. Nellie S. Baade,, Detroit; 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne, Chicago; H. L. Chap
man, Marcellus; Mrs. Cora Morrill, 
Grand Rapids; Dr, P. T. Johnson, Bat
tle Creek.

MRS. ANNA E. BAIRD WRITES 
FROM ELYRIA, OHIO: “THERE IS 
NO PAPER PRINTED IN THE CAUSE 
OF SPIRITUALISM, DOING THE 
GOOD THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER 
IS. LONG-MAY YOU LIVE TO WAVE 
THIS BANNER OF TRUTH,"

Mrs. Mary B. Brady writes from 
Bloomington, Ill.: “Frank T. Ripley 
has just closed a five weeks’ engage
ment with our society and has given 
the best of satisfaction. His lectures 
and messages were of the best. His 
guides' work is of great credit to any 
society, and lie. should be continually 
employed. Some of our best people at
tended the services.”

Columbus Wells writes: “I received 
your premium book, The Encyclopedia 
of Death, and Life in the Spirit World, 
Vol. 1, and am well pleased with the 
same. , I heartily thank you for it. I 
do not see how you can afford to send 
out The Progressive Thinker for one 
year and the book for only $1.25.” - 
. M. F. Hammond writes: "I have just 
closed a very successful engagement 
for the month of January with the Pro
gressive Spiritual Society of Fort 
Wayne, Ind., and now go to Indianapo
lis to fill an engagement for the Pro
gressive Spiritual church of that city 
for the months of February and March. 
Friends wishing to correspond with me 
will please direct to the General Deliv
ery of that city.”

J. A. Toren write?: “Dr,. J. O. M.. 
Hewitt delivered an/able lecture for 
the Society of the Psychic Forces, 361
363 Bast 43rd street, ' Sunday evening, 
January 22, on 'Mediumship.' On Sun
day, January 29, he again appeared be
fore us, his subject being ‘Evolution of 
the Spirit.' Both lectures were lis
tened to with the greatest interest. The 
messages by Mrs. Isa Cleveland were 
concis’e and clear and demonstrated to 
the greatest satisfaction, the continuity 
of life. Mrs. Virginia Barrett of In
dianapolis, was present at the confer
ence at 3 o’clock and all were pleased 
with her remarks. We extend, a 
hearty welcome to all and especially 
strangers, to attend our meetings. Dr. 
J. H. Randall will address our audience 
on Sunday evening, Feb. 5; Mrs. Nora 
E. HUI, Feb. 12, and Dr. J. O. M. Hew
itt, Feb. 19; Our endeavors are direct
ed constantly In an effort to obtain the 
best speakers and to present the living 
truths of Spiritualism to all who attend 
the services at our hall. The messages 
are of such emphatic character that in
vestigators are unable to stand the 
pressure and become fully, convinced.”

Correspondent writes?..“Mrs. Demor
est has just passed through a most try
ing ordeal with the Blue Laws of Penn
sylvania, and after hundreds of dollars' 
spent for fees and costs, she was let go 
with the understanding that should she 
ever give readings again in Pittsburg' 
or Allegheny, Pa., she would be dealt 
with most severely next time. . Mrs. 
Demorest is one of the oldest mediums 
in Pittsburg or Allegheny, ‘ Pa., and 
well known throughout the state, yet 
only two Spiritualists stood by her at 
the time of her troubles and lent their 
aid financially and otherwise. Was it 
selfishness"on the part of our Spiritual
ists dr was it cowardliness and fear of 
arrest also, that there was no response 
when an old and trusted worker add 
medium was being so badly treated. 
Mrs. ¿emorest'is. now in.Ohio and at 
work again for the cause she so much 
loves and has suffered much for. All 
mail will reach her by sending to 1455 

' Newport avenue, Chicago.”
A writer in the New York Globe 

says: “The following incident occurred 
to me: I visited a seance and the spirit 
present drew some pictures and threw 
them over the screen. Among them 
was a picture of a friend of mine who- 
had died six months previous. The 
picture is in my possession’ 'and has 
been identified by others who also kiiew 
my friend during his life.”

Will C. Hodge writes: "Sunday, Jan
uary 29, was another red-letter day 
among the Spiritualists of San Diego, 
Cal., In commemoration of the birth of 
Thomas Paine. An all-day service was 
held In the temple with regular lyceum 
services at 9:30, followed by a confer
ence at 11 a. m., which was partici
pated in by Mrs. Mary Morrill, J. L. 
Dryden,-Mr. Nulton, Mr. Wright, Dr. 
Bailey and Will C. Hodge. A bountiful 
repast was served in lyceum hall at the 
noon hour, and at 3 p. m. was held a 
special lyceum entertainment under the 
direction of-Mrs. O. W.-Smith, which, 
was highly creditable to those partici
pating as well as to Mrs. Smith as 
leader arid instructor. In the evening 
there was a union service of the young
people’s league and the first society, ■ 
with an address by O. W. Siriith on 
the Life and Services of Thos. Paine, 
followed by J. L. Dryden who took for: 
his topic, ‘The Deeper Meaning of the 
Life and Services of the Author-Hero of 
the Revolution.’ Both addresses were 
especially fine and claimed the undi
vided attention of a large and intelli 
gent audience. When people will con
tentedly sit for two full hours, it is evi
dent there ‘is something doing,’ and 
something being said of more than or
dinary interest. It was a Thomas 
Paine day from start to flnish, and 
never have I witnessed a more harmo
nious nor more'‘.enthusiastic meeting 
on a- like ocaslon. Could Theodore 
Roosevelt have been present he would 
have cause to be ashamed that he ever 
i-eferred to the man whom we delighted 
to honor, as ‘that filthy little atheist,’ 
and the Rev. Dr. Frank' DeWitt Tal
mage wouid have found new inspiration 
for a new pack of falsehoods concerning 
a man who will live in the hearts arid 
memories of American citizens long 
after his Own is, forgotten."

Annie H. Pierce writes from Rock
ford, UL: "The Ladies’ Auxiliary to the 
Spiritual Science Society of Rockford, 
Ill., is still alive and endeavoring to 
make itself useful to the cause of Spir- 
ituallsm. At a late meeting we do
nated $35 to the: fa. S. S., $5 to the fund 
for disabled mediums, and a set of dln- 

. ing-room chairs costing $6.90, to the 
Old Ladles’ Home of this city, and are 
still-a lohg.way from being bankrupt 

1 ourselves. For the last two Sundays, 
Dr. J. A. Bailey of. 512 S 2nd street, 
Clinton, Iowa, inspirational speaker and 

। message bearer, has occupied the ros-

All SpiHt^listsfjn the state of, New 
Jersey who pelieJe in local and state 
orgauizatlonJandAre desirous of hav
ing missionary work in their respective 
communities, are requested to corre
spond with.Rev, IL C. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street/Newapk, N. J., with regard 
to the matter. Mr, Dorn is duly author
ized by the N. S. ¡A. to represent Its in
terests in New Jersey in this particular 
work HARRISON D. BARRETT, 

Canaan, Ms. r Pres. N. S. A.

To the Editor:—I cannot let this opportunity 
pass without expressing my gratification of the 
GRAND WORK The Progressive Thinker is
doing, and I wish to make this suggestion to the 
readers of it: Let each subscriber SECURE

From Brighton; 'England, comes a 
story of a haunted house,' where a 
ghost has been seen. A • middle-aged 
woman, who formerly occupied the 
house, saysl:tliat one Sunday evening 
she was startled ,t.o see standing by the 
piano In the drawing-room the figure of 
a woman. There was an awful look on 
the face, but the apparition vanished 
before .the terror-stricken ‘occupier 
could gather any further detail.

Born to Mr. and ijrs. J. B. McCarroll, 
Ottumwa, Iowa, a. girl. We congratu
late the happy couple on this added 
blessing.

As the translated spirit moves in all 
the elements of nature, so does God, 
Fecbner opines, move there, too. “How 
easy,” be exclaims, “would It be for all 
faith, if man could habitually see a 
truth in that further word,' that God 
lives and moves and lias his being in 
all! Then it were not a dead, but, 
through God, a living world, out of 
whtch man- is building his future body 
and is thereby creating a new: abode 
within the dwelling place of God.” J-

Identical dreams that have come ev- 
erey night for six months to Mrs. Philip 
Jones, of Englewood, N. J„ led her to 
insert an advertisement In the New 
York Herald for information of; her 
brother, John MUsted, of whom nothing 
has been heard for seven years, A 
dream, in which the missing brother 
has appeared in a hospital of that city, 
bas repeated itself in Mrs. Jones’ sleep 
for one hundred and eighty successive 
nights. The details of thè dreams have 
never varied, the picture of Miisted In 
some vaguely suggested hospital’being 
ever precisely .similar. •

F. A. Conner writes: "The Progress
ive Thinker is the best paper I ever 
have taken and the only one that I 
read through every week; It is all in
structive.” 
' -Professor Barrett avers: “The in
vestigations we have published unde
niably establish the fact that human 
personality embraces a far larger scope 
than science has' hitherto recognized. 
That it. partakes of a twofold life, on 
one side a self-consciousness which- is 
awakened by and related to time and 
space, to sense and outward things ; on 
the other side a deeper, slumbering, but 
potential consciousness, the record of 
every unheeded past impression, pos
sessing higher receptive and perceptive 
powers than our normal self-conscious
ness—a self that, I believe, links our 
individual life to the ocean of life, and 
to the source'of all life.”

S. Burd Writes from Ohio: “I cannot 
for the life ‘of me see where you get all 
the news th'at is' tn. the paper from 
week to we'ók. Bach week it seems to 
be better. :.I would rather miss one 
meal a day'!ihan miss the paper. I 
dò not see how a Spiritualist can live 
without Thè' Progressive Thinker. I 
get more hungry for the paper than I do ' 
for eatablèpJ’ ■ '

The northwestern Ethical Educational 
Society and others iritèrested in chil
dren gathered in,Mrs Lucy Mallory’s, 
parlors (she is'à prominent Spiritual
ist) to form wjirit is hoped to be the 
beginning of/ari International society 
for children. The. motte, “Love is the. 
Way, the Truth and thé Light,” will be 
the ruling spirit' of the' ‘organization, 
which will be called the “Whole World 
Golden Chain of Love to All.” : The pur
pose of the new society, it ‘was an
nounced, 1b to evolve that love, which 
is latent in every child instead of mis
directing It, and in order to become a 
member of this society It will be nec
essary for each child to write a letter 
of love to another child.

Rêv. Dr. Minot J. Savage, one of the 
best known "Clergymen in America and 
a leader in the investigation of psychic 
phenomena, now declares that he be
lieves in spiritual communication with 
the other world. He says that he has 
seen manifestations that cannot be ac
counted for In, any other way than as 
supernatural phenomena. He is so 
strongly convinced on this point that he 
would be willing to pay $1,000 to any 
magician that would duplicate them.

Rev. G. C. Love, president of the 
First Religious Association of Clacka
mas County, Oregon, writes: "Once 
more in the hope of hearing from speak
ers and mediums .who would like to 
come to labor tor us In our camp-meet
ing In July, I would ask you to insert 
these few. lines in your columns. The 
official board will meet in the near fu
ture to make necessary arrangements 
for the camp-meeting, and unless the 
lecturers ana mediums have their prop
ositions before the board they cannot 
be acted upon. As this is to be Ore
gon’s great year because of the Lewis 
end Clark Exposition, the railroads 
tave made, a round trip rate from Chi
cago of $56.50. ' Now is the time if 
workers In the cause wish to come 
west. Let us hear from them, stating 
terms for .the camp work. Make two 
offers, one for two weeks, and the othér 
for three weeks. : With offers give good 
references as we only want good,' ca
pable workers.' Address me at No. 354 
College street, - Portland, Oregon.”

Mrs. Aipandà. Coffman writes: "I 
■ served thé First Spiritual Church of 
■ (Buffalo, N. Y., for the month of Janu

ary. . I came here a stranger, found 
the Society ln“à. prosperous condition, 
due to the good influence of workers 
who preceded, me, viz.,-Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley, ’Mrs. Ripley and Mrs. 
Kate Stiles. My meetings were well at
tended with à growing interest from 
the first. The society is well officered. 
The Ladies'. Aid,,the Young People’s 
.Society and "the Lyceum are all doing 
excellent vlork. * The young people 
have just presented'the church with a 
new carpet[jthat. cost two hundred dol
lars. They, are'workers. Dr. Eddy is a 
faithful worker and does much for the 
society. I'‘wish ’¿specially to mention 
the kindnesS’andSfnany courtesies ex
tended theiwriter by officers and .mem
bers of the. churchi Ladies’. Aid and Ly
ceum, with .Uie gifts of flowers and 
fruits and ikind <words that made my 
stay so pletóant:^, L was the guest of 
Mr. and Mr'i'uLeoJManger at Hotel. Vic
toria, and they, too. with their genial 
hospitality .-Mde^-.tó. my comfort and 
happiness; ¿Jt.was:a pleasure while at 
Buffalo to assist at a mass-meeting held 
by the state under direction of Presi
dent, H. Wi Richardson, who furnished 
a corps of able workers; amng them 
were Mrs. Tillie "U.. Reynolds of Troy, 
N. Y.; Mrs. Ella Atchison, Mrs. Coil, 
Mrs. Mudge, Mrs.-Travis, Miss Victoria 
Moore, of Dryden; Mrs. Dr. Matteson, 
Mr. Hurlbert, Frances Walker, W, H. 
Bach, Rev. John Sayles, Henry Hanson 
and Mr. Dennis. All did their work ad
mirably. The . church was crowded 
end many turned away- The state .made 
a nice.little sura.ot ¿money and > did 
much, good "Spiritually.' My-home ad-

trum at our hull, and given, I think, uni- Rapids, Mich.1
ureas is 419 Crescent'avenue,' Grand 
UnnMa . . '

y. _ , _ " * w « ~ -T^I

.

ANOTHER and see what a grand result we can 
accomplish. I have been in Omro, healing the 
sick for three weeks, and while here two of the 
old workers (A. B.Hall and Mrs. Emily E. Mills) 
have passed to the spirit side of life. With best 
wishes ! am as ever, yours fraternally. •

Omro, Wis. DR. J. 0. PHILLIPS,.

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, February 12; 1905, 8. E., 57: 
“The Lyceum's Valentine."

Gem of Thought:— .
True to the custom of the time, 
Lyceum sends, a Valentine ;— 
Faith in the power of Right to rule, 
Hope for that Love to keep our school; 
Charity given tp'all mankind, 
Courage for growth of falt'ring mind; 
Strength for the weak, cheer tor the 

sad, 
Knowledge to build life that Is,glad; 
Truth abundant to make you free, 
Peace to abide forever with thee.

For information concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Rlifg, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

Mrs, L- T. Williams writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.; “There was a splendid 
audience at Covenant Hall, Sunday 
evening at Miss Mae Hunt's- meeting, 
to commemorate the'168th birthday of 
the noble patriot, Thomas Paine. And 
this was an occasion that made many 
hearts glad, for Thomas Paine gave the 
address himself through the speaker, 
selecting for his subject, ‘Our Illustri
ous Dead.’ He said he would like the 
audience to go with him in thought 
across seas and back into many centu
ries of time, and survey the illustrious 
lives of many heroes, such as Michael 
Servetus who was burned at the stake 
by Calvin, for heresy, and Seneca, Bru
no, Robert Emmet, Galileo and many 
others whose lives were shortened 
either by the dungeon or stake, for 
teaching the great principles of life 
and liberty. He elaborated upon his 
own persecution and imprisonment, 
portraying to the audience the blessed 
freedom and pleasures they enjoyed to
day, In consequence of the lives of 
their honored dead who had given their 
lives for liberty and happiness for 
other generations that were to follow. 
He spoke at length upon the Russian 
revolution, saying that kingdoms and 
monarchies would all eventually fall 
from the onward march of progressive 
civilization and be supplanted by a. rep
resentative government,- that the 
present situation tvas all right from an 
ethical and evolutionary standpoint, 
that it was prophetic of better condi
tions and compared the present revolu
tion with the French revolution. There 
was special music and' the rostrum was 
decorated with roses and violets and a 
large picture of Thomas Paine deco- 
rated'wlth the Stars and Stripes.”

Edward Lichtig writes from Water
loo, Iowa:'“After almost one year hold
ing meetings at their residence, 518 
Washington street, every Sunday and 
thereby causing quite an Interest In our 
philosophy, so that through an extend
ed increased attendance the parlors 
were too small to hold the crowds, it 
got to be a serious question whether to 
discontinue the, meetings or secure a 
hall; therefore a few of the faithful 
ones met at Mrs. Llchtig’s residence on 
Feb. 1, and organized a society to be 
known as the First Spiritualist Society 
of Waterloo, loWa, and the following of
ficers were electedEdward Hems, 
president; Mtb. Nell, secretary, and 

'Mr. Graff treasurer. They then, ap
pointed Mrs. H. L. Lichtig pastor.’ A 
hall in the central part of the city was 
secured and beginning Feb.5, meetings 
will bo held there every Sunday regu
larly throughout the year. It is, of 
course, the intention of the society to 
gradually secure the-foremost lecturers 
and mediums on the platform, thereby 
promulgating the truths of our beauti
ful teachings to the people of this city, 
and elevating the standard of Spiritual
ism here as it is now enjoying in our 
great metropolitan centers. The. Pro
gressive Thinker is doing a great work, 
and we will do all in our power to push 
its circulation here.”
- Mrs. Sidwell writes: “The Ladies' 
Auxiliary Relief and Aid Society of the 
Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission is using 
all means to help the poor and needy. 
It is holding meetings at 54 Ashland 
avenue; admission 15 cents. Mrs. 
Kirchner, the well-known medium, has 
heretofore conducted these seances. 
The tests at our next meeting will be 
given by the mediums Mrs. Weaver and 
Mrs, Trafton. All are cordially invited. 
Don’t forget' the place, Nd. 54 Ashland 
avenue, near .'Fulton street Next 
meeting will be held Thursday, Feb. 9, 
at the same place.” •

Mrs. G. W. Greene writes of the So-, 
ciety of Spiritual Unity: “Our meeting 
was well, attended Sunday afternoon, 
Jan. .29. The audience enjoyed a lec
ture by the well-known speaker, Mrs. 
Mary B. Hill ;<Dr. White also made a 
few remarks. We are very fortunate 
in always having fluent speakers and 
good test , mediums. Mrs. Kusserow is 
our platform medium, and is able to 
demonstrate our philosophy, but we al
ways welcome visiting mediums to 'our 
platform and circle. In the evening 
Mrs. Virginia Bryan Lyoris, of Payne, 
Ohio, delivered an address that touched 
the hearts of her hearers, and awak
ened a desire in the skeptic, to learn 
more of our beliefs, teachings and dem
on stration. Mrs. Lyons, Mrs. Hill, 
Mrs. McIntyre arid-Mrs. Kusserow gave 
spirit messages. Sunday evening, Feb- 
12, Miss Sarah Thomas will address 
our audience. This society will give a 
grand prize masque ball in the upper 
hall, Feb. 25. Tickets 25 cents each. 
Fifty prizes are on exhibition in the 
grocery store window,at this number. 
All Spiritualists, and their friends are 
invited to attend. Music furnished by 
People's Theatre orchestra. We hold 
test circles and meetings every Sunday 
at 3 and 8 p. m., at Star Lodge Hall, 
378 S. . Western avenue. Meetings un
der the direction of Mrs. Nellie Kusse
row .” -

Mrs. Clara Wagner, writes from De
fiance; Ohio: ‘‘We had no meeting on 
January 29. I was called to lecture in 
Hicksville, Ohio, at the home ’of' Mr. 
and Mrs. Richardson, brother and sister 
for the cause of true Spiritualism. The 
bible is my text book, and my desire is 
that thd holy spirits may .guide me. 
Thero was a good attendance and a 
general good feeling prevailed?' '

mh#*PAHLAVI la the- name of a claaaic Persia: 
language, •. -

CARTOMANCY lathe eclentfticname forfeit 
tune-tc!llng by curds.

Thia Byateiu ia pouttlvely tiie ouly sclcutiiiP/ 
method of card-reading known.
..YUI0.'» our.1!8 book, PAHLAVI CAllTCp 
MANGY, boaniitiuly illustrated in colors, show»** 
Ing’ each Pahluvt card anl its meaning. Th) 
onb book of ita kind pubHakad. Sent poalpah 
on receipt of25e. ■

The cardaare of beautiful duplex enamel Snlsli 
and ate bo novel that they carry 72 patent clntme 
•Ihoy arc ulao adapted for playing games, whtcU 
while intemiely Interesting, tend to education- 
uioi’alliy and refineiurut. Price of Puck a 
Caids, CO tents. Book of games and explanatloi 
of symbols free with each pack.

6411X1)10 autl Particulars sent free, 01 
aeud 75c for pack or cards, book of gamefa, and . 
•Pghlavl Cartomancy (book on card reading). Or* 
4or quick. Write for our liberal agent's offer.

PAHLAVI CAKD CO..
363 Houseman Block. Grand Ruplda, Mich.

A Cleveland writes: "The meetings 
at the Society of the Psychic Forces, 
held at Wilcox Hall, 361-363 E. 43rd 
street, were well attended last Sunday 
evening, and great Interest was shown 
in our speaker’s subject. Dr. J, O. M. 
Hewitt spoke, Sunday, Feb.. 5, we 
shall be pleased to announce Dr. J. H. 
Randall. Sunday, Feb. 12, we shall 
again be pleased to announce our 
brother and co-worker, Dr. Hewitt, and 
we are trying to keep him for a series 
of lectures which will be very helpful 
to all the friends who are seeking the 
truths of spiritual unfoldment. Sun
day, Feb. 19, Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt speaks 
upon 'Evolution,* by request, and we 
hope to have many of our friends come 
to listen to him on that occasion. Mrs. 
Isa Sleveland gives messages every 
Sunday afternoon and evening, and all 
our friends and investigators are wel
come at all times.”

Elizabeth Delphin writes: “The En
glewood Spiritual Union is now located 
at its new hall, 6603 South Halsted 
street, where it will be pleased to wel
come all Spiritualists.and investigators. 
Mr. H. F. Arnold was speaker for Sun
day, Feb. 5. Mrs. Nora E. Hill of the 
Rising Sun Mission will be our speaker 
Sunday, Feb. 12, and Mrs. Lyon will be 
cur speaker on Sunday, Feb 19. Spirit 
messages will be given by good medi
ums at the close of the lecture each 
evening. All are welcome.”

kjrs. Henry writes: “On Sunday, 
Jan. 29, at the Universal Occult Society, 
we had a very enthusiastic meeting. 
Evangelist F. M. Stoller lectured. He 
held his audience spellbound, and at 
the close of the meeting many went for
ward and congratulated. the young 
speaker. A few very satisfactory 
messages were given by Mrs. Lambert, 
and ,a few psychometric readings by 
your correspondent and Mr. Clinton 
Thomas. On Tuesday evening the first 
spiritual revival meeting ever held was 
opened at .77 E. 31st street, by the pas
tor, F. M. Stoller, and we had quite a 
large attendance, and all enjoyed the 
meeting. The speaker was Dr. George 
B. Warne and be was at his best, and 
needs no recommendation to a Chicago 
audience. Short experiences were 
given by the following:. Dr. Cross, Rev. 
Mr. Owens of Wisconsin, a Unitarian 
minister. Then Mr. Griffin explained 
where and how he obtained the little 
messages and pictures lie has on exhi
bition. They are written in all colors. 
Dr. Axel Gustafson and others followed 
with messages, and tests by Mrs. May 
Elmo and Mrs. Lucille DeLoux. On 
Wednesday evening, Feb. 1, we were 
disappointed in our speaker, Dr. Ran- 
'dall; owing to the severe illness of his 
wife he did not appear, but Dr. Axel 
Gustafson, who is one of the best Spir
itualists and finest speakers in the 
city, filled his place and he had a treat. 
On Wednesday evening, Feb. 8, we will 
have another social In Hall C, at 77 E. 
31st street, and all can have a. good 
time for the small sum of 25 cents.”

Fully two hundred people were pres
ent at the lecture delivered by C. Fan
nie Allyn, of Stonewall, Mass., the Odd 
Fellows hall, at a late meeting. The 
subjects of her talk were given by the 
audience. Mrs. Allyn severely scored 
some of the biblical stories as being 
very inconsistent with the teachings of 
Christianity, and took several exam
ples to prove her views. She contend
ed that the Bible from beginning to end 
was of a Spiritualistic nature, and said 
that if all things pertaining to Spiritual
ism were taken from the bible , there 
would not be enough left for a minister 
to preach a sermon on. In telling of 
the views and aims of Spiritualism Mrs. 
Allyn said that their creed placed no 
foundation on the atonement for men’s 
sins by the Lord Jesus; that everyone 
must answer for his own wrong doings. 
She held up the action of wealthy 
churches In building fine places of wor
ship when she said the money should 
rather have been used for the elevation 
and betterment, of - the downtrodden 
masses. . Mrs. Allyn gave an example 
of inspirational rhyme making on sub
jects advanced by the audience, and 
some psychic readings.

The Englewood Spiritual Union Is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladies’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.

Mrs. Amanda Coffman of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., writes that on the evening of 
January 26, she lectured for the First 
Spiritual Society of East Aurora, N. Y., 
to a large and appreciative audience.

Secretary writes from Peru, Ind.: 
“We elected four delegates to our com
ing state, convention. Our annual re
port shows we had with us during the 
last year, Mr. and Mrs. Sprague, Mrs. 
India Hill of Dedatur, Ill.; Frank T. Rip
ley, Dr. Gerry of Fort Wayne, and Mil
lard F. Hammond, making eighteen 
extra meetings during the year, besides 

! our regular Sunday afternoon meetings. 
We have just finished with Bro. A. A. 
Finney of 626 West 63rd street, Chica
go, Ill., a trumpet medium of rare abil
ity who has done our society much 
good.”

C. H. Greene writes:- “Sunday, Jan. 
: 29, the Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 

held a general conference in the after
noon, consisting of short talks by the 
members and 'friends. That evening 
we were favored by the presence of that 
young and talented speaker, Mr. H. F. 
Arnold. Mr. Arnold’s subject was spe
cially selected and interested his hear
ers from the opening to the end. We 
would like to call the attention of our 
friends and all Spiritualists to our 
meetings which are held every Sunday, 
3 arid 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren - and Leavitt streets; pro; 
gresslve lyceum meets at 2 p. rif.- Our 
platform is always filled with the best 
of Spiritualist speakers and tests are al
ways _.a feature , of our meetings. 
Wednesday evening, Feb. 15, our regu
lar monthly reception and ball will be 
held in our large dance hall. A good 
time Is assured and we extend to all a 
cordial invitation to attend.”.........

We are always glad to publish brief 
notices of local meetings, but they 
must be brief. We cannot give space 
to what the various speakers say—to do 
so would fill our entire paper. If you 
find your notice cut down, it is done 
simply to - avoid leaving it out alto-*
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An Opportunity Never Before Offered 
on This Earth to Form the Nucleus of 
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Thought—A System of Humanitarian 
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gresslve Thinker.
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1—The Encyclopedia of Death 
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Life In the Spirit World, Vol 2 h'
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READ THIS CAREFULLY BEFORE 
REMITTING.

When you send In your subscription 
to' The Progreso Ive Thinker, careiuui 
look over the books: which you desire it 
this list, and send for them. They, are 
very valuable ihey ar© intensely in 
teresting. They are elevating in ton 
and will do you good |n remitting do 
not fail to enclose a dollar for The Pro. 
greasive Thinker.

In conclusion, bear In mind that the 
postage on th®®6- Premium 
Books Is over ONE DOLLAR, leaving 
this office only $2.22, Illustrating th» 
great bargain you are getting—an op
portunity to form the nucleus of a valu. 
able library, the like of which was never' 
known before on this material plane.
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40 Loomis Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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This department is under the man
iement of
! HUDSON TUTTLE*
Jdresa him. at Berlin’ Heights, Ohio.

NOTE__The Questions and Answers
Have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear- 
Ung compels Ure answers to be made in 

t ¡the most condensed form, and often 
X:telearnesB is perhaps sacrificed to thia 

«forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit 
tted and Uie style becomes thereby as Lr’tlve, which of all tbings is to be dep- 
»ecated. Correspondents often weary 
(with waiting tor /be appearance of 
their questions and write letter or in 
oulry. The supply of matter v * 'v-a/,S 
Several weeks ahead of the space g v . 
imd hence there is unayoldable delay. 
Every one has to wait Msi tim 
nlace, and all are treated with equal

aN°OTICE.—No attention will b0 given 
innonymous letters. Fullt?la^fters will 
'dress must be given, or the letters wm 
mot bo read. If the request be made 
the name will not be published- the 
.correspondence of this let.
¡become excessively large, especially 1 
ters of inquiry requesting P/vat® a t.

Where could they find homes , in the 
narrow strip of country known as Pales
tine, every foot of which has an owner?

The original boundary of this coun
try is indefinite, but its territory never : 
exceeded 150 miles in length along the 
Mediterranean coast, with a breadth of 
40 miles. Only a small portion of its 
mountainous surface can be cultivated. 
The climate during the summer is one 
of excessive heat and hot winds scorch 
even the mountainous sections.

Everything is said to be possible with 
God, but It remains for theologians to 
wrestle with the problem they believe 
was presented by the random talk of 
the so-called prophets 3,000 years ago: 
How can two thousand people find sus
tenance on every square mile of this 
rugged country? v

After all, wherein will the Jewish 
race be benefited? There can be only 
one reason assigned for this world-wide 
movement, and that the weak and in
consequential "fulfillment of the proph
ecies!” In the light of present condi
tions it is safe to (make another proph
ecy: Palestine will never be occupied 

' by the Jews.
There is another part to tne bible 

’ prediction: The Holy City of Jerusalem 
| was then to become the great.capital of 

the world! Of this assertion few would 
care to take the affirmative.

“Human Nature": Q. How shall we 
explain the fact that sometimes a man 
who during-all his middle life, has been 
ti staunch freethinker, In hls declining 

I age renounces all and becomes a be- 
\ llever in the doctrines of the church! , 

A. Such instances are not rare and 
Lave been made to do excellent service 
Ry ministers as proving that at the last 
Lhelr religion furnishes the only conso
lation. A conspicuous example is that 
"f Clark Waggoner, a distinguished ed- 
,;'jr. He was reared in strict observ-

■ 'ce of religion, but when arrived at 
-ija-s of maturity, became enlisted in 
™e ranks of freethinkers, and Btrenu- 
Lis in hiB devotion to that cause. He 
/Accumulated a large library of infidel 

A'Aooks. It was claimed to be the most 
K’fdmplete in this country. He was well 

-/¿ceiBed in all these authors and with el
? ’onuent speech met every objection. He 
\ would have been^the last man one 

X'twould have selected for a prospective 
bliurch member. Yet when he reached 
She decline, he went over to the church 
fn which he had been trained in his 
Youth, renouncing hls independent be
lief. And not content with that he 
brought his valuable library, which had 
taken years to collect, out on the street 
and before a crowd gathered by adver
tising, on a huge bonfire burned .the 
books to ashes. In this and all similar 
cases, it is not the triumph of religion 
over the intelligence of the mature 
man, but over the man running fast to 
second childhood. The religious im
pressions are forgotten, and the 
thoughts run in the deep ruts of cb“0' 
hood. It is a pitiable spectacle, this 
'decay of mental powers, and should 
¿each SnirltualiBts a lesson in the edu
cation; of their children. They should 

' be-wamed that the child cannot attend 
-the erthodox Sunday-school and;,be bap-.

tfced wlth false Weas’of natare Qpd 
and. man,-without the Influeiide of Buch- 
baptism influencing the life or reap-, 
pearing in later years over-shadowing 
and blotting out broader views; as 
some rank weed whose seeds remain 
dormant in the soil for years to spring 
up at a favored moment to blight and 
blast more delicate growths.

THÉ FROQRESSrtfE tnáHKBR
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Can Only Be Explained by Admitting 
Spirit Control

The strange dual life led by .Howard 
Windham of 143 Brook avenue, Bor
ough of the Bronx, In New York City, 
is exciting the Interest of students apd 
professors of psychology in the univer
sities and colleges ot the east.

Howard Windham is only three and 
one-half years old and is one of boy 
twins. His twin brother, however, died 
within a few hours of his birth. From 
that hour little Howard seems to live 
in a strange world. In fact, hejives as 
if he were two boys.

The peculiar phenomenon of his Ute 
was not particularly noticeable until 
he was able to walk. That was some 
time after he was a year old.'

Demands Duplicates of Gifts.

M. S. Fleming: Q. Is there danger 
of the visits orthe “plague” which has 
many times visited Asia and Europe, 
and what was the disease?

A. Thè plague is a name applied in
discriminately to a variety of contagi
ous and Infectious ailments which from 
time to time decimated the population 
of different countries. The cause was 
Ignorance of the laws of health, the 
people believing that all such visita
tions were punishments for sin and that 
it was defying God to take any care in 
their prevention. They lived in utter 
disregard of hygienic laws, were filthy 
in their habits, and congregated like an
imals in their dwellings. Treatment 
was by incantations and the most 

■ whimsical remedies, too often to the 
detriment of the afflicted. There was
of course no care taken to prevent the 
spread of the infection, or to guard 
against it. With the modern methods 
and knowledge of the nature of disease, 
should such a plague appear, It would 
be quarantined, and thus its wide 
spread prevented. Yet there are coun
tries which furnish hotbeds for the 
growth of’such disease germs, and 
these may at any time be visited with 
the same fatality which marked the ter
rible slaughter ot the past. Russia, 
and many Asiatic countries constantly 
invite such contagious onslaughts, and 
there gaining virulence, threaten the 
nations which communicate with them. 
From what has been recorded, it ap
pears that the plague usually took the 
form of typhus fever of most malignant 
type. Its first appearance in Europe 
was in A. D. 544, and it is estimated 
that in that country its victims num-

 ■ t • • , t ■

Straussmann was a mtibiclafi, a linguist, 
a gentleman. In his ^)ppo&fte mood he 
wap an ignorant lout.-nl

In neither -mood Aid- straussmann 
recognize himself in tife’OtFer. In hls 
later, years ho came tiK&no&lof his own 
strange dual character. IfiUiis gentler 
mood he sought to study his other self, 
but while he realized thntjgart of the 
time he had another he could
not recall even for an.4psta^(nny of the 
peculiarities of his nPtbei6i self. He 
never, knew when, his ^opd^hanged.
Phenomena Made Famdufe bjPStevenson

Alternative personality is wy no 
means an unrecognized phenomena 
even by those wlio do not know it by 
that name. Robert Louis Stevenson 
wrote one of his most. notable books

From that time he never seemed to 
be alone. If he was given a stick of 
candy he invariably insisted on having 
two. This, at first, was attributed to 
his love for candy. But. after awhile 
his parents noticed that he never ate 
but one piece of the candy.' The other, 
he laid aside. To test his peculiarity 
they would offer him three sticks oil 
candy. Either he would take only two 
or would insist on having four. If giv
en four he would eat two and lay the 
other two aside. • ■ ’

As the little boy grew older and 
could sit at the table in a high chair he 
would not eat unless an extra plate and 
extra spoon whre laid beside- his own, 
and more than that, he would cry until 
a vacant chair was plaqed beside his 
own. He would not touch the. extra 
plate or spoon, but would not eat unless 
they were provided. , ...... . ..

Little Howard was and is a preco
cious child. He could talk quite read
ily at two years and even at that'age 
knew the purchasing powers and pos
sibilities that lay in a penny—that uni
versal gold of childhood. When glven 
a penny he would insist on another one. 
"No, no, no, two, two, two,” he would 
cry. If he could not have two pennies 
he would not take one. If given two 
he would run to the grocery store and 

, spend one for caddy, but would not 
. spend the other one. . • • a

Howard’s parents are poor and they

bered 25,000,000. Its first recorded ap
pearance was 767 B. C., when it is said 
the whole world was afflicted. The 
statistics of those times are not reli
able, yet the great numbers given by 
historians show how much civilization 
must have been impeded and national 
strength weakened by the prevalence of 
this disease.

THE WHITEWATER INSTITUTE.

A Tribute Paid to t(ie Same by E. W. 
Baldwin.

C F. Clark: Q. What ot the moVe- 
meritto unite the Hebrew race in Pales
tine with Jerusalem as the capital, 
(Will not this be a full and complete 
confinriation and vindication of the 
prophecies? ■

A. ' The only reason which can be as
signed for bringing thé Jéws together in 
the Holy Land, is that the prophecies 
may be fulfilled. The Christians desire 
this event to take place, far more than 
the Jews. In fact the latter have no- 
Cesire to sacrifice themselves tfiat the 
word of their prophet may be con
firmed. ' If history teaches any lesson, 
it Is that the Hebrews will never occupy 
(Palestine. -A more barren and undesir
able country thah this "Holy Land, 
would be difficult to select, and if any 
part of it ever “flowed with milk and 
honey, it was before it was scorched 
•with volcanic fires and inundated with

with alternative personality as its mo
tive and every theater-goer in the 
United States knows the book, for no 
play is of more common knowledge 
than “The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde." "

Herr Straussmann of AlSaoe Lorraine 
was only the forerunner di Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyre, and little Howard Win
ham of New York may live to supply 
fiction and the drama with another 
character equally strange and mysteri; 
ous. - ...

GENERAL SURVEY.
। ‘(Continued from page 6.)

R. H. writes: “Mrs. L. A. Griffin, the 
English medium, has consented by 
pressing invitation to prolong her stay 
in the city of Erle, Pa. By her earnest 
addresses and remarkable tests she has 
given general satisfaction and caused’ 
quite a revival of true Spiritualism 
which unfortunately had been permit
ted to lapse in our midst. The good 
work for the spread of spiritual truth 
has been seriously commenced by a few 
earnest, energetic soulls headed by Mr. 
and Mrs. R. Hopkins. The friends 
here are d.esirous of sustaining suffi
cient enthusiasm to build up a strong 
society and acquire a church of our 
own. Mrs. L. A. Griffin is open for en
gagements with societies, week-night 
services, circles, etc., during the months 
of February, March, April May and 
June. Address, care of Mrs. Hopkins, 
549 West 17th street, Erle, Pa."

J. C. Curts, M. D., writes from Hutch
inson, Kans.: “Mr. W, E. Harvey, an

A CARD FROM Dà. P&EBÌ-E8.
It has been my custom for years In 

publishing books to bring them out in 
editions of one thousand; - but S.amuel 
M. Lazalers & Co.., of" Philadelphia, 
published one edition of 20,000- of my 
booklet entitled. "How. t» Live a Cen
tury and Grow Old Gracefully.” Tiffs 
wasiafterwards merged into the vol
ume, “Death Defeated,; or the Psychic 
Secret of How to Keep Young."

.This last book of mine, “The Demon
Ism of the Ages and Spirit Obsession," 
now under a fierce gatling-gun'flre, hav
ing met with such an unexpectedly 
rapid sale (two-thirds of the second edi
tion having already gone forth on Its 
mission of truth and peace and good
will—(smile now If yoq .choose, for 
smiles and flowers constitute the lan
guage of the gods) that I shall soon, be 
obliged to publish a third edition; and 
will those twenty or thirty whose 
published statements of facts (not sto
ries) relating to their, personal obses
sions and experiences with evil spirits, 

, forward me their corrections if they

cannot afford many pennies or many 
toys. His first toy was a hoop taken 
from a barrel, and wound with bright 
colored cloth. His mother taught him 
how to roll the hoop along the sidewalk 
with a stick. As Boon as he learned 
the joys of rolling the hoop he prompt
ly demanded another hoop and refused

<*.* ««»>•'««« 
and continued to play with his old one.1 spirits are very, very, apgry with me

it the same way with ¿is first tor writing this book,,. It has greatly 
‘ disturbed them. They fcan that it wiltIt was the same way with hls first 

top, his first ball. Everything has to 
be given him in duplicate, and yet he 
never plays with more than one.- • •

The child, however, does not insist 
upon a double supply of wearing ap
parel. He Is content with one cap, one

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
A dainty white bookÿ

book on astrology that

A book of rare merit«

tered one in the city, and so far from
is in the

A

Wedding’ Chimes. By Delplia P, Hughes, 
giving a marriage-eerCmony.- Price 75 cents.

Were You Bom Under a Lucky Star? A 
! every one can understand. Price, $1.
i Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller.
Price, $1, ,i .. ... . . _ *

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo inné.«
Price, $1.25. ’ : ’’ , „ . •

What Would Follow on the Effacement'of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject. By.George Jacob Holyojike. Price,

honest, reliable . trumpet medium, is 
now with us, and many of our best clt- 
izens are getting proof of the continuity 
of life, and of spirit-return. Mr. Har- ' 
vey gave a seance last Sunday after
noon for our Psychical Research Socie
ty, in tire hall, consisting of partial ma
terializations, written messages, play-, 
ing of Instruments and ringing of 
bells." ■

W. J. Colville has been lecturing to 
large audiences in Los Angeles, Cal.— ■ 
subjects; “Thomas Paine" and “Chris
tian Science, Its Truths and Limita
tion." His week-day lectures are well 
attended in Kramer Hal), 932 Grand 
avenue.

Wm. E. Magruder writes from Mary
land: “I look forward anxiously every 
week for the day when The Progressive
Thinker will come to me. I heartily ap
prove of your course in having the free 
discussion of subjects about which 
there is room for difference of opinion."

Eugenia Rouble writes from -Water
town, N. Y.: - “Mr. George Brooks has 
left us after a month of service that 
speaks for itself. He is keenly sensi
tive to the needs of his people, so con
scientious and intense a worker, that 
all he does is of greatest benefit, and 
we are looking forward with pleasure 
to his return for the month of March. 
We are also pleased to announce our 

। success in getting Mrs. Georgia Gladys 
• Cooley to return to us for February, 
• knowing bow mu'dh we shall accomplish

have any as soon as convenient. Dr 
Robert Greer, of Chicago, has already 
asked me to change the word “four
teen" to forty in the first paragraph of 
his article. j- r .

Permit me to further say that these

pair of shoes. ■
Undeterred by. Punishment.

For, a long time hls parents failed to 
fathoni Howard’s peculiar mental hu-_ 
mor. At first they attributed hls pe
culiarities to selfishness and to whim
sicality arid they even punished him 
when he insisted on having duplicates 
of everything. .

. (The child’s extraordinary peculiarity 
finally became Known.in the. neighbor-, 
hood.. It ls;,generaUy; bplleypd.hy., all 
wfioTtnoii ajid ha,V6 .obpgrvep the.chnq, 
that his life Is Intimately bound lip with 
some unexplained knowledge .’ of ' his 
twin brother. Hls parents, however, 
laugh at tho theory, and his mother 
even spanks him in a vain effort to 
break him of what her neighbors calf 
a “sympathy” for his 'dead brother. ■

Of course, little Howard does not 
know of the little twin brother that 
died. He is not old enough to realize 
what it-means or would mean even if

iOnb oHh<bBtudent&''thaf!I Inaueed to-' 
attend the Morrls Pratt- Institute,"Ib m-- 
telligent, has integrity, and is a good 
deal mediumistic. His folks are farm-, 
ers, and the mother is an exdellent test 
medium, but naturally finds little 
enough time- to exercise her calling. 
She was not favored with extensive 
early advantages, but has good sense.

The son’s mediumship was one fifti
eth developed. He feared to go far
ther, saying he dared not trust the 
power. Al! the money he had was sav
ings from working out as a farm hand*-- 
He consulted his mother about going to 
the Institute. She said: “I have never 
studied and don’t know the value of 
study, so can’t advise." ,

The son now writes me: “I meet the 
work successfully ahd enjoy it Tube 
rhetoric daily. It improves composition 
and good thinking. It Improves one’s 
thinking on all subjects.

“The oratory department' and evolu
tion of expression is after the Enierson 
College of Oratory. One part is to com
mit a verse and speak it before the 
class. This alone" almost pays for 

' coming.

S&nd. ■ • ■ i
Even In the heroic days of their , 

greatness, the “favored people kept 
kwell away from it, preferring to. live 
'with surrounding nations. They were 
never united on its soil, but were scat
tered when Babylon was tne seat of em
pire of the world, as they are to-day. 
The “sweet singers of Israel, bewailed 

- tbeir exile by the Nile and EuP^ates. 
They have never been brought togeth
er. because they never have so desired. 
¡Yet scattered as they have been and 
are among the nations, they have re
tained a race solidarity, and allegiance 
the result of religion, which prevented 
intermingling with other people, and 
thus maintained purity of blood.

At the present time there are in Rus- 
Bia 3 400,000 Jews; in Germany 590,000; 
in Austria-Hungary 1,700,000 ; In France 
'49 000; in England 100,000; in Italy 38,- 
D001 in Spain 5,000; In Belgium. 3,OOP; 
in Roumania 400,D00; in the 
lands 60,000; in Sweden 2,000; in^Swit- 
zerland 8,000; In Denmark 4,000; In 
Greece 5,000; in Servia, 5,000; in Rou- 
india 4,000; in the United States 130,
000 (Census of 1890) making the Jew
ish population of the world 6,500,000.

’-Yet Widely separated as they are they 
nre one people, bound together by a 
common religion, customs,, and racial 
Character, which distinguishes a Jew 
.whether born oh the coast of Abyssinia, 
the Red Sea, or on the wintry coast of

excite Buspicions that Jhey^re not aU , 
illumined angels oif 11^, though .. 
coming under the great ^Wric names 
of Plato, Jesus, John. 'Wesley and 
George Washington. ^CanQ^ly I did 
not think or dream arousing such 
enmity in the minds fjt unfleshed de
mons or in the mindset ^fading Tew 
of our spiritistic co-wofkers and writ
ers. The last uncorded yffriol bottle 
:omeB to me from the sunny gouth. An 
)ld friend forwards me a letter which 
She 'liad ’just recqived'Yrqrirklrs. J. M. 
Maryin,' a ■' Spiritualitt "or Memphis, 
Tenn’,, formerly a wrifer ter the de
funct Bdstpn Investigator,) in, this let-, 
ter she says amorig/.’-ortier* unhappy

Dr. Watson ahd Bucfrihan 'and. all. the 
rest of thoscri’-d Bible4 Spirituallsls.” 
How ip that! for . this muclvexploRed 
charity, ‘fraternity .lip-and-tongufe .broth- 
¡irhnod :bo strenuously professed,. by 
Spiritualists? '‘’Though discouraging to 
these dear people, the prospects are, 
that I shall yet hang on to the tree of

he were told.
His mother has listened to the plead; 

ings of her friends and neighbors to the • 
extent of promising to keep the.knowl- 
edge of his twin brother from him-as 
the boy grows older. Even when he 
becomes old enough to be told and to 
understand he is to be'kept in.ignor
ance of the fact that he ever :had a

“The psychic department is a study 
of spirit power and how to control it. 
The Arcana of Spiritualism is the text 
book. The first half hour i§ devoted to 
answering questions and discussion, 
arid the last half to sitting. This is a 
twice-a-week class—Tuesdays and Fri-

“Some of the studies I- wilf not take 
till next term. I think I am putting in 
my time profitably. The work is what 
I have desired for a long time. I am 
learning the. value of study,,modern, 
study." ,-

The report pleases me. It indicates 
that a way has been found whereby me- 
dlumistic development will be ho more 
unpleasant than musical development.

Those who think Splritualisin and 
mediumship can be duly’ developed 
without study, any more than science, 
make the mistake of their lives. 
Heathen Spiritualism proves it Those 
who wouldn’t have any college if. they 
can’t have it from the start just-after 
their own individual notions, make an
other big mistake, ■

* $<Thls people have made their homes 
■ With the other riations from time imme

' moHal, and though by Cbristiannations 
’ treated as aliens, they have become a 

riart of the people among whom they 
dwelt and their interests rooted in the 
foreign soil. Although they treasure 

’ the tradition of the unity of their peo-“ 
rte' they could not be induced to break 
away from their interests to pursue 
this dream. And were they to do this, 

' how could six millions of people be 
transported? It would require more 
than'3,000 ships each carrying. 2,000 
passengers to" convey this multitude.

one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1. ' - .
Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J„ 

M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.
Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on 

the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 pents. _

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $L 
; Woman's Bible. Parts I. and II. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of 
scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each. 

■ WofiWb Church and State. A-historical account of 'the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri-. 
archate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman, Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise 
from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan II. Wixon. A 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of ST D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Cure.” 
"Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board, cover, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De
velopment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Fifth. - The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure.

1“<liealtli and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather, 
35 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books ot the 
a^e. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra. ,

e“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1; paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents. , .

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Zodiacal Influences« Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

under her management.”
S. Katzenberg writes from Fort 

Wayne, Ind.: “The Progressive Spirit
ualist Society of Fort Wayne, Ind., has 
been holding interesting and enthusias
tic meetings for several months with 
hoipe talent, having several mediums 
who are just developing and giving 
fair satisfaction. The past month we 
had with us .M. F. Hammond, who, by 
the way is the author of ‘Compensa
tion,’ an article published in your valu
able paper, giving a number of fine lec
tures as well as tests. From here he 
goes to Indianapolis for two months 
and the many friends he has made dur
ing his stay here wish him success and 
trust that the seed sown by him may 
take root and sprout and become as it 
were the mighty oak, and we hope 
sometime in the future to again have 
with us this bright and fluent speaker.”

Rev. Elizabeth E. McCarthy writes 
from Beloit, Kansas.: “I find a large 
and undeveloped field for spiritual 
workers in this section of country, more

“THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA”—A WORK OF GREAT MERIT.
By Dr. Paul Carus. Seventh edition. 275 pages. Cloth, $1.
Accepted as authoritative by numerous Buddhistic sects, and trans

lated into ten different Asiatic and European languages.
A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 

of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.
A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng

lish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of true and fabulous Dieoi- 
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; lob 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the ar
ticles “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study ot tne 
Sanskrit. By Prof. II. Oklenberg. Price 25 cents. _ _

A New Catechism. By M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex-, 
press the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new tunes.

especially south and east of here. I 
will, return to .Pittsburgh whe.re I have 
a class |.q empierle spiritual science, and 
when, tnrou'gij. I intend tri yjBit Joplin,, 
Girard, M’nskégóó, South’McAlister, Ok
lahoma arid any other place where I am 
needed as an inspirational lecturer and 
•test.medium. I will also consider en
gagements to camps or local societies. 
My present address will be Pittsburg, 
Kans., General Delivery.”

Prof.'W. M. Lockwood, the scientist, 
is now located at 305 Oakland avenue, 
Pittsburg) Pa. The Professor has an 
engagémept to lecture there.

Mrs* O. 8: Grane writes from Indian
apolis, Ind.: "The Progressive Spiritual 
Church of Indianapolis, is the only char-

mortal life a fulLquarter of a century— 
so, beloved.—you mustjear with me. 
' By the way, are we living in thé 20th 
pr. the 17th century, when it was both 
the pious fashion and thS religions prac
tice of Roman Catholics to persecute, to 
burn books and their authors; not only 
¡n "effigy,” but in brutish réality. As „„„ ______ ______
thoughts are refined,? etherealized being engulfed or injured, 
forces, may not these' ^effigy-burning healthiest state" imaginable, growing 
thoughts among Spiritualists lead to.-both in members and attendance. We

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. —
Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 

all its phases. A book_espeeially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus-. 
ing ideas. By Emma Éood Tuttle.’ Priée 25 cents. '

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from thé Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the . 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents. '

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles^ and their companions, and not included in the New Testa- ■ 
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50. _

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized

the re-erection or -thé“'uprning stake, 
and the re-kinalin'g of jt&jB‘fires of Smith-brother. ' ! :* 1 ¿nd the re-kinuling of tire‘fires of Smith

In the meantime the peculiar, mental I g e)d? . ■ '
traits oL.little Howard Windham' at- The acidity of these'mlsrepresenta- 
tracted the attention of the students ot i Hons—this spite . and this ■ ■ malice 

. . -x «...—1 jniTthfully remincUine of a scene when 
that good and grand-souled man; Henry 
C. Wright was lecturing againsl'Slavery 
fn New Braintree, "Mass./-where I was 
then teaching school. Tile'hall was lit-

psychology at1 Columbia* university and1 
the University of New. .York They 
give it the scientific name of "alterna
tive personality.” From ■ their study, of 
psychology they say that as little How.- 
ard grows older his tendency to-altern
ative personality may diminish and dis
appear. In that event he will he of no 
further interest to psychological,- scl-
enee. ••

Radical Change ih Alternative Person- 
allty- ' • ' .

A knowledge of the existence of a 
Spiritualist college will be an incentive 
to greater caution and study bh the part 
of mediums and Spiritualisih generally 
outside the college trained. They 
will not have it so easy, but will be 
helped. The United States is too far 
advanced to trust Spiritualism to drift 
for itself. Some persons have excel
lent constitutional mediumship,- but are 
unfavorably born in the.quality of.in
tegrity. Such will be especially helped 
by1 the advanced study ahd training. It 
greatly aids in the control of obsession-

Any Spiritualist college to begin with, 
is better than none. Compare the pub
lic school of to-day with its first days.

The final touches- on Spiritualism 
must be; placed by-conservatlsm, not by 
ladicalism. ;

The radicals have’ been splendid 
h-eaking plows. This la .. the reason 
that nearly all .the old Free Thougnt 
and Spiritualist papers died. They fead 
done their work. ’.' . ■, ■ . .

J < ■ . ; E. W. BALDWIN.
■ Madison, wis./ ,' , . . - - . ,
?' Aj;j, ' " . .. .

■ There are only a few yiell authenti
cated cases of alternative personality, 
but these few have excited the. keen.in-, 
tercst of students of psychology; in all 
countries of the world.. Among .the 
mdre notable cases is 'that of .Herr 
Straussmann of Alsace," who for years 
before his death lived unconsciously 
as two men. Like the’little New .York 
boy, Straussmann had’a twin" brother 
who died at birth. . There is no record 
of Straussmann’s earlier years, and his 
peculiar mental characteristic was not 
recognized until he was 13 j’ears - old 
and at school at Strassbourg. He was 
a particularly headstrong, Vicious boy, 
careless of dress and'manners arid in
different to study. His tutors had al
most reached the point where they in
tended to urge his expulsion from the

erally packed, and ..Henry; always good- 
natured, was vigorously pourlng oht the 
hot shots of well-proven facts showing 
that the churches ■ were the strong
holds of American slavery, when In a 
seat back, there sprang to hls feet a 
Christian pro-slavery 'man and gesticu
lating violently, charged Henry C. 
Wright with contradictions and direct 
falsehoods. The chairman, rising, be
gan calling this fiery intruder to order 
when Henry, the speaker, coolly inter
posed, saying, "Don't 'disturb him— 
pray, don’t disturb .him;-let him-puke it 
it up—puke it up; he will feel better 
afterwards.” . The audience' shouted 
With laughter. Any application of this 
is unnecessary, only that I may add that 
since the publication o£ this anathema
tized book, I have, received on a scale 
of ten, about seven commendations in 
its favor for three damnations—and so

school. • ’ . .
One day young Straussman“entered 

the classroom, neatly dressed, and with 
modest demeanor. Heknew his lessons 
perfectly. Hls tutor was astonished 
and complimented-the youth upon his- 
marked improvement The boy ex
pressed unmistakable surprise, and de
nied with unusual earnestness -that he 
had ever been anything else than a dil
igent student The tutor let the mat
ter rest•• ' ■

I sleep serenely. . '
; But forward me your;'suggestions or 
any corrections, you .desire pade before 
I print this next contemplated;.edition 
of a thousand copies. . ?,''.. ..'.

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.
■ Battle Creek, Mich. ,

For six months Straussmann was the 
./ of the school and bade fair 

w off the honors of his 'class. 
Then, the day fixed for the school ex
aminations, he appeared in the class
room as unkempt, as insolent as ever. 
More than that, he was entirely ignor
ant of everything be had studied for six

• . j?ui *-
Ynodel boy 
to carry ol

Shall i b Medl- 
lirti,” Fully /ViisWefed

In ‘Meiliumghip and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
aâd CüItivatioDj” by-: .Hudson Tuttle. Price 35

. -—t.Tr—dT— .
Do You Suffer wi^i ^stljníá? .

If you dp. you will besinterested

have organized a Ladies’ Aid and had 
crowded houses. There is no enmity 
or rivalry existing between the -various 
societies. Last night the Progressive 
Society held one of the largest meetings 
in its history. There was scarcely 
standing room for- the number who at
tended to see the .slate-writing demon
strations and,the seances conducted by 
Frances Rudnick. The Bible Spiritual
ists also held .¿.large meeting and a 
number made known their intention of 
joining the new church.”

D. Feast writes from Baltimore, Md.: 
"Dr. Austin, pastor of the First Spirit
ual Church, took for his theme Sunday, 
Jan. 29, ‘Our Soul Powers and How to 
Unfold Them." Jan. 31, the pastor lec
tured on ‘Wit and Humor,’ to ac large 
audience. The Ladles’ Aid Society 
furnished coffee-and sandwiches after 
the lecture. The- Lyceum Is steadily 
growing in numbers and interest.”

Sarah Stone -Rockhill writes from 
Alliance, Ohio: “We have a nice church, 
seating capacity nearly 500, and out of 
debt We have.had Mrs, D, A. Morrill 
of Grand Rapids, Mich., for two months, 
than whom- there is no better; grand, 
powerful, uplifting, -and- in plain lan
guage she gives lessons the world 
needs. She also gave good tests. I

in
knowing that the KolaSlantjn new bot
anic r discovery found Am Wé Congo; 
River,' West Africa, iCTirórftñncéd • an 
assured curé for ..Asqpna.^Most mar- 
velouB cures are wroyght this new 
plant, when, all other i remedies fall. 
It 1b really a most wondetfdP discovery.

months. ■ .
i Solved by Scientific Study.
) Prof. Hertzogg, the principal ol the 
school; divined that there "was. some- 
filing mysterious in. young * Strauss-, 
mann's ■ mentality and • he proceeded to 
make a close study of the boy. He 
took him; into his own family In order 
to be able to make closer observations.

. At’ the end of . three- years of, careful 
study Prof.. Hertzogg .revealed to -the 
scientific world one of the strangest 
cases of alternative • personality:! ever 
known. Young Straussmann .vibrated 
unconsciously between -.two. personali
ties* The . changes to hls character 
were irregular as well ¿a- involuntary; 
Straussmann the brutal, inEOlpat,-igaor- 
ant youth would trecome-Sttoussmanri

Mr. R. Johnson, Sr., a ri&mffient citizen ol 
Grand Forks, N. Dak., wrftBs:; JlHried twenty phVBlclans and changes ol cllma«vwlthout re
fiel, hut was completely cured by ffie Kola Com
pound alter fifty years 'Buffering? Dr. W. H. 
Vail, an eminent pliyslclMiJot Stf: Lonls, Mo., 
writes that he tried Hlmalyn, on, eoveral differ
ent cases of Asthma with datlsfSctory results 
In every case. firs. MllHo"feo'rchcrs, Amanda, Ohio, writes: I suffered Mlthi AstlMna twelve 
years untU tho Kola /Compound cured me. Mrs. 
W. B.Murilttroyd, North Chatham, N Y., writes, I suffered tor several years' with Asthma and 
could get no relief until Iipsed the Kola Com
pound which cured me.- Hundreds of similar 
letters have been received by, the Importers, 
copies ot which they will be pleased to send you. 
' To prove to you beyonfl flbubt Its 

wonderful; curative power] the Kola Im
porting Company, No. 1161 Broadway' 
New York, will sendta large ease of the 
Kola Compound free'by rnalL to -every 
reader of The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very fair, a»d we advise sufterertf to

i»

to formula^ Christianity. Price 15 cents. ■
Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila

tion of historical foots relating to the ancient’ conception of,the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J.
Hudson. Price $1.50. ■ ’

A Sex Revolution. ByLois Waisbrooker, author of ‘ ‘Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents. _ .

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by ■ 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with; silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with signs of the 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis,'the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnelly, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent by the name of 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2. \

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concerning 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, 50 cts.

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1.

Rebind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner, 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents.

Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given through the 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage 25 cents.

Bible and Church Degrade Woman. By Elizabeth Cady Stanton,

want to say. that the Open.Court is very 
Interesting, and will do a world,of 
good. What a lesson in the paper by 
Father Pierpont, ,, through .Mrs. M. T. 
Longley. How plainly he shows. why 
there must be.earth-bound,spirits, and 
how they naturally seek activity on 
their own plane, and.how we all need 
knowledge to so order our Hives as to 
assist and not be injured by either 
spirits In or opt of. the. body.”

Tffiss Grace Schbeneman writes from 
Denver, Còlo.: “Mrs;'Alice Gehring of 
this city has been holding seances 
which tax the capacity ot her rooms. 
At one of her Sunday evening meetings, 
which I’attended recently, there were 
thirty-six persons.? These seances are 
held under test .conditions. Dr. Ed
monds and Viola, two of the medium’s 
spirit guides, talked in clear and dis
tinct voices, the former being indicative 
of a higher source of intelligence than 
that of the medium."

Secretary, writes from Akron, N. Y.: 
“The first meeting of the Spiritualistic 
Church of Akron, N. Y., was held in the 
spiritual hall last Wednesday, Jan. 25, 
afternoon, and evening, and ‘ was In 
charge of the: state missionary^ Mrs. 
Reynolds, who addressed the members 
at-both sessions. Our -pastor, Mrs.. 
Atchison, of Buffalo. N. Y., also gave, 
spirit messages to many, during after
noon and evening* The attendance was. 
large; and,the society hopes to increase 
the membership soon... Mrs. Atchison’s 
work is fully appreciated by members

Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suffrage on 
Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents.

• Bible. Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped ol 
made them perform mighty works and utter, inspired words. Persona) 
characteristics of prophets and fipostles. By Allen Putnam. Price, 75<s

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de- . 
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character ol 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination ol 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price. $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, they are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers, one, two, 
three etc. New and unique. By W. H. Bach. Brice, 50 cents. " • '

Body and Soul. A series of lectures by J. Clegg Wright. Price, $1 
Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1.
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study in the Astro-Magnetic * 

Forces of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
science. 107 pages, ■ Price $1. ■

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents.
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price, $1.75«

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise on how to rear chil« 
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug- 
Siori By Newton N. Riddell. Price 60 cents. .
6 Children’s Progressive Lyceum. : A manual, with directions for the 
organization and management of .Sunday-schools. Something indis- 
nonsable By Andrew Jackson Davis. • Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 cts..
• Christianity a Fiction.’ The astronomical and astrological origins of 
all religions. A richly safcastjc pbem, by Dr. J. H;Mendenhall. Price .
50Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book Price, cloth, 35 cents ¡ paper, 25 cents. ; ‘ ,

Clairvoyance. A book of 105 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
aa -Inw.. Tintlira nnn tinrnldmArk*jpreclated by membéra of clairvoyance,.its'law. nature and unfoldment,

j*«“8??O VGrmbiue. Price, doth, $1*50. . ■'
iZoaa Ciri! W. ‘Th» «ree

of the- church.

The First Spl&stChurch of Akron, S^f^anity, of liberty, and of patriotism. By Burton Amea
■at v' .UWcrysv y .__ , .«onnn. Rn r>nntfl. nnflt.nfl.ioL . ... uN. Y." ,
„ , (QQnttMed an jago 8¡> ■4

sSgton: 300 gages. Pri^ gaper, 50 cents, postgaide

ir - T- O ly vJrunWinC* rMtUj. •
flnmiñe American Civil War.1 This excellent book is written in the
VUuuiLg liknwMr nr»A, Af ’nfttrinf.ifinr "Rv Rnrtnn A trina
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Raady.to Battle forS$ritiiafaa, Pure and Un^gtaM, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.
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A .Willing Narrative of Experiences io the Sphere; 
of Spirit Life.

Through the Hediumship of Dr. Hillard F. Hammond.

CHAPTER IV.—Continued.
As he said this, he attempted to 

grasp me by the arm, but from some 
cause unknown to either of us, he was 
forced back of me; while, I felt assured 
that she was able to cope with the 
men; and as results proved, so she was. 
As they jumped forcibly towards her, 
the raised her right arm, and with the 
elbow slightly crooked, and the palm of 
the hand turned towards them, she ad
vanced one ■ step towards them and 
spoke the one word, "Stop.” Then
after an instant's pause, she slowly 
lowered her arm, and said in as gentle 
maiiner as I had yet heard her speak:

“You would not injure your liberator. 
I have said you were slaves; I am here 
to liberate ycu; to Injure me, if it were 
possible, is to double your shackles. 
When you have seen your condition, 
you will realize the truth of rny saying. 
Arise, and stand like men; and no 
longer let the lower animal propensi
ties be on top; commence from this 
time to allow the spiritual, that has lain 
dormant so long to gain the ascend
ency.” . ■ ■

As she raised her hand, they each 
fell prostrate before her, and lay as if 

" dead; and when she told them to arise, 
they laboriously arose to a.standing po
sition, and in a very deferential attitude 
meekly listened to her words. As she 
ceased speaking, they one after another 
turned, as if to leave her, but she said: 
. “Please do not leave me in disgust 
and contempt; I must converse with 
you all.” • .

They did not seem to hear her, but 
continued towards the door, and she 
again raised her hand and said in a 
low but firm tone:

’ “You heard me tell you that I desired 
to converse with you. Return, all of 
you, and listen to my words.”

They appeared to be under her com
plete control; at her firm command 
they each quickly returned to her and 

: like a truant child, they hung their 
heads and assumed a position of curi
osity; and as she proceeded they par- 
tlally lost their sneering looks, and be
fore she left them she had so far 
gained their confidence that they each 
grasped her hand and begged her not 
to leave them.

She commenced by appealing to their 
understanding of true manhood; she 
shbwed them the hidden possibilities 
for each to reach a plane where they 
•would be free; she showed them' that 
debauchery, dissoluteness and brutish 
revels were now retarding their prog
ress to that extent that they must al
ways remain slaves, to their depraved 
passions upon the earth plane. She 
likened them in comparison with her
self, as a piece of lusterless and worth
less clay, to a sparkling diamond; but 
at the same time assured them that 
they must sometime reach the same 
effulgent degree of expansion that she 
had. She proved to them as she had 
my father and myself, as well as all 
those excarnates I had visited with her, 
that they were dead, or had been re
leased from the gross material body;’ 
that while they were no longer amen-' 
table to man-made law, yet there is.a- 
higher and far. more inexorable law 
which would hold them responsible fof 
every act in every degree.

As she touched upon the subject ,of 
release from the body they first laughed 
In derision at her words; but her reas- 
onliig was so convincing -that they soon 
became interested; and then she Baid:.-

"Now, my brothers, I must leavg yon; 
I have demolished the barriers to your 
egress from earth-plane, and I know 
your progress and expansion from this 
moment is assured. Do not make 
search for paths to lead you to higher 
planes, for by the law of adaptation, 
you will gravitate to such positions as 
you are now fitted for. As you further 
realize your great powers for interpre
tation and analyzing your requirements, 
such as all mankind possess, you will 
gain an impetus that will send'you on 
in the spheres which lie beyond you; 
so that you too in time, will become a 
liberator, like me, your teacher.”

■ As she said she njust leave them, 
they started as if by one impulse, and 
grasped her by the hand; and while 
tears coursed down thir haggard faces, 
they laughed in a gleeful manner; and 
the one who appeared as the leader, a 
short, stout built man, with a most re
pulsive face, said:

“Ye are a teacher, by—! Yehave done 
fer us what no other has, or could do. 
I have killed my man, an’ was hanged 
for t: I supposed they made a mistake 
an' hung the wrong man, and played a 
joke on him; a’ as I did not go to heav
en as the preacher on the scaffold said 
I would, and as I did not find the tother 
I couldn’t jest tell where I was. These 
other thugs here, are in the same boat 
with me; we’ve had a lot of fun, an’ 
been in lots of scrapes, such as you’ve 
seen here this mo'nin’; an’ I know I’ve 
helped dozens to kill their man; an’_I 
know I ain’t alone, fer these fellers hev 
did as much as I hev. Now, don’t 
leave us, but stay an’ help us, Can’t 
ye?” '

“No, my brothers; you will need no 
help. With your determination to 
gain a better condition, you will find 
you possess all the assistance neces
sary. You must learn to rely on self. 
You have always relied on others for 
help; now you must commence to seek 
all your help in self.”

: Approaching my father and me, she 
said: .' ;

“As -we have accomplished all we : 
can here, and I hope you have learned ; 
well your lesson, we will seek another.” \ 

We left the house as we had entered 
it, and as we reached the street, we saw 

■ a large crowd that had congregated as 
near the house as the police would al

- low; and my teacher said: <
“Here is a lesson for you. Here is a

moment arrives; then the poor man, c; 
it may be a woman, commits sonic 
overt act, tor which they will be com 
pelled to pay a penalty; when if it were 
a possibility to acquaint them with the 
cause, they would avoid it. . Or, ii 
those in authority on , Aer could be ■ 
made to understand that there is, a 
cause to compel such little-expanded 
souls to do such things, and for which 
such were not responsible, there mfgfiti 
be a great advance in the development! 
of all races of people on Aer.” .

As our teacher called our attention to 
the earth-bound spirits in the crowd, 1 
looked, and saw many whose appear
ance was as repulsive as those we had 
seen in the house; they were close to 
some person, and in some cases seemed 
to be whispering to them. They were 
attached to people of both sexes; and 
even children, of whom there were 
many in the crowd of curiosity-seekers, 
were not free from these human blood
suckers. One thing I noticed, and be
fore I could form a question in words, 
my teacher answered it, by saying:

"A good reason why you see no 
earth-bound spirits of children, my 
brother, there are none. Wnen a child 
spirit is released, it immediately grav
itates to a harmonious plane where it 
comes in association with an individual 
that is also harmonious.

"As the bud of- the flower will pro
duce a perfect blossom If there is no in
terference, so will the child produce a 
man or'woman of purity and harmony. 
Unlike the flower, which has few re
quirements, the Cinbryonlc individual
ized life has many; and being sensitive 
to all vibrations of whatever name or 
nature, either mental, spiritual, or ma
terial, if it remains on earth-plane long 
enough to have its harmonious vibra
tions mixed with the discord of other 
material things. It is also subject to 
any vibrations of spirits, of any degree 
of expaaston.at all times, until It has 
become able to control self." '

■ During my teacher’s reply to my tin- 
spoken inquiry, my fattier had re
mained an interested listener; as she 
stopped, he said: -

“Then it must be a good thing to die 
young.”

“For many, yes. If all could be made 
to understand that outside influences, 
or vibrations have much, I might say 
all, under existing conditions, to do 
with shaping the material destiny of 
mankind, then there would be more 
thought devoted to the cause of the in
harmonious minds and acts, of man, 
with the result that even after a child 
has passed to the plane-of the adult 
they could avoid the outside, and any 
Inharmonious influences of both spirit
ual and material; and then" they would 
fully realize that to leave the earth
plane in early life, would be a misfor
tune; for, by so doing they would miss 
earth’s experiences, and thus lose the 
lessons to be derived through them. 
But; as few receive any benefit from 
the experiences they are bound to have 
on earth, it is far more to their advan
tage to go out early; or die, as you spy.

“We must hasten from this scene 
now, and go where we can receive an
other lesson? Our'next will ' be of a 
somewhat different nature;,:! perceive 
that you both .have received enough of 
the kind we have just received.” ' :
'As she said ‘this, she turned toward 

the street from which he .had come, and 
following that some distance, we turned 
into a side street. . '.

CHAPTER V.

Hypocrisy. < _ <
We ¿topped in front of a large, and 

what my father styled a "modern Iflillt 
house;” It was built of brick, and had' 
granite trimmings oyer.each door and 
window, that were ‘flhely chiseled to 
represent many, fancy figures. A broad 
veranda was-JtiftjoBtr^afowas enclosed 
by a balustrade J>f fancifully carved and 
fashioned woodrijfqgslye' granite steps, 
with a hand vaifias jarge as my arm, 
and it looked ¿¿Jf- iti-was made of gold, 
it was so bright, -was on either side of 
the steps. The shades of the windows 
in front of the house were drawn tight, 
and there were no signs of life appar
ent from the outside. ' '

With no preliminaries, we entered 
and proceeded to a., very large room 
where were assembled the household, 
which consisted of a man and his wife, 
two daughters of perhaps twenty imd 
twenty-five years old, find three sons 
ranging from twelve years to perhaps 
twenty-six years old. As we entered', 
we discovered the family at their early 
morning devotions. The paternal pa
rent was kneeling beside his chair, and 
with one hand was gesticulating, while 
he fervently prayed In a loud voice. 
The rest of the family were kneeing by 
their chairs in different parts of the 
room. As we entered, and as soon as 
my father realized the situation, he re
moved his hat, and with bowed head, 
he assumed a position of reverence. •’

Standing by the side of the oldest 
daughter, was a female figure'with a 
beautiful face; she was clad In flashy 
garments, and by the side of one of the 
sons, was the form of a young man in 
fashionable attire. I immediately dis
covered that the two were spirits, and 
they were concentrating . their gaze 
upon these two members of the family,' 
whose chairs were adjacent .- to each 
other. . . ; . . ..

We . had not been In the room but a 
moment, when the young lady giggled 
slightly, and her brother raised his 
face from his. hands and frowned at 
her;'at the same time, the two spirits 
laughed in glee, while their father, who 
was uttering a volume ofwords,stopped 
long enough to-show that he noticed’ 
the show of irreverence of his children;
nt the same, time, the form of an old

-  _ - - . ---------- -- man .of large stature, and. gray hair and 
targe number of the people of Aer, beard, appeared by the side of him who 
drawn nere through morbid curiosity, •
the most of them are similar to those 
Who have been engaged in the scene 
we have just witnessed. While the ma
jority of them would shrink from par
ticipating in a murder or assault, yet all 
are subject to the same influences as 
those we see in the house, if similar 
conditions surrounded them; Here also 
is an apt field for the same kind of 
spirits to ply their chosen vocation; for 
excitement intoxicates, or unbalances 
them; and then, although unconscious 
of it, they are brought under the psy
chological influence of xindeveloped in
dividualities, or earth-bound spirits; 
with a -result not unlike that which we 
have just witnessed. To prove my 
statement, please notice the number of 
spirits-who are hovering near certain 
cf the material beings here; while 
these may not,'here, and perhaps.the
opportunity may never. again -appear, 
when anything of the exact nature of 
what we have seen.may take place, yet, 
like-vampires, fastening themselves 
upon their , unconscious, victim now 
when-an opportunity occurs,, they-will;__ _______
gfttiow.titair prey until the opportune.garfesaith.

was praying; he Concentrated his'gaze 
upon my father. The two spirits first 
seen, now leaned over the two children, 
and as they did so, the young lady 
nudged her brother with her'elbow, and 
he leaned, upon Ills sister, which caused 
her to lose her balance and slip to one 
side of the chair upon the floor; at 
tliis move, the two spirits danced with 
joy and gesticulated with their hands 
in demonstration of their success in 
causing the commotion, The father 
continued his prayer but a few minutes 
after this, and as he arose from his po
sition, he called the two children by 
name, and began to upbraid them Tor 
their show of irreverence. He lectured 
them for some time; reproaching them 
for their disrespect, not only for him, 
thqlr parent, but also for their sinful 
acts during the devotions; and more 
especially at the immediate time, lay-» 
ing stress upon the’ fact that it was the 
morning, of the holy Sabbath.

' ■ '(To be continued.) -

-Jest How to Wro the Sota pies

(Continued from page 3) ; •

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science,^Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life

Give Us the Truth, the Whole! Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
R Psychic ano Naturai Cialrvo yant
caiù/nuloia" 207 Lincoln ave., Chl-

FOB. THE XfMN. I>r;,i>ixon. MiniJ)hne and Birthdute- 
■ua will answer H questions. Clairvoyant read
ings (typewritten), |100. U E. 3tet Bt„ Chicago.
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Dr. Peebles Institute o! Health offers Free 
Consultation to the Sick and Suffering.

II you are in poor health and wlih to be cured, writs 
the Doclars at once. They Can Help You.

. Dr, Peebles Insti
tute of Health, has 
for .years made a 
specialty of treating 
chronic diseases and 
by their Home Treat
ment have cured 
hundreds who came 

„„ to them in utter de
spair because their 
cases had been pro
nounced Incurable 
by their local physi- 
clans. Theysuccess- 

I fully treat Catarrh, 
.. Bronchitis, Asthma, 

Rheumatism,' Kid
ney and Bladder 

. Trouble. Heart 
„ - - . ... Trouble,. $tomach,’
Bowetand Liver Troubles. AUHlood and Nerv
ous Diseases as .well asjill diseases and weak
nesses peculiar to both man and woman.

They employ the latest and most approved 
methods of treating these disease and if you 
are not completely cured your stomaeh js not 
ruined with strong drues. If you are In 
poor healthrmd want treatment or if you do not 
understand your case and wish to know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. 
They charge you nothing for a complete diag
nosis and if they find your case is curable their 
charges will be most reasonable.-- They will 
also .send you literature fully explaining their 
methods of treatment. _

If sickyourselforifyounreinterestedinaGlck 
fr end write them a plain, ^andjaletter and they 
will tell you whatyourtroubldlftphd-if your case 
is curable will -quote youUhMrTowest terms.’ 
Write to-day. Address Dk'fceiWes institute of 
Health, 23 Main St., Battl&t^y, Mich. _

GENERAL iuRYdEY,
(Continued from page,7.)

Thos S. Kizer writes from Decatur, 
Ill.: “There was quite a' surprise to 
some twenty-five people who met for 
our mid-week service at the home of 
the writer on 19th ult. Just before the 
service, Mr. James- R. Jordan of this 
city, and Mrs, Belle Johnspri of Spring
field (here for the last two or three 
months—both are mediupjs). came for
ward from an adjoining room, and .were 
united in holy wedlock by County Judge 
0. W. Smith. After congratulations, 
our Sister GarraW’s cpntrol made a few 
well chosen remarljB,, which were en
joyed by all. The.brlde Gas served our 
society a few times quite acceptably, 
and we trust she and her'husband have 
a bright future before them. They left, 
on Monday for Springfield, where -thdy 
will reside. .No one but the contracting 
parties, the judge and my family knew 
one thing of the marriage until the cer
emony and we (the family) only‘knew 
it a Jialt hour before.” ■ .... ;----

John Wallace writes fromjl§^t£(bu7ii(’;‘ 
Ohio: ’“Respohdlng:td an invitation,' a ■ 
goodly number of the Ashtabula Spirit-.', 
iiallsts visited'the Geneva meeting-on* 
Sunday , last; where wo found a warnij 
welcome by a good, harmonious society;', 
Everything was done to make our visit 
one of pleasure and' proht After the 
morning session, which consisted of the 
usual exercises, followed by an ad
dress by Mrs. Carrie F. Curran, we 
were.treated to a generous repast; 
which was served-in their spacious din
ing, hall. All partook of. the physical 
feast in a manner that indicated’ appre
ciation by every one present. The af
ternoon, exercise consisted of .selections 
by the children, followed by the experi
ence ot nearly all present. The sing
ing under the instruction of Mrs. Tal
cott of Ashtabula, was of a very high 
order. A beautiful featiire’.'of the exer
cises was an inspirational poem by 
Mrs. Josie. Wallace of 'Ashtabula, the 
grandeur of which . proved’ beyond . a - 
doubt that' it was of divine origin. ’.The 
afternoon exercises closed with a gen-’ 
eral exchange of ideas. The evening' 
exercises were fine. The two cornet 
solos by Mr. Alberts, lenf insplration to 
the occasion. Mr. and Mrs. Pancost 
sang- ‘Only a Thin Veil. .Between Us,’ 
with splendid effect. Mrs. Curran 
seemed to be at her best. Her dis-‘. 
course was of a very high order,, and 
her inspiring, words.did. much to stimu
late pur glorious'truth, and pirbyed to us 
all, that heaven Tight-around? about us 
lies. The Geneva society has certainly 
taken on <new:-lifef: -Jt seems to me'that 
it simply let go to get a,, better hold. 
Much credit is .due Mrs, Curran for the 
healthy condition of the Geneva-society, 
as under her.-§iinistrations: it-has been 
lifted lip to-ftsi-present; prosperous con- 
dltion, Its president/ ;Mr. C. Johnson, 
Is the right man in;the fight place.”.

FOR A SHORT TIME, will give readings by 
«rail for 50 cents. Send lock of hair, articles 
worn, or any souvenir. Will answer questions^ 

if written separately. MUS. T. Kose, P. O;Box? 
126, Smith Town, J*. I.

FRANCESL.LbUCKS 
16 one of the moat 'successful mddicai clairvoy
ants known, curing wbero;'nU others fail, Nerv
ous exhaustlon. mental and physical.diseases of. 
men, women and- children . successfully treated. 
Write in own handwriting, giving name, age, Bex. 
leading symptom and-five two-cent stamps, and • 
receive a correct.dlagnoals, For children, send 
lock of hair. Price reduced. Address: • -

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
36 Warren St,. Stoneham, Mm. :

PALMISTRY BY MAIL. One Dollar Read
ing for 25els.,'to introduce my new system.

For. full particulars address, MRS. LAURA' 
BELL, 1025 Walnut st,, Chicago, ill.. ' ■

The Speaking Dial.
A Wonderfal Spiritual Invention.

Clves'names, datés and circumstances. Speass 
tn various languages; answers mental questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove 
immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
»hasesjof. mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
spirit bhnd. . - . .. . .
. • TESTIMONIAL. :
‘ Hot Springs. Ark , Jan. 23,1904.
P. J. Dempsey :—I am-more than pleased with 

your Speaking Dial, and tbo results obtained are 
in some Instances' astonishing, I have a plan
chette and Ouija board, but the Dial Is a great Im- • 
provement on them all, Yours truly, -

. . . - " ; J. A, GIBSON.
If you wish to Investigate Spiritualism and con

verse with your spirit friends In your own home,' 
order a;Speaking Dia! to-day. Dials now ll.6u 
each.: Booklet with testimonials for the asking.

Address P. J. DEMPSEY, Inventor.. '
. - 2817 Columbus Ato.. Minneapolis. Minn.

flpoGMOcw Testament, 
Being all tho Gospels, Epistles, and ot-hei: pieces 
now extant, attributed In the first four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, hls apostles and their com- 
gaulons, and not Included tn tho Now Testament 

y Its compilers. Trlco, cloth, W.50.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
Historical and critical review, with replies to 

an objection. By G. W. Brown.«. D. Price, ifa.

The Region of Science. •

FROF. FREDERICK M. STOLLER, 
Teacher and Dempnetrator of Psychology, llead- 
nige dally, except Sunday; boure 10 a, in. to 8 p.m. 
Readings by mall, 81.00, 3160 Indiana Ave.. Tel. 
8761, Douglas. 1 , . .

fcOUTH PASTE is the kind 
k? that destroys disease germs and makes the 
mouth foste sweet and wholesome. Do not let 
your children grow up with decayed teeth. Sam
ple lube 26 ets. Agents wanted. Du. Daniel b, 
Hauzk, 181 w. Madison St., Chicago.

NICHOLAS BECKER.
Clairvoyant Life? Headings, with messages, 

names and.descriptions.of your spirit friends, 
from your letter or lock of hair, by mail, tl 00. 
Oklahoma City, Okla. ’ ' *

• UTSELF taRKISMCH
UarmlcBB .Homo Cure. “Address 

. MUS. M.-F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, ni.

OBSESSING INFLUENCES 
Removed, Dreams Interpreted, Clairvoyant Da- 
scnpHonb..hypnolio conditions relieved, diroc- 
t.ons given.for safe development of mediumship, 
diseases dlagnoeed. ReadlngB by Mull. $1.04. In
done writing or look of hair if practicable, 
' KI-LA »OVAL WILLI All 8, 
: 834 Eleventh 8t„ N, E„4VaBhlngton, D. 0.

CONSULT-YOUR STARS.
_Know your fate by tlie Kgyptlan SyMemot 

.-»■•«»•olOBy l THE OLDEST ON EARTH! Learn 
Ilie aqallny ot your baby boy or girl. How about 
changes In your life and preparations to'meet 
Ihenp rliluk of perloda of Blokneaa, acetdents, 
deaths, and'how to avoid them! Write meat once 
enclosing 81 and dute-ol tlrUi, for full year's read
ing. lean openyouneyeal Address,

MMK. KOBg, 
■ . ' '• Locle Box 83, Baek Buy, Boston.

DR. GEORGE LESTER LANE. 
Obsession-a Specialty.

All Diseases Treated Successfully, 
872 Huntington Ave.J‘Boeton, Mass.—SEK Dll, 
J, M. PEEBLES’-BUOli ON OBSESSION,

. PUBLIC NOTICE.
Office Of Meys Cheulleal Manufacturing Company, 
„ „ . , ttohlcago, Ill,, January 17th, 1U05. 
Notice Is hereby given that at a meeting of the 

®toc’f1‘0>llere Df>' Meys Chemical Manufacturing 
Co., held at Itaomce.mi 71 West Jackson Bonk, 
Chicago, Illlnolsr.on the 17th day of January, 1805, 
D'e followliix remeluUon was adopted, to-wlt:

BESOLVEDi'Bbal tM capital stock of the Meys 
Chemical MnygdCo. bo and tho same lb hereby 
Increased from-415001'.fo »100010, and that the'eer- 
tiacates of such'change have been Hied In tho 
office of Seorrnaty of State and In tho office of the 
recorder of deeds In the county of Cook, as pro
vided by law, ’ to. A. BuaOESS, President

SPlRITfPHGTOGRAPHS 
l OontinuoiiBBuceeaa^ln tbe phases oi our medl- 
utnshlpi-and-lu.obtalMinff perfect ¿Ikeneasen of 
those spirit trfonda jpast desired Dy our patrons, 
4hat can bo readily reifognlzed. has enabled ns to 
reduce the price ot sittings' by mriU-.“ Always as- 
plringr,jorthaJ.highAi8t.ln the psychic field, has 

•aided ns!to>riBe- abovo-the ■usoui latimulahts. to- 
’•pappp;andv.alj/cdnUmtoaiiug- Influences sfr pret-* 
• »lent,-and-Mnw us* oprapport-with the hlgher- 
epirK.-fopcee at-pell aayonrdepartledfrierida. and 
Wace9r.aucc.es» iii^thin easyreueh. Send »lamp 
forrour three .«aluablo Circulars of instruction. 7 
¿'Trance. -foBVond business reading^ • by»malE 
.SeaJed queBilona answered ¡without-opening; by 
spirit power. MR. & MRS. A. NORMANN. *

Elliott av. So.. Minneapolis. Mina 
. Magnetized Slntes, SI.OO a Pair.

ANDREW B.. SPINNEY, M. D.
Who has had

Forty -Years’ Experience in the Study 
and Practice,of Medicine, Two ' 

' Years Prof, in a Medical
College, Ten Years • 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 

and !■ a Natural Clairvoyant. Honever 
fella In dlagnosm, He has given apodal attention 
to eye, oar, throat.and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your caae FREB; write lust how you feel with 
your-own hand and hold the letter In your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, 

•Address,. ANDRE W-D. SPINNEY. M. ».
Prop. Reed CltySanltarlum, Heed city, luoh.

flUnniWFiif Restores. Lose Vision; 
n WUllUvj IUI Write for Illustrated Circular 
XnonHiniQ showing styles and pricesand 
QUuulaLlUi photo of Splrlt.Yarma, whode- 
vejopeddhlB Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
ust my-Melted.Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect- 
y to your .-eyes at your own-'home and send by 
mail, as if you were in my. office.-,Thousands will 
testify. - . B.F. POOLE.
‘ - * •-•- ” <3 Evanston Ave.. Chicago. Ill

Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 
can say perfection, I- shall recommend them to 
my friends,Ever your friend. - E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal.

FRED. P. EVANS, :
• ‘ noted Psychic for 1
Independent -:Slate;--Writing and

--Clairvoyance, '
Hob recently left New Yorkj’-tind is now located at 
1112 Eddy Su« San Franciico.lCal.' Send stamp for 
circularonMedlumshlp.1.“ -

Annie Eord Chamberlain’s Card.-
_ Dear frlenda,-you con rrsatly help me care for 
rny blind «later, Jennie L. Webb. one ot tbe OAH-

., lest mediumsnow lirthofonn, by writing a letter 
}o a spirit friend. Solid It tome with ll, and I will 
try and xetreply by independent writing or whis* 
pers. Address Mrs. Annis’Lord Chamberlain. MU* 
fordMass. • . . - r--

“SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY.”
DI?i OLIVER.

The science blithe invisible side of life—a logi
cal presentation of the facts pertaining to the 
“Truth of Spiriti” The ideas , are the most pro
found expression of.tthought presented to this 
age,- dotallingiiminutoly every stage,-state’-and 
condition of saxntitudsthrough which man passes 
Jnlhe evohitioni and »progression of hls sou), It* 
tells you “W-hyiiHow.fiuid'When.” It is the latest 
Product of •'Spinlt” and nothing in print llkelt, 
ts simpllcttydff its giteatcBi.strength. It is the 

sequel Jo thecomplespgeneralisalion presented 
in the past; - IWhe book contains 350 pages, in
cluding 15 iDusttiativeidcture Interpretations from 
the “World ofiiSpIrlt.” Price,’il.60. Address, 
DOCTOR OLIV.BR, LSiinff Farm, Wieslnomlng 
Philadelphia, Pa, r / .< ’

TRANCEiREADING BY HAIL.
For tho nextUhlrlytidays I will give a full life 

reading; also-aeecrfpiton of spirit friends, and 
such messages bs they .maydesire to convey, for 
SI.OOarid 3 2-cerrt stamps,? Give day of birthin' 
own harid-wrftlng. niVddress PERCIVILLE. E. 
WALKER, 55UJarnahatt Are., Findlay. Ohio. '

Mr. Walker weruld respectfully refer Ids patrons 
to the followlnffl testipiouial;'.“I cheerfully and 
gratefully testifrf jo the remarkable mediumship 
of Mr, Perclville..Walker. I'jiiot him, a total 

;stranger; he accurately: described four of my, 
spirit friends," giving tbeir names and messages 
of siichnatute/that I could .not. possibly doubt 
their gdhuinoness.. Iheartilv recommend him’to. 
all who desire n loving message from those who 
have gone on before, JAS,¡BAMFORD. Findlay, O.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An-emlnonfey .suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
•mind's relations to the .physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the-upbuilding of 
health andcharactcr. doth, Ik.-- . ••

i THE TOL«AUTiFUL.
SetW&e? two and terna. 3y Lilian Whiting. 
Tktoc «bolsa voltopea, each com-J eto in 10!, 

' to WhW spiiitomy la telatalto-. vwydsy Ufa 
ta sfâeïa WM’ tonnato. 
sm. a.® «è®,

FREE

DIAGNOSIS
OF

Your Disease.
notlhinklt “rowto 

nlagnoBG dibease without leading synnitoniH da> 
& law' tool:« upon it aa on at

tGlUpt to dofraudf. plfr&HO alwava RPiid ' 1 Anil In tr symptoms when Wfttlrig? You need il0t send I 
cent or even a stumpz mid you will receive bv^rA 
turn man adlapnosfo-otyoTcMe. receiv° by r0 

Everyone Ought to Have Their
Case Diagnosed or Exam

. iiied JFoiir Times
■ " ¿Year,

- ■ ■.'.AT;JbEAST/

REMEMBER

Cancer Cured, or No Pay.
■ ■......AdfltoSBall letters' to

DR. O. E. WATKINS,

Boston, Mass,

Bäck Bay,

Hotel Westland,

Somethin# New I
The

Spiritual Science Monthly, 
Published . by the First Spiritual 
Science Society, of Boston, Hass. 

Do you wish to join the society? and 
do yon wish tp try oiir little monthly, 

Free for Three Months? 
.. If so send a two cent stamp to

F. A. WATKINS,
Hotel Westland, Suite O, Back Bay.

' Boston; Mass, ■

Eckel’s Standard Aluminum
TRUMPET,

By Mail, $1.75 Each.
Send money by P, O. or Money Order, Address. 
 A. JB. EOKEJL, Axidlertioil, Ind.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS.
>.lnd wlt11 Plct"res ot Lincoln, Grant, 
Moses, etc., etc., on them; you can get 

i ,0.r a dollar, and they are worth
SStolM 11181 th0Be of Y°ur frlenda who are 
»^ul^&?eei ay«kWrit° ,Or“y

F. N, FOSTER.
OI Fitzhugh St., Orand Itaplds, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Snlrft- 
Bjj Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velons, hls examinations are free to all who send 

a£e- §ex’ and lock of hair, and fl cents in stamps. Ho doesn t ask for leading symptoms^ 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both-eexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His-practice extends all over the 
la^d, -He cures you In your own home.

Address, J. S. LOITCK». M. ».
: Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, ¿name and the leading symp- 
disease • will be diagnosed 

free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North's ixthSt. 

SanJose, Call

Academy o£ Higher Sciences
t Forces.

new.and Wonderful methods of cure.
r of World-Wide fame. ”-H.Tuttle
L^hlS?olofi’rK.leSl;r-?l^y‘ Magnetism, Mind, Bath*. 
_Its. beautiful Dlpldmar confers title. ’¿D. M.” 
Doctor of Magnetics: ¿an be gained at College or 
at one s home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp forcataldffue to - ’•

.- ■>- i. . BABBITT. M.
; . 63 East- Ave., Boclie«ter, W.Y*

, Have You Ever

ATTENDED A SEANCE:?:
This conversation took place between a mother 

and hereon-: " - - v
’ “So you recognize meT* ’
“YeB.mother.n, •

1 còme’ tò you when alone.”..
‘Bnt I dp notaeeyouj mother.” .. -

- “That;'my ;boy; Is -because you have not' yet 
opened your spiritual eyes.” .

"O. mother, enti I see you It I unfold my clair
voyance?’ • •••■• 1 : '• < ' • ' । -

“Yes. my son, you can see me then ns I am in 
spirit, evernearyou. radiant,happy.in paradise.” 

„ "How can I unfold my psychical vision?”
?‘8tudy_J. O. K Grumblne’e book. It is a work 

of Inspiration. There is no. book like it, Herein 
aoston- we once de-materlallzed thia book to 
prove its heavenly origin.’’ - ■

t^This de-maierialization took place at a se
ance in 18U8, when Miss Young, who for years as
sisted W, J. Colville, was present. Sho bad Mr. 
Grambtao-B book with her at tills seance. ■-

t&*Buy thia book, put in practice its leachings, 
nnd become clairvoyant. It is endorsed by The 
Banner of-Light, The Progressive Thinker,’Mind, 
Hemy Wood. Lilian Whiting. It will enable you 
to penetrate the veil, see spirits, rond tho auras, 
locate minerals, understand the mysteries and 
become an adept. - . .

THE PRICE 18 REDUCED from 12 to 11.60.
Senda stamped addressed envelope for “The 

System of Philosophy ^Concerning Divinity,” GO 
lessons ana terms for development; Address, 

- J. O» F«

1285 Commonwealth Ave.,
• . - Boston« Mass. .

An Infamous »awhletof 3» P&res, com- 
1 ’AnfflSwrnv ■ ■ - PUo® Bnd subUohM by ths LVim|>U7l9y late Bev. J., G. Whlto, author 
of Mtaeroue.MiU-Caiholto vrorlte. - It contains 
.taolojwre# roihUro .to«;ym*f!Kraa plot toov*.

Mrs. May Pepper’s Work in New York.
tli?veSÎy hîgea^^Ho?o??nleSe8- °f a11 We rule out at °« 
ing throughHK“oureesU&1 Tn «ni
concerned, in the largest nnrt nf ii^ S° fai.as Passional sources a 
far as my observation <-an be aeLïnt0!1!’neT,ees therein found-ii “fau 
ground-there is an immense amount^ d" ‘ÎY V’7 • eredltabl° 
mercial mediiimship-perhans bv far fhV^’i and hym„buS 111 the com, 
therein had. Then even wha>.Z+i, 1 -6 glea,^e5 P81’*' the experienc 
ceive there is a vast nossihilit^nf^n6 “ n° ^hberate intention to d. 
any intention to deceive one another Ufi11°MrolPe0pIe w!i° are. free n’(,U1 
character, may easily enough fnni ti ln c,re ea eyen ot a private homo credulous in tL respecr M°St ^°ple are over'

extent indicate ^imn^ luay t0 a considerable

information8 ”s°dï to°thk that ll™nsiderable part of sueli
present in that sitting- q ^conscious action of the minds of those 
countfo more;n-S’ r ithere may be other Possible theories to ac

~ Telepathy Theory.
‘yel®Pnthy, upon which our scientific folk are disposed to ohee ihe 

æî. œœ œæs* aaswj, -

ŒX*f“ »»““

nnt m°nmei oi'iSuch eases be accounted for telepathically would assume 
hto a v y tbe eoi"niumeation from the mind of the sitter of what is in 
his or her mind-the mind of the medium-but the dragging out bv th 
^ednim from the minds of people not present at the seance of people 
far removed in space and equally far removed by time of iAtormaS 
co’«™^ted which would seem to me to strain the theory of tXna4 
¿nd ™p°'."I- Noi;e the less’1 am convinced that the ivisJ hypothesis foraVthTt if0'1"6 Î/8 t0 T telePatl'y as ^e working 
nypotnesis ioi all that it is possibly worth, and only when it hn-iks 
down to push beyond to another interpretation. That other interpréta8

iX fA 1 !.S0 fa,'.as my observation and judgment goes ai
least for a considerable portion of these psychic experiences.” ’

On the Threshold.
‘‘You are credited with the statement that you believed certain peo

ple were capable of throwing off radiations or halos, and if this is so 
will you please relate your reasons for believing so?”

It is very easy to poke fun at one who has taken the position that Ï, 
have upon this point. Perhaps I should enjoy poking the same fun at 
notion^f Sni|UldIeii 81m-lar ,cil'eumstances' I alluded to the medieval 
the Wrtrfm A y }al? SHnp y as One of the so-called superstitions of 
fiLh^nïï. Ages,whlt;h were beginning to look a little respectable in the 
nWolvÎTnÎ»"} knowledge. I do not mean to say that it is com
pletely rehabilitated, but simply that it is standing on the threshold of 
a possible recognition.

“I Pointed out that it is on record that Baron Reichenbach, the dis
tinguished Austrian psychist, at the beginning of last century had 
made careful experiments concerning the possible luminosity of’mag- 
nets. He claimed that he had found certain sensitives who in darkened 
rooms became percipient of luminous radiations from powerful mag
nets m the room. Of course he was heartily laughed at by all those dis

c“ scientists who since they had never experienced anything 
like this were cocksure that nobody else could have experienced it 

. A number of decades passed with no further experiments in so far 
as I happen to Imow-along this line;-when the Psychological Research 
bociety ut England’made some slight experiments in this direction. 
1 he results have not been at all conclusive, but they have been indica
tive of a possible correctness in Baron Reichenbach’s earlier experi
ments. The experiments have been too slight to warrant any dogmatic 
affirmation, but there is nota little to warrant the expectation that this 
also may prove to be an ancient superstition which held within itself a

of scientific fact. 7 he earth is known to be an immense magnet 
1 he aurora borealis is now accounted for as a magnetic radiation from 
the earth.

Reverent Christians will remember the story of the transfiguration 
of Jesus. I had a elew to this strange tale in my own experience a num

; ber of years ago, when that spiritually-minded Hindoo, Babu Protap 
Chunder' Mozoomdor, speaking in my church, was seen not only by 
myself but by others to grow toward thé end of his discourse strangely 
irradiated, his darkened skin whitening, and not with cold white but 
as it were, with a lambent light.” ’

“Haye you had any experiences with so-called materializing me
diums?” °

“Yes, I have, but the experiences have not been particularly happy 
ones. I have seen nothing in this line that I do not recognize pretty 
quickly to be an outrageous fraud. My good friend Dr. Hepworth and 
I were once attending a materialistic seance together. The usual appa
rition came forth from the dark cabinet. I asked if I might have a por
tion of the materialized lace enveloping the spirit forms. I was told by 
those outside of the cabinet that this would be impossible and useless, 
because it would dematerialize quickly. I asked if I could preserve it 
in a hermetically sealed receptacle, but was assured it would demate
rialize.

“ ‘Well,’ said Dr. Hepworth to me a few weeks after our sitting, 
‘mine did not.’
.. “‘What do you mean?’I said to him.

: “ ‘Why, I got a piece of lace that evening and I have got it yet,’
“ ‘How did you get it?’ I asked him. “
“‘I yanked it,’he said. '

• “There is another aspect of the question at which Mr. Huxley used to 
poke fun in his sarcastic way—the inanities of the seance. He said 
more than orme that if this was the character of the people over there 
he did not want to fool away his time with them.”

' Effect Upon Religion.
“What will be the probable effect of this investigation upon religious 

belief?” '
; “That opens up a big subject, too big to go into to any extent at the 
end of such an article. It is material enough for a whole article. Man
ifestly, it will be confirmatory of one of the two fundamental religious 
beliefs—immortality. Then it will be confirmatory of the other of
these fundamental beliefs—God—for one cannot long hold a faith in 
God without a faith in immortality. It will, of course be confirmatory 
of the constant el aim; ofreligion to have had revelations from on high. 
This Tias been tlie characteristic of every great religion in its creative 
period. /
-“In other times men haye known nothing of such experiences and so 

have come tb suspect-them in the teachers and founders of religion. 
Their belief will thus be vindicated. As an outcome of such experience 
there will come¿to pass—there’ has already come to pass—a reconstruc
tion of ideas concerning the.life beyond which is the most remarkable 
thing in :the. history- of Christianity. ‘

“It ail datés, from Swedenborg, the great seer who taught what he 
relieved to have received by-angelic messages. His ideas of the here-

'after are being confirmed by the communications claiming to be Spirit
ualistic, and the whole conception of future life is thus being revolu
tionized, made sane, rational, believable,, ethical. The trend of the 
teaching of Spiritualistic .communication is in harmony with the ideas 
of liberal theologians. It is at once destructive and constructive. It is 
breaking down the traditional and speculative theology which has held 
tyrannous hold over men’s minds in Christendom, while it * is recon
structing a sane and reverent system of ideas concerning life here and 
hereafter.” .

“Mark Chester; or a lffil ana a Mill
Ion. A Tale.of Southern California." 
By Carlyle Potersllea'. A pure psychic 
story, elevating -and reformatory,. pa. 
»er covere; <0 cents. ..

Tho Light of Egypt” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric , knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos» 
phy. Price 82 pw rtea ' -

“Death Defeated; or tho Psychic 8* 
erot of HOw to Keep Young.” By J. M, 
Feeble«, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Prie» «L 
10 cents.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chait. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in nplrituai 
BUggestlveness. Cloth, $1.60. - , ■

The Commandments Analysed, priM 
25 cents.“ Big Bible Stories,'ClouL'Sfl
issate. For sale nt this oSc^, M
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The Profoundly Interesting, In- 66 
structive and Truly Descriptive

\ 99 Given Through the Mediumship
Q of the Late Carlyle Petersilea,

This Bopk—THE TWELFTH OF OUR PREMIUM LIBRARY—Is No# in Press and Will Be Ready for Distribution in a Short Time. See Special Offer Elsewhere,

Review and Criticism.
fThe Mental State of the Dead; a Llml- 

' tatlon to psychical Research.

The most remarkable contribution to 
spiritual literature, if it may be thus 
classified, is an .article contributed to 
"The World To-Day,” a magazine pub
lished In Chicago, by Prof. James H. 
Hyslop. Prof, Hyslop has become 
known to Spiritualists by his connec
tion with Dr. Hodgson in investigation 
of the “psychic" Mtb. Piper. Apparent
ly his entire knowledge of the subject 
is derived from his investigation of her 
mediumship. He became convinced 
that the intelligence communicating- 
through her came from dlscarnate spir
its, and his main object is to explain 
the, objection of the “triviality” of the 

ii ■■ • means by which they seek to Identify
Fi(the sp. tbemselves. This he concludes Is be- 

reason„¿use tlie pSychic is in an abnormal or 
|tlie ha:iranC6 g|ate( an(j because the communi- 
I>,>lende9;ator i8 not in “his mental state in his 

A t?'jibrmal life hereafter, but that mental 
\ • i!?’ Condition which is apparently necessary 
\' order to communicate with the living
\ V<hulall.”
1 ),Hh$Now this is. exactly what every inves- 

• I I, e^ator has observed tor half a century.
\ ¡.nine spirits find difficulty in communi- 
• jI011!iting their thoughts, and thus is ex- 
ia®°plalned the contradictions, inaccura

cies, and hesitations which have proved 
f stumbling-blocks in the path! Yet this 

■' j discovery is appropriated by Prof. 
' j \ Hyslop as a brilliant achievement of 

jhe Psychical Research Society.
-, I There were, according to this remark

’ able article, no true and genuine medi- 
I - urns before Mrs. Piper, and no investi-
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FIRST EXPERIENCE.

The First Revelation of Spirit Power 
Which Came Into My Life,

person who witnessed the performance 
told me that instead of showing how 
she made the raps, they came so loud 
and independent that her explanation 
failed. She never attempted to go be
fore another audience, although she had 
agreed to visit the. principal cities and 
towns of this country. Soon after, she 
went to Mr. Henry J. Newton, president 
of the Spiritual Society of New York, 
and told him how she had been drawn 
into the scheme, and with deepest grief, 
declared that the manifestations were 
genuine. She was then suffering with 
an illness which proved mortal, and 
those who watched at her bedside, were 
constantly, answered with rappings, 
which continued after she was dead.

It there was a decline of fraud after 
the report of the Seybert Commission, 
it was inappreciable to those who were 
in touch with the movement.

There have been recently many 
fraudulent mediums exposed, and a 
great deal of talk about frauds. This 
is scarcely referable to, the reports of 
the Psychical Society on Mrs. Piper. It 
would be somewhat consoling to thus 
refer this unpleasant feature of Spirit

gallon worthy of the name, before the 
Psychical Society was organized. Of 
heir and “a number of similar cases In 
thb records of the Society for -Psychical 
Research," he says; “They do not rep
resent professional mediums, but a re
spectable class of people who avoid that 

- class as much as scoffers at the sub
ject" "Professional mediums” are not 
“a respectable class,” and he goes out 
of his way to mention indirectly “D. D. 

i Home, Eglinton and Slade, whose 
Mimes are eitlier bywords of contempt 
or subjects of doubt.” To say nothing 

- i of jhe others, D- D. Home married into 
ojie jf the. most exclusive families of 
Russia, his- wife being cousin ot Chan,

. cellar Aksakof, and the czar was god- 
^father, to. his son. The, reports .spread 

b’f him were as baseless as. those Prof. 
■ Hyslop repudiates as applying to Mrs.
Piper. A more truthful m’edium never 

. lived, and the manifestations given 
through him as far exceeded those 
through Mrs. Piper, as the light of the 
sun exceeds a twinkling star.

, Why should '.‘professional mediums” 
hè'.thus with a.breath, consigned to the 

¿class not “respectable ?” There may be 
.■ frauds among them, yet wherein do 

: : -they.. differ' from Mrs. Piper? Is she 
not a professional? Perhaps a profes

. sipnal “psychic!” Is. she not salaried 
bÿ the P. R. S. and has she not been 

\ for years? Is it not for her interest to 
'receive communications and keep 
Awake the interest of the little coterie 

' calling themselves the P. R. Society? 
’There have been and are many medi-
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SELFISH MOTIVES’ RUl^E.

The Benefits óf Silent Meditation.

VALUE OF PHRENOLOGY
■■ . -------- f

In Ethics and Self-Culture. ;'O

ualism. Truthfully, however, we canhot 
thus dispose of thÆ matter. Really 
there is no more frauu, but Spiritualists 
have become aware that their cause 
was being injured by their silence and 
have determined to.free it from this re
proach.

In conclusion we have to note the 
scheme of Prof. Hyslop as presented in 
the following quotation:

"With a view to the organization of 
intelligent and scientific men in such a 
cause Ito investigate] I have incorpo
rated the American institute for Scien
tific Research, which only awaits the 
endowment to centralize all the efforts 
and material bearing upon fraud and il
lusion as well as the phenomena of a 
genuine sort of interest to psycholog
ical science.” • .

Here is a beautiful opportunity for 
Spiritualists who think themselves in
competent to observe, and receive com
munications .from their departed 
friends, to give the matter over to "sci
entists,” . with their good money, and 
await to be tçld by'the A. I. S. R. what 
they are to believe and what not to be
lieve........'• ' ' ■ ' ' ■ '

They will not be gratified by com
munications with their spirit friends, or 
knowledge of the future life, Prof. 
Hyslop does not think It best to «have 
such knowledge. All he wants is proof 
that there is Buch a life. He says: “1 
admit tfie value of proving a future life, 
but 1 do not think it at all necessary to 
know all about it in order to determine 
my duties in the life which is now.” 
“The belief that there is another life 
does not make It necessary that we 
should know what its special form is,” 
In fact it is disreputable to desire to 
know for he says, speaking of this de-

The thought occurred to me that 1 
had never given my first experience of 
coining in touch with spiritual power, to 
those who have taken the time to read 
my humble contributions in The Pro
gressive Thinker, and that they might 
be interested to know what it was.

I could not account for it then, for it. 
was certainly beyond my comprehen
sion, and beyond my power to control.

It is not so dark to me now, for 1 
have been happily led not only to the 
belief but actual knowledge of spiritual 
return. ■ 
z. My maternal grandfather used to 
tell his grandchildren stories (as most 
grandparents are . wont to do) of his 
boyhood days, and it was with the 
greatest pleasure that we listened to 
them, as we were cozily seated around- 
the old kitchen fire. ,

The even of which. I am to write, I 
had gone to visit him, as my mother 
and I were soon to go to^ our home, 
which was quite a distance from the 
one which had been his for, nearly 
three-quarters of a century.' .

He had been telling stories for more 
than an. hour, when there seemed to 
float between grandpa and me a .thin 
veil or smoke-like vapor, it was so thin 
at first I could see those that were 
across the room, but it gradually be
came thicker and thimker, until I could 
hardly discern those in the room. 1 
asked if the room was not smoky; they 
replied to me as well as to my grandpa, 
that it was not. '

! I could see less and less until I was 
totally blind for the time being, and 1 
remarked then, "the trouble is with 
me, for although I can hear grandpa's 
voice clearly, an4 understand his con
versation perfectly I could not see 
him,” and I told him so, “although I re
alize that you are very near to me."

In a short time all things became 
clear and I could distinctly see each 
one in the room and everything just as 
though nothing unusual had happened.

He asked me if I could give any sat
isfactory explanation-tor what had just 
happened. Although I knew compara
tively nothing of Spiritualism then, 1 
was thoroughly impressed and could 
not help telling him so, that to my 
relnd it’meant-that he was soomto pass 
from earth-life, and although I coúld 
npt see him, it would be only a thin 
veil which would separate us, and that 
1 should be" enabled "to converse With 
him although he had passed out or 
through the change we call death.

Although he was comparatively in ax-

See yonder old, plodding man; regu
larly at early morn he lakes, and holds 
his way where lighted tapers burn, cost
ly altars stand, and hulndruin priests 
intercede the Mighty for remission of 
sins and the strengthening, of tjie weak 
places in religious armor. , The world 
looks on, or IndiffCrentlyi passes by, 
having grown accustomed to the for
mality. Those pealing bells from many 
a tower call the proud: throng where 
extravagance . waits ' their .pretended 
worship. Show, pbiùR' wd display is 
the order of things, ‘and thousands at
tend who. forget that He whom they 
claim to worship was born ip a man-

Rising generations fall {htd'jine, and 
seem' to think It/he iegular dr_original 
way of procedure. ■'.Accustomed to 
show, they take it for'worship; ambi
tious in pride, they assemble to excel 
in display. Convicted of vanity, they 
seek the sorrowful by, gorgeous equip
ments for the1 purpose of notoriety. 

. Th e shallow-minded: and earthly fool 
applauds, and newspapers comment. 
'No one criticises, it’s,-the way of the 
thing. It is: popular, the.way they do 
It, the approved methd(l. • ’

In that little church'a few. are as
sembled. They combi regularly, as 
week follows week, and nidnthu length
en into years, to proppjinij .the same 
theories and warn the'test, of. mankind 
that they have lost the trail, have drift
ed away, and are- uirfibn^itibnally con
demned unless they relbn. tifid think as 
thev think? People have become ac
customed to this, consider them harm
less, and pass the ¡¿¿tier " by. The 
crowd gathered in the public square in 
lamentable tones admonish you what 
your destiny will be; unless and unless 
—and thus the world goes On.,,

They are all prompted'by some secret 
motive. Somewhere within each there 
is a lurking sense or desire , to know 
what will be next on thfr stage of exist
ence. Actuated by *a'selfish impulse, 
by fear, by cowardice, ’if Vou please, 
they determine to do tips, or .to join 
that, in order that it mjiy be better 
with them—not thelrv'neighbors. It 
they dispense "charity, dr. relieve the af
flicted,'It is bSeau'sui they fejl’it a diity 
to do so and'are absdliifely ffiffald that 
it will be worse with'them^fipt their.

Phrenology should be made a part pt 
the education of all educated people, 
because of its practical utility in teach
ing how to keep the faculties of the 
inind in equal balance for the best en
joyments and purposes of life. Lite is 
for discipline and progress, and the 
faculties which connect us to external 
life ‘are all necessary so far as they af
fect that object.

The brain is the organ of the mind; 
different parts of it being allotted to 
different functions. According to its 
size, quality, health, culture, develop
ment, will there be mental manifesta
tions.

Thedbest rules for ethics and self
culture are along the lines of Phrenolo
gy, which teaches how to develop and 
train the mind. In nearly all individu
als are some faculties that need re
ptratpt and some that need cultivation. 
No faculty should be too weak nor too 
excessive Jn its functions, but evenly 
balanced with other organs.

The animal propensities as well as 
moral and intellectual organs we have 
and hold by nature, all designed for our- 
employment, satisfaction and practical 

' utility. The .animal propensities are as 
right and important in their proper 
functions and relations to the welfare 
of humanity as the intellectual or moral. 
There'is nothing intrinsically wrong in 
desires, appetites, passions, when sub
ject to reason, conscience, knowledge. 
Right and wrong by insensible grada
tions approach each other, 'things 
that are wrong should be made right.

The preponderance of the lower fac
ulties is, to a considerable extent, en
tailed upon the rising generation by 
hereditary transmission; yet they can 
be controlled and counteracted in thous
ands of instances. A man may will to 
break evil habits, to reform, and make 
the effort. He finds the will is weak 
and his efforts unavailing for a time, 
and the faculties hold supremacy. The 
will-cannot transcend mental qualities 
on which it .rests and from which it 
springs. But by persistent effort and 
determination the will grows stronger 
and becomes master of the situation by

BY CHARLES DAWBARN.

Nature furnishes problems that keep 
the man of science ever at work try
ing to solve them, But the greatest 
mystery of all Is man himself, so the 
study of manhood has been deeply in
teresting to the most profound students 
of every age.

We each of us claim our own sepa- 
i ate and distinct individuality, and ev
ery hope of immortality is founded on 
the desire that the man, as an individ
ual, shall survive death. But by indi
viduality we all mean a man with a 
past, His memory is Nature’s certifi
cate that he is an individual. Destroy 
that and selfhood vanishes. Personali
ty extends to the limit ot memory, and 
no further, though memory may be but 
one of its phases. If I have entirely 
forgotten you, friendship and love have 
vanished. But if I nave forgotten my 
own past, 1 am no longer the same indi
vidual, at least in any true sense. And 
if I carry that forgetfulness to the next 
.life I am peopling the spirit world with
a manhood more 
earth.

This would be 
human individual

limited

a mere

than that of

statement of
histary 1Í each child

:nms to whose messages and tests, those 
. given by her, are not to be compared. 
I The difference is that while ordinary 
1 “laymen” have received them, Mrs. 
I Piper has had the advantage of "scien- 
i title experts.” •

“ Perhaps this criticism may be 
thought too severe, but a quotation 
from the beginning’ of the article will 
show the spirit which actuates the 
writer, and define the position of the P. 
R. Society.

“Everyone knows what the frauds 
' - were after the Fox sisterp confessed 

■ ' their trickery, and perhaps all intelli
gent people will have observed what a 

' decline in frauds followed the publica
tion of the report of the Seybert Com- 
-n’s'iion- But the investigations of the

f

Society for Psychical Research, and 
the exploitation of the phenomena ot 
Mrs Piper have revived the interest in 
the problem of immortality, while 
throwing wide open the gates to. those 
dupes who are frantically- desirous of 
communicating with their departed 
friends, and the consequence has been 
that fraud is so rampant that a sane 
man hardly dare say a word on any side 
of the subject without inviting social 
and scientific ostracism. ■

Prof Hyslop is pardonable. for the 
confusion of thought, and reckless mis
statements in this paragraph. He has 
recently come into the light of Spirit-, 
ualism-' He-knowB nothing of its His
tory' and the work done by its pioneers. 
He-has found Mrs. Piper, .and her mani
festations in ins eyes eclipse all others.

He is oblivious to the fact that Prof. 
Robert Hare, the peer of any scientist

sire: “Much of this curiosity is the re
flection of'k bad morality and a desire 
to escape present duties or to ascertain 
the limits nature assigns to the habits 
of libertines." So, my good Spiritual
ist, under the guidance of the Psychical 
Society, when you “long for the touch 
of a vanished hand, and the sound of a 
voice that is still,” you are told that it 
comes from a bad morality,” and “lib
ertine” propensity! What Prof. Hys
lop means by this disgusting appella
tion, I utterly fail to gather from his 
confused and contorted sentences. ' '

If there be one holy and sacred emo
tion, more sacred, and holy than all oth
ers, it is the loving memory ot the de
parted. The husband whose heart, 
yearns with inexpressible desire for as
surance of the presence of the wife on 
"the spirit side; the wife, of husband; 
the mother, of,the child which has van
ished into the .unseen, are no more to 
indulge their "curiosity,” and are in
formed that their desires come from 
“bad morality,” or the “habits of liber
tines!” ■ . . ' ’ •

The American Institute will undoubt
edly subserve a good purpose and Its re
ports will be valuable additions to psy
chical knowledge, yet it will not, prob
ably at once become the head and fiont 
of the movement. ■ • •

There are investigations being pur
sued. and communications- being re
ceived from departed ■ friends, in thou
sands of home circles, whicn no Insti
tute” however neavily endowed, or sci
entifically equiped. can duplicate.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
Editor-at-Large N..S, A.

cellent health (considering his age was 
four score and six years), the third day 
afterward, without any warning he had 
a shock of paralysis. He did not Ye-' 
gain consciousness, and after ten days 
left the material form for one that 
would never-know pain or dissolution,

This was my first experience of com
ing in close touch' with the . spiritual 
world, for I firmly believe that it was a 
glimpse or foretaste z>f what was to be 
revealed to me afterwards. '

I was comparatively blind, I could not 
see, but he could, and In the future, all 
things would be made clear and plain 
to me.

Many months have passed since he 
passed to the better land, but I have 
bad many hours of communion with' 
him, and I know that he still lives and 
feels just the same interest in all- the 
dear ones, that he did while with us in 
the flesh, and he told me many things 
pertaining to the'spiritual world which 
govern my actions here.

"As we sow. so shall we also reap.” 
- I earnestly desire to scatter the seeds 
of truth and wisdom which he has 
given to me, and know of no better way 
to scatter them, to reach the masses, 
than through the columns of your most 
valued paper, The Progressive Thinker, 
in which a few of the messages which 
he has given to me have been pub
lished. . * _L. M. COBB.

Grafton. Mass.

More Spirit Photographs Without 
Camera. - '

I have to relate a second success 
obtaining spirit photographs, without

a

in 
a

■ of his dav; investigated through a me
' ditim who far surpassed Mrs. Piper, 
’ end published his researches m Spirit- 

l ualism Scientifically Demonstrated,\ 
iWhich-contains more evidence of the 
truth of Spiritualism than all the pon
derous reports of the P. R- 8. He Is 
oblivious of the work of Piofessor Bu
chanan. Denton. Mapes, of Dr. Rich
mond and Judge Edmunds! He Is ob
livious of the high claims of A. J. Davis 
whose "communications are sufficient 
of themselves to prove the high estate 
of spiritual beings in the next life.. It 
has been a belief among Spiritualists 
that the rappings of the Fox sisters ini
tiated the movement, and that the Re
port of the Seybert Commission was a 
farce by which to comply with .the con
ditions of tlffi will of Mr. Seybert that 
the money he bequeathed might be 
grabbed: and not only a farce but a 
fraud for it m no wise did, or intended 
to do- what, the donor, expected. Now 
after six y -krs they are informed that 
the Fox ratera were frauds, the Sey
bert Cor ,mission so squelched the mat
ter ths” until the ’ Psychical Society 
foundiMrs. Piper, there was a decline.

' Tr/nnswer in brief, the confession of 
tlic-Fox sisters.- of whiçh so much cap-

A Brilliant Writer and Progressive 
■ ■ ■ Thinker. • ............ •

The writings of “ Henry .Morrison 
Tefft, of Norwich. NI Y., are.attractipg 
considerable attention. He is a con
tributor to-the. commns Of /The. Pro
gressive Thinker, a . Chicago publica
tion. ■
_Mr Tefft is a brilliant writer. For 

many years he was a leading lawyer of 
Chenango county and conducted some 
of the hardest-fought legal battles in 
this section. He afterwards entered 
the ministry and followed that line of 
work for a number of years. Of late 
years he has devoted himself to liter
ary work. Writing as he does from 
life's experiences, his ■ contributions 
show that he is possessed of more than 
ordinary insight into human nature, 
and his epigrammatic sentences are 
read with increasing interest, . ■

Henry Morrison Tefft was born in the
town of Edmeston. Otsego county, 
early education was gained in 
academies of' Hamilton. Homer 
Norwich. He taught, in various 
trict schools-and select schools,

His 
the 
and 
dis
tile

J*

Hal has been made by opposers, was 
hot a-confession only In name.- Marga
ret, under the pressure of destitution 
•and tempted by a large sum of money 
went feeiers &b audlencs to confess. A wer

last of his teaching being in the days of 
the district school on Mltcnell street, in 
this village. He commenced reading 
law with his brother. Calvin L. Tefft. a 
former district attorney, of Chenango 
ebuntv. He finished -his course of 
study in the law office, of the late Jus
tice David L. Follett, and was admitted 
to-practice at.'Binghamton; in 1865.— 
Utica (N Y) Globe

. It is’the exces^anTnot the nature:ot
our passions which Is perishable.—Bui-

camera, upon a plate placed in a paper 
box and deposited in the cabinet of 
Pierre Keeler. ■ .

As'before, a prepared plate, well 
wrapped up in a papfer box. was placed 
in Mr. Keeler s cabinet at every seance 
for about three weeks, when it was an
nounced that several spirit pictures 
were upon it, some of whom wel-e 
named in penciled messages: tor exam-, 
pie. John B. Wolfe. Jefferson Davis. R. 
G. Ingersoll.- Mr; Dickenson took the 
box containing the plate.to a- photogra
pher for; development. It was. discov
ered at once that there were a dozen or 
more faces .on the plate, varying in 
size from half an inch long to an inch 
and a half. The most striking of the 
three above ncmed likenesses is that of 
Jefferson Davis, whom I well knew as 
a senator in the ’50s. The.face of In
gersoll stands: ant like the sun. but is 
not so striking a likeness, and has- an 
undefined marginal outline. ■

That of John B. Wolfe Is still more 
obscure, looking like a sun-lit fog-banU: 
but on careful , scrutiny you see his 
skull-cap. partially covering his -bald 
head, and a very correct profile; .. :

Other likenesses are - recognized, 
namely: Luther Colby,Jiah obscured by 
the back of Jeff Davis "head: George 
Christy, clear and perfect: "Aspasia.- 
apparently a copy of a spirit oil por, 
trait, but with the variation of. her 
hand against her face: and several 
more distinct faces not yet recognized- 
with certainty. . In all I count thirteen. 
Some of the faces partially eclipse oth
ers, and It seems as if they came on 
the plate at different times. , ;•!'• ■

Another plate has now been placed 
In the- cabinet, sealed, as-'before; and 
the promise Is ihat in time the pictures 
will be produced in a single .evening.‘ I 
send you a copy of the group of spirit 
photographs.; "

WM HENRY BURR

neighbors^lf they do ndj., The poor, 
measly soul has self tor ' a/ jitaxting. 
point and'self as . the beneficiary.. Tf it 
was not for'self, If They ha» fib '-unet^i-, 
nesb about themselves; iaey would 
never stir, frèmi their lazy kair. How 
cbuld they? There woultj lie . no im
petus. . • j f .. ,

I do not mean to day thaf- there is po 
sincerity, for whenever orie'stops for se
rious reflection. It generally ends in a 
determination to deny; 6r to restrain 
himself or 'herself tròia I something. 
This, though, is a denial .'of ¡self for the 
benefit of self. They t-én/òr restrain 
themselves, that they may be better or 
fare better thereby, And. In this there is 
at least a selfish sincerity.! When a 
thing is popular you cafijkt it with im
punity. All the uniform"customs, hab
its and modes of worslilpiof this day 
have had' tjielr conflict)'have, .filet and 
contended • with opposition?, been- ridi
culed, scoffed, condemned land dipped 
in blood; They are now .the adopted 
lesfllt of a world’s experience, and the 
hordes that practice, harbor, and main
tain them would rend yob tt you dared 
to expose their fallacy; or point out the 
shortcomings of their' adhqrepts.

All things have a kernèl( or more cor
rectly speaking, air things are kernels, 
covered with- husks and . éh'aff which 
shall be blown awhy." 'Uncertainty 
leads to doubt.“ Douljt wrfll nourished 
and attended begets; fear, i . Fear de
stroys peace, ease and tranquillity. You 
all have faith, but-.she flutters',- and from 
her loftiest -flights, Di-ightesf edifices, 
ór the pauper’s grave'ietiifna with no 
substantial assurance of what is to be. 
“Add to your faith . Iffiiiv^edge.” in 
your garden of .Gethsemane the noise 
And show of vanity never (ask for ad
mission. They are antagonists. There 
call vourself in question. ‘There turn 
the force of silent meditation, on thy 
soul: ' "Knock and it-shail be opened. 
Ask and you shall receive. There are 
laws-that control matte^. or. the- physi
cal- There are others that'pertain and 
have only to do with the’spiritual; and 
they are all a part ut. .the Oneness— 
the great governing. influence of the 
Univèrse. In all- planetary systems 
there is naught but haruioiry. . You are 
now in the physical; .or weighed- down 
with matter. . By ignoring, .or throwing 
off the ills of it. you-comb m sympa
thetic unison with the great harmony 
that vou see prevailing, undo .the door 
Of spirit near the sublime ilnfluenco of 
"Càuse:" open the sèpuleher of ■ ages 
and lips long mute wilt spent again.

. Your friends can. and will come, •.
Touching your ’face.: smoothing your 

■ hair,. - . ; - ,v . .
Whispering softly. We afe/here, ■ • 
Watching. loving: have no dread; 
The shadows pass, there, are no dead.

Washington D C

Let them obey that know not how t® 
nflg-WtBjktoe

Denver. Colo,

haunted;

OREAD

Every one's life Is haunted,]- 
■Whether in palace or.^ti . ;

A spectre follows besldejusj •, 
'Tls a part of our mortal lot ■

. . . . .
And turn where we will,'wa see it

Looking ouraheartBiWltW©'. “
With eves of remorse aid'borrow, 

The shadowy Might- Have been....
- We may drink fromthd challcC 

Measure. M .• •. ;

aid of other faculties. - . ;
What-is wrong; for some persons may 

be right foi..others. •One person may 
hdvie’The organs •hf comhtitiv.ehess- add 
destructiveness abnormally large and 
needs-' to-.
person deficient, here,- should'Cultivate 
and Increase them.'. One' person 'may 
have ■ qllmentlveness too large, which 
causes him to eat too much, causing 
much suffering)-'while another person 
suffers froffi ^¿.opposite cause. A per
son with -too large' acquisitiveness is 
avaricious,, selfish, mean. He should 
restrain his faculty. and'cultivate the 
opposite principles.. A person of oppo
site mind , should cultivate acquisitive
ness and restrain benevolence. An ex
cess of benevolence leads to morbid 
generosity indiscrete philanthropy; 
while a deficiency is indicated by indif
ference to the wants of others, lack of 
kindness and sympathy. This faculty 
properly balanced is a desire to do 
good, tenderness) sympathy, charity, 
liberality. - .

. Phrenology should be the guiding 
star in parental influence, school man
agement, educational pursuits, and all 
important relations in life. It shows 
the first principles of happiness, how 
to live aright, how to cultivate morals 
and refining manners to make us use
ful and happy. .

The mind can possess a far greater 
control over the body than it does gen
erally. When such control is gained 
and directed by knowledge the body 
will no longer be a fetter to the spirit. 
The dancer, shows what'eommand the 
will can- gain over the feet, and the 
skilled penman and artist what It can 
gain over the hand. That it has not 
similar mastery over other organs and 
functions is because it has not been ed
ucated in their direction. The best ed
ucation begins with the body, which 
must be preserved in health, the equiv
alent of purity. ■

Man mustjobey the laws of his being 
and of the physical world or suffer; and 
to obey is not so much a duty as It is a 
necessity. The animal man may be 
impelled by animal forces, but the spir
itual man is governed by higher laws. 
As physical health is the perfect action 
and balance of bodily powers, so spir
itual health and happiness depend on 
the action and balance of the mental 
faculties. The spiritual, thinkers of mod
ern times show to what sublime heights 
it is possible for mankind to reach .

A'well conducted life yields greater 
satisfaction than one ill-regulated. If 
we do wrong we bear its consequences, 
if right we enjoy its results. To know 
the right from the wrong is the founda
tion of moral conduct, and the highest 
morality must rest on knowledge.

»The most potent fact of wrong-doing 
is that it is utterly opposed to the best 
interests of the wrong-doer. The ad
vantages of the future are often sacrl- 
fleed for the moment, and the enjoy
ment of an hour is followed by conse
quent suffering in after time. . ;

Actions of - themselves are neither

were born and lived out his life on 
earth as precisely the same Individual 
from first to last. But Nature won’t 
l ave it so. She is the champion riddle 
maker. Her conundrums often seem 
beyond mortal power to solve. For in
stance, to quote a case known the wide 
world over, there is Mollie Fancher, of 
Brooklyn, New York. She was born 
born and labeled in the most orthodox 
fashion. To-day there are six of her, 
and have been for more than thirty 
years. Each is a complete personality, 
with a memory and experience of its 
own. Yet only one of these personali
ties was born into earth life. So the 
conundrum is, "which of these personal
ities is Mollie Fancher?” Most readers 
used to "pooh, pooh!” the whole his
tory, and then forget all about it. But 
gradually one similar case after another 
has appeared, and been recorded and 
studied, till the careful student is now 
obliged to'faee Nature’s problem, and 
try to learn its lesson.

Thej'eadeys of .scientific papers have 
within the last few years, seen records 
of many such cases, among them that 
of Miss Beauchamp, Ansel' iBolirne, 
Rev. Hanna, and many others, some ot 
them now Court records, but the first 
one of great note was that of Miss Fan
cher. And now, once again, comes the 
English Society of Psychic Research 
with an attested case, under scientific 
medical care from inception, in which 
ten distinct personalities are evolved 
from one little girl called Mary Barnes.

The study of such cases is not only 
interesting but fascinating to- every 
student of biology. In this case the 
extraordinary fact is attested that the 
original Mary Barnes has vanished al
together. And for the last six years 
none of the others appear save one who 
was known and labeled as'B G. B 6 is 
now a grown woman, and living a thor
oughly domesticated life with her moth
er, or at least with the mother of the 
form which was once Mary Barnes.

' A brief condensation of this case as 
reported to the society by Dr. Albert 
Wilson, will interest the reader, and 
possibly help us all to realize some
thing of what such facts mean to hu
manity as a whole.

At the age of twelve Mary Barnes 
had a very severe attack of influenza 
or grippe. Uff to that time she had been 
a very healthy child. Her father, moth
er, brothers and sisters are all healthy 
and strong. She now complained of 
headache, and screamed with the pain. 
She was thought to be dying, and was 
once believed to be dead. In the third 
week she began to manifest different 
personalities, carefully recorded by the 
doctor as B 1, B 2 and up to B 10.

These personalities were very dis
tinct from one another, each mamfest-

as a consequence, man steps down ttf 
a lower level. The doctor believes that 
tiie cells in this uppermost layer of the 
cortex were injured by the poison 
evolved by the microbes which cause 
Influenza or grippe. He maps out the 
entire layer into districts governing 
certain mental manifestations, and 
each district affected by spasms of cer
tain arteries, thus, in effect, compelling 
a different personality.

In reality we have, though the doctor, 
does not say so, an object lesson show
ing us that the human Ego is compelled 
to manifest according to physical condi
tions. This personality is not arbitra
rily created for an occasion, but will be 
always the same whenever the condi
tions recur.

This theory of the doctor’s is both! 
deeply interesting and of grave import. 
It has long been recognized that the 
brain has various functions which have, 
apparently, each its own locality. Some 
of these localities have already been 
charted and defined. Dr. Wilson merely 
assumes that it is the very outermost 
of the brain—called the cortex—which 
determines every man's personality. It
really is of minor importance whether it 
is the interior or the surface of the 
brain which expresses the selfhood by 
which we recognize each other. The 
fact remains that if certain portions ot 
the brain are affected by disease or. 
shock the individuality changes, and 
memory becomes latent. It is not de
stroyed for it reappears from time to 
time, and is at once recognized as the 
personality of the past, as the doctor 
seems to suggest, an artery, probably 
poisoned by microbes, here and there 
i efuses or increases its supply of nour
ishment, and the manhood we knew 
vanishes or returns. This, of course, 
remains but a theory, but it is most sug
gestive, and seems to offer a reasonable 
explanation of the remarkable changes 
recorded by the doctor.

Each personality seems to be clearly 
and distinctly different from any other. 
We have, therefore, In this case, ten 
actual living human beings, although 
the national census can discover and. 
count but one. Of course the true self
hood is mind but it is something morel 
It is mind expressing itself through 
matter and that expression is the man
hood we call Jones, or Brown or Robin
son. We call him Jones, end know him 
only as Jones. But these cases prove 
that if you affect certain portions of the 
brain by the poison of disease or shock, 
Jones may become Smith, and not even 
stop there, but as in this case, have ten

ing its own limited memory and indi
................................... Some werevidual characteristics, 

childish. Others moz mature, The 
Onevery faculties were different, 

could draw quite well, another learned 
French. Mary herself could do neither.

Of

Seeking forgetfulness;-’ > . .: -.
Or glad of the strength.(hot is in us,.. 

Climb to the heights of success.
But we cannotxscapo tha Bb.ectre ,, • 

Or the sorrow.that;g!pom| in its eyes, 
So long will this<wrailli3iawitii'.UB,.

As we wear.mortality RgslBe. -.
It may be somewhefe in. ti®,sometime, 

Tho beautiful Real HE? win
The place of that haunfisig^pectre, 

The shadowy Might HawBeen
—Carelto Renfrew.

Hasting Neb. ’ ’’

moral or immoral. These qualities, be
long to the actor, and as . actions spring 
from motives, the decision, of con
science must be a choice ot motives. If. 
all the motives that actuate the mind 
were on the same plane, one would be 
as good as another. But motives are of 
different grades, some being higher 
than others/ Some desires are lower 
than spiritual aspirations, and con
science is ever allied to the spiritual, 
the noble, the pure. .

On this gradation ot the mental facul
ties whereby the will Is. influenced rests 
the science of morals. Morality is the 
growth of a lifetime.

■ A.'H. NICHOLAS.
/ Summerland, Cal. ->

. ..—r ' uitgi C -.. •
7 Falsehood is susceptible of an infinity 
dt'eombinatlons; but truth has only one 
mode ot being.—Rosseau. .. .. . - •

Every man has freedom to do all 
that he wills, provided that he. infringes

such changes, each a clear 
lion of a new manhood.

This power of mind over 
startling, but no more" so 
power of matter over mind.

manifesta-

matter is 
than the 
Play upon

your arteries as keys of this wondrous 
brain instrument and you have the 
thief or the murderer. Change the time 
or the tune and you call out a philoso
pher or a scientist. You may have in 
one hour a genius that learns rapidly, 
and enfolds its own past; in the next a 
poor feeble manhood that cannot even 
use or control its own senses.

We see some of these striking con
trasts in this remarkable case. Ono 
selfhood masters French, and poses as 
an artist. In another she has to be re- 
tanght to read and write. In one she is 
deaf and dumb; in another can hear, 
and talk, but lies a helpless paralytic. 
Suddenly—possibly an artery resumes 
its flow—the paralyzed form leaps from 
the bed and runs upstairs, with a differ
ent personality in control. Each self 
comes and goes, knowing its own little 
life experiences, and having its own 
memories, till the doctor scientist stops 
and wonders what has become of the 
Mary Barnes who was his first patient. 
Just one of these manufactured self-
hoods remains to-day. 
bv one. have vanished 
original Mary Baines, 
one now in evidence s-

the others, one

Fortunately the 
Kins the best of

In one she would be blind, in another 
paralyzed. One personality had to be 
taught to read and write. Another 
could write a good letter. One wrote 
backwards, beginning each word with 
its last letter? B 4 was a deaf mute. 
On one occasion she nad a tooth drawn 
after crying with toothache. When 
Mary herself reaneared she knew noth- 

-mg about it. and was always uncon
scious of these other experiences. On 
another occasion a condition of paraly
sis which h^d lasted several weeks sud
denly changed to another personality, 
and she instantly ran up stairs.

' - The details are very interesting as 
recorded. The reader will find them in 
the October number of the Proceedings 
of the' Society. Apparently the oest of 
these various characters was B6 who 
came at first about once a week, but 
has now remained 6 years, and all other 
personalities have vanished. Everything 
Mary had known had to be learned all 
over again. B6 has now become 
healthy and domesticated, helping her

. mother with the family cares.
■ In this interesting case there is no 
hint of spirits or of reincarnation. •• The 
Mary Barnes form is now, as we have 
said, for the most part, a healthy, nor
mal young woman, quite Intelligent and 
refined, but remembering only the BB 
experiences, in which stage she 1b liv
ing her life of to-day. ■

The learned doctor, by way ot expla
nation: gives us an interesting theory, 
founded on the cortex (bark) ot the 
brain The cortex of the human brain 
is composed ot five distinct layers, 
each layer filled with-cells of peculiar 
shape. ■ In the lower (polymorphic) 
man is about on a level of other .anl- 
male But in the higher, which: is re-

the ten. and remains to-day a new cre
ation out of old material, and called by 
the doctor B 6.

Such is one more of the cases which 
tell the thinker that Nature cares very 
little for tne personality of any of us. 
Intelligence has crept up a step at a 
time till she can pose as human, but. as 
we now see. substance and energy are 
co-partners in every form. My whole 
life history, with its joys and sorrows, 
its loves and hates, its attainments and 
disappointments, and above all its 
memories, depend, this doctor teaches, 
upon the ebb and flow of blood through, 
certain arteries. Let them alone and 
you may have a career of threescore 
years and ten. with, perhaps, an intel
lect that shapes the destiny of a nation. 
So says the medical scientist.

(To be continued.)

SOUL—LIFE—GOD.

not the eflhal freedom ot any other

lated to'the intellect,, man is vastly su
perior-' That upper layer > is called 
"pyramidal" from-tho-shape of its cells? 
In cases of-dementia this layer is dis
eased; and in idiocy it is not developed. 
AWohol wJl deBjrox ftwe cells when,

Therc s a power within that no man 
sees.

A force which to each is surest ease.
The blind, the halt, the maimed are 

blest
To hear the word. - CoBie here and 

rest/'
Silent and calm, above the roar, 
Above the dash on yonder shore, 
The current true of lite runs on, ' 
The mystery deep that all may con.
Tried oft but never failing, still v 
It reaches out to every ill, . •
It soothes and stays the worn and weak, 
And all the ways of Good bespeak. .
Hie to Uie mountains of thy strength, 
O Man'-' whose days of endless , length 
Loom in tho distance grand and fair. 
The Abidingness shall know thee there.
Forevermore! Eternal Life! . .
Thy potencies with love are rife, ; 
And bliss awaits thine every form 
Out from the mists and out of storm, 

1 M. A. CONGDON.
Washington, D. 0.

The best thing which we derive from 
history is the enthusiasm that it ra’.seq 
in us —Goethe

I
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Doctor Peebles Replies to Mrs. Richmond

a

jalla and lunatic asylums.'

Medi- 
tlian a 
a bless- 
calmly,

would bi 
Chrlstiai

if fire is dangerous because 
and whole cities are burned; 
umsliip, more of an e'volutlon 
gift, is a' blessing, rightly used;

flicting, ’soon loses its force, and bècomes weak, like the arm that is sus
pended in a sling. This discussion now being carried on in The Pro
gressive Thinker, is of unparalleled interest—something fresh, startling, 
instructive, and which broadens out the mind! Before reading the fol
lowing from Dr. Peebles, turn to Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond^ admirable

The agitation of thought is the beginning of wisdom. A pond of 
water undisturbed, and receiving no fresh supply, becomes putrid. The 
mind that is not continually agitated by thoughts, though very con-

pie get drowned! ’ Just as well ask 
■ people

ing beyond all blessings when 
religiously used, opening the gatewayA Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr, J. 

M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon
' ism of the Ages.”

>

THE FROGfcK^e^IVE THINKER
■ - ' - - ■ - - - - —■ ..y*'-».»J__L' '-7 II.■—1».'■"! 1.1 1 '■ ■■■»a^-'.'^iEMa«M^»'L!!L ■ "ZS-11 I

A Comprehensive Analysis of the Question.moral responsibility, spirits being mo
tionless automatons, lifeless machines, 
rigid late-imprisoned irresponsibles— 
“conditions" more undesirable and 
vastly more detestable than the mod
ernized orthodox hell.

But If people, and especially sensi
tives, are liable to obsessions. Is not 
mediumship dangerous? Just as well 
ask If water is dangerous because peo-

Which; the Christian Satan or Obses
sing Spirits?. , 

“If it ¿Mild bJ'made to appear,” says
Mrs. Rlcdgmoudj&’that any great per
centage, as many. Spiritualists think, of 
criminals, and Those having affected 
minds oieunoralfi, were obsessed, it

to tile homes of the immortals.
None are perfect. “Why callest thou 

me good,” exclaimed the medium and 
martyr of Nazareth. “None is good but 
one,” said he, “and that is God.” None 
have perfectly overcome; none have at
tained their highest ideals; none are ab
solutely good in thought, word and 
deed, and as such they die, and as such 
they return, influencing tor the better 
or obsessing tor the worse, and all in 
consonance with the plane they occupy.

Personally no one esteems Mrs. 
Richmond more highly than myself, and 
while conscientiously differing from her 
in some minor matters ot theory, I 
FEED TO THANK HER A THOU
SAND, THOUSAND TIMES FOR THE- 
GREAT WORK SHE HAS WROUGHT 
IN THE NAME OF THAT SPIRITUAL
ISM TO WHICH WE HAVE BOTH DE
VOTED A HALF-CENTURY AND 
MORE OF ELUCIDATION AND DIS-

à

'avû. 18,1905.)

t; then let us have the 
hen we will have only

one foe, ttbt millions to overcome."
Tills paragraph belongs to the cate

gory ot the cute; and not to the candid, 
the logical or the profound, Let us see! 
This theological or “Christian Satan” 
raised a^j’ebeiypn in heaven, fought 
with thefangels;( was conquered and 
thrust out, was chained in hell for a 
season,.got ]pose and appeared in Eden 
in the form of, a serpent, and has now 
been some six thousand years roaming 
thrpugh the world, outwitting God, out
working the angels, inventing spiritism, 
clutching.(he rpid his.myriad imps) and 
d ragging'countless millions^ ot human 
intelligences down into thè hell-fire of 
hottest flames to be eternally torment
ed and damned! This is the “Christian

The Young Philosopher of Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
takes the Question of Obsession under considera
tion, and analyzes it with the same scrupulous care 
that the chemist would a questionable coriipound.-

The Dividing Line—Injurious Control— 
The Victim of Obsession—Well Not 
to Be Too Radical—Motives of the 
Spirit—Obsession an Unalterable 
Fact—Jumping to a Conclusion- 
Timid Folks Scared—Obsession Often 
a Scapegoat for Sins—.Excellent Ad
vice—Read Dr. Peebles' “Obsession" 
find Mr. Tuttle’s "Mediumship and Its 
Laws"—A Notable Case—Mental De
rangements and Evil Spirits.
My mind has been troubled of late by 

„ query that keeps presenting itself, 
demanding solution, and which is of a 
nature so abstruse that I do not feel 
qualified to cope with it unaided; there
fore I take it to Court, and after offer-

. ..'semination, my heart motto 
address on Evil Snirits. It is a wonderfully able and suggestive dis- is “minimize our differences 
course, in opposition to the Obsessión theory, and is given in a calm, elo- and magnify our agreements,” 

quent and dispassionate manner. Then carefully peruse the masterly, I lJetter land of immortality, ; 
comprehensive views given by the learned Doctor in answer to Mrs. "Ten thousand are our tongues and 
Richmond. By reading both at the same sitting'you will catch more I But alf™sr’heai,ta are pne., 
fully the spirit of each, and have your mind healthfully agitated and I are uie mothers and fathers, 

-Roth are admirable productions, representing different I and grandfathers and grandmothers do- 
ex.puuuvu. . ing to prevent obsessions?
Views of the question. - - . . • Talking of evil and obsessions, says

-------------  . I Mrs. Richmond: “You have to bear In 
the Lord Jesus.” It Is quite time the I mind that relatives, friends, all the 
Spiritualists dropped these old sectari- good people whom you know are In 
an phrasesí I spirit llfe now.” Yes, very many ot

wk,» i. »k» »a n. iu.h? them are. And she continues: “What What Is the Word to Be Used ? U y£)Ur motbei.( your £alher_ your daugb.
A fair question! The word that t,er> your grandmother dolnjj>while the 

should be used in speaking of conscious I evil spirit is obsessing?" Evidently do- 
endless existence, is spirit. Paul wise- ing what they naturally can to break> 
ly wrote: “The word of God as dividing the obsession, no doubt, but quite likely 
asunder soul and spirit.” And again they have less positive magnetic power 
he says: “I pray God to preserve you than some of these spirit demons who 
blameless, spirit, soul, and body.” delight to vex and obsess. In this 
.These are clear-cut distinctions be- I train of thought, let me ask what are 
tween soul and spirit. the “good people,” what are the moth-

When the persecuted Judean Naza- I erB> the fathers, the grandmothers, the 
arene was suffering the death-agony, he noliceman, Mrs. Richmond, her society, 
cried out, “Father, into thy hands I and other Spiritualist societies doing to 
commend my spirit!” And when the close those Chicago underground gam- 
martyred Stephen was being murder- bling dens, stop those midnight de- 
cusly stoned to death, he exclaimed, I baucheries, prevent those howling 
"Lord Jesus, receive my spirit!" The mObs, bar-room fightings with blood
angels of God are called “ministering shed and murder? Why did they not 
spirits.” God is called the “God of the Btop Gusthve Marks, one of those car
spirits of all flesh.” And Jesus always barn bandits, from shooting down those 
addressed obsessing demons as “spir- innocent men, and who on his way to ex
its;" and not souls. Emphatically, It I ecution, cursed his enemies, cursed 
is the spirit that Is immortal, and not (-od, cursed the court,’ declaring that he

Much of Mrs. Richmond's lecture Is 
In consonance with the belief of Spir
itualists generally; yet she or her 
guides made some astonishing asser
tions in this discourse! Take this 
statement as a sample: “So the , Jews 
were not haunted by evil spirits." If 
she had said, “The Jews, seemingly 
paid little attention to evil spirits, till 
after their commercial an<f social rela
tions with the Babylonians,” she would 
have come much nearer the truth.

But to the testimony concerning 
Jewish demonism. It is recorded .1. 
Samuel that “AuSeyll „spirit troubled 
Saul,” and that front the music of the 
harp “the evil spirit 'departed from 
him.” , „ ,

Josephus says in his book of the Jew; 
ish Wars that there Is a certain “root,” 
the value of which consists in driving 
away' “demons, which are none other 
than the spirits of the wicked that en
ter into men that are alive and kill 
them unless they can obtain some help 
against them.” '

The great scholarly Renan, treating 
of Rabbi Hillel, who came from Baby
lon, and Philo (who was about twenty 
years older than Jesus, yet survived 
him) says in speaking of Halaka: 
“They taught that both angels and the 
demons of the wicked dead, vexed the 
Jews and caused conspiracies.” It 
was said by some of the commentators 
in the past that the ‘Old Testament 
does not teach a future existence; but 
that idea died long ago with scholars.

Justin Martyr declared .that “evil 
spirits .[deidons] influenced women, 
corrupted boys, and spread terror in the 
Jewish provinces." ... .

The erudite Aukberry; writing of the
Jews, remarked: “They believed in 
both angels and depraved demons, the 
latter being intermediate between the 
souls of the most wicked and haunting 
dead, ahd the gods.”

Both the Nazarene and John the Bap
tist were charged with being in "league 
with the devil.” Again, they shouted to 
Jesus, “Thou art a Samaritan, and hast 
a devil.’! And still again, “He casteth 
not out devils, but by Beelzebub, the 
Prince of Devils.” But enough I I need 
not repeat what is amplified in my 
book, that demons and devils and the 
devil are sometimes erroneously used 
interchangeably in the scriptures. This, 
however, is largely corrected in the re
vised version. The Jews, all of them, 
with the exception of the Sadducees, 
believed in, or were "haunted,” more or 
less, by demon spirits.

The belief in evil spirits runs like in
tertwining threads through the webs of 
'all the historic ages. This is as true 
of the most civilized as of thé savage. 
The “value of an’ opinion,” says Her
bert Spencer, “is to be found in the de
gree of .its persistence;" and I add, 
without fear of contradiction, that the 
belief in evil spirits is as persistent as 
is the.belief in immortality. '

As Mrs. Richmond headed her lecture 
with Bible quotations, she will not ob
ject to the continuance of scriptural 
quotations relating to the non-immor- 
tality or changing, dying nature of the 
soul. ,,

Listen: “The soul that slnneth it 
shall die.”—Ezekiel.

“He who converteth a sinner shall 
save a soul from death”—James.

“Fear him who is able to destroy both 
soul and body in Gehenna.”—Matthew.

“We remember the flesh -Which we 
did eat in Egypt, but now our soul is 
dried away, there is nothing beside the 
manna.”-:—Numbers. •

"And It became as the blood of a 
dead man, and every living soul died In 
the sea.”—Revelations.

■ Immortality, immortal souls, do not, 
cannot die, because immortality has In 
it the quantitative quality of endless-

the soul. would die “game.” I hear the response:
The Literal Make-up of Man “We are-doing—we did what we could,

_ , „ ,, „ ,, , in our limited way."
Man, philosophically speaking, is a I Exactly! And so the good spirits un

unity in duality of expression. Pri- I doubtedly do what they can in their 
marlly I am one; a unit; a conscious “ijmjted way” to prevent obsession and 
individuality; a germ of divinity; a po- I j.eifeve the obsessed. And why, should 
lentlalized portion of tlie Infinite Spirit Bpmitg unfleshed, have any more power 
—God. Indeed, I am conscious, finite propOrtionally’than spirits in the flesh? 
spirit, uncompounded, indissoluble and ,pbey d0 not.
immortal, and I manifest as duality -Evil not only may, but actually does 
manifest through a soul-body and a “triumph" at times in bloody rebellion 
physical body. . ... 1-^-rebellions for Conquest and power, in-

The. soul,,or the soul-body, is the in- . freuZied strikes. in angTy clty’mobs attdc 
termediate between the spirit and, .the great .«ndtionat fleta-drimsoning wars; 
material body. It is ethereal, fluidic but tblg does not destrOy the tendency 
and human shaped, having neither fins and poteacy of any good-purposed na- 
nor wings. tional. government. It must be 1m-

“This duality of expression,” as Mrs. I pressed UI)on the mind that this is just 
Richmond wisely suggests, runs or as mucb God’s world to-day as is the 
streams in inspired words through the splrlt world to-morrow or thereafter, 
great Babylonian, Persian, Chaldaic and I therefore the hells, heils of selfishness, 
Jewish religious; and this duality dom- oj disPutatlon, of revenge, and of. re
inates and is reflected through all na-1 morgei too, alternately abound just over 
ture, such as night and day, light and dPath-s dlvldej and demons tempora- 
darkness, the positive and the negative, rily “triumph” in the lower spheres of 
the centripetal and centrifugal forces. 6pjrIt ure< whlch splrlt llfe and 8pirit 
This differentiation in observation and worid is in part here and now. In re
expression is almost universal. Phil- ality we are all splrtts now, conscious 
osophically considered, there are two splrits t0.day, and earth-life Is the first 
conditions in the moral world as in the department of the spirit world; and is 
physical world, active and passive, ac- there no discord, no vice, no horrid de
lion and reaction, the subjective and baucheries, no evils to overcome here 
the objective, the ideal and the real, and now? ' •
the conscious and the superconscious, . “Unhappy spirits,” said Mrs. Rich- 
the true and the false, good spirits and I mOnd (why should they be unhappy if 
evil spirits. I not erring and evil-disposed) “are often
The Naturalness of Spiritualism with Its permitted [who permits them?] to visit 

Good and Evil Spirits. circles where there are mediums for
___ the purpose of expressing their condl- 

Spirit is God. This is a literal trans- t|On „ jndeedi and whlch “conditions,” 
lation of tnese words in Johns gospel: may be aijded, are often expressed in 

Ho ,Theos- And whea 1 say deceiving, lying, false ■ prophesying, 
God, I do not mean localized, kuman- poinyng to gold fields, and using An
shaped and fickle personality, but I drew Jackson Davis’ words, “vlctlmiz- 
mean the Infinite and tBB Immanent ¡ng mediums!” Better that "guides” 
Consciousness Life, Purpose, Power; represg SUch “unhappy spirits," than 
Wisdom, and the Love of the Universe I let tbem loose Jnt0 cjroieg. or> to other- 
(called by Andrew Jackson Davis the j “express their base conditions.” 
Great Positive Mind, and by the dis-1 Yea, better, far better> that guides re- 
tinguislK-'l Alfred R. Wallace, the Su- r ather than permit 
preme Spirit of the Universe,’’) every- " ’ __ k.,where manifest, from seashore sands to I New Modern Spiritualism, said Mrs. 
galaxies of stars and suns. And men I R'ch“°?d’„i®, n ~ a ° 
aré made, evolved, in the image of God, I Phy o£ d®YRa’ 
therefore they are naturally, necessari- Iion or Philosophy that calls evil, good 
ly spiritual beings, and it is just as nat- I nor a 
ural for spiritual beings, clad in the nor aph 10K°.?hy 
flesh, to converse with those, unclothed I risy> nor a pv
of flesh through thought-waves, through ery per^??Js 
sympathy, through psychic impressions, I possible experience of earth Ute. 
through trance or vision, as itis for love ^galn,’, ??‘nnv Wn? hnMH^elieion it 
to respond to love, or music to the music- l.igton of any kind, but |s religion_ i 
al strains of wandering minstrels. But seli- KJ8 apt a 
who are and what is the moral and spir- ?3°phy Rsel£- pÍp°S0<phyflnpf the 
itual status of these spirits? This must I koth here and hereafter—in fine, the 
depend upon the class and kind of hu- harmonial philosophy.
man beings that are thrust every mo- No Evil Spirits, Only “Shadowy Condi-

Satan,” which Mrs. Richmond says "let 
us have,’.’ ip preference to our erring, 
undeveloped obsessjng spirit brothers, 
who temporarily influence, vex, or ob
sess mortalq. ■ 1

‘‘The efficacy of eyil spirits, or any 
hypnotic, as the cause of crime, will 
mnn%y“totaf ¿SihSe SMem wRch-1 hiKa'few'taeories'and'a little^advice in

ESUXiiSS11 ” “tions.like the above, without demon- it is'this- Where shall
thinkeis8’ aThne tateondrtlone'd'anTH we draw the dividing line'between ordi- 
m&otfeSr w®e taken back

truthkteadsrtherway 1'itls now admit- intentions, each struggling for expres-

controls—in a word, obsession! ’ spIrituXte, but which
The Solidarity add-ultimate Progress of (¡j reality are only instances of spirit 

all Intelligence^ Whether In Worlds ' controls manifesting these same quail
, ’Visible dr Invisible. ties;- never entirely evil; never wholly

- x x 4 malicious, and very seldom intention-
Ab God is one^ omnipotent, and im- a]ly( ba(] but o£ten beneficently in

mutable, the Deiflc presence P®™eat-1 cl(nedj and working harm just because 
ing the immensities and the eternities, tb are jgnoranu nol understanding 
there is no room in this vast moral uni- tbg tundamentai iawB Of spirit commu- 
verse for,.any Christian batan or nlcation and controi, r.ot knowing how 
roaming personal devil, apd there is no rightly the power they possess,
essentiaLand-endless evil Obsessing il°otu^al7zBlngywhat best ter their me-
spirits have the spark of divinity with- dlum,a weifare?
in, and, prodigals as they are from the. (g ea gay tbat Wben coa. 
right pnd true, the voice of love from t|>ol . gplrltg proveB injuri0UB to the 

»the heavens-of ;the.wisdom angels will I med;um we should consider it obses- 
ultimately touch the sp rlt centers of I regardless of whetner the con
their being, apd they will arise, follow trojjjng spirit 4s intentionally evil or 
toe light and come into the Inheritance m^fjguorant; but it is quite another 
of their higher selves. There is hope fflatter t0 designate a Speclflc instance, 
for all, there is progress for all, and and tba(. tblg cage jg obsession, be
the innate gpodness of all is frequently cauge tJ)e medlum-s character is.not 
manifest, revealing the divine royalty what it should be and the influence of 
of humanity, ■ the spirits has not proved beneficial,

In my .several journeys around the whUe that cage yonder 1B not obsession, 
world, mingling with highest and low- because the character of the medium is 
est, I hgye seqn more people clothed slighl]y better and the surrounding 
than naJipd, mdre smiles than tears, I Bplrl(. intelligences are of a correspond- 
and have hearfha thousand merry peals jngly higher grade, though not as ele- 
of laughter for a single groan of agony. vated as could desire. ' 
Flowers, .py millions there are, and yet, I j cannot emphasize too strongly the 
under thousands of them are the thorns desjrauility of being extremely cautious 
that pierce., ,Briars abound where about accusing anyone of being the vic- 
choicest, Ijerrlgfl grow. It is well to I tJm of obseBBlon. lt is better to err on 
study, tpngrasjy these facts, which, by ^be gjde conservatism and allow a 
the way.iipertajp to the moral and spir- cases Of obsession to pass unnoted 
itual-re^ms ay, well as to the material. ^ban u ¡g [0 be too radical and thought- 
Every shadow,implies a substance, fhe legg and cry obaession where it does 
philosopher investigates, compares, not exlgf and other causes are respon- 
senps, apd accgpts realities as.,he finds gible for Ule facta obBerved. .
them, cqpscious that the flower which There are always those who question 
governs the universe makes tor risht- I lbe „j^ves of their neighbors and their 
eousnesp. -and pltlntate harmony. Not- asaoclateB and assail their character 
witbstandJpgl.th,e,numerous obsess ons, I entlrely wIthout reason, and so there 

"evideptfe^iie wppld upon the whole Is ,are u10ge po question the good inten- 
grqwtagoJ’ettep, There is g,eater effl- t;onE of spirits and shout “Obsession!" 
ciency |n.the.e?£ecutU>n of laws. There I witbo-pt one veBtige of proof nor any 
is greater .cpmpleteness.jn international ad atd reagon for Bo dolng. And 
commerce. There, is .a ..greater ten- I lbose wll0 are aiways making unsub- 
dency against war and,,|p favor-of. arbi- gtant(ated remar]is derogatory to the 
tration. There is a deeper, diviner characler of those about them, and who 
sense of fraternity welling up. in the- are lck t0 cagt ginister hints of evil 
souls of the masses. When Inaias where ft doea not exigti wlll be the first 
famine was starving millions, how guggest ^obsession” whenever a me- 
qulckly the.spirit of brotherhood came dium actg a nttle strange, and "evil 
to the surface,pending grain-laden ships , lt„ eve time a 3pirlt manifests a 
to that far-off land. When Galveston utt]e out of tbe ordlnary.
was swept by.-a flood ?l,500,000 was It is hard to determine the intentions 
sent to her relief. When Mt. Pelee, an- oj. a morta] whether they be good or 
grily thundered, vomiting up smoke „ and it jg stm more difficUlt to un- 
and fire, ashes and lava, making^ St. derstand the motives that actuate' a 
Pierre a vast charnel-house, dead as I spirit. Because a medium does not lead 
Pompeii, the world was startled and an exemplary life 1B no reasOn for as- 
gold and silver and grain and garments gumi that it is a case of obsession. It 
were rushed to the relief of the rem- m be ^ba^ when normal the sensitive 
nant that wept in the vallex of desola- inolInea toward evil, and is going the 
tion. Wheti brotherhood,-Mien the in-1 downward path in spite of the efforts 
most divinity speaks, its ringing God- a boat sul.rOunding spirit friends 
inspired language is, Help, give, do ^]10ge oharacters are excellent and who 
good!” and its heavenly voice rings and are trylng .their best to redeem their 
echoes on both sides, of the River of charge from evil ways.
Death; and- demons, morally-blinded, OBSESSION IS AN UNALTERABLE 
obsessing demobs, hearing, turn toward FACT AND NOT ALL THE LOGIC OF 
the sunlight of'eternal truth. These I TH0SE WHO DENY ITS EXISTENCE 
being rescued are constantly coming up CAN disturb ITS FOUNDATION OF 
from the Tartarian spheres of darkness TRUTH; but we encounter a lot of in- 
with robes washed in repentance and ane talk’and illogical reasoning that 
prayers, in noble efforts to rise, in sin- can only retard the day when Spiritual- 
cere, uplifting purposes, in holy aspira- lata aball come t0 an agreement con
tions, in the ChrtBt spirit of love, and I cernlng the matter. The truths of ob- 
in sweetest: gratitude to God and their I gegsion are at present buried beneath a 
angel helpers. And now, I pile o£ rubbish which some would have
"From pain trad death and sorrow free, I us accept unquestioned as fact,' but

They join with us to sing; I which must eventually be cleared away
Oh, grave,.where is thy victory, if we are to arrive at the exact truth

Oh, death, whefe is- thy sting?” I of the matter. I would urge a little
z. ; ________ I more sanity and conservatism on the

tion, and equally quick to occupy it.
In criticising the efforts of these pre

tenders I do not want anyone to mis
construe ray. meaning and think that I 
am attempting to disparage all work 
along this line. There are many who 
have the power to relieve obsession and 
are sincere in their work of alleviating 
suffering in this way; against them I 
have no complaint to make; they are 
doing a much needed work and I com
mend them. ■

But don’t yield to everyone who 
comes along claiming co be able to cure 
obsession. Avoid those who are con
tinually making claims /'they cannot 
demonstrate to be truer. Go only to 
those of recognized ability, who have 
studied the problem/until they under
stand it thoroughly, end against whom 
no shadow of suspicion has been cast. 
Remember that the person who under
takes to cure obsession must lead a 
chaste life, be temperate in habits, and 
free from every taint of wrong doing; 
otherwise instead of relieving obsession 
the malignant influence exerted may 
enable the evil spirit to secure a 
stronger hold upon you than it had be
fore.

And don’t, hastily, conclude that you 
are obsessed every time you feel cross, 
irritable or bad in any way; mayhap it 
is only a case of dyspepsia. Obsession 
doesn’t explain everything.

It isn’t a scapegoat for your sins, en-

peris on mental diseases,” when they 
should be under the care of those who 
are psychically unfolded; while othem 
who are mentally unsound are supposée | 
to be under spirit control and are influj 
enclng uninformed Spiritualists by theiv 
vapid, irrational utterances, when they 
ought to be undergoing treatment for 
insanity. . I .

There is another problem that con
fronts us here. If Abernethy pad been 
of sound mind would the obsessing 
spirit—provided it was obsession that 
ailed him—have been able to gain pos
session and lead him on to ruin? Does 
not mental derangement often furnish 
the very conditions necessary for an 
evil spirit to gain control? Is not a per- l 
son of sound mind, temperate in all ' 
things, about as near immune from dan
ger of obsession as it is possible to be 
on this earth?

I question, but I do not answer. This 
Gordian knot I cannot untie; I leave it. .

GEORGE B. FERRIS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

abllng you to shirk responsibility, like a 
Christian blaming the devil for his 
moral lapses. We have not destroyed 
the devil in order to surrender to his 
imps. In the great majority of cases, 
when a person thinks he is obsessed by 
an evil spirit he is obsessed by nothing 
but his own evil desires.

But if you happen to become ob
sessed by a real evil spirit, be In no 
hurry to give good money to the first 
person you meet who claims to be able 
to cure you upon the payment of a cer
tain sum. First Investigate and try to 
discover the cause of the evil spirit tak
ing possession of you. There is always 
a reason for everything of this kinfi, and 
If you search diligently you can gener
ally find it. Sometime, somewhere, you 
have furnished the necessary condi
tions, and if you would be cured you 
must first discover the link that binds 
you to the evil spirit, and break it. 
Your first duty is to become informed. 
Read some good book that contains 
helpful advice on the subject, like 
Peebles’ “Obsession,” Tuttle’s "Medi
umship and Its Laws,” or some other 
equally valuable work, give attention to 
the discussion now proceeding in these 
columns, and you will know how to pro
ceed in dislodging an obsessing spirit.

Remove the conditions that enabled 
the undesirable Influence to gain pos
session, develop and use your will, and 
in nine cases out of ten it will be un
necessary to call in outside help.

A Wonderful Shrub—Cures Kidney and 
Bladder Diseases, Rheumatism, Etc.
New evidence shows that Alkavls, the 

new botanical product of the Kava
Kava Shrub, is indeed a true specific 
qure for diseases caused by Uric acid in 
the blood, or by disorders of the Kid
neys and Urinary organs. •

A remarkable case Is that of James Thomae, 
Eeq., of the Board of Review .Bureau of Pomloni. Waafilng- 
on, p. C., as told iu the New York World of re
cent date. He was cured by Alhavis after many 
myslclans had failed, and ho had given un all 

nope of recovery. 1
Similar testimony of extraordinary 

cures of Rheumatism and Kidney and 
Bladder diseases of long standing, 
comes from many other sufferers, and 
1200 hospital cures are recorded in 30 
days. So far the Church Kidney Cure 
Company, New York, are the only im
porters of Alkavls, and they are so anx
ious to prove its value that for the sake 
of Introduction they will send a free 
sample of Alkavls, prepaid by mail, to 
every reader of The Progressive ’ 
Thinker who is a Sufferer from any ' 
form of Kidney or Bladder disorder 
Bright’s disease, Rheumatism, Diabetes t 
Dropsy, Gravel, Pain in Back, difficult ‘ 
or too frequent passing water, or ollie
affliction due to improper action of th; 
Kidneys or l^inary organs. We advis; 
all Sufferers to send their name and ad:; 
dress to the company, and receive the’ 
Alkavis entirely free. Address Church 
Kidney Cure Company, No. 404 Fourth ! 
Avenue, New York.

rUBLlGflTlONS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
Litan of SjMtial Literata.

ness. m .
The original word in the Old Testa

ment from which the word “soul” is 
translated, is Nephesh. It occurs about 
473 times, and . is rendered variously 
soul, life, persop,’ bodyyMrid; appetite,’ 

' thing, breath, creatures,: dead body, de
sire, etc. What, ;y.efii what has edn
sclous immortality to do.,., with such 

. word’s as these? ’ 1
In the'New Testament the word from , 

which "soul” is translated is Psuche, 
and is rendered soul, life, heart, us, you, 
etc. There is nothing in these, words 
indicating immortality or endlessness 
of being. ’ ‘

Further, it is stated in the Old Tes
tament that “Abram took . Sarah and 
his brother’s sffn and the souls that they 
had begotten In Haran;”

“These be the sons of Leah which she 
bare, » • * *A11 the souls of the sons 
and daughters were thirty and .three.”

"These are the sons of Rachel which 
were born unto Jacob, all. the souls 
were fourteen.” ’ ............. .

"All the souls which came with JaCob 
into Egypt, which came out .of his, 
loins.” ." , ' ■

These passages speak of - souls being 
begotten, of souls being born, and-ot 
souls coming out of Jacob’s loins. 
Surely Mrs. Richmond does .not .believe 
that-the soul Js • begotten, or that the. 
immortal soul is born, for she talks and 
teachcs..that the souls existed In a fixed, 
number. from all past eternity. Then 
why does she persist in using the out
worn phrase, “thO’ .immortal soul?" 
Calvinistic sectarlsts, like the ravifig 
Talmage of Los Angeles, talk of “un

. dying, imortal soul,” of .‘the precious 
1 immortal fioul bought by, the blood of

ment by Death's chilly fingers Into the I tions.”
vast world of spirits. Every tick of the „„jclock tells of spirits released from their What a.honeyed a . ■
flpshlv bodies Are these all saints? Phrase, shädowy conditions. A pur- Are^they°?erfectt Who^dare lay ZnV
hand nnnn thp heart and exclaim “I am I gainful, ulCQrating tooth, a burning, 
nerfecU” The wisest have made mta stinging, gangrening cancer, a poor, del
tas Aliare Tmnerfecl and multa sensitive medium obsessed-near 
millions are low-brained, depraved; ma- '^^Irael^G^HAimtehtv^
licious, and' maddened teWderers. and de?’a™g^r®®^...®^„A}mlgllty’ 
What, then, must be the.nature of their | only a shadowy condition.
'communication .and their influences I Though not permitted, I venture tak- 
upon those whom they sympathetically I tag the liberty of here quoting the fol- 
or hypnotically affect or .obsess? Can lowing from B. B. Hill, of Philadelphia, 
bitter fountains send forth sweet wa- so well known as a writer, and a tang
iera? Considering the abuses, who can-1 time Spiritualist of wealth and influ- 
not count up scores of hypnotic and 
medlumistlc wrecks? To disguise these 
facts, to lift up no danger signals, to re
fuse to instruct in the better way, is 
shamefully selfish, if not criminal, and 
the' moré so when proper warning to 
mediums, kindly advice and moral cul
ture might have saved them as invalu
able instruments for uplifting mes
sages and ministries from the .over
arching heavens. . .

An English statistician reports that 
in 10.0 years 140,000,000 of human be
ings have been' slain on blood-crim
soned battlefields. ' .The most of .these 
wéré selfish, wrangling, , fighting,. mad
dened soldiers and savages, fighting to 
kill their enemies., - What were they 
after death? What' influence would 
they, naturally, if not necessarily, exert 
over those dwelling in fleshly bodies;

, ,or, would some waiting god) some field- 
marshal)"or. some spirit policeman-be 
on hand ’to i shackle them, manacle 
them, chain them, hybernate them, 
thrust them into spirit cells, locking the 
spirit doors so that they can neither 
vex nor obsess? Then there is an end 
to freedom, aa end 1A moral law, or

ence: . . .
“In this matter of spirit obsessions, 

Doctor, I know you are right, and I am 
glad that you are marching on in your 
work, preparing thé way for future gen
erations. Your work on obsessions is 
of mtfre value to mankind than a whole 
library of books treating of'Christianity, 
the offspring of paganism and other re
ligious dogmas. .The question of obses
sion is of vital Importance to Spiritual
ism now. It is a condition of life that 
all should understand as a protection 
against the influences ot Selfish, wicked 
and devilish spirits bent on evil. For 
many years I have had avery extensive 
experience with this class of spirits, 
some of-which were. Roman Catholics, 
and who would nbt hesitate to take life 
to carry their point. I regard Investi
gation and experience as the' best 
schools of life, and 'my experience, 
"years of experience iâ What Induces 
me to so heartily approve of your work 
on obsession. When this-subject of low, 
deceptive spirit controls,- or obsession, 
Is better understood and guarded 
against, we shall have less needs for

A Snlrlt Messaoe Part of those who accept obsession as a/y Spirit Message. u gound8 better lookB more
Gea. B. Moore, of Fort Scott, Kansas, reasonabie. Then make no claims that 

writes: “On January 16, .1905, we re- you canaot substanttate, and remem- 
ceived the following through the medi- ber__
umship of;Mra. Mary Kaiser”: I Au 1B ndt evu that evil seems,

I am one, of: the many wanderers ot I ,An lgnorant spirit is not always an 
the lost tribe of Israel. I once was a I gvll one .
high official In the church of Israel, but I Bvery drunkard’ that goes zigzaging 
through indiscretions I fell from my flown the street is not necessarily ob
high estates and now I am a wanderer I sessed
on the face of the spiritual world. I unless you are just perfect, it is well 
must .wander,untll my crimes are ex-1 to con8[der that people who live in 
plated and I make -proper restitution I -ags houseB should not throw stones, 
for the moneys and jewels I confiscated I Qbsession is a word that covers a 
to myown us^ . It is much worse for i ¿mjtitude of mistakes on the part of 
one of my station to commit su^^ an mortaiB-as wen as .on the part of spir- 
offense, a'lfor qf him: that hath much, • . ■ •
much shall ,be .expected.” I was a t0 Slander the character of a spirit is' 
leader of mem-now.! must follow in the .gt ag reprehensifile:as t’6 slander the 
footStepSITofftafe-lowest criminal until Cbaracter bf a mortal. ’ 
my punishment is over; ^oe, woe is ^ver apCuse a spirit of being evil 
me; who?of-tta mightiest have fallen or jiving eyil designs unless you have 
to the lowest d^ths of degradation. My a le evjdenb« $ make it perfectly 
robes of righteousness have turned t0 Liear that this is the case.
rags of filth .andimy golden scepter has -gyhen you come to a conclusion 
turned to-a fcpazen serpent with which ab0Ut obsession without a thorough in
to torment medomy powerJs gone and- veBtIgation> femember that the person 
and in its stead I walk alone forsake I wb0 junlpB t0 a conclusion Is moi'e 
of men and beast. God be merciful to I tban llkejy jump to an erroneous one. 
me a smner., Xpt this be a warning to 1 R Jg easy t0 jump to a conclu- 
those on ear|li,to be faithful to their I. gjon.cry “OhgeBsing spirit” every 
trust and tbta|(not you can hide your tlme a person advocates views contrary 
evil, it can nbvgr be buried so deep but L to yoJir 0WD) 0I. actB a unusual, 
^e.yo3$ &&dS the laylhat evef bu\lt is hot always good taste or goOd

I yielded to temptation. I must write sense‘ . : - - - -
this and make a public confession that .* ’ , . ' , - '
my punishment may be lightened, so r For many years a lot of. quacks have,
'now, I say,-l am guilty—guilty, guilty, been attached, to Spiritualism, like an 
guilty, may my punishment not be in- ever-present, shadow, and one .of their, 
creased. »1-am'done. Woe, woe is me. chief -sources of income has been the 
A high priest. ’A servant of the Most swindling of.,-their, deluded .followers 
High God.- ' A servant of the people. A I under,'the pretense of developing latent 
sinner suffering from his crimes, mediumship.upon the payment of a 
Amen, so be LL..Yours in sorrow and stated.number of-dollars. Now -that 
distress. , n . CEPHAS? this question of obsession has been agi

- . tated-there will be a number, of timid

Picking up the daily paper a few days 
ago, my eyes rested upon the following 
paragraph, and therein I found embod
ied some profound psychic problems 
that relate directly to the question- of 
obsession:

“Sj. Joseph, Mich., Jan. 7.—Directed 
by signs from his son, with whom he 
asserted he held daily conferences in 
matters concerning the management of 
valuable property, William Abernethy 
of Watervliet, a firm believer in Spirit
ualism, has for the past year been 
squandering his money in giving notes 
to irresponsible parties and making 
foolish investments. His friends, 
alarmed at his state of mind and his in
creasing losses, petitioned the Probate 
court for the appointment of a guardian 
and this afternoon Judge Ellsworth de
clared Abernethy incompetent and 
named Dr. W. A. Baker of Coloma to 
care for his business interests. The 
court in passing upon the petition, 
stated that the spirits could not be held 
as trustworthy advisers.”

There will be those to declare that 
Abernethy was the victim of hallucina
tion, while others will affirm with equal 
earnestness that it was nothing more 
nor less than obsession. With due can
dor I admit I don’t know which is right. 
Much that is taken for insanity is noth
ing but spirit control. Grant this and 
you must also admit that a great deal 
that is considered to be spirit influence 
is only the result of a disordered intel
lect. It’s a poor rule that won’t work 
both ways. Hudson Tuttle has a few 
pertinent words to say that will serve 
to emphasize this fact:

“In the dark ages of the past, when 
the functions of the brain were not un
derstood, Insanity was believed to be 
obsession by evil spirits, and the poor 
unfortunate victims were, as possessed 
by devils, cast from society, thrown into 
loathsome dungeons, mercilessly tor
tured to drive out the demons. Their 
incoherent words were regarded as the 
voice of Satan or his friends. Now 
with the advent of science, the dement
ed are regarded as the most unfortu
nate objects of pity, and receive the ten- 
derest treatment Now that science 
has solved this question by tracing 
mental aberrations to organic changes 
in the brain; its congestion, or atrophy, 
or reflex action of conditions of the 
body, we may smile at the childish be
liefs of the past and give full measure

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts In its field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cetts.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. .
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in the spirit world, present
ing the spiritual philosophy and the - 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents. • • •
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.
English edition. Price, JI.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF 
MAN.

J’Boc!al Upbuilding, Including Coop
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement- of Humanity." By E.D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
the laStphrt of ‘Human- Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. Ftw sale 
at this offie®. ,

“Jeet How to wake ths Solas1 Pies-

folk-scared half to death for fear they 
are coming down with a case of obses
sion, as with a contagious disease, when 
nothing-alls -them but a vivid and mor
bid Imagination; then there are those 
who are truly afflicted with obsession, 
anxiously searching for relief, and 
willing to grasp at.straws; and between

„ these two classes the quacks will be 
quick tq gcæft a lucrative field of opera*

1 1 , 4 , ‘ y ‘ . r H* "y J -4- t

of charity.- :
“The. marvelous changes in character 

produced by trance and spirit control, 
and the similarity, of the manifestations 
.with those often observed in the insane, 
has led to wild conclusions, and some 
Spiritualists .have returned to the an
cient ways of explaining dementia, sub
stituting spirits for demons * * • There 
has been so much confusion of thought 
on this subject that a clear explanation 
is essential. . The spiritual theory ac
counts for all cases of hallucination, 
illusions, and mental aberrations, but 
not entirely by the control of spirits. It 
draws a clear line of distinction be
tween great classes of psychic phenom
ena, the mistaken 'Interpretation of 
which has brought upon it obloquy and 
impeded its advancement The fear 
which distresses the. insane of an en
emy, which becomes by some sugges
tion personified; or their belief that 
they are God of Christ, or one of the 
Apostles, Is not to be accepted as fact 
that they ate obsessed by these or any 
other personaged. .The .njind is . dis
torted by a diseased brain. It is not a 
psychic question, but cue of pathology."

There is great .need for a more thor
ough study of insanity and its relation 
to spirit influence; , and it is to be hoped 
that someone with the necessary quali
fications will give us the benefit of ac
curate and. extensive investigation, so 
that we may know -what percentage,of 
supposedly Insanp people are obsessed, 
and to what extent so-called obsession 
is mental derangement. At present 
thousands of sensitives are inmates of 
insane asylums through the Ignorance 
of friends, relatives, and would-be "ex-

Containing the latest Investigations 
and discoveries, and a thorough presen
tation of this interesting subject. Eng- ) 
lish edition. Price ?L /
THE SECRETS OF‘THE CONVENT/'

OF THE SACRED HEART. !
This book was written for-an object; 

and has been pronounced equal in its 
exposure of the diabolical methods of 
Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin." 
Price, 25 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. It is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price 
30 cents. '

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to investigate. How to form 

circles, and develop and cultivate me
diumship. Names of eminent Spiritual
ists. Their - testimony. Eight-page
tract for mission work. Singles copies 
5 cents; 100 for $1.25. '

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author, 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recita
tions. 225 pages, beautifully bound. 
Price $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, Intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a‘spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con- . 
ducted without other assistance. Price,. 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents. Ex
press charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

the Angell Prize Oratorical Contests. 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

’AIL books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

! ■: Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

. Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this hook. It Ib intended" 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authora 
to furnish a compendium to.the student 
of psychic laws.and manifestations, it 
has been more than thirty years In pre
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration. 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats.- Few questions will - 
arise In the minds of ■ investigators, ‘ 
that are not answered in |ts -pnge$, 
Price, $1.25 postpaid. , . 1...... ‘

Address all orders to : '■ 1 
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio. | 

rWhy~i Am • ▼«Mutan.’* By »« 
Howard Moore, An address ttefore th« 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Frioe^ M
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W OPEN COURT.
^Analysis of Spirit Influence. 
* I« mm. .fiíuences That Often Dominate th«Loon iealIled that the father had been 

Young and Old Alike, and Brings C(jdlcte(j t0 ti)e us0 ot alcoholic liquors, t 
¿tomé to Each Reader Certain Import- ud aa be calne lu touch with the son 
Jnt Facts? physical body he influenced him to
There is much need ot investigating „’^admitted this to be the con- 

along these lines ot obsess ion tor ’.^e aahe understood it, but had 
world at large me to learn if he was correct,
ists are confronted-with conditions (hat relaUojl ot Bpirlt in-
cannot be understood until . fluence-amounted to and what he could
powers are made use of and mediums f¡d blmse)£ of it9 pov,-er of con- 
and physicians work side by side. 1 affl lr01, can not control myself, espe
not a physician, hut have studied along l^ jn monüng. as 80Dn . a8 4 
those lines and coming in (hpir’ wake I feel I must go get a glass of
many doctors, bave gleaned Horn tneir „
experiences as well as from my .. ' j questioned him as to the nature of
servatlon. Haying been a (blfJ lnfluence anu soon satisfied myself

\ tince childhood, and . that it was suggestion irom spirit side
' ceptthe giftsit endowed me'with, wm o£ not only leadlng him> to drnk, 

i i cut trying to understand1 the a but a)80 causing him to exhibit vio ent
I jof it; led me to investigate all laws ot fiÿ when there was very Bllght
V i life in their complex manifestations. ovocation. ■ i
I) The revelations have given me. a P £ was once aBked fl0W 1 could tell a 
/ broader field to study than I expectea ca(je o£ obsegBion> irom any other condi
li to find, and the mandate By„ tion. As a physician tells the disease
A eelf” comes with a s!I'°agarnrnnli„aled by its symptoms, so one who has stud- 
4 when we have learned tho complicated 1 £1æse cages can teU by certain syinp- 

conditions of the soul life. „ toms just what the psychological con-
\ There are many conditions of innu •> 
\ence one might explain from physical question of, what shall I do

results, or caused by inherited 01 ac tQ bg gaved waa askedi and the lesson 
: quired habits, but whenone «as I in8truction given, while the father

learned the power of soul »elation, ana reagoned wltb( and the laws of his 
how complicated that relation is, that I condWon of reiation with his son’s life 
the soul life is made up many person ajned b y guldegi six months

' alitles harmonizing as one, and ex 1*^ tbe gentieman again. He
- pressing themselves as .«“eB0‘Q then told me he had not been troubled 

coming into a relation with the so'Jlot ln t0 ep(£k of since his reading with
~a mortal body and Influencing the up_ and now aeem9 entirely free from 

ioldment of that soul, seeMng lurthe» an undegirable influence from spirit 
experience through another mortai I ldg of U£e_ 
life’s journey, we can begin to under There are condltlonB that come into 
stand the many sides to the character children's lives that need a scientist 
et a human being. ' tbat understands psychic laws as well

! The child first learns to demand that pbyslcai and metaphysical. In fact, 
-'i its physical needs be supplied by con i ither o£ tbe lattgr can be under

' trolling and instructing Influences from g£ood uu tbe £ormer 18 reveaied to the 
the spirit side of life. The little bud of Lnderstanding' of the scientific wor d, 
reason and intelligence's unfolded by I n must g0 band in hand. Prenatal ta
fite harmonious relation of fluences have much to do with. the
/tended with Its own, so as to lead. the £ environment of a child a Ute, as 
fed to unfold leaf by leaf Into a bios- ag moldtng and making physical
lam, to grow Into maturity, hut each mental possibilities for its life to

tonality blends an influence inform-»““ 1
1 the character, .and giving force to £ cannot give In such an article as 
A inherited .conditions. ihe . mentati £bat £ hftve Iound( but

...Iltieá have laws'which control their H“tate wbat j know to be a truth. My 
fiilopment; the physical has Its law (.udleB a]Ong these lines,have been pur
drolllug Its growth and powers, also »1 jn vartOus ways, not only as a 
I soul part of man has its laws, »11 medlcal student and a public school
(g fixed and unchangeable, but all ber later a8 a nurse, and all along
Sie to work together for the best or | & med|um. 1 have sought'knowl-

fcsTst results. ' ; _ edge in other ways. ,
-(■ It is time mothers and fathers lean» bad £be 80rr0W Of seeing a dear lit-
Mie results of thoughtless parenthood, I le ew le£t motneriess at four 
lèarn to work with the higher forcaa yearB of age; at nine taken to an idiot 
fon the best results, learn to Boyen» ' £ although at four he was as 
thdmselves. learn to watch the unfold- b ï £ ag any cbUd Tbls led me to in- 
Ingllife and protect it from that which lfe£igate tbe causes that fill our idiot 

ÌW11Ù surely prove detrimental to its1 k* °ngane aBylum8 with those who 
best! growth. The physical endowo mJgb£; bave been a blessing to the 
ments through, hereditary; 'aY®, g.B World, but for the ignorant or wilful

' opportunity to the soul life, but the abuag q£ (}od,g Jawg 
law of reflex action brings a fuller de- A gbort t(me ag0 £ read an article In 
vclopment to the physical Powers ny f Spiritualise papers advisingtorclng into activity certain vibrâtions “^s how to cure children of cer- 
of enert Xand developing that■ babilB. we need to go back far-
appeals Mthéir special characteristics. [n Ij)g ln6tructions,. and teach 
Other possibilities of Inherited powers ®,gnt8 ® ot mothers only, how needful 
remain dormání or develop slowly till 1,1 HnviahtAnnalv
some other force of vibrating activity

■ of soul-life forces itself into the con- ( 
scioiisness of the unfolding > life and . 
gives power of action to the possibili
ties implanted therein. These . torees 
•w ich have been separate individuals 

taate -tbe mind, and forcingfehysl- 
v&i action In the body dis

cing themselves through, may brlne dis 
11 ; aster or success to the one who is
T' really the owner of that body they are

> making use of without the owner s per- 
{ . mission. The lav/ of attraction, we are 
\ told, draws these individuals to_ the 

mortal, but who can exptain aU there is 
■ ' embraced in the law, all the Ai®®«5“* 

''phases of attraction, whether there be 
attractions from like natures or dis
similar characteristics. The serpent is 
attracted to the harmless jahtat, not 
Tor congenial companionship, put tor 
.the pleasure of absorbing it into ta 
system and thereby gaining greater life 
fenërgles. Thus many of these influ
ences come to the child.

Some spirits explain that there are 
those in spirit life trying to aid others 

: whose life was darkened with sin and 
shame, and they place them In the life 
of a pure young child, that they may 
grow into purity of thought with the 

■ blossoming life, but the child feels this 
Influence; Its thoughts are tainted,by a. 
consciousness of the Individuals 
thoughts reflected upon It, and it read
ily 'responds to the influence from mor
tal side of life, that would lead it into 
the same path the other soul had-pre
viously followed. Other influences may 
be strong enough to overbalance, and 
guide the child upward, but when peo
ple tell that death to the physical body 
ends all desires, all appetites, all emo
tions or impulses, they have omitted to 
learn that mind and not body of flesh 

’holds the dominating power. The 
mind is not dead, Is not dead when the 
soul Hie steps out of the physical robe 
It dominated, but as it had acquired 
habits of thought and “P60**11011« J®“ 
habits are not easily laid aside, and so 
as all know who have studied to really 
learn the condition of influence over 
human lives, spirits give through1 men
tal Taws the thoughts, feelings, desires, 
passions, aspirations they are BtH^con- 
scious of, intensified sometimes by the 
surprise of joy they experience as they 
.-.me Into relation with the PMy?lcaJ 

^3 dv of another, and possess It for a 
Stime almost as if it belonged to them. 
1’ it is through the action of mental 
Saws and not physical that passions are 
biade-to -’jminate the human life. It 

¿d mental laws that physical 
XsL» tre actually given to the æon- 
Jci’ousness of a mortal. Through these 
Mental laws spirits can create

' lite or také away a det-. ,e for W spe- 
Sial thing. I,know from my own expe- 
Tience and the experiences of others : 
coming to me for help and instruction.

! My spirit friends have taught me , 
many things I would not have beliëVed 
bad-1 not had the lesson demonstrated 
in kindergarten fashion. ' The.y¿ap® 
for a short time given me an intense 
sraving for some article of food, and to 

■ nrove It was their influence, when the 
article was procured, taken tbe desire 
for it away in an instant , 

Listen to mediums on the platform, 
and you will hear them tell, “I am made 
to feel thus and so.” If they can be 
influenced for a moment to give a test, 
surely they may be held longer under a 
dominating power strong enough to con
tinue. the influence. A man canefflfor. 
». reading, a stranger to me. ine 
suides at once told me his father was 
with him. I told of the fathers pres:

■ ance, expecting to give/Pleasure in giv
ing the ¿essnge. He.replied: ‘ Ypu are 
he first medium that ever told me my 

father was with me.” g I questioned the 
' and they said, "Thero Is a man

with him who says he is his father. He .................... ..
■ Is very cloee to him and “^rclses an 1 -1 isit costs you nothing &'■ XTl topeatadtae meX he salii: ■ and you should surely try it.

1

A Christian chinch o
curious one, to say the least. The tarn prooawy »
all the cases of so-called Obsession are outside the ranks of BP • 
One whose spirit vision has been opened, and who has ABSed 

our largest asylums for the insane, declares that one- a
The protracted’meeting, the exciting language of the {re
.hypnotic influence exerted often brings out laten twe
^quently resulting in the worst cases of obsession, as illust^ateiy

A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi- 
unship of His Wife, Mrs, Amelia Petersilea. t

LETTER NUMBER SIX.

Catherine Fox-Jencken.

narrative below.

To tlie Editor:—I am a young Amer- . 
lean woman, and a resloent of the state 
of Ohio. I am sorely afflicted with evil- 
disposed spirits. I have applied to ev
ery imaginable source for relief .to 
doctors, clergymen, Mary Eddy ' and 
Apostle Dowie, but without avail. I 
am now treating with Dr. Robert Greer, 
a Spiritual Physician of your city. I 
am a Christian church member, and not 
a Spiritualist. But for truth and verac
ity, fop, r|gbt conduct and right charac
ter, ipy reputation is good. At the spe- 
®iar’request of Dr. Greer, I am giving 
you a-brief outline of my bittei expe - 
ence with spirit,tormentors, tor publi
cation in your Open Court.

I am now living alone with my wid
owed mother, and till three years ago 
when spirits first began to make of me 
a target for their diabolical practice, 
no shadow had ever crossed my path to

______  ■ • s i) . 10 - .

lor mother the aulhonti^' wouldI have 
placed me in the asylum M Jhe 1

make my life unhappy.
It was just three years ago when they 

first put in their appearance, a hordo of 
them, claiming they were lost souls, and 
in the most piteous tones imaginable 
beseeching that I pray for them. I re
plied I would, and as soon as I began 
they commenced to mimic, to jeer, and 
to burlesque me, singing and shouting 
together like à lot of drunken discord
ant choristers, and because I ventured 
to chide them,'begging them to be po
lite, they turned upon me the vials of 
their wrath, cursing, ’ _ 
frightening me almost to death. And 
this kind of disorderly conduct they 
have occasionally indulged in till firy 
life has been made a living hell—hating 
life, and hating God for unanswered

B!T eam now in the twentieB’ and' i pever 
saw a Spiritualist publication UH I 
the “Demonism if the Ages, by Dr. 
Peebles (angels bless hnn),.t 
it I saw that I was not, as I had imag 
ined, alone in my afflictions; and in 
this I felt somewhat consoled, and en 
couraged to throw off all. concealment, 
and confess to the world my spirit ob
session. At this announcement doc 
tors and divines threw up their hands 
in holy horror, urging that I be immedb 
ately sent to a lunatic asylum; but my 
dear mother, so far, has prevented, for 
she has kept continual charge of me

It is now, therefore, up to Dr. Greei, 
and his divine spirit helpers, to stand 
between me and the madhouse.

Dr. Greer has been well recommend
ed to me.-and I have perfect confidence 
in him, for instead of many debased 

■ spirits as at first, there are new only a 
few, and their visitations, too, are dl

, miniBhing in frequency, but not In se-
verity • -But why, Mr. Editor, or what the ob
ject of all this awful,’ horrid and cruel 
persecution of which I am so ^tiiedI. 
Was it to frustrate my girlish aspira
tions, or the success I had intended to 
aclfieve? Was it that I might lose my 

i me the vials ot position of dignity and trust, in order to 
“ wearing and bring me to a bitter humiliation? Or 

” swear-lng ??? waB lt for the purpose of luring an un- 
suspeetln^woman, that I might fall 
into the low Magdalene scale of moral 
degenerates—the falsest role of wo. 
man? They don't tell me why, and the 
whole atrocious thing is to me an unex-

ir
DEAFNESS 

caw cum
BY NO METHOD UNTIL “AU- 

TIN A” WAS DISCOVERED.
Ninety-five per cent of all cases of deafnesff 

brought to our attention is the result of chronic 
. • catarrh of the throat and

middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop« 
plug the action of the vi* 
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed ft 
cure is Impossible. Thein« 
nerear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence the Inability of au
tists or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse' than

these cells that scientific men talk so 
learnedly about? Read “The Discov
ered Country,” all ot you, tor it is an 
explained therein. Every material 
atom, or cell, is infilled by magnet sm, 
or spiritual substance; and matlei, 
without this infilling spirit, or magnet
ism, is perfectly helpless and entliely 
impotent; it can do nothing unless 
joined to its other half, spirit; and 
spirit is the clothing of tajs soul, or the 
soul germ, and matter tbe clothing oi 
tlie spirit; but, soul wields and governs 
both spirit and matter.

Now, our dear friends, Abby wants to 
finish this letter, and we are only too 
happy to give her the opportunity. 
Carlyle Petersilea. and the Band of

Spiritual Beings. •

After Miss Judson wrote of her home , 
in the snirit realm, and the letter had 
been published in The Progressive 
Thinker, a great cry arose up to. us 
from maiiy/.people, uttering the' 
cry—or‘thoughtB pnd words to this e 
lect; “How can; it ? be possible that 
there are. houses;; or buildings_ and 
homes, together tilth furniture and so 
forth, in the spirit world? How is R 
possible that tfcere can be books, pic
tures, pianos, apd .the like. Ma y 
said: "We do not believe it. Such 
things exist only upon the^ earthly 
plane.” Yet, the very ones who cry the 
loudest, formerly did believe, if they d 
not at the present time, in 8■ 
heaven and hell. In the heaven tbeie 
are supposed to be harps of gol , 
crowns ot the same precious metal, 
white robes, and a throne with a pei 
sonal male God seated thereon; they be
lieved that this God could talk just as 
people do, for he is supposed to say. 
"Come thou and sit at my right hand. 
Why his right hand should be so much 
better than his left does not appear, Or, 
"Depart, ye cursed, into everlasting tor
ment, where the worm dieth not and 
the fire is not quenched.”

Now this has been thought ¡to be real 
fire, and at the same time utter dark
ness. Strange how it could be utterly 
dark with a raging fire torever burn
ing; strange, also, that a burning body 
could last forever and never be con
sumed; but these people have believed 
in a throne, In streets paved-with gold 
and gates of pearl. The entire Catho
lic church, together with all the minis
ters of the various denominations, sun 
believe and preach this to the people 
belonging to these various sects; and 
the members also believe the same; 
they also sometimes tell of mansions In

My dear friends and well-wishers on 
the earthly plane, yes, I want to talk a 
short time with you all; just confiden
tially like. I find, as I return to you, 
that nearly everyone who ever was ac
quainted with me there, wishes me well. 
I don’t find that I have any enemies, 
and this gives me great delight. Now 
I have another little story to tell you— 
one in which I think you will all be in
terested. My story concerns Catherine 
Fox-Jenckeh.

I had not been In this life very long 
before I had an- earnest desire to visit 
Cathie, and learn how It might be with 
her here, After making a few inquiries, 
I discovered her whereabouts, and 
learned that she was making her home 
with Margaret and Dr. Kane. I judged, 
by this, that she was not yet united to 
her other half.

I will pot, in this letter, say anything 
about Dr. Kane or Margaret; for I hope 
to do that in a separate letter; but only

liseless. That there is* A 
scientific cure for deafness 
»fid catarrh is demonstrat« 
ed every day by the use of 
Actlua. The vapor current 
generated in ths Acjlna •

pftpgaq through the Eustachian tubes Into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
as it passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in Iha 
inner ear, making them respond to the slight« 
eat vibration of sound. Actlna has never failed 
to cure ringing noises In tlie head. Wohavo 
known people troubled with this distressing 
aymptom for years to be completely cured in 
only three weeks’ use of Actlna. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; all of which we db# 
rectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna Is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your x 
case. We give advice free, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
IqO page Dictionary of Disease, Free.' Address 
Mew York A London Electric Association, Dvp» 
TUJWWalnut Street, Kansas City, Mo.

prayer. . .
This obsession Is not subjective, but 

objective. They are not inwardly, like 
water in a sponge, but outwardly, for 
with my physical senses I can hear 
them when they talk, generally about 
six feet away, and about the same dis- cla‘‘y: stated 1 am not a Spirlt-
tance I can see them; and, oh, they are ^or reader oI spiritualistic jour

nals, but In looking over a late Issue of 
The Progressive Thinker sent me by 
some kind friend, I find there a well- 
written article by Eva A. Cassell. Oh. 
how I did wish (not, however, for any 
evil to her) for her enlightenment that 
she did have but one day or night of 
my experience with spirit obsession, 
she would then know for' herself that 
spirit obsession Is true. " She would 

. then have to change her tnlnd,Revise 
her sentiment and her philosophy, and 
her next theory, on the subject, "would 
not be so misleading. 1

If Eva A. Cassell and dther exalted 
personages, to whom she defers;1 hap
pens to know nothing of demons or Sa
tanic agencies, then she arid the others 
—the favored few—are mdre fortunate 

. than was Christ himself, notwithstand
ing all his marvelous spiritual Unfold-

plicable mystery.
If this persecution was intended tor 

my good, how am I to profit by Its uti 1- 
itarian puipose, when I am, thereby, 
i-.ow bankrupt physically and finan-

U1 According to the old idea of walled 
cities, this heaven must be walled _in, 
else it would not need gates, for gates 
presuppose that one enters into an in-

horrid to look upon.
Their incoherent nonsense annoys 

me terribly/ and the more I seem an
noyed the better they seem to like it, as 
evidenced by their antics and their up- 
roarous diabolical laughter. .

At-this writing they are furious. 
They act like maddened- maniacs, 
shrieking, pounding, swearing and call
ing me vilest names, because writing 
for the Open Court, to expose them.

They tell me they are demons from- 
the nethermost hell, and dont want to

it is that the child should be righteously 
born; that parental desire and not bru
tal sensuality be the motive-power that 
creates the Immortal life. Then teach 
them to guard carefully the child life, 
that It may not learn the undesirable

WONDERFUL STOVESakerI

safe—»U nix«». 18 uP¿ V fiatalo« FBEEand Bocciai A nRNTK WANTE&-IÍ0 Weekly. Aâdrewitell you of Cathie.
I never was more eager in my life 

to see anyone than I was to see Cather
ine Fox-Jencken. I did not enter the 
home of the Doctor at this time, for as 
I approached the place, 1 was told that 
the lady I wished to see was, at that 
moment, reclining, or resting, in a 
beautiful little arbor near the house; 
and here I found her, together with a 
dear little soul, that I only knew too 
well; or, perhaps I should have said, 
two souls—Ferdinand's wife and baby. 
Not a baby now, however,' but a dear 
little child, prattling and playing about 
in the most engaging manner. I greeted 
Cathie, and then caught the dear little 
thing up In my arms and kissed it over 
and over again. Ah! I had cause to 
love this child, for I had visited it, and 
tried to save its life, together with that 
of its mother, when we three were on 
the earthly plane. Then I embraced 
Ferdinand’s wife; and then warmly 
greeted the grandmother of the little 
one—Catherine Fox-Jencken.

. "O, this is a happy meeting indeed'. ’

¿ft B«nd u> jrooraddrtuQ a Day» w*b»oluUlr .urt; wt
WM fornlib th« work »nd Uaeb you tm. you work In 

th« locality wiwr» you Hv». 6«d ui foar addraw aud w« will 
•itilaintha buiinc«» fully, remciubar wa iuarantea arlear profit 

867.^:!.°»^

Ganger Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Citarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcere, 
EczemaaudullbkinandFemideDhieasea. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address * 

Dfi?BYE,£?oa®wa* Kansas City, Mo,

\ do not know that we have been told 
whether these walls were of stone or 
not, but I think they are somewhere 
spoken of as being of jasper.

Now I want to take these people on 
their own ground and enumerate 
white throne, man God, angels, male 
devil, fire, crowns, gold, harps, robes 
or garments, mansions, pearl, gates, 
jasper, walls, streets, speech, music. 
J The world at large believes that all 
these things exist in the other life. 
Now, according to your own ideas, why 
could not Abby Judson have a mansion 
in the heavens? Why not a piano? A 
piano is simply U® improved harp 
Many of you still believe In Gabriel s 
horn or trumpet; and an organ is slm- i 
ply an improved horn, or a number of 
horns attached together, and instead ot 
the wind on air being forced through 
them by the mouth or from the lungs of 
a person, it is forced through by a bel
lows. Much better. Great Improve
ment. Don’t you think so?
. Now if Abby had • a mansion, she 
needed it furnished; and if there can 
be, according to your ideas, a-throne, 
harps, crowns, gates; walls, and so on, 
why could she not have other things as 
well, such as tables, chairs, sofas, and 
so on? “Come thou and sit at my 
right hand.” What do the angels sit

, upon? How much more beautiful a 
' park with trees, and a garden w th 

flowers, than walls, streets paved with

be exposed.
Their ferocious treatment of me is in-

tolerable, and except I am soon re
lieved ot them I will die from fright or
exhaustion. ,

When they first invaded my sacred

lesson. . ___
We need to instruct physicians to rec

ognize psychological enhancement 
when It'comes in connection with the 
habit the child has been taught or acci-

home I was a healthy young woman, 
but now by their persistent peraeep-, _
tion of me I have aged twenty years in *“&„p'or'lt Mrs. Cassell*aild thejothers 
advance, and at this writ ng I am al- ment^or, h »rmva r,rimonlaih but 
most a total wreck physically. The 
mind, however, I think, Is intact.

Had it not been for t“’ J 
thought of leaving my poor dear mother 
alone, I am sure I would have resorted 
to desperate measures to get off the 
earih, in order to.escape tbelr terrible
persecutions.

Thinking I was alone in my 
tions, I have till now .kept the secret to 
myself and mother, the cause thereof, 
being ashamed to make it known, know
ing how 1 would be ridiculed or mis:

do happen to know of demonltrfii, but 
intact do not care to tell, then their Jasons 
the dreadful tor concealffient are best knotfn to 

- - themselves. ‘ „
I know, Mr. Editor, some may think it 

ill becomes me, a stranger“ to yoiir peo
ple—especially at this tlhie, expecting 
benefaction'frbm your peoplb’.'io crltl- 

affllc- else their literature, but I do It only to 
■ defend the doctrine of spirit'obsession, 

which I know to be true, against the 
fierce assaults made' upon it by Eva A.

1 sai<L . , ,. ,
The ladies smiled; and, yet, in their 

smiles I detected a shade of sadness. 
Perhaps you would like to know how 
these ladies looked. Catherine Fox 
Jencken appeared somewhat matronly 
by the side of the more fragile, ethe
real, Ferdinand’s wife. Cathie’s brow 
was large and majestic, and her eyes 
sparkled with a determined light. 1 
noticed courage and determination 
written all over her. The other little 
woman sighed, occasionally and looked 
edger; yet both were exceedingly beau
tiful, each in her own way. The child 
was yet, simply a little dimpled cherub.

“And, now, Cathie,” I said, “talk to 
■ me of yourself and this life; tell me

The above u the number ot tbe pres
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of tbe first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tbe 
right band corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing tbe number 
ot Progressive Thinkers Issued op to 
date. Keep watch ot the number oa 
the tag of your wrapper.

dentally learned. •
I know of more than one case where 

a child has lain entranced for hours, in 
one case for more than a day at a time, 
and my guides have taught me that the 
dnrt/ms knew very little of the cause aware of the cause, when they attributed the condition 1 “i—H « hvster 
entirely due to the habit the child had 
secretly learned. Mental and magnetic 
forces from spirit side of life held and 
dominated the child life, and partially

Medical experimentalists who pre
scribed tor me, and ecclesiastical di
vines who prayed for me, were not 

— The former de
not

dared it was hysteria; the latter, hal
lucination, and so it got abroad that I 
was demented, and if it nad not been

Cassell. . /
In conclusion, despite all denials, I 

know that spirit obsession is an abso
lute fact, and the spiritual mind, in 
face of “Holy Writ” that cannot con
ceive it, is dull,, and the philosophy, In 
face of an array-of testimony, that does 
not accept It, is false, fraudulent and 
fictitious. DELLA MILLER.

destroyed its reason. wr„Bh
A prominent lady physician of Wash

ington told me of many cases which 
had come into her practice, adding to 
the lessons I had already learned, gave ]- 
me proof that wise instruction was 
needed to be given to the boys and 
girls of to-day, the coming parents ot 
the future generations. R

MRS, MAY A. PRICE.
Washington, D. C. .

TRANSITION.

(Air: Beautiful Gates Ajar.) 
There is a gate that opens wide, 

A gate of living splendor, 
Through which when we have crossed 

the tide,
We find the love that s tender.

Men call it death and dread the way; 
But from each poor ambition,

We find, it leads to heaven’s day, 
This gate-way of Transition.

AnceTcn nv i ARCE AUDIENCE, these: ‘The dead know not anything,
GREETED BY LARGE A neither have they any more a reward.

-- „ . Job will tell the searcher of his grand 
Rev. Moses Hull Lectures at Duluth, poem^that ‘As the cloud is consumed

Mlnn.. and Excites Great interest. an(j vanlsheth away, so .he that goeth 
. _______ down to the grave shall come up no

The venerable Moses Hffll,Hhe jpirit- blble_and\urn M

modern theology, we learn that the the- 
ologean is In as much doubt on this sub
ject as the Infidel, or the agnostic. 
Bishop Phillips Brooks, oftihe Episco
pal church said that the doubts of the 
clergy were stronger than those of men 
in other professions.

“Bishop Foster, of the Methodist 
church in his work on Immortality, told

uallst, a man who has witnessed so- 
called Spiritualistic «phenomena, Who 
has studied psychology, and who im
plicitly believes in what-he teaches 
a grand Qld man—delivered an address 
at the Postofflce hail last night. His 
subject was “The World’s Only Hope.

Mr. Hull .chose a biblical text for his
8ub?c±-“11^ dle‘ _____________________
again? John 14 Of bt3 readers that he knew absolutely

““¿T.S1 S‘»."“ m M. ».£=?«.. .»Meet o.
- h“ve all the life you “I here assert that you. cam find no 
will have,” he added, leading minister In Wisconsln either

: Catholic or Protestant, but that will
confess his doubts on Immortality or 
will resort to the phenomena of ancient 
or modern Spiritualism to prove Immor-

The poor have equal chances there 
To those of strength and beauty;

The sad and way-worn have their care, 
The idle learn their duty.

The rich and poor, the low and high, 
Regardless of position,

Find at this gate souls never die, 
But live by Death's Transition.

•gio'll find beyond its portals sweet 
That love is life’s best story, .

And deeds alone make heaven com-
' plete,- < ’ - 

And tells the fairest story. 
Let’s live so when we turn our face 

Away from earth’s condition, . 
We’ll gladly hail with angel grace . 

Life's glorious Transition.
CHARLES NELSON, Medium.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter- ” 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied In this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re
put®, making a volume of great value. 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

what you are doing.”
“Well,” said she, a little sadly, I 

have cured myself, and am now en
gaged In,reforming inebriates. I know 
that you will approve of my work, Miss 
Judson, for your own life was given, 
more or less, toward reformations and 
all manner of good works.”

“Thank you,” I replied. "You are

gold and so forth. x 1B Now this is my reply to the great cry 
that has come to us; but there are . 
thousands of people who have given up 
those old ideas, and in giving them up 
they have gone to the other extreme 
and seem to think that a spiritual be
ing is so intangible that it amounts to 
almost nothing. Their ideas are very 
vague. They seem to think . that a 
spirit is little more than a breath gone 
forth into a kind of .nothingness aim
lessly floating about; but, still, they are 
great sticklers for eternal progression; 
yet, how a spirit can progress without 
objects or homes is a- mystery. It is 
some of these points that ought to be 
cleared up; and the people can and 
ought to know more about these things.

Nearly everyone believes that a spir
itual- being has a form, and most think 
that-that form is like the form of the 
human body, or. that ihe spirit of a liv
ing entity is in form like the form it 
bore when in the material; and this is 
true, be that form what it may.

Now if a spirit has a form, may there 
not be other forms to correspond? All 
natural forms that live and grow send 
forth their life principle, or spirits, into 
the spiritual-realms, just as man does, 
and arrange themselves according to 
their attributes just as they do on 
earth; but, all things that man creates, 
or forms by his art, he must also form 
here by his art; and instead of cloth-, 
ing these forms with material sub
stance, as he does on earth, he here 
clothes them with spiritual substance 
corresponding to his spiritual body or 
form. It would seem that this _ouaht 
to be clean to everyone. Houses to 
gether with their furnishings, do not 
® . «.11a - nnnoanilOTltlV.

very kind to say so.”
"And I am helping her,” said Ferdi

nand’s wife. “We are both engaged in 
the same work. I, because I love my 
husband; and mother here, because she 
was a victim.”

"Yes," said Cathie; "I was a victim 
from heredity and the usages of society. 
Poor Ferdinand has inherited from me, 
and also from his father. But he will 
soon be with us here and then I shall 
put him to work in my home for inebri
ates. You see. Miss Judson, I have 
worked out my own salvation, and now 
I shall help others whose habits and 
weaknesses have been similar to my

“Just the right thing,” 1 said. It is 
just the work in which you ought to be

Gan Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book ot 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
nrobablv to u. greater extent than any others, 
saving those or the religious Hie. He 
great number of well-authenticated instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. Ills 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth, ti.oo.

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our Mission to Ento (flars)

engaged.” . _,
"Yes,” she replied, “and I am exceed

ingly happy in my work; and so is my 
daughter here. We have a home or 
school for inebriates here, and also 
spend a great deal of time visiting the 
poor victims on the earthly plane, Ly
ing to renew hope and courage together 
with determination that they may re
linquish their bad habits. We visit 
Ferdinand a great deal, for my daugh
ter here will have it so, and I am not 
averse. Would that we could strength
en him; and we do somewhat; but 
temptation is ever in his way, and his 
spirit is weak. O, my boy, my boy, 
she exclaimed. “I had fond hopes of 
you once, when your little head nestled 
on my bosom, as this, your little child s 
does now,” for the child was now nes
tled’ in its grandmother’s arms. “You 
have escaped the habit, my darling, 
she said, “and when papa comes, we 
will all love and help him, won’t we 
pet?” - ,"Papa; papa,” murmured the child. 

' “I go and kiss my papa, and kiss and

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.£taeXt”You now have all the life you 

ever had, or ever 
The lecturer went on to say.

-“There is no such thing as living 
again. The .bible nowhere talks of an
other life, or living again. I doubt 
whether this life ever began; I am sure 
it never will end. What do you want of Se? life? The text, if rightly 
translated, would not talk of living .....

The translators put that word moves all doubt. ._ 
, aSa!ü'intn the text They were honest have had a conversation with my °»otfy 
Jaga?^ ^knowledge teat'they put er, who long since landed Where, death 

I enough t _ Hubnosed that there was lands all who get aboard of his hoat, _________
111 elHnsls in the original text and that that settles the questicn, I then know . g^c'natarally“on earth; consequently, 
it was tolir duty to supply a word, so that my mother Is alive, jus . as I know grow naturauy 
theVplaced the word again in the text that-you are ve when I am holding th them wUb blg thoughts ;
< ■ inttate The ellipsis was in the conversation with you. - -- . ------ j »«a.
hJlns oftranslators, not in the ‘‘Now there are y But in what would his progress
brains of the transí . . intelligent peopMho assert-that they tures^ uut g not g0 on ad lnficl.

UCTTHEM MSSrFORGBTTHBM.

body is .only ’ ki‘Never mind the things youiheard- 
uses. “ d0etn0oL?T;>P hodv is dead Don't-repeat a single wonfe- >W< • - 
of the;body because the o y, , tbeIa pass: forget them.i :

rS M»“' “ " ’ rfe“ -L.I the» pu.i lore.) ».«-J 
v -How tbe question is Is there-evl- Never wind what someon44aia,~;
dence that' man lives beyond - this They were words by mailed fed,-¡- 
earthly existence? I answer that out- . Let them pass; forget tMffl. .
side of Spiritualism not an lota of evi- They are unkind and untrag, , 
dence has ever been discovered that ¿nd deserve no thought from 70U,—

tallty. .“In Spiritualism it is claimed- that 
men see sind talk with their ’ friends 
whom the world calls dead. That re- 

‘ When I- know that I

an
it was

and so of musical instruments and plc-

This strangely attractive narrative 
Anes not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
rpliaious creed. It is a plain statement 
nf facts based upon the experience of 
n woman whose highest aim is to ac- 
nnire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
S“Ave to live it. and to offer to others 
o Qfpnning-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
snirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price $1.50. 

Sunnose he could never create a - i" x».__ 1U- « Ln laffr rttt

An Asthma Cure at Last.
It gives us great pleasure to announce, 

the discovery of st positive cure.for. 
Asthma in the wonderful Kola 
plant a new botanic product'found 
on tne Congo River, West Africa 
° he cures wrought, by it In the^worst 
cases’, are really marvelous. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years’, standing have 
been at once restored to health.by the. 
Kola Plant Compound. Among others, 
many ministers of the gospel testify to
its wonderful poweis.

Pev S H. Eisenberg. Pb. D., Centre Hall, Pa.,, 
nethaus onoot tbe worst cases, inis permanent

after many years suffering. Rev. D. S. 
1?.Wilson. Ind. Ter, writes. Mav æth, bls 

was cured two years ago after eight years 
'V1L®.Dov P p.Wyatt.thenotedTlvangel- l?.11 A®ne/foxas, wrlres was cured of Huy-Fe- 
V»,'.kndStima after eight years suffering and 
1 Sinn return of the disease. Mr.L. H. Johnson, 
A?«MnSïlo, Ga., Manager of the Gainesville 
ShoeCo Svrltes, the Kola Compound h a death 

tn Asthma. It cured my daughter after 
Su hoDoJiad Bono imd words are Inadequate to 
SpSonr gratitude to the Importers.

To prove to you beyond .doubt Its 
wonderful curative power, , the Kola 
Importings Co.. No. J160-Broadway, 
New York, will send a large case of the

man lives beyond this sphere of exist- ,Be among the very few b
cnee. It we consult the sciences they who will never mind thm . 
give no answer. The physical sciences ¿et tjie otfier people say ■ 
are either materialistic or agnostic., Words unitjnd, from, day to day— 
With telescopes the scientists 'Sweep.- them pass: forget, them? { 
the fields of space and discover wo ms Balance matters with them ;glvo 
beyond worlds which the unaided eye .wortj8 fOr unkind ones; live 
has never seen. With their micro- • ■ ---------
scopes they discover that every drop of 
water in supposed stagnant pools is a 
world in Itself, peopled with living, 
thinking, competing individualities, 
But science has not .yet invented. nor

Balance matters with them;/givo

As vou know yourought; forgive,— 
Let them pass; forget them.'

And if you have said a word,- 
Harsh, unkind, and someone heard, 

Pass it not; but; but tnind it.
Sow another kind of seed,.
Do another kind of deed;—r > . ■ 
Maybe someone's heart will bleed,

If you do not mind it - •

earth, a more perfect boat, a more ‘ 
beautiful and perfect musical tastru- , 
ment, and thus of everything? Think 
of all the wonderful discoveries and In- . 
ventiohs that you' are. constantly having 
on earth; Are we lower than'you. are, 

I or are we higher? All the improve
. ments and inventions you have there, 
I have been given down to you from the 
spiritual realms; and unless.we had all 
these things here, where we _ could 
work out dur more beautiful designs of 
clothing them with spiritual substance, 
we could make no progress whatever.

Now these few words are an answer 
td the great cry that we hear, and we 

I shall go bn to describe other scenes; 
, but there is another point that ; we 

would like to clear up first; and scien
tific men,ought to pay heed to what we

I are about to tell them. .
You talk of cells composing the hu

I man body—and alT things'else by the 
combination of cells. What, infills those 
cells? for nature abhors a. vacuum and 
there is no such thing as a vacuum pure 
and simple. What, infills these cells, 
we again ask? You cannot answer, so 
we will tell you. The Heart of every 
atom or cell; is a . point of pure spirit, 
or if one prefers to call it such, pure 
magnetism; and magnetism is invisible, 
for spiritual substance cannot be seen 
■with the material eye. Heed what wo

k “Yes ” said the child’s mother, “we 
both kiss him, don’t we dear? and the 
tears roll down his face, and he reaches 
up his arms to us, and he really clasps 
us to his heart, don’t he my pet? but 
he thinks his arms are empty. They are 
not. No, no, they are not And then 1 
cry out to him,‘Ferdinand! my husband! 
be brave, be strong. I love jrou, my 
dear. The baby loves you. Be brave,- 
be strong for dur sakes, my husband!

The mother rose up in majesty witn 
clasped hands,' as she said: Abby, we 
are gathering together great bands of 
spirits and angels to work in these par
ticular fields .among the tempted, tried 
and down trodden. My experience has 
been a bitter one. and my daughter 
liere!_as well as tbe child—has been a 
victim to my weakness, together with 
Ferdinand’s; but'I.am now recompens
ing her for all that she has suffered;

1 and everv soul that rises above the 
1 weakness, joins our band and helps-bn 
1 with our good work. Miss Judson, 
' would you like to visit our liome or 

school! or inebriates?” ........
(To be continued.)

- AFTER HER DEATH.
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
?ove Sid seek the higher and finer ways of 
BSlrltual experience. Price. 81.00.

bible we are met with such texts as
-Benjamin bJKeech- ■ uu you and study It well; What infills

“The Present Age ana inner Life;' 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi-, 
fled end explained.” By Andi aw Jack
son Davis. We have a few cop.es ot 
this work bjr the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, iUfe

limllBM. Four Centuries ot' Prcarnw. WllMnN! A Lecture delivered at the Free- •Tanker'S International Congress. Chicago. Ill.,, 
gbtrtSr; IK» By Susan H. Wlxon. PrAo. 10c 

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

°1. °ór »1° »tiMsoffloo.

The-Redaion of Science. ;
By Dr. Paul Carus. thoughtful aud Ufe»

terostlng. Price» 25 cenu. • 

. CONCENTRATION.
A Valuable Work.

Concentration, Meditation and Inspira
tion How to develop these desirable 
Elite according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers' together with a sot of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By.

wuraeISo“ practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by. 
the development of powers of concert. 
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
Buperior inspiration.

■ Eent complete for 50 cento.
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
' Vou should not send money in a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. ' Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th.n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

•dltor-at-Lerge for the National Spirit* 
uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
awer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
dippings when a t attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
Mm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

' From WhetesCli
A religious orank whose zeal tor hlri 

faith is in excess of bis learning, is very 
indignant because somebody made the 
statement that' the Christmas holiday 
was borrowed from Roman mythology; 
that the institution is in fact the old 
Saturnalia transferred from Paganism 
to Christianity.

They who are interested in this mat
ter can open to page 466, Keightley's 
Mythology, published by Appleton & 
Co., New York, 1878, and read: >

“The Saturnalia were celebrated in 
December. This festival, instituted A. 
U. 253 [B. C. 600], lasted at first only 
one day .(the 19th); it was then extend
ed to three, and in the time of the em
perors to seven. The utmost liberty 
prevailed at that time; all was mirth 
and festivity; friends made presents to 
each other; schools were closed; the 
senate did not sit; no war was pro
claimed; no criminal was executed; 
slaves were permitted to jest with their 
masters, and were even waited on at 
the table by them. "This last circum
stance probably, was founded on the 
original equality of master and slave— 
the latter having been in the early 
times of Rome usually a captive taken 
in war, or an insolvent debtor, and con
sequently originally the equal of his 
master." ‘

Numerous authorities are quoted in 
foot notes by the author, sustaining ev
ery proposition made by him in the 
above extract.

Originally, beginning on the 19th of 
December under the Caesars, the Satur
nalia were extended to Dec. 25. Here 
then was. a Roman festival, commenc
ing 500 years before the alleged birth 
of Jesus, and continued to be observed 
until the Christian religion was substi
tuted in place of Roman Paganism, with
out stopping to consider when that 
event occurred. Then the Saturnalia, 
under that name, ceased to be observed.
and Christmas took its place.

Chamber's Cyclopedia, article 
urnalia” in closing its article, 
“The modern Italian, carnival

“Bat- 
says: 
would

Earth a Billion Years Hence.
The discoveries of scientists, And the 

speculations Of thinking minds based 
thereon, afford a very interesting sub
ject to the student this world and its 
occupants.

Some scientists claim to have learned 
by experiment that lite is';, merely a 
union of certain chemical elements, 
and,can be easily produced at any time, 
and the old nebular thbory of the ori
gin of the earth is disproved and a bet
ter one substituted. .

It has been held that the earth was 
once a hot globe, which gradually 
cooled until it was capable of support
ing life, and that this cooling propess 
is still going on, and it is only a matter 
of time when the end will come.

The Chicago Chronicle has some in
teresting thoughts anent this subject, 
which we quote:

Few of us looked forward with any 
gloomy forebodings to that wretched 
time of stagnation and darkness, know
ing that at any rate it would not be our 
lot to be affected by It, but the new 
theory gives us every reason to believe 
that although the earth Is fifty billions 
of years old it is still in its infancy, and 
unless some unexpected misfortune 
should befall it is is likely to go on to 
the end of time, if not of eternity.

Conditions, too, are-becoming favor
able for inakfng the earth more invit- 

■ ing-to man. According to the new the- 
ory-the atmosphere is being constantly 
replenished,.a.liberal supply of water is 
being, manufactured constantly, the 
heat of the earth is increasing instead 
of diminishing, and, best of all, these 
things are to come under the control of 
man, who will then have a climate that 
suits his health and purpose. By turn
ing on a little more carbon dioxide from 
the earth’s interior the air will be en
riched so as to retain more of the sun s 
heat wnen desired, or by shutting it off 
the atmosphere can become deliciously 
cool.

In connection with the new theory 
there is promise that we shall have 
closer connection with other spheres. 
It has been decided that all the life on 
this planet did not originate here. 
Germs from other planets have'foujid 
their way here in spite of obstacles. If 
germs could come under less favorable 
conditions what may not come when 
more hospitality is offered in the way 
of a more suitable atmosphere? What 
new wonders from: Marp-' or Jupiter 
shall suddenly alight on our earth, 
arawn hither by the higher evolution of 
cur globe and a better understanding 
of its management?

These good things may not happen in 
our day. but it is gratifying to know 
that our dear old world, or new one. ac
cording to the new theory, is not going 
to the bad or to death, as the earlier 
scientists predicted. It has but just 
commenced its glorious career and it 
race suicide does not put an end to 
mortal life it is probable that in the 
next billion or so of years humanity 
Will find this earth a delightfully invit
ing place and will look back upon our 
time with somewhat the same pity we 
feel for the cave man existing under 
most unfavorable conditions.

It is a pity that some of us were born 
eo soon when there s such a good time 
coming on this earth ages after we are 
gone.

seem to be only the old Pagan Saturna
lia baptized into Christianity."

The Encyclopedia Britannica informs 
us that human sacrifice were once of
fered to Saturn during these festivities; 
that dolls were given to children, arid 
the makers of them held a regular fair 
at that time for their egle.

He who is so positive Christmas day 
is celebrated because Jesus was born' 
on that day, will be Interested in the 
following quotation from page 859 of 
the Encyclopedia of Religious Knowl
edge:

“The exact year of the birth of Jesus 
is not agreed on by chronologers, but 
it is about the four thousandth year of- 
the world; nor can the precise season 
of the year, the month, and day in 
which he was bom be ascertained. 
The Egyptians place It in January; Wa- 
gensell in February; Rochart in March; 
some, mentioned by Clement of Alexan
dria, In April; others in May; Eplphan- 
luS speaks of some who place it in 
June, and of others who supposed it to 
have been in July; Wagenseil, who was 
not sure of February, fixed it in Au
gust; Lightfoot on the 15th of Septem
ber; Scaliger, Casaubon, and Calvlsius, 
in October; others in November, and 
the Latin church in December. It does 
not, however, appear probable that the 
vulgar account is right; the circum
stance of the shepherds watching their 
flocks by night, agrees not with the 
winter season.”

So much for honest Christian author
ity. Now the facts:

All the sun-gods In ancient mythol
ogy, as Mithras of the Babylonians, 
Osiris of the Egyptians, Dionysius of 
the Grecians, Bacchus of the Romans, 
were reputed to have been born at the 
winter solstice, about December 25, va
rying but slightly with differing calen
dars. The sun, since June, had been 
receding, going south. It seethed to 
rest for a few days, then set out on its 
return journey north. It was- welcomed 
with mirth and song, and dance. And 
all the sun-gods were credited with be
ing born at that period in the year.

If Jesus is a rehabilitation of Bac
chus, as many maintain, and as his 
name seems to indicate. Jes. one of the 
forty names of Bacchus, with the Latin 
terminal, us, then there can be little 
doubt he was born at the winter sols
tice: if otherwise, then we should 
search for that date at some other sea
son of the year.

Prof.ìlpoJtWoMl'é'ftriaì W«rk tor «frir- 
ituaflMit.

Prof. Lockwood had a successful en
gagement in Philadelphia. Instead of 
giving a course of special mid-week lec
tures as ho has been accustomed to do 
while there, he gave the society a his
torical talk on some of the present day 
religions and their origins, and they in 
return gave him a complimentary ben
efit. Mrs. Pepper of Brooklyn, volun
teered to come to Philadelphia and as
sist him by giving some of her marvel
ous tests after his lecture: Nearly 250 
tickets were sold in advance. The 
evening of the lecture there was the 
worst blizzard known in Philadelphia 
for thirty years. All trains from New 
York on the Pennsylvania railroad.were 
delayed four hours, consequently Mrs. 
Pepper did not get there. . She sent a 
very nice telegram from the Jersey sta
tion when she found out that she could 
not get to Philadelphia in time for the- 
lecture. There was a goodly audience 
present, and at the opening of the meet
ing, Prof. Lockwood read Mrs. Pepper’s 
telegram, and told the friends that if 
any desired their money back on ac
count of Mrs. Pepper's absence, they 
could present their claim at thè door 
and get their cash. To his surprise 
only one man wept out. °

The vacuum tubes as used bj' Prof. 
Lockwood in his lectures, when lit up 
with electricity are phenomenal ; and 
he uses them for two different lectures 
—one to explain só far as possible what 
is to be understood by the term “Radi
ant Matter,” and the other on “The In
fluence of Atmospheres on Health.’’ He 
Is the first .man in this country to intro
duce in public lectures these wonderful 
tubes,land it is stated at Queen’s Labo. 
ratory in Philadelphia that, so far, only 
a very few universities have them in 
the United States. The Professor af
firms that the spectra of these tubes 
confirm the principles of the molecular 
hypothesis and the spiritual philosophy 
beyond-the power of words to'express.

’ Prof. Lockwood lectured at Royers
ford, Jan. 30 and 31 to fair audiences. 
He had two fine audiences in Pittsburg 
Sunday, Feb. 5. although the thermomi 
eter was waltzing around zero all day, 
and went to 4 below during Sunday 
night. Some of, the young people came 
to him after the morning lecture Sun
day ancL urged a class course while, he 
was there, tie had not thought to hold 
any there this season, but concluded to 
announce it last Sunday evening, say
Ing that he would meet all those who 
desired to organize, in the basement of 
the church. He was surprised to meet 
23 earnest and anxious people who de
sired the course of special lectures, and 
they said that, they would inake the 
class 50 a little later on.

The Professor declares that philo
sophical demonstration of psychic prin
ciples as the basis of nature and the. 
premise of Spiritualism, takes with 
people who are able to comprehend a 
demonstrated truth, and the individual 
who comes Into Spiritualism through 
this door never can return to the husks 
of theological dogma.

This well known Spiritualist scientist, 
with his extensive and costly apparatus 
to demonstrate the. truths of Spirit Re
turn by natural laws, should be heard 
by every Spiritualist society in the 
United States.

Wk Mh fim
Anotljer Splindld Offer to Increase the 

Mefli^ma'jPenslon Fund.

.To the Editor and Friends:—As we 
have recepUy shown. In the columns of 
the smrituai papers, tlie Pension Fund 
of The N. 8. A. is constantly decreasing 
by .tbb yearly drain upon it in payment 
of the pensions of our worthy mediums, 
and Rhowiifg full well that unless this 
tax ta met iky further relays of money 
from tlie benevolent and sympathetic, 
the time will surely come when the ben
eficiaries irom the Mediums’ Relief 
FuhcPAvlll hâve to be dropped—for want 
of ia fnnd-Mme of our generous and 
’iqyej'yfailiÿg, friends has authorized me 
to announce that, he will donate one 
thousand dollars to the Mediums' Relief 
Fund of th'é National Association, pro
vided' that a corresponding sum is 
raised from the.Spiritualists at large 
within three months from this time.

Our friend states that he will not 
give the thousand-dollars unless anoth
er thousand s secured by Individual 
contributions, as be feels that the coun
try qt large cap surely give as much as 
one individual can do, and that the Re
lief Fund should be as much ot a mat
ter of interest and solicitude to all Spir
itualists as it is to one. Therefore, we 
ask in the name of our needy mediums, 
and of humanity, that the good Spirit
ualists of the country send’in their do
nations—large or small—to the secre
tary of the N, S, A. to help swell the re
quired suin’..' Ail contributions will be 
thankfully received and acknowledged, 
and the list of donors will be printed 
each, month in the spiritual papers. We 
have'on hand g few contributions to 
this • Relief—or'pension—fund that have 
been received since our last report and 
these will be placed on the new list to 
help‘malçe. up t)ie thousand dollars we 
need. , ‘

There are certain friends of the cause 
who always donate what they can to 
this worthy object; we can rely on 
them, to do their best; but in addition 
to this we implore other Spiritualists to 
send their contributions for the needy 
mediums. Do not say or think that oth
ers wl,U do this work without your help, 
we need all the aid possible to receive, 
the expense of the pension list never 
stops and money is required all the 
time to keep it open for the aged, worn 
and invalid ones who are its beneficia
ries. Please send us your donations 
and receive the blessings of the angbls 
for your worthy'deed. Address all con
tributions to the office of the N. 8. A., 
600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash
ington, D. C. '

mary t. Longley,
Secretary.

PECULIAR CASE OF MARCHING.

He Marched Up the Hill, and Then 
Marched Down Again.

SPIRITUALISM IN MISSOURI.

Meeting of the Progressive Spiritualist 
‘ Association. _

The Why.
"God has blessed this nation as 

Other of the earth has been blessed.”
So wrote one Wm. Rosser Cobbe.

no

in
the course of a long article entitled, 
.‘■•Why We Give Thanks.” but the clip
ping sent us failed to give the name of 
the paper in which it appeared

. No other nation has so fully eliminat
ed God and the church from its official 
records as has the United States. He 

, is not mentioned or even hinted at in 
our National Constitution. ’

It . to said. -The dog licks the hand 
that strikes him.” It cannot be on that 
theory that we have been favored above 
all other nations; and yet is it not a 
fact that the séparation of church and 
state, ours being the first government 
in the world that led in that direction 
is the cause of our unparalleled prosper
ity ?

The facts seem to suggest that the 
less we Interfere in the management of 
the affairs of divine Providence' the 
inore we ate favored. If tlie clergy 
.would cease to appeal to his vanity and 
cease telling him how good, great, and 
glorious he is, additional favors, possi
bly. would be extended to us. "

A Saturnalia of Crime.
An exchange, a political newspaper 

that does not dabble in religious af
fairs. dealing mostly in current news, 
of date Dec. 28. leads off in an editorial 
by saying;

"In the entire country Christmas day 
seems to have been given over to a Sat
urnalia of crime. * * * It is strange, in
deed. that the holiest day in the year 
should be selected for debauchery."

All the great holidays, whether relig
ious or political, seem to-foster crime. 
All Saints' day. otherwise Hallowe en, 
when the spirits of saints are supposed 
to walk abroad, is given over to disor
der and outlawry. The Fourth of July 
and New Yer s day caught the contag
ion from the religious sacred days, and 
in these four days it does seem as if 
pandemonium is opened, and its in
mates are let loose. Our great schools 
of learning, where young men are fitted 
for the ministry, instead of setting ex
amples for their successors to imitate, 
seem to labor to rival Bedlam in their 
excesses.

The Encyclopedia of ReligiousKnowl
edge, originally published some eighty 
years ago. article. "Nativity of Jesus 
Christ." shows Christmas day has long 
been a day of license, as was Saturna
lia. It says: "Instead of being a sea
son of real devotion, it is a season of 
great diversion. The luxury, extrava
gance. intemperance, obscene pleasures 
and arunkenness that abound, are strik
ing proofs of the immoralities of the 
age. It is a matter of just complaint, 
says a divine, that suck irregular and 
extravagant things are at this time 
commonly done by many who call them
selves Christians." .

The author of that article, himself a 
Christian, placed the responsibility for 
these excesses where they justly belong 
—on Christians. They who reject the 
teacaing that "Jesus paid It all.", take 
no more interest in Christmas than in 
any other day, deeming all days good-

Instead of encouraging these holidays 
and sacrea days, legislation Is abso
lutely needed to abridge them.
■ Crime begets crime. Disregard of 
legal restraints on sacred days, prompts 
to disobedience of law on all days.

Future of Mankind on Earth.
' The destiny of the spirit of man after 

it shall have passed from its physical 
expression is an important problem. 
The future of mankind in his earthly 
career is also a question of deep inter
est. Recent dlscerveries in the' field of 
science and inventions indicate great 
changes in the future of the face and 
Its surroundings.

For instance, the length of the day 
is to be greatly increased, according to' 
Professor Darwin, son of the great 
naturalist and president of the British 
association. In course of time the pres
ent day will be prolonged to fifty-five 
days. It has been discovered that the 
days are gradually lengthening at rela
tive rates which are calculable, though 
the aosolute rates in time are unknown. 
The month will probably be as long as 
thirty-seven present days.

With the lengthening of the days 
there is to be a prolongation of the 
length of man s life. It has been 
shown that the proper application of 
acetic acid will considerably prolong 
life, and according to one authority, 
this can also be accomplished by drink
ing sour milk. It appears that sour 
milk contains a friendly bacillus, which, 
when introduced into the main intes
tine. benefits health.

There is said to be no doubt that the 
stature of man is increasing and it is 
possible that the future race may be 
giants.

At ¿hat future day artificial diamonds 
and rubies will be common. The dia
mond. which is made of pure carbon, 
is the cheapest substance in the world. 
And when the electric furnace is devel
oped it is expected that diamonds and 
rubies will no longer be precious stones.

There will be no fogs In those days, 
for they will be cleared away by elec
trifying the atmosphere on a large 
scale. An important experiment in 
this line was made at Liverpool. The 
air around University college was elec
trified by means of a Wlmshurst ma
chine. The result was that a dense 
fog a space of from fifty to sixty 
yards' radius was kept clear. The dis
coverer of this use for electricity hopes 
to be able to provide a sufficient num
ber of stations on each side of the river 
so that the positive current from the 
other side of the river will form a col
lision which will clear the fog away.

The future man will have no use for 
glasses to help his vision. Eye mas
sage. which is gentle and gradual and 
causes no pain, will cure any defect of 
vision. The stomach and intestines 
will also be unnecessary, and it has 
been suggested that these organs will 
be removed by a surgical operation.

Their place will be taken by a tube, 
into which prepared food will be 
dropped. Tabloids of prepared, com
pressed and digested food will be used, 
and there will be no need to waste the 
amount of time necessary to obtain 
food nowadays.

There will be no need for watches, 
for there will be a clock at every street 
corner, illuminated at night. The city 
of Berlin has this system of timepieces 
in use already, and there are 300 clocks 
scattered about the city. ■

It tahy interest the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker to know that an 
attenyjt is now being made to stir up a 
little .life in. the Progressive Spiritualist 
State1' Association of Missouri. The 
regular meeting of this association was 
announced for January 26, at a hall In 
the Sfluth part of ^e city of St. Louis, 
and amumber of delegates came to
gether, but'the secretary failed to put 
In an1 appearance and after waiting 
nearly all day a call for a special meet
ing was made by Dr. O. D. Whittier, 
vice-president of tne association, and 
Mrs.rJpsleK. Folsom tendered the use 
of Howard mall for tlie meeting on the 
following Wednesday, Feb. 1. The of
fer wms acceded and when the hour ar
rived for thé meeting qu|te a large num
ber of delegates' were préébnt. ■ "

The meeting was called to order -by 
Dr. Whittier, and the report of the sec
retary accepted. The convention then 
proceeded to the nomination and elec
tion of officers, and the following per-
sons were elected: President, C.

■ “Continuity of Lite a cosmic Truth.- 
Sy Pref. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
B strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
fcaportant pubject i'ftoe, dotti» 93L

"The New Life." By Leroy Berrier 
Eminently suggestive along the Unes of 
*new- thought • Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth. $1.

“Discovery or a Lost Trail.” 
R Newcomb. Excellent in
suggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50.

By Crina 
spiritual

A Wish.
The best advice that ever came from 

men, angels or God is. "Cease to do 
evil, .learn to do well.-’ Carried into 
practice, then frauds would disappear, 
lying would be unknown, the tongue of 
the slanderer would be silenced, and 
the pen of the llbeler would lose its 
lustre, and the ink would pale with 
which he. writes. The fake medium 
would cease to ply her arts, while truth 
and justice would eveiywhere abound 
Hasten the day when this long.desired 
consummation, of -human. . aspirations 

1shall be a reality. .

Brother J. H.Tlandall's pitiable plight 
before the Spiritualistic public is self
invited. He blew into a gun that he 
did not know was loaded, with the cus
tomary results. Hold-up men are occa
sionally disagreeably surprised by the 
effective manner in which intended vic
tims turn the tables against them. 
Not a muscle twitched while he stood 
at the butt of the gun sighting at scare
crows ot his imagination, but he winces 
distressingly when he himself is trans
formed into a target. His willingness 
to cripple and hinder the efforts ot his 
fellow-workers is only-equalled by Ar
temus Ward’s readiness to sacrifice ev
ery one of his wife’s relatives on the 
battle-field that his own hide might re
main whole.
. Óur martial brother’s defense is all In 

and his unwarranted attack upon the 
National Spiritualists Association is un
proven by facts. He wrote so glibly 
about that body being merely a “detec
tive bureau” and also "prosecuting at
torney;’’ told of its pet mediums in 
whose favor others were unjustly dis
criminated against; but when chai- 
lenged for sustaining evidence does not 
offer a particle on either point.

His pose as a friend of the N. 8. A., 
broken-heartedly pointing out its mis
management, made a stranger feel that 
he was sobbing out his grief . by its 

, death bed. And then to discover that 
instead of forwarding his kindly-meant 
counsels to the annual convention, or in 
the interim, to the official board, taat 
he played for popularity, with the dis
gruntled and the fakirs by voluntarily 
launching a contribution tending to un
dermine the confidence of Spiritualists 
in that body; that he does not refer us 
to a single public address which he de
voted to its aims, objects and commend
able work; that he never attended but 
one of its twelve annual conventions 
and is not certain when that one was 
held; that Ije was never a member ot 
one of its local, or state auxiliary asso
ciations; that when the Illinois Associa
tion was fighting for the N. S. A’s, su
premacy in that state against the Jack
man, that Amazonian gazelle, who now 
poses as the seraphic Shepherdess of 
Paradise, he contributed not one cent of 
cash nor one word of sympathy or coun
sel to the side that won; that, in short, 
he han been a beneficiary of, instead of 
a benefactor to the supreme body, since 
his cash payments must have been con
fined to the annual fee for the privilege 
of half-rates on the railroads; these," 
and yet other points, will lead officers 
and members of the National Associa
tion to exclaim: ‘ Save a man from his 
friends, and leave him to struggle with 
his enemies;’’ or to agree with Emerson 
that “Friends, such as we desire, are 
dreams and fables."

Brother Randall is but one of a class 
of fault-finders who are long in criti
cisms but short in contributions of cash 
and co-operation to the N. S. A. The 
German proverb runs: “Every boor can
find fault, it would baffle him to do bet
ter." •

Our brother lacked courage to name 
a single N. S. A. official Who has made 
a hobby of the exposition of fraud to 
•the neglect of any duty entrusted to 
him or her. He professes to be op
posed to fraud but would seem to be 
frantically begging every one to keep 
from finding it out. Remember that ot 
the nine men and women on the N. S. 
A. board each one is the equal of Bro. 
Randall in intelligence and judgment, 
while every one of them is his superior 
In- persevering toil for Spiritualism.

"Constructive Efforts" call for solid 
foundations, tempered mortar, perfect 
brick, flawless girders and wisdom in 

. their combination. Spiritualism needs 
enlightened laymen and consecrated 
mediums. Truth can not spring from 
trickery. “Fine words without deeds 
go not far.” Conclusion.

GEORGE B. WARNE.
w.

Stewart; first vice-president, Mrs. Har
ry; second vice-president, Mrs. Price; 
third vice-president, Mr. J. H. Young; 
fourth vice-president, Dr. Faber; fifth 
vice-president, Jacob Kinzle and sixth 
vice-president, Jas. M. Pierce. Mrs. 
Harry .arid'Mrs. Price are both at the 
head of St. Louis societies. '

Dr. Olin D. Whittier was elected sec
retary: Rev. Josie K. Folsom, pastor of 
the Spiritual Society of Truthseekers, 
was elected treasurer, and Mr. Oscar F. 
Everts, press agent and correspondent, 
a new office that was created at this 
convention.

As trustees of the State Association 
the following were chosen: Mrs. Dor
mer. of St. i»uis: Mr. Miller of Millers
ville. Mo.: Mrs. Stevens of Kansas 
City: J. B. McGuffin. of St. Louis, and 
Dr. E. H. Green, of St. Louis, former 
secretary of the association.

There were present some sixty dele
gates in-person and about twenty-five 
by proxy, and it was a very harmonious 
but lively meeting.

I wish in this connection to urge 
upon the Spiritualists throughout the 
state to enter into correspondence with 
me at once witn a view to awakening a 
new interest and enthusiasm in our 
cause in the state of Missouri, as we are 
desirous of bringing the state to the 
front and make a showing at the next 
convention of the N. S. A., that all can 
be proud of. Dr. Whittier is a hard 
worker in the cause, and every one who 
knows Mrs. Folsom knows of her tire
less devotion and self-sacrifice,, and 
each and all of the officers are active, 
enthusiastic: workers for Spiritualism. 
Let every Spiritualist in Missouri who 
reads this sit down at once and write to 
Dr. Whittier or myself, and let us'get 
the machinery at work without delay.

Address Dr. Olin D. Whittier, No. 715 
Locust street, and C. W. Stewart,' No. 
3007 Dickson street. St. Louis. Mo. '

1 A C. W. STEWART.

oi( ' 'i Over There.
“Whfere iql'over-there?, ” a friend In

quired the other day. after the expres
sion hud been .used. The term • was 
first uipd many years ago. by. Brick 
Pomq^gy.t wgjbelieve. arid was designed 
to excess ttye location of the loved in 
the immortal ptate, without defining the. 
exact Jpcatlqi). ,

Clairvoyants who have watched the' 
spirit during Its parturition from its 
mortal incumbrance, represent matter 
does not in gpyway interrupt its move* 
ments. It passes through solid walls 
as readily as .does the - mind in Its 
iiighti-q 0 ... ■■ i ? <:•

It seems very certain the spirit, for a 
time at least, remains in the region 
where Its activities-in earth life were 
spent jvlth power.to go abroad at will; 
but it clings to old loves and associates, 
probably to.lend assistance in moments 
of need; ' '

Churchmen built their heaven imme
diately above the cerulean vault that 
bounds vision, and they always point 
upward ap the home of the blest But 
lye prefer to-believe they are with iis, 
and all about us, and that tho supernat
ural, aid .many experience at times, in- 
stiadof gaming, from thehand of God, 
either .in answer to prayer, or other* 
wise, corned Worn the- Invisibles 'of . our 
own humanity, in spirit life. - ........

A NEW UNDERTAKING

From Which Excellent Results Are An
ticipated by the Energetic Man
- ager, Hon. J. S. Drake.

To the Editor:—A little later we will 
have this undertaking in shape to at
tract the attention of all who are think
ing along the same lines that you and 
your good wife have thought and 
worked so long and- faithfully.

We have selected a beautiful valley 
in these world-famed Santa Cruz 
mountains for a summer and winter re
sort; It is proposed to give liberal 
people, Irrespective of creed or cult, an 
opportunity to 'secure and establish 
homes here where, they can enjoy the 
advantages of a semi-tropical climate, 
pure air, filled with ozone from the Pa
cific ocean, only a few miles away; 
pure springs from sand-stone forma
tion that underlies the - mountain 
ranges that protect us from wind and 
storms; where the soil insures the 
growth of all trees and plants indige
nous to what may be called nature’s
botanical garden; where no vital 
ergy Is wasted In contention with 
and cold; where their children 
reach two of the greatest and 
equiped universities in the world
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The World Has Never
Seen the Like Before!

Our New Premium Boot

few hours’ ride; when a few minutes’ 
,ride will take them to one of the finest 
and most fashionable sea beaches and 
bathing resorts on the coast and where 
grass is green and flowers bloom when 
your blizzards make life dismal.

What more?
Here shall be schools of instruction, 

a higher education planned, where the 
real man can be educated; where the 
invisible fellow of whose existence and 
presence. we have been talking these 
fifty years past, can have his say. Here 
we will have a platform free from the 
blight.of fraud, where truth alone shall 
prevail. A few áre already here. Some 
twenty ay more lots have been sold, 
and the owners are building their 
homes. The company Is preparing its 
parks, its hotel, sanitarium and camp
ing grounds In the shadow of the 
mountains, along the shady creek that 
rolls. and tumbles its- pure waters 
through the mile of grounds where fully 
two hundred beautiful, lots have been 
platted, out of the one hundred and sev
enty acres selected for this undertak
ing. ■■

With this mall I will send you-a pros
pectus which will give you some idea 
of -the opportunities and possibilities— 
from which so much may come for the 
cause .for .which your life has been de
voted. ’

. My wife joins in good wishes to you, 
yours;'your life work and to all who 
believe that Life is real, lite is earnest, 
and our knowledge of immortality Is a 
demonstrated fact. J. S. DRAKE.

Boulder Creek, Cal. s, ■

"In tho World Celestial,“byDr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, Instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
.bound; price $1. .........

“The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times oftheNazarenear.il 

•His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely.in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents.

The Commandments Analyzed, pries 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, 50 
cento. For sole at thia office. < ,__
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Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modem; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner or the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are 'furnished .at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of . that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care- 
fUWe have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, nnd you can select

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progress
Thinker. We repeat that the wot^A 
has never seen the like of it before. L "
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE/

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75. I

The following is the list of titles qi
the Twelve Premium Books: .

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—.The Encyclopedia of Death, 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death,

an

and

and
Life In thè Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain Invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundàne Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium. .

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex-

from them as follows:
Any one of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents. “

Any three of the Twelve Premium
B°a^ ^fnn^of °tim r,TwelveI1premlum under Smythe, a medium of rare gifts. 

™ mnv orider mice $150 8-A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.Any five of the Twelve* Premium Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 

B °± ys°lxmor tiwTwffive* Premium ET-ke^eligTon of Man and Ethics of
Any six or m. science, by Hudson Tuttle.

Books -you may order, price $2.05.
Any saven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.35.
Any eight ,of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.65. 
.Any nine of the Twelve Premium 

D Any "ton^ °the VX’^mlnm Carlyle Petersilea.
Books X may 'order, price $3.10. <Each.Spiritualist should at once com-

Any eleven of the Twelve. Premium mencing forcing a bp.ulualibt and Co
Books you may order, price $3.40. cult library...............  .

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from tlie Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of

oftheNazarenear.il
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State Association Elects Officers for the Yeu

SPIRITUALISM THE SUBJECT.
' . ■■ • bi

O

- ' Two Meetings Are Held at the Massaie ^mpiç..
.. • .. ■ ----- ----------- . .fc. »1: .

Two Spiritualistic meetings were held in one dayi£ at Jtlie Masonic 
Temple, Duluth, Minn.,, one in the afternoon and tiguoW pi trie even
ing. At the first, W. JiErwood was the speaker, and Moses Hull spoke 
in the evening. . ’ ■ ,, ,

Mr. Erwood explained Spiritualism as that «philp^opliy which 
teaches that a thing has been done, thé logical effegh of ,ai .natural law, 
and can be done again. It teaches good deeds moro thaii meeds; duty 
and truth more than idle worship; the God in mattWC and now, rather 
than thè God miles away; salvation made possible, byana 
worthiness of character, rather thpn by a faith «^.stupefies a 
man's reasoning power as to render him capable of expe^tmg anotnei 
to bear his burdens and buy him a passage in the Realms - ot eternal 
bliss.” ■ ' . 1 . 4,.> -J! : V -,

Mr. Hull took “Angels”.as a subject. He said.the^’e are.;no pages in 
the bible where gross errors are not made. For example, lie said. np one 
believes as formerly that heaven is surrounded by a high wall, with 
watchmen to make people feel safe. He asserted that many people to
day believe in the Darwinian theory where a few years flgd Darwin was 
derided, misunderstood and insulted. ; - 1 - ■

THE SOUL CAN LEAVE THE BODY,

She IPower Sopie Persons. Seem to to Make-Themselves Appear at
' " . ; a Distance. '

lb all the ages of the world the belief that prevailed more or less that 
the spirits of the dead make themselves objectively nPPa?;llt-

. age has about settled down to the conviction that this be let was a su
perstition, but noy principally as the result.ot the careful sc

: vestigations of the Society for Psychical.Research, a.1’e8ctl^i .- afc 
' in many minds. A strong doubt has been east upon the conviction that 

the 'ghost is invariably a delusion. / . ««r .. The society has startled all by convincing such ^«it «°lenttsts a
Sir William Crookes, Alfred Russell Wallace, and William J»™® 

J Harvard, that it is probable that there are persons
the body can make themselves objectively apparent to otheisat.a d 
tance, not only by thought transference, but by the sound of voice, and 

i by some sort of projection of the visible self. It has become more and 
. ? nmre believable with many hard-headed scientists that our consc^ 

selves are not nearly so dependent upon our bodies as wc have been 
led to believe, ’ ;

. Caji tfie Soul Leave the Body?
A very curious illiritration of this visible power of the soul to leave 

the body is the following experience told to me Ly.an eldei m 
nlnn-eh in Brooklyn of which I was pastor some thirty years ago. I 
premisVby^ayffigthattlds elder, Dr. D., was a most conscientious mai^ 
Fespected by all; was a doctor of medieme.an 
of a scientist. I tell the story in his exact words, as neatly as 1 can 

^“toflTfifties there was an explosion in my fact oryinNe wYork 
Citv Bv the force of the explosion I was terribly burned and thrown 
into the.7jtreet. During the sickness that followed, my son, Severe, 
attended me, while ray wife and the rest of the family lived in Al en- 

MEDIUM CHRISTENS CHILD IN CHURCH.

First Spirit Christening Ever Held in Brooklyn Spiritual Church.

A spirit christening attracted much interest at thé First Spiritual 
Church, Bedford avenue and Madison street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Mrs. 
May S< Pepper, the pastor christened' the child of William W. Murkwell, 
president of the board of trustees of the church. The'exercises, the first 
of the kind ever held in the Spiritual Church of Brooklyn, were ex- 
trepiely simple. The child was presented in front of the pulpit by the 
father, and mother of the child. The medium then walked .to the pulpit, 
took a white carnation from a bowl and, walking-over to the trio, 
tapped the child lightly on the head with the flower, . ‘ . •

“With this flower,” said Mrs. Pepper, “Ichristen thee Edith? Louise 
Markwell. This emblem of spirit and purity and God’s love give you

l°^One div as Ky delirious on my bed I imagined that a large: wReel 
was turning near me, to which I was being pushed by my son. 1 pushed 

tarn ta «!.«>, but»« «" 1
tack, taaniBO io roalily I was pkshmg mysell to' «ge'»J 
'At last I got the idea that there was a conspiracy against my life and 
I determined to go away, and by a desperate effort got out ofmy^body 
I stood at the foot of the bed and with perfect vision I saw myself lying 
on the bed, bandaged and evidently very sick, and my son and the doc
tor working over me. I tried to talk to them but could not get then at
tention, so I concluded that I woulff go away. elnoi. and

: “I went out' of the window and ori Broadway entered a. stagb and 
rode downtown. Coming to the wharf I saw an excursion boat about 
to go down the bay, which I boarded. I observed that nobody pa id.the 
slightest attention to me, not even the ticket man who
to the rieht of me and left; he passed me by. , Aftei a.while a iughttui 
storm arose, and it was thbught the boat would sink. Ihe passengers 
were in terror, many praying. Finally the boat turned and safely 
reached the land. I then determined to go toAllepJwn, !
and visit my family. It was evening when I reached the>use.Hsa w 
a window open on the second floor, through which I entered. Ihere 1 
saw my wife putting the children to bed.. I heard her telling them 
about my sickness and heard her asking them in their little‘Payers to. 
pray for me. The manifest distress of my wife troubled me, and I de 
sired to let her know that I was present and sought to comfort hei, 
but I could not possibly get her attention

“The thought finally occurred to me that if I did not huny back New York I might ^iot be able to .get into my body again, and. woffid 
really be dead;.§o I went down to the depot, and when the tram came 
in a man was knocked down and run oyer and his legs cut oft. I saw 
him and recognized him. In,the train I took my seat in one of two seats, 
that faced each other. The other seats were' occupied by three 
nent business men whom ! knew/.they ignoring my presence, were talk
in" with each other about a scheme that they were trying to cai y 
through that struck me as dishonorable. I was much serprmed at 
them ? One of the men got out at 'a junction of the railroad, the other 
two came to New York City. When I got back to my room which I 
through, that struck me as, dishonorable. I was much S^P11S^. , 
the ground, I found the attendants bysy working over my body th nk- 
ing I was dying. With some .considerable effort I entered again . 

7U— ‘The^singular part of this experience is that after I recovered,- I 
found that on tlift day imd,At.'thaV.boiW:fe^^^^er went- 
down the bay and had tlie'storm expertence wkmh lMW^nd that >even- 
ing mv wife had said the things to my children that I heaid her say, 
and the accident happened at the depot as.1 saw it and the^three men 
■were seated in the car and had the conversation that 1 heard. .Of couiS a single testimony like the above is not conclusive I 
asked the elder many questions whieh he answered clearly, but I wa 
then new to these investigations, otherwise I. would have gotten from 
him, if possible; the dates so that the incident narrated by him as seen 
iff his vision or trance could have been corroborated. i~s„_

• I sent the above miration to . Dr. B.’s two sons, who-are still.living. 
They write me that they‘heard their father tell this experience sub
stantially as I give it, that their father at the time spoken of was so 
Sv dead that it required a physician to deterffime .whether there was 
life in the bodv or not. I have no doubt that the narration in all o j

• essential features is correct, whatever may be tlie;explanation. A very 
interesting qZon arises-whether Dr. B’s wife had she been a effiir-. 
vovant or8sensitive, would have seen D”. B. at; the tone he 
visited the home and saw her putting the children to bed. If she had 
so seen him, she would have seen the ghost of a living]person. T 
Widow’s Mite and Other Psychic Phenomena,-by I. K. flunk.

yourname. ' .
Then the medium took the hands of thé mother and father and said ; 

“Dear brother, unto thee has been given the.authorship of the physical 
part of this child. It is a great responsibility, and may you merit it, 
and to you, dear sister, has been given the crown of motherhood. It is 
the greatest honor that can be.given. You twain have tjie care of this 
soul, and you will liave io render account unto the $nge|s. May angels 
gather about and preserve'this little one fofevermorp/’ •

Padubah, Ky„ Feb. 6.-The. people of Heath,.this county, are wrought 
. up over the “talking tree” that has been bn the farnipf yjill Albert f°r 

some time. Enormous crowds congregate there almost every Sunday 
■to hear the strange noises that emanate from the tree. The voice can 
be distinctly heard, and says, ‘ ‘There are treasures bw.’icd«flt my roots. 
' A party consisting of the most reliable citizens of the;eounty visited 
the tree to make a thorough investigation for themselves iflf to the noises 
being heard. They listened patiently for several hoq/rs, when there was 
a sudden crash, which has been given many times beforehand the mar-
velous production of hunutu voice came out. <1 -sii _

The only theory that has been suggested is that a Watt Was killed un
der the tree in 1862, and while many do not believe iri spirits, the facts 
are so plain and the voice can be heard so distinctly that, they cannot 
dispute the fact. • .

■ . —:—:—:—:-r.:—•— h- nc;
CAN WRITE A BETTER BOOK THAN^IB^.

E. W. Sprague Says That ke Oan Beat It All Loss H All
- T^tityi.sb'Veii Sacred Works Are Lost-, '/

Mr. arid Mrs.'E. W. Sprague, Spiritualists, delivered a lecture at Odd 
Fellows’ Hall, First Avenue and Post-street, Spokane, Wash., before 250 
people. ' :

Mr. Sprague divides Spiritualism into ^..departments—phenomena, 
philosophy, science and religion—and says that Spiritualism may be de-' 
yeloped along any. one of these lines, but that the true Spiritualist must 
combine the four. Mr, Sprague said yesterday that; the twentyrSeven 
bibles, known to religion could be destroyed'to-day and, that to-morrow 
he could write a new one, founded on Spiritualism, that would; beat the 
other twenty-seven put together all hollow. He said that Spiritualists 
were the only ones who really understood the teachings of the bible.

SPIRIT RETURN UNIVERSAL.

Mgr. Deane’s Death Shown to Him in a Vision, Illustrates the Fa,ct 
That Spirit Return Is Common to the. Whole'World.

Dreams and visions do nbt often find much credence with practical 
folk, but many a hard-headed Newark, (N. Jt) citizen was pondering 
to-day over the story of the strange manifestations Which the late Mgr. 
George H. Dearie in a conversation with a parishioner four hours before 
he died, said had come to him on the previous night. 1 ■ ’

A little over a week before his death Mgr. Deane attended a young 
man Willie Healey. The boy did. not die for over, a week. He was 
buried Jan. 19 and the next day Mgr. Deane died just after finishing his 
dinner. On the afternoon of that day he called on Healey and told him 
of the experience he had had the previous night. '

“I had a dream or a yisioh, in which.I appeared tb he in heaven and 
was talking .to your son. ;

“Above the strains of the musiceame the voice of your son Willie, 
saying to me: ‘O, monsignor, are you with us so soonf, We.want you 
here, for we are all so happy.’ -

Both the monsignor and Mr. Healey were much overcome at the nar
ration arid the latter says the whole thing was Startling to him. Four 
hours later Mr; Healey heard the monsignor was/dead? ; .

fig! AR WOLDS COINS AS DEATH GUARD.

He Believes Ancient Silver Pieces Wfll Protect Him From $1 Harm, 
And Mbre Especially From Assassination—A Remarkable Vision/

St Petersburg, Feb. 4—At the moment a few old Eastern coins are infinitX more valuable to the Czar than all. the gold in the Siberian 
mines which are his. Nicholas firmly believes that these coins are 
blessed aihulets, which proteet him from all ham, and most particularly 
from death at an assassin’s hands. . . ___

Never is the Czar without the coins. He has more confidence in them 
than in his soldiers’ bayonets to safeguard him when he. goes among 
his people. The silver pieces jmgled m his pockets during tike cere- 
monv of blessing the waters of the Neva a fortnight ago, when was fired 
the charge of grapeshot .which might hayc wiped^ut the.whole Roman
off dvnastv—Czar, Czarina, Grand Dukes^ and all. .

In'the shower of bullets his majesty displayed the greatest sangfroid. 
For was he not perfectly protected by the coms, the possession of which 
he regards as another manifestation of divine favor? • .

Sent by a Rabbi. ■ s • . . , . ,
The head of the Greek church. in whose, nature religion ànd^upersti- 

■ tion strive for mastery, obtained the coins from.Bernhard Tutoa^r, a 
-Jew, who lives at Rçdaütz, a town m Ùé Austrian crown WW 

viiia. Three years ago a..wonder-working rabbi .from'the Orient was 
Tutnauer’s guest Departing; the ^1,, 
shown him with the coins,’ saying : My son, although these pieces-may 
seem a poor gift, they will protect those far greater than you m time 
^Ehtefv for three- nights in succession, the vision of Alexander III, the 
Czar’s father, appeared to Tutriauer,. and told him the jabbi s coins 
would shield any one who wears a erbwn from a violent death. Libis 

' vision illustrates thé important fact that sprat return is common to all 
humanity.] Tutnàuer sent the coins .to the Russian charge d affaires at 

' Vienna, with a message Which vividly described, his triple dream.
r . Household Hiimors Superstition,

Much-impressed, thç charge forwarded the coins to his majesty, who 
most gratefully acknowledged their receipt. The few faithful who sur
round him rejoice that the coins have lent him confidence. Ihey do not 

"seek to disabuse him of his belief in their protecting pbwei. ...
Now the Czar is reconciled to the loss of Zenobia Golaezy, the beauti-. 

ful little woman from Poltava, the charming mystic who conjured, pie
:? "’■•hires for him on a screen. The dreamy prophetess interpreted the 

• meaning of the dull, cohfu'ed; waving masses of light she summoned to 
' «lease herself and her imperial patron. Iler seances gave him hope; 

’ she showed him the shadowy Japanese fleeing before dazzling Cossacks. 
• ■ Unluckily for herself, the Golaezy was not content to deal alone with 

the Czar’s fears and hopes. She promised to tell him what the Grand 
Dukes were plotting, what his Ministers were planning; she disappeared 

1 ,—no one knows where. . • • .

SPIRITUALISTS IN SESSION.

The State Convention of the Progressive Spiritualists Association of 
Missouri, at Howard’s Hall, Garrison avenue and Olive street, St. Louis, 
Mo., discussed plans for the promotion of Spiritualism and for the unit
ing of all Spiritualists in the state. -, .

The following were elected officers for the year; C. W. Stewart, pres
ident; Mrs, K. T. Hary, Mrs.'E. B. Price, J. Ji. Young, Dri ,H. W. Faber, 
Jacob Kinsley and J. M. Pierce, vice-presidents; Dr. 0. D. Whittier, sec-, 
retary; Mrs. Josie K. Folsom, treasurer.

V-

YEAR OF STRIFE—RUSSIA TO FALL,
Lee Spangler, the prophet of York, Pa., who has attracted much at

tention by accurately predicting great events, has issued his bulletin of 
prophecy for the ypar 1905. _ •

“Woe unto Russia,” he says. “She is fast approaching her doom. 
Jhe people will overthrow the empire. The royal'family»and the lead
ing members of the nobility will be murdered and subjected to worse 
cruelties than they have inflicted upon the Russian people.

“The big spot that has appeared upon the sun is ominous. It fore
tells rebellion, pestilence and natural catastrophes upon the earth. The 
outbreak of rebellion in Russia is but a spark. It will be fanned into 
a flàriie that will sweep over the world.” ,

Remarkable Manifestations

A $1. Package 
FREEttr°v

If You Have

ILES
Send your name today and get by 

return mail my new 3-fold Treat
ment which is cusing thousands. 
To every person answering this ad- 

.vertisement at once I will send—Free 
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sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
send me one dollar. If not, send noth
ing; you decide after a thorough trial. 
I am curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing; as well as all the ear
lier stages. Act now and save yourself 
perhaps untold suffering. My three
fold treatment cures to stay cured be
cause it is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try it at my expense. 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new Pile Book, (in colors) 
comes free with ike approval treatment, 
all in plain package. Send no money 
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WHENCE AND WHITHER
Hi

An Interesting Narrative of Spirits’ Doings In Okla 
Dorna,

A MOST REMARKABLE TREE:

An Audible Voice Emanates Therefrom.

Un Inquiry Into the Nature of the Soul, 
It* Origin and Destiny. '

BY DR-PAUL CARUS.

‘ This little book treats of the central 
problems of all religion; the nature of 
■the,ego; the origin, development, and' 
destiny of the human personality; spir
itual heredity; the dissolution of the 
body and the preservation of the soul; 
the nature of human immortality; man- ■ 
kind's Ideals; the rational basis of eth
ics, etc., all from the standpoint of mod
ern psychology and biology. 188 pages. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

/To the Editor:—Spiritualistic phenomena are popping out here in 
Oklahoma, “The land of the fair Gods,” where the wind blows both 
ways at once. You may talk about Herrmann and Kellar with their 
sleight-of-hand and legerdemain performances, but we are certainly 
running right up against the real thing, Spiritualists and others, 
please stand from under if you don’t want to be knocked clear off from 
your Christmas tree, for something is dropping.

We have said before that Spiritualistic, phenomena will in the near 
future be of such extraordinary nature that fraudulent mediums and 
fake imitators will not be in it a little bit. Everything is pointing to 
the ultimate fact, that all Spiritualistic phenomena will be produced in 
full daylight. That the dark seance room will only exist in history of 
the ignorant past, and our grandchildren will no doubt wonder at our 
stupidity displayed under cover of darkness and ignorance. In order 
that the many new readers of The Progressive Thinker may fully un
derstand this narrative, we must refer them back to our article in your 
paper of last May 21, in which we gave a truthful statement of how 
Spirit “Jim” transported through the air to a distance of 165 miles a 
“Marine Band Tremolo,” a gold watch and chain wrapped up in a silk 
waistband neatly packed in a pasteboard box.

During the summer months “Jim” has often let his presence be 
known by sundry little tricks in and around the Martins home, but none 
of much importance except causing water to run from a roasting pan 
hanging on the wall behind the cooking stove in the summer kitchen. 
Quite a lot of water ran down on the floor, and Miss Martin, standing by 
the stove, caught some of it in her hand. When the pan was examined 
it was found to be as dry as a powder-horn, rib sign of any water hav
ing been near it.

At another time the same summer kitchen caught fire from an over
coat that had been hung over and on the stovepipe to dry when the 
folks were absent from the house, but the invincible “Jim” was on 
hand and put out the fire after it had burned holes through inch boards 
under the roof shingles and on the side walls, although doors on the op
posite sides of the room were open, admitting a perfect circulation of 
air, Thus “Jim” proved himself interestingly useful as well as orna-

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

tyound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 
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mental.................  . ■ .
But mow we are coming to the main part of our story, and we will 

proceed to relate the most wonderful phenomena ever taking pla«p in 
this country, as far as our knowledge goes. w

Six weeks ago, when nature was clad in the various autumnal hues 
that so conspicuously beautify the Indian Summer, during which time 
the aborigines always celebrated their so-called ghost dances, the Mar
tin family were sitting around the table eating dinner one day, when 
Mr. Martin jocosely remarked: “I wish ‘Jim’ would bring up the mail 
to day; I am feeling so tired,” (the rural mail route mail box is one 
fourth mile from the house across that lovely stream called Bois-d’Arc), 
when all at once the answer came, “I will.”

‘‘How long will it take you?”
“Three seconds,” was the answer, and before anyone of the family 

had time to think, a magazine 8x11 inches, with some over 50 pages, ad
dressed to A. L. Martin, and a large letter addressed to Miss Martin, 
dropped seemingly from the air right down on the dinner table, which 
you may well think created no little amount of astonishment and gen
eral surprise. Mr. Martin tore the covering of the magazine open with 
his finger, and tpe magazine, letter and cover lay on the parlor table for 
two days when they as suddenly disappeared, and could not be found

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of leetr.res 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainly uo 
small ccntrlbution to the study of the r.oul. It 
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THE TO-flORROU Of DEATH.
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
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an Investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of 186 pages, postsvo. 
Paper, 25cents; cloth, 50 cents. 
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> GHOST OPENS PRISON CELLS. ,

pmrir. Follows Nightly Visitation of Spirit Who Is ¡Alleged to’ Carry 
• Bright Burning Lights—Sheriff Is Much Alarmed. .

Des Moines, Iowa,' Feb. 5.—So firmly convinced’are the evildoers oi 
Fremont county that the jail at' Sidney is haunted that their pleadings 
for some other place of incarceration are pitiful, m . i t-- ; . .

Prisoners who are not inebriates and whose minds'«re not affected by 
the use of। intoxicants, make startling screams in tlm middle bf^ the 
night rousing the family of thel sheriff, aiid eontinuff uriti'l that’’ official 
iiiakes his appearance. They declare the cell doorS'-fiy 'bjien and that 
bright burning lights fill the space. Sheriff Kent/Xwh6nis not at all 
given to practical jokia^ declares himself much Wflrk^dup oyer the 
strange phenomenon.. . . 'gif) ;

■ ..... .... ;xn . .

■ PROGRAM IS BEING PREPARE®.1 0"
. ' ■ ■ ‘ ■ ■ . . ■ . Joy . f . ri .. ■ - ■ . .

high or Jow. , x , -,
A few days after this occurrence, when Mr. Martin told me about it, 
said: “‘ Jim’has taken that magazine and letter to a medium in 

Texas. ’ ’ And as “ Jim” told us afterwards it lay in that medium’s desk 
on.the fourth floor on the south side of Main street, Dallas, Texas, un
noticed for six weeks. . .

Last Christmas the writer accepted an invitation to spend Christmas 
with the Martin folks; and if all of us didn’t have a merry Christmas, it 
was not anybody’s fault, for in deed it carried us back to the early days 
of boyhood when Yule was looked upon as being the only time for real 
and genuine fun. I mean “peace and good will to man.” Sunday 
evening being the regular time futile family home circle, the writer 
and a son of Mr. Martin visiting Wre, were invited to take part. 
These exercises were commenced w®h a piece of music under the most 
sacred feelings of all present, and ar8 o’clock sharp all four of us sat 
down'around the parlor table, when Mr. Martin's Indian control, Nim- 
blé-knee announced his presence and said, “that ‘Jim’ was down in 
Texas but would be back in a few minutes.” Let us remark here that 
Mr Martin can now see spirit beings and converse audibly with them.

After a few minutes “Jim” was seen to enter the seance-room and 
announced his presence. Being asked where he came from he said, 
“From Globe Hotel, Ponca City.” -

Then I asked : “"What have you been doing there Î
“I brought that magazine and letter from Dallas, Texas, and put it 

in your desk.” ' , . .. .. ,,,
“ Who was in the office at the time you put- it there T
“À man was sitting by thé stove eating.popcorn, and another was 

sitting by the desk reading.” - - ' . .
“Did vbivdemàterialize the magazine and letter in ordçr to do this?
u No, a yoiuig man entered the office at that* time, and I slipped that 

nacka^e in and placed.it in yoiw.desk, »i;,- .. \ . «
P Time-was now noticed to be 8:20 p.»m. - In about ten minutes from 
flint time “Jim” said: “I must go up to Arkansas City, Kansas, and 
attend Mr. E J. Hoyt’s seance.” '(This is 23 miles north of here.) 
What took place at Mr. Hoyt’s seance that same evening I can best de
scribe by copving.a letter from Mr. Hoyt just received^ morning

After closing the seance at 9 o’clock, all of us indulged m anumber of 
games and plays and had what really might be called a .good old time. 
8/ Next dav after a pleasant drive of seven and a half miles we reached 
home aborit 10 a. in., when all three of us went in to find the magarnne 
and letter on my desk as previously promised, but as we did-not find it 
ori ton I opened the drawer and sure enough under some tablets and 
other papers lay the package containing magazine and. big letter 
wrapped up in the original torn wrapper, with Mr. Martin s address 
on it These things being restored to Mr. Martin he carried them home 
“d ™ fcp.rior table wjore tbey remained ta three
davs and then again for the second time disappeared and.they may now 
be'in a Japanese tunnel around Port Arthur for .all.we know.^. • ;

\t the same time ns we held this remarkable seance at Martin s home, 
Mr E J. Hoyt held a materializing seance at Arkansas City, Kans., to 
which we will introduce- our readers,-by a few personal remarks.

T have known Mr. Hoyt and family for thirty-three ycars-his front
ier name is Buckskin Joe. His occupation has been everything .from a 
trapper and prospector in the Rockies, to a merchant behind his own 

| ¡Continued on page A) .

Force and Matter
took. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth. 11.00.

THE LIFE, RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINO.-ta this book Miss 
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Indiana Spiritualists Arranging for the Next Camp-Meeting.
/ ’ 1E W

The Indiana Association of• SpiritmjJjirtS is already: preparing a pro
gram of speakers for the Chesterfield camp-meeting;Sand Levi Mock, 
president, reports that the meetings will begin July ', 15, continuing 
through seven Sundays. The speakers, engaged include . Dr. J. M, 
Peebles, Battle Creek, Mich.; Mrs. Anna Gillespie, SamFrancisco, Cal.; 
Mrs, Marian Carpenter, Detroit, Mich.; Miss Lizzie Hftrlow, Haydens- 
ville Mass., and B. F. Austin, Rochester, N. Y. President Mock has 
(.utli’ned à plan for the revision of th<?life membership list, basing it on 
the ao-e pf the'applicant. .He proposes that $12.50 constitute the max- 
11111111° amount for a life 'membership certificate issued to applicants 
who arc in the prime of life or for younger persons, while $2.50 Shall be 
the cost of certificates to aged persons. He also propose?.that the mem
bership shall be open to any person of Spiritualism.,- ‘

Psychic Light.
BY MRS. DRAKE.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord. Drake has a national 

reputation as a mèdium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
nave been most marvelous. She baa 
written a book with tills title: “PSY
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attention from the beginning to the. 
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GENERAL SURVEY
THE .SPIRITUALISTI© FIELEMTS WORKERS, ;

DOINGS, ETO., THE WORLD OVER. !

’ CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor
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allows this freedom of expression, be
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- best subserved thereby. Many ot the 

sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to hls belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that 
to hand, however much we mlgnt deslíe 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance ot YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.-W6 Jrr^ 
to impress upon the minds of ° ™h. ver 
spondjenta that The Progressive'! htake 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to ab 
compositors. That means rap ln» 
and it is essential that all ^°p^<er re. 
sure insertion In the PapeL a'Phnuld be 
quirements being favorable, sh .. 
written plainly with, nk,nrl on|y on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In ‘ITeVhe
the General Survey will ta all - occu. 
adjusted to the space we hav 
py, and ta order to do that they will 
generally have to be Bb'^edwouW 
less; otherwise many 
crowded out. Sometimes a th y 
Item is cut down to ten Unes, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- 

<QUTAKE DUE NOTICE, that 
for this page must be accomptatod W 
the full name and address iff the W 
It will not do to say that s^cf®ta^ith. 
Correspondent writes bo and. so, _ 
out giving the full name and add . 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request wi 
cast into the waste basket. _

KEEP COPIES oPyour poems sent, w 
this office, for they will not be returned 
it we have not space to use them.

young. Dr. Greer is a well known vet
' cran Spiritualist. His experience and 
■ Intercourse with the spirit world, and 

-the Strength and breadth of his convic-

Take due notice that Items for this 
page in order to insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address pf the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF CHI 
CAGO:—THE CHICAGO LEAGUE OF 
SPIRITUALISTS DESIRE TO ENUM 
ERATE ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF 
CHICAGO, AND IN ORDER TO FACIL
ITATE MATTERS, THE NAMES AND 
ADDRESSES OF ALL WHO WILL 
IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE 
CAUSE, ARE REQUESTED TO J3E 
BENT TO THE LEAGUE'S STATISTI
CIAN, JOHN A. TOREN, 4308 LANG
LEY AVENUE, CHICAGO.

E. R. F. writes from Washington, D. 
C.: “In justice to the First Association 
of this city, your correspondent wishes 
to correct an error inadvertently made 
in a former article. Mrs.,M. T. Longley 
has for several successive years lec- 
Lured a month gratuitously and will do 
this again the present season; in addi
tion to this she has been engaged to 
occupy the platform for the month ot 
March.”

Frank T. Ripley has the Sundays of 
April, May and June open for lectures 
and platform messages. Terms rea
sonable. Address all letters to him at 
Louisville, Ky., care ot General Deliv
ery, during ^February and March.

Alice Kible writes: “The bld-time 
:• friends of Cephas B. Lynn may like to 

know that he is still in the harness, 
striking sledge-hammer blows against 
materialism, and using golden words of 
Invitation to lead the life of the spirit. 
He was with us some six oveeks last 
tall as pulpit supply.. He is now in Pen
sacola, Fla. The Univcrsalist churches 
through the land are pleading for a 
Bpirltual awakening.”

E. W. Baldwin writes: “Mrs. Clara 
Watson misquotes me in the latter part 
of her late article in No. 794. She got 

•only one word right. I excuse it. Per
haps she thinks she is not an obsessing 
spirit.”

MRS. CARRIE F. CURRAN, PRESI
DENT OF THE OHIO STATE SPIRIT
UALIST ASSOCIATION, WRITES: 
“YOU ARE CERTAINLY ENLIGHT
ENING YOUR READERS, AND GIV
ING SOUND LOGIC AND COMMON 
SENSE. YOUR PAPER IS RIGHT
FULLY NAMED .AND I BELIEVE IT 
CAME THROUGH A SPIRIT THAT 
HAS EVER BEEN NEAR AND DEAR 
TO YOU. THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER HAS PROVEN ITSELF 
WORTHY THE NAME FROM THE 
FIRST ISSUE. I HAVE TAKEN IN
TEREST, AND EACH.YEAR I FIND' 
GREAT IMPROVEMENT. YOUR EN- 

-DEAVORS HAVE BEEN TO SEPAR
ATE THE WHEAT FROM THE 
CHAFF; TO OPEN THE EYES OF 
THE SO-CALLED SPIRITUALISTS TO 
THEIR DUTY, THAT THEY NEED TO 
BECOME MORE SPIRITUALIZED 
AND LIVE A MORE SPIRIUAL LIFE,- 
AND AS AN EDUCATOR THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER TAKES THE 
LEAD."

Margarite Mac writes: “Mrs. M. A. 
Burland, the pastor of the Light of 
Truth Church, has removed her meet
Ings from 26 Van Buren street, to Hop
kins’ Hall. 528 W. 63d street. Confer
ence meeting every Sunday at 2.30. 
Lecture at 7:45. followed by messages. 
Every Thursday at 2:30 at the same 
number she will have a meeting. On 

' Feb. 22, Washington’s birthday, or 
rather evening, she will Hive a social 
and dance in Hopkins Hall, and we ex
pect to have a grand, good time as we 
always do at her socials. Come and 
bring your friends. Tickets 25 cents.” 

' s The seventy-second anniversary of 
James E. Coe will be held at the resi
dence of Mrs. Nora E. Hill, at 705 West 
Madison street, on Feu. 18, 1905. 
Tickets 25 cents.
' J. C. BINWORTH WRITES FROM 
ENGLEWOOD, ILL.: “1 AM REJOIC
ING THAT DR. PEEBLES AND BOOK 
HAVE BEEN SO TRUTHFULLY DE
FENDED. WISE AND TRUTHFUL 
SPIRITS LIKE JOHN PIERPONT ARE 
THE TRUE AUTHORS OF THAT 
BOOK, AND DR. PEEBLES IS THE 
HUMAN TYPEWRITER OF THE 
TRUTHS AND ACTUAL EXPERI
ENCES FROM THOSE WHO ARE 
CLAIRVOYANT AND CLAIRAUD1- 
ENT. A RATIONAL PUBLIC HAS 
NO TROUBLE IN DECIDING BE
TWEEN THE TRUTH OF ACTUAL 
EXPERIENCES, YES, ACTUAL EX
PERIENCES, AND THEORETICAL 
SKIM BURSTING WITH EXPANSION. 
WHO NEXT? LET US HEAR FROM 
BOSTON—THE . DR. GEQRGE LES
TER LANE, REFERRED TO IN.«HE 
BOOK, GRAND DISCUSSION,- BRO. 
FRANCIS; A PROGRESSIVE THINK
ER IN TRUTH, A TRUE EDITOR."

Dr. IL Greer ot Chicago, was, Febru
ary 3, made the happy recipient of 
nianv surprises in gifts and greetings 
from family and friends, reminding him 
of another recurrence of his birthday. 
The Doctor is now, therefore, 81 years

Miss Emma Resch, having resigned 
as medium trom the Church of Sacred 
Communion, 1246 Bedford avenue, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., will hold services in 
Arcanum hall, Bediord avenue, corner 
Fulton street, every Sunday evening at 
8 o’clock, until further notice. Good 
music. Seats tree.

correspondent writes: “The Chicago 
Spiritual Alliance Society of 3514 Vin
cennes avenue, corner Cottage Grove 
avenue and 35th street, of which Mrs. 
May Elmo is pastor and test medium, is 
enjoying large attendance, both at its 
Sunday afternaon and evening meet
ings, as well as its socials every two 
weeks. The next social is - Saturday 
evening, Feb. 18. Mediums will give 
tests and messages from 8 to 9; then a 
seance will follow. Lunch is served 
free; wardrobe free; collection 25 cts. 
Mediums come early and give tests free. 
This society has the good fortune to 
control its hall’ every night in the 
weekw. The hall is large and roomy, 
and Spiritualists can lent it very rea
sonable for socials, etc."

Rev. Alice Baker and son Milton have 
some open dates for camp-engagements, 
and would be pleased to correspond 
with camp associations at once desiring 
the services of lecturers and message 
mediums. Miltori Baker, the youthful 
orator is also an independent slate-writ
ing medium. Address 124 Bryan street, 
Dallas, Texas. ■

E. R. Kidd writes: “Since Mrs. D. A. 
Morrill’s lectures^ and Mrs. Nina D. 
Challen’s return toiler home in Toledo, 
no public meetings in the interest of 
Spiritualism have been held in Canton, 
Ohio, but the good seed sown by those 
ladies while here have begun to sprout 
and we hope will bring forth a goodly 
crop of spiritual light, truth and un
foldment to many of our liberal-minded 
ana progressive Canton people who still 
cling to the church, but who dare to at
tend the lectures for the philosophy and 
the seances for the phenomena and 
proof of continued life. However, we 
understand that Mrs. Challen, together 
with husband and daughter, will soon 
locate in Canton.”

There will be a Washington’s Birth
day dance and party for the benefit of 
the Lighf of Truth church, at Hopkins’ 
Hall, 528 W- 63rd street, on Wednesday 
evening, Feb. 22, 1905. Tickets 25 cts.

Mrs.' Emma Snow Hoyt writes from 
Hamilton, Ont.: “Dr. Edson A. Titus ot 
Hamilton, Ont., is serving our society 
at present, and will for tne remainder 
of this month.' He also served us dur
ing January. He is doing a fine work 
for us, drawing large audiences and 
helping us financially. H1b lectures are 
eloquent and instructive.”

Elizabeth Delphin writes: “Although 
the Englewood Spiritual Union had a 
very stormy night Sunday, Feb. 5, for 
its first meeting in the new hall, 6603 
Halsted street, yet the results were 
gratifying. Mr. H. F. Arnold was 
speaker and expressed himself beauti
fully. The harmony was so perfect 
that mediums that heretofore have 
been unable to work in public asked 
permission to get up and give what was 
given them. Every body was pleased 
end felt •'"’I' rpn-’d foe hrivi-’" f-n 
storm. Sunday, Feb. 12, Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill will be our speaker. Feb. la; we 
will be favored with the services of 
Mrs. V. B: Lyon. The last Bunday in 
the month'will be Medium's Night. Jan
uary Mediums Night was a great suc
cess, and we expect this month’s to be 
as good as if not better. All are wel
come.” ’

Miss A. F. Reed writes: “Wm. Fitch 
Ruffle last Sunday evening gave some 
excellent tests at the Church of Divine 
Truth, Louisville, Ky. Hls tests were 
well appreciated by all. Mr. Ruffle gave 
some fine work in mental telepathy, as- 
slated by his secretary. Miss A. F. 
Reed. Mr Ruffle is open for engage:
ments to camps and other calls. — — 
highly endorsed by Harrison D. Bar-
rett president of the N. S. A.” 

Mrs. G. W. Greene writes:
White was unable to be with us
day, Feb. 5, as announced, owing to ill
ness. We hope for his speedy recov
ery. Mrs. Kusperow delivered an ad
dress of more than ordinary Interest re
lating many experiences of her spirit
ual unfoldment. Her hearers were well 
repaid for braving the. snow storm. 
Our thoughts were carried to a very 
high plane of spirituality. Our after
noon circle is always large for it ..is 
there tiiat our mediums can the better 
demonstrate spirit return. Rev. Thos. 
S. Warner will lecture tor this society 
Sunday evening, Feb. 19. Spiritual
ists and skeptics should listen to this 
lecture given by the guides of this brill
iant and well known speaker. The so
ciety of Spiritual Unity meets every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., at Star Lodge 
Hall, No. 378 Si' Western avenue. Don’t 
forget to attend our grand prize masque 
ball, held in the upper hall at the above 
number .Saturday evening, February 25, 
tickets 25 cents. Over fifty “valuable 
prizes have been donated by West Side 
merchants.” - . • ’ ' ■■

Emma A. Ellis writes: “The regular 
meeting of the ‘Band of Harmony’, was 
held oh February 2nd., at Room 512 
Masonic Temple. Regardless of the ex
treme cold, a goodly number were pres
ent who enjoyed a treat in the answers 
to questions asked,. and two birth-day 
poems given by ‘Ouina,’ Mrs.'Cora L. 
V. Richmond’s guide. A message in an 
unknown tongue from Mrp. Mary Hill’s 
guide, was interpreted by .,Mrs. Rich
mond, and greatly enjoyed. It was de
cided to give a Euchre Party, on the 
evening of the next regular meeting, 
February 16th, to which all are cor
dially invited. There will be six beau
tiful prizes.”

The Cleveland (Ohio) Plaindealer 
says: "The meeting of the" Spiritual
istic societies of Cleveland and vicinity, 
held in Memorial Hall under the aus
pices of.tile State Spiritualistic Asso
ciation, demonstrated.that the growth 
of this belief has been of a gratifying 
nature to the believers of Spiritualism, 
and they claim that it will continue to 
increase at a rapid rate. A few years 
ago there, were but one or two Spirit
ualistic organizations in the city, but at 
present there are five societies in Cleve
land with a combined membership of 
over 500. The important feature of 
the session was the ordination of three 
members to the ministry of the gospel 
of Splritualisrii, Mrs. Carrie Curran of 
Toledo, F. D. Dunikan of Ceci!, O., and 
I. W. Pope of No. 62 Archwood avenue, 
this city. The speakers of the after
noon and evening were F. D. Dunikin, 
Mrs. Carrle. Curran, -I.- W. Pope,' Mrs.

Feb.18,1965. \

TAKE wOfiC^, JN THE PRISON CELL.

To the Splrltj^iet&y.of eNew Jersey,

•>

els."

He is

PASSED TO SPIRIT LJFE.

J most respectfully dedicate the fol
lowing jioem to the brother In prison, 
who was the first to second the sugges
tion by Dr. Peebles that these poems 
be published in book form.—The Author.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.] '

Sunday, February 19, 1905, 8. E. 57: 
, “America's Hero—Washington."

TOPIC FOR TH5 PROGRESSIVE 
- LYCEUM.

at Springfield, 
Ellora Delle 

conducted by

Wfcen writing for üus i>aj>ejr 
Bßa a pen or typewriter. J

“Dr. 
Sun-

Educational, Scientific, Interesting, 
Profitable.

Passed to spirit life, 
Mo., February 8, 1905, 
Drinkwater. Funeral 
Rev. M. Theresa Allen.

We go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind-

RADIANT ENERGY sis. Its Relation 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into the laws of nature, and to tho 
student or even an admirer of the modern as
trological literature will surely come with great 
Interest. Price, cloth. S1.7B.

Passed to spirit life, Feb. 5, 1905, 
Bertha Alice Gifford, at the home of 
her parents, Frank and Kitty Giftord, 
121 Walnut street.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 

sweetest songrf, adapted to popular music, for 
the use of congregations, circles and famhes. 
Price, 10 cents, or 87 per hundred A

LEARN CARD READING 
. -BY THE-

NEW PAHLAVI SYSTEM
Shumaker of No. 235 Burton street, this 
city. The speakers were given close 
attention by those present and their 
remarks were often interrupted by ap
plause. Ti|e members of the local as
sociations assert that the faith is 
spreading rapidly in Cleveland.”

Mary E. French writes from Clyde, 
Ohio: “Tiie First Spiritual Research 
society, of Clyde, Ohio, were fortunate 
In securing the services ot Mrs. Eliza- 
oeth Schauss (one of the State Mission
aries), to lecture for them, Sunday, 
February 5th. She won laurels ior her- 
selt as an inspirational speaker and 
psychometnst? The subjects for her 
lecture were 'selected by the audience. 
She dealt wlth'each one m a masterly 
manner, that surprised those who were 
fortunate enoùgh to hoar net, proving 
beyond doubt that she lectures under 
a high order of inspiration. At the 
close of the lecture she initiated five 
new members into the society, using 
the impressive Ritual of the State As
sociation. /The society will endeavor 
to get her again, in the near future. 
Oor worthy president, Mrs. Carrie Fifth 
Curran, who is so highly endowed her
self for this Spiritual work, made no 
mistake in "the selection of Mrs. 
Schauss as Missionary.”

Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the widely- 
known physicist, experimentalist and 
student, of Chicago, Ill., lectured for the 
First Spiritual Church of Pittsburg, Pa., 
on the Sundays and one week-day even
ing, each week, during the month of 
February. The following is a partial 
list of subjects from which selections 
were made during his engageriient;

- “The Democracy and Far-Reaching 
Influence of the Spiritual Philosophy 
Upon the World’s Great Thinkers,” ,

"Scientific Truth Versus Theiirglcal 
Sophisms.” ,

“The Poesy of Bible" Literature.” 
“The Soul’s Source of Perception.” 
“The Value of the Study of Mythol

ogy." .
“What ATb We to Understand by the 

Term Spiritual Forces.” -
“The Sympathetic Brain, and the Re

ligious Brain.”
"If a man Believes and Is Baptized, 

He Shall Be Saved; if Hè Believes 
Not, He Shall .Be damned.”

“How Db We Impress. Each Other, 
and How Does the Spirit World Irii- 
pressUs?” -

“What Is Hypnotism, and When Are 
We Hypnotized?”

“Thé Pernicious Influence of our Fi
nancial System Upon the Nation’s Mor-

All Splrltipil|pip in tbq.state- of New 
Jersey who believe in local and state 
organization, and arejjesirous of hav
ing missionary work in their respective 
communities, ate retftwsted to corre
spond with RetyjH. C, Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street, Newark, JS. J., with regard 
to the matter. JWr. Doyn is duly author
ized by the N. S. A. 'to- represent its in
terests in New-Jersey .'in this particular 
work HARRISON-D. BARRETT, 

(Canaan, Me.d ¡1 Pres. N. 8. A.

-uiesueugiu ,u.u . ....................................... । Carrie M. Bartholomew of Geneva O.;
tions make it Impossible for him to be Irving Jackson of Sandusky, Dr. Will- 
'^lythinfe eloe. - | iam Harris of Bedford and -Mrs. D. L:

“The Influence of Humboldt’s Discov
eries Upon Modern Thought.” "

“Despotic Russia and Tolstoi.” 
“What Is the Human Brain?” 
Prof. Lockwood has many purely sci

entific lectures, accompanied with dem
onstrations from which selection^ may 
be made. The above list comprises only 
a few of the many topics he is lecturing 
upon this season.

Geo. B. Ferris, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich,, writes as foltows to the Califor
nia philosopher, Charles Dawbarn: 
“It Is with more than usual Interest 
that I have read your last article, ‘An 
Experiment in Psychometry,’ and 1 
take , this means to voice my apprecia
tion. It marks a distinct advance in 
our knowledge of the conditions that 
prevail in ‘fog-land.’ I hope it inay not 
be Impossible to continue the experi
ments, and trust that you will at some , 
future time favor,us with some of your 
logical and comprehensive" deductions 
upon what you havo already observed. 
It is the best and most thought-pro
voking article I have read in a long 
while." ...

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “The Uni
versal Occult Society has just closed a 
very successful revival meeting. On 
Tuesday evening, Jan. 31, we were fa
vored by Dr. George B. ’ Warn® as 
speaker. At the close of the lecture, 
Pastor Evangelist, F. M. Stoller called 
tor experiences, and many in the large 
audience testified to what the spirit 
power had done for them. Then fol
lowed messages from different psy
chics. On Wednesday evening, Dr. J. 
H. Randall, the speaker for the evening; 
did not get there owing to the severe 
Illness of Mrs. Randall. Dr. Axel Gus
tafson spoke in his place. On Friday 
evening our speaker was Rev. Hugh 
Calvin Smith, à Presbyterian minister 
who has broadened out.into a good Spir- 
ituallst. On Saturday evening we had 
Prof. H. F. Arnold, a young and talent
ed Inspirational speaker. On Sunday 
evening we had a healing meeting. Mr. 
Stoller read a portion of the 9th chapter 
of St. Matthew." Hls sermon on healing 
was short, followed by Dr. Axel Gustaf
son, a scientific speaker. He made a 
few remarks on the principles of heal
ings Then our pastor Invited all who 
were ailing to stand up and he and Dr. 
Gustafson went through the audience 
and treated all those standing. Then 
followed messages and readings by 
Prof. Leon and Prof. Stoller. At all our 
meetings we had good psychics present 
to give comfort and messages from the 
loved ones on the other side.’”

E. R. Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.f “The Spiritualist Temple 
League of Washington, met at the home 
of W. Milton Farrow, 216 I street’N. W., 
for the purpose of organizing ah Incor
porated society under the laws of the 
District of Columbia. The organization 
shall be perpetual. The object of the 
Temple League is the creation of a 
fund, such fund to be raised through 
entertainments, seances, .bazaars, buy
ing and selling of land and prdperty, 
and by voluntary contributions for the 
acquisition of land and the building 
•thereon, of a temple, a house of wor
ship, in which the . philosophy of the 
Religion of Splritualisrii can be ex
pounded, and the various phenomena be 
explained. The election of officers and 
trustees is to be" held on the • second 
Wednesday of each !)year. Thé officers 
chosen for the first year are as follows: 
Abbie H. Farrow, president; W. Milton 
Farrow, vice-president; Fanny Duall, 
treasurer; Emil Nobbe, secretary; and 
trustees, Robert Potts, Otto Niemeyer,. 
Robert Hinkle, Aaron II. Thatcher arid 
E. E. Evans.” ■ ? . . ,

M. Bush writes from Detroit Mich.: 
“The premium book and. first number of 
paper received. I am happy to have à 
feast, such as The Progressive Thinker 
affords, spread before me every week 
for a whole year. The‘Seers of the 
Ages’ is very interesting.” ; . .

. Mrs. Carrie Smith writes: “The First 
Spiritualist Church of Billings,' Mon
tana. takes great pleasure in announc
ing the* success here of the meetings 
held by E. W. Sprague and wife, N. S. 
A. missionaries, commencing Dec. 25, 
.1904, holding until Jan. 4, 1905. ■ Mr. 
Sprague is an eloquent speaker, giving 
to the public the truths of Spiritualism, 
and malting them so plain that a child 
can understand them. The society 
added 15 to its list of membership 
through the untiring efforts of Mr. and 
Mrs. Sprague. The local .society de
rived a great benefit also.; Mrs. 
Sprague organized a> Ladies’ Aid so
ciety." . ■■ ' : ■ >'■ .. ■■ •'

Mrs. Amandii'porçriian writes: “I am 
at my nome; Grami Rajiids, Mich., after 
six weeks’ woPlt in ‘the east, en route 
from Buffalo,-Jj. Y. '(I stopped at Con
neaut, Ohio, tor two days. It was a 
pleasure to meet old friends. 1 attend
ed a social and suuper given by the 
ladies of the society at their hall, and it 
was a success in eyety way. Conneaut 
society is the banner society of the 
state. It is well officered and run by 
competent people, and harmony pre
vails, each member bearing a share of 
the work willinglÿ. I wish there were 
more like them. The Rev. D. A. Her
rick will serve them this month. 1 
went to the M. S. 8. A. mid-winter meet
ing at Sturgis, Mich., Feb. 10,11 and 12. 
After that at home for the rest .of the 
month. I will answer calls for funer
als. Address 419 Crescent avenue, 
Grand Rapids, Midi.”

Julius Seaholm writes from Austin, 
Texas: “Mrs. Nellie S. Noyes has been 
giving a series of lectures and test se
ances at K. of P, hall, with large at
tendance, and growing at each meeting. 
She has awakened quite an Interest in 
the cause of Spiritualism, drawing 
many of the best citizens pf this, the 
capital city of Texas, into our line of 
thought and interest that is awakening 
the world. In her lectures she is mag
netic, holding her hearers spellbound. 
Her test seances are certainly wonder
ful. The readings of characters are per
fect, The descriptions of departed 
friends were so accurately given that 
nearly all were recognized. Mrs. Noyes 
is a noted speaker and platform test 
medium, as well as highly developed in 
other phases, including excellent pri
vate readings. She regards it a sacred 
privilege to be a message bearer of the 
advanced departed friends to the thou
sands of mortals who know nothing of 
the hereafter, and that are thirsting for 
t^e light Her manner of receiving the 
knowledge is unique, In that the ideas 
.are simply tossed; to the brain, as it 
were, arid she catches them. In conclu
sion I wish to say that Mrs. Noyes is an 
honest worker, and the people of Aus
tin regret very much that she Is to leave, 
and take up the work in San Antonio, 
Texas, for the months of February and 
March, but trust we shall have the op
portunity to have her among us again."

J. F. McNider .writes: “It gives me 
great pleasure to bé able to announce 
to- our many friends that the Society, 
North Star Spiritual- Unión, holding 
their regular Sunday -,meetings at Perl'e 
Hall, 1546 Milwaukee avenue, has been 
successful in securing a special en
gagement with (Dr. R, M. Esser, a well 
known lecture? in the advance course of 
Occultism, also a. good inspirational 
teacher of spiritual philosophy. He 
has met with approbation wherever the 
words which fell from his lips have 
been heard, and many a weary soul has 
been uplifted by hiq beautiful and en
couraging-remarks. . iPr. Esser lectured 
before a large audience last Sunday 
night in the ajipvo rlfiall, which, was 
filled toils utmost Rapacity.'Mrs. Jo
hanna Roeman is giving very fine tests 
and spirit messages tp the hungry ones, 
who ..are longing,.tai' à communication 
from th'elf lóvefl.<?ri’es. ta '.;,the,;,|Splrlt. 
■world. Thè young arid energetic so
ciety, only organize^ one year,: is gov
erned entirely under the direction of a 
spirit, which accounts fqr.„ itri ' remark
able growth and success, harmony and 
good will among all members.”

John B. Chrisney writes: “I have 
been a reader of The Progressive 
Thinker ever since I became interested 
in this grand truth. I retnail all my 
papers to liberal thinkers. I find .that 
after ten years oí sowing this seed 
among liberal minds. It has taken root 
in many localities. Now, dear readers 
of The Progressive Thinker, please do 
likewise. It will bring yon a harvest 
by and by, and give you peace of mind 
that you have done your duty.”

Harrison D. Barrett would like lec
ture engagements, as N. S. A. mission
ary, in Oklahoma and Indian Territo
ries; also in Texas, provided he can se
cure consecutive duties. Address him 
in care of General Delivery, San An
tonio, Texas. ‘

Mrs. Cl H. Hillis writes: “The Broth
er hood óf Spiritual Trutn which met 
at 330 W. 63rd street, has discontinued, 
its meetings for ari indefinite time.”

Mrs. Begethe Sidwell writes: “The 
Ladies Aid and Relief Auxiliary of tho 
Rising Sun Mission, will hold its reg
ular meeting, at 54 - Ashland avenue,, 
near Fulton street, Thursday, February- 
16, 1905. The proceeds of these -meet
Ings are used for the purpose of aiding 
the poof arid-needy, .arid for" no other 
purpose. Well known mediums will at
tend these meetings to give tésts. The 
admission is 15 cents. . All are cordially 
invited to attend, and by só doing help 
those who are unable to help thém- 
selves.” ' ; :

A. A. Averill ! writes . from Lynn, 
Mass,/"The Lynn.Spiritualists’ Associ
ation has been having very successful 
and well attended nfeetings of late. We 
have had as. speakers sirice my last re
port, Dr; G. A. Fuller, Mis. C. " Fannié 
Allyn, Mr. S. L. Beal. Mrs. A., J. Pettin- 
glll, Mr, Albert Biinn and Mrs. 8. C., 
Cunningham, each' of whom has done 
most excellent work. ; Feb. 5, Mrs. Ida 
Whitlock was unablé w come, owing to 
illness, and. the'tfm© was filled with 
local and visiting, talent. Mrs. Hattie 
E. Leurs, J. Q. Allan, Mrs. Dr. Caird, 
Mrs. Mamie Helyett, Mrs. Ida Pye and 
W. A. Estes bèing among those ^ho as
sisted on that occasion. A very éritér- 
taining concert was held at which vocal 
solos were reritftred'tìy thè phenomenal 
boy soprano, Joséph Cuff, who is cori-' 
ceded by musiflfl erffles tó beatile most 
wonderful sin¿'ér Lÿriri has ever pro
duced. Solos were âjso given by Mrs. 
Olivé Murray, Mrsl Dora Blackburn and 
J. R. Milton; tftinibtiiie and comet solo 
by W. H. ThoriiSs afi® Fred Averill and 
dramatic readings by Prof. Albert E. 
Meader, Mrs. fcira'o and • Mrs. - Viola 
Hatch of the Rtjyal 'Bcliool of Oratory. 
Dr. Alex Caird' tias.-íá the great gratifi
cation of the nfembérs and friends of 
the Associatoti?-' resumed the office . of 
president, madevvacàïit by -the trarisi- 
tióri ot Mr. Samilèl Merchant, and: will 
have charge of thë ffèrvices.. We ex
pect a ‘revival’ under the administra
tion of Dr. Caird, -who re-enters the 
work with his old .¿time . enthusiasm 
and a determinatioufto hold the society 
up to its well known standard. Circles 
will bo held as usual at the close of the 
afternoon service; song service at 6, 
r.nd concert and entertainment at 6:30, 
at which special features in the way of 
instrumental and i vocal soloists and 
dramatic readings, will bo Introduced, 
several artists of note, being already en
gaged for the near- luture. Suppers are 
served in the hallion the first and third 
Sundays of eaetor-mpnth,, Classes in 
singing and elocution are held free to

Gem of Thought:— . '
Apieuca has her heroes many. 

In thought and deed and story;
Better than her’s we find not any, 

For wealth of worth and glory.
They’ve led the way for Truth to labor, 
_ And bid the world to heed them;
They've claimed respect from ev’ry 

neighbor,
With Washington to lead them.

So hip, hurrah for our Washington, ' 
Our noble worthy hero;

So hip, hurrah for our Washington, 
Our noble worthy hero,
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation; address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

all children, whether members of the 
lyceum or not. The class in singing 
will meet at 11 a. m., under the direc
tion of Prof. Harry C. Chase; thé class 
in elocution at 12, in charge of Prof. Al
bert E. Meader.” ■

Letter From an Old Worker.
I feel that I have been neglecting my 

duty in not acknowledging receipt of 
Relig<°n of Man and 

Ethics ot Science,” which I received as 
the premium with this year’s subscrip
tion to The Progressive Thinker. It is 
a wonderful fund of knowledge and is 
alpne worth many times the price of 
both paper and book.

How any Spiritualist or investigator 
who has the least desire to keep in 
touch with the army of thinkers of to
day or to learn more of all the vital 
questions qf the day can see his way 
clearly to plod along through life with
out having the weekly call of the grand 
old Progressive Thinker and still feel 
that he is doing his whole duty to him
self and family to the cause he pre
tends to love so well, or to the best pa
per on earth, is truly a mystery to me. 
To all such I would say, try it once, for 
just three months, and see how.you will 
always feel lost without it. We would 
almost as soon try to stand on the 
street corner in our shirt sleeves with 
mercury below zero, and expect to 
sweat, as to try to get along without 
The Progressive Thinker, and yet hope 
to keep, up with the procession of 
thinkers and workers in the real cause 
of humanity.

All who do not subscribe for and read 
The Progressive Thinker will surely 
learn sooner or later, they have been 
penny wise and pound foolish in depriv
ing themselves ot all the rich mental 
and Bpirltual feasts that are spread be
fore us from week to week.’

There has not been a single number 
issued within the last three months that 
is not worth more to any one than the 
subscription price for a whole year. 
The richest thoughts of the brightest 
minds of the present age, expressed in 
the clearest and most comprehensive 
language, fills its pages weekly. To 
come in contact with these one cannot 
help but move onward and upward to a 
higher and nobler purer and better 
manhood and womanhood, ahd thus be
come, as they should be, leaders of the 
human race,-and aiding in forming bet
ter conditions for future generations to 
enjoy.

I look upon the Open Court depart
ment as the most interesting as well as 
thq most educational for the masses. I 
oiflv wish that millions instead of thou
sands of the thinking men and women 
of this poultry .were readlpg, studying, 
comparing and fully digesting all that 
is.being said upon both sides of this 
great question of demonology.

To my. mind tills is the only way that 
light, knowledge and progress for the 
race can be attained. The. question is 
vast enough, and ignorance upon the sub
ject is dense enough, to monopolize all 
our time and all the space The Prd- 
gresBive Thinker has at its command, 
without resorting to Personalities, 
spelled with a big P. All such criticism 
fails in its undertaking but rather is 
proof of incarnated demonism, or at 
least a denial of the right of difference 
of opinion, and still be honest in the 
difference.

Let us all search deeply and diligent
ly into all questions, comparing views 
one with another, without malice, and 
thys bring to the light true causes and 
their proper remedies.

Keep up the Open Court, and when 
the subject of Demonology has been ex
hausted—if such can be—let other 
equally important subjects be suggest
ed and as freely and fearlessly dis
cussed. Truth is the goal and it will 
never suffer in an open court. Only the 
false, the untenable will be lost or out
grown in the conflict.

In conclusion let me say there is only 
one Progressive Thinker, and orily one 
J. R. Francis to edit it, so we all hope 
and trust he will be able to keep in the 
harness for many many years yet, to 
enjoy the fruits of his labors and re
ceive the joyful thanks of his fellow- 
ma'n’for the bright rays of sunshine he 
has .thrown upon their pathway in their 
journey through this life, and among 
whom will always be found your hum
ble friend and brother,

BEN F. HAYDEN.
Indianapolis, Ind. .

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

information How They May Give Birth to Happy,
' Healthy Children Absolutely Wlth- 

' ._out Pain-Sent Free,
No woman need any longer dread the pains or 

child-birth, or remain'childless. Dr. J. H. Dye 
has devoted his Ure to relieving the sorrows ot 
women. He has proved that all pain at childbirth 
may bo entirely banished, and he will gladly tell 
you how it may be done absolutely free ot chaw» 

-'Send your name and address to Dr.J.H. Dye. 154 
Lewis Block, Buflalo. N. Y.. and he will send you 
postpaid, his wonderful book which tells how to 
give birth to happy, healthy chilnren, absolutely 
without pam i also, how to cure sterility. Do noi 
delay, but write to-day.

Let me be a comfort to the poor and 
rich as well;

To the poor despondent convict in a 
. dismal prison cell.

Let me give each one upliftment as I 
journey on ray way;

Let me make a pleasant future by my 
kindnesses to-day.

There are many bouIb to comfort ’neath 
the heaven’s shining stars;

Many out in open freedom; some be
hind the prison bars.

Whether guilty, whether guiltless of a 
crime against the law, '

Let me lift this one in spirit up above 
each earthly flaw.

Let me make the burdens lighter with 
my song of higher things;

Let me nelp him hear the rustle of his 
- guardian angel’s wings;

Let pi© touch his very conscience; let 
me rest his soul a spell;

Let me make for him a heaven even 
ta the prison cell.

Let me ever call him “brother;” let-me 
_ brush the clouds away,

And convince him out beyond them will 
~ appear a brighter day; _

Let nje shed his tears of sorrow; let me 
all his sadness quell; -

Let me sweetly break the, silence of 
that gloomy prison cell.

Let me give his lonely spirit all the 
cheer it can receive.

While 'tis bowed in mental anguish; let 
me with my brother grieve;

Hopes all blasted; aspirations, aims, all 
vanished into air;

Let me reach him and give courage that 
.' his burdens he may bear.

Let me reach all downcast brothers; 
let me help them to the light;

Let me hold their drooping eyelids open 
to the true and right;

Let me have no selfish motive in my act 
and word and thought;

Let me be my brother’s brother, as my 
spirit says I ought.

DR. T. WILKINS.

Letter From Nellie 8. Baade.
As I have written nothing for your 

paper for_ some little time, with your 
permission I will now do so. In reply 
to numerous correspondents regarding 
where I am and what I am doing, first 1 

.am at my home in Detroit and have 
been lecturing every Sunday evening 
for the First Spiritual Philosophical So
ciety of this city, with the exception of 
two Sunday evenings when I lectured 
for the Spiritual National Church, and 
have promised to assist them occasion
ally during the season while at home. \ 
was obliged _to cancel all engagements 
abroad on account of death and sick
ness since of one ot the family.

I have made arrangements so that 
now I am at liberty to make engage
ments not too far away, ror lectures, 
and will also officiate at funerals when
ever called upon. My permanent ad
dress is 411 Vermont avenue, Detroit, 
Mich. .

Having returned from Mason, Mich., 
where I was called to officiate at the 
funeral of the late Mrs. Swan, to me It 
will be a source of pleasure forever to 
remember the sweetest and holiest in
fluences that had emanated from this 
divine soul. Every person who spoke 
of her remarked that she was never 
happy unless making others happy. 
Kind and loving to all. Fifty-one years 
ago they moved on the farm, only mak
ing one change from the old into the 
new house, and p little cherry tree that 
she planted fifty years ago was such a 
source of Interest to her that he decided 
to have her casket made from it. -The 
tree was cut down and from the lumber 
one of the most beautiful caskets 1 have 
ever seen was made in which her body 
now rests in the silent tomb. Her 
spirit form was visible to me, supported 
on either side by her father and mother 
who had preceded her to the home of 
the soul. One thing I particularly ob
served was the resemblance of the 
daughter to the father. In the evening 
one of my guides gave a message from 
her to her husband and children, which- 
they told me was correct in every par
ticular, and as all were strangers to me 
I was very glad to know that she could 
do so. At the close of the address one 
of our guides gave a poem from a white 
carnation—the jjfe of the flower, the 
tree, and the human soul. As I am a 
trance speaker I was obliged to depend 
upon what others told me regarding it, 
but learn that it comforted and con
soled them. Ah, who would not like to 
know their arisen ones live and love 
them still, at such times as this.

Next Sunday I expect to be at the 
state convention at Sturgis, Mich., to 
assist in the work there, and one thing 
I shall not fail to do is to present the 
merits of The Progressive Thinker, 
which should be in the home of every 
Spiritualist in America, for its motto, 
Truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
the truth, is the rock of ages upon 
which we hope every Spiritualist will 
build for time and eternity.

MRS. NELLIE S. BAADE.
Detroit, Mich.

. “Meatless DlBhos.” Bflofnl«
Price 10 conta.

“Koradine. - By Alice - B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt .Talbot.” In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every girl should know, 
Price,cloth,41. '

“The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and Ceremofiies for the Use of 
Liberals.” Price 25 cents. ■

"Principles of Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt; M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should . delight to 
honor. The result of years of déep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture's finer forcés are' here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forqea will find Instruction of 
great valjio and interest. A largo, four- 
pound book; strongly bound, and con- 
talning beautiful illustrative' plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
?5: It Is a Wonderful work and you will 
bu ¿blighted with IL

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
tir. in Event in Life." By Lilian Whit- 
mg '.me of-Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive. intensely -interesting, spiritual 
hooks.'flt h. laden with rich; thought- 
fui spirituality. Price |L .

An old resident of Ashtabula, Ohio, 
Capt. W. L. Baker, passed to the be
yond, January 23,1905. He had been a 
resident of Ashtabula for more than 
half a century and was formerly a well- 
known master of lake vessels, and for 
eleven years he was assessor for the 
city. He leaves a wife and three chil
dren. The"<iecea8efl was in possession 
of the facts'demonstrated by nature, the 
continuity of life. He welcomed the 
change, called death; to him it meant 
new life. May his spirit visit and con
sole his. wife in her lonely-hours. Mrs. 
Carrie F. Curran of Toledo, Ohio, con
ducted the services. ,

■ Peter Tutus, an old and respected 
citizen of Marcellus, Mich., passed to 
spirit life, Jan. 29, at tl.e age of over 78 
years. Mr. Tutus and his good wife 
have ( been Spiritualists" for several 
years^ and he passed out in the full be
lief or knowledge that he would ineet 
those friends gone before " as well as 
sometime, those who shall follow. Fu
neral services were held at the hoine- 
January-31, conducted by H. L. Chap
man of Marcellus. . .

Passed tò thè higher life, Jan. 31, 
trom her late residence'near Mason, 
Mich., Mrs. Ann Swan. She celebrated 
her golden wedding March 4,1902. She 
leaves a husband and four children who, 
while they will miss her physical pres-, 
enee, realize their loss Is her spiritual 
gain. Services conducted by Rev. Nel
lie S. Baade, of Detroit, Mich.

Passed to a higher lite, Samuel- B. 
Garber of New York city; late of New
ark, Ohio, father of Samuel A. Garber 
of Des Moines, Iowa, on Feb. 1, 1905, in 
hls 88th year. A staunch .Spiritualist

Send for PAHLAVI CARTOMANCY, a 62- 
page book of InstruetloiiH beautifully Illus
trated In color», showing each Pahlavi Card 
aud v hut It means. The book tells you how 
to read Piihlav 1 eat da with remarkable accu
racy and h the only book of Its kind pub
lished. Sent postpaid to any address for £5 

t0??y- It’S worth having, 
The cards ate bi-autifnl, duplex enamel im- 

ish, and are। so novel they carry 72 patent 
claims and 17 copyrights.

M cards In a pack, sent upon receipt of W 
cents. Mimypeople make a profitable busl 
ness of card reading, especially at church 
lulir». pk-uluB, parties, eie.

Write for particulars and sample card sent 
free, or send 76c. for pack of cards aud book 
ot Cartomancy iustri ctlon. Agents aud deal
ers make money selling our goods.

...n PAHLAVI CARD CO.,
803 Houseman Blk., Grand Rapids, Mich.

and a lovable, honorable old-time gen-i 
tieman. -Born in Washington, Pa., in) 
1818, emigrating to Richland county, O., 
in 1837. Nine children are left to miss’) 
hls companionship. His beloved wifet 
crossed the borderland thirteen yearsl 
ago. None knew him but to love; nouej 
named him, but to praise. •

MRS. LOUISE M. GARBER.

The transition of Mrs. Tabitha J. 
Mead took place at her home, Waverly 
N. Y. Her husband, Mr. Montgomery 
Mead and one daughter survive her. 
She was a medium for many years do
ing spiritual work and bringing com-« 
fort ** to so many people, in her own 
town she was best- known and more 
truly loved. Mr. Mead was for many 
years a photographer in Waverly in 
twelve hours more of earth life, Mr. and 
Mrs. Mead Mould have lived forty-seven 
years of married life, and it is the opin
ion of friends the last years were fullest 
ol loving happiness, which seems a 
grand record. The services were con
ducted by the writer. Except for the 
flower-covered casket one would not 
have felt it to be a service of death 
The consistency of spiritual religion 
was manifested there. Many heard 
Spiritualism for the first time but all 
seemed .to like it. Miss Morgan sang 
“One Sweetly Solemn Thought," and 
"Some Day We’ll Be Understood.”

TILLIE U. REYNOLDS.

The sun rose and set early in lite for 
Bertha Alice Gifford. Born June 27, 
1892, rhe passed to the higher life, Feb. 
5. 1905. Her life thought was one of 
spirituality, and the curtain that veiled 
the mysteries of the unseen was pene
trated by her and she knew that the 
beautiful life eternal was a fact for, 
she saw and talked with ‘— ----- the white
robed angels, and many a comforting 
message has she given to sorrowing 
hearts while here. About onc-hall hour 
before the Death Angel came, as her 
soul had poised for flight, she request
ed her mother to play and sing Near
er, My God to Thee,” and she sang with 
her feeble voice. Soon tne spirit with
out a struggle, smiling through the ma
terial face, passed silently and peace
fully into the beautiful beyond. Serv
ices were conducted by Mrs. Nora E.
Hill, pastor of the Rising Sun Spiritual
ist. Mission of which sho was a member, 
with such words, chosen for the occa
sion" so beautifully portrayed they will 
long be remembered by those who 
heard them. Many beautiful tributes 
of flowers from friends covered the lit
tle white casket and all that was mor
tal of our little sister was laid at rest in 
Forrest Home cemetery.

CORRESPONDENT.

Mrs. Ann Howard, formerly of Rock 
Island, Ill., widow of W. J. Howard, 
and a resident of Chicago for twenty 
years, during which time she had been 
a devoted Spiritualist, passed from the 
mortal body at the Baptist Hospital of 
the latter city, February 8, 1905, aged 
58 years. At her request Mrs. May 
Elmo, pastor of the Spiritual Alliance 
Society, conducted her memorial serv
ices, which were held at Boydston's 
chapel, 42d Place and Cottage Grove 
avenue, after which burial followed at 
Mt. Hope cemetery.

20111 Centiiry GuMb
TO

P/YLMISTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation thia 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of tbe hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing the principles, enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth, ?1.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Révélations from Zertouleni, tho 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D., a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and'medium. It la a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tho 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
Inspiring. Every one of them leads ta 
Mcnethlng higher, grander, nobler. 
Mee 81.00. . ■ . — I

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
Ib a most excellent work by Dr. : t. L. Sherman, .... - - — - - necroforo itassisted by Prof. W. F. Lyn 
baa been sold for 82. but tho p inw has been 

will Interestreduced toil. It is n book i , , ..... .......... -
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, end Is full 
ot suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was n 
medium of rare qualities, rnd his work la a 
reflection from tho celestial uplieros. . - ■<»»
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and who had agreed with me to let me 
hear from her if possible, regularly at
tends, The joy of being home, seemed 
at first to almost overcome her,

The spirits who come are our friends,

This department is under the man
agement of

i HUDSON TUTTLE*
[Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

%

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

Echoes From the South-Land.

;

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re- 
apondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is. perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted; and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lette-’’ of in
quiry. The supply of matter i‘ dways 
Several weeks ahead of the space S‘Veu- 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
flavor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
lanonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
¡dress must be given, or the letters will 
¡¡not be read. If the request be made 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department Iia 
.become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the oral- 
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
fleeted. HUDSON TUTTLE.

&

Myron Ellis: Q. Is it true that the 
membership of the churches has in
crease dike past year? *

A. According to statistics, some of 
the sects have slightly increased tlieir 
membership while others have fallen 
Off. On the whole, the Increase has 
not been equal to that of the population. 
The membership, however, does not 

. measure church growth or decadence. 
■'(There are deeper causes lying at the 
•»foundation of religious organizations, 
liwhlch are not apparent until the crisis 
wbomes. An apple with a worm at its 
Score may be the fairest in appearance

but many have slight connection, 
Many we have expected have not come. 
(Why?) With all the identification by 
mental peculiarities,, points of sight 
and mental “squints” in looking at 
things, is in many cases “marvelous 
and convincing.” A “new heaven” and 
“new earth" is given by this philosophy 
backed by tbepe experiences, and the 
stimulation to right and kindly living is 
of value beyond reckoning.”

.Such an experience is not exception
al; rattier it is the rule. There Is this 
to observe. When a circle has met, 
without results for three months or 
more it Is useless to continue without 
introducing new members. To the 
question why those expected did not. 
come, while those who were not ex
pected often came, might be. asked of 
almost any gathering of people. Why 
did-not such an one attend? Why did 
tliis one come? There are distinctive 
personal reasons. There may be gen
eral causes which prevent tiie entrance 
of a certain spirit Into the sphere of 
the circle. Not all spirits can come and 
go giving communications at their 
pleasure. They can only make their 
presence known when the circle or me
dium is receptive to their influence.

In such circles the purely psychic 
phase of manifestations should be 
sought as preferable to Uie physical. 
To hold seances with the determination 
of having some certain phase, intro
duces an antagonistic element which of 
itself may prevent any and every other.

D. H. Rouse: Q, Is Eva Fay a me
dium, or rather, does she do her cabinet 
work in that way? In order to become 
n medium is it necessary to take a 
course of study? . .

A. Eva Fay at first posed as a medi
um. Then thinking the line of an ex
poser would pay better, she exhibited 
on that side. Now to draw Spiritual- 
lets as well as opposers, she says noth
ing, leaving her audience to infer as to

SEEN AÄHWK.
■ . ____ Q_- b.i
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.Brief Notes on Tob|ps »f Interest, 

by Hudsoi^Tutfle,

“Chips From the $pck && Truth.”

This is an excellent ylittife .pamphlet 
by Will J. Erwood asztee Muthor says, 
“Designed to aid in. the battle with 
self." Well, that is the hardest battle

“VOICES OF THE MORNING.”

Poetry the Language of the Soul.

Readers of Spiritualist papers know 
Belle Bush as a poet and progressive 
reformer, who with her sister made a 
heroic effort to establish an antl-secta- 
nan school, where children and youth 
could be educated, without the contaml-

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

an tee tree.
There will be members for any sect 

• fihlch has devoted teachers. However 
Wild its dogmas, if the leaders are de
moted and capable, crowds will gather 
/uround them, as evidenced by Dowie, 
Mother Eddy, and others. Hence what- 

S'- 2. ever affects the ministers of a religion 
strikes its vital part, for they are its 

\ motive power, and sustenance. The 
\decddence of the ministry is more 

■ ■ alarming than that of tee laymen, and 
according to tee highest church author
ity, this is observable to a lamentable 

■ degree. President Harper, of tee Uni
versity of Chicago, says teat the de

' crease in the sixteen theological schools 
north and east of tee Mississippi, for 
1904, was forty-three per cent. Of the 

' four denominational schools, Harvard, 
■ ¡Yale, Union and tee University of Chi- 

cagò, the decrease was six per cent. Of 
jtee 1200 men graduating from Yale, 

i Harvard, Columbia and Princeton, less 
, 1 \ than! thirty intended to enter the min
, ' fstry. The eleven Baptist colleges

north' of tee Ohio and east of the 
. . ¡Mississippi graduated in 1904 only

spirit Influence or trickery.
Whatever mediumship she possesses 

is made valueless by the fraud and 
trickery which gives character to her 
work. 1

Close and ardent study brings teat 
frame of mind favorable to receptivity. 
It' brings thé condition called concen
tration, which is akin to clairvoyance. 
Yet a course of study Is not necessary, 
and if by this 1b meant tee course of 
“lessons," by which mediumship is 
promised, disappointment is certain to 
follow. Mediumship cannot be Jearned 
by lessons. The fraudulent tricks of 
tee fakirs may be. ■ •

"Occult": Q. What is a birth stone, 
and has it any Influence on character?

A. It is supposed that every month 
has a special precious stone, and the 
gem of the month of birth is the birth
stone. It is one of the superstitions 
handed down from the past, and has no 
foundation whatever. That the birth
stone has any relation to, or effect on 
character is a pleasing fancy. The 
months have been assigned different 
gems, but the following Is usually ac
cepted: Garnet for January; amethyst, 
February; Jasper, March; Sapphire, 
April; Chalcedony, May/ emerald, 
June; onyx, July; carnelian, August;- 
Chrysolite, September; aquamarine, 
October; topaz, November; ruby, De
cember. ,- '

twenty-eight. ' ’ .
AS to the. cause, President Harper 

explains in about as suggestive a para- 
(grftplràg/evér was Written., . , ,

"Thb''fii<Aufe .presdntpd to ine aver^, 
figé minister of-the'présent 'dayf-Wiür ; 
the évidence which Is furnished of nar- 
trowness, laclc of adequate, support, ab- 
Bence of facilities for modern life, with 
Its almost compulsatory mediocrity and 
its increasingly diminished dignity and 
influence is not one which will fire the. 
imagination of any young man, even 
though that young man has in his 
heart the passion which properly, guid- 
ied would lead'him into this sacred call
ing.” • , , ,

\ In -past times the’ office of minister 
\ Iwas among the highest and he was 

; treated with reverence due his sup- 
I posed holy appointment. Men became 
\ ¡converted and were ‘‘called” to 

¡preach. Now parents and friends de
eide that the youth will "do well” in the 
ministry and he is sent to a. theological 
EChool to be made into a preacher. Re

: ligioh has a secondary place, and with 
¡most graduates consists of forms, cere
monies and parrot-like repetition of 
Idogmas. For the making of such a 
minister as President Harper says, 
«‘compulsatory mediocrity.” The sacred 
pffice becomes a mere matter of busi

. ness, and the minister is trained for his 
i ’ ' profession, as the physician and lawyer

Is for their respective callings. All .are 
< trained to live by their wits. Of these 
- three professions that of the ministry 

- ? Is least inviting. It offers less salary, 
less opportunity for advancement and 

- Bocial distinction, and has lost entirely 
. the glamor of its sacredness. Zeal, re

ligious fervor, the old style of conver
’ BiOn have no place in the pulpit to-day.

[The preacher goes to his desk,, just as 
the merchant does to his counter, as a 

. inatter of business. '
The branchés are yet green, yet the 

Protestant church tree is dead at the 
¡roots.

. Chicago Spiritualist League.
. The.regular .public ;m.eetlng-:.of-tee 
Ghipago • Spiritualist ..¡League,; .jheld 
Tnesdax. evening,-Feb.., ,7^. -in -. ■Kimball 
hall, was a grand success in every parr 
tlcularl Every seat of the l^.rge hall 
Was'-occupied, and if people are to be

Seeker: Q. I want to gain a knowl- 
ledge of Spiritualism.. Howtehall I.pro- 
Iceèd; òr Whàt medium do you.recom-
mend?

A.-Ifthe correspondent means a 
Knowledge of the philosophy, books are 

- ¡the best ’Source of Information, we 
( presume,'however, he means , a knowl- 
l edge of the phenomena. In reply, we; 
\ reneat what has been constantly taught 
( bvmany able writers in the columns of 
Whe Progressive Thinker; If.you want 
/to make & study of the manifestations, 
] end become convinced of. their genuine-. 
I ness, form a home circle.. As .anillus-, 
lYtratlon of the benefits of such a course,, 

J 71 give an extract from a letter.received 
। b in the same mail as this question. The 

■ ^writer is a prominent man in his Home 
town, but prefers’ that his name be un,- 
(known. A few persons desired to in- 
ivestigate. A circle was formed, of a 

■ ¡doctor who was a Unitarian, an electri- 
I Clan and his wife, who was a MethodiSt, 
fa gentleman, wife, and. artist.and two 
’ children 15 and 12 years of age. This

Circle held regular seances for seven 
months without any visible results.- In 
the writer’s own language:.“At the end 
pf that time, a friend of us all, a teach- 
ler, joined us. From the first meeting 

- Bho became subjective, and began tp de
velop'¡trance-speaking. I have’ now 
about100 pages-of notes on what has 
Icome¡through our seances. My daugh- __ ____ ____ .
ter who passed over three .years ago, lusteated, 8L13.

judged by the expression upon their 
faces,. they were enthusiastic and 
deeply interested hearers of all that 
was said in proof and commendation of 
the philosophy of Spiritualism, and the 
communion with the loved ones in the 
silent land.

The meeting -was presided over by 
Dr. George B. Warne., .

The services were opened by congre
gational singing, followed with prayer 
by Prof. F. H. Stoller.

Miss Irene Burke sang a solo, so im
pressively and effective that she was 
called upon for the. second song, which 
she rendered equally as pleasing as the 
first.

Mrs. - Jennie DeLong Muller, well 
known as a seer and hearer of spirits, 
was the first message-bearer; she occu
pied the rostrum about fifteen minutes, 
during which time she described spirits 
and gave names, and messages from 
them to manv persons, all of whom ac
knowledged their surprise and satis
faction with the truthfulness of what 
she was instrumental in giving them 
from the spirit world.

. .Prof. R. 8. Ray,; the next message 
bearer, occupied fifteen minutes, and 
from start to finish, gave names and' 
personal description^ of persons, and 
pointed out to whom they came first on 
one side of the house and then the oth
er, or in the'center, that in every in
stance were recognized.

Mrs. Maggie Waite followed as the 
next message bearer. From com
mencement to the end of her work be
fore the audience it-was easy , to see 
that she was aglow-with the spiritual 
forces unseen crowding , for opportunity 
to reach their embodied loved ones.

The evidences of the presence of dis
embodied spirits through each of ffiese 
wonderful mediums upon- this occasion 
was very remarkable. -The audience 
sat as if spellbound by the announce
ments, and the tears that would come 
to some of those who got a test that 
settled, their minds upon the reality of 

- spirit communion. , ...
■ Miss Mary Fallis sang- a solo, exactly 
■ adapted to the spirit of tender remem- 
• brances that brooded over the audience/ 

and only satisfied it by singing the sec-
ond song. - ■ ,

1 * W. J. Hull was at his best as advo-..... .. .
cate and defender of the great universal 
brotherhood movement. : .
- -The next public meeting of the league 
will be held at the same place, Tuesday 
evening, March 7. ■. , . .

DR. J. H; RANDALL, 
Rec; Sec’y Spiritualists League.

1058 Washington Blvd, Chicago, Ill..

"Spiritual Bongs .for the-Use Of Cir
cles, Campmeetings . and Other. Spirit
ualistic Gatherings.” By . Mattie E. 
Hull. Price 10 cents. . .

“Death, Its Meaning end Results." 
By J. K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor's experiences Cloth, 560 pages, U-

Shall I Become a Medi
um,” Fully Answered

r Tn ‘Mediumship and Its -Laws, Its Condition® 
<nd Cultivation ” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

tad to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Height 0. , I

Soft, balmy air, odorous-with the per- 
tuifio of roses and jessamine, sunshine 
flooding the earth with its ¿olden glory 
and painting the sky with varied tints, 
songs of the mocking-birds reaching 
the ear in sweetest melody, bright, 
happy faces, hands outstretched In 
friendly greeting—these are a few of 
the conditions observed by the wnter 
since coming to Lake Helen. /.

I had often heard' of; the friendliness 
and cordiality found among Southern
ers, but people from the cold North 
seem to be imbued »with that attribute 
also, for I have noticed a lack of con
ventional formality, while a general 
tense of harmony and good-fellowship 
pervades tee entire camp.

, Sunday, Feb. 5, was the opening day 
of Lake Helen camp for tee season ot 
1905. The auditorium, which was hand- i flnd ongo^Qn jn fbe midst of disas- I ‘■““I .uw», , hy u. ix. waanuuiu. xixvc, uvui, paper, uu cents. ■
somely debated, was well filled at tee I ter. That is the strong qpd true heart. ‘;.e,rJ Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicated—« ■
SrpXte?his\aeaVman atany^re: ■ , “What Do You. Build?” is another ^manitaryimpiÆnd spiritual thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. . A very in- . 
vious season / ■ I theme treated adipiiably, The answei 8¿ntjment The introduction presents teresting book. I rice 25 cents.

Dr. Hilligoss, the genial president, «b We are’ building ■ for’ .etejuity. iP de]icate proge Bome flne plctures of Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price 50c 
gave an earnest and impressive address W>æxi, we build^^ right kind of mam I ^um [)f lopB h After.Life. excel]ent Q - .
■pictuere°of6the presentÎmdVfutore°proê’ I character that is full rounded amÆtion\noinent; scenes and society in Summer-land^St^lanf “ By '
nerlty of the camp and extended a cor-1 I’leted, these are for eteinity. rhe 11)10 angei8 jn heaven must weep over Andrew Jackson Davis. Pi’lce, Çloth 55 cents; postage 5 cents. ■ : ’
dial salutation to ail. He was followed wrong, tee blunders, the,scars of spirit- such fallen aud wretche(j ones » Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret Of How to Keep Young Bv
by rousing speeches from Ex-president cr1®'es'J’*®8®J r, a’ not Sre for’ “But wl‘®n 1 saw ®ven th®m giving Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. .. Price $1. S'
Bond, Carrie E. s. Twing, w. F Peck, »»L and may ¿e outgrown in thè a^es cup “ld Ja^r ‘° ‘I® .str.an&er; Death, Its Meaning’ and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of th«
and last but not least, J. Clegg Wright, ei er ana may.be omgi,own m uw ages. and gener0UBly dividing their last crust weavu, « b j a memoer ot the
who as Prof Peck expressed it, gave Let us be optimistic by all means. with the mendicant at their door, and Pennsylvania nai._ Liotn. J_£jce> .rJ._0.
a gem of oratory I Moaning religionists have been drag- above all, when I heard of them, at tee I Diakka and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggest- <

At 2:30 p. W. F. Peck delivered .ging the world hellward -these' thou- peril of their lives, offering shelter and iv„ WOrk. It is an explanation of much that is false and renulsive in
an-interesting and instructive letture, sandsi of years, and itrischeerful tohave aid to brave men, who at the call of aniritnalism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents. . ■ '
He said in nart: “Spiritualism furnishes bright and fiesh minds declare its ten- ireedom were going forth on a crusade “"2*. l. nfvtvaama C\na Thmwnnrl mi • t.,
the basisfora universaíreligion, which dencies are heavenwardi ■ And surely against slavery, and the enemies of Dictionary of’Dreams. One thousand Dreams and 1 heir Interpreta*
should have'four corner-stones, or car- it must be, for it has? been trending to tyejr country—ah, when I beheld the tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, ¿5 cents. • . ,
dinal points, viz., demonstrations of a the right, slowly escaping fromthe noblest impulses of our nature thus Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chap. B. Newcomb. A book that will
continued life, a.rational conception of marsh lands of theology, and ascending working out from the hearts of these h„iD V0U see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50.
the God idea- rational system of mor- the highlands of tree .thought,- while lowly ones, and finding expression in Pqvrhnmetrv filnirvovonr« an<í TnoniroHn» r> t
als and a clear conception of rewards these walling prophets have¡sought to .-deeds of heroism and love, I could not Easy Lessons m Fsychometry, Clairvoyance and Inspiration. By J. 
and Dunlshments" ’ *o!d-it back by forcing it to-beliew in help feeling and saying, ‘The poet of C. F. Gruinbine. Price oO cents. ' .

He said: “Some Spiritualists do not its weakness and total depravity.- I the Soul dwells with them also.'” Echoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
believe in the God-idea. Ido. Sooner Charity begins at -home ¡says the-old' "The Oracles of the Oak" leads the gongs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price/ '
or later I must run ,up against the proverb. Reformer setting out to re- poetic liage, from wÈich I quote: ¿.i. nOqtatre 15 cents. •
source of causation, so why deny it ^müie ÿOT^mdoon- ’Tis glorious to live in an age like this, * Edith Bramley’s Visiqp. A thrilling.appeal to all who are interested'

In speaking of punishment ? hé skid, before telling your neighbor to sweep I AIl,,.dwe” ,in a 'and ours' I in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek- 
"Nature nowhere hints of eternal pun- away his’. Cast the-beam out of thine Where ripen the seeds juK to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents. '
ishment, but when we transgress her own eye. What volhtaes rnf . wisdom Of lovenest deeds^ Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children . Allen
laws, we suffer, and through suffering' these brief sentences contate! In plain I And the fairest or human nowers. ’ „,,*.1 ' This hook fills a need for literature for armili folks
•we attain a- knowledge that will teach I speech; -boss "yours’elf.’ • How-; 'many »<n8 glorious to feel in our Inmost soul Thurber, . hooks and we recommend this as beine interest '• 
us to avoid making similar mistakes.” 'there are who are better bosses of ote-1 Tlie win'é of a higher life, I as there are but a tew books, and we recommend this as being mteiest-

At the conclusion of the lecture, ers than of yourselves!'1 The preacher I Though it bubble up I ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents. .
which was heartily applauded, Dr. Hilll-1 stands and points the way, saying, "Do To the Bea t’s deep cup. | Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
góse Introduced F. Corden White, who as I say, not as _ I do:" _-_A gardener Through agony, toll and strife. :n„i nassaaes of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or
cave manv messages of love and cheer who makes another's-gaMen beautiful . • 01P , TJ n 01
from unseen friends. Twenty-three with bloom may allow his own to grow The flowers that bloom in the month ot imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1. .
names were given, each "being acknowl- a.mass of weeds.- This simile is not ap-1 June • Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and ,
edged by the grateful recipients. His gitatele to the’jnind. ^No one can oulti- l Are beautiful things to seenhilosonhical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published, By Henry 
tests are clear and convincing. ’ vate the • garden of the teplrit for an- But the noble forms Prank the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents.

Miss’-Grace Hawtin, the soloist, was other. In that culture ohe may be as- That endure the storms prank, ine in j i„„m„ k„„i, q.„i, ot.-u n-imj,« Ph R
gladly welcomed by her many friends, I slsted, but he must be-his own master. Are dearer than those to me. I ' Esoteric Lessons, A ^valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimi , . .
who so much enjoy her sweet singing. scientific investigators Want Monev The lily may smile and the'rose may Cloth cover. ^SBrice, $l.o(). ... ,

The Ladies’Aid, headed by their in- Scientific Inyes ga ,or§ Wa n y. I b]U8hjy I Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world,
defatlgable president, Carrie ,E. 8. Money makes tee ateare go;.^and And the violet cheer our way, By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 cents. .
Twing, with her efficient corps of work- money is piteously noededteby -those gut oracieB apoke Father Tom and the Pone and the Historv of the Pope’s Mule. Price,
ers, Is doing a noble work, and is al- who sacrifice -themselves1 -W Psychic By the stately oak I rather iom and tne FOpe ana tue History OI me r p
ready meeting with financial success as Research. The twenty-fiW thousand Have ft loftier love than they. paper, ¿5 cents; cloth 50 cents.
a result of its efforts. dollars a year wantedteyuifti American , ’ . Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to

J. Clegg Wright has been giving a institute, of which Prrft. HySlop is pro-1 They tell us of years that have gilded I the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By
course of lectures which were well at- môter, is a rldiculouéty- ’«inali sum by . n«« d».;™ éo
tended. They will be continued compared with that Which Sir Oliver Since ft lay in the acorn’s shell, , I with 11 Rvs-
throughout tee coming week. A share I Lodge thinks will be necessary “For I A tiny thing I Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a J
of the proceeds from these lectures is anything like a thorough Iflhestlgatlon That the elves of spring I fem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition,
given to tee camp association.“ k-on a large scale.” -Fbr’ anything like Guarded and tended well. By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Bond and Mr. and,, an exhaustive investigation,'he telnks T)iey tell Qf aeaBon8 oj nght and love, From Dren.mla.Tii1 Sent A book of poems. Verses of life to com?.
Mrs. Kellogg'were among those from One hundred thousand fiohridb or half a ■ Wi,„n birdB In tbe branches sung n. t -r mr/u- U rí • ai 1Lake Helen who took in the recent Ch- tepiion dollars, “scárceiym enough.-’’' WT„ei“ brief “ U S' By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1. _ . _ „ . ’ rA
ban excursion. , Well <wé-hope both'nwiii" raise the r when every leaf From India to the Planet Mars. By Th. Flournoy. Price $l.aU.

Mrs. Kate Stiles Is at Brigham Hall money." We should ehjoy dteing what't- Was a musicillj 1Isplng tongue. I From Soul to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems ¡2 all that
and is giving excellent readings. this mountain of Bciénce -pwill bring the title indte-ifne—nrnfAnnrl «mhlimn nn<1 tnnefnllv noetic and restful .Prôf A Wilkins, clairvoyant and: forth. •<■.-, iv , ..v .<•' This is a sample of one class of these ..uue’.na'cates pi oiouna, sublimeand tuneiuny poei c
magnetic healer, is located at the I If ^ence àfteFd&teW be dem-1 Poems From. another-"The Sunset I in its variation By Emma Rood Tuttle Price, cloth $1. /
bearding house of, Mre.. Spencpr. . ,.iOftSfratea 'bi' '.science; .iiûd’'tee.'toatterTLand/I guote:r> _ ' ’ ............. , .... Gospel of.Buddha. According to old records. A translation 11 om

c.’;I^oter,Cassadfâ“ÿidJ^.’X.dropfih'd’wlglïi x.héPe’ w1tfiQfiffndny/adn"t The^ ¿ ;iand ’.Whose-glorious bowers /Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate .
'hte'. pretty wéll m^,;büt robçs . tangling dgtairà'òf te’é ^’pfiditionp of ' Are purer .far.than-Orient clime, to the Parliament of Religions. Bv Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1. :

•EfXSSWUS?grt ftwass® SSSI“-*- “v“ •- ; «*?,<*-*« '//“i •»»« "
number of new ones arel in process of Hysi0J,''suVs he’wSnts! But' prof Haré ' " Where birds ot 8ong forever chime. Xuth °1 the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with.au
erection. The coming weeit is full of fif¿y scientifically g life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1.
attractions,' but they willI be<?t demonstrated 'Spiritualism. Profs. An isle of rest for those who roam Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirtv-se ven and a half years in the
later on. MRS. IRENE GAY., wallace, Varley, 'DeMorèan, Sir will- Through wood and solitary wild, Church of Rome A 32 na^e namnhlet Bv Prof Geor'te -P Rudolph,

• •—— ....,/ -iam CrbokFs, Flammarion and many Whose visions like the thoughts ot. vnuren 01 nome A dz-page pampiuet. uy 1 roí. ucoiDc 1. auu i ,
To-day, Sunday, Feb, 6, the Southern, oujefe equally noted for being in the home, •• I rit D. Price, la cents.

Cassadaga Camp, at Lake Helen, Fla., fr¿nt. janks of science; hfy that this Shall soothe In death tee forest child. Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley, 
began its regular ’season's work, and, its demonstration has been ihade. ’ | Amid its calm and peaceful shade, Cloth. Price, $2.
?^ain¿™onionTesesasten I believe it- ®“?f± „.Whenslowly sinks the orb.of day, Healing, Causes and Effects. Fifteen chapters on how to heal by un- -
good, harmonious session.. ) oeneve n 1 akl lt a crime. Jot an ordinary The trembling rays-of sunlight fade seen forces Bv Dr W P Pliclnn Price 50 cents
is claimed teat the number of pepple on I an or woman to carry o51 a llne of ln. meit ,¡n silvery beams away. ¿ W’* ,1 , , , ’ T, i
tee ground is greater, and that the at-1 vest¡gatiOn of their own "although it is ■ Health and Power. A handbook of cure and human upbuilding by
tendance bids fair to be larger than In J apparent that such efforts will have ho course this book, price ÍL00, is for of neWj refined and powerful methods of nature. By E. D. Babbitt, 
any other camp season, .. . we¡ght compared with the reports of sale- Those who appreciate the sacri- tj Cloth cover Price 35 rents

The morning meeting was a greeting fices of these sisters in their efforts to Jf*01“ eoyer- Puce, do cents. _
symposium, or a welcoming time, -and. higniy paia .experts^ majntaln ft nl)eral institute -, Helen Harlow s Vow, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant
was participated in by President G. N. Revival of thé Whipping Post. at Belvidere, N. J., where the children in society in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs that .
Hilligoss; Vice-president Hon E. W. ’ úndei. the instigatioi/ofthe “Sbd'in of ftee^’peòple could be educ«ed abso- flow therefrom. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price $1.
F°pdp’rkrJ Glegg Wright’and’si^W the Constitution reformer^,” of which J.^hCTTa^Mce'tôïX tkê^dvM Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and

‘ Prof. Feck gavé the lecture of. the tau'' ^°“S™ss is nei^ presseu to mind¡b and at the Bame time asslst a I Heresy, or Led to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson
afternoon, and was followed with mes- da|.jonal ¿apitaL worthy woman, in a small way, to the Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents. ;
sages by F-Corden Whie.^g ^e^ tha The gospel ministers inWashington,on I History of Atharael. Life in the Stone Age. The history of Atlia-

meìsag^seemed ’to be quite.correct, ■ ^«w^òrdé^ ly read, contribute much to the growth rael,.chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U. G. Figley. It is
dnd were all fully recognized. exnected not because of Ihrir especial ot the intellect, and tee enlargement of very interesting. Price 30 cents. .

I expect to go North at the close ot oxpectea not^ecause or^neir e^ecim the understandlngi ^lle tney rarlçh History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite,
(his camp, and I desire^ o ottato1 f Ros- “nd p^s the “7e soul;and make sunshine for lonely A; M. ¿loth bound. pricè ¿2g * ’

tep^wav'and'ì2 hereby solicit corre- formers.” may get-à law to hale here- ur LYMAN C HOWE History of the Inquisition, Just the book for those seeking informa-sjondence^or thai'purpose My reíá' «CAnP to tee post as in' times long I N yLYMAN C. HOWE- I con4ning damnable institution known in histery-the -

will probably lie through Georgia, Ten- % -ovon . xhc ■—-—• —---------- Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents. .
tettA^m^a^arter member^of lèrat civilized có®es/j&’<fle¿y pro- I think of YOU EACH DAY. . \ Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ-

iup california State Spiritualist Assé- pose to disgrace this great couhtry ih ' ■■ ----- — ' mg Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts.
elation, atte am endorsed by tee N. S. the eyes of the world by> reversion to Long: since inia far-off city. - part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding.
1 Unte the first of April I can be ad-1 barbarities a century outgrown ^mTe tovteg hearts an“tender, Price, 75 cents. Parts Third and Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be-
drease^LLAawiLSON: MARCHANT beaU^wìSch11 theY pràteeré^whuld ' Dwelling ’neath tee old roof-tree. ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the

ELLA WILSON- marchan i. I whippteg post, Se I Breathing .bf their simple home life, NervOus System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or-
•----------- - — -------''— church is mainly responsible fori The L, °* M™aÏÏS‘ gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure.
PSYCHIC PHENOMENA. BJJ>le womahyn^t^ Pric¿, $1.

- - ~• - Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50. 'They Áre Bound Up In Every Religion. were- =^0^ By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1. .
- —1— ' ■ solemn vows to obey ,_fiér husband. pressed— I Hypnotism tad Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.

Psychic phenomena are bound: up in The husband is thus givén control over From the ivy in tee window, ’ ’ • • xHypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing. 
every religion. They form a basic pant his wife, body and souU with the sane-1 . The one' plant I loved the best. Price $1 25 
and are common to all religions, new,-Ltionof the Bible and tué church; ‘A nnP' onvs ” so.ran thè leftér I »» ’ * j •*» 1 n n T , »» ,
and- old, ".What fitest be.'noted;' how- majority of husbands,ate'too gènéroüs a àüaïnt old-fastíio'ñed way-’ I -Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Culture. By John D. Quackenbos. 
ever, is that oúr’own. religious, affilia-. ..and just to take idvái^agé of this di- ..Ten her that I don’t forget her’ ’ Price $1.25.
tfons determine our Respective yie?f-1 vjnely bestowed right,‘but there are That T think of her each day.” Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. ByFredrikBjorn-
polnts in psychics and kindred phenom- those who will think “that tee law : • ■ ■ M n Prine 75 nente
ena. In fine, a- man’s religion, or lack should compel the' Wif3 to',;keep her Years have passed,and from teat home- sirom, all. rnccrecyms.
of one, determines his attitude: toward vows; and if it does not’tlfey have a stead ■ . . Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr. J. M.
life and everything in it. 1 right to take tee mattijPinffitheir own There is missed an.old-time guest; Peebles. Price, cloth, $1, postage, la cts.; paper, 50 cents, postage, 10c.

■Orthodoxy is bote clear and incisive hands. . < -.A... In.the mansions oyer yonder, 'Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an
' enesitemédiateiv^tò ■ The clergy have, L.ffofftim eT wRhi “the ìlence • cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Erice’.$1; postage, 10c.
¡2S."JKÆI SiS 0?s.o™ «■ dear: M». «t theZofco Up»» Hm. Ule. TO. book alato th» aim.

• fikst resurrection.. The souls of the k’]¿te who heaps continual sïusè on.his- Comes-a footstep o’er.the threshold , ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and m a manner highly m- 
saved do not return to earth; in point. w¡fe an¿ make hornera h^m must be I All unheard by.mortal ear. . I teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Pricé, cloth $1. ,

♦hterePtte7r¡S;’ Rlung’ li! ®nd, loved; M htM>eats her, Sometimes when the hand of sorrow, . L> Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side '

of the lost. A lost soul, at death -gora.leather more brutally™? ' 'ilkfl“Ibhiidlam halfafraid- Twing,. medium. Price 50 cents. • -- • ■
to the under world. They^can andado. :XVIth an utter want-Jof»aktety. to ap» To my òv^burdénèd spirift, ’ " • •” In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland. .
lîSv iw imneined ^>ne has’ but to I‘re°ints the situation; .tee.relfflgy do not Borno across thq shining way, .. Gloth. Price, $1. ■ . . ..
SZS thfr«sniritistic-’cteed? to'see ;tliat such a punistaientiwould dis- whispers love, ‘.'Beyond.the river, . In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of Peace, Power and Plenty, 

°«,«.»nW “onrannort"^^/the srace ^ew^®-and c^d^naIld their child, I think of you each day.” nv»nlnh Waldo Trine Price. $125 • ■ ■
that the spirit epirapport -Wlte,, me ■ punlshment. would be create® than the ALICE M. WARREN. By,»'1.1?,11, v'al^° \rln<Ù V“’’,, . w „ ... . ' , ,

Ün«'il?mc!ît^ ^Thn hHBband’s. The disgwe.wpjiid.break Proctorsville, vt. Invisible Helpers. Ey C. W. Lcadbeater. .Written m the author’s '
ncree1 Wh^rthodoiw Which shalKve down and ohl^rtte <yfery(mppark of ________ __ ______ ’ charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents. ..
bilevo? An inspired' faith, or a series How Some of Our Readers Can Jim. A story for young people, teaching spirit guidance. By Carrie
of unpalpablo, conflicting , cpmmunica- i¡í°wreakShYs wg°S Pupkina: I. . Make Money. E.S. Twing. Price $1 ■ ...........................
U°tò speak for orthodoxy is not fash- What is more, the. punishment must! Ha'ving roaa or tue success or »omo or your Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Phis iscthe 
iona°bloPln A.fD, 1906Í Yet ’its dteta on ¡te public in order to oanry.out tee in- »SM? most beautiful history oMoan„of.Arc ever^^7' ThnUmgly inter
Spiritualism, etc., are worthy of serious tentions of its advocates: -r.The -posts Ioss than to.ooany aay tor the last six months. estmg and convmcmg. By Moses Hull. Ince, cloth, 40c; paper, 25c. 
attention, and will bear much closertex,. | must _botse^w¿ta^coMpiOTot»MpiacM | sÂ?^“cte' Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento. By Sara Weiss.

wash end dry-the dishos without removing her I p|nfb Imnnd. Price $1.50. .' -, . ' . •gloves and can do the Work In two miiiutoa; 1 I t lOlU uuuuu. x, x _ . . . , . .
got my sample maohino: from the Mound city I » Just How ttf Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valuable book on ’ 

vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towno. 25 cents. .. ,
X ^u. ^wrûethsmfOTpartiouurs.^^Ladioï . Just How to Wake the So ar Plexus. By Mrs, Towne. A book on 
e*n do as wen semen. ... johsF.m. I concentration. Price .25 cents; . -, ■ ; . . ■ •

_______ _—-------------- I Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for ,
• "The Priest, the Woman and the Com children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa-- . 
fesBional.” Thisibock, by the: well I, r etntions. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.
KnH^mDurehlnfiSB^ resulte Kata Feld. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price, $2. 
^tte^Romlah mfeesloaal, as proved | ^©radiBe. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read, 
by the sad «perirai» ef aaay J hï Dr, Alice B« Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot, Price

Common Sense. A book of Ilie Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to lo*ve his free America. By ' 
Thomas Paine. Paper, .15 cents. ' 1X1

Cbncentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph. 
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how

ever fought in this w.^lp, agd any help 
should be gladly xefsiyed,.,. Jt amidst 
the strife, antagoniraia.! .. tempta
tions, the strong fprees pjteat. drag 
downward, conscience, anff, the will 
hold steadfast fop. rigliteougimss, the 
soul is crowned with the laurels of vic-
tory. . .. ■ .
. "Self Mastery” is 111$-leading theme. 
In the beginning he azures the reader 
that he Is not a growling pessimist. He 
is a most cheerful optimist, and would

amination than has - been • accorded 
them.. One should-study psychics with 
tile right focus—in - the light of ■ Chris
tian dogma. -

. CLINTON.-M. JACOBS. •
. New .York.. ■ ■ • .

"The Constitution of ’ Man.”' - By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and 
practical presentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original Ideas, and the ftfliest
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol und dlregUoa of desire. Price 50& 

u i I V “ - i- « ■’3

nation of religious dogmas*of any kind. ; n un wsuucHons liow
.They spent many years in tee good 11-0 conquer youiself and develop your luuermost faculties. By Laura 
work, and now we are favored with the- G‘. Pixen. Price oO cents.
rhythmic echoes of their progressive Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood tlm 
ideas and aspirations in a handsome well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing

ftf-.J“*« ti.Bd.aS
people love poetry. Tastes differ with of tins work.. 1 npe !f>l. . ..
different temperaments and degrees of Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel ' 
development. But poetry-tee soul of I Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twin„ 
language—is an appeal to the innate L-q x ‘"“b1 nice,
harmony of all communion, and com-1 „ „„ »„„u * __
panionship; and voices the aspirations Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
of the spirit and the music of love. In for liberal and ethical societies, tor schools and the home Combiled

1 this attractive book, we have the in- hjy L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. ' v 
| ner life and progressive ideals, and as-1 J(jj-jmes of Preachers. ”” ’ ..................................

where the. people, young and old, may. 
witness the diabolical vengeance of the 
law. The man who -wields • the - lash 
must, be of the most ’brutal-type-for 
none other could be induced' to fill .the 
office. ' The entire-community would be 
brutalized and.the children.’becoine- in
sensible to: cruelty; instead « of- being- 
trained to klndnessianfii’nmfcoy, j> ■ ,.

It is somewhat’useless-ti) discuss.this-
subject farther, for it is not possible
that Congress ' will disgrace* Itself and, 
the nation by such an ens jlmentl The
wonder is what the Gratti :es will move
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Through the Mediumship of Dr. Hillard F. Hammond.
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MRS. MAYtA. PRICE
Clairvoyant readings by mall., Also laws of me- 

dlumistlc development and spirit,, or mental. or 
magnetic healing, taught. Send lock of hair, dato 
ofblrtbund One Dollar. Obsessldn'cpred. 423 löt 
Street. N. E. Washington, D. 0. •

■ ■'—.   —■ — — — —— . — _ ' —. 7
The infallible fibre trumpet is absolutely tangi

ble with pplrit forces; very light; 16 guaranteed 
more clear and better than any metal; more dura
ble; Insulated top and bottom; ehell, cardinal col
ored enamel; 86x5,11.50. Booklet for all kinds of 
development, 12 cis, Write for circular. ... , .. 
JAS. NEWTON, 493 Morr St,, Toledo. O.

FROF. FREDERICK M. STOLLER, 
Teacher and Demonstrator of Psychology. Read
lugs dully,-exceptSunday; hours 10a, in: to 8 p. m. 
Readingshy mall, |L00,' 815» Indiana Ave.. Tel; 
6151, Douglas. . .

• NICHOLAS BECKER.
Clairvoyant, Life Readings, with messages, 

names and descriptions, of your spirit friends, 
from your letter or lock of hj.fr, by mall, 1100. 
Oklahoma City, Okla., - -

IfHS. »E4VOLF Hissaa, (formerly of Chilli- eat#, Ill.), Roadings bymail. 11.00. and post
paid, self-addressed envelope. Box 140, Colfax, 
Iowa.

(r are’the very best... 
hsh cloth, masbla

By MARVIN E. CONGER, M.D. - 
Assisted by ROSA C. CONGER, M. D.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS
Is one of the most successful medlcui clairvoy
ants known, curing where ‘all others full. Nerv
ous exhaustion, mental and physical diseases of 
men, women and children successfully treated. 
Write in own handwriting. giving nauje. age, sex. 
leading symptom and five two-cent stamps, and 
receive a correct diagnosis, For children, send 
loek-of hair, Price reduced. Address: ’

FBANOES Jj. LOUCKS,

flpoGruDhal New Testament, 
Being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other pieces 
now extant, attributed In the Ilrst four centu
ries to Jesus Christ, bls apostles and their com
panions, and not Included In the New Testament, 
by Itacompllors. Price, cloth, JIM ■ • —

Academy of Higher Sciences
And.CoIIegb of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of euro 
r;,i“8‘b“o‘Bjn«<>fwor!d-wldorame”-H.Tntlle
Lirht. Cotor. Electricity, Magnetism, Mind. Batin.

Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D M." 
Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
al one s home." Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

K. 1>. BABBITT. M. D., 
. . OH Bast Ave., Rochester, N. w.

$ The book contains 375 pages, and 
iq.finely illust ed; *Jie inechanical 
and artistic w ' ‘

won A SHORT TIMB, wllfelve reudlngaby. 
J? mull for 5U cents. Send lock of balr, articles 
worn. or uuy souvenir. WlU-uubwer questions 
if written separately. Mies. F.‘Rohe, P.O.Box 
120, Smith Town, L. j. ;• r • < Nuil Dimound Birthdate

RI will answer 8 Questions. Clairvoyant read
ing» (typewritten), Í1 00. 44 E.81st Bt„ Chicago.

DR, J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful SDirlt- 

^Physicians. His cures are mar- 
iV?lou«Lhis examJnations are free to all who send 
hlmnfi?fie,;nge. sex, and lick of hair, and Scents 
in stamps«. He doesn’t ask for-leadlug symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
•land, He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. s. EOVCKS. M. D..
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

YourDisease.
K .7" <>? »»»U.lnk U wrong to I
iriShH?«0 dh^ase u ithout leading symptoms De • 
temntrm’riX«nrilh<ilttW lo°ksuponit as an at- 

^¿aud, please always send leading !S?!tom8 w^e.w writing, You need not send a 
mallu'dUJX reCe‘Ve by r8-

Everyone Ought to Have Their 
Case Diagnosed or Exam

ined Four Times 
aYear,

. Al’ LEAST,
■IVocan rvfei* vou REMEMBER

Cancer Cured, or No Pay.
Addrees all letters to 7^

DR. C. E. WATKINS,

ft l.lhniWFiif RQBtorCB Lost Vision. H Wul IUUI I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
SncinFonfa ■ showing styles and prices and 

UubLdblui photo of Spirit Yarma, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. lean ad
just my Melted Pubbld Lena Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyeflvut your own home and send by 
mail, as if you were winy office. Thousands will 
testify. II. F. POOLE.
. . - ^Evanston Avo.. Chicago.UI

Dear jfr. Poole:—Your spectacles arc iierfecL I 
can say perfection, ahull recommend them to 
my friends, ■ Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal .»• ,

QANIGEX1C TGC-Tfl FASTli is the kind 
□ that destroys disease germs and makes the 
mouth 'taste sweet*aud. wholesome. Do not let 
your children growup with decayed teeth. Sam
ple tube 26-ots. Acentswanted. Du, Daniel 8. 
IIageh, 181 W. Madison §t., Chicago.

„ Fred. p. evans; 
- T Tbe-STotèd Psychic for 

ladéhendeüt Slate ¿Writing and 
. Olalrtoyance,

Has rocently'leffN/iUCYork. and is now located at 
lUXBddy.Bt.,,Bant Francisco,'Cal.' '6ctfd stamp for 
circular on Mediumship -** | .

; MR9.M. F, .BALDWIN, Box 1212 Chicago, III.

INTERPRETING DREAMS,
Giving business advice, directing development of 
jnodiumslilp In safo way, . diagnosing disease, 
giving descriptions and spirit messages, are part 
of my work)1 Readings by mall, 11.04, Inclose 
writing pr lock of hair. Two Questions apswered, 
26 cents. . ■

ELUA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
- 834, lltUSL, N. E. Washington, D. C.

WWWagBU UMI, il . ...................  I».1 1

n ‘». BAY, Peyelito ana Natural Clairvoyan t 
-U. lleadiiiïB by mail, tl-W. 207 Lincoln avo., Chi
cago, Illluole. " ..

THE NEW LIFE, 
,By Leroy Berrlor. An eminently suggestive 
work; of excellent tendencies, treating ot the 
ïnlüd’B relations to the physical organism, and 
the power ot thought in the upbuilding ot 
health and character.-Clo.th, il. ...

THE WORLD BEflUTlFUL
Series one. two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Throe choice volumes, each com- 1-toln Itaolt, 

in which spirituality is related to. ; viryday llto 
in such a way as to make the world beautiful, Price. 81.00 each. *
TUE C AIH . its-nature, reI II F NI II I LAT1ONS AND EX- 1 I ILv eJVUL . PRESSIONS IN HUMAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
sale. Price 81.00. This Is one ot the best books 
given by the guidesol MrsCora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as ' 
a book- of: reference! tor those who have been 
members of the classes receiving them. - This 

’ volume is a'careful compilation from reports ot
ICssods, containing the bases of the teachings.

Maxham’s Melodies., Or a Night at the Vatican. Written probably
Arranged for Solos. Ducts. OUar- hy Sir Samuel JAerguBon. From Blackwood’s. Arruugeu iur aoiuo, yuvio, ifdinburg Magr.zino. This Is-a humorous ab
', • . tCtS, Also Six Poemfl. .count ofa roiicksome visit to the Pope of

ThlA is a song book adapted to the popular Rome.by' Father Tom,-an .Rish priest, armed 
spiritualistic tsste. and is eminedtly Uttod to do with a. superabundance of 'Irish wit, two lm: 
good service in the lecture haU or family circle, perlal quart bottles of Irish1 P°tecn, and an Price is cents. - Irish recipe for "conwoundlng" the same,rnce, 10 cents. ■ Paper, 25 cents ¡cloth. 50 cents. - -

A Remarkable Doctor Book
1 HAS JUST BEEN ISSUED, ENTITLED “

THE NATURE CURE

PUBLIC NOTICE.
Office otMeys Cheinlcal.ManufacturingCompany, 

Chicago, Ill,, January 17th, 1V05.
Notice Is hereby given that ut a meeting of the 

stbekholders of Moys Chemical Manufacturing 
Co., held at its office, 60 k 71 West Jackson Bou]., 
Chicago, Illinois, on IhelTth day of January.1005, 
the following resolution was adopted, to-wit:

RESOLVED, That the capital stock of the Meys 
Chemical Mni’g. Co. bound the same Is hereby 
increased from $16000 to 11000)0, and that the cer
tificates of such change have, been filed in the 
office qf Secretary of State and.In the office of the 
recorder of deeds In the county of Cook, us pro- 

• vlded*by law, C. A. Buhgess, president.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D 
. • Whp|ias liad ’ • • ’
Forty Years1. Experience in the Study 

and l*riictfce ofMedicinet.Two 
; Years Prof, in a,Medical

College, Ten Years 
IN SANITARIUM WORK, 

and i> a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fails In diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, ear,-throat* and lung troubles, also all 
tonus ot nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure plies, If you would like nu opinion 
of your case FREE, write just bow you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter 1» your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, '• 

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Reed CHy Sanitarium,’’Reed City, Mich.

-77 -.7;' '¿7:7:’

The Progressive Thinker Steads Ever Ready to Battle for Spiritualism,æure and Unadulterated, aad for.All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity,

A Thrilling Narrative of Experiences in the Spheres 
of Spirit Life. '

CHAPTER V.—Continued.
During the time the parent was lec- ' 

turlug tue children, the spirit ot the old ! 
mau kept near him; while the two mis- 
cliievotis spirits kept near the tbil-. . 
uren; aud when the parent stopped, as 
if he had exhausted his argument, the 
young man attempted to offer an ex
cuse for his and his sister’s acts; this 
seemed to irritate their father, and he ■ 
soon lost control of himself, aud in
stead ol mildly reasoning, and appeal
ing to their higher natures, he showed . 
much temper. As he continued, the ' 
spirit of the old man began to wildly ' 
gesticulate about him, and as the 
father continued, his voice was raised, 1 
to a very high key; soon he began to I 
shake his fist and wildly gesticulate jn 
the same manner the spirit did; he ap- ; 
proached the young'man who was con- ‘ 
tinually protesting against such actions 
by his father; he, fn turn berating his 
lather for using such language so soon ; 
after rising from prayer to God. Such 
remonstrance from his son, seemed to 
make the parent wild, and when the 
daughter said in a laughing manner, 
“You do not display a Christian spirit 
by using profane language, and acting 
like a pugilist on this holy Sabbath 
morning,” he turned violently upon her, 
and grasping her by the arm, he com
manded her to go to her room, and re
main there a prisoner until such time 
as he should see fit to i elease her. .

At this, the son loudly protested, but 
ns she started to obey her father’s com
mand, the female spirit placed herself 
between her and the door, and raising ' 
her hands towards her, she seemed to 
bar her egress. Her father repeated 
his command, and the son, who was 
constantly followed by the male spirit, 
called to his sister not to obey her 
father. At this the parent became fu
rious, and all the material occupants of 
the room showed much agitation; and 
as the majority of them showed sympa
thy for the delinquents, that irritated 
him the more. . ■

The spirit of the bld man now seemed 
to redouble his influence upon the pa
rent, and he grasped a chair and rushed 
at his son; as he did bo, the son did the 
same; the parent swung his chair to 
strike, and as he. did so, the chair 
came In contact with a large and heavy 
chandelier over their heads, shattering 
it to fragments; as the pieces fell, and 
scattered about the room, all was con
fusion and the clash suddenly ended.

The parents left the room, and after 
a hasty consultation by the children, at 
which time much Indignation was ex
pressed by all. all agreeing that their 
father, who professed to be a Christian, 
and had on this morning when they had , 
assembled by his wish to celebrate the 
anniversary of their parents’ union in 
wedlock, requested all, against their ex
pressed desires, yet to please him, to 
kneel. They considered It j), .useless 
ceremony, and could see no’good In it, 
therefore they had no reverence for it.

Their father had recently been con
verted from materialism to Christian
ity; but if.it made him a despot; then' 
the sooner, he could be made to under
stand that they would not be bound by: 
his intolerance the better. . They had 
pearly all reached the state of adults, 
and had as much right to their own 
opinions as he; and if. he banished the 
younger members of the family from, 
his home, they might find asylums with 
the older ones who now’ had homes of 
their own.

As the consultation among the chil
dren of this very aristocratic family 
ceased, our teacher said:

“Another lesson for us. As we can 
gain no more through the explanations 
and apologies that will follow when 
each side will attempt to show the 
cause that led to the sad affair, we'will 
take our departure.”

“I can’t for the life of me understan’ 
■why ol’ Bill Tice should be here an’ 
keep so close ter Mister Berry,” said 
my father. “X knew him, an’ I alters' 
knowed him to be a ’ligious bigot; an’ 1 
believe if it hadn’t been for him here 
this mornin’ seemin’ to whisper in the 
ear of Mister’ Berry, there wouldn’t 
have been any sech a fuss as there 
has.”

“Is that the Mr. Tice who lived near 
our house when I was a boy living with 
you?” I asked of my father.

“The very samp chap,” my father an
swered quickly. “He’s the feller who 
used,, to make long prayers in meetin', 
an’ sell little pertaters an’ make folks 
believe they’s big ones by puttin' the 
big ones on the top of the bar’l, an’ the 
little ones in the middle of it.”

“It is a good demonstration of what 
I have tried to explain to both of you,” 
said our teacher; and continuing, she 
said. “You can now see that when one 
is released from the material sphere he 
remains the same, unless such a one 
has received some positive assurance 
of a continued existence beyond Aer.

“Like attract like, Is a law which al
ways holds. No doubt that Brother 
Berry is of the same character of 
Brother Tice; probably would take ev- 
cry advantage ot people that the other 
man would; and as we'Have witnessed 
his profession of religion here this 
morning, the anger he has displayed 
demonstrates beyond a doubt that he is 
not sincere In his professions, but. has 
assumed the character of a so-called' 

■ Christian, because it will aid him in his 
desire to accumulate more material 
wealth.” ■

As our teacher was making this ex
planation, we had, left the .house and 
once more found ourselves on the

“I cannot reach him, his vibrations 
are too tense; I attempted it and per
ceiving he was so very gross, I would 
rot use the energy necessary. 1 know 
it would gratify you to see him humbled 
by my approaching nim and offering a 
reproof, or by telling him of his ignor
ance; but, my brother, simply to grati
fy our pride, or to seem to appear supe
rior to any by taking advantage ot 
them, or humbling them, is to place us 
in an erroneous, position like that occii-. 
pied by the one we would attempt’ to 
humble; no good results would be at
tained; instead wa should be retarded, 
and that is 'something we must ever* 
guard against.” ■

“Wal, I should jest like to see ol’ 
Tice humbled; it would do my soul 
good; I alters knowed he’s a liypercrlt’, 
an’ what he’s jest did, is like him for 
all the world." .

“Until you have gained control ot 
yourself sufficiently to eliminate all 
such thoughts of hatred, my brother, 
you must remain on this lower plane, 
and cannot rise much beyond your 
Brother Tice. Do you wish to do so?”

"Of course I don’t want to remain 
on the same stan’ as ol’ Tice,” said my 
father. "For I know jest the kin’ of 
a man he is. But say, why do you call 
him brother. I can’t call any one 
brother that acts so like the devil as he 
does." 1

“All are brothers. All are sisters. 1 
recognize in you, and your son here, a 
principle of life that belongs to the hu
man fatally; you both occupy, a position 
■which you-have attained through the 
immutable law of growth, or ■ expan
sion; jind while you both are far from 
the high plane that I have reached, 
and there are myriads aajar beyond me 
as I afri beyond you, yet each holds the. 
exact position he is qualified to fill.- 
You may object to call Brother Tice 
your brother, because in your ignorance, 
you fail to recognize his worth in any-' 
thing; if you were to analyze his mo
tives, and could understand the causes’; 
of his acts, which it is plain to be seen- 
reach far back into previous genera-, 
tions, then with the tact before you 
that each must continue in the same 
line until a mental expansion has 
taken place. So brother Tic<? is In a 
less expanded plane in some things 
than you, but as you occupy a broader 
field at this moment than you did in 
some things when we first met, so 
must Brother Tice also expand when 
he too, better understands the means'of 
expansion for himself.

“It Is not what we see or heap that 
makes the person; it is the absolute 
which each individuality contains; and 
we must know that the essence of life 
That is in every .personality, however 
little it has expanded'm our sight, must, 
by the great law of evolution finally 
reach that exalted plane, where it will 
make .amends for the seeming errors 
of the past, and be able to remove all 
extraneous things or conditions that 
hamper its progress.” 7

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life

Give Us the Troth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

DR. GEORGE LESTER LANE.
Obsession a Specialty.

All Diseases Treated Successfully.
872 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.—SEE DR. 
J; If,-.PEEBLES’ -BOOK ON OBSESSION.

“SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY.’’
BY DR. OLIVER.

The science of the invisible side of life—a logi
cal presentation of the facts pertaining to the 
“Truth of Spirit.” The ideas are the most pro
fount! expression of thought presented to this 
age, detailing minutely every 'stage, suite and 
condition of servitude through which man passes 
In the evolution and progression of his soul, It 
tells you “Why. How and When.” It is the latest 
product of “Spirit,” and nothing in print like it. 
Its simplicity Is its greatest strength. It is the 
sequel to the complex generalization presented 
in the past. Thu book contains 850 pages. In
eluding 15 illustrative picture interpretations from 
the.‘'World of Spirit.” Price. 11.60. Address, 
DOCTOR OLIVER, Leuing Farm, Wlssinoming,’ 
Philadelphia, I ; . w?,.

. simply. Prunk., ’
As .we proceeded, along .the street' 

wé met a man staggering and reeling' 
under the influence o£ Intoxication; he 
was'a 'man of perhaps fifty years old, of 
large and well proportioned figure, and 
neatly and fashionably attired. He was 
trying hard tonvoid these he met in the 
material body, and was disturbing no 
one except by his staggering. Some 
people stepped aside to let him pass; 
white not a few ^topped after passing 
him to watch his movements; some 
jeered, while others expressed, their 
pity and sorrow at his sad plight. ~

“We will follow this man,” said our 
teacher, “for here we will receive a les
son of great value to both "bf you.”

As we turned back on our course, my 
father said: “The feller has a big jagon; 
an’ he’s not alone in it wither; there 
are half a dozen on ’em. I believe I 
know that chap we see fust."

“What do you mean by saying that 
he has a big jagori?” 1 said. •'

.“I'didn't say jagon,” he answered 
pettishly. “I said he bad a big jag on; 
I mean he’s all-fired drunk.”

At this moment we cpuld see four 
others who seemed to be his compan
ions; they were close to him, and were 
having much sport as they frolicked 
about him. They were not so tidily 
dressed as he, and their faces showed 
the effects of much Jtebauchery.

We had now coipe close to them, and 
could hear their ribald jests. The flret 
cne we saw took no notice of the oth
ers. but continued- to stagger on uh- 
mirtdful of the people he met, and soon 
reeled around a corner to a side street, 
apparently , to the disgust of his com
panions, for they surrounded him and 
tried to prevent him from going further 
on that street; then, for the first time 
I realized that the four companions were 
spirits; at this I became interested, 
and my teacher said:, ■--.

“You can now see a good Cause-why 
this good-lookingybrother is in the un
balanced condition we see him.- It is

street. My father seemed thoughtful, 
and somewhat morose as we proceeded 
along the street, and frequently stopped 
■and looked back as if he expected to 
see some one following us; he said 
nothing, and once or twice, when she 
addressed him,- he did not answer; after 
■several attempts to interest him she 
said: . •> ■ ■. ■ " •. '

"My brother, please do not allow the 
scenes of our last call to affect you; 
our brothers there must work out 
their own. elevation. I can see the ef
fect of the vibrations that came from 
■Brother Tice, and while’they have left 
their impressions, he can not follow 
you, and under existing circumstance», 
you cannot aid him; if you We to .ap
proach him he would receive nd bene
fit from anything you might say or do 
tq him; he will remain in his sphere 
for what you would term a very long 
time, and will advance only as lie finds 
his labor among his kind at last fails, 
as it surely will before long. /Brother 
Berry will .soon discover that his hypoc
risy will avail nim nothing, and the se
vere lesson he will receive through the 
scene of this morning, in which he was 
the chief actor, will startle him, and ho 
Will soon abandon the church, becauso- 
hb has a too active intellect to be held 
long by such baseless sophism.” ; :

"Why can’t yoji help him as well as 
you could them fellers who did the mur

. J-*”'”"' 7'"". "'7

not desirable on his part that he.should 
lose control of himself and make a pub
lic exhibition on the. streets; when he 
is able to escape the influence of these 
earth-bound individuals, he will become 
sober, as you call Jt; remorse and cha
grin will then overcome him for a time, 
and he will resolve to avoid it in the 
future. But this will not be the last, 
for he does not know the cause of. los
ing control of himself. His friends are 
as ignorant of the influences that men
ace him as he is; so they can offer him 
no advice; instead, they condemn him, 
and he continues to reap his experi
ences.” - ’ 1 ' ’ : ‘ .

.'T know .of this feller,”: said my 
father. “He's a rich feller who runs a 
bizness on Maip street. It’s no new 
thing for him to git drunk; he gits so 
ev’ry week; I’ve seen him like this 
aforé, to-day; but I don’t know them fel
lers he’s got With him.”.
- , (To be continued.) :

'Tina Light of Egypt” Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself; a 
text-book /Of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos» 
phy. Price $2 per volume. .

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic 8» 
Orot of How to Keep Young.” By J. M, 
g^eblea, M. D., M.A.,Pb.D. Priosfl, 
10 cents. ’ .,

Spiritism and Mrs, Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It.’ By Ex-Judgo Abram' 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates- futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual ■ phenomena. Price 25 cents.

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle B. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of ¿the author’s latest and choicest 
pttemsr'Neat]y..bouhd in cloth, and with 

of the ajrtfcor,\S;ttoB 75

TRANCE READlNa BY HAIL.
j. J’onthe next-thirty days I wllPglve.a full life 
reading,; also, description-of> spirit friends, and 
such .messages' as they may desit'c to convey, for 
ll.UO and 8 2-cenl stamps. Give'1tiny of birth in 
own hand-writing. Address PEROIVILLE E. 

"WALKER, Lock Box 31O. Portland, Oregon.
- MrT Walker, would respectfully refer his patrons 
to the following testimonial; “I cheerfully and 
gratefully testify to the remarkable mediumship 
of Mr. Perclvllle Walker. I inet him, a total 
stranger; he aconratcly described four-.of my 
spirit friends, giving'.their names and messages 
of such nature that I could not possibly doubt 
thelr.gonuinenesB. I heartlly recommend him to 
all who desire a loving message from those who 
have gone on before, JAS, BAMFORD. Findlay, O.

Annie Lord Cnainberlalu’s Card.
Dear friends, yon can greatly help me care for 

■my bllnd'eletcr, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earb 
iesLmediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to nie withSl, and I will 
try and.get reply by independent writing or Whls^ 
pera. Address Mrs. Annie Lord'Chamberlain. MU« 
ford Mass. ' s .. •••

Father Tom and the Pone,

BY PHYSICAL AND MENTAL METHODS, ILLUSTRATED.

Bridge from the Old to th,e New; the Dawn-of a New Day ia 
Medical Practice. A Clear,-Short-Gut Treatise

. - on the Cause and Cure of Disease. ;

Nature’Cure teaches how to heal 
by simple home remedies. - ■

It teaches how Nature cures.
It does not use-poisonous drugs.
It docs not endorse dangerous experi

ments with the surgeon’s knife.. •■ 
. It will save money in every home.

It is entirely free from technical 
rubbish. ■■■'■•.■„■■.• -■
It teaches how typhoid and other 

fevers may be cured at once. ■
It teaches.how pneumonia, la-grippe, 

diphtheria and other forms of disease 
considered dangerous, may; be cured 
in itbeniy-foiii-hours- ■ * ' • , " ’

It is, as a medical book for. homes, 
ThsbBST, and is up-to-date'in every 
particular. © _
' There is no similar book, no medical, 
hygienic, or reformatory ■doctor book- 
that compares with' ’Ths NaxorU

Somethin# New!....
The

Spiritual Science Monthly, 
Published by the First Spiritual 
Science Society, of Boston, Flass. 

Do you wish to join the society? and 
do yon wish to try our little monthly, 

Free for Three Months? 
If so send a two ceyt stamp to

F. A. WATKINS,
Hotel Westland, Suite O, Back Bay, 

Boston,' Mass,

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp* 
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power; ■

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

Sau Jose, Cali

The light is turned on ,to objec
tionable medical mysteries, latin 
prescriptions, • dogmatic ■■ theories and 

■ dangerous experiments of the -present 
: expensivemedical'practicc;

. . - . '.■'.' . .b."' '

. Every, pains has been taken.to 
make the ieaflingipoints' so plain that 
all, young and bld;: may: easily under
stand,. Condensed facts, short, clear-, 
cut paragraphs cgire, /some- .of the 
attractive features of The Naturh 
Cure, . ' . • . ■ ■

The new and better methods’of 'Cur
ing the sick ¡and »preventing disease, 
have never been ao clearly stated in 
plain English for file plain people, as 
in Nature Cure.u ■•. ' ■

Our Definition of Medicine.— 
Any method or I remedy that will 
remove, alleviate Or modify pain and 
restore the sink tar normal condition, 
is practical medicine.. .

Stripped of mystery and decep
tion, the study and practice of medi
cine can be carried to success in every 
ifltelligcnt .home..' Nature Cure will 
lead the way to certain success.. ’

The best medical practice « the 
one that twill cure, in 'the. least time 
with the least risk and expense. .

Nature Curé is a true exponent of 
the practice'of medicino.as;defined-, 
and stands squarely .upon;, truth and' 
demonstration, rejecting, theories and 
experiments wherever health and life 
are endangered., r - «

REMARKABLE MANIFESTATION?
: (Cttallniied from page 5.)

i“”.™ ";"lh«'
nomenn When he .,<■ « t "‘'’gating Spintualibm and its phei

itw lism »7 \ i laS 01' °Ver foi'ty y*3“1'8 beefl a cl°se student of SpiJ 
neai y all m dSe^itei^ i,lld haS • Ol’,t.he ^'eiity years produced ‘ 
ncany an tn , ditleient phenomena m Ins own* home and he him eerJ'

“bout Spiritualistic plienomena’tlian' most of the 
>jpn nuuiibts c\ci know or dreamt of. ■
„ w2rv lllSt 'veaii?lle has witil llis own family been sittin" twice' 
a week for materialization, under direction of a Ilhidoo eabiuet e£- 
■ta %*• Jftr *•"*). ’«* “• 7-1X H, 
luinei as medium. Copy of letter:
“Friend P. Pearson: •Arka“Sa8 Cit* Kauaas> Dec' 27> ]904'

„„<iZ?Url',ust1 y®cfivec1>. ““d 1 must say that the world do move-hut 
only the thoughtful realize it. Now I will let you know what hannened

Det-25- »«4 -kWOT*.
2a ai nisl,n®s was something that money could not buy—it was 
m orth more than all of Jay Gould's wealth. We took our seats on time 

8 o clock sharp; immediately forms commenced to show themselves 
when our cabinet .eliemist Bolander, materialized in full form, standing 
6 teet^ 3 inches high, smiled and bowed and.said: ‘Happy Christmas.’ 
Ihen the. medium s control materialized, walked out of the cabinet, and 
1 gave linn a $5 bill for a Christmas present. Then a stranger appeared, 
small in size; did not give his name.

I was then ordered to turn up the light to its fullest capacity. (Now, 
you will shortly see why “Jim” came up here with the Indian who eave 
Ins name.) .

. “Now comes our finest gift, too beautiful to describe. Under a full 
light the curtains slowly parted and, lo and behold, there stood the 
most exqiiisite, the most dazzling form robed in white—smiled and 
bowed, Mrs. Hoyt, at a glance, and in fact all of us at once recognized ■ 
our own beloved daughter Eva, with her curly blonde hair and low-^ 
neck dress, just as natural as when on earth in the flesh, I wonder if 
there was ariy'one else on earth as fortunate on last Sunday night.

“I am fully repaid for my 20 years’ effort, with 50 per cent interest, 
and we all feel very much elated. Do you begin to see why ‘Jim’ and 
Ins Indian came up here?—ask him about it. -

“Now the medium takes on all the symptoms of the disease which' 
caused Eva’s demist?, which appears to be a law. After this an Indian 
took control of our. medium and talked considerably in Indian and 
broken English; and am quite .sure gave his name as Nimble-Knee, and 
said he knew-Prof. Murray (member of the circle) in Lawrence, Kans., 
and also in Shawnee in O. T. Regards from all. All well.

. . .. “E. J. HOYT.” ,
Note.—It was not the materialized spirit that caused symptoms of dis

eased conditions in the medium in this case. It was the sitters’ mental 
and perhaps unconscious suggestions, for they could hardly help think-, 
ing of the disease that caused death of the physical body. In a ease op 
identification these symptoms result from suggestions given by th0 
spirit desiring to be identified or the medium’s control.

Now bring on your bogus mediums and let them try their hand at 
faking these phenomena.

'1'he spirit world will ultimately settle the fraud question. /
Come on with your transliminal selves, your subconscious or subject-1 

ive and objective minds, and let them try their hand at this business—/ 
and let your objective mind at the same time laugh at your own stu-l 
pidity. . I
. They say life subjective mind is amenable to all kinds of suggestions, j 
What a' timely suggestion such a suggestional laugh would be to the/ 
subjective mind. But, oh Lord, save us from getting mixed up in the 
illogical unsupported, and inconsistent sophistries of the subjective and 
objective mind, for we might lose ourselves in the fogbanks of suppo- 

..sition and assumption, and run amuck among the breakers outside of 
the harbor where Truth lies at anchor, under full protection of sur
rounding heights, resting upon a most solid foundation. We have dur
ing last year read many able arguments in The Progressive Thinker on 
vital and most important questions, but proofs have been as scarce as 
hens’ teeth, in spring chicken time.

b
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It is time that we have a true and comprehensive knowledge of the 
processes involved in psychical as well as physical phenomena. lt'5lUt*\ 

^iine that we have a true conception of the constituent parts of the hu- " A 
man being, and their relation to the whole.

It is time that we arrive at a true classification of powers and forces 
operating in the human being. It is time that Spiritualists agree on 
terms whereby they may express ideas that may be understood by all 
alike. It is time that Spiritualist people put aside unsupported opin
ions, assumptions and theories based on nothing but authority—and go 
after the real.thing.

It is time that we have a true explanation of materialization, telep
athy, hypnotism, mesmerism, and healing, and all other psychic pho- / 
ncmena, that no one can.run a bluff on us without being called: that / 
Spiritualists may in unity present a solid front against all materialistic 7

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS
. Continuous success In the phases of our modi, 
utnshlp, and in obtaining perfect llkeneseeli of 
those spirit friends most desired by our patrons, 
that can-be readily recognized, has enabled us to 
reduce the price ot sittings by mall. Always as
piring for the highest In the psychic field, has 
aided us to rise above the useot stimulants to
bacco. and allep.ntamlpatlng.lafluences so prev- 

ruledti’and brings us enrapport with the higher 
spirit forcee as well as your departed friends, and

-places .success wdtbiii easy reach. Send stamp 
Ibr qiir.three'Valuable circulars oflnstructlon.
.Trance;,test and business readings by mall. 

■ Sealed questions answered, without opening, bv 
.spirit power; MK 4 Mns. A. NORMANN, 
. 2721. Elliott av. So.. Minneapolis. Mlitn.

- . MngnetlzodBlute», 81.00 a Fair. ’ 
• , •- •• ,3. • -

7 / ' Have You Ever ■< 

ATTENDED A SEANCE?' 
, ,Thiq conversation took ¿lace between a mother

■ and herson.:' . ■_ .
.f’Soyon.rccoffnlzo.iue?” . . .

.‘‘Yes, mother.”:- - • . •••■ .,
"How often I come to yomvhen-aione.”
vBulIdo noti>eoyou,inoiher.f‘. 7. ; ”

. "That, iny bojvls because you have not yet 
opened your, spiritual eyes.”; . - - ■■■ .

• “O, mother, can I seo you it l uufold my clair
voyance?” ■ >•■■.

"Yes; myeon. you can see mo then ns I nm in 
spirit, ever near you. radiant, happy, in paradise.”

.“How cau I unfold m.v psychical vision?"
"gtudi’. J. C. J‘\ Grumblne’a book.* It Is a work 

otInspiration. There is no bookllkoit. Heroin 
apston wo onco de-materiallzed this book to 
prove Its henvenl.v.’OriRin.” -- . •
?’X®^This de-miuerlaHzatlon took pincoat a se
ance In 18’J8. when Misa Yonuír, who for yem a as- 
niutod Colville, was present.' She had Mr, 
Grumo Ino's "book with her at this seance.
■ Í1TBuy this book, putln practice its teachings, 
and become-clairvoyant.••hisendorsed by The 
Banner ot Light The Progressive Thinker, Mind, 
Henry Wood. Lilian Whiling. It will enable yon 
to penetrate the. veil, see spirits, react the auras, 
locale minerals, understand the mysteries and 
become an adept. •

THE PRICE IS REDUCED from »2 to 11.60.
Senda slumped addressed envelope for"Tho*' 

System of Philosophy Concernniff Divinity,” so 
lessons ana terms for development. Address,

J. O. F. «KUMBLNE,
1285 Gimmonwealth Ave., .

, ; . -Boston. Mass.

Round in fine 
edges, 82.00;

the Reflflion of Science.
, ®y fer. Patì Caros. Vsç thoughWtd tshddo- 

r - , J

attacks. .
Ponca City, 0. T,

P. PEARSON.

Sworn Statements.

• ■ Ponca City, Dec. 28. 1901.
I do hereby testify that I hunted all through Mr. Pearson’s desk 

drawer before supper on Dec. 25,1904, trying to find a paper of needles, 
and the package containing the magazine and large letter was not there 
then, but I saw Mr. Pearson and two other gentlemen that came in with 
him, find it there the next morning about 10 o’clock. Christmas night 
I was sitting by the desk reading about 8:20 o’clock. I am not a‘ Spirit-
ùalist.
Territory of Oklahoma, County of Kay, ss :

CARL DE LONG.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th dav of December, 1904. 
... . HARRY II. WALKER.

My commission expires Feb. 8, 1908. ■ ’ Notary Public.

Ponca City, Dec. 28,1904.
This is to certify that I was sitting by the stove in the Globe Hotel 

office eating popcorn about 8:20 o’clock Christmas night, and that I was 
in the hotel office next morning when Mr. Pearson, A. L. Martin and 
Chas. Martin came into the office looking for something on the desk, 
and I saw Mr. Pearson find in the desk drawer a package containing a 
magazine and a large letter. I am not a Spiritualist.
. \ J. SHELBURN.
Territory of Oklahoma, County of Kay, ss: .

Subscribed, and sworn to before me this 29th day of December, 1904.
' HARRY II. WALKER.

My commission expires Feb. 8, 1908,_ . Notary Public.

Dßvll anö me Adventists.
Asalst Development' By An Adventist attack upon Snlrltualbm r«- , 
JpsWi cfotbWwata. saM ByMoew-HuU. Price. IO cinta, —.

Now is the time to send in your yearly sub
scriptions, * The Progressive Thinker is now un
usually interesting. It is „educational all along 
the line. The Spiritualist who-reads it regularly 
becomes well equipped in everything that per
tains to Spiritualism and Occult science, for no 
other Spiritualist paper has ever dared to dis
cuss the Important psychic questions now con
sidered carefully and critically in its columns 
from week to week. Just think, too, of the 11
Valuable Premium books, elegantly bound in 
cloth, which we are sending out for a nominal 
price, constituting our Divine Plan. You can 
not fully realize thé grand work we are doing 
without seeing and reading the books. Send 
in your subscription now, and get your .neigh? 
bor to join with you. ;

hj.fr


tructive and Truly Descriptive

way.
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and keep pace with 
all that is transpir
ing in the ranks.
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UNPRECEDENTED!!!
IIH 1 H JjIiJ. in 1 MllUffl Ul 1 lift 1 | Nothin Like It in the History of Spiritualistic Literature.

The Profoundly Interesting, In- 66
99 Given Through the Mediumship

o of the Late Carlyle Petersilea.
I’bis Book—THE TWELFTH OF OUR PREMIUM LIBRARY—Is Now in Press aud Will Be Ready for Distribution in a Short Time. See Special Offer Elsewhere.
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By Request He Gives Some Interesting Particulars 
' in Reference to Spiritualism/ to the San Antonio 

(Texas) Express. : „
‘ Harrison D. Barrett of Washington, 

L president of the National Spifltoallsts 
IQ Association, ts in the city, engaged in 
{;( Spiritualistic missionary work, and in 
I < the interest of this ' propaganda ad- 
H dressed a large audience in the Elks 
¡ I Hall, Saturday and Sunday night.

: At the request of The Express, Pres-
iident Barrett consented-to answer a 

A number of questions regarding Spirit- 
Ttaalism. President Barrett said: 
in" “The objects of our National Associa
tion? We aim to unite all people of: 
•Ribera! views into one harmoniously 
forking body along educational, Sclen- 
béf e, philosophical and religious lines, 
of k alm, through analysis 'and synthe- 
foÓAto present a rational idea of God to 

' Wif/ world, and to show man’s relation 
l^jihe Infinite in such ways as will lead 

to do his best here on earth.”
Ihwhat do we. believe? Our declara
re^ of principles, or creed as it is 
dided by some, contains six planks, 
viz.: fl) We believe in infinite intelli
gence; (2) We affirm that the phenom
ena of nature, mental arid physical, arc 
exforessions of infinite Intelligence; (3) 
we] affirm that a correct understanding 
of /such phenomena and living in har- 
■mokiy therewith constitute the true re
ligion; (4) we affirm that the continuity 
of life beyond the grave is a tact, sci
entifically, proven by ■ the •phenomena 
ot Spiritualism; (5) we affirm that eon- 
Bcloiusness is not interrupted by the 

' change, called death, and assert that 
; man assumes his new- relations in the 
spiritual world the same individual he 
.-was on earth, ap heir to the rich inher-. 
itqnce of eternal, progress; (6)-we de
clare the highest morality to be con- 
talned in the ‘Golden Rule,’ whatsoever

Visions of the Dying.
They Reveal Heaven, and Bring the Departing Spirit 

in Touch with Those in Spirit Life.—Incidents Re
. lated by the New York American. 5 • / U r i

When njy own father, John Morgan, 
was dying, three years ago, he said:, 
"There is my mother and my sisters.’’—-. 
Rev. W. H. .Morgan, of Newark.

' Any man with the experience of. dy-and Binbere life, if he would be happy 
in thb. upseen. spheres. Phenomena’ _o r— ,. 
prompt him, or should do sb, to right- physician has, cannot fall to Know pos- 
eous living'and pure thinking. - itively. that glimpses of heaven are 
. “What are the. ethical ■ phases of I often' vouchsafed to persons of great 
Spiritualism? In part, I have already. faith and saintly lives .on their death- 
touched upon them. We hold that there beds.—Rev. George R. Van de Water, 
is absolutely no forgiveness for sin, ——~
and that every man must Paf t0 £be ul' I It is possible that in the actual mo- 
termost farthing the penalty for wrong ment of dissolution revelations- from 
thinking, as well as for wrong doing, the other world come to the dying. I 
Man must do right because it is right to’ I have seen persons at the last' moment 
do right; lie must be honest, not for I stretch out their hands and. call the 
policy’s eake, but because it is right to names of dead relatives.—Dr. J,. D. 
be honest. He must be the embodiment Quackenbos. * '
of the altruistic spirit in the thought. ----------
word and deed, in all of his dealings .; believe that many men and women 
with his fellow-men. • who have lived good lives are close to

Spiritualism Scientific. I heaven.-Rev. Robert L. Paddock .

“How about its scientific phases? 1 heavpn is revealed
They are, of course, very important. I HEAVEN is re ea p,
favor the methodri followed by Epes The saintly, and pure of life are. al- 
Bargeant, Prof. Alfred Russel Wallace I ways close to heaven. In the last mo- 
and Sir William Crookes, also Protes- ments of life they are, In many cases, 
sors Robert Hare and James J. Mapes, permitted visions of another sphere. 
They experimented again and again, This has been absolutely proven.by re
hundreds of times, with the different corded exclamations of dying persons, 
resultri, and found that they all test!- I who apparently have been translated to 
fled to one and the same thing—that a another life, and at the very instant of 
human being had-survived the change earthly dissolution been greeted by 
called death. I have very little Interest loved ones who have gone before.

i».. ye would that others should do unto 
II;’- you,¿do ye even so unto them.’
•wi' “This creed or basis of principles is 
I olir_statemqnt to the world. Infinite in- 

.k?» - tfiilgence was thought to be a more 
comprehensive term. ..than ..the word 

'oGod,' hence it was adopted in its stead. 
Many of us continue to use the good old 
Saxon term God, and are none the 
worse for it, reserving, of course, the 
fight to interpret the word in our own

Spiritualism Widely Spread.
“How many do we number? It Is 

hard to tell accurately, yet we know 
that we have over 700 local societies or 
churches in the United States and Can
ada; with 250,000 members, and have 

\over three hundred ministers who 
fitarid on equal footing under the law 

- In all states qf the Union with clergy-, 
toen of other denominations. We own 

. 110 church buildings, which, with the 
- property owned by fifty crimp-meetings, 

• makes our total valuation of all our 
- ’ property holdings about $2,00(1,000. We 

also have twenty-two state associations 
to look after legislation and carry on 
missionary work within their borders.

, -“The National Association’s work? 
jt.is to organize local societies, aid in 

■ the defense of unjustly persecrited me- 
~ri-aiums and speakers, pension our worn- 

out workers, defend our rights in the 
courts in the matter of contested wills, 

■ •’ and. carry on an extensive mission work 
through the circulation of literature.

■ “What Joes Spiritualism stand tor in 
-its various phased of work? Phenom- 

■ ena, science, philosophy and religion.
■ From the phenomena, the science’ of 

psychism is deduced, just as toe applied 
sciences are deduced from the phe
nomena of the material world. Our 

; ! philosophy is of course deduced from 
the scientific expressions of our work; 
while Spiritualism as a religion sums 
up man’s duty to himself, to his neigh
bor and to God. He is made to realize 
from what the first three principles re
veal-to him that he must understand 
toe cause of toe phenomena, then clas
sify them, then see what they have be
hind them in the way of an all-compel 
Ung Must to affect his life for good.
i '‘What do the phenomena argue? 

They argue that a force, outside of the 
physical realm, is at work to produce 

'rihe given result One phenomenon at
' • .tracts attention; two phenomena de- 

• (mand an investigation; three of them 
¿imply iterate, the necessity, •'while a 

' multitude affirm that toe force demands 
; h thoughtful hearing. When put to the 
“ test, it is found that.this.force.that has.

Produced .these phenomena, is intelli- 
: gent, has memory of location, of flames; 

'■ End persons. - Questioned closely, it. 
Ì demonstrates that it can think, reason 
'.] - ind form intelligent judgments.

l A Fair Test.

Ing persons, which a clergyman, or a

in the. haphazard methods followed to- -
day by many excellent people. Guess- The astonishing strength of the belief 
work, self-hypnotism and assumed spir- among clergymen and scientific think- 
it control have nothing in common ers that deathbed revelations are fre- 
wlth science. ■ Science deals only with quent is shown by the discussion now 
facts, and many Spiritualists are true going on over the vision of heaven seen 
scientists, yet the rank and file are too by the late Mgr. Doane, of .Newark, 
apt to accept inference for evidence. In the Interviews gathered- by. The 
' “What is Spiritualism’s relation to I American there seems no: very certain 
religion? Really it is religion practi- conception of heaven as a place. On 
cally applied. It is founoed upon Infl-1 the other hand, that many clergymen 
nite intelligence, and deals with man I think heaven is a material .place, and 
as a child of infinite intelligence. He I not merrily a condition, is shown by 
(man) must therefore find his way to I their indorsement of deathbed, revela
God by. developing his own soul, or in I tions.
other words, by becoming acquainted The statements already made in sup- 
with the god within religion means be- I port of this by such -scholars .of Prof. 
Ing .good, doing' good, the seeking after Quackenbos, the Rev. George R: Van de 
truth and a longing for the beautiful,, Water and the Rev. Robert L. Paddock, 
the divine and the holy in life. Man’s is added to by other clergymen, who re
best prayer is a good deed done un- late instances where dying persons 
selfishly for his brother. He must have manifestly had visions. '■
think purely, speak truly, and live One of the most remarkable of these 
noblv. as Buddha advised his followers statements comes from the Rev. Mr. 
In the olden time. ' , Morgan, of Newark, who details a strik-

“Do we accept the Bible? Oh, yes. ing scene at the'death -Of his own 
The Bible is-our book. It is a record of I father. He also calls attention loan al- 
nsychlc phenomena from Genesis to I most equally striking case relating to 
Revelations. Take Spiritualism out of Mrs. Edwards. Following are some of 
the Bible, and only an imperfect his- the opinions gathered yesterday: 
tory of a nomadic people is left. Abra- NEWARK CLERGYMAN TELLS OF 
ham and Lot entertained angels, Jacob VISION HIS FATHER SAW,

ElH“h,JEnsha,1*IsIilh,5JesUs Md The revelation of heaven described 
the Anostles all talked with them. The by the late Mgr. Doane have aroused pages teem with accounts of phenom-1 the widest discuss!on in c|erical circles 
ena of a psychic nature, and Ecc., 3-14, I at Newark, whOre Mgr. Doane Dyed, 
declares that the phenomena of old and and nas led to some very Interesting 
those of the present time are the same, and important utterances. . . 
We prize tbe Bible because of the Father M. J. Richmond, Pa8^r
pnlrftual truth there is in it. This I of the Roman Catholic Church of Our 
may say, is alsoattitude toward all Lady of Good Council, said that he h|d 
Bibles and toward all books founded known too many apparently inexplica 
linen nsvchlsm ble incidents within his own experienceupon psychl m- to doubt the. genuineness of Mgr.

Fortune Telling Condemned- Doane’s vision. ' ~

i “What is a fair test of these phe- 
pomena? The internal evidence of 
tact that they present,-or, as a lawyer 
would say, -’the earmarks of personal
Ity When a so-called dead i,rle»d 
writeri an intelligent message in his old 

•: familiar hand-writing, uses expressions 
- known only to him and to you, we feel 
. justified in affirming-that the earmarks 

are plainly discernible, and that the in- 
tornal evidence of the loved one s pres- 
Once'is clear. ■ To me, a. fair, test con- 
Bists Of ttie psychic’s ability to give me 
Clear'-cut evidence of the presence of 

■ my arisen friend.- I want his charac-- 
teristics, certain expressions used in 

' common'by :us both, and such facts as 
X Were only known to us two, all of which 

must be unknown to the medium. •’ 
1' t!What is' the value of these phenom- 
bffa? They are only of value as they 
rifd used in forming , nobler characters 
on- the/patt of those who. accept them; 
They - mean that man. should eai neritiy 
heek’to ffeterinine 'their ,eause, .and 
‘when that is done, he finds that they 
¿Kree'that an intelligent entity has sur- 
iyiveirthe change called .death.. Hp 
..urtber .learns',from them that, as no 
'■lives here» so ¿till bls,station be in the 

vorld of'sOiJls.' SO reaps as he sows,

A BOOK OF SPECIAL INTEREST. AGNOSTIC ON THE SUBJECT

“Journeys to the Planet Mars,- or Our Yet Gives Sonoe Remarkable Evidence
7 ................- - . of Spirit Return.

sure it was a vision tft$ .dying woman 
had, and no dream. T "

Rev. Loùis Shreve Osborne, reetpr of 
Trinity Episcopal Church, who was one 
of the late Monsignor’s closest friends 
end a fellow member of several ¡art and 
literary clubs, said:- ’ •

“I see nothing queer or strange In it. 
Anybody who has read Prof. James’ 
book on Psychology kribws : that it is 
full of just such incidents.: The trouble 
Is we Westerners have béen Pp busy de
veloping the material that wp 'have al
most forgotten that' there is a spiritual 
realm. I believe it is one of [hose psy
chological phenomena frequently heard 
of which make a-big impression on. sci
entists.” , ‘ ,

The parents of little Willie Healey, 
the dead boy whom Monélgnoi- Doane 
related he had seen in the' vlplou, could 
not be seen yesterday, The father is 
kept in his room,-while'the mother is 
so prostrated over the boy's death that 
she will not see anybody's V - 
DIFFICULT TO CONVINCE THE

.' CHURCH, ' ' ,
Father Patrick E. McCprry, rector of 

the Roman Catholic Church of -St; Cath
arine of Genoa, West Onedlundred and 
Fifty-third street and: Amgtfirdaçi. ave
nue, said yesterday tbaty lftere was 
many instances of revendions-similar 
to that experienced by. Mgr,'Doane.

“It is not at all authenticated,” he 
eald, “¿nd the church is strongly:insist
ent on this point. To me it does not 
seem that there is. anything remwltaWe 
about the dream. I cannot recall any
thing of .the kind in my experience, but 
there are many such instances/° 
lives of the saints. In each' of .y.those, 
cases, however, the most positive 
proofs have been required! to authenti
cate them, ton,as I have said it Is hard 
to; convince the. church life such- ,.,mat-
ters." " • <•
.■ Father ¿McÇorry was asked if .¡the de
scription of heaven glVep'iby Monsignor 
Doane confirmed to the general idea of. 
the church. ' , <

“Generally, yes,” he replmd,'”';^  ̂’ 
been accepted as trûé'uiat ¿wo i'.flhqll; 
know each-other in heaven. Qne of the 
joys of the hereafter is that of-meeting 
and knowing our friends arid loved ones 
in the new (lite-.” ' 'f . . :

"Do ydii regard sucti âreams as help; 
fuV'in spreadlng-the doctrlnd of Chris
tianity—as contributing proof o£ the ex
istence of a hereafter for the benefit of 
the skeptical?” . A

“Such dreams: are Interesting, and 
like many other manifestations of a 
spiritual character they ¿ie mot to be 
explained by ordinary methods. But 
the church Itself does not thke cogni
zance of them untU there is indubitable 
proof of the recurrenhéfiï a] miracle.” 
MRS. PEPPER DECLARES &HE HAS

“Is a Spiritualist able to forecast I “These things -do happen,” he said, 
events, and tell fortunes, etc? Some .“Whether we profess to believe in their 
mediums have the gift of prophecy, as significance or not, vivid and meaning- 
the Bible calls it, and can forecast tLe ful dreams visit us and we con only 
future. Others have no such power. It I wonder at their import. They seem to 
is done occasionally, but is by no means us now beyond human comprehension 
common. I recall one prediction that and human explanation, but a time may 
was fulfilled to the letter, made in the come when we shall be able to explain 
year 1900. It was to the effect that all." '
McKinley would be' re-elected by a ' Rqv. John F. Miller, rector of the Epis- 
large majority; and that he would be I copal House of Prayer, told an Ameri- 
assassiaated within a year of his sec- I can reporter that he considered Mgr. 
ond inagural, that Roosevelt would sue-1 Doane’s dream would have to be ex
ceed himself by the largest majority plained simply by the mysterious work
over given a candidate for the Presi- mgs of the human mind. ' 
dency. Prediction is a fact, but ex- “There are many strange things 
ceoding rare. which we cannot understand in this

“As to fortune telling, I see no con- world,” said Dr, Millet. “I have heard 
nection between it and legitimate Spir- of-significant, dreams and visions be- 
itualism. Some fortune tellers may be fore.- Most of us, I think, at one time 
psychics, yet they .are generally with- or another during our. lives, are made 
out any spiritual, power, and depend I the subjects of apparently occult visita- 
wholly upon good], guessing, the reading tions in which we seem to hear the 
of the facial expressions of their vis- voices of our friends who hqvtf passed 
itors and shrewd questioning tot the beyond the veil.” ■ : '
results they.give. True mediums speak I TELLS OF HIS FATHER'S VISION... 
as they are prompted by excarnate in- ,Rev Dr. William H? Morgan, pastor.

pose of learning spiritual, .trutn. j thnt wns as true as-life I'when he'seeks her for the sake tips Hon and th at K ws as^true
.on races, stocks, and football mateffes.. ¿y own father; John ,¿Morgan, 
. , ■ _ „ — ¿.j' ’ i who lor torty years was. a regularly or-
It lamed preacher, ■was dying three years
charm selling trying to find ago, and we were standing at his.bed-
and husbands ar.®„de^® side, he said.‘There is: mother ancl my
unwary and relieve^ aem of their.dot Bisterg-- v/e looked around in astonish- 
lars. frue Spiritoallsm has merit arid our surprise seemed to puzzle
common with any of these *“ bjm for‘ be then said, ‘There they are,
seeks to elevate man, not to degrade I oan>t you see them?’ I am sure that he

J saw those whom he mentioned; notwith-
How long have you_been president standing that one of his sisters had 

oI.X?u.r.,?.a“??S.1 Ji I been dead about:¿year, the otherahout 
“Twelve years. ,,I hope-to retire f om I years and his mother over twenty

office at our national convention,,to be ““ ^are uuu uw uvc? -t" y
held in Minneapolis, Minn,, in October 
next The organization is in a flourish
ing condition, and ri change lnethe exec
utive would-be a good-thing.; Thls; ls 
my fifth visit to,San Antonio in nine 
years, and I .find that interest in mat
ters spiritual has grown apace with the 
marvelous growth of your beautiful 
city. Texas is my favorite state in the 
Union, and I have visited every one of 
them, territories and all» exceptAlaska. 
We have about thirty local societies-in 
Texas,'and public interest is steadily, in- 
creaslog throughout toe state.” ;

EXPERIENCED REVELATIONS.

Mrs. Popper, Brooklyn^ Spiritualist 
pastor, believes thoroughly, -in Mgr. 
Doane’s vision. “It is not unusual for 
persons to have visions of that kind,” 
she said. “I have them myself. At 
deathbed scenes-the-dying one nearly 
always calls upon somo departed one: in 
his last moments, because, ¿as I. be
lieve, those already enjoying the, next 
world are at that time .holding out 
hands to TéaH thé spirit to itffigw state 
of existence. . rT/iJ'

"We do hot lose those whd go before 
us. They aré continually $oycMng dur 
lives." . . ]'-.'7

WOMAN'S ADVÄNCJI^HT. ;

Better to Suffer Rldipule^harvStand In 
: ■ the Way’oj Prôgrçs^ ■ . '

Mission to Ento.” By Sarah Weiss. 
Published and for Sale by Adolph 
Weiss, 421 North Fourth Street, St. 
Louis, Mo. Also for Sale by The Pfo i prepared to denounce (
gressive Thinker, 40 Loomis Street, Spiritualism as a fraud. He is in the ; 
Chicago. . • true sense of the word an agnostic on <
Having had a rather extended ac- the subject, an unbeliever, not a dlsbe- , 

niiAintaiwe with the late Mrs. Weiss, I liever. Dr. Lydston, however, is a rank , 
and having en joyed many talks with her disbeliever, even in the thought that ; 
especially6 ¿bout her visits to the man has within him a spirit that never 
nlanet Mars—a nlanet which the inhab- dies. In proof of this he offers first the , 
tante caff Ento I have taken a more old argument, “A blow upon the head, , thMordinary interest In this book of and presto, change!-the spiritual qual- , 

548 pages' Thereite nothing really in- ity departs,” as if that proved there 
credible in the book except the fact of might not yet be an indwe ling spirit, 
its author having made many visits to Those who believe man is a com- 
the planet, and through interpreters pound of body and spirit regard the 
communed with a number of Its inhab- brain of the living^.«an as be ng the ln- 
itants strument by which the spirit gives to

The flora and fauna of Ento—Mars, the world Its outward expressions. It 
are véry°shmìar to wSit is found on the has been poetically described as the 
planet Earth. Pictures of many of the ‘window of the soul!
nlants flowers and animals of Mars Destroying the function of the brain 
were drawn by Mrs. Weiss, under a with a blow on the head no more proves 
powerful influence, arid are reproduced that there is not a spirit or soul try ng 
In this book. Indeed DelEster, who io make itself known through that dls- 
seems to have been tho spirit guide who organized brain than Chicago smoke so 
piloted a band of spirits, including Gior- thickly settled on the doctor s window 
daño Bruno, Humboldt, Victor Hugo that ne could no longer see through it 
and other wise spirits, ' together with would prove that the ooctor no longer 
Mrs. Weiss, on these excursions, says, lived behind that window. .
in one of his early tqlks-wlth the me- The doctor thinks that the pbenom- 
j<um. ena of Spiritualism can be fully ex-

“Disqbuse vour mind, now, and for all plained either by hypnotism or fraud 
time, of the idea, that ¿eéeásaríly differ- Now, 1 have oeen an earnest student of 
ent planets must producé entirely dlf- hypnotism for many years as well as of 
ferent expressions-of -life. OneJntelli- psychic phenomena', and I am bound to 
gent energy, directs the universe, and say they are in no sense dentical 
one universal law prevails. Should you Hypnotism, as I understand it, has to 
visit Venus Junfter or Indeed any do only with the subject (the one hypPlanet Mmblted by^Lùnàns, you would notlzed) and the operator (the hypno
find mojí onlv &s vóli know him.” - tist). His pfltient th&t sang the Mar

Mrs. Weiss describes canals, rivers, eeillalse” had undoubtedly heard that 
lakes, oceans, continpnte, lands- and song, even though there was no con- 
homes In Mars much as . travelers in scious memory of it.
this country describe the scenery on I have had a letter lead and an an 
their route of travel. &wer written to it on paper that was

The inhabitants of Mars she found to sealed up with the letter when I did not 
be in ^advance’of those of earth; know a single syllable that was in the 
their laws were more just and humane; communication, and the writer was not ihXlS put an end to wars’, within 200 miles of me when the let er 
Everybody works, .but their work is in was being read, ibis letter was not 
a senso play, u In no case is it slavish only sealed, but It was inside two en- 
láhnr F * ■■ ■ " ’ ' velopes, both of which were sealed, and

The form of government .there >8 then the whole flap face of the envelope 
nearly like what the Socialists are seek- was covered with thin glue and then 
(ng to bring about, in.this world. There covered with tissue paper. This letter 

«íifí* ñt> nnnr nBonlft on Mars. ■ nor’ uf© I only nover left my h&pd, but the tiwre anv whaaré-wce^itely OTalthyiTSO^alled médium did not touch the out- 
'■^KisS«tó^elope even. The letter was 
¡tWíi-a ttiftn'-H' in here The Entoans. 'correctly-read-and the answer to it was khat ¿ the inhaWtants .of- Mars, ^¿ve a ’tàtlófiàl We, to sqy thè least How 
about all the methods of travel we have I can hypnotism explain this •_ 
•on earth, and bèsldes that have airboats 1 have seen a picture apparently grow 
which travel a hundred miles an hour, on canvas that was an exact copy of a 
The propelling power of all their ma- photograph which I held in my hand 
chinery as well as',their vehicles of Inside an en'’e’°p,e-a“d-¿j. 
travel is electricity. By a system of was not seen by the medium until aft 
reservoirs, canals and rivers they'have the picture was complete. And thi 
reclaimed about all the desert and arid Picture was not a daub. It was an_ex 
lands. : Indeed thè reading of this book qulsite work of art that would take¡at 
rriakes Ento seem a kind of heaven if !easLsef by
not an improvement on any heaven of ha5ds u£ t£ie best 
which I have ever read or heard. I These phenomena as well as scores of

Whether Mrs ‘ Weiss’ iournèys were others I have witnessed as genuine, re^imaSry/’shé ^nten" done in broad daylight without^y sort 
wonderfully fascinating book. She of machinery or helps ot any bl“d. 
makes Mars seem to be such kind ' of Tt> me IhT mvslerv' so
Huro’homl811 C0UW W1Sh £Or the‘r tU- Ranr abemv ulHmate “xpUnat“n fs "con- 

inono respect.Mars is behind é'arth; cerned; so ia.telepathy so. is the^com- 
that, Is, its inhabitants know little or ™un,icat’°?ha d?„c ^nt because 
nnthiiwr nf immortality • They- mourn I such a thing can bs. But because 
to tbeir dead m thourh they were for- these things are all mysteries it does ever ¡on^ Mrs. 'Wetes wad'Ukem to I not follow that a final explanation of 
Mars, partially on: purpose to teach tho any one of them woul J.explainthe>th 
pntnnTiq a knowledge of a future life I ®rs, or that they were in any sense iden- “ave"Sd mqSy speXs and I «cal. The intellectual horizon of the 
nAAsncAH in this bock to ouoto in this 1 best of us closes down around us at no 
review but for want'of room'must fore- great distance, hence our explanations ' ycythe nlXre Many of SXeechX of things are necessarily very limited, 
madé bv the inhabitants of Ento Win I do not believe In rejecting everything' the ° best a8 a Fraud that I-cannot explain nor do 
Kn/pcW ever delivered in this world. I believe in accepting everythihg as a 
The same thing may- be- said of the I fact because it merely appears tobe so. g^chStho. wise , anil ¿eat mén But I do believe in preserving that bal- 
who accomnariied her. --Mrs. W. asked I ance of mind that never decides until 
many profound questions, the answers tbe last word bas been said pro ^n 
to which, it seems -to hie, show a great con. • A. W. FOREMAN,
growth on the part, of Humboldt and I White Hall, ill.
other wise philosophers. . . I

• The writer [as set forth in the Chi
cago Record-Herald] is not a Spirltual-

A SHORT IMPRESSIVE STORY.

One That Illustrates In a Marked De
gree the Fact That Spirit Return Is 
no Respecter of Persons—A Little 
Babe Is the Central Figure, . ■.
Prof. Hyslop of Columbia University, 

and now connected with the Society for 
Psychical Research of Boston, Mass., 
tells me the society lias spent several 
thousands of dollars to prove the ini-, 
mortality of the soul on a scientific 
basis.

In my conversation with him a few 
days ago I remarked that he was surely 
doing a great work; that in years to 
come he would be heralded with out
stretched arms.

To-day spirit return Is in its infancy. 
We want the ABC lesson proven, and 
that was positive proof that we live
again, and do receive intelligent mes
sages from our departed friends.

While the professor is trying to make 
connections of a few woids with .Mrs. 
Piper and the English medium -across 
the water, I in my ABC class am con
tented to be taken unawares, as I was 
some time ago when my wife and I, ac
companied by our spirit friend, Amelia 
Bauer, went into a store to make some 
purchases.

The-only visible occupant was the 
proprietor, an old mau, he being an 
atheist.

All at once Amelia said: "A spirit bf 
a lady is here, and wants her son, 
August.”

I asked this man if he had this lady’s 
son. He looked bewildered, said noth
ing, so we let the matter drop.

The next day we hail to call again; 
then the old man wanted to know what 
we meant yesterday. We told him the 
same spirit was there, and wanted her 
son August. She said she had left her 
son and parasol with his wife twenty 
years ago.

The old man then said it was very 
queer, and told us that about twenty 
years ago a young lady with a babe in 
her arms came to his house in the 
month of August, asking for a glass of 
water. His wife gave it to her, after 
which the girl said: "Oh! I left my 
prayer book across the street at the 
church,” and asked permission to leave 
her babe and parasol while she ran 
after her prayer book. She left and 
“forgot” to return.

When the old man returned in the 
evening he was surprised to see the 
baby. After his wife told him the cir
cumstance he said they would have to 
send it to some home, and walked over 
to the bed to see it. Oh seeing him the 

.bayy-.laughed, and' reached out itsflittle 
hands to him. He at once said:, “Mam
ma, it is only one more, and we will 
keep it.”

Turning to us he said, It was the best 
child they had. He would not have it 
or the world know that he and his wife 
were not its own father and mother. 
He named him August, for that was the 
month it wits left with them.

The spirit that returned claimed to 
Be this boy’s mother, anil was perfectly 
satisfied now that she had made her
self known.

Now, which story would your readers 
believe? This one or the one which 
the Rev. Dewitt Talmage preached, to 
his congregation when lie said that if 
we wanted any communication with the 
spirit world, we would have to go back 
to the old apostolic days thousands of 
years ago. I for one know what can be 
done to-day, and believe the same was 
done in the days of Christ and his 
apostles. A. E. BABCOCK.

St. Louis, Mo.

MAN FARES LIKE ARCHANGEL.

Spiritualist Asserts Both Are Now in 
Courts of Heaven and in Pres

ence of the Almighty

.' Perfection' is attained by slow de
grees; she requires toe-hand of time.— 
Voltaire..

A life of pleasure' niakes even the 
strongest Blind frivolous at last.—Bui- 
wer. - ’

• All politeness Is owing -to liberty. 
-Shaftesbury.. ‘ ‘ ' '

In 1848, when -the ' first-:. Woman's 
Rights convention-rwas held] men ex
claimed, '"What! Wo'man'ion; the. plat
form; woman in thé pulpit;Jin-th®«col
lege; in the court-room ; 'in the voting
booth; in the legislature!';-'Monstrous! 
It is against the ordinances of Al
mighty God! It will break up'the order 
established at the creation, and respect
ed for 6,00.0 years! It will prove a last
ing injury to all mankind! It will give 
the lie to Scripture! It.-sball not. be! 
Even the order of God is tit Stake!” ?'.

In that day, the few who stood for the 
right of woman to a larger life were 
made thé butt of ridicule;, yet in- the 
light of history how ridieulous are their 
opponents. :A■ 

; How is it now? ; ThereJare oyer 430,
000- professional woineh -tn Ihe. United 
States.. There are 1,000 ¡lawyers,' 2,000. 
journalists, 3,000 ' clergymen, 6i000 lit
erary and scientific persons/71)00 pby- 

i sicians, 8,000. governmepL oiflciats, 34,
000 merchants and’ 328,00.0 teachers and;

I college professors. Andi, women are 
gaining on men in almost]all; the occu.-' 
pations save, strange'to/isay, those of 
domestic servants, lau'nderers. niilliners

years. ■ ■ ' ■ ' ■• w
“At that time my father was sixty- 

two years .old. As I said before,’ I be
lieve the:Monsignor.had' a. .yisioBi' ..as 
real as life, and I believe, truly' that my 
father had one. It was no. dream, for 
he was awake and conscious at the 
time, J cannot account for it,’’; •':'■•

ANOTHER IMPORTANT CASE.
Rev. Mr. Morgan told of. another inci

dent where he, knew of a person who, 
shortly before dissolution, had.a vision 
corresponding absolutely'jylthittiqiiviS'. 
iOri of Monsignor Doaner,;;ThIs?Betsdn! 
was Mrs! Susie Edwards,:aisl6ter-ol:4he’ 
•Rev. Charles Yatman, the, tveJI-kjnijjwn: 
evangelist!- .When , ¿ho .was dyingthhe; 
told those ¿round her bed ofhavto&i 
Seen arid' conversed with members of 
Ker family who.had died before, and 
•who wefb, she claimed, present at Me, 
time. Ab in. the caso of bio father,

reader of this is advised to send to the I upon his .dark and guilty soul, 
office of The Progressive Thinker for a While fleeting years to ages roll, 
copy. . . MOSES HULL. >tib time the clarion voice of Paine

. ' " - Was heard through all the land again.
Awaksp ye sons of toll, awake!

THE REIGN OF MAMMON.
, ---------- Shake off tie fetters of the soul;
An Original. Poem by N. F. Ravlln. Backward the tide of avarice roll. •
. ’ .. - ■ ' No longer cringe, like galley slaves
(Read at the Paine anniversary meet- Before the multimillion knaves.

ing, First Association of Spiritualists, (jb forth in freedom's righteous cause, 
Philadelphia, Pa., January .29, 1905.) Assume control and make the laws.
Firm heated on his regal throne, I ArIg6! anj jn your sovereign- might, 
Old Mammon rules the world aloge. I Establish justlce, truth and right.
His vassals are the kings of earth, | The sacre(i rights of man defend,
Both plebeian and of noble birth. I ¿ii hostilltieB shall end.

and saloon keepers.' , ; i’ : ’
And what of ¡ woman’s -political 

status to-day? , Full suffrage in four 
’States of the .Union. ; .jSt^dpV.suffrage in 
20 states; and "some: m^wieiPf pollti- 
qal right in twenty-four ¿.states wiUi 
full suffrage, in Federated’'Australia, 
and some form .of suffrage-tn ¿very civ
ilized country of the wbfldi <; ....
1 All triis has been’]done jjn. the face.of 
the most solemn warning's;'.iff'the face 
of all the prophets of calamity. The 
heavens have not falleria. What harm 
has come? Nprie, savo the. harm that 
has been done to tile repu(aUon of those 
■who stood in the way. .'4 f , .

I had-rather, .be akeadt(|t my. time, 
,and suffer! rldicule/for ’jg. egason, -than - 
¿hake toy- flst?ahlimaW«i’^^|ri trie 
face of! advaficlng ‘truffi^atfe. thereby; 
b'ecome the Iriughirig ¿Cock of posterity~

, ■ HERBBRT^BIQEDOW' ' 
f Quarrels would. not'fest?&ig^i,the' 
fault was. only on oge- mds.'-yto.la 
Rochefoucauld. .
. . There are truU ¿11;

He rules as with anlron rbd, • ; .Th péople then will own the land; 
Regarding neither man nor God. An mines win be at then- command ;

-His treasures are the price ofhlood, . raliroads will their bidding do,- 
That flows .in streams, a mighty flood.. I An(j thé nation will be theirs too. 

All men are held within his grasp, . ■ - p’eabe shall reiga from shore 
While women down to hell are cast. -shore
The poor man’s home he wrecks for 'And ¿trikes and broils will be no more;

. ga,In'.' , I prosperity to all has come,
Nor heeds the bitter cry of pain. . I Aad happiness fills every home. 
As homeless ’neath the open sky, I no more shall Mammon: rule the land, 
Mother and babes go forth to die. , For none henceforth heed his command, 
The damned trusts his minions are, . His golden treasures now are naught, 
That sap thé land from near and far, I Mor0 prjéeiess riches hence are sought. 
Blasting the hopes of men in trade, , Trea3ures bf mind, and heart, and soul, 
And those who toll with pick and spade. I j. upward to a' brighter goal, 
“The rights of man,” he coldly spurns, • while ran8pined nations join the song, 

. Rolling in wealth he never earns. I roll the: mighty tide along. 
For him, and his, tbe earth was made( ?) Till bn earth, good will to méô” 
For hiini her firm foundations laid (?) sh n v,brate through the ¿heavens 

¿While all that breathe above the sbd, ° a aKaln . ■ , .
Must need his royal beck and nod. . lAnd loVe divine, wiUiout alloy . 
All legislation he controls, ' • | Fills every heart with sacied joy. .
AU vested rights in human souls, 

-Arid vet with eyes to heaven raised, 
. He sings the anthem, "God be praised.”
At heart he prays, “O God, retire, ’ 
And treads' the, ¿Christian within., the 

mire,;' ' "'r: '
Yet prates of his most generous deeds, 
Pinning his:faith on human creeds.- . ]
His falth is ¿aright, his sins' remain;-: ■ ? 
No blood of Christ-¿can cleanse the

Wrulried^

v...?
aev. Mr. Morgan Ä th^t he WM¡men nor to* all

to

A cheerful face is nearly as good for 
;an invalid.as; healthy weather.—Frank- 
■\ No opportunity should, be lost to In

culcate a spirit'of honor and respect for 
faithful work in every useful vocation. 
—Lewis G. Juries. •

It is the excess and not the nature of 
our passions which is. perishable.—Bui-

- The bbst thing which we derive from 
liiBtorji is that-lt raises
In us.^-Gpethe, , . . >’

The Editor-at-Large is doing a grand 
work for Spiritualism. He writes as 
follows to the Chicago Record-Herald:

In reading the views of the many 
clergymen who contributed answers to 
the question, "Can the Dead Talk With 
the Living?" one is surprised at the un
certainty or total want of knowledge 
of a future life displayed.. Surely the 
Bible is replete with facts of spirit 
communion, and religion, based on the 
belief in that life, ought to teach some
thing definite regarding it. Others 
think the matter belongs to psychical 
science. Another would rather be “an
nihilated” than, on reaching the spirit 
world, to run to the beck and whim of 
the friends left behind. ••

There seems to be a sad lack of 
knowledge as to what Spiritualism real
ly is. It'is called the “rappings” “ta
ble turning,” as if there was nothing 
more,. Frauds are exploited and the 
valuable is suppressed, making the 
cause appear ridiculous and despicable.

We admit there are villainous frauds, 
criminally disposed persons claiming to 
be mediums and that a great deal which 
purports to be spiritual is beneath that 
claim, yet there is a fair proportion of 
truthful'messages, and when the laws 
and conditions are better understood, 
this will greatly increase.

The facts in the psychical realm, the 
purely spiritual, have never been "ex
posed” or explained. The nearest ap
proach is by the "subconscious self,” or 
“subliminal,” which is of itself an hy
pothesis falling utterly to cover the 
Whole ground, explaining and uniting all 
facts, which is essential for a hypothe
sis to do.- Spiritualism is the only the
ory meeting the requirements, all facts 
falling into line and forming a harmoni
ous whole. - "

We are ih the courts of heaven, and 
in the presence of the Almighty God ns 
much now as the archangels, Hen.ce, 
aS: every human spirit sets out at birth 
tor infinite progress, we are not to wait 
till death to begin our journey. Every
thing we do that perfects our character . 
here, in gentleness, charity,' righteous
ness, is so much of treasure laid up 
above. Whatever, makes our character 
more angelic here, is the best prepara
tion for the next life. ‘ .
; . HUDSON TUTTLE. -

Falsehood is susceptible of an infinity 
of combinations, but truth has only one 
modeof being.—Rosseau. ■ . i
-. Lot them obey that know not how to 
rule.—Shakspeaie. .
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Prof. Loveland is irrepressible. At the age of 80, his intellectual fac-1 enter.6*1'in a ceitttin E®nse‘

A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J 
, M. Peebles’ Book, “Obsession, or Demon- 

~ , ism of the Ages.” . '

What Is the Root 
of Animal Appetites?

’'THE FROG5RB.SSIVB THINKER
¿a>W--L i;'?",-).»». . ................................................-e-««««!» -g-'i-aa?«

=^=Mi— i » •
tip® isitiiat mediumship requires that I produce toHtio action, miscalled oh- 
pna’must Held one’s self entirely to the | session.1 >1 ■ > ,
control of spirits, or, what is supposed I 2. The sophistical character of tlie 
to ”bd spirits. By such surrender' of statement’is seen in the implied as- 
sqlfiioqd,' the person becomes receptive I sumption that the experience ia that ot, 
to all forms of mental or hypnotic influ-robsddfiion,;ikiid<-that the theorists; so-.: 
enee. • Profanity, obscenity are in tlie I called', deny the experiences. This is 
air. The all-pervading ether carries the not true; itor, from the outset, we have 
wireless influences everywhere, and the I admitted' tlitft the stories were or might 
ignorant medium, who has thrown open I be tf,tle.‘»BUti--we have said, and still say, 
the door of her inner life, becomes the that tlie dcinonologists have not proved 
plaything of these forces. They are all I thatischeso abnormal phenomena were 
here in the teemipg!energies of the vile I produced -im demons. , - It belongs to 
of earth, and no spirlts out ot the body, them to iifjivo that, as they assume the 
are needed for all the imagined spirit: afflrmatitebitUntil they iurnlsh positive 
Obsessions of the 'best persons who evlddSce;Hint their experiences have 
have blindly thrown open the "Holy of theirjorlguolin the realm of evil spirits 
Holies” of their inmost Ute for any it-isotheddieerest. sophistry to parade 
vagrant tramp’to enter. .tbenBiagamat our positions as being

Nor must It be forgotten that'every I meoaithentieH.- - We are entitled to re
human being possesses the same ele- tort and . say- you are only theonzing 
ments of character. The only K differ- I when.- you: assume the cause of these 
euce is the relative strength of the ■dif- I phenomena to be- demons. For in
ferent faculties. THE BEST OF1- US stance, oua, man gives us an account ot 
HAVE ALL THE ELEMENTS OF the.sttanae. action of his -wife in con- 
THE WORST, AND THE PRACTICE necti<m :with his work in a dissecting 
OF UNRESISTING SUBMISSION TO 1 room; and it is paraded as a most tell- 
PERSON IN ■ DANGER OF BEING I ing experience in favor of demonic ob- 
SWERT INTO THE CURRENT OF session. ; But When we-probe the case 
ANY )CONCEIVABLE MANIFESTA- to its gore it .is only , one of thousands 
TION OF A VILE AND DISCREDITA-, ot instances of the wonderful power of

Is Obsession á Fad in Natur??
/ __ I T ' < ' • 'I ! ; - j J

Geo, W. Lewis, A. M., is a prominent literary gentleman and lawyer 
of San Francisco, Cal., and is thoroughly posted in allBpii’itualistic and 
occult subjeCis, and his opinion is given from the standpoint of actual 
expedience, and cannot fad to be read with great interest, and will make 
a deep impression upon the reader. If his statement is founded on self- 
ihypnotism op auto-suggestion, then the whole system* of spirit inter
' course must be remodeled. His article, in connection with Prof. Love- 
.land’s able views, will be relished by every thinking mind. .

BLE CHARACTER. But it is their own telepathy aiid-psychoinetry. This doc
Selfhood, stimulated by the vile influ-J tor works, over the body of a notorious 
enee of earthly minds, which they have’, character and gops directly to his home.
” " ’ ’ ' >, invited to' His, wifè, a medjijmistiç sensitive, feels

. _ . I at .onep the psychometric Impress of
ulties are as briffht "as ever, and what he writes is always interesting, in this connection we must recognize the dead, wonjan and all her pècultó’ 

, 8 ,. , . - . . . , . . the enormous influence of suggestion, characteristics. But not comprehend-
courteous and suggestive, and js well calculated to set one s memai ma- The great mass of gPjrituaiiBts, to I mg the law and the. wonderful power of 
chinerv in full oneration, and thereby causé a healthy glow to the whole I cover up thqir ignorance of the science, psxçhqméfjto.- perception, and . being 

. —, , . .< , . . .. t-.tz.-nctinn. oi mediumship, have persistently 11-, fully upder.jjfie control of the common
organism. The discussion, to say. the least, is exceptionally interesting 1)eled (he spirit worid by assertlng that notions of, spirit obsession, concluded 
and soul-exhilarating. Nothing like it ever occurred before in any the incorrect and mistaken messages at,ppce.tliat'the. spirit Of the dead wom- 
U . ... j ij e j i were from lying or evil spirits. This as-, an jvas controlling her1. And the hus-
Spiritualist paper, and it Will do a world Of good—except to tnose too BUmption of control by evil spirits has. band, under the same'-superstitlous no- 
weak in mind to consider both sides of a question. There is no hope for been extended to embrace not only timi, co^ltiuH. by.puggestjon to the 
vi n mi u u verbal communications, but also the ac- delusion,, .The whole account Is one .of
fliat'ClaSS. , tions of mediums. Hence,: the sugges-. the cle.aiyst Illustrailoiis of the blended

’ —: —: —: —: — tion is «well nigh universal that any out- .actiqn. of psychometric perception, auto-
• , „ , .. . • rageous conduct of a medium is due to suggestion prid’ hypiiotic control I have

petual motion, even in the atoms ot tne BOlne Bpirit control. - They’ may be seen ip tiiffi entire controversy, as it 
rock, or a mass of solid meta!.’ " drunkards, licentious or frauds, but it is .also ÌA of the sopjilstical character of
: The animal appetites constitute a. all spirit control. . And if they become I the positions pf the derimnologists.: 
series of processes of continual organ-. inBfme lt iB Btm spirit control. With . 3.' ïhfere Is'qiso. lfi the manner in 
Izing and disorganizing of material sub- gmjjj a widespread-notion, no one can which/thb; dçfnônoipgists present the 
stances. The ultimate result-of these. .fan Bee that spirit mediumship is a fàg.t of experience, a' most subtle mis
processes in man is the formation of an condition of constant suggestibility, leadinff feature, ■vvïiiçh is not likely to" 
etheric or’spiritual body within ■ the And a.j Buch books as the “Demonism’ be detected except bÿ careful thinkers- 
physical one.- These processes require Ages”"aggravate‘this condition1 These experiences are very adroitly
many organs. Each organ possesses a, a most alarming extent They are' stated,’ and then the oft-repeated, but 
special function. It does one special m0Bt potent obsessing influences. Their ’ never proved assertion,that the animal 
form of work. It can’t do the work of autilors ape obsessing spirits, who are appetites a&d passions of earth life are 
another. The heart cannot do the work I aeeking to lay off upon dlscarnate splr- -carried Into1 the spirit- life, is made as • 
of the lungs—the brain that of the kid- -responsibility of their o wn ig-’ though it was part of the experience, or
neys, or the nerves that of the arteries norance -and superstition. « at lertst that '-the expérience proved the
and veins.. In one sense, it-is: unfortunate that assertion, ' ■ •

The life stuff, which goes through so ojd church superstition should be All through the contest It is constant- 
many transformations in its passage, as I jippos-efl upon Spiritualism, and espe- ly assumed that animal appetites and 
coarse food, from the mouth to the in- I daily , by some occupying influential po- I passion’s have their origin and root In 
visible, impalpable nerve-aura, the vis Bjt[ons. ' But in another view, perhaps, I the spirit nature, and the logical unfair- 
vita, stored in brain, plexus and gan- I ¡j. as brjagB the whole subject hess -còtifiìstì in -demanding that we 
gllon, can never repeat the process. It I bGfore the spiritist public, and will set- prove the contrary. We are not re
can never come back to the condition t)e yie question whether we shall go I quired to do this. We deny. They al- 
of bile or blood. It can never function I tack to the old church and its mon- I firm-. TheyWust prove._ This they have 
as it did when going through those sev- Btrous dogmas or advance along Scien- not done., jHiiS? we are sure they-'can-; 
eral stages of transformation. The I uneBj accepting nothing outside of not d<V. Buthve have’ sought to accoin- 
great law of all evolution is that any- positive, demonstration.- ■ modale our demonist friends to some ex
thing passing from one stage of develop- lt may be thought that my charge of I tent.., We sgy fp them, our position is 
ment to another loses, in the passage, ignorance is too strong. I have only I self-êyklen.t^n.nd, we point tfiem to the
that specialty which adapted it to that ^bjg t0 say, not one of the demonol- I anlniaf nlngtìpm, from the lowest to the
primary condition, and, therefore, re- I oglstg has-given a- hint that théy un- bighe®,,fronfi; the amoeba to the man,
turn to that condition is impossible. derstand the science of mediumship, and from tne present back through all
There are no backsteps in evolution. Tlle physiological status of the trance I the agd$ offbe unmeasmed past, qnd
What is necessary In one phase of evo- not eyen touched upon save in some I wé say. -behara the animal appetites find 
lutlon, but Impossible in tlie next high- Clfus raoBt external features, but noth- passions in full sway! Are they spiiit? 
er, can never be taken into the higher. I lng enabling us to uhdeistand the con- Do they originate in spirit? Are they 
But it is fully admitted that -there is ditions and- workings of the nerve I spiritin' In ..essence and working? Is 
nothing in the spirit world that can aura jn connection with the control ex- the sfnrjt.w’qrld the home ,. of gnats, 
feed the animal appetites; therefore I ercjBed auto and outside suggestion, I fleas, cobras,.'raltlesnqke^, skunks, rats, 
they can never be taken there. The can be £0U:ld ¡n their writings. Hence, coyotes,'tigeis, etc., éîç,? If not, why 
spiritual body and the spirit world must 1 t am ampiy jUBtifled in pronouncing I not, if they In , essence’ and attributes 
be perfectly adapted to each other. The Q!em ignorant of the fundamental prln- are kmilt? , '. •
latter, in the very nature of things, cipl83 ¡nvolved in this discussion. And PtotWtflasilps oxygen, nitrogen, hy- 
must contain everything which the all tbe vast array.of Koiid chapterB ,Of drbgfeff And,‘carbon combined.. Life 
former may need. And, if there is any I jmp0Sjng volumes, reciting.the opinions ïérmS. ffiir.ins from p.rotopMs.ffi,,.là. It 
•«»rm of appetite possessed> by "the of BUperButi0UB churchmen- and- credu- fwhich 
etheric or spirit body, the spirit spheres 10UB spiritualists has no- bearing upon I ép.ringS all aminal'llfe, Is spontaneously 
^yill. contain the means for Its gratifica' the question“ at issue. ................ , ’éVolvéd Ih thè’ tyijòd of . thè male ón
tion. The spirit world is made. .from GenLlemen and ladleB_ pleaBC. answer reaching ascertain' Ifi the blood 
the natural as the spiritual .body is à commencement of Spirit? Is the, ovum, which the sped
evoked They are adapted to each hlg « Ucl and tbe ftrguraent8 ba8ed impregnates,..spirit? tìie. prima facie 
Other, botlr eating .from rihe same You have not attemi)ted,it as evidence ;s all on oürsïdc ot »e flues-
primary substances and energies. , _ that-the anima! -annetites tion. Assumption .and., begging, theIf oné'person carries the animal ap- DfaBmns hîve their r^t a nd origin I question is all the dém.onists have 
petites and passions beyond the vail of . h ir(t nature Gf man what is offered in their behalf. Wo have aimed 
death then all do, for all possess them, . , J? . ^,9 ewb . jtg , In or t0 be fair and consistent, and have not
and some of the most excellent people I . ® ,°, e ' {t g ?° . ’bod B0Ught to mislead. We- havé rejected
have much stronger animal propensities .. J t ithe tradltiodfil superstitions of the old
than many who are inferior to them in RX are involved n th s discussion religions-and relied Upon the scientific 
mOral toTPytobPacroUhaWt’ I “d wt "roSedto Principles and discoveries of the prem
even, are slaves to the tobacco h b , Bwers and positive proof of assumed ent time. ■ ..
and some to intoxicating liquors. This ltiunB thi8 tion of.demon. But there is one more point I must 
is true of all eteree of society, many , Such angwerg wju settle tbe lnt notice before closing his review and 
of whom have the strongest, amative . snlrltualists .aeree unon the' it is one which has immense weight 
propensities. According to the demon . principled involved in with’large numbers of the Spiritualists,
tiieory, all these classes must carry ™me““‘ ^“cl^eds ™ Lt Is the¡assumption that we have the
all these appetites into spirit life, and ™b"tber tbeva are-'hopelessly divided same evidence of evil spirit manifesta- 
have no means for their expression ex- ™e“er * tion8 that wë-have of any other. Hence
cept to come back and obsess mortals. Xtem otthotght Ind action they imagine that the entire fabric of

Reader, bear in mind the unescapa- merelv a side issue in the religious Spiritualism : rests upim the demonist ble inference that if the animal ap-1 ^“^ness of Ihe age Him other thory, and must fail if demonology is 
petites and passions have their root and 'fB <ba(. bave sprung up before us I abandoned. I can only say, (1) in the 
origin in spirit, they will exist in all whether it-has revealed a distinctively first place, let it fall, and the sooner thepersons In the spirit life as actually as Whether.it has revea^d a distinctively u t .n seoond
they exist here. In other words, ani- "eY ‘d8a’'s °“ly a 'arlant lnterpre p]ace, mat the overthrow of demonol- 
malism is universal, as real in spirit as ... . ogy Instead ’of producing the fall of real
in earth life. Consequently the spirit This obsession debate wflL go a long Spjrltualf81J1/. will be one of'the most 
world will be one vast hell, where every way In settling these questions if al- I Jorfous triumphs of truth, and will 
being will be suffering the pangs of an loY®d *1° A 2ÎÎ place genuine Spiritualism upon so high
line-ratified hunger - I some will wish to smooth it over and r »- . “ ?..

filli now notice the supposedly hold the warring elements in seeming 8ódb a®CenHt and'placetoeireelvesTin- 
crushlng answer to this and my pre union. But’the effort will fail, unless ndf Tdy Splritoalffit,
ceding articles. The answer Is,- that The Progressivè Thinker changes ite wriUng ¿je/Well and truly says that the 
the facts In the case show the operation poiicy^.of giving ali ideas a free plat- I debioiftllpqry is tbe ’'curse of Spiritual- 
of obsessing spirits. Well, what are the form fOT expression. lsm and d£e caUBe ,0£ all the fraud In
facts? They are a series of stories-told 1 It has not escaped the notice of the n ,> ; ' .
by Dr. Peebles and others, of strange careful reader of this debate that the I what is genuine Spiritualism? 1. It 
sufferings and manifestations of per- positions presented by myself arid I dn ¿ÿvnmtion that through and by 
sons in various localities, and pro- others are termed theories and those of phenomenal manifestations men 
nounçed by them obsession by demons, the demonologists are termed experi- I jn .bç pbysieai body communicate with 
That is, the Doctor and some others en- ences, and the experienced are set forth I tboge who, by death, have passed out 
Certain the opinion that demons are the as though they must outweigh the o£ thoàe'bodies.."2.. Its next most iin- 
producers of these, undesirable phe- theorists. Now, this presentation is, port^nt ¿¡m-jnation is that all . these 
nomena in the afflicted persons. But I extremely unfair, sophistical and mis- mânffeatâHôns are purely natural; that 
opinions, beliefs are often a long way leading. 1. It is unfair because it as-. tbere jg notbing supernatural or mirac- 

. from truth. Opinions settle nothing, sûmes that we have had no experience uloug abôïït them, any more than there 
’ We must have the support of the con- in-’thts matter. ....... . ig.about the‘telegraph or telephone.
, ceded and established laws of nature I For nearly seventy years I have been I Hence,' modern Spiritualism Is pure nat- 

back of us, or we shall utterly fail in passing through various phases of me- I uraiisrri; and'all its phenomena and 
our conclusions? • diumistic experience, and I have made nrinciples■ are embraced in the all-en

I have presented, in my articles, some a careful study of mediumship in its compassing field of science. We are 
of the demonstrated laws of nature, physiological and psychological aspects, (bus’briniglit down to the demonstrated 
What has been the response? As said And I think I have spent more time in and demOrstrable facts and energies of

All growths have a root from' which 
(they spring and from whiçh'.inapieas- 
pre, they derive the power of; continu
ance. If the root is destroyed -the 
grb'Wth perishes.' Just fis a stream 
dries up,if the .springs from which it 
flows are exhausted. It may-be said 
that all, growths are primarily from 
seeds, that -the foots themselves spring 
from seeds.’ This is true, and it is also 
true that, springing from, the same seed, 
both root and /branch are the same in 
nature, or composition. And it, might 
suit our thème better to ask what is 
the source or origin of the animal ap
petites? Are they physical, mental or 
spiritual? They must be one of the 
•three, or a blending of two or more

ls there any difference between phys
ical and spiritual? If so, what is it?-Ib 
the appetite for food and drink spirit
ual? Is it of the pame origin and sub
stance as the aspiration for intellectual 
and efhlcal development? So also of 
the animal passions, like destructive
ness, hate, etc. Are they the outgrowth 
of the spirit nature? Are they spirit at
tributes? Are they necessary for spirit 
development? They are a necessity for 
the anlinal, and for the man animal as 
much as for any other, animal; until he 
progresses beyond the animal condi
tions.

Do those conditions exist in the spirit 
world? Do we need cunning, secretive
ness and destructiveness there? It so, 

, what for? Putting the primary ques
' tion, in view of the seed-instead of the 

root form, I ask, Is spirit substance the 
seed, the germ of the animal appetites 
and passions? It is, or it is not. If it 
is, the animal is a^plrit, or in other 
words, animal and spirit mean the same 
thing, and the claim that dogs, horses 
and birds go to make up the spirit
wp.ri4 miis^be allowed, And’ no reason ; 
can $e given why fleas, flies, wasps and 1 
snakes‘should not be ..there also. The 
rattlesnake.and the cobra would be de
lightful companions. And, If the ani
mat propensities are carried ‘there, the 
■serpent will bite, the bee sting and the 1 
tiger slay. Moreover, as they are spirit 
Beings, they will come back to obsess 
the earth's inhabitants, according to 
Dr. Peebles’ teachings.

Again, if spirit substance is the seed 
nnd root of appetites, is there anything 
in existence but spirit? And must we 
not conclude with the late Selden J. 
Finney that "Spirit js the eternal stuff 
of which all things are made”? Or 

’ with Hosea Ballou, the father of ultra
universalism, that God made the uni
verse of himself as he hath nothing else 
of which to make it. As Dr. Peebles de
clares, that "God is spirit," it would 
seem that he must adopt the extreme 
spiritist or idealistic theory of the es
sence of the cosmos—Spiritistic monism 
instead of the materialistic monism of 
Haeckel and others.

But, if we allow the animal appetites 
- nnd passions to have their origin in the 

Spirit nature, it is impossible to resist 
the conclusion that they will be eternal. 
If they are attributes or properties of 
essential su’irit, they must exist as long 
as it exists. The old theology finds in 
this idea the meads for the endless suf
fering of the damned.

And this monstrous idea is what the 
demonologists are seeking to cram 
down our throats as genuine Spiritual
ism. They set before us countless mil
lions of degraded spirits suffering the 
pangs of appetite unsatisfied, passion 
raging,-and precipitating themselves on 
us poor earthlings to gratify their de
mands by absorbing our energies-and 
stimulating our appetites and passions.

Now, the .all-important .question is 
this, Do these obsessing spirits really 
Succeed? Do they through us obtain 
gratification? If so, what motive will 
they have, what motive can they have 
to cease their depredations? And it 
there IS any method by which they can 
be compelled to stop, are they not by 
that compulsion doomed to the continu
ous torture ot ungratiiled hunger?
There can be but-one possible escape 
from this condition, and that is . rein
carnation, or tlie putting on again of a 
physical body. And then there is no 
full escape until by successive incarna
tions we have completed the Karmic 
Jaw and Nirvana, or reabsorption of the 
spirit into Brahm. is attained.' .

■' Another query suggests itself. If the 
spirits, released from the body, still, re
tain their animal appetites and return 

: and obsess and possess our- .animal 
bodies, why may they not,-with equal 

-facility and for the same purpose, 
obsess animals, and was. not the :de- 
parture of the demons into the swine, 
according to Scripture, one of the in
stances'? And why not the reverse be 
true and animals possess man? Do not 
the “Holy Scriptures” give us. a most 
luminous example in the case, of the 
great Nebuchadnezer, who ate grass 
like an ox for seven years? Some Mun- 
gry spirit bovine must have possessed 
him until his appetite was appeased. 
Do you say this is absurd? I ask, 
wherein? Is’obsession by an ox any 
more absurd than a man eating grass 
seven years? Absurdity is granted be
cause the whole theory of obsession is 
the quintessence of absurdity. • •

But many will say that they don't ac
cept the theory that spirit is all. They 
are sure there is such a substance as 
matter. Thfey ask how'could there-be 
such a thing’ as -organization if ’there 
was nothing but spirit? The old phll-. 
osophy declared chat-matter wits inert 
—only moved’as moved upon, .and Dr. 
Peebles-evidently-indorses’, that- theory. 
But the patent, fact Is flint mutter- is 
unceasinglyi organizing ■ and deorgantz- 
Ing before our eyes. There is. norsiich
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I have been much interested in ar
ticles contributed to the Open Court. 
But when I read trom the pen of a sup
posed intelligent writer, the words: 
“Burn it, by all means, and set Peebles 
m effigy on top of his book, and let them 
both go iip jp smoke together and end 
the horrid record,” we are carried back 
through the Catholic church to the dark 
ages—to the torch and rack and Instru
ments of torture—to the Inquisition, 
vyitli all its revolting horrors. The per
son, wjio in the Twentieth Century of 
civilization, can honestly, entertain 
thoughts of that character, would in a 
former age, with torch, with bludgeon 
and with the horrors of the Inquisition, 
stamp out the thought, speech and lives 
of all who did not think and speak as 
she believes. I care not what a person 
teaches or believes, so that he be hon
est, Intelligent and logical. I welcome 
all books, however much their ■ conclu
sions clash with mine.

If there were only two books in the 
world, one advocating my own beliefs 
and the other-combatting them, I would 
by all means read .the latter in prefer
ence to tlie,former; FOR WITHOUT 
THE HONEST CONFLICT OF 
THOUGHT, THERE CAN BE BUT 
LITTLE PRpGRESS OR ADVANCE
MENT. • . - .

But, as to the obsession of men in 
earth life by disembodied spirits, if it 
be a fact, there should be a way 
through candid, honest reasoning to 
reach a legitimate conclusion. It can 
n’evér be done by burning books or in
cinerating the authors. We accept the 
conclusion that what we call death is 
but the-séparation of the living, think
ing. élitity—tlie spirit—from the ma
terial organism—fée body. The body 
is then redistributed into its primal 
elements, thence to be used in building 
up other material forms, organized or 
inorganic, and the spirit passes into 
new environments, unimpaired and un
changed, in-its inherent characteristics, 
or progressive development. In other 
words, the spirit, at death, enters into 
its new ¡environment in the exact con
dition jyifit it leaves Its .earth condition 
.and 'surroundings.. .-

,■ Iiui-its transit across- earth, and 
through its earthly environments, the 
spirit has advanced in its knowledge of 
its 'terrestrial surroundings by slow, 
•progressive stages,, its progressive de
velopment largely depending upon the 
facts of its Immediate environment.
-All-growth, development and pfog- 
r-essmre inaocordance with the immu
table- laws of the universe. Time is one 
of the essential requisites; and it is but 
reasonable and logical to conclude that 
tlie spirit in all stages of its existence, 

. carnate or decarnate, must conform to

I came to a particular sentence, and 
while arranging the words in my mind, 
my hand with pencil, was resting on the 
paper. All at onc<^ a very cold breeze 
seemeci to pass over- me, especially 
down my right arm. It was a warm 
summer evening; with no breeze or air
in circulation. ■r

This cold breeze pervaded my whole 
body, but more especially my right arm. 
My arm began to grow light.- It invol
untarily arose from the table. My hand 
commenced moving ill Circles and tri
angles, then slowly descending till the 
pencil ppint touched the paper.

It then seemed as though a strong ex
ternal power had hold -of my arm and 
hand. Under this power, a few circles 
were described upon the paper, then by 
a slow, deliberate movement of my 
hand and pencil, the following words 
were written: “George, I am so glad 
to see you. I died” ■ (giving the date) 
and signed her name: ’’Mary.” '

The cold breeze passed off, and the 
pencil dropped from my fingers. I wa's 
dumfounded. But did not believe there 
was any truth in the assertion. I had 
never given any attention to Spiritual
ism and knew nothing of it, and had 
never seen a medium.

However, I finished my letter, and 
sent It on its way, but said nothing of 
the occurrence. - In about three days 
after this incident, 1 received a com
munication from the young lady's 
mother informing me of the sudden 
death of thé young lady. And, strange 
to say, the death occurred on the exact 
day given in that automatic communi
cation.-» From this time on I was in 
daily communication with this spirit. I 
will relate three cases, in proof of the 
power of decarnate spirits to' obsess 
men in mortal life.

Case 1.-—One day as I was about to 
go to my dinner, I received a communi
cation from this spirit, giviig the 
words: "Porterhouse steak.” I was at 
a loss what to make of it, so I inquired 
what it meant. She replied: "When 
I was dying a porterhouse steak was 
being cooked, and its odor gave- n)e 
such a craving appetite that this crav
ing has followed me ever since. And if 
you will eat a porterhouse steak, I can 
enjoy It, and it will satiate this craving
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the laws of - the universe; that its 
growth, progress and development must 
be through progressive stages, depend
ing largely upon the facts of its en
vironment. Death works no change in 
the character of a spirit more than the 

-.passing from one room tc another works 
.a change in the character of man on 
earth. 'It is illogical to suppose .that 
at death we are ushered into eternal 
glory, perfect bliss or a state of perfec
tion. '

It is unreasonable to believe, with the 
church, that, at death some are made 
perfect and dwell in eternal glory, while 
others are plunged into a seething hell.

■NO. - ’
WE MUST COMMENCE IN THE 

GREAT HEREAFTER EXACTLY 
WHERE WE LEAVE OFF HERE. 
WITH THE CHARACTER THAT WE 
HAVE BUILDED HERE, WE MUST 
COMMENCE OUR JOURNEY IN THE 
GREAT HEREAFTER. AND IF WE 
ADVANCE: THERE, IT MUST BE 
THROUGH THE TREND OF INHER
ENT. THOUGHT AND CHARACTER, 

•IN CONJUNCTION WITH A FIDEL
ITY TO THE FACTS OF OUR EN
VIRONMENT.

Spirits as Well as mortals must con
form to the laws of Nature. Hence, let 
us banish frdm our minds forever the 
thought that man can be swung from 
the gallows into glory, either through 
the blood of Jesus or through the mlm 
istration of decarnate spirits.

Now, if the position,! have here taken 
be a tenable one, what shall we say of 
the spirits that are constantly passing 
from this to the other world? Contem
plate1 for a moment the condition of 
men and women here on earh, many of 
them dominated by envy, spite, malice 
and revenge; yes, dominated by ap
petite and passton, sunken in degrada
tion and lasciviousness, even cherishing 
revenge and murder in their, hearts. 
And at de^th, all these carry with them 
into the hereafter all their appetites 
and passions; their malice and revenge.

Death does not absolve man from his 
derelictions. He must if at all, escape 
from these, through the means that Na
ture has ordained, by the law of pro
gression, of growth and development.

At death, the spirit will be attracted 
to the; place, to the environment, to 
which it-is fitted. As in earth life, so 
in the spirit .world. • SO. AT DEATH, 
THE SPIRIT OF HIM WHO IS WHOL
LY BOUND UP-IN WORLDLY PUR
SUITS AND PLEASURES; IN HIS 
'APPETITES AND PASSIONS, IN 
ENVY,- MALICE OR REVENGE, WILL 
BE ATTRACTED-BY THE OBJECTS 
OF HIS SUPREME DESIRE; Such

appetite." I ordered a steak, and did 
so several times thereafter. She then 
said to me: “George, you need not or
der any more steaks on my account, for 
my intense craving appetite for it is 
satiated and gone.”

Case 2.—At one time I received a 
communication purporting to come 
from this spirit. It was unsatisfactory. 
Its style, its language, its trend of 
thought were so diffeient from the ac
customed communications, that I was 
nonplused. These unsatisfactory com
munications continued for several days. 
Finally, I received a communication 
from the young lady stating that she 
had been unable to communicate with 
me for several days. She said that 
when she attempted’ to communicate 
with- me, another spirit crowded her 
away, and personated her. She said: 
"Other spirits had come to her assist
ance, and this personating spirit had 
promised not to interfere again.” She 
then said that this spirit was present, 
and wished to ask my pardon, and make 
the same promise to me. He did so, 
and said that he had been an-outcast 
on earth, more sinned against than sin
ning; that in earth life he had never re
ceived any sympathy, and had only in
tervened to receive the sympathy in
tended for my spirit friend.■—

Case 3.—While at a hotel, a railway 
conductor, who was boarding there, was 
one day killed and his body brought to 
-.he hdtel. When J came in to dinner,

by its assisting, inspiring splrit-au 
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1 was Informed or the fact, and on go-

above, "facts.” 1 will refer to one of the study than any person In the world, nature, bf •'Which; we 'are constituent 
these alleged facts of obsession, and I was personally acquainted with nearly part8 Thlfe'^Csents the unescapable 
as it is the,strongest one urged It will I all of the original mediums, and have I conclusl8fi thttt we humans exist In
cover all the rest. It Is affirmed that carefully watched all the varied phases direct fblaiiotf’to and contact with all 
virtuous women have uttered obscene of the phenomena, and I have never (be subsfancSfl--and energies of the: 
and profane language and committed seen a single instance, irom the Atlan- -cogmo8joL’ -.sb; •
indecent acts also. I do not dispute tic to the Pacific, where there was the Spiritualism is thus seen to be the 
these stories. But what of them? How I slightest evidence of, demqn obsession. "Sclencai andoFhilosophy of life,” and 
do they in the least prove that some I i have made it a part of my work to ,a8 -thatniineluaes all Ute relations of 
dlscarnate spirit possessed or obsessed I post myself theoretically and practical- I man t0 wherever man exists, and- 
them? Is-all indecency and obscenity iy upon mesmerism, hypnotism, psy- wj£b evezy-department of nature, the 
chargeable to-spirits out of the body? chometry and telepathy, and especially I dOwnfaU)s>f diffiionisni will not impair: 
Ate there no such influences operating in their relation to mediumship, trom I tbt8 au.emhracing science; for,, instead 
in earth life?. . the standpoint of scientific demonscra- of making Spiritualism, as in the past,

Again, who knows but these women tion. And I have the satisfaction of I a mere jqokinmforward to a life beyond, 
possessed yery strong-amitive propen-1 seeing the discoveries of the. leading I it j8 making trne present life the great 
sltles? . Ordinarily under perfect con-1 scientists of the world to-day confirm- concernn<jf ou#*t.hought and effort. Be- 
trol, but in"certajn- conditions control-1 ¡ng my psychic affirmations of yeat-s I cau8e by that thought and effort we can 
ling. The strongest-passions may.slum- ego. , ’ .1 transform hUm&hity into a; brotherhood
her under -a- calm and smiling exterior. I But-you say that I have never (been I instead-M-a Wangling mass of savage 
Proper conditions will reveal a tempest I obaeased by demons and, therefore, I fighters! Jinsttaid Of Spending our timer 
instead of a calm. Every person of av- muBt accede to the assertions of those in dreaming O£'a heaven to come, we 
erage Intelligence knows that all great wb0 bave or claim to have been so ob- shall’Sttflly foi! the welfare of earth life, 
men and women are persons of tre- sessed. It is true that I have never I and learn that the betterment of earth 
mendous passional strength. They I been obsessed by demons, nor has any I conditions is the only way to make a 
could not be great without them. Even cno eise. But my experience and ob- l heaven and escape a hell. And above 
the great Washington, it is said, could nervation have shown me that the. me- all, we shall fllnd that a scientific ex-, 
“swear like a trooper” when under diumistic condition is one involving.in I position ot'mCdlumshlp will glve>us ln-: 
great provocation. Great passional umny cases extreme abnormality, in- I disputable: messages from the unseen, 
strength Is commendable,.instead of the I dacing brain and nerve derangement in I with all -the objectionable features ot 
opposite. .. ■. .... : . a marked degree. And when these de-1 pretended’ ^emonlsm' eradicated: Afid

Let us come back to the •’obsessed I rangements (most common In time of while we may1 find that’the old saying 
women.- They were mediums. That is, mediumistic development) are connect- I that angel VIsits are-few, we shall know1 
they-wore impressible sensitives. • With ed with certain suggestions, we have they are angel visits and not the vague, 
many, very many, sensitives, nothing is most undesirable manifestations, often unsattsfactoty talks of' hypnotized sen- 
more certain to derange the nervous termed obsession. Nbt , uptrequentiy sitives, or-this fraudulent utterances of 
and passional harmony than the prac- these brain derangements-result intern-1 designing; tricksters; ■ In short,-we caff 
tice of mediumship, and especially with porary and partlalTnsafalty, Developed dispense with all the old superstitions 
tlie-'ilgnorant-find superstitious notions I or cultivated-medlutaBhip.IS largely ab- of ancient ignorance, and our Spiritual* — ,-------- --.............. .. .......... _ .. ,
so widely entertained.-reBpectlng it by normal; ahd Its fexerctee'to any consfd- ism be;all-the:¡more attractive and -M-ilt®#?-,-1 W&s. WriUng with pencil; Intend* 
most-Spiritualists.- One of the -most | erable extent’ is IteW, to weaken the I fluenUal. v.i* J. 8. LOVELAND. 4 feg,'after it'was written, to make cor-

U»?ng as lueitnes's; on the contrary, per- ¡dangerous ahd abominable of tfeese-no* | higher funcUfl’ns of tbe brain and hefice S Los Angeles, California. 1 recUona, and then write In ink.

spirits, at .death-, by the laws of Nature, 
gravitate to the environment for whieh 
they are prepared-.. Consequently, many 
spirits;-at death, remain here on earth, 
frequenting their former haunts,--strive 
ing to gratify their appetites, passions, 
and; desires which still cling to them. 
If the spirit of a drunkard can come in 
rapport'with one who drinks, it can thus 
satisfy its craving for strong drink. It 
it can get control of one who, never 
drank, it may influence him to drink, 
and finally to become a drunkard.- So, 
too, men and women who yield-to the 
Influence of such spirits, may be, and 
indeed, often are, led into air manner 
of vice, crime and degradation.

When temptation presents itself, men 
should be vigilant in resisting. We 
should ever be ready to say: “Get be
hind me, Satan.” ;

I will Close by relating an experience 
in my own life, which occurred before 
I ever saw a medium or attended a 
seance. : "

T' Came to California, from one of the 
Eastern States, inl868. and was a strict 
church member; entertaining a most un
favorable opinipn of 'Spiritualism. I 
■had many friends in the East with 
whom’ I kept up 'a regular correspond
ence. -in the'early seventies, I received
tilfettter'ffom one of my eastern friends, 
"a'iouhg lady, who'was at ,the writing 
of the letter in her usual -good health. 
H 'fhb OVening'I was Answering , the let-

Ing where the body was laid out, an at
tendant removed a white cloth that was 
over the face of the corpse. In a few 
minutes, 1 went to my room, and this 
spirit made futile’ efforts to communi
cate with me. In a-day or two there
after he got control of my hand and 
raid: “Lewis, for God sake, give me a 
drink.”

I replied: “You know that I never 
drink, and I cannot do it.”

He said: “Well, do it to help me.”
I said: “No;” but taking out a dime 

and holding it in my hand, 1 said: 
“Here is ten cents; take it and buy 
your own drink."

■ He replied: “Yes, you are d—n 
smart! D—n it, if you will take a drink, 
I can enjoy it.” This spirit followed me 
persistently for more than two months, 
importuning me to drink, and impor
tuning me to go into other kinds of 
vice, always telling me that if I would 
engage in these things he could enjoy 
it as well as if he were in earth Jife.

I treated the spirit kindly, but always 
peremptorily refused to grant any re
quest that he might make. And after 
persistently following me for about 
three months, he came to mfe and satd 
that I had been so kind to him, he would 
not bother me any more. He asked my 
pardon for what he had done, and left 
me. And I never heard from him but 
once thereafter.

About one year after this I attended, 
for the first time in my life, a spiritual 
seance. The medium was a stranger to 
me, and had.no knowledge of any of my 
experiences here.-related. She was en
tranced, seemed to be In great pain, and 
she laid her head back in her chair, took 
a white handkerchief from her pocket 
and spread it ■ over her face. She gave 
the name of this party and personated 
his appearance as-1 had seen his dead 
body at the hotel more than one year 
uefoft that date. ;
' Now, if there is anything in the cases 

presented,'it follows as.a.logical con
clusion THAT THE OBSESSION OF 
THE’LIVING, BY THE SPIRITS OF 
THE DEAD,. IS NOT ONLY A POSSI
BILITY, BUT IS OFTEN A FACT. And 
if such be the case, how essential it is 
that we should have a realizing sense of 
that fact. We shall see the importance 
of using our ■ own judgment, and not 
yielding to every influence that may be 
brought to bear upon us. We shall see 
the .importance of “laying up treasures 
in heaven, where rust doth not corrode, 
nor thieves break thrqr.gh and steal.” 
We shall feel more Importance in build
ing up a manly character than being 
wholly absorbed in worldly pleasures. 
We shall see the necessity when tempta
tion comes, of a healthy exercise of judg
ment,- and of saying, with determina
tion; ‘to..the .tempter, "GET BEHIND 
ME, SATAN.”- ..- ■■ - ■ ’■■ -••

. GEO. W: LEWIS, A-.M.
San Francisco, Cal. ■
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This book, “No Beginning,” is by. 
William H. Maple. The Arena says o£ 
It: "The argument • is unanswerable* 
The book will at once appeal to the rea
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lence of the theory of Creation.” Th*
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M<u> 75 cents. >
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Tho Secret, Power and Effect of Dove; VI. wlsdoin 
and Interior Illumination; VII. Tho Realization of 
Perfect Peace: VIII. Comlns Into fullness of power; 
IX. Pleat» of AU .Things—Tbo Law of Prosperity; 
X. Sow Men Haro Become Prophets. Seers, Sages, 
and Savior«; XI. Tho Basic Principle of All Religions 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now.Inta 
thoBeautstton of the Highest Riches. For solos* 
thliofflco. Price, postpaid. 11.25.

LIGHT OF EGYPT.
The Second Volume of 

Most Valuable Work,

This Is the author’s posthumous wqr* 
left in’MS. to a few of bls private p» • 
pile in occultism, and Uko Volume L la ' 
(a valuable addition .and) a library !oa 
occult subjects. .Spiritual astrology- la 
•specially elaborated. Alchemy, Tail» 
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism 
Correspondence,. Penetralia, etc., are a 
few of: the subjects treated ot in a 
scholarly and masterly-manner, shbWh 
ing the author to ba familiar With big 
subjects. - You cannot afford to bo wit® '' 
out it, aa well .as ail bia other; hooka 
via.: Tho Light of Egypt, Vol. I., bound < 
In cloth, $2; paper, JL. Tbo . Light .ofl/ 
®gypt,Wol. n., bound in cloth jnlyi^.'
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OBSESSION CRITICALLY ÇON8ID- 

EREP. !

HE OPEN COURT. Another Voice From California, s
S

RESTORES EYESIGHT.

5 At Experience With Obsession.
f

<

iMrs. Jennie Martin, an Excellent Medium of Grand Rapids, Mich., Gives 
an Impressive Account of Her Experiences With What She Regards 

| < as Obsessing Spirits, , .

I As the great discussion of spirit ob- 
rossion is now in hand, I wish to throw 
In my mite of experience along in that 
line.

I can look back over twenty years of 
my own experience, and from those 
years glean startling facts which may 
Interest seme of our readers.

I was an uneducated medium con
cerning obsession, and like many others 
lid mil. wisli to know anything of or 
Jeal witli the dark side of spirit return;. 
but. with all ol my prejudiced objec
tions, inis great truth was FORCED 
UPON ME. 1 could not comprehend 
why those hideous spirits were brought 
to me, and why they were permitted to 
enter my organism. , .

I wondered why I was thus tormentad 
when my young Ilie had been pure and 
religlqus. '

I now understand that my spiritual 
nature was sought by missionary spirits 
who wished to help those unfortunate 
souls. Those wise influences knew that 
iny religious feelings were Well adapted 
to assist those darkened, rebellious 
minds, by causing them to become pen
itent and willing to be helped by strong
er influences.

All of those spirits that were brought 
to' me seemed to be of a Very low na
ture, forcibly attracted to earth life to 
gratify their appetites and revengeful 
desirgs. Shortly after they would con
trol my body, they would cry for mercy, 
and ask to be forgiven.. After- much 
pleading and weeping to some great 
power, that the world has called God, a

should strike at the root of I bls great 
evil. Some people say there is no evil. 
Well, there is an opposite to good, and it 
must have a name.

With our Inforination about obsession 
we can do much in educating those 
darkened minds who are groping about 
us daily. I have given many a lecture 
in my own home for the benefit of those 
obsessing souls. Yes, 1 have preached 
to those who are in prison. These spir-

A California Lady Assumes to Contro
vert the Position of Prof. Loveland,
I have just read Prof. Loveland's able 

article in The Progressive Thinker. The 
introductory paragraph,-presumably by- 
the editor, Is flue. Truly, since the 
world began differences of opinion have 
existed on almost every conceivable 
subject. What a dull, monotonous 
world this would be if all thinkers, 
thought alike on all subjects. No op
portunity for friendly discussion or at
tempts to set each other right! No
body wants to be in the wrong. Debate 
will have a tendency either to establish 
or destroy previously entertained views,

The Professor asserts that those who 
believe in obsession “are usually those 
most devoted to the old fabulous rec
ords of the Bible."

Not uecesisariiy.
Whatever is true is worthy of accept

ance. . ’

a - ’ 
' ■ : . . ... . .. - - 11 ri:

Other? Do gplrltualistsflconsjiw that 
what is called death so transoms the 
individual? No records Qt assertions of 
that character have I ceeujor hgiird. On 
I he contrary. clalrvpyanta:havejj.estified 
that on several occasionmiliey »quid not 
tell a spirit from a realipeisoa, .

Andrew Jackson Davis i elates an in
stance ot asking at- an ahiembly. who a 
certain man was, sitting : in ¡a chair 
which he pointed cut, and learned that 
no one saw the man butihimselfi Many 
have stated that death does: not:change 
the individual—that iie’iihas to be di
vested of the flesh and have the:ehange 
of environment a certain iengihanf time 
before he is fjjeed from the native ten
dencies and propensities, as well, as ac-

A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Pet^rsilea, Through the Medi- 
uinship of His Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea-

Letter Number Six—Continued.
I assented eagerly; and we started 

forth, the mother bearing the little one 
in her arms as we left the house and 
arbor behind u$. After we had gone 
some Tittle distance we'commenced to 
descend, as though one of earth were to 

r,. „„l.u’h.o • go down a hillside. It was not steep-tivities in earth Jlf . i,ut very gradual, and the vegetation
It is better to know the: tr waB father coarse and rank I thought,

guided by it than to believe what is At lagt we came d(jwu jnto a narrow
false. Either obsession some,taes oo va]e and through the centel. of tbis vaie
curs, or it does not. T. R. $ ran a sluggish stream of water. The 
says, and-beseems to speak _fiom &ce Joo]{ed aomewhat barrenj a8 

q'ptRrrs^ARE TRYIW^TO U were between two hills or
CATHOLIC BPIRirS ARE small mountains, and the light, in this

' I Place> seemed more dim, not so bright 
ITY AND OBSEbbivN. ph„lo and sparkling as it was higher up where

I recently asked an. intelligent enris- bouBe aud arbor were—nor not 
tion Scientist if she thought persons I uear]y so bright as it was where I had 
were sometimes obsessed as in ancient. jocafed my 0WI1 bonle. Still, to one of 
times. The answer was: "I know they eartb ule piace would have seemed 
are, for I have witnessed two unmistak- quite pretty and romantic.
able cases of spirit obsession, we an j noj,ced quite a number of seats 
know that the same law that permits a scattered along near the banks of the 
good man to walk our streets, does not s^I.eanli yany of these seats were oc- 
prohibit the wicked man to do the I cl)pled by menj ]jut there were a few 
same. If good spirits come to control I Women .scattered here and there, some 
and bless, what binders the opposite wa)Kihgr others seated; but I noticed 
class? Everything has its opposite. a|| 8Ppeared dejected; neither 
THERE IS JUST AS MUCH DOWN AS were. aDy of them well attired. They 
UP. We can slide down, but we never ]00]ted shabby, and their clothes hung 
slide up—but have to climb. • ‘ loosely about (hem. Some of them were

“Annihilation is preferable to such a even dirty and ragged. The hair upon 
condition as that.” Our preference, be- (tie heads of the women was tangled, 
lief or'unbelief do not change facts, and frowsy; the men’s hair was strag-'

Spectacles a Thing of the Past, '
’Actin«." a Marvelous Discovery That Cures All 

Afflictions ol the Bya end Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging-

glorious light would come to them and 
. i non they would go away rejoicing. 
L‘ Before the, penitent feeling would 
rtcome to them their language was coarse 
Viknd profane. As my gift of personation 
ribas been great, my facial expression 
AVould become frightfully distorted 
befhlle under their muscular control. 
of'Xhat horrible laces they must have! 
fo/ni may wonder what my thoughts 
Wi#re while those hard words were 
Jiii'fiken through me, and I thus disflg- 
Jurdid. My thoughts were similar to 
Ihdse of our elder brother, the Naza- 
rejhe, w'ho said: “Forgive them, ior 
they know not what they do.” These 
¡¡charitable feelings, however, I did not 
fherish wnen first realizing that low 
smlrlts were brought to me. I then felt 
LHjat it was an imposition, but after a lit
tle experience and education I soon be
came reconciled that it was a part ol 
mw work as a medium. I began to un
fierstand that working ior others was 
the great builder of our own develop- 
memt.
. Thousands of earth-bound souls have 
been aided to a higher plane of spiritu
ality through my meulumship during 
the last twenty years. You may think 

This a strong assertion, nevertheless it
is true. For several years I kept, an 
accoqnt of those who were converted 
Through myself and spirit-band, and 
when it reached to one . thousand 1 
stopped counting, for it came to me that 
it was a life s work, that I did not need 

■..to be so accurate about it any longer.
7 ; v feel that every Spiritualist should 
be thoroughly educated concerning ob- 
cev ^bn- SINCE. DANGER LURKS 
A' JIT OUR YOUNG MEDIUMS as it 
floe's^ We as Spiritualists should not 
close our eyes and say. Ignorance is 

“bliss;” but go to work and protect opr 
unexpenem 4 mediums. To do this we 
must not bh afraid to uncover the dark 
side of spirit life. Wb SHOULD Nul 
F E E L THAT INVESTIGATORS 
WOULD BECOME DISCOURAGED 

■•WHEN LEARNING THERE WaS AN 
UNPLEASANT SIDE TO OUR RELIG
ION- If they were church people they 

\ would believe in the obsession that is 
\made known through our pnilosophy, 
(for It' surely corresponds with their

Its scarcely ever speak. through me 
now,, but are enlightened by the good I |f one’s own experience corroborates 
missionary guides who entrance me to what js narrated in th0 New Testament, 
lecture to them. how can It be rejected?

As J develop In my mediumship, my Again, the writer says: “In this life 
missionary work also rises to a higher we d0 not find persons spending their 
plane. I am now helping those who are time and exerting their energies to tor
not quite so depraved; these are anx- ment those v/bo have never injured 
ious to learn. Those that came to me them.” A ragged urchin’ on the street 
first had to be greatly changed, or eon- <;ees before him a wed-dressed lad of 
verted before they could'realize that own size, who has never injured 
there -was anything for them to do. ],jmj and immediately throws mud over 
While in my organism they seemed to purposely to soil the One apparel, 
receive intelligence, and with this spark j]Ow many instances are on record and 
of knowledge they began to realize their ja the memory ot most persons, of hu- 
nwful condition, and in this awakened man beings doing something diabolical 
state they pleaded for help. As they jOr no apparent reason than taking 
looked to a higher power, they were pleasure in-seeing others tortured! 
soon rewarded by a great flood of light, Read about the cruelties of vivisec- 
which always sent them away rejoicing, tion, the brutalities ot-kings and others 

My conversation with them is kind j----- ------- --------------
and instructive. In this way I feel that . V,UUL UUL lulo UB lutJ . --r........... . --—
I am doing a great deal of good. This impelling motive? do not change, but our opinions ougnt t]ie eyes of all seemed to wear the self
work may not seem as brilliant as that "Made no worse by death.” to change as we advance. “I would like. same expression—a kind of dejected
which has a brighter-coloring, but It I jjOj death does not strengthen any to believe that Spiritualism is true, helplessness. Not far off in the center 
can be an Instrument to lift souls out of the unlovely powers ot our belng; it has often been said to me by its oppon- oI a ial-ge, open plateau, I saw.an 1m- 
of darkness I feel that sometime, some- onfy reveals them. Some people do not ents. No, not exactly that, but would mensei ]ongj jow structure, which re
,-. ----- ,----------t„ ।..... i . .. ........................ ... .. j||ie to know the truth concerning the eejnbied an enormous tent more them

same. We have only to adapt ourselves I n did a building; and in and out of this, 
to conditions as they exist, and bow men and women were coming and go- 
can we do that until we to some extent jngi a'u looking like those we had al- 
understand the, conditions? ' ready seen.

In conclusion, the good Professor I “is that the home?” 1 asked, 
says: "We shall then be in harmony “Yes,” replied Cathie. “That is 
with the Christian church,” This would school or homo of reformation.” 
make too long a chapter to discuss now. "Do they reform rapidly?"
NOTHING CAN HURT THE TRUTH. “Some do; others do not.”

—,. t, i ..gut as they cannot gratify their
tastes.for alcoholic liquors here, I 

___________  ____ ____ , . . should think that all would be obliged 
times with their -aches and disabilities, to reform at once.”
causing me to suffer all of their pains, . “Come in,” she said, "and I will show
and ofttimes making me very ill with , j IT TIAd • - you-a few ot our worst cases, and then
their .diseases- At first doctors filled jou will understand belter."
their pockets through my ignorance, but pLji l \ Wi->| Vl|\ I ||f*l|| |rX - We now entered the place. It resent-
after a little experience and close * UVvV T VI VlfU 1 bled, somewhat, a hospital of earth,

’ ", . q,with innumerable wards, and in every
„ ,, , ,, ... ward was a cot. Many of these cots
Motion was felt, milk came, Jn tne i ,er0 djrty and tumbled; others were 
breasts, my foj'm enlarged and time clean and Bpread mOre smoothly. We 
Went on until the labor pa)ns c#ne and I paBgfid by them ]nt0 a longj dinlng. 
trio physicians uere serit toy. They roonl; andi here, many were pitting at 
came, and after thorough examination lal)]e. Then we entered a very pretty 
said they found no evidence Qf ^hild- parjor) and from thence Into a spacious 
birth, only enlarged utertB. MY suffer- ti,en( lnto a long wing, where
ings were intense. They, went away and a]| oj artificers’ works seemed to 
I sent for the healer to^ come and rfr be ln progre6B; andj from this, the 
lieve me of this burden. She ctoe, and Bcen0 opened outward and upward into 
as she fervently prayed she paid she brjght and glorious fields and forests 
saw a youfig woman arisefrom my body oi grandeur and beauty. I hastened 
clothed in white, who held a white rose I ^be doOr and looked forth. Here, 

F1?! .Instantly I Imew my aunt, who I jnen and women were disporting them- 
had died in childbirth, and ww dearly sejveB yarious ways. Some were
loved me. She had coffle into human Ja l ameB otbers were 8alllng
atmosphere, lived oyer her ofo life, and 4rouQd £ beauttful balloons. A lovely 

W.:ill,ougjjls are reflected apd L.Jake openod out to my- view, and upon 
made alive such condJUonrin my, body this were "men and-women sailing in 
as had made me all tBe-jroubte. • Mrs. beautiful boats of all descriptioris.
M. demanded that she depart. She put rpbe Bcene waa exceedingly attractive 
her hands on my bowels the bloat went I and very beauUiuI. j „oticed a bright 
down and in a short time I was well I roadway leading up over a hillside, with 
and troubled nb more. She gave away raany going and comiag; and all these 
the fine wardrobe she had made to her appeared °lean> brlght. and beautiful, 
sons wife, who had use for it. I ipbejr eyeB bad ]0Bt an i00k of helpless-

I could cite case' after case, but my ness and dejection. .
point is simply here. Find out by our -Are these some of those who have

in power as recorded in history. Het or'unbelief do not cnange racis, and frowsy; the men’s hair was strag- 
. What but love of cruelty cbuld be the which we are trying to ascertain. Laws eijng, and their beards unkempt; and 
i   • i, . ' ■ ji ..’. —.nn AHr* nnin1AYIR fT11i?nt I *1-. r-.e nil ft AAmnd 4-zx ttrAnut tho anlf*

where, a great reward awaits me. 1 am frilly manifest their.propensity for evil, 
trying to Jay my treasures where moth I fCr the fear of public opinion.
and rust do not corrupt. I do not yearn “in the transition of one form of life 
for a great financial success ; too many I to another.” The wiggler and the mos- 
earth-bound spirits have told me their quito Jsnot a happy comparison, inas
sad story concerning their greed for much a8 the latter is more aggressive
money. ■ ■ ' than the former,. and what, does the

While giving my experience of evil- mosquito do as soon as he has "won bis 
designing influences, 1 will also touch wings” but torment those who have 
upon another matter, which is very never injured him? • _____ ____ __ _______...
close in relation to tbe ,other, arid that What are the facts in regard to the MRS. C. K- SMITH,
is, sick or diseased spirits. Those at- transition of one form of. lite to an- ■ 1045 8th St., San Diego, California, 
fileted souls- have come to me many . .

watching I became convinced that most ________
of my ailments came from disembodied . . .................. .
Eplrits. who were still suffering from Some impressive, Startling Incidents 
their diseases. After realizing this 11 Connected with Obaesalon.

Facts Versus Theories.

our

“But you are not able to take care of 
dll these?” I questioned.

“Oh, no,” she answered. “There are 
none whom you have seen, but have 
some deeply interested friends or rela
tives ,who will come to their assist
ance when they waken. There are 
lathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, 
children; wives, husbands, or some oth
er near relatives or friends. There are 
none so low but have someone here in
terested in them.” '

“What a beautiful, natural provision,” 
I said. One of the grand, harmonious 
laws of nature.”

“Yes,” replied Ferdinand’s wife, with 
a sigh. "I am here’to receive and care 
for toy husband when he comes."

“How little we thought," I said, "that 
in so short a time I should be here, and 
meet you and the baby." -

"How very, good yon were to me-—to 
us alj--and how much 1 thank you for 
your kindness. It is sweet to meet
again where death can nevermore 
come between those who love each
other.” .

“Yes, very,

those who love each

very sweet," I replied,

>Blble. They believe that Christ and 
his disciples had much experience with 
obsessing spirits. Why should we then 
hesitate to make obsession known to 
them? People who are outside ot the 

■•’hurcbes are most always quite liberal; 
-therefore would be i-eady to receive the 
WHOLE truth ot Spiritualism. TO BE 

•OPEN AND HONEST. ALWAYS COM
MANDS RESPECT.

•v -I-as an Individual say. let .the dark 
■side of spirit return be laid bare; when 

.‘bus exposed those designing influences 
will apprehend that they cau no longer 
work behind the -screen: When know
Ing this, they will begin to wonder what 
bourse to pursue next. Some of them 
being great workers may turn their 
evil doings into usefulness. Now, those 
unfortunate beings exist, and we as in
formed Spiritualists know (his to be a 
Cacti and we also know that they are a 
irreat hindrance to development in me
diumship. We as earnest workers

desperately fought those maladies. The . ------- —
sick spirits were' very stubborn about The Open Court in your Progressive 
leaving me They said that 1 relieved« Thinker Interests me deeply, and if pos
them from tlieir bad feelings. I knew sibie the more so. because of the .sub- 
tbis to be true and also knew that my Ject of Dr. Peebles' book,on Obsessions, 
physical body was not strong enough to giving the various opinions ot the dlf- 
do this kind of work- My body forces ferent members or advocates of Spirit
are not strong like my soul powers. ualism. People necessarily differ as 

Readers you may wonder why my Widely in their views as their personal 
own band of intelligent guides did not experiences have been, and many have 
inform me sooner about those afflicted been woefully unmindlul of the old 
ones They did. but I. like doubting Scriptural injunction, Come now, let 
Thomas had to have- my experience us reason together. This matter of the 
along in this line, for It was so unlike obsession of evil spirits Is not, so it 
the teachings chat I received while in seems to me, a matter ot theorizing, or 
thp church that it was hard to believe, for any sort of vague philosophizing, but 

Some peonle ask why Indian guides a matter of evidence, a matter of direct 
are necessary in mediumship. Only testimony based upon facts. .
those who do not understand that mur- I deem some of the attacks , on Dr. 
derous and diseased snlrits lurk all Peebles most unkind, uncharitable and 
about us. ask this question. Many times unbecoming. He is not only a capable 
noble Indians have come to my rescue and scholarly man, but a very enthusi- 
when bloodthirsty Spirits were trying astic advocate of tho spiritual pbilos- 
to take my life. Indians, with their ophy. and he lias had a vast experience 
magnetic strength and power, are a In tbis and in fni distant lands.- ■- He 
great protection to sensitive mediums, knows whereof he speaks or he would 
You mav ask why my Indian guides al- remain silent. Just as well attack Edl- 
lowed sIck spirits to come to me. 1 I son the Wizar.l for his ideas and won
suppose thev thought I needed a lesson. I derful productions.
I would call for a medical doctor in- Facts prove, principle Is absolute, and 
stead of asking them to help me. Alter if but one fact Is proven thereby is: re- 
stiffenmr under the doctor s care for a I vealed the law and true corroboration 
week or so I would become convinced Is establis.ied. Personally I havn known 
through my mediumship that all of my many caser. of obsessi-.-n and will spcaK 
suffering -was caused from selfish, dis- of some later, but- if one would get, the 
eased spirits. Then I would call tor the best expressed idea ot some o* tee 
Indians, who m a few nours would have workings ot this law, lead Pilates 
me on my feet again, and explain to me Query. What Is Truth, from the pen 
that tney had driven the sick spirits of busir Clark of Boston, whfoh she 
away, and that 1 had not been ill at all. assured me was a STORY OF REAL 

When people once understand that I 1,11* Is. and that, she possessed the power 
more than half of the diseases which to make spirits disembodied Isfije tne 
sensitives are suffering from are caused bodies ot living people whom theyjoc- 
bv obsessing spirits, doctors will not ciipied. deeming them their own. . Why 
have as much money in their pockets as uol bettei seo if wc cannot be the 
they have to-dav. means ot a bettei unfoldment of the

In conclusion. I will say that 1 have law. which is being u.,..d both by the 
touched ligntlv upon my expert- ignorant and evil Jispo-ed spirits, who 
in dealing with obsession. Space come with the earth atmosphere, «'■ell 

in your valuable paper would not per- we know that death docs not change tne 
-nit me to go more into detail. Iiablls <;f any Individual, and they re

I teel truly thankful that we. as Hpir- I pent the act done In the body when- 
nualists. nave so good and bravo a pa-, ever opportunity comes, until Llicy are 
per as The Progressive Thinker, where-*] tuught bc-lter and learn the law of love, 
m we . have a chance to express our- 1 am goins to cite two cases l am per
selves on this subject. I sonally acquainted with, and the read-

MRS- JENNIE MARTIN. era of Ilie Open Court can ascertain the 
Grand Rapids. Mich. truth of my words by addressing parties

. ...... whose names I will give If desired,

they

only 
ence

Views oi a Wisconsin Philosopher
Green apples precede ripe ones. Rev

elation is the signboard to. evolution. 
We are in the seed-time now; the har
vest is to come. - ■ .

The best statesman is more or less 
versed in history. Not that he will pat
Terri from, but the knowledge of, creates 
h, quick and more accurate judgment of 
modified relations and practical adapta
tions- That sneclal knowledge is best
/which has a good general knowledge for 
its-base. v
. There'is as much, if not more pro

p-ess ahead ot us than behind us. It; 
follows that humanity is still tar from 
i mature condition. Not all- persons 

'ripen with eqtta! rapidity. At last, it is 
ihe average of the great, mighty mass 
'hat determines outcomes. If a handful 
■if ripe persons would insist on bending 
•he mass abruptly to .«heir lack of gen
eral knowledge, the finality could only

higher spirit friends whaf the law is in been cured, or reformed?”
regard to this strange condition which "All of them,” answered Cathie.
is shown to be real by the great seer, "j^y God!” I said, reverently. “What 
Emmanuel Swedenborg, and was a greati grand and beautiful work vou 
spoken of and disposed of by the great are doing!”
Nazarene" and Divine Teacher, Jesus | “Yes," she replied. "I am at the 

head of this, but I have many to assist
Nazareni and Divine Teacher, 
Christ.

If I have made anyone more kindly me, and as soon as one is entirely re-
disposed towards our valuable_______ ____ ______ friend formed, that one remains for a while to 
and helper, used by the ’Towers that I aid me, doing this as payment for what

taking botn mother and child once more 
In my arms with fond kisses. How 
ethereal and pretty she was, to be sure.

"In this ward,” said Cathie, "is our 
worst female patient. She has been 
here now for a number of days, but her 
brain was so Injured by alcoholic 
liquors, that' it was absolutely burned 
up—that is it was softened and de
stroyed—and the spiritual brain is al
most black in consequence. Site had 
become idiotic, although once a bright 
and beautiful girl. She lips sunk now 
far below tlie most intelligent of the 
brute creation."

■ I looked in upon the creature, horror 
stricken. Her body was so contorted 
and twisted that she scarcely resem
bled a human being. Her head and 
lace were nearly black, although, as 
Cathie told me, she had once been a 
very beautiful girl, w.th a clear, white 
delicate complexion. Her eyes gleamed 
with what might be termed satanlc 
fire. They resembled those of a ser
pent. Her lips hung loosely, and she 
drooled at the mouth. Her hair was 
black, and appeared to be turned into a 
woolly mass. Her hands and fingers 
were like claws. The sight sickened 
me to that degree that 1 was obliged to 
turn aside and sit down. 1 fejt as one 
does on earth who faints.“

"Oh!” I exclaimed. "That case must 
be entirely hopeless."

"Ob, no,” said Cathie. “Others, as 
bad as she is, have been restored; but 
it takes a long time to do it. This 
beautiful girl that was, was betrayed by 
one of earth’s millionaires. She loved 
the man, and when he deserted her, 
she, In her despair, cared not what be
came of her. She attempted suicide by 
drowning, but was saved by the crew of 
h life boat. She afterward became an 
outcast on the city streets, drowning 
her despair and grief in the maddening 
bowl. She spent nearly every penny 
that her wild career brought her, in 
drink; taking very little food; and not 
any for many days together; and when 
at last she had sunk so low even for her 
vile career, she went crouchiugly 
through the streets, holding forth her 
skinny hand for a penny. As soon as 
she got three-pence, she spent it for the 
vilest alcohol—the strongest she could 
possibly obtain. She had had many ter
rible falls, owing to the destruction of 
the brain tissues, and toward the last 
she had no shelter, but crawled, at 
night, within some recess. She had 
now ^become wily and cunning as a ser
pent, and had escaped the police sta
tion. At last, the brain gave way en
tirely, and she tumbled into a deep ex- 
cavatlon, where a building was about to 
be erected, and was found dead to 
earth. They buried the body In the 
potter’s field, and it was better for the 

’ earthly world that she was out of It. 
But there she lies, an immortal spirit,
that can never die.

Be” lor the better condition of earth's has been done for that one. But let us
people, I shall not have spoken in vain. I go back, and I will.show you some of 
Yours for the uplift, the very worst-cases we have; and

ABBIE WALKER GOULD. I from them they grade all the way up-
Moline, 111. . . ' ward uptil they are free from the vile

- . . - I habit entirely. Come, now, and I will
----------- -  ‘ ------------ I show you the worst case we have here

A POEM TO ROBERT BURNS. at present.”
At the suggestion of my oid friend, I A“d we Pal'?ed 1)efore °“e oi 

Mr. Fretag, of this city, I’send you a I wards; and, there, upon the tumbled 
poem I saw in a scroll entwining the. and soiled cot, lay a heap of something, 
pictures of Robert Burns and cofonel one could hardly call It a human being; 
Robert G. Ingersoll, in the cottage of but at laBt J discovered that it was. 
Robert Buffis, near Ayr, Scotland, I The form raised itself up to a sitting 
while I was there last year. I was very posture ana glared at us with wild, un- 
much pleased to know that' my native I intelligent eyes; It was a man past 
country people had become so liberal, I middle age, bloated beyond all sem- 
and asked the old gentlenianiy custo-1 blance to a human form, with shrunken, 
dian, if no objections were offered to it. phaking arms and legs; the whole 
He said: “There was a preacher from | f°riu trembling as with an ague fit. 
Cincinnati, U. S., who did make some I And, new, with glaring and twisted eye-

schoolmates—the former born in the 
mountains of Kentucky is a beautiful 
woman, sensitive and now gifted with-
divine power.

. Mrs M- whom J will call the healer, 
has been received with encouragement, ifl the granddaughter of a Spanish 
ILJs still, however, in an immature priest, who before he died, jenounc.ed 
states Jt is accompanied with the tares the Catholic religion and became a uni-, 
of obsession. It could not.be otherwise, versalist minister. .Mrs. M.S nature 
as things now are. We are glad to get takes almost of the vehemence of -the 
the wheat; even if troubled with tares. Old Prophets, and yet is tempered with 
•. .. ■■ . «trona love. After the priest died. he.Obsession and crime spring from ig- ¿^oped the wonderful power latent 
norance and unreasonableness. - Ignor- ’nevhej*"lgrandChiiS. Living in Cincinnati: 
ance precedes enlightenment Obses- t th t time joined ihe religious: 
sion is necessary^ this- stage, because « Hsts ¿nd beJcau,e a power. Now' 
the outgrowth of a natural Jaw.' Tne point: How does she Heal?
xew that are enlightened must instruct protn po other view.than tins, she says:: 
.he many unenlightened. If these few ,.jbe body is all right, but when dis-: 
li^e 'ysdom with the knonleoge thev ¿"JT comes in eome ono who has: 
will not be unreasonably abrupt In their ^“cged out sleps lnl0 lhe space (aura) ; 
procedure. Every day. witnesses; more ihdivIdl'lal. and with0«t its own; 
cool lieaos coming to the front. Ikis ,eajizatiOn many times reflects upon it 
is an auspicious outlook. the same disease they passed outwlth.”1

'be destruction. .
' Obsession is a natural sequence of a 
present immature state. Immatirity 
and unreasonableness go hand-m-hand. 
Jjnlightment Is the fruit of education.: 
Successful reforms have education lor 
their foundation. Sometimes war is ed
ucational. Experience is .a seven; 
teacher: it is educational. ■ All labor-, 
saving machinery is conceived In crude 
■form- All new subjects.of knowledge 
start in a rough state. Some mediums 

■ have passed through such rough hand-, 
‘Ung they nave abandoned the calling.

Dr' Peebles has conferred, an ines
timable boon on the subject of Spirit-, 
ualtsm: through his new book, Spirit 
Obsession.” It acquaints us with a 
World-wide immature Spiritualism, a 
jorrelationaKithe numan state, both 

■‘here and over there, From this know!:
■>dge we know, as by instinct, just the 
aext step to take. At Salem, Mass., the 
mortal world stamped it out by. murder-, 
’ng the mediums. Since then the earth 
enlightenment has - unproved. T he 
latest demonstration. ot, Spiritualism

Condemnation of the tares In the She sees the-influence that comes to, 
great, rich field as good, but it must not or is present with, the person. She’ 
stop there. Dr. Peebles shows that the. Jays hands on them, prays and then de
agency of condemnation has always mands that the unclean spirit leave and; 
been m operation; as that, however, has trouble them no more. She has made
-been, the only agency, the tares still wonderful cures that have been given’ 
grew. and. in Oriental lands, they have up by the physicians. She has one ad- 
taken possession of the entire held. vanced Indian control, named “Sun-

There is no need for cutting, drugging a 
proving the eye for any form, of disease, fori . 
new system of treating aftiictions oi the eye iuu 

been discovered wherety 
all torturous and barbar 
ous methods are eHininat 
ed. There Is no risk or ex’ 
perimentlug, as thousand! 
of people have been cured 
of blindness,, fulling eye* 
sight, cataracts, grannjat- 

. ed Mds aud other afflictions
Of the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases incurable.. 
Below we pidnt extracts from testimonials— 
such as are received by us daily.

Mi'.A. O. T. Peuuington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo 
writes: “Having used Aetlna for several years 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye, 
ear nud throat affections. It cured my mother 
of cataracts.” .

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: ‘‘I am 
73 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
caipiow thread a needle without glasses.”

Rev. w, O. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes; 
“My honest opinion of Aetlna Is that |t is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
It cured my eyes, aud cured my wife of asth
ma.”

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. ••Acliuu" is purely a hom< 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If vou will send 
your name and address to the tfew York ind 
London Electric Association, Dept 84 >, 921) Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receive ab- 
sulutely free a valuable book, Professor Wib 
son’s Treatise on the Eye aud on Disease In 
General,

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plica, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Kczemaandall Skinand Female Diseases. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Beat free. Address O 

DR» BYE, Uroadwa^ Kansas City, Mo.

796
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THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

ÖTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, ot Intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account ot his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences ot others, 
including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value; 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. .2.

Can Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage, in this book of 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He states a 
groat number of well-authenticated instances 
ot spiritist revelation or communication. Hie 
discussion is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
périences. Price, cloth. Sl.OO.

Journeys to the Planet Êrs
Or, Our Hission to Ento (flars)

She was many
A

years going down. It will take a Jong 
time before she Is restored to her for
mer estate.”

And can anyone love or care for this 
poor, degraded creature?” I asked.

“Her father and mother are still on 
the earthly plane, but she has a sister 
here, one who died to earth when a lit
tle babe. She is a bright and glorious 
creature now. She cannot remain here 
long at a time, but she comes oftbn and 
does all that can be done at present; 
but the time will come when she, to
gether with her sister, will wing her 
way throughout paradise."

“But how about the man, who was the 
cause of her ruin?” •

“He is still upon the earth, and has 
become a cruel and heartless monster, 
robbing thousands. But he belongs to 
a great trust combine. Sometime, dear

Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.

This strangely attractive narrative* 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience of 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it. and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price $1.50.

viuuiuuui.1, u. «., wuu uiu uittne buuie ।—:r’“■,--77—v — . , Miss Judson, we will follow out the
fuss abojit It, but you' see it is there balls, he cried in hoarse and guttural patb one oi those who.are like him. 
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AVe United fatatesans will do.better. r^se' Ereat.help in this work.
We are, more enlightened: have sound- ^ot J9ng ag0 a.y°anS woman ?ame^to 
er reason. Mediumship will continue to *3er> gl'en over .^° u e with consumption, 
be encouraged: it will dwell more on She saw with her a r.lathe who had 
duality than quantity. At present the we^in taat way, and she told her iihe 
best mediums are largely ignorant ot ™ustJea'e --.^e sPac® of her . patient.- 
many of the most important laws of di(1 s°, th® Siri is now well, 
mediumship. The ignorance Is not lim- 1 am not trying to make those people 
ited to the mortal side. One medium believe who would not, even though; 
said a spirit was trying to control her ol'e should come back irom: the dead," 
that didn't know enough to know what I but 1 wish to cite th? most wonderful, 
he wanted. Tho logical conclusion from case I ever heard of, of l-er friend, Mrs., 
Dr. .Peebles: presentation is that if mod- I s-> wh0.tol<3 me yesterday; I, might c^to, 
em Spiritualism becomes a lofty, rich, 
permanent success. It will be at the 
hands ot the mortal enlightenment and 
understanuing. , .

Honors are due J. R. Francis-as well
as Dr. Peebles. -. . ■

E W BALDWIN. 
Madison Wls.

the case: “I was perfectly well ” ,she: 
said: "normal and had given birth,.-to- 
chtldren who wore grown. All at once 
I became conscious I was to be a mother 
again and was delighted, My children, 
would not believe it.? My friend , life 
healer, said it was not so. 1 grew angry, 
thinking, they did, not wish me to have 
the child bo I kept away from theta.

yet. There is a large hall on Bath tones. Give me to drink. Give me to 
street, Glasgow, where every Sunday 1 am dying of thirst. I want
Spiritual meetings'are held; and some-, drink. '
times week evenings. They are well at- A sweet little girl now entered, and, 
tended, ih some Casés standing. room going to the side of the cot, poured a 
only»' - ’ ■ ■ •’ • • — . I glass of clear water, and offered it to

t v the' man. “That is his own little’■Mni-QP^ertiMr n?rap%k°niiJiear|n^i^ht' daughter,” said Cathie, "who died from 
Morsç, editor of tte-Banner;- of Light; eartll of want and neglect, on account 
speak in that halvas well;as.many oth- - vnr fnthAr’R terrible habit But she ™ * deiermStosav: ye?^

who V<OFKS at his bench - the I . mv hpln RhA will Rnopppd T'ha 
nnrt'l km^ure hevond'his schnl stfofon case 1001tS he,pless now, doesn’t it?” - 
and I am sure beyond his schqlastic op- “Truly it does,” l ariswered.
portuplties* , I The-pretty child pressed the glass to

The friends in Glasgow,-were organiz- -he thirsty lips of her father. The mo- 
ing. a system of propaganda, by calling ment he tasted the water, he dashed 
on members who had ijiterefif.. .in the the glass from her hands, spilling the 
philosophy, and had .ropm Tin their ^atey over the bed and; shivering the 
homes to devote one room foirmeetlngs I glass to'fragments; then he tore at his 
once a week, arid I understood it was hair and beard; he cursed and.swore in 
working well. - < nn. ’'--- the mcsthoh’iblemarinerjheravedob-
.I send you the little Joem-by’ Mr. In- scenely, calling us all the most loath-, 

gersoll, that is said'by iBwinburn to be some names that could be thought of. 
the best tribute ever offered by. the'poet I He raved thus until he fell back in a 
of one to the poet of anpther:iix ". kind oi fit, frothing at the mouth, and

~ ' - JAMES McGAVIN. once more,he lay huddled in a heap,
Springfield, III. - , ■ wo ■ scarcely to be discerned as that of a

- ———hr < yn. . human being. ■ . '' .
Inoeraoll'a tribute taîinbe¥i’lRiirns I turned away sick at heart, His lit- Ingerso Ts Tribute to^obef^Burns. Ue da,Ighter( rai81ng her great, beauti-

Tho’ Scotland boasts aiib.ous.qnd names I fu], soulfril eyes to my face: “He is my 
‘ Of propliet, king and.fiéer, j y ' . father,” she said, "and I will never for- 

The noblest, greatest qfntheiRtall I 8ai{e him or neglect him; moreover, I' 
- .Was loved-and cradled hefp. '. I shall save him yet, and he will, at last, 
Here lived the gentle peasant; prince, be a-bright and glorious angel.”

The lovirig cotter, king] ; ilm. . : ■ i caught thé pretty creature in my
Compared with him the greatest lord /■ arms and kissed her. , 7

Is but a titled thing. . . "You dear little girl,” I said,,"he de
; 'Tis but a cottage thatched with straw,. serves to be saved, for your sake if for 
, A hovel made with clay; . nothing more.” ■

One door shuts oùt.theapow and storm, I «He has but'just come to this life,” 
; . Ono window greets the day, ' , I said Cathie; "but he will gradually

And yet I stand.within this room, | grow better as time goes on. He left
. And hold all thrones in scorn, I his body bn account of delirium tre
mor here beneath this lowly thatch J mens." '- -
, Love’s sweetest bard was born. 1 we now continued on past many oth-

Within this hallowed hut.rfeel er‘wards; "As I glanced in, I saw the
• Like one-who clasps a shrine . I.most of these Were occupied.

When the glad lips at last have touched I, “All these,” said Cathie, “have come 
Something that seems divine; , here within a day or so.” I noticed

And here the world through ■ all the I the most of them lay in a stupor.

That will take time also. But you have
been in this place long enough for 
once. Come, let us return.”

I actually felt weak and sick,. and 
longed to get back to my own beautiful 
home. And so we made haste and 
were soon again within the beautiful 
arbor, where, bidding Cathie and Ferdi
nand’s wife adieu, I most gladly re
turned to my own home.

Yours for humanity and for spiritual
ity. ABBY A. JUDSON.

(To be continued.)

AFTER HER DEATH.
The Story of a Summer. By Lilian Whiting. 

Pervaded wl ,h pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways of 
spiritual experience. Price. 11.00. __________

lUAUHAJ * Pour Centuries of Prcffr^r, It Vfnilii • A Lecture delivered at the Preo
thinker’s international Congress. Chicago. Ill., 
October, 1693. By Susan H. wlxon. Price, 10c.

The Refioion of Science.
By-Dr. Paul Carus. ver tho jghttul and in- 

terestlns- Price, 25 cenu.

CONCENTRATION

years, . - .
As long as day returns, <. 

The tribute of its love nnd tears < 
Will pay to Robert Burns.

Have You-Asthma in Any Form?
Medical science at last reports a posi

tive cure for Asthma in every form in 
the wonderful Kola Plant, a new botan
ical discovery- found on the Congo 
River- West Africa. Its cures are really 
marvelous, therefore, this remedy is of 
the most vital Interest to Asthmatic suf
ferers.

Mr. Thos. Phillip«, No, 267 Middle St-.. Paw 
tucket, R. I., writes May 9th, I thank God and 
the Kola Importing Co., for my cure of Asthma 
after I had given up hopes of getting cured. 
Mrs. Haggle Gardner, of Ackworth,, Iowa, 
writes May 6th, suHered for several years with 
Asthma and could get no relief, but the Kola 
Compound permanently cured me. Mr. C. J. 
Case, Johnsonville, N. Y., writes May 6th, the 
Kola Compound proved a God send to me, as It 
cured me of Asthma in the worst form, ¿nd I 
bad suffered with it from childhood. Mr. E. 
Aldrich. 391 MUI St., Poughkeepsie, N, Y„ a 
prominent citizen,-writes, my son suffered with 
Asthma for seven years. Doctors could do noth
ing for him, and to save his life ml vised-mo to 
take him to Denver, Colo. A friend advised me 
to try Hlmalya and It completely cured him. 
Hundreds of similar letters nave been received 
by tho Importers, copies of which they will be. 
glad to send yon. .

To prove beyond a doubt its wonder
ful curative power the Kola Importing 
Co:, No. INI Broadway, New York, Will 
send a large case of the Kola Compound 
free by mall to every reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker who suffers from any 
form of Asthma. This is very fair, and 
we advise sufferers to send for a case. 
It costs, you nothing and you should 
surely try it . , ... . .

A Valuable Work.
Concentration, Meditation and Inspira

tion. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months’ study. By 
Laura G. Fixen.

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, of especial value and assistanco 
to those who desire to be benefited by- 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought! clear meditation and 
superior inspiration.

Sent complete for 50 cents.

RIGrtTLIVING
— by—

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of *App)ea of Gold,* «An in a Lifetime,” 

“The Story Hour,*’ ’'Summer Days at Ontct,” 
"Stmdiy Observance,” etc., etc. . ..

VUrlnsds an art, a metbod ot expretilng great 
conception,: in fact, thobigbeit method, thonoulcit 
of tho ana.’—TnoMaa Stam Kiko.

I .."When. they, come to their senses,’’ 
I said Cathie, "’there wlll .be some pretty 
I lively times. Nope of them yet know 
| that they are frdF from their bodies.”'

"Continuity of Lite a Coatnlo Truth." 
By Prof. W." M. LockwoCd. The work of 
B-atrong, logical thinker, on a deeply

Till« book slrea *a admlnblo conrao of atudy I* 
ethics, and supplies a lona felt vast of an othloal 
‘ext-book especially adapted to the comprchorulon ot 
children, ai wellaaolder peraoni whom It it wisely 
and appropriately designed to Interoit while teaching 
them valuable ethlcaHcsiohi. .

The author ihowa a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the prlnclplea of ethics. Bbe illustrates 

.her subject with many brief narratives an*.! anec 
lotos, which render the book more Interesting and 
more easily.comprehended. It is especially adapted 
for use tn children a’iyceiim«. InthohandM of mn|h* 
era and teachers Itmay Va made vcrynietuL Young 
and old win be benefited hy-iu It fa a moat excellent 
book and should be w|«ielr circulated. r.
Price, Clotlip , •■ .' .VX
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fourth day. To make tills appear con
sistent it plagued the geologists Im-

Caln and AJiel Mental Units.
The Bible is a wonderful book.

8100 
OOots 
25cts 
Bets

persecute to gain applause from 
Monarch of the skies.

sects.
In 1660 the Protestants becoming

not quote it at this time for want 
space. ■

is a chance for genius to make a brill
iant display of Itself.

Another Splendid Offer to Increase the 
Mediums’ Pension Fund.

.............Sx Months,..,... 
Th^’tuen Weeks, 
Siugle Copy......

the Protestahts, having gained a major
ity in the Assembly, an act was passed, 
nine Protestants to four Catholics, fa
voring the religious toleration of all

mensely, and we are apprehensive it 
will the elder; but let him try. There
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Remit by Postofflce Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or Now York. It 
costs from 10 to 16 cents to get checks Cashed on 
local banks, so do not send them unless you 
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sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 40 
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WORDS OF CAUTION.
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ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the inext remittance may 
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for five cents, and th:i you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Nature’s Revelation.
When Rev. Lyman Abbott declared in 

cis late address which ‘ shocked" Right 
Rev. Cheney, that -“The bible no longer 
can be accepted as ultimate; that many 
of Its laws were copied from other re
ligions; that the ten commandments 
did not spring spontaneously from 
Meses, but were, like all laws, a grad
ual growth; and that man is a creature 
of evolution, not a creation,” he uttered 
great truths well known to educated 
clergymen of all denominations. Even 
Bishop Cheney, if honest, showed his 
ignorance when'he expressed himself 
as surprised that a truthful clergyman 
should occupy such a position.

The fact is, the Bible came to us 
from Catholic hands. Where, when, or 
by whom jvritten no one knows. In the 
hands of priests only, denied to the

LIFE. IS n MOSftIG MD EftGft TINY
HEGE MUST BE|uf W SKILL

, HUDSON TUTTLE.

■dltor-at-Largo for the National Spirt*’ 
uallrt Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
!wer all attacks In the Becular or rellg- 
ona press on Spiritualism. Bend him 

•Upplngs when a i attack la made, giv- 
Im date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, .Ohio,

Is a work of infallible divine inspiration 
it is wonderful that it is the subject 
of so many and wonderfully diverse 
interpretations by implicit believers in 
Its infallibility. The variety and diver
sity of these interpretations make the 
Jioqk more than, a match for Joseph’s 
coat of many colors.

One of the most interesting of these 
biblical interpretations is that lately 
promulgated by the Rev. John W. Stock
well, at the Kenwood Parish Church of 
the New Jerusalem, Chicago, on the 
Bible account concerning Caln and 
Abel, which has generally been accept
ed by church people as veritable his
tory.

ReV. Stockwell advanced the theory 
that Cain and Abel were not men, but 
were faculties of the mind. In the 
course of a sermon on “The Psycholog
ical Cain and the Psychological Abel” 
he said: “Turn with me to that rare old 
book of Genesis and to the fourth chap
ter; «there we read the Caln and Abel 
story. Perhaps no tale of prehistoric 
time is better known than this. And yet 
how puzzled people nave been in the 
application of it The story of the re
spective offerings of the two brothers 
to the Lord and the favor with which, 
äs the story reads, the Lord regarded

people, it was claimed by them they 
had a testament from God, a book in
spired by him, which revealed his will 
in regard to man. Luther and his co
adjutors did not controvert that claim, 
but received it, and quoted from It as of 
divine authority. It was an age in 
which there was but little learning; 
books were not accessible, and the 
mind was not critical/ The compilation 
became a fetish, like an idol among pa
gans, or charms blessed by priests, and 
worn^on the breast to protect the wear
er from the Evil Eye.

Men of learning and thought repudi
ated the book; but after the period of 
burning recalcitrants had passed, then 
came the cry of infidel, which, in ef
fect in earlier years, was more cruel in 
its consequences than were the burn
ings.

Brave men in the ministry have tried 
to correct public opinion, and place the 
bible just where it belongs, a very im
perfect production; but learning, posi
tion, Integrity, character, were soon 
wrecked, and men have become ex
tremely cautious In their utterances.

The great mass of the people know 
but little of the contents of the bible. 
They allow the clergy to read It and in
terpret it for them. And how do they 
read it? By selecting a chapter here, 
and another there, omitting those pas
sages which if read with their connec
tions would show the pernicious char
acter of the collection. For texts on 
which long sermons are founded, “the 
last clause of vej-se so and so, and chap
ter so and so,” or some other fragment 
of a sentence 1b used, equivalent to tak
ing for a text “There is no God,” omit
ting all that preceded and qualified it. 
This would be a gross perversion; but 
scarcely greater than clerics are some
times guilty of in choosing their texts, 
on which they are liable to exploit for 
an hour—formerly two to three hours.

“Nature’s Divine Revelations," given 
by A. J. Davis while in clairvoyant con
ditions, published in a large volume on 
the very eve of the so-called “Rochester 
Knockings," give a better idea of what 
such a book should teach than does the 
bible. There is no obscenity in it.

In conclusion, in a work entitled “Ex
amination of Prophecies," by Thomas 
Paine, first published In 1807, we have

Abel’s offering and the disfavor with 
which he looked upon what Caln 
brought has perhaps caused much men
tal discomfiture of men.

“And it has probably disturbed many 
who were honestly seeking to read the 
word as God’s own .book and to find 
there the message which he would give 
them. „ xl_

“Now, to all minds who regard the 
Bacred word In the way we have de
scribed this story of Cain and Abel 
would at first approach in an affirma
tive attitude. It would be regarded as 
,a doctrinal teaching of worth, having 
behind it the authority of a divine rev
elation. But when the letter of the 
story seemed to make it appear that the 
Lord was partial in his regard of the 
children of men the mind of the reader 
would be confronted with its puzzle.

“In the present state of public mind 
of this country the teaching which 
seemed to show an Injustice in the ope
ration of an overruling power would 
nerhaps meet with more opposition 
than any other, and so the teaching of 

■ Cain and Abel, which does apparently 
suggest Injustice, would be objected to 
by the justice-demanding mind.

“But it is just another case of having 
a device which Is handed down to the 

’ children of this generation with the 
stamp of undoubted venerableness In 
the history of men, and, I say it with 
full conviction of its truth, the stamp of 
divine revelation—and yet with the 
knowledge lacking of how to use it

“The trouble is that men have been

Some people believe that moral principled eaiPbe inculcated by force, . 
that moral practices, religious ideas and a bitre ¡¡¿art can be commanded 
by law. Individual reformation comes by peVsuasiou, by education, 
and not by force. You must educate yoiil’ boy'iiot to drink spirituous 
liquors the same as you educate him not to kteal/iiot to lie, not to. commit 
crime, You cannot cure evil by law, yoivpanftot stamp out crime and 
iniquity by statute. If the evils that afi!6ct iiidividuals and mankind 
cannot be eliminated by education, by pr'ebept/by example—they will 
never be wiped out; ' i ' ' 0 ue

The more ignorant people are the narrower ’tlieir view upon any ques
tion and the more infallible their manner of expression. The lower the 
order the safer it is to rule by power and by might. The most vital 
truths that enter into our lives are not learned from rules, or text books, 
or schools. “Love of home, of parents, for the truth—these qualities 
are vital, yet they cannot be taught as part of a curriculum, and neither 
can they be defined and printed as lessons in books. Sentiments are the 
most potent things in the world, but they elude definitions * * * . 
Patriotism can be inculcated rather than formally taught; and is to be 
learned by indirection—by study of history, of great models, of the he
roes and martyrs of liberty—rather than by a set course,”.

. Fellowship with great men, communion with noble thoughts, behold
ing whatever is grand and beautiful in nature pr art. purifies and en
nobles the soul and leads to a grander conception of life. . There are no 
printed rules of action, no formulas, no tenets or set principles that will 
do for'all conditions of society, or for all individual needs. Each soul 
stands alone with separate and distinct wants and desires. Every hu
man heart needs a confessor—every soul a fortress, and every individ
ual life a city of refuge where it can find shelter and. protection. '

The stronger a man is mentally and spiritually, and the more ideal
istic and imaginative he is the more he standsi in need of sympathetic 
natures around him. “The shallow fishing boat glides safely over the 
reefs where the noble bark strands.” The finest natures the world has 
ever produed have become moral wrecks. A man’s weakness some
times forms a part of . e call misfortunes often
prove to be blessings. A great artist turns a blot, or» a daub of paint 
upon the canvas into a rock, or a landscape or some other adornment to 
his picture, thereby converting ugliness into beauty—a blemish into an 
ornament and a decoration. Pain and suffering, sorrow and grief— 
when clarified, spiritualized, become poetry, song, painting, and seulp-
ture. • ■ _

The soldier in the midst of the conflict cannot tell whether the tide 
of battle is for or against him—so no individual can judge what the out
come of any single experience may be or what bearing it may have upon 
his life while it is passing. The blackest cloud becomes radiant with 
beauty when’ touched by the rays of the setting sun. “All poetry that 
may be called great is only sad ess given voice ; and music is ever a 
wailing and a sobbing; what is-pleasure to the «ear transmutes into sor
row in the heart and soul. The perfect poem, the perfect music, Jf ever 
written will be the expression of a broken heart * * It is 
claimed that the most beautiful notes of the song bird are learned while 
the cage is covered and darkened. • ' '

To the Editor and Friends:—As we 
have recently shown in the columns of 
the spiritual papers, the Pension Fund 
of The N. 8. A. Is constantly decreasing 
by the yearly drain upon it in payment 
of the pensions of our worthy mediums, 
and knowing full well thatiinless this 
tax is met by further relays of money 
from the benevolent and sympathetic, 
the time will surely come when the ben
eficiaries from the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund will have to be dropped—for want 
of a fund—one of our generous and 
never falling friends has authorized me 
to announce that he will donate one 
thousand dollars to the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund of the National Association, pro
vided that a corresponding sum is 
raised from the Spiritualists at large 
within three months from this time.

Our friend states that he will not 
give the thousand dollars unless anoth
er thousand is secured by individual 
contributions, as he feels that the coun
try at large can surely give as much as 
one Individual can do, and that the Re
lief Fund should be as much of a mat

. ter of interest and solicitude to all Spir
itualists as if is t J one. Therefore, we 
ask in the name of our needy mediums, 

’and of humanity, that the good Spirit
ualists of the country send in their do
nations—large or small—to the secre
tary of the N. S. A. to help swell the re
quired sum. All contributions will be 
thankfully received and acknowledged, 
and the list of donors will be printed 
each, month in the spiritual papers. We 
have on hand a few contributions to 
this Relief—or pension—fund that have 
been recelved since our last report and 
these will be placed on the new list to 
help make up the thousand dollars we 
need.

There are certain friends of the cause 
who always donate what they can to 
this worthy object; we can rely on 
them to do their best; but in addition 
to this we implore other Spiritualists to 
send their contributions for the needy 
mediums. Do not say or think that oth
ers will do this work without your help, 
we'need all the aid possible to receive, 
the expense of the pension list never 
stops and money Is required all the 
time to keep it open for the aged, worn 
and invalid ones who are Its beneficia
ries. Please send us your donations 
and receive the blessings of the angels 
-for your worthy deed. Address all con

. trlbutians to the office of the N. 8. A., 
, 600 Pennsylvania avenue 8. E., Wash

ington, D. C.
1 . MARY T. LONGLEY,.

i Secretary.

a very clear exposition ot a truthful rev
elation. He said:

“The Word of God is tho Creation we 
behold ; and this word of God revealeth 
to man all that is necessary for man to 
know of his Creator.

“Dtr'we want to contemplate his 
power? We see it in the immensity of 
his creation. 1/

“Do we want to contemplate his wis
dom? We see it in tne unchangeable 
order by .which the incomprehensible 
whole is governed.

"Do we want to contemplate his mu
nificence? We see it in the abundance 
with which he fills the earth.

“Do we want to contemplate his mer
cy? We see it in his not withholding 
that abundance even from the un
thankful. -

“Do we Want to contemplate his will, 
so far as it respects man: The good
ness he shows to all, is a lesson for our 
conduct to each other.

“In fine—Do we want to know what 
God is? Search not the book called the 
Scripture, which any human hand might 
make, or impostor invent; but thé 
scripture called the Creation."

Rev. Conyers Middleton, of the 
Church of England, near two hundred 
years ago, was equally eulogistic of Na
ture's Revelation. He said:

"The visible works of his creation are 
the most authentic nnd indisputable 
revelation which God has ever givëh 'Ot 
himself from the beginning of the world 
to this day. It was this by which the 
first notice of him wae revealed to the 
inhabitants of tho earth, and by which 
alone it has been kept up ever since 
among the several nations.”

Cicero, a heathen philosopher, living 
before our era, wrote in a similar strain. 
Though pointed and emphatic, we will

applying this teaching In the wrong 
way and in the wrong place. The story 

■ is not dealing with units of humanity, 
- but with units of the mind. Abel is

not a man, but a faculty of the mind.
, “There is no clearer statement of 
how to interpret the scriptures psycho
logically than is given in the writings 
of that Swedish sage, Emanuel Swed- 
enhorg. He shows plainly that Cain 
in the terms of mental life, means faith, 
and that Abel means charity. By the 

’ introduction of these meanings we are 
in an entirely different field of thought 
and we find this scripture story is sim
ply emphasizing the same lesson sug
gested through other parts of the' scrip
ture. It is' stating in divine symbolism, 

■ that God requires of men first charity
and then faith.” '

Church Entertainment.
Sleeping in church is said to have 

been one of the luxuries of ye olden 
time. Wonder if it has been prolonged 
Into these later years? It is told of one 
Rev. South that while preaching at 
Whitehall, he observed Kjng Charles II, 
and several of his attendants, asleep. 
Stooping down he ¿tied out to one of 
the delinquents r “My lord, ! am sorry 
to interrupt you, but if you snore so 
loud, you will awake the king.”

In-these more modem times the so
licitude Of the dominie would have been 
to save-his sleeping parishioner from 
being disturbed in his dream of golden 
streets, ivory thrones and unfading 
bliss, jwith tom-tom music on a single 
¡key, while singing glory, glory through 
a wasteless eternity.

The most adverse circumstances in life may be simply a stepping stone 
to something higher. The vanquished is sometimes greater than the 
victor;—the criminal becomes more renowned than the Court who pass
es sentence. Socrates in prison drinking'nis hemlock proved to be a 
more commanding person in the world thaty the’judges who condemned 
him. John Brown standing upon the scaffold,3a convicted felon, was 
not defeated—because the principles for which Ke died have been made 
into laws, written into statutes and his name jforever engraved upon 
the hearts of his countrymen. Even NapilqonpWas a more interesting 
figure in defeat at Waterloo, than Wellington was in victory.

No man can prophesy as to any event or -act ,pf his life—which shall 
prosper—this or that. We walk in darkryjSs. ¡yie condemn what we 
cannot understand, and “strain out gnats and swallow camels.” Some 
people .pick up ideas, others dollars. Some majee friends, Others ene
mies. No man is consistent. The meanest criminal that ever lived 
prided himself on virtues not possessed by his neighbors. Every one 
is largely responsible for the (¡onditipps, tpat hq makes ppupd him— 
whether he lias friends or foes4whether hjj js rich or poor, learned or 
unlearned, sick br well. ’ .

A Chance for Genius to Splurge.
A Baptist pastor wrote the Truth 

Seeker recently, saying Uris" not true 
that the Epistle of James is considered 
binding on the Christian churches; then 
he goes on to say, “the teachings of 
Luther, Calvin and the pioneer Protest
ant fathers have been greatly changed 
since their day.” He illustrates: -

“The six days of creation hobby has 
become obsolete. The theologian of 
this age sees in the ‘six days’ of the 
first chapter of Genesis, six ages of cre
ation, Just as scientists do.”

We are all glad to ^earn the clergy 
have made that advance; but who au
thorized them to change “the evening 
and the morning were the first day,” 
and make that “day” embrace a period 
of perhaps millions of years?

If each of those'six days covered pe
riods of millions of years, what be
comes of the Sabbath, the seventh day, 
a day of rest, that commemorates the 
completion of those six days of arduous 
labor by Elohim, which those evoluted 
clergymen have been telling us all 
along is the reason we should keep that 
day holy ? If each of the former days 
constituted a period of millions of years, 
must not the Sabbath be equally long?

The interpretation which the rever
end accepts, was made by geologists in 
the early years of that science, to es
cape ecclesiastical odium; but they 
found it a severe task after suggesting 
days of almost internilnable duration, 
to account for “the grass, the. herb 
yielding seed, the tree yielding fruit,” 
and all the varied phenomena of the 
three days preceding the creation of 
sun and stars, which occurred on the

LETTERS FROM THE SPIRIT 
’ . WORLD. ' '

■ This remarkable work,.our lastvpre- 
’ mium book, is now being printed, and 

,will i»e- ready ¡for.-dellvery next week.

There are persons who spend their whole time glorifying themselves— 
telling what they have done for their friends and others ¡—never a word 
is said or thought given as to what others.have done for them. On their 
ledger appears only charges—you would look in vain through the whole 
book for-a single credit. It would be a great revelation to most people 
if they could see their own faults with the same clearness and distinct
ness that they do the faults of their neighbors. Every individual is a 
divinely appointed instrument in God’s hands for some particular pur
pose—else the world is run at random.

Humanity has come up through great tribulation. If we could read 
the secret history of men and women around us—of their hopes and 
fears, their aspirations and disappointments—we should stand appalled 
at the record. No prison door is barred and,bolted like the human 
heart. -Some one has quoted Longfellow as saying, “If we could, only 
read the secret history of our enemies, we should find in each man’s life 
sorrow and suffering enough to disarm hostility.” Every fugitive joy, 
every transient pleasure, every hour of happiness comes as a gift from 
the gods in a world where there is so much sorrow, anxiety and unrest. 
You can starve the mind, the spirit, the affections and sentiment as 
truly as you can starve the body. The soul feeds upon the object of its 
love, desire and ambition. Not a human being lives but cherishes some 
wish, hope or purpose—no matter how unconcerned he may appear to 
the public gaze. There are more famished hearts than bodies. As we 
pass down the hillside of life, every day becomes more and more solemn, 
more and more earnest and thoughtful. There are depths of feeling 
that words cannot reach, .experiences of the soul that language cannot 
express. Even art is powerless to depict only the semblance of the real
ities of life. The most thrilling dramas are never written—because the 
reality out-masters fiction. There is. a sadness, a grief, a disappoint
ment that cannot be written in books,'pictured upon canvas, or feigned 
by any actor. ' .

All experiences when rightly viewed are beneficial. Everything from 
nature’s standpoint is beautiful, symmetrical and useful. It is lack of 
vision that causes the world to look distorted. Great intellectual abil
ity is apt to be linked to some moral weakness.. Men condemn—history 
applauds. There is no infallible book, no infallible man, no infallible 
church. There was never- a watch or clock made that eould keep per

' feet time. There i$ an element of doubt in.the strongest faith—a grain 
of fear in the bravest heart. (The world is always working for perfec-

“The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and.Times of the Nazarene and 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in- 
tetfeatlng book. , Neatly brand in dotA 
aad gut only 50 -esaia .
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The World Has Never
- Religious Toleration.

We see it stated: “There was never 
any Roman Cotholic Colony in Mary
land. The thirteen colonies were all 
Protestant.”

The statement is misleading. Lord 
Baltimore, the younger, a Catholic, be
cause of the popular hatred by Protest
ants in England of Catholics, procured 
a grant for the territory, and in 1833, 
appointed his brother Calvert governor, 
who, near the close of that year, with 
some 200 families, nearly all Catholics, 
sailed for America. They settled in 
February, 1634, at the mouth of the Po
tomac, where they purchased the In
dian title, and founded a town, now 
known as St: Marys.

While in entire control there was no 
legislation excluding any class of set
tlers from the territory. About 1649,

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult 11- 
brary, and ar© furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The lapt 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care- 
£UWe have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select

nu-
merlcally the dominant faith, an act 
was passed declaring:

“All persons professing the Catholic 
religion shall not be considered within 
the protection of the laws.”

That is the kind of toleration Protest
ants extended to Catholics of Maryland, 
and is the kind either would extend to 
Spiritualists of to-day; were it not they 
are held in restraint by the great ma
jority, who are of neither sect. Secta
rians of all denominations, when 
clothed with authority, esteem them
selves favorites of heaven, and they

the
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out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, soqae- 
thing never before equalled In 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order toy a 

 

Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Pro 
Thinker. We repeat that the w . 
has never seen the like of it before. '

OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE
MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.

The following is the list of titles of 
the Twelve Premium Books: .

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These • 
three volumes have been prepared by'T 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable , 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten;

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me-

from them as follows:
Any one of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tnc Paper, one 
year and one Premium Book, $1.2o. ...
J Anv two of the Twelve Premium dium.

van mav order, price 70 cents. 7-The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex-

tion but never attains it. a J ; . '
If every hope was realizecrand every fear dispelled, there would be no 

life, no growth, no motive for action. The onlyiway'to form a correct 
kno’wledge of history—the growth of nations, customs, habits, laws’and 
social order—is to view it on a l^rge scale, and,over a wide extent of 
time and territorv. How simple would be tftg processes of nature, if we 
could understand her workings. . “For eacfemystery there is a key.” 
If our vision was broad enough we eould s§e; harmony even in the dis
cord of societv. There is an unknown f<?jrce;:or.'. power that always 
brings order out of chaos, and overrules thftidisepfdant elements of so
ciety for good. '■ V/ J d _

There are no arbitrary movements in nataire'or in the acts of men. 
How marvelously one condition of life makes way for another. Gov
ernments, laws; religions, all come by regulak-gratíations. As there are 
sights, sounds, and odors too fine and delieatq-for oar senses, so there are 
laws and principles too subtle, complex andrfálusive for our comprehen- 
sibn. But man finally conquers. He tameSrftheoelements ; he subdues 
ike earth- he nuts all living creatures undendbis command, and beauti
fies and adorns nature in every part of her -Kingdom., ;

Nations and races die, civilizations go out;dn dfftkness, but the great 
tide of life—grand, beautiful, terrible—foredêt flows on. From whence 
it comes or whither it goes no man knows, ^hat is life? What is 
death! These great questions tremble On evèfy lip. Prophets have 
spoken, wise mon reasoned and creeds have explained and yet the discus
sion goes on. Mankind knpw no more about thë-’futûre than they did 
ten thousand years ago,’ Thé problem of our Existence has'never been 
solved. But our conditions hereafter will not be determined by wha ; 
we kndw or don’t know, or by what we believe-or don’t believe, but by 
what we have done. Life is a burden and nota gift lightly bestowed.

“ A sacred-burden is tho life ye bear, . .
• Look on it, lift it. bear it solemnly,. .

' ’ Standalp'and walk beheath .it'hteadfastly. .
’ Fail nOt for sorrow, falter not for bin, . <

...... - But«onwasd; upward, till the goal ye win.” ;
Norwich, N. Y. . ’ . HENKY- MQBEISON TEFFT..

Bible Not History.
Not many years ago it would have 

startled and shocked the religious 
world If a college president had uttered 
such thoughts as those ascribed to 
President Jacob Gould Schurman, of 
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., who, 
in att address to the students, on “The 
Christianity of To-day,” said:

“An educated man who would to-day
quote the bible as an authority on any 
physical subject would be an object of 
ridicule in the eyes of all educated 
hearers. Our bible is but the mold of 
2,000 years ago, Into which was poured 
the fundamental principles of religion. 
Its facts are not history, as they have 
been considered for the last nineteen 
centuries. Indeed there is no history 
in the bible, because the Hebrews never 
wrote history. There may be material 
for history, but not history itself.”

President Schurman said that the 
Christ of the twentieth century must be 
admitted to be different from the Christ 
of thé preceding nineteen centuries. 
“The bible,” he said, “can no longer .be 
considered a text-book of science. It 
seems strange to us that men should 
ever have considered it as such.

“We are recoiling from the dogma
tism of the nineteenth century and pre
ceding centuries. But the teachings of 
Christ, In whatever form they may be' 
moldeo, are fundamental and I believe 
that no age since Christ’s own needs 
the gospel of Jesus Christ so much as 
cur own. And no places in our present 
world need these .teachings so much as 
our seats of education, where material
ism has seized hold of students and 
makes them doubt the whole principles 
of religion in doubting the facts which 
they find set down in the bible.

Books you may order, price 70 cents.
Any three of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 1110.
Any four of the Twelve Premmm

Books you may order, price $1.50.Anyyfive of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price ?2.bo.

Any nine of the 'Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price$3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre 
mium Books here announced are sent

. The Youthful Critic.
-~atchlngTier papa while he was con- 

acting his sermon, she innocently in
quired: ' : . ■

“Does Qod tell you what to write?”.
cYes, my child; God tells me.”
“Then what do you scratch out for?" 

-The gospel-expounder was silent.

“In tho World Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. ’ Interesting, instructive _Md 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
iHnmda price .11».

"DIsooveryof a Lost TraiL" By Chas. 
B, Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
sugSestiveness. Cloth, 81.50.

"Why I Am a vegetarian."’ By 3. 
Howard Moore. An address before tho 
Chicago Vegetarian Society. Fries, 85 

■ .awcifa^: -• •
“The New Life.” By Leroy Berrier. 

Eminently'suggestive along the lines of 
«hev/-‘thought.” Excellent in tone and 
feutencles. -Price, cloth, $1.

ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.
8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 

Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium. i

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of. 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11__The Great Debate Between Moses
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, you 
must send In a yearly subscription for 
The Progressive Thinker. . ...

Revivals Are On.
The above Is the headline of a local j 

exchange, and it announces in sub
stance that from this forth all the arts 
of the revivalist will be called into 
requisitions to gain accessions to the 
church. Study the devices of the hTO- , 
notist, to make another mind subordi- ; 
nate to his, and we learn the methods 
the revivalist employs. \

If It was a popular movement, and 
public opinion would sustain it, because 
of his superior qualiflcations^he hyp
notist could make a score of co^ts 
to tho church where tbe revivalist

and is inducted into its mysteries
These revivals come as regularly in 1

have been somewhat modulated in. rq 
nave o * backwoods regions
and new settlementa-unless a Bill Sun
day puts th an appearance—Is now wit
nessed the old display of sensational
ism which used to repeat days wherever the “machine made/m 

exhibit. ■ • ’
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM

The Star of Bethlehem la the theolog
ical name for Halley’s comet.

Theperlodtof this comet Is 76.68 

^Twenty-four revolutions would re
quire 1840.32 years. igqsnIts last perihelion' was - in 1835.31

yeAnachronism, 5.01 years. - .
Therefore, Christ was born in the 

late spring, five years before the pres
ent or Cbristian era. The only thing 
that can be urged against this_ demon
stration, by theologians, is, that It is 

-not “Inspired.” J- w- F-
-Eaton, Ohio. < ■
"Talmagean Inanities,' incongruities, 

Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt andRev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s of
upon Spiritualism." By Mooes Hull.

SPIRITS WERE DETECTIVE^.

Woman Bases Divorce Sult on Strange 1 
Telepathic Evidence.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Telepathic evi
dence and perhaps a practical demon
stration of how to obtain accurate in
formation by telepathy concerning your 
husband’s habits and companions are 
expected to be the leading, attractions 
in the divorce suit of Alice Downing 
against Frank T. Downing, should It 
ever‘come to trial.

Mrs. Downing, who is a Spiritualist, 
filed her suit for divorce just fifteen 
minutes after her husband bad filed a t 
similar suit against her. She said the 
spirits had Informed her that he waa^A 
about to bring legal proceedings an^^- 
warned her to bring a counter suit im-. 
mediately, which she did solely upon/ 
their recommendation. {

Mrs. Downing is a good-looking wo) 
man of 35 and until two months ago 
lived with her husband at 19 Nor tn. 
Fifth street . . I ’

The wife says the spirits have shown 
Mr. Downing to her in the most unA 
seemly placeq. and society. Indeed theV 
have been so brutally frank with he . 
that she does not hesitate to make tn 
statutory charge against him. Sb i, 
says she always knew by courtesy’o : 
the spirits whether her husband wa 
coming home for supper; if not, wh 
not- If so, when he would arrive anfi 
when to put the coffee on; how many 
times he smoked cigars and all about 
ttiTwo weeks ago the .spirits induced 
her to have Downing arrested for non
support-

■Death, Ila Meaning to* EetraltK* 
Rt J K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Sir * An absorbingly Interesting yM- 
¿¿e, of decided value. A narrative . « . 
Wonderful paychic events In the ttk S^xperience. Ooth. 560 pasea, if.

SLS5. _
^ThePrlest, the Woman and the Com 

Sessional." This book, by the we« 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influene^-and, resulu 
of theRomlah bonfesBlonal, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives; Price, by mail, «1. - •

“Longley’s Beautiful Songs. ■.< Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songs, , 
with music, by C. Payson Longley, j 
Price by mall, 15 cents.



MA'MI ; 'T' ï ’FROGRBSmVB THINKBR '

If Human Lives and Nations are Governed
by Destiny, Why Make any Effort?

A Discourse Delivered through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Sunday, Jan. 29, IW
“There is a destiny that shapes our ends, rough- 

x^hew them as we will.” J
J “There is a tide in the affairs of men that, taken at 
Its flood, leads on to fortune.” '

“He hath seen the end from the beginning."
The Fates and Furies of mythology weife'depicted 

as those that had charge of human lives and despite 
that which is within the man lead him to destruction 
or to salvation. . .

“Foreordination” is an origination of Calvinism. 
The original idea of foreordination is, that certain 
Souls are destined, fated or.ordained to be saved, (and 
the others are to be lost,) through “Grace” regard
less of their own coéditions or actions, and the oppo
site doctrine: “FreeWill”—that every individual life 
has free choice between good and evil,—have made, 
perhaps, in theological discussions more controversies 
than any other proposition, not even excepting “in
fant damnation” and “original sin.” _ But between 
faith and choice and between “free will” and abso
lute fôreordination, in which the party is not consult
ed nor considered at all, is that which we call “Des
tiny,” and there is as wide a difference between these 
as between darkness and light, summer and winter.

The entire propositions hinge upon the entity, the 
conscious entity of the soul, as being an individual 
throughout eternity, as béing like unto God, as being 
within the government of infinite law- and of infinite 
love, and as containing within itself,)the soul, the ego, 
its own destiny. ; -, ' ■■■

Of course, on the physical plane, and aïnong the 
scientists, environment has a great deal to do with . 
what is talked of as! destiny, but ip the primal germ, 
as the primal piece of protoplasm, it has no destiny at . 
all, according to science; only by differentiation, en- . 
vironment and unfoldment or evolution does it. be
come something. Between a basis of differentiatéd- 
protoplasm, which they say man is, and the basis of 

a the immortal sotil, there is just as much'differe'nee as 
there is between our teaching and materialism. Of 

be» course we do not agree with the theory of differenti- 
oQated protoplasm in any degree as applied to the intel- 

viMigenee of man. In this, discourse we have nothing to 
; uo with that. ‘ '.

I Whatever Nature is, however, neither the evolu
tionists nor the opponents of evolution have succeed- 
cd in showing anything concerning the primal origin 

. of the- germs off life. And whatever, evolution may 
> teach, -it does not.contain anything concerning the 
1 primal types that never vary; never are interchange
able, that may be blotted out to give place to other 

• types, but are never merged in them. That, however, 
jis material science. We know that a grain of wheat, 
■planted in any condition that is at all favorable, will 
) grow wheat) We know that not under any circum- 
, stances will it be anything else. The destiny of that 
grain of wheat, if it grows at all is to be wheat.. ,The 
harvest may be more or less according to conditions 
and circumstances, but these will not change the dis- 

•' finctive quality of the thing itself and its nature.
However much the cultivation by the horticulturist, 
Agriculturist or floriculturist, may cause an ingrafting 
and-interblending of certain types of plants and trees, 
ijhe great primal types refuse to be blotted out, and 

■ • i£_they are merged with other types, refuse, to reprq- 
duce. Spiritually with reference to human lives this 

- is more particularly true, and the more complex the 
conditions of human existence.the more is it manifest 

■ that destiny is not blind fatality, nor is it a thing that 
is umioverned or uncontrollable, but is all govern

- ment, all control, the recognition of the Supreme In
telligence in that which is within and without.

The universe is the soul’s opportunity, not this one 
planet, this one life, this one future, but the universe 

- • is the soul’s opportunity, and the soul has all eternity 
to avail itself of the opportunity. This supreme state
ment or proposition is concerning the soul and, its 

s destiny. Eternity does not begin on earth. If it did 
!■ it would not be eternity. Over and over again we 
\ have told you it is an axiom in science, that whatever 
Xhas a beginning must, somewhere, have an ending. 

¡Whether you are a Spiritualist, an agnostic, Christian 
®r whatever, whoever dates the beginning of the soul 
on earth has no argument for immortality, nor even 
for any future; has not the vestige of logic or evi- 
denee of immortality. . ,

Now Destiny being the stamp inherent in the soul, 
the steps of its manifestation are human expression on 
earth. (We will not touch upon the theme of other 
planets tp-day; we have not time). Thé expressions 
through human lives here must be in accordance with 

: [what the soul wishes—or, primarily if you choose—is 
. intended to express here. There is a certain class of 
■ people who judge of the universe, not by God’s in- 

•• tention, but by their own limited observation.. Mr.
Ingersoll did not mean to be impious, but he said, if 

• he was God he would have no pain, nor sickness, nor 
■j suffering, but he would have happiness contagious;

Bnd others have said the same thing way back through 
the centuries, but they were judging the purpose of 
the universe by the limited human understanding.

We have always had great sympathy.for Nero, sup
posed to be cruel, supposed to have burned his people 
and all their houses for fun. ,

Nothing less than the fires that were started in 
¡Rome will wipe out the slums. Chicago needs an
other fire. But you do not always need it in the slums 

¿of course. Sometimes it is needed in palaces. It is 
^ehown by impartial historians that Nero provided 
r^zemporary places of abode for those people and told 
y them to get out of their hovels-that there might be 
( renovation and cleansing. Many of them would not 
I go, So of course, when the fires were kindled it was 
( Supposed to be persecution. It was not wholly that. 
I Me do not like Nero any more than we do Vladimir 
Vin Russia, or that execrable magistrate who is doing 
) the Nero act over there.
( The great differences in human life sometimes pre- 

;Vcipitate such a tax upou the people that it shakes 
\their faith in royalty. There is not a crowned head 
-in the world that can ever afford, as king, to consider 
the people. The moment he considers the people he 
lays aside his crown and is one of them. These two 
lines meet at certain points in human history, and 
they must just as surely as certain angles in mathe
matics, and when they meet it means collision. The 
pent-up forces of nature want an outlet, which means 
an earthquake or a volcano. The stream or river 
with a dam across it at the mouth of one of the prin- 
Kipal tributaries or at. places of its debouchment 
means an overflow. These are among the prqposi- 
lions that arc inevitable, and that constitute the des
tiny of the race. . . ,

Whenever the soul comes in contact with matter, as 
souls are here, it means that one or the other must be 
[Victor.- In the states of-primary development man 
only conquers enough'of the -earth for his physical 
habitation and for a little mental, growth; later on to' 
build an altar, or home, and whatever interferes with 

■ that he has to fight or overcome, -whether the collision 
- . gs'with nature or.people. . _

Now tve call those lines inevitable, because at cer-

tain stages of humau progress in this great conquest 
certain qualities and attributes are dominant. This 
little toddler that is asking you for something to, eat 
in a few years will be most aggressive if you do get 
it for him soon enough, and he will make a great fuss 
if you do not respond to his physical. needs immedi
ately. The baby tyrant is typical of the tyrants of 
the race and. nations. They want nations, they want 
more countries. Napoleon was only a grown-up 
babe ; he kicked and screamed because Rome and all 
the other monarchs of Europe wanted to put -him to 
death. But he had his way because it is so arranged 
in this great universe that if you pursue physical life 
and physical yieory you can have them, that is a part 
of your experience, that is a part of your way of gain
ing the ultimate victory. You can have your way 
and take the consequences. ..

God does not go. out of His way| (it is not a part of 
God’s way) to save you from that condition.which is 
the result of your innate, inward desire. If the soul 
was not in partnership with God, if He was king in
stead of the Infinite and souls were not a part of the 
divine proposition of life, why, then you would be 
governed and know nothing about it. But there is 
the utmost room in the universe for you to have your 
way in every line that you wish to have your way and 
to take the consequences. If you want to pursue 
physical pleasures you can do it; and then you have 
a wrecked body, and nature all the time is giving you 
pain and warning all along the way and saying * ‘ this 
is my way;” but if you have physical ambition and 
want to pursue that of self-indulgence, of luxury, 
and.of pampering the body, you can, and then.you 
take the penalty of pain, and the imperfection of the 
physical body, and suffering are the lessons to you. 
■Wfien you eat more than you require, and drink more 
than the body assimilates or needs, and wear different 
kinds of clothing from what you need, and live in 
houses that have no fresh air, of course there will be 
a reaction. But nature requires just so much, replen
ishing every day and any excess of that is a burden, 
and have you to take the consequences. We knew a 
man who indulged to excess of tobacco; he smoked 
cigars away from home and a pipe at home (for the 
benefit of his family). Some one said to himi “You 
will shorten your life if you persevere in this,” “I 
do not care,” he said, “I like to smoke and I would 
smoke if I knew it would shorten my life twenty 
years.” He did not know of the lurking disease that 
was in his throat, and that through ten years of his 
life he would wish that he was dead every day, and 
he could not die. That shows that he was in that 
line of his destiny, and was here for that line* of expe
rience and he had to learn it that, way, as mast people 
do sometime or other. When the body qoes nave a 
reaction from the stress and strain of over-indulgence, 
the next thing you have to do is to get along with a 
wrecked mind. Some of you know how it is in some 
degree, and you do not like it. '

Now God did hot put that particular rheumatism in 
that particular joint to make it ache. In the great 
economy of the universe the body is for use and not 
for abuse, and when you use it it responds to yoiir 
needs, when you abuse it there are aehes in the joints' 
and you will learn by those pains not to do the things 
that cause them, if you do you have to bear added 
pains. Esculapius and the earlier physicians, who 
were primarily among the benefactors of the race, 
were not so anxious to save you from pain as to help 
you afterward when the pain had given you suffi
cient knowledge to help the cure.

As this is true in physical life, never doubt that it 
is also true in the mental and moral realm. The 
trouble with most people is, that they think the moral 
realm is a different realm, as it is in the spirit realm 
and that is ungovemed; but it is not. .The pathway 
of human life is through a succession of experiences 
and of gaining knowledge. It is not oply that every 
step is inevitable in a certain stage of growth, but it 
is also that the inevitable lesson must be learned.

Many people who are fond of indulgence accept 
such portions of the teachings as they desire. They 
say, “Oh, well! I cannot stop this habit ; it is toy des
tiny. ” It is also in your destiny to have pain and the 
penalty-and it is in your destiny to sometime know 
that there is only one way, and that is by overcoming. 
Of course all these steps in physical life you easily 
learn. The child does not have to burn its fingers 
many times for it to learn that the fire will burn. 
There is no intention in the spiritual economy of the 
universe—Christian Science to the contrary notwith
standing—that if anybody shall handle fire it will not 
burn. There is a power that can prevent it if neces
sary, when there is persecution, when martyrs are 
slain, when some great spiritual truth is to be illus
trated. But in daily life the fire is intended to burn, 
and you will keep on getting burned if you handle 
fire, unless you know of some chemical preparation 
or substance to keep the hands from burning, or if 
for the expression of some great spiritual power you 
are condemned by worldly powers, as the martyrs, 
the flames will not disturb you, even if they consume 
the body. That is the higher proposition.

“But,” says one, “if I am lost on a certain steamer, 
of course I cannot avoid it.” No. But if it is some 
one else’s destiny not to be lost on that steamer, who 
•expected to take passage on it at that time, that one 
will be warned, will be in a condition to receive an 
impression or inspiration not to go.

But all the time the oth^f proposition intervenes, 
that there is something beyond the physical life, and 
that is the reason why people have to die. It is not 
intended that the body shall live forever; though 
there is a movement of mysticism, occultism, or vari
ous cults that claim they can perpetuate your human 
bodies forever. But we are thankful that they can
not; for just think of going on through eternity with 
that mole on your cheek or that particular crook in 
your eye. Of course we know that Mrs. Grant had 
one eye partly crooked, but the General did not want 
it corrected. Said when he and she were younger he 
courted her with that crook in her eye and he did not 
want it straightened. Showing that one’s imperfec
tion becomes a source of attachment for the time ; not 
because of the imperfection, but notwithstanding the 
imperfection. It is only the angel heralds that can 
see with perfectly straight, open vision, that can see 
the forms that are luminous with the glorified spirit 
of accomplishment. But this is after all the selfisk- 
ness, all the physical appetites and-all desires for 
human ambition have been overcome.............

Sometimes in very small, unimportant things peo
ple actfept the.thought of destiny and say, “Oh, well, 
it is in my destiny to do this or that, and of course! 
will do it.” -All this is anjllustration of the baby. 
It is like the baby imitating your sentences without 
knowing what they mean. • -• ■

that experience og ft sMlar one is repeated until you 
do learn it, Tho^estipy is not merely in doing the 
thing, nor in responding or yielding to a particular 
state of tettiptatiol.; the destiny is in the lesson that 
is finally learned ind The. victory that finally comes, 
self-conquest. — ‘ ‘

We know the gjojioi^, destiny of each soul, it is just 
as plain before ou#{viswn as the orbits of the planets 
are before the matjiemajical vision of the astronomer. 
But we are not go|ng $p tell you, even if we could, 
whether the stqel^ omijhe ’change will be higher or 
lower to-morrow jqjvhqtjier the revolution in Russia 
will depress or ex^jfe th,e wheat market; whether you 
are going to marry tlj§. girl of your choice and be 
happy, or marry some other girl and get experience, 
which you may n^d tyjjt do not want. We are not 
going to tell you aqy of these things. “Whether 
there be prophets.they shall fail.” Because not all 
are prophets, not qll are seers, not all are able to see 
tilings from the beginning. We do know in the be
ginning that if you do anything from any other mo
tive than that which you suppose to be the highest 
and most perfect you suffer the penalty; if you marry 
you meet the consequences, whether you marry for 
title, for money, for position or in any other way. 
But it is not in the act itself that the destiny lies. 
You may know that ninety-nine out of every hun
dred American girls that marry for titles^,whose 
fathers pay for it with money, will bring back to the 
fathers’ .homes tears of sadness and bitterness, it is 
the destiny of such an act. It is that which is includ
ed in the proposition. You sell your “birth-right for 
a mess of pottage,” and the mess of pottage will soon 
be gone. . :

So in this great proposition of nations. People
talk about “law”—whether as fashioned by kings, 
rulers, dukes, or counsels of kings—as being some
thing that God has made. Now the stamp that has 
been put upon the universe with regard to nations 
is: you can play at these things, just as the small boy 
plays foot-ball or tennis with his companion or friend, 
you take the consequences. It is the destiny of every 
state that transcends in condition or power the state 
of tfny other human being, by oppression, to reap the 
results of that oppression. Now if you go and plant a
field with one per cent wheat and the rest tares, what 
kind of a wheat crop do you expect? Destiny has not 
fulfilled itself if you1flo not have a harvest of tares. 
So the human field is for you to plant. Is it to be 
with ambition of physical power through a long line 
of inheritance, even, as they say of 'Divine author
ity? or Divine right of kings.” Think of the Ozar of 
all the Russias being God’s vice-gerent in the Greek 
church, afraid to meet the people who come up peace
fully to his, palace .to present a petition! Think of 
what he is reaping and his household because of this 
“inheritance,” which is love of power! And then be 
glad that you are one of the least of these, even 
though your children are slain by the soldiers of such 
a power,, for angelopd ministering spirits and those 
who love humanity,¡hover near to release them from 
the state of human'deatjh in which they were. Ayel 
the next time the.Czan <rf all the Russias projects an 
impulsion from the.'soul ^e will not want to be a Czar. 
That lesson is learned. ¡(Napoleon learned it at Wa
terloo and Saint BnleniL

Oh! it is a finé ;o be “on the wave” which

■ It is your destiny to express your .present statw'of 
growth, even-though you try to conceal it, that'i»?a 
part of the process, concealment is so inadequate. Anc

poets say, “lead on^tq fqytune”; to push, propel, con
quer and trample people under feet, as the masses do 
in a crowd as in a panic.1 Almost every human being 
does this to succeed and' to stand upon the topmost 
height and cares ndt to look back lest he see the vic
tims oyer whom hiyhas ¡trampled to say, “I am suc
cessful!” '' .'' , '

What a glorious^ think for your young American 
boys to read in' the literature of to-day about the 
“self-made men;” tlie Ndpoleons of finance and dicta
tors of commerce. Whereas, fifty years ago every 
boy aimed to be a Wellington or a Napoleon with 
the Waterloo left out, now the exalted object present
ed is to be a Gould, a Vanderbilt, a Rockefeller or 
some other wonderful “self-made man.” But you 
will not want to look back when you are there or just 
beyond.

It is “destiny,” if you want to be that you can, 
and if all your wishing be fulfilled and you have 
gained that victory, yet when you are like Jesus upon 
Olivet, or like those Napoleons that find their Water
loos, you will see two extremes, the man who tri
umphs through peace, and the man who triumphs 
and was defeated through war. Calvary was as 
different from the Waterloos of history as the tri
umph of the soul is different from defeated ambition: 
“Father, forgive them, for they know not what they 
do.” . / ,

The captious mind, the carping critic, and agnostic 
and materialist say, “Why could not God, or Jesus 
if he was the son of God, have saved his life and given 
credit to his teaching?” But then the lesson would 
not have been taught: that the physical body is noth
ing compared to spiritual truth; and if Jesus’ life had 
been saved, that fact alone would have passed into 
history and not the Sermon on the Mount and the 
Golden Rule and the sublime'victory. The supreme' 
glory of earth that has been wrung out of the tread
mill of hardness, out of discord and shadow, is be
cause of this spiritual triumph over the earth, over 
mental power, over human- ambition and finallyover 
physical death.

Even yet long trains of mourners are seen in the 
streets, wearing dark drapery and habiliments of 
woe; seemingly Christian theology has not lighted the 
pathway to the sepulcher. Why ? Because the body 
and not the spirit of Jesus has been insisted upon as 
the “Resurrection and the Life.” Because the great 
destiny of the Christ-life to impersonate ths Spirit of 
Truth instead of material power has not been learned. 
And because each faltering child, each middle-aged 
man and woman, and.each gray-haired sire and ma
tron, somewhere and sometime, must learn the lessons 
for themselves, and-possess the great light of this spir
itual illumination that conquers death.

So, dear friends,-'spetHting about destiny, whether 
you go in or out of thi^'door or that, pass through 
this or that or the dthcr’experience to-day or to-mor
row, the one thing«is' fliht you may pass thrbugh a 
great many thingS’ynSdhtaically and never have an 
experience. You know it; you do a great, many 
things and have noeexpefcience. But there comes a 
time when love or if earpbr misfortune, or privation 
brings forth the destiny'-¡that is within you. Perhaps 
it is a first great sorrow,owhen the mother or the 
father passes fromvearth; you have known the 
troubles and trialsmf childhood, you have done your 
little part, you have been to school, you have helped 
with the things about rifle house orjiome, but have 
never had an expqigenqejbefore, there has come into 
your life a great otl^r self; this that has been hidden, 
is a new proposition,-you confront the universe, you 
are brought face to face with the great facts of exist
ence: and the child by -the side of the casket of the 
father or mother Ic^mS-for the first time a lesson 
through experience, find the way the child looks out 
upon the world at that- time and afterward will show 
how much has been learned. " ■ ■ -

Sometimes the experience comes through Iqve, or 
through the shadow of love, which is a disappoint
ment, and then the great other self, shaking aside the 
small propositions, of rfiaily.life, turning away from 
the cobwebs and small difficulties, confronts this.situ-
ation. Then one is to,,be readjusted to |he surround-

every day it is,your destiny to learn the lesson that ings. If your love, lias a happy termination, if all 
every experience brings, and if you do not learn it, J things else fail you, there is the sunshine, the fresh

air,The songs of the birds of spring, the frosts of win
ter, the laughter upon the street, all seem attuned to 
a new song, within the spirit there is a great awaken
ing. If that song of love continues, life is a beatitude, 
even though there are many trials. If it does not 
continue, life is a tragedy, and you have to meet it as 
best you can.

So when all the lessons have been learned, when the 
great unfolding destiny within the soul has proved it
self finally capable of meeting these emergencies, 
when after repeated failures temptation is conquered, 
when after repeated endeavors success has been won 
and the failure of it understood, after repeated 
heights that are evanescent and fleeting concerning 
the objects and aims of life, each step has been learned 
time after time, and you at last take up the great un
folding volume and find you have only been preparing 
to read the Book of Life; when all this has been 
learned, then you will realize that upon no small 
mount of human ambition, like the heroes o.f history, 
upon no little mount of poetic, artistic or other fame 
hinges the great light of the soul’s destiny. But these 
are small lanterns hung along the wayside that more 
or less confirm to the travelers that other lives have 
traveled that way. ‘

When under some great exaltation, or emotion, or 
love, or inspiration you think you have Teaehed a 
height to which no one has ever attained before, you 
have.only to look along the way and see where lovers, 
martyrs, saints, prophets, seers and Messiahs have 
walked that way before.

Many people want truth right down there in the 
counting-room, on the beard of trade, want it to find 
out the prices for them, and they call that being “in
terested in spiritual things.” Now we do not say but 
what one can have an interest in spiritual things and 
that sometimes those things are told them. Because 
they can be. But imagine the whole spirit world 
turning speculators on the Board of trade, and just to 
please you. Is not the other man just as important 
as you?' And if you both are informed as what the 
prices will be you will be unable to' take advantage 
of each other. So it shows that when you get a little 
spiritual truth, like Dowie, and a great deal of self-es
teem, you use the little inspiration and the large 
amount of self-6steem, or a little bodily healing, 
which Dowie had to begin with, and a great deal of 
egotism, that is what makes the political, commercial 
and theological leaders. But by and by you come to 
understand that these are but little puft'-balls that 
have amused you during these periods of self-con
gratulation and self-laudation. These times that you 
have stood on tiptoe to make people think you were 
taller than you were. Stood on tiptoe mentally per
haps to catch the eye of the school or university just 
to get your degree. These times that you have posed 
before the people as a better statesman than you were, 
but the moment you got to the legislature you proved 
you were not, because you could not stand for what 
you advocated during the campaign.

By the time you have learned all these lessons in 
the pathway of human destiny and turn back to the 
Book of Revelation the great kabalistic book of the 
New Testament, you will know the meaning of the 
twelve degrees of “overcoming.” It does not tell 
you to overcome nations or people, or anything you 
have been selfishly longing, for; they are states of self
conquest. Then you know the meaning of the “new 
name,” then you know the meaning of all that is 
promised, because of that which has come to the soul 
in these great hours of triumph.

The greatest men and women are always the hum
blest; they have no self-exaltation, no vanity for hu
man praise, they do not ask for recognition. (“The 
light that shineth in the darkness and the darkness 

■ comprehendeth it not.”) But the rays radiate to all 
who walk in the paths that lead toward light and 
brightness and helpfulness. Tolstoi is not a man of 
war but of peace, and yet he shines out upon Siberia 
and Russia as the one premise of the nation. Mazzini 
was not a soldier, but he gave Garibaldi the sword of 
the interpretation of freedom for Italy. General 
Grant was not a boaster, but the most modest of men, 
and to him was entrusted the dread task of conquer
ing the armed slave oligarchy. He was a man of 
peace, and most humble. And whosoever comes at the 
present hour or in the near future to lead Russia into 
freedom will not be a man who loves bloodshed. And 
whosoever solves the great destiny that is even now 
slumbering, but imminent, in this nation will not be 
the one who believes in the torch and the sword. Al
beit, he may not be able to keep them back. But 
those who really lead nations are lovers of peace. It 
is only those who lead armies that love war.

And now out of this tangle of human life, in this 
cobweb of human mystery and doubt, never for a mo
ment doubt that Destiny that leads each immortal 
soul and every child of God at last to divine fulfill
ment. ,

PILES CURED
ON APPROVAL

Don’t Segloct I.çad io tit,
JUoadly Cancer. My New Tlu eo-Fola

Absorption a’reatmeut Curée ut 
Home, Quickly, Palnleeely,

A DOLLAR PACKAGE FREE
On Approval, Wri(e Un Today.

If you have piles or the itching, burn
ing or heavy feeling which shows that 
the dreaded disease is coining, send mo 
your name to-day. I want to send every 
sufferer from piles, ulcer, fissure, pro
lapse, tumors, constipation or other rec
tal weakness, my New Three-fold Ab
sorption Cure, the great new treatment 
which Is curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing—after all else had 
failed. If you are satisfied with the 
benefit received, send me one dollar. Jt 
not, keep your money. You decide.

Here’s what you 
get free on approv
al: 1. One tube of 
myAbaorptlvePlas. 
ma, which quickly 
Heals nil itching and 
soreness, even In 
very bad cases. 2. 
One package of my 
nuco-Food Cones, 
which cure consti
pation and nourish 
the membrane. 8.
One package of mv 
Plie Pills, which re
move the causes of
piles and constina- 

0. W. HN VLECK. M. D., LLO.Ei- lion, making the 
frtildinl M. did UnIverally of Ohio, cure permanent bo- 
Edltor Nodical Spoclallat। Ei-Sur- cause it la cons 11 tu
gion, U. S. tar. Lionel.
Don’tneglect piles—they are sure dangr signals 
My New Book on Rectal Troubles, illustrated 
in colors, is sent free with the treatment all in 
plain wrapper. Send no money—only your 
name. Write today. Dr. Van Vleck Co.. X031 
Majestic Bldg., Jackson, AUchlgan.

OUR ELEVEN PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house In the 

[United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle. “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land," “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

All these ELEVEN PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.35 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family. After paying postage 
about all we realize for these eleven 
books is J2.22—an achievement only ac
complished by The Progressive Thinker 
—a miracle in modern business enter
prise!

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered In the trance state, and is certainly no 
small contribution to the study of the soul. It 
Is a goot. work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this 
office.

MY SOÚL’S SILENT SONG.

Sweet is the song of the spirit, upwinging, 
Music intoning that never will cloy;

Ever in sunshine or darkness ’tis singing— 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Singing my song as I journey along, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Tho’ the wild waves roll-in wind-tost commotion, ■ 
Striving in madness my hopes to destroy,

Calmly I ride o’er the billows of ocean, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Singing my song, as I journey along, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Darkly the mantle of gloom may fall o’er me, 
Hate spread its wings to distress and annoy, 

Still will my thought gather brightness before me, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Singing my song, as I journey along, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

What tho’ the tongue of detraction assail me, 
Seeking unkindly my peace to destroy ?

Still I go on—loving thoughts never fail me— 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Singing my song, as I journey along, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Darkness or sunshine, gladness or sorrow, . 
’Mid life’s sweet blessings, or things to annoy, 

Ever-I look to the brighter to-morrow, ...........
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Singing my song, as I journey along, . 
Singing my soul ’s silent song of joy.

Ah, well I know that the angels are near me;
Sweet are their words and the arts they employ;

Strong I go on, ■with their presence to cheer me, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Singing my song, as I-journey along, ■ 
Singing my soul’s .Silent song of joy-.

Voices of loved ones yield pleasure and gladness;
' Sweet are their loving thoughts; free from alloy;

"With such companions I smile away sadness, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Singing my song, as! journey along, 
Singing my soul’s silent song of joy.

Hammond, Ind;,
JAS. C. UNDERHILL.

No evil propensity of the human heart is so power
ful that it cannot be subdued by discipline.—§eneca.

THE TO-nORROW OF DEATH.
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuler. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. Thia 
fine volume might well have been entitled Splr-. 
itualism Demonstrated by Science. Jt is writ
ten in that peculiar interesting style in which 
iFrench writers excel when they would popular- 
ze scientific subjects in adaptation to the 

needs of the general reader. Tho author says: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in Spirit
ualism.” and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superhumansand the 
inhabitants of earth." Price. $1.50.

THE AGE oFrEASON’
an Investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of 186 pages, postSvo. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject- Price, cloth. $1.00.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.—In this book Miss 

Whiting aim« to portray a practical ideal (or 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It is. in a measure, a logical se
quence of‘-The World Beautiful.” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth. $1.00.

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light.

BY MRSJJRAKE.
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
nave been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY-
CHIC LIGHT—THE 
LAW AND LIFE." 
volume of 600 pages, 
attention from the 
»nd. It is chockful 
lents. Price of this 
11.60 postpaid.-

CONTINUITY OF 
It is a ponderous 

It will hold your 
beginning to tbe 
of stirring Incl- 

large volume, only

MCE
Your- Neighbor to Subscribo for Tho 

Progressive Thinker.
Now Is the time to extend the circula. 

Uon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
contain Occnlt and Spiritualistic 

news with which every one should be 
»«miliar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich ths 
■dud. Send In a subsoriotlon now.

A Veru Intere&tin^Book tor fl(F.
Philosophy Of This work con- 

Spirltual Intercourse. a«»unt'of^the 
wry wonderful spiritual developments st ths 
house ot Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford. Conn., and 
similar cases In all parts ot tbe country. This 
volume is ths Or“* trom the author directly upon tbe subject of Spiritualism, nnd has stood 
the test of many years, cloth, 80c.; postage too.

THE VOICESAuli I UxUuU of remarkab’ r beauty and 
torce. Tber aro most excellent. Fries 01-99.
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if ..GENERAL SURVEY., i

IHE

Whea wiling for thfo paper 
use a pen or typewriter.

^kf^otlCE.

To thé BpMtuaiiata of New Jersey.

S ’W’

I THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD^-ITS WORKERS, <

J DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. !

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that 1b no reason why'they should ue 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything-that comes 
to hand, however much we might desiie 
to do so. That must account tor tne 
lion-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY,—We .^co  ̂
to Impress upon the minds of O , er 
spondents that The Progress «Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype pmchtae that 
must make speed eflual to ab I i ,- 
compositors. That means rap 
and It is essential that all ooPJ” *e 
sure Insertion In the paper, ftl . ,d be 
quircments being favorable, sbouia oe 
written plainly with Ink- 9 J? on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and Y 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that Items for 
the General Survey will aUo‘®B®aCBU. 
adjusted to die space we have t 
py, and in order to do that they 
generally have to be abridged nj 
less; otherwise many items wou 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty
item is cut down to ten lines, and 
Jines to two lines, as occasion may re 

’“take DUE NOTICE, that an items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the w • 
It will not do to saY that Secretary oi 
Correspondent writes so and so, wi 
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer, rhe Items of those wh od 
not comply with this request win 
cast into tne waste basket.

ft we have not space to use them.

Tak* due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

W« go to pres» early Monday morn
ing, hence communication» Intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind.

Mib. T. II. A. writes from Texas: 
"Lately I read an article in .The Pro
gressive Thinker in which the writer 
decries trumpet mediums as fakes, ven
triloquists! Now to my experience: In 
1884 I lost my husband and son in 
Texas within ten days. . I returned to 
Kentucky with my two remaining sons, 
and soon after went to Cincinnati on a 
short visit, the first stop vie ever made 
there. One evening I attended a se
ance ir. the light. Not one knew me. I 
daw a brass trumpet, rbout three feet 
long, rise from the floor and commence 
sailing over our heade. Hoon it came 
to me, and tapped me on the head. I 
then asked, .’Who is it?’ and a voice out 
of the trumpet responded, ‘Your father.’ 
I then asked, ‘Father, can you see?’ ‘I 
saw you put your hand over your head,' 
he replied. He died in 1876, and had 
been blind three years. Later, a voice 
said, ’Where’s John?’ ‘John what?’ I 
asked. The voice answered, ‘John —,’ 
giving my husband’s name, The young 
man was my step son. I told her he 
was well and in the city. She then 
said, ‘I came to thank you for ’aising 
my children so well.’ Now, bear in 
mind, nobody knew me in the house, 
and Mrs. ——, the spirit, had been dead 
forty years.”

J, B. writes from Lowell, Ind.: "The 
First Spiritual Society of Lowell had 
Brother A. A. Finney ter the month of 
January. He made a great many con
verts and aroused an Interest in Spirit
ualism that reached many who never 
were Interested in the cause befoie. 
He has since bought a home in our little 
city in which he is nicely settled and 
become one of us. His trumpet seances

All Spiritualists in the state of New 
Jersey who believe in local -and state 
organization;; and ;are desirous of hav
ing missionary wpijlt in tlieir respectlye 
communities, are requested to corre
spond iwithTlev.'H. C. Dorn, 72 Colum
bia, street,'Newai’k, N. J., with regard 
to the matter. Mr; Dorn Is duly author
ized by thetN. 8; A. to represent Its In
terests in New Jprpey In this particular 
work IURRISON D. BARRETT, j

Canaan, |4e, ' Pres. N. 8. A. «

TWENTY’ SEVEN FEB 17 ’
TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 

LŸCEUM.

Sunday, February 26, 1905, S. E. 57: 
"Thomas Paine, the Martyr Hero."

Gem of Thought:—
He stood for Truth when it cost 

To defend that standard of right. 
Which kings did not bold, 
Or claim in their fold, 

As a toy their whims to delight.
His "Age qf Reason” spreads its 

low’d: wings, ►
To protect “The Crisis” at hand,

hai-

, TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF CHI 
CAGO:—THE CHICAGO LEAGUE OF 
SPIRITUALISTS DESIRE TO ENUM
ERATE ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF 
CHICAGO, AND IN ORDER TO> FACIL 
1TATE MATTERS, TH1E'^“E8v^1l? ADDRESSES OF ALL WHO WH-L 
IDENT1FY THEMSELVES WITH THE 
CAUSE, ARE REQUESTED TO BE 
SENT TO THE LEAGUE’S STATISTI
CIAN, JOHN A. TOREN, 4308 LANG
LEY AVENUE, CHICAGO.

D. W. BRIDGMAN WRITES FROM 
SAN DIEGO, CAL.: “I HAVE BEENI A 
SUBSCRIBER FROM THE FIRST AND 
I THINK THE OPEN COURT NOW 
RUNNING, ABOUT THE BEST THING 
I HAVE EVER SEEN IN THE PAPER. 
I THINK ALL YOUR QUESTIONS 
RELATIVE TO SPIRITUALISM 
SHOULD BE THOROUGHLY INVES
TIGATED. IT IS THE ONLY WAY 
TO GET AT THE TRUTH.”

Correspondent writes: “Sunday even
Ing, Feb. 5, at the residence of the 
bride, 4322 Forrestville avenue, Chl- 
cago ’ Mr. Elmer D. Nauman and Mrs. 
Adel’ah F. Alger were united in marrl- 

' age by Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt. Immediate
* • ly after the ceremony the company 

present resolved themselves into a se
ance, during which time several fine 
demonstrations of spirit presence were 
given, and messages to each and an.. 
This was followed by a fine collation, 
and we separated, wishing the newly- 
married ones, much joy.”

Mrs. E. A. Ellis writes: “The Band of 
Harmony will give a progressive euchre 
party at Masonic Temple, Room 512, 
Thursday evening, Feb. 16, at 8 o’clock. 

: All are cordially invited to attend?

Albert Melton writes: "Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, long and favorably known to 
Spiritualists as a platform speakerland 
lecturer appeared for the first time be
fore the attendants of the.Church of the 
Soul Communion, 207 Lincoln avenue, 
Sunday evening, February 12. The ca
pacity of^the parlors was tested by an 
audience which’ listened intently while 
the Doctor dwelt on some of the inter
esting phases of the world of invisibles. 
In conclusion the Doctor sjfoke in eulo
gistic terms of the very remarkable 
mediumlstic power evidenced by the 
pastor, R. S. Ray, at the league meet
ing at Kimball Hall, Feb. 7. Following 
next came Pastor R.'S. Ray, who gave 
every one present a psychometric’test 
and numerous spirit messages.”

A. Markley writes from Topeka, Kan
sas: “The Progressive Thinker is inval
uable. I would not know how to live as 
an intelligent Spiritualist without it, as 
I know of.no other spiritual publica
tion that could take its place.”

W. H. Harrington writes of a new so
ciety in Seattle, Wash.: “During Janu
ary there was organized in Seattle a 
society, the Young Peoples’ Religious 
Science Association. Persons between 
the ages of fourteen and thirty-six are 
eligible to membership. Others are 
welcomed as associate and honorary

J. Raber writes from Elkhart, Ind,: 
“Spiritualism in this city is waking up. 
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Forbush of Grand 
Rapids. Mich., have just held four very 
successful materializing seances here, 
which were well attended. Numerous 
forms appeared, some of which were 
positively identified as belonging to. 
friends or relatives of those present, 
and under circumstances that leave no 
room for doubt that materialization is 
a fact."

W J. Howes writes: “My wife and 1 
wish to call the attention of our friends 
to the changes we have made in regard 
to our meetings. We now hold services 
every Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
All are welcome. We have a nice, cozy 
ball, with good lectures and messages.’

Sandusky, Ohio.—On a phonograph 
record which is locked in a safe deposit 
vault is recorded the funeral oration 
spoken into the phonograph by Benja
min F Goodsell, an aged resident of 
Ashmont. this county, to be delivered at 
his own funeral. Goodsell is an unbe 
liever and desires that his funeral shall 
be conducted without the services of a 
clergyman. In. his Obituary, which he 
has prepared, he has set forth a record 
of his life.. .

SHORE

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

Cas-

WISDOM OF THE AGES.

be a 
first

The camp session for 1905 will 
decided success, judging' by ' the

is widely

Brief Note» of D.olng at Southern 
sadaga Camp.

. THE GOSPEL Of NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. S.iorman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore it> 
has been sold for 82. but the price now has been 
reduced to 81. It is a book that will interest 
and Instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was 2» 
medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from tho celestial spheres. __________

unassuming

Bevelaticns from Zertoulem, th© 
Prophet of Tlaskanata. r

LEARN CARD READING 
; -BY THE- ‘

NEW PAHLAVI SYSTEM

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E. Hull. Tbirty-eigbt of Mrs. Hull’s 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the use of congregations, circles and famlles. 
Price. 10 cents, or 57 per hundred ___________

¿IimilMT CklEPCV and 118 Analy- RflDInN I t Nt KO y. Sls.lt» Helamm 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, 
Director Lowe Observatory. Echo Mountain. 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research into the laws of nature, and to tho 
student or even an admirer of the modern a?*- 
trological literature will surely come with uieat 
interest. Price, cloth. SI.

Ie womai

Mass-Meeting at Cleveland, Ohio.
A mass-meeting was held at Memorial 

Hall, Cleveland, O., Sunday .February 
5, 1905, under the auspices of the Ohio 
Spiritualists Association, the societies 
of this city participating, also vlsltois 
from surrounding towns,

Officers ot the O. S. A. present were: 
Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran, president; 
C. A Hollinger, secretary; Thos. D. 
Bellis, Carrie M. Bartholomew, trustees.

The executive board held business

Feb. 25, 1905.

meeting and passed upon candidates 
for ordination, Mrs. Carrie Filth Cur
ran and Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss, both । ■ > ।
of Toledo, O., Mr. Fred. D. Dunakln.of I Educational, Scientific, Interesting, I 
Ceci!, O., Mr. I. W. Pope, of Cleveland, I Profitable. '
O., were granted ordination. Mr. Ir- I ——
vlng Jackson, of Sandusky, was ap- I Send tw pahlavi cartomancy, a K-l 
„nintort i nv 'Mlnlflter with sanction of IPaKe 1’00“ 01 instructions beautifully Ulus-, pointed Lay Mlnistci,, with baiicuoii ui w|orBi „howillg ellcU pa|,iavic.rd
the board, also Mr. FiBlier, Ot 1 ittBbuig, | What H means. The book tells you how 
missionary Of Ohio. I to read Pahlavi cards with remarkable uccu-1

Mo«« mnpiinpu in ho hold hill over the I racy and is the only kook of its kind pubMass meetings to ne nuo wvu Iiw |lj8he(b Si nt postpaid to nny address f&r&j 
State, , whei ever (lesn ed by the O. ». A. IcantH, Write for It to day. It’s worth having, 
The place to hold next convention was I The cards are beautiful, duplex eimnu»lfiu> 
chanced from Dayton to Ashtabula, us I !»!•• sud ur= noytl they v.,iiy 72 i^uut uiBubwi uui. __ > I claims and 17 copyrights.
the Dayton society did not feel able to l 64 cards In a pack, sent upon receipt ot WI
carry the burden Of entertaining the | cents. Many people make a profitable busl-
n st a thia time I ness ot card reading, especially at church0.8. A. at tins time. I fairs, plcnlts. parties, etc.1

The next convention Of the O. d. A. ■ fOrparticulars and sample card sent 
will be held at Aahtabuld, O., May Zb, II free, or send 75c. tor pack ot cards and book 
ev on,t 90 Klim lofCartomancyiUhtructlon ’.Agentsanddeul-
" ’nS.na., ' 13U0’ make money selling our goods.The three meetings weie not as well I pahlavi card co.,
attended from a financial standpoint as 1 1 363 Houseman Hlk., Grand Rapids, Mich, 
was hoped for. The committee had a 
splendid musical and vocal program 
arranged for the day.

Prof. Louis Quedehfeld and his three
ffons, Mrs. Woodruff and Miss (Tillie i [Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
Islt, entertained the audience with their I on|y wdj mserted free. All In excess 
selections and solos, ... ot ten lines will be charged at the rata

Dr. C. W. Hains, of Bedford, presld- oj fifteen cents per line. About seven 
ed in a courteous, gentlemanly /way, words constitute one line.] 
which made every one feel at home. ______ .
Light luncheon wps^served• aLnoon(and Mr. j. F_ Rlce pasged to the )Jfe be.
evening. The weather started to storm I yond Peb aged 41 yearB He ha(I 
after dinner, the snow blocked stree been a gp|rjtualist for about five years, 
car traffic, this kept a great many from and Beven years a resident of Tacoma. ' 
attending. __ He leaves a widow and two children,

The main feature of the evening was I Tbe members Of the Occult Band ot 
the ordinations. First, <J2f,r’,e I Harmony and their choir attended the 
Firth Curran was ordained by Mr. Fred. I services, which were conducted by the 
D. Dunakin, by power granted him by wrlter, rEV. j. h_ DICKEY,
our National PreBidend, H. D. Barrett. I Tacoma Wash 
Mrs. C. F. Curran ordained brothers ’ _____
F. D. Dunakin and I. W. Pope, using the passed to spirit life, Dr. W. W. Payne 
new ritual for the first time in the State of ABhtabula> 0 _ on ]0 aged Bo 
of Ohio. years. He was a devotee worker in our

Mrs. Curran and Brother cause. He was secretary of the Psy-
ered soul-inspiring addresses of splr- b, T>egearcb gocietv »nd will be lov- 
*tual thought; the vibrating force w J mgly remembered by all his associates. .

for some time to come by a On Peb 13, we commemorated bjs tran- „ 
na(' 016 P'casure of listening, sltlon. D. A. Herrick officiated, assist- r

The speaker of the evening, Mr. Fred. ed by Mrs Ellzabeth Schauss.
D. Dunakin, held the audience spell- j w .id

। bound by his eloquence until the last ______ ’ ‘
. word was spoken. Mrs. N. D. Scho- passed to the higher life, from her, ‘ 
. maker gave spirit messages which were I late residenc(Ji Orion_ MicbMrs. sklL^

all recognized. ner. She leaves six sons and tw^y*
A collection for the Mediums Pension daugbters t0 mOurn ner physical loss,

Fund was taken and $6.30 received the blR th(j truths of Sp!rllualiBm assuresame xorwarded to Mrs. Mary T. Long- tbem lbat is wel) wjtb ber soul Ser_ 
, j .11 vices conducted by Nellie S. Baade, otThe O. 8. A. extends thanks to all Detroit Mlpb ‘

who assisted in making this meeting a ' ’ ’
grand spiritual success.

C. A. BOLLINGER, Bec’y. O.K A.
Cleveland, O. ’

While his “Rights of Man,” • 
A glad, cheering ban, 

“Common Sense’" was spread through 
the ,land, •

What if no voice should be raised to 
proclaim

The great deeds for justice he Jias 
done? ;

The nation’s glad way, 
Tells over each day, 

The vict’ry for mankind he won. ~ 
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W? Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

Mrs. Nora E. Hill has resigned tne 
position a^ 'pastJoi- of the Rising Sun 

-------------- I Spiritualist Mission, and Is open for en
are very convincing and instructive. I gBgenieut8 fOr camps and societies. 
We have with us J3iother Moses Hull of t o( Tj.u(h Chul.cll Servlces ev- 
Whltowntei, Wis., ipr the 17t.ii, loth ana i q»nw]ev ‘n UnnkinR* TTnii 528 W 19th ol Uris month, and we hope in that je£
way to reach many who are interested W £ street Goplerence »ndI » t
no^naPoi1SnOl?ituali8sn7”’1 ” ^ture’^the^ùiZ of thé pastor, 

S D Grav writes: “11 No. 792 of The Mrs. Jeffery Burland at 8. Mediums In
Progressive Thinker there is an article vlted. Strangers mafie welcome, 
from the pen of Hudson Tuttle, headed Eva L. Stewart writes: “The Hyde 
‘The Gates Opened,’ in which I think Park Occult Society was highly enter- 
he has struck Ure key-note of Spiritual- iained last Sunday evening by a lecture 
ism. We are dften told to give’more at- given by Mrs. J. H. Lyon, better known 
tention to the philosophy, of Spiritual- us Mrs.'Virginia Bryan. She has a fine 
ism and let the tests go. And right delivery and of that nature to Infuse 
here 1 would ask if we can afford to dis- 1 the spirit of truth into everyone. Dr.. 
card the foundation of Spiritualism, on J. H. Randall will speak for us on Feb. 
which the whole structure rests, and 26, Our social dances are well attend- 
substitute philosophy In its stead? It ed, and all who come have a good time, 
would be lust as reasonable to suppose A number have become interested in 
a house could stand when the founda- cur services from, coming to the dances, 
tlon is removed, as to suppose that and are taking quite an ipterest in the 
Spiritualism without the tests can ’ society, We hold them on every Thurs
stand. I would ask what Spiritualism day night. Admission, gentlemen, .5 
would be without the tests? I love to cents. Ladles, 15 cents. Refreshments 
hear philosophy, rhetoric or oratory, and cloak room free.” 
but these are like sounding brass or Mrs. J. E. Clement writes from 
tinkling cymbal to the sad, bereaved Springfield, Mo.: ‘.’For some time I have 
heart. The gate, as Brother Tuttle been thinking I would rectify the mis
says, has been opened, and by what? take made by Mr. J. W. Ring. He was 
Philosophy? No. Philosophy has strove entertained by the North Side Spiritual 
ail through the past to answer the one Association, and our medium at that 
great question that has come down time was Mrs.; Mary Garrett Shaw, of 
through the ages, It a man die shall hé Cincinnati, O. She is considered the 
live again? It was reserved for/the greatest worker and one of the best 
tiny ran to answer this importajtPftues- mediums that ever came to this city. 
,tlon, and well has it done jts work; Through her bard work, assisted by 
demonstrating to millions that we'Jive her guides, we-have a beautiful Temple 
beyond death, and not only this, but nearly-finished. The. First Spiritual 
that there is no death. So let us thank Temple, the first erected here, and one 
the dear spirits who have opened the we may well feel proud of. We are 
gate through which we can enter and in still keeping Mrs. Shaw with us, and 
tho soft’tones of lové and affection con- I shall continue to do so tor an indefl- 
verse with the dear ones over there.” nite time. Shedraws a full house

A very pretty wedding took place Jan. every Sunday night we hold meetings." 
1;19O5'.^cc°rding ShHrtn^The Emily E. Noyes writes from New 
rite, at the heme of the bride. The Hamnshlre: “1 do-not want to miss a 
bridal xouple- took their placei in the of The ;progreBSjve TWnker.
beautifully decorated pailoi of pink Tbe én Court 1B doIng a world of 
and white carnations. Piof,. Geden La setting neonledo thinking, open- 
Lonelaand Mrs. Lucinda Westfall were g°od setting people^o tninKing p 

| pronounced mail and wife by Rev. L. J. rsdevelop thelr me^utnshIP( t0 the 
Vaughn. . _ . ,_ I dangers that may Irntet the way; show-

Mrs. L. J. Vaughn writes. On , them h0^ theyVmay avoid them in 
Wednesday evening, Feb. -2,1 will hold I greaj measure‘ by being careful; how, 
a test social. Good mediums will be when and wlth whom they sit for devel- 
present to give spirit messages; also opment. You are doing a great work.”

Mission, had a pleasant surprise, which evening, Màrch t at the home of Mrs. 
came as oil on troubled waters. Dr. J. Oswald, 5823 Aberdeen street.
H. Randall delivered a snort discourse Mrs. M. J-Jenry, writes: “On Sunday, 
which was favorably received. Mrs. evening, February 12, at the Universal 
Shumacher, uastor of the Church of the occult Society, Evangelist F. M. Stol- 
Students of Nature, spoke upon Har- heri preached on.'.‘Love and Charity,’ 
mony among Spiritualists. Her re- how essential it ,1s for us to send out 
marks-were characteristic of her spirit- gOod thoughts to, all, and especially 
ual naturé. Mrs. Hamilton Gill also to an erring brother or sister, when 
gave an interesting talk, following with they are gping down hill, to say God 
spirit messages. The evening services -Dlesq. you, .instead of censuring them, 
were conducted by our president, C. -\ve should,be very, careful .of the 
Kirchner, who delivered a fine dis- thought^,ïWAÏ.çenà-,out, ê[tfiér- .good pr 
course on ‘Go Bury Thy Sorrow—dfe^ evil' as they return, to us a thousand- 
livercd in a manner appreciated by foia. Our’Wxt social will not be held, 
those present. We are always glad to I On thé 22nd of February, but on the fol

-know that when our speakers disap- lowing Wednesday, March 1, at 77 31st 
point us, our president is equal to the street.' Our socials are very, enjoyable 
emergency, and can always interest our entertainments. They consist of reci
audience. After the discourse Mrs. Dill talions, messages, readings and danc- 
gave some grand messages, followed by ¡jg’ and the ladles always provide a 
Mrs. C. Kirchner, who demonstrated to dajnty lunch.”
believer and skeptic all*c®, that our Mlgg A p Ree(] wrlteB from Louls- 
lov.ed ones return to us. Vie always „Lagt s’unday; Wm. Fitch
welcome fiends and visitors to our. Ruffle he]d a.meeting in Barbers’ Aid 
meetings, to listen to our grand truth. R thlg cjty aijd ]jBd a fa[r audience, 
On Sunday evening, Feb. 26/our epeak- I aith0Ugh the‘ weather was stormy, 
er wil be Mrs. ^ora L.^Fetrle, presl- Thereswere EQme WOnderful, messages 
dent of the Ladies-Douglass Park Club, j d 6everai were In tears by the 'S । &P».

ject will be ‘Joan of Arc.’ Services ev
ery Sunday afternoon and evening at 3 
and 8 o’clock, at the People’s Institute, 
corner Van Buren and Leavitt streets.” 

Elizabeth Delpbln writes: “The. En-

members with every privilege except 
voting and holding office. The offi
cers are president, vice-president, secre
tary and treasurer, with three judges 
who act as finance committee. The 
seven officers constitute an executive 
board. The purpose of the association 
is to investigate all questions bearing 
on man’s religious and ethical nature; 
to discuss history, science and philos
ophy; and to find the good in every
thing. Also, to hold a high and severe 
standard of judgment over, all alleged 
psychic phenomena. The constitution 
pledges the association to a very posi
tive religious position, as well as to a 
vary broad scientific method. It is par
ticularly pledged to combat no organiza
tion, nor any individual. This society 
is unique in plan and is calculated to 
supply a need in this city. Mr. Walter 
F. Horner, a young man well/tnd favor
ably known by his work among the Y. 
P.- C. E. of the coast, is the chief or
ganizer. The officers are President, 
Frank Butschke; vice-president, Mrs. 
Anna Hart; secretary. Charles But- 
schke; treasurer, Walter F. Horner; 
judges, Miss Mamie-Van Alstine, Miss 
I.ouella Steveqts, Mr.'Daniel Whedon. 
From the character of the young peo
ple who compose this association you 
may look for good reports.”

John A. Seabury writes from Livings
ton, Mont.: "We of Livingston, in com
pany with many other cities . in Mon
tana, have been prevented from hold
ing regular Spiritualistic meetings 
since January 11, by .a quarantine 
against small pox, the contagion which 
has afflicted Billings, Mort., the home 
of our state president. With 122 cases 
in one month; the disease that caused 
the incarceration of Mrs. E. W. Sprague

T Middlemist writes from Gothville, 
Cal ’ “Feb 4th issue ol The Progress
ive Thinker is a daisy number. Char
lotte Cushman s communication alone 
Is worth- a year s subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker. 1 last saw her In 
the Eagle street theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., 
in 1852 in her famous character, of Meg 
Merilles (The Gypsy s Prophecy). She 
had the courage of her convictions 
then and the Buffalo M. Ds. were in
terviewing the Fox Sisters at the Phelps 
House They reported it was done by 
the toe and knee joints snapping. Well, 
Brother Francis, fifty years of a pio
neer life has made me pretty stiff, and 
am not able to hustle around much. If 
I could reach my arm out far enough 1 
would say shake! witn best wishes to 
you.’ • „ .

Mrs India Hill writes from Decatur, 
Ill • “Some writers seem to think the 
interest in Spiritualism is on the wane. 
I differ from them. I find the masses 
ere hungry for our philosophy and a 
•spiritual Spiritualism,’ and my meet
ings are largely attended by earnest, 
onxous souls, and many desire that we 
become an organized society, which 
may be the move in the near future to 
identify ourselves with Illinois State 
Association by charter. ;

Mrs- Maria C. Dudley writes: ”1 was 
glad to hear from our much esteemed 

'Brother Will C. Hodge, on this great 
question- Obsession, which is before 
the Court. Brother Houges. articles 
are alwavs pithy, logical and interest
ing His ideas seem to fit in the right 
place and at the right time. 1 like the 
ling of his argument, am; his personal 
experience ought to. be convincing 
proof to any and all critics. Here Is an
other that doesn’t want the book 
burned or the good Doctor roasted.

D J Moore writes from. Fort Scott, 
Kansas: "We have residing in this city 
a young lady who has developed rapidly 
in tire nast. two years, from the tiny, rap 
up through the various phases of me- 
diumshlp—clairvoyance, clairaudience, 

-trance etc- We received a communi
cation from Robert Ingersoll Feb 6 
through hci at her home 310 Scott av

■ enue. Her name te Maud Gregg.., -

(now at Spokane, Wash.) for three 
dreary weeks in the Silver Bow county 
pest house near Butte, Mont., during 
January. Few of our members, how
ever. have been deficient in zeal, and 
several good sittings have been held in 
private homes. The local quarantine 
will b« raised Feb. 18. and then we will 
resume our stated meetings every Sat 
urday night. We have two very fair 
mediums here and several others ore 
rapidly developing.' Spirits come and 
go wnenever any of us sit, and we inva 
riably receive comprehensive messages 
from Spirit land. Our circie is small, 
only sixteen active members, but as 
all are very enthusiastic we have great 
hopes for a rapid spread of our. belief 
when-it is again possible to meet 4n 
public- The recent sojourn here of 
Mr- and Mrs. E. W. Sprague was pro
lific of much good to the cause and I 
have heartily embraced their magnifi
cent spiritual ideas; though little more 
than a month ago a non-conformist to 
the revelations of Spiritualism. Being 
a newspaper editor and publisher of the 
Livingston Magazine, 1 am hopeful that 
my humble example will be followed by 
scores of others. If any mediums 
should be contemplatbig a trip through 
Montana at any time during 1905, we 
would be glad indeed, to be. so ad
vised- My -address is P. O. Box 1036, 
Livingston, Mont.

Frank T. Ripley is m Louisville, hy., 
lecturing for the People s Church, and 
is apparently giving excellent satlsfac 
tlon He will respond for calls to lec
ture aud give messages within 100 miles 
of the city: he will also officiate at fu- 
-nerals-- Address him in care of.General 
Delivery. Louisville, Ky.

Mrs. Greene writes: Sunday even
ing Feb. 12. Miss Sarah Thomas ad
dressed tills society. Her work in the 
Spiritualistic field is so well known 
that I can find no words to express to 
vou the appreciation -of her audience. 
Her lecture moved her hearers, »both to 
mirth and tears. Over twenty-five 
years before the public as a medium, 
Mi’s Thomas has done and is still do
ing a noble work. Next Sunday, Dr. 
White will deliver both the afternoon 
and evening lectures. We always have 
a. number of mediums to assist in this 
noble work by delivering spirit mes
sages - Do not fail to attend the finest 
masqueballof the season, given in pur 
large hall. Saturday evening, Feb. 25. 
Fifty prizes will be awarded to the 
maskers. The Society oi Spiritual Unl- 

' ly meets every Sunday.at 3.and 8 p. m., 
nt Star txple-e Hull 378 8 Western are 
nue. Everybody welcome?

glewood Spiritual Union is holding very 
harmonious meetings in its new hill, 
6603 South Halsted street, and though 
the weather has been severe, we have 
had a good attendance; Mrs, Nora E. 
Hill of' the Rising Sun Mission served 
us last Sunday, and Mrs. 'V. B. Lyon 
will be our speaker, Feb. 19. On Feb. 
25, The ladies will hold a social at the 
residence of Mrs. Oswald, No. 5823 
Aberdeen street Our friends from the 
West Side have promised to come and 
help us. There will be a number of 
good mediums present. Refreshments 
will be served, collection 25 cents. 
Come and have a good time. Feb. ¿6, 
the last Sunday in the month, will be 
■Mediums’ Night.’ the wnole evening de
voted to mediums. All welcome. Ad
mission ten cents. . .

Sioux Falls. S. D.—Members of the 
Hesdorfer family, residing In Belford 
township. Sanborn county, S. D,, are 
firmly of the opinion that a ghost has, 
taken possession of the upper floor of 
their dwelling. Every night about mid
night the members, of Ine family are 
terrorized bv some irtl.nown being 
dragging what appears to be a log chain 
across the floor of the upstairs room. 
The family lost a boy by death a short 
time ago. and members of the family 
declare that the noise of the dragging 
chain started about the time of the 
boy’s death. While the dragging is in 
progress they are too irightened to go 
upstairs and make an investigation. 
Neighbors who have heard of the mat
ter are organizing for Jie purpose of 
visiting the Hesedorfer residence ■ at 
the ghostly hour of midnight in hope 
that the alleged ghost will do the cus
tomary dragging act, so they can rush 
upstairs and discover whether or not it 
is the work of some practical joker, as 
they suspect. • ■

Dr J A. Bailey writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: "It is seldom we see anything in 
The Progressive Thinker about the 
Philosophical Society of Spiritualists of 
this city. This society has been in con
tinuous existence now over three years, 
and is in a' more flourishing condition 
to-day than ever before. Mrs. Alice C. 
Barry of Philadelphia has ministered to 
its wants as speaker nnd medium for 
the last vear. and has given such gen
eral satisfaction that it elected her 
president of the society at the last elec
tion in January. Mrs. Barry is thor
oughly devoted to the work and a grand 
harmonize* of discordant elements. In 
conclusion, let me say that I am still in 
the field and have March open for en
gagement as speaker and message me
dium: on reasonable terms. Address 
me at No- 512 South 2d street, Clinton.

Married—At the home of the bride, 
Feb. S, by the Rev. Tillie U. Reynolds of 
Troy, N. Y., Mrs. Ida Clatworthy to Mr. 
Edgar N. Evans, both of Elmira, N. Y. 
Rev. Tillie U. Reynolds writes: "A very 
pleasant surprise was given Uose of the 
Ladles’ Aid Society qf rhe Spiritualist 
Society of Elmira, N. Y., who met at the- 
home of the president, Mrs, Clatworthy, 
on Wednesday, Feb. 8. After the usual 
routine of business had been transacted 
the ladies were asked to remain to 
lunch, and the president excused her
self, presumably on hospitable duties 
intent. In a short time' the groom, 
clergyman and attendants nad arrived 
unobserved, and one . of the home 
friends who upderstood, prepared a 
place and Mrs. Reynolds, followed by 
Mr. aud Mrs. Gardner, and then Mr. 
Evans and. Mrs. Clatworthy. The sur
prise was complete. The marriage ser
vice all pronounced beautiful, and con
gratulations following were sincere and 
many. A fine collation was served,, and 
at a seasonable hour all departed, wish
ing all good and happiness to be their 
home experience,” '
' Dr. Geo. B. Warne reports that the 
Spiritualists of Sturgis, Mich., had a 
most excellent meeting. He was one of 
the speakers.

Dr. Beverly writes: "A fine seance 
was held Friday evening by Mrs. Anna 
McAleer, at her residence, 614 Engle
wood avenue. Over fifty guests were 
present. Mrs. Hodge gave some fine 
readings. Cora Dixon delighted all by 
her new phenomena. Dr. Beverly gave 
a little talk and was followed by the 
hostess, Mrs. McAleer, wno gave some 
wonderful tests. She predicted the 
death of Mr. Henson some weeks ago, 
and Mrs. Henson was present to receive 
a message from her departed husband. 
These demonstrations were followed by 
some very interesting .experiments in 
suggestion and hypnotism by Prof. 
Smith. These gatherings are becoming 
very popular and will be continued 
during the winter. The Spiritual Sci
ence Society will give a masquerade 
ball at Arlington Hall, 31st and Indiana 
avenue, Saturday evening, March 4. 
Many prizes have been donated for the 
bfest costumes. Vogel will give us some
of his finest music and all will have 

merry time. We employ only the best 
'^talent, and we have-no bar nor disor

derly conduct. Our Sunday meetings 
are growing in interest. Last Sunday 
we had twelve mediums to help and ev
eryone present received a test. Mrs. 
Dixon gave a test to one of ’Hoch’s 
wives last fall. She told her that her 
husband was in New York, and would 
return to Chicago, and she ha<l nothing 
to fear, as she was afraid of her lite.”

Dr. P. S. George writes: "I prauld like 
to correspond with some good trumpet 
medium, gentleman, .who would like to 
go with me into a. busy field, and assist 
in public meetings and give trumpet se
ances, and private readings, if able to 
do so The compensation will be much 
above the average, and a delightful cli
mate during the summer season. When 
writing give particulars as to phases. 
No intemperate mediums wanted. Ad
dress me' at 1318 O street, Lincoln, 
Neb.” . f ■ '

There were a nupiber of skeptics and 
strangers, who , afterward announced 
that they would delve deeper in this 
beautiful philosqphy of Spiritualism. 
At a private circle,on East Broadway, 
Mr.. Ruffle gave some excellent tests 
and messages, and especially one case, 
where a judge took, control of him and 
gavé this message to a woman he had 
defrauded out of property. Another 
wonderful test was given where a 
young, boy. had been killed by a rock 
falling upon his head, and he gave the 
message to the woman for whom the 
(est was. ‘Tell my mamma I am not 
dead, I’m just as much alive as she is, .
apcrslre- must not cry.’ Mr. Ruffle is I grand work in New York. All hail the 
highly appreciated and promised large power of the angel world. Let the ban
attendances If he continues to open the ” ' ------ '
ha" We wish to thank our many
friends in Chicago for requesting our re
turn there, but think it will be impos
sible Mr- Ruffle is open for calls and 
camp engagements. All mail may be 
directed to corresponding secretary, 
Miss A F- Reed. 642 Fifth street, Louis
ville. Ky. ,

•M A B- writes: ’The Ladies Aid to 
Light of Truth Church has opened a 
Thursday afternoon meeting, at 3 
o’clock.. Messages, short talks, etc.,.In 
the upper hall. 528'W. 63d street. Hop
ing to have the assistance of all to 
make them a great help for the good of 
spiritual unfoldment. - Gentlemen al 
ways welcome, i Do not forget the dance 
and party to be .given for Light of Truth 
Church Feb- 22. Hopkins’ Hall 528 W. 
63rd street. Tickets 25 cents.

Dr Ravlin will conclude his engage
ment with the First Association of 
Spiritualists of Philadelphia, Pa., the 
last Sunday in Ajiril. He Is open for 
engagements for May and June, and for 
camp-meetings. He may be addressed 
at 1614 N. 13t|i strfeet.

Dr B O'Dell writes: "We had a very 
pleasant meeting at Sturgis,- Mich., last 
Friday Saturday and Sunday.. Dr. Geo. 
B Warne was there: also Dr. Julia M. 
Walton of Jackson, Mich., and. others 
who did gôdü and efficient work. : .

Mrs, L- M- -Crandall, secretary, 
‘Thd/KenWood Spiritual Church
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M. J. Donaldson writes: “Obsession is 
the ruling theme to be discussed by 
many able writers—each one earnest in 
his. expression of what seemeth right 
from his point of view. Geo. B. Ferris, 
of Michigan is very calm, rational and 
consistent in his article. Brother 
Peebles is equal to the task in answer
ing Cora L. V. Ricnmond’s article. 
Mrs. May Pepper is doing ,?uch a

week, just past. Had I time and space, 
I would like to dwell at length upon the 
spiritual feasts and social good times 
we have had, but as I am afraid of the 
editor’s blue pencil, I will make but 
brief mention of them.

Tuesday afternooiwi Feb. .7, we lis
tened to a soulful address by Carrie E. 
S. Twlng, subject, "^hls, Too, Shall 
Pass Away.” She warned us not to 
think too much ot, material things, for 
all are subject to fust and decay, but to 
build our homes on the solid rock of 
spirituality that would stand through
out eternity.

Wednesday afterqoon a test seance 
was given for the benefit of the camp, 
by F. Corden White. Many people were 
gladdened by messages of love from 
spirit friends. He also gave an inter
esting portion of liis life concerning his 
mediumship, which began to be made 
manifest when he was but five years 
old. The seance was well attended.

Wednesday evening an address was 
given by J. Clegg Wright on the broad 
subject of "The Times." It was a mas
terpiece of instructive eloquence, and 
no words of mine can describe the 
strength and grandeur of the inspira
tion which flowed from his lips. He. 
held the audience spellbound as he 
touched on every known country of the 
world.

PALMISTR
This Is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
Interesting science has yet received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, nd 
Inherited tendency, that Is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing the principles enforced by the- 
presented In this. Price, paper, "25 
cents: cloth. $1.

a Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine ot val
uable reflections and suggestions. The 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one ot them leads ta 
■omething higher, grander, nobler^ 
Price IL0&

ner of freedom of thought be unfurled. 
GoH hiess The Progressive Thinker and

Thursday afternoon the rostrum wai\ 
occupied by W. F. Peck, who took for ■ 
his theme, "Living in the Upper Story ] 
of our Nature.” Much to my regret I > 
waa unable to be present, but the lec- । 
ture was reported as being full of good j 
practical ideas which were very help- : 
ful. He was followed by messages 
from Corden White.

Saturday afternoon the platform was 
graced by the presence of Mrs. Dr. Mat
teson of Buffalo, N. Y. She is a sweet,

writes. -----------  - . .
had a good attendance Sunday, the 12tli, 
in spite-of the severe cojd weather. 
At the confferenceiat 3 p. m., we had a 
talk and soloiby the pioneer Spiritualist 
brother. James E. iCoe. We also had 
Mr and Mrs. Lyons and Brother Dean 
with us The talks were on general 
subjects of interest-to all. In the even
ing we had a very interesting talk from 
Dr Geo- S. Hail. ■ The services were 
opened by an inspirational poem by 
Mrs Seybold: after the lecture our
pastor Mrs. Grace E. Aitken gave some 
very convincing1 tests followed by men
tal telepathy readings by Mr. and Mrs. 
Aitken' all of which were acknowledged 
as true With these readings Mrs. Ait
ken was blindfolded. Kenwood Hall, 
4308 Cottage Grove avenue, should be 
filled every Sunday, as It is a place 
where good wholesome truth is given 
out and should be encouraged by all 
true Spiritualists and Investigators. 
We will have good speakers each Sun-

Iowa.” _ '
Mrs. Begethe Sidwell writes; The

Ladles' Aid and Relief Auxiliary of the 
Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission holds 
Its regular Thursday evening meeting 
at 64 Ashland avenue. All are cor
dially invited to attend these meetings.
Well known mediums will give tests.. ,....—................. .......
Admission 15 cents The proceeds of I day and all honest mediums are in 
these meetings will be treea only for i vlted to t&ke^part in the services All 
thethe poor end needy” “wahsosae >

the grand work it is doing.
Mrs- Alice Baker writes from Dallas, 

Texas: “While the - northern ’ storms 
have been looking so fiercely at us, and 
suggesting snow and ice that we have 
actually seen them, and felt the expres
sion of their stern, cold countenance, 
we have not been wholly discouraged or 
felt entirely frozen for the genial and 
pleasing Harrison D. Barrett dropped 
into our midst, bringing with him the 
kindly expression and greeting of en
couragement, He gave us three soul 
stirring, inspiring lectures that carried, 
us completely away from earth condi
tions int o the higher life of spirit while 
listening. We feel that his presenco 
and inspiring lectures has given a new 
ibsplrotion to our people here and we 
are sure it has given new hope and 
courage to the present speakers, Rev. 
Alice Baker and Milton Baker.

Carrie H. Mong, secretary, writes of 
the convention of the Indiana State As
sociation as follows-. The programs 
are our for the First- Annual Conven
tion of the Indiana State Association of 
Spiritualists to be held at the First 
Spiritualist Church, in Indianapolis, 
Ind March 3. 4 and 5, 1905. Every
thing looks favorable for a good con- 
vention-and we have the promise of a 
spiritual feast for all who are so fortu
nate as to be able to attend. We have 
secured the services of the following 
representatives of the cause. Will J. 
Erwood, president of the Wisconsin 
State Association, of Lacrosse, Wis., 
who is one of our youngest workers, 
and is fast coming to the front as one 
of our ablest speakers; Miss Elizabeth 
Harlow, now of Columbus, Ohio, whose 
ability is so well known she needs no 
words of praise from us to recommend 
her- Mr: W- V. Nicum. of Day ton, Ohio, 
who comes to us highly recommended 
and whose voluntary offer of assistance 
Is commendable and greatly appreci
ated’- Mrs. Anna Throndsen of Louis- 
vile Ky- as the message bearer, of 
whom such favorable mention has. so 
often been made of latfe in the spiritual 
papers. We know her work and it is 
all or more, than her home society 
claims for her. In addition to this we 
will have good music. There will be no 
secret sessions: we want everyone to 
feel that they are welcome to the butd- 
ness sessions -whether they are, dele
gates or not For further information 
or programs address me At Ho. 415 8 
FraUklla street, Muncie Ind.

known among Spiritualists and ortho
dox people, having been the means of 
bringing health and comfort to thou
sands through clairvoyantly diagnosing 
diseases and prescribing for same, bhe 
gave an interesting history of her life, 
telling of the many persecutions she 
had undergone because she insisted on 
practicing her mediumship.

Saturday evening a masquerade ball 
was held in the pavilion, between two 
and three hundred people being pres
ent. Many of the costumes worn were 
grotesque In the extreme, eliciting 
shouts of laughter from the spectators, 
while others were dainty and pleasing 
enough to suit the most fastidious. 
Lemonade was served free of charge 
by the Ladies Aid. .

Sunday. Feb. 12. at 10:30. we listened 
to a spiritual and uplifting lecture by 
W. F. Peck. The subject. If a Man 
Die. shall He Live Again? ” was han
dled m a masterly wav. and at its close 
called forth many favorable comments.

Sunday afternoon, the beautiful lec
ture; "Behold, the Dreamer Cometh,- 
given by Carrie E. S. Twlng. could not 
help but quicken the aspirations of all 
who heard it. She led us out in dream
land. showing that the soul-dreams 
which come true are the visions put in 
practice that ennoble humanity and can 
be made helpful. -

At the close of her lecture. Dr. HilH- 
goss.- who. by the way. makes a very 
satisfactory chairman, again presented 
F. Corden White, who did some excel
lent work, giving twenty-eight names, 
all being recognized. ■

The singing of-Miss Hawtin and W. 
F. Peck is very much appreciated by all.

A recent and very welcome arrival is 
Laura G. Fixen. of Chicago. A lecture 
will ne given bv her Sunday next. Feb
ruary 19. She was accompanied here 
by Mrs. Carr, wife of the noted Dr. C. S. 
Carr of Columbus. Ohio, ramiliarly 
known in ’Plain Talks." as Dr. Talk
well. . IRENE GA It.

"The - Constitution ot Man. ” By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and 
practical presentation of advanced 
mental science And embodies many new 
and original ideas, and the. fullest 
teaching extant-as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. Pr;ce t>Oti.

“Koradine. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot. - In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains lea.; 
sons which eve-y sf ri Should know 
Moe, cloth, ¿L

KEEP POSTED
In Current Spiritualistic and Occult 

Newa.
You can do It by reading each week 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
ophy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
phenomena It contains each week, to 
the marvel of the age. No one can at* 
ford to be without the paper. Ita price 
to within the reach of all. .

OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY 
f By W- J- ColviHo. Beporta of twenty-four 
fliatinet lectures, recently delivered in Nety 
York- Brooklyn, Boston. Philadelphia ana 
other ^prominent cities ot the United States« have contributed tho basis of thia tolumo» 
Price, 81.00.

r-IFEOF TH0NA8 PAINE."s
By tho Editor ot the National, with Prefao» 

•nd Notos bv Peter Eckler. Illustrated wltli 
views ot the old Paine Homestead and Pains 
Monument, at Now Rochelle: also portraits ot 
Thomas Clio Rickman. Joel Barlow. Mary Wol- 
stonecratt, Madame Roland. Condorco. Biissot, 
and tho most prominent ot Paine s friends 111 
Europe and America. Cloth, 76 cents. 1 . .

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.
Loctarci by tbe Swami VlveluuiadB, on Knja Yogaj 

or Conquering tho Internal Nwure. and other aub- 
jecut also, Patanjali'« Toga Aphorisms, with com
mentaries and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged. t2mo.. Cloth, 11.50. RaJaYoga.? 
Is an ancient system of Indian Phtlosoplir. and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. Swami Viv- 
ekananda became a familiar figure In several Amen* 
can cities during the three yein following the Pap* 
Mament of Religions at Chicago: lie was cordially re
ceived In America, whero tbe breadth and depth of. 
his teachings were soon recognized. Ills teaching* 
an unlTcraal tn lb eh application. The book is chB&p* 
BtSUft For sale at thus office. . __

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The .most important revelations concerning 

the true origin ot Christianity. Reader, tn 
bringing to your notice -Antiquity Lurched, • 
it is with the sincere hope that vou are earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless ot nny 
other consideration’ It such Is the case, t his 
advertisement will deeply interest you, and 
after reading this brief, description you will 
doubtless wish to give the work & carotol 
peusaL Price, «i ds.



i TIiIb department is under the man* 
■Bgementof .
1 . HUDSON TUTTLE.

C&ddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Feb. 25.1905. / :thbïWo@rbssivb thîhkbr

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
Save called forth such" a host of re
epondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels, the answers to be made in 
tee most condensed form, and often 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity.- Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letter of In
quiry. The supply of matter i- ilways 

’several weeks ahead of the space given, 
'and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ,

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
i'dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. It the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department lias 
¡become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an
swers,1 and while I freely give what- 

• ever information I am able, the oral- 
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

James Tredwell: Q. Was Henry 
Ward Beecher a Spiritualist? .

A. This question reminds pf .a dra
matic incident at Cassadaga when Mrs. 
Isabella Beecher Hooker wad lecturing 
there. Mrs. Richmond was entranced 
on the platform before .a. crowded audi

, èricè by the spirit of Henry Ward 
Beecher, who proceeded to make hopor- 

i , able amends for his manner of treating 
Y Spiritualism. Approaching Mrs, Hook- 
Av ér, thé-medium knelt and penitently 
ly 'asked pardon for the wrongs and misun- 
'5 derstanding he had caused. It was dra- 
ffi\ matic, very, and greatly enjoyed by the 
AS assembled people.
bet This episode grew out of a dispute be
ef yween Mrs^ Hooker and Mrs. Beecher, 
forShe former affirming unequivocally that 
Widthe great preacher was a béhevêr, and 
lÿ'the latter that he was not. The truth 
T ’ 'was that he when carried away by his 
S inspiration, gave voice to the loftiest ,ex-

pressions of Spiritualism, and when 
confronted by church conservatism 
weakly denied. The Beechers were a 

1‘iamily of Spiritualists. Charles Beech- 
l er wrote a book on the subject, "--Mrs. 
I Stowe and her husband «ïe'<|elVea re- 
(markable manifestations, and Mrs. 
(Hooker was an ardent supporter.

I Henry Ward had a notable profipien- 
ey. in keeping on both sides of the fence. 
When he came out Bqùarely and made a 
plear declaration, in his next sermon he 
xyould blow up a cloud of dust and lose 
iiimselt in the obscurity. •

. After preaching the spiritual doc
trines, mixed of course with the old 
dogmas, for years, in his declining age 
he returned to the creed of his youth, 
and sought to make orthodoxy sound by 
■discarding Spiritualism. To do this he 
thresned over the old straw of the. 

•“Witeh of Endor." Of this’ he said: 
“Of this matter of witchcraft you know 
dust qs muchas’I do. andT Jmo.w jugbas 
■Rrach-^Biyou dp/ and; fwe both know 

■ nothtag.”’ Ôf the belief in witchcraft 
he says : ' "Sclê'nhé'kl'rttck ft sledge-ham
mer blows which drove it away. It was 
never disproved, yet where has it 
gone?" ' Yet it lingers; he says, and ap

- pears as Spiritualism. “In regard to 
this question, Do 'spirits revisit the 
éarth, I want to sayTnat I should be 
happy to say they do, but I have failed 
to discover it. The communications I 
have received purporting to come from 
Yny’ parents; were of such a weak, milk 
and watery nature that they ought to 
'have been put in an infirmary.” 
r? How thoughts come home to roost! 
Beecher as a spirit attempts to com
municate with the eminent Dr. Funk, 
and instead of a burst of' eloquence 

i Overwhelmingly convincing, tells him

causes gives the power to foreknow and 
predict the effects. Whereas if crea
tion was ruled by an arbitrary being, 
changeable In purpose and swayed by 
human interposition, even his own dec
larations would not be certain of fulfill
ment. He might change, repent, re
cede, or do the very reverse hé prom
ised. : , , .■ .

“But when the causes are known, and 
the laws, which are the channels along 
which such causes run to their effects, 
then these effects may be predicted. 
Thus we may say confidently that If we 
touch a lighted match to the wick of a 
lamp there, will be a flame. It is a 
prophecy always fulfilled, We know 
the uususpended body will fall. We ex
tend the laws of falling bodies to the 
planets qnd astronomers are- able to 
state where any particular orb will be 
at any future time. ,

“These illustrations are so simple, it 
will probably be said: ‘Why tills is not 
prophecy, it is knowledge!’ Yes, if is 
prophecy so frequently fulfilled .It is 
called knowledge. If we take more 
complicated affairs, wnere a great num
ber of causes converge to one effect, we 
find a wider and more comprehensive 
knowledge necessary, but if we possess 
it we are as certain of results.

“In predicting events in the future of 
nations, or the race,, not to say the indi
vidual, such an infinite number of 
causes and effects must be known, that 
to the ordinary miud the problem be
comes too intricate to be comprehensi
ble, and is prohounced impossible. Yet 
to the mind able to grasp these, the 
prophecy may be, as easy as that of the 
lighting of a lamp before alluded to,”

W. W. R.: " Q. When and by whom 
Was the first spiritual paper published?

A. In 1847 an association started in 
New York, “The Unlvercoeliinj and 
Spiritual Philosopher,” under thé edito
rial management, pf Dr. S. B. Brittan. 
It was a monthly,, of highest..merit, 
Fanny M- Dougall, g. Harris and others 
contributed inspirational poetry; A. J. 
Dayls, articles, especially on medical 
subjects; the elegant style of the editor 
and Wm, Fishbough, and others equally 
gifted filled Ite. pages. ' '

The Spiritual Telegraph was the next 
Important spiritual journal, a weekly 
started In New York by Partridge and 
Brittan. It was .elegafitly printed, at ?3 
à year. Its contributors were many of 
the. original menibers of the circle 
which gathered around A. J. Davis. 
Nothing was allowed In its ' columns 
that would not have given character to 
the best magazine. ’ Both these publica
tions were discontinued, the Unlversoe- 
lum in its third year. The Telegraph 
not because it did not maintain itself, 
but because It did not do a great deal 
more for its publishers.

J. G. Hoffman: Q. Was Abraham 
Lincoln the author of the Baying, “You 
can fool the people’' sometimes, and 
some of the people’all tee time, but you 
cannot fool all the people all the time”? 
If not, who was?

A. In none of the biographies of Lin
coln, is this saying attributed to him. 
It has on what appears to be authentic 
evidence -been referred to the great 
showman, P. T. Barnum.

Mrs. R. H. M.; Q. I am not a medi
um, yet when I place my hands’on a 
table it moves quickly without the 
least movement on my part. When 
reading a book, it will slide out of my 
hands, and the chair in which I sit will 
move. Since reading the Great Psycho
logical Crime I am in constant fear that 
evil spirits will possess me. What am I 
to do?

A.. In the first place.dispossess your: 
self'of the' false;' the 'viciously, fajse 
Ideah'ftdVbcated'by that book; 'No'dile 
can Be influenced against his persistent 
■will',-although: be. may in an unguarded 
moment, open the door for the entrance 
of the undesired, he has the power to 
close It against them. To have such 
manifestations as you describe shows 
that you are mediumlstic, and your dec
laration to the contrary strangely con
tradictory. ' • i

"STICK TO YQUR TEXT.”

Leave Your Pet Fads and Theories 
■ Our Rostrum.

Off

Folly, Fanaticism, or What?
Under the above heading the Banner 

of Light takes into comprehensive con- 
sideratioi/jau “Act relative to the licens
ing of clairvoyants and others.” .

This Actols infamous, in'view of the 
fact that genuine médiums, angelic In 
nature, and doing á grand work, are 
linked with the worst fakes that the 
world has ever seen. ■ '• ... 1

Those in Massachusetts who have 
wanted the fraud elements in our-ranks 
let entirely alone, are now reaping the 
fruits of their position in an-Act that 
places all genuine mediums in a class 
where they do not belong.

Eliminate from our Cause the fraudu
lent element afflicting it, and tiien the 
genuine medium will not be included in
any license Act. ■ '

The linking of genuine mediums.with 
fakçs generally, is the legitimate out-

Just so long as ‘ Ute'Spiritualists of 
that state allow the ffitkes Vo give mani- 
tectatlons along sidej (Of t^óae who are 
genuine, the latter.ai^£yrp¿to be linked 
with the former In anty iteepse Act. 
Some months ago -jvA piibíished an ac
count of two materidlPzintfiinedlums In 
Boston' who were'd^msed” dressed In 
artificial toggery, perscnaTIng spirits, 
and they possessei|, no ipedlumshlp 
whatever—simply. gi^l^yng' the phe
nomena. 'Following, the editorial from 
the Banner of Light is an article from 
the Pittsburg (Pa.) Leader illustrating 
how Anna Eva Fay ¡ploduces some of 
her “spirit manifestation's.” After read
ing It you.will not.wonder. why - a Li
cense Act.is demanded.’’The-outrage 
comes in when the genuine médium Is 
made to suffer. Others,like Miss,Fay 
are traveling around the.country mysti-growth of an evolutionary, process that . , .............. ...

has been going On in ‘Massachusetts-for lying people under tlie preterise that 
several years. . . • what they dp |b genuine Spiritualism.

FOLLY, FANATICISM, OR WHAT?
A printed copy pf a bill to, ' lie pre

sented to the Massachusetts State Leg
islature haa reached the office of.the 
Banner of Light It reads ap follows: -

HOUSE NO. 480. .
Bill accompanying the petition qf Nel

son B. Forrest and anothèr for legis
lation to provide for the licensing bf 
clairvoyants and Others. "Probate 
and Chancery .' January 23; '
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

(In the Year One-Thousand, Nine Hun
dred and Five.) "

hors of entities outside of »themselves. 
Through the agenoy- >:cf mediumship, 
life after death, is. demonstrated, of 
which fact abundant'.'ind constantly ac
cumulating evidence» isi daily ¿being pro-
duced. . ■

' AN ACT ./

Yabout losing a.’“widow’s mite,”“ and 
Where to find it, and sapient editprs the 
country over retort on him and Dr. 
Funk the same language! Poor Beech
er had become an imbecile!

It may be -asked pertinently, it 
Beecher did not know anything about 
Witchcraft,' why did he talk about it? 
For tne hour’s talk he received as sal
ary four hundred dollars, and in com
mon honesty ought to have given some 
equivalent therefor. .

There Is one tiling Mr. Beecher knew, 
and every I^ible student knowi, that as 
translated and Interpreted, the Bible de
clares for tlie existence of witches, and 
on Its unqualified command not to suf
fer a witch to live rests the most damri- 
ing atrocities of the past ages, ending 
m the disgraceful tragedy of Salem. 
He says science had ho blow for It, yet 
for all the Bible had done and all its 
believers have done, witches would be 
burned as unmercifully to-day as In the 
Middle Ages. Science 1’b certain knowl
edge, and this and this alone has awak
ened mankind from that nightmare of 
superstition which made wholesale tor
ture possible. , «

When Mr. Beecher said that he would 
be happy to believe spirits revisited the 
earth, but had failed to discover ft, he 
confessed, to a great deal more than, dis
belief in spirit.manifestations; he con
fessed to unbelief of the records of 

. spirit phenomena in tee Bible, and tali« 
j this out of that book and there is lioth- 

r ing but a dry husk remaining, for 
< from beginning to end it is replete .with 
j the ministrations of spirits.

Charles Bailey : Q._ If. the .planetary 
system Is so governed by fixed Jaws 
that astronomers can téli us where th® 
planets will be, and what will happen to 
them for any number qf years to come., 
is'it not as reasonable to suppóse that 
equally unchanging laws control our 
lives, and tliat they can be foretold-with 
the same accuracy? "

l A. I answer this by quoting the 
Words of the spirit author in Arcana of 
Spiritualism, page 163:

> “With the repudiation of the pre 
tenses of the prophets, prophecy itself, 
■which once occupied an important place 
in tbe government of mankind, became 
ignored. The prediction of events was 
claimed to be impossible, because law. 
ruled, and the shaping of history-did 
not depend on the will of an arbitrary 
God ' If we consider for a moment, we 
will see that for the very reason that

I wish to applaud the words of Harry 
J. Moore' in The Progressive Thinker of 
Feb. 4. He struck the key-note when 
he lavs the disinterest in our cause in 
some localities to the dragging into our 
assembly halls, and into our lectures, 
subjects entirely foreign to Spiritual
ism, and endeavoring to float them un
derneath our beloved banner.

We can go to a political meeting if 
we wish; we can study theosophy and 
attend a theosophical class if we 
choose, but-give us Spiritualism unfet
tered and free' from the Spiritualist ros
trum, that men ' and women of all 
classes,whatsoever may be their politi
cal views, may partake of its benign in
fluence without being obliged to swal
low some other man's political nos
trums. .

The man with a political hobby 
should seek a platform that has been 
advertised accordingly, and not endeav
or to smuggle in his pet theory upon 
some platform where it has been an
nounced Splritu^18111 would be the 
theme. A man does not gain votes nor 
popularity .for his sentiment by crowd
ing it upon an assemblage of people 
who have gathered, hungry for some 
spiritual thought which they may take 
with them out into their daily life— 
something that will pry underneath the 
material things of life, unloose the fet- 
ters'of materialism, and enable them to 
arise on the wings of the spirit, into thè 
realms where the angels dwell, there to 
walk and talk with them, there to be 
blessed and made better by their sweet 
Influence.

Some, melodious, sonnet will be left in 
their hearts by this ministration, whose 
rich, sweet tones will vibrate through
out the days, and will beheffrd and felt 
by their fellow-men..

The Spiritualist rostrum to-day and 
all days,’should feed the people—not a 
forced diet, but that which will be food, 
raiment, and the nectar of life.

Glad vou arose to speak, Bro. Moore. 
EMMA GIBBS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.- ■

law rules, fixed and unswerving, proph
ecy is possible. Because if the chain of

“fl GHance to Mako Money,”
Imade 512",00 in twentr-three days eeDing the 

“Econdmy Gas Tip,” wh Ich saves 33 per cent pas 
to tbe consumer and improves tho lipin by 50 per 
cent Every family will buy. It’s liko coining 
money. I get my tips from the “Economy Light 
CoDrawer 05. St LoiHr, ilo. Send them 19 2cent 
stamps and they will sondyon outfit and’BUrt you 
in business with territory. They want a Manager 
in each town.

‘The Light of Egypt.” . Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In. itself, a
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philo»

causee and effects, the-knowledge rof phy. Price Í2 .per volume.

Shall I Become a Medi
iim/’ Fully Answered

In‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation/ by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

; cents. Send to Hr. Tiittle, Berlin Heights, 0. I

(Relative to the licensing of) Clairvoy
ants and Others.)..................

Be it enacted by the Senate and House 
of Representatives in General .Court 
assembled, and'by the authority of 

’the same, as follows; . ,, ....
Section 1. The mayor and-aidermen 

of any city except Boston, and in Bos; 
ton the Board of Bolice, and the select
men of any town, may license suitable 
perspns to carry on business as clair- 
voyahts, mediums, palmists, card read
ers, astrologers, fortune tellers and per
sons who claim-to. tell, give readings ot 
or revéal the past, present ot future, 
and shall charge for said license a fee 
of fifty dollars annually! I. ,

Section 2. Every such license shall 
specify the street and number of’the 
building, or,give some other.particular 
description thereof, where th^' lipépsee 
shall carry on such,buéjneB3, tanfI'.'such 
license shall hot permit' such licensee 
to carry on said business in any other 
place than that so spécifié^.,, ’ . i

Section 3. $ald license shall expire 
on the first day of February in .W11 
year. ' ....

Section 4. If in the opinion of said 
licensing board said licensee ceases to 
carry on the -business which he, is. li
censed to pursue, or if in the opinion of 
said licensing board it is nof for.the 
public good that said licensee should 
carry on his said business as aforesaid, 
fb-steall immediately revoke his said 11-

SectiOn 5. . No person shall advertise 
or carry on the business of . a clairvoy
ant, medium, palmist, .car-fl roader>taSi 
trploger, fortune-teller or. person whu 
claims to tell, give readings of or re; 
veal the past, present or ..future, until 
he shall have first obtained a ; license, 
from said licensing board. •

Section 6,. Whoever violates-,>any of 
the provisions or any of the- sections pf 
this act shall be punished by .a-fine net 
exceeding fifty dollars for- each offense.

Section 7. This act shall take effect 
upon its passage. “

It' ¡IF difficult to understand the mo- 
fives that animate “Nelson E. Forrest 
and another” In presenting this bill to 
the House. That the Board of 'Police 
of even the city of Boston are capable 
of passing upon those who are “suitable 
persons” to practice as “clairvoyants 
arid mediums” is more than ban reason
ably be expected of thorn, fpr Ss a rule 
politicians are not remarkable for psy
chical sensitiveness, or distinguished 
for a particular and special acquaint
ance with the delicate requirements of 
psychical investigation. ' :

The first section of the bill, it will be 
noticed, lumps .together without dis
tinction, "clairvoyants, mediums, palm
ists, card readers, astrologers -and for
tune tellers,” as well as those who 
claim to "reveal the past, present or fu
ture.” Such a mingling of the parties 
referred to Is of itself an astounding ev

idence of either the utter ignorance, 
gross carelessness, or fanatical'malice, 
in the drawing of the section, it would 
be amusing, if it were not so insulting 
to every honorable medium and- true 
Spiritualist, for Spiritualism is neither 
palmistry, card reading, astrology .nor 
fortune telling. It is a science of com
munication between the next world and 
this, whereby demonstrable evidence as' 
to the verity of the continuity of life 
beyond the grave is to be obtained. 
Those who have been responsible for 
the drawing of this section have evi
dently only a superficial acquaintance 
with Snirltualisn? as a science; philos
ophy and religion. . ■ ■ .-.

Section 2 limits the licensee to a 
particular house, which is a. more 
stringent provision than that attach
ing even to a dog-tax, but-to return to' 
the first section. When the decision as 
to whom shall be licensed is to depend 
on the mayor-and aldermen of- other 
cities, there is no'greater security as 
to their fitness than' there is in that of 
of the board of police ôf Boston, and 
still less reliance can be placed bn the 
fitness of the .“selectmen of any town” 
who are to be empowered .to grant ‘li
censes to the persons enumerated.. .

Section 4 provides that if the liceris;

The minister of the’gospel >breaches 
and prophesies - of a -future life, fore
telling presumably What tho- future 
state is to be, but offers not the slight
est scintilla of evidence in support ot 
his assertions, and no license. Is asked 
lor his prophesying on foretelling! •

. Now what will the effect of .this bill 
be likely to be if it should become en
acted? ■■ Mediums «who may be poor, in 
tills world’s good mit itch in the gift of 
the-spirit if they exercise their-facul
ties for gain will either be driven from 
the work, or if they persist in continu
ing it render themselves »liable to be 
haled' before a court and- fined 550, but 
if they are unable-to iiay that sum the 
act, aS it stands, provides for no alter
native penalty! * Oh the’other hand, any 
person who possesses-a minimum; ot 
spiritual or psychical' faculty and a 
maximum of bluff, ' With dollars to 
match, can cheerfully.-pay the $50 for 
the license fee to continue, it may be, 
to fleece the gullible .as. gaily as . ever. 
Does it not lopk like placing a premium 
on'viriue and'.honcsty»>and making the 
way easy tor tlie confidence man or wo
man to work their peculiar processes ?

Surely if anything is mettled in this 
country, it is that its-constitution guar
antees absolute religious liberty to all 
citizens. Spiritualism iwlo-several mill
ions of people in these United States 
the religion of their Ijyes, (They have 
incorporated their chiirchç.^ they have 
settled speakers, or pjjstqrp, minister
ing to these yhurche.sp these churches 
and thèse pastors holÿ positions 
in accordance with t^. lasts of the 
state in which they operate". The set
tled speakers of our caAse'm e in nearly 
every case mediums, ffiey 'ire either 
trance speakers, clairyoya’n'ts, message 
medlunis or psychometrlste'? They are 
hired by tlte bodies retaintog their ser
vices,, instead "of receiving1' individual 
fees' for special serviSes tHey receive 
their lee in bulk as 'a” initffhly, quar
terly or annual .payntefti, "'tAit they are 
strictly .speaking usinjj. tfileir gifts for 
pây.;'‘if/l|s'^asfors''of^teli^oufflofgaii- 
izafion they'.arfe exenffitYlroiii-' tatfl 
what is to prevent'1 mçdjil'ipB ¿'fid clair
voyants ; obtalnirig ordination from 
properly constituted Spiritualist socie
ties'ami taking engagements with these 
societies,, as “does Mrs. Piper with the 
Society for Psychical Research, ana So 
actually defeat, so fartas they are con
cerned, the provisions of this very ab
surd act? •

If the promoters of the act say they 
are-working in '-the interests of the pub
lic good, and by their endeavors wish to 
wipe out the-undeslrablé practitioners in- 
any of the matters they‘refer to, we can

enuo theatre. Miss. Fay sat on a tempo
rary plutfom erected beyond the line 
of tlie footlights,. At Old City ban she 
sat on the stage, The platform at the 
Avenue had to be erected because there 
was. not room- under the stage for one 
"Tqny'fand-his assistants to work. 
They had to. utilize g recess that was 
made under the stage for the piano used 
in the theater. The piano was moved 
slightly to one side for the engagement. 
At Old City hall, “Tony” and his mop 
worked under Ilie stage and it was a 
hot, close place. He used to come out 
covered with perspiration,

Work of “Spotters.” '
“Tony” was the person who got the 

questions when they came from the 
front of the house and read them off 
through the speaking tube to Miss Fay. 
These questions were gotten in various 
ways from persons who firmly believed 
that they were the only ones who knew 
him. Sometimes they were conveyed 
to “Tony” through a slit In the stage 
platform and at other times they were 
hustled around under the stage by mes
senger.

At the door at each performance it is 
claimed there were spotters employed 
by the management whose» duty It-was 
to write down the name of every person 
they knew. In the theater were other 
spotters and cappers who were there to 
keep their eyes and ears open and learn 
who was asking questions and what 
they were asking. Spotters were at 
work outside preparing for perform
ances to come, picking up all thçy could 
hear of persons who were talking of go
ing to the theater to ask Miss Fay cer

. tain questions. The management, it is 
said, had unsuspected sources of infor
mation, and all that was gathered was 
made available by the ingenious system 
that was Invented by Mr. Pingree. All 
of the information collected beforehand 
was in charge of “Tony” and on a tip 
from the front he could in a moment 
spring any part of it through the speak
ing tube that connected with Miss Fay’s 
ear.

■One instance was related to-day: A 
certain distinguished soldier of high 
rank is Interested in some old Mexican 

•Mines. He was preparing to go to Mex
ico to see about the development of 
them. He bad talked to many persons 
about his trip and about the mines. He 
told some of them that out of curiosity 
he was going to see Miss Fay and ask 
her about'his trip to the south. He 
wrote his question on a letter head of 
the Duquesne hotel and showed it to 
several persons before he went to the 
theater. Among those who saw it or 
heard of it was one of the spotters, in 
the employ of the manager of Miss Fay. 
As soon as the soldier, entered the the
ater word was sent back to “Tony” un
der the stage that he was there and 
that he had written on a Duquesne ho
tel letter head a question which read: 
“Shall I taken trip to the south?”

When Miss Fay’s-act came on she 
soon “saw” in the audience this soldier, 
and she called out Iris name. She an
swered hiB question that he was going 
to the south, that he was going to see 
about his Mexican mines. She related 
the history of the mines, how they were 
worked for centuries by the Mexicans 
and Indians and -that under the man
agement of the soldier it would pan out 
rich.

The consequence of that answer was 
that the soldier began feverish prepara
tions for his trip to Mexico and is now 
more firmly convinced than eve: that 
he has a rich thing in his mine.

Clever Trick arid Deception.
At his conference with Mr. Grimes to

day Mr, Pingree was asked about this 
answer and how, hé,obtained knowledge 
of the question.’’ He merely smiled and 
said that the fact that the question was 
answered proved the cleverness of Miss 
Fay. He said that the soldier had got
ten. just the sort of an answer he want
ed and that he undoubtedly had full 
laith in his mine before he went to see 
Miss Fay. Mr,: Grimes held that such 
an answer might’make-a man go into 
unsafe and injudicious-Investments, but 
Mr. Pingree.-contended that that man 
had so much faith in his mine that he

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

say that we are at one with them 
their desire, but riot in the method 
which they essay to accomplish the 
suits aimed at. Thé' ordinary law 
the land is sufficient to cope with

in 
by 
re- 
of 
all

would have, gone ahead without- 
word from Miss Fay.' ■ .

Mr. Grimes then mentioned the 
of an old man.and his daughter

any

case 
who

ing authority, whoever it may be, has 
the opinion that the licensee ceases to. 
carry on the business for which the li
cense has been obtained,. — U 
shali bo immediately revoked, as would 
nlsoTlollow If the said authority deemed

civil irregularity and offenses at com
mon law. This proposed law, on the 

/grounds just referred to,1 is aS milch a 
law for the protection 6f fools as for the 
prosecution of rascals. A good intent 
is no excuse'for foolhffl proceedings. 
We stand to it that our mediums have 
a perfect right 7 to pubjicly practice 
their gifts free from restraints that are 
not a part of the law'of the Common
wealth; and we1 question very‘much 
whether this proposed bill is either in 
harmony -with the laws of this .Common
wealth, of the Federal .laws of the 
United Slates. ‘ '

It is to be hoped that' wiser councils 
will prevail and, that th?.',prompters of 
the bill, now. that it has been brought 
before the public notice, will see the 
unwisdom of its text and uselesSness of 
its. purpose. The statute book of Mas
sachusetts has law enough for all that' 
the promoters of the bill desire to ac
complish. Let us enforce the laws that 
are, rather than.add to their number by 
unnecessary conditions.—Banner ’ of 
Light,.- , . ;' .. '' .

What the. Pittsburg Leader . Says of 
Miss Anna Eya. Fay.. ■. ■

George H. Pingree, ffifehager of Anna 
Eva Fay, and W! D.' Grimes; assistant 
district attorney, had along talk to-day 
over the prosecution of “Miss 'Fay for 
fortune telling; At thbtebhcluston of it 
Mr, . Grimes declared Bhat the bill 
against Miss'Fay would be sent to/the' 
grand jury and if. shgqist indipted' she 
will- be tried. He deqlare^ teffi- there 
will be np settlement tlip^aSe.

The trial, hdwev.er/acangfit proceed 
unless Miss Fay is i^thfiisouri jeem 
when it is, called. She is now under 
J500 bail to appear atlfouilf She will 
leave Pittsburg this wteekcfbKBaltimore 
end will continue heritourfof the coun-

„^^«.-.try.
_ the. license] * Just Plain T|fo$ergt. .

During the talk Mr. Pingree had with
that it is not for the1 public good that 
the licensee shall carry on the business 
for which the license nas been granted.

Section 5, it will be noticed, provides 
that any such business as those re
ferred to shall be earned on by no per
son who has not first obtained a license, 
and the penalty for the violation of this 
section of the act is a flue not exceeding 
?50 for each offense. In neither case is 
any appeal against the licensing body, 
provided for. The bill has not been 
bulletined yet at the House, and has ap
parently been promoted under circum
stances of semi-secrecy, with the evi
dent intention of rushing it upon.the 
statute book and thereby avoiding open 
public discussion. . . . . ..

It does not occur to the promoters of- 
the bill that the exercise of psychical- 
faculties of any kind is a legitimate 
use of natural endowments; and Uial 
-clairvoyance and mediumship. are-¿as. 
natural as oratory and singing.and» the. 
exercise of any other intellectual, and. 
spiritual • faculty. : The ; medium - also 
also does not claim that » the - results of 
mediumship are produced fey himael&Qr 
herself, but are the outcome of the la-

Mr. Grimes ‘.the act -oKMisd Fay was 
thoroughly discusBedDKnd fMr. Pingree 
admitted, that there was-tatotelepathy, 
no-mind reading, novseconffl sight, no 
clairvoyance nor nonaeas&nf any kind, 
about it. It was ,mer®iy dm act ar
ranged to decqjve'and inystify the pe<> 
pie. • sn< ;.. -a: ■

The first requisite fob tlHrisuccessful 
performance of the act? 13* "to obtain 
knowledge of the question any person 
desires to ask. Next it must be gotten 
to the stage and convened to Miss Fay. 
A successful performance required that 
these two things be accomplished with
out detection and that, they were hun
dreds of persons will’teatify. And m 
doing so they give strong-testimony as 
to the cleverness of Mr.-Fingree, tor he 
is the man who devised .the ways and 
mc&us» • •. 1 — •• ■ ’■ ' .

All the persons in thecaudience see 
is Miss Fay on-the sta^mcovered with 
a sheet. This sheet serves a. double 
purpose, it gives the minds’of the cred
ulous ones in front a.turn toward the 
supernatural, and IL it aaisald, conceals 

-a. speaking tube that is Tun up from un
derneath the stage to the ear of Miss 
Fay. It will be recalled that at the Av-

. Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day* A book to inspire the reader to love his free America ttv 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 ceftts. , -? *7'

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards find a valuable narnnh’ 
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, witlj instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties Bv ten» 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. ' ‘ hauia

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth; By Prof. W. M. Lockwood tlm 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the'privilege of Imari™ 
Prof. Lockwood lecture wjll understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1. . «mvroi.

Contrasts in Spii’it Life, and the Recent Experience's of 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E S Twinn- 
50 cents. ' x i rice,
' Cosmian H^nn Book. A. collection of original and selected hvmna 
for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home u
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents ’-°mpiled

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicate« « 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth A 
teresting book. Price 25 eents. . ’ A very

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism, By LeRoy Berrier Price nn 
.. Death Defeated, nr the Psychic Secret of How to Keen'Yount ' nt 

Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound. Price $1. P
Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of th- 

Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25. ’ uicmoeroithe
Diakka and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and smrimat 

ive work. It is an explanation of much that is false and renulsive it Spiritualism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents. repulsive m
Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Internreto. 

tions. By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents. " .
Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 

help vou see the beauty and joy of life. Price, $1.50.
Easy Lessons in Psychometry, Clairvoyance and Inspiration. By J 

C. F. Gfumbine. Price, 50 cents. J '
Echoes from the World.of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 

songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price 
$1; postage 15 cents. ‘ ’

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to aR.who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.

• Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber, author. This book fills a need for literature for small folks 
as there are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive. Price, 75 cents. "

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of tlie Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.

Evolution of the Devil. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Henry 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents. '

Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grhnke, Ph. B. 
Cloth cover. Price, $1.50.

Every Living Greature^or a heart-lraining through the animal world. 
By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price, 35 eents.

Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope’s Mule. J’rice, 
paper, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to
enlight.cn the world of Catholicism than any other two published. By 
Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25.

Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition. 
By Prof. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

From Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of lite-to com?.
T nn:<:.... r». ■ 1 S-'   . ...V .. ^B. .

By Lilian Whiting. Price, $1.’■ *»mii L L JLLj L• - .
From India to the Planet Mars. By Th. Flournoy. Price $1.50.
From Soul to Soul. This bead! iftil book of beautiful poems la *11 that 

the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from • 
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Gurus. Price, $1.

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth.ol the most sublitne and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price, $1. '

Great Roman Anaconda, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page painphiet. By Prof. George J’. Rudolph, 
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents. •“

Harmonics of Evolution. A valuable work by Florence Huntley. 
Cloth. Priee, $2.

were awaiting the distribution of an 
estate in court. . They were told that 
the estate , would soon be distributed 
and that they would get a good sum of 
money out of it. He held that this old 
man might be led into the expenditure 
of mopey based on this. . information, 
which he and his. daughter regarded 
as supernatural and hence reliable, and 
that he might bfc plunged into debt and 
the estate might not come up to his 
expectations. He said great harm was 
done in this way. Mr, Pingree an
swered that the ' old . man probably 
knew how much money he was to get 
from Ihe estate and that as for his be
liefs that the act of .Miss Fay was su
pernatural, he was sure that nine-tenths 
of the persons who went to the perform
ance went only to be amused and 
knew there was nothing about the show 
but a clever trick and deception.
"Underground” Methods faf Communi- 

catioh.
County Detective Robinson says the 

speaking tubes under the stage were 
supplemented by .a. building telephone 
system and Mr. Grimes ventured the 
opinion that, a couple of men armed 
with powerful telescopes were hidden 
high up in the building and read the 
questions as they were written by per
sons.below. To those theories Pingree 
merely smiled. He answered that 
there was deception practiced,, and that 
the persons .who asked- the questions 
unconsciously aid in it. but he would 
not go into an explanation of :the meth
ods for the very good. reason that 
there would be numerous Anna Eva 
Fays on the road with a copy of the act 
In fact there are now two persons tour
ing together as .“The Fays.” They are 
said to be the. son and-daughter-in-law 
of Miss Fay, who is married. Mr. Pin
gree says they are no relation to her 
and are merely giving a poof copy of 
her act. . ■ ■■ . -

There are times during; the perform
ance -when delay is necessary to .get, 
possession of the answers. A common 
method is fa miliar to all who attended 
Miss Fay’s show. She would say: 

’ "I-see Robert Smith. .He wants, to 
ask a question., Mr; Smith, now keep 
your mind- concentrated on your ques
tion.. Don’t-think of anything else. 
Think of it alone and I will come back 
to you.” ■: » ■

Then she would see Peter Jones 
and Michael Robinson and William 
Brown and a lot of others and would 
answer some questions previously sent 
in to her though the tube by'“Tony.” 
All this time Robert Smith, if he were 
a credulous- person, .wquld. have his 
mind concentrated on his question, per
haps one of great Importance tg him. 
He would be thinking of nothing else 
and noticing little else except that Miss 
Fay was going ahead answering ques
tions of others. He would be impatient
ly awaiting his turn. While in this 
state of mind Mr. Pingree or some other 
person connected with, the show would 
by hook or .crook get-to know the ques
tion ot Robert Smith. The information 
would be sentto the.stage by the secret, 
method of Mr, Pingree,.and bye_and bye 
Robert Smith's .question , would be an
swered, to-his ., intense.' astonishment. 
He would, at‘.the .same time be. willing 
to swear, that'.the question was never

(Cnailnued on gage 8.)
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Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Tuckey. Price, $3.
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Cloth bound. Price $1.50. ’
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vegetarian cooking. By Airs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents.

Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus, By Mrs. .Towne.- A book on 
concentration; Price 25 cents. ‘.

Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for. a better birthright for -
children and a higher development of parentage through the most sa
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. . Price, cloth, $1. .

Kate Feld. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price, $2. ’
Koradine; A- prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to read.
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Beady to Battle for Spiritualism, Pure and Unadulterated,' and for All That lends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity
s ti

A Thrilling Narrative of Experiences in the Spheres 
of Spirit Life. ,

Through the Mediumship of Dr. Hillard F. Hammond.

■ CHAPTER Vl.-^Contlnued.
Tho four spirits were now surround

ing him, and he stood reeling near the 
curbstone in a hesitating manner; at. 
this moment a police officer turned the 
corner, and approaching the man, he 
took hold of his arm, and was about to 
arrest him. when our teacher ap
proached them and placed her hand on 
the policeman’s head. The drunken 
man begged him not to arrest him, say
ing as best he could, with his voice<so 
thick that he could talk but slowly: ■

“Shay- misther off’cer, don’t (hie) 
pull me. I'm on (hie) my way home, 
an’ I’ll go sure (hie); I’ve been out with 
tho boys (hie) at. the club all night, an 
my-wife’ll be (hie) lookin’ for me. 
Shay, don’t (hie) take mo in; I’ll go

not attempt to speak, and the two men 
released their hold on him, and had not 
the officer taken hold' of him he would 
have fallen; one of the men now lifted

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science;-Morality, Higher Thought, and-a Better Life

home sure.” . , ,,
The officer assured him that he would 

not arrest him if he would go home, and 
the man staggered along tlie street. 
There were a less number of people on 
this street than the one he turned from, 
so It was easier for him' to proceed ¡ but 
the hilarious spirits still followed him, 
and soon he turned another corner, and 
as he was now beyond the sight of the 
officer, they again commenced to Im
pede his progress; he stopped several 
times In a few rods, and seemed about 
to turn back; Anally be stumbled. oft 
the sidewalk and fell backward, and 
his head would have struck the curb, if 
our teacher had not In a very dextrous 
manner placed herself between him nnd 
the hard stone; as It was, he received a 
severe shaking by his fall, and slowly 
raising himself, he sat down upon the 
curbstone with his chin resting on the 
palm of his hand while his elbow-rested 
on his knee. In his fall, his -pocket
book with apparently a number of 
bank blllttprotrudlng from the end had 
fallen to the ground. He sat there sev- 

. oral minutes apparently considering 
what to do; then two young men came 
up the street who appeared to be ac
quainted with him. They stopped and 
after a few words of pleasant conversa
tion, one of them espied the pocket
book still lying on the ground. He 
stooped to pick it up, while the other 
assisted the drunken man to arise; they 
offered their assistance, to escort him 
to his home. The one who had se
cured the pocketbook placed it in his 
own pocket; and then each grasping 
one of the man’s arms, they started to 
lead him along the street. The spirits 
all this time seemed to be trying to in
fluence tlie man to refuse to accompany 

. his would-be friends; and when they re
alized that they had lost their prey they 
showed much anger, and began talking 
to the two who were leading the drunk-

hls hat, and in a hesitating manner 
said: ' ' ■
•• “We were just coming down ’ State 
street, and found him sitting on the 
curbstone, and fearing some one might 
do him harm we offered to escort him 
home.” ‘ ....... .

"I ijtank vbu ever so much," said the 
lady. “Oh, Papa, have you lost-your 
money?’’ “ ■ ' •

As; Bhe said this she attempted to 
place her hand in his coat pocket;'he 
resisted this, and commenced to search 
his own pockets. As he commenced to 
examine hiB pockets the spirits com
menced dancing about tne two young 
men, and they turned to go; at this 
move our teacher placed her hand upon 
the young lady’s head and she said to 
the police officer: •

"Please detain these men until we 
ascertain whether my father’s money 
is safe; I am sure he had much with 
tim when’ he left home last night." : ■

The young men hurriedly started to. 
go away, and the officer called to them 
to return; he was compelled to repeat 
his. request for them to return with a 
loud command before they reluctantly 
obeyed.

The officer questioned them sharply 
and they both, indignantly protested 
their innocence; but as the inebriate 
failed to find his money, oven after his 
daughter had assisted him, the officer 
expressed a doubt as to their honesty,, 
and said he would take them to the po
lice station. All this time the four- 
spirits were gesticulating about .the 
two young men, and when the officer, 
suggested arresting them , they began- 
whispering in the ears of the youpg 
men, and counseling them to fight or, 
run. The two men seemed on the point 
of doing one or the other when our 
teacher again laid her hand on the 
young lady’s head; who was now weep
ing violently and was much agitated, 
and between her frantic sobs she said:

“Please, Mister Officer, If these men 
have ray father’s money and will re
turn it to me here, let them go and do 
not arrest them; it is'disgrace enough 
to meet- my father in this condition 
without going to court. Can you not 
search them here?’

To this statement by the-young lady
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-< > * ♦ • 
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Clairvoyant Astrological
Reading« by mall. Also law» of medlumisUo de
velopment.. spirit, mental and magnetic healing 
taught. Send lock of . hair, date Of biKh and one 
dollar, ObBCBHlon and unpleasant spirit innu* 
ences cured. MRS, MAY A/PRICE, 423 let fit. N., 
E„ Washington, D. C. ■ ■■- '

en man. We heard them say:
With tlie money you have which be

longs to this man, you can have a good 
time and all you want'to drink.” .

This the spirits continued to repeat
’■ ’ ’ Finally

the spirits began to gyrate and use 
their influence upon the young men 
with more force than before, if that was 
possible; they now saw that they were 
not only going to lose their victim, but 
the money also, which was necessary 
tor their debauch which they had an-

as they slowly walked along, 
the one who had . assisted the 
stand, said: -

“Jim, be Gad! We’ll have 
down the river with this, and

man to

a ride 
have a
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< understand your case and wish-to know your 
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• They charge you nothing for ;a complete diau- 
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methods of treatment. ;,

If sick yourself or if you aye Interested In a sick 
friend write them a plain, candid.letter and they 
will tell you what your trouble Is and If your case 
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Write to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Institute of 
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"FLOWER READINGS”
Describing your character. Unique and Interest
ing, Dictated by an Oriental spirit guide to aten- ■ 
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834 Eleventh St., N. E., Washington, D. C.
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Dear-friends, you ean greatly help* me care for . 

my blind Bister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the oari- 
lest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Bend II to me with Si, and I will 
try and get reply by Independent writing or wma- 
pere. Address Mrs. Annie Lord chamberlain, Mil* 
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tew millions of years, more or less, for 
its evolution from the primitive speck 
of protoplasm. Man claims the spe
cial Fatherhood of God, and elaborates 
a theology, with a. heaven and hell of 
ils own, tor his individual,benefit. EV; 
ery. reformer Is working to uplift per
sonal men and women, and it is over 
this speck of planet life that’’science 
and religion wage perpetual contest.

■ Spiritualism and theosophy broaden 
the field and demand eternity for ' this 
little personality with arteries and a 
cortex. It is ’ to climb, and climb 
through sphere after sphere, and expe- 
rienco after experience, till the prospect 
becomes so dazzling that even imagina
tion stops. That is the future of Mary 
Barnes, as we know her. Now comes a 
mlcrooe, from somewhere or nowhere, 
who elaborates a poison which science 
calls influenza or grippe. Arteries and 
the brain cortex become battlefields. 
Amid shrieks of pain Mary Barnes dis
appears, with all her memories and ex
periences. Everything that was Mary 
Barnes, except her form, has vanished. 
A totally distinct personality appears, 
"with a memory and intellectual force-of 
Its own, and a true personality all ready 
to be saved or damned by theology, or 
to be eternally uplifted by Spiritualism 
or theosophy. But as if-'this were not 
enough of mystery, we have nine more 
of these children of Nature, each with 
its own personality,, each .with its own 
experiences and memories, and each 
with the same right to prate of the fath
erhood, of God, and the brotherhood of 
man.

Bo we face mystery of mysteries. 
Some personalities are better than the

- Part Third,
In shape and form we probably have 

a pretty good idea of manhood. In an-J 
atomy and physiolqgy we ’seem to have 
a collection of solid facts. But when 
we come to psychology none of us could 
pass an examination. Yet it Ib the psy
chology—the mental part of maubood— 
that is the really important part of the 
man. In fact, as we see with Mary 
Barnes and the. IJke examples. It is all 
we have left if you take the body away 
and give it to somebody else.

My friend Jonos is to me a personal 
man. From the bald spot on his head 
to his crooked legs I can catalogue him. 
But to complete the Jones I know there 
is his mental make-up, which Nature 
has seemed to throw in with his form 
when she placed it on her bargain 
counter. Now if Jones loses his old 
memory and gets a new one, starting 
from yesterday, my troubles begin. I 
can swear to the hairs on his chin, and 
the style.of his clothes, Yet if he has 
also lost his talent for mathematics I 
naturally become suspicious. I am 
next informed by the learned that 
Jones would be all right only there is a 
clot in one of his arteries which is play
ing the mischief. So I try to console 
myself with the thought that Jones is 
only taking a physical nap, and will one 
day, in tills life or the next, wake up 
the very Jones I knew. That, so far, 
looks natural, and rather scientific.

Now suppose that Jones instead of 
losing has gained immensely by the 
something, that has happened to him. 
He was rather a slow coach. He has 
now become quick wilted and brilliant. 
He could not, in the old days, straight
en a crooked line. Now he is an artist, 
with an added sense of color. He had
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lime, hey? What d’yer-say?’’ ... - -,
“Just what I was thipkinfc, Fred; 'A

pretty good haul, I guess,”, . ... . . . 
' ‘ As this conversation was going on, ■

our teacher said to me; “Do not leave 
” these people; remain with themtmtil 1 

return.” ',
- As she said this, she vanished, and. as 

she-did so, my , father became fright-' 
ened at tlie prospect of being alone 
with the .spirits who now peemed in 
great- glee.’ftor as they had lost their 
first vlcV‘ffi,.they saw they had two oth- - 
ers; and they commenced to dance and 
gesticulate, and came very near my 
father and me. He showed anger im
mediately. He was already indignant 
to see how the two young men had 
shown so much friendship for the ine
briate when by so doing they had done 
it to coVer their act of stealing his 
money; and now to have the spirits 
who seemed as much intoxicated as 
their companion in the flesh-come near 
him, he could not control himself; and 
raising bis voice and clenched hand at 
the same time, he made an attempt to 
strike the one nearest to him, at the 
same time calling him a vile name; the 
spirit stopped his mad career for a mo
ment and listened; I instinctively 
pointed my finger at my father, and 
said with all the force I could summon:

."Stop, sir!”
My father stopped his acts Instantly; 

his baud dropped at his side and he 
looked at me for an Instant, then he 
said, very calmly: ' t

“John, what d’you mean by speakin. 
with sech force? I vum, I can’t stan' 
•this much longer; these chaps hev stole 
«Hat man’s monev. an’ if ye don’t look 
out they'll mmp sm us next. Whar 
dyou' s’pose that gals gone? If she 
don’t come back pretty soon. Hl start
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book to the officer with a mumbled apol- I p J Dempsey:-I°aminoré than ple’aseh with 
O^V he allowed them' to depart with your Speaking Dial, and th© reSults obtained aro 
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tv and following our teacher as she . j. a, gibson.
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;• selves on the main street which was order a Speaking Dial to^dsy; Dials now 11.50 
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’ people on their way to the several I SSlt Columbus Aye.. Minneapolis. Minn. 
' churches whose bells were clanging in I - ------------- —----------'• —----------—

unisón on this bright and beautiful I A ROOK.
for home. ..

I could not answer his questions 
■ then- my power over him had aston

Ished me fully as much as it did.him, 
I had the same same effect on him ap- 1 
patently as our teacher had exercised , 

- over those spirits we had met where we 
witnessed the murder, and I could not 
understand how I did It; it gave mo a 

■. new thought. I had witnessed her won
derful power on numerous occasions, 
I did not forget that I had experienced 
that same wonderful power directly on 
myself- Now. I sensed fully what that 
power was. It seemed now, as if I had 
thrown my whole concentrated self in 

■ those two words; they had become like 
" a' fine pointed dart and had escaped 

from the end of my finger as I pointed 
it towards my father. As this thought 
now possessed me. I felt a thrill of sat 
isfaction pass through my whole being, 
and I resolved that as soon as opportu-. 
nity offered. I would inform.my .revered 

• teacher of mv discovery of this myste 
; nous power. . . .... . .

During my reverie, my .father had, 
kept close by my side, while the rest 
of the party were slowly wending their 
way onward, while all the time the 
spirits were constantly talking to the 

■ two men: and although they aid not re
alize their presence, yet, like the vibra 
lions upon a pond tha. influences,every 
thing within a certain radius, the iniiu 
ence of these spirits upon these two 
men was the same as it had been on 
the'inebriate, and they anticipated a 
continuance of their carousals, Juw 
here the party turned into another 
Street, and not far away I ...saw our 
teacher approaching, and with her was 

~ a young and beautiful woman who was 
dressed in the height of fashion, we 

■ did not proceed far, when we crossed 
toother street, at this street- another 
officer appeared; ne was apparently ac, 
nuainted with the whole material par
tv and he accosted them and they re- 
Juctantly stopped; at this instant, our 
teaclmr with the lady approached, and 
fes they did so the young lady said with

Sunday morning.
(To be continued.)

a hysterical sob; ■ . . . ;.
O my dear father is it possible that 

I see you in this horrible state’ Wber= 
tore you be®n’
j JPhQ taeVnat« leered at W out did
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Yes, at last true light is sinning, And other Essavs. By Charles Bradlangh.
Sited by Reason: Courage; Hope; 1 with theswry of his life as told -by himself.

We are blest: though some are pining .Md t^history of bls parliamentary Btr ugglo.
Tor the blessing of a pope Wh po uait. Paper Me ~----------------------

n i Mn,?'ALTER HUBBELL- Taffeurand’s letter to the Pope.
Boston, Mass. . This work will bo found especially Interesting

. ..-„-.„.I» w-.n to all who would desire to make a study ofEo-"Spirit Echoes. My. Mattie E. HUIL mnlsm and the Bible. The historic facts stat- 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven i ed. and tho keen, loathing review of Romish 
of the author’s latest and choicest b ideas and practices should be read by all. Price 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with -------... __

’ ^Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora B. Piper, tiflRMONIGSOTEVOLUTlON» 
■ and Dr. Tbomson_J. Hudson S Theories I The Philosophy rf-Individual Life, Bared

tn Regard to It. By Ex-Judge'Abram 
1 H Dailey. Demonstrate; futility and 
1 Inadequacy of Hudson s explanations oi

Spiritual phenomena. IPnce SB cents. 
■ "Spiritual Songs for the tose ol Cir

cles Campmeetings and Othir Spirit

ICONOCLASTIC REASON.

MPninMOUTD and «» development. fflriIIIllll An r and bow to MissmerlM to XUUUIU1UUUU Assist Development- By 
w. H. Bach. Paper'¿5 cents; cloth 50 cents.

nalistia Gatherings." Ry Msftie E.

---------------------- :———--------------- —- TESTinONIALS.

Acfldcfliv of Hlfhef SCICilCOSi TliroughyburTeaeMngBl get fuilnamea which rtVUUVHIJ VI IIIJUW uviwivvu l areeaHPy recognized by my friends.—EmmaMc-.
• „r oira v?nw.oD : Elvalne, Cincinnati, Ohio.And CoIlege of Fine Forces. I I cannot overestimate tho good these lessons 

Teaches new nod-wonderful methods of cure. h“y“>,0.nc-rP."nl?lD- •’»ckBon, Conway, N. H. 
"Fast becoming olworld-wldefame."-H.TutUe. Had It not beenforyou this faculty of psychom-

Llght”Color, Electricity, Magnetlsm.-Mlml, Daths. etrlzalloii woWd never have been of any account 
Its -beautiful Dlplotha cdufers title, "b.. M.” to me.-Elty Gcrlsli MuBkegon. Mich.

Doctor oFMagnetlcs: can bo gained at College or I The soul that would not„respond tothese teach
at one's home Books and Instruments furnished. | Injre muBrbedulI or blind.—H. P. Aldrich, Albu- 
Sen a p BABBITT M D I I ha,o p, og,css. d far bo.*ond wlmt I expected.

’ ‘ “• —llosa A. King. IdaGrove. la.
, ... • •; 02 Ease Av c., Itocncstcr, nt. x. i I have seen so many beautiful visions Blncefol-

lowing your Instructions.—Mrs. Smith. St. Paul. 
Minn, i -

flDOGrypnal New Testament, I C.^KMdy^Prfficetou’Mo^11 pilcelcss—MrB- x 
Being all the Gospels. Epistles, and Othfr pieces CDVQTAI «
now extant, attributed in the first fourcentu- . vaiotnuo.
rlos to Jesus Christ, his apostles and their com- As an aid to. clairvoyant development secure a 
n-nlrms and not included In the New Testament largo crystal for Iz.Z5 and thebookon-'Clairvoy- Ej lt^o^ikSr Price cimh il io =>"CC clot! bound Srdedlllo. for 1160

—------- - ---------- ;-----------------——SEND HONEYS NOW.
ITS NATURE. RE- Send P. O. or Express Order or registered letter to THE SOUL ’ PREtoioNSJN hu: J. c. F. GRUHB1NE,

MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 13g9 Commonwealth Ave..- Boatoil. Bui. 
sale. Price »1.00. This is one of the best books I ■ ■_________ ■' " "___  ' '_________
glvenbyth<iguidesotMrsCoraL,V.Richmond. _. ( j i c> an j

wweu Development at a Small Cost 
members of tho classes receiving them. This .. .. ... -.

1r n.«'nrpful compilation from reports of t*' System is taught palj by the initiated. tSSfiSS^the teacfim«. the oldoston earth andle well understood, by 
lessons, conUiniag tnaoasLS ot tna uacnmgs. tbe pricslhood> Do not wa8l0 timo ond monef by 

T ~: ' I Irvine the base Imitations. Ifyou are not toooor- 
Ma - COMICALT-V did or prejudiced, I can demonstrate tboBuperl-NPW ft-sramenroror ILLUSTRAT orlty-of my Bj-Siem over alt other cuilB. ll-Drkw^^ RTSciid for It to-day. Bead further. .

and humorous commonts upon tho texts. Hes- These Are the Kooks That Sell. 
■ ton's drawhm* are inwwinaTahl<*. and cxcruci- I • .tonlltoSnSy (taoStSl Jba tbe book to appro CL \IRVOV ANCF clotl U) pages It Bl ot s oi 

'‘«■nnot bo tola- It j l*o^ to §ee cl<ilrioy«i»sil\t envoi tLeBpi.lt tanrdJ practice test mediumship-and-telepathy, miud- 
W lafiBh-taartily. Price In boards read tho crystol.tlnd lost treasures and

ei.tw, ciotn. ci.w. • - | xrieudB. in short practice ningic. and neeromancy.
' • ~ --------------------—— . -a, remarkable book.’—Progressive Thinker.
Tho filnfli nf Croaf Ttalnno -Best book on the subject,■■—Mind. Price Stic. 1116 MllblbBl UW vFuaL Du llUBi THE IDEAL. ITS REALIZATION.,—Cloth.. by 
mu my».i.iu BIW y-V“? Lucre. McGee. A wonderful revelation ot the

By James M. JEcCaniu. A complete and. over* I dcw psychology- PrlceSOcts. ■ — •.
whelming, refmstlowiai the Bible story of tho AURAS AND COLORS.-a remarkable book on 
Deluge- yrlceAlS.centflj - - ■ . how to-see the auras and nimbus, and interpret
________ \ • • —_____________ _j______ _ the colors. Contains a color dictionary- Price. 50c. 

' PSYCHOMETRY.-Here is the book which

original. Others are much worse— 
from our standpoint. There are two 
distinct phases of this mystery. One is 
the other side of death, wnen the spirit, f ».’.7
^a°uXy ^¿e thS tXtto Pression°rwHhS incredible But to 

that each of us is manufacturing or ‘^VnesTwL^^^ 
evolving a splilt body_m earth life, all hlm So we t repeal our ques- 
rHv^?H»l^?ehv tPn othIeTB lion’ How much do we- really know
Body is claimed by ten. others. I «bout man thp mnrifli f

Clairvoyants describe In sweet poetic 0 comes the refrain from
phrase the departure of this spirit form U g sclent to before itk to 
after death has severed the umbilical ™en “ “nd clffis of' tad nndi1““« 
cord. But when Death shirks his task, H“’™p^n elaborated by tocrobes 
and Mary’s ^D^t to secondhand But tJjat Qoeg not gatJg{y fQr ()i^ is 
use, what is ^irl to o Mtime the causes, whatever they are, a l
spirit body . Hei mother_may . . a have manufactured a new Jones, al- 
for her child, but it is hardly Ilk y e lhougl] superior t0 the 0|(1, except that / 
could recognize one-teiitli of a form if | docs not know m? hna lowt hi« । 
she found it. So poor Mary seems to . vh0|0 „afit and t j be relntrodiippil I . .' ,, . . ... , , „z I ’• iiwiv.j/tiDi., tmvi utio vo uu ienivioiluceu ibeen “miciobed out of her rights, t0 hlg children. The writer | ■
Mth never a court to do ^r Justly L not lm^gining thls ]Ie )<nows ]U8t I 
But these other ten personalities e such a case where the h ohanged I 
n affiiost as great trouble They have for the better and reffialns changedb

'individuality, but no foim to wh ch y Now what o£ the old Jones? wtl,ere i8l 
have a c ear title. All these are,_h old lrlend and for whora am j t J 
ever, problems for our next-door neigh- ]ook Jn the ufe Qf to.morrow? ¡n word 
T w We T 1iJ°re whlch is tlle man himself?
withi the earth_ phase ol the: difficulty. Our question is the same, and re-

Of- course this terrific bf®ak "p . mains the same whether Jones has be- 
personality may take place at any time I come j 2 or j 10 The tremep(lous fact 
between childhood and grave, a d, r remains, for we see that man can be 

nororafnr tasbince ChangSd here in eart11 !ile fn)m the one 
fore^nd after. So nere, for instance we knew to somebody else, that is to 
maynb|e rich’^om'en81 We 6ay’ i£ by man we mean a body and
possibly the richest ofiiich‘ worn "' W mind—in a word, a personality just as 
learn that various arteries are pouring we know him and enrod i)im our di. 
their corpuscles. Into certain of hei rec^ory 
brain locations,, b As a wnsequence sho C0UrEe many wm say gllch a _ 
scrambles for a dollar, like _ a 8p'<i r change is very rare. Fortunately It is ' ■;'¿i-

' a?ter a'dy; H that be a sintoeeding - Lo jn itg totaiity.' Dr. Jekyl the good
demption and a. ka-vlor, It is evident y dQes not Pecome Mr Hyde the bad> - /
the artery which is .0 blame. And t fiave jn these exceptional cases. And
she is evolving a spirit beffiy that par-1 £ven then Jt may be that u j(j Mr ]lyde 
licular artery is as busy as the rest of )h0 |jad who becomes pr Jekyl the 
her anatomy In the process. Npw good gut jn the small changes, the 
comes some physical snock, or it may I da))y fluctuatjOns, the little tremor that 
be a grippe microbe poisoning that par- jg no(. a fuj|.grown earthquake, we have 
tlcular artery by its secretions, and al( of ug gljdden emotions that cause us 
thus altering the arrangement we call to act difIerently at one 
personality. Forthwith the Hetty wnat we do at another.
Green we knew disappears. Her mem- spr[ng from a like cause, 
ory gone she re-appears, we will say, as I jn oup daj]y ]iveg tkere 
a philanthropist, witn an.intense de- cxtremes as those that outwork the re

' sire to niake everybody happy. The markable changes in the personality of 
; scientist labels her G J, and notes that jyary jjarnes, Miss Beauchamp, Mollie <
I the dollars and tlie form °f the original I pancher, and so many others. But all ,
j Hetty ale unchanged by the transac- same our personalities sometimes J 
• ii°n- • change just enough to make us wonder /

After a while a deaf and dumb Hetty w>ly we acted a3 ¿nd. The change 
takes the floor and is labeled G 3. A rnay nOf he enough to affect our mem

, poor, paralyzed, bed-ridden Hetty comes orv ye^ leaves us without a cine to 
next as G. 4, suddenly followed by a 0UI. own aetjons on some particular oc- 
perfectly sound and healthy personal-1 caSj0n. We are obliged to recognize 
ity, who jumps out of bed, and with a as) a £acd t[)at if a man can totally 
hop, skip and a jump manifests anotner Ohange, he can also do so partially. The 
“self,” which, with all its fixings is haa man will have occasional spells of 
carefully labeled G 5. And bo the pro-1 goodness, and the good man may 
cess goes on. and might, so far as we piunge f01. an hour into the very depths 
can see, exhaust the multiplication of gln 
table, while science and theology stand Another very striking thought arises 
helplessly by. ,,, .„ here. Some of the changes of which
. This whole play acIed upon life s we are speaking will not even come lo 
stage might just as well begin with the surface. Every man who stops to 
benevolent Helen Gould, who after be- j^ink and make a little personal exam- 
ing “microbed into a- Hetty Green, per-1 jnayon knows that his thoughts often 
socializes many a phase of life impos-1 puzz]e aud sometimes frighten him. 
sible to her to-day. I knows that if acted out they might

Such are of course extreme cases. resuP; ;n crime or disgrace. He thinks
But Nature always glides gently Irom 1 ^kat he has done all that is necessary 
one extreme to another. Vegetable and | when ke keens such thoughts out of the 
animal.fall insensibly apart so that sci Sjgkt ot his neighbors end friends. But 
ence cannot reblend them. The organic we a|j need remember that it is not 
and the inorganic have no dividing line conduct jkat makes the personality, but 
the microscope can discover. And sim I thought. Is it. not therefore most prob- 
ilarly the good man merges into the akie that we all qf us have an Al: a B 2. 
bad, and the bad man into the good. or a 3 scored against us bv Nature 
But instead of a new personality last even though we think, and congratulate 
ing weeks, 01 months, or years, the ourseiVes. that we have avoided every 
change may perhaps be a matter only nppearanCe of evil; 1 do not say that 
of minutes, with too faint a division for ours ¡a a case of arteries or microbes, 
mortal ken. We note only the effect, nost assuredly our own lives, if we 1 
while the cause and the .process re aearch deen enough, will tell us that,' 
mains invisible. multiple personality is a daily factor in

Thus Rockefeller may be an angel in I mortal ide such at least seems to me L 
his family or to his friends, but takes ke the lesson taught by these cases ■■ 
for his motto outside, Business is war, I multiple personality- (
and war is hell." If he should be ex-1 (^ke End ) I
amined and recorded by science say. be- gan Leandr0 Cal '
tween ten and three of his . daylight I . , -, , . |

jn of 
ny, en 

tbible, 
that is

time from
They may

are no such

ir

strugele his nersonality would be la- . _ _ _ _ _ _
beled R 1. and remain cursed-by mill- FOLLY, FANATIC1SH, OR WHAT?

Whu I Am ^Vegetarian.
An address delUrered-Jieforo the Chicago Vege

tarian Society. IBy JJHoward Moore. Brice, 
s&cenu. > - . »

THUNB8CRDW AND RACK
Torture implements employed in the 15th and 

16111 centuries for the promulgation of Chris
tianity, with pictorial illustrations. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price. 10 cents. .

Noiecufar Huootfie&is of Nature; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to tho Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
Bv Prof w. M. Lockwood. Paper, zi cents... •

teaches you how to psychometrize.. It Is the best 
work ou the subject. . - .

REALIZATION—B.v - NIbb Loraine 
Tenches yon how to enter the sphere \ 
nivsteries are understood.': A splendid
iho beginner. Price 50 cts.

DEATH AND AFTERWABD.—Cloth.

Follett, 
rbere the 
book for

Here is
a fine work, -which reveals the laws back or spirit 
and spirit .phenomena. .

Senda stamped addressed envelope for pros
pectus- and terms of -The System ol Philosophy 
Concerning Divinity.- Address, - .

J. C. F. URVMBENE,
- 1285 Commonwealth Ave., 

Boston. Mass. ■ •

Ions. .Presently he gets off his stool, (Continued from page 7.) 
locks his safe and says, -Come to , u,_
Jesus " Don't call him a hypocrite, but out ot his han^ h11 the time. Probably 
¡abed him R 2. for not a soul but a sci- it wasn t, but in some way he had re 
entist would recognize J. D. Rockefeller vealed it to the sleek Mr. Pingree.
of the Standard Oil. Poison him a lit- - The Fay people made use of the old 
tie more with microbes, compress his.l of. the pad and cai bon paper, 
arteries here and there, scratch his cor- The pad was used as a desk for per 
tex and immediately Dr. Wilson will be sons to write their questions on Con
all readv to label him. and show you cealed in it so that it could not be dis 
later lots of personalities, perhaps from covered was a piece ot carbon paper, 
one to ten. but not one of them with a Another impression of the question was 
legal claim to the name of Rockefeller ™an"^s o^w^seL tVtao

We discern now whf the alphabet faitkful - Tony under the stage and by 
Lad to oe invented, and the numerals of I d]nl lransmjtted through the speaking 

jWhich ch ilization is so proud. Without luke t0 jllsg pay> This is a clumsy de- 
them It is impossible to keep track of vice at best and one that did not 
personalities. A 1. aud B 2, and G 3

Father Tom and the P<M
The New and tne Old, I ^Slr^ammriTeTgUBom1' From 'Blackwood’s

V““ ■ TT, jin-1, ja nm*Ji - ■'•■■■'' I -p/iTBw-bv Tom. äu Xtìbii priest, firmedand htofcer PrfceviScenu v __ S1S superabundance of Irish vit, two Im

KftHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS.
By.Godfrey_ ___ wswoaMisms.‘■suamaBsufr “ ” vi«»».«» ““»s ' « “pw-

Upon Natural ¿cteocec ‘’ -
4» taught bj modem fflUsterB trf law By Flor 
enc-e Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting ana 
distinctly valuable contritmiltfn lb Wie literature ol evolution, unfolding ite laws from the

are scientific verities with which to puz
zle courts and juries. We may joko 
about them if we please, but all the 
same there is a most serious side of 
this slate of things.........  . .

, We run our civilization on the asser
tion and belief that every man is a free 
agent, and can be saint'or sinner just 
aS he chooses. So we have our jails 
and palaces, our policemen and public 
benefactors galore. • But, everybody 
knows to-day that, nothing happens 

-without a cause. The criminal and the 
saint and the everyday mixture of both, 
are each and all. effects of- previous 
causes. -But we don t allow ourselves 
io tell that out loud. We even think it 
m ‘a whisper So in the light -of the 
facts attested and recorded such as

find much favor with Mr. Pingree. He 
had other methods and a better syo 
tern based on the work of spotters an<} 
cappers and a knowledge of human. 
nature. ■ ■

. "Nothing Supernatural Abdut lt.
"Our show was for the purpose of en

tertaining the public. Only a few who 
came took the answers seriously. The 
rest were puzzled as to how it was 
done. All were warned that there was 
nothing supernatural about it.-- If some 
believed there was. in spite of this, it 
was merely a tribute to the cleverness 
of Miss Fay. ■ _■ •
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“3007 Dickson street. Burn this.”
"St. Louis, June 21.

"I meant no offense—he was

Illustrating Tricky Methods of Pretend
. ed Mediumship.

She Is Brought Under the Benign Influ
ence Of Spiritualism.

O. L. Harvey Gives Vivid Outline of 
Faith in Messages,

The world Is God’s epistle to mankind 
•—his -thoughts are flashing. upon ns 
from every direction.—Plato. ;

pencil between your teeth and see if the 7, "" ~r. -
will i»n- M . ... tn Current Spiritualistic and Occult

beautiful spirit light, playing on mu
sical Instruments, etc., ¿.llpthese we ex
perienced, beside a new phase of me
diumship, a very beautiful one 
given this wonderful medium.

WONDERFUL MANIFESTATIONS

Through the Medlumshjp of Mr. James 
. Riley. • ,

UM PBfflIM OMH! ! !!!nOTqing >1 wi nits rviöivi y v| opi iiuaiioiiv Liitnaiure.

“Can Telepathy Explain?” by Rev. 
Minot J. Savage. (G. P. Putnam’s 
Sons, Publishers, New.York and Lon
don. $1.00. The Burrows Bros. Co.) 
Reviewed by Town Topics.
A more interesting volume than this 

has never reached Town Topics’ book 
table. With a truly magnetic pen the 
author discusses a question that'is un
doubtedly paramount in the thinking 
mind to-day—"If a man-die shall he live 
again?" Throughout the civilized 
■world an appeal for some sign of im
mortality, is being made to that sphinx 
Which stands at the head of the grave.

-A few of the experiences which have 
led him to this belief are indicated be
low. The complete narrative may be 
found in the book. 4

: Years before Mrs. Piper was engaged 
by the Society for Psychical Research, 
Dr. Savage had a sitting with her in a 
little house on Pinckney street, in Bos
ton. She described his father, and 
said “He calls you Judson.” At home, 
in his boyhood. Dr. Savage had been 
called Minot by all the family except 

' his father and balf-brotlier, who always 
1 called him by his middle name, Jud- 
V'ton. This half-brother also visited him 
tfon this occasion, or some intelligence 

— ?!whlch purported to be Ue. The narra
tor nion gives what seems positive proof 
Wlÿ/hat it was the brother himself. 
■8<'3'v At another time a daughter of Dr. 
•' I, "avage called on Mrs. Piper with three 

,/ocks of hair, cut from different heads, 
i /which had been given her by a friend.

She knew nothing about the persons 
\ from whose heads these locks had been 

■ cut, not even whether they were living 
- or dead. Mrs. Piper, in a state of 
'f trance, told her all about them. She 

took notes, and, later, found that the 
\statements were accurate In every 

point. ,
A young woman who did not speak 

German, daughter of a New England 
clergyman, was mecUumistic. She 
sometimes sat for friends, but never re
ceived pay for her services. One day a 
stranger entreated her to sit for him, 
stating that he had a very Important 
reason for coming to her. She finally 
agreed to give him the sitting, and al
most immediately began to talk in an 

■ - unknown tongue. When she was free 
: from the influence, she felt very much 

ashamed, thinking she had merely jab- 
Uered unintelligible sounds. To her 
Surprise the stranger had understood 

' tiehi perfectly, and told her she had 
been talking German. The message 
was from his father, and efiabled him to 
straighten out a serious business 
'tangle

, An especially interesting chapter is 
'devoted to the philanthropic work of 
spirits, narrating an instance of a wo
man in Boston who was used con
stantly to help mortals in distress. On 
one occasion Dr. Savage, by w*ay of ex
periment, sent a spirit to his home, to 
report what his wife was doing. He 
was absolutely sure in his own mind 
that she was away from home, and 
wanted merely to see what the spirit 

T would say. A few minutes after mak
ing the request he was told that Mrs. 
Savage was standing in the hall, say

- ing good-bye to a caller. Dr. Savage 
thought the spirit was mistaken, but 
said nothing. When he reached home 
she told him that she had been unable 
to get away, and he learned that at the 
moment he had received the report she 
had been saying good-bye to a visitor. 
Dr. Savage argues that the intelligence 
which conversed with him could not 
have gotten the facts from his mind, 
for he had mentally placed his wife 
somewhere else than at home.

One day while seated in his study, 
Dr. Savage received a communication 
which purported to come from an ac
quaintance recently deceased. The 
one from whom it was claimed the 
communication came had lived with a 
sister, on the Kennebec river, In Maine. 
•Dr. Savage asked the intelligence if it 
knew lyhat this sister was doing. The 
answer was no, but it would find out. 
In about fifteen minutés he again re
ceived a communication, starting that 
the intelligence had been to Maine, and 
had seen the sister.

Although the Investigator thought 
she was away from home, the spirit 
told him she was at home, and stated 
distinctly what she was doing. He im
mediately wrote to Maine and learned 
that all the spirit had told him was 
true. , ,

'Once, when Dr. Savage was having a 
Bitting with Mrs. Piper, his eon who 
died five years ago at the age of thirty- 
one, claimed to be present. He had oc
cupied a room with a medical student 
on Joy street, in Boston, at the time of 
Ills death, but the father had never vis
ited the room and knew nothing about 
it whatever. The spirit son said with a 
great deal of earnestness: “Papa, I 
want you to go at once to my room. 
Look {n my drawer, and you will find 
there a lot-of loose papers. Among 
them are some which I wish you to take 
nnd destroy at once.” The spirit would 
not be satisfied until his father had 
agreed to do as he requested. Dr. Sav- 

J age found the room, and destroyed the 
BÏ>aThm’incident Is also related in “The 
ifWidow's Mite,” Dr. Isaac K. Funk's 
¿7uew book on alleged spirit phenomena^ 
r,The cases referred to above are only a 
¿few of the very many Interesting ones 
lilted in “Can Telepathy Explain?. The 
author is the well-known Rev. Minot J. 
Savage, pastor of the Church of the 
Messiah, Thirty-fourth street, comer 

. Park avenue, New York. He is the 
father-in-law of Rev- Minot O. . Simons, 
pastor of Unity Church, Euclid' and 
Genesee avenues, this city. This re
markable book is for cale at the office 
jof The Progressive Thinker. ■ Price »1.

Take heed of jesting; many have 
been ruined by it It is hard to jest and 
not sometimes jeer, too; which often
times sinks deeper than was intended 
pr expected.—Fuller. _

- Falsehood is susceptible of an infinity 
of combinations; but truth has only o^,- 

• mode of being.—Rosseau, -
j, it is the eseess and not the nature of 
cfc. tonr passions which is perishable.—Bui-

Wonderful Phenomena In the Home 
Circle in Arkansas City, Kansas. -

1 Allow me space in your most valuable 
paper to state in as. brief, manner as 
possible what happened in Mrs. Ves
tal’s seances, lately held In my home, as 
well as in my own during the last week 
In January, 1905, the sitters mainly 
skeptics. 7—•

One lady, a college girl, was called to 
the trumpet "by A, spirit voice, the trum
pet being held/by the medium at full 
arm’s length in broad daylight, when the 
conversation at once commenced, her 
mother, sister and many other rela
tives, giving names, dates arid circum- 
clances connected with earth life, bring
ing tears to the eyes of the skeptic. 
Then a young man was called to the 
trumpet, who asked, ' Who are you?” 
to which the reply was given, “I am 

■ your brother who used to play with you 
in the barn when on earth.”

“Now, if you are, what did we do?” 
“I won’t tell before this crowd.” 
“Did you ever tell?”
“No. My name is Charley."
"Well, now, Charley, jf this is you. 

talk to me as you used to In the barn.”
“All right,” Then commenced a con

versation in the German . language, 
which continued five minutes, the skep
tic being more than satisfied with the 
evidence given him.

The next one called to the trumpet 
was a young student, and the spirit 
voice spoke clearly and distinctly as 
follows:

“I am a colored boy and my name is 
Williams, and I want my father.”

“Your father is not here, but please 
tell us what caused your death.”

“I drowned in the Arkansas river, up 
near the dam. I tipped over in a boat. 
(Which on investigation was found 
true to the letter.)

Next a young lady occupied the chair, 
who asked: “Who is this?” .

“Your little sister. (Giving her name.) 
“Now, if you are my little sister can 

you tell me something that I may know 
beyond a doubt it is you?”

“Yes (calling name), I was with you 
on Christmas eve and had a good time, 
too.”

"Now, if you were with us, what did 
sister ------ get?” x

"Why, she got a little piano.” 
“What did sister------get?”
“O, she got a big doll.”
"Correct, every word of it Is true, and 

it is, it must be my darling sister.’.’
A mixed circle was formed, in the 

dark, with the medium in It, all joining 
hands, with a skeptic on each side the 
medium, when quickly Dr. Abbott, Mrs. 
Vestal’s control, at once commenced to 
talk distinctly down on the floor, inde
pendent of the trumpet, judging by the 
sound, when all at once the trumpet 
raises and floats swiftly around, with 
voices talking to all. After giving 
many convincing tests to skeptics 
present, all at once three and four dif
ferent voices commenced to talk to dif
ferent ones in the circle, while at the 
same time the medium, Mrs. Vestal, 
was heard conversing with those hold
ing her hands on either side. Now, 
mind you. all of these voices were talk
ing (including the medium’s) at the 
same time.

Now we come to my own seance for 
materialization, of which we have held 
a hundred sittings, the sitters confined, 
medium included, to members of my 
own family, with Mrs. Vestal as a look
er-on; also Prof. Murray, Mrs. Teller 
and Mrs. Ray.

We sat in a subdued light, yet all 
present plainly visible. The music box 
is started and forms commence to ap
pear from the cabinet of all sizes from 
three to six feet and a naif In height. 
One form calling himself an Australian 
came out several feet from the cabinet 
and remained while the control talked 
through the medium (my son-in-law, II. 
Turner), who was back in the cabinet, 
which Is positive proof of true material
ization. Twenty-two forms appeared 
during this seance.

Now we will switch into a dark trum
pet seance, with Mrs. Vestal as medium. 
All join hands, the medium in the Cir
cle. Immediately her controls begin to 
talk as follows:

“Good evening friends, one and all. 
Now, friends, I will request Mr. Hoyt to 
write this up for The Progressive 
Thinker, and we propose to give him 
something to write about; so after a lit
tle talk with your dear ones we will 
give you any test you may demand that 
is reasorzible.”

I then’said: “I will first ask then that 
two and three voices talk at once in dif
ferent parts of .the circle, loudly and dis
tinctly.” And at once they begun, which 
was very satisfactory to all.

Then I asked for the.medium to re
tire from the circle and into the parlor 
about 18 feet, to the piano, and there 
drum on that Instrument, which she 
did, and during this time the spirit 

.voices talked so all could hear to their 
entire satisfaction.

Then she groped hex; way back in the 
dark to the curtains dividing the rooms 
and outside the circle, where she 
stopped, when the spirit voices, mingled 
in two and three different tories in their 
conversation with their friends pres
ent .

“Now I will ask you to take a seat in 
ihe circle and sing something soft,-nev
er stopping for a second,” I said to 
Mrs. Vestal, which she did, and two or 
three voices talked at the same time.

4 Space forbids a continuation of these 
convincing tests given in the light in 
promiscuous circles, as there were hun- 

Jdreds of them. -
' Now we come to:a few convincing 
tests in the light, in Mrs. Vestal’s pri
vate sittings.

Dr, Teller called one day and asked 
Mrs. -Vestal if she would consent to 
give him a seance under test conditions.

"What do you wish me to do, Doctor,”- 
she asked him, to which he replied:

"Not for my own sake as much as for 
others, I ask you to please firsfhold a

It has been quite a long time since 
hearing anything from Brother Jamie
son, and some of us have been wonder
ing if he had not taken his departure 
for the land of "shades” and had for
gotten to return. But it seems that he 
ib not only still in mortal vesture, but 
bos turned loose againy with, another 
challenge,

I wish to ask the question in all seri
ousness, what earthly or heavenly good 
will be subserved by any Spiritualist 
debating this question with, any man 
whose only argument or answer is the 
continual negation, “There is no evi
dence of a spirit in it”?

Some of us have a lively recollection 
°f the debate between Moses Hull and 
Jatfileson at Lily Dale, and remember 
the numberless times that “Our Moses” 
pressed bls antagonist for an explana
tion even of his own mediumship, to say 
nothing of the wonderful psychic expé
riences of others and the stupendous 
phenomena daily occurring at that 
time and under his very nose.

Is it possible in view of the long list 
of names of scientific men who can be 
mentioned in this and other countries, 
men who have' made patient and ex
haustive study of the question-and who 
with one accord have come to the con
clusion that there is evidence of a spir
it behind the various manifestations, 
and that no other explanation is suffi
cient .to cover the ground, is it possible 
that Brother Jamieson is the only man 
who has the wisdom to give us the true 
explanation, and which he virtually 
promised to do at Lily Dale, and which 
he did not even attempt to do, though 
saying there were several exnlanatlons 
of the problem? *

Are the numberless men and women 
who possess both brains and character 
and who have had the most convincing 
proofs that these manifestations are 
produced by spirits, repeatédly con
vinced by sight, hearing and by touch— 
are all these witnesses to be placed in 
the category of fools or falsifiers?

Brother Jamieson makes some of us 
very tired with his continued reitera
tion that the thing can easily be ex
plained, and at least his manner nnd 
continued challenges imply that the ex
planation is “up his sleeve” ready to be 
sprung whenever the occasion Is con
venient.

It ;s up to this doughty challenger to 
give us his wonderful explanation and 
no longer hold us in suspense, and un
til he does this, it is sincerely to: be 
hoped that no society and no reputable 
Spiritualist will waste any valuable 
time or cast any reflections upon their 
own intelligence by paying any atten
tion to this challenge, however courte
ously it may be warded.

WILL C. HODGE.

Glared he was satisfied she was not do
ing the talking.

Next came L. Williams, who balanced 
the trumpet across a little toy match
box on the stand, while the medium 
walks into another room, and with a 
pencil keeps up a continual noise by 
striking on my writing desk, but still 
the spirit voices kept talking with him 
as before to others, and he professed 
himself entirely satisfied as to their 
genuineness.

One more case of importance: Mr. 
McCoy, a rank skeptic, called by re
quest of some friends, who stated that 
could be be convinced they would also 
believe without further test. Mr. Mc
Coy said he had tried many/times, and 
had seen much, but never thus far had 
found anything sufficient to convince 
him offhe reality of spirit communica
tion. So he took the chair and looked 
as wise as skeptics usually do under 
such circumstances. He had stated that 
could he get certain questions answered 
he would believe. Soon a voice came 
and called him by name.

“Who is this?” says Mr. McCoy.
"It Is your own darling wife.”
“Well, now then, if you are my wife 

I want you. to tell me what your pet 
name was; what did I always call 

■you?” -

“Jim! My heavens, that Is right.”
“You know all the girls had pet 

names, for after the war you all had to 
work the farm, arid. I gave you all the 
nicknames. Can you give me all the 
names?” . • f.

"Yes, dear. One was Ben, and one 
was Dick, and one was filll and one was 
Jim.” ’ ~

“Heavens! It is too true,” exclaimed 
Mr. McCoy. And then his spirit wife 
went, on to tell him all about a razor he 
had given to a follow, and was afraid 
he would pawn it for whiskey, as the 
party was drinking much lately., “Ev
ery word is true, Madam. T7ain ’ con
vinced, and I would not take' a hundred 
dollars.for this. I now know that spirit 
return is a fact.”

Now comes the closing seance, which 
I consider remarkable, also,■, .allowing 
me, with my forty years’ experience 4u 
such matters to be the judge,-wlridihg 
up with a fine speech, and with the re
quest that I . write this up and that they 
all consent to sign their names as' wit
nesses to this great truth, and ask Bro- 
Francis to kindly giye space for this In 
his most valuable’ paper, ,The: pro
gressive Thinker. : ■ . j /

Signed:—Prof. E. J, Hoyt, Robt? R. 
Teller, ;M. D., Mrs. Robert R. Telfer 
Mr. Bert McCoy, Prof. T. MUrry, Mrs? 
Ray, Mrs. Ella Turner, Mr. Jim Cooper 
Miss Clara Hoyt, Mrs. E. J. Hoyt, Mr? 
Criss Dllman, Mr. Alley, Mr. H. A? 
3Vheeler. ■

The medium kind3?-ana promptly 
consented tG cne test, and under such 
CCirttrUons the spirit voices talked as be

Then she was asked to hold her lips 
tightly and firmly together, which sho 
did, and the voices continued talking as

... ’ - ■ •. . News. ■ - ... ■ :
Yon can do It by reading each woek 

The Progressive Thinker. The Philo- 
onhy and the Spiritualistic and Occult 
«usaomeas it contains each weak, m 
the mamt of the age. No one can a£- 
taAtotewithouttogsfea

The many friends of Mr;. James Riley 
will be pleased to learn that lie is again 
able to commence work,'.’after a long 
arid tedious illness from lnflammatory 
rheumatism. During h!s;stay in Roch
ester he gave a number of fine seances, 
both dark and materializing ; circles, 
though laboring under the.disadvantage 
of pain, and oft extreme suffering. But 
the good work went on ariil many were 
convinced and made permanent believ
ers In the troth of spirit power, and in
dividual life after deatli. ¡Many young 
people were convincefl.ofi this, great 
truth, and have become staunch advo
cates of the cause. , • f

All who have had the ¡pleasure of 
Witnessing the phenomena coming 
through the mediumship ft "Mr, Riley, 
know something of its. power and beau
ty. The tender touch of .¡spirit hands,

tracing on a wet handkerchief in Indel
ible pencil the faces of spirit friends. 
The first intimation we hpd that such 
work could be done, wqa that Mr. Riley 
saw standing by the side of a young 
man in the circle, a beautiful young 
lady, who claimed to be the guiding 
spirit of this young man, and said if 
certain conditions were complied with 
she would give her picture, afterwards 
writing the same on a Slatje, giving her 
name; and the evening ihq work would 
be done. ' . t

Anxiously we waited.for.^thp night to 
come, and true to her promise the pic
ture was given. A glass fit water was 
placed on the stand, aud the .handker
chief was passed several times across 
the hands of the sitters, three in num
ber, the' spirit selecting whom she 
wished to sit in the circle, and then wet 
the handkerchief, spread it on, the table, 
and drew without a pencil,1 £faC?> beau
tiful in outline and perfect in form, all 
in total darkness. .

After the same manner? only a pen
cil being placed on the table, I received 
a picture of my spirit j;uide; I could 
hear the pencil working,'apd often dur
ing the process the pencil,would touch 
my hand to get.magneUsni, Upd when 
through the pencil was ^lacCd-upright, 
between my first arid rqitfdlo, fingers. 
My mother also, received ’ aTpIcture of 
my sister who passed p.wa?'in Infancy, 
but who. gave us the picture 'cabinet 
size, as she looked: grown tq woman- 
hood'in the land of spirit, ••

Mr. Riley is. also a grand independent 
slate writing medium, messages being 
written in broad daylight without any 
pencil; whole slates filled in the short 
space of three seconds, sometimes from 
three different spirit frjends. Such a 
writing I received, '

Another strange development was the 
writing on a piece of flayer the name 
of a spirit friend; then Mir. Riley took 
a match, burned the paper to ashes, 
rubbed the ashes on his afm, and there 
appeared on his flesh in blood-red let
ters the name written on the paper. I 
saw this done in broad daylight, the 
name being my mother's r sister, but 
lately passed away.
. In the cabinet I receives the follow
ing communication from ¡ny spirit sis
ter: “Sister, Ma and Pa:—I want to say 
I live in a beautiful world of peace and 
love. We have birds, flowers, dogs, 
cats, and they are gentle and mild; 
beautiful brooklets of pure crystal 
water; this is in the realm where I live. 
But, oh! darling sister, ip the realms 
below us I see much suffering and mis
ery. So many come here from your 
earth in sin and darkness? Poor souls, 
how 1 pity them, but we act as mission
aries emong them and succeed in re
deeming many. Lovingly,"Ada.”

Many others received messages from 
loved ones, and tears often flowed free
ly, ag hearts were touched by tender 
memories, and the sight of loved faces. 
In one dark circle we had been having 
unusual demonstrations of spirit power, 
when one gentleman aske(i the Spirit to 
write who he was; after, jrom the cab
inet was handed a slata wltji the follow
ing message: “I was known as Father 
Hogg of Detroit Beware of false 
Gods and Antl-ChristSi; Bo vigilant; 
ail is not gold that gUtterg.” '

This proves that on thither side of 
life, there are spirits-wlio retain their 
vindictiveness toward - progress,', and 
would on all possible occasions, hinder 
UM enlightenment of- mankind along 
spiritual lines. ' j

Since the medium's departure, I too, 
have had some experience with this 
spirit, of riot a pleasant-character. Phys
ical mediums as a rule-are not prop'erly 
understood by the mass, of ¡ the people 
who attend their seajices; being sub
ject to influences,from both- sides of 
life, they are wafted here and there like 
a ship in a storm.' Nervous;, and sens!-, 
tlve, they feel the slightest thought for 
good or ill that is sent out to them. 
But though not property -appreciated 
they are the light of the world, for they 
have brought “Immortality to light.”

Mr. Riley is an honest and-noble me
dium, and should be sustained by all 
lovers of truth. He has awakened the 
people here, to that extent' that the 
opera house was given; free, for a lec
ture Sunday, Feb. 5. iit 'Wfis delivered 
by Dr. P. T. Johnson-of Battle Creek. 
It was a fine address,-111^4 and app.re-. 
elated by all who heard at It was & 
stormy night, but the ;l^li was filled 
with an attentive audience.'

In the World Celestial.■ ■ ..■ .. • .■ ■ . .
•4 We have received a supply of the' 
fourth edition, of Dr.'Blahd’s book, ‘‘In j 
the World Celestial,” ijrhfch contains a; 
beautiful full-page photo-gravure of the 
heroine, Peart, from ■■ new.; life-size 
spirit painting other. T|i8 adds great-1 
ly to the attractiveness,q| the book, and 
quite considerably to its ¡cost. . Yet the: 
price remains the. same, -one dollar. Fori 
sale at this office. '

Knowing that all. dénominations of 
spiritual growth are ever pleased to 
learn of a new birth of a soul into their 
specially recognized religion, I take 
great pleasure in sending you a narra
tive of my late experiences. I wish to 
begin at an early period of my life, that 
my last lines may bear strength of the 
truth I wish to express.

While in my infancy It was discov
ered that I had a spinal affliction which 
impaired all the otherwise nerve func
tions of my physical body, and in six 
month, after learning to take my first 
step, I was stricken helpless in my 
lower spine, which caused the retarding 
of muscular force necessary for ine.to 
walk. When two and one-half years 
old my mother again taught me how to 
poise my delicate little uelng. My 
growth was slight, and when seven 
years old I was overcome with illness, 
and for three months I lay upon my lit
tle white pallet ready to go at any mo
ment to be with the angels ; but through 
some unrecognized force I recovered 
the second time, and at the age of elev
en I again went into a decline, and for 
thirteen months could not stand alone. 
Physicians acknowledged their inabil
ity to help me, and after suffering a 
gradual decline for anotner year, my 
father built a bower like construction 
upon which I was laid each day and car
ried out ifito the garden of beautiful 
flowers surrounding my childhood 
home. I would feel so happy when left 
there alone, for a sweetness through 
the silence of solitude would soothe me 
and I felt in my child-spirit that the an
gels were with me.

It was during these hours of quiet
ness in the open house of nature's 
realm, that I gained strength to walk 
again; and during the next five years I 
improved again quite rapidly; but dur
ing the late years of my womanhood my 
affliction returned again, and I settled 
down, apparently reconciled to my fate.

Four weeks ago I chanced to attend 
a Spiritualist meeting of which Prof. F. 
M. Stoller is the pastor, and after lis
tening to a soul-inspiring sermon 
through him. I decided to call on him 
for spiritual advice, and about this time 
I was again stricken dowu with one of 
these severe attacks, was confined to 

:iny bed and .-¡couliL.not move, &nd re
membering his discourse which was in 
relation.to the lîéaliiïg fneUiods of Jesus, 
and’his disciples, I sent for him instead 
of my tegular physician, of the school of 
Medicine. He came and immediately 
began treating ine by way of passing 
strokes, and my XVhole being was pene
trated bynn inexpressible glow like the 
soothing tanning breath of angel wings, 
arid 1 was soon in a realization of the 
pain leaving my body, and in a few mo
ments I stood upon my feet and walked, 
though I was conscious of a weakness 
due from much pain.

I hqd suffered for days previous to 
my completely yielding into helpless
ness. Otherwise I was cured, and have 
been attending my regular duties ever 
since, and must say this wonderful 
manifestation’ of God’s divine power is 
only cne of thé many blessings be
stowed upon mankind, and best of all is 
the new spiritual birth which has been 
unfolded to me through the. truths- of 
Spiritualism, as I also found in Brother 
Stoller a Christian teacher of the laws 
of divine love which only true Spiritual
ists can possess, and since I have at
tended these inspiring meetings I have 
found that after all, the kingdom of God 
Is at our hand, simply awaiting recogni
tion.

And now as a gift of love to others in 
distress I commit these lines.

MARTHA M. STEWART, 
Missionary W. C. T. U.

Why Spiritualists Should Organize.
Personally I do not esteem any ordi

nation of value, only to act in conform
ity to the laws and usages of the na
tion. As Spiritualists representing a 
purely scientific religion, we are en
titled to the full benefits accorded to all 
other forms of religion. We did not 
make the laws establishing the right 
and the privileges given to any relig
ious bodies. But we have come into ex
istence by and through the knowledge 
of a continued life. And the moral 
teachings from the denizens of the spir
itual lite form a phase of religion pe
culiarly its“ own. Wnere faith is the 
foundation of all other religions, we add 
to it knowledge. We do not lack faith 
in doing good and being good—but 
would add a knowledge of why good 
should prevail among people here and 
now, as well as in the continued life be
yond this. As before stated, the Spir
itualists did not make the laws, but we 
are here with their environments, and 
as good American citizens the Spirit
ualists must conform to the laws and 
usages as they find them. For these 
leasons alone we-should organize in 
conformity to existing conditions. In 
doing this the organization can in a 
great measure eliminate the element of 
fraud that is said to exist. We need 
not look for fraud, but can look for 
good rules to be observed, by choosing 
good men and woinen as representa
tives of our cause.

This in no way prevents others from 
developing their circles and mediums, 
and if they shall establish a reputation 
for faithful and honest work for the-up- 
liftment of mankind, they must and.will 
be respected and honored. . When they 
have established these conditions then 
they can (if they so desire) apply and 
receive that recognition accorded to 
other societies or mediums.

This move,- as I view it, in no way 
prohibits any one or any class of Spir
itualists from acting, or doing as they 
deem for their own or the public good. 
Yet if they fail to be truthful and faith
ful to the best good of all they cannot 
claim affiliation with the State *or na
tional associations,-nor. receive.the rec
ognition and support of the several or
ganizations. We think this right and 
just to all.- ■ ■ I. W. POPE.

In the pursuit of knowledge, follow it 
wherever it may be found; like fern, it 
is the produce of all: climates, and like 
coin, its circulation Is not restricted to

Eagerness to brand any one as an en
emy of mediums because he or she is 
opposed to dishonest methods, is only a 
public avowal that one can not be at the 
same time a friend of the mediums and 
of Truth—or in other ^rds that the in
terests of the two.are hostile, which is 
a very illogical position. There are 
genuine mediums.

Lewis Janes has §aid: "No opportu
nity should be lost to inculcate a spirit 
of honor and respect for faithful work 
in every useful vocation." That end 
can not be attained by abetting and 
apologizing for intentional deception, or 
hypocritical pretense. False message
giving so impresses the impulsive, less 
thoughtful and Ill-informed, that genu
ine mediums stand much lower in popu
larity than the tricksters because so 
many judge by the quantity rather than 
the quality of the work given. The 
former under the changeless law of sup
ply and demand are left to choose be
tween starvation, the adoption of like 
methods, or withdrawal from public 
work.

Less than a year ago there was great 
commotion among Spiritualists about 
the Blue Book. Money was wagered 
and contention ran high over its exist
ence. Naturally those who made use 
of it and those who play for popularity 
with and patronage by its users, in
dulged in extravagant denials in rela
tion to it. All such were but another 
phase of the bread-and-butter question 
of dally life. The term properly ap
plies to any method of exchanging hu
manly derived Information so that the 
recipient medium, may give it with 
startling accuracy and theatrical man
ner as if hot from the spirit world. It 
may be given by mouth to ear delivery, 
or by correspondence. Books for the 
purpose are many, ranging from the 
pocket memorandum to those register
ing thousands of names. Sometimes 
they cover only local districts, at others 
a certain city, camp or state. The pro
moters of this method may have 
chosen its title from the Chicago Blue 
Book, or similar publications of other 
cities, which contain the names and ad
dresses of fashionable and well-to-do 
people? Shady mediums nnd in it a 
warning as to who are unfriendly to 
them, together with reliable informa
tion about-the births, marriages, deaths, 
love affairs, financial ventures of men 
and women who are easily gullible, 
spend money readily with mediums and 
have social influence.

Sand and sawdust apologetics by 
press and platform for, or deliberate si
lence about such methods are becoming 
of slight avail. A new order of Spirit
ualists, who ponder, weigh and digest 
for themselves, is rapidly coming into 
existence.

The following letters were written to 
a Chicngo medium and are now in pos
session of the writer of .these lines. 
Comment thereon would only obscure 
the purpose patent on their face. They 
have led to patient investigation in 
several cities during recent months:

St. Louis, June 18, 1904.
“I am here and I met a gentleman 

here that has gone to your city—his 
name is Daniel Turner—he is at W. F. 
Griffiths, 252 E. 55th street your city— 
he has children in spirit—died with 
diphtheria of throat—he lives in Pa., 
Janesville. I will send him your card 
with my name on. He is a Spiritualist. 
If you can let my daughter talk to him 
—she was burned up—her name is Dol- 
lie and Jack McGuire, Irish spirit, he is 
my trumpet control. Give my best 
wishes to Mrs.. S.—I forget her address 
so cannot write to her.

stranger in your city. I gave him 
startling messages and know you could 
but am sorry I took that way to intro
duce you to him. I have been a worker 
for 14 years and have always told truth. 
I have 5,000, estimation, lyith residences 
and full names all in print I am for 
truth and conversion.

■ “MRS. M. G. SHARON.”
One year ago our able brother, C. W. 

Stewart, of St. Louis, sent some very 
tart mention of the Chicago Blue Book 
gang to the 111 S. S. A. Heye seems to 
be one of them who roosted under the 
same roof with him and assisted in 
circles and seances at 3007 Dickson 
street. Must Bro. Stewart have a 
guardian for his own protection against 
the wiles of the wicked?

I cull the following from "pointers" 
for accurate messages recently in the 
possession of Mrs. L. J. Vaughn of Chi
cago who imprudently left a book of 
similar material behind her. Hearts 
full of only geod will towards her and 
her mediumship have been saddened by 
the discovery.^

"Spirit Amanda and Rachel wants to 
talk to their brother Will Montgomery.”

"Spirit Fred Conley comes to his 
mother and Uncle John.”

“(Pearl’s fellow) Mr. A. Turner—his 
mother dark hair and eyes—consump
tion. She wants to talk to Albert”

“Mts. Philips—sister
James.”
.“Evin Patterson—spirit 

bert—also father Hilbert 
gan’s guide.”, r

“Many Coconour—son
Mose.. Mother Radcliff—say it is all 
right and let him go—she will look 
after him—tell her to sit alone awhile 
as they had to get her band organ
ized.” - ' ■ ,

“Christina Oswald—spirit husband 
George—son Georgie—little Harry—Dr. 
Holden (Give her Rats)”

And yet our wiseacres tell us there 
are no Blue Book methods and that the 
way to put out a fire is to let the 
flames spread without hindrance of any 
kind. Naturally it will burn itself out 
but nothing but .complete destruction 
remains in its pathway. :

Genuine mediumship Ib worth saw 
ing. None other can stand the test of

GEORGE B. .WARNE.

• ^iter'in the “Battle Ground” of 
•am j CoS0 Record-Herald asks:! 
What do Spiritualists believe?” Speak

ing for myself, I will answer. We all 
agree on the essentials and agree to dls- 

<?n.u.QnesLentia18' The essential 
thing is this: The departed spirits of 
Thov ends have a conscious existence. 
They are around us and with us, nave 
r?t?^Ce.I.overJ.us and caQ communi- 
metoods °Ufe t0 US by Varlous 

One qf these Ib telepathy, or thought 
transference. Telepathy is not more 
wonderful than wireless telegraphy, 
and is accomplished on tne same prln- 
thou^f°UH blal,?.B lecelve and transmit 
t at space' We believo?'ia7e‘ePatb|c messages are received 

iOf?0n,and more accurately from 
tod Spirlts than rrom embod'

1S ai} accomplished fact now 
among those who have eyes to see and 
cars to hear (internal). Telepathy is 
poBsibto only through and by the sub.- 
iimlnal inner consciousness.
sntoit belAev,e.ln ,the "communion of 
alnts , that is, of souls in harmony, en 

rhP,.?o°(rt' ..We are not fighting the bible, 
Chiistianlty or the churches. All that is 
good, .beautiful and true in Christianity 
we uphold, defend and teach. Spirit
ualism Is a combination of all that is 
good and true in all religions and all 
languages.

The subconscious or subliminal mind 
Is the seat of the soul, the source of all 
intuitions and of all inspiration. Psy
chology is the science of the soul. The 
study of this wonderful science is re
vealing the possibilities of spiritual lite. 
We Spiritualists claim the Bible as our 
book, as it is full of Spiritualism of the 
highest as well as the lowest order. In 
that book we are admonished to "trv 
the spirits."

We believe that Jesus Christ was a 
man of genius, a Spiritualist and a me
dium. We believe that He uttered a 
great, prophetic truth when He said 
that those who came after Him would 
do more “wonderful works” than He 
did. This is true in thousands, in in
numerable cases, to-day. Spiritualism, 
instead of setting people crazy, will 
bring them to their senses. You hardly 
ever hear of a Spiritualist being in the 
penitentiary or the insane asylum. 
They are generally orthodox.

We believe that Joan of Arc furnished 
the best example of a spiritual medium. 
She lived the most heroic life and died 
ihe most heroic death of any person 
known in the history of tno world. We 
believe that Swedenborg was a medium 
of the first rank; that by his soul pow
ers he visited the world of spirits and 
talked with angels.

O. L. HARVEY.
West Lafayette, Ind. ■

Oh, the little woes of life that make you 
frown,

Turn them down! A
How you agitate and trouble, 
Making every sorrow double, 
With your constant stew and fret 
Over trials all unmet.
How the burdens yet unborne 
Make you mourn!
Rub away your peevish frown; 
Turn them down!

When your atmosphere of life is look
ing brown, 

Turn it down!
Brush the cobwebs from your eyes, 
There are somewhere sunny skies.
All the lions in the way
Can be frightened from the fray.
You they cannot reach, the while 
You are armored with a smile. 
Don’t invite them with a frown— 
Turn them down!
When the angry waters sweep you Ilk? 

to drown,
Turn them down!
Hoist the sail of Hope, and fly
Flags of Resolution High;
Grasp the helm of dauntless Will, 
Let no gale your ardor chill. 
Any soul can keep afloat
When true courage man's the boat.
Threai’nicg shipwrecks, when they, 

frown,
Turn them down!
Take this truth. You’ll never conquer 

with a frown, 
Turn it down!
Laugh, though laughter may seem vain. 
And you ache to cry with pain.
Both are noises at the best. 
Hide your trouble with a jest 
When you’re mad enough to fight 
One good laugh will set it right. 
Try the smile and leave the frown— 
Turn it down!

’ BEATRICE ST. GEORGE. .

How often in the silent hour, 
A thought will break the silent 

strain,
And bring our loved ones from afar, 

So vivid that we meet again.
Deep thought awakes the inner mind 

To view the past of bygone day, 
Thus memory points each feature plain, 

Of loving friends so far away.
And often in the midnight hour 

Our spirit souls that never sleep— 
Will move the conscious mind to act 

Upon the soul in mystery deep
Bright smiling faces oft appear . 

Of those departed long ago,
'Their loving presence cheers us on 

Our weary travels here below.
We call it dream to meet our friends . 

When silence wraps , the mind id 
. ■ sleep,

Our spirit souls shall bridge the way,. ... 
From earth Into the silent deep. ,

And:then our long-lost friends will pass. 
From their celestial homes above, 

Back to their earthly homes once more, 
To cheer ns In our thoughts of love, .

S. C. D. BORDEN. • 
Fall River, Kans. '
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Too Easy If No Obsessing Spirits.
If there were no obsessing, spirits,

TACT 
SESS1O 
AND FR

to 
in

Spiritualism plight become too easy. 
If the bad spirits couldn't return the 
good spirits couldn't Take the- Chris
tian devil out of Christianity and it

of the most eminent, and, let me say, 
conscientious believers in obsession, 
once told me that every case of obsess
ion he ever treated was traceable to
self-pollution. When that vice was over
come, the victim got well. Can it be 
possible that intelligent beings pre
’ ... ... _ x _____ t*.

the nerves, and consequent reaction up
on the physical form, that produced ob-

might become too monotonous.
E. W. BALDWIN.

that they are the work I of the 
“devil," of demons, of, evil spirits, or of

confine ourselves. In this controversy to 
thé real questions' raised by Dr. Peebles’ 
remarkable book; namely; Are there 
obsessing spirits, and if so, do they play

HE ALLUDES TO THE OSTRICH.

An Eminent Lecturer and Medium En
dorses -the Defendant.

ErSrS’.’-e**:
£ ta Zy yea". bS riw.wnattmtgreri attataa.

Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. M 
’ Peebles’ Book on "Obsession, or Demon-

Spiritualist 'societies existed tijirty 
yeaia ago, all the way from one to Um 
of these private-circles engaged to uw 
business of “catching bad spirits, it 
Is impossible to got the members of 
such circles to do one thing tor Spirit
ualism proper, as their work of cap
turing the Jesuit spirits” Is of so much 
greater importance! With such object 
lessons presented to our opponents, is 
it any wonder that the outside world 
labels ns “Crazy Splritualista? ..

It has been my fortune to attend quite 
a number of these spirit-catching (or 
freeing) seances. On one occasion I 
shw an inoffensive old man operated 
upon by, a medium and her manager. 
He was gravely Informed that his phys- 
leal weakness.-was due.-to the fact that 
numerous evil spirits., had attached 
themselves to his spine and were sim
ply sucking his life-blood! They fur
ther told him that, they would pull these 
spirits from his spine,-and, if he would 
forgive them, endeavor.,to set . them 
tree. If they would mot accept for
giveness, then these.bad spirits were to 
be put-into prison In tho. spirit world 
without any- creature ; comforts, until 
they repented of their , sins In general 
and against this old man ih particular. 
The medium was q.frall, delicate indb 
vidual, with a haunted look in her eyes, 
and she . was soon set to work by her

WE SS

SpiObsessoii as Viewed" 
i f -a Prominent Lawyer

. . . ... '  1 .......... wnrSrt. ClviliZatiO
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AN APPRECIATIVE VIEW

Tt is with pleasure that I respond to 
^editor’s west .courteous reguestto i 
X^TU^ntmeXand important I 
subject In so, doing, ^aRmak^n o at- , 
SgSSs'

s»> Ki si,“.”;'. 
Inas have long since placed him a 
ofSthe instructors of our race in matters 
nivchical If we differ in opinion upon 
psychical, ii ' does not loUow tb?t 
we"'are any ess friendly than we ever 
have been nor is that difference to be 
constiued into' a dogmatic assertion 
that one is absolutely right and th 
other absolutely wrong. It is merely 
the measuring of opinion against opin
ion, experience against experience.

What is meant by ’Obsession. . 
the average mind, obsession mean 
domination of certain sensitive■ m°rl^s 
by so-called evil or-undeveloped spirits. 
This domination Is manifest in inB“nY’ 
sickness, demonism, and aberration of 
different kinds. Insanity of nearly ev
ery ktod is alleged to be due to the con
trol of the unfortunate individuals by 
evil or wicked spirits, who dispossess 
Weir victims of the abode of their own 
spirits, and take full possession of the 
l>?emises to work out their own wicked 
purposes. It is confidently asserted by 
many well-informed honest Spiritualists 
that all insane asylums could and would 
be vacated by all of their inmates, who 
would go forth into the world cloU ed 
in their right minds, were they treated 
for obsession and the wicked 8Plrlt® 
driven out, rather than tor insanity

manager, She passed .• under “con
trol'^?) and began “pulling the poor, 
bad spirits from the>old- man’s spinel” 
Each one, as he was “pulled off,” took 
control of thqmedium,,and gave vent to 

■-----------  । innumerable oaths,-curse's and violent
Milton declared that the heavenly an- language, until the 'manager had 

gels won the fijtf victory; that Good “soothed and placated him” to receive 
was triumphant wer Eyll. In this dec-1 the poor old man’s forgiveness! In the 
laration he, too, was in advance of those two and a half hours.that I was in that 
Spiritualists who affirm "Evil to be circle, the medium and .her manager 
more powerful thun Goodness in this "pulled" (?) sixty-three of the wick- 
and in the after life.” These refer- ed (?) Jesuits from off the, spine of this 
enees are Introduced to show that the l’Oia man who had never injured anyone 
doctrine of obsession antedates the ad- m his life in all probability.
vent of Modern Spiritualism, and that . My attention was called to a case in 
the constant struggle between the one 0£. the Eastern slates, where a sick ( 
emancipated hosts of heaven and the woman was being treated by an “ob- 
serried ranks of the denizens of the Un- session doctor." She passed, to spirit 
derworld, is as old-as the race. life under his treatment, but he gravely

Whatever Spiritualism itself may informed me that he was pot called into 
mean to the average Spiritualist, obses- the case soon enough—that he had 
sion is believed in, upon little or no evi- pulled' one hundred and one spirits 
dence to support it, by the great ma- frOm off her spine, but that he ■' must 
iorlty of Spiritualists. Zoroastrianism have missed some of the wickedest ones 
without Its final redemption of the evil or the good woman would have gotten 
spirits Milton’s Paradise Lost, without weU! I learned afterwards thfit his 
the final triumph of the redeemed, are fees in this case were seven hundred 
held as essential fundamentals of the ang fifty dollars! Think of it! Almost 
philosophy of Spiritualism. Demoniacal Beven dollars and fifty cents per pulled 
possession with all of its fearful conse- spirit! Surely, obsession should be 
quences without the visible influence of I written up In strong terms of loving (?) 
a Christ to overcome and exorcise the defense! Remember, this operator told 
evil spirits, is likewise accepted. In- me of this case himself; I am giving no 
ference is mistaken for evidence, and hearsay reports. I have sat in many of 
to contradict the assumptions of those these private seances, and witnessed 
good people is to them prima facie the so-called capturing of the evil spir- 
proof that those who presume to ques- jt8. fn my opinion, there are not less 
tion them are themselves “obsessed” than ten thousand of these “spirit-' 
by some unenlightened Catholic spirits, catching circles” in the United States 
bent upon mischief. alone, and they are held from one to

It would lie amusing, were it not so three times per week!
dangerous to note the extremes to Every manager declares that his ' is a 
which the’ idea of obsession had been ],|gh and special work; that there is no 

i carried—and carried without a moiety otber like it on the face of the earth, 
■ of proof that it had any foundation in yet there may be fifty of the very same 
■ fact For instance, Col. John C. Bundy, circles in his home city. A leading law
’ Dr. George B. Warne, Mrs. Elizabeth I yer at one of the great camps this past

Lowe Watson, the writer and others, summer, declared in a public lecture, 
have all been declared to be under the that he had been doing that work for 
obsessing influence of a band of Jesuit twelve years, and asserted that he was 
snirits bent upon the destruction of the only one on earth doing the highest 
Spiritualism, simply because they op- Rind of spiritual work! He advised the 
pose counterfeit phenomena. writer to withdraw from all Spiritual-

An eloquent and scholarly soul, istic associations and get into the vlbra- 
sneaking through the organism of one tions of pure spirituality, by helping to 
of the best psychics the nineteenth cen- Bet excarnate darkened souls free from 
turv has produced, once said in my their prison-houses of bondage 
hearing: For more than thirty years this spirtt-

“If vou mortals will but take care of freeing,, spirit-catching business has 
the demons and Jesuits yob have on been going on among the Spiritualists 
earth we are abundantly able to take of America. None of the members of 
!areVthose we havePin spirit life.” these “sacred (?) circles” do one thing

This strikes me as being good com- for Spiritualism. It costs nothing to Illis striues me as ue s .e , thege seance8i but it would
cost street-car fares and a possible ten
cent admission fee at the door of some 
lecture hall, were they to go there. 
These people do hot take the Spiritual
ist papers, and many of them have 
never heard of the N. S. A., the Banner 
of Light, The Progressive Thinker, or 
any other leading representative of the 
cause. Is it any wonder that local so
cieties die, that public interest wanes, 
and that Spiritualism becomes a stench 
in the nostrils of many highly respect
able people, in view of such facts as the

TJPp SO. *
Another class of Spiritualists and

Psychologists affirm that all sickness is . 
due to the influence of disembodied 
spirits who went out of their “ortol 
forms from some special disease, 
which disease these disembodied ones 
throw upon their mortal friends,-even if 
they love them beyond the power, of 
words to describe. For instance, a 
young man or woman takes leave of 
earth from consumption, leaving sev
eral brothers and sisters in the mortal 
form. According to this theory, the dis
embodied spirit approaches the most 
sensitive one in the household, im
presses consumption upon that one and 
finally succeeds in driving tnat dear 
one out of the form. The two spirits 
then approach another and then an
other, until the entire family has taken 
leave of earth, from what the world 
calls consumption, and which these 
Spiritualists declare to be obsession. 
The greater the love between the em
bodied and disembodied ones, the 
quicker tbe transition of the former. In 
fine, according to this theory our spirit 
friends become our murderers!

Demonism, to some advocates of ob
session, means that ignorant, cruel 
murderous spirits attach themselves to 
sensitives, who, knowing nothing of 
their mediumship, poison their mag
netic atmospheres, and, like vampires, 
suck the very life-blood of their victims, 
until, weakened in mind and Hody, 
these unfortunates take leave of earth, 
to become vampires in their turn upon 
such mortals as are susceptible to their 
legirf'tobe duetorthenoccasional visitaj fori to believe that it was spirit influ- 
tions of undeveloped spirits, who dom«^e> lather than

mon-sense and sound doctrine in 
respects. If we do not wish to people 
the other life with "dark spirits,” live 
and So right on earth. Stop inviting 
ignorant excarnate beings into our at
mospheres. Cease making ourselves 
negative to the influence of every tramp 
or unknown spirit that comes our way. 
The moral and spiritual downfall of 
many excellent mediums can be traced 
to this very fault. “Like attracts like,” 
and unless the psychic lowers himself 
spiritually to the level of an ignorant 
undeveloped control, he will never be 
in danger of being obsessed by it.

Twenty-five years’ study of this ques
tion has shown me that many of those 
claiming to be obsessed owe their 
trouble to some sin against their phys
ical forms. Self-abuse, the use of opi
um and other narcotics, and the excess
ive use of liquor, are the.factors that 
worked to cause their downfall. One

sion of DjfJiPeebfes’ latest work, “Spirit i 
Obsession,’t nowo raging in your col- 
unms. It>iB veryIled!fyiug, and I hope it 
will conttotie uhtll the jury get all the 
relevant tistiirfCny, hear all the argu
ments of QfdtinsisPon both sides and be
come thôftlùghlyprepared by thought
ful consideration to decide the case 
upon its real‘merits. I sincerely hope, 
however, that there will be no auto da 
fe, either of the book or of the man. 
Dr. Peebles has>certainly done too much, 
good work fpr the cause of truth and 
the uplifting of spiritual Ideals to merit 
so Ignominious an earthly end.

Due allowance Js to be made for the 
"personal equation" in all cases, and 
more.foan usual in such a case as this 
is the standpoint of the observer to be 
taken into consideration. Most Chris
tians, I doubt pot„look upon spiritualis
tic manifestations, ko far as genuine, as 
mere cases of obsession; some creedal 
religlonisjs laying it down as doctrinal

some such convenient but unscientific 
agency. To allisuch, our dear departed 
ones are too .-sainted and sacred ever 
again to return to this wicked world 
and mingle in human affairs, much less 
to manifest through “mediums" in dark 
seances or by rapping on furniture or 
writing on slates. But as Spiritualists

such havoc with us poor mortals as the 
learned author there portrays?

That there are evil spirits, or persons 
in the spirit world whb are not harmoni
ously correlated with the higher en
vironment, L think may be conceded. 
Call them evil if you will, but I shun 
the word as applied to a fellow being, 
since I am not myself perfect. That 
such persons when they come within 
our sensing atmosphere exert an influ
ence upon us tempered by their own 
aura (which is typical of character) I 
think also must be conceded. But my 
broad position is that such influences 
need not exert a controlling, power 
over us as to conduct. If such cases 
are found, or thought to be found, I’ be
lieve that a full and impartial investiga
tion into the springs of action and 
depths of character of the controlled 
subject would reveal the fact that there 
was ground tor such control through 
the law of affinity. In other words, that
the "control” complained of in all cases 
where the. will iA actually opposed to the 
act sougm. to be induced will be found 
on close ^lysl$ to be merely “sugges
tion.” .

We mqflt, not .make too much of an 
evil if it 4oes ej4st. “Obsession" has a 
bad sounji, and,! am a little sorry that 
the Doctor has,.given it such a prom
inent placp in qr'connected it so vital
ly with, Spiritualism (or Spiritism, for 
there iff really no difference—See 
Standard,Dictionary). We all under
stand that there is an “open door” be
tween this world and the next; that all 
spirits nW manifest if they understand 
the law, ffhehar they be the so-called 
good or-khe-iso-ealled evil; and it does 
not seemlqulte.-iair to load down Spir
itualism with all the-insanity in the

foregoing? , , , .
There may be a foundation in fact 

for some of the claims put forth by 
the advocates of this peculiar philoso
phy, but it is scarcely logical In any of 
its claims, and will not stand the test 
of reason. It Is not within the bounds 
of reason or common-sense to argue 
that Wrong Is mOTe powerful than 
Right, Falsehood superior to Truth, 
Evil the conqueror of Good.

Of Doctor Peebles' Work on Obsession.

I should do myself great Injustice as 
well as the cause of Spiritualism, did I 
not write something for the Open Court 
in your paper, regarding the much dis
cussed (and I was about to say much 
cussed) book by Dr. J. M. Peebles, on 
the subject of “Obsession, or Demomsm 
of the Ages." , , „

I have just had the perusal of the 
book, and shall add it to the Jlst of my 
choice publications sent out from the 
office of The Progressive Thinker.

'AU those who read the book entitled 
“The Great Psychological Crime," can 
the more thoroughly appreciate, this 
last important work of Brother Peebles, 
“The Demonism of the Ages,” dealing 
as it does with the psychic laws and 
crimes of undeveloped mediumship and 
abuse that has and is cursing the cause
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STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
• OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex-
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A Manual of Spiritual Science and 
‘ Philosophy.

plain the vast array of tacts In Its field 
of research by referring them to a com- r 
mop cause, and from .hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents. ’

"NO BEGINNING.”

FUDLI6AT10NS
OF

Hudson Tuttle
speak louder than words. Civilization 
advances with the.advance of knowl
edge, and to-day Russia would not be 
in the throes’of civil revolution had the 
masses had jnoto knowledge aud the 
autocraqy leks religion. .

Dr, Peebles maintains that death does 
not change foe character of the indi
vidual: that tjiose potent (pr evil here 
will be potent for evil there; and he is 
supported to some extent in this View 
by such eminent authorities as A. J. 
Davis, Hudson Tuttle and Henry Vard 
Beecher.' But the question With me is, 
has an evil spirit the power to do evil 
there as here? .It does not seem to me 
so, because evil, is a. negative quality 
resulting"from perverted use of 
faculties, and possesses no spiritual, 
that'is, real, .value. Spiritual power^ac
crues ’from the cultivation normally qf 
the faculties and powers of five indit,id- 
ual. Hence a Hie of perversion in the

' flesh gives no spirituali powen such to-1 f-¿7dern WstOry of the 
t dlvlduals we 1“ the bp mi showing trom data and fact Oie

world, mere babes and Insteafl of uemg wrlter,g 1{nowledge of the truth he pre- 
aHle t^-Work avij upon oUiers th y gents hls keen. logical mind and high 
themselves foe subjects of tender m ual tone that runs llke a tbread of
istrations. pn thp part of Bpi wy i^ though all its pages, the pains
powerful physicians and 1 ^a|l(ng gtudent of many climes and its
life- . ».„» it seems to me peoples, and the noble ambition and

individual. Who am 1. jin(r9 ™ 1 imirnalist more than to any other Why am I? .Whlthqr am I tending? ^11 journalist, mo™ mn^
X B^aXereh^ I ‘«ts je should accord him his meed of

-and cruel deeds done ‘oring spirite bec(.me a(J.
gather around the netb°r» 0 I quainted with Bro. Peebles, meeting 
so manipulate the tboUe . are j lm at different places in our work as
tions that onlyB "eed£aqas‘o£'the past, speakers before the Spiritualist socle
drawn from t fpeis that It ties we served, trot this was before he
and the otherwise lost souU^1 sjb t^d commenced his extensive travels in
is among lovinB I countries and become so re-

«inte- "The spirit world is a beautiful remarkable for their richness and fund
There is no fire water here.” of knowledge. Certainly all conscien- 

So it is a beautifuMvorid. There is no tious, liberal Spiritualists follow you 
qre w'iter there; there are no means for and your valuable paper with faiUiful 
the ncpornnlishment of selfish ends; the devotion, and feel a very grateful in 
environment is such that under the debtedness to you for what you have 
benign influence of love from the upper done aud are still doing, and trust your 
-inheres all souls in the darkness feel days may be long on the earth to pu 
im warmth and instinctively turn to- SUe the good work.
“i?SS““ I”E”’ bn™

our thoughts deeds, emotions, aspira- I derstood and believed than to-day and 
tions and desires we build around us a by the leading scientists, thinkers and 
wall of aural fire through which no un- intelligent leading Cl'r>^iannf c'e.rS^oe ’

of Spiritualism.
There has been a crying need of just 

such a book as the one issued by Bro. 
Peebles" cm Obsession, and in spite of 
the cry. “Mad-dog” by a class of hypo- 
hysterical women and over-sensitivc 
bigots of the masculine gender, the 
work will find thoughtful readers and 
appreciative minds, and redound to the 
writer’s lasting credit. His research

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In this story the scenes are laid on 

earth, and in, the spirit world, present- 
I“6,1.,? spiritual philosophy and the 
real life of spiritual beings. All ques
tions which arise on that subject are 
answered. Price, 50 cents.
H aR^?X;.,0R LED T0 the LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelisation and free thought, it 1b 
to Protestantism what'"The Secrets of 
the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price. 
30 cents.

FROM 8OUL TO SOUL. ' 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains the best peoms of the author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
the music by eminent composers The 
poems me admirably adapted for recita. 
Price»!26 PageS' beautl£ullY bound.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, Intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rom- 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance Price 
50 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents Ex' 
press charges unpaid. ’
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

toe Angeil Prize Oratorical Contests 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents.

All books spnt postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

land or.all the Jossism or Shamanism 
of the Orient. Spiritualism is a distinct 
modern movement which for the first 
time in history presents the facts of 
spirit return and communion in a scien
tific and philosophical manner as bear
ing upon human life and destiny.

Conceding, then, some degree of truth 
in so called spirit obsession, is it really 
as destructive of human well-being as 
this book of Dr. Peebles would seem 
to indicate? I, for one, do not 
think so. Much of that which in 
some quarters is attributed to such 
agency, it seems to me, is due either to 
physical or to psychological derange
ments of the individual affected. Then,

bidden influence may penetrate; it be
comes a shield and protection to the 
spirit within. The light dispels the 
darkness; oil and water do not mix, nor 
does ‘.be good harmonize with the evil. 
Such Is the universal law of nature and 
spirit. Otherwise bedlam and chaos 
would reign and human existence would

and this, too, in the face of bitter foes 
from church members as well as all 
classes of minds of every belief in the

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book. It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. It 
has been more than thirty years in pre-
parlng^and contains all that has been , 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered In its pages. 
Price, Jl-25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

If the denizens of earth will but mind 
their own affairs, the inhabitants .of the 
spirit spheres can be trusted to- do the 
same thing on their side. Let us, there
fore, take care of our Jesuits, our erring 
brothers and sisters on earth, our big
oted and ignorant fellow-men, and the 
angels will care for those in the same 
defective classes on their side of lite. 

— , The only evil spirit, Jesuit, Catholic 
in of any kind, opium fiend, drunkard or 

’ falsifier, man needs to look out for is

rate those to whom they thus come 
for longer or shorter periods of time. -------- - -------------- .
Disembodied Catholic priests and lay- session in all such cases? Let It be un
men bigoted orthodox preachers and lay- derstood that the writer believes in
men are held responsible for the varied splrit communion, hence holds that ig- , —- — - - .
forms of mental aberration. Other di- norant and undeveloped beings can the one he’ develops within Himself.
visions of toffi subject can be made, but commune with their own on earth un- LET HIM LIVE UP TO HIRHIGHESl

- °»“ wlsdom souis ® ““ b?r gSSa

the Question- “Is there any evidence spheres are capable of taking care of TROUBLE HIM NO MORE F ■
font obsession is a fact in any form?” the undeveloped beings who cross the when the soul speaks apd its ^rth
He reasons that people are not changed nne between the seen and the unseen; child obeys, Evil becomes, only misdi
bv tlmrnerefactP of transition from the hence, if mortals will take care of their rected energy, and can be readily
mor al to spirit, hence ignorant, big- health, look out for the weal of their turned into.channels
mpS nreiudlced and undeveloped beings tellow-men, and educate themselves Givine goodness, for the benefit_ of the 
pnfoMhP next life as well as the spint- aright in all things on earth, there will entire race. Let us. .pease, tberefore 
«sllv enlightened,’ broad-minded, pro- be no such thing as obsession to vex I emphasizing the Power of,Evil to wont
erasslve men and women who are loved the human family on earth. t injury to the children oj^en. and stop
and honored for their many virtues. Even at the ri8k o{ being prolix, I tremb ing at.the a
But do these undeveloped ones have am constrained to introduce evidence word obsession that rt almost an o _ 
greater power for harm than the virtu- of the-extremes to which the doctrine ject of fetish-worship on.the p
ous ones have for good? If the good o£ obseBSiOn has been carried. I have many Spiritualists. . •
rnirits can commune with their loved traveled far and near, and have had no in conclusion, permit me to say that 
ones, then surely the undeveloped ones I uttle experience along this line. I I do not write in condemnation of any 
cm commune with theirs. Does such have £cund intelligent men who gravely conscientious believer in the philosophy 
communion necessarily mean obsession agserted that a fall on an icy pavement I of extreme obsession. L,believe.them, 
in anv form? Is evil a concrete term, canSing a broken leg or arm, was due at least the.mapority of them, to be hon
or a merely relative one? If concrete, £o obSessing, vicious spirit; that an est and sincere.- Some do..use this Uy- 
then goodness is concrete, and the nat-1 attack of typhoid fever was caused, by pothesis as a schejne,
oral antagonism between the two must an evil Spir[t, despite the fact that the I but not alL I accept, the philosophy of

' obtain inspirit spheres. The warfare,) fever germs were found in the water) Andrew Jackson Davis to reSBrd to 
hnsrun on earth, continues beyond the) £ro which the sick man had been wont Dlakka influences, and hold with him, 

■ to drink; that the infirmities of age that ignorant and willful spirits do in
' The Zbroastrlan doctrine of the. war-1 were due to the absorption of man’s fluence mediums; but ll^e ur. Davis, 1

fare'between the hosts of Good and vital -forces by evil or Jesuitical spir- contend that these
Fvil becomes a possible fact, If these its who attached themselves to his spi- subject to intelligence^and that Evil is 

■ pipmenteMeconcrbte expressions. Or- nai column and sucked his vitality not more powerful than Goodness. In 
- mfl-rd thekood and Ahriman the Evil, away: tbat vulgar thoughts were in- fine, wbilo there ia truth in some of foe 

i fond their followers in perpetual battle, Bpired by low spirits who happened to contentions of the advocates of obses-
mUI toe latte™T wholly overcome, and I ^ak into the victim’s atmosphere, sion, it is a?Y0ffoeless an overworked 
he with all of his followers, are re- and temporarily obsess him; that mis- theory as at Pi^nt presehted to thq 
stored to a state of absolute virtue. In fortUnes in -business, tragedies and dis- people of the.earth, and .should not re- 
this noetic philosophy Zoroaster was ^^8 m the home or in the communi- ceiVe the undue1.emphasis that is now 
certainly in advance of those Spiritual- ty great epidemics, cyclones, hurri- laid upon It .. -
ists who hold tenaciously to a belief in etc., etc., were due to the mach-1 Again and again I say let us take care 
obsession The average obses'sionist jnations of dark or Catholic spirits. of the willful, ignorant and hateful splr- 
holds and teaches that Evil is ffiorepp- To ovcrcome these diabolical Influ-1 its to the mortal world,, and there will 
tent foan Goodness, and is uniformly ences .thousands of private circles have then be none sent .over into spirit 
victorious in the End.- Milton’s -Para- been formed in an sections of the na- spheres to tmrijent.foe angels, or to in

. dise Lost,” to which he so vividly. de- tWn> wh-ose 6ol0 purp0B9 is to capture jure Hnmam^, or tftWMphmne G»d. 
scribes the pitched battes of the bea-V’ these Jesuits and put them Into spirit-1 . . HARRISON D. BARRETT,
enly hosts with those of the fallen and I uaJ prjsons. or to set free, by education, I Canaan, Me. ■ 
apostate angels, is another illustration thoge wh0 are ln the darkness of ignor- J 
of the idea of obsession tarried into toe I ance bigotry.. IN HUNDREDS OF 
spiritual spheres. No one can read this CITIES AND TOWNS SPIRITUAL
wonderful poem without being, moved fsM HAs NO OTHER HEARING OR 
by it,andthatits arguments, its Thilos- pRESENTATI0N than THROUGH 
ophy, have not been turned to their ad- THEgB CIRCLES! The people who 
vantage by the advocates of obsession I bayg charge of them, when questioned- 
is more than strange. . . . ' openly assert that they are doing more
"Now when fair morn, her Orient beam for Spiritualism than all of toe 

i In Heaven appear’d, Behold.! • era, mediums and SpirituallBtlc¡papers
victor fitfgels then taken together! I have found in manyjtad ta arms the mafoi trumpet sung!" cities and towns to which Oduriahhgl • Madison» SOa»

too, the human imagination, as we 
know, at times acquires abnormal ac
tivity and power, the creations of which 
’night appear from superficial observa
tion to be obsessional, but which when 
rightly considered actually possess no 
such character. Wc certainly need 
knowledge for proper diagnosis and 
remedy in all suspected cases.

But Dr. Peebles claims that knowl
edge is not the world’s savior, and yet 
he has written a book of 382 pages, the 
evident purpose of which is to give the 
world knowledge of the existence, na
ture cause aud cure of obsession by 
spirits- Is thia consistent? Acts often

be a mockery.
Least of all can I reconcile myself 

with Dr. Peebles’ formula of exorcism. 
It reminds me strongly of the supersti
tions of the past He calls upon the 
name of “the living Christ." Does he 
mean the samo persouage, mythical, 
mystical, or real, as the case may be, 
who is said to have driven a legion of 
evil obsessing spirits out of a man into 
a herd of swine in old Judea some nine
teen centuries ago? 1 confess I do not 
know. It is all very mystical to me, and 
suggestive of talismans, objurations, 
incantations, propitiating prayers and 
hymns, oblations, auguries and sacri
ficing offerings believed in and prac
ticed by the old nations of the past, 
some relics of which arc preserved in 
some of the Christian ceremonies of the 
day. If spirits are to be exorcised it 
seems to me that not Christ, nor any 
other name to be conjured with, will 
stand us in stead ; but that knowledge, 

. intelligence, reason and moral integrity 
will be the wonder-workers, as they 
ever have been in the progress of civ

i llization and the true spiritual growth

world. _ ..
With the compliments of the season 

to you and yours, and the noble work
ers and staff of The Progressive 
Thinker, I have the pleasure of sub
scribing myself, your friend,

BISHOP A. BEALS.
Summerland, Cal.

HE HAS BEEN THINKING!

the

And Has Come to Certain Conclusions.

. have been thinking! thinking! 
thinking! as never before! The Open 
Court Is a puzzler, an enigma, a prob
lem a thought stimulator, an educator, 
a moving piston intended to knock out 
error—if it can be found.

The opponents of obsession deal in 
theories. Not one—not one attempts 
to show that clairvoyants, mediums or 
psychics are in error when they actual
ly see dark spirits afflicting or obsess
ing a poor mortal, and leading him as
tray hence their views lose force, lose 
potency, lose candor when considered

1

Discovery of a Lost Trail s'
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB, /

Author oCAll'o Right with the World." Cloth 270 . 
Dages Mr. Ncwcoiub made a distinct success with 
••All's Right with tho World." which continues In the , 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books tbat are now so , 
popular Tbegreat number who have jeen cheered 
aoS strenifthenedby him will welcome another boot 
by th.s wise teacher whose words of help are doing ao 
much to nake the world bettor by maklns men and । 
women better able to understand and enjoy it.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail” ' 
1st simple study of that strange Rod bcntitlful thing 
called life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be tn demand by many wbo have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price $1.50. For sale aX 
this office. f

STARTLING FACTS,
OR

Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

of the race. m GRIFpEN.

Chicago, Ills.

To the Editor:—As a worker in 
field I feel that I am in a position to 
note the good that is being accom
plished by ohe of the many excellent 
features of your paper. I refer to the 
Open Court: I hear everywhere the 
most enthusiastic expressions of ap
preciation in regard to it, and while it Is 
the général concensus of opinion, that 
many questions of vital import have 
been discussed !at its bar in the past, 
vet nearly all ffgree that the Presi?nt 
gestion holding the attention of this 
most Honorable Court, to wit, Dr. 
Peebles’ book,. ’The Demonism of the 
Ages " embodying the pros and cons of 
obsession;,4s thfe toost important one.

Persona l I 4M confess to being on 
the side ffllhe défendant. I have care
fully read Ihe took, and while to my 
thitodng lie author is extreme in some •of h è claAl stttl I am sure that in my 
pvnerience as a„medlum for twenty 
years I hive sèSn much to support his 
mnin co ^'ntiohlthat obsession is a 

 

S^t t Wdw iSave COME IN CON- 
fact ! Wie VICTIMS OF OB-

ROUMAINE TO OREGON, 
CANADA TO FLORIDA I 

.wevetf in the ultimate tri-

eration of Spiritualism here on earth to 
give us knowledge of evil as well as 
good, and more than that, to teach us 
that good is more powerful than evil, so 
if at nresent part of the evil revealed 
relates to bad spirits and their opera
tions, then the good we are taught 
(when we stop bickering long enough 
to use it) will enable us to control the 
evil influence of bad spirits as well as. 
other evils.-until with the triumph of 
Spiritualism, consummate, the last bad 
spirit shall "have been lifted up, all be
coming divine helpers instead of evil
doers, So I say, let the agitation go on, 
and all glory to the Honorable Open 
Court of the NE PLUS ULTRA of 
Spiritualist papers, The Progressive 
Thinker. OSCAR A. EDGERLY. •

by A Thinker.
If the voice, supposed to be that or a 

spirit, leads a person into evil, what 
about the voice, supposed to be that of 
a spirit also, that leads a person into 
health, prosperity and happiness?—are 
both hallucination, auto-suggestion?

If the evidence of well-poised medi
ums who see dark spirits tormenting a 
poor mortal, is worth absolutely noth
ing what is the value of the testimony 
of those who see the angelic spirits and 
the grand and beneficent work they are 
doing? Ye mortals, be ^^NKER.

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

'SIGNIFICANT LETTER

From »President Barrett on the 
Court

Open

SHE IS GRATEFUL.

An Excellent Work for 
Thinkers.

nmnh of the good, but? further believe 
that the bhly tihy to find the antidote 
of good to counteract the terrible evil 
of obsesmot is; w agitate the subject, 
untn thrqush Hie,agency of knowledge, 
such gooSl revived and can be made
applicable. . ., . ♦

Mere septimental denial of obsession 
just becausq-we;don’t want it to_ be 
true, only places .us in the posit on. of. 
the ostrich: which sticks his head in the 
sand to time :of-danger and because he 
cannot see the. danger, thinkstoere is 
none. It istoo bad that our Spiritual
ism. cannot be regarded at present as 
being all'good,, but facts are stubborn 
things, and will not fly away..at our 
mere behest. If there is an array of 
facts that evidence obsession, then we 
musLgrappl.q with- the®’P.a 
manner, and not be satisfied with syllo
gistic sophistry that says because there 
is. no Satan and -Imps, .as claimed-by the 
bible, there -can be no other class Of 

I spirits who are not as good as they 
should be. i _ ____

It Is part 4 the mighty ftmclloaal op-

r want; to thank you as an apprecia
tive reader, of your pages, for the mag
nificent' paper you are sending us every 
week. Your Open Court on Demonism 
is albhe worth ten times the price of 
the subscription. I have been looking 
eagbriy for some real, logical argu
ments in refutation of those presented 
by Mrs. Richmond, Prof. Loveland, 
Sar’glB, A. J. King, Mrs. Clara Watson 
and others, but they do not appear. 
These'able writers have given the gos
pel’ of Demc-hlsm some hard blows, 
from which, I believe It will never re
cover. The Progressive Thinker is ed
ucating the masses in truths of Spirit
ualism, hs no other paper is doing or 
can do. It gives the people a chance to 
read both sides of a question, and this 
discus? Ion of Demonism will soon con
vince thinking people that they have 
other work to do than, to capture Cath
olic spirits, or to attend to the business 
of the angel world. As I have already 
w ritten an article for your Open Court, 
further remarks from me on the subject 
are not necessary. Success to you in 
your great work.

HARRISON D. BARRETT.
. San Antonio, Texas. , . .

■ «rhe priest, the Woman and the Com 
i fanrtonri.” This book, by the well 
! known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
t gradfag, Impure Influences and results 
r tit the Romish «mteMtonal, as proved 

by tos sad esserieaca of mny wrecked

The Experience of a Lady.

To the Editor:—I am most grateful 
to you and vour grand spirit inspirers, 
so fearless and true, in giving the full 
expression to spirit return and not sup
pressing one-halt as do the other ed- 
itOir have been surrounded by business 
and material vibrations, with high as
pirations for spiritual unfoldment, not 
knowing but all spirits were kind and 
true; in return for my trust I was at
tacked by injurious spirits, threatening 
insanity; my will defeated their full 
purpose. I was treated by Dr. G. Les
ter Lane vice-president of Rev. Wig
gin’s society, who fully relieved me, 
and restored me to health. I would 
gladly add my testimony to all in Dr. 
Peebles’-'book regarding the facts of ob
session and the restoring power of Dr. 
Lane and his wonderful spirit physi
cians, and little does Eva Cassell com
prehend the great wrong she is doing 
in condemning those who remove evil 
influences. .

I am delighted with the way in 
which John Pierpont states the truth; 
also Charlotte Cushman, and am anx
ious to read what Dr. Scott—Dr. Lane’s 
spirit guide—has to say, as he has 
made a special study of Obsession on 
the spirit side, and has made the same 
a practical demonstration through the 
mediumship of Dr. Lane—not a theory 
to them; it is demonstration we are 
looking for. ’

I drop this as a flower along your 
pathway, and as an expression of heart
felt gratitude to Dr. Lane to whom I 
owe my conscious state of being to-day.

. MRS. J. QUINCY.
Brookline, Mass. ,

This book, "No Beginning," Is by 
William H. Maple. The Arena says of 
It: “The argument Is unanswerable. 
The book will at once appeal to tbe rea
eon of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the preva
lence of the theory of Creation." The

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought Ideal «ays: “We found 1» 
full of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and the very death warrant of Chris
tian superstition shinM upon its pages.” 
Mca 75 cents.

Id Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Wllbtn ronraelt ilea the cauieot whatever mtcre 
Into your ilia. To come - Into tbo tall realization ot 
your own awakened Interior power;, li to bo able to 
condition yoar life in exact accord with wnat jotj 
would have It.—From TIUe-Fago. -

CONTENTS—I. Prelude; II. Ths Supreme Fact of 
the Unlvoree; III. Tbe BopremoFact ot HtnnUIe; 
IV. Fullness of Life—Bodily Health ■'Tha Secret. Power and Effect of Love; VI. Wisdom . 
and Interior Illumination; VII. The Realitatlonof 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Coming Into fuHneaa of power. . 
IX. Plenty of All Thing»—The Law of Prosperity, 
X. How Men Haro Become Propbeta,^cc^ 8agejj 
aodSaTiort; XI. The Bule Principle of AH Beligjoni - 
—The Universal Religion: XII. '
the Realisation of the Hteheot Riches. Tor ealoM 
this office. Price, postpaid. 11.25. ______________ ;;

"Gonial Upbuilding, including Coop
erative Systems and thè Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. M. D. This comprises 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
Curo. Paper cover, 15 cèsta. For iato 
aitMsoass.

“Longley’s Beautiful Bongs.” Four
teen beautiful, soul-inspiring songa, 
with music, by. C. Payson . Longley.

fey mail, 15 cento.

Sb

The Second Volume of A 
Most Valuable Work.

Thia Is the author’« posthumous wori ■ 
left In MS. to a few of his private pth. 
»Us in occultism, and like Volume L to 
(a valuable addltlod and) a library ob 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology, to 
esneclally elaborated. Alchemy, Tall»- 
■nans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, , 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc., are * 
few of the subjects treated of in a 
scholarly and masterly manner, show* 
tag the author to be fnmlllaF wlth^hto . 
subjects, ion cannot afford to be with« 
etit it, as well-as all hi« other book$- 
?is.i The Light of Egypt» Vol. I., bonnd 
In cloth, ?2; paper, ?L The Light oj—.’ 
Egypt. Vol- IL. bound to cloth only, ,
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better fit me for the work that they in
tended me to accomplish.

Bear in mind that I am no mere be-

D------YOU. I’VE GOT YOU AND
MAKE YOUR LIFE A H------
EARTH.”

lift, towards the purity and peace 
immortality.

DR. GEORGE LESTER LANE.
Boston, Mass.

iant lecturer. Rev. F. A. Wiggin, dis-

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tlve Throughout.

Moiecuiar Hupothe^is of Nature; 
The Relation ot Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy ot Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, 21 cents.

From this time, when the man ___
awake, this demon followed him, curs-

mini TTnTfWn By Warren Sumner Barlow. 
TH Hi VI I Hl A The Voices contain poems 
• ALU » U1UUM Of remarkab’j beauty and 
force. They are most excellent». Price 11.00.

fl’few Words flUouwiDevit 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story of his life as told by himself, 
and the hist ory of Ills parliamentary struggle, 
With portrait. Paper. 50c. —

A Veru Intere&tina Book tor RFT.
Philosophy Of This work con- 

_ , tains a graphic
Spiritual Intercourse. account or the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases in all parts of the country. This 
volume is the fir'* the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage 10c.

MAHOMET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS?
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. This work is ona 

of the Library of Liberal Classics. No author 
was better qualified to write an impartial and 
honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is Intensely interestinn 16 
should be read In conjunction with Gittim’s 
work. Price. 25 cents._______________ ♦

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louin Figuier. Translated from the French by 
S. H. Croclree.. A very fascinating work. This 
line volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writ
ten In that peculiar interestbig stylo in which 
French writer's excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in Spirit- . 
ualism,” and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhuman^ and ths 
inhabitants ot earth.” Price, 61.60.

THUMBSCREW AND RM.
Torture implements employed In the 15th and 

16th centuries for the promulgation of Chris
tianity, with pictorial illustrations. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price, 10 cents.

Taffeurand's Letter to the Pooe, 
This work will bo found especially interesting 
to all who would desire tn make a study of Ro« 
maoism and the Bible. The historic facts stat* 
ed. and the keem scathing review of Romish 
Ideas and practices should be read by all. Price 
25 cents.

flflRMONIGS OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters of law. By Flor* 
enco Huntley. An exceedingly interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding its laws from the 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and In« 
cheating the defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gain 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in 
Gloth.U

Were Yon Bom LUnckyr star?
A complete exposition of the scienceof Astrol

ogy, adapted from the Four Books of Ptolemy, 
the Astronomer on the art of Reading the Stars, 
with many illustrations. By A. ALPHEUS, 
Secretary of thoAstrological Society of England 
and America. Handsomely bound In cloth, glia 
top, 'with beautiful designs stamped on side and 
¿as, Price Bl.00. For sale at thia office.

_ The New and me Old, 
Or the World's Progress In Thought.. By Moses 
Hull. An excellent work by this veteran writer 
and thinker. Price. 10 cents.

THE AGE OE REASON
an investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of 186 pages, post 8vo. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 150 cents.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists ot a course of lecture» 
delivered In the trance state, and is certainly n« 
small contribution to the study of the soul. II 

i Is u gooi. work to open the eyes to the dlnerenct 
■ between the deductive and inductive process ol 
mind. 'Bound In. cloth, 81. For Bale al till» 
office. i

—THE—

Girists of the Past and Present,
By MOSES HULL,

A comparison of the Christ-work or Medium
ship of Biblical Messiahs and the conditions 
they required, with similar manifestations in 
Modern Spiritualism. This Is a good work to 
study for arguments with which to meet the 
very common orthodox question, "Why do you 
always require conditions for your spiritual 
manifestations?" Cloth bound, 35 cents: paper 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

Force and Matter Mass 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth, 81.00.

U/nmonlu ,TS attainment of 
Wulllulllj F0RM AND features 

nPillltV Tbs cultivation of personal II UUll IJ beauty, based on Hygiene and 
Health Culture, by twenty physicians and spe-' 
clallsts, and edited by Albert Turner. A valua
ble book for women and therefore for the whois 
world. Price in elegant cloth binding, 81.00. 
For sale at this office.

INDUCE
Neighbor to Subscribe for The 

Progressive Thinker.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINO.-In this book Mise 

Wbitlng aims to portray a practical ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the aweetnesa 
and exaltations and faith that lepd enchant
ment to life. It is, In a measure, a logical se
quence of''The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It Is calculated to ren
der the soul In harmony with the universe, ft 
is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth. J1.00.

THE OPEN COURT
Demon Spirits and Obsessions 
h One Who Knows Irani Observations and 

Experiences.
ï)r. George Lester Lane’s views, will, when read in connection with 

the position assumed by by President Barrett and A. M. Griffen, prove 
intensely interesting, inspiring and instructive. Speaking from actual 
experience, being clairvoyant and clairaudient (seeing spirits and hear
ing them speak), Dr. Lane’s narrative of personal knowledge will carry 
with it great weight. He is well and favorably known in the East, and 
we are glad to follow President Barrett’s and A/M. Griffen’s able and 
interesting productions with the elaborate views of one who speaks 
from the standpoint gained from being a medium, hence in close touch 
with the spirit world. When master minds clash, then the sparks fly!

As an American citizen—as an Inde
pendent man and medium—I am the 
slave of no sect nor sectarian creed, but 
am a willing subject of the ever living 
Christ-principle of truth through whom 
angels and scientifically educated spir
its work in the interests of humanity.

Recently I have been , reading two 
books of very deep Interest, “The Biog
raphy of Dr. J. M. Peebles," by Prof. 
Whipple, and his "Demonism of the 
Ages, or Spirit Obsession." In his 
phrenological delineation a long time 
ago, by Prof. Fowler, we are told in this 
biography that “Peebles would natu
rally from his cranial development, be 
one of the best abused and most 
praised of men.” Since the Open Court 
has been in session the Doctor has 
doubtless learned that in this respect 
the phrenologist was correct. Living 
here in conservative Boston, I did not 
dream that there was such a spirit of 
persecution slumbering in the hearts of 
any Spiritualists!

I have never personally met Dr. 
Peebles, and yet 1 know him through 
his published works, through his psy
chic aura and through what my heav
enly teachers tell me of him, and I am 
positively certain that in the writing 

Aiind compiling of Oils book, “The De
I “Jaonism of the Ages,” which a few mis- 
of ¡raided Spiritualists want burned, he did 
f _Jhat angel throngs Ip the higher. 
■WjJ'alms of spiritual unfoldment assigned 
, o' i'm to do.

■ may not know this—he may not 
t> conscious of his inspirational me- 
lyimship. Many distinguished public 
./orkers and leaders are not. The men

. tai and moral interests of the people 
demand that the truth, the whole truth 
relating to Spiritualism, be told, regard- 
ieBS of whom it especially affects or 

_ Socially strikes. No truth can com
pletely perish. Theorists to the rear— 
truth vigorously spoken and written to 

. the front. Is our motto and that of The 
Progressive Thinker also.

- <A lew indiscreet individuals may im
“ 'ijflle the Doctor, may burn him and his 

D<jok m effigy, yet so sure as heaven’s 
messengers speak the truth, he will live 
on and on doing his appointed work, 

: and this book on Obsessions, will, in my 
opinion, live in the world’s public libra

: Ties long after his physical remains 
Bleep beneath the graveyard grasses, or 
go up in the cinders of incineration.

. Who Is Most Competent to Judge of and 
Write About Obsessions?

. Among many investigators, mental 
scientists and the millions of Spiritual
ists, wno are the best qualified to pro
nounce upon the subject of spirit ob
sessions, alleged or real, independent 
clairvoyants, clairaudients, automatic 
■writers, psychic sensitives—in a word 

—mediums, or the hard flinty-minded 
masses, environed in the material, en
gaged in law, politics, stocks, merchan
dise and the hoarding of wealth through 
speculations? Who, I ask is the best 
prepared to judge of plants and flowers, 
the gardner working and walking 

- among them, or the men who look at 
them over the wall? Or, who is the 

. best prepared to judge of the' endur
ance, capacity and safety of steamers? 

i Engineers and carpenters who build 
' them, or those who Btand on shore and 
gaze at them? Is it necessary to make 
the application? IT BORDERS ON 
THE RIDICULOUS TO READ THE 
DULL WRITINGS OF. THE CLAIR- 
VOYANTLY BLIND, THE CLA1RAU- 
DIENTLY DEAF AND THE PgYCHO- 
METRICALLY BENUMBED ABOUT 
AND AGAINST OBSESSION.

Having seen little and having had no 
■ personal experiences upon this grave 

• subject, what do they know about it?
Their assumptions and presumptions 

- are painful to consider. Demoniac ob
session is not a matter of speculation, 
nor theorizing—nor strained philoso
phizing from wrong premises.

As Spiritualism is “a well established 
fact in science,” according to Alfred R. 
Wallace, so is obsession a well estab
lished fact. Not only does history con
firm it. but personally I know it to be 

■•true. Thousands of the best .minds in 
Our ranks also know it to be true, and 
can or will if.so disposed, so testify.

Personal History and Experience.
Born of a sturdy old . English and 

Scotch parentage, who left an inherit
ance to me dearer than gold, or fame 
or royalty—that of an honored name, 
with this admonition never to be for- 
gotten—"Honesty is the best policy.” 
With this principle imbedded deep in 
my soul, I started out on life’s rough 
highway determined to succeed. I 

‘ clung to the parental roof in the old 
v,Green Mountain state for a-number of 
yiears, woiking with my father who was 

. (the Inventor of the famous Lane saw- 
[mill, so well known over the civilized 

■ world, especially among mechanics and 
[manufacturers, as superintendent 

■[ Having successfully mastered this 
¡manufacturing business, reading and 

• Studying more7 or less in the meantime, 
joining and holding offices in the higher 
Masonic bodies and Odd Fellow lodges, 
itnd possessed of a wonderful memory 
and being naturally social, I was- pro
Bounced “everybody’s friend." Popu
larity was forced upon me rather than 

■ Bought. .
Without the least hereditary taint or 

tendency, I began to crave the cursed 
cigar, beer, ale, and later liquor. The 
result ot these habits soon made them
selves manifest in our home. I did not 
like the vile whiskey, but a force, an 
overwhelming desire to take .it., grew 
stronger and more alarmingly apparent 
as time passed on. Those who had 
known me and loved me for what I re
ally was, whispered sadly to each other, 
that I, above all others, was drinking at 
intervals to excess.’ Time went on. I 
was getting worse, but just how, I was 
scarcely conscious. Memory began to 
fail me. Old friends looked at me sor
rowfully, though my true and loyal 
friends never forsook me.

.In every.possible way I struggled 
against this condition, some strange 
power outside seemed to make me ob
livious to the entreaties of father, moth
er, sisters, jny friends all. Vow after 
vow I took on bended knees at night, 
only soon to break them. Sometimes 
In my room I would seem master of my-

self, and I would consider—ask why is 
my life so changed Oh! God, how I 
prayed for assistance! Horrid dreams 
troubled me in my sleep. My stomach 
at length rebelled at the poisoned cup 
and I was sick. I did not feel like my
self.

Finally, I signed a document to re
main in a sanitarium on the shores of 
Lake .Champlain so long as the physi
cian thought it necessary. It was a 
beautiful spot, and I distinctly remem
ber the different cases there seen, the 
most of them being obsessed people.

How these demon spirits worked on 
my brain no tongue can tell, no pen de
scribe! For a few days I would be con
scious of a sort of self-mastery, and 
then these obsessing powers would con
centrate such a force upon me at night 
that I could barely dress and stagger 
down stairs in the morning. No artist 
can paint my situation! The first 
clear light that I received regarding the 
causes of my strange .situation was 
from 0. F. Stiles of Boston, a superior 
medium who was and is being used by 
Dr. Clark, a grand and powerful intel
ligence, with others, as an instrument 
for the relief of the obsessed.

He was a potent factor in helping me.
From clairvoyants who could see my 

spirit suj-roundlngs, and other sensi
tives, I also got spiritual help. But the 
power behind the throne on the earthly 
Bide, was my companion, noble, self
sacrificing; a powerful magnet for the 
higher scientific physicians and spirit 
chemists. <She virtually lived Jn the 
spirit

At last heaven’s great organ touched 
by angelic fingers, pealed out the thrill
ing notes of victory, while seraphic 
voices conveyed to us the joyous news, 
these glad tidings: "The battle for truth 
is won. The demons have departed. 
Peace on earth!"

It was not long after I left the sanita
rium institution that I married, as 
above referred to, as a powerful mag
net, the daughter of a former prominent 
physician living in a thriving New Eng
land city. A very high spiritual intelli
gence had recognized the truth that a 
union between us would make a strong 
battery, sufficiently powerful to further 
withstand all onslaughts from unseen 
hypnotists in the dark spheres, and to

liever in obsessions by evil spirits. I 
have been in their grasp! I have been 
through the fire! I speak from expe
rience, therefore do not talk to me of 
Imagination and hallucination, hypno
tism from mortals—none of your filmy 
gossamer theories, Loveland, Sar'gis, 
Harwood! Being spiritually blind, 
many can only blind, dazzle and daze 
others. I KNOW that demon spirits, 
that is, dark-minded, undeveloped spir
its influence, vex, obsess and torment 
mortals! Some do It ignorantly; some 
lor fun; ethers for malice, and others, 
as the great seer Andrew Jackson Da
vis said, "DELIGHT TO VICTIMIZE 
MEDIUMS”; and he, with all respecJL- 
able'mediums and intelligent elucidat- 
ers of Spiritualism, says, "Death does 
not change character.” No! It no 
more changes character than does 
walking over a bridge and laying aside 
hat and coat, would make a drunken 
gambler a giant-minded statesman.

Look at this world as it is! Look at 
the traffic, the competition, the politi
cians, the brawls, the butcheries, the 
bloody wars, the mobs, the crowded 
penitentiaries, the insane asylums, the 
occupants of which all pass into spirit 
life, becoming spirits, and what can be 
expected of them but obsessions, more 
or less? Do not say as some do: 
“They can’t come back,” or "They don't 
come back,” for the truth is, they 
don’t get a way; do not get out of the at
mosphere of this planet. They can no 
more ascend to the realms of blessed
ness than stones can float -on water. 
Being here, their influences, their hyp
notic suggestions and their desires are 
all here, and so they naturally hypno
tize and obsess. This is not a theory, 
but a tact. A fact that clairvoyants, 
myself and thousands of well-developed 
mediums and speakers know positively 
to be true. The statement that Mrs. 
Richmond's spirit inspirers have seen 
no "terrible cases of obsession” Is of 
very little conequence, because . the 
point is, not what either mortals or cer
tain spirits have NOT seen, but it is 
what they have seen, and what they 
know, and 1 know of the terrible reality 
of obsessions; and I further know, as do 
my spirit guides, that the obsessed may 
be relieved, restored to health and 
happiness, and the spirits that’self- 
Ishly obsessed may be put on the high
way of progress.

The Process and Purpose.
No intelligent Spiritualist doubts that 

conscious identity and personality ex
tend heyond death. If so, then the poet 
here loves poesy there; the astronomer 
here measures the starry worlds over 
there; chemists here pursue their chem
ical studies there, and spirit chemists 
and spirit physicians are often, from 
choice, occupied In aiding and restoring 
to physical and mental health the ob
sessed. To these heavenly physicians 
and chemists Of the higher spheres I 
owe much. • '

Many times as I was being cleared of 
these terrible influences, both external 
and internal (for they in their atomic 
state had interpermeated every nerve 
center,of .my brain and body), I could 
clalraudiently hear the encouraging 
words from my exalted guides in the 
higher spheres: "You shall be renewed 
and self-balanced. You shall heal the 
sick. You shall cause the lame to walk, 
the blind to see and the deaf to hear. 
Our world of spirits is largely the world 
of causes, the world of plans, where 
the missions of mortals are mapped out, 
and you are chosen as one to do a spe
cial work for human good.”

Sp ends the story, only partly told, 
of my obsession.

It may not be amiss for me to add 
that on two occasions within three 
years when conditions were unusually 
pleasant, calm and spiritual, the atmos
phere clear and bright, ourselves quiet, 
serene and .rapt In meditation, the Naz- 
rene came, speaking words of cheer and'

blessing u8. The very air aqemed sa
cred, My companion f>aw Him distinct, 
ly, and bo did the spirit chemists and 
other guides of mine. The thought of 
thOBO sacred moments, while He was 
vihratortly with us, and thç knowledge 
that He sanctioned our work, will abide 
with us so long as our ’memories en-' 
dure, and with it" will remain the fur
ther thought that when physically em
bodied in Palestine, He spends mtich of 
His time in healing the sick and cast
ing out demons, " '' ,

Swept Into Spirit Land Unprepared.
Over the world’s wide domain,, mill

ions are being ushered into the lower 
spheres of spirit existence without the 
slightest conception of spiritual.unfold- 
ment. They neither cared for, nor be
lieved in, not1 thought of, the hereafter. 
They did not in the least comprehend 
the mighty step they must take, a step 
that transfers this class into the earth
realm ot spirit existence, and not pro
ducing the least change ot character by 
the event—death.

They necessarily start there, there
fore, with the same desires they cher
ish here, whether high or low. They 
are imbued with the same emotions 
(hat dominated them while in their 
mortal bodies. If they had a passion 
for dens of vice, if possessed with a de
sire fdr revenge here, the same desire 
would obtain when out of the body. 
Upon this point, Dr. Peebles’ position 1b 

, as true, as impregnable and Immov
able, too, as the granite in our mount
ains.

If persons are not spiritually edu
cated and spiritually unfolded here, 
they remain in that darkened state in 
the hereafter, until they, desire or con
scientiously seek the higher, and then 
advanced intelligences tend thé de
sired aid. Immortal chemists adopt 
such measures and use such scientific
ally discovered and applied chemicals 
as will disintegrate and dissipate the 
deep, earth-imbedded material environ
ment.
The Nature of Obsessions as Clairvoy- 

antly Seen. ,
The thinker, thp philosopher, looks 

on both sides of the shield.
Ab previously stated, multitudes of 

moral degenerates pass hourly into 
spirit life, only to find themselves at 
first dazed; then to discover that 
they are still mortals in thought and 
purpose, less their physical bodies. 
Many pass opt with a burning desire for 
drink. This was foremost in their 
thoughts, and these thoughts, belong
ing to their identity, follow them nec
essarily into the next lite. This is not 
opinion; this is not theory, as two or 
three have announced in the Open 
Court, but a substantial and positive 
fact based upon observation, experi
ence, clairvoyance and the declarations 
ot the identified and reliable spirits 
themselves.

What becomes of these unfortunates? 
I will tell you. They seek their old 
haunts, the abodes of their kind in mor
tal life, and having no desires, no as
pirations tor a higher spiritual condi
tion, they become little more than 
drifting, wandering atoms attracted to 
unprotected magnetic sensitives.

And, as seen claivoyantly, they go 
generally to the cerebellum portion of 
the brain. Flesh and bone are no bar
riers to their entrance into the differ
ent nerve centers of the brain. The 
passage of spirits, and spirit entities 
through solid matter is not disputed by 
any real intelligent Spiritualists. It 
will not do for mortals, nor so-called 
professors to limit spirit power, or put 
fprward mere unproven theories, how
ever plausible, for spirit knowledge.

Spirit chemists and spirit physicians 
often descend from the* higher realms 
of immortality to aid in restoring phys
ical and mental health .to the obsessed. 
To these heavenly moralists, physi
cians and chemists of the skies, I am 
greatly indebted. They are the saviors 
of those who sincerely desire to rise to 
higher planes and more heavenly con
ditions. Myself and thousands of de
veloped mediums and speakers know 
this to be true.

Many times the condition of spirit en
tities is bettered through their exist
ence amid functions of a bright, in
tensely active person; their vibrations 
getting into synchronous accord with 
the controlling ego, inspiring or spur
ring Ihem on to noble achievement. :

kinds ot rldiculbua pranjttL Ha would 
get up fiom his bed it) th^lght time, 
stand on his head, go tboiygli fill sorts 
of circus gymnastics, BBocliliffiTy ex
posing his person, etc...'lt wds® a sad 
case. Through the. advice ot Sig Rev. . 
K A.'Wiggin, a very ;alfle Spritualist 
lecturer he was brought' td “me, his 
mother being a member of , Mr, Wig
gin’s church. My clear-sighted' spirit 
guides took In the Bltuatip# |it a glance. 
A tew powerful t.reatmeStg displaced 
the obsessing, spirits tfiaLhad caused 
the deep affliction, and her hoy was 
himself again. This mother, meeting 
me later, extended both tymdstand ex
claimed: "My son Andre®, is aU, right. s 
He has never been troubledsince. J 
Heaven bless you and y<w great spirit 
physicians for the mighty wqi'Jc they 
have done for me and njny ftimlly.” 
This was aclear case of oljaespipn, and 
no sophistry, no hypnotic । theorizing 
th|it some professed Spiritualisfs. ad
vance, can alter the facts or explain the 
phenomenon upon any other hypothe
sis than obsession. Jt .

A Distressingly Obsessed German,
A very peculiar and, a very different 

case was this, of a once ' prominent 
German gentleman, who camei to me a 
few years ago in a most dreadful 
plight. I asked him (as I “very often 
do) who advised him to come "to me. 
His prompt reply was: "W. J- Colville." 
I marveled at this, because I had no 
personal acquaintance with Mr. Col
ville at that time. Meeting him at my 
hoifte a little later upon a business mat
ter, I inquired why he sent this ob
sessed German to me. He replied; 
"WHY, SPIRITS WERE CONTINU
ALLY TALKING TO HIM AND JUST 
AS HE ASKED ME FOR HELP I 
HEARD A SPIRIT IN MY AURAL AT
MOSPHERE SAY, ‘TELL HIM TO GO 
TO DR. G. LESTER LANE.’ ”

This man had investigated Spiritual
ism, and like many others he conscien
tiously thought that all spirits dwelling 
in a more ethereal, spiritual world, 
must be good, even if they were not 
quite angels; and bo he asked, and 
pleaded, and implored that they come 
to him and manifest. It is- here seen 
that he "let down the bars" indiscrimi
nately, inviting anybody and everybody 
to come into his atmosphere to mani
fest. Soon he felt invisible presences 
about him. Thia sensation.: increased. 
One day a voice that seemed to be In 
his brain exclaimed distinctly: "NOW,

Ing him and making his lite most mis
erable indeed. -

< Hoping to rid himself of the influ
ence, he wandered to Switzerland, and 
later spent months in Paris and Lon
don, just as this obsessing and possess
ing spirit demanded him to do. He was 
completely in this demon’s grasp— 
at one time threatening and cursing, he 
urged him to procure an expensive suit 
of clothes, and then be would taunt 
him about them until he tore them into 
shreds. His tormentor b.elng tired of 
this, would work him into the wildest 
fury, and further tantalizing (ilm, he

I liken an undeveloped spirit immedP 
ately after the transitory change called 
death, to a balloon weighted to the 
earth. It does not, cannot ascend till 
some of theheavy ballast is thrown out; 
and so the ego, the conscious spirit, 
moving out of its earthly tabernacle, 
morally laden with environed vice, de
pravity and vicious purposes common 
to mobs and wars, cannot rise until re
leased from its worldly attachment, un
til touched with repentance, until 
thrilled with a deep heartfelt desire to 
ascend out of its painful, pitiful sur
roundings, until through strenuous and 
persistent efforts (atoning for the past 
as best it can) it enters Into a higher 
state of consciousness, becoming a stu
dent of good spirits, of the gods who 
dwell in the beatific realms of blessed
ness and holiest love. These delight to 
teach, to lift up and bless their broth
ers peopling the lower, darker spheres 
of suffering.
Practical Cases of Obsession Under My

• Own Eyes.
Come with me where I was lately 

called, and passing up a winding stair
way into an elegantly furnished apart
ment where one saw signs of affluence, 
culture, and a trained white-capped 
nurse. You are barely seated before 
you hear heart-rending screams. Ap
proaching the couch you behold the 
poor wreck of a once happy, noble wo
man and fond mother; her white hair 
glistening in the sunlight, but counte
nance showing the most intense suffer
ing. .

A HEART-BROKEN SISTER TELLS 
ME THE TALE OF HER OBSESSION. 
THE TEARS STREAMING DOWN 
HER FACE. LISTEN! “THAT 
STRANGE, COARSE VOICE," SHE 
SAYS, "IS NOT MY SISTER’S VOICE. 
IT IS SOME SPIRIT WHO FIRST 
CONTROLLED, THEN TOOK POS
SESSION OF HER VOCAL ORGANS. 
DIFFERENT SPIRITS HYPNOTIZED, 
CONTROLLED HER AT DIFFERENT 
TIMES. FOR THE FIRST TWO OR 
THREE - YEARS SHE WAS HER 
REAL SELF PART OF THE TIME, 
BUT NOW IT IS CONTROL, SPIRIT
DEMON ALL THE TIME. IT IS TER
RIBLE! CAN YOU HELP HER, OR 
IS IT TOO LATE?”

Feeling the overshadowing of a 
mighty angelic power, I replied: “Yes. 
We can remove the possessing spirit 
with his score ot- demoniac, accom
plices, or we can sever the bonds which 
hold her own spirit to the mortal tene
ment,. and then through spirit chemi
cals and invisible psychic forces known 
to the higher spirit scientists, dissolve 
her material environments, clothe her 
in a spiritual garb, place her in a spir
itual hospital, where loving and skilled 
spirit nurses and physicians would 
soon restore her to self-balance, to spir
itual health, able to go on'alone, doing 
her appointed life work.”

She was restored. ’
Take this case: A youth, sixteen, tall, 

noble, unassuming and a mother’s 
pride. He had "spells,” the mother 
said, of acting very strangely. . He 
talked occasionally queerly, very 
queerly, and almost seemed to b*e 
somebody else. Though naturally quiet 
and dignified, he was up at times to all

teeth, dash , them to tlié‘ ground and 
stamp.±hem .into a dozen pieces.

Inducing vr'hypnotizing him into pro
curing other sets, he was fdreed to 
serve them In the same Way. He was 
finally commanded to get a gold set, | 
which the dentist assured him' would 1 
last him through life. But alas! these 
were served In the same (way. He was 
forced to smash them to pieces on a 
rock. * " 1

Do not say, O theorizers of the oppo
sition, that this man was¡ insana, for he 
was perfectly conscious 'of his perse
cuting tormentor, and did thesfr thiugs 
because he was hypnotized and forced 
to do them against his 'wish -or will. 
Do not say he was hallucinated, for 
hallucinations do not entrance people, 
do not give tests or prove a future con
scious existence. These were among 
his gifts.. He had opened himself up to 
the invisible realms of undesirable 
spirits, and now he was reaping what 
he bad unwittingly, unwisely sown. 
Landing in America he had, out ot a 
fortune of $13,000, but $300 left, and he 
was without upper teeth. Sensitive 
and clairaudient, he continued heariug 
the voices of his persecutors

The case was a most sad one, but 
aided by positive, menacing spirits, 
physicians and scientists, we relieved 
him, and he got employment at his 
trade, which was that of an electrician.

At present, I have in charge a poor, 
hard-working maiden lady, who has 
lived an upright, honest life with purity 
unquestioned. Through that curse of 
all inventions, the Planchette-and the 
Ouija Board, there came into her at
mosphere a throng of lying, licentious 
spirits. They not only Invaded her 
aura, she being unprotected by a supe
rior spirit force, but they seemingly 
sunk their poisonous fangs into the 
nerve centers of the brain itself, con
stantly annoying her with indecent pro
posals, torturing her with vile, vulgar 
epithets, projecting their burning, mag
netic vibrations to the very center of 
generative life, waking her from sleep 
to breathe into her clairaudient ear 
their lustful cravings, etc. When I 
first saw her she was a physical and 
mental wreck. It was painfully pitiful!

Not only did our spirit guides see 
and know, but my companion and my
self, clalrvoyantly saw these demons of 
lust—saw these black vampire-looking 
entities, which we removed, day after 
day. The process cannot be compre
hended by those whose interiors, their 
clairvoyance and clairaudience, have 
not been opened. In the process of 
renovation and restoration, beautiful 
and ethereal colored chemicals were 
used, and powerful electrical processes 
were employed, to impart new force 
and to fill arteries, veins, nerve cen
ters and the corticle .substance of the 
brain, with higher, purer life elements.

I submit, I ask the learned editor of 
The Proressive Thinker, and the more 
enlightened members (pf the Open 
Court, what vague hypnotic Üieory can 
explain away or annul sqch solid facts? 
The lady is now well ájd hatipy; and 
she paid Prof. Loveland a mqst unenvi
able compliment when sue reap his ar
ticle contending that “lust arid the pas
sions of depraved human nattiFe all die 
with the body.” Personally, as a me
dium and a clairvoyant??;knqw/thát the 
passions do not die wlthi the juody, and 
Mr. Loveland, in his jilfcage;/pught to 
know It also. His theonps, his hypoth
eses against the fact o£ obspssions as 
compared with the facts.‘are'ó¿ly spec
ulations. ■ J!1.
Unseen Forces Around mnd About Us,

It is as often, aá wíseiÁ'sáiA that “Na
ture abhors a vacuum/ and-fehlle this 
is true, it may also be said tfiat annihi
lation; that is, the trahsforWation of 
substance, or something into nothing, is 
as unthinkable as it is Impossible. Hu
man failures and successes can never 
fair or cease till mortality puts on im
mortality. And when spiritual progress 
has seemingly ended,; latent energy 
may spring up.from the spirit principle, 
only to fade, wither, becoming little 
more, seemingly, than a conscious en
tity of the most diminutive size. Such, 
too, are atoms, pronounced by Lord 
Kelvin to be "vortex-rings."

There are also unnumbered mole
cules, electrons, infinitely minute enti
ties and particled essences, pll alive 
and all around us. Not.an'element, not 
an electron is dead. These are ¿rift-

. ng Jilther and thither, whirling 

.through the atmosphere, being in- 
Jpeathed, absorbed, attracted jo sensi
tives of different organizations, imping
ing upon their spheres, touching and 
lodging in tissue, nerve and ganglionic 
centers, clogging the brain, the temple 
of receptivity, and menacing the very 
Ego itself, which Ego Is the divine uu- 
compounded, indissoluble center of con
scious life. These living entities and 
electrons, through the law of attrac
tion, Invade the spiritual, or rather the 
soul-body, becoming under certain un
toward conditions -disturbed, frenzied 
with repulsive hatred, involving 

Jhought conflict and vibratory dia
logues, and hurling epithets and 
thought forces in the wildest confu
sion.

These influencing entities involve the 
personality of the victims, causing soul 
inharmonies and internal obsessions.

What now has happened? What lias 
so changed this person? good, neigh
borly people will ask. One year ago he 
was bright, cheerful and very agree
able, while now he is sullen, morose, de
jected, not considerate of his friends 
nor at peace with himself. His vital
ity is waning.. Vampire entitles and In
ternal inharmonies open the broad 
gateway fdr low earth-bound spirits, 
for wandering demons to psychically at
tach themselves to this person’s aura, 
to hypnotize, to obsess; and so we have 
Influences and obsessions external and 
internal. T nese are very serious facts 
und conditions that the clairvoyant eye 
Bees; facts that all intellectual and 
highly unfolded spirits, if they have in
vestigated this subject, know to be true. 
All Honor to The Progressive Thinker 
. for Its Open Court.

Readers of books and students of the 
psychic research society and faithful in
vestigators know that Spiritualism has 
become an established fact. The un
prejudiced who have examined the sub
ject candidly, admit its truth. The 
most influential newspapers treat the 
subject fairly. In and out of the 
churches Spiritualists number millions, 
and now the great questions are: “Who 
are these spirits.? What are they about 
us for? Are they from the heavens, or 
from thq. hells? Are they truthful, or 
given to falsifying? What influence do 
they exert upon sensitive mediums?”

And right in here comes the great, 
the mighty subject of obsessions and 
possessions. Dr. Peebles, in his won
derful book, grapples this subject with 
manly courage. He did not, nor does 
he flinch from stating the whole truth. 
In fact, he dares to be true to his higher 
inspiration. Such a man, in this policy 
world of ours, is greater than prince, po
tentate or king. Though now perse
cuted, and in thought and wish 
"burned in effigy,” a coronet woven by 
spirit fingers awaits him across the 
river ot death.

Here I am impressed from above to 
remind Messers. Loveland, Sar’gis, A. J. 
King, and Mrs. Cassell, that the very 
profound and logical article in favor of 
Dr. Peebles' hook on obsessing spirits, 
appearing in The Progressive Thinker, 
from T. A. C. King, Dec. 17, has not 
been noticed.

NOT ONE OF THE ABOVE NAMED 
PERSONS, NOR ANYONE ELSE OP
POSING DEMON OBSESSION, HAS 
VENTURED TO ATTACK OR SOUGHT 
TO OVERTHROW THIS LEARNED 
GENTLEMAN’S POSITION. SILENCE 
ON THE PART OF MR. LOVELAND 
IS A CONCESSION, AND MORE, IT IS 
A CONFESSION THAT HE CANNOT 
MEET AND MASTER THE LOGICAL 
POSITIONS OF T. A. C. KING.

All honor, I repeat, to The Progress
ive Thinker for the Open Court. It 
stirs up the waters! It excites thought! 
It awakens the sleeping from their stu
pidity! It gives all sides relating to 
this most Important question—Obses
sions.

Mr. Aurin F. Hill here in Boston has 
given great attention and research to 
Insanity and to lunatic asylums, and he 
insists that a large majority of those 
pronounced insane are undoubtedly ob
sessed.

Dr. A. A. Kimball writes ringing 
words upon the phenomena of obses
sions. He writes from experiences. 
Dr. Carl A. Wickland's array ot facts 
upon obsessions is imp'regnable. The 
sainted John Pierpont bears powerful 
testimony to the terrible reality of ob
sessions through the entranced Mrs. 
Longley. Recently, here in Boston, the 
profound thinker, medium and brill-

Psychic Liflrt
BY MRS. DRAKE.

coursed upon the facts relating to ob
sessions and the relations existing be
tween the higher and lower spneres. 
He showed that on every hand there 
were evidences of both good and evil 
spirits, and that the latter suggest, im
press and project their poisonous mag
netism into sensitives. At the conclu
sion, he voluntarily mentioned the 
much-discussed volume of Dr. Peebles' 
work upon Obsessions.

Personally, I could fill volumes cov
ering twenty years.and more of experi
ences and observation, clearly demon
strating the reality of obsessions by 
evil spirits. The materialistic-minded 
giants of the pen may come and go, but 
they cannot destroy the historic evi
dences, nor the present facts of spirit 
obsessions. Send, then, this book from 
the pen of Dr. Peebles, broadcast to 
warn, to educate the people to a higher 
standard of living, to cultivate nobler 
alms of life, to think the ' purest 
thoughts, and to firmly, manfully stand 
for the right and the ¿good and the true 
under all circumstances. These, with 
exalted’spirit guides, are the guaran
teed safeguards against obsessions, 
either internal or externa).

None can write so understandingly of 
farm life as farmers themselves; of 
chemistry as those working in chemical 
laboratories; of astronomy as those as
tronomers who with telescopes count 
and measure the starry world; and so, 
none can' write' so satisfactorily and 
trustworthily of obsessions by undevel
oped spirits as clairvoyant physicians, 
as clairaudient mediums, and those who 
have bad direct experiences with the 
obsessing forces from the dark, demon 
zones that girdle our earth; and 1 must 
again express my surprise that Mr. 
Loveland, fifty-seven years a Spiritual
ist, declaring that he delivered the first 
Spritualist lecture' in America, can be 
so intellectually—so utterly blind to the 
fact of the hypnotic and the obsessing 
influences of evil spirits. He“certainly 
cannot be a sensitive, nor can he have 
had a minimum of experiences in this 
great movement; the co-relation of 
spirits and mortals ¿and their action and 
inter action upon each other.
What the Obsessed Are -Continually 

Saying. ~ .
Much of medlumchlp is kept in pri

vate families andmahy are as sensitive 
about having the obsessions in home 
life mentioned as they are in having an 
infectious disease spoken of. This, 
however, is not in many instances the 
case. I have just received the follow- 
letter under date of.January 5, from a 
lady in Ohio. She writes:
Dr. G. Lester Lane, Boston, Mass.: .

Dear Doctor:—I have been reading 
Dr. Peebles’ book on spirit obsession, 
and see where you have been helping 
people to get rid of the wicked demons. 
For three long years I have been tor
mented by them In a brutal manner 
and have suffered the most terrible tor
tures. They, have not given me one 
hour’s relief, but kept up a constant tor
ment. . .They inflict the most excruciat
ing pains, and they seem to enjoy IL

They prevent the effects of all the med
icines. Morphine was injected, but I 
never felt it. They uso the most 
filthy, ignorant, disgusting language 
that can be conceived. They often re
peat my thoughts, ana Keep up a con
versation. It Is impossible to find re
lief. They have brought my poor body 
down to a perfect wreck, and keep me 
weak and nervous, so that all I can do 
is to weep and worry. I could tell you' 
things that you would scarcely believe, 
they are so horrible. You know there 
is no limit to spirit power. I went to 
doctors, ministers, priests, nuns, for
tune-tellers, palmists, mediums, Spirit
ualists, even Dowie prayed, and 1 
prayed; but all failed. Do not pro
nounce this insanity or hallucination. I 
know better, and those who know me 
know better. We have no Spiritualists 
around here; they are orthodox Chris- 
Hons. No one else believes me, and no 
one sympathizes with me. I am almost 
frantic with grief and despair. I have 
a wldowed.mothor. who is almost help
less; she and> I live alone. These irre
sistible brutes have, tortured and wor
ried, and have dragged our home almost 
from us, and caused me to suffer for 
tiie necessaries of life. I wish I had 
never lived, but I do not want to end 
my life now after all these years of 
hell’s agonies. It is too much for a hu
man being to suffer, and I do not blame 
some people for not believing in God or 
angels. I don’t deserve such punish
ment. I see that the real wicked are 
not obsessed. It is only the sensitives, 
or those who are foolish to live and 
bear it.

“Dear Doctor, if you can do anything 
for me, for my poor mother’s sake; do 
it at once, for I can’t stand it much 
longer. I have tried, and done every
thing in my power. Please answer by 
return mall, and help me, oh! help me, 
if you can! Truly yours, ,

“MISS ------------------ .’’
(This lady’s name and address will be 

given to anyone on application.)
This Is only a sample of letters " re

ceived by me constantly from poor ob
sessed sufferers.

Why Am I So Earnest Upon the Subject 
of Obsessions?

I plead no pardon for writing thus 
feelingly and conscientiously upon this 
tremendous subject now stirring the 
psychic pool of our Spiritualism to its 
Very depths. I am truly in earnest! 
My inmost soul 1b aflame to the fact of 
demon obsessions! My immortal guioes 
urge me on! I have been an obsessional 
sufferer. I have waded through the 
deep waters, and if there is any truth 
in the trance, any truth in clairvoyance, 
any truth in clairaudience, any truth in 
the writings of Judge Edmonds, any 
truth in the Dlakka book of A. J. Davis,- 
any truth in that great compilation of 
facts gathered through earnest re
search from all parts of the Oriental 
world, as well as in this country, and 
massed in Dr. Peebles’ book on demon 
influences and control, then obsessions 
by evil spirits are true, and 1 sincerely 
pity the man or woman that does not 
want the truth and the whole truth upon 
this momentous subject told. No won
der that the real Spiritualists of Amer
ica honor the able and independent 
J. R. Francis, of the Progressive Think
er—first for his exposing of frauds, 
shameless frauds, under the name of 
Spiritualism, that shock every decent, 
upright, conscientious Spiritualist; 
and secondly for the Open Court.

It was a spirit-planned and heaven-in
spired hit on the part of the Thinker, 
one worthy of highest praise.

And impressed by my spirit guides, 
some of whom are ancient and robed in 
spotless white. I want to pronounce 
blessings upon the white hairs of Dr. 
Peebles, whitened and crowned with 
long years of usefulness. Doctor, you 
have written, you have told the truth 
in this great book. Be not afraid! 
God’s angels have charge of you. No 
fire-kindled "effigy” can harm you, or 
break through the trestle-work of your 
facts and substantial arguments. They 
stand upon the rock of eternal truth, 
with volumes of written and unwritten 
testimonies to support them. Blind, in
different sectarians, a few persecuting 
spirits and suffering humanity will yet 
rise up and call you blessed; and in 
coming years when you will have joined 
hands with those higher intelligences 
who have given expressions to their 
thoughts through you in writing, as 
well as upon the rostrum in many lands, 
you will find a well-deserved reward 
awaiting you.

Be not afraid, I repeat! Let those 
who unwisely wish you “dead,” or who 
would "burn you and your book in effi
gy" trouble you not. Your mission is 
not yet completed on earth. I see trav
els and books and pamphlets before 
you. The monument that you have al
ready erected shall never crumble. 
Centuries cannot destroy it, for the im
print of everlasting truth is thereon in
scribed in letters of living light, the 
rays of which shall brighten the suf
ferer, encourage the desponding, com
fort the mourner, release the obsessed 
irom their bondage, the superstitious 
from their thraldom, and further aid 
in the great and glorious work of the 
world’s mental, moral and spiritual up-

A’T'lew Medium for Spirit Photography 
Passed On.

Mr. Joseph J. Bender, a new medium 
for spirit photography, died February 
10, at the Garfield Hospital, Washing
ton, D. C., after a briet illness, aged 66 
years. His spirit guides promised him 
great success in that phase of medium
ship, but they, did not foresee how soon 
his earth-life was to end. A little more 
than two years ago he discredited all 
spirit phenomena, and not until May 
last, 1904, did he begin to learn the pho
tographic art with a view to taking 
spirit photographs, nor would he have, 
undertaken the task but fdr the prom
ises made by Mumler, Sarony and oth
ers in spirit life. He went to much ex
pense and was hopeful. His intention 
was that if he could produce a recogniz
able spirit face to order, he -would 
charge $5, and, as he did not need the 
money, he would devote all the profits 
to the cause of Spiritualism.

Mr. Bender was a sincere, honest and 
philanthropic man. No one who knew 
him could distrust him. He was a de
vout Methodist until he became a Spir
itualist. He still clung to Jesus as. the 
great teacher, and was rejoiced to rec
ognize on a plate containing several 
faces taken without a camera, a picture 
of the ideal Nazarene next to his otfn. 
And he had nothing to do with the ex
periment except to develop the plate, 
it was an experiment made by Charles 
Dickenson, who for six weeks placed a 
paper box containing the prepared plate 
in Pierre Keeler’s cabinet, three or four 
evenings every-week, until the spirits 
announced that the work was done. No 
one expected to see the face of a living 
person in the group of spirit likenesses, 
but not only did the plate contain the 
face of Mr. Bender, but that of Dr. 
Hansmann, the other amateur medium 
for spirit photography, who has been 
co-operating with Mr.'Bender for devel
opment.

For a more detailed account of Mr. 
Bender’s work see The Progressive 
Thinker of Dec. 24 and Jan, 7.

WM. HENRY BURR.

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
ttave been most marvelous, she has 
written a hook with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. it is chockful of stirring inch 
let, is. Price of this large volume, only 
11.60 postpaid. "

An Interesting Story of Two 
Worlds.

This work by Carrie HL. 8. Twjag le 
exceptionally interesting. She well 
says: “These characters which have 
brought out the highest and lowest In 
different religious belief», have moved 
me, not I them.” Th» whole book is t» 
tereeting, fascinating, and imtructlva. 
Price ll.Ott

Now is the time to extend the clrcula. 
tlon of The Progressive Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spirltualistlo 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter bo well adapted7 to enrich the 
mind. Send in a subscription now.
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Th# Dark Ages.
Historians tell of the Dark Ages, a 

period in history of a thousand years of 
which little is known, lying between 
the third and the thirteenth centuries of 
our era. Learning and literature were 
seemingly suspended during this period, 
save here and there an Item Invariably 
in the Interest of the church. Authen
tic history is almost a blank. The 
dates may vary a little, commencing a 
llttle’earller or later, yet there ap
pears a long hiatus in time of which the 
best scholars can give no account This 
want of knowledge has been ascribed 
to the Ignorance of the times, there be
ing no learned men to record events; 
but is it not possible scholars have 
been trying to take note of that which 
never existed? . . ;

It matters not to wVatfleld we turn 
our attention, we are everywhere met 
with the same difficulty. Even English 
history during that period is fabulous, 
and no trust can .be placed in that 
which is called Roman history during 
most of that thousand years. Writers 
have struggled to bring order out of the 
confusion, but it Is Impossible to make 
events harmonize with each other as to 
the time of their occurrence.

It Is represented the Christian era 
commenced to be used in the 6th cen
tury; but wo know it did not come into 
general use until the 15th century; and 
A. D., to designate that era, has not 
been in use to exceed 400 years.

Without knowing who Josephus Was, 
or when he wrote, probably during the 
14th century, possibly so late as the 
15th, when it came out of the monas
teries in fragments with Eusebius, and

NO ONE IN FA^dR.

BUI to Llcensa Astrologers, Fortune 
Tellers and Mediums,-In Maseachu- 

Betts, Meets With Defeat

much other ecclesiastical literature, a 
great fact was stated when he wrote:

“Those whp have been admirers of 
good order have endeavored to make 
everything they write appear very an
cient, that they might the more' suc- 

1—.«„ninr nr mile-1 cessfully have their statements appear 
■wer all attacks in tho secular or reug I baV0 been delivered in a regular way, 
lous press on Spiritualism. Bena mm to carry greater forco With them.” 
slippings when an attack la made, glv- No one Jn age Of world can 
Ing date and name of paper. Address I jmow the extent of this antedating the 
atm »t Bsriin Heights. Ohio. ’ period of writing, nor time of occur’

’ I rence of the events pretendedly re-

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Edltohat-Large for the National Spirit« 
uallat Association. ;

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an«

------------ - * ’ ‘ •l."7----- I corded. Institutions founded on these 
a <u.r> Backward-------------- false records, deriving all their forceA Step Backward. . I from flction flnd garMed history, will 

We have been congratulating the never surrender their claims to divine 
world that the horrible teaching of a origin, until they are forced to do so 
sulphurous hell with unending woe and by an array of facts they cannot con
torture, borrowed from pagan mythoi-1 troverL Fathers „

ogy, was of the past, that the prese whose productions are so numerous, 
age of enlightenment could not tolerate quoted wlth BUC11 pleasing satisfaction 
such a God-dishonoring faith, and we I by th0 ciergy, are mainly if not wholly 
have cited from time to time the ex- I proved to be comparatively modern

After moving from one large hearing 
room to a larger, hundreds of clairvoy
ants, mediums, palmists, card leaders, 
astrologers and fortune tellers finally 
settled in room 240, the largest-hearing 
room in the State House, which they 
crowded to the doors. The occasion 
was a hearing before the committee on 
¿rebate and chancery to provide for the 
licensing ot'mich persons, and the pay
ment of an annual license fee of $50.

The bill also provided that the matter 
should be taken in charge by boards oi 
aidermen in all cities other than Bos
ton, where the board of police should 
act as the licensing power. It further 
gave the boards issuing such licenses 
the power to revoke, them if in their 
opinion it is not for the public good to 
permit any person to carry on such 
business, or “profession” as the only 
witness called it. ,

To t,he evident disappointment of 
many present, the petitioner, Nelson E. 
Forrest, did not appear to advocate his 
.measure, and when, the chairman called 
for those in favor of the bill there was 
a long silence. Frank Blevins, who told 
the committee he was a dentist, finally 
arose and said- he did not know 
whether he wanted to appear in favor 
or in opposition, “The intent of the pe
titioner," he said, “seems to be the pro
tection of the public, but there are hon
orable people in the. profession of as-, 
trology, etc., and they ought to be pro
tected also.” । ,

The gathering was plainly not in 
sympathy with Mr, Blevins when he 
suggested that a state board of registra
tion be established to examine appli
cants and issue licenses. As a dentist, 
he knew this law to work very well, 
and could see no reason why it could 
not work with equal success in this 
case. '

Chairman Chapple cut him off short, 
however, when he was warming up in 
his argument, and said that unless 
there was some one present in favor of 
the bill, there could be no hearing. The 
chairman then asked all those in oppo
sition to arise, and nearly every one 
present responded with alacrity.

John F. Simmons, who said he repre
sented as counsel the National Associa
tion of Spiritualists, informed the com
mittee that those present represented 
but a small fraction of all interested in 
the matter.

The hearing was then closed—Bos
ton Herald, Feb. 21.

• ■-------- -—'—< । *------------------

JUBILEE OFFERING.

presslons of the most learned of the I productions. Tbis evidence comes 
ciorgy in evidence of a more rational 
faith. ever, the happy faculty of raising

When, a revival of religion is on foot, I tlle ..stop thief" cry .of "heretic,” “infi- 
and accessions to the church are great- del,» against all who dare give their 

i Iv derived, then they of the Jasper discoveries to the world.
’ school of theology, as the Rev. Bill "The powerful and foul-mouthed 
. scnooi or rneu ogy, _thnrn Jerome," as Mosheim correctly desig-
Sun.day, Rev Sam Jones, or others o nated character, is represented to

I that ilk, let loose all the old-time fervor I hav0 been born in A D 331i and died in 
■ In whodVlng up a bottomless pit of 420. it is claimed he rendered the Old 
1 flame for the ungodly. Testament from the original Hebrew

Right here in Chicago persons stand into the Latin Vulgate. His great 
. Kigm neie 111 viu & y _„Qn™ acerbity in debate, without phllosoph- 
on street corners, and hand to passers I Ue learned CMs.
by tracts, from.one of which is made I Uan author ot Ecclesiastical History to
tile following extract: mention him with disrespect It re

“Who is sure of everlasting, literal, I malned for the late Dr. Wescott, bishop 
hell Are and brimstone, the place of un- Of Durham, so late as June 1891, to say; 
ending pain, anguish and torment? A “Jerome writes like a 16th century 
place of weeping, wailing and gnashing scholar.” '
of teeth! Oh, eternity, eternity, never This was the period the Jesuits 
ending-eternity without Christ; in hell! sprang into being, when the whole 
Dear reader, God says, this Is the kind I Christian world:was flooded with false 
of a hell you will spend eternity in if and Interpolated literature, pretende'dly 
you die without accepting Jesus Christ found in ancient monasteries, and first 
as your savior. If you value your soul, made known to the outside public, its 
remember, your very own soul, you object to overwhelm and crush Luther 
■will read the following scripture texts I and his coadjutors.
which will show you your eternal doom 
without Christ”
. Further on we read: A RELIABLE ESTIMATE.

Ojy Has. Very RemaitaNe Visions. I
SIxteen-year-old Rudotf Guedemann light of lt> Nine years ago, after I re

turned from school, I saw a vision of 
my" dead mother, who had been dead

of 134 .Gough street “sees things,” and 
now prddlcts'itiiat great gloom over
shadows this- Country, while foreign na
tions are troubled. Rudolf has been 
peculiar since early childhood, and 
while in a psychic condition has made 
many predictions which have come true, 
notablynthe assassination of President . , _ . „.rr,-.,/ rm i „.. The next evening my parents came McKinley. Hie boys predictions have lnto tlie room where I was sitting, and 
becomdjthe tftlk of his neighborhood, they saw stars on my hands, my breast

seven years. I did not remember her. 
Sho told me not to be afraid of any
thing; she said she was trying to lead 
us to live right, to see that we got along 
well in this world. Then she faded 
away and other spirits came and they 
fluttered around mo.

As sftl forlh in the San Francisco and above my head. I was in a trance;.
Chronl^e, ayhe early age of 3 years I did not know it. They were amazed;'
little Rudolf tisaw tilings." The vision IJ}®/ galled otiieis in, and the stars, 
. . „.„'„.’„j \ .. . . « ,, . like diamonds, seemed to envelope me,was pieqedeij by a twitching of the tlley say_ mother again appeared,
body, 1 he 71^1008 terrified him, and waving her arms as though hypnotlz- 
his alarmed parents consulted a pbysl- ing me. ■ 
clan, who said tlie boy would grow out "The third night a spirit giving the 
of “the nervous affection." nanle of Kuhn appeared and he told me

Ab he grew and was able to talk that 1 would be iamous aud wealthy;AB ne grew ana was able to talk, that j hafl great glft j taow nothlng
Rudolf described the things he saw. agout'Spiritualism, and I was as much
They were undefined, terrifying. His amazed as my parents. I was afraid,
infantile mind failed to differentiate but as I grew up this feeling dlsap- 
the real from the unreal. With years peared, I feel when I am in a trance 
the visions became more defined, until as though my 1188
, . „ . - , . „ . and floats away. My parents say italk

at the age of 9 he saw and described tIlen sometimes in my own voice; some- 
his mother who had died when he was timea ¡n another person’s. , 
an infant. His father Interrupted to Bay: ■

Even.at that early age Rudolf, when "He will recite poetry beautifully 
he approached the hypnotic state, says When he is'in a trance, and only tie 
b. „in«..»«.»» s
as though, his spirit was leaving his moments.” -
body. At 16,years of age he declares Rudolf says that three nights be
lt roaipB tn spirit land, and the lad's fore McKinley was assassinated he had 
father, who for years scoffed at the a vision Of this country wrapped in 
supernatural,^states that while In this de.^eB8awgl^“wllo!e United States.in 
state Rudolf recites Shakspeare, blacl[>- he said,’ “and I told my father 
Longfellow,, and Schiller In better Eng- that it predicted a terrible tragedy. A 
lish and German than he uses when in .few nights ago I saw the .United States 
his normal condition. ip darkness and other countries in trou-
».fa. »«a« a

Guedemann, a native of Baden, Ger- ti Uiat mJuslc a(fect8 nlm> ending 
many,an official of the court in that city, hjm into- a trance. His mind is . not
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PLAN

The Morris Pratt Institute Case Favor
ably Decided.

"Dear reader, as you read chapter two
of this leaflet you become aware of-the 1 showIn. How Few Spiritualists and 
fact that millions of souls are on the RMd a Snlritualistbroad road to hell. Hundreds of thou- I Mediums Read a Spiritualist 
sands of these never enter a church to Paper of Any Kina.
hear the gospel. You can help reach I ---------
them if you will. One tract may save to the Editor:—There Is one thing I
a soul from hell. Will you give it out? cannot understand, and it is this: The 
260,000 of these tracts have been given Spiritualists of this great country are 
out during the last five months and supposed to be and .should be of a pro
souls are being saved.” gresslve and liberty-loving turn ’of

Such Is the machinery employed to mind, therefore each one should sup
start a revival. Then come the “blow- port at least one of the papers pub- 
ers and strikers,” the girls and boys Wished in the interest of Spiritualism,

co UI □

but for the past fourteen years a rest- occupied with the supernatural at the 
dent of the United States. He came to office, but when he returns home .and
California for his health two years ago, - ■ ■ ■ - -
and has the appearance of a well-to-do

lie is in harmony with the persons
The World Has Never

man. He Ib the father of three boys 
and one girl, the latter, Wilhelmina, 
aged about 20. Like Rudolf, she 
“sees things,” describing them-as a 
“flock of cuplds.’’ ■

Rudolf is. an industrious clerk in 
the employ of the Southern Pacific Rail
road. He has regular features, a sensi
tive mouth, perception, reflection and 
veneration' largely developed But his 
eyes are the most wonderful feature. 
They are of deep blue, almost black, 
the iris preternaturally large.

He said last night: “As a boy living 
in St. Louis, I saw these visions. I did 
not understand them. My parents made

present he sinks naturally into a trance.
The lad presents a healthy physique. 

He is bright and active; quiet and gen
tlemanly in demeanor, and thoroughly 
convinced that he possesses a spirit 
gift. His parents say that he has 
made predictions that came true, and 
the father is so thoroughly convinced 
the bey possesses a great gift that he 
now consults him on all important 
matters and obe;.i what in his spirit' 
moments he commands.

Rudolf’s latest prediction -that this 
country would soon be plunged in war 
is the talk of the neighbors, who be
lieve that Rudolf is controlled by an 
astral spirit

Seen the Like Before! a 
g. 

>OUI 
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Hot 
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* The litigation over the Morris Pratt 
Institute is ended. ,

The unclouded title of that magnifi
cent property now rests in the Morris 
Pratt Institute Association, whose mem
bers are either avowed Spiritualists or' 
in sympathy with our faith.

In the recent trial in the circuit court 
of Walworth county, Wisconsin, the 
administrator of the Pratt estate only 
introduced evidence upon a single 
point, -viz: Was the interlineation or 
certain words in the deed of the Insti
tute property signed by Mr. and Mrs. 
Pratt, November 2nd, 1901, made after 
Its execution, and practical forgery 
thereby comitted? It is to be noted 
that the administrator utterly aban
doned the idle gossip and preliminary 
charges that the property had been 
acquired by undue influence, by fraud, 
or by playing upon Morris Pratt’s as
sumed mental incapacity.-

Note carefully the language of Judge 
E. B. Belden’s decision: ’

.“The Court entertains no doubt what
ever as to]the entire validity of the 
deed of November 2, 1901, conveying 
the Temple property to the. trustees. 
It is presumed tnat the interlineation, 
or marginal addition,-was made before 
the execution and there is nothing on

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here arid there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
'Books. They constitute, a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult II- 
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
snm. All are substantially bound and

out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some-jffii 
thing never before- equalled in thlE^- 
country or Europe.
. Bear in mind that every order for 
Premium must be accompanied with $-------
yearly subscription for The Progress/. 
Thinker: We repeat that the wori 
has never seen the like of it before. £1* 
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PR«*»

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.

- the face of the deed, or in the compe-

who take us by the arm and insist on yef j firmly believe, judging from meet
leading the sinner to Christ, each act- jng with Spiritualists throughout the 
ing a part under the direction of a mas- COuntry over which I frequently travel, 
ter mind intent on filling his purse fiat fully 75 per cent of the Spiritual-
from the contributions of his dupes. jsts, many of whom are mediums, pro

......... It had fessional or otherwise, for whose Inter-But let the old method go on.
its origin when the masses could not ests the editors of our papers daily 
read, and scarcely think connectedly, fight, do not subscribe for even one of 
•It was a priestly device to gain control the papers published in the Interest of 
of the lowly. The power wanes as in- spiritualism and the most vital truth 
telllgence is diffused, and will become that has ever come to the world. Read- 
obsolete when the managers become er> if you are not a subscriber don’t de- 
honest, and the uncultured learn to dis- iay your subscription- another week.

-regard the devices of religious dema- Try The Progressive Thinker for one 
gogues. I year and I promise you that before the

expiration of your subscription you will 
have come to the conclusion that it wasNot History.

When learned Christians like Presi-1 
dent Schurman. of Cornell University, I 
•New York, can declare before his 
classes, as he did recently, that "Edu- 
catedjnen no longer look on the bible 
as a text-book of physical science, as 
they did during the nineteen preceding 
centuries; that they cannot appeal to 
that book as authority on any physical 
subject; that should they do so they 
would subject themselvest‘to ridicule,” 
those not in the faith, the humble stu
dent in pursuit o? truth, may be ex
cused, if he, too, relegates that author
Ity of doubtful origin to that obscurity 
from when it came. This great scholar 
added:

"The Bible must be considered only 
as the mold of two thousand years ago 
into which was poured the fundamental 
principles of religion. I do not think 
there is a bit of history in the bible. 
There may be material for history, but 
no history.” .

Of the miracles attributed to Jesus, 
President Schurman directed attention 

• to the Christian Science and faith cures 
of to-day, as illustrative of the value of 
such evidence on which to found a re- 

■ ligious faith. .
. When great scholars who have spent 
long lives inside of church lines give 
expression to such novel ideas, does it 
not indicate the old faith Is in a rapid 
decline? Is it surprising they are beg
ging students to enter the ministry, or 

- that their call is vain? ' ■
■ "Old opinions, rags and tatters, 

get you gone; get you gone!”

the-best investment you ever made.
Canton, Ohio. E. R. KIDQ.
Yes, there are millions of Spiritual

ists who read no Spiritualist paper. 
There are also many mediums who con
tribute nothing whatever to support the 
Spiritualist press, but let one be ar
rested or get Into trouble, and an ap
peal is made at once to the Spiritualist 
papers for assistance. Of course those 
who do not read anything about Spir
itualistic or Occult subjects, are In total 
darkness as to what is going on in our 
ranks, and are ciphers, so to speak, in 
this great movement now agitating the 
entire world. While The Progressive 
Thinker has no fault whatever to find 
As to patronage or financial success, it 
would like to see every Spiritualist with 
a paper in his hands devoted to our 
great Cause. ’ ~

tent evidence warranting a contrary, 
decision. The court also holds that 
the consideration for the Temple and 
Moses Hull deeds are lawful and suf
ficient—that the Estate Is bound to re
lieve the Hull property of the lien of 
said mortgage ($22,000).” .

. Since the estate is solvent, both Mo
ses Hull’s homestead and the Institute 
are thus freed from every vestige of fi
nancial encumbrance as was the do
nor’s Intention. •

The victory brings renewed respon
sibility and enlarged opportunity.

Heretofore the Directors have been 
handicapped by insistent obligations 
and uncertain resources. Teachers 
have striven and sacrificed. Students 
grateful for the help of the Institute, 
have grown in mental stature and de
veloped in spiritual power. All this 
in spite of prodigality of criticism 
from press, platform and individuals.

Another year should place the Insti
tute upon a self-sustaining basis. 
United effort will do so.

Will Spiritualists supplement the gen
erosity of our arisen brother by imme
diate donations and future pledges 
which will start the Institute, no longer 
shadowed by litigation, onward to its 
destined sphere?.

The decision of the Court has set
tled the title of the property beyond a 
question in the Association. By their 
voice its management must be directed 
in the future. Spiritualists can make

SOME RE/VL GR/VTITODE.
'i. ? . ’ ■ ■

Apy religious creed, cult, club, sect or system 
of bpliej becomes as dry bones—worthless, un
less accompanied with humanitarian work— 
charity in its broadest and most comprehensive 
sens#. LThe necessity of tenderly caring for pur 
workout mediums must be apparent to every
one/,; Let it be known to the world that Spint- 
ualiStA^ill hot properly care fortheir own evan
gels, their mediums and inspired workers, and 
then oiir Cause will truly decline, and a dark 
cloud will envelope out : movement. If we neg
lect to care for our needy workers we stand con
victed of ingratitude before the world. Every 
reader of Mrs. Longley’s appeal should contrib
ute something to the Mediums’‘Fund. Send 
the same to the Secretary, Mrs. M. T. Longley, 
600 Pennsylvania Ave., S. E., Washington, D. C.

The following is the list of titles offjj; 
the Twelve Premium Books: •neatly printed, and those who purchase

them are delighted with them. The last 1—The Encyclopedia of Death,
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1. 
SPIRIT WORLD,” written through the 2—The Encyclopedia of Death,

0
“Î0. .

mediumship of that remarkable me- Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2. .
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be In 3—The Encyclopedia of Death, ai, > 
every library. Read the following care- Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. The?; 
fully; three volumes have been prepared —&

We have now TWELVE magnificent j. r. Francis. They contain InvaltlaaBr''
Premium Books, and you can select data. ’ V
from them as follows: 4—Art Magic, or- Mundane, Sub-Mifn-

Any one of the Twelve Premium dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by ' 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.
This Is the price, remember, when you 5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult- / 
order only one book in connection with jBmi by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. / 
a yearly subscription. Tno paper, one 6—The Next World Interviewed, by .' 
year and one Premium Book, $1.25. Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me

Any two of the Twelve Premium dium.
Booles you may order, price 70 cents. 7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex- .
. Any three of the Twelve Premium ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.
Books you may order, price 11.10. g—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands, -vgi

Any tour of the Twelve Premium Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful. V ','’
Books you may order, price $1.50. - «■ —

Any five of the Twelve Premium
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05. 

seven of the Twelve Premium

«/'.i

8—a Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.-¿j?. 
krt A IPornnco a wnnriArfiil.

English medium.
9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 

Science, by Hudson Tuttle.
10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism

Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.
________  11—The Great Debate Between Moses

you may order, price $2.35. Hull and W. F. Jamieson.
eight of the Twelve Premium 12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
you may order, price $2.65. written through the mediumship ot 
nine of the Twelve Premium Carlyle Petersilea.
you may order, price $2.90. Each Spiritualist should'at once com
ten of the . Twelve Premium m0ncing forming a Spiritualist and Oc- 

you may order, price $3.10. cur library. "
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium when ordering a Premium Book, one / 

B°Æiyy°UaïïaoyfX'Æ^LVE Pre- or more, you must send In a yearly sub/ 
mium Books-here-announced are sent scription for The Progressive Thinker.^

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

IÄEDMS’ RELIEF FUND ask in the name of our needy mediums,

Another Splendid Offer to Increase the 
Mediums’- Pension Fund.

To thè. Editor and Friends:—As we 
have recently shown In the columns of 
the spiritual papers, the Pension Fund 
of The N. 8. A. is constantly decreasing 
by thp yearly drain upon it in payment 
of the' pénsions of our worthy mediums, 
and knowing full well that unless this 
tax is met by further relays of money 
from thq benevolent and sympathetic, 
the time will surely come when the ben
eficiaries from the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund will have to be dropped—-for want 
of a fund—one of our generous and 
never failing friends has authorized me 
to announce ,that he will donate one 
thousand dollars to the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund of the National Association, pro
vided that a- corresponding sum is 
raised from the Spiritualists at large 
within three months from this time.

Our friend states that he will not

and pf humanity, that the good Spirit
ualists of the country send In their do
nations—large or small—to the secre
tary of the N. S. A. to help swell the re
quired sum. All contributions will be 
thankfully received and acknowledged, 
and the list of donors will be printed STILL IN SESSION

Strongly Put
The Truth Seeker presents It thia

। way: ■ , • ■ .
I. "A priest is not a divine oracle any 
’-more than-the. bunghole of a whiskey
! barrel to the mouth of inspiration.” 
i The same paper.pertinently Inquires:

“Ara tlie contributions of robber-phi
lanthropists tÿ churches, ''colleges, 11- 
brades, etc., given as hush money!”

Enforcing Piety. '
It seems that the great Methodist 

Northwestern University at Evanston,- 
Ill.’, is having trouble with its students, 
and is trying to compel them to attend 
chapel services, which'the students do 
not want to do. Being a sectarian in
stitution, distinctively Methodistic at 
that the official managers doubtless 
consider it is right and proper to Insist 
upon the students’ presence at the 
chapel exercises. But the students are 
imbued with' modem ideas, and do not 
care to listen to humdrum prayers.

Compulsory, attendance will only tend 
to Increase the students' aversion, and 
the’ effect will be to beget in their 
minds resentful enmity to religion, it 
is rather late in the day to attempt to 

•make young men and women pious by 
rule or law.

of its school what they will. .
Will you help, and help now? "The 

wide pasture is but separate blades of 
grass—tne sheeted bloom of the prai
ries but the isolated flowers,” ' .

A united official board promises fidel
ity, the best of judgment and active 
energy to the business .management and 
educational work of the Morris Pratt 
Institute. ....... .

Send your offerings at once_tq the 
Secretary. Lend a hand. Our endow
ment must come from the masses and 
not from the millionaires. ■

: HARRISON D. BARRETT,
. President N. S. A.

WILL J. ERWOOD, .
President W. S. S. A.

- MOSES HULL,
' President M. P. I. A.

, ANDREW J. WEAVER, 
JOHN C. BUMP, 
JOHN D. VAIL,

• President I. 8. S. A.
- GEO. B. WARNE,

- President III. S. S. S. A.
WM. H. ROGERS,

' C. L. STEWART.

each month in the spiritual papers. We 
have on hand a few contributions to 
this Relief—or pension-fund that have 
been received since our last report and 
these will be placed on the new list to 
help make up the thousand dollars we 
need.

There are certain friends of the cause 
who always donate what they can to 
this worthy object; we can rely on 
them to do their best; but In addition 
to this we implore other Spiritualists to 
send their contributions for the needy 
mediums. ’Do hot say or think that oth
ers will do this work without your help, 
we need all the aid possible to receive, 
the expense of the pension list never 
stops and money is required all the 
time to keèp it open for the aged, worn 
and invalid ones who are its beneficia
ries. Please send us your donations

The Great Battle of Thought

, “The New Life.” By Leroy Berrier. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
“new thought” Excellent in, time and 
■tendencies. Prlcexcloth, $1.. ;

• A Fair Question. ■ ;
Buckle, author of the “History of 

Civilization^’ whose fame as a scholar 
is world-wide, wrote:

“As soon as eminent men grow un
willing to enter any profession, the lus
tre of that profession will be tarnished; 

-first its reputation will be lessened, 
then its power abridged.” .

If that postulate, of the historian is 
correct,, which we believe it is, what of 
the churches that are appealing, to stu
dents in colleges and universities, beg; 
ging them to enter the ministry? re

give the thousand dollars unless anoth- ----- .
er thousand is secured by individual and receive the blessings of the angels 
contributions, as he feels that the coun- for your worthy deed. Address all con- 
try at large can surely give as much as frlbutlons to the office of the N. S. A., 
one individual can do, and that the Re-' 600-Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash- 
Hef Fund should be as much-of a mat- ington, D. C. .
ter of interest and solicitude to all Spir- . MARY T. LONGLEY, 
Itualists as it-. is to one. Therefore, .we : Secretary.

'■ ’. u!.i . , ' ’ . ;
oiu - Just Awaking.

We’are glad to see that some of the 
Spiritual; Societies of Chicago 'are 
awakingitto thb fact that there Is a vast 
amount1,'p'f frwd in this city sailing un: 
fier the’namjej of Spiritualism. The 
Spiritualist League has beèn turning its 
attentiôîi'to ¿fié materializing mediums 
in thls^ity.^ot one of them, so far 
as we q|in learn, will submit to reason
able test-conditions away from their re- 
spectiveahomès.

We would hère suggest to camp-meet- 
IngB aiffl societies, to engage'no .trum
pet, material tting, or test mediums re
siding ini Chicago unless they receive 
the endorsement of the Illinois State 
Spiritualist ..Association. Those me
diums vïho denounce the N. S. A., the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, 
and The Progressive Thinker, may be 
generally marked as tainted with fraud.

Dr. M. É. Conger Passed to Spirit Life.
Dr. Conger, eminent as a lecturer and 

author, passed to spirit life on Feb. 25. 
The funeralAvas held at .No. 2449 Cot
tage Grove, avenue. For nearly half, a 
'century; the Doctor had been engaged in 

I r®rcreMâ’.W-^aric. He has made a deep

. ' . The Blue Book.
,.;Pr. G. B. Warne, president of the Illi
nois State Spiritualist Association, and 
vice-president of the N. S. A., has an 
article on our first page in reference to: 
the Blue Book, demonstrating its exist
ence In one of its many kaleidoscopic 
forms, presenting tm * object lesson 
which it would be well for Spiritualists 
to consider. -

WHERE IS THE LAND OF THE BY 
AND BY?

IF NOT AT.RF.ADY A SUBSCRIBER TO THE PROGRESSIVE i.. 
THINKER YOU SHOULD BECOME ONE AT ONCE, AND THUS„i” 
KEEP THOROUGHLY POSTED AS TO WHAT IS GOING ON IN 
THE RANKS OF SPIRITUALISM. THE DISCUSSION NOW TAK
ING PLACE IN THE OPEN COURT IS OF THRILLING INTEREST, 
AND EVERY SPIRITUALIST SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE . 
Jame THE FACT IS, THAT AFTER THE EXISTENCE OF MOD- 
ERN^SPIRITUALISM FOR OVER FIFTY-SIX YEARS, SPIRITUAL- ’ 
T<4TS ARE BEGINNING TO ANALYZE SPIRIT RETURN AS NEVER ;• 
hffore AND ARE NOW CONSIDERING AS ONE IMPORTANT 
SEGMENT OF THE SAME, OBSESSION, OR THE INFLUENCE OF - 
DARK OR EVIL SPIRITS, AS SET FORTH BY DR. PEEBLES’ LATEr - . 
WORK ON THAT SUBJECT. SOME SPIRITUALISTS HAVE B$ 
GOME SO INCENSED AT THE DOCTOR FOR WRITING THE 
S THAT THEY WANT TO BURN THE SAME. HENCE ADIS4 
onSSION OF ITS CONTENTS CAN NOT DO OTHERWISE THAN? 
EXCITE MUCH INTEREST, AND BE OF GREAT VALUE TO EVy 
ery Elective mind that wishes to thoroughly UNt 
nERSWTD SPIRIT RETURN IN ALL OF ITS VARIED MANIFEST. , 
SaTIONS SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION AT QNCE, AND 
thus oep up with the ever advancing procession, Ss^OkE DOING SO, READ OVER:OUB PREMIUM LIST; YOU 
S^AM TO ORDER SOME OF THE SAME; THEY ARE VERY

VALUABLE. • ■■ ■ ■■

not'the "lustre"-of.the ehurchea barflv . «...__  ,.................... ,
tarnished by such action, - and their ! impresiidfl ter good on the,present age, 
power tog &gA terribly- abridged.! I and hs.k.a.u® teas bis reward., .

Oh! where Is the land of the sweet by 
and by? .

Where the sad ones smile and the 
weary rest, "

Shall we see its fair gates some even
ing hour? • , 

On the sunset clouds of the golden 
West?

Or must we then wait till the angel’s 
boat,

With its mystic rowers comes drift
ing by x

On the silver’d waves of the moon
beams’ track

■When the stars shine out In a mid
night sky?' '

Perchance it may be at the early" dawn 
When the twilight mists veil the 

- penlngday '

That a shadowy hand from .the gloom 
shall come, _ ■_

And will draw the curtain of deatn 
away.

Or else it may be in the noontide s 
' ■ glow» ’ , .

When the glory of earth Is on sky 
and sea, ■ ,

That the trumpet note of Death s angel 
sounds. ■ . . . . ■ „

And those gates are opened for you 
or me.

Yet no man may know when his hour 
shall be,

And mystery's veil oer each end
doth Ue, ..

But I pray that God’s peace may full 
, our souls . ... . _

•Tho Light of Egypt" Volumes X 
tnd 2: An occult library in itself, tk 
text-book of esoteric knowledge aa 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philos® 
nhy. Price S2 PW volume.

-Talmagean Inanities,, incongruities 
Tnconslstencies and Blasphemies;_a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism." By Moses Hun. 
Price 111 cents. ;

"The Spiritual Significance, or, DeatH 
as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiiiug’3 most sug
gestive, Intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price 61- . ..

“Handy Electrical Dictionary. Al 
nractlciil hand-book of reference, con
taining definitions of every usea ele», vu* BV«*« , taihmtt denniuon» ui

As we drift aways¿vanl*' trical term or phrase. . Price $1. ;

- 1
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C Wisdom Warns: Keep Church and State Separate - \ - __ a - 1 1/ ne

, i »n the ennn?»?ntiwl/5e 1+°^ Lc ’® that of a free state founded to the principles of secular government. The appointment ftt cha

9 Report of the Editor-at-Large

r

On the enual TV?1 v"1’? 5;“?° Blaie lu?ilu,eu lue PrjueW» »1 secular government. The appointment ftf chaplains
pendtnee was a a I ' P®eJhration of hide- by the government of the United States.is an unauthorised act of polit-
to govern himself w Man s ability and of his Tight as well iclil legislation, as little in keeping with the spirit of iour constitution

„°?ds t0 “U.tyol ' nl society in virtue of an alleged divine 
. _• ’ fn® ^uei'iean ide- ad the basis of the American government

niankip-' .a make their own laws without consulting 
a,°gs’- Pnc.st3 or pref’ 'Juries. This idea as expressed in our political 

. ’ i c new world’s contribution to human progress.' Our
at oual government was made secular from the beginning, when the 

I "‘lY’&M.cnrecd by.the union of eWch-andsfote. , .
I . _ gav.e Vs .a government from which priestly interference
KJ. ™ided-a government which deals only with the civil 

peoPle and has nothmg to do with religion’except to 
protect all in the enjoyment of their religious liberties, : ,
„v?_VaTr8Aon ln? Mer addressed to the Presbyterians of New Hamp
shire and Massachusetts (wjio had coriiplamed of the omission of a re
ligious acknowledgment of the constitution) said that religion was left 
T..0LThTcu“ent.be?.aUBe ^Properly belonged to the care of the 
fLU1Aheirat.er th.an the state. If anything were needed to prove
the secular character of the federal union, it is amply supplied by the 
.1»Ta‘le GU NOTe“¥’A .1796, between, the United States and the 
Mohammedan state of Iripoli, acting in their capacity as sovereign

as praying ia public pltiees—for instance in Cnngress-eia in accordance 
with, thé teachings ot the Nazarene reformer. There itna large number 
of pietists led by the Reformed Presbyterians actually dû favor of mak
ing by constitutional amendment the main dogmas of the Christian the
ology à part of the. organic law. ' ri’1' ’»I '

Very few of the state constitutions are entirely secuHnA an&there is a 
constant effort to assimilate the administration of the ilatioiftil govern
ment to these state constitutions. Every state in the Uhlon 19 at. liberty 
to have à state church or .impose disabilities upon citizens, uas some of 
them do, on account of religious belief, and for this thefe'iS ho remedy 
in the National Constitution—an omission which sagacidtis minds have 
pointed out while urging the importance of a constitution!)! amendment 
to provide for thé defense of the secular character of th& government, 
thereby carrying out the American conception of a freeogovernment to 
more complete fulfillment. •

The exemption of church property from taxation, ^hereby forcing 
into their support large numbers Who do not believe in dogmas which 
they teach, is contrary to the principle of fe secular state. Says Will- 
liam Cullen Bryant,. “We have never been able to see .thp^lightest dif
ference in principle between the appropriation of a certain sum of. 
money raised by tax to a particular church and a release of that church 
from a tax on its property,to the same amount.” General Garfield said 
in Congress in 1874, “The. divorce between church and state ought

°f that ro’emn instrument occurs the following
Itanw'fftnnJpJtht United States is not in anym congress in 1074, ••me.divorce between eiiurcii ana state ought
lii»imis oniriinna Rhnii^Jm no pretext arising from re- to be absolute divorce. It ought to be so absolute that no church prop-
ngious opinions shall ever produce an mtemflption of the harmony ex- ' ’ ’ ■ ■ • ...................... -
»ting between the two countries.” The treaty was signed by George 
iWashmgton and became a part of tjie organic law of the land.
...U^oubtedty the feeling of the framers of the constitution was well 
expressed by Franklin when he wrote to a friend, “When a religion is 
S°oconceive it will support itself, and when it cannot support itself, 
and God does not care to support it,; so that its professors are obliged to 
call tor help or the civil power, it is a sign I apprehend of its being a 
bad one.”

erty anywhere, in any state or in any nation, should be-exempt from 
equal taxation, for if you,exempt property of any church organization 
to that extent you impose a, tax upon the whole community. ” ‘

When.the church was a part of the state church property was exempt 
then on the same grounds as its government buildings and publie 
works ; then, too, the church was charged with important trusts—for in
stance the charge of the poor, blind and insane—which are now assumed 
by the state. _ The exemption of religious property from'taxation is one 
of the remaining vestiges of a condition of things under which the per
sons and property of the church were above the law. ■

The restriction of the people’s personal rights and interference with 
their amusements by Sunday lawq are quite opposed to the;idea of equal 
rights. “The clergy and their adherents clamored for thé Closing of the

the secular character of our national constitution, 
from the first there was in the administration of the general govern
ment a yielding ecclesiastical influence, .backed up as it was by a strong 
foff°a1nSSnravp^^Tcffl^y?JnOoAPf’11p*n8 festfog,Jhanksgiv- «gui», mi- cit-rgy anu meir aunerents ciamorea ror uie closing 01 me
hc^wrote^ “it will crivp to ^e sample. I know,” World’s Fair on Sunday, although it was a place of education—a school
rewrote, it will give great offense_ to the clergy; but the advocate of art and science. ' 'i '
them i>ea<?e giyeuess from Sunday papers are denounced by many of the clergy. Do they think
interdicted hv the bnnatitntinnV.n6 g.°^eram®fo of the United States is they can force people to listen to sermons by closing to the public places 
tntion^theZ rtnetrinM ilXun lntemed.dluig with religious insti- of instruction and amusements? The clergy opposed jtlje opening of 
are reiiirinim ?^rcis?s' Ousting and prayer the Boston publie library; they opposed the running of street cars in
rinlfni S T?v exercl?e?>the enjoyment of them is an act of religious dis-’ Philadelphia. They seem to think the only place to go on Sunday is 

°e'. Every religious society has a right to determine for itself the 1 " ' V
time for these exercises and the object proper to them, .according to its 
^?ec"lla_r t!,nets’ anlth° right can never be safer than in their own 
hands, where the constitution has deposited it. Civil powers alone 
have been given to the president of the United States, and he has no 
authority to direct the religious exercises of his constituents.”

ri T ÎWJS c!eaiV th? c°roeÇÎ one There are persons who are in
. J different to the religious implications of such appointments who justify 
I) ,7 them oh the plea of custom. But the ronotitinn of —„„.v-ïZ _____tu x- un-oMic a .■ii-mi-cccraMaLiau une 1 uei uh rememuer me worai __

' constitution is no reason for their continu- Washington who in his farewell address advised us to resist with care
- À «„•«' Custom in legal parlance signifies a usage from time immemorial the spirit of innovatiorf'upon the principle of the government, “One 
Kt-4 «nt against few, nor individual nor public right. It is no justifies method of assault,” he said, “may be to effect in the forms of the consti
. s\ J on jf.aDy wrong that the aggressor has for a long time been accus- tution alterations which will impair the energies of thesystéi^ and thus 
: ?j t°medt° wrong doing. I he presence of chaplains in the halls of legis- to undermine what cannot be directly overthrown.” Thia is what ec- 

ti Ifirinn nviri in nonnnrmnnro r\4- *-hn _ —_______ > • «Tuai
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Philadelphia. They seem to think the only place to go. on Sunday is 
the church. Yet nowhere in the New Testament is any Sabbath en
joined, nor is there any command to observe Sunday as the Sabbath.

The appropriation of public funds for institutions in which sectarian
ism is taught has grown to be a great evil; and the teaching of religion 
m our public schools undermines the fundamental ideas on which the
national constitution is founded. What right has the state to teach re
ligion-Christian or Jewish, Mohammedan or pagan—and thus to sow 

n,,;. «.................. ‘ *.n--------7.'-------------the seeds of politic-religious questions and make the administration of.
iePetiti°n of practices unauthor- the state a semi-eeclesiastieal one? Let us remember the words of

inOTITnTlAn -1C zs Ji — _ .• ■ • VW »a. - a - . » a. — - W

tution alterations which will impair the energies of the sVsttfo^ and thus 
to undermine what cannot he directly overthrown.” This is what ec-f'1 teS-T' • • *J 1 .» T • t * —it ~iioxta ux iCgXfl* vu l||l’lv|1M|IBj WXldb UcLliLlUv ¡JU ULLCuLlV UV<

i it latl0n and in other dePartments of the general government is contrary clesiastical plotters are aiming at to-day. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

and well do I know that by our very

X [The Noted Adage Declared to Be False..

,. I notice that a controversy is going 
;<<m in the columns of The Progressive 

'^'Thinkor on the subject above men- 
Sfc-tioned, and I can but take issue; against 

thé sentiment As long as wê find it 
' necessary to raise bur voice to use our 
\ pen, to exert our powers in the defense 

of right, that

- , “Right shall ever come uppermost, 
. . Arid justice shall be done;”

just so long does it Indicate that there 
is wrong to be met, pul down, and con
quered. Whatever is, is the effect of 

- some cause. This is a truth. But the 
.’Cause may be an error, a vile transgres- 

J sion of natural law.
I believe in an all-pervading law that 

'■ runs throughout the universe. It is the 
transgression of this law that is wrong 
—radically wrong, but-not the effect 
that is visited upon us by this trans
gression. That belongs to the trans

. gressor. The child is punished be
cause of some wrong he has done.

1 ¡While the pain of the punishment may 
correct the child, yet it has not miti
gated the wrong in the least. That 
remains a full-fledged wrong—a stub
born tact Our pain and suffering, 
trouble and affliction, do not come be
cause of some "undeveloped good” we 
have done, but because we have tres
passed the law of right; we have em
braced error (wrong); we Have failed 

' ¡to be just or true.
You may as well call a basket of 

¿fresh fruit, canned fruit, because it is 
to be developed into canned fruit; or, 
the mulching ■ around a tree, the 
peaches or pears which are ttf grow 
thereon, as we all know this same 
mulching goes down into the soil, is 

• -, ."drank in by the roots, and so trans- 
Jerred to the fruitage of the tree. We 
may as well call these crude products 
fcy the name of some future condition 

. fin which they will at least play a part, 
^s to blaspheme .the name of “Right," 
(by waving its banner over manslaugh
ter, rapine, drunkenness and kindred 
evils, because of some bare possibility 
that good may spring therefrom. Let 
ns call things by their right names, 
..that it may be an inspiration to well> 
»doing. t

The more this theory, "Whatever is, 
.ds right,” is planted in the human 
¡breast; the: farther does it take us away 

\ from true achievement, arid the evolu- 
■ - tlon of our latent powers; lack of ambi- 

-tlon to surmount difficulties andtoover- 
come follows in Its wake. : •

’■ Bur, orie correspondent states, "We 
' are doing all we can,” and further says;

“As if we were a pack of Idiots, who 
know how to make ourselves comfort- 

■ able, but would not.” Doing all we can? 
, (When men deliberately plot and plan, to 
. commit crime. Well knowing that it is

Wrong, else why the secret measures 
used to conceal their actions; and even 

\ the best of us will find, if we are not 
too puffed up in our own egotism, with 

' the search-light turned upon our own 
■ souls, many places where the hand of 

correction is needed, that right may 
prevail. '

When I can look at life with all of its 
'darkened measures, our Jails and pris
ons crowded; yes, and hospitals, too— 
and let mo say right here, it is no less 
transgression of natural law that fills 
these hospitals, and reaps, years be
fore their time, human lives who should 

• be giving their service to the world, but 
instead are filling early graves, than is 

‘ the.deed committed by thé prison con- 
■vict. When I can look all: these condl- 
, tlons over, together With the imperfec

tions in my own life, and with my 
brother can exclaim, "Whatever "is, is 
right,” I shall think I am about ready to 
join the society of "The Sàints;” and 
sit down and sing, “I know that my re- 
ueemer liveth.” ,

It seems to me I read something

nothing but the good' places, disaster 
I would follow him; then why spread the 
banner “Whatever is, is right,” over a

aforesaid "fallacy" of. thinking, "The 
world is as we make it.” Now it seems 
to me we have been growing for over 
fifty years away from the "‘religious 
fallacy'' of thinking that all we have, to 
do is to cast our burdens on the Lord, 
and our heaven is assured, into the “Ra- 
tlonallsm,” if you please, that man is a

moral wrong, any quicker than we 
would over a rotten railroad tie?

The “ultimate” will come in Its own 
good time, but while it Is coming hu
man hearts are breaking, human lives 
qre going down into the valleys. It is 
the Now we have with us, the golden 
sheaves of opportunity, are here but 
each hour bears them down into eter
nity. Are .the moments richer' when 
they leave -us than when they, .ap
proached? /responsible being, that by his every act 

he is fashioning the world in which he 1 The sentiment-expressed by Mr. Mad- 
lives, filling it with the sunshine of a dock, “No man can hurry human prog-
magnanimous life, with love and tender refls along,” would naturally follow the

‘sympathy, or with hatred and scorn; ; theory "whatever is, is right.” It will 
and well do I know that by our very So with it wherever it goes. Wherever
thoughts we close heaven’s gates 
against us, or, on the other hand, find 
its sunny banks encompass us on either 
side.

Our. friend further states, “The world 
Is as -we make It, but we have to make 
it in thé way we are made.” True, to 
a certain extent We leave our indi
viduality upon our work, to be sure. 
But because a child does not know -his 
a b c’s when he 1b born, he is not 
obliged to remain unlearned. If we 
chance to be bom with a pewter spoon 
in our mouth, is it necessary for us to 
wait for God or some providential 
power to come to our assistance and 
remove the aforesaid spoon, or replace 
it with a more desirable kind? We 
will find God with us if we endeavor to 
secure the reins of government in our 
own beirig, thereby aiding Progress, in 
stead of waiting for Progress to push us 
up the hill. If we have a machine and 
find imperfections in it, we do not say, 
“It is all right,” and let it jog along as 
it was turned out from Ilie shop. No. 
Then let us be as vigilant in adjusting 
the machinery of our own being, and so 
aid in bringing about a higher civiliza
tion.

The battle of life is for us now, not 
for our forefathers. ' We have to deal 
with that which was given us, but we 
are also children of a great infinite 
power, whose heights we know not, 
whose depths no man has fathomed, but 
from whose wondrous bosom we can 
draw limitless knowledge; no man can 
measure our domain; unknown heights 
to-day-, may find ub surmounting their 
pinnacles to-morrow. ,

One brother says, “The author of the 
universe doeth all things well,” but at 
the same time refers to “fallible man,’! 
which would naturally suggest capacity 
for wrong doing. “He doeth all things 
well.” Yes, that Is his part But now 
it is for this "fallible man" to play his 
part.

Mr. Maddock in. his criticism'upon 
the article of Geo. B. Ferris, contradicts 
himself in his first paragraph when he 
speaks of “wrong reason.” If hé récog- 
riizes wrong in one capacity, it must fol- 
làw that it would exist in another, un
less “wropg reason” be an exception to. 
the rule. Let us call a moral error by 
its right name, just as quick as we 
would apply the proper cognomen to 
an argument with which? we disagreed.-

Who dare say that, “Whatever is, is 
right,” and that by so doing they pre
sent a key to Rationalism,” when a sin
gle babe is crying with hunger, whose 
father is in yonder saloon selling his 
manhood, and placing his helpless babe 
upon the altar as a sacrifice to appease 
bis appetite and slake his thirst by its 
life blood; who dare say 'all Is right” 
as long as babies are ushered into this 
world with a curse upon their lives, 
and murder In their hearts; and again, 
when we see the deleterious effect on 
every hand of tobacco and the grog
shop, both of which are robbing this 
world of noble characters-{hat should 
enrich our homes, our government, our 
people. “Right, eternally right,” can
not be the motto, until justicéis written

you find one rooted,- hand in hand with 
it Is the other; they are boon compan
ions. They will live together, and they 
will die together. Give me instead a 
sentiment of activity by which to live. 
Moral activity is to the character what 
physical activity is to the body—health 
giving. - '

Let us. then be up and doing, 
All our sails trimmed for undoing 

To the breeze,
Have our banners ever flying, . 
And our oars forever plying

In life’s seas. j
’ EMMA GIBBS.

Grand Rapids, Mich. . ¥

WHENCE THE SAD WAVE?

Julia A. Johnson, in a letter of com
mendation to the author, sensed ri 
wave of sadness in some of the poems, 
and upon that suggestion came the fol
lowing lines: •
Am I sad? No, not exactly, but if 

wrive oft comes to me
Of the days when children mingled in 

a constant round of glee,
And upon this wave there tosses all 

the wealth of by-gone days;
In the happy pranks of childhood, that 

we cannot hfive always.
There’s a ripple oft of Badness, for as 

■ time is passing on, .
So I miss some smiling faces'-that are 

vanished now and gone. ■
Then a ripple of pure gladness super

sedes with sweet detail.
When I see those smiling faces at the

parting of the veil.

LINCOLN’S ci

The Church of Abraham Lincoln Adapt
ed to All. JI?

“The Church of Abraharii Lincoln” 
was the theme of the,sermon preached 
recently by the Rev. JinkiiJLloyd Jones 
at All .Souls’ Church., He said, in part:

“The church of Lin&ln Is; critics not
withstanding,., the ichunihv sensitive to 
the mysteries of spirit*' Bdtne'of his bi
ographers have, called him supersti
tious. Superstition, in Lincoln, at 
least, was simply his spiritual nature 
intercepted on its way to the adequate 
venerations. ,

“Everywhere and always he was be
set with a sense of the mystery of life. 
He was haunted with visitants and vis
itations from the mysterious border
land of soul. Coming-events seemed to 
cast their shadows across the weird re
gions of his mind. His dreams pre
saged now victory and now defeat

“It took all the power of his clear in
tellect at times to save him from being 
swept by the mystic breeze that blows 
from the far-off mountains of the moon 
in the unexeplored territory of Being.

“Surely, then, the church of Abraham 
Lincoln is large enough to hold all the 
yearnings of the human, heart; it must 
be benignant enough to foster all the 
aspirations of the heart, to sanctify the 
bended knee and the upward look.

“If there be a glory corner anywhere 
in the universe, where the hallelujah of 
four million emancipated slaves may 
not carry the soul of Abraham Lincoln, 
because, forsooth, he had a head that 
worked, as well as a heart, when he was 
flesh-environed, then we can do without 
that glory corner. •

“If there be anywhere a great white 
throne, upon which sits ri god inaccessi
ble to plain manliness, that turns a deaf 
ear to the moral tenderness of this 
pleading heart, because; forsooth, he 
does notAppear with a vicarious white
ness, then we can afford to be strangers 
at that throne.

“The heaven of Abrahata Lincoln Is 
good enough for us. The hell of Abra
ham Lincoln Is none too bad for us, arid 
the church of Abraham Lincoln is high 
and holy enough for us.” '

To the Executive Bonril, National Spiritualists Association:—I have 
the pleasure of submitting to you the following report of my work since 
the convention held in St. Louis: ... , .

\ Unreported Work of the Past Year.-»
Spiritualism an Evil Influence; Reply to,Prof. Sharaton. Toronto 

Daily Star, The Progressive Thinker and Banner of Light. .
Prof. James II.' Hyslop’s Conclusions. Banner of Light and Har

binger of Light, Australia.. ■ - ’
Prove and Prune Your Statements; Reply to Arthur Densmore in 

1 he Progressive Thinker. - ■ - . .,
Reply-to Rey. Harry Hendry, Tacoma, Wash.; How the Other Side 

Looks at Spiritualisin. The Progressive Thinker and the Banner of 
Light. . 1

Status of Modern Spiritualism. Light, London.
For thé Quarter Commencing Dec. 1, 1904, and Ending March 1, 1906.

Men of Science Who Accept Spiritualism. Boston Travelér., 
Reply to Rev» A. T. Stewart. Commercial Review, Portland, Ind. 
Kellar Again. . The Sunflower.
A Case of Obsession, The Progressive Thinker.
The Progressive Lyceum. Banner qf Light. . .
Heresy Honored: Rev. Carter and Abbott compared with Thomas 

Paine. The Progressive Thinker. '
Materialism Does Not Satisfy. Light, London. •
An Inspiration. Harbinger of Light, Australia.
Is Spiritualism a “Maniac Religion?” Reply to Dr. Quackenbos, in 

Detroit Journal. .
For and Against Spiritualism. Eudora News, Kansas.
The Manifestations the Foundation of Spiritualism, The Two 

Worlds, Manchester, Eng., and The Progressive Thinker. . '
Swedenborg vs. Spiritualism, The Spiritualist, Bradford, Eng.
Lesson for the Lyceum: The Garden of the Spirit. The Progressive 

Lyceum, Galveston, Texas. •
Has Spiritualism a philosophy? The Globe, New York. .
Can the Dead Talk with the Living? • Review of the Symposium in 

the Record-Herald, Chicago, Ill, Banner of Light. 1
A Presentation of Spiritualism, Called Out by the Symposium. Rec

ord-Herald. 1
The Gates Opened. The Progressive Thinker.
The Lyceum and Other Matters. Message of Life, Leven, New Zea

land.
Reply to Dr. G Frank Lydston. Record-Herald.
Great Men and Spiritualism; Reply to G. Allen White, in Searchlight, 

Waco, Texas.
. An Act Relative to Licensing Clairvoyants and Mediums. Boston 
Traveler. .

Was It a Failure?—Referring to the package left by F. W. H. Myers, 
the contents of which he proposed to reveal after his death, to Sir Oli
ver Lodge, through a medium. Light, Banner of Light and The Pro
gressive Thinker.

A most notable change has come over the secular press in the past 
few years—I may say in the past year. Scarcely a year ago one of the 
most influential metropolitan papers published with eagerness every
thing damaging to .Spiritualism. Among other articles, one by Dr. 
Quackenbos in which he declared Spiritualism to be a “maniac relig
ion,” leading to madness and moral corruption. It was an infamous 
article which indicated that the writer was himself on the verge of 
madness. At the request of prominent Spiritualists in New York I 
wrote a reply and as I mentioned in my last report, Judge Dailey and 
Dr. Wyman personally requested the editor of the Herald as a matter of 
justice to the ^spiritual and psychical societies they represented, to pub
lish, and they answered with a sneer. Now, not a column, but a page 
is given to reports and with a fairness which astonishes those who are 
acquainted with the bigotry which has heretofore characterized it.

There are now many influential journals which give a column or more 
to the free treatment of psychical subjects, which have heretofore cut 
out a mention of Spiritualism.

The St. Louis press gave a full and fair report of the convention held 
in that city, and the state conventions have been considered worthy of 
mention by the papers of the cities where held.

■ So wonderful.is thi$ change of front, that the editor and publisher 
of The Progressive Thinker, J. R. Francis, recently declared that the 
secular press in a few years will displace the spiritual journals, and that 
there will be no field for the latter. His spiritual vision is extraordi
narily clear, but we are constrained to think that he gives too much im
portance to their concessions. All great movements must have their 
organs and exponents. I am constantly reminded of this in my work. 
After supplying the matter demanded to the secular press, many sub
jects remain for treatment,which are consonant only with the spiritual 
journals. It will be seen from the preceding how largely I have used 
the papers devoted to the cause. I have used them as a means of com
munication, because for such matter they are the best—by all means the 
best. .

The Spiritual press is the greatest consolidating power in Spiritual
ism. It is the world rostrum for the enlightenment of the people in the 
science and religion of life here and hereafter, and however widely the 
secular journals may open their columns to the discussion of the move
ment, the- future will demand journals devoted to its unfoldment even 
more and more, as the field becomes clearer in boundary and psychical 
problems better defined. ‘ *

I again earnestly request all those interested, to send me clippings 
such as they think demand replies, or if they are able to secure the pub
lication of articles on Spiritualism in their local papers to inform me. 
The efficiency of this office depends quite as much on these co-workers 
as on the editor. I may not be able to use all material sent, but every
thing has a value, if no more than to give the trend of public sentiment, 
and thus indicate what will be most acceptable.

• HUDSON TUTTLE,
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

THE GATES AJAR.

Spiritualism Common to the Whole World-Claims to Converse With 
Biblical Dead.—An Aged Photographer Says Messages

' Appear on Sensitive Plate.

OEAFNESS AND 
CATARRH CttEff

xl

t

BY NO. METHOD UNTIL «AC* 
TINA” WA» DISOOVEBEÖ.

Ninety-five per cent ot all caaes of dratatto 
brought to our attention Is the result of ohrcate. 

catarrh ot the Uutoaf and 
middle ear. The air pas
sages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposit«, eto> 
ping the action of thevfc 
bratory bones. Until tjuae 
deposits are removed a 
cure is Impossible. Thein- 
ner ear cannot bo reached 
by probing of spraying; 
hence the Inability of au
rista or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there Is a 
scientific cure for deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Actina. The vapor current 
generated to the Actina

puses through the Eustachian tubes into the 
■Mddle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
Ult passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvil and stirrup) in the 
tañar ear, making them respond to thesltght- 
est vibration of sound. Actina has never failed 
to euro ringing noises in the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
ffmptom for years to be completely cured in 
only three weeks' use of Actina. Actina also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
tangs, colds and headache; all of which are di- 
tectly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlua la 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. Weglve advice free, and positive proof 
•t cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
loO.pege Dictionary of Disease, Free, Address 
Now York &. London Electric Association, Don. UI, ViO Walnut St.oh, Kansas City Hi.

(Oa Dav Sur
WR® furato.^. . ... s iÄSr?»»* « 

JW WW hmlb U» work ud Uub jou Ím, you work lu 
ita focali*? where you live. Saad us yont addren and we will 
•xnlalulhe builneu fully, remember we guarantee aclearprofit 
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NEW INVENTION!
Write for now booklet, Special Offer (hie month. Oar 
saw Quaker Folding Vapor Bath Cabinet», flneat

» vu»», 5<ip, rucuaiura, aun», pains, 
blood and akin dbeuet, Kidney (rouble 
children»! dbruet and trinalo lilt. Outran.

'— v n —
produced. Knrybodydellffbkd. Enjoy at 
home for 8o euh all tin marvelouicleauilDg. 
invigofaUog, curativa effect! of the famous 
Turkish Bath«. Open the 6,000,000 ikln 
pores, purifies the entire lyitem. Beats Hot 
SpriDKt. Prevents dltcaie. Saves Dr. Hili. 
Cured thousauda. Nature’s drurlew remedy fni- »„m. —t» -l....—.»«_ _ ,_i

teed. Sent oa 80 daiit»» trial. jlOOlo$MOO 
u agenti. ...ISP* profit.Ï" —- **■* ^..W .v yB>j 1J

agenti. 1£Û4 profit. 
WOULD Mill CO, 82 WOULD BlIILDINO, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles. Fistula Ulcers

DRi BYE, Broadway^ Kansas City, Mo,

~ ,he “““Uor Of me pres- 
I>ro«reBBlve Thinker, 
top ot tlle flr8t Page, r^ht hand corner. If thia number cor

responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the Ume you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watcit of the number on 
tbs tag of your wrapper.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A reparkable book, of intense inter
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per- ■ 
sonal experience, and has culled from/ 
other sources the experiences ot others? 
including scientists of world-wide rrf 
pute, making a volume of great valua 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $2.

Gin Telepathy Explain?
Results of Psychical Research.

By Minot J. Savage.
Dr. Savage. Ln this book ot 243 pages, discuss

es problems that have vexed Intelligent minds 
probably to a greater extent than any others, 
saving those of the religious life. He stales a 
great number of well authenticated Instances 
of spiritist revelation or communication. His 
discussion Is frank and fearless, and merits the 
widest reading, for he deals with facts and ex
periences. Price, cloth. Ï1.00.

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our nission to Ento (flars)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.

on every deed from man to man; until 
love lias bo wedged Itself Into our lives, 
that every act will be fraught with a 
tenderness that will bring joy into the 
world. ' .

Yes, let us have “Rationalism,” but 
. _ let it be a Rationalism that will recog-

sbout "religious fallacy," together with nize right in human Uvea, but not blind 
a warning to. our readers not to allow to tho errors. If -a railroad'inspector 

-1 ihemBelves to get worked up into the'should travel over his road and see

I can count upon the tablet of inyinftid 
in close review, • - ■ -

Oh, so many pleasant faces now" be
yond the mystic blue;

And though getting spirit glimpses of 
■ ■ ■ them through the gates: ajar,; :; . 
It is sad to miss the mortal—and they 

seem away so far. ; ■ . : ’
Then I sometimes weep with sadness, 

and I do not know just Why, • .:
Unless it is the sadness . of another 

passing by; . .
Or, it may be from the threshold of-the 

spirit realm, a wave " •
From some poor, dejected spirit, once 

a pabper or a slave. ■
Or it may come from some mother who 

is standing ever near, ' '
Who upon the earth knew nothing but 

the-sadness and the drear; ' 
Whose fond hope and aspiration here 

upon the mortal plane
Had been swept away or buried 'neatn 

a load of woe' and pain.
Though I have few waves of trouble or 

of sadness of my own,
There oft comes a weight within me as 

of something like a stone,
And there’s naught that e’er dispels it 

' e’en in later, sterner years,,
But the brewing storm and tempest, 

and a perfect flood of tears. •
Then the mantle ot deep darkness lifts 

and calmly floats away,
And my soul receives the blessing of a 

new'and brighter day.
Thufl each awful wave of sadness, of 

deep trouble and of woe, -
Is a spark within our being'to enrich 

the spirit’s glow.' ■ >...
' DR. T. WILKINS.

Good News for Asthma Sufferers.
We are glad to arinoririce that the 

Kola; Plant,, recently discovered on thé 
Congo River, West Africa, has proved 
Itself a sure cure for Asthma, as 
claimed at the time. We have received 
the testlmbny of ministers of the gos
pel, doctors, business men arid farmers, 
all speaking of the marvelous curative 
power of this new discovery. . .

P' YorJf’ S* Hçnderio.n.iMe., writes, thanks be to my God and the Kohl- Compound! 
am now completely cured of Asthma after manv 
years of suHerlng. Hon. L.Æ, Clute, of Munches- • ter. Iowa, writes, was permanently cured of 
Asthma after- eighteen ydirs' SSMere suffering 
and want other sufferers to,lenow that the Kola 
Compound did it. Mr. E.%. Hdtee, 1345 Arch 
St,, Philadelphia. Pa., a widely lltnown traveler writes was cured after physicians and everything else failed and I trlM all ‘-¿»called reme
dies known, firs. Sadie Montgomery, Land. Ind 
irrites. I could not lie down or walk fast for 
several years, but the KoltVComiliund cured me 
although every other renredy failed. ' 
. To prove to you .b'eyriiffl doubt its 
wonderful curative power,'the Kola Im
porting, Co., No. llfil'iJBroa'dway, New 
York,, will send à largttcaselof the Kola 
Compound Free by mail toievery reader 
of The Progressive TMhkerowIio suffers 
from any form of Asthina. Illhis Is very 
fair, and we advise suffierensitb send for 
a case. It costs youofadthing and you 
should surely try iL'.nei > ici

“Why I Am a Vegetarian." By sj, 
Howard Moore. An addfeari before the 
CliicugG, Vegetarian Society, price, S6 
coats. ■ ■ ' -I..-. ■

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora H. Piper' 
and DKiThomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate:., futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's .explanations of 
Spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

•■Continuity at Lire a Qiamto Truth.' 
By Pref. W. M.. Lockwood. The work o$ 
a strong, logical thinker, nta' a deepta 
Importsat snbissL -Site .«£8®, EL

“Dlseomy of B Lost Tran." Hy Ches. 
B, Newcomb. Excellent ■ in spiritual 
suggestiVffiitj® C16th,‘ ?1.5fi. '

New York, Feb. 11.-Alfred A. Hart, 70 years old, and for thirty 
years the olhcial photographer of Columbia college, asserts that he has 
discovered the secret of the divine transmission to earth of the ten com
mandments;'and that he has been able to communicate with the dead.- 
He made remarkable statements to-night about his-experiments and dis- 
covenes^,'Although students of psychic research discredit the claims 
ot Mr. Hart, hq.is persistent in his assertion that he has discovered the 
means of. universal communication, and says that ultimately the world 
will know what .becomes of the soul. He declares he has ¿ad communi
cation with the distinguished biblical dead, including Moses, Solomon 
the prophets and the disciples, and has written down their messages 
which he says, were transmitted to him.
_ Mr. Hart says his is hot an invention, but a discovery of the mechan
ism of the rock upon which the ten commandments appeared to Moses 
and the old/Egyptian magic mirror, known as the urim and thummim’ 
used by the ¡priests in.the temples of India, Egypt and the Holy Land’ 
The messages from the unknown were transmitted to him, he says in 
letters of fire, written upon the magic mirror, and that they have been 
intelligible, not only to him, but to his wife and'daughter. Mr Hart 
said in his.interview: ? ■ ' ’

‘ ‘ For twenty-five years I prayed to comprehend the life of man. Then 
of a sudden—it was in 1879—I,was awakened by three distinct raps 
There was a bright light in the room. I read in letters of fire on the 
wall, * Seek and ye shall find; knock and the door shalkbe opened. ’

“The light’disappeared and there came another above, which was 
written ‘the law of heaven/ and under it ‘the law of earth ’ Again 
there was a change, and it read, ‘If you' choose the law of earth you will 
be popular and. wealthy; if you choose the/Iaw of heaven, you will gain 
spiritual Imowledge, but 'all your friends-will turn against you. ’ .
: “Believing there was some sensitive plate,'the'same as nature had 
supplied to. the ancients, that would register thought through electrical 
vibration, I set to work. Within a year I had discovered the secret in 
the shape of a sensitive blaek-backcd mirror. I held it in my two 
palms, appealed for a communication from heaven, and as I was being 
weighted down seemingly by a tremendous electric vibration there ap
peared 111. the. mirror, before me this message: .
1 “‘Ypu ask for Imowledge; it shall be given you.’ ■ - .
. Ihis message was from the Apostle Mark. I have since received 
hundreds of mesriages, all of which I have preserved in writing.”

' • ' r

This strangely, attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It Is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience of 
a woman whose highest aim is to. ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it, and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys In 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
648 pages. Price $1.50.

AFTER HER DEATH,
TheStofyof a Summer. By Lilian WhiHng, 

Pervaded pure and beautiful spirituality 
of thought. Instructive and helpful to all who 
love and seek the higher and finer ways of spiritual experience. Price. E1.00.

n
AN« ?°?r .Cen$aT?es Pnwiwx. nn. A Lecture delivered at the jTreo! 
s International Congress, Chicano. EL 
October, 18S3. By Susan H. Wlxon. Price, lOo.

The Refioion of Science,
By Dr. Paul Carus. ver thoughtful and In

teresting. Price, S5 ceniu.

CONCENTRATION.
A Valuable Work. . ■

Concentration, Meditation andlnsplra- 
tlon. How to develop these desirable 
gifts according to the most approved 
methods of ancient and modern teach
ers, together with a set of six symbols 
comprising six months' study. By 
Laura G. Fixen. '

A course of practical experimental 
lessons, ot especial value and assistance 
to those who desire to be benefited by 
the development of powers of concen
tration of thought, clear meditation and 
Superior Inspiration. .

Sent complete for 50 cents.

Paine’s TneoiofiiGai Wofks.
Ago et Reason, Examination ot thoProbbo. 

elea, etc. Hlus'.wtod ecUUon. Festivo.. S3! mtes. Prtóe, ojoth. si.ua, -

si.ua
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Sunday, Mareh.5,1905, 8. E., 57: “What
We So to press early Monday m°rn- 

■ - . • * . . . - 1 - — X } m. M M I K 4 M *4 A rt Vftk*jr»B, henço communications Intensify yARioug
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WM writing ftfr tMs FR1 
age a pen or typewriter. ____ ’

The Spiritualistic Field-—Its Workers, Its. Work, < 
, and General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
- la alone responsible for any assertions 
’ or statements he may make. 'The editor 
- allows this freedom of expression, be
. Itevlng that the cause of truth can be 

. best subserved thereby. Many of the 
- sentiments uttered in an article may ue 

diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed: yet we wish it dlM'ncuy. 
Understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We
• to Impress upon the minds of our 

Bpondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machin that 
must make speed eqiml to aboi 
compositors. That means rapi 
and It is essential that all roP?’ re_ 
sure Insertion in the paper,aR b0 
qulrements being favorable, sh 
written . plainly with lnk_n°anon7y on 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Item® 
the General Survey will in ft''C;“0CCU. 
adjusted to the space we hav

- py, and In order to do that they wiu 
generally have to be ftM?dged 
less; otherwise many ite*“BfKlrty-iine 
crowded out. Sometimes a t y 
item is cut down to ten Unes, a 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may .

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY.

BY O. W, LEADBEATER

Spiritualist

IN

LaCrosse, Wis.

that the blessings so generously show
ered on our lives may go forth to all

m 
3y

paragraphs are short, suggestive am) 
inspiring. Every one of them leads t» 
•omething higher, grander, nobler.
Price 11.00. ________

A Glowing Letter and Hearty Exprès- 
Bion of Thought.

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
' LYCEUM.

that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

on Sunday by the writer.
MRS. FRANCES D. WHEELER.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH 
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described.

WISDOM OFJHE AGES.
Revelations from Zertoulem, th© 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

OLDANDNEWPSyGHOLOGy
By W. J. Colville. Beports ot twenty-four 

distinct lectures, recently delivered In New- 
York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia snd 
other (prominent cities ot the United States, 
have contributed the basis ot this volume. 
Price, »1.00.

r LIFE OF TH0HH5 PAINE,’'
’ Bv the Editor ot the National, with PrefM».. 
ana Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with- 1 
views ot the old Paine Homestead and Pain» 
Monument, at New Rochelle; also portraits ur 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, Mary Wo - 
stonecraft, Madame Roland, Condorce, Brlssot, 
and the most prominent of Paine's friends Ub 
Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. u

---------------------- ---------------- — ,It

THE G08PEL OE NATURE ay-
S9aÆVyX“wW°S^Mb been sold tor K but the price now has been ton. 
îeducS t^il. It is a boon that will Interest. ' 
and instinct. It contains 280 pages, and is IuU_.
ot suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was atOEU 
medium ot rare qualities, and his work Is 
reflection from the celestial spheres.___________

RADIANT ENERGY, Bls,Its Relation 
loModern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. J-arkni. 
Director Lowe Observatory. Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon a new branch 
of research Into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admirer ot the modern as- 
trologlcal literature will surely come with great, 
interest. Price, cloth. 81.va

Georgia Gladys Cooley has concluded 
another month’s: good work for the so
ciety at Watertown, N. Y., and has re- 
sm« “ US’S I “

’’Solid Gold Only

JOTTINGS FROM SEATTLE, WASH.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and addreaa of the. 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket.

ness to her during her stay, and to 
state she'ls open for further engage
ments in March, April, May and June. 
Address in care of Mrs. Hopkins, 549 
West 17th street, Erle, Pa.” -

Mrs. T. J. Newman, 210 West Tijlras 
street; Albuquerque, N. M., thinks that 
city Is ripe for a good, medium and 
speaker. ’

J. A. Walsh writes: "Mr. and Mrs'. E. 
W. Sprague, missionaries for the N. S. 
A., lectured and gave some very re
markable tests in Columbia Hall. They 
are both very earnest workers in’ the 
cause of Spiritualism, and made many 
friends during their short stay . here. 
We have some very good inspirational 
speakers here, but no test mediums 
quite equal to Mrs. Sprague, but Bhe did 
not give a great many tests, as most of 
the time was taken up with the lectures, 
yet they set a great many to thinking 
who were outside of the ranks of Spir
itualism. Had tlie full time been de
voted to the phenomena I think much 
more good could have been accom
plished.”

C. E. Winans writes from Hot

““TAKE DUE NOTICE, that 1‘ta“® 
tor this page must be accompantedtay 
the full name and address of the 
it will not do to say that 
Correspondent writes, so and so, 
out giving the full name and add 
the writer. The Items b0
not comply with this request wi 
cast into the waste basket _

KEEP COPIES of your, poems Ja a d 
this office, for they will not be returned 
it we have not space to use them.

The Christian Occult Church, Gra
ham Hall. 2974 State street. Every 
Sunday afternoon at 3 and evening.at 
7-30. Test messages given by go°<i 
mediums. Good speakers in attend-

G P. Sullivan writes: “I see now and 
then a letter in The Progressive Thinker 
from Los Angeles, Cal., in reference‘ 1° 
some of the Spiritualist societies, but 
I believe I have never seen a report 
from the Society of Spiritual Progress
ion, Mrs. Mary C. Vlasek, Pastor and 
medium, and of which I have the honor 
io bo President. Since moving our 
Children’s Fraternal Home lut® «»e 
country I have not been able to attend 
regularly, but the meetings proceed 
with Mrs. F. A. Boise, vice-president in 
the chair. The society has moved 

I along quietly for a number of years 
! never having a large membership oi an 
¡especially large audience, as compared 
with some of the other society in the. , 

'city. A lyceum was organized some , 
months ago', which-under the leader , 
ship of Dr. James Watson, is doing a 
good work in the line of education. 
Following the lyceum Sunday mornings 
at 10:30, a healing service is held, and 
following this a general .conference 
meeting where subjects presented by 
the audience are considered in ten min
utes addresses, and this service is in 
turn followed with messages through 
some of the mediums present. In the 
evening a lecture and poem is usually 
given by the controls of our pastor, af
ter which she continues with messages. 
Mrs. Vlasek is an earnest, conscien
tious, indefatigable worker, universally 
beloved- for her sweet character and 
unselfish devotion to the cause of truth. 
From the organization of the society 
and her election as its pastor she has 
given her services, receiving simply car 
fare each Sunday. As a medium her 
work is excellent and convincing. 
Once a month she gives a flower seance. 
Sunday evening, when the entire time 
is given to messages. The society is 
in a very prosperous condition and do- 
tag a ¡ood work for the cause of Spir- 
ituafism. The last regular soctalI and 
entertainment was given for the bene
fit of the Children’s Fraternal Home, 
and a neat sum was realized which was 
gratefully received by the Childrens

Springs, Ark., to W. S. Woods; “I came 
here Jan. 6, and on my arrival took sud
denly sick with muscular rheumatism, 
and lay four weeks on my back help
less as a child. I had one of the best 
doctors of the city, and a trained nurse, 
and with good care I have pulled 
through. For the last four days l am 
able to sit up, but am very weak and 
feeble, having lost forty pounds in 
weight. For ten days it was thought 1 
could not live. As soon as I am able I 
will take baths in the springs here and 
hope to fully recover my former health 
and be able to demonstrate spirit re
turn to thousands while I live. I expect 
to be here till May 1, when I will return 
to my home, Edinburg, Ind.”

Marguerite Miller writes from Roch
ester, Ind.: “Harry J. Moore delivered 
three very interesting lectures before 
the members of Rochester First Spirit
ualists Church, the past month, which 
were well received. An effort will be 
made to secure his services for next 
winter’s work in this city. Mr. Moore 
is improving in his work as a, lecturer 
and has many friends in this city both 
in and out of the Spiritualists church. 
Mr, H. M. French of Youngstown, Ohio, 
occupied our rostrum last Sunday. He 
is an honest, earnest worker who will 
do good wherever he goes. His work 
as a medium is above suspicion and any 
Indiana society will do well to employ
him.”

Y DEPART-
ME ivirNDED TO
CHRONICLE YBE ENGAGEMENTS
AND WORKIOF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. AYIERPRTOF WHAT THE
-- ------- ----------- KERS SAY WILL-

J. Osborne Lunt writes from .New , 
York: “For some years I have taken ; 
great pleasure in reading the articles 
signed by Mrs. Clara -Watson of James
town, N. Y., In fact, when I notice one 
of her articles -in The Progressive 
Thinker I read it before I read any 
other, but wltif all this reading, I am 
unable to tell what this lady’s views 
are I cannot decide whether she is a 
Spiritualist, Free Thinker, Agnostic or 
Atheist, I am quite confident she is 
not in the orthodox |old; of tbatJ am 
quite sure. I. wish this lady would make 
her views a little plainer, for I enjoy 
her articles’so much.” .

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “On Sunday 
afternoon, Feb, 19, an instructive lec
ture was delivered at the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist Mission, by Brother John 
Clark, his subject, The Infinite and the 
Finite, was handled in a masterly, man
ner. Mrs. Hamilton Gill followed 'With 
a lecture and messages; also Mrs. 
Trafton gave messages of high order; 
all being recognized. Jn the evening 
President Kirchner lectured on Social 
Parity. He carried the audience with 
him during the entire discourse. It was 
appreciated by all. Messages followed, 
given by Sister Dill and Sister Weaver, 
of the usual high order. Much interest 
is manifested by our encouraging at
tendance. Our speaker for March 5, 
will be Dr. J. H. Randall, who always in
terests his hearers. Meetings are held 
every Sunday afternoon at 3 and even

- ing at 8 o'clock, at’the People’s Insti
tute, corner Van Buren and Leavitt 
streets. Our second grand mask ball 
will be held in our large hall on 
Wednesday evening, March 15. A good 

. time Is assured to all who will attend.

NOT BE FdBLreHED. .
Elizabeth Delphln writes; “The hit- 

glewood Spiritual Union willJiokL its 
regular m^atblyibiisiness meeting, Bun
day evening,'Munch 5, at the hall, 6603 
Halsted street. ut;7 o’clock sharp; after 
which we will -have our regular Sunday 
evening lentiirej followed by tests from 
the mediums present."

Dr. B. F.JAustln, pastor of First Spir
itual Chuiieh, Baltimore, will fill Rev, 
T. GrimshttW’s pulpit in St. Louis, Mo., 
in March,'-and «fe.. open to week night 
engagements adjacent to St. Louis, 
Write hlm’tdre Nicoll, the Tailor.

G. H. Bro6ks’address while'with the 
Watertown (N. Y.) society during the 
month of March will be 116 west 
Flomer avenue,, where all mail and tele, 
grams are to 'jkPsent. He will respond 
to cglls for funerals as wqll as week 
night meetings. ' ”

Harry J. Moore and -Mrs. Eva McCoy 
conducted four . meetings in Osceola, 
Iowa, last week. Mr. Moore lectured in 
Des Moines last Sunday. He lectures 
again in Osceola this week. Mrs. Mc
Coy serves the society at Battle Creek, 
Mich., during March. Mr. Moore 
serves, the society at St. Joseph, Mo., 
during March and April, assisted by 
Mrs. McCoy during April, These two 
workers are the missionaries working 
under the auspices of the Iowa State 
Spiritualists Association; and it is ex

. pected that a society will soon be organ-

N. Shackleton, manager of The Spirit
ualist, England, writes: “I am sending 
you under separate cover copies of our 
journal, The-Spiritualist, and also to in
form you that our well-known and jU^“Y 
celebrated sub editor, Mrs, L. A. Grif
fin, speaker, clairvoyant and musical 
medium,.is now in Pennsylvania, and 
waking a tour of the United States, and 
we hope our American brethren ■will 
take full advantage of the services of- 
this grand worker while in the land of 
the Stars and Stripes. Her address for 
the next few weeks is, Mrs. L. A. Grif
fin, 549 West 17th . street, Erle, Pa. 
Kindly accept every good wish and fra
ternal congratulation for• ■your publica
tion, The Proresslve Thinker. Our 
chief editor, Mr. D. Gavin, will possibly 
send you a communication in the course 
of a few days.” . . ■

M. F. Hatiimond writes from Indian
apolis, Ind.: “The Progressive Spiritual
ist Church is having large audiences at 
every session. Many new members are 
being added to its roll. Bro. J. G. Hin- 
derer of Anderson was with me on the 
platform, Feb. 19. His trumpet mani
festations In the light were remarkable, 
and many were convinced by, them. 
The Ladles’ Auxiliary, the Golden Rule 
Society, has been just organized, and is 
doing good work. Its members are in
creasing at every meeting. But I con
sider the Spiritual Club which meets 
every Wednesday night, as the best 
place for investigators. At ..these 
meetings, those who wish to ask ques
tions about our philosophy, can always 
find some one who can enlighten them. 
Much good is being done at these 
meetings and all are invited. I remain 
with this society through the month of 
March. All correspondence should be 
directed to me at General Delivery."

Fred L. Babbitt writes: "I read The 
Progressive Thinker through once a 
week, and I know that I have received 
something that I cannot lay aside with 
tile paper—something that will last for
ever (truth). When I read its pages,,! 
feel think and realize that ! am-read
ing ’the thoughts of some of the most 
brilliant and brightest minds in the

One in a quandary writes: “Will my , 
Spiritualist friends help me solve this 
problem? During the last 
more a very familiar face and form has 
ever been present with me- She 
comes to me at night—not ln breams 
but in real living, breathing and throb
bing personality; and while engrossed 
in the absorbing duties of my w^efu1 
hours she is often by my side. Some
how, I know how, I have been given 
to understand that she is yet living i 
the flesh; I will try to describe her 
personal appearance. She is a crippltb 
having but little If any use of her lower 
limbs; about five feet in height, a 
semi-blonde, with grey blue .eyes, and 
will weigh about 110, and judging from 
appearance about 28 or 30 years of age, 
and seems to be quite scnoiarly, of no
ble, womanly character. But her name 
is withheld; why, I -know not. Should 
this meet the eye of her, who though' 
unconsciously to herself, is constantly 
my ever-present companion, will she 
please send her address to Bra76, Dia
mond, Ind.; or perhaps some other mu
tual friend will call her attention to 
this card, or help in some way to solve, 
to me, a most perplexing problem. I 
send this message forth folios 
sured that somewhere among the ranks 
of our spiritual friends mere Is some 
one who will turn on the ’kindly light, 
not alone for my benefit, hut for the 

, good of our beloved cause. Whoever 
. that mutual friend is will haveW 
; eternal gratitude. Address Box 76 Dia

:1s Spiritualism?1’ ■

iem of Thought:—- 1
Spiritualism is a knowledge, 

Of our life and duty;
That experience is the college,

Where learn worth and beauty.
Know we that the souls immortal, 

Touching chords on life's lyre;
And transition is a portal, 
» That but takes us higher.

Seattle, in many respects is a wonder
ful city, But yesterday its site was a 
dreary wilderness, the home and hunt
ing ground of the red man alone. 'To
day a metropolis, and a glowing tribute 
to the genius of his pale-faced brother. 
Its rapid rise in commercial thrift is a 
revelation to the visiting citizen and- a 
surprise to its own. It is becoming the 
terminal of the national highway and
the gateway to the Orient. Its name 

j land fame are traveling round the 
Like sweet music ling’rlng round us, wor]d

’Risen souls we lov’d best; climatically she Is superb—not that
With great love-tiae they have bound ub Bhe controls the oijroate—she simply

In one life of peace,and rest.. appropriates it. While her rivals in
For Information concerning The Pro- the same latitude east bf the Rockies, 

gresslve Lyceum, authorized lesson are wrestling just now with the mer- 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso- cury from twenty to forty pclow, her 
elation, address John W. Ring, Spirit- thermometers ranfee from twenty to 
uallst Temple, Galveston, Texas, fifty above. Though we are in ti e

■ ’ ____________ dead of winter, flowers are blooming in
: ' ' . ~———■ — i sheltered p]aCes—and the meadow-

A. valentine. lark refuses to be silenced.
To our spirit friends—you who are To the. south and east, and fifty 

watching over us Incessantly through- miles away Mount Ranier, with Its 14,- 
ôut the years, in life's calms and In its 444 feet above the level, and four thou- 
storms, both when our thoughts ascend I sand miles below—and the whole burled 
to heaven, and, when, sometimes forget- fathoms deep in snow, these bright 
ful of your presence, we go about our moonlight nights and clear frosty 
dally tasks; who have been ever loving mornings—through a trick of mirage— 
and kind and true, guarding our path- appears but as a neighboring suburb 
way, guiding our footsteps into ways of shedding glory and greatness upon this 
goodness and beauty and worth; who peerless city.- Still she is not satis- 
have forsaken the peace and pleasures fled. The "Seattle spirit” is strenuous 
of that grand supernal world that the I anfi aspiring, its ambition limitless, 
great emancipator,Death,has made your she Is accused of desiring the “world 
well-deserved heritage, and come down with a fence around it." It is not true, 
to the storm and darkness and woe of 'ppc fence would be an incumbrance, 
earth because human ' souls stand in This leads us up to the statement 

- need of your protecting care; you who that the Spiritualists of the city share 
have been lenient toward our faults, to some extent in her tendency to ex- 
forglving our trespasses against your pand and her ambition for the best. In 
teachings of priceless worth ; you general, the best “gifts” are desired 
whose affectionate regard, kindly sym-1 and the best psychics and speakers 
pathy and patient forbearance, together called for; and we have been wonder- 
with your wise instruction, have done fully favored for a new country in this 

' much to make us the progressive, as- particular.
, pining human beings we are to-day;— Ada Foye—now spending her declin
. to you, loved ones who have graduated jng years in this- city, after a long and 
, from mortal to immortal life, we send, useful public life; MoBes Hull, Maud 

at a time when loving greetings are in Lord Drake, Geo. Colby, W. J. Colville, 
order, these few Imperfect words as a the juvenile Peebles (may- his shadow 
faint leminder of the good wishes, tile nQver grow less), and many others have 
thankful remembrance, the deep and visited us, together with our own Loie 
lasting affection that we bear to you; p. prior—a Pacific coast product—-al
and well knowing that deeds not words most a Seattle product (as we have dis
are what you most desire and that the pensed.with the “fence” we will claim 
only way In which we con successfully her anyway), and iaat but not least our 
voice our appreciation of your efforts Is national missionaries, Mr and Mrs. 
by consecrating our lives to the prac- Sprague. They arrived on the evening 
tlce of your philosophy, tne realization of peburary 6, and were, taken under 
of your ideals and the passing on to fj,e protecting wing of thé state assocl- 
others the benefits you have conferred ation through its president, and es
on us, we make this pledge: corted to the “Colonnade,” where they
. To be unselfish, as you are unselfish, were welcomed by their'own kith ana 
considering the welfare of our fellow- fita, Mrs. Sprague there meeting with a 
beings, as you consider ours; to do our I sister whom she had not seen for near-

LEARN CARD READING .
, -BY THE-

NEW PAHLAVI SYSTEM
Educational. Scientific, Interesting, 

Profitable.

Send for PAHLAVI CARTOMANCY, a 
page book of instructions beautifully illus
trated in colors, showing each Pahlavi Card 
and what it means. The book tells you how 
to read Pahlavi cards with remarkable accu
racy and is the only book of its klpd pub
lished. Sent postpaid to any address for ¿o 
cents. Write for it to-day. It's worth having,

The cards are beautiful, duplex enamel fin
ish, and are so novel they carry 72 patent 
claims and 17 copyrights.

54 cards in a pack, sent upon receipt of 50 
cents. Many people make a profitable busi
ness of curd reading, especially at chuivL 
fains, picnics, parties, etc. ,

Write for part iculars and sample card sent 
free, or send 7oc. for pack of cards and book I 
ot Cartomancy instruction. Agents and deal
era make money selling our goods.

PAHLAVI CARD CO., ,
863 Houseman Blk., Grand Rapids, Mien. |

Society.” , I
Emma A. Ellis writes: “The regular ; 

meeting of the Band of Harmony wm 
held Thursday, Feb. 16, R°°m 512 Ma. 
sonic Temple, Mrs. Richmond, preM
dent, presiding; Mrs. Lueinda B. 
Chandler presiding at the piano. A 
subject interesting the entire omintry at 
present, the proposed execution of two 
women in eastern states, was dis 
cussed, members of th.e11B0C^tyhviijJe 
giving their opinions, foflowed by the 
views and opinions of Mrs. Richmonds 
guides. It is to be regretted that such 
discussions are not given more public 
Hy. Besides making., vejy interesting 
reading matter, they ,giJ®
public an idea of the advanced bought 
held by believers of Spiritualism. The 
evening session was given over to. 
very successful euchre party. Next 
meeting, Thursday, March 2.

We learn with pleasure that Will 
Erwood of LaCrosse, Wis., is engaged 

- for the whole month of March to lecture 
tolhe'Psychic Society of Rockford, Ill.

• Mr Erwwd is a great favorite wher- 
■ ¿ver he ministers, and we are; sure he 

will -do much good towards building up 
the society he serves while in Rockford. 
He and the society have our congrato- 
iations. By the way, there are two good 
Spiritualist societies in ,R^kfo.^hb°^ • 
under good management, and both are 
gradually increasing in numbers and 
usefulness. Success to them and the 

us'alarge club of subscribers. Thanks,

The Golden Rule Spiritualistic So- 
'Itrty will hold meetings ln_.Haymarket.

ized in Osceola t> .
The Spiritual Science Society will 

give its grand prize mask ball next Sat
urday evening, March 4, at Arlington 
Hall, northwest corner 31st and Indiana 
avenue. Every numbered ticket has a 
chance on a clear lot, valued at $100, 
the drawing to take place at 11 o’clock. 
The grand march wJl be at 10:30, led 
by Miss Temple, of Springfield, Ohio, 
who holds the championship as prize 
waltzer. Many prizes have been do
nated. Every medium that helps in the 
free readings from 8 to 9 will receive a 
lovely Indian picture. There were over 
60 people at the afternoon session last 
Sunday. Everyone is guaranteed a test 
by the many mediums that are present.

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes : “On Sun
day, Feb. 19, at the,Universal Occult 
Society, our services opened with an in
vocation by Evangelist F. M. Stoller. 
He read for the scripture lesson a por
tion of the 55th chapter ot Isaiah, and 
then introduced the speaker, Dr. J. H. 
Randall. At the'close of thé lecture we 
were favored by a recitation by Mies 
Rena Balter; spirit messages by Madam 
Lucile DeLoux; psychometric readings 
by Prof. Stoller. We also had a few re
marks on colors- frota Mrs. Lohman. 
Our meetings are well attended. On 
Wednesday evening, March 1, in Vin
cennes Hall, at $514 Vincennes avenue, 
we will hold a benefit ball for our for
mer pastor, Hon.(R. Gilray, who is sick 
abed in the)“moqntalns ot Idaho. We 

1 hope all will turn out as we want him to 
1 know he is ,ç<?t forgotten'.”

Mrs. G. W. Green writes: “A Spirit
ualistic meeting that can only be de
scribed as being truly spiritual, was 
that of the^ociety of Spiritual Unity— 
a gathering, of mediums and Spiritual
ists who hove all been identified with 
the movement for the upliftment of our 
belief, and>Wholhave worked for the 
cause as only they who bellevein it, can. 
À large teqt circle was formed in the 
afternoon and the hall’s capacity was 
taxed to fipd room tor all. Mrs. Vir
ginia Lyons; Mrs, Richards, Rev. Mrs. 
N. E. Hill, Mrs. L. J. Jacquet, Mrs. N. 
KussproWr Mro-i McIntyre,. Mrs, -A- Gif
ford, Mrs E« Briggs and Mlss Sarah 
Thomas, were some of the well known 
speakers and mediums who. were pres
ent and gave tests and spirit communi
cations'. Mr. J. E._ Coe, another veteran 
Spiritualist, also attended, and favored 
us with a vocal solo. To speak indi
vidually of each is impossible . and to 
speak of them all collectively is but to 
say that It was one of the grandest, 
awe-inspiring gatherings for the cause 
of Spiritualism that ever formed. Mrs.
N. E. Hill delivered the evening lecture __________ ________________ _
and it proved a fitting finale for the ser-1 up cloBed meatal avenues and unfold . 
vices of the afternoon. -Mrs, Jacquet I the lnnate powers and bring them-into , 
and Mrs. Kusserow gave spirit commu- servlce. 1
nlcations. Rev. T. S. Warner who was jf ap mortals would look upon the 
to have been our speaker for the even- brigbL sjde 0£ whatever forces itself In 
-tag, was suddenly taken, ill and was their way and upon them, how much 
therefore unable, to be with us. Oum suffering could be avoided; all would be 
meetings are held every Sunday at i the mountain of hope and breathe 
and 8 p. m., at, Star Lodge Hall,-378 8; ln tbe health-giving breezes that are 
Western avenue.” , ever gently wafted over all who linger

Thos. S. Kizer writes: “Angel Minis- there. Mental gloom keeps all who 
traitons by Emma Rood Tuttle, in Feb-1 indulge in It. in the valley of despair 
ruary 4 issue is fine.” where the dense conditions are im

S E Anderson writes from Spokane, bibed by the system and direful r^ 
Wash ■ “I have been a subscriber to suits are sure to follow. The people of 
Tte ProgresniVe Thinker since 1893, this day and age of the world have 
Ind i eSrdly wait from one week to learned that the present is the motoer 
another for its appearance." of the future, as it Is also the child of
anotner lor i aat pagt generations be-

Mr Elmo writes: “The Spiritual Alli- queathed many undesirable things to 
ànce Society will give a Hard Times their posterity, because of their failure 
party aid dance at its hall, 3514 Vin- to think and live rightly, should not the 
eénnes avenue, Saturday evening, Mar. present generation make greater ef- 
4 Come in your old clothes! Have a forts to think and live more in accord- 
eood time Collection 25 cents; lunch ance with the laws of nature and their 
Md wardrobe free.” - own selfhood, in order to leave behind
and warn them a rich legacy of beneficent effects

FRANK M. WHEAT WRITES: I for those who come after ihem?
VERY WELL KNOW THAT YOUR - MRS. M. KLEIN.
PAPER AND ITS GENERAL INFLU- Van Wert, Ohio.
EN1CP IR WORTH .VASTLY MORE & » — -
THAN ALU OTHERS PUT. TO- PASSED TO SPIRIT. LIFE.
AEHKM4ER IREGARDAFORV|IT THAN] [Obilualles to the extent ot ten lines 
V Jlvp » - z only-will be inserted free. All in excess
I have. - . of ten lines will be charged at the rate

H. L. Smith writes: “The Society of- of fittsen cents per line. : About seven 
the Students of Nature had a large- at- words constitute one Une.] 
tendance at their hall Sunday, evening,.! . ■ ■ - -
Feb 19 The pastor delivered aa_in- Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Charlotte 
structive address.' The society has en-1 Tefiple Scantlin, Feb. 7, the result of a 
raced Sister Sexsmith for. a term to. fall. Her age 69. Her late residence 
give spirit messages. Prof. W. Linn waa Excelsior Springs, Mo.; burled in 
from the South Side gave demonstra- the New Liberty Cemetery, - Liberty, 
tlons of spirit return. He also will be Mo-i only a few miles from Excelsior 
with the society the first Sunday even-1 springs. Mrs. Scantlin leaves a daugu 
Ingin March.'■ He',will give tests at ter and son. The daughter that sur- 
1565 Milwaukee Avenue, corner West- vives her is the well-known medium, 
em'avenue. I - Alia A. McHenry, who has nobly and
” • â p- / bravely stood the test in supporting

Mrs. Matilda i Tennant Grunwald her mother affUcted brother for 
writes from JLouiqville. Ky.: 1 nave severai years past. May the spirit 
been very busy slhce October, working world continue.to help her In the task 

. ... --------- ------- . i assisted I that yel rematas. /
ANGIE A, M. CAMP, M. D.

20th GsntBru Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation thl« 
interesting science has yet received. 
All ot the discoveries, investigation» 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry. '

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can be 
traced with unerring pceuraçy by fol
lowing the principles enforced by th»- 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents; cloth, $1.

id 
st

best m -everything and undertake no jjaif a century. ।
task but what Is for the common good Although notice of arrival was short ( 
of all; to govern our lives not for time indeed, and little time given for adver- ( 
but for eternity; not for rank but for I tlsing, they were greeted with a crowd
worth, nor for pleasure except as It ed house on the following evening, 
come through duty well done; always Dame Nature took a hand on Thursday 
to live according to our highest concep- and Saturday evening, greeting us with 
tlon.of right, never to express any but I a dousing rain on the first occasion (tor 
the noblest sentiments; and to listen n goes rain occasionally) and a cold 
attentively to the voices that speak to wave from somewhere (30 above) on 
ub from on high, and to heed them, the second, which diminished the audi

’ ’ ence. But on Sunday they were the
guests of the local society, the S. S. A., 
and on Sunday afternoon and evening 
filled the hall to its utmost capacity.

They subsequently were taken in 
charge by State Secretary' Knowlden 
and visited our neighboring suburb, the 
city of Tacoma, where we heard good

A Mine of Valuable Beflectlons the 
and Suggestions. i 11. 

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a n 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine of valiums 
uable reflections and suggestions. The

the world. GEORGE B. FERRIS.

. The Needs of the Hour.
O how many needs'. The constantly 

rising supplications of mortals for help 
from on high cause us to closely view 
mortal exercises and carefully note why 
there Is so much suffering on earth.

First we would say, that the trouble 
with so many peoples’ health is stagna
tion, system stagnation, thought de
pression, etc. Momentum is their chief 
lack.* They sit and brood over what 
seemeth tb them misfortunes, while 
within them He dormant all the forces, 
all the resources tney need from which 
to draw to make them successful,
healthy and happy. Those resources 
are closed by this mental inactivity. 
Mind affects the body and causes all 
the pains and aches humanity is heir to.

We would recommend cheerfulness 
as the best tonic to keep', mind and 
body in healthy conditions and to open

mond, Ind.” 
Oscar F. Evertz' writes frorn St.

Louis, Mo.: "The lyceum board of the 
Society for Spiritual Research of _ SL 
Louis, recently organized tne Sunshine 
Band of Kindness as a department ot 

»»»rtviri irudnv" • I thp ivc6UDi< tho initial meeting W8S* X XT».™ «...«.f. -»- B “
KXSSS’SS

Spiritual papers, for just a few street at 2 p. m., and will consist
relative to a spiritual meeting held in enui. > . ~ recitations, music,
Star Lodge Hall, S. Western aveflue 0 /elected ^ by
and of which it was my great Pleasure etc-, also te « beloved in8tru- 
to attend, and'to be so blessed as to sit ou r price Thg lmport-
under the sound of so many inspiring I m , individual pleasure of being 
proofs of the continued existence of the ance andal11n^dgg)1bPuman. and dumb, 
soul, especially as given through Mrs. I kind . regaed on tjie children at 
L. J. Jacquet who, upon inquiry, I found TJ’ bm1e“ung8 and their interest and 
has been in the field many years and these meeungs,» & d
“et while I am a novice in this role of r̂tatXt This band promises to 
new food and thoughts to me, I was to ette . branch of our ly- 
ivdl p » covins» nnd truths 1 cet ni^ind the6enthusiasm attending its
to the- forceful sayings and tenths ceum,tana ™ie e g f(jr ae fu. 
voiced through Mrs. Jacquet’s m?nteHty first meeting a g to be a
by one of the old veteran workers in ture. Ou teceum u , t Ior
our ranks, E.V. Wilson. I was very P^erftl depiolkB. 18 at 
much pleased with klrs. Lyons. She, the _ the attitude of
too gave glorious truths to all present, I once r regular meeting, which
m did MrI. HUI ^d'many others pres-1 BteMgers^to our rogularmee^^^ 
ent There was good music and the follows tne lyceum jn
most harmonious cohditfonB pervaded Pric , is controli during
that temple room of the departed souls worthy gom^e entertataed Witte
and I felt it was well with all those wMdh Maggie—a most good na-
dear instruments’ souls as wellL spirit^nd more serious lessons
own, and well, too, to have been there. tured_spint ana jn
Your paper has opened the door <>f my I from Mary ^a^at® teacb only Na.

■ soul and let the light and blessed sun- ea ^g.t0 our nttle friends and 1g
; shine in.” ' . . ,«11 orthodox phrases and thread

Freeman W. Smith writes: Tb6 I bare expressions. ‘Sunshine and Kind
spiritual camp at Verona Park, Maine, ngBB, are t)ur watch words;, and, to live 
1b now twenty-two years old. It has to tbem !g our constant aim.
whole ai6eda6XdSCof K^mo^y has Mrs. May Elmo writes: “The Chicago 
wevmlldtamong its members. It .is a Spiritual Alliance is_iaT 5?^ 
se.r-t BWiS

«-I*®«».««-'
where games and dancing can be en mer; third, they P week without ville By requests! organized the sec-

SmaH steamers will land there dally, ed; .fourth, the medium and Pastor Mrs, 
The hotel will be opened in June and I May Elmo, will live in the same1 bulid 

rimed until September. The camp tag; fifth, a new plan, which we.hope 
meeting will be in session the last three wm be a success—members are taxed 
Sundays in August. .Eminent speakers $1 a year; eacn member has full .privi- 
wilt be employed. New cottages . were iege; same os all firet-clasB societies, 
wW^rretStois slasonrThl f “uro Etao/privTely“ free.at times dur

the hall of the East End Spiritual So- have been talking f°r thls kind of a^so- 
ciety, 1749 Superior street, Cleveland, ciety; now. they can have a trial. _We 
O it would seem that local interest in I have a number of members already, 
Sniritualism is not waning in Cleveland. and they agree that It is a capital idea. 
Even the severe weather of the last two Mrs. Lillie Bell, «ne of Chicago s most 
months has not affected the audiences I honest mediums, has joined us, and will 
to anv3 appreciable extent, ’.while . the assist m giving tests and messages. 
White Cloud test seances at my home I Hugh 8; Fraser.Ib also,with us^.^y’*;b 
were never so well attended. The other I three of the best mediums in Chicago 
societies In Cleveland report good at- j every Sunday, we Should do some 
iendnnca." ' ' - ’ -mod.” ■ ■ - ,

MR ThopMus writes from Erie, Pa.; 
“Mr’s L. A.' Griffin, the gifted English 
medium, will end her engagement here 
Fob 26. Her visit to the Lake City has 
been productive of good. She has met 
«.Hu ibnrouch appreciation, excellent 
Sencek assembling Sunday after 
c?,„rtTv to listen to her. Her many re
markable tests were given in the ma- 
£?hv of cas«I to skeptics, and fully rec- 
mtaizedL We feel confident good work 
hM been accomplished here. The ln- 
tarest in Spiritualism Is mot to^be per
nilHeil to flag. Mr. Dell A. Hernca, me 
tamous toumpet medium and lecturer 
wiR follow Mrs. Griffin, and health us 
through the month of March. Mr. Her 
rick may be assured of a hearty wel- 
tick max th arst medium
Xe eonvtoced Mr“ Lillie Hopkins 
Were ta nSth and that her dear 
morn up son and daughter were not 
taatbut gone before her into a spiritual 

oi activity beyond the tomb. 
' tin-'. L A Griffin desires to sincerely. 
: Enhe' Erie fiends for W kind;

“Passed to spirit life, Feb. 13,1905, at 
his home in La Crosse, Wis., Mr. J. D. 

, Orton, at the age of 80 years. He has 
rtthdeMhe N. S. A„ tne bcen very acUve and full of energy, and 

w. the Sogi; myself being duly I alwaya unBeifiSh in his thoughts for oth- 
installed lecturer.uand psychic reader. erg and wnose passing out was beautl- 
Mr, Frank-Ediyzh^rger, a fine trumpet : sitaply lying down, and without 
medium whb^ive§ light and dark se-1 in or guffering) passtag Jnto the 
ances is withimerin the church. This I bjgber expression of life. It was his 
young man Isronly 23 years old and _ a I wlgh t0 have a spiritualist minister offi- 
very conscientious worker. The splrit-1 }atg at hlg iunerai. His wishes were 
ual church is in the west'of our city. | resoected, and services were conducted 
We have a lovely hall for . our work. - - - -------■«--
The walls are decorated with beautiful 
oil paintings, and made comfortable by 
heaters. I am not working for money;
I am working for Spiritualism. I feel 
the Infinite presence, and I know the 
angels are around me.. Spiritualism is 
booming in Louisville,” . .

Charles Hults, passed to spirit life, 
from his-late home, near Mulberry, Ind., 
Feb. 12, 1905, aged 67 years.- While he 
was'not a Spiritualist in the full ac
cepted term, he had in the closing day s 
of hiB lost illness received assuring 
proof of a future life through the min
istrations of a resident medium. He

reports from them. ‘
The National Association has gained 

in strength and prestige by the visit, of 
these earnest workers, and "organiza
tion” as a working agency has taken a 
deeper hold on the minds of the people. I 
By the “Way, Brother Sprague does not 
-mix his drinks” (spiritual beverages 
referred to). We had no trouble reach
ing the conclusion that he was a Spirit
ualist. We like him for this. Too 
many of our representatives fail to 
"locate” and leave the investigator
like themselves—suspended in mid air 
—and liable to drop anywhere or no
where. One cult at a time—and each 
on its merits is an excellent motto.

But Brother Sprague’s shafts are 
winged with kindness, and- while 
driven to the center do not wound. 
Their visit was all too brief. We met 
them as strangers, but parted with a 
feeling akin to grief. Be it known that 
this write-up is not given out of respect 
to the custom of eulogizing visitors 
from abroad. Our time is too valuable 
for that. Simply an honest tribute to 
these zealous and worthy workers, and 
sometime we will look for their return.

The writer was pleased to notice in 
our audience and later to Introduce to 
these visitors, that veteran worker who 
helped to blaze the way for the later 
dispensation which we enjoy, whose 
early zeal meant sacrifice; and later 
clothed his Spiritualism in western garb 
—and fired it with western freedom and 

1 energy—and who for a term of years 
1 held the position of president of our 
! stat© association—w© refer to Rev. P. 
• C Mills, formerly well known among 
• the eranite hills of New England. As 
’ we measure time he has passed the AWnme of «0^«^ SfaUty* 

meridian, but'With keen intellect and oJJjriOyance .Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
flashing eye he Still defends the cause I an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 

anrlv learned to love. Good angels | ineosophy. Price, 11.60.
bless the pioneers. We owe them ----- ----------- - -

™Two of the most important communi- ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
cations of a practical nature—appear- Beader-. in
were^hOTe'by^liational^resldettt'Bar- reJJ-

rett and Editor Francis, under the cap- ^st^rloc°o^j|Jatiotn’e iFsuch’Is’tiiecase, this 
tion Of "Is Spiritualism Declining? advertisement will deeply interest you, and - were we compelled to depend upon after r^in? thh brief 
the interest manifested through organ- |bM8
ized effort there would be but a unan-l-------------------
imous verdict and of a negative charac
ter But a general survey of the field 
suggests a diff erent. conclusion. In a 
general way the omens are all favora
ble. Evidently a change of base Is 
taking place In methods of Investiga
tion, and out bf this is growing a de
mand for a more exact demonstration. 
We shall doubtless always need a kin
dergarten;” but the Spiritualism of toe 
future will know less of theory and 
more of science; less of personality
^Inspiration must come fronl'sources I FBiSsi-nVso

on a line, at least, with average culture, anrt, «.oo. ’Thl’J??’lS}7s^.sI2>WEK-
If not above it, and our references will «recomme»^^
not be alone the seance room, but the SJjj na mce towards the jun.s»
authority of scientific analysis; and the .the!
demonstrable verdict of scientific stu
dents. Our teachers must ot necessity I ^eglB are tor sale at this office.______________
fldant themselves to the change. “Sur- •
vival of the -—..«rinTio I THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.»a™ 
“t” S»?"» »oo«.»»-»» 

coming rapidly. . - , in such» way u to make the world beautiful.
As we began so. we ..close. Ours .Is Price. 81.00 each. ____________

a wonderful age; ours a wonderful phll- -—- ------ _ rro nature RE«-
osophy. Its promise of good is com-THE CA II . L7tion™and ex- 
mensurate with all human need» - i Hr ¿JUUL • PRESSIONS IN HU«-,

R. F. LITTLE, Pres. W. S. S. A. ¿NWoDlMENTg. TWrd edfUonmiw^ 
- -——*♦*----------— I nlrenbytaeguldesorMrsCoraUV.RlchmonfL

"The Cbnstltution -of Man.” By
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and ™ot lh0 classes

■and original Ideas, . and the fullest , . coMiCALi-y,
teaching extant as to‘the nature, con- Mp\ i TpcHrnfinrotOr CS illvstrai* trollmdI direction of desire. Price 50o. Leswn. trith crlUcM
“Koradlne. By Alice B. .Stockham 1

and Uda Holt Ta!bot.” In the orm rf ^«s
an entertaining story, it contains Iro- ’th« pictorial satire'«»nnotbetold. B
sons which'every girl should know. | ^11 make you laugh heartily. Price in boaro» 
“ - .. .. ■;, at,0Ql cloth, 81.50.

Lectnre« by the Swami Vlvekaoanda, on Hajn Yoga; 
or Conquering the Internal Namro. and other »ob
ject«; also. Patanjali-» Yoga Aphorisms, with com
mentarle» and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged, 12mo., Cloth, 11.50. IteJaYoga^ 
la an ancient aysteui of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methode that the Vedanta Pblloaopby 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection, Swami NW- 
ekanandabecame a familiar figuro Inseverai Ameri
can cities during the three years following the Par 
liament of Religions at Chicago: he was cordially re
ceivedin America, where the breadth and dgpth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teaching» 
are universal in their application. The book is cheap 
nt 11.50. For sale at this office.___________________
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11 This department Ja under the man
figment of .

. HUDSON-TUTTLE. — -
[Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

; ji

¿NOTE—The Questions and- Answers 
Slave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity.. Proofs bgve to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
aertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions an^ write lette"1 of in
quiry. The supply of matter r dways 
¡Several weiks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there Is unavoidable delay. 
(Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ,

i NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
'dress must be given, or the letters will 
mot be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 

¡¡become excessively large, especially let, 
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I freely give what- 

■ ever Information I am able, the ordl 
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

- , J. E, Hughes: Q. How long does it 
take to develop into a good medium?

' A. Trie time arid degree of develop
ment depend bn so many - conditions, 
that a definite answer cannot be given.

There are instances of persons writ
Ing, speaking, or receiving impressions 
at their first seance, while others pa
tiently after a year or more of trial get 

- no response or do not advance beyond a 
certain stage. A medium, with a cor- 
-rect understanding of his gift, should in
crease in excellence, even through the 

J years of the longest life. Especially 
should this be true of the inspirational 

\phase, for receptivity by use, Increases 
, in sensitiveness. 'of is - \

fl E. R. Smith: Q. ; Can spirits see 
’ifTmal, pH, etc., beneath the surface of the 

. «arth, and if not, how do they know of 
f the existence of such things in certain 

■L !localities?.
7 .A. ’ It is the testimony of spirits, that
/ matter ,is transparent to their sight, 

but it by no means follows that all 
itpirlts are capable of understanding

may see beneath the sür-
e.aco of the earth. Only those on a 

. '-^material plane would take Interest in 
- tiucli matters, and these would be rell- 
thble and trustworthy only when they 

)' Fyere attempting to assist an especial 
I- ciend. There have been rriany in
. uttances recorded where such, aid has 

t>, ><een given, and valuable finds made by 
1 , oilowing the spirit’s direction. .

We,;however, would not recommend 
any Qne to be influenced to undertake a 
mining enterprise with no other assur
ance. The old belief that spirits are all 
knowing and infallible, it seems im
possible to change. The appeal to them 
must'be as we would to such of pur 
friends as we think able to assist.us, 
without the expectation tliat their opin-

Gottfried Michaels: Q. Is psychpm- 
rya science, and can a person becoine 
nsychoriietrlst by'the study of the 

• * subject?
a. Psychometry can scarcely be 

■ called a science, even with the loose 
meaning attached to that word by those 
who use it so freely The reading of 
character, from a lock of hair, or article 
worn; the historic connections from a 
shred of cloth In which a mummy was 
wrapped, depends on the same laws as 
mind-reading or telepathy. When telep
athy has become better understood and 
its facts demonstrated, psychometry 
will be recognized as one of Its 
branches, and the whole as a part of 
psychical or spiritual science. The 
study of the subject should be a prepar
ation to experiments, but alone will not 
make the student sensitive to such in-

' fluences. It can only be cultivated 
practice.

by

THB PROQRBBQiy^ THIKKBR
have remained, but his fellow ministers 
sought -to check the current of his 
thoughts, and made him surrender his 
enviable position for his regard for 
manliness and truth. He would have 
been satisfied with expressing his views 
through the columns of a newspaper; 
he was destined for a wider hearing.

While fully believing In ministering 
spirits as proved by the "bible,, the 
fathers, and leaders of the church," he 
was doubtful of the manifestations in 
public circles and was not fully per
suaded until he had rappings and spirit 
writings m his own family. His educa
tional prejudices stood in his way. He 
appears to have believed in spirit com
munion, although he discarded the man
ifestations. .

A colored servant girl In Ills family 
became a medium and through her he 
was fully convined that the phenomena 
could not be explained by any other 
causes than spiritual.In 1855 a circle 
was organized in Memphis composed of 
twelve persons—five physicians “stand
ing at the head of their profession," 
three ministers, and several influential 
laymen: He writes: “The head of the 
Episcopal church in Tennessee was our 
leader, the medium was a native born 
Memphian, an honest, pious young lady, 
a member of the Baptist church,”

I cannot here give the account of the 
varied and astonishing manifestations, 
physical arid psychical that transpired 
at this circle, which was always opened 
by prayer. In only one instance did 
the members receive any communica
tion, contrary to orthodox doctrines. 
This was that spirits had an opportu
nity, for repentance in the future. The 
communications, under which they were 
given are among the most remarkable 
on record. We must remember that the 
members were strictly orthodox and 
conservative, and Jiad the whole truth 
been bluntly told by the communicating 
spirits they would have been at once 
discarded. The leading spirit signed his 
name “Mystery,” and although not 
writing a word conflicting with the pre
conceived ideas of the members, except 
in the one instance mentioned, he 
taught them the essential principles of 
Spiritualism as distinctly as ever was 
pronounced. The style in which he 
wrote was terse, elegant and remark
ably direct. The circle was scientific
ally formed and conducted, and the con
ditions for success were observed, per
haps unconsciously, and the results 
corresponded. Its members were In
telligent, honest, thoughtful persons; 
the medium equally intelligent and 
honest; no mercenary motives were 
considered; till united In desire for the 
truth; they began with prayer which to 
them was most harmonizing.

The spirit world was a sacred mys
tery which awoke their reverence. Had 
all circles been thus happily organized 
and conducted. Spiritualism would have 
gained dignity and respect, and less 
wofild have been heard of the follies of 
evil spirits and “obsession.” It may be 
objected that this circle was not taught 
the truth, and the spirit confirmed the 
members in their erroneous beliefs. 
Was not the spirit wise in giving them 
such mental food as they would accept 
trusting that once convinced of the re
ality of spirit communion, the higher 
grounds of knowledge would be 
reached? The result proved the value 
of the giethod.

When convinced Mr. Watson was not 
a man to conceal his light. He fear
lessly.advocated his belief In his pulpit, 
and engaged In discussion in various 
secular papers. Although this created 
a great sensation in the church, so 
highly was his abilities appreciated, he 
was appointed editor of. the Christian 
Advocate, the ■ church 6rgah;': elected 
delegate to the general conference, and 
president of the State Female College, 
which became very prosperous under 
Lis control. He served four years as 
presiding elder of Memphis, the most 
important district in the conference. 
He was appointed by the bishops the 
editorship of the Christian Index, which 
he continued to edit until his with
drawal from the church in 1872. In 
1874 he published The Clock Struck 
One. In 1875 he began the publication 
of the Spiritual Magazine, which had a 
wide circulation among church mem
bers. He did not at any time lose the 
respect of his fellow churchmen, 'and 
had ne been willing could have gone on 
filling the most responsible positions 
within the gift of the church, carrying 
his Spiritualism with him. But he pre
ferred independence and until his death, 
lectured on his new-found faith in a
manner that won the attention of 
strictest church member.

the

aMethodist: Q. Will you give 
brief biography of Reverend Samuel'
Watson, and how he became converted 
to Spiritualism? •

A Spiritualism lost in the death of 
Rev. Samuel Watson one of its ablest 
arid most devoted advocates. He was 

; born in Maryland in 1813, and re- 
celved a strict religious education, and 

. at an early age became a member of the 
I Methodist Episcopal church. Inclined 
; by disposition and sense of duty to the 
ministry, he in 1836, at the age of twen- 

'ty-three, was received into the Ten
nessee annual conference, and after va
rious circuit appointments, he was re
turned to Memphis, T^nn., in 1843, 
where he was for ' thirty-three years 
kept officially by the church.

He always believed in the ministra
tion of angels or spirits, which led the 
way to his acceptance of the fact that 
they could communicate, but the way 
he was led to the acknowledgment of 
the latter is interesting as showing the 
various ways m which men are led by 
their spirit friends.

He became interested in the striking 
of clocks that were worn out or dis
carded, as an omen. On four occasions 
bh his own family, an old clock had 

(struck one, and the omen had been 
speedily followed by a death - in . Jiis 
own household. He presented these 
facts in an article in the Memphis Ap
peal. To this a Dr. Bond made reply, 
sweeping away all such omens as child
fish superstitions, highly detrimental 
/and antagonistic to the interests.of the 
I church. Several articles were Inter
changed, in each of which Mr. Watson 

’ ’triumphantly maintained his position, 
r yet was driven, step by step to the ad

mission of the facts of Spiritualism. 
He did not, however, introduce any of 
the facts by that name, yet Ills last re
ply was so strongly favorable that It 
•was rejected by the editor.

Thus made self-reliant, he cham
pioned the manifestations of Spiritual
ism, which he bravely Investigated, and 
published a book under the happy title 
of “The Clock Struck One.” It breathes 
from every page the spirit of calm, 
Christian thoughtfulness, wining to ex
tend the utmost freedom to all and de
manding the same. Mr. Watson was a 
beloved minister, idolized by the mem
bers of his church, and such he might

HIS COMPANION COMES.

She Is Beautifully Robed and Looks 
Young;

My beloved companion was taken 
from me by what they call death in 
August last. I am at home in my own 
room alone most of the time. She came 
to me in a week after she departed. 
The first word she said was very cheer
ing and assured me there is no death. 
She said the flower I loved so well on 
earth is blooming in heaven. I did not 
see her this time, but’since then, she 
comes to me almost every week about 5 
o’clock a. m.; comes in a bright light 
and at times several other spirits with 
her pass through the room. She is so 
beautifully robed and looks so young. 1 
at one time paused and said, “I can’t 
recognize you,” and she at once looked 
so plain I offered her my hands, and 
she raised both of her hands, and then 
disappeared, leaving me very happy. 
I even have to feel round to be sure I 
am in my bed and room. One of those 
very cold mornings I said, “It Is too 
cold'for you to come, dear companion. 
I will not expect you to come. In less 
than' a minute she was standing right 
before me in a beautiful orange-col
ored light, and a fine robe more beau
tiful than I ever saw her wear. When 
I go away from home to see my chib 
dren, nhe always comes at the appoint
ed time. •

I can’t get any one else to see these 
wonderful manifestations. At one time 
a large man came in the room, a nice 
spirit, but I could not recognize him and 
he bowed and left. My companion and 
I lived happily together over forty 
years. I know to a certainty that our 
loved ones are around us to help ns do 
good, and we can. make them more 
happy by doing good deeds. If we will 
give them our aid, they will help us to 
bear our burdens and comfort us. 
What is this phase? I am no medium, 
have been a believer in the philosophy 
of return of the dead for forty years, 
have always tried to be good. Am past 
70 years. I could tell many more
strange things. 

El Dorado, Kans.
Z. P.

Shall 1 Become a Medi-
um/’ Fully Amswered

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
c®nt& Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Height^ O. j

Truth Demands Debate
Truth as Defined and Considered by W. 

: ■ F. Jamieson.

. Truth is high as the heavens, 
encompassing as nature, limitless 
Inanity. It is the Supreme Good;.

ali
as

Ever since I began to think—m boy
hood’s happy days—about life, duty, 
light and wrong; ever since I contem
plated some of the mysteries* of being 
and experienced the tantalizlngs of 
hope; ever since I whs foreqd'to con
clude that my fellow-beings, despite 
their training, their environments, then- 
beliefs and disbeliefs, were, like niyselt, 
in, possesion of little knowledge;, con
cerning origin or destiny of planet or 
person, my resolution was- j^rmed-.- to 
follow the truth, to the best' of my 
ability; to seek it fearlessly; to speak 
It boldly. I became satisfied by study 
and reflection, by. earnest reading ,.of 
many master minds, that assurance of 
itself settles nothing, and that,hope-Is 
its twin. Indeed, it is discovered that 
they who appear to be. the mpst ^eitled 
in tlieir convictions, shut their eyes and 
ears to the convictions of other people 
—this, too, in a world where the great
est sages modestly learn of the hum
blest citizen! . , .

It is because every human being can 
help his neighbor obtain a \ clearer 
glimpse of the truth that delict,e.is’fle- 
mauded. Yes, even, the wayfaring man, 
with Lis common sense—an uncoririiion 
quality—may teach the profqundest 
philosopher the way of trutji iiboui 
many things. ' ' / ■’

Ui the Republic of Truth there qre 
no titles; all stand Upon a fobtlhg.of 
equality—the peasant With. the. prince, 
the subject with the sovereign! Truth 
is the greatest leveler, and the only gen
uine source of pure nobility; there fian 
be no slave in such a republic.. ,"In it, 
one man with the weapop of 'compipn 
sense has put te flight ten thousand 
schelars abundantly supplied with the 
arrows of current superstitions.:’

Common sense, for which the diction? 
arles uptil recent years provided no 
definition, and nearly all authors fol
lowed their example: what Is it? Can 
we better describe common sense than 
to submit the definition supplied by 
Jean Meslier? “The portion of judg
ment sufficient in the most simple 
truths, to reject the meet striking ab
surdities, and to be shocked by palpa-' 
ble contradictions." This gives us’ a 
clue to the reason why an honest-mind
ed man armed only with common sense 
has annihilated scholastic legions. -

R. M. Orme further elaborates the 
Idea: “Common sense is to know when, 
how, at what time, in what way and 
with tact, to do a thing. It Is all the 
faculties of the mind well-balanced, 
cool, perceptive, and even-tempered. 
To know how to persuade without of
fending; to ask without Insulting; to 
approach without assuming; to do 
the right thing at the right time and 
at the right moment. This is common 
sense in its last analysis."

That is the measure of full-grown 
manhood and womanhood.

We are now prepared to pursue the 
first Inquiry:

What Is Truth?
What Is this which pivots all debate? 

Is It a mysterious, ethereal something 
that forever eludes analysis? .,

"The word truth," says a distin
guished author of otir own day, “is so 
common in men’s mouths that it may 
seem superfluous seriously to ask— 
’What Is truth?'. What air men talk 
about, all men, surely, must under
stand. Alas, not so! Perhaps no word 
in the English language is so much 
abused as this little word truth. It 
stands to each rpan as the sum total of 
his own notions, or the notions of some 
little party or sect in which he has 
merged himself.”

When we reflect that prejudice, “the 
spider of the mind,” Is an almost In
surmountable barrier to the ascertain- 
‘tnent Of truth and that all men and wo
men are victims of prejudices, some 
more, some less, it Is not surprising 
that a knowledge of realities Is ex
tremely limited. Prejudice in the mind 
of a seeker after truth veils his sight as 
effectually as a London fog curtains the 
gaze of the astronomer. . '

Sir William Hamilton says: "The 
question, What is truth? is an old’ and 
celebrated problem. It was proposed 
by the Roman governor—by ’ Pontius 
Pilate—to our Savior; and it is a ques
tion which still recurs, and is still keen
ly agitated in the most recent schools 
of philosophy.”

Spinoza defines truth as “the congru- 
ity of the ideas with the thing indicat
ed.” Thomas Aquinas expressed clear
ly: “Intellectual truth is the adjust
ment of the intellect to the thing, ac
cording as the intellect declares that 
to be which is, and that not to be 
which- ip not” •

We all need light, so let us question 
Kant: “The definition of the- word 
truth, to-wit: the accordance of the-cog- 
nltion with its object. * * But- we 
desire to be told, In the answer to it, 
what is the universal and secure cri- 
terlon of the truth of every cognition." 

’ We shall’allow one to answer as if 
he had carefully listened to all that has 
been said, after the manner of tire Gre
cian sages three thousand years ago: 
“The end which all-our scientific efforts 
are exerted to accomplish Is truth and 
certainty. Truth is the correspondence 
or agreement of a cognition with- its ob
ject; its criterion is the necessity de
termined by the laws that-govern our 
faculties of knowledge; and certainty is 
our consciousness of this necessity. 
Certainty, or the conscious necessity>of 
knowledge, absolutely excludes the ad
mission of any opposite supposition. 
Where such appears admissible, 'doubt 
and uncertainty arise. If we consider 
truth by relation to the degree and 
Kind of certainty, we have to distin
guish knowledge, belief and opinion; 
knowledge and belief differ not only in 
degree, but in kind. Knowledge Is a’ 
certainty founded upon insight; i belief 
is a certainty founded ■ upon . feeling. 
The one Is perspicuous and objective; 
the other is obscure ana subjective. 
Each, however, supposes the ■ other; 
and an assurance Is said to be a knowl
edge or belief, according as the one el
ment or the other preponderates.' Opin
ion is the admission of something , as 
true, where, however, neither' insight 
nor feeling is so intense 'as to necessi
tate a perfect certainty. . What pre
vents the admission of a proposition as 
certain is called doubt. The approxi
mation of the imperfect ..certainty - of 
opinion to the perfect certainty of 
knowledge or belief Is called-probabil
ity-” ’ '

Francis Ellingwood Abbot, one of the 
clearest and deepest ■ thinkers of this 
century, says: “Truth is of three kinds; 
that Is, the word truth has three funda- 
mentally-dlstinct meanings. There is 
the truth of being, or, of things. By 
this I mean the realities of the uni
verse, wholly „independent .of all 
thought concerning them. Whether we 

■ think correctly or incorrectly, the facts 
of existence remain the same. Matter 
would retain the same properties and 
obey the same forces; all relations of. 
form and extension and number, „ of 
Quantity and quality, would exist , im

. changed, by the supposed annihilation 
of the human race; The < universe 
would go on aa before, .even if nobody 
were the wiser for it, » Jusf-® countteas

——— ■ • i.q ■ il . :
things are to-day true ^hlch1 no mw 
knows, so countless oth4r thi®gs would 
remain true if all men’Sbouldi cease to 
Know. This unchangiabletri reality, 
which we see to be nowtee, affected by 
human thought, is whaUI mdtin by the 
truth of being, or. thettrulhimf things.- 
Used m this sense, we sms that.the word 
truUj stands ior all that esJsts inde
pendently oi ourselves-tiipr Wie-vast re
alities ol the universe gifhlclp are unaf
fected by our presence absence, nm- 
existence or non-existnee. Blit besides 
tiie truth of things, there is also the 
truth of thought. The toriner is called 
real truth, the. latter is called formal 
truth. Everything is ti^iq in-this sec
ond sense which does nqt,violate the 
laws of logic. By truth ojt piought... .1 
mean logical consistency in the rela
tions of our Ideas or concepts. There 
is.a third and very important sense of 
tiie word, namely, the tnifh of science 
or knowledge.” *

“Truth is said to be attained when 
thought accurately mirrors the realities 
and facts of things. The truth of being 
is nothing to us so long as it is beyond 
our reach;, we can but wish and search 
for it. Neither is the truth of thought 
of any value to us unless we are satis
fied that we start right in our thinking. 
Good reasoning from bail1 'premises is 
only misleading—-as-mrifeh'so as bad- 
reasoning from good prtmises.: These 
two kinds of truth, therefore, that of 
things and that of thought, miss con
nection and are practically worthless 
until we can join them In the harmony 
of science or real knowledge. Science 
or knowledge—the reflection of the uni
verse, its facts and. laws, in-our own 
minds—tills is the klnd:of truth that is 
above all needed by every person, Here 
lies the difference between ijthe sane and 
the insane man, Th? sane man brings 
his thought into harmony . with nature, 
perceives things as they are. and acts 
accordingly. Knowledge js sanity; ig
norance is a species of insanity. We 
are all Insane when we presume to act 
on. Insufficient kndw.'.eage. Truth, 
therefore, is the great ne^d of every 
soul, inasmuch as our action is all at 
hap-hazard, as likely to end in disaster 
and misery as in happiness, until we 
have brought our thinking into har
mony with the actual conditions of life 
and the real facts of nature.”

“The truth of being is the grand to
tal of realities to be discovered; the 
truth of thought is the indispensable 
means of the discovery; the truth of 
science or real knowledge, the harmony 
of our thinking with real being, is the 
discovery itself The next question, 
then, old as human thought itself is, 
What is the criterion of truth? By 
what measure or standard' shall we de
termine it? How can We be sure that 
we have indeed discovered the truth of 
being, and axe not deceiving ourselves 
with some phantasmagoric :iliusions of 
our own creation?" ’ • ■ •>

In my next, Part II., I KhalUreat upon 
"The Criterion of Truth;# -Vt

W. Bl JAMiESON.
Pentwater, Mich. : •. i-xi ' 
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Seances of a Developing-Class.

. . - -
. On Sundayevening, Jah. 22?the devel
oping class of the FlrstjSplrltuallst So
ciety of New Philadelphia, f®hlo, held 
their second public seance rit their room 
in the Chapin Block. -1 -rifr .* ■ '

The invltatioiigi 'Hdnt Motttf WetB'ffew, 
and a great surprise wasknife tiP-flrid 
the room full of'Visitors; making k cir
cle beyond our expectations. Nervous-' 
ness predominated I am sure, for 
neither our sensitives nor our guides 
seemed able to come en rapport with 
the prevailing forces to the satisfaction 
of all.

The triiinpet manifestations were 
very good, but the voices not quite as 
loud as heretofore. OUr guides have 
explained to us since, the advisability 
of small circles until we are further de
veloped, for we are as yet in our in
fancy. •

Our third public seance will be given 
some time in March, the date to be 
fixed later on. A W. Kaiser,--trumpet 
medium of Toledo, Ohio, was with us on 
Sunday evening, Jan. 29. More than 
pleased were the remarks from-those in 
the circle, still I know that full justice 
can never be given Mr. Kaiser 
through the medium of this paper on 
which I write and the ink as It flows 
from my pen.

Rose, one of the cabinet guides tried 
her best to materialize for us, but In
stead, accomplished ethereallzatlon 
which was seen by all. An Indian guide 
■came and placed a materialized hand 
upon the head of one of the Sitters—-a 
large and powerful Indian guide ye 
Avere told.

The violin was then taken by the 
guide>from the player, sweet strains of 
music given, returned, and the musi
cian, who weighs 172 pounds, raised off 
the floor, chair and all. ■

A life-like hand patted the guitarist 
upon his hand, took the guitar, played 
sweet harmony and returned same.

Dr. Jenkins came and said it was the. 
request of Mr.. McKinley who was here, 
that we sing “America.”' While sing
ing, we could feel the vibrations, as of 
a flag being waved above the circle, and 
at times the effects bf ethereallzatlon 
were very noticeable.

Mr. McKinley then thanked us and 
spoke upon the progress>our little circle 
was making. ■ "

So noble and elevating ‘was his pres
ence among Us, that it was with a feel
ing of reluctance we bid-’him good bye.

There were several oflier noteworthy 
demonstrations but thofee cited above 
are sufficient, to convfrice the most 
skeptical of a future estende and the 
return of our spirit friends -tb comfort 
and guide us through Hfe,’-if1‘only -the 
opportunity to do so. be given. Mr. 
Kaiser has been with us several times. 
We have always found.Jifm jibnest and 
truthful, willing to sit,linger, test con
ditions at any time.- ,u‘

CHAS E. N.^iffl^IRTON, 
. ilq. ? Secretary.

An Easy Way to MakèPMoney.
I have made 8560.00 In BiSay^llIng Dishwanhers. I did my housJworiolJlt the same 

t canvass. Peonlpco™ or send for the Dish-Washers. I handle, tho,,Mound City Dliih-washer. It Is the besilBh' tli4‘’marllet. It 
is lovely to soli. It washeSilmd fluids the dishes 
perfectly In two minutes. : apry flirty who sees 
It wants one. Iwlll devotèjfiAtyìùture time 
to the business and expect ttfclear H,000.00 this year. Any Intelligent verge® can do as well as 
k'}a'^<<5Sn^r Write for parUcplarsip Hie Mound City Dish-Washer Co., St Loi&, Ifo: '

' • ■ M8S.W. B.

“Death, its Meaning sea Reovsfia,« 
By J. K. WUson, of tho Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrauve of 
wonderful psychic eventaln' tho au
thor's experience. doth, I860 pages, R. 
tartrated. 6L26. - '

,-lu tho World Celestialby Dr. T.A. 
Bland. . Interesting,., instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually upj.yxing, . Cloth 
bound; price 81. ...... ‘"j . .;

"ine Romance of Jude, A. Story of 
the Life and Timos of-the Nassrene slid 
His People." Through tho.mediumship 
of Mrs, M. T. Longley. An Intensely, in. 
tereatinE book.x Neatly bound ¿loti 
gaa&it* OalySOcsnta 1 - j

ssæ*
LAKE HELEN, FLA.

Notça and News from Southern Casse 
. dagaCamp/

New arrivals each day Indicate the in 
terest taken in the southern cqmp.

Interesting lectures were given this 
Uns past week by Carrie E. S. Twmg 
and W. F. Peck, followed by tests from 
F. Cordon White.

Wednesday afternoon a test seance 
tor the benefit of tho camp association 
was given by Carrje'Twing. Jchabod; 
her humorous control, gave a large 
number of fine readings, and delighted 
all with hia quaint manner of “satlsfac- 
erly deranging”-matters:"

Wednesday evenipg a good enter
tainment was given under the leader
ship of Prof. Reek. J It consisted of 
songs and recitations', and was thor
oughly appreciated by the audience.

One of the enjoyable events of the' 
season was the Supper served by the La
dies’ Auxiliary,-. Friday evening, Feb. 
17. More than one hundred wore pres
ent. The intellectual feast, was fully as 
satisfying as was the bountiful repast 
which satisfied the physical demands. 
Toasts were responded, to as follows,- 
Prof, Peck acting as toast master: 
"The Ladies’ Auxiliary," E. W. Bond. 
“The Trustees of Southern Cassadaga," 
Ella Wilson Marchant “Thei Florida 
Climate," Dr. Hilligoss.- "Spiritualism 
and Human Brotherhood," Laura Flxen. 
"No Success Without. Labor," Carrie 
Twing. “The:. Outlook," J. ' Clegg 
Wright.

Saturday afternoon dedicating serv-. 
Ices were held in the little Indian village 
just above Prospect Heights. After an 
Invocation by Ella.Wilson Marchant, In
teresting remarks ‘were made by dif
ferent speakers present. Much credit 
is .due Mr. and Mrs. Baker for their 
faithful work Iq building tepees, ar
ranging seats and In other ways mak-’ 
Ing the • camp ground a worthy place 
where our Indian friends will always 
be welcome, ■

Sunday morplng, Feb. 19, a scholarly 
address, “The En<i of tne World," was 
delivered in a very able manner by 
Prof. Peck. An undivided Interest 
was maintained throughout the lecture, 
which received hearty applause.

Sunday afternoon Laura G. Flxen of 
Chicago, gave a lecture of more than or
dinary interest on "Visible and Invis
ible Proofs of Spiritualism." It was re
plete with beautiful - thoughts, and ev
ery word freighted with the magnetic 
personality of the speaker. From be
ginning to end closest attention 'was 
shown by the large audience.

The lecture was followed by F. Gor
den White who gave many convincing 
messages from spirit friends.

The card parties and dances given 
each week are well attended. A danc
ing school to be held twice a week has 
been inaugurated. Philip Mcllrath, di
rector, generously donates his services.

Mrs. Twing and lady officers of La
dles’ Auxiliary, wish to thank Mre. 
Mary Baker of- Kansas City, Mrs. 
Esther Wattles of Oberlin, O., and all 
others who contributed articles to the 
bazaar. Anyone wishing to help the 
work along by sending something for 
the same will receive, the sincere 
thanks of the band of workers auxil
iary to the Lake Helen camp associa
tion.

The E. W. Bond Co. have just cohi- 
pleted a large "supply store In Lake 
Helen. They are doing a thriving 
business in their factories, and are run
ning a gopd boarding house for the ac
commodation, of their, employes.

The weather has been .a little cool at 
times, but is now- all that could be de-
sired. IRENE GAY.

8T. LOUIS, MO.

Beautiful Results through Mrs. Fol
som’s Mediumship.

The Spiritual Society of Truthseekers 
held their usual services at 2:30 and 8 
p. m., at Howard's hall, St. Louis, Feb
ruary 19. Excellent lectures by one of 
the foremost speakers of the age, and 
the most scientific Spiritualist I ever 
heard, the president of the Missouri 
State Association, C. W. Stewart.

Both lectures were followed by spirit 
messages through the mediumship of 
the most self-sacrificing, highly-devel
oped truly spiritual medium I have ever 
listened to, or had the pleasure of an 
acquaintance with, the Rev. Josie K. 
Folsom.-

Her messages would be classified un
der a number of different phases of me
diumship. Among them I will name 
clairvoyance, clairaudlence, blindfold 
readings, reading sealed questions, inde
pendent writings, pictures, photo
graphs and portraits of those in spirit 
life.

I have known her to give as high as 
twenty-three written cards under the 
glare of electric lights In one evening.

She always Insists on giving writing 
under strictly test condltloris. Stran
gers In the audience examine the cards 
upon which she obtains the writing, ex
amine the platform, desk, and even her 
clothing, to assure themseives and the 
audience that there is no chance -for 
fraud. She then holds the cards In her 
hands for a short time, and they are 
written on by unseen forces. Some
times the writing is in black, some
times in colors, gold, green, red, pink, 
blue or yellow and often accompanied 
by pictures Of flowers, carnations, rosfeS, 
violets, and I remember seeing one with 
a beautiful blue-bird in it .

Yesterday in compliance with a re
quest from he,r spirit guides she took 
three large blank, cards (6x9 inches) 
with her to the. hall and had them ex
amined by five .persons in the audience 

.—the writer was one of them—and we 
all testified that they were perfectly 
blank white'and cleaif.* '

Starlight, one of her guides, had 
told her she. would.- give her her por-' 
trait that day at the' hall. Mrs. Folsom 
followed directions'with a dread and 
•fear of failure,’as it Was the first work 
■ of that kind- she had done in public, 
with the eyes and thoughts of the peo
ple on her. She took the cards in her 
hands, asked a Joung lady to stand in 
the light of the window, as that was 
not light en’OUgh, the electric lights 
were turned on also. This was about 
4:30 _p. m., and as she stood there in the 
glaring light, Mrs. Folsom held the 
cards up in one-hand and focused her 
eyes on the young lady for an instant 
Then she said. "That wilt do—I have 
it.” She took the cards apart and be
tween them was the most beautiful por
trait you ever saw bf an English lady 
with a pink carnation in her hair and 
pink cheeks. ■ ‘ .......

Starlight’s real name is Marie Hud
son and she is in English lady.

This is. only a foretaste of what is to 
‘come. • With• all' of Mrs. Folsom’s 
achievements, she is still sitting for de
velopment

Mediums, take a lesson from her, and 
don’t sit dawn as soon as you have one 

■phase of mediumship, "but keep on’ 
reaching out formore as you Ure in this
school of life.

With our able sclentiflc lecturer, and 
’our excellent medium, surely, Howard 
HUH is doubly blessed.

ROSE M. JOHNSON.
St Louts, MS, _ _

»

MS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically corroet ■ 

Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism nt 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents. • Br,
! Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents.' • 1 pagC8'

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and stnHv 
along the line of Biblical .Spiritualism. -By Rev. Arthur Chsmlwr? 
Price, $1.10. uamuers.

Man in the Past, Present and Future, A popular account of résulta 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and nrosn^t. 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth; $1. P 1 -

Man Visible and Invisible, containing a number of colored nlata« 
illustrating the aura surrounding man. By 0. W. Leadbeatar ■ 
Price, $2.50. ' ••

Mark Chester. A story by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 40 eenta 
Mary Ann Carew. A spiritual story by Carlyle Petersilea PrieZ* 

cloth, $1 ; paper, 40 cents. ’ ”ce»
Mediumship and Its Laws. A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle 

Price, 35 cent*. ‘ "
Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist ’ 

Dfevelopment. An every-day useful instructor in Psychic Science Bv 
W. H. Bach. Price, cloth, 50. eents; paper, 25 cents. ' z .
taken from the most approved commentators. Price, cloth $1 ' ;

Language of the Stars. This important work is the first practical ex 
position of the Astro-Magnetic forces, of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet issued. Price 50 cents. '
‘ Law of Psychic Phenomena. By Dr. T. J. Hudson. Price $1 50

Life and Labor in the Spirit-World. Being a description of’L^eali ' 
ties, Employments. Surroundings and Conditions in the Snli«™’ 
through Miss M. T. Shellhamer. Price, cloth, $1. 1 ’

Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on the - 
Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions of Thought and Feel 
ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 
a Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing"Some4Bnts as to 
Personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savage D D 
Price, $1.50 ; postage, 10 cents. . . • b> '

Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home 
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na^ 
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eekler. Price, cloth, 75 cents

Life Work of Oora L. V,-Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a-world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual 
isin. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Priçç $2, postpaid ’

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.

Mental Suggestion. By Dr. J. Ochorowicz. Price, $2.
Mollie Fancher, or the Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of the 

most marvelous case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram 11. 
Dailey. Price, $1.50.

Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Medians. By 
a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose of how fraudulent mediums 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 eents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. A complete and overwhelming refutation 
of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet. By 
James M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

Nature Cure. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. • It 
simply tells howto prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way. 
Bj Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2¡common $1.50.

Nemesis of Chautauqua Lake, or Circumstantial Evidence. By Hon.
A. B. Richmond. Cloth bound. Price, 75 eents. ,

New Testament Stories Comically Illustrated. By Watson Heston, 
Price, cloth, $1.50; board cover, $1.

No Beginning. By W. H. Maple. A common sense demonstration of 
the non-existence of a first cause, thereby identifying God with nature. 
Price, 75 cents. ‘ ■

Obsession. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard 
against the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensi
tives. By M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents.

Oceanides. A story of spirit life, by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, paper 
cover only, 50 cents. .

Occult Forces of Sex. Three pamphlets embodied in. one volume. ,Of 
great importance to thé race. By Lois Waisbrooker, an advanced social 
reformer. Price 50 cents.

Old and New Psychology. Twenty-four distinct inspirational lec
tures, delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and other 
prominent cities. By W. J. Colville. Price $1.

Origin of Species. By Charles Darwin. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cts. 
_ Origin, Development and Destiny of Man. A scientific and philosoph- 
ica1 “Catise upon a subject of which man never tires—that of himself.

Our Bible, Who Wrote It, and a Few Thoughts on Other Bibles Bv 
Moses Hull. Price, $1. . 6 ’

0Î- t?e Df?ths Fnto the LiSht‘ 'This little book will be read with 
intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
1 wing, medium. Price 25 cents. ’ .
nflhS?try' de.Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical
palmistry, or hand reading simplified. Price $1.

ect ^berhood, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to 
'v .man everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.
llliol 1*11 mi A romance, and full of spiritual thought. Price. $1. > i
yinmpTin oni;&. nUon__ • .- Metaphysical, Matter phe-

1 d l’fe Ph?nom®a- Objective and subjective phenomena.
-B/ Ge°’ Ram‘Sey’ M' D- Price> cloth $!•

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps Strat
ford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1 ; postage 8 cents. ’

Poems From the Inner Life. These poems are full°of soul inspiration 
-are rea^ poetic gems; sweet with the highest thought. By Lizzie 
Doten. Price $1.

Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1.
Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

of many centuries and of different peoples. Spiritual poetry translated 
rrnm mornr TAnmnon D-., Tk *

w ---- --- —W £.Z x. Vt-J. Uvvllj LI rill S I fl I Pl 1
from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1

Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the’three volumes-
Common Sense, The Crisis” and “Rights of Man’’-three volumes 

in one. Just the hook for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1
Practical Methods to Insure Success. A valuable little work full of 

practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental and 
spiritual health. Worth many times its'cost. Price 10 cents

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph. D , Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
Ahe University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2. '

Prophets of Israel. Comprises in the main popular sketches from Old 
Testament History. By Carl H. Comill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price, 50 cents
v Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake 
This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of the 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth 
bound. Price, $1.50. -

Psychography. Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power given 
through the mediumship, of Fred P. Evans. Profusely illustrated. 
Price, $2, postpaid. ‘

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J. C F. 
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. ' '

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two lines 
reads: “Christianity is one thing for èrown men. It is quite another 
thing for women and children. By HelenH. Gardner. Price 10 cents. 

■ Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astro
physics. "By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory. 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75. '

Realisation. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of the 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents.

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents; 
paper, 50 cents ; \ .. - ,- fe.. .

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Succesriye Rmbodiments. 
Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J.-Mv PeèWéj versus Dr. 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Cojville. .Paper cóve/. Price 30 cents;'. - >

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Univèrse, and the Law of- 
Oontrol. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved.' 
By M. Faraday. Prico 15 cents.

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a book 
that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land. Price, cloth, $1. . . , . ..

Religion of Science. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, Im
mortality^ Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Catho
licity of the Religious Spirit. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, muslin, 50 ct%

;!~V
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SMIITUALIST MEETINGS

Tfe SôÿsÈas ¿ for All That Trends to Elevate agdüpliftguyûty.

"DO IT NOW."

l-'K"

4 Thrilling Narrative of Experiences in the Spheres 
■ z ' of Spirit Life.

Through the Hediumship of Dr. milord F. Hammond.

r CHAPTER VII. like to hear him. He's a young ’un, an’ 
says some pert things.”

Studying Human Nature,
"Let us stand here on tlie sheet and 

Study human nature tor a time, then we ' 
' will enter one of the fashionable pla

ces of so-called worship, and 1 think we, 
can gain a little information, and posbl- 
bly Impart some." .

As our teacher said this, she began 
pointing out and reading some of the 
good characters and qualities of the 
personages who passed. I noticed that 
she spoke mostly ot the older and less 
gaudily and fashionably dressed peo- 
pie; occasionally calling attention to 
some young lady, or perhaps a middle
aged man or woman. Finally I said. 
'. “I think some of the ladies and gen
tiemen who are very fashionably 
dressed have some peculiar characters, 
which might be examined to advan- 
1X1 “Yes, so they have, but they are nea.r- 

. ly. all on the same plane; if we were to 
express our opinion of one, it would be 
sufficient for all; I intend to speak of 

■ one at the close of our revipw, and 
. learn as much as possible from the oth- 

class which seeds to be greatly in 
the minority. The fashionably dressed 
class almost all attend church to flaunt 
their dress and make a show of mate- 
terlal wealth, while the other and less 
gaudy, attend from a sense of fear, 
born of ignorance of what their would- 
be teachers repeat of what others have 
affirmed."

My father seemed much Interested in 
what my teacher was saying, and fre- 

' quently apologized for some person 
whom he recognized as being unfortu
nate in some social or business rela-

. tion. „/ .
As our teacher stopped, a small ana 

scantily dressed female passed; her 
form was bent, and she looked to be 
seventy years old';—her hair was. gray, 

' and her face was wrinkled; her step 
-1 was unsteady; she carried her bible, 

in her hand;, sho apparently noticed uo 
one, and no one seemed to notice her.

“There is a person wnose soul is 
dwarfed,” said my teacher, “She 
thinks she has had terrible experiences 
in her life here, and she sees the cause 
ot her sadness in the act» of others; to 
allay the pain of her sorrow, she lays 
much stress on what she has been told 
is in »tore for those who have faith in 
the continued idleness of eternal rest; 
bo she offers long prayers, and sacri
fices her bodily comforts, and pays 
much toward the propagation of her 
particular kind of creed; and would 
consider it a heinous sin to remain 
away from church for any other reason 
but absolute prohibition by sickness or 
injury to that extend that she could not

A Paper that Never Falters, NeverTauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of -Spiritualism, Science,^Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life

CHAPTER VIII.

"But the Manifestations of the Spirit 
Are Given to Man, to Profit Withal-” 
“We had better accept your .invita

tion, ’ sqid our teacher. “Let us follow 
these people and I dare say we will re
ceive another lesson that will be to our 
advantage” , ‘

We iollowed after our relations, and 
our teacher discoursed about tlie char
acteristics of all, especially my neph
ew's wife; she was talking of her foi
bles as we approached the church. As 
she ascended the steps, a large poitly 
man addressed her, and congratulated 
her on being accompanied by her son 
and daughter ; he then welcomed them 
and turning to her again, he said:

"It Is a. pity your husband will not 
leave his misguided ways and also 
come to church with you.” ,

“I agree with you, reverend sir; but 
my husband has his own way ot think
ing, and I can seem to have no influence 
upon him; I can only hope and pray, 
which I do constantly.”

“Did I once hear you say he was a be
liever in Spiritualism?”

"I am ashamed to say you did, sir. It 
mortifies me much to have to acknowl
edge It; I do not know why he is such, 
for lie was reared a Baptist.”

“It is a sad "mistake of his, otherwise 
he is an honorable man; I see your son- 
and daughter are not of his views, for 
which you should praise your heavenly 
Father; for if they were like him; it 

: would be a great affliction for you to 
■ bear,” ;. . - ;;

As the man said this, our teacher laid 
l her hand on Helen’s head, and , the 
• young lady's face flushed, and she 
i looked defiantly at the man, and said

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
T'liu a NlillllT TIMM, wlllrive readingaby | T> a. HAV, Payeldc anc.Natural. Clairvoyant 
FmlUor“ "ms ot"air, arllclea I K. Rmailnga'bymall, H.W. 201 Lincoln ave., Cbl-
worn, or any souvenir, ^wmjuuwer fldCHtlons I cago, Illinois. . _
if written separately. 1 — -....  - ------------------ --------
126, Smith Town, L, I,. ■ •

FRANCES L. LOUCKS
Uoneof tUe'inoet suceeaaful medical clairvoy
ant« known, curing where.aH-oibera fail, Nmv- 
oub exhaustion, mental aud-physicardlBeuseB of 
men, women and children successfully treated. 
Write In own handwriting, givlngmnme, age, Bex. 
leading symptom and five two-oeptstamps, and 
receive a correct diagnosis, For children, send 
lock of hair.. Price reduced. Addies»!

FBANOES L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren St.. ■. ' . BtouohMu. Mm.

ANDREW B. .SPINNEY, M. D 
' . - - Whs 1108)04
Forty Years' Experience In the Study 

and Practice of Medicine, Two
Years Prof, in a Medical 

College, Ton Years
IN SANITARIUM WORK, 

and 1, a Natural Clalrvoyan«. He never 
ialle in diagnosis,' He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
ot your caee FREE, write lust how yon feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your band 
live ftunutes. Enclose stump for reply, '

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M.D. 
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

as she tossed her head:
“My father is not dishonored by Spir

itualism, I would have you know, sir; 
and furthermore I will tell you I am a 
believer in Spiritualism, and its teach-
Ings are far superior to yours If you are 
a minister; I only come to your church 
because my mother insists upon it for 
the looks of the thing.”, ’

While Helen was delivering this 
short speech, her mother’s, face turned 
pale, and she grasped Helen’s arm and 
demanded that she stop; George had at 
the same time appealed to Helen to stop 
her talk, for decency’s sake, as she was 
attracting the attention of the people 
who were entering the church. Helen

FROF. FREDERICK M. STOLLER, 
Teacher and Demonstrator ot Psychology. Read
ings dally; except Sunday; hours 10 a, m. to 8 p.m. 
Readings by mail, 11,00, 8166 Indiana Ave.. Tel.
6751, Douglas. ' -

“SPIRIT, SOUL AND BODY’.”
BY DIL OLIVER.

Tho science of the invialblo'elde of life—Blogl- 
cal preseutatlon of tho faetaupcrtaimng to tho 
“Truth of Spirit.” Tho .ideas-.arb .the most pro
found expression of thought presented to thia 
age. detailing minutely.every stage, state ana 
condition of servitude throdgh which man'paBses 
in tho evolution and progression of bls BOuL.lt 
tells you “Why, How and When." It is the latest 
product of “Spirit,” and nothing in print like it. 
Ite simplicity Is its greateel strength. It is the 
senuel to the complex generalization presented 
in the past. The book contains 850 pages, in
cluding l&liluBlratlve picture interpretations from 
the “World or Spirit” Price, tl.60. Address, 
DOCTOR OLIVER. Lening Farm, Wlsainoining, 
Philadelphia, Pa. ...

Clairvoyant Astrological
Headings by mall. Also laws of medtumlatle de- 
velopnwut, bph’U, mental and magnetic nenniitr 
taugnk Send lock of hair, date of birth and one 
dollar. Obaeealon and .unpleasant apirlt innu- 
ences cured. M»S, MAY A, 1‘ItICE, <231st St. N.
E,r Washington, D. C.’ • ■. • ' '

OBSESSING INFLUENCES
Removed. Dreamti Interpreted, Clairvoyant De- 
Bcripiions,.hypnotic conditions relieved, direc
tions given for BHfa.development of medlumuhtp, 
dieçauea diagnoted. ReudlngBby Mali. Im 

i cloae writing or lock of hair if practicable, 
I JSIXA KOYAI WILLIAMS , 
I 884 ElèventhSt. N. E„ Washington, D. 0.

Annie Lord (JHamberlain’s Card.
• Dear friends, you jean greatly help 
my blind elater, Jennie L. Webb, one otvi.be earl- 

I lest mediums now. In tbe form, by writing a
to a spirit friend. Send U to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or wmo- 
pore. Address Mra. Auuie Lord chamberialUi Mu« 
ford Masa. - . " - . . . ■

Mrs. I>E wolf KISKK, (formerly, of Chi
cago, DM, Reudipga by mall, 11.00. and ppat-

I paid, aelf-addreased envelope. Box HO, Colfax, 
Iowa. ‘

THE NEW LIFE, 
By Leroy Berrien An eminently, suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the I 
mind’s relations to tho physical organism, .ana । 
tho power of thought in-the upbuilding of 
health and character.. Cloth, »1. ' :

It la important when meeting la 
appended, that notice be given ua, so 
that inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want now notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public ballfi at the present 
time.

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 8 p, m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street, -

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Occult Scientists meet every Sunday 
at 7:30 p. in., in Grand Boulevard Hall, 
corner 47th street and Grand Boulevard. 
Lectures, music and proof positive tests. 
Mrs, W. Brockway, pastor. Residence, 
3000 Indiana avenue.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking's hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins' Hall, 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet- 

I ing Tnursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur-

What Is the Matter With Evolutional^ 
Progress?

With great pleasure we often read 
eulogizing articles in large type, telling 

■ about the greatness of The Progressive 
Thinker, praising-the editor for his un
tiring effort in giving Its many readers 
the best Spiritualistic paper on earth, 
which shows that his effort is apprecl- 

'ated. In this little heart to heart talk,

• • . ■ „ * land, pastor. -
* Write us for a diagnosis of your case. Fjvery «a
onie'should haye themselves examined by a The Englewood. Spnltual Union Is 
physician once a year. We jnake NO CHARGE now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
for diagnosing your’eass. SeAd us your age, Qnnu. HniRtort sfrppt Meetings everv »n^i^tomB.ndS.cemBtamp. » Halsted^ to

Dr. Charles E. Watkins, iliary 'every Thursday afternoon at 2:30. 
Hotel Westland, Back Bay. Ths Christian Occult Church, Gra- 

. - Boston, Mass. I ham Hall, 2974 State street. Every
■/ ? ?,! ■ . I Sunday afternoon at 3 and evening at

TRUMPETS.
Tbe iurulllblo fibre trumpet 1B nbsolutoly tangi

ble with spirit forces;, very light;-in guaranteed 
more dear and belter than any metal; more dura-. 
Me; Insulated lop and bottom; shell, cardinal col
ored enamel ¡tilixo, 81.50. Booklet for all kinds of 
development, 12 els. Write for circular.
JAS. NEWTON, -423 Horn St,, Toledo. O.

DR, GEORGE LESTER LANE. 
Obsession a Specialty.

AH Disease» Treated Su ccessfiilly.
872 Huntington Avo.,. Boston, Mass.—SEB DB. 
a. M. 1’EEBI,BS'.'tBOOK on obsession.

SPIRITUAL SCIENCE, 
Free for Three Months, 

If you will send us 3 1-cent stamps. 
> IT IS SOMETHING NEW,

1 Don’t fall to senti.for it

R A. WATKINS,

7:30. Test messages given by good 
mediums. Good speakers in attend
ance. ' ~

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as-
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel-

Hotel Westland,

Suite 9,

Back Bay,

Boston, Mass,

come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.
Spiritual Church of AH Souls, in Hope 

I Hall, No. 220 Western'avenue, between
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
Ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire. -

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
its Sunday meetings in the Atheneum, 
26 Van Buren street. Conference and 
circle, 3 p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Good

unbeknpjvn to the editor—we smuggled 
this into the composing room through 
the back door—we want to impress the 
fact upon your minds, that simply pat
ting the editor on the back does not 
furnish the wherewithal necessary for 
publishing a progressive newspaper. 
An editor is by necessity compelled to 
look to his subscribers for co-operation 
in expansion of his subscription list 
and extension of circulation of his pa
per. To assist in the accomplishment 
of this, the “Divine Plan" was inaugu
rated several years ago with good re
sults, but we think it is about time that 
the readers inaugurate a supplement
ary Humane plan, which ‘under the 
law of reciprocity and compensation, 
will make it obligatory on each and ev
ery subscriber to secure at least one 
new subscriber every six months; yet 
this is not enough, inasmuch as we are 
on the threshold of an evolutionary 
crisis that involves the very- existence 
of an exclusive Spiritualistic press.

Leaders of the present movement 
seem to welcome the time when all ex
clusive Spiritualist’ papers will be ab
sorbed by the secular press, and quote 
Darwin’s theory of decadence to be a 
natural, result of evolutionary laws.

But we most kindly ask: What is the 
matter with the evolutionary law of 
progress ? Any part or organ of man or 
animal if needed and capable of pro
gressive unfoldment, is not evoluted out 
of existence, but into a higher capacity 
for yet greater organic and functional 
activity. Does not the very name ot 
our paper signify progress? We shall 

, endeavor to show that sueh a progress
ive Spiritualist paper will be more

mediums to give messages. Mrs. Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 

A IH I p. m., at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10W OnaeflUl bCHlICC, cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
.... ■ ■ _ and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas-
All About tljo Marvelous Seance (0I. an(j test medium. Come and bring

needed after the evolutionary crisis 
than before.

Now, friends, under the law. of reci
procity and compensation inherent in 
the “Divine Plan" it becomes our duty, 
not only to sustain Tho Progressiva 
Thinker, but to push It way up in front 
of the procession. We must make c’on- 
oitlons so that The Progressive Thinker ï 
can hold the same position and relation: 
to the secular press and the public af . ■ 
"Webster’s Unabridged” holds to the, 
schoolboy and college student.

The secular press under the new re-j 
gime will be in need of, and must havçf 
some source to draw upon for author
ity, for the time will come when not 
only Spiritualists but the general publia 
will not be satisfied with merely see
ing, or reading about spirit manifesta- ( 
tions, they will want to understand the» 
laws that govern and the processes by 
which psychic phenomena take place. 
This knowledge can not be had in thib 
secular press, hence the opening of !i 
larger field for a "Greater Progressive 
Thinker."

Now, friends, let us all of us get j. 
move on, and by a little effort be able to 
pat the editor on the back with a 
bunch of new subscribers every six- 
months, and we will have a "Daily Pro
gressive Thinker" with over 100,000 
subscribers in a year’s time. Let this 
be the object in view with the fraternal 
silent pass-word "Do It Now”—and wo 
will succeed. Every subscription list 
should be headed, "Do It Now.”

Yours for a Greater Progressive 
Thinker. P. PEARSON.

Ponca City, O. T.

■ With Kev. Joseph Cook, I your friends.
in the January No. ot "Spiritual Science.’’ , The Progressive Society holds taerv 
Sen<la2-cent stamp and secure ajsopy of the ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
January No. The newest,-brightest and cheap- avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m.

talus a full account of Rev. Joseph Cook's won- every session. • Mrs. Hilbert, pastor, 
dertul experiments lu .The Church of the Psychic Forces
■ j j j. fl 4. Ilf *4* holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner ndeoenoent Slate* W ritinff. Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 1HUV|/VI1VVU» VIMI.V >> ««»«“Si Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lee- 

wltl? ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361-
DR. C. E. WATKINS, 363 East 43d street. Conducted byTtfrs.

yenl “watkiNs I lBChur<ffi1of1tlie Spiritual Truth holds

‘ ' meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30
Hotel Westland, at 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North

Back Bay. Boston, Mass. Paulina street. Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.
____ :__ ---------------------------------------- -------- Church of the Soul Communion holds 

" tDEn P EVANS meetings every Wednesday evening at 
r b*'. V I.------------------- 8 p. m., and Sundays at 3 and 8 p. m., at

j „ J, 207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield
Independent Slate Writing and and ^ye]jater avenues. Lecture, mes- 
■ ' ''Clairvoyance, \ sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.
Hob recently left Now York, and Is nowjocated at Spiritual Science Society meets every 
1112 Eddy St.. Ban Francisco, Cat Bend stamp for emm 9 tn 10 n m nf Arlinetoncircular on Mediumship. Sunday irem 4 to 10 p. m., at Arlington

Hall, N. W\ corner of 31st street and
—: Indiana avenue. Admission to after

noon meetings, free; evening servibe,

ft Wonâèffiif UVrittHor Illustrated Circular 

5PCCtaCffi*'- plwto of Spirit Yama,rwhode- 
veioped thls-dnlrvtfyanl power in me. lean ad-, 
lust my MeHediPebbio Lena Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at-?y.our own home and1 send.by 
mail, as It yon weradn my office. will
tcHtifv ' b. F. FOOIiB.

• - .^.v. «fiEvanBtou Ave.. Chicago.til
Dear Mr.POolC:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

cau say perfection.PI shall recommend them to 
xriy friends, ;Ever gtour friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los AngcleSvCat st ’ ‘

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
IB one ot the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar- I 
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and.O cents 

tutu urutuer omu, auu «.o )n ¿lan)pB. n0 doesn't ask for leading symptoms.
abruDtly turned and entered the church. He treats nervous exhaustion or both sexes with

—.±..1— —•' wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all. over the 
land. He cures you In your own home. • 1

Address, ■ . it. S. LOUCKS. M.».,'
; . Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

paid no attention to what her . mother 
and brother said, and tlie minister

walk." ...
“Thet's Mrs. Wren,” said my father. 

... ’.'She's a good soul, an’ is the woman 
; -who does the scrubbin’ fer John, an’ his 

family in the block. She has a. boy thet 
causes her lots'of sorrer an’ trouble; 
he drinks Ijke a fish, an’ I guess he gam
Lies, as well. He don’t work much; an 

:'”.she works bard an' supports him; ah’ 
ef’twant fer John’s wife I guess they’d 

' go -hungry. Mrs. Wren goes to the 
same church with John's folks, an’ so 

- John’s wife takes considerable Interest 
in her.” • m ,,

. “Does she allow MIsttess Wren to sit 
lit the same pew with her?” Our teach
er. asked this question with a faint 
smile. , -■

“Wall, no, I guess not; I cant' say 
though, fer I haint been to her church

My relatives stood several minutes on' 
the steps; thezmother crying and wiping 
her eyes with a dainty lace handker
chief, while she scolded Helen for her 
breach of decorum, and George was
berating her soundly, using in an un
dertone much profanity to make his ap
peals to her more emphatic. The most 
of the people had entered the church 
when Helen declared in a tone loud 
enough to havelieeh heafq by those in

TRANCE READING'BY HAIL. The M^on-’of Science.
By Dr. Paul Caras. Ver thoughtf ul and In

teresting. Erlee, absents. . '

the church! - • - . .. t t
• “Well, my darling’good hypocritical | x ........... . ...

- - - - ’- - - stranger; he accurately described four of my
spirit friends, giving their names and messages 
of such nature that I could ndt’possibly doubt 
their genuineness. I heartily recommend him to 
¡all who desire a loving message from thoso ivho 
have gone on before, JAB, BAMFORD. Findlay, O.

' YTVllf «HJ» "Jr
mother and brother, as I am such a dis
grace to-ybu, I will not enter this de-, 
lectable - place with you hut will leave 
you, and return to my_hell-bound„ fath
er, and go with him, for I had rather 
bb in hell with him, than in heaven 
with you and the crowd that will go

fer some time.” '
• “We will not trouble ourselves about 
that but will learn our leuson,” our 
teacher said. “Mrs Wren is evidently 
digesting the experiences of her early 
life, or the early life of her son; or to 
be plain, she is receiving the frutts 
of her manner’of governing her son in 
his -early life; most likely he was an 
unwelcome birth, but.as she now shows 

. her principartrait of character in meek- 
• ly submitting to what seems inevitable 
■ to her, so she accepted.his birth resign
edly, and trying as she thought she 

- must; to make amends for her ulslike 
to become a mother, she began, by 
granting her baby all he cried for, and 
made herself a slave to his childish 
whims; and is lie grew in stature and 
increased in age she continued, to- -hu
mor him, until his imperious nature 
-was established; then, with no balance; 
to his one-sided disposition, and hav
ing been forced to -be tyrannical, and 
as his parent had been submissive in 
his childhood from a sense of duty; now 
he had advanced to manhood, she 
found she could not escape from the 
thralldom which she had established. 
During these years she has chafed taen’" 
tally under his despotism, and has shed 

- many sorrowful tears, made many com
- plaints, to sympathizing friends, and 

leceived much sympathy from people 
wbo were as ignorant of her condition 

: as she, while all these years she is the 
only one on whom censure.. can fall. 
Her son can not be blamed; she alone 
can ba blamed under the existing con

’ ditions, if any blame can.be attached, 
He is what he is fashioned to be; he 
has never been taught anything dif- 
fei-ent; only, the loweT animal propensl- 
ty of selfish instinct has been appealed

• to. What more could .be expected of 
him? As he has always had his own 
wav. of course he would drift where he 

.. would find no restraint; therefore he 
could not be refined, and his society 

- must be like himself; and as the law 
would hold good in his case as in all 
others, so he would be surrounded by 
outside influences like unto Wjnself, 
not only in the material, but spirits like 
what we have witnessed this morning 
would feed on him;-they in turn would 
add to his imperiousness, and in many 
cases he would be Influenced to do 

' things which otherwise he. might ab
' .Stain from. ; . - 1
.. : “This is also the case with the in

toxicated person, and the two young 
men whose acts we have witnessed; 
they may not be on the same plane 
of willful selfishness. as the son of this 
poor woman, yet they have been where 

■- they have 'placed themselves where 
' "these low, or less expanded spirits con

gregate, and they, like the barnacle, 
• have attached themselves to these ma- 

terlal people with the distressing re- 
■ ■ suits you both know so well. In fact, 

each scene we have witnessed this 
morning has been-nut the result of 
spirit influence, with, the sad effect of 
holding the mortal in slavery to passion

with you.” , .. ..
As she said this, she turned and 

tripped lightly down the steps and 
walked rapidly away: Her mother and 
brother were very much mortified and 
remained outside a-few minutes dis
cussing the propriety of entering the 
church; they finally concluded that 
“the sympathy of the congregation 
would be with them, and that would to 
a certain extent assuage their wounded. 
feelings," so they meekly entered the 
church and took their seats which were
well In front, and near the pulpit

The usual exercises of opening the 
services were pleasantly passed, and 
the minister, who now seemed to be in 
a rather perturbed state,, arose and an-, 
nounced his text. He commenced to 
read his sermon which was apparently 
of considerable length, for he had a 
bulky pile of manuscript on the elegant 
velvet upholstered desk before him.

While he was making a few desultory 
remarks on the application of his ser
mon, which he expected his hearers 
would understand, he was nervously 
handling his manuscript, and as the 
windows on either side of the church

For tho next thirty days I will give a full life 
reading, also description of spirit friends, awl 
such messages as they may desire to convey, for 
11.00 and 3 2-cent stamps. Give day^f birth In 
own hand-writing, Address.PLRCIVILLE E. . . . . . .
WALKER, Lock Box 300,.Portland, Oregon. • ’ •

to^he^olwe^^l>e8Uinomah^ ' / A STRANGE NEW SHRUB . . |15qents. Mru. Dixon and her daughter, I
gratefully testifyto the remarkable mediumship . ' - - ..." ' the child wonder, will always be in atr
otMr. percivine Walker. I met hhp. a totai |’ tendance. Others will assist. These

êüres Kidney 'AW Bladder Diseases
” , . . A. Spiritualist Temple has been

A Positive Specific is Found in the New Botanical Discovery, the Hys- opened by ®un-
tical KAVA-KAVA SHRUB, called by Botanists the Piper “ay and Thursday evening at 8 

. t x. r.1 B * I J- o’clock. Tests and musu at every 3er-Hethysticum, from the Ganges River, East India. vIce
’ ' „. .\ . . , „ . r e. 2 The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu

. The CHURCH Kava-Kava Compound, Christened A-L-K-A-V-I-S, acts dents of Nature wiii hold Sunday even- 
I directly on the deranged Kidneys, curing thorn, Once, And For AU, by drain- j servlces at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
ing out of the Blood"every particle of poisonous Uric Acid, Urates, Lithates, etc., I corner ’Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu- 
which cause the disease. ALKAVIS works wonders in Bright’s Disease, Urinary macheri pastdr. ,

I and Bladder Disorders, Rheumatism, Gravel, Backache, Weak Back. Difficult or Th0 universal Occult Society meets 
Too Frequent Passing of _Water, Pain in the Back, Sore and Weak Kidneys, Wa-1 every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
ter Weakness. Dropsy, Diabetes, etc. . ■ . , ‘ j 31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray,

1 - 'pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three, two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed
free by spirit power. '

Mis. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St, 

San José, Call

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces,

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure. . | b 
“Fast becoming ot world-wide fame.4’—H,Tuttle B

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bathi. Bl
Its beautiful Diploma confers title.. “D. M.’ g 

Doctorof MagDeticsrcan be gained at College or B 
at one's home. Books and instruments furnished. F 
Send stamp for catalogue to . _ • n

E. D. BABBITT. M. »., g
C2 East Ave., Hocliester, N. If. g

were lowered at the top, there was 
created a draft of air past him, and be
fore he could prevent it, a seeming mis
chievous breeze.caught several pages of 
his manuscript and whisked them off- 
his desk and they went sailing, away 
and were finally scattered among the 
congregation. This created amusement 
for the younger, and frivolously inclined 
portion of the congregation, while the 
incident seemed, to-intensify his al
ready very nervous state. Several of 
thè male portion of his congregation 
gathered the sportive pages for him, 
and he commenced to read in earnest. 
As he proceeded he discovered in some 
manner his-pages had become mixed, 
and several times he began reading on 
the wrong page; after this had occurred 
several times Jie became much embar
rassed and offered a ^slight apology 
which seemed: to maket^bad impres
sion on his bearers; he also noticed

'.ALKAVIS

Development at a Small-CostTil * orE^W121^» 
cr My System is taught only by UieTnltlated. HSiflL BCtf ® Hji

It Is the olnoston earth andla wellmideraiood by SSHT»»w " n gP," gKl 
tbepriesthood. Do not-waste time and.money by gR,..: in A wa . ... XU> 
trying the base Imitations. II you are not too sor-I BM -. . g> fW a Ki IL»i
did or.preludlced, I can demonstrate theauperl- w. .. -JrSra HK
orlty.61 my system over all otbercuits. . -I. -• - 'VK,FflSin-dnu Pj»nd fnpfhhr. • - i :< .? . ■ ' • Bi S feiliiillassend for it to-day. Read further.

!»

this, and as the mixture of his manu
script continued he found it impossible 
to proceed without stopping and rear
ranging it all; this would cause him. 
still more embarrassment, so he quickly 
gathered the pages of his. now well 
mixed sermon together and announced 
that he “would close by giving a few 
remarks on the duty of the hour.” .

., (To be continued.) -

These Are the Books That Sell.
CLAIRVOYANCE, elotb, 150 pages. It shows you 

how to see clalrvoyantly, enter thesplrlt world,, 
practice test mediumship- and telepathy, mind- - 
reading,to read the crystal,find lost-treasures and I 
friends, in short practice magic and necromancy. I
•“A repjnrkfible honk."—Proiri'easlvaTlilnker.’ 1
‘•Best nook on the subject,”—Mind. Brice SL50 
THE IDEAL, ITS REALIZATION.—Cloth, by

Lucy C. McGee. A wonderful revelation of the 
new psychology* Price 80 etfr.- - --

AURAS AND COLORS;—A remarkable bookou 
how to see the auras and nimbus, and interpret L 
the colors. Contains a color dictionary. Price. 60c. I

PSYCHOMETRY.—Hcre .18 tlie book which 
teaches you how to psychometrize. It is tho best 
work on the subject . . •

REALIZATION—By Miss Loraine. Follett. . 
Teaches you how to enter tho sphere where tho 
mysteries are-understood. A splendid bookfor 
the beginner. Price50cts. ... „ , 1

DEATH-AND AFTERWARD.—Cloth. Here is 
a line-work, which reveals tho laws back of spirit- 
and spirit phenomena. ■ •. -

Senda stamped addressed envelope for pros
pectus, and terms of •‘TheSystem of ,Philosophy 
Concerning Divinity.’-’ Address, . .

J. C. F. URUMBiNE, 
1285 Gammon wealth Ave., . I

- Boston, Mass. .

mMSKIPS«=
W. H. Bach. Paper 25 cents; cloth 6U cents.

every Instance. ■ , „
“la there a lesson to be derived? It 

- 6o what? You may draw your infer- 
en’ces. We will now follow the throng, 
and attend their so-called divine .fierv- 
ices, and es we have looked upon one 

■ side of the picture and what would be 
■ ' termed foul blots, by the people of Aer, 

let ua see if we can flnd a more pleas-

TO WODIEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD 
. ... « — ■ ... ■ . - . - 

information How They Moy dive Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely With

out Paln—Sent Free.
No wom^n need any longer dread the pain» of 

ehlld-blrtb, or remain childless. Dr. J. H. Dyo 
has devoted hla Hfo to relieving tho sorrows of 
women He has proved-thatall painnt childbirth Xaybocntirely ¿anlshcd.and bo win gladly teli 
vow how it may be done absolutely free of charro 
qtmdvour name.and address to Dr. J.H. Dye. 154 
Lewis Block, Buffalo, N. Y.. and he will send yvu 

- postpaid, his wonderful book which tells how tc- 
rive birth to happy, healthy children, aoioluteij 
without pain; also, how to euro sterility. Do not 
delay, but write U“day. . ,

: "Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and .choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth; and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 centa.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic 
eret of How to Keep Young." By J. M.

Sn”There comes John’s family; they’re 
feoiiV to the First Baptist. Kyou -want

... —.^.'»*1 f.k-M*. W'îtwGreo-’IVïMî’sL.ROHL U> tue
hear g’smart W tnk,

10 cents. > ‘
"Spiritual Songs for tbe Use of Cir

cles, CampmeeUngs and Other Spirit- 
paUstlB^G.^therta^ MaiU®' B.

A-TH ITS meaning A 1 * aud-Results.
By J K wilaon, ot the Pennsylvania Bar. 

An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a 
scries oÍAWondcrful psychic manifestations oc
curring irt tho writer s experience. Cloth, Ulus- 
trated.fl.îû,

Fattier Tom and>P(M
Ora Night at tho Vatican. Written probably 
by Sir Samuel Ferguson. From Blackwood’s 
Edinburg Magrx\no, Thia is a humorous.ab- 
count of a rolicuaomo- visit to tho Popo of 
Romo by Father Tom, an Irish priest, armed 
with a superabundance of Irish wit, two Im- 
{icrial quart bottles of Irish “poteen,” and an 
rlsh recipe for “conwoundfug” the same.

Paper, 25 cents; cloth, &0 cents. • • ■

The Nemesis of This fnscln-
Chautauqua LakefgX

U AND ’ |,t
blaobebI 
PISEASE$| ¡Rheumatism,

Freshly Made>Alkavis
IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY IN CURING 

K1DNEV AND BLADDER DISEASES, 
RHEUMATlsn, ETC.

10.000
including Governors of States, Execu
tives of Cities,' Officials of Hospital 
Boards and Boards of Health, Ministers 
of the Gospel and Missionaries of re
nown, together with grateful patients; 
men and women in all walks of life, at 
home and abroad, have proclaimed this 
great-curative to all the world. Full 
and authenticated reports, including 
the opinions of the Influential Religious, 
Medical and Secular Press, of Europe 
and America, are published in our 
pamphlets, which are mailed ■ every
where, free.
Hopeless Hospital Cases 
ALKAVIS acts with magical effect "in 
hopeless hospital cases when all other 
remedies known to medical science 
have failed. The distinguished Medi
cal.Staff of the Suffolk’Hospital of Mas
sachusetts,'Dr. W. H. Hawley, penn 
•Yan,-N. Y., Dr. Machette .of Ihdiana, 
Secretary of Board of Health, and many 
ether well-known physicians have wit
nessed wonderful cures in these cases. 
Of tjieir own volition these benevolent 
men of medicine and science have au
thoritatively subscribed and generously 
published their knowledge of these 
cures for the general public good. ..
. ALKAVIS has the extraordinary rec
ord of. . ■
1200 Hospital Cures in 30 Days.

street. _ _
Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 

Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home. Friday.

Psychic Research meetings at 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course In oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

The Chicago Spiritualists’ League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each- month, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash-avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. E. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark avenue, secretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to send in the names ot 
all their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications to the secretary.

Meetings every Sunday at 10.45 a. m. 
at ball 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter De'Voe, the well- 
known lecturer, Miss Cora M. Nafe,

The Cause in Columbus, Ohio.
The West Side Spiritual Church of 

Columbus, Ohio, located on McDowell 
street, near State, has just closed an
other successful year, having just made 
our annual payment on the chutGh 
debt. "We now have but thrde'hundred 
dollars to pay. We keep open doors; 
always have a full house and are never 
in need of speakers. We organized for 
home talent, knowing that we could not 
pay for the church and employ talent 
out of "the city. We decided to utilize 
home talent and it is quite remarkable 
how well we have advanced, both spir
itually and materially. We began as a 
society of seventeen members on Janu
ary 3, 1901, and the following May, just 
five months from the time we organ
ized, we had forty charter members, 
and received our charter from tire 
state, and also incorporated under 
.state law, and went into our church, 
made our first payment, and bought one 
hundred and eighty dollars worth or 
church furniture, paying cash for the 
same. We have steadily advanced until 
last May, when our state association 
met in convention hero, we were the 
banner society, casting ninety votes.

We were also instrumental in get
ting the convention to come to Colum
bus, and procured the finest auditorium 
in the city, the Board of Trade on East 
Broad street, and like our own society 
we enabled the state association to 
have open doors at the convention. The 
public were admitted free. We donated 
twenty-five dollars to the state associa

tion, also fourteen dollars to the Flor
ence Crittenden Home, a charitable so
ciety of which Mrs. C. S. Carr Is its 
worthy president We have never had 
an empty treasury. We have a Wash- . 
ington’s Birthday social and entertain
ment under way from which we expect 
to realize more than enough to pay a 
small debt to the city for sewerage. We 
have the co-operation of a good many 
Spiritualists who are not members, "but u. 
who feel that we are doing a noble.-, 
work and they are ever ready to lenck>f7 
us a helping hand. We work very ImA- < 
moniously, and have excellent officers, j

OR OTHER IRRITANT

AT STO^^

This Remarkable Botanical Compound la 
now boforo.lbe civilized .world, the greatest 

•medleal discovery that has been made for cen* 
turies.ttndall sufferers can join In thanking a 
Merciful Providence for tho results of the labors 
ol the ClxHsUanMiBSlonary and his associates.

ALKAVIS is prepared from the
' Kava*Kava Shrub by

OUR OWN EXCLUSIVE METHOO.
FRESH FOR EACH PATIENT.

The following tiro tho names of a few of the persons who have recently advised us of their 
cure of suclldiseaete as Kidney and Bladder Trouble, Difficult or Too Frequent Passing of Water,
Brlght'sDIseosc, Cystitis, Diabetes, Renal Colle, Nervous Debility, Liver Trouble and Rheumatism 
by Alkavls, (tt»KiWa-Kava Compound), although ln nearly every caso Physicians and Special
ists and aU teffiwniKvmedleshad.falled. Wo Invite ypu-toAvrito them for particulars.

Mr NoahTtavii',¡Kingsbury, Ind.; Mrs. Mattie MoIDtt; Danville. Ill.: Mr. Jos. Combs, Tul- 
ford-lia“ Mra.Frank Wmget.'vVaupakonota, O.; Mr. W. E. Tuttle, Adrian, Mich.; Mr<-Ed. Hub

Warren O-: MriFannie Alton, Kendleton. Texas; Mr. and Mrs. H. Holtzborn, Now London, 
wis • Mrs M>A. Prelsnll; Cleveland, N. Y.; Mr. Wm. F. Hollman, Gerald, Mo.; Mr. J. W_. Blank
enship, Monetta Aik.; Mr. Jesse Winders,- Brockwayvillo, 1’a.i Mr. Chas. W. l^nn.Notaty Pub
lic Mavwood; Ill.; Mr. J. H. Anderson, South Waterloo. MalnepMrs. Harriot. McCollum, Union, 
vtilo Mich.; Mr. James Dully. Lincoln,Neb.: Mrs. Marlon Cornett, Luverne, Ala.: Mr.-J.H. Fields, 
Frtwstvlllo Tcnn.r.'Rov. N. J. Rachel, Maud, Toxas; Mr.-O. H. Deeds, Trenton, Ky.; Mrs. J. Wol- 
rirkCTavloratoivn,!'Pa ; J. E. Little,Amory, Silss.; Mrs.-J. W-J’hUUps, Clnclnnatus. N. Y>; Mrs. 
Tone Hanim- 183Pearl St,, Oshkosh Wls ; Mr. B. F. Brasher, Hale, Miss.; Mrs.M F. VanNor
man SB Mth AV6m Milwaukee. Wis.; E. A Kennedy. Brooklyn,-Fta.I ■ Mr. F. N. Reese, TcraUI. la.; 

. । Mr? Grant DunB. Valentine, Neb.; M. E. Dorsey, Oak Ridge. La; Mr. R. A. Geist, Sabula, Iowa; 
1 Rev J W Zink Bainbridge, Ohio; Mr. John Townsend: ■Oltarche, Okla.; Mr. Cornelius Smith, 
- Dundee Mich“Mr.D. A. Slgtey, Brokenatraw,N. Y.; Mr. J. C. Bay, Granger, Ind., Mr. W A. 

Gray. Whitehall, Mont ; Mr. E. J. Nltscbo, Johnsonburg, Pa. , ■
That you mar judge ot the Value ot this Great Dlicovery tor yoursolf we will send.you one 

Large Ca»e by mall' FREE, onjy.asking that when cured yourself you wlilrecommend It to others. 
It 4« a Sure Specific and can not tall, ,

known Aothor and Scholar, : 
HON, .A. B. RICHMOND, 

. Should bo In the hands of wery Spiritualist In 
the land. It is based, on a hlstorföEl fact, but 

‘through the narallva is woveaiawychlo line o! 
thought ta-tha style sd "natural to thSgreat 
criminal lawyer, that one me Jes! tas author’s

f iw** ‘ X » * «L.X y J •. . t«1*' J® arì J' •* 1 *

JL-iCL.....-’___ ' . ' „

Aridress, THE CHURCH KIDNEY, CURE COMPANY, 406 Fourth Ave., New York City. 
.iw-FRESHLY.PREPARED from.the Kava-Ka* 

i nl|a I W.-ya Shruti by this Company esclnsively, and is always ready 
1 vv a supply PROMPTLY as wanted. - By special arrangement«
oie LAKGECASE is-giren away, FRBEdtb every reader regardless 
oroxnasss® ’ Time te precious th®U4imgerouB disorders and this Lis S^&Wity'®ra pwWi

soloiset . .......
The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 

holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People's Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt-streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield. Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.

Tlie Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available wiU be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth Is the 
object of this society. Address all com- 
munlcatfons to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 E 55th 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street . .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple, every first and 
third Thursday of the month. After
noon session, 3 o’clock; evening ses
sion, 7:30. Everyone attending is re
quested to furnish refreshments for 
6:15 supper. Coffee tickets 10 cents. 

: Tho Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth street and Wentworth avenue; 
meets every Sunday at Alberta: Hall, 
6922.: lion. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. „Conference at 
42:30 r. xn,'. . . ' - ■

Much of our success is due to oui J 
worthy president, H. E. Boerstler. Our | 
last business meeting closed the year \ 
and election of officers as follows: H. E..! 
Boerstler, president; J. F. Grove, vice-, 
president; Mrs. Rose Blackwell, treas
urer; Hattie G. Webster, secretary, 55 . 
McDowell street; Helen Lucas, assist
ant secretary; Rosa Gillette, librarian, 
Geo. W. Webster, P. J. Cummins, Mrs. 
L. A. Grove, Chas McCrosson and Bes
sie McLain, trustees.
' ’ HATTIE G. WEBSTER, Sec y.

The Golden Rule Spiritualistic So- .. 
ciety will bold meetings in Haymarkei . 
Theatre Building, 161 W. Maalsoi , , 
street, at 8 p. m. All welcome. Take .. . ' 
elevator. D. G. Hill .manager, 705 W. ■ 
Madison street. . -

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds, 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m.t 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave- 
nue,-under the direction of Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow. _■

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- . , 
sin avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. ;, 
tn. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in German and English.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Kind reader, are you or -do you know 

of those sitting for development? No 
difference for what phase of medium- t 
ship. Send your address with a 2-ct^.-’ 
postage-stamp. In return I will give \ 
my experience and advice free -of .1- 
charge. J. G. HlblJJERER« /

Anderson, Ind. t
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trouble was tuberculosis of the-lungs, jiames.and positive, facts," not possible 
and she had to wrestle with the disease.<^or me to have" known through any

Lzs z.*. fltvs 4* n c ArZit*A non I VITTCT CHI P- * * _. . . . . ... ' . •

Late in the night the message came 
ears,

eighteen months before her loving splf- 
\could detach itself from the worn-out

earthly agency. Clairvoyance, clairaudl- 
encel the full trance, quickly followed

ing with my idea of a loving God to see 
my - sister suffer as she did. Her

Ue with illness, and was'théi 
proving. V It waff doubtful 
matriculated; or could 
confinement to study. It".;

probably, possessed, In latency, that 
same power from thè hour of my birth. 
I have given- spirit messages, dates,

I "felt drawn to her from ¿he vei-y first, 
but never saw her until 188(1, when 1 at
tended one of the famous Banner “Free

when he. became violently angry wlthi kpiditiiai irt tfotiirf a.bell boy, and kicked the little fellowl1 FIRST,SPIRITUALIST. LECTURE.
down the hotel stairs. For this wanton - It was in this early period that I first

secretary of.the-N. S; A;; a woman 
whose mediumship is of tho qi sliest-or- 
der of excellence, _v.hose”chataicter is 
unsullied, and whose whole liferife a con-

The Profoundly Interesting,, In- 66 
structive and Truly Descriptive o

99 Given Through the Mediumship 
of the Late Carlyle Petersilea.

This Book—THE TWELFTH VOLUME OF OUR PREMIUM LIBRARY—Is Now Ready for Distribution. See Special Offer Elsewhere in This Paper

Reminiscent and
Autobiographical.

famous test medium of other days. He 
had a wonderful power of giving names. 
I have heard him call one hundred and
seventy names of spirit people in fifty 

- ' wonder-

SPIRITUALISM in MISSOURI.

HARRISON D. BARRETT has been before the world 
as an important working factor therein for a quar
ter of a century. Year after year he has. fulfilled 
his impressive destiny and mission by being elected 
President of the N. S. A. . Whatever the opposition 
to him may have been, at the last moment every
thing crystallizes in his favor, and he is again elect
ed President, illustrating a most remarkable career 
on his part. His sketch of his life for twenty-five 

- years is thrillingly interesting and suggestive. ’
Dn March-25, 1905, it will be twenty- ’ 

five years since I received the direct 
I personal message that cort verted me to . 
\Spiritualism. Having been reared in a , 

iberal religious atmosphere, for 1 my 
people were .Unlversalists, the change j 
was not difficult, nor was the reiiign- , 
ment of my associations hard to make. 
As\a matter of fact, I had undoubtedly 
been inoculated with the divine essence 
of Spiritualism long before that date, 
for my great uncle, Harrison Barrett, of 
Wisconsin, had been a Spiritualist since 
1849, and had caused his nephews and 
nieces to. look with respect upon his re- 

/ ligious faith long before my birth. 
¡Later, I presume in the late fifties or 

-.early sixties, my-father’s brother, Rev. 
u. O, Barrett, became a lecturer and 
writer upon Spiritualism, and several of 
hiB works found their way into my 
father’s home. My parents did not 
openly espouse Spiritualism then, yet 
the^ did not denounce it, hence there 
was ¡nothing in my religious training to 

; prejudice me against it when the voice 
.©¿tlie angels called me on that memor
able March day. •

- FASCINATED WITH SPIRITUALISM.
. Perhaps I did not care to hear much 
about it as a boy, being interested in 

' my Studies at school, yet I was fascl- 
: hated by "it whenever I heard my elders 

discussing the subject. I distinctly re- 
■ member my first experience with a me

dium.' It was In the year 1870, when 1 
was a child of very tender years.. The 
medium was Mrs. Mary J. Wentworth 
of Knox, Maine, who chanced to be^vis- 

<^itn)gTBliibfli'andfather. She called upon 
,-my mother, and, as I was playing in 

the room, making no‘ particular noise, 
jhyimptheb did; not'send ¡me out of their 
nresence. - .

.'■'.'•/■iJpoif passing under control, Mrs. 
Wentworth first spoke a few words in 
the Indian language, whereupon I for

: got my play and stood as near my 
- mother as I could get. Mrs. Weht- 

worth’s guide Waukeno, suddenly ad- 
(ifdssed me. I was too terrified to 
speak,, and when I saw ffiy mother 
weeping, I joined her in a very boyislf, 

' ¡ vigorous manner. Waukeno caused 
\ ¿la medium to lay her hands upon my 

‘ head, as it invoking a blessing upon 
me, then spoke of me and my ¡ife work. 
The prophecy was made on that sweet 
June day. that I was to become a serv
ant of the spirit world, and that “my, 

I voice would be heard throughout the 
: land,, proclaiming the blessed fact of 
spirit communion to 'listening multi-

!■ tudes,” and that I was to have a prom
inent place in the.future work of Spirit

: uallsm. .
How well -this prophecy has been ful

: filled, remains for others to say. Surely 
.;i;jiave journeyed far and near, ahd 

have tried to speak the word the angels 
commissioned me to utter., I have vis
ited every state in the Ufiion and have 
spoken in all but nine of them, thus do
ing what one man could to further the 
interests ofthe religion of his soul.

WHOLE COURSE OF LIFE CHANGED 
' This simple -message . changed the 

whole course of my life, i had chosen 
tlie profession of the law US my life 
work and .was fitting myself for that 
sphere of action. ■'■Spiritualism tofik ev
ery thought of being a lawyer away 
from, me,; . I was informed that peace 
on earth, good will reward men, not mil
itancy and discord, was the aim, of the 
angels. I was to'promote tne former, 
end leave the latter to those who pre
ferred quarrels ahd heart-burnings to 
the gospel of love. The lawyer may 
have a legitimate place among his fel
low-men, but—when all men are tpught 
to be honest—lawyers, like Othello, will 
find their occupation gone.,

LIFE IN MINNESOTA.
Circumstances la respect to my 

healtli forced me to go to Minnesota in 
1881, and into the wilds of nothern Wy
oming in 1882. It was in those states, 
that my psychical powers became aug- 
mènted, and so strengthçned as to en
able me to determine their purpose. 
How well I remember my solitary ram
bles among the foot-hills near Mt. Lara
mie! How distinctly do I recall my 
horseback rides up and down, the Lara
mie valley! How strange the Indians 
then, seemed, meeting them for the first 
time on their native heath! On some 
occasions it was my fate to share the 
same coiich with young braves, whose 
silence was so strenuous as to be al
most awesome... Here ft was that some 
ci the excarnate Indians 'found me, aiid 
became, my life companions, and help
ers In time of trouble. My Wyoming 
experiences, would make a long story of 
themselves; and.I have no-right to tres
pass too far upon our editor’s space.-

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.
Prior to 1880, I had. read “Looking 

Beyond,” "The Spiritual Pilgrim,” "The 
Gadarene," all by J. O. Barrett, and 
the "Seers of the Ages,” by J. M. 
Péebles. ' Short sketches from Robert 
Dqje Owen’s great book, “Footfalls on 
thé Boundary of Another World,” had

act, he was roasted most perfectly by I 
ail of the leading dailies of that day.

The publicity he gave, to the Watkins 
slate-writing, however, led many people 
to look into Spiritualism- who would 
never have done so otherwise.

Epes Sgrgent’s “Scientific Basis of 
Spiritualism” is one of the greatest 
books ever penned in the interests of 
our religion. Cook had this gifted au
thor tor his friend and companion in 
his attempt to investigate Mr. Watkins.. 
All that I can say Is this: Every Spirit
ualist should read both of Sargent's 
great works on this subject—"-Plan- 
chette, the Despair of Science,” and 
’ The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism”— 
then they can intelligently contrast the 
two men.
SPIRITUAL READING MATTER LIM

ITED.
My ieadlng upon the subject of Spir- 

itudllsnbxvos limited in those early 
days, because/of my farm labors, and 
consequent Inability to obtain papers 
and books on the subject. I did the 
best I could, and eagerly scanned the 
Banner, of Light for the articles by S. 
B. Brittan, A. E. Newton, Emma Bar- 
.dinge Britten, and many others, not for
getting to mention Rev. Allen Putnam' 
and ‘'Shadows,” the pseudonym of 
kind-hearted, credulous John Wether
bee; Who has read the Spiritualist 
press of a quarter of a century ago and 
failed to note tlie writings bf Putnam 
and the curious sobriquet of “Shad
ows”? The wonders he described were 
not equalled by the Arabian Nights 
tales by the clever Scheherezadq, whose 
thousand and one stories made a ruler 
forget his wrath, and become kind.

T confess I read "Shadows” the first 
thing I did upon receiving the paper 
that published his articles! I thought 
the seance rooms he described, ahd the 
wonderful (?) phenomena produced 
therein, must be heaven on earth, or 
the dawn of the millennium! , Alas for

Mrs. Wentworth passed to the higher 
: life less than one year ago. She was 
.( an.honest worker,, a true friend to our 

cause, and one df God’s noblest women 
; dh earth. .

ANGUISH AT DEATH OF SJSTER.
It was ten years later, however, that 

the message was made a part of my
self by coming directly to me. A dear
ly-loved sister entered spirit life on the 
morning of that day, and the grief of 
our family band was deep and sincere. 

' I had then begun to doubt Universalism 
'somewhat, because it was not in keep-

heard a, Spiritualist lecture. It was< 
given by Mrs. P. D. Bradbury of Fair? 
field, Maine. She was Maine’s leading 
speaker for many years, and only gave 
up her work when she. took leave of 
earth in 1886. She was an unselfisli 
worker for our Cause, and Spiritualism 
owes much to the memory of this gen
tle woman who gave her whole life to 
its service.
SPIRIT MESSAGE department.

I must here refer to my, interest in
the Spirit Message Department'in the 
Banner of Light, when I saw U dopy of 
the paper fpr the first timé;.; I watched 
•eagerly for á word from some of my 
own people, but none came, y|¡t r was 
greatly rejoiced wheh two or three mes
sages reached our ¡ little : ihaihlet. for 
some of my neigliors. The medium at 
that timq was Miss M. T. ¡ Slijelhainer, 
now Mrs. M, T. Longley,' -the efficient 
secretary of.the'N. S¡ AJ a

portant psychological moment, in- my 
life. Brown’s influence Upped the bal
ance, and I went. Never shall I cease 
to be grateful to this1 man for giving me 
the impress I then needed'to go forth 
to fit myself for the battle of life. He 
was under angel guidance when he 
called to me, an utter stranger, and lit
erally forced me out of the conditions 
into which i had voluntarily subsided.

DR. FULLER AND J. J. MORSE.
1 want to say a few words about Dr. 

Fuller and J. J. Morse, Throughout 
these twenty years, or since 1885, there 
has been a loyal friendship in my soul 
for;them both. Dr. Fuller has affected 
me as no other human being has cr can.

To' meet him once, is not to know 
him, unless the one" who thus comes lit, 
contact with him is a psychic. He is 
not fully understood, nor has be been 
appreciated. His great book, "The 
Wisdom of the Ages,” is a revelation of 
the man’s great soul. Sensitive be-
yond words to describe, rather inclined 
to shrink from publicity, doubtful at«IUdLIIHvU* ILUU VYHUÖV ’jjiyiu- JILL, id a w**..- \ . i* ■ u i - .——n _.-i

tinuous record of good and poblé deeds.'Tinies of nis own splendid powers and 
.. . « _T. .r¿._ QHidinna fnr nhnVA îhft fiVPrneft it 18 notstudious far above the average, it is not

minutes. He possessed a most 
iul memory, which, of course,

Çonventlon of the Progressive Spiritual
ist Association.

made it
do the)reasier for the unseen forces to do their 

work. He was tire medium through
whose organism John Quipcy Adams
gave his. famous message to the Amer
ican people In 1864, These messages 
were Adamsesque in every respect. 
They abounded in phrases peculiar to 
the arisen statesman, when on earth, 
and had all of the “ear-marks“ of Ad-
ams’ remarkable personality. This

also come to my attention. It was not 
until April 1880 that ( saw a Spiritualist 
paper.’ This journal happened to. be 
The Banner of Light, which I. found in 
the home of Mrs. Helen Neil-Howard of 
Skowhegan, Maine, where I afterwards 
made the acquaintance of “Mind and 
Matter,” edited by that gifted man, 
Jonathan M. Roberts, of Philadelphia. 
I read these with great avidity, and was 
grieved .to the heart by some of the 
harsh words found in them,. Indicating 
thaUall was not peace and harmony in 
the camp of the new religion.
MEDIUMSHIP CONSIDERED SACRED

Mediumship seemed to me the most 
sacred thing in the world, and I be
lieved I actually held every medium in 
reverence. I know 1 trusted every one 
of them, with the loving trust of a 
warm-Learted'boy, only to have my. 
idols crumble into ashes at my feet 
years of terwards. But my own psychic 
nature had been quickened into action, 
and I not only received messages for 
myself, but I gave them to others^ and 
they were recognized. I believed every 
medium to be equally honest as.myself, 
hence had implicit faith in every one I 
met. .
A PSYCHIC FOR A QUARTER OF A 

CENTURY.
It may surprise some Spiritualists to 

learn that I have been a conscious psy
chic tor a quarter of a century, and,

poor me! Alas, for “Shadows”! ' No 
doubt he was sincere, and wrote what 
he believed to be the truth. He has 
learned better now in his new.home in 
spirit sphere, and wonders, how he 
could have been so mistaken. I know 
I have had to reviso many conclusions 
to which I jumped because qf “Shad- 
oyvs’ ’’. writings; so have others who 
wasted time in reading of things that 
were the veriest humbug. "'
MR. WETHERBEE AND THE DECEP

TION PRACTICED.
I have marveled alnjpst, at,,the sue; 

cess oi the people, whorso’wautohly de
ceived Mr. Wetherbee, and caused him 
to’ mislead sb marty others through his 
writings. ’ The king of all deceivers; In 
New England,was a resident pf., Bos
ton; He could make Mr. Wetfierhee be
lieve in the materialisation., of ’every
thing in the heavens or on' the earth, 
arid thus obtained plenty pf free adver
tising. Yet this man’s interest in.,Spir
itualism lay wholly in the money he 
could make out pf.it! He “developed” 
mediums at prices ranging from,’fifty, 
dollars to five hundred—.held'hundreds 
of fake ■ seances—carried a sling-shot 
into his cabinet, and had his confeder
ates armed to prevent a raid from the 
sitters whom he thus outraged. ,

He was in this business up to the 
very day of his transition. Taken Into 
court, he always escaped on some tech
nicality, or through his own wonderful 
shrewdness. He was known through
out New England, and in Boston, izas 
especially notorious.. Notwithstanding 
his profession, his criminal record, he 
was elected as a Republican to the 
Boston City Council, and held a-high of
ficial position in one of the aristocratic 
military companies, of the city! 
Surely, from a worldly pbint of view, 
dishonesty paid in hls.case. Does the

bdy.
Ingersoll’s writings had fallen into 

my hands, and I had imbibed fully of 
his agnostic instructions when my sis- 
¿ter took leave of earth. Oh, the heart 
’hnd soul anguish of that day! ■ Annihi
lation for this blue-eyed, gentle voiced, 
loving sister! Gone into nothingness! 
¡Returned to God who sent her to usj 
"impossible! What bad become of her? 

' Where was she. if she had survived the 
leath of the body? were questions of 

I'jearful moment to me. I was face to 
■f. face with a great black wall beyond 
"which I could not penetrate, either( 

Jtwith rhe mortal eye, or that of imagin- 
?ftion. It was the painful struggle 
through-which men are bom into high- 

—zr states of being that was then mine.
Life’s greatest and truest lessons are 
nil learned in the school of suffering.:
A SWEET AND BEAUTIFUL MES
- . SAGE.

Circles” in Boston;, L prizq "her. friend
ship as one of my life’s- eWdcedtTreas
ures. • ’ ' • •- ’ 1 . ■
THE FIRST SPIRITUALIST: CAMP
’) . MEEflNG.-^ i’

In 1885 I attended iny first Spiritual? 
1st camp-meeting at- Etna, Maine. Here 
I Was fairly transported into the sev? 
entli heaven of delight, for I frtlt that 
the two worlds had become’ oneifor all 
time, and that life -was hereafter to be 
“one long, sweet song.!’ Here I heard 
J. J. Morse, Dr. Geo. A. Fulldr; Dr,;H. B.. 
Storer, Capt, H. H. Brown,¡'Mrs.^Hattie 
C. Majop, Mrs. Abbie Morse and. Mrs. 
A. P. Brown for the first tf^ie. JWhat 
a revelation tjicse Bpc-akers,werato me! 
I simply had to meet HieiiUall.person
ally and.bad them tell m&pf tne/won- 
derful .truths of Spii Ituallsm first hand. 
They fitted into my boyish, life; at a 
time when I needed instruction, and I 
have;never ceased to bless;' thenj for 
what they'did for me. i'1 - ’ .

pr.. Storer, the1 “bld man eloquent,” In 
Spiritualism- for years, andiMjeb1 A. 1»; 
Brown have gone'home tofhe world of 
souls. Their wofk Ws -welj dbiie, and 
for one'I desife to laya tflbute-ol: It»ir 
Ing thoughts upon the altaia of.'.their 
memories. I knew Dr. Stdi-pi^ell, and 
loved him much1. His adjjee- to- me 
then, and in after year6 ,lp'a'~,fnertipry:: 
Jewel tco "precious.to lie east aside. He 
gave his whold-liie/’to - Spiritualism; 
tvhat¡more'can be: expected of man.
,Mrs. Brown I kdiiw but slightly, hav

ing met her-ohly a few times. .But she 
was1 dreadfully in .earnest,’ and' loudly 
sincere. ’ ■ ’
THIS SIDE OF THE GREAT,DIVIDE.

The other speakers named ¿re all. on 
this side of tlie Great Divide, ehch one 
doing liis work in his own: Wal ter the 
upliftment of humanity.’ Capt . Brown 
is the efficient editor of. ■'“fipw;" a 
splendid New Thought -magazine pub
lished in San Francisco.” Hei'has;'not 
/repudiated one vital principle in' Spirit
ualism, nor denied his experiences of 
past years in becoming identified with 
this important branch of id'iir,work. He 
knows that - Spiritualistic - phenomena 
are facts, and’ is now • seekpig ' to be
come better acquainted with (he forces 
that produce them. He wajits to know 
bow to apply the law underlying spirit
ual manifestations Lo ttie i'infoldment of 
man’s spiritual nature while a denizen 
of. earth. He has not outgrown phe- 
riomena; he is merely using (them for 
the very purposes for which ,the angel 
world designed them. - ■-

strange that Dr. Fuller has been mod
estly reserved in his noble life, rather 
than an aggressive, offensive partisan.

He is a deep thinker, a logical rea
soner, a spiritual seer and prophet. His 
heart-throbs are the heart-throbs of our 
race, for his soul typifies what the race 
is seeking for. He is a dear lover of 
the beautiful, and is constantly sending 
his soul’s great longings abroad in the 
universe, in search of that which will 
ennoble, uplift and cheer mankind—in 
searcli of those signs of peace from 
God that belong to all of the children 
of men, whose realization will restore 
the worship of the Beautiful of which 
Pericles, the Athenian'orator, so elo
quently spoke in the long ago. Dr. 
Fuller has a heart that feels for all who 
are in need. He loves his fellowmen, 
and his .sympathies inspire him to prod
igies of valorous service for them, al
ways without price.

In any other denomination than» ours, 
such a man would be recognized, sala
ried, and placed where he. could realize 
the ambitions of .his . soul; Now, he 
works on without censing, h.avlng, of 
.course,', the .approval of . a clear, con
science and the loyal love of a few 
¡friends as his reward.‘ ■ These, it is. 
trjie, count for: mucli:in!the~iife; pf a.. 
pi’atforih'worker, but when they.are not 
accompanied by,.tha.t.wbic.h_driveq.JJ),p< 
.wolf- of worry front "the do,or, and the 
javen? of'despair from- file .rpbft Jife can.. 
ihar-dlyilie -said, to .be 'complete. .It is' 
¡useless to piouslessjy roll, one’s. eyes 
'heavenward, and exclaim, “Just think of 
¡his great reward in heaven!” Such 
.words ate the veriest nonsense—the 
quintessence of human selfishness. We 
¡need more of,'heaven and just rewards 
here.on earth., Dr, Fuller is a credit to

to me. _ I heard it with my own 
and Was comforted by it. It was not a 
Sensational ‘phenomenon, nor yet a 
striking one; it was simple, sweet, di
rect, and beautiful. I knew, from my 
interior senses, that the message was a 
true..one—that my darling sister still 
lived m a brighter and more glorious 
fealm. It never occurred to me to 
doubt it In any way. I tyas comforted, 
»nd went through the trying ordeal of 
the next few days sustained by it After 
the funeral services were over, I still 
telt hqr presence near me, and the gos
pel of Ingersoll and of good old Hosea 
Ballou left my mind, as dominant 
JhOught forces, fore < er.

by thé semi-conscious trance,: etc., were 
nil means to the, divine end of revealing 
the truths of the spirit through my or
ganism. ■This should set at rest for
ever the silly story that I am an enemy; 
of mediums and a disbeliever in phe
nomena. ; ;
JOSEPH COOK AND SLATE-WRITING

How well I remember the excitement" 
caused by the experiments in slate-writ
ing that Rev. Joseph Cook of “Boston 
Monday Lectures” fame, had in-com
pany with Epes Sargent, the distin
guished author and scientist, with C. E. 
Watkins as the medium. Cook first de
clared, as did Sargent, that the phenom
ena-they witnessed were , produced by 
excarnate intelligences. He ' said he 
was mystified, and purposed looking 
into the Subject yet further. But he 
did not do so. His published state
ments alarmed his church brethren, and 
they brought great pressure to . bear 
upon Cook to stop where he was. He 
not only did stop, but he repudiated his 
own testimony, and flatly, denied his 
own experience. In fine, he perjured 
himself royally, as only a Boston 
preacher of his stamp could.

Cook was an eloquent lecturer, and 
he will never be forgotten by any one 
who'heard him give his one great com
position, "The Future of America.” 
Aside fromtis peculiar oratory, he was 
narrow-minded-, bigoted in the extreme, 
¿ull of foolish prejudices, and frequent
ly indulged in extreme cruelty. I was 
in Jamestown/ N.Y.; on one occasion,

honest man or woman, ever make a 
financial success in Spiritualistic work? 
Aside from Alvah Adams of Adams’ Ex
press Col fame, and William Lloyd Gar
rison, no Spiritualist was ever accorded 
greater public honors than was this 
man on the occasion of his funeral.

THE FAMOUS DR. S. B. BRITTAN.
Dr. S. B. Brittan was editor-at-large 

for Spiritualism for some little time. 
Colby and Rich employed him, and 
asked the Spiritualists of Amer
ica to contribute what-they felt able to 
his salary. Df. Brittan did good-work, 
and his pen was a vigorous one. He 
fell asleep to all things earthly at a 
comparatively early age. He was a man 
,of might, and he served Spiritualism 
well. His peculiar office was left un
filled for over twenty years, when Hud
son Tuttle was appointed by the N. S. 
A. to give the outside world the assur
ance ' that Spiritualism was alive- and; 
able to defend itself." Dr. Brittah^s 
plderison-perished in the war between 
the States, and is immortalized' Iff. a 
beautiful poem entitled “Boy Brittan," 
whose author. I do not recall. He was a 
brave boy indeed, for he wits not more 
than sixteen years old when he gave up: 
his life for his country. ■ -■-.

PROF. WILLIAM DENTON.
The transition of William Denton in 

1882 was a great shock to all Spiritual
ists.' I never saw him, nor heard him 
speak, but I read hi's writings, and felt 
that he was one of America’s, greatest 
men.- His name will live both in" the 
world of science and in all Spiritualistic 
centers. His “Radical Rhymes,” and’ 
the cutting satire' of his lectures 
pleased many of the Spiritualists' of 
those days- greatly. It gives one. a bit 
of inspiration to glance through "Radi
cal Rhymes” even now! i ■■.

A long and severe illness prostrated 
mo in 1884-5, from which I should not 
have recovered, had it not been for tlie 
skill of two psychic physicians, Dr. H. 
E. Field, then of Dexter, Maine, now of 
Gardiner, and Dr. Frank S. Bigelow, of 
Skowhegan. I know they saved my 
life, and am always ready to give testl- 
mo^y to that effect. Dr. Bigelow was 
on6 of the first mediums I became-asso-’ 
elated with in 1880, and we have been 
friends ever since. Ho and Dr.; Field 
are hard at work as servants-, of the 
spirit world at the present writing. - ;

CAPTAIN BROWN’S EFFECTIVE IN
’ ' FLUENCE’, t ■

As Capt. Brqwn’s influencé" was tlie 
factor that, led me to change (py course 
of living—a change that hart -Jed to 
strange results—an account! of our 
meeting is not out of place in this nar
rative: I was walking toward-'the audi
torium at Camp Etna in 1885,¡«when he 
passed by me at right'angles! “Young 
friend,” he said, “please stop, one mo
ment. You should Jie à'„ Spiritualist 

’speaker; as I sense your-magnetism. 
Are you ohe?” "

“No,” I replied, “I havb-dnly spoken a 
few times in our home circles—nothing 
more.” . • ■ » i "

: “But you are â’'spéakèr; ’and should 
take your place as one as soon as you 
are ready for the work. Whtlt are you 
■going to do for a living?”; ;' ?■•" '

“I did intend to .study Jaw., but I can
not’ dp-that, now that Laura Spiritual
ist, hence I‘am’going to bëjà .farmer,” I 
replied, t’l have-taught seYefal terms, 
ànd may engage in that w.ork occasion
ally."-. . is ••■■7 ..

“Nonsense!” exclaimed .the Captain. 
“You. should go-to Meadville Theolog
ical School, take a course there, and 
enter the ministry. You Delong there. 
Farming is riot in your-line! ”"

“It Is au- honorable caltlpg,’’ X retort
ed angrily, ‘.‘for my fathépls' a ¡farmer 
and some of the best'men. I lmow are 
tillers of the soil.” -, - ■’(Y ’ 1 ■

“Yes, yes, I lmow,” said’Brown, “but 
they are not fitted for ¡the rostrum, 
while you are. For youito 'become a- 
farmer would be to deprive some man 
who cannot; do. anything ; élse'TO his 
chance to earn.a living. -Ÿoü Shall not 
do this thing!" .; ' -

. J was struck by this thought) ,tnd re
flected upon it long-ahdjeirnestly. I 
wanted the education, but lerfred the in
fluence, of the theological instructions I 
should there receive. -“Hqf.who hesi
tates is lost,” and. it. proved! (rue iiï my 
case. 1 went, but not .und one-'year 
later. -------------- - - - . -

I sought advice from Dr. Fuller, Mr, 
Morse,- Dr. Storer and my mother. They 
all said, "Go, but preserve your mental 
and moral integrity and soul balance.”
■•It was due to the seeming Occident of 

■ my meeting with Capt BroWu and his 
conversation with me that ,led to the 
complete icbange I thetf -.m^fie in-my 
life. I had had-a foUrteen1àjoàthB’'bàt-

work will live, and it is Joseph D. Stiles' 
host offering to the world. Mr. Stiles 
passed away suddenly, under sad cir
cumstances. He was all alone in his 
home, and was not found for some days 
after he was stricken. His physical 
sufferings must have been severe. 
Peace to his memory.

It was at Etna also in 1886 and again 
in 1886 that I met Mrs. Adeline M. «lad
ing. .She had only been a Spiritualist a 
very short time then, and her splendid 
mediumship was but beginning to un
fold. I bad several sittings with her, 
and she told me many things concern
ing my early life that were absolutely 
correct, then spoke of my future work.

“You are going to college," she said, 
“against your will, but it is best for 
you. Go! You will succeed. Your 
voice will be heard in all quarters of 
the land proclaiming the gospel of Spir
itualism. You will lead our forces to 
victory, and be to our Cause a staff," 
etc. ’

How those words affected me, few 
may over know. She also said that I 
should journey west, east, north and 
south, but that I should see the Pacific 
coast before my life work opened. She 
labored faithfully for the religion of her 
choice, and gloriously triumphed over 
death and the grave some three or four

To all Spiritualists and Progressive! 
People: Greeting:—Spiritualism is the! 
greatest truth in the universe. It deals 
with all of the relations of this life, 
and demonstrates a life belond the por
tals of death. Life is a fact and death! 
is a fact.. The two stand facing each 
other in awful, mighty contrast, both ot 
them stern, invincible and inevitable. 
They have constituted in the past, and, 
for a vast majority of the human race 
they constitute in the present, the prob
lem of problems, the "Riddle of the Uni
verse.”

Spiritualism professes to solve this 
problem, to unravel the awful mystery, 
and to light up the Shadowland of death 
with the bow of love and hope. If so ba 
it accomplishes this, it is not only the 
greatest truth In the world, but it is the 
truth for which all other truths exist.

Spiritualism not only proves the cort- 
tinuity of life beyond death, and the re
lationship between the two modes of ex
istence, but in contrast to all supernatu
ralism, it brings all these relationships 
to the level of pure naturalism, and es
tablishes a rational and scientific sys
tem of ethics, untainted and unalloyed 
with theological dogmatism and super-
stitious cant.

years ago. She was a rare medium, 
good speaker, an excellent/woman.

(To be continued.)

a

A LESSON

Derived From the Boston Globe 
Contest.

Spiritualism, and deserves well at our 
bands.

Of J. J. Morse, I cnly need say that 
his life is interwoven with the history 
of Spiritualism in all quarters of the 
globe. He has been true to his medi
umship, and has worked early and late 
for thirty-six years . for Spiritualism. 
We were correspondents from the time 
of our first meeting, and I owe much to 
his considerate, unselfish advice. Our 
paths have crossed at frequent inter
vals, and the handclasp has ever been 
cordial down to the time of our last 
meeting. Whether in Maine or Cali
fornia, in New York, or in Boston, in 
Washington, D. C., or in England, I en
tertained for him more than an ordi
nary friendship because of the early 
Impress hs made upon my life. What
ever may be hjs feelings to-day, mine, 
for the ideal noble man I found ip him, 
have not changed. I honor him for 
what he Jias done for our Cause, and 
for his own sake as my friend and 
brother. . .
THE GREAT TEST MEDIUM, E. \iV. 

EMERSON.
It was in 1885, also, that I met Edgar 

W. Emerson, the well-known test medi
um, for the first time. Our acquaint
ance ripened into a loyal friendship 
that obtains to-day. His mediumship 
was a great joy to my young heart, 
and from it I received many pearls of 
truth. It was in that year at Camp 
Etna that he gave one test that aston
ished the thousands of people before 
him. He cried out suddenly: “I see the 
spirit of a young lady about twenty- 
three years old, whose clothing Is drip
ping with water. She says her name is 
—----- , ahd that shc_ was drowned two
hours ago in Hermon Pond, While out 
boating!”

■This message created great excite-- 
ment in the camp, especially in the au
ditorium. The young lady’s mother 
was seated not ten feet from me when 
Mr. Emerson gave the test The wo
man was furiously angry, and she arose 
and fairly stormed out of the building, 
bitterly denouncing Spiritualism and 
Mr. Emerson in particular. Within" a 
half-hour from that lime, she was called 
for by a neighbor who told her that her 

. daughter had just been drowned in 
Hermon Pond. To this day, however, 
that woman is a bitter enemy of Spirit
ualism.' ' ¡

wly Im-

eäoBd 
irta-

Prize

The committee having in charge my 
candidacy in the Boston Globe prize 
contest, jojn with me in thanking all 
who in any way contributed to the very 
gratifying result of placing us in second 
place in the list of cities, and securing 
fop the. Lypn Spiritualist Association a 
prize bf five hundred dollars.' There 

-will also be some over two hundred dol
lars in. additional prizes, awarded to the 
childrenvwlio collected Votes,- and they 
have unanimously-decided to turn the 
results of their workiinto the treasury 
of the society, making the very accept
able sum of over seven hundred dollars.

There liere 230.464 votes received at 
the Globe office in my name, which 
shows what can be accomplished by 
united effort.

When I consented to become the so
ciety's candidate in their trial for one 
of these prizes, there were many ready 
to prophesy that it would amount to 
nothing, that we should get no support, 
and some asserted that we should not 
even receive fair play, the prejudice 
against Spiritualism was so great, but 
the result shows that Spiritualists can 
accomplish as much as any other class 
of people if they will only work, and 
work in unison, not all pull in different 
directions.

The time is past for Spiritualists to 
take a back seat all of the time. If we 
respeqt and have confidence in our
selves, and our ability to accomplish, 
the results following our efforts will be 
just as satisfactory as that accom
plished by others. We are too prone to 
pessimism to think because we are 
Spiritualists people will not respect us; 
make them respect us, and our belief, 
by respecting ourselves. We know we 
have the best religion in the world—act 
as though we knew it and wanted oth
ers to know it, and boldly claim all we 
think belongs to us. “A great many 
things are lost by not asking for them.”

Comparatively few of the Spiritual
ists of New England assisted in the 
Globe contest. Imagine the result if all 
of us should unite in some grand object. 
We could be an almost irresistible pow
er for its accomplishment, beside en
gendering a fraternal fellowship that 
would bind us, as societies and individ
uals, closer together, and so tend-for 
the growth and enlargement of our

VARIOUS PLATFORM CELEBRITIES.
It was this same year that I made my 

debut as a platform speaker, and I 
gave occasional addresses at different 
times of ter that until my departure for 
Meadville. At Etna in 1886, I again 
met Dr. Fuller, Dr. Storer, J. J. Morse, 
Capt.- H. H. Brown, and in their com
pany as speakers were Mrs. Abbie 
Morse, Mrs. N. J. Willis, and Mrs. 
Juliette Ycaw. Mrs. Willis and Mr a. 
Yeaw gave us wonderful addresses, and 
I shall never, forget their effect upon 
me. Mrs. Willis is a true Spiritualist, 
and her utterances have ever been spir
itual in their nature.- Her life is in her 
work, and she has always been true to 
her trust. Mrs. Yeaw I have met often 
in my work, and place her among my 
most revered and trusted friends. ■ She 
has,.been true to truth, just to/ her 
highest convictions, an. honest laborer, 
in the spiritual vineyard, and., a faithful, 
servant of the angels.. God bless her 
over for the good.work she has done.L.

-Here I ipet Joseph ’D.*‘ Stiles, 'the

cause. ALEX. CAIRD, M. D.

LOVED ONES.

Dear one gone on, do thou return 
" To us this hallowed h’our, 
And bring with thee, to brightef burn, 

' Love’s lamp, so lit with power
To make us feel full warmth and glow 

• Of loving presence near,
And tho’ the lights be burning low, 

Our hearts can feel no fear.
For only, lovb'lasts long and lives 

. Eternal as the skies, -
Its soft, sweet song forever gives 

Assurance it ne’er dies. . ..
Those who love shall grief’s tears feel, 

But joys shall fill the heart, '
And make them know that life is real 

‘ And death can never .part! •
Life • may .seem like drifting. leaves, 

To get beyond love’s reach, '

To spread this great truth among the 
masses who are hungering for the 
bread, and thirsting for the waters of 
eternal life, and bring them out from 
the bondage to the fear of death, Spir
itualists have organized themselves 
into both state and National associa
tions, and such an organiatlon was ef
fected in the state of Missouri in the 
year 1891, known as The Progressive 
Spiritualist Association of Missouri.

On the first day of February, 1905, 
there was held in the city of St. Louis 
a convention of this association, for the 
purpose of electing officers for the 
same, and to make an effort to increase 
the scope of its activity and usefulness. 
There were present some sixty dele
gates in person, and some twenty-five 
oy proxy, and the meeting was harmo
nious throughout. Mr. C. W. Stewart 
of St. Louis, was elected president; Dr. 
Olin D. Whittier of St. Louis secretary, 
and Rev. Josie K. Folsom of St. Louis, 
ti easurer.

For vice-presidents, Rev. Mrs. K. T. 
Hary, Rev, Mrs. E. G. Price, Mr. J. K. 
Young, Dr Herman W. Faber, Mr- Ja
cob Kcijizle and Mr. J. M. Pierce, all of 
StaLouis,..were chosen.

For trustees, Mrs. M. J. Ferris, Dr. Er 
H. Green, Mrs. Lena Dorner, Mr. J. B. 
McGufflh, all of .St. Louis, and M rs. 
Glen Cora Stephens of Kansas City, and 
Mr. Geo. H. Miller of Millersville, Mo., 
were elected.

This new board of officers is com- 
composed of active, earnest and effi
cient workers in the cause of Spiritual
ism, and it'is earnestly desired that a 
new enthusiasm may thrill the souls of 
our people and inspire them with a de
sire to place our glorious cause in a 
condition that will command the re
spect of our opposers, and attract the 
attention of all investigating minds to a 
religion that is based upon the prin
ciples of Nature and luminous with sjiir- 
itual truth. '

To this end it is desired that not only, 
every society in the state may come in. 
direct touch with this body, but that 
each individual Spiritualist may feel a 
personal interest in the work.

The Progressive Spiritualist Associa
tion of Missouri therefore solicits the 
hearty co-operation of every genuine 
Spiritualist in the state in its effort to 
make this the banner association of the 
United States, so that the next annual 
convention of the National Spiritualists 
Association at Minneapolis, Minn., "a 
showing may be made of which every. 
Missouri Spiritualist may feel proud, 
and that our staje association may be 
productive of great good to the cause of 
truth.

At this convention Mr. Oscar F. Ev- 
ertz, of 3516 Texas avenue, St. Louis, 
was elected editor-at-large, press agent 
and correspondent for the state associa
tion, a new office which bears the same 
relation to the- state association which 
that of Hudson Tutt'e bears to the N. S. 
A. It is the duty of this officer to an
swer all attacks made upon Spiritual
ism by the local press of the state, as 

»well as to recognize all favorable com
ment made by local papers, and to 
make this office of full efficiency all 
Spiritualists throughout .the state 
should keep Mr. Evertz informed by 

. sending all such items to him at once.
On receipt of this letter, kindly pro

ceed to come in toucn with this associa
tion at once by writing a personal letter 
to Dr. Olin D. Whittier, 715 Locust 
street, or C. W. Stewart, 3007 Dickson 
street, St. Louis, Mo.

Following are tho chartered societies 
of Missouri that are connected with the 
state association: ’

The Spiritual Society of Truthseek
ers, St Louis, Mo., Rev. Josie K. F ol
som, pastor.

Society for Spiritual Research, St 
Louis, Mo., Rev. Mrs. E. B. Price, pas
tor. ■ •

' First German Spiritualist Society, St

But love still grows; and he who grieves 
- May. yet a lesson teach.

For truth is told in falling tears, 
And lls’nlng love may learn

To courage take, and help with cheers 
Who would backward turn.

The ways we walk in life may wear 
... The weary working-feet, . 
But joyous love will ever share .

Its harvest of the sweet. • ■ ■ - .;■
And sweetest joy of love divine 

Will bring to all the best, .. • .
Eternal joys of life. Each soul shall 

. . shine . . ■ .. . ■ . ;
In glory with the blest
Washington, D. C. J. W. NIGH.

A great He is like a great fish on dpr 
land; it may fret and fling, and make a 
frightful bother, but it cannot hurt you. 
You have only_to keep still and It will 
die of Itself.—Crabba.

Louis, Mo., 
tor.

Central 
Louis, Mo., 
pastor.

Rev. Mrs.

Spiritual 
Rev. Mrs.

K. T. Hary, pas-

Society, of St. 
Lena Dornner,

- Carondelet Spiritual Society, , St 
Louis County, Rev. Mrs. Pierce, pastor.

South Side Spiritual Society of 
Springfield, Mo., Revs. J. Madison Allen 
and M. Theresa Allen, pastors.

Springfield Spiritual Association, 
Springfiela, Mo.,------------ , pastor.

Psychical Research Society of 
sas City, Mo., Rev. Mrs. Glen 
Stephens, pastor.

First Kansas City SpirituaIJst

K an
cora

Asso-
elation, Kansas City, Mo.,------ , pastor.
—Millersville Spiritualist Association, 
■Millersville, Mo.,: George H. Miller, pas
tor. ■ • By order of the committee:!

. C. W. STEWART, President.
- DR. OLIN DI WHITTIER, Sec’y. 1

We1 seldom realize it, but very fre
quently tho reason we have no use for 
people is because they will • not allow) 
themselves -to be used.—Puck. .

One part of knowledge consists in be
ing-ignorant of such things as are not 
worthy to be known.—Cates.
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^'Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. M
• Peebles’Book on “Obsession, or Demon

ism of, the Ages.”

i DR, J. M. PEEBLES REPLIES TO MR. LOVELAND,

?7
The world is advancing, and that, too, along the lines of agitation. It 

never advances in any other way. There can he no light without a cer
tain kind of friction or vibration preceding it. The line of progress is 
always beset with difficulties, and the greater they are, the more vio
lent the agitation, the more fierce the struggle, often leading to long 
wars and sanguinary conflicts. The present conflict of opinion among 
Spiritualists will lead to more light, a grander illumination, and our 
ranks will.be benefited thereby. This struggle of ideas, one with an

. other, embodied in book form, will go down in history as a standard 
work, and will be read by future generations with untiring interest, 
The good, however, accomplished now will be great, and after the storm 
will come the calm, with its grand and beneficent results. Dr. Peebles’ 
views which follow will be read with unflagging interest.

Let the war of thoughts and theories 
rage, It is the frlctloned steel that 
shines, the stormy ocean thaj>s makes 
the hardy, skillful mariner.

The interesting article of J. S. Love
land appearing in the "Thinker” Dec. 
31st, was, In connection with my other 
duties, replied to and ready for publi
cation within two or three days after 
being read and the sophistries detected. 
But Mrs. Richmond’s able article ap
peared, requiring my attention, and then 
the editor of The Progressive Thinker 
(heaven bless and long keep him for 
his broad-minded manliness in giving 
to his thousands of subscribers, the 
Open Court) wrote me that he had "a 
bushel of manuscripts” on hand relat
ing to the pro and con upon this sub
ject; and so desiring to be générons, 
and anxious myself to hear what pos
sibly could be said against the well-es
tablished fact of obsessing and vexing 
influences from the other side of life, 
I wrote him to lot my reply—which 
would keep—remain pigeon-holed until 
others had been heard. ,

Justice demanded this explanation 
touching this delaÿ of my reply to Mr. 
Loveland In the columns of the Open 
Court; and for which Open Court thous
ands upon thousands of thinkers are 
daily thanking J. R. Francis for his lib
erality and anxiety to spread the 
truth before the public. Of course, 
the most of his eighteen or twenty 
thousand subscribers keep files of the 
“Thinker.” These will re-read Mr. 
Loveland’s article and then my reply 
in this issue of the paper.

The first matter exciting surprise in 
J. S. Loveland’s late article -now before 
me in the "Thinker” is this: "I had no 
idea/’ he says, “of a war on Dr. Peebles’ 
L r.s I had not read It;” and yet he 
r>:; ...ely states in his first article that 
the "learned and much-traveled Dr. 
Peebles enters the field to use all his 
great power and Influence to convert 
our Spiritualism (Spiritism—J, S. L.). 
intb'oho vast system of demonism. * 
• * the abominable suggestipn of (Je- 
monism,” and he further 'stigmatizes 
the teachings “advocated and dlftiiseçl 
by the circulation of. this volumé, as 
a terrible superstition,” and yet,—par
don the smile—he has “no idea of a war 
on Dr. Peebles’ book.” How tenderly" 
innocent! The honest truth is J. S. 
Loveland has, uninvited and unexpect
edly to me, “opened fire” on the book, 
pronouncing It “abominable”—a "ter
rible superstition,” designed to convert 
“Spiritualism into one vast field of de
monism.” He is the aggressive party, 
the doughty Goliath! I am content to 
be a modest David with sling and stone 
of shepherd memory. The end is not’ 
yet. ■ ■

My kooks largely constitute my fam
ily. This last book on “Spirit Obsess
ions’ is the youngest member of my 
family, and though not perfect nor in 
every respect what I could wish (the 
ideal is never attained), it is my young
est child, and its teachings, so far as 
they ai e mine, I shall defend to the ut
termost; and critics should distinctly 
understand that this matter of demon
ism and spirit obsession is not a matter 
of .speculation nor a nine-day psychic 
affair of what ought to be—nor it is a

nothlng but assertions." As to the 
truth or shameless falsity of this aston
ishing statemenat, the readers of the 
book must decide for themselves. Per
sonally I qugry as to whether his bald, 
erroneous statement belongs to the cat
egory of inanity or to a sort of obses
sional insanity. Many are obsesffesd 
and are not conscious of it.

Hypnotism and Spirit Control.
My thanks are lavishly extended to 

Mr. Loveland for quoting so very liber
ally paragraph after paragraph from 
my book. These, paragraphs will whet 
the appetite for the book Itself. In his 
extensive quotations he shows an ex
quisitely good taste—will he not con
tinue m this line of well doing, and so 
Interest thousands of readers, as well as 
enriching and promoting the cause of 
true Spiritualism?

The truth of the statement, or story 
tbit a “very successful hypnotist nad 
written a distinguished work on the 
subject, informing us that he could at 
any time," (mark the words) “at any 
time Induce complete hypnosis in him
self, give all the ordinary phenomena, 
and have no memory, when he awoke" 
is questioned. Why did he not give the 
name of this wonderful hypnotist? 
Not crediting the story, I request a full 
statement of the who, and the when and 
the where of this hypnotist. I shall 
then exercise the right of cross-ques
tioning him. It is more than likely that 
Mr.,Loveland here confounds two or 
three words, so frequently done, sug
gestion, hypnotism and mesmerism. 
Possibly this nameless but illustrious 
self-hypnotist of Mr. Loveland, is the 
very man that lifted himself over/the 
hedge by his boot straps, and later dis
covered perpetual motion. Conscious 
self, hypnotizing conscious self, is not 
only a miracle, but a fair sample of Pa
cific Coast logic.

In all scientific and occult activities 
where personalitytand hypnotism’ áre 
Involved, there Is a positive and a neg
ative, a conscious will and passivity. A 
number ofttimes in my numerous hyp
notic experimènts-I have had stronger 
invisible wills thqpminp take impres
sible sensitive subjects out of my hands 
and entrance them. One of these later 
made a most excellent and successful 
medium for clairvoyance and healing. 
There are hypnotists—powerful and 
positive on both sides of death’s divide. 
This must not be forgotten.

In.this following sentence I cordially 
agree with my friend Loveland: 
“Thoughts, feelings, beliefs, are not 
things, but they are mighty forces in 
shaping the conduct and molding the 

■ destiny of people.” These two phrases 
going the rounds of the Spiritualist and 
liberal press these days, not only try 
my patience but tire me. The first Is 
“Thoughts are things,” and the second 
is “The Immortal soul or the precious 
immortal soul,”—sectarian sentences! 
The soul or sóul-b’òdy of subjective 
body is not immortal because partlclèd, 
composite, compounded and change
able, but the spirit—the self-conscious

subject for exploiting a pseudo
philosophy, but a matter of fact—a se
ries of well-established facts, observa
tions and experiences. ’

Comparing the writings of J. S. Love
land a generation ago updn mediumship 
and spirit influences with his positions 
to-day, if we have as we do have, J. S. 
Loveland vs. J. S. Loveland, or if we 
have as we do J. S. Loveland vs. Hud
son Tuttle, as I clearly showed in my 
previous article in The Progressive 
Thinker, Dec. 2, it Is “no fault of mine.”

The Fact of Obsessions.
“I submit,” writes Mr. Loveland, ' 

“that I fully, unreservedly admit the 
fact of obsession, but1 ‘not by decarnate 
evil spirits.’ In the largest sense, all 
persons are obsessed; they are influ
enced by partial or false ideas and opin
ions " Granted, I say—and so decar
rate spirits having “false ideas and 
opinions,” ■ influencing or entrancing 
mediums, necessarily affect, and (if un- 
develooed) vex or obsess them. This 
is "obsession” and so his “largest.sense 
of obsessions” completely undermines 
and knocks out from under him his own 
foundation. He must admit this or 
deny spirit entrancement and auto
matic spirit control as it has appeared 

’ in -the cases of Mrs. B. F. Underwood, 
Hudson Tuttle, T. Stead, of London, 
and many others. . ......
Assertlons'and Opinions vs. Experiences

This fault-finding critic complains 
that no part of .this book, “Spirit Obses
sions, called proofs,” are proofs, they 
are simply the citations of the opinions 
of others.” But if they were opinions' 
only, they would be quite as weighty as 

c- the opinions of J. S. Loveland to the 
■ contrary. They are not opinions, how

ever, but solid facts and experiences— 
" experiences, of substantial men and wo

men, some of whom are not only clair
voyant and medlumistically clairaudi- 
ent, out highly, intelligent, eminently 
cultured, and Mr. Loveland, nor any 
other man-has a moral-right to pit-his 
opinions against the careful and intel
lectual observations and experiences of 
others. It is but justice to say that 
some ofthe testimonies cited in this 
book in proof of obsession by low, eyfl- 
disposed spirits, are frota.college.gradu- 
ates, and others who -aro.. quite the 
peers of Mr. Loveland inerudition ahd 
classical scholarship, if not -vastly his 
superiors in the historic lore of the. 
Ages." : ■■ •■ ’

I am charged with ''filling a book of 
^egrly tour hundred pages with little os

ego is immortal. These subjects, how
ever, are not under consideration.

Hypnotism or Obsession—Which?
"Hypnotism will explain all the phe

nomena of obsession.” ■ Such is the un
qualified statement—such is the posi
tion of J. S. Loveland while treating of 
hypnotism and hypnotic power relating 
to physically embodied men and obsess
ing spirits. As Mr. Loveland affirms 
the above, Ifc belongs to him by all the 
rules of logic to explain and to prove. 
Demonstration Is demanded. His ipse 
dixits are at a discount

Then take this case. Miss R. S------ ,
a refined and intellectual young lady, 
graduate of a normal school, the only 
daughter of Influential and wealthy pa
rents in New York, became a personat
ing and writing medium. To this there 
was added a few months later fine 
Clairvoyance. She Idolized her father, 
but. one night after returning from the 
theater she felt impressed to write, Zie 
spirit communication purporting to 
come from a noted tragedian. Some 
splendid things ’were written, some 
Shakspearean quotations were scrib
bled,.some tests and also warnings re
lating to the social affairs of their 
neighbors; etc. These were followed 
after a few weeks by vulgar suspicions 
apd by coarse, profane language. She 
wrote automatically. Her trances 
were unconscious and her clairvoyance 
at times clear. Soon she became nerv
ous. Her vital forces were being sapped/ 
The ‘parents became alarmed and1 the 
tender father, chiding the controlling 

’.tragedian spirit while entrancing his 
daughter for his coarse ’obscene ex
pressions through the sweet lips of his 

’child, aroused the spirit’s anger. ’ He 
cursed her father. The father rebuking 
him still .more sternly for his low, vile 
Influences maddened him and he sprang1 
on the father through the medium, giv
ing him a severe blow in the face ac
companying it with a most horrible 
dhth. She was soon pronounced in
sane—but wisely put in the charge of 
Prof. S. B. Brittan of NeWYork, where 
the hypnotic obsessional spell of this 
tragedian demon was by magnetic 
treatment soon, broken, and she was re
stored to herself, retaining her clair
voyance. ■ - ; .

' This abridged account Mr. Loveland 
will, doubtless say was- hypnotism—but 
if so, what—"who liypnotlzed'her? (What 
power induced this young' lady to use 
the foulest; Vilest language, and strike 
tlie venerable father whom- sfio 'idol
ized?.- Tell us;:Mr. Loveland, explain it 

■ and so prove the truth of youf astonish
ing statement that mortal "hypnotism

yetunpublished eases at my command.
-Take again (his case, nearer home, of 

Hudson Tuttle, who while sitting “in a 
seance with friends engaged in drawing 
and automatic writing, his hand was 
seized and “with fierce unutterable hat
red and in angry bloody-redness, he had 
an uncontrollable desire to kill his 
lather,” and impulsed by this murder
ous desire he hurled a piece of chalk at 
ills father’s head, shivering the chalk to 
pieces, Mr. Tuttle declared that he 
could pot escape “the terrible influence 
lor the evening.” Now, Mr. Loveland, 
was Mr. Tutfle obsessed by this mad ma
licious Indian spirit, or was he self-hyp
notized, or was he fully and absolutely 
hypnotized? If you say the latter, then 
by wjiom?. .1 press, the question—by 
whom? No dodging will suffice. You 
assert that “hypnotism will explain all 
the phenomena of obsessions.” Now, 
then, I beseech you to explain the two 
above named cases in consonance with 
your assumption. In this case vigor
ously described by Mr. Tuttle himself, 
he either played a heartless, monstrous 
trick, revealing the brute; or he was 
literally obsessed; or. he was hypno
tized by some flesh-clad murderous 
monster—a trilemma indeed, and Mr. 
Loveland can pose upon just which one 
of these trilemma horns he finds Die 
most comfortable. If he says “hypno
tized” he will proceed to inform us by 
whom, and further explain the process 
and the devilish murderous purpose. 
This I demand in consideration of his 
bare, reiterated assertions that “hypno
tism will explain all the phenomena of 
obsessions." '

Death Not Uplifting.
Death is an event producing no Imme

diate mental or moral change in the 
personality—an event implying ascent 
or descent, putting spirits qualitatively 
speaking, where they belong and this 
in accordance with the law of compen
sation, peopling the hells, the heavens, 
the zones or spheres that doubtless 
shade off into each other something like 
rainbow hues.

But Mf. Loveland writes: “The -doc
tor assails as a mere assertion my posi
tion that death is a benefit to-every per
son, Instead of being a mere unsup
ported assertion, It was an unescapable 
inference from the argument demon
strating that the physical appetites and 
passions died with the body,” etc. Ml’. 
Loveland’s “argument” demonstrated 
nothing of the kind. It was futile. It 
was a floundering in shoreless Waters. 
That Is a'strange “argument" which 
postulates assumption and assertion for 
the major and the minor. His position 
is answered In a few words: That 
cannot die with the body which does 
not consciously abide in and pertain to 
it as a producing cause. This no logi
cian will dispute. Now, then, can or 
does any sane man contend that appe
tites and passions originate from and 
in the physical body, the real fleshly 
material avoirdupois? Can there be 
passions without consciousness and 
moral action? What are the thoughts, 
the passions In the “lightning-struck” 
man—a corpse? Has he appetites? 
Has he passions? If so, will Mr. Love
land tell us in what part of the body of 
the cadaver tbe appetites and passions 
reside—in the limbs, muscles, sinews, 
liver, spleen or the solar plexus— 
where? Whatever exists must exist 
somewhere; therefore In what part of 
the physical avoirdupois of man are 
passions as a conscious force Imbed
ded? Medically speaking, no surgical 
operation makes of a real man a men
tal eunuch.
How, and From Whence, the, Evil or 

. Evil Spirits. -
Just as sensibly .ask, whence the evil 

of human .beings? for spirits are only 
human beingswith'their -fleshly over;, 
coats thrown off. . .

While again thanking friend Love
land for his extensive quotations from 
my bock on the Obsession of Evil Spir
its, in which he says, 1 have presented 
his position “more eloquently than he 
could himself.” Be it so, and. glad, 
then, are two mortals. Surely, touch
ing some positions We are getting on 
nicely. By the way he adds: “He 
(Peebles) must have for a time forgot
ten his old-time theological superstl- 
tions and yielded to the inspiration of 
the new truth."

What a beggarly blunder!
There is no “new truth,” only the 

conception of truths are new to us. And 
then, what was my “theological super
stition"? If a superstition, it was be
lief in Universalism, the Fatherhood of 
God, the Brotherhood of man, and the 
final salvation of all men; and as a Uni- 
versalist I was never superstitious 
enough, nor mentally weak enough, as 
was J. S. Loveland, to be a Methodist 
parson, preaching, believing in that old 
Jewish Jehovah; believing salvation 
through the atoning blood of Calvary 
and in the eternal damnation of sin
ners; and now, after more than half a 
century of weird and wily wanderings 
in liberalism. Mr. Loveland has "yield
ed to the superstition” of a, sort of pell
lean spiritism wherein the palpably 
dreamy and profound uniting with and 
overshadowing the unknowable poten
tialities of matter becomes the abysmal 
absurd. This, It seems to me, is his

by cranial texturm no one will probably 
deny

This I. this Ego. this persistent indl- 
vidjalityflthiB céntral spirit manifesting 
through the forty-two brain organs, 
phrenoloScally speaking—manifesting 
through .¿his imperfect complex person
ality, allf actions, aims, purposes may 
berome aèflected. warped, perverted, 
। i ÿqdispiÿjjd In expression to the point 
of,malice:.and malice in all sensually- 
coH&iiveffi1 ill-organized, low-browed 
niqj Isjjigt as active and just as posi
tive as ou a higher plane of goodness in 
ill« oullirrtëel gnd refined. And this rea
coping 'Petains to the spirits of spirit
world, for.às aforesaid, death or death- 
spd&ns' neither lower nor exalt charac- 
teiijj nelt^r do they . immediately 
change Jim, emotions or leading life-de- 
eiiÎH’of thS pronounced dead.

By tfie-. way, the sub-heading of Mr. 
Loveland reading "Peebles _ versus 
Peebles,” properly translated and un
derstood, reads, “Peebles with his facts, 
experiejiqps apd testimonies versus the 
liniplpg theories and unsupported as
sumptions -of J. S. Loveland.”

While the innermost spirit is pure, in 
manifesting through an imperfect soul
body, through an often gross physical 
body, and uncultured brain there ap
pears in the. expression the imperfect, 
the immoral, the evil; something as 
the clear sparkling fountain upon the 
mountain side in dasning down into the 
valley, through swamps and marshes, 
becomes muddy and sufficiently poison
ous to produce typhoid fever,—a dis
ease, an evil. Noneman mistake the ap
plication of this to spirits fleshed and 
unfleshed. ’

Death Not Uplifting.
Wlitje paying no attention to my ar

guments, jior to the statements and log
ical positions of Hudson Tuttle and A. 
J. Davis in my previous article, Mr. 
Loveland, still waddling along, insists 
and blindly persists In saying that 
“death is Uplifting,” that the emotions, 
“the. passions die with the body,” But 
Andrew Jackson Davis, the great seer 
and philosopher, says (The Dlakka, 
page 80): “DEATH DOES NOT 
CHANGJ2 THE CHARACTER PF 
MAN, BUT SIMPLY STRIPS OFF HIS 
MASKS, AND COMPELS ’HIM TO 
STAND,FORTH AS HE IS, AND. HE 
BECOMES AFTER DEATH THE IM
AGE OF HIS OWN CHARACTER. 
THOSE WHO WERE UNTRUTHFUL 
IN THIS LIFE WILL BE THE SAME 
IN THE FUTURE,"

Who, now, is entitled to the most con
fidence? Who is to be believed, the In
dependent clairvoyant, extensive au
thor and Hustrious seer, A. J. Davis, or 
J. S. Loveland, who Is neither an exten-. 
slve author, clairvoyant nor psychic 
seer? Briefly It is the illustrious A. J.

present spirit status. .
Be it distinctly understood that the 

proposition or question under consider
ation in the Open Court is. not concern
ing tho ancient “origin of evil.” That 
evil as the temporary antithesis of good 
exists none deny except Christian Sci
entists, a people claiming that “all 
is mihd,” “all is good,” even mad-dog 
froth, mutiny, misery and premeditated 
murder! The real question Is, do unde
veloped evil spirits obsess, vex, annoy, 
falsify, prophesy falsely and at times 
mentally injure sensitives?—In a word 
obsession! When this subject pro and 
con is fully placed before the jury con
stituted, of the intelligent patrons of 
The Progressive Thinker, it will afford 
me the most unbounded pleasure to 
grapple with Mr. Loveland upon the 
question, where and when did evil in 
the universe originate? This; future 
controversy I will prelude by' saying 
that evil did not—could not have origl- 
nated through any Miltonian war in 
heaven; nor through any serpent in 
.some mythic Eden, or in any semi-om-
nipotent devil.

will explain all the 'phenomena of ob->■
sessions.” I have a dozen more similar

The Purity of Spirit; and' Evil Spirits.
■ Emphatically 1 state,'' and' re-state 

that, in my’ opinion, .spirit, essential 
spirit, embodying consciousness, force, 
life and purpose, is pure, and that man 
in his divine innermost is a potentlal- 
Jzed portion of- the infinite Spirit; but a 
portion, a segment, Is not the whole clr- 
,cle itself, and no logician would postu
late of a part what he Would of. the 
whole; in brief,'the spirit, the conscious 
innermost of man, 'IS . finite, and the 
finite is neitheEall-wise nor omnipotent, 
and functloning.as.it does tnrough Jm- 
perfect, particled and atomic Interme
diaries, the imperfect,...the evil is pro
duced. This I will later demonstrate to 
any ono competent tp .comprehend prin
ciples. ■ ■ ■

'In treating of this^ubject, some’met
aphysics cannot well be utterly avoided. 
I confess to having-: a lurking fancy' 
therefor, ahd especially when related to 
psychology and the functional interrela
tions of the psychic • elements and for
eign .Impinging forces interfering With 
and influencing .mortals forgood or ill. 
That spirit-inspired tendencies are af
fected in manifestations not only by 
various invisible extraneous forces but

-ir

Davis versus J. S. Loveland.
If as Mr, Loveland strenuously 

tends, and" persists in stating, 
death nialtes everyone "better,"

‘Loveland, to that? You introduced Mr. 
Tuttle’s name Into tills contioversv, and 
yet be testifies flatly against you, declar
ing That the "passions are not confined 
to rhe body,” that there "can he no sin 
without the activity of consciousness”; 
that It would be as logical “to refer 
wrong-doing to the coat worn- as to the 
body,” and that the “spirit is the same, 
whether clothed with the mortal or the 
spiritual body.”. And so we nave Tut
tle versus Loveland.

: 3. In "The Dlakka and Their Vic
tims,” by A. J. Davis, we -are informed, 
that “death does not change the charac
ter of the man,” but that they, “the Dl- 
aklra (evil unprincipled spirits) Impress 
the medium and, if possible, the well 
meaning investigator that they would 
“be .elevated and made happy if only 
they could partake of whiskey or to
bacco, or gratify their burning freeloVe 
propensities” * * they especially take 
delight iq psychologizing and dispos
sessing of the use of will.” • * “There 
are no conditions where such psychol
ogy is not possible,” and he further 
says: “These tricky Diakua with their 
known deficiencies in the higher moral 
principles of character are not re
strained In tlieir visits to earth.”

Here we have the straightout, posi
tive teachings of this Illustrious seer to 
the fact of psychology or hypnotism 
“dispossessing" sensitives of “the use 
of will," coupled with the over-there 
(obsessing) desire to "partake of 
whiskey, or tobacco, or gratify burning 
freelove propensities,” and so we here 
have Andrew Jackson Davis in relation 
to "the passions dying with the body” 
versus J. S. Loveland. «

con
that 
'the 
thequlckest way to uplift and better __

criminal wduld be to shoot him,' or with 
a policeman's club knock his brains out. 
His'‘»passions” we are,told would “die 
with1 Ms bdliy, and he would thus be 
speedily IrSnsmjited Into a passionless 
sainti’ovpr fliere, .

Again, two angry men are fighting; 
they ate profane and half drunken. 
One, drawing a revolver, shoots and 
kills fiih antagonist, and the other to es
cape ■arrest commits suicide; and so
murderer and suicide met by their 
tragle’deatM an "uplift"; death "bet
tered" them,1 and accordingly upon the 
basis of Loveland morality it may be 
joyoüHlÿ sjîld, blessed be’ ’lynching, 
blessed1 Jie 'murder, blessed be suicide, 
and death of any klpd. because it Is an 
"uplift,” mailing the c'pnditloh of the 
mùr<ftrér “better'1;—better, through the 
révolvëir ' affd gallows . rope-choking, 
guch teachings, regàfdjéss of thé law 
of compensation, are, in my estimation, 
'as morally degrading as they are damn
ing. Mrs. Haviland . here -in Çattle 
Creek, obsessed to become a Spiritual
ist lecturer, and her.littje children be
ing in the way, she murdered them to 
get rid of them, and so “bettered", their 
condition. This is Loveland philosophy, 
made practical.

And here! am reminded by Mr. Love
land of my phrase that “in dying, the 
spiritual ' (rather the soul-body) is 
raised out of the physical body Into a 
higher spiritual state of existence.” 
Yes, I said, I stand by, and I rè-state 
the fact, but that has nothing to do with 
imparting any uplifting moral quality. 
Would raiding a life-long polluted crinj- 
Inal In thought and deed into a higher 
state of existence inject into him virtue, 
goodness and wisdom, thus making him 
better?' How could it? It would not 
change character, because character is 
attained only through aspiration, ef
fort, struggles ahd gradual unfoldment. 
This raising into a higher state—mark 
it!—does not destroy the identity. The 
tendencies and passions' necessarily re
main at first the same. This consider
ing man a moral actor, could not be 
otherwise. Would the lifting òr raising 
of an ignorant, .wretched thieving, 
drunken sót from the ground floor of a 
palatial structure by an elevator up on 
to-the fourth-floor parlor of pure air and 
fine tapestried furnishings instantane
ously make him morally any better? 
Would it inaké him a good cleanly citi
zen, or a cultured Sage? Who so silly 
as to assert this? None! This un
fleshed Sot’s suggestions and thought
influences, so far as he has any, would 
be earthward, and in the nature of ob
sessions only.
The Witnesses of Loveland Continue to 

Witness Against Him.
Honestly; half-pitying my opponent, I 

have to say that I never knew a more 
unfortunate mah in thé face of an Open 
Court, because every name that he has 
mentioned of'witness-that he has put 
upon the stand—Davis, Tuttle, Dawbarn 
and others, testify directly and squarely 
against his' positions. Tnis must be to 
him disheartening. ’.

1.- .Im the d’hillòsòphical Journal, De
cember 24,'Charles Dawbarn, whom Mr. 
Lovelanarmentions, says: “When a man, 
crosses the divide he will rést there; or 
move OWTaocording to the thought-man-, 
hood htflJias iihilt up for himself,” and 
he furtlæp Say'S; speaking of Wilson and 
Dallas:'‘£We g®-here a certain spectro- 
scoplc View ofi'the hell manifested by 
earth pasàion^harried into spirit life.” 
ConsidéHdvell[ìthat phrase of your wit
ness, Mite Lowland—"earth passions 
carried ìèfltó 'ffiflrit life.” There is no 
“fog-lanffliffiboWthat, and what is more, 
it stoutly^steiflfly denies Loveland’s fa
vorite aBBfertio'S'that, “the passions die 
with thonbodj^'and so we have Daw
barn vertus-LtA’eland: ’ '' '.

2, ■ Imffihe Progressive Thinker, Jan-' 
uary 14, Hudson Tuttle, the noted au
thor, writes thtis; '“This doctrine of the 
innate pa»ity hi?the spirit, and that sin, 
the activity.trfothe passions, is confined 
to the body, ¡is'of immemorial age, and 
is an anachronism in the present. From, 
it thé conclusion was drawn that when’ 
the body-.was ehst off the'spirit was as. 
pure as free. ""(Hence the terrible ascèt-' 
iclsm which’ sought by -punishment ¿of 
the body,- •to--cancel its sinfulness. 
There cannot be sin without the activ
ity of consciousness or thought; and as 
this is absolutely of spirit, and has no 
dependencO’bmthe body, it would be as 
logical to refer tvrong-doing to the coat 
worn at tho-tlmo. as to the body. What
ever clothedlire worn the man remains 
•the some, .atf’tho -spirit is • the same 
whether-clothed' with the mental or 
spiritual body.” ■

’There! - Whaf have you to say, Mr.

are in complete accord with Mr. Love
land. Yes, they will stoutly, deny being 
really themselves obsessing spirits 
when they are psychologizing and injur
ing, or to use A. ,J. Davis’ words, “Vic
timizing their medium/' ■

To further illustrate, with the proof, 
that spirits, especially the dark demon 
obsessing spirits, , do not, did not, 
through mediums "reflect my notions," 
I will ask the reader to turn to my vol
ume “Three Journeys Around the 
World” (page 186), where a French 
Normandy spirit, Intelligent, keen, pos
itive but unprincipled, said through 
the trance medium accompanying me: 
“There is no God; there is nothing in 
the universe of being but matter and 
the negative forces in nature; spiritual 
beings becoming more pure and ethe- 
realized are finally absorbed, snuffed 
out, losing their consciousness and iden
tity. Fatalism 1g a truth. Man is pot 
responsible for any act of his lite. All 
things including man are fated to be 
precisely as they are. Man is a thing,"

I submit that this obsessing spirit 
and other Hadean spirits come almost' 
infinitely nearer “reflecting the no
tions" and “the positions" of J. 8. Love-

These statements and teslimotfies 
with the testimonies of ninety-nine one- 
hundredths of the testimonies and ex
periences of clairvoyant sensitives, 
ought not only to convince Mr. Love
land, but they should forever settle this 
question, that tendencies and “passions 
do not die with the body." This being 
true, ill-balanced, selfish and evil spirits 
just as naturally Influence, vex and ob
sess, as exalted spirits Impress and In
spire to holy living.

The Origination of Evil.
The origination of evil mentioned in 

one of Mr, Loveland’s sub-headings, is a 
question, as aforesaid, entirely outside 
the subject of obsessions. And under 
this sub-heading he asks in just twenty 
lines, sixteen questions, every one of 
which would require a column more or 
less In answering. In profuse question
ing Mr. Loveland excels, and I construe 
it that not satisfied with his material: 
Istlc-diluted spiritism, he is anxious to 
learn, and candidly it is the delight of 
my soul to teach. .

True as I say in my book, the pure 
and essentially divine spirit of man can
not sin; that is, cannot sin in the usual 
orthodox sense of sin, which is the 
breaking of the laws of God ; nor can it 
do evil in the general orthodox sense of 
eternal wilful rebellion, because over, 
under and through all things, thrills the 
divine pulse of evolution and Infinite 
love.

But mark! The human spirit out of 
the flesh or in it is finite, and being 
finite'it is subject to imperfection, and 
liable especially when functioning 
through coarse matter, or the more 
refined yet particled and Imperfect soul
body, to error and finite evil. And fur
ther, the ego, the conscious human spir
it, being finite, could not, cannot con
struct a perfect enwrapping envelope, 
which soul-envelope is doubtless con
structed of the finer forces, ethereal ele
ments, emanations and atoms, each of 
which Prof. Dolbear tells us, “can be 
broken up into a thousand parts.” And 
this process of the breaking up of atoms 
must be continually going on In our bod- 
les, and these ultimate particles are load
ed with energy." Absolute stability can 
be predicated only of infallibility, the 
Directive Energy of the Universe.

No! the finite spirit being neither all
wise nor omnipotent cannot wreathe for 
itself a pénect soul body and so being 
and functioning through a more or less 
imperfect instrument we get in this 
moral universe imperfection and evil. 
And further, in illustration the Cooper- 
Hewitt Vapor Lamp, incandescent, re
fracting and sifting out the red rays 
causes the remainder In the passing to 
assume a dead brown color, which when 
applied to vegetation or foliage of any 
kind shrivels and withers it. Evil you 
see on the plant plane of existence. I 
adduce these scientific facts, hoping to 
better illustrate how the finite human 
spirit, acting through an Imperfect soul
body nnd often an unclean, seml-dls- 
eased physical body, results in imper
fection, undevelopment, evil—evil in 
the fleshed world of spirits here, afid 
in the world of unfleshed yet embodied 
spirits just beyond death's portal.

The Testimony of Spirits.
Under this sub-heading Mr. Loveland 

rashly declares that all these “letters,” 
“stories of the obsessed," and ‘-'quota
tions" (Davis, Tuttle, Stainton Moses) 
are only the "recitals of opinion” that 
admit of an “entirely different set of 
conclusions." Why did he not tell us 
what those conclusions would be? Why 
did he not grapple with the statements 
and experiences of Tuttle, Stainton 
Moses, W. T. Stead and the testimonies 
of the obsessed, such as Dr. Greer of 
Chicago, and other—why? The reason 
is evident enough. He knew that he 
could not dispute the facts of these 
highly Intelligent parties, some of them 
being fully his peers, and he further 
knew that he could not explain away by 
any hypnotic hypothesis or overthrow 
their distinctly .defined experiences. 
And then, supposing he did reach. and 
state some different “opinion," it would 
be only a Loveland “opinion”; that and 
nothing more. How I wish that I could 
tnake Mr. Loveland understand of how 
little consequence his “opinions” (he 
being neither clairvoyant, clalraudlent, 
trance or automatic spirit writer)—of 
how very little consequence his “opin
ion” would be when compared with 
some-of those competent, clear-headed, 
and psychic witnesses who-in thisbook, 
testify from personal experience to the 
facts of. spirit .obsession; or when com
pared with the. statement of . A. J. Davis 

. in his hook,-“Brain and Nerves” (page 
257) where he declares : “Mediums are. 
sufficiently impressible to be psycholog
ical.subjects lor minds in the body, and 
.out,” ■ This is-a most telling statement 
—mark it!—for “minds out of the 
body” are spirits. .

Under this same sub-heading Mr. 
Loveland makes this astounding state
ment: "When; Dr.-Peebles consults spir
its,thro,ugh mediums on this question he 

.simply gets his own-notions reflected 
back upon himself. He sanctions his 
own-positions.” This statement has not 
the- semblance of foundation In truth. 
It is unqualifiedly incorrect! It mor
ally pains me. to. be necessitated. to 
write thus plainly but for several years 
I have read .enough, quite .enough, from 

! that: dogmatic pen—“I am Sir Oracle;!' 
Hereafter, If. Mr. Loveland .when refer
ring tp mepr.to my teachings; misrep
resents, -or- if he misstates my booked po
sitions, I.shall correct him in such in
cisive English as will stir, it not sting; 
He must make his paths straight -or I 
shall-straightway vigorously straighten 
them.for him; ■ -• •••■ ■

Some spirits and especially obsessing, 
spirits not only-have not "reflected back 
my. notions" ■ but have -persistently 
talked right to the reverse of my "posi
tion.” In fact, undeveloped, lying, ob
sessing spirits, quite commonly deny all 
obsessions by evil spirits. In this they

land than they do those of J. M. 
Peebles.

Again, under this sub heading, “The 
Testimony of Spirits,”' Mr. Loveland 
thus affirmed : “So far as fact and doc
trine are concerned there is no reliabil
ity whatever to spirit communications 
so far as the future world and Its condi
tions are concerned.” Indeed! indeed! 
What do you think of that, Spiritualist 
mediums?. And you clairvoyants, and 
you lecturers, automatic spirit writers, 
Spiritualist authors and thousands 
upon thousands of conscientious, cul
tured and royal-souled Spiritualists? 
Mark these startling words: “There Is 
no reliability whatever In the commu
nications of spirits in facts and doc
trines.” Very well, if no "reliability," 
then Loveland knows nothing about
the spirit world, nothing about 
alted, ministering spirits or 
sessing demons upon matters 
the spirit world therefore he 
literally a know-nothing, and yet

ex- 
ob- 
of 
is 
he

)
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open one of Andrew Jackson 
books and read: “When walking up 
down the floor thinking about the book
store, and turning to close the or 
which unwittingly I had |eft open/ oh, 
glad was my soul! tor there smiHngly 
before me stood my falthlui^ioung 
friend, the spirit, James Victor VAilson. 
* • » Again, I was alone about aleven 

 

o’clock when friend Y'llson appeared. 
He stood by. my side as I sat lly the 
table with paper and pencil prepared, 
and thus we enjoyed a protracted con
versation;" during which tins ¿xalted 
intelligence talked of Swedenl/org, of 
the beautiful summerland, of such in
verted characters as the Diakkii, etc. it 
was a beautiful seance in the'silence

presents to the world the astounding 
feat of writing columns and pages upon 
non-reliabiiitles; pages about the spirits 
of a spirit world of which by confession 
he knows nothing! A pitiable predica
ment!

Here is another/jvild, reckless asser
tion from Mr. Loveland’s pen: "Eternal 
damnation and the most ultra Univer
salism” through spirit teachings “stand 
on equal grounds.” In behalf of both 
mediums and spirits,! deny the truth of 
this assertion and demand the demon
stration. Names and dates are re
quired.

Having been In the field of Spiritual
ism over fifty-five years and meeting 
and conversing with fully two thousand 
mediums and their spirit guides, in all 
English-speaking nations while gather
ing materials for my volumes entitled, 
"Immortality and What a Hundred Spir
its, Good and Evil, Say of Their Dwell
ing Places,” I declare most emphatic
ally that I never heard an intelligent 
spirit through a medium, conscious or 
unconscious, teach the dogma of "eter
nal damnation.” Possibly the old 
Methodist superstition, Hell, was so 
psychically ingrained Into Mr. Love
land when a Methodist preacher, that 
bls very presence may have hypnotized 
some poor frail medium or silly spirit 
to teach “eternal damnation”; but I 
doubt it even in such an extreme case.

After quoting a string of sentences 
relating to the haunting places of the 
lower, undeveloped spirits, Mr. Love- 
and refers to my “Demonism of the 
Ages (page 103) concerning the haunts 
of demons, and mark well, my first 
thrbe lines under that sub-heading 
read: “The literature of the jiges unite 
in declaring that demons have mani
fested in some form through all antiq
uity.” A Chaldean magical formula 
runs thus, which I quote; and then I 
summarize some of these sayings and 
teachings-of Jacolllot’s Occult Science 
in India, and Francois. Lenormant on 
Chaldean magic. I did not say nor hint 
that I endorsed all their sayings con
cerning "the haunting places of de
mons,” and when Mr. Loveland virtual
ly so states he again states that which 
is absolutely untrue, and whenever he 
does this I shall sternly correct ’ him 
even though causing the blush of keen
est remorse to crimson his face. He 
continues his diatribe by referring to 
page 120, remarking that the "Doctor 
quotes and endorses the following say
ings,” another direct misstatement! Is 
there a spiritist In the land except J. S. 
Loveland, so unfair, so mentally obfus- 
ticated as to contend that a man in writ
ing up Oriental literature, writing of 
Chaldaic magic and the ancient oracles 
while summarizing, endorses all his 
quotations and references bearing upon 
the general subject? No! I am sure 
there is not one!

“Physical sensation,” writes Mr. 
Loveland, “Is the basis of all our 
thought and life at present.” Thinkers, 
Spiritualists, what do you think of that 
statement? Why, it is certainly, spirit
ually away behind the skeptical David 
Hume for he asserts (Treatise on Hu
man Nature, 1-12) that “Sensations 
arise .in the soul and from unknown 
causes.” And the authoritative Mansel 
says: "The general voice of modern phi
losophers an;! erudite metaphysicians 
has pronounced that sensations, as 
such, belong to mind and not to body, 
because there can be no sensation with
out consciousness.”
Where Now Does J. S. Loveland Stand?

Though a controversialist these sixty 
years with churchlanic sectorists and 
atheistic materialists, I have never held 
controversies with a person so assert
ive, one more self-contradictory than 
Mr. Loveland^ who boldly asserts that 
the "so-called testimony of spirits is 
worthless because hopelessly contradic
tory in character.” And by parity of 
reasoning l add, that “the testimony of 
parties coming to Michigan from the 

'north pf California among the snows, 
and from southern California among the 
oranges in February, is '‘worthless" be-, 
cause “hopeless contradictory.” A fair 
specimen this of Loveland logic! Ev
ery intelligent Spiritualist knows that 
spirits manifest from the plane of con
sciousness, or sphere which they occu
py; and the lower ignorant spirits may 
contradict the wiser higher ones, some
thing as the green- apples of July con
tradict the ripened, mellowing ones of 
autumn; still they.are all apples in dif
ferent stages of growth. Personally ! 
have just aq much confidence in the tes
timony of intelligent spirits as I have in 
J. S. Loyeland’s words or testimonies.

Strange as it may appear, Mr. Love
land, looking from and speaking from, 
his own standpoint, declares-most post-' 
tively that “there 'is no reliability in 
spirit communications”; ■ that "hypno
tism covers all ’the occult 'phenomena 
■connected" with' -spirit obsession," and 
that’ “thdy- (psychic or ■6pjrit;phenom- 
eria) are produced by. natural .forces 
(hypnotism, suggestion;' eta>) used by 
human persons-.’’ ' There you hate the 
height'-*and -depth..'nef -length 'and
breadth of Loveland spiritism. What a 
pitiable spectacle! By th'ese.-statements 
Mr. Loveland cuts cut Jfem under him 
the last spiritistic pro)?. Haman-llke. 
he is dangling. .
“There Is No Reliability In Spirit Com

. ■ ■ municatlons." .
Buch is the appalling statement of J.

S. Loveland. Let ub consider IL 1

where this peer received these truthfql 
and magnlficnt communications. There 
have been thousands of similar ones re
ceived during the last fifty or sixty 
years through trance sensitives and in
dependent clairvoyants. Many have / 
been published and many spirit proplie- 
cles have been verified, and yet J. s/ 
Loveland with .Die most “brazen cheek- 
edness,” using a New England phrase, 
declares “that so far as fact and doc
trine are concerned there is no reliabil- - 
ity whatever in spirit communications " 
Considering such an astonishing state
ment one naturally asks what sort of / 
mediums has Loveland been consorting ( 
with these fifty years, and what grade I 
of spirits has he attracted about him? I 
. Concerning the reliability of spirit 
communications and confidence in spir- / 
its, I candidly, conscientiously affirm ■ ’ 
that I have just as much confidence in/ 
the words of spirits as 1 have in the 
words of Mr. Loveland, just as much 
confidence in the testimonies of spirits 
as I have in his testimonies, and I have 
vastly more confidence in the teachings 
of spirits, Including facts and doctrines, , 
than I have In many of the dubious, ,- 
maundering theories of Mr. Loveland.' 
concerning spirit life; for of tlils.-jlfe' ■ 
beyond he admits that he knows noth- te 
ing. ”

“Did you ever see or meet Mr. Love
land?” asks a very Intelligent lady.

Though meeting him, I never saw 
him; that is I never saw, subjectively 
considered, that individuality called J. 
S. Loveland. I saw his garments un;l 
portions of his body, but these won 
only shadows, evanescent covering 
and not the real conscious him. On tl 
other hand, I have seen unfleshed :;|i 
its. 1 have heard their lute-like vole 
I have consciously walked by their si/b 
1 have psychometrically sensed t/ieir 
spheres, and more than all I am d<A-ply 
conscious of their presence every/ day 
of my life; therefore thus sensing; tnus 
knowing spirits, I have infinitely mioro 
confidence in them, in their words, (their 
facts and their teachings and testimo
nies relative to the spirit world, than I 
have in the theories and dogmas of 
Loveland or any other uninspired or 
uon-illumlned personage. ,

Again Mr. Loveland, continuing his 
assumptions and assertions, declaresrin 
these words: “The utmost that cam be 
claimed for mediumship is that/ it 
proves a future existence.” This /con
fession sums up his progress, his :;4>irit- 
ual advancement during fifty-sllx or 
seven years. He has, in fact, just 
reached the moral altitude of thelJapa- 
nese Shlntos, of the African Voodoos 
and the Utah Mormons. These believe 
in spirits, and that their manifestation 
prove “a future life”—nothing more! 
Such Lovelandism afloat and masquer
ading in the field of spiritism with 
Mormon and Japanese co-believors is 
most deplorable. If mediumship barely 
proves a "future life,” proves that spir
its exist, how does Loveland know that 
existence is peopled with human spirits 
or elementals or elementaries, or 
elves, or gnomes, or fairies? He dae^j?.' 
not know; 1 repeat he does not kno'Wjo 
and yet he declares that “all these rq-J> 
seats descriptions of spirit existence”' 
(including those of A. J. Davis,"TutUe, 
Stead, Mrs. B. F. Underwood, and out
ers) “are simply fancy and imagina
tion.” There, you millions of Ameri
can Spiritualists, who have carefully 
witnessed these uplifting suggestions 
and teachings through trances, visions, 
levitations, premonitions, and auto
matic writings; you who have received 
beautiful messages, identifying your 
loved ones whose mortal remains . re
pose beneath the willows, you know 
just where J. S. Loveland stands upon 
Ihis subject of genuine Spiritualism,, 
and in my opinion It would take as 
much of this Loveland kind of spirit
ism to convince imperialists of a future 
life and convert the world to Spiritual
ism, as it would Arctic-ocean glaciers 
to heat an ordinary farmer’s oven.

Another Witness on the Stand.
As Mr. Loveland paid no attention to 

such previous witnesses as I placed 
upon the stand to testify in this Open 
Court (I refer to Hudson Tuttle, A. J. 
Davis, Stainton Moses and those twenty 
or thirty intelligent persons testifying 
in my book), I call another witness into 
court, hoping that it may arouse suffi
cient courage to waken and spur up Mr. 
Loveland to the attempt, at least, to ne
gate or annihilate the testimonies of 
these noted, conscientious and level- , 
minded witnesses.

My next witness is the enlightened 
and cultured late Dr. Eugene Crowell, 
who gave me the pleasure of several 
times meeting his chosen and remark
able medium. He was one of the best 
meh I ever knew. Dr. Crowell in his 
book, “The Spirit World,” writes: “The 
spirits of misers who in this life were 
so debased, so gross, so steeped in de
pravity that they remain in their de
graded condition and continue to in
habit the lowest spheres for long pc-
riods of time, and in some rare in-
stances even for centuries. They have ’ 
no desire for improvement and pro- 
gressicn, and until they experience this p : 
desire their advancement is impossi£. ■■ 
ble; but in tiffie, remote though it tnr-’- 
be, this is awakened within them.” He 
further adds: “There are certain earth
bound spirits which Infest our public > 
conveyances, steamboats and the like; j
they frequent the lowest quarters of our ; 
cities, and liquor-Baloons, brothels,; 1
gambling saloons and the like places, . i 
aré crowded with them. They subsistí ;
mostly on the emanations from earthly? |
food. Restaurants and kitchens, espe-;- : 
cially when unclean, are resorted to by: 
them when hungry. Liquor saloons are . 
crowded with this class of spirits, and. .! 
not a person who possesses medial» . 
power in çiny degree—and most persons; ' 
possess it In some degree^-and whrç 
there moistens his lips with wine op: 
liquor, who is not at once obsessed b< 
by miserable degraded spirits, and b>—— 
them urged, often Irresistibly, to fur- • /’I 
th er indulgence, until, as It frequently . 
happens the victim becomes prostrated 
by the démon of drunkenness, with per-- .- . 
haps the obsessing spirit lying equally’■' ’ • ■■/« 
unconscious and helpless at his side.. ;
Could the frequenters of these abodes’ of ¿ c’i 
sin and evil have their spiritual eyes ':i 
■opened, -as were the eyes of the serv- ■■■.- ;
■anta óf Elisha, they would rush ^’ith'
'horror from Such scenes.’” '' , ■-.■■*

As Mf; Loveland makes’ no ptèten-- ;
sloñ's to any exalted .Bpirltua! medium- • 
'Ship, he can only meet' thé clearly-. ■“ 
(stated facts of mediums; the solid’ b'xpe- ■ 
riehces of'mediums and. the testimonies, 
of many of the most brilliant and solid ■
minds in the ranks of Spiritualism with, ■*
his unproven theories, mapy of . which , 1
in my estimation are only compafabío \ ¡
to ropes of sand and dubious nightmare n 
dreams. ; ,

It must be noticed that not one of my .-
(Continued qa gags 34
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born babe Into earth life.
. D. W. Hull, in The 

Thinker of January 28, in 
case in his experience as
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mon Spirits and Obsession
ARE THERE EARTH-BOUND SPIRITS?

Mr. X J. King, One of the Master Minds in This Conflict, Comes to the 

Frorft Again With Arguments Against the Position Assumed by Dr, 
Peebles, Adding Much Interest to the Present Controversy.

In the discussion of the Open Court, 
several have referred to “earth-bound 1 
spirits,” as though it was to be taken ) 
for granted that there is a. class of spir- < 
its who at death are unable to leave ’ 
their earthly homes, and wander about : 
their old haunts in a dazed condition, : 
and often are unable to tell whether ! 

’ they are dead or alive, and remain : 
about their earthly homes for long pen

. ods unable to leave, and obsess and 
lead people into wickedness, and would . 
always so remain unless helped by 
some cne in the flesh to realize their 
condition and be directed by them to 
the. light and to the spirit world.-

It would hardly seem that this ques- 
i tlon needs discussion, but it does. It
; Is a whelp of the same litter as Obses-

■v sloh. Let us examine it in the light of 
\. scientific Spiritualism. By that light 

' Sve see there is a material world and a 
? Spirit world. In the natural world all 

material substance is bound to It by at; 
traction of that world, called gravity, 
while spirit is not subject to that force. 

\''fe ' Being of a more refined substance it is 
repelled from gross matter and is at
tracted to tho world of Its grade of sub

: . stance to which it is in affinity, the sec
.. ’ ; ond sphere. ■ ■ .
v-a Its inhabitants are the spiritual or- 

7 • ■ganisms of the material worlds after 
J ‘ Reparation from their material bodies at 

!eath; death being the sundering of the 
oul from the gross material body, 
,'hich bound the spirit to it,
Soul is the Intermediary between the 

pirit and gross matter and sufficiently 
Uflnitized to each to hold them togeth- 

. ir, and when separated from the boay 

. tijs intermediary or soul becomes the 
outer covering of the spirit or spirit 

. holy. The body being thus separated 
—Iro3i souh and spirit, being earthy, is 

hel<( to the earth by its attraction, but 
. Hie soul and spirit being-heavenly is at- 

traced to the heavenly world. We, 
Sprithalists call the heavenly world the 
second sphere, or spiritual world. Tfius 
they each obey the law of affinity, or 
the attractions of similar grades of mat
ter. •

All inatter, material and spiritual, is 
baund' together by nearly allied grades. 
When very different in grade, repulsion 
instead of attraction results. This law 
isVuniversal in its operation in the ma-

4 ‘JO <1 »X' i 'i *37 í ’’ . noimní health rf body aad mind. "It
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Mrs. Addie L. Ballou, at one time well and favorably know)! in • the 

West as a lecturer and medium, gives briefly some of ¿er experiences, 
which pannot fail to be placed in the scales by thoughtful persons;'as

Perhaps Brother Hull could see the 
light and the wife in the spirit world! 
Distance, time, law, aro nothing to 
some. If they are influenced to .see a 
vision or hear or say something, these 
must be true, however contrary they 
may be tc science and natural or spir
itual law—such a story and such a vis
ion may have its use as a lesson to 
Brother Hull and to others now he has 
told it for their consideration.
. Even Brother Francis seems to be 
greatly impressed with Brother Hull’s 
experiences, and in his remarks intro
ducing Brother Hull’s article, seems to 
place such experiences above the funda
mental laws of Spiritualism. If my 
statement above of the law of matter 
and spirit is true, then Brotner Hull’s 
vision and talk with the spirit he refers 
to and his great service to that spirit, 
as an actual fact as portrayed by that 
vision, talk and service, is simply non
sense, I do not doubt Brother Hull’s 
vision, or conversation with a spirit. I 
deny the truthfulness of the vision and 
of the story of the spirit. They "cannot 
be true because they violate the laws 
of nature. SPIRITS CAN TELL UN
TRUTHS AND SHOW FALSE VIS
IONS TO THEIR MEDIUMS. They do 
these sometimes, and it is not evil spir
its that do it, either. They always have 
an object to aepomplish when they do 
such things, and the object is good.

Many spiritualists are too credulous 
cf things told by spirits. They would 
believe, if told so by a spirit, “that the 
moon is made of green cheese." This 
is not a healthy condition of mind, and 
spirits, tell “stories” to teach men not 
to believe unreasonable things though 
told by a spirit any more than ittdld by 
men in the flesh. They tell things con
trary to the known laws of science and 
nature, that their statements may not

was through the instrumentality of Dr. 
G, 8. Lane, Boston, U. S. A. He is an 
excellent man,’’ she toils us, "encircled 
by a high and beautiful concourse of 
spirit intelligences, physicians, sur
geons and Oriental healers. Very soon 
after, coming under the influence of his. 
heavenly guides my condition changed. 
A heavy atmosphere was lifted iroin 
-me, my natural strength returned, my 
will became re-established, and my 
eight became clear. While Dr. Lane 
was treating me, I saw clairvoyantly a

against the theories that are so beautiful and cogently presented by <the 
noble -savans in our ranks, to dissipate the plea that the channels ojién 
to angelic spirits to promulgate the good, aré closed to evil spirits Vf)io i magniflcenrIndian spirit standing on 
would take special delight in leading certain persons astray. Does Hot I bis left, and an exalted ciicie of phy

, x „ ___________ __ _ ________________slcians around and above him, remov-
her statement that she actually saw the Demon when not expp^tmg, tc, I mg me dark, misty, poisonous atiuos- 
thus doing away with the thought of auto-suggestion, or suggestion,1'in I phere that had been projected into the 
any form, weigh heavily as an argument in this controversy? jAnd ¿¡jw vitainy sappin^demons.”686 lOam 

are the savans to demonstrate that s¡he as well as scores of others are There is enough here to show the ne- 
mistaken in what they see and hear? If they are mistaken in what tftey: I ebloMecintroi“^^!! abnormal con

see, hear and experience, what about the statements of those who see, diuons. Dr. Peebles holds what no 
hear and experience excellent results with Angels of Light and Love? I tSm-’in11^” gLatest hX m a' 

> ------------ , positive menace to the future of the
To the Editor:—Responding to your .lously did the same before subjecting movement. He considers "spiritism" 

request to give my views on Obsession, myself to control, addressing them, the broad open gateway to obsession, al- 
or the control of mortals by evil spirits, however, to my mother in ■ heaven, though it had, and still has, its uses. 
I will write briefly of facts known per- feeling her to be the nearest one to “Tests, repeated tests,’’ he affirms, are 
sonally to me. ' whom to appeal for safety. I helps to spiritual babes. Marvels

.. - . - ■ (jm-ing my father’s absence astounding marvels—may be necessary
from home, a neighbor, me only wo- to startle the flinty-headed materialist, 
man tor miles around, wife of one of but adds that “Some of the most firm 
my lather’s farm hands, a woman of [“’and clear-headed Spiritualists, however, 
bad habits and unscrupulous, over-per-1 that I ever met never attended a seance, 
suaded me to sit with her. I could not never witnessed an alleged spirit phe- 
go to my mother prayerfully with dis- nomehon, nor heard a Spiritualist lec- 
obedience to my father in my heart, arid I ture. Listening to the ‘still small voica 

_ (i.„----------k„(„~ I within, ’ they grew up into Spiritualism
an excessive personality in its self- fortified against her conditions by in- I as naturally as daisies grow up from

- - "   ' yoking my protectors, aud in the dark- the rich soil, or as buds unfold to
cned room placed myself in receptlvi- spring-time suns.” It is only possible 
ty. I shall never forget the terrors of to outline the leading points of Dr. Pee- 
that hour. I saw the control before it bles’ valuable work, which should bo 
seized me and tried to escape it. IT carefully read by all well-wishers to the 
WAS FIENDISH AND DIABOLICAL, cause.—A, B„ in Harbinger of Light, 
HE MADE ME CONTORT MY BODY I the leading Spiritualist paper in Aus-

It is certainly a safe and conceded 
assertion that one POSITIVELY AU
THENTICATED FACT IS OF MORE 
VALUE THAN A THOUSAND DENÏ- 
ALS, all the arguments that may be ad
duced notwithstanding. "While some 
latitude may be given to controvert, as
is the case with some men, not so much g1IOUi.;uw: lu m, ... my m«.., ««u , — 
'from honest skepticism as to indulge sat down with the woman without being within.

PEEBLES’ REPLY TO LOVELAND
(Continued from second page.) , 

critics in venting their spite and bitter
ness has exhibited fairness enough, or 
moral candor enough to quote or men
tion this paragraph (page 199 Obses
sions):

"It must be considered that all obses
sions are not from surrounding unseen 
intelligences. There is a 'sort of an 
ideation obsession caused by an unbal
anced, weakened organization. Every
thing objective and subjective affects 
these persons. They are like tiemu- 
lous aspens. They are partly the vlc-
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PILES
Send your name today and get by 

return mail my new 3-fold Treat
ment which is curing thousands. 
To every person answering this ad

vertisement at ouce I will send—Free 
to try— my complete new three-fold 
absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fis
sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and all rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
.send me one dollar. If not, send noth
ing; you decide after a thorough trial. 
I am curing even cases of 30 and 40 
years’ standing; as well as all the ear
lier stages. Act now and save yourself 
pefhaps untold suffering. My three
fold treatment cures to stay cured be
cause it is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try it at my expense. 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new Pile Book. (In colors) 
comes free with ihe approval treatment, 
all in plain package. Send no money 
—only your name—to Dr. Van Vleck 
Co., X05 ! Majestic Building, Jackson, 
Mich. Write today. >

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT-

This volume consists of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance stale, and is certainly no 
small crutribution to the study of the soul. It 
is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, £1. For'sale at this 
office.

tuns of their own disordered imagina
tions. They are emotional, suspicious, 
pessimistic sensationalists, touching the 
fringe-belt of morbidity, hearing the un
heard, and seeing fanciful pictorial 
presentations, instead of genuine real
ities. This sort of obsession is reme
died by auto-suggestion, will power and 
liypnotlc treatment scientifically admin
istered.”

Spiritualism Introduced.
As friend Loveland has, after fifty

seven years and.mofe of soul-travail, 
got so near to the borderland of spirit
ism tn Us best estate as to admit that 
"mediumship proves a future exist
ence,” btit nothing more, he will permit 
me to publicly introduce to him for his 
calm consideration, Spiritualism, true 
Spiritualism, the grandest truth, consid
ering- its attributes, inspirations, com
munications and encouraging, spiritual
izing tendencies, that ever gladdened 
this rolling planet. Its keynote is 
Spirit—the One, the Absolute Presence 
underlying, and overarching all the 
great reforms, all the ennobling, uplift
ing movements that have graced the 
agone decades. Spiritualism is all-in- 
elusive, teaching that there is a germ of 
divinity in every conscious intelligence 
in this or spirit life; that all nations, 
"races and tribes are brothers; that true 
soul unfoldment must arise from with
in; that the harmonial life should be
gin now and here; that discipline in all 
worlds is remedial; that intermediary 
Instruments through vibrations, trances 
and various manifestations demonstrate 
a future progressive existence, describ
ing with much .accuracy the employ
ments and golden opportunities of those 
who seek for the purer and the higher; 
that spirit intromissions into the spirit
ual world give us very exact ideas of 
the relations there existing; that differf 
the relations there existing; that differ- 
tlons of good and evil prevail in the 
spheres invisible; that these states 
range from angelic arsaphs down. the 
moral scale to restless demon spirits 
tethered to the enzoning earthly

assertlveness whether right or wrong, 
to convince whom is not worth the 
candle. If they are gifted with compre
hensive intelligence they are fully able 
to work out their own problems gener
ally.

Whatever there is of the phenomena, 
mental or physical, in the ethics of 
Spiritualism, as in all nature’s causes, 
must be the demonstration of Iqws 
governing the same. It may be wire-

IN HIS CLUTCHES, TO UTTER traila.
FALSEHOODS AND FOUL AND
PROFANE LANGUAGE; HE RACKED
MY BODY, AND RAVED AND

A VOICE FROM ENGLAND.

THE TO-flORROW OF DEATH, 
Or tho Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Flguler. Translated from the French by 
S. K. Crockee. A very fascinating work. Thia 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. Jt is writ
ten in that peculiar Interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
“There is a true and respectable Idea in Spirit« 
uallsm.” and regards as proved “the fact of 
communication between superhuman» ana tho 
inhabitants of earth.” Price, $1.50.

THE AGE Or REASON
uu investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of 180 pages, post 8vo. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, &0 cents. _

Force and Matter «^e» 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject- Price, cloth. 11.00.

FOR W. E. Bonney, at One Time a Proinln-less telegraphy or telegraphy, the bat- LAUGHED ________ ,_____ , ____ . -
teries being properly ad justed and ope- HOURS; JIE TOLD THE WOMAN ent Lecturer In This Country, Ex
rated must produce theresiilt, WHETH- HER SECRETS TO SHOW HIS POW- cresses His Views.
ER IT BE PETER OR PAUL WHO DI-ER, BUT HELD MB U N TIL
REGTS THE CURRENT, OR S TANDS THROUGH FEAR OF TERRIBLE CON- Uo don(_ yery valuable
AT THE RECEIVER. The law"is first SEQUENCES, SHE IMPLORED. HIM * J a aJ- tn ,^vi.Vvnnr natrons 
and fixed; results vary according to the TO LEAVE ME, WHICH HE DID ^rp^ nVwell written
Instrument. There is no law tor good WITH RELUCTANCE ANDTHREÁTS. op^° ¿ fnbixpt esdled 
or bad communicants, though the in- Several years afterwards, while re- ® 8 h p Peebles’ work
ielligences at either. end of the line-slding with my family i¿ Mankato, ,anto..£X^ Spirit
may mark the degree expressed, as has Minnesota, late one night, after all had °1! ,,sm 01 1 e p
been quite fully and sufficiently ex- retired, a riotous crowd passed by my I ’ ln,i nr Peebles’ nosition is

■’ ’ . " . house, waking us by their loud conver- „imost invulnerable
--   ...................... -........... That evil spirits do pass out of their satlon through which we learned that matter nlaiffiy 1 think we 

and comparison with these laws. Men" earthly bodies into other activities and they were bn their way to a place of die- , thPnrv of otases
"---------- ---------- pursuits is as equally true-as that the repute farther up the street,- As they "Xa?“ X»wpÍ „■ snirit influ-

kood are iransferred with their aspira- passed, a most loathsome and wicked 81n°" °rn^1he ide 
tlons and desires. appearing spirit, which my husband, ™ io «im„iv »n abnormal deI will illustrate from , my own expe- an excellent clairvoyant, and myself, °b "Jf influence- Vtoo ready desire
rlence one or two Instances. Space for, both distinctly saw, left them, and "£ ‘Tof th¿ ¿edtam to be “con

’ ’ ................. ' ’ ’ tov/ard us. We tried to escape ¿0°freX ™ tlw part
his observation but without avail. He t0 dominate the medium,
caugnt me, choking a^d smothering me, « « r h b told b lrlt
and otherwise torturing me, and mak- ..«nr no not qiv.RK TO
ing the night hideous with tlie evil and CONTBO¿ ONLY TO ADVISE.” if all 

hiD?’ and 116 spirits were satisfied, with this, there 
determined not to be driven,away, re- „y*,.>। °mainlng until the riotous crbwS had wo^dpr. Peebbles hag‘ quoted from a 
come with passed in returning, when he i,„xln_o_v mnnnsse

THOSE WHO CANNOT NOW S¿feAK medl“m “
FOR THEMSELVES, I CÓÜLD.; EX- hlfhej* L °£dy that a warning 

S?TS° SVIL l K allenUon o( 1Í

Ptwmr wmw t t vestigators to the fact that all kinds of Evm DISRUPTED A PFAeRFU? sPiril8 exlst in tbe Splrlt WOrId" AS 1
HOMES Y °B- b,S'JNIT™ 'HÁP- K. "ng“ M 3‘wX?™».»«

spirit, to be with us, end gi]íe npo en* I many of their earthly pe-
couragement to the evil doer, ^’p.ithls ““litudtlesEveryypersonTon this earth 
end 1 2°, m^ansuíédly bqíleve In a I InflS^ consciously or
prayerful spit It, as prépáratipn ground I Unpnnsciouslv for cood or ill upon those

be taken as .true without examination

would lay aside their own reason if they 
could always get the truth and all they 
wanted to know from spirits. To de
velop man’s intellect he must exercise 
it on every thing. The stories1 of spir
its are no exception to this rule. "Try 
the spirits,” said one of old “and see if 
they are of God.” : •

tenial and spiritual -world. When in 
ceatki the last atom of soul and spirit 
are ^separated from the body and the 
torgajnism of soul and spirit arranges it- 
flfJa according to the attraction of the 

-'central spiritual force, then, by the 
Jaw of attractive force of spirit and the 
repulsive force of matter, the human 

. spirit is ready to start on Its journey to 
" its future home in the second sphere. 

V Jlowever, its guardians in whose care 
I ' it is, if they think best, may, by the 
I force of their will bold it within earth’s 
I atmosphere till such time as they think 
/ . . " best to tiVie the-journey with it to its 

i. h’ome in. the spirit world.
Jjr-Suppose, says someone, that there is 

nb guardian present at the time of de
cease? That is not a supposable case; 

we are Instructed that there is al
' >-a spirit guardian for ev- 

•^¿ryCdneiin the ilesh and in the spirit. 
" J’ut, if such a thing could happen,-then- 

tlie attractive and repulsive forces be
. fore mentioned would carry the new- 

i born spirit on the bosom of the mag
! hetle current running from earth to the 

spirit world to Its legitimate home in 
the spirit land. There is no possible 

/ chance or power that can frustrate this 
fundamental law of matter, of spirit, of 
nature, of God. The Infant spirit has 
no jower to resist these natural forces 

. tb1 remain on earth. It can no more re
main on earth unassisted than can 

'.gloss matter go to the second-sphere.
..-Man can resist the force of gravity to 
a 'small extent by mechanical contriv
ances, and suspend objects from the 

. earth’s surface; and spirits may con- 
trlve means to weight themselves and 
others with physical matter and over
come, for a time, the attractions of the 

- ' spirit world and be held to the physical 
■ world; but this requires labor, strong 

■ will power, and a knowledge of the law

plained many times, >

bids the details of my unsought and 
accidentally acquired mediumship.

When but a mere child living on the
frontier, taking a mother's part in my 
father’s household of motherless chll-

So say I.
God, meaning nature, eternal law. , - ----------- ----------------------— —
Spiritualism is science, religion, law! nren, my powers, which were of the 

Harmonious in these, it appeals to the semi-trance and clairvoyant phase and 
intellect of advanced thinkers of the I control of my mental and oral faculties
age. It must not teach nonsense. It | (not even remembering in the normal 
must have a reason for its faith. It ................. -state what had transpired while under
must not teach .vagaries. Let us make | controDwere developed, 
it a scientific religion, and the world '

BOISTEROUSLY

spheres, tethered and morally bound to 
lower states of being till they seek, see 
the light, bear and answer the voice, 
“Come up higher.” Wisdom’s door of 
mercy is never shut. The pulse of infi
nite love throbs and thrills through all 
the low Cimmerian spheres of moral 
darkness. The tender voices, the echo
ing voices from celestial abodes are 
ever vibrating and crying, “Come up to 
fairer spheres!” Climb on, oh! souls, 
up the alabaster stairways that lead to 
the e.vergreen shores of Immortality 
and to the lovely Summerland parks 
that dot the measureless immensities 
with brilliancy unspeakable.

Spiritualism as a principle, as a glow
ing truth can never die. It is afire and 
aflame with eternal hope, ks visions 
reveal the glories of the Inner heavens. 
Its medium messengers (heaven bless 
them) bring the glad tidings of sympa
thy and of the guardianship of loving, 
ministering angels. Oh! blessed Spir-

THE LIFE RHDIHNT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.-In this book Miss 

Whiting alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It is, In a measure, a logical se
quence of "The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony will! the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, $1,00.

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light 

BY MRS. DRAKE.

Knowledge of this- mediumship was 
brought to my father, a strict church
man, through my being nearly drowned

will accept it. If we teach foolishness 
the world will reject it, as it ought to.

To recur to Brother Hull’s story of 
the earth-bound spirit. How can I ex
plain that "experience” consistent with 
law? This is my explanation: Brother 
Hull’s teacher In spirit saw his ward 
was too credulous and he would give 
him a lesson. So he showed him a vis
ion and told him a story as irrational as 
any contained in the "Arabian Nights’ 
Entertainment,” and left him to digest 
it. ■

There was.no low spirit there.
It was all psychological' and repre

sented as absurd a condition of a low 
spirit as his teacher' could possibly de
vise. '

They used to teach and some do now, 
that with sufficient faith one could 
move mountains, or turn stones to 
bread. It is not the province of. faith 
.to act as an excavator or change one 
element into another. No one ever had 
or ever will have faith enough to do 
these things by it. There -is no ele-. 
ment of bread in a stone, and- therefore 
it would be contrary to its nature 
to life so changed,. therefore

in the lake on the border of which we 
resided, the details of which are imma
terial here.
.While my father marveled ahthe phe

nomena and the revelations made 
through my mediumship, or as it was 
then termed “the mesmeric state’’—this 
was m the very earliest days of Spir
itualism. He distinctly charged me 
to never give way to it unless In his
presence, an admonition which in dis- ___ _______ ______
obeying brought me-into trouble. I had .fellowship.. Faithfully yourq,'- 
been religiously taught to say my fellowship. ’ ADDIE L. BALLOU, 
prayers before retiring,.and as scrupù- San Francisco, Cal/ ' "

itualism, and blessed because it demon
strates a future existence, describes . important Addition to Our Literature, 
and largely defines the conditions and Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
occupations of that existence, as well as ' reputation as a medium. The manlfes- 
prophesies cf increasing progress, of in-,, lotions given through her mediumship 
tensified hopeful brightness, of incom- have been most marvelous. She baa

Important Addition to Our Literature.

I they do nbt lose thelr’-ldentlty or Influ- 
enee when they lose their fleshly en-

ing eflual opportunities, of a widening written a book with this title: “PSY-

: and its necessities.
• The new-born spirit is Incapable of 
: this. Such spirit is as helpless as a 

babe born into this world. Its guard
- Ians take care of It and act the part of 

’ a mother to it. Every child born into 
this world has a mother, and when born 

., Into spirit life every one has a mother, 
or a substitute, in that life to receive 

.' and care for it. They are not left to 
grope around haunts of vice in earth 
alone and helpless. In fact they can no 

?more "grope around” than can a new-

It must always be an impossibility. 
Therefore the statement is untrue; but 
•no more so than the statement that a 
spirit is bound to the attraction of the 
earth, and it cannot get away from it 
without the help of some, one in the 
flesh. I cannot imagine a more absurd 
statement.

It makes one sick to think of the ab
surdities taught by the religions of the 
earth as spiritual truths. There fs only 
one way to avoid them, and that fe to 
teach so far as we can, and believe so 
far as we may, only such things as are 
not in conflict with natural and spiritual 
law. Without this criterion, man is at 
sea, in his faith, witnout a compass or 
chart, and it is only a question of time 
when he will be stranded upon the 
rocks or the sands of truth, as his faith

Progressive 
describing a 
a. medium, 
seance thatsays: “At the trumpet 

night, he (tjie spirit) took the trumpet, ; 
and a more earnest prayer was' never ; 
uttered than the one he made to me to - 
help him. He has since developed a । 
bright and useful spirit and has done a i 

■.• gretit-(.mount of good. I have bad many । 
-'- .experiences, and who of the veteran ;

"workers have not? but none which 
have made a deeper and more lasting 

/impression on me thah this. Here, if I 
ihad not come would have been a case 
B ■? .obsession, all because the spirits had

. one to point them to the light.”
’’ What a fortunate thiflg that-Brother 
kull came along just then to point that 
pirlt to the light, when no one in his 

li’orld Could or wbuld help their fellow 
Spirit to the "light”! What an exalted 
,bought, that there are those in this 
'ower world’that can lead those in the 
dgher life to the light when there is 
<o one there to help, no power there to

■■ hve’ "■'■■■.■ , ■ '
-This case would have been one of ob- 
ission had it not been for Brother 
¡lull’s fortuitous happening along just 
iien to that trumpet medium’s seance! 
his spirit, according to Brother Hull’s 

statement, had, thirty years before, 
Murdered his wife with an axe and had 
taken possession of the medium and 
caused her to run out of the house and. 
get an axe and run every one but of the 
yaird- with it but Brother Hull. " Jie 
talked to the spirit kindly and sub
dued hito, pointing out to the spirit a 
light where his wife was and persuaded 
the spirit to be led to it and her. :

Is not this a pathetic story; and does 
it not cause every one who reads it to 
fee! sorry for those in the spirit world 
who are In darkness, and so much need 
the help of a friend,- but have none and 
are compelled to wander about in dark-, 
ness o.ncarth for years and years where 
they can not be understood or make 
their needs known; except they happen

cumbrances. \
Again, we know for aw absolute cer

tainty that a great majority of those 
AN IMPRESSIVE VOICE FROM AUS- selves under other banners where spir- I o^threFthouslnoVre

TRALIA. . .. itual intercourse' is discountenanced. Asia If“America’
----- — " , But the farthest-seeing and tho^e who Rr^jJjygi^^’-jOQ'eanica^’have116^^! 

Careful readers of Dr. Peebles’ later watch the signs,pi thè times know that or semi-savag’ 'superstitious
writings will have been gratified t.o find it. is not less spiritual communication „’’Lt. cruel and depraved beyond
that far from advancing years bringing between this world that is to be looked we have upon earth to day
lack of mental vigor and illumination for, but more, and that the aim of all of th J lowest type by the
in their train, that this able writer and the great writers, such as Prentice Mui- rJS?*9 b °1 doubtless added to the
keen sympathetic thinker has entered ford, Lilian Whiting, Charles B. New- vbry mixed multitude who have passed 
On a fresh lease of life and thrown him- comb and many others, is to urge their „n 111 xeQ , .
self heart and soul into the discussion readers to spiritual development on the p_n. T ™einnd would have us believe that is shaking the Spiritualistic ranks highest lines, the entry to which is a X^Nnd loving, S,
to their base everywhere, namely, how- hto-e«er and se^eto^ « & ’

vutalve XnTe?rtanceOorWÌbnormai s 18 * °1

thoSOr^Sha\W? ?6hold I PWeli, this is not a very encouraging 
face àndZwoS“HhÌneBPBh^iv on1) ia?e i° doctrine for temperance reformers, bo- 
1AC6 8-Hu WO SuYlll 866, i&lk &>H(1 Wlngl6 l-fUni rrirlfv arTvni'fitPR and OthfiT hum&Hl* 

to quote from, but a case that came un- "¿on" The tougher Bfe you
oer Dr. Peebles notice, which deals with I tjie B00ner you will exhaust your 
hfieretorrpd°Vfn«ThoLr,?tlW0!!3aniimay vitality and break up your constitution; 
be referred to, as the author dwells on you be EOoner reformed and 
fhe importance of recognizing the fact ¿"od angel."

People who if this is the grand philosophy of 
ediatelv to 11 ’T 8^u Spiritualism, I don’t think It is very
danno? I much in advance of the old .theology.

co-opertitlon and of an’ultimate altru- CHIC L1GHT-THE CONTINUITY OF 
ism based unon the principle of eternal LAW AND LIFE. It Is a ponderous 
inTtlpa illumined and warmed and , volume of 600 pages. It will hold your justice illumined ano warmeu anu , u tJ from beglnn)n th 
crowned with tenderest, sweetest love. , R jg chocRfu]

far abnormal uncontrolled spiritual 
conditions should be encouraged. This 
is the crux of the prevalent discussion, 
as was indicated by the strong feeling 
exhibited by those holding different 
sides as to the reasonableness or other
wise of that widely-read book, “The 
Great Psychological Crime.” Apart 
from the danger to the organism of a 
medium for spirits good,-bad or indif
ferent to take possession at will of a 
sensitive, the dangers of obsession, were 
indicated and a very limited experience 
of the wonrout appearance of mediums
whose will power Is inadequate to con
trol abnormal conditions, and of obses- 
in“inmeW«uMHtiSefi cannot endure the^sÿ^ic"âtaôsp"hërë I ‘rcrimtoal?X

(•■ongratulatlon that Dr. Peebles^has^^at of a -W^and pure person.’; Now this, praved life, if a man geta to heaven 
i. is .‘!a .bold as-1 (luic]{cr fOr being a rascal and is pro

moted to the ranks of bright shining 
angels quicker because he has been a 
blackguard and cut his earthly career

is proved to be false.
Bulls, cats and crocodiles were wor- ___ _____________ .. . _____ _____  ___ ____ _ .

shiped as gods in old Egypt, "and bulls.I his advanced age, become deeply pos- our author maintains, ls ,‘!a ,bold as- 
and monkeys are now held sacred in In- sessed on the importance of .the subject sumption, a mere theory , without a »In
dia. It is nearly, as sensible for us to and has produced a volume that is full gle fact to support it. I could name, if 
go to monkeys for help in solving diffl-1 not only of his own experience of obses- I chose, ho less than nine: of my per- I 
cult problems of. civilization, as for dis- sion in cases submitted to him for ad- sonal acquaintances—a« good and pure 
embodied spirits to come to men in the vice and. treatment, but from every women as ever walked this earth^-who 
flesh for help to light, truth and prog- I available.source, both ancient and mod- ’-- * ’ . .
less. We may learn some things -of ern. There is no one more fully alive
monkeys and it is possible that low I to the dangers that threaten Spiritual5 
spirits may lerirn something of us; but ism than Dr. Peebles, and he fearlessly
they have the wisdom, the teachers and points the way to what he considers
appliances adapted to spirit life of every should be the goal of the future. “The
grada in abundance, lacking nothing re- observer of the times cannot doubt,”
qnired for the most effective, assistance he says, “that we are in the closing .„„vuTticu prei.iy . vuun uiac —sne i
to all, "whatever their development or years Of a great cycle—in the day of could not rely upon all that was re
condition in that life. This, by the that great battle long prophesied be- ceived,” but “thought the conditions _ _
law of progressive development, which tween the demon hosts of a crude self- prevented correct messages."" As her MY STAR
is a law "of science and of Spiritualism, jgh, atheistic spiritism, and the Christ*, powers developed she became greatly, . • ." .
Therefore no spirits of any érade áre angél of Spiritualism—when truth'and affected by different controls. “A spirit The nebulous brightness of the evening 
dependent upon'men in the flesh for error, whether lodged in the souls of girl, assuming to be my guardian con-■ - • -
means of progress. Such experiences mortals'or spirits, must meet face to trol, was only using up my-vitality for 
as Brother Hull has related can be only face for the final conflict.!’ Quoting her own selfish purposes,'-’'along, with 
lessons to the mediums to whom they from Dr. George A. Fuller’s "Wisdom of others who were molesting me. (;f . • »
are given to enable them to explain the the Ages,” Dr. Peebles says: “No mir- Another spirit, seemingly ^approached 
vagaries of these they are called on to acie occurs to transform a mortar In a )ne on the left side clearly discerned by 
teach. The Christian was called on to moment’s time from a demon to a my clairvoyant sight, absorbed mji vital 
preach Christ, only Christ. -The Spirit- 8aint • * • Not only are men di- forces until I felt that entity side-weak- 
uallst is called on to preach Law, Sel- recüy controlled and Influenced by cning. Paralysis seemed;, Imminent 
cnce, Principles of Nature-law, and these spirits but the great social polit- still another spirit professing;;, great 
what does not agree with these is folly ical and religious worlds are,Invaded by purity, came to me attirediin white, yet

Hammonton, N.'J. A. J. KING.them. * * * Oftentimes -they .in- drawing much aural force,, .’from ’ my 
__—, . "- . vade the aura surrounding the sensitive spine. She threw á magnetic network

“n Thonro th UaVp Mnncii ” and live in his very life.. » • This over and.around me, almost Stupefying
H UllunGo W mdKü InUlluy, species of vampirism is far,more prev- or blotting out my consciousness,-; I had
imade»127.00 in twenty-three cays sellingtho alent in the world to-day than many are now 1--------- . ...

"Economy Gas Tip." wh ich savea 1» per cent goa I t0 b„ueye The great body Of enou
to the consumer and improves tbo tight by 50 per » '»Hliub tu utuicw x -w «*vu. uuuubld,
cent. Every family win buy. it’s like coining men and wopien who are prone to in- witness 41ieir movements,-and irlalhom 
money. I get my tips from the •'Economy Light vedt<ei,»e along the Une Of physlcál phe- their nurnoses Thev worn «boflnwv• Co;.'!Drawer05, St. Louis. Mo. Send them w Scent 'tistigure uiuufa.'•“°“' * / •» uieu puipuses. iney W^to SJiadOWy
stamps and they win sendyou outfit and «tart you I nomeaa are ever ready to near or an and dark-hued, leaving andark filmy
In buaincso with territory. They want a Manner that wil|cll is .good and beautiful, while ;> all of substance behind rtbemv. Thev 
lncao - - . , . • they turn away In disgust from him made me feel that I was. theiriservant

short- by excesses.
...... ------ ", r“ I The most unsatisfactory thing about?ho«»‘ie1?nooo^IOyed and t5)rmented I spirit messages is this: We have no 

n P°we,87'tll®s® finds- ’ I safeguard against those who have a de- 
And then he tells in a etory that covers Sjre personate; at least, I do not 
r^fnrlri11 Wn8' of„the “°^se®sion oi a know of any way we can positively 

W'9t6 V* hin< identify a spirit; as they seem to pos- 
thL co"Bctous of Less wonderful powers in putting on ap-
he presence of- spirits for-, ten. years, I nonmucAs to suit their nurnose. and ^discovered pretty soon that “she | p W. E. BONNEY.

Monk Sherborne, Basingstoke, Eng.

; sky ' ■ .■ ■' ■
Seems, aglow with a glory all untold 

And my heart-feels the presence of 
loved ones nigh ' ' •

As fresh as’the days of old. ", 
The silence that chastens my worldly

It is this Spiritualism that I invite Bro. 
Loveland to come with me, and mill
ions of others, and be a partaker. It 
will brighten and glorify his sunset 
days.

Who Are These Demons?
Again and agaih have I said and writ

ten in pamphets and books, that de
mons are the spirits of the human dead, 
having not the remotest connection 
with any personal semi-omnipotent 
devil of Eden, or with Milton’s fallen 
angel. These demons were once mor
tals in the flesh. There are demons 
flesh-clad now. They are tn our midst. 
They prowl by night They are thj 
robbers, the debauched and the liquor- 
maddened murderers in under-ground 
slums and smoke-pickled gambling 
dens. They die. Their putrid flesh 
drops from off their bones. .They ■S'cre 
demons here, they are demons there; 
and yet the divine spark glows within. 
Total depravity is unthinkable. These 
demons, whether In the body or out, are 
God’s children. They are suns and 
stars in the firmament of God’s infinite 
love. They belong to the royal family 
of the lesser, lower gods. Though 
wandering from the sheep-fold of the 
good shepherd, angels seek them. 
Their wanderings do not transform 
them into wolves. At the center depths 
of their being they are fair and bright. 
To such wilful wanderers, to such mor
ally self-circumscribed souls, souls in 
prison, the man of Nazareth preached; 
tc such good angels, the Christ-angels, 
the Go-l-angels from heaven’s empyrean 
heights, descend and preach; to such 
the Brunos, the Wesleys, the Emersons, 
the Theodore Parkers, the Brittans, the 
Dentons, descend and preach, and so 
the grand educational, redemptive, up
lifting work goes on gloriously in 
worlds visible and worlds invisible.

This is God’s universe. The bright
ness of his infinite wisdom and love 
sheds Its shimmering beams over and 
interpenetrates the. darkest recesses of 
the remotest spaces. And as the child 
walks in midnight hours trustingly by 
the father’s side, so amid life’s darkest 
shadows I walk confidingly in the Fath-

lents. Price of this large volume, only, 
¡1.60 postpaid.

LISBETH
An Interesting Story of Two 

Worlds.

Elevating, Fascinating, Instruc
tive Throughout.

This work by Carrie EL 8. Twj>4 1> 
exceptionally Interesting. She well 
says: “These characters which have 
brought out the highest and lowest la 
different religions beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them.” The whole book is t» 
tereetlng, fascinating, and instructive, 
Price ll.Ott ,

INDUCE
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for Tho 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend die clrcula. 

tlon of The Progresses Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
mind. Send in a Bubscrintlon now.

drawing much aural force,,. from my

over and. around me, almost Stupefying

— ------------ . ; . . . —.. become clairvoyant-sensitive
willing to believe. The great body of enough to see their thought currents, . _ __J ____ Ma-k »-..la n A TA I n. ...1 1. ._ •' > _ . - - *

to meet Brother Hull! ■
■ it does not appear whether the wife 
was.in this world or the.taplrit world; 
where the light w&j seen, nor that any 
one saw the light hut Brother Hull.!

«Death, Its Meaning bsS Beaulta.- 
By 3, K. Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar. An absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative of 
wonderful psychic events In the au
thor’s experience. (Moth, 660 pages, U- 
lustrated. §1-25. . . _

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Ba* 
grot of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
PMblM, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Prin 
10 cents. .

"The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazareno and 
Hih People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs, M. T. Longley, An intensely In
teresting book. Neatly bound in doth 
and gilt Only 60 cents, , > ...

who would show them the darker side that I was enclosed in a power.! I could 
of human existence. Man cannot afford not repel. Day and night they worked 
to wander longer in the realm of half- nnd willed to overcome my-will and.de- 
truths. In order that he may be well .throne my reason. *• * . * Christian 
armed and fully equipped for the battles - 1 --- --
of life, he must know the whole truth.” 

Of course we have all heard of these 
demoniac obsessions, and has not A. J. 
Davis in his "Dlakka and Their Vic
tims,”. Hudson Tuttle, and other writers 
warned their readers In no unmeasured 
terms of these dangers, but it is true 
that those unfamiliar with such experi
ences "turn away in disgust," as Dr. 
Peebles reminds us "ignoring this great 
evU which repels many from joining our 

is and drives others to range, them-

Scientists, Mental Scientists, suggestive 
practitioners, could be of no benefit to
me. Their efforts were failures. ».» 
Jt was a battle for indiiduality, for 
health and for sanity.” And, here.this 
obsessed lady states what is one of the 
truest observed spiritual facts: “There 
were good sympathising guardian spir
its, anxious to assist and protect me, 
but they hud not that insidious earthly 
hypnotic power that these deceplve self
ish demons ¡had.”- Later, «he. relates 
how she was relieved and restored to

- fears, . "; •' -, . ■ - ■ ■
Falls .over my spirit like dew, .

As down the vista of.? the vanished 
" . years' ' ■ • ' ■ " ■ ■■

I wander with friends I knew.
I looked for my. star to ' lead. me 

aright,
. That shone in thé orb ot youth,
I loved it then, with its lùmlnous light, 

Fori thought it the star of Truth;
I longed to fathom its mysteries then, 

And I searched for the. key of 
' .heaven,-
To read the riddle of life and men 

And the wisdom to be given. *
I near the shore of à shoreless sea, ~ 

My Hfe'is one without end;
In the depths Of my soul dimly I see 

That Time and Eternity blend.- ■
But my star is steadfast guiding me: 

• still, . -
Orbed in an infinite Day, 

Tho’ obscured ofttimes, its innermost 
■ ■•will • ■. ■ ■ -.•■ ' . ■ ■■

Shifies over my earth pathway. . 
: BISHOP A. BEALS.

Summerland, Cal. ? • . ■
; «Why, l~Am .à " V«cêtariÛL” By J.
1 Howard Moqre<< An address before the 
Chicago ’Vegetarian Society. Fries, S3

'SQ&& -

er’s oft inscrutable, yet immutable, pur
pose of love and good will, to man. 
Sweet and abiding is my trust, my faith 
in the changeless goodness of God. 
“Though he slay me, yet will I trust in 
him.”

Often have I said, and I here repeat, 
that in all my journeyings the wide 
world over, around and around, I have 
seenti thousand glittering dewdrops for 
a single falling hallstone. I have seen 
a thousand stars by night and suns by 
day for a single eclipse. I have seen 
thousands of ,wild flowers and banks pt 
roses for a single thoj-n. I have met 
thousands of noble, moral heroes, men 
and women, for a single cringing cow
ard. I have seen a "thousand hand
clasps of friendship for a single grip of 
revenge. I have seen thousands of 
smiles for a single falling tear. I have 
seen thousands of feet hastening to re
lieve disaster or give to the poor, for a 
single attempt to steal, and I have 
heard a thousand merry, ringing peals 
of laughter for a single groan of agony.

This is God’s world.' Alb worlds are 
his, and so immortals and mortals and 
demons, fleshed and unfleshed, are one 
band of brothers, constituting one vast 
unity, one mighty solidarity, journeying 
onward and.upward by methods diverse 
to the higher, brighter realms of. a fade
less Immortality. < .;

'. - J. M. .PEEBLES, M. D. '
" Battle Creek,-Mich,

ft Veru Interesting Book tor Att.
Philosophy of

Spirltual Intercourse, account of ths 
very wonderful spiritual developments at tho 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases in all parts of the country. This 
volume is the fir;* «rom the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
tho test of many years. Cloth, 80c. : postage Wo.

THE VillCES ?SeWvaSSe=B^- 1JU.U " UlvUU Of remarkab'j beaulr aud 
force. They are most excellent. Price 11.00.

fl-Few Words MoutWfDevil, 
And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
With the story of his life as told by himself, 
and the history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With nortralt. Paper.SOc. _______________

Talleyrand's Letter to the Pope. 
This work will be found especially Interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study of Ro
manism and the Bilie. The historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, seathing review of Romish 
ideas and practices uhould be read by all. Price 
25 cents.______________

flflRM0NI6S OF EVOLUTION.
The Philosophy of Individual Life, Based 

Upon Natural -Science
As tanghi by modern masters of law. By Flor- 
eneo Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contribution to the litera
ture of evolution, unfolding Its laws from tho 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and in
dicating the defects of the Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike can gam 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in 
CloUi.12. .

THUMBSCREW ftND RftCK. '
Torture implements employed in the l»th and. 

16th centuries for the promulgation of Chris-, 
tlanlty. with pictorial illustration«. By George 
E. Macdonald. Price. 10 cents.

Molecular Hypothesis, of- Nature ; 
The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex. 
istcncoand to the Philosophy of Spiritualism, . 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper. 24 cents.

The Hew and tue Old,
Or the World's Progress In Thought. By Mosel 
Hull. An excellent work by this veteran write!

> and thinker. Price. 10 cents.

O'-
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TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION I
The Pbogubssive TniHKxnwill bo furnished 

kutll further notice at the following terms, Invariably in advance:
BneYear...................................................... kt oo
Six Months,..........................  tacts

, a'MrtoenWeeks............   Soots
Single Copy,...,..,.........    tats

BEMTMANCES:
Bemlt by Postoffice Money order, Registered 

Letter or Draft on Chicago or New York, Il 
costs from 10 to 15 cents to get checks cashed on 
localbanks, so do not send them unless you 
Wish that amount deducted from the amount 
kent. Address all letters to J. B. FRANCIS, 40 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.

Bff“At the expiration ot subscription, It not re
newed, tbe paper is discontinued. No bills 
will be sent tor extra numbers.

jar It you do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, aud any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, aud missing numbers 
supplied gratis. ,

HF" Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper ichanged, always give the address ot 
the place to which it has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per yeiir to foreign countries la $2.

What, if any, are the Limitations of the Soul in Its 
State Sphere of Being, or in Its Embodiment in 
Physical Life? A Lecture by Spirit John Pierpont, 
•through the mediumship of Mrs. Mary T. Longley, 
before the First Association of Spiritualists, Wash
ington, D. C. It will appear next week.

. SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1905.

I WORDS OF CAUTION.
You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe-* 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
lor five eents, and thin you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an- 
loyance and trouble,

HUDSON TUTTLE.

fdltor-at-Lerge for the National Spirt*- 
• uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an- 
pwer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on-Spiritualism. Bend him 
Hipping» when aa attack is made, fir
ing date and name of paper. Address 
tdm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

| Practical Religion.
■ If strict honesty and integrity in busi

ness affairs and in all the transactions 
of life would characterize those who 
claim to have “got religion," we would 
have a different world from what we ex
perience.

Old Bibles: A Story in Point.
A learned and critical writer recently 

announced that after protracted re
search he was confident there was no 
Bible in existence prior to the 15th cen
tury.’ He stated the well-known fact, 
that all the early editions of that book 
were without date. Ho might with 
truth have added, because the Christian 
era was not yet in general use by which 
to note time.

More recently, that writer says, he 
found in the Congressional Library a 
copy of the Bible bearing an earlier 
date than he knew cf, lienee he admits 
an error In his first statement.

Now the question arises, was he not 
correctas he first announced? We 
more than suspicion it

The older the book the greater Its 
value, more particularly it that book is 
a Bible. A genuine copy of the Bible, 
so old as the 12th century would com
mand a princely fortune. Of complete 
printed Bibles there are none older 
than 1488, though there were fragments 
as the Psalms, which first appeared in 
1477, the Pentateuch In 1482, and still 
other portions, as the Prophets, in 1486, 
and other parts in 1487. There was a 
second complete edition printed in 1494.

Martin Luther, the great Protestant 
Reformer, never saw a copy of the 
Bible until in his 21st year, and yet ho 
was educated for the priesthood. Born 
in 1483; then not until the beginning of 
the 16th century, to-wlt, 1504, did he 
see a copy of "The Book,” as a correct 
translation of Its Greek title, Ta Biblia, 
should be rendered.

When a book In these modern times 
lies dead In sheets, the title page is
frequently removed, a new one with 
date up to the times Is added, and It 
appears as a new edition, “because of 

In a recent morning paper we read of I the great demand for it” being wholly 
a resident of Chicago, who mailed a exhausted. But the habit Is versed 
dime to an Interurban railway com- ^keBrIb^’ ffi0thgLter the

pany, a conscience fund, to pay the To accomnlodate lovers of the
amount of which the sender had de- autiqUe title pages of old books are 
frauded the incorporation. The con- printed with early dates, and Inserted 
science-stricken subject claimed he in place of the original. Dingy paper, 
bad just “experienced religion, and God smokid and rwnpled, “«JPjetes tte de- 

would uot accept him until he had done enhanced. We have some
justly by his fellows.” I interesting facta In poldt:

That Is practical religion, and a good gome twenty-five years ago we saw in 
thing to have, but very few embrace it, a second-hand book store a well pre
so few that It is a subject of newspaper served coiy of the Holy Bible, printed 
comment when it occurs. Had the nSThe paper was
amount been large in thp case noted is I dingyj tbe lnk was cot good, and the 
It not possible this good man would wboie’ bad an ancient appearance, with 
have strained his sensitive conscience a tlie names of its early owners, and sub
little, and failed to have bent the wrong- I sequent ones in old-style hand-writing 
ly retained money? We fear so. We- on a fly-leaf. A clerical friend bought 
hope our spiritual friends will do no it after a little Jewing at the marvel
wrong, then they will have no occasion ously low price of $15. It was bound 
to make amends. in enameled leather, only slightly rubbed,

Do not the average converts flee to ’ showing it had been well cared for. 
the church to whitewash their charac- The blbliophele Informed the purchaser 
ters, with the hope of escaping retribu- he knew where there was another, copy 
tion? “Washing themselves in the I he could procure, if any one desired it. 
blood of the lamb" is what they call it . A dozen years later the writer was in 
Paints and whitewashes only cover and close correspondence with a doctor re
conceal what is beneath. The damned I siding in Hartford, Ct. The question of 
foulness is still there. An honest per- old Bibles coming up, he wrote, his 
son looks with suspicion on hypocrites, brother had a way of procuring anclent 
Goodness, for the reward it brings, is ot copies of that book which was a mys- 
doubtful utility. True merit flows tery to him. The name of an old-time 
from the heart, and it is not bought clergyman would appear on a fly-leaf, 
with a price, neither Is It attained by I with one or more transfers, and a fam
threats of Almighty wrath. ily record Inside. Descendants were

Christian churches were formerly sure to buy the book, and pay a large 
places of refuge, and served as asylums price for it, because of its early associa- 
and sanctuary to all who fled to them, 1 tions. And, curious, all the books bore 
whatever their crimes. Once hold of the same date on the title page, with 
the horns of the altar they were safe the same general appearance, showing 
from punishment. And then came the they were of the same edition. The 
sale of criminal indulgences, a price I f was used in place of s, and y was used 
paid for crime before its commission, in place of the modern u. Though the 
or afterwards If not so fortunate as to brother was a soap manufacturer, he be
have procured a license in advance. lieved he made more ready cash from

Ths church has a strange record, and the sale of these old Bibles than from 
it is not surprising that our good ortho- I his soap business, though only a single 
(lox' brothers recoil at Its recital; and I copy was In sight at a time. • 
yet such things are. good for the soul, We suggested to our friend there 
and teach people not to place large I Was a secret factory near by, and that 
trust in the saving grace of such insti- somebody had access to town records, 
tutions. I with family pedigrees, who was writing

________ _ . _________ I autographs and family records to meet
Mrs.'Cora L. V. Richmond. [the needs of purchasers. Attention di- 

TArfpd tn it he discovered the old style Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond has ac- ^lte X * P^Uarity of his brother, 
cepted an Invitation to deliver a course and> continuing the investigation, he 
of lectures before the students at the found the Bible of 1584 was printed on 
Morris Pratt Institute, Whitewater, discolored paper, evidently made ex- 
W1». The course will commence the pressly Jo [mitate that of ancien 
9th and 10th of March and contìnue ev- ^^XdXdftat^oubtles^many 

ery two weeks until the close of the I a heart wag made g]ad by possessing a 
term, June 1. biblical relic of the Puritan fathers of

Mrs. Richmond can give two or three I New England, to whom they were dis-

7W- n, isos.
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A MEDIUM TO BE AVOIDED.

PORTLAND, OREGON.
of

3—The Encyclopedia ot Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by

Efficlent Labors of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague.

He Secured the Hard-Earned Money 
a Student and Then Skipped.

£UWe have now TWELVE magnificent J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
Premium Books, and you can select data.

- 4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun-

l^lly of Spiritualists 1 Watch This Bulletin Close!
Ï
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The Present Tidal Wave of Agitation.
A tremendous tidal wave of agitation 

is now sweeping fiercely over this 
country, bearing on its white, foaming 
crest various reflections in reference to 
the phenomena of Spiritualism. This 
tidal wave is the legitimate evolution 
of preceding causes, and will soon ex
haust itself, and then there will be a 
calm and an opportunity for serious re
flection on the part of Spiritualists. 
The storm center of this agitation arose 
in New York in connection with the 
genuine phenomenal work of Mrs. May 
Pepper, and ended with bringing prom
inently into notice the Bangs Sisters, 
Spirit artists and independent letter 
writers of Chicago, whose genuineness 
is championed by Dr. I. K. Funk and 
many others in the ranks of Spiritual
ism, .

This agitation, the outgrowth of pre
existing causes, will naturally carry 
along with It a great deal of driftwood, 
some nOxlous weeds and' not a little 
poisonous odor, to be followed in the 
end by a purer and more healthful at
mosphere. "While it is true that in ev
ery large city there are all kinds of 
“phenomenal" frauds, still there are 
many mediums whose , work is angelic, 
whose UVes are above suspicion, and 
who are doing a world of good, and'for 
whom we have the most profound re
spect • •

The Chicago Chronicle of March 2, 
says: • '

Detective Wooldridge says that if the 
chief gives him orders to do so he will 
arrest every medium In the city. He 
declared that he believed that all of 
them were liable to arrest under rhe 
provisions of the vagrancy laws, even if 
specific charges of fraud could not be 
made against them. He said that the 
mediums were becoming bold and that 
their number was constantly on the In
crease and that it was time something

’.The Illinois State Spiritualist Association 
' “ at Handel Hall, Gtiicaoo. .
¡Opening Session, Tuesday Evening, March 21st.

All-day Sessions, March 22nd and 23rd. 
Enjoyable Music—Honest Messages—Able Oratory. 
Watch for Program. Public Interest in Our Cause 

. is Awakened. “Know. Your Opportunity.

/Vii flrppeal to Spiritualists
And to the Spiritualists pf Michigan In 

Particular.

Through the ever-ready columns of 
The Progressive Thinker, and the pa. 
tience of its editor that never flags In 
its interest and forbearance for organ
ized and true. Spiritualism everywhere, 
I desire to make one more appeal to the 
Spiritualists who have the well-being of 
Spiritualism in its temporal, spiritual, 
and intellectual progress, to assist the 
officers of the Michigan State Spiritual
ist Society to protect the legal rights of 
Spiritualists in the courts. Some, have 
responded nobly to the call, both as so
cieties, chartered under the state asso
ciation, and private individuals, others 
who do'not understand the pressing 
need of-a hearty co-operation on the 
part of •all Spiritualists in a crisis of 
this kind, are waiting like Micamber “to 
see what will turn up,” not fully under
standing that the toes of any society 
orb liable to “turn up” and the body cor
porate assume a moribund condition im
mediately,If everybody waits to see 
what will (urn up, if they do not turn In

was done to prevent them from continu
ing to dupe the public.

“Anyone who will look at the adver
tisements In the Sunday newspapers 
can get a good idea of the extent to 
which the mediums are operating in (he 
city,” said he. “I can only make a 
rough guess at the number of them in 
the city, but I would place it in the 
neighborhood of 1,000. I have now in 
my pockets evidence which will war
rant the arrest of some of them.

“They have been preying upon the 
superstitious long enough. They have 
tried many schemes to get money from 
their dupes. I know of Instances in 
which the mediums have been able to 
force the credulous to make regular 
weekly or monthly payments to them 
for protection against some imagined ’ 
evil. Most of them are shrewd. Every 
trick and device which will bring them 
a financial reward is employed by them.

"I believe that, every medium who is 
doing business in the city at the pres
ent time should be driven out of busi-j 
ness. The medium business fs a fraud 
all the way through. If there is no 
other lavz which can be enforced 
against the mediums I believe that we 
will be able to make use of the vag- 
lancy ordinances to punish them. I 
have as yet received no orders from 
Chief O’Neill to make a crusade against 
the mediums, but 1 am ready to act as 
soon as I receive them and I can wind 
up some important work I now have on 
hand.” ,

From present indications, It would 
appear that an indiscriminate on
slaught Is about to be made by the city 
police and petty courts against all per
sons who work as mediums in'Chicago.

The Progressive Thinker as an ex
ponent of Spiritualism has no sympathy 
with fraudulent or pretended mediums, 
or any who practice deception and 
trickery in their methods and work. On 
the contrary it would be glad if the en
tire array of tricksters were driven out, 
of business. Were this accomplished, 
Spiritualism would flourish as never be-

wrought upon the Imagination of a jury 
that they forgot the facta in the case 
and became Imbued with the fantastic 
phantasmagoria of the lawyer’s won
derful creative genius—are you going 
to sit down and tamely say, “We do not 
know what _ we can do about it; I am 
afraid that It will not pay to try ?

The last sentence came in a languid 
way from a community os the consen
sus of opinion, to the writer of this ar
ticle, who as a missionary—recognized 
as such now in a legal way—once a self
constituted missionary—like many ©th
ere, giving freely, unreservedly, _and 
without hope of pecuniary reward to 
the public and private service of Spirit
ualism.

But let foes assail from without and 
withlu our citadel,, let “weary Willie’s” 
meander aimless y along the highway 
of our great Spiritual Republic perfect
ly willing to break bread—the bread of 
spiritual life—with those whose hands 
have grown knotted, blistered, and 
strong, if not as perfectly chiseled now 
as the 1 ends of the idlers In our ranks. 
These idlers are always ahungered for 
the manna from heaven, and for the 
loving and tender care of the true 
workers. It may be possible that If 
they are not ready when “the bride
groom cometh” that there may be no 
marriage 'supper for them, that another 
Paul may arise to say lie who will not 
work, let him eat not.

Friends, the cause needs a little help. 
We are asking for donations to the 
cause of sustaining our rights. There

and help to move something them
selves.

The Spiritualists of Michigan have a 
Mediums’ Home, but no endowment se
cured.

John p. Goff provided such endow
ment '¿hat would help to sustain the 
Home and provide educational and 
charitable funds, by a well-executed 
will. The judge of the probate court of 
Cass county, who drew the will pro- are many in Mlchlgan who know me, 
nounced it, when he admitted it to pro- have itnown wr;ter of tills article 
bate, a perfectly valid document, and for years-yes, since my child- 
the montalteoundness of the man whose hood> M a medium, ar.d while I cannot 
will It was, and his business capacity at recai] your names anj residences to ap- 
lnoeH^me ^rfect y sa?nd/ Z1?® udgeB Ply to you personally by letter, yet 1 
testimony'was given in behalf of those trust that win i ' u t J 
whojdgslrcd to sustain John F. Goff s preciatIon of tbe wbrIt Ulat I and many 

tC8i!?m^Ut’ (wl!°-were ln others have done for you and your 
M%™t0.hI,1? friends by bringing you indubitable
ise that they would see that his wishes proofs of lrlt ret and th truth f 

d^0Si^On Pr°per[y Spiritualism, by sending to my address,
?$iC„rej LI'18?1 ?ied by t0 which I will append below, such sums 

ot moneJ’’8s you are wiliing and able to 
before thecSupremc Court of Michigan (jonats t0 the object which I have clear- 
if the Spiritualists of M chigan aid us ly defllled t0 you. E d011 U1 be 
in carrying out our solemn compact receipted for. that you may send, and 

and leBBer BUmB ‘Mn that will be most 
status of organized Spiritualism. gratefully recognized and accepted, if 
; Think you that’ such testimony as that is all that you can give, in justice 
the j.udge afore-mentioned will not have to yourself; but $5 and $10 would be a 
i(8 dup effect on .men. Pf broadened Judi- most agreeable surprise. Thanking 
clal m[nds’ Spiritualists Individually, The Progressive Thinker for its court- 
and collectively, have you no duty in
this matter? Because à jury who were 
carried away by a spectacular exhibit 
of forensic and extravagant talent and 
use of a play of sensational words and 
phrases that portrayed a monomaniac 
and likened this’ me nomaniac in his 
whims and mad caprices, the, lawyer 
livening this word pictifre with much 
play of a very vivid imagination, com
paring this-creature of his own fertile 
imagination to John F. Goff (which in 

'no wise resembled the shrewd, rational 
old thinker and philanthropist) and so

esy and the people whom we anticipate 
will respond to this appeal, fordheir ex
pected aid, I would direct them to send 
to Dr. Julia M. Walton, 507 S. Black
stone street, Jackson, Mich. Hoping 
that within the -next week or ten days

»
Our 12th Premium Book, 
Letters front) ttje 
¡Spirit World,”

Is one of the brightest, 
and neatest books ever of
fered to the Spiritualistic 
public. The arisen Car
lyle Petersilea, its author, 
no doubt looks upon it 
with indescribable pride, 
as do his friends of earth.

The World Has Never 
Seen the Like Before!

I shall receive letters and financial re
turns from this article. If there are 
any mediums who will give a benefit 
seance for the cause, let them commu
nicate with me also.

JULIA M. WALTON, 
Missionary Michigan State Spiritualist 

Association.

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find- 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Qarlyle Petersllea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care-

out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some, 
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order lor a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of It before. ;
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75. L
The following is the list ot titles pit 

the Twelve Premium Books: /
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, And

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, find 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2. X

from them as follows:
Any one of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This 13 the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
s yearly subscription. Tnc paper, one 
year and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

- the Twelve PremiumAny three of 
Books you may

Any four of
Books you may

Any five ot 
Books you may

order, price 11.10.
the Twelve Premium 

order, price $1.50.
the Twelve Premium 
order, price $1.75.
the Twelve PremiumAny six of — - - 

Books you may order, price $2.05.
Any seven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2115.
Any eight of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.65.
Any nine of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.90.
Any ten of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent

cane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by, 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex<_ 
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gift&S»

g—a Wanderer in the Spirit Lands?n<r 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderfgU> 
English medium. ¿7

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics ot- 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersllea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

lectures each visit, and it Is also in- tantly related.
tended that there shall be some public «^earnest Spiritualist;’
meetings during her visits. while the dealer ln forged BlbIea was a

The lectures to the pupils will be on zealous Presbyterian who was very bit- 
the subjects of the Philosophy of Splr- ter in denunciation of his honest broth- 
itualism and the Higher Psychology. I er for “placing confidence in the silly

Teachers and educators who have at- tricks of vile Impostors,” as he always 
tended Mrs. Richmond’s classes on the I ^S^the gwd reader shall de- 

latter subject have expressed them-1 Sjre successfully practice some great 
selves as follows: “Had we known, fraud, which would shame a heathen 
when we began teaching, as much as Chinee, let him first join an orthodox 
these lessons have taught us we would I ChUrch preferably a Presbyterian. , 
have felt much better equipped for our I ______ . . _ . .________
work as teachers." ’ ' * ’ '
‘ With due regard for the faculty of for the Guilty Only.
the Morris Pratt Institute, and their su- , _ot„n wrltra of a sad exnen- perhuman efforts to make that instltu-1 A la?y Pation writes of a sad expert 
tlon a financial and educational sue-1 cnee she had with a prominent public 
cess, it is a pleasure to note the Incline- I lecturer, who wap. visiting at her house 
tion to Introduce a variety of spiritual During his stay he had free access to 
instruction, and in this particular line her hUsband’s library, which was a 
of teaching none better than Mrs. Rich- £ hl h order. the

. mond and her noble guides could be se- lars° ___.. „„„
lected from the able corps ot teachers I guests disappearance it was discovered 
within the confines of Spiritualism. I quite a number of valuable books had

Personally, or as a public worker of I been mutilated by the removal of leaves 
almost unlimited resources and Inspira- niCely cut out. doubtless with the ex- 
tlon, Mrs. Richmond needs no news-1 ----- -- - -------------- -

' paper laudation. We all know her by
her years of untiring toll in the field of 
Spiritualism.

pectation their absence would no't be 
detected.. The lady adds: “There were

Good Advice.
The advice of a distinguished base

ball player, to his fellows, may be 
adopted with propriety by people in 
every walk ot life: "Don’t drink, don’t 
keep late hours; take good care of 
yourselves.” Inspiration never fur
nished better counsel; and clerical lips 
never uttered a sentiment more worthy 
of observance. Intoxicating beverages, 
with Iqte hours and the usual occompa- 

• nimenta, wreck the young and the aged, 
, and disqualifies them from taking good 
. rare of thoir persons. • ■
, “DlBeovery ofaUMtTraliJ'Bychas.

B, Newcomb. Excellent in. spiritual 
BUggestlvencss. Cloth, §1.50 .

no boys in the family." . - 
’We make note of this merely as a 

caution to persons gaining access to li
braries, that purloining leaves from 
books is as disreputable . as stealing 
entire volumes, and those guilty of 
such offences may not expect to escape 
detection. Only the guilty will take 
exception to this note, who will inquire 
If he was referred to.

fore. With only genuine honest medi
umship, our Cause would take on new 
life, and gain immeasurably in strength 
and in the estimation of the public.

To the “frauds" and “tricksters” we 
are indebted for this anti-medium cru
sade. With only honest genuine work 
on .the part of all who claim to be me
diums the crusade would have had no 
inception.

The danger is, that there will now be 
no discrimination—all mediums, the 
real and the fraudulent, will suffer, and 
while the tricksters will receive their 
just deserts, to many a true and hon
est genuine medium great injustice may 
be done. This is certain to be the case 
if the expressed views of some of the 
police detectives are to be accepted as 
an indication of the course that will be 
pursued against all mediums. One of 
the most noted of the detectives, as 
stated in the dally papers,-, intimates 
that there Is absolutely nothing but 
fraud In the whole matter of medium
ship. To him every person who claims 
to be a medium is a fraud.. Of course, 
starting out with this conviction set
tled In his mind, he is morally certain 
to' inflict injury and gross injustice If 
he follows in the line of his convic
tions. There is danger that prosecu
tion may degenerate into sheer perse
cution.. Whatever may. be'done or at-, 
tempted, of one thing we may rest as
sured: Spiritualism cannot be put down 
or destroyed. And genuine, medium
ship will survive, and overcome its en
emies,’ by the helping forces, of the 
spirit world.

Dr. Marvin E. Conger. ’
The passing on of Dr. Conger at the 

ripe age of 79 years deserves more than 
a passing notice. .

He was early Identified with the 
movements that in the middle of the 
19th century indicated rapid progress In 
the-world df human thought: Phrenol
ogy, Psychology, Mesmerism, reformed 
schools of medicine -like Hydropathy, 
Homeopathy, etc., and last, but by no. 
means least, Modern Spiritualism en
gaged his earnest,thought and atten-
tion.

“Thfe New Life." By Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the-lines of' 
“new thought.’’ Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, $1.

"Doalal Upbuilding, Including Coop- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity:" By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D.. M. D. This comprises 
the last .part of Human Culture , and 
Cure. Paper cover,-15 seats. Far sala 
atlMroftea :

-■ A Learned Society Projected.
Rev. Minot J. Savage, the more-tban- 

half Spiritualist preacher of New York, 
is planning to organize an American 
Institute of Scientific . Research. To: 
make it a success he proposes to raise 
$100,(100 by -voluntary .contributions, to 
place it on a solid financiar base. It is 
raid ho prefers to disassociate it from 
Spiritualism. ■ ■ ■

It matters not under .what guise sufifi 
a movement Is inaugurated if truth is 
its base, as.it must be, else Dr. Savage 
would no't be connected with it. . .

He was zealous—and many thought 
extreme—-in his views, but those who 
knew him best realized his absolute 
sincerity and unselfish motive in all his 
convictions. ’ •

His idea was that to disseminate use
ful knowledge upon the higher planes 
of life and health was the greatest work 
of the worker and thinker. ’

With his second wife, Dr. Rosa C. 
Conger, many works and publications 
were undertaken to the end of educat
ing the people along the Unes of better 
health to body and mind. Dr. Conger 
although .bom in /the East (Attica, N. 
Y.), has been a resident of the West for 
many years' and for the last twenty-five 
years has called Chicago his home. He 
leaves six children by his first marriage 
who are now men and women filling 
useful positions in this city. His wife, 
Rosa Jpb Coijger, survives him.

One is reminded in the transition of 
this earnest worker that the old time 
pioneer^ atfij passing, and that three 
and four generations have intervened 
since -the’ advent of the great light of 
Moderni Spiritualism.

. The JyneraJ seryices were fittingly 
conducted by^the'guides of Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Riclimbnd who had known Dr. 
Congeiifof ydhrs. He was atone time 
a member ofiithe board of trustees of 
the soqiety of, which she is the pastor. 
Dr. Conger flu not pass out of a painful 
illness/,but wàs simply tired and went 
away. OThe «body was cremated at 
Graceiaad ccfmetery. . -

Thetofluejce. of his life will remain 
long niter thè‘transient mortal struggle, 
and thq “gathering of the spiritual 
sheaves” will be of such as an earnest 
life and ehdeavor bring. .

■ Iti thè World Celestial.

We hayo received a supply • of the. 
"Infourth edition of Dr. Bland's book, .. 

the World-Celestihl,” which contains a

To the Editor:—I am a young man, 
college student here, with the very best 
of habits, qualities and references. For 
the last six years I have worked my 
way through school. I have been very 
much interested in Spiritualism . for 
some time past, and have some flue 
friends here who sympathize with me 
in my trouble.

Last vacation I earned $120, which I 
put' in the bank here to have for tui
tion, etc. On Sept 20, 1904, I,- through 
promises of big interest, etc., loaned my 
$120 to a man who advertised exten
sively as a Spiritualist medium, and 
who went by the name of Prof. Robert 
Vernon. Now this man gave me a note 
for- ninety days which I still have. In 
early December he skipped, and I have 
never heard of him since. It I can lo
cate him, I have wealthy friends here 
who agree to send detectives after him 
and recover my money for me. He is 
a menace to the Spiritualistic profes
sion. Most of the people whom he de
ceived here will not go near an honest 
medium again. Now I will give you an 
accurate description of the so-called 
"Vernon,” and perhaps some reader of 
your paper who sees this article can 
give me some information. If so they 
can address Mrs. D. E. Brown, Room 42 
11th avenue Hotel, Denver, Colo. She 
is more centrally located and can reach 
me In a short time. I was obliged to 
quit school on account of lack of funds, 
so you can see whyl am anxious to 
catch this man. this wrong-doer. Said 
Robert Vernon is extremely tall, about 
6 feet, 3 inches; is slender; light long 
hair, usually combed back professor 
style. He has a large loose mouth, 
small foxy, deep-set grayish-blue eyes. 
He- holds his head on one side a good 
deal; common straight nose; usually 
wears a diamond stud and diamond
sapphire ring; fancy vest and gray 
clothes. 'He is a rather uncommon 
looking, man on account of his size, etc., 
and is not apt to be taken for anyone 
else. This man was in Denver about 
six or eight weeks and advertised very 
extensively. Had rooms at 1700 Wel
ton street. I am, not the only one he 
deceived here. His scheme is to get 

. money to invest in mining matters, etc., 
15 per cent interest., etc. Address

JAMES M. CONERTY, 
• Gen. Del. Denver, Colo. 

Or Mrs. D. E. Brown, Room 42,11th Av
. enue Hotel, Denver, Colo.,

beautiful full-page photo-gravure .of the, 
I heroine, -Pearl, from a new life-size, 
ispirit.painting other. ■ This adds great
ly to the attractiveness of the book, and

"Poena «it EWresa." By Lizzie 
Do ten.. In. this: volume, thia peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from

One week ago last Wednesday, Bro. 
E. W. Sprague and wife, those grand 
missionaries in the cause of Spiritual
ism, sent out by the N. S. A., came to 
our city, and by good rustling of the 
Spiritualists of Portland, Oregon, we 
succeeded in getting about 100 people 
together lu Mrs. Lucy Mallory s par
lors, and the evening was spent in a 
feast of spiritual inspiration and mes
sages that will long be remembered. I 
don’t wonder that the N. S. A. beeps 
these good people in the work of 
preaching the “Goodspell of Glad Tid 
Ings of great joy,” for they do It in a 
way that (entrances their bearers and 
inspires tlieHi to new work In the uplift
ing of those yet in the earth form

Brother Sprague, eloquent, logical, in
spired, seems to carry all with him 
into the conditions of peace, truth and 
progression, until earth seems heaven 
Indeed. That meeting called for more 
as the people could not let them go 
without hearing them again, so the¡sec
retary of the State Spiritualists Ass^ 
elation, L. B. Larson and myself agreed 
with Brother Sprague that if a hall 
could be had for last Sunday, morning 
and evening, we would telegraph him at 
McMinneville, to return We secured 
a hall and two more glorious meetings 
were held, and I am sure great good 
was accomplished. During the evening 
meeting Dr. Williams and Mrs Ix>le F 
Prior came in, and were Invited to the 
platfoim, and after Brother Spragues 
address and Sister Sprague’s messages, 
they were introduced to the audience 
and helped to make up a love feast 
long to be remembered. ,

On Monday night Mrs. Mallory s 
parlors were filled to overflowing, and 
many remained in .the hall, unable to 
get into position to see the speaker, 
and the usual program was omitted, 
giving Brother and Sister Sprague a 
chance to be heard once more and for 
the last time during this visit to Ore- 

^Thoroughly imbued with the truths ot 
spiritual unfoldment, with inspiration 
beyond description, the audience was 
captivated and carried to lofty 
heights, until it seemed soul was speak
ing to soul and the benediction of the 
heavenly host was being poured out 
upon the people Who listened. Great 
good has been, accomplished by our 
good Brother and Sister Sprague, by 
their lectures and messages, and the 
Portland Spiritualists join lu God
speed and good will to them whorever 
they go. . O> C. LOVE.

Portland, Ore. .

Spiritualism in Minnesota.
The Progressive Thinker is looked 

for each week and read with Interest, 
as it is filled with so much valuable 
matter. The Open Court is bringing 
out the truths of Modern Spiritualism. 
Truth cannot be crushed; it will rise 
above the false teaching. The “Life in 
the Spirit Realms" and other articles 
are read with great pleasure. For fifty 
years 1 have been a reader and investi
gator of Modern Spiritualism. The 
truths are given us through the home 
circle, where every family should look 
for tests.

We urge spiritual societies through 
the different states to make the effort 
to build temples of their own. Don’t 
give up and say you can’t, but go to 
work with a will and make the effort; 
organize a Ladies’ Aid society, have so
cials of different kinds, save up for a 
year or two, go around with a subscrip
tion asking each friend and neighbor 
favorable to the cause to subscribe and 
donate to the cause of building a tem
ple for a free platform for all kinds of 
speakers that will give good lectures 
for the benefit of humanity. We want 
free platforms—we do not want to ba 
too sectarian.

Our little society has almost got our 
temple completed. It has not been a ■ 
year since we commenced to build. Wfl- 
were surprised that many subscribed* 
help us who did* not profess to be Spir
itualists, but were willing to aid us in 
what they thought was a good cause;, 
and now we havbour regular Sundaj 
meetings, and a price for all our social 
gatherings and dances. We always 
have a full house and many remarl_ 
that no other society gives so much lit 
pleasure and lectures, for the money,? 
we do. So It is a great pleasure to have/ 
a place of our own to go and hold com/ 
munion with our loved ones free. I;

Each society in each state ought tc 
join the state society, and help as much?, 
as they can to aid it always, for ii“ 
union there is strength, and the more 
united we are with the state, and Nai- 
tional societies the more we can accom
plish for the cause we so much love.

Our friends that have passed over 
tell us they ore working to that end, to 
unite all, and bring them to an under
standing of the life in -the spiritual 
realm.

&

lively to severe.” It Is a book to be 
. . . treasured and richly enjoyed by all who

.iricevemainhitiic same, ono dollar. For. love genuine poetry, and especially by 
sale at this office. . Spiritualists. - The volumeH ImQIj

It would be good and help the work 
along if we could sustain more-mission
aries to work in each state. There are 
many places that would like to have a 
speaker, and yet are not able to pay 
much, as they are small.in number, bull 
they need the aid and encouragement 
to go ahead, to organize, and bujld up 
the work. We need lots • ot practical 
workers. - We: need lyceums organized, 
and tracts for children, to encourage 
them and have them to grow up in the

Long Lake, Minn.Eg.” By Ellsabsîh Towne. Wuabla “
fortelth. Trit» K «anlfe ' ' '

quito considerably to its .cost. Yet the



JUDGE DAILEY SAYS MRS. PEPPER IS PERSECUTED. SPIRIT FORCE MANIFESTED.

Former Magistrate Declares That Attacks on the Medium Are Insti- Entranced Into Singing by a Paini .ost Tutor.

tricks ? <•;

MYSTERY OF OCCULTISM.

Student Wrote a Letter From Man Who Had Been Dead for Years.

GHOST WASHES DISHES.

Departed Wife Looks After Welfare of Husband.

know absolutely nothing.’’—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

SPIRITUALIST DEFENDS WILL.

Says He Has Talked With Testatrix Twice Since Her Death.

FORETOLD HER OWN DEATH.

Mrs. Gibney Said She Was About to Play Camille the Last Tima

• 'r:;..jaKi3$T-r '

gated by One Man.—Asserts She Has Proved Immortality of 
Soul—He Tells of Wonderful Manifestations.

CURED BY DOCTOR DEAD 500 YEAÊS. ,ni

O

GIRL MARVEL OF PSYCHIC POWER.

ri

: '■‘'ririri.fítaíi

RESTORES EYESIGHT,
Spectacles a Thing of the Past,

Former Judge A. II. Dailey, of Brooklyn, is one man who can never 
'i : !be convinced that Mrs. May S. Pepper, the spirit medium and pastor of 
| the First Spiritual Church of Brooklyn, is a fraud, despite the attacks 
f. of the so-called Anti-Fraud Society.. Judge Dailey goes so far as to de
A dare that no such society exists, and that the circulars all emanate from 

y fine man, who, he says, has been persecuting Mrs, Pepper. •
1 “It is easy to see where these circulars còme from,” he said yester- 

’day. “They are all the work of one man. This man runs a printing 
and engraving establishment,, so that the horrible caricature of Mrs. 
Pepper at the top of the circular is easily explained. This man is a fake 
medium himself and admits it. ” • ... . •

: Judge Dnjley is a patriarch in appearance and wears a long^flowing 
1 white beard. He is an ardent Spiritualist and is a member, of the advis- 
। ory counsel of Mrs. Pepper’s church.
' Believes in Mrs. Pepper, .
. “l am as firmly convinced of Mrs. Pepper’s sincerity and that she 

actually holds communion with spirits as I am that you are sitting
, there,” he eaid to a World reporter. “I have tested her in hundreds of 

ways and there is no room for doubt. She is like a member of my fam
ily, and in fact when she waAill for an entire niojith she gave .up all her

, engagements and spent the month at my house. . The... manifestations 
were wonderful.

“Let me tell you that I was born and reared in New England, and 
when I came to Brooklyn I was as narrow as the devil. When I came 
here I joined Beecher’s church and for sixteen years heard him preach 
every Sunday, Those were wonderful sermons, and do you know that 
Beecher and all his family were firm believers in Spiritualism? Why, 

’ Harriet Beecher Stowe’s husband was such a clairvoyant ^hat he used 
to mistake spirits for mortals. \ :

“The discovery of wireless telegraphy and the X-rays is no surprise 
to me. It was inevitable. Both tend to the deeper knowledge and th? 
higher development of clairvoyancy. ,

“The evidences of a spiritual world arc all around you in every mo
ment of our lives. :

“Have you never studied psychic phenomena?” he asked of the re
porter. “Well, why haven’t you? You should do it. It would aid 

, ’ you in your work and you could write intelligently on this subject.
You nepd not, go to a professional medium for enlightenment. I will 
promise you that if you will get five or six ladies or gentlemen of your 
acquaintance who will approach this subject in a proper spirit and in a 
receptive mood you can have a demonstration.

Any One May Hear From Spirits.
“Meet together in your own home, lower the light, seat yourselves 

around a table on which there is paper and pencil and join your hands. 
Sit quietly in this manner, and insidA'of a half-hour it is certain that 
some one will suddenly seize that pencil and write. The impulse will 
be uncontrollable. He or she may not know what is written or under
stand it, but write you must. .

“When you ask me if I believe in Spiritualism you ask me if I believe 
tny own senses. Let me give you an illustration. Suppose that. I am 
sitting here talking to one whom I know to be a psychic, who is sitting 
.where you are. Over there on the other side of the room (indicating) 
are seated two other persons, all believers in Spiritualism. ‘ None of us 
is expecting or even thinking of a manifestation, yet gradually I see 
right beside you a misty, shadowy form arise and gradually take on 
perfect''human form. What am I to believe? I must believe what I 
see, must I not? ' People have said to me, ‘I wouldn’t believe it if I saw 
it.’ I am afraid they do not believe in anything,

Messages Are Authentic. •
“Take what went on at the meeting at Mrs. Pepper’s home last night, 

for instance. I was not there, for I know all about it and don’t need 
any demonstrations, so I stay away in order not to crowd out others 
who are seeking the light. But I have been told what happened. Men 
of title and great prominence were at the meeting and some of them 
.went incognito. But the sealed letters they handed up were read as if 

Y-'y-the seals had been ripped apart and their names were told. So amazed 
‘ Were they that they threw aside their incognito and told all about them

selves. They had found the light for which they were seeking. '
Spiritualism Grows.

“I tell you there is going on now such a complete revelation of Spir
itualism as was never known before. The world is becoming enlight
ened. You no longer hear hell and damnation preached from the pul
pit. That ended years ago when those first knockings were heard in 
Rochester. It was the spirit of a murdered man and he told of his mur- 
'der and where his material body had been buried; ■

‘ ‘ ‘But where are you ? ’ he was asked.
“‘In the other world,’he replied. ...................
“ ‘But is there no hell ?’ was the query.
“ ‘Only such as we make ourselves,’ he answered, and that settled the 

question of hell and damnation. ” :
But of what real value is Mrs. Pepper’s work? What good does she 

accomplish by reading the contents of sealed letters?” asked the re
porter. .

“Of what value!” queried Judge Dailey. “Why, sir, what is the 
greatest question agitating the Christian world to-day? It is the im
mortality of the soul. Mrs. Pepper proves this beyond a doubt by eon- 
.versing with and giving messages to doubting sorrowing ones here on 
earth from those who have passed into the spiritual land. It is a noble 
Work.’’—New York World.

Sometime ago a certain citizen of Brazil entered into his second mar
riage just a few/months after the death of his first wife. The citizen 
probably considered that he had sufficiently mourned the departed and 
there would be no harm in taking another companion to himself to dis
pel the loneliness of single life.

The new wife took the place qf the departed one in the home and ev
’ erything moved, along smoothly for a time. Wife No. 2, however, had 
a habit of leaving the supper dishes unwashed over night and was 
greatly surprised one morning to find them washed and in their respect
ive places in the cupboard. The kitchen was cleaned up spic and span 
as if a force of good fairies had been at work during the night. On 
this occasion she persuaded herself that she had washed the dishes after 

. supper as she could account for the.work being done in no other way.
A few days later the same thing occurred—the supper dishes had 

been washed and the kitchen cleaned up between the time she went to 
bed at night and arose in the morning. Every time wife No. 2 left the 
dishes unwashed over night they were cleaned in the morning and this 
strange phenomena continued until the woman had almost been fright

. ened into hysteria. . ■ ■ ,
To wife No. 2 there was only one solution of the matter—she was con- 

Winced that the ghost of her husbahd’s dead wife returned to the earth 
every night to look after the comfort of the husband from whom death 
had parted her. Wife No. 2 did not welcome the industrious traits of 
the ghost of wife No. 1 as assistance and a benefit to her, but believed 
that the ghost was haunting her so that she would be compelled to sep
arate from her husband. ' .

• This condition of affairs caused the woman to become so frightened 
that she was afraid’to stay in the house alone during the day »nd finally 
to get rid of the ghbst of wife No.'2 they broke up housekeeping and 
have since had apartments at a boarding house.

Since their removal to the boarding house wife No. 2 has no dishes to 
leave unwashed over ni^ht or any other household qares for the ghost 
of wife No. 1 to busy itself with, hence it is supposed ..that they have not 
been molested by the departed wife. . . .

However, if it is conceded that the dishes which wife No. 2 left over 
night were washed by the ghost of wife No. 1, what must be the an
guish and unrest of the spirit of the ^departed to find-that her nightly 
occupation had been taken away and that no way remained in which she 

, could serve the husband to whom she was. so strongly attached that her 
spirit returned after death to look after his welfare.—-Democrat, Brazil. 
’•Ind. .

r.“ Heaven does not consist in reaching heaven and enjoying it. Heaven 
consists in . jonrneying’there. When we get to heaven we always find 
-ifhell. Hell is a-matter.of reaching heaven and sitting down to enjoy 
it forever more.—Life. _ . - - J'
P ' ’ ■ ! ‘S

Pans, France.—The strange case of Hulda Messendorp, a pretty little 
American student in the Latin Quartier, is attracting the keenest inter
est in the medical profession. She is Trilby in real life, and she has 
been singing under an influence quite as powerful m that exerted by 
Syexigali over Du Maurier’s delightful heroine. Iii thib case, however, 
scientists and others are agreed that the impelling force was not hypno
tism, but simply one of powerful and telepathic influence exerted over 
the girl by her dead teacher.

Miss Messendorp was born twenty-thrqe years ago jp Minneapolis of 
German parents. When she was eight years old her parents moved to 
Montana, settling in a small mining town about one.hour’s journey by 
rail from Butte. Here the Messendorps prospered ¡fairly well, and 
when Hulda reached eighteen her parents were able’lo send her East 
for a musical education. At that age the girl’s‘ voice, a rich soprano, 
gave great promise. . ’

After one year in New York under the best singing masters to be 
found there Hulda Messendorp was sent to Paris, where her studies 
were continued under a celebrated Italian master, who has since died. 
The American girl was so deeply devoted to her teacher that she nursed 
him during his last illness. When he died she was completely pros
trated. She was removed to a hospital, where for weeks she lay in a 
dangerous fever and her life was despaired of. ' . '

When.-she*recovered and tried to resume her studies under a new 
master it was only to find that her voice had gone entirely. Not the 
faintest trace of its former glorious beauty and sweetness remained. 
Physicians and throat experts who examined her. simply shook their 
heads and said she would never be able to sing again. 1 ’ ■ ■■

Now-comes the strange part of it. Miss Messendorp had, among 
other accomplishments, learned to play the violin. She was better than 
the average amateur performer and had often laughingly declared that 
when her voice gave out she would still have her violin to depend on as 
a means of earning a living. So she readily agreed'.with her friends 
that the best thing for her to do would be to remain in Paris and take 
up the study of the violin; She worked hard for¡ oveia year, and soon 
ha<i the satisfaction of being complimented as highly on-her playing as 
she had formerly been on her singing. . —■ •

One evening last week Miss Messendorp agreed to play at a small 
party held in a painter’s studio in the Latin Quarter. About thirty 
guests were there—artists, singers^ students, models,, doctors and liter 
ary men. When the American girl took her place at 'one end of the 
room to begin playing she suddenly caught sight of a portrait of her 
dead vocal teacher-hanging on the wall phly a few yards away. .

The audience saw a strange look in the girl’s eyes .and were startled 
to hear her begin to sing. Her voice, rich, delicious and powerful, rang 
through the big studio with an effect that was entrancing.

It was a pathetic Italian song, rendered with intense feeling. The 
violin fell from the girl’s hands as she sang, but no one anneared to no
tice it. Everybody was gazing open-mouthed at Miss:Messendorp, who 
in turn looked at and sang to the face of her dead master in the picture.

The spell was broken by the owner of the studio who uetly dropped 
a curtain oyer the picture. Miss Messendorp instantly woke, looked 
around her in bewilderment and then fainted. She has nOV been able to 
sing a note- since she saw the picture, and probably never will again.

Mme. Rowland Telia How a Spirit Physician Outdid ^ew^ork Experts
—Had Cancer and They Advised an Operation—Electricity,” 

Said Ghostly Medic—She Tried It and Is fieale^.
---------------- - - H rd .

Are there medical schools in the Great Beyond? '5)o.i£he spirits of 
dead and gone physicians [as set forth in the New York-World] keep 
up to date, and a little ahead, on the progress of the science-here below ? 
Do they occasionally volunteer to show their niundarie confreres a few

These questions are prompted by the . extraordinary story of a part
nership between a Scotch doctor, dead over oOO years,, andta prominent 
New York physician, still alive, the result of which iwaN % permanent 
cure of a malignant disease, with honors easy, for the aijriwft.Sco.t. -;

The subject of this remarkable cure, who tells the story, is Mme. 
Mary Scott Rowland, well known to the members of the “400.” She is 
a Spiritualist and enthusiastic over the demonstrations of that cult.

The fact of her cure is corroborated by her physician, Dr. R. E. Town
send, of No. 15 Central Park West;- But Dr; Townsend disavows any 
conscious or intentional co-pperation with the Scotch physician who 
“passed over” in ages gone. ,

Her Doctor 500 Years Dead.
Mme. Rowland thus told the story of her cure frprp cancer yesterday: 
“For many years I have had a spirit doctor whom I know by the 

name of Burns, a Scotchman, who says he passed over more than 500 
years ago. Dr. Burns has frequently ‘impressed’ me when I needed 
some remedy for sickness. My first husband was a Scotchman, which 
may account for his interest in me.

“In July 1899, while at my country home on Long Island, I fell from 
a bicycle, and the handle-bar struck me in the left breast. In the 
spring of 19011 went to Dr. Townsend for treatment. He sent me to Dr. 
William Tod Helmuth, an authority on cancerous diseases. Dr, Hel
muth said I. was suffering from cancer, and that the only chance I had 
was to undergo an immediate operation. I feared this might prove 
fatal and consulted the late Ira Moore Courliss, a noted medium and 
pastor of the Aurora Grata Cathedral in Brooklyn.

Spirit Doctor a Wonder.
“He gave me a‘sitting,’and through him the old Scotch doctor, 

Burns, told me that an operation inmy case was not necessary. He 
told me that I must be treated wtHfTO|jie electricity to strengthen my 
nervous system, and with the application of the hand electrically 
charged. He said that I would be cured in three months. .

“I went to Dr. Townsend and asked to be treated as the spirit doctor 
had prescribed, although I did not tell him, at first the source of my in
structions. After a very short time the cancer began to go down. At 
the end of each month I communicated with the spirit -doctor and re
ceived further instructions. At the last ‘sitting’ he told me that an ad- 
ditional.ten days of treatment would find me completely cured. It was 
as he said.”

Dr. Townsend, when seen, said Mme. Rowland’s: case showed 
all the indications of cancer. He gave her the electrical treatments she 
desired, he said, but was not told of the visit to the spiritual medium 
until after the treatment began to succeed. Dr. Tdwnsend said that 
electrical treatment was frequently given for centain» kinds of tumors 
and epithelioma, or cancer of the skin. He said he did not know of the 
treatment ever being given for deep-seated cancer, as in the case of 
Mme. Rowland, and that her cure was a remarkable one. He said he 
could give no explanation of it. '

DR. FUNK “O. K.’S” MRS. PEPPER’S SEANCE 
■ .. .. ’ ■_________\ - • -m- ■

Letters Sent to the Medium for Answer Rubber Stamped by Him*
M . • . . . wi). iiir ' .

Mrs. May S. Pepper, the. spirit medium, figuratively wiled up her 
sleeves at her seande last night to show that “there vfes deception.”

On account of insihuations that,she substituted lettifoj cOer own for 
those submitted by friends of the departed for her tp^ad-, she invited 
the Rev. Dr. I. K. Jj[unk, of New York; and two newspaperctaen to sit on 
the platform and watch her when the missives were Mhddfi’up.

Dr. Funk came prepared with it rubber stamp,.vwfichíFéád “O. K., 
Funk,” and affixed it to each letter as it was received?. goine eight or 
ten of these letters were.placed in Mrs/Pepper’s hands, and in each in
stance she answered the questions inside to the satfefaftion of those 
who had put them. ' ’it'l9.,i

The most notable materialization of the evening.was-that of the spirit 
of Reaf-Admiral Braine, who formerly commanded theiBrooklyn Navy 
Yard. In repiy to a query from his former secretary, Addison McDon
ald, he said, be of-good cheer, that everything would be all right, and 
that he would look after the “four.” 4

The committee on the platform expressed conviction that there had 
been no fraud in connection with.the letters.—New York! World.

Political men, like goats, usually thrive best among; inequalities.— 
Landor. .

We want fewer things to live in poverty with satisfaction than to live 
magnificently with riches.—St. Evremond, / ■ '.M:1; ......

Reads Minds and Compels Inanimate Objects to Do Her Bidding With 
• Ease—Source of Power Unknown. |

Sioux City, Iowa.—Anna Christie Miller, a sixtcen-year-old girl, at
tending the public schools, has within four weeks discovered that she 
has exceptional psychic ability.
■p Î? addition to describing articles held before her when she is blind
folded, telling the amount of a handful of coins, which no one else in the 
room knew, but which was later verified; acquiring because of .her pe
culiar mental qualifications 100 per cent in all her studies and thus earn
ing rapid promotion, this remarkable young girl can make a table dance 
a jig, move across a room and fall into her lap, send it the opposite di
rection m the lap of another person on the opposite side of thé room, 
make it stand on one leg, move it by the mere touch of her fingers while 
a man sits upon it and do other feats that have amazed every one.

Miss Miller is a pupil at the Armstrong school in this city. She came 
here irom Grant Center, Iowa, where her father is section foreman of 
a railway, and obtained employment in the boarding house of Mrs. Ella 
Mahaney, At tins establishment she washes dishes and does other 
work to pay for her board and lodging while she attends school. Her 
ambition Was to become a teacher in the public schools, and her aim in 
coming to Sioux City was to fit herself for this avocation. Now, how
ever, jMiss Miller is imbued with another idea. She has discovered that 
she possesses ability along the lines followed by Anna Eva Fay, the 
tief2J'gia-Ibaghet’ and others who have demonstrated psychic power.

The girl has been aware of her peculiar powers no longer than' a 
month. Knowing that she possessed extraordinary faculties, but not 

^em as su°b> she needed an accident to discover them. .
I he discovery came as the result of her proficiency in her studies. At 

every recitation and in every examination her markings were 100. Her 
teachers searched her papers in vain for an opportunity to give her a 
lower marking. When they failed to find any flaw in her work, they 
decided thatshe was “cribbing.” They went to the extent of accusing 

. r tiie offense. They could find no other explanation of the perfec
tion of her answers. The accusation was met by pained surprise on the 
Part of the girl. She had been honest and she resented the imputation 
of her teachers.

Acting,” a Marvdsu. Discovery That Cures AN 
Afflictions of tlio Bye Md Ear Without 

Cutting or Drugging.

Reads Teachers’Minds.
I can do the work of the high schoql/aswell as of the sixth grade,” 

she said. It is all plain before when you give the problems, just as if 
I read it in a book.”

The teachers did not yet understand. They planned a test. Prob
lems were given her belonging to a grade far advanced over the one to 
^ich she had qualified on entering the school. She did them accu
rately. Her ability astonished the teachers and her fame began to 
spread.

At the boarding house where she works while attending school her 
mistress, Mrs. Mahaney, dressed to go out one day. Her side combs 
were missing and she failed to find them after a long search. Although 
Anna did not have general aecess-to the room of her mistress, Mrs. Ma
haney inquired of the girl if she had seen the side combs. Anna replied 
that she had not. “But maybe I can help you find them,” she added.

1 hereupon she went directly to the dresser in Mrs. Mahaney’s room 
and from behind that article of furniture, where the ornaments had 
fallen, she recovered and restored them to Mrs. Mahaney.

From that time on Anna’s gifts have afforded amusement and wonder 
to Mrs. Mahaney’s boarders. While the boarders were holding an in
formal levee in the parlor a few nights ago Anna was requested to un
dertake experiments in mind reading. A picture was placed before 
her, while she sat blindfolded. She described it accurately. Other ex
periments were attempted and in all she proved successful. From that 
time on there was no attraction for the boarders outside of the Mahaney 
home. Artna amused them nightly.

Personally Miss Miller is of prepossessing appearance. Although 
young she is well developed and has a pleasant face and figure. Iler 
mentality, aside from her peculiar gift, may not-be said to be above the 
average. Previous environment served to put her behind the average 
school child of her age, she being in the sixth grade when her excep
tional ability was discovered, and her scholastic achievements were, if 
anything, below the average. But she is making rapid advances, and 
such is. her power to understand complex problems and her ability to 
read the minds of her teachers that she is fast moving ahead.

There Is no need for cutting, drugging or 
probing the eye for any form of disease, for » 
new system »f’treating afflictions of the eye has 

* been discovered whereby
all torturous and barbar
ous methods arc eliminat
ed. There is no risk or ox. 
porlmentlng, as thousands 
of people have been cured 
of blindness, falling eye
sight, cataracts, granulat
cd lids and other afflictions 

or the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases incurable. 
Below we print extracts from testimonials 
Buch as are received by us dully,

P^T‘rPeunluet0^ fiI>eclul asent Mutual 
illi6 Jasurauce Oo., KanaaaClty, Mo., 

writes: Having used Actlna for several years, 
I cheerfully reoommend it for the cure of eye 
of cataract"'' 8ffeotloU8' U cured my mother 

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am 
7S years old. I was so blind I could only know 
pel sons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses." . 
..¿of' w' c' Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes.-. 
My honest opinion of Actlna is that it is one 

of the most marvelous discoveries of the age. 
n^cui-ed my eyes, and cured my wife of asth- 

.testimonials can be sent 
. Actlna" is purely a home 

treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 

aMres» to the ifewwffll
Electric Association, Dept 312,929 Wal- 

euhniiv19ln8as XU“ will receive ab-
0^0%^»«

I Turned Out $301??
worth of plating h two week*, writ#* M. L. Smith of 

write*.
mad* *7,00 Arat day.J.J. B. MUI«, a tamer, write*, 

Gan *a*Uy make |£Q0 day plattog. Thoa. Parker 
aohool leather 31 jcitt, write*, “I 
a profit one day, I9.B5 another." plating 

Hueioue easily learned. WiUuhlia 
Free-No Experience Bcgtdred. 
Everybody bu tableware, waiobetjev« 
elrf and meul good* to he plated with 

^Gold.BIlrer, Nickel and Metal plating.
• ,,nw an.,in>. M«wy Maie-Uie*t process. No toy or

butnbog.QOuttJl* all slie«, Kvrrytblni RuarentMd LET <!A 
gUBT YOU. Writ# today for Oatlog, Agency and Offer. Address 
F.tiray&Co. Fluting Works, CincJuuaU, O,

Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles. Fistula Ult-ers

DRrBYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

•3^1® at>ore 1* tbo'number ol lbs pres, 
fiat Ibbuo oi The Progressive Thinker, 

at Ue t0P of the flrB‘ paga.
tight hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the timo you have paid for has 
expired, and you aro requested to renew 
your subscription. Thia number at the 
right hand corner of the first page la ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
Of Progreaalve Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of tho number cm 
tó» tag of your wrapper.

The Poeticaf and Prose Works 
_ - it y ■ -

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

The subject had turned to occultism, when the student who had been 
listening attentively said: “I was skeptical for a number of years in re
gard to the stories I heard of occult manifestations until I came face to 
face with a practical demonstration right here in New Orleans which 
convinced me that there are many strange laws of nature of which we 
are entirely ignorant. One day I met a stranger on St. Charles street 
who‘Spoke to me as familiarly as if he had known me for years.

“ ‘I arrived in New Orleans yesterday from Europe,’ he said, ‘and I 
had a strange premonition that I would meet a man of your description 
and that he would aid me.’

“I laughed, and replied that I would be glad to do anything in my 
power. To make a long story short, we became good friends and were 
in the habit of seeing each other quite frequently. He was greatly in
terested in occultism, but I only laughed at his many stories and told 
him I was a poor subject for a convert to his theories. Finally one day 
he induced me to place myself under bis ‘influence’ and become ‘per
fectly receptive. ’ To humor him I did what he suggested. He placed 
a pencil in my hand and quite unconsciously I began to write rapidly in 
a strange hand. After completing nine pages I signed the last page 
with a name I had never heard before. What strange force compelled 
me I know not. It just seemed that I must write. All this time my 
friend was scanning the pages eagerly. When he saw the name at the 
end he uttered an exclamation of surprise.

“ Did you ever know that man?’ he asked eagerly.
“I told him I did not. .
“ ‘Well, that man was my dearest friend. He was drowned ten years 

ago in the China Sea.!’ *

Mrs. Wilcox’s writings have been the 
inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very Yeading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader's memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s
pen.

“ You can imagine my surprise. The letter I had written was an 
eerie affair, describing life in the spirit land, and you can imagine the 
interest with which I read it. It took me several days to recover from 
the strange slfock of it all, and since that day I have never tried another 
experiment or attempted to delve into the mysteries of occultism. How
ever, I’m a firm believer in the existence of natural laws about which we

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
wnich it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $].

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
mote :han one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait. 
Price $1-

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection compriset 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait ' 
Presentation edition. Price $1-

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price JI.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistia 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the jear. With author’s 
portrait, and half tone illustratiina 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, JI.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

- By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
time to the very best there is in human • 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, JI.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dran 
matic tensity of earnestness. A notableV 
literary effort A l|ne edition in cloth. 
Price 60 cents. , .

The will of Elizabeth C. Price, of Upper Providence, is being con
tested by Hannah U. Conway, S. Emma Snyder and George H. Peters, 
two sisters and a nephew, who had been cut off with nothing, through 
undue influence, they allege, the estate being left to the decedent’s 
brother; Edwin Price, and his.wife during life and at their death to their 
children.

Edwin Price, sole beneficiary under the will, who is a Spiritualist, tes
tified that the testatrix was happy over the disposition of her $6,000 es
tate. He said he had been in communication with her twice since her 
death.—Philadelphia Ledger. - '

Jefferson City, Mo.—“Somehow, I feel that this is the last time I shall 
play Camille,” These were the words uttered before going on the 
stage on the evening of Feb. 10, by Mrs. Morgan Gibney, known to the 
public ns Nellie Gibney, leading woman in the Hoefler' stock company, 
who died here this morning at 1 o’clock of heart disease; Death came 
within an hour after she had concluded, the play: It was said by the 
other members of the company to be the best interpretation of the char
acter she had ever given. Her illness lasted less than an hour. - The 
words which seemed to be prophetic of -her fate were spoken in a con
versation with Mr. McKee, who has played in the same company with 
her the last five years.

THE WIDOW’S MITE, 
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of Intense inter * 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma
terialists, investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
boole an account of his wonderful per 
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources , the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide re
pute, making a volume of great value. - 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. J2. 

" The ReHoion of Science. ” 
By Dr. Paul Carns. ver tlio ightful and lit 

terestlug. Frier. 25 ccnu
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

' We 00 to press early Monday morn1 
Ing, hence communications Intended for 
-that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.
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allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many dof the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might deslie 
to do so, That must account for tne 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—W,e would*Mta 
to impress upon the minds ofo ker 
spondents that The Progress, ^,^ tLTt 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to a 
compositors. That means-rapid wra, 
and it is essential that all copy, O m 
sure insertion in the paper. a1«. be 
quirements being favorable, s ¡te 
written plainly with Ink 
paper, or With a typewriter, and only 
one side of the paper. _
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Mrs. N. E. Bean writes: “Harry J. 
Moore lectured to a large and apprecia
tive audience ot DesMoines, Iowa,

gelic world, which had made an evening 
of delight and encouragement for all 
present."

Mrs. Nora 43. Hill writes: “On Satur
day evening, Feb. 18, about sixty of the 
friends of that veteran worker in the 
cause of Spiritualism, James E. Coe, 
gathered at the home of Mr. and Mis. 
D. G. Hill, 705 W. Madison street, to 
tender to him their congratulation on
this his seventy-second birthday. The 
evening’s entertainment was opened 
with an Invocalion by Mrs. Nora E

__ _______  __ . । Hill, followed by an address of Wel- 
thiukers Sunday night, February 26. come by James E. Coe. Then that tried 
His time was limited, and fiurlng the ttnli true worker, J. O. M. Hewitt, en- 
sliort hour which lie spoke he held his I tertained all with one of his pleasant 
audience spellbound. He devoted fifteen I talks, and Dr. J. H, Randall gave soul
minutes to answering , questions on inspiring thoughts. The Stinson sisters 
the philosophy and phenomena of Splr- gaVe beautiful renditions of string mu
tualism, which had been handed him, siC. Miss Parks Stinson presided at 
and then branching off on ancient and the organ. Mrs. Alice Sexsmith, with

Gem of Thought:—
Rest is not quitting the busy career, 
Rest is the fit(ing bt self to its sphere; 
’Tis loving and serving the highest and 

best,
'Tis onward, unswerving, and that is 

true Rest, t
—Joh^, Sullivan Dwight.

For information concerning The Re
gressive Lyceum, . authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address JUhii W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

James N. Newton, of Toledo, Ohio, 
speaks highly ot the English lecturer 
and message bearer, Mrs. Jenkins of 
Windsor. Ho also alludes to toe phys
ical manifestationsj through J. B. John- 
soirson—the use of the trumpet, bring
ing of .flowers, etc., all satisfactory. 
The celebrated medium, Mrs. Murtha, 
fills an engagement at Toledo during 
toe month of March.

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “At the 
Universal Occult Society on Feb. 26, we 
had a very interesting meeting.’ In the

Mt?. M. Elizabeth Blanker would like 
engagements to lecture before spiritual 
societies. She has many appreciative 
friends where she has been laboring 
Address her at Elkhart, Ind., Box 369.

Dell McGaughey writes: "We have 
the pleasure of announcing seven suc
cessful meetings held ir. Osceola, Iowa, 
during the. past two weeks, by Harry 
J. Moore and Mrs. Eva Mc-Coy. They 
organized a society of which N. Mc
Grew was elected president; G. M. Paul, 
vice-president; E. G. Paul, treasurer; 
Dell McGaughey, secretary; R. Evans, 
A. Lewis and Mary Nell, trustees. -We 
anticipate success in the future."

M. C. Matthews writes from Pitts
burg, Pa.: “Prof. W. M. Lockwood has 
just closed one of the most prosperous 
months in his services for this society 
(The First Church of Spiritualists). 
His lectures were grandly interesting 
and instructive to the large audiences 
that greeted him at each service. The 
Professor’s private class was well pat
ronized, and the closest attention paid 
to his exposition of the truth, especially

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

Notes of Events at the Southern Cassa
daga Camp.

modern Spiritualism, he drove our or- ber splendid voice, sang a selected solo, 
thodox friends into a corner, allowing james E. Coe sang ‘The Old Musician 
them no means -of escape except by and His Harp.’ Miss Effie McGrath . _ _
admitting the truths of his argument, gave a recitation, beautifully rendered, evening our hall was full. Services 
Would that the cause of Spiritualism and Mrs. Nora E. Hill the song entitled opened by singing by the quartette, 
had more advocates such as Mr. Moore. <jiy father's Growing Old.’ She then I song entitled ‘The Handwriting on the 
This is the fourth time in two years went to the kitchen to prepare a repast Wall.’ Invocation by Evangelist F. M. 
that Mr. Moore has addressed' Des- that was to follow. After Her came Stoller. He read for the scripture les- 
Moliies audiences, and at each coming I jirs, Virginia Bryan Lyon with an im- son the fifth chapter of Daniel. We had 
he is more appreciated and his audl- provised poem to Brother Coe on bls messages from a visiting medium, Miss 
enees larger.” I seventy second anniversary, which was I Lucy Hodge (we were favored by fine

The veteran Spiritualist, C. H. Ho- well received. The last on the pro- talent in a musical line) followed by 
rlne, thinks that those who go to get in- gram was an inspirational poem writ- messages by Mrs, Lucile De Loux. We 
dependent slate-writing and who se- ten (and by request rend) on the pass- also had a few well chosen remarks 

“curely tie the slates together, and then ing out of Miss Bertha Alice Gifford, by from Mrs, Stewart, a prominent W. C. 
hold a string tied thereto to prevent Mrs. Harriet E. Lohman. Some beauti- T. U. worker. On the 19th of-March 
them leaving the table, áre destroying I ful tributes of flowers were received I Dr. J. H. Randall will speak for us. 
conditions. He says: "They are so from toóse who could not be present; Mrs. Geo. Bailey writes: “Mrs. E. H.
skeptical that they distrust their eye- among them a fine bouquet from tho Messersmith is conducting independent 
sight, but must make sure by holding students of Nature Society, Mrs. Schu- meetings at Odd Fellows’ Temple, 
on by a string. What kind of harmonl- macher, pastor; Mr. and Mrs. George Clinton avenue North, Sunday evenings 
ous vibrations were furnished whereby Green and others; also letters of regret at 7:30. The audiences are large and 
it could become possible for spirit from many more who could not attend. I appreciative; subjects taken from the 
friends to write? What must have been Then followed the repast of coffee, audience, and handled in a masterly 
the state of feelings of the mediums to cake and sandwiches concluding with manner. After tho discourse messages 
have professed Spiritualists-treat them the wishes for many more returns of from the invisible hosts are given to 

¡with such distrust? If the veil could the birth anniversary, and the good | the listeners which are exceedingly ac
' have been lifted and the guides of the night to the veteran brother.” ' curate and fully appreciated.. She and

THIS GENERAL SURVEY^PART-

VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. * ;

Mrs. J. L. Powers writes from Jopl n, 
Mo • “M. Theresa Allen of Springfield, 
Mo., occupied tlie rostrum of The Peo
ple’s Spiritual Temple, Sunday and 
Wednesday evenings, February 19 and 
20 also addressed the children of the 
Lyceum Sunday afternoon. Wednes
day afternoon she addressed the psy
chic Club at Mrs. Stiles’. Mrs Allen 
has devoted most of her life to the 
work, and there are few such workers 
in the Spiritualistic field. Her guide 
handled the various subjects given by 
the audience, in am intelligent, concise 
and eloquent manner. Her tests In ev
ery case were true. Mrs. Allen is a. 
noble woman, endearing nerself to 
both child and sire. During her stay 
with us she has implanted within each 
and every heart a feeling of affection 
that will kindle and glow at even the 
thoughts ot her. May the time not, be 
long -when she will be with us again*

There has sprung up in Russia a new 
aristocracy—that of the intellect. It 
looks down upon the old distinctions of 
caste as unworthy the belief of an in
telligent human being. It ventures to 
ridicule those pompous ones who strut 
about with millinery better given over 
to women, and fancy themselves some
body just because their fathers similar
ly strutted. And of all things fatal to 
pomposity, ridicule is the thing espe
cially when it-is impossible to deny 
that the ridiculer knows more than the 
one ridiculed. In every university or 
seat of the higher learning in Russia 
the students—and to some extent the 
faculty—are on the side of reform. So 
•far as the theocracy that would link 
God and the Czar Is concerned, the stu
dent is a non-believer; so far as the 
autocracy that would make the Czar 
the voice of God on earth is concerned 
the student is revolutionary; so far as 
the aristocracy that would keep God in 

■ heaven and the Czar on earth in -the 
' same relative positions is concerned,

Bangs Sisters bee'n seen and heard, I ' Rena D. Chapman writes from Mar- her helpers ara untirirg In their efforts 
think a discourse by them would have cei]US/ Mich,: "The Michigan State for good. .
been in order on the subject of ‘How Spiritual Association held its twelfth The Rock Creek (Ohio) Signal speaks 
spirits should be treated by Spiritual- annuaj mid-winter meeting at Sturgis, as follows of Mrs.'Schauss, of Toledo: 
lets,’ and that harmonious vibrations, I Mich., Feb. 10, 11 and 12. Although a I “After the singing of a verse of a well 
kindly sentiment, confidence, spiritual few tlie speakers could not attend on known hymn she asked her hearers to 
thoughts, yes, even the conditions that account of sickness, others were unable suggest a topic for discussion. "What 
were made by Dr. Peebles In Palestine g0 Because of "blocked railroads, etc., the Evidences on Which to Base an 
when he had that wonderful seance as many earnest, thinking friends from all Intelligent Belief in Spiritualism, and 
related In his book ‘Immortality.’ Not partB of the state were in attendance, where Is.Heaven?” Her argument was 
’.mtll proper conditions are given can I ^s the president of the association has that Spiritualism is not based on be; 
results be produced for any thing.” I left this country with its cold weather, lief, but on positive knowledge. Spif-

J. A. Toren writes: “The Society of for a warmer clime—Cuba—our vice- its have borne witness many times of 
tire Psychic.Forces, 861-363 East Forty- president presided over the convention, the immortality of man, the fact of etei1- 
third street, corner of Champlain ave- The address of welcome was given by nlty. It was because of the unsatlsfy- 
nue, hrfve secured the services of Dr. J. the Mayor of that city. Tho speakers fng nature of faith and belief that peo- 
O. M. Hewitt as permanent lecturer, present were Mrg. Amanda Coffman, I pie were turning to wl'.at she called the 
The subject for Sunday, March 12, will I Grand Rapids; Mrs, Jennie Duffus, De- realities of her belief. Heaven is a 
be ‘Demons; What .Are They?’ March troit; Dr. Julia M. Walton, Jackson; H I condition and nota place. It is within 
19, ‘Man’s Moral Progress;’ March 26, L. Chapman, Marcellus and Dr. Geo. B I you. Mrs. Sehausstis a. fine speaker, 
'Origin of the Christian Dogmas.’ We Warne, Chicago. During the meeting I using a vocabulary'Of wide scope and a 
would say to all who wish to learn more the Goff Will case was freely discussed; -lelivery both- expressive and pleasing.” 
of tho philosophy of Spiritualism that a small amount was raised to carry on I JuIla M. Walton1' one of Michigan’s 
they will do well to attend our meet- the trial, but the association is still in ieadjng • SplritiiallfitB, writes:. "The 
ings regularly. Not only have we one need of at least »200 tofight for the will I workera jn oür caufie dearly love to lo
ot the best lecturers in Chicago, but no as should be done. Should there be Bpecf the coliflflns of the survey of the 
idle boast is indulged in when we as- any friends In Michigan or elsewhere splritualistic ’flKd, I wish to add an 
sert that Mrs. Isa Cleveland’s work is who desire to have the rights of a true, ltem c3ncernlfig thd Church of the Soul 
so thorough and painstaking that no noble-nearted fellow worker sustained, o£ Detroit, Mich. 'Mrs. Laura L. Craw
cause of complaint is justifiable, let them send at once donations to the I ford ls presí<flng, ahi acting as pastor 
Strangers and skeptics have a standing slate secretary, to help the Spiritual- also> It [3 say that no more ear
invitation to attend our meetings. Our ists carry out the wishes of the late I nest| imselfish1 and faithful worker has 
efforts are gladly given to present none John F. Goff. Rena D. Chapman, sec- J lt fanen my px aB ¿ missionary, to find 
but the best evidence coming from the retary." in the field. Earnestly seconding an ap-
spirlt world to all who seek the higher Mrs. H. W. Hildreth writes from I peal made by‘me dt the Mld-Wlnter 
truths. Our society will give an enter- Worcester, Mass.: "How thankful we Mass-meetjng’h'eld fit Sturgis,'Mich., in 
talnment and musicale on Thursday ev- are Jor such á grand papen as is yours. February TasfJ-'tq 'find a hall for me to 
enlng, March 30, at our hall, the above Every subject.therein is of interest. I address the peóple'au^ solicit funds to 
mentioned number. Dr. Geo. B, Warné, I Want to -give toe testimony' of isome carry lib' toé Stiff Will case? 'Mié. Cfáw- 
Dr. J. O. M. Hewitt and Dr. J. H. Ran-1 ^vho, when, passing through the change ford advertised mé, and my object, pre
dall will be the speakers of the evening. caned death, nave seen the friends who I pared a very nice program in' which 
Miss Goldie McCoy, Miss Lucy Aulbach, I were waiting to greet them—those not good music was not the least desirable 
Fred Hooper, Arthur Hooper, Harry Been by mortal eyes. Mr. F. L. Hil- feature of the arrangements. I hope 
Martin, and others will-sing and play. dreth, who passed on three years ago, I that the mediums’ names, whom I have 
H. F. Arnold and Harry Martin will offen ¡n the last two weeks of his life, lost recollection and memoranda of, and 
present interesting readings. Geo. V. told me whom he saw. In his last hours I the pianist and excellent, singer who so 
Cordingley, Mrs. Grace Aitken, Mrs. he saw his mother, children and com- I ably rendered her services will forgive 
Elmo, and Mrs. Isa Cleveland will pre- rades. A young man, near neighbor I me for the omission of their names in 
sent the messages, etc. See printed I and a Catholic, passing on a few months I this article, for they should all be men- 
program for further Information.” I iater than Mr. Hildreth, exclaimed to tloned by name, as their work was most

G. S. Klock, an energetic worker, his mother a few hours before breath- acceptable, and worthy of the cause 
writes: "I have been holding public I ing his last: ‘Here is Grandpa, and also they represent. Mrs. Crawford gate a 
meetings in Red Ribbon Hall, Lincoln, Mr. Hildreth!’ Truly, our loved ones very beautiful rendition of one of Mrs. 
Neb., every Sunday night in this year, and those who love us, will greet us Juliet Severance’s poems, and good 
and have had a very successful spirit- when we close our eyes on earthly tests, besides assisting in the musical

the student is a scoffer.
D. G. Hill writes: "The Golden Rule 

Spiritual Society will have for speaker 
Sunday evening, March 12, that well- 
known public worker, Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill, with the following as message
bearers: Mrs. V. B. Lyon, Mrs. Alice 
Sexsmith, and others. Good music and 
singing always assured. The names 
given are a promise that the truth oi 
Spiritualism will be presented as re
ceived from the spirit side without any 
addition from the mortal. All are in
vited, and welcome to Haymarket Thea
tre building, 161 W. Madison St Take

U«

'«ISE» *.’i* /« 
ViaEach week brings new attractions 

and new arrivals. Carrie Firth Curran, 
of Toledo, Ohio., president of the 0. S. 
A., accompanied by her . husband, 
reached camp last week. Mr. Morri
son, the poet of Ithaca, N. Y., is again 
with us, while many strangers whom 1 
do not know as yet, have come on the 
grounds.

Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 17, a lecture 
on the unique subject, “Calf Paths and 
Dead Seas,” was given by Ella Wilson 
Marchant. She is a close student and 
deep thinker, and her address covered 
a broad field. Mrs. Marchant has given 
a number of good lectures during her 
stay at Lake Helen. The lecture was 
followed by messages from F. Corden 
White.

Wednesday afternoon a benefit se-
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when the X-rays, Crookes’ vacuum 
tubes and other instruments were used 
to demonstrate the truths of Spiritual
ism of nature His services being only 
for one month we were very sorry to 
part with him, particularly the mem
bers of his class, but we hope to have 
his services for two months of the sea
son of 1905 and 1906, Professor Lock
wood goes from here to Conneaut, Ohio. 
May he meet with good success is our 
best wisfi.”

Mrs. G. W. Green writes: "The So
ciety of Spiritual Unity meets every 
Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., at Star Lodge 
Hall, 378 S. Western avenue. Our 
masque ball, Feb. 25, was a brilliant 
success, our large dance ' hall being 
filled to.its utmost capacity. At an 
early hour we had to stop the sale of 
tickets owing to the crowded condition 
of our hall. Every one enjoyed them
selves, Our fifty prizes were awarded 
justly giving satisfaction and pleasure 
to all recipients. We thank our many 
friends - for their patronage and help in 
making our affair a success, Sunday, 
Feb. 26, Dr. White addressed our%udl- 
ence both afternoon and evening. His 
lectures are always interesting because 
of their relation of the spiritual with 
the physical. Mrs. Kusserow, Mrs. 
Schumacher, Mrs. McIntyre and Mrs. 
Sexsmith gave spirit messages. Mrs. 
Miller and Mr. Joseph were visiting me
diums. Our test circle in the afternoon 
has become the special feature of our 
meetings. Spiritualist and skeptic are 
invited to attend."

E. W. Sprague and wife, the N. S. A. 
missionaries are now working in Cali
fornia. They will start eastward about 
April 1, and will be pleased to hear 
from societies and individuals between 
San Francisco, Cal., and Jamestown, N. 
Y., who may wish to secure their serv
ices. They have engagements at the 
following camp-meetings for the coming 
season: Chesterfield, Ind.; Vicksburg, 
Michigan, and Snowflake, Mich. They 
desire to make other engagements for 
camp-meeting work. Address them for 
the month of March, as follows: 1429 
Market street, San Francisco, Cal.

R. F. Little writes from Seattle,

ance for the. camp association was 
given by Mrs. Bartholomew, assisted by 
Carrie E. S. Twing. A goodly number 
of excellent tests and comforting mes
sages were given by both mediums.

Thursday afternoon the life history 
of Andrew Jackson Davis was given in 
a graphic manner by W. F. Peck. To 
those not familiar with the work of this 
great seer, it was a revelation of won
derful psychic power, and close atten
tion was shown during the entire lec
ture. At, its close some excellent tests 
were given by F. Corden White.

The conferences held Friday after
noons are interesting and well at
tended.

Friday evening we attended a camp
fire given by the old soldiers who are 
on the grounds. Judge Chamness was 
presiding officer for the occasion, and 
called out a good many war reminis
cences from different ones. The story of 
the evening, however, was given in a 
thrilling way by Dr. Hilligoss—a story 
of pathos, full of gratitude to one who 
had succored him in time of need when 
in the army, and with a pleasing ro
mance as its sequel. In after years he 
accidentally met this man, and becom
ing acquainted with his sister, made 
her his wife. Then when the brother
in-law passed away, the good doctor as
sumed the care of the fatherless chil
dren, thus repaying with interest the 
kindness shown him in former years. 
Verily, “Truth is stranger than fic
tion."

The jolliest event of the season was 
the poverty ball, Saturday evening, Feb. 
25. Rags, patches in conspicuous 
places, beggars and cripples who looked 
as if they had passed through an ex
plosion, were some of the pleasant 
sights on exhibition Prizes were

Wash.: “There are many Spiritualists 
in the state of Washington whom I can
not meet personally or even by letter. 
To all such through the courtesy of The 
Progressive Thinker, I wish to say that 
there will be a mass-meeting of Spirit
ualists in the city of Seattle, on March 
17, 18 and 19; and that the occasion Is 
to be graced with the presence of Moses 
and Mattle Hull. We expect a season 
of more than ordinary interest; and the 
great pleasure of meeting these veteran 
and capable workers will be ample com
pensation for any trouble taken to be 
present. ‘Come and go with us, for the 
Lord hath spoken good concerning 
Israel,'” • •

Elizabeth E. McCarthy of Denver, 
Colo., is filling a four weeks’ engage- 
'ment with the Winfield (Kansas) Oc
cult Spiritual Society. Her first lec
ture last Wednesday evening, March 1, 
to a well filled hall and appreciative au
dience. While there she will teach a

ual interest, with crowded hall. I have I things and cross to the bright beyond, program. Truly the Church of the 
been lecturing on the Philosophy of i was glad to read your noble words on Soul has a most-versatile, and faithful 
Spiritualism, and referring to The Pro- the hanging of men and women, and pastor and president, as well as an abla. 
gressive Thinker, in reference to a also on the renewal of the whipping- corps of assistants, Mrs. Record, and 
great many points,- which gives the post, both relics of by gone barbarism.. the Rev. Jennie Duffus gave good tests, 
speaker a great leverage upon the audl-1 The letters from Mrs. Petersilea are The hall was crowded to its utmost ca- 
ence, by reading portions of articles grand, and help us to realize something pacity.' The collection for the benefit 
that are written by some superior of the life that awaits all. I wish Abby of the State Society in sustaining its

elevator to hall.”
Columbus Wells writes: “There are 

. many Spiritualists • as well as. church 
members who think that God and na- 
tore are separate entities; others think 
that God and Nature are one. I think 
they are both wrong. The difference 
between the two is that Nature is a 
demonstrated fact, and there is nothing 

' in it but what can be proven, where
-:: as the being called God is a theory or 

a belief only. Nature is a fact and the 
other does not exist. Nature is Inli- 

'■ J. iiite, therefore Nature, is the supreme 
• ■ cause of all things.” - -

Governor Hoch, of Kansas, has rec
' ommended woman suffrage in his mes- 
•:'“Bage to the new Legislature. He says:

,“In l899 Theodore Roosevelt, then Gov
- ernor of New York, said in his mes
! sage: ‘I call the attention of the legis

lature to the desirability of gradually 
extending the sphere in which the suf

' frage can be exercised by women,’ and
I am glad to follow such an illustrious 
example in a similar suggestion to you. 

' Municipal suffrage has worked no ill
to womanhood or the State, and seems 
to be satisfactory to the people.” Mu
nicipal suffrage was granted to the 

■ women of Kansas in 1887. In 1901, a
motion made in the Legislature to re
pear it was voted down almost unanl- 

' mously, and "amid a ripple of amuse
ment”. The first governor to recom
mend woman suffrage in his message 
to a State Legislature was ex-Governbr 
Claflin of Massachusetts, who has just 

- died. He did; it in 1871, when it was 
> looked upon as a great innovation. Now 

home governor does it almost every 
■ ■■ year.”

thinker.” Judson would write what she thinks of rights was generous and given-with a
A social entertainment will be given cremation, now that she can see clearly, hearty good will.” '

at the home of Mrs. Isa Cleveland, and as her earthly body passed through prophecy of disastrous fires is the
4308 Langley avenue, Thursday even- the process, I would like to ask her if it latest talent to be discovered in Will
March 16! Good mediums will'be pres- I affected her as a spiritual being, andjf I j, Bryan, ex-presidential candidate,
ent to entertain. Refreshments will be I there Is any help a spirit can gain from I aEl(j apostle of free sliver. Mr. Bryan
served and a genej-al good time is in the earthly remains?” was visiting Congldssman Iklrt, at East
store for all who come. Admission, 25 R. N. W. writes from Avery, Ohio: “I Liverpool, Ohio, and before leaving 
cents. All are invited. cannot send this away without saying Tuesday morning told his entertainer

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “The Rising that in my opinion. the Open Court will that during the night he had had vis-
Sun Spiritualist Mission is proud of the open more eyes to the reality of obses- ions of a great conflagration in which
fact that the attendance at our meet- slon than anything that has ever been his Kosts would be heavy losers. The
Ings, of an enlightened class of people, written heretofore.” . night of his departure the town was
particularly strangers, Is increasing. I Mrs G. T. Newifaan writes from Albu- I swept by a »500,000 fire, in which Con- 
bn Sunday afternoon, Feb. 26, we had a I quedque, N. M.: "‘I would be very happy I gressman Ikirtlost many thousand dol- 
conference, which, in every sense of the if some of the good speakers would- Jars. ;
word, was one of spiritual unfoldment.. come here. This place would be a good Mrs. Hamilton Gill, 522 W. Monroe 
Our president gave out the subject, one for the right kind.” I street, will hold a special circle for la-
‘Cast thy bread upon the waters and it I Mrg 0 w y .^tis: "I am much dies oil Tuesday afternoon of each week, 
shall return after many days.’ After, a pleased with The Progressive Thinker, at 2:30 o’clock. On.Sunday and Thurs- 
15-mlnute talk upon the subject, the au- I lt seemg uiie a dear old friend coming day evenings , she will, hold circles for 
dience was invited to add to the re- I ln every -week to cheer me up in my the general public.- .
marks uttered, same being taken up lonely hours.” “The College of Divine Sciences and
with a vim, showing the effect of a. splr- I p ,A Nugent writes froin Beaver I Realization,” Boston, Mass., presided 
itual talk. Dr. Sims added his mite in Falls pa j that Charles Theo Schneider,’ over by J, C.~F. Grumblne, the author' 
a spiritual manner as -well as difiMrs. I insplratlonal 8peaker and test Medium, 'and lecturer, has now.an an enrollment 
Trafton, Mrs. Monteomery, Mrs. J^aw. lshoIdjng Bervlces there, and his work I of. eighty-five—-an. increase of fifteen' 
er and others, the meeting closing with p c| ^ - during the month of February, Its
a spiritual, wave¡of harmonyPermeat-J & WR|TES FR0M work is on thb boom and this attests
ing through each one, present. At the aM-xW. ARNETT WRITES FROM K excelleace oI the 8ystem Mr.Grum- 
evening service we had a rare treat.. ALEXANDRIA, i vuu a tnh - •
Our ipcturer being none other thfln-the I LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS FOR Y.OUR I - * • ,nresldbnt of the Douglas Park Ladles’ INVALUABLE PAPER. I WISH IT*L WillC. Mann writes.from Louisville, 
Club, Mrs. Nora Petrie,-Who'.electrified MIGHT BE MANY TIMES LARGER.. I Ky.: Rev. Frank T. Ripley hasbemi 
her audience by her well-chosen re- THINK THE OPEN COURT HAS withusithrou^itho’month of February,Viau, XU-is. num Kvwtv, ।
her audience by her well-chosen re- . .. . . ,
marks. Her'subject was’Joan of Arc.’ BEEN- A GREAT HELP TO ALL 
Upon request of . the president, she glad-. THINKERS ALONG THE PERPLEX- 
ly consented to speak for the Mission' ING LINES OF OBSESSION AND 
at another early date. Spirit messages I CONTROL. I HAVE BEEN INTER
were given to a great number : of the ESTED IN 'COMPENSATION' AND 
audience by Dr. C." Burgess, Mrs. C. THE LETTERS THROUGH MRS.audience by Dr. C.' Burgess, Mrs. C. 
Kirchner and Mrs. N. Trafton, all being 
recognized. A number -of skeptics 
were dumfounded by the wonderful 
manifestations given at each of our 
meetings. We always have a number 
of true and tried mediums, who wel
come all strangers and visitors. Meet-

E. R. Fielding writes from Washlng- 
; ton, D. C.: Mrs. M. T. Longley Is -the 

speaker for the First Association. She 
took for her theme, ‘The True and the 
False in Mediumship.’ This; address 

■ under the guidance of John Pierpont, 
-was one of the best ot the Reason’s lec- 

‘ turcs. Mr. P. L. O. A. Keeler and Mr. 
■ ■' A- Terry gave messages nftel^each lec

ture; also Mrs. E. R. Willlaniq. Mr. 
Payson Longley’s songs are suns^at 

' aaclTof the meetings.’’ ....
• I L. . -

Ings held every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at People’s Institute, Vail Buren and 
Leavitt streets.- Our second grand an
nual mask ball will be held on Wednes
day evening, March 15, at which time 
75 prizes will be awarded."

Win. Hassmann writes: "The North 
Star Spiritual Union, at its hall, 1546 
Milwaukee avenue, which was overflow- 
,lng with Spiritualists, skeptics and in-, 
vestlgators were treated to a rare gift 
last Sunday evening, by witnessing the 
magnetizing of a healing gown by Dr. P. 
M. Esser, the well-known spiritual heal
er and teacher of occultism. Bro-.her 
Esser, through inspiration, took up .the 

■ subject, ‘The War/ which was masterly 
handled. Mrs. Johanna Roennan after 
the lecture gave soothing, messages to 
those who were hungry, for communi
cations from their dear departed ones, 
and thanks were showered, upon the 
young society for-the comfort, encour
aging words and messages from,the an-

PETERSILEA.” ;
THIRTY NINE . MAR 4 ... .

Miss E. R. Fielding writes from 
Washington, D.'C.: “The auxiliary , of 
the First Association met at Mr. F. A. 
Woods’to extend to' him a birthday 
greeting.- After singihg by Mr., and 
Mrs.’ Longley and Mrs. Ely, and assem
bling in the dining-room, Mr., Woods 
was presented with a beautiful China 
tea and dinner set- Mrs. Longley.made 
a'flne presentation address and Mr. 
Woods feelingly responded. This is. ln- 
auguratlon week, and toe Masonic Tem
ple Is crowded to Its utmost to listen to 
Mrs. M. T. Longley.. Mr. P. L. _O. .A. 
Keclef is the test medium. Several of 
Mrs. Lobgley's lectures are to be pub
lished." ,

Mrs. J. McLaughlon of Massillon, 
Ohio, expresses her high appreciation 
of the premium book and The Progress
Ive Thinker. • •

Miss A. F. Reed writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: “Last Sunday’s meeting 
held in Barbers’ Aid Hall,.; at which 
Win. Fitch Ruffle officiated, was a sue-. 

. cessfui one and largely attended. - He 
Is liIgnly appreciated.by the -public as 
is his assistant -in mental telepathy.”

a medium and did much good among 
the sick, being especially gifted in the 
healing power. She was ever a 
staunch and earnest champion of her. 
beloved spiritual philosophy. Simple 
and temperate in her mode of living, 
having no use for drugs or doctors, 
there were no bands in her transition. 
She passed away like one who wraps 
her mantle about her and lies down to 
pleasant dreams. Mrs. Brown was 
born in Fort Ann, N. Y„ Aug. 16, 1824. 
Married in Brooklyn, Mich., March 3, 
J 846. Out of seven children, five are 
left to mourn her loss. In the locality 
where she passed away there ‘were no 
Spiritualist speakers available, and not 
desiring an orthodox minister, the serv
ices were simply musical, and accord
ing to her request her remains were 
taken to St. Louis, Mo., and cremated.

MRS. C. H. HINKLY. 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

&

class in esoteric science. She will be 
pleased to receive calls for engagement 
at camps or societies, as speaker and 
test medium. Address Elizabeth E. Mc
Carthy; 1602 Church street

, Lottie Leavitt writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: “The meetings of the Phllosoph- 
iccal Society of Spiritualists held in K. 
of P. Hall, are well attended every 
Sunday evening and much interest and 
appreciation is shown in the work of 
Mrs. Alice C. Barry of Philadelphia, 
who has been our regular speaker and 
medium for the past 15 months. She 
has done excellent and most satisfac
tory work for our society. The mes
sages are usually acknowledged as cor
rect,. She is a great credit to the 
cause by her.work and life. At our last 
regular meeting the following officers 
were elected : Mrs. Alice C. Barry, pres
ident; Mr. A. A. Buffum, vice-president; 
Mrs. Ida Starr, secretary and treasurer. 
The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to this 
society, gave a pleasant mask party, 
Thursday evening, Feb. 24, which was 
well attended.”

A VOICE THAT THRILLED.

awarded to a nondescript sorrowful
looking object (Dr. Wilkins), and to a 
poor Irish woman (Mrs. Bartholomew), 
who, with her two-weeks-old (rag) baby 
was a - caricature not often seen. 
I learned later that ‘ Little Patsy” died 
that night, but his bereaved mother 
had not heard from him through the 
trumpet

Sunday morning, Feb. 26, a strong, 
helpful lecture was given by Carrie E. 
S. Twing. Subject "Evolution of 
Prayer."

Sunday afternoon an address of 
matchless eloquence was given through 
the organism of J. Clegg Wright while 
entranced by an English spirit of the 
17th century. The grandeur of 
thought expressed will long be remem
bered by those who were present. The 
lecture was followed by some remark
able tests from F. Corden White?

Sunday evening a farewell reception 
was held for Mr. Wright, he being 
called North by the illness of a relative. 
Glowing tributes teeming with love and 
tenderness vzere paid the gifted teacher 
by Messrs. Hilligoss, Budlngton, Peck 
and Bond, and Mesdames Twing, Huff, 
Fixen, Pratt and Palmer, all expressing 
regret at his departure. At the request 
of Dr. Hilligoss, Mr. Wright allowed the 
control, John Shaw, to talk with us a 
short time, and his words of wisdom 
were appreciated as they ever are. 
Then, with a heartfelt handclasp we 
bade Mr. Wright farewell. .

IRENE GAY.

The sun has glanced across the western 
' sky; '

Tranquil waters in their brightest 
beauty lay; •

Birds in joyous song were soaring high 
To greet thè glorious god of day.

The morn was filled with breath of 
flowers;

Amorous breezes crept through violet
’ 'glens '

To nestle on the smiles of tender hours, 
. There bliss divine forever reigns.
Hark! the faintest sound of mission 
. bells

Drifting through the silence silvery, 
Like distant murmurlngs of happy rills 
- That flow through fragrant aisles’’of

. ecstasy. ...

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

and will still Yëtaalfr for March tod
April. He is 'delivering interesting lec- 
-tures in the Odd Féllòws’ Temple to 
large audience^; After each lecture lie 
gives a large^ifuinB'dr of interesting 
tests which ’ were" acknowledged as 
correct. His answering of questions 
written and placed upon the rostrum v 
¿re fine. He tì';beltìg entertained quite j- - 
royally amon^tne ^ople of our city.”- 1

Eugenia Rouble, whites , from Water
town, N. Y.: “We have parted with Mrs. 

-Georgia Gladys-Coqley after her third 
month in our ^y., ,>0 fafct of her sec
ond engagement with our society this 
season shows hqw much we needed her, 
also how well we’name to know her,

When o’er the changing sands of years, 
A voice that all my being thrilled

Fell on my heart, lilio,infants’ tears, ■ 
Its rapture - fondest jnemories filled.

It breathed of fragrant isles! enchanted
\ lea! v,. ■ '

Where sweetest roses ever bloom;
Echoing music 6i the jasper sea, 

Glowing landscapes, a celestial home.
Oft. at starry evening's hallowed

shrine, I

Mrs. Elizabeth Hanson passed to the 
higher life at her home in St. Paul, 
Minn., aged 74 years and 11 months. 
She was a Spiritualist for many years. 
Her spirit appeared to one or more of 
her relations within forty-eight hours 
after transition. Her body was 
brought to Oskaloosa, Iowa, to the 
home of her brother, Mr. Adlon, from 
whose residence tlie funeral services 
were conducted by

HARRY J. MOORE.

[Obituarles to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. G. H. Elliott of Edgewood, Iowa, 
surrounded by relatives and friends, 
passed, to the higher life, Jan. 25, 1905. 
She was nearing her 70th year. She 
left a pleasant home and an aged and 
loving companion. For a few years 
past she lived in the inspiring light of 
the spiritual philosophy. She was 
ready to change her diseased earthly 
form for one more fitting her spiritual
home. G. H. E.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in 

United States excels them in the 
chanical work—binding, printing 
paper.

Passed to the higher life, from his 
home in ' Litchfield, Ill., Mr. Harry 
Crossfield, late of Muncie, Ind. Serv- 
ices'at his home, after which the re
mains were brought to Muncie for in
terment. Services were conducted at 
the cemetery by the writer.

EMMA M. NUTT-MOORE.
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The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries ot the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then tho excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers ot the Ages."

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson, 
it will fill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic," “The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Lite of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for »3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

Nathaniel Warner of South Dayton, 
N. Y., departed this life Jan. 26, aged 
about 75 years. He was a man of 
sterling qualities of character, quiet 
and reserved in his demeanor and high
ly respected for his upright life. He 
was long an adherent to the teachings 
of Spiritualism. A wife survives him, 
comforted by the knowledge that the 
,dear one still lives. The writer offici- 
'ated at the funeral.

CLARA WATSON.

20tn Genturu Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This Is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
interesting science has yet- received. 
All of the discoveries, investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in this practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry. '

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
inherited tendency, that Is not marked 
on the palm of the hand and can ba 
traced with unerring Accuracy by fol
lowing the principles enforced by tha 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth. $1.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.

anr

February 3, Mrs. Polly Chase of 
Jamestown, N. Y., took her flight from 
the mortal habitation with 86 years 
crowning her life. A noble soul of 
earth was she. . ...
. February 11, Mr. Milch of Little Val

ley, N. Y.. passed from earth, aged 51 
years. He was true in all life’s rela-- 
tions. '

February 16, Mrs. Tryphena Pardee 
of Ellington, N. Y.,'left ner wearied 
body after 93 years of earthly sojourn, 
beloved by all who knew her. Mrs. 
Clara Watson officiated at the funeral 
service on each ,of the several occa
sions. ’

Monday .morning; Feb. 27, 1905, Na
than Fisk of Wonewoc,' Wis., quietly 
passed from earth life to the spirit 
realm without a struggle, for to him 
there was no fear, only the blessed as
surance of everlasting life. For several 
months past Mr. Fisk has been confined 
to his bed and slowly but surely was 
approaching the time when he should 
bid farewell to his friends on earth to 
take up bis residence among the happy 
throng on the other shore. When at 
last the angel summoned him he quick
ly responded, firm in the belief that 
some day he would be reunited with his 
loved ones in another and higher 
sphere. The funeral was held March 2, 
at the Spiritualist hall, Mrs. Edna Ford- 
Plerce conducting the services.

Revelations from Zertoulem, the 
Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
■ and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D., a 
gentleman who stands high as a lee- 
„turer and medium. It is a mine ot val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tha 
paragraphs are short, Buggoetive and 
Inspiring. Every one ot them leads ta 
•oaetblng higher, grander, notflMb 
Prieo »1.00. . .j

. — — f . ... . I ■

That voice comes to me soft and low, THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
has boon sold for «2, but the price now has bwn 
reduced toll. It.is n book thatwfil Interest 
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is tuu 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was J 
medium of rare qualities, and his work is U 
reflection from the celestial spheres. -r ’

I close my eyes, I fold in joy, my hands, 
When my soul flies back; to long ago.

and wè bade Mr farewell as with one 
ol our family.-çpiriêgret in having her 
leave us was modified through knowing 
that her call to othe.- fields heralded tho 
advent of further successes. Her work 
here has been of the masses, giving to 
encli one that which he most needed, 
and resulting as; it has in so much 
good, our people stand as one in being 
better for her teachings and associa
tion. Mf. George-,Brooks returns to us 
for this month, which -means that the 
good -work will continue.” . . . .

Mrs. Rosa M; Conger wishes to an
nounce to her friends that her business 
will • ne attended to tempoy- • ’■? by. the 
Educator JPub.-.-Ca; 945 8,: Trumbull 
avenue, and all communications should 
b-' r idi eased there. -

Wait! my own beloved, for me wait!
‘ Thou wilt know the day, the hour, 
Stand closely by the pearly gate

To bless ine with love’s sacred power.
■. Rosé L. -Bushnell DonnElly.

San’Francisco, Cal. .

"Principles of Light and Color,” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M; D., LL. D. A truly 
great work-of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result, of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the.well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists’; general-readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
■great value'and Interest. A large,,four- 
bound book, strongly bound, and con- 
tnlnlng beautiful illustrative . plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
«6. It is a wonderful work and you will ( 
Imj AWii^ited #ith lt> ‘ -i

RADIANT ENERGY,BlaltsRelatlon 
to Modern Astrophysics, by Edgar L. Larkin, Director Lowe Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
California. This book treats upon anew brancn 
of research Into tho laws of nature, and to tbo 
student or oven an admirer of tho modern astrological literature will surely come wlthsreat 
Interest. Price, cloth. 81.7a

Passed to the higher life from her 
daughter’s home in Hillsboro, 111., in 
her "71 st year, Mrs. Hetty M. Brown. 
She was the widow pf L. B. Brown, who 
wtis well known among the early work
ers in the ranks of . Spiritualists in 
Michigan. She was lor years active as

LIFE OF THOMS PAINED
By tho Editor ot tho National, with Prefaes 

and Notos by Peter Bolder. Illustrated vrltJl 
views ortho old Paino Homestead and Pala» 
Monument, at Nowllochello: also portrait® ot 
Thomas Clio Rickman, Joel Barlow, MaryWob 
otoneeralt, Madame Roland, Coudoroe, Brissot, 
and, ibo mewt prominent ot Paine’s friends MB 

Europe and America- ClovhiWwmU. —*
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This department is under the man
ix. Sgement of ’ .
\ HUC^ON TUTTLE,
!| liddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohlr

! I- NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
nave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
Jtlxe most condensed form, and often 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 

brevity. Proofs have to be omit
' J \and the style becomes thereby as- 

■ertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting tor the appearance of 
their questions and write lette-n of in
quiry. The supply of matter !■ ilways 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay.

- (Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal

• favor, ’ •’ ■
■ I NOTICE.-rNo attention will be given 
'anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
üress must be given, or the letters will 
®ot be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department has 

. ,t>ecome excessively large, especially let

. ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
ewers, and while. I freely give what
ever information I am able, the ordi- 

j nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

¡William Dubois: Q. What is the 
pressure of the wind,, and why has it 
not been utilized as a motive power? or 
is this possible?

. ' ’A. The Smithsonian Institute has di
vided wind velocity into ten grades, be
ginning with calm, two miles an hour 
is a very light breeze and the pressure 
on a square foot is two-hundredths ot 
a pound; four miles is a gentle breeze, 
pressure 8 hundredths; twelve miles, a 
fresh wind, with a pressure of 75 hun
dredths; twenty-five, miles, a strong 
wind, pressure three pounds; thirty-five 

. miles is a high wind, with pressure of 
six pounds; forty-five miles is a gale 
with pressure of ten pounds; sixty 
miles Is a strong gale with pressure of 

J, eighteen pounds; seventy-five miles a 
^violent gaJe; ninety miles a hurricane !, 

’ one hundred miles a most violent bur J 
cane. The maximum pressure of the' 
last three is difficult if not impossible to 
determine.

• The power of the wind is inconceiv
able, and the force exerted by a fresh 
wind passing over the United--States 
would be moreThan that of all the work 
done by man, animals and machines. 
Tne energy rapidly increases with the 
velocity. There are 27,878,400 feet in a 
square mile, and a ten pound pressure 
of a strong gale multiplies tnis by ten 
as the force exerted by such a wind on 
such a surface, in round numbers 278,
000,000 pounds. If a hurricant gave a 
pressure of one hundred pounds, it 
would be ten times this force. When 

■we consider that a wind current may 
be a hundred miles or more in breadth 
and extent a full mile In height, and ca
pable of exerting this pressure on every 
foot of exposed surface, we are over
awed by the inconceivable energy. 
The power caught by a windmill twenty 
feet in diameter would be sufficient to 
'.do all the work of a hundred-acre farm, 
.pud .light and warm the dwelling.

Why has not this tremendous and 
ever present force been used? Mainly 
because of Its.Unreliability. When the 
power is wanted perhaps there will be 
a calm, or too light a wind. ' The want 
has been for a means of storage of this 
energy which has been round to be im
practical by mechanical power. With 
a storage battery, which would accumu
late from a motor run by the windmill, 
the power of a light breeze could be re- 

• tained as well as of a gale, and used 
required. In the near future this will 
be done on the largest scale, and the 
restless air harnessed to do the work of 
the world. The cold wind of winter, 
howling by the dwelling, will be made 
to set its lamps aglow, and fill its rooms

and have appointed times to send mes
sages. Thus far we have not met with 
success. Can you give us instructions 
how to proceed? .

A. Perhaps few subjects have been 
so misunderstood, or are more vaguely 
spoken of, as telepathy. It is made to 
explain the entire range obsplrit mani
festations. Of course tills is done by 
those totally ignorant of both subjects, 
else- they would not wittingly expose 
iheir stupidity. ’

That one mind can be impressed by 
another has been well known from an
cient times. It has concreted into a 
proverb: “The devil is near when you 
are talking about him.” Our thoughts 
go before us, and we find our friends 
are expecting our coming. This, how
ever, is not a common occurrence it is 
the exception. There are exceedingly 
few mind-readers and they cannot read 
all minds. There must be unison be
tween the mind that gives and the mind 
that receives. .

: In the physical world this is repre
sented by the transmitting and receiv
ing instruments of the wireless tele
graph. The last must be attuned to the 
first, else it will not be affected. There 
must be unison between the two, and if 
one receiver was thus in unison, and all 
others around it net, this one would be 
Hie only instrument which received a 
message cent. Observers of other in
struments, finding them silent, might 
incline to the belief that no message 
was sent, or doubt the possibility of 

transmission. Before such instruments 
are taken to distant stations, they are 
adjusted to the last refinement of the 
possibilities of the Inventor’s skill.’ It 
is certain if they will not respond when 
near they will not at a distance!

One mind is the transmitting instru
ment, another the receiving and their 
relations to each other are similar to 
those between the instruments of the 
wireless telegraph. In experiments 
such as this correspondent and many 
others are making, two essential things 
must be considered. (1) Are the minds 
of the experimenters In unison? (2) 
Which is the receiver, which transmit
ter.

If they are not in unison, of course 
the experiments will not be successful. 
If the mind qualified to receive attempts 
to send the message the result will be 
as unsatisfactory. Thus it may be- pos-’ 
Bible to succeed with experiments
roughly undertaken, the conditions 
wittingly being observed, but’ 
chances are ten to one against such 
suits.

It Is clear that the influence of

un- 
the 
re-

one
mind on another, must be stronger, 
when near than when at a distance, 
and while they are together they can 
ascertain these essential points, and be 
able to know if It is possible for them 
to communicate by thought messages. 
This preparation is necessary for the 
further pursuit of the subject. They 
can by sitting near each other, or at a 
table, find how far they are able to read 
each other’s thoughts. The old game 
of “odd or even,” or "heads or tails,”, 
with coins, has been suggested as a 
method of determining. If one shakes 
some pennies in his hand without know
ing the number, or turns one down with
out knowing which , side is up, the 
guesser has even chance, or one to one, 
The average of any large number of 
guesses will leave the same number of 
coins in the hands of each player. • But 
if the number is known to the one 
handling them, then mind reading may 
change this average, and will do so in 
proportion to the susceptibility ot the 
players. I have seen ■ the "guesses" 
come right eighty-five times in a hun
dred, and often for ten times before a 
failure. The more this is practiced the 
more reliable it heeomes.’

It will be observed in this game one 
or the other will be most successful, 
showing superior receptivity, and this 
one in the farther experiment should be 
the one to whom the messages are sent 
by the other more positive acting as the 
sender. To reverse this, would be like 
forcing a stream to change its current 
toward its source.

Having determined this matter, ex
periments should be continued patiently 
until a well-established relationship is 
established, foundation laid, and knowl
edge gained to make the reception of 
messages from a distance possible.

,S tn
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- Letter Number Sevan.
The readers ot The Progressive 

Thinker may think that I lilie to have a 
finger, in everybody’s pie; and it may be 
that I do for I certainly like to become 
acquainted-with all those people who 
once interested me so much when I was 
in the mortal form. When in that form 
I often longed to meet a great many 
that I never had the pleasure of meet
ing, owing to material distances and 
surroundings. Now, all is ., changed, 
anu that which I once so much desired 
is easy of accomplishment.- The wishes 
of an immortal being are always, at 
length, brought to pass. Nothing, now, 
stands between me and-the great minds 
that lived and passed out of the mortal 
form while I was ye; within my mortal 
form, and all those whom I visit are 
very, very glad to meet me and ex
change thoughts, ideas, and aspirations. 

. In this way we all grow and progress 
in spirit. I appropriate that which they 
have and I lack, and they tell metehat 
they gain much from me also. All that 
is lovely, beautiful, and admirable in 
another,"I can add to my own soul with 
out robbing-them, thereby becoming 
more beautiful and,' loyely myself, and 
whatever gifts I possess tney can take 
from me without robbing me In the 
least. If all were alike, or possessed 
die same attributes and gifts, there 
could be no such exchange, and immor
tal existence would be robbed of its 
greatest charm.

When I was in the mortal form, one 
•of those whom I most desired to meer, 
but never enjoyed that pleasure, wgs 
the author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin—Har 
riet Beecher Stowe. Here, that great 
wish of my heart has been granted, 

.and I have visited the lady at her own 
home, and she has returned my visits; 
and on,'the long and earnest conversa
tions we have had together, and the 
plans we have talked over, planning to 
help and enlighten the mundane sphere 
as well as the lower spiritual world.

What a dear little, beautiful soul she 
Is! Talk of her little Eva! Why, she 
Is little Eva personified. The little Eva 
which she portrayed with such an ar
tistic pen, w^s her own child soul. She 
felt that she would like to give up her 
life, as she wrote that little Eva did, or 
£s Jesus did, for a great principle—the 
principle of freedom—freedom for tbe 
black man—freedom from all bondage 
of whatever kind. Little Eva still lives
within Mrs. Stowe, magnified a thou

. . ’ .. 'I:»'..
the vines; there;. WB various kinds, 

Now all the wlnflpwsaofithis mansion 
which were manjwtad.dte bright and 
shining look that Jour windows of earth 
have at sunset, wfieriTlie' setting sun 
strikes them; and ‘there certainly were 
a dozen colors,' here, there, and every
where, covered'entirely by vines and 
flowers somewhat' like those over the 
veranda of the hoi^e'. Now all around 
and about- ran white, - Bilvery-looking 
pathways, and every pathway had a 
wide border on each side of it, wherein 
were the' most exquisitely beautiful 
flowers. O, sjirely, my eyes had never 
beheld anything like It before. AU 
around the house rose stately palms, 
together with tall eucalyptus trees, and 
beautiful magnolias in full bloom.

Such gorgeous brightness and color
ing almost took away my breath/

Now there were a hundred, or more, 
I did not count them, cabins; not squa
lid like those of earth, but little gems 
of beauty, covered by trailing vines al
so, among which the morning-glory was 
conspicuous; and such morning-glories 
I never looked upon before. They were 
of all colors, and some of them so large 
that a fairy might, test dn every cup. 
Not far away was a large grove of cy
press trees. I looked around for water,, 
and -afar off, in the distance I saw a 
body. of. water glimmering through"the' 
trees; yes, and'here were spraying 
fountains everywhere: and it was those 
spraying fountains, teat appeared to 
keep everything fresh and green.

"Our water is ■ conducted hither 
through large pipes,” said Mrs. Stowe, 
“for <earthl.v scenes and customs have 
their counterparts here in . this life, 
otherwise the southern people would 
noh feel .that it was- like home, and 
would not be as happy as they are now. 
hi that cypress grove,” continued Mrs. 
Stowe, “glide the most brilliant and 
beautiful serpents; and look toward 
those distant palms and date trees. 
There many monkeys make theirhomes. 
And now I want you to tell the people

I of earth, for me—or Mr. Petersilea has 
. told me teat you write to them—that 
serpents to them would be beautiful if 
they were not, some of them, so pois-

I onous. But here serpents are not at 
1 all poisonous. There is no , such 
i thing as a poisonous serpent in the splr- 
| Itual'world. They do not need poison 
' to protect themselves and so do not 
1 have it, as no life can be taken of any 
1 kind. A spiritual being cannot hurt a

sand fold, beautiful and magnified be- serpent and a serpentdoanuot hurt a
yond all telling. —■

I first saw Mrs. Stowe at the Peter-
cilea-Tourgee Conservatory of Music

spirit. A chattering monkey is often
as interesting as -a low-down Negro."

Here, flying all qrouçÿ, were bright
and Art. She had gone thither to re- Plimaged birds and. parrots. „The par- 
new her former earthly acquaintance j were all talldjg; Jies, all talking 
with Carlyle Petersilea, and to thank ?*• once-_. Many o^thofp. ii
him for music that he had rendered for

ul uulc. iviuuy Ui,,them, imitating the 
Negro dialeqt; an£ nqw, last but not 
least, my eyes sought-fjie people whoher when they were both in the mortal.' , ,, ,

also to hear the grand and exquisite inhab.ted (lie pret|y, white cabins 
music that can always be heard at this a,l covered by rqms and vines. And

. . . . _ _ w nil +lt<rv 1-. -I -vl'T V, An n 1 zn rx Irzxzl
conservatory, just as it could have
been heard on earth at a similar one, 
now carried up higher into the spirit
ual' realms. I happened to be visiting 
the school at the same time, and Mr. 
Petersllea made us acquainted witli 
each other. Oh, how pleased I was to 
meet her and she soon made me. under
stand that the pleasure was mutual. 
Mr. Petersilea's great, generous soul

out from all this'^brightness looked 
forth, rather shyly’,’ the l,ull black faces 
of the Negroes. Npw hjauty does not 
alone belong .to while.¿ces, for these

■with tropical warmth.
For man to dig in the mines for coal, 

for motive power, when such an ocean 
of povzer is above and around him, is 
not creditable to his intelligence.

C. F. Short, N. Y.: Q. Can the sex 
of offspring be predetermined? Are 
any of the means advocated by certain 
doctors and scientists reliable?

A. There has been no such means as 
yet discovered. Certain conditions are 
known to be more favorable to one sex 
than the other, but this is so Blight that 
no reliance can be placed thereon.

Every living being sets out with the 
possibilities of becoming either male or 
female. In the lowest forms there is 
no distinction or separation. The germ 
and the mature form are the same. The 
germ of the lower being cannot be dis
tinguished from that of the highest. 
The difference of growth is the marked 
feature, for while one remains in the 
germ state, propagating by throwing off 
other germs or. buds, the other passes 
through all the changes that living 
forms have taken since they came on 
the earth, until the highest and most 
complete is attained.' In this develop
ment occurs the differentiation of the 
sexes. The lowest being is a single 
cteli; it reproduces by dlvislod into two, 
find again arid again dividing.- In germ 
growth at an early period there is sep
aration. The forces which operate to 
make this physical and psychical dis
tinction of sex, has never been ascer
tained, and not a theory advanced that 
baS: not been exploded. The matter re
mains one of nature’s unresoled myster
ies. This influence, or influences must 
be exerted in the beginning or earliest 
life,.and .are such as on the whole to 
produce a nearly equal number of males 
and'females. This is true of species 
that are nxcluBiveiy monogamous, as 
well as of those species in which polyg
amy-prevails. Beyond these facts it 
may be said without fear of contradic
tion, nothing is known. From time to 
time physicians have become famous by 
claiming this discovery, but their theo
ries have on trial been found utterly at 
variance with the facts. If any one 
makes-this claim, he needs no>. other 
tefutation than tho fact, that if he has, 
he may become byT.the sale of his se
cret, wealthier than the fabled Ind, and 

-the most famous scientist that ever 
lived, and yet remains in obscurity.

1 Telepathic Student: Q. A friend 
and I-have been experimenting in telep
athy. We are some 200 miles apart,

was delighted that we should thus and

Negro spirits werjf, the mostof them, 
gorgeously beautify!. Thp.gr,eat, black 
eyes, rolling in puyp wljitjs/the fpll, red 
lipg^too fhlljy9u’-sayj;).,(well, ¡.a, ripe 
peach is-^uU’and-lu^piftiiq,’ a-pd a mongo 
is delicious. Dp yop object to. their 
black wool? Weil, how many fashiona-

there meet. Our invitations to visit ’ Me white ladies like to wear something 
I about their necks and shoulders in the 
I form of bo$s and shoulder capes, thateach other were mutual.

“Why cannot you come directly home

LIFE IN THE SPIRIT REALMS.

. Continued from fifth column, 
his knee upon har ohest caused her 
heart to stop beating. AU the while 
that -he was choking her, and dashing 
her head bagk and forth, he was ex
claiming: ‘I am Piper! They have just 
hanged me! I will kill you! I will kill 
you! I will kill everybody that I can! 
I will have my revenge! You are sick 
and weak! You are the first one that 
I will kill, but you shall not be the last! 
I will kill everybody that I can!’ And 
at this point his grip became so terrible 
that she lost outward consciousness.

“But just here, before life left her, 
something happened. A bright and 
shining angel dashed down, then an
other and another, and the medium- 
plainly saw them. They grasped ’the 
murderer, lifted him from his victim, 
and then surrounding and sustaining 
him, they slowly rose with him Into 
fairer climes. The medium watched 
them anxiously as they disappeared. At 
first the,.face of the murderer was con
torted with rage, hate, and revenge; 
and he struggled with the bright spir
its; but they were far more'powerful 
than he, and. as they slowly rose his 
face changed to that of surprise and 
joy. Then, they all disappeared. •

“When the medium recovered, news 
was brought in that Piper had just been 
executed, but anyone can see by this, 
that after experiencing the exaltation of 
rising into the real spiritual life, he 
could have no desire to return for the 
purpose of revenge. It would be like 
going from heaven into hell. The-me- 
um found that her home was in a direct 
line with the prison' at Charlestown. 
The distance of an air line was very 
short, and she was the first weak per
son he came in contact with.” i-

‘.‘Well,” said the professor, “I, my
self was conversant with the Piper 
tragedy, and as his crime was so hein
ous, I have been curious to trace- his 
career as a spirit” Ho then related it, 
but the story is too long to be Inserted 
here and I must pause.- After my visit 
was ended at the home of- Harriet 
Beecher Stowe and her noble husband, 
I returned to my. own happy home and. 
to my . own dearly beloved. '

- Yours for all truth,
. ABBY A. JUDSON.

■ (To be continued.)

with me now?” asked Mrs. Stowe. "1 
would like you to see what I am doing, 
and know that you will be interested in 
my work.”

"I am sure to be, for Harriet Beecher 
Stowe could never do anything that was 
not for the uplifting of humanity in 
general and the spiritual world in par
ticular.” ’

Now would yon not all like to know 
just how this dear little lady looks? 
Well, she is quite small and fairy-like, 
with fine silken hair, waving and float
ing about her like a cloud all tinged 
with glinting sunlight. She is as fair 
as a lily, with regular features slightly 
prominent, showing character and great 
tenderness and depth of feeling; her 
motions are the acme of refinement and 
grace. Her eyes are large, glowing 
brilliantly with an amber light; her 
ilifwing, soft drapery, is tinged with 
gold. She is little Eva magnified to a 
glorious woman and angel. Now we 
floated out from the conservatory in 
what on earth would be a southerly di
rection. . .

“You will not be surprised, Abby, tj 
know that Mr. Stowe ana myself have 
chosen to make our home over and 
above the Southern States of America?”

“Not at all,” I replied. “That is just 
where I should imagine you might 
make it And you are, then, reunited 
to Mr. Stowe?” ■

“Certainly,” she answered. "He is 
my own other self or true other half 
Oh, we were very happy together on 
earth, and we are a thousand times hap
pier here. Oh, yes,” she continued, 
“my darling husband was the first to 
meet and greet me. As I left my body 
he took me tenderly in his arms and 
carried me to a sweet little home that 
be had already constructed for me, and 
after I had slept and rested we had a 
grand reception and reunion of our

look alpiost exactly like the woolly
heads of Negroes, and consider them 
very beautiful. The wide mouths of 
the Negroes were embellished by rows 
of perfect, even teeth, white and beau
tiful as pearls. The Negroes love jew
els, and they were $11 decked out it: 
silver and gold. Why should they not 
be? These beautiiul things mane 
their heaven. , ,

You say they are lower in the scale 
of being;yes, so they are intellectually, 
but to what great heights of knowledge 
may they not yet atain, and if they lack 
intellectuality, allow them, at least, to 
have the gorgeously beautiful; and mu
sic—let them go on jn that to their
heart’s content. .

"Will you look in at some 
classes before we enter the

of our 
house?"

nearest and dearest relatives.______ _____ ______ ____ My 
father, Lyman Beecher, my darling

•'In the World Celestial,” by Dr. T.A. 
Bland.' Interesting;-instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound ;■ price $1......... - ■

£WoW Shall 1 Become a Medi
uni,” Fülly ftnswefed

In Mediumship and Its Laws. Its Condition» 
and Cultivation,” by. Hudson Tuttle. Price 85 
cents. Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin ¿eighth (X ]

mother, my gifted and noble brother 
Henry, and ail the rest of my nearest 
and dearest. They talk of heaven! 
Why the people of earth cannot even 
conceive of its joys.”

"No, no,” I breathed, “they cannot.”
“There is my home,” .she exclaimed, 

as she pointed toward the distance.
Yes, a beautiful scene was jiist then 

opening up to our view.' "Why, that is 
a regular little city,” I said.

“Yes; I have got them all qround me,” 
she replied. “It is- a little city of 
schools, but- we allow each .family to 
live by .themselves, for our .schools do 
not consist of.children .alone but of 
whole families, fathers,, mothers, broth
ers, sisters-and children; yes, tramps 
and stragglers and all conditions " of 
peoples." ...........
• “Are they all black?” I asked. ‘

“No, not all. Yet It Is the’ blacks 
whom we intend to teacn. Still, there 
are many who were once called poor 
whites, and many others who-bear only 
the blue mark under , the’finger nails, 
some of them exceedingly, beautiful, es
pecially the females.”- ■■. •:.• • ■

As we approached the place, - I- was 
curious to observe all the. details Of her 
home.and its surroundings. ■

. . "Thatds my own home,”-she said as 
she pointed it out The .’house .was a 
low mansion of two stories, ptanding.ln 
the midst of a large plateau, surrounded 
on. all sides by a wide veranda; and on 
all the homers and up the posts of- the 
veranda ran trailing vines-covered with 
gorgeous flowers; great roses of all 
klnds.-and .colors; the: passion flower; 
purple, white and mixed; , ,, .

O, dear friends, I cannot tell you of 
Ml the beautiful flowers that were on

asked Mrs. Stowe.
I gladly assented and we entered a' 

large, circular building, where school 
was being ken?.. A class of young la
dies were at t! I moment reciting. We 
did not pause long enough to hear the 
recitation, but the young ladies were all 
robed in pure white and were as grace
ful as fawns and as modest as black vio
lets. Each girl wore at her bust a 
bunch of beautiful flowers, the language 
of each bouquet expressing the young 
lady’s characteristics! There were 
many other classes that I cannot stop 
to describe.

Some may ask why the Negroes still 
continue to live in cabins in spirit life? 
and my reply is: Their architectural 
ability is not developed beyond the con
struction of a very simple abode. -There 
are a few exceptions to the rule howev
er, but the ability of the ordinary Ne
gro does not extend: beyond It. All 
must remember that in these schools 
and cons'ervatories, many teachers are 
employed. ■.

Mrs. Stowe told me that they em
ployed about fifty in all, the most of 
them white, but some few were ad
vanced pupils-who were tinged with the 
black — octoroons, quadroons, and
bright mulattoes. , ;

“But I have one iull bjaOk here as,a 
teacher," she salp, “¿iother Uncle 
Tom! He is not am Imaginary charac
ter but a true AfqcpriAlP exery sense 
of the word» Likcy B^nd Tom, arid 
many others, he is-ft pre^jgy, or one. far 
in advance of his.cgmrgdes.”

"What branch aoes‘whe 
asked." n« <• nn

“Mathematics,” .plie juiswered; “and 
he is still more wwideriul in1 his way

teach? I

than Blind Tom igjn Jys music."
As we passed along bV ,the arbors 

and cabins the sight oi(ffhe black faces 
peering forth at W Wrii among the 
brilliant flowers, sfeelr ^bright - jewels 
glinting and sparkling, .¿¿Me a gorgeous 
spectacle indeed. <Di -ins

And now we ’itftitéPetì the house. 
Here I was introduce# Ho Professor 
Stowe, a very refifléd firfd gentlemanly 
personality. TheyO’baiP residing with 
them two young làdids 'and a young 
man; nieces and A ndphew, I think she 
told me. - But It wilTnot do to write of 
them, else my Tetter will be too long, 
for one could go oh -Writing forpyrir if- 
time and the strength of the’mèdluin 
would hold out. as well aa tlie patience 
'of the editor. ■ ■■'»■•’.az' ‘

The inside of .thè''house was beauti
ful and luxurious; -Phdd not been in 
the» house very long’beforo I was in
vited to dine; with- this most Interesting 
family group’. ; :. • ■ .'.as.'- : ..- ,. ’■ - :

The table -was spread-with luscious 
fruits—strawberries, pine-apples; peach
es, bananas,, grapes, .plums and :'nuts; 
together with golden r oranges,1 apples, 
pears and figs. .

.We were-soon conversing earnestly

together. Now what do you think we 
were talking about? I think you would 
never be able to guess, so I will tell 
you: Dr. J. M. Peebles’ book, "Obsess
ion, or Demonism of the Ages," and the 
differences of opinions concerning it.

Now, we here in the spirit realm talk 
about that which is transpiring on earth 
just as you of earth talk of the Rus
sian-Japanese war and other things 
that interest you, just as you talk .of 
the spirits, spiritual phenomena, spirit 
control, automatic writing, etc.

"What do you think of Dr. Peebles’ 
book?” asked Professor Stowe, address
ing me, .

“I am inclined to think,” I answered, 
“that he has put the matter In rather a 
strong light Do you know or believe 
tliat people can be thus obsessed?!'

“There may be a few extreme cases,” 
he replied. "A very wicked spirit 
might control a very weak-minded spir
it in the mortal body, ter a short time, 
but it could not be very lasting in the 
nature of things. There are too many 
bright and powerful angels here to al
low such a state of affairs to continue. 
The bright and good angels within this 
realm are more powerful than the bad; 
besides, a bad spirit has no incentive 
to obsess a mortal for any great length 
of time. f

“This life holds too many attractions. 
Nq human being desires to be unhappy, 
and when once he or she finds that 
the greatest possible” amorini of happi
ness can be obtained here, whât inceri- 
tive is there for one to hold oneself 
down to that which brings nothing but 
misery?

“There are those who say, tliat a 
murderer still desires to commit mur
der from a feeling of revenge for hav
ing had his own life taken by a govern
ment, This may be his feeling for a 
very short time, but he cannot necessa- 
l=lly feel thus very long, for he at once 
finds that life, itself cannot be taken; 
and if he causes a murder, he at once 
finds that he has not killed, and his sup
posed victim now stands directly before 
him. He at,opce realizes that his vic
tim can now go on into greater arid 
more intense liappiness than before; 
or, If so disposed, can turn" at once and 
revenge «himsêlf with ten-fold more 
power than when in the mortal body.”

“There are those who say,” I re
marked,;. “that drunkards love to ob
sess mortals so that through them they 
may gratify their taste for alcoholic 
liquors.”

“I do net think that is often the 
case,” replied the professor, “for let us 
analyze the case of tho earthly drunk
ard. Why does he—or she—get Intoxi
cated? Not because the taste of the 
liquor is so delicious, but because of the 
feeling of exaltation which he experi
ences when under the influence of the 
stimulant; in other words, it partly sep
arates tho spirit from the mortal part, 
and, consequently, tbe spirit feels, in a 
measure,'the joy, lightness, and exalta
tion tliat it will feel when death separ
ates it- from the mortal body. Thus it 
is with the ether habit, the opium hab
it. Thus it Is with chloroform and 
other anaesthetics.

“I will here cite a case to show that 
this is true. A lady, well known to me, 
contracted an ether habit from having 
had It administered to her by physi
cians at various times when suffering 
great pain—in fact, at the times of giv
ing birth tó her six children•” and, at 
forty years of age she was a confirmed 
ether drunkard. Her friends did all in 
their power to induce her to discon
tinue the habit, but all was of no avail. 
Her older sister went to the various 
drug stores and forbade them to sell 
ether to her sister, cr to any ot the fam
ily who might be sent for it, the sister 
having previously poured out and 
thrown away all that she’ could find in 
■the house, and while expostulating with 
her misguided sister, among other ques
tions she asked her, why she desired to 
take the ether, as it meant utter ruin to 
herself and misery, perhaps ruin, to her 
husband and children. The following 
was the reply of the poor victim of the 
awful habit: ,

“ ‘Because,” said she, ‘when I inhale 
the ether, I am at once, as it were, lifted 
out of my body, and 1 am floating In 
space, as light as a feather, feeling.such 
juy and exaltation that I cannot de
scribe It. My earthly cares and 
troubles are all forgotten. My husband 
and children seem to be in the dim dis
tance, and it seems to m# it I could only 
get away entirely, they would be better 
off without me and I should be—oh! so 
happy. At these times I am as happy 
as 1 can be, and when the influence ot 
the ether is over, and I sink down into 
my- body again, I feel so dull, wretched 
and miserable! I know it is all wrong, 
but the joy I experience at the time 
makes me desire to repeat it again and 
again.'

“ ‘But,’ said her sister, ‘you may real
ly die under the influence of the ether.’

“ ‘That is just what I should like ot 
all things,” replied the poor, deluded 
victim, ‘and then I should be in that 
state of joy and exaltation all of the 
time.’ '

“Now I repeat this to show that a 
spirit would not care to take tee trouble 
to return and obsess anyone on earth, 
for its native joy, lightness, and exalta
tion are so much greater than it could 
obtain through obsessing a mortal form, 
that It could have-no such desire. It 
would be returning into misery and 
darkness instead of experiencing pleas
ure.”

“I also have a story to relate; and ib
is a true episode in the life of tbe medi
um through whom I am now writing. 
As I come en rapport with her I read it 
in her mind, likewise it is marked in 
the ether as the sounds of a phono
graph are recorded on the phonograph
ic plate. It happened many years ago 
in the city of Boston, Mass. A murder
er by tee name of Piper, was shortly to 
be hanged in the prison yard at Charles
town; but the medium did not know 
when the event' was. to take place. His 
crime had been that of the-murder of a 
little girl five years of age. He was 
the sexton of a church and the little 
girl a Sabbath-school scholar in the 
infant class. The murder was commit
ted in thè belfry of the church. The 
médium had been to Lake Pleasant at
tending a Spiritualist camp-meeting. 
While there, she had roamed in a pas
Hire where huckleberries were very 

. thick, but rhey were over-ripe, the seeds 
. being large: and very indigestible. She 
picked:and ate of. them more than was 
good tor her and consequently was 
taken ■violently ill, was. taken home and 
confined to her bed for more than "a 
week< She was extremely weak and al
most at tee door of death and, of course 
was In a very negatlye condition; She 
was not unaware of the murder, but 
gave it no especial thought, as there 
were so many criminals in tee Charles
town state’s prison, and much, hanging 
was done, there;, but it was not publicly 
made known when Piper was to be exe
cuted, fop the government did not con
sider it well for the public to witness 
it, and of course the medium did not 
know and gave it no especial thought.

“One morning ns she was lying very 
weak but slightly better, and now con
sidered out of’danger, all at once came 
a spirit with a riusli. HA leaped upon 
her prostrate form, ground one of Ills 
knees into her chest, grasped her throat 
with both hands and choked her with 
all the power that was in. him, lifting 
her head and dashing it down back and 
forth at tho same timo. Shb turned 
black in tee face with strangulation and 
ceased to breathe; 'and the pressure' ot 
~~~ Continued in second column/
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appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M fi cónek» 
Price, board cover, 75 cents; leatherette; 50 cents. ’ ‘ ' vuu°er«

Right Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in Pfh' 
ics, and supplies a long-felt want of un ethical text-book adapted tn fi.i 
comprehension of children.. By Susan H. Wixon. Price clothÙ 
• Rights of Man. Being an answer, to Mr. Burke's attack upon thn- 
French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages w 
paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents. : ’

Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 Pfa 
Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent. $1 - posta™ i 
Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from theVncS He

brew. Price, $L . ...
Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro 

gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thomte/ 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. ■

Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative Systems and tho Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price 
paper, 15 cents. *

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of 1™. 
tures by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50.

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E TTnil. 
An attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents. •

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re
gard to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president of the Medic®» 
Legal Society of New York. Price 25 cents. , 
“ Spiritualism of Nature. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 15 cents,,

Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga,, 
zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic,, 
Price 4 cents ; 25 copies for 50 cents. ~ '

Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega» 
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H, 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents. ,

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songj; 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Starnos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents.

Startling Facts or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular 
Confession, and Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Cif ’1 and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. G. "White, 
Price, 75 cents. I .

Strike of a Sex. A urn. ue story of a strike among women. Price 25c, 
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Success, and How to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it.- Price, cloth, $1 ; postage 14 cents.
. Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially, 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents.

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization. With tho 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. II. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy. A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25.

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1.

The Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

■The Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Remsburg. 
Price $1.25. .

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in
teresting book. By Wm. Heart. Price £0 cents.

The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, 25 cents.
_ The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit
ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
bound. Price $1; postage, 19 cents.

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents. ’
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given through the 
mediumship of the late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.

The Divine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy
chology to tlie Fatherhood of God. By Dr. Thomson J. Hudson. 
Price $1.50.

Thè Dream Child. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in the 
hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabrila 
B. Buckley. Price $1.50.

The Fountain of Life, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’s 
most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cts.

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, logical 
statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational nature. 
A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

The Greatest Thing Ever Known. A dainty, helpful book. By Ralph 
Waldo Trine. Price 35 cents.

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium
ship is injurious, is edited by Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 
Child” and “Harmonies of Evolution.” Price $2.

The Idea of God. By Dr. Paul Carns. Fourth edition. 32 pages. 
“An effort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may-be greater, sublimer, 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ever been 
yet.”—Literary World, London. Paper cover, 15 cents.

The Infidelity of.Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization, 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 
25 cents. • ■ . ■ ■. . : ’■ ’ . . ♦

The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas, and bound > 
in white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan. 
Price 30 cents.

The Life of Jesus. By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, eloth, gilt top, 75 cents. . ....

The Life Radiant.. For every one in every walk of life. By Lilian 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1. ■

The Lover’s World. A Wired of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B. Stockham. “The 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and life's 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity.” .Price silk 
cloth, $2.25.

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan. Price 30 cts.
The Missing Link of Modem Spiritualism. A most valuable book; 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox Under
hill of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1. ■ ’

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuity 
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo
ries of superstition. By Prof; W. M. Lockwood.- Price 25 cents. ■

The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette, Price, $1.’ 
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefully de- ' 

scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. ,. _ . . ,
The'Romance of Jude.. A story of the time of Christ, given through 

the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents.
The Power of Truth or Individual Problems and Possibilities. It ik 

excellent. By William George Jordan. Price .75 cents. ,
The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from, an ex-priest, whose character is above reproach, 
By Father Chiniquy. Price.$1 ,. ... . . '

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament. His* 
torv than which no branch.'of science, in the last generation, has.under- 
gone’a more profound revolution.' By Carl Heinrich Cornell,. Price 25,0.

•Thé Relations of Science to the Phonomena of Life. Ideas of life sei* 
entiflcallv expressed'in contradistinction from the old theories,1 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. ‘ ■ ;.'-w ' K
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■ The infallible fibre trumpet la absolutely tangi
ble with spirit. forces; very light; Is guaranteed 
more clear and better than anymetal; more dura
ble; insulated top and bottom; shell, cardinal col
ored enamel; 30x6. 81.50. Booklet for all kinds of 
development, 12 cts,. Write for circular.
JA8. XEWTON, 428 Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

INTERPRETING DREAMS, 
Giving business advice, directing devcfbpment of 
mediumship hi safe way, diagnosing disease, 
giving descriptions and spirit messages,'are part 
of my *work; Headings by mail, li.oi. Inclose 
writing or lock of hair. Two Questions answered, 
25 cents.

• ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
’834. 11th St. N. E. Washington, D. C.

DR. GEORGE LETTER LANE. 
Obsession : "a: Specialty., 

All Diseases Treated Successfully.
872 Huhttnslon Ave., Boston, Mase.-BEE DR 
J. M. rEEBIUSB’ BOOK- ON OB8EBB1ON.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
. . Who has had

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
' and Practice of Medicine, Two . ' 

... Years Prof, in a Medical
■. College, Ten Years 
IN SANITARIUM WORK, 

«nd Is « .Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls In diagnosis, Hokas given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forme Of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
fails to cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your‘case FREE, write just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold tho letter Ju your baud 
flYQ minutes. ,Enclose stamp for reply, .

~ Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

Academy oflli^er Sciences
' And CoB^gd oS^Fino Forces.

Teaches new.ahiwondwful methods of cure. - 
"Fast becoming oMrorlct-'wldo fame.”—H.Tuttlo 

Light, Color, ElectriMty, Magnetism, Mind, Baths.
Its •beautlfiU 'Dlplomnafconfers .title. "D.

Doctor ot Magnetics: can bo gained nt College or 
st one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
8eud stamp for catalogue to . . ..

E. 1», BABBITT. Jr. I».»
> • . • 09 Baal Arc., Rochester, N.Y.

fl Unrirlcipfiif Restores Lost Vision, 
n WUllUul IL1I Write for Illustrated Circular 
xnantanfA showing styles and prices and’ 
OUUULuUIU« photo of Spirit Yarma; who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power In ma I con ad
just my Melted.Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mail, as If you were In my offica Thousands will 
testify. B. POOliB.

<3 Evanston Ave.. Ohtcaga (U
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection. I shall recommend them to 
my friends. Ever your friend. E, B, Robertson, 
Los Angeles. Cat

Development at a Small Cost 
ry*My System Is taught only by tho initiated.

It is tho oldest on earth nnd is well understood by 
tho priesthood. ’Do not waste time and money by 
trying tho baso imitations; If you are not too sor
did or prejudiced, I can demonstrate the superi
ority of my system over all other cults. .

BTSohd for it to-day. Rood further.
These Are the Books That Sell,

CLAIRVOYANCE, cloth» 160 pogos. It shows you 
how to eee .clalrvoyanli.v, enter the spirit world, 
practice tost mediumship and telepathy, mlnd- 
readlng.to road tho crystal,find lost treasures and 
friends, in short practice magic and necromancy, 
."AromarkaWe book.”—Progressive Thinker, 
‘•Best book on the subject,”—MlntL- Price 11.60 

. THE IDEAL, ITS REALIZATIOK-Clotlh by 
Lucy C,'McGee« A wonderful revelation ot the

Annie Lord CJiainborlaln'8 Card.
. Dear friends, yon can ¿greatly help me care for 

my bllnd eister, Jennie L. Webb;one of ‘the earl- 
.lest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter, 
to a.spirit.friend. Send U.tome with 11,.and I will 
try and got reply by lndependont writing or whis
pers.- Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mil
ford Masa.

The Speaking Dial.
A Wonderful Spiritual Xn-r.atloa " 

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speass 
In various languages; answers mental Questions; 
convincing the most skeptical. Has come to prove 
Immortality and spirit communion. Develops all 
phases ot mediumship. Magnetized oy powerful 
spirit band.

TKSTIMOXIAI,.
Hot Springs. Ark , Jan. 23", 1901.

P. J. Dempsey:—I am more than pleased with 
your Speaking Dial, and the reSults'obtained are 
In some instances astonishing. I have a plan- 
chetle and Ouija board, but tho Dial is a great im
provement oj them all, Yours truly,

J. A, GIBSON.
It you wish to Investigate Spiritualism and con

verse with your spirit frlcn ls In your own home, 
order a Speaking Dial to-day. Dials now »1.60 
each. Booklet with testlmon als for the asking.

Address P. J, DEMrsEV. Inventor.
2817 Columbus Ave.. Minneapolis. Minn.

Clairvoyant Astrological
Readings by mall. Also laws of medlumlstlc de
velopment spirit, mental and magnetic healing 
taught. Send lock of hair, date of birth, ahd one 
dollar.. Obsession and unpleasant spirit influ
ences cured. MRS, MAY A, PRICE, 423 1st St N. 
E„ Washington, D. C.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS 
l.s one of the most successful ■medical clairvoy
ants known,i.¿curing where all other’s fail. Nerv- 
o.ub exhaustion, mental and physical diseases of 
men, women and children successfully treated. 
Wrlte-ln-own handwriting, giving ifnme, We. sex, 
leading symptom and five two-cent stamps, and 
receive a correct diagnosis, For children, send 
lock of hair. Price reduced. Address:

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS.
. Not the'kind with pictures of Lincoln, Grant, 
Vbltaire, Moses, etc., etc., on them; you can get 
this kind at two for a dollar, and they are worth 
less. You get just those of your friends who are 
attracted by the magnet you send. Write for my 
free circulars which tell all about 11.

F. N, FOSTER.
91 Fitzhugh St., Grand Baplds, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of tho oldest and most-successful Spirit
ual and MagnettQ-RliysicIank'His'cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, azo. sox. and lock of hair, and. 6 cents 
in stamps. He doesn't aak for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at. reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. Mis practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, ’ : J. S. LOUCKM. M. !>.,
. - Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

The Secret; ofJ Life, 
covery.—Send JhOQ to DPWafsbrooker, Lakebay. 
Win, and get that and Woman's Source of Power. 

“Coming Events Cast Their Shadows 
= Before.”

Would you knowithe truth about your personal
Interests, your chances .tor success, investments, 
changes, accidents,^travel and how to: take time 
by .the fore-lock>and push on to groat things, 
whlloothers are psleeplfSend to me lor a reading 
during W05. < You,will Dpt miss a dbllar when the 
stars indicatd4hat you can-ihnko11,000.■ They re
veal mysteries tathosc Vrho soek celestlal guid
ance. Send BL. place. yean, dayiand-hourxjf birth 
AP,MWUlYOBil/Lo£rk:iiox-33r'BaClc'Biyi Boston:'

new psychology. Price S) cts. .
.a, AUBAS AND COLORS.—A roinarkftblo book on 

' how to seo the auras and nimbus, nnd interpret 
i tho colors..Contains n color dictionary. Prlco.GOo.

PSYOHOMETRY,—Hero is tho book which 
>. teaches you how to psychometrize. It is tho beat 
t work on tho subject. . \ .

' REALIZATION—By Miss "Loraine. Follett' 
Teaches you how lb enter tho sphere where tho 
mysteries are understood. A splendid book for 
tho beginner. Price W cts. ;
.DEATH AND AFTERWARD,-Cloth. Hore Is 

a Uno work, which reveals tho laws back of spirit 
and spirit phenomena. .. .

Sond a; stamped addressed envelope for pros
pectus, and terms of “Tho System: of Philosophy 
Concornhir Divinity»'' Address, .....

J. 0. URUMBINE,
. Commonwealth Ave^

\ *■ r < * L *,■’**' q*

^Na

Give Us the Truth, the Whole »Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

Suite 0,

Back Bay,

Boston, Mase,

for gain.

Write us for a diagnosis of your case. Every 
one should have themselves examined by a 
physician once a year. We make NO CHARGE 
for diagnosing your case. Send us your age, 
and leading symptoms and 2-cent stamp.

Dr. Charles E.Watkins, 
Hgtel Westland, Back Bay, 

Boston, Mass.

.fri

FRED. P. EVANS,
The Xoled Psychic tor

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance, "

Has recently left New York, and is now located at 
1112 Eddy Bl. Ban Francisco, Cat Bend stamp for 
circular on Mediumship.

Through the riediumship of Dr. Hillard F. Hammond.
■ ' . • -— ------------------ " $■

FROF. FREDERICK. M. STOLLER, 
Teacher and Demonstrator ot Psychology. Head
ings dally, except Sunday; hours >0 a, tn. to 8.p. in. 
Readings by mall, *1.00, - 8150 Indiana Ave.. Tel. 
6751, Douglas.

A Wonderful Seance.
All About the Marvelous Seance

With Bev. Joseph Cook,
In the January No. of "Spiritual Science." 
Send a 2-cent stamp and secure a copy of the 
January No. The newest, brightest and cheap
est Spiritual paper published. Only 25 cents a 
year. Send scents for the January No. con
tains a full account ot Hev. Joseph Cook’s won: 
derful experiments In

Independent Slate-Writing,

■ W.Progressive ThinkerStands Sver Ready to Batilelbr Spiritualism,-Pure andUnadulterated, and for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity,

King Solomon’s Mine, and Those Who Have Been 
Badly Duped Ijij Buying Swgk Therein.

A Sad Picture Drawn of Those who Have Invested Their 
Money Therein Through the Influence of- 

The Light of Truth, '

The following is a reply by Guy A. Cherry of Los 
Angeles, Cal., to the uncalled for and malicious attack 
of J. B. Townsend’s paper. Said paper has been.ihe 
especial organ of Mabel Aber Jackman, whose confed
erate was caught on the South Side posing as a spirit, 
and Elsie Reynolds who was caught with a mask and 
a pair of goggles on, and her. skirt rolled up, repre
senting a spirit called Aunt Betsy. - It also was the 
special organ of the gang that stole the name of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association.’ -

For a long time I have known that R. 
. T.-Hale, our fellow .townsman, has been 

.Shamefully and : libelously abused 
through the colunins of "The Light pf 

- Truth.' There seems to have been, no 
limit to the outrageous falsehoods told; 
no limit to the tirade of calumny hurled 
against Mr. Hale. ■

A paper claiming to be the "light" of 
•’truth," and pretending to lead mortals 
to a higher plane, yet prostituting its 
pages in the most disgraceful manner 

-in hurling abuse against a man dlstln- 
-gulshed for his sterling honesty, is a 
disgrace to the Cause it pretends to rep
resent, and should be loathed by every 
-Spiritualist who has the least respect 
and honor for an upright man.

It must indeed be rotten to the core,, 
and the Inference must arise in every 
reflective mind that it is sustained by 
the revenue accruing from the sale ot 

. stock in King Solomon's Mine—the in
nocent purchasers of said stock com
pelled to bear their great loss. Oh! 
■what a grievous wrong perpetrated on 
tlie poor investors, in the name of Spir
itualism, but in reality a bastard altru
ism, and a gross extravagance,

• Mr. Hale has waited patiently to see 
ito what length the paper would go in 
bitterly assailing him. Resting in his 
own perfect honesty and Integrity, he 
has been able to do this, and besides he 
wished carefully to analyze the career 
ot J. B. Townsend, owner of the paper, 
and promoter of King Solomon’s Mino, 
(and the one who is to blame for the 
outrageous treatment of Mr. Hale) 
which, as far as I can learn, pays no 
dividends, or interest on the stock sold, 
and is not likely to, while the pur
chasers thereof suffer the loss—suffer 
from the great wrong perpetrated on 
them; some of whom will lose their 
Lornes on account of their investment, 

' as I am reliably informed.

THREE WHO WERE TO TAKE PART, 
MR. HALE HAS SINCE DECLARED 
THAT HE WAH..SUCH A GULLIBLE 
THAT IF HE HAD BEEN INFORMED 
BY MR. CHERRY OF THIS INTEND
ED INVESTIGATION, HE WOULD 
CERTAINLY HAVE FELT' IT HIS 
DUTY TO NOTIFY MRS. REYNOLDS.

. “The .young men above saw Mrs, Rey
nolds sit outside the cabinet next to a 
slit In the curtain, through which she 
reached, with a white cloth, to the open
ing, showing the audience, what ap
peared to.them to be weal materialized 
spirit, with a .baby voice, spoken by 
Mrs. Reynolds, Then she went inside 
the cabinet and adjusted her wardrobe 
to imitate different spirits,

"At the given, signal, Mrs, Reynolds 
appeared as ’Aunt Betsy.’ Mr. Cherry 
tore down the curtains, WHEN ALL 
BEHELD ‘AUNT BETSY’ 'REMOVE 
HER MASK AND GOGGLES AND 
VERY NATURALLY PLACE THEM 
IN HER BOSOM, AND LET DOWN 
HER OVERSKIRT, WHICH HAD 
BEEN . ROLLED UP, WITHOUT A: 
WORD. OF EXCUSE. THE ASTON
ISHED AUDIENCE NOW RECOG
NIZED IN A CLEAR LIGHT, THAT 
•AUNT BETSY’ WAS NONE OTHER 
THAN MRS. REYNOLDS.

"Mrs. Laura Hyland of Sawtell, was 
taught by Mrs. Reynolds how to do ma
terialization. Letters sent by Mrs. Rey
nolds to Mrs. Hyland, telling how to 
manage her circles, and containing 
stock tests, were given to Mr. Hale by 
Mrs. Hyland, who became ashamed of 
the dishonest work, and so gave se
ances, exposing the method^. We have 
a large number of those letters ad
dressed' to Mrs. Hyland and sighed by 
Mrs. Reynolds, in her own chirography, 
which she cannot refute, giving the 
whole deception away ahd implicating 
some prominent, professed Spiritual
ists /?■)>. as aiding this nefarious workAs to Willard J. Hull and Mr. Town

Bend, you have records that.wili not 
compare favorably With .that of the man 
jou have allowed to be assailed in your 
columns. ’

You have had no idea that Mr. Hale 
or his friends ever would reply or re
sent any bad treatment. You thought 
he would receive quietly, without any 
opposition, any abuse your paper might 
inflict on him. You have entertained 
a wrong estimate of the man’s charac
ter. While you have been representing 
■him In a dark and false manner to the 
ranks of Spiritualism,, he has been care
fully tracing the careers of the. sweet- 
scented trio, Willard J. Hull, ' J. B.' 
Townsend and Josephine C. Stowell— 
the trio who have sold more mining 
-stock during the last ten years that has 
returned no dividends whatever than 
any other three persons In America. ' 
■ In your methods' you have estimated 
wrongly, badly, ignorantly.

But why has Mr. Hale been assailed? 
■ What is the cause of such violent ac
tion?

What has he done to merit such 
brutal treatment? ’

. I—will tell you. Mr. Hale is a hearty 
stiCTler for the truth; for purity; for 
honesty;, in fact, for all thé virtues one 
can name. ..

He had been an occasional attendant 
at the seances of Mrs. Elsie Reynolds, 
the notorious materializing medium; 
and his offense consists in the following 
exposure, which has been widely pub
lished. The following is a full presen
tation of tlie baseless pretentions made 
by one of the most notorious frauds in 
the entire ranks of Spiritualism, and I 
ask the editor of The Progressive 
Thinker to spread it before his readers 
again, in connection with this defense 
ol Mr. Hale, so that they may more ful
ly understand the animus that has'act- 
uated the Light of Truth in its slander
ous abuse of Mr. Hale. It is as follows:
The Exposure of Mrs. Elsie Reynolds.

. “We wish it to be decidedly under-
stood, first and last, that we, the under-. 

\ signed, are not fraud hunters; but after
■ having been deceived .and Imposed 

’’upon, like the -majority of professed 
Spiritualists, we are' determined, oy 

. earnest seeking, to know the truth.
“Some ot us have been most enthusl- 

astic believers ot materialization. The 
■ memory of our dear departed is held by 
us to be most sacred, and all imposition 
regarding their manifestation, in any 
and every form, should be exposed, that 
none may be misled, and their hopes 
built up with deceptions. ,

■ "Mrs. Elsie Reynolds, a materializa- 
tfonist of California, has had a large fpl- 
lowing of dupes in Los Angeles for 
many years. Although haying been ex
posed many times, the gullibles in 
great numbers have been still held in 
tow. Among her converts and faithful 
followers was Robert Hale. A. seance 
-was. held at C. A. Cherry’s 833 Wall 
Street, Oct. 2. 1903, where Mr. Cherry 
detected fraud. In order to be fully 

, convinced that this work Vas all fake, 
he engaged Mrs. Reynolds to hold an- 

‘Other seance at his house. Pct 4; and 
enlisted two men from the creamery 
■where he worked, to assist.hlm in'ascer
taining the truth of the materialization. 
Accordingly they cut through the ceil
ing. and slit a hole in the ceiling paper, 
just over the corner to be used as a 

■ cabinet. This silt was made so the pa
per- could be held open when desired; 
but would close up again and bo invis
ible, thus allowing the two young men 
resting above on a feather bed, to have 

■ « -full view of .tlio operations. Mr., 
Cherry , charged them to say nothing if 
the manlfestations-proved genuine; but 
-Ifa fake, to call out; certain words, 
when Mr. Cherry'would make the ex
posure. This proved a successful cap

. ture, because no one knew of the ' IN- 
BENDED TEST EXCEPT" THESE

"IT IS TIME THAT SPIRITUAL
ISTS AWQKE .TO THE IMPORTANCE 
OF CLEANING THEIR RANKS OF 
THESE PESTIFEROUS BEINGS IN 
HUMAN FORM, WHO HAVE 
BROUGHT SUCH A BLIGHT UPON 
THE GRANDEST PRINCIPLES OF 
TRUTH THAT EVER HAVE 
DAWNED UPON THE MIND OF MAN 
FOR ENLIGHTENING THE RACE ON 
ALL THESE POINTS OF INTEREST, 
MOST DEAR TO HUMAN HEARTS IN 
THE LIFE THAT NOW IS, AND THE 
ONE FOR WHICH WE HAVE HOPED, 
AND WHICH WE MAY KNOW 
THROUGH TRUE MEDIUMSHIP AND 
THE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY 
OF SPIRITUALISM. THE TRUTH 
CAN NEVER BE REALIZED 
THROUGH FRAUD, FOR THE CON
VERT MADE IN THIS WAY WILL 
SOMETIME FIND OUT THE DECEP
TION, AND SO BE INCLINED TO RE
GARD THE WHOLE AS FALSE.

“We will gladly furnish the above 
mentioned letters for publication, and 
can prove that they were written by 
Mrs. Reynolds, who we will swear from 
certain, sure evidence of our own 
senses, is a notorious pretender, and 
that all her. work, claiming to be mate
rialization of decarnate spirits is abso
lute fraud.
. “We, the undersigned, do solemnly 
swear that the above statement con
cerning Mrs. Reynolds, and the letters 
she wrote to Mrs. Laura Hylahd, which 
we offer for publication, are true; that 
we, witnessed the above described ex
posure, and have all seen the original 
letters,; which we have proven to be in 
her own handwriting.

“Robert Hale, 831 Wall street, Los 
Angele?,' Cal. .

“Guy A- Cherry, 833 Wall street, Los 
Angeles, Cal; :

“Mrs. G. A. Cherry, 833 Wall street, 
Los Angeles, Cal; " . ;

“Louis F. Duncap, 625 San Ju^an 
•street, Los Angeles, CA. ; . >

“H. R. Jasper; 501 San Julian street, 
Los Angeles,'Cai. "

“O. E. Watson, 624 Son Julian street, 
Los Angeles, Cal. . ' ’

“Robert Conriely, 815 Wall street, Los 
Angeles, Cal, ’

“Mrs.- Robert Connely, 815 . Wall 
strefet, Los-Angeles, Cal.” ,

In the above communication, signed 
and sworn to by eight prominent citi- • 
zens pf Los' Angeles,. Cal.,—citizens of 
unblemished moral character—you, Mr. 
Townsend, owner of “Light and Truth,” 
have the incentive . to the dastard
ly hydrophobic and libelous and mall
clous abuse of Mr. Hale in your paper. 
Mr; Hale did NOT EVEN ASSIST IN 
THE" EXPOSURE ' OF MRS. REY
NOLDS, but was present simply as a 
believer In,her honesty and medium-, 
ship, and said exposure was complete 
in all its . details, Hers it is in a nut
shell: - . ■.. ■ . . " ■ . . ■

“Aunt Betsy,’.’ supposed to be a splr- 
it, was found: TO BE MRS. REY
NOLDS herself,,and when.detected,,the 
above named persons, eight in number, 
SWEAR’ THEY SAW HER REMOVE 
HER MASK AND GOGGLES AND 1-ET' 
DOWN HER OVERSKIRT, WHICH 
HAD BEEN ROLLED UP. ' The aston
ished audience, including Mr. Hale, rec
ognized in a clear light, that "Aunt 
Betsy” was only Mrs. Reynolds with a 
mask,-goggles, etc. . •

■ Now, because Mr. Hale simply Inno
cently witnessed this exposure,you, Mr. 
Townsend, In several communications 
in your paper, brand him in a most dis
graceful manner. .

Why did you not also attack the other 
aeven who swofo they witnessed exact
ly what my friend, Mr. Hale,. did?. 
Your bitter and uncalled-far attack on 

.•Mr. Hale lB plainly libeioua, an outrage,
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indicating the rottenness of your paper, 
and shows to what straits the fake ele
ment has been driven. . .
' THE MASK, THE GOGGLES, ETC., 
WERE IN EVIDENCE. THEY WERE 
ON MRS. REYNOLDS, AND NOT THE 
SPIRIT OF "AUNT BETSY.’!
. Because Mr. Hale witnessed this ex
posure, you have pursued him relent
lessly with tlie venom of one of our 
most poisonous California centipedes— 
calling him dishonest, impugning his 
motives and harassing him in various 
ways.

This exposure had nothing to do with 
Mr. Hale’s record in the past, whatever 
its nature. '

The exposure of Mrs. Reynolds was 
complete, as THE MASK, THE GOG
GLES AND .SKIRT TESTIFY, imd 
aside from these we have the sworn 
testimony of seven responsible persons 
who accompanied Mr. Hale, and yet you 
convey the idea repeatedly in your ma
lignant sheet that Mr. Hale is a man of 
bad character, and that Elsie Reynolds 
—poor Elsie!—is a “lady!" ,

The. prominent Spiritualists of Cali
fornia resent, such outrageous treat
ment, It is a bid for the support of the 
fake element now harassing our ranks; 
it is a bld tor the support of charlatans 
cheats and tricksters that prgy. off the 
public by bogus methods and wrong do- 
ins. . ; ' . ./.'

' I wish to repeat that the delay about 
answering the vile innuendohfl' altd scur
rilous abuse in Light of Truth, has 
given "Mr. Hale time to examiné court 
records and to get information from; 
friends, scattered throughout, the East.’ 
He has some startling evidence as to 
the records of those who have been /or 
several months painting him black.

Take for example, the King Solo
mon’s mining enterprise, promoted by 
Townsend, the owner of Llght of Truth, 
and who.has permitted Mr. Hale to be 
assailed. In , various kaleidoscopic 
forms and conditions it has been run
ning (into the pockets of innoceiit, fool
ish investors) for about- ten mortal 
years, yet those who have invested 
therein have received no dividends, in
dicating an important screw loose some
where in connection "with King Solo
mon’s mining scheme. •

These King Solomon mines are aptly 
named as were! the fabulous King Solo
mon mines by Rider Haggard, for they 
never paid a dividend and never will.

INVESTORS, YOU HAVE BEEN 
BLED! - YOU HAVE BEEN MISLED!" 
YOU HAVE BEEN WRONGED; YOU 
HAVÈ BEEN DECEIVED; YOU WILL 
NEVER SEE YOUR MONEY AGAIN— 
IT HAS GONE, TAKEN WINGS AND 
HAS FLOWN—VANISHED! — MAY 
HAVE BEEN SUNK IN TRYING TO, 
SUSTAIN MR. TOWNSEND’S ORGAN, 
THE LIGHT OF TRUTH. MAY GOD 
AND THE ANGELS PITY YOU. FOR 
THE "FOOLISH INVESTMENT; OF 
YOUR GOOD MONEY. IN SUCH A,; 
WAY. ENABLING-' ' • OTfÎÊRS' TO.. 
F,LO,URISH, WHILE YOU .SUFFER.
' One of' the leaders in ' this mining 

scheme is Mrs. Josephine C. Stowell, 
now posing under1 another name, Ì am 
told. For many years she has been the 
right natfd" agent of Townsend, a medi
um, a. tool of a certain sort of ‘‘angels,” 
to induce persons to buy stock in this 
notorious mining schème; .thus.getting 
the good money of.the people. and en
abling this man Townsend to llve in 
luxury and ease while the investors stif
fer. , , - . . —

At this writing I merely give some 
pointers'as to.the "angelic” Josephine 
C. Stowell,-and later on I will be able 
tq furnish some interesting items in 
reference to her, if Mr. Hale continues 
to be assailed by the Light of Truth.

And right here I would say to Mr. 
Townsend, owner of the Light of Tnith, 
that I enter my vigorous protest against 
the outrageous treatment accorded our 
townsman, Mr. Hale, in your columns, 
and to render more emphajîc what I 
have already asked: What has Mr. Hale 
done to merit such treatment?

After the exposure of Mrs. Reynolds, 
her son, Harry Grindle and his wife 
were also caught ip making bogus spirit 
manifestations. . '

.The proof in both cases is simply 
overwhelming.

The stand taken by your paper indi
cates that you and It are In harmony 
with, fakes and their mpthpdSj.pnd the 
iaqt" that. ÿpu;' Mr. Townésÿd; ¿are run
ning a mining scheme, ançtgétiing the 
hatd-iearned'money æf Spiritiliüisits, and 
making no dividends tó all/floYeturns, 
not. even civilly answering certain let
ters of inquiry by the honest investors, 
Places vou as a man in a very doubtful ■ 
position. ...

Thé further fact that you have as 
your advisor,.a medium (?) with a court 
rècord, js also an argument against 
your fairness to act as a censor of oth
er people’s morals. A copy of the court 
record, duly certified, concerning your 
medium, your spiritual advisor, your 
business director, is now in the posses
sion of Mr*. Hale, and unless thé tirade 
of abuse against Mr. Hale is stopped, it 
will be given to the world In full. " •

Ï would further state that the .article 
quoted by Light of Truth from the Los 
Angèles Times, was simply the account 
of a charge preferred against Mr. Halé 
by ¿Flowers before the K. of P; lodge. 
Had" the. charges been true ' Mr. Hale 
could not. have retained his membef- 

'ship m the lodge, ’as it does not counte
nance such conduct in Its members. Mr. 
Hale w;as fully, exonerated,■’as thé fol
lowing extract frém a' letter published' 
in .the Pythian Chronicle, San Francis
co, April 1,1903, will show:/ : 
"Castle Hall, Egbert Lodge, No. 56, K.

Of P. ■ -•■ - - ' ",
«: “Cohoes, N.- Y., Feb. 26, 1903.

“Mr. Robert ,T, Hale, Los Angelës, Cal.:
“Dear Sir and Brother:—At the regu

lar meeting óf Egbert Lodge; Nor 56, 
h(>ld Feb. 24, 1903; the charges pre
ferred against you by J; ¿M. Towers were 
dislmissed, and you received a itili and 
clear'exoneration at the'hands of the 
lodge. Every brother present voted to 
clear you, and wondered at the audacity 
of your opponent in carrying the case- 
as far as he did. I am instructed by 
the lodge to beg your forgiveness in the 
true Pythian spirit. .................

“If in any way we. can undo' the 
wrong-wo have inflicted upon you wo 
stand ready to live up to our obligation 
to protect the good name of a brother.

. "Yours m F. C. and B. -
, “Egberts Lodge, No. 56, K; of P.

"J. W. Bottomley, K. of R; and S.”

This is an exact copy of the original 
letter which Mr.. Hale holds from Eg 
berts Lodge No. 56, K. of P. .

Respectfully, submitted; .
_ GUY A. CHERRY,, 

1232 East 36th street, Los Angeles, Cal.
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Dr. Peebles Institute ol Health oilers. Free 
Consultation to the Sick and Suffering.

¡1 you are In poor health tad wish Io be curd, write 
■ . the Deckre at once. They Can help You.

Dr. Peebles Instl- 
-tuto of Health, has 
for ycars: made- a 
specialty fit treating 
vjironic diseases and 
by their HomcTreat- 
meat . have cured 
hundreds .who camo 

>’^-iQ|hem .m utter de
spall' because their 

Viases had been pro- 
-noMnped Incurable 
•fey th^ir local. phys 1- 
'Cmns.' They success
fully/treat Catarrh; 
Bronchitis, Asthma, 
JUiepmatism, Kid
ney and Bladder 
Trouble, Heart 
Trouble. Stomach, 

Bowel and LiverTroubles. all Blood and Nerv
ous Diseases as well as all diseases and weak
nesses peculiar, to both man and woman.

They employ the latest and .most approved 
methods of treating* these disease and if you 
are not completely cured your stomach is not 
ruined with strong drugs. If you are in 
poor health and want treatment or if you do not 
understand your case and wish to know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. 
They charge you nothing.for a complete ding- 
nosls and if they find your case Is-curable their 
charges will doe most reasonable. They will 
also send you literature fully explaining their 
methods or treatment.

If sick yourself or if you are interested In a sick 
friend write them a plain, candid letter and they 
will tell you what your trouble is and If your case 
Is- curable will quote you their lowest terms. 
Write to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Institute ot 
Health, 28 Main St., BAttle Creek, Mich.

SPIRITUAL SCIENCE, 
Free fair Three Months, 

If you-will send us'sT-cent stamps. 
IT IS SOMETHING NEW, 

' Don't fail to send for it.
F. A. WATKINS,

Hotel "Westland,

MUS. Ilr. Dlxon. Mall Dime and Birthdate- 
■will answer 3 questions. Clairvoyant read
ings (typewritten),»100., HE.31st fit,, Chicago.

R N. MAY,-PsychtcaneNatural Clairvoyant 
• Readings by muH;|tO6. 207 Lincoln ave., Chi
cago, Illinois.

FOB A NnOBT;TlMJR. will give readings by 
mail for 5(1 cents. Said lock of bair, articles 

worn, or any BOuyenlrA-Will answer questions 
if written separately. Mus. F. Rohe, P. O.Box 
126, Smith Town, L.L

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
• Send three two.-caut stamps, lock of 
hair,' age,. natfleiande the leading symj-' 
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power;; • ;

Mrs.Dr. iilofcson-Barker,
230 NortWlxth St.

Saw Jose,Cali ;

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS
Continuous success in tho phases of our modi, 

utnshlp, ntul in obtaining perfect Hkonoasen of 
those spirit friends most doslred by our patrons, 
that can be readily recognized; has enabled us to 
reduce the price ot sittings by •mail.- Always as- 
piling for tho highest in the psychic field; has 
aided us to rise above tho use of sttniulnntB. to
bacco, and all contaminating influence:! so prev
alent, and brings us-onrapport with the higher 
spirit foreds as well asyour departed friends, nnd 
filaeoa success wlthltr easy, reach. Send atnmp 
Or our tbroo vnluuble circulars of Instruction. - . 
.Tranco, test and buslnosB readings by mail. 

Scaled questions answered without opening, by 
spirit power. _ MB» & MB9 A. NOBMANk.

mi. Elliott av. 8o. Hiaampolle, Minn. 
sioguetiBea ensst&i si.o© «pan*.

With
DR. O. E. WATKINS, 

Send all letters to 
If. A. WATKINS, 

Hotel Westland, 
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

CHAPTER Vili.—Continued.
As he made this announcement, our 

teacher glided to his Bide; he passed bis 
hand over his head,' and brushed his 
long nlack hair from his forehead, while 
a tremor passed through bis whple 
body. ■ ’

He commenced by telling his hearers 
that/ihere seemed to be an unrest 
among all peoples; that while in the 
past religions had had a. comforting 
resttulness to all classes, and all were 
batisfied with the blessed promises of 
t.ie holy scriptures, church membership 
was added to with very little exertion 
on the part of tlie ministers parents 
were able to bring their children into 
the folds of the church; Seldom was 
there a family that was divided on the 
question of religion, and except in rare 
instances was there anything to dis
turb the harmony existing in the 
churches.

“But to day,” he said, straightening 
himself, and violently striking his desk, 
“there Js something radically wrong. 
The denizens of the infernal regions 
seem to have been released to prey 
upon God’s people, and we are confront
ed with the appalling fact, that while 
we keep up the membership of our 
churches, and in some cases they are 
increased, yet the membership added to 
our church rolls are not commensurate 
with the increase of population. We 
have a population of seventy-five mill
ions of souls in our country to-day. We 
have a church membership of twenty- 
five millions all told, of all classes of 
Christians; this includes Cathol'cs as 
well as Protestants, We make the 
proud boast that ours is a Christian 
country. Do the facts substantiate the 
statement? I, as an honored, and I 
hope a faithful minister of the religion 
of my Master—the Lord and Savior 
Jusus Christ, am compelled to state 
that I am ashamed to answer the ques
tion in the negative. And why?”

He paused and again passed his fin
gers through his hair; as he did so, our 
teacher placed her hand upon hiB head 
and he assumed a tragic attitude, and 
looking at his congregation for one full 
minute without speaking, during which 
time our teacher concentrated her gaze 
upon him, then he said in slow and 
measured words:

“Because, I. am afraid we have 
through ail the past years wrongly in
terpreted our Master s words. Do not 
be frightened, oh, my hearers, at my 
words.”

As he said this, there were ominous 
sounds through the church which before 
was perfectly still; disapproval of his 
words was plainly shown. He waited 
until quiet was restorèd, then continued 
by saying:

"Jesus of Nazareth has been repre
sented as being the ne pus ultra of all 
that was good, divine, and holy; we all 
have bpen assured of this fact. Paul, a 
vicegerent of our Savior, has said that 
'there was diversity of gifts.’ He has 
further said: ’But the manifestation of 
the spirit, is given to man to profit 
.withal.’ These words carry as much 
weight to me, as any to be found in the 
bible. You will, find them in the sev
enth verse of thè twelfth chapter of 1. 
Corinthians. What have we done with 
the ‘manifestation of the spirit?’ Who 
doubts that the spirits of our beloved, 
yet departed friends, aré around us at 
all times? Who doubts that Jesus was 
seen by Cephas? Then by the twelve 
apostles? And afterwards by over five 
hundred brethren, all at once? Do you 
doubt the words of the apostle Paul? If 
you do, please open your bibles at I. 
Corinthians, fifteenth chapter, and fif
teenth verse, and read these words: 
‘Yea, and we are found false witnesses 
ot God; because we have testified of 
God that he raised up Christ; whom he 
raised not up, if so be that the dead 
rise not.’ I am constrained then to 
ray, I believe during tfie long life of the 
church there has been a wrong interpre
tation of, not only the words I have just 
quoted, but all the ^teachings of, not 
only Jesus, but those he appointed as 
his vicegerents as well; for they lived 
with him, and well knew, and under
stood his meaning.

“We cannot find in the bible, any 
place where Jesus exactéd a pledge 
from anyone to abide by a creed or 
dogma in any form. We cannot find 
where He at any time asked his follow
ers to collect money to erect beautiful 
edifices. He did say: ’Go ye into all 
the world and preach the gospel.’

“What was that gospel? Was it that 
you should become Baptists, Presbyteri
ans, Methodists, Catholics, Congrega
tionalists, Advenlists, Universalists, 
Unitarians, or any of the many kinds of 
religions that have grown up in the 
eighteen centuries since he passed from 
earth, when ‘He gave up tlie ghost,’ and 
was afterwards seen by so many? Does 
not this plainly show that ‘there is no 
death, but what seems so is transition’?

"I say I am sure I have been wrongly 
interpreting the guide for me that was 
set for all in the bible; and as self-judg
ment is righteous, so I pm also con
strained to say I believe most ministers 
of to-day are in the same error with me. 
And I say further that i am sure that 
this answers the question, when I ask 
if there is not an unrest among all peo
ples?

contusion of bis manuscript, and why' 
ne seemed to be compelled to lay ifil 
aside, and also, why he had made the»' 
very unorthodox remarks; he had been1 
made to see hei" who had caused it all'i 
he was well aware that those who had 
come to his side to offer assistance 
were not now in a condition to under
stand it, he also realized that to try to 
inform them now, would be to make a 
bad matter worse.

Our teacher continued at his side, 
and nis agitation was relaxed to that ex
tent that he made such explanations as 
satisfied his fi lends, and they resumed 
-heir seats, while -he made tits closing 

acd ^lBB,lssefi his congregation, 
with his benediction.

Our teacher called my father to hen 
side, and called our attention to the 
great number of spirits to be seen in 
the church; they were hovering about 
different members of the congregation;: 
some were gesticulating in an energetic 
manner, and others seemed to be whis
pering in the ears of some; where 
those were the most energetic there 
were a number of people collected, and 
all were discussing the circumstances 
attending the morning services; those 
w’here the spirits were whispering stood 
alone, and were in thoughtful moods; 
many people left the church, and all 
were discussing the remarks and acts 
of the minister in a very forcible man
ner. The minister had left his desk, 
and was surrounded by a score of peo
ple; he was endeavoring to pacify 
them, and after a vain attempt with 
many words and little success, and as 
he avoided telling them the exact cause 
of his final agitation, he exclaimed in a 
loud voice, as our teacher again ap
proached him, and laid lier hand on his 
head:

"My dear brothers and sisters, it iff 
impossible for me to satisfy you all 
here; 1 will meet the church members 
in the vestry tomorrow evening and 
satisfy you all. There will be no serv
ice in this church this afternoon. Until 
to-morrow evening I must bid you all 
adieu.”

"That is enough for us," our teacher 
said. "Let us follow your relatives to 
their homes; we will gain more of this 
lesson which has been of so much bene
fit to us, and will be of incalculable 
benefit to most of the people who have 
been her to-day.”

"I can’t see where wo can gain any
thing by what has taken place here this 
mornin’,” my father said. 1 b’lieve the 
dum’d fool has made an ass of hisself 
here tills mornin’; he might jest as well 
have fixed his papers an’ gone on with 
his sermon as to do as he did. By gosh, 
he lost his head, an' begun to cry like a 
baby, and that spiled the whole thing;' 
I were disgusted. I have heard him 
talk fust rate an' I wanted you.to hear, 
him talk as I have.”

“I was satisfied to hear him talk as he 
did; I am sure he told the truth, when 
he said he was wrongly interpreting tho 
words ascribed to Jesus and Paul,” said 
our teacher; and continuing she said: 
"This man is a true sensitive; his vibra
tions are very acute, and 1 found 1 
could influence him readily; that Is the 
reason why 1 showed myself to him as I 
did.” _

"Did lie see you?" my father asked.
“Yes. I saw my opportunity and ac

cepted it; it will be the means of his 
mental expansion; he has been for a 
long time in a dlscoursive condition, 
because he has received before to-day 
full proof of the communication be
tween excarnate and Incarnate life. 
He has hoped that nothing would ever 
disturb his attitude in the church, for 
by it lie was gaining his material sub
sistance. To announce to his church 
members his full knowledge, would be 
to cause dissension among them; the 
result would be that he would lose bis 
position as a minister, as well as his po
sition in society, and most of all, his 
six thousand dollar salary; he has not 
the fortitude to do It without assistance, 
an‘d as it will be to his advantage in 
the end, I would be derelict in my duty 
did I not afford all the assistance I 
could.

“Our lesson is plain. Here was a 
gathering of several hundred people, 
many of them are acquainted with the 
fact of communication between excar
nate and incarnate life. I—"

“What do you mean by excarnate and 
incarnate?" m father asked.

“You arc excarnate, and the minister 
Is incarnate,” she answered.

“Then when you say excarnate, you 
mean sperits, do you?" he said.

“Yes, if you can understand that 
term any better. But—”

‘‘Then why don’t you say sperits?” he 
said, still interrupting her.

“Spirit is not life; it is only tho 
finer mat ter animated by the same prin
ciple or life which animates or manipu
lates the coarser material such as your 
body was before you died, or had the in
fluenza as you said you did. Do you un
derstand now, what I mean by excar
nate life? Many of these people in the 
church this morning are unacquainted 
with the fact of intercommunion as 1 
have just illustrated; there were a few, 
but they are on the same line as the 
minister, and have not the courage of 
their convictions; they are standing in 
their own light, just as you have al-

“But I see that J have said things 
here this morning that are not com
patible with the ihindB of the majority 
of my hearers. It is something I have 
given much study and thought;, and I 
did think I might speak about it some
time, although it was far from my mind 
when I entered this church this morn
ing.”

He seemed about to close the serv-' 
ices,- but our teacher concentrated her 
gaze upon him. and he Continued with 
increased emphasis, and said:

v “I am honest and earnest, and I am 
satisfied that' I am" influenced by the 
spirit of some one who has been In 
earth life, and having parsed • out they 
have becomo aware bf the facts I have 
pointed out;, and this morning, because 
of the peculiar state of affairs sur
rounding me, they have forced me to
say .what I have.' -

Again our teacher laid her hand upon 
his head, and this - time , madei several 
passes before his.eyes; and he with a 
sudden start and a gasp, and while his 
voice trembled, as'he grasped his desk, 
s'aid i ... . ...........; - ■■ ■ ■ ;; ■"■' '

"I know for a certainty that what 1 
say is true; ■ but Twill say no more 
here and now.” . . ■

Placing his hands before his face, he 
groaned and staggered to his, seat. The 
music of the great organ immediately, 
filled the church, and severhl. of the 
male members went to his side to -in
quire the cause of his agitation, and a 
great commotion was apparent through 
the church. • . ' .

He was, thoroughly, wrought upon by 
our teacher, she had completely con- 
trolled'htm, and he knew ft, but he hes
itated to inform his interrogators. Ho 
well knew now the full cause of the

ready seen several, and as your son 
here has seen many hundreds, to which 
he can testify. These people need a 
power or force to liberate them from 
their bondage; if they can have a lead
er, many of them will rise to a broader 
plane of mental liberty immediately.

. Aer, or earth-plane, is filled with excar- 
nates who are held there by the erro

neous leachings of a false theology; we 
saw many in the Church this morning; 
this minister has been one of tlieir 
false teachers; he knows it, and only 
lacks courage to announce his convic
tions; he has not wholly done so this 
day, but he will when he meets his peo
ple-to-morrow night, then he will be the 
means of liberating others."

"I should like to ’tend that meetin’,” 
said my father.

: “You can,” she said.
"Will you attend it?” I ventured to 

a$k. .
“No, it will not be, necessary; wo 

have done our work to-day, where we 
leave it, others more aggressive will 
take it up. The work will go on, and 
on; like the wave in- the pond, once 
started it will reach its limit-before it 
can stop. Before, to-morrow night we 
will, have discovered other places of life 
where wc can extract other and possi
bly greater lessons,” .

. , ( Eild.of Part II)
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eye of ;he soul, tíre glinting gold of the

that gave

WÍU da no morethan: this for me.. And

accepted a secular position 
him a decent living.
FIRST MEETING WITH

’ GASTON.

mighty impress upon the thought life of [labor expended—yet, above and JjeyoncJ 
that.city, she was the embodiment of all things mortal, I can see, with the

Ohio, and Hbn, ‘A- B. French of Clyde, 
In the same state. Mrs. Hyzer's great

WS^i

HON A.

work in>Balttaore, Md., is familiar his- bow well into the “youth of old age." 
tbty to all Splrituailata. . Ebe loft a My eteoaviis ya few-too few for the

HARRISON D. BARRETT has been before the world 
as an important working factor therein for a quar
ter of a century. Year after year he has fulfilled 
his impressive destiny and mission by being elected 
President of the N. S. A. -Whatever the opposition 
to him may have been, at the, last moment every
thing crystallizes in his favor* and he is again elect
ed President, illustrating a most remarkable career 
on his part. His sketch of his life for twenty-five 
years is thrillingly interesting and suggestive.

THE UNITARIAN THEOLOGICAL 
. SCHOOL. '

September 29,1886, 1 entered the Uni
tarian Theological School at Meadville, 
Pa. My health tvas precarious, and my 
eligious views propounced, hence I did 
ot feel certain about being matricu

lated. It was with some awe that I 
vAent into tlie examination room to be 
questioned by the faculty. Arthur C. 
'Spilth, a bosom friend of mine from 
Mhine, and a Spiritualist, was with me. 
The examination was. not at all what I 
expected It would be. The members of 
the faculty were the noblest represen
tatives of the Unitarian faith I have 

¡ever met. Dr. Livermore, kind, genial, 
wptimiscic/enjoying a serene old age by 
(employing it in Instructing the young; 
Prof. Cai-y, one of tlie few great schol
ars of the world, having the most thor- 
Eugh knowledge of the Greek language 
of any living man, and the best New 

■ lAestament exegete on the globe; Prof. 
Berber, the practical, tender-hearted, 

. . progressive scholar and teacher, were 
the ones who conducted tho examlna
tion..

- . Questioned as to our reason for en- 
Bering Meadville, both Smith and myself 

• replied, "To obtain a thorough educa
tion, in order that I (we) may be of ser
vice in the world.” Askqd as to my re
ligious training and views, I said: "1 
was reared a Unlversallst, but for the 

• past six years have been a firm believer 
'^"-—in -Spiritualism.” Smith said: "I was 

born a Spirltuallst, and am one to-day.” 
We were questioned as to our educational 
training, etc., and then were informed 
that’the test-was over. I soon received

chairman at that camp. Mrs, R, S. Lil
lie was the only speaker for the three 
days. Her last lecture was a master
piece, the subject being “Spiritualism; 
the Crowning Glory in Revealed Relig
ion !” It made ¿a impression that will 
last a life time. Her subject, her deliv
ery, her unfoldment of her subject are 
as fresh in memory to-day as they were 
the day after I heard her speak. One 
of her paragraphs was as, follows: 
“Methodism cut away the shrubs and 
thorns; Universalism prepared the soil; 
Unitarianlsm planted the seed, whose 
flower and fruitage was and is Spiritual
ism, tlie crowning glory in revealed re
ligion!” ' ' .

transcendentalism, and was, therefore, 
years and years ahead of the times. 
Her addresses pleased and angered her 
hearers in a division of numbers about 
equally. ' ■

Murmurs of approval at some daring 
utterance would be followed by mutter- 
jngs of dissent on the part of others. 
One of her addreses was upon the sub
ject, “I Am That I Am!” The new 
thought ot to-day is old when contrast
ed with what she gave in that lecture. 
People went home earnestly discussing 
what she had sail), and excitement ran 
high. Her next lecture was largely at-' 
tended, even those who had said they 
would never listen to her again, being 
on hand, with all of their friends. They 
were going to see what they could do to 
make it unpleasant for her. This time 
her subject was "Surplus Blossoms!” 
On this occasion she soared to a lofty 
height, and ,took all of the people with 
Iter, She was one of the great lights 
in Spiritualism, and will live forever in 
the good she did for "others. I have 
dwelt upon her work at this length 
from the'factjitliat she gave her life— 
her all—to Spiritualism and to Spirit
ualists, and received only a stone In 
place of bread, as her reward.

harvest fields of eternity. It will be my 
pleasure to toil therein, when I am 
called to the higher life, until I have 
earned my place. Perhaps what 
friends and critics have called my fail
ures here, will be made my -best buc- 
cesses there. - ,
THE ACTUAL STATE'OF’1 THINGS,

The work-years, the energy-years of 
¡ny life have been given without a ques
tion to Spiritualism. Time lias not les
sened my devotiofi to it, nor, detracted 
from iny Interest in our cause as a 
whole. Silver and gold I haq none, but 
such as I old have I gave freely,’yet not 
always wisely. I, remember how badly 
I felt in 1888, when I was enthusiastic
ally describing the phenomenal won
ders 1 had witnessed, to haveiWillard J. 
Hull say to me, “My friend, tie on your 
guard; all is not gold that-glitters!” 
Walter Howell repeated the warning, as 
did. Col. John 0. Bundy,,]n 1830, yet it 
took several years thereafter Jo awaken 
me to a full sense of the actual state of 
things, Yes,' I was “easy'’—I will con
fess it, but I have the conjfort of know-

Reminiscent and 
Autobiographical

ECHOES FROM INDIANA. VISIONS AND VOICES.

a note from the secretary, informing me 
that I had been admitted “on proba
tion," to use a common term, and that 
because of my previous labor as a stu
dent in academic, and college prepara
tory work, I could entere the sophomore 
class, provided I would make up certain 
branches. Smith was also admitted, 
and was aligned to his class without 
further question.

Thus it appears that I entered the 
Meadville School a Spiritualist and am 
so recorded on the books, and gradu
ated a Spiritualist. During my entire 
course of three years, the faculty, col
lectively or singly, never said one word 
to me upon the subject of religion. 
They .t reated me with the utmost court
esy, and accorded my views considerate 
respect on every occasion. I was never 
asked to join the Unitarian church, nor 
to bind myself to one thing at variance 
with my conscientious convictions. 
Some of the students were unfair, and 
occidedly unjust, but I held my own. I 
never hesitated to proclaim my Spirit
ualism in season and out of season, and 
have often wondered since, that tne 
boys treated me half as well as they 
did. . ■

1 cannot praise Profs. Livermore, 
Cary and Barber too highly. They 
were men of absolute truth—God’s no
blemen and among His worthiest repre
sentatives on earth.

~ At this time, there were several Spir
itualists in the school: Allen, Barrett, 
Brown, Prescott, Smith and Sprague. 
These all entered the Unitarian minis
try save Smith and myself. Smith’s 
health failed, and he was obliged to 
leave the school. The others joined the 
Unitarian church, and became pastors 
of churches. I was the only one to 
graduate as I entered—a Spiritualist. 
It is due Mr. Allen to say that he only 
remained in the church some ten 
years, then gave up the ministry to be
come a Spiritualist lecturer. He de
served support, but was not accorded 
recognition sufficient to provide a living 
for himself and family by the Spiritual
ists. He abandoned the platform, .and

A VISIT TO CALIFORNIA. :
This was the beginning of a most pre. : 

clous friendship between Mrs. LUllé 
and myself. Her work has/been a no-. ' 
ble one. She has loved the truth and : 
has paid the price that is exacted of,all ; 
who try to find the truth.; No one ques
tions her sincerity, and- While . some ■ 
might take other means to reach the 
goal toward which she is pressing,' all 
admit that her purpose is a pure and 
roble one. She has hated and to-day 
abominates fraud of all kinds, and she 
has the sublime courage of her convic
tions whenever called upon to speak on 
this question. I did hot always agree 
with her in those days, but found a few 
years later that she was right and I was 
wrong. She has honored Spiritualism 
by her noble, , unselfish life, and her 
good deeds speak eloquently in her 
praise. It is a shame to Spiritualists 
that they are” not more kind to all such 
as she is while they are on the earth.

The condition of toy health was such 
that my physician advised me to spend 
the vacation of 1887 in California, 
among the mountains. I accordingly 
went to the western coast, thereby ful
filling the prophecy of Mrs. Glading, 
made in Maine two years before. 1 at
tended the camp-meeting near Oakland, 
where I again met J. J. Morse, who 
gave me a brotherly greeting, and made 
me acquainted with several of the Cali
fornia workers for Spiritualism. Mrs. 
J. J. Whitney, Kirs. Schlesinger of the 
Carrier Dcvo, J. J. Owen, and Prof Fred 
P. Evans were among the many I met 
on that-occasion. Prof. Evans’ psycho- 
graphical work gave me one proof of 
life beyond the grave that removed for
ever all doubt from my mind. This test 
opened the way to a lasting friendship 
between us that grows stronger witn 
passing of the years.'

J. J. Owen, then the editor of “The 
Golden Gate,” was a remarkable man. 
He had been editor-in-chief of the San 
Jose Mercury, and had made for him
self a world-wide fame in literature. 
His "Sunday Sermons” vias a feature or 
the Mercury, and were widely copied. 
In this field he is second only to 
"Brick” Pomeroy, whose Saturday Night 
Talks have touched so many million 
hearts by their sublime beauty and ten
derness. Mr. Owen was convertéd to 
Spiritualism by that gifted psychic 
Fred P. Evans. Thereafter hé devoted 
his life to his religion. He passed from 
earth some years ago, hot rich in this 
world's goods, but rich in the love he 
gave so freely unto others.
HIS RETURN TO THE THEOLOG

ICAL SCHOOL.
I returned to the Theological School 

in the autumn of 1887. Early that fall 
we organized “The . Meadville Psycho
logical Society,” of which Mr. Gaston 
was president, A. W. West, treasurer, 
and I Was secretary. ' A theological, stu
dent as secretary of a Spiritualistic so
ciety, is an anomaly, but it happens to. 
be a fact in this casé. We had lectures 
from Jennie B. Hagan, Mrs. Helen S.

A TRIBUTE TO A. B. FRENCH.
Hon, A. B. French is easily Spiritual

ism’s greatest orator in the past quarter 
of ¿ century. I doubt, if- even Jesse B. 
Ferguson and Selden J.. Finney in their 
palmiest days, ever excelled him very 
much. He was a-greater orator than 
Ingersoll, and towered head and should
ers above James. G.. Blaine,’, and 
Chauncey F. Black, he is far beyond 
Russel H. Conwell and Bourke Cockran, 
in his use of metaphors and choice fig
ures of speech. He touched both the 
efnotiona and:the intellect of those who 
heard him. -His power lay in his signal 
ability to throw his whole soul—all of 
his energies—into his addresses. His 
power over his hearers was that of a 
"master. Whether discoursing upon 
“Buddha." “Jesus,”'“The Egotism ot 
Our Age,” or "Memorial Day,” he exer
cised the sarpe wonderful magnetic 
power that moved the people alternate
ly to smiles and tears. He had a 
marked influence upon my young-life, 
and his oratory is one of my choicest 
memories.

I graduated in 1889,'teaching school 
and entering- upon Spiritualism i occu
pied all of my time up Jo 1893. I never 
supposed it possible for history to re
peat Itself, yet my experiences of 1893
4 have been repeated during the winter 
of 1904-5. Such is fate but I do , not 
complain. Foreordinatlon is more than 
a half-truth after all.

I wish I had time (and our good ed
itor the space) to dwell upon the differ
ent workers I have met aside from 
those named, during the past twenty- 
five years. Many of them have been 
ray true anfl tried friends from first to 
last. Hon. L. V. Moulton ..moved me 
greatly, and his Influence wrought 
many changes in my thought. He was, 
next to A. B. French, our greatest ora
tor on the platform. In his retirement, 
he is followed, as is Mr. French, by the 
loving gratitude and kindly thought of 
all who knew him. In his recent be
reavement, all of his friends are sorrow
ing with him, and with his good wife 
and surviving daughter.

OTHER PROMINENT WORKERS.
Hudson Tuttle and Emma Rood Tut

. tie, the philosopher and the humanita
rian ¡Clara Watson, the rationalist, 
William M. Lockwood, the scientist; 
Moses Hull, the exegete of the Bible 
from a spiritual view-point ; Miss Lizzie 
Harlow, the practical Spiritualist and 
hater of shams ; Thomas Grimshaw, the 
builder -and demonstrator of the fact 
that the settlement of speakers js best 
for our cause; Prof. W. F. Peck, the 
musician and analyst; Dr. J. M. Peebles, 
the spiritual pilgrim and orator; Hon. 
0. P. Kellogg, the humorist; Mrs. Mar
tha E. Root, tho reformer; W. H. Bach, 
inventor and poet; Mrs. A. H. Colby- 
Luther, the ' emancipator; Lyman C. 
Howe, the philosophical religionist; 
Rev. W. J. Colville, the metaphysician 
and Orientalist; Mrs. May . S. Pepper, 
the-psychic marvel of the age; . Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, the great mes
sage.bearer and true medium of the 
Wéstrr-thesè ¿nd dozens of .others, afe 
deserving of mention, and I would I 
collid-Speak at length Of them and their 
work.: ..

Of thè.'mediums who frequented Cas-

Lt,was m Meadville in 1886 that I met 
Hon. A. Gaston, who has been my 
friend through all the eventful nine
teen years that have flown since I- first 
took his hand; It'was his voice that 
gave me words of cheer when the path . 
seemed dark before me. and it was his 
hand that was thrown out to give me a 
friendly lift when I telt I could go no 
further. He gave me “open sesame” to 
his beautiful home, where his good wife, 
his nephew ,and adopted daughter, as, 
well as himself ever made me Avelcome. 
I used to talk freely with him about my 
itudies, about the future, and when 1 
sometimes felt tempted by the prospect 
of home and salary, to think of attempt
ing to unite my Spiritualism with Uni- 
tarlanism, he would Invariably say, 
“Barrett, let your, conscience tell you 
what to do. Better a clear conscience 
than a lai ge salary.” .

Oh! these Avords of kindness, those 
tactful Bttle helps that he and his noble 
wife gave-me so .freely in my student 
days! ' How much they were to me 
to en! How much I owe to them now! 
’They are lights 6n the pilgrim way, set 
bÿ thé side of the road to remind me 
that-I,- too, am expected to place sim
ilar lights- for the.guidance of others 

■ Who are now as I was' then, ,■ -, .
GOOD WORDS FOR MRS. LILLIE.
In June, 1887, I visited Cassadaga 

tamp for the first t<me, and was re
quested ,to preside during the three 
days' pioplc. -The request was made at 
the suggestion ôf Mrs. Gaston, and it 

oîniyJeagBéfmôèa

Etchings,. Mrs. 'Nellie Temple Brigham, 
Lyman-C. Howe, Willard J. Hull, Hon. 
A. B.: Richmond, Hon. F. IL Bemis and 
myself. ■ Into my studies at School was 
woven the thought I received at 
these lectures, and if -they helped but 
one soul that winter, then mine-is that 
soul.

I again presided at the June picnic in 
1888 at Cassadaga, on which; occasion 
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowe-Watson of Califor
nia, and J; Clegg Wright, of New Jersey 
were the speakers. Mrs. _ Watson’s 
Sunday subject was “The Signs of the 
Times,” and I remember well how she 
thrilled her hearers by her splendid in
spirational eloquence. Mr. Wright had 
spoken in the morning, and his wonder
ful genius never appeared at better or 
greater advantage than it did then. His 
topic was "Spiritualism, Man’s Regen-

ing that I,am not alone in. that cate
gory. “There are utherè,” and; many 
there are to-daÿ who arq learning the' 
iessons I received In the ¡scliool of 
heart-break and bitter experience, who 
will be wiser when they graduate! .

After twenty-five years, tyhat-bave we 
that is ours? (1) Medluinphip; that sa
cred possession ofihe spill,Ip.eldnging in 
common to all mankind, ¿litliough used 
by a very few—the ilivipé treasure
trove of humanity; whose, unfoldments 
means a step upward tow^ïd God. (2) 
Phenomena, as real, as yilluabl^, and 
far more numerous than ever before, all 
asserting the eternal reality él-tfie In
visible, all proving that intelligent life 
continues beyond the gravé.'.' (8) Spirit 
or soul communion that not only en
ables us, through faith "to see a star," 
and through hope, "to hear- tlie_rustle of 
a wing,” but gives’us the lig[it of knowl
edge by which we’ are guided'over the 
lowlands óf doubt, througli'ihc swamps 
of despair, up tp <thiei’iieights of illumin
ation, where'ive hear,,the, soft tones of 
voices long since JiusUeil tp the ¡ears of 
earth, telling us that alljs life and love, 
and that r.eeming death' is:'only -a for
ward step in progression'!-- 'upward 
march. (4) '1 Spiritual.!/¡¡application, 
through which the children of. men. are 
led to see'that the material is only a 
means to a divine end, and nqt thé end 
itself—that al? are; sisters and brothers 
in this lowei* life, and that an injury 
done to one-is an injury dope.,to all.
AFTER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS—THE
’ OUTLOOK. - ~
After ta-enty-flve years, do, we find 

the effort worth while? Whenff see old 
time Spiritualists now the' leading 
lights in Christian Science, Tpdosophy, 
Mental Science, Metaphysics,. Occult 
Science, .Unitarianism, Universalism, 
and even Methodism and Orthodoxy, is 
it treason for me to say that I oft- 
limés wonder if it is worth while? Still 
it only shows the oneness of all truth, 
and proves that man is constantly mov
ing forward in search of that 'which 
gives him understanding. “A; rose by 
any other name is just as, sweet,” and 
Spiritualism, whatever name or 
guise, Is just as true. The branches of 
the spiritual tree are bearing ¡the fruit 
that is needed to feed millions of hun
gry souls; therefore, Spiritualists 
should not complain if their truth has 
donned another dress, and be® given 
another name. But/why, .ph,( why was

panion—her rare intuitions, her mental 
unfoldment, her splendid talents, her 
high ideals, her lofty ambitions, were 
incentives of the. highest and .noblest 
types—daily encouragements for me to 
go on with my work. Whatever my er
rors, my failures to grasp opportunities, 
my inability to meet life’s heaviest con
flicts, no fault attaches to her. Truly 
womanly in all things, over thoughtful 
of others, ever desirous of rendering un
selfish service regardless of her own 
reeds—such are the characteristics ot 
one who lias borne her full share of the 
burdens, and met with fortitude the 
many vicissitudes of Ufo, who has been' 
and now is a dominant influence in my 
work—my beloved wife. ■

There is also another influence of 
which I may be pardoned for speaking. 
It is that of my beloved and venerable 
parents in the home of. my birth in far
away Maine, Whatever of moral qual
ifications, love of right* of justice and 
of truth, there may be-in me, I owe to 
my noble father and mother, and to the 
influences of the environments in which 
they placed me.- As they face the 
glowing golden sunset of their well 
lived lives, they are examples still to 
iheir son to make more and yet more of 
life, for their dear sakes. ‘.'Out of the 
heart, the mouth speaketh," and out of 
my loving gratitude to them do I pen 
these words in reverence and filial de
votion., asking still that their benedic
tion of love and peace may ever be 
mine.' Nor should 1 forget my sisters 
in recounting the blessings that havo 
been mine in connection with Spiritual
ism. Father, mother, three sisters, 
and three nephews—all Spiritualists— 
surely—surely there should be no for
getting when such helps as these ap
pear! "

I am asked to limn the future of Spir
itualism. This I cannot do, for ¡lie gift 
of prophecy is not mine. It is safe to 
say that Spiritualism’s futiire depends 
wholly upon the efforts of its adherents 
to make it a power for good—a great re-

Touching the Recent State Spiritualists 
„■ ■ Convention.

erator.” ■ Ecclesiastical theology re
ceived but little mercy at his hands. 
Some of his epigrams are as fresh in 
mind as if I had heard them yesterday. 
Prof. Wright was an iconoclast—Mrs. 
Watson a builder; he was ^sarcastic, 
cutting, severe; she kind, inspiring and 
tender. Both addresses will long be re
membered by all who. heard them.
SOME LEADING WORKERS MEN- 

■' TIONED. . .
' From that year forward I was a fix
ture at Cassadaga. Of- the many speak
ers who occupied that rostrum since 
1888, (aside from Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, who- is. always helpful, progress
ive* instructive, and'soulful), two in 
particular deserve, mention here. They, 
are Mrs. Frances O. Hyzer of Ravenna,

sadaga. j. Frank Baxter-and Mrs;-Mar
garet Gaule-Reidlnger have each a spe-. 
cial place-in memory. I must not dwell' 
'upon the work of these dear friends as 
I would like, but must await another op
portunity. They are not-forgotten and 
their influence is yet potent in my life.

MADE PRESIDENT OF THE N. S. A.
In 1893 I was made-president of the 

N. S. A., at the time of its inception, in 
Chicago. For twelve years I have.held 
that office, and the records ¡thereof are- 
before tho world. It is not for me to 
speak of tlie results of those labors. 
Mistakes are common to all mankind 
(save a very few) and I know I have 
made, my share of tnem. Let me not 
speak at length of any of my errors, 
successes or mistortunes now. It is yet 
to be seen AVhat all these years have 
been Avorth to the causo and to myself. 
I have tried literature a little. In com
pany with A. W. McCoy in 18911 Avrote 
and compiled a book entitled "The His
tory of Cassadaga." In 1894, I Avrote 
and compiled .“The Life Work of Cora 
L. V. Richmond.” All I said of her In 
my introduction to that work, I can in 
sincerity repeat now. In 1897, I be
came editor of the Banner of Light, and 
held that position seven years.

It Is now Marcli, 1905, I have com
pleted ¿quarter ora century oi service 
in behalf of.Spiritualism, - ‘‘After twen
ty-five years—what?” ’ This is the ques
tion. Would I undo the past if I could? 
Useless question!'- 1 would not do it,, If 
I could. I have received In those years 
what -alas for mo to have—no more* no 
less. 1 -The next quarter of a century

not the grand old tree itself’ .'só‘. culti
vated, so nurtured, so ted, \ that it 
would have given shelter to al? our race 
under its universal shade? l

After twenty-five years, what have 
we to show in outward torn) ??Jn 1880, 
we had but two state assoclati.ons, Ver
mont and Connecticut, as against twen
ty or twenty-one to-day. We jhen had 
between two and three, hundred 
Ings called local societies, ; while?.,we" 
Lave over seven hundred similar bodies 
to-day. We have also our.,’N. S, A., 
which we did not'have then,' and be
tween forty and fifty camps,-, as against 
eight of ten then.' We haye.one'spbool, 
unendowed, and most riiggandly -sup
ported.- -All of our local societies are. 
weak financially and numerleally. Our 
N.iS.fÀ; is the only center, of -power 
around which mortals and,.spirits can 
¡ally to do the work tliat shoiild- be done 
Jo help mankind upward, ■ Yet it, toó; is 
most unkindly treated and ignored. Its 
pension fund is the cnly'hope qf almost 
à score of needy human - beings- Avho 
have spent their, lives in the iinseltish 
service of their ' fellow-meh-. • ? Surely, 
our showing is not yrhat it should -be in 
this, particùlar.jespèct! .'Wie'have about 
the same number of papers Aye »’had- 
then; but they are not' nearly?sb”well 
patronized. ? . • : -■ ■-?■ ■ ;'

SPEAKING FORHIMSELF? J
Speaking for myself, at the close of 

these twenty-five years, twelve of yhich 
I have spent in the service Of the N. S. 
A., I find just as much need of Spirit
ualism as I ever have had. 'It ¿as'been 
my staff of support m hours of sorrow 
and of suffering, and my- comfòrter 
when the lamp of joy exploded at my 
feet, leaving me wounded and Weeding 
upon the floor of care. Its ÉfutBs ¿be as 
precious as ever they werfe* and^What 

avo need now is consecrated- workers to 
proclaim those truths to thè world. I 
have done my best, but sjjyfmethods 
may not always have beefiiil^ht, even 
if my motive was pure and sincere. Bit
ter and extreme criticism; Jias- been 
coupled with extravagant 'pràlsè, reach
ing almost to flattery, to retard, and in
jure my work. Ofttimes I have de
served honest criticism and have taken 
it kindly, for it has helped me so press 
onward to higher and betfeiL things. 
Flattery is ever an..enemy'Ì&-man,■; and 
he should always be” on JJiia-guard 
against it '- 3 ! • -

There is one who came .flirty life— 
the outer and inner—iri lSSs.-qf,whom 
I fain would speak did I have fitting 
words to express my mB&singJ ©sir 
lives were united in 18fi7* tad'are Sow
ing on from the same

formatory Influence in the world. This 
they, can do through ' có-operation. 
There are signs in the skies that are 
orninomi--portents of a coming storm. 
Bo long as sham and pretense are pre
ferred by Spiritualists to'truth and hon
esty Just so long will there be a cloud 
over the fair name of Spiritualism. So 
long as an Uneducated, ' itinerant ' min
istry. is-preferred to'settled pastors and 
cultured speakers, juSt'sb-Jong’wili the 
future of Spiritualism be uncertain. So 
long as the churches and their pastors 
continue to grow liberal, just so long 
will educated, progressive Spiritualists 
turn toward tlie churches, and give 
them support,

So long as the Spiritualist press is 
less and less liberally supported every 
year, just so long may we look for a de
cline of interest In Spiritualism. So 
long as the secular press continues to 
give full and’complete expositions of 
our philosophy and religion in splendid
ly written articles, just so long will men 
and women continue to turn away from 
Spiritualism and set their faces again 
toward the church. So long as men and 
women are Spiritualists behind thè 
door, or at camp-meetings, just so long 
will the future of our movement con
tinue doubtful and uncertain. So long 
as Spiritualists continue to make Spir
itualism a glittering abstraction, and 
not a concrete presentation, just so long 
will scholars and thinkers continue to 
turn away from it. Therefore, I say the 
future of Spiritualism depends upon 
Spiritualists—what they do—how they 
live it, and the thought they develop in 
•its name. " -

My task is finished. My review of a 
quarter of a century of labor is at an 
end. As I glance In retrospect over the 
vanished years, I see familiar faces 
troop past me, each with a smile upon 
his face, marching with light step to
ward the western hills beyond which lie 
the gates of Life’s Eternal Day. One- 
by one dear friends slip out and join 
them, and earth knows them no more. 
Workers for Spiritualism, friends of a 
lifetime recede from view as I near the 
présent, and I realize that each passing 
day takes them yet further and further 
away 'from mb, yet brings me one day 
nearer them. Looking upward, their 
faces appear in soft effulgent light of 

' the soul’s eternal glory, as they stand 
upon the shining arch that spans the 
Divide between the seen and the un
seen. They return jiot, for they never 
go away, but they stand asidein the re
fined atmosphere, of the spirit, smiling 
in love upon us ail, calling us to action, 
to diity stern and high, to love of truth, 
of God, of righteousness, and to a 
knowledge that we each and; alL pos
sess the mystic kèy that shall unlock 
the material shackles that bind us to 
things of little worth.? As I go out ¿till 

. further in the splrit, I see them yet 
clearer* and hear them say “Twenty-five 
years!—only a beginning! Press on! 
The goal is yet beyond you! Go -fôr- 
tvard, and still forward!; There is the 

. field of action! .Work on, and yours, is 
the victory!”. The light ' fedes, thè 
forms recede from view, and my last

Perhaps a few. words regarding the 
convention recently held by the Indiana 
State Spiritualists, may not be amiss. 
The clerk of the.weather seemed .to 
shower special favors on Indianapolis, 
for this event, as each day was one of 
ideal pleasantness. ’ •.

Not quite so many societies were'fbp- 
resented at this, the first annual con
vention, but where quantity was lack
ing, quality was In abundance, and en
thusiasm above, par. No doubt our 
worthy secretary, Mrs, Carrie Mong, 
who was a chief factor in the success 
of the meeting, will give your readers a 
correct report of the convention ■ work, 
and I will therefore confine myself to 
certain features which made the event 
one of great pleasure as well as profit.

The speakers had been carefully se
lected from the multitude of able men 
and women who are Utting up voice and 
soul for the cause of Spiritualism, but 
for this particular time and this partic
ular place no wiser group could have 
been secured.

First we had the pleasure of listening 
to Elizabeth Harlow, who had long 
since won her way into the good graces 
of Indianapolis people, and therefore 
was received with an. ovation justly due 
her, and when we beheld the honest 
love and reverence meted out to this 
gifted woman, we knew she would not 
trade the warmth of that regard for the 
diadem of a queen.

Another speaker to make his way 
with a bound into the esteem of his au
dience, was Will J. Erwood, whose 
heart to heart talks touched each lis
tener and brought the best to the sur
face. This young man has found the 
immortal spring of success, and knows 
by experience that the human heart is 
b-’st reached by sympathy, or love and 
tears. His Sunday morning lecture on 
"Foregleams,” was one to linger in the 
memory, its touching eloquence putting 
each soul in tune with tl.c Infinite. In 
short, a true story ot the heart is oft- 
times more productive of good, than the 
logic of the head, and Mr. Erwood 
knows well how to blend the two to get 
the best results. . •

Another gentleman who agreeably 
surprised his hearers, was Will V. Ni- 
cum, of Dayton, Ohio. Too much can
not be Said in praise of this speaker, 
and we are surprised that with his wis
dom and eloquence some liberal church 
has not .called him to bo its regular 
leader. Mr. Nlcum.hks studied his Way 
out of the primary class of Spiritualism 
and is therefore prepared to tell the 
world something besides the fact that 
spirits return and communicate. The 
heart' of man is crying for a lessening 
of its burden, or a way to bear its bur
dens easier, therefore his lecture was 
appreciated above measure and many 
expressed an unliftment of soul which 
only comes when we understand "that 
peace which passes understanding.”

Mrs. Anna Throndsen, of Louisville, 
Ky., was a messenger who brought 
consolation to many hearts. This little 
lady has a pleasing manner and gives 
her work in a plain straightforward 
way which conveys a thought of truth.

The entire meeting was one of suc
cess, spiritually, socially and finan
cially, and we feel the bond Is now 
more firmly cemented between Spirit
ualists of Indiana than ever before,.and 
we believe the cause which has as a ba
sic principle the. brotherhood of man 
has received strength from ths first an-

lingering glance beholds them/one and. 
all," pointing upward! > ■

HARRISON D. BARNETT.

A'LITTLE THING.

My neighbor met me on ;the street, . 
Sho dropped a word of greeting gay;

Her jook so bright, her, tone so sweet, • 
I stepped to music all that.day.; -

The cares that-tugged at heart and
: . brain, : : . . .. . ■

The work too heavy for my hand,
The ceaseless underbeat of pain , ■ 

The tasks J could not understand,

Grey lighter as I walked along, v 
With air and step at liberty, .

Freed by the sudden lilt of song 
That, filled the world with cheer

■A mo. . V "■ ■

I

for

Yes, this was- ali. A womanjwise,. .
Her life enriched by many a .year, ’ 

Had faced me with her brave, true eyes, 
Passed on, and said, "Good morning, 

dear?' , > - - ' '
' —Masgml E. Bangster.

nual convention of Indiana 
ists.

A majority of the officers 
elected which proves Gioir

Spiritual-

were re
efforts of

the first year’s work were at least ap
preciated.

MARGUERITE MILLER.
Rochester, Ind.

I WONDER WHY?

Is Spiritualism a Good Thing for 
Alone?

Us

In reading over my copy of The Pro
gressive Thinker of January 28, 1 could 
not help wondering why some of us are 
so strenuous in our efforts to put from 
us the forms and ceremonies of ortho
doxy, while persistently clinging to and 
practicing its worst faults.

In the absence of anything more sub
stantial, those forms and ceremonies at 
least have served as a rallying point for 
the faithful, as a point of concentration 
toward which each individual might 
turn in time of uncertainty, as a means 
of keeping the flock together and rea
sonably harmonious. Hollow and in
sincere'many of them are at times, but- 
is it not because the truths which in
spired them have been gradually lost 
sight of and their place in man’s esteem 
usurped by the mere symbols? If we 
can usé the Invocation, the reading of 
the lesson, and the song of praise or 
simple rejoicing,’and do it all with a 
heartfelt understanding of the depth, 
richness, and might of meaning back of 
them, why should we fail to do so be
cause others have ignorantly misused 
them? 'One might as veil decline the 
aid of a hammer in. driving nails be
cause, forsooth, one’s sister is prone to 
bring it down upon her linger oftener 
than upon the nail. As well condemn 
the knife because men have done harm 
to themselves or others with it.
' Are we not indulging in the same ab- 

• surdity as is our orthodox brother? He 
endows them with the virtue of reality 
and considers them a means ot saving 
grace. Wc-likcwise invest them with a 
sort of reality,' else why fight them?

Is Spiritualism a good thing for us

The Revival In Wales Spiritualistic«

Editor Stead of London, the Rev« 
Newell Dwight Hillis and other promt* 
nent thinkers, are of the opinion that) 
the present rousing revival of religion 
in Wales is to spread over the world. If 
so, woe saloons and all houses of sin. 
In Wales, they as well as magisterial 
courts and jails are desolated as though 
the armies of heaven have marched, 
through the country. Carrie Nation, 
prohibitive legislators, etc., are not ini

What I wish to set forth in this ar
ticle is the Spiritualistic aspect of the 
movement. It is carried on by young 
men and women who are' sensitives. 
The leader, Mr. Evan Roberts, is twen
ty-six years old, unassuming, compar
atively illiterate, a mediocre in intel
lect, not a very fluent speaker, not an. 
ordained minister. He was raised a 
miner, learned the trade of blacksmith, 
commenced preaching about two years 
ago, and attended' the academy. Ha 
was effectually called to the great 
work last summer.

“Wiiile listening to a sermon at New
castle Emlyn,’’ he says, “1 received.’ 
much more of the spirit of the gospel 
from what I saw than from what I 
heard. The preacher was doing very, 
well, was warming up in his work, anif 
sweating by the very energy of his de
livery, and when I saw tlie sweat on’ 
tlie preacher’s brow, I looked beyond and 
saw a vision, my Lord sweating the, 
bloody sweat in the garden.” As he ro. 
lated this, he broke down and wept.

After this he could think of nothing, 
but the sinful state of the world. One- 
night the Lord appeared to him. Of 
this he says: “For a long, long time I 
was much troubled in my soul aud my 
hqatf/iby thinking over tlie failure of 
Christianity. Oh, it seemed such a 
faitorel—such a failure!— and I prayed 
and prayed, but nothing seemed to give 
any relief; but one night after I had 
been in great distress praying about 
this, I went to sleep, and at one o’clock 
in the morning, suddenly I was waked 
up out of my sleep, and J found myself 
with unspeakable joy and awe in the 
very presence of tlie Almighty God; 
and for four hours I was privileged to 
speak face to face rvith him as a man 
speaks face to face with a friend • * * I 
heard a t-oice in my inward ear as 
plain as anything saying: 'Go and. 
speak to these people,’ and for a lopg., 
time I would not. But the pressure 
became greater and greater, and I could 
hear, nothing of the sermon. Then at; 
iast.I could resist no longer and I said:1 
'Well, Lord, if It is thy will, I will go.’ 
The voice also named the young lady 
singers whom he snould call to help 
him.

Once he was telling in a church of a' 
vision of a key he had when praying 
just before going to the church. He 
said he did not know what the meaning 
of the vision was. Suddenly three men 
said they had be.-:i converted that 
night. “Oh, I see now," said Roberts, 
“It was the key with which God un
locked the 'doors of your hearts.” An
other time he related a vision of horses 
lie had. Visions come to him fre
quently.

A woman said she had a vision the 
previous evening. She saw a great ex
panse of a most beautiful country, in
habited by people of very friendly faces. 
Between her and that country tvas a 
very clear river crossed by a plank. 
She wanted to go over, but was afraid 
the plank tvould not hold. At that mo
ment she gave herself to God and a 
great wave of faith came over her and 
she walked the plank.

A man said that the night before, he 
was alone as he thought in his room, 
but soon found he was not alone, for 
he heard a voice commanding him to 
pray. He could not pray. The voice 
commanded him again and again. At 
last he fell on his knees, but could not 
utter a word of prayer. The voice said, 
"Throw out the lifeline.” As the man 
related this, the congregation started 
singing under inspiration the hymn be
ginning with those words, anil while 
the singing was going on the man was 
converted. Many other visions could bo 
cited.

Now, readers of the excellent Pro
gressive Thi-ker, what do you think of 
these things. My opinion is that this 
revival is carried on by powerful bands 
of good spirits. What! Would good 
spirits move the world in the line of 
orthodoxy? I cannot see why they 
should not. There are millions and 
millions of orthodox people from earth' 
tn the spirit realms, and it may be that 
half of the Spiritualists on earth are 
members of orthodox churches. There 
arenas many theologies among Spirit
ualists as there are among other people, 
and the orthodox part of them can read
ily believe that the departed saints are 
still interested in their doctrines ana 
exert themselves in the reaemption of 
the world. CYMrO.

alone, or is it a human necessity? 
the latter, how are we to bring 
brother into our ranks? Can we 
the old argument, "Believo or 
damned"? Not very well. Must.

If 
our 
use 
be 
we

not show him that greater happiness 
Ues this way?- Can we do so by strip
ping him at the threshold, by tearing 
from him and'.holdbig aloft in ridicule 
everything that has yielded him even 
a measure of comfort, and. by turning 
him loose in a state of mental naked
ness until ■ new theological, garments 
have been made and fitted to him? Wo 
may call this'freelng him, hut how

many of us would enjoy that particular 
brand of freedom ?' ..

And all this time we religiously prac
tice the orthodox virtue of sitting in 
judgment and pointing out faults in our. ; 
neighbor, searching fcr the links In his. 
religious or philosophic armor, and 
sending home the javelin of argumenta-.... 
five, vituperative, 6r sarcastic (as the 
case may be) criticism. Even our half
brother, the Theosophist, comes in ton 
his share of keelhauling.

Suppose that in our meetings and our 
literature our time and energy were 
principally devoted to, pointing out the 
truth and beauty of Spiritualism. Sup
pose that our outside walk and conver
sation were a daily proof of the same. 
Would we not be kept reasonaoly busy?,

Sam Slick used to tell of a district in 
Canada where the cattle were, so poor, 
that when a man wanted to kill a steen 
he had to hold'him up to knock him 
down. Can we afford to waste oun 
strength in holding up qur neighbor’s 
error, Just for the fun of knocking it) 
down? Can wo, I wonder? ■

: WM. H. HUTCHINSON. :
Alzada, Custer Co., Montana. 1

. Ths Jealous Is possessed by a "find 
mad devil" and a dull spirit at oncorgt 
Lavater.

MSSrii«Ä« Ad.
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The Demonisni of. the Ages
A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW OF OBSESSION,
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spirit.

.„W-J ™.u.vuid. nuugu ue- spinte. , -
to dtotà • In conclusion, I think lacto justly a»y

of its critics, and presented to the read
ers of the Open Court.

In fact, this is the only source of in-

ments do not at once change.
3. That hate and revenge are per

verted expressions of real spiritual fam 
ulties, which when corrected, 
serve a use in the eternal life

A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. M. 
Peebles’ Book on “Obsession, or Demon

: ism of the Ages.”

Lymau C. Howe is a veteran worker in the ranks of Spiritualism. 
Stropg and vigorous intellectually and spiritually, he has, made a deep 
impression for good on the present age, and the world has been made 
better by the influence he has exerted, Always calm and deeply con
siderate of the feelings of others, he writes like a philosopher (he is 
one), and while he reasons profoundly his spiritual nature throws oil on 
the troubled waters of discordant disputations, and smooths the way 
for harmony and peace. His views'will receive close attention from 
readers of the Open Court. .

The Open Court is an educator. " 
■ Discussion, conducted in the right 

spirit is profitable. Jt brings out- the 
intellectual phases of a variety of 
minds, and enables the reader as well 
as the writer to see the subject In its 
various lights and shades, without 
which no one can obtain a complete and 
impartial estimate of the truth. If 
some of the contributors exhibit the 
controversial spirit with a .little too 
much acid in it to'please tile taste of. 
peace-makers, and insinuate against 
Ihe personal aspects of some who differ 
from them, it will "sharpen the wits,” 
and intensify tho appreciation of the 
points aimed at. Dr. Peebles Is espe
cially gifted In the use of biting words, 
notwithstanding HIS BROAD, GENER
OUS KINDLY CHARITY AND 
"SWEET GOOD WILL” TOWARDS 

• ALL MEN. This habit of mind is not 
an index of bad temper, or Ill will to
wards any one. It is the intense con
viction of his niind, sharpened to a 
point, to penetrate the Inertia which he 
finds resisting the action of his thought.

The “burning book”wbich has evoked 
this discussion is getting a pretty-thor
ough advertising, and the very reason 
for which some writers would leave" It 
burned, is, by this discussion .(Inaugu
rated by its critics) greatly magnified, 
lor doubtless, it will be readTjiy-fifiany 
hundreds who might never have heard 

- of it but for this controversy^ And, If 
they do not buy and read the book, they 
will get a good idea of the dynamite it 
contains, and many of the most vigor
ous representative expressions, which 
are selected as targets for the arrows

formation that I have, respecting it, for 
I have never seen the- book; but I 
know that Jt treats of obsession; and 
this is the subject of which I propose to 
write.

That Dr. Peebles thoroughly bobeves 
In it Js evident. That he has had'much 
greater opportunities for studying, it 
than I have is certain; and there is 
probably rto other writer for the Open 
Court, who has had so many expert-, 
ences with mediums, in so many differ
ent parts of the world, under so many 
varying conditions as has the venerable 
and industrious doctor.

But it is not so much the quantity 
and variety, as the quality that counts 
for evidence. In this connection, too, 
“t is important to know something of 
the mental attitude of the observer, be
fore we render judgment. If he was 
predisposed in favor of the idea of evil 
obsessions, ail of his observations 
might be colored and shadowed by the 
suggestions of his mind; and he would 
not realize this phase of hypnotism at 
all, and very likely would vigorously re

: pudlate it.
FACTS VERSUS THEORY.

I note in reading the symposium that 
some of the advocates of obsession em
phasize the importance of facts, and 
regard them as more reliable than the
ory. The editor, also, m introducing 
certain writers arrays facts against 
theories. Thus, “Theories play, an im- 
pprtant part :ts factors in arriving at 
the exact truth, but actual experience 
in ihe field weighs more heavily in the 
final discussion.” This sentence oc
curs in the introduction to Dr. Wick
land's letter, following that of A. J. 
King in The Progressive Thinker for 
January 14. The facts referred to in 
Dr. Wickland’s letter are interesting 
and suggestive; but the conclusions 
to which the doctor is led by the facts, 
is the question in dispute. To my mind 
those experiences, striking as they are, 
do not prove any one was obsessed by 
an evil spirit. The doctor refers to 
what is taught “on tlie spiritual ros
trum,” “that so-called death does not 
change anything except separating the 
spirit from the body.” And adds: “I 
believe I am safe to say that at least 
ninety out of every hundred non-Spiritz 
ualists, sinners and a goodly number 
of earthly saints, do not know even for 
years in many cases after the dissolu
tion of the body that they are so-called 
dead; and know still less of a spiritual 
world around them." (!) I take it that 
this is not a demonstrated fact, but a 
theory. There may be some facts in 
.mediumship wnich seem to suggest 
such a condition; but we should not for
get that facts are often misinterpreted. 
The interpretation is theory. This dis
cussion is not an issue between facts 
and theories. It is " ■ -

THEORY AGAINST THEORY.
Prof. Loveland does not dispute the 

experiences upon which Dr. Peebles 
predicates his theory of obsessions; but 
lie ha^ another, and more attractive, 
theory for the same class of facts. To 
his mind there is another explanation’ 
more consonant with nature and rea
son. . -

In the same issue appears the ad
mirable letter of A. J. King, in which he 
givds, good reasons for rejecting the 
theory of obsession. He, too, has had 
great experiences, and has ■ studied 
them carefully for many years, examin
ing with a critics eye every new fact 
and phase, and obtaining elaborate ex
planations of all, strange phenomena, 
and his- direct, dealings with spirits 
through tlie mediumship of his wife 
may be fairly entitled to as . much 
weight in evidence as. the experiences 
m;thp dissecting room, and his wife’s 
mediumship at home are to Dr. Wick- ’ 
land in support of obsession. In both > 
of these eases, as in all others renorted । 
Jn -Ulis symposium, THE FACTS’ ARE i 
ACCEPTED WITHOUT QUESTION i 
by tha opponents of obsession as well i 
ns. those who affirm. Upon tills point ] 
Ihere ifl no disagreement But aa> Bro. i

King beautifully illustrates, many ap
pearances which seem simple, undeni
able facts, are "found upon deeper study 
and further research to be exactly the 
opposite of what appearances indicated. 
There might be hundreds of similar 11- 
lustrations drawn from nature.
, Water is a very common fluid, used 
by every one. It appears to be a sim
ple semi-transparent liquid; but chem- 
ism finds that it is not so simple as it 

. appears. Under certain conditions it is 
resolved into two gases, both invisible. 
Light is a common and wonderful real-' 
ity; no one will dispute it is an import
ant fact.

Without it the world would be a dis
mal, barren desert. But what is light? 
What causes it? As great a mind as 
that of Sir Isaac Newton put out a the
ory, that it consists of infinitesimal cor
puscles, shot from luminous bodies with 
inconceivable velocity. He built his 
theory upon such facts as were at his 
command; but further research, and 
more facts to guide the reasoning mind, 
led to a total repudiation of the cor
puscular theory, and establishing in its 
place another theory which answers to 
the larger range of facts, that light is 
a motion of the ether; and the ether is 
a theoretic and imaginary something in
dispensable to the interpretation of 
facts. That light is not a substance, 
but the motion of a substance, is now 
regarded as scientifically settled.

A boulder lying at the foot of a 
mountain, appears to be a lifeless, mo
tionless, inert mass; but science finds 
that every atom of that huge solid is in 
intensely rapid motion, and that n.o two 
of its minute molecules touch each 
other.

Dr.'Wickland relates experiences that 
he regards as sufficient proof to estab
lish obsession. If there is no other ex
planation for the facts, we shall be 
bound to accept his theory, tentatively." 
While we seek further knowledge. But 
to me lt seems much ■ mofe probable 
that spirits were playing with his cre
dulity and pretending to be hurt, in a 
sort of playful mood, partly, perhaps, to 
show him that they knew what he was 
doing, or that the sensitive got '■ all she 
gave him by psychometric sympathy.

That a spirit that has been “many 
months dead” should not be freed from 
the decaying body, nor realize that he 
had left it, and think the dissecting 
knife was doing him a great Injury, 
seems to me so absurd, that it would re
quire much more evidence than is given 
in this letter to make it seem even 
probable. That many—or any—spirits 
could be out of the flesh, and the bodies 
half decomposed, and still think they 
were living in the body for years after
wards, seems to me too absurd to be
lieve. But if it can be demonstrated
as conclusively as is the fact that spir
its exist and can manifest to us, of 
course it must be accepted, however un
reasonable it may seem.

THE THEORY ABOUT DEATH.
The theory that death changes noth

ing but our relations to the body, may 
be taught by some speakers; but to my 
mind there is no good reason for such 
a belief. Certainly, death closes all the 
outer senses. They go with the body. 
THEN THE INNER SENSES MUST 
BE OPENED, OR THE SPIRIT 
WOULD BE IN A STATE OF INSEN
SIBILITY. If the spiritual eyes are 
opened to see spiritual things, as the 
physical eyes were to see material 
things, and all rhe other senses likewise 
changed,’ how is it possible that the 
spirit woujd not realize the fact? Is it 
presumable that the spirit world pre
sents nothing to the inper senses more 
than, or different from the sense per
ceptions of this primitive sphere?
THE DOCTRINE OF OBSESSION A 

THEORY.
The best clairvoyants see a vast dif

ference between the crude scenery of 
the. physical world, and the inner sight 
of the spiritual world, that all the time 
immerses us. They know that they are 
seeing not with the eyes of flesh, but 
with the eyes of the spirit If this is 
true of the two phases of life here, how 
much more evident must it be with 
those who have moved out of the physi
cal body to return no more forever, to 
its narrow boundaries? This does not 
imply any radical change in the charac
ter and individuality of the spirit, be
cause it has parted company with the 
flesh but IT DOES IMPLY THAT no 
LEAVING THE BODY, ..IT LEAVES,- 
So CONDITIONS, AND' 
MODES OF LIFE, THAT ITS RECI
PROCITY WITH THE BODY IN
DUCED; and, being brought Into corre
spondence with the spiritual environ
ments, -which were cut off, and ob
scured by the physical domination of 
consciousness, the entire organism has 
passed a line of limitation, and entered 
upon a pilgrimage of progress in an
other sphere, the influence of which 
upon the freed spirit must be more ele
vating, more, inspiring, and conducive of 
higher aims, ideals, and superior efforts 
and conduct. This may be called the
ory; but it is the theory suggested by 
facts; and the doctrine of obsession is 
nothing more—nothing less.

I do not know as I should differ much 
from Prof, Loveland’s theory, save on a 
few points. ■ ।

CARNAL DESIRES AT DEATH. .
That all the conditions or caus.es that I 

lead to vice and crime belong to, and 
perish, with, the body. I think not sus
tained byall.we know of life and evolu
tion. That tlio carnal appetites and 
passions .disappear with the body Is in
dicated-by the fact tliat sickness, old 
age, .and anything that exhausts- the 
physical body, .'destroys . the passional 
impulses in thia llfo. Just in the ratio

mat physical vigor ’declines, sexual im
pulse weakens. When the body be
comes helpless, all passion disappears. 
This seems to indicate the total extinc
tion of all carnal desires at death.

It is held and taught by many obses- 
slonists, that a large per cent of the 
cases are due to an effort of spirits to 
gratify passions which have no means 
of expression in the spirit world! Cer
tainly- the facts of evolution do not 
justify tills theory. In this world we 
find ludimentary organs in human an
atomy, which have had no functioning 
in many generations. After all needs,
uses and desires have ceased, there re
mains the organ, which at some previ
ous time had served a purpose in the 
animal economy, and doubtless gave 
pleasure m its functions. ’
THE PASSIONS AND THE HIGHER 

LIFE.
In this life every faculty, -organ and 

function is supplied with opportunities 
for its exercise. If children "were born 
with lungs and there was no atmos
phere, or with stomachs and no food 
supplies, with eyes and no light, with 
feet and no earth to walk or stand 
upon ,it would be a bad misfit.

Is the spirit world less perfect than 
this? Are people born into the spirit 
world with appetites, passions and de- 
.sires, for which the amplitude and eter
nal riches of tlie spiritual universe fur
nish no opportunities or means of ex
pression? IF SO. 1T IS INFERIOR 
TO THIS WORLD, WHICH FUR- 
NJSHES SUPPL*ES FOR EVERY DE
MAND. .

Here we do not have to return to our 
antenatal state to find the means for 
satisfying any demand in our nature. 
Environment is suited to organism, and 
the functioning of all our faculties. I 
do not believe there is any demand 'lh 
the spirit, after,death, for which the 
spiritual world does not furnish ample 
supplies. IF EVOLUTION CARRIES 
WITH IT ALL OF THE APPETITES 
AND PASSIONS OF THE PHYSICAL 
BODY, INTO THE HIGHER LIFE, 
THERE MUST BE ENVIRONMENTS 
ADAPTED TO THEIR EXPRESSION 
THERE, OR ELSE DEATH IS A RET
ROGRADE STEP IN THE LIFE OF 
THE INDIVIDUAL. Of course no Spir
itualist will admit that Then the only 
rational alternative is that PHYSICAL

.CAL BODY. -
THE PASSIONS SEEKING EXPRES

SION.

writ!«* tiaB cultured Spiritualists can
not endorse. He wrote much of evil 
spirits find their influence upon the 
minds of men; but will any Spiritualist 
acceptohis ¿¿counts of the hells? Or 
that all Ijes/ten -is-in the form of one 
man? That his statements are self
contradictory appears from this:

“There are also certain spirits called 
naturjd and,- corporeal spirits, who, 
wheq-ithey Cj^mo to a man, do not con
join .fltemsej,yes with his thought, like 
otfiegfgpirity^but enter Into his body 
and^snpfljc f]);ough his mouth and act 
by life,, members—not knowing at the 
timeout ,(J^t all things belonging to 
the man their own. These are the 
spirit thatjftbsess man."

Do.j-qbsesjifonists take courage from 
this and claim the great seer as a most 
reliable witness? Then hear him fur
ther; “But they have been cast into hell 
by the Lori], and thus altogether re
moved, so that there are no such obses
sions at the present day.”

This seems to be tlie kind of obses
sion of which many victims complain; 
but these “have been cast into heli by 
the Lord.” " It may seem unkind to dis
turb the repose of safety thus ottered 
to the victims of obsession. But the 
same authority, in the same book, says: 
"God never turns his face away from 
man, never rejects him, NEVER'CASTS 
ANY ONE INTO HELL, and is never 
angry,” (Heaven ana hell, page 383.) 
Here is testimony from one of the high
est authorities among men, which is 
flatly contradictory.- No spirit could 
give more directly opposite statements; 
concerning any subject. Shall we, then, 
conclude that the testimony of Emanuel 
Swedenborg is valueless?
ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS, THE 

SEER.
The Poughkeepsie seer in my. judg

ment, far surpasses Swedenborg in 
clairvoyant penetration, as well as in 
the grasp of a broad, rational, compre
hensive system, of philosophy, and spir
itual science. He den|es that spirits 
have appetites and passions which they 
seek to gratify by obsebslng mediums. 
But he describes the "Diakka as visiting 
the earth and playing pranks with me
diums "for fun.”
WILL Ci HODGE, THE LECTURER.

No one acquainted with Will C. 
Hodge will question his testimony, or 
assume that;he attracts evil spirits be
cause lie is vicious. He is upright, 
truthful, temperate and clean. But he 
reports some" influences that he attrib
utes to spirits, causing sudden craving 
of appetite," etc. But the cases he 
names, interesting and suggestive as 
they are, do not seem to me conclusive 
evidence of spirit control. He is a me
dium, and ‘the atmosphere of environ
ment might produce such cravings, 
without any Intervention of excarnatq 
spirits. "The author of the “Great Psy
chological Crime” claims to see and 
converse" with spirits as freely and nat
urally as -with mortals. But he makes 
statements so completely discredited by 
knowji 'fafctb, that we must conclude 
that'he is deceived. . '

Slar. 18,19O5.z

But personal antipathies, desires for 
revenge, jealousy, and-similar traits of 
character, while they may find opportu
nities tor expression in spirit life, may 
also seek satisfaction upon some ene
my, of rival, yet in the flesh. As .these 
lower, and likely perverted, expressions 
of mind, may represent enduring facul
ties, with a progressive functioning, 
they may legitimately belong to the im
mortal spirit. Personal antipathies may 
represent the lowest expression of the 
innate consciousness of indestructible 
selfhood, which, in the advancing mind, 
change the antipathies to fraternal 
good will, recognizing the sharp out
lines of personality conserving mutual 
independence and ever Improving indi
viduality. Desire for revenge, may ad
vance to a normal, and needful desire 
tor justice. Jealousy rising to the feel
ing of personal Interest, and the protec
tion of those we love. The conjugal in
stinct may be fully represented in spir
itual love, THAT KNOWS NO PAS
SION.- - -

By chis time our readers will begin to 
realize that I recognize, as decidedly 
probable, that a class of spirits may, at 
times, indulge in the amusement of an
noying sensitives who come within 
their sphere, -and whose magnetism 
blends with .theirs, causing an attrac
tion .which may- not be pleasant to the 
victim of mischievous, or malicious de
sign. The different phases of mind 
which dominate various manifestations 
are concisely and clearly defined in the 
very interesting lettor of Rev. JD. ?W. 
Hull. I do not know as I care to change 
them to suit my idea. That is, the five 
classes of spirits he enumerates are un
doubtedly there; but I do not find any
thing in the experiences Brother Hull 
describes that proves that obsession is 
a reality. The existence otsuch spirits 
implies that obsession is possible, if 
there be any sufficient motive.

WHAT HYPNOTISM PROVES.
Hypnotism proves that a positive will 

can induce any sensation or illusion 
which the operator pleases, when he 
has the properly prepared subject. I 
see no reason why the same hypnotizer 
may not perform the same upon a sen* 
sitive if ho be a resident of the spirit 
world, and his subject a medium in the 
flesh if there be any adequate motive. 
The whole question seems to turn upon 
the moral conditions of the spirit world. 
That the motive may exist in some 
cases appears evident, it" we admit the 
conditions as described by Bro. Hull.

THE SUPREME TEST,
It is held-by obsessionists that to 

deny obsession is to discredit all the ev
idence of the existence of spirits, as ac
cepted by Spiritualists. Is it? Upon 
what does the evidence of spirit control 
depend! Not upon startling phenom
ena alone. Moving heavy bodies, rap
ping, opening doors, the sound of foot
steps, whistling, entrancement, and kin
dred manifestations, do not establish 
the truth of Spiritualism. They pre
sent strong presumptive evidence, but 
without the special intelligence, which 
cannot he traced to any other source, 
the proof is wanting.

In cases of supposed obsession, is 
this proof supplied? Do the obsessing 
spirits give to the witnesses “proof pal
pable” of knowledge, which neither the 
medium nor any other person within 
his or her sphere possesses, or ever has 
possessed? Do they give names, dates 
facts and family histories of which the 
medium could not have had any possi
ble knowledge? The specific intelli
gence, impossible to be known in any 
other way, counts more, as proof, than . 
all th 3 startling phenomena that can 
be witnessed. If this evidence is found 
associated with cases of obsession, it " 
seems to me that must establish it as a 1 
reality. If it lacks this supreme test 
the claim of obsession is doubtful.
TESTIMONY. OF SPIRITS AND

SEERS. .

He-hilegcs that all mediumship is de
structive, and progressively paralyzes 
the b’rain and wrecks the nerves and 
mlnsi’the health, etc. But among some 
fortyithat I’questloned last winter while 
corresponding with Florence Huntley, 
NOT ■ ONE"' HAD REALIZED ANY 
SUCH RESULTS; and their experl- 
ence,s’as mediums, had extended over 
varying periods of time from fifteen to 
fifty years,umost of them being con
trolled by spirits from three times a 
weelmto sixty times a "day, and more 
thantealf of-them nad experienced im
provement in health, and vigor of brain 
and nerves ;oand, if 1 remember rightly 
NOT -ONE 'OF THEM "HAD BEEN 
TROUBLED’WITH EVIL OR OBSESS
ING SPIRITS.

Tft assert that they were not medi
ums, in tho restricted sense of the au
thor’s definition? is "to1 deny that there 
are any mediums connected with the 
spiritual movement. ■'

STATISTICS AT LILY DALE.
Some years ago the assertion was 

circulated at Lily Dale that all medi
ums were short-lived; that the influence 
of mediumship was demoralizing, and 
destructive to brain, body and nerves; 
that strong healthy persons soon grew 
weak and nervous, and emaciated, and 
died in a few years—seven years being 
the average life of mediums, after they 
began to exercise their mediumship. I 
made a canvass of the camp, and took 
the census of mediums. I did not find 
one iha't "had experienced any bad ef
fects of body or mind, but a majority 
reported improvement in both physical 
and mental health and vigor; and not 
one had been troubled with evil spirits 
or obsessions-. ' Their avoirdupois 
ranged from 125 to 240 pounds. Sev
eral who-had exercised their medium- 
ship-forty-to fifty years almost daily, 
and several times a day, weighed 180 to 
240 pounds each, and enjoyed perfect 
health.

When we remember that few persons 
come into tliis world in perfect health 
of body and brain, and of that few many 
lose health and mental balance by bad 
habits, aind the use of spirits and stimu
lants, and that mediums are taken from 
the great average, the wonder is that 
any of them are sound and sane. These 
abnormal conditions and weaknesses, 
unbalanced brains, and diseased nerves, 
are doubtless responsible for a large 
share of those experiences called ob
session. " ■ •

THE INFLUENCE OF FEAR.

. It is a well known fact that fear of 
any-disease or condition, or danger, in
duces the very thing dreaded. To fear 
falling is likely to- cause a fall. To 
fear hydrophobia " liable to produce it 
To fear obsession is likely to induce ex
periences that will be regarded as evil 
.obsession. Fear is a powerful sugges
tion. Dr; Peebles once told me that in 
India the dr^d of obsession haunted all 

.mediums., $his fear is probably re-" 
sponsgde‘fog;much that passes for the 
work of demons. Whatever is rational
ly expl^ne<l^>y causes purely mundane 
shouldj^ot 1^ attributed to spirits, good 
orbafyq... y ~ ■
spirits [iijFthe body and out.

If sprits the body and out are bo 
entirely;|allkp£.both having the same ap- 
petite^and. desires, then either class 
may irresponsible for such experi- 
ences;f)with.;yie probability in favor of 
the amemojtem, or incarnate, spirits. 
With ffie- body and its aura, and all the ,

I cannot quite agree with" Prof. Love
land’s estimate of the value x>f spirit 
testimony, Because they, give a variety 
of contradictory statements, respecting 
"the future world and its conditions,” I 
do not see that it invalidates all spirit 
testimony. As great a variety and con
flict of statements, and descriptions of 
different parte of this world by men in 
the physical body, may be found in 
abundance. “A triune God and a 
unifle devil," are supported by the testi
mony of .mortals as much as by spirits 
Yet we accept human testimony in the 
courts and upon its validity" we impris
on and hang men for crimes that have 
no other support than" the testimony of 
Witnesses who. may contradict each 
other, and even themsexves in the court" 
that accepts their word as evidence.

! SWEDENBORG CONSIDERED.
.Brother Peebles and" Others in the 

discussion, quote "Swedenborg In evi-; 
dence. 'No one, I. think, will question 
the integrity, sanity, and conscientious 
truthfulness of the Swedish seer. That 
he correctly describes many things of 
which he writes, both as scientist and 
seer, there seoms to.be no good reason 
for doubting. But there is much In his J

subtil§..taagaptism of- the whole life, 
filllngottie agposphere with the psycho- 
physicaj, inflyence surcharged with pas
sion from,bodies reeking with sensual
ity, tm.“the poisons pf tobacco, whisky, 
opiunj^jand. other abominables, these 
incarnate spirits, would seem to have 
much greater influence upon sensitives 
than the excarnate, who must lack the 
physical magnetism, so potent in im
pressing sensitives. ■. ■, . .

; Brother-Loveland says: "No spirit in 
or out of‘the body can influence anoth-
er person only by some form of "Sugges
tion.” I think; this is a mistake. -The 
bare presence-of a magnetic personal
ity, often'- influences Sensitives, even 
though they-have no'knowledge of the 
existence Of such being. The sphere of 
many persons'1can be distinctly" felt 20 
or 30 fpet fro.m a sensitive, evert 
though 'a feolid wall Intervene. Such a 
sphere mni’ hilvo touched Bro. Hodge, 
to inspire i morbid appetite. This ex
perience induced, os Brother Hodge ba- 
lleves, by a r■ ■

in Salisbury prison ten years before, 
suggests- some questions.

1. Was that soldier after-ten years 
of life in the Summerland, still starv
ing? Was he still "standing in the 
sand”? Had he worn" that “old pair of 
army trousers, frayed about the bottom 
and holes in the knees,? ten years after 
he starved to death? I am confident 
that Brother Hodge will answer “No.” 
But did not his appearance seem ps real 
In all respects as the intense hunger ex
perienced? Was it not as real as the 
thirst for whisky? Was the desire, or 
impulse, to commit suicide, any more 
real than this vision of the starved sol
dier? If not, it seems to me that all of 
those experiences were either self
induced by some occult Influence, or im
pressed by human and cosmic environ
ment, or spirit suggestion to prove 'his 
identity. If the latter, would that con
stitute demoniac obsession? That has 
been a common experience with many 
mediums who never suspected any “de
monism,” or realized any special in
jury. "

' A DANGEROUS BOOK.

Prof. Loveland, Clara Watson, Eva 
Cassell, and others regard “Demonism 
of the Ages” as an evil book, dangerous 
to the cause, or to the class of persons 
who .are superstitious, credulous and 
easily led by suggestions. But what
ever is true, is safe and proper for all 
to understand.

And we have "nothing "to fear from 
error when truth is free to combat it.” 
If false impressions can hypnotize the 
credulous, truth can do more, for it is 
the positive, controlling principle In na-. 
tore. It seems to me much more dan
gerous to suggest the suppression, or 
BURNING OF A BOOK, because its 
teachings do not agree with our ideas 
of truth, than the book itself can be. 
Let us read it (which I have not!) an
alyze it, sift the false from the true, and 
let the world have the best thoughts, 
clearest judgments tmd most rational 
conclusions, sustained by science, rea- 
soh, and the cosmic order of evolution, 
and the hypnotism of truth will van
quish the dreams of superstition, cor
rect the errors that mislead the illog
ical and unwary, fortify individuality, 
and equip .it with an armor of protec
tion against all evil obsessions, > 
IGNORANCE THE ONLY DANGER.

The only'danger !s , Ignorance, and 
moral weakness. , Discussion will for
tify many who have drifted blindly into 
the wilderness of superstition, led by 
the ignis fatuus of assumed . goblins 
haunting the lives of men. -Obsession 
has been taught and believed by mill
ions, with feeble protests, or efforts to 
disillusion theih. A vigorous' protest, 
logically sustained is now made in tho 
Open Court, and-it must clear many 
cobwebs from the minds of readers.

This vigorous airing must Illuminate 
the subject and bring thousands to an 
understanding of the principles of Mod
ern Spiritualism, and Its all-embracing 
philosophy, as never before. The com
prehensive presentation of the bright 
and beautiful concept of evolution and 
eternal progression by Prof. Loveland, 
A. JTKing, Clara Watson and Cora L. V. 
Richmond, furnishes a key to maity 
mysteries and a reason for much that 
lias been a source of perplexity and 
confusion to thousands.
A RESIDENCE IN THE FUTURE LIFE

Dr. Peebles and his supporters have 
presented the theory of obsession in the 
clearest, strongest light of which it is 
capable, and presented some phases of 
thought that will be a sweet morsel for 
bigots to roll under the tongue of their 
religious hatred. Such gruesome vis
ions as Prof. Loveland quotes from the 
"burning book”do not make the future 
life a desirable residence, nor give 
Spiritualism much to cherish above the 
legendary dreams of sectarianism. I 
know of no class ip this world so de
graded that they seek "graveyards, Old 
damp vacant houses, 111-venfilated cel
lars, and underground caves, or the at
mosphere of dark swamps and garbage 
deposits. If men and women are found 
in such places on earth it is because 
they cannot support an elegant man
sion, or surround themselves with light, 
air, and natural beauty. Sunshine, 
warmth, and music are enjoyed by the 
lowest human types living in passional 
pollution. Is the spirit world peopled 
with more loathsome and more de
praved beings than are found in the 
gambling dens and brothels of this 
world?

But I am making this letter too long, 
though I have not covered half the 
points of interest in this fertile theme. 
After surveying both sides, rather has
tily, and balancing the different theo
ries for and against obsession, I con
clude

1. That .obsession is possible.
2. That some spirits may take with 

them certain grudges, dislikes, or feel- " 
ingB of revenge, which the new environ-

theory that real spirit obsessions are 
rare. After fltty-five years of experi
mental study of mediumship and the 
laws and limits of spirit control, ! do 
not recall a case of well-defined, and 
well proven spirit obsession of a vicious 
and harmful character, that has ever 
come to my knowledge. Among hun
dreds of mediums tliat I have known, 
and many inspirational and trance 
speakers that have been 20 to 40 years 
in the work, the experiences of Will C. 
Hodge, as he relates them, are as near 
obsession as any I have known, and 
but few have ever informed me of even 
such as his, I have been a medium 
fifty years, and for many years was con
trolled by a large variety of spirits, rep
resenting many different ones by per
sonations, and often by answering men-
tai questions, giving names, dates, etc., 
and I welcomed any and all who came, 
but I was never troubled with evil or 
malicious obsessions, nor were any oth
ers with whom I was associated. 1 
have had several letters from people 
who thought they were obsessed, or 
had friends tliat were, and I rather be
lieved it was real, and Brother Peebles 
has doubtless seen many among the va
rious people Imitas met in his extensive 
journey Ings, and I infer that five to ten 
per cent of them may I real spirit ob
sessions, but not evil or demoniac.

Be this as it may, we should remem
ber that not three per cent of the hu
man race Is sound, healthy and sane. 
However pure the motives and proper 
the habits of life, no one can know what 
inherited evil taint may be impressed 
upon the psychic centers, and secret 
life springs, or mapped upon molecular 
spheres in the brain, which, though in
active, and unknown, may serve as a 
magnet jo Invite, and attach, to the in
dividual, any influence attuned to it, or, 
a susceptible sensitive may be im
mersed In an atmosphere of society 
that makes an easy approach for spir
its in harmony with it, and through that 
reach the medium with influences (if 
motive and conditions in the second 
sphere favored) repugnant to every in
stinct of his nature.

THE EVIL*S A BAGATELLE.

But, despite all the trials that beset 
the way of mediums and seekers of 
knowledge, the evils all counted, and 
magnified, are a bagatelle compared to 
the Immortal truths that rise and glow 
abhve every grim cloud in .the tran
scendent revelations it brings to a sln- 
slck and sorrowing world. Like a day
dream shining with rainbow light in the 
valley of time, it sheds a halo of beauty 
and eternal promise upon the lowliest 
walks of human life. With the demon
stration of continued life, with a scien
tific concept of its eteinal processes, 
giving to this primitive phase a signifi
cance, and a value, never before 
dreamed of, it puts new courage into 
every faltering resolution, new hope 
into the weary, desolate heart, and a 
new aspect into every effort for the 
amelioration of social conditions, and 
national reforms.

This incomparable blessing to the hu
man race, to which mediumship is the 
key, has already done more for human 
improvement, and the dissemination ot 
knowledge, than any and all of the re
ligious systems of the ages. And the 
evils attendant upon its evolution are 
natural and Inevitable. Considering 
the magnitude of its uses and benefits 
to mankind, the errors and dangers in
volved in tlie cultivation of mediumship, 
and experimental study of all phases of 
occult phenomena, are measurelessly 
less than those of any other system of 
philosophy, science or religion the 
world has known. For one evil or in
jury, caused by Spiritualism, a thou
sand blessings have been realized. For 
one injury to health, or morals, a thou
sand have been healed by its magic 
wand. It has saved thousands from 
suicide, to one it has directly caused. 
It has penetrated the arcana of human 
life, and sought out the causes of evils 
and ills, and done much to remedy 
them.

Mediumship properly used, and intel
ligently Cultivated, is not harmful, nor 
dangerous. While it opens the way to 
spiritual knowledge, comforts tlie op
pressed, inspires hope and cheer in tlie 
breast, builds a “rainbow bridge” 
across the chasm of darkness and 
death, it also gives a new zest to every 
enterprise in this world; and makes the 
hardest fortunes easy to bear; the 
most abstruse problems of duty and 
destiny melt in radiant revelations in 
the warm light of its eternal bloom.

LYMAN C. HOWE.
Fredonia, N. Y.
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Deeds of Darkness Disclosed

J
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of the

4. That sexual passions and physi
cal appetites, do not pass the death 
line. Hence,

5. Spirits never desire tobacco, 
whiskey, or sexual gratification.

6. That conjugal love which, in this 
life, involves the body and its passions, 
continues as a spiritual function of an 
immortal faculty, but not with the pas
sional impulses of the blood, which in 
this life have a normal use in reproduc
tion.

7. That spirits, never obsess me
diums to gratify their own appetites 
and passions by proxy. ’.

8. That in the order of “evolution, 
organs that are not permanentiSecause 
they have not an eternal use, remain 
long after their functions cease.

9. _ Therefore, according to all we. 
know of evolution, the organs exist long 
after all desire for their . functioning 
ceases. .

10. That there can be no desires for 
any indulgences of appetite or.passion, 
the means for which do not exist in the 
spiritual world. Hence, .
.,11. That no spirit needs to seek me- 
aiums for the gratification of any appe
tite or passion, because if the demand 
exists, the supply must also exist in 
their own sphere, since function ceases 
before faculty. If this be not true, evo
lution does not go forward, consistently 
and progressively beyond the grave.

12. That the evidence indicates that 
.'obsessions do. occur, In some rare in
stances; and the remedy is in the culti
vation of mediumship, a careful study 
of its laws and conditions, a .well or
dered life, with persistent cultivation of 
individual self-discipline, temperate 
habits, and high ideals and aspirations.

13. That the number of spirits who 
obsess with" vicious designs, if there be 
any, is exceedingly small, and tire evils 
that attend them are multiplied tenfold 
by the suggestions of the Imagination, 
the belief of those around them, and 
the unchallenged theories of those who
nonest.iy publish the soul-freezing hor
rors.of.obsession. as it; has impressed 
them through observations, and the sug
gestions of ancient superstitions.

• 14. Ignorance of, or opposition to, 
Spiritualism is. no protection against 
obsession, but rather a condition that 
invites it. . Knowledge ip protection, as 
weli as power, and the only Way to ob
tain it is to investigate, and seek it by 
direct experience with mediums, and 
spirits. ,

THE SHUTTLE OF TIME.

'Tis a beautiful thought, through 
age outwrought,

the

And 1 think it must be true, 
That the deeds we do in our earthly life

Come back to me and to you.

That In thoughts and acts of daily life 
We weave, whether dark or fair, 

The garments of light or shadowy folds, 
That our spirits must sometime wear.

Time gives us a shuttle of wondrous 
power,

And it weaves as we bid it go, 
We may make its threads as dark as 

night,
Or as white as the drifted snow.

Oh, a wonderful thing is the shuttle of 
time;

As it passes to and fro.
It catches the light of a sunny smile, 

Or the dark, sad look of woe.
And then come tangled threads of 

strife,
And others bedewed with tears, 

And all the sorrows are woven in, 
That come with the passing years. 

Now beautiful strands of loving thought
Lend the garment a: silvery sheen, 

And noble de.eds for charities needs
Are woven in between. .

The kindly acts "that we strive to do, 
To brighten another day,"

The sheltering rest to a weary soul, 
That falters by the way, “

All these a beautiful lustre lend , 
And the threads run fair and free, 

And shimmer and glint like the glisten
Ing waves :

Of a moonlit summer sea.
And so the busy shuttle of time 

Weaves oh to the end of life, 
But we furnish the threads that i 

woven in .
Mingled strands of joy and strife/

are

Then let us weave with Willing hands, 
With hearts that are free and light 

And our robes shall shine like the'glit- 
terirtg stars- • .

That gem the brow of night.
ALICE C. BARRY.

Clinton, Iowa. .

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

tatormatlon How They May Olve.BIrth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely With* 

out Pain-Sent Free.
»eodany longer droid tho Dalnnof 

child-birth, or remain chlldloBo Dr, j, n, pvo 

..woman, lie has w'Ovcri.ihBtMi pMn&tGMidbirn 
an<3 ho will gladly loii 

?en&ur‘K

you

This work devotes special attention 
to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re
ligious liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING."
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers.

This book, "No Beginning," is by 
William H. Maple. The Arena says ot 
It: “The argument, is unanswerable.
The book will at once appeal to the rea- 
icn of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the preva
lence of the theory of Creation." Th» •.

Two has always been a fateful num- : 
Free Thought Ideal says: “We found it 
fuU.of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and the very death warrant ot Chris- ■ 
tian superstition shines upon its naires.1’ - 

75 nnntfl. /

Io Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within yourself llei the cause of whatever enter® 
into your Ilf®. To come into tho full realization of 
your own awakened Ulterior power«, Ie to be able to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would hare It.—From Tit Ie-Pago.

•!t. Preludo; II. TheSawemoF.ct of 
the Unlrorso; III. The Supreme Fact or Human Life; 
IV. Follneas of Lite—Bodily Health and Vitor; V. 
Tho Secret, Power andESoctof Loro; VI. Wledorn 
ana Interior Illumination; VII. The Bealtratlon of 
PerfectPeaoe; VIII. Coming Into fullnouof power; 
IX. Plenty of AU Things—The Law of Froiporlty; 
X. How Mon Haro Become Prophet,, Seer«, Sage«, 
and Samora; XI. Tho Basic Principle of AU Religion« 
—The .Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
theBeallzatlon of tho Highest Riches. For sale a* 
this office. Price, postpaid. B1.25.

H

LIGHT OF EGYPT.
The Second Volume of 

Most Valuable Work.

Thls Is the author’» posthumous wdrM 
left in MS. to a few of his prlvate.pu- 
plls in occultism, and llko Volume I. W 
(a, valuable, addition and) a Ubrar^ oa 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology, la 
¿specially, elaborated. Alchemy, Talia* 
mans, the Magic Wand, BymbpUssri 
Correspondence, Penetralia; etc., , are a 
few of the subjects treated of in“a 
scholarly and masterly . mannor, show* 
Ing the author to be familiar.w(th his 
subjects. You cannot afford to be wltlw 
out it, as well as all bl« other books 
.vis.; Tho Light of Egypt, Vol. 1, bouns

S.- : -""■■s ■>

v

caus.es


Worms - ani Evil Spìrtf& (More About Obsessing Spirits'6
.6 >11

The young

which she claims pricks the linlng“of

Í

ot

NEW BOOK.

¡1.50 postpaid.
May I Venture still another to show

the ignorance of. the profession? LISBETH

disappointments

mind and body. As for the worms, I

INDUCE

ot
so

rest, I seemed now to 
and even a friend With 
to hope that everything

That mother passed over the 22nd 
February lflst_

I did not get a definite impression 
What would have come to him, but

cured.
Her specimens run as follows: Tape 

worms, appendicitis worms, whiclvhave 
a fine hair-like prod on the tip,

Attracting General Attention^ - 
We clip the following frcfin the San-

it makes my heart ache; and I eventful career and personal blessing at

JJo i't Kot Your Fil 
Hun Into JTistuln uhd 
Cuiiçer. Send Youf 
Aaiue Today and Get 
THIS DOLLAR 
PACKAGE FREE

. on Approval-Do it Now

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

which I could 
have found- it, 
it, and I tried 
would go well.

To the Editor:—Ì desire to give due be to God, succeeded in a few days to _ ___
" ■’ ’ ” “ liberate my wife so completely from end. it is chockful of stirring inch

Mrs. Lois Waisbrooker, the Well-known Author, Lecturer and Medium, 
Gives Her Views and Experiences.

Hofecuiar HuDothe&i& of Nature: 
Tito Rotation of Ils Principle» to Continued Ex. 
istenco and to the PhllosopMy ot Spiritualism. 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, U cents. j

er Experience in Demonism.

One woman who lives next door to us uuu UUt 
here has been sickly for years, and the USING SUCH PROFANE AND VUL- 
M. Ds. had all had a fair trial of several ~ ~ ------------ —

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course ot lectures 
delivered In the trance state, and Is certainly no 
small contribution to the study of the soul. It 
is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference ' 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, 41. For sale at thta 
office. <

greet us at the burst of the dawn. Thinker, and here begins my adventure 
CATHARINE M’FARLIN. I ¡n Spiritism and Spiritualism which 

Plainview, Miilm I has become so significant to me.
■ - . . “ " In her younger days my wife had

May they take’courage when they read 
bow I conquered..... May they feel. h ~ 
strengthened through my example, to g- W w
throw off all timidity and come con'll- feealtn. Price S5 _

THE LIFE RftDIHNT.
BY LILLIAN WHITiNQ.-In this book Miss ‘ 

Whiting aim« to portray a practical ideal for 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. it is. in a measure, a logical se
quence of‘-The World Beautiful.” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, $1,00.

—----------------------------------- - . ( , (j i .

A Prominent Lecturer and Medium, Mrs, Catherine MeFarli^ Fuirpshes, 
a Suggestive Article on the Above Subject; One That s

Will Interest and Instruct. / ( .
■ . . '_____ ■ ■ .. ' . ; V!. ’’Jli ■ ;

Your Neighbor to Subscribe fer Th« 
Progressive Thinker.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Lite According to Science. By 
Louis Flguler. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. I', is writ
ten In that peculiar interesting style In which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to the 
needs ot the general reader. The author says: 
"There is n true and respectable Idea In Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans and tha 
Inhabitants of earth.” Price, H-50.

THEAG^OE~REASON
an investigation of’Prue and Fabulous Theolo
gy. a complete edition of IM pages, postfivo. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50cents.

Force and Matter a^® 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub
ject. Price, cloth, SI.00.

Solid Facts Versus Theories.1 *VK/* CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF
¡LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous1 
| volume ot 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the,

I have been reviewing with interest about twenty years. At oiié timé I did; 
the great conflict which lias been going a great deal of healing, noVby auyertir-: 

’ "Domoto ing, a? Uiat I never did, bht hy ttoating

the wilful wicked spirits which had tor- lent?. Price of this large volume, onlyi 
mented us for over a quarter of a cen- ... ■

ft Vern Interestino Book tor Aff.
Philosophy Of tainsa graphio

Spiritual Intercourse, account or the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
houseof Rev. Dr. Fholps, Stratford, Conn., Mid 
similar cases In all parts ot the country. This 
volume Is the fir** t^om the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage JOc.

qmfllCESlllxl I UlUllU Of remarkab’j beauty and 
force. They are most excellent. Price 81.00. 
flTS’Wor’ds fliniut Uie DenH,' 

And other Essays. By Charles" Bradlaugh. 
With the story of h’is lire as told by himself, 
and tho history of his parliamentary struggle. 
With nortrait« Paper, wl _______  ■. -

taffeurand’s Letter to the Pobei 
This work will ba found especially interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study or Ro» . 
manlsm and tho Bible. The historic tacts stat» 
ed, and the keen, icathlng review ot Romish 
ideas and practices should bo road by all. Frloe 
26 cents._______ ________________________ ■ •■

flflRM0NI6S OF EVOLUTION.
Tho Philosophy ot Individual Life, Based 

Upon Natural Science
As taught by modern masters ot law. By Flor* 
enoe Huntley. An exceedingly Interesting and 
distinctly valuable contrlbutlon-to the litera- 
turd ot evolution, unfolding its laws from tha 
deeper and clearer spiritual aspect, and in» 
ideating the detects of tlio Darwinian theory. 
Spiritualists and Materialists alike cau gain 
much from its perusal. Price, finely bound in 
Cta th. 82.____ ___________ ■ .

- THUMBSCREW AND RACK. , 
Torture implements employed in tho 15th and 

16th centuries for tho promulgation ot Chris
tianity, with pictorial illustrations. By Gecrga 
E. Macdonald. Price. 10 cents. I

THE OPEN COURT.

Dr. Hollander, the well-known nerve specialist, says: “Softening of 
the Drain is unknown to tbe medical profession. The proper term is 
general paralysis of the brain, which means often paucity of brain cells 
and hardening of connecting tissues. The man who does little thinking 
starves the nerve fibers which connect the brain with the organs and 
gives no chance to the blood to circulate through the brain. The men 
liable to live the longest are those who take an immense amount of 
mental exercise." Spiritualists, heed the warning! Read, think, re
fleet! The Open Court will afford your mental faculties the proper 
stimulus, and strengthen your brain cells. The thinkers live the long
est. They are the saviors of the world ! The readers of The Progress
ive Thinker are healthy spiritually and intellectually, because they are 
made to think. Read the following from a well-known lady and care
fully consider her narrative. It is startling and impressive,

on for the past few weeks over ..............----- -------- --— - - . ... ■- , . .. .
ism of the Ages,” and I have almost a lady friend who is an artist and was 
been thrown into discord myself by the afflicted with terrible Headacnes- .1 
strife of pens, and cannot but conclude cured her, and she was ?o’apllgMed she 
tliat fanatics and extremists are still advised everybody she'knew wiki was 
rampant in this twentieth century; and afflicted to try me; the consequence 
if von will allow lb« tlmn finrl snace was. I soon had more heming than 1.

During the war I spent some months 
in Maine. I there met a very interest
ing young lady who was contending 
with a class of spirits who were trying 
to obsess her. Her grandmother had 
been counted' mildly insane, as was her 
mother at that time. She had been 
teaching school and was taken very 
sick. They sent for a medium by the

MY PILE CURE
FREE TO TRY

Five years ago I came for the first I 
time to this country, the country of 1 
progressive "Occultism’’-^—a term;' by 1 
the way, about the real significance of 
which there reigns some’ confusion ’ 
among the peoples abroad. ’

Ever since my childhood, through all i 
my life in this present tody, I have felt .1 
a strong inclination toward nature’s 
grand mysteries, and used to foster It < 
in anv wav I knew, and so when the 
thought to leave my fatherland and 
travel to America took hold of me, 1 : 
was determinedly resolved to study the 

r— hidden, esoteric wisdom, yvliich was < 
known to be in bloom here, as thor
oughly and deeply as I possibly could.

I I knew something of palmistry, was 
greatly taken with this fascinating 
study, and burning with desire .to have 
my hand read by an expert palmist, I 
thought of Chelro, then the tage of New 

, York; but after a certain conversation 
t about this point I went to another well 
\ known psychic and palmist in the same
I city. Little I suspected what a fateful 
J mistake I made by thus changing my 
?m/,11 and going to a man who lures un- 
Ismlpectlng, happy, irmocent women, by 
Mis-singularly fascinating amiability, to 
liqmself, makes them believe that he is 
pArtlcularly interested in them and at
ter having practiced his strong hypno- 
tizang power on them, passes them over 
to lone of his vicious spirit controls to 
be (dragged down to misery, ruin' and 

/death.
C From the moment I entered his office 
) for the first time and he looked at me 
A with his weird black eyes, there ran a 
\darlc, terrible cord from him to me, a 

■ teord by which I have been held under 
■ uhe most dreadful demoniacal subjec- 
: tlion for one year and a half. I will tell 

everybody who wants to hear it, es- 
pelcially women, that whosoever of the 

- female sex goes to this man for a read
. ing, is watched closely, not only by him,
- but by those intelligences from ' the
: darkest plane of astral life who sur

round nim and co-operate with him; 
and whosoever of our sex is found to be 
a sensitive, being impressional and sus
ceptible to psychic influences, is at 
once chosen and selected for their dia
bolical purposes.-

This statement contains the purest, 
clearest truth, gradually won in the 
course of my experiences, but at tliat 
time I had no knowledge, not even an 
idea of it all. I got my wish, a most 
-interesting reading of my hands,, and 
with- awe and admiration looked I up 
to the obviously alblmowing man, , nor 
was I sltAr? in telling/him so. - ;

The dark cord I did not see then, but

aged 39. I became acquainted with him 
when he was 24. I first became ac
quainted with his case through his 
mother. They had been Bitting in cir
cles, and he was controlled, and tallied 
incessantly for at least twenty hours. 
He kept the the woman of whom they 
rented awake, and she went and com
plained that he had gone crazy, and 
he was hurried off to Jacksonville, 111. 
But his friends made so much noise 
about the matter, published a statement 
of his case in several different papers, 
all of which, with comments, were 
marked and sent to tlie superintendent, 
of the asylum, and in six weeks we had 
him out. A few days after, his mother

I want everyone who has Plies, Ulcer, 
Fissure; Prolapse, Tumors, Constipa
tion, or any other rectal trouble, to 
send me his or her name. I will send 
by return mail my new Three-fold Ab
sorption Cure, my new-found combina
tion of remedies which is curing cases • 
of even 30 to 40 years’ standing—after 
al! else had failed. Don’t be discour
aged;' I am curing tlie most malignant 
cases—cases considered incurable.
Try my treatment. If you are satisfied 
with the benefit received, send me one 
dollar. If not, send nothing. You de
cide. If you have piles, or the itching, 
burning or heavy feeling which shows 
that the dreaded disease is coming, 
don't delay. Piles lead to Fistula and 
the deadly Cancer. My .Three-Fold. 
Treatment cures to stay cured, because 
it is constitutional as well as local in 
its effect. Remember, it costs nothing 
to try my treatment and one dollar is 
little to pay, if cured. My splendid 
New Book on Rectal Diseases comes 
Free with the treatment; all in plain 
wrapper. Send no money. Write now, . 
Dr. Van Vleck Co., X019 Majestic Bldg., 
Jackson, Mich.

.«„q,«,,. u,,o inwuoiu wHw.,, «.fi. j — - .,,-7- , name of Oakley, who was a healer un
it you will allow me the time and space was, I soon had more healing ,™au L der the influence of Dr. Rush. Mr.
1 would like to trot out another example could attend to and preside over'my Oakley sat down by the bedside and 
upon the stage in the form of a woman household duties, and was obliged! to was controlled by the Doctor, who told 
worm doctor, who lives in this town have a house-keeper, . ’ Hattie that the grandmother had been,

’ " ’ This went on until I left the city of aud ker mother was then,- the medium
Winona and followed my husband into who thus connected a band of spirits 
another place where he had' procuredT with tlie earth, and that she was the ...................     —. , .
employment. ', •.’ . Jone they had chosen as the connecting received from three mediums, one of

In my experience in healing I learned ijnk in that generation, but, he con- whom was myself, and two were from 
tliis: Some people I could cure instant- tinned, "ive will savJ you from them if Michigan, saying: .“Get out of that; it 
ly; somb tty absent treatment also;. -1Ve have to tako you out of the body. I is state’s prison they are after now." 
some I could only benefit a little; others have in my band a sea captain, that I I had said, “Come to me,” The young 

her statement is not only backed up by 1 could, have but little, if any, effect will leave with you to protect you. He man had paid his tuition in th? busi-
varieties of snecimens »reserved in al- upon at all. My heart was in my work., ¡c a good fellow’, but when he has this ness college fit Quincy ana was loth to
cohol but also ti™ numerous natienta I >onged to relieve all, but learned here ¡tind of work to do, he is rough”.• leave. -
she has benefited and many she has I was up against a scientific law. I pos- Hattie told me that once when Oak- “I have done nothing wrong,” he said,

- sessed the power to manipulate, but ]oy was there, though weak she could “and why should I run?” But as these
•did not posses? at that time tbe knowl- hardly turn in bed, this- aea captain warnings had all come in one mail, and 
edge to understand its secrets. In took control of her and she got up, went without either knowing that the other 
which now I do not profess to be a per- to Oakley, and shaking hands with him, had written, they picked up their 
feet savant, but understand much bet- I said: “How do you do, G—d d—n you”? things and came to me. We afterward 
' She was conscious, but could not help learned what it was that they were to

-- - ■ - - - - i be accused of; tliat of which only vile

where I now reside, who is as much a 
fanatic upon the question of worms, as 
the good Dr. Peebles and his sympa
thizers are upon evil spirits. .

This woman claims that worms are 
the cause of every ill mentally and 
physically (he human race is afflicted 
with; and tlie startling conviction of

tect, but he lias kept watch faith
fully and warned me again and again to 
be on my guard.

In the soring I moyed again, and, 
where I went, THE “DEVIL” WENT; 
WITH ME! But how did I know at all 
that it was a'“devil ’? Why not be
lieve that it - " all the time the Black 
Magician in York with his tremen
dous hypnotizing power?

Here is the answer to this question; 
That man’s demands grew-more and 
more distinct and peremptory,' I was 
living in a small country town far from 
every- helpful influence, nevertheless I 
kept, up courage and will. Almost in
credible, is it, what things were shown 
me, what promises made, When lie 
convinced himself that everything was 
in vain, he said one day clearly and dis
tinctly (on the telepathic way): “THEN 
I WILL DELIVER YOU TO SATAN!

I laughed scornfully, and answered 
this time: “You can do tliat no more 
than I can deliver you to Satan,” .

But he could.
In tlie evening the “demon” suddenly 

was in my room. I felt his awful pres1 
ence, and horror-stricken, I fled to the 
other side. He followed me with cold 
chills,with icy shudders! Happily there 
were angels, too, who supported me, 
and after tho first terror was gone, I de
fied him boldly till he left mo.

Thus it was shown, that he served 
himself of the devil to drive me to con
sent to his vile desires. He did not suc
ceed, however; instead, the “demon” 
became my inseparable companion and 
tormentor, though never the master of 
my will. My pen, cannot describe my 
sufferings, but I fought, fought with ex
asperation. He did not succeed in put
ting me in the trance, how strongly he 
tried; but he tortured me in other ways.

Hp was ever at my side; I heard his 
sneering remarks. He poisoned my 
loom, my individual environments with 
his pestilential breath, his odious vibra
tions. I had gone to the sea shore, and 
like a hunted deer I fled from my room 
to the beach and from the beach to my 
room—there was no escape.

Driven to despair I one day took up 
my pen and wrote to that man that 1 
should go into the ocean, if this would

a bond of genuine friendship seemed 
to be woven between him and me from 
the very first hour.

When I saw him again- a few day8 
later he proposed to give me lessons in 
palmistry at a greatly reduced price. 
Mark! I did hot ask for lessons, he of
fered them, and I, though I could not 

:well spare thè money, was too polite 
or too clmid to refuse, so 1 took the les
sons.

Our connection, though disturbed by 
frequent and serious misunderstandings 
lasted for some years. During this 
time 1 got glimpses of his real nature 
and character, but possessing the un
worldly quality of not easily losing 
my simple, honest confidence in iny 
friends, how could I have imagined that 
this man would have all the while de
liberately, archly planned my ruin in 
companv with his devilish consort?

But my eyes were opened when, now 
0-^- year and a half ago, I discovered 
t i wr able to communicate by 
“wireless telegraphy;” I, then, not in 
New York, tried my power in sending 
l ira a harmless, friendly message, and 
from that moment till to-day I have 
been hunted by the most vile and vi
cious persecution that can ever be

ter. - .. ; : Lxju non uuiiouiuuo, uul uuuiu uw nuiy-
One'caso I hadjyas of a woman who herself. She was clairvoyant, and she 

had suffered for years iroin paralyzing further thht she had contended
headaches. She was a church member, with the leader of the onsesslng band 
She was sq very susceptible to my heal- the live-long night; that he was suave 
ing that she was cured very easily. She and gentlemanly, as is many a success- 
was’so charmed with Spiritualism that fld rascal. .
she was just carried away v?ltli it Sfie For three years the conflict went on> 
waa'vaJne(l and when-I visited there the second
visible helper?inot to sitin promscuous tjme Hattlg was on her death-bed. No 

thnrn tweeter girl ever lived, and she was visit friend? in Dakota, and whileTflere qou^tiess made nick in the first place in 
. she sat with some ^imid^ around a I O1.der tl)at aaid band couid get ho]d of 

few cases out of the many she has tsble, aud was there iiiforinefl-t^at her j,er and b t f tho f at sllg jtnew 
cured with her remedies 7 ’ ^^The’raLonce Shb had to ro’ something of SpiritualEm-had become 

?UBt K° t0 ™ C • .Jot’la Spintualist-she’ too, might have
turn through Winona, wfleie we then ]ivei;| t0 "harmless luna-
lived, to reach her mother. She had a , ic „ ° “
Bitting with mo before starting for her I. ’ . . ... , , .
mother’s, and the guides told her she crS.?tt’hwb?’ Is asked, could not her 
was misled; her mother was never bet- baVn sa,y° lie‘’ and let ber live, 
ter, and not to worry, but advised her I the strongest power that can 
to go to her mother to satisfy herself, ?eftr a|ways
as it was-but about 35 mile?i She did B^e inherited from her mother the 
so, finding her mother well. This kept tha5 Bave tie obsessing spirits on and on. AND SHE HEARD VOICES I ^onuTe^roe Udm

the intestine until it becomes inflamed 
and poisoned; then there is the beef 
worm, which develops in the people 
who are inveterate meat eaters; and 
several oilier species, of which l am not 
altogether informed. As I have been 
a resident of this town all my younger 
years from three to twenty-five, and 
now for the: past two years, and my 
people have been residents here ever 
since the year 1856,'I am in a position 
to,get at the truth of the “’worm ques
tion,” and therefore would like to cite a

One is the case of a hoy who had doc
tored for years for catalepsy or fits 
without any apparent relief, and this 
woman began treatment with her reme
dies, and he is now free from his spells 
of convulsions and fallings, and seems 
perfectly restored, and in her language: 
“I just took quarts and quarts of worms 
from both his stomach and bowels.”

years withjier, and then as a last re
sort pronounced her case gall stones, 
and she was told-nothing would relieve 
her but an operation. She so dreaded 
this, that she thought before she would 
submit she would try the “woman 
worm doctor.”

She commenced upon her last spring. 
The result is before us, and we see she 
looks perfectly well, and so appears, 
and says she has not ’ enjoyed such 
health for years, and she says just gal
lons of worms have been removed from 
her system.

Another case I must mention is’of a 
woman in this town who had two opera
tions. The M.Ds. had prescribed one 
for appendicitis? and "bne for a tumor, 
and with br "’ these she received littje

not be stopped.
The mistake I made in this was that 

I still believed he could call back tho 
“devils" he had Bent. Later on I learned 
better. When my letter, of course, had 
no success at all, a thought flashed 
through my mind, of .which I do not 
know (was it a suggestion,ior was it my 
own, this thought?): “Why upbraid him 
with such' a letter? He is so vain, so 
conceited. TELL HIM LIES, and per
haps you may win time.” 1

I rushed to my table and wrote an
other letter, submissive, flattering—a 
lie from beginning to end. This letter 
1 took back later, frankly admitting that 
it had been a Ue, and the results were. 
greater terrors than before. Still I do 
not regret that letter, for it brought 
about the catastrophe in this indefln-' 
able and unspeakable drama and with it 
the beginning of betterment, the first 
dawn of relief.

In a terrific night between incessant 
thunder and lightning, I cried to God 
to save me., I do not know how long.

thought of.
Ignorant of everything, I did not fan

cy that he could be assisted by a “de
mon,” but I often thought and felt:, 
“This person is no man, but a devil.”

I went help-seeking to a lady I knew, 
a noted medium in a New England 
citv and a bright, intelligent, educated 
woman. She told me there was help 
for me, and she commenced daily sit

, tings with me, giving me from her su
perabundance of magnetism. I did not 
quite understand the process I went 
through, for I knew not that mediums 
are controlled by spirits. In short, she 
drew bv long and persistent efforts the 
controls for me and Lwas told I “had 
nothing more to feat from that, other 
man.”

So then I was on.the way to become 
a “medium!” I thought, ignorantly, that 
it was the help for me. I thought it 

- would be better to be controlled by a 
good spirit than to be exposed to the 

■ incessant attacks of a bad man. I be
. ■ lieved that I would no longer bear life 

■ - In this way (little I knew what was to 
■ coinè still) tor 1 had no rest by day or 

night. , ,
In summer, 1903, I implored my tor

mentor, in a letter to take his influence 
out of my life; two months later 1 
threatened to make the story public—

GAR LANGUAGE THAT SHE WAS- them-
SO ANNOYED SHE HAD TO WALK A case Involving the same principle 
THE FLOOR AT NIGHTS AND SHE was to>d by a lady in California. A 
CAME VERY NEAR COMMITTING medium, a man, was subject to a spirit 
SUICIDE, and was only prevented by Wnk who would come and practice an 
my guides advising me to Inform the unmentionable crime. The medium 
husband that she had procured strych- I would cry out like a frightened child 
nine to take. He watched her mo- when he saw the monk coming, but 
mently and searched until he found it. I could not get away from him, and me- 
These voices told her if she would go ¡Hums said he could not be free from 
back into the church they would cease that monk so long as he remained in 
tormenting her; she did so, anfli-.says I t“e body.
she found the relief. I attribute her In our conferences in San Francisco

minds could have imagined. The spirit 
that controlled the young man claimed 
to be E. V. Wilson. NO MORE E. V. 
WILSON THAN I AM!

I saw while he was with me that he 
was exceedingly negative, but by the 
watchful care of his mother he went 
along for several years without any se
rious mishap, until finally, after they 
had moved to Chicago, he became en
tangled with a medium who claimed to 
form a band in connection with a spirit 
hand to fight Christianity; she was to 
be the mouthpiece for the spirits.. The 
idea took with this man, and he joined 
her circle. That circle took his 
strength till ha was paralyzed, and it 
took six months to restore him. He was 
very active, earnest and desirous of do
ing good. In less than a year he was 
stricken down again. He then man
aged to get hold of some morphine and 
committed suicide. He came to me 
and impressed me to say to his mother 
not to mourn so; that if she could see 
what would have come to him had he 
lived, she would be glad he was gone; 
she would come to him soon—not just 
yet, but it would not be long. That was 
a little more than three years ago.

or no beneu... Another bunch was 
forming in her side, and Mrs. Weikie, 
the worm doctor, called and said, "Wo
man! That’s nothing but a bunch ot 
worms, and if you will let me I can 
prove it to you.” She commenced upon 
her and the consequences were that 
thousands of worms were removed, and 
the bunch pronounced „a tumor by the 
M. Ds. vanished and this woman, too, 
is enjoying the best health she has for 
years. I saw the specimens of worms 
—they seemed to be of many different 
species. The symptoms of this pa
tient were these; Melaneholja, indiges
tion, constipation, delusions, insomnia, 
uncontrollable temper, rheumatism— 
and what not. Now these different 
tribes of worms must have been holding 

. high carnival or an insurrection in this 
woman's body, and is it any wonder she 
was thus afflicted? - Her husband is 
overwhelmed with gratitude to this wo
man, and he well may be.

AND I WAS ANSWERED, AN
SWERED IN THE SAME HOUR BY A 
BEAUTIFUL VISION. A great white 
light appeared above me and in it the 
luminous figure of what I regarded as 
the Most High, whose merciful face was 
bent down to earth, like asking: “Who 
of my children is thus crying to me? 
Peace be with her!”

Peace came! I slept! The next day 
angels gathered around me, and when
ever the fiend entered he was driven 
out It is perhaps interesting for those 
who do not believe in “Demonism” and 
“Obsession,” to state, that he always 
entered with a loud knock or crack; 
that I Instantly felt the cold chill, and 
that strong vibrations shook me when 
he was near me. clinging to me like a 
vampire. , '

After a while of relative peace, my 
guardian angels endeavored to but me 
on my own feet against my enemy, who 
attempted always to assert his assumed 
right over me. But the first step to
ward salvation had been taken, and the 
struggle for freedom went-on with a 
somewhat better view for success.

Still I was not yet out of danger. 
Something happened which I have suffi
cient reason to look at as a new trick 
of the “fiend.” An accidental acquaint
ance with a lady led quickly, to a kjnd 
of friendship, in the course of. which 
she urged me to go with her and live in 
the house she intended to take.

Here I must insert, that I during a 
long time fostered the idea to go to Chi
cago and seek relief at the hands of one 
who makes no change for his services,

never any answer! .
In the meantime good spirit controls 

approached me nearer, and those perse
cutions were in fact, stopped. I left 
the place where I lived and went to an
other. A friend had written, me, she 
wimted me to. read»- a certain hook. 
When I came I found The Great Psy- 
chologlcal Crime waiting for me. I 
read it! I devoured it! What shall I say 
of this turning point in my life? I saw. 
for tbe first time the possibility of a 
knowledge, of which I had unconscious
ly dreamt. I perceived Uie dangers. 
I learned tho truth and, felt disgusted 
with my former purpose, and -after a 
short but hard struggle .the controls 
left me, I dare say, disgusted mith me. 
■• But was I free now? ■

• ■ Not by any means! For the other 
• evil came back now with tenfold force. 
■Sometimes,' when my prayers pene

trated-the skies, I - was helped. One 
night - I DISTINCTLY HEARD MY 
FATHER’S VOICE, CALLING ME BY 

'NAME, AND SPEAKING TO ME-
HE-WAS THERE WITH OTHERS TO 
PROTECT. Another . friend from the 
higher spheres, a true, honest soul, lias. 

- constantly been .nt.my-side. He pos
sesses apparently not the power to pro-

relief to two things; sho never had any over twenty years ago a man told us of 
children. Just before going baxik into a class of spirits who continued to talk 
the church she adopted a ¿sweet ¡ little to him night and day, till he was so 
girl baby, who was like aifay of. sun- weary that he had tried to kill hlm- 
shlne to their lives, and quite a care as ft elf by taking poison, but the poison 
well. I believe it wan inversion of had no effect. But this man, as soon 
mind, and constant solicitude f<?r this as we took his part against these splr- 
little angel that helped her.more than its, would defend them—say there was 
the church. j; ■ 1 some good purpose In it. or it would

I learned afterward that; her family not be allowed. “Would not be al- 
were subject to insanity; ,§he had a lowed!” That belief made him nega- 
couple of relative? who passed ¿away I five and of course he could not over- 
with Insanity, and a brother who.iwent pome his obsession. That man, finally 
Insane sitting in a. circle;:,and now I succeeded in killing himself.
think I hear some cry out, V'l told you But I have a case of more recent date, 
so!” “Spiritualistic circles, set.people of a man who lived in Chicago, and who 
crazy!” Do they.?. .So do.aphurchea, committed, suicide; rthree years ago, 
-business houses, schools, factories,; sa- - .'. ■ 
loons and a thousandotherrtbings;
Shall we let everything alone because .

far as I could understand, it was that 
like the mother and grandmother of 
Hattie Burgess, he would have become 
a harmless lunatic, but still a connect
ing link between that obsessing band 
and those on earth they wished to 
reach.

I have long been aware that I pos
sessed good psychic powers, enough to 
get my living in that way if I so chose, 
but I have proferren tlie mental phase 
that I may find bed-rock truths. Now, 
however, I am mentally tired, and 
must rest awhile to reach what 1 am 
searching for—the higher truth that is 
to be born by the mingling >of the 
spheres of the Orient and the Occident. 
I get glimpses of it, but I cannot yet 
put it in shape.

LOIS WAISBROOKER.
Home, Wash.

Psychic Light
BY MBS. DRAKE.

woman I know well has been sickly for 
years with similar symptoms, only she 
has bean Insane, had delusions; this 
woman has cured her this past year— 
something which could jiot be done by 
the best doctors of St. Paul or Minneap
olis. I could cite dozens of other cases

some one has unwisely come in con
tact with it and suffered? I say em
phatically, No!.. But study .all laws, all 
questions, with a cool head and earnest 
deliberation, and not allow the mind to 
run riot upon any question.

Personally speaking, the case I cited

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national' 

reputation as a medium. The manifes- . 
tations given through her mediumship 
save been most marvelous. She has 
written'a book with this title: “PSY-

of the woman who was so ..annoyed is , ,, , - . .
the only experience I ever had with evil credit for the valuable service you have 
spirits out of the body, but I have seen I rendered to me through The Progress
plenty of what I thought to , be evil Ive Thinker, and wish that you and 
spirits yet bound to this, mortal exist- I your worthy paper may progress long 

A ence, people who had grown old and for the benefit t>f humanity.
frost touched with the winter of life, I also wish you could oblige me with 
Who, shame to say it, had lived all thefie I a little space to express thanks to many 
years without having learned to master in general and to Dr. Peebles in par- 
c-ne lower evil passion; who. had spent I ticular for his wonderful book, “De- 
their lives in gratifying every whim of monism of the Ages,” for the sake of
desire their natures craved; and, oh! those who “seek the truth.
what a work therè-is to do;wlth ignor- I About two years ago I quit a church 

having various’symptoms. ^ance (the cause of all evil) upon every j ¡n whicn I had a most remarkable and
Now, what must we conclude by this? hand ' ' .. " ' ______ 1_____ . j. " ’ ’ ‘ _

That worms and evil spirits are-respon- so often one is reminded of the casting one time, to be followed by deep adver- 
sible for every-maladv upon earth? I of pearls. I sometimes wonder if this sities and painful disappointments 
think not, but I think various causes world has really lost the souk out of it, I through the hypocrisy and injustice of 
might produce similar effects upon both „with so much selfishness and cruelty. some of its pillars. At another time J 
mind and body. As for the worms, I All we can do is to be brave, march on, sought consolation in a stray copy of

■ - ■ ’ - ' and trust, and by striving with courage, I joei Tiffany’s Philosophy on Spiritual
lift-our souls from the dust. - ism, which had come to my hands, and

Though the night seems to shroud us, m trying to find the rest of the works,
we know that the sun is waiting to landed in the office of The Progressive

have seen the evidence; as for evil spir
its, I have also had the evidence. Now 
I will call your attention to just one 
case of what I suppose Dr. Peebles 
would call obsession. I have been a 
born medium, but only practiced my 
mediumship for others off and on for

tury.
One of them has come to me since 

and asked me to forgive him, confess
ing that he had delighted in tormenting 
me, but was sorry now, and willing to 
help me all he can. Optimists often 
told me to look on the bright side of 
things, but what about the things that 
have no bright side?

I had known a poor man who had an 
ugly cancer on his tongue. His wife 
had two on her breasts; both suffered 
much and lingered long before death 
had. set them free. Where' was there 
the bright side? Where was it till 
now in my own case?

I don’t believe 'in painting bad 
things worse as a pessimist may do, 
but I think that looking through a rose-

An Interesting Story of Two 
Worlds.

and wno shrinks from notoriety. 
Through a lady friend, I was enabled 
to see him. I had told my troubles and 
received from.her the kindest,, most 
helpful letters, which increased my wish 
and my hope I might be able to go some 
day. Lack of means had hitherto for
bidden the long journey.- . •

At the time when the other lady came 
in with her wish, I bad-saved a little 
sum which I sorely needed for other 
things. I wavered, - for the trouble 
seemed decidedly better. So I prom
ised at last to go with her, and she left 
to make arrangements. . ■

I yielded now to a kind of satisfac
tion vVliich, however, was not true. 1 
betrayed myself. Not having known be
fore where, to direct my next steps, 
where to flnd a shelter, a roof under

I came in the midst of August, almost a 
wreck bodily and mentally, and hero I 
am to-day, saved through patient, lov
ing advice and guidance, led like a child 
step by step out of my misery till I 
have become a strong, fearless soul, ev
ery moment ready to defy and to con
quer any “demon," especially the one, 
who now and again tries, his faint at
tempts to regain what he has lost • I 
laugh at him. He can no longer harm 
me. I laugh at him and bow my head 
in fervent reverence to the” .man Who 
has thus saved me'from ruin. .1 give 
my heartfelt thanks to his true and gen
tle helper, and to the kind physician 
who restored my body to health and 
strength.1 To these true and unselfish 
workers in the kingdom of Divine Love 
I owe my resurrection. .

For resurrected. I am, and new life 
flows through my veins. I feel once 
more that the earth is. beautiful, and; 
advanced in years as If am, the joys of 
my childhood seem to come back to me, 
the delights of youth to touch my heart. 
That dreadful time lies behind me with 
"demons” gone, but dally there streams 
the light from heaven, purer and clear
er, into my soul and fills it with sur
passingjoy. ■■■ -

I have told my story how I came un
der spirit obsession, in • plain words. 
Perhaps, if that man answers -my 
charge, he may -try to slander me. If 
he does, I- should have another word to 
say, But why did I tell my story?

Not-from personal revenge, to be 
sure! I am far above tnat, for I live

But that, same night I got a lesson 
I shall never forget The diabolical joy 
of'the “fiend”, for having thus trapped, 
me, expressed Itself ill a restless tur
moil in my room, and after I had fallen 
asleep at last, ! startled up from heavy 
hypnotic dreams, bathed with perspira
tion,* and there it stood clearly before 
me: I am onthe wrong way. Idare not 

Lgo.with that lady. ■ . '
. My resolution was made in that very 

■moment. After, rising In the morning, 
I packed my trunk and Went off to Chi
cago. ■ *

What shall I say more but this: Here

• - - ,, / .,1 „ , , . but Dot able to account for the strange
oently,-hopefully to the-friend who can phenomena then, we passed them by 
help them. I know tneir number is al- as fleeting illusions. She being very 
most uncountable. May tney come be- jjUt undeveloped, began to
fore it Is too late, and they, for lack of grow very gradual so irritable, suspi- 
understanding on the part of parents, cj0USj hateful, spiteful, jealous and vul- 
relations and physicians, be banished I ’ oftbn HEARING VOICES 
to the insane asylums, where -they will SCOLDING HER, and scolding back at 
be hopelessly condemned to the terrible lhem and me> made my life unbearable, 
fate of the no-called incurable. ' and thus compelled me to send her to

I do not give my name in Public but }nsane wherf, the doctor Jn 
my friends here, and tlie editor of_ this I ¿harge declared her incurable. After 
paper jtnow it, besides some others, some months’ detention she had calmed 
who all will testify to the truth _of my I :down some, and prompted by her plead- 
statement. . .. . inga and the doctor’s advice, I took her .

Chicago, UI. ..... home* on probation with the under-

colored kaleidoscope and declaring 
that, whatever is is right, is simply a 
capricious fantasy, impotent to realize 
the naked truth on the darker side cf 
life.

To me, obsession by tormenting spir
its is not a dream, but rather a most 
profound and stern reality, which had 
often driven me in despair close to mur
der and suicide, and I have no doubt 
that such crimes are often committed in 
just such a way.

Theorizing critics may be all right in 
their place;- but are. only as so many 
soap bubbles agaipst the cold facts of 
experience.

Age is no bar to folly, and error may 
shine for a season, but truth, like the 
sun, will shine forever. _

I hignly honor yet pity my former 
medium friend, and more so her spirit 
guides who in the past were so willing

This work by Carrie B. 8. Twjng IB 
exceptionally interesting. She well 
Bays: "These characters which hava 
brought out the highest and lowest Im 
different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them." The whole book la !»■ 
tereetlng, fascinating, and instructlva. 
Price Sl.Ott J

Now is the time to extend the circula. 
tlon of The Progresses Thinker. It 
will contain Occult and SpirltualisUa 
news with which every one should ba 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains, such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th« 
mind. Send In a subscriDtlon now.

amidst the "Holy halls where revenge 
is unknown,” and where everything is 
done to advance the victory of the 
eternal Good. I have done It from the 
irresistible feeling of duty—duty .to
ward all those women who, like me, 
may ■ go unknowingly, unconsciously 
of anv evil, to the place where that in
famous business is being kept; duty to 
tlie world of science, to show by my ex
ample that there is in reality such a 
thing as spirit obsession; duty in the 
first place toward the sisters of my sex 
Who struggle help'lessly » against the 
same evil that nearly wrecked my life.

-r—z „ , .. .___ ..____,;* yet so powerless to help me, but mystanding she should return if necessary, ¿eart i8 filIed wlth gratitude to God
Quiet, yet cunning, she awaitefl-tho and jda ministering angels who as a 

expiration of her thirty days trial, but j,amj of Chippewa Indians, under the 
^.w' iu ou’t “l i - I no. sooner had the time past when she guidanceof Silver Star, a young maiden
dusky, Qhio, Daily Star-Jouriial, Show- fell back into her former condition; oj> t^e same tribe, have succeeded at 
ing that our Open.Court-ifi attracting ^us things went on for many years, ¡£^1 not alone to deliver my wife from 
general attention: . ? ■ I one day I heard* of'a church (above ohsessing evil spirits, but also mefrom

Bvery seat in Splrilual.Science hall referred to) where the sick are re., a veritable hell! ’ How true the saying, 
was filled Sunday , evening by people in- stored by divine healing, and through „a little child shall lead them.” 
terested in the knowledge of spiritual the kind Influence and, prayers of its This is my true story—not a fogland 
truth, as expounded by .Mrs. Elizabeth, I leafier, sho’ \va? almost fully brought dream ' Mv wife is free, and a tremen- 
Schauss,_ of Toledo, missionary for the back to her normal-condition, but alas! dousJbad Is lifted off my heart. Any- 
Ohio Spiritualists association. A; gen- my joy was but of a short duration and one ¿o^bting is welcome to investigate, 
tieman in the.audience gave tlite sub- fgp some years more I suffered much, augured a most cordial assistance, 
ject for the. evening, Obsession. I torment by what I how found to be ob- ipg then Dr. Peebles’ book has 
Mrs Scbauss’ guides defined Obsession I sessing demons, and beiiig by this time prove(1 a'blessin" far beyond my. power 
as a control of human minds b/'disem- interested in Spiritualism, I resolved to exDres8 and t rejoice that through 
bodied spirits, similar to-'Jthe control investigate deeper into its workings. . lt t rnTrlp t0 be one Of a Band of Mercy
over a hypnotic subject by Uto operator. -After visiting different meeting- ^hich meets in the home of Dr. Wick-
Many investigators into spiritualistic piaCes, I was most disagreeably sur- wltb oplrlt fr>ends'.616 Wells 
phenomena allege that, obsession is prised to hear so many and conflicting gtreet to rescue drifting souls from
accountable for nearly (.woYhlrds-of the doctrines among them, but I had by arj{neSB and despair.
cases of insanity. The diicoufte,' al- this time read Dr. Peebles’ book, and ... wbo is willing to help in this glorious 
though somewhat lengthy,,. Was yfery in- I found among his honored co-workers R, Come and jdin hands with us. 
structive, touching upon-aJ feature of the name of Dr. W. Yates (now of Mad- Chi’caEo Ill GA WOLTER 
Spiritualism upon which ¿many are jSon, Wis). I visited first a medium to ... ' ■
necking enlightenment." . ' find’.out whether he would be ^ble to________ __ ^.<l  ------------

■ , I help my wife. She told me (in a trance),
kt T«r .. „ T ' 1, , ' that 1 could do it myself. I asked how,

"The New Life." By Leroy. Berrier. and wag told t0 call in a tew days and 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of I fbey would find out for me. I did as re- 
"new thought. Excellent in .tone and guested, but found to my dismay that 
tendencies^ Price,.cloth, .JI. nothing ccnld be done in the case.

including Co-op» j next saw Dr. Yates, whom I after- 
JwdTSnitv#"PB^Fari wards found to be a highly developed 

BS ” Sara X”’S

•"Jittist How to Wako tha Solar Vies» rlatter a. medium of „high proficiency in JttBt How to wake the Bota? gpIrlttia] attributes, and their guiding 
- I angels and spirit friends have, thank?

How a Woman Paid Her Debts.
lam out of debt, thank« to tho Dish-washer 

business. In the past three months I have 
miideMOO.OOOselUngDish-washcr. I never saw 
anything soli so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and will buy one . when shown how 
beautifully it will wash and dry tho family dish- 
os in two minutes. I sell from my own. house. 
Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
The dishes nro washed without wotting the 
hands. That is why ladles want tho Dish-wash
er. T give my experience for the boneoi of any 
one.who maw wish to make money easy. I 
buy ■ my Dish-washers from the Mound City 
Dish-washer Co.. St, Louts. Mo. Write them 
or particulars.’'They will start you in business 
in your own homo, . : . - . ■ I* A. C.
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TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
•The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is ?2.
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WORDS OF CAUTION. “
_ You should not send money In a let
ter. You may do so a dozen times safe- 
Jy> and then the next remittanoe may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th n you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble. •

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Kdltor-at-Large for the National Spirit 
- uallst Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an« 
■wer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism.' Send him 
clippings when s ■. attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
Mm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

■ _ The Age of the Earth.
The age of the earth Is a question 

that geologists and physicists have 
been warmly disputing for more than 
half a century. Setting aside the Gen
esis account as untenable, that the 
earth was created some six thousand 
years ago, geologists have, been pro
foundly Impressed, as the Chicago Tri
bune says, by the enormous revolu
tions that have been wrought In the 

* features of the globe by the gradual 
changes they observe going on around 
them. They see that mountains Have 
been worn away and the materials of 
which they were composed carried to 
to bottom of the sea by the action of 
water upon their surfaces. They see 
that the bottom of the sea has been 
raised until it has become the tops of 
the Andes and Himalayas. Their study 
of fossils shows them that evolution 
has worked extensive changes in the 
structures of plants and animals. 
These processes, observation shows, 
must have taken place slowly, almost 
Imperceptibly. Basing their conclusion 
upon the evidence afforded by their sci
ence, the geologists have maintained 
that the earth must be at least 400,000,
000 or 500,000,000 years old, and have 
intimated that it is probably a great 
deal older.

Physicista have contended that .the 
estimates of the geologists are-prepos
terous. Physicists know just about 
how much heat the sun throws out an
nually. They thought until lately they 
knew all its possible sources of heat. 
Taking this data as a starting paint, 
Lord Kelvin, the greatest of modern 
physicists, calculated that the sun had 
probably existed as a luminous body 
less than 50,000,000, and perhaps less 
than 20,000,000 years. The earth, ac
cording to the generally accepted nebu
lar hypothesis, was formerly a part of 
the sun. Consequently, the earth, ac
cording to Lord Kelvin, must .be a 
young and frisky thing with a good 
deal less than 50.000. 000 years unon its 
head. But while, according to this em- 
iment physicist, tlie earth is compara
tively young, there is no occasion for 
rejoicing over its youth. In 5.000 000 
or 6,000,000 years the sun will cease to 
«hine and terrestrial creatures will be 

- ooomed to grope about in the blackness 
of darkness if they nave not all frozen 
to death as a result of the diminution of 
solar heat.

The balance of scientific thought was 
inclining in favor of the view of the 
physicists, when the physicists them
selves threw evidence into the scale 
which, according to Prof. Ernest Ruth
erford, nimself an eminent physicist 
proves that the estimates of the geolo
gists are far nearer correct than those 
of their antagonists. It has been found, 
according to Prof. Rutherford, that ra
dium and radioactive substances are 
distributed throughout the whole earth 
and probaoly throughout the universe. 
These substances are constantly radiat
ing large quantities of heat, and have 
exerted, and are exerting, an influence 
never before suspected in maintaining 
the temperature Of the sun and- the 
earth. Because of them the earth and 
sun have cooled to their present tem
perature. and are cooling many times 
-slower than physicists have thought. 
The earth and sun may. therefore, b'd h 
hundred times as old. and may survive 
a hundred times as long, as Lord Kel
vin estimated.

This latest discovery of science 
would ne gratifying to those who wish 

. to see the earth live to a good old age 
were it not for a luriting fear that an
other discovery may be made to-mor- 

• row or next day which will enable some 
other scientist to prove that our sphere 
is a mere fledgling and is already on the 
point of dissolution.

-- Evangelism a Faillire.
, Great revival meetings in the churches 
seem abortions this year. That com
menced in Kansas City, is reported un

successful. Similar reports reach us 
:from every direction. In one locality 
the hindrance is credited to roller skat
ing Rinks. Another the social and lit
erary organizations are in the way of 
soul-saving And yet another says, the
atricals and dancing parties absorb the 
attention of those who ought to be 
-saved."

Over there in Wales a revival, the 
greatest ever known in that English 
province, is now raging with hell elim
inated. That is something unusual In 
the history of such movements, for it 
■is the hope, of escaping eternal burnings 
that gives vitality to protracted meet
ings. . ■ . -

- Discovery of a Lost Trail.” ByChas
B. Newcomb. Excellent, in upiriitUal 

ys'iggestiveness. Cloth. $1.50. ■ •

«0 TBEW THE raWUCT OF ONE W ONLY.
1

> The law of evolution applies to mind as well as to body, to thought as 
■ well as to physical processes. Nothing comes suddenly to perfection. 
\ As George Henry Lewes observes : “The language we think in and the 

conceptions we employ, the attitude of our minds and the means of in- 
■ vestigation are social products determined by the activities of the col

lective life. The laws of intellectual progress are to be read in history, 
J not in the individual experience. We breathe the social air ; since what 
! we tjdnk, greatly depends on what others have thought. The paradox 
1 of to-day becomes the common place of to-morrow. The truths which 

required many generations to discover and establish are now declared
, to be innate. Even discovery has its law, and is only an individual 

product, inasmuch as the individual voice articulates what has been 
more or less inarticulate in general thought. The great thinker is the 
secretary of his age. If his quick-glancing mind outrun the swiftest of 
his contemporaries, he will not be listened to ; the prophet must find dis
ciples. If he outrun the majority he will have but a small circle of in
fluence, for all originality is estrangement.,

How true this is ! A system or theory is never the product merely 
of one mind. Men’s simplest thoughts to-day are possible because mill
ions have, through centuries, thought in the same direction. Inventors, 
discoverers and philosophers of every age have found most of the ideas 
with which their names are associated already in the world; for every 
conception is but the product of the modifications of pre-existent con
ceptions. ' ,

For example the conception of heat as a mode of motion is com
monly thought to be of very recent date; but the question whether heat 
was a mode of motion or a substance emitted by heated bodies was 
warmly discussed in Newton’s time. Locke said that “what in our 
sensation is heat is nothing but motion.” . ■ ■'

The same idea was expressed by Aristotle. The earliest known ref
erence to the power of heat energy, to produce mass motion, was fey 
Hero, who lived about 150 B. C.' Such facts do not lessen the import
ance of the-experimental demonstration of the New Englander, Benja
min Thompson—Count Rumford—of the immateriality of heat and the 
quantitative relation between heat and mechanical energy.

. Charles Darwin’s name, now in many minds, is exclusively associated 
with the theory of evolution. The great naturalist did much to put the 
conception upon an impregnable basis, and he showed what has been 
one. of its processes or methods (natural selection) but he never origi
nated the theory, which was advocated by Erasmus Darwin, his grand
father, by Lamarck, by Geoffrey St. Hilaire, by Goethe and by many 
other modern thinkers, and, in a more general way, by Greek philoso
phers in pre-scientific ages fully twenty-five centuries ago. Even 
among theologians the idea was held in the eighteenth century, although 
crudely and only in a general way.

John Wesley’s “Philosophy” contains views closely approximating 
to those of the evolution philosophy. The founder of Methodism 
writes; “The same general design comprises all parts of terrestrial cre
ation. A globule of light, a molecule of earth, a grain of salt, a particle 
of moldiness, a polypus, a shell-fish, a bird, a quadruped, and man, are 
only different strokes of this design, and represent all possible modifi
cations of the matter of our globe. My expression falls greatly be
neath reality. These various productions are not different strokes of 
the same design ; they are only so many points of a single stroke, that 
by its infinitely varied circumvolutions traces out to the astonished eye 
of the cherubim the forms, proportions, and concentrations of all 
earthly beings. This single stroke indicates all worlds.”

Again Mr. Wesley says: “Allis metamorphosis in the physical 
world. Forms.are continually changing. The quantity of matter alone 
is unvariable. The same substance passes successively into the three 
kingdoms. The same composition becomes by turns a mineral, plant, 
insect, reptile, fish, quadruped, man.”

Further, he spoke of the bat and flying squirrel as animals, “proper 
for establishing the gradation that subsists between all the productions 
of nature;” of the ostrich as seeming to be “another link which unites 
birds to quadrupeds;” and of the ape as a rough draft of man.

Wesley did not regard man as being debased by his animal associa
tions. He says: “Has God created many species of souls as animals? 
Or, is there only one species of soul in animals, differently modified ac
cording to the diversity of organization? This question is absolutely . 
impenetrable to us. All we can say concerning it is this : If God, who 
has always worked by the most simple means, has thought proper to 
vary the* spiritual perfection of animals merely by organization, his 
wisdom has so ordained it. At the summit of the scale of our globe is 
placed man, the masterpiece of earthly creation.” He adds: “Man
kind have their gradations as well as other productions of our globe. 
There is a prodigious number of continued links between thè most per
feet man and the ape.” B. F. UNDERWOOD.

All Religions Have a Common Origin.
He who stands outside of all religious 

creeds, and cares to compare the faiths 
of the civilized world during the entire 
historic period, cannot but note there 
is a general sameness underlying all of 
them. The latest and the oldest seem 
cast in a common mold.

Whilst the dominant religion in 
Europe and America is Christian, we 
find it broken into many fragments, or 
sects; but the same general features 
characterize all of them.

Extending our investigation back 
through the historic period, even during 
so-called pagan nations, as the ancient 
religion of Rome, of Greece, of Egypt, 
the Phoenicians, the Babylonians, the 
Assyrians, even to India, and the 
scholar fluids an Identity of religious 
ideas in all of them. Or course there 
are slight local variations, but a good 
student of comparative theology finds

time, locality and intelligence Of the 
people to whom it was introduced, who 
received it as a divine revelation from 
the All-Father. ,

a sameness in Christianity. Moliam-
medism. Judaism. Brahmanism. Bud
dhism. and so on to the end of the 
chapter. This fact would not exist if 
each religious faith had been built up 
independent of. and unknown to all 
others.

We have a somewhat parallel in lan
guages. All the languages of Europe 
show in some respects a common ori
gin- Philologists fine the root in the 
Sanscrit: and they find all the Aryan 
races, however diversified and scat
tered. had a common parentage, and 
that in Central Asia. From this region 
wave after wave of emigration went out 
at widely separated periods, south, 
south-west and west. They poured 
down into India: they peopled Assyria, 
Babylonia, and pressed another wave 
and race before them into Palestine 
and Egypt: they peopled Asia Minor, 
crossed the Hellespont and populated 
Greece. Divergent waves rolled on and 
all Europe was peopled.

Widely separated by natural barriers 
additions were made to language as hu
man needs required, and thus -only 
slight traces remain of the original, but 
enough to know for a certainty that all 
had a common origin.

And is not this the way religious 
faiths grew up: all built on a parent 
faith ere the great waves of emigration 
were set in motion many thousands of 
years ago?

Fourteen years ago was published in 
these columns a whole page, a copy
righted article, from the pen of Dr. G. 
W. Brown, of Rockford. Ill., entitled. 
"What Did Christianity Borrow From 
Egypt?' - In introducing it we outlined 
its points as follows:"The Christian 
System of Religion a Reflection of 
Heathen Mythology.—The Father. Son 
nnd Holy Ghost Borrowed From Egypt, 
as Was the Cross, a Belief in the Bodily 
Resurrection of the Dead, and the Doc
trine of a Future Life.—The Story of 
the Talking Serpent Came From Egypt, 
as Did the Devil.—The Hebrew Scrip
tures First Found at Alexandria.—Sub
jects for Earnest Thinkers."

Had an attempt been made parallels 
could have been shown equally great, in 
Roman and Grecian mythology, as also 
between Zoroastrianism and Brahman
ism, as well with Buddhism The truth 
Is each system is a reflection from the 
same common fountain, only varied by

' Impeaches the Church.
Some very plain ana pointed talk is 

indulged In by the Rev. H. M. Brooks, 
of the Christian church, Paris, III., who 
has written a book with the title, “The 
Church Impeached.” '

“Christianity is the only thing in this 
world that I believe in,” says the Rev. 
Brooks in his rebuke of modern "Chris
tianity."

“My life has been a sad disappoint
ment as a minister. Wnen I entered 
the ministry twenty years ago 1 
thought that I was casting my lol with 
a set of men who were set apart as lead
ers in society and the church. I thought 
that they were brave men. with a mes
sage to mankind—with the courage to 
aeliver IL When I was-ordained an old 
whlte-naired man said to me as he held 
the bible .before me. ’Thbre is the one 
book—the bible. Study it, for it con
tains your marching orders. It is your 
chart and compass on the great sea of 
life. Study it carefully and prayerfully, 
learn its facts, trust Its promises, and 
be guided by its trutn.-

You may Imagine my disappoint
ment later, when I discovered that I 
had been studying the wrong book. The 
church does not believe in the bible, nor 
will it pay a man wno preaches it. The 
church wants a little truth—enough to 
sugar coat the false doctrine and the 
false attitude it occupies. There is not 
one in a million but wants truth 
enough to assist in swallowing every 
lie."

An Important Legal Contest.
A jury trial was heard in the Court 

of General Sessions. New York, quite 
recenUy, whose importance should have 
Induced the suspension of business in 
V-all street, whilst it was being held 
It was . the case of The People vs Far- 
rior. Both prosecutor and defendant 
were negroes, fhe action grew out of 
a religious discussion, the gist of which 
was told on the trial by Randolph, the 
prosecuting witness. He said-

De argument was dat de world am 
-square. I said, ’Mistah Farrior don’t 
de good book say dat de wind blows 
from the four corners of de earth’ 
Den de work am square: an’ what de 
bible cays, I m for.' He done call me a 
fool. Ho say, You am a fool darky ’ I 
says, Chile, beware, an careful in put
tin yo word up agin de bible.’ He says 
I care nuflin about de bible.’ Den he 

argufies dat jografy was better’n de 
oible, and right off derc was a fight 
None of dem niggahs would stand for 
dat.” ■

The testimony of the defense, if there 
was any, is not reported. The judge In
structed the jury they meed not decide 
whether the earth was round, or had 
four corners. After a short deliberar 
tion the jury reported the defendant 
Mr._ Farrior, was not guilty of an as- 
SHult, as in the indictment alleged so 
he was soon released, ana business re- 
sumedjts normal channels. But alas 
the public failed to learn rrom the de< 
Cree of the court whether the world is 
round, or square as the prosecuting wit
ness testified, corroborated by God’s 
holy word. . '

The defeated nisgah had divine 
i ovelationwith him, see Revelation ? • 1
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Under the Auspices of
The Illinois State Spiritualist Association»

. at Haiiiid Hall, Gincano.
. Opening Session, Tuesday Evening, March 21st 

All-day Sessions, March 22nd and 23rd. 
hnjoyabl0 Music-Honest Messages—Able Oratory. 
Watch for Program. Public Interest in Our Cause 

is Awakened. • * “Know Your Opportunity.

Read Carefully the Pi'ogi'aninie
' ■ ' r ' ‘ A

n Tuesday Evening, March 2L. , 
Piano sola—(a) Invitation a la Valse, 

yon Weber; (b) Träumerei, Schuman, 
Mrs. Lucile de Loux.

Invocation.

—Rev. B, F. Austin, Toronto, Canada. 
Vocal duet—What Are the Wild Waves 

Spying?—Mr. J. W. Caldwell and Mrs. 
de Loux.

Address—The Crisis of the Hour—Miss 
Elizabeth Harlow.Song—Selected—Mrs. Smith, Mrs. de

Loux, Mr. Dean. Mr. Simon. —=.u6,u6
Address—Greeting and Foreword—Mrs. Messages—Will J. Erwood, Mrs. J. A.
' o u»ra G’ Flxen< vice-president Ill. 8. “

8. A.

Congregational singing

Murtha.

Instrumenta! solo—(a) Erl King, Schu- 
■ Au£awung, Schumann,

Albert J. Bliss.
Address—Have We Accomplished Any
, thipgf Miss Elizabeth Harlow.
•Vocal solo—Selected—Mies Florence 

Daniels. •
Psychometric readings—Dr. C. A. Bur

gess,
Congregational singing.
Messages—Mrs. Geo. S. Lincoln, Mrs. J. 

A. Murtha. •
Dismissal.

Wednesday Morning, March 22.
Annual session of Illinois State Spirit

ualists Association. Reports — Gen
eral business—Election of officers,
Wednesday Afternoon, March 22.

Quartette—Song Selected — Mesdames 
de Loux and Smith, Messrs. Simon 
and Dean.

Address—Will J. Erwood, president 
Wisconsin S. S. A.

Piano solo—Mrs. Lucile de Loux. 
Address—Mrs. Margaret E. Skeels. 
Song by convention quartette. 
Messages—Mrs. C. Kirchner, Mrs. L. J.

Jacquet, Mrs. Virginia Lyon.
Vl/ednesday Evening, March 22.

Song—Convention quartette.
Address—Why 1 Became a Spiritualist

Death of Mrs. Leland Stanford.
Through a spirit message from their 

. dead son, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Stanford 
were led to found the Leland Stanford 
Jr. University, according to the state
ment made by the Rev. F. Ward Denys, 
ex-chaplain of tlie American church in 
Florence, Italy, and now rector, of St. 
Mary’s Episcopal ^hurch In Baltimore, 
Md. i When’young'Stanford died In 1884 
the Rev. Mr. Denys says he was sum
moned by the parents. He read the 
services for the dead and then Mr. Stan
ford said to him:

“Just after my son died I sank into 
a chair, and for a time became uncon
scious. While I was in this state my 
son, who seemed to be standing just 
beside me, said: "Father, I want you 
to build a university for the benefit of 
poor young men, so that they can have 
the same advantages the rich have.’

On being asked his opinion, Mr. 
Denys replied:
. “It seems to me more important what 

you think about it That is, are you 
in sympathy with the idea, and is it in
your power to carry it outT” 

"Yes,’ said- Mr. Stanford. I do
think it would be a good thing, and we
have no one to leave our money 
now." 1 -

to

A special to the Chicago Evening 
Post, from Honolulu, states that Mrs. 
Stanford, widow of the late United 
States Senator. Leland Stanford, was 
poisoned- by strychnine. Tetanus of 
the respiratory organs is given today 
as the cause of death by the physicians 
who conducted the autopsy. That the 
tetanus was brought, about by the 
drug is not doubted.

Baffled in every attempt made to dis
cover. the motive for impregnating the 
bottle of soda with the deadly poison, 
puzzled to find a reason why a plot 
against the wealthy philanthropic wo
mans life should have been created 
in San Francisco several weeks ago. 
astonished that Mrs. Stanford did not 
accept the warning that was given her 
at her home in California last month 
that the bicarbonate of soda contained 
enough poison to make her very ill. 
friends of the rich promoter of educa
tion to-day asked the query: "Was 
there suhh a strong psychic influence 
or spell-at work on Mrs. Stanford that 
she believed she had a summons from 
the spirit ’world to join her dear ones— 
the departed only.son and the husband? 
Cou^l. it have been possible that the 
woman ki\ew she was going to die?"

Mrs.- Stanford believed in Spiritual
ism. J She-had progressed so far In her 
ideas of -the alleged psychic phenomena 
that .(She informed some of her most 
intimate mends of her intention to es
tablish a -department in the great 
Leland Stanford. Jr.. University for the 
investigation of Spiritualism and its 
supposed wonders..

Thege facts added to the chain of 
mystery-that seems to be slowly bind
ing together the incidents of the com
ing pf Mrp.. Stanford and her tragic 
death after. swallowing the contents of 
the fatal glbss. . ■

Mfsl> Highton. wife of Henry High- 
ton.jthe well-known San Francisco law
yer,,paid t|iat Mrs Stanford cried when 
telling nen of the attempt which had 
been mad$ in San Francisco, to poison 
her. Also Mrs. Stanford said to Mrs. 
Highton she could not conceive why 
anyone shquld try to kill her. It was 
curing a • discussion of/ Spiritualism 
that followed in this interview that the 
widow of the great financier made the 
interesting admlssionxthat she had ex
tensive plans for the creation of a uni
versity-department for psychic research 
—that she believed in spirits and sum
monses'from the other world.

Miss Berner, her secretary, save In 
regard to the alleged attempt at poison
ing in San Francisco that Mrs. Stanford 
drank a glass of mineral water with the 
bicarbonate of soda, the strychnine of.

■

Dismissal.

Thursday Morning, March 23.
General conference—Past Lessons,

Present Duties, Future Possibilities— 
. Opened by Rev. J. 0. M. Hewitt.

Thursday Afternoon, March 23.
Song—Convention quartette. 
Address—Will J. Erwood.
Recitation—Miss Rena Parker. 
Whistling solo—Miss Dell Stone. 
Address—Higher Spiritualism—Rev.

F. Austin.
Congregational singing.
Message,—Mrs. Mary Weaver, Will 

Erwocd, Mrs. J. A. Murtha.

Thursday Evening, March 23.
Congregational singing. .
Vocal solo—Selected—Dr. -Louis 

Freedman.

B.

J.

H.

Addrei:s--Is Spiritualism on a Decline?
—Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.

Banjo solo—Classical selections—Miss 
Ella Carr Patterson.

Address—Foregleams of the Future- 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow.

Vocal solo—“We Are Passing But Once 
This Way"—By request—Mrs. Lucile 
de Loux.

Readings and messages—Mrs. May 
Elmo, Mrs. Isa Cleveland, Mrs. J. A. 
Murtha.

which made her violently ill, so much 
strychnine being absorbed that the 
stomach rebelled and she finally recov
ered-

Miss Berner also says Mrs. Stanford's 
maid, May Hunt, agrees with her in 
their statements to the police that the 
bottle containing tjie strychnine was 
packed in San Francisco five weeks ago 
preparatory to coming here, and that it 
remained untouched since then until 
it was opened Tuesday night by Mrs. 
Stanford herself before taking the dose.

Mrs. Stanford was a magniflent speci
men of true lyomanhood, and had she 
lived Spiritualism would nave been the 
gainer.

"Prof. Lockwood’s Lectures.
Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the widely- 

known physicist,; experimentalist and 
lecturer -in natural philosophy, is in the 
city giving a series of experimental dis
courses at the hall of the Spiritualist 
society of Conneaut, on Harbor street

Prof. Lockwood’s lectures lead up to 
the truth, that “Continuity of Life," is 
a fact In nature’s order of evolution 
and that principles of natural polar c</ 
relation unite the planes of visible and 
invisible existence, hence mental com
munication between these spheres is in 
scientific accord with the principles of 
the co-relatlon of mental energy He 
lays the basis of this great truth in the 
premise that all nature In its primor
dial state is infinitely spiritual and that 
the various forms of matter visible and 
invisible .are the result of these spirit
ual elements and substances in combi
nation; therefore, all life, motion and 
form are infinitely spiritual in their in
ception ana process of combination 
This truthrneing self-evident in the an
alyse of matter, he affirms that a uni
verse primordially spiritual must be in
finitely related by spiritual or invisible 
modes of motion, since nowhere do we 
see the visible relation of things We 
note the growth of a tree, flower or 
blade of grass, but we do not see the 
molecular changes within their struct
ures by which its development ob
tains. Hence all nature is infinitely 
sensitive, reciprocal and psychic- 
wliich fact lays the foundation for hu-
man communication by telegraph c- 
telephone through great distances or 
by thought transference, and mental as
sociation <.0 the Spheres of life beyond 
the grave. Prof. Lockwood .will lecture 
the Sundays of this month and one 
week day evening each week upon top
ics relating to these great truths dem
onstrating the facts with scientific ap
paratus.—Conneaut (Ohio) Daily Post
Herald.

or

Church Stealings Stopped.
With all the-fault that may be found 

with our nation s congress. It must- be 
conceded that it occasionally does a 
commendable job. One of the latest of 
this class is the legislation to put a stop 
to the vicious custom of paying out the- 
people s-money to support sectarian 
schools among the Indians. This legis
lation hits especially the Catholic 
church, which has heretofore enjoyed 
the privilege of inserting Its grasping 
clutches m the nation s treasury, for 
the benefit of that church. .

The old church will need to be closely 
watched, or it will find some deft way 
to get hold of money that belongs to the 
people and not to the church, and will 
have no conscientious scruples about 
it, but rather consider the theft as right
and a good tiling to do.

A Correction. -
In my report as Editor-at-Large. 

advertently omitted the mention
Un- 
of a

contribution to the Indianapolis Sunday 
Sentinel, entitled: ."Of .What-Does Spir
itualism Consist?"

HUDSON TUTTLE.
' • • • —-——t unr— - ■ ■ .. . -

■ --Spirit Echoes.-- My Mattle E. HulL 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the authors latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth: and with 
portrait of tne author. Price 75 onta.

Tiding« From Loa Angeles, Cab 
„“WM I Believe and Why I Believe 
It, was the topic on which W. J. Col
ville delivered two discourses on Sun
day, March 5. Services were held in 
Blanchard Hall, 283 South Broadway, at 
10:45 a. m., nnd in Masonic Hall, 431 
South Hill street, nt 3 p. in. Each lec
ture was followed by an original poem 
0““Objects suggested by the audiences.

The speaker drew up, as a suggestive 
epitome, the following propositions:

i 1. We acknowledge One Supreme 
Being, whom we regard with reverence 
and love as the universal Parent of 
Hqmanity. We seek not to define In
finite Being, but we have unbounded 
confidence in the love and wisdom of 
the Eternal whom we designate All
good.

2. We believe In the spiritual im
mortality of the entire human race, and 
w_e seek to promulgate such knowledge 
of our true being as will Intensify our 
realization of human solidarity here 
and hereafter.

3. While acknowledging the broth
erhood and sister hood of all humanity, 
and consequently the essential equality 
of all units in the human mass, we 
gladly pay tribute to manifest diversity 
in adaptability, and we also admit in
equality in development; but as all are 
members of one family we allow no dis
tinction except that of more or less ma
ture members in a common organiza
tion.

4. We maintain that the study of na
ture leads to the conviction that there 
is a fixed law and order in the uni
verse, and that this unchanging se
quence causes every benevolent 
thought, word, and deed to bring forth 
lesults of health and happiness; while 
every thought, word, ana aeed of re
verse character brings forth sorrow 
and sickness.

5. We regard all the religions and 
philosophies of the world as partial 
statements of universal truth; no sys
tem is therefore entitled to exclusive 
acceptance or to entire rejection, out 
the true philanthropist seeks to assimi
late the good In all and apply it In 
works of philanthropy.

6. Human regeneration must pro
ceed from within outward; therefore, It 
Is of the first importance that we en
courage high ideals and noble aspirin 
tions, knowing that we must first feel in 
ourselves the need and desire for an 
improved outward state before we can 
produce IL
' 7. The vexed question of divine fore
ordination and numan free agency cun 
be settled only in the light of the dis
covery that the relation between cause 
and effect is irrevocably fixed, but as 
human knowledge Increases we are 
able to set what are to us new causes 
in motion from which corresponding re
sults must necessarily follow. On the 
basis of this realization it is both pos
sible and practical to upbuild a system 
of healing for mind, oody, and estate'In 
which punishment, coercion, and an
cient forms of medicine will give place 
to the employment of exclusively educa
tional and benevolent measures.

8. Robert Browning’s matchless say
ings, “God’s in His heaven, all’s right 
with the world,” and “There shall never 
be one lost good and lor evil so much 
good more,” constitute an all-sufficient 
foundation for a working system of phi
losophy and reform in which the essen
tial goodness of human will is regarded 
as an absolutely essential factor.

9. Though It Is well to devote our 
energies to living our present life as 
nobly and as beautifully as possible, we 
are quite justified in discovering all we 
can concerning what lies before us in 
a future state of existence, but the 
prime endeavor should always be to 
utilize psychical endowments with a 
view to the real elevation of the world 
in which we are now living.

Great interest is now manifested in 
all lines of progressive thought in Cali
fornia. The recent orthodox Christian 
revivals have stirred up great contro
versy. Rev. Benjamin Fay Mills 
draws cteadily the largest audiences of 
any preacher in Los Angeles, and he is 
a thorough-going, spiritually-minded lib
eral, though formerly a prominent re
vivalist.

W. J. Colville is still at 757 South 
Hope street, Los Angeles, but expects to 
spend April and May in San Fran-
cisco. COR.

FOR TO-DAY.

Grant me to do good work to-day, 
For to-morrow may never come.

To speak strong words to my brother
clay

Ere ever my lips are dumb. .
Sweet angels, cover in tender wise 

Dead yesterday s fault or fall.
And set me firm on the high emprise 

Where the hour s live duties call.
For yesterday s day is past and gone. 

However its record stands.
And the vital present draweth on— 

Soon slipt from our eager hands.
Our lives are a silken cord of sense: 

Each day is a bead we string
And the finished rosary bear we hence 

To the mansions of our king.
Teach me to fill in the passing hour 

With a brotherly word or deed.
No fading bloom or some earthly flower.

But a heavenly golden bead.
To work to-day. while my hand 

strong
And my lips unlocked for speech

is

To sing, while the earth can hear, some 
song

To lighten the load of each.
To look not back, nor to idly plan

For a labor to-morrow wrought:
But to grasp the present duties of man 

By the passing moment brought.
Ah. help me so that the spirit freed 

Shall bear to the courts above
To-day. the bead of a kindly deed

Or the nerfect pearl of love!
BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

Kenilworth. Ill.

THE DOUBLY CURSED.

Two souls arrived In heaven, one day.
And. stood before the great white

. throne.
And one of thenrlooked up to say:
• "My name and work to few 

known:
Born where the gloom of - want 

thick.
And..gripped by poverty. I tried

To be.of use. to-cheer the sick—

are

was

-- And three men wept the day I died."
"Go yonder." said the master, -where 
The proudest spirits congregate:

Be one of the ennobled there.
Thou art enrolled among the great."

The other spirit, bowing low.
Said: "I was born a prince and

reigned
As king for many years: the woe ■ 

Existing when my crown was gained
I did not by a jot increase, 

My realm upon the day I died 
Had just as much of joy and peace 

As when my sire was thrust aside."
Cost opt with bitter murmurings. • 

Heishrank away beneath the curse
They merit who might better things. 

And merely do not make them worse.
—Anon.

"The Light of Egypt." Volumes 
and 2. An occult library In itself.

1 
a

text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adopts of-Hermetic Philps» 
pby. Price 8?. rw volume.

Mar. S3, IMS.

| DR. FUNK AND SPIRITUALISE 

Offers to Pay the Cost of Mr. Davi 
Proposed Public Tests,

To the Editor of the New York Tii/ies: 
—Mr. W. 8. Davjs announces that 1 ¡e is 
an ex-medium, and that he, if giv 
chance, will duplicate through 

a11 t'lat Mrs- 1’epper does 
will then explain the process. Th 
sincerp, is a move in the right < 
tlon. i /

■ an a 
fake 
and 

is, it 
i rec-

ris c, of ““»feasant notoriety 
and endless misrepresentations A has 
seemed to me well worth while/to try 
•?. °Ut pother fraud can Explain

ied. p8yclllc Phenomena, or 
111 iS true tllat we possess—r 

“early all of us in rudimental form, a 
lew in functional state—any or all of 
such faculties as telepathy, clairvoy
ance, clairaudlence, prescience, and, ne- 

■ *"he ability to commune witn 
intelligences that are outside of visible 
bodies, which, if true, might give a 
greatly needed note of scientific cer
tainty to religion. This problem Is re-z 
garded as imminent and important 17y 
such leading scientists as CroolJs, 
Wallace, Rlchet, Lodge, James, «ic: 
Why should it not be investigated fully 
and squarely? R is worth it My in
forest in the present agitation is to see 
tij© subject so pushed to the fiont us to 
compel a far more thorough Investlga- linn th nn 4 i t._ ___l. ». .a . ~.--------4MACDV15«,-
tion than it has yet had by psychoJo 
gists and other trained scientists. *

As to Mr. Davis’ challenge, I will /’ 
agree to pay all the expenses of a hall ■ 
in which he may give such a public 
demonstration on the single condition 
that he will practically duplicate the 
tests of last Sunday evening in the pres
ence of a committee, say of seven, who 
shall determine the arrangements and / 
pass judgment on the success or fail
ure of the tests, three of tills commit- ■ ■ 
tee to be selected by Mr. Davis and- 
three by Judge Dailey if he Is willing, 
and these six to agree upon the sev
enth.

Now as I have completed my series 
of tests with Mrs. Pepper, will not the 
press permit me an explanation or two 
and a suggestion? Is it wise for the 
public to give heed to the thousand-and- 
one rumors and guesses that settle 
around the head of a psychic investi
gator like bees in swaiming time, es- 
[ecially if he be one who rightly o 
wrongly happens to be somewhat in th 
public eye? In this country it seemi 
well-nigh worth the reputation of 
man for sanity to give serious attention 
to this subject, and yet, if it is odor 
solved it must be solved by men ho 
have somewhat of a reputation.

The following is illustrative: It/has 
been published far and wide in the/last 
few weeks that "&gold-framed plctlire” 
was stolen from me at Mrs. Peppers' 
church, and from a lawyer friend of. 
mine "a wallet filled with gold;" neith-i 
er was true, nor is the statement true/ 
that my "house is filled with mediums.'/ 
I do not remember one such visitor iii 
twenty-five years. I uid not say, ¿s 
published, that to investigate a meditjm 
one should “become childish.’’ Instead 
I quoted Huxley, where, in his autobi
ography, he says:" To become a Suc
cessful investigator of any new truth 
it is necessary to sit down before it as 
a little child and ask questions, not to 
dogmatize.” I am r.ot making, as an
other charges, money by having my 
book, "The Widow’s Mite and Other 
Psychic Phenomena," sold at Mrs. Pep
per's meetings. At tlie request of 
Judge Dailey ton copies in all were 
sent to the church, and the gross re
ceipts have been given for the br-nc'it 
of the church's fund for poor children. 
1 did not pay .fl,500, but less than 911’0, 
for the series of Chicago pictures anti 
tor a number of other test experiments 
—these were sccurec to complete a'1« 
chapter on. frauds in a new edition of 
a book should I be able to detect where
in is the fraud. Knowing Mr. Davis 
to be an expert in the lake business, I 
consulted him. Mr. Davis’ "hole In the 
floor” and “alcoholic transparency" are 
of the A. B. C. of investigators, and 
have been for a quarter or a century.

The purpose in tlie test last Sunday 
was to exclude confederates. I put no 
stress whatever on Ihe blindfolding — 
that was the medium’s suggestion. My 
test Involved (1) the selection at ran
dom by me of a letter wholly covered 
from under a pile of 300 letteis; (2) 
a careful observation of the markings 
on tlie outside of tlie letter both when 
I handed it to the medium and when I 
received it back frem her; (3j the 
marking of the letter by me after I re
ceived it back and then putting it In 
my inner coat pocket; (4) the getting 
ol the names and addresses of the 
owners or the letters when they came 
for them after the meeting: (i>) the 
eventual identification of the owners 
and their cross-examination.

This plan if carefully carried out 
should exclude confederates. Whether 
I carried it out carefully or not tne pub
lic will be able to judge when I have 
made my full examination and pub
lished the results. In all five letters— 
not "only three—were read while the 
medium was blindfolded. 1 saw the 
picking up b\ the medium of the four 
letters which have been spoken of. and 
the placing of them on one side of the 
pulpit. I think this was done thought
lessly. but I carefully avoided these 
four letters and all others that could be 
seen. I noted also the envelope which 
she seemed to use as a marker in her 
Bible. It would have been the height 
of folly in her to have slipped that up 
her sleeve, as charged, for she could 
very easily have accomplished the same 
result far better bv navlng half a dozen 
envelopes up her sleeve when she camo 
into the pulpit.

It mav not be amiss to bear in 
mind that a man may be as badly tooled 
by believing too little as uy believing 
too much. The *hard-headed skeptic <7 
t'homas was the only disciple who was 
cheated. And it Is just as well to re
member the-words ot Dr. Hudson in his 
"Law of Psychic Phenomena. (page 
f06). the ablest work against Spiritual
ism ever written. "The man who de
nies the phenomena of Spiritism to-day 
is not entitled to be called a skeptic 
ne is simply ignorant.

The world with its extreme caution 
and hard crass materialism again and 
again has "thrown away the baby with 
the water from the bath.

New York. I- K. FUNK

It Siems a Good Projest.
The city of Glasgow Is contemplating 

the establishment, of a colony on a 
small island oft the coast of Scotland 
for the exclusive use of inebriates. No 
intoxicants will be allowed on the 
island, and no mode of escape for occu. 
pants will be possible. Means of em 
plovment will be provided, and a rigid 
police system will, of needs be, en 
forced.

Whilst this will furnish an admirable 
method for escaping the evil example 
and the criminal action of the drunk 
ard some method should be. devised 
to prevent accessions to the colony 
from the generation of a new stock Tit 
worthless victims in the city from 
which the first colony come.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Come» 
From " "The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses- or How the Spirit Body Grows 
By Michael Faraday. Prince 10 centa.
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(What, if any, Are the Limitations of the Soul in Its 
v State or Sphere of Being, or in Its Embod- 

intent -in Physical Life?
A Lecture by Spirit John Pierpont, through the Mediumship of Firs. 

Hary T. Longley, before tlie First Association of Spir

itualists, Washington, D. C., Feb. 26, 1905.
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O

needs, the conditions which hamper you on neis
body that has not the power and strength to the® <’0\iie
haps a condition of poverty and of limitation that belongs bimp y

"* Try as you will, you cannot wholly overcome these .1®,
do make progress, you work onward and in trying to ma ¿ t0
what is youip and what you can come in contact y1‘sb ™ined
an extent, and every thought of progress, every M“’» ( nvercom- 
givos you more power, helps you to gró’w, assists your sou PP „nd
ing certain limitations and enables you to reach out into a -
grander atmosphere pf desire, of aspiration and of tero u > I 
which áre helpful to the growth of mind and spirit. nnalVOn
ward, still, however, conscious of these physical, luwtatjioi, ihp'best 
feel that never while you are tethered.to the body ehn y 
for yourself—make the most of your selfhood, which -is t ie

sence and quality, but if limited in expansion and expression,t 
things which belong to. the material may for a time impede the po 
and the unfoldment of that soul light and being through these exi 
frames. . If all souls then spring from the primal source of all being 
have a mutual and natural parentagîTmîÔéiirce of causation, wen 
must be subject to conditions of environment and of 8r°wtn now 
long the same may be ere they reach the opportunity and the sp 
for action and for higher expression. Always does this power, 
wonderful being of life, manifest itself somewhere and through so

organized body of expression, • . - , n - Km1i
Every individual has a spiritual body, that is the body m

flame of light and power. Every human being begins t6 build tHat sp - 
itual body as it eoines first in contact with the material ^°}n1’ ,g, ... 
build it we say with the conditions and material which it ?
march through this mortal life, spiritually as well as uniter y. > 
this spiritual body may also have its limitations for the soul, ana no 
until the spiritual body has been made over and over, so I > 
through the processes of elimination and of attraction can e
-its most stupendous power. It is impossible. ; ■ ",

Now it is very possible for every one of you here td-riay 
present a spiritual body much better and finer than you f f 
haps for ages as conscious entities you have through vaV0U*. . ,
expression, and mental or intellectual manifestation, ^eea.R, A ., 
ments and qualities that have added to the beauty and uti y y 
spiritual forms. You may not know this, because you are _ 
these mortal forms and expressions. You may not know r _
tain conditions arise with you every day, that do hamper a 
noying, that fret and chafe the mortal form and comprehens > 
you are unaware perhaps of the real growth and status or y u p 
spiritual organized being. But if this be so, you have grea. PP _ ,
-ties and powers of expression unknown to your outward con 
sense. But there are times when perchance this-beautiful flP . „ 
ing—your real self—drifts, so to speak, apart from the m _ >
never to lose it, never to let go of it, but reaches out from t . P y . 
form into the great sphere of effort and achievement which Is 
the entire universe , or permeates the ¡entire umverBe,- 
which your soul entities may manifest your real powers.- ton q y 
there are individuals who go out in soul life, away from the .m 
forms, perform works of the spirit, come in contact with,wise a■ P 
intelligences for purposes of co-operation with-them in the adv J

I and achievement of humanitarian works. These^ are on-,r
ca'oh m-k/4 linxrn Vannw cnntmrtf liDiDi/k liAW lOnff WC SHctil Q.-- - - ■

To be- consistent with our former teachings and tall „ restate 
the soul, its offices and purposes, we shall be °^lged.^ ? of Our 
our position concerning the term “soul. We kn<^, in this re- 
Spiritualistic friends and teachers differ somewhat from ^-gnt 
gard, they calling the soul what we term organized positive- ^ntieut 
individualized and intellectual spirit. Our definition of the . wo d 
“soul” is: the living flame of being springing 
ceive of such a thing-from the great central source of all 1 ght and b<^ 
ing, call it God if you will. However, if we understand oui delmition 
or our interpretation of terms it matters not which we cl oose in thi 
connection; the great white flame of light, comprising a and
rays in spiritual splendor which we call the sou can never be 
can never, in any, sense; according to our thought, be defile , 
nnd beyond all contamination. animates or

This white flame of life, we affirm, permeates,^u?Ont.ii7ed uni?erse 
.vivifies .the entire frame of being whether it be this ,01ga““al and ex- 
which we behold around, us, spread forth )n raarftgnl^dseSh or 
pressed by nature in her works of matter upon tins planet,■ . » .. 
whether it be manifested through the organized Xd
matters not, it cannot be contaminated since it is itself of the li g > 
the supreme omnipotence of all being. - . ■ . lin:vprRP or in

So then the soul, as we understand it, permeating the > 
individualized thought permeating the human being can 
arated from that universe or from that organizea u u=’ , 00r>nrntprl i juhi auiucvciuvuu vx Hu,u«u,.w,«u —. - --------- , n ,
us. Our thought is that theis perpetual flame of li e ca?^ „bvRical form aS(’s an(f liave been sentient beings, how long we shall riot dare o say. 
from this physical form of yours until the use» of• tlmt Phy ipm look upon perhaps the same individual entity gaymg at
Inn t I een all finished and the form itself ££ I ns through eyes of flesh we are unc ' hHidv nro .nn-
back into the great arcana, the resei voir of nature in p____ grandeur of being which possesses them. Why not ? lh®y. ■,
Therefore it is folly for you to say you are apart from youi soul, tha con^.fuB -n thig inogtal Ufe themselves. Tl;e vibrations ot tins iqute- 
you cannot find your soul, that it is lost to you. | nnl atmogphere are dull, they are slow, they do not quicken ne

Our metaphysical friends, if they me„n „ny In g f oul, seiousness that must express itself through a materul formin
vou hive found your soul must mean Irve you iconsdo uuJeif) nd anl cope with material things. In a way1 these souls are
soul and its powers, have you awakened unto the f cut off from this external consciousness of power because of these very

grand num rfl sou! wrth wonderful po si , th at docs not
and of achievement? lirnt question । „ Jt is not nt all necesaarv for an individual who is highly un

folded in spiritual power and potency to have a full copsemusne^ ot 
hr ’ al a’ something ^pait and tai t m nm is a < , , fn y e‘mort d ;de Jf he n migla ntilfue w th his work
enuso we affirm that the individual is permeated by l.u sou jpte].fpre Avit]i his association with his fellow men «n earth. He
the 1 o ir of hr birtl and can never be -ei -fted trom it I hug eeiU n dlltics 10 perform tl ro gli the i aterml eeituin ’ffair to oc

V 1 it tl en does it mean when our inend -aj th t our vrought oul on thr physicai pi ine certain obligation^ a. d ' 1
loitl into the re 1ms ol sp ice md att mpts woik th t.we b and fu]ldl m conVct W1U1 ]n- 1U1OW men eal i d these
to perform through these physical bodies; that our^oul re-Cfte accomplished in order for him to perfopi; l^e labor ioi
and i ke- cognizance of afi ir and scene’ and condmons of de th t wc cJnfjequenlly n 1S x ' 1 "
have no conception of through these material forms It mea t Ufe .q wh-ch h(j ma , engage(i at certainAin>C0,oi not It
soul .uh its acquired spmtutil perception’ and Bcnsations n ream to grow-spiritually ne will do so even througlrthe mortal
out infinitely and grandly into space when it has „o develop i . ,
hides of expression and the instruments at it» command no y limjted to a grcat extent may to a cfirtuiifedegice de
thr phjs 1 foim but with tl e sj mtual universe as to t ke dxantag ? We do not jiean n0M cl-irVQ> ncq l1 ir ad
of them It can re’eh o it u fi t ly into space nd come m contact I i W _ which de 1 with decarnated spirit and com 
with giai d intelligences of cverv r ce and dime and plane of untold e^^ q£ thp 1Qnei hte
ment and work consciously and beautifully with tho.e intell ge s io indivldual and must ,at. some 1................ n
the glory of life itself. The soul as the pure flame of being,^con ing PTpression aild activity those spiritual qualitiesare... yours «m. 
contact with the elements and forces in the umver.e,> r g lee t(j ug they a)>e a papt flf but,„they,jnay be ip
to its If nd thu- organizing mde, endent of the phy ic 1 formM, t no °have rCl eived the condit oi s foi then giowth and ex
spiritual smictuie which becomes its veh cle of expre ion hasi minute learn_wl ich we do t some time-tji 0
power, only there are limitations which it must meet in it» contact with P ¿pfritual beings and that as such wo have faculties-and.proper
ties physic-1 atmosphere ’nd the body supplied to it i that _r } Ur Uri those o£ the merely physic’1 nrn we

1 hen wc -h-11 take the question ot the morning m the large under b to attend to thpm we c m i fn
st"rdinir of the soul as the developed, cultivated beinto, not , Y • unfoldment and in so doing every <-------— - - ...

......... m its whiteness, glonhed m its majesty_ and powe ; | the^ „oodness and pnrityi thought and effort and deed will

standing of yourself as a
i'ï.rnSrz., utx.'A“ U.»TSuir- 
” ' 6 ,«moU„»g ,p,.t .»d t,. t  .......   « foolrb - be | ’

DEAFNESS AND 
(iH.ttl

BY NO METHOD UNTIL “AC- 
TINA" WAS DISUOVEKED.

Ninety-five per cent of all cases -of deafness 
brought to oar attention is the result of chronio 

outarrh of tho throat andchannel of expression. , . ..
Then no, soul can be lost. Magnetic attraction exists between 

great parent of all life and the offspring. Magnetic attraction an e - 
pression must forevel' maintain, consequently the magnetic cord o 
between the offspring and the central parentage or fountain can nev 
be broken. No soul can be lost. Individuals may be merged in the ■ 
ditions of sorrow, pain, penalty and darkness, for centuries, Pell’aP > 
owing to conditions that environ them, but none can be lost. ia 
magnetic flame lives forever, it may lie only as a feeble spark but l 
cannot be quenched; it will sometime and somewhere flame tortn I 
fhefrmajesty of its being because it has the potency, lhe_ qualities, t i IWKIHiiBjIB 
development and the expression, and sometime the conditions tor t 
stimulation of that potency will be given (vhich will flash forth in t ia 
wonderful blaze of light which vve call spiritual expression.

Therefore, dear friends, while the soul has limitations through tnes _
mortal forms, vet it is a being of infinite expansion, of wonderful ex- passes through the Eustachian tubes into the 
pression and of majestic achievement. It is a part of the Infinite^

We are all children of the living God. Let us remember wnat we art (uammor, anvu an<i stirrup) in the
Let us take it into our consciousness that we are children of the infinite, inner ear, making them respond to tua^slight- 

the divine, the all in all, and let us so live as to show that we know t rlQglng n01Be3 ln tUe head, Wehave
wonderful thing; that however vve are impeded here by conditions a imown people troubled with this distressing 
circumstances, bv developing our spiritual powers, impulses and de- symptom tor years to be completely cured m

• ’ ‘ A ® 4. ’__ wnlv nf Hid lirnitntlOD The only three weeks'uso ot Actina. Actina alsosires, vve may overcome in a great measure much ot the limitation, x asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak
more vve know the more we can attempt and achieve; the more we leaiu lunga| c01ds and beadache; au ot which are at- 
the greater will be our range of information and of power. If we keep reotiyor indirectly due to catarrh. Actina is

- । ° WirJiJ nnrl Ivivi* tn ffrone OUr lenton trial postpaid. Write us about yourourselves pent yp in ignorance, we are blinded and have to grope ou w^lra fre8, and posItlve proot 
way, make ourselves strong in the light oi knowledge, ana we can »ce ef oureB a valuable book-Protessor wuson’s 
the pathway onward and so take advantage of conditions and opportu-1 toopage Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Address 
nities .and whatever comes in our pathway overcoming to a great ex
tent the obstacles by the use of our reasoning faculties and our con- _______________ __________ __
Atructive qualities. So shall we be able to discover more and more that i?:
life is for our use—more and more the significance of being which we I V"JP(BUSY©111^01«» 
ought to understand. So shall we be able to use our inherent faculties V furnlih tho work and Uicli you free, you work la

° . i At».. iir» + il +1iniirrh Wft llio locality whoro you llvo. Send a# your addrci» and wo willand make them stronger and stronger by their use umu, vnuu^ii w Mpuinuobuiineufuiiy,recnombotw.8u*rAnt.oacio.rprofli 
.may not become gods here on the mortal plane, we can grow conscious hqyal MAHUFicTUKifiu co., g« 867«^trPit(Hidu 
that vye are children of the living God, partakers of his inheritance o | ,MftMnpniff5a ©rnwe-B’d.monev 
the likeness of infinity, we have the pezeibilities of ""W™through 
wider and wider ranges of spiritual knowledge until in the Great e- ■

I vend ’through the ages and aeons onward-from the present day, we 
I shall be as gods, working out through individualized, conscious, senti
I ent expression the grandeur of the infinite and divine within humanity. 

• I (Stenographically reported by Walter P. Williams.) j

middle ear. Tho air pas- , 
cages become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action of the vi
bratory bones. Until thesa 
deposits ore removed a 
cure is impossible. The In
ner ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
hence tho inability of au- 
rists or physicians to cure. 
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
scientific cure tor deafness 
and catarrh is demonstrat
ed every day by the use ot 
Actina. Tho vapor current 
generated in the Actlua

e living troa, partaxers ox uia MWiMnEnrHa ©Tnwe-B’O monevhave the possibilities of unfoldment through WOrlwERFuL ©iu'uh M AKER I 
,f spiritual knowledge until in the Great e- r yiKfoioido><eu.oniii.cu»tomar»1ieiiijht<i4

, * -in ii   nirn ¿'Ej-ftki*? with Slnrrlbuu Vnh'etew OlbftM Stove« 1

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

It Seems to Her That the Spirit of Henry George Has Gone on Working 
for the Cause So Dear to Him.

with MnrrfMm Vnlvekw O1I.AM — 
Bnlcndld for cookluM also healing rooms.

stored, ofllcos, etc., with Baal- 
utor Attch. No wick, dirt, cr 

^2 „MhM-no coal bills or dr • •
Jfery—cheap, safe iael.ljoI'- - J 

, n / n week should furnish fuebii.-n 
H J for cooking for email family. 

J Baaily operated -absolute!,
f---------ny Ontulos 1'KEk and Baealnl

Prices. AGENTS WANTEB-Mp WrxUl,. AldreM 
World Mr<. Co., 5100 World B’ld’c, Clncluaotl, V.

Cancer Cures
■ ----------- WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.

tt--— i--'_____ «4.1.......... A< ____ nr.o nnd Rnrrnw for the maB’Who dies Cancer, Tumor,Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers,110W irequcniiy we express pity ana bjrruw EczemaandallSkinandFemaleDlscases. Write
with some work undone «ome hope unfulfilled, some dream unreanzea. for illustrated Book, sentfree. Address e

i -ftair- to uc । How seldom do we 1 e r tl e most rel gioir person speak of th(j possibi1- 0OYE,moXu£ KafiSSS City, MO.
I esnonsilnl I >ty of fimsl n g oui lab is after ve pas~ o it of the body. Broad as re- __--------’________________ ______
-n' P- - > hgnous creeds have become, there stdl fingers in the average m nd —v.

.. I old idea of eternal rest or eternal song m a realm wholly away from this
lor him to perioy i ivy ay spjlcre as the reward for earth s toilers. Yet it is the belief of many TLe al)0Te u Ub uumber ot lbB pr0B> 

immaterial whether ne. w-y --1 - a worth uns,qfish nmbition or a great undertaking for universal ent isime of The Progressive Thinker.

gMd « .in,.« 1» e-r. cd » Ue,
.. . bv its unfettered conditions it io uble to ...d humanity as t w P responds with the figures on your wrap-

mitted to do in the body. ' „
There was a man who lived in New York City nearly an his file tor 

forty-five years- nnd wlio died scarcely two years since. 1 his man ha 
n. .... .nnp........  , the world’s good and the world s need at heart, and was forever seeing

t e es imlted thethngsul h needed amend ng and forever lifting his voice o tqne be st nui tea Bg _itenti Q to the worth of greal prin.
ciules and the necessity of great reforms. . .

Untortunately the man was aggressive and devoid of tact in Ins met! - 
fis and ns a rule he succeeded only m antagonizing his listeners instead

of converting them to his ideas. . ... „
•He w-as a man unknown to fame, living a quiet life and pursuing a 

Jive them thougl t nd effort foi I mode t busmes’ e-.eei But h s he it was as large as the world and 

desne to put tl.ein forth, to a grent excitement caused by certain magazine articles expos-
f light pure m it’ wlutenes’ gionnea m u_a a « i q . out jn g00dner -nd panty tl Ought -nd effort ana aeea vv 1 Since tue gre^ t e c

ir 1 Hon the hte eenter ofnal1 SP’^ lt has g’th st.mulate tho e pintual quahtie’ n to giovvth and 1 elp them to fin de ire o£ thig h passed away fuU
all these spiritual qualities, percepti , Tikino- ;t m expression. • _ . . . ■ np sorrow and irdmnut’on over these wrongs, had been utilized from
ered to itself for its moral and intcllectu-J expies,-1 In the great-realm of spirit, as we have said, the soul may^nown I 0THFR gH0Rp and that he had been one of the instruments in the
this largeness, we shall simply u?e the teim be g. S . „Dreg. limitation, but not until it has so developed, so advanced m knowKdg Divine Justice in bringing the minds of others W know what he
-winch you are all though in mfanev in the fir 4 ^wer m the exercise of will force in the effort to achieve for it ell hand 11 e tran’t^ beyond had been
sion, perhaps some of you more than l ifi d being to such a degree that it stands highly advanced along the lines of piog » . } t ff hi rapleasant and aggressive habits and
m nt of vo ir spiritual perception- but in the ma re<jB not until it has through the pioee se’ of elimination and of att c needed t. at n > m of} u .g cause
is infinitely filled with potencies and powers which by and by e a gpiritual body that will respond to its every effort and ° * po^ great imm01.tal teacher,
their expressions and their, accomplishment flU demand high and giorious_ways. What then, are the_i>i o. . hag gone on working for’the cause so dear to his heart.

AX i d then are the hmitation- of the soul in it tate of bemgY ebminatK)n? have told you in former talks of the pint Henry u orge jt gaJ> that Henry George died without
whether—we shall say, Mr, President conn —denendent bodv how during this mortal life this first primary schooling of the 1^™:,,. the wonderful success of his theories in the single tax colony
th, ough the pl y-ical form or roaming at large in space independent bod, now fe Q jmovv gtlIe wonde su ees o e of
of the material body devel when you firt pas’ from thee physical form- We have toldyou that atFair Hope ngymade ereXre in the same line.” .

We cannot conceive of any limitation to the »°u n0™prR of if the impulses, the desires, the efforts me foi good, toward that vyhich y P o more reasOnable to think that magnificent mind
oped, that is perfected in its method» of expie~-ion, nP?iv:tv and i° pure and for right living, you are sending out elements and particles aetivclv at work though on another plane, producing the re

el levement The soul is boundles- then in its scope its ctivdy.and i pure an^ finely\tteniiatcd spil ltirl propeiUes and re mak ha .been aetiveiy at won mougn i , i
its range of manifestation. We can all conceive of limitation» for the material for vour spiritual bodies and such a material surround» suits he desi e ...................

oul nd the selfhood vvithm generally while tethered to the phymcal of light It is of thr tlicspintu l bod । S nee w rele
bodv and obliged to express itself through the»e mortal machines f jou^ you arp gelfishi hving for self or earnal or mate-
ours here on the physical plane. For, try to uvoffi it ‘gnore rial purpOses alone, you are of necessity chained to the earth, sendmg
subject as we may, the fact is impressed upon oia cow -^P ^¿»8 out the denser, grosser elements and particles which of necessity, make 
phv-sical law and physical environment» do and will limit the e p maenetm aura and build your spirit body.
sion of the intellectual spiritual being. Thought sometimes may be p before said, if your spirit body is made of the gross,
w "«»fined Ihonsht h«««v«r r teqnent y l.nuted l.m.t«lb« Veil U« -t t0 «, - rnntter ailed
of the lack of unfoldment, training and development of the mental fac I e ^amust of neeessitv be tied to this earth-that is, to a large eq
uities. . . - - x-n I ipnt -when vou pass from the mortal body, because the law of gravita-The poor man in the mine or ditch who labors from dawn tdl m ht tent ,y P ating wiR hold you here Yc- rct 
unable to take advantage of any educational »cheme for the! unfoldme I -n Ol„ body and its properties to rise to a higher state or c.— ,
of his mental faculties, must of necessity be limited in thought by Iil C0D<,cquPntJv you are here. But you may find your condition is not. more sa, 
environment- and condition’ He thmk’ many things ^oubtedly and con equenu y awakencd tbrougb your l ♦ -
vffiieh do not belong to the ditch or to the mine; his thoughts range to oO h«a. xour sj.i- _ , , - __
his home and loved ones; out into the world in a mea„ure concerning ca, ^d haye tb(J earnest deSire created to rise above it. x uu xCC. . —fp~nnd*thr realm 
things which are theic, and, if he is °ar™ide£ds t‘o bim that vou must get out of that state, you wish to do bettci. tp find higher vvor e «^0 k J b e ideals are unselfish and universal in their pur-
agm n quahtie’ he will think of many thing s^hat are iaeaw io i q effort to do gometbmg bettei to thmk nobler I But uc worm. endeavor when his eyes close upon this
yet he r very limited for all that mJus life of thought because ufif mil thmg t ou m“ f feUow men to t to lielp tho-e p0 e need not fear the er d o “ yision andPa wider
L With -o much that exi-ts m u=-e Xie xr'di tressifoPi spint- can do that ft- well as moitals-and all I ^ne\ienaeM £ XX^wer Ind let him be comforted by the
great realm of mmd and bnlliancy p tk vibratory forces of your being are quickened iutp,great rapidity , tbat tboge dear to him. who were cut down by the scythe of1 aonf■ ’’'' — ™ “ ■ ■

not trained his mental faculties, because he has not hud opportunity to 
. H~~---------- _ _ . p . Lnnnnca liia nririnrintiGTlQ nTA

Qijjrx urn uitai ------ «-» ■ -
ing the wiY evil- vvlieh he attacl ed the thought has often come to 
mind that perhaps the life-long desire of this man, who passed away full 
of sorrow and indignation over these wrongs, had been utilized from

jyu «jl k 111111/ JA.* Ill w II. > 11V, Ll U HU* Ul VM VW v** w - ~ y e J
....... > I needed that he might east off his unpleasant and aggressive habits and 

effort and I focus the full power of his spirit upon this cause.
1 Ju-t -o it e ms io me the Spmt of that great and immortal teacher,

the wonderful success of his theories in the single tax colony

per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to resow 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progreeeive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
Vob tag of your wrapper.

The Poeticaf and Probe Works
-----BY-----

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

iLS ILL* UUbllVU. , ■¡•¿a__U
Since wTeles« telegraphy is an established fact it seems less difficult 

to th nk ’ di-embodied Intelligence may be sending its powerful mes- 
cai’es to sympathetic souls on earth. f ..

If vou have a cherished ambition winch means good to the world, it 
vou ere engaged in some work which will help humanity, do not be sad
dened by the thought of death._

The separation from your body may only increase your power of use
fulness toward the world you love.

If however your ambitions are wholly mundane and selfish, then m
- - - - ■ -- . ; „ , d Jf t money jn order to shine socially -, it 

You are euffio. Xl.ut Z er or £.». that me» ma, ieek y..., il you to ive 
’ ' 1 more sumptuously than vour neighbor, or to give more expensive enter-

• I tainments. or to hoard up millions for posterity, death, in truth, will 
so uiiu. imui :----- .... . , ... . 7 -A-v I nrove vour undoing. For money and jewels and fine clothing cannot
experiences that you do not love this condition m which you find your P tl upon its journey, nor can the spirit carry on such

„„„ irorro fhn pnrnest desire created to rise above it.- Youieei accompany v..c sp--- -i - - -

Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the | 
inspiration of many young men and j 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas- • 
terful views of life give the reader new । 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live I 
in the reader's memory and cause him • 
to think—to his own betterment and | 
the lasting . improvement of his own i 
work in the world, in whatever line it I 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s I 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have j 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1. J

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait J
Price ? 1. ...

POEMS OF PLEASURE. . J
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. |

This charming collection comprises •’ 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait ' 
Presentation edition. Price $1. •:

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. J 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov- ' 
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price $1. ,

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA j

death before realizing their aspirations, are carrying on their purposes 
to comnletiorf under better conditions and aiding others here on earth to

5 WlllCll oeiong IO iuu etu tii aiiu uic . . - - , -i. .
What, then, is the process of attraction? As the elimination process do smui w beautiful idea of heaven can be conceived than this priv- 

on'and through your awakened spiritual impulses} desires and ef-1 v11“1 inore u- ... . , - --- *------------ «--»—j .»a —

EtÄ Ä«id Äe '“«■”»”{ ‘'«““S P”««’ “'j:" ÂSÂÂÎÎ SÄ« "sw I KveXi l» th. ta.« « U., »...»g» ».y b. «e»v.a wh.» t.™-
u’lip «'»nn OUV lit lilies nuiiu cau o..... * -
í-nñC onnortunities for coming in contact with various expressions of 
life has an enlarged realm of thought, Ins mmd flows forth m vanou , 
directions he can think wrely “oundlv upon many nr tters that appeal 
to hi« attention, and consequently hm mind has fewer limitations than 
tb ose minds below him in mental power and observation. . . .

So ëvén thought can be limited by conditions.... and environments.- 
True the man im prison need not confine hio thought to the bare_ walls 
m ound him it can flow out into the atmo-phere and dwell on bird and 
flowed on cool breeze- and cle r unshine he can thirik of life and 
mend- and beautiful thmg- that exist away fiom his prison cell he r 
not limited in that degree y et if uncultivated boorish one who has not 
tried or had power to develop lus mental faculté he too i~ limited 
and imaequamted vith the beautiful rc lm of mmd and of soul life 
X 1 cl exi-ts and which those who are developed enjoy -nd under tandSo then ïnTont et with physical life being obliged to exprès- ifelf 
largely through thr ni-chme called the morfl body the -oui is of ne 
ceAty limited to a great extent -While it can -oar m a-pir tion while 
Vt pan reach out in thought of heavenly thmg and enjoy thçm in con 
temnlation yet it is hunted in it achievement- by the surrounding cir 
eumstance- and conditions You all know that It r a fact m ev erv 
day experience appealing to your facultie- and comprehen-ion. So 
many thing- you would like to do "0 many beautiful things you feel vou 
re capable of doing if you only had the opportunity if vou onlv had 

the environment for such expre sión if you could only make condition
er the Liv mg out of tlrt vv onderfully beautiful mental pou er and qual 
itx which you feel -tnnng within you which you know i within the 
hr a’t vou could asyouthinl makemoieof m ik in the world. Bat 
you are cramped and limited the necesuty of providing for y our daily

les or ciuereui cicmvMvo r----- ,
matter "nd vour spirit body becomes finer, more beautiful, more sym-1 
metrical and glows with a higher light; the magneticsaura as then of a । 
corresponding quality. You can then rme into the ^thcieul ,-tmOb 
nhere to a diviner state df being, a more beautiful localityndf spirit and 
come in contact with wiser. more advanced associatesjr.andn. so go on
ward and onward to higher grades of unfoldment through tlie operation 
cf the law of elimination and the law of attraction. —......

The law of repulsion comes in there also, or rathernslialbwc say, Mr. 
Chairman that these are-all processes of one great law «»nature and 
only variation- of the upreme law? The law of repulsion«« this that 
if you are finely attuned to spiritual things, if you ajA in>ur percep
tion" "rid aspirations pure and good, you are repellpjl nqiurally from 
th"t which i« low and degraded, from that winch is crude rind unlovely, 
but if vou in your desires and purposes and living dra^ tp^ourself that

nutted. I know-we are building our heaven 
As we journey along by the way, 

And tlie mansion at last shall ^^iven 
To us as we shape it to-day. ‘M'

■ —Los Angeles (Cal.) Examiner.

WHEELER WILCOX.
A birthday book compiled by Ella 

Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
.It epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the y ear. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $L

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER
POEMS. v

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red1 
cloth, ?1. • j R_______ s
HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND k 

THE HEROIC IN HISTORY. &

Q 1U < I I I !• l • 1 .n» <11-11 I ^IllL XX . *il u VU J V VX.X UV*X . VMXV V ■

impure and degraded you are repelled from tljat much is high I
~ -. J1__ Al. _ I--— »£ I „» in r>lr<A n«i<4 iwhich lo buy~v ------- °•, „ * . • • , ..iran I be-utiful coirequentlv the law of iepul-ion is worl mg Iso and 

■>s the elimination of the .grosser properties and elements goes on and 
through attraction more sublimated and ethereahzed qualities take 
’heir place you are repelled from those things which before held you 
down—they are repugnant to you, you are rising into ;a higher state 
-nd a grander sphere, a more glorified association and companionship.

The soul gains its power, then, to express itself more fully, the white 
flame light from the central soureeo of all being is sending its. rays 
throughout the entire being and making itself felt in a grander con
sciousness in a more powerful achievement. . Thus man advances from 
gt°dh to grade of unfoldment from plane to plane of achievement,...

We believe that all souls arc- from the great central, source of in
telligence and power, consequently all must be pure and good in es-

Alen and thing- have each their proper perspective; to judge rightly 
of some it i“ nece sary to see them near, of others we can never judge 
rightly but at a distance—Rochefoucauld.. .

Pleasure soon exhausts us and itself also; but endeavor never does.
—Richter. - ■ . -

Man is not born to solve the problem of the universe, but to find out 
what he ha= to do: and to restrain himself within the limits of his com
prehension.—Goethe. ■ ; '

The bi^ot for the most part clings to opinions adopted without inves
tigation and defended without argument, while he is intolerant of the 
opmions ol others.—Buck. . . . . . .

A” to the priestly organization, the practical effect of the Christian 
oigamz tion “the church.'' has always been averse to.morality, and is 
now—illiam Kmgdon Clifford. :

In respect of the "reat problems of philosophy, the post-Darwinian 
g"iierntion i« in one sense, exactly where the pre-Darwinian genera
tion" were Thev remain insoluble. But the present generation has the 
"dvantage of being better provided with the means of freeing itself 
from tlie twrunny of certain sham solutions.:—T. H. Huxley. -

By Thomas Carlyle. fe

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and a 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy andjdra- s 
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort A fine edition In cloth, J 
Price 50 cents. |

THE WIDOW’S MITE, i
AND "

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA, i 

BY ISAAC K. FUNK. .

A remarkable book, of Intense inter-’ 
est to .all, whether Spiritualists or Ma-,: 
terialists, investigators or believers.
1 The author haa embodied in this, 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, 
Including scientists of world-wide ro>. 
pute, making a volume of great valuer 
638 octavo pages. Price, cloth. $3.
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Take due notice that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket. .

Sunday, March 19,1905.—8, E. 57; »The 
.Spirit Garden.’’

TOPIC pop the PROGRESSIVE 
Cyceum.

The. Spiritualistic Held—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and General Progress, thé World Over?

ooociiiuao
“Statements he may make. The editor 

. allows this freedom of expression, be
.-' 1 , W5 tont too cause of truth can be 

»esc subserved thereby. Many of the 
' 8®atlaients uttered in an article may ba 
- ft’cmetrlcally opposed to his belief, yet 
, that Is no reason why they should be 

. suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 

„ to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. ■ That must account for the 

< non-appearance of YOUR article.
; . | WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 

I ;. to Impress upon the minds of our corre- 
| Bpondents that The ProgressiveThlnker 

/ Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
• /!< must make speed equal to about four 
/ I a - compositors. That means rapid work, 

IS “4 it is essential that all copy, to in
. - sure insertion in the paper, all other re

quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on. yffilte 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 

' adjusted to tlie space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- 
qulro. -

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving tbe full name and address of 
tho writer, rhe items of those who do- 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste-basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have no: space to use them.

,THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
WENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 

.1 CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
i AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
; DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
I VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
I NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 

NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. ■

i .“The Ghost” was the theme of the 
/ / sermon by the Rey.. W. A. Bartlett at

tlie First Congregational’ church, Chl- 
cago. He said in part: "There is no 
doubt of a spirit world. The best of all 
authorities tell us. There are strange 
and unaccountable phenomena-'which 
suggest vast possibilities. There are 

. psychic forces beyond the understand
, ing and penetration of mortal minds.” -

; A. Jl KING WRITES: ‘‘LET SUCH 
QUESTIONS AS OBSESSION BE

I AIRED AND THE PEOPLE WILL BE 
3 MORE CAPABLE OF JUDGING OF 

W THE TRUTH. THE VAGARIES . 
J \ TAUGHT AS SPIRITUALISM NEED 
J : TO BE ELIMINATED, AND THE PEO- 
y PLE TAUGHT THAT SPIRITUALISM
V HAS FOUNDATIONS THAT CANNOT

: BE MOVED. THEN THE THINKERS 
F. . WILL NOT BE ASHAMED OF IT, OR - 
Id. TO BE CALLED BY ITS NAME."

ra Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Bonney, formerly 
of Nebraska, are now located at Monk

■h Sherborne, Basingstoke, Eng. 'They 
were prominent here as workers in the 
ranks of Spiritualism.

■ Prof; W. M. Lockwood is now located 
at Conneaut, Ohio, at the Central Hotel. 
His lectures at. Pittsburg attracted large 

, and appreciative audiences.
Rend, Nev., Feb. 26—By the aid of a 

Spiritualistic medium Constable Mc
' Dougald of Truckee, has solved a mys

tery that has puzzled the best detec- 
fives of Well, Fargo & Co., for the past 

. two months. The officer has located 
; the man who robbed the company’s of

fice in the mountain town some weeks 
ago. He went to Oakland and con- 
suited a medium. The woman de
scribed the robber and told where he 
would be found. '

IS

The Chicago Chronicle says: "Chief 
: of Police O’Neil announced yesterday 

/ . afternoon that no complaints had been 
made to him • concerning fraudulent 

’spirit, mediums, and that the police 
would not be in a hurry to make an in
vestigation of the alleged frauds until
complaint had been maae. ‘If people 
want to pay for fairy stories/ he said, 
‘it seems to me that they have a right 
to do so. No complaint has been made 
to. the department by anyone who pre-

h tended to have been defrauded by spirit 
y mediums and the detective force is too

busy with other frauds, concerning 
l v_: which complaints have been made, to 
i . spend any time beating around in the 
I fi air. It may be true that people do not 
f E receive an equivalent for tneir money 
■ L at some of these seances. The same 
‘ t might be said of many things for which

E people spend money, but it seems tó'me 
■ I; that as long as they enjoy themselves 
| and are willing to part with their cash 
(I the police need be m no hurry to inter- 

■ Here.”’ -
8 Emma Rood Tutt!-? writes from Ber
lin Heights, ..Ohio: “I’m glad you have 
published the Petersilea sketches. They 

/ are so realistic. Reading them is like 
i. touring in heaven.’ .

: /Mr, and Mrs. George Garner, of Syra- 
.,; cuse. N. Y., started for San Diego Mar. 
-6, where they intend to locate perma
nently. Mrs. Garner has been the plat
form test medium at Butterfield HaH for 
the past-year. ' ■

Bishop Fallows says: “I would ur- 
‘gently ask all good citizens, who have 

’ been deceived by dishonest and so-' 
; jcalled Spiritualists, to give the needful 

1 ¡information so that our city authorities 
i may institute criminal, proceedings 
J against the offenders. There are gen- 

júiné Spiritualistic pnenomena, without 
doubt. Otherwise the bible itself be 

; .untrue A true Spiritualism which is in 
harmony with revealed truth, recog
nizes fully the reality of the spiritual 
world and its Intimate relation to the 
world in which we live. It would be 

■ Uifflcult to conceive of a Christian who 
¡Was destitute of this belief. He has

■g :in jnalienable right'to the use of the 
N :erm' ‘Spiritualist’ without being con- 
|i ounded with the mediumistic followers.

¡There is'a passionate desire in the hu
rlan heart to know moro of the life and 

pondiliqns of existence of the loved 
, mes who have left us. And this very

I i -earning has been seized upon by some 
- unscrupulous men and women that have 
■:i .iver engaged In fraudulent pursuit for 
1, heir own financial benefit.” :
- W. E. Bonney, formerly well and fa

. Drably known-in the United States as 
t<wlecturer,-writes from his home. Monk 
‘blherborne, Basingstoke, Eng..- “I am 
FialmLto see that the questlonof ’Obses- 

tslon’- is being so thoroughly threshed
Kjlt by able writers on both sines of the 
Kuntrbversy. To my mind, ■ however, 
Igftr-Peebles and his co-woikers are on

wse a pen or typewriter.
We qo to press early Monday morn

ing, hence communications Intended for 
that current issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind,

J. F. Macnider writes: “The ■fiorth 
Star Spiritual Union held Its Sunday 
meeting as usual at the hall, 1546 Mil
waukee avenue, Large audiences of in
vestigators fllll the hall every Sunday 
evening. Dr. Esser delivered a fine 
lecture, with good spiritual food in it. 
He also magnetized flowers, which were 
sent to the sick. The society is grow
ing very rapidly and is to have a class 
of new members- initiated in the hall, 
Sunday evening, March 21. We cor- 

.eve7.one to attend this 
meeting. Sister Johanna Reonnaw also

Nora Batchelor writes from Ashland, 
,_°“r .toX“ had the good for

tune to be visited recently by B. W. 
Sprague and wife, missionaries of the 

A; The meetings were all well 
attended, and great good has resulted. 
Mi, Sprague presented the truths of 
spiritualism in a manner highly pleas- 
tog to the people of this community, 
lo the thinking mind, unprejudiced by 
preconceived opinions, Uis forcible, 
clear-cut arguments could, not fail to 
carry conviction. He possesses the 
happy faculty of saying a great deni in 
a few words. Every sentence counts. 
Every shot goes home. Reason, logic 
and tact are presented with telling, ef
fect. He places Spiritualism upon a 
solid scientific basis, whicli hone can 
overthrow. Tlie tests given by Mrs 
Sprague were satisfactory and aided 
not a little in deepening the good im
pression made by the lectures. Again 
and again the handkerchiefs came out 
as some, touching message was given 
from beyond. The Spiritualists of Ash
land are unanimous in the opinion that , -------- - ---- vu
the N, S. A, are making no mistake in I muc“ benefit from her work among ub, 
keeping Mr. and Mrs. Sprague in the n"‘1 ------- ’ ’
missionary 'field.”

gave.many remarkable tests, which 
were given in the majority of cases to 
skeptics and fully recognized. We feel 
confident that good work is being ac
complished. The society wishes to an
nounce a social for March 25, to be held 
at Sister Roennaw’s 1802 N. Ashland av
enue. Come and have a good time.”
t G. W. F. writes from Hutchinson, 
Kansas: “Rev. M. Theresa Allen, one of 
the teachers of tho Mediums' Home 
School of Springfield, Mo., has just 
closed one week’s successful work with 
us. While Mrs. Allen endorses and en
courages all honest physical manifesta
tions in Spiritualism, her able and effi
cient public lectures ana class work 
during tho week has been more on au 
educational line of progressive Spirit
ualism, calculated to lead the mind up 
to an appreciation of ' the higher 
thought in spiritual science. The Psy
chical Research Society has derived

CJW Qmm p? UefeiMg CQ Natural 
Philosophy, sa jhe True Basle of Spirit
ualism and CMtiufflty' of Life. Prof. 
Lockwood,, th^.wi^ily;known physicist 
and student in experimental philosopff^ 
commenced a „course of five illustrated 
and demonstrated tëhturos at the hall of 
tlie.FiriR Spiritual^ Society of Con-, 
néant, Ohio, on Harbor street, March 8, 
1905, in the interest and promulgation 
ol the great cosmic -truth that nature is 
the author of fcontinued existence, as is 
sensed in the-'analÿiis of her principles 
and mathematically demonstrated in 
the co-relatfon' of ■her forces. Lecture 
1. The Spiritual Character and Attri
butes of the -World-'We Live In. Dem
onstrate 1. \ Lecture 2. The Wonderful 
Psychic Character of Elements Compos? 
Ing Matter atfd Thdir Invisible Rela
tionship. Demonstrated. Lectùre 3. 
Principles of, ।/felpgraphy, . Telephony, 
Thought Transference and the Mental 
Relation Between Two Spheres of Life, 
Made Possible by the Psychic Charac
ter of tlie Unlversp, Illustrated. Lec
ture 4- Ah analysis of the Structure of 
Die Eye, Ear and Nervous System, Indi
cate the Complex Structure of the Or
ganism, Operated by Psychic or Invis
ible Modes of Energy. Illustrated. Lec
ture 5. Continuity of Life, the Natural 
Sequence to These Data and Spirit
Communication by Symbols of Sign or 
Symbols of Sound, the Same as Be
tween Mortals in Earth Life. Scien
tifically demonstrated. Prof. Lockwood 
Wishes it to be distinctly understood 
that tlie data upon which these lectures 
are given aie from the pens of the 
best writers "we have in both Europe 
and America upon physics, physiology 
and psychology. He will speak for the 
First Spiritual ■ Siciety during the 
month and will give special lectures of 
instruction on the X-Ray, Crooke’s vac
uum tubes and wireless telegraphy,

Gem of Thought:— , 
r w\e is a Garden of tlie Spirit, 

Wherein grow most beauteous flow
ers; .

Gt'!’ daily life e’er leads us near it, 
we may spend enraptured hours. ' 

Ihoughts are the seed, and words the 
branches, .

Peitome soft and sweet; 
while deeds of service much enhances, 

Worth and beauty,—makes complete. 
Sow ye then precious seeds of kindness, 

la the Spirit’s garden fair;
To heal the world's sore pain and l)lind- 

Make each soiil of Love aware.
For. information concerning Tlie Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesnon 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

growing demand for a home of our own 
and we therefore feel especially grate- 
tul to Mr. and Mrs. Sprague for their as
sistance.”

r secretary writes from
Louisville, Ky.: “The Society of Divine 
Truth wishes to state that on Sundays 
January 22 and 29, Mr. Ruffle gave pgy- 
cnie readings at its hall, which were 
recognized and great’y appreciated. We 
were unable to retain his services ow
ing to ihe short timé this society being 
organized which we otherwise would 
have done.” . . ~ .

trust during his life to tlie acceptance 
of the people, and with honor to him- 
»elf RUFUS SPALDING.

IS MORE AN */fn
fQftTUNt TAILINGSrsrru^./(^m

LEARN CARD READING
—BY THE-

NEW PAHLAVI SYSTEM.
Educational, Scientific, Interesting, 

Profitable.
naS/Bnbninrr^A<?L,AVI. .CARTOMANCY, a 0?- 

1°1 iastf’avtions beautifully |||UE. 
tr“Le‘J,in colors, showing each Pahlavi Card 
to read Pnhblvi““’ iTb? b001t tel1“ you how 
raevand S?tiV1 remarkable aiuu-
llXd d4„ I only book of Its kind pub- 
eent^'w^iini V,11? <1 nllJ' address for25 
temi ' »or it to-duy. It’« worth havintr 
isil iand1nrfilknbettUtiiUi1, duPlex enamel tin- 
clai^^ivSpXtli1^ CiUTy WD* 
cerasarManvS«,nilt’ si”lt upon receipt ofM 
ntss of W J“ake profitable bush

frjo»

of Cartomancy luHtruction. Agentsand deal
ei s make money selling bur goods. ‘

C03HOU emau Blit* Grand liaplds, Minh.

and camp-associations in need of a 
????-?r test mpflitim, to correspond 
with her. All mall sent to her home 
Badress will be immediately forwarded 
to her, She also can be engaged to offl- 
elate at funeralrand weddings. Terms 
reasonable. Address her at Fulton, N. 
Y., R. F. D. No. 2. '

Mat Forestburg writes: “We very 
much enjoy reading 'Plie Progressive 
Thinker, and wish it could be possible 
for a good medium to come down here 
to open the eyes of some of our right
eous (?) orthodox irlends, who have 
never even heard of Spiritualism. . 
„ Mrs. Mary C. Von Kanzler writes:
I have received an urgent call to visit 

Elmira, N. Y., where I have a host of' 
warm-hearted friends, made during a 
two years’ engagement, there as pastor 
of the First Spiritualist Church. I am 
to be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ira 
Smith. Mr. Smith was the president 
elect,'and his wife ou the board of man
agement as one of the trustees the last 
year I officiated for the society. They 
are worthy disciples of the true prin
ciples that should govern all leaders.”

J. G. Hoffman writes: “On Sunday, 
March 5, at 528 W. 63rd street, Engle
wood, Mrs. Burland, pastor, we had one 
of tlie. grandest lectures it was ever 
our pleasure to listen to, the subjects 
taken from the audience, as they al
ways are. If those seeking the truth 
knew the treat that was in store for 
them, the hall would not be large 
enough. As it is. the audience is in
creasing very fast. We also have very 
Interesting conference meetings in the 
afternoon. We’are having a number of 
mediums attending both meetings 
which makes it very interesting for 
those who enjoy true and honest tests, 
as nothing is given but what is re
ceived. On March rC, we will hold an 
anniversary celebration, when- there 
will be a great variety of talent. Shall 
be pleased to have those coming a 
distance to bring their lunch and stay’ 
afternoon and evening. On eveiy 
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock, Mrs. 
Burland holds a circle in same building, 
come one! Come ail! and enjoy your
selves.” . ■

Mrs. May A. Price, whose excellent 
articles are often seen in The Progress
ive Thinker, writes: “I find my work 
for tho future must be on tlie platform, 
and not confined to one place. I would 
like to make engagements in other 
cities or camps for summer-as speaker 
and message bearer from the spirit 
world. Address me at No. 423 First 
street N. E., Washington, D. C.”

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house in tho 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work-binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up In all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion ot Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. m. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.” '

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. V. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche hi your
library. ■

D, G. Hill writes: "Tho opening meet
ing of the Golden Rule Spiritualist So
ciety, at Haymarket Theatre Building, 
was a pleasing success, and very grati
fying to the promoters as well as the 
aH^!?nce’ attendance was beyond 
all the expectations of those having it 
in charge.- The speaker, Mrs. Virginia 
Bryan, chose for her subject, ‘The 
Golden Rule/ which was handled in a 
way that was interesting and-instruct 
Ive to her listeners. The work of the 
message bearers, Mrs,. Alice Seismith 
and Mrs. Nora E. Hili, was equally as 
soul-inspiring, making the meeting one 
to be remembered by those nresent. 
The above society will hold meetings 
each Sunday evening at Haymarket 
Theatre Building, 161 West Madison 
street. The speaker for March 19 will 
te the Hon. Ex-Judge W! L, Snell; All 
welcome. Take Elevator.^ ,, ' 
_ Maurgerlte Mac writes:. “The last 
Thursday of each month Mrs. Jeffery 
Burland holds her monthly social at her 
home, at 3019 Vernon avenue, and we 
hope you will not forget the evening, as 
we always have a very enjoyable time 
there; good psychics always present as 
well as palmists to Tead the lines in 
your hands. Mrs. Burland is pastor of 
the Light of Truth qhqrch. She holds 
meetings at 528 W. 63rd street, Hop
kins’ Hall. Her lectures are fine. Go 
and hear one for yourself, and you will 
go again.” ,

Eva L. Stewart .writes: “Tlie Hyde 
and wo rhpprfnhv “Jp'n------ & i park Occult Society has been highly en-

fflhera ” cheer£ully .recommend- her to tertained the last two Sundays by Dr. 
’ ' ' J. H. Randall and Dr. Princess Viroqua.

Both pleased tlie audience witli their in
structive remarks. Our developing cir
cle is doing good work, and some are 
getting manifestations which are re-

-A?-1
Mrs. Emma A. Ellis writes: “The 

Band of Harmony met as usual in Room 
512, Masonic Temple, Thursday night, 
March 2. ■ The mild weather brought 
out a large attendance, both afternoon 
and ^evening Mrs. Richmond spoke at, 
length on a question which seemed up
permost in most minds present, “Why 
is the shooting of women so prevalent?" 
The Idea of a, ‘World’s Flag’ was was 
projected by Mrs. Chandler. Supper 
was served at 6 p. m., and the evening 
session, called at 7:30. Besides the 
usual number of questions answered by 
Ouina, many character poems were also 
given by her. A piano solo by Miss 
Tressness, and vocal selections closed a 
day filled with love and harmony for 
all.” ...

Mrs. Graham writes: “I want to speak 
of the work being done at the Church of 
All Rouls, 220 Western avenue. The 
work is truly spiritual. The lectures 
are soul-inspiring. The work is-being 
done by Mrs. Squire, in a most excel
lent manner. The people always recog
nize the tests and want more. We con
duct our meetings on the church plan, 
and take up collection. Everybody 
made welcome.”

F. S. W. writes from Mulliken; Mich.: 
“C. J. Barnes, the trumpet medium of 
Chicago, has been with us a few days, 
and held some very convincing seances 
at our house;, algo at Portland, and 
South Riley,. Mich., proving beyond a 
doubt to skeptics that their friends still 
live. I can recommend him to any one 

-wishing a good true medium for trum
pet or light seances.”

Correspondent writes from Syracuse, 
N. Y.: "Thp First Society of Spiritual
ists enjoyed a rare treat through Janu
ary in ■listening to lectures by Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys. Cooley. We would have 
liked to have kept her longer, but a pri
or . engagement in Watertown deprived 
us of the privilege of holding her here 
for February. After meeting with phe
nomenal success by drawing such full 
houses at each meeting thatmany, were 
turned away, she has returned to lec
ture for three Sundays of this month. 
On the last Sunday of her stay, March’ 
19, we will celebrate the 57th anniver
sary of Modern Spiritualism. There
will be two sessions—afternoon: and 
evening. The meetings are very suc
cessful. We have good home talent, 
among them being Mrs. M- E. Clark, 
and Mrs. Addle Cooper, both of Syra
cuse. All are working harmoniously.- 
We will soon have to rent a larger 
hall.” . .

Miss Mabel Harrison writes from St. 
Paul, Minnit “Your premium book, ’Let
ters From tnS^Spirit World/ has been 
received. I thank you for your prompt 
attention. We now have all the books 
of the Divine Plan, except the Great 
Debate, together with other spiritual 
works, which form quite a little library, 
Mamma is an invalid, and has been con
fined to her bed for over a year, but her 
spirit friends. The Progressive. Thinker 
and her spiritual books are her constant 
companions. We feel that a great work 
is being done through the circulation of 
The Progressive Thinker.”

Miss Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C. : “Mr. C. L. Stevens of Pitts
burg, Pa., was a caller at the National 
capital to attend the inauguration ex
ercises. The Americus club of that 
city made a fine showing. They carried 
yellow and black umbrellas. Mn Ste
vens Is one of the trustees of the Na
tional Spiritualists Association. Mr. 
and Mrs. Chas, Hatch' of Dorchester, 
Mass., are callers in the city. Mrs. 
Hatch is a sister of Mrs. M. T. Longley. 
I presume.it is well known to your read
ers that Spiritualists and mediums are 
bolding responsible positions in all of

D. F. writes from Baltimore, Md.: 
Mr. Ihomas Grimshaw of St. Louis, 

spoke for the First Spiritual Church, 
Sunday, March 5, taking for his subject, 
The Future Life/ The church was 

comfortably, filled, Mr, Grimshaw has 
exchanged pulpits with ‘our pastor for 
the month of March. The discourse 
was an able one and full of spiritual 
thought, ft was well received and all 
enjoyed the spiritual food dealt out by 
the speaker. Our lyceum continues to 
grow in numbers and interest, many 
new members being added each Suu- ---------- - ----- ------------
day. In point of numbers the lyceum I ber message giving is, she will not rat
bids fair to outgrow the church proper, r1? 0® a lot of things purporting to 
All seem to enjoy the lyceum exercises, come from the spirit friends, but gives 
especially the adult group of which the | last what comes to her and no more, 
pastor is the principal speaker." '"'J ‘ *

markable. We feel we have started 
right, and success is coming bur way. 
Mrs. E. Kline is .with us and continues, 
to do good work; sometimes through 
her little Indian guide and other times 
by messages coming on her handker
chief, which she wrings cut of a bowl of 
water. These messages are given by 
an acquaintance of hers who passed out
some years ago. One good thing about

■ . . . . — — — . -
Correspondent writes: „

the Chicago Spiritual Alliance Society, 
Vincennes Hall, 3514 Vincennes avenue, 
is growing larger .every Sunday. Mrs. 
May Elmo, medium, lectures and gives 
tests and is always assisted by able vis
iting mediums. This society will hold 
a social and dance In its hair Saturday 
evening, March 18.- Remember Mrs. 
Elmo has moved in her new home, same 
building as hall, where she can be con
sulted. Thirty-fifth r.tréet and Cottage 
Grove avenue car lines to the door.”

mid. that is what makes nil true seekers 
■Mpptinp-e . n, Itb n'c 80 wel1 oi her. Our dances are 
tnce ScSetv I Wel’ attended every Thursday mght, 
ince Society. 1 nn(i we jntend to lloI(1 them until it gets 

too warm to dance. On March 19, we 
have a mediums' night. No lecture, 
but tbe time is to ha devoted to mes-
messages and tests, We then try and 
have a.number of: mediums present to 
£lve. tests to all if-possible. March 26, 
we celeorate the advent of Spiritualism 
in this country. An interesting time is 
anticipated.” । ■ ■ ■ .'

Dr. M.;F. Hammond writes from In-
Wnmv t nr« , , i dlspapolis, Ind;i' “Tho first annual con

ri e ia„n9w lecturing at I ventlon of thelndlana State Spiritualist
pLt,S:.a v A1J1 mail and tele- f soclatfoh was.a success in eVery way, 
wnSL-?? ? addressed to him at and will be one ofethe bright spots on’ 
Windsor Hotel, corner 8th and Olive -------- - ■ - “ ■ 1 -
streets, during the rest of March and 
all the month of April.

’ the pages of this most efficient organiza
tion. All its'officers put their whole 
souls into the work in the most harmo-

' PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

/[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate- 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.] ■

Passed to spirit life at Columbus, O„ 
March 1, Charles Searls, age 41. Mr. 
Searle was snatched from life, having 
an illness of only three days. It Is an 
extremely sad case, as he leaves a wife 
and four little children that need a 
father’s care and protection. He was a 
member of Sixth- street church. Serv
ices held on March 5, the undersigned 
officiating.

. ELIZABETH HARLOW.

„ Tl?,e 57t11 Anniversary of Moderh'Spir- 
ituallsm will be celebrated by -the. 

society, by a week’s, 
servibe in its temple. Monday, the 20th, 
lecture and tests by G- H. Brooks; 
Tuesday, Rev. Dr.-Moses Harris of the 
Universalist church, will speak, fol
lowed oy tests.by^Mr. Brooks;-Wednes
day, lecture and tests by Mr. Brooks- 
Thursday devoted entirely to test work, 
and different mediums will take part; 
Friday, a grand literary and musical 
entertainment; Sunday, the 26th, in the 
morning, a conference meeting; after
noon and evening, lecture and tests by 
Mr. Brooks. The week-day services, will 
commence at 7:45. A most cordial in-, -------- - ------------------------------------
vitation is extended-to the frlends m th's meeting'was. entertained by some 
the near-by towns, and as far as possi-1 of the most advanced and . eloquent 
.ble all who come to the meetings from ------- '------' - ------------
a distance -will be entertained by the 
friends, and a most cordlal invitatlon is 
extended to one and all to attend.

nious manner;.’with? the motto, ‘The 
greatest good to the greatest number, 

, m the best manner/ ever before them. 
Their succesb-in carrying on the busl- 
ness of the Association daring the past 
year has been<of: such a nature that the 
members concluded--to reward them by 
selecting- themi'for another year, so 
thé old board ¡will-serve for another 
year, and we/predict that before the 
end of 1905, the Indiana State Associa
tion will give the other state associa
tions a swift race. We do not propose 
to make a report of this most harmonl-
bus: meeting, as the very, efficient secre
tary, Mrs. Mong, will give you that. 
We do wish to emphasize the fact that

Edmund C. Sargent writes In high 
terms of the good-work we are doing 
with The Progressive Thinker. Thanks 
brother, for your good words.

speakers in the ranks of .Spiritualism 
•to-day. Miss Elizabeth Harlow simply 
took the audiences by storm. Will J. 
Erwood and W. V.Nicum gave so 
much and of such-an advanced nature, 
that the.audiences will.have enough to 
feed their minds‘upon for weeks to
come; the only criticism we heard of 
any of the lectures ■< was, that they' 
ought to- have been reported so that 
they might be spread broadcast, and 
v. hlle new scores may know of their 
mighty truths, then thousands could 
know.. We should be remiss in our re
port, if we failed to state that the tests 
given by Mrs. Anna Throndsen were of 
the highest order, and all were satis
fied. The Progressive .Spiritualist 
Church holds services every Sunday 
night in Pierson’s hall, 135 N. Delaware 
street. I have served this most harmo
nious society during February, and will 
continue during March, and if I am a 
good boy, they think of giving me a 
longer job. All persons desirous of cor
responding with me will please address 
ne at the General Delivery,” - .

Mrs- C. Kirchner writes: “A very in
teresting meeting was held Sunday af
ternoon, March 5. at the Rising Sun 
Spiritualist Mission, o.ur speaker -being 
Mrs. Hamilton Gill. Her address was 
listened to with rapt attention, as were 
her spirit messages!. We.alsd had with 
us, Mrs. Preston .from London, and her 
remarks were .received with : great ap
plause. Her main Idea of all Spiritual
ists is, to spread the great truth of 
Spiritualism by learning to live the 
right life here, making the best use of 
our spirit when on the earth plane, and 
to cultivate love, harmony and peace. 
Mrs. L. J. Jacquet gave some fine dem
onstrations of spirit return in her usual 
affable manner. In the. evening we 
were favored with a fine lecture by Dr. 
J. H. Randall, his,subject being ‘The 
Spiritualism of Shakspeare/ This dis
course, was delivered in a manner be
fitting the speaker, and strict attention 
was paid to his '-remarks', congratula- . —- -------- ---
tions being in order after the meeting, was-followed by the éminent bible 
showing the appreciation : of our large scholar, Prof. L. M. Lydy, who in his 
audience. Spirit messages were given J masterly, .scholarly manner brought to 
by Sisters Dill and rrafton,\ all- being' bear the spiritual philosophy in the 
recognized. Our speaker for Sunday | teachings of the lowly Nazarene. 'Both 
evening, March 19, will be Mrs. V, i)ar* . speakers held the audience spellbound 

 

olau’a •« ’îmv u’’LT । "F» an abte lecturer, and her subject during their discourses. The writer 
has just closèd ïte first annualSen W’U bcj‘SP,lrit’iaf1‘ty-’ Wc hold services acted as chairman in the absence of our

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “ôn Sun- of February. Both are earnest, 
... faithful workers In the hands of the

angel world, and are doing their utmost 
for the upliftment of humanity. Socie
ties desiring speakers will do well to 
communicate;with them. Mrs. Ovella 
Eubanlm resid'és with her husband at 
the corner of‘Fifth hvénue and Hunter 
avenue, and Mrs. Edith McCrossan re
sides with hef’ïamily at 62 E.’ First ave
nue, ColumbuB, Ohio'. Mrs. McCrosson’s 
home is headquarters for..-the"Psychic 
Research Socièty. SÀ.11 are welcome ev
ery Monday evening?’

Mrs. Nora Aÿnistrçng writes: “I feel 
•sure you will be; glad to know of the 
good work going on'ln the far West as 
v/ell as in the East./Last Sunday was 
one of the grandest idays we have had 
in the Fiist ghlrituàl Society of Port
land, Oregon,; duri^ [he four years I 
have been a nijemb^ and officer. Our 
pleasure on thip occasion was chiefly 
due to the presence.Vith us of Mr. and

Hattie G. Webster writes from Colum
bus, Ohio: “Rev. H. E. Boerstler, the 
worthy presldent of the West Side Spir
itual Church, gave an elegant address, 
bn /The Life of the Nazarene/ to a 
large and appreciative audience. He

Uncle Sam’s departments." - -
Mrs. Carrie H. Mong writes: “The In-

cess in every way, spiritually, socially I 
and financially. • Our talent, consisting 
orElizabeth Harlow, Will J. Erwood
and W. V. Nicum as lecturers, and Mrs. 
Anna Throndseir as message1 bearer, 
was exceptionally good, each one seem
ing to be at their best We were also

day, March 5, at the Universal Occult 
Society, we had a large audience and 
Evangelist F. M. Stoller delivered a 
very fine lecture, and it was very highly 
-appreciated, followed by messages by 
Madam Lucile de Lojx, and psychomet
ric readings, by. Prof Stoller. On last 
Wednesday we held our social in Hall

favored on Sunday afternoon, with two 
beau tiful solos by Mr. Andrew Smith and 
Mr. W. H. Daggett, two of the leading , A , __ — ,  ---------- - -——
soloists of the city. We believe that I at 77 East 31st street. We did not 

■■ ‘ ’ - have a large crowd, but what we lacked
m numbers was made up in sociability 
for we certainly had a nice time. We 
will hold them every two weeks. The 
next one will be on March 22, and a 
very cordial Invitation is extended to 
all. We have good talent, and a dainty 
lunch. The ladies are good eake bak
ers as well as know how to make a good 
cup of coffee We expect to have Mr 
H. S. Fraser at the next one to give 
messages (better known as the boy me
dium), and Prof. Leon and others 
Messages for all.” ’

this convention has awakened a new,in
terest in Spiritualism, not only in In
dianapolis, but in all societies of the' 
state which had representatives pres
ent. The feeling of harmony and so
ciability was especially noticeable, each 
one renewing old - acquaintances or 
forming new ones. Many brought their 
lunches and spent the time between ses
sions in having a good social time, and 
pH seemed to regret when the conven
tion closed.. Even nature seemed in 
sympathy with us, as we had exception
ally fine weather during the entire time. 
The attendance was good at all the lec
tures, Sunday night .the house being 
crowded to the doors, standing room 
was at a premium,. and many turffed 
away. The following . officers were 
elected for the.ensuing year: President, 
E. A. Schram, Peru, Ind.; first vice-
president, Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson, 
Richmond, Ind.; second, vice-president, 
AlbcrkR. Scherer, Peru,- Ind.; secre
tary, Mrs. Carrie H. -Mong, Muncib, 
Jud.; treasurer, Mrs. Lou-Schwennesen, 
Muncie, Ind.; trustees, Mrs. Marguerite 

I Miller. Rochester, Ind.; John H. York, 
Peru, Ind.; Sol Katzenberg, Ft. Wavne 
Ind., and Theo Richey, Sheridan, Ind.”

H. Smith writes: “The Society Stu
dents of Nature, 1565 Milwaukee ave
nue, Sunday evening at their hall had a 
large and appreciative audience. The 
pastor as usual performed her duty 
Prof. W. Lynn, the Hindoo, held the au
dience spellbound for .one hour with his 
clairvoyance and- psychometric read
ings. Sister McIntyre gave many spir
itual messages, which-brought tears of 
joy. Both are recognized as true spirit
ual workers, and were granted a license 
from the society for their noble loyalty 
to Spiritualism. - Mediums are welcome 
and invited to contribute their services 
to the society ”

Mrs.. Sprague, the: N. S. A.-misslonaries 
They are sowing the seed of true Spir
itualism m the min^s and hearts of all 
who have had the pleasure of hearing 
them and are awakening in their own 
earnest.and helpful way, a deeper inter
est in our work .than has ever before 
been manifested. . In oehalf of this so
ciety, of which I am vice-president, 1 
desire to thank them-through'your most 
valuable paper, for. the help' they have 
rendered us, and especially, for those 
words which resulted- in raising in leks 
than half an hour over two hundred dol
lars for our temple- fund. Tho ladies 
bale been working very hard to-raise 
such a sum as mjght realize for us the

4S

E- French writes from Clyde, 
Ohio: “Mrs. Elizabeth Schauss served 
our society last Sunday night. , As 
usual she surprised her audience by her 
flights of oratory. Previous to her com
ing in the hall, the audience sent up to’ 
her desk subjects to lecture from, and 
articles to read. The easy and profound 
HimiAnia disposed of the I all ueaier, many
subjects was a wonderment to the large having been raised from suffering to 

aiter iu readlDg Of the health' He was a G- A- R- man, having 
iu v\she ,did not ltnow t0 all through the civil war. He

vnom they belonged), it proved conclu- was as true to unpopular truth as to hls hrer alaimB to .betas a psycho- I country. He will be greatly missed out- 
metric reader and dispelled ths belief 1 side his home as well as in it He 
qi many that thought it was character leaves a wife and son. They both ar?

Mrs’ s,chaUBB ia her sincere, Spiritualists, so the experience is not 
bonest, unassuming way. is doing a I one of mourning, for knowledge is their 
good work here, as all who meet her re- staff. The funeral services were held 
main .her true friends, haying the ut-1 at hls late home, Feb. 28, No. 283 West 

“ her abll!ty and psy‘ Fifth avenue. ‘be undersigned officlat- 
chic gifts, which no one can doubt after ing. ELIZABETH HARLOW 
bearing ber.’ REV. REXFORD. ‘

Passed to spirit life, Feb. 25, at Co
lumbus, Ohio, David Climer, aged 69. 
Another true and tried worker has en
tered the realm of larger thipgs. Mr. 
Climer was an excellent healer, many

Then follows “Ghost Land,” “Art ( 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands ” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.” '

AnJ lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib- 

.ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise! "

;P. Bertine Hutchinson writes from I _ ---------
Montana: “Those who live on a cattle George M. Tracy, aged 60 years, 
ranch on the prairie can appreciate my I Passed to the higher life, at his home in 
yearnings for the society of those who Pasadena, Cal., Feb. 18, as the result of 
believe in spirit communion—some I an attaok acute bronchitis.
friend to tell of what we hear and see. . Mr.-.Tra<’y was a building contractor, 
Y’ou who live in towns and cities have llavlnS but recently come to this, city 
your regular speakers, and you are frorn Meriden, Ct., the latter place be- 
tjoubly blessed. In this little corner of hls home for many years- While 

/Montana Spiritualism claims only a b,eing a rCBident of Pasadena but a 
lew. The land In large tracts separates tilae he was recognized as a man 
our homes, yet when wo do meet and of fine character and noble aims. He 
hold communion, the' spirit descends was a Spiritualist and quickly sur- 
wlth power, and we return to our homes rounded himself and family by acquaint- 
refreshed. Spiritualism had never ances of his own belief. In Connecticut 
been heard of here till my guides he was aa active add efficient worker 
dropped words of comfort. Like a gen- for tlle cause he loved, being vice-pres- 
tle shower, they found good soil. How I !?ent of e e^e association at the 
we should prize the gift of medium- tlme of his transition. The funeral 
ship, so that we can dispel the dark ]vas held at bis borne, Feb. 20, Mrs. 
clouds hovering over a sister or broth- I Lucy Burton Powers delivering an elo- 
er, bringing sunlight into darkened fluent ant' comforting address to the be- 
homes. From my heart I exclaim, reaveti family and the many assembled 
Praise to the Spirit of Infinite Life!” I friends. In -accordance with the wish

• ■ ■ ■ I of Mr. Tracy, his body was cremated
Mrs. Isa A. Cross writes: “I -would • cor

like to say a few words in regard to the ______ '
celebration of the birthday of our good Mrs. Ann Maria Wentworth, a lady of 
WIlRon^oiaf6»6«. Wnrner'B’ 75 years' and who nas been an ardent, 

t.t?e „of the Hyde ldevoted, lovely, consistent believer in 
n°Ciety’ ’ Tbc ball the beautiful spiritual philosophy for 

a as beautifully decorated by the mem- many years, bade adieu to the earth 
n?rS soefoty, of which she holds I friends and crossed the silvery stream 
the office of financial secretary. The of so-called death on March 4. ^She was 
evenmg was about one-half passed I the last of a large family to be trans- 
wlien the friends were called to order lated. The services were held at her 
and remarks were made by Dr. Geo. B. lovely home in Rockland' Maine Warne, president of the Ill. S. S. A, and I March 7, the writer offlciaUng ’ 
an honorary;member of the Hyde Park FREEMAN W. SMITH
Occult Society. HiS remarks ,wore I - - • .
beautiful, and fitted the ease so nicely, Lorena C. Barber, passed to spirit life 
and expressed ffle love and esteem our Feb. 28, 1905, aged 71 years She was 
society and friends held for our sister, married to David O. Cook in Michigan 
»nd.as a token of such presented-her May .8, 1850, and moved to Kansas In 
with a beautiful gold and enamel Spirit- 1857. To this union were born nine 
ualist brooch; tilso a beautiful hand-bag children—seven sons and two dtuigh- 
ot leather. Dr..Warne closed his fine ters. Lorena ,C. Cook was ° charter 
nia?d Sls}6:‘ Wilson called on member of the Spiritualist. Investigat
E; ?r,°vS for a fe'v , retnarl<s, Which ing Society of Spring Hill, Kansas. Ae- 
fitted the case, and showed his esteem I remains were laid away March 1 1905 
and good will for her. As the remarks funeral services being conducted by 
preceding had about covereffithe ground Mrs. A. L. Lull of Lawrence, Kans 
for the occasion, he only made a few "... P. A. PIERSON
allusions to owl car rides., late hours, I - '
etc, outside of a general-good feeling I Called to spirit lite, March 3, 1905, at 
of !°ve and friendship of us both to herd Harbor Beach, Mich, Hiram Whitcomb. 
Then Wm..N.-Enslow presented some He was born May 1, 1807, in Swanzey. 
otoer tokens. I believe that he pre- New Hampshire. Our venerable broth- 
seated the handbag instead of Dr. er has known the beautiful truths of 
Warne. . His remarks^were very brief, -continuity of life, and spirit return for 
as I think he-concluded it was about I fifty-four years. He lived according to 
time for refreshments. Sister Wilson his knowledge, waiting Jong and pa- 

but she. tiently to be called to join his dear ones 
could only say, I thank you/ - She was in spirit life. His remaining children 
completely overcome; and last but not Mrs. Darcy Mahan aud' Frank XVUlt- 
least, our worthy brother, H. T. Stew« comb, will miss his. beloved presence 
art, came from tee lower end of the I Mrs, Mary Stein óf Detroit, Mich, dè- 
hajl with a beautiful sofa pillow, liand I livered a most appropriate address’. She 
painted by himself. He told her as she held her large audience spellbound bv 
Baid she could not stand anything else, I tbe spoken truths ot Spiritualism and 
she mignt. sit on that. Of course tliat won golden opinions from all creeds 
brought down the house. She had a I and classes. .

20th Geniiini Guide
TO

PALMISTRY
This is the simplest, clearest and yet 

the most exhaustive presentation this 
interesting science has yet received. ' 
All of tbe discoveries, Investigations 
and researches of centuries are summed 
up in thin practical, fascinating treatise 
on Palmistry.

There is no trait, no characteristic, no 
Inherited tendency, that is not marked 
on tho palm of the hand and can be 1 
traced with unerring accuracy by fol
lowing title principles enforced by the 
presented in this. Price, paper, 25 
cents: cloth, $1.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Eevelations from Zertoulem, tho 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

This work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tho 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them leads to 
Koiethlng higher, grander, nobler.

THE GOSPEL Of NATURE
Is a most excellent work by Dr. M. L. Sherman, 
assisted by Prof. W. F. Lyon. Heretofore It 
dm been sold for 82, but the price now has been 
reduced to 81. it is a book that will interest» 
and instruct. It contains 280 pages, and is full 
of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sherman was B 
medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres

to Ittodorn Vstroithv^li—sis. Its Rolatio'n 
I?!,™?“,™? AstroPhyslc8, by Edgar L. Larkin, 

Observatory, Echo Mountain, 
CaUrornia- This book treats upon anew branch 
of research Into the laws of nature, and to the 
student or even an admire» of the modern as
trological literature will surely come wltbsreat 
interest. Price, cloth. 81.75

P* LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.'"
Editor of the National, with Prefaoa 

mid Notes by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with 
views of the old Paine Homestead and Pains 
Monument, ut New Rochelle; also portraits of 
Thomas Ulo Rickman, Joel Barlow, Nary WoL- 
s^mecraTt, Madame Roland, Condorce, Brissot. 
and. the most prominent of Paine’s friends lij 
Europe uni America. Cloth. 75 cents. • *

JOYSBEYONDTHETHRESHOLD 
A Sequel to Tho To-morrow of 

Death. .

r,

number of beautiful flowers given her, 
also a fine hand painted cup and saucer

MRS. J. G. PUDDOCK.

by myself. Sister Wilson was dressed. Hon. Elijah Easton of Owatonna 
in light silk, and decorated with Amer-1 Minn., passed to spirit life at the home 
lean, beauties. Thanks to her. friends, of .his daughter, Mrs. J. H. Robson ot 
Miss Messinger, who had charge of the that city, Feb.: 27, nt tlie advanced age 
refreshments, which, were very. fine, ac- of 90 years, after a Jong and successful 
companied by delicious coffee. After life. He exchanged thq mortal of earth 
the lunch Mr..Stewart took three flasn- for immortality in spirit life, with iov 

(Jight'plctures of the groups of different and .thanksgiving. Father Easton's lat- 
people, and it was towards the small ter years were mainly spent-holding up 
hours when we all separated .to go our the. message of Spiritualism to hitman- 
different ways. I thlnk all will remem-, ity, by. helping the poor, comforting the 

JS£teI thirty-fifth I disconsolate, find bolding high his torch
birthday at Hyde Park with pleasure.” to light up-tli¥ path that Mds to that 

Mra- Mary..C. Von Kanzler has a few i blessed future where we aro all travel
dates in 190|, and Invites societies. ing. The deceased held many offices of

' «x-“5 . ’ - ” ~ '

Flguler. Translated from the 
French. The To-morrow ot death was written 
to develop the Idea of the principle of the per
manence of tho human soul after death, audits 
reincarnation in a chain of new beings, whose 
successive Units aro unrolled to the bosom of 
ethereal space. "Beyond the Threshold" con
tinues on tho same lines, otlarging and ex- 
pandingtbo idea by reasons and considerations 
drawn from science and phUosophv, claiming- 
that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
cat thly end is tho best means of arming our- 
j against all wc-aknoss in tho presence of 
aeatb, and that tho help offered bv science and ■ 
philosophy to that end js far superior to that of 
any of the existing relations. From beginning 
to end it is interestiug.entertainlug, instructive ’■ 
and fascinating, and whether one accepts it all 
or not, much will have boon learned and much 
pleasure enjoyed in its perusal Price, MB. •

OlbflNDNEWPSyGHOLOGy
C01*1116- Sporta c’ i reuty-tour . 

disiJnct Iccturos, roctntiv dalìvfired in New 
York,^BrooWynt Boston Philadelphia and 
cibar Fpromiucnt citles of th< Uniteti States. 
Mye contributed tho hasls .»£ ibis volume. 
Prlce, gl.OO. ‘

The Reiioion of Science. ' ' 
¿ Si Pr-Tapi <*«118. -Ver thoaabttul avaiQ^ ■ tematlng.

g
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THE FROSRBSSIVB THINKER
A REVIEW CHICAGO SPIRITUALIST LEAGUE.

ERSs£

is a duly organized religious corpora-
- tlon, and its objects änd purposes are

SUPER-SENSITIVE.

ship.-

sbe endured and lived

I

SONG OF TOIL.

little lips that wait, only sympathy, and good wishes from
The hearts that ring, the arms that I the people of the land of her .birth.

HODSON TUTTLE.

»

DR. J. H. RANDALL, 
Secretary.

Regular Monthly Public Meeting Held 
In Kimball Hall, March 7.

Of Mrs. Maybrlclj's Own’ Story, “My 
Fifteen Lost Years.”

■This department 1b under the man
agement of

/ HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

TURN ON THE X-RAY.. . "• : I’ •_____ . ’ ........Ui

.Some Pertinent Facts of Experience In 
' Obsession.

"The Present Agé ana Inner Life; I spirit painting of her. This adds great
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi- ly to Uie attractiveness of the book, and
fled and explained.” By Andrew Jack- I Quite considerably to its cost Yet the
son Davis. We have a few copies ol I price remains the same, one dollar. For
this work by the’ celebrated seer. | sale at this office. --

laid down in its manual, which has been 
widely circulated, and copies of which 
can usually be obtained upon applica
tion to any of the Board of Trustees. 
It plainly declares and accepts all truth

' '■ .si Î/ært SS S? JW®

„ Mar. 18,1906.

1 NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth Such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most ’condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write lette*’’’ of in
quiry. The supply of matter i’ Jways 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. .................. ..

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name a_nd ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department lias 
(become excessively large, especially let
ters of inquiry requesting private an- 
■were, and while I freely 'give what
ever' Information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

possess the entire eaith and its people 
would be without a vestige of wealth, 
and for aught of him starve in the 
fields. -,|

Take as illustration Carnegie, a man 
of ordinary mould, not' unlike thou
sands of other men who work in his 
mill. He grasped the secrets of con
verting or.e direct to steel; was byi some 
stroke of generous lobbying awarded 
the steel armor contracts that gave 
him a clear profit of two to three hun
dred dollars a ton, and thus amassed a 
fortune with which to fasten the steel 
trust on tlie people. He is striving to 
monument his name in libraries, and 
says he wants to die poor. His income 
may be twenty or more millions a year; 
the men who delve in the coal mines; 
who dig out the ore; who freight it to 
the furnaces; who stand in tlie blazing

Funk & Wagnalls have presented the 
public with this autobiography of Mrs. 
Florence Elizabeth Maybrick, which 
will, If there remains a lingering doubt 
in the mind of any one interested in her 
pitiable case, .vindicate her innoceuce. 
In all the instances of miscarriage ot 
justice, and terrible wrong, it has no 
equal. That a woman, refined, educat
ed, moving in the best society, could be 
by the connivance of those who desired 
her removal, that they might grasp her 
property, through a judge who at the 
time was developing insanity, which 
led to bls death, accomplish their fell 
purpose, by the stupidity of Englishheat of thè molten menial; who attend . . ... . .

the glowing mass through the rolls— law, seems Impossible, and shows how 
these receive an average of six hundred far removed tire law is from justice. If 
dollars! His ability Is in direct con- her martyrdom will serve to correct the 
flict with their rights. When lie in- evil, it will not be In vain. .
stead of hunting for towns that will Immediately after the death sentence 
toady to his vanity, by "contributing as I had been pronounced, a petition headed 
much more,” to have a building in its I by some of the most Influential men in 
midst bearing his name, will share the England, signed by more than a half 
profits with the men whose labor it I million names, was sent to the Home 
represents, we may believe his protesta- Secretary. It was shown that the Tui
tions. Rockefeller has the “ability” to ing of the judge was contrary to law 
“hold up” the ojl producers, tor any I and the evidence, yet all that was done 
amount on a barrel ot crude oil his con- only received recognition by having her

Newcomers: Q. Many spirits, dwell 
on lengthy discourses; recall affairs 
which were forgotten long ago by oth
ers; relate extremely ■ private experi
ences, and establish beyond a doubt, 
♦heir individuality and spirit commun
ion, yet cannot, or will not give their 
names. It is not mind reading and the 
question: “Why cannot all the spirits 
who give wonderful demonstrations ot 
their return, at least give portions of 
lueir names, it not in full?"

A- It is because ideas or thoughts
are more easily impressed than words. 
To give names and dates requires al
most as perfect impressibility on the 
!>art of the medium and control by the 
nfluencing spirit as to talk in a foreign 
anguage. In both cases tlie word and 
lot the idea has to be impressed. Ex- 

Iierlments in hypnotism demonstrate 
how much more successful the former 
experiment is than the latter. This 
1ms been repeatedly explained in this 
department. ..

James Hardy: Q. Is it possible to 
be taught mediumship by a series of 

\lessons by mail? I am offered a series 
of lessons for $15, guaranteed at the 
¡end of them to be a medium for any and 
all phases.

A. Whoever makes you this offer, 
cannot make it good, and knows that 
he cannot.

1 can scarcely go as far as Rev. Sav
age, and say mediums are born, not 
made, yet there must be organic and 
psychic conditions, which if they do not 
exist, cannot be supplied by training. 
Culture can only perfect existing ten
dencies. While all persons are in some 
degree impressible, few can reach a de
gree of development that would give 

^satisfactory results.
The method of this "instruction by 

mail”-in some cases. I do not pay in 
all—ip, joftenjthe-victlm is relieved of 
his mbney* and is imoatibrit because his 
expectations have not been realized, to 
leply to his anxious inquirers by telling 
him that if he is not as proficient as he 
desires, he can make the appearance ot 
a wonderful medium to his friends, and 
coin a mint of money, by tricks, Full 
instructions in these will cost more 
money, from one to five dollars a tricks

Really this is the kind of mediumship 
which can be taught by mall, and pro
duced by “developing” mediums. It is 
an alluring bait, too often accepted, and 
for good money some old and cheap 
faking methods are given the deluded 
victim. If you cannot become a medi
um In your home circle, you cannot by 
any other means.

Joe Trounson,------ , Ky.f Q. I was
surprised to be told to-day Uy a man, 
well-educated, and of scientific attain
ments, that he regarded the hollow 
globe theory as absolutely demonstrat
ed by Teed. When I think of living in 
a shell twenty-four thousand miles 
across, I feel stifled, and I should like 
to know if any one considered as au-

; - ''l'"1 .... . ....
VERY LARG^EETINGS.

__ taJfT > '
Presided Over by Eminent Judge 

DaHejf- JI?-. ■ '
• —' co '■ .

To the Editor:—I jmclogp herewith a 
copy of a notice whjeh. blithe request 
of the board of truqfgps, J read to the 
audience last Sabbath eyenlng before 
services. We had a^p'leiyiid meeting, 
however, and no dlstpybamjft, Probably 
500 people were ti],'i;ed ,jpway, who 
could not get Into thei.ciiyjch,

Brooklyn, N. Y. /¿J If.; DAILEY.
■ i " ‘rrr ■ . Hi /

Public Announcement,¿From, the Board 
of Trustees of thei;Flrst)6plritual

Church of Brooklyn
For the information of the public 

generally, and especially of those who 
attend the meetings of this church, it 
is hereby made known, that this church

science, or rather policy will allow, and sentence commuted to imprisonment at 
this whole country with a constant rob- hard labor for life. ■
her demand of several cents on a gal- Mrs. Maybrick being American born, 
Ion. It is not'a wonderful ability. All the case became of international Inter
robbers have it. It Is not often, how- est, and this government through its 
ever, associated .with the pecksnlflian foreign office interceded in her behalf, 
sanctimoniousness of a bald-headed Yet a blind and brutal indifference was 
Sunday-school class leader,,who is con- manifested, and she remained in the 
stantly preaching with a smirk of saint- prison walls.
liness of -Jesus, and “you ought to be Her release at this time is in no sense 
good.” because the ‘ English government ac-

Such as Rockefeller should have the I knowledged that it has been in error, as 
gratitude of the millions or people de- has been advertised. • Life sentence in 
pendent for light and heat on oil. He England means twenty years, which 
might add a cent more, and usually may be reduced to fifteen by good 
does when he makes a gift to a theolog- behavior, and Mrs. Maybrick has served 
leal college. He might add ten cents her full time. She tells her story in a 
more, and they would have to pay It or simple, unaffected manner, without a, 
remain in darkness. They are made so trace of. anger or ill-feeling toward 
obtruse by this doctrine that ability has those who have so irreparably wronged 
the right, that they consent to a “hold her. It is Impossible for anyone to 
up," with the grace they would to a read her pages without feeling that she 
highwayman.'who allowed them to re-1 is innocent of the crime charged against 
tain enough of their property to sup- her, and a victim of perfidy and law. 
port them until they accumulated In an American court, she would have 
enough to make a second hold-up profit-1 been acquitted, or more probably, with 
apie. • I the keener sense of justice and equity,'

' , __ it never could have been brought before

thority supports this theory. .
Another query: Has a man of great 

financial ability the right to get all he 
can through his peculiar abilities?

A. The hollow globe theory of Teed 
has not a single supporter who has 
even a rudimentary knowledge of as
tronomy. His system is the cant of in
sane ignorance and scarcely deserves a 
pissing notice. Yet it is not strange 
that people who believe in his religious 
rant will also'-accept his idiotic views 
of the formation of the world. Every 
religious cult, or attempt at a religious 
cult has had a cosmogony, and I do not 
know as his is more stupidly blind to 
the facts than many .others. Our Cor
respondent need not feel “stifled," 
tucked away in the inside of the earth, 
for he surely stands on the outer rim of 
the world and several thousand mill
ions of miles of pure ether extends be
yond him to the nearest star.

To the question, of right to-the full 
extent of ability, the theory of our gov
ernment Is to allow everyone, to do as 
he pleases, exercise any power of mind 
and body to fullest extent, without in
fringing on the rights of others to do 
likewise. The definition of this individ- 

■ ual sphere of rights and its limitations, 
is oho of the most perplexing social 
problems. It is self-evident that this 
ability to amass wealth may quickly in
terfere with others' rights, especially 
when the laws are so framed as to give 
air the advantage to “ability," or bet
ter, cunning. If we put this question in 
another form the answer will be self
evident If a bag of gold were placed 
in a ring, as a prize to the strongest 
man who could win It by overpowering 
and crushing all who entered the arena 
to oppose him, would he not gain it by 
might and not by right? _

If the inan of great “financial ability, „ 
which may mean obtaining a franchise 
by Which he makes the public tributary 
to him; or an organized industry where
in men labor for him for less than they 
earn;'and countless trusts and compa
nies may by means of his shrewd plans 
and combinations, have a right to all ho. 
may accumulate, then it follows if he —• 
had the ability, to so plan, he might Cloth, SLID.

W. J. Guild: Q. Is palmistry a scl- a court.
encs? I After her early life, her education In

A. Palmistry is ver&far from a Bci- I America and Europe, and travels with
ence, for science is accurate, demon-1 her mother, the Baroness von Roques, 
strated knowledge. There Is no guess I her marriage at eighteen to Mr. James 
work in science. That the lines of the May brick, her arrest, trial, conviction 
hand may conform to the character, is I and sentence come as a hideous dream, 
in accordance with the admitted fact After the commutation of her sentence 
that every part of the body 1b corre- I to life Imprisonment, she began her, 
lated with every other and with the prison life with the usual nine months 
mind of which it is the visible expres- I of solitary confinement. She was first 
sion. The successful palmist is one taken to a bare walled room where her 
who can read Intuitively, and really the hair was cropped short, and the prison 
lines of the hand seem only to fix his garb put cn. Her sensations on reach
attention. The use of palmistry fonfor- png her cell are thus pathetically de
tune-telling, and especially by fakirs, sc[1Ib?d,; . n
brought it Into disrepute and made it al- I followed the warder to a door, per
most synonymous with the gypsies’ art. haps no more than two feet in width. 
The palmist need not te a fortune-tell- She unlocked it and said, Pass in. I 
er, but in most cases he is, and his stepped forward, but started back In 
“reading" is only a shrewd guess, and I horror. Through the open door I saw, 
the telling of things he perceives his hy the dim light of a small window that, 
subject will be most pleased .to hear. was, never .cleaned, a cell seven feet by

_________ . . _ ■_________ | four.
“ ‘Oh, don’t put me in there! ’ I. cried, 

‘I cannot bear it.' For answer the
. । warder took me roughly by the

When I have gone forward shoulder, gave me a push, and shut the
■ T .T°, reSf°ns unknown, I tlQOr There was nothing to sit upon
Lifes panic all over, I jjut jjare_ co](1 poor- j sank to my

The last blast blown, knees. I felt .suffocated. It seemed
Oh, irienas, hold to loving I fy»« waiin wata ilrA.wlni? nparGr one

.-o™ ® ’ '• ■' nearer 'together add presently'..fie..life
Remember-all failings ,, . : j would "oe crushed out of me. I sprang

Have adequate cause. to my feet and with my hands beat
My heart Is too large ‘ wildly against the door. ‘For God’s

For this world I am in J ' . sake let me out! Let me out!’ But my
If the helpless are borne down voice could' not penetrate the massive

I battle the sin. I barrier, and exhausted I sank once
I cannot sit easy, . . more to the floor. I cannot recall those

With comforts about, I nine months of solitary confinement
And know that my fellows . I without a. feeling of horror. My- cell

Are doing without. I contained only a hammock rolled up in
one corner. Three shelves let Into the

I sit by my fire wall—no table no stool. For a seat D
While my dumb creatures freeze? was compelled to place my bod-clothes

I feast and grow strong on the fl00r.-> .
While they bellow and tease? Not a word can be spoken to the 

Oh, no! I must give guards without punishment, and the
Of my strength, and my store, prisoner is required to work at sewing

Till the thanks in their eyes or knitting, and if the full task was not
Tell their needs good no mo" I completed, punishment followed.

No eeoism for me-— I There was no break in the monotony,
Evfrythlng for the I, ‘ Once a day the door opened; the pris-

■Rn+ for oner walked silently out,
Th^ g^Se?! cty® ’ ' “Not a word was spoken because I

I am not all there is know exactlv what to do. I leave my
Sd I care not to be- I cell, and fall into single file three

I can nocket some wants paces in the rear of my fellow convict.”To behind Md h“nd-free. What is It for? They march to the
• chapel to Divine service! We are

“Shut your eyes and don't worry,” criminals under punishment and our
The hardened ones say, I keepers march us like dumb cattle to

“Your life is immortal, the worship of God.”
They live for a day.” After the nine months were wretch-

“So much the more need then,” I ediy passed, she was placed in the
I sharply reply, . kitchen, and compelled to do the most

“Their lives be made pleasant;— menial tasks, entirely beyond her frail
To-morrow they die.” strength.

„ The years passed slowly, and most

SiJ'S S’ “a
Incidentally-be gives pen-pictures ol

B J; ! I the inside of an English prison, which
th?wmwded are Bo revolting that it is almost be-

Whn ilvo yond belief that such merciless cruelty
Wh° mnu nnnn o-tFctt w in the treatment of human beings ex

—EMMA- ROOD 1UTTLE. | igtg> toe lauded humanitieg of cIvil. 
ization. Among the most pathetic pas
sages are those describing the taking

contained in1 the creed of any other 
churches, including those" contained in 
all Christian organizations. In addi
tion to what is preached and taught in 
other Christian churches, this chyrch 
accepts and proclaims the truth of tlie 
teachings and doctrines contained in 
the New Testament, concerning the di
versities of gifts; tlie spirit of wisdom; 
the gifts of healing; the working of so- 
called miracles; tha.gift of prophecy; 
the discerning of spirits; the diversity 
of tongues; the interpretation of 
tongues, and the right to exercise all 
other spiritual gifts given -by God to 
His Children. ' ■- ' *

It has furnished, since the first Sun-’ 
day of October last, In the afternoons, 
Instructive lectures from eminent phy
sicians, and learned persons concern
ing, the laws of health and the laws ot 
life, .and upon kindred subjects) which 
have been growing in interest and in 
popularity. In the evening Its services 
have been purely of a religious charac
ter, opening with music and congrega
tional singing; followed by prayer and 
musical selections rendered by an ex
cellent soloist, and the'reading of the 
scriptures and a sermon These exer
cises have been followed by manifest
Ing those gifts, clearly .commended by 
Paul-in the New Testament, given for 
the information of inquiring people, in 
regard to matters tending to prove the 
Immortality of the soul, and the possi
bility of communion between this and, 
the spiritual world. <

It is is our privilege to exercise all 
the rights vouchsafed-to us by the Con
stitution of the United States, the 
State of Now York, and by the laws ap
pertaining to such matters. We not 
only claim this, but demand protection 
in every part of our- services, against 
interruption or interference on the part 
of any person whomsoever.1 No one is 
obliged to attend any: of oar services, 
and we shall exercise our right to ex
clude those we deem 'Improper persons. 
Whoever enters this’church must pay 
the price charged atsthe floor, for the 
privilege of receiving.jthe instruction to 
be ,her,o given, whether acceptable or 
not. Any’ person causing! the least in
tentional disturbance^ or, interference 
with the services, byiiany ¡rude noise, 
loud whispering or talking; or in liny 
■other manner, except it be an officer of 
the church, an psher.-ior .anrepjy by a 
person addressed by the pastor, without 
her consent, or thatjjpf the board ot 
trustees, will be arrested, removed 
from the Church, and prosecuted for dis, 
turbing.-a jeljglous, mejstted-, Tlianudl- 
ence iB. requested-to r.efralnijfrom mani
festations of applause,rand not to leave 
their seats until after the benediction.

—:“ ■ I of her two children, their alienation
I take the little kiss she gives when I preventing her. from receiving letters 

go forth at mom, from them, and now she finds them as
I take the little farewell wish upon the strangers. The most deplorable feat- 

■ breezes borne; I ure of such imprisonment is the irre
I take her little arm’s caress and in the I sponslbllity of the government Restl

morning light I tutfon and recompense cannot possibly
Go out into the world of toll and battle t,e made. The years of life are gone

for the right I ¡ma cannot be restored. The suffering
Ring, anvils, with your clangor! and. degradation have been endured.

' nnrn fnn?pq fierce and far' I -The victim has no recourse.
The night shall bring the world of home Mrs. Maybrick is robbed of fifteen 

Where love and goodness are! years of her life at its meridian, of
nuwo iv.o e, _ her property, her children, and health,

I give and take and give again and unto and the government plumes itself on its 
dark'ain'bent sterp justice and impartiality in vindi-

Beneath the burden of the task for I catión of its laws! .
which sweet life is spent; I Mrs. Maybrick has vindicated her-

But, ah, the wage so dear to have, the self and may rest assured that she has

cling, while I unlatch the gate!
Clang with your mighty revel! 
. Roar, cities with'your strife! 
And God be thanked fbr strength to 

toil -
For wage of love and life!

—-Bishop Huntington.

In the World Celestial. .
We have received a supply ot the 

fourth edition of Dr. Bland's book, “In 
the World Celestial,” which contains a 
beautiful full-page photo-gravure of the 
heroine, Pearl, from a new -life-size

see si..

'tjf
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BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
The attendance was unusually large 

and very encouraging. Dr. George B. 
Warne, president of the League, pre
sided.

Services opened witli congregational 
singing, led by the choir of tlie Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission, rendering thé 
old song of “America" in a spirit that 
was exalting and spiritualizing. ■

Mrs. M. A. Burland was introduced 
by the president, and made a very im
pressive invocation.

Dr. Warne made some remarks ex
planatory of the mission, purpose and 
plans of the executive board of the, 
League, that must have convinced the ' 
audience that honest mediums are to be 
sustained, and the public posted in so 
far as it is possible for the League to 
post it as to who may be engaged in 
business as fake mediums in Chicago, 

Miss Sttnson and Miss Weinberg 
gave a duet on the piano that was very 
entertaining. ,

Mrs. Cora Richmond was very cor
dially received by the audience, and 
listened to with every evidence of deep 
interest in the subject of her lecture, 
“Psychometry,” which she handled in a 
scientific and philosophical manner.

Dr. C. Burgess gave several psycho
metric readings; one that he made from 
a glove, and another from a knife were 
very clear, anil many points were 
brought out, showing that the Doctor 
had some process of getting Impres
sions about other people differing from 
the ordinary processes in use,

Mrs. C. Kirchner gave a number of 
readings from watches, gloves and 
keys, that were to the point, in reveal
ing traits of character of their owners, 
business conditions environing them, 
and in several of her readings giving 
descriptions and names of deceased 
persons, readily recognized as rela
tives and friends of the owner of the 
articles road.

Mrs. May Elmo gave readings from a 
small pocket mirror, keys and several 
watches. The points made were very 
direct and acknowledged by the own
ers of the articles as true. While read
ing with one ortho watches, she held it 
up and said, “I hear a voice from the 
spirit side of life that Bays this was his 
watch when he was in earth life” ; then 
describing the spirit whose voice she 
heard, followed with the name; the 
present owner of the watch said it was 
true in every particular.

Remarks were made by Mr. Colwell, 
Mr. Stoller, Dr.* Cross, Mr. Bishop, Mr. 
Elmo and Mrs. Elmo.

The drift of the remarks was to show 
that psychometry in part by certain 
phases of phenomena has no relation to 
disembodied spirits; that this phase or 
phenomena 1b no credit to Spiritualism 
ns it savors much of fortune-telling, and 
that through it and for low and selfish 
motives .a class of people seek Spirit
ualist meetings, not ’because they are 
Interested in a future life after death 
or , in an elevating philosophy and re
ligion to lead better lives morally, but 
purely to get some advantage in the 
business world Again other phases of 
psychometric phenomena Indicate the 
most intimate connection with disem
bodied spirits, the Intelligence being 
given by them to those who are sensi
tive psychics, that the psychics by their 
mortal powers alone cannot give. The 
discussion did not exhaust the subject, 
and there is plenty of desire existing 
for more light upon it. Everybody 
present appeared to have an interest in 
the subject and to enjoy all that was 

\ said, and, doma in connection with it. 
The next , public meeting of the League 
will be held Tuesday evening,-April 4. 
Everybody is invited. The subject of 
lecture and discussion: Trance Medlum-

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Em. 
bodiinents. This is clearly a hook on /e-embodiment, or the principles ■ 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the most popu
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosophy. By 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts,’

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D, Barrett.
Price 10 cents. . . . .
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 
of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force, Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5. ।

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This
The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on

’ ’How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are
The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistic 

idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both by, 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents. ’

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music for the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages. By 
S'. W. Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents.

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1,

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
sacred to do good. Price’15 cents.

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1. .

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science.
Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in every chap
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion. 
Price, $2.

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2. '

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.

The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Christ. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
formation. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

Tree and Serpent Worship. Showing up the ridiculous side of the 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S. Hud
son, M. D. Price 15 cents.

Truths of Spiritualism. This book narrates many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lecturer and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.

Twentieth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good 
book for all those interested in this study. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 25c.

Two In One. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combina
tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume. 
By Moses Hull. Price $1. . .

Unique Bible Picture-Book. Old Testament stories comically illus
trated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facts. The stories humor
ously told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Vaccination a Curse. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Treating on a subject 
of vital importance to every one. Price, $1.25.

Vedanta Philosophy. By Swami Vivekananda. Price $1.50.
Views of Our Heavenly Home. This book is a word-picture by one of • 

our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting work. '

**H’o«T6hall 1 Bèóotne a Medi
-? Urn/’ Fully /Vnsweftd

Tn ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Uonditiqn 
ahd Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 3 
esntsu Oend to Mr. Tuttl^ Berlin Height^ 0.

. I “Principles or Light and Color." By 
I E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. 'A truly 

great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 0 I honor. The result of years of deep 

I thought and patient research Into Na- 
• ture's finer forces are here gathered 

and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men. especially, and 

I scientists, general readers and students 
v • , < I of occult forces will find Instruction ot Its Londltions great value and interest. A large, four- 

iii '.................................... I p0Und book, strongly bound, and con
' *........................“ tainlng beautiful illustrative plates.

For sale at this office. Price, poatpaid, 
Sit is b woaderful work and yo® wSj 

with Br - -Z

We want the..truth, .the whole-truth, 
and nothing but the truth, about obses
sion. L i

. LET US HAVE ALL THE FACTS 
THAT ARE KNOWN. TURN ON THE 
X-RAY. Probe the question to the bot
tom—tlie more fully we understand the 
subject, the better it is; for us. .

Ignorance of the law excuses no one, 
and neither will our ignorance of the 
causes, etc., of obsession, guard us 
against obsession.

All should thoroughly post them
selves on this subject , .

Live right! . ' '
Think ‘right! •
Live and practice the (divine virtues, 

yes, but one or more of. them, and no 
one need ever fear obsession.

Obsession is a fact, a positive truth 
and all our denials will not make it oth
erwise. Spirits of the lowest condi
tions of the lower zones obsess persons, 
places and things. .

A family a few miles from here, last 
summer were greatly troubled. The 
lady is a sensitive and a believer in 
Spiritualism. The spirits would- talk 
to her, and tell her that her husband no 
longer loved her; if she didn’t believe 
it to “jump into the well” and she 
would see. It was all sir© could do to 
not to do so. She secured help and 
was soon free of them.', She was told 
how and what to d<? to get rid of them. 
I am convinced that her knowledge of 
Spiritualism is what saved her until she 
could get help In, freeing herself from 
them. - ■

Another case, almost, in .my own. 
neighborhood. The . family has been 
annpyed for some time^ .First, the old
est girl began .to see spirits plainly. 
After retiring for .the night, she would 
see them.walk about tne, room; then 
they would go and stand by the fire, 
two or three, at a.time.. .They, annoyed 
the family in diff erent w ways,. also a 
friend of mine, who Jives with the 
family, ..... p 3UL. .

The girls told their Q.ther„about how 
the spirits were doing,> aatj^he laughed 
at them. One night whpp blighted the 
lamp, the spirits blew .if qut, and did 
so three times, as fast as^r he could 
light It In other ways aisq he was 
made to know something'¿was doing, 
and the old man got s^fiqiiAj

The oldest girl is tjpublai the most 
They make ugly facespat fier; do any
thing to frighten her. ^.Sometimes she 
sees a bunch of shariQiaIIsf.something 
like an old-time hacluc for flax. This 
is held in front of life?' and' “jabbed” 
right in her face. She rifled hot see the 
spirit, only the- nail£.' Tmjj frightens 
her worse than anything elifl so far.

Only a week or so Ijlck,’’ my friend 
was reading one nignL" Ub heard a 
strange noise of som^sofE'' In a few 
minutes he heard the’girl ¿an for some 
bne. He asked her "what was wrong. ’ 
She said: “I don’t Irnow. I was speech
less for a while. I thought they (spir
its) had me that time.”i , 1

My friend says at one time, they got 
so bad, if they had not held up he would 
have been compelled to leave. ’

There is a'cause for this trouble, and 
they could free themselves of these 
spirits if they but would. r,

I have not read Dr. Peebles’ book, 
“Denibnism of the Aged.* I am too 
poor at the present time to purchase a 
Copy, but I think 'every family sould- 
get a copy of it and it, whether 
they are Spiritualists or not. THE 
MORE LIGHT WE C AN GET ON THE 
SUBJECT, THE BETTER IT IS FOR 
US. I have given you some facta.

. O’Kay, Ar’A J. E. M’MAHAL. »

Hf CALMLY “UPS AND DIES."

Just about the time a fellow gets impor
- tantJn his head. 
And begins to think the world without 

him would become quite dead;
Just about the time a fellow thinks that 

he is great and wise,
And the world must, roll around him, 

then he calmly “ups and dies.”
Just about the time a fellow gets a 

home that suits him well.
And he laughs at all his neighbors, and 

his head begins to swell;
Just about the time a' fellow thinks it 

isn't hard to rise,
And he climbs upon tne ladder, then he 

calmly “ups and dies.”
Just about the time a fellow thinks he’s 

past the greatest strife,
And that he has reach<6 the highest 

and the best of earthly life;
Just abOTt the time a fellow feels above 

the normal size,
And the world to him must kowtow, 

then he calmly “ups and dies.”
Just about the time t. fellow thinks ,’tis 

he that moves the earth,
And tlie little folks around him have 

no great intrinsic worth;
Just about the time a fellow lifts his 

nasal toward the skies,
And- tip-toes about his highest, then he 

calmly “ups and dies.”
Just about the time a fellow gets his 

wings and feathers plumed
To rise above and o’er all others whom 

he thinks are only “doomed;”
Just about the time a fellow thinks he’s 

IT, he meets surprise,
For the world can plainly read him— 

. then he calmly "upB and dies.”
Just about the time a fellow gets in

. Hated in his soul. 
And he wouldn’t trade his chances for 

all others for the goal;
Just about the time a fellow thinks the 

mote is in his eyes, ■
And the beam-is dn his brother’s, then 

he calmly “ups and dies.”
DR. T. WILKINS.

THE AVERAGE MAN'S MISTAKES.

An average man at the end of life
Sat counting his life’s mistakes;

And half of them, as he said to his wife 
' Were those that rashness makes. -
And' the other halt—here he lifted his 

head;
He could scarce believe .his vision—

Yes, full the other half, he said, 
Were caused by indecision.

■ —Ethelwyn Wetherald.

"The Romance of Jude. A Btory-ot 
the Life and Times of the Nazareno and 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound In cloth 
and gilt Only 60 cents. .

"Continuity ot Lira a cosmic Truth.’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work ol 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
important subject fries, (1Mb, 81.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
•in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrate; futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
Spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychlo Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Pables, M. D., M. A, Ph. D. Prtes 
10 cents. .■ ■ . . .

"Why I Am a Vegetarian." By 5. 
Howard Moore. An address before the 

Vegetarian Society. Prise, 88

Price 60 cents; postage-5 cents. '
Voices. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 

They are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. 
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.

Volney’s Enins and the Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
the best and most useful books ever published* It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Voltaire’s Romances/ . A new edition, profusely illustrated. A de
lightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents. .

Warfare of Science With Theology. Information not procurable in 
the libraries of the world in a half century, shovying the opposition of 
the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5. ■

Wayside Jottings. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and Songs, 
gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from the in
spirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Pri.ce 75 cents. ....

Wedding Chimes. By Delpha P. Hughes. * 
giving a marriage ceremony. Price 75 cents.

Were You Born Under a Lucky Star? A
every one can understand. Price, $1. 

Wisdom of the Ages. By Dr. Geo. Fuller.

A dainty white book,

book on astrology that

A book of rare merit.
Price, $1.

What All the World’s A-Seeking. By Ralph Waldo Trine.
Price, $1.25.

What Would Follow on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise. . . . T , ,, Price,treatise on this popular subject. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $L

Who Are These Spiritualists, and What Is Spiritualism? By Dr. J.
M. Peebles. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on 
the present status of woman, physically, mentally, morally and spirit
ually, marriage and divorce. Price 10 cents.

Womanly Beauty of Form and Feature. By Albert Turner. Price, $1.
Woman’s Bible. Parts I. and II. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of 

scholarly comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of . 
the Old Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cts. each.

Woman, Church and State. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Matri- 
arehate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75 cents.

Woman. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual -rise 
from slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan II. Wixon. A . 
lecture of great value. Price 10 cents.

Works of E. D. Babbitt, LL. D. M. D. “Human Culture and Cure.” 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 75 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual De-
velopinent and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents. ■

“Human Culture and Cure.” Parts Third and Fourth. In one vol
ume. Part Third being devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, 
and Part Fourth to the Nervous System and Insanity. Price, $1.

“Human Culture and Cure/’ Part Fifth, The Bodily Organs, 
Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure.
Price, $1. „

“Health and Power.” A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, leather,
35 cents. . „ ,

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the 
age. Price, $5; by mail, 32 cents extra.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1 : paper, 50 cents. Postage 10 cents. ; -

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happi
ness and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

Zodiacal Influences. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches 
how to use the powers derived at birth from thé position and influence 
of the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents.

A Conspiracy Against the Republic. By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
of “History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents, 

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng
lish freethoueht leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his“Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to entrancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age of Reason. Being an investigation of-true and fabulous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type ; 186 
pa^os. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient India, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the ar- 
tided “Religion of the Veda,” and;’‘Buddhism.” The Study of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldenberg, Price 25 cents, . • .

A New Catechism; By-M. M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex- 
nra the thoughts of men, women and children living in the new times, 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents, -
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A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi
. umship of His Wife, Mrs, Amelia Petersilea.
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a floe work, which reveals the laws hack of sntrlt 
and spirit phenomena.
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“ELOWER READINGS”
Unlaue and interest- &£«an Oriental spirit guide to sten

ographer and typewritten In each case. Bv mall 
JI.04. Inclose writing and lock of hair, if practl- 

, n ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS 
«Ml.Eleventh St., N. E., Washington, D. C.

Their clear understanding of the case, foundation, that future gerenations may 
and able presentation of the Same, and meet .here and-go out from its doorq 
tfte technical points of law its well as” ’ ” ’

LET US REJOICE.

A Letter Addressed to the Spiritualists 
of America.

Senda stamped addressed envelope for pros
pectus, and terms oi "The System or Philosophy 
Concerning Divinity.”-Address,. •

J. C. F. URUMBINE,
; / 1285 OiiminqnwcaHh Ave., .

• . Boston. Mass. '

Annio-Ijord Chamberlain's Card. 
mV hmii'SjS8’ y?u “njreatly help mo care lor 

L- Webb, one or tho earl- 
tonSUrf1.“?? nSw„ln 1110 form' by writing a letter 
\ rlen,4' J3e.ud lt 10 me with »1; and I will 

I Sr. a S$t.reply by Independent writing- or whls- 
' ta-d Masere“ Mnt Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU-

Letter Number Eight—Amelia Peter- fact is they have not yet outgrown bar
; . ellea, Medium. > -
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dqvelonment^ets, ^rl®cMmy WndB ? I |H’gOCA|NE. MqRPHlNE.OPIUM 
JAS. JLEWTOX, £23 Dorr St,, Toledo. O. BoB mR LAUOANuRi, oi a never-falling 
—' - ____ • ■ uarmleBs Homa Cflyg,Andrew

er Hall.- Mr. Frank Joseph, medium. .
, The Hyde ParkiOOcult Society holds 
regular Sunday /evening services, 7:45 

Jo’dwlt, at 55f& street,,between

VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY. 
Lecture, by tho Sw»ral VlrckA^ind», on RaJaTmm 

or Conqocrtog tbo Inlern.l Xiar«, and otber tnb- 
JecU! nlflo, I’nUnJ.lt's Yom» Aphorl.ms, with com- , „ -, —----- -  -r -— ------, VJ. vuwoo-wuu ar«>

this-school.on a surè'
U JÏ_“eLïïl?ï!lÎP l“il,»J’Mlo»opby, ®nd one of 
the four cbltf methods tbst the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and perfection. -Swami Vlv- 
ekananda became a familiar figure Insérerai Amen 
can ctUeadnr ng,the three year« following the Pap 
Uameni of Religions at Chicago; ha wag cordially re
ceived in America, rrhere ibe breadth and depth ot 
Bin teachings were soon recognized; Hia teachliyra

RmalABBlTT. M. n., 
. - • GSiKastSAvc., Rochester, N. y,

ffiE OTHER SIDE OF DEATB 
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Discribed.
BY C. W, LfeADBEATER.

• A Volume of .to Lirgo pages,’ treating-rirv , 
ntorestlngly it Life, Death-and-Immortality 
S?*Ey?3?i5:,?P19.tH1?ao“?ta‘.?tc, as viewed by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent or Theosophy. Pricej?150. ’ ■
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_ It has been said by some who read 
The Progressive Thinker, that Carlyle 
Petersilea, being a musician; cannot un
derstand spiritual things as well as oth
er^ who are not musicians; but those 

"who say this are usually reincarnation- 
ists or those who believe ip a personal 
God. Now I certainly do understand 
spiritual things as far as I have lived 
and experienced them; moreover, as.a 

. musician my nature and my life are at 
tqned to the highest and most exalted 
harmonies. Tills alone would bring 

: me into close sympathy and commun
ion with corresponding brothers and 
sisters within the spiritual realm; 
and when with you in tho body of flesh 
for more tiian twenty-five years I 
thought and cared for little else than 

" spiritual knowledge. My music had 
become of secondary importance to me, 
going on with it more as a means of 

; livelihood than'anything else; for, I had 
in the years gone by reached the snm- 
mit of earthly music, but not the limits 
of the music which was within my soul.

Oil, how I longed for a grander and 
higher expression! And this fact alone 

. should bo positive evidence of immor- 
. tallty, If the soul has that within it 

that cannot be expressed on the earthly 
plane; is it not positive proof that thpre 
is a higher'plane of existence where it 
can find expression? • •

My poor wife is half the time in 
“Doubting Castle” because I have not 

.. been able to manifest to her In a moró 
tangible manner. But mediumjstic 
powers differ in different individuals, 
and Mrs. Petersilea has not that aura 
or magnetic power that is required to 
produce tangible physical demonstra- 
Hons. Spiritual gifts are many and di
verse. Some ha,ve the gift of healing; 
others the gift of spiritual sight; oth
ers the gift of tongues or speaking In 
different languages unknown to them 
when in their normal state; others the 
gift of writing that spiritual beings can 
make use of. This power my wife pos
sesses, but she has not the gift that is 
required for physical manifestations.

. -• I do most sincerely wish that a rnéfll- 
um^viio has this power would make 
Mrs. Petersilea a visit; one who would 
like to enjoy the California climate for 

/awhile; have a good outing and vaca
tion and visit Long Beach and. Mount 
Eowe., Mrs. Petersilea is not able to 
pay a medium of this kind in money, 
but one could have the comforts of a 

■home, a good room and board, without 
money and without price, as long as it 
would please such an one to stay. But 

/nothing. which is fraudulent would be 
tolerated for an instant. Mediums for 
physical, demonstrations know them
selves wnether they are frauds or not 
And one who has the true gift need fear
no one. .

One may ask. Does not the~writing 
. power convince Mrs Petersilea? Does 

■ she think the writing through herself 
fraudulent? No! She believes ft to be 
true; but the writing power is different 

! from independent'physical demonstra
. t.ons, because the writing power is not 

o/O'e medium; it is'given 
through the medium, and when there 

much v/ri.tten about -the 
Subconscious self, .the subliminal,'self- 

•hood; reflex action of the mind, and so 
forth, tvhen the control leaves, thé poor 
médium suffers torturés and sometimes 
hides within “Doubting CasHe.”

I have written the foregoing that you- 
may all see the misery and harm such 
writings do to the tender, sensitive 
touls—the true mediums.

' / When she is unhappy I dm miserable 
also. Not only do the mediums of 
earth suffer, but the suffering reaches

, up into the heavenly spheres.
/ And now I want to show to the whole 
world that it is not my doubting, sen
sitive wife who doss this writing, but 
a power above and beyond hers. I per
sonally will not write what follows 
alone, but will bring to my aid a num
ber of grand ànd progressed souls; 
thén those who cavil and say that of 
course a musician cannot understand 

-much except music, can rest assured 
that there are others besides musicians 
who control my wife to write. This 
message will be from a band of angels; 
and by this I mean not male spirits 
alone, nor female spirits alone, but as 
wejiere understand it, from spirits that 
are united, the right male and female 
blended into one, which constitutes the 
perfect whole.or the angel; and until 
this true angelhood is reached, spirits 
by themselves are in a very imperfect 

; condition, and no imperfect half dan 
give perfect truth to the world below or 
to the spiritual world.

//’Marriage on the earthly plane here
tofore has been looked upon as a state 
ot-convenience; the female being a 

/subordinate and inferior, while the 
/-male has been the ruler or superior;

and very few are beyond that at the
.present time. This state of affairs also 
appertains to the lower spiritual realm. 

..The farther one goes back into barbar
ism the more pronounced is it until we 
reach a point where woman is bought 
and sold, and a little farther back 
still, when she is thought to be soul- 
Jcss and only the male Is immortal.. 

’■ Now a perfect condition can rievefbe 
/ attained-until man and woman walk 
/ eveniy together, making the one perfect 

whole; and that is why we contend that 
a single man cannot give a perfect re
ligion to the world. He is only one- 
half of a. whole. He needs the other 
-half to soften him down—or,the other 

■ half of himself is softer, .more truly 
■ spiritual—in fact- is the real spiritual 

part. Woman is love, refinement, spir- 
ituality—the quickener.. The man is 

H - wisdom, but her love must quicken his 
/ r wisdom, for without it his wisdom runs 
it i.i off at a tangent and nothing but the 

I, J love of the other part of himself can 
'/ bring it back into the right and proper 
/ ■. channel; but he must not rule over her; 
1 i he must not dominate her. Thé lové

and the wisdom must be equal. The 
;/ wisdom must be perfected and softened 

/ v by the love. . ..........
/1 Does one think that a woman would 
i M - ever have given to the world a religion 

■ J wherein hellfire and a devil were prom
i .; /inent features? or a great male God sit- 
| / ting on a throne to be worshiped, and 
j V adored? No! The great malé poten- 
j / late is a magnified man without a wo: 
1 man, and his slaves must all bend the 
■' / knee before him, falsely called his chil- 
. i ' .<)feh but really his jJjVes. . .
GM-. - Such Is the old barbaric coheeption 

. • or the patriarchal. The wife, and per- 
/v . laps many wives and-Children are all 

i .//. slaves, except, perhaps,-the-eldest son 
r i/'.who, as the father must die, must take 
' 1/ his place; and this is what first gavé 

> rise to the idea of a savior, or in other 
..iè words God’s best beloved or eldest son, 
•_g and so that the other children might not 
■ëî -Complain ahd perhaps, siay tins son he 
’ became h<?ly, not begotten like the-éth- 

ere, -but miraculously conceived. To 
think that such folly can be believed by, 

ifêi tlie people of to-day Who call- them-
‘jwlvo» civilized and-enlightened.. The <

Everly tofatfe'fof gpiMtaal^ Futa'and Ugaaultemted,, and for.All That Tendsfo Jflevate and Uplift Humanity

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jaclisqu. 

• Park carsipass the door. The best tal
ent available will be ■ secured for all 

. meetings,. To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 E 55th 
street. Entrance' to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street. . ,

The. Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512_ Masonic Temple, every first and 
third Thursday of the month. After
noon session, 3 o’clock; evening ses
sion, 7:30.. .Ev.eryone attending is - re
quested to furnish- refreshments for 
6:15 supper. Coffee tickets 10 cents.

The,Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth, street and ■ Wentworth avenue, 
meets, every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m.- Conference at 
2:30 p. m. . . -

NOW
r.nV'Ji./}!?/'!1'a diagnoBis or your ease. Every 

have themselves examined by a
I'hysleiau onee a year.. We make NO CHAHGE 
for diagnoslng your ease. Send us your ago, 
and leadingsymptomsand S cent stamp. b‘

Dr. Charles E. Watkins, 
Hotel Westland, Back Bay, 

’ Boston, Mass.

Temple Light-and Truth, 370 Waban- 
fia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m,, by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every .Sunday, in German and English.

The Golden Rule Spiritualistic So
ciety will hold meetings in Haymarket 
Theatre Building,, 161 W. Mauison 
street; at 8 p._m. All welcome. ■ Take 
elevator.- D. G. Hill .manager, 705 W. 
Madison street / ' . -

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings every Sunday.at 3 and 8 p. m., | 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378.S. Western ave- L 
nue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie " 
Kusserow.’ • 'r—e .

. SPIRITUAL SCIENCE,
Free for Three Months,

If yon will send us 3 1-cent stamps
IT 18 SOMETHING NEW, 
. Don’t rail to send for IL

F. A. WATKINS

Hotel Westland.
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Earth to the
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Through 
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Secure Our 
Premium 
Library, and

Woman represents refinement and 
beauty. Wiliout woman man is neither 
refined, nor beautiful; he is harsh. 
Force and courage bo may have, but 
his force must oe softened by an equal 
amount of refinement; and his courage 
becomes cruel and murderous unless 
held in check by the lender, refined, and1 
pitying mercy of tho woman, or the' 
qualities that reside witliln the other । 

; half-of his being. , . ’ U Is Important urbe» % meeting la
Man, now upon tl:e earthly plane jyspoaded, that notice bo given us, eo 

■looks upon himself as a whole and’ WQUlrers may not- be’mislead. We 
complete . being, the great ego- but I botlcea of all meetings being
this is not so, and in the higher and I “el° 111 Pul)llc halls at the present 
more perfect spheres man and woman 
each alone by himself or herself are ~
looked upon as merely wandering snir- ?ir,?an .Splrltua,lst Society on 
Its yet to.be perfected and madeVhole Hu,lda*
when united each to its other true self i.wLm’ 1 Oarselman’s Hall, corner 
or other half; and after such union A aud W’13th Btreet '
takes place, then beautiful homes arise North Star Spiritual Union holds-, 
and as they go on hand in Ed the ™JlceS at Per1’8 Hall.’i546 Milwaukee' 
'voraan equal with%ie man,^otone^ot BirgDjoh¿n?,íyT>®unday al “•
less, but different, she supplying all oécmt 2 < ^nnaw’ test medlura’ 
that ho lacks, and lie supplying all that Í>S meet every Sunda7 
she lacks, tiren comes a state of nortec- corner reii'“':ln Grand Boulevard Hall,- 
tion, or at least a far more perfect 1 St-ee'¿ a.nd Grand 6oulovard-
state, but of course perfection Is not an Mra w KT? Pr°?f posltiv®tests- 
-e"d/ y,evea when a wholeness is ob- 3000 Indiana ave/ue1’^01’’ Residence- 
talned th® whole being can go on into - Central - Rnirftiini-Aí' x y u ■ 
greater heights of wisdom and glory ices each 
and thuB.is perfection attained. Fasklng’s haU nth 2: °’ at

We have communities here, or as we Conducted hv m? VrC«r aVenu°’
express it, commuhltfes of angels, tor ’ The Ltaht ofTruth (^'nroK^ifri ii 

in. the scale than angels The femXl Inc ’ at 3’n ? 7P^\^royane/rC0?lfe,■• 
represent love without wisdom, and the sages at each sere«»“ 4Bi
males wisdom without love, and wisdom ing Thursday I p Ym Mrs 
can.be so low that it amounts to little and Sr p’?n. Mi s, Jeffeiy Bur- 
more titan brute force, and love can 
become so degraded that ft simply an- '? EaBlewood Spiritual Union is 
swers the purpose of reproduction^ and slutl °HaktGdHHa11’ GG03 
these, carry with them war, squalor and J?a .st®,d street Meetings every
poverty; but the medium will not write °.unday e.veplng at 7:30, Ladies’ Aux-, 
of, these things. She says that ft she
cannot write of all that is beautiful and ham^Hal 2974 ST .GIlu.rc^.G‘,a- 
good, she-will not write ror us. She Jk?974- state„ Htreet- Every 
thihks, and we agree with her, that y -at’ 3 and eveal“S a,t

get their kind. Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove
She does not wish, neither do we, to Msted’bv uíreh ?ay ,Ellnp> paat°r> as’ 

drag the world down, but to help rise = ”se® at 3 a^dTn m" WGl’ 
It up; and when we talk to you of the Snlritual rhnróh ¿“a„ a P;M: n 

. good the true and beautiful, the grand Hall No 2?nhw«f«„A 1 Souls’,ln,Hope 
and sublime, then your souls are exalt- Jacksonwald0 Vhre'mrePnyTU^ betWeen 
ed and you aspire to be like that which ings at 7 30 conduS’ mydMrOeYT 
you hear about; but when we talk of Squire. - ’ Conducted by Mrs- R’
that .which is low, mean and vile, then The Light of Truth rhumb-™<i> i,„iá 
your souls are dragged down into the its Sunday meetin^intoe AtSieTm 
mire and filth of that which the mind 26 Van Buren street Vnnferonlo 
conceives of. It may be true, and no circle“ p/mI Le”ure¿t 8 » m 
doubt 1B, that there exists all kinds ot mediums to give fnessaées P’Mre Bur 
perversions and wickedness, but the land, pastor • - r
mind should not contemplate them ex- I The Kenwood Spiritual- Church will 
cept, indeed, for tho shortest possible hold services every Sunday-at 3 and 8 
space of time, and, then, only for the p. m.. 'at KenwobdS?Nos 430810 
purpose of bringing some struggling Cottage' Grove hveniief Good speakers 
eouI up out of the mire and filth of ig- and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken pas- 
norance and perverseness. tor and test medium. Coiné and brill

And now we desire to take our medí-1 your friends. / ’ b
um up into tiie higher realms and show ..The Progressive Society holds serv- 
her spme of the grandeur and beauty ices every Sunday at 183' East North 
that exists here in one of. the communl- avenue;corner Stirling, at 3 and 8 n m 
■tie?.of thp angels. Some of yoú ¿bien-' Good speaker’s,'testa and-messages"'at 
tists may, say, it m pH the. Imagination every-session. Mra.‘ Hilbert.-pastor. -
of the one who writes,. The Church of the Psychic Forces

.Well, we want those who say so to ^olds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
explain to the lower world just what Clmmplain avenue and 43d street, every 
imagination is. Analyze it .to the very Sunday; Conference at:3 p. m. -Lee
utmost. Let the wisest man-who lives tare,at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361-- 
c-n earth do this and find out exactly “63 East.43d street. Conducted by Mrs' ’ 
iwhat is meant by imagination. We;as *Ba Ctaveland. . . , •. . .'./ ■
well as yourselves, know the general ac- Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
ceptation of the term, but it is incor- ®?eXÍ?É?,,?ve’7 Sunday. evening at 7:30 
rect. We tell you that in this casé, as p „ ” Milwaukee avenue, near North 
in many others, it is the picture or mi- r ot i: DeLoaK> pastor,
rage of that which really exists cast or „ t lB Soul-Communion holds
impressed, stamped on the brain of a I s1n wDEnnrfV«n-?Yednf oda-yJeveniae at 
medium, psychic or sensitive, which- I vn?'-i'innnreSundays at/and 8 p. m., at 
ever you will, by us here in the higher wehTLavenue' between Garfield 
realm of spirit-that which really ex- tawsald testa R's m<?S’
ists here. . - , . ag?, rls- ,Ray> Pastor.

Sometimes we take, the spirit of the J Sunday fromTto9%S^mty^efHeTy 
medium up with ub for a short time and - Hall N W corner'of 
8? JfiSSKs:

There is a great unchangeable law ot' is gbnta6*3 Mra’DIkon andTer^alrehte0' 
nature that like attracts like. If this wonáe? will always be fn ^
weie not so everything would be at tendance. Others will assist. These 
rlnHn and seven®- haphazard, and per- meetings will be continued all summer, 
fection and heauty could not exist. Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st, 

Now we will transport the medium to I street. - 1 4181
the very locality where our own homes A- Spiritualist' Temple has been 
are made, together with the surround- opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel- 
ing sceneiy that already exists. I mont avenue. Services held every Sun- 

Tnis is not a very large community, day and Thursday evening at 8 
Some might call it ft small city, for it o’clock. Testa and musiL at every ser
fs better that Buch communities should I vice. . . -
not.be too large. Our communities dif- The Spiritualistic Church of. the Stu- 
fer from cities of earth, inasmuch as dents of Nature will hold Sunday even- 
such cities contain people of all grades, ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
the high and the low, the vicious and corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schù- 
Ihe good, gambling dens, mean, squalid, macher, pastor.
tenement houses, grind mansions, vile I The Universal Occult Society meets 
resorts, splendid churches and cathe- every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
drals, the slums, ■ wide, beautifully 31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
paved streets, dirty, filthy alleys and pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
lanes, narrow streets with broken side- preside at all meetings during the ab- 
walks,Jineil on either side with*broken- sence of Brother Gilray.
down dilapidated houses; and such Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
cities are usually large, very large. Sunday afternoon meetings at. 3 p. m., 
- Now we have none of this here. As at Wells Hall, Nt>. 1629. North -Clark 
we said before, like attracts like, and street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
none of our communities are very large. Dr- and Mrs- Carl A. Wickland. All 
We do not méàn that in a community cordially. Invited.. Residence 616-Wells 
all the houses are alike. In fact, no street •• -, ■■ .. ■ >
two are alike. They differ as their oc- /Church of thè* Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
cupants differ, each having a. peculiar Richmond pastor, meets every Sunday 
beauty, of its.own. No filth, no squalor, I J“ room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
no-poór;.'dilapidated houses. All ¡s 11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m, Su- 
clean, pure arid grandly beautiful. Now I Pertutendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
.there .are millions and billions of such J-j Ashton. Pastor’s .address, 3802 
communities within -the spiritual l/'dE6 avenue, Rogers Park. Day/ at 
realms. In fact they exist throughout “°®e'- ■■
eternity;'.and as they grade upward and L-FSL, 9T R?search meetings at 
onward, they become so gloriously beau- •-cuott s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
ti fui that they could .not be described /ine a.venues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
by or through an., earthly, organism. ° 6“arp; -Advanced-course in oc- 
But we—the band that is with.this me- S’1 • m0<r a/a iecturer, P- M.
dium at present—haye not yet arrived TssSr’ ¿j ” Jow ?j£ee^’. -t€st medium, 
at such an altitude/and probably it will „¡„ui,„ ,,5 9sS°od street,
be a long-period of time before we, any 'hS®: t ' ? '
o£ us, shall. We are nearer the earthly uP li1-™Leafue 
plane, and only exceed thè very highest K°l^r,1„tSr.r1^obSS ?Ses.dai
beauty and goodness that exists upon HVnenlV4Q0Wnisn«h ^°ontÌ'

■ cty of the city to send in the names of 
fure^G B^ProfN5’ aP their medlums- stating their partic- 
tur®- By Prof. . Wm. M.. Loi.kwcod. ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
ProL Lockwood Is recognIzed an one of communications to the secretary. - 
iha nhlpRf l/iohirara nn tho onivltnnl ..», t,-..____ .the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in fcuccinct form the substance of hia 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is. commer.ded to 
all who love to study and think 
Price 25 cents . ■ ’

-‘■Right Living.”. By Susan.H. Wixon, 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes; 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially adapted for use .In Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be beneSted by IL 
Cloth,?L' • , \

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 ¿. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter De\oe, the well- 
Itnbwn lecturer. Miss Co.ra M. Nafe, 
Sbloiset. / ■- /.-■• - r '
: The/Rising Sun: Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m,, at tlie'.pcople’s Institute, 
Van Buren and . Leavitt streets.' The 
Rising Sun Lycium meets at 2 pl ml 
' The German-English. Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt's 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn-.

fl Wnnrlppfllf Restores Lost Vision. 
H VvUl lUuLlUl Write for Illustrated Circular 
A n A P n r IA 8?°Yd n? i68.and prices and 
S*rGwLOUIUi Photo of Spirit Yunna, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own homo and send by 
man, as If you werdln my office. Thousands will 
testify. b. >. POOI.B.

- 4R Evanston Ave.. Chicago, til
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson. 
Los Angeles, CaL '

The World Bas Never Seen the Like Before./
■ J» • • ' ,

Truly, the world has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of, the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
themrare delighted with them. Thelast 
one to appear, “LETTERS’ FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD,” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully:

We have how TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
u yearly subscription. Tne papfer, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price il.10.

Any four of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75. ■
' Any six of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.05.
Any 

Books
Any

Books
Any

Books you may order, price $2.90.
Any ten of the Twelve Premium

Books you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre-

Let ns rejoice that justice is done. 
The will of a just man has been sus
tained, and his handiwork upheld. The 
circuit court of Walworth county, Wis
consin, has declared the trust formed 
by Morris Pratt whereby the magnifi
cent property known as the Morris 
Pratt Temple, becar.c the property 
of Spiritualists who should band them-

o 
o

> out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some- 
• thing never before equalled in this 
• country or Europe.
: Bear in mind that every order for a 
■ Premium must be accompanied with a 
I yearly subscription for The Progressive 
1 Thinker. We repeat that tho world 

has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM, BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books:
_ Enc7cl°pedia of Death, and 
Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. Theso 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. ‘

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands’ 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com. 
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc. 
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

most institutions of learning in the 
world. Free from sectarian bias, sect 
domination, or narrow-minded preju
dice, and place upon the rostrum as 
able teachers as any denomination in 
the world can produce, and by so doing, 
carry to the thinking public these 
truths which have been so long tram
meled and rejected for want of edu
cated men and women to properly pre
sent them. For while the world to-day 
is looking for them and longing for 
them, they cannot and will not accept 
them as presented by the average 
worker. ,

selves together for the purpose of es-. ui ulc»u
tablishing and carrying on an instltu- facts, but we have been bidden and 
tion for the education,of teachers and have answered the call; we'have a mes- 
pubhe workers in the cause he -held sage to deliver, we would gladly "learn 
dear to his heart, is a valid transfer, of the masters,” but where can we go 
and that the trustees to whom the deed and not be subject to ridicule?
in trust runs have performed their part -- - - ■
of the compact faithfully and In order.

Three years have now passed. The 
directors have been obliged to. resort to 
almost ceaseless- effort .and struggle to 
bring the institution before the public 
in such-a manner as to arrest their at-
tention and enlist their sympathies. At 
first the cause of this was indifference, 
as Spiritualism has had very little sys
tem in the past in its organizations. 
Thon came murmurings of a litigation, 
which, to take the conclusion reached by 
the' average person who heard these 
rumors, was to be “a long drawn out 
and very disagreeable thing”; while in 
reality the case was won before it fairly 
had a hearing. Much credit is due, no 
doubt, to the able and gentlemanly 
Counsel who conducted the case in be
half of the trustees, Messrs. Frank W.

No place has been found until good 
old Father Pratt founded this. He has 
given us the home and asks those who 
love the work as he loved it, to keep it 
up by contributions. The litigation has 
cost five hundred .dollars. This must bo 
be.paid. Other expenses must be met. 
Wp should begin to have an endowment 
fund. All schools must have, to be 
successful. We can work towards it. 
There are many, many influential peo
ple in America who are conscious of the 
presence of loved ones gone from mor
tai sight, who would gladly support a 
system that would give this knowledge 
to the-world, if it could be done in an
acceptable manner to intelligent people.
. I appeal to them; as .they love this 
truth, and for thmsake of the comfort 
and joy it has brought to them, and 

„» j « c------- ■ -7.——......... nring to others, to come forward -
Hal! and S. Swansea ot the firm of Ten-’now,'uphold .the hands of those -who are-, 
UPVR KhII A Rrcancon nf Wte ____ avrJ ■ F- ’

justice so ably, presented by thetn, could 
not fall to place them where they are; 
among Wisconsin’s most valued law
yers. ■ ■ > ■ • ■ ■ •

They have won-the-suft. Have given 
the property to the Association a sec-

carrying to the world "glad tidings of 
great joy.” - Make the school what you 
want it, elect your officers, and support 
them in their offices. Remember thia 
is your property, not a private institua 
tion. ■: Will yon not do all you can to as
sist it. and do it now? Sena In your 
contributions at once. -
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Is

in tlie perfect

E. O. DAVIS.

SCRIPTURE INTERPRETATION.

of these beauties.
Goshen, Ind.

sensitive plant had sensed 
proach of this vicious spirit 
had been noticed by us and 
emanations surrounding him 
ered and blasted tlie life of

Who Was Caught Up Into the Third 
Heaven?

bush until there was no beauty left. 
The vision vanished and left me to 
think that all nature is most wonder
fully beautiful if we only develop our 
higher faculties sufficient to see a few

were several buds, seemingly about 
ready to burst forth

the ap- 
before Jie 
the black 
had wiih- ' 
the rose

A all that Is transplr- 
$ ’ ing In the ranks.

SEND YOUR SUB
scription in at once, 
and, keep pace with

nnn Twuiwn pmïhm bwïîWmordinaryT unparalleled ii unprecedented!!! U Uli 1W EU lü rnEUlUfll Ul filli! I NothU I-U(e It in the History of SyMtiraltetlc Literature.
• , • , z» -, . ’ ‘ . • . . • ■'

The Profoundly Interesting, In- 66 
structive and Truly Descriptive

99 Given Through the Mediumship 
o of the Late Garlyle Petersilea.

This Book—THE TWELFTH VOLUME OF OUR PREMIUM LIBRARY—Is Now Ready for Distribution. See Special Offer Elsewhere m This Paper

lous men and women as the “real bread - THE DESTINY OF MAN. TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW.

The Beautiful Now vs. Th« ‘‘Beautiful 
Beyond."

A Vision With a Moral.
This vision occurred several nights 

after a somewhat extended conversa
tion In regard to the future develop
ment of the sensitive plant and to what 
extent they could be improved.

There came in view a finely-devel
oped man of intellectual look and spir
itual attainments and thus spoke:

"You speak of the development of the 
sensitive plant on your material plane, 
but let me show you, in a small way, 
what is now being done in this more 
sensitive plane of life."

With this remark the guide led the 
way with a small sprinkling can in one 
of his bands, passing over well kept 
and different-shaped walks through 
what seemed to be a large and beautiful 
garden filled with various plants in dif
ferent stages of growth and bloom. At 
one side of the walk was a well 
trimmed and healthy rose on which

It Is Made.for Religious Liberty, and 
Comprehensive \n Its Nature.

of heaven,’’ Unfortunately, the coun- ............
terfejters, the frauds and the fakirs A Helpful Message from .-the Beyond, 
make themselves so prominent by their ■ . '
sensational methods, as to lead intelli
gent, .well-meaning people to mistake 
them for true psychics and genuine 
leaders in the Spiritualistic movement.
, The honest psychic depnds on..his , -eistlon- „what of 
work rather than upon sensationalism llavo been fought, nations bled,,
loud advertising and Jbsurd^clataM to Jres çrujnWd .thatrone man
attract tlie people to him. Rather than mi ht lead_.buL whero a{ter this life 
be classed with the frauds, honest psy- k over? • avaij if one gave his 

.......... ......... ........ ........... - | chics prefer to keep out of sight. Hence nfe for Ule bleBSmgg • of . mankind? 
did not know. There were Internal evi- I much that to-day passes as spirit phe- I \yjlat jf one ‘^oe's live for self alone?
dences of fact, plenty of family his- I nomena is absolutely worthless. Simu-' I AU theae que3tlonf1 liavc burned in the
tory, yet it was not until five years had I lation has become a science and decep-1 braln of ¿„d some ¿ay have never 
passed that I was able to learn that this tlon, a fine art on the part-of many of I been satisfactorily answered. But,
person had existed.- The writing, of these charlatans. Some of them pos- I ciirlst said. If one arose from- the dead
course, I could not substantiate, but Bess genuine psychic power and occa- and told them they youid not-believe.” 
the name, internal facts,-etc., were in- sionally give honest manifestations re! An(1 B0 Bay but' a. few. will hear and 
disputable. sorting to the boldest fraud at.the very I understand, arid to that few.'I write.

bn another- occasion, in a place next seance. These are hard to deal j, Moses shull; in thq full vigor of 
where I was an entire stranger, a thou- with because they are vigorously de- roanhood, passed into epfrli'life, when 
sand miles from my birthplace, a gen- fended by those who proved them ad tbe eartj! looked bright! and life 
tieman, a stranger to me, had a sitting honest on one occasion, and the judge I Beemod worth the living; bjit transient 
for Independent slate-writing. I did sets them free on “ the testimony ot was the dream, for over litre I found 
not know'he had done bo. Neither did such witnesses»- Despite the large per- that what I held highest in earth life 
fie, or the medium, know of my pres- I centage of fraudulent phenomena there waB Unly a shadow of the Ijfe to come, 
ence in the community. The first mes- js a generous residuum of fact from I and I want to here relate some of my 
sage he received on his slate was which every truthseeker can. glean experiences. - • ' -
signed with my brother’s name. This many rich sheaves of fact if he will but jUBt as I stepped aerpss ‘the river 
brother had passed from earth; somfli; imake the effort. , . (for river death ■ seemed to me) I was
eight years before this time. ¿ÎHe’AVfls;]' clairvoyance Hard to Counterfeit met by a bright band of, children and 
known to no one there saveJjnjMM Clairvoyance Hard to counterrero x ,.whlther goest> Uthe ones?” and 
His name was correctly given;?'isTfi'e ' Clanrvoyaflce and clairaudlence are hiiey oaid> "To welcome you to;ÿour new 
writing was a perfect fac simile of W the most difficult of all mental phenom- home>„ And 7 sai(Ji "why is-this the 
deceased brother’s .chirography when eon to duplicate, from the fact that the I way they welcome people ¿ere?” (For 
he was on earth, and In the body. In I sitter is soon conscious whether the I j had aiwayB been> jed to believe the 
the message there was one word re- “medium” is telling the truth or not. I firat (.|1)ng doue aftor jjaSBjng to the 
neated three times that was used by Some may pretend to be__ln clalrvoy- other side was'to be led up a golden 
him only when writing to me. It was ance, but are merely using that name street, if so fortunate as to. be going 
a nerfect test in every detail. I “ a cloak for their knavery. I wish all that way) and to make’b.ur appearance

Automatic writing presents the same phenomena were as easily determined wlth bowed hea(1 anri'ouaklng heart be- 
evidences of faith, yet it is produced by and their real character made known as I fore the great whlto Throne and to be 
the hand of the nsvehic directed by a these two are. told of all our misdeeds in our lives and
controlling force that does not. control Menta phenomena are always the t0 be covered,with confusion’when you 
the mind of the medium. In this phase I most satisfactory to investigators be- I Were told of your shortcomings,.
ihn writin" is seldom like that of the cause they are less easy to counterfeit. But, here I was belng;.welcpmed by 
friend while in the mortal form. The Yet, even in .this.realm, the. ,trickster the children, and they mehonward- 
internal evidences however, are often I has inade hie appearance. JSvery per- (o a beautiful- villa, ,àhd- J asked, 
more numerous and the "ear marks” of son must be watched carefully for the "Whither, now.?” and they. said, “To 
nereonalitv much clearer Psychics for "ear. marks” of evidence which ¡prove see the queen of songjjànd bphold, I 
this Dhase7 freauenüy converse with the presence ot their arisen loved ones. Eaw my own dear mother, radiant with 
their visitors while the writing Is going Even the trance state is simulated by health and beauty, readyAto give me a 
nn imvw no kXleLï of what they unprincipled men and women who have kiss of welcome.' And tfiis wps,her sur-

ÎwrRtoîuÎm?the - are nemitted to ¿ad their addresses, written for them, prise forfine .on. my'lan^g./ 
rTad U bv those who have received It. afterwards attempting to palm off as W6> had even been 'Companions *0n

SomVastonUlng facts have been re- the direct utterances of quch men .as earth,.uritil Bhe was calledlhomç by-her 
PPivPd I^tws waJ^bv toousands of to- Philjlp Brooks, Lyman Beecher or Hen- auger band, and- T‘had npvermeased to 
ronment nronte One illustration will ry Çlay. But, there are very few now moufnffief.. The Yme çood place in -my 
Rnffiee forPthis class of phenomena. JA who resort to this .method. Too many heart was dedicated to mother, and 
ppi?Pin Rnhtnn nsvcHc suSv telt P^ple are familiar with the sermons bo I found her awaiting, (myri,-coming 
Sledgrasi^^ pencil and write of Chaplain Ballou, Channing. Dr.' Hpll with the gladness-of a-llttle Child;. And

Jnhîtlne J the following words and Dr. Dodd to make it safe to use bor- those little ones Were her Charges- that" 
In substance, the following woras from them she Wafi .training in tfie.<oyaL -T ’
which were scrawled upon the pape . I remote diBtrlcts where the g00a | ana they had-helped tel'-to sil'fm-

■ Vlotimr of Sea Tells of His Death. . I people lane no magazines or.nave au uc- । nuvius. ■ . . - -
"My name is—,---- . I was drowned cess to"the daily papers. . , ■ | Now, I found-instead of wà.vinç palm

six hours ago by being swept off my Some pretended trance 'speakers i branches 'and slnêlüB .âWrâiA.’-was «?.- 
ship while sailing around Cape Horn, write their own ‘’lectures’’(?). compiling go to work and h.elp my.mptller educriie 
MyPvessel was named the  ------- . Her them wjholly from the writing of some those -ittle ones;- and Ttoust ¿ay it wap
commanderfwas Capt.------------ . She I qf the profound thinkers of the last .pen- I a relief to me-to find that I’waB to be
was bound for San Francisco.” ' tury. These never use a sentence of thus ^cupied, tor to tell tfie truth^l;

The parties present at once wrote the their own because unable to compose I never had liked the idea, of the palnis 
captain of the ship named, addressing one correctly. I heard a speaker about «JW- ‘ T
him at San Francisco, and asking him one year ago deliver “trance” addresses Well, I worked there until J tohnd I 
if he had an able-bodied seaman named I in which I found, quotations from Emer- I nrifv getting
___ —with him. In a few weeks a let-1 son deftly woven with whole para- .usefulness, that tfi Is wa^-pnlygett ing 
ter was received from the captain say-1 graphs of Crabbe, August Compte, the jne accustomed to the new/ idea of 
ing that a man of that name had been plays of Shakspeare and Miss Mltfot'd’s 5jipgs; so, now; my work is.|fie reg ■ 
of his crew, but had been washed over- “Rienzi’s Address to the Romans.” It er|a oyery j fln(l èometfiingof the 
board and drowned off Cape Horn. His was most ingeniously done. For a time In ove^ mm I flWsometh1 g- 
letter gave the day of this occurrence it misled some of the highly intellectual oniid, and when tnave rounatnw.t g 
and the date corresponded exactly with, people who heard him. ‘iyTme^Tucceedri^SS him.
the one on which the psychic m Boston The “trance poet,' too, is equally lt'lg eat worlr one ¿nV man may 
felt impelled to write. - . ______ ubiquitous. He, or she, has a control d f ,doin’;.ofie wejotce

What is true of the foregoing Is true of less fame than Longfellow, Whittier ln new idea of Heaven' being a 
of many other phases of mediumship, I Or Father Ryan. .Not long ago 1 read a . b o£ usefuineBB )116teadW stagna- 
all of which throw light on man s rug- production from the pen of one ot those yQn . t -
ged pathway ot life ana give him I "entranced” (?) poets To my sur-1 £ want t0 tel] vou that every one 
glimpses of the life beyond the tomb, prise I found it a verbatim copy of Ella I comeg here Btands on his own feet; and 
The full trance and the semi-trance, wheeler Wilcox’s "The Station ot I that there is no kiaing behind any one.' 
the private test, ethereaiization, all of- I Rest,” yet the poor fellow who offered it You mugt take youf üwn medicine and 
ter the same evidences of fact. I declared it to be the offering of his you oannot put the blame? on anyone.

Materialization? “Soul Mate” in spirit life. He was en- I e]ge; but atter a while you bi%in to feel
Is not a tree a materialization? Does lightened when I told him that said I that that !g the only way, arid if you 

it not visualize itself from the invisl- “Soul Mate" showed an intimate ac- ]lave one ounce of progression you need 
bie? Is there not a living principle be- quaintance with Mrs. Wilcox’s writings. not stay down long, for you will Arid 
hind it forcing it to externalize itself? Let me say here.that this trance poet plenty to help you; and;thàt is another 
Is not the living soul of man as potent ¡s a representative of a class of fakirs I thing that is different from earth, for 
as the force behind the tree? Is not in fact, is a type of them all. The de- there you qnd plenty to kiqk you down 
man’s body builded by his soul? But I luded young man for whom the trance I and £ew to lend a helping;.-hand up
I must be excused from believing that poet was reading fromElla Wheeler Wil- wards. ' .“
flesh, blood, bones, a fevered pulse, a cox, had married a most excellent Mex- have some laughable scenes here, 
fetid breath, onions, garlic and whis- lean girl yet living, and by whom he The amazement of sômé.people is ludl- 
key ever emanate from the soul world had several children, yet this pretended I orOus in the extreme." They ^begin to 
or, in brief, ever materialize In the "Soul Mate" was trying to break up; a' look for their golden crown*:when in
sensé possibly intended by the question, happy home and doing so in the name 1 stead in many cases' they; .reveive J-a

That etherealizaticns, volatile bodies, of Spiritualism by quoting from a liv- ragged jacket;' others'/ mfiro humble, 
seemingly solid forms , do appear 1 ing poetess. content with their lot are led. to beautl;
honestly believe. Did not Peter, James There are many crimes committed by I ful mansions that they have, bùilt by 
and John see Moses and Elias upon the I base persons on earth, but the wicked- their own unselfishness. Arid, so on it 
mountain at the time of the transfigura- eBt o£ an offenses is. the deliberate goes, year after yëàr, ' and. .jiévér two 
tion of Jesus? Was not the volatile trampling upon 'the sacred emotions of cases exactly alike,;so'ii is.-interesting, 
form of Jesus seen by many after the the human soul through bogus phenom- laughable, and' Bô'metimes; filas, most 
so-called'resurrection of his body? ena and pretended-mediumship. Luet-. pitiful, but back of.nitjr. there is the

Messaaes of Comfort for tHe Soul. gert, who killed his wife, made . her knowledge that it needW always last.
9 ,, „ body into sausage, and sold the sausage It depends on themselves if: they stay

The words spoken In the trance, or I Qn Jhe marlcét {or fopd< jg an angei of in their disconsolate? state. . .
the semi-trance or given to the earnest I w|ien contrasted with these har- [ '
seeker after truth m the_ private seance, pies and vampires -who deliberately

’ outrage bleeding hearts and grief- 
stricken souls. Spiritualism has noth
ing in common with any of these 
wretches, yet its good work is heavily., 
shadowed by them. .. r. -- * .

O

As Portrayed by the President of the N. S. A.
If Spiritualism be true, and every 

T - well-informed person, wants it to be 
true, then some simple, rational means 

. should be provided by which its truth 
can be demonstrated ’ to a sorrowing 

- world. . ■ , „ .____
"Does man live beyond the tomb ! is 

tlie most stupendous problem that was 
ever propounded before the human 
mind for solution. Mere faith does not 
satisfy the honest doubter, nor does 
Hope give him the comfort which he 
longs- when he is forced to part with 
those he most dearly loves. ■

Spiritualism offers evidence of a most 
substantial character to prove that man 
lives beyond the grave. The discovery 
ot this proof was the crowning glory 
nd greatest achievement of the nlne- 
centh century. It means more to mit
ering humanity than Africa’s diamond 
lines, or the Klondike’s wealth.
So precious is this truth that it would 

siçm that every man, woman and child 
would ever be alert to sustain it in its 
purity and present 1c unsullied to the 
•world. Many have done so and have 
been rewarded by the approval of their 

! consciences. Others have sought to use 
( it for selfish purposes and have de

based it to thé low level of tlie fakir, 
fortune-teller and charlatan. They 

ave literally “stolen the livery ot liéav- 
n to Aserve Satan in” and brought un- 

ttild misery upon their victims by their

demonstrations to prove my claim-
On-one occasion I went to a psychic- 

and received a message from a person’ 
of whose existence in my own family 1

ckuel and nefarious practices.
I need not argue the genuineness of 

this evidence, nor attempt to prove that 
psychic phenomena are facts. Profes
sor' John Tyndall and other scientists 
declare that these phenomena around 
on all sides are established facts, and 
that the man who denies them is not 
only not we)l informed, but also grossly 

■ . ignorant. - Psychic phenomena demand 
, the same careful analysis, that is ac-_ 

corded the physical phenomena upon 
which all of the applied sciences rest. 

. .. In «.single sentence: Spiritualism at
i firms that those occult, or psychic phe- 

ppmena. prove that man survives the 
.- change called death.
t*w—Some sixty, or seventy different varl
' '7 «ties of phenomena of a psychic charac-

U ter, through mediumship, are offered by 
I Spiritualism to substantiate the forego- 
■ jng declaration. At this point let me 
■■ say that I honestly believe that-the ma
; jorlty Of these phases of mediumship 

are. based on facts. Some of them are 
not-yet proven to me, while others have 

:■ not been fairly Investigated by me, 
‘hence I am not qualified to judge them. 
But I mupt not be misunderstood as ac

. cepting the majority of the so-called 
^phenomena” presented by those who 
¿all themselves "mediums.”

X' There 1b often a counterfeit currency 
. foisted upon the innocent public, but it 
- is based upon an imitation of the genu

ine coin of an authoritative Govern
ment. So it is in Spiritualism. The 
coin of Truth is often counterfeited for 
the sake of gain, but there must be 
something real to counterfeit, otherwise 
H could not be thus duplicated.

’ In fine, Spiritualism has its lights and 
’ its shadows, and therefore it is in re

gard to them that 1 am requested to

B--

speak. • - *
I have demonstrated beyond a shad- I 

ow of a doubt that my loved ones sur- 1 
vive the death of the body. I accept 
every genuine phenomenon with pleas- 1 
urable gratitude, for it adds to the sum : 
total of human knowledge. The sunny 
side of Spiritualism is sweet, beautiful, 
holy. It is the smile'of a loving God 
upon a heartbroken people. I have 
only kind words and good wishes tor 
the honest medium who seeks through 
the légitimiste use of his or her powers 

r to do God’s will among men. I must 
not be misunderstood as being a foe to 
phenomena, nor as an enemy to medi- 
rims. On the contrary, I am a loyal 
friend to both, but I do not want the 
spurious coin to pass current for the 
genuine, hence I must draw the line’ be
tween the two conditions. When I say 
that rill, or nearly all, of the different 
phases of mediumship are duplicated 
by the trickster, the charlatan and the 

“producer of legerdemain, I do not there
by discountenance mediumship, nor 
cast any aspersion upon honest, upright 
mediums. Genuine work always speaks 
for Itself and needs no defense from as
sault that may be made upon It

J . Prominent Phases of Mediumship.
’ / Among the prominent phases of medl- 

: umship may be mentioned clairvoyance, 
clairaudlence,- Independent slate-wrlt- 
ing,■ automatic writing, the complete, 

■trance, the seml-trance, ethereallzatton 
' and private test-giving. To this list 

some would add hypnotism, materializa- 
tlon, trumpet work, spirit photography, 
etc. I need, not dwell upon-the phe- 

. nomena of clairvoyance and clalraual- 
'once. Hundreds, yes thousands of per
sons not Spiritualists have both seen 
spirit forms and heard spirit voices. I 
'have' heard clergymen of different 

■ faiths, including bishops, high . in au
. thority discourse at length upon their 

experiences with phenomena of psy-

All ages have bepn interested in the 
destiny of mam- From Adam (figura
tively speaking) down Ip. the present 
day, sages and saints have asked the

Write upon the walls of time _ these 
words, “Live right, and you will die 
right.” The “Beautiful Beyond" copies 
to him who places his finger upon tue 
olal of time, and ushers In the good

To the Editor of the Brooklyn Eagle;— 
We boast about our religious liberty in 
this country. Men lecture on it, books 

Jiave been written about it; in fact, we 
take pride in telling people that here

time now. , .
Write upon your lives to-day—each 

day, beautiful deeds, and the ‘‘Beautiful 
Beyond” will glow beneath your touch. 
Let your life speak to humanity in 
glowing terms, and the passing days 
and moments will -be filled with beauty.

The “Beautiful Beyond!” Why it is 
at your very door. It is to-morrow, 
next day, every day, all the days that 
are yet to come. 'Every day that is un
born is sweeping to'us down the ages. 
They are but sleeping in. embryo. They 
are in your kepping and mine—a sacred 
trust. ' • \ • -

V/e ire building today the to-morrow 
of life We are living to-day in the “Be
yond” of yesterday. Every day is a 
"Beyond" to some other day. ‘ Every 
day is a reflection of the yesterdays of 
life, from the experiences of which we 
have bullfled our.present surroundings. 
Beautiful, are they? ..Then our build
ing was . done with precision and care. 
Every act and motive should be consid
ered, weighed in the balance, and not 
found wanting. ,.

"Beautiful Beyond!” Let Us make 
every day and hour beauflf.ul; not by 
dreaming of some far-away-beauty that 
may never be ours, but by catching the 
gleam of sunshine in the ever present 
now. That far-away beauty may be 
like a will-o’-the-wisp—always evading 
our grasp—always disappearing when 
we present ourselves upon the scene. 
The good lime now IS .with us. Let us 
make the most of it. ; By word, by deed, 
let us commit no sacrilege against it. 
Let’no hand be raised against the dial 
of to-day, lest he be a traitor to the un
born age. ,

Thq.race is in need of benefactors of 
the present.. To-day is the time to 
strike while the anvil is before us, and 
not wait, fop the time to come when it 
shall be no more—the fires flickered 
and gone, out! The iron grown cold, it 
will not respond to the molder’s touch. 
Fires must needs be rekindled before 
beauty can be wrought therefrom.

To-day is opportunity ripe; to-morrow 
the sun has gone down upon us, and the

every sect and religious order can wor
ship God according to the dictates of 
their own conscience. But, is this 
really so, or 1b it only a mere figure of 
speech?

Let us see: In Brooklyn a woman is 
holding religious meetings in a church 
and declares she is able to read sealed 
letters and-tell things about friends de
parted from this life. I do not believe 
this .woman; but, from what I read In 
the papers, I believe she is a much 
abused person. Let me say here that 
I am not a member of any church, but, I 
hold that every denomination has a 
right to believe, say, or do what it likes, 
.so long as it does not break the laws of 
the United States, or the city ordi
nances. No man nor body of men has 
a right to interfere with or annoy any 
religious organization or form into a so
ciety calling Itself anti this or anti tliat 
to persecute any sect. No club or so
ciety should attempt to be judge and 
jury of any sect, or religious body ot 
people, so long as such religious bodies 
do not break the’laws of the land. We 
have state laws to regulate such mat
ters.

bloom of the rose. At this rosé bush 
the guide stopped and with the one 
word, "Watch,” began to sprinkle the 
plant addressing it in the meantime 
with words of endearment. Tlie buds 
began to slowly open anti expand Into' 
the most beautiful roses.

opportunity-ii no jripre.•
Lité is ever full of promise for the fu-

,VWW1     *  --— । — •— .---------«------- Road, ;ture;to-hIm'WilO;mpkes?good:Usepf to
save in remote, districts where the good and they had-helped Ler;to‘gi'v$me my , day,'but unless the'Now Is fraught with 
people take no magazines or have no aoT surprise: ■■ ‘ 1, -’ “ noble aims and worthy purposes, the

. , .. . Now, I-found-instead of wiving palm “Beautiful Beyond” will continue to be
'speakers branches and singing jpsalpiL I ’ was to a ai8tant theme.

... > - --—-—-------. The great cyclri of time only places in
our grasp the day in which we live, and 
it is.handed down to us in moments— 
each moment a gem for our utility— 
each moment a sacred trust for us to
beautify. ; . . . , ,

The ticking of the great clock of life 
is only counting, the moments of eter
nity. To-day is an endless one. My 
vision views a. journey without end— 
an ever-uncerising landscape; every 
step has in it a lesson; every stone, ev
ery flower, aye, every grain of sand a 
purpose. . '

A “Pilgrim’s Progress” it is indeed. 
A struggle for you Or me to bear means 
evolution, growth, expansion, a devel
opment, of our powers. Let us greet 
each experience with a brave heart- 
each day with a glad and radiant face; 
let our tread be firm and true, finding 
in to-day and all days the "Beautiful 
Beyond.”; >
To-morrow will come to us In its own 

' good time,
But to-day is without end;
To-day—to-morrow is, my friend, 
With thread so subtle and so fine 
You cannot see the golden cord, the 

way, or timo
Which links this . ,day to that, ’ The 

Beautiful Beyond!”
So closely do they Blend, 
This day with all future days, 
And all the past that this is builded 

on— ■ ■
The days!- They never end.

EMMA-GIBBS.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Now for a moment let us look at 
some of the different sects and religious 
orders in New York City. In Mott 
street we have Joss houses; up town, 
the Sun worshipers, also Asiatic teach
ers—“Vedanta Swami,” I think they are 
called. Then down on the East Side 
we have a number of people who kill 
chickens in a back yard in the summer 
time, to appease God for their sins— 
days of atonement; several larger de
nominations, people who believe in the 
Trinity and Unity of God, called Trini
tarians and Unitarians.

Another religious sect believes in the 
real presence of God in the sacrament, 
or in other words, they believe that 
their religious teacher can change a 
wafer into real flesh and blood, so they 
actually eat their dead Lord and drink 
His blood every time that they take the 
sacrament. I might go on and name 
many other different religious sects, 
but.I. have heard of no anti-society to 
stop. any. of them..■ '
. Is -Mrs.. May. Pepper doing or saying 
anything as abburd Of irrational as most 
of these sects? Then by what right 
has any person or persons to say a 
word against her? It makes no differ
ence what she says she can do, or what 
she can see; that is not the question. Is 
this her religion? She says it is. Is it 
the religion of her followers? They 
say it is. Then they should not be mo
lested or annoyed. In the United 
States we have 3,373 women ministers 
that speak, preach and lecture in public 
haHS and churches. Why should we 
attempt to abuse this one woman be
cause we do not agree with her relig
ious ideas? Can we agree with all the 
above sects that I have mentioned? Is 
it right for us to persecute any of them 
because they do not believe the same 
as we do?

As I have said, I am not a member of 
any church. My religion is justice, 
truth and common sense. I believe in 
religious liberty, political liberty and 
liberty for the press.. But sometimes 
the press takes too much liberty and 
abuses public speakers, it goes too far.

Let me say, in conclusion, that it 
might be a good idea for many men to 
strive and take the beam of egotism, 
malice, religious bigotry and supersti
tion out of their own eyes qnd hearts 
first, before they attempt to criticise 
others. - J. H. SMITH.

Manhattan, N. Y.

Ihere seemed to be a force or bright 
light emanating from the center of the 
flower outward, and as these rays of 
light expanded outward they changed 
Into numberless delicate and soft-tinted 
columns. As the process went on the 
loses seemed to obtain more strength 
and the variegated colors became more 
pronounced and changed more rapidly. 
The different parts of the flower 
seemed to take on more life, rapidly 
changing and rechanging their forms 
and texture into the most beautiful and 
delicate leaves arid petals.

For many feet .surrounding the plant 
there was the sense of the most delicate 
yet delightful fragrance of tlie perfect 
rose. One could feel the deep love that 
existed between the plant and the man 
under whose care it existed, and the 
whole plant seemed to send forth its 
gratitude. How wonderfully beautiful 
was this sensitive rose bush with its 
several blossoms, sending forth its va
riegated soft and radiant colors, Its 
delicate perfume, changing its different 
parts into most beautiful shapes.

Suddenly, without any warning, the . 
blossoms faded, the buds closed up and 
the leaves drooped and withered. The 
guide looked up and pointed down tne 
path. Coming along Ute walk In an un
steady step was a human being, clothed 
in the coarsest-of material, his face ' 
drawn into the most hideous scowl of 
tage and disappointment; around him, ■ 
ingulfing him and a part of the man ■ 
himself, extending outward for several 
feet arid following him everywhere, 
there seemed to be radiated from his 
soul dark inky emanations, the prod
ucts of his own black thoughts, which 
varied in their blackness in exact cor
respondence with his different thoughts. 
In his hand was a crooked stick with 
which he seemed to take a sense of de
light in striking everything coming in 
liis reach. He passed by, his eyes try
ing to pierce the dense ether around 
him and muttering these words to him
self: "Dead! Dead! Everything dead! 
A dead world!” Looking toward the 
sensitive plant it seemed to verify the 
dark spirit’s words, for to the eye it 
looked as if all its life had gone. The

VOUS QUI PLEUREZ!

You whó'>èep!
Self-exiled angel souls homesick 

' heaven, .
for

convey the messages of love and com
fort of soul that are pearls beyond 
price to those- who receive them. 1 
have heard words spoken by different 
entranced psychics intaimost.the iden
tical voices of my arisen friends. 1

Now, my ffi’eiidsi fpr’.fear- of tiring 
you I will closp, with',well jlslies for 
your-journey. hbme’.:i T am,. - > ;
‘ . yours truly, ■ '

-MOSES A SHULL.

Bid your tears cease; no stern com
mand is given, s'

No law fixed for eternal banishment.
Ever tlie glorious messengers are sent
To sing you homeward. How their 

voices ring! - .
"Hear and rejoice! Thus sayeth Love,. 

’ our king,
‘These too, even these, in holy guard I

chlçs. -,
To add my own experience .would 

teimply be cumulative evidence, not nec
essary in the case. Suffice- it to’ say_ 1 
have had both of them in my own indi
vidual life. I know they are the sunny 
side of Spiritualism. Through them we 

' see our arisen loved ones. -We- hear 
their sweet-voices calling to us from

have had test after test given me ih the 
private seance room by honest' medi
ums who could not have known aright 
of tvhat they were saying or giving me. 
This is true of thousands of others. All 
their testimonies unite to prove, the 
sweetness and beauty of Spiritualism 
and its sunny side. '

The dark corners of the tomb are 
made radiant with the-light of love and 
death’s sombre river is bridged by the 
shining rainbow arch of truth over 
which we hear the soft footfalls of 
those who go and the quick returning 
tread of those who come to tell, the 
world that death is only another name 
for change' and is man’s emancipator 
from the thralldom of the flesh into the
freedom of the world supreme.their sweet voices caning <*» <u> ... .—_ . - ... - •

their home in the realm of the soul, In-1. ~ snirituallsm’s Shadow Side..
. .. .1__ A____1*:««. Jr. wAona aL*zS' • r . _ .. ■•dependent writing is tlie means.of-pre
senting their thoughts Jn-elective, or 
visible form. .Sometimes, perhaps, gen- 

.Srally'tViO slates closely fastened to- 
getber are used to receive their mes
sages. To me is the one satisfactory 
phenomenon of psychic nature,

, Messages From Unseen Vforld.
Why? Because the Investigator can 

purchase his own slates, take them to 
the medium; fasten them as securely as 
possible, never allow them to leave his 
hands, yet receive a verbatim message 
from the unseen world. I have done

The foregoing are a few of the beau
tiful lights that Spiritualism gives to 
the children of men. Would that I could 
pause at this point or if I must con
tinue, could relate similar experiences 
and say they were all that are present
ed in the realm of Spiritualism. But 
there is, alas a “Shadow Side” and I 
must speak concerning it, in the inter
est of truth in order that no one may be 
misled; or mistake the seeming for. the 
real. .... .

I have already admitted that the phe
nomena,0* BpIriteaHsm aroireqaently.

-L ' - Mi

THE GODS OF MAN.

So riiany Gods! So many man-made 
. Gods! ' ■

So many church-made, too, Or blgot- 
■ - ■ made. ■ ,

So strange, 7 BO variant, so purpose- 
crossed! ■ .

Gods vengeful, fierce, Implacable, alert 
To terrify, and smite a quaking world, 
With Desolation’s rav-ning tooth, with

Famine’s fang, . .....
To prove His justice and affirm His 

■ power. '.
Such is the God that man evolves, alas! 
The God the zealot casts , in . human 

moulds, ' ■
(Not fashioned "for a purpose. Infinite), 
Who smiles to-day from out the realms 

" of peace, .
To-morrow rifles the chariot of war, . 
Or helps the bigot punish heretics.
Yet everywhere, in all the universe, 
Is only Love, and Love is God alone,. 
The one great'Unit sphering niLMhe 

■..;■ rest; ■ . . • ■ -■ ■
The Principle, the Power, the sSplrit. 
Arid the-Thought, Mind, .Good, that 

1 ” made and holds ’ -- ,
The Universe, through alUitS sweep. as

MOSES A SHULL. keep,’
< "The'¿above .mes'riagej Was -.received. Have patience, you who weep! 
through the mediumship-of Mrs. Mary -
L. Kaiser of Fort Scoi^lKansaBi. ■ ■

•Love that Is partrofGod,- ail'd. all of 
. God ! '.u ;.' ’ . ,

In-:man; -man’s duty unto man,, and 
: man’s ' .
High title-to the name of Son Of God.

: . Wiliam Alexander T^ylor.
Columbus, Ohio. ■ . «,■ i

> Cleverness is a sort of gehhis for in
strumentality. It is tha'br«in of the 
hand. In literature cleverness es more 
frequently accompaniefi^-by wlj, genius 
and sense than by humor,-jColeTlSce,.

That is, in-a great degcee. tri . J&ll 
men, which was said of the Ath. .ns, 
that they were IUie: s^ep, oL A Ch a 
flock is more easily driven than a\ gigle 
one—Whately. ’-’J ' < . ! .■■■
''Pfogt‘oss7the growth-- of? intelligence 
and power, is the-end and boon Iff liber
ty; and, without this,. a people may 
have the name, but, want tie substance 
and spirit of freedom.—Chhnhing. - 

• Did age seizes upofi. an ill-flpent youth 
like fire,in>ori-.il^tefe^oi^.' It was. 
.rotten before MdMfinst b4v%,Mlep of 
itself, so that jbjMialy on« Antici
pating anotherl;—-©sUth. .

Noble,d?eos',‘ goQd.Jhou 
words are. the Bp&fiDagl,

You'who weep, '
Blind groping after half remembered 
i 7 rays, " ..
With haunting memories of. the angel.
. ■ - days ' s'.', ■ •'■y- ' ' ’ '
Grasped dimly in a dream, take heart 

of grace. — ' -
'No bar shall hold you and no wrath dis- 
• place. ’
The flame Immortal cannot quench or 

■ fade; ’ -- ■ - ■
Lift fearless eyes and be no more dis

mayed. . - - -
All barriers the strong soul shall over

leap; - .-
Take comfort, you who weep! •
You who weep! ’ ’ .
Children of glory, though awhile,you 

stray
Through doubt and gloom in many a
, devious way,
Hear but the Voices, touch the guiding 

hands, :
Self-exiled souls look homeward, life 

• above, .............. .
And by your kinship with eternal Love 
•Your heritage immortal claim and 
< keep!
’Be glad.’ O vou who weepL
: BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.

A Drop of Water.
A drop of water contains within itself 

the elements ot all the worlds. Formed 
into rivers it supplies the arteries 
which make fruitful the continents. 
Formed into glaciers and icebergs it 
condenses the vapors and distributes 
their unseen wealth over the planet. 
Formed into an ocean embracing three- 
fourths of our globe it is the home for 
millions of inhabitants of its own, and 
makes it possible for those upon the 
land to live. Bubbling from the earth 
in springs it furnishes the means of life 
to man and beast. Distilled from the 
clouds in rain it gives life to the vege
table kingdom, which in turn yields 
sustenance and the means of life to 
man and the lower animals.

There is no form of matter, so far as 
we know, that is not found embryonic- 
ally in that single drop of water. The 
aerolite coming probably from some 
other planet, does not disprove it. Ex
amined with the microscope it is found 
to be teeming with living inhabitants, 
all seemingly bent on “lite, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness.”
- Shed in tears from the lids of Christ 
amid; the hills of Judea it struck a ten
derchord that reached the hearts of 
millions of humanity.

I may dash it from me, but that does 
not destroy it. It may fall on the petal 
of a flower,’ and, If so, it will enter upon 
a more, beautiful and grander sphere. 
Or, it may join the acorn in its descent, 
and then the -mighty oak will lift its 
branches toward the stars. Joined 
with the tempest and the gale it sweeps 
through unseen corridors of nature in 
which musty time had planted the 
seeds of death. ; And so, whether in 
peaceful lakes and pools, caressing the 
swan and’lily, or in the aqueous vapors 
amidst the Are of suns where worlds 
are made, it is the same mysterious 
agency of life; and, - touched by the 
finger of omnipotence becomes the uni
verse of God. ‘

. ANDREW STEVENSON;

On the first page of The Progressive 
Thinker, issue of January 7, was printed 
a communication from the writer, en
titled “Mourning Turned to Gladness.” 
In that message 1 wrote about St. Paul 
helng caught up to the Ute third 
heaven, etc.

You printed a criticism on that state
ment from J. F. Krembleblne of Ken
ton, Ohio, who called our attention to 
chapter 12, 2d Corinthians, 2d, 3d and 
4th verses. While 1 have investigated 
the subject since, I find that most min
isters and laymen beiieve tliat St. Paul 
was the man who had the experience in 
the third heaven, but spoke as-'though 
it was another person. In reading 
"Seers of the Ages,” by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, on page 221. his statement is 
made on the subject:

“The Jews evidently thought Paul 
was ‘wandering’ when caugnt tip to the 
third heaven, not knowing whether he 
was In the body or out.” According to 
the above sentence, Dr. Peebles is in 
line with the general impression that 
prevails, and 1 may yet bq right.

The verses referred to read thus:
“I knew a man in Christ above four- . 

teen years ago (whether In the body I 
cannot tell, or whether out of the body, 
I cannot tell. God knoweth); such an 
cne caught up to the third heaven.”

The third verse repeats the second 
one in substance. .

Verse 4: “How he was caught up into .. 
I aradise, and heard unspeakable worda 
which it is not lawful for man to ut
ter.”

What were those words of mystery, 
swearing or praises? Dr. Peebles and- 
others, please discuss the subject as to. 
whether SL Paul heard those unspeak- '
able words, or the other man. i i

Money is a haad¿_< 
will aot'purchase k

-, -, one; - ,
That lâ lte All-in-all of then and now, 

of Btemtty; - ;_

!■ A great.lie is like a great fish on dry 
land; it may fret and fling, and make a_ 
Iri^tful bother, but It cannot hurt you. 
You have'only still and it ’ $111

i : -^7

Experience does take dreadfully high 
school wages, but he teaches like no 
other.—Carlyle. ... .
A weil-gdvdrricd mind learns in time to 
find pleasure'in nothing but the truth 
and the just.—Anon, ■ 
‘. Hope itself is happiness, and Its Irus-, 
tratlons, however frequent, are yet less 

Us extinction.—Johnsou.

¿few ! Z

And now. Brother Francis, as you. ’ 
published the criticism, you ought in.- 
fairness to me, publish mÿ explanation, 
or I shall consider myself knocked out- 
of the “box.” I have read this winter,. 
"Seers of the Ages” and “The Arcana 
of Spiritualism.” I consider both au
thors great'souls and writers. .1 havb- 
read with interest the wonderful dis
cussion of obsession, and believe It to
be a fact, although there is a limit .
' . ’ W. S. FRANKLIN,

Bedford, Iowa. . ‘
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general and indefinite kind of chaotic

A Lecture by W. J. Colville,
Denton
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testified alike to the blessing and to tte ‘ quisW adffflcSty, m this we m
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Nothfng 
that many

can be more obvious than 
curious facts in human, ex-

was ignorance of psychic laws, and 
injury they were inflicting upon 
mortal whom they thus ensphered.

Obsession is not identical with 
moniacal possession, as commonly

tions were perfectly obvious to 
elder sister, still the one that was 
medium could not seem to realize 
that' everything was all right.

is to find a remedy for suffering hu
manity.

A rather unconvinqfng statement ap
peared in Dr. Herbert Parkyn's maga-

>-
i-

icretions, andyet when the aura of the 
deceased Mend'Was detached from the 
patient’s, there was no taeese left to 

Y-t tiere was as ’•dfetaoa” la

The Problem of Obsession.
medlumshlp can be developed into a 
line display . of psychometric ability 
such as delighted Professors

To theorize upon any dark problem is 
ultimately profitless unless we are nre- 

j pared to. show some means for vani nuGctfilne* • «Kr.__ .. _

A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. M. 
Peebles’ Book on “Obsession, or Demon

- . ism of the Ages.” .

W. J. Colville is well known in this Courftry and 
Europe as an Author and Lecturer, and Medium. His 
Answers to Questions while on the Rostrum, His im
provisations, and Pearls of Wisdom that Fall from his 
Lips are listened to with great Pleasure wherever he 
goes. His Views Will Interest you.

perlence are susceptible of diverse in
terpretations, and in no case are we 
confronted 'more unmistakably with 
this proposition than wnen perusing 
certain literature dealing with the al
ways vexed and ever open question of 
obsession, or the interference of ma
lignant spiritual influences in human 
affairs. A widely circulating book 
from the extremely fertile pen of Dr. 
J. M. Peebles, “Spirit Obsession and 
the Demonism of the Ages," is the pres
ent storm-center of a thrilling contro- 

"versy. Jhis volume contains much.
sound philosophy, n.uch excellent ad
vice and many very remarltable records 
of decidedly disagreeable experience. 
Readers of spiritualistic papers, espe
cially The Progressive Thinker, have 
had, during the past few months,abund
ant opportunity to discuss and hear dis
cussed, pro and con, the entire question 
ot demoniacal possession and all phe
nomena that seem to account for be
lief in the distressful doctrine that many 
human beings are victims of wicked 
spirits whose disposition and delight it 
is to torture and annoy their earthly 
victims.

At the outset of any consideration of 
the much controverted book by the dis
tinguished veteran, Dr. Peebles, it is 
necessary to summarize as concisely 
as possible what the author does, and 
what he does not teach. If all critics 
and reviewers of the book in question 
had familiarized themselves thoroughly 
with the positive views entertained by 
Dr. Peebles before seeking either to 
confirm or to rebut them, much faulty 
disputation might certainly have been 
spared.

Dr. Peebles is in a very real sense 
both a Theist and a Universalist in ad
dition to being an ardent Spiritualist, 
for'h'e affirms Deity, the essential good
ness of every human being and the ulti, 
mate harmony of all souls with God. 
Notv as these great doctrines of univèr
sa! religion are proclaimed and affirmed 
by Dr’. Peebles, and as he entirely dis
owns all belief in perpetually wicked 
and therefore incorrigible devils, it is 
not just or reasonable to class the idea 
of obsessing influfences which he enter
tains and preaches with those horrid 
and irrational views of “Satan and his 
imps" which are still industriously pro
mulgated by many benighted and be
lated theologians. To admit corrigible 
devils is by no means equivalent to 
teaching that the universe contains fi
nally doomed souls, or that any member 
of the human family will prove finally 
impenitent and be ultimately destroyed. 
.Whatever attempted explanation of 
these disorderly exhibitions of psy
chic aberration which cause severe dis
tress to many persons may be found 
ultimately correct, the fact of alleged 
obsession is undeniable and it must cer
tainly be reckoned with by all mental 
therapeutists and others whose work of

zine, Suggestion, (February, 1905) to 
the effect that Dr. Peebles had practi
cally surrendered entirely his doctrine 
of Obsession by stating that the ob
servance of reasonable hygienic rules 
would prove a preventive and an anti
dote. To this assertion one answer Is 
certainly possible, namely, that an un- 

| healthy condition of mind and body is 
' favorable alike to the Inception and 
continuance of Obsession, while a 
healthy mental and physical state is 
unfavorable to all that passes under 
that general caption. We are always 
^estrous of occupying moderate ground 
amid all discussions of most questions, 
and being well assured that this intri
cate and disagreeable problem demands 
searching investigation, we propose to 
consider it as far as possible in all its 
phases.

In ancient times the allied questions 
of healtn and morality were almost uni
versally unified, and it Is a source of 
■much regret to many ethical and hy
gienic instructors of today that a wide 
spread belief has long been prevalept 

। that bodily health and moral excellence 
1 have noWcessary association.

In partial justification of this prevail
ing fallacy may be cited the obvious fact 
that many chronic invalids are persons 
of much sincere piety who manifest 
mbro than average sweetness ■ of dis
position; but on the contrary side of the 
contention it is necessary to assert that 
those mild and lovely virtues, though 
extremely excellent, by no means cover 
the entire list of attributes essential 
to the development and maintenance 
of a more robust moral constitution, -

Christianity has for many centuries 
theoretically exalted the milder virtues 
at the expense of those more heroic, 
with the result that multitudes of pure- 
minded people have allowed themselves 
to believe that simple sweetness of 
character, coupled with fatalistic soph
istry and resignation to a supposed in
evitable decree of providence consti
tutes the all-in-all of attainable holi
ness. ■ . . .

It has been frequently remarked that 
religious revivals are often followed by 
lamentable outbursts of what certainly 
looks like terrible obsession, and as re
ligious revivalists are often conscien
tious persons seeking, as well as they 
know how, to lead benighted sinners 
into the paths of righteousness, it 
seems enigmatical that their intention
ally soul-saving labors should result, as 
they sometimes do, in the- physical, 
mental and moral demoralization of 
some of their professed converts. •

'Strange though this situation may ap
pear to all who are unversed in the sci
ence of psychology, to the experienced 
psychologist the case is by no .means

bo mysterious as It may otherwise ap
pear. Sensational appeals to emo
tional centers in human consciousness 
often result in partial dementia, and as 
no one is ever strengthened in charac
ter or will by submissively yielding to. 
the persuasive eloquence of a declama
tory orator/ without exercising Ills own 
reason or intellectual judgment, a col
lapse often follows unusual nervous ex
citement, and at such times it is easy to 
see how any undesirable influence or 
any number of conflicting influences 
may take control of an unbalanced sen
sitive. Though we are far from wishful 
to contradict the testimony of the ven
erable Dr. Peebles or of any other 
high-principled and philanthropic au
thor, we must, in simple justice to our 
deep-seated convictions, suggest a 
somewhat modified interpretation of 
the theory tow so industriously promul
gated by many Spiritualists, as well as 
by a still larger number who oppose 
Spiritualism, that disorderly psychical 
conditions are surely traceable to the 
activity of malicious or at least oi mis
chievous spirits. .

In a former article of ours which ap
peared :n The Progressive Thinker, and 
excited considerable criticism pro and 
con, we attacked the idea of evil spirits 
somewhat mercilessly, and among the 
many who flew to the defense of the 
doctrine was an experienced writer 
who informed ub through the columns of 
the Banner of Light that there are 
"friendly, loving, obsessions" as well 
as many other varieties which can 
only be described by widely different 
adjectives.

When the term "obsession” has been 
made as elastic as that talented lady 
has made it, an entirely new light has 
been thrown upon a large portion of the 
perplexing problem,, with the milder as
pects of which all who have had much 
to do with hypersensitive persons 
have been compellei to deal; Experi
ence extending over many years, in 
many countries, has enabled '■ me io 
speak with definiteness on this subject 
and the conclusions now-submitted are 
the result of individual experience, 
coupled with earnest and dispassionate 
examination of evidence presented by a 
very large number of mediumistic peo
ple, together with testimonials collected 
from painstaking investigators -who 
have sought industriously and without 
-prejudice to weigh evidence and- to 
spring hastily to no conclusion,

First, we must all agree that physical 
dissolution does not in any sense or 
measure radically change the condition 
of the living entity we call the human 
spirit; therefore it must follow that it 
there be communion with excarnate en
titles at all we must be liable to en
counter as many varieties of human pe
culiarity on the other side as on the 
earthly side of dissolution’s veil.

Second, as it is clearly evident that 
people act from very mixed motives 
while on earth, though none are alto
gether evil, so the same motives may 
actuate behavior in the spirit-world, 
and it is therefore possible that unwise 
and conflicting Influences may reach 
and manifest through sensitive medi
ums, emanating partly from the mental 
conditions.of neighbors still on earth, 
and partly from equally near neighbors 
(psychically considered) who are dis
robed of physical habiliments.

Third, the supreme necessity for indi
vidual culture, or a high measure- of 
reasonable self-reliance, is clearly evi
dent to all sane thinkers, because en
tirely apart from all vicious, desires on 
the part of mediumistic persons, an un
balanced personality often opens wide 
the door to extremely undesirable phe
nomena.

The above three statements, though 
by no means exhaustive or this tre
mendous subject, may be found suffi
cient (on general grounds) to consti
tute a practical philosophy In accord
ance with which decisive steps may im
mediately be taken to counteract the 
prevalance of those distressful experi
ences which are indeed pathetic and 
which can be entirely obviated through 
the application of the proper prevents
tives and remedies. -

Though we cannot all agree as to the 
precise origin and immediate cause ot 
psychical disturbances, we may all co
operate to establish a better knowledge 
of the means whereby mediumship in 
all its phases may be rescued from tire 
quagmire into which it has often fallen.

As the term mediumship is so vari
ously employed as to be sometimes a 
tiUe of glory and at other times a 
badge of reproach, It is often necessary 
in the,face of current controversy to de
fine precisely what we mean by the 
word when we employ it, Id its sim
plest meaning no exception whatever 
can be taken to it, but since the- publi
cation of The Great Psychological 
Crime, which volume We endeavored to 
refute in a course of six consecutive lec
tures—many people have persisted in 
condemning everything that nears the 
mediumistic name, on the plea that no 
one can be a medium without forfeiting 
ibe right of self-ownership and becom
ing merely a dupe, creature or tool of 
some extraneous influence. This exag
gerated and ill-founded assertion is by 
uo means justified by experience,, 
though like all other extravagances' 
there is a modicum of truth in the dec
laration. .

Dr. Peebles has evidently raised a fu
rious tempest in Spiritualistic circles, 
by publishing so very-uncompromising 
a volume as Demonism of the Ages and 
Spirit Obsessions, but he has printed in 
bold relief the brightest as well as the 
darkest sides of the mediumistic prob
lem. , - ■

Without any intentional unfairness-to 
anybody, the intrepid Dr. Peebles has I

bane, of sensitiveness. A medium, a, 
psychic, or a sensitive, is merely a 
highly impressions! individual, ver/ 
frequently (though not invariably) pos
sessed of extremely delicate physical 
organization and almost always of high-- 
ly nervous temperament, A child an
swering to such description frequently 
hears voices, beholds visions, receives 
impressions and exhibits generally a de
gree of psychic susceptibility to which 
less delicately organized human beings' 
are total strangers. It such a child be 
carefully nurtured, and in every way 
kindly and wisely treated, there 'is no 
reason why such extreme delicacy of 
nature should not contribute to the ex
pression of the most desirable variety 
of seershlp, but should so sensitive a 
plant be exposed to rough and unkind 
usage, it often follows ' that some' dis
agreeable, nervous distemper becomes 
apparent and a neurotic perversion of 
mediumship ensues, ’

Sensitiveness is indispensable to me
diumship, but sensitiveness is a very 
wide word, the full application of which 
is very rarely considered The most

and Buchanan and furnished them with 
much material for their valuable books; 
or through neglect and misdirection it 
may lead into, tho dreary swamp often 
designated, “Obsession” The highly or 
distinctly mediumistic child is invari
ably peculiar, possibly eccentric and 

, certainly emotional. Such a child 
learns often far more from psychic con
tact with cultured minds that when 
forced to travel in accustomed ruts of 
schooling, consequently it has beefi 
very frequently remarked that the best 
mediums are uneducated;; this, how
ever, is a misleading statement display
ing gross ignorance of psychology, for 
though it may be clearly proved that a' 
sensitive yobth or maiden has received 
no -academic (raining, there' are so: 
many subtler meandi of conveying infor
mation than by following the routine 
methods of any school that-it would be 
far truer to: declare that the sensitive 
"uneducated" wisbacre has derived 
knowledge in somih manner altogether 
apart from collegiate-niethods.

Much discussion? is’ how in vogue as 
to the limits of telepathy, and many ex
treme statements on both sides of a 
gioat argument need to be considerably 
modified. The Simon-pure telepathist 
of the school of Thomson Jay Hudson 
seeks to restrict mediumistic phenom
ena entirely Within, the comparatively 
narrow circle of exclusively mundane 
telepathy, while’the particularly ardent 
bpiritualfet often rushes to ihe other 
extreme and insists that whenever tel
epathy is demonstrated some excarnate 
c ntity has conveyed rhe information re
ceived by someone now in flesh. Prob
ably every student of psychic phenom
ena, whose investigations have been re
warded with any appreciable degree of 
success, is prepared to endorse the 
simple fact that a message sent by one 
friend is sometimes received by another 
without the agency of any accepted ma
terial machinery, but the question is 
yet open as to how far telepathy may 
be rightly termed simple and how far 
it must be considered Complex, or, to 
express this idea a little differently, 
how much is there of .direct telepathy, 
or is it neaily or quite all indirect?

To settle these moot questions is not 
our present province, and we do not 
lliink it necessary at any time to at
tempt to finally decide how far one in
telligent entity now embodied oi; earth 
can or does communicate with another 
similarly conditioned entity apart from 
the, co-operative service of discarnate. 
helpers. The fact remains that informa- 
tion.is often convoyed from mind, to mind. 
or from consciousness to conscious
ness, without the use of any sort. of 
physical media of transmission, and. 
this fact alone is sufficient to establish 
data, on which to erect a substantial 
Spiritualistic philosophy. . . ■

In the earlier dayij of .the history of 
the Spiritualist movement, as evidenced 
by the testimony of many of the most 
convincing of the early writers, there 
seemed little tendency on,ihe part ot 
scientific investigators to separate what 
was then called mesmerism from allied 
phases of spirit-influence,' and it must 
be conceded by, all' who have read 
Emma Hardinge Britten's “Twenty 
Years of American Spiritualism" and 
"Nineteenth Century Miracles,” to
gether with the. publications, of other 
distinguished authors, that from ■ the 
very inception of the Spiritualist move
ment, pleasant and unpleasant experi
ences have fallen to. the lot of mediums 
and investigators alike. . There is no 
reasonable justification for any doc
trine approaching the theory that death 
transforms ps into angels of light or 
devils of darkness, tor precisely as the 
tree falls so does it lie, ..to employ an 
ancient metaphor which Edward Mait
land in his celebrated book, "The Pil
grim and the Shrine,” long ago ration
ally interpreted. . We are certainly in 
very close communion with many indi- 
¡duals on both sides of jhe veil whose 

acquaintance we have not made know
ingly. Multitudes may know us whom 
we do not know, and when our eyes 
have opened more widely to the myster
ies of “Borderland” we may be greatly 
surprised to learn on what conditions 
and from what causes we have been 
keeping company with long unseen as
sociates.

There are four leading causes for 
psychic Intercommunion. ' 7

First, natural affection; second, simi
larity of taste; third, interest in-kin
dred projects; fourth, general suscept
ibility. It is with the last, of these 
causes that students of obsession have 
chiefly to deal when seeking to solve a 
vexed and vexing problem, seeing that 
the remaining three predisposing causes 
are almost Invariably acknowledged 
and are palpably subject to our. own 
control. At least ninety-nine people 
out of every average hundred believe 
that circumstances are frequently too 
strong for them and that they must 
perforce submit to all sorts of limits-- 
tions and annoyances on account of 
supposedly invincible weaknesses alike 
of mind and body. Whoever helps to 
dispel this grave illusion proves a 
world’s benefactor, and. if proof be 
needed of the willingness of the public 
to consider a better and healthier view 

>of human sensitiveness.we have but to 
consider the cordial reception given to 
the bracing prose and poetry of Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox and other inspiring 
teachers who point ibe way to victory 
over all debilitating phantasies.

The line of least resistance must ever 
be the easiest road to travel, but that 
is not the road-way traversed by sturdy 
pioneers and illustrious inventors or 
discoverers. The uphill part, the 
steep ascent of continuous devotion to 
an ideal which long seems hard to real
ize, is ever the royal way which leads 
eventually to victory. Omitting from 
our present consideration cases of “ob
session ’ manifestly due to encourage
ment of vicious propensities and espe
cially to the prostitution of some phase 
of mediumship, to the unrighteous end 
of injuring a neighbor, the large bal
ance of distressing cases may all be'at
tributed to lack of Individualization or 
to neglect of reasonable rales of ’hy
giene, without obedience to which a 
normal existence is unattainable.

PWarag. to in no uncertain man
ner. । ..

As tong ago. us toward the end of the 
18th eentury’the illustrious Dr. Bepja- 
min Rush of Philadelphia urged a plea 
for thqldsolatlon of'all demented per
sons, wisely ifiauintaijiing that in place 
of a g|»at indiitutlon in which ‘hun
dreds pfilunoilcs should be confined, a 
numbemof small cottages should be 
erected so that each patient should en
joy ; thdebonefit of Individual care be- 
stowedstoy cottnpetent attendants and be 
saved ftxnn tto baleful influence conse
quent upon close contact with ’ other 
similarly afflicted • persons. If “obses
sion” bcfccnceded at all it can never be 
i?Isass<^ilatediifrom:insanily, and this 
Dr. Peebles, In common with all ancient 
authorSjcabuudantly maintains. Such 
being the case, it only remains for stu
dents and practitioners of suggestive 
healing to bestir themselves to provide 
the antidote and.remedy evidently very 
much .required, Volumes might easily 
be written, am this fascinating though 
repulsive theme, without bringing out 
any solution of the difficulty, until the 
great principles of spiritual science are 
definitely applied. . .

Whatever frightens and enervates im
pressionable people, or unduly stimu
lates their, nervous, systems, is sure to 
multiply disasters which can. only’ be 
averted by directing attention to the 
high and safe ground of well-developed 
Individual character. The whole doc
trine of “obsession” is a nightmare ot 
terror to many highly susceptible peo
ple-who nil know from-very sad expe
rience that nothing Is more dangerous 
than - fear, , .-Neither, ignorance nor 
knowledge, ofi. surrounding evil influ
ences can prove a safeguard, but the 
building up of a strong wall of healthy 
aura around a sensitive is.a meaiis of ef
fectual protection against all invasions 
of distemper. ■

For the-thousandth time we may be 
compelled to teach that individuality is 
the'only Safeguard,,and?■ Individuality 
can never be built up so. Jong as we 
wish to be, “Mrs. Grundy's” satellites, 
or so long as it is. our ambition to fall In 
or curry, favor with prevailing fashion
setters or. monopolists, ,... ;

It seemq pretty clearly-evident to-'all 
observers on the psychic .plane that the ' 
unseen spheres which encircle and in
terpenetrate this placet are people with 
exactly the-same varieties of folk as 
meet, us on our dally walks about the 
world. Obsession Is certainly two-fold; 
It proceeds from persons In the flesh as 
well as fróm..those who have laid the 
flesh aside, and exactly the same pre
caution needs to. be taken, whether we 
are specially dealing with one aspect ot 
the question qr with the. other. In thè 
main we are certainly not at variance 
with the teaching of Dr. Peebles, for we 
Invariably counsel healthy and simple 
living on all planes of existence as the 
only sure and, certain way of vanquish
ing the 111g from which we may already 
suffer and preventing others which may 
loom upon oqr horizon of the future. 
Facts bp,’susceptible to differing
Interpretations, but they must be reck
oned w)tli. hqwever variously we may 
seek to.ia’pcoujit for them.

A vejy. greftt service has been ren
dered tójthe ppbllc by Dr. Peebles In so 
far as hé ha$, pointed out that simple 
mediumqhip is,, in itself neither a bless
ing nor.a. cuige, but may become the 
cne or (¡he other in consequence of the 
manner in wpjch it is dealt with and 
die, corny dons ¡amid which jt is exer
cised. j,. ,-0' ■

A boqt not làltogether- pleasant may 
bC'.largely truq.' and seeing that the vet
eran author oftoe volunje now sò great
ly, conttqyer,tod" does not believe in the 
hopelessness.^ any condition or in the 
.incaffigtolltyj.of àijy obsessing entity, 
,we .shaynbq .bqiler employed iii seeking 
to .aid 74; a good.woriftet.demon eleva
tion than in frantically . denouncing a 
niany-sided doctrine, the Jost word con
cerning, which has ' cpi^alnly -pot yet 
bepn spoken. / . ' '

j ‘ r. 1 rii. ;■ .¿. -,. -
jINTEBESTING AND SUGGESTIVE.

The following from a prominent me-' 
diUm an'd-auttijor, comprehensively Illus
trates thç Importance, of the Open 
Court in presenting to the world ques
tions that have heretofore been tabooed. 
It will be 'read with deep interest. As 
Lyman, C./HqWe, the veteran lecturer, 
remarks, “The -Open ..Court is IM
MENSE.’’, • .

As our gifted sister, - Abbie.. Walker 
Gopld, in her recent excellent contribu
tion to the-Open Court controversy, has 
so kindly and cordially introduced my 
name and work therein, I will break the 
silence I have hitherto observed, to ex
press my surprise that only one side of 
the law has been previously hinted at 
by any of,the able writers on the sub
ject of Obsession. The attack of "evil 
spirits or demons” has been, alone con
sidered, when the majority of cases 
-that have come under my observation 
for treatment, have been the too close 
companionship of weak, clinging (often 
pure and loving) spirits,'whose only sin

garded. Whether or not a-person “car
ries his animal appetites and passions 
with him beyond the veil of death," 
may still be discussed pro and con, but 
all must admitthat the ■ attraction of 
love ■ survives transition, with the old 
desire for • Continued association with 
Its own. No sentiment could be purer, 
snd:yet it leads to obsessions which un
less, mercifully broken, often result in 
the prematurejemeval from this plane 
of the one thus: obsessed.

A case.could .be cited -of a young wo
man whose'mother had died with pro
longed consumption.- For months prior 
to her deceasesshe had been tenderly 
nursed-by-.this beloved daughter, whose 
preseiicejiwas the- only heaven she 
craved. After transition, she still clung 
fondly, desperately, token devoted min
istrant, ¡Her ajira surrounded and en
slaved her. child. . Her deep-seated ■ 
consciousness ofc her painful malady 
cast the.:game Deflection in the daugh
ter’s- system . that had been demon-/ 
.strated imher jiwn. Soon, acute hem- 
orrhagestsecurtod, a severe cough, pro
fuse expectoration, until the doctors 
pronounced one iungentirely gone and 
a large eavity tin the other. It was a 
very clean>case pf contagion, through in
haling thetbacleria of tuberculosis. Her 
prostration, became so great that at last 
three phyHicianjsp in consultation, de
clared that she«ould not live five days. 
But when qppealtwas made to a psychic 
healer, ths difficulty discovered, and 
the dear mother informed of her mis
take,-she quickly withdrew in dismay 
that phe was thus afflicting her child, 
and the patient has enjoyed a sound 
pair of lungs for, several years.

Diseases of the most acute type are 
frequently the reflection upon the pa
tient ■ of, the-,malady under which the 
spirit passed' out, the obsessor still 
holding .it^|n his consciousness so 
strongly .that he casts it upon the mor
tal ..organism, as one’s face is reflected 
in a mirror. 'A severe case of Bright’s 
disease can be recalled which had 
passed to? the incurable state, its hope
lessness '-proven by. examination of s e-

The Testimony çf a Medium on (tassions,
Prof. Loveland’s Position Annihilated,

Oscar A. Edgerly is one of Our Foremost Work
ers on the Rostrum. His lectures are logical, elo
quent and soul-inspiring. His Views on Obsession 
will attract your close attention. '

It is well known to the most of the 
Spiritualists of America that I have 
been for some twenty years a trance 
speaker upon tho platform and during 
this time have given many readings 
and have been, I think, a close observer 
of our great movement, a movement 
that not only demonstrates a future 
life, but that through our angel minis
trants gives us-a very correct knowl
edge of the conditions and employments 
in that lite; and I must say in regard to 
this matter of Demonism or Spirit Ob

. sessions that no one is so well pre
pared to investigate and discuss the 
matter as mediums themselves; medi
ums who have been controlled by spir
its from the different spheres in the 
other life. Dr. Peebles’ book is a most 
interesting and valuable one because it 
is a warning and a' Safeguard against 
the abuses of the great truth, medium
ship. I submit two cases of obsessions 
that l consider to be clear and distinct 
cases, and could. If necessary, cite 
many more.

The first occurred in a city in New 
England. The_ circumstances were as 
follows: Two sisters, the Misses M------,
very intelligent and highly educated 
ladies, both having been teachers in the 
high school of their city, became Inter
ested in Spiritualism. Their first inves
tigations were made through the 
agfehoy of what is commonly called the 
“talking board,”'

One of the ladles proved to be an ex
ceptionally strong medium for that 

.class of manifestations; message after 
message was spelled out on the "talk
ing board” with astonishing rapidity. 
Much that was given gave evidence 
that .it emanated from a very high 
source of Intelligence. The two sisters 
became intensely interested in these 
messages thus give.n. and,as the time: 
went by devoted more and more of’ 
their attention to the use of the "talk
ing board."

While’ at first the messages had been 
of a most intelligent and gratifying na
ture, it was soon observed by the elder 
sister (who was not the medium) that 
the nature of the communications were 
changing, and becoming arbitrary and 
dictatorial in character; for instance, 
commanding the medium sister to act
in a foolish and unreasonable manner, 
and while the foolishness of such "ac-

the 
the 
blit

There is where I claim the obsession 
began. This pure, bright, Intelligent 
woman became so influenced by the in
sidious control of an obsessing spirit, 
that she could no longer discriminate 
between right and wrong, and that 
which was reasonable or unreasonable.

This condition lasted until the lady 
was completely prostrated both men
tally and physically. I have no doubt 
that any doctor of the old schools would 
have pronounced her Insane at this 
time.

Despite all opposition she would per
sist in the use of the “talking board,” 
and the longer she yielded to the sug
gestions of the controlling spirits the 
worse her condition. The conditions 1 
have described had come to exist eight
een months after the first use of the' 
board, and remember that previous to 
the use of the “talking board” she had 
been not only sane, but of far more 
than ordinary strong mentality.

At the end of eighteen months, at the 
earnest solicitation of the elder sister, 
I called at their home, and was re- 
quested.,to sit with them jn my capacity 
as a trance medium, the elder sister 
thinking that my guides might be able 
to advise so as to relieve the medium 
from her terrible condition. I found 
her apparently dumb and Insane. She 
would not speak a word (had not 
spoken a word for over two months), 
beCaUsre ihe spirits through the “talk
ing boarfl” had told her not to. She 
had Tot slept at night for over three 
weeks; would only wear such clothes 
and eat such food as the spirits in
structed her to. Taken all together 
she was indeed in a terrible condition.

At first she would not come to the 
room , where I was, as she said the 
spirits would not let her, but we 
formed a Circle In the adjoining room 
and proceeded to hold our seance? my 
guides telling those present that they 
would bring her into the room, which 
they finally did. While in the circle 
she seemed to suddenly awaken, and a 
more astonished woman I never saw. 
She. had no memory of anything that 
bad occurred for the three months past.

•My guides advised that she be en
tirely secluded from Spiritualism for 
some time to come, and as they had 
broken the power that held -her, she 
soon would be herself again in every 
respect

The prophecy of my guides proved to 
be thoroughly justified, for within two 
months the lady was perfectly normal, 
both mentally and'physically. I claim 
the above to be'a clear case of obses
sion.

The second case that I will call your 
attention to, relates to a woman who 
came to my mother's home in New
buryport, Mass., when I was a resident 
of that city.

- Tho woman came from some western 
city to Newburyport, to take charge pt 
a department in one of the large shoe 
manufactories in that city. You'can 
judge that she was a woman of ability 
and intelligence, when I cay that at her 
place ot employment she had superin
tendence over 150 working girls.

She came to my mother’s home at a 
time when I was holding public test 
circles every week. She claimed hot 
to know anything about Spiritualism, 
but she soon began to show an interest 
in my test seances, and became a-con
stant attendant. She very soon began 
to show strong indications of medium
ship, and before long was controlled by 
a spirit who claimed he had been a 
priest in the Greek Catholic church. 
This spirit gave some very good talks, 
but seemed to be strongly prejudiced in 
favor of his own religion. Soon after 
this spirit came to her, sbe told me that 
her spirit friends said that she must 
no longer sit in my circles. I told her 
she must act her own pleasure In that 
regard. Within two days after having 
this conversation with me, she began to 
show signs of what rhe doctors would 
call insanity, but to the psychic student 
there was much to show that she was 
rather the -victim of obsession than ot 
insanity.

She would come into the house, grab 
up pen and paper, and in a few seconds 
dash off four or five stanzas of verse— 
perhaps the first two or three verses 
expressive of the highest sentiment ot 
morality and love, and then degenerat
ing into the basest obscenity and actual 
blasphemy. These writings would be 
variously signed, usually by some great 
celebrity, but In looking over the 
papers carefully, there would always be 
found In some obscure corner the cog
nomen, “Portuguese Jack”; so it was

AOtltpie name of her obsessing 
rpjrlt (1 stall have more to say of this 
Portuguese Jack later). He made her 
do the most extravagant and foolish 
things, while some of his doings 
through her mediumship were marvel
ous.

In the first place he said he hated 
the woman, and would send her to the 
insane asylum. How well he succeed
ed in carrying out that design T will 
tell you. He commanded her to keep 
away from all public circles, mine in
cluded. It seemed that when she 
obeyed that mandate, he could do as he 
pleased with her, but once in a while 
we could persuade her to come into my 
circle, after which she would appear 
perfectly sane and natural, but as soon 
as she missed coming to meeting, 
“Portuguese Jack” would get control 
again.

Here are some of the things she 
would do when under his influence. 
She would pin a large sheet of blank 
paper on the wall of her room, then 
her right arm would become perfectly 
rigid, and grasping a piece of charcoal 
in her right hand, she would draw the 
most beautiful pictures of tropical 
scenery, palm trees, birds of paradise, 
coral islands, and beautiful sea views, 
(I know positively that she had abso
lutely no ability to draw when not un
der control). She would take any 
book, read down a page, then giving the 
book to some one else, so that they 
could follow her, sho would begin with 
the last word on the page and repeat 
every word backward to the first word 
on the page, without once making a mis
take, thus showing what I claim to be 
remarkable powers of mediumship.

Yet this “Portuguese Jack” was a 
most evil and malignant being, for 
eventually his medium came under the 
attention of the regular doctors and 
they in their ignorance sent her to an 
insane asylum.

They sent her away while I was out 
of the city filling an engagement. 1 
believe that if she could nave been in
duced to sit .regularly in the circle of 
some good and strong medium, Portu
guese Jack’s influence could have been 
overcome anfl:‘thls woman would not 
have been the victim of his obsession.

Now let me tell you who we found 
this “Portuguese Jack” to be. After 
the woman went to the insane asylum, 
he continued to visit various meetings 
held at Newburyport for a period of 
two years. At the end of this time he 
came one night to a meeting where I 
was presiding. He controlled me, and 
speaking to a young lady, said: “You 
are the only person in‘this city who 
can find out who I am. When you go 
home, ask your father if he knew 
Portuguese Jack?” The young lady’s 
father was an old retired sea captain. 
She asked him in regard to “Portu
guese Jack.” His answer was “Do I 
know ‘Portuguese Jack’? Well, 1 
should say I did. I brought him to the 
United Slates from San Domingo. He 
was a half-breed Pc.rtuguese, and a 
more perfect fiend in human form 1 
never knew. He lived in this city 
(Newburyport) for eighteen years, and 
died here twenty years ago.”

So there we have the evidence that 
“Portuguese Jack” was a devil when 
in earth life, and after being on the 
tpirit side for twenty years he comes 
back, and is a devil still. Such things 
as these make me believe in obsession.

OSCAR A. EDGERLY.
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being. Third edition. Price 75 cents. /
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to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations. / it 
has been more than thirty years In re
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will ' 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that are not answered in Us pages. 
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Is ft simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It . 
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read metaphysical writings. Price 11.50. For s&lo at 
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Deeds of Darkness Disclosed
This work devotes special attention 

to Auricular Confession and its rela
tions to sacerdotal celibacy, convents, 
monasteries, morality and civil and re 
ligious liberty. It is intended to be an 
embodiment of facts and documentary 
evidence of the pernicious Influence of 
the confessional; a trenchant showing 
up of Romanism, based upon standard 
Catholic authorities; an eye-opener con
cerning the methods and spirit, the 
moral turpitude and evil works of Ro
manism. Cloth, 75 cents.

“NO BEGINNING.”
An Excellent Work for 

Thinkers.

This book, “No Beginning,” is by 
William H. Maple. The Arena says of 
it: “The argument Is unanswerable. 
The book will at once appeal to the rea- 
«on of every reader, and leave him 
more amazed than ever at the preva
lence of the theory of Creation." The

Two has always been a fateful num- 
Free Thought Ideal .ays: “We found It 
full of glittering thoughts for thinkers, 
and the very death warrant of Chris
tian superstition shlrwa upon its pages.” 
IMna TH cents.
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sight And the writer deprecates such 
prominent recognition of the'power of 
evil,.and of evil spirits,' as unhealthful 
and unwise. But psychic healing Is one 
of the' greatest needs of this, psychic 
age. Perfect work is Impossible with
out reognition of this important field 
of usefulness.

Cases of mysterious suicide to-day, of 
persons who are in no -business per
plexity, or sorrow, are caused by the de
sire of some obsessing entity to escape 
from a bondage of which he has grown 
weary, and he knows of no way to ac
complish his release but to break the 
box he is in, by swaying the brain of 
his subject with an uncontrollable de
sire for self-destruction. For the ob
sessor is bound as much as hi§ victim, 
even as a fly is caught in a spider’s 
web and needs a helping hand to re
lease him, so two spiritual atmospheres 
are interblended, and the disembodied 
“spirit in prison” is in far greater need 
of treatment than the mortal patient, in 
need of kindly ministration, instruction, 
strength, uphftment, and an enkindled 
desire for progression. - Being con
scious on this plane, his' help must 
come .from-the realm to which he is 
most closely related. Many times when 
endeavoring to assist such earthbound 
waif, appeal has been made to the in
visible-guides and . helpers and the 
question .asked: . “Why can’t you take 
.this spirit, lead him away,- and help him 
onward?”'and the answer has always 
been, “He can’t see us, he can’t hear 
us. Though disembodied, he is con
solo® only on your pl&sa”

It seems an inconsistent position for 
a Spiritualist, who knows that he lives 
in the spirit world to-day, to deny that 
the aura of an excarnate soul can im
pinge too closely upon that of a mortal. 
We are immersed in a vast populous 
sea of spirit life. What more natural 
than that a negative, undeveloped per
son should occasionally pick up a psy
chic companion? But the soul that is 
strongly poised cannot be moved there
by. It will rejoice that it can give of 
its strength and assistance to any 
brother or sister, unclothed, or clothed 
with clay. Many times has the writer 
been approached by spirits who hhd 
been released from their earthbound 
condition long before, who have tried to 
express with caressing touch, with ev
ery sign of appreciation, their gratitude 
for the service she was once enabled to 
render them, one of them remarking, 
"Isn’t it beautiful that F can go now 
where the bright ones are? And'when 
you come, you will be met by so many 
spirits, whom you have forgotten, who 
will remind you of the time when you 
released them.”

Obsession as a word means only “at
tack”; it can never lead to possession 
except in a soul unpoised and unenlight
ened. No strong soul need fear attack, 
but be able to welcome the opportunity 
of imparting of its own unassailable 
strength to any needy soul,-. There is 
no protection in ignorance of psychic 
laws. . Knowledge is. the only savior 
from any form of.bondage. .

SUSIE C. CLARK.
Cambridge, Maaa.

In Tune with the Infinite
* By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Within youreelf lies the cause of whatever enwn 
into your life. To come into the full realization of 
your own awakened Interior powers. Is to be able to 
condition your life In exact accord with what you 
would have It.—From TlUe-Papc.
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Perfect Peace; VIII. coming into fullncMOf power; 
IX. Plenty of All Things—The Law of Prosperity; X. How Men. Have Become Prophets, Seem, Sages» and Barlor®; XI. Tho Basic Principle Of All Religions 
—The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
th© Realization of tho Highest Riches. Tor sale ©I 
thia office. Price, postpaid, 51.25.
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This Is the author’s posthumous vtotlt 
left la MS; to a few pt his private pu-- 
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(a valuable addition and) a library on 
occult subjects. Spiritual astrology ~1b 
especially elaborated. Alchemy, Talia« 
mans, the Magic Wand, Symbolism, 
Correspondence, Penetralia, etc, are q 
few of the subjects treated of in n 
scholarly and masterly manner, show« 
tag tho author to bo familiar.- with bin 
subjects. You cannot afford to be with« 
out it, as well ns nil.bto.other book& 
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leotual iganfteatations, some orth'era Id 
.‘luding what we call “teste." - ’ '

The point we are making is that 
□luce nerves ace the only pliatiri?' 
whereby a spirit controls his own body,. 
?r that of another, nerves most used 
ire necessarily the most,open chahnei. 
The miser who thiuuri ■ greed, and tjK- 
iebauchee .who thinks: lust have open 
channels, which, if they happen to be 
abnormally sensitive, are all ready for 
use by a spirit who Is himself alinpr- 
mally sensitive 1n the same direction, 

. and n<?rve hungry for his old sensations,
all Subjects Pertaining to Spiritualism. However much I
you^may differ from him,Jie has such a charming way I «Tr X° int^me“™ Suvl 

of pitting things, that he never fails to interestand in
struct. He is widely known as the California Philos- ks^'^enjoymSBu^n^ 
opher, and his Views on Obsession will hold your very impoHant
Cln<sP Ati'Pntinn Phase of nerve action, a phase essential
xjiuov niivuuvM. to obsession. Everybody knows that

■ . ———'■—: thought demands nerve action every

wbarti’s Views on Obsession
liarles Dawbarn’s Views are always Expected on

There seems to be considerable ex-1 Hire. ' 
Ltement because Dr. Peebles has writ-1 return. 

tei\ a work upon “Obsession." Soiflb -
deny the fact altogether. Others shriek 
Ihansueb truths should be burled in si
lence. And in one case there even 
seeiris to be an echo direct from obsess
ion headquarters, through mediurq lips. 
I notice that inspired orators are also 
affirming and denying to their heart's 
content. It seems to the writer that 
the best and safest way 1h to keep cool, 
and Btudy the subject from the stand- 
.point of fact.
I The battle over the question of "spir
it return” has been fought for more 
than a half century, and, on the whole, 
it seems as if the unbiased chairman 
of tlie Society for Psychical Research 
will now declare "tiie yeas have it.” 
So far so good. We will take that as 
our starting point, for if spirits don’t 

'crime back there is no obsession, and 
Dr. Peebles has created an excitement 
all abou-. nothing. In that case this 
article would perish in the “borning.”

If spirits come back and play any 
part In mortal life it means that hu
manity—mortal and immortal—has a 
v,ay of getting together, no (natter how 
caiefully Jailer Death locks and bars 

\i!,e door. That way, and the only way 
Hhat concerns us. Is through or along 
’ .lie nervous system of'a mortal. If the 
l.’ririts have any other method of enjoy- 
}“fe a visit to earth, It Is certain no mor- 

could tell the tale until he had 
tensed” his visitor. ,

„IPhe almost innumerable fashions In 
Mumship are each and all founded 

"Aerve action in the mortal, although 
j./may not always be conscious of It. 
’Tls true a majority of mortals are not 
jltsceptlble tq any spirit impression or 
Impulse, just as there are also many 
who are blind and deaf to their fellow

Th§Ws pure ond simple ‘(spirit time. In seme unknown way thought 
____ j." Every spirit must find his own uses or compels the vibration pf nervp. 
road, and it will be in accordance with If the nerve cannot respond, thought is 
Iris own mentality. If he loved mathe- silent, and the form is dead.. Bic:that 
inatics or music so that either or botli nerve while7 alive can respond to the 
were to him a passion, therein lies his thought of another Individuality. Ollier
pathway of return. We all have mixed wise all communication between man 
motives and tastes in earth life, and and man would be impossible. What is 
most likely In the beyond too. So he called telepathy or thought Interchange 
may return to a loved one who is without any visible impulse, is abso- 
neither musical nor mathematical, but lately dependent upon nerve action. It
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that one 
either in 
or miles

the portrayed scenes of the 
thors find, affinity. 1

It is an established fact 
mind can influence another 
physical or bodily presence,

Echoes from the World of Sona.
À collection of 50 charming cooga with choruaaml 

tonale, sheet muele-site. Price 11-00; postage 15 cU,

'dan Cannot Escape the Result of His 
Own Conduct.

me, not I them.” 5H»e whole book is in
teresting, fascinating, and Instructive 
Price ll.Ott

Elevating, Fascinating, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

tations given through her mediumship 
Have been most marvelous. Sho haB- 
written a book with this title: “psy-

Ive and Suggestive—He Spe^s 
From Actual Expe/jehce,'It, 

r-l------- I - Je,j
Is.lt not a fundamentalitirinfclple 

the. philosophy ot, Spiritualism/and

This work by Carrie B. 8. Twjig is 
exceptionally interesting. She well

"Why I Am a Vegetarian." By J. 
Howard Moore. - An address before the 
Chiesto Vegetarian Society. Pries, S5 
scats» ' - '

“Spirit Echoes.’’ My Mattle B. Hull. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of - the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly bound imcloth, and with, 
portrait of the author. Price ctaia.

Mofecufar Hypothesis of Nature; 
The Relation of its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualise 
By Prof W. M. Lockwood. Paper, £4 oenu. .4

BODY AND SOUL
' BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consists of a course ot lecture» 
delivered In the trance state, and Is certainly no 
small contribution to the study of the soul. It 
1b a goou work to open the eyes to the difference- 
between the deductive and Inductive process of 
mind. Bound In cloth, 41. For sale at this 
office.

ft Veru InterestinQ Book tor Rff, 
Philosophy of

Spiritual Intercourse. account- of tho 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford. Conn., and 
similar cases in all .parts of the country. This 
volume is the t*om the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage 10&
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I made 1127,00 in twenty-threo days sbllluff -tlie 

“Economy Gae Tip.’-’-wh ich eaves 33 per cent pae 
to the consumer and improves ■ tlie lljrht by M per 
cent. Every family will buy. It’s like coinlnfir 
money. I pel my tips from the ‘ Economy Light 
C-o:,” DrawerCS. St. Louis, Mo. Send them 15 Scent 
stamps and they win send yon outfit and start you 
In business with territory. They want a Manager 
tneachtown. . . ■ •

THE LIFE RHDIflNT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING-In this book Miss 

Whiting aims to portray a practical ideal for 
dally living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant
ment to life. It Is, In a measure, a logical se
quence of‘-The World Beautiful,” leading Into 
«till diviner harmonies, it is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, $1,00.

attention from the beginning to the 
end. it is chockful of stirring incl- 
lents. Price of this large volume, only 
|1.50 postpaid.

Tho deadly nightshade attracts to it- ! Important Addition to Our Literature, 
seif those deadly elements that make it ] Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
fatal to all organic life. reputation as a medium. The manifes-
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CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It Is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your

THE KE OF REASON
an investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of 180 pages, postbvu. 
Paper, 25cents; cloth, 50 cents.

force and Matter
book. A profound work upon a profound sub* 
ject. Price, cloth. 81.00.

apart, uu uiiugH eiu.ei wr guuu u. , says: “These characters which have
for. evil. This science, for science it is, ! brought out the highest and lowest In 

.............. - - ■ different religious beliefs, have moved

, TEACHINOe pF gxp^igjiici

1r. Rigdon1® View, Ar« Rÿàliy libres»

THH! '

held by all the D. Ds.-of Uto cult) that 
nature is a unit,'and thatiUo prlnelple, 
life or law exists: outsidemof: nature’s 
boundless realm? .' . Jar ’ : 1

Who will gainsay the truth« ¡ofc this 
proposition ? This: bed-i'iWk tolct- con
ceded, upon what foundotifon -di» the 
aforesaid Spiritualistic Brio Ds.lB plant« 
the throne of the thinly wblled'.lortho- 
ciox deity they are wont to hoid'fup to 
tlie world as an awe-inspiilrig oliject of 
seml-worship?, •’’!:» <'• , (l!- .

In one breath they tell ii® there is no 
law above or beyond nature; in the next« 
they fall back Into the old rut1 and 11-1

he would in such a case travel a path- must find a well used channel among 
way of love, nerves more than usually excitable.

It is useless multiplying illustrations. There is no other way. The idiot is not 
The reader can see the truth that spirit obsessed, nor obsess[ble.
return is governed almost entirely by I think everyone who studies himself 
mutual tastes. Even the philanthropic notices that at times he is almost mas- 
spirit is looking for undeveloped tastes tered by thoughts and their resultant 
and desires like his own, which lie is feelings. And sometimes, for hours 
hoping to uncover and develop so that I or days he knows he is not his normal 
tlie spirit in gloom shall seek sunshine, self, or at least the self he would like 
Surely this will be accepted as true.' to be. I do not say that is "obsession," 
But therein lies the Whole secret of ob- but It Is the effect that might be pro
fession. , duced by an obsessor. or course we

I don’t know how the spirit musician might take every phase or mortal sen- 
manages to influence the mortal of like I nation and demonstrate the possibility 
taste, but he does It, all the same, I of Its being used by an obsessing per-, 
don't even know how mortals influence sonality. I say “possibility” because, 
one another. As I said in the begin- I after many years of careful study and 
ning, it has got to be along nerve chan-' observation, both ot myself and others, 
nels, that are more or less susceptible. 11 believe the key to obsession—nlnety- 
I am only claiming that precisely the nine times out of. one hundred—lies in 
same process will be used by the return- our own individpality. This demands a 
Ing spirit. * Of course he does h|s work I rather close-and careful examination, 
an octave or two higher, that is to say, Every case of genuine obsession im- 
beyorid and above our normal sense plies ah unwarranted use of neryes be- 
limit, and, most likely, below the nor- longing to another individuality, It it 
mal sense limit of the spirit. So our go .no further we may find an intellect- 
mathematical spirit has to look for. ual control which woefully injures the 
something more than a mathematical mentality of the poor sensitive. But it 
mortal. He must discover a ma.themat- may at last, by. its prolonged.use of the 
leal mortal who Is sensitive beyond'the nerves, claim the entire body, until the

taortals. :
\ We notice in earth life that there is : 

n?) rigid limit to any mortal sense. It 
is ^always a question of vibration. A 
lewi score beats of a pendulum In a sec- ; 
end will give you a deep bass sound. 
A fdw thousands more and the note be- 
combs shrill. Presently you have si- 
lencri at both ends of the scale. The : 
Bound was simply the effects of certain 
vibrations upon nerves connected with 
your ear drum. The cat and the dog 
can hear long after all is silence tor 
you. But so can some of your neigh
bors. They are just a little more sensi
tive -than you.' They hear what you 
cannot: - So, if any one can talk to them 
in those tones they hear,' and you do 
not. You then begin to talk about spir
its and mediums. Of course the ulti
mate proof must depend upon what is 
told to that extra-sensitive ear. But 
-tjie point here is merely this, that un
less there is „an ear more sensitive than 
nw^i’ oFTisliave, there. Won’t .£e any 

\spiriLvoice talkingito 'riiortuls,- ’•?'*; m» ; 
■' How the spirit affects the mortal is 
no more mysterious than how we affect 
one another. We may do it by actual 
touch. But that is still vibration, and 
if you are a little extra sensitive the 
spirit may touch you. Sight, hearing, 
taste, smell,, are experienced when we 
produce certain vibrations in another 
mortal. I don’t know how we do it, out 
the spirit can produce precisely the 
same effect, say. an octave or two high
er;« He probably has to be a little 
more sensitive than usual for a spirit, 
just as you must be a little more sensi
tive than usual for a mortal, before you 
and the spirit can mingle your vibra
tions.

There is, apparently, an impassible 
barrier between the two worlds for both 
the normal mortal and the normal 
spirit, Of course in the future the ab
normal of to-day may become the nor
mal of tomorrow, but we are now dis
cussing possibilities and probabilities 

. as they exist today. So, as mere mat
ter of fact, those who deny spirit re
turn are assuming that no mortal can 
reach out Into ultra violet rays, and 
thus escape the present spectrum of 
the scientist. With this.absurdity the 
present writer declines to deal, since 
all but the deaf, dumb and blind can 
easilv find the proof if they choose.

There is a very different argument ad
duced by some writers In the Open 
Court. They claim the right to assume 
that the conditions of here and hereaf

ter are very much the same. Here, for 
"instance, there are policemen and pris

oners, therefore there will be policemen 
and prisoners "over there.” Laws are 
made and obedience compelled in earth 
life, so, of course, there are lawyers 
and powers to compel the spirit across 
the divide. Such an assumption is 
founded on fallacy, as a momenta con
sideration will prove.

Our laws here are all directed against 
“form” within reach of mortal sense.

usual mortal average.. This is law, and I true owner becomes lost to human ken, 
has a direct bearing on the question of I The cases of. obsession quoted by Dr. 
obsession, os we shall presently see; Peebles may and most likely have this 
For it means.that similarity of tastes is foul seizure by a spirit as their true ox-’ 
not enough ever for obsession. There planation;—YBut there-are, as I have 
must also be abnormal sensibility on said, obsessions that have a very differ- 
both sides. «c ent-cause, and therefore demand close

There is another point to be noticed attention. .. . . • ,
just here. We know nothing about the I Self-possession is as much a fact as 
organism of a human spirit. But if he spirit obsession. The victim of vice 
has nerves fashioned at all like ours and passion of any kind, first prepares 
they cannot be played upon by the a. nerve channel for that expression by 
mortal, for tho mortal cannot reach up his self-indulgence.. And after months 
and out to them. So obsession of a or years his own selfhood can find no

But they are powerless against thought. 
Tlie criminal in prison cell can think 
with just as much freedom as before 
he was convicted. Thoughts may be 
“things” as claimed by some, but no 

-» mortal can lay hands on his neighbor’s 
.1 thought, any more than he knows his 
¿political or religious belief so long as he 
{¿keeps silence. No one can deny this.

¿But we are told and .taught by'spirit 
,>eturn that thought becomes potent 

.- ---fiver form as soon as man has passed- v • ~ ~ —- - — - —
' the'custom-house of death. It first ex- 

hi bite itself in color, or the absence of 
' color. The garments, and even the 

features are shaped by. thought "over 
there.” In a word, what we call matter 
becomes plastic to tnoiight, in that 
spirit life. It is also understood arid 
taught that the onlooker’s own thought 
colors and shapes for him that which he 
sees. So there are two factors' at work 
in the Border Land that are hardly per
ceptible in earth life. One is that ev- 
eryth'ng becomes for the spirit that 
which he thinks it to be. The other is 
that a man’s own thought is holding 
him to the past, the present or- the fu
ture, as the case may be.

It is quite 8 possible an earthbound 
spirit might be'psychologized into' be
lieving himself a prisoner, but if he 
once think himself free, neither court 
nor jailor can hold him to account. In 
other words, we have the possibility of 
mischief by returning spirits, if spirits 
can return, because there is no other 
power save a psychological one to re
strain or punish him. So we have to 
drop all conception of any govern
mental power exercised over returning 
spirits, save by consent of their own 
free will. This simplifies the question, 
and reduces it to one of fact, as claimed 
by-Dr. Peebles and many others. _ .

We know tbat.spirits sufficiently, near 
*?■ «arth tan come back, if they so de-

spirit by a mortal is hot possible, other outlet. « He may polish his mon
I know, we hear and read of unproved nera as he does his shoes, but it is only, 
cases where certain invisibles have been his blackness which shines, He ,be- 
psychologized into believing themselves comes a flend who has first devoured 
slaves to some enchanter, but that is Iris own true selfhood, and thereafter 
absurdity. Obsession, if it exists, 'is preys on that of others. He may not . 
practically one-sided. ' get into the asylum. There are' too-

Just a point here as to the word it- many of him tor that. But he curses 
self. The writer claims that the use of I the world as he lias cursed himself, 
a mortal by a snlrit for any high or nò- .The possibilities of his future we.are 
ble purpose is “possession.” it is only not now discussing. The reader will at 
In very rare cases, and for some brief once recognize the awful possibilities of . 
hour, that an advanced spirit will con- this,'self-obsession, and note that it ex- 
trol or dominate the will power of a hu- plains many a case attributed to spirits, 
man being less advanced than himself. There is still another phase which 
Unless there Is anactual gain forthesen- parodies or .suggests obsession. At 
sltive in such control, or unless it be least the effect Is the same, though we 
with his full consent, the contact be- cannot, perhaps, prove our case against, 
tween spirit and mortài will not take .the criminal. Every man is dependent 
place. On the other hand, any intelli- upon the condition of bis nerves tor the 
gence who assumes the control <5f a special exhibition of manhood by. which 
mortal by subduing his will for selfish we know him. But that condition may. 
purpose, whether with or without the be changed at'any time by physical 
consent of the sensitive. Is practicing shock, by sickness, or by infection., 
“obsession." Even if at first thè effect- When the strong man is raving in de
may be but slight, it will, if prolonged, llrium no one holds him accountable in 
result in enslaving the naortal. In ex- word or deed. We may riot know the 
treme cases his debased manhood will proces^by which the change was. et
be pronounced insane. With such a fected, but we say "our friend is ritìt 
definition and distinction between ob- himself.” Within a few years many 
session and possession we are ready to cases of changed personality have been 
go a little deeper in our exrimlriation of recorded and studied, and we find; as a 
these consequences of spirit return, startling result, that instead of delirium

We repeat, if there be no spirit re- r(’ier,f! may 'Je a total change of Hirin' 
turn there can be no obsession from hoods expression. We even go much 
that.causé. On trie other hand, if spirit torther, in many suoli cases, for we find 
return be a natural truth there is al- I oot mereiy a second self, but ton or a 
ways a liability to have too much of It, dozen of them. We soon discoyér.that 
which we ihen call “obsession.” JJ105' a*"® not spirits bridging the inyls-

Every careful student believer recog- r nervo 8=sions ot a 
nizes that dèath merely shakes the man '“X^cen t ewe ofXvBarnes with 
out of his body called mortal, but cas® °* “ar,^ “3™
leaves untouched his other body called and up toBJ 0,tea marked R
spirit The individuality remains the X±,"’ but It hw control of only 1 
same, seeking its old expression and, If .“X’ J1"1
. •_»■» it ixi in I lllullcU llUIJlUci'Ui uitiiy »5 lie* vcopossible, a IRtle■ nior. of it. If, for in- jne so one self appears asìome-
stance, a man dlM soaked with tobacco 5vhat talented. In certain directions. An- 
or alcohol, something more than his Gt],er mentaljy weak. One is refined, 
)Oti\ iwrvpnXf thn I and even affectionate, whilé another ex
watched the quivering nerves of the I hlbltg herselt jjg merely a coarse and 
sensualist. Now, leu us -remember, as 1)ruta] no two are alike. Each
before pointed out th e r.erve cell is, so hag jtg Qwn jlmlted personality, and its 
a' 1 »et^n snth°dwnri<iattaCn own limited memory. In every case of

ment that belong to both worlds. It Kn_pflnPfv “multinle nérsonalitv”' we is the only path adown which the spirit ^al ed mult we
, can travel to mortal or the mortal '“^ ‘̂Snbéf * 

c.imb inwar^ to sp.ut sèifhood by which we know orie an-,
, We are told by the scientist that the «other is artificial. It depends upon the 
, nerve cell, unlike that'of the rest of the. condltion of our nerves. Keep them in 
, organism, cannot reproduce itself. .1 I lhe condition we call “normal” and the: 
. know that some scientific assertions we I maif jn03t likely poses, from cradle to 

have to j-eceive on faith, and swallow 'tombstone as a Worthy citizen. But dis- 
yith a pinch of salt. But if the nerve is I tort tboBe nerves in any way arid the 
adapted to psychic purposes only it -o](j Sel£ is gOne. A new ‘ one appears 
seems fitting It should be less material I mày be total or only a partial 
than the cells of muscle and blood. It cbange, and for better or worse. • But 
seems to be reasonably proved that the ttie £act relhalns that reader, and writer 
new born spirit has neryes, and possi- I o£ thls article will have a very different 
bly organs, demanding the old- indui- ¡jgifimod to show if our nerves become 
pence. If there are neither tobacco nor I Huqiciently shocked or diseased. In 
stimulants in his. new life hi? nerve olber W0I-ds, I do not know my own 
hunger will, seek .. nerve supply. The true innér seif. Much less do I know 
route is there. It consists of psychic l-y^ trite self of any oné else.
connection between vhe hungry nerves I bave keen startled recently by 
of the new-born spirit and the'soaked Bpjritg of renown, through Mrs. Piper, 
nerves of some mortal. • whb assert that manhood is not Itself
- Here comes in the difficulty already degraded by its experiences of earth 
pointed out. Communication cannot be life. I would not dare to call such a 
oh the old level. Death puts a barbed statement false to-dày, for I confess I 
yire fence betweeri the normal mortal q0 not know, my own true selfhood. 1 
and the normal spirit.' Nerves respond only know my own self 'as it peeps 
pnly to vibrations, and when the vibra- through a nervous system, arranged by 
tions stop the fence is reached. But myriad causes to allow or compel my 
(sometimes, on the oné side or the other, thoughts to the shape they,take to-day. 
the vibrations pass the ferice. Nerve change the flow of these thoughts, com- 
meets nerve. It is then the spirit nerve j)ej them to other channels, and I my- 
makes fierce demand on the- nerve of £ejf am gone,—arid I don’t know where 
the mortal, which, in its turn grows t0, or whether I can ever’get brick. So 
doubly excited. It is individuality, and j beg the reader to remember that the 
something more. It is not “two fond 1 «Obsession” discussed in the Open

logically exploit for. our delectation the 
unthinkable, central figure of their un
forgotten, first theologlcal'ilove; Is it 
not axiomatic that children are like1 
unto their progenitors? «'<

This principle admitted, must it not 
logically follow that the soul of man is 
the counterpart ot its father? This 
truth granted, it follows as cause and 
effect, that the ego, the soul that 
clothes Itself with spirit and mortality, 
isjn all essentials a son -or daughter, 
arid in all respects—mortality excepted 
—a copy of the original ego'or Over
soul? ■ . - ■ '

Is it not true that the endless confu
sion of tongues manifest indhe sayings 
of our would-be leaders of Spiritualistic 
thought and work arises from a miscon
ception of the nature and attributes of 
the so-called and miscalled Great First 
Gauge? -

“Like father like son” is a homely-old 
adage that applies to and “fills a long 
felt want" in this connection. To the 
painstaking student of the spiritual 
philosophy of life, it seems the acme of 
self-adulating egotism for any mind, 
however overcrammed with the musty, 
mildewed theories of the misty past, to 
attempt a solution of the riddle of the 
universe. Were the pigmy to succeed 
in his quest, he would have but opened 
the door to an eternity of unrest

"No more worlds to conquer.” This 
being true of the Son, thé Father must 
stand amenable to the same law, and 
hence it logically follows that an .abso
lutely perfect being could not be hap
pier than his offspring under thé saine 
conditions. ?

: In the light of the foregoing/ Love
land and Peebles are hopelessly at odds 
in the misty labyrinths of1 a Dawbarn 
fog-land.. Each has some truth and a 
whole lot of misconception. Oriels evi
dently, as far from the hairline dividing 
truth and error as Is the other. The 
flrs’t is right in his contention that the 
same fountain cannot send forth both 
sweet and bitter water, but “away off” 
in his-denial of-evil spirits decarnate, 
for the reason that they are1 sons and 
daughters of his impossible God.1

Prof. Loveland is true tb''hls concep
tion of a Deity, while Dr; PeebleS’tnakes 
a like God capable of fathering iriÿriads 
of souls that sink to the"IevelJbf the’ 
rat, tlie snake and tlie lizard. The jhry 
inust say-both are right rind bôth are
wrong. Would it not be aü'evldépce ot 
our personal evolution were':1 we— 
“small dust of the balancé”—tò-cease 
our vain search for the ultimate, and 
give our attention to the ‘'Multitude ot 
practical things at bur doore? !!

This scribe kriows just as certriihly as 
he knows any of the common facts of 
dally life that the same grades tot hu
man beings inhabit the srilrit spheres 

• as those living on the .mortal;rplane. 
Their natures there are |he siiine .as 
tlieywere'hére—góod.bac.hnd'iiidlffer- 
ent. All those' ejassés ■‘ófì'iiriflériljéd 
spirits h'rivé" tHè^pówè'r Visit'attil''in;' 
fluence sensitlve mórtals-' ri’héttiér tlie' 
mortal is aWare of théfact òr riof'’ You 
do not have to be â Spiritualist or to 
know of Spiritualism to be subject to

.“God only knows who Is a hypocrite, 
uid who 1b not, At the great and gen
eral review of uh all.. Corporal, at the 
day of judgment (and not-till then) it 
will be seen who have done their duties 
In this world, and who have not; and 
we shall , be advanced accordingly.”— 
Tristram Shandy. '

According to Uncle Toby, the above 
question Js a good text for a sermon; 
and any .good sermon will suit tlie text. 
Uncle Toby was right. The idea that a 
man can cheat. He and steal, or other
wise fall to do his duty to his fellow
men, and' then just before the change 
of death takes place, become converted 
to some kind of faith, and escape the 
furits of his own conduct, when he 
passes the portals of death to the great 
Beyond, is ah Insult to the intelligence 
and justice of christendom. Cause 
and effect are Inseparably connected 
here In this world, and it is a rational 
belief that they have the same relations 
to each other throughout eternity and 
the endless realms ot the universe. If 
any being violates, or falls to conform 
to any law of God—the Great Source ot 
all being and all natural law—the pen
alty is just as sure to follow as the 
night follows the day. There is no way 
to pray away a physical injury and 
there is no way to avoid the effect of a 
mental, or psychical wound. The bod
ily injury may heal and the psychical 
wound may in time close; but the scars 
will always remain. .

I,et us not labor under the specious 
delusion that we can divorce ourselves 
from our own record. It is true that 
we have but little light to illumine our 
pathway from the cradle to the grave; 
we are beset on all sid.es with envlron- 
.ments which wo do not understand; 
and if we act at all, and act we must, 
we must often err.

“Born to die, and reasoning but to 
err.” But by these very errors we 
learn to advance. By them we learn 
wisdom and become individualized and 

. fitted for the next stage of life.
There is no royal way, that I know of, 

for us to get rid of ourselves, if we 
sould be foolish enough to desire it. 
And there are no means which can ab
solve man from the indlviduallsm.whlch 
has been evolved in his journey through 
this mysterious probation of human 
life. The great law of cause and effect 
would be suspended by Buch absolution. 
That great law can never be ignored.

Well, then, we have arrived where it 
may be assumed, with considerable con
fidence, that we have got to go into 
heaven clothed In the record which we 
have made for ourselves in this life.

In the world to come,
“The action lies in his true nature; and 

we ourselves compelled
Even to the teeth and forehead of our 

faults, -
To give evidence.” A.
' "What Is the grand Implication of all 
this? It is to teach mankind, that just 
in proportion as they are intelligent, 
merciful, generous and good in this life, 
just in that proportion, they enter -heav
en, Intelligent, merciful, generous and 
good spiritual beings. It follows that 
all thinking incarnate souls will make 
every effort, of which they are capable, 
in this sphere of action, to become in
telligent and good. That we carry all 
of our attainments with us when we 
leave this world, is a great incentive to 
high and honorable conduct on this 
side of the grave. It does far more. It 
is a solemn warning, to those inclined 
to deviate from the path of rectitude, 
not to do so, if they‘would receive a 
crown of glory, upon entering the land 

• of the-Hereafter; That it they would 
receive the,'plaudlt of “Wbll'dqne, good 

‘ and: faithful servant,” when they enter

To Mrs. Clara WatBon—Dear Mad
ame:—You are a gladiator in the arena 
of logic I only wish there were more 
of your sort. Dr. Peebles has met a 
foe worthy of combat, bo- parry, and 
thrust, and "Damn’d be he or she who 
first cries, hold—enough!"

I am a firm believer in the. possessory 
.influence of one person, embodied or-, 
disembodied; over another. We can see 
it all around us in everyday life. Par
ties and sects are built up on this prin
ciple; sometimes of small numbers, and 
of short duration; then again the re
verse. Often this is carried to the ex
tent of frenzied fanaticism. Murder, 
arson, persecution are formidable 
means to "justifiable" ends. Some
times these influences are right, some
times wrong, or partly right, or partly 
wrong. Anyway, like cyclones and epl- 
cemics they purify to some extent the 
spiritual and moral atmosphere.

Dr. Peebles started out in the literary 
field (is an exponent of what he be
lieved Christian ethics. His mind be
came so mueli imbued with that line of 
philosophy, that he has. tinctured his 
whole after life with it.

I heard him lecture on the spiritual 
rostrum over thirty years ago, and 
heard him quote with a glee of satisfac
tion, “I have fought a good fight! I 
have kept the faith, therefore I know 
there is’a crown of righteousness laid 
up for me in heaven" ,

Of 240 different Christian sects their 
ardent advocates use the same expres
sion .

Nothing like a clear conscience, even 
if one is in error.

Now let ub talk briefly on demonism. 
The demon is an entity, full of evil, so 
understood by all of the human races 
from time immemorial—a something to 
be dreaded, that pursues and leads In
dividuals into all kinds of errors and 
misfortunes; that allures Its victims 
into its meshes with ail kinds of baits. 
A thousand different methods have 
been invented and are now being used 
to protect, and ward off its malignant 
influences. Charms and talismans, in 
one form or another, if collected, would 
fill a museum.

However, to be serious, there can’t 
be a shadow without a substance, and 
every substance does cast its shadow, 
and leaves its effect. It is impossible 
to Inhale tobacco fumes without the 
blood corpuscles being affected. The 
same may be said of every element that 
one’s physical organism comes in con
tact with, good, bad or mixed. A little 
salt or iron 1b healthful; too much is 
injurious; still more fatally so. So it is 
with the non-material or spiritual Ac
uities; they are built up, progressed or 

, retrogressed, according as they are fer
tilized. If fed on gross or debasing 
fertilizers, the results must be as culti
vated. This class (or classes) we meet 
and elbow every day on the streets.

As like seeks like according to the in
evitable law, such as described will al
ways seek their own affinity for com
panionship, .and will when opportunity 
offers, bring others to their conditions; 
it does not matter, embodied or disem
bodied, the rule is the same in higher or 
lower conditions. -The law of affinity, 
Is, I believe, the strongest law in na
ture. To illustrate: The North Caro
lina pine attracts to Itself those ele
ments in which it is able to produce 
large quantities of resin, tar and tur
pentine.

The corn stalk by the same unalter
able law produces a most healthful 
food for man and animal. -
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Psychic Light.
BY MRS. DRAKE.

hearts that’beat as one”, but one,set of [court is, after all, but one and the 
nerves dominating another set of I ¡east cause of the loss of selfhood, 
nerves, for. its own selfish purposes; In- Obsession may happen. It does liap- 
pther-words, it Is “obsession.” pen. It is worthy of study and treat-.

So much' for the mere probability of went, but-far inore important, In my 
obsession. It is evidently a possibility, opinion, is\the study of manhood as a 
Here Is a mortal susceptible far beyond I whole. I have already, in these col- 
mortal limit, but possibly only in one I umns, presented certain truths as dem
direction. A medium is always such a I onstratipris of Man’s. Aural Selfhood, 
sensitive, and, as the varieties of me- which it seetris to me should have pre
Biumship show, is generally so limited I pared thinkers for a more profound 
that we only look .for certain results ] study of “obsession” than ! have so far 
through her organism. In one It is just noticed in the Open Court. . 
lhe nerves of sensation in the arm that ... CHARLES DAWBARN... , 
respond. We presently witness auto- San Leandro, Cal. . 
matic writing.. Or from the whole bofly I ________ . . ----------- --
there may be such response as shall .rhn iJaht of Eavnt.” Volumes T permit form materialization. If it is I ^ 2. An occult library in .Itself, a 
chiefly nerves -with.- direct a|‘ I text-book of esoteric knowledge ea 
tachments that are thus specially sens - fat .Adept8 of Hermetic RhltaSJ» 
tive, we may have one or a dozen intel- 1 B TOiume.

their visitations and Influence, Not 
that there are not law and order in the 
spirit ■; realm" ad: here, BUT LAW
BREAKERS ABOUND THERE AS 
HERE. ... , .- , -- •

Spirits in and out of the.mortal form 
are subject to the same code. That thè' 
willful lawbreaker there as here goeri 
from bad to worse, there teno doubt.

Doubtless the proportion - of • vicious 
wickedness on both sides of thejnortal 
life-line to the whole of sqciety, is near
ly the . same. This would indicate that 
vast hordes on the spirit side as well 
as on the mortal side are unprogressive, 
dead weights, who, in their bewildered 

:ignorance are capable of doing ’great 
.harm to equally ignorant—spiritually 
ignorant, sensitives on the -mundane 
side of life, - . . ,

Allow me to reiterate, the only secur
ity mortals can have from evil influ
ences of those darkened- spirits ; is a 
clean, spiritually enlightened, unselfish 
life. Against sucha life no èvll spirit
can permanently prevail, - Mortal ignor
ance of the realities of splrit'life and. 
the spirit world is the Danger Rock on 
which so many honest sensitives wreck 
their hope of spiritual progress. • ■ •'

To all desiring to investigate and in» 
terview the spirit sphere; Let -your: 
first work be a thorough study of. thp 
philosophy of spirit life and commun
ion. . ' ■ ", • ■■ ' '

To bolt headlong Into . mediumship, 
the mental phases especially, without ri 
careful, previous preparation;, is at
tended With gravest dangers,-only par
tially paralleled .by the untaught couh-. 
try child rushing into the swing and 
swirl of a crime-polluted great city. Ig
norance and dishonesty are the blight
ing curse-clogging the wheels of spirit
ual progress. ■ : ■■ ,. - ■ —-, ■

Again, a word to my -fellow weak- \ 
lings, as to howl I canto to know of tlie : 
things whereof I have spoken’. In-utter 
ignorance of the laws of spirit life and 
Control, anxious Only to investigate, I— 
pardon the many big I’s,-they'rire un
avoidable—said to the ; Spirit- world : 
“Come on, with all there'Is for - me.” 
No simple Simon-was eveti taken more 
literally at hjs word. After a’few sit
tings alone, I got inspirational ¡tings, 
voluminous, as if my-hand, waS-driven 
by steam or electricity, upon àil sorts 
of subjects, thought of arid uritliought 
of; church decay arid politicala Rotten
ness. - All unexpectedly came ciairaudi- 
e.ice, spirit voices of my ta’lsetfti’iends, 
and a host of others, as Clear and audi
ble to my inner'ear as were material vi
brations to the outer ear.oi-T wito some
what alarmed but held b+ an indescrib
able fascination to listendto wondrous 
lectures on subjects,’newlftnd kfld, by 
gentlemanly scholars and i'philoSophers 
of no mean grade, till up , poifit ' was 
reached when a genteel spirit ifi’ichoice 
language depicted the Utfsoundness of 
all existing human institullónsp arid de
clared a general politicaloahd Spiritual 
upheaval imminent, that;; tbs’ 'spirit 
world is the power behind ' the move
ment, working through human instru
ments for its accomplishment. -• '

And now the hurtling question- is, Will 
you submit unreservedly to our guid
ance as an humble instrument in this 
pressing labor of love for humanity?

Webster never made a finer plea. To 
condense the matter,- after many bait
ings and misgivings as to the wisdom'of 
the act, 1 said to my unknown mentor, 
“I will,” I had'said-to an- Unknown 
personage, “lead me.” >. , \

Many years have passed .since., that 
sunny, spring afternoon and I am still, 
rit times, -debating^the wisdom of.-my

heaven, they must have earned that dis
tinction here in human life. The soon
er thé individual learns that if he 
reaches:any excellence here or here
after iip must earn it by a well spent 
and laborious life, the better it will-be 
for him. Theré can be no excellence 
attained here or- fh the hereafter with
out labor.

Yes, "God knows who is a hypocrite 
and who Is not,” and all of the human 
“conversions” and' “absolutions” that 
can be conjured rip by the ingenuity of 
man, cannot obscure thé fact;

Absolution from what áre known as 
sins is like the application of paint to 
a rotten structure. It may change the 
outward appearance but it does not and 
cannot change the inherent character of 
the man.

The grand philosophy of Spiritualism 
teaches, and always has taught, that hu
man life is the beginning of a life eter
nal; and that it is necessary to individ
ualize the soul, and fit it for the next 
stage of life; that death is but the lay
ing down of the physical body without 
changing the spirit. And that froin 
thence onward through the endless 
eons of time tlie soul continues on the. 
road of progress, which grows more 
grand and extensive, as it advances; 
but that it never ends. Indeed that 
there is more truth than poetry in the 
old hymn which says : '
"When we've been there ten thousand 

years, . , '
Bright shining as the sun, 

We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise
Than when we first begun.”

. Spiritualism is the religlon of Nature. 
It appeals, alike to the head and heart 
It is founded, upon the rock of eternal 
Imre. It has no devil to make afraid, 
or God to fear. It -has the highest 
praises for God;'it teaches good will 
toward man. That the spirits of those 
who have passed the golden portals of 
death hover around us and impress us 
with higher sentiments of life, and’at 
times hold direct communications with 
the children of men. In thé near future 
its glorious truths will bè accepted by 
fliB Intelligent manhood and wdman- 
Iiood of the world, 
“Fly swiftly round, ye wheels ottime

And bring that glorious day.”-..
CARL C. POPE.

Black River Falls, Wis. ■ ' ■ .

surrender. I had said, to the spirit 
-'world,' “Come on with all there; is for 
me.’’. On the heels of my surrender 1 
was brought, to judgment with all the 
word means. THE HORRORS OF IT 
NO TONGUE CAN TELL. I was set to 
the work of aiding in the- rescue of 
spirits who had gone out without prep
arationfor1 the change. The work 
seemed interminable. All grades of un
done spirits, from the murderer, sui
cide, hypocrite and debauchee, to or
phans inquiring for their parents; The 
awfulness of the situation cannot be de
scribed, and nothing in mortal life 
could be more real. I would not again 
be subject to its horrors for the world’s 
gold, nor would L barter the knowledge 
gained for the same • consideration. 
Doubt not, easy-going Spiritualist, 
churchman or worldling, the realities of 
a judgment to come. If this should 
prove a foot print on the sand to any 
tried pilgrim, the writer will feel amply 
rewarded. ■ J, RIGDON.

Salem, Oregon. '.

The agriculturist tells us that one 
kind of soil' is splendid tor onions, 
though not good for potatoes. Another 
soil is good for beans though poor for 
strawberries, and so on; each having 
its distinctive and peculiar elements to 
attract and repel, and must be humored 
accordingly. The human mind follows 
out and is governed by the same prin
ciple. It will repel all Influences that 
are repugnant to its condition.

It is a notable fact that there are ten 
books of fiction preferred and read to 
one of logic and philosophy. The fic
tions are more sensational than in
structive. They are sought after by 
the youth from the fact that they excite 
their illusionary passionate impulses; 
in a word the youthful mentality and

may be called telepathy or hypnotism; 
doesn’t matter, the result is the same; . 
it Is possessory influence of one person 
over another. If the operator is using 
this power for a good motive, the ef
fect must necessarily be good; if the 
operator is of a debased condition, the 
effect must necessarily be malicious. 
To Illustrate: If the opbrator designed 
that his subject should at a certain time 
burn a certain building by certain 
means, or commit battery upon a cer
tain person, the design would be car
ried, as far as possible, into execution. 
K the operator desired relief in money, 
food or clothing, or in sickness, the 
subject would as unconsciously respond. 
Now a disembodied ego has lost its 
physical organism, therefore is obliged, 
as far cs the earthly plane is concerned, 
to operate in human affairs, either by 
Impression or by possession of the ma
terial organism of some one. Trance 
speakers are possessed for the time be
ing by a disembodied ego, and deliv’er 
an address of the highest literary abil
ity. Andrew’ Jackson Davis’ "Divine 
Revelations and Voice to Mankind,” 
though he at the time an illiterate boy, 
is an Instance ot thousands of possess
ory influences. His mind was not de
based by low immoral associations, but 
in a fit-condition for the purpose ef
fected. He had no affinity for degraded 
associates, therefore his organism 
could not be used for evil.
' In-a word, embodied and disembodied 
Egos do use physicaLprganisms, either 
by impressions or by possession, to 
carry out and consummate their designs 
for good and for evil; if for good we 
can’t-have too much of it; if for evil, 
the less the better. As light over
comes darkness, intelligence overcomes 
ignorance. Sanitary rules overcome 
the thousand ills that flesh is heir-to. 
As investigation and truth destroys er
ror, so may the thousands—yea, mill
ions of good, noble men and women 
spread the light of wisdom among their 
fellow mortals until few and fewer 
shall be the sordid and debased immi
grants to the celestial immortal shores.

. DR. U. SMITH.
Sacramento, Cal. •
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REVIEW OF THE SITUATION
8HE FOUGHT LIKE A TRAPPED 

TIGRESS.

An Associated Press dispatch says: 
New York, March 6.—Calvert Ber

wick, a native of Virginia,' has caused a 
sensational exposure of a "materializ
ing medium,” Mrs. Herman, in the 
Woman's Lexington Avenue apart
ments. In the midst of a seance in a 
crowded room, the medium, a woman 
weighing 300 pounds, was dragged 
shrieking from her cabinet and tossed 
into the center of the circle of dupes. 
She fought like a trapped tigress. Fur
niture was smashed, men knocked 
down and glass broken before the wo
man and her husband were finally sub
dued.

• Then three gas jets were lighted and 
the medium was found gasping in the 
center of the room, clad in a mass of 
gauze, coated with phosphorescent paint. 
Half her spiritual garb and her head
piece wero in the possession of Ber
wick.

LOST THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.
According to the Virginian, his 

mother—a resident of this city—has 
lost thousands of dollars in Investments 
made through the advice of the spirits, 
and Berwick stated that he intended 
to prosecute,, criminally and civilly, the 
mediums responsible for the loss.

THE EXPOSURE COMPLETE.
--The- exposure was one of the most 

■ensational and complete ever made in 
this city. Berwick’s cousin, Harrison 
Gridley, was with him at the seance and' 
struck a light while the fight was going 
on in the cabinet. Immediately a half 
dozen or more confederates attacked 
the two Interlopers. '

CHEESE-CLOTH AND PHOSPHORES
CENT PAINT.

They were floored In quick success
ion and after great effort the woman 
was dragged into the light. About her 
hung a mass of cheap cheese-cloth lit
erally smeared with phosphorescent 
paint, while a remarltable-looking head
piece had been torn away by Berwick. 
It was found to consist of the top of an 
old felt "hat with the brim cut off, 
around which had been wound yards of 
cheese-cloth. A piece of old silk .had 
been cut out and sewed to form a mask 
for the face. This was just transparent 

' enough to give the outline of the fea
tures beneath. A tinkling music box 
•which had been wound up just before, 
played "Peace Abide with Thee" during 
the fight. '

Is not this a most pitiable spectacle 
for honest Spiritualists everywhere to 
contemplate?

Does not such a scene, such materiali
zations, such methods of deception, 
make the angels weep?

Does it not convey a suggestive les
son, or are you dumb to such a lesson? 
—dumb to absolute facts?—dumb to 
the present exact status of our beloved 
cause, and desire it to move on in the 
same slimy and poisonous rut of bogus 

; materialization?
There is all along the line a clamor 

for an upliftment, a renovation, a bet
terment of all humanity?

There is a magnificent demand made 
for pure food, and down with defiled 
corrupt eatables; a desire is gaining 
ground for honest municipal govern
ments, and down with villainous 
thieves and shysters! There is a cry 
heard as never before, down with pros
titution, and its attendant disasters! 
Down with the low dives and back-alley 
hells!

STANDING ON THE WATCH TOWER.
In order to promote honesty in this 

city, we have the Voters’ League, the 
Civic Federation, the Citizens’ League, 
the Committee that watches for young 
girls to save them from. alluring temp
tations when they come to the city, 
and many other bodies and clubs of va
rious kinds that stand on the Watch 
Tower, seeking to elevate the world to 
B higher plane.

They are the saviors of Chicago!
Without them, without their contin

ual vigilance, this city would become 
jForee than Sodom and Gomorrah.

Give trickery free reins in our ranks; 
give all the privilege of presenting 
(Vplrit manifestations like Mrs. Hcrrman 
Df New York, to deceive the publib, and 
WHAT A SLIMY MESS WE WOULD 
^resent to the world. - ■

O

The Process of Renovation is 3 
. . ■ . sufflcfei

at Work in Our Ranks.
The Truth Shall Make Us Free!

Let Us Cleanse Our Holy Cause!
There are clouds hanging over Spiritualism, but 

they will be dissipated by the Sun of Truth, and a 
brighter day will Dawn upon our beloved cause. The 
clouds never permanently shut out the brilliant stars 
or sunlight of heaven. Truth never triumphs over 
falsehood without a heroic \ struggle, there, never 
was a Truth that has not been more or less tarnished 
by Error, Falsehood, Corruption and Deception, un
less & heroic effort is made to prevent it. God and 
the Angels pity those who, dressed in artificial tog
gery, come as your friends, pretending to be fully 
materialized spirits, right from the spheres of spirit 
life. After this" pitiable climax, in rank deception, the 
understanding of Spiritualists will be greatly broad
ened, the spiritual atmosphere will be cleansed of 
some of its impurities, and a brighter day will dawn 
upon our ranks. We appeal to Spiritualists to open 
their eyes to the degrading influence that- has here and 
there taken possession of our Cause, palming4)ff the 
spurious for the genuine. This, communication, is 
presented to you as an Object Lesson of a serious 
nature, to show you that all is not gold that glitters. 
It is, too, a matter of news with which you should 
be familiar. Read, reflect, and ponder well the lesson 
conveyed! All history, all experience'in connection 
with life, shows conclusively that the evil element 
can only be held in abeyance by constant exertion, 
by unremitting vigilance. .

In every cause, in every cult, in every 
sect, in every undertaking to redeem 
the world, there should be many stand
ing on the Watch Towers to prevent 
abuse, to keep the moral atmosphere 
pure, and to prevent the slimy worm of 
corruption from entering.

ANOTHER SAD EXPOSURE.
. But here is another exposure. It, too, 
makes’ the Angels weep!1 It almost 
makes each honest Spiritualist wear 
crape on his arms to think of it! Our
soul was saddened when we read of 
and we asked, what. next? Here 
the whole account: '

A MOST PITIABLE STORY.

it. 
is

Dear Dr. Warne:—Here is the story 
of the downfall of Chas. E. Winans. 
You know me well enough to know that 
I stand for TRUTH AND RIGHT, and 
I.believe what I have written to be 
right, having already sworn to its 
truthfulness. I trust the good editor 
of The Progressive Thinker will pub
lish it in full as the aflidavit cannot be 
used without.

Do not think we^are prejudiced. If 
you know of any one who can produce 
the real thing, WE SHALL BE ONLY 
TOO GLAD TO SEE HIM.

Fraternally Yours,
E. H. ÉASTMAN.

Hot Springs, Ark., March 7.

DR. GEO B. WARNE ANSWERS 
INQUIRY AS FOLLOWS:

AN

Yes, I know E. H. Eastman well and 
esteem him highly. - Have met him as a 
personal friend, as a medical student, 
as a brother physician and as an asso
ciate lecturer in the institution from 
which he won his professional diploma. 
During his college course in Chicago he 
was known to fellow students and 
members of the faculty as an interested 
and discriminating investigator along 
psychic lines. His standing as a man, 
together with the fact that he himself 
is not a. novice in the laws which gov-. 
ern the operation of spiritual forces, en
title him to the respectful attention of 
all truth seekers. _

Winans was the only materializing 
medium playing for public patronage at 
the Clinton (la.) camp last August. 
After his departure therefrom one of 
his petticoated stool pigeons on the 
ground claimed to me that his receipts 
while there amounted to between two 
hundred and two hundred and fifty dol
lars. His manifestations were the 
storm center for many a wordy war 
between excited groups. A very prom
inent judge on the bench qf a populous 
district in. eastern Iowa, who is a be
liever in materialization, or in what 
others might w call ctherealization, re
peatedly offered to put up and forfeit 
five'hundred dollars if Windns would, 
produce a single genuine materializa
tion in a reance held- finder conditions 
to be named and where the judge him
self would not ask to be present The 
challenge was wholly ignored by the 
medium, who seemed to regard it far 
safer to leave his defense to his gullible 
champions while retained runners gath
ered the innocent victims for his sacred 
plucking. » . ' .

We cannot be absolutely certain that 
we have ever seen a genuine materiali
zation at the cabinet of a medium who 
has been completely convicted of- car
rying wigs, .robes and other parapher-

~—UJ7T il------- ■
abspluUily yjthout hinds and requested 
...... «J(. Biding send, five dollars a 

to W'UUUB> Prinnising to re-
nlP/le-v when lio liad recovered 

sufficiently to resume work. This Mr.

trickery. , It is not strange that' because 
of such methods a growing distrust in 
the manifestations of physical medium
ship has spread among our people who 
are tiring of the swapping method of 
boyhood days known as “sights lin- 
seen.” "Where can only the genuine 
be found?’’ •

Will the honest men and women 
composing the mass of Spiritualists 
stand back of every camp-meeting offi
cial board with their continued patron
age, if those bodies will by fair and ju
dicious methods begin the elimination
of all tricksters 
tions?

CHARLES E.
LAST

from their jurisdic- 
GEO. B. WARNE.

WINANS AND. É1S 

EXPOSURE.
To the Editor:—Charles E. Winans 

of Edinburg, Ind., widely known among 
Spiritualists asa materializing medium, 
left Hot Springs a few days ago in ut
ter disgrace, the secrets 'of his cabinet 
having been exposed to the world and 
proven a rank fraud. Ab evidence of 
this being ,a fact, we have a large as
sortment of wigs, fqlse beards, gowns 
and costumes of various types open to 
public inspection. Jimmy Bundle’s 
bowie knife, which many a reader of 
The Progressive Thinker has undoubt-, 
edly seen materializ’d in a circle, be
ing produced from a borrowed hand- 
.kerchief, even lies on my desk as I 
write, while some Indian feathers from 
the head-gear of one of my supposed In
dian guides, decorate my wall.

It was a sad ending to the career of 
a man who had figured so prominently 
and had so many nice things written 
about him, and yet when we think . of 
how he HAS WRl/NG THE HEARTS of 
many unsuspecting clients, it is only 
justice. . That he waa permitted to 
leave the city without being Impris
oned or meeting the justice that is 
usually accorded such impostors by 
hot southern blood, t e may be extreme
ly thankful. .1 say that he has left the 
city, but I am not certain of this. All 
I know Is that 24 hours- after "lie was 
turned out of the hon-e that had nursed 
him through an Alness Tasting five 
week?, the home that welcomed him 
to Hot Springs, and the home that he 
tricked and imposed upon, 24 hours 
after this, neither he .nor his baggage 
could be found by a searching party 
which was looking-for justice, and per
haps it is just as well, for there are 
written laws, ^and therek. are Jivra un
written. , But here Is how it happened:

F. C. Boving is a well-respected citi
zen of Hot Springs, being for a number 
of. years in the book business at 520 
Central Avenue. Last summer, while 
on a trip north, Mr. Boving and: wife 
made a special visit to the Camp-meet
ing at Clinton, for the express purpose 
of attendiifg the seances of Mr. Winans. 
They were much pleased with his work, 
and made him promise that he wduld 
visit Hot Springs in the near future. 
During December it_ was arranged to 
have Mr. Winans visit this city. He 
wrote that he was not feeling well, and 
that a course of baths hero would prob
ably do him good. A number of inter
ested parties clubbed together and paid 
Ills fare to the Springs. - He was too 
fatigued.from his journey to. give us a 
seance the-first evening, and the next 
day was taken ill. For five weeks he 
was confined.toTils.bed inlhe residence'

Boving willingly did, ALSO PAYING 
FORJA NpilSE FOR HIS ENTIRE 
ILLNESS). ,((}Vlth the tender care he 
recoljidd fj^m the hands of Mrs. Bo
ving, the nurse and Dr. V. H. Hallman, 
what |piigl»{.( have »een a fatal illness 
was jnto a pleasant rest ana 
his health icstured. We waited pa
tiently .for him to recover, and at last 
our patjqnce was rewarded and the long 
looked-for stance evening arrived.

It vvas Sunday evening, February 26, 
that a little circle of friends assembled 
at the residence of Mr. Boving for the 
first seance. I was present. After the 
usual formalities, Mr. Winans entered 
the cabinet from which strains from his 
music box soon floated. Then Maudie, 
his cabinet control, spoke to Us, and 
soon after appeared Jimmy Bundle and 
HIS BO5VIE KNIFE. v

■ Among other, forma which appeared, 
was one supposed to have been the spir
it of a physician who once practiced in 
Hot. Springs., , HE HAD A LONG 
FLQWÍNG. BEARD, AND WAS LED 
INTO THE CIRCLE .BY MR. BOVING, 
WHO COULD, PLAINLY SEE' THE 
STRINGS WHICH HELD THE BEARD 
IN POSITION. I SAW-IT, AND DR. 
HALLMAN SAW IT. BUT WE HELD 
OÜR PEACE.. The medium seemed 
to seen; pur dissatisfaction and' after 
one or two forms had appeared, condi
tions became bad and the circle closed. 

The following Tuesday Mr. Boving 
and I had a talk and decided to make 
Winans qither show us his parapher
nalia or a, rest him. That noon we con
fronted him at Mr. Boring's home. I 
told him as gently, yet as firmly as I 
could, that HE WAS A FRAÚD, that I 
had seen the same thing many times 
before, and that he could either show 
us the contents of his music box or the 
Officer, who was waiting at an appoint
ed placci ¡would serve the warrant. 
Winans deliberated a few moments, 
then looking up he said: "Well, I will 
show yoq what I’ve got.” '

Taking us up to his room, he un
locked his pauslc box and threw back 
the coijer. ‘‘THERE YOU ARÉ,” SAID 
HE, VNOW-^ FIND IT FOR YOUR
SELVES.” ,pPON BEING ORDERED 

TO PROCEED, HE UNLOCKED A SE
CRET ¡COMPARTMENT IN THE IN
SIDE pODYj OF. THE BOX, WHICH 
WAS ^OPPOSED TO HAVE CON
TAINS TIfE MECHANISM OF THE 
ÉOX,,|.',BUT¡\ WHICH CONTAINED 
THREE LARGE BUNDLES (JIMMY’S 
BUNDLES) u WRAPPED IN DARK 
CLOTJLANjp FASTENED WITH A 
SAFETY PIN. I REMOVED THE 
BUNCES, 4ND IN DOING SO CAME 
A,CRO¿J$ JII^MY. BUNDLE'S KNIFE, 
&L$pTHE INDIAN,. FEATHERS, 
WHICp,! K^PT.. ., .,

Upon opening the bundles we found 
all of the costumes and wigs which we 
had seen in the seance of Sunday even
ing, also many ethers..which had-not 
been used—on .us,., Mr. Boving, Mrs. 
Boying and the nurse witnessed the in
spection and, Mr. Boving retained quite 
a collection of wigs and gowns as evi
dence. Winans waa immediately turned 
out of the house and his baggage sent 
to the station. We do not know posi
tively, where he spent the night, The 
greater part of the residence portion of 
the city had just been destroyed by fire 
and accommodations were scarce. Dur-

wiung the hearts of helpless women 
and aged, fathers anti husbands by trick
ing them into the belie! that they were 
conferi Ing with the spirit of a departed 
loved one! How he had used the deep
est affections and sentiments of the hu
man race tor worldly gain, and how at 
last ho had received his reward—dis
grace, exposure, and helplessness. But 
all oi Ulfs seems of no avail. Ills moral 
sensibilities seem stunted. He does not 
appear to grasp the enormity of the sit
uation. He listened to our pleading 
and accusations with a blank stare. Bi- 
lence was our only answer, If he really 
can commune with spirits of departed 
loved ones, I hope they will try pud 
teacn him better, point out his mis
take, open up his own spiritual under
standing and ask God to forgive him.

His trunk has been located, and is 
now at the residence ofTJr. Hallman as 
security for a bill of one hundred dol
lars tor professional services. Dr, Hall
man agrees to return the trunk when he 
has sent him fifty dollars and the same 
amount to Mr. Boving whom he owes 
one hundred and twenty-five dollars.

Now the question is, shall he be al
lowed to earn his money by further 
trickery? I say, no, not if there is any 
justice in the hearts . of our editor 
friends. His ticket has been purchased 
and he leaves Hot Springs this evening,

. Yours fraternally, 
„ . „ E- H. EASTMAN.
Hot Springs, Ark., Mar. 8, 1905.

HA8 BEEN CONSTANTLY FOOLING 
THE PUBLIC.

This man Winans has been palming 
off the same manifestations all over 
the country to a gullible public—a pub
lic so exceedingly gullible that it Is pit
iable to gaze upon IL A great favorite 
at Clinton Camp and other places, de
fended vigorously in The Progressive 
Thinker, by various contributors, evolu
tion took its onward course, and be
came so ripened, that at Hot Springs 
the conditions were such that an ex
posure. waa easily made. If ever genu
ine, he has lost his powers, and trickery 
has taken the place of the genuine work 
on the.part of the spirits., The same 
ending will come to the whole villain
ous; murderous gang of disreputables; 
catch their materialized spirit, and it 1b 
affirmed you will have the medium, just 
as Mrs. Elsie Reynolds was caught with 
a mask and goggles on, representing a 
spirit known as “Aunt Betsy.”

Bear in mind, Winans is one of the 
oldest professional mediums in our 
ranks; his manifestations have been 
considered among the best, and his ex
posure will cause all the fakes from 
Maine to Florida to tremble. Sooner or 
later, they will be compelled to retire 
in disgrace. - •

ELECTRICITY AND BOGUS MATE
RIALIZATION.

Electricity is lending its Influence to 
the fake materialized spirit An ex
quisitely small and delicate storage bat
tery is used for small incandescent 
lamps In the hair of the “spirit,” and 
they shine forth in a darkened room 
most beaiitifiiliy, and aid in the decep
tion. Such a light was seen on the 
head of one of the “spirits” at Miss 
Nichols' evening entertainments, if 
that particular spirit had been caught.it 
is generally believed in Chicago that it 
would have proved to be a slimy con
federate. Her exposure, however, by 
the police was in no wise a success. 
They should have seized the spirit.

JAMES PAYNE ARRESTED.
He holds materializing circles similar 

to those of Mrs. Nichols. He was ar
rested March 16. The spirits that come 
to his seances are frauds'.of the deepest 
and darkest dye. He has been ire-

ing the afternoon, a messenger came to- conviction.
the house, and fold ■ the colored nurse
that she vvas wanted .at her home at 
once. We do not know what for, but 
she left at once and did not return. The 
next;day a searching, party consisting 
of several very determined men, could 
find neither Winans or his baggage.

. Such is my, story .of the exposure of 
Charles E. Winans^ We do not say 
that he cannot produce the genuine, but 
that he does practice fraud; we have 
given you the evidence, and swear to 
same below. ■ , ■
' ' . E. H. EASTMAN, M. D., 

F. C. BOVING,,;
State of Arkansas.

County of Garland,
On this; the 6th day of March, 1905, 

before me, Fred N. Rix, a notary public, 
within and fop the .state and county 
above-mentioned, personally appeared 
E. H.‘ Eastman, M. D., and F. C. Boving, 
to me well known; who solemnly swore 
that the statements hereunto attached 
:were true t<f-the best of their knowl
edge and belief.
‘Sworn and subscribed to before me 

this 5th day!of Marcb; 1905. Commis
sion expires October; ;24, 1907. •

. - • ' -FRED N. RIX,
■ Notary Public.

qently arrested, but manages to escape

. . oi Mr.. Boving. During Ms illness he
nalia for the practice o£ deliberate 1 announced to Mr. -Boving that he was

.^STIjj.!. LATER ITEM.

Winans^t Las^ Presents Himself, Lqok- 
• " ' ’ n' iriy Dejectedly. ‘

;(P . ill'
. Dear.fjoctorlWarne:—You have prob
ably by ihis, tjlme received my story of 
Winans’/escape in ? this city. When I 
wrote jt,*! did1 not .¿now what had be
come ÓfiWliffihB. and as there were 
some new developments yesterday, you 
would- OTobabJy like to hear them..

Yesterday' noon r Mr.: Winans turned 
up, a very dejected and sorry-looking 
individué!. Since his eviction from the 
home, of Mr. ¡Boving, he'has been living 
at the.JiQmeiqf the colored nurse. He 
had written home for.money, which had 
been telegraphed, him, and as Mr. Bov- 
Ing’ror home of the rfest of us were the 
only ones who could identify him, he 
was obliged to come out of his hiding.

At 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon, we 
had a. conference nt-the office of Dr. 
Hallman. We told. Winans that we 
held no personal enmity towards hir£ 
but looked upon him more in pity that 
¡he. should stoop so low. He claims to 
¡have been in this business for the last 
thirty-five years, -and here he is to-day, 
penniless and disgraced.-Surely if there 
.lyere. anything .really- spiritual in his 
■work,’this would, not be so.

I dtewifor him a pictureof the many
‘times in his eeaacsa when he had

, IS IT NOT TIME TO ACT?
Is it not about time that the N. S. A., 

the various state associations, and the 
camp-meetings take cognizance of the 
materializing gang, who, like Winans, 
•are palming off the false for the true, 
the spurious for the genuine, and thus 
disgracing our cause? The various 
camps should fumigate their grounds at 
once—they need it badly—and com
mence anew, with only the genuine to 
give to the public.

A SLIMY STREAM OF CORRUPTION.

What a slimy, serpent-like stream of 
putrid corruption follows in the path
way of the miserable, rotten materializ
ing gang that infest our ranks and in
vade nearly every camp-meeting. It 
makes the angels weep to witness them 
with their artificial toggery concealed 
from public gaze In some artful way, 
only to be used to personate a “spirit” 
friend. Itthrows a dark pestilential 
cloud over our beloved cause. It sends 
forth a poisonous effluvia that is dis
tasteful to every honest Spiritualist, 
and proves detrimental to every true 
medium. THE FAKES HAVE THEIR 
ORGAN, THE LIGHT OF TRUTH, 
AND SO LET IT BE KNOWN FROM 
NOW ON. ■
ALL HONOR AND PRAISE TO HON

EST MEDIUMS.
. Spiritualism has enough that is 

grand, ’beautiful, soul-elevating, inspir
ing, and in every respect Sublime and 
truthful, to reform tho world. ITS 
GENUINE MEDIUMS ARE AN HON
OR TO OUR CAUSE. THEIR HOMES 
ARE HEAVEN ITSELF, AND THEY. 
LEAD THE WAY FOR GREAT • RE
FORMS, AND TEND TO PREPARE 
THE WORLD FOR THE MILLENNIAL 
DAWN.. There are splendid mediums, 
HONEST, NOBLE, INFLUENTIAL, 
Scattered all through our ranks, who 
can give irrefutable evidence that spir
its communicate with mortals—they 
are too pure, too conscientious, too an
gelic, to think of dressing themselves 
up in artificial toggery to manifest as a 
Spirit, like -Winans, Elsie Reynolds, 
MrS. Herrman, and many others, so 
they labor on and wmle the trickster 
gains the'most .dollars, they expand in 
true spirituality. They /are. ascending,; 
progressing- onward and upward; while 
those who defile our Cause with their

arrant frauds are descending deeper 
■ into the dark spheres of spirit life. •

All honor, then, all praise to our hon
est conscientious mediums! They live 
in the light and atmosphere of the 
spirit realms. Angels of Love smile 
upon them. Their very presence is a 
benediction, a blessing, an uplifting in
fluence, and they do good to all with 
whom they come in contact. The Pro- 

■ gressivo Thinker sings their praise— 
the world is made better by their pres
ence! They alone are the Saviors of 

, our Cause; they are the ones to drive 
away and dissipate the dark, poisonous 
effluvia that has settled over our ranks, 

. and eating at the very vitals of truth. 
: We haye. no words but qf good will 
. and commendation for mediums whose 
■ work is genuine. They are the more de

serving of praise and honor because 
, they stand firm for truth and real medl- 
> umship, when ofttimes it 1b to their 
• financial loss to put aside the tempta- 
• tion to cheat and deceive, for the sake 
' of money gained at the expense of un
, wary and Credulous seekers for tests.

Their financial loss is their spiritual 
■ gain; and in the final, result their 
' riches of spiritual acquirement will 
' make them to shine as Angels of Light 
' in the realms of glory, while those who 

practice fraud and deception, though 
they now gain dishonest gold, will find 
themselves poor indeed, spiritually 
shriveled and emaciated, objects of 
Pity, who must suffer and labor long to 
arise out of the dark condition to which 
their evil earthly course has consigned 

i them.
We feel that too much cannot be said 

in favor of those mediums who, oft
: times in face of privations and loss, 
. stand firm and conscientious for truth 
, and honest mediumship. TO THEM 

SPIRITUALISM IS INDEBTED FOR 
' WHATEVER OF STRENGTH AND 
i STANDING AND HIGH INFLUENCE 
. IT POSSESSES.
, The honest mediums are an upbuild

ing force to our Cause and to the 
' world; while the dishonest and decelv- 
• ers are a down-dragging influence, a 

detriment to Spiritualism and to the up
, liftment of society.

It is an undeniable fact that the path 
' of the honest medium is made doubly 

rough and hard to travel, because of 
: dishonesty and deception by those who 
, pose as mediums and practice fraud. 

These rob the true mediums of their 
’ just earthly reward, and, because of 

their trickery and base deception, bring 
all mediums, however true and worthy, 
under suspicion as tricksters and dis
honest. The good and the true are 
made to suffer, because of the Bins of 

■ the dishonest, lying pretenders, who 
palm off bogus tests and bogus manifes- 

. tations.
■ THE GENUINE MEDIUM.

In fact, we see no reason why the 
■ genuine mediums should not be deeply 

enough interested in ridding the cause 
, of these mountebanks to help detect 

and unearth the deception they know is 
being practiced under the guise of the 
gift that is theirs under tlie divine laws 
of nature and their true adaptation 

■ therefor. To the true medium it is 
looked upon as the deepest, blackest 
crime against tlie most sacred fact that 

' has ever come to mortals; to represent 
with a cheesecloth or other dummy, 
the loved ones passed from view, is to 
besmirch the holiest cause the human 
mind can conceive of, and it is emi
nently fitting for all genuine mediums 

,, to aid In running this,diabolical hum
buggery to its extinction.

With the true and the pure that we 
have in the mediumistic ranks, there is 
no need of fear for the life of Spiritual
ism. • IT HAS TRUTH AS ITS BASIS 
AND CANNOT CRUMBLE OR PER
ISH. The world -is coming to us rap
idly, and the speed can be increased 
and the cause expanded by purging 
this germ of infamy and pollution 
from our cause, and no one can be 
more earnest in This work than should 
every genuine medium. Even self-in
terest ought to be an incentive to their 
enthusiasm.

No representative of Spiritualism has 
any deeper love for the true and noble 
workers than The Progressive Thinker, 
but upon the other hand we look, upon 
the eradication of this ‘evil as of infinite 
aid to the cause and to the interest,of 
every medium, many of whom are vir
tually relegated to the rear by the pre

. -ponderance of tests "more marvelous 
and astounding,” that are shams passed 
from one take to another.

“BLUE BOOK ADDENDA.”

C. W. Stewart, a Prominent Lawyer and 
Lecturer, Imparts Some Valuable In
formation and Good Advice That Can 
Not Fail to Make a Deep Impression 
on' Every Honest Spiritualist—Some 
Particulars In Regard to Mrs. Sharon. 
To the Editor:—In an article with 

the above caption, published in a recent 
■number of The Progressive Thinker, 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne publishes some let
ters written by one Mary Garrett Sha
ron, and says:

“One year ago our able brother, C. W. 
Stewart, of St. Louis, sent some very 
tart mention of the Chicago Blue Book 
gang to the Illinois S. S. A Herb seems 
to be one of them who roosted under 
the same roof with him, and assisted 
m circles and seances at 3007 Dickson 
street. Must Brother Stewart have a 
guardian for his protection against the 
wiles of he wicked?"

I ANSWER YES, BUT IT IS THE 
SAME GUARDIANSHIP THAT IS 
NEEDED BY SPIRITUALISM ITSELF, 
AND IF THE SPIRITUALISTS DO 
NOT VERY SOON ARRANGE FOR 
SUCH GUARDIANSHIP, THE VARI
OUS STATE LEGISLATURES WILL 
PROBABLY DO SO, AND IN SUCH 
WAY AS IGNORANCE GENERALLY 
PROVIDES FOR THE PUBLIC WEL
FARE, BY INDISCRIMINATELY' 
SHUTTING DOWN ON THE ENTIRE-' 
MOVEMENT.

The facts in the above mentioned 
case are these: ,

Some time in June last, this woman 
came to St. Louis, and presented her
self at my door when the rooms were, 
filled with the members of the Ladies' 
Club, attending a seance. I at first 
refused the woman admittance, but ’on 
account of certain representations 
made by her, I at last permitted her 
to come in. She at once began to ap
peal to our sympathy, related certain 
troublés she had recently had i& Cin
cinnati, and begged for a crust of 
bread and a drink or water.' Steps 
were at once taken to arrange for a 
benefit seance for her, to be held on the 
following Monday at my house. After 
this, although I had no room for her, 
she insisted on remaining, even propos
ing to assist with the house-work, and 
solely on account of her mediumship 
she was permitted to remain one 
month, during which time Mrs. Sbaron 
made over one hundred dollars, fifteen 
of which she paid over or divided. But 
I afterward learned that during the 
greater portion nt-that -tune-she-was 
trying to make - mischief, and her 
guides were assisting hèr in it, for the

.'»ahüiife
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purpose of feathering her own. nest a 
the expense of others, 

As soon as the true state of affaiira
was ascertained, especially tho 
that when she came to this city it 
trom the Cincinnati work-house, wfoere 
she had been committed Decetnb 
1903, for practicing a trick game,/and 
liberated January 2, 1904, on tho(pay
ment of $52 fine and costs, positive 
pi oof of which I have in my possession, 
this woman was oraered to tak her 
triinlc and leave. Before I had leiarned 
tlie true inwardness of her scliemeB 
she jiad asked me to give her «¿letter 
of recommendation, and I had Written 
something for her, which I now repudi
ate. I also learned that in a .private 
sitting I had with lier, her guides had 
personated my spirit friends for the 
most selfish of purposes. ' "

The woman has written several let? 
ters back here, using language, and 
making statements unfit for publica- , 
tion, some of which, if placed in tho / 
hands of the postal authorities wojild< 
probably again place her behind tlifi 
bars. She is a medium of a very crfiile 
type, boasts that sjie and her guides 
are Catholics, and that when anybody 
molests her in any way, “Jack McGuire 
does them up!" (

And vet, she has been "laboring for 
the cause” at Springfield, Missouri, 
ever since she left here, going there, as 
she asserted, to regain her womanliood 
and reputation, which she is apparently . 
doing by posing as a saint in public, z 
while writing vulgar, vicious letters to 
those who were kind to her, and play
ing the blue-book business for all it is 
worth!

YES, BROTHER WARNE, STEW
ART NEEDS A GUARDIAN, AND SO 
DO YOU, AND SO DOES SPIRITUAL
ISM AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC, u 
AND WE SHALL ALL GET IT ONE * 
OF THESE.DAYS IN THE FORM- _ 
A LAW SIMILAR TO THAT IN DEUT
ERONOMY 8:11, THAT "A CHARMER, . 
OR A CONSULTER WITH FAMILIAR 
SPIRITS, SHALL SURELY BE SENT 
TO THE PEN!”

I heartily agree with and concur in 
all that Dr. Warne says on the subject, 
and will freely co-operate with him in 
weeding Spiritualism of all such per-, 
sons, qnd irqpi henceforth shall con/ 
aider myself a servant of the Cause o... 
Spiritualism to render any assistant6 
in my power to this end. i

There is a legal maxim as old as t’y 
English Common Law, that "MEllft?; 
TO THE CRIMINAL IS CRUELTY.,,^ 
THE STATE.” Another, that "FRXp„ 
TAINTS EVERYTHING IT TO I*“’ 
ES.” And another, that "IT is\o 
FRAUD TO CONCEAL A FRAULl. 
Let us all arm ourselves with thedt 
maxims, and go forth fearlessly to ridf 
our ranks of these blots, and we shall

cere and desirous of proving that a fti. *" 
ture life is a scientific truth. J

C. W. STEWART.
3007 Dickson street, St. Louis, Mo'. 

--- -------------------- I
A CARD FROM DR. PEEBLES.

On the 20th of this month I leave 
Battle Creek for London by the Wllile 
Star Line. I go to fill lecture engage
ments with several societies, among 
which are the London Spiritual Alli
ance, the London Psycho-Therapeutic 
Society, and tlie Victoria Institute, the 
president of which is the Right Honor
able, the Earl of Halsbury, Lord Chan
cellor, D. C. L., F. R. S., etc. The sub
ject of this lecture or paper to be read 
and discussed by the members will be, 
“Immortality, Its Possibilities .and 
Proofs.”

The third edition of “Demonlsm qf-—. 
the Ages and Spirit Obses^^ns is now 
in tlie press, merely proving tK"ârMÎ):«Æ3—•* 
Hull, president of the Pratt Institute; / . 
W. T. Stead, editor of the Ixmdon "Re- I 
view of Reviews," and others properly f 
grasping the spiritual movement, wero / 
right when they said, “This book was ) 
timely; it was needed as a signal, a 
warning light by the wayside!’’ etc.

My address in London will be: Hun
stanton House, 18 Endsleigh Gardens, 
London, N. W., England.

J. M. PEEBLES.

The
Congratulations.

hearty congratulations of The
Progressive Thinker and its thousands 
of readers are hereby extended to Pres
ident Harrison D. Barrett and Mrs. Bar
rett for the advent into their life, Feb. 
21, of a young lady, weighing twelve 
pounds. Mother, daughter and father 
are doing splendidly.

Upholds Hebrew Sabbath.
An item of peculiar interest when 

viewed in connection with the Sunday 
laws, existent and desired, is found in a 
recent decision by an Ohio court, which 
is thus stated:

Columbus, Ohio, March 13.—An Ohio 
court for the first time to-day recog
nized the Hebrew Sabbath as within 
the meaning of the statute relating to 
Sunday observance. Samuel Rosen, an 
orthodox Jew, was arrested and fined in 
police court for keeping his place of 
business open on Sunday.

The case was appealed to the com
mon pleas court, Rosen claiming he had 
observed the Hebrew Sabbath, from 
starlight on Friday evening to starlight 
on Saturday evening, and, therefore, 
was within the law. The court upheld 
his contention and reversed the verdict 
in the police court

It would seem that'this decision cov
ers the case of the Adventists and oth
ers who observe Saturday as their Sab
bath.

Thou Shalt Not Steal.
Said Lavater, best known for his 

works on physiognomy:
“When there is much pretension, 

much has been borrowed. Nature never 
pretends.” "

Sometimes we think the philosopher 
would have been more correct had he 
substituted "stolen” in place of “bor
rowed,” for we frequently find long 
passages from obscure publications, ap
pearing without quotation marks or 
anything to indicate it was other than 
the production of a pretentious author.

Parties writing for the press cannot 
be too careful in giving credit where 
credit is due. Some one ■ has always 
read these old books out of print, and if 
possessing a good memory is very sure 
to detect the plagiarist r then the wit
less author appears at a great disad
vantage. Honesty is the best policy.

-----A FINE ARRAY OF TALENT^“
Thè mass-meeting to be held by the 

Illinois State Spiritualists Association 
this week at Handel Hall, contains an 
exceptionally fine array of talent See 
programme on the elghth'page.

“What We Shnl< ' nnd a code of 
ethics, requisite to most speedy re
alization hi rihe'-higliest and purest fe
licity attainable In¿he future life. A. 
«•ery remarkable book. Large, octavo^ 
600 pages. Price, $1.75.

•■The New Life." By ‘Leroy Berrler. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
“new thought” Exsellent in tone anfi 
tendencies. Price, cloth,. $L

caught.it
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• Irene Russell writes: "I am glad to 
be able to tell my friends and co-work
ers that at last I have been able to 
awaken an interest in Spiritualism at
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, | 
and GeneraFProgress, the World Over.

When wriüngjfoy’tüis paper
nse a pen or typewriter»

We go to props early. Monday morn- 
Jngi hence communications Intended for 
that current Issue should ’ reach this 
office not later than the previous èaiuf- 
day morning. Bear thia In mind.

............... " flEjrown fit tjie' llf^ eternal. 
Miss Effie M^hatft gave A-cornet solo, 
assisted^ Stinson, the organist, 
Then came ew-slete'r, Mrs. Alice Sex
smith, with a shoiOalk that seemed to 
reach InJo'tM lipaMs of her listen« s,

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
' LYCEUM.

Mar. 25,1905.

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
■ tn alone responsible for-any assertions 

or statements he may make, The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 

; best subserved thereby. Many of the 
, sentiments uttered In an article maybe 

diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 

. understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 

- to do so. That must account for the 
•ion-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—Wo would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresstveThinker 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it 1b essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with 'Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu- 

’ py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re- 
.quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the-writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

- KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.: _

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 

-..CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL

. NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE,

. HARRISON D. BARRETT writes: 
“Since March 1, I have had a busy time 

- - visiting different points in Oklahoma 
“ and Indian Territories. Whenever the 
¿' . weather has been at all favorable; good 
, ; ' audiences have greeted me on every oc

casion. The pouring rain and the oc
casional zero trend of the mercury, 

• have "influenced” people to stay at 
. ,. home. I have visited six or eight towns

thus far this month. A good state asso
- elation can be formed out of the Spirlt- 

ualists in the two territories, if proper 
’ effort is made. The Southwest has 

■ . been sb persistently and systematically 
plundered by the fakirs and confidence 

. ’ men,. who claim to be the ‘grandest me-
• diums on earth,’ that it takes time to 

■ re-awaken an interest in Spiritualism
even among old-time Spiritualists. 1 

■ am ready for work, and will gladly re
spond to all letters of Inquiry with re
gard to lecture engagements. Until 
further notice my address will be Gen
crab Delivery, Oklahoma City, O. T.”

’T¿’’'Hi Smith writes: “The Spiritualistic 
Society Students of Nature, 1565 Mil-.

< : Waukee, avenue, had ah Interesting 
', meeting, Sunday, Mar 12. The pastor's

-- subject was Psychometry. Prof. Dean 
lectured upon Nature and Its Govern

: ment. Sister McIntyre gave pSycho
metric readings, meetings being of an 
educational nature. Sunday, March 19, 

¿ .flower reading by Sister McIntyre.
.'Bring a bud or a flower if you want a 

i '. reading that your soul needs. Mediums
are Invited to attend'.’’

- ' Chas. Theo. Schneider, inspirational
speaker and test medium, is open for 

¿ engagements. He will serve societies 
, aleady organized and those wishing to 

band together to promote Spiritualism. 
*■: ' Address him at Beaver Falls, Pa., Gen

eral Delivery.
: - - Sunday, March 26, Mrs. Amaiida 

< Coffman will lecture at Akron, Ohio,
, and the months of April and May at 

, Watertown, N. Y.
’ . Mrs. Bettie Holt writes from Smith-

■ • ville, Texas, that the boy medium, Mil
ton Baker, has been there for one week. 
There are bright prospects before this 
young man. Mrs. Holt says: "I as a 

: “ Spiritualist, know of the phenomena of 
' Spiritualism, that the best results-can 

not be procured from an audience of 
’ - 200 persons, who are in no harmony 

? .with each other and make no attempts 
to passive.” ’

\ . A pretty home wedding took place on 
/ Sunday, March 5, at the home of Frank 

N. Foster (spirit photographer) of 
J Grand Rapids, Mich., when their oldest

' son, James D. Foster, was married to 
' - ' Mrs. Anna Dennison in the presence of 

■ a few friends. The Rev. Amanda Coff- 
: man officiated. The bride was becom

Ingly gowned in golden brown silk, and 
carried a bouquet of bride’s roses. They 

' will make their home here for the pres
. ¿. ent, but will leave for California early 

■ ’: ■ In the fall.

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket. •

The First Socletv of Spiritualists of 
Delphos, Kansas, will meet to celebrate 
the Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism 
on Thursday, March 30. All members 
are requested to be present. A speçial 
program will be arranged for the occa
sion, I. N. Richardson, President, Del
phos, Kansas. •

Rev. Francis B. Cacsilly, S. J,, in the 
Record-Herald of Chicago, lias recently 
expressed himself in the following man
ner on the possibility of spirits appear
ing to men. In these days of much con
fusion and more imposition, his inter
pretation is of especial value: "There is 
nothing Impossible about spirits appear
ing to men,” says Father Cassllly. 
“There are numerous cases in scripture 
where angels appeared to men and con
versed with them; Among others we 
have the beautiful instance of the angel 
conducting young Tobias on a long jour
ney, and of the angels receiving enter
tainment in the tent of Abraham, and 
saving Lot from Sodom. Spiritualism, 
then, as a cult, is regarded by the Cath
olic church as an invention of the devil. 
As an act of preternatural power, it is 
classed with divination, magic, fortune
telling and other superstitious prac
tices which have always been forbidden 
by God and condemned by the church.”

Since the close of the camp-meetings 
last September, Oscar A. Edgerly has 
been constantly and profitably em
ployed In his capacity of trance speaker 
and test medium, having filled engage
ments in the following named pjaces: 
October, Battle Creek, Mich.; Novem
ber and December, Findlay, Ohio; Jan
uary and February, Newport, Ky., and 
Cincinnati, Ohio. During the month of 
March he is' filling a return engagement 
at Battle C.reek,' Mich.. For “the entire 
month of April Mr. Edgerly will serve 
the Lynn (Mass.) : Spiritualist Associa
tion at Cadet Hall. As at present he has : 
open dates in May and June, he will be 
pleased io hear from societies desiring 
to employ a trance speaker and. test 
medium for those months. From July 
22 to August 20, Mr. Edgerly is engaged 
to act as chairman of Grand Ledge 
Camp-meeting, Grand Ledge, Michigan. 
He will be pleased to make engage
ments for first two Sundays of July and 
last two Of August. Address during 
April and May, 42 Smith street, Lynn? 
Mass.

Spiritualism and Insanity figure in 
the effort of nlpe grandchildren to 
break the will of Mrs. Wilhelmina Al- 
bertsmeyer In the Circuit CourL Each 
of the grandchildren was cut off with 
a bequest of $1 except Minnie Stein- 
kueller, who received $200. Miss Anna 
Rodewaid, one of the contestées, testi
fied yesterday that her grandmother 
had received advice from the spirit 
world. "She said the spirit - of her 
dead husband had come to’her in the 
night and had told her he would make 
trouble for her,” said Miss Rodewaid. 
“When you say ‘we’ you mean' the 
grandchildren?” asked an . attorney. 
“Yes, that, is what I mean.” ¿The grand
children Who testified yesterday were 
all of the opinion that Mrs. Alberts- 
meyer was of unsound mind for a pe
riod of six months before her death.—
Indianapolis Star.

\ f / South Bend, Ind. Three, weeks ago I 
f ! \ once more started to hold Sunday even-
:,L - .! fag services at our parlors, 216 South 
1 . St. Joseph street, with fifteen in at
i !, > tendance. Last Sunday! our number in
! creased to twenty-two. On that even- 

i! Ing, C. H. Brown lectured for us, taking 
¡•¿. for his subject,‘What Is Embodied in 
। .the Spiritual Philosophy?’ He spoke in 
,r a clear, plain manner, enabling all to 

: clearly grasp the truths of our beauti
ful philosophy.. After the lecture my 
guides gave a number of tests to stran

I gers, and they were readily, recognized. 
। I have a call to Goshen, Ind., the last of 
! this week to hold a circle, and we have 
i ! every reason to believe that our next 
; ' ■ Sunday service will be even better at-. 
! ; ; tended. May the good work go on and

!: on. I shall be glad to let our friends
, in Chicago and elsewhere know of our 

L ‘ continued success; I thoroughly er*oy
1 L The Progressive Thinker and the feaj- 
! ; ‘ less way truths are published.”

-l' \ : Correspondent writes: “Thé People’s
V Spiritualist Church of Louisville, Ky., 
s — will celebrate the Fifty-seventh anniver-

! sary of Modern Spiritualism on Sunday, 
- March 26, at 2:30-and 7:30 p. m., in the 

Odd Fellows’ Temple, corner of Sixth 
and Walnut streets. In the afternoon,“ 
short addresses and messages by the 

.. different mediums; at 7:30.the pastor, 
Frank T. Ripley, under the control of 
his guide, Fidelity, will deliver thé an
niversary address, and. give messages, 
and answer questions. Beautiful palms, 
flowers, and grand music all day. Bring 
your iùnch. Coffee willjw served; " All 
Are welcome." _

Our correspondent at Sandusky, Ohio, 
writes: "Interest in our cause-ih this 
city is certainly growing. The largest 
audience ever gathered, at Spiritual'Sci
ence Hall was that of ‘Sunday ¡¿evening 
last, when some "were turned away, un
able to gain admission. An instructive 
address was delivered by Dr. C. W. 
Hains, of Bedford, Ohio, on the subject, 
‘What Spiritualism Teaches me.’ Mrs. 
H. C. Ebertshauser generously gave her 
services as message-bearer, giving a 
number of messages from spirit friends, 
every one of which was recognized and 
acknowledged correct.”

Dr. Mclvor Tyndall says: "It is be
cause of our limited view-point that we 
take literally the admonition Tay your 
burdens at God’s feet.’ Could we get 
above riie pressure of every-day mate
rial existence and view life from the 
concrete and personal we would real
ize the deeper meaning In the words. 
To sit at God's feet is to be ready to 
learn life’s lessons. It is to have the 
mind receptive to knowledge, from ev
ery source. It is to be able, to learn 
wisdom from every experience and ev
ery manifestation of life energy. It is 
to look for the good in all things and 
to keep our souls alive to the truth 
wherever found. When we are able 
to do this we find that tnose things 
which had seemed sb heavy a burden 
fall from us as a snowflake is dispelled 
by the warmth of the sun. They were 
but transitory and had no real place in 
infinity.” -

E. R. Fielding writes: "The National 
Congress of Mothers was held in the 
city last week. A request was sent out 
asking the ministers of the city to 
speak upon motherhood. Mrs. M. T. 
Longley took for-her theme, ‘The Relig
ious. Training- of the Children ih thè 
Home.’ After, thejadiress, Mr. Alfred 
Terry gave tests;.. After the sermon in 
the evening, Mr. j. L. O. A. Keeler, the 
slate-writing medium, gave tests. The- 
Temple League met at Mrs. Farraws’ 
and the Ladies’ Aid. at Mr. and Mrs. 
Lees’ Thursday evening. Public meet
ings, Sunday at 7:30; Tuesday at 2 p. 
m.; Wednesday, at 7:30; short lectures 
followed by spirit mèssages and tests;, 
Mrs. Price, medium.” ■

■ Geo. B. Ferris.writes: “The Spiritual
ists of Grand Rapids, Mich., are.prepar- 
ing to celebrate the Fifty-seventh An
niversary of Modern Spiritualism in a 
'way that shall be a credit; to them
selves and to the cause. The North End 
Spiritualist Society, the Spiritual Aid 
(incorporated) and the New Thought 
Spiritual Society, have decided to unite 
in observing the day in manner suited 
to the occasion. There are four socie
ties in Grand. Rapids, and it was 
thought at first that the other society 
would be able to join with us, but on ac
count of previous arrangements they are 
unable to do so. However, the joint ser
vices the three above named societies 
will be held the last Sunday of March 
in the Holland-Unitarian Church, cor
ner of East Bridge and . North Ionia 
streets. A program of exceptional in
terest is. in course of preparation, the 
details-of which are .not yet complete. 
It is known that Mrs. D. A;-Morrill will 
participate, and she will be assisted by - 
The best talent it is possible to procure. 
There will be good music, and mes
sages will be given at each service by 
mediums of acknowledged ability. Ev
ery effort will be made to surpass: thè 
services of former years, ,and 'although 
we have a building with:a large.seating 
capacity-there, ia : every indication that 
it Will be .fonhd AltogdUiefctooi.Bmtiilifor 
the occasion.” ‘

L. F. S, writes from Cottage Grove, 
Oregon: “We have recently had with us 
the talented Mr. and Mrs. E, W. 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y, His lec
tures were principally delivered from a 
biblical standpoint and were listened to 
with eager attention, as they imparted 
a new hearing to many minds. Mrs. 
Sprague's tests were marvelous in their 
line. She carries with lier an Inspira
tion for all that is good and pure in 
Spiritualism. During their stay Here 
they organized a society of 25 mem
bers.”

Rochester, N. Y.—Tlie Reverend Dr. 
A. S. Crapsey of this city delivered a 
sermon recently which has set the cler
ical world abobbing, In this address 
he declared that a belief in the inerran
cy of the scripttires is no longer pos
sible to an educated and intelligent 
man; that in the light of scientific re
search, Christ no longer stands apart 
from the common destiny ot man in 
life and death, but “was born as we are 
born and died as we die;” that the mir
acles are no longer to be believed; that 
religion ncr longer has a place in the 
educational, political, business or so
cial life of the country. The churches 
stand for privilege, he said, and, with
out unity, are without influence. The 
ministers holding or. to the waning 
miracle and the crumbling denomina
tional differences, he said, are in no 
condition to fight for truth and justice. 
Tlie churches and denominatlonalism 
are today the, rear guard of forces that 
make for religious progress.

Mr. C. E, Russell writes that he has 
returned to Canton, Ohio, and is hold
ing regular Sunday evening meetings, 
lectures and tests, which give good sat
is faction. On Wednesday afternoon 
there is a ladies’ meeting, which, is 
highly appreciated, It consists of a 
thought-exchange, followed by mes
sages.” -

The publication, of a text-book ot met- ' 
^physical phenomena was suggested to 
the members of the Society tor Psy
chical Research at their ? meeting in 
Hanover Square, London, Eng., by their 
new president, Professor Charles 
Richet, the distinguished- Parisian sa
vant, "Metaphysical!' science is the 
word coined by the Professor to cover 
all ghostly apparitions and. manifesta
tions, and the proposed text’book'would 
deal exhaustively with the following 
subjects, recommended.by the Profes
sor as worthy of study: Apparitions;. 
mechanical phenomena—movements of 
objects wlthoitt contact; direct writings 
Jrbm unknown sources; hauntings; 
mystic voices; lumlnùus'ând spirit pho
tography; ghosts involving passage of 
matter through mutter. "It seems to 
me impossible, in the light of copntloBs 
instances in history and experience, to 
deny that clairvoyance exists,V- declared 
IJio Professor solemnly. .’‘"Without 
doubt, there are in nature vibrations 
which act obscurely on pur siibjnerged 
consciousness, and which reveal facts 
which our normal senses are Incapable 
of conveying to us. But, although par- 
tlcular individuals—spcalled mediums 
—are more capable than othofs of see
ing these vibrations, I find it difficult to 
believe that we are not all more or-less 
susceptible to the same influences." 
Professor Richpt’s'own theory with re
gard to apparitions and other ghostly 
phenomena is that all the theories now 
put forward are ImprobaClpi and irr'a-: 
tional. The phtaomonn nrè true; but 
the theories that are raised upon them 
are absurd.-^-Pittsburg Dispatch! ._

Mrs. Bartel is now on her way. to 
Cripple Crèek, Colo., to join her family 
who have moved there from Milwau
kee. Her address is now Mrs! M. Bar
tel, Physical and Trance Medium, 407 
W. Eaton street, Cripple Creek, Colo.

L. P. Ames writes: "IfThere is one 
man I reverence more than , another, it 
is Brother Peebles. I knew him when 
a, boy, went to school to,him, -saw him 
ordained in the Universalist church at 
Upper Lisle, N. Y- .1 consider him one. 
of the brightest Hght'sTh ôur ranks. He 
was a bright young man, and must be 
a very ripe old man, and fulL of good 
ideas. What the common ¡people want, 
is plain facte concerning, thé spirit 
world.” Z ■;............... '.

Mrs. M. K. Gâtes, writes from Win
field, Kansas:. “The Spiritualist-Society 
of Occult Science has had. the pleasure 
of hearing H. D. Barrett, president of 
the. N. S. A. Last Sunday ne. gave us 
two lectures.. He field his audience 
spellbound. - All who heard; - film, are 
singing his praises, and are'anxious- to- 
know, when they will have another op
portunity to reap such .a feast of luiowl- 
edge. I think all societies who have 
not heard Mr. Barrett Should do all in 
their power to engage him, for we feel 
that such gifted'men as he are few. 
We are very proud that he Js our Na
tional president”

EvaL. Stewart writes: “On last Sun
day evening the Hyde Park Occult So
ciety was highly entertained by that en
thusiastic speaker, known as the 'boy 
medium,’ H. S. Fraser. Tfie audience 
showed their appreciation of his talk at 
tlie close of his discourse. Wé intend 
him to be with us again in the near fu
ture. Mrs. Ruth McMenamin gave psy
chometric readings, followed by Mr.- 
Fraser. On" March 26, we devote the 
evening to the celebration of the advent 
of Spiritualism in this country. Dr. G. 
B. Warne is to be the speaker for that 
evening, and we are sure of a good 
treat. Mrs. É. Kline and other medi-, 
uins will be present and give messages." 
On a previous Sunday, evening our so
ciety by unanimous-vote,- donated $10 
to our very willing and worthy brother 
and co-worker, Mr. R. Giiray, of : whose 
sickness, we have heard,. It seems very 
proper that other societies whom he 

-fias been kind enough to speak for (al
ways without pay) should do something 
for him. We have concluded to drop 
our dances on- March 23 and 30, and 
April 6, as some other important things 
are to take place on those nights, espe
cially April 6, -when the young people of 
our society will give a benefit enter
tainment. A grand musical and liter
ary programme.has been arranged, and 
many mediums invited to be present 
and give messages. Tfiey intend mak
ing this the grandest entertainment of 
the season. Come one and -, all, and 
you will not be disappointed. -Admis
sion 25 cents; including refreshments 
and cloak room.” . -

Wm. Fitch Rutilé writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: “At the regular Sunday meet
ing: in Barbers’ Aid Hall, on March. 12, 
there was a nice attendance, the tests 
all but one being recognized; that, how
ever, was recognized on the following 
day by the lady to whom it was given, 
l am open for engagements, and can be 
addressed at No. 735 Seventh street”

D. G. Hill ■writes: “The. Golden Rule 
Spiritualist Society (Haymarket Thé
âtre Building, 161 W. Madison street); 
Sunday evening service, March 12, Was 
a-pleasing success. Thé speaker, Mrs. 
Nora E. Hill gavé one of her interesting 
léctürês,-ana field the earnest Attention ; 
ot Jièr-.audîence, listening to. the in
struction given.cî how to flte to place

following with h^rWonderful jnèpsages 
that were recognized by all she ad
dressed. Ahdtherm vetekan, Brother. 
James E. Cert) sangia solo that was 
heartily appUUded^lThe little time left 
before closing whs .occupied by Mrs. 
Nora E. Hillwith’o messages to the 
awaiting oneW) • which were well re
ceived. On'SdndeJdlBvening, March 26, 
the. speaker Will’ lit1' the Hon, Charles 
Hughes; also'lin tlFht evening there will 
be a spiritual christening of children 
with flowers, ftndeWihe guidance of the 
ancient guldrfi1 ot Mrs. Nora E. Hill. 
The lecture Mi^’Ilughes will be in
structive and /the ’christening service 
very impressive. ' All cordially invited. 
Take elevator."

Mrs. C. Kirchpeiywrltcs: "The large 
audience that gréeled ‘ our speaker, 
Mrs. M. "Price, oh Bunday afternoon, 
March 12, at the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
mission, was well repaid for their visit, 
as her subject,,‘Spiritualism the Gospel 
of Truth,! was handled in a very line 
manner. Our sister will be with us in 
the near future with another subject of 
interest. Mrs, Gifford followed the 
speaker with a .number of spirit mes
sages which were readily recognized. 
In the evening Dr. J. McFarland deliv
ered one of his masterly lectures on 
‘What Shall I Dp to Be Saved?’ His 
thorough knowledge of the Bible and 
Spiritualism caused his hearers to be 
dumfounded with his clear, concise ex
planation.' We are always glad to have 
the Doctor on our platform, as he repre
sents the. advance thought of Spiritual
ism, and is always welcomed by our au
diences, Following, him with spirit 
messages, were Mrs, M. Weaver and 
Mrs. C. Kirchner, both being always 
welcomed by our people for the grand 
demonstrations of spirit, .return- We 
cordially invite strangers to' attend our 
meetings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at the People's Institute," corner. 
Van Buren arid > Leavitt streets. For 
March 26, our speaker will be Mrs. J. 
H; Fravel, who we know will deliver 
one of her grand1 inspirational lectures. 
.We will celebrate the 57th anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism on Sunday, 
April 2, afternoon and even|ng. All In
vited.”

Maurgérltè Mac writes: "On March 
30, Mrs. Jeffery Burland, the pastor ot 
the,Light of Truth Church, will hold a 
social In her. parlors- at 3019 Vernon 
avenue., Invite your friends. Have a 
pleasant time as one is sure to get a 
message from some loved one on the 
other side and a good cup of coffee and 
cake, all for the small-sum of 25 cents. 
Her. meetings at 528 63d . street, Hop
kins’ Hall, are increasing in,attendance 
as well as her Thursday afternoon meet
Ings. Hope the hall will not hold the 
people ère long.” "

Mrs. H. L, Bigelow writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “Ofir society was highly fa
vored in having with us e: W. Sprague 
and wife on Strada^ March 12, both af
ternoon and 'féVenihg, :N° one could 
fail to bo Impresseli with the thoughts 
expressed so forcibly by Bro. Sprague 
<m the needs 'Of'organization, the duties 
or Spiritualist’s AotlV to their own socie
ties and- to th'il btate'and National Asso
ciation,-and thè gititi tilde they should, 
show by contributing'to the fund -for' 
the aid'and stTjiporiAf our dear old me
diums who need otir kindest efforts as

Sunday, March 26, 1905, 8,*E., 57! "Our 
• -Anniversary."

Gem of Thought:—
Fifty-seven years ago, ,

This March, the thirty-first, 
Spirit’s raps bid us to know

Their presence best and worst.
Mingling with this host unseen, 

In joy we’ve gone our way;
Lovp has built the bridge between, 

And Truth made glad the day.
Sing a song of cheer to-day,

Our Anniversary;
Loving friends from o’er the way, .

Our Anniversary.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

were disappointed because he couldn't 
stay longbr. He sowed some seed that 
will bring forth a hundred fold. Should 
tfiere be any medium coming this way 
they will do well to stop here, as there 
Is a good opening for a reliable tept me
dium. Should there bo any we would 
like them to correspond with me, and 
I will make arrangements for their com
ing.” • .

Any one who desires that remarkable 
address on Obsession by Spirit Pier
pont, delivered through the organism 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley, can secure the 
same by addressing lier (enclosing a 
2-cent stamp) at No. 600 Pennsylvania 
avenue S. E., Washington, D. C.

Dr. Beverly writes: “The Spiritual 
Science Society at Arlington Hall, 31st 
street and Indiana avenue, will give its 
last party and dance for this season, on 
Saturday evening, April 1. Tickets 25 
cents per couple. Fine music. Many 
new attractions will be added, and if 
you don’t look out you will surely get

■well as olir hough ts for their
welfare. A. Small mum of money was 
cheerfully contributed for that purpose, 
being the beât^wè"could do under the 
circumstance8;’ ' Brother Sprague gave 
a Vdirji'flng liSfjpr'd’viaeii’p'oemj .'jyh'ich ,was. 
appreciate.d'Jiy.iHll1. .;JMrd-' ^pràguë gave" 
à short"talk' and several find messages, 
which were well réceivéd . and ac
knowledged as correct,. Révérai fine 
musical, selections were ¿rendered by 
Mrs.-Muntz and daughter On the mando
lin, aim one,by our own pjhnlst.made 
glgd our hearts. We'wlliicélebràteithè 
57th anniversary of Modern Spiritual
ism on March 26.” , .

N. C. B. writes ¿from Philadelphia, 
Pai: “G. W- . Kates and; wife have 
been serving ouri society at Eighth and 
Spring -Garden streets, during the 
months of February and March. Their 
services have always been highly ap
preciated by the people here, but never 
before have they -given -such general 
satisfaction and attracted as. large au
diences as during this engagement. 
Their lectures have been more forceful 
and eloquent than "ever, and the mes
sage work by Mrs.- Kates has been su
perior to any .'of her previous efforts, 
and these hâve always been of à supe
rior quality. They will assist ht the 
anniversary meetings here, and we ex- 
pect.an lnterestlng qccàsion;: The chil
dren’s lyceum will afto participate, and 
our home mediums assist. Several 
prizes offered by Mr. Kates a year ago 
will be awarded. . The lyceum, under 
the conduetdrship of Bro; McGlynn, fe 
growing in numbers and interest. We 
are glad to have several devoted work- 
ers’in the lyceum, and' à number ot 
children .who are regular in attendance. 
We must look for many of the present 
children to take ; official places, before 
long, and the lyceunr is the proper 
place tb develop them. The Parkland

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: "The Uni
versal Occult Society- had a fine meet
ing in tlie afternoon. The evening ser
vices opened by an invocation by Evan
gelist F. M. Stoller and a song by the 
quartette, followed by the, reading of 
the 9th chapter of Acts, by Prof. Stol
ler, who then introduced the speaker, 
Dr. J. H. Randall who delivered an in
teresting lecture. He was followed by 
messages by Madam De Loux and Mrs. 
Wagoner, and psychometric readings 
by Prof. Stoller.”

W. J. Elmo writes: “Chicago Spirit
ual Alliance Society in its new home, 
3514 Vincennes avenue, corner Cottage 
Grove avenue, 1b growing steadily. 
Many new members have been enrolled 
and new faces have begun to count in 
large numbers, They are not the new 
faces that come to-day and gone to
morrow, but they seem to like the place 
and meetings, and are with us every 
Sunday. Mrs. Elmo gives a short lec
ture, followed by tests and messages. 

.Meetings commence at 3 and 8 o'clock 
sharp." . '

■ Corresponding secretary writes: 
"The grandest event of the season 
among Spiritualists took place on 
Wednesday evening, March 15, at Peo
ple’s Institute, it being the second 
grand annual mask ball of the Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission. The merry 
maskers commenced to come as early 
as 8 o’clock, and by 9:30 the hall was 
filled to overflowing. Such a pleasant 
gathering you seldom find at a ball, but 
the Rising Sun 1b noted for its sociabil
ity, which always insures its success. It 
was a difficult matter for the judges to 
decide as to the awarding of the 75 
prizes that were donated, but happy to 
say they did their work well, and were 
highly complimented by all for their 
Impartial manner in which they made 
their awards. The ladies of the auxil
iary did themselves proud in serving 
the luncheon which was indulged in by 
a large number, and quite a number ot 
comments were made regarding the 
quality of same, it being first-class. 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president of the Illi
nois State Association, and oiher nota
bles were present. All in all the affair 
was one to be long remembered. Prep
arations are being made for the second 
annual hard times party on April 19. 
Particulars later.”

Mrs. J. Lindsey of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., writes that she has now recov
ered her health sufficiently to answer 
calls to serve societies and camps the 
coming season. She works along many 
lines. Address her at No. 326 Ninth 
street ■

. E. W. Baldwin writes: “Harrison D. 
: -Barrett' Is another among ihe. far-sight-, 

ed souls to save Modern Spiritualism 
from final Ignominy. In his most in
teresting and instructive Autobiography 

..he says: ‘So long as an uneducated, 
itinerant ministry is preferred to settled' 
pastors and cultured speakers, just so 
long will the future of Spiritualism be 
uncertain, So long as the churches and 
their pastors continue to grow liberal, 
just so long will educated, progressive 
Spiritualists turn toward the churches, 
and give them support.’ Fortunately 
the j.’ar-seelng mind grows more con
spicuous, Ancient Spiritualism sank 
to the lower level for want of an en
lightened, far-sighted mind.

Beil Thayer Campbell writes: “Mrs. 
Ada Turk .Knapp, of 1151 W, Monroe 
street, gave one of her grand seances 
At my home,-305 S. Leavitt street, a 
short: time ago, sitting for a circle of 
fourteen, the most of whom were in
vestigators, and some bitter skeptics. 
Mrs. Knapp wals placed under strict test 
conditions, holding flour in her hands 
over a black clpth dress. The dear 
spirit friends materialized hands and 
independent voices, not one in the cir
cle who was not'earessed by some loved

Heights Camp-meeting, is preparing for 
■ another summer season, and bids fair 
to make great progress this year to
wards becoming a permanent camp as
sociation. We need a. camp-grounds 
here, ¿nd we have a beautiful place at 
Parkland Heights, where, there are 
splendid! advantages for us. We hope 
that friends" coming East next summer 
will try to visit Parkland! An interest
ing entertainment.,was¿.lately held at 
.the Teniplfe of tlie'" First'’Association, 
and netted a goodly sum to aid the 
camp. Dr.-Ravlin-.ls serving that so
ciety and has given many.-vèry able lec
tures. There are about a dozen meet
ings held here. every Sunday, and the: 
general interest is ¡good. We are glad 
to have a numfier-of capable local me
diums at worÿ here, and to see them 
take an interest in the public meetings. 
We will bave-great-success when all 
mediums joinp.Ahelrjièfforte for the ad
vance of the organized cause. The ten
dency seems -,tp beefhat way. George 
H. Brooks, wilt sefj;ç. us during April; 
and Samuel Wheeler during May. Mr. 
and Mrs. Kates will return again next 
January and -February. We-expect to 
keep the banner, of truth unfurled, and 
rot let little tailures.'lliscourage us ; for 
wé must-meet 'withl'some reverses. If 
the friends-ofitie càiise in every local
ity would 'givé'‘a liffl'e support to their - 
society, we vtopld have success every
where. As a\<?ungimember, I am anx
ious to seq mX elders promote greater 
possibilities fpr our usefulness by and 
by. The. young people¿have zeal and 
activity, ¿nd are waiting.for opportuni
ties to push- iSplritualisni! to the front 
Wé hope’ for added help to take oui 
places when the- veterans grow weary 
or pass on to their rewards.” . '

Mrs. Bèéêthe SldweW -iwrltes: "The 
Ladies’ Auxiliary of the- Rising Sun 
Spiritualist-Mission will hold.Its usual 
meeting-.at! .54-Norths Ashland' avennè. 
Admission to these seances ¿will. be 15 
cents. Therç are always good medi
ums at.wsé^^in^tôt. glvé; tests. 
Thèc Wocè'éds' aire usëd W<tfié-aid x>f 
the poor ahd'nèedy and, tor sip other 
purpose. ' MéèUfiçs; arn/ heM:. every

one. A guitar was carried ' swiftly 
around the upper part of the .ropm, 
playing all the time. And other mani
festations of spirit power, until as one 
gentleman remarked, it was the most 
convincing circle he ever saw.”

J. S. Stephens writes from St. Joseph, 
Mo; “Mr. Harry J. Moore, of Chicago, 
is now lecturing for our society, with a 
good attendance and increasing ¡inter
est at-every meeting. For intelligence 
our audience, ranks second to none in 
the city. Mr. Moore has demonstrated 
that it-is possible to attract and fiold 
■good audiences without having a test 
medium follow the lecturer. We are 
also fortunate in having with us W. C. 
Jessup, one’of the best trumpet me

’ diusms in the“ country. He has con
verted many people in St. Joseph to 
Spiritualism. He is a member ot our 
society and will make this place his 
future home. At -a meeting of the Ex
ecutive-Board we electea him to rep
resent our society at the next annual 
convention of the N. S,«A,.: At our meet-, 
ing the last Sunday of this month Mr. 
Mobre will conduct a spiritual christen
ing service, at which we hope to have 
a Jarge attendance, as flowers will tie 

.used instead of TVater. St. Joseph is 
destined to be ranked as a spiritual
city." • 1

German and English Lectures.-—Mr. 
Slax Gentzke, editor of the German 
Spiritual journal,, “Lichtstrahlen,” in 
Chicago, and missionary of the N.' S. 
A, having accepted several lecturing 
engagements in the East, intends to 
spend the month of April and part of 
May in the states of Massachusetts, 
New • York, New Jersey,- Pennsylvania 
and.Ohio, and is open for engagements. 
Societies, circles_qr persons who wish 
his services in public or parlor meet
ings are requested to write to him, care 
of H. Dick, 127 Newbury street, Law
rence, Mass. He lectures in the Ger
man and English languages and an
swers written questions pertaining to 
the philosophy of Spiritualism in either 
language, and has just finished a course 
of-twenty-four very instructive and in
stinctive lectures in Chicago. As many 
public and parlor meetings are attend
ed by persons who understand the Ger
man language, probably better than the 
English'language, his lectures and an
swers in both languages are certainly 
a great help to arouse more interest 
and strengthen cause and societies.

Capt. Harvey . writes from Anadarko, 
Oida;: “Pres. Harrison D. Barrett was 
here on the 9th and gave_a. lecture in 
the. Woodman’s hall to a very , good

hi- fetgti p " ' Ol hls lecture, and all'

tooled by the runny man. With 
largest hall and best music on 
South Side we invite all to come 
have a merry time. Preceding

the 
the 
and
the

dance, booths will be occupied by medi
ums and palmists where you can get 
readings.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley will serve the 
Spiritualist Society of St, Louis, in the 
absence of the regular speaker, Thomas 
Grimshaw, during the month of April, 
and while there can be engaged for 
week night meetings, and funerals with
in reasonable distance of the city. She 
anticipates taking a trip to the Pacific 
coast, and would like to correspond 
with societies eii route. Address her in 
care of General Delivery, St. Louis, Mo.

Prof. J, W. Caldwell will deliver a lec
ture before the Christian Occult Soci
ety, Sunday, March 26, at 7:30, at 2974 
State street. Subject selected.

Carrie L, Hatch writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “The Massachusetts State Asso
ciation will celebrate the anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism In Berkeley Hall, 
4 Berkeley street, Boston, on Thursday, 
March 30, 1905. A fine array of talent 
has been engaged, and everyone is in- 
vltdd to come and listen to the same. 
The meetings are free, and all are in
vited to bring their friends whether 
Spiritualists or not. Don't miss this 
opportunity of hearing some of the best 
workers, in our ranks. The First Spir
itualist Ladles’ Aid Society will cele
brate the anniversary of Modern Spirit
ualism, bn Friday, March 31, in Apple
ton Hall, 9 Appleton street, Boston, 
Mass. This year the real day has fallen 
upon Friday, and as this has been the 
meeting day of this society for over 
twenty years, the society feels that' this 
will be the real celebration. A fine ar
ray of talent will be present, and all are 
invited to come and decide for them
selves if it 1b the real or not. Meals 
will be served in the banquet hall. Be 
sure and come.” .

D. C„ on the morning of Feb. 18, MW 
Elvira Ann Fell, wife of Dr. V. Fell, a' 
veteran Spiritualist and able writer oi! 
that city. Mis. Fell herself was an! ; 
eai nest .Spiritualist, a good and gentle! / 
woman, Tieloved by many friends, a true ' 
and faithful mother, wite, companion 
and friend. .The many sterling quali
ties of this good woman endeared her 
to many hearts;, all will miss lier iron! 
their pathway, but none so much as the 
aged husband and the two dear daugh
ters to whom she was the light. and 
comfort in all trying experiences, as 
well as the sharer of every joy. The 
truths and teachings of our philosophy 
are, however, consoling and uplifting to 
these dear ones in their time of be- 
leavement, and we know that they have 
hope and assurance of reunion In the 
land of souls. The funeral service was 
conducted over the remains of Mrs. 
Fell by Mrs. M. T. Longley, secretary 
of the N. 8. A., whose invocation and 
spiritual remarks gave fitting tribute to 
the life of the deceased and breathed 
the truths of our glorious philosophy. 
Singing by the assembled friends, led 
by Mrs. Ella Royal Williams, and thT 
reading of an appropriate poem, wrltteij 
for the occasion by Mr. Nigh, and tea. 
by Mrs. Williams, added to the splritua 
joys of the occasion. An abundance o 
white lilies and other beautiful flowery • 
graced the casket and room, giving sin - 
lent but eloquent testimony to the love . ’ 
by which Mrs. Fell was held In the ‘ 
hearts of her own. The deceased was 
a member of the First Spiritual Assocl- 
atlon, and a memorial service will . be 
held for her on Sunday morning, March 
19, the speaker, Mrs. Longley, taking 
for her subject on that occasion, 
“Those Who Have Gone Before.”,

M. T. L.

Passed to spirit life from her home in 
Ceylon, Ohio, March 7, Mrs. Eliza Hill
man Allen, at the age of 70 years. The 
funeral was conducted by Hudson Tut
tle at the church in that town, on the 
9th. She was a noble example of a truly 
spiritual and righteous life, and is 
mourned by a wide circle of relatives 
and friends. • • » •

eA W/In
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LEARN CARD READING l<
-BY THE- >

NEW. PAHLAVI SYSTEM.
Educational, Scientific, Interesting, 

Profitable.

OPENING DAY.

Mississippi Valley Spiritualist Associa
tion Camp. -

The year is not far advanced, but the 
notes of preparation are sounding all 
down the line for a grand, good meeting 
at Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, be
ginning. July. 30 aud closing August 27, 
1905. 4 ’

The committee on speakers began 
making contracts very early, and is of 
the opinion that it will be able to pre
sent to the friends and patrons an ar
ray of talent not excelled by any pre
vious season. ‘

In view of the fact that the tendency 
of all organizations and associations is 
to expand, to grow more liberal and 
universal in character, it was decided 
to make an effort to Secure the services 
of the Hon. W. J. Bryan for opening 
day. Through the courtesy of the Slay
ton Lyceum Bureau, Chicago, the effort 
proved successful, and Mr. Bryan is ex
pected to deliver his beautiful lecture, 
“The Prince of Peace,” at 2 p. m., of 
that day. Mr. Bryan is a friend of all 
reformatory movements, and by his 
advocacy of public ownership of rail
roads and telegraph systems, direct leg
islation, the overthrow of private mo
nopolies, etc., should create a desire in 
the heart of every reformer to come to 
camp early and hear this marvel of in
tellect.

At present, notes of camp life at the 
park, report Miss Whitmore, who was 
so unfortunate as to fall and break her 
arm,-as quietly improving. This will 
be pleasant news to her many friends 
who know her but to love her.

Mrs. Carroll has just returned from 
Texas, and having recently purchased 
the Prindle cottage, is cozlly resting 
’neath her own “vine and fig tree.”

Mr. and Mrs. Chambers, so snugly 
domiciled in their Five Oaks Cottage, 
will go north very shortly to remain un
til camp opens, after which they con
template a trip to the gloria Pacific.

It might be well to announce that the 
Woman’s Union, which is an auxiliary 
to the M. V. S. A., will hold a bazaar 
during the camp sessicn, and persons 
coming to the camp are solicited to 
bring fancy articles as contributions to- 
the bazaar. Those wishing to send ar
ticles, or a small donation of any kind, 
may direct them to Mrs. Margaret Pin
gel, 533 11th avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

Arrangements -ire about completed 
for the printing of the annual announce
ments, and we hope to have them ready 
for distribution at a very early date. 
Those, desiring copies can secure them

Send for PAHLAVI CARTOMANCY, a 02- 
page book of instructions beautifully illus
trated In colors, showing each Pahlavi Card 
and what it means. The book icllsyou how 
to read Pahlavi curds with remarkable accu
racy and is the only book of Its kind pub- 
llshed. Sent postpaid to .any address for 25 
cant«. Write for it to-day. It's worth having,: 

rhe cards are beautiful, duplex enamel tin- 
ish. and are so novel they carry 72 patent 
claims and 17 copyrights.

54 cards in a pack, sent upon receipt of 60 
cents. Manypeople make a profitably busi
ness of card reading, especially at church 
fairs, picnics, parties, etc.

Wr.te for particulars and sample card sent 
free, or send 75c. for pack of cards and book 
o. Cartomancy instruction. Agents and deal
ers make money selling our goods

PAHLAVI CARD CO.,
883Hou eman Blk., Grand Hanlds. Mich.

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

of: MRS. M. B. ANDERSON,
M. V. S. A Secretary. 

Clarksville, Mo.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house in the 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper.

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche In your 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A*Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise! ■ V ■ '

(

Passed to spirit life.

• (Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at tlie rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.) .

. Passed to the higher life, at the 
home of her brother, March 4, Gales-' 
burg, 111.,'Mrs. Ettie M. Keogh, late of 
1749 Wrightwood avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
She was a life-long Spiritualist

MRS. ISABELLA WEAKLEY.

. ’ Passed to the higher, life, Erwood, the 
infant son of Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Ham
mond, of Rockford, Ill., aged four 
months. The little fellow had been ail
ing for. some time, struggling bravely 
with the weakness, of the flesh. The 
change came Monday - evening. -The 
many friends of Dr. and Mrs. Hammond' 
sympathize, with them in the sorrow 
that attends the passing from mortal 
view of this little blossom that had so
endeared himself to their hearts. Ser
vices by the writer.

. WILL J. ERWOOD.

Passed to spirit life at his home, 221 
East Front street, Ionia, Mich., John 
Starr Dunham, 82 years of age. He was 
a devout Spiritualist for oyer fifty 
years—honest and upright in all his 
-dealings, and beloved by all who knew 
him. He leaves a wife, Mrs... Hattie 
Dexter Dunham, the public speaker, and 
message bearer, also two ■ daughters, 
Mrs. Ida York and Mrs. Olive Benton, 
to mourn his loss. : Services were held 
at the home, Sunday, March 12, by the 
.writer, Dr. W. O. Knowles, 247 Coade 
avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich. ,

Passed to spirit life,- fa Washington, 
¿;s-¿-¿¿:'' C i

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our nission to Ento (Mars)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings

. by the Authoress.

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience of 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it, and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them. 
In their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this Is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys In 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The-book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price $1.50.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Revelations from Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata. ■

A. Mine of Valuable Reflections - 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was: automatically, tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ • 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It Is a mine ot val-- 
uable reflections and suggestions. Tht 
paragraphs are short, isuggeaUve ant 
{aspiring. Every one Af the® loafe & 
SswiNng higher, grander,

- --. . At
Í V “
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etrist cannot become in accord with you, or you with the paycbojnctriBt, 
according to thebaine “vibration” spiritually or psychically, there can

MISSIONARIES' REPORT

A Lecture by Mrs. Cora L, V, Richmond, at a Meeting 
of the Chicago Spiritualist League.

not be a satisfactory reading given. • h
We prpfer to call this accord “sympathy,"and we know that without 

that sympathy there can be no message. . t _ , -
This is just as reasonable, just as philosophical ns tliat Marconi should 

have failed a thousand times before he succeeded;,as that Santos Du- 
inont should have tailed as others have before aerial^iavigation is 
finally solved; i; e. the receptivity of the one eiideaVflring to get a read
ing or message must be in accord or rapport with jhe giving the
reading. . . _ ...

Often with mediumship, pure and simple, it does nyt depend so much 
upon this, because the message can be given, even if you ijyjl not receive 
it; the word can be spoken if yon are not ready for it i‘your spirit

For December, 1904, and January and 
February, 1905.

Hears of Murder After Dream,- •

DIRE DREAM COMES TRUE.

i

i r Mr. Chairman and Friends ¡—Spiritualism is more than hall, a centiny 
' old; it is nearly three score. Your speaker has been connected witn 
, Spiritualista ever since she was a little girl (we are not gomg tote you ___ ____ >

how many years ago that was). Spiritualism depends upon me - can ivc nameg 01. g¡ve you KOme faefeWIf you do not
Ship. Mediumship was never counterfeited until it was a.r$aihty. n a aeknowlfìdge it i». J .
banker should say, “I want to have somebody who does no. I wjien jj. comeg f0 delineation through external objects there is not
thing about bank notes (to expose all the counterieits pl sue i I on]y coneenfjiat,¡onj wliicli is necessary to take tile ihediuni’s mind
bank .notes,” you would consider the banker ioolisji esjR» 1 y awaj' irom what lie or she is to give, but to bring about the rapport of 
meanwhile there are not any of those notes m existen« , > which we spoke, the attunement that is absolutely necessary. This is
might say, “never mind, he is going to expose sometning • wj(y, many times the readings cannot be given, cannot be satis-
not know anything about.” That is what the public press ui u factory. If you have sent up any one of these tiling here and really
pit have been doing with Spiritualism for hall a con m . I wjgj1 an answer y0U must endeavor to bo as receptive 'as you expect the
that is genuine is the only coin that will ever be counter’ol - - pgy^ometrist to ke jmpartive, for the transmitter and the receiver

\ Message cannot be counterfeited, the great Message or bpi > must accord; This does not mean necessarily that you are a “believer,”
calise it bears the stamp of the one who gives it and l ie means |]ia^ ÿqu are a genuine and unprejudiced investigator.
ceives the message knows the stamp. . anopeBsfullv 111 tliese manifestations of psychometric' power or intercommunion

Neither the genuine message nor the manner or it can d x there are two classes of impressions that often are received by a medi-
counterfeited for any great length of time. - . qnjrit; tun or psychometrist when giving these delineations: Sometimes there

' Your chairman asked the present speaker, who lias kn ¿„¡.ngmisi I are illusions or symbols. Now we do not mean by this that they are 
ualism from childhood, and who is now the instrument lor i false. They are impressions of objects, or visions produced upon the
'8Ion of these thoughts to you, to speak upon Psyehome ry. „ the use of hrain that are simply to turn the thought from the objects thàt are to 

Many new words have been coined from the necessity ke ¿csev¡ijed even to the degree of describing spiritual beings.
new language since Spiritualism came. Psyehometry is wi>at Now, of course you know, these objects are not seen by the human 
words. Scholars will find that it is not quite • P. J eye, but there is a psychological impression made upon the organs of
it is supposed to mean. Of course, it means soul-measu n’nRVphi0 vision through the nerve centers produced by a distinct intelligence. 
cholo"v means a treatise upon or a thesis covering the sou ; i x rp0 anotiiei. class there is that which seems actual sight of the distant 
nïeanà pertaining to tho soul ; as-psyclwmancy (turnJx> you t> öi,jects. .This is also an “illusion” in the degréè that thè things are
dictionary) means divination by consulting with the aou_ . - not there within the range of the vision, but-are bropglit to the cogni-
ealled dead. AU these words, and perhaps u tnousana . > folded ’¡anee °* the clairvoyant and psychometrist by this pSyçhic contact and
sprung into existence-because of the realm that has o because bf some intervening spiritual intelligence. Thè impression is
through mediumship. ' . ... 1d- t the produced upon the sensitized brain of the psychometrist that corres-

The late Elliot Coues—a most erudite man—assisted in a b ponds to sight or sound or symbols with their meanings.' ...
English vocabulary many thousands of new words that u [in the transmission of messages by ordinary telepathy, electricity is
manded by investigations in psychic and occult things. aiannte-. I ^ie *orce» but ^ie intelligence in transmission- and the intelligence in 

We are going to state what perhaps most Spiritualists wi P_ I receiv¡ng are absolutely indispensable. Electricity wiH’riot send a mes- 
but thev are an individual, thinking people—that there is not gage j^seli. No amount-of “psychic force," or ‘’auto-suggestion,” 
these words, “clairvoyance," “telepathy, mind-reaai g, , “subconsciousness,” can explain a distinct message sent through the 
alization,” and even “psyehometry," Mr. Chairman, that : t:ons I “transmitter," who is the medium, to the “receiver" who is the person 
its orinili in mediumship, puce and simple. • Hiey are simp y _ seeking and recognizing the message. Unless you receive intelligently
of the same theme; a spiritually sensitized brain or organism, — you cannot expect an intelligent message. In other words, there is no
i"ives impressions from spirit sources. . , ~g subtle, hidden or peculiar way in which seeming messages and gifts of

But there are different phases of mediumship, and cHttcieni ULbiev it b(j ex laiüed that ig halt as satisfactory and conclusive as
what are called spirit controls. Nevertheless, if any se¿L I s’mPlü one of sPirit e—nion. .

throivrii any process is taken into a certain state ot exaltai ( . When science has prepared the way so beautifully’and Psychic Re-
14 ization) thaï person will be a medium, will be in coimnumon with: spir- gearch„ steps jn at the of nearly sixfy years and -?àyg. (<We find 
l’u itimi intelligences, even if the state is not one of mental or m ^t the great mass of testimony is in favor of the phenomena and phi-
iSence Sometime^ mediumship is physical wholly; Hometimes it is men-1 losophy of gpiritualism being true/, we are glad for the sake of Dr.

1 hisftal wholly and sometimes it reaches the deeper realm o . Ji or Hodgson, Prof. James and the Rev. Heber Newton and Mr. Savage, 
,> includes the others. Mediumship is simply that wlncli is ine mmub v pgyehic ReKeareh Society has given theñvrespeetable ad
V cmvevin" a message from spirits to mortals. f „ mission into thè ranks of Spiritualism. But they do “not wish to be
\ -, It is more than a century ago, we believe, since under tue nam , - caped Spiritualists." We are very glad, for they have not earned the 
\ railed “Mesmerism" it was discovered, as borne forward by P. I title. They have accepted what the great wave of Spiritualism has

) monts’of Baron Von Reichenbach, that some of those who w J [ brought into the nineteenth and twentieth centuries after it has been 
\ of mesmeric influence could discern surrounding organic sun > demonstrated a million times; and no amount of scientific’glamor or in- 

• neciallv minerals, vegetables and later animals and human b , dividual conceit will make the message and its co-ordinate spiritual 
Waura ” which was not visible to the human eye, but winch could be g.ftg acceptable than Spiritualism. . .

■ visible to the one under mesmeric control. 11ns aura i NoW) pSyC]10nietry is one of the phases of the manifestation of Spirit-
nated “magnetic” or “electric,” and later “psychic, <iec01-aæg to ine Whgn prof Win¡am Denton became a Spirituali^ his friends
words that were available at the times the expressions w f, • who were geoiog¡sts and materialists, just ás he wa^defl'lored it very 
Von Reichenbach discovered that this aura could be described and^th 11 much. an(] poipted tbeir fingors to their foreheads Vèty si^nificantly- 

’imuressions made upon a substance would cai^ « deviation mucb learning, much study and much investigation had affected a
bràions or radiations of aura- and the “sensitive while mesmerized wonderful braim . . • iT ‘ l.i -
could accurately describe the origin of the substance and its immediaie Alfred Ruggel WallaeCj Robert Owed} ‘and later, Robert Dale

: surroundings: A piece of iron ore, quartz or rock placed up . Owen, and a score of other thinkers and scientific’-meh became Spirit
head of the mesmerized subject would produce the result of an accurate they the game th¡ng Dr Alfred <‘^aB in
descrintion of the mine from whence it was taken. his dotage.” Sir William Crookes had not even feachfed the;“age

-Modern science has proven that, two dectneal instruments m exact of prof Og^ nOt bejng over 35 'When’he fii’ffê iijí^tigatéd the
• nttimement can transmit a message, the transmitter and recphenomena of Spiritualism. Soriie could not'kave'»b^eh' in hiÿydôtagu, 
»;> in èxact accord; whether there is any cohneètmg vnre or not, whethei. be must have gone wrong somehow. Whoever’fes stepped; from

in mid ocean or on land, despite storms or other disturbances, it tue at- rankg of tbe seientists into Spiritualism has been supposed to be off
hmemént is perfect and equal, the message will be transmitted, ins balan(¡e By -gome they were cons¡dered -to be mesmeric ojvhyp- 
is the means of bringing a great deal of light to such minds as are lo -1 nóti(, subjects. Andrew Jackson Davis first entered the realm pf in- 
■ine for scientific analogy. And as everything that relates to spiritual spiration tiir0Ugh the gateway of ’‘mesmerism/’ but later the spiritual 
influence in fact all Spiritualism; clairvoyance, psyehometry, healing, I ........................ ..... .---------- -------- .................... .
all visible and invisible manifestations occurred before the system of 

’ wireless telegraphy, people could not have the analogy to judge fi m. 
- After Spiritualism came into existence many of these earlier esperi- ......... ______________  __ ____ ......... , ,
’ taents were explained on a deeper and broader basis. Mesmerism, of>phings,” marked an epoch of thought in this direction. Perhaps 

“od ” or “odylic" force—and even “psychic force unless speeincany tbougb) one of the grcat m'inds, one of the most learned of men who de-
■ employed and governed by an acting intelligence, a personality could vofed ygarg and years 0£jji0Ught to this subject before he reached his 

solve nothing. , ,, .. +1 . greatest age was Joseph Rodes Buchanan. He studied psyehometry
“Millions cf spiritual beings walk the earth unseen, said tue mina fröm fhe standpoint purely of .mental and intellectual- philosophy, and

’ poet of christendom, Milton, “both when you wake and when you kd hjm jnto gpirituaiism. This wonderful phase ’Pf being alile to 
sleep ” This was borrowed from'the Greek poet, Hesiod. Ine train s, traM tb|ngg to tbe¡r source by'their aura, of being âblé tô' locate mines 
feat these millions of spiritual beings have been walking the by the aura of metals or minerals, of being able to describe, scenes in
the consciousness of certain people for hundreds and thousands or tbp. Roeky Mountains or distant places'by having a piece/öf mineral 
years. It is perfect imbecility to suppose that these spiritual beings are tak(?n from tbe Roeby Mountains, by a psychometrist Who had never’ 
sralkin" the earth and doing nothing or thinking nothing. . bcen tberej (bis reading of character and tracing thè life line of people

We know that all instruments attuned in accord can each vibrate t I by refrospec£ and prophecy. In other words, time, space and substance 
the same note though theyare in different rooms. So do we know I g‘f m to be ann¡bilafed by this gift of soul reading.'" And in the átmos- 
feat spirits among mortals and among those who have passed irom tne phere or Jight of tbe gpirit ,alrfne can be found tbe goitìti0n, and we* 
mortal form, if in accord, will be mentally in harmony. You have but aggure ngain) that these “millions of spiritual' beings' that walk the* 
;o witness this in your own experience ¡ how your wife, your daughter, eartbj botb wben you wabe and when you sleep," make within your«’ 
i-our friend sitting near you, perhaps in silence, will suddenly speait br£nrig tbe sensitized condition of receiving, and make withiifthe brains 
about something, and you say, “Why! I was just thinking about that thoge who wiU demonstrate to you later the sensitized condition of 
same thing.-’ Or while you are passing along on the street you win. transmRting the thought. Marconi could as well send a message with- 
suddenly think of some one of whom you have perhaps not thought tor out any eleetric vjbration as you can send or receive a message without 
a long time, and in a few moments you will meet that one on the street I thig ^eat spiritual atmosphere that impinges upon the- hflman state, 
Phis is called in modern scientific language telepathy,<( but it is what and makes up tllfi bfG| and breath, and strength,’ and' intelligent supply 
we know by the more familiar spiritual vocabulary as impression, a f every.buman thought, and every spiritual gift.' ‘ 
consciousness of the approach of the friend. If this can occur between I * - - ■
•mbodied friends, why not more perfectly when one has cast aside the 
ohvsical form that is so often a barrier to all sympathy?
P Pseudo-science has endeavored to separate all this class of phenomena 
from spirit influence and to explain clairvoyance, including mm -rea - Engligtanan Hears of His Brother’s Murder After Having a Vision, 
mg (which the seientists call “telepathy”), by an action of the .sub- an nmg _____ ... . ,
.nn<soiniis” mind either through a' process which they call . auto-sug- ... , . i i .„onscious roma, e o i - London March 11.—An extraordinary murde^ trial.-wfeeh. is proceed-

Thev hav- also endeavored to place under the same heading, psy-1 mg this week in Edmonton, in the Canadian Northrop ¡S accompanied 
feomltrv and even spirit messages. We say, science has endeavored ] by no less extraordinary circumstances m the little Sussex ¡ .village of

- all this to a domain which is not dependent upon spirit in- Mundham, near Chichester. r.- . m. •: .• Huenee or any^ntelligenee outside of human life. A few weeks ago Harry Hayward of Mundham vriiose brother Ed-'
Bnt since there has been no distinctive manifestation- of this ability ward has beè^for. several years m Canada latteriy.gqidmg hunting 

M hn nZiM and characters to any great extent excepting in con- parties out from Edmonton, came down to breakfesfow.ery .disturbed, lectionrÄXÄÄfi; Ä tfe mesmerist-osfepnotist, ?«i have had-'a:bad dream,”.he. told his sister. “I dreamed that I saw 
to use the modern phraseology-is never able to. impress upon the mmds our Ted shot.!’ 
of his subjects anything except that with which he is acquainted, and I 
sinccdhe hjrnotic selects haveTwo days'afterward Harry Hayward received a confeunication from 
hypnotist while m this trance state and } t did not^-now- I the Canadian police telling him that his brother,liai(beqn.murdered, 
have passed from the mortal form vfemn from thé and requeätin" his presence for the purposes of jdentifiration at the trial
since clairvoyants under hypnotic control have broken aw.SSSm Tom King by nam? who left EdinóiA some time ago 
control of the hypnotist to another con r , nnfañnHar to in Edward’s company, and returned without him, un'dïr cScumstances
and have been abiete> SSSithafhe was arrested and charged.. Th^od^f Edward
tho hypnotist, and since m this c as „nrna tiw norsnnnliiv was found by the Northwest mounted police, and. iï!lwas1 very much 

. given is known usually—we say usua y . wp ven nn nttemnt had been made to disnose ofñt bv burn-
öf one or more spiritual intelligences that control the medium, we ven-

■ hire to make this as a spiritual hypothesis ¡ that the moment any human 
beine passes into a certain sensitive state, (whether unconscious or con-, 
icious) that human being, mentally, can receive impressions , from cer
tain articles, such as are strewn here upon this table for the psychome- 
trists-to read, only by being made sensitive and by receiving impressions 
¿0m spiritual intelligences outside of the human form. ;' ’ 

Now there is no soul in anv pocket handkerchief, there may be a great 
many microbes, but there is no soul. There is no soul in à key or a 
watch- there is the construction and there is, perhaps,the result of the 
llioimht of the one who fashioned it. There is, however, iii every ob
ject which any human being handles a certain amount of the magnetic 
iura that surrounds that person, that has the peculiarity of that individ
ual’s aura. There is in evefry articlethat people handle a certain im- 
vartina of their particular magnetism. But thoughts do not go into 
the handkerchief, or the knife, or the watch. But when.these human 
instruments upon this^latform or in the room, take up one of these 
articles the brain and nervous system have been attuned to receive the 
imnre’sions Ü the psychometrist can-become in accord .with you, a 
taessage or a reading that is satisfactory can be given. If the psychom- 
•aâf-% ■ ■■-• '.... ■ .... ...„i f
“ ' : ' - -,

• During these threo months we have 
held 92 meetings, organized 8 societies, 
visited Lawrence, Topeka, Herrington, 
Sterling and Hutchinson, Kansas; Den- 

:ver,.Colo.;. Sheridan,. Wyo.; Billings, 
Livingston and Butte, Mont.; Spokane, 
Seattle and Tacoma, Wash.; Portland, 
McMinnville, Corvalis, Cottage Grove, 
Medford and Ashland, Oregon.

Splendid work for Spiritualism and 
our organization is being done in To
peka and other parts of tho state by A. 
Scott Bledsoe, president of the Kansas 
State Spiritual Association, also by 
Mrs. Bledsoe, Mrs. Wagner and other 
good workers in that city. There is a 
division in our ranks in Topeka. Wo 
think it is caused more by difference of 
opinion regarding the best methods of 
work than from any other cause. 
Though holding different opiniond' re
garding the work and the workers, they 
seem to be friendly to each other and 
all came and attended our meetings.

Sterling, Kans., has a fine little so
ciety with three good speakers, which 
we understand were developed within 
the society. .

At Hutchinson we found a society" 
that had met with reverses and were 
holding meetings in a private home 
only. The faithful members were de
termined it should survive, so they 
called us to their assistance. They se
cured a hall and we remained there a 
week holding a “protracted meeting.” 
Several were "converted" and joined 
"our church." The society again rent
ed a hall where meetings are being held 
regularly. _

Rev. C. H. Rodgers of the Universal-

society is loyal to them. The parent 
society arranges meetings in dliterent 
parts of the city during tho week, at 
which these speakers and mediums offi
ciate, different ones at different Hines, 
thus giving all an opportunity, and oc
casionally they hold a joint meeting for 
the benefit-of the parent society, at 
which meeting several of tho mediums 
and speakers take part, all of which 
helps tire mediums to reach the public 
and the people to get acquainted with 
them and their work. This is also a 
source of revenue to the main society 
and could be practiced in other cities to 
the advantage of mediums and socie
ties. Sister Loie Prior has just com
pleted a year’s engagement with this 
society and has done good work. .

Wo were called to Seattle by Mr. R. 
F. Little, president of tire Washington 
State .Spiritualist Association. We 
served him during tho week and tho 
local society on Sunday. Our work was 
highly appreciated by tho Seattle Spir
itualists, many people expressing re
grets at our leaving so soon. We were 
happily surprised in meeting Mrs. 
Sprague’s sister, brother-in-law, and 
niece in Seattle. Here we spent - one. 
week and were entertained by them at 
the Colonade Hotel. Mrs. Sprague had 
seen her sister but once In thirty years.

We were next culled to Tacoma, 
Wash., by Mr. Knowlden, one of the offi
cers of the State Board. We held' two 
meetings with his local society. Mrs. 
Lovejoy is the permanent speaker. 
There are two societies in Tacoma, and 
we were told that both are doing good 
work. There is also a New Thought so
ciety in this city with which a few that 
were once called Spiritualists affiliate. 
May they find the sweet comfort and 
solace in this new (?) thought that 
Spiritualism in its fullness failed to

editor's fta&OTCO. Let each one feel 
assured that wo appreciate the great 
assistance they have so freely given 
us. -

Let all Spiritualists rejoice, for every« 
thing is working ior Lite ultimate suc
cess of our organization and the cause 
of true Spiritualism. •

Address until April 10, 1429 Market 
Street, San Francisco, Cal.

E. W. SPRAGUE AND WIFE.
N. S. A. Missionaries.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.
Spectacles a Thing of the Past.

"Actlna,” a Marvelous Discovery That Cures AU 
Afflictions of the Bye end Bar Without 

Cutting or Drugging, !

realm and the higher condition became an accustomed way. j
Prof.-Denton was initiated not only into Spiritualism proper, the in

tercommunion between the two worlds, but into this realm òf psyehom- 
etry through Spiritualism. The book written by him Called “Tile! Soul

1st church of Hutchinson, who is an 
avowed Spiritualist, took part in one of 
our services and we returned the com
pliment by assisting ‘him in one of his 
meetings. Bigotry is dying in some 
places, while It is very much alive In 
others.

Brother Rodgers publicly proclaims 
himself a Free Mason, a Universallst, a 
Socialist and a Spiritualist. It would 
be’ well for the people if every minister 
had the courage of his convictions as 
has this earnest man.

At Denver, Colorado, we remained 
but 16 hours. We met Brother Alonzo 
Thompson there. Denver is his home 
now. We had a short but good visit 
with this venerable patriarch of Spirit
ualism. We attended the seance of 
Brother Roberts together and enjoyed 
it very much, After the seance closed 
we gave a short address explanatory of 
the missionary wofk and were given, 
the assurance that when we returned 
on our way east they would arrange for 
some public meetings.

We arrived at Sheridan, Wyo., at 1:30 
a. m., and left at the same hour two 
days later, after holding two meetings 
and organizing a society. Brother Me-. 
Cormick had preceded us and arranged 
for. our meetings at Sheridan, and he 
accompanied us to his home in Billings, 
Montana.

Sheridan has a large number of 
Spiritualists, many of whom we regret 
to say did not join the society for differ
ent reasons; one of which appears to be 
that they belong to the New Thought 
Society, which may seem to be mote 
popular with some. We believe it should 
not be more popular with'people of in
telligence, inasmuch as it lacks that 
Which is most essential, most import
ant, the all important truth ot spirit 
communion. The New Thought move
ment may be denominated Spiritualism 
with tho spirits left out. In certain lo
calities there is a great deal of the old 
thought,, the orthodox thought'woven 
into it.' We find the Newthoughtlsts 
like Hie. many otherw cults which are 
working along liberal lines, preparing 
the people to receive the truths of Spir
itualism when they are properly pre
sented. All. Spiritualists need to do is 
to adhere, stick together and stand firm 
for our National, Slate and local organ
izations, and all of these new cults will 
prove to be our servants working to 
bring people into Spiritualism.

We arrived in Billings, Dec. 24. Mrs. 
McCormick, president of the Montana 
State Spiritualist Association, arranged 
for our work in Billings, as she did in

supply. - „
We stopped in Portland over nignt 

and held one parlor meeting while on 
our way to McMinnville. At McMinn
ville we held two meetings and organ
ized a society. We found a small band 
of Spiritualists here who are progress
ive, earnest and loyal to our organiza
tion. They need encouragement from 
all who can furnish it.

We returned to Portland where we 
held two meetings In Drew’s hall Sun 
day morning and evening, February 111. 
Sunday evening we attended a meeting 
of the Ladles’ Auxiliary. This Auxil
iary was organized for the purpose of 
raising funds to build a Temple for the 
First Spiritualist Society.

When the report ’of the year’s work 
was read it showed that by hard work 
the ladies had raised a little over one 
hundred dollars. We were called upon 
for remarks and electrified and aston
ished the audience by raising one hun
dred and three dollars for the ladles’ 
building fund. It was a great surprise 
to the ladies, especially as we had not 
even asked permission to do it. How
ever they were delighted to receive the 
cash.

On Monday evening we attended the 
regular meeting at the home of The 
World’s Advance Thought. This Spir
itualist magazine for nearly a quarter 
of a century has been making its peri
odical visits to the homes of intelligent

There is no need tor cutting, drugging or 
probing tho eyo tor any form ot disease, for a 
new system ot treating afflictions ot the eye has 
- been discovered whereby

all torturous and barbar. 
ous methods aro ellmlnat-

Q ed. There Is no risk or ox-. 
perlmentlng, as thousands 
ot people havo been cured!

' ot blindness, tailing eye
sight. cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other afflictions 

ot the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases incurable. 
Below we print extracts from testimonials 
such as are received by us dally.

Mr. A. O. T. Pennington, special agent Mutual 
Benefit Lite Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: "Having used Actlna tor several years. 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye, 
ear and throat affections. It cured my mother 
of cataracts."

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am 
73 years old. I was so blind 1 could ouly know 
persons by their voices. After using Aclinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Kev. W. C. Goodwin, Molino, Kan., writes: 
"My honest opinion of Actlna Is that It Is one 
ot the most marvelous discoveries of the ago. . 
it cured my eyes, and cured my wife of asth
ma." '

Hundreds of other testimonials can bo sent 
on application. "Actlna" is purely a home ‘ 
treatment and Belt-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid. If you will semi 
your name and address to the New- York uid 
London Electric Association, Uept 313, 921) Wal
nut St., Kansas City, Mo., you will receiveab- 
sulutely free a valuable book. Professor Wil
son's Treatise ou the Eyo aud on Disease in 
General,

J.-_- II * T-T J V «“ XX “ ’ ** — — — — - — — •. .... , - ¿Ji f 1 — V
charred, as though an attempt had been made to dispose of lit by burn-
fog. , . - • . . :. OV - VO .. .

• Harry-Hayward has gone out to Edmonton with a vK'id ^fetijre in his 
mind of the man whom he saw in his midnight vision.^ . .

Meanwhile a sister of the deceased in Sussex has-dreocHnedt a. letter 
from Inspector Strickland, at Fort Saskatchewan,- toEsfcyi that “the 
case ^promises to be one of the most exhaustive as jvell Ifs thflfeost inter
esting in the records of the criminal law of this country.”1..

There is no doubt at all, adds the inspector, thjt the remains in the 
hands of the police are those of Edward Hayward,!:- . 01 v -'■ ■■ j.....

It is not the many oaths that make the truth, but the plain single vow’ 
that is vowed true.—Shakspeare. ' T ;

The reason why all men honor love is because it looks upland not 
down; aspires, and not despairs.—Emerson. - ■ . -

Those who deny freedom for others deserve'. i|. npt themselves, and 
under a just God cannot long retain it—Abraham Linebin. :

men and women living in 
the world. Mrs. Lucy A. 
efficient editor, is truly a 
Her house Is open at all 
meetings. We were told
meetings each week, the year 
are held in those rooms, Mrs. 
presiding.

The regular conference

all parts of 
Mallory, Ils 
Spiritualist.
times for 
that three

round, 
Mallory

meeting
which was to have been held at this 
time was set aside and the meeting 
turned over to the missionaries. There
was 
ent, 
and 
was

about one hundred persons pres- 
much enthusiasm was manifest 
at the close of the meeting there 
a strong effort to keep us for a

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS.
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, " 
EczemaandullSkinandFemaleDlaeaaes. Write 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address* 

DR,'BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

The above is the number ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at tbs 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad- • 
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tko tag of your wrapper.

The. Poeticai and Prose Workô
-----BY-----

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

other places in Montana. We held 14 
meetings in Billings, including Mrs. 
Sprague’s lecture to ladies only, arid 
the one for organizing the Ladies’ Aid./ 
Society. A number of new members 
were added to the main society.

January 5, we left Billings for Liv
ingston, Mont., Mrs. McCormick and 
the secretary of the state association, 
Mrs. Selbrede, accompanying us. Our 
meetings at Livingston were a decided 
success, though Mrs. Sprague was un
able to attend the last three of them.

The old society at Livingston was 
dead. 'We reorganized’ It; new officers 
'were elected, a new constitution was 

. adopted, etc. We left them in good 
condition for future work.

Mrs. Sprague arose from the sick bed 
to go to Butte. Mrs. McCormick had 
preceded us and made arrangements 
for meetings for one week. Mrs. 
Sprague was not well enough to attend 
the first two meetings advertised, and 1 
conducted them alone. She was very 
sick and we finally called a physician 
who pronounced her case smallpox, or 
:rather varioloid. Our meetings were 
stopped at once. Mrs. McCormick who 
had gone to. Anaconda and had ar
ranged for one week of meetings there, 
was telegraphed regarding the situa
tion, and she returned to Butte at once 
and hurried home to Billings, where 
smallpox was raging, the town quaran
tined and business at a standstill.

Mrs. Sprague was taken to the con
tagion hospital; I was fumigated, a 
watch placed over me, and if I devel
oped the disease I was to follow. She 
remained in the hclpltal two weeks. 
She had been having the disease one 
week before she was shut up in that 
dreadful place. Many were exposed, 
but no one took it from her so far as 
we know.

During her sickness and after the 
scare had abated, I held a few parlor 
meetings. The people were too much 
frightened to attend public meetings. 
Since her release Mrs. Sprague has 
been in -her usual good health, and our 
work goes along as nicely as before. 
We hope to return to Butte at some fu
ture time to do the work we would have 
done if Mrs. Sprague had kept' her 
health. Sometime we will publish our 
experience in this case of smallpox and 
give our views regarding “varioloid, ’- 
vaccination, pesthouses, orthodox med
ical methods, etc. .

Spokane, Wash., was our next place 
of labor, where we met many good Spir
itualists. A reception was held at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Dr. French in 
honor of our coming.. Sixty-five people 
were present, a Cordial welcome was 
extended to us, and a general good time 
was enjoyed by all.

We remained in Spokane two Sun
days, holding meetings daily. We or

; ganized a fine society composed of 
-some of the best workers of that state.

week. We had to decline to remain 
because of previous engagements.

We came to Portland by invitation 
of Rev. C. C. Love, president of the Ore
gon State Association. He is a good 
speaker and medium. He wishes to 
correspond with good workers relative 
to serving his camp-meeting associa
tion next season. His address is 364 
College Street., Portland, Oregon.

We visited Corvallis, Oregon, where 
we held one meeting in the little tem
ple built and dedicated to the good 
work by Dr. Flint and his good wife. 
Mrs. Flint has been the minister of this 
society for several years. The temple, 
was packed, many stood at the entrance 
and some went away. .

This society Is now chartered and 
has been working under the disadvant
ages that all socie'ies do that are not 
chartered. Several of their members 
assured us tliev would work to the end 
that their society would take out a char
ter with the State Association.

We. next held forth at Cottage Grove, 
Oregon, where we held two meetings 
in the Opera House.and organized a 
fine society and chartered them with 
the State Association. The Opera 
House was full to the doors each even
ing.

The president of this society, Mrs. 
Stouffer, and her husband (now de
ceased) have been workers in our cause 
for many years. This society is sure

Mrs. Wilcox’s writings have been the 
inspiration of many young-, men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to liis own betterment and 
the lading improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and ‘revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait. 
Price $1.

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait. 
Presentation edition. Price 51.

Just laws are no restraint upon the freedom of the good, for a good 
man desires nothing which a just layy^ill interfere Froude.

of success.
Our next stop was 

gon. We held two 
and organized a nice 
Spiritualists saw the 
tlon, and have taken

at Medford, Ore- 
public meetings 
little society. The 
need of organiza- 
hold of the work

Two of the. members of the board are 
state officers. We were well repaid tor 
our efforts in Spokane.

Seattle, Wash., was our next place of 
labor. Here vie found a fine society do
ing good work. It has a number of .ex1 
cellent mediums and speakers who 
work harmoniously for the success ot 
the society; they arc loyal to it and the

with energy. We will hear more from 
these good people, for they have been 
waiting for this opportunity to get to 
work in the proper way.

At Ashland, Oregon, we found a fine 
society doing splendid work. One of 
brothers (whose name we cannot re
call) gave about $500 to the society to 
be used In building^a temple. He has 
since passed to the better life. The 
society has just completed a building 
costing $8,000. This Hall is up one 
flight of stairs and is a splendid place 
to hold meetings. The society has 
rented the store on the first floor, the 
offices on the second floor, and the hall 
for the use of lodges, reserving it for 
Sundays for their own meetings. The 
rent amounts to nearly ?1,200 per year, 
which will soon pay the three thousand 
dollars indebtedness, after which the 
society will have all of'the rent to sup
port their meetings.

It is one of the most business-like 
moves that we have come in contact 
with for some time. It will help to 
make this society permanent. Moses 
Hull will dedicate this temple March 
31st, next We had the honor of hold
ing the first Spiritualist meeting in this 
lovely hall, and our prayer is that every 
society In the land may have such a 
place of meeting.

Spiritualists, ponder over this thing, 
and build your own halls. You can do 
as these people have done and make 
your cause self-supporting in ¿nany 
places. We left tlfese people just about 
ready to charter their society with the 
State Association. We feel sure-that 
when the society next meets their appli
cation for a charter will be ordered.

Our work in Ashland was well ap
preciated. We enjoyed the two meet- 
-Ings- we held there. We closed the 
month of February at Ashland, Oregon, 
and are now working in California.

We would love to mention each one 
of the good souls who have welcomed 
us gladly, entertained us royally, and 
given us the assistance that has helped 
to make the work the success it has 
proved to.be, but we fear we have 
nearly reached the limit of the good

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price 51.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optlmisrie 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the y ear. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each mouth. Cloth, price, 51.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
. POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
truo to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, ?1: .

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN; HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle.

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition in cloth. 
Price 50 cents.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.

BY ISAAC K. FUNK.

A remarkable book, of intense inter« , 
est'to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma- < I 
terlallsts, investigators or believers. ’’J

The- author has embodied in thia • 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others, • 
including scientists of world-wide re
puts, making a volume of great value, 
538 octavo pages. Price, cloth. 52. •

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Mattle E, Hull. Thirty-eight ot Mrs. Hull’a 

wwtest songs, adapted to popular music. lor the uso ot congregations, circles and tamilcs. Price, 10 cants, or W per hundred.
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that current Issue should rwll this following with herWonderfuj messages 
office not later than the previous Saiur1- dial weie recognized by all she ad-»»»V f*<vv>vw«a 
day morning. Bear this in mind,

.TOPIC’ FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
,, ' " LYCEUM,

Sunday, March 26; 1905, 8. 'E., 67: “Our 
Anniversary,"

Miss Effie MeGratS gave 'a'cornet solo, 
asslflied'-by Mtep Stinson, the organist. 
Then came ew-Bitter, Mrs. Alice Hex
smith, with a shprHalk that seemed to 
reach mto'the hearts of -her'listeners,

use a pen or typewriter,

We 80 to prpae early Monday mom- 
ins, hence ccmmynlcatlona Intended for

, Jr , j « » 1 «“¿¡J ». • • •.
When writing, fór tfcö paper iiAnihAÍ rlAlA

Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, | 
and General Progress, the World Over.

-i

It

I

CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor 
ta alone responsible for-any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 

, suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is inade

- quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 

- to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre- 
npondents that The ProgresstveThinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work; 
and it is essential that all copy, ta in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu- 

■ py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all Items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 

■?. Correspondent writes so and so, with- 
-out giving the full name and address of 

: the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will bo 
cast Into the waste basket.

- KEEP COP1E8 of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF'vVHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS 8AY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

HARRISON D. BARRETT writes: 
. “Since March 1,1 have had a busy time 

¿ : visiting different points in Oklahoma 
and Indian Territories. Whenever the 

. . Weather has been at all favorable; good 
; audiences have greeted me on every oc- 

¿ casion. The pouring rain and the oc- 
¿ . casíonal zero trend of the mercury,

■. have “influenced” people to stay at 
. home. I have visited six or eight towns 
’« thus far this month. A good state asso

ciation can be formed out of the Spirlt- 
; ualists in the two territories, if proper 

effort is made. The Southwest has 
been so persistently and systematically 

. plundered by the fakirs and confidence 
-i men, .who claim to be the ‘grandest me- 

• diums on earth/ that it takes time to 
¿ ';? re-awaken an interest in Spiritualism 

even among old-time Spiritualists. 1 
’ am ready for work, and will gladly re

: spond to all letters of Inquiry with re« 
• , gard to lecture engagements. Until 

.'.'.j. fúrthér notice my address will be Gen
eral Delivery, Oklahoma City, O. T.”

' H. Smith writes: “The Spiritualistic 
Society Students of Nature, 1565 Mil
waukee. avenue, had ah interesting 
meeting, Sunday, Mar 12. The pastor’s
subject was Psychometry. Prof. Dean 

, lectured upon Nature and Its Govern
ment. Sister McIntyre gave pSycho

' metric readings, meetings being of an 
- ■ educational nature. Sunday, March 19, 
!. .flqwer reading by Sister McIntyre, 
j ' Bring a bud or a flower If you want a 
: Y. reading that your soul needs. Mediums

are Invited to attend.”
. Chas. Theo. Schneider, inspirational 
; •• : speaker and test medium, Is open tor 

. engagements. He will’serve societies 
aleady organized and those wishing to 
band together to promote Spiritualism.

? - ; Address him at Beaver Falls, Pa., Gen
eral Delivery.

1 . - Sunday, March 26, Mrs. Amaiida 
Coffman will lecture at Akron, Ohio, 

:. and the months of April and May at 
. .Watertown, N. Y.

. Mrs. Bettie Holt writes from Smith
. ville, Texas, that the boy medium, Mil

ton Baker, has been there for one week. 
There are bright prospects before this 

. young man. Mrs. Holt says: "I as a 
■' Spiritualist, know of the phenomena ot

Spiritualism, that the best results-can 
; j not be procured from an audience of 
' ' 200 persons, who are in no harmony 

with each other and make no attempts 
; to passive.” .

A pretty home wedding took place on 
/ Sunday, March 5. at the home of Frank 

N. Foster (spirit photographer) of 
. j. Grand Rapids, Mich., when their oldest 

; ' son, James D. Foster, was married to 
•; Mrs. Anna Dennison in the presence ot 

■ ; ' a few friends. The Rev. Amanda Coff- 
: man officiated. The bride was becom- 

. . ingly gowned in golden brown silk, and 
■ ; ; carried a bouquet of bride’s roses. They 
r . ; will make their home here for the pres- 

‘•i; ,. ; ent, but will leave for California early 
in the fall.

fe;; .- Irene Russell writes: "I am-glad to 
.-. '. . be able to tell my friends and co-work- 

.. ers that at last I have been able to
; awaken an interest in Spiritualism at 

South ;Bend, Ind. Three, weeks ago I 
H ; once more started to hold Sunday even
. > . ing services at our parlors, 216 South 
i'1 - St Joseph street, with fifteen in at

; tendance. Last Sunday our number in
creased to twenty-two. On that even- 

V ; Ing, C.-H. Brown lectured for us, taking 
i. for bis subject,‘What Is Embodied in 
7 .thé Spiritual Philosophy?’। He spoke in 

i: ; a clear, plain manner, enabling all to 
clearly grasp the truths of our beauti- 

■ ! ful philosophy.. After the lecture my 
! guides gave a number of tests to stran- 

' gers, and they were readily recognized.
I have a call to Goshen, Ind., the last of 

[j; this week to hold a circle, and we have 
I ! ’ every reason to believe that our next 
I : Sunday service will be even better at

i : tended. May the good work go on and 
| on. I shall be glad to let our friends 

in Chicago and elsewhere know of our 
continued success. I thoroughly enioy 

h- The Progressive Thinker and the feaj- 
I ; less way truths are published,” ■ 

r'w. : Correspondent writes: “Thé People’s
Spiritualist Church of Louisville, Ky., 

L pL?. will celebrate the Fifty-seventh anniver- 
'! sary of Modern Spiritualism on Sunday, 

; March 26, at 2:30-and 7:30 p. m., in the 
lr.ii'. ’ Odd Fellows’ Temple, corner of Sixth 
I. - and Walnut streets. In the afternoon,"" 
J short addresses and messages by the 
9 . ¿different mediums; at 7:30 the pastor, 
|p . ‘ Frank T. Ripley, under the control of 
g - his guide, Fidelity, will deliver the an- 
| niversary address, and.give messages 
fc and answer questions. Beautiful palms, 
ft ? flowers, and grand music all day. Bring 
K; ’ !<your .lunch; Coffee willjte served. All 
I' we welcome.” ~

1 Take due notice that Items for thio 
page in order to Insure insertion must 
Contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast 
Into the waste basket. :

The First Society of Spiritualists ot 
Delphos, Kansas, will meet to celebrate 
the Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism 
on Thursday, March 30. All members 
are requested to oe present. A special 
program will bo arranged for the occa
sion, I. N. Richardson, President, Del
phos, Kansas. ■ .

Rev. Francis B. Cai.silly, S. J., in the 
Record-Herald of Chicago, has recently 
expressed himself in the following man
ner on the possibility of spirits appear
ing to men. In these days of much con
fusion and more imposition, his inter
pretation is of especial value: "There in 
nothing Impossible about spirits appear
ing to men,” says Father Cassllly. 
"There are numerous cases in scripture 
where angels appeared to men and con
versed with them; Among others we 
have the beautiful Instance of the angel 
conducting young Tobias on a long jour
ney, and of the angels receiving enter
tainment in the tent of Abraham, and 
saving Lot from Sodom. Spiritualism, 
then, as a cult. Is regarded by the Cath
olic church as an invention of the devil. 
As an act of preternatural power, it is 
classed with divination, magic, fortune
telling and other superstitious prac
tices which have always been forbidden 
by God and condemned by the church.”

Since the close of the camp-meetfngB 
last September, Oscar A. Edgerly has 
been constantly and profitably em
ployed in his capacity of trance speaker 
and test medium, having filled engage
ments in the following named places: 
October, Battle Creek, Mich.; Novem- 
■ber and December, Findlay, Ohio; Jan
uary and February, Newport, Ky., and 
Cincinnati, Ohio. During the month of 
March he is filling a return engagement 
at Battle Creek, Mich.. For'the entire 
ffionth of April Mr. Edgerly will serve 
the Lynn (Mass.) 'Spiritualist Associa
tion at Cadet Hall. As at present he has 
open dates in May and June, he will be 
pleased to hear from societies desiring 
to. employ a trance speaker and test 
medluiri for those months. From July 
22 to August 20, Mr. Edgerly' is engaged 
to act a,s chairman ot Grand Ledge 
Camp-meeting, Grand Ledge, Michigan. 
He will be pleased to make engage
ments for first two Sundays of July and 
last tWo of August. Address during 
April and May, 42 Smith street, Lynn? 
Mass.

Spiritualism and Insanity figure in 
the effort of nine grandchildren to 
break the will of Mrs. Wilhelmina Al- 
bertsmeyer in the Circuit Court. Each 
of the grandchildren was cut off with 
a bequest of $1 except Minnie Steln- 
kueller, who received $200. Miss Anna 
Rodewqld, one of the contestees, testi
fied yesterday that her grandmother 
had received advice from the spirit 
world. "She said the spirit - of her 
dead husband had come to' her in the 
night and had told her be would make 
trouble for her,” Bald Miss; Rodewald. 
"When you say 'we' you mean’ the 
grandchildren?” asked an . attorney. 
“Yes, that.is"what I mean,” -The grand
children who testified yesterday were' 
all of the. opinion that Mrs. Alberts- 
meyer was of unsound mind for a pe
riod of six months before her death.— 
Indianapolis Star. ' .. .

Our. correspondent at Sandusky, Ohio, 
writes: “Interest in our cause in this, 
city Is certainly growing. The largest 
audience ever gathered, at Spiritual Sci
ence Hall was that of‘Sunday evening 
last, when some'were turned away, un
able to gain admission. An instructive 
address was delivered by Dr. C. W. 
Hains, of Bedford, Ohio, on the subject, 
'What Spiritualism Teaches me.’ Mrs. 
H. C. Ebertshauser generously gave her 
services as message-bearer, giving a 
number of messages from spirit friends, 
every one of which was recognized and 
acknowledged correct.” . ’

Dr. Mclvor Tyndall says: "It is be
cause of our limited view-point that we 
take literally the admonition ‘lay your 
burdens at God’s feet.’ Could we get 
above ;he pressure of every-day mate
rial existence and view life from the 
concrete and personal we would real
ize the deeper meaning in the words. 
To sit at God's feet is to be ready to 
learn life’s lessons. It Is to have the 
mind receptive to knowledge, from ev
ery source. It is to be able, to learn 
wisdom from every experience and ev
ery manifestation of life energy. It 1b 
to look for the good in all things and 
to keep our souls alive to the truth 
wherever found. When we are able 
to do this we find that tnose things 
which had seemed so heavy a burden 
fall from us as a snowflake is dispelled 
by the warmth of the sun. They were 
but transitory and had no real place In 
infinity.” .

E. R. Fielding writes: “The National 
Congress of Mothers was held in the 
city last week. A request was sent out 
asking the ministers of the city to 
speak upon motherhood. Mrs, M. T. 
Longley took for-her theme, ‘The Relig
ious. Training'of the Children In the 
Home.’: After.-ihe/adilress, Mr. Alfred 
Terry gave tests;^ After the sermon in 
the evening, Mr., !1. L. O.’ A. Keeler, the 
slate-writing medium; gave tests. The- 
Temple League met at Mrs. Farraws’ 
and the Ladles’ Aid. at Mr. and Mrs, 
Lees’ Thursday evening. . Public meet
Ings, Sunday at 7:30; Tuesday at 2 p. 
m.; Wednesday, at 7:30; short lectures 
followed by spirit messages and tests; 
Mrs. Price, medium." - -

• Geo. B. Ferris writes: “The Spiritual
ists of Grand Rapids, Mich., are.prepar- 
ing to celebrate the Fifty-seventh An
niversary of Modem Spiritualism in a 
way that:shall be a .credit- to. them
selves and to the cause. The North End 
Spiritualist Society, the Spiritual Aid 
(incorporated) and the New Thought 
Spiritual Society, have decided to unite 
in observing the day in manner suited 
to the occasion. There are four socie
ties in Grand. Rapids, and it was 
thought at first that the other society 
would be able to join with us, but on ac
count of previous arrangements they are 
unable to do so. However, the joint ser
vices the three above named societies 
will be held the last Sunday of March 
in the Holland-Unitarian Church, cor
ner .of East Bridge and North Ionia 
streets, A program of exceptional in
terest is. in course of preparation, the 
details of which are .not yet complete. 
It is known that Mrs. D. A. Morrill will 
participate, and she will be assisted by 
the best talent it Is possible to procure. 
There will be good music, and mes
sages will be given at each service by 
inediums of acknowledged ability. . Ev
ery effort will be made to surpass; the 
services of former years, .and 'although 
we have a building with a large.eeattng 
capacity there is every Indication that 
it- wlll belourid-altogdaier too.Bmairfdr 
the occasion.” . . ‘ .

L. F. 8. writes from Cottage Grove, 
Oregon: “We have recently had with us 
the talented Mr. aud Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y. His lec
tures were principally delivered from a 
biblical standpoint and were listened to 
with eager attention, • as they imparted 
a new hearing to many minds. ■ Mrs. 
Sprague’s tests were marvelous in their 
line. She carries with her an inspira
tion for all that is good arid pure in 
Spiritualism, During their stay bere 
they organized a society of 25 mem
bers,” ' '

Rochester, N. Y.—The Reverend Dr. 
A. 8. Crapsey of this city delivered a 
sermon recently which has set the cler
ical world abobbing. In this address 
lie declared that a belief in the inerran
cy of the scriptures is no longer pos- 
Bible to an educated and intelligent 
man; that in the light of scientific re
search, Christ no longer stands apart 
from the common destiny of man in 
iife and death, but “was born as we are 
born and died as we die;" that the mir
acles are no longer to be believed; that 
religion n<r longer has a place in the 
educational, political, business or so
cial life of the country. The churches 
stand for privilege, lie said, and, with
out unity, are without influence. The 
ministers holding on to the waning 
miracle and the crumbling denomina
tional differences, he said, are in no 
condition to fight for truth and justice. 
The churches and denominationalism 
are today the. rear guard of forces that 
make for religious progress.

Mr. C. E, Russell writes that he has 
returned to Canton, Ohio, and is hold
ing regular Sunday evening meetings, 
lectures and tests, which give good sat
is faction.. On Wednesday afternoon 
there is a ladies' meeting, which is 
highly appreciated. It consists of a 
thought-exchange, followed by mes
sages.” • -

The publication of a text-book of met
aphysical phenomena was suggested to 
the members of the Society for. Psy
chical Research at their ' meeting in 
Hanover Square, London, Eng., by their 
new president, Professor Charles 
Richet, the distinguished Parisian sa
vant. "Metaphysical!' science is the 
word coined by the Professor to . cover 
all ghostly apparitions and’ manifesta
tions, and the proposed textbook \vould 
deal exhaustively with the following 
subjects, recommended, by the Profes
sor as worthy of study: . Apparitions;. 
mechanical phenomena—movements of 
objects-wlthout contact; direct writings 

.from unknown sources; hauntings; 
mystic voices; lumindus and spirit pho
tography; ghosts involving passage of 
matter through matter. “It seems to 
me Impossible, in the light of countless 
instances in history and experience, to 
deny that clairvoyance exists,” declared 
IJie Professor solemnly. "Without 
doubt; there are in nature vibrations 
which act obscurely on our submerged . 
consciousness, and which reveal facts 
which our normal senses are Incapable 
of conveying to us. 'But, although par
ticular individuals—so-called meditAns 
—are more.capable than others of seb-7 
ing these vibrations, I find it difficult to 
believe that we are not all more or less

di eased. Ahdtherin veteran, Brother. 
James B. Co<s sangia solo that was. 
heartily applaudedn'lTbe little time left 
before closing whs .occupied by Mrs. 
Nora E. Ilillpwith'o messages to the 
awaiting oneifl which wiere well re
ceived. On’iWnday’levenfng, March 26,

Gem of Thought:— . '
Fifty seven yeais ago, 

This March, the thirty-first, 
Spirit's raps bid us to know

susceptible to the same influences.” 
Professor Richet’s'own theory with re
gard to apparitions arid other ghostly 
phenomena is that all the theories now 
put,forward are improbable: and irra
tional. The phenomena- are true; birt 
the theories that are raised upon them- 
are absurd.-—Pittsburg Dispatch; .

Mrs. Bartel is now on her way to 
Cripple Creek, Colo., to join her family 
who have moved there from _ Milwau
kee. Her address Is now Mrs; M. Bar
tel, Physical and Trance Medium, 407 
W. Eaton street, fcripple Creek, Colo.

L. P. Ames writes: “If-there is one 
man I reverence more than another, it 
is Brother Peebles. I knew him when 
a boy, -went to school to ,hiin,-saw him 
ordained in the Universalisé church at 
Upper Lisle, N. Y. 1 consider him one 
of the brightest lights'ih our ranks. He 
was a bright young man, and must be 
a very ripe old man, and full', of good 
ideas. What the common people want; 
is plain facts concerning the spirit 
world.” . 7.

Mrs. M. K. Gates writes from Win
field, Kansas: "The Spiritualist-Society 
of Occult Science bas had the pleasure 
of hearing H. D. Barrett, president of 
thé N. S. A. Last Sunday ne gave us 
two lectures, He rield his audience 
spellbound. - All who heard:- ■■ him are, 
singing his praises, and are anxious-to- 
know, when they will have another op
portunity to reap such a feast of knowl
edge. I think all societies who have 
not heard Mr. Barrett should do all in 
their power to engage him, for we feel 
that such gifted' men as he are few. 
Wë are very proud that he Js our Na
tional president’’

Eva L. Stewart writes: “On last Sun
day evening the Hyde Park Occult So-, 
ciety was highly entertained by that en
thusiastic speaker, known as the ‘boy 
medium,’ H. S. Fraser. The audience 
showed their appreciation of his talk at 
the close of his discourse. We intend 
him to be with us again in the near fu
ture. ..Mrs. Ruth McMenamin gave psy
chometric readings, followed by Mr. 
Fraser. On March 26, we devote the 
evening to the célèbrâtion'of the advent 
of Spiritualism in this country. Dr. G. 
B. Warne is to be the speaker for that 
evening, and’ we are sure . of a good 
treat. Mrs. E. Kline and other medi- , 
urns will be present and give messages.' 
On a previous Sunday evening our so
ciety by unanimous- vote,- donated $10 
to our very willing and worthy brother 
and co-wrirker, Mr, R, Gilray, of whose 
sickness we have heard. It seems very 
proper that other societies whom he: 
has been kind enough to speak for (al
ways without pay) should do something 
for him. We have concluded tò drop 
our dances on March 23 and 3.0, and 
April 6, as some other important things 
are to take place on those nights, espe
cially April 6, when the young people of 
our society will give a benefit enter
tainment. À grand musical and liter
ary programmeJias been arranged, and 
many mediums invited to be present 
and give messages. Th,ey intend mak
ing this the grandest entertainment of 
the season. Come one and all, and 
you will not bè disappointed, Admis
sion 25 cents; including refreshments' 
and cloak-room.” - .

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: “At the regular Sunday meet
ing in Barbers’ Aid Hall, on March 12, 
there was a nice attendance, the tests 
all but one being recognized; that, how
ever, was’ recognized on the following 
day by the lady to whom it was given, 
l am open, for engagements; and can he 
addressed at No. 735 Seventh street”

D. G. Hill writes: “The' Golden Rule 
Spiritualist Society (Haymarket The
atre Building, 161 W. Madison street); 
Sunday evening service, March 12,.was 
a pleasing success. The speaker, Mrs. 
Nora E, Hill gavé one Of her interesting 
lectures; and held the earnest attention 
of hetiàudiénce, listening tÀ thè ■ in- 
Btructlon given of Ijow to live to place

the speaker Will lit!- the Hon. Charles 
Hughes; alsoibn'tlfM evening there will 
be a spirituAV chnUtenlng of - children 
with flowers. [fndeV'tlie guidance of the 
ancient guides1 of M'rs- Nora E. Hill. 
The lecture Wy"‘ Mii^Hughes will he in
structive snifHlie ’christening service 
.very Impressive, ‘ A)1 cordially invited. 
Take elevator,” / ’

Mrs. C, Kirchner,writes: “The large 
audience that greeted'' qur speaker, 
Mrs. M.-price, on Bunday .afternoon, 
March 12, at the Rising Sun Spiritualist 
mission, was well repaid for their visit, 
as her subject,,‘Spiritualism the Gospel 
of Truth,! was handled in a very fine 
manner. Our sister will be with us in 
the near future with another subject of 
interest. Mrs. Gifford followed the 
speaker with a number of spirit mes
sages which were readily recognized. 
In the evening Dr. J. McFarland deliv
ered one of his masterly lectures on 
‘What Shall I Do to Be Saved’’ His 
thorough knowledge of the Bible and 
Spiritualism caused his hearers to be 
dumfounded with his clear, concise ex
planation.' We arealways glad to have 
the Doctor on our platform, as he repre
sents the advance thought of Spiritual
ism, and is always welcomed by our au
diences, Following, him with spirit 
messages, were Mrs. M. Weaver and 
Mrs. C. Kirchner, both being always 
welcomed by our people for the grand 
demonstrations: of spirit return. We 
cordially invite strangers "to-attend our 
meetings every Sunday afternoon and 
evening at the People’s Institute," corner. 
Van Buren and ■' Leavitt streets. For 
March 26, our speaker will be Mrs. J. 
H; Fravel, who Ave know will deliver 
one of her grand1 inspirational lectures. 
We will celebrate the 57th anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism oh Sunday, 
April 2; afternoon and evening, All in
vited.” '

Maurgerlte Mac writes: “On March 
30, Mrs. Jeffery Burland, the pastor ot 
the Light of Truth Church," will hold a 
social in her. parlors at 3019 Vernon 
avenue. Invite your friends. Have a 
pleasant time; as one is sure to get a 
message ¡from- sojne loved one on the 
other side and a good cup of coffee and 
cake, all for the small.sum of 25 cents. 
Her meetings at, 528 63d, street, Hop
kins’ Hall, are increasing in, attendance 
Sb well as her Thursday afternoonmeei- 
Ings. Hope tho hall will n<5t hold the 
people ere long." -

Mrs. H. L. Bigelow writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “Obr society was highly fa
vored in having with us-E. W. Sprague 
and wife on Sandak March 12, both af
ternoon and Evening. No one could 
fall to be Impressed with the thoughts 
expressed so forcibly' by Bro. Sprague 
on the heeds organization, the duties 
of Spiritualist’s -botil’to their own socie
ties and to th'il btat^and National Asso
ciation, -arid the gratitude they should 
show by“ contributing' to the fund for' 
the aid’and srijipori'of our dear bld me
diums who need otir kindest’efforts as 
weiLas otir lirist thoughts for their 
welfare. A small ,'sum of money was 
cheerfully coritribu'ifed for that purpose, 
being the bestiiwe’could do under the 
circunjstaiicesp:?Brother -Sprague’ gave 
a ve'ry'fiiih i^rb’viririti’pQeni' ^h'icIi wqs, 
appreclateii‘’'lj)’:1iUil'.;“Mr^.’' Spragii^ gave' 
a shorftaik and several fln'0 messages, 
which were well received and ac-
knqwledged as correct;. Several fine 
musical,.selections were 'tendered by 
Mrs.-Muntz and daughter On the mando
lin, aM one,by our own p’janjst.made 
glqd our hearts. We'wlir.'celebrateithri 
57th anniversary of Modern Spiritual-, 
ism on March 26.”

N. C. B. writes ¿from Philadelphia, 
Pa.: “G. W. Kates 'and. wife have 
been serving our: society at Eighth and 
Spring,-Garden streets, during the 
months of- February and March. Their 
services have always been highly ap
preciated by: the people here, but never 
before have they given such general 
satisfaction and attracted as, large au
diences as.'during this engagement 
Their lectures have been more forceful 
and eloquent than 'ever, and the mes
sage work by Mrs.-Kates has been su
perior to any. of her previous efforts, 
and these hâve always been of â supe
rior quality. . They will assist at the 
anniversary meetings here, and we ex
pect'.an interesting-occasion; The chil
dren’s -lyceum will afto participate, and 
our homo mediums assist. Several 
prizes offered by Mr. Kates a year ago 
will be awarded. . Thé lyceum, .under 
the conduetorshlp of Bro. McGlynn, fs 
growing in numbers and interest. We 
are glad tri have several devoted work- 
ers'in the lyceum, and'a number of 
children who are regular in attendance. 
We must look for many of the present
children tri take ; official places, before 
long, arid the lyceum is the proper 
place to - develop them. The Parkland 
Heights Camp-meeting. Is preparing for 
another summer season, and bids fair 
to make great progress this year; to
wards becoming aprirmanent camp as- 
sociatiori. We- need, à ; éámp-gfounds 
here, and we.have a ijeautifril place at 
Parkland Heights, where there are, 
splendid'advantages for. us. We hope 
that friends coming East next summer 
will try to visit Parkland. Ah iriterest- 
ing entertainment was lately held at 
the Temple 'of the'"' First '-’Association,, 
and netted a goodly sum to aid the 
camp. Dr. ,Ravlin.,is serving that so
ciety arid has given many very able lec
tures. .There are about-a dozen meet
ings held. here, every Sunday, and the. 
general interest is ;good. We are glad 
to have a number-of capable local me« 
diums at worÿ here; and to see them 
take an interest in the public meetings. 
We will have.-great-- success when all 
mediums join^thelr, ¡'efforts for the ad
vance of the wganiRed cause.. The ten
dency seems », ip be^that way. George 
H. Brooks, wjji sefj^ us during April, 
and Samuel Wheeler during May. Mr. 
and Mrs. Kates will return again next 
January and-February. We- expect to 
keep the banner, of truth unfurled, and 
not let little failuresjtlis'courage us ; for 
we must meeLwithl’sonie reverses. If 
the friendé orîtie cause in every local
ity would.'giwrà. iiffle Support to their
society, we ■ ive success every-
where. As a \bun&%ember, I am anx
ious to seq inx elders'.promote greater 
possibilities fpr our. usefulness by and 
by. The., young people Jiave zeal and 
activity, and are waitlng jor opportuni
ties to ppsh iSplritualisin' to the front 
We hope for added help to take our 
places when the.,veterans grow weary 
or pass on to their rewards.” ; -.
"Mrs. Begethe Sidwell1--writes: "The
Ladies' Auxiliary: of ■ the- Rising ■ Sun 
Spiritualist- Mission will hold its usual 
meeting -.at- 54 • North- Ashland'- avenue. 
Admission to these seances will be 15- 
cents. ’ There are always good medi
ums at tliejto meetlngB., to« give ' tests. 
Thritftroce'eds;rire: 'the'.iild of
tlierpOijrtothcr’ 
purpose.' SjeetltiKtr ire , heltL-

Their presence best and worst.
Mingling with this host unseen, 

In joy we've gone our way ;
Lovje has built the bridge between, 

And Truth made glad the day.
Sing a song of cheer to-day, 

Our Anniversary;
Loving friends from o’er the way, .

Our Anniversary.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Hing, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

Mrs. Maggie Henry writes: “The Uni
versal Oceqlt Society- had a fine meet
ing in the afternoon. The evening ser
vices opened by an Invocation by Evan
gelist F. M. Stoller and a song by the 
quartette, followed by the, reading of 
the 9th chapter of Acts, by Prof. Stol
ler, who then introduced the speaker, 
Dr. J. H. Randall who delivered an In
teresting lecture. He was followed by 
messages by Madam De Lotix and Mrs. 
Wagoner, and psychometric readings 
by Prof. Stoller.”:

W. J. Elmo writes: “Chicago Spirit
ual Alliance Society in its new home, 
3514 Vincennes avenue, corner Cotjage 
Grove avenue, is growing steadily. 
Many new members have been enrolled 
and new faces have begun to count in 
large numbers. They are not the new 
faces that come to-day and gone to
morrow, but. they seem to like the place 
and meetings, and are with ub every 
Sunday. Mrs. Elmo gives a short lec
ture, followed by tests and messages. 

..Meetings commence at 3 and 8 o’clock 
sharp.” ‘

’ Corresponding secretary writes: 
“The grandest event of the season 
among Spiritualists took place on 
Wednesday evening, March 15, at Peo
ple’s Institute, it being the second 
grand annual mask ball of the Rising 
Sun Spiritualist Mission. The merry 
maskers commenced to come as early 
as 8 o'clock , and by 9:30 the hall was 
filled to overflowing. Such a pleasant 
gathering you seldom find at a ball, but 
the Rising Sun is noted for its sociabil
ity, which always insures its success. It 
was a difficult matter for the judges to 
decide as to the awarding of the 75 
prizes that were donated, but happy to 
say they did their work well, and were 
highly complimented by all for their 
impartial manner in which they made 
their awards. The ladles of the auxil
iary did themselves proud In serving 
the luncheon which was indulged in by 
a large number, and quite a number ot 
comments were made regarding the 
quality of same. It being first-class. 
Dr. Geo. B. Warne, president of the Illi
nois State Association, and oiher nota
bles were present. All in ail the affair 
was one to be long remembered. Prep
arations are being made for the second 
annual hard times party on April 19. 
Particulars later.”

. Mrs. J. Lindsey of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., writes that Bhe has now recov
ered her health sufficiently to answer 
calls to serve societies and camps the 
coming season. She works along many 
lines. Address her at No. 326 Ninth 
street. ■

E. W. Baldwin writes: “Harrison D. 
Barrett' is another among {he'fa’r-sight- 
ed souls to save Modern Spiritualism 
from final Ignominy. In his most in
teresting and instructive Autobiography 
he says: ‘So long as an uneducated, 
itinerant ministry Is preferred to settled' 
pastors and cultured speakers, just bq 
long will the future of Spiritualism be 
uncertain. So long as the churches and 
their pastors continue to grow liberal, 
just so long will educated, progressive 
Spiritualists turn toward the churches, 
and give them support.’ Fortunately 
the jtar-seeing mind grows more con
spicuous. Ancient Spiritualism sank 
to the lower level for want of an en
lightened, far-sighted mind.

Bell.Thayer Campbell writes: "Mrs. 
Ada Turk .Knapp, of 1151 W. Monroe 
street, gave one of her grand seances 
dt my home, 305 S. Leavitt street, a 
short time ago, sitting for a circle ot 
fourteen, the most ot whom were In
vestigators, and some bitter skeptics. 
Mrs. Knapp wab placed under strict test 
conditions, holding flour in her hands 
over a black clpth dress. The dear 
spirit friends materialized hands and 
independent voices, not one in the cir
cle wuo was not'earessed by some loved 
one. A guitar was carried swiftly 
around the upper part of the rqpm, 
playing all the time. And other mani
festations of spirit power, until as one 
gentleman remarked, it was the most 
convincing circle he ever saw.”

. J. S. Stephens writes from St. Joseph, 
Mo: "Mr. Harry J. Moore, of Chicago, 
is now lecturing for our society, with a 
good attendance and Increasing (inter
est at every meeting. For intelligence 
our audience ranks second to none in 
the city. Mr. Moore has demonstrated 
that ILls possible to attract and hold 
good audiences without having a test 
medium follow the lecturer. We are 
also fortunate in having with ub W. C. 
Jessup, one’of the best trumpet me

' dlusms. in the' country. He - has con-
verted many people in St. Joseph to 
Spiritualism. He is a member ot oiir 
society and will make this place his 
future home. At n, meeting of the Ex
ecutive. Board we elected him to rep
resent our society at the next annual 
convention of the N. S.jA- At our meet
ing the last Sunday of this month Mr, 
Moore will conduct a spiritual christen
ing service, at which we hope to have 
a large attendance, as flowers will be 

.used instead of Water. St. Joseph is 
destined to be ranked as a spiritual 
city.”. - ■ .

German and English Lectures.—Mir. 
Slax Gentzke. editor of the German 
Spiritual journal, “Lichtstrahlen,” ; in 
Chicago, and missionary of the N.'S.. 
A,, having' accepted several lecturing 
engagements in the East, intends to 
spend the month of April and part of 
May-in the states of Massachusetts,. 
New ■ York, New Jersey,- Pennsylvania 
and Ohio, and is open for engagements. 
Societies, circles .or persons who wish 
his services in public or parlor meet
ings are requested to write to him, care 
of H. Dick, 127 Newbury street, Law
rence, Mass. He lectures in the Ger
man and English languages and an
swers written questions pertaining to 
the philosophy of Spiritualism in either 
language, and has just finished a course 
of twenty-four very Instructive and in
structive lectures in Chicago. As many 
public and parlor meetings are attend
ed by persons who understand the Ger
man language, probably better than the 
English language, his lectures and an
swers in both languages are certainly 
a great help to-arouse mofe interest
and strengthen cause and: societies.

CapL Harvey writes from Anadarko, 
OM'a.: “Pres. Harrison D. Barrett was 
hergkófr the 9th.and'gavft.à lecturé in 

asivery jgood.l. 
koù^irgoiaéof our beat citiKenB epokói

were, disappointed because he couldn't 
stay longer. He sowed some seed that 
will bring forth a hundred fold. Should 
tjiere be any medium coming this way 
they will do well to stop here, as there 
Is a good opening for a reliable tept me
dium. Should there be any we would 
like them to correspond with me, and 
I will make arrangements for their com
ing." ■ .

Any one who desires that remarkable 
address on Obsession by- Spirit Pier
pont, delivered through the organism 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley, can secure tjie 
same by addressing her (enclosing a 
2-cent stamp) at No. 600 Pennsylvania 
avenue S. B., Washington, D. C.

Dr.' Beverly writes: "The Spiritual 
Science Society at Arlington Hall, 31st 
street and Indiana avenue, will give its 
last party and dance for this season, on 
Saturday evening, April 1. Tickets 25 
cents per couple. Fine music. Many 
new attractions will be added, and if 
you don’t look out you will surely get
fooled by the funny man. With 
largest hall and best music on 
South Side we invite all to come

WISDOM OF THE AGES,

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

. by the Authoress.

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our nission to Ento (Mars)

Educational, Scientific, Interesting, 
Profitable.

NEW. PAHLAVI SYSTEM.»™

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.'
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have a merry time, Preceding the 
dance, booths will be occupied by medi
ums and palmists where you can get 
readings.”

Georgia Gladys Cooley will serve the 
Spiritualist Society of St. Louis, in the 
absence of the regular speaker, Thomas 
Grimshaw, during the month of April, 
and while there can be engaged for 
week night meetings and funerals with
in reasonable distance of the city. She 
anticipates taking a trip to the Pacific 
coast, and would like to correspond 
with societies en route. Address her in 
care of General Delivery, St. Louis, Mo.

Prof. J. W. Caldwell will deliver a lec
ture before the Christian Occult Soci
ety, Sunday, March 26, at 7:30, at 2974 
State street. Subject selected.

Carrie L. Hatch writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “The Massachusetts State Asso
ciation will celebrate the anniversary 
of Modern Spiritualism in Berkeley Hall, 
4 Berkeley street, Boston, on Thursday, 
March 30, 1905. A fine array ot talent 
has been engaged, and everyone is in
vited to come and listen to the same. 
The meetings are free, and all are in
vited to bring their friends whether 
Spiritualists or not. Don’t miss this 
opportunity of hearing some of the best 
workers, In our ranks. The First Spir
itualist Ladies’ Aid Society will cele
brate the anniversary of Modern Spirit
ualism, ôn Friday, March 31, in Apple
ton Hall, 9 Appleton street, Boston, 
Mass. This year the real day has fallen 
upon Friday, and as this has been the 
meeting day of this society for over 
twenty years, the society feels that' this 
will be the real celebration. A fine ar
ray of talent will be present, and all are 
invited to come and decide for them
selves if it is the real or not. Meals 
will be served in the banquet hall. Be 
sure and come.” .

D. C„ on the morning of Feb. 18, Mraf 
Llvlia Ann Fell, wife of Dr. V. Fell, a.' 
veteran Spiritualist and able writer of 
that city. Mrs. Fell herself was am ■ 
earnest Spiritualist, a good and gentld . 
woman,'beloved by many friends, a truer < 
and faithful mother, wife, companion ■ 
and friend. ,The many sterling quali
ties of this good woman endeared her 
to many hearts; all will miss her iron» 
their pathway, but none so much as the 
aged husband and the two dear daugh
ters to whom she was the light and 
comfort in all trying experiences, aa 
well as the sharer of every joy, The 
truths and teachings of our philosophy 
are, however, consoling and uplifting to 
these dear ones in their time of be
reavement, and we know that Uiey have ' 
hope and assurance of reunion in the 
land of souls. The funeral service was 
conducted over the remains of Mrs. 
Fell by Mrs. M. T. Longley; secretary 
of the N. 8. A., whose invocation and 
spiritual remarks gave fitting tribute to 
the life of the deceased and breathed 
Uje truths of our glorious philosophy. 
Singing by the assembled friends, led 
by Mrs. Ella Royal Williams, and the 
reading of an appropriate poem, writte4 
for the occasion by Mr. Nigh, and read 
by Mrs, Williams, added to the spiritual 
joys of the occasion. An abundance oe 
white lilies and other beautiful flower^ 
graced the casket and room, giving si
lent but eloquent testimony to the love 
by which Mrs. Fell was held in the ' 
hearts of her own. The deceased was 
a member of the First Spiritual Associ
ation, and a memorial service will . be 
held for her on Sunday morning, March 
19, the speaker, Mrs. Longley, taking 
for her subject on that occasion. 
“Those Who Have Gone Before.’’,

M. T. L.

Passed to spirit life from her home in 
Ceylon, Ohio, March 7, Mrs. Eliza Hill
man Allen, at the age of 70 years. The' 
funeral was conducted by Hudson Tut
tle at the church In that town, on the 
9th. She was a noble example of a truly 
spiritual and righteous life, and is . 
mourned by a wide circle of relatives 
and friends.
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OPENING DAY.

Mississippi Valley Spiritualist Assoc I a- 
tlon Camp. - -

The year Is not far advanced, but the 
notes of preparation are sounding all 
down'the line for a grand, good meeting 
at Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, be
ginning, July 30 aud closing August 27, 
1905. * '

The committee on speakers began 
making: contracts very early, and is of 
the opinion that it will be able to pre
sent to the friends and patrons an ar
ray of talent not excelled by any pre
vious season. •

In view of the fact that the tendency 
of all organizations and associations 1b 
to expand, to grow more liberal and 
universal in character, it was decided 
to make an effort to Secure the services 
of the Hon. W. J. Bryan for opening 
day. Through the courtesy of the Slay
ton Lyceum Bureau, Chicago, the effort 
proved successful, and Mr. Bryan is ex
pected to deliver his beautiful lecture, 
“The Prince of Peace,” at 2 p. m., of 
that day. Mr. Bryan is a friend of all 
reformatory movements, and by his 
advocacy of publie ownership of rail
roads and telegraph systems, direct leg
islation, the overthrow of private mo
nopolies, etc., should create a desire in 
the heart of every reformer to come to 
camp early and bear this marvel of in
tellect.

At present, notes of camp life at the 
park, report Miss Whitmore, who was 
so unfortunate as to fall and break her 
arm, - as quietly improving. This will 
be pleasant news to her many friends 
who know her but to love her.

Mrs. Carroll has just returned from 
Texas, and having recently purchased 
the Prlndle cottage, is cozlly resting 
’neath her own “vine and fig tree.”

Mr. and Mrs. Chambers, so snugly 
domiciled in their Five Oaks Cottage, 
will go north very shortly to remain un
til camp opens, after which they con
template a trip to the gloria Pacific.

It might be well to announce that the 
Woman’s Union, which is an auxiliary 
to the M. V. S. A., will hold a bazaar 
during the camp session, and persons 
coming to the camp are solicited to 
bring fancy articles as contributions to-» 
the bazaar. Those wishing to send ar
ticles, or a small donation of any kind, 
may direct them to Mrs. Margaret Pin
gel, 633 11th avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

Arrangements are about completed 
for the printing of the annual announce
ments, end we hope to have them ready 
for distribution at a very early date. 
Those, desiring copies can secure them

n.™n2;r„WL.AVI CARTOMANCY, a 02- 
page book of Instructions beautifully u|Us-

“Iors' showing each Pahlavi Card 
hat it means. The book tells you how 

to read Pahlavi cards with remarkable aecn- 
,b00l‘ of its kind pub- 

«fie iito any address for 25
Write for it to day. It’s worth havintr i 

The cards are beautiful, duplex enamel Snl 
Ish. and are so novel they carry 72 patent 
claims and17 copyrights. 1

_n a i11“?11' seut l,Pon receipt of 60 
cents. Many people make a profitable busl- 

c < reading, especially at church 
feirs. picnics, parties, etc.

t’-te for particulars and sample card sent 
free, or send 75c. for pack of cards and hook

™lti>mancy instruction. Agents aud deal
ers make money selling our goods

r, PAHLAVI CARD CO., 
363 Hou eman Bik„ Grand Rapids. Mich.

ofi MRS. M. B. ANDERSON,
M. V. S. A. Secretary.

Clarksville, Mo.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth. .
No other publishing house in th» 

United States excels them In the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper. ■

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can b» 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,’; “The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.76 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

■ [Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will’be Inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
ot fifteen ■cents per line. About seven 
words Constitute one Une.]

Passed to the higher life, at the 
home of her brother; March 4, Gales
burg, Ill., Mrs. Ettie M. Keogh, late of 
1749 Wrightwood avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
She was a life-long Spiritualist.

MRS..ISABELLA WEAKLEY.

' Passed to the higher. life, Erwood, the 
infant son of Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Ham
mond, of Rockford, Ill., aged four 
months. The little fellow had been ail
ing for. some time, struggling bravely 
with the weakness of the flesh. The 
change came Monday . evening. The 
many friends of Dr. and Mrs. Hammond" 
sympathize. with them in the sorrow 
that attends the passing from mortal 
view’ of this little blossom that had so
endeared himself to their hearts. Ser« 
vices by the writer.

. ... . WILL J. ERWOOD. '

Passed to spirit life at-his home, 221 
East Front street, Ionia, Mich., John 
Starr Dunham, 82 years of age. He was 
a devout Spiritualist, for oyer fifty 
years—honest and upright' in all his 
■dealings, and beloved by all who knew 
him. He leaves a wife, Mrs.v Hattie 
Dexter Dunham, the"public speaker.and 
message bearer, also two daughters, 
Mrs. Ida York arid Mrs. Olive Benton, 
to mourn his loss.. Services were held 
at the home, Sunday, March 12, by the 
.writer,; Dr. W. 0. Knowles, J247 Coade 
avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich. .

Passed to spirit Hfe. in Washington
, . 7.^1 . . . ... . ...... . .. . . X . _

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience of 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it. and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most Interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The- book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
648 pages. Price $1.50.

Revelations from Zertoulem, the 
Prophet of Tlaskanata. ;

A Mine of Valuable Reflections - 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman who stands high as a lets 
turer and medium. It is a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tht 
paragraphs are short,rsuggestlre ant ■ 
tapirlng. Every ou»,<Sf them londs U 
MtmtMng.'<Mgl«r,.:<grander, acfetaa
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'hls department is under the man- 
mentof

. HUDSON TUTTLE.
yress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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’OTE—The Questions and Answers 
*$?e called forth such a host of re- 
’bndents, that to give all equal hear

’ ag compels the answers to bo made in 
"the most condensed form, and °tten 

clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style.becomes thereby as
sertive, which -of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
With waiting for tho appearance or 
:heir questions and write lette’”’ or in
quiry. The supply of matter r ilways 
(several weeks ahead of tho space B”eiL 
and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
teVery one has to wait hls time and 
¡place, and all are treated with equal 
^NOTICE.-—No attention will be Elven 
'anonymous letters. . Full name and ad- 
¡dress must be given, or the letters will 
¡not be read. If the request be made 
tho name will not be published, the 
.correspondence ot this department has 
become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an

’ swers, and while I freely give w"at- 
lever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents is ex- 

ipected. HUDSON TUTILE.

In rearing large families? The reason, 
1b not far to seek. They are governed 
by that good common sense which 
teaches that it is not well to bring Into 
the world more children than can be 
well cared for; that a few well organ
ized and well trained children are more 
profitable to the world than many bad
ly-endowed and uncared tor. On the 
other hand the “foreign element" take 
no more forethought than animate, and 
carry out the "wisdom of God,” and 
commands of the Bible to the letter be
cause exactly in accord with their 
brutal instincts. If the ministers have 
no other remedy tlia,n to place "Amer
ican women” in this kind of rivalry, the 
country is surely doomed. Few of them 
will feel patriotic to the extent of sac- 
riflclng themselves for the good of the 
nation by sucu a contest with foreign
ers. '

We can but think that “God In His 
wisdom” should have made all these 
preachers "American women,” and 
compelled them to practice their own 
advice! They would then know more 
of woman’s desires and aspirations and 
be better able to counsel.

These ministerial advisors; , should, 
consistently take a codfish as a church 
emblem, and have it on the seal, if they 
have a seal, of their association-—for a 
codfish, in its efforts to prevent “race 
suicide,” and the extinguishment of her 
tribe, lays three millions of eggs—but 
when these hateh and grow up, they, are 
nothing but—codfish!

Harriet N. Craft: Q. What is the 
address of Rev. Minot J. Savage; where 
was he born and name of his parents?

A. Address Thirty-fourth street and 
• Park avenue, New York City. He was 
■ born at Norridgewock, Maine. He 

father’s name was Joseph L.; hls moth
er's, Ann S, (Stinson).

John Lite: Q. What truth ,1s there 
In- Lawson’s “Frenzied Finance"? Are 
there any books explaining in brief the 
workings of Wall street? ,

Why do ministers ot tho gospel 
preach In favor of large families?

A. Whatever may be the Impelling 
motive of Lawson, there is no doubt 
ehat he has told tho truth. He has not 
told all the truth. The trouble is that 
the villainous robbery is difficult tp 
prove, and the high-handed bribers and 
the contemptible bribed escape the pun
ishment they so well deserve.

The franchises granted corporations 
are worth untold millions, and almost 
invariably have been gained by political 
pull of downright dishonesty.' The 
people have been made by their official 

। representatives, to give away their 
birthright. Mr. Lawson, according to 

I Ills own story, was as bad as the crowd 
'/ lie was with, but he did not meet with 

that “honor among thieves,” he expect
ed, and has turned state’s evidence. 
When thieves fall out, honest men get

AN IMPRESSIVE VISION;

A Conference of Spirit Teachers and 
Workers.

WHY THE Effi'RffilESr 

A Study of Forces T^at'^alance Each 

Other. : i -

1905. ANNIVERSARY. LYRIC. NO 2.

This morning, Sunday, February, 
1005, at dawn ot day I had a very pleas
ant mediumistio experience which I 
was requested to write out tor your 
truly educational paper.,

A group of spirits led by a venerable 
looking sage manifested themselves to 
me. The leader came to me and said 
in a pleasant; audible voice, “Your Spir
it Band has permitted us to come in 
this manner. We desire that you listen 
to a spiritual' conference which we as 
workers who labor jointly with mortals 
on certain lines, are going to conduct. 
We pray that you will write the results 
for a lesson to the people. We all 
make great efforts to do what can be 
done, because a great crisis of thoughts 
and ideas is to be passed shortly by 
Earth’s people, to alter all pursuits, and 
Spiritualism is even now trembling in 
the balance. ■

Our efforts are for its success, but 
the outcome is not clear. The great 
agitation, mental and otherwise in 
some directions, by almost all'classes 
of people, and the Indifference of others 
is due to the said approaching crisis."

So saying, they all departed, Then, 
Suddenly I heard voices. They seemed 
very distant and fell on my mind not 
as the audible voices to whlch I had 
listened, but as language expressed 
from mind to mind. ,

At first I could not understand. \ 1 
felt that something-was amiss-in the 
vibratory adjustment, but that was 
quickly remedied. I could then see 
and hear clearly, . • ■

“Why these extremes ?'biasks the be
wildered student of hignan affairs. “Why 
this discord and confusioiujin the world 
to-day?” ' . , -j.

Glancing ubput us over Rte world, we 
ourselves can hardl^irefraln from ask
ing the same- questiop-. -liberal move
ments among':the mjtfsqsff have long 
been balanced first ta .military despot
ism and. second by p|pjocrecy; the ex
treme types of goverewent struggle for 
mastery over mankiim,'military despot
ism and cpnstltqtionaljpr^.. Extremes 
of high education and degsaded illiter
acy as found, in Russia, pur own East 
and South, aro balanced by a general' 
common level as in our Central States, 
New Zealand, Cihada; in Germany and 
in France, also Japan:'The extremes 
of liberal thought and of religious super
stition balance each other in our own 
country, while Spain and Russia are 
offset by England and Netherlands.

(Tune; Coronation), , 
Again we meet, a happy throng, • ’ 

To celebrate this day?
With glowing speech and Joyous song, 

Pur tribute let us pay. .
A’ Dispensation new Is here, । 1 -

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.
‘ . i

It

It

Of power and truth divine;’ . 
comes from many a viewless sphere, 
.Where Wisdom's light doth shine, 
comes to help mankind progress,\ 
And teach them nature's laws,

B. F. R.: Q. I have a good influ
ence in circles, seemingly assisting the 
manifestations. I am strongly urged 
by many to take up the work, profes
sionally, of developing or assisting the 
development of mediumship, Will you

tthelr due.
There are books explaining the ways 

.Aat are dark” of Wall street, but after 
iJawson’s exposure, these aro .tame. 
Sdme of these books are written to 
idnaw in the lambs for the shearing. -

Wall street speculation is another 
name for gambling, and is as much 
worse, as highway robbery exceeds pet
ty stealing. It indulges the criminal 

-desire to get something for nothing. 
'Every dollar one gambler gains an-

;her loses. In all the millions and 
Jbllllons of sales, not a single dollar is 

f added to or taken from the real value.
’The talk of the ^>bs of millions by 

shrinkage of stock, or grain, is ludl- 
bcrous enough to go into the newspaper’s 

“funny column.” There was a time 
wGerTpeople. believed that rise and fall 
of stocks meant ruin or prosperity to 
the whole .country, and when over-con
fidence had'brought a “black Friday,” 
the pitiable spectacle was presented of 
■the treasury of the United States coming 
in the rescue of the gambling crowd. 
Mow they may have a dozen black Fri- 
Jays, and the people laugh,- for the 
business of the country is not affected, 
nor could it be if the robbers’ roost

kindly advise?
A. There is no doubt that there are 

persons so organized that although not 
medlumlstlc, they are of wonderful as
sistance in the.production of manifesta
tions. It is also the fact tliat there are 
others who are interested and desirous 
of receiving communications, who act 
like extinguishers, or like a wire that 
taps the main .conductor and draws 
away the current. '

If one fortunately has such an organ
ization, he should give others the ben
efit and regard it as a gift he has no 
right to hold at a price. He should not 
make a profession of it and sell fils 
powers of development. The moment 
ho does this, the power is withdrawn, 
lor like spiritual healing, if greed 
comes in, the divine love which bestows 
itself on others, disappears.

Whatever the fortunate recipient of 
such endowment can freely give, is of 
mutual benefit to others and himself, 
but when he makes a business of devel
oping others, he will lose his power, 
and to sustain himself, become a cheat 
and a fraud.

The only medlumistic development 
which can be obtained with money Is 
that of the tricksters. By all means go 
on and make your mediumship avail
able to yourself and others, keeping it 
as a sacred privilege—a holy commun
ion with the so-called dead—but never 
prostitute It to selfish gain by selllng.lt 
as a commercial product.-

It was quite an assemblage of seem
ingly all grades of spirits; some look
ing rather crude, others showing marks 
of advancement in their forms, dress 
and manner. -

There were a number of bright saints 
Interesting these spirit workers.- The 
first clear Speech that-came ->.to me 
was this: "Primeval beginnings of 
millions of ages ago, were not much 
different from those of these. later pro
cesses. ■ ;.

“The plans for labors have been con
tinuously Improved and results ,have 
been more pleasing, but all is.conduct, 
ed, ever has been, and ever.will h® In 
accordance with the drafts made by 
Creative Masters, and.their rules,and 
systems in conformity to nature’s laws 
and Supreme sanction. In our present 
efforts to bring these eternal .truths 
home to man’s comprehension, tye.con
fine ourselves solely -to tlie labors of 
this present eternity.”

Ab he stopped speaking one of the 
audience spoke thus:,

“If we are permitted to speak, also 
to ask questions. ’ As you all know, 1 
am, so to say, a newcomer from Earth, 
I desire to be an active worker, with 
mortals in the great work thq.t is to ,be 
done. I have learned since coming 
here that quite many things are dif
ferent from what I had been led to be
lieve and hoped to find. On Earth 1 
was an ardent admirer of one teaching 
cosmic unfoldments and to some ex
tent demonstrating his theories.

"Now I learn that hls .theories are 
not correct; but as I cannot see without 
aid wherein the mistakes Ue, I beg to 
be Instructed.”

The one who answered him said: 
“The mistakes are that said Professor 
rejects the true basis or cause of cos-

The extremes pf rich’and poor, the 
evolution toward world billionaires and 
the deepest pauperism in the Northeast 
States, the Pacific States, in Russia, 
China, Germany and Spain, Sicily and 
South Italy, is balanced'by the general 
equal and wide'distribution of wealth 
in France, Switzerland,' Norway, Ice
land, Denmark, North Italy and in our 
own Central States, ‘b1 >

The narrow selfish class struggles of 
capitalistic trusts and labor unions, is 
being offset by the rapid growth of the 
broader socialism which clalms to aim 
for the benefit and improvement of all 
men, of the entire-nation, of the present 
material and practical; world life. -The' 
extreme display of luxury, in all. large 
large cities of the world is.being offset, 
by extreme poverty and growing pau
perism. The .rapid progress and pros
perity of Germany, United States,, Ja
pan, Mexico, New,.Zealand is being bal
anced by Spain,: South .Italy, Portugal,, 
Turkey, Persia, Russia and the; Old 
South. . . .. : .

Why these extremes in tjie economic, 
social and intellectual life ;. in enlight
ened nations around us?. . .

The classes, the masses and. individ
uals of the enlightened ¡nations, are to
day studying the problems of econom
ic and sbclal life as never before in 
the history of the world'. . Science te 
being employed to solve the'qqmplex 
problems of Obtaining a livelihood, ot 
winning comfort and security, of gain
ing wealth and independence, by the 
more advanced ones pt mankind, and 
although much has beéri done, there re
mains much more to'do, as the condi
tions of humanity are'far from perfect.

The pessimist, the troubled, the dis
couraged and the diseased, glance 
about in horror and alriazement at the 
stupendous task of alleviating' human 
misery and suffering But as the eyes 
and mind and reason ¡of mankind are 
being opened and arousedfiiy education, 
experience and science, Uro conditions 
of human life are certainly: startling.

So shortsighted and , senseless are 
some of the explanations, ,(jas to the 
causes, and the theoifips a? to remedies

To help great moral wrongs redress, t 
And obviate their cause.

Now history repeats itself, ,; , 
Both sacred and profane, ' '

And gifts have come that all earth’s 
pelf .

Would try to buy in vain. .
“The spirit on all flesh is poured’*

As 'twas in ancient days, 
And spirit gifts are now restored] 

With many a change ot phase.
Wo've seers and prophets here to-day, 

Who their commission prove;
They take no thought what they shall 

say, .
But speak as spirits move.

Some prophets speak while they’re en
tranced, ■ ,

Like John on Patmos Isle, . '
While others talk with power enhanced

In Paul’s accustomed style.
The weak and foolish, as of yore, 

How oft confound the wise,-
Who marvel at the wondrous lore

Which e’en their own outvies.-
The sick are healed as Jesus taught, 

By laying on of-hands,
And some are- healed' by' power ot

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
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A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents. . -

Apocryphal New Testament, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, adji} now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50. '

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus, A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents. . .

. Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb. Price, cloth, $1. " ‘ ‘

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J« 
Hudson. Price $1.50. ' .

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrooker, author of “Helen Harlow's 
Vow,” “The Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
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As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a most spiritual book 
and gives ».beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by, 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.
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was wiped out.
’ There are two subjects which trouble 
thé ministers. One Is divorce, the 
other the rearing ot families. It is easy 
to see why they are so zealous. The 
old belief that marriage is a sacrament, 
and for the husband and wife joined 
together by God through the offices of 
the priest, makes any dissatisfactibn 
with the union a reflection on the wis
dom of the priests as God’s agents.

Hence thev hold that there should be 
no separation, no divorce unless for the 
most heinous sin. If asked why, if un
fortunately. an angel becomes chained 
to a beast, the marriage obligations 
must continue, their only answer is 
prompted by superstition. Divorce is 
deplorable, but there are conditions 
which make it the last and only resort.

The next step which the clergy would 
direct is what is to be done, after they 
have solemnized the marriage union.

A Pleasing Occasion In Washington.
On the evnlng pf, March 1, the.JL^dies’ 

Auxiliary Of the First Spiritualists' As
sociation of Washington, t). C., with 
many friends, met at the home' of Mr. 
F. A. Wood, the genial and faithful 
president of the First Association, os
tensibly to hold the regular weekly 
meeting of the auxiliary, which, how
ever, on this occasion was but the sec
ondary motive, the first being to cele
brate the anniversary of the birth of 
President Wood, and to give him a gen
uine surprise in such a way as only a 
party of’Spiritualists and sympathetic, 
warm-hearted friends can do.

The occasion proved to be all that 
one could wish; the regular meeting of 
the auxiliary opened with a service of 
song and attention to business, but was 
speedily adjourned fqr a session of so- 
clal and spiritual delight; the rendition 
of vocal selections by C. P. Longley, 
also the pianist, Mrs. Ely, with much 
singing by tfi£ entire assembly made up 
the musical part of the exercises, after 
which the company was invited to par
take of a generous and dainty collation, 
conspicuous at which Was a large and 
delicious birthday cake.

They take their cue from the Catholic , 
priests, who constantly urge the laity 
to rear large families, for by that means 
Catholicism flourishes. But . why 
Methodists, Presbyterians, Episcopate 
or Baptist ministers should think it a 
duty to join the cry is passing strange. 
Because a child is of a family belonging 
to any of these sects is no surety that 
he will become a member. The chances 
are that he will not. Yet Protestant 
and Catholic unite in this explanation 
tatlie laity to rear all the children God 
in His wisdom gives unto them. If 
they would only open their eyes and 
look around with common sense of or
dinary mortals, they would see number
less example where the wisdom was at 
least to human comprehension, reckless 
foolishness. In a little two-roomed 
shanty, a God In His wisdom has made 
a worthless drunkard father to ten 
children and the oldest less than four
teen years! The mother has made he
roic efforts to make them comfortable 
and -with tan thousand such mothers 
well earned a medal for keeping the na
tion from’“race suicide."

The preachers should praise such ex
amples. The Bible gives a special 
name to the crime of not carrying out 
the wisdom of God in this manner, and 
makes its punishment death, and the 
preachers assembled at the ministerial 
Association ot Northern Methodists, 
set themselves on record as endorsing 
the views of race multiplication as ut
tered by our ^renuous president

Rev. Schultz voiced the meeting by

thought, -
With aid front spirit bands.

Yea, all the powers they had of yore, 
By inspiration given, 

Are now conferred, with many more 
From out the opened heaven.

The revelations: of to-day, 
Eschew mysterious birth, .

And teach us in the plainest way 
Concerning heaven and earth.

They tell us more of things divine,
And more of occult laws, 

And add to scripture line on line 
Of truth that upward draivs.

Then let us thank the spirit band 
That’s with us,here to-day, 

Who come from their bright Summer . . --------------------a ul-
Land... .. scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of

To help us on our way. the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of
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I

I hat many are quite ^muidng. Only a 
few of the most advanced Scholars can 
appreciate the fact tljat tb,e causes of 
the present day conditions/spring from 
Nature; .ten .thousand, yearp of written 
human history cannpt trifid the origin 
or explain the.,first W’sefi., To. under
stand this we must gp tojasjtroriomy, to.

r “He has some splendid ideas however

a self-evident fact to ^1 true students treme3 of condition's, and the forces 
on such lines of thought and labor, t_at I an(j m^vemeh^ which they cause, 
creation is a scientific process through- -. we realize' the extreme cpndl-: 
out, and therefore there is a Supreme f ontVdhQbie processes in the physl-l 
Scientist from whom all draw .tjielr cai‘Un|verge all around us,‘then it lie
wisdom to draft the referred-tp plans conles apparent that feeble, ignorant 
for these great and wonderful processes. 1 ■ ■■ . ■ ------------
It needs no further argument. When 
the cause is rejected the arguments of 
world’s fact» are useless.”

As he ceased speaking, the whole.
assembly said: “Thank you,”..as with'

humanity, with ’ only ten

one voice. '
At once another from the crowd 

spoke as follows: “I, tob.- beg to be In
structed. I was, while on Earth, and 
am still, greatly interested in the Bo-, 
called socialistic movement. ' Now - it 
has been pointed opt to me since com-'

thousand
years of written history behind it, is 
subject to the same great laws of na
ture,, as are the stars, of the boundless 
blue. As there ls.novisible escape or 
refuge from their directive forces and 
penalties, we must abide by them, 
learn to co-operate with them and to 
profit from their teachings. .

It appears then, that the extremes in 
life all about us, and all .over the earth, 
are but the normal and. natural condi-
tion of things, and are .merely the ex
pression of forces at work, in the. great•ing here, that the most of those move- ___________ _ ______ _ ___

■ ments under different managements-are I evolution 'of humanity, and the unfold- 
not conducted in conformity to''the 1 -° 1--------  —"-1
eternal fitness of things. My desire is 
to work with and for (he good of my

Ing of tho human: mmd. The forces

During this portion of the entertain
ment, a screen was drawn aside by 
Mrs. Longley, disclosing a table on 
which a handsome, full set of Haviland 
china-ware stood, and in appropriate 
words, with well-merited commendation 
for the work and fidelity of Brother 
Wood in the cause Of Spiritualism, the 
secretary of the N. S. A. presented this 
token of esteem and affection from the 
friends present, to Mr. Wood. This was 
a complete surprise to the recipient and 
for a moment he seemed lost for reply, 
but rallvlng his forces, he presently 
made response in fitting words express
ing his thanks to all concerned in the 
gift and in making this joyous enter
tainment for himself and hls friends.

After the festivities of the dining-, 
rooms had concluded the party assem
bled again in the spacious parlors 
above, where social converse continued, 
until Spirit Nannie—coming inToj-tB?: 
presence of her medium, Mrs. Longley ' 
—delivered an impromptu birthday 
poem for Mr. Wood; this poem was 
stenographlcally reported by Miss Ag
nes Wink, and later delivered to its ob
ject and recipient. . . . . ■

During the evening a congratulatory, 
letter from Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Kates 
to Mr. Wood, was read by Mrs. Longley, 
which added much to the pleasantry of 
the occasion. In every way this enter
tainment proved most successful and it 
v as a deserved tribute to a' conscien
tious and painstaking worker in our 
cause. M- 1’- k-

saying: "Unless our American women 
have enough pride in their,country to 
be-willing to become mothers, there is 
no hope for our American Republic.... 
I feel that the evil [small families] has 
become of overshadowing importance 
demanding that the church take some, 
action to save the country from the 
evil.” The reverend brothers warmly 
endorsed his speech.

Why do not the. truly American wo
men compete with the foreign element

- «'Costal Upbuilding, Including Co-op. 
erativc Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement ot Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. - This comprises 
the last part of Human. Culture and; 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sola 
nt tills office.

> "Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
auggestiveness. Cloth, $1.50.

“The Present Age and Tuner Ute; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied end explained." By Andrew Jack
son Davis. Wo have a few copies ol 
this work by . the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, 11.10. _____ .

Earthly kin, yes; for all people, but 
more especially for the laboring'Classes 
and Earth’s poor. ' •

“I had hoped that one spècial move
ment set on foot, would, In time'accom
plish great good, but something is 
amiss. Pray tell us as workers, where 
the trouble lies and how we may do 
beneficial work in joint effort with mor
tals. Work we will, even though hard
ships must be endured in Earth’s at
mosphere and conditions, if only good 
comes from our efforts.”

This spirit was very earnest in what 
he said; truly hls whole soul was,'so 
to say, poured out In his effort to be set 
right. Tbe bright angel who endeav
ored to- answer him was quite ^fleeted 
and looked sad as he replied in a .very 
tender voice: .

“The special movement of the class 
you refer to, is strongly swayed by an 
undercurrent of selfisn ambitions. 
Xhere is, as we will show you, a misfit 
fn the anchorage of forces, and thought- 
■iaves. Currents miscarry owing to 
wtakness in the links of the connection 
weakness In the links of the connection 
To talk splendidly of Brotherhood- 
and how to make it a realized condition 
on earth and then not pursue the work 
in accordance with the rules of right; 
results as it must in failure of hoped- 
for success. We therefore admonish 
you each and all to hew to the. lines ot 
truth as shall be made clear £o you by; 
showing you the working processes, so 
that good and good only will result 
from your efforts." :

As he closed, all again said, “Thank 
you. We are ready to do our part as 
we are instructed.” ■

Then arose one who, by his bodily ap
pearance, clothing and manner, 

• showed that he was low in the grade of 
true manhood, but full ot uncontrollable

are suited to tire conditions.
History and science,teach that the 

present manifestations of.. these ex
tremes, have grown from normal causes 
and therefore will pass;-again in due 
time, when new conditions arise and 
new forces are required for tire future 
and more advanced mankind. At that 
time the-surface of human life will pre
sent a new coloring or character, and 
will be as different from the present, 
day, as Is the modern from (he .ancient 
world. ' ■ ,

It is evident, that there is order and 
system in human evolution and if this 
is true, the extremes of life have a pur
pose and they all work out for good and 
for progress in all phases of life, and 
that their present-day expression is 
transient but necessary to human ex
perience and evolution, ' .

The human .mind add ’ Soul learn 
through contact and experience' with 
these extremes and by these' contrasts.

. RICHARD E. TITUS. 
Minneapolis,'Minn. !

nate betweemthe ' cliisdes • pt 'people 
whom you have-mentiode’d; Then only 
can causes be’pointed out to'youi'whlch 
lead to just effects as;they are lieing re
alized. The troubled1 'are y many^ided 
and can only be adjusted Bghtly by- be- 
_ng seen in thetrudCligHP'by all con
cerned. Patient labor’will thing the de
sired results.”- ? -“I lao v

When be-ceased speaking, 'quite aclass 
of that grade of splrltb aistvered, “We 
will try. We will Obe'dfbdtly' do as- 
you’ve spoken.” Thus'encNd the vision.

- MRS. Uf. KLEIN.
Van Wert, Ohio; to -"’iV.- • ’

; ■ - ■■ Hi eh '=
' -----—-------- ■ » —|B|»1 ■ >'I • ! ' •

will. Thus he spake: "Is it true that I ■
all men, women and children are God’s I mental------------ -
children, spiritually speaking, because | and original ideas, 
their spirit is of and from God?” '

characterized our ivceum the past year, 1 L.----- - - - - ■ _ ..„ „ ,, , -
a notable fact being that an aged lady, thorough exposure of the mnei 1HC 01 those elect of earth. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Dare, past 80 years, and foresting book. I nee zo cents. .
our little Leona, four years of age, have Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Bcrrier. 
both been present at every session held. . _ - . . .. . »»—,.i. «----- „

^ftoW'SWl ? Become a Medl- 
bn)/’ Fully ftnswefed

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Ite Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cents, Send to Mr. Tattle, Berlin Height^ O,

The angel said, ‘‘It is true.” ■'
Then said this spirit, “Why are the 

rich scorning Ure poor, the intelligent 
the ignorant, and talking and writing ill 
about them instead of giving them the 
needed help to uplift them? Please ex
plain.”

He said it all in an ugly tone of voice 
as If commanding rather than asking.

A very noble saint'with White hair 
and beard replied: “My. son, an expla
nation to you and the class you repre
sent,’Is of no avail. We cannot force 
knowledge upon anyone who • is not 
mentally and spiritually developed • to 
grasp and comprehend the meaning of 
what may be stated, but we have-infi
nite love and pity for you all . andit 
shall be our greatest pleasure to teach

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Bcrrier. priCe 50c 
Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of Row to Keep Young.’ By

The children have unfolded and the p bl Cloth bound. Price $1. b
older ones have grown better. . The Ur. t). N. *“" ____ i„i,„ i,- iv:, ,
spirit friends have ever assisted us. Death, Its Meaning and Result. Bj John K. \v ilson, a member of the 
Grandpa Droke, who went to his spirit Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. I rice, $1.2o. .
home one year ago, has continually I ninkka and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggest- 
reached out to help us and given us It is an explanation of much tliat is false and repulsive in
gems of thought for our "Flower ive woiiiu t nav!a Prine 50 cent« m- - The outlook as viewed from Spiritualism. By A. J.Daus. Frice o(Jcei..s.

• ■ • • • ■ The Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta«
Dy tions By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents. .

a , , a Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will
We thank all the dear friends every- • , tj G beautv and joy of life. Price, $1.50.K“li“: l“KliX m r,y<tan4. taptatta. By J.

dently on to plant the seeds of truth in re p Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. •
the children’s minds,.for It Is a paying 'g^hoes from the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
w°rk- , • music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price,Ever fraternally yours, for lyceum songs, wnu “r, ’ ° J ’
work, MARY DROKE JENNE. $1; postage 10 cents. .
Secretary of . “Bower of Beauty” Ly- Edith Bramley S Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 

ceum, Monson Maine. ’ ¡n iearnin" how the great forces of the Roman Catholic church are seek
-- -—I in” to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.

Do You Suffer with Asthma? b Elsie’s Little Brother Tom, An interesting story for children . Allen
If you do. you will be Interested In I fburber author. This book fills a need for literature for small folks 

knowing that the Kola plant, a new'bot- as tjiere ’are but a few books, and we recommend this as being interest
ante discovery found, on the Congo and instructive. Price, 75 cents.
River, West Africa, is pronounced an Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin- 
assured cure for Asthma. Most mar-1 . . nJasKa„es of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 

■ velous cures are wrought by this new , ‘ lv‘spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.
■plant, when all other remedies fail. 4Jnintion of the Devil. Tbe most learned, accurate, scientific and
It 1b really a most wonderful discovery. OnliiCal analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Henry 

Frank” the independent preacher of New York City Price 25 cents
Esoteric Lessons. A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grmike, Ph. B.

pound after fltty years suffering. Dr. W. H. pi ofb cover Price, $1.50. . , , ,
Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world, 

By Ralph Waldo Trine Cloth Price 3o cents
Ohio, writes: i suffered with Asthma twelve Father Tom and the Pope and the History of the Pope S Mule. 1 lice, 
years until tho Kola Compound cured mo. Mrs. , _ft £.w BMursittroyii, North Chatham, ny., writes, paper, 25 cents; cloth ou cepis.. j
I suffered lor several years with Asthma and 1 VpnrR in the ChUTCh of Rome. A book that lias done more to S&’Wu’SS “' „JiKtKrld ol cXlii than any otter two putlisted. By,
fe.KSiS.r'liSSrMyX'S Itev? Ctea. Clmiqw, ex-priert. Friso $2.25

To prove to you beyond. doubt its Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a bja- 
wonderful curative power, the Kola Im- f Morai;tv Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition, 
porting. Company, No. 11G1 Broadway j , Tudwif Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.

m ■>’ p’oem' Vsrssa of Uto to oom.
reader of The Progressive Thinker who Bv ian y^iitin g. Price, $1. ■ ... -.
suffers from any form of Asthma. This I *7- _ g , to Soul. This beautiful book of beautiful poems & all that 
is very fair, and we advise sufferers to _ rttU'indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restfdl -
Rpndtfor a case. It costs you nothing I the Uwe maicaus mv»«»« ... Ainii,
and ypu sMhid surely try it m its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle Pffice^cloth $1-
a a ■■ ■... - ••• _________ - Compel of Buddha. According to okb records. A translation from
iwRtaht GenerMlon tne Key to Us Tn- nr.£se made■ under the auspices of the Rev.Shaku Soyen, delegate . 

Kingdom or Heaven on Earth. - Bj .. t f Religions. Bv Dr. Paul Carus. Price, $1,tfnlreUoM*9 A file“ I tOflosuef bf Nature. A book filledfrom beginning to Cnd with spiritual ’
for iuBtle® and equality to ail toe rMa-1 of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 

!.L-SfaermanandwF‘ yon‘ ’$ >ri '

Basket.'
the spiritual side is promising. 
Progressive Lyteum, published 
John W. Ring is a constant help.

“The' Cpnstltutjbpg, ¿¿¡¿Kian.’Y By 
Elizabeth Towne.' Gitves. a, clear and 
practical presentation,-otj advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
:.“J ,J--\ Xnd’Ahe fullest
teaching extant as tp the^nature. con
trol and direction of Aesire; 'Price 50c.

“Talmagean Inanities, jHCongruRieB, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rov. T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s ■ oft-repeated 'attacks 
upon Bpiritualisfii.” !llBy Moses Hull.
Rrlce 10 cents. J 11

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty; beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony,- marriage , certificate, 
etc., with choice matter In poetry and 
prose. Specially, designed for the .ua® 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 cents. , ..

Jmown' Father CMalquy,,t'sve®la the de
grading, impure infiue$&is aau rgstjlto 
<A the fiotnteh icanfeMtenal, proved

...... . .. - - the ead
signed xou and yonr otesa ahail alter- • livw. SMce, tqf Wl, .
you by ezperieacea. The áutttea.-ás-

selllng.lt
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Rally of,. Spiritualists I
ftNNU/VL

Give Us the Truth, the Whole? Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

SPIRITUALIST MEETINGS.

Read .Carefully ths PrograiRiiie

< Mrs. Lucile de Loux.

Thursday Afternoon, March 23.

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

«

ANDEEVV B. SPINNEY, M. 1)
Who has had

ly-

' 1 iJÄ

. Tuesday Evenlr.g, March 21. .
Piano sola—(a) Invitation a la'Valse, 
. von Weber; (b) Träumerei, Schuman,

Notes of Events at the Southern Cassa
" „ daga Gajnp.

"CoiningEvents Cast Their Shadows 
Before." ' :

Would you know the truth about your personal 
Interests, your chances for success, investments, 
changes,.accidents, travel and how to take time 
by the fore-lock and push on to great things, 
while others are asleep? Send to me loro reading 
during 11*05/You will not miss a dollar when the 
stars indicate that you can make SI,000. They re- ‘ 
real mysteries to those -Who seek celestial guid
ance. -Send-Sl, place, ye'ar, day. and hour ot birth 
toMME«..VORE, LockBox 33,Back Bay, Boston;

Write us for a diagnosis of your case. Every 
one. should have themselves examined by a 
physician once a year. We make NO CHARGE 
for diagnosing your ease. Send us your age. 
and leading symptoms and Scent stamp.

Dr, Charles E. Watkins, 
Hotel Westland, Back Bay, 

Boston, Mass.

FRED. P. EVANS, 
? The Noted Paychic for
Independent ‘ Slate Writing and 

, . Clairvoyance, 
fras recently loft New York, and iu now located at 
11IX Eddy St., San Francisco, CaL Send stamp for 
circular on Mediumship. '

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
. Berles one, two and three. By Lilian Whiting. 
Throe choice volumes, each com; Icte In itself, 

In which BplHtualtty is related to .wiryday 1 Ifo 
in such a way as to make the world beautiful 
Price. 81.00 each. ■■ - ■ ■ ■

DR. GEORGE LESTER LANE.
Obsession. a Specialty. 

All lJiseases Treated Successfully. 
872 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.—SEE BB. 
J. M. FEEBI.ES’ BOOK ON OBSESSION.

• . Thursday Morning, March 23. 
General :■ conference—Past Lessons,

. JOHN W. RING,
-National.Superintendent: Lyceum -Work, 

Spiritualist Teinple, Galveston, Tex.

The infallible fibre trumpet is absolutely tangi
ble with spirit forces; very light; Is guaranteed 
more clear, and better than any metal; more dura
ble; Insulated top and bottom; shell, cardinal cob 

.orcd enamel; 30x5,41.60., Booklet for all Rinds of 
development, 12 cis,-- Write for circular.
JA8. NEWTON. 483’Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

Dr. Peebles Insti
tuto pf Health, has 
Joi’ ypurs made a 
¿specialty of treaflnff 
clironlcdiseases and :

MADAM'. THERESE SHAGREN, 
la the .most gifted medium *nnd psychlo in the 
world totdayr her testimonials from all parts'of 
the glob&speak of her as ainarvel; cal! and read 
them.and receive a free life roading, or send Tock 
of hair, date of birth and 3 stumps for freerend- 
Ing by mall,-with answers to 3 questions; or full 
life readlnff.-50 cents In stamps.. Address 10 Ew
ing Plaùe. B;. San Francisco Cal. ’ ; • ’

, B » •

" FOK THE

Forty Years’ Experience In the Study 
and .Practice of Medicine, Two 

: Years Prof, in a Medical
; • College, Ton Years
r. IN SANITARIUM WORK,

» Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fallB lu dlagnoeia, Ho lias given special attention 
to eye,-: ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms ot nervous diseases bl both sexes. Nover 
faffs to-cure piles. If you would like an opinion 
of your ease FREE, write just how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, 

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Heed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

/Trouble, Heart
■ . Trouble, Stomach,

Bowel and LlvorTroubles. all Bipod and Nerv
ous Diseases as well as all diseases and weak-

flNTIOUliy UNVEILED.
• Thoimost Important revelations concerning: 
the true origin of Christianity. Reader, in bringing to your notice "Antiquity Unveiled,” 
it is . with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any 
other: oonslderation’: .It such is the esse, this

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Barrier. ' An eminently suggestive 
Wk. of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind‘8 relations Vo the physical organism, and 
■the power of thought * ln • thfr Aipbuildlng of 
health and character. ..Cloth, v

M' ySELECUREDîSœa
barmioaa Home Cure.«Address

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 12Ì2 Chicago. HL

A Wonderful Seance.
All'Aboiit the Marvelous Seance

With Bev. Joseph Cook, -
In the January No. of "Spiritual Science." 
Send a S cent stamp and secure a’copy of the 
January No. . The newest, brightest auu cheap
est Spiritual paper published, Only 25 cents a 
year. Sead 2 cents tor the January No. Con
tains a full account of Rev. Joseph Cook’s won
derful experiments In

Independent Slate-Writing,
' . With

DR. O. E. WATKINS,
'■ < ■ Send all letters to

’ V. A, WATKINS,

Hotel Westland,
Back Bay. Boston,-Mass.

'Tllte Iff . iTS NATURE, REI Hr H 11’ • LAlTONS AND EX
I J St .¿JWUo SESSIONS IN HU- edition now on 

sale’.•'-WUMiMa This &oae or tho best books Klvcn by the guides of MrsOora L> V. Richmond, 
Thbyare-ireally lessons, pjiMshed primarily, as 
a bodk e? for those who have teen,

Clair voyailtAstrological 
headings by hfail.. Also laws of medhimlstle de< 
relopment,. spirikmtental aind magnetic' healing 

^taught ‘Send lock otJhair, date of birth and one 
dollar. Obsession a*ridj unpleasant spirit influ
ences cured; MRS, MAY A,- PRICE, 423 let St. N. 
E,i Washington,D.O,n • ■ ... .

Annie Lbid Ohainberlalu’s Card.
. Dear, frlendsryou can -greatly i help me care for: 
my blind Blatat; Jennie JU Webb, one of ,the earl- 
lost mediums how ibfthsform; by-writing a letter 

: ton spirit friSWL S&iflit tome withII, and I will 
try and get reply by-ifedependent witling or whla* 
pera. AddreBslira. AEmle Lord Chamberlain, MU* 
ford Masa • ■ - - ....

OBSESSING INFLUENCES
Removed, Drelma Interpreted, Clairvoyant De* 

‘ Rcrlpilon'Bi' ht^notlcrtfondltlons relieved, direc
tions given Joheafo '¿toVelopmenl of mediumship, 
diseases dtagwoeCd. ¿(Readings by Mall. 11,01, In
close wrlUapwlockTCff halrlf practicable, • •

. •- 834 EJetatath Sfci,-N. .E,, Washington, D. C.

’ FRANCES L. LOUCKS
Is one of the most successful medical clairvoy* 
ante known, curing where all others fail, Nerv* 
Ous exhaustion, mental-and physical diseases of 
men, womcn and children successfully treated; 
Write friowii'handwriting, giving name. age. sex. 
lendlng-sympjom .iind five two-cent sumps, «and 
receive a correct diagnosis. For children, send 
lock.of hair.- Price reduced». .Address: .

-FKANOES L. LOUCKS, ;
. 35 Warren St.. . ■ Btoneham. MMS.'

fi lilnnrlppFl if Restores Lost Vision, 
n Wvlluul Ilir Write for'HlustratedCircular 
Anonb^niQ showing steles and pricesand 
UUuuLQblui photo of Spirit Yanna, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to-your eyes at your own home and send bv 
mall, a4 if you were in my office. Thousands will 
testify,. If. F. POOLE.

• 43 Evanston Ave^ Chicago. Ill
Dear Mr.Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E. U Robertson, 
Los Angeles,' CaL

Rn.HAY, Psychic aneNatural Clairvoyant 
• Readings by mali. ll.Qp. 207-Lincoln nve„ Chi- ' 
cago, Illinois. _ ■’

WOODEN TRUMPET hiadeunderapir-
li guidance.- Weight; 5‘ to 8 ounces. Strong and- 
durable. Indorsed Uy bur best mediums. For 
particulars cull or address. Conrad Graf. &90 Fill
ton street; (rear) betweeh'Wood ti Paulina Sts.

Present Duties, Future Possibilities— 
Opened by Rev- J. O. M, Hewitt.

Academy of'Higher Sciences
Ahd.CoBege of?Fine Forces.

Teacbis new and TfronderZul methods of cure.
‘F.n6t becoming of.VterldtwldG fame. ”—H. Tattle 

Lftht. ooldt Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Bathi.
jib bGautltul. Diploma .«(rnfere title. ‘-D. M. 

Doctor bf Magnetics: can’be gained at CoHcgo or 
at one's borne. Books anddnatruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue-tOi . -' *■ ? «

•/. Ei D. BABBITT. ,
0» Bast Are., Rochester, N.Y.

Wednesday Afternoon, March 22. Congregational singing. . 
Quartett^Song Selected-Mesdames Vopcra’AolrSelePte<1-Dr- L°U1S 

de Loux and Smith, Messrs. Simon A/d^XSpIrltUaiism ona Decline? 

Address—Will J- Erwood, president B^j^goio^fciasBlcal^BelMUonB^Miss

we*w*!*

’ *' * JC / "* ** ( s-/f “ ~ - 1" „ I

The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Reiuly to Batfefor Spiritualist, Pure arid Unadulterated; ¿if for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity,
UK ¿"tt M *»'/ ^ «» « CT ' ' '  t; j —   -, I".  ■•„ rlJr_ JU 4J, .,. 11...  ..................... II 1 |l J| I »-»’,.. J ■ J. ■'  ‘ ‘ "

Under the Auspices of

The Illinois State Spiritualist, fissoclatlon, 
■ at Handel Hall, Ghleano. .

Opening Session, Tuesday Evening, March 21st.
' All-day Sessions, March 22nd. and 23rd. . ’ 
.Enjoyable Music—Honest Messages—Able Oratory. 
Watch for Program. Public Interest in Our Cause 

is Awakened. ; “Know?Your Opportunity.

Invocation.
Bong—Selected—Mrs. Smith, Mrs.‘ de 

Loux, Mr. Dean, Mr. Simon. . ..
AddreBs—Greeting and. Foreword—Mra. 

Laura G. Fixen, vlee-presldeiit 111. 8.
■ S. A. . ;
Instrumental solo—(a) J<JrI,King, Sclni- 
.. bert Liszt; (b) Aufswung, Schumann, 

•Albert J. Bliss. • .
Address—Have We Accomplished Any

thing? Miss Elizabeth Harlow.

—Rev. B, F. Austin, Toronto, Canada.
Vocal duet—What Are the Wild Waves 

Saying?-—Mr. J. W. Caldwell and Mrs. 
de Loux. ■ '.

Address—The Crisis oflhe Hour—Miss 
. Elizabeth Harlow-. • 
Congregational singing •
Messages—Will J. Erwood, Mrs. J. A.

Murtha. . / . '■ . ■ '
Dismissal. 1 . . \

Vocal ~ solo—Selected—Miss Florence ' 
Daniels. , ■■■ ■

Psychometric readings—Dr. C. A-Bur- _
. ¿pSS Sqng—-Convention quartette.
Conirre-ational sinking Address—Will J, Erwood. ,n

Dismissal Address-Higher Spiritualism—Rev. B.
Dismissal. ______ f. Austin. .

... j j -»a Congregational singing. ; .■ Wednesday Morning, March 22. jtfesSages-Mrs. Mary Weaver, Will J.
' Annual session of Illinois State Spirit- Erwood, Mrs. J. A. Murtha. ; , L 

unlists’Association. Reports — Gen- ' k«?;^i,’oa
eral business—Election of officers. . Thursday Evening, March 23. .

Wisconsin S. S. A.
Piano solo—Mrs. Lucile de Loux. 
Address—Mrs. Margaret E. Skeels.
Song by convention quartette.
Messages—Mrs. C. Kirchner, Mrs. L. J.

Jacquet, Mrs. Virginia Lyon. .
Wednesday Evening, March 22.

Song—Convention quartelite:
Address—Why 1 Became a Spiritualist

Ella Carr Patterson. .• •
Address—Foregleams of the Future— 

Miss Elizabeth Harlow.
Vocal solo—“We Are Passing But Once 

This Way”—By request—Mrs. Lncile 
de Loux.

Readings and messages—Mrs. May 
Elmo, Mrs. Isa Cleveland, Mrs. J. A. 
Murtha. .

' And still a -wealth of spiritual knowl
edge is being showered down upon us 

■ from unseen forces- .
Sunday morning. March 5, a. beautiful 

lecture on “Children of This Life and 
‘the Next,” was given by Carrie E. b. 
Twing,’and many profitable lesàons 
could be gleaned from it. ,

■ The^Bweet voice of Miss Hawtln was 
• heard to good advantage as she ren
- -déred the expressive song, “Dream

Faces.” ... .
In the afternoon a powerful lecture 

■ was given by W. F. Peck, subject, 
■ “Faith Versus Reason.” It was over

flowing with keen, strong points, well 
calculated to pierce the thin tissue of 
faith, letting in the bright light of rea
son A large, attentive audience was 
present. F. Corden White gave a large 
number of very convincing tests at the 
close of the lecture.

Tuesday, Mar 7, Ella Wilson Mar
chant occupied the rostrum, taking for 
her subject, “Man’s Relation to the Uni
verse.” It was an instructive lecture 
and many good points were made. Very 
satisfactory messages were given at 
its close by Corden White, some of 
them being remarkable as to details.

Test seances for benefit of the camp, 
with excellent results, have been given 
by Mrs. Wheeler and Mrs. Pratt

Wednesday evening, March 8, a 
splendid entertainment was given by 
the “Great and Only ^Florida Minstrels. 
Prof Peck was fine as interlocutor, and 
bis troupe, all stars of great magnitude, 
gorgeously attired, did credit to his 
training. Some very pleasing special
ties were given, among them the old 
plantation songs by “Auntie” Hampton 
ol St. Louis. A funny feature was the 
plantation hoe-down quadrille, with 
Mrs. Hampton as caller, and the way 

' she made those “^zy niggers fly 
around was astonishing. A genuine son 
of Africa who sat in the audience re
marked, “Dey does it purty well, but 1 
kin see de Yankee dar.” *

% . Mrs. Curran,- president of the O. S.
A., widely known’ for her valiant work, 
has been quite an acquisition to the 

' bamp. She has given two very good 
' lectures and takes a prominent part in 

the entertainments. One of the most 
delightful social functions of the season 
was the reception given one of the vql- 
ued workers in the camp, one who is 
-universally known and loved, Carrie E. 
S. Twing. People turned out en 

: - -masse, all delighting to. do her honor, 
' and the many speeches made were but 

honest tributes to her real worth and 
merit, to which she responded in her 
own sweet,- gracious .way. Refresh
ments were served, after which thé re-; 
jmainder of the evening was devoted to 

- dancing. ‘ .
/ ; ‘ Friday evening,-March 10,~a panbram-"

Ic. entertainment was given by Mr. Bud
. -ington, views of Lake -Pleasant camp 

■and'surrounding country being shqwn. 
It was well attended and thoroughly en
joyed.
. Meetings are held each Saturday af
ternoon at the Indian -camp-ground, 
where the different mediums allow the 
Indian controls to manifest. Many good 

. thoughts and messages are 'felven by 
■- Ihem. .. ' . ." " ' -..

The weather is delightful. Somç 
days the mercury rises to-90; hut the 
heat is always tempered by the cool 

. breezes from the Atlantic.
' ” - ; . .. . IRENE GAY.

Letter From John W. Ring. .
To the Editor and Renders of The 

Progressive Thinker:—Mofet cordial 
greetings fdr the approaching Fifty-sev
enth-Anniversary of the Advent of Mod- 
eni-'SpiritUaliem.-;ri,

The PrdgressiVe Lyceum, authorized 
lesson B^eet, of til? IMIonAl,.§PlrItuallst 
Association, has .furnished a pleaBmg 
program,, with special anniversary song 
—words and music—for the coming an- 
niyersary and from every quarter 
comes the word that the ly.ceum work 
is to be prominently represented in the 
many anniversary services which' of 
course will he held. In addition to the 
exercises a national bazaar has been 
proposed—the several lyceums 17111, 
hold a bazaar and to come in cooper
ative touch with each other, lyceums 
will exchange articles, which will be of
fered for sale at the bazaar. Thus Mrs. 
Lyness, corner 12th and F streets,. San 
Diego, Cal., may have articles from 
Mrs. Alice Leeds, 252 Woolsey street, 
Cleveland, Ohio, and the Home Lyceum 
Spiritualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,; 
may have-articles from these and froffv 
Mrs. -Mary C. Vlasek, 121 E. 30Q1J 
street, Los Angeles, Cai.,—as it already, 
has—and in this way each lyceum has- 
contributed something to the other and 
in turn received something which will, 
help in their bazaar.. Not as many ly
ceums as we had hoped are taking part 
this year, but a goodly number say they 
will surely assist in such a move next 
year, so look out for our Anniversary 
celebration next—year—that sounds en
terprising, don’t you think—to talk, and 
plan for next year’s celebration before 
this year’s has passed?

Well, the Progressive Lyceum is 
making its influence to be felt in every 
section and in many ways, and your 
kindness to announce-the topic each 
week in your paper does much in this 
direction. For Easter each lyceum 
will take a special collection for the 
Mediums’ Relief Fund, and in this way 
help that worthy department of the 
work. '

It is to be hoped that every section 
where Spiritualism has made its influ;, 
ence felt—and where will you go that it 
has. not—will come forward and do 
their portion toward making The Pro: 
gressive Lyceum, in every: way, a suc
cess Until from lakes to gulf, and from
ocean to ocean we will sound the 
ceum yell: ■

’ Lyceum, Lyceum, 
March, march ahead, ■ 
Never dead, file ahead, .

Come, Come, Gome. .

EXCELSIOR ! Existence,

»

Let Us Lead

and Our

■ Boston, Mass,
Secure Our
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Library, and

Suite IÍ,

Back Bay,

by thffr Home Treat
* rnent-have cured 
«hundreds who camo 
r to them In utter de- 
^PAfri-Oflcauso theft 
r-cnsof had been pro? 
ruotfneed: Incurable 
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.; cianfi.( They success

fully treat Catarrh, 
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A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort, for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Lif$

. It Is Important when a meeting Is 
suspended, that notice bo given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices ot all meetings being 
held hero la public halls at the present 
time. . . . . • •

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The North Star Spiritual Unloi holds . 
services at Perl’s Hull, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs, Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Occult Scientists meet every Sunday 
at 7:30 p. m., in Grand Boulevard Hall, 
corner 47th streeL and Grand Boulevard. 
Lectures, music and proof positive tests. 
Mrs. W. Brockway, pastor. Residence, 
3000 Indiana avenue.

. Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fqsking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth.Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’. Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service; ■ Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m.'Xlrs. Jeffery. Bur- 
land, pastor. • ’.U ; ■

The Englewood Spiritual - Union is 
now located at McDermott's Hall, 6603 
South .Halsted street.' /Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:3j0^? Ladies’ Aux-' 
Diary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30. 
- Ths Christian Occult Church, Gra
ham Hall, 2974 State street. Every 
Sunday afternoon at '3 dnd evening at 
7:30. Test, jnessages given by good 
mediums. Good speakers in attend- 
aneb. *.s. ■ . -. \

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, tri 
Vincennes Hail, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. 1 Mrs, May Rlnio, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. .Fraser. All .wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Church of All Souls, in-Hope 
Hall, No. 220 Western ayenue, between 
Jackson and Van Biireny Sunday even
ings af 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire. .. . .

The Light of Trutn Church will hold 
its Sunday meetingslin the Atheneum',' 
26 Van Buren street. Conference and 
circle, 3'p. m. Lecture at 8 p. m. Good 
mediums to give messages. Mrs. Bur- 
lapd; pastor.’ '. ' ■

The Kenwood Spiritual -‘Church will 
hold .services every. Sunday.'at 3 and 8 
p. m„ at Kenwood HalI,;?Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Jjrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. .

-The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
ayenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and; messages "at^ 
every session. - Mrs..Hilbert.-pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner,-; 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference, at 3 p. m. . ” Leq- 
ture at 8 p. m. ' The hall number Is 361
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs.. 
Isa Cleveland.

Church of-the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 -Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p, ni., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Adml&sloh -to after-
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■ “Death, Its Meaning anfl Resmt&v 
By J. K- Wilson, of the Pennsylvania 

'Bar. An‘absorbingly interesting vol
ume, of decided value. A narrative ot 

• wonderful, psychic events In the. au- 
thoris experience. (Both, 560 pages, Ik

•'¡usiiatetL-SLDS-' ... ■
.•‘Koradine. By Alics, B. -Stockham 

and Lida Holt Talbot.”- In the form of 
an entertaining story, it contains les
sons which every . girl should know.

doth, «J. ■ " „

"Principles of Ughtand Color.” : By
E.' D. Babbitt, M- D., LL. D.- A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should; delight to 
honor.' The result of years of deep 
thought and patiepit research Into Na
ture’s finer forces ,arp here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity; Medicài men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
(6. - It is a wonderful work and you will 
¿U -delighted with it <- -
.-“Success, and How to Win It.” A 

lecture ana course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps/ Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts. 
. "After Her .Dcatli. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting' No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer-''-0'a 
ethereal phases of Splrltniallsm leading 
the mind onward into tju; ‘nurér atmos
phere of exalte^ 'Spiritual truth, A 
book for thg" higher life. mco, 
doth, $L ' - f

ucsses peouliario both man and woman.
They employ’the latest and most approved 

methods of treating these disease and if you 
are not completely cured .your stomach is not 
ruined with strong drugs. If you are in 
poor health and want treatment or If you do not 
understand your case and wish to.know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. 
They charge you nothing for a complete diag
nosis and if they find your case is curable their 
charges’ will be most reasonable. They will 
also send you literature fully explaining their 
methods of treatment. . . .

If sickyourscl t or If you are interested in a nick 
friend write them a plain, candidjetter and they 
will tell you what your trouble is and if your case 
is curabfe^will Quote you their lowest terms. 
Write to-day.? Address Dr. Peebles Institute’©! 
Health; '•8 Main St., Battle Creek, Mich. .

Kimbark and Monroe avenues, Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will bo secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth 1b the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva , L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary^ 543 E 55th 
street, ; : Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
stréet. . ■ ,

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of thé Soul, ineets at Room 
512 Masonio Teniple, every first and 
third Thursday of the month. After-, 
noon session,-3 o’clock; evening ses
sion, ,7-,:30. EveiYone attending is' re
quested to furnish refreshments for 
6:15 supper. '!Coffee-tickets 10 cents.

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth strééti and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunfiay at'.Alberta Hall,. 
6922.; ZHon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at' 7:30 "p. m.; ,Conference at 
2; 30 p. m. . ,
' Temple'Light d,tid: Truth, 370 Waban- 
sla avenue, neat Robey street and 
Nprth aveniie. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
•tn. TJeeturhS and spirit messages;given 
dt 3 âhil 8 p<m., by.Mrfi,;T, Loll; pastor, 
évérÿi Sunday; InvCerman- find English. 
<. The Golden tRulo)!' Spiritualistic So- 
rthetyiwiirhold mèbtings in Haymarket
Theatre 1 Building," 161':?W.”-Mauihoh 
street; at 8 p. m. All .welcome, \ Take 
elevator. D. G. Hill .manager, TO,5. W- 
Madison street. ■, ■’S*?-.' '•‘.1

.- •The Society of Spiritual JInity1 hblils 
■meetings every Sunday at‘3and 8 j>. m., 
at Star Lodge Hall; 378 S. Western 'âvç- 
nue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie, 
Kusserow. _

noon’ meetings, free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others .will- assist. These 
méétlngs will be eontiffiied all summér. 
Dr. Beverly, présiüentiilíó^ East 31st 
street. ■’ <;..y-■-'•* tii'r.; " .............

;' ■ A’l Spiritualist ¿Témple’ has been ■ 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont ayenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musí-,-at every ser
vice'. . i..

The Spiritualistic Church bf the Stu
dents of Nature will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue;- Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor. . , ■

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray. ■

. Lake View Spiritual Union - holds 
Sunday afternoon -meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr.”and Mrs. Cari . Ai JWickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells

Church of „the., Soul, Mrs. Cora L..V. 
Richmond; pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school,, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton/ Pastor’s addre'ss, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home. Friday. -

Psychic . Research . meetings at1 
Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at2:30l 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course In oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82-Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums all welcome. ...
-The , Chicago ' Spiritualists’ League 

holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B.: 
Warne, president; Ó. E. Kropp, 5481 
Klmbárk aiveniié, secretary.- .. The} 
League wishes every Spiritualist sod-} 
ety of the city to send in the names of 
all their mediums, stating their partic-' 
ular phase of mediumship. Address all
communications to the secretary. .

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss , Cora M. Nafe,: 
soloiset. :

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the. People’s Institute, 
Yan Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No, 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt's 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 
Halsted ■ and Clybourn;-- and every 
Wednesday evening at-8 -o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Jlqll. Mr. ¡¡rank Joseph, medium.

Church of Uie Soul Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
R-'OCldck and Sundays 'at 8- .p, m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray. pastor. -

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening" services. 7:45 
A'tjtock, at »» S/ 55th betwteE

/"ri'

SPIRITUAL SCIENCE, 
Free for Three Months, 

If you will serid ub 3 1-cent stamps. 
' „ IT IS. SOMETHIN» NEW, .

■ Don’t fair to send for It. 
F. A. WATKINS, 

Hotel Westland.

Higher
Spheres

The Way to 
the Summit
Through
Our Proofs

High-Class 
Literature.

Show It to the Hungry World. >
The World Has Never Seen the Like Before/

;o o
-Truly, the world has never seen the 

like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitu:e a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic -and Occult li
brary,, and are furnished at a-nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 

■every library. Read the following care
fully: •
' We have now TWELVE magnificent 

Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows:

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection with 
a yearly subscription. Tnc paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book,'$1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelye Premium 
Books you may order, price £1.10.

Any tour of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of tGe Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

. Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40.

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent

out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a , 
Premium must be accompanied with a \ 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 1 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
Ths following is the list of titles of

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. I.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, 

Life in the Spirit vVorld, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death,

and

and

ana
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—'Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lauds. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming' a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one- 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

Development at a Small Cost 
i^“My System is taught only by the Initiated.

It 18 the oldest on earth and Is well understood by 
the priesthood. . Do not waste time and money by 
trying the_b380 imitations. If you are not too sor
did or prejudiced, I can demonstrate the superb 
orlty of my system over all other cults, 

ja^Send for it to-day. Read further, .
These Are the Books That Sell7 <

CLAIRVOYANCE, cloth, 150 pages. It shows you 
howto-see clalrvoyaniiy, enter the spirit world,’ 
practice test mediumship and telepathy, mind* 
reading,lo-read the crystal,find lost treasures and 
friends^ in short practice magic- and necromancy.

“A remarkable book/’—Progressive Thinker, 
’’Best bookon the snbject/’s-Mind.- Price 11.50 
THE IDEAL, ITS REALIZATION.—Cloth, by 

Lucy C. McGee. A wonderful’revelation ot the’ 
new. psychology. Price 60 cts. ' . '

‘AURAS AND COLORS.—A remarkable book on 
how to seo the «auras and nimbus, and interpret- 
the.colors. Contains a color dictionary. Price. 50c..

PSYCHOMETRY,—Here is the book which 
teaches you how to psychometrize. It’ls the best 
work on the subject. : . - .

REALIZATION—By Miss Loraine Follett.
Teaches you how to enter tho sphere whore the 
mysteries arc understood. A splendid book for 
the beginner. Price 50-cts. . ’

DEATH AND AFTERWARD,—Cloth. Hero Is 
a fine work, which reveals tho laws back of spirit 
and spirit phenomena. .. *

Send a stamped «addressed envelope for pros
pectus, and terms of "The System of Philosophy 
Concerning Divinity,” Address,

J. C. F. GRUMBINE, 
1285 Commonwealth Ave., 

Boston, Mass.

The Speaking Dial.
A Wonderful Spiritual Invention

Gives names, dates and circumstances. Speaus 
in various languages; answers mental questions; 
convincing the moat skeptical Has come to prove 

: linmort&llty and spirit communion. Develops all 
.phases of mediumship. Magnetized by powerful 
-tfptrlt'Mnd.

; TESTIMONIAL.
' Hot Springs. Ark , Jan. 23, 1904.

’ P.rX Dempsey:—1 am more than pleased with 
your-Speakfup Dial; and the reSults obtained are 
insome instances astonishing, I have a plan
chette and Ouija board, but the Dial is a great im
provement ou them all, Yours truly.

- J. A. GIBSON.
■ If you wish to investigate Spiritualism and con

verse with your spirit friends In your own home, 
order a Speaking Dial to* day. Dials now li.W 
each. Booklet with testimonials for the asking.

Address P. J- DEMPSEY. Inventor.
. 2817 Columbus Ave.. Minneapolis. Minn.

. In the World Celestial. '
We have received a supply of the 

fourth edition of Dr. Bland's book, "In 
the World Celestial,” which contains a 
beautiful full-page photo-gravure ot' the 
heroine, Pearl, from a new life-size 
spirit painting of her. This adds great
ly to the attractiveness of the book, and 
quite considerably to its cost. Yet the 
price remains the same, one dollar. For'/X«— 
sale at this office.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
l8.one.of the oldest and' most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; his examinations uro free tj all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock of haft, and 0 cents - 
in stamps. Ho doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion ot both sexes with- 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you iu your own home.

Address. J. T.OUOH8. M. D.,
. Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

"The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarena and 
His People.” Thrcugh the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents.

"Continuity or Ute a Cosmlo Truth.' 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work oi 
a strong, logical thinker,. on a deeply; 
Important subject Moo, doth, Ji. '

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora B. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents.

"Death Defeated; or the Psychic Be. 
erot of How to Keep Young." By J. M.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER 
. Send three two-cent stamps, lock Of 
hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power. ..... ■

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker,
' 230 North Sixth St.

Bau Jose, Call .

Peeblea, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Prtoe (L 
10 cents. '

“The Molecukir Hypothesis of Na* 
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwcod. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the' substance of hiq 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as, 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended tq, 
all -who love to study and think, 
Price 25 cents

"Right Living,” By BusahTI. Wixon, 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of- 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting

The Spiritual Wreatii.
A collbcllon ot words and music for the choir, 

ocngrèsMIon i and social circle.: By S- W. 
Tocksr. ’Oen^ariBæ sixty or inore geps: of

and more easily-comprehended. Itiq 
especially adapted for use in Children’s
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and / 
teachers it may he made .very useful. r
Young and old will be benefited by it. 
Cloth, M.
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Af They Emanate from the Pen of Mrs. Loie F, Prior.

he would
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him. . 1 j
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WHICH ARE THE CHRISTIANS?

worlds is remedial; that intermediary

Jhs down the moral Beale- 4p£ down-ln thelr spiritual superstition, 
¡mon spirits tethefd^to the i®ages'.pf.woód.ahd.stone. . I’, '.to restless dei

E. M. DcLano, $5; “Veta,” S; A.

Friend, Dorchester, Mass., $1 ;

$431.55. MARY T. LONGLEY.

THE INEFFECTIVE PREACHER.

seems to consist of con- !*.. one’s
self that it is easier; ion the’ V hole.*not 
to want things than it id to. ; étnhem.

[ The unjust tariff, . and the unearned
• rent? —Chas. H. FlUh. j

J

summerland parks that dot 
ureless immensities with bril 
speakable. .

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

th.
y trip to New Zealand, Australia 
the far East, has been delayed, but

meas- 
icy un-

SEND YOUR SUB-

C. L.

and a lot of benighted he^th^n, who are 
groping in spiritual-darkness,; and bow-

The Russian government asm general 
thing keeps a pretty sharp censorship

speak on the subject the M owing Sun
day night and invited thé’i leriibers of

muring poor, ■ .... -
But share with wealth which does not 

yet repent

Vividly Portrayed by G. S, Klock, a 
Spiritualist .Minister. .:.

instruments 
trances and

through vibrations, 
various 4 màtllfesta-

all that Is transpir- 
Ingin the ranks.

A Forecast of the Oncoming Day of 
World Peace. .

claims knowing that strict and’impar-' 
tial justice will. be administered.5 That 
supplemented- with a parliament of na
tions with authority to deal with all

us very exact ideas of the . relations 
there existing; that différentiations of 
good and evil prevail in tlié Bpiferes in
visible; that these states ’ range from 
angelic arsapl ' ’ -

.No soul is desolate as lopg a i there is 
a'Human being for. whom it

That the loving, pitying angels 
Shall strengthen you for the fight 

And teach through each hour of anguish
That "whatever is. Is right.”

,-r-Puck. > x 1 ’ ■ ’
■' Aggression which is flagitious when 
committed by .one is a&f’ äsim&ßed 
when committed bx'a HasL—HirHen 
Spencer. - - ' . ;

thinking men for generational' He was 
asked to explain his view of' Spiritual
ism but was allowed only teri’ minutes. 
Later he announced that’

FROM N. 8. A. HEAPQUARTERS. ,

Official Report of the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund.

a human being for. whom it san ' feel 
trust and reverence.^George Eliot.

: Philosophy, • in. . the; firm! . Analysis,

His subject was, “What la Spiritual
ism.” He said in part: '

“As our friends, (the ministers),

I YOU CANNOT AF- 
| lord to mlgg an issue 
| olthls paper, with Its 
» wealtliol SPIRITUAL, g LITERATURE.

HR IWiFTH Pfflîffl 11 extraoärWiFaWiWWcedented!!!
Nothing Like It In the History of Spiritualistic Literature.

9 9 Given Through the Mediumship 
of the Late Carlyle Petersilea.

The Profoundly Interesting, In- 66 
structiye and Truly Descriptive

This Book—THE TWELFTH VOLUME OF OUR PREMIUM LIBRARY—Is Jbw Ready for Distribution. See Special Offer Elsewhere in This Paper.

t ,. Through the columns of The . Pro- 
V. gresslve Thinker, am I glad to greet my 

many friends again.
■j I have been on a journey; the way 
' was long and dreary, and 1 a weary 

, traveler. I longed for rest, but no, 1 
needs must return and take up my 
earth labors again.
. Six weeks spent as an invalid was not 
.to the liking of an energetic, active in

; dividual. My hold on eirth life was 
. very weak for a while, and the Land of 

! Souls near; but the hour had not come 
. .when 1 was to lay aside physical efforts, 

and enter into spiritual pleasures. I 
, was disappointed, for it seemed so 

easy to die, to get a nearer view of the 
sublimity of soul life, but return I must. 
And now I lay hold of my work more 
fully, if possible, a Spiritualist than be

' yore my recent illness. Many wonder- 
ul visions were given to inspire me to 
nore constant effort for the cause of 

v.n

fro
not {abandoned. 1 am hoping to sail 
' San Francisco, March 16, on the

■ “Sierra." - -
I L The Bunday before I left Seattle 1 
< had the pleasure of ordaining Mrs. Ev
elyn Lake Pomeroy. Mrs. Pomeroy 
us a psychic of rare ability, and no 

qubt will be heard from in the near fu- 
re, as an inspirational speaker and 
t medium. She is intellectual schol- 

arljy and pleasing in her address, mak-
in 
cet
in

friends wherever she goes. The 
rnony took place at the afternoon 
ting, and the hall was filled with an

interested audience. The candidate, 
clottyed In pure white, carrying the 

 

sweat early spring blossoms, white hy- 
.ricynjths, came slowly and alone to the 
platform, while the notes of a beautiful 
¡march filled the air. There were few 

. dry ëyes in the hall when the charge 
was given. The hand of fellowship 
y/as extended her by the officers of the 
society, and the speakers and mediums 
In the city.

May our sister have eyer the aid of 
. spirit and mortal friends, in the mission 
entrusted to her! ,
” My Play In Portland,. Ore., will be 

short, "While here I am lecturing for 
À - the First Society. This -is my first visit 

to Portland Spiritualists for .eight years, 
Jjgnff’-I note maiiy changes.

" Some of the dear familiar faces have 
Ç disappeared, called to their soul’s home, 

and-strangers have taken their places. 
- Three of the old "war-horses" are still 

■-/in'harness, though showing the marks 
' of 'the many battles they have passed 

through—Co], Read, Capt McMillian 
a'H’djMf. Hendee. What will the Spirit
ualists of Portland have lost when they 

■ ¿^ called to answer the roll—these 
ihi'eB. old,men that stand clearly sil

' Houetted before us?
' Rev. Love is active in the work, now 
state president, and doing a great deal 

’ of good, as no doubt Brother Sprague 
' and wife will testify. They were guests 
' of Brother Love and wife last week, and 

> this city experienced quite a revival, 
which usually follows after Mr. and 
Mrs. Sprague. We will in time learn to 
nèéociate “revival, organization,” as 
their “familiar spirits.” .

Ere this letter reaches your readers 
a new society will be well under way, 
the N. S. A. missionaries’ work bringing 
forth fruit.

The officers of the First Society are 
doing all they can to present the best 
In the teachings of Spiritualism, and 
they should have the support of all lov
ers of truth. The meetings are held in 
a very pretty hall, which seats about 
three hundred people; three services on 

. . Sunday, and a childrens’ lyceum.
' The ladies of the society, under tbe 

leadership of Mrs. Ella York, have 
banded themselves together to build a 
temple, and they will succeed!

I bid farewell to Portland next week. 
You will hear from me again from San 

I Francisco ere sailing for Wellington, 
Npw Zealand. ■

May the "side lights,” which we trust 
will be turned on, lead us to greater do
ing, and higher achieving.

Sometimes a journey Is long and 
tedious, and one is anxious to reach the 

v end; but. not so with the one I have 
Z just iriade over the Siskyou mountains, 
? irom Oregon to California, by rail. The 
;.A road.winds its way through the prolific 

'yaliey .of the Willamette; ’tis early 
■spring, and the plowed fields, and early 

■ wheat are a cons'tant reminder, while 
the flower beauties are pushing aside 

..the clods of earth everywhere; and the 

.tb.roadLflowing river shines like silver in 
. the Sun. ’

Eight hours of this panoramic life; 
- then the scene.changes, we are carried 

under the tall firs and pines, and up, up 
into the mountains, darting through 
tunnels, rumbling over bridges, and 

. skirting great chasms. Here a giant 
pine of the forest, and yonder a great 

. mass of stone, that Vulcan flung from 
his forge as useless, when he was cast
ing beautiful Shasta, Many have been 
the Snow-capped peaks that I have been 
privileged to see, but none more beau
tiful than Shasta, when she unfolds her 
bankers of snow.

Now we commence to descend the 
mountains, going down, down into the 
valley of the Sacramento—what a 

■ saucy’ stream, laughing, dancing, shout
ing, ¡.as-she bounds along, telling all 
that-her-life comes from Shasta's snow. 
Howtshe changes into fury When she 
meetis obstructions; now her laughter is 

1 changed to angry rumblings, her danc
ing to strong; swift leaping, her shouts 
to deep minor tones. Ah, she is over
coming all that hinders her progress oni 
to thp sea; and when she gains the low
lands', how'are her arms outspread to 

•• embrace-all,- saying, "See, here am I, 
. my birthplace Shasta’s snow, my life, a 
’/Struggle against rock and boulder, my 
death, an ocean's embrace.” ■

'Tis thus that sweet nature measures 
t The. joys of each hour and day;
We love >and are loved like the mount-

ïl)f l.lrofirc5öilu- Jljinlírv.

We give and are ted by the fountains— 
Thus endless God's symphonies play."
Two days and a night’s travel, then 

San Francisco. While here I was priv
ileged to listen to a lecture by Joaquin 
Miller, poet of the Sierras. What a 
grand old man—over six feet in height, 
long white hair and beard; how grace
fully sits his age upon his shoulders. 
He is like the mountains which have 
been his home for long years; "let your 
foreheads touch God’s even if your feet, 
are in the dust,” is an expression of his' 
that is inspiring to higher being.

I called upon Bro. W. T. Jones, ed
itor of the Philosophical Journal, and 
found him the same genial friend as of 
yore, and doing good work. I think the 
Spiritualists should aid all editors of 
reputable papers—thus spreading the 
truth.

Mrs. Anna L. Gillespie is doing an ex
cellent work, in this city, with the chil
dren’s Ivceum, and as pastor of the 
People’s church. I had the pleasure of 
saying a few words at both meetings. 
There are many societies here and all 
working in their own way for the good 
of the cause. But they all join in one 
grand union meeting for anniversary 
Sunday. May the angels inspire them 
ever. My next letter will be from Hon
olulu. LOIE F. PRIOR.

Some True incidents Narrated.
To the Editor:—I have been a reader, 

for years of your valuable paper, The 
Progressive Thinker, but never having 
contributed to its columns, L will ask 
space In which to express a few 
thoughts for the benefit of the readers 
of The Progressive Thinker, among 
whom are to be found many of my old 
friends, and some of whom have been 
in the field of spiritual enlightenment 
ior years. My coming into the light 
and being converted to Spiritualism, 
with a knowledge of spirit communion, 
dates back about thirty years and 
through the wonderful spirit manifesta
tions witnessed in circles held by Har
vey Mott, then of Memphis, Mo., the 
fact of spirit return and continuity of 
life, through manifestation, was satis
factorily demonstrated to me and to 
many other truth seekers who are now 
in the spirit realms. Mr. Mott, who will 
be remembered by many readers of 
The Progressive Thinker, was one of 
the strongest and most convincing ma
terializing mediums it has ever been 
my pleasure to meet.

Since attending Mr. Mott’s seances I 
have attended seances held by a score 
of mediums, including about all of the 
phases of phenomena, and being a sen
sitive myself, have, in many instances, 
discovered the spurious when the gen
uine was hoped lor and looked for. 
Through Prof. A. J. Still, an excellent 
clairvoyant, I first learned 1 had healing 
powers, and for some years thereafter, 
when an opportunity was presented, did 
healing, and for the last six years have 
made healing a specialty, and am at 
present superintendent or a sanitarium 
known as the Natural Health Institute 
at Canton, Ohio

I am also pleased to say that we have 
now in our cky an excellent medium 
and worthy woman in the person of 
Mrs. Nina D. Challen. Mrs. Challen's 
phases of mediumship consist of clair
voyance, clairaudience, trance, and 
trumpet. She also speaks under inspi
ration and each Sunday evening lec
tures in Blanchatd’s hall. After each 
lecture she delivers tests, and mes
sages, mostly to non-Spiritualists, that 
are both convincing and consoling. 
Through attending one of Mrs. Chai- 
len’s trumpet seances recently, I hid 
the pleasure of conversing with Mr. 
Mott, the materializing medium, herein 
mentioned, but who has been on the 
spirit side for some time, also his 
daughter Essie, who was an excellent 
slate-writing medium, they claiming 
that they had come together. In adlli- 
tion to Mr. Mott and his daughter sev
eral other old acquaintances who for
merly lived near Macon City also came, 
gave their full names, and to prove 
their identity mentioned incidents that 
took place years ago when I lived in 
Missouri. v '

At another sitting George Wise, a 
Spiritualist and a railroad engineer, 
Who met his death in a railroad wreck; 
near Canton, on the evening of March 
6, came into the seance room where a 
special seance Was being held by Mrs. 
Challen for the benefit of one of my pa
tients, and gave his name. This was 
within two hours after his death. Be
ing well acquainted with Mr. Wise, and 
knowing nothing of the wreck, I doubt
ed that it was he who was talking, but 
when morning cade and I went out for 
breakfast, I was told of the wreck and 
the death of two engineers, one of 
whom was Wise. I then, went over to 
the morgue which was nearby and-took 
a look at His body. Wise and the 
other engineer, making a double-head
er, were pulling a long freight train 
north on the' Wheeling & Lake Erie R. 
R., and through some mistake in the or
ders collided with a passenger train 
south bound. •

I could relate many more wonderful 
arid strangely true incidents but will 
not ask for more of your valuable 
space. \ BENJAMIN! LINT. '

Canton, Ohio’. , .

Genius always.gives Its. pest at first;
prudence at last—Lavater. - 4 i

Who plays for more than he tan lose 
with pleasure stakes his Heart—Her
bert. ' ■ ... -v. :•

Give -up rip science entirely, for sci
ence is but one.—Seneca. .

Much of the religion to-day is only re
spect for the religion of the past.—In
vestigator. '

Reason must be our last guide and 
judge in everything.—John Locke.
A well-governed laltul learns in time to 
find pleasure in nothing but the truth 
and the just—Aim. ’ ~

It is recorded to the credit of Thomas 
Paine that he announced his belief in 
the following words: “My country Is {he 
wôrld, and my countrymen are all man
kind." The trend of events at tbe 
present time is to bring the nations of 
the world into a closer political com
munion, ' to correspond with the' closer 
social communion that the wonderful 
inventions of the ago have consum
mated. The establishing of an interna
tional arbitration court is the first step 
in that direction. The second is the 
suggestion that an international parlia
ment be formed to deal with all inter
national questions. The first is an es
tablished fact, the second will in a few 
years be realized, probably before the 
first quarter of the twentieth century 
has passed if the desires of the civil
ized world continue on the lines on 
which it at present is moving.

This may seem rather a curious state
ment to make, one that according to ex
ternal signs is not correct. The intense 
anxiety to increase the size and effi
ciency of the armies and navies of the 
world, our own republic leading in that 
effort, would indicate that they antici
pate a use for them. We will not assert 
that they will not be used, for tbe indi
cations. point very strongly that they 
will be used. But all that is only a 
ripple on the great ocean ' of thought 
forces that as-time moves on is being 
controlled more and more by the spirit- 
liai aspirations of life that are bringing 
humanity into a closer communion by 
removing the barriers that have pre
vented the consummation of that uni
versal citizenship.

There are forces more powerful than 
armies and navies, and before which 
they will eventually bow in humble sub
mission. It Ite the spiritual aspirations 
of human life united and determined to 
evolve from out of thé undeveloped a 
higher manifestation of life. That 
gross condition which makes itself man
ifest and at times seems to control hu
man aspirations will be superseded by a 
higher civilization, one that will cause 
cur present social and political systems, 
our race hatred and religious antago
nisms to be. banished forever from the 
domain of human life.

It was a glorious example that our 
world when in its formative stage it 
brought all the different states into a 
union that recognized the equal rights 
of'each one to direct its own Internal af
fairs, but made the compact more than 
a loose confederation, so that our citi
zenship is not local but jqcludes our 
whole country. The means of commun
ication between the different countries 
of the world has become so rapid that 
business can be transacted between thé 
most distant parts of the world in less 
time than it took to communicate be
tween the different states. As a result 
there,is a growing demand for a closer 
political union, at tbe same time recog
nizing to each one a right of independ
ent action as far as it concerns their in
ternal affairs, but making that union so 
strong that it would remove all possi
bility of conflict between the different 
nations.

Before the consummation of that su
perior condition of human life which 
those who are not overshadowed with 
mammon’s greed are patiently working 
for its aflvent, there will be convulsions 
that will shake the old heavens and 
earth to their very foundations, for thé 
present patchwork structure labeled 
“modern civilization" with its warfare 
and its selfish instincts that stop at 
nothing, showing no consideration for 
the rights of fellow beings if it only can 
accomplish its designs, will be sent to 
that realm where all the other outgrown 
barbarous systems have gone. The not 
eliminated barbarism that Is mixed 
with our present advancement would 
make a poor foundation on which to 
build a structure such as is anticipated 
hy the advance thought of the age.

The work of preparing the way for 
tbe acceptance by tbe world of that uni
versal citizenship must be thorough ; no 
remnants of the old order can remain 
to be mixed with the new, and accord
ing to present appearances the politisai, 
moral and spiritual convulsions that 
will be needed to establish the new or
der may seem appalling to those who 
look only to the externalities of life, 
and expect to sit on flowery beds of 
ease waiting for its corisummation.

No great good has ever come to hu
man life, only through an earnest labor 
to bring about the result. Suffering and 
lack of appreciation have been the re
ward of those who have unselfishly la
bored for the advancement of life, and 
many times physical martyrdom; Hut 
their sacrifices fertilized- and made 
fruitful the fields on which is budding 
arid blossoming and bearing the glorfi 
ous fruitage of a more perfect life for 
humanity. . - . '

There is a growing unrest pervading 
the political, social and religious phases 
of human life, and it is or a higher 
phase of manifestation than bas ever 
before been experienced; even the me
dieval empire of Russia is feeling the 
'pulsations of that life coming from the 
new order, and banishment or imprison
ment cannot prevent its manifestation 
but will be. a means of hastening its de
velopment So far it has been a sort of 
patchwork sÿstern, a mixing of the out
grown and should-be-dlscarded forms 
with which life forjnerly manifested :ft-‘ 
eelf in with the new, resulting in a.mix
ture which.would not, because it could 
riot, harmonize. ■ ? . T

Thé call is for a new manifestation of'- 
life, absolutely rejecting everything 
that is not founded upon the truth, bei 
cause that is the only thing, that can- 
lay. claim to immortality, all else is of a 
transitory nature and however useful’ 
they'may have been in filling the gap 
for the time being, they must retire, and 
give place to those forms of life which 
are better adapted to the growing ' de
mands of the present age.- .

Such idea is embodied, in the demand- 
tor an international-court before which 
ell ' nations can come and present their

I-UUlltr-WALU CfcUUlUAlbjr... w Uvai wliu all 
subjects oí an international character

- Rev.G. S.Klqck,a leader find preach
er of the local association of Spiritual
ists pf Lincoln, Neb., wa$ anInterested 
spectator at the last meeting of the 
ministerial organization when Rev. M. 
A. Bullock read an article bn. Spiritual
ism. . '

At the close of the reading 'of the 
paper Mr. Klock- was invited to speak 
and tried during the brief (-time given 
him to throw more light On the question 
which has occupied the minds of many 

have after several years of soul-travail, 
got bo near to the border-land of spir
itism in its best estate as'to' admit that 
‘mediumship proves a future existence,’ 
but nothing more, they willpqrmit trie to 
publicly introduce to them for their 
calm consideration, the grandest truth, 
considering its attributes/inspirations, 
communications and encouraging, spir
itualizing tendencies, that eyer glad
dened this rolling planet.1 Its keynote is 
Spirit—the One, the Absolute Presence 
underlying and over-reaching all the 
great reforms, all the ennobling, uplift
ing movements that have graced the 
agone decades. Spiritualism Is all-in
clusive, teaching that there’is a germ of 
divinity in every conscious intelligence 
in this or spirit life; thatf'-all /nations, 
races and tribes are brothers;.that true 
soul unfoldment must arlde from .with
in; that the harmonial life should be
gin now and here; that discipline in all 

tions demonstrate a future progress
ive existence, describing with much ac
curacy the employments and golden op
portunities of those who’Seekfor the 
purer, and the higher; theft spirit intro
missions into the spiritual world give 

enzoning earthly ,spheres, tethered apd 
morally bound to lower states of being 
till they seek, see the light,'hear and 
answ.er the voice, ’.Come up. higher.’

“Wisdom’s dopr of mercy ¡is never 
shut. The pulse of infinite love throbs 
and thrills through all the;lqw cimme: 
rian spheres of moral darkness. The 
tender-voices, the echoing/ voices- from 
celestial abodes are ever vibrating and 
crying, 'Come up to fairer [spheres!’ 
Climb on, oh! souls, up -the¿alabaster 
stairways that lead to the evergreen 
shores.of immortality and to the lovely

on the newspapers, bii't it has helped, 
rathér-thân, hindered, the Russian press 
in its harping lipon the glorious fact 
that the sôïiiers of the Czar are also 
the soldiers of the Christ, and that the 
Japs are a set of wretched pagans, who 
believe not In Christ; but in Buddha.

Nominally it is true, the' Russians are 
“Christians” and the Japs are "Pa
gans,” but in reality it is just the re
verse, the Russians being the pagans 
and the Japs the Christians.

What is Christianity, anyway? Is it 
a profession of belief and the practicing 
of a certain ritual, or is it a life—a life 
that manifests itself in a progressive, 
kindly and justice-loving civilization?

If the latter, then Japan is away 
ahead of Russia.

In progressiveness there Is no com
parison between the Colossus of the 
North and the Island Kingdom.

Eighty per cent of the Russian people 
are unable to read or write, while in 
Japan education is almost universal.

The Russian government is a Jugger
naut, crushing the life out of the people, 
grinding them to death in its heartless, 
merciless greed of power and gold; 
while the government of Japan is beau
tifully paternal, existing to bless rather 
than to curse thé Japanese people.

So barbarous and cruel is the Rus
sian Government that, if the truth were 
known, it would probably be found that 
the overwhelming majority of the peo
ple are praying that the Mikado may 
give it a death thrust; while, on the 
other hand, so fair and beneficent is the 
Japanese Government that every one of 
the forty millions of its subjects is 
ready to die for its preservation.

The justice and beneficence of the 
"Powers that Be" in Japan are eliciting 
such patriotism, courage and devotion 
as perhaps the world never witnessed 
before, while the unspeakable tyranny 
and brutality of the Russian authorities 
are pluckipg the heart of valor out of 
the rank and file of their soldiery and 
making them the laughing stock of the 
world.

On the gory battlefields of the far 
East the Japs are looking, with infinite 
skill and tenderness, after the sick and 
the wounded; providing for them with 
a compassion that would have mightily 
touched the heart of a Bayard or a Sid
ney, as well as with the science that 
would have made Napoleon and Grant 
look on with blank amazement.

And while the Cossacks in Manchu
ria, their one-,time terrible prestigé 
gone forever, are fleeing before the vic-, 
torious little japs, the Cossacks in Rus
siti are running amuck among the un
armed populace, riding down old men, 
defenseless women and innocent little 
children, ..slashing them with their 
swords, beating thém with their knouts, 
crushing tHem.under the jronshod feet 
of tUelrhorses. ... ...

Well ma® we ®sk then, “Which are 
the Christians?"

- The answer Is not far to seek, and 
here it is—“the Japanese.” . .

They may:know. very little of the his
torical Christ; they may be deplorably 
ignorant of. the creeds over which 
“Christians” have , been quarreling and 
fighting for two thousand years; but of 
the real spirit of Christianity, as taught 
by the Great Friend and-Brother of us 
all. they have very much more than is 
possessed by the Russians; or; to . be 
more precise, by the crowd that is at 
the head of the'Rrisslans. ; ’ . :
- In this" case. Clearly, the Pagans are 
the better Christians; and the ‘.‘benight
ed, heathen”, who bow down to."images 
of wood and stone" are showing not 
only more intelligence and courage but 
more pity and love than are shown by 
the .-followers - of the Cross.. —R«v. 
Thoa. B. Grogory in Cblcdsc Examiner.

..:Z .

“SpirituaMem as a principle, as a 
glowing truth can never -die'. It is 
afire and aflame with eternal hope. Its 
visions reveal the glories Of'jljie inner 
heavens. Its medium ’ ' messengers 
(heaven bless them) bring thii’glad tid
ings of sympathy and of theigiiardlan- 
ship of loving, ministering anèels. Oh! 
blessed Spiritualism, and' blessèd be
cause it demonstrates. a -future exist
ence, describes and largely 'defines the 
conditions and occupations 'of that ex
istence, as well as prophesies ;.of in
creasing progress, of intensified hope
ful brightness, of incoming (equal op
portunities, of a widening: co-operation 
and of an ultimate altruism based upon 
the principle of eternal justjeo illum
ined and warmed and crownecpwith ten- 
derest, sweetest love. It is tjhis Spirit
ualism that I invite the ministers to 
come with me, and millions-Hf others, 

.and be à partaker. It will brighten 
and glorify their sunset days( _

"The orthodox preacher must be a 
Spiritualist;” declared Mr. Klqck. “He 
cannot teach the true principles of a 
spirit unless he is one; , THe word God 
does not fit the universal spirit ^because 
it is impossible to comprehend a uni- 
versai spirit. The preachef. pf the or
thodox faith must imbibe Spiritualism 
or hè cannot be true to- the' things 
which he professes to believe, and talk 
about in the pulpit and oiit Òfjit”

will remove the -last vestigé, òf danger 
from war, and the energy anil resources 
pf the world can be used IriMts pSaceful 
development.sothat it will; literally 
blossom as thè rosé? ' T J -

Our universal citizerishi^^vjlEl^i time 
be realized as one óf trie facts of.human 
existence. It doed not; in^lyl fijgt the 
normar face and national1- dlffiefences. 
which characterize ' the irifiaéitrihts of 
our planet will cease, but it, dòes‘”imply 
that the accursed -pfejfifllces3.' tbat 
through: Ignorance have prédoMìnated 
will cease to control hurifan '. life, and 
the higher law will not only bè à-beau

, tiful Ideal but an. actual- fact that is 
Doiriinating human life. . Tp théè'e who- 
are willing to work’ for that1 cinsiimma- 
tion. there cannot be promised' ’great 
earthly remuneration or .the I applause 
of those whom they-are striving:to ben
efit for the prejudices of-ages are diffi
cult to overcome, but the spiritual sat
isfaction that comes from the con
sciousness of a good deed'.overljalances 
an other considerations, . - .

■ - HAMILTON DE GRAW.
. -West Troy, N. Y.s , ; r. .

Let me sing for the weary millions, 
The patient tolling throng.

Whose backs are bowed to the burdens, 
On a journey sad and long.

For a song shall pierce thro’ the gleam
Ing,

If Rs note be true and high, 
And lift a glimmer of gladness 

To brighten a lowering sky.
Oh, not for the pampered thousands. 

Safe lapped from the storms away. 
And not for the strong and mighty, 

Shall my voice be raised to-day.
But for them, my brothers and sisters, 

Who eat of the bitter bread,
And whose Ups are salt from the waters 

Where their starving lives are fed.
For them I sing of a morning 

That breaks for them even now, 
Of the glory and gladness of living - 

Where none shall, disallow; . .
The rest for-their earth-worn bodies. 

The balm for their wounded hands, 
The healing touch for their broken

hearts
In the beautiful Summer Lands.

Oh, aching hearts of the many, 
My soul is rent with your pain;

I lift my cry to the heavens, 
Where your prayers seem raised 

vain.
And I call in thp bitter travail 

Of a soul to your souls akin, 
That the open portals of knowledge 

May find and welcome you in.

And that never a pang or sorrow 
Or life’s most stern demt-r ds

But bears its lesson and recompense 
When the spirit understands.

Oh, souls of my brothers and sisters, 
If I, in ,the body Hound,

Can feel-such pity and yearning, 
Such love to enwrap you round,

Shall they that have passed the portal— 
And who loved you better than 1— 

Shut heart or ear to your sorrows 
And give no heed to your cry?

Each strangled sob in the darkness 
To the angel host is known.

You /re not left in the silence 
To bear your burdens alone.

Compassionate arms enfold you, 
Your lips by the lost are pressed;

And your hidden tears you weep to-day 
On the heart that loved you best.

Their whisper of hope and comfort 
May pass you as idle air;

You may not see them or understand, 
Yet the angel hands are there.

And the gentle hands of your dear ones. 
Seek ever to lead you hence

From your prison houses of bondage 
And the blindness of mortal sense.

Where ever earth's stress and trial 
Have set their seal on the soul, 

There stands a spirit immortal 
To proffer love’s aureole.

And in this, my voice, do they call you 
By the tie of our brotherhood;

"In love and faith press on with hope 
Till the end be understood."

BEATRICE ST. GEORGE. 
Kemlwoith, Ill.

A Timely Article Illustrating the Radi
cal Difference Between the Russians 
and the Japanese-rTh? Japanese Are 
the Real Christians, While the Rus
sians Are the Pagans/
The Russian press is doing its level 

best to ketp the world in mind of the 
fact that the war in the far East is a 
clash between Christianity and Pagan
ism, between the followers'of the Cro^s

Philosophy of Happiness.
There is strong common sense com

bined with spiritual philosophy in some 
piquant remarks by one who signs her
self Marjorie, in the Chicago Chronicle. 
Her words convey a rich lesson that 
should be learned and heeded by every 
#ne:

Little tilings—chance words and un
important incidents—often teach us 
mighty lessons. Years ago I was stand
ing among a group of girls in the dress
ing-room at school. I wore for the first 
time a new coat which my mother had 
sewed for me. The little girls were ex
amining'it.' ' •

"How nice and warm it is!” said one 
little tot, whose sole protection against 
the winter’s cold was an old black jer
sey.

“Yes, but 1 don’t like it,” I pouted. “I 
would rather have it red than brown, 
and I don’t like the way mother made 
it.”

"Oh, I would be so glad if I could only 
have due that war. warm enough," 
sighed .ne girl of the black jersey.

All unconsciously her words re
proached me; she made me ashamed of 
being ashamed of the coat my mother 
had made me. That winter she died, of 
lung lever, the doctor said, but 1 knew 
it was of a not warm enough coat. 
That was long ago. 1 have forgotten 
her name, but as I have grown older the 
lesson which I first learned from her— 
the lesson of being grateful and con
tented with what we have—has sunk 
more deeply in my heart. I have not 
learned it yet, but every day 1 am 
surer that it is not things that make us 
happy, but the content in our heart— 
not what we have, but our attitude to
ward what we have, that makes life 
worth living.

Of course, this has all been said be
fore—innumerable times and in innum
erable ways. Yet I believe that it is 
one of the greatest truths of life, which 
cannot be said too often. It is the uni
versal, experience of mankind to be dis
satisfied with what it has and to strive 
and long for that which it has not. The 
poor workman wishes a better house; 
his wife wants prettier and richer 
clothes. The millionaire wants a finer 
yacht; his wife spends thousands of dol
lars on dress and yet is not content. 
The king is not satisfied with his earth
ly might, but even envies and apes the 
Almighty in his power. ’Tis in the very 
nature of man to want what he has not. 
If it were not so he would not grow and 
progress and' develop. If it were not so 
man would not be a finer and more com
plex and powerful being now than he 
was 2,000 years ago. It is his desire 
for more that leads to his self-develop
ment. ,

Yet it is a curious anomaly that they 
who, while striving and doing their 
best, still enjoy to the utmost the good 
things they have are the happiest. 
They who each day get the most joy 
out of life are they who think more of 
the blessings they have than of those 
which they lack. This is not any "high 
falutin” philosophy, as an old friend ac
cused me of writing; it Is just everyday 
common sense. It means to enjoy a 
walk along the boulevard instead of 
fretting because you cannot go in an au
tomobile or ride in a carriage. It means 
to be thankful that you can have a $1 
seat at the opera and can go at all in
stead of spending the evening envying 
■those in the parquet and boxes. It 
means to takea lively interest in fixing 
over your last year’s hat and dress and 
to see just how pretty you can make 
them instead of bewailing your fate be
cause you can not afford some of the 
handsome new ones you see in the shop 
windows and on other women. It meahs 
to enjoy "the little gatherings with your 
friends—to appreciate them and not to 
be a snob and try to get in with the 
rich. It means to enjoy and be grateful 
lor the little, wholesome blessings and 
pleasures of life—to be glad because of 
healtn, and love, and friends, «Ad 
books, and music, and nature and what
ever of good that you have. • Of course, 
there are many things whitft you Have 
not, but others who have th®o ounce1 
are' not any happier bwsr*e »t 
them, for they only long for inorck It 
you will you can find plenty of thing» 
to be glad for, and if you do this you 
will have, reached the aim of all living, 1 
which is happiness, for you will; be con-

To the Editor:—It gives me much 
pleasure to report to you and to the 
readers of your helpful apd valuable pa
per, concerning contributions received 
for the Mediums’ Relief—or pension_
fund of the N. S. A. Since our last ap
peal, Feb. 1, which opened the new list 
for the thousand dollars we are trying 
to secure by contributions, and thus 
gain the second thousand from a benev
olent friend in this city, we have re
ceived the handsome and encouraging 
sum of $431.55. We hope and pray that 
the hearts of all who have not yet do
nated to this grand work will be opened 
very soon in this direction and that 
their offerings will be sent to this office 
to help swell the list and thus make it 
possible to secure the desired and sore
ly-needed sum. The grateful apprecia
tion, thanks and blessihgs of all in tbe 
N. fa. A., and of our beneficiaries, go to 
all who have aided in this work.

Since our last report one of our aged 
and tired1)ensloners, Mrs. T. c. Pardee 
of Ellington, N. Y., has passed to spirit 
life at the age of ninety-three; the last 
days of this aged one were made com
fortable and free from anxiety by the 
monthly pension devoted to her use 
from tbe Relief Fund of the N. S. A. 
Such work is blessed and brings its own 
reward.

Rev. H. C. Dorn is one of the donors 
in the following list. Brother Dorn 
held a seance for the benefit of this re
lief fund—he has done such work be
fore, several times; his suggestion is 
that each medium hold a benefit seance 
for the N. S. A. pension fund, once in 
three months, and send the receipts to 
the N. S. A.; a good and valuable sug
gestion which we trust our mediums 
will adopt.

"Veta" gives five dollars and sug
gests that one hundred true Spiritual
ists who have been helped and blessed 
by mediumship, each send us five dol
lars, and that five hundred other good 
and true Spiritualists each send one 
dollar to the relief fund within sixty 
days, that the work of caring for needy 
mediums may go nobly on; wise and 
practical suggestions that we would like 
to see carried out. Contributions, large 
or small, will be gratefully received and 
acknowledged. Please do not let this 
grand work fail, but send your mite to 
this office, and the angels will surely 
bless each noble deed.

The list to date—March 15—is as fol
lows :

Estate of Mary L. Farnum, via Mrs. 
Nelson, $100; Spirit Owassa, to aid his 
old medium, Dr. Slade, $25; J. A.'Buck
waiter, $20; Helen A. Haddox, $20; 
Philadelphia Spiritualists Society, $20 
collection; Friend, Washington, D . C., 
$10; First Spiritual Society, James
town, N. Y„ $10; Mrs. J. W. Storrs, $10; 
H. M. Edmiston, $10; "Boston,” $10; 
Mrs. Geo. Fellows, $10; Ohio State As
sociation, collection, $6.30; Progressive 
Spiritual Association, Waverly, N. Y„ 
$5.10; Mrs. D. Dickey, $5; L. S. Bur
dick, $5; Mrs. L. V. Burdick, $5; J. K. 
and H. Parker Morse, $5; Ladies’ Aid of 
Spiritual Science Society of Rockford, 
Ill., $5; “St. Valentine,” $5; A Friend in 
Santa Ana, $5; A Friend in Philadel
phia, $5; Rosalie Hoffmeyer, $5; E. A. 
Ewings, $5; Esther Wattles, $5; Mr. 
and Mrs. H. Lovi, $5; Mrs. P. E. M. 
Dunn, $5; Mrs. S. L. Russell. $5; Miss

Tallmadge, $5; Flora Cabell, $5; Henry 
Challond, $5; J. E. Hoskirts, $5; C. E. 
Langdon, $3.75; Nelson Adams, $3; J. 
O. McGrath, $2.50; Chartered society, 
Troy, N. Y., $2.50; F. N. Hathaway, $2; 
Robert Meatyard, $2; Henry C. Dorn, 
seance, $2; H. C. Fulchers, $2: John F. 
Handion, $2; Geo. A. Shultz, $2; Mrs. F. 
C. Cramer, $2; Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Mil
lard, $2; E. F. H., per editor Banner of 
Light, $2; Mr. and Mrs. Titus M. Welsh, 
$2; Ellen Hainmann, $2; F. R. Wilder, 
$1 ; Wm. Roe, $1; Mrs. Armstrong, $1; 
Miss Leila Wilson, $1; H. M. Baldwin, 
$1; W. C. Dougherty, $1; Mrs. M. C. 
Dudley, $1; Chas. J. Fisher, annual, $1; 
Martha Hammer, $1; John Sprich, per 
Sunflower, $1; Julia A. Bunker, $1; W. 
Bowman, $1; Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Math
ews, $1; Fred Buerkle, $1; A. Baker, 
$1; Rufus Summerlin, $1; Mrs. E. T. 
Richey, $1; Ada~B. Howell, $1; James 
O’Donnell, $1; Caroline E. Fox, $1; A

Patted, $1; Bertha M. Avery, $1; J. C. 
Lowell, $1; Spiritual Research Society, 
Flint, Ind., $1; Susan Jones, $1; Geo. 
Maddock, $1; Thos. Sanders, $1; C. H. 
P., $1; A Friend, Saginaw, $1; Ed A. 
Golden, 50 cents; Mrs. Dell Golden, 50 
cents; Mertie Wilson, 50 cents: C. D. 
Dewey, 40 cents; N. Becker, 25 cents 
and V. L. Capwell, 25 cents. Total,

Lo, the poor minister, whose tutored 
mind .

Sees God in books, and not in human 
kind, ■ ’

And delving late in ancient stones and 
scrolls

Sleeps at God’s sunrise, and is losing 
souls.

Even the corpses in a rising tide 
Float upward; churches dead in pride 
Heave on the bosom of the ascending 

flood,
Whose billows breathe the unfettered 

word of God.

That which once spoke within the Goth
ic nave •

In mine and factory hears the wage- 
j bound slave
Send up strong prayers to serve a 

stronger need, ■
And cries to heaven to be unearthed, 

and freed. .

How dare we hold our own salvation
■■ ■:.■ sure, r; - .......•■■■■•. ■ ■ „■■■■■ .■

Who preach good manners to the mur-
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Obsessed by Ignorance

such

BY 
WO- 
EVI-

COLD CHILL EXPERIENCED 
HALF HYSTERICAL MEN AND 
MEN AS BEING CONCLUSIVE 
DENCE OF IMMORTALITY.

Personally I do not approve of

Will J. Erwood is president of the Wisconsin State Spiritualist Asso
, ciation, and as a-young man working in the cause of reform, he is cer

tainly gaining ground in our ranks, and is becoming very popular as a 
speaker. ..

methods. I believe. I have a right to 
question and investigate, and those of 
my friends who know me know that 1 
do not approve of the “cheese-cloth, 
cold-chill-down-the-back” kind, of evl-

A Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. jvT. 
Peebles’ Book on “Obsession, or Demon

ism of the Ages.” .

I have watched the progress of the 
“Open Court” with much interest, and 
have been greatly benefited by some of 
the Ideas advanced, and feel that many 
excellent thoughts have been called to 
the front during the discussion. 1 can
not say, however, that I am prepared to 
accept the idea of wholesale “Obses
sion,” as I do not think it at all com

,, patible with the Spiritual Philosophy In 
iiiv of its aspects. As for going into 
antiquity and resurrecting the de
moniac beliefs of the remote past, in 
order to prove that this thing of obses
sion is a fact, I do not think theie can 
be much weight attached to that.

Because something was .believed by 
. our ancestors, is no evidence that it is 

based upon a foundation of fact. We 
are discarding as -being incompatible 
with reason and nature many of the 

• Ideas of our ancestral relations, as wit
ness the discarding of “the world is 
flat” idea, and many other vagaries, in
cluding the great big He God that has 
so long held sway in the imaginations 
of mankind. The evidence 1 do not 
deem sufficient to establish the general 
belief in wholesale subjection to the 
denizens of the other sphere of exist
ence.

One thing I have regretted to see in 
‘ this discussion was the tendency on the 

part of some to resort to the use of in
vective and denunciation. No matter 
what the question may be, it is never 
benefited by the use of denunciatory ar
gument; in fact, denunciation is not ar
gument at all, and to my mind wherever 
it be resorted to it is evidence of a 
weakness in the logic which must be 
glossed over in some way, and the con
demnatory is called into play to draw 
attention from the weakness of the 
whole fabric

1 have observed that there are gen
erally honest men on both sides of 
every question that comes up for con
sideration, and tliat while each side has 
a portion of the truth, they have neither 
one a monopoly; verbal pyrotechnics 
are not proofs—they are but the sub
terfuge through and by which the popu
lace is generally kept in ignoranc; a 
too profuse verbiage is always inimical 
to the progress of knowledge in its vari
ous dqinaiM. and is of, necessity dan- 
gorous'tb the seeker for truth.

1 submit that real cases of obsession 
nre rare. 1 do not deny that there may 
be isolated cases; but when we attempt 
to prove'that it is such a wholesale 
affair as some of the worthy people 
who have addressed the Court would 
have us believe, it becomes quite an
other thing. It savors too much of that 
attitude toward spiritual phenomena 
which induces so many to gaze raptly 
upon a COMBINATION OF CHEESE
CLOTH AND PHOSPHORUS AND 
RECOGNIZE SOME LOVED ONE 
THEREIN, OR TO ACCEPT EVERY

sacked; we must have the solar plexus 
scraped, and the begin treated with an
tiseptics in order to free ourselves from 
these “vampire entities and Internal in- 
harmonles which open the .broad gate
way for low earthbound spirits ,and wan
dering demons to psychically attach 
themselves” to our auras. Yfe gods, 
what a predicament! Obsession to, tlie 
right of us; obsession to the left of us; 
obsession in back of us, and obsession 
to the ffont of us. Almost I am con
strained to think that all of humanity is. 
Russian, and all molecules, electrons 
and spirits are Japanese, from the ease 
with which they have surrounded us, 
and cut off our retreat. We are prison
ers and have no means of escape.

But seriously, in the years of my ex
perience I have seen but three cases 
that might be called obsession; two of 
them were of persons who were natur
ally inclined to the debaucheries that 
characterize their life, and one of good, 
moral character, but every one o£ these 
cases were of persons who had some 
physical abnormality. May not this 
fact be the case in many of tlie so-called 
instances of obsession that have come 
up in the course of time? I believe 
EVERY CASE OF SO-CALLED OB
SESSION WILL BE FOUND TO BE 
OF A PERSON WHO HAS SOME 
PHYSICAL ABNORMALITY, EVEN 
THOUGH APPEARING TO BE PHYS
ICALLY SOUND. A case in point is that 
of a little boy who, up to his ninth 
year, was normal and about as every 
other healthy boy of his years. Sudden
ly a change took place, and the boy de
veloped all the attributes of the mur
derer. He sought to kill not only him
self, but others. Finally he came un
der the observation of a woman who 
could think. She had him examined 
and found THAT HE HAD SUSTAINED 
A SLIGHT FRACTURE OF THE

dence as proof of immortality. By the 
same logic l am mbst emphatically op
posed to the spreading of the idea that 
we do nothing of ourselves ; that when
ever we make a mistake it is because

’ we are “obsessed.”' What a vast iheans 
of escape there is before thé criminal 

’ of every type if obsession be ad uni
’ versai as’ many would have us believe! 
■ I have made what the world calls mis

takes in my life, but “1 am not to 
blame.” “I WAS OBSESSED.” Out 
upon such a subterfuge! When mis
takes occur in my life they are the mis
takes of Will J., and not of some one 
that has fastened himself upon me to 
the utter extinction of my own Indi

. viduality.
I hope I may be pardoned If I say that 

I am not entirely a novice in the study 
of the spiritual philosophy and Its at
tendant phenomena. Its study Is the 
work of my life; a solution of its prob
lems, the prize that spurs me to greater 
effort, but the result of those studies is 
not to attempt to fasten upon the phil
osophy the revival of the demoniac 
ideds of the ages of antiquity. I have 
learned that there Is but .one balance 
in which all things should be weighed, 
and that balance is reason. It obses
sion be as general as some think, then 
where is our boasted individuality? 
Will some one tell me? Dr. Lane tells 

■ us the “molecules, electrons, Infinitely 
minute entities and particled essences," 
"are drifting hither and thither and be
ing inbreathed, absorbed; attracted to 
sensitives of different organizations, im
pinging upon their spheres, touching 
and lodging in tissue, nerve and gang
lionic centers, clogging the brain, the 
temple of receptivity, and menacing the 
very Ego itself, which Ego Is the di

: vine, uncompounded, Indissoluble cen
ter of conscious life. These living en- 

■ titles and électrons,-through the law of 
attraction,” continues the Doctor, ”in- 

■ vade the spiritual or.rather the soul
body, becoming under certain condi
tions disturbed, frenzied with repulsive 
hatred, involving thought conflict and 
vibratory dialogues, and hurling epl- 
thets and thought forces in the wildest 
confusion. These Influencing entities 

• involve the -personality of the victims, 
causing soul inharmonies and'internal 
obsessions”—then of a truth we are un
done. ■ :'

One thing I am glad of is that the 
Doctor has given us to understand tlipt 
it is.jjot jjie spirits alone that do the 

' obsessing business; but every molecule, 
every electron, every infinitesimal, di- 

"'vision oî nlàtteï, an entity in ftséll, is 
arrayed against us, perhaps, and’per- 

. haps with- every- breath of -air we are 
swallowing an obsessing fiend in em

. bryo. ........... ... ■
Truly we are In a dangerous -position. 

'Instead of simply ■ “pulling ■ obsessing 
spirits from one's spine”..in order; to 
free ¡the Individual, wo must -perforce, 
bave the “ganglionic centers” ran-

WWW*

Moses Hull on 1)fasioii.
■ 1 : ■■; • .■ ■

Rev. Moses Hull is a profound biblical sdhblai^nd one of the foremost 
speakers on the i’ostnun to-day. The OJfen Cbiirt would not be com-
píete without his views.

I am glad that sòme.of the Spirito-« 
aliate are at last wftking up enough to 
try to find out what Spiritualism really 
is.- When what is called Modem Spir
itualism first came to the front to claim 
a hearing, it was compelled to be its 
own John the Baptist,—to, as it were, 
prepare the way, for itself. A great 
majority called It déyllism, humbug and 
trickery. The few who embraced it 
pronounced it all good. It was good 
simply because it came from spirits. 
As to the spiritual philosophy, there 
was none. One class thought the phe
nomena all evil, with the other (.class 
it was all good. . .

The real philosopher, the one who 
weighed facts, and drew legitimate con
clusions, brought down upon his. head 
denunciations alike from so-called 
Spiritualists, and autl-Spiritualists, 
Everything written.or spoken on the 
subject must be freighted with blame 
or praise—must he filled with vituper
ation or adoration. ’. '

At last, tlie world having examined 
the phenomena and about all, all whose 
opinions are worthy of attention, have 
concluded there is something in it, the 
time has arrived for,a more rigid inves
tigation and the formulation of a phil
osophy. This brings on the tug of war. 
They, like education arid qyier good 
things, are good in good hands, and bad 
in bad hands. Education in the hands 
of the great and good enables them to 
do more good than they otherwise 
could; In the hands of an incendiary, or 
of otherwise evilly-disposed persons al
ways Increases their power for evil.

While.I have believed in spirit control 
for over two decades, it has been nearly 
that long since 1 ceased to believe in 
spirit control. Does this statement 

.sound paradoxical? Allow me to ex
plain. I believe in the fact of spirit 
control, bufi do not believe in the util
ity of it. I do not believe in any one 
person controlling or subjugating an
other. I greatly doubt whether a wise 
or a good spirit ever has a desire to 
control. It is the delight of such to 
assist, to co-operate, to influence, but 
not to master and make their medium 
simply a tool. Honest spirits are aids 
leaving mediums free to act upon their 
suggestions. Paul said, “The spirits of 
the prophets are subject.to the proph
ets." I Cor., xlv:32. Jesus said to ills 
friends, when they obtained dominion 
over spirits, instead of allowing spirits 
to dominate, “Rejoice not that spirits 
are subject unto you, but rather re-

SKULL. THE BONE PRESSED UPON 
A CERTAIN PORTION OF THE 
BRAIN. THE PHYSICIAN REMOVED 
THE PRESSURE BY RAISING THE 
BIT OF SKULL, AND THE BOY’S 
“OBSESSION” WAS A THING OF 
THE PAST. MAY NOT THIS BE THE 
CASE OFTEN?

If obsession be true, to the extent 
that our many writers have intimated, 
then what follows? Where is the moral 
responsibility of mankind? It it be 
true, please observe that:

"The prostitute is blameless. She is 
under obsession by decarnate, as well 
as incarnate, beings.

The catamite is not to blame, for the 
obsessing legions from atmosphere and 
spirit world, as well as bis material 

I masters, have him in their relentless 
clutches.

The drunkard is not to blame. If he 
beats his wife and children, it is no 
fault of his—to the spirit world or at
mosphere for the cause.

The moral degenerate is blameless. 
He is the victim of obsessing devils 
that have fastened upon him, etc.

The thief is not accountable for his 
"borrowing” of his neighbor's goods, for 
he, too, was forced to it by obsession.

The only obsessing influence that is 
prevalent to any great degree Is IG
NORANCE. WHEN THAT- IS MAS
TERED THERE WILL BE NO FEAR 
OF THE DEMONS EITHER IN OR 
OUT OF THE BODY. WE WILL SEE 
THAT WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR 
OUR OWN ACTIONS. TRUTH WILL. 
APPEAL TO US MORE THAN THE

S&E

An Important Consideration, RHEUMAT1S
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righted 
shness

and get rid of their selt- 
;norance, as people can in

.Ills ejmere, of existence. -,
All^r thj[ç phows that, in the opfnion 

of thg pib^e.writers death is not an im
mediately sanctifying ngent. ,

On, thia Jupject, whether right or 
wroqgflr-Peebles agrees with his Bible. 
On page 21 of his book he says of cer
tain ones ..whose sins.'have held them 
back in (the, other sphere of existence, 
“Their thoughts and affections ate of 
tlie eqr.th. '„They are earth-bound. They 
are wandering, ghostly, spirit-tramps. 
They take on false names. They are 
restless ^demons roqmjng, about seeking 
gratification and sensual pleasures by 
magnetically attaching themselves to 
sensitives, .Cimmerian demons obsess
ing and possessing mortals, and will so 
do until the,grosser and more external, 
or eartli-deriyed portions, of their organ
ism shall have, been expurgated of evil 
by. such retributive,, yet remedial pro
cesses of purification as pertain to the 
next stafe otèxistènce,”

I do not use-the Bible in the sense ex
pressed Jp the Westminster Conïession 
of Faith or Dean Burgon’s Sermon, “be
cause of, the infallible trutli, or Divine 
authority, thereof,” or because “it is 
none otherjfhàn the wprd of God—not 
some parts“o£ ft more and some parts 
less, but alj.alike .the utterance of him 
that sitteih .upon the throne—absolute, 
faultiest, unerring, supreme." I use it 
simply to show the opinions of that por
tion of. tlie world, which enjoyed spirit 
communion upon the subject. I will 
therefore- carry the Biblical argument a 
little; farther.

In IsaialLxiv., is a prediction of what 
the king ,a£ Babylon should be, and 
what he ,shoald meet in the nether 
world., yerse 9, says 'Hell,” that is 
sheol, or, the place, of condition of the 
dead, "from beneath”—that is the lower
conditions, or the 
more ignorant or

condition o£ the
wicked dead, is

moved to meet thee at thy coming. It 
stirreth up the dead—that is the de
parted—for thee, even all the chief
ones of the. earth. It hath .raised 
from their.throne all the kings of 
nations. All they shall speak and 
unto thee. Art thou weak like unto 
Thy pomp is brought down to 
grave"—To Sheol, the place of 
dead.—Hob, It would be well for

up 
the 
say 
us? 
the 
the 
the

reader to study, the whole chapter.
I think Ezekiel throws some light on 

this subject. He represents that when
the king of, Babylon went down to hell

joice because your names are written —sheol—J?l\araoh and his whole host 
in heaven.” Luke jc: 20. ' who^yfent «¡own into hell with their im-

REVIVAL OF MYTHOLOGICAL 
IDEAS OF DEMON POSSESSION, 
AND WE WILL .SEE A FREE MAN
HOOD AND WOMANHOOD. WHAT 
SERFS WE ARE, TO BE SURE, IF 
OUR EVERY WHIM IS BUT THE 
ECHO OF THE WISH OF SOME EX
CARNATE BEING. IT IS NOT REA
SONABLE TO ATTRIBUTE ' OUR 
SHORTCOMINGS AND FAILURES 
AND OUR CARNALITIES TO UN
SEEN FORCES.

Because of physical irregularities, in
dividuals always looked upon as being 
strictly moral develop the most pro
nounced carnality and stoop to the 
greatest degradation. The mental and 
physical attitude has much to do with 
all of these things, independent of the 
thoughts of outside entities.

Let us remember that mediumship Is 
not as universal as many have sup
posed; that not every person who 
thinks he is controlled by a Christ, a 
Lincoln, a Washington, a Socrates, a 
Galileo or an Aristotle is a medium. 
The percentage of real mediumship is 
so small, all things considered, that the 
wonder is that we have learned as 
much as we have. There are compara
tively few Uiat are actually controlled 
even by thelhigher and more intelligent 
entities. The matter or spirit control 
rests upon a knowledge of the manipu- 
laticn of beings to greater extent than 
many of us dream at present It is posi
tively difficult for the most advanced 
souls to utilize the mortal organism 
through which to speak their message. 
Can it be possible, then, that the lower 
orders of intelligences have greater 
power of manipulation than the. ad
vanced sages on life’s highway? I can
not think it is.

The trouble is that people rlde' their, 
hobbies to death, and those' who are 
trying to prove that we are bo greatly 
in danger, I fear are spreading it on 
pretty thick. I have in mind a man of 
my acquaintance in the west who took 
lip.the obsession theory ; every physical, 
ill to which the flesh is heir, according 
to his theory, was the result of obses
sion. Some one who had had'consump
tion fastened himself upon a mortal, 
b.nd, presto! the mortal had the malady. : 
This seems to be the case with those i 
who think crime the result of obsession.

Let us suppose John Smith is in the- 
spirit life. While in the earth life he 
was rather a shady. character. Aiter. 
transition he longs for the debaucheries, 
of his earthly existence, and he at
taches himself to Bill Jones, and the 
latter who. was ratlier .a deqenf;fellow 
goes, on a tear,) and wo, blame» John 
Smith fqfirihe’.-deed. I would like; ,to 
know, however,. who IT WAS THAT 
OBSESSED JOHN SMITH .WHEN

Even the Jehovah of the Jews did 
not, or could not dominate over the 
Jews.'He asked Moses, his medium, 
to allow him to do certain things; It 
was not granted and the things were 
not done. See Ex. xxxll: 10-14. Even 
the New Testament cautions us to not 
believe in or submit to every spirit 
because false spirits have gone out into 
the world. We should try the spiri’s, 
not receive or reject every spirit. See 
I. John, iv: 1-3.

Dr. Peebles’ book may, and perhaps 
does present cases as obsession 
which are not obsession; he may have 
made more out of certain cases than 
the facts would warrant, but the tenor 
of the book is right There are hun
dreds of cases of supposed mediumship, 
which I think arc wholly the work of 
the imagination; that does not say 
there Is no mediumship. There are un
doubtedly cases of supposed, obsession 
which may be only disease of the liver, 
but that does not prove that there are 
no cases of obsession.

That death takes all of the immatur
ity, and all of the revenge, fault-finding 
and lying out of people, I do not be
lieve. If death does not make a saint 
of a sinner, then Professor Ixiveland 
must be in part, at least, wrong.

Jesus spent much of his time in cast
ing out “unclean”—"impure”—spirits. 
Greek. Some of these spirits were not 
wicked; they were only blind, and 
dumb. In Luke vlli:2, we read of a 
woman who had been healed of evil 
spirits and infirmities. In xl:14, a 
dumb devil, or demon was cast out. In 
verses 24-26, an unclean spirit found 
seven other spirits more wicked than 
himself, who assisted him in the mat
ter of obsession. ■

in Mark v:2:4, we read, “And when 
he was come out of the ship, immedi
ately there met him out of the tombs, 
a man with an unclean spirit”—"under 
the power of a wicked spirit”—Twen
tieth Century translation—who had his 
dwelling among the tombs; and no man 
could bind him, no, not with' chains, 
because that he had been often bound 
with fetters, and with chains, and the 
chains had been plucked asunder, by 
him, and the fetters broken in pieces; 
neither could any man tame him.” In 
connection with this the reader is ad
vised to turn to Ephesians and read 
the twelfth verse of chapter six, where 
the author says “We wrestle not 
against flesh and blood, but against 
principalities and powers; against the 
rulers of the darkness of this world, 
against spiritual wickedness in high 
places.” The margin reads, “against 
wicked spirits in the heavenly regions.”

There is nb -doubt but that Jesus, as 
well as Paul believed that there were 
earth-bound spirits, that is spirits 
bound here by the sins and shortcom
ings of this life. What else did Jesus 
mean when he said to his vicious op
ponents, “Ye shall geek me and stall 
not find me, and whither I am ye can
not come.” John vli:34. In John 
viii: 21, lie tells the Jews why they can
not find him. “Ye shall seek me and 
shall die in your sins; whither I go ye 
canndt come.” Sin places _a person in 
one sphere, or condition, and righteous
ness in another. \ ■

Jesus told sonie Of his disciples the 
same thing; they could not go now, but 
■afterwards they might follow «-him. 
Jesus preached to spirits in prison— 
those -who once were disobedient and 
now were ready to repent and pass to a 
higher life. Bee I. Pet, Hl: 18-20.

Why ,make the proclamation to the 
dead, as is recorded in I. Pet,, iv:f>. If 
they could not break bit their sins by

The Evil Influences on the Spirit Side 
of Life.

plem^ts pf war, found comfort in the 
idea,&iat they had a new ally in the 
king'.pfi Bgpylon.—See Ezek. xxxi. Es
pecially verges 14-18.

1 ty|U nqjv say to those who talk of 
taking vengeance on the author of 
“Spiril, Obsessions,” that you are too 
late. (.If Di;,, Peebles was to have been 
crucified, qf burned at the stake, it 
should,have been done before his book 
was (Written. Persecution of an author 
or tl>§ destf^ictlon of-a book after it has 
gonq,ppt l$to the hands of the people, 
will ¿opulqflze the author and enhance 
the Yjalpe of, his writings.

Dr.,.Peebles, in his introductory chap- 
id1-. Jays.,flown lifteen propositions, 
whlclirif .qpenis to.me..,no Spiritualist 
fian:flpp,v.-1 wish I hail room to fully' 
staterihem.' I can only indicate the 
substance of some of ;them, as follows:

His first and second propositions, are 
that death does not change the charac
ter nor individuality of a person. A 
bad person here may continue so on the 
other side of life until he learns by ex
perience that "Though hand join in 
hand the sinner cannot go unpunished."

His third and fourth propositions 
take the ppsltions that In order to main
tain their personality and identity spir
its must necessarily take their con
sciousness with them. This would ne
cessitate that there should be as many 
classes and. conditions in the spiritual 
world as in this.

Fivp. ■ As persons may hypnotize and 
obsess others in this world, and that 
without their knowledge of the fact, so 
those .op the other side of life may be 
able to usp the same power.

Six. Ab death does not materially 
change the character of a person, those 
.who are . domineering or ignorant in 
this world- will be likely to remain so 
for a time in the hereafter.

Seven. Sensitive and negative per
sons are liable to be Influenced by such 
persons in spirit life.

The Doctor’s eighth proposition is so 
Important that I give it in his own 
words'. “Earth-bound spirits are as nat
urally chained, or held within the lim
its of earth’s atmosphere as lead is held 
to the surface of the earth by the fixed 
law of gravity.”

The other seven of these propositions 
are quite,as logical, as reasonable and 
as true as those to which reference has 
been made.

It is hoped that this symposium will 
throw much needed light on this ques
tion. As a result all parties may some
what modify their views on the subject.

, MOSES HULL.

WAS IN THE EARTH 'LIFE, AND 
COMPELLED- HIMo TO DO THE 
THINGS HE DID. ,This is true, that it 
Bill Janes ■ was -obsessed to take the 
step he has ..taken,¡.then John Smith 
.must a!ro have been-subject to the 
same law/when he was in the .body, 
.therefore he is ¡not lesponkible for his 
previous acts; .and he. also,’ is not re
sponsible. for >hia. influence upon Bill 
Jones. "Then-whois tq;blame for. all of 
this? Who is ¡responsible lor the crime, 
the misery.’pfrihe wortd?-

Simply you and.I, ladies and gentle
men of-the •Court.. If .we make mistakes 
•—It we .are .obgessetattsiB by oirr -oxvn 
carnal, desircsp our; cupidity, our self- 
■iahnesB.- our bigotry,-.nnd above -all 
things, by-.Jourr IGNORANCE. Down 
.with ouriignorgitce, and.'ttje Obsession 
bugbear will die of itadf.

. - WiMiAEBWOOP.

MOTHERHOOD.

You Say that motherhood is blessed 
above'ail other blessings,

I am &. 'mother who has felt the baby 
lips’ckressings;

You say the mother’s duty is the high
' est dtity known,

I am a mother from whose arms the 
nestlfigs have all flown;

You^hy within the mother’s hand the 
«Amtiy’S honors rest,

I adi9h 'mother whose brave sons the 
©Ibpd^’field have pressed;

You’H&y tnfct God, whose goodness 
nfetes ’the tiny sparrow’s fall,

Will keep from harm the mother’s child 
i who oH'His name shall call;

I aitfif mdftier who through life in hum- 
UMeneds have sought

To follow Slim who for our sins uiito 
Site elites was brought, •

Andsiihttvfirseen my children pale and 
ffibopifitid die for bread;

I’veifieen the storms of adverse fate 
•iweepiaarkiy round a head y

Wlidsd cllSging curls in babyhood’ the 
brightest sunlight shamed, J'

ShuK<but ■ftfSin all the world of good, by 
Christians scorned and blamed;

I loii>'<V"w®at means that motherhood 
-you turn aside to praise— • ■'';

Its hopeij its fears, its cares, its paing, 
the' parting of its ways; ■ i

Ah.’GOdH't&sit white-haired and tveai 
in poverty, alone. ' 1 i

Keep silent, ye who cannot know what 
‘ ■ mother hearts have known. .

, i h —Charles Eugene Banks; | 
'T '  , -- ।

The question of evil Influence from 1 
eplrlt side o£ l,lfe is being considered by । 
those interested in human-welfare. It 1 
is a subject of vast importance, not to 
bé lightly flqng aside or laid on the 1 
shelf till time unravels the mystery. We ■ 
must loo);: the facts Squarely in the face, ' 
and then seek to understand the lawB 
of life hi order to be able to dear with 
them intelligently. . . 1

Recently I listened to a lecture given 
by one who .is able to expound . the 
higher laws of life; one who ought to 
know whereof he speaks, tor he has 
been giving instructions from spirit 
side of life for many years through one 
of pur best trance mediums. He teaches 
a sejentiflp knowledge of physical laws 
to work in harmony with metaphysical 
laws to produce perfect conditions for 
all relations of life.
' My own guides teach the same.

But this teacher made the statement 
that no spirit ever came into relation 
or. corelation with the mortal life for the 
purpose of injury to the individual it 
corelated itself with. It was merely a 
mental Inharmony of the different per
sonalities making the soul life, and an 
imperfect condition of the physical life 
of the mortal that produced undesirable 
results.

There is a great deal of scientific 
truth in his statement, but if spirits do 
not come with intent to injure, it is evi
dent injury is tlie result jn many cases. 
In the many tliat come to me for help 
and Instruction I find spirits are mak
ing use of the laws which enable them 
to break down the wall of uncpnscious- 
ness on the mortal side of life, and be
come an evil, a harmful influence, as all 
that harms or hinders the perfect un
foldment of life is evil to the struggling 
soul in the mortal body.

1 will copy a letter from one lady as 
an illustration. She writes:

“A dear friend of mine who sub
scribes for The Progressive Thinker 
gave me vour address, and told me to 
write vou and see what you could do 
for me. I have been in hell on earth 
for. three years. 1 am obsessed, and 
have suffered indescribable tortures Uy 
the evil spirits. 1 did not know tor a 
long time what was the matter with 
me, for I always thought those things 
were before Christ, and tliat he came as 
a friend of the sinner and to protect 
them. I used to say the devils were tor
menting me, for I cannot see how any
one ever having been human could be 
so inhuman, so brutal, so flit hy and so 
ignorant. Never for one second since 
they came have I had peace. They talk 
constantly, and, oh! such filthy, ignor
ant language, and lie something fear
fully. They inflict tortures in my poor, 
weak body, and no matter what med
icine I take, they take tjie effects away 
so that 1 suffer as no brute or beast suf
fers, anj) can get no relief whatever. 
They repeat my thoughts, even out. 
loud, so that 1 am in constant torment 
and hell. 1 have tried everything. The 
people here never heard of such a case, 
and they refuse to believe it, so you see 
it is impossible to get sympathy or re
lief from them. My poor old widowed 
mother must suffer with me. They are 
in the house, and they Keep her sick 
till the time, and keep everything going 
wrong, so that all we can do is to suf
fer and worry. My dear sister, for 
God’s sake, help me out of this hell if 
jou possible can. I can’t stand it much 
longer. I am a perfect wreck and have 
no strength at all. They, are sucking 
my Hie away and unless something is 
done quickly I’ll be a murdered woman. 
Answer at once, and tell me just what 
j;ou can do for me, and if there is any
thing I can do for myself.”

She gave me permission to publish 
the letter, providing I withheld her 
name, but she said I could give it to 
anyone privately who wished to write 
Iter to know if all she stated in 'her let
ter was true.

I knew there was likely to be imper
fect physical conditions, knowing well 
tliat spirits of that nature could take 
advantage of the weakened physical 
frame; that mind and body were so 
closely allied that what impaired one 
affected the other, and that a strongly 
developed and perfectly well mind and 
body was seldom used by spirits in a 
way to make the mortal conscious of 
thé relation. I at once investigated tlie 
case clairvoyantly, and found kidney 
trouble of a serious nature caused by 
acid in the blood, generated from nerv
ous indigestion. I described her phys
ical condition, which she said was true, 
and asked her to state how she first be
came conscious that spirits were around 
her, for she said they came in a mo
ment, and asked why they could not 
be gotten rid of in a moment. Why it 
took time to do the work. And for the 
benefit of others who may make the 
same inquiry, I will explain as 1 did to 
her. I cannot always tell how long it 
•will take to master the situation. Some 
aro easily taught to harmonize their in
fluence with the individual life so as to 
bring better results. Others resist 
teaching and persuasion is necessary 
for me to instruct the mortal in the 
laws of relation, and help the soul still 
in the mortal robe to grow strong, to use 
its own powers to overcome the forces 
working against it. As a gladiator goes 
into training to develop physical strength 
by a systematic unfoldment through 
the laws of physical life, so the soul
life can develop its powers, and in time

for yourselves treasures in heaven;” 
also that heaven was within the human 
soul; that the whole mind should not 
be given, to the fleeting happiness of 
life here, when eternal results await 
us all. ' ’ '

What will the gold be worth in com
parison with the higher development of 
life In our chilq, given through a higher 
unfoldment of bur <?wn physical', mental 
and soul powers? .

The spirit world is knocking at the 
door of our soul-consciousness, saying: 
“Come up higher. Live nearer God, 
nearer nature; study the laws of influ
ence from earth and air, from planetary 
forces, from hereditary laws, the sim
ple laws of eating and drinking, the 
psychic laws, all laws pertaining to Ute 
and learning; make use of the wisdom 
to enrich your life—not for a day, but 
for eternity; not for yourself alone, but 
for future generations, that will partake 
of the blessing and make your efforts 
thrice blessed; not alone for the crown 
of reward, but to escape the sorrow that 
may come, for the same principle in the 
law that leads upward wlil lead down
ward if you follow the path in that di
rection, and make your life a curse to 
those who are a continuation of your 
life in future generations. Seek the 
true light and live so as to express it in 
your life and illuminate the path for

become strong enough to hold at a dis-

.. .'ThOjLlght. ql Egypt." , Volumep 1 
and 2. Ah. occult library In Itself, a 
text-hoqk of esoteric knowledge, as 
taugh't.ty' Adepts of Hermetic Fhfts» 
phy. ' Trice ?2 b er volume. ,

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle S.'nuIL 
Thls tfreriy volume contains fifty^even1 
of the author's latest and ehtficast
poems. Neatly bound 8u cloth, and with 
g&tralt of Ue author,

1 v . -' .- : -• -> - . c-; v- - - - • .■ '

others.”

I-
tauce or resist the Influences that are 
-undesirable.

In another letter the lady explained 
that the first knowledge she had of the 
spirits, one night shortly after retiring 
a voice called her to come to them, and 
kept calling all night.. The next day 
there were half a dozen or more; they 
talked, cursed, sang, laughed, and have 
kept it up ever since—a man’s voice 
most of all. She has prayed, sought the 
advice of ministers and doctors, but she 
says preachers and doctors will not be; 
lieve her, and adds, "It is too horrible 
that we must suffer lives of hell and no 
one to help us.”

Now this is only one of many cases, 
but it illustrates the condition.

What’is the best remedy?
Ismediumshlp a curse or a blessing?
T&ere are Imperfect Conditions of life 

and undesirable Influences from spirit 
side-of life without the knowledge that 

■ft is from the spirit world, because 
there is-no-mediumship. It is through 
¡the laws of mediumship that we can 
icome lntoriin intelligent understanding 
. of -the higher laws of life, and can re
ceive the teaching of those who, -from 
their exalted plane, would redeem- the 
■world, firtfuld build God’s kingdom bn 
earth by teaching, “Thus sayeth the 
daws of nature.” r ’' ’
i • They would have ud learn the laws of 
our life; in its relations to 1 physical 
growth >and metaphysical pertvers?

•Manillas studied to develop floral, 
vegetable-and fruit life,'also the lower 
animal-life, and -bring perfection by

Washington, D. C.
MRS. MAY A. PRICE.

ANOTHER MEDIUM’S VIEWS.

DRAWN OUT 
THROUGH THE PORES 
New External Remedy eo uc- 

cessful That the Makers ar/e 
Willing to Walt for Their 

Pay Until the Work 
is pone.

Try It Free—Pay When Satisfied,
Mp C. ,W. Cowles, Ass’t Chief}of the

Lima, Ohio Fire 
Department tor 
fourteen i yearg 
writes thatMag- 
ic Foot Dralts 
relieved him of 
Lumbago'in two 
says, and states 
that his curo is 
Complete. <

Judge Harrlmau / 
OI W a s h i e u a w I 
County, Michigan, / .

>US ,l,Ut t!«S
Ills wife of a bad 
case of Riieiima- 
ilsm.

Giles W. VanVleck, M. D., LL. D. thaeml. 
nenl Jal-kson specialist, wrote us ’ tbaf the

111 ,,f Rheumatism and that ho 
adopted them tor use In his practice.

John Cairns or Buriim-on-Treiit, England, 
J?1 Dlafls b“ve cured me and 

1 shall pioelalin II to everyone suffering front 
Hhemnatlsin. 1 shall he 82 In April, ir spared "

Thousands of letters tellimr uf sueh 
cures are filed in Our offices, where we 
are glad to show MADE MARK

ts rs. Sara C. Scovell, Well and Favor- < 
ably Known as a Lecturer In the East 1 I 
and West, has Something Important i 
to Say. 1
The Open Court discussion is of In- , 

terest to me as it is, no doubt, to others, 
from the main subject in dispute, viz., , 
Obsession. While material reasons and , 
the care of an aged mother have con- । 
fined me to a semi-private life for a few 
years, yet all spiritual questions are , 
eagerly read and digested.

It was my privilege in my St. Louis 
ministry in tlie year 1888 to relieve a 
beautiful young lady of an obsessing in
fluence and restore her to her family 
clothed In her right mind. The father, 
a wealthy dealer in trunks, valises, etc., 
was himself almost Insane over the con
dition of his daughter. The young lady 
was highly cultured and being ambi
tious secured a position as teacher in 
a young ladies’ private school in St. 
Ixniis. Mr. Westbrook, father ot the 
noted actress, Bertha Westbrook, was 
a mutual friend of our family and the 
young lady’s. The father appealed to 
Mr. Westbrook In his distress. The 
physicians decided tlie girl was danger
ous and must be sent to the asylum. 
Mr. Westbrook visited the patient, for
merly one of the most refined and cul
tured of young women. She met him 
with a volley of profane and vulgar 
language, ordered him from the room. 
Mr. W. sought an Interview with the 
parents; asked whether the girl had 
ever attended a circle anywhere. The 
father asked what he meant by the 
question, never having heard of such a 
place. Nonplussed, Mr. Westbrook 
came to me and by request ot the par
ents, 1 visited the girl. A big, burly 
woman, pretending to be a nurse, but 
seemingly better adapted to shoveling 
coal, disputed my entrance. 1 heard the 
patient raving and pushed my way in. 
The moment 1 saw the girl I noticed her 
aversion to the woman, and asked the 
father to have the nurse leave \he 
room, which she did. The father, Mr. 
Westbrook, Mr. Scovell and myself were 
the only ones present. We formed a 
circle around the bed. I seated myself 
at the head of the bed, took the pa
tient’s hand and looking her straight In- 
the eyes said: "Why do you hold pos
session of this girl's body to the ex
clusion of her own spirit? Don’t you 
know you are doing wrong?”

She commenced to swear at me.
“Stop, sir,” 1 said; “you have no right 

to swear through this pure organism."
"Who are you, and what do you 

want?" was the obsessing spirit's an
swer.

“I am a medium, jind know, you as an 
influence who holds this medium 
against her will. I command you to 
leave her now and forever."

The father was amazed to hear our 
conversation. The girl raved and in the 
foulest of language berated all who 
came near her, but here .she was seem
ingly talking to me in a rational man
ner and yet not herself. I held her 
hands until she slept The parents 
were thankful for this, as she had raved 
night and day since the attack. Leav
ing the girl asleep, we questioned the 
father. We learned the girl had been 
visiting during the Thanksgiving holi
days. In company with a girl friend 
she had visited friends in Chicago. The 
friend was sent for and confessed that 
through curiosity they had visited a me
dium and stayed to the evening circle. 
The mediums present were undeveloped 
and controls of all classes came and 
controlled. The young ladies stayed 
only a short time; they became disgust
ed with the crude manifestations.

How many truth-seekers are turned 
away by and through undeveloped 
psychics! On her return home the 
young lady became obsessed by one of 
the poor, undeveloped spirits, and prob
ably both psychic and spirit would have 
dragged their lives, out bound together 
until death released them if myself or 
some other medium had not released 
them.

The young lady being a psychic, j’et 
ignorant of the law of control, became 
an easy subject for obsession. The 
spirit of this profane man desiring to 
express .himself sought the first avenue 
which presented itself, and thus en
tered and held possession, and only the 
fortunate fact of Mr. Westbrook being 
a Spiritualist and a friend of her fam
ily prevented her spending her days in 
an insane asylum. I visited and treated 
her three times only; the spirit con
versed with me and consented to go, 
leaving the young lady as pure and 
sweet as before obsession. She re
sumed teaching. I heard from her some 
six years afterward and all was well 
with her. She had developed some 
beautiful gifts In trance and clairvoy
ance. - ■

I have had numbers of cases of obses
sion as pronounced as this In my forty- 
three years’ experience as a medium 
and speaker. Ab a psychometrist it is 
easy to decide between insanity and 
obsession. While obsession is a truth, 
it should never turn any one from In
vestigating -Spiritualism and spiritual 
gifts, but rather urge them on the road 
to study out the way: to assist -unfor- 

. tunates who-,aro. obsessed and relieve 
> their distress, aa.did ..the master of old.

> . . .... SARA G. SCOVELL. .
. Galena,.Kans, . • , . ■

.harmonizing their efforts with God’s 
laws; Why? Bebause the mighty dol- 
lam was Bought after, and Science could 
.®til'. In ¡perfecting the growth and give 
a higher moneyed value to the produc
«on. Nq woMer iwu? feugM, “Layup O

Br. Wflolls)}’ 
PAIHLF“

WsW

theiu to all. But 
letters won't cure 
you—you must 
try the Drafts, as 
they did—at our 
expense. Send your name to-day Ttre^ 
Drafts will come by return mail pre
paid. Then if you are satisfied with tile 
benefit received, send us one dollar if 
not, they cost you nothing. You Decide.

Magic Foot Drafts cure by drawing 
out and absorbing the acid poisons in 
ihe blood through the foot-pores, which 
are the largest In the body. Tliev cure 
rheumatism in every part, of the body 
to stay cured—because they purity thel 
blood. At the same time they impark 
to the blood certain neutralizing ayen/s 
which hasten the cure. It must lx- i/.v. 
Ident to you that we couldn’t aftmri j h, 
send a dollar pair of Drafts on appioAm 
if they didn’t cure. Write to-ilav/ 
Magic Foot Draft Co., X01 Oliver l/.ig 
Jackson, Mich., for a trial ptyif m 
Drafts on approval. We send alscja val
uable booklet (in colors) on Rheuma
tism. ’
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PUBLICATIONS ,
OF S

HudsoiiTuttle
Utaj of Spiritual Literature.

'9

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize and ex
plain the vast array of facts in ils field 
of research by referring them to a com
mon cause, and from -hem arise to the 
laws and conditions of Man’s spiritual 
being. Third edition. Price 75 cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. x
In this story the scenes aro lald hff 

earth, and in the spirit world, presentJ 
Ing the spiritual philosophy and tfi« 
real life of spiritual beings. All quest 
tions which arise on that subject arti 
auswGred. Price, 50 cents.
HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.

A thrilling psychological story of 
evangelization and free thought. R is 
to Protestantism what “The Secrets of 
the Convent” is to Catholicism. Price 
30 cents. '

FROM SOUL TO SOUL,1
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume 

contains tho best peoms of tho author 
and some of the best popular songs with 
tho music by eminent composers The 
poems aro admirably adapted for’reeita- 
pZi,225 PaSeS' beauUiully bound, 
i rice $1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and socie

ties. A manual of physical, intellectual 
and spiritual culture. By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. A book by the aid of which a 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or lib
eral society may be organized and con
ducted without other assistance. Price 
60 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents Ex
press charges unpaid. ’
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITA.

TIONS.
For humane education, with plan of 

Lie Angell Prize Oratorical Contests 
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 25 cents^

All books sent postpaid. Address 
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher, 

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

The Arcana of Spiritualism
A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy.

The readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already acquainted with 
character of this book It is intended 
by its assisting, inspiring spirit-authors 
to furnish a compendium to the student 
of psychic laws and manifestations^-jf 
has been more than thirty years in pr& 
paring and contains all that has been 
received by me through inspiration 
and research during that time on the 
subjects it treats. Few questions will 
arise in the minds of investigators 
that aro not answered in its pages.
Price, $1.25 postpaid.

Address all orders to
HUDSON TUTTLE, :

Berlin Heights, Ohio. ’

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "All's Right with tbo World." Cloth 270 
p&gea. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct'socccbbwIiU 
'‘Alfa Right with the World," which continues 1a tUo 
front rank of tho Metaphysical books chat arc now 80 
popular. The treat number who hero ¿eenebettrod 
and strengthenedbF biin will welcome another book 
bF th*B wise teacher whoso words of help arc ^olng eo 
much to cake the world bet'.er by making mon and 
women bettor able to understand and enjoy It,. .

“Discovery of a Lost Trails
Its simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be in demand by many who have not pforiouBly 
road metaphysical writings. Price H.50. Forealoat 
thU office.

In Tune with the Infinite
JBy Ralph Waldo Trine.,-

FKEE to fili 
uEors of mbrphloe, 
opium, laudanum, 
ellxlrof opium,to- calms or whiskey,« 
largo book ot par
ticulars on bomoor 
sanatorium treat
ment. Adirasi, Dr. 
B. M. WOOLLEY, 106 K. Pryor st.

WllbiQ younelf Uo»..U)O cause ot wbateF$r.jmters 
Into your Ilin. To oomo Into ths full're&llzationof 
^yourown awakened Interior -powers, Is Urbo'abicto 
condition your .lite in. cuct accord wkb.nbat jou 
would hare It.-—From Tltlc-rafio.

‘ .COXTENTS— I. Prcludor IL ThofiftpretneFactof 
tho.Universe; III. Tho Supremo Fact cf Human Llfo; 
IV. Fullness of Llfo—Bodily Health and Vigor. V. 
■TboSecret, Power and Effect of Loro; VL VFMom 
and Interior Illumination; ATI. The BeaUpUouof 
Perfect Peace; V11J. Coming Into tulineasof power 
IX. Plenty of AU Things—The Lawbf TrAeporlt' 
X. How Mon Haro Become Prophets, Beers, Sager 
And Baylors; XI. The Basic Principle of All RcUgw 
—The Vnlvenal Religion: XH. Enterics Now I 
ttio Realiaatlon of tho Hlgheot Riches. ffOS Ui tfelaoffiooi Prioo. poatpall ei.M? t

«
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THE OPEN COURT
The Present Discussion

safely be left to take care of its 
consequences.

■ Our knowledge of psychic laws 
principles is exceedingly limited,

( Never before in the history of Spiritualism has 
tl^ere been a discussion so important to the whole 
world of modern reformatory thought as the one now 
being carried on in The Progressive Thinker, in the 
Open Court; Every article is charmingly written. 
The sentiments presented, though conflicting, are 
instructive and fascinating, and they broaden the un
derstanding of the reader, and increase the number 
of his brain cells, so essential to every well-balanced' 

■piind. Everyone applauds the Open Court.

Obsession Ably Considered

more and: more puzzling W the #scton- 
Lifts investigator, in the -light’of mod
ern occult manifestations. -

Some years ago, in the qjty-flf Spring
field, Missouri, a woman was, taken to 
Mrs. Josie K. Folsom, the renowned 
medium and clairvoyant, for the pur
pose of being treated for a mental mal
ady. Years before the poor woman, had 
been betrayed by a villain, and in hqr 
despair she had killed him. She -had 
been a raving maniac in an asylum, and 
when brought to Mrs. Folsom she was 
actually lacerating her arms and hands 
with her teeth. Mrs. F. went into a 
room with the woman alone, pud began 
trying to soothe her, and the women 
seized Mrs. Folsom's arm as though she 
would tear it with her teeth, saying at 
the time, “Aren’t yoti afraid I will bite 
you?” : ’

Mrs. F., keeping her eyes fixed upon 
her, replied: "No, you will not bite me; 
your angel mother .is here and she will 
not let,you bite me. You are going to 
be gentle and kind, and will be well 
and strong and happy.”

Although all the symptoms indicated 
that the woman was obsessed by the 
spirit of her betrayer, Mrs Folsom soon 
had tlie woman under her own influ
ence and in a short time she was able 
to go out alone and became rational 
and gentle. ’

Out of the grotesque animal life of 
the remote . geological periods was 
evolved the human race. Out of- the 
crude and grotesque alchemy of the 
ancients' was evolved ' the beau-

A Questi^ipfTheory and Fact
J. S. Drake is the hushgjid of the noted medium, Mrs. Maud Lord 

Drake. Mr. Drake ^as bqgn specially prominent as a lawyer and jour
nalist, and his connexion i^ith Spiritualism and mediums has been such 
that what he says will carry great weight. ......

0. W. Stewart, once a prominent lawyer, but now one of our most able 
Spiritualist lecturers, has something to say on the all-absorbing ques
tion of Obsession. His calm, dispassionate method of. reasoning will 
attract your close attention. •

. Governor Talmadge of Wisconsin, one existed or will exist, tpat was not the 
of the early workers in the cause ot product of an organization called in this
Spiritualism, once said that consistency, 
was the art of being inconsistent. The 
friendly but somewhat pungent discus
sion between our venerable octo
genarian Brothers Loveland and Pee
bles over what Paul called “old wives' 
fables and doctrines of devils," has a 
tendency to remind one of the above 
statement.

I have never been the proprietor of a 
pet hobby or ism of any kind that re
quired to be propped to keep it from 
falling over, so I think I may be able 

i to take an unbiased view of the sub- 
jlect.
| I look upon life as a natural phenom- 
¿.non. upon death as another, and spirit 
rC.'turn as being no more remarkable 
thian Hie return of spring at the proper 
timie of the year. Long ago 1 realized 
the\ truth of Pope's famous couplet: 
"Kn|ow then thyself, presume not God

I to scan,
The: proper study of mankind is Man.” 

I Hence, instead of wrangling uselessly 
' about First Causes or Last Causes, 1 
itpive tried to qbtain a little information 
on mv relationship with nature; and in
cidentally I will say tliat I also learned 
totbe a little suspicious of the man who 
cauly in a debate BEGAN TO TALK 
OF THE FEARFUL CONSEQUENCES 
THlAT WOULD OCCUR IF HIS OP
PONENT’S THEORY WERE PROVEN 
TRUE, for 1 have always found it on 
analysis to be nothing but special plead
ing to scare people away from Investi
gation.

I never yet found a truth that was 
not perfectly consistent with every 
■other truth, therefore truth can always

own

and 
but

.. we do know the influence of positive 
minds over negative minds in this, 

-worlfi*. Is .of hourly occurrence. The 
psychic suggestions of parents, of teach
ers, of associates, and the constant ad
monitions of old people to the young 
to avoid bad associations and to seek 
good ones, is a perpetual recognition of 
this psychic law. Let a boy or a girl 

»once become Infatuated with a person 
older than themselves, and they will 
take that person as their model and 
criterion, and the example set, whether 
good or bad, will be followed to the let
ter, A great lawyer sways a jury by 
this power. A successful orator sways 
the multitude by it. The successful re- 
vivallst does the same, and no phy- 
sicla'n of any school need ever hope for 
success if he ignores psychic law and 
psychic influence. It is as natural as 
the chemical union of oxygen and hy
drogen to produce water, and were it 
not for the effort of a certain class of 
Spiritualists to parade in the cast-off 
■plumage of orthodox theology, and do 
•for Spiritualism what Constantine did
for Christianity, the thinkers of the 
world might be induced to lend a hand 
to place it upon a natural, scientific 
foundation, and then fraud and charla
tanism would be as impossible in this 
field as .hey now are in botany or chem
istry.

It seems that Brothers Peebles and 
Loveland are at an agreement on one 
important point, and that is that in 
obsession one spirit doesn’t move out 
and another move in, but both agree 
that it is a case of hypnotism. This has 
a tendency to simplify the subject, for 
the theological bugaboo of all the ages 
has been dualism. But Prof. Loveland 
declares that death, while doing the in
dividual no harm, really betters his con
dition. and this Dr. Peebles denies.

One of the cardinal points of the Spir
itualist philosophy has ever been, that 
DEATH IS ONLY A PHYSICAL 
CHANGE AND HAS NO MENTAL OR 
MORAL SIGNIFICANCE; that it Is a 
perfectly natural transition that simply 
rendered the person invisible to earthly 
human sight, and that the disbodied 
entity gravitated to the sphere or cir
cle that his state of development fitted 
him to occupy. Now if this be true, it 
follows by a law as unchangeable as 
that of gravitation, that if they return 

. at all and influence sensitives, THEY 
'.WILL INFLUENCE THEM FROM 
THEIR OWN INTELLECTUAL AND 
MORAL PLANE; otherwise, the chain 
if natural law would be interfered with, 
.nd as neither of the disputants accepts 
he doctrine of miracles, it is a little 
pusing to see Brother Loveland, the 

leader of the agnostic school of Spirit- 
ualipts, breaking a lance with Dr. Pee
bles, the ultra Theistic Spiritualist, over 

. such a question.
All church supersitions had a founda- 

’ tion in. fact, just as all myths, as shown 
by Ingersoll, Edward Clodd and others, 
were simply misunderstood natural 
phenomena. Here we have a worldwide 
phenomenon, called in one age demon
iacaT possession, in another diabolism, 
in another witchcraft, and now Prof. 
Loveland argues that it is the telepathic 
and hypnotic power of earthly thoughts, 
passing from one mind to another, and 

. producing a deleterious effect upon 
sensitive persons, whom he shows are 
in'the majority. , x ' ' .

If ideas and thoughts can meander 
about- in space without any braih dr 
body, then the existence of the orthodox 
god-“without , body or parts” becomes a 
possibility, and the new brand of god 
called “Infinite Intelligence,” which Bro. 
Loveland once mocked, and even the 
orthodox devil himself has a "ghost of 

~ a show!” I fear that the theory that 
"thoughts are things,” at least in that 
sense, Is a precious bit of transcendent
alism which has a very little foundation 
upon which tp rest
»Ji do not believe that a thought ever

sphere of life a brain, and-if there is 
any evidence to the contrary I would 
be delighted to know It. That telepathic 
suggestion on similar planes of vibra
tion 1b a fact there is not the least 
doubt; and that telepathic waves are 
the cause of “campmeeting jerks” and 
the convent phenomena described by 
Dr Andrew D. White, is, I think, a well 
established fact. But will telepathic 
waves or vibrations ot the ether ac
count for the noted “Watseka Won
der,” where all of the peculiar charac
teristics of an individual who was 
known to be dead, were expressed con
tinuously for months through the phy
sical form of another person whose in
dividuality was totally suspended dur
ing that period?

Matter and energy are, so far as we 
know, inseparable complements of each 
other, if, in reality, they are not merely 
two conditions of the same thing. And 
as was said by Dubois Raymond, an atom 
of iron is eternally iron, whether in the 
wheel of a locomotive, rushing through 
space In a meteorite, or pulsing in tho 
brain of a poet; hence, the passage 
from one state of existence to another 
involves the separation, not of one dis
tinct entity from another, but the sep
aration of essential elements like a 
process of distillation, by which the 
finer and more ethereal is sifted, so to 
speak from the coarser elements. 
Therefore I expect to be born into spirit 
life as a physical personality that is be
ing developed here In this earth form, 
and I do not apprehend that the spirit 
body, so called, will be a permanent 
finality any more than this one is, but I 
shall expect that body to maintain the 
continual flux, developing a still finer 
and more ethereal body that will take 
its place in a still higher expression of 
life. As progress enables me to "work 
the subsoil out of my system, I presume 
that my manifestations will partake of 
that progress, jiist as a farm boy who 
has been through college will use a 
higher grade of language than one who 
has remained uneducated.

But the Initial state of any disbodied 
human being in the next expression of 
life cannot, in the very nature of things, 
be other than that which the stage of 
its development warrants; and once 
that it Is admitted that the spirit can 
actively Influence a sensitive, CAUSING 
HIM OR HER TO THINK THE SPIR
IT’S THOUGHTS AND SPEAK THE 
SPIRIT’S LANGUAGE, IT NECES
SARILY FOLLOWS THAT THE IN
FLUENCE WILL BE IN STRICT
KEEP1NG WITH THAT SPIRIT’S DE
GREE OF UNFOLDMENT. THERE
FORE, THE INFLUENCE OF AN UN-

>-
1-
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DEVELOPED OR VICIOUS SPIRIT 
WOULD BE DETRIMENTAL, WHILE 
THAT OF AN EXALTED SPIRIT 
WOULD BE GOOD.

As Prof. Loveland says, superstitions 
die hard, and one which is most difficult 
to kill is the idea that there is some
thing or somebody in the universe that 
arbitrarily does things; punishes peo
ple, answers prayer, and plays general 
utility man! Spirits control sensitives 
very much as water runs down hill, and 
as like attracts like and like produces 
like, it follows that the manifestation 
will be intelligent or otherwise, in pro
portion to the grade of the control; and 
an ignorant spirit might do mischief 
through its very ignorance without any 
harmful intention.

Dr. Lyman Abbott, in commenting on 
the subject of Jesus Christ casting out 
devils or demons, says:

"No honest interpreter can doubt that 
the Evangelists shared the common 
opinion of their day, and intended to be 
understood as asserting that these in
dividuals were under the control of evil 
spirits, and that Christ literally emanci
pated them from this diabolical servi
tude, and cast the evil spirits out He 
distinctly recognized the personality 
and presence of demons distinct from 
the man in whom they were and from 
whom they were cast .out. Either his 
words were falsely reported, i. e., de
moniacal possession is a mythical addi
tion of a later date, or he was himself 
under a delusion respecting these cases; 
i. e., he shared the ignorance and super
stition of his age, or he ratified and con
firmed that superstition for the purpose 
of adding to his prestige by seeming to 
cast out spirits that had no existence; 
i. e., he lent himself to imposture, or 
evil spirits really exercised a control 
oyer the impulses and will of those 
whom they were sent to possess, and 
Christ really drove them.out from their 
possession and emancipated the soul 
from their control. If the question is 
asked why these demoniacal posses
sions are unknown now, the answer is 
that they ARE NOT UNKNOWN; 
THAT ON THE CONTRARY, DE
MONIACAL POSSESSION IS THE 
MOST NATURAL EXPLANATION OF 
CERTAIN FORMS OF SO-CALLED 
MORAL INSANITY.”

The very highest scholarship, such as 
that of Herbert Spencer, Bauer, Cheyne, 
Dr. Campbell, Alexander Campbell and 
others, agree that the gods of the an
cients were the disbodied spirits of-hu- 
man .beings ¡ and it seems reasonable to 
conclude that out of this idea hah grown 
all .of the gods and devils that have af
flicted, the. human race. ■ ...

Spencer says that the early Spanish 
missionaries, were confronted with the 
difficulty that the only native American 
word that could be translated god, also 
meant devil-. -There must be some foun
dation in fact for such a world-wide 
opinion to rest upon, that invisible be
ings exercise an influence over mortals 
for good or ill; and instead of civiliza
tion having eradicated it, the facts grow

tiful 
of

science of Chemistry, . 
tlie crude’ astrolatry and as-

Out

trology of the past has grown the 
magnificent science of Astronomy. And 
as truly as all evolution consists in the 
slow modifications of the old into the 
new, so the science of life here and 
hereafter is slowly evolving from the 
crude systems of religion, and as sci
ence is only sifted knowledge, all of 
these crude éléments are but the raw 
materials from which to construct a 
more perfect system for tlie future. 

’ Prof. Loveland Is right in saying that 
in the process of evolution, all useless 
organs are aborted, and that the pro
pensities will be left behind. BUT IT 
IS A PROCESS OF EVOLUTION 
WHICH IT WOULD NOT BE IF THE 
MERELY NEGATIVE PROCESS OF 
DYING CAUSED THE CHANGE.

Prof. Bain clearly shows that physical 
states cannot be substituted for purely 
mental states, and it is mental growth 
and moral unfoldment in spirit that 
must cause the passions to be left be
hind. This is why men in this world 
cannot be made moral by Act" of Con
gress; and as long as that spiritual 
growth is unattained, the passions and 
propensities will be there as mental 
states, and if the spirit controls a sensl-' 
five, THOSE MENTAL STATES WILL 
EXPRESS THEMSELVES, JUST AS 
SOME SPIRITS WILL TELL FALSE
HOODS, IMPEL THEIR MEDIUM TO 
PLAY TRICKS, EVEN TÔ PROSTI
TUTING THE MEDIUM’S POWERS 
TO UNLAWFUL ACTS

If it is said that our spirit friends 
should be able to prevent evil Spirits 
from doing mischief through media, it 
may be sufficient to ask why fifteen 
hundred policemen and an expendi
ture of ?1,500,000 per year does 
not prevent crimes and misdemeanors 
in this big city of St. Louis? The fact 
is that by reason of a psychic law as 
absolute as that of gravitation, when 
sensitives are under the influence of 
the low, coarse and undeveloped spirit,’ 
the pure and refined Influence is power
less to reach them. Just as in this 
world, when a man is intoxicated and 
wild with passion, all efforts save those 
of physical violence are apt to fall in 
trying to control him. ’

As shown by Bain, human mentality 
and character are chemical phenomena. ' 
Intense anger not only causes the face 
to flush and the temperature to rise, 
but the mother’s anger will affect the 
health of the nursing child. Violent 
anger consumes the tissues of the brain 
more rapidly than the most intense 
thinking can consume it, and this is 
largely true of the other passions and 
emotions. I have heard a spirit weep 
for both joy and grief. This shows that 
they still have the emotional nature, 
and as tears are an evolutionary con
trivance for the protection of the eye 
from the heat of intense emotion, and 
that state of being called spiritual is a 
perfectly natural one, it follows that 
spirits probably shed tears. If the next 
expression of life is but a continuation 
of this, A SPIRIT BODY THAT IS 
EVOLVED FROM A CRUDE, IMPURE 
PHYSICAL OR EARTH BODY MUST 
NECESSARILY PARTAKE OF THE 
NATURE OF THAT EARTH BODY, 
UNLESS IT CAN BE SHOWN THAT 
A MIRACLE HAS BEEN PERFORMED 
AND THAT LAZARUS HAS GONE 
INTO ABRAHAM’S BOSOM A SPOT
LESS ANGEL!

Either talk science and sense, or keep 
your nonsense pure and unadulterated! 
If the spirit world is a perfectly natural 
world, and .spirits are perfectly natural 
people, please do not talk of death im
mediately bettering the moral and 
mental condition of those who experi
ence It IF IT IS CULTURE AND ED
UCATION THAT IMPROVES HUMAN
ITY IN THIS WORLD, THEN IT 
MUST BE THE SAME IN THE NEXT.

It is true that a wagon is made under 
one Bet of 'mechanical laws, and when 
finished it is trundled out of the shop 
and becomes subject to an entirely dif
ferent set of conditions; but that does 
not alter the fact that the change of con
ditions does not change the quality ot 
the wagon. So a human being whose 
tendencies are all undeveloped and evil 
CANNOT BECOME ANGELIC BY ANY 
MIRACULOUS PROCESS; and if that 
individual controls a sensitive he will 
only be able to bring to bear the quail
ties of his own personality. How could 
a man teach mathematics who had 
never heard of that science? Every 
soul vibrates its quality, just as h. mu
sical instrument vibrates its quality, 
and this must be the case in all possi
ble states of existence, else there is a 
miracle somewhere. «

Spiritualists ought not to be afraid of 
discussion. In the days of the Apostles 
When the Pharisees were raving at the 
new sect of Christians, old -. Gamaliel 
gave them a little 'wholesome advice, 
which it would be well to heed at the 
present time. Thére seems to be a 
tendency on the part of a certain ele
ment to get up 3 sort of Index Expur- 
gatorius whenever a book appears that 
criticises Spiritualism. I have carefully 
read T. J. Hudson’s “Laws of Psychic. 
Phenomena,” "The Great Psychological 
Crime,” and many others of like char
acter, and they have all been useful to 
me. In fact. I hold that “The Grèat 
Psychological Crime” should be read by 
all who would-like to see TRUE ME
DIUMSHIP PURIFIED AND EXALT
ED, for just as sure as fate the author 
of that book has told some very whole
some truths ab'orit those who allow 
themselves to become puffed up with 
vanity, allow their ill tempers to run 
away with their sense, anu become sb 
egotistical that they make nuisances of 
themselves, and in fact he calls down 
all crankism in a most thorough man
ner. There is not the slightest neces
sity, for mediumship causing any injury 
if media .will only consent to be gov
erned by common sense, and hold their 
mediumship as a sacred trust for the 
benefit of humanity; but,this thing of 
having people who have only expert-

I have read with much interest the 
various articles published °in your 
“Open Court” relative t# the ffifestion of 
obsession. The question’ seeink to have 
resolved itself into one èf “.tfl^ory” as 
well as of “tact.” Tliosfejwho.start out 
with a theory, seem tçJifae sbmewhat 
dogmatic in their assei',l(ouS|3 although 
they may be logical in th'elr arguments. 
Those who start with facts’ do not seem 
to have corelated all of the facts bear
ing upon this subject, A theory to be 
logical must include alt’ the facts, or, 
in other words, the facts must all be 
referable to their theory in order to 
have logical thinkers accept their con
clusions. The question is how many of 
their facts are properly 1 referable to 
the theory of obsession. The first point 
to be established seems to me to be: 
Do spirits actually entrance and im
press sensitives? Second, Are thefe 
evil spirits, sometimes called demons 
by reason of their action, as well as 
good spirits whose communications and 
impressions upon sensitives are usually 
proper and right and beneficial to the 
sensitives? ' ■

To deny that evil spirits entrance, in
fluence and impress sensitives, is to 
deny that good spirits can do- so. It 
seems to me that to deny’obsession is 
to deny the whole Spiritualistic theory 
of entrancement, sometimes going to 
the extent of being almost If not quite 
embodiment. It is unnecessary to dis
cuss the verity of the fact that spirits 
formerly living in the body do influence 
mediums and do influence them in ac
cordance with their (the spirits) former 
character and in accordance with the 
memories of their previous existence 
and in accordance with the prejudices, 
passions and appetites. Anyone at all 
"familiar with genuine mediumship 
knows these things to be facts. Death 
produces no marvelous changes in the 
spirit. Ofttimes spirits who know little 
of the Spiritualistic theory find them
selves out of the body, and it is with 
difficulty that they can be convinced 
that they are freed from their physical 
bodies. Such spirits are not at such 
times freed from their character, which 
Is all there Is of them, from their appe
tites, their prejudices and their pas
sions. Now this does not indicate that 
appetites which are supposed to be 
physical, have their origin in their spir
itual natures. If they did, these appe
tites would forever remain with the 
spirit. :

I believe it to be an accepted fact 
with all Spiritualists, that'soul essence 
or spirit, is the same and' that the ulti
mate destiny of all spirits is file same, 
that each spirit possesses lair thé poten
tialities and possibilities'tot any other 
spirit, but that it requires infinite experi
ence to progress to the higher ¿ossibili- 
ties. Where spirit begins we do not know 
other than that conscious"spirit—spirit 
that is conscious of its "consciousness 
—-begins in the human'stage1 of exist
ence; that memory-is the cliief and 
essential quality of spirit'and that the 
spirit must necessarily tike into its 
spiritual existence a meinory of all of 
its experiences in the physical exist
ence. If it has had any ptior existence, 
we have no evidence thaf the memory 
of such existence and experiences per
sist in the physical existence an'd in the 
r.ext succeeding stage. Î’therëto're Con
clude that oilr experiences begin with' 
the physical existence. The adtion and 
reaction of spirit upon matter, and in 
matter gives* us growth and develop
ment or evolution of Spirit

Those spirits that have only acted and 
reacted upon the physical plane In the 
matter of physical appetites and preju
dices and along material lines of action 
must necessarily remember these ex
periences—must take them with them, 
and must act for a time in accordance 
with such experiences, until such times 
as they have progressed beyond these 
conditions. Now, it is a fact that spirits 
near the earth plane can, if they will, 
master the arcane forces and under
stand and use the laws whereby me
diumship is possible better than spirits 
whose vibrations are so far beyond the 
mortal plane, that did they bring their 
forces to bear upon mediums, it would 
be destructive of brain structure. 
Therefore it seems to me that so-called 
obsession Is more easily accomplished 
than the control by the higher spirits, 
until such time as the spirit of the sen
sitive is developed beyond the reach of 
obsessing spirits.

There must be something in the sen
sitive or the environment of the sensi
tive to attract and give these undevel-

enced a cold chill down their spine go
ing before the public as "John and 
Mary” mediums (?), and bringing both 
themselves and the cause of Spiritual
ism into disrepute, ought to be ridiculed 
and crititised and lampooned from the 
face of the earth! ;

I for one am glad that Dir. Peebles 
has published his book on Demonology, 
and I am glad that it is being criticised, 
blit I think that all proposals to burn 
the book or pitchfork its venerable au
thor merely shows a lack of sense, and 
a spirit of bigotry on the part of those 
who utter them.

Priestcraft has no place m Spiritual
ism so long as we repudiate the super
natural. It is true that all things, should 
be done decently and in order, but I 
draw the line on having my ’ prayers 
printed in a book! I reallji don’t think 
that the railway companies would re
quire it!

.Spiritualism is the crowding truth of 
all the Ages, because it nojf- oqly takes 
away the sting and fear o^deayb but it 
connects all the univers$j-togeyier in 
one grand chain of Jaw, that haj^ionizes 
all elements, all forces, allj phenomena 
together and justifies jjope’flu other 
couplet which says: \ (;I

"“All partial evil is but unjyersjaj good; 
AU discord harmony not ugfler^qod.”

And as the colors of athe liainbow 
blend in pure white light andohll the 
different pieces in an orchestra blend 
in musical acord, so all th§-vlciss|tudes 
of life, all its burdens qqd cafes and 
sorrows have their uses rflnd -purpose, 
and the soul can never wndew beyond 
the Power which has bijwghfefjt into 
being. " ,i0 htI

NO, my venerable Brother Itpyeland, 
Spiritualism will not beq#fmerf3 mere 
system of resuscitated demonology, for 
in this universe action and reaction are 
equal, and the evil is only the absence 
of the good, as darkhesstliis the ab
sence of light And though-itiis;proven 
that undeveloped earth bound spirits 
may harass sensitives at times, the good 
will finally conquer and. both spirit and 
medium take up t&o sweeter song on 
the heights of immortality That there 
is never a soul so sorely bested on life’s 
uneven road but the light is shining out 
through the mists and gloom, from the 
windows of heaven, and the'angels are 
calling in sweet and tender tones, “O 
Wanderer, come home, come home!”

' C. W. STEWART.
St Louis, Mo, .

oped or uneducated or so-called evil 
spirits the ability to influence, not only 
sensitives, but many who do not know 
that they possess mediumlsttc qualities 
and possibilities. There is very little 
danger of obsessing, sensitives unless 
there is something in the character, per
sonality and lite of the sensitive that 
brings into play the great spiritual law 
of “like attracting like.” If the me- 
ilium or sensitive lives a ‘clean, pure, 
charitable, truthful, naturally healthful 
life, free from stimulants and narcotics, 
the danger of obsession is reduced to a 
minimum, and, I may say eliminated,

We might look a little deeper than 
even all this for the conditions that 
make obsession possible. Spirits oper
ating upon matter Is what we call our
selves to-day. If the veuicie of mani
festation—the matter the spirit uses in 
its manifestation, is endowed with the- 
proper qualities, suitable for the higher 
manifestation of spirit force, spirit 
would manifest on higher lines, In fact 
it would be impossible for it to mani
fest on other than these higher lines. 
Excarnate spirit must necessarily mani
fest in accordance with the acquired 
and inherent qualities of the matter by 
which it manifests. When people learn 
a few facts in regard to obsession— 
when they recognize the verity of these 
facts and cease trying to find some 
pleasanter theory to account tor them, 
they will begin to understand how to 
build the bodies of their children.

Obsession in some lives begins al
most at the inception or the beginning 
of life. If the theory iiere outlined Is 
correct, in the woof and weave of life 
lie these threads of evil, or the possibil
ities of beauty. It is necessary for hu
manity to distinctly understand from 
the beginning, that the lives of their 
children lie open in their hands—open 
to their soul’s understanding If they 
will but comprehend and leave the 
things out that are degenerate—leave 
these things alone tha- are an abomi
nation in the eyes of God—leave 
these things alone that the body may be 
woven and Interwoven, not with evil 
light which 1b thrown into so many 
souls.

If women only thought beautiful 
things and lived upon beautiful things 
—clean things of beauty and morality, 
mentally and physically—there would 
be no chance for obsession, but human 
life would always be bright, buoyant 
and happy to every boui norn of the 
flesh, for if we are born into this life 
we must be born of the flesh. How 
great and magnificent would lives be 
here, if born under kind, faithful, truth
ful, justice-loving conditions, where no 
inharmonies are created. The dynamic 
force of thought can accomplish much 
along these lines, and as the great ag
nostic, Robert G. Ingersoll has said, 
“Every child has a right to be well 
born.” Therefore I say that body-bulld
Ing has much to ao with obsession—this 
body-building of truth by the dynamic 
force of thought, directed with care, 
free from traducing, ostracising and the 
creating of inharmonies or any element 
detrimental to the human uplifting ot 
the soul. If you speak darkly and ma
liciously, these thoughts have the color 
of midnight. Yes, even have odor to 
the sensitive. Rather let your thoughts 
be formed in rhythm and song, in po
etry and poqtlc ways, with sympathy 
for all—everything that moves arid has 
life, the old and the young. Have a 
kindly thought for everything that 
creeps and crawls. Disease can never 
approach you if you but live truly to 
God’s life and God’s word; and, obses
sion will never disturb the body thus 
formed and created.

I will not in this article, undertake to 
enumerate instances or facts of obses
sion. That obsession is a fact, all the 
participants in the discussion have act
ually and tacitly admitted. I will only 
refer to facts of obsession that have 
come under my own observation, which 
I know to be facts, in which I know 
there is no element of psychometry, as 
one ¡earned professor undertakes to ex
plain—no element of telepathy, or any
thing else but pure simple control of 
the sensitive by the vicious-spirit. I 
refer to the instances quoted in my 
wife’s book, “Psychic Light,” on pages 
512-14, 556-7-8. These instances, or 
facts, I, personally verified and assert 
them to be facts beyond question or 
dispute—facts that cannot be referred 
to any other theory than the theory ot 
obsession, our learned friends to the 
contrary notwithstanding.

He who undertakes to explain the 
physiological and psychological laws 
under which mediumship is possible 
will find difficulty in making himself un
derstood by the average reader. All we 
can do Is to take the facts as they are 
presented to us—facts that are refer
able to direct influences and operations 
of the spirit out of the body—not the 
spirit in the body. I for one, do not be
lieve that mesmerism, hypnotism and 
telepathy is in any way possible with
out taking into account the one factor, 
namely, the. “invisible fellow” who is 
assisting the operator in the undertak
ing. I do know that psychometry is 
possible and independent of the invis
ible assistant. Psychometry is the sym
pathetic manifestation, of the embodied 
spirit through matter that is adapted to 
the manifestation of this faculty, or 
sense of the spirit. I have yet to ■ see 
any evidence on the part of the oper
ator in mesmerism or telepathy that 
can be made possible without the aid of 
the invisible assistant. I may say the 
same thing of the operations of Chris
tian Scientists, Magnetic and Faith 
healers. It is true the spirit of the op
erator generates a force called magnet
ism and performs many things, but in 
these departments of spiritual science 1 
think not without the assistance of the 
invisible operator.

To sum up the. discussion, if I have 
read it Intelligently, is that “Obsession” 
is the influence, the entrancement by 
evil spirits or ignorant spirits who are 
acting viciously. If such Is what is 
meant, then obsession is a fact and part 
of the phenomena of Spiritualism -the 
same as any other of the phenomena. 
The lesson to.be drawn from this seems, 
to me to be—surround your sensitives 
with the best“ possible conditions of 
harmony, of morality, of truth and jus
tice. First educate them to the highest 
possible condition , of morality and 
truth, justice, charity and toleration. It 
is true these qualities are in a great 
measure inheritance, yet spirit can ma
nipulate matter so as to change its in
herent and acquired qualities, and thus 
modify the atoms out of which brain is 
manufactured. No one has as yet 
measured the dynamic-force ot thought, 
nor will they be able to gauge it until 
they practice this suggestion. Assimi
late only matter of the higher grade in 
tho line of foods and their preparation. 
Then by constant thought and repeated 
action will you produce a brain that 
will resist the impress of immoral, vi
cious and obsessing spirits.

Teach and encourage the ignorant
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»Pint, or viciously inclined, that it is 
best for them not to so act. i do not 
’.'elleve a spiritual meeting, or seance 
cun be held that some ignorant, be
nighted spirit is not attracted by the 
spirltual radiance of such meetings. 
When proper, these spirits should be 
given audience and instruction, which, 
in my experience, I know in many, 
many cases to have been exceedingly 
beneficial. ...... •

I wish to state for the people dipcues
ing this question of obsession, onp fact 
or spiritual law that they, will do well to 
take Into account. The spirits leaving 
the body under any strong feeling of 
passion or anger, or hatred, or ungrati
fied physical desire, find themselves, as 
in the case mentioned in George W. 
Lewis’ article in your "Open Court," 
as it were, obsessed by that feeling, 
that passion or that appetite, and neces
sarily must seek its gratification when
ever that spirit resumes its contact 
with matter, either in connection with 
the medium, a sensitive or with human
ity. , This being the law, how can we 
expect different results from the many 
spirits sent into spirit life under the 
operation of our laws, on the battle
fields, in the riots and contentions ot 
our cities where humanity is denied its 
inherent rights and crushed by the 
force of our Industrial system until in 
the struggle for life there is engendered 
that intense hatred, communistic and 
vicious feeling that is growing so po
tent and irresistible in our large cities 
—from those who die on the gallows de
fying the laws of God and man, cursing 
humanity and all who are better condi
tioned than are they. Little wonder 
then that these spirits soon learn that 
they possess great power for evil and 
proceed to use it even as they do in the 
body. The spirit world may be able to 
control and take care of these viciously 
inclined spirits, but how much easier 
would it be if we educated them to dif
ferent results before we send them un
prepared and impenitent, into an exist
ence for others to care for.

It is a further law if that desire can 
be gratified, in a measure, by coming 
in contact with humanity, that the de
sire is satisfied and the spirit moves 
more readily along the line of progres
sion. Otherwise that desire hampers 
them In their progress, it may be for 
years. They must be educated up to 
the point that desire is only a memory 
which they must gradually dismiss by 
working out other and more important 
things, like the hungry man after the 
dinner hour is past becomes interested 
in the business of life and forgets his 
appetite.

These are natural laws and the soon
er Spiritualists and the teachers of our 
philosophy understand them and devise 
some method of teaching or preaching 
to “the spirits in prison,” as it is said 
the Nazarene did on his advent into 
spirit life,—the sooner we make Spirit
ualism practical and beneficial—the 
sooner will we eradicate from the pub
lic mind, the Ignorance and prejudice 
that exists against it.

I have no desire to take part in the, 
discussion of your question of obses
sion and would prefer now that what 1 
have written, you use for your own in
formation rather than let it appear in 
print. 1 told you in Chicago that 1 
would give you my ideas of the discus
sion as it progressed and while this is 
somewhat hastily written It will in a 
measure keep my promise to you.

J. S. DRAKE.
Boulder Creek, Cal. .

MY PILE CURE

I want everyone who has Piles, Ulcer, 
Fissure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipa
tion, or any other rectal trouble, to 
send me his or her name. I will send 
by return mail my new Three-fold Ab
sorption Cure, my new-found combina
tion of remedies which is curing cases 
of even 30 to’40 years’ standing—after 
all else had failed. Don’t be discour
aged; I am curing the most malignant 
cases—cases considered incurable. 
Try my treatment. If you are satisfied 
with the benefit received, send me one 
dollar, if not, send nothing. You de
cide. If you have piles, or the Itching, 
burning or heavy feeling which shows 
that tlie dreaded disease is coming, 
don’t delay. Piles lead to Fistula and 
the deadly Cancer, My Three-Fold 
Treatment cures to stay cured, because 
it is constitutional as well as local in 
its effect. Remember, it costs nothing 
to try my treatment and one dollar is „ 
little to pay, if cured. My splendid 
New Book on Rectal Diseases comes 
Free with the treatment; all In plain 
wrapper. Send no money. Write now. 
Dr. Van Vleck Co., Xul Majestic Bldg., 
Jackson, Mich.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science, By 
Louis Flguier. Translated from the French by 
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Itualism Demonstrated by Science. 13 writ
ton In that peculiar Interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to tho 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
"There is a true and respectable idea in Spirit
ualism," and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhuman» and thfr 
inhabitants of earth." Price, $1.50.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WRITING.-In this book Miss- 

Whiling alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody tho sweetness 
and exaltations tnr.l faith Unit lend enchant
ment to life. Ills, in a measure, a logical se
quence of ‘•The World Beautiful.” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. It 
Is truly an Inspiration. Price, cloth, fl,00.

Psychic Light
BY MRS. DRAKE

Several years ago I was one of a com- | 
pany of about twelve persons who at
tended a seance to which we were all 
invited. The meeting was held at the 
residence of a prominent lawyer, whom 
I will name Judge .“A.” His wife was 
the medium. She was a noble, refined 
lady, and a member of the Methodist 
church, and so was her husband. She 
was not a professional medium. She 
never received any money compensa
tion for her services.

Mrs. “A” was entranced, and for per
haps an hour gave us tests and uplift
ing grand messages. Suddenly her 
countenance changed, taking on aMOST 
MALIGNANT EXPRESSION. She 
sprang from her chair and rushed like 
a tiger upon a man whom I will call 
Mr. ”B.’’ He had never before attended 
Mrs. “A’s” seances. He cam." this time 
with a friend. The medium was forci
bly restrained from assaulting Mr. ”B” 
by her husband and others. She strug
gled violently, and while FROTHING 
AT THE MOUTH she gave utterance 
to the most shocking profanity. Judge ! 
"A” and another gentleman crushed 
her down to the floor and held her there 
with-great difficulty.

She swore, and threatened, and strug
gled, trying to get free.

A gentleman was present, whom 1

was a prominent teacher in the public 
schools, and a medium. He was a large 
man, of splendid physique. He stood 
over the struggling, prostrate woman 
held down on the floor. Calmly and 
kindly, yet very firmly, he said:

"Who are you, my friend, who is con
trolling this medium?”

No answer.
“Now.” said the professor, “you must 

leave this lady; you are Injuring her. 
If you will surrender your control of 
her, you may control me. I now com
mand you to leave the medium."

So saying, the professor made several 
passes with his hands over the pros
trate woman from head to foot.

In a few minutes Mrs. “A” suddenly 
became quiet and opened her eyes. Her 
husband assisted her to a seat, when 
she said: "Why, what have I been do
ing down on the floor?"

She was now perfectly normal; she 
remembered nothing of what had just 
occurred. •

Later during the evening, after Mr. 
“B” and some others had left, Professor 
“C” clairvoyantly saw and conversed 
with the spirit' cast out, who told the 
professor that he had been stabbed and 
killed by Mr. “B,” and that he wanted 
to kill his murderer, and would have 
done so through-Mrs. “A,” if he could 
have accomplished it.

The professor talked kindly to the 
spirit-, urged him to forgive his enemy, 
and finally elicited his promise to do so. 
Mr. "B” had not long resided in the 
town, and but little was known of his 
former life.

Now this incident, the truth of which 
I personally vouch for, would seem to 
support.Doctor Peebles’ contention that 
WICKED, UNDEVELOPED SPIRITS 
SOMETIMES OBSESS SENSITIVES, 
and that the oft repeated statement 
that, “like attracts likp,” IS NOT AL
WAYS TRUE. . 1 personally knew Mrs. 
“A” well, and for many years. She was 
a gentle, kind, intelligent Christian 
lady, loved by her husband and chil
dren, and held in high esteem by all 
who knew her. If this was not a case 
of obsession, what was it? . .

(Ex-Senator) R. A. DAGUE. 
■ Alameda, Cal.

“Discovery of a tost Trail.” By Chas. 
B. Newoomb. {Excellent In spiritual 
BUggestlvencss. Cloth, 8L60. ‘ '

Important Addition to Our Literature.
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reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
nave been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY- 
pHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF

An Interesting Story of Two 
Worlds.

This work by Carrie E. 8. Twju< 1» 
exceptionally interesting. She well 
eay»: "These characters which bare 
brought out the highest and lowest in 
different religious beliefs, hare moved 
me, not I them.’’ The whole book io ter 
tereating, fascinating, and instructive!, 
Price SI .00
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Windle.

"It lifts the reader into enchanting realms."— 
Medical Gleanor. .

"Ris intensely interesting."—Rev. Minot J. 
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"It will give us courage to pass through the 
deep ahadows of death to tho sun lit dime of 
the world Celestial. "—Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will be oharmed with it, for it 1» 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a most 
beautiful romance of two worlds."—Banner of 
Light. .
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The Gods, With a Moral.
In the early days of the world, when 

the gods were young and the people 
were ignorant, rulers of nations ac
credited their victories and their de
feats In battles to the gods they wor
shiped. If defeated in a great contest 
the tribal god was beaten, then force 
or strategy was employed to capture 
the victorious god of the enemy and 
compel him to serve them. If again de
feated it was no fault of the army, but 
the captured god would not serve them 
faithfully, so a new raid was made on

the gratification of his senses. This 
led the way to the sacrifice of bullocks, 
and rams, and lambs, and doves; while 
Jews and Phoenicians sacrificed the 
first born of their .own race—roasted 
them on the altar, while the burning in/ 
cense ascended to their God, to placate 
his anger, and enlist him in the service 
of those who were most generous in 
contributing to his pleasure. In pro
tracted contests with a powerful enemy 
whole hecatombs of humanity were fre
quently slaughtered and laid on the 
smoking altar. .

Carthage, the rival of Rome, when 
environed by her powerful enemy; her 
lortress, palaces and temples aflame, 
and hope almost fled, selected a dozen 
of her most distinguished citizens and 
immolated them on a blazing altar. 
Though their smoke and incense as
cended to God, yet he remained silent 
and Indifferent while the slaughter 
went on. Towers fell; her walls were 
broken down; the toil and genius of 
long centuries were in ruin; her popu
lation dead; desolation everywhere, 
sackcloth, fasting, prayers and sacri
fices had been of no avail. Two thou
sand years and more have fled; but 
Carthage, the colony of Tyre; her ships 
in every port on the Great Sea, and her 
white sails on every coast, yet her an
cient site remains a dreary waste; her 
victors claiming the gods had aban
doned her to desolation. The Carthage- 
nian god was inferior to Jupiter, of the 
Romans, hence the melancholy result.

Time passed. Ages lapsed. The 
whole world was sunk in barbarism. 
No sacrifices had yet been sufficient to 
appease Almighty wrath. Wit, genius, 
eloquence, the wise and brave had 
been laid on the altar In vain. A 
yawning gulf—let a good orthodox 
Christian tell the story—was yawning 
to receive the entire race, the young, 
the brave, the aged, the wise and good, 
all, were totally depraved. Their first 
parents had eaten of forbidden fruit, so 
they and all their posterity to the last 
vibration of the pendulum of Time were 
doomed to eternal tortures. Thus 
teach the creeds. •

But, happy thought! The great 
Creator of this mighty universe, a wil
derness of worlds, with fifty millions of 
suns, each greater than our own, with 
planets and satellites like our solar 

■ system, devised a way to save the 
wretches of his creation from impend
ing, eternal torture. He overshadowed 
a Jewish maiden, begat a son, and al
lowed that first born to be offered as an 
atonement to himself, for the sins of 
the whole world. This would satisfy 
his ire, conditioned the sinner by inher-

WS

April ï, 1605.

A Substitute for the Bible.
I was recently asked the following question : “What would you sub

stitute for the Bible as a moral guide ?” My reply was as follows:
“I do not regard the Bible as a “moral guide.’’ i . .....
The Bible is a collection of books, embracing history, fiction, myth 

and mythology; proverbs, prayers and,imprecations /general moral pre
eepts, which all nations accept, and particular conceptions, commands 
and prohibitions unsuited to this age, and more honored in tlie breach 
than in the observance. _ ;

The moral code of a nation may be said to be its real guide. , It. sums 
up the conceptions of morality which have grown through many cen
turies of human experience, and it is the result of the influences of natu
ral character and education. . ’. .

With discoveries in science and progress in morality, believers in hook 
revelations modify their views so as to adjust them to the new order of 
things, and to interpret their bibles so that they will harmonize with 

-the later conceptions. Bibles are appealed to as authoritative, but 
those who make the appeal get their moral ideas not from the 'Bible, bat 
from their mental and moral environment. When the Bible conflicts 
with these current ideas, such portions of the book are ignored or 
twisted out of their obvious meaning. Thus, while the Bible teaches 
the subordination of woman, sanctions and authorizes human slavery 
and commands submission to government, under all circumstances, we; 
may find Bibl<> believers who favor woman’s elevation, who condemn; 
slavery, who believe in the right of revolution. Belief in the New Tes
tament as a revelation from God is held by those who do not believe that 
wealth is a crime or that poverty is a virtue; yet the New Testament 
teachings are positive and plain on the subject. ’

It is only when people find in the Bible approval, of what they have 
come to believe through all the influences (that of the Bible and other, 
literature included), that they appeal to the Bible as authority. When, 
current belief is divided, as it was on the slavery question, as it is now 
on the question whether it is a duty to abstain from the use of wine, 
both parties quote texts to sustain their contentious.

When it comes to the question, Wjiat is the standard of truth and 
right f l answer that the highest standard is the enlightened reason of 
man. It is the standard to which all enlightened minds ultimately turn 
for the settlement of questions of whatever kind. Human reason, at its 
best, is not infallible, but it is the highest and most reliable standard 
that we have, and to which all others, in the final appeal, must be subor
dinate.

The best “moral guide” is the knowledge of man, and his relations 
are expressed in the moral codes of the world, which are essentially the 
same in all civilized lands. This is the guide.of the Bible believer as 
well as of the man who rejects all special revelations and all forms of: 
supernaturalism. i

Let the Bible rest on its own merits, like other so-called sacred books.: 
Let the fact be recognized that Bible believers and unbelievers are born. 
and reared in the same general environmnt and have the same moral 
ideas and the same “moral guide.” But when there is a difference of' 
opinion as to the truth of-some theory or the wisdom of some reform, 
both sides often try to sustain their positions by quoting Scripture. 
They do this to support and to advance opinions that were formed with
out regard to the Bible, which was no “guide,” until the opinions were 
reached partly or wholly through other than either moral or religious 
considerations. '

When men believed in slavery, they continued to quote Moses and St. 
Paul in its favor, merely in defense and perpetuation of it. When pub
lic sentiment in the north was strongly opposed to slavery, the Bible 
passages in favor of the institution produced no impression. Chris
tians. like the heathen, because of their moral obtuseness, their selfish
ness and cruelty, enslaved their fellow-men. It was convenient to have 
a Bible to quote from to their slaves in favor of slave holding and slave 
beating. When, in spite of Bible teachings, public sentiment had grown 
strong against slavery, Christian ministers quoted whatever they could 
find in tlie Bible in favor of freedom. They could find no passages in 
plain denunciation of slavery, but passages against the oppression of the 
Israelites or declaring that “we are all one in Christ Jesus,” served the 
purpose.

The moral guide is always back of bibles and revelations of all kinds; 
for out of revelations come, only what man has put into them, and al

though ancient error, made sacred by age, may be obstructive of truth 
and justice, the sum total of human knowledge, experience and inherit
ance at any given time, serves as the determining influence and .the 
practical guide of life. The moral precepts, which express the duties 
and obligations of human beings represent the ideal, the conception of 
which alone satisfies, but the realization of which is difficult, if not im-
possible, in any known social condition.

Though beyond the clouds, and above 
the. cerulean vault, still the God must 
be praised, that is applauded.-. To gain 
his favors he must have our prayers. 
He still determines results on the bat
tie-field; and Christian armies, on both 
sides the line, have their chaplains to 

; intercede with, him and beg*his kindly 
influence In their; behalf.

But, sad to relate, this God' of the 
Christians, if rightly interpreted, .has 
lost his power. There are the Rus- 
Mans, a Christian nation;-its Czar tlie 
Supreme Pontiff. Pope of the Hastern

B. F. UNDERWOOD.

IMPORTftNT NOTIGE.
By order of the Official Board of the Illinois 

State Spiritualists’ Association, all persons who 
believe they ha<ve been deceived or defrauded by 
Spiritualist mediums for any phase of manifest
ation, are requested to forward full particulars 
thereof to Dr. H. A. Cross, Secretary, 560 East 
55th street, Chicago.

Christians, with a Chaplain in each 
regiment to intercede with his God for 
kindly favors. And yet as we write, 
his armies, aided by all the modern ap
pliances of wars, and specially skilled 
in the art of killing, with a triple popu
lation to that of her enemy; a people 
without a God, without a chaplain to 
address him, just emerging from bar
barism, only science receiving their ad
oration, they drive all these concen
trated Christian forces, their Cossack 
chiefs; their many-titled generals; their 
almost countless warriors; their chap
lains and their Gods, before them! 
What a terrible spectacle, in the light 
of the claims of the dominant religion!

When our great generals, with their 
commands, were retreating in the war 
of the Rebellion, Gen. Grant only ad
vancing, President Lincoln was ap
proached with the complaint that the 
victorious leader at the front was In
dulging too freely in the use of whisky.

"What brand does the General use?” 
inquired the president

"I don’t know.”
“Well, find out. I will order a quan

tity for our other generals in the field. 
We need an abundant supply of fighting 
whisky, the kind General Grant uses, at 
this time.” '

President Lincoln placed his trust in 
the valor of his generals and their, sub
ordinates, instead of the Lord of Hosts. 
The result: Victory crowned his .ef
forts; the nation retained its integrity; 
the whole world caught the contagion, 
and freedom became universal; while 
the blight on the Pope of Rome, the 
then only head of the Christian church, 
whose bull had authorized the enslave
ment of heathen, and who quoted divine 
inspiration for his sufficient authority, 
was made inoperative forever.

Moral; Place not your trust in 
princes, whether of earth or heaven, 
but in your own strong, arm, clothed 
Only with the right ■

“IB OPEN COUIT.”
Next1 ieellJthe,discussion of Obses

sion in hie bl>en Court will be con
cluded; ^ith’ïome excellent articles. 
. During th# time it has been running 
it has'" bé'én EDUCATIONAL, AN 
EVOLVER OfI TRUTH, SOUL-INSPIR
ING, fflHOROUGHLY INTERESTING, 
AND BRAIN-STRENGTHENING, and 
when iJttcedldflt book form, it will till a 
most iigportq(i( niche in the history and 
philosophy o^Spirltualism, and will be 
rememj^red fa one of the most import
ant discussiqiif that ever took place in 
the ranljp of.Spiritualism, either in this 
countrjfir Èjiçope. , 
' We still have on hand many brief ar
ticles which are highly interesting, 
touching on Obsession and cognate sub
jects, and one will appear «ccaslonally 
for a seaspn^ under another heading. 
Anyone who wishes to write on the sub
ject in the future must not occupy over 
one-third-of a column, as about all that 
can be said on the subject has already 
beengiven. 1

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Once more the Spiritualista of Illi

nois are advised to have nothing to do 
with a man named C. A. Burdette, who 
is again heard from aa traveling about 
in thè state. Réports reach headquar
ters which-place him in the light of en
mity towards Our cause, unless he 
strikes a. neighborhood where it pays 
him better to tane the other aide, He 
is credited’ with saying that he has no 
more use for officers of our state asso
ciation than for a yellow dog. They 
have far more confidence in the dog 
than in Burdette.

Spiritualists' of Illinois are urged to 
advise the stale association, at 4203 Ev
ans avenue, Chicago, whenever a tran
sient, unendorsed and unknown medi
um visits' their neighborhood, giving all 
possible particulars as to their past 
field of labor and present methods’. 
Thia request applies to individual Spir
itualists as well as to the officers of lo
cal societies. A pull altogether upon 
this point will jnake us a power for 
good In Illinois? and bring honor to 
■Spiritualism. GEO. B. WARNE,

. President Ill. S. 8. A.

The Tyrannical Medical OctopUfe.
To the Editor:—I want to call the at

tention of the readers of your great, 
progressive journal to the fact that the 
tyrannical medical octopus is doing its 
deadly work on this coast, with a te-. 
naclty worthy of a better cause. The 
Anti-Compulsory Vaccination League of 
California, located' at Berkeley, has 
been working early and late to push a 
bill through the assembly and senate 
that would allow the children to at
tend school; Without being vaccinated. 
The expitement has been running high. 
Quite a crowd of us met at Sacramento 
to present otir claim before a special 
committee ofiboth houses, and circulars 
and pajnphlpfs have been circulated, 
meetings held, articles pro and con 
have appeared in the papers from able 
writers: Thfe Hon George C. Pardee, 
governor of this golden state, lias seen 
fit to yeto ti?P bill. Inasmuch as he is 
an old-school physician by profession, 
and having two wealthy doctors in the 
senate, who/of course, are in favor of 
vaccination, the learned governor was 
very officious in stating his reasons in 
detail why the bill that passed both 
houses should not become a law.

But the Anti-Compulsory Vaccination 
League, will not down any more than 
Banquo’s ghost, and’intehds to fight 
from now on till the next session of leg
islature, and also will see to it that the 
Hon. G. C. Pardee will not be the next 
governor of California.

Will every Spiritualist and Liberalist 
assist us by sending the league an au
thenticated report of. all cases of sick
ness and dangers resulting from vacci
nation as well as any cases of small
pox manifesting itself after vaccina
tion, which can be used as evidence 
against the abominable practice of the 
inoculation of poison into the healthy 
bodies of our children.

Dr. W. W. Allen, Berkeley, is the 
president. Dr. Eugenia Campbell of 

-the same city is secretary. Any infor
mation sent them or to myself will be 
greatly appreciated.

GEORGE F. PERKINS.
1961 Myrtle street, Oakland, Cal.

THE SYMPOSIUM

And its Great Value to the People.

Proceedings of the
»

I. S. S. Convention,
THE POWER OF SELF-FORMATIOJ^.

A Book of Far More Than Ordinary 
Value to Every Thinking Person.

elÇh)’1 annual meeting of the the psychic: One a machine operating 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association |—‘------- —■ ” ■ ■ - - -
opened Tuesday evening, March 21, 
With brief remarks by President Warne, 
followed (iy a piano solo by Mrs. Lucile 
de Loux, an invocation by J. O. M. Hew
itt, congregational singing, and a se
lected song by ttqe convention choir.

Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, vice-president 
of the I. S. 8. A., delivered the address 
of welcome and greeting to the conven
tion in her usual enthusiastic and veyy 
Interesting manner. She spoke of the 
truth and powey of Spiritualism, and 
the force that lies in understanding 
one’s self and keeping in touch with 
humanity and thus in communion with 
the only God known. She said many 
things that could "not be given in the 
small space allotted to the proceedings 
of this convention. To say the least, 
the speaker gave all a sisterly and 
brotherly welcome. She is a grand and 
earnest advocate of true Spiritualism.

The piano solo by Albert J. Bliss, son 
of the medium. Mrs. Bliss-Green, was 
good and rendered with spirit. He had’ 
to play an encore.

. Miss Elizabeth Haalow, the speaker 
of the evening, with a strong contralto 
voice that would easily fill every niche 
in the largest hall in the city of Chi
cago, gave a grand and eloquent dis
course; giving in glowing language just 
an inkling of what Spiritualism . and 
Spiritualists have accomplished. Her 
mode of delivery, and accent ot language 
remind one of the deariy-beloved, en
thusiastic, and now arisen Mrs. Colby-' 
Luther. Her discourse was able and 
to the point. She said that Spiritual
ism came not to build more churches, 
but to teach us how to use those we 
have. It is not owned by any sect or 
'set of people. No class or creed can 
get a mortgage on it. She placed great 
stress upon the saying of Thomas 
Paine: “The world is my country, and 
to do good my rqjigion.” Her address 
was of a nature to make a reporter 
wish for the aid of stenography, but it 
wasn’t lost upon the large audience 
that was held in rapt attention from 
first to last. Ml^s Elizabeth Harlow 
has, no doubt, a busy future in the field 
of Spiritualism. She should have.

The vocal solo (Jerusalem) by little 
Miss Florence Daniels, was most beau
tifully rendered, exhibiting careful 
voice-culture and elocutionary training. 
She carried the audience into an ex
pression of deep appreciation, and had 
to furnish an encore. Her soul seemed 
to enter into the song to an enchanting 
degree.

The psychometric readings by Dr. C. 
Burgess, and the messages by Mrs. Geo. 
S. Lincoln and Mrs: J. A. Murtha were

between spirits and mortals, and the 
other a soul-sensing, which may be cul
tivated by all to some extent. 8he
rapped the stuff that is commonly la
beled “Materialization," good and 
proper, and made light of the idea of 
■such men as Lincoln, Paine and Grant 
coming back merely to amuse us at se
ances; spirits of wisdom and with an 
eternal and universal purpose before 
them, and an unlifting aim tor human
ity returning to aid designing mortals 
in running peep-shows for money.

When the last speaker closed her re
marks the hour was too late and the au
dience too restless for the message 
bearers' work, and the meeting closed 
with Mrs. Fixen, acting for Mr. Warne, 
as chairman.

greatly appreciated by 
they were delivered, 
works in a trance, and 
her normal condition.

those to whom
Mrs. Lincoln

Mrs. Murtha in
After all is

said in regard to messages from the 
platform, at the present stage, it is 
certainly all right, for it does much to 
interest skeptics in the facts of spirit 
return, and is a drawing card for our 
conventions. The time does not seem 
ripe to dispense with platform mes
sages, and may nCt come for another 
quarter of a century.

Mary and Benjamin
What suggestion and auto-suggestion 

can accomplish is forcibly illustrated 
by the fact that thousands of people are 
flocking to Benton Harbor, Mich., for 
the purpose of meeting Christ. A special 
telegram states that The Living Roll of 
Life, the religious sect which antici
pates a visitation of God, announces 
that Mary and Benjamin, writers of the 
Star of Bethlehem, who as messengers 
left this city last November for Aus
tralia to speak to the people of the 
great hope of Israel, which those Aus
tralians, it is claimed, recognized as the 
voice they longed to hear, will arrive In 
New York on March 22 and will come in 
special cars direct to Benton Harbor, 
arriving here two days later. Many 
people have left their native country on 
account of oppression that they may be 
free to worship God in their way in free 
America, but these Australians have 
had no reason of this kind. They have 
had social and religious freedom, some 
of them prominent citizens of Mel
bourne. Thousands are yet to comb Tor 
the great Ingathering of Israel at Ben
ton Harbor.

Many Israelites, as they style them
selves, all over the country have been 
waiting for the return of Mary and Ben
jamin to come to the ingathering, and it 
iS asserted they will now come by hun
dreds and thousands until the full num
ber (144,000) is made up, as the closing 
time is at hand.

To the Editor:—Your symposium on 
Demonism, through the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker, has been produc
ing thought-waves with the new read
ers as they-come in contact with the 
views pro and icon on this momentous 
and important subject. 1 think Spinoza, 
or one of the ancient philosophers says 
that a sharp disputation will arrive at 
facts.

It is, indeed, gratifying to observe 
that the most of the disputants have 
been governed, by a spirit of friendly in
quiry rather than a desire to cross 
swords with a view of demolishing an 
opponent/

I was deeply impressed by reading 
Dr. Peebles’ reply to Brother Loveland. 
The entire article is replete with a de
liberate and candid consideration of the 
subject under analysis, especially where 
Spiritualism is introduced. With me 
there is an underlying principle that 
transcends all phenomena; it is the 
base, the Apex, the all-embracing, the 
embodiment of the most humane and 
rational view of life,-with its marvelous, 
varied and , complex expressions that 
ever was yet outwrought by the human 
ego. it recognizes the universality of 
a conution brotherhood. Its teachings 
embran$ all Jhe humanitarian reforms. 
Indeed*. Spiritualism embraces a prin-

Wednesday—Morning Session.
The committee on credentials, com

prised of W. L. Skeels, O. E. Kropp, 
Geo. Drummilt, after deliberation, re
ported a voting membership of 277 and 
the delegates representing those votes 
were seated in the convention.

In President Warne's oral report he 
stated that the greatest need of the 
state association is funds. He spoke of 
the work accomplished in the past year, 
the meetings attended by himself and 
others as missionaries, stating here 
that missionaries were badly needed in 
the state work.

Reading of secretary’s and treasurer's 
reports and reports of societies con
sumed most of the morning session. 
But the showing of Spiritualism over 
the state, from the reports read, is in
deed encouraging.

S. H. West, of Leroy, III., presented 
the state association with a photo of 
Abraham Lincoln, gotten through the 
Bangs sisters.

Upon the election of officers, Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne and Mrs. Fixen, president and 
vice-president, were elected by acclama
tion. For secretary, Mrs. Ella J. Bloom 
declined the nomination, and the names 
of Dr. Cross, Mr. Kropp and Mr. Smoos 
were presented, resulting in the elec
tion of Dr. Cross. Mr. N. Speight was 
elected to succeed himself as treasurer. 
The three trustees chosen are Mrs. J. 
R. Francis, Mrs. Ella J. Bloom, of Chi-
cago, and Geo. Drummitt, of Dana. 

Business meeting adjourned
Thursday, 9:30 a. m. .

Afternoon Session.
Session opened with song by ,

till

quar

clple -increasing hope, an
oasis Sn' a tonely and desolate wilder
ness. jlfc teaches though our sins are as 
scarlet, though we are unable to direct 
our ways from wanderings in the wll- 
dernestt'of pollution, yet love, the all- 
pervadsng attribute of the Infinite, 
whosejjnercsiendureth forever, Is suffi
cient to guide.our wanderings in the in-
flnltudl ie, to finally see and real*

In Honor of Adam. .
A Southern newspaper suggests an

other legal holiday. The birthdays or 
great men are now In’order. it says:

“As Adam was the.ilrst man why not 
honor bls'memory by making his birth
day a legal holiday. He was the 
father of the whole' country, while 
Washington was only, the putative 
father of the. United States, and yet he 
has a day to his credit.” '

Yes, let Adam's birthday be annually 
celebrated." by all means/and prepara
tory to Jt, Congress should appoint a 
committee to find his place of burial, 
and mark It Wh a headstone and an In
scription worthy, .«or.,distinguished. a- 
character. ■ ■ How would Slarit Twain do 
as chairman Of that committee?

ize thè'lirlglMness and beauty of all the 
expressions!^ Nature.

The Symposium on Demonism has 
presented new views in relation to the 
doctrifle of llëvlls and fallen angels of 
antiquity aslæcripture teachings, which 
will "ensile all to harmonize the old 
with thq. nevj or more rational and con- 
mon-sense premises. Yes, with all the 
combined’contributions to Thé Pro
GresSive Thinker, Brother Peebles’ ar
ticle is-rlch)y worth one year’s subscrip
tion. ' ■ ■ ■, LEVI WOOD.

Kalamazoo, Micli. •

- “The Nbw Lils.” By Leroy Berriet'.- 
Eminently suggestive along the lines bt 
"new thought:” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. 1’rlce. cloth. 41. . ,■

"The Present Ago and inner Ute; 
Ancient raid1. Modem Mysteries Glassi- 
fled and explained.” By Andtew Jaok- 
son Jiattls... Whm a,W -W»,« 
this, work bytho • celebrated adw. 
EJ1WMLW.A . • .. .

tette, and the introduction by President; 
Warne, of Will J. Erwood, president of • 
the Wisconsin State Association, who, 
gave his usual fine discourse upon Spir
itualism, ancleitt and modern, making; 
many good biblical insinuations and! 
hints in support of spirit return. , 

Mrs. Margaret E. Skeels, of Onarga,' 
Ill, delivered an interesting inspira- i 
tional address. She is indeed a ready 
talker, and uses good language to ex
press her ideas. She is not one of the 

■ younger speakers, but is young in spirit 
and progressive in thought. She lec-' 

I tures with eyes closed. Her inspiration 
' is ready and logical.

After a song by the quartette, Mrs. C. 
Kirchner gave a number of messages, 

' all being recognized.
1 Mrs. Nellie Kusserow, in the ab

sence of other message bearers upon
; the program, was tailed to the rostrum 
.' and fcr a few moments interested the 

audience with her gift of reading.
Evening Session.

: A piano solo by Albert J. Bliss opened 
! the meeting With harmony. The con- 
Wition quartette sang a selection.

Mr. Warne’s voice gave out, but he 
succeeded, by a struggle, in Introducing 
Rev. B. F. Austin, of Toronto, Canada, 
the first speaker of the evening, who 
spoke from the subject, “Why I Became 
a . Spiritualist,” relating, his eariy 
studies, experiences, and changes in 
doctrine, from Methodism to Spiritual
ism, weaving into his discourse many 
laughable incidents. He is a scholar, 
trained for old theology, and is using 
his scholorslilp for opening the doors of 
creedal prison-houses and releasing the 
victims of false imprisonment. He is

• ttUiy a .bright light to Our truth.
The vocal duet, ’'What Are the Wild 

Waves Saying,” by J.- W. Caldwell and 
Mrs. Lucile de Loux, seemed to be well 
received. .

; :,Miss Elizabeth Harlow followed With 
“The Crisis of the Hour” as her subject, 
and delivered an interesting address. 
Sho scored the Class of fortune-tellers 
found principally iu the advertisements 

। in . dally papers, plainly toiling the au
, .flicnce. that. "Spiritualism lays no claim 

lb this, class of .persons,’.’ She explained 
i the difference between the medium and

Thursday—Morning Session.
A short business meeting was held 

between 9:30 and 10 o'clock, in which 
considerable unfinished business of the 
previous meeting was transacted, re
garding committee reports and their 
approval and the organization of a La
dies’ Auxiliary of the 1. 8. S. A., to as
sist in raising funds for the promotion 
of many important and much needed 
branches of the work over the state. 
Tlie officers of the Ladies’ Auxiliary 
are: Mrs. Dr. Cross, president; Mrs. O. 
B. Wilson, vice-president; Mrs. Ella 
Johnson Bloom, secretary; Mrs. F. A. 
Koehler, treasurer. Board of directors: 
Mrs. H. L. Lichtig, Mrs. H. K. Slewart, 
Mrs. A. W. Bloom, Mrs. B. Hilbert, Mrs. 
C. Kirchner, Mrs. J. R. Francis.

At 10:30 the conference opened with 
J. O. M. Hewitt on the floor to present 
from his point of view the subject 
chosen, "Past Lessons, Present Duties, 
Future Possibilities." He claimed that 
we had no frauds and fakes In our 
ranks in early days, when there were 
nothing but curses and ostracism in 
even phenomenal mediumship; the 
fraud came when there was found to be 
much money in it. He related many in
teresting personal experiences direct to 
the subject, and made a forcible plea 
for honest mediumship and active, en
ergetic work.

Mrs. Dr. Juliet Severance was next 
called and spoke as though while she 
remains in the form, she is destined to 
retain her force of mind and generous 
spirit to the end, if there be an end.

Lucinda B. Chandler, that beautiful 
soul and active reformer, was called on 
and talked upon that which is always 
nearest her heart—the social responsi
bility of every man and woman to make 
this life better.

Dr. Warne spoke upon the reciprocity 
in our “labor of love.” He also spoke 
of the great warfare now on between 
principle and fraud, between truth and 
deception. His talk was the most 
forceful your reporter has ever heard 
him give. We should have more such 
advocates of truth.

Mrs. India Hill of Decatur, ill., 
proved herself a host In tne cause by 
her ready wit and easy flow of words, 
which makes us know there are those 
yet in the home work who are deserv
ing of greater and broader fields.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond brought a 
message of cbngratulations and encour
agement from the Morris Pratt insti
tute. She spoke to the subject calling 
attention to the methods of the gang of 
fakers, but claiming that Spiritualists 
are much to blame, by their “everlast
ing test-hunting.”

Will J. Erwood spoke of the mix-up 
between the true and false in test-giv
ing, and how hard it is for the true to 
compete with the false in sensational 
tests. In fact, the conference took the 
turn of discussing the fraud question, 
showing this question to be taking deep 
root in the ranks of Spiritualism.

Miss Sarah Thomas spoke beautifully 
to the point in her good-natured and en
ergetic manner, willt many a witty fling 
to enliven the spirit of the conference 
into touch with her own.

The conference was, without doubt, 
the most intellectual feast, and the 
highest in dignity and influence tor 
good of any conference your reporter 
has attended in the city. The best tal
ent stood out in bold relief from first 
to last, and points most vital to the 
cause of Spiritualism were discussed 
with great force.

Afternoon Session.
After choir singing, B. F. Austin be

gan his discourse upon “Higher Spirit
ualism ” It is useless to attempt to 
give even an inkling of the magnitude 
of this man’s ideas of Spiritualism and 
of the infinite powers that belong to 
man. He said in part: “The main 
thing is to seek our own possibilities 
and reach out through opportunities to 
our limitations, and even carry that 
seeking out beyond our human bounds. 
The higher Spiritualism is true Spirit
ualism, and there can be no low Spirit
ualism.”

We ought to be glad, and no doubt 
' all are. that the Methodist church 
: ousted him for his heresy. In conclu- 
i sion he said, “We must organize our 
lives upon the principle of harmony 
and prayer (the soul’s true inspira
tion), and inbreathing the breath of di
vinity.”

Miss Dell Stone, of Elmhurst, III., fa
vored the audience with a beautiful 
whistling solo.

i Will J. Erwood, protesting against 
the prefix “Rev.” being used in connec
tion with his’name, launched out into 

i the realms of Spiritualism uncurbed 
; by prefixes, affixes or creedal append

Eady in January The Progressive 
rhinker announced a new book by lie* 
roy Berrler. The title of this bohk 
which is now on the market, is “Tllie 
Power of Self-Formation," and judging 
from the demand for this first edition, 
it is destined to have a very wide clicu- 1 
latlon. When the advance orders were •

there were onJy about 300 copies .' 
left, and these are now going out. This 
temarkable demand for’ a hook ofi this 
character and with such a title' evi
dences the wide-spread interest in tlie 
new psychology and physiology.

Comparatively recent discoveries in I 
psychological and physiological sci
ences have demonstrated that the I 
forces that build up, operate and sus
tain the organism are subconscious 
mental forces which are amenable to 
conscious control and direction; that is 
to say, the thought of those subcon- I 
scious mind forces can be controlled 
and directed by the conscious mind. - 
This is a most wonderful discovery / 
The author holds that it is the greatest 
discovery of all the ages. Those sub
conscious organic forces operate in ¡all 
formation, and if they can be controlled, 
it is evident that formation can be con
trolled. The discovery of the tact that 
they were mental, was made by discov
ering that conscious thought influenced 
them. The form of influencing con
scious thought has been christened 
"suggestion,” and the science and art 
of suggestion has been originated. Sug
gestion is tlie subtle power that con
trols and directs the subconscious 
mind which is known as the life forces I 
and capacities. ।

There are different forms ot Bugges- ! 
tion, and they are divided Into two geiu-J 
eral classes, suggestion and auto-sug- j 
gestion, the latter meaning self-sugges
tion. Through auto or self-suggestion I 
we gain self-control of the subcon
scious mind. ।

The author of The Power of Selt-For- 
mation is a devotee of the science of hu- • 
man culture. Ab we all know, the pur- . 
pose of human culture is to develop de
sirable characteristics, powers and ca- I 
pacifies, both physical and mental. In
order to do this the systems of huma 
culture must control and direct in so 
way the subconscious life forces whi 
accomplish all formation. The auth 
has incorporated into the science of 
man culture the new science and ar ol'
suggestion, or the new psycho-physiol

 

ogy. He employs suggestion, espefcial- । 
ly auto-suggestion in all of bls sys/ems 

 

of self-cultivation. Human culture ; 

 

deals with the powers of sell’-forinlation t 

 

and auto- suggestion constitutes ohe of/ 
the greatest, if not the greatest. ]

The new psychology and physiologp 
has regenerated human culture. At 
best the unregonerated human cultJiro 
was a blind, sluggish procedure. It <eon- 
sidered the forties it dealt with as nlere 
forces In nowise mental or intelligent. 
Not so with the new human culture; it 
deals with those forces as mentalfand 
intelligent. A most wonderful stqlp iu 
progress. ,

There are thousands of persons’ who 
have become acquainted with tlie use 
of suggestion and auto-suggestion as’ 
the powers utilized In controlling and 
directing the subconscious mind. There 
is no lack of evidence to convince them 
that the subconscious mind is amen
able to suggestion in cither form, but 
on attempting to utilize suggestive in
fluence either on others or themselves, 
there are no successful effects observ
able. A thorough reading of Hie ''The 
Power of Self-Formation" should assist K, 
any intelligent person in making his 
or her auto-suggestion effective. Cer
tainly every human being should under-, 
stand the power of self-formation. The J 
book is issued in cloth, gilt top, for so ) 
cents; in durable paper for 50 cents./ 
Address The Progressive Thinker. r

national, and that the reason we have 
been so slow in this matter is that peo
ple are just stepping out of the rigid or
ganizations of the theology of the past 
and want to enjoy a short season of 
perfect freedom. The point is well 
taken. Her discourse was so roundly 
applauded sho had to arise and ac
knowledge the compliment.

Mrs. de Loux sang a solo, and Mrs. 
May Elmo, Mrs. Isa Cleveland and Mrs. 
J. A. Murtha gave tests and consoling 
messages, mostly to strangers, so ac
knowledged.

Financially the meetings were a suc
cess, and that without the customary 
urgent solicitation or strenuous beg
ging for extra funds.

I want to say in conclusion, that this 
convention was in every way a grand 
success, and great credit is due all the 
executive officers for the high-class tal
ent presented in both the lecturers and 
mediums, as well as in the perfect sys
tem, order and harmony throughout tho 
entire session. Everything was first- 
class and drew full houses at each 
meeting and the Illinois State Spiritual
ist Association has so far overcome all 
hindering obstacles as to be assured of 
life, liberty and prosperity. It looks so
to Yours truly, 

DR. T. WILKINS. 
Reporter.

SPIRIT RETURN.

One Who Was Killed in a Wreck, Mani 
fests at Once.

A

ages or appurtenances.
Messages were given 

Weaver and Mrs. Murtha.
Evening Session.

by Mrs.

Opened with singing "Shall We
Gather at the River,” by the congrega
tion.

Albert J. Bliss played a piano solo, 
and as usual was loudly applauded.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond discoursed 
upon the subject, “Is Spiritualism on 
the Decline?” She said, “Truth cannot 
decline, and that, builded upon truth, 
Spiritualism has done more to change 
the thought of the world in less than 
sixty years, than anything else that 
aver came upon the earth, and when 
anyone in the ranks of Spiritualism 
says it is on the decline, we prefer to 
call it a nervous attack and would rec
ommend a magnetic treatment." She 
said that spiritualism is the only relig
ion Or philosophy that includes every. 
human being on earth; that this bug- ' 
bear Of evil spirits and the decline of 
•Spiritualism go together—but your re
porter will not here attempt to follow 
the speaker in the many good things 
she said, as her husband has it in. 
shorthand and no doubt The Progress
ive Thinker Will get it in full . some 
time. . , , ' :

Dr. L. H. Freedman sang a solo.
Miss Elizabeth Harlow delivered the 

closing address upon, "Foregleams of 
the Future.” She took th®4»siuon that, 
our-xsauBO can boat be pushed-forwardj 
,by organization-1rdm tho -tonal -to the.

I am a healer at Sheridan. Wyoming.
I have a very interesting incident wliicg. 
proves spirit return without a doubt.’ t-N 
had a patient who had been very sick. 
During her ailment she showed me let-j 
ters from a friend. He spoke of “eterj 
nity” in several places in his letter? 
and in explaining to me, she said: "W-r 
have often talked of spirit return, an 
had agreed that the one to pass ove 
flrst would come back to the other^ 
These two versons about three yes- 
ago were separated, the lady coming to 
Sheridan, Wyoming. After that a cor
respondence followed.

A few days ago I entered her home, 
and found her crying. Asking her the 
trouble, she said: “Mr.----- is dead. He
was killed in a wreck last night.”

I asked her how she knew, • 
“She answered: “He was helé last 

night and told me all about it.”
I suggested that she write immediate* 

ly. A letter was sent to his home. In 
due time an answer came, bordered in 
crepe, giving the death of the party, 
and an account of the wreck, exactly as 
the lady had related to me. It seems. 
that as soon as the spirit was free of Its 
body, it fulfilled the promise given 
before.

This Spirit has been constantly (with 
this lady ever since his departure. He 
has entranced her, and I have tallifed tn 

. him several times. He has tóld rae 
sortie very intercstng things. Tliejlndy 
is getting better, since he became one 
of her guides. He. says that it ho’ had 
r ot come to her, she‘would have passed 
out, as he banished.an evil guide, who 
was making her sick, and would have 
taken her over in a short timé.
. WALTER V. TIBBETS.

■ Sheridan» -Wyotnlng. ;

««■
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WORDS OF CAUTION.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

some other victorious people to 
the coveted prize of a successful 
'ing god.

As time advanced and wooden

knowing ones taught the real God 
a kingdom and throne just above 
clouds, and his services could 
gained by prayers and praise, and
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The Gods, With a Moral.
" In the early days of the world, when 
the gods were young and the people 
were Ignorant, rulers of nations • ac
credited their victories and their de
feats In battles to the gods they wor
shiped. If defeated in. a great contest 
the tribal god was beaten, then force 
•or strategy was employed to capture 
the victorious god of the enemy and 
compel him to serve them. If again de
feated it was no fault of the army, but 
the captured god would not serve them 
faithfully, so a new raid was made on

gain 
fight-

gods
began to be suspected of imposture, the

had 
the
be 
by

-O

A Substitute for the Bible

the gratification of his senses. This 
led the way to the sacrifice of bullocks, 
and rams, and lambs, and doves; while 
Jews and Phoenicians sacrificed the 
first born of their .own race—roasted 
them on the altar, while the burning in/ 
cense ascended to their God, to placate 
his anger, and enlist him in the service 
of those who were most generous in 
contributing to his pleasure. In pro
tracted contests with a powerful enemy 
whole hecatombs of humanity were fre
quently slaughtered and laid on the 
smoking altar. .

Carthage, the rival of Rome, when 
environed by her powerful enemy; her 
fortress, palaces and temples aflame, 
and hope almost fled, selected a dozen 
of her most distinguished citizens and 
immolated them on a blazing altar. 
Though their smoke and Incense as
cended to God, yet he remained silent 
and indifferent while the slaughter 
went on. Towers fell; her walls were 
broken down; the toil and genius of 
long centuries were in ruin; her popu
lation dead; desolation everywhere, 
sackcloth, fasting, prayers and sacri
fices had been of no avail. Two thou
sand years and more have fled; but 
Carthage, the colony of Tyre; her ships 
In every port on the Great Sea, and her 
white sails on every coast, yet her an
cient site remains a dreary waste; her 
victors claiming the gods had aban
doned her to desolation. The Carthage- 
nian god was inferior to Jupiter, of the 
Romans, hence the melancholy result.

Time passed. Ages lapsed. The 
whole world was sunk in barbarism. 
No sacrifices had yet been sufficient to 
appease Almighty wrath. Wit, genius, 
eloquence, the wise and brave had 
been laid on the attar In vain. A 
yawning gulf—let a good orthodox 
Christian tell the story—was yawning । 
to receive the entire race, the young, ‘ 
the brave, the aged, the wise and good, i 
all, were totally depraved. Their first: 
parents had eaten of forbidden fruit, so 
they and all their posterity to the last; 
vibration of the pendulum of Time were 
doomed to eternal tortures. Thus 
teach the creeds. - '

But, happy thought! The great
Creator of this mighty universe, a wil
derness of worlds, with fifty millions of 

; suns, each greater than our own, with 
planets and satellites like our solar 

■’ system, devised a way to save the 
wretches of his creation from impend.- 
ing, eternal torture. He overshadowed 
a Jewish maiden, begat a son, and al
lowed that first born to be offered as an 
atonement to himself, for the sins of 
the whole world. This would satisfy 
his ire, conditioned the sinner by inker-
itance, accepted this sacrificed- son 
his Redeemer, and would adore him 
the Eternal God.

Iwas recently asked the following question: “What would you sub
stitute for the Bible as a moral guide?” My reply was as follows;

“I do not regard tlie Bible as a “moral guide.” .
The Bible is a collection of books, embracing history, fiction, myth 

and mythology; proverbs, prayers and .imprecations; general moral pre
cepts, which all nations accept, and particular conceptions, commands 
and prohibitions unsuited to this age, and. more honored in the breach 
than in, the observance. . - T

The moral code of a nation may be said to be its real guide. It. sums 
up the conceptions of morality which have grown through many cen
turies of human experience, and it is the result of the influences of natu
ral character and education. \ ,

With discoveries in science and progress in morality, believers in book 
revelations modify their views so as to adjust them to the new order of 
things, and to interpret their bibles so that they will harmonize with 
-the later conceptions. • Bibles are appealed to as authoritative, but 
those who make the appeal get their moral ideas not from the Bible, but 
from their mental and moral environment. When the Bible conflicts 
with these current ideas, such portions of the book are ignored or 
twisted out of their obvious meaning. Thus, while the Bible teaches 
the subordination of woman, sanctions and authorizes human slavery 
and commands submission to government, under all circumstances, we 
may find Bibli^ believers who favor woman’s elevation, who condemir 
slavery, who believe in the right of revolution. Belief in the New Tes
tament as a revelation from God is held by those who do not believe that 
wealth is a crime or that poverty is a virtue; yet the New Testament 
teachings are positive and plain on the subject. ‘

It is only when people find in the Bible approval of what they have 
come to believe through all the influences (that of the Bible and ntlier 
literature included), that they appeal to the Bible as authority. When 
current belief is divided, as it was on the slavery question, as it is now 
on the question whether it is a duty to abstain from the use of . wine, 
both parties quote texts to sustain their contentions. ■

When it comes to the question, What is the standard of truth and 
right? ! answer that the idghest standard is the enlightened reason of 
man. It is the standard to which all enlightened minds ultimately turn 
for the settlement of questions of -whatever kind, Human reason, at its 
best, is not infallible, but it‘is the highest and most reliable standard, 
that we have, and to which all others, in the final appeal, must be subor
dinate.

The best “moral guide” is the knowledge of man, and his-relations 
■are expressed in the moral codes of the world, which are essentially the 
same in all civilized lands. This is the guide of the Bible believer as 
well as of the man who rejects all special revelations and all forms of; 
supernaturalism. ' ;

Let the Bible rest on its own merits, like other so-called sacred books, i 
Let the fact be recognized that Bible believers and unbelievers are born: 
and reared in the same general environmnt and have the same moral 
ideas and the same “moral guide.” But when there is a difference of I 
opinion as to the truth of-some theory or the wisdom of some reform, 
both sides often try to sustain their positions by quoting Scripture. 
They do this to support and to advance opinions that were formed with
out regard to the Bible, which was no “guide,” until the opinions were 
reached partly or wholly Through other than either moral or religious 
considerations. " 1

When men believed in slavery, they continued to quote Moses and St. 
Paul in its favor, merely in defense and perpetuation of it. When pub
lic sentiment in the north was strongly opposed to slavery, the Bible 
passages in favor of the institution produced no impression. Chris
tians, like the heathen, because of their moral obtuseness, their selfish
ness and cruelty, enslaved their fellow-men. It was convenient to have 
a Bible to quote from to their slaves in favor of slave holding and slave 
beating. When, in spite of Bible teachings, public sentiment bad grown 
strong against slavery, Christian minister’s quoted whatever they could 
find in the Bible in favor of freedom. They could find no passages in 
plain denunciation of slavery, but passages against the oppression of the 
Israelites or declaring that ‘‘we are all one in Christ Jesus,” served the 
purpose.-

The moral guide is always back of bibles and revelations of all kinds; 
for out of revelations come only what man has put into them, and al

though ancient error, made sacred by age,, may be obstructive of truth 
and justice, the sum total of human knowledge, experience and inherit
ance at any given time, serves as the determining influence an'd>the 
practical guide of life. The moral precepts, which express the duties 
and obligations of human beings represent the ideal, the conception of 
which alone satisfies, but the. realization of which is difficult, if not im-
possible, in any known social condition. B.K UNDERWOOD.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
By order of the Official Board of the Illinois 

State Spiritualists’ Association, all persons who 
believe they haye been deceived or defrauded by 
Spiritualist mediums for any phase of manifest
ation, are requested to forward full particulars 
thereof to Dr. H. A. Cross, Secretary, 560 East 
55th street, Chicago.

as 
as

Modern religious ideas are but a 
slight remove from primal faiths. 
Though beyond the clouds, and above 
the cerulean vault, still the God must 
be ¿raised, that is applauded.-- To gain 
his favors he must have our prayers. 
He still determines results on the bat
tlefield; and Christian armies, on both 
sides the line, ¡have their chaplains to 
intercede with him and beg his kindly 
influence in their: behalf.

But, sad to relate, this God- of the 
Christians, if rightly interpreted, has 
lost his power. There are . the Rus
sians,.a Christian nation;: its Czar the 
Supreme Pontiff. Pope of the; Eastern

Christians, with a chaplain in each 
regiment to intercede with his God for 
kindly favors. And yet as we write, 
his armies, aided by all the modern ap
pliances of wars, and specially skilled 
in the art of killing, with a triple popu
lation to that of her enemy; a people 
without a God, without a chaplain to 
address him, just emerging from bar
barism, only science receiving their ad
oration, they drive all these concen
trated Christian forces, their Cossack 
chiefs; their many-titled generals; their 
almost countless warriors; their chap
lains and their Gods, before them! 
What-a terrible spectacle, in the light 
of the claims of the dominant religion!

When our great generals, with their 
commands, were retreating in the war 
of the Rebellion, Gen. Grant only ad
vancing, President Lincoln was ap
proached with the complaint that the 
victorious leader at the front was in
dulging too freely in the use of whisky.

“What brand does the General use?" 
inquired the president

“I don’t know.”
“Well, find out. I will Order a quan

tity for our Other generals in the field. 
We need an abundant supply «flighting 
whisky, the kind General Grant uses, at 
this time.” ’ •

President Lincoln placed his trust in 
the valor of ¡his generals and their, sub
ordinates, Instead of the Lord ot Hoqta. 
The result: Victory crowned his .ef
forts; the nation retained Its integrity; 
the whole world caught the contagion, 
and freedom became universal; while 
the blight on the Pope of Rome, the 
then only head of the Christian church, 
whose bull had authorized the enslave
ment of heathen, and who quoted divine 
inspiration for his sufficient authority, 
was made inoperative forever.

Moral: Place not your trust in 
princes, whether at earth or heaven, 
but in your own strong, arm, clothed 
Only with the right.

“IHE OPEN COURT.”
Next1 ^eeli4ho.--dlscusslon of Obses

sion in t*he ol>en Court will be con
cluded; Wh*¥ome excellent articles. 
. During üj#ùme it has been’ running 
it haS7‘ bé'én EDUCATIONAL,: AN 
EVOLVER OF TRUTH, SOUL-lNSPIto 
ing, Thoroughly interesting, 
AND BRAlri^STRENGTHENlNG, and 
when iflucedlj# book form, it will fill a 
most iinportupj: niche in the history and 
philosophy Q^Splrilualism, and will be 
remem^red 4g one of the most import
ant dficusskjfjp that ever took place in 
the rankg of^lritualism, either in this 
country oy Europe- .
' We still have on hand many brief ar
ticles which are highly interesting, 
touching on Obsession and cognate sub
jects, and one will appear occasionally 
for a seaspn^ under another heading. 
Anyone who wishes to write on the sub
ject in the future must not occupy over 
one-third of a column, as about all that 
can be said on the subject has already 
been given. '

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Once more the Spiritualists of Illi- 

nols are advised to have nothing to do 
with a man named C. A. Burdette, who 
is again heard from as traveling about 
in the state. Reports reach headquar
ters which-place him in the light of en
mity, towards Our cause, unless he 
strikes a. neighborhood where it pays 
iiim better to taae the other side. He 
Is credited with saying that he has no 
more use for officers of our state asso
ciation than for a yellow dog. They 
have far more confidence in the dog 
than in Burdette. 1

Spiritualists' of Illinois are urged to 
advise the state association, at 4203 Ev
ans avenue, Chicago, whenever a tran
sient, unendorsed and unknown medi
um Visits'their neighborhood, giving all 
possible' particulars as to their past 
field of - labor and present methods'. 
This request applies to individual Spir
itualists as well as to the officers of lo
cal societies. A pull altogether upon 
this point will jnake us a power for 
good in Illinois^ and bring honor to 
.Spiritualism... GEO. B. WARNE,

. President Ill. S. S. A.

The Tyrannical Medical OctopUb.
To the Editor:—I want to call the at-

tentipn of the readers of your great, 
progressive journal to the fact that the 
tyrannical medical octopus is doing its 
deadly work on this coast, with a te-. 
naclty worthy of a better cause. The 
Anti-Compulsory Vaccination League ot 
California, located' at Berkeley, . has 
been working early and late to push a 
bill through the assembly and senate 
that would hllow the children to at
tend Bchooll Svithout being vaccinated. 
The excitement has been running high. 
Quite a crowd of us met at Sacramento 
to present oiir claim before a special 
committee of [both houses, and circulars 
and papiphlpj-S have been circulated, 
meetings held, articles pro and con 
have appeared in the papers from able 
writers! Th& Hon George C. Pardee, 
governor-of this golden state, has seen 
fit to yeto the bill. Inasmuch as he is 
an old-school physician by profession, 
and hiring two wealthy doctors in the 
senate, who/of course; are in favor of 
vaccination, the learned governor was 
very officious in stating his reasons in 
detail why the bill that passed both 
houses should not become a law.

But the Anti-Compulsory Vaccination 
League.-will not down any more than 
Banquo’s ghost, and’Intehds to tight 
from now on till the next session of leg- 
.filature, and also will.see to it that the 
Hon. G. C. Pardee will not be the next 
governor of California.

Will every Spiritualist and Liberalist 
assist us by sending the league an au
thenticated report of. all cases of sick
ness and dangers resulting from vacci
nation as well as any cases of small
pox manifesting itself after vaccina
tion, which can be used as evidence 
against the abominable practice of the 
inoculation of poison into the healthy 
bodies of our children.

Dr. W. W. Allen, Berkeley, is the 
president. Dr. Eugenia Campbell of 
the same city is secretary. Any Infor- 
¡nation sent them or to myself will be 
greatly appreciated. '

GEORGE F. PERKINS.
1961 Myrtle street, Oakland, Cal. ;

Mary and Benjamin
What suggestion and autosuggestion 

can accomplish is forcibly illustrated 
by the fact that thousands of people are 
flocking to Benton Harbor, Mich., for 
the purpose of meeting Christ. A special. 
.telegram states that The Living Roll ot 
Life, the religious sect which antici
pates a visitation of God, announces 
that Mary and Benjamin, writers of the 
Star of Bethlehem, who as messengers 
left this city last November for Aus
tralia to speak to the people of the 
great hope of Israel, which those Aus
tralians, it is claimed, recognized as the 
voice they longed to hear, will arrive In 
New York on March 22 and will come In 
special ears direct to Benton Harbor, 
arriving here two days later. Many 
people have left their native country on 
account of oppression that they may be 
free to worship God in their way in free 
America, but these Australians have 
had no reason of this kind. They have 
had social and religious freedom, some 
of them prominent citizens of Mel
bourne. Thousands are yet to come for 
the great Ingathering of Israel at Ben
ton Harbor.

Many Israelites, as they style them-, 
selves, all over the country , have been' 
waiting for thè return of Mary and Ben
jamin to come to the ingathering, and It 
iS asserted they will now come by hun
dreds and thousands until tfie Ml num
ber (144,000) is made up.às the closing 
time is at hand. . -

"Heliocentric Astrology or Esientiala 
of Asttenomy anti Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1010.” By. Ynraio Vedrà, For sale -at 
this office. Price 81.UQ, ' , ■

In Honor of Adam.
A Southern newspaper suggests An

other legal holiday. The birthdays of 
great men are'nbw.'in order. It says:

"As Adam was theJirst man why not 
honor his memory by making his birth
day a legal holiday. He was the 
father of the whole- country, while 
Washington was only, the putative 
lather of the. United States, and yet he 
hns a day to his credit.” ‘ .

Yes, let Adam’s birthday be annually 
celebrated, by all means, and prepara
tory to .lt, Congress should appoint a 
committee; to find his plneb or burial, 
and mark it with a headstone and an In
scription worthy .so. ..distinguished. a- 
character.; How would Mark Twain do 
ns chairman of that eommit'teo?-

THE SYMPOSIUM

And its Great Value to the People.

To the Editor:—Your symposium on! 
Demonism, through the columns of The i 
Progressive Thinker, has been produc
ing thought-waves with the new read-: 
ers as they-come in contact with the i 
views pro and icon on this momentous ; 
and important subject. I think Spinoza, 
or -one of the ancient philosophers says 
that a sharp disputation will arrive at; 
facts. '

It is, Indeed, gratifying to observe 
■that the most of the disputants have 
been governed, by a spirit of friendly in
quiry rather than a desire to cross 
swords with a view of demolishing an 
opponent? 1

I was deeply impressed by reading 
Dr. Peebles’ reply to Brother Loveland. 
The entire article is replete with a de
liberate and candid consideration of the 
subject under analysis, especially where 
Spiritualism is introduced. With me 
-there is an underlying principle that 
transcends all phenomena; it is the 
base, thé Apex; the all-embracing, the 
embodiment of the most humane and 
rational view of life,-with -its marvelous, 
varied and( complex expressions that 
ever was yet outwrought by the human 
■ego. It recognizes- the universality of 
a conusion brotherhood. Its teachings 
embran^ all .the humanitarian reforms. 
Indeed,, Spiritualism embraces a prin- 
clple-of an evèr-increasing hope, an 
oasis Bù'a lànely and desolate wilder- 
fess. ilfc teaches though our sins are as 
scarlet, though we are unable to direct 
our ways from wanderings in the wll- 
dernestf'of pollution, yet love, the ali- 
përvadmg attribute of the infinite, 
whoseffnerosjondureth forever, Is suffi
cient tc guide, our wanderings in the in-
flnitudl ie, to finally see and real-

Proceedings of the
IS. S. Convention.

The eighth annual meeting ot thei 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association 
opened Tuesday evening, March 21, 
with brief remarks by President Warne, 
followed Vy a piano solo by Mrs. Lucile 
de luoux, an invocation by J. O. M. Hew
itt, congregational singing, and a se
lected spng by 111,6 convention choir.

Mis. Laura G. Fixen, vice-president 
of the I. S. S. A., delivered the address 
of welcome and greeting to the conven
tion in her usual enthusiastic and very 
interesting manner! She spoke of the 
truth and power of Spiritualism, and 
the force that lies in understanding 
one’s self and keeping in touch with 
humanity and thus in communion with 
the only God known. She said many 
things that could not be given in the 
small space allotted to the proceedings 
of this convention. To say the least, 
the speaker gave all a sisterly and 
brotherly welcome. She is a grand and 
earnest advocate of true Spiritualism.

The piano solo by Albert J. Bliss, son 
of the medium. Mrs. BlissGreen, was 
good and rendered with spirit. He had" 
to play an encore. .

. Miss Elizabeth Haiilow, the speaker 
of the evening, with a strong contralto 
voice that would easily All every niche 
in the largest hall in the city of Chi
cago, gave a grand and eloquent dis
course; giving in glowing language just 
an inkling of what Spiritualism . and 
Spiritualists have accomplished. Her 
mode of delivery, and accent of language 
remind one of the dearly-beloved, en
thusiastic, and now arisen Mrs. Colby-' 
Luther. Her discourse was able and 
to the point. She said that Spiritual
ism came not to build more churches, 
but to .teach us how to use those we 
have. It Is not owned by any sect or 
'set of people. No class or creed can 
get a mortgage on it. She placed great 
stress upon the saying of Thomas 
Paine: “The world is my country, and 
to do good my religion.” Her address 
was of a nature to make a reporter 
■wish for the aid of stenography, but it 
wasn’t lost upon the large audience 
that was held in rapt attention from 
first to last. Mi^s Elizabeth Harlow 
has, no doubt, a busy future in the field 
of Spiritualism. She should have.

The vocal solo (Jerusalem) by little 
Miss Florence Daniels, was most beau
tifully rendered, exhibiting careful 
voice-culture and elocutionary training. 
She carried the audience into an ex
pression of deep appreciation, and bad 
to furnish an encore. Her soul seemed 
to enter into the song to an enchanting 
degree.

The psychometric readings by Dr. C. 
Burgess, and the messages by Mrs. Geo. 
S. Lincoln and Mrs! J. A Murtha were

the psychic: One a machine operating 
between spirits and mortals, and the 
other a soul-sensing, which may be cul
tivated by all to some extent. She 
rapped the stuff that itj commonly la
beled “Materialization," good and 
proper, and made light of the idea ot 
,sueh' men as Lincoln, Paine and Grant 
coming back merely to amuse us at se
ances; spirits of wisdom and with an 
eternal and universal purpose before 
them, and an unlifting aim for human
ity returning to aid designing mortals 
in running peep-shows for money.

When the last speaker closed her re
marks the hour was too late and the au
dience too restless for the message 
bearers’ work, and the meeting closed 
with Mrs. Fixen, acting for Mr. Warne, 
as chairman. •

THE POWER OF SELF-FORMATION,

aprii 1, WOi.

A Book of 
Value to

Early in

Far More Than Ordinary 
Every Thinking Person.

greatly appreciated by 
they were delivered, 
works in a trance, and 
her normal condition.

those to whom
Mrs. Lincoln

Mrs. Murtha In
After all ..is

said in regard to messages from the 
platform, at the present stage, it is 
certainly all right, for It does much to 
interest skeptics in the facts of spirit 
return,, and is a drawing card for our 
conventions. The time does not seem 
ripe to dispense with platform mes
sages, and may nôt come tor another 
quarter of a century.

Wednesday—Morning Session.
The committee on credentials, com

prised of W. L. Skeels, 0. E. Kropp, 
Geo. Drummitt, after deliberation, re
ported a voting membership of 277 and 
the delegates representing those votes 
were seated in the convention.

In President Warne's oral report he 
stated that the greatest need of the 
state association is funds. He spoke of 
the work accomplished in the past year, 
the meetings attended by himself and 
others as missionaries, stating here 
that missionaries were badly needed in 
the state work. .

Reading of secretary’s and treasurer's 
reports and reports of societies con
sumed most of the morning session. 
But the showing of Spiritualism over 
the state, from the reports read, is in
deed encouraging.

S. H. West, of Leroy, Ill., presented 
the state association with a photo of 
^Abraham Lincoln, gotten through the 
Bangs sisters.

Upon the election of officers, Dr. Geo. 
B. Warne and Mrs. Fixen, president and 
vice-president, were elected by acclama
tion. For secretary, Mrs. Ella J'. Bloom 
declined the nomination, and the names 
Of Dr. Cross, Mr. Kropp and Mr. Smoos 
were presented, resulting in the elec
tion of Dr. Cross. Mr. N. Speight was 
elected to succeed himself as treasurer. 
The three trustees chosen are Mrs. J. 
R. Francis, Mrs. Ella J. Bloom, of Chi-
cago, and Geo. Drummitt, of Dana. 

Business meeting adjourned
Thursday, 9:30 a. m. .

Afternoon Session,
Session opened with song by

till

quar

ize thëlllrlgWness and beauty of all the 
expressfiinsrfrt Nature. '

The Symposium on Demonism has 
presented new views in relation to the 
doctritiê of llëvils and fallen angels ot 
antiqility astecrlpture teachings,- which 
will -enfile all to harmonize the old 
with thg,ne\y or more rational and con- 
mon-âèns'é1 premises. Yes, with all the 
combined'contributions to The Pro
Gressive Thinker, Brother Peebles’ ar
ticle Is-richly. worth one year’s subscrip
tion..- - LEVI WOOD. .

Kalamazoo, Mich. .

"The NW Lite.” By Leroy Berner.
Eminently suggestive along Gio lines ot 
"new thought ” Excellent in tone and. 
tendencies. "Prine, cloth, 
■:■'‘ Frestot »go and. raw Idtej 
Anclent snd! Modern MysteHMi Claast- 

.Bed -By Andrew Jack- .
doa Davk . Wa bava a.W ■Wteq,-.«^ Aiwo 

Ithlo. work ty -Ute. «etebtated to inis 
lsaoui,|i.w.- • ’ • . t--------

tette, and the introduction by President; 
Warne, of Will J. Erwood, president of 
the Wisconsin State Association, who, 
gave his usual fine discourse upon Spir
itualism, ancient and modem, making 
many good biblical insinuations and 
hints in support of spirit return. , 

Mrs. Margaret E. Skeels, of Onarga,;
HU delivered an interesting inspira-; 
tional address. She is indeed a ready: 
talker, and uses good language to ex- ; 
press -her ideas. She is not one of the 
younger speakers, but is young in spirit, 
and progressive in thought. She lee-; 
tures with eyes closed. Her inspiration : 
is ready and logical.

After a song by the quartette, Mrs. C. 
Kirchner gave a number of messages, 
all being recognized.

Mrs. Nellie Kusserow, in the ab
sence of other message bearers upon 
the program, was balled to the rostrum 
and for a few moments interested the 
audience with her gift of reading.

Evening Session.
A piano solo by Albert J. Bliss opened 

to meeting with harmony. The con
vention quartette sang a selection.

Mr. Warne's voice gave out, but he 
succeeded, by a struggle, in introducing 
Rev. B. F. Austin, of Toronto, Canada., 
the first speaker Of to evening, who 
spoke from thè subject, "Why I Became 
a Spiritualist,” relating, , his early 
studies, experiences, and changes in 
doctrine, from Methodism to Spirituali 
ism, weaving into his discourse many 
ladgha'ble Incidents. He is a scholar, 
trained for old theology, and id using 
his scholarship for opening the doors of 
creedal prison-houses and releasing the 
victims of false imprisonment. He is 
ttiilÿ h bright light to Our truth.
;, The vocal duet, "What Are the Wild 

'Wives Saying," by J.- W. Caldwell and 
Mrs. Lucile de Loux, seemed to be well 
received., ;.■ . .

■Miss Elizabeth.Harlow followed with 
“The Crisis of thè Hour” ns her subject, 
and delivered, an interesting address. 
She scored the Class of fortune-tellers

Thursday—Morning Session.
A short business meeting was held 

between 9:30 gnd 10 o'clock, in which 
considerable unfinished business of the 
previous meeting was transacted, re
garding committee reports and their 
approval and the organization of a La
dies’ Auxiliary of the I. S. S. A., to as
sist in raising funds for the promotion 
of many important and much needed 
branches of the work over the state. 
The officers of the Ladies’ Auxiliary 
are: Mrs. Dr. Cross, president; Mrs. O. 
B. Wilson, vice-president; Mrs. Ella 
Johnson Bloom, secretary; Mrs. F. A. 
Koehler, treasurer. Board of directors: 
Mrs. H. L. Lichtig, Mrs. H. K. Slewart, 
lira. A. W. Bloom, Mrs. B. Hilbert, Mrs. 
C. Kirchner, Mrs. J. R. Francis.

At 10:30 the conference opened with 
J. O. M. Hewitt on the floor to present 
from his point of view the subject 
chosen, “Past Lessons, Present Duties, 
Future Possibilities.” He claimed that 
we had no frauds and fakes in our 
ranks in early days, when there were 
nothing but enrses and ostracism in 
even phenomenal mediumship; the 
fraud came when there was found to be 
much money in it. He related many in
teresting personal experiences direct to 
the subject, and made a forcible plea 
for honest mediumship and active, en
ergetic work.

Mrs. Dr. Juliet Severance was next 
called and spoke as though while she 
remains in the form, she is destined to 
retain her force of mind and generous 
spirit to the end, if there be an end.

Lucinda B. Chandler, that beautiful 
soul and active reformer, was called on 
and talked upon that which Is always 
nearest her heart—the social responsi
bility of every man and woman to make 
this life better.

Dr. Warne spoke upon the reciprocity 
in our "labor of love.” He also spoke 
of the great warfare now on between 
principle and fraud, between truth and 
deception. His talk was the most 
forceful your reporter has ever heard 
him give. We should have more such 
advocates of truth.

Mrs. India Hill of Decatur, 111., 
proved herself a host in ine cause by 
her ready wit and easy flow of words, 
which makes us know there are those 
yet in the home work who are deserv
ing of greater and broader fields.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond brought a 
message of cbngratulations and encour
agement from the Morris Pratt insti
tute. She spoke to the subject calling 
attention to the methods of the gang ot 
fakers, but claiming that Spiritualists 
are much to blame, by their "everlast
ing test-hunting.”

Will J. Erwood spoke of the mix-up 
between the true and false in test-giv
ing, aiid how hard it is for the true to 
compete with the false in sensational 
tests. In fact, the conference took the 
turn of discussing the fraud question, 
showing this question to be taking deep 
root in the ranks of Spiritualism.

Miss Sarah Thomas spoke beautifully 
to the point in her good-natured and en
ergetic manner, with many a witty fling 
to enliven the spirit of the conference 
into touch with her own.

The conference was, without doubt, 
the most intellectual feast, and the 
highest in dignity and influence tor 
good of any conference your reporter 
has attended in the city. The best tal
ent stood out in bold relief from first 
10 last, and points most vital to the 
cause of Spiritualism were discussed 
with great force.

Afternoon Session.
After choir singing, B. F. Austin be

gan his discourse upon “Higher Spirit
ualism ” It is useless to attempt to 
give even an Inkling of the magnitude 
of this man’s ideas of Spiritualism and 
of. the infinite powers that belong to 
man. He said in part: "The main 
thing is to seek our own possibilities 
and reach out through opportunities to 
cur limitations, and even carry- that 
seeking out beyond our human bounds. 
The higher Spiritualism is true Spirit
ualism, and there can be no low Spirit
ualism.”

We ought to be glad, and no doubt 
all are. that the Methodist church 
ousted him for his heresy. In conclu
sion he said, “We must organize our 

' lives upon the principle of harmony 
and prayer (the soul’s true insplra- 

• tion), and inbreathing the breath of di
vinity.”

Miss Dell Stone, of Elmhurst, HI., fa
vored the audience with a beautiful 
whistling solo.

i Will J. Erwood, protesting against 
i the prefix “Rqv.” being used in connec
tion with his name, launched out into 
the realms of Spiritualism uncurbed 
by prefixes, affixes or creedal append-

found 'principally itr-to tfavortlsements 
.In dally papers, plainly telling the au
“ 1. that J'SplfRualtem Jays moelaitni
vx, mielosa of persons,’.’ She explained 
rite difference between thè medium and

ages or appurtenances.
Messages were given by 

Weaver and Mrs. Murtha.
Evening Session.

Mrs.

- January The Progressive ' 
Thinker announced a new book by lle- 
roy Berrien The title of this bofik 
which Is now on the market, is “The 
Power of Self-Formation,” and judgntg 
from the demand for this first edition, 
it is destined to have a very wide elf cu- | 
lation. When the advance orders were ' 
filled there, were only about 3P0 copies 
left, and these are now going out. h’liis 
remarkable demand for’ a book of this 
character and with such a title' evi- 
deuces the wide-spread interest iu the 
new psychology and physiology. .

Comparatively recent discoveries In I 
psychological and physiological scl- 
ences have demonstrated that the I 
forces that build up, operate and bus- 
tain the organism are subconscious ■ 
mental forces which are amenable to ’ 
conscious control and direction; that is 
to say, the thought of those subcon
scious mind forces can be controlled , 
and directed by the conscious mind / 
This is a most wonderful discovery./ 
The author holds that it is the greatest 
discovery of all the ages. Those siib- 
conscious organic forces operate in ¡all 
formation, and if they can be controlled, 
it is evident that formation can be con
trolled. The discovery of the fact that 
they were mental, was made by discov
ering that conscious thought influenced 
them. The form of influencing con
scious thought has been christened
“suggestion," and the science and art 
of suggestion has been originated. Sug
gestion is the subtle power that con
trols and directs the subconscious 
mind which is known as the lite forces 
and capacities.

There are different forms of Bugges- ■ 
tion, and they are divided Into two geju-i. 
eral classes, suggestion and auto-siig- 
gestlon, the latter meaning self-sugges
tion. Through auto or self-suggestion 
we gain self-control of the subcon
scious mind.

The author of The Power of Self-For
mation is a devotee of the science of hu
man culture. As we all know, the pur
pose ot human culture is to develop de
sirable characteristics, powers and ca
pacities, both physical and mental, in 
order to do this the systems of huma 
culture must control and direct in so 
way the subconscious life forces whidli 
accomplish all formation. The authAr 
has incorporated into the science of 
man culture the new science and art/ of 
suggestion, or the new psycho-phy4iol 
ogy. He employs suggestion, espefclal 
ly auto-suggestion in all of his systems 
of self-cultivation. Human ciilture i 
deals with the powers of seli-formlation 
and auto- suggestion constitutes oiie 0 
the greatest, if not the greatest. '

The new psychology and physiolog 
has regenerated human culture, 
best the nnregenerated human cultdire 

 

was a blind, sluggish procedure. It «Con
sidered the forces il dealt with as ere 
forces in nowise mental or intelligent. 
Not so with the new human cultur it 
deals with those forces as inentalland 

 

intelligent. A nioBl wonderful stejp in 

 

progress. .

There are thousands of persons1 who 
have become acquainted with the use 
of suggestion and auto-suggestion as 
the powers utilized in controlling and 
directing the subconscious mind. There 
is no lack ot evidence to convince them 
that the subconscious mind is amen
able to suggestion in either form, but 
on attempting lo utilize suggestive in
fluence ellher on others or themselves, 
there are no successful effects observ
able. A thorough reading of the "The 
Power of Self-Formation" should assist Sv 
any intelligent person in making his 
or her auto-suggestion effective. Cer-~ 
tainly every human being should under-v 
stand the power of self-formation. The j 
book is issued in cloth, gilt top, tor 80 1 
cents; in durable paper for 50 cents./ 
Address The Progressive Thinker. f

national, and that the reason we have 
been so slow in this matter is that peo
ple are just stepping out of the rigid or
ganizations of the theology of the past 
and want to enjoy a short season of 
perfect freedom. The point is 1 well 
taken. Her discourse was so roundly 
applauded she had to arise and ac
knowledge the compliment.

Mrs. de Loux sang a solo, and Mrs. 
May Elmo, Mrs. Isa Cleveland and Mrs. 
J. A. Murtha gave tests and consoling 
messages, mostly to strangers, so ac
knowledged.

Financially the meetings were a suc
cess, and that without the customary 
urgent solicitation or strenuous beg
ging for extra funds.

I want to say in conclusion, that this 
convention was in every way a grand 
success, and great credit is due all the 
executive officers for the high-class tal
ent presented in both the lecturers and 
mediums, as well as in the perfect sys
tem, order and harmony throughout the 
entire session. Everything was tirst- 
class and drew full houses at each 
meeting and the Illinois State Spiritual
ist Association has so far overcome all 
hindering obstacles as to be assured of 
life, liberty and prosperity. It looks so
to Yours truly, 

DR. T. WILKINS, 
Reporter.

SPIRIT RETURN.

One Who Was Killed in a Wreck, Mani 
fests at Once.

Opened with singing "Shall We 
Gather at the River,” by the congrega
tion. . ■

Albert J. Bliss played a piano solo, 
and as usual was loudly applauded.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond discoursed 
upon the subject, “Is Spiritualism on 
the Decline?” She said, “Truth cannot 
decline, and that, builded upon truth, 
Spiritualism has done more to change 
the thought of the world in less than 
sixty years, than anything else that 
ever came upon the earth, and when 
anyone in the ranks of spiritualism 
says it is on the decline, we prefer to 
call it a nervous attack and would rec
ommend a magnetic treatment.” She 
said that Spiritualism Is thè only relig
ion or philosophy that Includes every 
human being on earth; that this bug
bear of evil spirits and thè decline of 
Spiritualism go together—but your re
porter will not here attempt to follow 
the speaker in the many good things 
she said, as her husband has It In 
shorthand and nò doubt The Progress
ive Thinker Will get it in full .some 
time. ,

Dr. L. II. Freedman sang a solo.
Miss Elizabeth Harlow delivered the

closing address upon, "Foregleams of 
the Future.” She took the ,position that. 
ourcaUBOcanbcstbcpushedfcrward

I am a healer at Sheridan. Wyoming.
I have a very Interesting incident whieg. 
proves spirit return without a doubt. •<Ji
had a patient who had been very sick. 
During her ailment she showed me let-4 
ters from a friend. He spoke ot' “eterl# 
nity” in several places in his letter? 
and in explaining to me, she said: "W-r 
have often talked of spirit return, an 
had agreed that the one to pass ove _ 
first would come back to the other^g^X**^ ■ 
These two-persons about three ye«r^■ ■ 
ago were separated, the lady coming to 
Sheridan, Wyoming. After that a cor- ■ 
respondenee followed. :?

A few days ago I entered her home, , : : 
and found her crying. Asking her the . ■ 
trouble, she said: “Mr. —— is dead. He 
was killed in a wreck last night.”

I asked her how she knew, < . :
“She answered: “He was here last : 5 

night and told me all about it.”
I suggested that she write Immediate- : . 

ly. A letter was sent to his home. In ; 
due time an answer came, bordered in ; \ * 
Crepe, giving the death of the party, , 
and an account òf the wreck, exactly as . ’ 
thè lady had related to me. It seems • 
that as soon as thè splrtt was free of its 
body, it fulfilled the promise given I 
before. -• . -, -■ i

This spirit has been constantly with j 
this lady ever since his departure. He . ?. 
has entranéèd her, and I have tailtfed to : ; [ 
him several times. Hè has told me ; 
some very intercstng things, Thoflady ;l
is getting better, since he bectme one : 
of her guides. He says that it ho’ had ■ 
hot come to her, she would have passed -• 
out, as he banished-an fevii guide who ’ 
was making her siolt, and would hard ; 
taken her over In a short time. I

__ ______________ _ *. WALTER V, TIBBETS, 
the. | . Eherldàh> Wyoming. ,

Sffi
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top and not at the bottom. in proportion that patriotism, and love

MRS. MARGARET FOX KANE VINDICATED.

An Account of Remarkable Tests Given During Her East Hours.
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In New York City, the subject of Spiritualism wab taken up. It was 
at a meeting of the Medico-Legal Society, the members ¡of- which are

.V 1111 '

I dreamed I' Saw. iwtarigels hand in hand’ . 
And very like they'were, rind very fair.

■ One wore about his head a golden band; ' '
A thorn-wreath crowned the other’s matted hair.

•n * X

-A“« ‘

The wurid is full ef shams and pretenders. The poorest ¡student that 
'enters college never fails to graduate. No applicant for priestly orders 
or professional honors is .ever rejected. An M. D., D. D. or L. L. D., 
attached to a man’s name means nothing.
. The most profound lawyers are not selected for judges, nor the ablest 

,, \jnen for rulers. Napoleon could make kings of his brothers, but not
.^marshals to -command his army. If it was not for the extreme gulii-

• |>ility of people most of the lawyers, doctors and priests would have to 
seek other employment. -

/Things are not always what they appear. It is hard to detect the gen- 
x-uiae from the imitation. There is a science of surgery, but no settled 

■ 4seience of medicine. The doctors arc the last ones to denounce false

Where everybody is educated, fihcre are few learned. la. a commun
ity, in which -wealth, position and literary advantages are ejjual, all will. 
be ordinary, but none great. Inequality seems to be ajj^m^n(tive to ac
tion. “The rule is, that the common possession and enjpyp^nt of every 
advantage does not make for excellence in any specif Tu',anch. The; 
average intellect becomes the dominant factor. Whp^e everybody is 
educated to a certain level, the tendency is for nobody:ipt|rit>y^iboul that 
level. • ♦ • Where everybody is a humorist, the odds apo that nobody is 
a wit. The mere force of numbers bolds back the elect fevt»” ;

: systems of practice. It is the man who cries “ Thief ! thief I ’ ’ that does ‘ 
the‘stealing. The. doctors kill more people than “Mental Scientists,” 
“‘Christian Scientists,’’ “Metaphysical Healers,'” and others of like 
mature, all -combined. It is only in certain well defined diseases, where ;

. good nursing and dieting are the main necessities, that the physician 
¡».ueee.ods. If the patient gets well, the doctor claims the credit, if he -

■ 'dies the responsibility is thrown upon Providence.
The less a man knows the more assumption lie -makes; the lower his 

Station in life the greater his concern lest he be unduly catalogued.
■ fflie ignorant assumé to be learned, the foolish, wise, and the poor, rich. ;

; (The barber, the cobbler and the tailor, are more apt to wear silk hats 
• snd kid gloves than the lawyer or the doctor. The clergyman is an 

- «ftifieial person, and of course exempt from the rules governing ordi- 
wry mortals.- His dress; the tone of his voice, his benign countenance, 

. all proclaim his vocation. He lives a fictitious life. Everything about 
■ him is artificial and unnatural. His very appeaa-ance upon the scene

: «fianges the natural current of thought and action, Women speak in, 
jiioris tones, and men at once begin to look thoughtful and serious. Thè- 

■ ■ iman of God is taught that ¡he has been born of the Spirit and assigned 
to his work by some special intervention, when in foot Jie is oply of the 

. earth earthy, and copies a great deal nearer being a sinnef than he does
'. tobeing a saint Ine only call any man has to preach is his ability and i 
¿fitness, the same as any other business or profession. ¡Neither the age
-of a doctrine, nor the number that believe it, is any proof of its truth? ; 

.fulness.' -, - : ■ >
Schopenhauer is quoted as saying that ■'“the universality of an opim 

ion is no proof, nay, it is not even a prq'bability that it is right. ’ ’ 'There • 
> was a time when men believed that the earth occupied the eenter of the ! 

universe and that the sun, moon and stars were all made especially for, 
' its benefit. It was a terrible revelation to the world when Copernicus ' 
overthrew this doctrine. ' ;

“Even humanity,” says Michelet, “weighs little in the balance.
■ Who does not remember that the world was on one side, Copernicus and ;

Galileo on the other?” . ,
In all the ages, the majority of mankind live, work, believe, and die, ; 

in error, under the spell or shadow of some great name, doctrine, or in-
1 stitution. I think it was Carlyle who said, “For the multitude of voices 
Ms no authority; a thousand voices may not, strictly examined, amount 
|o one vote. Mankind in this world are divided into flocks, and follow 
their several bell-wethers.” i

There is a strange inequality in life ; but often the most absurd things 
go unnoted by reason of their slow growth, long standing, aqd common 

' acceptance or occurrence. The man who steals a loaf of bread goes to 
I prison, but the one who steals a railroad or robs the people of a million 
) dollars is more liable to reach the United States Senate than the peni- 
v.tentiary. “Rob a chicken roost” says one, “and you are a thief. 
yWreek a bank and you are an embezzler. Ruin your competitor and 
won are a financier. Return a driblet of your stealings and you are a 
philanthropist.” .
| The legislator who betrays his constituents and the people for the sum 

, of a thousand dollars or more despises >thc poor voter whose votes he 
buys at the polls for five,—but the principle is the saipe in either case. 
There is no such thing as consistency. No man is consistent. Watch 
his zigzag course and see. Thomas.B;Reed once said, “the only place 

¿where you can find sympathy now is in the dictionary. ” The same can 
• be truly said of consistency. Selfishness stands at the bottom of all our 

acts ; evep our loves and our friendships are not exempt from the gen- 
étal rule. Value received is written upon nature and life. A man who 

¿v can'give nothing, receives nothing.
A—\The background is always an important part of a picture, The seU 
• " tirig-of a gem enhances its brilliancy and beauty. If you wpnt to. know;

' what position a man will take on a given question study his history and 
¿¿'stirréundings.
■: There is a key to every artist’s and author’s life which gives form

and color to his work;—a background which finds expression in each 
picture he paints, in each word written and act done. No radical 
change takes place in a person’s thought without a moving cause. 
Chance has only a small place in this world; all actions and conditions 

: are governed by law.
, ’ One state and purpose prepares the way for another. As a mode of 
-travel it is a long way, from a sedan chair to riding through the air in

- a balloon or air-ship;—in architecture, from a hut to a Parthenon, St. 
; Peters, or the Capitols of the world ;—in recording knowledge and facts, 
'■ from using all manner of signs and hieroglyphics, to the. printing press,

—in conveying intelligence from the one part of the country to another, 
from the stage coach to the telegraph and telephone.

::There are no cataclysms in history. What appear to be so, on closer 
...¿ observation prove long years of preparation. Both progress and retro- 
•,. gression proceed -in orderly course. First the Feudal "System, then the

Crusades, then the reformation First flattery, then authority. First a 
demagogue, then a tyrant. The liberties of a people are never sub
verted at once. The common people never ruined any country. Moral 
rottenness works down and not up. Society commences to decay at the

■ Peoples, institutions, governments and -rulers are nothing but sym- ■ 
bols. They represent the spirit of the times in which they Kist. The ; 
religion, -the laws, the morals of a nation are a true -gafeh of their civili-. 
zation and appreciative ability along these lines. Thè rpliiSanthi-opist ■ 
sees in thè future of mankind the goal of human liappiilbss.’j’.The high
est expression of -art -is tb axait ¡nature The artist paim$ hiirideal— not 
the real picture. Even science, history and religion aiIr^roved by a, 
touch of fiction. . : ' ‘

- ' • . . ' ' ' ■ ■ ' I ;
’‘No man will e’er an artist shine ;■■■■■: .

. Who copies nature line foriine.” • _ i. : •
¡Some things Can be learned—others are innate. Oràtdrÿ js natural— ■ 

rhetoric is artificial. Genius must be born—talent can be acquired. ; 
Genius is nature, ntft art. It will not always stand iièar^Observation. ; 
It requires distance, times, occasions. Nature in some of lier grandest • 
and most exalted expressions is fictitious, not real. There is no beauty ! 
in the clouds, -in the landscapes, in the mountains, only Its distance gives 
the varying shades of light and color rind the blending together of rill, 
objects, scenes, tints and hues. What is ugly and uncoiitli at close I 
range becomes grand, sublime, inspiring when viewed from afar

Whether a man, or a principle, or a doctrine seems consistent ór not— i 
depends upon our point of view. In the days of slavery remove a man 
from the north to the south and he became a slave-owner».. A hair’s 
weight, sometimes, turns the scale of life. Some one has said, “Lovver 
the temperature of thè tropic seas by ten degrees, rind tliòlrtands of mill- ; 
ions of organisms Will diè from lack of heat alone. MiUmns of others : 
will perish for lack of food. Raise the temperature slowly arid the 
-Avelie Esquimau will evolve into the Arab.” J :

All things arc in constant change. Words wear out,;language ¿ies, : 
new Saviors aro born, new creeds established. No strife; institution, òi- 
society stands still. Science teaches that every atom in the-most solid ■ 
substance- is in constant motion. The vibratory motion in a block of 
marble or .stone is so slow as to paris unnoted by thé ey.é, jiiit.i it is surely 
-going on. The most widespread movements in the- physical,- nioi'ril 
¡and -Social Wôrid'ïhové slowest. It may take a lmndrod years in a na
tion’s history to se'e whether thé trend of civilization;is moving bank-
Ward or forward. . ' ... :

Mankind is ever learning, ever advancing, but after a long linq Of pro
gression, first moral, then iiïtellectüal bankruptcy sets ini! /flife is his
tory. It is impossible to ever reach our ideals. Man was born to wor-, 
ship—yet hé is always doubting, always sinning, always reasoning. 
There are certain questions that affect eomnninitiéB, Others that apply to 
states, but there are still others which ate Universal. . The same blue 
skies cover all the earth; the same moOh and stars ligljt all nations. 
Events fade Out, people and races pass into forgetfulness; heroes become 
gods, and history and fable blend together and become indistinguish
able. .

We don’t know whether Homer, ¡Zoroaster, or Joi) were men Or myths. 
All thé great life problems remain unsolved, Not aù interrogation 
point has been removed. Our ideas of immortality riïià’fi future state 
are as vague, dim, and uncertain now as they Were tern jlwilsand years 
ago; they come not from logic but from revelation. The heart some
times is a surer guide than the head ; instinct, intuitiori^nd'Yeelirig are 
more potent factors than reason. '

To what point of civilisation mankind is bound to reabh iibalso prob
lematical. No prophecy has foretold or vision seen the^naThonsUmma- 
tion of human history. But Herbert Spencer says :.“Lqpg j^idieri * * * 
have not caused me to recede from the belief expressed nearly fifty 
years agp that the ultimate man-will be one Whose private requirements 
coincide with public ones. He will be that manner tji mSn who, in 
spontaneously fulfilling his own nature, incidentally performs the func
tions-of a social unit. ” HENRY MORRiSON TEFFT.

Mrs. Leland Stanford was one of the noblest of women. At, 
the age of 80, a short time ago she passed to spirit life. In founding the 
great University in California, she did a great work for humanity, and 
thrit too, under the direction of wise spirits. Her crowning work in 
contemplation, cut short by her death, was founding a Chair of Psy
chology, the object being to have Scientifically investigated all occult 
and Spiritualistic subjects. Too bad, indeed, that she could hot have! 
lived a, short timè longer. Arthur McEwen, not a Spiritualist, reviews 
the crise, deploring the failure to have the Chai? of Psychology endowed 
for the University. . i

Deplorable in all its aspects, Mrs. Stanford’s death is pecriliariy sò in ; 
the loss to intellectual freedom which it entails. The great spat of 
learning which her husband founded has been deprived of thè inestL 
mable. blessing of her guiding niirid and, it is 'tò lie feared, may now , 
yield to thé usual academic tendency and sink into the flit of the coin-. 
monplace. ■ . \ . . ,

“With the name Spiritualist,” President jordan is reported as re
marking in an interview at Honolulu,“I associate -masks and other: 
fancies.” . . . ■ . _ _ . l . , . i

So do most people, particularly educated people, but it is hardly pos
sible Dr. Jordan would'have said that—at least for publication—while 
his benefactress, and the benefactress of the institution of which he is 
the-offieial head, was living. / . -, , .

Mrs. Stanford was a Spiritualist, and that friet had ari important ef- - 
feet upon the external Palo Alto attitude toward the whole quesion of 
the oéult. It-'compelled a gravity arid respect which otherwise would 
have been withheld. The disposition of the modern educator, when tfn- 
rcStfàihed, is to Scoff fit the phohoriiena of Spîrîtuàlisnl—indeed to hold 
in contempt the supernatural.altogether. Thus it comes about that be
liefs and manifestations which -afe dear, even sacred, to many, are de
nied scientific Corisidei'ation, Were President Elïbt OÏ Harvard, and 
President Hadleÿ of Yale, rind President Wheeler of Berkeley risked to 
undertake a sérions investigation of the Claims of Spiritualism, in all 
probability they would decline instantly and impatiently, on the ground 
that they were ébrieeftiéd with realities and had neither time nor incli
nation to give dignity to the delusions and superstitions of the credu
lous ignOraht by -admitting, even by implication, that such preposterous 
imaginings were worthy the respectful consideration of enlightened 

• inén. Bat KO long as Mfs, Stanford lived Palo -Alto was not at liberty to 
thus insult the nôblé woman who Wris its Providence.

• Oh the aiithofity of Mrs. Ariel Lathrop, Wife of Mi's. Stanford s 
brother, it is stated that the lady whose strange death has shocked all 
California, desired to establish at Stanford University à Chair of. Psy
chology, whose special duty it would be to study the facts of Spiritual
ism, President Jordan himself admits, in the Honolulu interview, that

■ of country and its institutions, decline, the army must be increased and 
the laws made more stringent.

As the faith of the people in the legendary history of Christianity 
z weakens, forms, ceremony and liturgy increase and become more im

portant and satisfying. Protestantism is disintegrating—Catholicism 
.is growing stronger. The church of Rome is to regain her medieval 

•/„, power. Her star is already in the ascendant. She has but one pur
pose—authority, but one goal—power. She fawns upon neither kings, 

. ■ potentates or rulers, but steadily clings to her. divine right to rule the 
world.

Some writer, speaking of Pius X., says, “he must be a statesman, he 
must keep constant watch on the political purposes of every govern
ment in Europe, and be on the alert to oppose, to obstruct, to check, to 
hinder, to delay, alj those which are hostile to the church.” The trend 
of religious worship, to-day, is toward ritualism, symbolism, and what- 

■ - ever addresses itself to 'the senses. The crowd must have images, 
badges, music and parades. You cannot organize and hold the mob on 
principle. . - ■- ■

' It matters not whether it concerns religion of politics. The people 
' require something to fill the eye and satisfy thé imagination. Were it 

.-not for the music, the dress parades, the gold braid and brilliant display 
■: : .of . uniforms—there could be no army recruited. No man can fully un- 
/ derstand the present because, incidents, conditions and circumstance's 

; are seen in detached lines; it requires distance, perspective, to see the 
. ¿ bearing that one event has upon another. The soldier engaged upon the 

’¡field is cognizant of but a small division of the. brittle.
The only way to read the future is by the .past. History is largely 

repetition. Everything bears fruit in due season. It requires a million 
. years to make a sun, form a planet or set a star ip the sky. Anation, a 

raeç,.a civilization, is only an incident, an episode; a passing phase in 
tii.egi'eat panorama, of time. It takes hundreds of years to mold the 

: ' national type so that out of each individual difference there comes to 
be a general universal likeness clearly seen and recognized the world 
over. The longer people live together the more.they become alike in 
thought, looks arid action.

. .¿Each community has certain uniform habits, customs and usages. 
. ,The merchant buys what his customers dchiand and in time their tastes,

and ideas of fitness become one; Above the individual differences of 
opinion—there is a higher level where Communities move in common. 

¿ ; “As ri matter of fact, -we are simply drops in a big cistern, and we take 
on,'in spite of ourselves, the characteristics of the drops next to us. 
Tako a drop of pure water and throw it into the ocean, it becoces salt.

; Throw the same drop into a cesspool, and.it becomes foul. Human.be- 
' ings, in spite of themselves and without any exception, absorb the cliar- 
;.4icteristics of those atound them.” _ .

. . r : There is a likeness, a general tendency to sameness in a community, 
■ »¡but, as in passing through a 'country one. occasionally sees steep hills 
, ’ and mountain heights rise abruptly out of a vast plain, so in society in
' dividual greatness, sometimes, stands out, marked, and distinct, in strik-

■ ing contrast with the mediocre srroundings. Greatness is not a'child.
: ' of luxury or privilege. Epoch makers, kingdom founders, revolution- 

i 'fete, come from barren places. It is the tree that stands alone, far away 
! from any other, that develops the greatest strength and beauty,

The one was fair rind tall, and white of browi ;
A Tridiant spirit-smile of wondrous graca ' ■

Shed, like an inner altar lamp, a glow 1
Upon his beautiful uplifted face. . '•

The other face, like marble-carved grief, '’ > ' .
Had placid brows laid Whitely o ’er with pain, . '

With lips that never knew a.smile’s relief, ■ .
And eyes like violets drenched in rain. ; .

Then spake the fair, sweet one, and gently said: '
“Between us—Life and Death»—choose thou thy lot ■

By him thou lovest best thou shalt be led;'- -
Choose thou between us, soul, and fear thou not; ”

I pondered long. “O Life,” at last I cried, ..., 
■ “Perchance ’twere wiser Death to choose, and yet

My soul with thee were better satisfied,!”. ¿ 
The angel’s radiant face smiled Swift regret.

Within his brother’s hand he placed my hand; " ■■■
• “ Thoh didst mistake, ’ ’ he said in underbreath, 
“And, choosing Life, didst fail to understand;; •

He with the thorns is Life; arid I rini Death"
, —Harpers.

among the most learned and respectable of two professions.. The 
famous medium, Mrs. Pepper, who for a dozen years past has been the 
favorite test-subject of the most competent.invéstigafors- òf Spiritualist 
phenomena, has removed from Boston to Brooklyn; N. Y., where she has 
invited an investigation by sharpest minds thereabouts. The meetings 
were called to consider the ap'poiqtmenfr-of a special committee of the 
society to, investigate Mrs. Pepper and Spiritualism in general.

The motion for the committee was made by a lawyer who said that he 
had seen Mrs. Pepper do things that caused him almost ^ believe. The 

¿principal opposer of thé-'motion was a prominent ; physician, who as
sertedthat it would be absurd to investigate a humbug -that»had. already 
been exploded sufficiently. Then a woman doctor, MrA MëHen, joined

. in thé discussion, saying that she was not a Spiritualist,jUrit‘$at, all the; 
same, she-personally. Idiew of facts that would make it^uitftproper for 
-,the Medico-Legal society to examine Mrs. Pepper oi;.anÿ>othar reputable 
medium. ' ' • .31.-1 j .

Her stpry had to do with one of the Fox sisters, Mqfgaret Fox; 
Kane; r She said that shortly before her death, in a room innaltenement- 
house on Ninth street, she passed some hours every datf' ilV'the bedside 
of the'sick woman. . Mrs. Fox Kane was unable to m<$[e ljtffid or foot. 
There was not a closet in thé'place nor any other hid^gqjlacè of any 
kind. And y?t the knockings were heard, now through .thfe-wall, now 
through;the ceiling and again through thé floor. , ¡oo / re

• ; ‘.‘¡They were heard, ’ ’ continued Mrs. Mellen, “ in. respinse questions 
the woman 'put to her. guide, as she expressed it, and she Ws as inea- 
pable of cracking her toe joints at this time as I was;-’* Thè sequence 
was this,” according to Mrs. Mèllên:. ‘‘One d#y.she'.ungMMdly.risked 
for paper and pencil: I brought the articles to her and sip placed them 
on a small table that stood by. her.bed. She began taiwrite feverishly 
and kept this up till she had filled some twenty pages with‘rapid scrawl
ing. When she had finished she handed me the pages, which I looked 
over, and. to my surprise-found that she had written down a detailed 
story of my life. The most startling thing did not appear till near the 
end, where Mrs. Itane mentiòned the will of my mother and ; certain per
sons at Manchester, Ind. I wrote at once to my brothe'r. He sent a 
friend to Manchester and the will was recovered. The persons who had 
the will were as ignorant of its existence as I and my brother were.” 
This story determined the action of the meeting. The 'motion carried 
to appoint a committee to investigate‘Mrs. Pepper. - • {' '
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Mrs. Stanford had told him ‘ ‘ she hoped there would some day be ah op- ' 
pol'tuhit.y for scientific research into psychological matters, so that the ■ 
living might be placed in communication with the dead.”

That research, that t’hair of Psychology, cannot be expected now. 
The influences which Were efficient to prevent it during Mrs. Stanford’s 
lifetime will doubtless continue to be powerful enough to deprive the 
university and the wofld of its advantages.

Those advantages would have been manifestly great, in the direction 
either of dèmônstrating the gemiinehess of mediumistic communica
tions aqd materialization of spirits, or of proving Lheir fraudulent char
acter. ' . „ T , , ,,

It is true tliat the establishment of such a Chair of Psychology would 
have subjected Palo Alto to ridicule. The irreverent would have said 
that Dr. Jordan had preferred the derision of his scientific brethren to 
the disfavor of his employer—that he had chosen to incut- the disestecni 
of the intelligent forJiimself and the university in his charge rather 
than quarrel with hisÆrcad and butter. '

It hardly needs saying, however, that an educator animated by the 
scientific spirit should ever have the moral courage to have ridicule in 
the search for Truth. The pioneers of knowledge have always walked 
with bleeding feet and smarting badks in advance of the stone-throwing 
and jeering multitude. 1

For myself, I have to admit with Dr. Jordan that “With the name 
■ Spiritualist I associate masks and Çmcies.” I have small acquaintance 
with mediums and .seances, and have no more desire to increase that ac
quaintance than to busy myself with the witchcraft which was once re
garded as the corner-stone of Christianity, and in which all our pious 
forefathers believed on pain of damnation. In my view, the medium 
lias, thé same rank as the fortune-teller, and those who patronize the 
medium in faith that of muddle-minded dupes whose standard of prob
ability belongs not to the twentieth but sixteenth century. The negro 
Who carries about in his pocket a rabbit’s foot to cure his rheumatism 
seems to me quite as rational a creature as the person who can give cre
dence to the qipney-making miracles of the medium.

That is the customary way of looking at Spiritualism. It is Dr. Jor
dan’s way of looking at it, as is evidenced by his contemptuous remark 
about ‘-‘masks and fancies.” He, like the rest of us who don’t take 
kindly to the occult, are children of our age, responding to its skeptical 
spirit.

But while I or any ordinary man, is to be excused—in his engross
ment with immediate concerns—for trusting to his common sense for his 
posture toward the supernatural, Dr. Jordan is not so privileged. We 
ordinarÿŸoïk are of the laity; he is, or ought to be, an expert. It is his 
business to know, not to assume. His duty as an educator, as a scien
tist, as a seeker for knowledge through original research, is to prove 
all things, to the end that he, and we through him and his like, may 
learn what is good and hold fast to it.

Were my best friend to tell me that he had seen a ghost, I should 
laugh at hjm, or suggest the.doctor, and that would end the matter for 
me. But Dr. Jordan is not entitled to so off-hand and comfortable a 
method of dismissing the testimony of undoubtedly respectable and 
seemingly sane persons. When somebody in whose general veracity 
he has confidence, and whose intelligence he would not venture to im
p .-gn, tells Dr. Jordan that he has seen a ghost or received communica
tions from the dead, the obligation is imposed upon Dr. Jordan, as a sci
entific man, to go into the thing and find out all about it. He is at the 
head of amniversity, and a university should be be the last place to har
bor indifference, contempt or hostility for any form of honest belief. 
There unpopular opinions ought to be sure of a respectful hearing. 
Always the university should offer sanctuary to persecuted truth. The 
central facts of astronomical science were once under odium as heavy 
as that which bears upon Spiritualism. A generation has not passed 
since the pulpit was as hard on evolution as it is still upon the phase of 
supernaturalism which solaced Mrs Stanford’s grief-bruised heart. 
The discovery of the circulation of the blood was ridiculed by the med
ical profession. So was Pasteur at first. ' •

Although belief in Spiritualism may seem to Dr. Jordan, and me, and 
most other people, discrebitable to the intelligence of those who give its 
shabby wonders credence, that belief is no more absurd and disrepu
table in our view than other beliefs have been held to be which we now 
know were 'correct, founded on truth. Truth can be ascertained only 
by investigation, arid a willingness.to investigate is the soul of-a living 
and therefore useful university. .
; There is no university anywhere which could so appropriately as 
Stanford set about the investigation of Spiritualism. Had Mrs. Stan
ford survived there is ample reason to think that sooner or later4she 
would have insisted upon the Chair of Psychology. Apart from its im
mediate work of subjecting Spiritualism fo searching inquiry, its mere 
existence¡would have lïad a beneficent effect by inducing a tolerant and 
respectfully interrogative spirit toward the unorthodox in the whole 
field of human thought That woùld have been the greatest service of, 
a department which would doubtless have evoked the mirth of conven
tional education institutions, which are lamentably prone to subserv
iencetothe opinions, prejudices and pecuniary interests of the orthodox 
in science ahd religion. "

That Mrs. Stanford should riot have insisted is a circumstance which 
reveals to us the beautiful gentleness of her character. For experiénee 
had taught her that, with reference to the university, she. had only to 
command in order to be obeyedx Insistence on the Chair of Psychology 
must have ultima ted not merelyjn its establishment, .hut in its becoming 
perhaps the most conspicuous feature of the university. Ever sedulous, 
to please and do honor to his benefactress; Dr. Jordan could have been 
trusted to withdraw his opposition, and even, did she greatly desire it, 
to take the chair himself.

For the,prosperity of Spiritualism, as I have said, men like myself 
have no concern; but all who desire the spread of knowledge and the 
growth of the liberal spirit of inquiry in every domain of human 
thought and belief; can but sorrow that the death of Palo Alto’s inunifi
cent patroness entails as one of its consequences the absence-of a Chair 
of Psychology; a Department of the. Occult, from Stanford University.

; The losfrismtinkind’s, however great the relief to President Jordan.

W

Mis. Wilcox’s writings have been the 
inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of trulli so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEM8 OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands or this book have 
been issued, showin; the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait. 
Price $1.

POEMS OF PLEASURE. ’ 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait. 
LJresentatlon edition. Price JI.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price JI.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and „ 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the y ear. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, JI. •

HEROES ANO HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY. .

' By Thomas Carlyle.

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, pbilosopfiy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition in elbth. 
Price 60 cents.

THE WIDOW’S MITE,
AND i

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.
1 BY ISAAC K. FUNK. J

A remarkable book, of intense Inter» 
eat to all. whether Spiritualists or Ma. 
terlallsta, Investigators or believers.

The author has embodied in this 
book an account of his wonderful per
sonal experience, and lias culled from 
other sources' the experiences of others. 
Including scientists of world-wide re> 
puto, making a volume of great valuer 
ESB octavo pages. Price, cloth. $3,
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its 
and General Progress,

CONTRIBUTORS.—Lach contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be

We go to- press early Morfday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this ln mind.

H. H. F. writes from Reynolds, Ind.: 
‘We have had with us, Brother A. A. 

Finney, the best trumpet, medium in 
the country, I think. We bad some 

_ .... i».^. .... । wonderful demonstrations through theTake due notice that Items for this I trumpet yery many friends had the 
page In order to insure Insertion must consolation ot talking with their dear 
contain the full name and address of thfi I'ones who have gone before, giving true
writer. Otherwise they may be cast I assurance of the life hereafter, Much

good was done.” ,
I , Thou S. Kizer writes from Decatur,

diametrically opposed to his belief, yet I S. J. N. writes from Delman, N. Y.; A,1-; ‘‘On last evening we had a fine so-
that Ib no reason why they should be “How I wish E. W. Sprague could come I cial at our house, over fifty in attend-
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly to this place, or Albany, N. Y. There mice, conducted by Bro. H- M. French of 
understood that our space ie inade-.are a few Spiritualists in Albany. Toledo, Ohio. He.lias been serving our 

. quate to publish everything that>cqmee There has been so many frauds here, I society for the Idst two Sundays, and
to hand, however much we might desire that it has hurt the cause.” will be with us until .after the 2d of
to do so. That must account for the Laura B. Payne writes from yoj-t April, at which time he will conduct (or 
non-appearance of YOUR article. I Worth, Texas: "With your kind permis- fl»e spirit forces through him) the 57th 

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like slou j wJU state thro h the colulnI1B anniversary exercises. We are all
to impress upon the minds of our corre- of your tM r ambnow located at pleasea with hjs. work anfffeel that his
spqndents that The ProgresstveThlnker thlg |ace gn ,fa lw gti.eat and Bm coming among us will be the means of
is set up on a Linotype machine that iectu).lng in ' tUe TenlPie ’here. The largely increasing our membership.”

_i-____ __ 4-zv ahnnt. four . .. * - _ ._ _. 4 _ _ _____ . • .. ...... -must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with .a typewriter, and only on
one side of the paper. -.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Jines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire. ,,

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
If we have no: space to use them.

Into the waste basket.

Temple is the name of the building Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: "At the af-

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT
PURPOSE.

F. E. Akin writes: "The Progressive 
Thinker is full of meat nowadays tor 
everybody; always was good, but of 
late has been outdoing itself. Long 
may it continue, for a grand work is be
ing done. The controversy aroused by 

■ Dr. Peebles' book on Obsession will re
suit In much good, and all should appre- 
elate the freedom of the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker- for the discussion 
now going on. When I read the articles 
written by Sister Watson, Brother Bar
rett and others, I say unto myself, how 
fortunate are they who escape who do 
not have to pass through the experi
ences that seem to be the lot of others, 

■ - yet the lack of experience has its draw- 
badji, no matter how severe they may 
be, for without experience, all is theory 
and theory without experience Is of 
very little use We have been receiving 
theory for ages, and the experiences 

- gained through Spiritualism are fast 
proving their unreliability The writer 
has seen too many cases, not to know 
that Obsession is a fact, and why not? 

। Why should it not be so? Are we any 
■ different after transition than before? 
Do we not carry the same character
istics with u?? Does anyone claim 
from knowledge that we are immediate
ly transformed into angels, pure? or do 

, they think we are chained below until

erected here by the Spiritualists in ternoon services of the Rising Sun MIs- 
1898. It is a beautiful, though unpre- sion, Sunday, March 19, Brother Mont- 
tentious looking edifice, standing near gomery interested the audience by the 
tire central portion of the city on one of clear and concise manner in which he 
its best streets, and surrounded as it is showed bow the Bible is nothing but 
by well-kept grounds, it forms one of Spiritualism, and that if the orthodox 
tlie- most attractive spots in Fort ministers deny our religion, they deny 
Worth.* The attendance at the lectures the Bible. Mrs. Luce and Mrs. Gifford 
so far has been good, and we look for- gave some fine messages. In the even
ward to a successful ministry in this ing Dr. J. H. Randall occupied the plat- 
our new field. I wish The Progressive form, and his lecture was full of fire, 
Thinker and the blest cause It repre- and the audience heartily applauded his 
sents, unbounded success,” remarks, Bister Trafton did good

Little Rock. Iowa—The'famous Don- work in convincing the audience ot 
ovan hypnotism case has been affirmed spirit return in giving her messages, 
by the Iowa supreme court, and it is Ju- An elaborate program has been ar- 
dicially established that the crime of ranged for the celebration of the 57th 
seduction, in Iowa, will be no more se- Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, 
rious when hypnotic influence is em- which will be held Sunday, April 2, af- 
ployed than otherwise. Donovan, who ternoon and'evening, at 2 and 8 o’clock, 
hypnotized a young woman and induced nt tae People’s Institute, corner Van 
her to elope with him, will ppend three Buren and Leavitt streets. Good 
years in.the penitentiary for seduction, speakers, good vocal and instrumental 
Had the theory of the prosecution been talent, and plenty of good mediums will 
accepted by the court the employment bu present. Ordination services will be 
of hypnotism would have made the keld in the evening. All are welcome, 
crime rape, instead of seduction, and Our speaker for April 9 will be Mrs. H. 
the penalty would have been ten years Petrie, president of tne Ladies’ Douglas 
instead of three.—St. Paul Dispatch, Park Club. Come early to get good 
March 17. 1905. seats.” . ■

J, R. writes from Elkhart, Ind.: “Our BISHOP A.'BEALS WRITES FROM 
society, the Modern Truth Seekers, has SUMMERLAND, CAL.: “YOUR PAPER 
hired Mrs. M”! Elizabeth Blanker, of Ft. IS THE EXPONENT OF THE BEST 
Wayne, Ind., as speaker for the month THOUGHT OF THE AGE, AND THE 
of March, and our meetings are in- GLEANER OF TRUTH UPON EVERY 
creasing in interest, We will have IMPORTANT SUBJECT PERTAINING 
with us during the month ot May, p. A, TO THE WELFARE OF MAN HERE 
Herrick of Grand Rapids. Mrs. Blanker AND HEREAFTER.” -
is a young medium, with a pleasing and Edwin A. Ford writes from Grand 
attractive personality, and whose con- Rapids, Mich.: “The Grand Rapids 
trols are of'a high order, and societies Spiritual Society Is to celebrate the 
will make no mistake In engaging her 57th Anniversary of Modern Spiritual-• 
for their speaker." - ism on the last Sunday in March, at its

Emil T. Vaas writes: “Our society, hall, the Lincoln Club rooms, 66 Pearl 
Bund der Wahrheit No. .18, Is still mov- street.. Good talent has been secured, 
ing onward and our meetings are well and a good time will be had. Services 
patronized. Amon'g our ' German peo- to commence at 10; 30; again at 2:30 
pie there seems to be quite a stir in and 7:30." ■'
favor of Spiritualism. On Wednesday Mrs. May Price, whose contributions 
evening, March 29, we will have a coffee have often appeared in The Progressive 
party at National Hall, formerly Gar- Thinker, will answer calls to lecture

made pure? As long as we send them ( 
over we must expect them to return.' > 
Many in the form have been taken un- । 
aware of such a thing as obsession. ¡ 
This discussion will tend to protect , 
them. Keep up the good work.” . j

Georgia Gladys Cooley concluded her ¡ 
■ second engagement with the First- । 
Spiritualist Society ot Syracuse, N. Y., , 
Sunday, March 19. She was engaged , 
to lecture in the opera house at Little 

'Valley, N. Y., March 21, 22.and 23, and 
is to occupy Thomas Grimshaw’s , ros
trum at the First Spiritual Church, 
3015 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo., during 
the month of April. Address her while 
there In care of General Delivery. Per
manent address 3148 Prairie avenue, 
Chicago. Ill.

The Chronicle says that the "vener
able Judge J- B. Bradwell is a self-de
clared Spiritualist and no one who 
knows him will doubt his sincerity. He 
Is wont to allude to the most of the pro
fessionals with something like con
tempt as ‘these mediums.’ He says 
that a true Spiritualist, in order to com
municate with spirits of the departed, 
does not need assistance from any liv
ing person. He himself, he says, lives 
in daily communication with Mrs. Brad
well, who left him many years ago for 
the other world. Another firm believer, 
a man of prominence in this city, but 
who has asked that his name be re
served, was on Saturday seen on the 
subject and the talk with Judge Brad
well was gone over with. This second 
well-known man was of the opinion that 
not legs than 12,000 Individuals In Chi
cago are on the same plane of spiritual 
advancement as Judge Bradwell.”

Of Will J. Erwood, the Sparta Herald 
says: ‘>Mr. Erwood teaches not only 
religion found in the churches,, but re
ligion that should be found . in the 
homes. If the teachings he gives out 
are followed it matters little what name 
you are. known by, be it Methodist, Con
gregationalist, Catholic, Baptist, etc. It 
is a good religion to- follow. He is 
much of a gentleman, and during his 
stay here has made many friends.”

H. F. Schrader writes from Newport, 
Ky.: "The First Temple Society of this 
city intend celebrating the 57th Annl- 
versary in grand style, on March 26, 
with J. Clegg Wright .for speaker, both 
afternoon and evening.” .... ■

H. Smith writes: “Sunday evening, 
March 19, the Society Students of . Na
ture, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, had a 
large meeting. Sister McIntyre, Bro. 
Schimilh and Prof. Hunt gave spirit 

■ messages, which were convincing and 
consoling to the listeners. The North
west side people have become much In-
terested in Spiritualism 
through reading The 
Thinker.”

Mng. Wih-SL •'Menahooa writeSt 
“The Society of Modern Truth Seekers 
of Elkhart;'Ind.,ihave engaged the serv
ices af Mis? Ma Elizabeth Blanker, of 
Fort Wayne? a eemi-trance medium, for 
the months Mhroh, and she has deliv
ered two gdbd lectures before good 
sized audlehcesin G; A. R. Hall, which 
was renteflifor 'the occasion. She held 
the attention of tier hearers from start 
to finish, did'presented some very fine 
and edifylhg th'bbghts which were well 
received ahil fully appreciated by all 
present. She Is » lady of pleasing ad
dress andlmakSS friends wherever she 
goes. OnXBunddy evening, March 19, 
after the lëbturê'fehe gave some very 
good tests ffrorii3.9 the platform- which 
were ackiWwledëed to be correct by 
those to whom thby were given." . ‘

Secretary of Fbrest Home Camp As
sociation wtltesV“Pnce more I wish to 
announce to all attendants of Spiritual
ist camps, campers, roomers, in fact ev
ery one, believer and non-believer in in 
the philosophy and phenomena of Spir
itualism thgt opr talent will be of the 
best. Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague and 
Mr. and Mrs. Morrill will be our speak
ers and message bearers. Their pres
ence at camp will be a great incentive 
for others to wish to be there. In thé 
first place the natural scenery of sur
rounding woodland, consisting of trees, 
of which there are upwards of fifty va
rieties, is beautiful. Those attuned to 
the beautiful in nature, can not help

Î PWQREWIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, April 2, 1905, 8. E., 58: “The 
' ' Lyceum's Golden Chain."

Gem of Thought:—* ■
"I am a Unit in the Lyceum’s Golden 

Chjtin of Love, that stretches around 
the world, and must keep my link 
bright and strong; so. I will try to be 
kind and gentle to every living thing I 
meet, rand to protect and help all who 
are weaker than myself. I will try to 
think, pure and beautiful thoughts, to 
epeak pure and beautiful words, and to 
do pure and beautiful actions. May 
every link in the Golden chain of Love 
become bright and strong,’’

For information concerning The Pro
gressive Lyceum,. authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address Jolin W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple; Galveston, Texas, •

and will ever send out towards you my 
best thoughts for your welfare.”

Mrs. Anna Duncan writes from Tam
pa, Florida: "Your issue of March 23 
reached me this morning and 1 say keep 
on exposing the frauds and parasites 
that are doing their nefarious work, 
clinging to Spiritualism and disgracing 
the cause. Mrs. Curran and her good 
husband are here with us now, and 
with her inspiring utterances on the 
rostrum we are sure to connect with 
the heavenly ones. Her presence and 
her work here is sure to beget good re
sults. I hope she will be benelltcd by 
the climate here. Her teachings go to 
prove that men and women must live 
the higher life in order to deserve the 
appellation of a Spiritualist. She will 
endeavor to organize a society here. 
Keep on, The Progressive Thinker is 
the mouthpiece of the-angel world to 
clean the barnacles that cling to the 
ship of the sea of life, and effectually
eradicate the slime and filth from 
limpid waters." ■

its

that city, and with tlie president, Bro. 
Hodgson and others, is doing a good 
work for Spiritualism. From Hutchin
son I went to Sterling, Kansas. Here 
again I was met and entertained by old 
friends, Brother and Sister T. H.

A

PROFESSOR R. S. RAY.

True and Honest Medium, Who is Do
ing a Most Excellent Work.

April 1, 1905.

Educational, Scientific, Interesting, I 
Profitable.

is more aho^Birrtn tmn a

LEARN CARD READING
—BY THE-

NEW PAHLAVI SVSTEW

field Turner Hall, on Larrabee street. I and give tests and messages, Address 
After our regular meeting, lecture and her at No. 423 First street N. E., 
tests, we expect to adjourn to the hall I Washington, D. C, ■
below, where coffee, cake, pie, dough- o. W. Barnard writes: “The good old 
nuts, etc., will be served free. After Progressive Thinker comes to hand 
that the evening will be given to amuse-1 every week regular as clpck-work, filled 
ments, games, dancing, and ‘fixing, the t0 brim with the highest, order-of 
tail bn a donkey.’ These evenings haye I literature, with'only one drawback, too 
always been very well patronized in the mUQh oI it—ft tires one to read it all. 
past, and we Invite our friends.to j rea(j the letters from.the spirit world 
come again and have a good time, with with-deepest interest, rl also .read ail 
us. Admission at the door for the the qUestions and answers-in .Brother 
evening service up stairs is 15 cents. I Tuttle’s department. To answer all 
Everybody welcome. Everybody come; the questions sent in requires an able 
wish you and the indispensable Pro- and versatile writer, which Mr. Tuttle 
gressive Thinker much success.” certainly is.”
' Emma A. Ellis writes: "The regular F. W. Faulkes, a prominent Spiritual
meeting of the Band of Harmony was ¡st.and a philanthropist in every sense 
held last Thursday at Room 512 Masonic o£ word, lately passed-to spirit life 
Temple. The usual, feast of good splr- at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. V. Drahos says 
itual things being much enjoyed by of hlm; -He was a’true Spiritualist, a 
those present. It was decided to have I beiiever of our great and good, cause, 
an experience meeting on the first My heart ls too iull t0 say what I feel.” 
Thursday in April,, when everyone at- The Gazette says: "Few' men have 
tending will bring the- money earned drawn more attention to their work, 
for this special time and relate their I and lts bes£ test. js found in contempla- 
experience in earning it, No one is lim-1 tlon oi the gqOd achieved, and by ask- 
ited to. amount and a]I are invited to I ln&lf there is one good thing.that has 
participate. This occasion is an annual fceen proposed for city or for state that 
one, always-causing much pleasure and he has 0pp0Sed. Can anyone now cite 
curiosity. So we hope to see all our an improvement for which he did not 
old friends, and new ones; too. work. There was no man too lowly to

being benefited by the panorama 
spread before them. Our location is a 
panacea for that dreadful disease, hay 
fever. Mosquitoes and other small in
sects do not molest. Our grounds bor
der on beautiful Intermediate Lake, be
longing to the long chain of water, 
either by river, brook or lake of north
ern Michigan, navigable many miles by 
large and small craft. The atmosphere 
is salubrious. Come, and get a good 
cool, fresh breath. A cottage ot seven 
sleeping rooms will be. erected this 
early summer. Our dining hall Is large, 
cool and airy. The locust grove where 
we have held meetings, is lovely on a 
pleasant day, An auditorium to shelter 
in storm, wilV be built in the near fu
ture. Our programs will soon be 
ready for issue. Any person wishing 
them can write to the secretary whb 
will be punctual in answering all corre
spondence. Address Ruth .. Eastman, 
Secretary Forest Home Spiritualist 
Camp Association, Box 69, Mancelona:, 
Mich. F. H, Lesher, president.” .

J. L. Foster writes from Elwood, Ind.: 
“Will J Erwood, of Wisconsin, spoke 
for the Progressive Spiritualists of El
wood, Ind., at their hall on Main street, 
on the evenings of the March 6 and 7, to 
à fair-sized audience, who appreciated 
his visit among, us, and from what we, 
have seen and heard, we do not hesi
tate, to recommend him to any society, 
We have nothing to say only in his 
highest praise-. : He so endeared him
self to us. while in our home that we 
will hail the day, that will bring his re
turn. He gave-us much comfort and 
consolation andl; we were loth to part 
with hlm."i<'

D. G. Hill writes: "The Bunday even
ing service;^ Match 19, of the Golden 
Rule Spirltùàlisf Society, 161 W. Madi
son street, ,wase another meeting that 
brought encouragement to those having 
charge, and'। seemingly, much satisfac
tion to theflaudlehce. The speaker, the 
Hon. Ex-JUdge W. L. Snell, was greeted 
with applause when presented' to the 
people. H« chose for his subject, ‘Ev
olution as 'Demo'nstrated in Law From 
the Past ti> thei Present;’ Your corre
spondent fails ifir ability to properly de, 
scribe the Bcholdriy and instructive way 
that he presentdd thé subject. Suffice 
it to say that the audience at the close 
showered ehim 'with congratulations. 
'Pleising inusicabfeelectlonsi and songs, 
féllowëd bÿ messages by Mrs. A. W. 
Bloom, concluded the evening service. 
The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will changé its location from 161 West

Orientalist writes as follows to-the have necessities ■ is great as the most 
New York Globe: "Those, who have J exalted. This fact he knew, and these 
known the scholastic career of the Rev. 1 necessities be sought to relieve. The 
Dr. Funk, editor of the Standard . Die- slight difference in station between the 
tionary, know full well that he is about wealthy and'the poor, the cultured and 
the last person in the world to be Im- unlearned, had no weight with him;. He 
posed upon by.any occult methods. He I knew that all lived on the plane of hu- 
has been used to investigation all his I manity, and that to the eye of the Ore- 
life, and he is merely taking up Mrs. ator the one possible difference was in 
Pepper’s manifestations in the interests character. Neither wealth nor poverty 
of scholarship. Dr. Funk’s ‘Widow’s could take man from the plane in 
Mite and Other Psychic Phenomena’; I which he was made to move.” 
will compare favorably with Prof. Hys- At Faelten Hall, 30 Huntington, ave- 
lop’s 'Observations of Certain Trance I nue Bogtolli at n a. m. and 7:30 p. m., 
Phenomena,” published In ‘The Pro- j c R Grumbine lectured; there being 
ceedings of the Society for Psychical stau<]iOg.room only. His themes were 
Research' in the October number of ..Your Own Will Come to You," and “M. 
1901. It is very evident to any unpreju- j Savage and the New Spiritualism.” 
diced observer that Dr. Funk has ap- .- ■ ____. , ., _ _proached the subject as a possible be-1 Forest Home camp, located at Snow
liever. Skepticism unfits' a man for in- flake, Antrim county, Mich., will 
telllgeht travel and' careful research, Juli 30> and close August 21. All those 
and the learned doctor has endeavored desiring programs or information of any 
to avoid this spirit. He now offers to kind Pertaining^to camp, wiH _recei 
pay the cost of any person who will ex-1 prompt attention by .the secretary, Ruth 
pose Mrs. Pepper's methods before a Eastman,. Mancelona, Mich.
properly constituted jury, and no time I Harriet Duhl writes from Elmira, N. 
should be lost to seize this.-offer . before y.: “We are prospering, working to
there is any possibility, of organization I gether in harmony for the blessed white 
on the'part of Spiritualists ;to defeat jjght of truth. We have as pastor for 
the Inquiry." ■ ~ this and the coming year,' Mrs. R.:W.

this winter, 
Progressive

"The FirstG. E. Bunyan writes:
Spiritual Church of Elwood, Ind., which 
has recently-been organized,' has from 
the start been doing good work. We
have had good speakers, among them 
T. W. Smith of Anderson, Ind. Mrs. 
Dr. S. E. Pierce has been with us since 
Januarv 8, as test -medium, and we 
have a crowded house every Sunday. 
Mrs. Pierce closed her engagement with 
us, March 19. She will return to Camp 
Chesterfield In a short time. We have 
always good local talent.’’

>Dr. Flguers writes from Cleveland; Barton. She will takeup her residence 
Ohio: "The East End Spiritual Society, the first of April at 360 West ; Third 
1749 Superior street, in order not tô I street; present address is 313 Columbia 
conflict with '"other anniversary meet-1 street, from where she can be called by 
Ings will-celebrate the 57th anniversary I those who wish her services for lee- 
of Modem Spiritualism at its hall, on tures through the week, or to officiate 
the First’ Sunday in April, 1905; A fine at funerals, Mrs. Barton is a forceful 
program has been arranged, of fipeak- speaker; her messages are. clear and 
ing,; readings, music, both instrumental recognized by those fortunate enough 
and vobal, to' be followed by messages to receive them, and there are many, 
by well-known local mediums. The af- We have fine audiences in all kinds of 
terrioon session will be called to order I weather. Last evening the streets were 
at 2 o’clock sharp; thé evening session covered with a coating of Ice, but our 
at 7 o’clock. Refreshments will be bhurch was nearly filled.
served during Intermission, by Mrs, . Maggie Henry writes: “The Unlver: 
Taylor, at a small price. Those, who Lsai Occult Society, March 19, had a 
bring their own lunch can buy coffee or I very interesting meeting in the after
tea, and -tables will bo provided for noon. In the evening Evangelist F. M. 
their use. Come out and help make our stbllpr, read for the scripture . lesson 
annivef sary day a season of gladness I the fifth chapter of Et. Matthew. ’ After 
and joy. Let us begin a new spiritual I listening to a song- by the quartette, 
life on that day, which shall have no I prof. Stoller introduced the speaker, 
end eithcr .on earth or in-heaven." '. I Dr. Geo. B. Wanpe, who . delivered a

John A. Lant writes: "The Spiritual- very interesting lècttfre on the progress. 
1st Society of Pittsburg, Kansas, meets Spiritualism is making to-day. As the 
every Sunday evening at A. O. H. Hall. Doctor is a very interesting speaker, 
This society ’ was •• recently launched all enjoyed his remarks, and we hope to 
through the efforts of Mrs. John have the pleasure of hearing him again 
Spangler, who presides at the meetings, soon. Messages were given by Madam 
Last Sunday, Mrs. Nancy Coles gave Lucile de Loux and. Mrs. Wagoner, fol- 
tbe lecture, under control, to a large ah- lowed by psychometric readings by 
dtcnce, and.also gave very satisfactory Prof. Stoller, All are Invited to at
tests. Mrs. Mabel Harris is the most tend. On Wednesday evening,. March 
active and efficient secretary.; The in- 22, the ladies connected with the : so- 
terc-st in Spiritualism here is remark- --clety held their social. We did not 
able, in proportion to the population, have a very large attendance, but all 
more than 100:peraons being present at had a delightful t|me, and a dainty 
each meeting. Mrs. Coles, the amiable lunch. We hold the socials every two 
and popular medium, resides-at Wler weeks. If you have , not attended one 
city. B. K. Walbrldgé,” à; prominent of our socials, just make an extra ef- 
Splrlfualist here; left for California oa I fort and attend the next one. l ean as
a business trip.” • • sure you a good time.” „ - . t

Madison street, to the O’Donnell Col
lege building, located on South Paulina 
street; between- Washington Boulevard 
and Park avenue. The first service will 
be held at the above hall, Sunday 3 p. 
and 8 p. m., April 2. Good speakersand 
message bearers always in attendance. 
All welcome.”

Elizabeth Delphin, secretary, writes: 
“Mrs. V. B. Lyon was to speak for the 
Englewood Spiritual Union, March 19, 
subject, ’The Divinity .of Christ,’ but for 
some reason which has not been ex
plained to us, she did het keep her en
gagement, and we : were without a 
speaker, but one of our good workers, 
Bro. A. W. Keller, came nobly forward 
and did such efficient work that all 
went away .well satisfied. Every test 
was recognized. Sunday evening, Mar. 
26, will be Mediums' Night. We have 
engaged the services of Mrs. H. L. Ltch- 
tig, of:.Waterloo, Iowa., for the month 
of April, so. that we will not again be 
disappointed in a speaker. All are wel
come. Our hail is 6603 South Halsted 
street.':. • . _ • ' -

Mrs. A. E. Sheets writes: “It is with 
feelings of gratitude that I can say this 
spring that my health Is better. Re- 
'newed hope and Courage- makes me feel 
a desire to . come in closer touch 
(through the columns ofTHE BEST OF 
PAPERS, The Progressive Thinker), 
With my friends who have shown their 
interest in me duping the months of en
forced idleness, when I so much wished 
'to be active in our good cause. It was 
not possible for. me to speak or attend 
funerals through the winter, but now I 
can respond to calls for funerals within 
reasonable distance • from home. -I 
have a bell "phone, or can be reached 
by telegram—The first named method 
prefered Preparations are being made 
for the opening of Grand Ledge camp, 
July 23. Excellent talent and good m& 
diums will be present. All letters of in
quiry should be addressed to I. W. Ew
ing, Grand Ledge, Mich.”

- Wm. F. Ruffle writes from No. 735

Brown. Sister Brown is president of 
the Spiritualist society there. She has 
developed into a good trance speaker, 
and lectures to appreciative audiences 
every Sunday afternoon, taking her 
subjects from the audience. I also met 
and heal'd sister Josephine Bruer, lec
turer and message-medium, and Sister 
Wingett. It may be of interest to state 
that all of these mediums developed in 
Sterling ,in their respective home cir
cles, and, together, are carrying on the 
weekly public meetings They are cer
tainly doing well. I expected to visit 
and lecture at. other points in Kansas 
beside these, but the small-pox scare 
prevented the friends from securing au
diences, and therefore had to postpone 
the engagements. My lectures every
where were well attended, also my 
classes in Spiritual Science and medi
umship. I was especially pleased to 
note the general interest manifested in 
our Mediums’ Home School here at 
Springfield, Mo., and our Circle-at-large, 
the Silver Chain Developing Circle, for 
it evidenced the growing interest in 
Spiritualism.”

D. W. Hull has moved from Olympia, 
Wash., to Vineland, Cal., where he will 
establish a sanitarium for the cure of 
all “Ipcurable diseases," including ine- 
brlacy, ■ . ,

Mrs. Nathan Hall writes: "The sweet, 
beautiful spirit manifested in Harrison 
D. Barrett’s Reminiscences and the old
time friends called up, is well worth to 
me the year’s subscription. Lyman C. 
Howe’s article on Obsession Is a great 
relief from those who cannot see any
thing but demons.”

Mrs. M. C. Ryne writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “I am taking a great deal of in
terest in the independent, spiritual 
church, which I organized last Septem
ber. ..We have a Helping Hand So
ciety with a membership of 56, doing 

‘good Work for the purpose of raising 
funds for’a temple ofour own.”

The Light of Truth social will meet 
in.the parlors of Mrs. Burland, the last 
Thursday of this month (Majch 30), in 
the evening. Many mediums, music 
and lunch. A very enjoyable time is 
expected

G. H. Brooks serves Mr. Locke’s so-, 
clety, of. Philadelphia, Pa., for the 
month of April, and his address will be 
719 North Sixth street. He will respond 
to calls for funerals, hence send all let
ters and telegrams for the month of 
April to him at No. 719 North Sixth 
street. ''■■■ ■’
’ W. J. DURHAM WRITES: “1 EX

TEND MY MOST HEARTY CONGRAT
ULATIONS TO YOU, BRO. FRANCIS, 
AND THINK THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER THE GREATEST PAPER 
THIS SIDE THE PEARLY GATES.”

Dr, B. F. Austin Is lecturing at St. 
Louis, Mo., and will remain there during 
April. His address while there will be 
No. 2922 Pine street.

Dr. Beverly writes: “The Spiritual 
Science Society will hold free meetings, 
afternoon and evening, during the 
month of April, at Arlington Hall, Thir
ty-first street and Indiana avenue. Fine 
ialent has been secured, and all who 
are anxious to hear the truth andjsee 
demonstrations of this beautiful phllos- 

~dphy are cordially Invited to come and 
bring their friends. Our last party and 
dance for the season will be given Sat
urday evening, April 1. Vogel’s or
chestra will give us its best; all will en
joy a first-class entertainment. • Flor
ence Daniels and others will entertain 
witb*something new and up-to-date. 
This lovely singer is at our hall every 
Sunday, and all enjoy her talent Tick
ets to dance, 25 cents per couple.”

Frank T. Ripley has been engaged for 
the month of April by the People’s 
Spiritual Church in Louisville, Ky. 
This is the third month bt his work 
there. He has the Sundays of May and 
June open for engagements to lecture 
and give messages. His terms will be 
liberal. Address all letters to him In 
care of the General Delivery, Louisville, 
Ky. ■ .

; Ella A. Towers writes: "The Paw 
Paw Valley Spiritualists’ Association 
will hold its next anniversary meeting 
in Shoesmith’s Hall, Paw Paw, on Sun
day, April 2. Speaker, Dr. George B. 
Warne of Chicago. Services will be 
'held at 2 and 7 p. m. Conference and 
election of officers In .the forenoon."
' M. Emrlck writes: “The writers bn 
both sides of the obsession question in 
the Open Court, are sure giving your 

■ readers much to think anout”

Seventh street; Louisville, Ky.: “I am- 
glad to report ctihtlnued success at our; 
meetings, ^ijnddiys; at Barbers’: Aid; 
Hall, and Wedne'sday circles at the res
idence, 73ff9Sev8nth street. My, serv
ices are artjhecmted so much that vol
unteers offfireil .last Sunday to defray 
hall; expenfees, ^y ■ subjects for, ’ ad
dresses anff. Infffeirational - poemd are. 
suggested bV' the;audience. I am open 
for camp etigagenients.” . . : - ■

Mrs. M. Theresa Allen writes from 
Springfields Mo.r<“I have ust returned 
from a fouiweeks’ lecture trip to Kan
sas, stoppingmtjjQpfln, Mo., as.the first 
point. Among the many true Spiritual
ists that greeted; me there were Brother 
and Sister -jr. rj. Sheridan. Brother 
Sheridan is itlhe president of the East 
Side SpirltuEtiist a Society, and Sister 
Sheridan isrtffe speaker and medium for 
same. Theyi also have a good lyceum, 
with Mrs. J. L. Powers ns conductor. 
Too much cannot be said of the true 
and tireless efforts ot these workers for 
the ‘cause. I <also lectured for the 
West Side ''Spiritualist Society, where 
the noble work of its president, Mrs. E. 
J.- Stiles, and her many co-operators, 
has met with gratifying success.- From 
Joplin I went'-to - Neodesha, Kansas, 
where ! was entertained . by Brother 
and Sister J. H. Fleming, who have 
done so muchrfor Spiritualism in That 
community. From there I went to 
Hutchinson, Kansas, to the home of our, 
old friends. Brother and Sister. G. W. 
Frazier. Brother Frazier, Is secretary 
of tho Psychical Research Society ot

The meetings of Prof. R. S. Ray, held 
three times a week at 207 Lincoln ave
nue, just south of Webster avenue, are 
a comfort and a joy to all true Spirit
ualists, and a marvel to all investiga
tors who attend them. On Wednesday, 
Friday and Sunday evenings, he has a 
meeting commencing at 8 o’clock for 
instruction in the philosophy of Spirit
ualism, and for answering test • ques
tions. The meetings are opened with a 
hymn, an invocation, and then an ad
dress, usually by the Professor, some
times by an,invited speaker, such as 
any minister .might give an audience,

The addresses of Prof. Ray are always 
interesting, instructive and comforting. 
This Sunday evening it was especially 
so. He spoke of the necessity of lead
ing a pure life If we would enjoy com
munion with our loved ones who have 
passed within the veil; that the life we 
live here will give us our status when 
we have left the mortgl behind; that 
while here we build our own mansions 
for eternity. So touching was his ap
peal for a more spiritual life and a 
closer communion with the angel world 
that many were in tears.

After fhe address came the answer
ing of questions which had been given 
to the Professor by those present, some 
150 or more, and the psychometrization 
of articles, also furnished by the audi
ence.

The questions were written and fold
ed with writing Inside and lay in a pile 
upon the table on the platform in plain 
view of every one present until the Pro
fessor was ready to read them. He 
then took up one paper after another 
and gave the answers even to the 
names mentioned in the papers with
out ever seeing the inside of a paper.

After this he described clairvoyantly 
many spirits, giving wonderful tests to 
their friends.

So much is being said of late in the 
daily press about Spiritualism, mostly 
by people who prove in their own ar
ticles, that they have not investigated 
with unprejudiced mind either the be
lief, philosophy or phenomena of Spir
itualism, that we would suggest to 
these writers and adverse critics, that 
they take the time and spend the 15 
cents for admission to the parlor meet
ings held by this honest, consecrated 
and developed medium, Prof. R. 8. Ray.

As he said this Sunday evening, he 
does not claim his gift of reading as su
pernatural, but perfectly natural, and 
by the use of faculties which every one 
possesses in a degree, and which It is 
their privilege to develop to the same 
perfection which he has attained. He 
further said he was not there to tell 
people what would please them, but to 
tell them the truth.

I believe with many others who at
tend these meetings, that no person 
can hear the tests Prof. Ray gives with
out becoming convinced eventually, 
that the information comes to him from 
spirits and from no other source.

• FRANCES M. NORTON.
488 Belden avenue, Chicago, 111. ,

Send for PAHLAVI CARTOMANCY, a 62- 
page book of instructions beautifully illus
trated In colors, allowing each Pahlavi Card 
and what it means. The book tells you how 
to read 1 ahlavl cards with remarkable accu
racy and is the only book of its kind pub
lished. Sent postpaid to any address for 25 
cents. Write for it to day, it’s worth having,

The cards are beautiful, duplex enamel tin- 
isu, and are so novel they carry 72 patent 
claims and 17 copyrights.

54 cards iu a pack, sent upon receipt of 50 
cents. Many people make a profitable busi
ness of card reading, especially at church 
fairs, picnics, parties, etc.

Wr.tu for particulars and sample card sent 
free, or send 7oc. for pack of cards and book 
of Cartomancy instruction. Agents and deal
ers make money selling our goods.

omra.. PAHLAVI CARD CO., .
863Hou eman Blk., Grand Rapids, Mich. <■

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound in cloth. ‘
No other publishing house in tha 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper, .

The three volumes of the "Encyclope-z^? 
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science."

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in your 
library. ‘

Then follows “Ghost Land," "Ar 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed' 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus."

And lastly, our latest premium bo 
“Letters From ihe Spirit World,” writ
ten through the mediumship of that re* 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea,

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOK8 are furnished to our subscribí 
ers for $3:75 (postage prepaid)—a prlc 
never before known in ancient or mod 
ern tlmeé. Read over our premium Ils 
and then' send for them. They will 
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain ot knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement o¿ly 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only wlll-be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be,charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Another veteran has answered to the 
reveille of death. Captain K. M. Burn
ham, a Spiritualist for forty years, laid 
aside mortality at his home in Lowell, 
Indiana, on March 20, 1905, at the’age 
of 75 years. His illness lasted two 
weeks and from its beginning he ex
pressed a wish for the final release ot 
his spirit Oh the day of his burial 
business houses were closed and all 
classes of citizens turned out to. do 
honor to the memory of one who had 
been their friend and neighbor for fifty 
years. The services at the house, very 
appropriate to the occasion, were con
ducted by Mrs. May Elmo of Chicago. 
At the cemetery the Masons rendered 
their impressive burial service, being 
followed by the local Post with the rit
ual of the G. A. R., and Mrs. Elmo 
closed all with final words of prayer. A 
good’man has laid down the burden of 
life and entered upon the enjoyment of 
the treasures his words and deeds had 
stored up for his transition.

- CITIZEN.

Oscar F. Evertz writes from St 
Louis, Mo.: “The Progressive’Spiritual
ists Association of Missouri will hold 
an anniversary celebration on March 30 
and 31, afternoons and evenings, at Ma
sonic Temple Odeon, Grand and Finney 
avenues. The services will be in the 
form of mass meetings, to which the 
general public , will be invited. An ex
tensive vocal and musical programme 
has been arranged, and the social feat
ures will receive special attention at 
all the various sessions bf the enter
tainment The committee in charge of 
the arrangements of the affair promise 
that this, shall-be without question the 
greatest affair of its kind ever held by 
the' Missouri Association, and it will 
without doubt be long remembered by 
all who attend.. All the prominent me
diums and lecturers'in St Louis, and 
other, cities of the state will participate 
in: the. programme, among them- being 
such well known workefs as. C. W. 
Steyvart, Mrs. E. B. Price, Mrs. Dorner, 
Mrs. Folsom, Mrs. Hary, Dr. H. W. Fa
ber and others; The committee >haa 
worked very hard.to make this anniver
sary celebration a grand history-making 
epoch, in the great cause of Spiritual
ism, and it Ib hoped that their expecta
tions will bd fully realized."

■ Mrs. M. S. Cornelius writes from 
Spokane, Wash.: "How very much 1 en
joy reading The -Progressive Thinker. 
The lessons it teaches each week are in
structive and uplifting. I eagerly 
Watch for dts coming as I would for a 
dear valued friend, and the many beau
tiful articles that adorn its pages can 
never be understood only by. those who 
carefully read and ponder upon its don- 
tents. I could not get along without it,

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our Hission to Ento (liars)

A

r Passed to spirit life, at Ball, La., Feb. 
25, 1905, M. Y. Thompson, aged 65. He 
was a, true Spiritualist for thirty years. 
He lived according to his knowledge, 
waiting long and patiently to be called 
to join his dearn ones in spirit life. He 
exchanged the mortal of earth for im
mortality in Spirit life, with joy and 
thanksgiving; His-former home was 
Arkadelphia, Ark.; but was living at 
his death with his daughter. -

MRS. W. J..COWN.

The passing away of Mrs. ' Clarissa 
Knapp, and her funeral; occurred the 
thirteenth, and sixteenth- of March, re
spectively, at her home in Oxford, Mich. 
She had been ill many years. A son 
and an adopted‘daughter survive her, 
the last named Mrs. Homer Chase of 
Rochester, Mich. According to-/the 
teachings, of Spiritualism, Mrs. Knapp 
joined a husband and four children in 
spirit land. Mrs. A. E. Sheets was 
called to officiate. At the request of 
the son, a Dowieite minister was sent 
for to assist, but on arrival, his con
science would not permit him to offer a 
prayer at services conducted by a 
Spiritualist. Mrs. Knapp was very 
charitable and ever kind.to the sick and
poor. A FRIEND.

TO WOMEN WHO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated' 'S' 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It is a plain statement 
of facts'based upon the experience o£ 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it, and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price $1.50.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Revelations from Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A* Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Thib work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It is a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tho 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them leads to 
eotnethlng higher, grander, nobles. 
Price 11.00.

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light. ( 

BY MRSJJRAKE. _/
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have, been most marvelous. She has 
written a book-with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end- It is chockful of stirring inci
dence. Price of this large volume, only
$1.50 postpaid.

FIFTY YEARS
. IN THE

=CHURCH”ROME.
’ A Remarkable Book. ,

Tbt« la a remarkable work by Fa-raxa CmxunT. 
tt expoaea even to the mtnuteat Setana the corruption 
that exlata In tho Church ot Romo ft la a work of KJ 
Mger, anil abould be mJ M a matter of billot* W 
every Sylrltuallat. . •

Gafermatlon How They May dive Birth to Happy,

■ Healthy Children Absolutely With

- out Pain-Sent Free.
No woman need any tourer dread tho pains of 

child-birth, or remain chlldleaa. Dr. J. H. Dye 
has devoted his life to reHovlns the sorrows of 
women. Ho has proved that all polnat childbirth 
may be entirely banished, and he will gladly tell 

■ you how it may bo dona absolutely free of charro 
fiend your name and addreae to Dr. J.H. Dye. IM 
Lewis DIoofc, Buffalo. N. T.. and he will send you 
poetpald. hw wonderful book whlob telle how to 

'give birth to happy. heMlliy children, oMoluto), 
witnoutpami also, how to cure aterfUly. Do apt 
delay, but write terflay,

THE SOUL OF THINGS: , 
Or Paychomotrlo Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar
velous work. Though concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work of Action. .Tho 
reader will be amazed to seo tho curious facts 
hero combined in support of this power of tho 
hunmn mlud, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts, and difficulties, mako geology plain a» 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob« soured by time. Price. 91.50. In throo volumes, 
cloth bound. Sl.Weacb. Postage, 10cper cony»

AUTOMATIC WRITING, 
ISo-CBllodl with other psychic experiences. By 
Bara A. underwood, with half-tone portraft 
and specimen pages of the writing. Hand* 
emaely.Jxmnd tn cloth. Price.11. Pcstiyfe, UMt

!
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This department is under the man- 
ement of ‘

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

i '< NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re

: Bpondents, that to give ell equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 

, the most ■ condensed form, and often 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and tlie style becomes thereby as- 
eertive, which ot all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents, often weary 
(with waiting for the appearance of 
their questions and write letteri of in- 

■ qulry. The supply of matter isalways 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 

- 'and hence there is unavoidable delay..
Every one has to wait his time and 
place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. ■ .

। NOTICE.—No attention will be El*6}1 
'anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
i'dress must be given, or the letters will 

■ not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published, rhe 
correspondence of this department has 

1 become excessively large, especially let
' ters of Inquiry requesting private an
I ewers, and while I freely give what

ever information I am able, the ordi- 
' nary courtesy of correspondents is ex

pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

•hui
•>d i;»

an unseen power of God.- 
thing about this matter 
Bible? ■

A.- This correspondent

the folk-lore of ancient times and the 
childhood of the race. It is given at- 
tenUon—of itself it deserves only a 
smile—because a gospel teacher de
clares it true as God’s word, and there
by shows the mental lethargy which the 
study of “the book" produces, and the 
persistency of superstition. Or shall 
we think that the Darwinian theory of 
"reversion or "atavism,” which means 
that sometimes in tlie purest strain of 
blood which culture can produce, there 
will appear an offspring “taking back” 
to tlie original “scrub” ancestors? In 
mankind, families that tor some gener
ations are noted for high moral and in
tellectual character, will have their 
pride of birth humiliated by a “black 
sheep,” heredity asserting Itself over 
environment, and some criminal an
cestor, as it were, returning to earth.

So these theological beliefs, which 
were held by all, centuries ago, stalk 
into the present by means of some be
lated birth. These "reversions" seem 
to have escaped the influence of the 
centuries of culture, and are oblivious 
of the world’s present knowledge. .

, ,.H. 8., Lee, England: Q. Will you 
tell us what the chances are that the 
new language, “Esperanto,” will become 
uhiversally spoken as an auxiliary?

A. Nearly the same question came 
Sp in regard to “Volapuk” a rival for 
the claim of becoming the universal 
tongue. Esperanto is the name given 
a language which has been as it were 
created, from all languages, with a 
grammar, orthography, and dictionary 
all its own. it avoids the irregularities 
of spelling, and òf verbs, which have 
grown into all others, and its terininol- 

' ogy is the same for all words of the 
same class. Hence it becomes easy to 
learn, and has a soft sound like the Ital
ian, which Byron said ought to be writ
ten on Satin.

The object of such a language is to 
have a common tongue for all nations. 
Commercial agents and travelers are 
pow handicapped because it is impossi
ble to learn all languages If therefore, 
there was a common speech for all, it 
would be a wonderful convenience. 

I There has been considerable interest 
\ manifested in England in the new form 
\of speech, and a journal printed in it 
lias been established with numerous 
Iplubs for its study.

ir It is a queer language. One would 
nfer that it would, when it takes words 
tom three tongues leave them recog- 
ilzable, but it does not. It has a termi

nology that makes the sounds monoto
nous. As examples, Londono, London; 
Loudonano, Londoner; kato, cat; kali- 
do, kitten; hundo, dog; hundido, puppy.

The Saxon and Latin words, taken at 
random, are seen in the passage, "Paulo 

- Jiavas librou,” Paul has a book. Why 
-. is not the latter as good for universal 

speech as the former? Why is not plain 
cat as desirable as "kato?" These 
questions might be asked of every 

,v_word, and constructive change in the 
‘ language. .................

»BUt’ffflniitting that it is a perfect lan-

T. A. Sensabaugh:Q. .What Is the 
meaning of Ghrlst preaching to the spir
its in prison?

A. Spirits in prison were those con
fined in the nether-world j the region of 
the dead, and If Christ came to .save the 
world, and no one could be saved except 
through him, it would be unjust to the 
countless hosts of departed souls to 
give them no opportunity to receive his 
salvation. Hence the afterthought of 
his going to that prison-world and offer
ing the same salvation that he did in 
this. To equal the Saviors preceding 
him he must become a Savior of the 
dead as well as the living.

Zoroaster, the Persian, fulfilled his of
fice by descending into hell. Osiris, the 
Egyptian Savior, and Horus the Virgin 
Born, descended into hell. Adonis, 
Bacchus, and Hercules, all sons of vir-, 
gin mothers, by the gods, descended 
into hell. The myths of many other 
people hold to this descent of their 
Saviors. Baldur, the Scandinavian, and 
Quetzalcoalle, the Aztec Redeemer, all 
these gods went down to the spirits in 
prison and remained three days, and 
then rose again The idea was ready 
formed and its translation into the life 
of Jesus'was only a change' of place, 
and application to another person.

It was a logical outcome of the doc
trine of mediatorship and salvation by 
atonement. If Christ saved only those 
who heard his teachings and believed 
on him, the myriad generations of the 
dead were in retrievably lost unless he 
descended to their abode.

The gospel of Nicodemus, although 
called apocryphal, makes the subject 
plain, and why it was not included in 
the New Testament by the priests who 
made the selection is difficult to under
stand. Perhaps it is too realistic and 
definite. This gospel represents all the 
world, from Adam to Christ as confined 
in hell, under the charge of the "Prince 
of Hell," who fought desperately 
against the attempt to bring salvation 
to this nether world.

The apocryphal gospels were of much 
later date’ than the canonical, and 
show the growth of the doctrine under 
the pressure of pagan myths, which be
came necessary to support the scheme.

Without this gloss in his career, 
Christ would have been exceeded by the 
pagan “Saviors,” and it was thus essen
tial to maintain his dignity and equal
ity.

LETTER FROM G. H. BROOKS.

Notes of Visits and Work in New York 
State.

guage, with all the irregularities of oth
ers rectified, the question is will it take 
the place its advocates claim for it? 
¡Will it be learned by such a number of 
.people that it will be available as a 

• common speech? The languages spoken 
by the various races ot mankind have 
grown through thousands of years, and 

■ are subject to the law ot evolution as
much as the specific forms ot life. Each 

.; language is fitted to express the 
' thoughts of the people who speak it 
t Translations may be made into other 

tohgues, but when these are far apart, 
;■ as the we will say, Chinese and Ger

man, it is probable that nice shadings 
lot ideas are impossible to be rendered.
In other words a Chinese does not think 
as a German. The English language 
has been centuries in its growth, is 
constantly enlarging its vocabulary and 
making itself more distinct and strong.

The new language is a creation, not a 
growth, it has no literature, and it is 
not presumable that it ever will have. 
History proves that It is difficult, if not 
impossible, to force a new form bt 
speech on a people. Language is in
wrought with their thoughts.

Hence it is Inferable that beyond the 
club and tne special classes, “Esparan- 
tb” will hot gain standing. The inad
equacy and “lameness” of this “lan
guage," is best exemplified in. the at
tempts at poetry which the publications 
contain. Perhaps some Tennyson may 
arise who will be able to convey the 
subtlety of poesy by means of its vocab
ulary, but it appears from these efforts 
to be quite hopeless.

Why is not the English language 
good enough? It is one of the easiest 
to learn, and the best for the growth 
necessary for the expression of modem 
thought, especially in science. It is 
spoken by one hundred and fifty mill
ions of people, and will be by twice that 
number within the present century.

We might think better of this “lan
guage,” if a satisfactory answer could 
be given why, child, is not as good as 
“mfanto,” boat as “boato,” nest as 

\“nesto,” butter as "butero,” John’s bi
cycle as “la blciklo de Johano”? The 
first is strong, the latter soft and weak.

Geo. E. Corpe. Q. An orthodox min
ister claims that the pillar ot salt that 
■was formerly Lot’s wife, remains whole 
to-day and If a portion be broken off, as 
a linger, it is immediately replaced by

Is there any- 
outside the

writes from
the far west, and the minister of the 
gospel preaches to a church there. 1 
do not communicate.the name of the 
town, out of mingled pity and shame, 
that there is such a benighted corner in 
this country. Yet not a century ago, 

'one would dare dispute the Bible 
statinent if he cared for his orthodox 
reputation. The story of Lot’s wife has 
as miich historical value as Jack the 
Giant- Killer, and when taken literally 
ip a.comic absurdity. It nifty be taken 
,as-absolutely correct that there is noth- 
‘ing outside the Bible supporting it It 
is a story all by itself, and belongs to

ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS.

Excellent Results of Progressive Ly- 
. ceum Work. .

To the Editor:—A year ago after my 
visit to the Minnesota Mid-winter Mass
meeting, I submitted quite a lengthy re
port of the work done at that meétlng by 
the children of the St Paul Sunflower 
Lyceum ; the report, I think, did some 
good in that it drew attention to that 
very important phase of the work in our 
ranks, and in view of that fact I feel 
that my recent visit to tire same placé 
would be incomplete without reference 
to the same phase of the work this year, 
which showed marked advance.

Of course there is much that might 
be mentioned in connection with the en
tire meetings but time and space for
bids more than passing mention of the 
workers there. Aside from the. writer, 
the workers were all from the Twin 
Cities, and I venture to say that if they 
keep growing there'will be not neejl of 
calling in the foreigners to assist them. 
The old workers were all there/ with 
the exception ot Mrs. Sauer and Mrs. 
Tryon; each being detained because of 
sickness. Of the new workers who had 
not appeared in my presence before, the 
most pronounced success was attained 
by Mrs. Nettie Buehler and Mrs. Ze- 
nora’ Martin. The former worked prin- 
clpally in the trance or semi-trance con
dition, while tlie latter gave a dis
course tliat gave every evidence of 
deep thought, and individual effort;

As I started to write about the lyce
um, however, I must leave the older 
workers to look after their own laurels 
—and In truth they will have to look 
after them very sharply if the lyceum 
youngsters keep on as they have been 
doing for the last few years.'1 The spe
cial program prepared for the lyceum 
session was replete with good’things in 
the way of recitations, songs and mu
sical selections; the different partici
pants vying with each other in good-na
tured rivalry, showing themselves Keen
ly alive to the Importance of the work 
they were expected to do. I noticed 
many little orators who will be heard in 
the days to come.

In order that St. Paul may not be 
puffed up, after reading this report, 1 
must not forget to say that one of the 
finest—perhaps the very finest orator 
came from Minneapolis. This was a lit
tle lady of fifteen years of age who ren
dered a selection with such pathos and 
power that I am free to confess brought 
a suspicious moisture in the writer's 
eyes. I think the little lady's name 
was O’Connell or something similar— 
the name of Itself suggests the impas
sioned oratory that carries an audience 
with it. .

What I want tho readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker to note particularly in 
this report is the depth of thought in 
some of the short discourses delivered 
by these children, not one of whom was 
over eighteen years ot age, and most of 
whom were not over twelve or thirteen 
years old. I append some of them just 
as they were rendered. I begin with 
the oration of Master George Whitwell, 
which was as follows: _
' "Mr. President and Friends: I will ex-

I did. not intend to let so much time 
elapse ere I sent a report to the many 
readers of The Progressive Thinker of 
the work I have been interested in 
since my last letter.

I served the society in Watertown, N. 
Y., for the month of January. On my 
arrival I was taken to the ever hos
pitable home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mat
teson, whose home has been the abid
ing place for years, of so many of our 
workers, who have been ever welcome 
in their home. I went to them an en
tire stranger, but received a most cor
dial welcome, and was made to feel at 
home; there was the utmost freedom, 
which is worth so much to one who is 
constantly on the go, meeting strangers 
and all kinds of conditions, and a home, 
in the sense of a freedom to do as one 
feels, all of the time, is worth so 
much.

The society owns a very pretty tem
ple, free from debt. The temple has re
cently been put in perfect order, an ad
dition built, in which there is a fine 
kitchen, perfectly equipped, and a din
ing-room; also a nice hall, to be used 
for social purposes, perfect in all its 
appointments. There is a furnace to 
heat the entire building; also electric 
light throughout the temple, new seats 
in the auditorium and a new carpet in 
the audience room. All this was done 
through the generosity of Mrs. Davis, 
who, just before she passed away, sent 
for Mr. Matteson and told him to go on 
and put the temple in first-class order, 
and to see that everything was done as 
it should be done. Mr. Matteson did 
as she desired, and on the first of Sep
tember the temple was once more 
thrown open to the public and re-dedi
cated to the cause of Spiritualism. Mr. 
Matteson can point with pride to the 
work accomplished. The society is do
ing a glorious work for the cause, and 
can feel that great good has been done 
during all the years of its existence, and 
now, under new conditions, is reaching 
out into larger fields of usefulness.

There was some change in the offi
cers at the. last election, and I find I am 
unable to recall their names and offices, 
except one—that pf Mrs. Bowker, who 
was elected president, and right well 
does she fill the position. The other 
officers, fill their positions well, -. and 
each works for. the advancement of the 
cause. There is a Ladles’ Aid that has 
done and is still doing a splendid work; 
but here, again, I am lost, for I do not 
remember a single name of an officer. 
But, what matters it, when each one 
does his share of the work?

January was a most unpleasant 
month, filled with storms and severe 
cold weather, limiting the attendance; 
I did not have a pleasant Sunday nor a 
pleasant Thursday night for the mid
week meeting. One Sunday was so 
bad there could be no afternoon service, 
and but very few attended.in the even
ing. I enjoyed my stay in Watertown 
despite the storms and cold, and am to 
return for the. mpnth of March, and 
trust the weather will be somewhat 
better, to say the least. '

After my work was done in Water-
’Continued in 5th column.

'I Become a Medi
mn,” Fhliy Answered

In ‘Mediumship and It< Laws. Iis": Conditions 
knd. Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. ‘ Price 85 

i ” Send to Mr. Tuttle, Beilin Heights* 0. ’ |

develop. So in order, tolgtow we must 
constantly give. It also.e teaches that 
after we are dead we di^not not go to 
a place of fire aruLjkrlsistpne to burn 
forever, but we go (¿a j4a.ee where we 
are classed'according to,rfnir. growth. A 
thief or a drunlcard Lwoul/1 ¡go to a place 
or a class of people yliojjre in' a very 
low condition, there until
they have a desired# grjftw, and when 
they have that desi'^iianfiij friends will 
assist them. ; e ig

“We believe that j^ieii, persons pass 
into tlie spirit worhjj, they can come 
back and warn us pf, cqgjing events. 
They can also impress, up jn regard to 
our daily Ilves; I beljgve (hat the spirit 
world is all about aq^Milton says: 
“Millions of spiritual, creatures - walk 
the earth pnseen, boU), jiytyen we wake 
and when we sleep.’ 11 .

“When our. friends pass away to join 
their friends' in the spirit world they 
are not so far away as some people
think:l- ' rn '. ■

‘And ever near ng tho' unseen,
The dear immortal'spirits tread;

For all the boundless universe x. 
Is life—there are, no dead.”' 

~ Miss Carrie Jordan’, another , lyceum 
maiden of tender years, touched the 
hearts of the vast audience with the 
thoughts that X, give complete. Her 
'theme was “The Angel or Resurrec
tion”; '

“When we are'anchored safely o’er 
life’s stormy sea we ate met by the An
gel of Resurrection coming to greet us 
into the new and higher, fife which we 
have so longed to reqCfl.' ”

“Our angeT friends come to us at all 
times, when we are’sad and silent, of 
when we are cheerful and gay; when 
we are friendless they are ever waiting 
to give us a helping bapd. But we must 
also pay their kindness back by giving 
a helping hand t$ a shipwrecked 
brother or helpless sister, and by send
ing kind thoughts to others, for ‘as we 
sow so shall we reap?

“We are now sowing seeds to harvest 
in the future; may our harvest be good, 
and free from chaff; may the angels 
guard and guide us to,, that other world 
and bring joy and comfort to those we 
leave behind us. As we live in this 
world so will we live iji the next. We 
all have to answer for ourselves, and

press to you to-day a few thoughts, as 
I have learned to understand them, in 
regard to' what Spiritualism does and 
does not teach. I have learned to un
derstand that there is no death, in the 
sense in which death has been under
stood, that is, that.death is an end to a 
life of usefulness and activity, and an 
open door to an everlasting existence 
of heavenly joy; but that what has 
been known as death is the passing of 
the soul from the material form into 
spirit existence and the spirit world.

“I understand that when l enter the 
spirit world I shall find a life of activ
ity and usefulness just as real as the 
one I shall leave behind; the conditions 
of happiness or unhappiness depending 
upon the manner and quality of life I 
have led on the earth plane.

“Spiritualism has taught me to un
derstand that I alone am responsible 
for my thoughts and actions; and that 
all wrong thoughts must be outgrown 
and all wrong and unjust actions un
done by my own efforts, before my soul 
can unfold to a spiritual or heavenly 
condition; and until this is done I shall 
be near the earth and material plane of 
existence, through the conditions I have 
created around myself. And speaking 
of ‘thoughts,’ I would say that • If our 
thoughts are right and honorable our 
actions and whole lives are sure to be 
right, for ‘thoughts are things’ which 
control our whole life both in a material 
and spiritual way. .

“Spiritualism does not teach that we 
should avoid evil for fear that we 
might offend a persona! God who has 
the power and will to punish us severe
ly for all eternity, but rather that we 
should avoid evil and do good for the 
reason that the result of every , thought 
and every action becomes a part of our 
selves, making us more useful and 
happy, or less useful and happy, mem
bers of the human family.

Spiritualism does not teach that it is 
necessary to be a Spiritualist in order 
to reach heaven. It teaches that every 
human being is a child of ‘The Univer
sal God’ who loves each and all of us 
alike. That the only gateway to heaven 
is that of a noble and upright life, with 
weakness, mistakes and selfishness, 
outgrown and overcome, and ‘our 
heaven Is what we make it.’ ” (Ap
plause.)

The next In order after the interven
ing music, etc., was the discourse, of 
Miss .Anna Whitwell, a little maiden of 
eleven years. It speaks for itself,, and- 
gives assurance that with such thoughts 
in such young heads the future looks 
bright indeed. Let everyone read and 
ponder, and then start a lyceum that 
your own children may receive similar 
Instruction. '

“Mr. President and Friends: I have 
been asked to express my 'thoughts to
day upon the Subject, ‘Who Are the An
gels.’ It has been said, God made the 
angels; I do not think this meahs’that 
God created angels perfect and -unfold
ed beings and placed them in a condition 
of perfect happiness. I believd that all 
unfoldment comes with growth'-and IB 
gained by our own efforts. If God had 
created tljiem angels they could not 
havd gained the knowledge; that comes 
by experience. So I think the angels 
are those who have lived on th© earth 
plane. ' "

“After passing through material-ex
periences they advance -td the spirit 
world. By-trying to live good lives hefe-. 
on earth, and by working to make them-, 
selves still better when -they‘ have 
passed to the spirit world; in time they: 
become so good‘that we call them-da- 
gels. And then they come back-to-the 
earth plane and teach us how to’ live 
and grow better. And we too- can grow i 
to become angels to each other -while i 
we live on earth.”--This, too-•>was* 
greeted with loud applause. : qns ,.w.'

Another- little- lady ' of but -twelve f 
years of age who spoke out‘,ln;-.clear,:- 
ringing tones the ideas-that- hadjgath- 
ered in- het active mind,Twaa.Ethel Me-
Kay, -. whose cogent thoughts n-:cafie,il: 
forth a ready response from her. sevetal ; 
hundred auditors. - I giveJfier. thoughts.’ 
just:as written by • herself.-:,-Subject: । 
.“My Views of Spiritualism,” ?- b , 
, “Spiritualism teaches us>-to do good;! 
to think good thoughts,: ¡and ■ to.hglve; 
them out to others, and taiglvingithemr 
out to others we also help, ourselves to

Spiritualism is worth while—there is 
more need of the true and ennobling 
Spiritualism -than -ever ■ before. The 
ranks are going through a purging pro
cess that will' defelinate them' greatly 
and yet will leave them stronger than 
ever, for these growing-minds are get
ting ready to step into the breach. The 
old-time Spiritualist was such because 
he was compelled to be such by dint of 
much phenomena, but the newer1 re
cruits are Spiritualists because their 
reason has carried them into the phil
osophy. The Spiritualist.of yesterday 
knew not why the phenomena occurred, 
he only knew that they were true—the 
Spiritualist of to morrow will be able to 
tell why the phenomena are—what pro
duces them, and what are the relative 
values of them when they do come. 
Foremost among the Spiritualists of the 
coming day will be the graduates of the 
children’s lyceums. So may It be.

! WILL J. ERWOOD.

cannot burden someone else, for our 
chapter Is placed In Uffe’s book and is 
known long before we reach the -other 
shore."

Perhaps the piece “par excellence” is 
the one that follows, though each one is 
the best ip its own particular sphere; 
it would not be for me to judge; but 
this fact stands out very clear in each 
one, 1. e., these children are learning to 
think, and to think independently; not 
only that, but they are learning how to 
express themselves without mutilating 
‘the Queen’s English’ to the extent that 
we are given the “night-horse” in the 
day-time, which is by tdr more than we 
can say of many who'-pbse as teachers, 
who are three times thé age of this sev
enteen-year-old lyceuhi boy, Master 
Whitwell, whose essay is here given:

“Mr. President, Ladles land Gentle- 
ment: I have chosemfor njy subject to
day, ‘The Value of the Unfoldment of 
the Mind.’ Every person.has powers 
and talents, or gifts their own which 
they wish to unfold and develop as they 
go through life. Bufo greater than all 
gifts, and the one thing most worthy of 
all our attention Is the development of 
the mind and the cultivation ot thought 
In studying this matter,, we find it is 
possible for us to change the current of 
thought at will, and afso to; concentrate 
our thoughts upon anjj gi.yftp subject for 
whatever length of -,yme-9 we choose. 
This power PÊ concentrated thought is 
the greatest power.-in ,-the world, and 
-the, one.thing, that. has, brought, tp;. t/1Q 
world all modern invention, all.higher 
civilization and all' true success. So 
we see what great gifts lay hidden in 
the mind of man, and how much power 
is being lost for the want of a more gen
eral .understanding of this subject.

“The best time for each one of us to 
start the study of our own mind and 
thoughts is right now; and this applies 
especially to us who are children in the 
lyceum, for our minds are still plastic 
and easily molded and controlled, if we 
will use the will power which God and 
nature have given to us. We who at
tend the lyceum every Sunday morning 
have opportunities to, àcquire and de
velop a proper understanding of thought 
forces, as we assemble 'together in con
ference and all are encouraged to ex
press their own Ideas upon subjects un
der consideration, and to concentrate 
their minds upon thaj éubject while it 
is being considered. ’ ?

“And so by reasoning together we 
learn to glean ttië wheat from the 
chaff. Spiritualism is,.I believe,, the 
first religion to bring this thought forth 
and to give to it the position of import
ance to which it is entitled.' When we 
ail realize its value, the world will be 
much benefited, for we shall learn-to 
train our minds so that they will be in 
harmony with the world and with the 
spirit world; and when we have passed 
to the other side of life we shall con
tinue unfolding as we have started 
here, and shall not be obliged to start 
all over again.

“Then also when we have arrived at 
a proper understanding of the ‘Value of 
Thought’ there will be less misunder
standing and cruelty and fewer wars in 
the world. For we shall learn to give 
the same consideration rto-the thoughts 
of others as we do to our own, and ev
ery thought will be worthy of considera
tion, as different thoughts are the dif
ferent expressions of the same grand 
truth—the‘soul seeking for light and 
happiness' in Its own-particular sphere 
of unfoldment. : - - : .

■ “The greatest progress -and benefit 
the world has received-has come : from 
men ani women who; have so unfolded 
that they have been sable to express 
their whole soul . to, ,the world in 
thoughts and words, j The contrast be
tween Russia and Atletica is a suffi
cient example of the.pgnetas and happi
ness to be derived fr§m tji^ cultivation 
of mind and the free gxpneSBidn of indi
vidual thought, coup^d wXth a proper 
appreciation of thg, vpMe of . thé 
thoughts of others. j^h'iAAppreciatlon 
of other peoples’ thoygliti is the. one 
thing necessary to dïLâwfflj- with much 
misunderstanding and/unhappiness be
tween those who should ne the best of 
friends.' ' iss “<iT • 

S-- “So let us live thè best of lives, and 
cultivate the best ’ Sd ^thoughts, and 
whfen we pass to th(S>bpirHn world we 
shall each one be ahft tousay, 'My life 
has not been lived invaiti,‘^nd with the 
boet we shall know -lMidb Own shall 
corno to me—all that I Have drawn to 
me by my thoughts ón -thtoaarth plane.”

The above gives vary diood. evidence 
of the trend of mind ©f these pupils Of 
the lyceum, and shows 'what prepara

» tlon for life is made for'these men and 
Ì women of the future<day. I venture to 
1 say that the- boys and-girls who have 
■ begun to think as haVédhesé children, 
; -will bé fully able to take the. places 
! made vacant by the transition. . The ly- 
' ceum Work is-a work, that cannot re
: celve too miich attention, as the proper 
i education of children Ismne of the first 
; duties of parents everywhere. ¡We are 
- beginning to get over-tho old idemthnt 
’ we can never be- repatd'by our, children 
; for what: we do for them, and are >. b.o- 
1 ginning to realize ourxjwn duty to tbpm. 
i Let no one fall to-, establish the...good 
, work'in their-localltyUL.there is. any 

possible, way In. which it can be done,.
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town, I visited my old home, where I 
was born and spent some of my boy
hood days. It has been nineteen years 
since I last saw my native hills.' I 
made my first stop'in Vernon, Oneida 
county, N. Y,, where my mother has a 
sister living, and where my mother 
lived a good many years. I spent my 
boyhood days there, and around those 
days were woven so many pleasant ex
periences, common to all, yet eweet-in 
memory.

I had not been in Vernon in many 
years; the last time was shortly after 
I came out as a Spiritualist, and my rel
atives and friends were horrified to 
think I would go “Into such a work as 
that” and link myself with a movement 
so unpopular, Hence, the visit of years 
ago, while pleasant outwardly, was yet 
filled with depressing influences; for 
we cannot help feeling what Is not ex
pressed, and the mental atmosphere 
about us is, sometimes, of such a char
acter as to drive all sunshine away. So, 
I looked forward to this visit with not 
the greatest anticipations of pleasure, 
but felt that It would be best, to go. 
I found my own people all changed in 
their thought towards me, and I never 
received a more royal welcome in my 
life. And, talk? Well, I guess we did! 
As there waff q change in the domestic 
circle, there was no less a change 
among my boyhood friends. Not many 
left, to bo sure, yet a goodly number 
Still remain, and all were more than 
glad to see me. All had changed as the 
years went by; all were interested in 
Spiritualism, and all were full of ques
tions. I found it hard to get away from 
them, and could my visit have been ex
tended, there would have been a gath
ering of all of my old playmates and 
friends, at one of the homes and, the 
next evening, a lecture on Spiritualism. 
But my stay was limited.

I should like to write more fully of 
Vernon, of Its beautiful surroundings, 
and of the work done and impress left 
on the community by the Unitarian and 
Universalist teachings of many years 
ago, of the sterling character ot the 
members of those denominations, of 
their great moral Influence, felt till'this 
day; and everyone whom I met spoke of 
the great work done there by those 
teachers and people. My grandfather 
was among the early advocates of Uni
versalism, and helped to spread its 
teachings.

From Vernon I went to Munnsville, 
Madison county, N. Y., where I was 
born, where my mother has a sister and 
a son living, and where I found a royal 
welcome and the same change In senti
ment, and-hungry souls eager to listen 
to the teachings of Spiritualism. 1 vis
ited the graves of my father and other 
members of my family, and realized, as 
I stood there in snow and cold, what 
great things had taken place In life 
since the earth was opened to receive 
the body of my father. All around me 
were the silent evidences of the great 
change taking place, as I read here and 
there tho names of those I used to know 
whose home, now. is in the Land ot 
Souls, toward which we are all tending.

As I looked up and saw those great 
hills, almost mountainous In their ex
tent and beauty, I realized more than 
words could tell of the glory of tlie 
place, of the Inspiration of those 
mighty hills, of the grandeur of the Mo
hawk. Valley and of the great destiny, 
or whatever you may call it, that calls 
us into being; that we have no selec
tion as to where we should be born; 
and I was more than thankful that glo
rious New York state, with its beautiful 
hills and valleys was the place of my 
birth. More than all, I realized how 
near my father had been tb his little 
family, of some of the great work that 
he had done, and that no longer was 
this glorious truth despised of men as 
in days gone by; but, gradually, as the 
soul unfolded, it was ever ready for this 
truth. So, I was thankful that I had 
once more visited my native home, for 
I may never visit it again. The experi
ence was pleasant of once more living 
the scenes' of early life (brought back 
so truly!’, and it was comforting to re
alize that at no distant day we shall all 
be dwellers in the spiritual life and 
meet on broader planes of existence.

But, I must close. I cannot tell in 
this letter of my experience in Buffalo 
with the society, and of many pleasant 
gatherings; I will defer that until later. 
I serve, once more, the Watertown, N. 
Y., society for March. My address will 
be 116 Flower avenue West, where 1 
will respond to Calls for funerals and 
mid-week meetings,

G. H. BROOKS. 
.Watertown, N. Y.
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Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home
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tional with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
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ism Compiled and edited by II. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid.

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2. . ,

Mahomet, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct. 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism. By 
Edward Gibbon. Price, 25 cents. i-p , ,

Mahomet the Illustrious. An apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pages. 
Bv Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents. . .

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and study 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
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Man in the Past, Present and Future. A popular account of results 
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I rest in the arms of infinite love, 
I sail on life’s ocean, and trust

That all that is mine will float to me, 
Since God’s laws are perfect and just

Chorusi—
So I watch and wait for the hand of 

■ fate. 
To bring to my soul what It craves. 

And i know it will come, yes, I know it 
must come'

' On the crest of the bounding wave.

When my hark drifts out pith the 
sunny tide, .

■ Or when it-is tempest tossed, 
I peacefully,-in that love, abide, 
. For I know I cannot be lost.

••

O, Sei of Love! with infinite trust, ! 
I'batheiny soul in thee,

And know that the law unfailing and 
■ just,. ‘' 

¡Will beaiiiriy own to me.
‘ ‘ ' LAURA B. PAYNE.
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extremely wide; nowhere was it 
died or crowded.

Oh, the beauty of those streets 
buildings is beyond description, 
streets were like shining silver,

A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi
umship of His Wife, Mrk Amelia Petersilea, ”

FRED. P. EVANS, 
Tile Noted Paychtc for 

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance, 

Has recently left New York, and is now located at 
lllS Eddy Si.. San Francisco, Cal Send slump for 
circular on Mediumship.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrler. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies,, tireating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, 41.
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A Unnftanhif Restores Lost .Vision, n WullUDI 111! Write for Illustrated Circular 
xnanFonfa ahowinir styles and pricesand 
OUULLdUlUi photo of Spirit Yartna, who de
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Specurcle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home aud scud by 
mall, as If you were in my office. Thousands,will 
testify. B. P. POOI«B.

48 Evanston Ave., Chicago, til
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect I 

can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal.
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The Progressive Thinker Stands Ever Ready Spiritualism^ Pure and Unadult^hh^d^and for All That-Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity

ie Progressive TMer
. (Continued from No. 799.)
To such u community as tills gravi

tate the great and good minds as they 
leave the earthly sphere. By tills we 
do not mean that we have not schools 
of all kinds and grades where wisdom 
in all its various forms is taught. Yes, 
we have grand theaters, great halls of 
learning, large elegant buildings, given 
up to the highest art, auditoriums and 
platforms for those who desire to teach 
by lecturing; but no poverty, no vice;: 
no squalor, no filth. No vile persons 
enter here until they are cleansed from 
their filth. ■

Our homes and grand public build
ings are not near together, for distance 
does not count with us; but there is 
plenty :of space for any who have erect
ed homes, to establish schools or art 
buildings, theatres, halls for lecturing, 
or any other building for some good and 
grand purpose, near or about their 
homes. In a community of this kind 
there is usually one large and exquisite
ly beautiful conservatory of music, oi)e 
grqnd theatre, one large pavilion or au
ditorium, one immense lecture, hall, a 
beautiful cathedral (not a Roman Cath
olic one, however) where the religious 
element in man’s nature may find ex
pression, and every new. truth that is 
discovered by any one may here be ex
patiated upon by the discoverer or by 
others who are qualified to accept such 
truth. Herein such men as Henry 
Ward Beecher, Theodore Parker, John 
Pierpont and other progressive souls 
can hold forth to large and delighted 
audiences.

But such men never stand still—oh, 
no! They do not say: “We know it all, 
and it is, without dispute, just as we 
say.” Not at all. They pick up a new 
truth as they would a precious jewel, 
and if at one time they say, we think 
thus and so, at another time if they 
have accepted a new truth from what
ever quarter it may come, they immedi
ately give it to their listeners; and the 
more jewels they have the better 
pleased they are, and so are their 
hearers. .

Now, there are many, many schools 
in such a community. There Is scarce
ly a home without one school or more 
about it; and there is also an Immense 
Jong building given to high art.

A beautiful lake or large body of 
■water is generally near such a com
munity witli all kinds of boats dancing 
upon it The wide streets look like sil
ver. Now do not laugh, but the side
walks look like gold. Great, majestic 
trees line the walks on either side, and 
every house, school, or building of any 
kind, is literally surrounded by flowers, 
most beautiful to behold, according 
■with the tastes of the occupants. Large 
parks and public gardens are always 
near—an immense one in the center or 
heart of such a community—and in the 
parks stray tame and domestic animals,

. such as were pets.
In the outskirts, and farther away, 

■ are large forests, green meadows, hills,' 
dales, towering mountains; the grand
est and most delightful scenery that 
can possibly be imagined; and here an
imals find their homes, for all things 
send their spirits upward. -

' This is not a picture of the imaglna- 
tion, dear friends, but the real and act
ual truth; yet we must image it upon 
the brain of the medium; and if the 

■ great and wise men of earth can galn- 
■ say it, let them tell just how it is . .

Mediums, from first to last, have told 
.? you nearly all you know; and always, at 

first, they are scouted, called lunatics, 
deluded, it is hallucination, imagina
tion, and of no account generally. .The 
mediums suffer and pass on and the 
earthly world slowly, laboriously, and 
scientifically work tt out at last; and, 
Jo, and behold, the mediums had said 
all this years before. Others take the 
palm. But what does it matter who 
takes the palm? As soon as a medium 
gets here he or she finds that the great 

.• truths which were given have always 
existed.

Now we want to say a few words 
about Mrs. May S. Pepper, that grand 
and good lady—that great sensitive.

Mrs. Pepper says: “There Is a spirit 
here who says,” thus and so. She then 
goes on to tell what the spirit says. She 
also reads the letter or letters which 
are sealed, without opening them. But 
the doctors and the scientists want to 
find some other way out of it. Mrs. 
Pepper possesses some power which 
they, as yet, do not understand. They 
do not think she understands it herself.

• Of course not. It would not do for any
One to understand anything better than 
these men, so great in their own con

. ceit. _
But the woman says simply and truly 

“There is a spirit here who says” thus 
and so. Perhaps it is a mother, a 
child, a husband, a father, brother, or 
Bister, or other dear friend; but Mrs. 
Pepper, true to herself and the spirit

along tranquilly between two other 
foriqs, and these I knew, at once, weie 
angels, or rather, one angel m two 
forms—the male and the female. We 
were, at this time, away up above what 
I am about’ to describe, and, looking 
down upon it, somewhat as one would 
look down upon a scene from a high 
monument, excepting that we were 
floating along in the ether, not confined 
within anything. ' ■

We paused over a large and beautiful 
lake, which sparkled and shimmered 
with all the colors of the rainbow inten
sified and beautified. The ether, with
in which we floated, , was still cerulean 
blue, flecked here and there with little 
white feathery clouds. I was surprised 
that’the water was of all tints and col
ors,. glinting and sparkling, as though 
each drop was some rare jewel, and my 
companions told me that the water 
here, was not like the waters of earth. 
They are dull, heavy and leaden, but 
this was light and rare.

“You know,” said they, "how a rain
bow looks on earth, and you also know 
the reason why it looks as it does, It 
'is because the sun or light strikes or 
shines through the lighter water which’ 
is now in the form of vapor, and that is 
simply light water whose particles.or 
small drops are driven farther apart by 
heat. This lake which-you now behold 
is somewhat after the manner of the va
por of earth but not precisely like it. 
We cannot stop long enough to enter 
into the. details now, but look well at 
everything and then write it out, with 
our help, to the people of earth. The 
angels are determined that they shall 
know more about this spiritual world. 
O! how they need ta know!”

Now upon the lake were hundreds of 
boats, the most of them small, yet I ob
served one or two were quite large, and 
more than half of these little fairy 
boats were filled with children. The 
boats were of all descriptions, some in 
the form of sea-shells with all their 
beautiful tints, others like flowers, 
lilies; blue-bells, oh, every form - of 
flower was represented. Others were 
formed like birds, the bodies'hollowed 
out, but the heads, breasts and necks 
retained as well as the sparkling eyes;

Sailing upon the water were all kinds 
of aquatic birds—or the spirits of such. 
Beautiful swans, ducks ot all descrip
tions, and many, many such as I had 
never seen; and the birds were as 
happy as children. The children were 
playing in high glee, learning how to 
manage their little boats, and many 
were diving into the lake, disappearing 
for a while and coming to the surface 
laughing, playing, swinging around in 
circles. 1 gave a little gasp when I saw 
them dive, for I thought they would be 
drowned. The angels smiled and said, 
“They cannot drown. This is not like 
the earth, but it is heaven."
- Some of the children observed us, 

waved their hands to us and shouted, 
threw us kisses. I recognized two or 
three of these little ones, for I had 
known them on earth, and one little 
girl called out: "Auntie! Auntie! They
have got Auntie there.” ..

Now my sight took in the surround
ings of the lake, and here were level 
plains, meadows, hills, mountains, dales, 
glens, trees, forests, and all that goes 
to make up beautiful scenery on earth, 
only, like the water, it was not heavy 
and material like earth, but rare and 
refined. A material body ot earth 
could pass directly through a hill or 
mountain, and yet they were as real to 
my vision as an earthly mountain. All 
around the lake, upon its shores and as 
far as I could see, were vipas, man
sions, houses, spires, fountains, pagodas 
and all sorts of beautiful architectural 
designs. The beauty of all that I saw 
so enraptured me that I had to cover 
my eyes for a short time.

“Now,” said my companions, “we will 
visit the community In which your hus
band resides.”

We floated on a little and I saw a 
city which was very large in extent but 
the buildings were far apart, the streets

•world, says: “There is a spirit here who 
tells me,” thus and so. She does not 
say it is the great I who tells you so. 
Look at me; I, personally, possess a 
great unusual power, and all must bow 

. down before me. No; she simply says:
“It is the spirit of your loved one. I am 
but the medium of communication. I 
stand like a telephone to receive and 
give you the messages from the spir
its.”

Why not accept this truth, in its'Sim
ple and natural form? fcWhy warp and 
twist-it out of all Rs naturalness to suit 
minds biased in some other direction? 
Does not Mrs. Pepper know herself, as 
■well as other mediums, that a spirit 

. tells her thus and so? Natural things 
: ■. are always, apparently, simple.

• But to go on with the description of 
our community. Now, dear friends, to 

. roam around in the ether, or even in 
space—but, really, in one sense, there 
is no such thing as space, for all space 
-whatever is filled by something—would 
not give us an opportunity for Improve
ment; and if we were sexless, homes 

• could not well be established. Bpt such 
. Is not the case. There is a correspond- 
$nce here to all that you have on earth, 

■ carried upward’into a more’ perfect 
state. Now we will transport the me- 

■ dium, and allow her to see with her 
• own eyes—the.qyes of her spirit—this 

community, tor within it dwells, her 
; » dearly'beloved husband, Carlyle Peter
- silea, and when' she returns' Into, her 

1 body again she shall remember all that 
she has seen. \ ‘ ■ .

.. « ' ;. .. , ,•* ,.j..
• Dear friends and jreadei'S.QUhe Prn- 
gresslvo Tiilfifier 'when I had wrlten 
the above, or was controlled to write 
it, my pencil dropped from my fingers 
and'I thought, perhaps I was .going to 
faint. I was very dizzy for a-while and. 

.then I was away up in tho. ethereal 
blue. I was as light as a feather and 
os airy as a zephyr. I wae floating
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Give Us the Truth, the Whole' Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
piness. These great and good men, like 
musicians and others who' join their1 
forces, combine and influence men of 
earth to do that which is tor the best— 
that is. all whom they can influence.” 
! The houses and homes, together with 
the schools, were so beautiful that 1 
Cannot describe them. Some were ex
ceedingly grand. Others more.modest;
and all were surrounded by gorgeous 

flowers, brilliant and beautiful beyond 
compare. There were also spraying 
fountains sending up jets of the vapory 
water, which was like the lake, in all 
imaginable colors; and the ethereal at
mosphere was also in sparkling, effer
vescing colors, but not just like the 
water. It differed about as much - as 
the color of the earthly atmosphere 
does from the color of its waters, which 
is not very great. .; .

•f'wish scientists v/ôuld ■. look into 
thèse things. They pass.them by as 
fiction or imagination, and at ,last when 
they do’ examine Closely, they find that 
they are everlasting truths. Real clair? 
voyants see truly now. As the sub
stance composing ' the houses and 
structures Is all of a spiritual nature, or 
combining all the various attributes ot 

’chemistry, that is, they are all spiritual, 
chemical compositions, they resemble 
the most beautiful things on earth, but 
many degrees more beautiful still. The 
trees are perfect and,.green like those 
of earth only more beautiful and grand ; 
but the houses look lik'e^old, silver, 
mother-of-pearl, ebony, .¿rystal, marble, 
polished granite, gems of all kinds; dia
monds, pearls, topazes, emeralds, opals, 
garnets, and all other gems that I can 
not now remember, thejr names, and 
these in all their various shadings. ' 
- The structures wqfe hhilf' in every 
architectural 8tyle-'_;imaglnable, tor 
the great artchltects'that are In the 
spiritual world delight in the Improve
ment of their skill, as well as each an
gel-that constructs a home constructs 
or has It constructed to suit their own 
peculiar character or taste. Usually it 
is constructed according to the charac
teristics of the one who desires it. .

Within the large and beautiful parks 
and public gardens angels were stray
ing and children romping and playing. 
Little dogs and kittens were also play
ing with them, together with other pet 
anirpals. Everywhere.,' and always, 1 
saw animals of.all kinds; not crowded, 
nor too many , but jus.t enough to lend 
charm and beautiful life to the scene.

You may ask why the angels were not 
aH floating—and I ask the control. The 
answer is this: “We can float, walk 
and ride at will, and. we. do not always 
care to float. We can also sit as you 
do on earth, recline on couches or'on 
beds; and there are many beautiful 
seats in our parks and gardens; and 
chairs, sofas, couches,¡and beds in our 
homes, also seats in our halls and audit; 
yriums. Do you think we have less 
than you-do on earth? No, oh, no; but 
a thousand times more.

gome of you talk about being im- 
merged within the Godbead, bût you do 
not know what you mean by the 'God
head. God is the whole, everything and 
everywhere. All is God and without 
God all would bé noting and void. But 
this is unthinkable. -We are simply 
showing you some of the things that ex
ist within God. ■ '

“Many of you talk abùut thé joys of 
the spirit and the delights of the spirit
ual existence, and we have been trying 
to tell you in what some of them con
sist." ■ • . '

sidewalks like gold and pearl, the trees 
perfect and magnificent. Some of the 
buildings were grand beyond compare. 
Great temples, beautiful parks, dim old 
forests' in the distance. ’ No two houses 
were alike, but all differed, each one 
having a peculiar beauty all Its own.

My companions said: “These build
ings are of chemical composition, 
brought together and arranged to suit 
the character and tastes of the occu
pants. Do you see that beautiful mar
ble structure over tnere? That is where 
Robert G. Ingersoll often lectures, as 
well as other grand souls well known 
to earth—Robert Dale Owen, Henry 
Ward Beecher, Theodore Parker, John 
Pierpont, and so many others that we 
cannot enumerate them ; and that build
ing that glitters and glistens in thé 
light, as though composed of every 
beautiful thing imaginable, is a tbea:- 
ter; and that is' where some of the 
great actors and actresses still continue 
to delight audiences. Jonn McCulloch 
often plays there. Charlotte Cushman, 
Edwin Forrest, and very many others 
that you have seen and heard on earth; 
other grand actors and actresses whom 
you have never seen or heard. •

“And now we have something to tell 
you which we think will greatly please 
you. They have a grand • orchestra 
there, and yôur own dear husband is 
one of thé leaders in it; and many of 
the great, grand old masters in music 
often l>lay in that orchestra. Now, 
cast your eyes over toward that eleva
tion. Obsérve that grand strùcture 
well that crowns its height’’; ' and I 
obeyed'. Here stood a large, glittering, 
white building, veined with gold, with 
a golden dome and silver spire, from 
which floated.a beautiful flag, and upon 
it I deciphered the symbols and* colors 
of the flags of every nation upon the 
earth, all. blended harmoniously to
gether. The great silken flag waved in 
•the ethereal breeze to - and • fro. and, 
over all the rest in golden letters, 
“Peace on Earth. Good Will to Meh.’,’

'‘That is ’our house of representa
tives,” said the angels; “In that house 
often convene the martyred presidents 
of earth—such men as Lincoln. Buchan1 
an, McKinley,, and it is visited by Wash
ington himself., Thomas Paine is often 
there ' Gladstone also, sometimes, 'as 
weir as the grçàt statesmen who have 
left earth that tavor freedom, arbitra' 
tioil, liberty, thç.pirgjjlt of happiness

-Jlld tiue wisdom.” , ....
I looked in surprise. '

: “Do you legislate here?" I asked.
“Oh, yes: in that way. We do not ar

bitrarily. wo do not pass laws-and 
. punish'culprits as they-do on earth, but 

study ways and means to benefit all 
who are ignorafit, and .bring them into 
wisdom’s ways—into ways oí true,bap*

Notes From Portland, Oregon.
Brother Sprague and wife, N. S. A. 

missionaries, in passing through Oregon 
made many friends and did a good work 
for the cause at the same time. They 
organized a society in McMinnville, one 
in Cottage Grove and another in Med
ford. These -societies have all applied 
for and been granted charters by the 
State Association.

Two new societies have been organ
ized in.-this city (Portland,Ore.); one 
of these has applied for a charter, and 
vze are in hopes the other one will do so 
in the near future. The First Spiritual 
Religious Society has been in existence 
several years and is well attended. •

The other society calling for a char
ter is called the Ministers' and Medi
ums’’ Protective Association, and on 
Friday night March 10, elected their of
ficers for permanent organization. Rev. 
J. H. Lucas is president and Ben F. 
Atherton is secretary. As president of 
the State Association of Oregon, I wish 
all these societies peace and prosperity.

The more meetings and the more peo
ple attending them the-more respect 
will be shown us by those who are not 
Spiritualists. REV. G. C. LOVE.

ßs. HAV, Puycblc one Natural Clairvoyant 
. BeaihiiKB byiuall.ll.OG. 207 Uuooln'ave., Chi
cago. DHnoltí.

WANTPIV fcy medlumlstlo lady, smallcot- 
w /iiyj LU| tage or two rooms furnished, or 

■unfurnished iu quiet family, 10 to 80 miles from 
Chicago, Reply to 8.. OlficeProgresslveTnluker,

WOODEN TRUMPET SZm&r- 
it guidance. Weltfbl. 5 to 8 ounces. Strong and 
-durable. Indorsed by our best mediums. For 
particulars call or address. Conrad Graf. 596 F.ul* 
ton street, (rear) between Wood A Paulina Sts.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
The First Spiritual Religious Associa

tion ot Clackamas county, Oregon, will 
hold its annual camp-meeting at New 
Era, Clackamas county, Oregon, begin
ning July 9, and ending, July 30, 1905. 
We shall have, with us Mrs. Ella Royal 
Williams and daughter of. Washington, 
D. C.; Mrs. McCoy and Harry J. Moore, 
and others prominent in 'the cause ot 
Spiritualism. As the Lewis and Clark 
exposition is to be in existence during 
the time the camp-meeting is In session, 
thousands of people; many .Spiritualists 
among them will come to Oregon during 
July and it will be a pleasant trip to 
make/taking in the Camp-meeting twen
ty-two miles south of Portland, on the 
Willamette river. Spiritualists of Ore
gon and sister states, wake up and help 
us to make 1905 camp-meeting at New 
Era, in the coming July, the grandest, 
the best in the history of the associa-
tioh. REV. G. C. LOVE, 

President.

MADAM THERESE SHAOREN,
Ib the most gifted mtedlum and psychic In the 
world to-day; her teatliuonlala from all parts of 
the globespeaKof tier as a marvel; cnlband read 
then) and receive a tree life readin r, or send lock 
of hair, date of blrth-aud 8 stumps for. free reai- 
ing-by mail, with answers to 8 questions; or full 
Hfo reading. 6D cents In stamps; Address 19 Ew
ing Place. B.,flan Francisco Cal.

A Wonderful Seance.
All About the Marvelous Seance 

’ With Bev. Joseph Cook,
In the January No. of “Spiritual Science.” 
Send uU-cent’stamp and secure a copy of the 
January No.. The newest, brightest and cheap
est Spiritual paper published. Only 25 cents a 
yeat< Send 2 cents for the January No: Con
tains a full account of Rev. Joseph Cook’s won
derful experiments in -

Independent Slate-Writing,
’ With

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
■- ■ Send.all letters to •

. F, A. WATKINS, *
Hotel Westland, 

Back Bay, Boston, Mass.

Is Spiritual 
Advancement, 
Soul Culture!

the Loved
Ones Who
Have Gone
From This
Earth to the 
Higher 
Spheres.

“Coming Events Cast Their Shadows 
»•- Before.”

Would you know UieXruth about your personal 
Interests, your chances Jor bucccbh. inveslmente. 
changes.accidents,traveland howto take time 
by the fore-lock and iniBb on to great things, 
while others are asleep? Send to mo lor ji reading 
during I9($. You will uot toiles a dollar when the 
stars Indicate that you can make 11,000. They re
veal mysteries to these who seek celestial guid
ance. Send Si, place, year, day . and hour or birth 
to MME. YOKE, Lock aox 33, Back Bay, Boston.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS
Ib one of the moat successful medical clairvoy
ants known, curing- where ¡jit others fail. Nerv
ous exhaustion. mental and physical diseases of 
men, women and children successfully treated. 
Write In own handwriting. giving mime, age, sex. 
leading symptom and five, two-cent stamps, and 
receive a correct diagnosis. For children, Bend 
lock of liuir. Price reduced, Address:

FKANDES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren-St.. StODCham. Mail

-Annie Lord Clmmborlaln’8 Card.
Dear friends,.you can greatly help me care for 

my blind sister, Jennie L. Webb, one of the earl
iest mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
to a spirit friend. Send it to me with 11, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whla- 
pers,.Address Mrsy Aante Lord Chamberlain, MU-

INTERPRETING DREAMS,
Giving business advice, directing development of 
mediumship in sate way, diagnosing disease, 
giving descriptions add spirit messages, are part 
of my work, Readinss by mall. 11.04. Inclose 
writing or lock, at hair; Two Questions answered, 
25 cents.

' ELLA ROYML WILLIAMS, 
834« 11th 8L. N. E. Washington, D. C.

PERSONAL.
Will 100 personsipleaae loan me 11.00 each! the 

amount requlrad^o appeal my suit to Appellate 
Court, Janies Paynq^’MaleriaJjblng Medinin." 
caused my arrest foridisorderly conduct, alleg
ing! talked loud at lUseeance. First trial unfair. 
This appeal is directed to those 'willing to inves
tigate and see od injustice righted. This amount 
required for paymentnto court reporter. Money 
willbereturned-to loaners In time. For further 
information call Mrs'Minnie Phillips, fiat 2,295 
Wabash Ave.. Chicago; . • ■

Tln> Infallible Ilbrc trumpet lalnHululcd top and 
bottom! shell. enamehcardlnal color finish, 81.50. 
Guaranteeditolter than met&l or any other mute* 
rlaU very-Upht-dn wfilgbU ubaolntely tangible 
witfrsitfrfbrtapesb warranted tjjerfeet or money 
refunded; caseffitauitahandies,'I1.6Q. Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 cts.sent on receipt
of price.
JA81SBWTOS, 423 DOIT Stft Toledo. O.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame."—H.Tuttle 

Light, Color, Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Batha.
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M." 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gqjned at College or 
at one's homa Books and Instruments furnished- 
flend stamp for catalogue to ' -

K. !>« BABBITT. M. D., 
l&ast Ave.y Rochester, N. Y.

DR. J. S, LOUCKS
Ib one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. Hie cures are mar
velous; his examinations are tree t) all who send 
him name, a?e. sex, and look of hair, and 6 cents 
in stamps. He doeanZt ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. H. LOUCKS. M.
■ ■ ■ . . Lock Box 1208 Stoneham. Mass.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock ot 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power. - '

Mrs. Dir Dolison-Barker,
. 230 North Sixth St.

-San Jose, Cail

TI1C CAI1I . ITS NATURE, REI Hr II II * LATIONS AND EX- 1I1L yvUL , PRESSIONS INHU
MAN EMBODIMENTS. Third edition now on 
Bale. Price «1.00. This is one of the best books 
given by tho’guldes of Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond. 
They are really lessons, published primarily, as 
a book of reference for those who have been 
members of the classes recelving them. This 
volume is a careful compilation trom.reports of 
lessons, containing the bases of tho teachings.

TUB Devil and Hie Adventists. 
- An Adventist attapk upon Spiritualism re
pulsed. By Mqses Hadi. Price, 10 cents.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
Series one, tWPlanqtthrM. By Lilian Whiting, 

r Three cholcaynlnn^B, each com- '-ite In itself, 
in which Bplrlilialltytia related to viryday life 
ihauchawayastto jnake the world beautiful
Price. 81.00 each. . -

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The .moat important revelations concerning 

the . true orlgffi of Christianity. Reader, in 
bringing to yqm’ notice "Antiquity Unveiled,” 
It Is with tha sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for thm truth, regardless of any 
other conslaer^tlanUJf such'is the case, this 
advertisement: frill deeply Interost-you, and 
after reading this brief description you will 
doubtless wish' jito give, tho .work a careful, 
perusal. Price, cl.Ms • . ■ •

Myself 80red'„±s®ss
Aarmleee aocae Care.AAddtGSS

MRS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1215 Chicago, Ill.

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
- Who has had .

Forty Years* Experience in the Study 
and Fraotloe of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ton Years 

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and la a Natural Clairvoyant. Honever 
falls in diagnosis, He has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms qf nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure piles, If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write just how you feel with 
your own band and hold.Lhe letter in your baud 
five minutes. Enclose stamp for reply, 
’ Address,‘'ANDREW'D. SPINNEY, M. D.

•Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, MJcb.

Psychic Development.
Development with some is like hatching eggs 

or raising babies In anlucubator. It Is not the 
natural way—that Is why richly endowed psy
chics falL Not every egg can hatch a chicken, 
but'that is not the fault of the lieu. If you will 
FOLLOW MY INSTRUCTIONS I will develop 
youby God’s way—that Is the way you get the 
breath of life and realize your psychic powers.

nrstop listening 10 men who say "lessons" 
can’t develop you. THEY SAY SO BECAUSE 
THEY HAVE BOOKS TO SELL. Since 16931 
have proven my system to be superior to the 
method of hutching mediums in the dark, by 
holding hands ami getting the b’lnd staggers by 
looking at vacuity for a ghost—This Is the Incu
bator plan.

fjrif you have not realized any results, climb 
out of your incubator and get where God's sun
shine can warm your soul into life, until yon be
come an adept like Christ. Then you can mate
rialize a spirit, raise the dead, heal the sick, see 
the angels, 'turn water into wine, demonstrate 
your divinity.

Send stamped addressed envelope for Prospec
tus, Delineations. Reduced terms. Address.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave., 

Boston. Mass.

Miahtu Books That Brino Practi
cal Results,

CLAIRVOYANCE.
Do you wish to untold the clairvoyant vision, 

see and converse wilh spirits, pierce the veil of 
sense and matter, become a seer like Paul, enter 
the spiritual world at will and without going into 
a trance or losing your identity? Do you wish to 
practice telepathy, locate minerals and hidden or 
lost coins and treasures, know the future and 
earn your living by it! Do you wish to under
stand the Bible and know of a truth that Christ 
and God are realities? Then buy this wonderful 
book,

PRESS NOTICES.
“Mr. Grumblne has dearly and logically pre

sented his snblect in a manner at once simple 
and profound.’’—Suggestion. .

•‘It is the best work on the subject of Clairvoy
ance thus far. and points out an alluring goal of 
true spiritual development,”—Mind, New York 
City.

tarpnbltehed in cloth, 160 pages, with added 
matter an •‘Divination" and "Crystal Reading." 
The most complete and practical book of Its kind 
ever published. Price. S1.50 (reduced from 12.00). 
Send, money orders to J. C. F. Grumblne, 1285 Com
monwealth Ave., Boston,-Maes.

Auras and Colom.—How toread the atmos
phere of persons and understand the appearance 
of halos, auras and nimbus. Contains a colur 
dictionary. Paper, price 50 cents.

Death and AfterwaYd«, by an Adept A 
profound study from actual facte ot life beyond 
the grave. Cloth, price 75 cents.

Rcnllzutloii. How to become well, success
ful, prosperous. A wonderfully helpful bpok for 
beginners. Paper, price (0 cents,

Psvchonietry. Teaches how to get at the soul 
of things. Paper, price 50 cents.

Tho New Philosophy, luminously set forth 
so that anyone can realize God. Cloth, price 75 
cents. x . ...
0“Send Í2.25 for a large crystal for crystal 

reading. Address J. Ok F. Grnmbine, 1285 Com
monwealth Ave., Boston, Mass. ,

Practical, Mechanical
SE.RIE.S

Tho Carpenter’s and Builder’s 
Standard Library.

: By Fred T. Hodgson, Architect.

The Way to ¡ 
the Summitl
Through
Our Proofs 1

High-Class 
Literature.

The World Has Never Seen the Like Before,

Truly, the world- has never seen the 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory; ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully

out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that tho world 
has never seen the like of it before.

Valuable Splrituàìlstlc and Occult ÏÏ- PR&
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The last 
one to appear, “LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care
fully: .

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows: '

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book In connection with 
» yearly subscription. Tnc paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two ot the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of 
Books you may

Any four of 
Books you may

Any five of

the Twelve Premium 
order, price li.10.
the Twelve Premium 

order, price $1.50.
the Twelve Premium

Books you may order, price $1.75.
Any six of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $2.05.
Any 

Books
Any 

Books
Any

seven of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.65.
nine of the Twelve Premium

Books you may order, price $2.90.
Any ten of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.10.
Any'eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent

“Right Generation the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth.” By 
Dr. M. E. Conger. An appeal to reason 
and man’s highest aspirations. A plea 
for justice and equality in all the rela
tions of life between men and Women. 
Cloth. 75 cents: leatherette. 50 cent*.

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passnsec, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

"Success, and How to Win It.” A 
lecture and course, of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
I>. b. The titles of some of the lec-

«Death, Its Meaning-and Eesults.’» 
By 3. K. Wllsonpof thfriPenuBylvaiiia 
Bar, An-absprblngly... Interesting foi- 
ume, of declded valuo. - A.narrativo of 
wonderful psychic events In ' tho au
thor’s experlbncé¿ OtothjqWO pages, 11- 
iUKttated, |La&- _L_

"Koradlno. . By:AUca’t-B. i: Stockham 
and Lida HOlt Talbot?’.- ‘In the form of 
an entertaining story; lt'Corttains lea- 
sonohlftLSYsry girl sboúld know, 
í’rloe, doth, 41. \

“How to. Train-: ^Children and Pa
rents.”: Mrs. Elizabeth, Towne! takes 
the position tbatlñ'many cases 11is the 
parents that need the training: more 
than the chlldreh, and advises parents 
to look to themselves» .v-Twenty-flve 
cents could not -be'teUer';, Mwf than 
buying this little,^book.-w.Ariyoiie that 
has the care of ctaidreú’fihoulú read it. 
Price 25 cents. ................

Modern

and Joinery
A Practical
Manual. ■
Just Published

ByFredT. Hodgson,

M. O., A. A.
The well-known Teehnlcal writer. It 13 one of tha best works ever turned outby him. Copl- 
oualy illustrated With diagrams. And figure^ 
making themoat Jstaicate problem? altnpfe,deF 
Iffiwondeanliynateitwi,

; 9hte.Bor!os of new worhe on Modern Carpea tery-and ■ Joinery ftro to-day the approved and1 
■most helpful eel of practical builders' veduca- 

; tots,' published, consisting of tho Steel Square 
In'two'vamtnes. Modern CUpeutry and Join- 
®y,aBd Oemmon'Sense Handrailings. Price 

w8*'90•8sti> h#W

Ths following is the list of titles ot 
the Twelve Premium Books:

1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 1.
. 2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in tho Spirit \Vorld, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

G—The Next World. Interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea. .

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library. . / ■■ ■ .

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send In a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

In the World Celestial.
We have received a supply of the 

fourth edition of Dr. Bland’s book, “in 
the World Celestial,” which contains a 
beautiful full-page photo-gravure of the 
heroine, Pearl, from a new life-size 
spirit painting of her. This adds great
ly to the attractiveness of the book, and 
quite considerably to its cost. Yet tha 
price remains the same, one dollar. For 
sale at this office.

tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan- ¡

"The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times of the Nazarena ar.ii 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An intensely in-
teresting book. Neatly bound In clothitures are as loiiowb; oeu neips; riuau-, icieauufa

clal Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan- and gilt Only 60 cents.
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
bining.advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind, onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, 
cloth, $1. _ _

•'Social Upbuilding,” Including-Co<>> 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. Far solo 
at this office.

. "Principles of Light and -Color.” By 
E. p.. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the. well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of
groat value and interest,. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con-

'Continuity of Lite a Cosmic Truth.'
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work oS 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply» 
important subject Mee, doth, $L

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram, 
H. Dailey. Demonstrates futility amt 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations ot 
Spiritual phenomena. Price 2£ cents.

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Be
erot of How to Keep Young." By J. 
Peebles, M. D„ M. A., Ph. D. price Jl, 
10 cents.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one ot 
the ablest lecturers bn the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his; 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis I 
of Nature; and presents his views aal 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir1 
Ituallsm. Tho book is-conjmeCded to,'
all -who love to study
Price 25 cents 

"Right Living.'

and. think.

By Susan H. Wlxon,
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle ot 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brlpf narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is
especially adapted for use In Children'«

talnlng beautiful illustrative plates. Lyceum. In the hands of mothers anq 
For sale at this office--Price, postpaid, ’ teachefs it may bo made very useful, 
is. It is h wonderful work and you ÉH1 Young and old will bo benefited tar it, 
B flslWd Vith it. -'• . Cloth, $1.
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SPIRIT ü/VirSM IS A TRUTH-;
i “One truth is clear-whatever is, is 
right.” Pope.

“1 long to know the truth hereof at 
large.” Shakespeare.

“Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.

“Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Coler
idge.

* “Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron,’’ -Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
for truth.” Lucretius.

Let us love .(Krpause 
and dare to adlvoi^te its 
truth and decry fraud. 
If we have the pure it 
cannot be destroyed in 
the crucible of reason 

: and fair discussion' It 
[will only thrive, and 
expand more rapidly.

TRUTH IS IMPERISHABLE
“My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7. . .
“Truth crushed to. earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant, 
“To have truth and not.live it is like 

having lungs and refusing to breathe.
“However unwillingly a person who

king upon the throne;
vile demon of the darkness 
usurp your holy right 
possession of your body, if 
WILL turns on the light.

NO. 802

1 anf
madö

than

th« 

caflj 

youir.

by the grace of Her 1 WILL.

one has a right to trespass, 
ruler o’er my own.

SEND YOUR SU&i 
scription in at once, 
and keep pace with 
all at Is transpir-

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill.
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THREE MOST REMARKABLE TESTS

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Some Pertinent Facts In Reference to It

“ALL IS GOpÒ." 4

PSYCHICAL HOSPITAL,

An

Js.tian Sci
ence baa

Give up no science entirely, for sci
ence is but one.—Seneca« .

American Institution for Scientific 
Research.

Looking Through the Mist ^f Inoompre- 
hensiveness.

■—: ■ .4-I have always been a. student rather

I have rehfi so much on "AlHs good; 
all is good; there is no evil,’ in so- 
called New Thought, it has come to

it madness or obsession, or some 
kind of little germ?

it sickness or possession, or some

attended her seances. Without doubt, 
as ho says?-'- ' ' ‘"--lotinn «et.

kind of ugly worm?
These are questions in discussion, and 

are varied by each mind,

THE IDEAL HOME.

Womnn'B Interest In Good Government.

OBSESSION AND SELF-PROTECTION

This is my own true possestion, 
for me and me alone.

1 accord to others likewise, all

Your own spirit is the ruler; is

\ For all time the family relation has 
¡been and will be the most essential-fac- 
¡tor for continuing the race and per
petuating ideas and institutions, that

, are destined to survive. For more than 
any other reason, because he is a home
maker, man needs the ballot. Woman’s 
relation to Hie home, as home-keeper, 
is stronger, finer, closer than man’s and 
quicker than he she recognizes the de
fects of environment that result from 
bad government. She suffers more 
from neighborhood nuisances, filthy 
streets and unsanitary conditions, if 
the schools are defective, she is the 
first to know it. If, for want of room, 
children are excluded from school, she 
grieves over it. When an evil influence 
overshadows the neighborhood, she is 
the first to feel it. These tilings often 
Injure her and her influence on her 
family before they thoroughly attract 
the serious attention of the men.

Men, absorbed ten or more hours of 
the day in business pursuits, are not 
conscious of good or bad government, 
except as it touches and passes through 
the home interests. Woman, ever pres

. , ent in the home, is alert to discover and 
j realize danger. Is it wise longer to 

withhold the ballot from these home
r keepers who sorely need this safeguard 

to make strong their influence upon the 
growing family?

Is not the Ideal home that In which 
the father and mother have equal 
power, and where the best characterist
ics of both parents find expression? 
The ideal state is that in which the best 
characteristics of both man and woman 
are represented. We assert that the 
.home interest is paramount in any good 
(government, and by according woman 
'the franchise the continued supremacy 
/of the home and the permanency of in
stitutions are secured.

CORNELIA K. HOOD.

A Christian writer has remarked: “There is not much hope on the 
pagan tombs, thoijgh all that is affectionate and humane is there. 
This is probably true, generally speaking. In the later days of the re
public and in the empire there was much Stoicism, but no excess of op
timism ; and while there was no such religious fear of death as has pre
vailed in Christendom, there was no well-defined idea of a future life, 
and no joyful anticipations in regard to it. Doubt and disbelief as to 
the reality of conscious existence after death were as common then per
haps as now. The popular idea was that of a dark underworld as the 
home of the dead. Thus:

“The bones of Nieen are buried here. Ye who live in the upper air, 
live on, and farewell. Hail ye, below, receive Nieen.” .

Another epitaph says: “Traveler, curse me not as you pass, for I am 
in darkness and cannot answer.” .

The Roman Pagan epitaphs have usually at the top “D. M.,” meaning 
Diis Manibus, “to the manes,” or souls of the departed. A wife en
treats the manes to take good care of her husband, to allow her to see 
him in her dreams, and soon to be with him again. She says: ■

“When I lost thee, O my husband, I lost the sweet light at the same 
time.

Husbands testified to the worth of their wives in words like these:
“I loved her better than myself; and nothing could part us but 

death.” . .
“Though dead, she will always be alive to me, and always golden in 

’“.'’•’yes-” . ,
She never pained me except by her death. ...

“She was chaste, modest, irreproachful, a mother to all the world; 
she came to the help of all who were needy.” ....... '

Aulus Memmins Urbanus to his “ dearest fellow-freedman, expresses 
himself in these words of friendship:

“Between thee and me, my most excellent fellow-freedman, there has
never been a dispute. We first met in the slave market; we received our 
liberty in the same house; and nothing but this fatal day could separate

On the tombktonefof one who evidently enjoyed life, is found the fol 

“You who read tills go and bathe in .the baths oi Apol lo. I have don 
so with my wife pften, I* would now if I could. ’

A man whose wife, child, brother, sister and nephew d

“Thequmrv gods gave all five in one day to an eveilasting sleep. _ 
AiXiSV»I.T«tbSr bill«,.ta

the gods who took me-away at the age of twenty, though I h -

These epitaphs are ouite different from the early.
on the Christian torn» the catacombs, some of which »re “ fo he‘ 

“Eutuehius, wise, tious, and kind, believing in Chnst, inter
portals of death, and has the rewards of light.” _

“To dearest Cyrialus, sweetest son: Mayst thou Ine in the 1 ly
Spirit.” 4 . .. -i >>

“Regina, mayst thbp live in the Lord Jesus.
“To my sweetest Husband: Live in God.” q»vori-i
“Here sleeps, in tHsleep of peace, the sweet and innocent beveua- 

nus, whose spirit is received into the light of the Lord. _ _
’ “Silvana, thou didst live well with me from thy maidenhood, rejoic
ing in innocent wedlock. Refresh thyself among the 1W,sl“, ...

On one tombstone is written: “Called away by angels/’ Words die 
these are often found: “He departed in peace. He luis teatcu. 
-Ite will mt." “He went to Cod.'’ ”TI.?« M ww. ‘ 
from core." “Ever faithful, bo will rerniuu with God. ....In plot-
and benediction.” .In some of the Christian epitaphs piaycis of the 
dead are asked, as in the following: ..... .ni“Here rests a handmaid of God, who of all her wea t ’^ams th s 
house only. Her friends bewail her and seek for consolation. O pi ay 
for thipe only child, whom thou hast left behind. 1 hou wilt remain

Letter From Dr. M. F. Hammond.
To the Editor:—The Progressive , 

Spiritualist Church, which 1 am at pres
ent serving, is prospering in every way. : 
Unfortunately it can not hold services 
in the hall which it now occupies but ! 
once a day; but hopes soon to secure 
one which will allow of two services. 

’At present the afternoon services are 
held in the parlors of a true and devout 
Spiritualist,'Sister Sarah Zeigler, at 139 
S. Noble street. The afternoon services 
take the form of a conference. Usually 
there are several mediums present. 
This city has a good number ot honest 
mediums, so with the tests and com
munications by the mediums, and a gen
eral conversation by all visitors, very 
much good is being done, for all inves
tigators have questions, which it intel
ligently answered, will do far more 
good than lectures or tests. Our audi
ences at Pierson's Hall, 135 N. Dela
ware street, Sunday nights, usually tax 
its seating capacity. I have lectured 
every Sunday night for two months, 
and after my lectures I have been fol
lowed by Mrs. Amos (nee Ropp), and 
Mrs Haden, two noted, and truly hon
est test mediums. They, with several 
others, have done this society much 
good. Such mediums ought to be sup
ported instead of those who will prac
tice fraud if the conditions prove to be 
such that genuine manifestations can 
not occur, when they see a great big 
round dollar (or several) before them.

The Progressive Thinker, No. 800, 
was a corker! I have conversed with 
several staunch Spiritualists during the 
past week, and all have freely expressed 

. their satisfaction at your course. Bro. 
Francis is commended by all for his 
courage. Now, if “thoughts are things," 
"telepathy" a fact, then your efforts to 
cast light on hidden things, and uncover 
the nauseous, foul, treacherous, rene
gades of the most holy thing in the sun
light of the universe, will be aided by 
the thousands of true Spiritualists, not 
only in America, but all over the world, 
who are constantly sending their best 
thoughts to 40 Loomis street, Chicago, 
and saying, “Go on! We will aid you.” 
It is my hope that the efforts now be
ing put forth by The Progressive Think- 

• er in particular, and all the able minds 
working in conjuction with it, that 
some movement may be worked out 
whereby something can be done to 
eliminate from our ranks all fakes, of 
whatever name and nature, and if by no 
other way, then let it be done by State 
legislation, compelling licenses to all 
who do not possess credentials from a 
state Spiritualist association, or the N. 
S.A. M. F.-HAMMOND.
General Delivery, Indianapolis, Ind.

Ub.” .
Among other inscriptions uro the following: I have restored every

thing copimitted to my trust, I have not been quarrelsome. I have done 
all the good I could.” ~ ,, ..

“I have never had any lawsuit, I have not quarreled, I have paid my 
debts, I have been faithful to my friends. I had a small fortune, but a
great mind.”

‘‘Wlien my daughter Lydia died, the model of beauty perished. 
Strangers, who pass, till with tears the hollow recess in this marble.”

‘ ‘ Our hope was in our boy; now all is grief and ashes. ’ ’
“The fates judged ill when they robbed me of my boy.” •
Some of the epitaphs emphasize the brevity of life: “Life is a trifling 

gift.” , „ . , ,,
“Live for the present hour, since we are sure of nothing else.
The skeptical and agnostic view of the future is expressed in the fol

lowing inscriptions:
“Once I was not. Now I am not. I know nothing about it, and it is 

no concern of mine.” _ .
“I lived as I liked, but I don’t know why Idled.’ ■

up by and be counted with Mrs. Clara 
Watson, Sar’gis and Prof. Loveland, and 
others who, like me, believe the book 
has, and will do a good deal more harm 
than good. D. M. DUNLAP.

Stony Creek, N. Y.

Anniversary at Philadelphia, Pa.
In celebration ot the 57th anniversary 

of Modern Spiritualism, the Philadel
phia Association of Spiritualists, pre
sided over by Thomas M. Locke,- made 
elaborate preparations for the occasion 
to be observed on Sunday, Mar. 26. The 
exercises commenced at 1:30 p. m., and 
continued until about 10 p. m. The 
children’s lyceum exercises occupied a, 
major part of the afternoon, and were 
replete with many surprises of their tal
ent and careful preparation. Under 
the leadership of Mr. and Mrs. McKlenn 
they showed an esprit very compli
mentary to these untiring workers. The 
children always take an earnest inter
est, if they have a devoted leadership 
by some adults.

The lyceum has had good help from 
most of our speakers during the past 
vear, and from Mr. and Mrs. Kates’ reg
ular visitation during their engage
ments -with the society. That added 
much to the childrens’ expectancy each 
Sunday. Mr. Kates had offered a book 
to each scholar who would attend each 
Sunday during the year, and a beautful 
badge for each one who would recite 
each Sunday. These were Won by six 
members, and the same were duly pre
sented during the anniversary exer
cises. Mr. Kates made the presenta
tions in a happy manner, Members of 
the First Association and its lyceum, 
participated in the afternoon exercises, 
and added much to the general interest. 
This expression of fraternity was very 
much appreciated and will be recipro
cated next Sunday, when the First As-

Letter From a Former Church-Member.
To the Editor:—Will you allow me a 

little space in “our paper.” I say our 
paper for I feel that we are all getting 
so much more than what we pay for at 
a dollar a year that we are all sharing 
in the profits. I have kept pretty well 
posted in the proceedings of the Open 
Court as published from week to week, 
and trust it will do much good in open
ing the eyes of the people to the truth 
or fallacy of spirit obsession.

I would not burn Dr. Peebles or his 
book, for that would be going back to 
paganism, from which some of us are, I 
hope, emerging.

I have not read the Doctor s book, 
neither do I want to. I have seen 
enough of it in the extracts. given by 
him and others from it to satisfy me 
wholly. Neither do I read the stories 
of dog fights, prize fights or foot ball 
games or associate with those that pro
mote.them; they are all too horrible and

tike the ud Doctor. 1 was formerly’ 
a church member and took its teach
Ings for truth, but when after much 
tribulation and long searching, for the 
truth I broke the old theological shell 

• > and was born into the full and glorious 
light of our philosophy, and felt that I

I was as free aS the bird that files,, I just 
gathered up my feet and kicked old the-

I ology, with all Its Gods, Christs, devils 
• and superstitions clear over the edge. 
| of time into the bottomless, pit of obllv- 
• ion and have never been bothered with 
] any of them since. I therefore vote to 
1 condemn the book, : and I want to stand

5
I

And to all must come conviction 
the evidence they find.

Some say spirits have no power to 
turn and obsess man,

Yet believe in spirit presence as

Ct]nnatheeearly day? tylipn these inscriptions were written Chilians 
seemed not to be disturbed by fears of an angry God or of hell t nments. 
There-are but few afcusitjjjB to doctrines in these epitaphs; no inference to miel or rituals; c£aeter and practical works of those commem
orated are given pppniinence, together with their faith in God and in 
Christ as the son of Jod-and the savior of mankind and in iininortahty 
and peace with God. tljere was a childlike simplicity n this faith. 
There was but little of the controversial spirit and tlie0,0«lc^\.1str'le 
which centuries laier,- disgraced Christendom and led to wholesale de
struction of life. In tjie ’thousands of inscriptions of the first.c™tu™s 
there is po reference whatver to many of the doctrines which, in latei_ 
times came, to be regarded as essential to salvation.

1'lw adherents of the new faith had a confidence and hope and en
thusiasm which the flld Pagan religion undermined by doubt and disbe
lief, could not impart anti this faith, which supplied a want that the old 
Pagan svstem eould.pflpnger meet, spread and gained m power and in
fluence till it became the established religion of the empire, meanwhile 
becoming a great tKedogicdT and ecclesiastical system, as corrupt in its 
chaiacter, as persecuting in its spirit, and as paralyzing in its influence, 
as any system that ever ruled the minds of men. $ UNDERWQOD

great eternal plan,
And believe a conscious ego that con

trolled a form one time
May return to other beings, but cannot 

commit a crime.
It matters not what people call it,— 

there’s nothing in the name;
Few can pass along life’s highway and 

be always just the same.
There are human demons passing, as 

there are the human, good,
And if one returns in spirit, It is plain 

another could.
It need not follow that the victim be a 

demon in his mind;
He may be a helpless person, if recep

tive, and be kind.
it is WILL that is the power; and the 

strongest in the soul,
With a WILL for good or evil, is the 

one that will control.
You need never fear obsession by a 

demon of the dark,
When you cultivate the power of this 

Nature-given spark; '
When you learn the force of selfhood 

and assert it all the time,
No "Demon of the Ages” can persuade 

you into crime.
When you count your own pulsations, 

in the stillness ot the night,
Know that back of all, your own great 

spirit >3—ot owner’s right,
Know that Nature, at the fountain, 

drew this form and gave it you;
Keep your thoughts away from evil and 

your spirit ever true.

No one has a right to trespass on your 
Nature-given own;

Light of reason; Light of goodness;] 
Light of one’s eternal soul, ’

Must be ever burning, gleaming, to b« 
ever in control.

WILL of spirit, born of spirit, is the 
motor of mankind,

And no other has a right to one’s own( 
channel of the mind.

Here on earth man rules his fellows;] 
owns their very forms and souls;

And no wonder that, returning from tha 
soul-land he controls;

Tis kls nature now as ever, till his 
mind sees fit to change,

And to think he still can do it is both 
likely and not strange.

Self-Protective Resolution.

If I have no right in Nature to express 
through matter here,

Then all rights of human beings mustl 
forever disappear.

1 have come through Nature’s channel, 
and am her own offspring still,

And to stay wjtere She has placed mo

Nature made for them, 
And shall claim no tyrant liat—to con« 

trol, possess, condemn.

Mine is mine, and 1 shall hold it while 
on earth 1 am to stay,

And no mortal or immortal can possess 
and take away.

All the laws of Life Eternal gave this 
form and mind to ine;

They are mine for use, and truly shall 
I hold my title free.

DR. T. WILKINS.

There has been a great deal of discus- 
slon the past week, and the papers 
have given considerable space to the 
matter regarding Miss Grace Carpenter, , 
a music teacher of West End avenue, 
who it is stated has been crazed by 
Christian Science.

Mrs. Carpenter, the mother ot the 
young lady, who was interviewed by a re
porter, said: "My daughter is not the 
first of our family that has been men
tally Irresponsible by Christian Science. 
My nephew, Louis Balliet, the husband 
of Mary Fargo, grand-daughter of the 
founder of the Weil-Fargo Express Co., 
is in an insane asylum in Canada as the 
result of studying the Mrs. Eddy cult. 
When Mr. Balliet married Mary Fargo 
she and her sister were ardent students 
of Christian Science. They interested 
him. Four months after his marriaga 
he lost his mind. His wife tried to 
cure him by Christian Science. She put 
him in a Christian Science home near 
Boston, but was finally compelled to 
have him committed to the insane asy
lum at Middletown, N. Y. Later he was

sociation will celebrate.
At the conference meeting held pre

vious to the service, the following per
sons made short addresses of much 
interest and earnestness: T. M. Locke, 
F. Corden White, Dr. Ravlin, Mr. Raw
son, Mr. Duffield, Mr. McLean, Samuel 
Wheeler, and others. This proved to 
be a very happy portion of the program. 
The choir rendered several excellent 
selections in their competent manner. 
Mrs. Kates gave the address of the af
ternoon, and paid a thankful tribute to 
the Fox Sisters and scored the Spirit
ualists for their neglect.

At the evening service Mr. Kates 
gave the address upon the topic of "Ifs 
and Buts." It proved to be a defense 
of Spiritualism.

Mrs. Kates gave spirit messages at 
each service in her usual accurate and 
convincing manner.

The hall was elaborately decorated, 
and all of the. large audiences were 

¿much enthused by the occasion. . 
i : exercises" wijl be further- contin
ued Friday afternoon and evening; 
March 31st, when our. home mediums 
will participate, aided-by Mr. and Mrs. 
Kates, Mr. Brooks, our. speaker for 
April, and others. ;

The spirits prophesy, of,grand cele-. 
brations to come in the future, but .we 
can say that we have had a grand one 
tills year* *■ ■ ' .

MRS. THOMAS M. LOCKE.
' . corresponding Secretary.

ism, and mixed it with gome sugar- 
coated orthodoxy, and that has just 
suited the church people, and they are 
just leaving their old churches and 
rushing into “Christian Science,” and 
having to put up their little $3.50 or $5, 
each one, for their "Science and 
Health." ’
. What amuses me very much, that at 
all their meetings when they refer to 
their text-book, they have to recite the 
whole thing every time, and finish by 
saying by Mary Baker 'G.' Eddy.

As Mr. Dow says at the end of his 
article, "Spiritualism is-sure to become 
the science, philosophy-apd religion of 
all live, intelligent lovers of virtue, 
purity and truth.”

’ • J. OSBOJD4g LUNT.
New York City. , ? ■

seems to me erroneous in the extreme. 
I became very Intimate with Miss Jud
son after she went to Arlington to live 
(which is divided from Newark by the 
Passaic river.) We dined together fre
quently and she told me a great many 
of her experiences from her childhood 
up to the present, but never hinted any
thing about a lover, although we 
touched sometimes upon the question ot 
matrimony. But, to use a common ex
pression, her whole heart and soul were 
wrapped up in Enney, a pet name she 
gave her brother Elnathan, who was a 
very great sufferer, and whom she took 
care of in his last sickness. I heard 
her say more than once that the great
est joy that could await her would be to 
meet him in a world where suffering is 
unknown. Now, when I hear that she 
has slipped off and married an old 
lover, it does not seem to n^f like Abby 
Judson.

But to return to the subject:
Let us work with;.all our might 
To set this cruel world aright.

. For oh, there is so much to do, 
To remove the old and build the new.

REBECCA NORTHROP CRANE, 
Newark, N. J.

than a teacher and never thought of 
contributing anything to your appreci
ated journal, but the remarks upon the 

removed to a Canadian asylum. I question, ‘‘Whatever is,js.riSbt, by 
"Mrs. Balliet has given fully $90,000 Emma Gibbs, has topped illi me a. re 

to Mrs. Stetson’s Christian Science sponsive chord ‘ f .
church at Ninety-sixth street and Cen- leads one through the mist of 
tral Park West. Her sister has given prehensiveness. Therei is so much
$30,000 more; both are firm apostles ot, common sense in what nhe^say , 
Mrs. Eddy.” i raan though he be a fool cannot fail to

The reason I give this.. and lay so understand. ......... ,.
muph stress on the matter, is that we 
Spiritualists and others wonder how 
the Christian Scientists can build such 
magnificent temples, as they have two ' 
on Central Park west in this city. The 
answer is easily told, when people give 
such large sums as mentioned above, 
and the question is, Why do they give 
it, and how are they drawn into giving 
such large. sums which are really for
tunes in themselves?

To enter either of these imposing edi
fices on Central Park west, you imag
ine yourself at once in some foreign 
temple or cathedral. The other even
ing at one of these churches, I attended 
what was called a lecture, but it was 
one of the most tiresome affairs it has 
ever been my fate to attend, and it was 
impressed more on me, because the day 
before I had had the great pleasure of 
hearing one of Dr. Savage’s grand and 
inspirational discourses.

This person at the Christian Science 
church talked in the same tone of 
voice for about two hours, and strange 
to relate the church was crowde'd, but 
people got-up and went out all through 
the evening. What'seems strange to 
me is, that Mrs. Eddy for the good of

Given at the Church of Spiritual Unity, 
Masonic Temple—Odeon—St. Louis, 
Mo., Prof. W. F. Peck, Pastor.
Sunday, Aiiuary 29, at the close of 

the conference meeting, Miss Ella C. 
Preston was called upon to give tests 
and messages. After giving several 
very satisfactory ones with full names 
(she nearly always gives full names), 
she said: “I now see a spirit in female 
form, and she takes me to the back of 
the hall.”

Walking down the middle aisle she 
stopped in front of an elderly gentleman 
and gave the spirit's name in full, say
ing, "She is your mother, sir.” He said 
the name she gave was his mother’s 
name.

She repeated the mother’s appeal to 
her son. to accept the grand truths of 
Spiritualism, assuring him that it was 
but the acceptance of the natural law.

The medium turned to go up the aisle 
when he asked if she could not give him 
something more definite. She answered 
him, “if that is not definite, what do 
you want?” He made no answer to this 
question.

She turned to him again and said, 
“You have a book about three by five 
inches in size, in the inside pocket of 
your coat, have you not?”

“I might have one," he replied.
She said, “I know you have one.”
“Well, yes. I have one about that 

size."
She said, "There is a pencil in the 

book.”
“Yes,” he answered.
She said, "There is also a pass over 

the Missouri Pacific R. R.”
He said there was.
She said there was also another card 

on which there was something about 
emigration bureau.

"Yes," he said, "that is right. I have 
the pass, and am an agent of the emi

longed to, in working their way into the 
lodge room, and that it must be Georgo 
Ney, who had given it to her, unless 
some member of the order had violated 
his most sacred obligation, which he 
could not believe to be true.

He also said that George Ney was 
never during earth life in America.

At this point another gentleman 
arose and stated that he was a mem
ber of the same order and that every 
word ot the dialogue was in perfect 
form, as the only means by which a 
member could gain admission to tha 
lodge room.

Again on Sunday, Feb. 2G I got to 
afternoon meeting quite early. I sat 
talking with a friend when a gentleman 
approached me and introduced himself 
as Mr. C. C. Rogers, who said he was 
the man that received those two re
markable tests from Miss Preston. But 
he said, “As I am In Missouri, they havo 
got to show me. Now, I am going to 
test this tiling a little farther. 1 have 
written a question on a sheet of paper, 
and sealed it securely In an envelope 
and given it to a lady who is an entire 
stranger to me, and requested her to 
keep it in her pocket and not let anyone 
know that she has It. Now, if the medi
um can tell me word for word what I 
have written, and answer my question 
truthfully, without opening the envel
ope, 1 am a Spiritualist for life, and no 
power oh earth can convince me to the 
contrary."

At the close of the afternoon confer
ence the mediums were called upon to 
give tests and messages as usual. Miss 
Preston was the second one called. Af
ter she had given several messages, 
she asked if some one of the audience 
had a sealed question in their pocket?

“Yes!" came from the back part of 
the hall. She asked if she might take iff 
in her hand and see if she could read it. 
A lady stepped to the front and handed 
it to her. She held it in her hand for

sound idiotic. Admitting (bat our ex
periences are our best teachers, there 
are experiences from which, we cannot 
see any benefit derived? Focinstance: I 
once knew a most promising1 young 
man, and shall never forget hpw happy 
he looked as he stood .beèide(bis inter
esting bride. His mother, w^s à good, 
praying woman; -so fgrvent^were her 
supplications, had: thejE' bèen.answered, 
all of her:; posterity would :)&ave been 
blest Yet all of her .Children were af
flicted in some way whibh „afflictions 
were inherited, no doubt. I B^t the one 
of whom I speak waaAlre greatest suf
ferer of them all. Ohly ajjew years 
after he was marrled/ke became crip
pled In all of his limbs, and^e was so 
generally distorted he'7wlas,,a pitiable 
sight to behold. His ,sufferi^g was In
tense, and he was widUy .dependent 
Finally after sufferingìór shout thirty 
years, thè only prop leEt- waS a dissi
pated son, whose dissipafipn. coupled 
with his own affliction.' drove,him to des-

The plans for a psychical hospital for 
New York are being advanced. The 
plans were thoroughly discussed at a 
meeting of the American Institute for 
Scientific Research, at which Dr: J. H. 
Hyslop was the principal speaker.

Dr. Hyslop explained that the insti
tute is to have a board of trustees sim
ilar in scope to the board of the Carne
gie institute, and that the field of the in
stitute should be a scientific study of 
abnormal psychology, with a view to 
the curing of certain forms of insanity, 
hallucination and functional mental 
troubles in a clinic to be established by 
the society, as well as thè study of su
pernormal phenomena, whose physical 
Side-is frequently explained fraudulent
ly in favor of "spirits.”

Dr; Hyslop gave some examples of 
what he meant by treating cases with
in the domain of abnormal psychology.

her own -cause does not have some men 
with some*, magnetism'and oratorical 
power to hold’their-audiences, for what 
foejffcalTthèïr"femres-Yft.' the same 
thing.oVer and over, again—no change.
.While ! am on this subject, I wojild 

like to say that Mr. John T. Dow’s tir-; 
tide on Christian Science in the issue 
of January 21, hit the nail on the 
head.: He says Mrs.-Eddy was a Spir
itual medium years ago in Lynn, Mass., 
and I have seen the vary house that 
she resided in at the time. She was 
then Mrs. Glover or, Patterson, and our. 
own Dr. Peebles has stated tfiat heibas

peratton and -he commiltcj Suicide.
Many of us know of slinilar. cases, but 

it is certainly beyond hjlnian compre
hension to see that ft- is.rifiht.

In the case oL.dumb! animals, it 
•whatever is, "is right „'it must be right 
for people to breed-;-tlieip and send 
them adrift to suffer- and - die from 
want. But Abby Judson L and I, who 
were dear lovers of duilil! animals, did 
not think so;, and did all that woxiould 
to relieve their.suffertogj by putting 
them painlessly out -at existence, and 
concluded that our'heayenwould.not bg, 
complete unlessthem 
gamboling in their nafivtf sphere away 
from this world of vmnt

Pardon a dlgressic^; 6i|t tte^ccouiit 
juan sei- given of Miss JudsOBi meeting and mar- 

"ritual- rying an old lover- foithei spirit world,

“Pierre Janet,” he began, "the great 
French psychologist, had the case of a 
woman 55 years old who went insane 
over the loss of her cat. She was cured 
by suggestive Induction of affection for 
another cat “One young woman used 
to drink petroleum and eat lead and re
fused all other forms of nourishment. 
By hypnotic suggestion Janet restored 
her to sanity.
. "Those are examples of work done at 
Institutions like the Salpetrlere in 
Paris. In this country nothing has 
been done as yet in the psychical treat
ment of disease. We shall need a hos
pital for this and the aim ot our society 
should be to provide One. People in 
(his country are still afraid Of hypnotic 
treatment of disease because they fear 
it would place~them in the physician’s 
power. The institute would alm to abol
ish this fear; It would aim to facilitate 
publication of documents like the rec
ords of the cases on Ward’s Island, to 
(ake-care of people whoicome out of 
asylums and who seem to be worse off 
so far ah getting employment goes than 
criminals just out of the penitentiary.-

gration bureau." 1
He arose and stated that he had at- ’ 

tended a great many meetings but had I 
never received a satisfactory test be
fore, but was now satisfied that there i 
was some truth in Spiritualism. ।

On Sunday afternoon, Feb. 12, Miss , 
Preston was again called upon at the । 
close of the cenference meeting. After ; 
giving several tests and messages, she 
said, “The next spirit I see is a man , 
who says his name is George Ney, a 
great grandson of Marshall Ney (Napo- . 
leon Bonaparte’s field marshal at the 
battle of Waterloo). She walked down 
the aisle and stopped in front of a gen
tleman who sat in about the same place 
as the one who received the former test 
two Sundays before. I then saw that it 
was the man who had received the 
former test. She said, “This spirit 
comes to you, sir. He says you knew 
him in earth life, well; he lived in the 
south of France."

"Yes,” he said. “I knew a man with 
that name.” '

Then she give a general message, all 
of which I cannot now recall, all of 
which he said he recognized. The spirit 
urged him to lay aside his skepticism 
and accept the grand truth of Spiritual
ism. ' .

She started to go up the aisle, when 
he said: “Now, lady, when you can give 
me that much you can give me more.”

She inpnedlately turned toward him, 
laughingly saying, “That sounds so 
silly to me that it does not seem that 
It could mean anything, but I will tell 
you what he says.” Then commenced 
a dialogue.. I knew that it was as 
though a: member .of a secret society 
was working his way into the lodge 
room, for he responded with his part of 
the dialogue as though he was. the 
guard or sentinel. Then she‘repeated 
another to which he responded. Then 
she turneff and went down • the aisle. 
He Immediately arose and stated that 
every word- that she had uttered, was 
the very words .used by a member of 
the secret order that they. both , be-

possibly a minute, then said: "1 see ths 
following words: ’Brother Edward, 
Where did we last meet in earth life?’ 
Signed ’C. C.’ ”

She handed the envelope to the direc
tor of the meeting, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn 
of Boston, with the request that she,, 
open and read it; she did so and read it1 
aloud, it read word for word as the^ 
medium had announced.

She said: “Now, with reference to 
the question the writer asks." Sho 
walked down the aisle about half way. 
and on the opposite from the two for
mer occasions, and stopped in front of. 
the same man who had received the 1 
former tests. “Sir, Brother Edward 
says that the last time we met was at 
the first battle of Bull Run. You was 
lieutenant-colonel of the 5th Vermont 
Regiment and I was a drummer boy in 
the 14th New York Regiment. At the 
second battle of Bull Run, you were 
wounded, and sent to the Lincoln Hos
pital in Washington, D. C., where you 
¿ay between life and death for one 
Skfft1’-”

XJ. this point Miss Preston turned and 
went to the front.

When Mr. Rogers arose, with notice
able feeling, and stated that his ques
tion had been answered exactly in har
mony with the facts in the case, and 
at last the prince of skeptics was com-
pletely conquered, as he had no more 
doubts, Miss Preston quietly walked 
back to him and said, "Brother Edward 
says that you have a bayonet wound on 
your right knee eight inches long, and 
another one on your head." He then 
stated that he had both scars located , 
just as she had stated, and wore a sil
ver plate in the one upon the head. '

After the meeting he placed my flngen 
In the scar on the right side pf his head.. 
I found It'to be about the size of ft me-
(Hum-sized English walnut. . .

Mr. Rogers says he is ready at any; 
time to make affidavit to all the foro . 
going facts. ■ ■ ■ J ■

' PARKER C. MARSH. ]
St. LOUlS, MO. ‘ : ■
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here cross swords. Hoth are thorough
ly in earnest. It is for us to watch the

came prominent when
she most always did aboutbeen both 

or less in 
organized 
meetings, 
speaking.

we remember
■spirit mediumship threw more light 
upon this ' ■ -

rupted by the vile beast The medium 
took the gloves, but shudderingly cried: 
"Oli! what a bad man! 1 see a man 
who looks like this.” She described 
the man perfectly, and then

' ~ ~ " -- .. ........... 1 T'" ' ,

The Proof of Obsession

as she

k Session Called to Decide on the Merits of Dr. J. Mi 
Peebles’ Book on “Obsession, or Demon

ism of the Ages.” ’

For several months the discussion of Obsession in the Open Court has 
waxed warm, and the same has attracted world-wide attention. During 
the time it has been running it has been educational, an evolver of truth, 
soul-inspiring, thoroughly, interesting, and brain-strengthening, and 

' when placed in book form, it will fill a most important niche in the his
tory and philosophy of Spiritualism, and will be remembered as one of 
the most important discussions that ever took place in the ranks of Spir
itualism, either in this country or Europe. We still have on hand many 
brief articles which are highly interesting, instructive and suggestive, 
touching on Obsession and cognate subjects, and one will Appear each 
week for a season, under another heading. Anyone who wishes to write 
on the subject in the future must not occupy over one-third of a column. 
The following from Miss Nora Batchelor will be read with interest.

In the study or investigation of any 
jr.ibject, one well attested tact is worth 
volumes of theory. In the present con
troversy upon the subject 0,f obsession, 
or the power of demoniacal inflflences, 
Dr. Peebles lias immensely the advan
tage, ior the simple reason that he is In 
possession of the facts. Probably no 
man living possesses the evidence on 
this subject which lie possesses. His 
opportunities have been great. He has 
traveled extensively, and is acquainted 
v. ith many races and with many peo
ples. He has studied the subject both 
from the written page and the living 
man. He knows whereof lie speaks. 
His book is one of the most important 
contributions to Spiritualistic literature 
in many a day.

On the other hand, his opponents, 
while possessing as much learning and 
scholarship in certain lines, as the Doc
tor, on this particular subject are not 
informed. They are not acquainted

%

r?

with the facts. If they were, they 
would not be found on this side of Hie 
question.

When 1 hear a person denying the 
fact of obsession I know at once that he 
is proceeding wholly upon theory, that 
he knows nothing whatever of the sub
ject. He proceeds upon the assump
tion that evil spirits ought not to intlu- 
cncc mortals, therefore they do not. It 
would be quite as much in harmony 
with the truth to assert that evil beings 
in this world ought not to have the 
power of doing harm, therefore they 
have not!

If the evilly minded possess power to 
do mischief in this life, they must pos
sess It in the other. If not, this world 
is governed by one set of laws, and that 
by another. Who believes such a doc
trine as this? It is contrary to every 
principle, of the Spiritualist philosophy.

But the old Idea still lingers that on 
this mundane plane men are free to do 
evil, bitt in realms above they arc re
strained by some mysterious power; 
that as soon as tho mortal form is 
dropped all power to wont mischief is 
lost; that police regulations in the 
Great Beyond are so perfect that not a 
culprit escapes the vigilance of higher 
powers. Not so. Bolts and bars may 
hold the physical body of the wrong
doer, but what chain or fetter or prison 
wall will hold the decamate spirit?

The wholo question narrows itself 
down to this. Men on the earth plane 
are subject to hypnotic suggestion. 
This is a demonstrated fact. Only the 
ignorant will deny it. These sugges-

I

6
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: Hons may be good or bad. They may 
1 be given through good or evil intention.

The hypnotist may be a high-minded, 
' noble man, or he maybe a demon in hu

* man form. Suppose he passes into the 
I unseen world. Does he lose that power 
f of giving suggestions? Or does he lose 
’ Uie power of giving any but good sug

gestions? Are mental and psychic 
laws reversed on the other side of the 

: grave? No, the hypnotist will possess 
the same power there over his fellow 
spirits and over mortals, that he pos
sessed while here. Any other conclu
sion is impossible. If he chooses to ex
ert an evil influence there is nothing to 
prevent.

Now take the case of the subject. If 
he is susceptible to the hypnotic, sug- 

•gestlons of mortals, he will be suscept
ible to those of disembodied spirits. 
But here the danger is ten-fold greater, 
because the spirit hypnotist is unseen, 
and his presence unsuspected. He 
therefore has an immense advantage 
over his earthly fraternity. When his 
influence is felt by the mortal subject, 
he can assume a virtuous character, he 
can play the part of a friend, and his 
intended victim be none the wiser. He 
can practice his nefarious art until the 
unsuspecting subject is thoroughly in 
his power, and then laugh like the fiend 
he is. at the desperate struggle for lib
erty.

How do I know? Because I have had 
the experience. A little personal expe
rience in this matter would teach our 
theorists a few things of Which they are 
no~w in ignorance.
. But whether suspecting or unsuspect
ing, the sensitive subject, the psychic 
or medium, is open to suggestions, good 
and bad. from the unseen side of life. 
.When he has once yielded himself, 
through Ignorance or otherwise, to such 
control, he has formed a bond which, it 
the hypnotist be unwilling, will require 
all his strength of body, mind and soul 
to break. .

Not that he is under any compulsion 
to accept and act out the suggestions of
fered. ' Not at all. He is free to do or 
not to do the thing suggested, just as 
he chooses. For it is a law in hypno
tism that no subject can be compelled, 
even in -the hypnotic trance, to do what 
his moral sense condemns. He is not 
compelled to act, or to do an evil thing 
unless he, chooses, but he is. compelled 
to receive .whatever suggestions may 
be forced upon him, to be conscious of 
things of which be would give worlds to 
remain _jn ignorance. But they come 
streaming in upon him, vile, loathsome, 
disgusting, abominable—and he has no 
power to shut them out. Y His sleep is 
broken, fils health. Impaired, .his, mind: 
all but unhinged.’ ."Months,i perhaps-

7- years must pass before he can free hitn-. 
self from tyie hfiteftit influence. . .

'' What'Is'the object of such persecu
tion? I- do motGtnow, unless it be to' 

. -gratify'a feellfig dt’i;evo&6'ia‘U.ecfiu?.e fif- 
plans irustrateiranfffiopes' destroyed. 
,Why. does an evil spirit seek td control 
fl mortal? Obviously, for some selfish

Direct Testimony from One of the Ob
sessed, as Found in Dr. Peebles’ Book 
on Spirit Obsessions.
Permit me a little space in the Open 

Court, the articles of which I jiave read 
with deep interest. Tiie truths and val- 

•uable lessons drawn from observation 
and mediums’ experiences, and record1 
ed in Dr. Peebles’ book, "The Demon
ism of the Ages,” are above price at 
tliis seeming crisis in Spiritualism, 
There has never in my opinion been a 
more' important volume written or 
placed before the public and especially 
before Spiritualists tor consideration 
and discussion.

It is to the editor of The Progressive 
Thinker that we most largely look tor 
the all-side considerations of the great 
questions of the day and age. Here we 
have arrayed in Open Court some of 
the oldest and ablest talent in the Spir
itualist field. Mr. J. S. Loveland, said 
to have been the first speaker upon our 
rostrum in behalf of spirit philosophy, 
and who has ever been awake to the 
great reforms of the times, and espe
cially do I admire hiffi for his stand in 
regard to Socialism,, the |ater, yet sis
ter co-worker, with Spiritualism, but 
when 1 come to consider the matter of 
obsession thebe is a parting of ' the 
roads between the very able Mr. Lqve- 
land and myself. HE WRITES FROM 
THEORY AND I FROM DIRECT AND 
POSITIVE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE.

Mr. Loveland and our Michigan Dr. 
Peebles, able, learned and venerable,

conflict and draw our own conclusions. 
Of one Sar’gis 1 have nothing to say, 
only to express my regrets at bis se
vere, haish, unbrothdrly style. It is 
his matter, however, and not mine. 
The people miist judge.

The cases/n court are supposed to be 
and should-be decided upon evidence— 
EVIDENCES AND PERSONAL EXPE
RIENCES, and as my name appears in 
l.liis book of Dr. Peebles,' I ask to be 
heard, and I trust that intelligent Spir
itualists will allow me to say this much 
of myself. 1 was a born sensitive. 1 
was mediumistic from childhood. 1 
look back and now understand many 
things that were a sealed book before

influence.- I did not fully know at first 
what it was that! forced tnose terrible 
impulses upon mo, and in niv undevel
oped or ignorant'eondltlon 1 at times at
tributed io io tile orthodox devil. I at
tended-chbrclr and revival meetings 
and tiled there io find the necessary 
help. I would feel a strengthening in
fluence fot'a time but all ot a sudden 
there would come over me what I now 
know to be the ifeychological power of 
that very demon. He would simply 
take me add FORCE ME TO DO HIS 
BIDDING?'J None can know excepting 
those who have had this terrible expe
rience, or- realize what tins awful burn
ing desire is, and one who passes 
through it as I Have can positively say 
that there is such a tiling as direct 
control by evil spirits. This I actually 
know.

The first spiritual seance I ever at
tended, a medium who was present told 
me of the conditions that i was passing 
through, told me of this EVIL SPIRIT 
'1 HAT HAD COME INTO MY ATMOS
PHERE, and not only influenced but 
controlled me. also told me tiiat my de
sire to overcome the life that 1 had 
been leading had attracted to • me a 
band of higher spirit friends who were 
trying to break conditions that sur
rounded me and to liberate me from 
this demon’s influence. She told me if 
1 would go to my home and form a 
home circle 1 would soon get manifesta
tions that would prove to me beyond 
the shadow of a doubt that Spiritualism 
was a truth, and that wjiat she had told 
me pertaining to mys*f and my medi
umship was a real fact. I followed her 
inslructions, and for the next two

t purpose, to gratify some low passion or 
i desire. When foiled in that purpose, 
- when baffled in tiiat desire, the vials of 
, his wrath are poured forth. He turns 
, upon his former subject with the hate 
• and vengeance of an infuriated demon, 
i He has the power to inflict unutterable 
। pain upon the sensitive organism, and 
i he does not fail to use it.
> But this is not obsession, you say. 

No, but it is persecution and torment 
unspeakable. It is what many mediums 
are obliged to endure. Obsession is an
other thing. If the subject is weak- 
willed, if his ideals and natural- inclina
tions are not of the highest, if li_e yields 
to the evil suggestions, and does tiie 
bidding of the unseen power, then we 
have obsession, and tiie Inevitable 
consequence of degradation and ruin.

Ibe p<Tr. of a“ ,!1C larEest life insurance’compani^ in 
evil unseen intelligence, can doubt that the world and am doing what 1 can to 
crime °is the Xect^MniTr’f atn" b“'ld UP "ie grand and Slorious truth of 
crime is the dncct result of hypnotic u rational Spiritualism. I consider mv- 
suggest ons from the throng of low, de- self pretty level-headed Y
praved beings who infest the earth’s at- I read in Dr. Peebles' wonderful 
noosphere, and seek to gratify through book the straightforward testimonials 
nXinnsi °Wn Vl ° appctlteii and from very many different witnesses, 

■•U. . ', , claiming in the main the same thing,
But goodness and purity, it is said, and that was that tliey had been inllu- 

are a bar to the approach of these evil Cnced, obsessed or controlled by some 
intelligences. I ersons of upright char- unseen power or powers which upon in- 
acter carry with them an atmosphere vcstigatlon proved to be physically dis- 
of purity which protects tnem against embodied spirits. Some were influenced 
« tldsPfnmC * °n 1IC V ; wlck®d’" lcr ,l I'me to say and do good things and 

tbfiory’ , W“0 is autll0r’ others bad tilings. Some were inlln- 
whor nrp It olPryi,ea|ed statement enced bv physically disembodied spirits 
Where are the tacts which support it? to drink Intoxicating liquors until act- 
L uprightness of character a bar to the ually drunk, others were Influenced to 
upproach of evil beings in this world? cease drinking, and stop their bad hab- 
When the virtuous man threads the its. To me with my clairvoyance and 
streets of a strange city at midnight, personal experience all of this is per
does his integrity protect him against fectly natural and 1 consider Dr 
or%aVrtb»r VTPai' S/" ?°eS t!Ki Cl“v Peebles’ b001c- a book of facts and tes- 
or sandbag stiike his atmosphere ot tinwnics, the most important ever pub- 
n'rlty; ,an< x/?lanCn barml¥aly aslde7 fished upon this subject.

' Wben tbe innocent girl Is n0 author has ever taken the pains 
rn»d tin»cP|OtePte)d l‘P°>n SOnlr Onely ,0 mako tbc investigations, or to go so 
ronii ih°es I M at.mosl’bere of purity thoroughly into, the matter, as has the 
rope! the viiiain sho may chance to venerable Doctor. Having been around 
meet. Does it. If a pure spiritual at- iflc world four times visiting the differ- 
niospnere will not repel evil beings in L-nt countries, studying the numerous 
the flesh, how in the name ot all that Lnd different religions of the different 
heXah' Can U repel th0Se 0Ut Ot people' surely »0 above all oUiers is ?n 

.. ,, , a position to know whereof he speaks.«¿r?;ere»i,S ia16 ? d, d?a cropping out I uis works account for all the different 
aeain. the idea that law in the spirit manifestations in a clear, lucid and 
war d is snmofhino- on«li>a V zliv. >. . __ • • ,uwu UllU

matter. 1 have for years 
a worker and an official more 
the ranks of Spiritualism. 1 
one of our prominent camp

I have done some public 
I am engaged with one of

world is something entirely different logical manner 
from that which governs us '. „„ । — — - ------- He maintains the

here no ground that every cause has its neces- 
doctrine sary effect, that the change called

js sit'”“.,,?“vpi",u

S8?’ seek ° grat.lty ,tbeir desires the personality of human beings. If a 
through every means in their power. soul ¡n earth pfe llas cultivatedgand de- 
nhn/JlT.r0 TrG rngard tor,p‘lrlty ot I veloped low, vile, sensuous or malicious 
charactei than have tigers and hyenas, habits, those habits are not of tho body 
The unfleshed spirit sees, or thinks he but are a part and narcel nf tho nh,-«i sees, in some highly sensitive subject cally dtsXdled spRR ° PhJS‘’ 
the means of carrying out his evil in- The opposition seems to take the 
ro?,H0n8’ an/ h<3 at,once Proceeds by ground that all vice dies with the phys- 
m|l inh»"/ ea1y stages t0 sain con’ lcal body and that when the spiri/is 

a ioiooron^n^”1' t > physically disembodied it immediately
A telegraph instrument can be oper- I sails off into a condition of RiihiinwXneXllyflP:he11 nna1dem6n bXingTt once hofy ¡nd un -

gel in the flesh. Goodness or badness able to commit a wrongful act' in other 
are not the qualifications required for words, the great law of comnensation in 
trnpenff<hnmRaoniPH-ati0n'i <Thte 'S absolutely obliterated by death and a 
true of the sensitive subject. His or- iow, vile, licentious drunkard or liber- 
onniiSrUr,aan i° I,-By<?d up°n by both tine, the malicious wrongdoer, the one 
good end evil powers, and until he is who has expended fill his energies in

Rhtth»dii'fflope<i psychically t0 dis- I the development of his lower, baser na- 
»Vthldift»erenCerbeL"?en the.t^0’ ,ure- >s immediately converted into an 

he is at the mercy of whatever Inilu- angel. I do not wish to convey the 1m- 
ence may choose to exert its power pression that I would condemn the 

was controlled wrong-doer to any punishment in the 
without tho future life, but whatever my incllna- 

,, ,he influence tions might be, it matters not. for the
was evil, or that a most cunning, deep- |aw of compensation Is as fixed as the

d abo ca Sci1,en?e wns bejng I Iaw o£ gravitatlon_ The transgressors 
orn ,tl?edt up?n At ast discov- of natural law must suffer the conse-
ered the truth, but it was too late. In quences of those transgressions wheth-
my ignorance and innocence I had al- er in this or any other life, and the in
lowed the unknown power to control fluence of every spirit in the spirit
my hand, never dreaming of the awful world is an exact representation of 
results that would follow. Sometime 1 what that spirit really is.
shall write out the history of that expe- If r,hvoi„ol ' „ „ „ „' ,rience It will fill a voiiimp and win I • ysical death were a great equal* 
be one of the strangest tales ever writ 1 •er )ve sboul(1 at °nce proceed to peti- oemic ot tne strangest tales ever writ- lion Congress to lnaugurate extermlnat-

Now I am free, but that freedom was ‘^io;TlrlmZl?lnMr ¡"V““ 
not gained without a terrible struggle, ' as„ iat°os’^mmefrl and- °r
and after months of suffering. I was! al*°U d b®lieDVer? A0 ™ite
not obsessed for 1 rofnspii tn Hn th» in earnest prayeis to the Great
bidding of the evil power, but I was tor- or^to^eninhini unive.r.se
mented and persecuted to the very limit pqrth^irxi'ci^rf-1 aga n deluge the 
of human endurance. I can understand a,;.av’ -.yJ/s^b „onsen«' 
now how hard, how impossible it would thoDicr'nnvAr 
be for a weak-willed character, with Peebles crlt.es be-
tralts and tendencies naturally low to LaAifvhai «®ath1llI?stro’?.htbc moral 
resist such an attack. And 1 have no rLkf iS’AhH Ah« the 1>ow.er !° 
doubt that thousands of such cases sue- wronL- S 1 lmp,ies the Poii®1- to do 
cumb, and are hurried along the down- „ . ...
ward path to degradation and ruin. .. Referring to my letter published in 

As before stated, a little personal ex- t le P°ctor’s book (pages 163-164)-, 1 
perience in this matter is worth several )vant ,say that everY w°rd of it Is 
volumes of theory. What we "think” .ue' .1u™ow tI]at I as a medium have 
or “believe” in regard to this subject is I l’e,el}. inl1uer.ced by both good and evil 
of very little consequence. What we s,)'rits. I have seen those spirits clalr- 
know is all that is worth considering. voyantlY, antWt seemed to me that they 
Five years ago 1 scouted the idea of ob- S'e^e enSaBed In ap almost deadly con
session, as others are doing now. 1 f lct. oveS “y orSanlsm- Mark my 
have learned something since then, and muia’n' nIAr.CA'ori?rXoyANTLY SAW 
am no longer "wise in my own conceit.” A, , bad bPIRITb. I do not. say 
I too, held the doctrine that character th 8 because I want to parade my own 
is a sufficient safeguard against all fa8e before the public, but because I 
things evil. I have since learned that I i°?e, la ouCof the experiences I have 
the only safeguard is knowledge—the I fcad 1 raay be able to warn and guide 
knowledge which Dr. Peebles and Ed- ol,'ers’ ■
itor Francis are striving to give. - May To the Influence of my early envlron- 
success attend their efforts.. For there ment 1 largely charge the cause of my 
is no subject oil which the world stands■ case of obsesslonr’ I was naturally yefy 
In greater need of enlightenment. ■ 'sensitive,-and before I realized any of
■ NORA BATGHELGR. . tn.e.real:,conditions of life,'this-spirit;'

Ashland, Ore. . ; \ ■ who had-passed out of this life in fi de-
• . ' . . • . . .[-bauched-condition had simply-fastened

- ’ ’ 7 ‘ .... .—...... ... . himself.upon mo, and was -ufiing my
“The .Present Age ahff inner- UfO' physical organism to-satisfy the habits 

.Ancient and;.Modern Mysteries .Classi. I he- had.contracted while in his own 

.fled enfl, explained” ,By. Andi aw -Jack-. Liihysical .body. This I khow—positively 
son Davis. Wo have a Jew coplesvol know. The life, was always very 
rinth airin °®lebrotcd eeer. pulsfvo to me, and I tried for two years
num,»i.zo. ... . . |to find help to overcome this demoniac

more foolish or erroneous 
could be set forth.

upon him. For months I 
to write automatically, 
slightest suspicion that

' Stoni h. 1905,

PROOFS OF OBSESSION.
> ' - - '
[ Stating Facts of Better Existence, and 

Illustrating Extremes in an Individual
- . ................. .. .................
I have read both sides of this argu

ment in the Open Court and I behove 
tnat Dr. Peebles is right, tor he seems 
to know all about obsession and the 
different kinds of evil spirits who do 
the obsessing.

Twenty years ago there was a man 
who stood well m spiritual work, and 
my wife and 1 invited him to make a 
visit at cur house. He came, and we 
did all we could to make him at home. 
He was a fluent talker, and had lectured 
and he spent many hours in enrolling 
the beauties of a good and spiritual 
life. We had always subscribed liberally 
to literature, and had several volumes 
of magazines relating to occult matters 
on hand which we prized highly. These 
our guest read with avidity, and he 
asked us if we would give him several 
to keep; but we made known to him 
that such a course would break up the 
volumes, and thus we could not comply 
with his request. But to our astonish
ment, later on, after our guest had de
parted, we found that he had carried 
away several of the magazines; in 
short, I suppose 1 might be justified in 
saying that he had deliberately stolen 
them.

Our son, who was at that time a grow
ing youth, had shown great reluctance 
at sharing his room with our visitor, 
and we now learned the reason why’ 
He was a man of most depraved habits, 
obscene actions and had made our in
nocent boy tiie victim of his depravity. 
Shocked and full of rage al the du
plicity of the wolf in sheep’s clothing, 
whom we had unwittingly taken to our 
hearts, we wrote him sucli a letter as 
must have caused the blush of keenest 
remorse to crimson his face, and had 
lie not been out of our reach we would 
have put him in jail, where he deserved 
to be.

Not long after, a medium and clair
voyant spent the day at our hpuse, and 
we handed her the gloves for spiritual 
perception, which this hypocrite had 
¡eft behind him.

We told her nothing of the story, as 
we were ashamed to have it known 
Ihat our innocent boy had been cor-

A FATAL CASE OF OBSESSION.
I hope to be pardoned tor taking the 

libei ty ot trespassing upon the space ot 
your columns and also upon the pa
tience of the thpueands' ot interested 
rebel's who perjise 1th-columns weekly, 
it this fit* not a1'oasis of obsession,’will 
some one please demonstrate the real 
cause? •

A dearly beloved sister of the writer 
passed to spirit life recently.

An account of the particulars of this 
case just at this time I consider quite 
impoi tant, as it has something of Inter
est to add to the much-discussed ques
tion of obsession.

It will probably not be remembered 
that I refeired to this case in a former 
number as one that was brought on by 
improper use ot the planchette. This 
sister, about six years ago, while visit
ing me when I and a brother were liv
ing near Greeley, Iowa, at the time 
made alternate calls on both families.

Seeing that she was a fine subject'or 
. sensitive 1 told her of her natural adapt
ability to spirit impression, but did not 
think to warn her in time not to meddle 
with the planchette. Shortly after this 
she and some of the members of my 
brother’s family improvised one and 
immediately proceeded to business. 
The next visit to my family she soon 
rehearsed to us the experience and fun 
she, with others, had been having with 
the "little fun-maker,” as she termed 
the planchette.

Being rayself acquainted with tiie 
fact of her marriage with a Catholic, 
impressed my mind very forcibly that 
she was probably dominated by a strong 
Catholic influence, consequently 1 
strongly opposed her having anything 
more to do with tiie planchette.

’’Why?” said she, with a look of sur
prise which 1 see still as I refer back to 
the time of this interview.

1 explained as best what 1 thought 
would bo the dreadful result of such 
meddling. She only laughed at me, as 
she assured me she could will off all 
bad influences if she found them about 
to overpower her. Self-conceit having 
been a very prominent trait in our tarn- 
ily from our youth, it was no exception , 
to the rule that she should come in lor ; 
an extra large share, being the last of 
the family, this faculty naturally be- ,

months 1 Bat faithfully, and learned that 
all she told me was true, and with tiie 
Ifelp of those- higher influences 1 was 
not only liberated from that dark ob
sessing influence, but we had the pleas
ure of showing to this VILE DEMON 
the mistakes he was making, and 1 am 
glad to say, that he is now one of my 
truest spirit friends. Higher spirits re
deemed him. And here 1 want to say 
that eternal vigilance is the price of 
liberty. ALL SENSITIVES MUST BE 
CONSTANTLY ON THEIR GUARD 
FOR THEY ARE JUST AS SENSI
TIVE TO THE EVIL INFLUENCES 
OF DEMONS AS THEY ARE TO THE 
GOOD. Now let us consider this phil
osophy a little farther.

Take for instance Leon Czolgosz, 
who assassinated President McKinley. 
He was either controlled by a mad, vi
cious, murderous demon, or else he was 
one himself, in either case that spirit 
Is to-dav in the spirit world. Is there 
anyone who will contend that it was 
his physical body that committed that 
crime, or was it Ute MALICIOUSNESS 
OF HIS VICIOUS SPIRIT? We all 
know thatvit was- the spirit, that con
scious life-force which manifested it
self through hia physical organism. 
"By their works-ye shall know them;" 
good spirits-do good deeds.-, Their life 
purpose Is to make this or any other 
world in which they may live al better, 
grander and more beautiful plfi&j to in
habit. ..-

Recognizing the fact that happiness 
In only attained, by perfecting condi
tions of liarmonyi and righteousness; 
on the other hand evil spirits live only 
for the purpose Of satisfying their self
ish, sensuous desires. Their only’ am
bition is to pay drlbute to those abnor
mal conditions produced by their earth
ly dissipations.

it is hiahotiffie'that the Spiritualists 
began to recognize these facts, and be
gan to draw the.lines of distinction be
tween these two conditions; fortheirs is 
the true philosophy of life. They can 
look back to old Mother Nature and by 
studying her evolutionary processes 
they can to a certain extent account for 
their origin. They can by the same 
application of their reason applied to 
the conditions of their every-day life 
prescribe a scientific means to attain 
true life. , . '

Knowing all of these things, should 
we not join hands in a movement for 
the purpose of comprehending at least 
to a limited degree how to control these 
evil or earth-bound influences? THE 
TWO FORCES : ARE CONSTANTLY 
AT WAR WITH EACH OTHER AND. 
WE AS INDIVIDUALS MUST TAKE 
SIDES WITH ONE OR THE OTHER. 
Which shall it be? You and 1 as indi
viduals will attract to us spirit influ
ences from the other side bf life. They 
will either be good or evil; much de
pends upon ourselves. Ir you will live 
a pure, simple and unselfish life, striv
ing and aspiring to develop the best 
that is within.you, you will attract to 
you spirit influences who will be guard
ian angels and instructors. On the 
other hand, if you have no desire to de
velop the best that is within you, if you 
are in the least sensitive you are sure 
to attract to you spirit Influences who 
may land you in the penitentiary or in 
the insane asylum. The disembodied 
spirits having no physical organism 
can suffer no physical punishment at 
the hands of the law, but the medium 
who is obsessed is held as the respon
sible party.

My advice to every Spiritualist Is to 
get this work of Dr. Peebles' and care
fully digest tne facts therein set forth
by him.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
J. E. WALKER.

Everything Has Its Opposite.
I have read with consldirfible inter

est the pros and cons of Demónism, as 
viewed by the different writers, and so 
far there seems to be no controversy as 
to the fact that there is some power 
somewhere that, does obsess, possess, 
er dispossess pébple of their innate 
goodness and make of them demons for 
the time being. Jjrhat that power is, or 
where it coinés from, is the question.

Some saw it cannot come from • the 
spirits of men, for the spirit comes 
from God, !afad God is good, therefore 
there arejtoevllWits or demons that 
obsess. Tflfih agffii, it a God, he would 
not permit Diem tt> come. It seems, by 
the way, that soffle Spiritualists write 
that they cdh noFget rid of the old idea 
of a personál Gotti

A God, 6r thenfaw that governs all 
things, cannot be.yhanged. We are at 
liberty to Mo gofifl or evil, but if we 
transgress d law We are sure to be pun
ished. Oift of fffi old Bible writers 
says: “God wiif by no means clear 
the guilty/’J* The^ooner we learn this
fact the bet 111 be for us.

Again, some Spiritualists, as well as 
others, say that evil cannot come from 
God, and at the same time they declare 
God is Jill.and in?alt;, that he created 
all things and that fie is everywhere 
present. As.onp pt th'e.olfl.Bible writers-- 
says:.. “It I ascepd it> heavqn thou ar.tr 
there; it I take the’.wings of-the morn
ing and fiytotlhe utmost parts of the 
sea,- tfiou Jtefeteqr.ei.jf.. I . make: my -.bed - 
in hell, tbbui.axt there;” , Imtact; there 
is no nJace where .God.-ls-.not.- It that is? 
so, Goff is the’mvffl as.well as.the goodi-; 
I think I hear some one say that cannot 
be. , .Y0u forget that everything-has the 
right and -the -wrong1 side; the -upper 
and tho unden side; Thls .world would 
not be-.complete-without what wo call 
the. good and the bad. Without the pos
itive and the negative, tho high and the 
low; without the: wise and the foolish,
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Truly, the world lias never seen the 
like before. ", Search tl:<; annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; It,ok 
Iteie and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a paradel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitu e a wonderfully

chose. Her visit terminated, but I part
ed with her with my heart exceedingly 
heavy. Three years later she came 
again after I moved my place of resi
dence to Thorpe, Iowa. She told me 
what wonderful experience she had 
been having witli her spirit band who
were all Catholics, led by a German 
priest.

This band were going to perform a 
very Important mission through their 
medium, at some future time, but all 
they did of importance was to warn my 
wile of the pitfalls and . snares that 
awaited her unless she acted solely 
upon their advice; which had no effect 
upon us for we understood too well the 
true nature of the case to pay any at
tention to their glaring prophecies. One 
morning she asked me to walk out with 
her, to which as a matter of course 1 
readily consented

During this walk she Informed me 
that the priest had a great secret to 
give me. which he wished me to keep 
from my wife as It directly concerned 
her both as to her physical and spirit
ual future welfare. She told me very 
confidentially that inside of my wife 
was a devil who would remain for two 
years from that time, and she would 
die at that time If she continued to be 
the instrument of tho band who con
trolled her.

One Sabbath evening we three were 
at home alone when in the course of a 
discussion on the presence of the spirits 
then around us, she asked me how they 
got in the house as the doors were all 
closed.

Upon being told that we understood 
that the most dense material substance 
was ffo hindrance whatever to their
movements, she laughed heartily, 
while stoutly maintaining that they 
(the spirits) could no more
through matter than one or us.

pass 
I tried

to. explain to her how- they could pass 
through matter as easily as a bird could 
glide through the atmosphere,. but so 
conceited was she and her superior 
band of spirits that they (and she also) 
would not admit a single point upon our 
side of tho question.

I put to the priest this question: 
“What do you understand by the term 
obsession?” He admitted that he did 
not know.

I argued and pleaded with her, but 
all in vain; she knew it all.

At the close of this visit with me we 
were as wide apart on the true import 
of the philosophy of spirit intercourse 
as we.had been at any time.

After returning home, it was not long 
until she wrote us that sne could not 
see any reason why to be a medium 
was not the greatest curse this life had 
in store for any mortal being.

Another time she wrote: “My lire is 
a curse to me; there’s not a moment of 
my life that I can’t hear the terrible 
shrieks of the damned in hell." Subse
quently her strength gave way and for 
more than a year prior to her depart
ure, she did not leave her bod, but she 
wrote me:

said:
"Why, this man is obsessed by ..... 
spirits of the lowest order, and he is 
thoroughly depraved. And yet ......
strange, for I see him talking to the 
multitude and they hang on his words. 
He talks most beautifully on the plat
form. He raises his hearers to the sev
enth heaven of delight, and then, after 
the lecture ho steps down from the ros-

evil

how

trum and these black demons crowd 
around him and he does the most de
praved acts—acts in which women 
have no share—only youth of the op
posite sex."

1 said to the clairvoyant: "Why is it 
that he is obsessed by these spirits?”

She answered: "Because he began 
Ills life with these iow acts and lias at
tracted Jesuit spirits who committed 
these same deeds in earth life, and they 
live over again in his aura, and enjoy 
a vicious existence. These Jesuits had 
to take a vow of chastity and thus tliey 
bad to resort to perversions against na
ture, and they have obsessed him to do 
likewise. They inspire him to lecture 
beautifully so as to hide their hand. 
This man must suffer dreadfully later 
in spirit life, for Ids crimes against tiie 
young.”

The medium told us much about our 
whilom guest, which we verified after
ward, and although he is alive to-day 
and has lived to octogenarian age, yet 
his indelible stigma has followed him 
all his life, and he will find some day 
that, even a hoary head will not save 
him from condign punishment, nor will 
his efforts at whitewashing himself at 
this late day be of avail.

Another case of obsession that camo 
under my notice was that of a servant 
girl who used to howl and scream and 
declare that satan himself stood at her 
bedside. 1 Investigated her case thor
oughly and knew for a fact she was ob
sessed.

J. M. Peebles Is on the right track. 
He is an oetgenarian and his work gives 
evidence that he will live close to a 
new century. He seems to bear up well 
under all the attacks from his opposers. 
The latest one from his toes declares 
that, “Although hoary-headed, he Is ob
sessed by Jesuit spirits,” but he laughed 
at their missiles. The Open Court is 
for those who can testify as to the truth 
of obsession. Come forward, one and 
all, and give your testimony, and help 
make The Progressive Thinker the 
greatest and grandest paper In the field 
of Spiritualism to-dav.

~ THOMAS CAMPBELL.
Revere, Mass.

OBSESSION.

A Short Article In Further Explana
tion.

In the contributions to the Open 
Court which have latelv appeared In 
The Progressive Thinker, one fact and 
the theory which would rationally ex
plain it, seem to have been overlooked.

It has been assumed by some corre-

“I am no longer able to sit up, am en
tirely confined to bed, but have no pain 
whatever. But, oh! how I long to die " iAfter writing this melancholy mL Isponde^^atffle'afflmar prop— 

sage she lingered almost if not all oti having no means of expression other 
the next year; finally passing out ad",than tbe physical body die with it It 
above stated During all of these visits has been stated that tllese weaken and 
almost nightly loud raps could be plain-1finally cease with advanced age or bod- 
ly heard in different parts of the house lily infirmity The fact I think ic thni for two hours near the midnight hour, where“a“ufficien?iamount o^seff-control 
nr™dti>ot 1 maSt e.a1rnkS!'-ly.bOpe. and 1!as bePn exercised through life a mas- 
pray that my dear baby sister is or tery over them has, to a greater or 
from^ShpWthrJim nrS°hd t'l“1® re,leased Jesser degree, been attained, 
rrom the thralls of obsession, I ask ■ t*'" ------ • - .
earnestly that you, dear reader, join 
me with your prayers for her release.

Thorpe, Iowa. H. BRADY.

_ . ------ ------------ Where
the Intellectual or spiritual powers have 
been more used than the physical, and 
for higher purposes, they have gradu
ally supplanted them. But these cases 
are the exceptions, not the rule in hu-

the learned and the unlearned, the rich 
and the poor; In fact everything has its 
opposite. The bible says: “God has

man lives.
Desire Is born in the mind and ex-

presses itself through the body, mind or
soul, according to the development or 

pack of development, of the Individual.a right and left band;” but because God I ------------ - ------ > -- —- ..uu«.,
has a left hand as well as a right, do 111 does not cease with its former means 
we want to remain on the left? But of gratification? That Is true in this 

’ I life, and it is reasonable to conclude Is
| true in all life. In time the lesson may 
be learned and the soul seek nobler 
pleasures; but this takes time. Mean
while there is much longing for the 
flesh pots of Egypt.

some say whatever is Is right, there
fore there can be no wrong or eyll. In 
a certain sense everything is right; 
that is, it is right acording to the law 
that produced it. Take for Instance a 
child that doesn’t know that fire will 
burn; it is right for him to try, and it 
is right for him to get burned'for doing 
so. We must;not think because it is 
right for us,to transgress the laws of
God or nature, if we don’t know any 
-better, that x? will not be punished for 
'doing so; Tor we certainly will, and-4t 
is. right for us to be punished because 
■ithereb'y. w.o Iqarn how to avoid the pun
Ishment. DR. A. P. CONANT.-

"The Attainment of Wornaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion of Personal Beauty, Based-on Hy- 
.glene apd Health Culture. - By twenty 
physicians, find sneciffilsta. Edited by 
Albert Tuep'-^“ ’' ”u----- <«i interest
and va!* , .; - \

Physical inability does not limit men
tal desire., The bodily, appetites may 
perish, but the pleasures of their grati
fication be long held in memory. -.-The 
vibrations of that memory find their 
natural affinity In other minds of like 
disposition. Thé. fact, that the desire of 
the miniT outlives thé power of the 
body, can scarcely; be denied by any. 
The „theory- that- these ■ desires, both 
from incarnate and discarnàte, may 
stimulate to action those in whom 
these powers are vital, Ues at the root 
of our splrltual pliildsbphy. It. is a the
ory which satisfactorily explains ’ most 
of the phenomena of obsession. ’

E. J. BOWTELL.
New London, CL -

valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li-D.',, 
brary, and are lurnishcd at a nominal»;,.,„ 
sum. All are substantially bound and - 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. Tiie last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM THE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” wriiten through the 
mediumship of that remarkable me
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the lollowing care
fully:

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them as follows: i

Any one of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cents. 
This Is the price, remember, when yoti 
order only one book in connection witli 
a yearly subscription. The paper, ono 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any...................................
Books

Any 
Books

Any
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

two of 
you may 
three of 
you may 
lour of 
you may
five of 

you may
six of

the Twelve Premium 
order, price 70 cents. ...
the Twelve Premium 

order, price 7.1.10.
the Twelve Premium 

order, price J 1.50.
the Twelve Premium

order, price $1.75.
the Twelve Premium

you may order, price $2.05.
seven of the Twelve Preminin 

you may order, price $2.35.
eight of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.G5.
nine of tiie Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.90.
ten of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price $3.10.
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40.
Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre

mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled in this 
country or Europe.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in tho Spirit World, Vol. 2. ■
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. Theso 
three volumes have bec-n prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten. '

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

0—The Next World interviewed, by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands' 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—Tiie Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle. T’

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea. .

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of "Airs lilsht with the World." ciolb «0 
"W' n. L , Y“rab '”»1o »lli'lnct success with 

AU a Bleb, with tho World," which continue« In tho 
front rank of the Metaphysical books that aro now ao 
popular. Thereat number who have jeen cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by th.a wise teacher whose words of help nro dolne so 
much to• nako the world bouer by making men and 
women bettor able to understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail”
?ln.1y Oftb»t •truneo BDd beautiful Ihtnc 

called life, but grand In Ira scliolnrly simplicity. It 
wiubeln demand by many wbo bnvo nut previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price SI.50. tor sale 2 
this offico.

Io Tunfl withilliB Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.
«1108 lbo cAUfioof whatever enters 
Into your llfo. To come Into tho mil realization of 
your own awakened interior powers. Is to bo abloto 
Sa k?,? °or ftccord wIth ^hat you

have It.—From Tltlc-Pngc.
CONTENTS“-!. Prelude; I). ThoSnnromoFactof 

H1,® £n,ver6o; III. The Supremo Fact of Human Ufa: 
IV, FnllncM of Life—Bodily Health end Vlffor: V. 
The Secret, Powor and Effect of Loro: VI. Wisdom

VII. Tho Boalfration of 
act Peace, V III. Coming Into fullness ot power; 

^.Plenty of - Alt Tblnse—The Low ot Prosperity; 
X. How Men Have Become Prophets, Boers, Sages. 
^lSftVT0?5 XI; Tbo BaHc Principle ot All RclIgfoiS 
»xTi? V? Rollfflon: XII. ¿ntcrlhg Now’lnw 
tbn Realization ot the Hlghoat Riches, For Mio aS 
thlaofllcc. Price, poairald, 11.25, - j

au'1 aflmtratlon. In - Qloganco of stylo, chnrm of nmnrwt an«i <iAAn

unive.r.se
crlt.es
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THE OPENJOURT. 
\ The Present Discussion.

\ Never before in-'‘the history of Spiritualism has 
ttyere been a discussion so important to the whole 
wbrld of modern reformatory thought as tbe one pow. 
being carried on in The Progressive Thinker, in the 
Open Court. Every article is charmingly written. 
The sentiments presented, though conflicting, are 
instructive and fascinating, and they broaden the un
derstanding of the reader, and increase the number 
of his brain cells, so essential to every well-balanced 
mind. Everyone applauds the Open Court.

The President of the Nf S. A
—------------------— U £\

INSTRUCTING DARK SPIRITS.

Some Impressive Particulars In Rela
tion to Dark Spirits—He Gives an 
Instance of Demoniac Possession.

THO'UGHTB OF/SPECIAL IMPORT

-ANCE. ■

IN RE OBSESSION.

RHEUMATISM
CURED

BY ABSORPTION
The Fool Pore# Noiv Mape to Yield VM 

Acid Poloous From the Ulood by 
lleiunrk^ble lllscovery .

Which AH Cau
TRY FREE—PAY WHEN SATISFIED.
Henyour name to-day; you will get • 

by return mail, postpaidf-FREE To Try, 
—a pair of Magic Foot Drafts, the great 
Michigan Discovery, wljlch has proven 
such a remarkably safe and sure cure 
for rheumatism of all kinds that they, 
are now being extensively imitated 
abroad as well as in Uris country, in 
jungiand infringement against Magio 
Foot drafts has recently been enjoined 
by tne courts, thus protecting rheu
matic sufferers against imitations liable 

to lie injurious.
Magic Foot 

uraits are worn 
inside the stock
ing (without the 
least inconven-

An Explanation of the Difference Be
tween a Person Possessing an Idea 
and the Idea Possessing the Person.

side of the case that I have been piiv In The Progre8Blve Thinker ot Octo- 
ileged to read in this discussion. He is ber gth j read wlm much intereBt the 
a most excellent man« as is also my ••Scjnt1ilatiOns” irom Mrs. Clara Wat- 
long-time friend,, Dr. Himballi 1 have gQU,a $en and Dr peel)les. reply. j ai
no wibh to bet peoplc*?dgainnu them 01 wayg read what flows trom these minds 
their work. I do wish40 emphasize tne 1 Yith great care, and 6ften coljrcide wjth 
potency of Goodness, and toj voice to Mrg Wataon. but tllis tinle j must, side 
|he world some, of,thoewords,J have rp- with t)le ,.^ood jjoctor,” though Jesus 
ceived trom my spirit helpers: : You get the poctor always defends)
back whatever goes iP.nt l»om your Bald ■•There Is none good but one, that 
mind.” Is it not time,.we thought <J|lsGod." ' •
goodness, truth and beauty, and let the I ^ike Mrs, Watson, I have not read 
angels help their afflicipd.-on^a in their because I am not able to buy
own sweet.way? .in .- b I it; but I have read all written about

In conclusion let moisay that my ar- jn our paperB and accept its state- 
ticle on Obsession was written in Ga- I ments ln {ull- 
naan, Maine, last November, and that it I j wish to relate one experience at a 
has been awaiting its turn to be seance held in our home some years 
lished since that time. Those who feel ftg0 At our regu]ar sitting through a 
that I should have signed "San Anto- irance medium under control we were 
nio, Texas,” in place of. "Canaan, I asked t0 hold a 8er;eH Of sea{1ces for the 
Maine," will please take notice that 1 benefit of earth-bound spirits. We con- 
was not in Texas when said article was sen(edj and agreed that nothing but 
written, hence could not give an ad- I B[Ci(nesa should be an excuse for ab
dress that was not mine.. If Obsession senee. The circle consisted of seven 
is a fact, instead of a theory, I want to members, four of whom were trance 
know it, and, panoplied in the armor of mediums, two of them being clairau- 
Truth, be ready to 4o.my part to over- dJent and ciairV0yant. A cabinet stood 
come its baneful influence in the world. ¡n one corner Of the room, with a round 
When I have read Dr. Peebles’ book, 1 I ta))le ln {ront oj it. One medium sat in 
may have more to say on this subject, I yie cabinet, the others around the table 
il the good editor of The Progressive g0 an couid See in the cabinet. Very 
Thinker be willing I should do so. I dar|t spirits were often brought to these 

HARRISON D. BARRETT. I cjrcies which we held for nearly two 
; , ... -• ’ I years), and were seen, described and
‘ ‘ ’ ' instructed by and through these me-

There is quite a difference between a 
person possessing an Idea and the idea 
possessing the person. In the first, in
stance the person- who possesses an 
idea can change the idea to suit testi- 

itnony, and to fit circumstances ; -and he- 
does not consider it any great loss if 
he has to discard it altogether, as he 
generally gets something better in its 
place; but the person who is possessed 
by an idea, he has to shape himself to 
fit the idea, and as ideas do not change 
themselves he becomes a fixture so far 
as growth is concerned.

A church creed is a crystallized laea, 
and the good, staunch member is uu<= 
who gets himself nicely fitted into it, 
and any rude effort which may to* ce 
him out generally results in some form 
of disaster, either to the church or me 
person, and in the long run accom
plishes no real good.

For a person to accept the tenet** or 
Spiritualism, they have in the n.m 
place to cut themselves loose from an 
possessing ideas, and learn to stuuu m* 
in their own strength, to examine crit
ically anything that may present itself. 
When we consider the great difference 
in the mental make-up of different indi
vidualities, is it any great wonder we 
have such conflict of opinion as pre
sents itself in the discussions, such as 
those over "The Great Psychological

President Harrison D. Barrett Rises, to 
Explain.

“Oh. that mine enemy had written a 
book!” These words ot an ancient 
poet are better understood by me to-tiay 
than ever before especially so since I 
have; been receiving private letters crit
icising my views on the theory of ob
session. ’

When one asserts that I abused Dr. 
Peebles, and want to see him “burned 
in effigy, or pitted upon a red-hot pitch
fork,” I think the limit is reached, and 
1 respectfully request the privilege of 
entering a protest. I am too busy to 
reply personally to all of my corre
spondents, hence seek this means of 
reaching them.

If people will read my article care
fully, it will be seen that no abuse of 
either Dr. Peebles or his book appears 
therein. On the contrary, I distinctly 
disclaim anv intent to criticise him or 
to review his book. My purpose was to 
show that the theory of obsession was 
and is being overworked; that undue 
emphasis is laid upon it, and that many 
of the phenomena classed under its 
name can be- acounted for by other hy
potheses and demonstrations.

Some or these curious phenomena are 
cue lo suggestion, to auto-suggestion, to 
self-hypnotism, to over-wrought imagin
ations, to self-abuse, to opium-eating, to 
absinthe, to hashish, to whisky, to nar
cotics of different kinds, and to various 
sins against the physical body. BUT

A MOST INTERESTING CASE.

stroked her pretty brown hair lightly

AN OBSESSION.

A SAD CASE OF OBSESSION.

One day 1 read

ate

and he felt a conscious harmony clise

V. t
Toledo, 0.

Illustrating In a Marked Manner 
Pitiable Condition of the One 
sessed by an Evil Influence.

In all 
for ob-

the 
Ob

'vhere- .................
Oh, how they died.

not dodged it in time. On being interro
gated, he said (speaking through her 
lips) that he had been sent by his bish
op to give me a good thrashing, and 
had meant to black my eyes, but an In-

"Discovery of a Lost Trail.” By Chea. 
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual 
auggestlveness. Cloth, $1.50.

. . . BL0W which
would have given me a black eye had 1

As Illustrated in the Life of an Ortho
dox Minister.

Let the reader peruse the book, “Out- 
of the Depths-Into the Light,” and the 
statements made; by Professor Von 
Marx In the .book entitled; "Ghost 
i.nnd,” and, they will have an explana-

you?” He felt them pass away from 
him, and then he was conscious of a

Dr. Andrew Jackson Davis, the great seer and author, a man who has 
made a deep impression on the world for good, expresses his opinion.

statement, and trust'tha.t the case -will 
prove interesting to .your readers.

x " JESSIE s: pettit'flint.
Corvallis, Oregon. '

about him. ■ '
This is not an advertisement for our

by material means. Whenever you find 
normal

tion of Dr. Dowie’s experiences with an 
obsessed people.

A SPIRITUALIST.

diums.
One evening we were asked to fes-

Truth Concerning Obsession

What was and is the chief end ot the 
stupendous and the harmonious system 
of nature? -

This question is the same as the more 
interior and sublime question what 
was and is the central thought in the 
Infinite Supreme Wisdom?

By- impression I have long ago plain
ly answered these spiritual questions. 
The answer was and is (so far as 1 
have any knowledge), THE END OF 
ALL NATURE AND THE THOUGHT 
OF GOD, IS THE EVOLUTION AND 
THE INDIVIDUALIZATION OF THE 
HUMAN SOUL AND SPIRIT.

Simple and insignificant as this an
swer seems, it is (I think and believe) 
the prol'oundest and the subllmest ot 
all human conceptions. Away up in 
the Immeasurable mountains of min
eral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms ot 
tfe, you behold the natural miracle— 
_n unspeakable production of all prin
ciples and of all organisms—the indi
vidualization of immortal Man! He is 
Uie offspring of the harmonious conju- 
glum of Father God and Mother Na
ture.

Therefore Man Is by parentage and 
inheritance the ultimate, the final, the 
end of ttie material and spiritual unl-

MIXED MEDIUMSHIP IS, IN THE 
LAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS, AL
MOST UNIVERSAL. These mixed states 
of mediumship—these imitations and 
honest approximations toward tbe un
alloyed conditions of spirit intercourse 
—are the cause of a confused and dis
heartening mass of speculations con
cerning re-lncarnatlon, obsession, etc., 
which the honest investigator 1b called 
upon to face and to candidly endure as 
long as he is able to think and reason.

I have gladly welcomed the eloquent 
proclamations ot our distinguished 
friends, Peebles, Colville, Richmond, 
and others on the other side of the At
lantic, and have tried to appreciate all 
their honest attempts to present these 
progressive demoralizations in the 
strongest form of emphasis, to tbe end 
that a full and most complete statement 
might be made for the free investiga
tion of every mind.

In my researches I have found some 
twenty-four phases of what is termed 
mediumship. Among these phases, 
the most common (and, often, the most 
attractive as well as the most delight-

yerses. And inasmuch as he is organ
ised and fully equiped for an eternal ex- 
istencc, It is (In this rudimental stage 
oil; being), impossible for him to com- 
prieliend little more than the most su
perficial and inconsistent estimate of 
his inherent capacities and experiences.

I'le knows that he Is born into lite 
just like every other visible organism, 
¡.nd he knows (from recent investiga
tions and demonstrations) that he dies 
just like any other organism—but, un
like all the Inferior forms of lite, when 
he dies and “lives again.” His course 
is onward, and that his individuality Is 
chemically a unit, intrinsically homo
geneous, and can not be dissolved or 
lost in the bosom ot eternity.

Contemplated in this inextinguishable 
, light, let us ask, "What is Man, that 
-• thou art mindful ot him?" Is not the 

government of God an unerring govern
ment? Are not the principles ot Na
ture divine and immutable? Is not the 
spiritual universe unutterably more 
perfect than the rudimentalisms of this 
earthly section of the infinite system?

I leave with you the import ot these

fully seductive) is impersonation. 
This is the chief charm in the manifes
tations of great and renowned actors. 
To artistically personate an historical 
character is the height of all study and 
ambition of the theatrical star. One ot 
the most frequent exhibitions of an elo
cutionary student, is to deliver a thrill
ing scene in both speech and action of 
the “Maniac.” It is exquisitely amus
ing as well as disgusting to witness a 
personation of the besotted and brutal 
"drunkard.” The assumption ot the 
austere majesty of a kingly character, 
or the impersonation of some noted 
queen, is the foundation of the success 
and prosperity of several noted men 
and women in the world of culture and 
art.

But it is not true that, when a medi
um is hypnotized or "influenced” by 
some spirit to perform in a similar man
ner, the manifestation is called "obses
sion,” "evil spirits," etc. Meanwhile 
the free-going and jolly-loving “Diakka' 
are having a first-class theatrical com
edy. What we have ascertained as to 
these celestial characters—the unwise

vital questions. _ . . _____
Coming now down into this cellar

kitchen of human experienc ,’what do 
we find? Alas! we find a progressive 
demoralization of human speculations 
on the established reality of inter
course with some of the inhabitants ot 
the spiritual universe.

This demoralization consists, mainly, 
in a mass of superficial reasonings con
cerning certain abnormal phases ot 
psychical experiences. It is absolutely 
true THAT UNALLOYED MEDIUM
SHIP IS A RARITY; WHILE IT IS 
ALSO TRUE THAT PARTIAL AND

len 
i

uiev
iute. i:

cej. ana 
omc or ai

uouy. oy absorbing 
impurities from the

cure 
favei

■neumatism, 
part of the

uric acuì and other 
blood through the

BEYOND THESE ARB THE PHENOM
ENA DUE TO THE INFLUENCE OF 
IGNORANT, VICIOUS AND EARTH
BOUND SPIRITS, "THE DIAKKA” OF 
A. J. DAVIS. WHO ARE NOT VIC
TORS IN THE END OVER THE GOOD 
AND THE TRUE. BUT ARE M1SDI- j 
RECTED ENERGIES OF THE SOUL, 1 
SELF BEHIND THEM.

Every man in passing out of the body 
goes to his own place, as did Judas Is
cariot, the betrayer of Jesus. Like 
seeks like, as water seeks its level. 
Therefore, these Ignorant and vicious 
ones gravitate Into their own places, 
and seek media who live on the same 
low plane. Put a good man or woman 
into association with these beings, and 
he or she-is in hell. Put one of the 
ignorant and ignoble ones in company 
with the pure and good and he Is in 
hell. Both would be at once repelled 
by the very majestic aura about their 
unnatural associates, and would at once 
seek their own places. It requires a 
greater stretch of the imagination than 
I possess to believe that true, pure, 
honest media welcome as controls the 
horrible specimens of humanity as spir
its whose only purpose is to destroy 
them.

The influence of tlie members of the 
“Church Triumphant” over the mem
bers of the "Church Militant" is a case 
of "Like seeking like.” The Catholic 
seeks his own, as does his Presbyterian 
brother. That both sometimes seek to 
proselyte, even as spirits, may be per
fectly true, but do they proselyte 
among mortals or among spirits? Do 
they attach themselves to the spirits of 
mortals to kill them, or are they placed 
in charge of enlightened spirits to be in
strumental in the truths of God?

and conscienceless students in the up
per universities—they are authors of al
most all the farces and semi-religious 
exhibitions exploited under the thrilling 
caption—"Obsession." It is certain on 
the Spiritualistic billboard to “draw an. 
audience.”

A word in conclusion. Remember 
that Man’s Individuality is his one sole 
sacred and "divine right.” No other 
personality can cause a displacement of 
the embodied individual. All such 
claims are spurious—all such mystical 
theories are fascinating sophistries—all 
suet doctrines, while containing a sub
stratum of reality, are deplorable men
tal demoralizations in the very face ot 
Modern Spiritualism. .

A. J. DAVIS.

The following is an extract from 
Dowie’s sermon on "Divine Healing”:

While a young man, serving an Epis
copalian church in a town in Scotland, 
a strange epidemic seized the inhabit
ants- it was of the nature ot epilepsy 
accompanied by cursing and raving; 1 
have never witnessed the like else-

fifteen funeral services
Ob! the suffering, the anguish of the 

dying, the despair and sorrow of the 
living. I-see and hear it still. lean 
not describe it. 1 cannot forget it.

Oh! how I prayed; slept little.
little and worked............................... t

Three beautiful innocent children of 
a good family of my church werez 
stricken. 1 loved them dearly.

I shall never forget the morning-that 
I opened my Bible and read: If any 
among you are afflicted, let him pray. 
The prayer of the faithful shall save 
the kick and the Lord shall raise him 
up. Pray one tor another that ye may

I leave it to your understanding to 
tell whether this gentleman was under 
obsession, Mr. Montgomery Hollinshead 
ot South Bend, Ind., R. R. No. 1.

His experience tor four years has 
been one OF A LIVING HELL! He be
ga» to develop automatic writing. 
Eventually he' could hear spirits talk 
and then his troubles began. He dared 
not use his own mind. If he would con
template to work in the fields, they. 
would say, "We will punish you for 
that.” And they would throw a condi- 

,,tion of distress on his head wnich would 
’ cause him great torture. .

For weeks he could not sleep. Spirits

Illustrating the Potency of Practical Ex- toon the curtain of the cabinet and seat 
i- »a. invMtination of the medium close to the front in full perience in the Invest g vjew of tJje clrcle (we bad a g00d iigbt

Demonism. at every sitting), when as described by
---------  both clairvoyants a very dark spirit ap- 

“But, Doctor, you must come." peared by her side; his hands were 
It was out of my beat>_and there was crossed In front and tied with a silken 

all I ought to do at home, for although cor(i, by which he was led by a child, 
I was called a crank in those days, peo- I and as he advanced another appeared, 
pie would come for the "crank” when unm a double horse-shoe circle was 
they got in a tight place. - formed around our circle, the children

“She Is so like her mother,” pleaded between us and the dark ones, and all 
the young man; “all bloated up, and facing the cabinet. There were twenty 
her heart in a terrible condition. She of these dark spirits, and we were told 
has not been able to lie down for two that they were Roman Catholics, and at 
months, ahd we have had Dr. A—, Dr. a large convention of such spirits a 
B—, and Dr. C—, besides the best coun- I great cardinal had taught them that 
sei from the city; and they do not help there was no possible way by which 
her a bit. Why, we can’t have her die they could communicate with friends 
like this, just as her mother did. You On earth. Some disputed this state
must come and do what you can. If ment, and missionary spirits induced 
you can’t cure her you may be able to them to choose ten from each side 
relieve her suffering, and they didn't whom they -would conduct to a circle 
do even that.” , on earth, Where they could see and

And so, I went, and went prepared learn for themselves. The writer was 
to handle the case if it could be done, controlled by a spirit teacher to address 
My assistant, whom we will call B, ac- them, after which they returned to the 
companied me. B possessed clairvpy- cabinet in the same order and disap
ance, and experience had taught me peared.
that this gift was valuable, especially Some of these spirits (as we were 
so in cases where other remedies fall, told) did not believe they were such, 
as the cause would most likely He upon having passed through the change 
a plane not perceived by our physical called death, or that any higher or low- 
senses. I gave no description ot the er conditions existed than those they 
case to B on our drive out, only that we now dwelt in. They, however, wit-

Crime,” and the one going on now over 
Dr. Peebles' book, “Obsession, or De- 
monlsm of the Ages," in The Progres
sive Thinker?

I HAVE WATCHED THE DISCUS
SIONS VERY CLOSELY, AND READ 
THE ARGUMENTS ON BOTH SIDES 
WITH INTEREST, AND 1 MUST SAY 
THAT WHILE THE DISCUSSION 
HAS BEEN FAIR AND CANDID IN 
MOST INSTANCES, YET I SEE 
TRACES AT TIMES OF WHERE THE 
IDEA APPEARS TO POSSESS THE 
PERSON.

It Is the rule in common law that the 
case hinges almost entirely upon the 
testimony presented, and the rule is a 
correct one. MERE OPINIONS DO 
NOT PASS. Old Spiritualists very gen
erally detect the difference between 
real testimony and mere individual 
ideas. They all have their beliefs rest
ing upon something which has been di
rect testimony to them; but the mis
take that is too often made is in sup
posing that the testimony which they 
have had covers the whole case. It is 
very natural to suppose all the others 
are mistaken; and. because they do 
not give up their own ideas, and treat 
the testimony they may have received 
direct to themselves as merely some 
mistaken whim, and come bodily over 
to accept ours, we too often take after 
them with clubs. WE SHOULD BE 
FAR ENOUGH ALONG TO COMPRE
HEND THIS FACT, THAT THE

large foot pores. Thousands of letters 
from cured rheumatics—some of them 
the toughest old chronics in the coun
try, can be seen by anyone calling at our 
offices. 11 the Drafts cure all these 
people, why shouldn’t they cure you?. 
Write to-day to Magic Foot Draft Co., 
XOB Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. You 
will get the Drafts by return mail. It 
you are satisfied with the relief they 
give, send us one dollar, if not, send 
nothing. You Decide. A valuable newi 
book (in colors) on rheumatism comes 
free with the Drafts. Send no money, 
only your name.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J. CLEGG WRIGHT.

This volume consist« of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and 1« certainly no 
small ccutrlbution to the study of the soul. It 
is a goou work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, fl. For sale at this 
office.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Figuler. Tran«lated from the French by 
S. R. Croekee. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. T, 1« writ
ten in that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects In adaptation to tha 
needs of the general reader. The author says: 
“There is a true and respectable Idea In Spirit« 
uallsm,” and regard« as proved “the fact of 
communication between supcrhiimaiis and tho 
inhabitants of earth." Price, 11.50.

were to visit a sick girl. Wla entered nessed the method of control, were 
the house and sick-room together. In taught the truth, and in company of 
my capacity as a physlcian l' took the the missionary spirits carried the teach- 
lead, and made usual inquiries, found Ings to their friends.
the patient much as her brother had At another sitting . 1 persuaded a 
stated, but with a perfectly- normal Cathqjic lady (who had not before sat 
pulse. Calling for a glass df iwater, 1 in'a-qfrcle) to be present. She was con- 
prepared a simple Homeopathic remedy, boiled by a spirit who doubled up her 
While doing so, B went to. the giri/P Ifist AND STRUCK A ’ ' ’
side, talked to her on.ordinary topics, ' ’

----------------- for a moment, and expressed sympathy
"Havel repudiated theism! Non- to her, that she could not. rest. To 

sense! F -Peebles, '■ himself is the natural eye that was all we did; 
stronger in his Theism than 1 am In but j knew by look ln B’S;.eye that 
mine, it is not a warfare between The- tbe ca8e wa8 be SUCeBsfullyi treated, 
ists and atheists that is now on in tills We ^ook our deparfUre. As soon as we 
discussion; witness Mr. Griffen, Mrs. were ¡n ^e carriage, I turned to B— 
Richmond, A. J. King, Mrs. Cassell, all '‘-well?" • '
strong theists, with Prof. Loveland, ..Hgr mofaer possessed her,” was the 
Sar’gls, Miss Clara Watson, et al, anti- rep]y 'q have her attached to me now, 
theists, on the one side, with Dr. and if you don.t drive faBt get me 
Peebles, theist. and a large number of out oi tbls qUfcii]y( [ dOn’t know how 
Antl-thelsts on the other side. j can endure it.”

"DID NOT MRS. LONGLEY AND Before We could reach our office, B 
GOOD FATHER PIERPONT PROVE waB becoming so bloated that it was 
OBSESSION TO BE /l FACT, AND IS necegsary to loosen waistbands. In- 
NOf THEIR WORD SUFFICIENT? atead o( the girl being dhe patient, B 
THEY GAVE MANY VALUABLE lwaB now the one to care for. As soon 
TRUTHS TO THE WORLD IN THEIR ag w0 were houBed> i spiritually healed 
UTTERANCES, BUT THEY DID NOT I tbe decarnate mother, and in a half 
SEEK TO ACCOUNT FOR EVERY ILL bour>B tjme g regained normal condi
TO WHICH HUMANITY IS HEIR, I bloat all gone.
LAYING IT TO OBSESSION. They R wag alm0Bt U8eless to see the girl 
took the ground that A. J. Davis does; agaln We knew she would be all right 
there are earth-bound spirits who are and gbe wag sbe went t0 bed tbe very 
viciously ignorant, and need aid. They nJgbt after we were there and slept 
asserted that we (the earth-people) well. ag tbat was needed was to rehqv- 
shoulfl stop seeding evil-minded people I. Btrength and confidence. This/re- 
into spirit life. These two positions covery cannot be laid to medicine?» as 
are mine, and in no way do I insult tog remedy j have even forgotten 
either of them or Dr. Peebles by as- wbat j gave but it was sjmpie and suit- 
serting opinions that are, by their own I ed t0 case j even kept unmeai- 
admission, their very own. My pro- cated pellets to dissolve when I felt 
test is against Substituting millions of medlcine was unnecessary, for some 
devils for the one “Big Devil" of ortho- people have it. I learned to de
dox Christianity. pend upon my natural healing powers,

Spiritualists, by the use they make, in but not being abie to see or hear spir- 
extremis, of the-obsession theory, ere- ituanyi was obliged to geta clairvoyant 
ate an innumerable host ot scapegoats ^gjgt jn the use of these powers, 
upon whom to cast the responsibility ,pbe cage jUgt re]ated was one of ob- 
for their own misdeeds. If the kettle geggjon and BUCh cannot be reached 
boils dry, if a dish is broken, if a man > —- •• •
or woman gets cross, if a person in-1 Stressing symptoms ana a 
dulges in profanity, if media cheat and pu]ge look out for such cases, 
defraud, if they drink, carouse, and ab- mentai troubles, look carefully 
scond with thousands of dollars belong-1 geggion or hynnotic control, 
ing to innocent people, the cry goes up, An 1Bolated case?
"The evil spirits did it! Better a ob
thousand times to have one devil to po’g THIRTY YEARS OR MORE, IT 
hold responsible for humanity’s ills, HAg BEEN MY FORTUNE TO BE 
than a myriad of excarnate spirits. It CONTINUALLY MEETING WITH OB

’ ' reasonable, for SEgg[QN. •_ .
gives Good a I gome fifty years ago I had my .first

dian had pushed my head aside. 1 
asked if he had known me in earth lite, 
or if I had ever injured him.

“No,” he replied, “but Jou have tried 
to take this woman from the bosom of 
the Mother Church. I was her father 
in the church. I baptized her and con
firmed her, and by order of the bishop 
I will punish you for persuading her to 
come here.”

He doubled her fist again, but an In
dian control seized him (or her) and 
held him until he promised to retire or 
behave.

I asked him to look around and see 
if there were not spirits present better 
clothed and brighter than he. He ad
mitted there were. Then I told him to 
seek the truth from them, and return 
and report to us through the same me
dium.

“What!” said he, “you invite me to 
return?”

“Yes, these meetings are-held to help 
just such spirits as yourself, and our 
spirit friends will aid you to return.”

Three weeks elapsed before he re
turned. Then controlling Mr. R., he

WHOLE TRUTH IS TOO BIG A 
THING FOR US TO GRASP IT IN ITS 
ENTIRETY. There is no doubt but 
we all have our share of truth, and also 
our portion of error; that some have 
ono portion of the truth, while others 
may have another portion of it, and be
cause there is a gap ot error between 
the portions possessed by the different 
persons they do not seem to fit together, 
so the conflict arises; both parties be
ing too determined to stick by their 
own fragment to think of going over 
and investigating what the other par
ties have, and then all working together 
with the idea of eliminating the gap of 
error between them, so theyjcan fit the 
two fragments and thereby all parties 
come into possession of a larger portion 
of the facts. /

THE A6E Of REASON ,1« 
an Investigation of True and l-'abulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of 180 pages, post 8vo. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. ,

Force and Matter n^^^s 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub» 
ject. Price, cloth, 81.00.

THE LIFE RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITING.-In this book 

Whiling alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
dally living that shall embody tho sweeiness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant’ 
ment to life. Uis. in a measure, a logical se
quence of ‘'The World Beautiful,” leading into 
still diviner harmonies. It is calculated to ren
der the soul in harmony with the universe. II 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth, 81,00.

HEW BOOK.
’ The members ot a churph have what j pVyi |j 11 I 1 ijri|T 
they are to believe handedxout to them, * 1-41 11 I'l
like ready-made clothing, ‘--and they w O
must fit themselves into th4m at all 
hazards; trim themselves down to ill 
the belief, so there is rarely any dis
turbance among them in that direction; 
because if one should grow too big to 
fit the idea he almost invariably slips 
out of the church. But with Spiritual
ists they are continually growing; some 
growing in one direction and some in 
another which accounts for the diver
gence and difference of opinion. We 
are none of us so large but what there 
is plenty ot truth for all parties; and 
the candid, unbiased consideration ot 
these subjects, as has been presented 
in The Progressive Thinker by the dif
ferent writers can only result in larger 
growth; and we can rest assured the 
truth will not suffer by the agitation.

THOMAS BUCKMAN.
Marshfield, Ore.

BY MRS. DRAKE.
Important Addition to Our Llteraturs." 

| Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national' 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
save been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to th*, 
end. It is chockful of stirring Inc!-, 
leiits. Price of this large volume, onlyn 

¡(1.50 postpaid.

LISBETH

is far more logical and 
it personifies Evil and 
chance to cope with it.

Honestly, now, when 
man does wrong, does 
mon sense tell you and

case, but aid not know what it was, or 
a man or • wo-1 wbat j bad done t0 heaI the pa^ient 
not Plain com- before be could get my prescription 
me and all oui“ 1
alone responsl-1 physicians would only use a little

would say: “You must not think of any 
business or WE WILL PUNISH YOU." 
To obtain sleep he would pick up his 
shotgun and tell them that he would 
commit suicide, and that they would be 
held responsible for his murder. Then 
they would beg of him not to do so, and 
would let him rest for a few hours.

This toMure continued about three 
years, when he heard of our school. He 
came to us in this dreadful condition. 
We allowed’ our band to remove them 
from him, which they did in a few mo
ments. “He said they began to beg, say
ing, “Oh! my God, do I have to leave

be healed.” ■ - =-
Oh! how those words burned down 

into my soul. I rush to the home ot 
those three children. The mother was. 
in despair. The eldest, a little maid, 
-was moaning, raving • and swearing. 
The doctor was there, helpless. He 
said as I entered, "I can do no more. It 
seems to be God’s providence.” I re
plied "Doctor, it is not God’s provi
dence that this Innocent child who -----------------------------------------
never swore is now cursing. It is not -vaSf. change.-The pain of his head left 
God’s work; it is the work of the devil - - —--

. (evil spirits in truth).
The doctor rushed from that home, 

and I knelt beside the maid and I cried 
out from the depths of my Innermost 
soul, “Oh! God, I believe'thy wprd. 1 
do rely on thy promises; heal this child 
by the laying on of my hands and my 
faith, according to thy promise, or I wil 
forever leave thy ministry.” Then I 
made passes over the child and laid my 
hands upon her. She became passive. 
Moisture camé into the palms of her 
hands and upon her- forehead. : She ---------
Blent long and deep, awoke natural, ate-; thermore that Dr.. Peebles has ad- 
and was restored. I prayed with -thé vanced in thought and understanding 
other two children; they were restored-, toward, a higher plane of mediumship 
and there was not another death in my' than many who do not understand the 
nnrish. - - ■ - - - - - -fact of obsession. . ,

, REV. CORA AND WM-F. BENTON.

school, as we close now. We expect to 
open up in the fall in another location, 
and will give due notice through this ' 
paper. . ■

I have never read Dr. Peebles’ work 
on “Obsession,” but I do "know that IT 
IS THE TRUTH, and all who wish to 
investigate mediumship will do well to 
read his book, and learn how these 
malignant forces can and do obsess and 
torment innocent victims. It shows fur-

ers that that person is _
ble for what is done, and must meet the i more‘ con,mon , Sense and judgment, 
consequences of it. It is more in keep- and not t(J extremes_fOr instance, 
ing with reason and common honesty to not that every disorder is due 
believe that I am responsible tor my ev- to obsessioni Or that all troubles come 
ery misdeed than it is to throw it off from the physical slde Qf ]itei and can 
upon “Evil Spirits. The spirit did be reached by material means. It is 
it! I am not to blame, is the cry of on[ a Bllnd man in theg6 days that will 
every fake speaker, medium and PPeu- shut his eyes to the fa?,t of spirit con
do psychic in our ranks to-day. This troi and obsession; and it is ' only a 
obsession discussion <Aem ia knave and a hypocrite that will favor
richly-deserved stirring upland tbor I $xcluslve mediCai law. A.physician 
ough roasting. who will do so. should-be deprived of

The Diakka, of whom Dr. Davis ¿»g riahts for a true ttftysiclan always 
writes, and to whom Dr• Peebles^and CUre
Father Pierpont -att ever means that can bh.useL ahd, by
tion. They should be educated, wav suggestion was nou.used in
formed, illumined—not given license to case’just related for B Mid I kept
injure pure-minded mortals On earth. matter from the' family, “and from
They should bp restrained in their ev: tfae aick g[fl Qf .uae^would it 
ery attempt to harm* human beings. I hppn to sneak ih those flava dvet 
and the beat restraint I know of is this: t^entv -v€ara aK0 besides wanted Stop creating them; stop being Diakka- % mysflf more expedience, 
like; stop welcoming their influence.in “HaXSM above 
pure spiritual circles; control them, “ ..K- —
and not let them control us or our me-.
dia. I have no war to make upon my 
long-time friend, Dr. Peebles, nor upon 
anyone who takes his view of the case.- 
He wants the same'result that I do.

said that he had been placed in confine
ment by the bishop because he had not, 
rescued the medium or punished me, 
but the brighter ones had released him 
and enabled him to return. He gave his 
name, his church and position, which 
our medium friend ratified, though she 
did not realize the part as medium, she 
took, not believing Uiat she could be so 
easily controlled.

This priestly father afterwards gave 
us a history of his spirit life, thanked 
us for what we had done for him, and 
said that he was advanced to better con
dition than he before believed could ex
ist, and was now employed as a mis
sionary among those in creedal dark
ness.

1 could give many such instances oc
curring during the two years we con
tinued our circles, every one of which 
strengthens Dr Peebles’ position, for 
truly every state or condition of earth 
life has its corresponding state or con
dition over there. No reincarnations are 
needed in order to instruct even the 
lowest or darkest spirit there, for 
through mediums on eartn and the 
schools of- spirit land, all needed in
struction can be furnished in order to 
place these dark ones on progression’s 
path. ■ JAS. H. YOUNG.

Onset, Mass.

POSTAL THIEF FOUND INSANE.

Huber Thought Spirits Ordered Him 
Open Mail and Remove Contents.

M. O. Huber, who was employed

to

as

An Interesting Story of Two 
Worlds.

registry clerk and in the pbstofflee, and 
against .whom eleven indictments were 
found charging him with robbing let- | 
ters committed to his care, yesterday i 
afternoon was declared to be insane. ।

When the case was called for trial in 
the United States Court a large num
ber of witnesses were on hand. United 
States District Attorney Valentine rep
resented the prosecution and Attorneys 
Adam^ompson and Thomas L. Wool
wine apitotred for the defense. A 
strong case was made out against the 
defendant, but a plea ot insanity was | 
entered by his attorneys. In support of 
this a number of physicians testified 
that they had examined the defendant 
and found that he was suffering from 
delusional insanity. He imagined that 
he was controlled by spirits who com
manded him to open letters and em
bezzle the contents. These spirits were 
known to him by the names of “War 
Eagle," "Black Hawk," “White Star”

Elevating, Fasclnatlnc, Instrac. 
tive Throughout.

This work by Carrie EL 8. Twjng is 
exceptionally Interesting. She will 
says: “These characters which have- 
brought ont the highest and lowest In 
different religions beliefs, have moved 
me, not I thatn.” The whole book is !*■ 
tereeting, fascinating, and tnstrncUv* 
Price 11.00 xJ

A Veru Interestina Book tor RfT.
Philosophy Of This work con

Spiritual Intercourse, account or the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house ot Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases in aU parts ot the country. This 
volume Is the fir" Torn the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test ot many years. Cloth, 80c.; postage Wo.

He wants to see evil reclaimed, and all 
these unhappy, ignorant spirits turned 
toward God. His purpose, I believe, is 
an honest one, and no true Spiritualist 
desires to have his book burned" and 
himself spitted upon a hot Iron. .

We should-all be- truth seekers, and 
ready to accept.truth from whatever 
source it may come to us. But we do 
not find, truth by quarreling with one 
another, Apr by holding up “Evil Spir
its” as Spiritualism's chief revelation to 
the world. Wb do not see the sunshine 
In a cloudy day. We do not gain peace 
by entering into war. Dr. Lane-. has 
'given us the ablest presentation of his

‘Thu Light of Egypt" Volume# 1 
and 2.- An occult library In Itself, a 
text-book Y>f esoterlb 1Knotfledge na 
taught hy Adepts of Hefmetid Phlloeo* 
phy. Price $2 ne» volume.' -
; “Spirit Echoes.”My Mattie E.Hull. 
This .pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author's latest And1 choicest 
poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. ' Price’ 75 cents.

. i'The Kingship of.-Self-Control."/ -By 
Wm. George Jordan. ' It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, uthe Red -Tape 
duty, the supremo charity of-the world,, 
the revelation of reserve! power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. : ¿ i . ।

. An Asthma Cure at Last.
It gives up great pleasure to announce 

the discovery of a positive cure for 
Asthma, in the wonderful Koja 
Plant, a new botanic product found 
on tne Congo River,. West Africa. 
The cures wrought by it in the Worst 
cases, are really marvelous. Sufferers 
of twenty to fifty years' standing have 
been at once restored to healta by the 
Kola Plant Compound. Among others, 
many ministers of the gospel testify to 
Its wonderful powers.

Rev. S. H. Eisenberg. Ph. D., Centre Hall. Pa., 
perhaps ono of the worst cases, was permanent- 
Iv cured after many years suffering. Rev. D. S. 
lionkins, Wilson, Ind. Ter. -writes May 26th, bls 
wile was cured two years ago after eight years 
suffering. Rev. F. F. Wyatt' the notedJEyangel- 
1st. Abilene. Texas, writes was cured of Hay-Fe
ver and Asthma after eight years suffering and 
had no return of tho disease. Mr. L, H. Johnson, 
of Gainesville, Ga., Manager of the Gainesville 
Shoe Co., writes, the Kola Compound Is a death 
blow to Asthma. It cured my daughter after 
all hope had gone and words are inadequate (o 
express our gratitude to the Importers.
- To prove to : you beyond doubt Its 
wonderful curative power, .the Kola. 
Importing Co., No. 116G Broadway, 
New York,, will send a large case of the 
Kola Compound free .by mail to every 
reader of-The Progressive Thinker who 
suffers from any form of Asthma. This 
is very fair, and we advise-sufferers to 
send for a, case. It: costs yon nothing 
and you should surely, try it.. - - ■

and "Betsy.” A verdict was rendered, 
finding him insane, and the indictments 
against him were uismissed.

Huber is a veteran of the Spanish- 
American war and served in the navy 
with considerable distinction. At the 
battle of Santiago he was in charge of 
a twelve-pound gun, and at the conclu
sion of the fight Captain Clarke of the 
Oregon complimented him personally.

To the Editor:—The above was taken 
from the Los Angeles Express, March 
17, 1905, and is, I think, a vejy fair il
lustration, which could easily come un
der the jurisdiction of the present 
“trial,” Peebles vs. People, now pending 
in' the Open Court.

The civil court of Los Angeles ren
dered a verdict of “insanity” .against 
.Mr. Huber, and he was consequently 
committed to the asylum for the insane.

Is Mr.-Huber insane?
. Js he obsessed?

If obsessed, is he insane, and is in
sanity of this form obsession? ■

L. M- HYLAND.
' Ocean Park. California. ■

"Heliocentric Astrology or Esientlals 
of Asttenomy and- Solar Mentality, 

’with Tables'of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910." By Tarmo Vedrà. For sale at' 
this office. Price $1.50.

“Thè New Life." By Leroy Berrler.
Eminently suggestive along the lines of' 

.’“new'thought." Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, $1.

In the World Celestial.
By DR. T. A. BLAND.

•‘It ta Inexpressibly delightful.”—Hon. C. A.
Windle. _______

•‘It lifts the reader Into enchanting realms. 
Medical Gleanor. _ w

••Isis intensely Interesting.”—Rer. Minot J. 
Savaffe*

-Tlu-ee thing, moke this book remarkoble. Its 
authorship, the astounding claims put forth tn 
It, and tbs philosophy and revelation of a future 
fife It contains."—B- O. Flower, In the Arona,

•-It will give us courage to paes through tho 
deem shodowe of death to the sun-lit clime of 
ifoe World Celestial."-Rev. H. W. Thomas.

"Everybody will be charmed with it. tor It la 
not only a great Spiritual book, but a mosh 
beautiful romance or two worlds."—Banner of

ifis Printed In elegant style and bound In 
cloth and gold. Prlc 11.00.

Ilie Mystic Thesaurus, 
Or Initiation in the Theoretical and Practical 
•acreta ot Astral Truth and Occult Art. By 
WixxiB F. Wnirenaan. Editor Agrippa-» ' Nat
ural Magic." The book treats of The Symbol of 
the Cross, aplritual GUI», Inspirational Con
ception, Initiative Exposltlon.The Astral Broth- 
ernood. Massage of the Brotherhood, The Magi* 
Mirror, and Celestial Companionship- It is * 
good text book for students of the sfy»tlo, and 

■ will be sent postpaid, in paper, tor 11.w.

TaKeurand's Letter to the Pone} • 
This work will bo found especially Interesting 
to all who would desire to make a study of Ro
manism and the Bit lo. The historic facts stat
ed, and the keen, »catting review of Romish • 
Ideas and practices »Mould do read by all. Fnot 
25 cents. .__________ _'..

nP ATH ITS MEANING 
-I 1 ■ Results.

■ By J KWUMn, of tho PonnBylvant». Bur. 
An abaorblnrly IntcrcBtlnr narrative relating a 
•cries of wonderful psychlo manifestations oe* 

i curringln tho writers experience. Cloth, lllui* 
* trated« U.25. ■ ■ ■
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him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

No One Religion Can Fit All People.
Long years ago, many years before 

the war of the Rebelllion, philanthro
pists projected a colonization society, 
its purpose to gradually remove the col
ored population in America, to their 
original habitat in Africa. The distin
guished Henry Clay was president of 
the organization. A fertile territory
was selected on the west coast 
Africa, which received the name of 
beria, and a ship was secured to ply 
tween American ports and Liberia,

of 
Li
be
lla

special purpose to transport those who 
would volunteer to become colonists. 

. It was hoped and expected that in time
all Africa would become Christianized 
through the influence of that colony and 
a similar one near it was established by
British philanthropists.

But horror of horrors! 
residence of civilized and 
negroes in sunny Africa,

A few years' 
Christianized 
where nature

supplies the greater part of man’s 
needs, and he relapsed into barbarism. 
His Christian teaching was laid aside, 
and he affiliated with the native tribes 
as one of them.

Now the announcement: A negro 
child fifty years ago was taken in 
charge by a Christian church in Hunt
ington, Indiana. He was specially edu
cated from infancy, under discipline tor 

' missionary work in Africa. For twenty- 
five years, say the newspaper accounts, 
Rev. Daniel Flickinger Wilberforce 
served the missionary board. But that 
board reports: "The missionary has 
been lured back to heathenism, he has
become chief of a tribe of devil wor
shipers, and has contracted plural mar
riages in the wilds of Africa.”

Rev. Wilberforce has done just exact-

•-

ly what the climate and productiveness 
of Africa will do by all his race It sent 
there. No incentive to labor, why 
should he toil? The climate of the tem
perate zone, from a third to half the 
year covered with snow and ice, neces
sity has compelled the residents to be
come industrious; and all our institu
tions are the outgrowth of that indus
try. Our religious faiths are native pro
ductions; but they are exotics Jn 
Africa. The action of Rev. Wilberforce, 
only one of a multitude of somewhat 
similar cases, confirms us in the posi
tion stated. The attempt to make one 
system of religion for all peoples Is the 
re-enactment of the practice of Procus- 
tus, the robber chieftain, who stretched 
the legs of the short, and cut off those 
of the long, to make all’fit a common 
bed.

Bplpnco Vwsus.F.alth.
Did the reader ever stop to contrast 

the ancient religions, Zoroastrianism, 
Brahminlsm, Confucianism, Mohatn- 
medlsm. Buddhism and Christianity 
with Spiritualism, and note the distin
guishing differences between the older 
religions and the new, provided the lat
ter may be designated a religion? The 
former religions are all based on faith, 
with no facts behind them tor their 

'support. The latter,"-as we have 
averred many times and repeat, is 
predicated on positive knowledge, there
fore Is a science. ।

Christianity, according to its own 
claim, had its root in Judaism, though 
soon after it came into being it made 
war on its parent faith and persecuted, 
even to death, its votaries.

The Jews claimed man in his prime
val condition felj from his high estate, 
became totally depraved, and expected 
a Messiah to come and restore him to 
his original condition. Christians claim 
that Messiah appeared in the person of 
Jesus.

Thinking persons, including Spiritual
ists, in this age of education, do not be
lieve in the fall of man. They know the 
race is not totally depraved. They do 
not believe God required the sacrifice of 
a son, nor any man, not even a dove, a 
goat, or a bullock, to reconcile him, 
therefore they have no need of a Re
deemer, and have none save tliat of 
knowledge.

All sorts of fictions have been devised 
to make need of a Savior. An almighty 
prlspn-house, with a devil in charge, 
sulphurous heat and eternal torture, 
and no possibility of escape. Once 
there, forever there. But no man In his 
sober senses in this age of general edu
cation believes in these lurid pictures 
of another life. A general judgment 
day when time shall end, with tlie sep
aration of saints and sinners, is mow 
only preached by revivalists, or the 
most Ignorant of the clergy, to scare 
their victims into the church.

Books written by whom and when 
compiled no one knows, are not a part 
of the new faith. A revelation if made 
to persons two thousand years ago, 
passing through more than seventy gen
erations, and numberless translations 
to accommodate it to a living tongue, 
cannot be more than hearsay now. Cer
tain it is, it is not a revelation to us, 
whatever it mav have been to others.

As science is but another term tor 
knowledge, so If there ever was a scien
tific religion it is that given us by dis
embodied minds, that is disembodied to 
our gross material senses.

Science, contra-distinguished from 
faith, Is the corner-stone of Spiritual
ism; hence its votaries have no occa
sion to distrust the great truths it has 
unfolded. Geology furnishes the stone 
record of a past Eternity. Astronomy 
makes us acquainted with the immens
ity and grandeur of worlds, and of their 
Creator. While the microscope enables 
the investigator to become acquainted 
with the minute details of matter. 
Each science of itself is a revelation 
which ignorance cannot successfully 
controvert, sophistry confuse, or skep
ticism overwhelm. ,

Spiritualists have no martyrs, and 
need none. No wars have been waged 
to propagate its Inculcations. No dun
geons have been constructed in which 
to confine its opponents; the stake and 
fagot have never been called Into requi
sition to silence criticism. Humble In 
beginning with varied means of com
munication between the mortal and the 
immortal, yet the faith of all sects have 
been changed and enlarged in conse
quence of its teaching.

All hail the new day, already dawned, 
which will sweep away the fogs of error 
and cruder faiths, and give place to the 
new whose foundation is Truth, whose 
superstructure was reared by angel 
hands, and whose duration Is eternal.

TO CONTRIBUTORS.
The Open Court has crowded out

many interesting articles, which will be 
published as* soon as space will permit. 
Each contributor must be patient and 
forbearing. But such a thing as pleas
ing everybody is impossible.

ADJOURNED.

WmiMgoafim thinker
Thought, Br«lp affri Continuity.

A New York brain specialist not long 
since believed that he had located defi
nitely the seat of human intelligence— 
the special part that thinks.

Of course such a speculation is of 
some interest, but a faf more important 
question is the genesis of thought itself. 
The questions exciting greater atten
tion among thinkers are: • What Is 
thought? How does thought originate?

■A class of materialists affirm that 
thought is inseparable from the human 
brain, and death, as it ends the activity 
of the brain; terminates the intelli
gence and thought so far as the dead in
dividual is concerned. ‘

Some of the secular journals have 
taken up the discussion of the subject, 
in its various relations, and that in a 
manner that cannot but fail to be pleas
ing to those who have become con
vinced of the truth ot spirit return and 
manifestation. For instance one of 
these journals declares that a pretty 
strong case has been made out in favor 
of the proposition that in certain in
stances there has been a survival of in
telligent individuality after the death 
of the body. The case is strong enough 
to have convinced numerous men of 
science, to say nothing of men in other 
walks of life. It can not be dismissed 
with a mere disparaging allusion to 
“ghost stories,” because men of the cal
iber of Sir William Crookes, -for in
stance, are not to be disposed of in that 
way. ,

Now, if it can be proved, even in one 
case, that intelligent thought has sur
vived the death of the body the dem
onstration certainly is fatal to the the
ory that thought is simply a function of 
the brain. If thought is shown to have 
persisted after the destruction of the 
brain that hypothesis will hive to be 
abandoned.

Just how intelligence is perpetuated 
when its ordinary vehicle, the brain, is 
no longer available is a question which 
no one has yet undertaken to answer. 
Nor is it of any especial pertinence to 
the immediate question. The main point 
at issue is the indispensable connec
tion between thought and the brain. 
It it be shown that no Buch indispens
able connection exists the field mav be 
cleared for the ensuing question: How 
does intelligent personality exist inde
pendent of the human body?

The question is not religious but sci
entific. Many things are clearly dis
cerned by the eye ot faith which are 
invisible to the Instruments of science. 
If science can be convinced by its own 
methods the result will be profitable to 
the world.

Readers who may desire to extend 
their knowledge and gain further light 
on the subject will do well to consult 
the rich pages of Hudson Tuttle's Arca
na of Spiritualism.

The Hope of Science.
Prof. A. P. Matthews, of the Chicago 

University, is reported to have recently 
expressed himself in a magazine article, 
that “life will, eventually, be produced 
by artificial methods.” He says: “Liv
ing matter Is every moment formed 
from lifeless matter in ourselves and all 
about us. Living matter must have be
gun to exist at some definite time in the 
earth’s history, and must then either 
have originated, or have come from 
space.”

The Professor then suggests: "it is 
more probable living matter originated 
spontaneously.” .

Concluding he adds: “I think from re
cent progress we have every reason to 
feel encouraged, and to look forward 
with confidence to the artificial forma
tion of protoplasm.”

The germs of life must be sought in 
the minute. The mammoth tree, the el
ephant, all life, vegetable or animal, 
sprang into being from the infinitesi
mal, and there we must go to search for 
the beginning. Very possibly new 
forms are ever being developed; but 
the historic period has not and could 
not note during its brief existence the 
rise and destructions of these minute 
forms in the process of developing into 
the higher forms of life.

Prof. Matthews has turned his atten
tion in a laudable direction. Pursued 
by successive generations of scholars, 
similarly inspired, then the sphinx will 
answer the questions, "Whence came 
life, and. What is its destination?”

- «Wil H WOt

Events and Their Significance. Letter from the Eminent Dr. I. K. Funk
Thq SfistitAlon of "Peter’s Pence," 

dates back many centuries, and in ev
ery Catholic church in the world an an
nual collection has been taken and sent

, Herculaneum to Be Exhumed.
A mine of great wealth now awaits 

the pick and spade of the archaeologist, 
and the prospects are, the explorations 
will commence in the near future; All 
other discoveries among the ruins of 
ancient cities, so far as practical results 

■ are concerned, will be small in compari
son to these. That mine is no less than 
the resurrection of Herculaneum, only 

. eight miles distant from the ruins of 
Pompeii, and buried at the same time, 
In the year 79. Pompeii was covered 
■with hot ashes, scoria and cinders from 
Mt. Vesuvius; but a torrent ot mud 
spread over Herculaneum, to which ad
ditions have subsequently been made, 
until now from 80 to 120 feet of debris 
overlies the burled city.

Pompeii was a commercial town. Not 
a single manuscript was found while 
making the explorations. In the sister 
city, the home of Grecian art and lltera- 
ture, 1,750 papyri were found while ex
ploring one small villa. It is believed 
a vast amount of ancient learning will 
be restored to the world in exhuming 
Herculaneum; and it is hoped the lost 

■ books of Livy, giving a history of the 
; Roman empire, which originally em

. braced 140 books, only 26 of which re
main, will come to light. A sea of mud 

•- ; from the volcano overwhelmed the city, 
• and buned all in a common ruin, the 

; very site being lost until within a hun- 
I dred and fifty years, hence everything 
I must remain precisely as.it was when 

, i the calamity came. And, best of all, no 
> priestly hands have had access to .what 
i is buried there to manipulate In the in- 

‘terest of the church and a more modern 
i faith. .
। As Italy Is unable to meet the great 

, ; expense of unearthing, the lost city, it 
-, is proposed the present literary nations 

.unite in the undertaking, and jointly
I pursue the work of exhumation. . 
j Pompeii added greatly to ouY knowl

edge of a remote civilization; but Her
culaneum will give ub treasures of 

■ which the world nas no conception.
* ■ * - - . . ■ ■ ■ • . .
I ' "Just How to Wake the Solar K«. 

ns.". By Elizabeth Towne. y-j'S 
■ lor health. Price 85 cents. ■

The Open Court Will Take a Brief Va
cation. ..

The Open Court will take a brief va
cation. W. M. Forster, a prominent 
physician of Ban Francisco, Cal., says 
of it:

Regarding the Open Court, It Is one of 
the treats of a life-time to have the op
portunity of reading the opinions of so 
many able minds, discussing the sub
ject from so many different standpoints, 
and I hope that when you See lit to 
close the present discussion, that you 
will maintain the Open Court for the 
discussion of other subjects of import
ance to our knowledge of spirit life, 
and spirit laws; it is a WONDERFUL 
EDUCATOR along these lines, and will 
do much to dissipate many of the super
stitions connected (through ignorance) 
with the name of Spiritualism.

Yes, the interest in the Open Court 
and the question discussed, "Obses
sion," has been of unparalleled interest. 
Another question will soon be present
ed, and that, too, will set people to 
thinking along new Unes. "

Railway Civilization.
It was stated in these columns some 

years ago, that a railroad was projected 
from Damascus, in the extreme north of 
Palestine, south, by way of Jerusalem 
and Médina, to Mecca, in the south of 
Arabia. That great highway for the 
world’s traffic and travel is now in the 
process of construction, 300 miles ' of 
which will be completed this spring, 
and open to business.

At Damascus connection will be 
made with a line west to Constanti
nople, and east to Bagdad on the Per-, 
sian Gulf. These, with other connected 
lines of railway, constructed, else in 
prospective, must revolutionize South
ern Asia, and do more for civilization 
and human progress than creeds and 
missionaries could accomplish in 6,000 
years. ' ■ ’ • < ' '

"Talmagean Inanities,; inootagniitle», 
Inconsistencies and Blaspheriiles; a Re
view of Rey; T. DeWitt arid Hey Frank 
DeWitt Talmage’s oft-repeated, attack» 
upon Spiritualism,” . By Moses HulL 
Price 10 cents.

An Arraignment of Alcohril.
It would be a source of great consola

tion to churchmen it they could place 
Col. Ingersoll in the ranks of the intem
perate. Some of them have endeavored 
to do so; by citing a literary production 
of his sent to a sick friend, with a bot
tle of whisky, which had been pre
scribed for medicinal use. The Colo
nel’s real views of intoxicants are best 
Illustrated by his discarding their use 
in his family, and by himself, and by his 
own words, as follows: .

“I believe, gentlemen, that alcohol, to 
a certain degree, demoralizes those who 
make it, those who sell it, and those 
who drink it.| I believe from the time 
it issues from the colled and poisonous 
worm of the distillery until it empties 
into the hdll Of crime, death and dis
honor, it demoralizes everybody that 
touches it. I do not believe that any
body can contemplate the subject with
out becoming .prejudiced against this 
liquid crime. All you have to do; gen
tlemen, is to think of the wrecks on 
either bank of this stream of death—of 
the suicides, of the insanity, of the pov
erty ot the ignorance, of the distress, of 
the little children tugging at the faded 
dresses ot weeping and despairing 
and despairing wives, asking for 
bread; of the millions who have strug
gled with imaginary serpents produced 
by This devilish thing. And when you 
think of the jails, ot the almshouses, of 
the prisons, and of the . scaffolds on 
either bank—I do not wonder that ev- 
erjl thoughtful man is prejudiced
against the damned stuff called 
hoi.”

alco-

Science to the Front,
The announcement Is now made that 

the great Sahara, a desert of shifting 
sand, in Northern Africa, is to be. re
claimed; that the -character of the 
country has been falsified; that water 
is abundant a little below the surface; 
that the rainfall in many quarters will 
supply all agricultural needs Vvlthout ir-. 
rigation; that the suppression of no
madic tribes, , with their predatory and 
pilfering bands, followed’by intelligent 
labor, are all that is needed to make 

' those- almost boundless sand-barrens 
Jhe most productive and flourishing of 
the French colonies. ;..•<• ’ "

Religion has been running tills world 
since the very, dawn of history,’and-it 
has made slow progress. Science Is- 
coming to the front -no.w/ond tho world 
already breathes easier. -, :

THE 
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The next day he went to a ball game, 
"’hen it was urgent that his club should 
------ The turning point, jn the game 
was when the ball cathe soaring bls 
way. He save: “I turned and ran after 
it, and as I did, I prayed, ‘Oh, Lord, if 
ever you helped mortal man, help me 
get the ball.’ I leaped over a bench

«vhei 
twin.

to the Holy Father at Rome. This, 
however, has not been yielding enough 
for the greedy maw of the Holy See. 
and now an active campaign js going to
be waged to1 gal’ ’...................... "■_   A - A r ~ ’— ~~*‘* * *caiJcu uvvr a uuuuu ither tn the shekels. . Mgr.Jand caught the ball with one hand.
Broderick will have charge of the movdi 
ment, and will be located in Washing
ton. ;.prom| j thence he will travel 
through the epuntry exciting the inter
est of the priests and founding "Peter’s 
Pence? societies. Think of it! Socle-
ties all! jover।this country with the one 
object,fif raising money for the Pope! 
All .Catholic^ will be requested to give 
according to ’their means, and the ma
chinery of-1 the church brought to bear 
in compelling them to hold up their 
hands, at thft staud-and-dellver order of 
the priests. It is said that the Pope 
heartily approves the plan. Why should 
he not? This United States Is a rich 
harvest field. The Catholics here are 
protected, and earn more by labor than 
anywhere else. Why should they not 
contribute to the support of the church 
a part of their pages’?

If every one of the ten millions of 
Catholics in this country gave a dime, 
there would be a million dollars for the 
royal pageantry of the man who pre
tends to represent the lowly Nazarene, 
who had no place to lay his head. The 
pope might maintain the style of mag
nificent royalty, by the flow of this 
stream of gold from his dupes in this 
country alone. How many weary days 
in mines and factories; washing, scrub
bing and brutalizing work, are repre
sented in this vast sum tor the drones 
who contribute nothing, absolutely 
nothing, to the public good, but like 
vampires latten on people's blood!

And now emboldened by the freedom 
extended to them, tills horde of priests 
have established a bureau of tribute, 
and set at work to make this nation 
tributary to Rome.

The Associated Press reports that 
the proposed "Institute of Scientific Re
search wants $100,000 to enable It “to 
peep into the Great Be.vorid.” Let all 
Spiritualists understand the position ot 
this “Institute.” Let them’ not be 
wheedled into the belief that it is to be 
anything but "psychical.” Rev. M. J. 
Savage is reported as saying, "the 
movement should not be confounded 
with Spiritualism, although to tlie lay 
mind the two are closely akin.”

At. a recent meeting of those interest
ed In the movement, Dr. Hyslop, who Is 
Its pioneer, said $100,000 must be had to 
make a foundation and then $25,000 a 
year would be required to maintain It.

We do not know how many profes
sors are Intended. Five ought to be 
sufficient and after $10,000 a year for 
expenses, that would leave $3,000 a year 
tor each chair. This would be very 
good pay for-the work intended, which 
is exactly what thousands of Spiritual
ists hayp dorlq, and are doing, for noth
ing except tlj/» satisfaction it furnishes 
them. ' The presidency of such an in- 
stltute.'ohce Obtained would be good for 
life, aud a plum worth shaking the tree 
for.

In hi£ closjpg paragraph Dr. Savage 
shows his inclination to Spiritualism. 
He said: “I Hive been immensely in
terested in tliqse investigations because 
I belieyp! thafj(if we could make people 
sure of continued existence and could 
couple with this in popular appreciation 
a recognition of the universal law of 
cause ahd effect, we should be able to 

 

lift thq;4evel,pf the mflral life of the 

 

world, , That is, if, peoflle could know 
that they muMt keep rifflilt on and' if 

 

they could couple wlthfthls the further 

 

knowledge that as thçjpast has made 

 

the present, so the prfsent must make 

 

the future; that ther/i is no magic in 

 

the fact of death to jfiiange our nature, 

 

but that we keep rifeht on what we 
have made ourselves—this knowledge 
would seem to me the mightiest moral 
lever that the human mind can possibly 
conceive.”

Yes, the world moves. Not since the 
days of Grecian and Roman greatness 
has Fame furnished place for the statue 
of a woman. From her high place in 
the Roman and Grecian household and 
state she was degraded by the tenets of 
Christianity, and because a woman was 
a man’s mother made him depraved in 
sin. Only'oñé, the “holy virgin,” the 
impossible mother of God, was repre
sented by tawdry imagery, or the inim
itable marble statues of Venus or 
Ceres, were bedaubed and decorated 
and worshiped as images of the 
"mother of Jësus.”

Statuary Hall, at the national capital, 
has the monotonous row ot distin
guished heroes broken in upon by the 
statue of Frances E. Willard, it is the 
work of a woman artist, Henel Farns
worth Mears.of Wisconsin. As each 
state is allowed only two representa
tives, the honor Illinois confers by this 
selection is the more noteworthy. That 
this selection should be made, with all 
the contending elements, of political 
pull,-and personal influence, indicates 
the appreciation of Miss Willard by her 
fellow citizens. She probably was no 
more heroic, or self-sacrificing or de
voted to duty than thousands of women 
in that great state, yet she came promi
nently to the front, and bore the lime
light of public opinion, and thereby be
came representative ot the nobility, 
purity and devotion of the women of the 
state.

Evangelists have worked up local ex
citements called "revivals” in many 
towns, and'wonderful "ministrations of 
God” have been recorded. A good Spir
itualist has sent the reports of one at 
Redwood, Minn., which is a typical af
fair. The churches of that northern 
town had bec'dkne luke-warm, and a man 
named i-SUndat was called to shake up 
the dry Jbones?and grapple with the 
devil. Revivals are conducted along 
commercial lines. There is no better 
paying fpYofeSklon than that of a suc
cessful »rirang^ist The deacons and 
head mf»i) of tae church see that the in
terest is at low ebb; the pews becoming 
more alilf more conspicuous • for their 
emptiness; the membership not in- 
creaslnit andifehe salary of the minister 
more d^ficult^to collect. The life ot 
the Church depends on new member
ship, aAM'the tfulck way to that is by 
means dfia rlftival. They look around 
and arejceconffnended to a Sam Jones, 
or Small (|ihlt$tor, who after bargaining 
agrees to come and work in the Lord’s 
vineyarci-pfor bonus and percentage of 
the gatBHfeesl?’Then the work of sav
ing souls begihs. .-- ■■

The'Redwood church secured Mr. 
Sunday—th,e RevrSunday. He is a re-, 
generated baseball champion and all
round afhldte!1 Me constantly alludes to 
this in bls sermons. As a specimen of 
his tallc the; following is suggestive. He 
bad agreed to run a foot-race on ; Sun
day. He was converted and could not 
carry out the'agreement. So he went 
to the maiiager, who said; 1'You must 
run the. race and fix it up with 'God 
afterwards.'-' ; He won and says: “1 
■fixed things up with God and the 
church and from that day to this 1 have 
tried to' live ,in' harmony with Grid's 
word." • ; . ; • . •

Boys, I believe God helped me catcli the 
ball." It won $1,600.

We have heard preachers give many 
a role to their God, but this Is the first 
intimation that He is an expert in base
ball!

Yet this man, with his lurid rlietorlc 
of hell and the devil, his flashes of keen 
satire and trite sayings, hypnotized his 
hearers and bagged 600 converts! The 
church leaders made a good investment 
if these converts do not backslide. 
When the hypnotism wears off—when 
the diseased condition is healed—and 
the commonsense of the world prevails, 
they will not feel the pressure ot sin as 
they do now.

Such “revivals” are to the spirit, 
what epidemics and contagions are to 
the body. They are diseases of the 
spirit, which are engendered in ignor
ance as the latter are in unsanitary 
conditions. Tney take hold of a com
munity because the conditions have 
prepared the soil. Childhood training 
is responsible to a large measure tor 
this susceptibility in mature years. The 
evangelist puts forth all his efforts in 
some communities without success, and 
explains that tire people are led away 
by the devil. The fact Is they are cul
tured beyond his methods, and immune 
from the disease.

An illustration of this principle is 
forcibly shown in the great revival now 
going on in Wales. There not a com
munity but a nation is afflicted. The 
Welsh are an excitable race, with more 
leellng than reason, and their lives are 
narrowed by their surroundings. They 
love music, and Evan Roberts the evan
gelist, has aroused them more by the 
hymns his singing leader sings than his 
exhortations which are common-place. 
After Ills appeal to sinners, the hymns 
bring the mutltide into wild ecstasy. 
Men and tVomen cry out for the holy 
spirit and work themselves into frenzy, 
until exhausted they fall in a dead 
swoon. Men kneel in the streets in 
prayer.

All have to be baptized. In one 
mountain hamlet, fifty converts were 
baptized in a little chapel. They en
tered the well with all their clothing on, 
even caps and boots. Aged men, women 
and children came dripping out, "while 
friends fell weeping on their necks.” 
Then they walked in the wintry air to 
their homes, followed by shouting, 
singing crowds.

It is not strange that a whole nation 
under such emotional tension, should 
develop many cases of madness. When 
all are insane in some degree, there will 
be violent attacks. The people look 
calmly on the most terrible cases. They 
regard every manifestation as the work 
of God, not to be interfered with.”

“It is a good tiling,” they say, “even 
to lose reason, to gain salvation.”

In most cases these victims of the re
vival are jealously guarded by their 
friends, and their affliction is kept from 
the public. Prominent churchmen in 
the north of Wales who have been com
mitted to asylums are Edward Edwards, 
a deacon of the Johnstown Methodist 
chapel, and Edward Hannan, a leading 
member ot the Gwyddelwen Welsh Cal- 
vinistic cjiapel. The latter, after inter
rupting a funeral service, rode around 
the district in a milk cart, declaring it 
to be the chariot of the Lord.”

A movement fraught with such disaster 
would not be allowed by law under any 
other guise than that of religion. A 
man lecturing on reform, science, poli
tics, any subject whatever, whose fol
lowers indulged in such tollies, and fa
naticisms, and in every neighborhood 
caused hopeless cases of insanity, 
would be arrested at once and severely 
dealt with. As a revivalist he is hon
ored, and his praise lauded by the 
press. Perhaps some editor has writ
ten disparagingly, but we have not
seen one word in condemnation. Noth-
ing appears but eulogies on the great
work Roberts is doing.

if Dr. Quackenbos wants to find a
“maniac religion,” here it is ready to 
his hand. Spiritualism is the religion 
of sanity. It does not conjure from the 
abysses of ’ diseased imagination, a 
horrible god with flaming hell and sub
servient devil, to frighten mankind into 
insanity and imbecile submission.

The Spiritualists’ God does not de
mand plunging through the ice to wash 
away sins, nor does he stoop to win a 
baseball player by catching the ball for 
him. Only ignorance and superstition, 
deplorable, pitiable, and out of time and 
place in the present, yields this brood 
of converts. There have been many 
cases of folly among Spiritualists, not 
referable to Spiritualism, but to their 
superstitious beliefs before they came 
to its knowledge. Put all of these to
gether, and make them tenfold, and the 
sum would not equal the exhibitions of 
credulity, craftiness, imbecility and 
folly of one “successful” revival.

HUDSON TUTTLE., 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

To the Editor:—As the antf-psychlc 
storm has now subsided, though the sea 
here and there still runs high, will not 
the press permit me a few suggestions 
as to the methods of investigation 
which, in my judgment, will prove help
ful in separating the true from the false 
phenomena and in determining the laws 
tha^ govern them, and as to how the 
press and the public may render essen
tial service in helping to right conclu
sions? My meaning will be more easily 
understood through several concrete il
lustrations :

FIRST CLASS OF PHENOMENA.
A few weeks ago in Chicago, Dr. 

Carl A. Wickland, an Intelligent and re
spectable physician of that city, resid
ing at 61C North Wells street, gave 
me a number of personal experiences 
whicli have convinced him that obses
sion by evil discarnate intelligences is 
tlie cause of a large per cent of insanity 
—over one-half, he thinks. Through 
bls wife, who is a non-professional 'sen
sitive,' or ‘medium,’ he has made hun
dreds of investigations, and has applied 
many ingenious tests to prove the iden
tity of these so-called foreign intelli
gences. He claims to have cured many 
cases of insanity by working along this 
theory—some who were pronounced 
hopelessly insane. We may laugh at 
this, but is there solid ground for an 
apriori dogmatic conclusion that hypno
tism may not be a fact between a spirit 
out of the flesh and one in the flesh as it 
is a fact between two persons in the 
Ilesli? A few years age we nearly all 
ridiculed hypnotism as wholly charla
tanism or illusion. Obsession was com
mon enough in Christ's time. Many an 
insane one Christ and His disciples 
cured by "casting out devils.” There 
are other practitioners throughout the 
world who believe and practice as does 
Dr. Wickland. Will not the press 
gather carefully facts bearing on this 
class of cases and publish them, giving 
names and addresses and verified de
tails. especially the facts tliat would 
seem to establish the identity of the so- 
called obsessing spirit? Is it not worth 
while?

Let us remember, a single sclentilic- 
ally demonstrated fact of the existence 
of even an evil discarnate spirit will do 
more to prove the continuance of life 
after death than all the sermons on im
mortality that have been preached in 
the last ten years. That single demon
stration would be the death knell of ma
terialism.

SECOND CLASS OF PHENOMENA.
Uy an arrangement with Dr. A. M. 

Veeder of Lyons, N. Y.‘ a medical scien
tist of wide repute, 1 in Brooklyn drew 
tlie figure ot a fish, and then pointed to 
the zenith. Sensitives whom Dr. Ven
der had at his office told lilin at that 
moment that I drew a fish and pointed 
to the zenith. No one but myself, 40c 
miles distant, could have known either 
fact by any scientifically recognized 
method of communication. This seems 
to point to long distance telepathy 
Similar facts are occurring in man> 
places. Will not the press be hospitable 
to them and closely verify and report 
them minutely? Nature in this way 
may be whispering to our dull senses ot 
forces and laws, more subtle and vastly 
more Important than those that gave us 
wireless telegraphy.

THIRD CLASS OF PHENOMENA.
G. L. Seabury, 1414 Atlantic avenue, 

Brooklyn, whose respectability and 
truthfulness can be easily tested, has 
given me the facts to the least detail of 
a test experiment he made through Mrs. 
Pepper. She answered for him an im
portant personal question in a letter 
which he kept in his pocket throughout 
the whole sitting. The evidential value 
of such a test depends upon the honesty 
of the sitter, his secrecy as to his inten
tion, and his avoidance of giving any in
formation to the medium during the sit
ting. A large per cent of sitters are 
"easy victims, giving themselves away” 
in their talk. I have cross-examined 
Mr. Seabury, and tlilnk this case typical 
ot a large number, of cases worth care
ful investigation. On pages 217-235 of 
“Widow's Mite," many experiments of 
this class are given which 1 made 
through Mrs. Pepper ("Mrs. A") and 
through Margaret Gaule ("Miss B”), un
der test conditions at private sittings. 
These cases indicate at least near-by 
mind-reading of a high order. But what 
is the explanation of them if they are

taken in connection with the c&se 
vouched for by Professor Hyslop a 
message sent in English from Boston 
through Mrs. Piper, and received/ al
most simultaneously by another inedl- 
urn in England in Greek, neither i nedl- 
um understanding Greek? . If the riress 
and public will give a sufficient nu inber 
of verified facts of this class, the Scien
tists quite likely will in due time Isolvo 
tor us also this puzzling riddle. >

FOURTH CLASS OF PHENOMENA«, 
A short time since I gave to th^ press 

the case of a man finding his father 
who had, left home in London twenty- 
nine years before, and had never there
after been heard of by the family. 
Since then I have got all the facts, ex
amined all the letters between father, 
son and executors, cross-examined the 
man and have found him well-to-do and 
deemed by friends and neighbors to be ■ 
of unimpeachable veracity. The case, 
from every point that 1 have ap
proached it, seems criticism proof. No / 
recognized theory of telepathy explains < 
it. What is the explanation? Coinci/ 
dence? Yes, as says one, if we may sup
pose that an explosion of a type foun
dry would somewhere in tlie universe ■’ 
and some time in eternity produce the 
Iliad.

Genuine cases of the above and other 
classes, wherever occurring, should be 
searched for by the press more than it 
they were lumps of gold, and should be 
verified, if possible, to the minutest in
cident, and given, not jocosely, but se
riously, to tlie world. My time is so oc
cupied that I can give but a few min
utes now and then to this work—a few 
minutes ot my recreation hours. Why 
will not the press soberly take up this 
matter? Rightly handled, there is sen
sation in it worthy of the most rdyat 
purple journalism. Believe me, there is 
more than fraud and coincidence in 
these experiences. Gladstone was right 
when in ills membership letter to the 
Society for Psychical Research, he said 
that this work of investigation "is the . 
most important work which is being 
lone in tlie world—by far tlie most im-,'
lortant.”

No hypothesis of explanation is 
.et given that matches all around; 
.heory has as yet passed beyond 
speculative stage.

Permit me an additional point 
■wo;

in these investigations, it is not winUi 
i> assume that a "sensitive" you dt’j"’“ 
.vorth testing is dishonest. If you dl*“ 
he chances are you will get nothing?*. 
Je wise as serpents, but harmless as ' 
loves. Remember, Christ could do no 
venders in his own country because of 
'their unbelief." Learn what tliatmeans " 
■ou who "know it all" and are so ’’cockJ«-, 
:ure.” A prestidigitator is good at dir
ecting tricks, but may not be woi/th 
ils salt In the investigation of genuine 
isychic phenomena. Psychic th/ngs
re psychically discerned as mu 
hings are musically discerned. A 
/in whose faculty for music is 
hied, Is no judge as to whether it 
’aderewski at the piano in the

room; the judgment of a child music
ally developed is far better. All things 
carry their own proof to a faculty up to 
the level of the faculties’ development. 
Also, predisposition is a sword that cuts 
both ways; deception invites deception; 
like draws like. These things are true 
whether the psychic phenomena which 
arc being investigated are from the 
subjective mind of the medium or from 
foreign intelligences. "Words, words, 
and nothing more," is all this to nine_s, 
out of ten of even cultured readers;" ’ 
but if they will study it out, they will . „ 
find these words the hardest kind ot / 
sense. y

Do not be afraid that the universal or- i 
der of things will be upset If some new I 
truth is discovered—natural truth, not 
supernatural; there is nothing super
natural but God, and He most probably • 
Is infinitely natural. Nover forget God 
has made the universe fireproof, and 
has thought it altogether safe to trust 
us with the match-box to experiment 
with.

And now will the press permit me to 
suggest that the instruction be reversed 
that, seems in some newspaper offices to 
be given to reporters: "Young men, 
first be interesting; second, be interest
ing; third, fourth and fifth, be interest
ing; and then incidentally, if conven-
lent, be truthful. 

New York.
I. K. FUNK.

/V Wonderful Boy Preacher
BE WISE1 BE TOLERANT!

THOUGHTFUL!
KALEIDOSCOPIC,

SPIRITUALISM
BE
IS

MANIFESTS IT-
SELF IN MANY DIFFERENT WAYS. 
SPIRITUALISTS HAVE NO PATENT 
RIGHT ON IT. NO COPYRIGHT EX
ISTS TO IT ON EARTH OR IN HEAV
EN. SPIRIT RETURN IS COMMON 
TO ALL HUMANITY. YOU SHOW A 
WANT OF GREY MATTER IN YOUR 
BRAINS WHEN YOU CLAIM THAT

COMES TO THE ATHEIST, TO 
GOD-FEARING CATHOLIC, TO 
IGNORANT, TO THE WISE, TO
DEVOUT CHRISTIAN, TO
YOUNG AS WELL AS THE OLD, AND 
INCULCATES ALL SHADES OF BE
LIEF. IT IS NO RESPECTER OF 
PERSONS. IN THE FOLLOWING 
CASE, AS RELATED BY THE CHI
CAGO CHRONICLE, A LITTLE BOY 
IS CONTROLLED BY AN ORTHODOX

Keep an Eye Out.
“When the unclean spirit is gone out 

of a man, he walketh through dry 
places seeking rest, and findeth none. 
Then he saith. I will return into my 
house from when I came out; and when 
he is come, he findeth it empty, swept 
and garnished. Then goeth he, and 
taketh with himself seven other spirits 
more wicked than himself and they en
ter in and dwell there; and the last 
state of that man is worse than the 
first.”—Jesus; Matt. 12:42 to 43.

This quotation being authoritative 
with Christians, shows the founder ot 
their faith was a believer in obsessions; 
and it explains why the vile, who are 
professedly reformed, become “seven” 
times more vile after tarrying for a 
time in the church. We were about to 
ask if this idea of demoniac possessions 
is true, but we are met at the very 
threshold of the inquiry with the state
ment, “This is -asserted by the Lord as 
a fact, therefore criticism is ended.’’ So 
the cautious will keep an eye on those 
.from whom devils are expelled, and 
have no entanglements with them, be-
cause of what the Master says is to 
low. He who is wise will not be 
dangered. ,

A'Common Miracle.
Dr. Isaac K. Funk, of the firm

fol- 
en-

of
Funk & Wagnalls, Publishers, New 
York, announces.that through the medi
umship of_Mrs. May, Pepper, of Brook
lyn; N. Y., a'man leafned the address of 
his father from whom he had no infor
mation for thirty, years. A correspond
ence was opened between the parties. 
Dr. Funk asserts there is no chance for 
fraud in the premises. - .

To Spiritualists there Is nbthing re
markable in this, for similar occur
rences have been frequent for , more 
than fifty years. Indeed they have be
come eocommontheyare now rarely 
mentioned ■ unifess by new converts to- 
the faith. ■ •

SPIRIT RETURN BELONGS EXCLUS- DIVINE, AND IN SOME RESPECTS 
IVELY TO SPIRITUALISTS. IT IS DOING A GRAND WORK.

"It’s a girl! It's a girl!” was the 
exclamation of scores of women, young 
and old, who jostled against each other 
last night to get a fleeting glimpse of a 
child with a wealth of golden curls that 
fell to the waist, and the countenance 
of a cherub.

Meanwhile the father, at whose side 
the child huddled, uncertain whether to 
construe the words of the woman as a 
compliment or an accusation, suddenly 
held the cynosufe of curious eyes up 
into full view and declared with a 
tinge of impatience: "It’s a boy, and he 
is 8 years old. Do any of you suppose 
a girl could talk like he does?” A sigh 
of half-satisfaction escaped from hun
dreds of lips.

“I reared nine girls," vouchsafed one 
little woman, “and none of them ever 
looked more feminine than she—he, I 
mean.”

Child-Preacher Holds Audience.
Joseph Raycroft, 8 years old, the sub

ject of the above speculation, had just 
finished an exhortation before a gath
ering of 2,000 persons in Moody Church, 
La Salle and Chicago Avenues, last

but were soon listening attentively to 
every word, and long before the close
murmurs 
tion were 
nouse.

"And a

of wonderment and admira- 
uttered In all parts of the

little child shall lead them,”
clearly enunciated as the opening sen-, 
tence, provoked a smile at the oppor
tuneness of the remark. And such 
proved the case near the close of his 
address, when, calling for confessions 
of repentance, scores of his hearers re
sponded with words of convincing sin
cerity, showing that his words had fall
en on fallow ground.

Shows Early Trend to Preach.
Young Joseph Raycroft, the son ot 

Joseph A. Raycroft, 79 West Adams 
street, has been actively engaged in 
evangelical work for the last three 
years, for the most part at missions 
and street corners on the west and 
northwest sides, and is credited with 
the conversion of hundreds of recreant; 
ones whose hearts were apparently Im
pervious to the pleadings of adult min
isters.

Besides this missionary work in the
night. Everyone of the large audl- sium districts of the city, the child has 
ence listened with rapt attention as exhorted in different audiences with 
the infant divine, with the words and marked success in scores of small 
manners of a minister of mature years, towns through this state and Indiana, 
but with the appearances and voice of He first evinced a religious proclivity 
a tot from the nursery, urged his hear- at the age of 3 years, when he began 
ers for over an hour to spurn all ephe- to exhort his baby brother to lead a 
meral amusements and, follow the Christian life, and, upon being ques- 
teachings of the Savior, Never once tioned by his father, declared he had 
hesitating for a word and with a shrill’i,een called to carry on the work ot 
voice, which carried to. the farthest Christ.
corner of the large auditorium, the ________ w» w_________
youthful prodigy, for such he is claimed •■Voltaire’s Romances." Translated 
to be, extolled righteous living as the from the French; With "numerous IF-
only means of salvation, and by way of 
confirmation quoted passage after pas
sage from the scripture,. which alone 
Wore considered feats of’memory. ■ At 
first the audience was inclined to smile 
at the child's apparent ‘presumption,

lustrations. These lighter works of th) 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
fomoncaare combined, with the skill ot 
a master mind. Price $1.50. .

.a
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earth’s history, and must then 
have originated, or have come

either 
from

become chief of a tribe of devil wor
shipers, and has contracted plural mar
riages In the wilds of Africa.”

Rev. Wilberforce has done just exact-

Books written 
complied no one 
of the new faith, 
to persons two

Africa, which received the name of Li
beria, and a ship was secured to ply be-

ed. and that. too. will set people 
thinking along new lines.

knows, are not a part 
A revelation if made 

thousand years ago,

•-
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T*he Professor then suggests: 
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swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
dippings when aa attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
Mm at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

No One Religion Can Fit All People.
Long years ago, many years before 

the war of the Rebelllion, philanthro
pists projected a colonization society, 
its purpose to gradually remove the col
ored population in America, to their 
original habitat in Africa. The distin
guished Henry Clay was president of 
the organization. A fertile territory 
was selected on the west coast of

tween American ports and Liberia, its 
special purpose to transport those who 
would volunteer to become colonists. 

. It was hoped and expected that In'time 
all Africa would become Christianized 
through the Influence of that colony and 
a similar one near it was established by 
British philanthropists.

t But horror of horrors! A few years’ 
- residence of civilized and Christianized 

negroes in sunny Africa, where nature 
supplies the greater part of man’s 
needs, and he relapsed into barbarism. 
His Christian teaching was laid aside, 
and he affiliated with the native tribes 
as one of them. : .

Now the announcement: A negro 
child fifty years ago was taken in 
charge by a Christian church in Hunt- 
fhgton, Indiana. He was specially edu
cated from Infancy, under discipline for 

' missionary work in Africa. For twenty- 
five years, say the newspaper accounts, 
Rev. Daniel Flickinger Wilberforce 
served the missionary board. But that 
board reports: “The missionary has 
been lured back to heathenism, he has

ly what the climate and productiveness 
of Africa will do by all his race If sent 
there. No incentive to labor, why 
should he toil? The climate of the tem
perate zone, from a third to half the 
year covered with snow and ice, neces
sity has compelled the residents to be
come industrious; and all our institu
tions are the outgrowth of that indus
try. Our religious faiths are native pro
ductions; but they are. exotics Jn 
Africa. The action of Rev. Wilberforce, 
only one of a multitude of somewhat 
similar cases, confirms us in the posi
tion stated. The attempt to make one 
system of religion for all peoples is tlie 
reenactment of the practice of Procus- 
lus, the robber chieftain, who stretched 
the legs of the short, and cut off t-hose 
of the long, to make alp fit a common 
bed.

Herculaneum to Be Exhumed.
A mine of great wealth now awaits 

the pick and spade of the archaeologist, 
and the prospects are, the explorations 
will commence In the near future. All 
other discoveries among the ruins of 
ancient cities, so far as practical results 

■ are concerned, will be small In compari
son to these. That mine Is no less than 
the resurrection of Herculaneum, only 

. eight miles distant from the ruins of 
Pompeii, and burled at the same time, 
in the year 79. Pompeii was covered 
with hot ashes, scoria and cinders from 
Mt. Vesuvius: but a torrent of mud 
spread over Herculaneum, to which ad
ditions have subsequently been made, 
until now from 80 to 120 feet of debris 
overlies the burled city.

. Pompeii was a commercial town. Not 
a single manuscript was found while 
making the explorations. In the sister 
city, the home of Grecian art and litera
ture. 1.7o0 papyri were found while ex
ploring one small villa. It is believed 
.a vast amount of ancient learning will 
be restored to the world in exhuming 
•Herculaneum: and ft is hoped the lost 
books of Livy, giving a history of the 

. Roman empire, which originally em
braced 140 books, only 25 of which re
main. will come to light. A sea of mud 
from the volcano overwhelmed the city, 
and buried all in a common ruin, the 
very sire being lost until within a hun
dred and fifty years, hence everything 
must remain precisely as.lt was when 
the calamity came. And. best of all. no 
priestly banas have had access to .what 
is buried there to manipulate in the in
terest of The church and a more modern 
faith. ■■ ■

As Italy is unable to meet the great 
expense oi uifearthlng the lost city, it 
is proposed the present literary nations 
.unite in the undertaking, and jointly 
pursue the work of exhumation:

Pompeii added greatly to ou'r knowl
edge of a remote civilization: but Her
culaneum will give us treasures of 
which the world lias no conception

VOMU*.P.«lttk .
Did the reader ever stop to contrast 

the ancient religions, Zoroastrianism, 
Brabminism, Confucianism, Moham- 
medism, Buddhism and Christianity 
with Spiritualism, and note the distin
guishing differences between the older 
religions and the new, provided tlie lat
ter may be designated a religion? The 
former religions are all based bn faith, 
with no facts behind them for their

averred many times and repeat, Is 
predicated on positive knowledge, there
fore is a science.

Christianity, according to its own 
claim, had its root In Judaism, though 
soon after it came Into being it made 
war on its parent faith and persecuted, 
even to death, its votaries.

The Jews claimed man in his prime
val condition fell from his high estate, 
became totally depraved, and expected 
a Messiah to come and restore Mm to 
his original condition. Christians claim 
that Messiah appeared in the person of 
Jesus.

■ Thinking persons, including Spiritual
ists, in this age of education, do not be
lieve In the fall of man, They know the 
race is not totally depraved. They do 
not believe God required the sacrifice of 
a son, nor any man, not even a dove, a 
goat, or a bullock, to reconcile him, 
therefore they have no need of a Re
deemer, and have none save tlfet of 
knowledge.

All sorts of fictions have been devised 
to make need of a Savior. An almighty 
prison-house, with a devil in charge, 
sulphurous heat and eternal torture, 
and no possibility of escape. Once 
there, forever there. But no man in his 
sober senses in this age of general edu
cation believes In these lurid pictures 
of another life. A general judgment 
day when time shall end, with the sep
aration of saints and sinners, is mow 
only preached by revivalists, or the 
most ignorant of the clergy, to scare 
their victims into the church.

passing through more than seventy gen
erations, and numberless translations 
to accommodate it to a living tongue, 
cannot be more than hearsay now. Cer
tain it is, it is not a revelation to us, 
whatever it mav have been to others.

As science is but another term for 
knowledge, bo if there ever was a scien
tific religion it Is that given us by dis
embodied minds, that is disembodied to 
our gross material senses.

Science, contra-distinguished from 
faith, is the corner-stone of Spiritual
ism; hence its votaries have no occa
sion to distrust the great truths it has 
unfolded. Geology furnishes the stone 
record of a past Eternity. Astronomy 
makes us acquainted with the immens
ity and grandeur of worlds, and of their 
Creator. While the microscope enables 
the Investigator to become acquainted 
with the minute details of matter. 
Each science of Itself is a revelation 
which ignorance cannot successfully 
controvert, sophistry confuse, of skep
ticism overwhelm.

Spiritualists have no martyrs, and 
need none. No wars have been waged 
to propagate its inculcations. No dun
geons have been constructed in which 
to confine its opponents; the stake and 
fagot have never been called Into requi
sition to silence criticism. Humble in 
beginning with varied means of com
munication between the mortal and the 
Immortal, yet the faith of all sects have 
been changed and enlarged in conse
quence of its teaching.

All hail the new day, already dawned, 
which will sweep away the fogs of error 
and cruder faiths, and give place to the 
new whose foundation is Truth, whose 
superstructure was reared by angel 
hands, and whose duration 1b eternal.

TO CONTRIBUTORS. -
The Open Court has crowded out 

many interesting articles, which will be 
published as* soon as space will permit. 
Eiach contributor must be patient and 
forbearing. But such a thing as pleas
ing everybody is impossible.

.TtiwgM) grW end GwWauIty.
A New York brain specialist not long 

since believed that he had. located defi
nitely the seat of human intelligence— 
the special part that thinks.

Of course such a speculation Is of 
some Interest, but a faf more Important 
question is the genesis of thought Itself. 
The questions exciting greater atten
tion among thinkers are; ■ What is 
thought? How does thought originate?

■A class of materialists' faflirm that 
thought is Inseparable from the human 
brain, and death, as it ends the activity 
of the brain; terminates the intelli
gence and thought so far as the dead in
dividual is concerned.

Some of the secular journals have 
taken up the discussion of the subject, 
in its various relations, and'that in a 
manner that cannot but fail to be pleas
ing to those who have become con
vinced of the truth of spirit return and 
manifestation. For instance one of 
these journals declares that a pretty 
strong case has been made out in favor 
of the proposition that in certain in
stances there has been a survival of in
telligent individuality after the death 
of the body. The case is strong enough 
to have convinced numerous men of 
science, to say nothing of men in other 
walks of lite. It can not be dismissed 
with a mere disparaging allusion to 
“ghost stories,” because men of the cal
iber of Sir William Crookes, -for in
stance, are not to be disposed of in that 
way. ; ' ,

Now, if it can be proved, even in one 
case, that intelligent thought has sur
vived the death of the body the dem
onstration certainly is fatal to the'the
ory that thought is simply a function of 
the brain. If thought Is shown to have 
persisted after the destruction of the 
brain that hypothesis will hive to be 
abandoned.

Just how intelligence is perpetuated 
when, its ordinary vehicle, the brain, is 
no longer available is a question which 
no one has yet undertaken to answer. 
Nor is it of any especial pertinence to 
the Immediate question. The main point 
at issue is the indispensable connec
tion between thought and the brain. 
If it be shown that no such indispens
able'connection exists the field mav be 
cleared for the ensuing question: How 
does intelligent personality exist inde
pendent of the human body?

The question is not religious but sci
entific. Many things are clearly dis
cerned by the eye of faith which are 
invisible to the Instruments of science. 
If science can be convinced by Its own 
methods the result will be profitable to 
the world.

Readers who may desire to extend 
their knowledge and gain further light 
on the subject will do well to consult 
the rich pages of Hudson Tuttle’s Arca
na of Spiritualism.

The Hope of Science.
Prof. A. P. Matthews, of the Chicago 

University, is reported to have recently 
expressed himself in a magazine article, 
that “life will, eventually, be produced 
by artificial methods.” He says: “Liv
ing matter is every moment formed 
from lifeless matter in ourselves and all 
about us. Living matter must have be
gun to exist at some definite time in the

Concluding he adds: “I think from re
cent progress we have every reason to 
feel encouraged, and to look forward 
with confidence to the artificial forma
tion of protoplasm.”

The germs of life must be sought in 
the minute. The mammoth tree, the el- 

'ephant, all life, vegetable or animal, 
sprang into being from the infinitesi
mal, and there we must go to search tor 
the beginning. Very possibly new 
forms are ever being developed; but 
the historic period has not and could 
not note during its brief existence the 
rise and destructions of these minute 
forms in the process of developing into 
the higher forms of life.

Prof. Matthews has turned his atten
tion iri a laudable direction. Pursued 
by successive generations of scholars, 
similarly inspired, then the sphinx will 
answer the questions, "Whence came 
life, and. What Is its destination?”

The Open Court will take a brief va
cation. W. M. Forster, a prominent 
physician of San Francisco, Cal., says 
of it:

Regarding the Open Court, it is one of 
the treats of a life-time to have the op
portunity of reading the opinions of so 
many able minds, discussing the sub
ject from so many different standpoints, 
and I hope that when you See fit to 
close the present discussion, that you 
will maintain the Ooen Court for the 
discussion of other subjects of import
ance to our knowledge of spirit life, 
and spirit laws: it is a WONDERFUL 
EDUCATOR along these lines, and will 
do much to dissipate many of the super
stitions connected (through ignorance) 
with the name of Spiritualism.

Yes. the interest in the Open Court 
and the question discussed. "Obses
sion.-- has been of unparalleled interest. 
Another question will soon be present-

Railway Civilization.
It was stated in these columns some 

years ago. that a railroad was projected 
from Damascus, in the extreme north of 
Palestine, south, by way of Jerusalem 
and Medina, to Mecca, in the south of 
Arabia. ‘That .great highway for the 
world s traffic and travel is now in the 
process of construction. 300 miles of 
which will be. completed this spring, 
and open to business.

At Damascus connection will be 
made with a line.west to Constanti
nople, and east to Bagdad on the Per
sian Gulf, These, with other connected 
lines of railway, constructed, else in 
prospective, must revolutionize South
ern Asia, and do more for civilization 
and human progress than creeds and 
missionaries could accomplish in 5 000 
years. ■ ■

An Arraignment of Alcohdl.
It would be a source of great consola

tion to churchmen if they could place 
Col.. Ingersoll in the ranks of the intem
perate. Some of them have endeavored 
to do so; by citing a literary production 
of his sent to a sick friend, with a bot
tle of whisky, which had been pre
scribed for medicinal use. The Colo
nel’s real views of intoxicants are best 
illustrated by his discarding their use 
in his family, and by himself, and by his 
own words, as follows: ,

"I believe, gentlemen, that alcohol, to 
a certain degree, demoralizes those who 
make it, those who sell it, and those 
who drink lt.| I believe from the time 
it issues from the colled and poisonous 
worm of the distillery until it empties 
into the hell of crime, death and dis
honor. it demoralizes everybody that 
touches it. I do not believe that any
body can contemplate the subject with
out becoming .prejudiced against this 
liquid crime. All you have to do; gen
tlemen. is to think of the wrecks on 
either bank of this stream of death—of 
the suicides, of the insanity, of the pov
erty of the ignorance, of the distress, of 
the little children tugging at the faded 
dresses ■of weeping and despairing 
and despairing wives, asking tor 
bread: of the millions who have strug
gled with imaginary serpents produced 
by‘this devilish thing. And when you 
think of the jails, of the. almshouses, of 
the prisons, and of the . scaffolds on 
either, bank—I do not wonder that ev- 
erj> thoughtful man is prejudiced 
against the damned stuff called alco
hol.”

Etájrts and Their Significance.
-------------ThqMistltwilon of "Peter’s Pence," 

dates back many centuries, and in ev
ery Catholic church in the world an an
nual collection has been taken and sent 
to the Holy Father at Rome. This, 
however, has not been yielding enough 
for the greedy maw of the Holy See. 
and now an active campaign Js going to 
be waged to gather in tlie shekels. Mgr. 
Broderick will have charge of the moyei 
meat, and will be located in Washing
ton. j.prom[j thence he will travel 
through the country exciting the Inter
est of the priests and founding “Peter’s 
Pence* societies. Think of It! Socle- tall!

. J He next day he went to a ball game, 
svhen it was urgent that his club should 
nvin. The turning point in the game 
was when the ball caihe soaring bls 
way. He says: “I turned and ran after 
it, and as I did, I prayed, ‘Oh, Lord, if 
ever you helped mortal man, help me 
get the ball.’ I leaped over a bench 
and caught the ball with one hand. 
Boys, I believe God helped me catch the 
ball." It won 81,500. ,

We have heard preachers give many 
a role to their God, but this is the first 
intimation that He is an expert in base

tles alUiovei'itliis country with the one 
object,,pf raiding money for the Pope! 
All .Ca,tliolici). will be requested to give 
according to'their means, and the ma
chinery of‘the church brought to bear 
in compelling them to hold up their 
hands, at thpj stand-and-deliver order of 
the priests. It is said that the Pope 
heartily approves the plan. Why should 
he not,? This United States is a rich
harvest field. The Catholics here are 
protected, and earn more by labor than 
anywhere else, Why should they not 
contribute to the support of the church 
.a part of their ^ages?

If every one of the ten millions of 
Catholics in .this country gave a dime, 
there would be a million dollars for the 
royal pageantry of the man who pre
tends to represent the lowly Nazarene, 
who had no place to lay his head. The 
pope might maintain the style of mag
nificent royalty, by the flow of this 
stream of gold from his dupes in this 
country alone. How many weary days 
in mines and factories; washing, scrub
bing and brutalizing work, are repre
sented in this vast sum for the drones 
who contribute nothing, absolutely 
nothing, to the public good, but like 
vampires fatten on-people’s blood!

And now emboldened by the freedom 
extended to them, this horde of priests 
have established a bureau of tribute, 
and set at work to make this nation 
tributary to Rome.

j - ■' . '
The Associated Press reports that 

the proposed "Institute of Scientific Re
search wants 8100,000 to enable it “to 
peep Unto the Great Beyorfd.” Let all 
Spiritualists understand the position of

be 
be
J.

Savage is reported as saying, "the 
movement should not be coufounded 
with Spiritualism, although to the lay 
mind the two are closely akin.”

At a recent meeting of those interest
ed in the movement, Dr. Hyslop, who is 
its pioneer, said 8100,000 must be had to 
make a foundation and then 825,000 a 
year would be required to maintain it.

We do not know how many profes
sors are Intended. Five ought to be 
sufficient and after 810,000 a year for 
expenses, th^t.would leave 83.000 a year 
for each chair. This would be very 
good pay for-the work Intended, which 
is exactly what thousands of Spiritual
ists hayp doiie, and are doing, for noth
ing except tl^ satisfaction it furnishes 
them. 'The jiresidency of such an in
stitute,'once obtained would be good for 
life, and;a plum worth shaking the tree 
for.

In h|£ closjpg paragraph Dr. Savage 
shows his inclination to Spiritualism. 
He said !1 “I liive been immensely in
terested Un tliqse investigations because 
I belief tliajjjif we could make people 
sure of continued existence and could 
couple with this in popular appreciation 
a recognition of the universal law of 
cause ahd effect, we should be able to 
lift thq(level)pf the moral life of the 
world, Thp.t is, if people could know 
that they must-keep right bn and' if 
they could couple with this the further 
knowledge that as the past has made 
the present, so the present must make 
the future; that there Is no magic In 
the fact of death to change our nature, 
but that we keep fight on' what we 
have made ourselves—this knowledge 
would seem to me the mightiest moral, 
lever that th^ human mind can possibly 
conceive.” :

Yet this man, with his lurid rhetoric 
of hell and the devil, bls flashes of keen 
satire and trite sayings, hypnotized his 
hearers and bagged 501) converts! The 
church leaders made a good investment 
if these converts do not backslide. 
When the hypnotism wears off—when 
the diseased condition is healed—and 
the commonsense of the world prevails, 
they will not feel the pressure of sin as 
they do now. .

Such "revivals" are to the spirit, 
what epidemics and contagions are to 
the body. They are diseases of the 
spirit, which are engendered in ignor
ance as tlie latter are in unsanitary 
conditions. Tney take hold of a com
munity because the conditions have 
prepared the soil. Childhood training 
is responsible .to a large measure tor 
this susceptibility in mature years. The 
evangelist puts forth all his efforts in 
Some communities without success, and 
explains that the people are led away 
by tlie devil. The fact is they are cul
tured beyond his methods, and immune 
from the disease.

An illustration of this principle is 
forcibly shown in the great revival now 
going on in Wales. There not a com
munity but a nation is afflicted. The 
Welsh are an excitable race, with more 
feeling than reason, and their lives are 
narrowed by their surroundings. ' They 
love music, and Evan Roberts the evan
gelist, has aroused them more by the 
hymns his singing leader sings than his 
exhortations which are common-place. 
After his appeal to sinners, the hymns 
bring the mutltide into wild ecstasy. 
Men and Aomen cry out for tlie holy 
spirit and work themselves into frenzy, 
until exhausted they fall In ’a dead 
swoon. Men kneel in the streets in 
prayer.

All have to be baptized. In one 
mountain hamlet, fifty converts were 
baptized in a little chapel. They en
tered the well with all their clothing on, 
even caps and boots. Aged men, women 
and children came dripping out, "while 
friends fell weeping on their necks.” 
Then they walked in the wintry air to 
their homes, followed by shouting, 
singing crowds.

It is not strange that a' whole nation 
under such emotional tension, should 
develop many cases of madness. When 
all are Insane In some degree, there will 
be violent attacks. The people look 
calmly on the most terrible cases. They 
regard every manifestation as the work 
of God, not to be interfered with."

“It is a good thing,” they say, "even 
to lose reason, to gain salvation.”

In most cases these victims of the re
vival are jealously guarded by their 
friends, and their affliction is kept from 
the public. Prominent churchmen in 
the north of Wales who have been com
mitted to asylums are Edward Edwards, 
a deaoon of the Johnstown Methodist 
chapel, and Edward Haunan, a leading 
member of the Gwyddelwen Welsh Cal- 
vinistic cjiapel. The latter, after inter
rupting a funeral service, rode around 
the district in a milk cart, declaring It 
to be the chariot of the Lord.”. .

A movement ffaught'with such disaster 
would not be allowed by law under any 
other guise than that of religion. A
man lecturing on reform, science, poli
tics, any subject whatever, whose fol-

i
l
i-lowers Indulged in such follies, and fa

naticisms, and in every neighborhood 
caused hopeless cases of insanity,

Letter from the Eminent Dr. I. K. Funi¿

' Talmagean Inanities, incongruities, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies: a He- 
view of Rev; T. DeWitt and Rev Frank 
DeWitt Talmages oft-repeated. attacks 
upon Spiritualism." . By Mosca Hull, 
Price 19 cents.

Science to the Front.
The announcement is now made that 

the great Sahara, a desert of shifting 
sand, in Northern- Africa, is to be. re
claimed: that, the -character of the 
country has been falsified ¡ that water 
Is abundant a little below the surface: 
that-the. rainfall in many quarters will 
supply all agricultural needs Without ir
rigation: that the suppression of no
madic tribes, , with their predatory and 
pilfering bands, followed bÿ intelligent 
labor, are all that is needed to make 
those almost boundless sand-barrens 
the most productive and flourishing of 
the French colonies. .’ ■

Religion has been running this world 
since the very, dawn of history.- and-It 
has made slow progress. Science is- 
coming to the front now. and the world 
already breathes easier, ; - ■

Yes, the world moves. Not since the 
days of Grecian and ROman greatness 
has Fame furnished place for the statue 
of a woman. " From her high place in 
the Roman and Grecian household and 
state she was degraded by the tenets of 
Christianity, and because a woman was 
a man’s mother made him depraved in 
sin. Only ‘ohé, the “holy virgin,” the 
impossible ■ m’other of Goa, was repre
sented by tawdry imagery, or the inim
itable marble statues of Venus or 
Ceres, were bedaubed and decorated 
and worshiped as images of the 
“mother ofJesus.” ■

Statuary Hhll, at the national capital, 
has the monotonous row of distin
guished heroes broken in upon by the 
statue of Frances E. Willard, it is the 
work of a woman artist, Henel Farns
worth Mears.of Wisconsin. As each 
state is allowed only two representa
tives, the honor Illinois confers by this 
selection is the more noteworthy. That 
this selection should be made, with all 
the contending elements, of political 
pull, -and personal influence, Indicates 
the appreciation of Miss Willard by her 
fellow citizens. She probably was no 
more heroic, or self-sacrificing or de
voted to duty than thousands of women 
in that great state, yet she came promi
nently to the front, and bore the lime
light. of public opinion, and thereby be
came representative of the nobility, 
purity and devotion of the women of the 
state. .

would be arrested at once and severely 
dealt with. As a revivalist he is hoh- 
ored, add his praise lauded by the 
press. Perhaps some editor has writ
ten disparagingly, but we have not 
seen one word in condemnation. Noth
ing appears but eulogies on the great 
work Roberts is doing.

If Dr. Quackenbos wants to find a 
"maniac religion," here it is ready to 
his hand. Spiritualism is the religion 
of sanity. It does not conjure from the 
abysses of diseased Imagination, a 
horrible god with flaming hell and sub
servient devil, to frighten mankind into 
insanity and imbecile submission.

The Spiritualists’ God does not de
mand plunging through the ice to wash 
away sins, nor does he stoop to win a 
baseball player by catching the ball tor 
him. Only Ignorance and superstition, 
deplorable, pitiable, and out of time and 
place in the present, yields this brood 
of converts. There have been many 
cases of folly among Spiritualists, not 
referable to Spiritualism, but to their 
superstitious beliefs before they came 
to its knowledge. Put all of these to
gether, and make them tenfojd, and the 
sum would not equal the exhibitions of 
credulity, craftiness, imbecility and 
folly of one “successful" revival.

HUDSON TUTTLE., 
Editor-at-Large N. S. A.

To the Editor:—As the anti-psychic 
storm has now subsided, though the sea 
here and there still runs high, will not 
the press permit me a tew suggestions 
as to the methods of investigation 
which, in my judgment, will prove help
ful In separating the true from tlie false 
phenomena and in determining the laws 
that govern thpm, and as to how the 
press and the public may render essen
tial service in helping to right conclu
sions? My meaning will be more easily 
understood through several concrete il
lustrations; :

FIRST CLASS OF PHENOMENA.
A few weeks ago in Chicago, Dr. 

Carl A, Wickland, an intelligent and re
spectable physician of that city, resid
ing at 61G North Wells street, gave 
me a mimber of personal experiences 
which 'have convinced him that obses
sion by evil discarnate Intelligences is 
tlie cause of a large per cent of insanity 
—over one-half, he thinks. Through 
his wife, who is a non-professional ‘sen
sitive,’ or ‘medium,’ he has made hun
dreds of investigations, and has applied 
many ingenious tests to prove the Iden
tity of these so-called foreign intelli
gences. He claims to have cured many 
cases of insanity by worklfig along tills 
theory—some who were pronounced 
hopelessly Insane. We may laugh at 
this, but is there solid ground for an 
apriori dogmatic conclusion that hypno
tism may not be a fact between a spirit 
out of the flesh and one in the flesh as it 
is a fact b(Jtw|ien two persons in the 
flesh? A few yeais age we nearly all 
ridiculed hypnotism as wholly charla
tanism or illusion. Obsession was com
mon enough in Christ’s time. Many an 
Insane one Christ and His disciples 
cured by “casting out devils.” There 
are other practitioners throughout the 
world who believe and practice as does 
Dr. Wickland. Will not the press 
gather carefully facts bearing on this 
class of cases and publish them, giving 
names and addresses and verified de
tails, especially the facts that would 
seem to establish the identity of the so- 
called obsessing spirit? Is it not worth 
while?

Let us remember, a single scientific
ally demonstrated fact of the existence 
of even an evil discarnate spirit will do 
more to prove the continuance of life 
after death than all the sermons on Im
mortality that have been preached in 
the last ten years. That single demon
stration would be the death knell of ma
terialism.

SECOND CLASS OF PHENOMENA.
By an arrangement with Dr. A M. 

Veeder of Lyons, N. Y.‘, a medical scien
tist of wide repute, I in Brooklyn drew 
tlie figure of a fish, and then pointed to 
the zenith. Sensitives whom Dr. Vee
der had at his office told him at that 
moment that I drew a fish and pointed 
to the zenith. No one but myself, 40C 
miles distant, could have known either 
fact by any scientifically recognized 
method of communication. This seemr 
to point to long distance telepathy. 
Similar facts are occurring in manj 
places. Will not the press be hospitable 
to them and closely verify and report 
them minutely? Nature In this way 
may be whispering to our dull senses of 
forces and laws, more subtle and vastly 
more important than those that gave us 
wireless telegraphy.

THIRD CLASS OF PHENOMENA.
G. L. Seabury, 1414 Atlantic avenue, 

Brooklyn, whose respectability and 
truthfulness can be easily tested, has 
given me the facts to the least detail of 
a test experiment he made through Mrs. 
Pepper. She answered for him an im
portant personal question in a letter 
which he kept in his pocket throughout 
the whole sitting. The evidential value 
of such a test depends upon the honesty 
of the sitter, his secrecy as to his inten
tion, and his avoidance of giving any in
formation to the medium during the sit
ting. A large per cent of sitters are 
“easy victims, giving themselves away” 
in their talk. I have cross-examined 
Mr. Seabury, and think this case typical 
of a large number of cases worth care
ful investigation. On pages 217-235 of 
“Widow’s Mite," many experiments of 
this class are given which I made 
through Mrs. Pepper (“Mrs. A") and 
through Margaret Gaule ("Miss B"), un
der test conditions at private sittings. 
These cases indicate at least near-by 
mind-reading of a high order. But what 
is the explanation of them It they are

/
taken in connection with the <6 
vouched for by Professor Hyslop qX 
message sent in English from Bolt 
through Mrs. Piper, and received/ 
most simultaneously by another ine 
urn in England in Greek, neither Ine 
um understanding Greek? . If the tort 
and public will give a sufficient nutaf 
of verified facts of this class, the ¿clem 
tlsts quite likely will in due time /solve 
for us also this puzzling riddle. |
FOURTH CLASS OF PHENOMENA«.
A short time since I gave to thé press 

the case of a man finding his i father 
who had, left home In London twenty- 
nine years before, and had never there
after bqen heard of by the family. 
Since then I have got all the facts, ex
amined all the letters between father, 
son and executors, cross-examined ‘ the 
man and have found him well-to-do and 
deemed by friends and neighbors to be 
of unimpeachable veracity. The case 
from every point that I have. . ----- _ ------ ap
proached it, seems criticism proof. No 
recognized theory of telepathy explains 
it. What is the explanation? Colne 
deuce? Yes, as says one, If we may sui 
pose that an explosion of a type fotin- 
dry would somewhere in the universe - 
and some time in eternity producethe 
Iliad. i

Genuine cases of the above and other 
classes, wherever occurring, should be 
searched for by the press more than if 
they were lumps of gold, and should be 
verified, if possible, to the minutest in
cident, and given, not jocosely, but se
riously, to the world. My time is so oc
cupied that I can give but a few min
utes now and then to this work—a few 
minutes of my recreation hours. Why 
will not the press soberly take up this 
matter? Rightly handled, there is sen
sation in it worthy of the most rtiyaT 
purple journalism. Believe me, there is 
more than fraud and coincidence In 
these experiences. Gladstone was right 
when in his membership letter to the 
Society for Psychical Research, he said 
that this work of investigation "is the . 
most important work which is being 
lone in the world—by far the most im-.' 
lortant." ' .

No hypothesis of explanation is 
,et given that matches all around; 
theory has as yet passed beyond 
speculative stage.

Permit me an additional point 
two:

asir 
n-“> *hej.

Ojd.
>»•

In these investigations, it is not 
o assume that a "sensitive" you d(?j°r’r°J 
vorth testing is dishonest, if you dV«« 
he chances are you will get nothing?*. 
Ie wise as serpents, but harmless as , 
loves. Remember, Christ could do no 
venders in Ills own country because of 
’their unbelief." Learn what thatmeans 
■-ou who “know it all” and are so “cocl 
:ure.” A prestidigitator is good at d/- 
ectlng tricks, but may not be worfth 

 

i is salt in the investigation of genuine
raychic phenomena. Psychic th 
\re psychically discerned as mu 
hings are musically discerned. A 
vin whose faculty for music is 
-hied, is no judge as to whether i

gs 
leal

tro
is a 
ther’aderewski at the piano in the ___

room; tlie judgment of a child niiuslc- 
ally developed 1b far better. All things
carry their own proof to a faculty up to 
the level of the faculties' development. 
Also, predisposition is a sword that cuts 
both ways; deception invites deception; 
like draws like. These things are true 
whether the psychic phenomena which 
are being investigated are from tho 
subjective mind of the medium or from 
foreign intelligences. "Words, words, 
and nothing more,” is all this to nine^ 
out of ten of even cultured readers;. ;■ '' 
but if they will study It out, they will.? i 
find these words the hardest kind of f- 
sense. y

Do not be afraid that the universal or- r 
der of things will be upset If some new .1 
truth is discovered—natural truth, not 
supernatural; there is nothing super- ' 
natural but God, and He most probably • 
is infinitely natural. Never forget God 
has made the universe fireproof, and 
has thought It altogether safe to trust 
us with the match-box to experiment 
with.

And now will the press permit me to 
suggest that the instruction be reversed 
that seems in some newspaper offices to 
be given to reporters: “Young men, 
first be interesting; second, be interest
ing; third, fourth and fifth, be interest
ing; and then incidentally, It conven-
lent, be truthful. 

New York.
I. K. FUNK.

ft Wonderful Boy preacher
BE WISE! BE TOLERANT! 

THOUGHTFUL! SPIRITUALISM 
KALEIDOSCOPIC, MANIFESTS

BE
IS 

IT-

Evangelists have worked up local ex
citements called "revivals-- in many 
towns, and'wonderful "ministrations of 
God--have been-recorded. A good Spir
itualist has sent the reports of one at 
Redwood. Minn., which is a typical af
fair. The churches of that northern 
town had beedme luke-warm, and a man 
named rfhindaf was called to shake up 
the dry; Jiones? and. grapple with the 
devil. Revivals are conducted along 
commercial lines. There is no better 
paying itfrofedlflon-than that of a suc- 
cessful){|yang<S,ist. The deacons and 
head mqn of |he church see that the in
terest is.at low ebb: the pews becoming 
more aim more conspicuous • for their 
emptiness: the membership not in
creasing andijtbe salary of the minister 
more djÇicult^to collect. The life of 
the Church depends on new member
ship, antf the quick way to that is by 
means OF a rtftival. They look around 
and arejçecoirffaended to a Sam Jones, 
or Small [|mit$tor. who after bargaining 
agrees to come and work in the Lord’s 
vineyard^or $ bonus and percentage of 
roe gatmifeesk Then the work of sav
ing souls begihS. • - ■ ...... . ■.

The Redwood. church secured Mr. 
Sunday—the Revr Sunday. He is a re
generated badeball champion and all
round athlète! He constantly alludes'to 
this in his sermons. As a specimen of 
his talk the: following is suggestive. He 
bad agreed to run a.foot-race on ■ Sun
day. He was converted and could not 
carry out the agreement, so he went 
to the manager, who said. "You must 
run the; race and fix it up with -God 
afterwards.-- ; He won and says: “1 
fixed things Up with God and the 
church and from that day to this I have 
tried to live im harmony with God’s 
WOrd. .mi, . ... r ■ - ■ ■ -.

Keep an Eye Out
“When the unclean spirit is gone out 

of a man, he walketh through dry 
places seeking rest, and flndeth none. 
Then he saltb, I will return into my 
house from when I came out; and when 
he is come, he flndeth it empty, swept 
and garnished. Then goeth he. and 
taketh with himself seven other spirits 
more wicked than himself and they en
ter in and dwell there: and the last 
state of that man is worse than the 
first. ’—Jesus: Matt. 12:42 to 43.

This quotation being authoritative 
with Christians, shows the founder of 
their faith was a believer in obsessions: 
and it explains why the vile, who are 
professedly reformed, become "seven” 
times more vile after tarrying for a 
time in the church. We were about to 
ask if this idea of demoniac possessions 
is true, but we are met at the very 
threshold of the inquiry with the state
ment, "This is -asserted by the Lord as 
a fact, therefore criticism is ended,-: So 
the cautious will .keep an eye on those 
from whom devils are expelled, and 
have no entanglements with them, be
cause of what the Master says is to fol
low. He who is wise will not be en
dangered. , ■

SELF IN MANY DIFFERENT WAYS. 
SPIRITUALISTS HAVE NO-PATENT 
RIGHT ON IT. NO COPYRIGHT EX
ISTS TO IT ON EARTH OR IN HEAV
EN. SPIRIT RETURN IS COMMON 
TO ALL HUMANITY. YOU SHOW A 
WANT OF GREY MATTER IN YOUR 
BRAINS WHEN YOU CLAIM THAT 
SPIRIT RETURN BELONGS EXCLUS
IVELY TO SPIRITUALISTS. ' IT

“It’s a girl! It’s a girl!" was the 
exclamation of scores of women, young 
and old, who jostled against each other 
last nlçht to get a fleeting glimpse of a 
child with a wealth of golden curls that
fell to the waist, 
of a cherub.

Meanwhile the 
the child huddled.

and the countenance

father, at whose side 
. uncertain whether to

construe the words of the woman as a 
compliment or an accusation, suddenly 
held the cynosure of curious eyes up
Into full view and declared
tinge of impatience

with a
It s a boy. and he

A'Common Miracle.
Dr. 

Funk 
York.

Isaac K. Funk, of the flrm of
& Wagnails. Publishers. New 

announces that through the medi-

is 8 years old. Do any of you suppose 
a girl could talk like he does! ■ A sigh 
of half-satisfaction escaped from hun
dreds of lips.

"I reared nine girls.-- vouchsafed one 
little woman, "and none of them ever 
looked more feminine than she—he. 1 
mean.--

Child-Preacher Holds Audience.
Joseph Raycroft. 8 years old. the sub

ject of the above speculation, had just 
finished an exhortation before a gath
ering of 2.000 persons in Moody Church, 
La Salle and Chicago Avenues, last 
night. Everyone of the large audi
ence listened with rapt attention as 
the infant divine, with the words and 
manners of a minister of mature years,

COMES TO THE ATHEIST, TO 
GOD-FEARING CATHOLIC, TO 
IGNORANT, TO THE WISE, TO
DEVOUT CHRISTIAN, TO

THE 
THE 
THE 
THE

YOUNG AS WELL AS THE OLD. AND 
INCULCATES ALL SHADES OF BE
LIEF. IT IS NO RESPECTER OF 
PERSONS. IN THE FOLLOWING 
CASE, AS RELATED BY THE CHI
CAGO CHRONICLE, A LITTLE BOY 
IS CONTROLLED BY AN ORTHODOX 
DIVINE, AND IN SOME RESPECTS 
IS DOING A GRAND WORK.

but were soon listening attentively to 
every word, and long before the close
murmurs 
tion were 
nouse.

And a

of wonderment and admira- 
uttered In all parts of the

little child shall lead them.
clearly enunciated as the opening sen- . 
tence. provoked a smile at the oppor
tuneness of the remark. And such 
proved the case near the close of his 
address, when, calling for confessions 
of repentance, scores of his hearers re
sponded with words of convincing sin
cerity. showing that his words had fall
en on fallow ground.

Shows Early Trend to Preach.
Young Joseph Raycroft, the son of . 

Joseph A. Raycroft, 7» West Adams 
street, has been actively engaged in . 
evangelical work for the last three 
years, for the most part at missions 
and street corners on the west and 
northwest sides, and is credited with 
the conversion of hundreds of recreant; 
ones whose hearts were apparently im
pervious to the pleadings of adult mm- 
isters. .

Besides this missionary work in the 
slum districts of the city, the child has 
exhorted in different audiences with ... 
marked success in scores of small ■ 
towns through this state and Indiana.

umship of^Mrs. May Pepper, of Brook
lyn; M. Y.. a’man learned the address of 
his father from whom he had no Infor
mation for thirty, years. A correspond
ence was opened between the parties. 
Dr. Funk asserts there is no chance for 
fraud in the premises. -

■To Spiritualists there is nothing re
markable in this. for similar occur
rences have been frequent for . more 
than fifty years. Indeed they have be-? 
come so- common they are now rarely 
mentioned unifess by new converts to- 
the faith. •

but with the appearancce. and voice of He first evinced a religious proclivity 
a tot from the nursery, urged his hear- at the age of 3 years, when he began 
ers for over an hour to spurn all ephe- to exhort his baby brother to lead a 
meral amusements and. follow the Christian life, and, upon being ques- 
teaclnngs of the Savior. Never oilce tloned by his father, declared he had 
hesitating for a word and with a shrill peen called to carry on the work of
voice, which carried to. the farthest -Christ;, 
corner of the large auditorium, the / 
youthful prodigy, for such he is claimed — ■ 
to be. extolled righteous living aa the
only means of salvation, and by way of 
confirmation quoted passage after pas*

«Voltaire’s Romances. Translated
from the French.- With "numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of th.i 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en-

sage from the scripture.. which alone emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
' ' ..... . ' "of wide reading. Wit. philosophy andwere considered feats of memory. ■ At 

first the audience was inclined to smile 
at the child’s apparent presumption,

romance are combined, with the skill ol 
a master mind. Price 51.50.

.a
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the church. It carries a plenary indulgence for sins committed and to 
be committed, and guarantees the owner a safe passage to heaven witn-; 
out having his wings even scorched while passing through purgatory.

We have a notable instance of this in the case of Mary Caldwell, now 
the Marquise des Monstiers. She chipped in about.$000,000 to tho uni
versity at Washington. The late pope, Leo. XIII, sent her the golden 
rose, but, as the lady has had her eyes opened, and prefers attending to 
her own salvation, the rose apd its indulgences, no doubt could oe 
bought, cheap for cash, unless Mary decides to keep it as a continual re
minder of her youthful indiscretions. . t.

Moreover, Urban’s.bulls pf indulgence,arp.pold even to.M.ay.m bpain. 
They are known as the “Cruz Cruzada,” and carry the same indu- 
gc-nces as those of the old crusaders, except that they must be renewe 
every year. In proof of this I cite an historical fact. About twen y 
years ago the Spanish government petitioned the popo to withdraw 
th’em, claiming that they were destructive to morals and were costing

RESTORES EYESIGHT. <
SDectacfes a Thino of the Past.

' ----------- q

‘Actlna/’ a Marvelous Discovery That Cure« Ajt
Afflictions of tho By« Aad Ear Without 3 

h’ Cutting or Drugging. Jthis and declared that Irenaeus intended saying t^t, tap souls would 
remain there unless freed by.pMyPU alms a.ud.gPO.dlWorkP; .... ., 

There 'is 'considerable glainor attached to .thesellbarlys fathers. An
tiquity appeals to many who arc prepared to accept the crudest tlieoi 
when convinced they are of ancient origin—and “ s0>
them that they welcome every one of-these old jflgsils ns 
brother.” So, as Irenaeus is the key-stone to thiSipapaastruc ui , 
me lift the veil and show him in liis tyue colors. I l&y d^yn this pi P - 
sition. “Where a witness falsifies a fact in respect to. which he 
be presumed liable fo be mistaken, courts are bound upon prmeip es 
law, morality, and justice to apply the maxim falsus in uno la sus in o j 
nibu's.” This is a decision in the U, S. Circuit Coiirt. It is got• 
and good morals. Therefore, when a man advocates what is man y 
false, the presumed sanctity of his character does not prevent him being 
considered unreliable; and if it would not be fair tri apply the 
rule, on-the ground that he may in perfect honesty advance as a 
that which appeals to him as such and yet be mistaken, it wou 
equally unfair to claim that, if in a number of facts attested to by him 

was absolutely correct m ms swu«iu«suw>, - « - . .. and his witnesses, common sense and a.very ordinary know e ge o
' Se was that he simply skimmed the surface. I shall endeavor to ge y >deeide he was m¡staken in th great majority'of. heim
somewhat nearer to the bottom of this papal cesspool, and if Mr. Bowtel |he .g of necessity correct in the ?mll remainder, simply because it 
still thinks that telling the truth will “ place a weapon in t a • ¡mp0SSib|e for }jim to be mistaken in every statement. • 
our opponents,” then “our opponents” are heartily welcome to all they | Nqj> }s the crudeneaa o£ the age and admitted ignorance of the wnteis 

; can make out of it, for I will confine myself to historical facts, mostly & glj(ricient excuge for the- uttering of a palpable falsehood, .as papal
taken from papal sources, which any student may easily v y- apologists claim, for the attestation to a fact requires no learn £> T

Indulgences are inseparably connected with- Piirgato y. simply ordinary comprehension joined to. a love of trutlu. Th .
either and the other commits suicide. hold that the truthfulness of a writer’s assertions concerning a ma, -

'■ ’ ’ "...... ' ons occurrence depends on the evidence f“rnwhe.%V°^ ttegtmg I rriieerór’¿Voat'and sav a'prayer, to get his mother, or even his
probability rf It. hav« b.ppoood .»a tout oHlo.bo. Wry’««ill rolle, »bother . V-rf or

tl»t tbe erotatt)' and hie the ho.d ot «»me >»yth, earned with It .» indulseooo, p.rf.l or pta>-
r.c nor tlw ti.uthtujness or tne w depending on the amount of the offering. And I de y any theolo-

Looked at in this light, andJ thmk-ri adowJ ¿ia’ that the prepuce of Jesus, which was exhibited m the*.
single exception, my 1 . chnreh of Ara Coeli,. Rome, as late as 1890, on every feast of the Circum-

T I • nf „.ifini«™ nn fW earlv fathers when they came tp cisión, did not offer a plenary indulgence for all its worshipers, app i- In speaking of criticisms on these .early tatheis, wnen y ]¡v¡n^ thp dead nnd yi(? unborn
Irenaeus, a papal commentator says; Hitherto shalt) ’other • But it remained for the Franciscans to cap the climax. Founded early
farther, and here shall thy proud waves be staycd Say > anothe • y connnenced
“He is the terminus a quo of theological controversies.; In is writ iiNRM^n ten y y attracted to them by their
ings he makes it clear that he stood m im^iMe re toonsta jLpos- as In fa J their favorite picture of the lady
ties’’remarks a third , Ihcnumerous husky Franciscans peeping out from beneath her 
portion to their bulk; Behold the right the Weste _ ( t & sk¡rts Q1 fie, flnd theae holy men we).e ceilbates. So Mary an- 
We are in very exalted company. Well, what does.t“8.,¿ w F nouneed that no matter what kind of a life a man might lead, no matter 
quo” know of the origin of God? He says: a?h ll®nl begot. bow vicious and immoral, if he would only be buried in the dress of the
ther was united n conjunction with Ins thought ;; then the. onl * bego^ bow x cm a that

S?- ~ Kes”12""’”,avisitpu"s*tori “d“"y•"and desiring of their own accord to honor the Pat^1’8dn^cll Emperors, kings, princes and people rushed to be enrolled and the
sions by conjunction. Word and Life beside manc£c“’ I FraXan clothing trust prospered. We are told that Mary kept her 
forth ten other Eons whose names are: Lhe Deep ahd> ¿5 promise and any Jood Franciscan will tell you, even to-day, proveed

’ u - be is not sober, that at five minutes past noon, every Saturday, purga
, tory is emptied of all those who affiliated with the Franciscan order.

■ (To be continued.)

Charles McArthur is thoroughly posted in ev
erything pertaining to Catholicism. Indeed he Is re
garded as authority on all subjects pertaining to that 
sect. The readers of The Progressive Thinkei are 
to be congratulated that they have the privilege of 
reading in the following article the historical data and 
conclusions the learned gentleman presents.

There is no need for cutting, drugging or 
problug the eye for auy form of disease, for a 
new system of treating afflictions of tho eye has 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous and barbar
ous methods are ellnilnat- 
ed. Thore Is uo risk or ex- 

7 porimeutlng, as thousands 
of people - have beot^curedi 
of blindness, falling eye
sight, cataracts, granulat
ed lids and other afflictions 

of the eye through this grand discovery, whew 
eminent oculists termed tho cases IncurablaJ 
Below we print extracts from testimonials 
such as are received by us dally.

Mr. A. O. T. Pennington, speclal’ageut Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 
writes: "Having used Actlna for several years, 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye, 
ear and throat atlectloLs. It cured my mother 
of cataracts."

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: "I am 
73 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
can now thread a needle without glasses."

Kev. W, C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
“My honest opinion of Actlna Is that it Is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of tho ago. 
Il cured my eyes, and cured my wlfepf asth
ma."

Hundt Is of other testimonials can be sent 
on application. "Actlna" is purely a homo 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and Is sent on trial postpaid. If you will send 
your name and address to the New York and 
London Electric Association. Dept 342, 92V Wal
nut St., Kansas City. Mo., you will receive ah- 
sululely free a valuable book, Professor Wil
son’s Treatise on lite Eye and on Disease in 
General,

the people nearly $2,000,000 yearly. , .. .
Also,.in the late war with Spain, at the battle of Santiago, every dea 

or wounded Spaniard had one of these indulgences on his person, 1 ns 
was noticed in several papers, but the facts were afterwards hushed. 
When the Spanish fleet set sail for Cuba, every man aboard, even the 
Scotch engineers,-was supplied with one. It was so in the Philippines, 
only with this addition, that the Filipino was guaranteed safety from the 
Yankee bullet. If more testimony be needed, I ean^furnish enough to 
Lili an entire page of The Progressive Thinker. - *

The Crusijdes gave indulgences a boom. Their availability and ex
tent never were questioned. And it is remarkable that the penalty 
could always be avoided by a monetary consideration. St. Peter Da
miani tells us that Guido, archbishop of Milan, imposed on himself a 
penalty of 100 years in purgatory to atone for his rebellion against the 
pope and compromised it by paying a certain sum every year.

When that remarkable man, Hugo of St. Victor (d 1141) discovered 
that indulgences were also applicable to souls in purgatory, the anxiety 
for their possession and the inodes for their procurement naturally in
creased. • Competition is the life of trade. Rosaries, sacred emblems, 
agnus deis, etc., ad ipfinitura, sprung up on all sides, and he was a very 

| poor stick, who would not pay a dollar for a piece of wax, stumped with 
n almon nr n and snv n nraver. to cot his mother, or _ even his

f In The’Progressive Thinker of October 15, there appeared an_ article 
on “Catholic Indulgences,” by Irving P, Henning, and
.November 5, E. J. Bowtell takes him severely J«PW
“considerable, although not unusua , ignorance the subg‘’Henning 

Mr. Bowtell may be surprised in turn,, to earnfhatM. Henn mg 
absolutely correct in his statemen s. ?nd th tth mdy\ hap Mr. Bowtell may be sur

The theory of Purgatory existed in all religions¡that we^havc> any ac
count of, as Sheol or Hades or any other name, t.ly
cated somewhere and bounded by everywhere ¿^..^ove imbued 
Fathers of the church, were, as their writings abundantly j . o£ I probability of the occurrence nor 
with veiw many pagan superstitions. Some accepted t y witnesses. Looked at in this
Hades, others denied it. No two of them agreed fully and ‘X one of these early fathers, without a
ill £ reign of Pope Gregory I. (590-604) that any JtaiteJnrt ,not au- & liar.

thoritative decision was made. I use the term autao itative advis . .
edlv for until the 11th century, all popes were elected by tlie eiergy 
and people of Rome, just as we elect our public officers. Councils elected 
and deposed popes, as late as the 15th century, when the council of Con
stance (1414) deposed John XXIII and elected Mai tin .

•In his “Dialoges” Pope Gregory tells us that a certain i° y 
dreamed that he saw a number of spirits descending the^cra er o -

- cano. He named some of them to the pope who
wore evidently on the road to the nether rgions, and as be knew some 
of them were too holy to be welcomed in hell, that there must b aihri - 
wav house. Thereafter it was held as a sort of local tiadition« , 
was accepted by one pope and denied by his successor- Pcrrara_ 

The first authoritative announcement was by the Council Fei„
I Florence <'1438-42) during the pontificate of Eugenius IV. 1}ie.cou . 
i decided that those who died'withffut having fully repented their sins, 
' were held in an unknown place, which, in lieu of a better name^was ■ de‘caying and ’Union, the Self-existent and Pleasure, the 
’ called Purgatorium. Here they remained for an uncertain p ... RUndinrr .the Onlv-Bestotten and Happiness. i- '

nurified by fire. The onlv authority quoted for this decision was t 
Epistle of James, which was characterized by Luther■ asr the• eP18 
straw,” and now universally recognized as a fiction of tiie®entu 
“Manv souls shall be saved,, even by means of.fire. But even flt hand. ..The dayg will come in wlUcli tiiere w
council only recommended that priests should offer up Prayers . yards, each having 10,000 vinestocks; each stock having 10,000 branch-

■ ».»I. «• »V >» »wato bw V£, M’C1, branch 10,000 Sl>o»t.-, M> «hoot M.opoMMi taMh
especial attention be paid to death bed bequests, . vine gy 11C Q() gra eg) and eacb grape squeezed shall yield 2& mw.etes of vine.

| were to urge on all their penitents. . And when any of the Saints go to pluck a bunch upothcir bunch shall
' But the decisions of this council are not recognized by Rome, as d ,takeme andblegg the Lord thr0Ugh me. A
' posed Eugenius, stigmatizing him as a thief, a liar and an a -around I & e.ght and tw0.tbirda gallonS) lt ea$ to compute said

scoundrel; in fact there was no term in their vocabulary t°o vite to ap- of p&pal yineyards w()uld produce e^ugli ,wnie to float geat
nlv to him And if one-half that is told of him be true, he tuny ae .. shinning of the world, and allowing a couple ofigallons daily M an ilwy (.» him. Th« «»u»«il th«» ?<Sl£« 1 Sta* »« *1 k««P «11 »1 te «tout
of Savoy as pope. Amadeus was a widower. He w assisting 20,000,000 years. Oh shades of Carrie Nation! . :ii !„ _
priest, bishop and pope on the same day, his two stalv ait sons ass s | go much {or lds prOphecy, now. for his veracity.a He...tells us Uuw i j^uri Hulburd, October 2,
at the ceremony. . , . . . , , "r?nmP wnR at 1 when Polycarp was martyred (155) the flames refused ta-mirn him, but 18gB R wafl glven near the close ot

Tlie next in fact the only official decision recognized by Rome was at wi y 1 executioner then tai’ust a sword long communication given on the Hiethe « of Trent. Tiffs council sat, off. and on, for eighteen years' formed an areh = h pf of.j^^Tpredictlon wfi.cn

.. ‘v^Waiiimble. It was TMWed that the flames were extinguished. „ I made through the little one’s medl-'the various tenets of the papal church vyerc m a jumb- One papal commentator in speaking of .this holy, and truthful man umghlp
six-day-go-as-you-please, every man. for himself and the devile wPgl fl abutment rests upon the .Apostle John, the other, as ..When j was m the Mexican war 1 
Iiindmost EveryWiop did just as heMiose and^EgZtmt Xe, rests upon the well-known Irenaeu^
that he was not expressing his full importance uni«»s he ata & osition I the abutments of the coun’cil pf Trent, and the pope was the other. surely this country will be governed 
of the decisions of lus predecessors. In fact, it is a sate p p on, । 0 - ¡n of induigences is as easily traced, as the origin of Purga-1 by th0 Unlted States
that up to 1870, when papal infallibility was declared, there is no de B . during the so-called persecutions, many recanted, I ..Whe|1 i paSsed to spirit lifeu met
XnPof any p<Jpe to which a counter decsion by. some other pope can|tory. J^ntimes, h TdoI^oIS

church. These backsliders wore severely punished, and, by the vote ot wtwji t wag thoroughly
all who had remained faithfulrthe character and duration of the punish-1 attaohed t0 MeXiC0. He says; 'Suppose 
ment meted out to them was determined. They were obliged to stand wa vislt that country. ln co“ep“y. 
utside the church, during services, recite certain prayers, give s1 ms, ta t Arizona°and the desert where the 

etc. This was called “a remission of the temporal punishment due to I ited^^ Jg located tn the county o£

ti,e Blending, the Only-Begotten and Happiness. r ■
Is it not time for a commission de lunatieo inquirendo <
So much for his theology; now for his prophecy, ft»rhe was a great

straw,” . *

HIb Prediction Concerning the Great 
Colorado Desert.

As a metrete is

’1°ThereUarte two historians of the Council of Trent. Father Paul Sarpi 
published one. He made a plain statement of facts; the book was at 
once placed on the Index of Prohibited Books and a papal assassin 
nearly finished the career of the ambitious priest. 1 he assassin escaped 
to papal territory where he was received with honor and loaded with

great deal is being written and 
about the development of the 
Colorado Desert in Southeastern

r , California. An impression came to mo 
, , this morning to send you for publics-

about tjOn jn your grand paper “The Progress
Ive Thinker,” a prediction made by 

that Gen. Winfield Scott through the me- vaac*v । . . „ ■»_ xi_ noinhar 9.

RlnÂfter Constantine had stamped the church with his Official seal, the Sa-“ S’'Spirit friends, beholdi uns 

punitive powers gradually passed into the hands of thri bishops; the cer- desert. Oneway R wl pop^atlon R 
emonies of rehabilitation became more and more elaborate and offenses I conta,n on ltB surface one of the 
beiran to be compromised for a monetary consideration» 11ns state or most, beautiful cities the world ever 
afthirs continued up to the time of the Crusades. Of corirse it is impos- saw. Here is¡where: fruit will grow m 
sible in a newspaper article to state all the reasons fpr the gfadua in- ^unjmee, w n$ nutrition,
crease in the punishment of backsliding members, put the principal abundance Ues all around
ones were auricular confession, the absolute power of the clergy, the In- ,n these hlUg. water will .some: day 
Sion and this one grand fact, that a man was either a member of the I he led on to this desert through canate 
ehurdi or a heretic. If the former, he obeyed all the Hies an<Uwent and Hwillblossom like
through life with his mentality doped. If the latter, then his life was {rults that wiu grow ln abUndance

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eezem&andall Skinand Female Diseases. Wrlte 
for Illustrated Book. Sent free. Address 6 

DR7BYEI Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.
I Turned Out $3QI.~ worth of plating lu two wteks, writes U. L. Smith of. Pa. (qiaI small omtk). liev. Geo. P. Crawford writer/ matte 81.00 Hrat day, J. J. 8, Mill«, & farmer, wrjtsi. con easily make (5.00 day plating. Trios. Parker.Eohool tiMh.T 21 year«, Wiitcj, “ I uilde profit ono day, $9.85 another.'* Plating liusiaesd ca.lly learned. Wetetthyoit 
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the year 1885. Any other medium 
claiming that I made such prediction 
through their organization utters a 
falsehood. Many of so-called mediums 
and mountebanks no doubt will claim 
such honor when they see the elevation 
and civilization that will be produced 
on said desert.’

Monday, December 2, 1902, Captain 
F. K. Hulburd, who passed to spirit lite 
in 1862, while in the service of the 
Union, came and said, "Gen. Winfield 
Scott is called in the spirit world, the 
President of the band that is Interested 
in the development of the great Califor
nia desert and hovering over and 
around it the greater part of the time. 
He says that the bringing of water 
through canals upon the desert will ab
sorb thé alkali and it will arise into the 
air, forming clouds which will increase 
the rainfali, not only on the desert but 
throughout the surrounding country for 
a distance of 200 miles, thereby chang
ing the general characteristics of South
ern California. Rains will be much 
more frequent during the summer—or 
dry—season. The people will be af
fected by it favorably, particularly sen
sitives, and the desert will become the 
Garden of California. Gen. Scott says 
the development of the desert is taking 
place much sooner than he expected 
when he made the prediction through 
this medium in 1885.

E. W. HULBURD.

PrThe other history is by Jesuit Cardinal Pallavicini. He spent, so he 
claims thirty years in its compilation, and all the 
were subjected to his inspection. The work was published m 1656, and 
proved to be a worse-expose than the history by Sarpi, for even 

• FngJnuity and casuistry failed to hide the inner workings and the Puerile 
arguments of the assembled wisdom, bo this work was placedJ“ the 
Index, and a second edition, carefully edited, was published in 1 .
Even this last edition cannot be read by the laity, or even by a pr i , 
unless bv permission, of his bishop, and the bishop in turn, must apply to 
Ms cardinal, and the Lord only knows to whom the cardinal must applj.

«i the Council of Trent is 0. “X ™»> * «».«»»«?" S? S’, «lu & ».üm »-
like the teachings of the preceding centuries than chalk is 1 ‘ ’ , ,. • „bnreh less a small nercentage to the assassin, and his wife the invalids. Millions will come here’’’Ste the ¿»lie church,beenme hòc,™ 0« wood »3 «

, whenf) from the sacred 'vritf"Æ„ràn hath taueht in ìiolv councils (this drawers of water for threevgenerations. They were debarred fiom all find materlal lylng around m these hills 
ditions of the fathers (what fathers?) hath taught in 1 y I Drofessions or from any lucrative trade : they could not marry with the th t wiU build some of the grandest

euir/scs of the faHMul. >mt eBp«lallx by the .Mr.6ee kobofte 6rs( crusa<ie atclerm0„t in 1095 wo
of the mass, this holy council commands all b sp , venerable hear for the first time of “the superabundant merits^of Christ which

v J Att zìi I c* Iio lyo110V(Vfl tymtatlined Uugh/an^every-, formera fundfrom which the pope couldjraw to meet all demands, 
fathers and sacred councils be believed ® J the Thev elaimed'that Jesus being God, he was necessarily perfect and his
where preached. Ilie clergy are then solemn y ? attention to everv thought, word and deed, was perfection and that he had deeded 
laity to give alms for this purpose and to pay particular attention to everj tnou 11, i utilize for’ the b*enefit of the church.. Then there 
deathbed bequests. They are also cspeeia “°”1™ . £ tbe sajnts, holy men and still holifer women, who had not used up
in their sermons, on the question, never to argue it. o,qnote any ot itoe weretoe sam^,, to the
presumed authorities, but simply to say ti pope In Germany particularly, it was preached; and believed that
always has taught it. . . Hp.isinn of / “merits” were kept by the pope in a huge, chest rind there are sevI now challenge any papa theologian t<3 quote the dec^wn^ 07 pilgrimages to RÎme to implore the Holy Father to
({Sc“1.cal C^eiXesth?exiZncJof Purgato^ sòme local syn-1 open tliis.chest and dispense its contents more liberal^,. This he never 

SfX S, tut U n- » anti-pope. Tho regu&ly Acted pope,

did not extend beyond their diocese. Nor were they obligatory.^ -
That being so, wp must look to the early fathers, to discover the au- 

flinrifÌfìS nuoted bv tbc COUDCÜ ,0f T-TCUt. ■ > tH It is anmdeniable fact that all the èarly fathers, up to and including 
St Augustine, admitted that the idea of purgatory was taken¡ from the 
riftpan Sheol or Hades. It was the fundamental theory of the Stoics and 
Fs advocated at great length in the Sibylline Books. These books,, it 
was claimed, dated from the Trojan war. A set was preserved in the 
Roman archives ages before the Christian era. They-were.burned mz83 
B C but duplicates were procured. These, in turn, were hiwned by 
Stilicho about A. D. 400, by command of the church, as they disclosed 

- the origin of many of the superstitions and all the.rites ceremonies and 
beliefs of the papal church. ; For it is an unquestionable fact that all 
that Rome holds most sacred, are directly traceable to some pagan re-

when?) from the

is an unqualified lie) and lastly in

WHAT WAS IT?

poruiuaie wjhw»/. . „ , • innr: „.a
When Urban II. preached the first crusade at Clermont in 10Jo,we
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TLe abovo la the number of tho pres, 

ent Issue ot The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at tho top of tho first page, 
right hand corner. It this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner ot the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the numbes 
ot Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Reep watch of the number on 
kite tag of your wrapper.

The Poetical and Prose Works

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox’s writings have been the 

Inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort.
Words of truth so vital that they 
in the reader's memory and cause 
to think—to his own betterment 
the lasting Improvement of' his

live
lline 
and
own

work in the world, in whatever line it 
Iles—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen. ,

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showin.; the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

Did the Spirit of a Dying Man Visit His 
Sisters Hundreds of Miles Away?

gredlents when properly . mixed by the 
mechanic,, that will produce a beautiful 
classification of stone, when formed in 
the moulds and exposed to the dry at
mosphere will become a solid piece of 
masonry. It can be made to look |ike 
polished granite of different shades’MLd 
colors, according to the mixture will lay 
therein the shade, tint or color of The 
stone that they wish to produce.’

*‘I turned and said to my spirit mate, 
Juanita, ‘Now I must find little Justin 
and locate where he lives, as I wish to 
make 'the first prediction through his

cause he discovered a new method for extending the_sup<irpatural pow
ers of the indulgence. He offered indulgences to all^vliq^vould enlist 
to fight in Palestine, which not. only applied to the t«upo«pl and spirit
ual nunishment attached to sin-already committed bufeto those "yet to be 
committed. Also, freedom from debt; and ^cular£fetiM.for usuiy,. 
murder, etc., and in event of death, rapid transit tg,he^n, 960,000 
accepted and only 80,000 reached Jerusalem, rn’i sas : ; .

It may appear strange, to those who have not stitfiedthis question, 
why so many-so eagerly rushed to the. crusade and accepted these njdul- 
aenees But look at the mental, moral and physic^ ¿option.-of the. 
people, as described by Motley.“There were onlywbleju and priests. 
• • • Slavery was both voluntary and compulsory. sold^hem-
selves rthat thev might escape starvation. The timM M^ themselves 
that they might escape violence. These voluntary, |al^,.wliich were 
frequent were usually made to cloisters and ecclesiastical establish
ments for the condition of church-slaves was preferableito that-of other 
serfs ’’’ These church-slaves were not allowed to marry “except under 
the condition df the infamotis jus jprimae noctis.” . Tlm iya^ simply that

llgInDqnoting from these early fathers, the papal legates studiously 
avoided offering for discussion, by the councilany opinions that m the

i- i.*««* rincon differed from the law laid down by the pope. lor each, me miu»»» v- «»»y *■-.* ~~~~■.*- . ¡ .. aa-v .*-theory of pürgátory, which depended the abbot had-the privilege of passing the first night with the bride
?^IXatmeasS!J from which branch;of paganismJw had-been con- He could delegate any member of us monote

"• -1? tkd Nn two of them agreed either as to location, method or dura-.| could sell the right to any outride cleric, but never to a' ,,
’.verted. & any mode of relief, except that of simple It is ridiculous for any one to attempt to deny that .Urban, was the

P Not a few’ claimed that the senil ascended direct to heaven ór I first one to discover the mysterious chest of. ®rist s.mprits and aPPty 
prayer Not a tew ciaimect uiai i . . . indulgences. Or, that tho indulgence did not apply to sins to be
d%o thev selected tteKs of Lvons (d 202) because his theories came committed Papal history, disguise it as they may, is^tc wjlh^ 
rtKrJs to'the¡papal teachings and his work, “Heréticos’’ was used mnples, and traces of it aré found heixi, even to-day Urba mstituted 
na their text-book? In this work Irenaeus denounces as heretics all-who the ceremony.of the golden rose, , which is> rose> blessed by the pope 

- Hiffer with him arid claims that as Jesus spent three days in hades, that at high mass in the Sistine chapel on the fouith Sunday;of Lint Only 
all souls must remain there till resurrection day. The council accepted I one is consecrated every year, and it is sent to some great benefactor of

mediumship.'
' “On the 2nd day of October, 1885, 1 j 
came to his dwelling with my spirit । 
mate. There was a spirit who bore the 
name of Manzineti. She said ‘I will 
lead you to his.home. He lives in a 
little valley in the mountains.’ _

“We followed her and entered his : 
home on an afternoon. There I dis
covered him Bitting.in an old-fashioned 
chair. His hair was somewhat gray 
and he looked much larger than when 
I had seen h|m before. There were 
some parties present whose names I 
will give you. There was a William 
E High, Ebenezer Wallace Hulburd, 
Frederick Dietrich, Conrad Meyer, Don 
Jose Sopez. These are the names of 
the people present given me by his 
guide, Rosa, whose proper spirit name 
is‘Water Lily.’ I then and there made 
the prediction in connection with the 
desert, also described some Of, the ad
vantages that, could be enjoyed'by peo
ple taking up their habitation on said 
desert. ■ ■ ' • .

"He is the first spirit medium that 
ever this prediction was made through, 
which said gentlemen that were pres
ent, on that afternoon could testify to, 
¡and swear to before any Notary Public 
in the county! -

“I, Winfield Scott,’once General of 
the United States army,- do hereby 
swear' that through" .the .mediumship 
of this little one, my beloved friend, 
who was dear to my soul on earth in 
a body, and is more so now In spirit 
existence, I made said prediction 
through his organization and medium
ship on the Second day of October in

The parties herein mentioned are 
highly respectable and well known to 
the writer, who was present when an 
operation was performed on a man 36 
years old. That was in Louisa county, 
Iowa, in the summer of 1895. The man 
had been kicked by his horse about 
noon that day. He died under the 
hands of the doctors at one o'clock next 
morning. His sister and her family in 
Clay county, more than two hundred 
miles northwest, knew nothing of the 
trouble; but about the time he died she 
and her husband and only daughter 
were suddenly awakened, and so heav
ily impressed by a presentiment that 
they dressed themselves and could do 
nothing till daylight but pace the house 
from one room to another, as though 
they were expecting to flna something 
unusual.

Another sister and her family In Le 
Sueur county, Minn., three hundred 
miles north, were the same moments 
aroused by what they at first thought 
was a loud and terrible thunder; but 
seeing the sky perfectly clear and full 
of stars, they could not account for the 
noise, neither could they sleep any
more that night. In the morning both- 
families received telegrams calling 
them to the funeral.

What was it? Was it telepathy, or was 
it the spirit of the dying brother com
ing in person to bid them good-by, or 
was it the work of an interested mes
senger from the spirit realms?

It was evidently occasioned some
how by the brother’s departure. Why 
and how could it make such a noise, a 
noise that could be heard only by his 
sister and her family three hundred 
miles away? Why was not the noise 
heard by the other family? Were there 
two different agents, or did one agent 
use different means to arouse the two 
families, or did the same means affect 
the two families in different ways? We 
can ask questions, but we cannot 'an
swer There are more wonders in 
heavcit and earth than are dreamt of 
in pur philosophy. KYMRO

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait. • 
Price JI.

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait. 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as ever poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price JI.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 
it epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation, 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, JI.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
• true to tlie very best there is in human 

nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, JI. .

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle. ; ■

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition in cloth. . 
Price 50 cents.

"The Constitution of Man.” By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and- 
practical presentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original ideas, and the fullfist 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire. ' Price 50c.

“in tho World Celestial,’’ by Dr. T. A. 
Bland, interesting, instructive and 
teipful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
bound; price $1. ’

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con
fessional.” Thia book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading* impure influences and résulta 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall, JL

THE WIDOW’S MITE, ;
AND ]

OTHER PSYCHIC PHENOMENA, ¡ i ’ 
—r ...BY ISAAC K. FUNK. : | ¡

A remarkable book, ol intense inter« • 
est to all, whether Spiritualists or Ma« 
teriallBts, Investigators or believers. ’

The author has embodied in this 
hook an account of his wonderful "per« 
sonal experience, and has culled from 
other sources the experiences of others. 
Including scientists o£ world-wide re« 
pute, making a volume of great value. 
B88 octave pages. Price, clojh. J2.

rWHOAQT, THE ILLUSTRIOUS?
By Godfrey Hlaglns.Esq. This work Isom 

ot the Library of Liberal Classics. Noarthoc 
was better quaUDed to write an Impartial ana 
honestUfoof Mahomet than Godfrey Illgtlns, 
and this roíame Is Intensely Intercstlur, W 
should be read in conjunction with Gibb in S. 
work. Price, 85 cents. —<
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s a one responsible for any assertions 

or statements he may make. The editor

"The

Brother

quent manner that even the older mem
bers of the society were surprised; Sev-

i-

We (jo to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morijlng. Bear this In mind.

Pastor, Mrs. Clara Wagner.
Mrs. Ella J. Bloom writes:

। Take due notl.ee that Items for this 
page In order to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
Into the waste basket, ■■

We had an afternoon service at 2:30, 
which was well attended. ""

. --------— . .
Educational, Scientific, Interesting,

Profitable. jf.'

JrAinL.AVI CARTOMANCY, a 62- - 
lu“t'fuetl«us beautifully Ulm. nd tr&tedin colors, showing each Pahlavi Card- 

to read PahlW“' iTh? lt001‘ tel,li you how^ 
raev anrt ’’«niarkublo aceu-iiaiu-rt <Dly,ot Us kind pub-sasssssr %» carry »„stem

rX-M. wtfe£1)eclally ul ‘•■hulx’h 

rreeIor,BenI/,7Bi.1“fU,“rs “I“1 sample card sent 
or^riirLlm n..L6Y { *' 1)a‘-'k o! CUfl|S 111111 1,0011 
or Caitonmucy instructlou. Akdiilh imd deal
eis piake money selling our goods, 

PA^LAV1 CARD CO..
863 Hou emun Blk„ Grand Kaplds. Midi.

TOPIC FOR .TIIE PROGRESSIVE 
" ' UYCEUM.

Sunday, April 9; 1905, 8. E, 58.: “Man
-a PrbgreBsive Being.”

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.

. » . ,
Whea writing for Ods paÿt» 

use « pea or typewriter.

allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can lie 
best subserved thereby. Many of thé 
Sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgressiveThlnker 
is set up on a Linotype machine tliat 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one Bide of the paper, •

ITEMS.—Bear In mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item Is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines,’ as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all item», 
tor this page must bo accompanied, by 
the full'name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and po, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have no: space to use them.

Dr. G. B. Warne writes: “While 1 
have no wish to quarrel with tlie theo
logical editor of Tlie Progressive 
Thinker over his suggestion of Mark 
Twain for chairman of. a committee to 
locate Adam’s place of burial and mark 
it with befitting headstone, yet I feel 
confident our veteran Alonzo Thompson 
now of Denver;-recently of Nebraska, 
has important information bearing upon 
that mutter. During a delightful even
ing’s visit with him after his return

' THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- 
■ MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 

--CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. .

. G. 8. Klock writes from Lincoln, 
Neb.: “I held meeting in Red Ribbon 
Hall, in Lincoln, Neb., as usual Sunday 
night, and bad a full house. My sub
ject was. ‘What Is Spiritualism?' To 
Introduce Spiritualism, I read the part 
of .Brother Peebles’ reply to Loveland, 
in The Progressive Thinker, entitled, 
'Spiritualism Introduced,’ which fit the 
case. There seems to be something 
that comes in each Progressive Thinker 
for each of my lectures. Talso read the 
poem entitled My Star, which I used as 
an opening. I appreciate The Progress
ive Thinker, as it is a great help to me. 
I wish to correspond with some good 
physical medium that will be willing to 

■ come to Lincoln, Neb., ana hold meet
. Ings with me for a month or more. Ad
-, dress me at No. 2900 P street, Lincoln, 

Neb.” . ’
Mrs. Clara. Wagner, - 407 Highland 

;. Btreet, Defiance, Ohio, would like to 
, have some good medium come there 

and hold meetings. There is a nice 
; little hall there that can be used for, 

. ’ the purpose. She will give full partic
ulars if any mediums write to her.

: E. W. Sprague and wife, N. S. A. mis
; sionarles, have engagements at the fol

lowing camp-meetings for the coming 
. season: Chesterfield, 'Ind.; Snowflake, 

Mich., and Vicksburg, Mich. These en
gagements begin July 23 and close Au
gust 11. They would be pleased tp 
hear from, those wishing their services 

■. before or after those dates. Address 
them until April 15, at 1429 Market 
street, San Francisco, Cal.

: P. A. Seguin,,the ex-Catholic priest, 
.. is engaged in a meritorious work. He 
writes: “We are engaged in a great 
work of saving girls who are out of 
work, in a home called ‘Rescue Home 
for girls out of work.' This is practic- 
rng what we preach.”

_ L. W. Maxwell suggests that a mall 
line be established between the earth 

. and spirit life. It seems practical to 
him. While letters are received 
through mediums from our spirit 
friends, the conditions under which 
they are written are such that the plan 
can not be made universal at the pres

. ent time. The future, however, may 
. reveal such a line as Mr."Maxwell siig- 

gests for the general public.
Charlestown, W. V.—A weird story 

comes from the coal-mining town of Wl- 
nona, Fayette county, and Mrs. Rogers, 
wife of C. P. Rogers, a Winona business 
man, is the authority for” the details. 
During a recent severe thunderstorm 
Mrs. Rogers, according to her own 
statement, was standing by the east 
window of her kitchen, preparing the 
morning meal, when, just after a vivid 
flash of lightning, she noticed a thin 
blue haze, like a small puff of smoke, 
gather near the window-pane in front of 
which she was standing. She thought 
nothing of this until the haze, seeming

!# to settle on the glass, took the form of 
: ■ a human being and remained upon the 

• glass. Mrs. Rogers still retains posses
; sion of the glass, and her friends are 

- trying to induce her to send the “ghost 
- , picture" to some eminent scientist at 
’ : one of the large universities and have it 

Investigated. .
The fifty-seventh anniversary of 

r .Modern Spiritualism was given recogni- 
. tion last night by special-services at 

the Light of Truth Society hall, South 
. "; Broadway. The society lecturer, W. V.

Nicum, discussing the philosophy- of 
! Spiritualism, said, in substancerthat in 

‘ his opinion there were three great 
epochs in the development of the hu

: man, race. These were marked, re
--4 spectively, by the advent of Jesus ot <

Nazareth, the work of Martin Luther, 
find the discovery oF the laws recogniz
Ing Modern Spiritualism, . phenom

. ena of which" was first brought to the < 
attention of the world by the Fox fam- ; 

'' ily at Hydesville, N. Y., In 1848. Said ; 
; Mr..Nlcum: "In each case God raised : 

somebody or something 4t just the ■ 
; right time to call people to the inner । 

--life, the spiritual.”—The Dayton (Ohio), i
Journal. - - _ - -

Certain mines, like certain houses, ; 
are believed to be haunted. And these 1

from the Holy Land, ho certainly left 
the impression that he had wept a flood 
of tears at Adam’s grave and further re
ported that all tlie Bible worthies had 
received decent burial in carefully des
ignated sacred ground except Eve, Can 
it be possible that the mother of us all 
has gone without funeral honors for 
more than nineteen centuries? Let the 
same committee be further charged to 
discover and rescue for suitable burial 
the ashes of the mischief-maker of 
Eden. The U. S. Government hap just 
located the dust of Gapt. Paul Jones in 
an obscure spot in a French cemetery. 
Will not the natural gallantry of men 
undertake to do as much for the orig

, inal woman? When will Bro. Thomp
son furnish The Progressive Thinker 
with Palestine through the eyes of a 
Spiritualist on horseback?”

W. J. Colville lectures in Spiritualist 
Temple, San Dlegoi Cal., April 4 to 16 
inclusive, at 8 p, m. .. ..

J. C. C. writes: "The First Spiritual 
Church of Hutchinson, Kansas, a new 
organization, held its first meetings 
Sunday, March 26. Mrs. Virginia Bryan 
of Chicago, a grand and noble medium, 
gave us two of her soul-stirring and 
soul-elevating lectures which were high
ly instructive and interesting to the 
people who were fortunate enough to 
get into our overcrowded hall. Miss 
Edith E. Edwards of Kansas City, was 
our message bearer, and her messages 
and tests were accurate and convincing, 
Mr. W. E. Harvey of Richmond, Ind., 
followed with physical manifestations 
at both meetings, which were highly ap
preciated. Hands were materialized 
so that all could see them, messages 
were written and passed through the 
solid curtain, bells were rung, the 
guitar was played and handed out of 
the cabinet. The medium sat outside 
of the cabinet, both of his hands being 
held by a lady selected fronf the audi
ence. We have been fortunate in get
ting good, genuine mediums here, and 
through their efforts many have been 
converted to Spiritualism. This is a 
good field for honest workers.”

W. V. Nicum writes from Ohio: "I am 
glad you are getting after the fakf ele
ment in our ranks. You are doing a 
good work."

A dispatch from New York says: 
“Miss Luella Huestiss, who with her 
mother, Mrs. James H. Huestiss of Mt. 
Vernon, lay in a trance for fifteen days 
in the Presbyterian Hospital, following 
partial gas asphyxiation, died yesterday 
without haying regained consciousness^ 
At the moment of her death the mother, 
who lay in an adjoining room, began to 
show signs of falling vitality. This pe
culiar circumstance in the .case Is in ac
cord with the theory advanced by Dr. 
John D. Quackenbos, of Columbia Col
lege, that mutual hypnotism was re
sponsible for the death like trance of 
Mrs. Heustiss and her daughter."

Lincoln, Neb., March 29.—Governor 
Mickey to-day vetoed the bill passed by 
the legislature providing that all prac
titioners who accept pay as healers 
should be compelled to take a four 
years’ course and pass an examination 
before the medical board before they 
could practice in the State of Nebraska. 
The bill was aimed particularly at 
Christian Science healers and the veto 
by the Governor Is regarded as a vic-

M. C. Campbell writes: "R6V. Alice 
Baker and son. Milton, formerly ot 
Cleveland, Ohio, now of Dallas,-; Texas, 
start to the Pacific coast at an'' early 
date. Mrs. Baker has contracted a crit
ical lung difficulty tliat the physicians 
all say necessitates a change ot climate 
immediately. While we very much re
gret the necessity of this change we 
feel to say our loss will be California’s 
gain. It is hoped that tlie Spiritualists 
of California will cordially receive the 
noble worker. Our strongest thoughts 
are that the beautiful climate of Cali
fornia, with the help of the angel world, 
will fully restore oiir beloved pastor to 
perfect health.” .

Mrs. H. L. Bigelow writes from San 
Jose, Cal.: “The First Spiritual Union 
of this place celebrated the 57th anni
versary of Modern Spiritualism on the 
26th tilt., in an all-day meeting. Despite 
the rain in the morning the sun came 
out so that there was a good attendance 
in the afternoon and evening. The pro
gramme was most excellent, consisting 
of addresses, vocal and instrumental 
music, a conference, refreshments, etc.

-The exercises were most Interesting.”
New York.-—The sword is dangling 

over the head of Dr. Ottoman Zar- 
Adusht-Hanlsh, self-styled the Rabi- 
Magi of the Mazdaznan Temple, high 
priest of the Persian Sun Worshipers 
and a lot of other mysterious titles, and 
he is in imminent danger of feeling the 
chill clasp of handcutfs.-r-Chlcago Amer
ican, March 23.

Oscar F. Evartz writes from St. 
Louis, Mo.: "The Society for Spiritual 
Research Is now holding its meetings 
at the new hall, 3331 S. Seventh street, 
St. Louis, Mo., every Sunday afternoon. 
The new location has proved a'great 
progression as shown by the increased 
attendance and the'interest taken in the 
phenomena. The features ofthe meet
ings are the powerful lessons received 
from the spirit world and also the beau
tiful poems given us by the controls. 
The subjects for both lectures and 
poems are given by the audience and 
the rendition of tlie discourse alto
gether1 extemporaneous. This arrange
ment of the phenomena is In Itself quite 
a ‘test,’ especially as one considers the 
length of both poems and lectures. Mrq'.- 
E. B. Price of 110 Courtois street, this 
city, is our lecturer and instrument, 
having given her entire time for the 
last ten years to spreading the great, 
great truth of spirit return. Her phe< 
nomena is not in the least spectacular 
but is confined rather to expounding 
such Intelligence as the spirit world 
gives us through her mediumship. The 
subject on a recent Sunday was ‘The 
Spiritualist’s God and How to Worship 
Him,’ and was rendered in such an elo-

frites: “At the^- 
feieacg ana j^emnee. meeting of the 
Rising Sun Missionen Sunday, March 
26, quite an tfmount/Of food-for thought 
was given by tiyjseta'ho attended. Tfie 
experiences or/he mrothers and sisters 
were ouite Interegtltig, as welt as was 
the spirit messages given by tlie guides 
of Sister T. niton. A large number 

for lunbheon'/to be on hand for 
the evening sei'vicedfwhleh commenced 
promptly at ^'o'clopk. The hall was 
filled with a'very'Intelligent class oi 
people w)io are see\iiig-after the higher 
truths. Mrs. Stellar ‘Brooks, the trum
pet medium, rendeTetl a very fine solo, 
and ^ur choir'Tendered some very fine 
music, which i'ddecl ■considerable" to the 
harmonious conditions which prevailed. 
The subject of the discourse for the 
evening wits “CharRy.’ Our president 
read tlie 13th‘chapier of Corinthians, 
which led up to the lecture which was 
given under Inspiration by the guides ot 
Sister Frayel. Every word that was 
uttered was spiritual, and was eagerly, 
listened to by an appreciative audience. 
Our speaker for April 9 will be Mrs. 
Nora Petrie, president of the Douglas 
Park Ladles' Club. Everybody wel
come. ’ Services every Sunday after
noon at 3 and evening at 8 o’clock, at 
Mission Hall, People's Institute, corner 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets." ,

“The Church tliat Pleases God” meets 
every'Sunday at 566 Clinton street, De
fiance, Ohio, second floor. Lyceum at 
6:30 p. m. Evening service at 7:15.

Gem of Thought;—.
From out the Center of All Good, 

Immortal Man la swung;
Ho. moves by law, just as he would, 

His fellow-men among,
Though through dark wdstes the jour

ney leads,
Progressing still he goes,

And finds each scene the one he needs, 
By light and shade he grows.
For Information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of tlie National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, 'Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

tory by the followers of Mrs. Eddy.
Elizabeth Schauss writes from 

ledo, Ohio: “The Psychic Research 
clety of Ashtabula, Ohio, celebrated

To
So- 
the

mines, where the "tommy knockers” 
are, have usually been the scenes of vi
olent deaths. The records of such 
mines are talked over by-the miners as 
they gatljfer at lunch time far under the 
ground to eht tlie contents of their din
ner buckets, or as two or-three of them

, assemble somewhere in the workings 
for a few minutes to loaf -and smoke 

H their pipes when the boss Is out of
sight .. , ■ . . ,

anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, on 
Thursday, March 23. A splendid liter
ary programme was rendered. A short 
address on ’What Has Spiritualism 
Done to Benefit the World?’ was deliv
ered by the writer. A large audience 
had assembled to hear the programme. 
Spiritualism is attracting uncommon at
tention in this city and Its vicinity. On 
Sunday, April 2, the writer will deliver 
the anniversary address at Sandusky, 
Ohio, where two services will be held, 
one in German and one in the English 
language. During the remaining four 
Sundays of April I will serve the so
ciety at Conneaut, Ohio. From the 
ever-increasing audiences that have 
greeted me throughout the winter at 
the various places where I have, served, 
I feel to say that truth is gaining 
ground steadily; the message of spirit 
communion and the conscious continu
ity of life aftey death is being embraced • 
by many people who have not' yet- 
shaken off all of the shackles of past ig
norance, but are 'willing to accept this 
much while getting ready to receive 
more; then let the light shine on.”’

Married,. March 29, by Rev. Dr. J. o. 
M- Hewitt, at his residence, 533 W'. Mad
ison street, Chicago, Mr. Peter J. Schon 
and Mrs. Mathilda Corchran, both of 
Chicago. , '

The Chicago Chronicle speaks as fol
lows of Miss Elizabeth Harlow: "The 
misuse of Spiritualistic.phenomena was 
the subjeofof an address made by Miss 
Elizabeth Harlow of Columbus," to the 
Illinois Spiritualists in convention at 
Handel Hall. ’The attitude of most 
Spiritualists in entering the seance
room,’ she said, ’is .that of the seeker 
for amusement or else the motive is one 
of pure selfishness. He is thinking not 
of the ethical value of Spiritualism or 
the great truths which he could find, 
but merely what advantages he can se
cure from the spirit world, what it can 
do for him. This misuse of Spiritual
ism, this seeking for self-aggrandize
ment, has put Spiritualism in a pdBition 
Where the rest of the world can -and 
does criticise it and make it an object 
of ridicule. And to this attitude we can 
not object, for by oiir own acta we have 
justified It.’ Miss Harlow then went on 
to urge those present to greater study 
of Spiritualistic ideas and ideals and to 
put away the selfish and lighter motives 
which have influenced them.” ....

eral clairvoyants who "were present 
seemed to agree that it was the spirit 
of Robert G. Ingersoll, the great agnos
tic, that manifested through Mrs. Price 
on the occasion, and the manner of 
speech was much like Mr- Ingersoll. 
Our lyceum has proven a great success 
and the influence exerted on the grown 
folks by the children is very marked: 
and helps the condition of tfie meeting 
which follows the close of the lyceum. 
As a part of the lyceum work, the. Sun
shine Band of Kindness was recently 
organized, the object being to teach the 
children the ‘art of being kind’ " to all 
things. Meetings of the Band of Kind
ness are held on the first Sunday of ev
ery month and are given over to enter
tainment, music, recitations, spirit les
sons and poems by several of Mrs. 
Price's controls. These meetings have 
proved a wonderful power in bolding' 
-the children to the lyceum, as they are 
anxiously awaiting each successive 
Band of Kindness. One of oiir spirit 
teachers suggested that each child 
plant a flower, care for and. raise It 
carefully and she would later on ar
range a flower Sunday, when the results 
of the children’s efforts as horticultur
ists would be reviewed. The lyceum 
board therefore arranged to give éach 
member of the Lyceum a package of 
flower sepds at the next meeting, which 
will be done and we hope for good re
sults. We would find It hard indeed to 
get along without the lyceum now and 
advise the extension of its influence to 
all co-workers In the grand cause or 
truth as exemplified by Spiritualism."

Ernest H. Collins of New York says: 
"My father is a devotee of the game ot 
chess, and was accustomed to play the 
game daily with a Mr. B. One morning 
father told us at breakfast of a dream 
he had the previous night, which de
picted him playing chess with Mr. B., 
who fell dead. He assisted in carrying 
his body up stairs and helped In laying 
him out. He gave the most minute de
tails. Two days later the dream came 
true in every detail.”

A. A- Averill writes from Lynn, 
Mass.: “The Lynn (Mass.) Spiritualists 
Association celebrated the 57th’anniver
sary in Cadet Hall on Sunday, March 
26- Very large audiences were, in At
tendance, the hall being completely 
filled at the evening service. The exef- 

.clsbs,''which were conducted by 'Presl- 

.'d®St Caird, consisted of short addresses 
and testa by Mrs. Dr. Caird, Mrs. Albert 
Lewis, Mrs. J. O.'Allen, Mrs. Dr. Chase, 
Mrs.- C. H. Wildes, Mrs; Maude Lltsh. 
Circles were held at the’close of the af
ternoon service. Supper was served to 
a large number, in the banquet hall, fol
lowed by a very enjoyable concert and 
song service, at which the lyceum chil
dren gave a very, fine - entertainment 
Master. Joseph Cuffe and Fred'A. Baker, 
soloists. Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly is to be 
with us during the whole month of 
April, and we are looking’forward to a 
rare treat. President Caird has a very 
fine programme‘arranged for the con
certs which are being held every Sun
day at 6:30. The association is holding 
free classes for children, which are well 
attended. A class in singing under the 
direction of Prof. Harry C. Chase is 
held every Sunday at 11, and a class In 
elocution at 12, with Prof. Meader, in
structor; The children’s lyceum is 
making elaborate preparations for an ■ 
entertalnmifit-tojie held in Cadet Hall, 
Friday evening, April 24. A large ar
ray of first-class talent has been en-

Ladies’ Auxiliary to the Illinois State 
Spiritualist Association, met at the 
home of Mrs. J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis 
street, this city, Tuesday afternoon, 
Marcli 28. On this occasion business of 
Importance was transacted. Six new 

mames were addeij to our membership, 
and we will be delighted to add even 
more names at oúr next business meet-’ 
Ing to be held Tuesday afternoon,- pt 2 
o’clock, April 10, 1905, at the home of 
Mrs. Wm. Hilbert, 204 Burling street, 
We extend a cordial invitation to. the 
ladles, not only 1¿ the city but through
out the state, to come and join us; In our 
effort to promote clean Spiritualism; 
and to assist our State Association to 
carry on its good work in our state. 
Come and be one of iis. A word , to the 
gentlemen. ; Don’t think you aré en
tirely barred, fór eré long we will ex
tend to you an invitation to attend our 
socials, and help us make them a suc
cess. For information concerning our 
society, and how to become a member, 
address me "at 892 Turner avenue, Chi
cago.” . ”

Wilson Duncan writes: "Of all the 
able contributions," to our-view, in the 
Open Court, the late paper from the pen 
df Chas. Dawbarn, In tljp issue of March 
25, covers more, exact science coupled 
with truth, than .any other article that 
has ornamented tlie columns of our 
great luminary, The Progressive Think
er. How all the creeds of the past, 
formed In ignorancia and blind supersti
tion, are herein challenged to pile up 
and burn théfr monstrous sophistries! 
How sad, the picture that millions of all 
ages have been and,1 are now yoked in 
bondage of a1 pbul-siavery, more or less 
willing dupes^b th<¥ wiles of - priest
craft, hydra-headed! from Melchisedec 
down to Jo. Sfiifth. What \yould the 
great mediunr^f Náfzareth say, were he 
to suddenly ’come, ’ materialized, and 
with countless hosts, of advanced spir
its, into our land ibis summer? We 
close by sayin'g that man made every 
religion; anirimnnufactured In his 
brain all the Gods‘-that have ever ex
isted, We gífeátly ‘need" more life, and 
conversions tiif qur case; of greatly in
creased finances; “of more suitable 
words, to thi^taany^realiy fine old har
monies.1 '"rdyé3trg!i"\vords we don’t be- 
lievbTs 'hypóC'risy?’.iJ 1 • • i1' ” ‘ :

J.-;W. writes’frdm'East Liverpool, O.: 
“Great Interest has been awakened In 
our city. " The spirit of love is. truly in 
our midst. We feel our hands holding

W. C. Mann writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: “Mr. Frank..T. Ripley is serving 
our society, the Peoples ~ ’-. . - Spiritual

;■ Church, .and is meeting with grand suc- 
■ cesp. Last Sunday our hall was crowd
; ed to overflowing, both afternoon and 
. night, and there were as many as sev
enty-five turned away.”. .... ;

gaged.” . ’ . .
Dr, G. B. Warne goes to Michigan this 

week.to lecture. He is In great demand 
to lecture. -. ,

Maggie Henry writes: "On Sunday, 
March 26. at the Universal Occult So
ciety, Evangelist F. M. Stoller read for 
the evening lesson the 18th chapter of 
St. Matthew, it being the anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism. He made the 
services very interesting by giving an 
account of seancfts held In the White 
House during President Lincoln’s ad
ministration. We had quite a -large 
audience, and we hope the meetings 
will increase in attendance. We ex
tend a special invitation to strangers 
Messages given by Madam DeLoux and 
Mrs. Wagner."

the plow, determined to never look 
’ .back, but accept the truth and build 
' upon a platform that was given centu

ries'ago, that which has made men and 
women true and strong all througn the 
ages. The world' is my country’ and to 
do good is my religion. We have had 
with us during February and' March, 
Mrs. Elizabeth J. Demorest of . Pitts
burg, one of the; best platform speak
ers we have ever had. Her prlyate 
readings are remarkable, giving full 
names, dates and-Incidents, that con
vince the most skeptical of the exist
ence of a spiritual influence by which 
we are surrounded. We are all Pro
gressive Thinker’s, 'without which we 
would feel lost ’to’ the progressive 
world.” .

Elizabeth Delphin writes: "The En
glewood Spiritual Union is holding 
meetings every Sunday evening at 8 
o'clock in McDermott’s Hall, 6603 So. 
Halsted street. The Ladles Aid holds 
meetings in the same hall on Thursday ' 
afternoon at 2:30. Mrs. H. L. Llchtig 
will serve iis for the month of April. 
We are working hard to spread the 
truth and need the help and co-opera
tion of our friends.and members. We 
extend a cordial invitation to all, Spir
itualists and investigators. On Thurs
day evening, April 27, we will hold a 
Psychic Social, the "mediums, as far as 
possible to appear in the dress of their 
guides. Admission., ten cents. Come 
and have a.good tiriie.” ’...

J. J. Sweeney wr.ites from Lone PineT 
Cali.: “Two years ago myself and wife 
began to investigate Spiritualism, and 
got some wonderful testa. On the 3rd 
of January, 1904, my little 13-year-old 
daughter tipped the table. Since that 
time, she has developed to be a wonder. 
She can re^dta book or paper, tell the 
time of the day, or.;read coins, blind
folded. She can draw birds and flow
ers with colored pencils, or .paint land
scapes, mixing her; paints blindfolded. 
She can play on the piano blindfolded. 
She also plays under control music that 
we never heard, and then takes a pen
cil and geta-5Its name. You’can hide 
anything and ■¡¿'he vVill .find it: blind
folded. ' She ¿an see’the spirits, hear 
them tala to each other, and" then they 
talk to her. ¿lie also plays while Inta 
trance but remj&nib^-s nothing about it- 
She remembefS, however, that they 
took her away, pressed her in beautiful 
white robes with a ¿ice wreath of flow
ers on her hea'd.. Miladdress is 108 So. 
Fourth street,’Victor;. Colo.”

More than Stib persons attended the 
celebration oflhe fifty-seventh anniver
sary of the foWndlng of Modern Spirit
ualism, held in:jtfie.4U)dd Fellows’ Hall, 
Sixth and Walnut Streets. In addition,’ 
seventy-five were turned away from 
eachifteetlhg;. Mr. taTank Riplev, of 
Tiffany, Ind" 4-hd jsYhore than 55 years 
of a'ge, and onC’of the oldest lecturers 
in the Spirituanstic“field, spoke In the 
afternoon on ’Life.’ "Mrs. W. C. Mann; 
829 Eighth street, conducted the demon- 
stratiqns. At the evening.meeting Mr. 
Ripley reviewed theJhistory of Modern 
Spiritualism since It was founded at 
Rochester, N. Y., fifty-seven years ago 
by the Fox sisters. Mrs. Mann and Mr. 
Ripley had charge of the tests. An- • 
other large meeting will be held Easter • 
Sunday.—Louisville Post > . - . .

Mrs. R. G. Ingersoll Gets $95,000.— ■ 
Boston, Mass., March 29.—Judgment for । 
195,000 for her husband’s legal services < 
has been awarded Mrs. Eva Ingersoll,- i 
widow; of Robert G. Ingersolli against i 
the estate of the late Andrew J. Davis, । 
w Butte, Mont., mineowner. : . -

». .....■. . '• .■ ’

Mrs. K. Childs writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “I, consider The Pro
gressive Thinker the cheapest and best 
weekly printed. How could it be other
wise with such an able corps of writers 
as weekly contribute to its columns. 
The whole body of Spiritualists should 
awaken to the fact, and give It the sup
port it so justly merits, What if every, 
article may, not coincide with ‘our idea’ 
of truth? Truth is many-colored, and 
many-sided. All truth cannot be put in 
our little measure. All the obsession I 
know anything abolit is of the earth 
earthy—ignorance, weakness, unbal
anced mentality, negativeness; if these 
demons do not obsess our mediums, 
they need not fear demons from spirit 
life. I wonder if. the hext cry that 
comes ringing up to us will not be that 
all these fakes, unprincipled tricksters, 
are obsessed. I think they are, and the 
demon’s name is Money. Can it be 
wondered at so very much. When 
money is made such a god, worshiped 
as it is in this and other lands? The 
late exposures are enough to make the 
heavens rain blood. Conscience has. 
been strangled ¿omewhat In every 
walk of life, especially In high places; 
but the thought is almost unbearable 
that Its buriql ground should be among 
mediums we have trusted."

DR.GORST SAYS REVIVAL8 CAUSE 
INSANITY.—"THERE IS NO GREAT
ER CRIME AGAINST ..THE STATE 
THAN HOLDING RELIGIOUS REVIV
ALS," SAID SUPT. GORST OF THE 
MENDOTA HOSPITAL FOR .THE IN
SANE TO A,PARTY OF LEGISLA
TORS RECENTLY. “WHENEVER 
THERE IS A STIRRING RELIGIOUS 
REVIVAL IN ANY PART OF THE 
STATE IT IS FOLLOWED BY A 
VERITABLE INFLUX'OF PATIENTS 
SENT TO THE ASYLUMS. IT IS NOT 
ALWAYS SAFE TO SAY THESE 
THINGS OPENLY BECAUSE IT IS 
NOT ALWAYS SAFE TO TELL THE' 
TRUTH, BUT THAT IS THE FACT. 
RELIGIOUS MANIA IS ONE OF THE 
MOST COMMON FORMS OF INSANI
TY AND TOGETHER WITH OVER-IN
DULGENCE IN ALCOHOLIC DRINK 
AND FAMILY TROUBLES, RELIG
IOUS ENTHUSIASM IS THE GREAT 
CAUSE OF SENDING PERSONS TO 
INSTITUTIONS LIKE THIS.’’—PORT
AGE (WIS.) DAILY DEMOCRAT.

•Mrs. L. J. Vaughn Is visiting in Mil
waukee, Wis.

Wm. F. Ruffle writes that he is hav
ing excellent attendance at his meeting 
and circles in Louisville, Ky. He can 
be addressed for engagements at No. 
720 Sixth street.
' D, G, Hill writes: “Those of-the Gold
en Rule Spiritualist Society having the 
work In charge were pleased to see the 
large audience that gathered at Its hall, 
161 ,W. Madison street, on Sunday even
ing, March 26, to enjoy the varied pro
gram of the service, beginning with a 
piano solo by our capable organist, 
Miss Park Stinsoh. It was a masterly 
address, that of the Hon. Chas. Hughes, 
who. held the closest attention“ of his 
hearers for an hour while he explained 
to them what he considered the perfect 
life as it should be lived in this expres
sion. A cornet solo by Miss Effie Mc
Grath; a vocal solo by James E. Coe, 
and .the beautiful christening service as 
conducted by the guide of Mrs. Nora E.
Hill, made a fitting closing of a most en
joyable evening. This society, will 
change location to its new hall In the 
O’Donnell College-Building, located on 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton boulevard and Park avenue, on Sun
day, April 2, where it will hold meetings 
each Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. The 
speaker for Sunday evening. April 9, 
will ■ be the talented inspirational 
speaker, Mrs. J. H. Fravil of Austin, 
lll(. All West Side elevated and sur
face street car lines stop near the hall. 
All Interested in the philosophy are cor
dially invited.” -

Des "Moines, Iowa, March 31.—From 
the spirits of the dead Mrs. A. E. Baker 
of this city claims to have discovered 
the cause of the sudden disappearance 
of Frank S. Richardson, a prominent 
farmer living near Audubon, six years 
ago. Through her visions she claims to 
have seen a murder and . has actually 
directed excavations near an old tree 
on the Richardson farm which have re
sulted in the finding of a human skele
ton believed to be that of the missing 
man. When Richardson disappeared 
there was-quite a sensation, and though 

’ many murdèr theories were evolved no 
trace of the man could ‘be found. Re
cently his brother was in Des Moines, 
and met Mrs. Baker. He asked her to 
assist him in the matter. A few days 
after her arrival the skeleton was 
found. She is now here and states she 
will return to Audubon in a few days 
to the spot Where she believes she may 
get In communication With the spirit of 
the man she believes was murdered.

H.Smlth writes: "The Society Stu
dents of Nature will celebrate the 57th 
anniversary of : Modern Spiritualism, 
Sunday evening, April 9, at its hall, 
1565 Milwaukee avenue, corner West
ern avenue. Prof. W. Lynn,“the great 
psychometrist, and Sister Green, with 
other message bearers, will assist the 
pastor. None should fail to hear. Prof. 
Lynn’on this occasion.” <

Mrs.iH. M.-Keller'writes: "The La
dies’ Aid Society of thè Englewood Spir
itual Union elected the following offi
cers for the. ensuing-term: President, 
Mrs. L. J. Martin; vice-president, Mra. 
C. Oswald, secretary, Mrs. H. M. Kel
ler; treasurer, Mrs. C. . Oswald. The 
following sick committee was appoint
ed: Mrs. C. Smale, 6339 S. Halsted 
street; Mrs. M; Smith, 1208 W. 63rd 
street; Mrs. L. J. Martin, 6222 S. Hal-, 
sted street. Our meetings are held reg
ularly every Thursday afternoon at our 
hall, 6603 S. Halsted street, at 3 
o’clock sharp. We have very good at
tendance; always good mediums pres
ent to give readings. These meetings 
are held for the advanqement of Spirit
ualism and to spread tlie truth, and not 
for the benefit of an individual medium, 
as our. workers are doing their work 
for the benefit of humanity and for the 
Jove and truth of Spiritualism. The 
meetings are very harmonious. The 
regular Sunday-meeting of the Engle
wood Spiritual Union are held every ; 
Sunday evening.at the same hall, 8 ■ 
o’clock.. We have engaged Mrs. H. L. 
Llchtig, of Waterloo, Iowa, for the 
month of.April, as lecturer and test me
dium. Everybody Is welcome at our 
•veettagB." .

. H. A, Varga writes from San Antonio, 
Texas: ‘1 can’t be without your paper 
iu my family, The good it has done for 
my wife and self will never be repaid, I 
will do all In my power to help the good 
work along, and also your paper. 1 can 
not find words that will express my 
^latitude.” -

C. J. Barpes, the well-known trumpet 
medium, will visit Galesburg and Char
lotte, Mich., and many other-points hi 
that state. He will be at Canton, Ohio, 
sometime In May.

Elizabeth Craig writes from San A,v 
tomo, Texas: “I take great pleasure in 
giving my tribute of love to one of our 
good workers in the broad field of ad
vance thought, which Is all conducive in 
the work of Spiritualism. I have been 
in the city one week and attended, the 
services conducted by Mrs. Nelllo S. 
Noyes of Boston. She grows In favor 
with our people nnd 1 would advise any 
who wish her services to communicate 
with her. The control, Charity, is a 
beautiful, brave and true spirit, and 
helps her medium to bring the people 
together and holds them because of the 
consistent life of the medium. On Sun
day night, Charity chose for her subject 
‘Free Love,’ and handled it from the 
standpoint of purity, honesty and sin
cerity, thereby separating It from free 
lust. Everyone was pleased with the 
way it was presented. The spirit 
friends, as well as those on tills side 

•have made -a wise sele-.-tion in sending 
io us Mrs. Noyes." .

F. J. Lentsch writes from Louisville, 
Ky.: "The People’s Spiritual Church 
celebrated t|je 57th anniversary ot Mod
ern Spiritualism in-Odd Fellows’ Hall, 
Sixth and Walnut streets, where we 
hold our services. The hall was deco
rated with flowers for the occasion.

Frank T. Ripley delivered an address 
on Life which was enjoyed by all. 
Tests were given by the mediums pres
ent. After the services the Ladles’Aid 
prepared a lunch and all had a good 
time. In the evening the hall was 
crowded. Brother Ripley reviewed the 
history of Modern Spiritualism since it 
was founded at Hydesville by the Fox 
sisters. He gave a number of tests 
which were all recognized. He was fol
lowed by the Rev. Mary Mann who is 
the only ordained and registered lady 
minister In this section of Kentucky. 
She gave-some very convincing tests. 
After Sister Mann, Mrs. Geo. Marks, 
nee Kegwin, formerly of Jeffersonville, 
Ind., took the rostrum. She has inde
pendent writing and demonstrated with 
several- messages, one of which was 
from our late well-known medium, Hat
field Pettibone, consisting of six closely 
written pages pertaining to right living; 
also one from one of our late presi
dents, U. S. Grant. The public was sur
prised by the tests which were given 
under strict conditions. At the close of 
the services Brother Ripley took up a 
collection for the mediums’ home. On 
Easter Sunday we will hold special 
services and expect to have a packed 
house. Brother Ripley will be with us 
during the month of April. He is doing 
a good work and is loved by all.”

E. R. Fielding writes: “Mrs. M. T. 
Longley closed a two months’ engage
ment as speaker for the First Spiritual
ist Association. J. Clegg Wright of 
Amelia, Ohio, will be the speaker for 
the month of April. The auxiliary of
the First Association held the anniver-
sary exercises at Mr. F. A. Wood’s the 
president. The programme was most 
.excellent.. Mrs. Longley closed the ex
ercises by giving us a beautiful poem 
entitled, 'Let the Bells of Heaven Ring.’ 
Mrs. Willis was chairman for the even
ing. The Temple League, with an elab
orate programme, held a sociable at 
Mrs. W. Farrows', the president.- The 
Educational Society meetings are held 
as usual at Smith’s hall.- Mr. Mason 
and Dr. Temple are speakers. Mrs 
Julia Warneke is the test medium for 
the months of April and May. Meetings 
are held as usual at Mrs. Hinkle’s, No. 
11, Fourteenth street.”

Mrs. M. M. Malone writes: “The Pro
gressive Spiritualist Society of Smith
ville, Texas has the past week had 
with them the good and faithful worker, 
Mrs. IsaWilson Kayner.who has labored 
faithfully for the cause of Spiritualism, 
as a missionary worker for some time 
past Quite an impressive service was 
held last Sunday evening by Mrs. Kay- 
ner, in christening and naming of the 
baby of Mr. and Mrs. Saubrasula. Flow
ers were used beautifully and impress
ively while naming the little one, Mary 
Saubrasula, and dedicating her to the 
angel world and the spiritual truth of 

.life. After this Mrs. Kayner gave a 
few tests which were recognized, and 
each one made to. rejoice and feel the 
presence of the angel world in sweet 
communion. On Wednesday evening 
the society was honored with the pres
ence of our National President, Harri
son D. Barrett, who was greeted by an 
audience of more than two hundred per
sons. He spoke at length on the sub
ject of Spiritualism from the biblical 
view. All who listened to this discourse 
were amply repaid, and all feel greatly 
benefited thereby.”

Dr. Bartholow of New York, says: “it 
may be that through Spiritualism will 
come the scientific demonstration of the 
immortality of the- soul. And why 
should not this be scientifically demon
strated? There is not a thinking man 
to-day who does not believe In mind 
reading or telepathy and phrenology, 
and yet In the beginning of the study of 
these subjects they were ridiculed-in 
every way as much as Spiritualism is 
to-day."

A WORD OF WARNING.
To the Editor:—In response to the 

call for information regarding fake 
work of persons calling themselves me
diums, I. have received the following 
letter which I think would be well to 
publish as a word of -warning to an un
suspecting public. H. A. CROSS,

Secretary I. 3. S. A.

Dr. H. A‘. Cross, Chicago, Ill.:
Dear Doctor:—In response to your 

notice in the last Progressive Thinker, 
I report a deceptive boy. I will call 
him bv the name of Otis Comer, who 
claimed his some to be In. Richmond, 
Ind., I believe. He posed as a trumpet 
medium, and made my .home his for 
several weeks; but Was susplcloned 
from-the start. His game In the dark
circle was to place his hands on the top 
ofthe ones who sat with him, and then 
to have the trumpet or any other article 
within easy reach of his right hand, 
which he soon had free, and then the 
manifestation and talking was abund
ant. He went from here, to Greenup, 
Ill., and was caught at the same game. 
I reported his fakelsm through The Pro; 
gressive thinker soon after it.occurred, 
as he had written an article in The Pro
gressive Thinker, recommending him
self as something wonderful and sign
ing a noted lady’s name to it. ■ I hope 
you-will succeed in exposing all those 
frauds from the ranks of true mediums, 
as such make the best of us doubtful.- I 
shall be pleased to aid In the movement 
any way I can record a list of the fakes.

A. T. LEVICK, M. D.
Mount Vernon, III.

Il>|
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LEARN CARD READING 
; " -BY THE- '

NEW PAHLAVI SYSTEM. L

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially, 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In tha 

United States excels them in the me- 
^anlca! work-binding, printing aha

The three volumes of the "Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life in the spirit 
world, contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 
dug up in all the libraries of the world

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.*’

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. m, 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library. J ‘

Then follows "Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic, ’The Next World Interviewed” 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,” 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus.” ,

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
Letters From the Spirit World," writAHty, 

ten through :he mediumship of that re- ‘ 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersllea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrlb-

«r’s

ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in auclcnt or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you, 
and your family,—an achievement only* 
accomplished by the Progressiv» 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our Mission to Ento (Mars)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It Is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience or 
a woman whose highest aim is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live it, and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them 
in their progress towards the light ’

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most interesting bodk, as Mrs 
Weiss actually took these journeys in 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
548 pages. Price $1.50.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Revelations from Zertonlem, tho 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D, a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It Is a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. Tbo 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them leads to 
•omethlng higher, grander, nobler. 
Price 61.C& ' '

NEW BOOK.

BY MRS. DRAKE.
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LI FEA- It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. It is choCkful of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only 
$1.50 postpaid, - '

FIFTY years
- IN THE

CHURC^ROME.-
A Remarkable Book.

Thl« li • rann-kabM work by Fi-rnra CBumnrr. 
It expoiea oven to tbo mtnntest detail* Ui* comintlon 
that exist* In tbo Church ot Bono It I* a work or 831 
page*, and ihquld he r«4 M.a Hi»Uer sf htatoty bx 
every

THE SOUL Of THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. By Wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A mar- 
yelouswork. Though concise as a text took it u as fascinating as a work ot Action. Tho- 
reader will be amazed to Bee the curious facts- 
hero combined In support ot this power ot tho 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand, 
doubts and dltncultles, mako geology plain as 
day. and .throw light on aU subjects now ob- 
Bcured by time. Price. SI.W. In three volumes, 
cloth tound.ti.w each. Postage, ioc per cony.
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[Address him nt Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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.’NOT?—ThezQuestions and Answers 
nave called forth.such a host of re- 
taondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made in 
the most condensed form, and °Hen 
clearness is perhaps sacrificed to tms 
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
with waiting for the appearance of 
tbeir questions and write letters of in
quiry: The supply of matter is always 
¡several weeks ahead of thewpace gI < 
'and hence there is unavoidable delay.

■ Every one has to wait his time and 
| place, and all are treated with equal 
I. .^NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
, 1 anonymous letters. Full,1nali,?tpP, wlii 
. dress must be given, or the letters will 
i. not be read. If the request be made 
: the name will not be published. T 

correspondence of this department b 
.become excessively large, especially let 
ters of inquiry requesting Pr‘vat® 
ewers, and while I freely give what
ever information I am able, the oral 
jar'“'01 Au™s“ SA«

‘ ' • ' < ~ ’1 ” ", -’’L . ''v ‘r, ’ ■ > J -

>ñ a'tí
when he found himself almost ostra. 
Used. He wrote with sadness in every 
line: ■

‘ The most precise and laborious ex
periments which I have made in my in
vestigation qf Spiritualism, have been 
assailed by the most disparaging sug
gestions, as regarding capacity of being 
the dupe of any medium employed. Had 
my conclusions beep of an opposite 
kind, how much fulsome exaggeration 
had therb been founded on my experi
ence as an investigator of science for 
more than half a century; and now in a 
case where my own direct testimony Is 
adduced, the most ridiculous surmises 
as to my probable indiscretion and over
sight, are suggested as the means of es
cape from tlie only fair conclusion.”

During the last two years of his life 
he became conscious of mediumistlc 
powers. During the last year and up 
to the time of his last Illness he was en
gaged in interesting experiments in re
gard to changes In metals by electric 
currents, and their passage from one 
hermetically sealed glass to another.

He also had planned to assemble 
many mediums that he . might experi
ment on the power thus concentrated. 
Death came to prevent the consumma
tion of these plans.

During his last illness he was 
cheered by the presence of spirit 
friends, He retailed his intellectual 
vigor to the last moment, when his' 
physical body yielded to the approach 

, of age, and his noble spirit was re- 
1 leased to go forth into the fields of sci- 
1 ence and philosophy unfettered by mor- 
■ tai conditions, on the 15th of May, 1858.

A Most Rigid Analysis and Loglcal-Ex- 
planation of the Clairvoyant State.

Clairvoyance according to Webster 
is defined to-Jie: “A power/ attrlli;i 
utefi to persons In a mesmeric state, of 
observing objects which are not pres
ent to the senses.” This definition we 
accept as correct except that the clair
voyant power is not residing in the 
clairvoyant, but manifested through 
such a person when in . the mesmeric 
state; or in other words: That the phe
nomenon called clairvoyance is a result 
of, or rather obtained when a sensitive 

’ is in, the mesmeric state.
Our special attention to this subject 

at this time was brought about by two 
co-ordinate causes:

1. The general misunderstanding re
sulting from an erroneous explanation 
of the phenomenon.

2, The remarkable phenomenon pre
sented in Mr. L. A. Martin’s room on the

o

positive fact, which,, maya perhaps be 
possible in a jîertaïp feiy, cases when 
Greek meets Greek,'biit what would a 
suggestion be worth,jt the,psychological 
wind should in
the wrong direction.', Itq, worth would 
equal thé wind peeppparj^jor the artic
ulation. Independent eu'gçestlon from 
a healer to a patien} ¿s aij, utter impos
sibility, and must bejjq b^the very na
ture of the case., - g . io ’ '

Suppose for instapçe that the low 
point of the oue-hun<lreqih part of one 
per'cent of the mesmeric ôr hypnotic 
process existed when the suggestion 
was given, such suggestion could not 
even then be said to-jie independent, 
hence healing by independent sugges
tion is an impossibility, the mesmeric

Anniversary Exercises at Battle Creek, 
Michigan.

During the month of March our socie
ty has employed Oscar a. Eagerly, and 
Mrs. Eva McCoy as message medium.

This was Mr. Edgerly’s sixth engage
ment with our society. His lectures 
have always been popular with our peo
ple, but we all concede that his work 
-during, tl;q, month of March hfifl„ibeen 
better tlian usual.

BOOKS FOR All SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE.

M. R. G:: Q. You refer to Prof Rob
ert Hare, as one of the earliest among 
¡men of science to investigate Spiritual
ism. Where can a record of his life be 
found? Will you give a brief synopsis

Charles L. Waffle: Q. If it be true, 
as you claim in a preceding answer, 
that prophecy is a proven fact, does not 
this also prove an Intelligent Creator 
who knew the end from the beginning?

A. The chain of causes and effects 
from eternity of the past, to the eter
nity of the future, may be employed in 
support of the existence of an Over-rul
ing Intelligence, but does not necessa
rily imply that there is a God, outside 
of creation, as the term God is under
stood by theologians.

The limited capacity of, man sees 
only a few Units in this infinite chain. 
He sees causes produce effects and 
these act as causes for the production 
of other effects. Of the impelling en
ergy, of the primal cause, he has no 
knowledge. He may, comparing crea
tion with his own productions think it 
is made by a creator, a being with 
power superior to his own, yet if .he 
pauses to reason f6r a moment, he will 
confess that there can be no parallel

of his work? „ t
A. To the old-time Spiritualists,, 

who have watched .carefully the gjeat 
movement from its advent, the Ignoring 
of the investigation ot this remarkable 
man by those scientists who have re
cently condescended to go over the 
same field he so well cultivated and 
harvested, seems most unjust to his 

I memory. His research, and conclusions 
I were published in a large octavo vot- 
(ume and bearing the title of “Spiritual
ism Scientifically Demonstrated.” It 
has been for a long time out of print, 
and is difficult to obtain. For this rea
eon I give the brief story as requested.

• Robert Hare was born in Philadel- ___ _____________________
pbla, Jan. 17, 1781. His fattier was an geen ,n naturo are such as appeal to our 
Englishman of fine Intellectual powers, lntelligence. The wonders of solar
and his mother belonged to a notable systenlaj and marvelous processes ot 

\ Philadelphia family. He early inclined lif0i but gld0 by sl(le are processes 
\ to scientific pursuits, and when only j0 our understanding are those of 

'twenty years of age invented the oxy- insanity; the activity of a power bereft 
/hydrogen blow-pipe for which he re-1 of reason or intelligence. The destruc- 
'I celved the Rumford medal trom tion of the hurricane; the cutting down 
!\Amerlcan Academy. It furnished the oj |be ]larvest by rain and hall; the 

highest degree of heat that was attain- Spagn) Of iiie earthquake; the torture 
' Able at that time, for the wonderful en- of (iigease; the letting loose in infinite 

£rgy of electricity was then unknown. swarms the germs of contagion, if we
i 1 In 1806 he received the degree of M. place a supreme Intelligence over all, 

D., from Yale for honore causa, and in I what are we tQ lnfer from these mani-
I 111 XoUQ He rcccxvvu mv viv-e,.-- —

I)., from Yale for honore causa, and in 
1816 from Harvard, In which year he in

evening of January 14, this year.
Now, kind friends and readers of the 

grand exponent, the far-reaching and 
all-embracing Progressive Thinker, 
please do not jump at the conclusion that 
we are or might be an obdurate fault
finder tinctured by egotism and all 
those bad things. We simply cannot 
help but speak right out in meetin’ 
whenever we can see our way clear, and 
if we but speak the truth it certainly 
ought not to hurt anybody’s feelings, 
especially as we should all of us have a 
desire to get in line with that which is 
true, and hustle along up closer to the 
front and be up-to-date in psychological 
psychology corresponding to our 20th 
century expansion in soul realms, mani
fested in evolutionary progressive un- 
foldment of soul powers.

The seance at Mr. Martin’s . home 
commenced at 8 p. m. sharp. There be
ing no prospect of any manifestation 
the seance was closed at 8:30, after 
which Mrs. Martin brought in a lunch, 
and placed a piece of apple pie and a 
tumbler full of milk bn Spirit Jim’s 
plate, who as a recognized member of 
the family is never slighted especially 
when apple or pumpkin pie Is on the 
bill of fare; when suddenly to their 
great astonishment they observed and 
distinctly saw standing beside the table 
—not “Jim” but a well-known business

or hypnotic process niupt have reached 
the 20 per cent point in order for a sug
gestion to have a noticeable therapeutic 
effect.' But remember that the mes
meric or hypnotic phenomena cannot 
take place until the 50 percent point has 
been passed, say between 55 and 60 
per cent. '

Our new explanation of mesmerism 
and hypnotism,, based on tlie musical 
scale, gives a thorough explanation of 
mesmeric and hypnotic phenomena, 
and .the processes ' leading thereto, 
hence we can qualifledly state; that the 
phenomenon presented, in Mr. Martin’s 
seance was mesmeric or hypnotic in its' 
nature manipulated by an individual op
erator under whose suggestions Mr. and 
Mrs. Martin in a mesmeric' state, did 
“see objects which were not present to 
the senses.” And that Mis’s Rachel was 
left out of the, deal that. we might have 
additional evidence tq support this fact, 
which is susceptible' ofj proof by other 
uncontrovertible evidences, all theorists 
and isms to the contrary notwithstand
ing. '.

To further substantiate pur position, 
we will relate an experience we had last 
fall with a business mijn of ..this, city 
whom we cured of serious ailments by 
the 40-mlle-an-hour process, after which 
he seemed to develop in clairvoyance to 

’ a marked degree. Going down town one 
evening he was halted by a voice from 

1 the unseen saying, “stop!” but as he 
’ could see no one he went on down the 
1 sidewalk, when the voice again sounded 
! in a more commanding tone, “Why

We have found Mrs. McCoy to be a 
lovable ladÿ, and one of the best test 
mediums we ever employed. We hope 
she may long be blessed in. her great 
work. . . .

The services held on March 26, were 
of unusual interest, the day being de
voted to the observance of the 57th an
niversary of Modern Spiritualism. Mr. 
Edgerly’s subject for tlie morning was, 
“Spiritualism the Crowning Glory of the 
Nineteenth Century, and the Mental 
and Spiritual Illuminant of the Twenti
eth." The afternoon was devoted to a 
conference meeting and musical pro
gramme. We were proud to present at 
our conference sueh an array of local 
talent, among the number being Dr. P. 
T. Johnson, a true and tried worker for 
our cause Tor over forty years, a man 
who has thé respect of all In our com
munity, We would also refer to Mes
dames Briggs and Robinson, Mr, H. J. 
Wells, younger, but no less valued ex
ponents of the cause.

In the evening Mr. Edgerly gave the 
regular anniversary address, and to say 
that it was a masterpiece of logic, elo
quence and historical, accuracy, is to 
give but faint praise, Mrs. McCoy fol
lowed each lecture with her pleasing 
and very accurate spirit messages. The 
afternoon service was a fitting and 
grand conclusion to Mr, Edgerly’s and 
Mrs. McCoy’s most successful engage
ment. Sunday, April 2, Dr. Edison A. 
Titus will begin a return engagement 
with our society.

MRS. ÎJ. W. KING, 
Battle Creek, Mich.

From India to the Planet Mars. By Th. Flournoy. Price $1.50. _ 
Great xtoman Anaconda^ or Thirty-seven and a half years in the

Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet, By Prof. George P. Rudolph, 1
Ph. D. Price, 15 cents.

Harmonics pf ^Evolution. 'A valuable work by Florence Huntley«
Cloth, Price; $’’, • '

Healing, Causes and Effects. Fifteen chapters on how to heal by un
seen forces, By Dr. W. P. Phelon. Price, S^cents. 'I , . r

Health and Power. A handbook,of cure and human upbuilding by, 
aid of new, refined and powerful methods of nature, By E. D, Babbitt,

between his work and the growth mani
fested in the evolution of the universe. 

It Is true that in the main the effects

man of Ponca City, ready to partake of 
the lunch set before hlnf. After the 
surprise was to some degree overcome, 
and the Martin's folks had collected 
their senses sufficiently for a closer ob
servation, it was found that pie and 
milk were gone, without plate and tum

don’t you stop?" Then he did stop and 
found himself standing face to face 
with a brother-in-law who died fifteen 
years ago, with whom he conversed tor 
some little time on 'different subjects 
without being the Rast disconcerted.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE. ,

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven. 
words constitute one line,]

Mr. John H. Pratt of Washington,’ D. 
C., a consistent and staunch Spiritual
ist, president of the Educational So
ciety of Spiritualists of that city, passed 
to the higher life, from a hospital re
cently, aftpr a prolonged and painful ill
ness. Mr. Pratt knew that he could 
not recover and was prepared to go. 
He left a written paper containing his 
wishes in regard to certain personal 
matters, Including a request that Mrs.

M. D. Cloth cover. Price, 35 cents. . .
Heliocentric Astrology and Solar Mentality, with illustrations and 

ephemeris. By Verno Vedra. Cloth. Price, $1.50.
Heresy, or Led'to the Light. By the well known writer, Hudson 

Tuttle. Paper cover only. Price 30 cents.
History of Atharael. Life in the Stope Age. The history of Atlia- 

rael, chief priest of Al Aryans. Written through U, G. Figley. It is 
very interesting. Price 30 cents. -

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. By Chas B. Waite, 
A. M. Cloth bound. Price $2.25. '

History of the Inquisition. Just the book for those seeking informa
tion concerning that most damnable institution known in history—the 
Romhn Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D, Price 25 cents.

Human Culture and Cure. Part First. Philosophy of Cure, Includ
ing Methods and Instruments. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price, 75 cts, 
Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Development and Social Upbuilding, 
Price, 75 cents. Parts Third ai)d Fourth, in one volume, Part Third be
ing devoted to Mental and Psychological Forces, and Part Fourth to the 
Nervous System and Insanity. Price $1. Part Fifth, The Bodily Or
gans, Their Diseases and the Great Natural Methods for Their Cure, 
Price, $1.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50. *'
Hypnotism. By L. W. DeLaurence. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1'.
Hypnotism and Suggestion. By C. Lloyd Turkey. Price, $3.
Hypnotism. An Experimental Study. By Dr. R. von Krafft-Ebing,

Price, $1.25. ■
Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Culture. By John D. Quackenbps,.

Price $1.25. '
Hypnotism, Its History and Present Development. By Fredrik Bjorn- 

strom, M. D. Price 75 cents. '
Immortality, or Future Homes and Dwelling Places. By Dr. J. M, 

Peebles. Price, cloth, $1, postage, 15 cts.; paper, 50 cents, postage, 10c..
Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The present age and inner life, an

. .cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price $1; postage, 10c, 
'. Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Life. This book states the sim
ple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manlier highly in
teresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth $1.

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with friends on the other side 
of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E. 8. 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents.

In the World Celestial. A story of spirit life. By Dr. T. A. Bland.

J.OXU ----------- ------- - ■ festations? If a man after building an
vented the calormeter, a form exquisite machine should rend it to
vanic battery by which an intense heat p|eceSi he wouid be pronounced mad. Is 
is produced. In 1831 he introduced a sunreme Intelligence subject to in
new process of sub-aqueous blasting. ean;ty ?
In 1818 he was called to the chair of _______ , - - - -, -
chemistry in William and'Mary «o'es®' THE F0rg0TTEN LETTER, ’ 
and the same in the University or renn ______ .
sylvania which he flHed One day I unearthed this old letter .
nlae years; whlch(!e“11®nd'tirPHh to be From a play actor's trunk, burled
giilsiitfd honors . until he. retired „to be a . ’ -
ireeeto’’puYsue. ^ore uninterruptetey Unde anuBc^t8> play books and lit-’ 
his chemical and editorial studies, fiis r jer 
contributions to the scientific pu ca- bu(. & playei. WOuld keep;
tions were voluminous. He And [ thought of the day it was written,
one hundred pubUcations, mo y And tte angwer that came in return, 
chemistry and eiectr city^though he i WOndered why this more than
termingled these with political, moral 
and financial essays. He or g n Re had and forgotten t0 burn. 
manv mechanical inventions, which are
in continual use, and electrical and But x mlnd me in this was a picture 
chemical appliances, which . he be- q£ a yOung girl light-hearted and

I queathed to the Smithsonian Institute. free;
He was honorary member of nearly ^nd I smile when I think of- the mes

I every scientific association in the . sage
i world •• ’ In the letter that came back to me.
I Such was Ms scientific character And j turn from the chui of life’s au
I and attainments when he was attracted tumn,
I to the phenomena of Spiritualism. He | i bask in the warmth and the 
I was in belief, or rather disbelief, a 
I __ 1___ 4. I„A4a1 onfl flthoist. and

bler being the least disturbed. ]
Now for the explanation. Our theo- j 

soptecal friends of course would ex- , 
plain this apparition (If such a term . 
will apply) to be an astral projection, or , 
perhaps a magnetic or thought body . 
sufficiently objective to be seen by phys- 
leal sense of sight. We beg pdrdon if 
we fail to properly present the various 
theoretical bodies as taught in theoso
phy, for they have so many that it is 
impossible to keep track of all of them, 
and by their theories they heap mys
teries upon mystery until the whole 
subject becomes an aggregation of mys-- 
tided mysteries.

This business man whose apparition 
or double—or whatever else you may 
be pleased to call It—was at that partic
ular time, sitting in our healing parlor, 
engaged in conversation with us.
.Now if anyone can give a logical ex

planation from a theosophical' stand
point, how this business man" Could' 
have any thing to do with the apparition 
that appeared in Mr. Martin’s seance
room apparently feasting on milk and 
honey—no, milk and pie, seven miles 
away—we certainly should like to hear 
from them, until then the theosophical 
theory must be set aside as inadequate..

The more we study the primary con
stituent parts of the human being the 
more do we become convinced that an 
astral projection, or the theory that the 
soul with the spiritual body may at 
times leave the physical and travel 
through space—Is and must be unten
able—and that such a separation can

... , — -------- ,l glow -
prominent infidel and atheist, and of the springtlme of youth, ere my foot
lienee cannot be said to have had a par- 8tepa
tiality to that movement. Were borne down to the frost and the

In 1858, Professor Faraday published snow.'
“b a- 1 B« •'« -««

1 result of conscious ‘ Who“ memory time ne’er can efface;
' were ¿Elated ‘tad tta' re. And I clasp once again the dear brother,

nomena ^re assoc. j ., whlch each sister in loving embrace,
suit of ga van e 0^ulaa“Xd this And I see-the old-faShioned garden,

Wil'n brbjht popples so« p««™«
uct with: "I entirely concur in the con-1 _ fair.ject with: "I .?“ttir^1Zt?°gu“grhed expert- And I gather a sprig of sweet briar, 

rlX." Andi «?.< .. 1» my

“Dr. A. Comstock, one ot his own pu- And j see the old room and the win- 
pils, who had become interested in the 1 dow 
subject said to him: "If Prof. Faraday where we sat and looked up 
were to present any new theory in re-1 sigh, 
gard to chemistry, would you not feel while we “wished" to the first 
bound to examine the whole matter, tad I evening, 
put it to the test of experiment, in-1 An(J tbe “dipper" that hung 
stead of accepting his mere assertion. gby.
The phenomena to which he refers are An(j r g[t onc0 agaln ln the doorway, 

' occurring all around you. Why not ex- And j gee the old gate and the lawn 
■ amine them for yourself before you de- the merry good-nights were re- 
1 cldc?” peated,
I He at once accepted the challenge, I with the "man in the moon" looking 
I fully persuaded that he could explode.! on
' tercie” held^in prívate family, as he o those dreamnights of music and 

i The medCium”Ttad^ wta^ve^wty That^once^hefalded life's rosy dawn, 

oualified by Superior mediumstep for in- They now seem to come back wlth this
: ■¿o«ti"-ation of the phenomena. His letter, 

fertHc mind invented numerous ways to Bringing all the dear ones that are

with a

star of

in the

I the power, and call out its intelli-1 gone. • 
cence Among these was the dial, Other scenes tad new friends

• S.hirb ho made to serve to give mes- around me,
: sages, and of which the psychogr-aph or Loving hearts full of goodness and 

nidi nlanchette is a modified form. I truth, .. .
After he had prepared his dial, and Yet my heart often yearns for the dear 

at the circle found that it gave answers, 
surprising in the intelligence displayed, 
he was not satisfied until he had made 
modifications which would be of greater 
cssurance- The circle declared his 
skepticism unconquerable, and the me
dium said she “should not deem it 

¡ worth while to sit for hlta again." A 
i few days afterwards, he, having per
’ fected ids apparatus, this lady gave him 
; a seance, the success of which over
> whelmed his doubts.

Yet he continued until his experi
ments as recorded make a volume, of 
facts such as the Psychical Research 
Socletv present no parallel.. '

Accustomed as he had been to have 
his research^ in all other fields re- 
celved bv his scientific associates-with 
deference to his acknowledged ability, 
he- was disappointed and chagrined

ones

are

That I loved in the days of my youth. 
IRENE CLIFTON..

Cincinnati, Ohio.

only take place under the processes we 
call death. Our Spiritualist friends 
will no doubt come forward with the 
theory that it must have been a mate
rialization personating the individual 
spoken of; but even this explanation 
falls flat by virtue of the fact that Miss 
Rachel being just as close to the table 
as any of the others did not see this 
person said to be standing by the table, 
who perhaps in some way was feasting 
on milk and pie to his heart’s content, 
Jjut she did see that the pie and 
milk in some mysterious way disap
peared. Consequently the materializa
tion theory will not apply.

Another class of psychological stu
dents will no doubt put forward their 
pet theory, “telepathy,” which is made 
to cover a multitude of sins, and made 
do duty as a modern Paul by explaining 
“all things unto all men,” stretching 
and pulling their theory to correspond 
with their zealous effort along sup
posed scientific lines, in order to arrive 
at some kind of an explanation. But 
their theory is too absurd to demand a 
very serious consideration.

A large class of Spiritualists will nat
urally set up the claim that a spirit be
ing was seen personating a human be
ing in the flesh, and appear as such to 
the clairvoyant vision. If we should ac
cept. this explanation it would .simply 
plunge us still deeper into the myster
ies, because there is no adequate proof 
for- such a position; the only evidence 
obtainable is so-called experience, 
which may so easily be misinterpreted. 
Hence we must look in another direc
tion for a true explanation 'of this re-

“fl GiianGB to Mako Money.”
I made »127,00 In twenty-three‘lays Bellini: the 

•‘Economy Gas Tin.” wh ich saves 83 pci- cent gas 
to the consumer and Improves the llchl by W per 
cent Every family will buy. It's like coinlug 
money. I get my Ups from the “Economy Light 
Co " Drawer 05. St. Louis. Mo. Send them 10 Scent 
stamps and they will send you outfit and start you 
In business with territory. They want a Manager 
In each town. ...

“The Spiritual Slgnlffcance, or, Death 
he an Event in Life.” By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most Bug-' 
gestivc, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought
ful spirituality. Price SI.

“ftoW Shell I Become a Med! 
inn,” Fully /Vnsw/efed

This supposed dead friend was continu
ally with him for a month or two when . .
he suddenly announced his Intention to M. T. Longley should be invited to de
leave him for a while, after which our liver the address over his rema-ins. 
clairvoyant friend became psychically Having no near relatives to attend to 
as blind as a bat, which "fx> him now affairs, some of the friends of Mr. 
seems very deplorable... iQur clalrvoy- Pratt, members of an order to which 
ant friend admits this to Ma new reve- he belonged took the matter in hand 
lation to him, and that C has changed and secured the service of an Episcopa
tes course of life in a marked degree. Han clergyman to conduct the cere- 

In this case we find-that, when the op- mony, but on later finding the paper in 
erator departed, the mesmeric state question, arrangements were made for 
ceased, and our clair.voyapt.friend could Mrs. Longley to make an address after 
no more see “objects which are not the minister had read his service for 
present to the sqpses^” ’ the dead from the Episcopal formula

With this understanding! of the psy- I It may bo well believed by Spiritualists 
chic processes it isAiopeq that it will that the secretary of the N. S. A. Eave a 
become very easy to, make ¡proper appli- dear exposition of pure and Simple 
cation in referenceto ¿lairaudience, Spiritualism when her turn came to ad- 
telepathy, psychometry .and all other dress the assembly at the chapel of 
psychic phenomena.Tof ’.same nature, Lee’s undertaking establishment, and 
hence we deem it unnecessary to occu- that many who were present heard tor 
py more space to explain, different yarl- the first time what the teachings and 
atlons of similar, .pf-oc^es.i-whieh ,al- claims ot qur philosophy really are; 
ways correspond to thelcIrnuitlple.rela- these the speaker applied to the life of 
lions on the scale of vibration and they Mr. Pratt, assuring her hearers that he 
are very simple when properly under- 'was a loyal Spiritualist whose pleasure 
stood. and comfort were mainly found in re-

All processes in the physical realm of ceivinf communications fromhls as- 
nature are simnle and always follow a I cended wife, and that« as he bad lived generaMine, the few dlviaUons from a life of goodness showing his Spirit- 
this line are called freaks of nature; in l.8?eaonfH^hit^ith0rn^
the invisible psychic realm of nature we I so had he died a Spiritualist with no 
have a corresponding similarity which I fear or tremblipg, but only with rejolc- 
in its multiple relations on the higher I lag that he had J*een c^ed to the bet^ 
octaves corresponds -to the lower oc-1 ter land. A. profusion of flowers from 

' taves. Hence “as it is below, so it is His many friends attested to the es- 
■ above” ■' I teem in which he was held; the body
l The explanation of all psychic phe-1 was taken to New Haven, Ct., for inter- 
• nomena should be simplified down or meat. After the ceremony several 
i rather up to the naked, truth, that it strangers were heard to remark. If 

might be so easily understood that, even t.iat is. Spiritualism the lady „gave, 
a wayfaring man couldmot err therein, would like to learn more of It.

P. PEARSON, P„ H., Ph. & T. M. 1-L.
Note*—Havings clear comnrehen-1 John E. Rehme was released from 

slom of how the human entity in the suffe?’i“S at in'jiilnnnffils11!^6’
realm of—consciousness, sees, hears, 1017 Elm street, Indianapolis, Ind., 
smells, tastes and feels through the I March 22 aged 54 years. He was a life- 
nhv«d<»A.l QGnses it b6comes gawy to uu* I Ion© Spiritualist. Ho lived his bpirit derstand fioTa me“! eta -itauce ualism. He bas tardy gone where his 
or.cause a subject in the' mesmeric talents will be recognized, for like too 
state “to see objects not present to the many in earth life, his waysi a

„„„.. p p tives were wrongly interpreted. He
senses. ■ • leaveg a widow and many friends whose

_________ « . ______ thoughts will assist his soul in its ex-
„ . . .. o ' .... — pansion. Services by M. F. Hammond.
Relation of the Home to the State. 

markable phenomenon. .
In dealing justly with this question 

which necessarily involves the explana
tion of all other corelated psychic phe
nomena, we would require more space 
than could be obtainable, hence we 
shall only try to point out the psychic 
processes, which are similar in all 
cases, and only differ in relative qual
ity and quantity; by this we mean their./ 
corelated position on the scale of vibra
tion. .. .

Clairvoyant mediumship is defined to 
be “a power possessed by a person in a 
mesmeric state, of ; observing objects 
which are not present to the senses.” 
But the real fact is, tjje power does not 
reside in the medium, Jjut in the one. 
that induces the mesmeric state, the 
medium being only the channel through 
which this power is manifested, hence 
it is illogical to talk about independent 
mediumship. -

Independent clairvoyance may be pos
sible for aught we.know (wekn<?w but 
very little of that which is knowable) 
but so far in our observation we have

In‘Mediumship.and Its Laws, Its Condition» 
and.Cultivation,” by. Hudson Tuttle. Price 35

We often hear it said by the oppon-1 on March 22, at the home of her only 
ents of woman suffrage that the place I daughter, Mrs. Irene Talcott, the spirit 
of women is at home taking care of of Mrs. Lovisa M. Bliss, for more than 
their children. I agree to this. Wo- gfty years a Spiritualist and a faithful 
men's interests are, for the most part, member of the society at Ashtabula, O., 
closely connected with their homes, was promoted to the higher life. The 
and because the protection and safety funeral service fit the home and at the 
of the home are so vifal to most women, grave at Madison (where Interment was 
because the maternal and housekeeping made) was conducted by Mrs. Elizabeth 
instincts are stronger’in them than any schauss of Toledo, Ohio.
other, I plead for the'.power of the bal- ---------
lot to effectually guard that home. Passed to spirit life, March 24, 1905,

It is said that the state belongs to at Columbus, Ohio, Sarah E. Willson, 
men, and the home to women;-«“but I w;fe of Charles M. Willson, who still, 
where will you draw’ the line? What survives her. Their two children pre
touches the state and leaves the home cedod her, their only son going In 1891, 
exempt? The. state exists for the safe- anj their only daughter in 1900. The 
ty, the well-being of the homes, and to husband and father is the only survlv- 
whom Is a voice In the councils of the jng member of the family. Spiritual
state more vitally necessary than to ism ts the light of That home, so that it 
those whose very live,s are bound up in I iB not a home of mourning in the gen- 
the safe and continue!! existence of the era| sense. Mrs. Willson was an excel- 
home. .’ I lent medium for automatic writing and

Is it nothing to women whether the llie v-onderiul messages and discourses 
laws against saloons tail gambling I giVCn by her hand have been a school 
houses are enforced?^ If^be husband and light to all that came within their 
spends all his earnings at’gbol or on the influence. Also there was a spirit by 
race-track, is it nothing tfyjjie wife? If the name of Dr. Quinn that has followed 
there is a saloon, at every’ corner to I ]ier and done excellent work in diagno- 
tempt the weak man'who qginot resist, I gjS; jje has dumfounded the regular 
is the home untouched?, la it sufficient -profession more than once, giving pre
consolation for the.jihot^r who sees scriptiOns in Latin when Mrs. Willson 
the son of her hopes, jiei- prayers, her I knew nothing of the language. It was 
tears, slowly but surely; descending the noble spirit who guided them dur
downward road, is Jt. consolation ' for lng her iong tedious illness. She was a 
her to feel that shq’has Aiever tran-1 member of the First Church, and the 
scended her sphere^thehpme? You I funeral was held from there on Sunday 
will say, perhaps, thdt' the Another's in-1 Oftern0on, March .26. The church was 
fluence should be brought fa bear. But I crOwded’with loved ones and friends, 
we know how utterly ineffectual that in-1 The casket was literally burled with 
fluence often Is against the strong I Qorai offerings of the choicest flowers, 
forces which work against, jt The son ]asf words were: “I am not afraid, 
should be taught to'Tpsls^temptatlon? I thank God." Then looking to her hus- 
Undoubtedly, but mimta nature is I bana, Bald, “God bless you," and she 
weak. Temptations.burtetad the grow- Quietly stepped across the line. What 
lng boy on all sides tad the mother a power is the knowledge of Spirltual- 
eannot lift her hand: to lessen, the num-1 lsm in ijOurs like this. The pastor offi- 
ber. ELIZABETH B.-( CURTIS. clated. ELIZABETH HARLOW.'
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never yet come across an .independent. 
¿aSe’ Of clairvoyant mediumship. ■ -1 - 

Students of mesmeric, and. hypnotic 
phenomena know .that a subject in the 
mesmeric state can be made-"to_see ob
jects not present to .the senses,” and. 
that the subject does not, know ■ any
thing about being in the .mesmeric 
state, neither does a medium at a cerr 
tain period of -the process know-> that 
'anything unusual is going on. ■

Independent suggestion is also pa
raded before metaphysical students as a

• - ... I From the’home of her son Thomas,
“Koradlne. By Alice B.. Stockham I March 3,1905, Mrs. Janet Semple ot 
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The

■desire-to return to Wlllnotsee, for I 
have met with more attractions on the 
road to Truth than I have ever seen in 
Wlllnotsee.” . . - ■ • ■ : ........

for Rifely, wd^^ted, and for All That Tends to fflevate and Uplift Humanity.

\ Bleak and drear lay the Valley of fn- 
¿. •. p constancy, and dark 'and disorderly 
i; Stretched the Valley 1 Of. .‘Bewilderment. 
, Opposed to these rp’pe.'majestlc.ally’ the 
'n Mountain of Stability, Inspiring In.its

, . beght. and..sojj<lt|y—ajipost...unnlimb-. 
able appeared this massive link in na
ture, But upon closer inspection could 

‘ -he been footholds and. notches leading 
to the top of the mountain, so that the 

.ascent could be made wlth’little effort. 
; Neither was the mountain barren of 
vegetation, for jts sides were well 
grown with evergreen trees which ap
peared In groups, and in the open 
spaces between these groups could be 
been gay flowers, the marvel being that 
tendei plants grew in close proximity 
to those which thrive in colder cll- 

. mate». So fertile was the soli on the 
Mountain of Stability that it provided 
sustenance tor all growths Irrespec
tive ot nativity,

. At the top of the mountain, shining 
and beautiful, Jay the cairn City of 
Tiuth; Its walls defied attack, but Its 
gates were open, ready to admit the 
stranger and wanderer. Peaceful were 
the Inhabitants of this city, and yet 
there were enemies lurking in ambush. 
At the base of the mountain in the Val
ley of Bewilderment were situated the 
Citics of Willnotsee, Superstition and 

■ and Ignorance. Wlllnotsee greatly ad
mired the location of Truth, and its 
leaders had long since cherished nu
merous plans to lay siege to the city 
and overthrow Truth or attack and oc
cupy the city as their own.

Superstition stood in deathly fear of 
Trulli, and would gladly have advanced 
to attack were it sure of any success. 
Ignorance’s people saw that somewhere 
above them they had neighbors whose 
location was more desirable than their 
own, but they did not realize who their 
neighbors were.

A short distance up the mountain 
lay a small village comprised of some 
of those who had rebelled against the 
Government of the Cities of Willnotsee, 
Superstition and Ignorance. These, 
people had left their respective cities 
and had begun the assent on Stability 
to Truth, but had stopped after some 
travel and were content to stay where 
they had located. Foremost In the 
City of Willnotsee was Col. Agitator, an 
ostentatious individual, with a gruff 
voice, always ready to antagonize, yet । 
never achieving any success. His ’

“ - '.I !.. ■ . J I ... ...... . .
Sloth expressed his desire to remain 

at-ASkepticism. as-.-the -place , rather 
pleasedshlm. John ,V£ealc proposed an APaper-.that Never ¡Falters, Ne ver..Pauses. inJts Effort ¡for .the Greatest Good to'

friend and helper was one Captain Self, 
who was deceived by the great manner 
of Col. Agitator. These two men had 
ruled the people of Wlllnotsee until a 
broken promise to one John Alert had 
caused a rebellion in the, city. John 
Alert called his friends about him and 
in the dead of night, when Wlllnotsee 
lay asleep they left the city for the 

■mountain. As the morning broke this 
little company was seen passing the 
Village of Skepticism. Their flight pro
voked Col. Agitator and' he declared 

' war against them and the City of Truth 
.for which they were bound. Being 
aware of the opposition to Truth on 
part of Superstition and Ignorance he 
applied to his neighboring cities for sup
port in the battle against Truth. As a 
preliminary proceeding a conference of 
Apprehension was called, at which the 
method of procedure was to be de
cided upon. Col. Agitator in laying the 
•matter before the people said: "Singly 

• we cannot do anything, but if our forces 
are allied I think we shall be able to 
overthrow Truth, but how to go about 
it.ls at present a puzzle to me. What 
weapon of war shall we use for the at
tack? Truth is situated so high that 

„1. am' afraid any weapon we now have 
will prove unequal to strike where dam
age could be done the city.”

Captain Sloth, of Ignorance, an
swered, saying, that he did not know 
anything about the city on the moun
tain, and very little as to how much ar
tillery Ignorance possessed, and in 
fact neither did any of his kinsmen, 
for they had never taken an account 
of any effects or liabilities, and so they 
were not in a position to take any 
stand in the matter at all, but they 
would do as Wlllnotsee and Supersti
tion did. Major Fear arose on behalf 
of Superstition. He thought that if an 
advance were made upon Truth, Truth 
from its more favorable position, might 
hurl down upon them rocks from the 
mountain top, and they would all cer
tainly be crushed, and that it was best 
to retire to their respective cities and 
not attack Truth, thus ensuring the 
safe-keeping of what little possession 
they had. But Col. Agitator was not 
to be appeased, for here was an oppor
tunity to pose as an indispensable 
workman. He proposed sending a del
egation to the Village of Skepticism 
for Information regarding Truth, and 
any possible fortifications. Acting up
on which, Wlllnotsee sent Captain Self, 
Captain Sloth represented Ignorance, 
while John Weak went on behalf Su
perstition.

These three received Instructions to 
ascend the mountain, and to answer all 
questions, with the remark that they 
were Investigators prospecting. Be
fore beginning their journey Captain 
Self addressed Sloth and Weak, say
ing: "We have been sent forth as 
spies in the interests of others. Who 
knows but what our Interests may di
rectly conflict with the interests of 
those who have sent us? I do not in
tend to lose sight of my own- interests, 
and if there is any gain for us in Truth 
let us take advantage of the opportu
nity. Let us indeed be Investigators 
prospecting.”

And thus they set out, and being in
tent on their mission, they found the 
notches leading up the mountain and 
after a time arrived at Skepticism 
where they were kindly treated by Gov

: ernor Test, who asked their mission. 
-. Captain Self, speaking for his party, 

answered Governor Test by saying that 
: -they were desirous of ascending the 

mountain to visit Truth in order to ob-
I tain knowledge as to any possible ad- 

< vantages in Truth as a place of domi
cile. For awhile Test said nothing, con
sidering ths remarks of his visitors. 
Finally he answered and said: "My 

, : friends, the uscent is easy if you but 
look for the footholds, they are plenti- 

. fill. My people and I have had no 
. trouble in arriving at our present loca

' tion and we can now see the notches 
: < ? leading up higher, but we have never 
j- ■■ attempted to climb any higher than the 
- ? position we now occupy for-we find this

!' a rather comfortable place; if we did 
! .■ attempt to climb the mountain we 
j:: might not find so good a location as we 

now hold. But 1 have-often wondered 
about one thing, and that Is this: I have 

(. '■;■■■ bden here_a long time and I have never

had any desire to retrace my steps and 
neither have I ever seen anyone return 
from: Truth. If I were positive of the

» attractiveness of Truth I would go with 
® you immediately. You are not awareæ you immeuiateiy. rou are not aware 
î| that the atmosphere on the mountain is

such that the sound of a voice is carried 
a great distance. We in Skepticism 

* have, often talked with Truth and so
can you. We can hear much of what is 
said in Truth, but who will vouch to us 
that we shall partake of all Truth 
should we leave our present habitation 
and journey to the city above?”

Then answered Self: ‘‘I think I shall 
.: proceed directly to Truth.’ I have no

tbe base of the mountain and^to inform I the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought and iBetter Life.
them of the intention to. proceed. So i „„i • r i -r , .. , . ,. ' ■ '

Lacking, for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.
Col. Agitator answered their call. "Col.' ' ~ ~
Agitator," said Self, "thus far we have 
found our journey delightful. We have 
been sent to Skepticism by our people.
The accounts of Truth we have re-
celved there have been such that we are •
desirous of visiting Truth. Sloth will Truth Is Courage, and he who’in Will
remain at Skepticism, while Weak and n°tsee was called Self since being born' 
I will proceed to Truth. From there anew ln Truth Is Ego. , ; ■
we will communicate with you.” And those in the cities below heard

“Deserters!" shouteft Col. Agitator, I the message from Truth and marveled, 
"you know that never yet has any one and a Great many Ipft their homes and 
come down to us from Truth, and if you Jpurneyed to Truth. ' .
go there you will stay there. You have M. ADELE THIEMAN.
basely deserted us." Milwaukee, Wis., :

Self answered, “It is true that none u______ _ ~
ever came from Truth to Wlllnotsee; '
for that very reason and from the re- CPIPITI Al KT MFFTINGC 
ports we have of Truth we shall pro- vriUllU/lLlOl IULLIII'UJ« 
ceed to reconnoiter. If we find the base ' ——— . •
of the mountain more desirable we ft I® Important when a meeting !> 
shall certainly return; Should we find suspended,, that notice bo given us, so 
Truth but half as beautiful as por- I that Inquirers may not be mislead. 5Ve 
trayed to up we shall be satisfied. We want new notices of all meetings being, 
are informed .that because of its beauty. ae,d bero *“ public halls at the present 
there is no downward road from Truth. '

Give Us the Troth, the Whold TO and Nothing but the Truth

However, has Truth been misrepresent- —
ed we shall find a path by which to de- ,, FirBt German Spiritualist Society on 
scend.” . I the West Side. Meetings every Sunday

Col, Agitator left their remarks unan- at 3 P- W' ln Garselman’s Hall, corner 
swered, but turned to his people and avenue and W. 13th street
said:<"AIl mv life have I lived In Will- The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
notsee, and so has my • father before BerVlces at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
me. I have looked o'ver the records of avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
our city and find that.'jve have: had Johanna-Roennaw, test medium, 
many arrivals from neighboring cities Central Spiritual Church holds serv- 
and towns, but not once have we had a I £eB, ?ac,h Sundav afternoon at 2:30, at 
visitor from -Truth. The records fur- £asainB a ImU, 30th and Archer avenue, 
ther show that no one was ever Been to . ,y and Mrs;.Howes,
leave the City ot Truth, but many have I ?,rut,hT9h,ureh wIU hol(1
been seen to enter." ■ services in Hopkins Hall 528 W 63rd

One of his followers ventured the re-. X®,earmSt<T*ri a^?u^,,,Co“fer- 
mark that If any one would return wSpaa?»t.i?’«, LeIoturMt’7:45,- Mes’ 
would certainly be Captain Self, as.heij iShu^ mT,eet’
was a great title-holder in the city of ancL ntoirr7 3 P-- -s- Jeffery Bur' 
Willnotsee. Juna, pastor. . .• ? .

Captain Self and John Weak nassed Englewood Spiritual Union is 
on their way to Truth. During their Souti^Haisted1 toSt’T hH‘U’ 
travels there came down to them from Hiv evening «t r«^-elery 
the city of Truth words of encourage- ihomi?,e 1 7’3?; Ladles Aux’

s Ks.« a z“jg a s”1- g
path. But the way seemed long and at slated by Hugh & yFra^?’ P AH“ 'web 
times the travelers would miss the foot- come. Services at 3 and 8 p m 
holds and become greatly discouraged, Spiritual Church of All Souls in Hone 
when from Truth came a voice saying: Hall, No. 220 Western avenfie between 
Come unto me all ye that labor and -Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even- 

are heavy laden, and I will give you Ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs R 
rest. Squire. '

And thus they received new hope and * The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
finally arrived at Truth. They saw its hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
gate$ were open and free of access, and I P- m.. at ’Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
in its streets walked people of all ages. I-Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 

■There were those who were elderly, and music. Mrs..Grace E. Aitken, pas- 
some needing a staff for their support tor and test medium. Come and bring 
There were also youths and maidens your friends. , 
and little children playing In the . The Progressive ¡Society holds serv- 
streets. The streets were clean, it *cea every Sunday at 183 East North
was a city of order. Entering the &venue> corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m.‘ 
gates the investigators were met by a "00d speakers, tests and messages at 
little child who led them to an old man session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor, 
in a white flowing robe. He was white- . ?.he Gtlurch of the Psychic Forces 
haired and wore a serene expression. ?,?ds aef“ces st Wilcox Hall, corner 
His name was Reason; And Reason re-1 ^bamplain avenue and 43d street, every 
celved the weary travelers kindly and {’!!.“<~?'a Conference 3 P- “• Lee
gave them watfer with which to wash, ogo V»«?
And when they had washed, their eyes I 9pnducte$.by Mrs.
were cleared,, and they saw the beau- Church of the Rntrit„niAnn lTr!,th and Tre filled wlth joy' meX^ere^ Suntoy eremng at 7 30 
T^btheLW4ae ready 5° proce®d ln I at 962 Milwaukee arenul® wr S 
Truth. So they came to one with a I Paulina street. Mrs J DeLon? nnntnr 
kind, yet stately and firm bearing, who Spiritual Science Society meets every 
said to them: I am Justice and wel- Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
come you to our city of Truth. There I Hall, N. W. corner of 31Bt street and 
®.re18WS lald down llere< for Truth I Indiana avenue. Admission to after- 
itself is law. And as a man enters I noon meetings, free; evening servibe. 
Truth he partakes of the Spirit of I 15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter
Truth. And the Spirit of Truth is the child wonder, will always be in at-
Truth and Shall lead unto all Truth, tendance. Others will assist. These
and so man shall know Truth and Truth meetings will be Continued all summer,
shall make him free.” Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st

Self and Weak asked permission to street. _
communicate with the cities they had A Spiritualist Temple has been 
left, but Justice answered: “You have opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel- 
just entered into Truth, dwell therein m°nt avenue. Services held every Sun
fora space and partake of its divine in- d,ay and Thursday evening at 8 
structlons. We cannot force anyone to 0 dock. Tests and musu at every aer- 
come to us, yet all who come remain, .
for the love of Truth causes them to Spiritualistic Church of the Stu-
continue in Truth?’ dents of Nature will hold Sunday even-

And so they tarried for.a while, learn- Iing 8erdces at 1565.Milwaukee avenue, 
ing lessons In Truth, and Wisdom was corn®r Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu- 
their teacher. I macher. pastor.

Now Col. Agitator in the city of Will- „„?le J,n‘versa> Ocpult Society meets 
not see was greatly annoyed at the de- 7L?aSt
sertion of Self, Sloth and Weak from 31®t street; at 3 a?d 3 P',?' R;,Gllray> 
the ranks of the army against Truth Past°r. Evangelist F. M. Stoller wili .»a te'ns is: SMiSE** “» “■

called upon Ignorance and Superstition, Lake View^ Snh-ihmV Tini™ hniu? 
who again met in council and judgment Sunday aftereoon meeting^ at 3 n m 
was passed upon the three and they de- wells Hall No 1629 North Clark »n ridbthem^?a? 10Stfany riBht antt'l coreei nether, inducted by 
Diev t^l/indth A=e?<tHny ilRayest whIclJ Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. All 
they held in those cities. This was not cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
unbeknown to the dweller in Truth. I street. • .
Then spoke Justice to Self and bade Church of the Soul, Mrs. Oora L. V. 
him speak to those whom he had left. Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
Then spoke Self to the council: ”1 ad- in room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
dress you on behalf of Weak and my-111 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su- 
self, knowing that you can hear. Weak I perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
and I are in Truth, there to remain. We J. Ashton., Pastor’s address, 3802 
have found the city one of great order Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
and cleanliness.. And the lessons we home. Friday. '
hnvo innrnnd t0 Psychic Research meetings at
n^-oCarn^d Khat a 1 the. W0,rltlinB8 of Schott’s Hall, corner Belmtmt and Ra- 

harmony and ,ryJed b,y I Cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
n totelligence. That Life is love, o’clock sharp. Advanced course in oc- 

aj . wisdom and Power are invest- I cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
ed In the universe and that these ele- I Esser, 82 Willow street; test •medium, 

f ^«“bodied in that great force I a. K. Edwards, 675 Osfeood street, 
called God. We have learned that Visiting mediums all welcome.
Hn^%Cb°nb±U2nesl t0 dis‘ I Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m.
tinguish between that which is essen- at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
tial to his progression and that which' auspices of Walter De'Voe, the well- 
would retard his progression. That known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nate, 
there is no God that will or can help soloiset ‘
man unless man helps himself. That The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
prayer is ineffective unless accompa- holds regular services every Sunday at 
nied by concentrative action and that 3 and 8 p. m., at-the People’s Institute, 
the answer to prayer is the direct result Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
of such concentrative action. That true I Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.' 
religion is based on that great com- The German-English Society Bund 
mandment spoken by the Man of Gall-1 der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev- 
lee when He said: Love thy neighbor as cry Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt's 
thyself. We know that all men shall Hall, 152 E. North avenue; between 
eventually come to live in Truth for it | Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
.................................................... Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 

at the National, formerly Garfield Turn-
is in line-with the natural progression 
of man regardless of how often or how 
long he may loiter in his progression.

We further have learned that man is 
more than a mortal body of flesh, that 
he is an ihcarnate spirit and a part ot 
that Infinite divine Intelligence pervad
ing and permeating the universe, and 
that the casting off of man’s physical 
body, and so-called death, is but a tran
sition, that the spirit of man does not 
die, but lives on after such transition to 
dwell in such spheres of spirit life, as 
nan, by reason of his life In the mate
rial plane, may be entitled to. That so- 
called death is no' bar to spirit com
munion between embodied and disem
bodied spirits. That by reason of this 
God-spirit being incarnate in man, all 
men are brothers. ’All this knowledge 
we have derived- from Wisdom ' in 
Truth, yet had we labored without Love 
we should not have become enlightened. 
The Infinite has been revealed to Us in 
Truth and we have partaken of Its 

’.leansing waters; we have been born 
■vgain with nes life and he who was 
known as. Weak in Superstition, in

er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.
Church of the Soul Communion holds 

meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 

-207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster , avenues... Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth Is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss-Eva L. Sl^wart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 E 55th 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street. . -

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the.Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple, every first and 
third Thursday of the month. After
noon ■ session, 3 o’clock;: evening ses- 
slon, 7:30. Everyone attending fe re
quested to furnish refreshments- tor 
6:15 supper. Coffee tickets 10 cents.

A r. 
■ FOR. THE -

.... “arBxleeiB Home’Cure.» Add«« 
Mils. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

Dr. Peebles Institute o! Health otters Free 
Consultation to the §lck «nd Sullerlog.

I! you are In poor health and wish to be cured, write 
■ ■ UieBocüuiatouce. Ihey-Con Help You,

To the Splritualista of Wleconein. 
«,?>Our is hereby called to the
ntth annual convention of the Wiscon
sin State Spiritualist Association, to be 

d I*1 Portage, Wisconsin, Tuesday, 
Mo,#&nd Thurfl'dayi Aprn 18< 

^■The.couit house has been secured-for 
the occasion. It Is centrally located, 
pleasant, and commodious. It will also 
OffJJ/e Jteaduartqj;a,a£ijUw,AsBqclatloni; 
A. fine array of talent has been secured 
and aside from the regular convention 
work much pleasure and benefit can be 
derived by all. :

Speakers for the publio meetings are, 
Rev. Moses Hull of Whitewater, WIs.; 
Rev. M. E. Hull of Whitewater, Wis.;

y-nichmond, of Chicago, 
III., Rev. W. J. Erwood, LaCrosse, 3Vis. 

Test mediums: Mrs. Anna Thrond- 
son, Louisville, Ky.; Mrs. Francis 
Wheeler, LaCrosse, Wis. Past Presl- 
ident Clara L. Stewart and other per
sons of note will be in attendance and 
assist with the work, The names ot 
these workers are enough to assure ev
ery one a season of pleasure and profit. 

Lay aside your business cares for a 
few days and turn to the spiritual side 
of life, and give your soul a lift, You 
will return better prepared to meet your 
fellowman-and help to bring to earth a 
reign of justice. Each one of you are of 
mighty moment. Sands are small that 
compose the ocean beach; none would 
miss the tiny grain, but many form the 
bulwark that bids the mighty waters 
not to In-land creep. Then come, we 
urge you, and hold the waves of Ignor
ance back that seek to devastate our 
fair land.

A reception will be tendered the dele
gates and visiting members, Monday 
evening, April 17 from 7 to 9 p. m., at 
tlie home of Rev. Nejtto K. Baker in the 
Corning House Block*.«

Hotels are in close proximity to the 
place of meeting. The following rates 
have been secured:

LAKE HELEN, FLORIDA.

Notes of Events at the Southern 
daga Camp.

After seven weeks of uninterrupted 
LakeS' 8p,rlt,J?ny ^nd BOCial^

“ a,n11 waK bronsht to a siic- 
the !C)OiiO,MllrC,‘ 2,6.,At Which ttaO
(lTi^LfMn1,i,?r^.?f Wrn Spirit- 

uaiism was fittingly observed. A la/rgei 
audience, was present at the morn'inK’ 
npi““6!'11001? .Bes81ons> aad tbe earnest? 
ness and zeaj displayed showed thatl 
n .,^Pirec .atlon of «»Wtual truths was 

camp lessened even at the close oil 

Rousing speeches were made /byi 
Moia»8' HiJ’ie°ss< Peclt and Bond, Ldf 
Mesdames Twing, Wheeler, MarclXti 
and Cadwallader, Beautiful original 
poems written for the occasion were 
given by Mrq. Carrie Pratt, and W. F. 
Peck. But the cllm'ax was reached1 
when with gracious dignity, President 
nhiinn^r,8 p^es®nted tbe great-hearted; 
philanthropic Susan B. Anthony, ami 
Rev. Anna Shaw, the liberal Methodist ' 
minister from Philadelphia, who is so/1 
widely known. With one accord the 
people rose to their feet, saluting them 
with waving handkerchiefs ahd words 
of cheer, and their brief but impressive! 
remarks were received with enthusi
asm. In the evening a farewell meet
ing was held, participated in by many 
who spoke of the benefits received by 
coming to this sunny land. J
..n?y F?tl.uest Mi88 Grace Hawtfn sang 
The Holy City” in charming voice and.1 

good expression. At its close Dr Hilli
goss remarked that as he listened to 
the beautiful song the thought came to 
dlnJ\ ther?. was a P*aco on e“-rth that 
could be called "The Holy City," it waa 
Eake Helen, a sentiment that met with 
acquiescence from all. “

And truly it has been a sacred, soul
satisfying spot. The many lectures 
have been of an exceptionally high or
der, spirit messages comforting and 
convincing, social functions thoroughly* 
enjoyed, dramatic entertainments well 
patronized and appreciated, while the 
uqguties of nature are unsurpassed. 
When looking at the beautiful clouds, 
the lofty pines with their glistening 
quivering needles, the sweet-scented 
flowers blossoming in such rich profus
ion, and listening to the songs of tha 
birds, one feels it is a joy just to be 
alive. Add to this the deep feeling otf 
peace and harmony which reigns su 
preme and you have an earthly para» 
oise. Such is Lake Helen. (

The attendance has been larger thatn 
ever before and the prospects are that 
next season will seo even a greater, 
number present. : ‘

n r THE NEW LIFE, 
work «7’^- ^rier. An eminently suggestive >niniilu°L?x>cie eu.t‘ tendencies, treating of the 

8 thlhtions to the physical organism, and
i.'iniA10w<!r tho'1K“t ,a tlle upbuilding of health and character. Cloth, JI, 1 bDr. Peebles Insfl- 

tqio.of Health, has l ___
Specialty of treating ,FRED. P. EVANS, 

■chronic diseases and I I The Noted P.ychlc for
I IndeI)e»de«t Slate Writing and

.■hundreds who Clairvoyance,
bVcVs'^hd; .

¿cases had been pro- circular on ¿iedlumshlp. ' ta stamp for 
BjOunced ; Incurable ----- ;---------- --■ ____________
?SS?Th“ya^ SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS 
?fuW treat Catarrh, 1° 11X1 1 1 * < VJ 1 VJUl\ArnO 

;:JIfPpchiti3, Asthma, Continuous success in the phases of our modi. 
. JiptfUtnaHsm, Kid- I tunship.and in obtaining perfect likenessen of 

hey and.' Bladder !hn??.n»?£1 f m08t dc8lre^ hy our patrons, 
.Trouble, Heart enabled us to

_ - .trouble, Stomach, 6 itUnars by mail. Always as-
Bowel!and LiverTroubles, all Blood and Ncrv- a ded us m riso16 M/01',18 “®M- haa 
OUS Diseases as well as all-disease, and 'weak- “ icco su'd ill conmmin.,.H.,l."<! « 8,1,,ll,ltt»l8- to- 
nesses peculiar to both man .'and woman. I aien -«nd Si! nir so nrev-

»?e most Qpi)roveiI Bpfrit forces as well
methods of treating these disease and if you places success within easy reach “ Send RhSSS

. are not completely.cured your stomach Is not for our three valuable circulars ofinstruction P
ruined wltfr; strong drugs; . If you' aro in Trance, test and business readings by mail 
poor health and want treatment or if you do not Sealed questions answered without oDenlnir hv 
understand your case and wish’ to know your ■ a & MBS. A. NORMANN,
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. iWLEniottav. Bo.. Minneapolis. Minn. 
They charge you nothing for a complete dlag- MaguetUed hlutek, Si.oonPalr. 
nosls and if.they find your case is curable their 
charges will be most reasonable. They will 
a Iso send you literature fully explaining their 
methods of treatment. । .

nslckyourselforifyouarelnterestedinaslck 
friend write them aplajn, candid letter and they 
will tell y ou what ypur trouble I s and I f your c aso 
w curable-will quote you their lowest terms.' I 
u^tite to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Institute of Bl 0s f v i... ,Health, 23 Main St., Battle Creek, Mich. AWOndfiPnil w^,res,„I'ost Vlslori- 

- nwvi lUUIIUI Write for Illustrated Circular
-----------:--- nDRPraPlP lowing styles and prices and „ '------------------------------------------------------------------------------LflL>I Ui _ Photo ot Spirit Yarma, who de
li S’ “AVcPsyclilc nne Natural Clairvoyant °P8“ ‘J11.8 SI'S1-???111’1 »»wer In ma leannd- Av. Readings by mall, »1.00. 20? Lincoln ave., Chi- (U8rniy Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle us perfect
cage, Illinois. ' ' y°«r eyeb at your own home and send by
— --------—_______________________ ;__________  *uall, as if you were In my office Thousands will

'■ _ testify. B. V. POOLS.
WOODEN TRUMPET Invented ond «»Evanston Ave., Chicago, til
£“Ciei d^W ,0 8 8>'““8 StXmd eaXMpre^^

«-I'
ton street, (rear) between Wood Paulina Sts. .

Emder House—$2 a day, single 
rooms; two in a room, $1.50 per day.

Hotel Columbia—$1 per day (this is a 
good house for the rate).

Planters—$1.25 per day.
Ten-cent hacks run to all parts of the 

city.
All delegates and representatives are 

urged to be in their seats promptly 
Tuesday at 10 a. m., so that the business 
of the convention can be. transacted 
with celerity. It is desired to have ail 
business transacted at the morning ses
sions and leave the afternoon sessions 
free for public meetings. This can be 
done if you personally will make an es
pecial effort to arrive on Monday. The 
legislation for this convention will com
prise vital points to the future welfare 
of the association.

Good speakers, good message bear
ers, good music. Come one and all.

“Coming EvenUMOas^Their Shadows I^NDKEW B. SPINNEY, M. D 
Would you know thfflruth about your personal VAnMi ’JVhohaBhad

Interests, yourohafteriti forBueceaa, Investments. * orty Years Experience in the Study 
eta nges. aceldeate, iravet and howto take time “»d Practice of Medicine, Two 
SX i! ,‘ore'loc>1 and -push on to great things, -Years Prof, in a Medicnlm 0 i l?r8 Send to me for a reading CoIIrd-« TAn vla.V'111
during l.l(b. You trill not nilas a dollar when the Years
stars Indicate that youoan make 11,000. They re- . IN SANITARIUM WORK,

“yslcrles to lhoao who seek celestial guld- «»a U a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
I/1??;.,.. «««.Itlace, ptar, day and hour ot birth falls in diagnosis, He lias given sneclal attention to MMB. VOBB, Lock Box 83, fiaek Bay, Boston. <» eye, ear, throat mil 1£J tSS S all 
------------- ---------------------------- —-------------------------- I 118rvo“8 diseases of both sexes. Never. 
Annie Lord; Cimniborlaln’s <3«r<l. <>r"oi?c»S, wii^nm’howyoiM?;;’

Dear friends, you can rreatlv heln ma orefor I «?l2r *iand, and hold the letter in your hand myblind,to«^etta“£Wb, 0“? 3 tta wri- »VC tnlimles. Bnelosestamp for reply/ 
ost mediums now lu lie form, by writing a totter nF58?' ANI!.RE,W P- SPINNEY, M, D.
°\8pJr“.,riB"4-i-. Sendlt tome with«, and IwlU Pr0»-«-bed City Sanitarium, Heed CHy, Mich.

“Y BndeotxepJy'iby Independent writing or whls- - __________
tars. AddresaMxaAmUo Lord Chamberlain, MU- ZTZ . ----------- ------------------------—

-^t-OwegttaAomes- A S' LOUCKS
- rl-w»v «3KiKCAUlINUi> Is one of the oldest and most successful Sntnt
Describing youroharaoter. Unltiuo and Interest-' »al and Magnetic Physicians“ His cures are mnl" 
Ing. Dictated bytta Oriental-spirit guide to sten- velous; his examinations are free to in wta se^d 
ographer.aud typewritten n oach'caee, By mall him name, ago. sex, and lock of hair and Bcenm 
I . ■toriOMWritimriand lock of hdlr.-lf praetl- In stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms

Ri vt.b„ ,, O.’ WILLIAMS. -He treats nervous exhaustion of bolfi sexes wUh
834 Eleventh St., N. E„ Washington, D. C. wonderful success, at.reduccd prices. A trial win

------------------------------------------- --------------------— I ftariucoyou. His practice extends all over the
«%MRS. MAY A. PRICE I AUdrc8a,CUieiiy0U

Will give Clairvoyant readings by' mall, assisted ‘ Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Masa,
spirit teacherof Astrology, an ancient Greek. 

Will diagnose physical conditions, and give ad
vise of the Spirit Physician. Will tell you of ma
terial conditions and give spirltt advise. Send 
lock of hair, date of birth, and one dollar, Laws 
of mediumship taught. Obsession or any unde
sirable Influence cured. 423 First st,, N, E.. Wash
ington, D. C. . ” , AN ASTONISHING OFFER

PLEASE READ THIS. Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 
If alck write me; I will give you a free exatnl- I aa*ri affe> name and the leading symp- 

nailon and etii-eiy ewe you. 1 cure when all tom, and vour disease will-hr. rliawnnaoA others fall. Nervous exhaustion and lost vigor , ? uiseuse will oe tliagnosed
of both sexes successfully treated. Great success free by spirit power.
with diseases of.chlldren. Write In own hand- ■■ L —
writing, giving name, age, sex. weight, leading Mm llr ilAHAAn DavIimw 
symptom, and Svo 2-eent slamps.and receive a |H|S. 111. 11 II nSll II *" K T ■ PT 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. For chll- I •••• Vl l»l I UUUuUII UQIIlUll 
dren send luck of hair. . ot 'FHANCES L. LOUCKS, 23 sS

85 Warren St.. Stoneham. Mau 80,11 ” ®S®’

TRUMPETS. __________ L
The Infallible fibre trumpet is Insulated top and —---------------- -

bottom; shell, enamel, .cardinal color .finish, 11.60, r% i • «
Guaranteed.bolter than metal or any other mate. rSVfhir I JPVPlnnmzani 
rial; very, light In weight; Absolutely tangible 1 OjClllU LzC VClUpiIlcIlI. 
'Yi/h spirit forces; warranted perfect or money Development with some la like imtehinrA«» 
I??5a5e8 ,iapdles, <1.00. Booklet for or raising babies in an Incubator It Is note5K. SPprteB80' devel0>,raent’ 12 «“.««nt on receipt I natural way^thatle wh“ rlcliyr' 

JAS.XT.WTOX. 4ga Dorr St,, Toledo.O. ?°* 'h«efnuT“nhObb™h Ilyin wili
--------------- ----- _____________________ ____________  FOLLOW NY INSTRUCTIONS I willI deidon

1 n >■» d ■ you by God s way—that is the way you get the

Academy of Higher Sciences

Lljrht, Color,Electricity, Masnetlam. Mind, Balbi, batnr ty ,or a «‘‘»“'-TWb la thelncu-fta beautiful. Diploma confers title, "b. M.' J rsr-l<vn>, ,<
Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 1 nnfntvnnr realized any results, climb
at one's home. Books and Instruments furnished. nhlneeanUw»2SUra.t,?r.«,,1id<r?t n)iere Goi1!s 8un- 
Send stamp for catalogue to “„„n ln-.? die, until you be-

babbitt. M. i>, _ rlallze a apSf. raUeCU^d%aIbK0{i>eC“cknTe 
■ 6Z Bast Bocucer. N. V. | the torn waler Into wine, demon.ir^

Bend stamped addressed envelope for Prosneo- 
tus, Delineations. Reduced terms. Address^

J. C. F. URUMBINE, 
1285 Commonwealth Aye..

Boston. Mass.

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS.
Not.tlieklnd with pictures of Lincoln, Grant. 

; Voltaire. Noses, etc-, etc., on tbem;.,you can get 
this kind at two for a dollar,- and they are worth 
less. You get Just those of your friends who arc I ... - ' • . . " ■
attracted by the magnet you send. Write for my Mifinhl Raa&c T&ok Qnlnnfree circulars which ten all about it. I I IILJIiLU DOOKo I IJuL 00110 r FaCtl"

F. N, FOSTER. caf RfiAilfK .
O1 Fltxhnsh St. Tirana Mich. muuuilo.

. CLAIRVOYANCE.
1 ne Devil ana w rtdventlsts. Do you wish to unfold tho clairvoyant vision. 

sPlrUual*«m re- BCTMnndm’atm^become’» seer HtoVaul’enter 
pulsed. Bv Moses Hull. Price. 10 cento. the spiritual world at will and withoutgoing 
— — 1 . ........ — 1 ' ■— ' .. . . I a trance or losing your identity? Do you wish to

EF3?110? tetePathy» locate minerals and hidden or
The Chicago Spiritualists’ League I „„a‘8 i*,1“,1 ,rcS8uF.e,sukno"'lho future and 

holds its meetings.: the first Tuesday stand tbe BiU 5ndykn™%?a\ru^ 
evening Of. each month, at Kimball I are realities? Then buy this wonderful 
Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr; Geo. B. b001!' PKESS xoticka 
xK^?f’vreSldent’ E‘ Kropp, 5481 "Mr. Grumblne has clearly and'loglcallv pre
Kimbark avenue;: secretary. The sented his subleet In a manner at once simple 
rtv^Zr&^d K“all8t S0Ci; Clalrvoy-
ety Of.the city? to send in.the names Of I aneetbus far, and points outan alluring goal of 
all their mediums.istating their partic- 8plrltual develop mem,"-Mind. New York
ular phase of mediumship. Address all ■_ tarPubiisiied m cloth, iso pages, with added 
communications talhe secretary. I an Divination” and "Crystal Reading "

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth -street and ¿Wentworth avenue, 801,(1 money orders to j. a F.Gtumbine. issscom- 
meets everyBpnd^r at Alberta- Hall, theatmos-
6922. Hon. D-lGlildOUr will address the I nhere of persons and understand the appearance 
meeting at 7;30 PS m. . Conference at; die?io^yaTale“pr?c^n1s<?uUlnB a 
¿.30 p. m. . ' Dentil and Afterward., by an Adept. A

The Soclety.ibf Spiritual Unity holds !i2f°’l"astS?y„iron? actual facts otiite beyond 
meetings eyeryiSunday at 3 and 8 p. m„ • K^iuntioiE' How u&ewen. success- 
at Star Lodge S. .Western ave- (“L prosperous. Awonderfuiiy helpful book Tor

....... - -- i-beginners. Paper, price £0 cents. .
Paychometrj'. Teaches howto get at the soul 

of things. Papcr. prlce 50 cents. - .
Ph,lo*°Phy* luminously set forth 

eo that anyone cau realize God. Cloth, price 75 
cents. ,

*??Se.n<1.ri.25 for a large Crystal for crystal 
reading. Address J. C. F. Gram bine, 12S5 Com
monwealth Arc., Boston, Mass. •

nue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow. . ■ .

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings, every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m.. at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. AU
cordially invited. .

Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
sia avenue,' near Robey street- and 
.North.SVEhue. Sunday-school. 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T.-Loll, pastor,- 
cveiy Sunday, in German and English.

The Christian Occult Church;. United 
Brotherhood' Halt, 3245: State street 
Every: Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
•messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance. - . -

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

■ _ : ■ Carefully Described. 
EY O, LÉADBEATER.

A Volume or 500 large pages, treating very 
atsnsttogly It Lite. Death ana Immortality. 
QalrVoyauoe, Spirit Phenomena, Etc, ajiTlewea 
gy anactasovrleaired ana cult ivated espousal or •«SosojSiy. Prioo, 61.50. -
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REV. WILL J. ERWOOD, 
Pres. W. 8. S. . 

NELLIE K. BAKER, 
Secretary W.Jj. 3. A.

Progressive Spiriterai Society 
Watertown

George

A.

of

rooks concluded fils
engagemen h our society by arrang
ing for an anniversary observance, 
which gave our people and those of sur
rounding towns a full week’s program 
of spiritual things. Every service was 
productive of good.

The evening of March 21 was given 
to Rev. Moses H. Harris and his choir 
of the Unlversalist church. Rev. Har
ris’ lecture on "Man’s Capacity of 
Growth” was generously treated with 
liberal sentiment and so absolutely de
void of theory that one could not help 
being educated from Its expression; 
while the song service as rendered by 
his choir was by far the best music we 
have ever had In our temple.

The evening of March 23 was given to 
spirit messages by Mr. Brooks, Mrs. 
Mary B. Clark of Syracuse, N. Y., Mrs. 
Margaret Jackson and Mr. Curtis A. 
Gould of local residence. Mr. Brooks’
psychometric readings were more than 
usually well given; Mrs. Clark, who is 
yet a young worker, although well 
known in New York state, did better 
than many an older worker we have 
heard; Mrs.Jackson, who is one of our 
own mediums and who has done but lit
tle public work, was equally successful, 
while Mr. Gould, the genial president of 
our society, astonished all by his work, 
as this was his first appearance in pub
lic. In fact, all four were so enthused 
with the spirit of the meeting, it would 
be hard to tell which one did best, for 
their messages were readily recognized 
and of a nature to encourage the recip
ient. •

The Sunday morning conference 
brought about a relation of experiences 
that made us wonder whether we were 
doing all we should to espouse so 
worthy a cause. The afternoon meet
ing was opened by our president, who 
made an address ot welcome so thor
oughly imbued with spiritual thought 
that it impelled an oath of allegiance 
from the seventy people present. His 
was followed with short addresses by 
Mr. Brooks, Mrs. Clark and Mrs. Jack
son, who held the good word with equal 
emphasis to the close of the meeting.

The Ladles’ Aid then served a free 
dinner to the thirty people who wished 
to stay until evening when the temple 
was again well filled to listen to the an
niversary address by Mr. Brooks and 
the many sweet messages handed by by 
Mrs. Clarke's guides.

This meeting concluded Mr. Brooks’ 
services, so we retained Mrs. Clark for 

■our mid-week services. She gave us 
two message meetings at which she psy
chometrized articles, answered written 
questions and gave independent mes
sages. Three years ago, Mrs. Clark 
came to Watertown to do her first pub-

Lake Helen Is fast growing to be a' 
popular winter resort as well as spirit
ual camp. A number who came hero 
claimed the holel rates were lower than 
any they had found elsewhere. That? 
item alone is worthy of consideration, f

The Ladies’ Aid, whose untiring oliN 
cers are so deserving of praise, haa 
performed a marvelous work and was 
hea> vily supported by the entire camp. 
Just to show how generously people r®> 
spond to the call made by the auxiliary, 
1 will mention the Carrie Twing ginger
bread social—said gingerbread being 
delicious, recipe original with Mrs. 
Twing. The proceeds, donations in
eluded, were seventy dollars. One 
night was devoted to the sale and auc
tion of articles from the bazaar, a good 
round sum being realized. Tickets on 
the silk quilt to the amount of eighteen 
dollars had been sold, and Mrs. Lucy A. 
Goodrich of Willoughby, Ohio, held tho 
lucky number which drew it.

Everything the Ladies Aid had in 
charge proved a success. In the seven 
weeks they took in over $700, and after 
paying current expenses turned over to 
the boat'd $575, and they still have a 
nice sum on hand to be used next sea
son. Following is a list of officers for 
the coming year: President, Carrie E. 
S. Twing; first vice-president. Mrs. 8. 
A. Cooper; second vice-president, Alice 
Spencer; secretary, M. E. Clark; treas
urer, Mary McGarvey. With the excep
tion of the vice-presidents, the officers 
are the same as last year. Mrs. Cariquo 
and Mrs. Wheeler found it impossible 
to again acce]>t the office and declined 
being re-elected. ’

Saturday, March 25, the stockholders 
held their annual meeting. The old of
ficers who have worked so harmonious
ly together and rendered such faithful 
service were re-elected, and are as fol
lows: President, G. N. Hilligoss; vice
president, E. W. Bond; corresponding 
secretary, Mrs. J. D. Palmer; treasurer, 
H. S. Twing. Trustees, A. A. Butler, 
M. H. Clark and F. E. Bond.

The season has proved to be one of 
marked prosperity and the board and
Ladies’ Aid mgy justly feel proud of 

-their achievements. It was decided to 
open camp earlier next year, and al
ready plans are being formed for tbe 
season's work.

Sunday meetings will be continued 
through the month of April as a goodly 
number of campers remain until May 1, 
and some even later. The past five 
months has been a revelation to me, 
and I only hope I may again be enabled 
to spend a winter in this sun-kissed spot 
of earth.

Reader, if you want to pass the pleas
antest winter of your life, come to Lake
Helen. IRENE" GAY.

lie work; she is with us again to-day 
and the matter of her coming again 
will rest entirely with her as to the 

’time she can allow us. She works with 
a will and sincerity that brings people 
to her, and as a true medium and wo
man, she will never be forgotten in 
Watertown.

Mrs. Amanda L. Coffman will be with 
us for April and May. She, too, is a 
favored one here, this being her fourth 
engagement with us in the past few 
years, and we have from past experi
ences every reason to expect the next 
two months will close a season whose 
record.wlll be well worth keeping.

_ EUGENIA ROÜBIE, _ 
?” Secretary.

“Continuity or uto a Gismio Truth.' 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work of 
a strong, logical thinker, on a deeply 
Important subject i'rfoe, doth, 5L '

“Death Defeated; or the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young." By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A, Ph. D. Price 8L 
10 cents.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Loekwcod. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended ta 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

!>

"I

In the World Celestial.
We have received «"supply of the 

fourth , edition of .Dr. Bland’s book, "In 
the World Celestial,” which contains a 
beautiful full-page photo-gravure of the 
heroine, Pearl, from a new 'life-size 
spirit painting of her. Tfiis adds great
ly to the attractiveness of the book, and 
quite considerably ¿to its cost Yet the 
price remains the same, one dollar. For 
sale at this office, „ .

"The Romance of Jude. A Story of 
the Life and Times ot the Nazarene and 
His People.” Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
teresting book. Neatly bound in cloth 
and gilt. Only 50 cents.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Abram 
H. Dalley. Demonstrates- futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
^ritual phenomena, Price £5 «anta.

"Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended, it is 
especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and - 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it. 
Cloth, $1.

"Principles ot Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one ' 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find .instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talnlng beautiful. Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid. 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
bo delighted with It - ,

•¡The Command ¡nents Analyzed.^ By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments are, 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passage:, showing great lib. 
coogruitles. Price 25 centa

i£
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One truth is clear--whatever is, is 
rfight” Pope.

I long to know the truth hereof at 
la^rge.” Shakespeare. ’

¡ “Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll. 

’ “Truth depends on, or is only arrived

at by a legitimate deduction from all the 
facts which are truly material.” Coler
idge. I
i “Plows, to go true, depend much up-1 
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer. ?

“Truth bears the torch in the search 
fortruth.” Lucretius.

Let us 
and dare to 
truth and de^ 
If we have the;$W#it 
cannot be desttpj|e^n 
the crucible of reason 
and fair discussion, If 
will only thrive, and 
expand more rapidly.

TRÖTrt IS IMPERISHABLE
My mouth shall speak the truth.” 

Prov. viii., 7, .
“Truth crushed to,earth shall rise 

again.” William Cullen Bryant.
“To have truth and not Ijve it is like 

having lungs and refusing to breathe." 
“However unwillingly a person who

REMINISCENT NOTES. LETTER FROMJNDIANAPOLI8, IND.

NO. 803
L—. ....

has a strong opinion may admit the pos
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration 
that- however true it may be, if it is not. 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed” 
if will be held as a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill. -

Spiritualism Fifty Years Ago, and Later.

'-I was born in Whittingham, Vermont, 
ln\1829. .In 1844 I studied phrenology 
as'? taught by Fowlers and Wells. In 
1848 I studied electrical psychology 
(now called hypnotism) as taught by 
Johin Bovee Dods. '

When the rappings took place at 
Hydesville, N. Y., a few of us formed a 
circle at Williamsville, Vt. Soon ,wo 
nad the rappings, followed by table tip- 
pings,.automatic writings, clairvoyance 
and magnetic healing. .

' For more than fifty years I have
been investigating. I have sat in more 
than 1,600 circles. X carefully tested 
the phenomena and learned the great

\ —'truth Ipng: before we heard of frauds, 
I and while we'were anxiously working to 
i\ know the truth. I will give some of my’v know the trum. 1 win give aume ui
( experience. ; - -
) r In the autumn of 1852 I lost my wife

Anniversary' Exercises and the Good 
Work Done by'DE M. F. Hammond.

by death; Three weeks later I lost our 
baby girl, three months old. I bar
gained for a tombstone, and promised 
to furnish a verse to be placed on the 
stone. I was then at work In Jackson
ville, Vf. One day after dinner I wrote 
la tetter to my wife in spirit larid, seated 
land enclosed in another envelope, and 
directed to Elson Bishop, Readsboro,

., and mailed It at 1 o'clock p. m. on 
lesday. The stage carrying the mail 
Im Brattleboro, Vt., to North Adams, 

„diss., haa gone. The mall went over 
on Tuesdays and back on Wednesdays, 
again on Friday, and back on Saturday, 

• eacli) week. My tetter had to remain in 
L the pffice until' Friday morning. On 

Wednesday, the next day after I wrote, 
\I got a tetter from Elson Bishop in an
swer to mine. This answer, was a full 
ripply. I had-asked seven questions. 
Otne was, did children grow in the 
spirit land? Another questioin, Do you 
walnt a verse on your tpmbstone, arid if 
so, /would she give me a verse. This 

• lettier from Elson Bishop contained my 
wife’s answer to every question, writ
ten ^automatically through the hand of 
the'medium bishop. It'was absolutely 
the ’handwriting of my wife. She said 
children did grow in the spirit home; 
also’sald that she wfinted the verse on 
the tombstone, and she gave it as fol
lows:
“The crust of flrish is here laid’ by,

' Our spirit’s, like the butterfly, 
Free to' drink of endless pleasure— 

. Upward, onward, to our Savior.” 
■ She said It was not as she wanted' It, 

but was the best she could do, and 
signed “Your Wife, Mary.” This verse 
is on her tombstone in Williamsville, 
Vt.; cemetery.

\ Following the above was written in 
rhandwriting of the medium Bishop: . 
( “Immediately after dinner I went out 
V in the field to hoe; your wife came to. 
\ me and said she wanted to send a mes- 
/ sage to you. I went into the house and 
\ the above was written by her. . I do not 
understand it; I suppose you do. Elson

- Bishop." '
; On the next Saturday I went to see 

skid’-Bishop. I arrived about 5 p. m. 
Soon after Nelson Wicks came in with a 
letter. I asked to see it, and sure it 
was my tetter. It had not been operied. 
I asked Bishop if he bad seen it before. 
He said no. He bad just got it. ■

• After reading it he said, “I answered 
this the forepart of the week.”

‘ The facts are, I wrote that tetter be
tween 12:30 and -1- o’clock Tuesday; 
Bishop’s reply was dated same day im
mediately after dinner. My wife must 
have been present when I wrote, then 
went over twelve miles to the medium, 

' took him into" the house and using his 
hand, wrote. Bishop was a fine clair
voyant and saw her and heard what she 
said.

I determined to know positive. Was 
it psychology? Did my mind go over 

. there and control the medium to an
swer my questions? The next day I 
had a sitting with him. I asked mental 

- questions, his hand writing appropriate 
~ answers on the slate. When I got 

ready I asked a question then strongly 
. willed the answer. His hand wrote 

very rapidly, “If you have any more 
questions to ask we are ready to an
swer, but we do not want any more fool
Ing.” I saw that I had no control in 
the answers. There were three person- 
alities—Bishop, myself, and third per
son,- invisible, but having power to rea
son and communicate.

I then acknowledged my belief in 
Spiritualism, and promised to work for 
the truth while I had a conscious exist
ence: My spirit friends entered into an 
agreement with me to stand by .me in 
the work. That agreement has-been 

1 faithfully .kept as far as possible for 
-Z. over fifty years.

We are not dead here, neither do we 
sleep, but are alive, active and fully 
abreast with' the times.. The Progress- 
.ive Spiritual Church of Indianapolis Is 
a young and thi'lfty organization, meet
ing in Pierson’s Hall, 135 North Dela
ware street, every Sunday evening, and 
presided over by Brother Hammond, 
who has been with us since the first of 
February, giving able and efficient serv
ice. Under his ministrations many ad
ditions have been made to its member
ship. We hope to be able to continue 
regular services throughout" the year, 
where the Spiritualist and the investi
gator can come with an assurance that 
philosophy and phenomena will be 
given by competent speakers and me
diums. . : ■ .

We are now having large and atten
tive.audiences,, who manifest a deep In
terest in the services. ■ ;

Sunday, April 2, we celebrated the 
57th anniversary in a becoming way- 
with Bro. Hammond, Mrs. Hanson (of 
Chicago), Mrs. Dora Compton, Mattie 
E. Hayden and your humble scribe on 
the rostrum. Flowers, music, tests and 
talks were there in profusion—every 
one happy .and all felt that it was good 
to be there. The many messages from 
the other side of-life through Mrs. Han
son and Mrs.'Hayden as message bear
ers, were very satisfactory and con
vincing, as nearly everyone given by 
each were fully recognized' and ac- 
khowledged by the recipient ts. correct.

Now a word - concerning. the good 
brother who . has been serving us 
through February and March and is to 
'be with "us," for, •April ■ and - possibly
longer. .Lfeel lt a sacred and certainly 
a. pleasing, duty to wrlto in .fils behalf. 
Brother Hammond came. to us almost a

THE UNKNOWN CHRISTIAN.
One of the leading and Interesting 

features of California are its. old and 
well' preserved Spanish mission 
churches. Two of these still stand In 
the most central part of Lob Angeles. 
It was by chance I was to pass one of 
these on the Sunday morning before 
Christmas day, and the pathetic. scene 
which I saw there, was to me; Imust 
say, as impressive as ever will be/the 
historic grandeur of that or any otbeg 
mission. Having thus nqyer seen it be-' 
fore, my interest therefore left me 
standing on the edge of the sidewalk 
curb opposite it. . .

Some few feet aside of the main en
trance which led into the mission I saw 
sitting on the street walk an old, old 
woman, her back resting against the 
wall of the church, holding out her 
hands in the expectant attitude to re
ceive alms. She was clothed in a dust
colored garment which at' some time 
must have been black crepe. Her ap
parently old age was Indeed quite an 
object of interest to me, for if I were to 
try to match her likeness with some of 
the few pictures which I have seen of 
women who were known to have lived 
beyond a century of time, hers was in
deed the most ancient. Her deep, 
wrinkled, Mexican tanned features and 
complexion, did sincerely speak of that 
grand old age to which very few Chris
tian mothers have attained, or ever may 
attain. , ' .

I know not how much, she deserved 
the charity she was seeking, for her 
past good deeds in life, but I. feel cer
tain that such a woman justly deserved 
some support from at lea^t _any able
bodied man or woman, If for the ex
treme-old age alone. v _.
• It‘was about church-going time ana 
my attention was particularly awak
ened-to the fact that of all the well 
dressed and evidently Christian people 
who continually passed her, most of

stranger;-but.'he has eri^afed hlmsell 
tn mariv «rf íiB.'íiH vto-renriernlze in hlm>. 'to many of 5ùB( as?we recognize in him' 
many of the essentials of a true gentle-
man and worthy brother; with a clean 
heart, a clear head and willing worker; 
zealous in defense of the, truth as he 
sees it; fearless in his condemnation of 
all that which has a tendency to bring 
the cause of true Spiritualism into dis
repute ; an inspirational. speaker of abil
ity, such one, into whose keeping we 
would be. willing to place our cause, 
and at the same time, feel the assurance 
that when he is weighed morally, intel
lectually and spiritually, he will not be 
found wanting. To all societies, or 
those contemplating organizing . and 
needing the aid of a speaker. we ’ can 
freely and gladly recommend him, feel
ing assured they will not' be disappoint
ed, or ever have, cause for regret,- This 
is my free and unsolicited recommenda
tion of. a worthy brother, such as I ‘find 
in M. F. Hammond..

Keep the brother at work. Enlarge 
his field of labor and. sphere of useful-. 
nesB, for our cause sorely needs more 
of his class and kind. . •

- And now a word of commendation 
and encouragement to the grand old 
Progressive Thinker and its able and 
worthy helmsman, and a- glad greeting 
of good Cheer to all the army of. noble 
workers in the great .field Of labor for 
the uplifting of humanity, morally..and 
spiritually; let us egch and all place 
our shoulder to the Wheel at this, the 
beginning of a new year of our era, and 
aid in giving it an Impetus such as it 
has never known before.' Let us try to 
lift it above the fogs and boglands of 
doubt and deception, fraud and fakeism, 
where the bright light of pure Spiritual
ity shall cast a radiant halo over all the 
earth, proclaiming to all the world that 
truth is mighty and will prevail. .

' BEN F. HAYDEN.
Indianapolis, Ind. .

1 'liot^ entered the mission, not one 
; i. ,|d 'to take notice of her. '.

'fis after soirie'.tlme I also noticed, 
g ale ng, a tall, red-faced, broad- 
Jered fellow,-- a' cigar in his 
i. ¡ From the rough and weather- 
.clothes he wore, I judged film to

s:?; 
mö 
b¿
be %sfite kind of a, deck hand toughi. 
His loose manner and uncertain gait, 
indicated very strongly that he was also 
under the influence of liquor, however 
moderately.

When he had reached the place where 
the old woman was sitting he seemed 
attracted, he stopped, and after looking 
at her for a little while in somewhat a 
meditative way, he gradually though 
carelessly withdrew a quarter from his 
pocket, dropped it In her extended 
withered hand, looked at her again, 
placed the cigar in his mouth and slow
ly' passed his way. I heard the old 
woman bestowing upon him in her un
known tongue what I supposed were 

-prayers and blessings. Apparently she 
felt more than thankful for the offering, 
for she continued on, and with an added 
condescending gesture until he was far 
beyond hearing distance. ■ "

This man did not enter the church, 
and thus I began to wonder how. many 
people would call Btich a man a-Chris; 
tian. That 1 may never know, but I do 
know, for something within . my very 
soul seemed to tell me then, and still 
does, whenever I recall this scene, that 
the prayers of that old woman on the 
outside of the mission were as effective 
as those which were spoken within; 
and that man, who that morning may 
have appeared unto others as a possible 
slnnerand an outcast was already walk
ing towards the gates of heaven.

G. J. WALDVOGEL.
Lob Angeles, Cal. ’

IMPORTANT QUESTION. .

"WHATEVER IS, IS RIGHT.*' LITTLE BABY BARRETT. FROM CALIFORNIA. YE8, OBSESSION IS TRUE.

WISCONSIN TO THE FRONT.

Fifth Annual Convention of the Wiscon
sin State Spiritualist Association, to 
Be Held at Portage, April 18, 19 and 
20. April 17, at 7_p. m., There Will 
Be a Reception at the Home of Rev. 
Nellie K. Baker, Corning House 
Block. ■
The following named persons are 

mentioned on the programme: ,
Clara L. Stewart,'.Geo, Acres, Rev. 

Will J. Erwood. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
Moses Hull, Frances Wheeler, M. E. 
Hull, and Anria Throndson, . ,

.There will be six’sessiorisopen to the 
public. Music by Imperial'Orchestra,: 
Glaser Quartette and. Dr.. Ë. C. Root ' *

I have lost all fear ef death, have out
' grown a belief in a personal devil, and 
have never been troubled with evil spir- 
Us, and know of ho worse evil than ig
norance.
'll Will give one more positive test, 

tfcout the year 1854, Rev. Joy Bishop, a 
biversalist minister, and brother of 
Je medium Bishop, became interested, 
fe had a daughter Lestina, who was an' 

iutomatic writer. She would write for 
. /hours in the hand-writing of persons 

whose names’ were signed in full, 
would answer questions in science, on 
the Bible, or give lectures showing

• great ImowlecTge and iearnirig. She 
. was a mere .child, and had never 

learned to write even her own name.
> I was present and know of what> 1 

state. Rev. Bishop from this time was
' a Spiritualist, still preaching for the 

Unlversalist church. He labored to 
unite the Universalists and Spiritualists

' In united labors for the truth. His last 
work was done about 6 years ago. _ He 
attended the Spiritualist camp-meeting 
at Delphos, took part in the conference 
and aided in our work. Returning home 
after meeting he wrote for publication 
n history of his experiences in Spiritual
ism, Bible arguments, etc., was taken 
sick and passed to spirit life. He has 
often come to me and' asked that I 
would give to the public . the above 
statement,' as his statement has never 
been published. I could give many 
more facts.

• '• JOY N. BLANCHARD. 
Delphos, Kansas.

Wrong Reason Is, not Excepted From 
' : the Catalogue, : /

Will There Be an End to Our- Globe?

A Souvenir Bed-Spread to Be Presented 
to Her—Full Particulars 

Given Below.

Anniversary Exercises at Ban Diego, 
California.

•For candid,.kindly-criticism The Pro
gressive Thinker, ¡¿¿nndt bb purposed, 
and without It ho intellectual progress 
can be, nor can respectful-Interchange 
of thought be maintained'between man 
and man and woman’and'woman:

Emma Gibbs thinks .thill strong rea
son is a contradiction of'Pope’s adage 
that "whatever is, 1st right,” but wrong 
reason is one of the things that IS right, 
because it has a necessary part to play 
in the childhood of'' humanity. By 
wrong reason J mean' reasoning from a 
false premise, as from the alleged fall 
of man to a conclusion of actual Bln. 
But- tbat fallacious-reasoning has had a
good effect ii forcing the vicious to live 
better lives than they Would|bWe done 
under right reason—that which¿Is now 
drawn from the science of Evolutiori,

have done

Evolutlori,
which affirms that by : "al -pervading 
law" nq actual sin can be. MljPefvad- 
ing law, let irie respectfully bay, cannot 
be actually transgressed; tJiht which is 
all-pervading preponderates ' 
can only transgress a written br verbal

People

law, and this they, do by the, all-pervad
ing naturaLlaw which Pperates within 
them. Wrong reason; x therefore, is 
right for those who cantiot re’celve the 
truth and whose. Jives are more influ
enced for good hyl it; arid r|gti't reason 
is right for those who have progressed 
enough to llve above written arid verbal 
laws—and there are many such jn the' 
world to-day, People of-this class are 
ever "up and doing’.’; they rieed .no fal
lacies to drive,them; they?work ijnd 
take pleasure in it; they-express them-, 
selves in good..workq. as. natuially as a3 
rose, does its .color ahd. thrriwB put its' 
perfume. .. ' ' . .. : ,

There cannot .be any wrong In a uni
verse where there is so’much wisdom 
arid ingenlufty. revealed . It is right that 
we should know good arid eyil;:arid so 
long as they cannot be known without 
a material, manlfestation-'oi them, It is 
right that the revelatlonibe made. All 
things have to act, under the operation 
of “all-j>ervpding law;-In accordance 
with the way they are madri;<jiist the 
same, as all .musical Instruments have 
to give forth,their resperitlve .sounds in 
accordance with the way they are 
formed, under the manipulation* of a 
performer. -People act -differently be
cause they are made differently; this is
Rationalism pure arid siihple. : .

JOHNÁl'ADDOCK.
Minneapolis, Minn. :

To the Editor:— Mrs, Rozetta Gott, 
and Mrs. Mary Skoglae of Wellington, 
Ohio, have completed a beautiful sou
venir of Spiritualism in the form of a 
bed-spread, from which they wish to ob
tain money for the Mediums’ Relief 
Fund, and the Morris Pratt Institute. 
All they ask for themselves to cover ex
pense and time, being one-fourth of the- 
proceeds, the remaining three-fourths 
to be divided equally between the.two 

‘above-named funds. They have .decided 
upon the following plan: The spread to' 
be given to the little Barrett baby girl, 
who has come recently into-the family, 
'of our N. S.; ,A- president. A blank, 
book wlll be purchased by the ladles- 
who have made the spread, and on re
ceipt of ten cents from any person, the 
name of that person, or any name they 
may request. Will be written in this 
book. The book together with the 
spread to be sent to Mrs. Barrett for 
the baby. Any sentiment either in ■ 
prose or .poetry not exceeding ten or 
twelve words will be written with the 
name of the person sending It. Any 
person can send several names, but 
must send ten cents with each name. 
Stamps will be taken, but if any one 
finds It more convenient to • send the 
dime, please fasten the dime with a lit- 
tie mucilage to the paper so’that It may 
not slide about in the envelope. The 
spread Is etched In red working cotton 
on cream muslin. In the center is a 
large square, at the lower side of which 
Is a good reproduction of the house and 
grounds at Hydesville- where the first 
raps were heard by the Fox family. 
Below the house are the words, “The 
House, Hydesville in 1848.” Above the 
house In fancy, lettering, “Haunted 
Grounds,” and in a semi-circle above 
this, the letters which played on the 
piano produce the tune to Haunted 
Grounds. These letters were "rapped” 
out to Miss Leah: Fox at one of her sit
tings. In thp intervening spaces are ar
tistic scrolls; bearing the names of the 
three Fox slaters, and at the top cor
ners are floral designs. Around this 
center square are smaller ones, outlined 
In flowers, aiilmals, birds and children. 
Upon one is' The Progressive Thinker 
Publishing. Office. The top row of 
squares, all bear appropriate .lettering 
intermingled with floral' designs. In 
one corner, square are the names of the

“ '1ti'8ieis"who designed *?aBd;:,maxle.LLm¿

''' Mari. ? '
He is a lofd by nature,?yet a servant, 

to crude forces,and.<t¿élr¡attendant cori-, 
di'tjpris;. ‘

, He.is a free man ,naturajly, yet a: 
slave to natural appetites; fye is privi
leged to be the cpmpanjo'n of angels, 
but tis 'a rule/ prefers-, fo-' attend a con
clave jyhere.mflrirof wpridly . aiqbitions 
meet to consider and pprifett plans for 
worldly specrilatipns, io invest and mul
tiply their material meiüjs. They resort 
to much misrepresentation and thus de
parting from the path of rectitude, áre 

■marked trespassers and ape held in cus
tody, for those into whose’domain they 

: thus intruded. They aré then captives, 
no longer free meh, not.^vyri -fieri to 
think and act as before; for the simple 
reason that they . have • thoughtlessly 
placed themselves In different-vibratory 
currents and .are dominated' by them. 
Yes; and too often this-lpcjjurs against 
their own better judgment-¿

Humanity has, in the”natural evolu
tionary processes reapheef »high plane 
o£ life, meqtal support andf '.expression, 
which enables It to discover And inter
pret ri'atiirri’s laws one after'another, 
which gives man pówetf'toíléarií¿him
self and how he Is related and ' gov-

spread, with' the date, 1905. The seams' 
where the squares are joined are cov-
ered with feather stitch, and the whole 
is finished with a binding of red.
.- .Now,., friends, here is an opportunity 
to raise considerable money for these 
institutions—the Morris Pratt Institute 
and the Mediums’. Fund, and no one 
need pay hut. ten cents. We have 
worked alj winter, to make this beauti
ful spread, .and-could think of no nicer 
or more I appropriate way to raise 
money on it, than to give it to Baby 
Barrett. We hofe every reader of The 
Progressive Thinker will forward, be
fore June 1, ten cents, with their own 
names, or any names they may wish, 
together with some short, appropriate 
sentiment for Baby ^Barrett; ■ Perhaps 
some mother would like to send her 
npme and the name of her baby. If so, 
please add' the word “baby” after the 
name. Now, we are just going to firmly 
believe that,every,one who reads this 
is going to send his or her name and 
ten cents to ■

. MRS. ROZETTA GOTT,
Box 457 Wellington, Lorain Co., Ohio.

• There will be, as surely as there was, 
-a beginning, but only a fool can at
tempt to tell the exact time, It is near
ing in proportion as the human race ex
pands in numbers, in civilization, and 
mental and moral development; in pro
portion as it acquires fitness for the 
finer conditions of a differently substan-

WEE LITTLE FLOWER, I NEED YOU.

Ó lily. O violet, O róse divine;
Thy odor itself is the charm and the 

key - . ■ ;
That opens the memory of all that is 

dear, . '
And again brings to me, new hope and 

• new cheer.
When I feel forsaken, and friendless

and'lost
Thy scent and thy odor still roam thro’, 

my brain, ' . .
Making merry with love all of my Bad

'' ness, ' ' - ' ... R.-'';.
Willing and serving for God and his 

..children. ’

And after I have left this toilsome old
■world, , ;

Then again thou dost pay thelribute of
■■ old; 7 ■' ... '

Thy presence speaks life when all else 
' • is silent, .: x ' ■ ■' .

For in thee We may find A message 
from God.' ' . . .

; . : . G.. J. WALDVOGEL..
Los Angeles, Cal.

WILLED TO SPIRITUALISTS.

erried.

tiated world. j
As it is now, the ethereal counterpart 

of our-body rises after death and grav
itates to one of the spheres correspond
ing to its density; the heavier we are, 
the' more we cling to earth; but as hu
manity advances here the. gross -mate
rial filling the first sphere will diminish 

.’through lack of sufficient supply, while 
numbers of its inhabitants, will gravi-- 
4ate away from it into higher spheres,

The time will«come (and all good 
spirits, excarnaté and incarnated must 
hasten it), when that horrid-first sphere 
is entirely abandoned, and none aré left 
to endure Its misery. ‘

All the spheres are imperceptibly ris
ing, moving away from mother earthy 
and when the far-off time approaches 
that she succumbs to the fate of other 
lifeless stars, roaming through spacb 
-without a purpose, until scattered into 
fragments, its former Inhabitants will 
all have found a pew and superior 
home, where humanity’s dream of 
heavenly bliss will be realized. '"

But shall it be for etérnlty? . "
The process of developing will not 

stop even here, In so-called heaven; it 
is the Innate law of transmutation from 
grosser into finer demerits. • ;

^Whether it works in measureless cy
cles throughout eternity, or whether" it 
reaches at .last a point of perfection 
where it is bound to stop, who can tell? 
■Who can presume to calculate? And 
who cares to know while ignorance is 
bjiss? . ' - ' ’

To chase what must elude our grasp 
is folly; to enjoy what we can attain, is 
Wisdom. F. C. STRAUB.

... (Through Henrietta Straub.)

This is what we call making .great 
strides In progress arid is -what all an
gels take drilight in for matt.?; Studious 
man has learned that 'tplrit gains in 
wisdom and power by ife anchorage to 
physical organ!sms’thro’figh ' which to 
act, and that each individual soul un
folds within a mortal organism first and 
is immortal by reason' pt its; anchorage 
to the Over Soul; that''by this wonder
ful process, all ’mortals-Hrid 'angels are 
linked together and aid;each;other... 

, The1 reflex, action’ bf /ppre \tfibught 
: thrown but by angels for? humanity’s 
: benefit, has been ..and' is h. "power for 
mortal upfiftment., It ?arohses within 
mortals pure aspirations,’ inqre and 
more heavenly strength ids? received, 

' they see thirigs more? and "more clearly 
j in this increasing; Hgh^' and' mental 
¡vigor and realize;this irtith airibng oth
ers, that deep trials refine' the crude 

I forces in their natural inakelip find so 
bring them nearer Gbd£;- ’ ■ •' - 

: ? . . ■ : ' ’'MRS; JfoKLEIN.
■ Van Wert. Ohio/ j .

.v? - - ’ 8ONNET. : ■
Welcome, little rébin,;Iiarigu«ì'd.of ' the 

. spring, ’ / •- ■
On the- barren tree-topF. circling your

" song; ■ ' .' ?.'- ''
Sadly have we missedjypu all the win
? ter long, 'r i -?;. ~
Now -your- notes of- -glwriess^jnake the 

■-■ welkin ring— - ? ■’ .
Casting joy7 and surisRSìié Over every- 
7 thing. ' • ' -

Ó, .we hail your cominj^nd ytìrir cheery 
' song, . ' , I ' \ -

And we' leave tBe- bubtfo iarid the .pusy 
. " • throng ■ - V ■ ■■; '■•■ ?

‘ As we" greet you, swefetfet robin, white 
' .. .. you sing. . • A .';
Now the dainty? crocuses hear your 

merry lay, -,
And they wake from "dreamland peeping 

■ •’. ■ through the.snow,. <? . .- • 
Lifting up their faces to ihe sunlight’s

Wealthy Keokuk Man Bequeaths $5,000 
, to the N. S.A.

Keokuk, Iowa,—Five thousand dollars 
is beoueathed to the National Spirit-- 
ualistAssoication of Washington, D. C.,: 
in the will of the late Samuel W. Tuck
er, a wealthy citizen of Keokuk

I know of no great men but those who 
have rendered great servicesto human
ity.—Voltaire. .......
/ It is a right reflection that if a man is 
full of the present moment to glorify it, 
•he-is with eternity and infinity; for he 
has all there Is.—Blake. . .

ray, .
Nodding- ta .the chlldreÈ.passing to and 
- .fro; - " ' - - •
Whis’pring ■ of : the. ’isrtßSi 

shady dell, 
And we hear the.: ‘ 

»- fareW'elUT «•

- Cincinnati, Okla.

-'rind the

days,

ON.

.Chicago Spiritualist League.
At the Chicago Spiritualist League’s 

regular monthly meeting, Dr. .George B. 
Warne, president'.of. the ■ league, pre
sided.', '.

The exercises ..were opened with in
strumental music which was very nice
ly rendered'by Miss Gilda McCoy. This 
was followed by congregational singing 
of-the grand old song: ' ’
"Eternal Presence! Life Divine!
We worship at no man-made shrine; 
We have no form of praise or prayer, 
Our spirits meet Thee everywhere."

Our Voung brother co-worker, H. F.

Sunday,' April 2, was another red let
ter day among the Spiritualists of,San 
Diego. -Each succeeding anniversary 
seems better than its predecessor, and 
any one observing the smiling, happy 
faces assembled at our temple would 
never for one minute think that Spirit
ualism was in any danger of declining 
in this favored, sunny land.

The day was a typical Southern Cali
fornia day, the Bong of the mocking 

•bird and meadow- lark, and a profusion 
pf beautiful, flowers lending a charm to 
the occasion.

Our program consisted of a general 
conference at 10:30, in which all the 
local workers participated, and such. 
was thé interest manifested that one 
o’clock had arrived before the session 
could be closed, and it would have con
tinued the entire day had not.the phys
ical man insistently demanded some
thing more solid and substantial. This 
desire was fully satisfied at the well- 
filled .tables which were set in Lyceum 
Hall, where two hours were spent in 
social converse.

After sampling the many good things 
provided for the occasion, at 3 p. m„ the 
Lyceum, under the efficient manage
ment of Mrs. Gertrude Smith, had -the 
floor, rendering a very pleasing pro
gram, some of the numbers of which 
would have done credit to far older 
heads. *

Each succeeding Lyceum entertain
ment shows more and more the bene
ficial results to be obtained by persist
ent training of the children and the 
certainty that it will result in the devel
opment of future workers in the great 
field of Spiritualism.

A christening service was also held 
at this session, Mrs. Mary P Morrill of 
Justa Vista, officiating, Brother and 
Sister Fay, furnishing the candidate in 
the form of a bright baby boy. Music 
\vas a decided feature throughout the 
entire day, the-Young People’s Lyceum 
holding' hlilpepial song service at 6:30, 
intersperscd'with instrumental selec
tions on piano and violin.

The regular lecture was given at 8 
p. m., by Sister Morrill, who took for 
her topic, “The Religion of Spiritual
ism.” The lecture was eminently prac
tical, well befitting the occasion. The 
Fim Society is fortunate in having a 
man like C. A. Buss at the helm, and 
are a unit in striving to keep well at 
the front In the dissemination of the 

■ pTlnÈiples’pf:thWBjpirituab phllosoplîy,- 
and while wllfi affable corps of Ideal 
speakers and mediums we are fully 
able to hold our own, we are not averse 
to an occasional lift from the outside, 
especially when such workers as Broth
er and Sister Sprague make their ap
pearance. They dropped down upon 
us for'an all too brief period, but held 
four very Interesting meetings, supple
menting the vigorous lectures of Broth
er Sprague with some fine demonstra
tions by Mrs. Sprague. Their work 
was mainly in the interest of the N. S. 
A. and organization, was well done, and 
the general consensus of opinion was 
that the N. S. A. made no mistake In 
appointing them as missionaries.

Personally, it was a pleasure to greet 
these workers once more, as well as 
other Old-time friends and acquaint
ances fromt eastern fields, and it was 
quite a surprise to see among the num
ber, Dr. Rosa E. Conger, of Chicago.

W. J. Colville begins a course ,of lec
tures in the temple, April 4, lasting two 
weeks, which, with four extra lectures 
on Sundays, and his private class work, 

•will afford ample opportunity for hear
ing this renowned worker.

Later on we are anticipating a visit 
from Harrison D. Barrett, and taking 
it altogether the outlook for Splritual- 
ism in this sunny corner of the field 
was never better than at this present 
time. Certainly we should be suçcess- 
ful, for there Is no society in the whole 
State of California more harmonious 
and better equipped for the work than 
the First Society of San Diego.

■ WILL C. HODGE.

Arnold, a veiy effective inspirational 
speaker; made a very impressive invo
cation, one well adapted to arouse the 
higher or spiritual nature of a Spiritual
istic.audience.

The “Orpheus Quartette,” made up of 
four young men- interested in Spiritual
ism-entertained the audience, with- a 
couple of the “old songs,” which from 
the hearty applause; given by the great 
majority present were highly appreci
ated. ■' ■ ;" .

•Mrs. G. S. Lincoln, and Mrs. E. Kline, 
entranced, gave messages, followed by, 
a vocal solo, nicely expressed by Miss 
McCoy. , . ,. . ; . ’ .
.-Mrs. Isa Cleveland, controlled, gave 
several messages. . : ' •

Mr.' Arnold gave a very Interesting 
reading"; and was followed by Mr. Ar
thur.Hooper, who gave à vocal solo in 
a manner very impressive, and credit
able In tone and expression.? . :

Rev. J. O. M. Hewitt, at one time a 
Baptist minister, and later a Unitarian, 
blit who progressed into Spiritualism, 
gave a very instructive lecture upon 
Trance Mediumship. Brother Hewitt 
is a philosophical scholar.' .

The meeting was well attended and 
enthusiastic. • : .

The next meeting will be held in Kim
ball Hall, May 2, at 8 p. m. • The sub
ject for lecture arid consideration at 
that time will be Obsession. • .

w’-'.. DR. J. H. RANDALL,
• Recording Secretary. .

. Obsession a Fact.
To the Editor:—I am very much in

terested in the Open Court, because I 
know Obsession is a fact; I know 
through experience. I cannot see how 
any sane person can deny it, unless he 
is obsessed by those on the other side' 
who do not want the mediums to get 
light And knowledge on the subject, and

BONNIE SPRING—ACROSTIC.

Letter From Mrs. Rose L. Bushnell 
DonnElly.

Thanks to the venerable Dr. Heebies 
for his book, "Obsession, or Demonism 
of the Ages.” It is awakening the lead
ing minds ail over the United States— 
all over the world for that matter. The 
phenomena of spirit return are calling 
loudly for recognition of the laws of oc- ~ 
cult forces, cause and effect, etc. I 
have carefully perused "Obsession, or 
Demonism of the Ages”; yea, sat up 1 
nights to read its pages. I find it inter
esting and instructive. The author has 
gone into the history of the ages, and 
captured well-authenticated truths.

I CANNOT SEE WHAT RADICAL 
HARM TRUTH CAN DO TO AN Y 
WELL INTELLIGENT MIND.

The author has not derided or defiled 
Modern Spiritualism. He probably has 
hit the fakes. “Hit birds always flut
ter,” hence self-preservation.

■I can see nothing to burn—not even 
the author! Don’t burn the grand old 
scholar, friends; don’t burn him, tor he 
might return in spirit and take you to 
task for such wanton cruelty in tire 20th 
century. Don’t fling his book back to 
Michigan, tor there are many people 
that will read It, you know, and it will 
not cause insanity, either!

In this onward march., this progress
ive age, prejudice and fanaticism 
should take a back seat.

What evil can befall reading historic 
facts, and more especially the author’s 
own personal knowledge and experi
ences.

One of Dr. Peebles’ calibre and stand
ing should at least be exempt from ven
omous criticism. He, it should be re
membered, is among the highest in the 
land. His book will elicit study arid 
thought. He has written scientifically1, 
and digs deep into knowledge that but 
few have fathomed. We must recognize 
the master brain of the author; and I 
for one thank him for many explana
tions given therein. I would not be with
out the book, now that I have it. it 
will hereafter grace the shelves of my 
pretty little spiritual library that The 
Progressive Thinker has helped me 
build with the jewels of thought knowl
edge. ,

Yes, Obsession is a fact! Unclean, 
vile, low, vicious spirits that have 
passed from their diseased bodies into 
the unseen (and walk there) must be 
cleansed, purified, and washed in the 
waters of unselfishness ere they are tit , 
to mingle with the blessed.

"As a tfee fglls, so it lies"; again, "As 
death leaves us judgment finds, us.” So 
the good book says, and that looks rea
sonable to me.

Progression is a law, and a truth. 
Life cannot cease; it must go on.

I have no argument to offer save that

Bonnie Spring at last is here, 
In her chariot Good Cheer, 
Neatly dressed in clouds of light, 
Nature’s colors pure and bright - 
In her shining, sun-kissed hair, 
Easter lilies fresh and fair. . 
Sparkling dewdrop gemmed her crown 
Perfumed, dainty green her gown. ■ 
Royal queen, her sceptre’s worth 
Is the power that wakes the earth. 
Nature’s warblers sweetly sing: 
"Give her welcome, Gentle Spring."

'-' MATTIE M’CASLIN.

MOTHERHOOOD.

Come to my arms, my darling, 
Come, for the nightfall.1b near, 

Come, and thy-mother shall send , thee 
To dreamland with never a fear.

Come, and thy mothrit shall sing thee 
A.lullaby soitly and low—

Sing thee to rest and to dreamland 
.Ere. darker the day doth grow.

And as thou steepest, my dear one. 
Visions will come, to her eyes—

Visions of thee, strong in manhood, 
Noble and gentle and wise.

Her heart will glow at the picture, ' 
Thrilling with joy and with pride, 

Yet the tears sadly fall as she presses 
Thee close, little one, to he)- side.

Arid she knows that always at twilight, 
"Wherever, whatever thou art. 

The same little lullaby, darling,
She'U sing to thee down in. her heart.

—Mary Putnam Gilmore.

which has come under my 
vation.

I have Investigated this 
over thirty years. I have

own obBcr-

subject tor 
known of

three cases that were almost unbear
able. Said one lovely creature whom 1 
prized: "I wish that I could get rid of 
this influence that is constantly whis
pering in my ear, urging me to kill you. 
O save me, do!” I called to my aid a 
few friends, and with our united 
strength and prayers—yes, friends, 
prayers—we soon dislodged the evil. 
These obsessions of so debased a na
ture have no power to injure the 
blessed truth that our ioved ones can 
return.

We never doubt that there are places 
too vile to even pass by in this lite; 
these unfortunates change worlds as 
well as the pure in heart, consequently 
they must find their plane.

Dr. Peebles is, perhaps, near the 
threshhold of “Light Eternal;” quite 
likely he realizes the fact, yet I do not 
believe that he fears a roasting for writ
ing "Obsession.” I rejoice that he has 
been spared write the truthful 
work. It is splendid, and from a mas
terly hand.and brain. Long live this 
grand soul to yet do good. The world 
Is better for having known this blessed 
incarnation called Dr. Peebles. His 
scientific knowledge will live after he 
has put on the triumphant robes of the 
arisen who have done their work well!

The closing of his book will live in 
the hearts and memories of those who 
can and do appreciate blm. Should he 
not be in the flesh to write another 
book, these sublime lines will ever call 
to mind his farewell—in praise of his 
exalted soul! He says:
“Peace I leave with you! From days 

departed
Floats down the blessing, simple and 

’serene,
Which to his followers, few and fearful- 

hearted,
With yearning love, thus spake the 

Nazarene!"
Rose L. Bushnell DonnElly.,

thereby closing up the avenues to the 
obsessor, shutting the doors to. their 
coming back to enjoy their evil doings 
in-drinking and carousing, through 
some sensitive. - .

Pearl,, Maho. MR8. E. C. PRATT.

AN APRIL MEMORY.

Sometimes in the hush that comes, 
. After the long day's care, 
I see a face before me, 

With sunny, golden hair.
The blue eyes soft and drooping, 

Unchanging love express;
While pink and white arbutus, 

Is held against her breast
It is many weary years, '

Since that sad April day,
When beneath the budding trees, 

We placed her form away.
And in the small, pale Angers, 

So early laid to rest. 
We twined'the fair arbutus, 

The flowers she loved the best
Pure in her childlike beauty, 

With winning ways and sweet, 
Just entering the threshold,

Where girl and woman-meet.

O darling! in that country 
Beyond the mystic sea, 

Have passing years brought changed 
To you as unto me?

But when you linger near me, 
Within the .twiliight glow, .

I only see the little girl,

I
 . I loved so long ager .’ , -

- ALICE M. WARREN. •
Proctorsville. VL- »
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purgatory anb indulgences.
Charles flbcHrtbur.
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Charles McArthur is thoroughly posted in ev
erything pertaining to Catholicism.' Indeed he is re
garded as authority on all subjects pertaining to that 
sect. The readers of The Progressive Thinker are 
to be congratulated that they have the privilege of 
reading in the following article the historical data and 
conclusions the learned gentleman presents. ‘

I

■ : (Continued from Last Week.)
Pope after pope improved on the Indulgence. Sodalities, and secret 

organizations sprung up everywhere, each having its peculiar form of 
indulgence. 'The latest of these societies was recently founded in this 
country and is known as the Knights of Columbus. . A special jndul- 
gimee is attached to its members, who are required, in .return, to vote 
only for a papist or a benefactor of the church, regardless of what po
litical party he may be a member, except when ordered otherwise; as 
has been exemplified in the late election; 505,519 majority in Penn
sylvania. . , .

As it rests with the pope to determine ths'length of time that is at
tached to each form of indulgence and also, to whom its supposed bene
fits are to be applied, the student meets some very peculiar conditions. 

.The great boom took place<under John XXII (1316-34). John came 
1 from a’ poor "but virtuous family. His father was a cobbler. He studied 
1 under the Franciscans, and early showed great aptitude for theology.;, 

and his piety was as well assured ah his learning, for “he arose ever^t 
night to pTay and to study, and every morning attended .mass.- • 
Forged letters, purporting to^come from the.King of Naples, induced 
Clement V. to give him the See df Avignon, and wheiuthe fraud was dis- 

'covered, the powerful Franciscans shielded him tyy paying, a handsome 
sum into the papal exchequer. Thereafter.his rise in church circles was 
rapid, and he was soon deemed worthy of a place in that illustrious and 
holy body known as cardinals. . • ' . ■

1 Pope Clement V. died in 1314, and St. Antonine, one of the heavy
weight saints of the papal church, tells us that twenty-three cardinals 
met at Carpentras to select a new pope. There were two factions, the 
French and the Italian. In the former, every one was a candidate.; but 
the Italians stuck together, determined to have a pope who would agree 
to return and live in Rome, as the late pope had removed the papacy 

- trqm Rome to Avignon. After several months of squabbling, two 
nephews of the late pope at the head-of a rabble surrounded tlie palace 
in which the conclave wras sitting and threatened the Italians if they 
further obstructed the election. Tlie servants of the cardinals got into 
a row with the people; the palace w’as fired and the conflagration de
stroyed the greater part of the city. The cardinals dispersed and did 
not meet again for nearly twro years. Then the king had them rounded

■ up and they were locked in a monastery at Lyons and ordered to.select 
a pope. The Italians were still obstinate and finally John conceived a

' plan to end the lock-out. He proposed that they should give him the 
j power to nominate some candidate and that all should agree to support 

him. A te-deum was sung, all attended mass and swore on the sacra
ment to abide by John’s decision, and then John modestly nominated 
। himself. Then the Italians kicked; John was French, apd they had 

been Jed to believe that the Holy Ghost would select an Italian. - But
। John was equal to the emergency. St. Antonine.tellsj'iisiftli^-he took 

. them aside, promised to re-establish the papacy in Rome, ah&tnen'swore 
a solemn oath that he would “never mount a horse or a mule,:exeept to 
go to Rome.” This satisfied the Italians and. he was duly elected as 
John XXII. The saint, alriiost in tears, adds that John never had the 
faintest intention of going to Rome, but, in order to keep his oath, he 
went by w’ater from Lyons to Avignon, walked from the water-side to 

: the palace and never stixred from it during the 18 years of his pontifi
cate: unless to go to the cathedral that stood at a very short distance 

’from the palace.” TDtiririg his whole pontificate he never mounted a 
■ horse or a mule. Thus he kept his oath. . c. . .

■ John is considered by long odds the very heaviest theologian that 
ever sat in St. Peter's ehair, not excepting Peter. He was a joker tind 
believed in magic. He had Hugh Geraldi, bishop of Cahors arrested 
and flayed alive, for practicing it, and he stood close by to sec that the 
job was well done. John claimed that the bishop'rriade a figurene—a 
small figure in wax—somewhat resembling him—the pope—and, every 
now and then would stick pins in it. John felt every prick. He exhib
ited three of these figures, to substantiate liis charge. But the most se
rious complaint was that the bishop “invoked demons and by magic 
confined infernal spirits in looking-glasses, rings and circles” and would 
then question them concerning the future.

. John also believed in the Incubi and the Succubi. These were de
mons of both sexes, who consorted at night with humans, and could as
sume any desired facial expression or form. This came in very handily 
whenever a child resembled some holy man. These demons were also 
microscopical, at will, and when they consorted with one another, the 
female brought forth several hundreds at a birth; the period'of gesta
tion varying from ten minutes to an hour. ' .

Like his predecessor, St. Gregory I., John believed the story told by a 
holy nun, that one day, while walking in the garden, sho saw an extra 
fine leaf of lettuce, and ate it without having’ 'first blessed herself. 
Cramps followed. A priest was called; she was d.eluged with holy 
water and then a piping voice.was heard from within: “I.am not to 

'blame. I was seated pn the leaf and the lady ate me-.”.- Whenever any 
one doubled such stories ‘John had them flayed alive. It is Intown that 
four bishops-suffered thus. , : ,

' It.was John who systematized the science of indulgences. ‘ They were 
' issued for every kiiid'!6f crime. One of his bulls issued in 1318, says: 
। “Those who deflower a_virgin, must pay six (6) gros (about 7 cents). 

Whoever has Carnally known jiis mother, sister, eousin-german or god
; niotheij, must pay one ducat and five carlins. ” This needs no comment. 
! It is the testimony of Marsiglio of Padua, of Alvaro Pelayo, who was 
j papal penitentiary and thus occupied a position to speak advisedly, and 
I Petrarch who was also attached to the papal court.
. If a man desired to collect a debt, just or unjust, he applied to John 
j and having obtained letters of excommunication,,he issued thend, not 
। only against the debtor but against all his family and neighbors. After 

the debt was paid, each excommunicate was obliged to apply to John for 
an indulgence before he could be re-instated in church.

Early in .1326 the council of Avignon complained of the ease with 
which,these papal letters were obtained. “They are,” says the com
plaint, “being constantly procured from the pope and his legates,” 
were “transferred from hand to hand,” and were used “for extortion 
dr revenge by enabling the/bolder to cite liis adversary-before distant 
courts, under pain of excommunication,” also “to trump up fictitious 
cases and wear him out with perpetual annoyance and endless expense.”

Shortly thereafter the council of Marsiac met. reprimanded the pre
vious council and decreed that this power was legal and just and was 
vested solely in the pope. .
’ In 1327, it was estimated that “half the Christian world was under 

' excommunication. Bishops were excommunicated because they could 
not meet the extortion of legates; and the laity were excommunicated 
under various pretenses to'compel them to purchase absolution at an ex
orbitant price.” •

■' John issued many bulls for the sale of indulgences*the most notorious 
being those of January 28, 1322, and March 23 and April 10, 1324: 
They applied to sins to be committed. In fact all his indulgences were 

: of that nature and were given for the most trivial causes. For instance; 
i forty days for every genuflexion made, every time a priest mentioned 

J the name of Jesus Christ; the same every time a Hail Mary was said; a 
’ plenary indulgence every time one addressed Mary as “Daughter of tlie 

Father, Mother of the Son',"Wife of the Holy Ghost.”
Evidently Mary was pleased with this and as a reward, showed John 

her foot. He took the measure, had it duplicated several millions of 
times, put a stiff price and a fancy indulgence, every time a devotee 

■ kissed it, and they sold like hot cakes. One of them was found on the 
brigand Piccioni, who was arrested in. 1863. It is a sheet of paper con- 

1 taining the shapes of two feet, with this inscription: “The exact meas
ure of the feet of the blessed.Mother of God, preserved with great de
votion in a monastery of Carmelite monks in Spain.” — - ;
-Pope John XXII. granted an indulgence of 300 years to any one kiss

ing this three times and reciting three Ave Marias; and this was con
firmed by Pope Clement VIII. in the year of our redemption 1603. ’ This 
indulgence prescribes no limit to the number of times it can be gained; 
so you may have as many indulgences as you like, if you are devoted to 
the Blessed Virgin. We can apply it to the souls in purgatory, or those

to be born, and it is permitted, for the greater glory of the Queen of

—:—-u—;---- u. ■ ... L-1 a . ■ .
Beaveji, to draw from this other copies b^ w^i'fil) the same indulgence 
can be gained. “Alary, Mother of G#acejlpray far us;”

Petrarch tells us that John granted'an‘i®dql|j®&ce' of 90,000 years ev
ery time three short prayers were said,, t^fortjWjt’uly he does not give 
the prayers, only that they could be repegtodq$;Iess ihan one infinite. 
But they are found in a book calleci .“Th»<Hours.of the’ Most Blessed 
Virgin Mary,” published in Paris in 1.526.Itisfiys: “These three pray
ers are written in the chapel of the Cross, in‘Rome, otherwise 
called Saeellnm Sanetae Crusis Septem Romiuiorum; and whoever, de
voutly says them shall obtain 90,000 years of pardon for deadly sins, 
granted by our holy father, John XXII., pope oibRome.”

From the same book we learn that: “Whoever devoutly beholdeth 
these arms of our Lord Jesus Christ (speaking of a crucifix) shall obtain 
6,000 years of pardon, granted by our holy father, St. Peter, first pope 
of Rome, and by thirty other popes of the church of Rome, successors 
after him ; and our holy father pope John XXII. hath also granted unto 
all those very contrite and truly confessed, that say these following de
vout prayers (they contain less than 100-words), in commemoration of 
the bitter passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, 3,000 years of-pardon for 
deadly sins and 3,000 for venial sins.” ’ . ............ I

Thirty-two popes at 6,000 years each, equal to J92,000 years of indul
gence, for simply looking at a piece of wood and mumbling a prayer of 
less than a minute. And this could be repeated a thousand times a day, 
and kept up for years. A properly constituted band of female devotees, 
should be able to depopulate purgatory.inside of,a mouth. , ’

In addition to these indulgences, John jnstitùted'what is known as 
the Annates. This was the' sale of every offleeiin the church, from the 
ear/iiri.alate down to the poor fellow who cleaiied tlie lamps. Each had 
^■'specific price, depending on the income tjiè.loffi.pe, A is a bishop, B 

j°b, and he bought the succession,!^ paying one year’s in- 
:ii)>Ìiéi;-Then C comes in; followed by D.1 iPetnai'elrsays that.he knew 
of eases where six men were thus awaiting’èa’eji’ótltór’s death. ' Finally 
John increased his price,, arid charged thi’èq/.^eaijs ’ incorile. ' ' 
. Titus John amassed an immense fortune^ .. Villani, -whose brother 
was one of the appraisers, "says it amounted- to $40,000,000. The true 
value Of this immense.sum may bé better appreciated by examining the 
purchasing power of money in those dayfiV. Ifl England ‘fan income of 
$50 to ,$100 was considered.a competent -estate for-a gentleman;” “a 
knight who possessed $750 per annum passed for extremely rich;” $25 
per annum was “a fair living for a yeóiriatì;” “tlie average income of 
the wealthiest hbbles was $2,000 a year?.’Rèni, ¡was nominal; provis
ions were cheap; oxen sold for $3; sheep fór 30 (ieuts; butter less than 
2 cents a pound; cheese 1 cent; meat less thamone cent, and everything 
else in proportion. A laboring man ón 8 C'entiT-a' day could support à 
moderate sized family. ■ ; ■ - I --.■ ~ . ■

Now we come to the crux and I ask Mr. Bowt.ell. and all who agree 
wjth him to read it and ponder, > -. .i * . . > . . .

John denied the “Beatific yisioh.” He ’tòrótfe-against: -it, declaimed 
against it, issued bulls excommunicating all Wlio.'blefieved it, and several 
obstinate prelates were flayed, alive because ^hey^rèfused to agree with 
him. What is the Beatific Vision?. Papists: arestauglit to believe that 
yhen they reach heaven, if ever they do, they fdrm' $ circle around the 
Trinity, clasp hands and then dance—a S®’t“òf Mfùy-pole affair, arid 
sing, mayhap, “ring a ring of roses,” etc. igV%m^fired of this, they seat 
themselves on the edge of a damp cloud, toot horns and tell God how 
good looking he is. Then God is pleased, arid why Shouldn’t lie be? and 
they approach and ask sopie favor for an eàritli friend. This may seem 
an exaggerated statement, but. listen to whqyihe great Jesuit theologian 
Vasquez says. He is called “The Phenix of Genius.” It is indorsed by 
more than a dozen grave Jesuit theologies and by St. Liguori the 
founder of the Redemptorist order. And -^member this, no Jesuit is 
permitted to write for. publication any artyjje except by. permission of 
liis superior who first cijits it carefully and then stamps it with the offi
cial approval of the society—“eon pcrmissd/F •

This “Phenix” advises his readers to eoffiijiis^D some male saint— 
Mary is not partial to female saints—to thpw lumself in the pathway 
of Mary, when sfie js taking her. morning, stroll, and skipping from one 
cloud to another;.. When ¡she approaches) hs,oiS>’to make «ev«raì'pro-- 
found- bows and gettuflbxiohs. After'fvill notieb him and 
will send an angel to inquire “what’s, up,?” The saint wiU then ap
proach, present the petition and receive her signature.-: Is my descrip'- 
tion any more ridiculous than the teachings of this Jesuit Phenix will 
warrant? ' • ' " ■

When Johri denied this “Beatific Visipn’Ybusiness, he knocked a 
hole in papal theology, thgt has never, been closed up, In vain did the 
cardinals protest. -Thesemre their exact words, (as-well as they can be 
translated into Englishrf‘If the saints staiid. ifòt in the presence of 
God, of what use is their intercession? What lische use of addressing 
prayers to them?” ’ - .

John’s answer wàs: “When a man dies his usefulness ceases. He 
rests in the grave till resurrection day:’- JpRn Was anlnfallible pope.

Now, there are' four states or conditions knowi|' to' the, papal church. 
Heaven, Purgatory, Hell and Earth. , .If a^mgii.llft in.IIeaven, he needs, 
no indulgences; if in Purgatory, they are■ inoperative, as they, cannot 
get him out till resurrection day; if in hell, he stays there for eternity; 
if on earth, he seldom lives longer than 100 yèarà,' go how could he util
ize a 90,000 year incjulgenpe, unless by applying the, merits ( ?) to those 
yet to be born? So, Mr. Henning was not very far wrong, and I, for 
one, think that he did not display “ considerable, although not unusual, 
ignorance of the subject.” ’ ’ -

Then eame the Reformation... Jt was aBout',^0.0!years too late. The 
sale of indulgences had reached its zenith. Thc building of St.- Peter’s 
at Rome—‘.‘the pride of Catholicism—was aWtake. Money was need
ed. The most' extravagant promises were mad^and, tp.'a Christian, the 
most blasphemous. I state ?ihis as an iri,dispqiabl& historical fact that 
Tetzel, ip offeringJiis.wares fpr sale, -made the,-foHowing statement, to 
prove the unliiriilfeckpower of the papal indulgence :If, after-buying one- 
of these indulgences, you were; to meet the Holy Virgin Mary and were, 
to de-flowèr..her,.,àpd then, drop dead, you. woujcl, nevertheless, '¡go, 
straight to he^vih. , \ ... , ’
• It must also be remembered that the most-bitter-attacks on Tetzel 
were made by papal historians. Not ’prie’ tépufable writer denies that 
Tetzel did just as the Reformers claim^hp didr.iqid as I.have stated. 
Like Lingard, they treat it in. a ebld, frigid manner, er try to shield the 
pope by saying that Tetzel had transcendéddiià'authority. My answer 
is: Read the life of Pope Leo X, and then détèrfiiiflè if fie wetebne who 
would allow any servants to usurp his privileges' or aci; contrary to spe
cific instructions. Moreover, the Inquisition was in complete control of 
the entire of Europe, except England. This institution felt itself justi
fied in digging up, trying and condemning the ;b<5nes of a.‘dead man, con
fiscating his estate to the pope and themseltp’s^pn ,|^e Simple charge of a 
taint of heresy, wafted to them, from some unknown quarter, or from., 
-the idle gossip of some seandal-monger. ■ a. ' w ..„ ? .. . ■ ,

If Tetzel sold indulgences for sins to be còniiffitted, as is admitted, 
and his promises were not in strict accord wife papal teachings, then he 
was a heretic, and would, have fallen iuto.thftdiaiids.of tlio Inquisition. 
Papal theology teaches that “Heresy is a crime-'against God,” and this 
is the argument used, which justifies the punishment of heretics. I quote 
from “lias instructiones del officio de la sancii Imfjfisicion” by Torque- 
mada, published in 1485. And “The Directly, Inquisitors,” by 
Nicholas Eymeric, Inquisitor General for forfyYjasars; published in 
Rome in 1558, sanctioned by Gregory XIII.,’i1572-’85, also Dy Sixtus V, 
in 1587, and by Clement XIII., in 1762. t It sffis: a man be justified 
in putting.to death his father or brother be.^usq their disloyalty to 
the king, how much more is he justified, in. pbttmtge to death a heretic, 
whb is a traitor to God.!’. ; ■ > b -. sii x .

It must be remembered also, that Europd- wis^yer-run with these 
scoundrels, called “Pardoners.” Tetzel twa%jno;WQ?se than any of the 
others. He came into such prominence only beeausetthe came into direct 
contact with Luther, and not that he made pliSmis^ different from the' 
others, and a still more convincing,proof. thaHhe, charges, made against 
them were true is to be found in the 21st session of the Council of Trent, 
held on June 16,1562, when the office of “Questors>of Alms” or “ Ven
dors of Indulgences” was abolished; by a slight’ffiaj'ority, as the only 
way of stopping their infamous work; ■ 3 "

But the peculiar part of the decree is thatBomonever relinquishes any 
chance to. make a dollar. The pope needed thcf'money. No decree of 
t he council would be valid without his sanction', and as he controlled 
the majority of votes, for the reason that lys representatives at the 
council were mostly bishops in partibus infidelium, <?r -bishops without 
a diocese, who lived at Rome and werepaid from-.papal funds, the -coun
cil decreed, not.that these “Pardoners” had eiicceded'their authority ill 
promising immunity for sins to be committed;'b'it that the same indul
gences should be issued by the local bishops. These bishops were not 
restricted in the promises they were to make in regard to the extent and
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efficacy of thfj indulgences; that was-left to their discretion and iniagin-1 
ution; but they were ordered to be careful in their issuance, to collect 
the pay-^alius they called it—and, promptly send thè entire amount to 
Romo without deducting any commission.

Mr, Bowtell refers Mr. Henning.to the papal catechism as a complete 
rei utation of the scope of indulgences. That is the very weakest argu
ment he could have made. No papal theologian would’have done so ; he 
is too sly.
\ The (,'ouneil of Trent formulated a Catechism' for general use, but, as 
is usual in all papal decrees, there was a string attached to it. Every 
bishop was authorized to produce one for his own diocese. ■ Hence the 
immense variety; no two alike, For instance, in the original one, in 
speaking oi the mass it says that when the mystic words are spoken, the 
wafer is turned into the veritable body and the wine into the blood of 
Jesus. Or the exact words: “Jesus Christ in his entirety : Jesus Christ 
as he died lor our salvation on Mount Calvary.” When people became 
educated this .cannibalistic theory was changed,-and we now find, in 
English-speaking countries, at least, that the wafer is turned into the 
substance, the spiritual part of Jesus. Bat the old theory is still held 
and taught in South America, where I have lived, in Austro-Hungary, 
Italy (perhaps the southern part), Poland, and wherever ignorance is 
rife. In America it would not sit on the stomachs of any but the 
most ignorant, so they have changed it, but they still retain the Latin 
formula, prescribed at Trent.- In proof, when the priest administers 
communion, and places the wafer on the tongue he says : ‘ ‘ Corpus dom
ini nostri Jesu Christi custodial animam tuaiu in vitam eternam. 
Amen. May the body of our Lord Jeus Christ preserve thy soul in 
eternal life, Amen. -
. In regard to the moral teachings, they differ, according to locality, 
same as the doctrines. In France, prior to-1870, there was a universal 
catechism called, “Le petite catechism de Marotte,” published by the 
Jesuits, It is on my desk as I write this. It instructs the son that he 
may not only wish for the death of his parents, but “rejoice when it 
happens; provided always it is for the sake of the profit that is to ac- 
hruefrorii the event, and not from personal aversion. ” This is the de
cision of that eminent and holy Jesuit, Gaspar Hurtado, who, in turn, 
assures us that it is the universal teaching of that body of saints, called 
the Jesuits. /

In an article of this pâture, one cannot enter fully into minute details, 
so thè interview of Mary Caldwell to the Associated Press, Nov. 16, 
must suffice. She says : “Yes, it is true that I have left the Roman Cath
olic church. Since I ’have been living in Europe my eyes have been 
opened to what the chiipch really is, and to its anything but sanctity.” 

■ Rome lias a different doctrine for every country, and that different 
doctrine is expressed in the catechism. About six months ago there was 
a discussion on Immortality in the New York Sun. An article by an un
known theologian of Trenton, N. J., who was vouched for by the 
editor, as a- high dignitary of the church, claimed that of all the thou
sands of decisions, only two were binding on a papist; the immaculate 
conception and papal infallibility. Even this is rot. If a pope be in
fallible, all his decisions (ire binding. Rome is hedging in this country, 
and.I state right here that there is no decision of any pope to which 
counter decisions of other popes cannot be quoted. •

In conclusion, I submit that Mr; Bowtell owes Mr, Henning an apol
ogy—for thé ignorance was’entirely on his oiyn side. And, if Mr. Bow- 
tell knows any theologian in Bridgeport, Conn., or of any other place 
who has the courage of his convictions, I will be pleased to discuss thé 
subject of flurgatory and indulgences with him. But, I have no time 
tô’wftste on nondescripts or nom-de-plumes, so I maire it an imperative 
condition, that he should sign his full name and address, to his article 
just as I do to mine, ■ . CHARLES M‘ARTHUR. ’

Brooklyn, N.Y. ■.. . - ... .... ’
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A BURNING SUBJECT.,

Some Apt Definltlons and Illustrations.

“The burning book” seemd irideed to 
be A burning subject, though I feel sure 
that the book, and the doctor also, will 
survive to spring other burning subjects 
before the minds of the ever-increasing 
searchers after the truth. I realize my 
lack of ability to clothe thoughts prop
erly, but to my mind the subject mat
ters under discussion classify them
selves under and in ■ accorance with 
natural law, called by many, “God’s 
Law,”.thiiB: Krom crudeness to refine
ment, Ignorance to knowledge, or, de
monism to angelhood. It Is simply an 
evolutionary development and progress
ive unfoldment of matter and spirit ev
erywhere. A devil, a crude personality 
in human form; an angel, a beautifully 
unfolded personality having evolved out 
of, ‘and cast aside a large portion of in- 
barmony; thus drawing nearer and 
nearer to a condition of harmony which 
means heaven.

Two, boys going out into the world, 
one taking the downward road leading 
to Demonism -and becoming a disgrace 
to himself and - his- fellow men; the 
other, aspiring to be a man amongst 
men, spurning to do aught that would 
lower himself below the level ot the 
grandest, noblest, and best of his race. 
What were the underlying causes for 
the different traits of character? Were 
they inherited? If so, the propagation 
of our kind carries with it deeper re
sponsibilities.than the thoughtless mul
titude have as yet-sought to learn about 
or guard agalnsL -

Would you call the first a demon be
cause the Inherited traits of character 
have blossomed out into natural fru
ition?-A more sympathetic name it 
seems to me would be more just, for it 
is more than probable that they are not 
alone to blame for having permitted 
themselves to become slaves to any un
fortunate weakness pertaining to the 
lower, nature. . ■

: The real man, the spirit, remains the 
same slave to his weaknesses after 
having vacated the mortal body as 
while inhabiting it, until he shall have 
developed sufficient manhood to work 
qut of them, for, I think we have to ad
mit that, it is not simply the flesh, 
blood and bones that nave strayed to
wards demonism.

And now, what has this to do with 
the subject of Obsession? you may ask. 
Just this: Life is continuous, as there 
may only have been a few hours ot un
consciousness’ during the process of the 
spirit birth, finding himself separated 

. from the mortal form, its environments 
and possibilities, but not from the 

■■ weaknesses to which he is yet the same, 
.slave; he sobn discovers that there Is 
i still a way open for him to go on and 
i gratify his living appetites, that 
ithrough and by means of the aura of 
any mortal of the same desires-as him
self can he draw for his gratification, 

। and for this very good reason he be
comes a boon companion and sticks 

; closer than' a brother not for the love 
■ of being mean or playing the demon, 
perhaps, but simply using any-means at 
hand to supply his wants; until at last 
higher promptings will clamor to be 
heard, and he will set to work in earn
est to work Out his salvation, and then 
the angel hosts will find another oppor- 

. tunity to shout and sing, “Glory to God 
in the highest, another angel will soon 
be added to our hosts.”

• Thus the obsessed has got rid of one 
.obsessor, but how many more Is he 
feeding and the ignorant dupe of hold
ing down in the slums with himself? 
The hypnotic power of mind over mind 
is now of course an established fact, 
and practiced for selfish ends all 
through our disgraceful so-called busi
ness system. <

Let us not flatter ourselves with the 
delusion that human nature changes in 
any way during the process called 
death. The disembodied miser is ever 
keen to enter into partnership with his 
-mortal brother ao. long, as his, specula, 
tive desires shall keep him on the ma
terial planes of spirit life. Hosts are 
thus In partnership, and there is more 
than’ one reason why the men of mill
ions never know when they have much 
more than a plenty.

So many are constantly asking: Why 
I does the omnipotent, all-wise God,

(whom they have been tatigbt to war
dship) permit such seemingly inhuman 
-affairs to exist? and Some ¡day they will 
wake up and learn that their God as a 
personality has nothing to do with it. 
There Is an inexorale law ever de
manding persistent effort along the 
lines of progressive unfoldment, or sal
vation. We are as yet in the infant 
class of this school, and it seems quite 
pldin to me that bitter sorrow is the 
c-nly teacher by which we can arrive at 
a true knowledge of what real happi
ness is; .we must experience the bitter 
before we can have a true knowledge pf 
its opposite. A right understanding 
will enable us to place ourselves in har- 
mofiy with the eternal law of progress
ive unfoldment. We will then know 
that there is no forgiveness of so-called 
sins, and impossible to sneak into 
heaven or harmonious conditions by 
means of the sacrificial blood of the 

^purest being that ever drew the breath 
of life.

Others ask. Why do not pur “guides" 
(about whom we hear so much now-a- 
days) or the arisen loved ones protect 
us from all the crude obsessing influ
ences by which we are surrounded? 
It is hardly necessary to think, to men
tion the fact that we are mighty hard
headed children, and that the best 
meant guidance is accepted, if at all, 
with mighty poor grace, come from 
What source it may. Unfoldment can 
only come to each one by properly di
rected effort. We must reap our own 
sowing, and not that of any other lov- 

. ihg hand that might be wiiiiug to sow 
good seed for us. We must stand or 
fall on our own reward, and conse
quently must not expect to be In the 
leading Strings of our parents for all 
time. ’

Self effort builds strength and char
acter. The child can never learn to 
wajk by getting any one else to do the 
walking.

To be sure our arisen loved ones are 
as keenly interested in our welfare as 
ever, and s'triye at every opportunity to 
influence us for good by telepathy, 
mind force or obsession, call It what 
you like, but, most of us are as yet too 
crude and dormant to be able to sense 
the finer thought vibrations wafted to 
us from the relined spirit realms, and 
being insensible to the same it becomes 
quite easy to declare that nothing of 
the kind exists. ■

„ LEWIS PETERSON.
Los Angeles, Cal.
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RHEUMATISM
ItEMARKABLE NEW CüllE■ The Development and Education of a 

Sensitive. '

lent ■Bi : wmäme Evidence of Spirit Power.

. In looking over the pages of The Pio- 
I gr.essive Thinker I have seen yerytmany 
Xexpressing doubts as to mediumship be- 
ung- a deslaable development:’ J. have 
read with interest what the various- peo- 
jple thought, and wondered why so few 
«new so little of the true laws of Ute 
either on the mortal or spirit plane, and 

Jeps of tho laws which unite the lives 
oii both planes'and blend their person- 
alijties and condition of thought. And 
while I have expressed in other articles 
a ¡knowledge of undesirable ' influence 
and visitors from spirit side of life, it 
may be interesting to some to learn 
something of my real experiences in de
veloping the higher, soul powers which 
Is the privilege of all mediums, Wo 
should seek this schpoh of knowledge 
for the real truth that may be found, 
and not to-saysfy curiosity or gain 
merely a financial aid in life.
• When a child of twelve- I distinctly 
heard words spoken by. spirit voices.

. The first message from the invisible 
\world to me was "Love your enemies,” 
find a reflection of thought was given 
With the message impresslonally, we 
would say, that if I returned kindness 
for unkindnesB I would make life’s path 
Smoother for my childish feet. Many 
times in moments- of quiet thought, 
such words were spoken to me, such 
impressions of a personal Intelligence 
dealing with my mind and giving not 
only words but inspirational knowledge 
■which guided my life and led me. to 
seek the higher, not the lower walks of. 
Ilie.

During the years that followed iny 
first message, while I was still only, a 
child, the one prayer of my soul was

• for wisdom, to gain knowledge to grasp 
the universe in a comprehensive knbwl-

. edge of what it held, to know life’s 
mysteries, and the whys and where- 
fpres, to revel in God’s world and find 
God himself.

Many Spiritualists object to prayer, 
object to teaching a child to pray, but I 
¿mow that the mental law, reflecting our 
own aspirations, expressed in words, 
back into our own soul consciousness, 
aid the building of the character. We 
must teach a child to find God outside 
of himself, as well as within, so as to 
understand how very small a part of 
God a human being is, and be able to 

r grasp the relation of the God within to 
all expressions of God in the universal 
Ijfe, and try to emulate the lives that 
through a harmony with nature's laws 
ar*e expressing the best possibilities of 
their lives.

When a very small child I felt I was 
surrounded with a mental atmosphere, 
a something that gave me different 
thoughts and feelings from those expe-

1 rlenced by other children, which 1 could 
/ not express to them, for none would un- 
werstand me. It was a peculiar con- 
slciousness, and I thought it must be be
cause I was an orphan, and all others 
bind fathers, mothers, a’ home of their 
own, and loving friends to make life 
bryglit, while I was a helpless child, an 
uniwelcome guest in the homes of my 
relatives.

fin my thoughts and feelings and life I 
was as completely isolated as if I had 
lived on a desert island, and walked 

I hand in hand with thb spirit world, 
without knowing that spirits existed.

The words spoken to me from time to 
time I thought was God, the messages 
were usually citations from Christ’s 
teachings, or • explanations of them, 
which led me to look to the love and 

: justice of the Father, when love and 
justice failed on the mortal side. Born 
In the sign of Leo, with Jupiter and the

/mlinrtrong-influences In my life, I 
forced the conditions and sought means 

. to obtain the coveted knowledge. Lim- 
k. ited in physical strength, which limited 
I the mental powers, also limited, flnan- 
\, dally, I could not obtain the conditions 

olj progress that many others enjoyed, 
but somehow, a little study along cer- 

। tain lines, not enough at the time to 
make my class standing very high, but

) when I came to peed the knowledge tor 
(practical use, to explain to my scholars, 
\ my brain was illuminated, I saw, under- 
rstood, and would explain it all. Like a 
( flash the revelations came. And many 
' beside myself wondered how I could be 
so good a teacher, and so poor a stu
dent. '

I gained my own knowledge- when I 
opened my lips to teach. I knew noth
ing of spirit yet, and still thought It 

. God, and the power of my own soul. 

. Many high Inspirational lives are still 
thinking the same.

But there came a time when I found 
people who believed that our spirit 
friends visited ub, and I began to won
der it these peculiar influences I had 
felt was not from spirits. It*?seemed 
natural that the father and mother who. 
had left their child a weakly" infant, 
should be interested lit its lite, aria 
when it was suggested that the voices 
I had heard was the mother watching 
over her child, it _was a thought that 
gave me more satisfaction than when I 
thought it the personal God, or Jesus, 
although I was enthusiastically relig
ious till I was 19.

A lack of the real spirit of 
teachings, as I understood it. 
inspirational influences I felt 
me, took me to nature’s laws 
God, instead of in the Bible as 
expounded by the teachers in

Christ’s 
and the 
leading 
to find 
it -was

. _ the pul
pits. All nature held a message for me.
As a little child I had roamed the fields 
and woods, living with the birds and 
flowers, more than with the mortal lives 
led by the . guardian hand to the place 
where air, earth and sunshine would 
give strength to the physical life, as 
well as the soul expand Into a conscious
ness, of its oneness with all life. I felt, 
out only, in a vague way, the sentiment 
expressed by Jennie G. Clarke: ■
“What is the secrets the pine-trees

, know' - - ■
That keeps them whispering soft and 

low? .
All day long In the breezes swaying, 
What can it be they are always Saying? 
The nodding daisies deep in the grass, 
Seem to beckon me as I pass— ;
What have they that & worth the show

ing
Out in the meadow where they, are 

growing? ■ ?
. If I listen close where the brook flows 

.: strong, , .
. X can hear it singing a low, sweet-song. 
Is it just because of the watch it’s keep

ing, -5
There-where the baby fems are sleep

Ing? . • ■ -.
The.sweet white clovers out in thesun, 
Have told the bumble-bees, every one, 
And' high in a maple tree swinging;

■C swinging,
Loud and clear is a robin singing.
Is the flowers’ secret for bird and bee, 
And not for a Tittle girl like me?” : : 

• I reached out after that secret, and 
found only-a message that spoke of God 
as Jove, justice and power. "A ruling 
law. A power that was infinite in intel
ligence and understood the deeper life; 
and judged by what was hid from the 
eyes; or knowledge-of man; the motive 
power behind the act; and I was ever

satisfied to look .God in the face with 
trust, knowing fie understood and all 
was well, for I sought only his approval, 
qlued little for the world it that inner 
voice of consciousness and that leading, 
instructing, intelligence, 1 knew guided 
me, approved, •

At different times in my life peculiar 
mental experiences were mine. I did 
not understand them then, but looking 
back with the knowledge gained from 
later development of the psychic forces 
1 understand fully what these different 
conditions of mind were. I also under
stand why bo many theories are given 
by those who have only reached that 
far in their experiences, and tell of the 
different minds, and different selves, 
claiming it ali as a part of the individ
ual self and mind powers. But ,there' 
are some mental laws that only a con
sciously developed medium can know.

I have passed through many experi
ences, proving to-me lesson after les
son. As a child it was the lonely iso
lated life, shadowed by a forced indebt
edness that made life a burden, the ap
parent existence of little love from the 
mortal side of life, together with a 
weak physical body that forced the 
soul consciousness. It. was when a 
childish grief made me feel only the 
soul agony, that opened the door and 1 
knew a voice spoke words to me. So in 
after years, when a greater knowledge 
of sorrow had come into my life, when 
the greater soul agony had been my 
portion, the greater soul consciousness 
came, and the Invisible life became as 
real to me as the visible mortal life. 
And now the prayer of- my early life is 
being answered, the knowledge I longed 
tq gain is now being given by those who 
have studied in schools we know not 
of, whose lives reach back in their con
sciousness and gather up the experi
ences of centuries of research in'higher 
laws and give it to me as the teacher 
gives the primer lessons to a child, 
knowing the awakened soul will climb 
higher in spirit power as the years go 
on. t

. Mediumship is a gradual unfolding of 
the bouI, and a gaining of knowledge 
through this soul power, but it Is just as 
necessary to recognize the other indi
vidual souls, separate from your real 
soul self as ft le to recognize the self
hood of yourself, to know what and who 
you are. It is as necessary to recognize 
the law of relation of soul to soul, mind 
working with mind, back of all a 
deeper consciousness which few have 
found in its single sense of self-hood, an 
inner consciousness, the first principle 
of life. That which is related to the 
universal life. A conscious life that is 
in the flower, in all vegetable, in the 
lower forms of life of all kinds. After 
I became conscious of being able to 
hear at any time words from the spirit 
world, to see when the conditions per
mitted people from that world, learned 
in fact, that the spirit world and the 
mortal were two worlds in one, they be
gan explaining the laws and conditions 
of their lives. It was a slow progress, 
as so much of false teaching had to be 
laid aside, and my own soul powers un
folded so that I might know as one al
ready out of the body, that these were 
the true relations and conditions in the 
spirit world.

Holding my own consciousness at all 
times, without the least dntrancement, 
I studied every phase of influences, and 
listened to the words of explanation. I 
learned to speak under control by sing
ing with the spirit voices. I cannot sing 
correctly alone, but with their guiding 
voices I could teach my little daughter 
to sing and she had the tunes all per
fect, and as I allowed them to lead my 
voice more and more I soon learned to 
give up entirely to their control and 
not only sing but allow them to teach 
through my lips, I simply listening as I 
heard the words as if coming from an
other.

I believe the happiest moment of my 
life was the night I gave my first full 
half-hour lecture under control or illum
ination and control at the same mo
ment. When I say illumination, I mean 
a mental law which makes it possible 
for spirits to place themselves in a re
lation to our soul consciousness so that 
in a very short space of time, a few sec
onds, we have an illuminated knowl
edge of a subject, that it would take 
perhaps two hours or more time to ex
press, in words. Then when I have 
gained this consciousness of the sub
ject, I can just listen and they will 
speak to me if I am alone, through my 
lips if I am teaching another, and ex
press in better language than I can use, 
their knowledge of the subject under 
discussion.

Through my clairvoyant powers I can 
go anywhere, find anyone, or anything. 
I can look at a strange plant, wishing 
to know what was the condition of its 
birth and growth, I can at once see the 
place of its native soil and know th$’ 
condition necessary for its best growth. 
I can go not only to all parts of this 
earth, and revel in wonders of nature’s 
laws, but my teacher, or one of them, is 
an astrologer, when he touches my mind 
I become conscious of his' life. I feel 
that I have lived hundreds of years, in 
an instant the illumined condition of 
mind makes me know what he is con
scious of having seen, nations change 
and pass away. I ajn traveling on a 
camel in Egypt, I am in company with 
other students of those days, I have 
studied the heavens and from the ex
alted plane watched the destinies of na
tions and individuals, ’and the changes 
that have been earth’s history for hun
dreds of years. As he draws back from 
touching my life I am only conscious of 
being myself, but I know the lesson I 
learned of what some would call some 
other kind of a self, and know an Indi
vidual mind touched my mind and the 
two. became one for the time being.

But I do. not wonder that many:'who 
haye.these.experiences think, really be
lieve, they have lived ail those lives 
they have a vague' consciousness of 
when touched by the person Who has 
really lived out such an experience.

I am only in the a. b c of these les
sons, but many things regarding plan
etary laws of influence are given me, 
much of them I find are in accord with 
what others have learned from scien
tists. I knew nothing of astrology till 
these lessons were given me, as much 
is known to be true I have reason to be
lieve the rest is. They'show me.the 
magnetic colors coming from distant ■ 
stars blended with those of the nearer 
planets; with the sun and moon and 
their effect on all life on earth. The 
spirit power of soul life is revealed to 
me. I see the conscious soul of a bird, 
vibrating with spirit power, it is the 
first real bird I have ever seen and I 
gaze In reverent wonder. Emanating 
from any flower, from every plant, from 
all expressions of‘life I see colors, a 
magnetic aura, it is inbreathed from the 
bathing Influences of thes.e, powers and 
exhaled, in a changed condition. Man 
alone has power to control the results 
of this law, mind masters the method of 
force and grasping a comprehensive un
derstanding of the universal life draws 
to himself by force of will power, or re-, 
jects these magnetic vibrations.

I have not time here to explain the 
relation of all life on the soul plane ao

Tfie Problem of Life Here and Here
after,

never had I been 
existed. • -

ici a Uilng

There has been much said In regard 
to the-First Great Cause, Cosmosf Ether, 
Vibration, etc. We read all that we pos
sibly can on all these subjects, Aiid 
wo are-glad we are so liberal-minded 
that we can accord to others the same 
privileges arid rights that we enjoy, 
that is to to think and act according to 
the dictates of conscience and knowl
edge, v

Wo are aware that we are up to a 
great question, the problem of life here 
and hereafter. There was a time in 
our gross Ignorance, that these ques
tions were accepted by faith, or in other 
words on the evidence of others. But ' 
the question now,can only be answered 
satisfactory to my mind by positive evi
dence (facts).

That time of ignorance was the time 
when we recognized the bible us being 
the infallible written word of God. At 
that tlme-we recognized in God infinite 
wisdom, power and intelligence. By it 
we understood that God always existed, 
but in a dormant state, and that about 

’6000 years ago he awoke from that state 
of being and he then in ills power, and 
wisdom created, from nothing, the 
earth, the moon, the stars, the sun, and 
without him (masculine gender), was 
not anything made that was made, “I 
am God and there Is none like me. I 
am God and there is none else, declar
ing the end from the beginning, and 
from the ancient times the things that, 
are not yet done saying, I will do all my 
pleasure.” Isaiah 46:9-10. So it was 
said that In six days he created all 
things, and on the seventh (contrary to 
statement made in Isaiah 40:28 that he 
neither falnteth nor wearleth) he rested 
and was refreshed. Now we can con
clude this was the greatest week's work 
that ever was or ever will be done, and 
he must have been -very much elated 
over his work, as he says in Gen. i:?l, 
that he saw everything he had made, 
and' behold it was very good.

He surely must have been mistaken 
when he said he knew the end from the 
beginning, for In Gen. 6:6, he said that 
It repented the Lord that fie had made 
man on the earth. How is it that God 
did not foresee this • atore-time?. Was 
it not a plain case of short-sightedness 
and changeableness? "God is not a 
man that he should He. Neither the 
son of man that he should repent.” 
Num. 23:19. "I am the Lord; I change 
not. ’’ Mal.3:6. “With whom there 
Is no variableness, neither- shadow of 
turning.” Jam. 1:17. Now, again, It 1b 
Baid “God is not the author of confus
ion.” I Cor. 14:83. “I make peace and 
I create evil. I, the Lord, do all these 
things.” “The law of the,Lord(ls per
fect, the statutes of the Lord are right, 
the commandment of the Lord Is pure.” 
Pb. 19:7-8. “Therefore I also gave 
them statutes that were not good, and 
judgments whereby they should not 
live.” Ezek. 20:25.

“God is love. God is good. God is 
merciful, longsuffering, and his mercy 
endureth forever. As it is written: 
“Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I 
hated. (For the children being not yet 
born, neither having done good or evil, 
that the purpose of God'according to 
election might stand. Not of works, 
but of him that calleth.)” Rom. ,9:11- 
13. And in the seventh verse it is said 
in the scriptures, unto Pharaoh, "Even 
for this same cause have I raised thee 
up that I might shew my power in thee, 
and that my name might be declared 
throughout all the earth." .

Now, Tcould write on . and-on and on 
in this manner, but I think I have writ
ten enough to.prove or show how in
fallible .God and the bible are, Much 
more have.I written, in fact, than I de
sire to, but. when people who "Claim to 
be Spiritualists and who claim to love 
the scriptures and such a God as the 
God of the scriptures, it behooves us to 
rise up and explain some of its weak 
and erroneous ideas. :

Is there a man on earth more-hein
ous than God is represented to be? In 
Exodus 32:27, it says, “Thus saith the 
Lord God of Israel, put every man his 
sword by his side,'and go in and out 
from gate to gate throughout the camp, 
and Blay every man his brother and his 
companion, and every man his neigh
bor." Now be candid and sincere, 
when such an example has been set be
fore us, is it any worider. or is it strange 
that our lands are enveloped in wars 
and blood-shed? Murder and misery 
are in our way. Don't you honestly and 
sincerely think it would have been bet
ter that such a book had never been 
written? Oh, if I could only free men’s 
minds from that old mythology, it would 
be the ‘grandest work of my life. If 
people could only know what freedom 

-meant, but they never can appreciate 
one thing about it until they become 
free. They are in darkness and know 
it not. They are in' ignorance and 
think themselves wise. There is .too 
much time is taken up on this old un-

It is so strange to me to know how 
anyone who has had the slightest ink
ling of the truths of Spiritualism can 
hang on to these old ideas. There are 
many good thiygs in the bible, much 
that I love; but there is so much that 
I cannot tolerate. Tho book just puts 
me in mind of some iheuiiims,(Knd peo
ple too). I once imd a ¡wbnaan¡holding 
a seance at my house, ,§j;di during the 
same she spoke up pnd.,sald, ’.‘¿Hi, Mr. 
Foster, we forgot to piit tile biblb on the 
stand.” I asked her wfifch one she 
wanted. She answered mot a word, but 
before the seance was px/qr I /took the 
trumpet out of her hanqp,,. Sho com
menced the circle by repeating what is 
called the Lord’s prayer, sang “Rock of 
Ages,” "Nearer, My God ' to Thee,” 
"Jesus, Lover of My Souj,” etc. She 
was engaged for a week but that night 
was enough, Such people should sub
scribe for The Progressive Thinker, 
read some of the many good bobks we 
have, and I assure you they will cease 
such-performances. . .

If you do a wrong and no one knows 
it but yourself, your conscience will ac
cuse you till that wrong is righted. You 
have to answer to yourself. TJiere is 
no deity outside of self. If we can have 
the right concept as to whence we came 
and whither we are going, death (so- 
called) nor the future will hold any 
terror for us. I have no doubt but to 
those who dan comprehend the law of 
evolption, who can realize the perfect 
law of life and light, that transition 
(called death by some) will be their 
Happiest moments. I read of one who 
had passed on, was asked the question if 
she wanted to return to earth-life again. 
She answered not unless it would be to 
pass througli that beautiful transition. 
I feel sure, my dear friends, that when 
I have passed through my earthly ca
reer, that change will be the greatest 
pleasure of my life.' .As 'the winds 
shake the rillghty oak, storm after 
storm, the oak is more able to with
stand each succeeding one.. The Yoots 
extend out and down farther and far
ther. In like manner with us who pass 
from one trial to another, from one con
flict to another, just so much better' are 
we prepared to ward of another. Hav
ing had the experience we become 
stronger and stronger! We flo riot want 
to be caged up in the dark, to live in the 
dark we would be such tender plants 
that when the storms came we would 
perish. Give us the sunshine, give us 
the fresh air. -

In Deut 14:21 it says; "Ye' shall not 
cat anything that dieth of itself. Thou 
shalt give it to the stranger that 1b With
in thy gates, that he may < eat it, or thou 
mayest sell it unto ani alien." Is it any 
wonder that we have to keep inen hired 
in cities to inspect our meats arid differ
ent foods, to see there-¡1? no disease, 
and no adulteration?.. Principally on 
account of the teachih'gs of Gm’s word, 
A true Spiritualist would' not'stoop to
such an act.

reasonable, 
mythology, 
are taught 
slon, strife.

unprofitable, 
for wherever 
there is sure 
and sorrow.

superstitious 
such things 
to be confu-

You take a people whose minds have 
been disabused from such ideas, and 
you will invariably find a more loving 
and law-abiding people. For well they 
know there is an unchangeable law that 
governs and rules the whole universe. 
It (law) is not changed and Influenced 
by the petitions of mortal man. And 
man knows when he runs counter to 
that law that he has to suffer all the 
penalties attached to that violation, 
there is no way of getting around' It. 
There is no one else can bear that bur-

Lden but the offender •
Their God is a very changeable God. 

According to His word He changes. He 
repents, all love to-day, and all hatred 
tomorrow. Is moved by the prayers 
and'intercessions-of man. A man can 
do a hideous crime to-day, tomorrow re
pent.of the act and go straight to heav
en,' and his' poor, innocent victim go to 
hell. Oh, such a doctrine—^uch a God, 
and such a law! Could I endure to be 
under the domain of such a God, such 
a law, such a doctrine? - Nay, my broth
er, it would have been much better

it is shown me by my teachers, but all 
life possesses a soul consciousness and 
that is the later message I have, re
ceived from the flowers and birds.

What people call the subconscious 
mind, is, not a lower mind but a central 
consciousness, a consciousness-that is 
hid in the center of life, submerged, the 
shower to be unfolded to a condition of 
recognition by man. but mind is only 
the vibration of Jbis consciousness, to 
express its knowledge in language. 
This consciousness is enjoyed by the 
lower expressions of life as man, man 
only Is superior because he can put Into 
language his soul consciousness and 
tell it in a way to exchange thoughts 
and be social and companionable. But 
there is also a language that all life 
speaks to its kind, it is the law of uni
versal love. • . ■ ..

MRS. MAY A. PRICE.
Washington, D. C. .

There is another thing very! notice
able, and that is, those wfyo get offended 
the easiest when anything Ib said of the 
bible, are those who are'the moét ignor
ant There is not' onenln a-hundred 
who knows anything ojnits Jqpchlngs. 
The preacher tells them so and so, and 
they believe them. I notice ft ■ Is the 
most learned ones who fte ¿¿tiling out 
of the darkness.'' OnefFafterf another 
they are coming to the front Why, 
bless your souls, in bible times they 
were so ignorant that they thought the 
world was flat. John 11 the ‘ revelator 
sa|d In Rev. 7:1 that hes&w foilr angels 
standing op the fppr cprnerej of .the 
earth, and times, without ( nuipber it 
speaks of the foundation of thé earth 
(infallible yrord of God). Even up to 
the time of Columbus some thought the ‘ 
earth flat, and that if he would go, the 
ship would come to the edge and fall 
over. '

Also there Is a vast ' difference be
tween creation and formation. I know 
something of formation, ibut nothing- of 
creation, and it is my' capdid opinion no 
one else knows. We cap'see formation 
going on all the time, there is a con
stant change, and if we will only look 
we cannot help but to observé. But as 
to creation..,we give it as our opinion 
that.all things now existing, have in all 
time existed in some form, shape or 
manner; and as tiine 'passes on, all 
things take on different forms, owing to 
different conditions. There is not an 
atom, of our mortal bodies but-what is 
a product of, or is derived from the pro
ducts of the earth. That part we easily 
understand, but that life principle is be- 
ÿound our comprehension. . By proper 
care and cultivation a man becomes a 
power, both in body and mind; and by 
improper care and cultivation he be
comes a dwarf, both in body and in 
mind. Our intelligence is what survives, 
the change (called death).. So the 
brighter our concept of the advanced 
life, also ut the purposes bf this one, the 
better it will be for us in- every particu
lar. Oh, if we could all read more and 
meditate, and study out the many beau
tiful truths that are before us, how 
profitable it would be instead of spend
ing so much precious time in idleness. 
end unprofitable pastime. I once knew 
a lady whose body had been consigned 
to the tomb, but in a short time it was 
exhumed for the purpose of removal 
to another place, .when IL was ascer- 
taiined that her body was transformed 
into solid'stone. This surely must have 
been the result of.the different, chemi
cals or elements.' and is. a formation in
stead of a oreation. Just like coal and 
many or all the deposits of the different 
minerals, tfie earth and all things else. 
There is nothing that exceeds anything 
else in age. All is a part' of that stu
pendous whole, which So many term 
God. Thus offended law is no more nor. 
less than offended conscience to which 
all are amenable. If tfie whole, uni
verse was ignorant of t'hat .offense, we 
would be just as gulltyjand Wdulp have 
to settlè ?with our conscience ' just the 
same. • . •{« . :

Life always has been and always will 
fie. There is no such ffiing as death, it 
is change, and it is a%IoridWfe change,, 
one that delivers us from the'trials and 
sufferings of this1 present sipte of. be
ing. And delivers us into a more glori
ous state; and’that, state is'-dependent 
on this and is affected!the si'ùie as the 
acts of to-day will, affegt us'lto-morrow. 
If we violate one of the laws of nature 
we suffer, if we obey, peace -and . har
mony will be the result ’ ' : .

Now these are a feto of Alie ideas, 
roughly spoken, whlchjls the: result of 
two years’ experience in carefpl, candid, 
earnest investigation. SI have had evi
dence enough from the other side of life 
to know there is a continuity of soul, 
and that the intellect survives the 
grave. Oh, for that sixth sense, the 
power of sight, and hearing, as that is 
all that keens us from enjoying the full 
presence of our dear departed, as it 
is, the most of us only get a fleeting 
glance. We can sense their presence, 
but cannot always see them. But even 
this much we are thankful for.

I never get a Progressive Thinker 
but what is worth a whole year's sub
scription. Sometimes an. idea comes 

. into my mind and I am afraid to - say

To the Editor .'-¿I enclose herewith an article from the Alderson Ad
vertiser, a, weekly paper published in one of the smaller towns of this 
state, of,which you are at liberty to make such use as you see fit, f

The place at which this circumstance is said to have occurred is a 
small mining town about 65 piiles east of this city on the Chesapeake & 
Ohio railway. I have not had an opportunity to investigate this matter 
myself, but I am personally acquainted with the publishers of the paper 
and know them to be reliable, and I believe the story. I have seen Mrs, 
Rogers’ statement in several papers and in none does she vary in the 
slightest detail. .

Hoping you may find soiqething in the article to interest your readers, 
I remain, fraternally yours, ELBERT R. HOFFMAN,

Charleston, W. Va. .

THE WOMAN ON THE PANE—Wl- 
NONA’S WONDEROU8 MYSTERY.
Having read'in the-Fayette Journal 

and other papers of the strange and 
mysterious 'disappearance.of a woman's 
picture upon a pane of glass in a win
dow at the home of C. T. Rogers, in 
Fayette county, near the head waters 
of Keeney's creek, I decided that- 1 
Would investigate for myself. Numer
ous persons had advanced the theory 
that it was a blow in the glass, while 
others claimed that it' was a "blow" 
In the papers. With a determination 
to verify, or explode’ the mystery, 1 
swung from a train at' Nuttailburg 
last Tuesday and was soon wending my 
way along a tortuous road that leads 
up the steep mountain side to the "top.

After a two hour’s’ trudge through 
mud and snow I arrived at .the Rogers 
home, a neat- cottage house,' beautifully 
situated on top of a hill about midway 
between the postoflices of Edmond and 
Winona. The house is of modern arch
itecture, frame construction, steep root 
and small front porch, all surrounded 
by a paling fence. One thing I noticed 
particularly, and that was that the 
house had lightning rods, I mention 
this fact because it seems to me to 
completely explode the theory that the 
strange, phenomena was caused by a 
flash of- lightning photographing a pic
ture on the window pane, '

I knocked at the door. Mrs. Rogers 
responded to my knock. I stated my 
business and was usheied into the sit
ting room, which was cheerful and 
homelike, with nothing at all to suggest 
the faintest trace of uncanniness with 
which this narrative is so strangely 
interwoven.

. I had not long been in the house 
when ! asked to see the window glass 
on which the picture had appeared.

All at once the smoke curled before he; 
eyes and the strange picture began to 
form on the window pane. Mrs, Rog
ers at first thought it a frost picture, 
caused by the smoke and moisture and 
called her little daughters to see it be
fore the warming room should melt it 
away. • "

After^tti’e- little girls had once seen 
the picture they supposed that their 
mamma had put it there with blue 
chalk, but when told that it was a 
frost picture and that it would soon dis
solve they attempted to wipe It off, and 
then the discovery was made that the 
picture was not a frost picture. -

Mrs. Rogers made several attempts 
to erase it. both inside and out, but 
could not. Not wishing to alarm her 
husband, nothing was said tojiim con
cerning the picture. A curtain was 
hung over the window and it was no
ticed from time to time that the picture 
was still there. About two weeks later 
the curtain was taken down to be 
washed, and the children trying to 
erase It, attracted the attention of their 
father who up to that time knew noth
ing of it. He at first insisted that his 
wife was trying to play a joke on him 
and that some artist had put it there, 
but on being assured that such was not 
the case, made strenuous efforts to re
move it, but without success.

The news of the strange happening 
then spread like wild fire, and tor 
days the house was thronged with peo
ple eager to get a view of the picture. 
So great were the crowds that for sev
eral days no dinner or supper could be 
cooked at the Rogers home, sometimes 
as many as thirty-five people being In 
the kitchen at one time looking at It. 
One night some vandal with a glass 
cutter attempted to cut the picture 
from the pane. For some reason he did 
not succeed,, the glass cutter only 
making an ugly mark on the glass.
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Send Your Name Today and Get This Great 
Discovery by Return Mall.

Wo want everyone who has Rheuma
tism to send us his or her name. Re
turn mall will bring a pair of the dele- 
brated Magic Foot Drafts—the great 
Michigan discovery which cures all 
kinds of Rheumatism, in every part of 
the body—by absorbing uric acid and 
other impurities from tlie blood through i 
the great foot pores. They apply a new 
principle which is curing the worst old 
chronic cases—cases considered Incur
able—after everything else failed. No 
one need despair. ’ • |

Write today. Beturn Mall brings the Drafts. Try ‘ 
them aud 1/you are fully sat aftal with the hene- 

send us One Dollar; If not, send us 
nothing. You decide. Yon can see that wo could 
not afford to make this offer If tho Drafts didn't 
euro, Our new book comes free with the Drafts. 
Write today. ’ , -

MAGIC FOOT OMFT CO. 1015 Olin: Bld., Jickioii, Midi.

BODY AND SOUL
BY J, CLEGG WEIGHT.

This volume constate of a course of lectures 
delivered in the trance state, and is certainty no 
email ccutrlbution to the study of the soul. It 
le a goon work to open the eyes to the difference 
between the deductive and inductive process of 
mind. Bound in cloth, 41. For sale at this 
office. •

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH,
Or the Future Life According to Science. By 
Louis Flguler. Translated from the French by 
S. R. Crockoo. A very fascinating work. This 
fine volume might well have been entitled Spir
itualism Demonstrated by Science. Ji Is writ
ten In that peculiar interesting style in which 
French writers excel when they would popular
ize scientific subjects in adaptation to the 
needs of the general reader. Tae author says: 
"Therejs a true and respectable idea in Spirit
ualism,!' and regards as proved "the fact of 
communication between superhumans and the 
inhabitants of earth." Price, $1.50.

THE AGE OF REASON
an Investigation of True and Fabulous Theolo
gy. A complete edition of IBS pages, postSvo. 
Paper, 26 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Force and Matter ties 
book. A profound work upon a profound sub. 
jecL Price, cloth. 81.00.

My request was granted, Mrs. Rogers 
bringing into the room the pane of 
glass which I had journeyed so many 
miles to see. She brought a wet cloth, 
washed the glass all over thoroughly 
on both sides. I watched the washing 
process closely and at first could see 
nothing unusual, but as the glass slow
ly dried a strange picture was unfolded 
to my view. There on the glass before 
me could be seen plainly as the paper 
on which this is written, an open grave 
with a woman above It, seemingly as 
If she had risen from'the dead! I held 
the glass In every conceivable position 
—put ¿t in front of a background of red, 
of green and black, find on each of 
these colors the picture could be plain
ly seen, though, it showed up best on 
my black overcoat that was lying on 
the bed. I picked up the glass, removed 
the coat and, putting the glass on the 
white bedspread looked at it there, but 
with the white background not a ves
tige of the picture could be seen. I 
held the glass up In front of a mirror 
and by looking into the mirror could 
plainly see. the strangg image reflected 
there. I ran my fingers across the 
glass; it was smooth as a watch crys
tal, but the moisture of my fingers left 
a vacant streak across the woman’s 
skirt. I waited until the moisture had 
evaporated and the picture returned. 
I tried the other side of the glass, but 
with the same result The picture was 
then again rubbed with a wet cloth to 
remove the finger marks. For a time 
it was totally obliterated, only to come 
back again as plain and distinct as 
ever. ' ■ . ,

So plain and distinct is the picture 
that every detail can be minutely de
scribed. The grave is one and a half 
inches wide and about five incnes in 
length, though the foot of the grave is 
seemingly covered with something, I 
could not exactly tell- what The head 
of the grave is open, and I could seethe 
grass growing around the sides just as 
I have seen it growing many times on 
the brink of a grave that had settled 
or caved in. At the lower left hand 
corner what closely resembled a fence 
rail was lying close to the grave, and 
around on each side the grass Is grow
ing. in profusion. There is no loose 
dirt to indicate that the grave is freshly ; 
dug and there is no coffin about, as was 
first reported.

Directly above the grave, as If as
cending, is.the woman. She is six 
inches tall, perfectly formed and seems 
to be looking downward. Over her 
waist on one side and a little below on 
the other, is a white, fluffy veil, which 
is covered with dots, such as is some
times worn, and those dots can be plain
ly seen. With -her left hand she holds 
the veil lightly at her throat, while her 
right arm crosses her body and her 
right hand rests directly under her left 
elbow. She has on a black belt, while 
the skirt is if blue, and three ruffles, as 
neat as any dressmaker could make, 
adorn it The picture presents a bluish 
cast After subjecting the picture to 
every crucial test of which I could 
think to prove its genuineness, I asked 
concerning its formation, and the fol
lowing was given me by Mrs. Rogers, 
who saw the picture as it formed:

One night in the early part of De
cember last Mrs. Rogers dreamed that 
Mrs. Chiltum, Mr. Rogers’ sister, who

One very peculiar thing is that the 
picture can in no way be magnified. 
When placed under a magnifying glass 
the smallest detail of the picture is in 
no way changed. Any other little 
mark about the glass can be magnified, 
but the picture itself still stands mute, 
immovable and unchanged. Nor can it 
be photographed. A photographer from 
Keeney’s creek tried it, but no impres
sion whatever could be made upon the 
sensitive camera plate. Then on a side 
bet of ten dollars that he could efface It, 
unknown to Mr. Rogers, he placed it in 
powerful chemicals, and burned it untU 
the glass itself could be bended and

THE LIFE, RADIANT.
BY LILLIAN WHITINO.-In this book Miss 

Whiting alms to portray a privctical Ideal for» 
daily living that shall embody the sweetness 
and exaltations and faith that lend enchant* 
ment to life. It Is, In a measure, a logical se
quence of‘The World Beautiful.” leading Into 
still diviner harmonies. It Is calculated to ren
der the soul In harmony with the universe, it 
is truly an inspiration. Price, cloth. $1,00.

A Veru Interestina Book tor Aff.
Philosophy Of This work con

Spiritual Intercourse, account of the 
very wonderful spiritual developments at the 
house of Kev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and 
similar cases in all parts of the country. This 
volume is the fir" ’’om the author directly up
on the subject of Spiritualism, and has stood 
the test of many years. Cloth, UCc.; postage 10c.

was even made brittle, but the picture
was not even discolored or disfigured,
and 
the

yet remains in silent derision of 
finite force of Its would-be de-

Stroy er.
The dress in the picture does not in 

the least resemble the shroud In which 
Mrs. Chiltum was buried, except in 
color. Nor do the features of the face 
resemble her. but rather favor the 
daughter, Ottie, spoken of above. 
Ottie visited the Roger« home about 
three weeks ago, viewed the picture 
and was very deeply affected, and with 
a promise to her relatives to lead a bet
ter life, is now bravely struggling to 
that end.

So far over two thousand people have 
vlBited the house to see the picture, and 
of that number only two have doubted.

The glass has been removed from the 
window to keep it from being broken or 
stolen. Already it has been broken 
twice. The last time within a couple of 
inches of the grave. The original size 
of the glass is 14x28, and a frame, 
something on the order of a slate 
frame, is being made for it, and into 
this frame the pieces will be fitted. 
After a short time, provided it is 
deemed practicable, Mrs. Rogers In
tends to put it on exhibition throughout 
the state. Many persons say that the 
picture was put on the glass for a pur
pose, and that it should be seen by ev
eryone, while others are of the opinion 
that if it should be sold or carried off 
the place that It would disappear.

Some attempt to explain it by say
ing that it was always there and they 
had failed to notice ft The glass was 
put In the window on the 4th of last 
May, and by the plainness of the pic
ture and the very fact that it was right 
side up and looking Into the room 
seems to preclude any possibility of its 
having been there before. One man 
stated that it had always been there 
and that thev had failed to notice it. 
The glass was taken into a room after 
dark, placed into a window and he was 
asked to step inside. He had no sooner

HP A TH its meaning 1 1 1 and Results.
JBy J K WIIbou, of tho Pennsylvania Bar. 

An absorbingly interesting narrative relating a 
series of wonderful psychic manifestations oc
curring in the writers experience. Cloth, illus
trated, 11.25.
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The Relation of Its Principles to Continued Ex
istence and to the Philosophy of Spiritualism. 
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And other Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. 
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CHILD CULTURE.
According to the Laws of Physio 

logical Psychology and 
Mental Suggestion.

BY NEWTON N. RIDDELL.

This is a work of singular excellence 
on a subject of great Importance. It is 
replete with wise and practical hints, 
helps and suggestions, of inestimable 
value to parents, and all who have the 
care of children, and all who are inter
ested in their moral, mental and physi
cal welfare. Its spiritual tone is uplift
ing. Price 60 cents.

SCELLENT SONG BOOKS,
Echoes From the World of Song.

Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long-

has been dead for eleven years, ap-
peared to her and asked her to talk to 
her daughter, Ottie, now a young wo
man, who had. gone astray. In the 
dream Mrs. Rogers told Mrs Chiltum 
that it would do not good for her to 
talk to Ottie, as she would not listen to 
anything she would say. Mrs. Chiltum 
then told Mrs. Rogers to.pray for-her. 
When she arose to prepare breakfast 
the next morning before daylight she 
naturally thought of the strange dream 
of the night Day was just breaking, 
the moon, low in the west, cast a pale 
sickly light over the landscape, and 
Mrs. Rogers was standing by a small 
table paring apples and thinking of the 
dream about her Bister-in-law. The 
kitchen stove was smoking . slightly.

anything about it, and perhaps in the 
next paper I see some one has touched 
on the same subject. That makes me 
to rejoice to think others have been ex
ercised-in the same manner.

There is more happiness in true Spir
itualism in one hour, than can be 
crowded into a whole life of the old 
mythologies. That is a lite of fear, 
doubt, and superstition; this is full of 
love, peace, knowledge, happiness, and 
just waits patiently for that happy tran-
sition. ->

Elwood, Ind.
J. L-'FOSTER.

done,so than he exclaimed: 
very plainly.”

T see It

The picture can best be seen after 
dark and it shows plainest about the 
time in the morning that it was formed, 
though it does not show quite as plain 
as it did at first. After dark, with a 
light in the room, men have stood back 
fifteen feet, by actual measurement, 
and seen the eyes in this picture.

A glassworker of 35 years’ experience 
who.visited the Rogers home states 
that never in all the years of his expe
rience has he seen anything that in any 
way resembles this picture. You can 
take most any transparent picture, hold 
it to the light and the picture will show 
on the back side, but this one does not. 
The back presents a- different view 
from the front. Since my visit there I 
have frequently been asked on which 
side of the glass the picture appeal to 
be. As to this I am unable to say. The 
glass is perfeciy'smooth on each side, 
and if either side is moistened it will at 
once disappear until the moisture evap
orates. 1

Quite a number of rumors are afloat- 
concerning the picture; some that it 
moves, talks, winks, etc., but these 
are groundless. The facts are just as 
I have set them down here, without any 
show or elaboration or any attempt to 
deceive..

Mrs. Rogers speaks of the occurrence 
in a plain, matter of fact way, and her 
veracity is beyond quesion. She Is a 
Christian woman, a church worker and 
is president of the W. C. T. U. at that 
place. I stayed at the Rogers home for 
an hour and a hall discussing the pic
ture, and I am certain that no effort at 
exaggeration was or could have been 
thought of. Every week they receive a 
large number of letters asking for infor
mation, and an offer of 8500 has been 
made them for the glass, but refused. 
On leaving in order, to catch the even
ing train home,my only regret was that 
I could not stay.to see the picture 
after dark.—Alderson Advertiser. ■
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Choice inspirational songs, suit- 
for all occasions. This book is 
bound in cloth with gilt illustra- 
on cover, and frontispiece bearing

portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price $1 each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them.

Maxham's Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocaLmuslc for the choir, congregation - 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett. Price, $1.25.

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts. -

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs. ; 
Georgia Gladys Cooley. Words only. I 
Price, 15 cents. 1

The Spiritual Songster. By Mattle 
■E. Hui. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents;.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlla- 
mentary rules. Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand
ards; the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums nnd

-societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Erice, 
.(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.
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rather break stones by the roadside

president, and the reverse.

. Hudson Tuttle.

Editor-at-Large for tho National Spirit-

J. ». FRANCIS, Ecfitor and Proprietor

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks in the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings when si attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
. You should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe-' 
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order

, for five cents, and th:i you are per
fectly safe, and will save yourself an
noyance and trouble.

TBRMS OF WamtlPBONt
TBB Pboobbssiyb THiaxxa will be f urnlBliod 

until further notice at the following terms, in
variably lu advance: .
One Year,....,. .................................................  »too

i Six Months............... . ...............  SOcUThirteen Weeks,..............  .¡»eta
- Stogie Copy,............. . ................................ 6cl>

■ REMITTANCES: '
Remit by Postofflce Money order. Registered 

Latter or Draft on Chicago or NdwYork. It coats from ID to lioeuts to get checks cashed on 
, local banks, so do not send therd. unless you 

Wish that amount deducted from the amount 
aonf. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, 
Loomis Street, Chicago, IU.

«Ake notice i
t®^At the expiration ot subscription, it not re

newed, tho paper is discontinued. No bills 
- will hesénttor extra numbers.

GF*IIyou do not receive your paper promptly 
write us, and any errors tn address will lie 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers 
supplied gratis.. . -

ISF" Whenever you desire the address ot your 
- paper ichauged, always give the address ol 

the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot bo made. .

TO .FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is |2.

work ia a biography of Adam himself- 
The task of writing such a work has 
been delayed too long, and much valu
able information in regard to his ear
lier years are doubtless lost. Adam 
should have been interviewed and in
formation should have been gained as 
to the serpent’s mode bf locomotion be
fore doomed tocrawl on his belly, be; 
cause he seduced our very distant 
grandmother. The idea of his walking 
on his tail seems preposterous; and yet 
it is urged by some thoughtless persons 
that that was his method of journeying. 
Wo suspicion he took his tail in his 
mouth, inflated himself like a rubber 
tire, in imitation of a bicycle, his pro
pelling running-gear inside, with a bas
ket of apples on his arm, he just hooped 
himself for all he was worth to reach 
and make the acquaintance of the girls 
as fast as God made 'em out of ribs.

As Mark Twain has the old patri
arch's .diary, he would be a very suit
able person to publish the biography, it 
he accepts the task, we hope he will not 
fail to tell what Adam and Eve saw and 
were ashamed of when they found 
themselves In the garden, minus dress
ing gowns. A thoughtless fellow at our 
elbow suggests: “It was probably a pair 
of bears.”

Safe From Punishment.
“During Constantine's days," says 

Kitto, “Christian churches were asy
lums for unfortunate persons whom an 
outraged law or powerful enemies pur
sued.” - e - -

Cities of refuge ^prevailed in some 
countries to which criminals fled, and 
once hold of the horns of the altar, or 
not more than thirty paces distant, he

I
was safe from arrest, and the 
of the avenger. This system, 
extent, prevailed in many 
countries until recent times.

violence 
to some 
Catholic

(Read by Mrs,“ Longley at the anni
versary exercises of the First Aasocia-, 
tlon of Washington, D. C„. Bunday even
ing, April 2,1905.]

lew of Passing Events.
'>a M , "•-------------------

sta»

The Irrepressible Conflict.
A brief chapter of the irrepressible 

conflict between theological dogmatism 
as taught in the old moribund church 
creeds bearing the orthodox brand, and 

' the humanitarian ethical instincts of 
the day, is evinced in the attitude of a 
New York Pastor as stated in the dally 
press. •

“Solid and orthodox literature” ac
cording to the long established stand
ards, cannot omit limited salvation and 

, the endless damnation of the wicked. 
The horrid old dogma Is dying—but it 
dies hard. Says the report; '

New York, March 30.—“I would

Protestants made belief in Jesus the 
“refuge," and the invitation of the re
vivalist is: “Lay hold of the horns of 
the altar, and salvation is assured." 
Bins blotted out by simply believing, 
why should the thief return his stolen 
goods? Or why return money gained 
by fraud? Faith, unblushing faith, pays 
all the debts the sinner owes; so why 
the remittance of 10 cents, as was re
cently announced, to a soulless corpora
tion, or the restoration of means stolen

What glory flaming from the riky-— 
What beauty and what, light;

The heavens are filled with majapty, 
The earth has grown more bright;

For loJ a tiny sound Is heard— : 
Repeated o’er and o’er, .

It gives the matchless, sacred word 
Of Life Forevermore.

And round arid round the world it runs 
A living, vibrant flame

Tliat flashes like ten thousand suns— 
And only angels name

Such wondrous power, such perfect 
light— '

A name that meanetli Love,
For lo! it cometh pure and bright 

. From heavenly lands above. '
It came, a messenger divine, * 

In eighteen forty-eight, :
Enwrapped in God’s eternal shine - 

To glorify that date, .
March thirty-first, and from that hour 

The umrld has brighter grown;
And man has felt the quickening power 

Of life that claims its own. ' ;
Oh, Wondrous Life so full and'free, 
. For every.soul that lives 
It brings a vast eternity— .

And fadeless peace It gives;
Oh, wondrous revelation grand 

From out the Evermore—
It makes bur spirits e’er expand, 

As from the golden shore, .
It points us to the glowing arch 

Of Truth’s..«Jiyinest way,
And bids ,,us ever 'onward march, 

Love's golden rule obey;
With “Progress" as its watchword high, 

It leads ub to the light, 
“Excelsior," its forward cry, 

Its mandate, “Justice," “Right.”

And so the world is moving on, 
And man is learning fast— 

And how to conquer sin and wrong— - 
His lessons that shall last;.

For Error is departing, since 
The day we celebrate

Came with its messages and hints 
In eighteen forty-elgnt. '

So, let us work and do our best 
To help the world along ■

By lifting self yvlth earnest zest, .
From aught that may be wrong;- , 

By blessing others on the way
With truth and klndnesg sweet. 

Thus helping on the golden day
When all in union meet.

: M. T, LONGLEY.

. P.J. Culhane, the energetic secretary 
of the 1'lrst Spiritual Society, of Ham- 
-ilton, Canada, calls the editor's atten
tion tya ledture- on Bible astronomy 
givemlndhat city by Rev. Howitt. It is
sonji 
ties
menta of. ministère, 
cept wlien ^Uiey ai

ing the field of his du- 
the unscientific state-

diminished. Thereby they confess that 
their religious instruction for the past 
2,000-years has proved a failure.

Stealing, perjury, murder can only be 
prevented' by hanging the ten com
mandments on the walls of the school

----- ------ ------  rooms, and teaching the children to 
., or to anything ex- obey them as the word of God. If this 
attack Spiritualism, is to be done the Constitution must be

The Btatemwits, however, of this Rev. changed, for it strictly forbids the union 
How$J.; are ($o extraordinary that, of of church and state, If tire command
themselves they will Interest tlie reader ments were thus taught, would they 
as a bit ofAews. and is,illustrative ot cover tlie whole ground of moral con- 
the unbluslffrig ignorance ot the speak- duct. The first four are strictly theo- 
er. After accepting the wonderful logical. To have no other God, to make
story^pf t|iei/:i'eation he went on to no Images of him, to worship no other, 
pojnf-out other, features. Qne of these and not to take his name in vain; these 
was ;|oshua bidding the sun stand still are religious observances which have 
for a day; This* he considered a stii- no relation to morality. The next is

no Images of hlm, to worship no other,

pendous .miracle.’ The Greeks and that Saturday must.be kept as a holy 
Chinqsq.xecw'ded.this day. A professor day; because God rested after six ardu- 
also.'prpyeq( that-. it. did stand still, oup working days, and wants mankind 
He traced from the present day to the to do likewise. The others, honor thy 
winter solstloe bf Joshua, and his reck- father and thy mother, not to kill, nor
oning came out on a Wednesday. He 
then traced from creation to the same 
solstice, and it came out on a Tuesday, 
thus slidwing that there was an interpo
lation of 24 hours; -

■Another feature was the sup dials of 
King Hezekiah.. .This kind wanted to 
live longer, arid the Lord granted him 
an additional fifteen years. He asked 
for a'sign of this, and was- shown the 
shadQwe.i.on the. sup. dial go back'-ten

commit adultery, nor steal, nor bear 
false witness, nor covet, all together 
cover a small part of moral responsibil
ity. If these are not to be done the In
ference is that everything else is allow
able. Slave holding, bigamy, treason, 
bribery, wife-beating, forgery, arson,, 
avarice, drunkenness, cruelty and Inhu
man treatment of animals are not for
bidden. In fact the most essential 
rules of right conduct are not included

• Materialization,
Genesis 111:8.
Genesis xvlll:l; xxxll:24.
■Exodus xxlv:10,11.
Ezekiel xi:9.
Daniel v:5.
Lukexxlv: 15,16,29, 80, 31.
John xx: 19, 30. ;
Luke xx:30, 31. •

Spirit Writing.
II. Chronicles xxl: 12. -
Daniel v:5. •

Independent Spirit Writing.
Exodus xxiv:12.
Exodus xxxl:18.
Exodus xxx!l:16.
Exodus xxxlv:l. 
Deut, v: 22. '
Deut, lx: 10.

Trumpet Speaking.
Exodus xix:13, 16,19.
Exodus xx: 18, 
Revelations 1:10.

Trance.
Genesis xv:12,17.
Daniel vili; 18.
Daniel x:9.
Acts lx: 3, 9.
Acts xxil:17.
II. Cor. xll:2.

*■

degrees. This ip. the only astronom- ,jn the commandments. There 1b not 
leal instrument spoken of in the Bible, much danger of boys or girls making

Healing: New Testament—Jesus
Healer. . M

Matt, vlll: 5. 18.
Matt, xil: 10,13.
Duke jdv; 2, 4.
Mark ill: 2, 5. 
Luke v: 17, 25. 
John iv: 47. 54.
Luke 4x: 11. ’

from a poor widow with orphaned 
dren, the only means left for the 
port of hereelf and them?

Less Work and More Pay.
We have learned at last why

chll- 
sup-

the
young men decline the ministry, r_~ 
vided the Western Christian Advocate

pro-

Is good authority. It says it is because 
of the pessimism among clergymen; 
they continually complain of the sever-

miner oreaa stones uy me ruausiuu _ . . ,.than preach such a caricature of the of tlielr work’ and the ®mallnes® °£ 
love of God,” Bald Rev. Dr. Donald Sage Pay. Of course men serving the Lord 
Mackay, pastor of the Collegiate Re- should be generously rewarded. And
formed Church, Fifth avenue and Forty- they whose souls are saved ought to 
eighth street, to-day in reply to those "come down with hard cash, and in great 
who are attacking the orthodoxy of his abundance.
views. His utterances resulted from a Unpopular creeds, it would be in
protest the ultra conservative churches ferred from the Advocate’s presentation 
of Iowa have made because of the pub- Of the subject, has nothing to do with 
JIcatlon in the Christian Intelligencer of uie shortage in candidates for tlie pul
a sermon by Rev. Dr. Mackay in which pit. Though the age is skeptical, and 
he attacks the limited salvation idea. the creeds are abhorrent, yet if the la

in Iowa some churches have left the bor was light, and ' the salary largo 
classis and formed the Christian Re- there would be a rush to fill every va- 
formed Church, which stands for the cant pulpit in this broad country.
strict Calyinistic doctrines of limited The conclusion ot the whole matter 
salvation and the damnation of the non- is*; if the churches must have hell 
elect. ’• preached a la Billy Sunday, they must

The action of the lortra classis Is prac- come down with the cash.
tically a boycott on the Christian Intel
ligencer. The classis expresses Its "in
dignation and regret to find such a con
tribution. in a paper which represents 
our Reformed church, and we as a 
classis feel ourselves obliged to with
draw our moral and financial support 
from said paper if we cannot recom
mend it to our families as solid and or
thodox literature.”

Some^ Good Reasons Why Women
Should Vote.

Mr. Will Crooks, M. P., 
duced a bill In the English 
giving women the right to

has intro
Parliament 
vote at all

parliamentary elections. In giving his 
reasons for the support of this bill, he

Dr. Mackay this evening said: “In says: .
my sermon last Sunday morning 1 „In all my work I alm at making the 
quoted this extract from a Scotch the- people self-reliant, able to think anfract 
ologian of the type to -which I drew at-1 for themselves. Therefore I want the 
tention in the previous sermon—'the women to have the power, and respohsl- 
godly husband shall say amen to the I ijjjity which the possession of the vote 
damnation of his wife; the godly pa- glves It ls by thiB rather than by any 
rents shall sing hallelujah at the passing consideration of how their votes will 
of sentence of death against their only be u8ed that I am moved to demand the 
child; the godly child shall approve the enfranchisement of women. At the 
damnation of his wicked parents, the sanle tlme t believe that the cause of 
father who begat him and the mother prOgress has nothing to fear from the 
who bore him.’ - reform in question. We entrust to wo-

“If the Iowa classis Indorses that men' teachers and as mothers, the 
type of theology as the theology of the ainmportant work of educating the fu- 
Reformed church in America to-day, 1 ture citizen8. How absurd, then, to 
am ready to step out of my pulpit to- be3itate to give to those same women 
morrow.’ I bbe rights of a citizen."

A Priestly Confession.
Bishop Foster seems to have entered 

the class of doubters. He has written, 
as reported In an exchange: .

“Truth demands we should make the 
confession, we do not know that death 

"does not end all. • * * There is not a 
single fact within our reach that fun 
nishes us absolute knowledge. We have' 
neither sense nor mental vision of man 
after he dies. He does not appear with
in the range of our faculties. We do 
not find him. Where he is, or that he 
is at all, is unknown to ub, and we are 
not .able to go to him. This, without 
doubt, is the common experience of 
mankind.” *

Such is an honest, and a truthful ex
pression from the Christian pulpit. 
Their whole system is built on faith. 
They build their heavens, and construct 
their hell on somebody’s say so. Such 
evidence has no standing in court, and 
the Bishop had bravery to array him
self with the'daily increasing multitude, 
of fearless thinkers, so placed himself 
with the Agnostics.

But we controvert his and their posi
tion. We do know that death does not 
end all. There are innumerable facts 
that furnish absolute knowledge that 
life and intelligence survives the grave. 
Communication has been made between 
the living, and those we class with the 
dead; and persons receiving and trans
mitting messages are all about us. As, 
well deny telegraphic communications 
between persons widely separated, as 
to deny the truths of spirit communion. 

■ Tha church skeptics should ally them
selves with the Agnostics, where, in 
truth, they belong.

There are eg, ^number of astronomical 
facta, in, the book of Job, such as men
tioning the weight of the air, the spher
ical shape of-the earth, and the sweet 
influence pf.the.Pleiades. If one one is 
allowed to invent supporting “facta," 
he can prove anything he pleases. That 
is the method, without exception, ; ot 
those .who riftack Spiritualism. They 
know; little or nothing of the subject, 
and manufacture whatever “facts" they 
require tajmairitalh their position. The 
Greeks and Chinese, have no record of 
such an event. Trip “miracle”.occurred 
when it was believed the sun moved 
around the earth. -Hence it was not 
the sun, but the earth which' stood still. 
The earth 1b moving around the srih 
with a velocity of 68,000 miles an hour. 
Suppose Joshua p.ut on the brakes and 
brought, it to q sudden standstill. Well 
there, would never afterwards be any 
doubt about the matter. The records 
of the Chinese would not have to be 
ransacked; for 'evidence. The blotting 
out of every, living creature and rupture 
of the earth’s "foundation” would -for
ever bear Witness. '

As for the1 Professor who made such 
calculations,’what is his name? If he.ls 
capable, of such mathematical achieve
ments, he has no, peer, and should re
ceive honore from iul.the universities in 
the- wdrld. The chronology of the 
Bible is'Well known to be entirely spec
ulative.' No,Bible scholar pretends to 
know- ]t)jei exact .date, or scarcely the 
century, date'of a single event recorded 
in the'BIlile!“ The date of Joshua’s
’mirarife” is slot an exception.

The Spiritual Phenomeâa of the Bible

“graven linages” of tlie Almighty, and it 
is subject to doubt If it is a sin to 
“break the sabbath.” "Thou shalt not 
kill," cannot be obeyed, and no one at-’ 
tempts to obey it. The ministers will 
have a difficult job on their hands if 
they attempt to force this union of 
Protestantism and the state bn the peo
ple. It would be a strange anomaly if 
the power of the Catholic church 
thwarted this Protestant move! This 
lobby with the crafty Crafts at its head, 
is one of the most dangerous organiza
tions which has ever menaced the lib
erty of this country. "Housed in the 
very shadow of the Capitol, with abund
ant means contributed by its votaries, 
It is ready to seize every advantage, 
and force religion on the people.

The United Brethren In Christ 
dropped Daniel Flickinger Wilberforce 
from the roll of the church, and thereby 
hangs a tale, wherein is shown how 
much stronger heredity is than educa
tional training, or religion. Daniel 
was born in..West Africa in a nqgro vil
lage, and the missionary gave the pick
aninny hie name and that of Wilber
force who was visiting the station. At 
the age of 12 years the boy, trained In 
the mission Sunday-school, was sent to 
America to be educated. He passed 
through the high school, graduated 
from a medical college, married a ne
gress, and the two were sent as mis
sionaries to his old tribe. The mission
ary board thought he was saving souls 
and a valiant champion of the cause,

Yet tills and contributions were sent him to car-
preacl)er speaks of starting at the year ry on the work in the Lord’s vineyard, 
of the creation as though it was as cer- Now the facts of his career have come 
tain as the date of signing the Declare- to light. He was elected chief of the
tion of Independence! tribe, resumed the old habits and cus-

Yet to make the calculations from toms, surrounded himself with wives 
the credtionKto Joshua, requires as a like Solomon of old, and more heathen 
first elementqan exact starting point in than the heathens.
time, anfl an exactly ascertained end- Although for comfort the conven
ing. Neither of these are known. It tional black coat of this renegade
Is not: that a mathematical cal- preacher was exchanged for a waist
ciilatioh startling nowhere and ending band, the probability is the stovepipe 
nowhere should run a day short. Such hat was retained, a big ostrich plume
a calculation .was never made by any being wrapped around one side and al- 
reputable astronomer. The shadow on lowed to nod over, his back, as this 
the sun-dial rt-as never turned- back.
rSuclji (accusations do not; at present
require more, than a spile at their
crass Ignorance. The man who makes 
them should be pitied rather than con
demned.

The hand of the “God-ln-the-Constitu- 
tion” clique, that maintains one of the 
strongest lobbies at Washington and 
openly boasts that it is the “third

Healing—Old Testament.
Numbers xxi:8, 9. "
II. Kings v:l, 14.
I. Kings xvii:17, 24;
II. Kings iv:18, 37.
Disciples Charged to Heal the Sick.
Matt x:8.
Luke lx:2.
Luke x:9.

Disciples Heal the Sick.
Acts xiv:8, 10. 
Acta 111:1, 8.

MRS. GARRETT SHARON SHAW.

The Education of a Class to Give Bogus 
Spirit Phenomena—A Sworn State
ment Made by Eliza E, Payton.
The following sworn statement was 

handed the Republican by Mrs. J. R. 
Norton, a prominent North Side 
Spiritualist, with a request for its publi
cation. The statement is itself explan
atory:

Springfield, Mo., March 28, 1905.
Editor Republican:—Last July Mrs. 

Mary Garrett Sharon Shaw, then from

would answer all purposes as a crown. 
■ It is said the church is much de

pressed at the backsliding of this shin
ing light. It should not be, for such re
version is of every-day occurrence 
among those who have thousands of 
years of education and training be
tween them and paganism. Among 
those of purest blood, the shiftless, vag
abond savage, appears with cruelty, and 
brutdl selfishness. Poor Daniel had 
only a few years' education and rellg-house,” and stronger than either, is .

eeen in the movement in which the Jous exhortation between his birth un-
clergy are engaged to force religious in
struction into the schools of the capital 
city. They have fulminated sermons, 
and written for the press, and the lobby 
has been active. The ministers say 
that only by 'teaching religion and the
ology in the public schools can crime be

der a cocoanut hatch and civilization. 
What could be expected of him? He 
had not gone far away from the old 
fetich religion, and his brief training of
fered little resistance.

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
. Editor-at-Large N. 8. A.

’ Delayed. A Fact a8 |8 a pact.
The wprld has heard much during the Dr Lyman Abbott, of Plymouth 

last decade of the Catholic University, I church, Brooklyn, before the annual' 
at Washington; of its ample resources, conference of the Yale, Union and Hart- 
its immense structures in being and to I ford Theological Seminaries, discoursed 
be, and of its future destiny in re-mold-1 M ioiiows> showing why educated 
ing the institutions, religious and civil, young men do not enter the mlnlstry. 
of this country, to harmonize with this said- 
powerful Jesuitic institution of learn- „The puIpR at the preaent tlme does 
inS- not draw on young men as it did in the

Many good Protestants actually be- old days. It is due to a change from 
came alarmed, and seemed to appre- the respect for the forms and offices ot 
hend the old Inquisition, with all Its the ministry, to a respect for the man
, ,. , . , hood of the ministry. No one shouldhorrors wou d re-appear in America, I enter mln)slry w'o (8 afrald t0 face 
and that the immense university struct- pOverty, small congregations, charges 
ure, with its underground rooms in con-1 of heresy, the. mls-reporting oi the gos- 
structlon seemed only useful for dun- sips, and the misreporting of the news
geons and place of machinery for the I papers."? -
torture of heretics. The large tract of Whatever the cause, while all other 
land' just outside of Washington on professions are overflowing with candi- 
which the university is being reared, dates pulplt8 belng depopu. 
ano which is under church control, sug- ... , __gested that the Vatican at Rome, with latetJ’ 1111(1 the accessions do not equal 
the pope in control, might some day-toe 1°S8,
transferred to America, and to Wash
ington. They have witnessed with 

. alarm the more than friendly relations 
between the Vatican and our govern
ment officials, congratulations at suc-
cesses passing from the pope to the ress.

Tapeworm Versus Tuberculosis.
This Is not exactly a spiritual item, but 

is given as an indicator of medical prog-
The wonderful doctors have

added another to their list of serums,

An Ancient Wonder Reproduced.
It is now announced that a French 

scientist, Dr. Marage, has devised and 
reduced to practice a method by which 
the vowel sounds are accurately repro
duced by use of gaves and delicate 
mechanism, with a revolving disk oper
ated by a small dynamo. The throned 
statue of Memnon, on the left bank of 
the Nile near Thebes, which each morn
ing welcomed the sunrise, suggested 
the idea that the thing was practical.

The supernaturalism of 2,500 years 
ago seems to be taking on material 
form in this age of enlarged knowledge. 
The winking and weeping madonnas of 
to-day had their counterpart when time 
was young, and, funny, isn’t it? the 
priests were in charge of the wonders, 
as they were with the talking statue of 
Memnon. ,

As an Indian Sees It.
Richard C. Adams, a hereditary chief 

of the Delaware Indians, located at 
Dewey, I. T., has lately published a vol
ume of “Poems and Reflections on the 
Ancient Religions of the Delawares.” 
It is said to be a very worthy produc
tion, filled with interesting legends re
lating to his tribe. In a poem entitled 
“Views of the Life Hereafter," is a 
stanza which suggests that Indians 
think as well as other folks. Read:

“The white man has a heaven
For those who heed the laws, 

• And threatens with duo Vengeance
All who deny his cause; ' ■

But to iriake heaven enticing
His fellow-men are told -

The very streets, of heaven
Are paved with bricks of gold."

Pacific Coast Journeys
Partly onv- account of Mrs, Hull’s 

health, and partly for the help she is in 
the work I am trying to do, but more 
because the people promised to pay her 
expenses, I Invited her to join me at 
Omaha,-and accompany me on this trip 
to the Paclficcoast.

I left home-on Saturday, March 4, To 
speak in St. Paul and Minneapolis on 
the 5th. I had hardly got settled in the 
Windsor Hotel in St. Paul when Mr. 
Whitwell, the president of the Spiritual 
Alliance Society, and the conductor of 
the St. Paul Spiritualist Lyceum, his

By the late bankruptcy of Thomas F. I anti-toxins, etc. Read;
Waggaman, treasurer of the university, I WashlngtOn, April 6.-“The tape
that great tostitutlon has lost near or w<,m is natural enemy of the germ 

k consumption and the latter cannot 
SÌ1S HoU>vnH0SOSndtlle(rlv^aprnJin>rite eX18t When OthGr 18 Pre3ent-” Eay8 
will be delayed and give Protestants Consul Canada at Vera Cruz Mexlco In 
time to draw a long breath before being a report jU8t received at the state de

’ fr. Zn UP by the mOther church’ partment. The consul states that two 
it is wen. I em|nent scientists have discovered that

■ ' ------ ------ I the tapeworm prevents the organism
GLANCE AT THE HEADINGS. I from being infected with tuberculosis 

bacilli and it has been proven in the Anyone who even glances at the I case of a consumptive affected with 
heads of articles that fill the eight tapeworm that he completely recovered, 
pages of The Progressive Thinker, will fils health. To establish the efficacy ot 
be surprised at the vast amount of read- this remedy the doctors, injected a 
ing matter contained therein, and all at I !i(iuld prepared from the taenia into 

- only a cost of two cents a week,-a price sevé±C?“XPtlVe8’ reSUlted 111 
within the reach of aH. Subscribe for One is ^d t0 exc]ai Verll Vhat 
The Progressive Thinker, and keep in nex^ Soon we may eXpect the M Us 

. touch with our great movement | wiU keep on tep a supply of thl8 n6wly 

discovered medicine—extract of tape
worm—to cure consumption—at a goad 
stiff price, of course. : .

“Just How to Wake the Solar flap 
-ns?* By Elizabeth: Towaa. .V’-bia 

for health. Price» matte» :

A

SOMETHING NEEDED.

Camp-meetlrig at Home—Grove 
Meetings.

Returning summer will offer excellent 
opportunities for advancing Spiritual
ism in Illinois by holding neighborhood, 
or evetridistrict, grove meetihgs contin
uing air day. Sunday, Saturday and Sun
day, or occasionally for a longer period. 
Beautiful sites for such rallies abound 
in the Fox and Rock river valleys, as 
well as on the banks of other streams 
cf the state; '

The beauties of nature, the contagion 
of sociability, the outdoor freedom 
and the bounty of picnic-laden baskets 
wiTl all aid in.gathering audiences. . ;

Let the board of the state association 
know wherever you wish to- hold such 
"a gathering. -

. ■ GEORGE B. WARNE,
• j- y . President Hl 8. S. A

., Gifts of Healing.
I, Cor. xll:9, 28.

Healing by Magnetized Article 
II. Kings ly:29, 
Acts xix:ll, 12.

Independent Splflt Voices, 
Dent. ix:12,13.
I. Samuel Hi:3, 9.
Ezekiel 1:28. .
Matt. xvil:5.
John xil:28. 29. 30.
Acta 7:30, 31.-
Acts 9:4, 7.
Acta 11:7. 8. 9. w

- Spirit Levitation,
I. Kings 18:12.
Ezekiel 3:12, 13.14.
Ezekiel 8:3.

.Acte.8:39.
* Possibly also Matt. 4:1, .

Spirit Tests.
Genesis 24:14,19. , .
Exodus 4:14, 31.
Judges 6:36, 40. .
I. Samuel 1:10, 11, 17. 2?, 27.
1. Samuel 10:2, 6, 9,10.

Spirit Communications in Dreams, 
Job 33:15. .
Joel 2:28. ’
Genbsis 28:12.
Genesis 31.24.
Genesis 37:5.
Genesis 41.

i
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to talk through my trumpet. At first 
I made a failure, then she showed me 
how to fit my lips around it and speak 
the name of “Dr. Thomas McAvoy," a 
guide whom she had brought to me for 
my trumpet guide. By this time I was 
Indeed, deeply interested, and fully de
termined to sift the facts to the very 
bottom. I went to class at its next 
meeting, and Mrs. Shaw began whis- 
perlng to me, telling me to "talk 
through the trumpet," at the same tlm<j 
saying, “Listen, friends, 1 hear a spirit 
talking." 1 talked a few words as near
ly as I could like she had showed pie, 
when she was apparently overjoyed, ,be-St. Louis, but formerly from Clncln-

natl, Ohio, (she has been married to cause of the spirit 
Mr. Shaw since coming here) came to through my trumpet.
this city, proclaiming that she was a This occurred several times, at dif- 
Spiritualist, and very soon organized a fcrent meetings ot the class, Mrs. Shaw 
class for the purpose of developing me- even leaving tlie circle room in order 
diums into spiritual trumpet work. I t0 test ‘ Dr- Thomas McAvoy," to let ! 
joined her class, honestly believing tke class know for certain that thd ’ 
that I would-secure genuine spirit manl- “doctor could really talk without dra - 1 
testation through the trumpet, or in ln£ the force from her." As soon ai 
other words, I firmly and honestly be- was thoroughly convinced that e

manifestation

f l 
he

lieved that I would develop into a gen
uine trumpet medium.

At first I paid Mrs. Shaw fifty cents 
for each lesson; after awhile she gave 
me six lessons for one dollar. As I am

really intended that I should blacken ¡And
degrade my own soul by acting the hlyp- | 
ocrite and lying to my fellowbeings? by 
talking through the trumpet and plass- ! 
ing it off as their spirit friends, I) re
mained at home; having obtained all

having1 to^ash aV^nZ ouÄ the trumpet development I had>y
navmg io wasn ana iron tor ouiui pea- f f M Ki,n,v '
pie in order to earn an honest living 
for an invalid husband and two children 
whom I am doing everything possible 
to educate, I often was compelled to 
deny myself and family the common

use for, from Mrs. Shaw.
She came to. my house and tried ev- ; 

cry way possible to get me to return, 
to the class and talk through the trum
pet and deceive the class into believing 1 .

«r or- tn i it was spirit manifestation. She even 1
pay Mt' “Saw for my' lessons n ^e me a dollar as she said through

Iwa« awcinN pity on account of my humble circum- trumpet development. 1 WAS SWORN s*anep8 although she was well aware NOT TO DIVULGE TO ANY ONE, IN stances, annougn sne was win awaiu 
WHAT MANNER I OBTAINED TRUM
PET WORK.

At least Mrs. Shaw repeated or re
quested me to take this oath; her and

of my humble circumstances from the 
first I had done her washing for her. 
She also sent her husband after me
with the buggy to go to class. I tol®^ 
him she had already learned me to talk-’I being alone at the time. 1 afterwards ‘Tr-etused /*

learned that another woman who was * “ie' lrl™pel R sho'
_ „„„ z,fton to enter ner ciass ana sue loin mi mua friend of mine, one who also often
severely needs every dollar she has, 
was sworn, just as I was. Mrs. Shaw 
talking to both of us together, saying, 
"You two have been sworn, now two 
is enough to develop for trumpet! no 
use for too many trumpet mediums.”
I went regular, twice each week and
sat In the class, expecting to get trum
pet, and of course, looking forward to 
the time when my own trumpet would 
be talking, and I, perhaps could leave

would positively kill me if 1 ever gave 
her away, saying it could not possibly 
be of any use. as she knew that she 
could get 150 or 200 people here in 
Springfield who would stand by her. 
while I had no money and people would, 
not believe me even if 1 did tell it.

I know full well that God and the an
gels will stand by me, just as long as I 
stand by right and truth. And I know
that v^ill be as long as life lasts. I also 

, . - - . ... _____ saw "her tip-toe across the room, andmy wash tub and go out with pure spir- j f one person and piaco
itual truth. I was seeking only truth. ‘ - ■

A few days ago I had a private sit
ting with Mrs. Shaw, as that, too, was 
said to assist in development; when she 
told me;“------- fool, you. If you ever

it in the lap of another; also 1 saw her 
slide a chair around and pass it for 
spirit manifestation. I make this state
ment in order to do what I can in behalf 
of truth, also to lend my assistance in 
helping to clear our ranks of fakes and 
frauds. I am a Spiritualist that wants

did our old friend, Mrs. R. LowelHn the 
afternoon in Minneapolis, wiih a very 
sensible ■ invocation. The large • and 
highly Intelligent audience seemed 
highly pleased and made me promise to 
come again. When the collection was 
handed to me it proved to be seven dob- 
lars more than our bargain called for, 
and it was promptly sent in to the 
school to assist in paying the bills.

I wish the two cities could be Induced 
to unite all their societies and lyceums 
and hold a three or four days’ grove 
meeting at some point where the people 

. could come from both cities. Such adaughter, and, Mr. and Mrs. Sauer, one.
of St. Paul’s mediums, called to invite meeting, well attended by the Spiritual-
me to attend the lyceum. Though I 
was very tired and lazy I went, and was 
glad I did. 1 began to attend lyceums 
soon after the first one was organized 
by Andrew Jackson Davis, and have vis
ited several lyceums and helped organ
ize a few of them.' I have visited many 
larger lyceiims.tltan the one in St Paul, 
but I never visited .one which was bet
ter conducted than this one. I never 
visited one'where all of the young folks 
seemed moraillke little ladies and gen- • 
tiemen—whepe every one tried more 
earnestly to. do his or her duty.

A subject is generally selected for 
the wWe school to discuss; besides 
that, ear* elites selects a subject of its 
own, ahi geM.hH out of it that it can.

The -recitations, readings and songs 
are mostly good. The marchings and 
physlriiY/ exetilses, I have never seen 
excelled and i<very seldom equaled. 
Some parts of the physical exercise I 
shall use my Influence to have intro
duced fflto tifii Morris Pratt School.

Ists from both cities, would somewhat
soften and heal the rivalry between the 
“twin cities."

Monday, the 6th. at 9 o’clock in the 
morning I started via Sioux City to 
Omaha, to meet Mrs. Hull, and go on 
our journey to Boise, Idaho, and other 
points nearer the setting sun. We ar
rived at Boise about 3 o’clock on Thurs
day morning. Boise is on a stub road 
which branches off from the Union Pa- 

• clfic at Nappa, about twenty miles from 
the latter place. Though we did not 
reach Nappa until 2 o’clock in the 
morning,, there was good old Father 
Richard Johnson, formerly of Iowa, and 
Chicago, waiting for us. He had come 
from Boise to see that we made the 
change of cars and got through all right

1 Taking the St Paul lyceum all in all, 
I wouliJjrecojnmend it as a very fair 
model by wbipS tor others to pattern.

I am Sorry .that I did not write down 
the name of the society and its officers, 
for which I- spoke in Masonic Hall, Mln- 
neapolisl .in the afternoon. The hall 
was crowded,jiyith interested hearers. 
Both dicers arid audience treated me 
well, antf urgdfl me to return; a thing 
I will be glad.to do, and may as I.te>tum 
home. '

At night I returned to St Paul and

and to pjtot us through to Boise, and to 
the good norite of Mrs. McCarty. It was 
3 o’clock in the morning when we got 
there, but we found the good sister sit
ting up and keeping the house warm, in 
order to give us a welcome and a warm 
reception.

.Boise is the capital city of Idaho. It 
has between twelve and fifteen thou
sand inhabitants. It is beautifully lo
cated, and there are more signs of pros
perity there than I have seen anywhere 
else since I left home. I do not wonder 
that the inhabitants are proud of.it

The Pacific slope is a queer place; 1 
have not found a place- west of the 
Rocky Mountains but that is the very 
best place in the world. Of course the 
whole coast is good—much better than

spoke for the society calling itself The any place In the east, but there Is noth- 
Spiritual Alliance, which meets in Odd Ing even on the coast that is quite 
Fellows iHall,'In St Paul. This meet- equal to the spot where each particular 
ing had; been well advertised and the person lives. .° .« __ _ l ri_-B •TtT- A Tl/vtaa B T1Mresult wasthat the seating capacity of 
the hall was thoroughly taxed.

Mr^Whitwell as president of this so-
ciety, iff the right man in the ¡right 
place; he watches out for all the odds 
and end^.mnd seemb to have a well 
trained corps of workers who seem to 
know just what to do and bow to-do it. 
Mrs. Whitwell -hpnned the meeting, as

Cloua aitvm. • .
We spent nearly a week in Boise, and

had no use for either rubbers or over
coats. With the exception .that there 
was no rain nor very little wind there, 
the weather would compare favorably 
with our Indiana and Ohio May or June. 
. Idaho Is a great -fruit state. They 
grow everything in .the shape of fruit 
there except those which grow, only in-

get trumpet work, you will have to talk 
through the trumpet yourself.” I said, 
“Oh, God; Mrs. Shaw, I can not do t~ trulh undefiled- j was a Spiritual- 
that. She insisted that I_ not. only lst ]ong before Mrs. Mary Garrett Sha- 

.u i.„. . „ v a n-> . - came to Springfield and be
came Mrs. Shaw.

could, but that I positively should, curs
ing and threatening to kill me if I did 
not; also threatening to kill me if 4 •' ELIZA E. PAYTON,
ever told it. I was afraid to refuse and
afraid to trust my own senses almost; State of Missouri, County of Greene, 
still believing that she most certainly, March 28, 190j.
not really meant for me to actually do Subscribed and sworn to before me 
the talking myself, but she still Insist- on the date above named, in^ Spring- 
ed that I would certainly have to talk, field, Mo. . J0HN A. DAVIS,
if any talking was done. (Seal)

I knew at the time she swore me into My commission expires June 11th, 
the class I had been strangely warned 1906. .............
that my life would certainly have to —The Springfield (Mo.) Republican, 
pay the forfeit if I ever told it. I tried March 29, 1905.

tropical climates. No better vegetables 
are produced than grow in this state

I can only say a few words about the 
good people of Boise, neglecting my 
duty to write until now, March ¿9, I 
have forgotten the names of many of 
the good people, and even many of 
those whom I do remember I can not 
call to mind while trying to write with 
a room full of people sitting around 
and every one trying to talk to me.__

Under no circumstances can I forget 
Mrs. McCarty, with whom we stopped 
while in Boise. She came to Idaho in

us we were greatly needed there, and as 
we could by breaking one night’s rest 
stop there and deliver two discourses, 
he wrote to the Oregonians, and by 
their Invitation Mrs. Hull and I stopped. 
We held two meetings under the man
agement of Brother and Sister McLe- 
lan, one In their beautiful and large 
parlors, and the other in the large and 
elegant Elks’ Hall. A good Impression 
was made, and some assistance was i 
given to the Morris Pratt Institute.

On Thursday, March 16, we resumed,^
wuue ,u _________ our journey through the most romantic
an early day and settled down and part of Oregon, via Portland to Seattle, 
crew up with the country. She looks wtere we arrived at 7:30 on Friday.grew up with the country. „„— ------------  .
and acts as if she had been successful. mornlng. Seattle’s growth has really 
She owns land and land; houses and been phenomenal. In fifteen years, 
houses She lives in one of the best 81nce j was first there it has grown 
houses in Boise. She is a Spiritualist £rom a smart city of about thirty thou- 
of the right stamp, and her light is ........................’
never put under a bushel. She has 
made a good home for workers, and 
with her purse always helped them 
along, and is willing to continue to do 
so; but she has been imposed upon un
til forbearance has ceased to be a vir-

sand to nearly, if not quite two hun-
dred thousand, 
the largest city 
San Francisco.

Our meetings 
and interesting.

It is now by all odds 
on the coast, north of

in Seattle were largì 
Besides paying its full

____ _________ — - quota of our expenses from Whitewater, 
tue. While she does not clearly see wig, and purchasing about fifty dollars 
the necessity of the Morris Pratt wor^ of our books, and wanting more. 
School, as she does of the purifying ot lt Tal8ed eighty-one dollars for the 
our ranks by driving thieves and rob- gcb00], it promises several students 
bers out of the field, she did well by the - - ...................
Morris Pratt School. She also did a 
good part by us _ individually. U. all 
Spiritualists would do 
as well as she has done the school 
would soon be out of debt, and some of 
its workers would begin to draw some 
salary. Her check to the school 
amounted to one hundred dollars.

A Mr Evans, of Boise, who had for
merly lived in Baker City, Oregon, told

next year. I will close now by adding 
a list of appointments.

We are how, April 1, In Ashland, Ore. 
We remain here until the 10th. ,Ws 
work in Portland, Oregon from the 12thi 
to and including the 17th, then in Ta
coma a second time, the 19th and 20th 
then we go to Seattle again from tho 
21st to and.lncluding the 24th. ■' .

MOSES HULL.

nv AHeo B. BtockbAm “Tho Commandments Analyzed.’’. By, ^ta^Holt Talbot.“ InUiefoTm7t W. H- Bach. The Commandmentsare 
tn entert^ n^sto^, It coXins lete- not only analyzed, but contrasted witt 
a „„-«ourfTcverv vlrl should know.- otter Bible passage:, showing great 1»■ SSsndtfes. Trice 25 centA . . -
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Woman anb Der future
An Address Delivered at Handel Hall, Chicago, on the Evening of March 24,-190J>, byolhaL Popular 

Lecturer, Elizabeth Harlow, under the Generous Auspices of Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, Vice-P^siijpnt of 
the Illinois State Spiritualist Association, and Stenographically Reported for The Pr^res&iye 

Thinker, by Mrs. Louise M. Foxcroft, s Miss Harlow’s Views from the Higher Spiritual^tanii- 
-point, will be Read with Deep Interest. She is a Graceful, Eloquent, Forceful Speyer

j While you know that the thought of the hour is to be woman, you will 
’> find as we advance in the thought, that it i.s coming into the age not of 
j woman alone, but of man as well. We are touching a new period of life 
J. that is going to give to us something of the hopes of the past. The past 

century or century and a half lias been the ground upon which battles 
for freedom have been fought, and as a result of these battles there has 
come much freedom to the race, and especially to woman; not particu
larly because the systems or the protectors of the systems, or the com
mon soldiers upon the battlefield of the great events of the past,.thought 
of woman, or that they were in any sense essentially in need of her, but 

• in spite of the systems, in spite of all that has prevailed, woman has 
come to a broader and a deeper action in life. Thus we see life take oh 
new glories, introducing us into new paths and privileges that are 
touching both man and woman with new hopes, new characteristics and 
new possibilities. ,

, In the past century we havfe fought the battles, first, of the freedom of 
1 man as a sovereign, then the great agitations for the freedom of woman 
\ as a sovereign. While she has not yet gained in actual experience these 

things, yet in the great practical move of the day woman is indeed a 
■ working unit that is touching upon these things, so that we feel to say 

the opening of the twentieth century is not a struggle for map’s rights 
nor a struggle for woman’s rights, but the struggle for humanity’s 
rights, and these rights will never be enjoyed or understood or placed in 
the forms of their great use until we have made in every department the 
common, practical standard for woman. Jt was not until this modern 

•century that we could give birth to a religion that was large enough to 
take in all of humanity, no matter what standard of intellectual develop
ment, or moral development, or physical power, could they reach out 
and touch all, as has the new religious thought, and the new thought of 
the day has a mother as well as a father. Past religions have had male 
godi and male teachers, and so we have not found place for all human
ity. But the instant that there was born the mothex’ heart into the great 
religious life, then its soul opened until we find no sinner so depraved 
but what there is hope. There is not a possibility of a motlxer’s love los
ing for an instant sight of power of the hope of redeeming her child, so 
that as woman has been born into the privilege of her spiritual nature 
there has come new light and new liberty and new hopes for humanity; 
and as well, we find that man has struggled for not only a new religious

i life, but for a newer and a sweeter and broader home.
» We have been dreaming from the centuries down to the present day 
) and hour when a perfect democracy should prevail, and it is not until 
I now that the actual hopes of an actual democracy arc ours, for we are 
\just learning that Theodore Parker most truthfully defined democracy 
when.Jie said to the world: “TRUE DEMOCRACY IS A GOVERN- 

ZMENT BY THE PEOPLE AND FOR THE PEOPLE, AND FOR EACH
AND EVERY PERSON. ’ ’ '

Now sex does not enter into the privileges nor the powerg of personal 
privileges and attributes. It is that which introduces us to every living 
individual of human expression. And so wc find as we study the great
national question^ of the day that the same trouble lies there that has 
lain in the religious world. There is not quite room enough for all. 

,,We have not yet fully established a perfect democracy, for we do not 
I take into consideration each and ‘every person that constitutes the na

tion or the state or the locality. While we absorb all of its working 
power, as the church absorbs all the service that both man and woman 

‘could give it, so our nation has been absorbing all the pr6duction and 
vitality of each and every individual of its life, yet it has not been will
ing, has not fully seen that it was necessary to give to each and every 
one perfect and coequal rights; but this is to come, and true democracy 

. is to be born upon the American soil. The dawn is just touching the 
horizon of our day and we feel the great pulse of its oncoming power, 
and the opening years of this new century will give birth to the true 

/democracy that SHALL HAVE A MOTHER AS WELL AS A 
FATHER. It will be woman’s hand that shall come into all the states 
.and privileges and there unlock and adjust and read to them the law 
of life more perfectly and shall make us to see more clearly and justly 
the great essentials of a true government, that indeed there may dwell 
Upon earth peace and good will toward all men.

, The Wife and Mother.
We look at women as mothers and wives first. It has been the one 

thought all through the centuries—her place as a wife and mother. But 
.because she had not been respected and recognized as an immortal and 
spiritual entity .we have not considered her as of'great value except as 
a servant, and a servant of the lowest order, not a servant to our highest 
hopes, our dearest and noblest ambitions, but merely a servant to apply 
herself to our most common needs in the physical, and merely to repro
duce her kindi Thus you hear from the past the one thought that wo
man’s sphere and the greatest thing that could come to her was to be a 
mother of men. And yet they have tried and experimented in the 
building a great nation out of the men that have been born of mothers 
that have been considered nonentities as intellectual lights and as spir-. 
itual entities, and have hoped out of this enslaved condition to rear a 
race of men that could see and feel justly and live in liberty. But we 
have found that each time it has failed in some of its ways.

Like a Torch on a Hill.
To-day after one hundred and a few more years of this wonderful 

government—the best the world has ever known—we are confronting 
questions that are taxing the greatest and strongest minds, not only of 
our nation but of all the nations of the world. America is like a torch 
set out on the hill there and all the eyes of the world are watching what 
<hat torch is going to do and be. We are followed as a star of hope in 
the future and as that star moves we will progress and the privileges of 
humanity move and unfold. We are learning that liberty cannot be born 
of enslavement; freedom and justice cannot dwell in the house of class 
prejudice or non-recognition of rights. So that we find that if we wish 
for a nation of free men and women we must liberate its mothers. The 
mothers of all humanity must be made free, and this shall come -when at 
last, -women, you yourselves feeljuid know the torch, that it is our hand 
that shall give birth to the privileges of that newer democracy, that you 
shall become citizens with men, that women shal^ become recognized, co
equal economic factors in life.

Woman’s Great Mission. '
To-day you are disturbed as students with your divorce court. There 

has arisen in the last few months much agitation as to how to regulate 
the divorce courts of this land, that (there shall be a national move in 
this direction. Let me say to you, so long as you hold woman to that 
standard of inequality as a citizen and a nonentity economically, so long 
are you placing marriage in the field of merchandise, and never until 
marriage is taken from the field Of merchandise will the divorce coiftts 
be closed and motherhood placed where it belongs. This is the next 
great move, to come to know that woman’s great mission in life is not to 
be a slave in any manner whatever; that she is your coequal companion 
in all things.

Women have, proven in the past century their spiritual power and use 
in tlie religious world. They have proven in the educational world 
their brain power and capacity. They have proven ifi the great indus
trial world their ability as bread-winners. .

, - Women and Marriage, .
Woman must become free if you would place motherhood where it 

belongs. Marriage to become sacred and holy must be a thing of the 
soul, of companionship of mind and heart, instead of use for a servant 
of common things. Then you will have the maiden ready for that which 
shall bring to us actual liberty, and truly a man of justice and power. 
This will come, but women must be the promoters, forewomen, you have 
been and are all through the centuries, irrespective of the pressure of 
systems, the life-giver and inspirer, the welders and molders of the vital 
things, and it is a great vital move that is now taking place—not to set
tle great financial difficulties, not to secure to us great colonization is 
this agitation, but to secure to tile race- greater opportunities of true 
progress; and it must start with the.-home; it must start with the table 
of the family. lt must be protected and given its fullness in the compan
ionships of life. Learn W know, that women are not only mothers of 
their race but are capable, and’willing and have become mothers of

S®
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thought, mothers of systems, mothers of institutions; that tfte'world be
gins to breathe and to pulse with a vitality that sliall give it a saving 
grace of its own. We want an intellectual, life that feply. We want a 
heart and emotional life that can think, and never until mothers are the 
wives ot men that become their choice, not from bank Account; not from 
social standing, not from necessity and not from thfe'piMiigeuous opin- 
caMhisbe’ draWu thronSh the great gonl springs of building 

marriage is something we ^o out.in search of as we go to 
search for diamonds arid lead mines, and canals arid highways of trans
portation. This-should all cease, and when you place woman in the 
great economic field coequal with man it will cease. When you learn 
that in intellectual ability there is no sex line; tvheri in the perform
ance, of duties, no matter how, simple or plain or Iiqw complicrited, if wo
man hand can perform as well does a father, as man, there is no sex 
line to be drawn, then yop have placed woman upon u standard where 
she can let her noblest self guide her and hold her pnd keep lifer.

What Fills the Houses of Prostitution? •
Naught but the inequality of our economic standard^. When we pay 

girls one-third and one-half as much as men for the saihe duties, we are 
placing women upon the standard of inefficiency, forkoeiety demands 
as much from woman in every way as it demands fronlhian, pud by giv
ing him more you are placing in his hand the power to. buy that which 
she feels under the pressure of enslavement to sell. Thus if we would 
close the houses of sin, if we would elevate woman to ¿‘ sacred and holy 
place where there will be no possible chance of an cXcu’se at least for 
her to sell herself in any way we must reach this standard. ■

. What Makes the Unhappy Homes , ", .
in the higher stratum of humanity? We find that the weddings of so
ciety are the weddings of bank accounts, of social starid'ing, of family 
relationships. And so after a few years the great inequality of states 
arises and then we find that the divorce courts open wide, not only for 
the poor but for the rich, and as this custom and practice proceeds, the 
sentiment, the psychic waves, the custom of the day touches the incom
ing young life until the sacredness of marriage is gone,,mid- to-day men 
and women dare to do because of the habits; that have.been woVen about 
them, that which in any other state or condition of things they would 
not dream of. And we want men that can deal justly, that can govern 
a republic wisely and economically. And we go to the,hearthstone, and 
what do we find ? MOTHERHOOD BEARING THE INEQUALITIES 
OF THE DAY. THERE ARE MORE CHILDREN OF ACCIDENT 

ANY 0THER KIND; AND THESE POOR CREATURES 
ARE CONCEIVED IN THE THOUGHT AND HORROR OF NOT BE
ING WANTED, AND THE ONE WISH THAT PERVADES THE PSYa 
CHIC ATMOSPHERE OF MOTHER AND CHILD AS^TO ITS BIRTH 
lb THAT SOMETHING WOULD OCCUR TO RELIEVE llhjR OF THE 

THE PASSIONS BOTH „ OF MOTHER AND 
FATHER ARE SO AWAKENED AND ALIVE Itf THEIR ATTITUDE 
™£T THE CHILD B0RN CAN BUT BE A CRIMINAL -OF SOME 
KIND. ■ io >

' Kdneatioayl System & Ohwgtag,
, ¿J1.® whole educational system of the world is changing. It has been 
sai« by one of the noblest women of the past in relating her first expe
rience in attending an educational convention in New York State—and 
it was >misan B. Anthony-that she was the only woman upon the ros- 
¿’•Wb u*l the rest were, men, and she was looked upon as something a 
nitle peculiar; but in the last one that she attended some two years ago, 
there was but one num on the rostrum, and he was the peculiar one in 
tnat convention, so that you see in a few short years practically the 
world has been changing, and this is so because it has been woman’s 

°i • .Wv’?an that has been inaugurating and searching out 
that which life needs; and in the great avenues of life we find there 
1« not a profession which she has not entered. On the realm of inven
tion she has gone. Out, as I have said, into the i?orld of bread-winning 
has she stood like a noble creature. So Woman, instead of being so much 
or a reformer, is a perceiver of principle. She gives birth to things. 
K-lie brings out before us that which gives more life, more beauty and 
more sweetness. So that I can see how it is. that in the future there 
shall be naught but intellectual power; how tliisre shall be'naught but 
men and women of character and strength, when children are started 
on the great journey of life with the thought of thinking themselves, 
expressing their thoughts and asking questions, and using their fingers 
and eyes for discernment. As. Ruskin said his father taught him to 
see things, and thus as he went through life he was seeing something all 

e time, so the women of this age are teaching this age and its children 
to see things, to touch things, to do things and to build 
tnmgs; and thus the future work and generation of men that shall 
stand like gods will be due to woman, and it is this kind-hearted and 
tender, loving face, and patient gentle hand of a woman, that can cor
rect and repeat a. correction again without losing lier anger to the rod.

Man Has JJot Filled the Right Place.
18 impulsive; his passions run strong. He, the great differentia

tor and protector, cannot fill into all these little departments. It is not 
for him to be criticised, but he has not filled the right place all the time, 
lliat is the reason he has wanted to fill all the places, forgetting that 
nature intended woman to fill some places. Women out in the world 
as citizens and educators of greater lives. In the future I look to find- 
What? .

A Woman Giving Birth to Systems.
I find, too, that in that age shall be born the fullness of your hopes, 

the great commonwealth of co-operation shall be born; for woman has 
seen and felt for a long time the great need. But we have had to build 
men as well that could appreciate this stand, but at last we have touched 
it; we arc now standing at the doorway of this great hope. And you 
ask how are we ever going to settle the question of the hour? And I 
say by giving woman the ballot, by placing at her hand that fullness of 
things; and you will find then that your age of graft will cease ■ not be
cause women now are so much wiser or more virtuous than men, but be
cause Where men and women work together better results come. Where 
men can suggest in one line, women can suggest in another fine. Women 
can see beneath vested rights and legal rights down into the great 
u iii mora^ r*l?lri8- The trouble is today, the world has not seen 
that the need of this hour, the great step that will be taken is a step in 
moral rights.

«I 
"3C; Children of the Slave Mother. -

Children born of a slave mother that docs not get more than 25 or 50 
cents or $1 a day can never become men that can rise ‘above1 ‘slavery of 
some kind. They will forever feel that within them, if( th<^ break the 
bonds, they will hold somebody else down as they havegbeen¡field down. 
Hie great reaction, the great reflex of that mother’siihumiliation will 
come in that child. . i» . -i

Thus to-day we have slavery in our midst that you ca)J .Ilie',labor ques
tion. - Men that are born not because they are, wantedj/ut.because they 
have to be, will never be clear pereeivers of moral rights and ‘principles, 
bo we beg for motherhood to be lifted in the atmosphere of liberty and 
freedom and love; and then, as we lift it to these states and the true sci
ence of life, not going seeking what we nray devour, but in the wouder-

* mechanism of our being we stand as copartners in the great society 
of life, the heart and mind will till- out, for marriage is the divine in
stitution of nature. It always takes the negative and the.positive or the 
dual in the life supply to produce one. There are always the two great 
poles or life-giving powers of things. The.soul will find its own, and 
when souls meet and intellects are related the physical states will take 
care of themselves, and these weddings will not take into consideration 
bank accounts, family standing nor necessity for service of any kind, 
but hand and hand the bride and groom of equal love of true life will’ 
walk into the courts of man to take up life nobly, coequally, and then 
you will-find that man nor God can ever put asunder that which life 
of itself has joined together. • _

Let Us Lift Woman.
Thus if you wish to relieve yourselves of these states, Je‘t us lift wo

man, for she is the great vital power, and children that are born of this 
union will be .children of love, of. anticipation and of-perfept freedom, 
then ■will the genius of the age breathe out, and to you will 
come the beauty and the success of life, so that you>.will not need to 
turn to Italy, to Germany and to other lands to hunt fontlie lost arts in 
any department. A wife that feels her liberty, that has her own co
equal companion-what a power, what a strength! - What is she not? 
She Jias already proven her capacity. - She-will be the: well-spring of 
man s inspiration, and man will be her staff of proteetion.and unfold- 
ment. She will be the artistic figure that will draw into culture and 
beauty and intellectual life, and he will be the stimulus that will make- 
her life gjife such that w*e shall never think of woman as weak in any 
manner. Thus as a wife and a lover you WILL SEE HER RISING 
INTO THE MADONNA STATE—AND THE MADONNA OF THE FU
TURE WILL NOT BE CASTING HER EYES DOWN BUT WILL BE 
LOOKING UPWARDS. AND THIS SHALL COME WHEN WOMAN 
IS PLACED COEQUAL IN EVERY DEPARTMENT THAT THE’ 
NEW DEMOCRACY SHALL BEAR. , -

am E Imiior. -
has touched the world with a new inspiration. We find that all the 
thoughts and ideals of the day are reaching out as never before. We 
find that her feature has been the peculiar feature that lias led all de
partments of teaching from the old thought of the' f63J When male 
teachers were the only ones, we dwelt in the land of severity as we did 
m the land of religious intolerance. But as woman has touched this 
field we find-that no longer corporal punishment is considered right 
Her mother heart, her womanly self has melted the rorf'until it is now 
with tenderness and a reaching out for the life sleepjpg ttere and to 
draw it into its action instead of trying to subdue it into senvice.' The 
thought of children’s rights has been born and womari has duelled the 
great field of action. And again, as I say, the ideals IfiVe ¿?isen in ed
ucation in every department of life, and woman has beeft^rawlng our at-’ 
tention to so many things all about us that man had not the time to dis
cover, for woman is a discoverer. ■ :Bc

She has been referred to as a reformer. Now as ¿‘refomner woman 
held a very unique place, not so riiuch as a reformer aa ,-a ¡discoverer 
Man is forever trying to reform all processes, to bringrmbout’better re
sults. But when woman’s attention is drawn she at tee 'perceives a 
newer'and broader aspect of the principle. .Woman ’»rever, conceives 
principle, and thus through her lines of reform worfehaveocome new 
processes directly opposed to those of the past; and thiSihas been one of 
the great oppositions that has met her all the way. Tlfiis iri'ISlucational 
lines she has not only perceived corporal punishment nqS, good brit 
that memorizing merely to be parrot-like was not good; • ’

There Are Moral Rights in Life.
"You may read Blackstone; you may legislate all you choose for unions 

and against them ; for trusts and against thfin. You may build chari
table and other institutions all you wish, but yqp will never relievo 
jouiselves of the great questions of the hour until you perceive that 
there are moral rights in life to be considered as weil. Woman feels 
and sees this and woman has been growing wise and intelligent. While 
all women have not grown as they might, there are enough good women 
and enough good men in this nation to give birth to that institution. 
J hus woman’s thought and man’s application will give us that system 
wheie we shall find that graft is not; where bribery does not thrive.

When Bribery Will Cease. * ■ '
Let me ask you, gentlemen, how many of you would be willing to 

have your wife know, or your sweetheart or your daughter know that 
you sold your vote; that you would accept bribes? That is a question 
of moment to society. No man cares to confide those things to his wife, 

.because the inner instinct, if nothing more, tells him it is mean and’ 
little, and all men like to be on the high and noble stand before their 
Mixes and daughters and sweethearts. Thus I say, when the wives and 
daughters and sweethearts go with you,bribery will cease because of thé 
honor that you will carry with you; it. will complement each other and 
lift 5 ou into the habit of doinpf better things. Then legislation will grow 
cleaner and better. Then shall we find indeed that there are' still a few 
statesmen in the world. To-day politicians are in control, but states
men are growing. . Stateswomen are growing; they are thinking and 
writing and talking all these days and hours. A politician is a man that 
expects people to do something for him, while a statesman wishes to do 
something for the people. The mother heart of this nation wishes t o do 
something for hersons and daughters.

Thus I see the statesmen coming that will lead us into the promised 
land of better things, but never by following in the wake of reform 
methods from the old principles. It is a day where new principles must 
be. boni; ann thus it is woman’s hand that shall lend and guide in those 
things. The women of this nation have banded themselves noblv and 
giown wise in the last fifty years in every way and thev are ii,rhtintr all 
the sins of the world. ‘ " ° °

A Mother of Thought and Systems.
Just recently the W. C. T. U. have held a convention_and discussed 

the gieat liquor traffic of this nation. I hope that you remember the 
last speech that Frances Willard ever made in convention, for that wo
man who had been a mother as few women are privileged to be—a 
mother of thought, a mother of systems and a mother of desires, not for 
herself but for.humanity, had wended her way from nation to nation 
around the globe seeking how to blot out the curse of intemperance ; 
and she said in that-speech: “I have labored all these years believing 
that intemperance was the cause of poverty, but I have come to the 
conclusion at last that poverty is the cause of intemperance.’’ Now, my 
sisters, if you-wish to relieve this nation of its intemperance you must 
work to relieve its poverty first. Then you will have struck the new 
process. Then you will have touched the pathway that will lead you 
into the fullness for which you are hoping. We cannot expect by join
ing old systems to bring the new into its full use. Thus as you are con
ceiving the great needs ofrthe hour, keep in mind that nçw processes 
must be born.
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The Poeticai and Prose Works

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

Z|

The Kindergarten, ■V

’ Out of the great influx of woman’s.tenderness and kljidness and per
ceptions of life has grown into, the world what is known ns the kinder
garten. We have learned that the powers extending to adman’s brains 
arc not all in his head, but a perfect network of brain fiber covers the 
Ontire body of man, so that now we are. reaching out and frying to edu
cate the world through its fingers and its eyes and its ears, and it has 
been the mother thought that has brought to light and life these things 
until the systems of education are growing and will continue to grow 
as woman s face has graced their halls, so that they arq not places of 
memorizing text-books but filaces of educing thought and character.

The Giving of Woman Citizenship. ,
When we give into the keeping of woman citizenship and co-equality 

in the economic world, we will then place ourselves whore a recognition 
in all things must take place. But the world seeing one side draws back 
and says, we shall lose so much; we shall lose our ambition; we shall 
lose our individuality; we shall lose all that makes America the great 
nation that she is. Now let us think for a moment. A mother with a 
large family welds them into a union of strength and operation and con
sideration. Do these children lose individuality or gain it? When we 
look at the building of this nation, what is it that gave the American na
tion its life?

If you had attended the Unitarian convention that celebrated Ralph 
JYaldo Emerson’s hundredth birthday in.Boston a few years since you 
would have heard that noble man, Edward Everett Hale, read the docu- 
ment.that welded this nation into the process o*r the possibility of a new 
nation,.and that docuiqent that it only took twenty minutes to read had 
within its sentences this: “We agree to dwell together sixty times. We 
agree to dwell together where men unite.” There comes a result of 
power and of stability. Where men work individually there is friction 
and there is so-called competition, and it is not then that might or right 
shall prevail, but might and power. And so as we study all through the 
birth of this nation and the birth of all things, we find that when men 
have agreed to dwell together in the building of a city; that when men 
have dwelt together and built or constructed halls that should be of use 
to all concerned, there grew a city,

' Revolution arid Hell Fjre.
"When wq see an Andrew Carnegie making millions out of those fur

naces and mines, there is no result but poverty and suffering and death- 
but when'Andrew Carnegie begins to give libraries to the world, begins 
to give out that not one but all may enjoy, then we see a privilege that 
will give an impetus to education. It gives to the world an opportunity 
It is not when we think of self, but when we think of others, that some
thing is building, i When men work for society they are working for 
progress: when they Work for-themselves they are working for death 
and revolution; or as Victor Hugo said: f.‘Civil revolution conies as 
truth raised in hell fire.’; You are lighting the fires of hell when you 
workforself. • - t

And so in this great hour woman feels and-will give to the world that

. (.Continued on seventh page.X-
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An Address Delivered at Handel Hall, Chicago, on ihe Evening of March 24,-W, by^hati Popular 
Lecturer, Elizabeth Harlow, under the Generous Auspices of Mrs. Laura G. Fixen, Vice-P^siijpnt of 

the Illinois State Spiritualist Association, and Stenographically Reported for The Pr<ressiye 
• Thinker, by Mrs. Louise M, Foxcroft. Miss Harlow’s Views from the Higher Spiritual&nli-' 

•point, will be Read with Deep Interest. She is a Graceful, Eloquent, Forceful Spe^erf

I While you know that the thought of the hour is to be woman, you will 
; find as we advance in the thought, that it i.s coining into the age not of 
> woman alone, but of man as well. We are touching a new period of life 
, that is going to give to us something of the hopes of the past. The past 

century or century and a half lias been the ground upon which battles 
for freedom have been fought, and as a result of these battles there has 
come much freedom to the race, and especially to woman; not particu
larly because the systems or the protectors of the systems, or the com
mon soldiers upon the battlefield of the great events of the past,Thought 
of woman, or that they were in any sense essentially in need of her, but 
in spite of the systems, in spite of all that has prevailed, woman has 
come to a broader and a deeper action in life. Thus we see life take on 
new glories, introducing us into new paths and privileges that are 
touching both man and woman with'new hopes, new characteristics and 
new possibilities. .

, In the past century, we have fought the battles, first, of the freedom of 
i man ns a sovereign, then the great agitations for the freedom of woman 
‘ as a sovereign. While she has not yet gained in actual experience these 
/ things, yet in the great practical move of the day woman is indeed a 
' working unit that is touching upon these things, so that we feel to say 
' the opening of the twentieth century is not a struggle for man’s rights 
■ nor a struggle for woman’s rights, but the struggle for humanity’s 
rights, and these rights will never be enjoyed or understood or placed in 
the forms of their, great use until we have made in every department the 
common, practical standard for woman. ^It was not until this modern 

•century that we could give birth to a religion that was large enough to 
take in all of humanity, no matter what standard of intellectual develop
ment, or moral development; or physical power, could they reach out 
end touch all, as has the new religious thought, and the new thought of 
the day has a mother as well as a father. Past religions have had male 
godff and male teachers, and so we have not found place for all human-

■ ity. But the instant that there was born the mother heart into the great 
religious life, then its soul opened until we find no sinner so depraved 
but what there is hope. There is not a possibility of . a motlier’s loye los
ing,for an instant sight of power of the hope of redeeming her ciild, so 
that as woman has been born into the privilege of her spiritual nature 
there has come new light and new liberty and new hopes for humanity; 
and as well, we find that man has struggled for not only a new religious 
life, but for a newer and a sweeter and broader home.

We have been dreaming from the centuries down to the present day 
and hour when a perfect democracy should prevail, and it is not until 
now that the actual hopes of an actual democracy are ours, for we are 
dust learning that Theodore Parker most truthfully defined democracy 
when Jie said to the world: “TRUE DEMOCRACY IS A GOVERN
MENT BY THE PEOPLE AND FOR THE PEOPLE, AND FOR EACH 
AND-EVERY PERSON.” , *

Now sex does not enter into the privileges nor the powerg of personal 
privileges-and attributes. It is that which introduces us to every living 
individual of human expression. And so we find as we study the great

~~i ‘ . ■! • A. -,
thought, mothers of systems, mothers of institutions ; that thé'world be
gins to breathe arid to pulse with a vitality that shall-giyifit b saving 
grace of its own. We want au intellectual life that feplç, We want a 
heart and emotional life that can think, and never untilmotlwrs are the 
wives of men that become their choice, not from brink Account; not from 
social standing, not from necessity and not from thé proiiii,serious opin
ions of life, but are,drawn through the great soul springs of building 
can this be. . ' , ; f

To-day marriage is'Something we go out in search of a-s we go to 
search for diamonds arid lead mines, and canals and highways of trans
portation. This-should all cease, and when you place woman in the 
great economic field coequal with man it will cease. When you learn 
that in intellectual ability there is no sèx line; when in the perform
ance,of duties, no matter how. simple or plain or hqw çpmpiîçjted, if wo- 
ipan s hand ean perform as well as does a father, as man; there is no sex 
line to be drawn, then yop have placed woman upon a standard where 
she can let her noblest self guide her and hold her and keep lifer.' ,

What Fills the Houses of Prostitution? ' ■■
Naught but the inequality of our'economic standard^,, Wlieq we pay,, 

girls one-third and one-half as much as men for the saine duties; we are 
.placing’women upon the standard of inefficiency, forjsoeiety demands 
as much from woman in every way as it demands froni’nirin, pud by giv
ing him more you are placing in his hand the power tri/buy that which 
she feels under the pressure of enslavement to sell, ;Thus if we would 
close the houses of sin, if we would elevate woman tri ri' sijcred and holy 
place whcré there, v^ill be no possible chance bf >ri ekciiSri jit least for 
her to sell herself in any way we iripst reach thùfstàncUrd.1. >

What Makes the Unhappy Homes ' ,

national question^ of the day that the same trouble lieà-there that has 
lain in the religious world. There is not quite rorim enough for all. 
Wc have not yet fully established a perfect democracy, for we do not 

I take into consideration each and'every person that constitutes the na1 
tion or the state or the locality. While we absorb all of its working 
power, as the church absorbs all the service that both man and woman 

‘could give it, so our nation has been absorbing all the próduction and 
vitality, of eaeh and every individual of its life, yet it has not been will

, ing, has not fully seen that it was necessary to give to each and every 
one perfect and coequal rights ; but this is to come, and true democracy 

•■... is to be born upon the American soil. The dawn is just touching the 
. horizon of our day and we feel the great pulse of its oncoming power, 

'and the opening years of this new century will give birth to the true 
‘democracy that SHALL HAVE A MOTHER AS WELL AS A 
FATHER. It will be woman’s hand that shall come into all the states 
.and privileges and there unlock and adjust and read to them the law 

■■■ of life more perfectly and shall make us to see more clearly and justly 
the great essentials of a true government, that indeed there may dwell 
upon earth peace and good will toward all men.

i The Wife and Mother.
We look at women as mothers and wives first. It has been the one 

thought all through the centuries—her place as a wife and mother. But 
because she had not been respected and recognized as an immortal and 
spiritual entity .we have not considered her as of 'great value except as 
a servant, and a servant of the lowest order, not a servant to our highest 
hopes, our dearest and noblest ambitions, but merely a servant to apply 

. herself to our most common needs in thè physical, and merely to repro
' 'duce her kind.' Thus you hear from the past the one thought that wo

man’s sphere and the greatest thing that could come to her was to be a 
mother of men. And yet they have tried and experimented in the 
building a great nation out of the men that have been born of mothers 
that have been considered nonentities as intellectual lights and as spir-. 
itual entities, and have hoped out of this enslaved condition to rear a 

. race of men that could see and feel justly and live in liberty.' But we 
have found that eaeh time it has failed in some of its ways. .

Like a Torch on a Hill.
To-day after one hundred and a few more years of this wonderful 

government—the best the world has ever known—we are confronting 
Questions that are taxing the greatest and strongest minds, not only of 
uur nation but of all the nations of the world. America is like a torch 

. set out on the hill there and all the eyes of the world are watching what 
<;hat torch is going to do and be. We are followed as a star of hope in 
the future and as that star moves we will progress and the privileges of 
humanity move and unfold. We are learning that liberty cannot be born 
of enslavement; freedom and justice cannot dwell in the house of class 
prejudice or non-recognition of rights. So that we find that if we wish 
for a nation of free men and women we must liberate its mothers.' The 
mothers of all humanity must, be made free, and this shall come when at 
last, women, you yourselves feelfind know the torch, that it is our hand 
that shall give birth to the privileges of that newer democracy, that you 
shall become citizens with men, that women shal^become recognized, co
equal economic factors in life.

Woman’s Great Mission. ' .
- To-day you are disturbed as students with your divorce court.- -There 
- has arisen in the last few months much agitation as to how to regulate 

the divorce courts of this land, that Jhere shall be a national move in 
v,. this direction. Let me say to you, so long as you hold woman to, that

. standard of inequality as a citizen and a nonentity economically, so long 
are you placing marriage in the field of merchandise, and never until 

■ marriage is taken from the field Of merchandise will the divorce coiftts 
r be closed and motherhood placed where it belongs. .This is the next 
- great move, to come to know that woman’s great mission in life is not to 

be a slave in any manner whatever ; that she is your coequal companion 
in all things. ' ’ ’

, Women have proven in the past century their spiritual power aijd.use 
in the religious world. They have proven in the educational -World

. their brain power and.eapacity. They have proven ih the great indus
trial world their ability as bread-winnefs. ' . '

. / • Women and Marriage. . ~
: Woman must become free if: you would place motherhood where it 

r belongs. Marriage to become, sacred and holy must be a thing of the 
. soul, of companionship of mind and heart, instead of use for a servant 

of common things. Then you will have the maiden ready for that which. 
’ shall bring to us actual, liberty, and truly a man of justice and power.

’ This will come, but women must be the promoters, for, women, you have 
.been and are all through the centuries, irrespective of the pressure of 

■ - systems, the life-giver and inspirer, the welders and molders of the vital
• things; and it is a great vital move that is now taking, place—not to set- 
.-tie great financial difficulties, not to secure to us great colonization, is 
/ this agitation, but to secure to the race- greater opportufiities of true 
~ - progress; and it must start with the home; it must start with the table

- of the family. It must be protected and given its fullness in the compqn- 
ionships of. life. Learn to know that women are not only-mothers of

* their race but are capable and willing and have become mothers of

in the higher stratum of humanity ? We find that the weddings of so
ciety are the weddings of bank accounts, of social .stafid'ing, of family 
relationships. And so after' a few years thè great inequality .of states 
arises and then we find that the divorce courts open wide, notonly for 
the poor but for the rich, and as this custom and practice proceeds, the 
sentiment, the psychic waves, the custom of the day tpjU'ches the incom
ing yopng life until the saeredness of marriage is gone,;and. to-day men 
and women dare to do because of the habita that have.beèn woven about 
them, that^which in any other state or condition of things they would 
not dream of, And we want men that can deal justly,:fhat can govern 
a republic wisely and economically, And we go to thè,hearthstone, and 
what do we find? MOTHERHOOD BEARING THE INEQUALITIES 
OF THE DAY. THERE ARB MORE CHILDREN OF ACCIDENT 
THAN OF ANY OTHER KIND; AND THESE POO# CREÀTURES 
ARE CONCEIVED IN THE THOUGHT'-AND HORROR OF NOT BB- 
ING WANTED, AND THE ONE WISH THAT PERVADES THÉ -PSY* 
CHIC ATMOSPHERE OF MOTHER AND CHILD AS4'0 ITS BIRTH 
IS THAT SOMETHING WOULD OCCUR TO RELIEVE HER OF THE 
DUTY OF BIRTH. THE PASSIONS BOTH rOF MOTHER AND 
FATHER ARE SO AWAKENED AND ALIVE I¥ THEIR ATTITUDE 
THAT THE CHILD BORN CAN BUT BE A CRIMINAL 'OF SOME 
KIND. - ■ • »I

' ■ . Bl
- Children of-the Slave Mother. 9t

L f

Children,.born of a slave mother that does not get more than 25 or 50 
cents or $1 a day can never become men that can rise |abov’el*slavery of 
some kind. They «will forever feel that within them, in fill®) break the 
bonds, they will hold somebody else down as they ha veteen ¡field down. 
The great reaction, the great reflex of that mother’siihumiliation will 
come in that child. • ju . ^»i

Thus to-day we have slavery in our midst thkf you calf -Uie'labop ques
tion. - Men that are born not because they are, wantedrbut.because they 
have to be, will never be clear perceivers of moral'rights and principies. 
So we beg for motherhood to be lifted in the atmosphere of liberty and 
freedom and love; and then, as we lift it to these states and the ü-ue sci
ence of life, not going seeking what we may devour, but in the wonder-

P]echanism of our being we stand as copartners in the great society 
of life, the heart and mind will fill- out, for iharriage is the divine in
stitution of nature. It always takes the negative'and ihe.positive or the 
dual in the life supply to produce one. There are always the two great 
poles or life-giving powers of things. The.soul will find its own, and 
when souls meet and intellects are related the physicaTbtates will take 
care of themselves, and these weddings will not take into consideration 
bank accounts, family standing nor necessity for service of any kind, 
but. hand and hand the bride and groom of equal love of'true life will 
walk into the courts of man to take up life .nobly; coequiilly, arid then 
you will« find that man nor God can ever put asunder.,t!iat which life 
of itself has joined together. ' ' - — ;

" Let Us Lift Woman. ■ ■-*
Thus if you wish to relieve yourselves of these states. Jet us lift wo

man, for she is the great vital power, and children thatlre born of this 
union will be .children of love, of. anticipation and ofyfetfept freedom. 
Then will the genius of the age breathe out, and to you will 
come, the beauty, and the Success of life, so that you..wjll not .peed to 
turn to Italy, to Germany and to other lands to hunt fprj.he lost arts in' 
any department. . A wife that feels her liberty, that has her own co
equal companion—what a power, what a strength! - WJrat' is she riot? 
She has already.proven her capacity. - She will be the'well-spring of 
man’s inspiration, and man willdic her staff'of protectionland unfold- 
ment. She will be the artistic figure that will draw into'culture and 
beauty and intellectual life, and he will be the stimulus that will make- 
her life a life such that we shall never think of woman-as.weak in any 
manner. Thus as a wife and a lover you WILL SEE HER RISING 
INTO THE MADONNA STATE—AND THE MADONNA OF THE FU
TURE WHjL NOT BE CASTING HER EYES DOWN BUT WILL BE 
LOOKING UPWARDS. AND THIS SHALL COME WTÍEN WOMAN 
IS PLACED COEQUAL IN EVERY DEPARTMENT ’THAT THE 
NEW DEMOCRACY SHALL BEAR. . - • .
’ aixi B 1'iziior. -..
has touched the world with a new inspiration. We find, that all the 
thoughts and ideals of the day are reaching out as never before. We 
find that her feature has been the peculiar feature that lias led all de
partments of teaching from the old thought of .the rod? When male 
teachers were the only ones, we dwelt in the land of seyprity as. we did 
m the land of religious intolerance.¿But as woman -has-douched this 
field we-find^that no longer corporal punishment is ddnMdered right. 
Her mother heart, her womanly self has melted the róá’untfi it'is now 
With tenderness and a reaching out. for the life sleepjpg t$?.fe and to 
draw it into its action instead of trying to subdue it into service/ The 
thpught of children’s rights has been born and woman has touched the 
great field of action. And again, as I sáy, the idealsT&ve arisen in ed
ucation in every department of-life, and wóman hasrb^Cráwmg pur. at-' 
tention to so many things all about us that man had not the time to dis
cover, for woman is a discoverer.- . It IfiC.

She has been referred to as a reformer. Now as a^efoijmer woman 
held a. very unique place, not so much as - a reformer as -.a ^discoverer. 
Man is forever trying to refprm all processes,- to bringiubbriP better re
sults. ^BUt when woman’s attention is drawn she át.'fiiiceWeéives a 
newer..áhd broader aspect of the .principle, /Woman forever conceives 
principle, and thus through her lines of reform worlfohavlicome new 
proccsses directly opposed to those of the past; and thi&has been one of 
the great oppositions that has met her all the way; Tiflis in'flillucational 
lines she has not only perceived corporal punishment Ás rioL'gobd blit 
that memorizing merely to be parrot-like was not good.- •_ ’

' : The Kindergarten. , s 7 >

■ Out of the great influx of woman’s.tenderness and kljidnels and-per- 
ceptioris of life has grown into the world what is knoym as the kinder
garten. We have learned that the powers extending to a man’s brains 
arc not all in his head, but a perfect network of brain fiber covers the 
Entire body of man, so that now we are reaching out and frying tó edúz
cate the world through its fingers and its eyes and its ears', and it has 
been the mother thought that has brought to light and life these things 
until the systems of education are growing and will continue to grow 
as woman’s face has graced their halls, so that they are not places of 
memorizing text-books but places of educing thought mid character

‘ b Ctagiag.
' educational system of tlie world is changing. It lias been
SBid by one of the noblest women of the past in relating her first expe
rience in attending au educational convention in New York State-and 
it was Busan B, Anthony—-that she was the only woman upon the ros
trum, all the rest were, men, and she was looked upon as something a 
iitle peculiar ; but in the last one that she attended some two years ago, 

Uiere was but one man on the rostrum, and he was the peculiar one in 
that convention, so that you see in a few short years practically the 
world has been changing, and this is so because it has been woman’s 
hand and woman ’s.heart. that has been inaugurating and searching out 
that which life needs; and in the great avenues of life we find there 
io not a profession which she has not entered. On the realm of inven
tion she has gone. Out, as I have said, into the ifrorld of bread-winning 
has she stood like a noble creature. So woman, instead of being so much 
ot a reformer, is a pereeiver of principle. She gives birth to things. 
>.he brings out before us that which gives more life, more beauty and 
more sweetness. So that I can see how it is that in the future there 
shall be naught but intellectual power; how there shall be'naugh.t but 
men and women of character and strength, when children are started 
on the great journey of life with the thought of thinking themselves, 
expressing their thoughts and asking questions, rind using their fingers 
amt eyes tor discernment. ■ As. Rqskin said his father taught him to 
see tilings, and thus as he went through life he was seeing something all 
the time, so the women of this age are teaching this age and its children 
o see things, to touch things, to do things and to build 

tnings; and thus the future work and generation of men that shall 
stand like gods will be due to woman, and it is this kind-hearted and 
tender, loving face, and patient gentle hand of a woman, that can qpr- 
icet and repeat a. correction again without losing lier anger to the rod.

. Man Has Not Filled the Right Place.
Man is impulsive; his passions run strong. He, the great differentia

tor and protector, cannot fill into all these little departments. It is not 
tor him to be criticised, but he.has not filled the right place all the time. 
Ihat is.the reason he has wanted to fill all the places, forgetting that 
nature intended woman to fill some places. Women out in the world 
as citizeiis and educators of greater lives. In the future I look to find— 
What? .

A Woihftn Giving Birth to Systems.
I find, too, that in that age shall be born the fullness of your hopes, 

the great commonwealth of co-operation shall be born; for woman has 
seen and felt for a long time the great need. But we have had to build 
men as well that could appreciate this stand, but at last we have touched 
it; we are now standing at the doorway of this great hope. And you 
ask how are we ever going to settle the question of the hour? And I 
say by giving woman the ballot, by placing at her hand that fullness of 
things ; and you will find then that your age of graft will cease ; not be
cause women now are so much wiser or more virtuous than men, but be
cause where men and women work together better results come. Where 
men can suggest in one line, women ean suggest in another line. Women 
can see beneath vested rights and legal rights down into the great 
heart of moral rights. The trouble is today, the world has not seen 
that the need ot this hour, the great step that will be taken is a step in 
moral rights.

There Are Moral Rights in Life.
I ou may read Blackstone; you may legislate all you choose for unions 

and against them ; for trusts and against thçm. You may build chari
table and other institutions all you wish, but yqp will never relieve 
j ourselves of the great questions of the hour until'you perceive that 
there are moral rights in life to be considered as well. Woman feels 
and sees this and woman has been growing wise and intelligent. While 
all women have not grown as they might, there are enough good women 
ami enough good men in this nation to give birth to that institution. 
Ihus woman s thought and ilian’s application will give us that system 
where we shall find that graft is not; where bribery does not thrive.

, When Bribery Will Cease. ’
Let me ask you, gentleme'h/nipw many of you would be willing to 

have your wife know, or your sweetheart or your daughter know that 
you sold your vote; that you would accept bribes? That is a question 
ol moment to society. No man cares to confide those things to his wife, 

»•because the inner instinct, if nothing more, tells him it is mean and 
little, and all men like to be on the high and noble stand before their 
vives and daughters and sweethearts. Thus I say, when the wives and 

■ daughters and sweethearts go with you,bribery will cease because of the 
honor that you will carry with you; it will complement eaeh other and 
lift you into the habit of doing better things. Then legislation will grow 
cleaner and better. 1 hen shall we find indeed that there are still a few 
statesmen in the world. To-day politicians are in control, but states
men are growing. . Stateswomen are growing; they are thinking and 
writing and talking all these days and hours. A politician is a man that 
expects people to do something for him, while a statesman wishes to do 
something lor the people. The mother heart of this nation wishes to do 
something for her sons and daughters.

Thus I see the statesmen coming that will lead us into the promised 
land of better things, but never by following in the wa.ke of reform 
methods from the old principles. It is a day whore new principles must 
be born; and thus it is woman’s hand that shall lead and guide in those 
things. The women of this nation have banded themselves nobly and 
grown wise in the last fifty years in every way and they are fighting all 
the sins of the world.

A Mother of Thought and Systems.
Just recently the W. 0. T. U. have held a conventiou_and discussed 

the great liquor traffic of this nation. I hope that you remember the 
last speech that Frances Willard ever made in convention, for that wo
man who had Ueen a mother as few women are privileged to be—a 
mother of thought, .a mother of systems and a mother of desires, not for 
herself but for'.Hùmànity, had wended her way from nation to nation 
around the globe seeking how to blot out the curse of intemperance ; 
.and she-sgid in that-.speech: “I have labored all these years believing 
that intemperanee‘*wirs the cause of poverty, but I have come to the 
conclusion at last that poverty is the cause of intemperance.” Now, my 
sisters, if you- wish to relieve this nation of its intemperance you must 
work to relieve its poverty first. Then you will have struck the new 
process. Then you will have touched the pathway that will lead you 
into the fullness’for which you are hoping. We cannot expect by join
ing old systems to bring the new into its full use. Thus as you are'eon- 
ceiving the great needs oftthe hour, keep in mind that nçw processes 
must be born.

' -The Giving of Woman Citizenship. ,
When we give into tfiè keeping of woman citizenship and co-equality 

in the economic world, we will then place ourselves where a recognition 
ill all things must take place. But the world seeing one side draws back 
and says, we shall lose.so much; we shall lose our ambition ; we shall 
lose our individuality ; we shall lose all that makes America the great 
nation that she is. Now let us think for a moment. A mother with a 
large family welds them into a union of strength and operation and con
sideration. Do these children'lose individuality or gain it? When we 
lookat the building of this nation, what is it that gave the American na
tion its life ? '

If you had attended the Unitarian convention that celebrated Ralph 
¿Valdo Emerson s hundredth birthday in, Boston a few years since you 
would have heard that noble man, Edward Everett Hale, read the docu
mentthat welded this nation into the process o*r the possibility of a new 
nation, and that document that it only took twenty minutes to read had 
within its sentenees-this : “ We agree to dwell together sixty times. We 
agree to dwell together where men unite.” There comes a result of 
power and of stability. Where men work individually there is friction 
and there is so-called competition, and it is not then that might or right 
shall prevail, but might and power. And so as we study all through the 
birth of this nation and the birth of all things, we find that when men 
have agreed to dwell together in the building of a city; that when men 
have dwelt together and built or constructed halls that should be of use 
to all concerned, there grew a city, ■

/ Revolution and Hell Fjre.
When we see an Andrew Carnegie making millions out of those'fur

naces and mines, there is no result but poverty and suffering and death- 
but when Andrew Carnegie, begins to give libraries to the world begins 
to give out that not One but all. may enjoy, then we see a privilege that 
Will give an impetus to education; It gives to the world an opportunity 
It is not when we think of self, but when we think.of others, that some
thing is building, i When men work for society they are working for 
progress ; when they Work 'for themselves they are working for death 
and revolution; or as Victor Hugo said: “Civil revolution comes as 
truth raised in hell fire.” You are lighting the fires of hell when you 
work for self. • . J

And so in this great hour woman feels and will give to tlie world that

(Continued on seventh' page.).

DEAFNESS AND 
CATAMH CMED

BY NO METHOD UNTIL 
TINA” WA» DISCOVEHED.

Nluety-flve par Mat or all canes or deatnasd 
brought to our attention is the result ot chronte 

catarrh or the throat and' 
Middle ear. The air pas
sagos become clogged by 
catarrhal deposits, stop
ping the action or the vl- 
bratory bones. Until these 
deposits are removed a 

' cure Is impossible. Thein- 
nor ear cannot be reached 
by probing or spraying, 
kence the Inability or au-

"htrn-S rlsts or physicians to cure.
Ear drums are worse than 
useless. That there is a 
sclentlile cure tor dearness 
and catarrh Is demonstrat
ed every day by the use o! 
Actlna. The vapor current 
generated in the Actlna

passes through the Eustachian tubas Into the 
middle ear, removing the catarrhal obstructions 
Mit passes through the tubes, and loosens up 
the bones (hammer, anvU and stirrup) in the 
Inner ear. malting them respond to the slight
set vibration or sound. Actins has never railed 
io cure ringing noises in the head. We have 
known people troubled with this distressing 
»ymptom tor years to be completely cured In 
only three weeks' use ot Actlna. Actlna also 
cures asthma, bronchitis, sore throat, weak 
lungs, colds and headache; allot which are di- 
tootly or Indirectly due to catarrh. Actlna is 
sent on trial postpaid. Write us about your 
ease. We give advice tree, and positive proof 
of cures. A valuable book—Professor Wilson's 
«00 page Dictionary ot Disease, Free. Addresi 

% London Electric Association, Dun.W2, 020 Walnut Street.Kansas City, Mo. t 
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Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula Ulcers 

DR. BYE, Broadwdyq Kansas City, Mo.

„NOTICE!
The Woolley Sanatorium, the only tnstltu- 

J! .'.!..!".10 where the Opium,
Cocaine and Whisky habit« can be cured wi 111- 
2“,tl.cAposA'.r','.' ."n? W'.1!1. Eo “u«h ease for Iho 
patient. Only 30 days time required. Describe 
5LT!r.c.“?? 1 Will write you uu opinion us to
what l ean iiicomplish for you. Ask your family 

tOc,lnTCSl’K“><-‘- br. B. 11. Woolley, 
100 N. Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga. J

WONDERFUL STOTraWf!
A AntTÍ,í!.LY IO» OIL-CAB.

. yuBwiuB.----- -----------
aLVL,JW,,o,, '»IvulcM pil-CM Stove. 
Bplcndld fur cooklnffi ubo hcatliijj rooma, 

stores, offio&n etc., with liudi- 
iitor Attch. No wlok, dirt, or 

ySLusbe»-no coal bills or druda- 
ery—cheap, tmfo f uej. 15c to 80o 
b week should furnish fuel-nos 
for cookinu for email family. 
Easily operated — absolutely 
safo—all Hiros, 18 up. Write—

w'Si • Ali^lWyWd Mfg. Co., 5TU0 World B’ld’u, Cincinnati, O.
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The Poeticaf and Prose Works
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ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. yVilcox’Siqvritlngs have been the 

inspiration of. many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think to his own betterment and 
the lasting improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 

88 flow from this talented woman’s 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands oWfthfs book have 
been issued, showin,fW festimation in 
wnich it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella ’Whceler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author's fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait. 
Price ?1.

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An Ideal poem about as true and lov- ’’ 
able a woman as ever poet created. ' 
With portrait of author. Price |1.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from . the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes lifer inspiring optimlstlo 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in tlie y ear. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone Illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS. ।

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. '
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations arid readings 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, |1. ।

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, AND 
THE HEROIC IN HISTORY.

By Thomas Carlyle. iI
< ■ I

A remarkable book by a remarkable 
man. Marked by terse strength and 
vigor, deep thought, philosophy and dra
matic tensity of earnestness. A notable 
literary effort. A fine edition in cloth« 
Price 50 cents. ■ .

1WH0NET, THE ILLUSTRIOUS^
Godfrey Higgins. Esq. This work Is om 

of the Library of Literal Classics. No author >• 
jvm bettor qualified to write an Impartial 01i5 
honesillfoof Mahomet .than Godfrey Hlgtlns» 
and this volume is intensely interesting*. 
should bo read - in 'conjunction ^th GlblpZL’a work. Price. 25 cento. ■ - __j
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The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work 
’ and General Progress, the World Over,
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energetic worker,. She is a fearless and 
convincing speaker, and has added 
many new members to the society in 
her short pastorate here, thirty six . be
ing taken In on one night. We have a 
Ladies' Auxiliary in good standing, ly
ceum, Young People's Zenith Glee Club, 
and Circle. The Ladies Auxiliary holds 
card parties and medium readings on> 
Friday nights, alternating with dances

®Wg«
®sa crowded. The decofa-

■ CONTRIBUTORS.—Lach pontrltutor 
. ■■■.• .Is alone responsible for any assertions 

. or Statements he may make. The editor 
■ allows this ireedom of expression, be

lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 

< sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief; yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space Is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much wo might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article. ■

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The progressiveThlnker. 
Is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 

■ compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it Is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion In the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should ue 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will In all cases bo- 
adjusted to the space we have to occu-. 
py, and In order to' do that,they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 

. lean; otherwise many , items would oe 
crowded out. Sometimes a unrty-iin 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two Unes, as occasion may re- 
’“take due Notice, that an items 
tor this page must be accompanied ny 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the full name and address or 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request—win ne 
cast 'lnto the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

. . . by Zenith Glee Club. We also have a
. Take due notice that Items for thia table where spiritual literature will be 
page In order to Insure Insertion must found on Bale. As a whole we are do- 
contain the full name andaddress of the i“S Good work." ■ „•
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast ?8yc!!.V:.al R?s.earxo > Cmrt°v

______u -, . Sandusky, Ohio, celebrated the Mfty- 
n o the waste basket..- seventh Anniversary, Sunday, April

;dduI ’M IWlMUa: 
am alone 'except a trum

pet medluaU We both give our serv
ices free,- bpc&useiwe love our work and 
our work loves us. We .obtained'oup. 
charter from the N. 8. A., and we are 
meeting wit^succdss;:the number in at
tendance increasing weekly; ■ We do 
not charge'Ut the'floor.' I do not like 
the idea of'ciiargifig people to listen, to 
the gospel ofi trutlif* ■ ■

Correspondent jU'ltes: “The North 
Star Spiritual Upion has awakened 
quite an interest In the cause of Spirit
ualism, drawing m&ny Of the best clti-. 
zens Into tHb lind(Uf thought and Inter
est that Isiwpreaiflng rapidly all over

r ,—.—j - I

Sunday, April 16, 1995, 8. E., 58: 
"Spring and-Morning."

ttaW of palms and floral pieces were 
•very elabQ.rate/the odor permeating the 
entire hall. The remarks by Brother

Gem of Thought:— " ........  ,
■Spring comes to tell us Winter's 'gone, 
' With tempest, storm and. blast;
Spring tellsius.with alow sweet voice, 

■ That trials and- toll can't last. •
The morning breaks the darkest night, 

■And drives away tire gloom;
Then with the brightness of Life’s
; . . light, ■ - ■ ■ •

We see beyond tlie tomb. .
The-joyous spring, the morning glad, 

Should give us strength and cheer;
And help ub see when sore and sad, 

The loved ones watching near. 
For information concerning The1 Pro-

tho world,,..Thttj. president, Brother 
Hassman, who la so highly endowed 
himselt foi?jthe: tilfiirltual work, the 
teacher and Jecturer, Dr. P. M. Esser, 
who has drawn a large audience wher- . , , - , ___ever he spoke-.and Johanna Renau, the I Bressive- Lyceum, authorized lesson 
noted test mediuip; are governing the sheet of tlie¡.National Spiritualists Asso. 
Sunday meeting?,, which accounts for I C1^i°n>address John W- RIng, Spirit- 
its remarkable‘growth, success, bar- “»list Temple, Galveston, Texas, 
inony and good will. On Easter Sun- :........... -
day every child, coming to the meeting, ages, etc:, within a reasonable distance

2, with a grand double meeting, In
Rev. Minot J. Savage, Sir Alfred Wal- Btructive addresses,• fine music, and a 
lace and others that he could mention I large attendance. A German meeting 
were pronounced .Spiritualists. His ad- I waa ileid ¡n the afternoon, with an ad
dress was well received. Miss Lula dress by Mrs. Elizabeth Sbauss of To- 
Hiltz then gave one of her beautiful je(jOj and messages by Mrs. H. C. Ebert- 
boIos. Dr. Austin, the pastor, then ahauser, of Sandusky, which were par- 
madö a brief address. A violin solo by ticularly appropriate, as there is a, 
Master. Walters followed. Again- the ^rge proportion of -German speaking ------------------------------------- a
choir gave a most beautiful selection d residents in our city. Preceding the peris Hall, 1646 Milwaukee avenue, f ’ Watertowll Mv address is 21% 
led by Miss Lula Hiltz. The collection -Ladies’ Aid society served a bountiful will receive an Easter egg, also flowers. I court street Watertown N. Y.” 
was then taken which was quite gener- supper to the sneakers and officers of Every meeting for the sick donated , .'
ous for the occasion. During that serv-1 tlie societies, which was enjoyed by from the society. Healing is done tree ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
ice the congregation was favored with a all those fortunate enough to be pres- after every lecture by Dr. Esser. The CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
solo from Mrs. Haines, which was well ent. At the evening meeting, address- last Saturday in April the society will ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS 
received.” es were delivered by Dr. C. W. Hains, have a grand entertainment in the STATE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA-

V. Fell, M. D., writes: “We are not of Bedford, Ohio, an enthusiastic work- above hall. The Progressive Thinker, T|Orj WHETHER ORDAINED OR 
giving enough attention to the lyceum.I er in our cause, and Mrs. Schauss, the only spiritual paper, Is also sold ev- „ Tucnp NniviFphiiR
work.” That Is true. whose guides gave a splendid talk in ery Sunday for its grand work tor Splr- A' u/nni n

Ella A. Towers writes: “The Paw reply to questions propounded by a Itualism.” ; ' I FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT would
Paw Valley Spiritualists Association prominent lawyer of the city. The mu- jj Smith writes: “The Society Stu- WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI- 
celebruted the 57th anniversary of.Mod- sic was a noteworthy feature of the I (]enj'a oj> Nature held* an interesting I CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE-
ern Spiritualism at Paw Paw, Mich., Schauss’little daughter rendered one of meetlng ßunday, .Aprit 2, at 1665 Mil- FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO, B.
April. We were bo fortunate as to se- I Sandusky’s best vocalists, was la fine waukee avenue. ’5the pastor of the I WARNE, 4203 EVANS *AVENUE, FOR
cure the services of Dr. Geo. B. Warne voice and rendered The Song the An- church by Dr. White, information, IF THEY DESIRE
as speaker, who delivered two fine dls-_ gels Sang m a. beautiful manner. Mrs. wbicb Was educational to the audience. „ pART|CLILars SUMMER
courses, Sunday afternoon and evening, Sbauss little daughter rendered one of j h to ßee n frieu(1B at our meet: ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER
to highly appreciative audiences. This -C. P. Longley’s songs very acceptably, lnES eacb Sunday i’ CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN
is Dr. Warne’s first appearance before »nd a mixed choir brought together for ' ■ I SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN
our society, and the people are unanl- the occasion. Bang “Open Those Pearly G- H. 1i|.BU?ib ¡writes rrom uieveiana, MENTAL AND 8p|R|TUAL TONE
mous In their expressions of delight Gates,” and received much praise from Ohio: "The fifty-seventh anniversary is I ^nial and ppikhual. iuhu
and satisfaction with the mental food the audience. Messages through pe »art of history now, and the East End I AN C NDUC ED ON STR
with which he supplied us. Mrs. Lin- mediumship of Mrs. Ebertshauser and Spiritual Society had a most successful BUSINESS METHODS ARE- POWER
coin, as test medium, followed each lec- psychometric readings, by Mrs Schauss I meeting. ' The hall was elaborately dec- I ful AIDS IN SPREADING - THE
ture with many tests and spirit mes- I completed an evening which will long be I orated with flags, streamers, festoons or TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. IT
sages which were almost Invariably re- remembered by every one present. I botl\“,11c spirituul and tlinatlona 1 coi- MU8T NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
snonded to and acknowledged to be cor- The hall was filled, and many were ors, tall palms, potted plants and cut u_v ADC Q- uaovcqt
rect Mrs. Lincoln’s work seems at all turned away, being unable to gain ad- flowers, making a spectaclh of beauty. THEY ARE ALSO THE ^^USE
times to bear the genuine hall-marks of mission. - wasdarge and enthusias- TIME FOR
truth and sincerity,” . Geo. B. Ferris writes from Grand tic. Thedong programme for afternoon THEY COME TO THE RALLYING

', , ..„ / , Rapids, Mich.: “The annual election of and evening w^t-through without a CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF PEO-
ta?r’o?AVriWtai1w»ii ?iURrt officers of the New Thought Spiritual hitch. The readings by the children as PLE| MANY 0F WHOM ARE HUN-
Indiana ^vemmar^ovin^aCTeat sue- I Soclety Was held Sunday, April 2, and well as theirwas¡creditable to I GER1NQ . F0R PHENOMENA ALL
naca Th attaYutanna ia “kraafinH tho I resulted as follows! President, J. C. Au- participated. Ms. S. , y I T|_.g REST OF THE YEAR AND
cess. The attendance is large and the , vice-nresident Clarence H Hall* lor^ caterer, served an elegant lunch- THt t&ah aiw
receipts have more than doubled. Our betWeen the services.< Mr! Fr6d W. READY THERE TQ PART WITH
speaker for Sunday evening, April 16, I B Hohls■ trustees C Dönely T J Martin of Elyria,-was the speaker in the THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU-
wH'heDr. Collyer, a Professor in Hahn- H'aynes and F. R. McLouth. The pro- evening. His address consisted of an 0EnCE, SPIRITUALISTS AND THE

Ktaadoffi ’ ^r^nrl^M° Ealter Sresslve policy of the old board will be eloquent defense. pf physical phenom- PUBUC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY
New xvingdom. For, April 2d, Blaster I hy thenew anti only the best I cua» and was supported by—a.number-of I B add /*amd aeeipiaiSunday, Mother Vlrtuzla, who' dresses ?he'nffifllc win be en- spirit photographs, and elates filled with; ONE OF OU.R CAMP OFFICIAL
in white,.wlll speak on the ‘Now Resur- I Ea„gf »ß be ' the pUbllC WlU be I messages from relatives, nearly all of- BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
rection.’ -April 30 wetyill.be favored by Thcr'fc'lrst Sniritual Society of Port- I whom had passed;out in Europe many I ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
Prof. Oakman of Australia, who will re- . . celebrated the 67th anniversary ot years ago. Mr. Martin.related the his- N|ZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS.

‘ XÄ the aTventtof Modern Sp?ritira.liwai in tory of each article and^poke, of. the THEY 8H0ULD PROTECT THE NOV-
which aro very wpndcp^ul. Our medi I Arfjoan’g hall in th© Abinatoli building test conditions under which It had been, .p— ämh tup mu i mi p from imuma.will be.the bestfthat can be pro- Stained. On on^pf the photographs . GULLIBLE FROM IM-
cured. We always have Mrs. Dixon and day ^¿onferenee was a face that.he did not at, the time POSITION AND. ROBBERY. THEY
the daughter, the. child wonder who £’ÄäWS Fecognlze, ^büf later his - Bister .in ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE
startles the audience; Sarah Thomas, socie[y dlscussed the subject of ‘The I Europe sent:,hita “a photograph and PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR

I Communion Between Mortals and Splr- there was the'original of the face of I AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
Mrs. Cowan from the North Side, Mrs. Brines Progress ’ The Spiritualists which he wqs in doubt.® His lecture I a|.|,pa Rw -rupee nFFir-FRA 
McIntyre of the West Side; ProfriVon ‘«.W*mad6 a profflgnd impressto The only WIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.
Brocklln late of New York' Madame helleve' or at least tney etatea so at ine wnnttadto mnko.th£'rlav perfect Mary B- Bradley writes from Bloom-mw ui *viH) luuuuuiv i no that mOT)V nr tho mnflt RPl- I IJllUK WdJlllUK LU LUUKOJIU, Uclj pci J-DUV I ... n , 9 n ix _xJosephine, Mrs. Hodge and mqny oth- SedfeSovertm and Invenlon“ known was that thbrh tv#'no lyceum connect- Infiton, Il.: The Spiritual Society ot
ere. Our angel singer, Florence Dan- “A80.0/®?!® a“™X kng°u^ ed wlth the Gtiast fend'Spiritual Society Bloomington celebrated the ~67th annl-
lels, will entertain. Every Friday even- ^eaJons as°theShon" tefekraphy this year. A^rangfiments have already verswy of Modern Spiritualism at
Ing at 44 East 31st street we will hold a “tk>n? “ “°been perfected to remedy that next fall Stewart’s Hall, Sunday evening, April
benefit social for our sick-workers. an“ tb° e 'arT dU60it0 SplrRdalism as a hall h'& beeK rented and nearly 2 The hall was decofated with carna-
Free-wlll offerings only." - , paJ a,ue spiritualism. _ . mnr.kk jA'v tbp in sieht” ti°nB f°r the occasion. ' We had a largex ree win oneriugs ouiy. Immediately following the conference, enougn money to pay tne rem in signi. interested crowd Miss Edith

Elizabeth Delphin writes: I have re- iunCheon was served, which was parq Dr. M. F.'feamiÄond writes from In- cilnebell gave a vocal solo. Mrs India 
C*eiLed V vtei from Mrs; V; B- &s’ I taken of by fully 200 people. . Afterddlanapolib, Itid.: ^As the speaker tor I e°’?Ktur Ill give the address, 
l/nnnnn cfn Tior* I I th6 .PrOgreSSlye SpiritUa .,at followed by vocal solo, and an instru-

' tadv wh^womiMd taittfullT to take ceu*?, Plonaers ,met' At, J?® ‘he present ^me.^j make the following mental solo by Miss Tiona King, fol
lady. who promised faithfully to take meeting held by the pioneers of the report of the. . anniversary exercises , „ d by messaKes from Mrs. A. E. K4b-

1 b®"?Jac^^A8peaklortLe E“gl®w?°^ society, men who have been Spiritual- hdld on Sufe Ai) 2^'W'-celeb^- “iwmAre^
VIj1O'\SiUndai’ Marcb,-19’ but lets for years, the proposed temple was ’tion'ityäs ’äAc'ce^, if nunfbfefd' in' at-' vere . recognized and accepted' with

this lady did not keep her word,, so we It was. found that; every-1 tendance, interests' manifested, and piea8Ure The doctety has engaged
were left without a speaker that even- tblng looked favorable for the raising earnestness- by those taking- part -was a Hllrs serviCes for April All are 
Ing and knowing nothing of. Mrs Ly-1 of the amount n'eeded for the erection criterion. At 2:3 p. m„ we met in Man- X’’S“18 be8. Lrk We have 
ons sudden coll nor hearing nothing I of the temnle The sum to be raised is I enn Wall with r trood sized audience I ** . * i u n «.j
from her in the week following, we nat-1 ?50,000.-The Oregonian. • Lnd at 7:30 the • celebration. tyas con- mÄrs by our move.”
urally blamed her for the disappoint- Virginie Barrett writes: "For many I eluded In Pierson's Hall, where the Pro- 8
ment. Under the circumstances, how-1 years i bad preached the truths of Splr- gresslve Spiritualist Church holds their _ D-.G- Hlll^writes: The Golden Rule 
ever, Mrs. Lyons is not-the one in fault itualism to mv father and mother with regular Sunday services; at the evening I Spiritualist Society held its first meet- 
altogether. Mrs,. H. L. Lichtig will g00d results. My mother was a rellg- service standing room only could be ink,its. .new hall, Sunday April 2, and 
speak for us next Sunday and the Sun- jo^g woman, but through my efforts she had, as the hall was more than filled, was* greeted b a large audience. The 
day following. We will hold a Psychic I unfoided enough of mediumship to re- The program consisted of invocation by services for the afternoon were-in the 
Social Thursday evening, April 27, at allze tbe iact of Bplrlt. return. • aome Mrg. B B Compton, an old worker now way of short talks by different ones, fol- 
McDermott’s Hall, 6603 So. Halsted years before her transition to a higher Out of the Spiritualistic field; addresses lowed by messages interspersed with 
street. There will be a number of good llfej sbe saw (I) t0Oi at the same time) I by Mr. B. F. Hayden, another old work- music and song. In the evening Mrs. 
mediums present; and small private I tbe afternoon the gray shadowy form er who was pressed into service for this I Nora E. Hill held the close attention of 
readings given at a charge of ten cents. of a pet cat we bad missed from the occasion, and myself; especial instru- the audlehce for nearly one hour,, to -
There will be a general social time; I bOuse, run across the room,-and hide mental music by Mrs. S. W. Sleight, and I lowed with messages by the well
games played for which prizes will be beneath the folding bed. She often felt songs bv Mrs. B. W. Sleight and Mr. known mediums, Mrs. L. J.- Jaquet,
given and a good musical and literary objects-ln contact with'her, and saw peter Krietizer, and conclued by spirit Mrs. K., Gifford and Mrs. M. McIntyre,
programme. Admission 10 cents. Come the faces of her little children who had communications. by.Mrs. M. E. Hayden, Another special feature tyas the music
and have a good time.” ■ I passed on when yet babies., “About a of this city, and Mrs. C. Hanson of Chi- end singing by Mrs. Frankie Cole, J. A.

Mrs. C. Latham of Brooklyn, N. Y., month ago she peacefully passed to the cago. The rosWiim' was handsomely I C°e and others. A pleasant surprise
says: “A1 number- of years ago my beypnd. ’ A letter froin my father tells I decorated with a profusion of roses and I was given us by Prof. Bramhall, who
grandmother, then a young woman, was I me that a few hours before her spirit carnation pinks, contributed by lady gave us two piano solos, which were
sitting in a room when she was attract- left the body, she called to them and members'of the society. There were a greatly en joyed and applauded. This
ed by a sound oh the veranda. Look- said: T see my father .nt the window, number of Visitors, from surrounding society feels elated that it has been tar
ing in the window was her husband, I and he says that he has come to take towns, among tyfiom was that most tunate in securing the new hall it noty
who had been absenttwo years in New me tylth him/' My; sister, whose'home zealous; woWei'/’aiid efficient-secretary occupies, as it is away from any and
Orleans. She was expecting a letter I is in Chicago, and has -been for many I of the Indiana State-Spiritualist Asso- all bad surroundings, located-on South
every day, and when she saw him Bhe ryears',- attended' mother’s funeral, and I ciatlon, Mre. C. HxMong. of Muncie.” I Paulina street, between Washington 
hurried to the window. He was .not wrote me: ‘Poor, mother, she looked so „ Kf_„r wrupS from Decatur l!!£?®valS Parl£_a'yenu®> known as 
iherp Thfi^Hhtx’k mado-lier faint Her I Hannv'the look on-her face was one of Thos S. Kizer, writes¡. irom Decatur, l q Donnell College Hall, where It . will Lflerc. APP ÖUUvK IDUUv Her laUiU xim I liuypy, Ulc lUUn* Ul* licr ittUc vv<u> UUO UI I nnnlvPraarv nf XffAilpm 1 . ° n , osister hurried to the room and found pleasure.’ This, then, is farther, con- -i „lbidb S ir I hold meetings each Sunday at 3 and 8
her on the fiqpt' In a few weeks she firmation of the truth, and the happy Sp gocietv of Decatur ill m<i iTbe m^Jk^v°?i8undny 6wn ’
received- word that her husband had I expression left upon the face of clay, ... „ _,b r0Btrum was beautifully I P'u
died on the'evening that she had seen was left there when her spirit met her nr„tLi with netted nlants and cut Prealdeat ?f s- 8t; A^io1 ^ed 
him ‘ father I for one glory and trlumnh in I decorated with, potted plants ana cut a christening service by Mrs. Nora E.

F.' M. H„ of Detroit,' writes: "The .the fact that myteachlngs were not in <M HI"' ,
67th anniversary of Modern Spiritual- vain, and that her last words were add- I P" . evening, by our Brother I E--J- ShYCer writes from Los Angeles,
ism was held by the Earnest Workers’ ed proof of spirit communion. Natural- a' «a'j “T o® ,p*f‘y-®eventh anniversary of
Spiritual Society, .-April 2, at its fine ly my father mourns her loss, and I ’ bfe. . ptesent-.. He ex- I Modem' Spiritualism was celebrated at
hall, 333 Michigan avenue, Detroit. The misses her presence. He writes me a ® wonderful growth of Mod- Flr8t Spiritualist. Mission, 118% S.
hall was decorated in a handsome man- that she has called to him from her P« «nlritnalism commencing with the Spring street, by ministers and mefli-
ner with bunting and beautiful flowers, spirit home, ^wakening him from a Aulbll£ through the m'ediümshin ums «nder the auspices of the C. S. S.
and a chair in front of the altar was sound sleep. This no doubt was done ““«e8»“0“ “® a. The hall was beautifully festooned,
tastily draped in white in memory of to make him realize this great possibil- “ J* ' * x - ¡1 lncrease ol We were entertained by able speakers, 
our- deceased -president, James Martin, it-y of spirits returning. Will Mrs. Y. I „„vJowiedeed' Spiritualists from one I ß°°a mediums and fine music. Among 
The services were in charge of our de- T. Newman of Albuquerque, N. M., onehnlf million in 1894 to nearly those officiating were Prof; J. S. Love- 
voted president and pastor, Mrs. Mary kindly send me her address number. I aaa ARer each Iecturl land, Rev. Hutchins, Profs. McLane and
Steen Able* assisted by Mrs. Jenkins, would like a few engagements for ‘^n mimon in^4^t r?a Sullivan, Mmes.- Hutchins, Davis, Boise,
of Windsor,: Mrs. Metcalf, ■ Mre. Pen- spring and summer months. Terms & e 7^ ** wbl°b Lennox, Hammond, Dr. and Mrs. Ches- 
gally and Mrs. Dr. Fish, all of Detroit, reasonable. Address me at No. 1414 N. his guidbro.: The hall. and anterooms were 
who in beautiful and loving words did Capital avenue, Indlapolis, Ind.” > “‘Wf.8aa‘®a m .an fined-tooverflowing.” - . '
honor to themselves and the cause we Mre. Nina D. C^len Jyrit®s fr°“ 8ame tyhen. called out; the question to Uames Ni Newton writes from Toledo, 
love. Numerous loving messages from Paat®a’ 9.bl®' be such as cah be answered by yes dr Ohio: "The Independent'Association-of
the spirit spheres were given, and we I heldI a“tall-day Ba^rtoE, having tyflne I ° whUe he -goe- lalns about -SpirftuaMsts on April 2, celebrated the
could truly realize the words of the banquet at a c ... °® ]“®®‘ the questions, which are in nearly every 67th anniversary of Modern Spiritual
beautifulsong, Only a Thin Veil Be- ing in the afternoon in wh ch_ all took InBtance admitted correct. The. ques- ism, with D. A. Herrick as speaker and 
tween Us. Several recitations were I active part In the gening a hectare L pertain to either spiritual or pastor. The hall was filled to the ut- 
finely rendered by Misses Mamie Steen rtyas delivered by the writer on Growth-T J *■. |lr - are so well I most to greet him Mr Herrick will be 
and Edna Martin. The singing of Miss | of SplritualiBm/ bY 8P‘r‘‘ ' pleased withirBrothfer French’s labors with us for the month of April. We
May Paddock,-who has a beautiful cultl- sages- At eac s c . _ 1 _ fOr the past monthtjhat we have decid- have many young and new mediums
vated yplce was a treat, rendered more program wasi,g . At p esentl am I to j[|B BeryIces for tbe current who belong to our society Who were ih-
sp oy the fine tyork of the pianist, Miss I holding two regul me gs here ^in We .have gained nearly one vited to the platform and took turns in
Grace Edmunds. Every seat in the I Canton. ®ye^y yn dozen members, pur-sociables, which I giving messages. Mrs. A. J. Murtha, of
bouse was filled and all felt the time d YS- vis 1 su ' we hold ever? T.des^ay evening, are Baltimore, just closed a very successful
was well spent. The society can feel r round g qw •. . _ I wen attendediff Wesbave games, recita- engagement for our society ” for the
proud of our-pastor, Mrs; Steen, who by I _ IIariet Duh wr f m Elmira, N. I t5onfj &nd danclng; aiB0 tests and-re-1 month of March. She will return for 
her untiring energy, and self-sacrificing I Y.. We held our annlve sary service I fresbmeIit8 charging enough to pay ex- the month of September to open our 
spirit has made it a brilliant success limU.feuijday tyven g. Our¿®bVtetepenses. and ififeri’werhäve a test circle I fall meetings. Her .message work Is of 
financially and socially. I wS’rinrthhr^rJntnrf at the home ot thq writer every Thurs- the best ani her lectures are good.” '
Spffimne Wash • ^Thee57thWanniver^r™ ffi^course^ sweet and Inspiring music, day evening, Wre from 25 to 30 are in ^IULC. HODGE, THE VETERAN 
ÄdereLittle Miss §hipW sang affine solo, attendance. . 9i S
in o iwfiitte- manner bv the First Snir- which was appreciated by all. Our pas- Mrs. Amantlw Coffiman writes: I vis- FORM, WRITES. ‘ THE PROGRE8S-
ihial Society of Sookane bv holding a ‘or. Mrs- R- w- Barton- sP°ke from a I ited Akron, Ohio, and Buffalo, N. Y., en I IVE THINKER IS 'PAR EXCEL
tair ami sale on Friday and Saturday subject given from the audience, ‘The route to WatflrtownpN. Y., where I am I LENCE,’ AND UP TO DATE IN EV-
followerl bv hot suoner being served Tiny R&p of Forty-Eight,’ which was to serve the tTemplb-ociety for April ERY RESPECT, AND IT IS A PITY 
from five to eight, each night, with a handled m a very able and forceful and May. At Akron Ohio, I-held par- THAT- MORE- SPIRITUALISTS DO 
dnnro nnri -entertainment consisting of manner, interesting the hungry souls lor meetings at tho home of Samuel NOT DO- THEMSELVES _THE JUS- 
music songs and dancing reading of present. It was a grand feast. A col- Kepler that were well attended, and TICE TO BECOME SUBSCRIBERS 
nrielnnl noefnq bv Josie Abbev Russell lection was taken while the band played held anniversary, ^services, Sunday, AND THUS BE ENABLED TO KEEP 
and other local-talent. A beautiful silk I beautiful music. Then, the controls ot I March 26. A' large and Intelligent au-j UP WITH THE PROCESSION. THEY 
nnilt was nresented to the one whose Mrs. Barton gave messages from loved I dience greeted me. I am glad to state I CERTAINLY CAN NOT DO THIS 
ticket drew It Bro. E. J. Bebb being the I ones In spirit life, which startled those I from every point,'of .view Spiritualism I WITHOUT A PERUSAL OF ITS COL- 
luckv member. Sunday a meeting was I to whom they came, by their accuracy. seems to be spreading, and the thinklngj UMNS." , .
held" presided over by the pastor, Rev. I Her permanent address is 361 West I public are hungry- for spiritual truths. 11 Mre. C. Kirchner writes: “The cele-< 
Frances A. Sheldon, ably assisted by Second street, corner Walnut" I called on friends in Buffalo who gave a bratiqn.of the 67th anniversary of Mod-
Bro. E. J. Bebb and others, tests follow- I M. S. B. Grjenbaum writes: “April 23, I cordial welcome and a God-speed to. my 1 ern Spiritualism, held by the Rising
ing. Special music was provided for 11901/1 lost my.oldest son. I cried out I labors. It is four, years since, my last Sun Mission at the People’s Institute,
the occasion. Out pastor, Rev. Frances I in my agony, ‘Where,, oh! where, is my I engagement here. ,V L note a, great : imU on Slmday, April. 2, was an event long

mm «> «U IM w»u®u.w A. Sheldon, was able to • be . with us boy?’ The angels took me by the hand I provemqnt inf.thg.field.^ .This : is. my to be remembered by those who :at- 
mwtm a snlrltuallst especially 1 again-after her-severe-illnesd, although I and I found the light that1 illuminated 1 fourth engagement fit Watertown» ■». Y. tended the services. “In the. afternoon,

as such men m Camille Flammarion, not fully recovered.' She 1b an able and • the way, for sihee that time I have de- I WlU answer jails for-funerals, matri-1 long before £he commencement, ezr

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE. ' ’ _

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, popular 
ns a lecturer and message bearer, Ib 
now lecturing in St. Louis, Mp. We 
were glad to meet her in Chicago a few 
daysago. ' ’■♦.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood is now legated 
at the Hotel Victoria, Main street, Buf
falo, N. Y, where he can be addressed 
for engagements.

C. P. Follett writes: "The St. Paul 
(Minn.) Spiritual Alliance celebrated 
the 67th anniversary of Modern Splrlt- 
ualism at Odd Fellows’ Hall, Wabasha 
and Fifth streets, St, Paul, Minn., Sun
day, March 26, and the meetings were 
not only very enjoyable but very in
structive and were well attended; In 
fact it Is noticeable the number of 

. strangers that are being attracted to 
these meetings and who are investigat
ing its philosophy and religion, The 

‘•.programme was large and most excel
lent."

Caldwell and: Brother Arnold were Hs- 
toned to with rapt attention. The in
strumental and vocal solos and recita
tions by members of the mission were 
received with rounds of applause. The 
spirit messages gven by Mrs. H. Gill 
and Ella Bloom were grand truths of 
our phenomena, and, were all readily 
recognized. The Rising Sun choir ren
dered some fine selections, which added 
materially to the occasion. At the 
evening service every avalllable Inch of 
space was occupied by an eager, intelli
gent throng, and by 8 o’clock nothing 
but standing room could be had. The 
services opened by the Rising Sun 
choir rendering a beautitul hymn, fol
lowed by an invocation by Dr. J. H. 
Randall. Tnen followed Instrumental 
and vocal solos and . recitations, after 
which tlie speaker,. Dr. J. H. Randall, 
delivered the . anniversary address 
which was handled in his usual able' 
manner. Several vocal and instrument
al selections were then given by the 
mission talent, as well as several selec
tions by the mission’s juvenile orches
tra, they receiving prolonged applause. 
The choir then sang ‘Sweet Hour of 
Prayer,' and during the singing pur Sis
ters Montgomery and Brooks, accompa
nied by Sisters Trafton and Kirchner, 
marched to the rostrum, headed by ten 

'sweet children dressed in white, carry
ing flowers in both arms. Then Dr. 
Randall read the ordination service, or
daining our two sisters as teachers of 
our truth. The services were very ap
propriate and created a lasting impres
sion on the audience. The choir then 
eang, ‘I’ll Stand By You,’ after which 
spirit messages were given by- Sister 
Weaver. A large number of members 
and friends congratulated our newly or
dained teachers at the close of the ser
vices, with comments that a pleasant, 
enjoyable time was had by all who at
tended.”

Eva L. Stewart writes: "At the anni
versary of Modern, Spiritualism, ob
served by the Hyde Park Occult So
ciety, on March 26, we were well enter
tained by a fine array of talent. Dr. G. 
B. Warne was the speaker of the even
ing, and gave us many things in regard 
to the Fox sisters few knew of. We 
always have a rich treat when he 

' speaks for us. We were highly enter- 
talned^by Prof. Georgia an<J Miss Fran
ces Letter In piano solos. Mr. O. R. 
Nordquist and Miss Palmer each gave 
ui) a vocal selection. Mrs. Nichols was 
pianist for the evening. All was well 
received by the audience. Messages 
were given by Mrs. Kline,-Mrs. Lincoln 
and Mrs. H. S. Fraser. All were recog
nized. We And In Mr. Fraser a fine 
speaker and medium and a good draw
ing card. He is to be with us during 
the mopth of April. We are to con-

HORi AND "71

tinue our dances Indefinitely. All

- i J. Clement Smith, the octogenarian, 
of Topeka, Kansas, writes ri “As an om
nivorous reader of periodical literature,
with eighty-seven years charged in the 
debit column of life, I can state frankly 
that I have never seen anything that 
excels The' Progressive Thinker in 
grace or chastity of composition. Evi
dently your contributors are all schol
ars and thinkers."

• Mrs. C. J. Miller writes: “Free lust is 
death, while free love is life. ‘He that 
soweth to the flesh shall of the flesh 
reap corruption; but he that soweth to 
the spirit shall of the spirit j-eap life 
everlasting.’ Love is life, gives life to 

-all.” .
Maggie Henry writes: "On Sunday 

evening, April 2, at the Universal Oc
cult Society, after the reading of the 
scripture lesson, In place of the sermon, 
Evangelist F. M. Stoller answered sci- 

■ entitle questions, written on slips of pa
per by those in the audience seeking in
formation on spiritual thought. The 
professor is a very earnest worker in 
the cause, and we have very interesting 

•meetings. A warm welcome is extend
ed to all strangers to attend our meet
Ings. We have good psychics, Madam 

. Lucile De Loux, Mrs. Wagner, and 
Prof. Stoller, a fine psychometric 
reader.” ' ■ ■

Geo. Hamilton Brooks, well and fa
vorably known in Chicago, writes glow
Ingly of the salubrious climate of Call- 
¡ornla, in contrast with the severe win
der in Chicago. Mrs; Brooks is enjoy- 
ng excellent health, and they expect to 
emain in that sunny, clime for some 
ime tq come. He speaks glowingly of 
he excellent work done by Mr. Colville 
tnd Mrs. Lillie, and encouragingly of 
he camp meeting to be held under the 
lanagement of Mrs. Nettie ’ Howell, 
• st-class talent having been engaged.

' or particulars address Mrs. Howell at 
_ >o;'542 S. Main street, Los Angeles,

.al. . .
- Emma A. Ellis writes: "The Band of 
ifarmbny held its' regular sessions on 

'■ vhuraday last in Room 512, Masonic 
;emple. The day without was a dlsa- 

• ■ vreeable mixture of snow and rain, 'but 
' aside the above hall, good feeling per

meated every crevice. It was the an
nual experience meeting, and everyone 
was eager to hear an*d tell how the dol
lar contributed, was earned. Judging 
; eports given, there must have been 
koine cheap sewing and ironing, ..also 
'-.alnting of floors done. At any rate it 
-.-as not a cheap total that filled the 
secretary’s desk with crisp bank notes. 

' Many dear good letters were read from 
absent ones. Everyone felt the influ
ence and when the next meeting was 
announced, it was not forgotten that
cur president^ Mrs. Richmond, has a 
birthday the following day, and it was 
decided to celebrate that event on the 
regular meeting day. Everyone knows 
our president, at least they ought—and 
we predict a large, enthusiastic gather
ing for April 20.” — .

D. Feast writes: "The First Spiritual
ist Church of Baltimore, Md., celebrated 
the 67th anniversary of Modern Spirit
ualism, April, 2; 'In fact, all day was an
niversary day. 'At 3 p. m. the lyceum 
met as usual. Each scholar or friend 
was presented with a carnation as he 
or she entered the door. The church 
was beautifully decorated with tall 
palms qnfl cut Howers.. It was a grand 
scene. The lyceum in a body marched
into the church; The audience was 
large and attentive. The Hon. Chas R. 
Schirm made the opening address. In 
port, ho said that he was not ashamed

seem to enjoy them very much. Next 
one, Thursday, April 13. April 16 Is 
Mediums’ Night with us. The Ladies’ 
Auxiliary of the Ill. State Spiritualists 
Association will occupy our Kall, 319 E. 
66th street, on AprU'SQ, for the purpose 
of holding Its first social and entertain
ment. A special feature and excellent 
talent has been secured for the occa- 
slon and they intend to make it an en
joyable evening to all who come. They 
want all who wish to promote the cause 
of Spiritualism alL over the state and 
help the I. S. S. A. In Its good work to 
to come. The admission will be only 
25 cents, and. they will serve refresh
ments freer^ .

C. A. Bollinger writes: “The 67th an- 
nlversar of Modern Spiritualism was 
celebrated by the united Spiritualists of 
Clevéland, Ohio, under the auspices of 
the Ladles Temple Fund Society, on 
Sunday, March 26,-Memorial Hall, 170 
Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio. Dr. 
W. C. Hains of Bedford, Ohio, president 
of the First Spiritual Church, acted as 
chairman. The fine program is too 
numerous to give in detail. The morn
ing session was. turned over to the dif
ferent lyceums, the children showing 
that they are receiving up-to-date spirit
ual training. Their exercises and reci
tations were a credit to their instruct
ors. Prof, Louis Quedenfeld, president 
of Spiritual Light Society, had the mu
sical program for the celebration In 
charge. He and his three sons glad
dened the listeners with beautiful violin 
and piano solos, trios and quartettes; 
Mrs. Woodruff and Master Herder, 
piano and violin; inspirational singing 
by Mrs.' Howard. Rev. I. W. Pope ad
dressed the lyceums. The afternoon
session consisted of music, vocal and 
instrumental, and lecture by Brother D. 
A. Herrick. Messages by Sisters Lina 
W. Wolff and Mrs. Howard. The even
ing address was delivered by Fred D. 
Dunakin of Cecil, Ohio. Messages by 
Sisters D. N. Schomacher and Edith 
Buchwald. The seed sown by the 
speakers’ eloquence Is bound to bear 
fruit in the future. At the close of the 
afternoon and evening sessions the au
dience was invited to join the Ladles’ 
Temple Fund Society. Forty-three new 
members were added to the list. The 
officers and members of thé L. T. F. S. 
extend their heartfelt thanks to all who 
assisted in making this anniversary a

LEARN CARI) READING
: —BY ‘ 1 ZticaI

NEW PAHLAVI SYSTEM. '■,, ■______________ ■ ijed to 
Educational, Scientific, Interesting, j By, 

Profitable. ! „ , .
___  ¡of spil'u

Seurt for PAHLAVI CARTOMANCY, a 02- t
page book or lustructions beautifully 1IIub-4.„ . „
trated In color«, showing each Pahlavi Carif11-” pUU* 
and what it moans. The book tells you how.)nn. 
to read Pahlavi cards with remarkable accu-, ‘“t-uu« 
racy and is the only book ot its kind pub-4oth Hil. 
fished. Sent postpaid to any address for 25/ ■ 
cents. Write for it to-day. It’s worth having) 

The cards uro beautiful, duplex ouaiuel ¿nJ 
ish. and are so novel they carry 72 patent' 
claims and 17 copyrights.

54 cards in a pack, sent upon receipt ot 50 
cents. Many people make a profitable busi
ness of card reading, especially at church 
fairs.,picnics, parties, etc. ,

Write for particulars and sample card sent 
free, or send 75c. for puck of cards und book 
of Cartomancy Instruction. Agents uud deal
ers make money, selling our goods.

raq TX PAHLAVI CARD CO., 
863 Hou eman Blk„ Grand Rapids, Mich.
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OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS. ,

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantial!' 

bound in cloth.
No other publishing house In thff 

United States excels them in the me. 
chanlcal work—binding, printing and 
paper, . ,

The three volumes of the "Encyclopd' 
•dla of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Man 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, "The Seers of the Ages'.”

Then comes the "Great Debate Bo 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an Important niche in youn 
library.

Then follows “Ghost Land,” “Art 
Magic,” “The Next World Interviewed" 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and-the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book 
“Letters From the Spirit World,” writ 
ten through the mediumship of that r 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIU 
BOOKS are furnished to our-subscrll 
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a pri 
never before known in ancient or mod-' 
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de-1 
light you. They will constitute a per/ 
ennial fountain of knowledge for yoti 
and your family—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise! J

Journeys to the Planet Mars
Or, Our nission to Ento (flats)

A Narrative by Sara Weiss, Illustrated 
With Thirteen Original Drawings 

by the Authoress.

This strangely attractive narrative 
does not assume to be either scientific, 
philosophic, or as advancing any special 
religious creed. It Is a plain statement 
of facts based upon the experience of 
a woman whose highest aim Is to ac
quire a knowledge of truth, to earnestly 
strive to live It, and to offer to others 
a stepping-stone which may aid them, 
in their progress towards the light

From the standpoint of Spiritualists 
this is a most Interesting book, as Mrs. 
Weiss actually took these journeys In 
spirit and has given them in all sin
cerity, to the world. The book Is up
lifting and full of beautiful thoughts. 
648 pages. Price $1.50.

WISDOM OF THE AGES.
Revelations from Zertoulem, the 

Prophet of Tlaskanata.

glorious success, spiritually as well as 
financially.”

Mrs. M. D. Allen writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: "Mrs. Alice C. Barry has been 
with us about fourteen months, and is 
doing a good work; She lectures every 
Sunday evening, and during theftveek 
socials '.and circles alternate. We ad
vertise our Sunday evening lectures In 
the dally papers, in the same column 
with the church notices. We have rea
son to be pleased with the efforts put. 
forth and notice given“ us Uy the’press. 
We celebrated the 67th anniversary of 
Spiritualism last Sunday evening to a 
large^and appreciative audience.. The 
hall was beautiful. Mrs. Barry had 
chosen for’ her topic ‘The . Spiritualist 
View of Death,’ but upon arriving at the 
hall was impressed, to take her subject 
from the audience as was her custom. 
Mrs. Harding responded, ‘The Needs of 
the Hour,’ and it was beautifully han
dled, After the discourse she gave psy- - 
chic delineations from flowers and 
photos. The Band of Harmony is com
posed of earnest workers and a great 
help to the Philosophical Society 
financially.” ' '

Dr. J. H. Randall has been engaged 
■by some of the Spiritualist camp-meet
Ings for lectures the coming season, 
and has some dates yet to spare, and 
can be had upon reasonable terms. He 
is so efficient and entertaining as an ad
vocate of Spiritualism that he Is In con
stand demand.to lecture for some so
ciety every Sunday, and frequently 
called upon to officiate at funerals. Ad
dress 1068 Washington Boulevard, Chi
cago, III. '

Cora Fuller Williams, secretary, 
writes glowingly of a meeting held at 
Jeannette Frazer’s home, but does not 
give the name of the place from which 
she writes. The subject, “The Future 
of Spiritualism,” was ably discussed by 
those present Miss Frazer read an ex
cellent, paper.on "The'/Signs . of -the 
Times.- She was followed by Mrs. Liz
zie Fuller, Mr. R. Baker, Mrs. O. F. 
Smith, Miss Hughes, Mrs. Cora Will
iams, all speaking in an interesting

A Mine of Valuable Reflections 
and Suggestions.

Thio work was automatically tran
scribed by George A. Fuller, M. D„ a 
gentleman who stands high as a lec
turer and medium. It Is a mine of val
uable reflections and suggestions. The 
paragraphs are short, suggestive and 
inspiring. Every one of them leads ta 
something higher, grander, noblee. 
Price 11.00.

NEW BOOK.
psychic Light 
' BY MRS. DRAKE

Important Addition to Our Literature.
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship--/3a,. 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. It is chockful of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only 
>1.60 postpaid."

FIFTY YEARS
- -" ’ IN THE

CHURCH” ROME.
A Remarkable Book.

Th!« la a remarkable work by Fathir Chikuvt. 
It exposes eves to tbe mlDGteat detalhi the corruptioa 
that exists In the Church of Romo U1« • work of 8» 
pages, and should be retd a* a wetter 9t hli(orv Uy 
every Spiritually. -

THE SOUL OF THINGS:
Or Psychometric Researches and Discoveries. 
By wm. and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise as a text book it 
is as fascinating as a work of fiction. Tho 
reader wlU bo amazed to see tho curious facts 
hero combined In support of this power of the 
human mind, which will resolve a thousand 
doubts and difficulties, mako geology plain as 
day, and throw light on all subjects now ob
scured by time. Price. 11.50. In three volumes, 
cloth bound. 81.50 each. Postage, 10c per copy.

manner.. Mrs. Amy . Peliett. presided 
bur at the piano, her music finely rendered.

AUTOMATIC WRITING, 
ISo-called] wflli other psychic; experiences. By 
Sara A. underwood. With half-tone portrait 
and specimen pages or the writing. Hand- 

I eomely bound in cloth. Price, 11. Postage, loci

wetyill.be


KWWERS^
Thia department is under the man

agement of
HUDSON TUTTLE.

address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
have called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels tho answers to be made in 
the most condensed "<?rm, and often 
dearness Is perhaps sac: iced to this
forced brevity. Proofs lu to be omit-
ted, and tlie style becort-. thereby as- 
eertlvg/whlch ot all thin," - is to be dep.-

•fien wearyrecateó. Correspondents .
with waiting for the ' a; pearance of
their questions and wrtte of in
quiry. The supply of matter b Always 
■•several weeks ahead of the space given, 
and hence there is unavoidable delay, 
t'lvery one has to wait his time and 
fdace, and all are treated with equal 
favor.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
anonymous letters. Full name and ad
dress must be given, or the letters will 
mot be read. If the request be made, 
tlie name will not be published. The 
correspondence of this department lias 
.become excessively large, especially let
ters of Inquiry requesting private an
swers, and while I fréely give what
ever Information I am able,*,the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex-
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

■ W. E. Spalsbury: Q, What Is the 
scriptural way of baptism and what is 
meant by it?

A. Baptism is claimed by Chris
, tians to have been'instituted by Christ, 

and the baptism by. water Is confounded 
With that of his blood by which all sins 
are washed away. It is believed that 

• it is a distinctive rite of the Christian 
church. On the contrary baptism was 

, one of the most sacred rites of tlie 
Greater Mysteries of Greece, hundreds 
of years before the advent ofXlhristian-
ity. Tbe novitiate who would be initi
ated into these mysteries—which sui

l-
1-

bodied the religion of the ancient world 
had to pass a much moje/rlgld dis

cipline than is now exacted of young 
, converts. The ceremony lasted tor 
x nine days, id the dimly, lighted temple, 
) and at the end of that time, having ful
) filled all obligations, passed successful
ly all examinations-:.and repeatedly 
' vowed to the gods to be just, honorable, 

brave, devout to them, and devoted to 
his country, as the last supreme act, by 
which he was made anew and received 

• “the second birth,” he was passed 
through' water, or- baptized, it was a 
rite which could not be recalled, and 

. having taken it, the initiate, if he did 
\ not live according to his vows, was de
I splsed by his fellow-men and ostracised 
j by the gods. The word by which this 
। rite was known, meant to dip, or plunge 
\ta water. To wash away all sins of the 
,'spirit, as water washes away the stains 
• of the body was its primary signill- 
; cance. Tlje Christians adopted the rite 

. / from paganism, and during the early 
I , ages of its existence immersion was 
\ the only method, as It should be, if the• - - —      —e    —- — - — — —

yoriginal significance is retained.' ‘
The bible places a strange signifi

cance on blood. It>was blood sprinkled 
. pn the door-posts, and lintels, in Egypt, 

Awhiich showed the Lord when he came 
=' with the pestilence whom to spare. In 

the bloody sacrifices, the blood of the 
victims was sprinkled “before the Lord, 
before the veil of the sanctuary.”

As wine, by its resemblance to blood, 
was adopted as a symbol of the Savior’s 

' blood, water was taken as another sym
bol, and sprinkling with it took the 
•place of immersion. Sprinkling or 1m- 
jnersion - have the same significance 
with the church: The washing away of 
sin by the blood of Christ. In this there 
Is a departure from the primitive pagan 
belief, which had no reference to the 
sacrifice of a God,’ arid redemption 
through and by means of his blood, but 
symbolic purification by means of the 
purest element no nature. And as they 
believed all things were born of ’tills 
element, so out of and through it, the 
second birth should be symbolized by 
plunging in and coming out of it. .

j ■■  ... r
y ■ A. Buchanan: Q. Why is the sky
Cblue?

ThW A. It was supposed that oxygen was 
ilof a blue color, and even diluted with 

' nitrogen as It is In the atmosphere it 
gave it that color. For a time Tyndall’s 
theory that the color came from dust 
diffused in the air was accepted, but 
that has been abandoned for,.the first.

- To account for the kaleidoscopic 
color changes of the’gky both theories 
Will have to be called'in. The .red light 
of'the summer day Is from vapors and 
dust Watery vapor as It exists in the 
air,, is in the form of infinitesimal par
ticles, finer than dust itself. Strata of 
air, varying in density because of .tern- 

• perature and humidity, furnish planes 
' of. refraction and reflection. Thus then 
are three causes for atmospheric color 
changes: The blue tint of oxygen, dust, 
and reflection and retraction of light by 
strata of air of varying density. The 
perfect blue of the clear sky Is the color 
of oxygen. " A little distance from the 
garth’s surface, where the air becomes 

i attenuated, the sky becomes of absolute 
blackness.

( Judge O. G. Richards: Q. How is 
' this unusually cold winter to be ac
counted for? , ' _

. A,' The same explanation as was 
given . to a question as to the’exceeding 
heat.pf -the summer of two years ago, 
applies lo the, season of cold. The

। ¡Weather Bureau . may observe .the flue, 
tuations in thereat aerial ocean, and 

J predict the direction storms will move 
after they have commenced their march 

' but as yet the causes which lead to 
tfielr formation Is unknown. It ap
pears that mountains of air pile up In

, the Northwest, and the cold air of the 
-upper regions slides down their sides, 
with such momentum that the currents 

. before the force is exhausted some
times -reach the gulf and. Florida.

i ¡Wherever they go, the high wind is ac
: companied with low temperature. The 
cold waves are currents descending 
from the upper region. The intensity 
of this coy depends ori the height from 
which the currents descend. . '

The cause of these-currents which 
comeand go seemingly by accident, prob
ably is m the sun, which by its miagnet- 
ic' action affects the electric currents 
and magnetic state of earth, water and

air. The air ia swat responsivo. The 
vast upheavals shown m sun spots, are 
always indicated by the magnetic needle, 
and these changes in the radiating sur
face of the sun may determine the 
courseand intensity of the earth’s mag
netic 'currents, which govern the cur
rents in the oceans, and in the atmos
phere. The prevalence of south winds 
in summer and of north, northwest or 
northeast In winter, pre the direct 
causes of extra heat or cold. That the 
radiate heat of the sun . is unchanged 
winter or summer, is- proven by the fact 
that tho temperature of the torrid zone 
remains unchanged.. .

J. Osborne Lunt: Q. It is surpris
ing, even startling to me that Roman 
Catholics, Episcopalians, and other 
church people revere, love, worship and 
kiss the cross. This is the way it looks 
to me: The cross was Jesus Christ’s 
gallows, he was nailed to that cross be
tween two thieves by his enemies. 
Jesus had no love for that cross, it was' 
a nightmare to him, he without doubt 
had a perfect horror of it; then if he 
despised this cross (his gallows) like' 
this, why do these supposed followers 
of him love it so much?

Now at the present day if a man is ex
ecuted on a modern gallows, does his 
mother, father or any of those dear to 
him, want to hang a miniature gallows 
around their neck or pt their side, so 
they can be reminded of this liorriblé 
event all the time?

A. If the story of the evangelists is > 
taken literally, the conclusions of tilia 
correspondent are inevitable, and that 
they are proves conclusively that some 
other interpretation must be the correct 
one. Why should the cross be received 
notas a symbol of ignominy, or of death, 
but of immortal life? If it had no signill. 
cance, other than the instrument of tor
ture on which Christ died, if; never 
could have been so transformed. Thé 
cross 1b found sculptured on the wails 
of Egyptian temples,-and painted ■ oh 
mummy cases, which date at least 2,000 
years before Christ. It was the phallic 
symbol of the triune creative principle, 
and hence of ever reproducing and im
mortal life. It is the “Tfee of Life.” It 
was taken by the Christians from the 
old religion of paganism, and at first 
had no connection whatever with the 
cross as an instrument of torture. Ab 
all the heathen “saviors” died In -, a 
tragic manner, or qn the cross, the 
writers of his life transposed the same 
death penalty to him.

For a full explanation the correspond-, 
ent is referred to the chapter on phallic 
worship in “The Religion of Man,” pub
lished as a premium book by The Pro
gressive Thinker./

Inquirer: Q. What progress has 
been made in cremation, and where are 
¡crematories located? •

A. There has; been some advance in ■ 
the reception of the process of cremp- 
tion in- disposing of the dead since Dr. 
Julius Lemoyne directed the first cre
matory in this country, Baron De Palm, 
the Thoughtist, was first cremated; and 
it made an intense sensation. It-Is dif
ficult to give a list of crematories. 
There is one in Boston, Buffalo, Cleve
land, Cincinnati and Chicago.

While it is admitted without qualifica
tion that tfie process is every way more 
commendable than burying. "In the 
earth, religious beliefs, the firm hold of 
superstition forbid cremation, and It 
will require generations to bfing it into 
public favor. But it will surely become 
the one method. When population be
comes crowded, the menace to health 
and life from crowded Burial grounds, 
will enforce cremation as a hygienic 
measure/ ' ;n 1 I/?'.'._____ • • ' ■ i
" À Slate-Writjfifl Mediiim.

To the Editor:—I desire to say a 
word concerning a slate-writing medium 
now located pt 816 . Eighth avenue 
South, Minneapolis',’Minn. ■ . .

Mrs. Marguerite Lundy is a lady for
merly known as Miss Marguerite 
Hardy, the daughter of the well-known 
materializing medium, Mrs. Hardy, who 
has appeared at camps in the west in 
later years. .

Happening in Minneapolis a few days 
ago I went to the home oT Mrs. Lundy 
one morning at about 10 o’clock, with
out previous appointment, and asked 
for a sitting for the purpose of investi
gating the new development which I 
had.been Informed had come to Mrs. 
Lundy., I found the door open, and my
self, Mr. Lundy, and the medium sat at 
a small, table with four pairs of double, 
cleaned slates on it. The method, was 
very similar to that of the late Mrs. 
Buchanan and also of the late Mrs. 
Kate Blade. The seance was not pro
longed, not . over pne hour, and .in that, 
period we .received, from surely 7 the 
spirit side of life over a dozen clear and 
clean-cut messages from my. arisen 
friends .and relatives; nearly „the last: 
message received, it being not a private 
one, I.will,give. The slate was held by 
the medium In the usual manner of 
such demonstrations, when there ap-. 
peared the following: .

“Judge Dunn, we would like you to 
write about this in the—” The writing 
was down at the foot-of the slate and no 
room there to finish it. Being uncer
tain, I asked the guide to complete the 
sentence and indicated with my finger 
where the sentence should be completed 
on thé slate, and iri a moment .pérhaps' 
afterwards there appealed.ta clear writ
ing at the place indicated the words:

“Progressive Thicker, to promulgate 
the caûse. (Signed) L. Q„” which ini
tials informèâ'ine; anil In fact they, were 
afterwards-. iritgrjÓte’d by the guide to 
mean Lawçénçèjjuïïit.ell.” ..

.This is hóf an advertisement of a me
dium, bubdfr.Jis'Jiri;.response to the . re
quest ofsflië;riiédlùm;s guide, as>tadt-. 
gated iñ/tiié-ímésgrigé.'' My only object", 
in interviewing this medium was to be' 
able to speak from , experience when . 
nsked.as I rim frequently, “Do you know 
of any reliable slatewfltfng medium in 
thé city of Minneapolis,'Mirin?”,' After 
the passing away Of Mrs. Buchanan, I. 
was obliged to answer Í did not, al
though having visited other reputed me
diums for this phase, but for' whose 
powers I did not feel at liberty to 
vouch. ■

But I am glad to be able to say that 
any investigator may be sure of honest 
work, no fake, apparently • In visiting 
Mrs. Lundy, either in private or at. her 
regular setmees on .{Tuesday evenings i 
rind Sunday afternoons'^ I am always 
willing to’, bear testimony to reliable 
demonstrations of' spirit^ power, and : 
equally willing to condemn false and 
simulated demonstrations. , ••■ ;

' ' ANDREW C. DUNN.
Winnebago, City, Minn. ’

•■Meatless Dishes." Very ajoftiL 1 
Price 10 cents.

Shall 1B®goh]6 a Medl- 
i .ttm/’ Fully /Ynswefed

, In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
cents. Send to Mr. Tuttl^ Berlia Heights, O. !
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BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS, t

Se^d In Your Dates and Name of Sec; 
, retary at Once.

-■ - . . . i
Interest In the various Spiritualist 

camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that proper am 
nouncement as to dates can be made. '

Mt. Pleasant, Park, Clinton, Iowa. 1

Maple Dell Park, Ohio. ।

Lily, Dale Camp,. N. Y< . . |
■ ■ ■ ‘ .

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.

. Chesterfield, Ind. . < 

. Unity Camp-Meeting.

~ Freeville, N. V.

.. Lake Brady, Ohio. 

Delphos Camp, Kansas. .

■ : Grand Ledge, Mich", . ‘ 

. Island Lake, Mich, ;

Onset Camp, Mass. ;; 

' Franklin, Neb, .

■ New Era, Oregon. ’ 
Forest Home, Mloiyz;

'; \ Wonewoc/J-.

' Ottawa; Kansas. ' ' 

, Vicksburg Camp, Mich. . 

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.

Harmony Grove;.,CaE
■

7;

;fX

Winfield Camp, Kansas. ,,

Anniversary at Port Huron, Mich.
The fifty-seventh annlversary.pf.Mpd- 

ern Spiritualism was celebrated by tlie, 
New Thought Club in the parlors: and 
club rooms on Huron avenue, Sunday, 
April 2, We first had our,regular pro
gram of business and the lyceum work 
for the children, the march, etd., aiter' 
which we had a fine musical program, 
then the tables were prepared and 
spread for our banquet, by the ladies of 
the club. The tables were , loaded to
their utmost capacity with fruit, -flow
ers and eatables.::Our-presldent, N. B. : 
Renwick acted-,as,- toast-master and: 
toasts were answered to by one of our 
newly-confirmed preachers, Mrs. Yost, 
formerly of Rochester, Mich.; subject; 
“Spiritualism and the New Thought,” 
which was well rendered; Wm, W. 
Hartson on State and Church, with the 
statistics, which was very interesting; 
a paper by Mrs, ■ Richards, which was 
fine; Mr J. Yost, on What Spiritualism 
Has Done for the People, wblclt ;.)ÿaè 
good; Mrs. M. Marvin, a poenj written 
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox;'always good; 
Dr. Mc L. Angus of ..Toronto, Ont., who 
has given his whole Hfe.,tb this'work, on 
DeVelopmeht,'which one .of th'e 
brightest.lectures Over delivered in this 
part of the state; .our’ président & B^ 
Renwick, "On-¿he :Annlversaiy,"wlth a' 
full review from, tho'tirueb'f.tjie knock. 
Ings in Hydesville until the present 
time, w|jich was a very brlght tiilit arid 
well rendered;' a paper of his oWn com-, 
posing, by Wm. Howie, on Atoheinent, 
which was good and well read; attér 
which a committee was appointed 'to 
visit four of our side members and fake 
them frriit and flowers and the club’s 
règrets for their not being able to meet 
with us. Oue hundred arid fifty-nine 
sat down to two' tables at our ban’quet,' 
and they all decided' they, had thé pibst 
enjoyable afternoon and ' evening ' ot 
their llv.es. We will hold qur ippetirigs 
through April in biir club -rooms, then 
wè will hold our meetings until October 
15, at Camp Harmount, five mile's north 
of the city on the beautiful' banks of, 
Lake Huron. There were à number of
guests from other cities in attendance. 

W. H. BUZZARD.
Port Huron, Mich. .. -

MATERIALIZATION,

Some Extraordinary Results. Given.

We are having materialized forms, 
from 20 to 30 each Sunday evening at 
our development circle at Btr J. Hayt’s/ 
in this city: We have sat each Sunday 
evening for over two years' with the 
same medium at the same place. We 
have received many , communications 
from our friends in spirit-life. They-' 
use thé'vocàl organs, óf our'medium 
while he is deeply'entranced. - Ì-fàvirig' 
every opportunity to examine thè medi
um, thè tflàce Where he sits, eveiy. 
hing in the room where we sit, I can 

certify on oath. If necessary,' to the ab
sence. of any fraud, or collusion in any 
manner .or form... ‘ ...

I have just finished the seventh con
secutive, term as city assessor for our 
city, held in this position because I fer
reted put: the concealed property, money 
and,.mortgages, usually withheld from 
the assessors. I mention this fact to 
satisfy the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker that I ain not a novice in inves
tigations of matters of state. I am In 
my 71st.year of earth life, with an ex
perience of over fifty-five years of ac
quaintance with spirit phenomena. 1 
have-conversed with my friends in 
spirit life face to face, recognizing 
their forms and voices. No fear of so- 
called death haunts me, no woful tales 
the preachers tell frighten me, with’ 
knowledge ot things spiritual to en= 
lighten me, I need no man-made “medi
ator” to guide me across the river 
Styx. THOS. S. MURRAY.

Arkansas City, Kansas. ■

"The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most bur." 
.gestlve, intensely interesting,'spiritual 
books. It in laden "With rich, thought-' 
fol spirituality. Price ?L ‘

■Continuity or Lit® a Cosmin Truth.- 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. The work cd 
a strong, logical thinker, on a doenls 
Wrtast ea&m

WMAN AW m FUTURE, '
. , * Continued from fifth page.) " ■

a fljrth/ght to government—arbitration ; 
larntimF nf rimi 1 make luw*see what is embodied in our Dec-

<>m»l w is ,true’ lhat aU Inen are created free and
iinvp 1 aI11*?1!!ef s heart tlial cun l,le,ld tflis cause, for men

m°re years to believe that men are not Lincoto nrnrilSki(^^1eV'de“tly m01'e tllan they used to believe il’ 
k” re would come as a result of the Civil War,
. n .,. .. beJWPri'JHUty of capital to combine, a slavery more cursed
not hpl^vp°thntlfin't Sat °f black slave’ $ is clear' because y°u d<> 
not believe that^al) m^n are free and equal.

Better Ammunition Than Bullets. ,
Now let us seé; ail.men are bom with what? A back to clothe; a 
milp ,oleed and a brain to educate. It makes no difference who 

your.father or mother is, or your nationality, that is your birthright. 
Are you not free hiid equal in.this great demand of nature? And has 
not nature set inlier heart the supplies for this? If she has not, then 
we are most mistaken in our nation. And we say that it has been the 
enslavement of woman under the modern system that has produced the 
inequalities and the beliefs in these things. But there shall come the 
aay ana the hour, through woman’s power of education, when this will 
be relieved; tor you will feel and see as never before a woman’s heart 
has touched the nation in all ways until the thoiight of arbitration has 
come. It has been since woman’s hand has walked into the states of 
love that the thoughts of arbitration have been born to you. In the past 
you have said women could not be citizens because they could not carry 
muskets and could not meet the outrages of thè battle-field; and yet 
they have served.m battle well; but as you have given woman meager 
opportunity she has grown apace; in spite of beliefs and-systems-there 
ha^ come at last thè great, universal thoiight of arbitration. Her tears 
and prayers, are jneltipg the lead until we are thipking and hoping'and 
growing to understand thht thoughts¿are -bettor ammunition than-bul- 
letspthat all menthaye'rights, no matter vyhat their standing, It could 
not come until the vital love of woman touched the world, that men 
would dream of arbitration, ,■ .

‘'I'See in the Great New Democracy, 
not brittle;. «4^g.affiPQiis and. weapons, but I see courts of arbitration on 
every hanq where meq and women sit together to consider the great 
questions, 'Man {wttL&revei’.kepp in view vested rights and the past 
mlieiitea rights, 5) With her intuition, of the needs of humanity, 
woman with hpr capacity to see principles clearly, will forever hold the 
great moral right of things in view, and when these are well balanced, 

?10vf?11'nn!®nts ydhprevail that will be just to all their creatures.
actually áre free anil equal. In 

^liis great lapa o|.lffe,th<>re.are variations in capacity, but in natural de
mands equality. -.So let us work for the day when this'shall come by 
recognizing, that-as we lift society-which is man and woman—that as. 
We T?ork for tlié iSitiré family this shall come. Then woman as a judge 
W9n yle^G!lt of.gbiisideration will not be giving to us the law of an eye 

• ‘ an oye». U' toqthrtor- a tooth; for woman feels and knows the great 
•pulse of lite as maffmever can. She has spoken and the world is listen
ing and beginning tojunderstand that men are dual in this sense, half 
inheritance and tted^ier half environment; so that no child of life shall 
oo pnniriiedfi’Omijhe.old law but.the new law of consideration, its sur- 
roundings,^ts dnlterited tendencies and its needs ánd demands. Then 
M il our reformatories and States prisons be changed from houses of 

'>9^ schools of education and true refor
mation. Now vye placemen behind bars to toil out a sentence. We 
sentence men to.«ltermüof years to pay for'some misdemeanor they have 
performed. „ »6 ■ >m ' .
It is wholly. P#^. tyrannical and male in its form and system, 

When-we. should ®ufliyy,he individual to see his needs.- We cannot say 
now long it would tate a creature to putgrqw his weakness.' We can
not see that by -lffickii^ men into, cells or making them work at hard 
labor ni tfqhealth^rphffls or places will ever bring to them a better con
cept or Iffe br a d^epe^./iesire to be men; but there can be instituted and 
there will b.^whgn wpjnan’$ hand has full sway in the seat of justice a 
law-making institution! where men and women, if there be such crim
inals, \shall be plqeedjiaiot for a term of years, but in that protection 
agamst themselyds. When they do these dreadful things against so-

W•^|Mt‘®d in.protocting arms where they will not harm 
.splf1;iiCÍV^?'Fdl.yioOai.'m..socifttyl ■■■■> •; • ’ '

As woman’s handrlias gone into the nursery or battle field, into the 
school rooms, out into,society where her hand has forever been a benefit, 
las been brihgmg the Clip of .water, speaking the word of sympathy and 

love, so into,the institutions of this past will she carry love and beauty 
and our-criminals indeed be reformed and judged justly, serving, until 
they have grown strong, where they will waljr not serving as beasts but 
as men, trying tó grow.. It is thus that woman’s hand shall melt and 
destroy the prison,.,bqrs-
■- ‘¿As .Homes Grow Pure ami Olean. ; r
•»•But in the-’day-thiat stanfls not so far in the Suture,- woman will not 

nave so mjieli tp.ji^Jfor^ asjve have said, as .home^growspure andlclean 
and marriage grg§^'.sancused and divine,, and •WcAÿanï^rôws jnto her 
lullness anchher power, we shall be ginug-iiirflii-'to’beWj&^-'ïnd wo
men ; we shalr be instituting nobler and tïiiér'habits jn every way. Our 
governftienifWill-be so r^rrangecl and soeièty.;àwelhtogeth.er in great 
natural jffghts thgLsiji.will be a thing of the'past^ ImperfActions'will 
a 1 ways be with- us,-but the greatest ideal that'! eau seé .before'thè' world 
is a perfect woman; and by -lifer side there mjjist be a perfeci man.^i

- " A Nation’s True Demdûracy. '
. -Î? nation of true democracy that ¡indeed’'efin
lead and touc,h> th£fr world.;* men and women- Of 'consideration 'and 'moral 
charaeter. andqedireation, inviting to their land and mingling .with other 
lands as men and-’wdinen-recognizing and respecting all lines of thought 
The world will reeeive an impetus that shall bring eventually an awak- 
enmg life and;pro.gress to China, shall bring liberty and rights to Rus
sia; shrill a gaip institute jn sùnny Italy the art of metals’and all that 
they have dreamed of-; shall bring an action and stability, a brotherhood 
to.France rand Germany; shalkdwell in all nations from England round 
until as-one grerit family all Mother Earth doth dwell together. ' Thé 
ljnë$ of liatibfis .nielf'aWaÿ when woman shall go in her birthright each 
way. Class pre judges lost sight ôf and outgrown when we stand co
equal nnd homts shall be-the sanctuary of all that is. And our munici
pal and legislative life but' a reflection of the home, and-growth and our 
jnatioris skall'W’-lïiijt' ^&b‘Üe of hearth-stSnes. ; ■

"The “Old .Çlp^’.’xiliQugtit was bom'of a .woriian’s' concept. Her 
fingers planned aud traced the stripes on the field of-blue with its stars 
now quite a few. ' Tt was for the love of home the old Independence bell 

!rang opt. It Imsbcçp our larid that has given to woman much power 
She hàs éome, like, ijfe virgin maid that, she was,'to grace and adorn-thé 
hour. ' She has.unfoided-like the sacred lily. No matter where she has 
been- sent- or asked, to go- she’has fulfilled her duty and mission nobly 
and left .mucb'Goy^dh.dllife oh earth in all its states wherever she doth 
gq, She Kas given Ijfftb JQ nèw incentives. She has given birth to new 
hopes.and ideals,rsliehas. given birth to new ambitions. • ■

And so' I see in ithe-future a maiden of the race with her face lifted 
toward the hriayehs,'’Wl;-developing J‘Old Glory” and Independence 
notes ringing oiiMich^id rare. At last a Garden of the Gods is born 
to live on earthbejftw.pnd.a family of children, of love and beauty from 
but this-state to^rowxm Then shall the earth blossom like a rose its 
deserts .made ricHWeFair', its mountains kissed-with intelligence and 
love; its valleys Ws^fcing wth industry sweet and ' fair. Then the 
world shall be inh>ite<(Iby men with brows rich and fair that can speak 
and dwell in justiccrawd -so indeed shall liberty come to be our birth
right everywhere! : !-'0n. • . -. ; J?' ■
.’.c.' '':{ •■■•.. ■ . / • •■

'.. Spiritualist^ ta ^lldl "i

Spiritual societies of Cleveland, Ohio, 
.took preliminary.staffs taaVnrd building 
a new 'church as sùdns as -ftideslrable lo
cation can be securpdi liThe occasion 
was Ahe ■flfty-seventht anniversary cele
bration of the founding of Modern Spir
itualism. It took place at Memorial
Hall. ■ !j'. ■

:• Fred D. Dunakta'-'of Cecil, -, Paulding 
county, Ohio, made thei'clòsing address 
while the last collection ■ was being 
taken by the Temple Fdnd-society and 
said • ,... i .... , .

• : “It is time for all Spiritualist socie
ties to get together or other churches 
•vyill ’supersede us, taking" advantage of 
ffrésent liberal condltlo'ns? Wo should 
harmonize and the time t® come-when 
wo'-should feel determlriOd to build a 
i^ew church home.” • ■ ■ < • •

The collections for’th'e day amounted 
to considerable and a. good sized fund 
Is already on deposit to be used for the

building purposes. If possible a loca
tion is to be secured near Willson and 
Euclid avenues in the near future.

The morning was occupied with a 
children’s lyceum and I. W. Pope made 
a brief address. Dell Herrick also 
made remarks. ;
" Mr. Herrick spoke at the afterhoon 
meeting and Mr. Dunakln delivered the 
address in the evening. The speakers 
commented upon the growth of Spirit
ualism as compared^ with other relig
ions. Lena Wolf wds the medium pres
ent and the music was in charge of 
Prof. Quadenfelt. Dr. W. C. Hains was 
chairman of the day.—Cleveland Plain
dealer.

"The Constitution ot .Man.” By 
Elizabeth. Towne. Gives a clear and 
practical presentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and" original ideas, and the fullest 
teaching extant a? to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire, Price 50c.

M°” “S’ “ Olto “blM' ■

fie Saint Germain, A. B., L. L M. Practical
pahmistry, or hand reafimg simplified. Price $1. • ,

Ot Motl,ierh00^ Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated to 
everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. By, 

Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1. J
it.wifi1’ Oa,r!isle1') ,By Carlyle Petersilea. A romance, and full of spir« 
hw tnought. 1 nee, $1, -
nomon»3°nndyri Ph,enomena- Physical and Metaphysical. Matter phe-

i d Objective and subjective phenomena.
11PhilnqnnSf «‘YT 'i -B/ Geo’ M' Bamsey, M. D. Price, cloth $1.

Philosophy of Spiritual intercourse. Contains an account of the very 
wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, StraS

Pn’±^ ^ATJ Da^ Brice, doth, $1; postage 8 eentsP ’
• Poems From the Inner Life. 'Ihese poems are full of soul inspiration
£ te igem8! sweet with tlle llighest thought

Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1 '•
_Poems of the Life Beyond and Within. From the poetic inspirations 

from ™nGniUrleS andnf 0^ peoPles’ Spiritual poetry, translated 
from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. .Price $1 '
t .Political Works of Thomas Paine. Containing the’ three volumes— - 

Common Sense, The Crisis’ ’ and “ Rights of Man ’’-three volumes 
m one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1 *

Practical Metheds to Insure Success. A valuable little work, full of 
practical instruction m matters pertaining to the nhvsieal mental »nJ spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 Sts

Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By E. D. Cope, Ph’. D„ Mem
ber of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of Zoology in 
the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2. 1

Prophets of Israel. ^Comprises in the main pop’ular sketches from Old 
Testament History, By Carl II. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and Pro
fessor of Old’testament History. Price 25 cents J

Psychic Experiences. By Ella M. Dole. Price 50 cents t
Psychic Light. Continuity of Law and Life. By Maud Lord Drake. ■ 

This book is from the pen of an acknowledged leader in psychic philos
ophy and a successful demonstrator of its phenomena, and one of tho 
oldest advocates of New Thought and Higher Education. Cloth' 
bound. Price, $1.50. . .

Psychometry. Its Science and Law of Unfoldment. By J C F 
Grumbine. Price, 50 cents. • j - . .

Pulpit, Pew and Cradle. Second paragraph in book, last two line
reads: ‘‘Christianity is one tlnpg fOr grown men. It is quite anotliei 
thing for women and children. By Helen H. Gardner. Price 10 cents’ ■ 

Radiant Energy and Its Analysis. Its Relation to Modern Astroi 
physics. By Prof. Edgar L. Larkin, director of Lowe Observatory* 
Containing numerous illustrations and diagrams. Price $1.75. J '

Realization. A Course of Lessons Upon the Inner Nature of ilw 
Self. By Loraine Follett. Price, 50 cents. "

Reincarnation. By Walker and Wood. Price, leatherette, 75 cents i 
paper, 50 cents; •

Reincarnation, or the Doctrine of the Soul’s Successive Embodimen t 
Examined and discussed pro and con by Dr. J. M. Peebles versus Dr 
Helen Densmore and W. J. Colville. ¡Paper cover. Price 30 cents

Relation of the Spiritual to the Material Univprse, and the Law at 
Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly improved? 
By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. 1

Religious and Theological works of Thomas Paine. Here is a booi 
that’^hould be in the library of every Spiritualist and Freethinker in the 
land.' Price, cloth, $1. ,

•Religion of Science. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, Ir«, 
irfortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Catho-' 
licity of the Religious Spirit. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, muslin, 50 cto

Religion. A profound philosophical treatise on this >frorld-wide sub 
ject of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spir 
itual rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1; paper, 50e; postagel 
10 cents. ‘

Rending the Vail. Given through the mediumship of W. AV. Abe<- 
Price, $1.50; postage, 25 cents. '

Right Generation, the Key to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. Ab 
appeal to reason and man’s highest aspirations. By Dr. M. E. Conger., 
Price, board cover, 75 cents; leatherette, 50 cents. '

Right’Living. This book gives an admirable course of study in eth
ics and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the 
comprehension of children. By Susan II. "Wixom Price, cloth, $1.

Rights of Man. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon tho 
French''Revolution. 'Ry Thomas Paine. Post 8vo; 279 pages. Price 
paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cents. v ’

Schopenhauer’s Essays. Translated by T. B. Saunders. Price 75 cts.
Scientific Basis of Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent. $1; postage lOci 
Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses. Translated from the ancient He

brew. Pricer $1.
■ Science of Spirit Return. By one of the scientific minds of The Pro
gressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought. 
By Charles Dawbarn.. Price 10 cents. • . .

' Social Upbuilding, including Co-operative-Systems and the Happi- 
-ness and Ennobling of Humanity. By E. D Babbitt, M. D. Price, 
paper, 15 cents.

Some Glimpses of Occultism Ancient and Modern. A series of lec
tures by C. "W. Leadbcater. Price, $1.50.

Spirit Echoes. Poems and Short sketches. By Mrs. Mattie E. Hulk 
An Attractive little volume, neatly bound in cloth. Price 75 cents.

Spiritism. Mrs. Piper’s and Dp. Thomson J. Hudson’s theories in re
card to it. By Ex-Judge Abram H. Dailey, ex-president of the Medico, 

'■Le'aal Society of New York. Price 25 cents.
Standing up for Jesus, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s Maga

zine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, biblical, sarcastic,. 
Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents. .

■ Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega
tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H, 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $1.25. Postage 14 cents.

Spiritual Songster. A collection of thirty-eight inspirational songs 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and fam
ilies. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents.

Starnos. A rosary of pearls culled from the works of Andrew Jack
son Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with 
new inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents. -
--.Startling Facta or Deeds of Darkness Disclosed, Relative to Auricular

Confession, find Its Relations to Sacerdotal Celibacy, Convents, Monas
teries, Morality, and Civil and Religious Liberty. By Rev. J. Q. White. 
Price, 75 cents. ■

Strike of a Sex. A unique story of a strike among women. Price 25c.
Studies in the Outlying Fields of Psychic Science. How to investi

gate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test of genuine medium
ship. ' By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

. Success, and Hdw to Win It. A lecture and course of twenty-four 
success lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D. Price 25 cents.

/Superstition in All Ages, or “Le Bons Sens.” Testimony of a Cath
olic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1; postage 14 cents. . '

Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope. This work will be found especially 
interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Price 25 cents. .

Teachings of Jesus, Not Adapted to Modern Civilization.- With the 
true' character of Mary Magdalene.. A book full of truth. By George 
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents. ■ .

Ten Commandments Analyzed. By W. H. Bach. Price, 25 cents.
The Arcana of Spiritualism. A Manual of Spiritual Science and 

Philosophy." A splendid work by the seer and philosospher, Hudson 
Tuttle. Price, $1.25. .

The A, B, Z, of Our Own Nutrition. An excellent work and guide to 
perfect health. By Horace Fletcher. Price, $1. ,

The. Aristocracy of Health. A Study of Physical Culture, and Our 
Favorite Poisons. A masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
writer, Mrs. Mary Foote Henderson. Price, $1.50.

The Bible. New and Revised Edition. By John Rcmsburg. 
Price $1.25.

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred and Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An in« 
foresting book. • By ¡Wrm Heart. Price 40 cents. ।

The Crisis. By Thomas Paine. Price, .25 cents. .
The Demonism of the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit

ism, Oriental and Occidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Pebbles. Cloth 
bound.- Price.$1;-postage, 19 cents.,. ■• • . - '• .•■■■■. > • - . ...

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin.. Price, 75 cents. r
The Development of Spirit—After Transition. The origin., of relig

ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the ,human • 
race. By the late M. Faraday, Price 10 cents. .. .

The Discovered Country. A very spiritual book, given, through th« 
mediumship of tha Uto Carlyle Petersilea, Price $1, •
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A Series of Letters From Spirit Carlyle Petersilea, Through the Medi- 
uniship of His Wife, Mrs. Amelia Petersilea.

ìe Prpwe Thinker
¿te

■ Letter Number Ten. •
Jacob of old had a vision, so we are 

told, and all denominations that believe 
implicitly in the King James’ version of 
the Bible, also, necessarily believe in 
in Jacob’s vision. In'his vision Jacob
saw a ladder that extended 

- heavens, and upon it angels 
tending and descending.

. Of course, no one thinks

into
■were

that

the 
as-

the
.ladder was a real, material ladder, 
'made with nails and wood. All will, 
no doubt, agree that the ladder,was a 
symbolic representation of a great 
truth; and the meaning of all is clear: 
The ladder simply meant that there 
was a way'/or means by which angels 
ascended and descended to and from 

■ the heavenly or celestial world; and, as 
all know that angels simply means 
messengers, In full accord with the 

, bible and those who implicitly believe 
in it, messengers ascend and descend 
from the heavens or celestial world. 
Then how can those who believe in the 
bible say that the spirits of the depart
ed do not return to earth?

There are many Spiritualists who do 
not believe in the bible, consequently 
place no reliance in the story of Jacob's 
vision; yet, they also believe that spir
its ascend and descend from the heav
ens or spiritual world. The great truth 
conveyed by the story must appeal to 
Spiritualists as well as all Christian 
denominations. .

Now, angel means messenger. Mes
sengers descend from- the heavenly 
world, Why do they descend? 'To 
bring messages. But of what use 
would tjie messages be, unless there 
were earthly ears attuned to hear or 
catch these messages, and how could 
the world know that these spirit mes
sengers really descended to. earth, un
less there were those who could see 
them with the clear sight or spiritual 
vision? This, of course, proves that 
Jacob was what is today called a me
dium, a clairvoyant. '
...New if spirits ascend -and descend, 
they must reside above, otherwise they 
would not be obliged to ascend and 
descend.- But we all know that there 
1b really no such thing as above or be
low, for the earth is a globe rolling in 
space, or, as is now known, in’ the ether 
or ethereal space, that it is never, sta
tionary for a single instant, and that 
Jts motions are extremely rapid. We 
say motions because it not only turns 
on its axis every twenty-four hours, but 
at the sama time it is whirling about 
the sun, making this awful circuit every 
year; and, besides, it is tilting toward 

• and from the sun, causing the -seasons 
of "the year. Consequently there can 
really be no above or below; If. simply 
appears so to earthly eyes and senses; 
it te outward, or from or at a distance. 
Then angels go out from thé earth into 
ethereal space. * But .‘the earth is bui-

to return to earth, no more than cream 
can be made to stay beneath, the milk.

Now all this which rises up from the 
earth, goes to form these great zopes or 
belts, and man’s spirit also rises up to 
Inhabit them. By a great law of natu
ral attraction ¿ach spirit covers itself 

with this refined matter; and all enti
tles retain their forms. For instance— 
a rose dies to earth. It sends up its 
spiritual form or entity, then all its rich 
sweetness follows, and the rose still 
lives and blooms in beauty within the 
spiritual spheres. And so of every 
tree and shrub—so of all life whatever. 
The spheres were thus formed before 
man’s spirit went to inhabit them.

And now you ask us: "Does man’s 
spirit return?” Yes, but not the body 
that he takes on within the spheres. 
That cannot return, no more than 
cream can Bink within the milk. That 
body lie must always leave behind at 
rest or asleep as it were. Man’s spirit 
returns through the effort of will-power, 
and sometimes, if conditions are favor
able, lie can take on a form, or materi
alize a-form or covering for himself 
when he thus visits earth; but nothing 
else returns, except now and then an 
animal; yet, such are brought back by 
the spirits of men," women, and chil
dren; they-do not return of their own 
accord for they have not sufficient 
knowledge. The clothing that spiritual 
beings thus take pn is not flesh, blood, 
and bones. If is simply ah ethereal 
covering. Power they may and do have, 
but'not a material body of flesh, blood 
and bones. . ,

■ Friends, by what we have said, all 
can see how it Is that we have houses, 
buildings, streets, truit, flowers, trees, 
water, and all that you have on earth in 
a far more ethereal form. richer and 
more exquisitely beautiful, and how It 
is that we also have material forms to
gether with clothing and all that' goes, 
to make up a heavenly and more spirit
ual life, and why it is, when we return 
to earth, that we cannot be seen with' 
the material eye. If your material bod-' 
Ies could be transported to the spiritual 
zones; you would all. see us with your 
material eyes, fpr we are as real as you 
are, only more delicately refined. - .

If an entity can grow a body on the 
earthly plane, what hinders the same 
entity, when released from -that body,: 
from taking on a body in the spheres or 
spiritual planes? We are not,: as many 
suppose, unsubstantiated . nothings, 
ghosts, or shades. It only appears that- 
way when-we send forth our spirits to

rounded by an atmosphere which it , 
carries with it as it. whirls. This at- 
Biosphere is dense near the earth’s sur
face, growing thinner and more rare 
the farther it extends from the .earth. 
The very dense atmosphere is, perhaps, 
fifty .miles in thickness, extending pn' 

"still* further, as it grows thinner "and 
more rare, for, perhaps, a hundred, and . 
many think five hundred miles. ..

Be that as it may, the angels ascend 
and descend,’ and are as invisible, to 
the ordinary mortal sight as the . air 
itself. Now the question arises, from . 
whence do they come and go?

If they go out into space or ether, do 
they follow the earth in its motions, 
dr do they remain stationary some
where within the ether? If they re
mained stationary the earth would very 
soon roll far away from them, and 
would not be in the same neighborhood 
for a year at least, and then not at all 
in the same position or place, for Uie 
sun is also whirling, and carries the 
earth, and the other planets with IL 
If the angels ascend and descend, the 
earth must necessarily carry its celes
tial or heavenly world with it; and it 
so this celestial world must be, in a 
measure, a material world, that is, it 
must have body and substance enough 
to be attracted and held to the earth 
through the power of attraction of grav
itation. If this is the case, the earth 
is but a nucleus surrounded by ethereal 
rings, belts, or zones, yet they must 
be material enough to be held by the 
power of attraction. So, then, they are 
quite material after all.

If one were looking at the earth from 
the planet Venus, it would appear to be 
surrounded by a great ring or belt, 
the outermost surface being very light, 
shading down darker as it neared the 
nucleus or the earth; yet the -whole— 
rings, zones, atmosphere and nucleus— 
is the planet which we call the earth.

.So, how, to and from these zones or 
spheres the angels or spirit messengers 
ascend and descend; and these spheres 
are so material that they can be seen 
with the material eyes if one were look
ing at them from a neighboring planet, 
just as you look at Saturn and Jupiter: 
Saturn with its great heavy ring, 
which is simply its celestial spheres, 
or Jupiter with its belts, which are also 
Its celestial spheres.

■Now, we. would like to call the atten
tion of common, or ordinary people, to 
something whch may be considered by 
the very learned as extremely ordinary. 
But it is the common, W ordinary peo- 
pie that we wish to reach, for the very 
learned may not need our Instructions, 
and probably would not accept them.if 
they did. '

You all know that cream rises to the 
top of a pan or a vat of milk, yet the 
milk appears to be thinner and lighter 

_ than the cream. How material, real, 
and dense the cream is; yet it is the 
very quintessence of the milk. It will not 
remain beneath the milk, but always 
rises to the top. • Thus it is with the 
spiritual spheres?They, like the cream, 
are real, dense, and material, compared 
to'the earth’s atmosphere, as cream Is 
to milk; and'the quintessence of every
thing upon the earth,- that appears to 
die or give up its sweetness, rises up 
into these spheres, jitet as cream does 
upon milk. The law is the same.' -i

You all know 'hat cream is much 
richer and nice: :hanxmilk. So the ce- 

-Jestial spheres are richer and nicer than 
the earth or’ its atmosphere.' These 
spheres rest upon the dense atmosphere 
of the earth, just as cream rests upon 
the.milk; and all know that everything 
that is lighter than the atmosphere 
rises outward through-it We do not 
say upward, for, really, there is no such 
thing; yet, of course, all will under

- stand us better ft we-say upward.. It is

A Paper that Never Falters, Never. Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
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Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

earth, - We know that the .most ot'this 
is new to earth, although Hudson-Tut
tle and A. J. Davis have both beenTnflü- 
enced: to tell you of the spiritual zones 
and spheres; but "we think this Is thé 
first medium who has been used.to ¡tell 
of our true forms in these spheres; and 
we expect that but few<lf. any will,' at 
this time, accept what we tell -them: 
Thus it is with all truth; but gradually 
this truth will find lodgment within the 
minds of mankind. The old idea of 
heaven has much truth In it, for it has 
been supposed that in that heaven the 
angels are real substantial beings that, 
wear robes and so forth, and- that there 
are also crowns, harps and a throne. 
At thé present 'time many Spiritualiste 
swing to the other extreme and think 
that spiritual beings are invisible and. 
intangible—in fact that they amount to 
little less than nothing; but neither 
view is entirely correct. The middle 
ground is the true one. '

And the angels ascend and descend. 
A spiritual "being, while living on the 
earth within a material body, cannot 
take that body with it into the celestial 
spheres; but the spirit itself can, and 
ofteri does, visit those spheres while 
the body is asleep or insensible;-and a 
spiritual being within ' these spheres, 
who wears a refined , material body, 
cannot take that body with it onto-the 
earthly plane, but'it can and does visit 
the earthly plane while that body is at 
rest and it desires to do 'so. Spiritual 
beings can also use wireless telegraphy. 
They , can telegraph their thoughts, and 
send messages through the ether, rising 
the ethereal currents tor this .purpose,' 
without leaving the celestial spheres or 
their refined bodies. This will ’all be 
known in time and well understood. - •

CARLYLE PETERSILEA. -

SUGGESTION.

As Presented by a Bostonian.

In 1901 my attention was strangely 
and strongly called to the subject ot In
sanity, as it is called in Massachusetts. 
Spirit obsession I found- to be the cause 
of many, cases of persons being judged 
insane and held in prisons for the in
sane. I was and am now a public work
er in Spiritualism. Before my exporl- 
enee in 1901 1 bad not known tlie tnie 
condition of the people called insane In 
this state, though I had been a student 
of the science of mind since about 1875. 
1 made public my discovery of 1901, and 
among those to whom I wrote personal 
letters on the subject was James M.- 
Peebleg, A. M., M.,D." He replied that 
he had thought of writing a book on the 
subject. I urged him to write and pub
lish all he could on tlie subject. ‘ ' .

I am glad of the education that has 
been going on through, the'book, “De
monism of the Ages-and. Spirit Obses
sion;” but I notice the greater, work, 
the greater education by letters, pub
lished in the Open Court of The Pro
gressive Thinker. I hope epougb knowl
edge and wisdoin on' spirit obsession 
may have been sent among mankind to 
reform the system forever, of 'calling 
rriediums insane in? Massachusetts. I 
affi glad of the good yrork done by Dr. 
'Peebles by bin book, flnd.'tlte greater 
work by The Progressive Thinker. . .

Sunday, April 2, begips another cru- 
■sàdg in Boston on .Qr.iwe’.and Criminals 
.and Treatment of tbé'-Inéàne.'. Dr. Gal- 
'viri.iB-'tpbe the op'épìbg speaker ’on this 
subject in the People’s Fprum.

I notice in The Prògrfefelve Thinker 
that Mrs. Leland Stanford neglected to. 
establish a chair of psychology. > ’?

What does that mean? ■ .
What branch of psychology is there 

that has not been established apd 
taught? ’ '

I wish the Open Court might be con
tinued till the full plan of siich a de
partment is fully explained. I am an. 
expert in the practical ■‘use of psychol

ogy, and if there is any, new thing In it 
Il hope it may be expressed in public, 
f- have told people abóùt “God the Holy 
.Ghost," publicly ii Boston.? -Holy Ghost 
of the New Testament’and God of the 
Old Testament are .forpes as clear to 

■my rnlnd as'spirit obsession Is of the 
present age. ' AURIN F. HILIy, ■:

Boston, Mass. ' " 7 .

Abby A. Judson Writes. -
Perhaps some of the readers, of The 

Progressive Thinker would like to hear- 
from me once more, for you all must 
know that I am one of tie irrepres
sibles. I have, just now been able to 
make one rap, to let Mrs. Petersilea 
know that it is the truth beyond .all 
cavil or doubt, and that nothing could 
make the rap but your humble servant 
—Abby A. Judson—for she is sitting, in 
the most quiet manner possible, near her. 
sewing table, and I have been able to 
make one loud and distinct rap. I 
would make others but have used up 
all the material that she has. to loan me
in thé production of one loud. rap..

upward to each person as he or she 
stands upon' the earth. ■ ' ’ ■•■’ ■

Airknow that billions of tons of 
water rise up every day; and yet none 
can see it rise; but they are quite' sensi
ble of it when it falls back in the form 
of rain or snow. Thus it is with all 
spiritual life and sweetness, it rises up, 
ye> none dan see It It cannot be made

I

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free. All in excess, 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per.line, About'seveu
words BOBBtitute one llne^y

■p, s. BAY, Psychtoiiue Natural Clairvoyant 
-±U Readings by mull.iLüö. 207 Lincoln ave., Chi
cago, Illinois. :. . . ...

MRS. G. .PARTRIDGE,
Reudlnge, 25 ct&., 60 eta , and 81.00; by mail only, 
15 Park. Ave.,-Chicana. Write her at one*.

“Coming Events CaBtJJ'heir Shadows 
Before.“

. Would you.know the truth .about your personal 
interests, your chances for success, investments, 
changes, accidents, travel and, how to take time 
by the fore-lock and pushron to great things, 
While others are asleep? Semi .to me loru reading 
during. Iyo».- You will not miss a dollar whep the 
stars ludieaUvihat you caniuuke 51.00U. They re
veal mysteries to those who aeek celestial guid
ance. Send 81; place, year, day -and hour ot birth 
to MME. YOKE, Lock Box 33;Back Buy, Boston.

Auuie Lord Qiiainberlatn’s Card;
’ Dear Mends,« you pan greatly help me care for 

• my blind islatefr. Jenulft*L. Wehb; one of the earl* 
test medlpm'snow iij.tho form,-by writing a letter 
to asplrit friend. Btxui it tome with ti, and I will 
try and get reply byilsdepondent writing or wuls- 
pére.' Address Mrs, Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU- 
lord Mass. - • ”

. . OBSESSING INFLUENCES
Removed. Dreams Interpreted, Clairvoyant De? 
scriplions; hypnotic conditions relieved, direc
tions given for safe development of inedlumshlp, 
diseases diagnose!* Readings by.Mail, fl,Ul, In
close writing or loik of hair if practicable, .

EI.LA HOVAL WILLIAMS,
834 Eleventh St.. N. E„.Washington, D. C. ■

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant jeadingu by mail, assisted 
by aapiritleacberof Astrology. ananclentGreeu' 
WHLdiagnosephvsieul epndilions, and give ad
vise of tho Spirit Physician. Will tell you of mu
terial conditions and give spiritt advise, Send 
lock of Jiuir. date of- birth, and one dollar, Laws 
of mediumship taught. Obsession or any unde
sirable inliudrice cured. 42U First st„N, E„Wash- 
iugton. D. C. • ’ *

PLEASE READ THIS.
.If sick write .me: will give you afree exami

nation and surety cure1 you. X cure1 when all. 
others fail. Nervous .exhaustion and lost vlgor 
of both sexes successfully treated. Great success 
with diseases of children. Write in own hand
writing; giving name, age, sex, weight, leading 
symptom, and Ive l*eent .stampe, and receive a 
correct diagnosis, worth ’dollars to you. Forchil- 
d ren send lock of halL.’ ?

. FRANCE L, LOUCKS,
•-SôjVarrén St, ■j \ Stoneham, Mau.

TRUMPETS.
/-TholnfaUlblafibro tiixmpet is Insulated top and1 
bottom: shell, enamel, uurdinal color linisb, <1.50. 
Guaranteed,hatter thiurmotul or any.other mate» 

/riftij' very lighf sln Wjripht;-absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect dr mopey 
refunded; eases with lmndlc3,A$l.f)0. Booklet for 
all'kiuda of development, 12 cts,sent on receipt 
of pricu < • ‘ - -
JAS. XEWTQX 44* Dorr St., ¿Toledo. O.

i??'1“" Jolin McCullough,
> \ Afi Man,; Actor and Spirit.

; ‘UyfiCSIMCCLABK
An authentic portrayal ot the.mortal career of 

tlie eminent tr^cdlaiipond tho lirst biography 
ever written tliut contiuuea .thc recital beyond 
the portals of the grave. Can be ordered from 
the author, 15 Centre Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
Illustrated. Price, IlM- .

On March 22, Samuel- Wood Tucker 
passed to spirit life from his home in. 
Keokuk, Iowa., at .the ripe age of'85 
years. He was a devoted Spiritualist, 
often saying that he knew of the life 
beyond by intuition. ■ •• •

In his*last will he has remembered 
the N. S. A. in a most substantial man
ner. In accordance with fils directions 
funeral services were conducted by Rev. 
Rossbach of the Unitarian church, and 
the; writer,- on -the;Bunday following his ' 
demise. ? ■ '<- '?■? STELLA A. FISK.

* At Qlevdland, 'Ohio, Jedediah P. Jen
nings,' ’rin?Qld.•veteran': inAhe Spirituai- 
ists ranks; In'his^85tli' yeftr 'passed'''intp 
the.higher’/jife/ March 20. '1905. Bro. 

i Jennings; eajly’iii. the • fifties iiegan in-, 
iyestigating-tti'e phenomena of ¿th.e so- 
callgtiRochester;,; knockings. After 
years1ptecareful investigation, he be- 
came/cbriviriced .qf the truth of Modern. 
Spiritualism,: and ■■ became • an. ^earnest, 
cprisjsteflte'arid-intelligent .Adyqcate of 
itsiJtriithsldri'hiS: own quiet, biit.effective 
wayR'Brqtheiii.; W. Pope officiated at 

"thfe;iuiieraV?? .' ' COR.

have said that ! was one of the irre
pressibles, and think that all who were 
acquainted with me on the earthly 
plane of existence know that my words 
are true. ; .

No,-1 do not wish to be repressed— 
to be put back or. to one side—for all 
the good .that I can possible do to thoSe 
I have left-on the earth I mean-to .do, 
and mean to tell, yon of tha things 1 
have learned: since coming-here,:for Tf 
you are not told by those who are,here- 
and know, how,else can-you be made 
acquainted with them? i

I am very busy, all may be sure; and 
it seems to. me that. I shall never lose 
my interest in the affairs of earth. How 
I do long to help the weary, hopeless 
ones there, apd would like to talk with 
the hopeless for a short time. Dear,, 
hopeless one, whoever you may bri, 
cheer up. Happiness is surely in store, 
for you, no matter how dreary it looks 
to you now. The human soul whs made 
for joy. Let nothing whatever cast you 
down. You may_say, how can I be gay, 
for poverty is myTportion? •''Well, no 
matter how poor you are now^You are 
destined to be rich, for rtetreSe^lqpg.to 
the soul and not to the body. Have you 
a shelter? The richest man or. woman 
in your land has nothing more.- Have 
you ofie little room you can call home? 
The richest man or woman on the earth , 
can only be in one room at a time, and 
often they retire to a' small, unpreten
tious apartment, and feel more at home 
than they do within the most spacious 
drawing-rooms. Earthly riches do not 
make one happy. So ffirie not if you 
are in poverty, but make the very best 
apd most of what little you have, and 
know that glorious riches await" you, for 
all souls, in time, must become very, 
very -Wealthy, for love and'wisdom can 
be had*for the striving.

Are you sick? Then let me tell you 
how to get. well. Do not think about 
your ailments. Eat sparingly of very 
simple fond? the more staple the bet-.

iiarmle^a Cure.« Address
_ MBS. M. IT. BALDWIN, Box 1212 Chicago, III.

THE NEW LIFE, '
By Leroy Barrier. Au jeminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
luiud s relations to the physical organism, and 
thg . power of thought In the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth', $1,

FRED. P. EVANS.
The Noted Psychic for ■

Independent Sl&te Writing; and 
Clairvoyance,

Has recently left New York, and Is now located at 
1112 Eddy St., San Francisco, Cut Send stamp for 
circular op Mediumship. .

Vrilia fteights.
A Summer Resort,

On tho NORTH SHORE OF GENEVA LAKE, for 
PHOUHEKSlVE PKOPldS. under the direc
tion of DR. ALICE B. STOCKHAM, the well 
known author of TOKOLOGY and K AREZZA.

COURSES OF LECTURES
on Philosophy and Idéale are given. Recreation 
le also an attractive feature, that Includes ath
letics, dancing, swimming, boating, games and 
sports. .

. ABTS AND CRAFTS, '
Including clay modeling, photography, and tool 
work, under the direction of Lu verne Francois 
-Wheeler, gives practical advantages and joy to 
children of all ages. Terms, reasonable. For 
particulars address. A. B. STOCKHAM.

0T Dearborn Street, Chieago.lil.

ter, and-the moat inexpensive is the 
best, And right here I want to tell you 
about a Japanese man who has hired a 
portion of Mrs. Petersilea’s land. He 
is very short and rather small, but as 
strong as a Norwegian pony—the kind 
of ponies that.Mre. Petersilea saw in 
Norway when traveling there. He 
works all. day long at the very hardest 
kind of labor, tilling the aoI), cutting 
trees, and so on. He lives alone in a 
little barn where Mr. Petersilea once 
kept his horse. The barn is dilapidated 
now, tne sides being partly kicked out 
by the high-spirited horse. This Japa
nese sleeps on a little sack of hay. He 
has made a email table out ot a rough 
board and some poles. He eats no 
meat, and does not allow himself one 
single luxury. His bill of fare is a lit
tle boiled rice without milk or sugar, a 
few sweet potatoes, and some Japanese 
kelp. This is all. A stronger or hard
ier man does not live. He can speak 
but a very few words of English. His 
wife and two children are away off in 
distant Japan. One would naturally 
think \ he could know nothing but 
wretchedness, but he seems to be one of 
the happiest men living, for he sings 
his Japanese songs all day long, when 
he IB not too Much engaged in his 
work. He jumps about as agile as a 
boy, and yet he must be a man far into 
JiiB forties, His face nearly always 
wears a broad smile, and he says that 
Mr. Petersilea is in the beautiful celes
tial gardens. This he says, as he be
lieves truthfully, to comfort the sorrow
ful widow. He saves his money to send 
home to his wife and children in Japan.

Now I cite this case to show, that no 
matter-what poverty one may be in, it 
cannot be much worse than is that otr 
this poor Japanese; yet he does not feei 
that he is in poverty. He behaves as 
though he thought he was prett well off.

If you have any bad habits, break 
them at once. Give purely and simply. 
Spend not a cent for anything unneces
sary or superfluous. Lay by a little 
each day, and work as hard as your 
strength will allow. Keep good com
pany or none. Be contented, and try to 
help the rest of the world all you can. 
If you cannot give money, give good ad
vice. Try to make yourself, and all 
with whom you come in contact, better 
and better each day.

Get wisdom. Learn all you can.

Anniversary In St, Loul#. \
Anniversary day was celebrated her«, 

with as much enthusiasm as though u^"‘ 
World’s Fair did not He between trio- 
56th and ,57tii. i

All the societies made good showings,' 
pleasant ¿and profitable meetings being 
tlie order of tlie day. • /

The First Church of Spiritual Unity, ¡1 
bad a double celebration, in connection |/ 
with the anniversary, dedicating thaj 
new hall, 3204 Lucas avenue. |

That grand >old Bostonian worker, | 
Fannie Allyn, bad charge of tlie exer«| 
cises, beginning with the children's ly*' 
ceum which she organized while here, 
and closing with psychic manifesttv I 
tions in the evening. • . ) .

Rev. B. F. Austin, who had been serv*. 
ing the Temple Society, was present 
and spoke eloquently on the "Religion 
of Spiritualism,” and Mrs. Mattle Me-' 
Caslin gave an inspirational poem en.«, , 
titled Lelawala, an Indian legend, ac-l 
compamed by young ladles In Delsar- 
tean pantomime. It was highly appre- 
elated. Fannib Allyn Improvised a; 
beautiful poem on the dedication. A1 
number of mediums contributed to tho 
psychic manifestations. Miss J. Pres
ton, one of our best local mediums, sue. 
eeeded in reading a sealed letter undec 
the strictest test conditions, giving full 
name of writer and spirit to whom ad
dressed, also the latter’s verbal reply, 
to the letter. I ,•

Georgia Gladys Cooley officiated at 
the Temple celebration, in the absence 
of the. regular pastor, Thomas Grim« 
shaw. A letter was read from him, 
written on the eve of his embarkation 
to Europe, where he has gone to visiti 
the land'of his birth. 1

Mrs. Cooley at the close of her dis-, 
course announced his spirit presence, 
giving evidence that time and space do 
not separate those who love and a rd

,/

In harmonlous relation to each other. 
' M. M’CASLlN.

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION,

State Progressive Spiritualists Associa
tion of Missouri. Í

A LlnnAorifi if Restores Lost Vision. H WUI IUUI:1.U Write for Illustrated Circular 
xnanFdnfciT - * showing styles and prices and . 
OUvbLdblui - plte.tp of Spirit Yariria, who de- 
veidpeathlH Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad- 
Juat my Melted Pebble Lena Spectacle a» perfect
ly: to your eyes at your awn home and send by 
mail, as if you were in my office. Tbounands will 
testify, . M.P. FOOLE.

Evaaston Ave.. Chicago, til
Dear Mr. Poole:-»-Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection. I shall recommend them to 
my friends.- Ever your friend. 13, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles.'Calx

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. 1)
: '■ Who has had

Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 
aniPPractice of Medicine, Two 

"■ 'Tears Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
and Is. A-'Nalural Clairvoyant. He never 
falls In diagnosis. He has given spécial attention 
to ej’e, ear, throut and lung troubles, also ull 
forms otYiervous diseuses of both sexes. Never 
falls to cure Dites, If you would HUo an opinion 
of-your case FREE, write lust how you feel wi|h 
your own hand and hold the letter lnyour€hand 
five minutes. Enclose stump for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D.
Prop. Reed City Sunlturlupi, Reed City, Mich.

Academ^hf .Higher Sciences
, O', And College ®df Fine Forces. ' '
. Teaches new nnd wonderful inothods'of cure, 

“Fast becoming of world-wide fame."—H.Tuttle
Light, Color. Electricity, Magnetism, Mind, Batlta.

Its, beautiful Diploma confers title. “D. M.' 
Doctor of; Magnetics: can bo gained nt College or' 
at one's •homo. Books and instruments furnished. 
Bend stamp lor catalogue to »...... ■ -

K E. 1». UA.BBI1T. M.
- , OU Bust Ave., Kocliealhr, ». V.

Heaven Revised’livarvil nvriayu after the Chaugo
Called Death. By Mrs. E. B. Duffey. A very 
Intercstingmul instructive wefk. Pries 25 cts.

Dpcparrlipc EbsQ0.m?“a0,f.KesedjXJies Modern Spiritualism
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES. TV R. S„ with 
lllustraUons.-'Of unusual Interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of the world. 
Price, 50 cents. >

I ICnrTU lAttlnteresttaff Story 
I IXKr I 11 ot Two Worlds.

Elevating; Fascinat
ing and Instructive Tlirougliout, 

This work.by Carrie-E. S, Twlng is exception
ally interesting. She well says: “These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
lowest in different religious beliefs, have moved 
me.-not I them.” Thewhole-book is interesting, 
fascinating, and instructive* Price, 81.00.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of tbo oldest and most successful Spirit* 
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous: his examinations arc free t) all who send 

• hininamo, age. sex. and lock of hair, and U cents 
in stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms.' 
Be treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. - Bls practice extends ull over the 
land. -Ho cures you in your own home.

Address, J. S. WXJCHH, 31. D.,
’ Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass..

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the. leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
frce_by spirit power. '

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Sau Josq, Cali '

jî.Thomas'À. Black was released- from 
his physical environments, March 25, 
1905, and.eritered into the higher spirit
ual life. He vvas" little, over four score 
years upon this earth plane. For years 
hé was. what might-bè termed-an agnos
tic. This life was the finale 'with him, 
until he listened to that wonderfully in
spired sister, Mrs. F. O. Hyzer, who 
proved to him the continuity of life be
yond the change called death, after 
which he became a pronounced Spirit
ualist and an active, worker for its ad
vancement, servlng.wlth honor as presi
dent- of the . State Association of Ohio 
for .one year; later through some' in
fluence ' he joined ' the Üniversalist 
churçh, the pastor of .which is the Rev. 
Carl F. Henry, who was a. dose and 
true friend to Bro. Black when 'in need 
of the friendship of good men:- -His fel
lowship with the church was with the 
full understanding that his knowledge 
of spirit return was as dear and sacred, 
to him as. his life, and he coulfl not nor 
Wduld nbt rëribflriée th'at fact; but if the' 
church wfluld accept him with this 
knowledge of his belief arid knowledge 
of the truths-of modern .Spiritualism, he 
jvould like to affiliate with it. for the ed
ucation and associations that it would 
bring to him in his declining yéars. The 
services were conducted -by-his friend, 
Rév.. Carl F,. Henry, , who gave .a very 
liberal and spiritual discourse ; and 
eulogy of the life and labors of our 
arisen brother. - ' I. W. POPE.

: Cleveland,-Ohio. -, ,
I ... .... -—T^-r--. .- • '
, Anson Kellogg, one of Huron county’s 

oldest, pioneer residents,. passed to 
spirit life Monday-night, .ÀprÎÉ 3; at his 
home, No. 22. Walnut street, Norwalk, 
Ohio, .from the . effects of the . grip, 
which resulted In pneumonia. Mr. Kel
logg has been ri lifelong, believer in the 
philosophy of Spiritualism, and al
though quiet in demeanor and unassum
ing, an every-day, .plain, ideal man, hé 
had the respect and confidence Of all 
who knew him. He leaves a wife, two 
sons and two grand children, one sister, 
and a host of friends, to mourn their’ 
less. The funeral was held Wednesday 
afternoon, April 5, at 2 o’clock, from his 
late residence. The services were con
ducted by Rev. Fred D. Dunakin, of 
Cecil, Ohio. Tlie Interment took place 
at Woodlawn cemetery. .................

■ .. .. . iig> 9 .. ............... .• ■ . •

"The New Life.” By Leroy Berrier.. 
Eminently suggestive along the lines of 
"new thought.” Excellent in tone and 
tendencies. Price, cloth, $1.

“Death Defeated; or tho Paychtc B®- 
erot of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Kssblcs, M. », M. A, Ph. D. Rte» |L 
Î0 cents. J ~

Tte.LiraiD8caWFTz“„“'
By W. J. COLVILLE. A series ot twelve lec
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
ot the Ten Commandments in the spiritual as
pect. Price, 50 cents. ■ -

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With fullpage photograph ot tho Heroine Pearl, 
from a spirit painting? - -

‘ Three things that-make this book remarka
ble. Its authorship, the astounding claims nut 
forth in it. and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life it ¡contains."-B. O. Flower, in
the Arena.
. '«It will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death to. the suti-llt cumoof 
the World Celestial. W.'Thomas'.

Cloth bound wlth gilt side stamp; price, 81.00.

Tii6 Devil ana tne ñdventlsts.
• An Adventist attack upón-Spitituallsm repulsed. BvMoseaHnH-.jPtIce.ro cents; .

“How to-Train- .Children and Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth-."Towne takes 
the position.that irpmany cases it'ig the 
parents that need the training? more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be ¡better- spent than 
buying this little back.Anyone that 

-has the care -rtf- chUHren should read it.
Price 25. cents» - 5

"The Kingship oESelf-ControI." By! 
Wm. George Jerda». It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the: Red' Tape 
duty, the supreme aiharity of the world, 
the revelation! of reserve: power, etc. 
Price 30 cents. - >? ■ • ",

"Ite Priest;'JUieWomanandthe Com 
.fessional." This bMk, by- the .well 
known.FctheriChinftjuy-irevealB'the de
grading, Impute Influenoea. and, results 
of the RomiBboIconfesslonaT, as' proved 
by-tho sad experience of many wrecked- 
lives. Price, airmail, $1.

.“Principles df Light and ..Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt,®!. D,, LL.'D." A truly 
great work of te master mind, and jine 
whom Spiritualists'bhould delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient '.research Into Na
ture's .finer forces ..ore here.gathered 
and made amonable to .the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men-especially, and 
BClentists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound -book, -strongly teound, and con
taining- beautiful- illustrative plates, 
For saleiatthls office. - .Price,-postpaid.- 
85. It Is a wonderful work and you Will 
fc® &A-'(ihted with' if..'
'’The RomafiGC of Jude. A Story of 

the Life and-TimsB of the Nazarene anil 
His,People" Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Lonjfley. AnJnteuaely in. 
teresting book. Meally- bound in doth 
and gilt. Only fiftaenta.

Psychic Development.
Development with some is Hke hatching eggs 

or raising babies tn an incubator. It Is not the 
natural way—that is why richly endowed pay
chics fail. Not every egg can hatch a chicken, 
but that Is not the fault of the hen. If you will 
FOLLOW MY INSTRUCTIONS I will develop 
you by God’s way—that 13 the way you get tlio 
preatu of life and realize your psychic powers.

BTStop listening to men wjio say • lessons” 
can’t develop yon. THEY SAY SO BECAUSE 
THEY HAVE BOOKS TO SELL. Slqce 1898 1 
have proven my system to bo superior to the 
method of hutching mediums in the dark, by 
folding hands and getting the bUnd staggers by 
looking at vacuity for a ghost—This Is the incu
bator plan.

,83^"« you have not realized any results, climb 
out of your incubator and get where God's sun
shine can warm vour soul into life, until you be
come an adept like Christ. Then you can mate
rialize a spirit, raise the dead, heal the sick, sec 
the angels, torn water into wine, demonstrate 
your divinity.

Send stamped addressed envelope for Prospec
tus, Delineations. Reduced terms. Address.

J. C. GIWMBLNE,
1285 Commonwealth Ave.,

Boston« Mass.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
. By Mattle E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull's 

sweetest-songs, adapted to popular music, for 
the’use of congregations, circles and famlles. 
Price? 10cents, or 87 per hundred

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. 
BY C. W, LEADBEATER.

A Volume of 500 largo pages, treating very 
nterestingly if Life. Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena, Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of 
tfneosophy. Price, 81.50.

VEDANTA-PHiLOSOPHV.
Lectures by the Swami VivckUand&, bn Raia Yoga) 

or Conquering tbo Internal Nannre. and othfcr snb- 
jccts; also,-Patanjali’» Yoga Aphorisms, wlthscom- 
montarles and a copious glossary of Sanskrit terms. 
Revised and enlarged. I2mo., Cloth, 11,50. Raj a Toga 
is an ancient system of Indian Philosophy, and one of 
the four chief methods that the Vedanta Philosophy 
offers to obtain freedom and. perfection. Bwaml Vtv<* 
ekanandabecame a familiar figure In several Amen' 
can cities during the tbreo years following the Pm* 
liament of Religious st Chicago; he was cordially 
celved In America, where tho breadth and depth of 
his teachings were soon recognized. His teachings 
are universal in their application. Tho book Is cheap 
OtftLSO. For sale at this office.

Think deeply on all subjects, and be 
philosophical. It a sad, dejected 
thought enters, cast it out—give it ’no 
lodgment. Sing, and be happy. Be 
honest. Owe no man anything. Wrong 
no one, not even by a thought, for 
thoughts are things. Better suffer 
wrong than do wrong. Be true and 
faithful in all your dealings, and take 
my word for it you will be happy.

Have you lost a' dear friend by so- 
called death? Cheer up! That friend 
is not dead, that friend still lives and 
loves you. Mothers, have you lost a 
dear little child? Let me tell you, for 
I now know that your little one is not 
dead but is happy and well cared for 
here in the spiritual world.

I cannot, in this letter, write out all 
the details concerning the entrance into 
spiritual life of the great number of 
little ones that are coming here daily; 
but send to Mrs. Petersilea, Garvanza 
Station, No. 1, R. F. D., Los Angeles, 
Cal., for a book called, “Mary Ann Ca
rew," wfitten by the spirit ot Mr. 
Petersilea’s. mother, and it will show 
you exactly how children are received 
here, taught and cared for. I myself, 
have a goodly number in charge. Have 
you lost a dear husband? He is not 
lost but near you much of the time, and 
if you were truly united, he is busy pre
paring a lovely homo for you. Mourn 
not for those called dead. Be patient a 
little while,.and you shall join them. No 
one should ever be unhappy under any 
circumstances whatever.

Oh, if I could have known, when with 
you on the earth, ell that I now know, 
I should never have had an unhappy 
moment; and because I did not know, 
is the reason why I am now trying to 
tell you, that you may know. 0, how 
much I do want to make the people of 
earth happy, and how miserable the 
most of them are.

Let me tell you how to do it. Do 
whatever your hands find to do, and be 
very sure you will find something to do 
if you are faithful and industrious and 
can be implicitly trusted. Such people 
are always in demand. The world 
wants them and needs them. See to it 
that you have no bad habits. Give your 
children the simplest, cheapest, and 
most nourishing food. Do not feed 
them meat. Let me tell you some of 
the best kinds of food to give them: 
Oatmeal mush, and if this ir too ex
pensive, corn meal can be used; rice, 
and if it can.be afforded, milk; if not, 
go without; potatoes and other vege
tables together with fruits of various 
kinds. Bread is somewhat of a luxury, 
but can be dispensed with. Do not 
pamper the appetite. Let your children 
get very hungry and get hungry your
self, and the simplest rood will taste de
licious. Try it and see.

Teach your children to be honest, in
dustrious and polite, and never fear 
but they will get along all right

Surround yourselves with the beauti
ful as fast as you can, but all the beau
tiful things in nature arc yours. Noth
ing can rob you of them. Live in the 
country, if possible, for here all things 
are sweet, pure, and clean, and your 
children will be less liable to contract 
bad habits. Give your children apples 
and nuts if they can be afforded, arid 
baked beans are very nutritious. Teach 
them not to despise that.’svhich is sim
ple and healthful; Do^tS&ivy the rich. 
They are not happ^ij-jJ^QHiing gives 
happiness but spifituSl-ribfles; and it 
you have sons, think-ofRAjmyiam Lin
coln. «He was born/and-’reaiei in a lit
tle log cabin in the country’arid used to 
be called a rail splitter, because he used 
to work at splitting rails for fencing 
•purposes; but he was honest and Indus
trious, and, best of all, he had a good 
mother, and her son became-the presi
dent of the United States. All boys 
may not. become president of the United 
States, but they can be just as good and 
industrious aS was Abraham Lincoln, 
and live to do great and good work for 
the people. '

Yours for humanity and spirituality. 
. ABBY A. JUDSON.

“After Her Dcatn. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lihan Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and' delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced idea's on the finer and 
ethereal phases-of Spiriteaiism, leading 
the .mind- onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the: higher life. Price, 
cloth, $1. '

» ■ "Success, and How to Win It” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps;. Finan
cial Success; Ideals?.Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction;. Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25: cts'.

AN .OLD MAN’S SUPPLICATION.

Bud me In Thy heart, O.God! ■ 
Before I am laid beneath the sod. 
May I Tine andrever. bloom 
In Thy vineyard none tod soon. 
May I twine around the golden threads 
, of love, . ■ ■
Seeking the higher planes above.
May .Thy kingdom that Thee - '
Ever live and grow In me. ... •

A. A. SMITH.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’s Theories 
in Regard to It. By Ex-Judge Abram 
H.—Dailey. Démonstrateur futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson's explanations of 
spiritual phenomena. Price 25 cents. 

. "Voltaire’s RomaT.ce?." • Translated 
from, the French.: With.,numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter works of th) 
brilliant Frenchman,, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic cituuh, are worthy 
of wide reading; Wit, philoioyby and 
romance are combined, mth Hie tklll of 
a master mind; Price $1.50. .

To the Editor:—The State Progress-. . 
ive Spiritualists Association of Missouri j 
held a monster mass-meeting, in cele. 
bration of the 57th anniversary of Mod- / 
ern Spiritualism, at the Masonic Tem- / 
pie Odebn, St. Louis, Mo., on Thursday, I 
and Friday, March 30 and 31, after«/ 
noons and evenings. /

The meetings were a pronounced bucA 
cess both from the standpoint of num}- 
bers and interest shown by the audi,« 
ence. Much credit is due the commit-? 
tee in charge of the affair for the llbi-i ( 
eral programme provided, and the event i ' 
will doubtless live long In the memory,I 
of Missouri Spiritualists. i

President Stewart of the association' 
presided at the different sessions, deliv-; 
erlng the opening and closing ad
dresses in characteristic style.

The forcible manner ot the speake 
and the convincing logic advanced lit 
his oration, made a deep Impression oil 
the audience and was enthusiastically 
received. Mr. Stewart’s subjects werja 
"Paganized Christianity" and "Medium^ . 
ship, Its Uses and Abuses." Both ofl. 
these: subjects were brought out in such! 
a forcible manner, and the perfect nate 
uralness of psychic phenomena so con«' 
cluslvely. shown, as to leave no doubt: 
on the minds of Ills audience that Spir-j 
Itualists are perfectly normal folks in;' 
every way. 1
■ The Rev. B.- F. Austin assisted in thq 
programmewith an invocation on Tliursr’ 
day aflernbon and an address Friday? 
Mr. Austin is a most magnetic speaker-' 
and his method of illustrating his subQ ■, .
ject with his personal experience in the '
orthodox ministry, makes his 
freshing and fascinating as 
deeply convincing.

Professor Parker C. Marsh 
Thursday evening on "What

talk 
well

spoke

reT 
aS

one
Is Life?''

The subject was well handled and the 
original view-point from which it was 
presented made the lecture intensely, 
absorbing and educational. ,

Mrs. Helen Cornelius offered the in.«: 
vocation on this occasion.

On Friday afternoon invocation was 
offered by Rev. J. K. Folsom, after 
which Dr. H. W. Faber spoke on "Spir
itualism and Its Relation to Daily Life.’’ 
Dr. Faber followed Dr. Austin, as above 
mentioned, both of the gentlemen being 
enthusiastically applauded.

The closing session on Friday even
ing proved the crowning event of the 
celebration,.and the exercises were wit
nessed by a large crowd, every seat be-. 
Ing taken. The programme was de^- 
lightful, the climax being the ordination 
as public minister and lecturer of the 
gospel of Spiritualism, of Mrs. Laura’ 
M. Jones of St. Louis, Mo. Mrs. J. K. 
Folsom conferred the ordination serv
ices which were deeply impressive.

Many prominent mediums took part 
in the various sessions, among them 
Mrs. E. B. Price of Carondelet, Mrs. K. 
T. Hary, Mrs. L. M. Jones, Mrs. Lena 
Doerner, Miss E. C. Preston. Musical 
numbers were rendered by Mrs. May 
Diebel, Mrs. J. J. Riepe, Mrs. J. K. 
Young, Jos. Riess, Charles Plewa, Miss 
Cornelia Bryan, Miss Bertha Price, Mrs. 
Mahaffey and Mrs. H. Sielemann.

OSCAR F. EVERTS,
St. Louis, Mo. Press Agent.

A Visit to Robert Hale, of Los Angeles, 
California.

To the Editor:—I address this letter 
to you in behalf of Mr. Robert Hale of 
Los Angeles. There has been much 
said about him and his one thousand 
dollars, which is yet in the bank for the 
materializing medium who will produce ; 
what he asks for, and according to his «4 
terms.

I called qt Mr. Hale's home in Los 
Angeles, March 29,. He and his good 
wife welcomed me for the night. Mr. 
Hale is a fair-dealing, honest, generous, 
and very intelligent man.

He will not recognize the fraudulent
workings of commercial 

He detests fraud and 
ers.

He seeks the truth.
He is one of nature's

mediums.
the evil work-

noblemen, and
when he enters the seance room seeking 
messages from spirit friends, he consid
ers he is on holy ground, dealing with 
things sacred, and any. fraud committed 
there is a crime, the worst of crime. He 
and his wife are devoted Spiritualists, 
and they want to pull all of the weeds 
out of the Spiritual Flower-Garden, that 
the buds of spiritual truths may bloom 
in all their glory, and that the world 
may be benefited and made holier there
by. , '

There have been many falsehoods ut
tered about Mr. Hale. It has been said 
that he will have a revolver in one hand 
and acid in the other, and that the ma
terialized spirit must Bland the test ot 
the same. These statements are abso
lutely false, and are told by people who 
seek fraud rather than the truth. Mr. 
Hale has no use for a gun, and will not 
have one in his Jiouse. His conditions., 
are all right. He is just and upright, a 
good man in his home; has an excellent 
wife whose influence is a power to help 
make anyone happy. I ask the truth 
seekers to investigate. "

WILLIAM FOLLETTE. I
Redondo Beach, Cal. .

I
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SPIRITUALISM IS A TRUTH*.
K

. 1 .'send vodr sub- | 
1 I scription In «t once, j 

§ and keep pace with < 
\ | all that Is transplr- ’ 

k Ing in the ranks.

VOne truth, is clear—whatever is,* is 
right.” Pope.

“I long to know the truth hereof at 
large.” Shakespeare. ■

“Let us make truth catching instead 
of falsehood and disease.” Ingersoll.

“Truth depends on, or is only arrived

Let us love our cause 
and dare to advocate dts

at by a legitimate deduction from all the | truth and decry fraud.
facts which are truly material.” Coler
idge. j

“Plows, to go true, depend much up
on the truth of the iron.” Mortimer.

“Truth bears the torch in the search
tor truth.” Lucretius. .

i If we have the pdreJt 
cannot be destroyed in 

; the crucible of reason 
and fair discussion It 
will only thrive, and 
expand more rapidly.

trUtì+ìs IMPERISHABLE.
“My mouth shall speak the truth.

Prov. viii.,-7. ' . .
/‘Truth crushed to t earth shall rise 

again." William Cullen Bryant. .
“To have truth and not live it is like 

having lungs and refusing to breathe.” 
“However unwillingly a person who

NO. 804 
. ...rr=S(

has a strong opinion may admit the pos-
sibility that his opinion may be false, he 
ought to be moved by the consideration- 
that however true it may be, if it is not 
fully frequently, and fearlessly discussed 
it will be held as. a dead dogma, not a 
living truth.” John Stuart Mill. 

\ A, REMARKABLE EXPERIENCE. 
■ ‘f. • • • • . ■ ...

Slaved From Death by. a.Spirit’s Warn
' Ing Voice. '

i have long been a silent ¡reader of 
your valuable paper, and long , to add 
Ujy , Voice in trying to dispel- the dark 
Clouds of doubt and fear which hover 
over death. The physical body of my 
belo'ved mother has been laid . away 
Borne forty years, but to my mind I have 
positive proof that she Btill lives and

0-

•flsTersplGiíOBSÍu Illustrated from tee Standpoint oí tee Illustrious Sar’uls

It 1 Coulb S3e a <3ob.
. I sometimes think—

If I could be a God awhile, I know what 
I would do:

I’d make the world a better one or 
make the whole thing new. ■

I would not change the sun or moon, or

Oh, yes, I know— ’’
I’d run this world to suit myself and 

have no holes of hell, 
If I could be a God with all the powers 

for a spell, i|
And wouldn't have to ask a child to 

lead me,on the way, 
Or dictate all my duties, 11 were a Gotl 

to-day. jjl

But, after all—
I have ho fault to find with God for

busy twinkling star,
Or leave, just for a chosen few, the 

¿heaven’s gates ajar.

’ If I could be a God—
To the Editor ;-The .Spiritualist press is replete with letters, extracts the denunciatory

from lecturers, from everywhere, about what may be put m one que8’ nahst. these .thwfcfhee tlia a because of. the increasing
tion- ’ . onto our platforms apd into our litnaiies, because ° - ;ties for Throughout my kingdom I would havetl0W- ’ ...... numbers in the Spiritualist ranks affording^ncreased opportunités m understood:

revenue are themsëlWtlïè.cause for the “stinginess’’ ot we rank anu That all thlng8 made or cauBed to be, re venue, aie inemseiyçs^y^cuusvw baeköto oid methods of con- were aimed for some great good, 
file. The emancipated masses will not g . problems of I rd stop all wars, all crimes of men, all
stitutmg a priesthood, .when spirit ietuin solves a 1 greedy, selfish strife;
the hierarchic schools. - , . . most cm- rd have a11. bel,”K 8how respect 1<?rAnd then again: ’ Tlietiiarge of.“stinginess’ is ^^^¿“Srted I other belneB li£*
phatically denied. Andjniore, it is equally as ^ph flAVnowledffed I And then 1 thin!t“ 

'eful statistics woi|d show that for the number of a _ I tfae gambied with
Sniritualists, their literature, their press, periodical and boogs, more equapy jn u8e>

P ' “ i is nb othèr order of associated people m America that rd maUe a llmlt to man-s weaith, thus
money'inktiom if I’d have io rnmhers starving here, no

its message w tne wopjd, Jian these same stingy op o without ragged homeless ones;
it pleases any one better- rSpiritists-with a big S. And thiswithout I... . .... ... .....

.. . . ____________ ___ including the innumerable contributions to mediums—thebearm .t
rians,°by their general bodies levy giren amounts and apportion. cpllec-’| “«ssage-¿ “spir- 

fault-finders is called liberality. It is cause for thankfulness that our I belabored11 relcelessbody^of contributors these I Tha^when^body fails the soul con-
instead of gettihg outof the way by go-I “organization” hah not got so far along as to assume Hie power of as- On beha y . > ■ tinues onward free
fng> to the fence I got directly in the gessment and collection. But so importunate and abusive have some of things si u e . , ¡ w UH ioob at a few facts. The I’d have no law oppressive to the ma •
way). I knew there would be an.awful our priesfs becomG; and s0 free-witiAhe dépréciative charges of “stingi- In Support of tins denial pf stmgwss. the number of es while thefew^ r
Æ'Â <« Ml o. n««,” »at some d“ y &pi"Ss»JL^ U» Auted Slates and Canada at 700>tl> a total »I b„e each E«th.. due.
Ctf S?»«SÄWn “ “y Sd.ÄäShe «tais and instit». «j» W Jg ^“^5. n.e
heard a sweet, .clear voice which Ljons founded upon religious ideals? Because the educated populai por s tv holding a? “about ¿2000000 ” Not so bad for such a limit of his sphere

á i* tÄ s-uiää ig ?Ä »1» r ÄfeK» ÄäsSK «X
!*'i H per se, degraded, and of coarse their mission to reform it and nahe In »o’hrsl postoffi.es, '“"’.Äpalo. «Ä '

woiild have killed me. Hearing the Ho their support in idleness. __ „„;*«<•<» onR nenditnre of monevto-ani extent unknown among any of the -, denomi-
voide and obeying it and the crash were I gpmitualist priests are but people, the same as are othei.priests and I peneptuo other "denomination” has added regular towns to the the tlme will surely come when the ben-
alnyost instantaneous. Every one con- tb masses put their hands in their pockets and contribute, so is their natío . („¡„¿A.. o£ the state These facts taken together oficiarles from the Médiums’ Relief
g! adulated me on my miraculous escape, i d E one these fault.finders tell you that population and taxingipweroLthe state t nese raevs v . s wju haye be dropped_£or wan£
?.util C0uld_PiÄÄÄ in “the ennsn” was never so nrosnerous. That is tifiie, and it R » submitted answers|the croak of stingy _ of a fund—one of our generous and
No one heard that voice but myself, and in numbers the cause was never• so p p - revenue ' Spiritualists may be ia peculiar people,-but still they are people, and falllng frlendg has authOrized me
no one knew what saved me. I « the reason for the growling about stinginess. As the basis of icvenue I P & “preacher^’ very much as other people do. * And he is- t0 announcé that he will donate one

But time passed on, and several years „numbers—increases, the solicitors for the distribution increase. And , ii- +o,bta eanacitv to satisfy his hearers—amenable al-1 thousand dollars to the Mediums’ Relief
after that sat down to wri e a note expectations are disappointed, we are directed to the asylums, ’“"3 “fffl £t AmKckmoriil, spiritual Fund of the National Association, pro
for my little boy to take to the store, hnRnitnls and temnles other denominations have to show for ways to the survival oMhó fittest. A man nas no ernim, j a , e Vided that a corresponding sum is

. and when I took my pencil, a strong in- schools, hospitals, and temples otnei. pen downright abuse or practical, to demand recompense for his opinions or his assumings. ftom the g irltuaI18ts at iarge
visible force seized my hand and wrote: their faith. And then comes the censure and often downright abroe. P | h o{ tbe.triais of the platform, hut as a rule the sufferings witbln three months from this time.

, hEmma, I am your mother. Thank God, That word, “denominations,” han a world of significance as to the men- W J , - . thb.^yiymtter.or in- i Our friend states that he will not
SSR “! otttee -«W °!d “■,d““”M < ’pSïï ¿Sal einfliéatoUt worry »¡>outtt« M»ÿ

■“ r sL. 0« » WH«». *«. «»■

h After that I received many beautiful been used to the church idea of humanity—that, a prioii. jt is bad. I „ _ J “gtimrv” would be less heard in the land. . one individual can do, and that the Re- 
fmessages from, my father and mother, 1 Take jegus foi. example, or the New Testament account of him—on I general, ine cry qi i i ky - chronic fault-finding-at least lief Fund should be as much of a mat
land my Bister and I were actually con- ,. , . “jeje¿ our western religion. He never uttered a sentence of And the morql. Reform; from t .. .... -. f thinm There ter oi interest and solicitude to all Spir-
1 verted. We said “in truth there is life which is modeledreur westerni rengiom xre uv through the press-and instead tell of the bright side oi thmgs. mere a£j R Js tQ Therefore,.w0

beyond the grave; death does not end good cheer or good word for mankind and nevei sçoke well of any n « afe ofteîl print whose communications are read only ask fn the name of 0U1. needy mediums, 
lair, but a beautiful exjstence is opened I save as a foil for rebuke to some one he was depreciating just as these I we wait > signature—as they never write but to complain. and of humanity, that the good Spirit-
l up to us through its portals.” complainers eulogize the churches by contrast. Even the Samaritan y K noekets in response to unpleasant readings, ualists of the country send in their do-

■ I have since had many wonderful - . .,on.nl:ment for helping the man held up by thieves, as it afford- People do not ieel in their pockeis in w u y rpf)lieS nations-large or smah-to the secre
psychic experiences which were beauti- g0t hl* 1 V tbe well. but when heart, brain emotions or reason is torched the pocket rep íes Qf the N g A to he)p gweU the re.
ful And satisfying, and 1 can say with ed a chance to denounce the two others. H . P £ K , wicked “Molasses catches more flies .than vinegar is a homely truth but a qulred sum A11 contributions will be 
«ligo, "1 know I am immortal.” to-do people he was among as whited sepulchers and as a wicked , Because you are of the same mmd as your neighbor thankfully received and acknowledged
j • EMMA GLOVER BROOKS. ond adulterous generation,” find cursed with condemnation all that op- practical one. Ji y h h¡g own and the Ust of dono wlll be printed

\ THE SAFE SIDE. have for humanity and from childhood to the grave everything is said & good—with pûrse if need be, as well as with sympathy been received since our last report and
\ ------- and done that can be conjured up to destroy man’s individual-self-es- tumty to do j°u good w an thege w)U be p)aced on th ]lst t°

1 -r- - Vat’s called religious, and 1 tcem and seif.respect. And in the last resort poor human nature can and kindness Iry t ypo y help make up the thousand dollars we
ThU’fe.rSaeSSur .«to the only Sit « or «et tor time « by p.y.nB tor YoaÄ » p«per-iar r’eligtoue or Spirltaollot "fMr, „„ „lma, 0[ne m

can’t believe is true; The very first lesson of Spiritualism is the refutation of this Prinial somebody, wrtn nai g > _ When the them to do their best; but in addition
" • sttRÄ.1* - of «n sw:‘s *„«
Keepin’ tab. on men in battle, bearin’ it not tinginess bu anjmpuL ive protest agamsr ree, cry ox ree m the co If mediums. Do not say or think that oth-

every bird that sings— ’ two daughters of the horseleach— give, give. But per contra : _„-o «n <rfih¿v of good words, why expect the reverse in pockets! ers will do this work without your help,
I’ve a notion that He’s willin’to forgive No people are more liberal than the average Spiritualist. Liberality we are so stingy g > SAR’GIS. we need all the aid possible to receive,

a lot of things. . is not the amount, but in ratio with one’s possessions. Hundreds and the expense of the pension list never
I’m inclined sometimes to rather think thousands of them pay out more cash in attending, going, coming and ■ '• •- - __ . ^eSto'kee'p'it^pen for the aged, worn

that mebby when we die ... other expenditures connected with camps, than the average church- n« g- gj* p hl | Z\ D ■ 11. ■ I 1 r\ t and jnva]¡d one8 Who are its beneficia-
That’ll end the business for us—timt • a wbole vear. And they do so because they there find the open . j/VlL TlEjElL. KJ 11/1 I I I r¡es. piea.se send us your donations

there’s no place in the sky _ their wishes There thev find demonstrated “spirit return”— , . . ■ - ' • , and receive the blessings of the angels

^’æhîvTgoideV härpsto pîay- 8 the one central fact that drew them out of the religious organizations. rellSçiOÜS Ç-TCCd, Cult, dub, SGCt 01’ System MWion^to^offlóe oHheVs.X
There may be no grand hereafter, yet, B is the all to them. And at the same time they hear the plattorm „ ÿ on rlryy Iwinnc un 600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash-

.for all we know, there may; sneakers—and somehow they too are compensated for service rendered, of bellet--DêCOmCS JIS UTV 001108 WOIUHObb, Lill— lngton> D. c.SasSX. 1‘ÄÄS less aocompaàfej.I ““ *

over there. prunella. ' - . , d t u charity in its broadest and most comprenensive
If a God is up above us I believe he’s And then it is so comforting to have these returning friends e us Tko nariosdiiv nf t.Pndoi’lv OA.rillP1’ for OUT .

kind at heart; that we are not, per se, wicked and heirs of damnation because we,do SGHSe. LÙ6 nCCeSSlty JO . j • x An Earnest Appeal to Spiritualists.
I don’t think he gets his pleasure mere- uot pay tithes, but that good lives and living is the naturalbirth-right wnrn-Ollt medlUmS mUSl be apparent tO CVGIT- --- - : ’ r „

ly watchin' sinners smart; nnd imnnNe of humanity. That we do not have to wait to be shot, WViu vun urouww yr , J . AgaIn we trespass upon your unfall-
1 ’bOth:ebesetWhenc8anO he'P U8’ "“’J hangëdm- “starved beforewe can find a condition in which to be happy one. Let it b^kfiOW to the WOrld that Spirit- I ing 'Xua8ii^

And I don't believe he ever schemed And so-without thinking it out^y' any'Ff^^pr^ ort^u ao ^fÖnerlV Care for thßU’ OWtt 6Van- aid to the Relief Fund for poor and
against a mortal man! ■ I creed but by intuitional impulse we feel a protest rising up when these UailSlb Will 1KHJHUJJVL1Y vatu xvx luoa vnu vrc*. i med¡ums s(nce my report ol

it may be that I’m mistaken, but I’ll I old Methods and manners are employed to build up and maintain one I reds their mëiliUÏBS and inspired WOl'Kei'S. and March 15th, we have received but 
take my chance and trust I , , nr in iSrennid idleness control our condition. 16 v V •11 J i A !• J J«. 1-' eighty dollars. Wc will not send list

Thattr£! your nÄrs^jüIt11 “ . In this depreciation of humanity,,this assumed superiority of a class then OUT CaUSe truly deçlmC, add^to it before dqing so. It is neces-

V« bS ÍXwX-. “.ÏÏMÂto- «loud will ehvbfope our movement. If we neg- K
io» '» toúidnóbbe .uwed «vén to b« a« Mi«U* to We fo»uf needy workers we stand con- J»» Wffis « ÇJ»

no * » » i‘Xt“’toîâ S before the world. Every - g-»*;
»KÄÄjUm I Mend? and Wtwhave enough to carry I

Thes^ here'chaps that geAheir riches But it has, ^oo Jts comic side—not so complimentary to us, the ufe SOmCthing tO tho McdiUHlS Fund- Sßud I for aiKeast another year. We MUST

««« Âï>* the same to the ..Secretary,' Mrs. M. T. Longley, Ä M -
°™ b. m»r. Ä Bu? tot a that «»d „„ 600 Pennsylvania Ave., S. E, Washington, D. C.

, ' , , -,_______ him ten per cent of.all we get or make to keep it up and repeat tfie . mr • hprhfl.DR HO bettei’-teSt OI the Stingi- Among those who have contributed
insultad libitum. This may seem a queer way of putting, thqyjnatter : J-HGie ISj fjeiJlctpöj lit) , ., n i of late have been several mediums and
but in the court of common sense it is.Very much like the simple t™th- neSS OT generosity pf-Spiritualists than the 06-

”■ . ....... ....................  ” ’ ' gree of support given to this kindly beneficent
and humane project, the Mediums Rehef ^nd. 
An object so eminently worthy should be liber- ~
ally sustained, and the extent of the .contaba-
tions to* this end will gauge the stinginess or the could^BCmn Ulerease our list of pension

generosity of our. people• / . .J '7: rwork.ndBenefltsmight be thus given for
° • I ' ......... ■ ■ this' special purpose once a year by

have recently shown in the columns of each.medium and society and thus per- 
the‘spiritual' papers, the Pension Fund petuate the fund that is of suchJ»sen- 
of The N- S ‘ A: is constantly decreasing tial value to our cause. Who will .be 
by thl y¿ariy drain upon i/ln paymenl the Hext €o follow the example of our 
ofthe pensions of our Worthy mediums, .Wheeling friend! <„-mPmnrv
and knowing full well that unless this .. A W sends us a dollar In 
tax is met by further relays of money of our late pensioner, Mrs T. C. Pardee, 
from tlie benevolent and sympathetic, This lady, writes that she had th.e dol

To the Editor The .Spiritualist press is replete with letters,

When I was a schoolgirl in my teens, I “WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH SPIRITUALISTS?” _
another girl and I started one day after And as a rule front all sides it is complaint of want of money tor-
sciiool to see the ice-boats sail on a somebody or something—.and the often expressed charge that Spiritual- 
sdiodi house01 We came to the ice and ists are “stingy” and lacking in almost every generous worldly thing, 
were walking across it toward a rail And added to fhis is the refrain about the liberality oi the church people 
fence at the lower end of the lake, and in contrast. And then all wonder why it is so! -J'- 
when we were almost to the fence, we I Tbe faet down at bottom ig that the “fault” lies not with the mass 
and* we tarned8around saw a°“blg Ice- of Spiritualists but with the objectors 5^ 
boat coming like the wind and we sup- complaint m heard from the clergy, from college faculty, from an masses 
posed she wanted the space where we dependent on incomes from popular contribution. Just think for a 
were, to go about in, so. we ran for thè moment and this will be accepted, 
fence whichwas a few feet ttonus I Eyen ehuvch of Rome hag establisbed a begging bureau under 
Tide0 but Ith was not so fortunate. I charge of a monseigneur in America to collect Peter Pence from the 
glanced over my shoulders,' and O, hor- “stingy” Catholics. Other churches, as the Methodists and Iresbyte- 
rorsl-the boat was coming directly tor rians by their general bodies levy given amounts and apportion cpllec-'1 kTode^Soiritu^isni, whether as “spir-
me and would get to the: fencaas soon . | ^.<1^ conferences and presbyteries. And this, by our return.” But for mastodon,

instead of getting out of the way by go- “organization” hah not got so far along as to assume the power oi as

that can

ture sta fl’, there is
has spent more i _ 
its message to the world shan these same

I’d malie a limit to man’s wealth, thus

I’d have on earth but peace and love,
and have no use for guns.

If I could be a God— 
I’d open wide the'spirit lane,

MEDIUM’S RELIEF FUND.

. . A Wise Step. :
The women’s clubs of California are 

considering the question of making men 
eligible to membership. A few clubs 
have tried the experiment and found 
men of great service in the civic work 
of the clubs. - - - ■

If this change is made, they will be 
following the example of the Woman 
Suffrage Association^ the mother of all 
the woman’s" clubs.” Men have always 
been eligible to membership in these as
sociations, for the first article in ..the 
creed of the suffragist Is that it is not 
good for either man.or woman to be 
alone in the work of making the world 
'3ettCLIDA CALVERT OBENCHAIN.

. It is a right reflection that if a man is 
• full of the present’moment to glorify it, 
\-he is with eternity and infinity; . for hb 
('has all there Is.—Blake.

• ............................ --

This teaching as to Man, per se, id the inspiration of the god. who. 
sentences and the devil who executes the sentence. Just think of this 
Partnership: God makes this innately bad man, condemns him for being 
bad, and turns him over to the devil who inflicts the penalty. And 
then the priest, ah afterthought, as a.third party, opens up the only pos
sible escape from the dilemma-to pay him for acting, as attorney and 
beat the devil out of his part of the contract. . ,, '

The first message of deliverance from this world.old nightmare was 
that of Modern Spiritualism—when our returning friends told us it was 
not true—that we were hot innately bad; that they hijd seen no angry 
God no white throne, nor any devij-had not even smelled liell. 
And so, when we got tm opportunity, or get one,, to hear that message, 
bur money is on call at any. time or in any sensible amount. But When 
the demand comes in the old stand-and-deliver manner it doesn t come. 
And it never will for that sort of asking. Particularly is the demand 
resented when it comes with sanctimonious superiority of tone that-to 
esteem “spirit return” as the chief message we’are whistled down Hie 
wSd as mere “spiritists,” wliilfe alialf-soled orthodoxy doled out a$er

. MEDIUMS’ UHWND
Another. Splendid Offerto I 

’ Mediums’ P.enslpff F
se the

Ta the Editor and 
........ " ' '"¿si ,

«r * 
h.->

running things HiB way, 
Nor do I think that He will chide ma 

for my finite say.
It is a fact, no two agree upon the just
' and right;
No two can feel, or hear the same, or, 

be of equal sight. ,

In humbleness—
Infinitude! Almighty! All! I raise my, 

hat to Thee! .
Were I as Thou art, in control, I’d soon 

quite crazy be,
With here complaint, and there a curse, 

and naught exactly right,
I wonder not sometimes that Thou, 

though God, art out of sight. ’

I bow, for I do know—
To one some things are right, and to 

others ail is wrong;
I wonder not that Thou art broad and 

wise and great and strong.
No doubt, if any man could be the 

Great All-Wise Divine, ,
He’d soon close up and bar the doors, 

and from the place resign.

Lastly, I conclude—
'Twere better then to be content with: 

things wo cannot change,
For “ten to one'.’ were we to try this 

world to rearrange
We’d make the thing WE would have 

right, for other beings worse, 
And bring upon our finite heads the 

world’s united curse.
DR. T. WILKINS.

lar in a bank, her only one, and 
took it out for the benefit of the 
mediums fund. If all would show the 
same spirit of helpfulness as this lady, 
the relief fund would grow to such pro
portions that we would not have to con
tinue our appeals for it year after year. 
We hope and trust tliat our Spiritual
istic friends all over the land—all who 
have not already sent us their aid, who 
have been blessed In any degree by me
diumship, will forward to our office 
what they can spare for this grand 
work; any sum will be gratefully re
ceived and applied to this worthy ob
ject. Address, '

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C. -

THE LYNN SOCIETY.

It Is One of the Best Societies in the 
United States.

To tlie Editor:—I desire at this time 
to call the attention of the many read
ers of your valuable paper in Massachu
setts, to the fact that on Friday, May 5, 
afternoon and evening, there will be 
held at Cadet Hall, Lynn, a union meet
ing, to which all who are Interested in ■ 
Spiritualism throughout the state are 
invited. The meeting will be held un
der the auspices of the Lynn Spiritual
ist Association. The above named so
ciety will furnish free entertainment for 
all duly accredited members of visiting 
societies. The object of this meeting 
is to furnish an opportunity for full and 
free discussion of the subject of organi
zation in all its phases, with the design 
in view of establishing necessary re
form in the system of organization in 
the state of Massachusetts.

The afternoon will be devoted to the 
discussion of organization. Supper will 
be served at 5 p. m. Song service and 
concert from 6 to 7:30. Evening will be 
devoted to lectures and messages by 
promiffent speakers and mediums, who 
will be present.

On Sunday, April 2, I began a month’s 
engagement with the Lynn Spiritualist 
Association. It is indeed a pleasure to 
work with a people so harmonious and 
well organized as I find this association 
to be. The rule seems to be “a strong 
pull, a long pull, and a pull all to
gether,” and I apprehend that it is the 
“pull all together” that leads to the 
Lynn Spiritualist Association being 
characterized as one of the best, if not 
the best, Spiritualist societies in the 
country. I find the audiences large and 
enthusiastic at all meetings. The effi
cient board of officers, headed by the in
defatigable secretary, Mrs. Abbie A. 
Averill, and the most able president, 
Alex Caird, M. D., are ever ready to an
ticipate every requirement of the inquir
ing public, hence the society is a great 
power for good. .

OSCAR Ar. EDGERLY.

A lady sends us a dollar In memory

WAITING.

I am resting, and waiting for the white
winged dove. 

To bear me across the sea,
Away from all turmoil, to the dear ones 

I love, 
And to those I know love me.

I am resting and waiting on the shores 
of time,

For I know there is no death, 
And that I will pass to a home sublime, 

When I lose this fleeting breath.
Each morning a messenger white I send 

To this port—to many unknown, 
O’er this mystic sea, my loved wait for 

me, ’
They know I am coming home.

Oh, Grandest truth, there’s no death! 
ring the bell. -

Spread the tidings high and low.
There’s a beautiful heaven—never a 

-hell,
In the place we are waiting to go. 

MRS. J. H. DALLAS.
St. Louis, Mo. • .

Eloquence is in ..the . assembly, . not 
merely In the speaker.—WUHata Pitt..

To' aocept’’good advice, is but to in
crease one’s own ability.—Goethe.. ' ■,
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A Question Answered

the Fen oi that Talented Ladu arid Excel
lent Medium, Mrs, I. L Lewis, -

During the third of a century that 1 
was before the public as a lecturer and 
advocate of rational, scientific thought, 
often in debate with the clergy, I had 
occasion to use the best authorities ac-
cessible, those which I knew would 
bear the closest scrutiny on contested

. , an ■■■ , • •
lects afi an plsfoiiau, but they were 
iaigelia as ha# been said, “the result of 
his chronological position.” Society is 
11 con^untlyo growing organism; and 
tne hisAorlajh in proportion as he is sci- 
entifkjjdn hisamethod, since he hits to 
,leal with phenomena which can be ex-

of Bethel, Vermont.
February 10. How the_ wind howls 

.- 4md shrieks to-night.: I can hear it die 
away in the depths of the forest in low, 
.wailing moans, than it seems to gather 

’ strength and fury and comes rushing 
baclh shaking the house as if it were a 
naughty child, as I have seen a mother 
do—because she could not, or rather 
would not control herself, she tried to 
control her child.
. The windows arq white with frost and 
the roads are drifted so full all trace 
pf them is lost. I feel the happy assur
ance that all is we]l. There are no 

< drifted roads between me and the spirit
world to-night. My spirit Is free to
night to hold communion with every 

; spirit, it can attract, . and learn every 
firuth it is capable of receiving.

Deacon Tumble called this morning to 
i fee Uncle Ike, He had a young man 

with him whom he introduced as. hiS 
nephew. The moment the Deacon saw 

. me he exclaimed, "Wall, wall, so you’ve 
, got back home agin! I always thought 
; a good deal of ye, Eleanor, until ye run 
■ off inter Spiritualism, fin' I don't think 

much of that." . '
. “What have you got against Spirltual- 

iBm?” I asked pleasantly.
“Wall, it belittles my God for one 

thing,” was the ready.answer. ;
"What sort of a. God have you got if it 

lies within the power of human beings 
to belittle him?” I asked; "gan you’be- 
little true greatness?” . ■

- . The Deacon moved his foot restlessly 
. and seemed lost for p moment, and then 

he looked up in a half frightened way 
and said, "Woe to them who dare ques
tion the Almighty. His ways are past 

’ finding out by sinful mortals. Sacred 
things are not to be meddled with by 
such as me.”

“There is nothing which concerns our 
welfare here or hereafter that is too sa- 
cred-to be meddled with, provided we 
are actuated by right motives," I said 
earnestly. "Deacon Tumble, it is you, 
the church member, who belittles God, 
and not I, the Spiritualist. You. con
ceive of the Creative Power as an Indi
vidual possessed of all the character
istics of an unenlightened human being. 
Think of a God who is not above anger, 
jealousy, cruelty and spite! I conceive 
of a Source of life and light far above 
all named personalities, and I consider 
it very unfortunate that our language 
so often compels us to use a personal 
pronoun when referring to Deity. When 
I say God I sense all about me. Spirit 
—a spirit which is' Intelligence and 
Love, a Principle infinite and all good, 
a Law infinite and just, and I under
stand what Emerson meant when he 
spoke of the 'Over Soul,’ and how Whit
tier must have felt when he wrote, ‘But 
this I know I cannot drift beyond his 
loving care.’ All life is one with tlie 
One, and to realize it is to find the joy 
of living.”

The Deacon stood and twirled his hat 
for a moment arid then said, “I can’t un-
derstand these newfangled religions, 

. nohow. lyraps my head, is too full of 
-fences and hbgS'and critters find bfdh.
You’ve got all beyond me, Eleanor—all 
beyond me." .

Afterward Uncle Ike told me that the 
young man is to be the new preacher 
down here in the brick church. I no
ticed he regarded-me with-much curios
ity. I wonder if he understood me. 1 
wonder if my words were wasted. I am 
always wondering. . ..

। Mrs. Twilight told me yesterday that 
her control will not let her read or 
study, which proves what sort of spirit 
it Is, It seems to me there is a striking 
similarity between such spirits and cer
tain religious teachers who will not al
low their people to receive the benefit 
of a free education. Such spirits and 
priests- know well that education will 
free the Individual from their control. 
The more spiritual a person Is, the 
faster he or she progresses. Very ma
terial persons and those who harbor 
hatred, envy, jealousy and greed never 
progress except along those lines—if 
that can be called progression! .
. I have learned that the more ad
vanced a spirit is the-less it seeks to 
impress its individuality upon the me
dium, and the lower in the scale the 
spirit is the more it vaunts itself—and 
the medium also. My guide has always 
told me to learn to rely upon myself; to 
decide for myself, and to be all Iwant 
people to thins I am. '

“Strive to be greater than your 
work,” was what the Voice said to me 
to-night while I waited in.¿he silence. 
This evening hour I have set apart to 
hold communion alone with the spirit 
world means a great deal to me. Never 
once during these sittings have I ever 
received a suggestion of anything that 
has not been pure and good.

A pleasant truth was forcibly im
pressed upon my mind to-day while I 
was looking over some spirit messages 
which I received two years ago. ■ They 
■were just what I needed then, but their 
precepts, have become a part of iny 
character now, and they seemed to me 
very much as my second reader does 
¡when I look that over.

A few nights ago, while I was wait
ing in the hall at Inton for the meeting 
to begin, I heard a well -known medium 
of that place use some very objection
able language. It attracted consider
able attention, and a sister- near, her 
kindly reproved her for her unladylike 
conduct.-' ' "

• “I don’t pare what folks think; it 
i uley can’t stand what I'.v* said/ they 
Jjètter go honle,” was the. loud answer.

I • Three. Jadíes , who had come from a 
i distance to attend the meeting—it was 
i their first venture-^arose^nd. wen tout 

•I I felt my cheeks burn .with grief and 
!-shame. It is not the only time.I have; 
; had’ such an experience. I am sure-if 
I those who are gúílty.'of such conduct 
i could see themselves as others see 
I them they would never be guilty again.
I do earnestly pray that some power 
.will let me see myself as I am. Ear bet

, ter that I should-drink a cup of humilla
tion than tô. hâve the cause I love sub 

- disparagement through -me. ■ '
O to be careful in little things—there 

Hre no little things only as -our minds 
conceive of them as being so. Some
time ago I maflé some’purchases in ohe: 
of our little stores and. later ^discovered 
that I had fiôl-pâid!-for - a "spool of 
thread. I at pnce^went,back .and paid; 
ïorij. .‘1 wpula'jieVa'.hâyè known any

, thing about-it,” said the merchant’s 
/ .wife„who ,had.waited upon. me. ?‘I know 
< it;-: but I would,” I said laughingly. 
. -Probably I would never have thought-of 

■ the incident.again; but the.next circle I
I held in that .village this lady and three 
( friends attended.-.The-lady said to me,

•'I have never had anything to do with' 
■ Spiritualism, but I told my husband that 

"^£011 Kero honest enough to come back

Ah

Some Spiritual Experiences Described, presence of the spirit of the individual, 
' giving absolute proof of spirit return.

Several months have passed since I When persons are so organized that 
last took up my pen to write a few lheX can have the privilege- of this 
words for the columns of The Progress- h'rand soul . communion, they should 
Ive .ihinker, but having just finished J ’ ’ • ■
reading No. 802, I feel it my duty to 
say the paper grows in interest and 
true worth with each number.
' The Open Court has furnished much 
food for thought ami many minds must 
have been enlightened on the subject 
under discussion.

—------------ ' . / ■' .
and pay for a spool of thread when you - 
knew I would never know if you didn't, 
that you would be honest about other 
things; so I am here.” That lady is 
one of my best helpers in that town 
now. God help me to do just right in 
all things.

February 12. I- went down to Mrs. 
Brown’s this morning to get Aunt Sue 
some yeast, and while I was there a man 
came along and called to Mr. Brown, 
“Hullo, Ham! Cornin’ down to meetin' 
to-night?” . ■ .

. ‘‘What sorter meetin’?” asked Mr. 
Brown..

“I dunno. The feller that preaches 
says he’s a reformer of some sort or 
other. Better come down an' hear 
hfa-” .- . ..

Mr. Brown shook his head. “Guess 
’twont pay,” he Bald. “I never see no 
reformer yet that didn’t need a mighty 
sight of reformin’. Their .theories 
want to bfe treated the way Uncle Abe 
treats his clock. He says to me the 
other day, ‘If I can only remember and 
jog the thing up half an hour every 
night and twenty minutes every morn
in’, by takin’ a squint at the sun now 
an’ then I can give a purty close guess' 
at the time o’ day.’"

“Ha! ha!" laughed the man; “go 
’lang, Ben,” and he slapped his horse 
with the reins.

“Hold on!" shouted Mr. Brown, who 
had seen me coming down the steps, 
“Here’s a woman who’d like to ride as
far as the turn.1 I

The stranger held out to me a big, 
honest looking hand to help me Into the 
sleigh. “Where d’ye live?" he asked as 
we jogged along.

“Up here on .top of the west hill," 1 
replied.

“You don’t say so!" he exclaimed. 
“Why. you ain’t the leetle gal Ike Tilden 
brung up, be ye? Wall, I declare 1». 
does beat-all how fast young ones do 
grow up!" Presently he exclaimed, 
‘‘Gittin’ old and wheezy, ain't ye!” 
. I started, but the remark was ad
dressed to the horse which had stopped 
to rest, and not to me. After a few 
more stops had been made during which 
time the stranger had regarded me at
tentively he said, "I've heerd you're one 
of them women who hear an’ see spirits 
but that’s a religion I don’t know noth
in’ about.”

“The hearing and seeing of spirits is 
no more a religion than the hearing and 
seeing of those biros in that tree is,” 1 
said.

"Huh!” he exclaimed, looking back, 
“I don’t see no birds in a tree.”

"But you believe I did, do you not?”
“Sartinly. But Spiritualism Is a re

ligion, ain’t it?”
"That depends upon what you mean 

when you say Spiritualism and relig
ion," I said. "If by Spiritualism you 
mean only a knowledge of or belief in 
spirit return it certainly is not a relig
ion—what js religion, anyway?”

The man regarded fields, woods, and 
sky attentively as If seeking from them 
a definition1; then he said helplessly,’ “1 
vum, you’v.e got me there.”

“Do you call going to church every 
Sunday and listening respectfully to the 
preaching and the praying, and putting 
a piece of money in the collection, re
ligion?” I asked.

"No, by gum, I don’t,” was the quick 
leply. “An’ I don’t call preachin' an’ 
prayin’ religion, neither. There’s old 
Deacon Skinum over in the Holler; he’s 
always preachin’ an’ prayin’ • hot an’ 
heavy, blit I wouldn’t be so tarnal mean 
os he is for nothin’. Cheated Widder 
Meek out of twenty dollars in a boss 
trade late, she B’posin’ ’cause he’s a dea
con she could trust him. An’ I don’t be
lieve that settin’ 'round doin’ nothin’ on 
Sunday is religion, neither—but it’s all
some folks I knows on’has got though."

There was silence for a moment, and 
then he burst out, “Say, ain't you the 
woman that went and ' "
Granny Cowler when 
run off an’, left her?”

I nodded.
“Wall, ain't you the

took care of old 
her own darter

. .---------one that waded
through .the snow one tarnal cold night 
an’, saved Let Brown’s baby when it had 
the fits?”

I nodded again. The man laughed 
and exclaimed gleefully, “Wall now 
sech doin’s is what I call religion.” '

■“Is it the doings themselves, or the 
feelings which prompt them?” I asked 
as I stepped out of the sleigh.

The man regarded me kindly as he 
said, “Wall, now, ye be a master hand 
at askin’ questions that come right to 
the point! Ye ain’t the han’somest wo
man I ever see, but you’ve got good 
horse, sense an’ I like ye. Why don’t 
ye come to the Holler an’ hold a meetin’ 
tar the school’house? Ye- ain’t above It 
be ye?” '

“Certainly not,” I said. “I will go if 
there are a dozen there who want me ’’

When I got bomb I told Uncle Ike 
and Aunt Sue about my ride and asked 
who the man might be.

“You’re a smart one! Why didn’t ye ' 
ask the man himself who he was?” said 
Uncle Ilie. “How d’ye s’pose I am goln’ 
to tell? What kinder lookin’ boss did 
he drive?”'

I described ihe animal. ;
“Oh, that’s bld Dave Hiltop, I know ’ 

now,“ said Uncle Ike with an air of ab- ’ 
solute certainty. “He’s a queer old tel
ler. but Is honest as the day’s long. 
Sent ills boy two miles to pay me two 
cents he’d left■’ out in the reckonin’’ 
once.” ■ , : .

Now I am wondering if I shall ever 
go oyer io the “Holler” to hold a meet
ing. ' ‘ t .*

(•To'be continued;)

The Idght -of Egypt” ■ Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult ’library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic PhQooo- 
phy. Piice «2 per volume. ■ ,

rcontlnultj’ or Ute a Q»mle Trnth.” 
By Prof. --W. M. Lockwood. The .work of 
a strong,, logical thinker, on a ’-deenls 
Important subject ®tiee, ctoth, m.

"in tho World Celestial,-“ by Dr. T. A. 
Bland, interesting,, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually -uplifting, cloth 
.bound; price IL

“The Constitution .of Man." ~ By 
Elizabeth Towne. Gives a clear and 
practical presentation - ®f advanced 

: inental science and. embodles many new 
ahd original ideas, and ..the fullest 
teaching extant as to tho nature, Con
trol and dlrecgmj of desire. Price 50a;

'The New Life." By Leroy Berrler 
Eminently suggestive along the lines st 
"new, thought” .Excellent in toap mod 
-tendencies. Price, cloth, $1. ■

Defeated; or tbs PaycMo

10 cents.
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Presided the Vts h2Sy
lege, ajid several others who too often] ' -L &’nimimwnhn ' 
fallowed the usual style of disparaging] ■ " UNDERWOOD,
a great author as to the most ready 
way of escaping thé force of his state
ments. . ' .

‘I0HES6-HUMANIC6,"

Gib^:KXttome SreatWQrkOi A B00k ^^^ titeráry Character, 

iva?In ev3eent whifh ®ed*Ke“ A Philosophy of
structlon of an empire“în oto civ-1 Par'
ilization, an event for the conBumma-L1? ^^? "®11® Game of Chess 

■ tion of which centuries were reatored ' u?dnQl*r^ar^r Affairs‘ 
which affected the Hves^and &
of a larger number of the inhabitants knSan. F“n,clBC0>
of the earth than any other political I FOS^’a i^ n the
and social transition in the'hlstory of U!±e^iiTcon^h r „ .
man. . • • i it is generally conceded that chess is

The subject had harflly been touched | telUtwrufhas been ®
by any writer of ability The materi-1 .a ’ . aaB )een sa d tllat *t
als with which he had to work were PecreateB 80 -muem by way of 
poor. The authorities he was obliged I amusement properly sp- termed, as by 
to examine were not authors like Ltey I DBen tí. 016 mental facu1'
and Tacitus, but, for the most nart 11 eS( and dlverting them from their ac- 
writers in whose works facts, distorted kite? tefnfZinh Th^ °rga“' 
and carelessly recorded, were mixed IÍ3 mu°11jOicupied in business, 
with legendary, stories and superni- waj béset by^alnfm Î^'h01- ‘“«T 
tlous fancies. I, tLDes, PUinful reflections, finds

Considering the scanty and wretched „0^ of tT? *bBtractinB Prop
materials that existed, Niebuhr de-Kvhí®h ! t?, C temP°rary relief 
dared that the "century between Com-1 àffòro «■ *H-er paBtJlDe W1U not always 
modus-and Diocletian was incapable oí mu«historical treatment Of the unavoid-1 „>.The V?ry extensive literature on 
able inferiority of his first volume Gib-1 a u?rary DÏ itself; but
bon was fully aware; tor he himself I nit °n$ the. teany books treating of this 
speaks of the “concise and superficial I ñ»m«eCLUB past.lme’ ,the one whoBe 
narrative of Commodus." name appears above, just published in

The history of Ecclesiastical Chris-1 r„an Franc*sco> ls' I think, unique. Bo 
lionfty, withits bigotry and intolerance J iaii ^^tedgegoes, nothing like 
its persecutions and-exterminating re-1 VJiblished before. Itsligious wars, forms, perhaps, the blood- ^wdeeft'“^^ iltSi character’ 
lest and most repulsive chapter In the taree/v dlvtftlS to rol S Ca 1 allegory’ 
annals of mankind. It «extended I !argely dev*>ted to the parallelisms be- 
through periods when men ere Ignor-1 fairs0 hess and our larger human af- 

ant of nature, and their imagination , '■>% s 1
was unregulated by reason. The hu-1 „ 10 a“fl|pon to the author’s own hand
man mind, under the sway of myth and L various topics considered
fable, was incapable of telling the worfc-Js enriched by a multi
truth or of appreciating reality: ,, e '"iquotatlons thereanent from the

Certainly Gibbon exhibited singular °1 ^e world, indicating Mr.
forbearance in giving an account of the I »sexlenalve reading and research. •
origin and growth of Christianity, with | Man/ DîlUle mâster minds of the world 
its constant affronts to, and outrages ?re th“a'lll’-1<) ufater contribution, includ- 
on, reason and truth. We may excuse ,g, sÇle‘’tlsts.’>-’phllosopherB, poets, sc
an occasional sneer in -his narration re- clol°8¡sm, statesmen, historians, the 
counting those long dreary centuries In anetentælassical writers, etc. When it 
which the human mind expended all ls statedl'that ‘tn this unique book, Its 
its might in formulating and enforcing paS®s a,’e begemmed by extracts from 
empty theological dogmas. I ??ch WI<,térs as'Huxley, A. R. Wallace,

Gibbon wrote history, it should be re- S.er,b®rt <,^pec^r’ EmerBon, Ruskin, 
membered; in the last half of the |„ rJyleGMi.“z GWton, Bain,' D’Holbach, 
eighteenth be’ntu'ry, just before the old I ™ontesduteti{’OliVer;Wendel,! .Holmes, 
regime, with its- corrupt ’church and Junius,” Burke, Gibbon,,
state, was Involved in'the general con- 1 rt)ud1?> Lècky; Draper, Sir Philip Sid- 
flagration of the French Revolution. ?I?y’v.?unyaD’ Georee Eliot, Buckle, 
He was one of the inaugurators of rea-1 .asmngton, Franklin, Lincoln, Jeffer
son and naturalism. Comparative phil- J0?’ “OQteYrit.. Garfield^ Macaulay, Vol- 
ology had not opened up an,' illimitable ‘:alre< Shakespeare, Milton, Omar Khay- ' 
prehistoric past to the archaeological J8,?’ Sc°it’ BurcB. Pope, Cowper, Long- 
student, and man, at his différent stages Ilellow' Tennyson, Plato, Aristotle, Ho
of development, was'no.t so well under- n,ei? Horace- Ovid, Herodotus, Cicero, 
stood as he is ñów. .Niebuhr had not I „ ,toch, Plinÿ, Xenophon, Lucretius, 
then shown the mÿthlcaf character of BP*ctetus, Eplçprus, and Marcus Au- 
all primitive history, although' it had reU“A somB idea may be formed of the 
been indicated By Voltaire Walter ,wfialt'f ^lir^.ilg andresearchthere- 
Scott had not made thto Middle Ages I *n contalne<1' -■ ■ .
live and breathe- again, . so to. speak. • After a section on the origin of chess, 
The study of the past Bad not Become a I tee author successively considers such 
science. It was not then seen that bo- I t0Pies as these;. Chess and education ■ 
ciety is an organic growth.. . . chess and juvenile criminology, chess

Man was regarded as having been and morals, chess and human longevity, 
created‘abruptly, and notas the subject I chess and melancholia, the Influence 
of a gradual.evolution.,.No Max Muller]ot Psychology, etc. After this, first the 
had set the Orient in a new light, chess men as »¡whole, and then each ot 
There was no talk of Semitic and Ary-] tee distinctive “men in turn, are taken 
an. . Kant was living and formulating ] UP. and the analogies between them 
his revolutionary .philosophy, it is true; and each °i teèìh, and thè various ele- 
but he was as yet comparatively unin- in current sociology, Including 
influential and unknown. There had the sociological problems engaging pub- 
been no Humboldts, Herders, Spencers, Uo attention.- áre dismissed and illus- 
Darwins or Lyells; no Assyrlologlsts or I teated. Thué, in the chapter, "The 
Egyptologists, no Mommsen to eluci- Man,” the origin and nature of man 
date Greek or Roman, history. and the freedom’ of the will of man, aré

¡Yet the Decline and Fall of the Ro- considered, concluding with a section 
man Empire, far from -being out of on “What is Mind?” Under "Black Men 
date, maintains its ground, and is the and White'Men,” the race problem, the 
only solid bridge connecting the ancient ]neero and the white-man, forms the 
with the modern world. Gibbon’s his-|suWect in eight ¡sections. Under "The 
torte glance took in some fifteen centu-J King." monarchy and aristocracy, 
ries, and in his account of the rise and ] among other things, are handled. Un
establishment of Christianity with all its der “Tile Queen," one of the subjects 
sects, of the invasion of the barbarians is Woman and..the ballot And under 
of Germany and Scythia, of the civil tee other m'en, tie bishop, knight cas- 
law, of the character and religion of]tle> and pawns, other pertinent socio
Mohammed, of the temporal sovereign- logical matters aré discoursed..
ty of the popes, ot the empire of Chár- I am sure this original book will be 

°f tee conquests of the Sara-(found interesting,,instructive and novel!
cens and Turks, and multitudes of both by the chess players and by those 
other great events and systems, his ver-1 interested -in humanitarian, reformato

r ,_ ^.. I.y> philanthropic matters,—it be-
judicial candor and truthfulness. Gib- Ing, I think,- thá first book in which 
b°? 's a standard historic authority, chess and the “humanlcs” have been 
and has been since he wrote, In the considered in connection with 
great leading nations, Great Britain, othed. ~ ‘ ' 
Germany and prance. ‘

Gibbon was distinctly the champion 
and partisan of truth and reason, in 
whose interest he waged ah implacable 
warfare against the theological spirit as 
it exhibited itself at the various periods 
of which he was the'historian. He had 
to be somewhat aggressive to vindicate 
ttuth against ecclesiastical misrepre
sentation. He had to disperse the 
mists of fable In which numerous his
toric characters, such as Constantine 
and Charlemagne, were clothed,-in or
der that they might be seen in a proper 
light as they really were. Superstition 
and eecleBlastioism were rampant and 
■on the continent òf Europe ‘still power
ful; and Gibbon had to ¡make his his-' 
torte pen sometimes a weapon of as
sault. Writing at' the ‘ present" time' 
with its greater liberality ¿nd dévotion 
■to truth, he -would ha"ve had nd occasion 
to exhlblt the militancy which was nec
essary in his day. ' ’ '

The article in reference to a psychic
al hospital reminds me of another 
prophecy pf my guides, made several 
times in public, to the effect of. schools 
and such hospitals being the yvork ot 

under the inspiration of 
higher forces.

The Morris Pratt Institute and the 
talkedmf psychic.hospital of New York 
are steps in that direction.

Another interesting article signed 
Cymro, appears in the same number of 
The Progressive Thinker. In answer to 
Cymro’s question I would reply: To my 
mind the influence and noise was due to 
the presence of the spirit of the brother 
who had just passed from earth life. 
Many occurrences of this kind have 
taken place. While acting as pastor Of 
the First-Spiritualist Society of Chicago, 
at 77 31st street, several' year# ago, a 
spirit of a young man came to me stat
ing he was a brother of a young lady in 
the audience, pointing the young lady 
out and at the same time calling his 
name. A picture of a room was then 
drawn before me in which a young 
man was seen lying on n couch, several 
persons were around him, one lady near 
by raised the Buffering form to a sitting 
position, when a stream of blood came 
from tlie young man’s mouth, discolor
ing his clothing, and in a few minutes 
he was laid back on the pillow and pro
nounced dead. ‘ A map of the United 
States was next plctured’before me, the 
young man pointing to the state of 
Michigan.

The young lady receiving the mes
sage said she had a brother by the 
name called, who was not well in his 
home in Michigan. On returning to her 
home a telegram awaited the lady an
nouncing the death of her brother.

It was ascertained the brother had 
passed away just ten minutes before ap
pearing at the meeting, and had called 
for the sister before expiring. The 
spirit forces explained the phenomenon 
saying the brother, wishing to see his’ 
sister drew his spirit to her place of 
abode as soon as it was freed from the 1 
body; finding her absent, he followed 1 
the vibration which located her; fortu- \ 
nately this was a place where spirits ■ 
were permitted to express themselves, ! 
and the young man took advantage of 
the opportunity. Neither one of these : 
persons had teen known to the medi
um, and if I remember correctly were 1 
not Spiritualists. 1

The following Bunday a gentleman 3 
who was not a Spiritualist, was told his ' 
brother had passed to spirit life and !

Anniversary Services In St. Louis.
I-began my engagement with the 

First Spiritual Association of St. Louis, 
Sunday, April 2, and found the associa
tion had prepared an excellent program 
for a twp-days’ meetings in honor of the 
TO anniversary of Modern Spiritual-

The spacious church was beautifully 
decorated with palms and carnations, 
and the peals of the rich-sounding pipe 
organ added a charm to the beautiful 
surroundings. ' ‘

. The morning services were opened 
with remarks by the president, Mr, B. 
F. Pohl, who seems just the' right man 
in the right place, followed by an ad
dress by the writer,, after which little 
Myrtle Taylor sang in a most beautiful 
voice, “Just Send an Angel Down.” 
This little girl is but twelve years of 
age, but the way she handled her song 
would have done credit to many an 
older singer.

Mrs. Mary E. Schall followed with 
messages which were all recognized, 
being given in a clear, concise manner.

The afternoon services took form of a

* — f a,* „ bK *
guard their gifts, ever being loyal to 
truth, thereby being a blessing to hu
manity. ’.
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The fact! that the author Is one 

of our household of faith, and a diligent 
reader of The .Progressive Thinker, 
should serve further to commend it to 
the attention and interest of the many 
readers of this paper. .

Borne along with the. Current of Gib
bon’s historic narrative from the an- 
dent to the inodefn thought, through so 
many centuries whose annals are be-> 
clouded byinythlcal.traditidb.'I feel un
der deep obligation to the historic sen!-: 
us. who, by -twenty, years ,of ..patient? 
de - ijt the confíiséd'-archives of the 
past, at length succeeded.- in : placing 
many .centuries óf the world’s history 4n 
the clear light of a luminous historic

'gigantic .wojifc 1g Jet daylight tInto eupS 4 _ /upgle, and ’ to

iwWaMibie Writer, 
that there a»® pp «tos id hfi, 8reajt; 
work iA owfis sobody daims or b¿: 

, Heves. -Ho had his limitations and de-

i . -WJt EM&ÎETTE COLEMAN. 
; San Fra^lsco^Gal. . ■ ....
i .
. ” '111! . tSt “ '------------ - .
, Have You Asthma In Any Form? .

Medical Lienen it last reports a posl-! 
five cure for Asthma in every form in 
the wonderfitl Kola Plant, a new botan
ical discovery, ftjjjnd on the Congo 
River, West Africa. Its cures are really 
marvelous „therefore this remedy is of 
the most vital interest to Asthmatic suf

' Iercrs- im • ’ •
Mr. Thos. Phillips, lío, MT Middle St., Paw- 

Otlí’ I thank God and .the Kola lœpOftlèg 00., for my cupe of Asthma 
after I_had mven .iup hopes of getting cured. 
Mrs. ¡Haggle-Gardner, of Ackworth?, Iowa. ; 
writes May -tltîl. eiinetted for several years with 
Asthma and could get no relief, but the Kola 
Compound permanently cured me. Mr. C. J Ca«e, JohnsonUll»,1 «J'-Y.; writes May 6th; the ' 
Kola Compound proved a God send to me, aB It

1 cured mo of Asthma. In the worst form, and I had suffered Wlth'lt from .chUdhood. Mr p . 
Aldrich. »1 MIU St, PoughtacBstc N. v . a ’ 
■prominent citlten. widtes. iny con suffered with1 
Asthma for Keren years, Doctors could do noth
ing for him, and tomeJhlsllfo advised meto, 
take him to Denver, Cold. ATrierid advised me to try Himálya and It completely cuited^lm. 
.Handreasnl similar letters kava been received by üie Impórtate, copies of which they will be gIadtos£aifl.ypjLTi . - : J

To prove bEiycml a fipubt Rs wander-

send a la^e®Se ôî thé' Kola Compound
Pro- 

gresslvo ThWèr-^ip^itffèro from any 
form of Asttt^.1- -This is very fair, and 
we advise sufferers to send for a ease. 
It costs you Nothing and you Bfipuld 
surely try It.

seance, messages being given by Mrs. 
Laura M. Jones, Mrs. K. T. Hary and 
Georgia Gladys Cooley.

Evening services opened with a solo 
beautifully rendered by Mrs. L. L. 
Taylor, followed by a duet by Miss Julia 
Dalton and Miss Pauline Jones, which 
was also worthy of praise.

Lecture by Mrs. Cooley, vocal s5k> by 
Mr. F. Talbot, and violin duet by J. P. 
Sodar and C.. P. Manley.

Monday evening concluded' the exer
vises, opening with “The Great White 
Throne,” by Mr. F. Talbot and choir. 
Remarks by Brother Pohl, followed by 
messages by Mrs. Mary E. Schall, Mrs. 
Laura Jones, Mrs. k. T. Hary and May
flower.

An excellent musical program was 
one of the feautres of this very interest
ing meeting consisting of Messrs. Tai- 
Leake, Duebar, F. F. Goelich and Miss 
Julia Dalton, as well as an excellent 
choir. _

I concluded my engagement with the 
Syracuse Society, Sunday, March 19, at 
which time anniversary services were 
held, and a glorious day was experi
enced by all present. But time and 
space prevent my entering into details. 
Mr. Harry DeVoe, the genial president,, 
is a noble soul and works each day for 
the upllftment of humanity.

After leaving Syracuse I spent one 
night with friends In Buffalo, then on to 
Bittle Valley, where I was engaged for 
three meetings. Enthusiasm was at its 
height here, the opera house had been 
secured for March 21, 22 and 23, during 
which time I address about twelve hun
dred people, many of whom had never 
heard a lecture on Spiritualism nor wit
nessed any phenomena.
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was present. The gentleman verified 
the message as to name and details, but 
said bis brother was alive. The spirit - ------- ------------ -------- ....vu
insisted upon being “an inhabitant of J;he sPlrlt of investigation was as wlde- 
the other world,” which proved to bJvEPrea(i as now, hence we need not fear 
correct, as the gentleman receiving the a dec,ine in Spiritualism.

There has never been a time when

message presented a letter the follow
ing Sunday (said letter received during 
the week) stating his brother had 
passed away.

Many such experiences could have 
come to myself as well as other medi
ums, and many hypotheses advanced re
garding such experiences, but to my 
mind the only true explanation is the

“Get but the truth once uttered
And 'tie like a star new-born that drops 

into its place.
And which once circling in its placid 

round,
Not all the tumult of the earth can 

shake." .
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY.

St Louis, Mo.

NONE ARE IMMACULATE.

The World Is Made Up of Those Who 
■ ; Do Not See or Think Alike,

Nòne are imipaculate in this age, un
less the pope declares them to be so, 
and then'it has to be taken for granted; 
but I have looked over my criticism on 
"Obsession," by the venerable and able
authbr, J. M. Peebles, and cannot find 
that any unjust criticism’ has been 
made. E. C. L., in his criticism of my 
article in The Progressive Thinker, 
afiks how I know, and upon what 
grounds I make certain statements. I 
will quote in answer, Brother Peebles’ 
announcement in No. 763 which reads: 
“A bobk-upon the subject of Obsession 
—Demoniac influences and the reign of 
undeveloped.Spirits manifest in this 
and foreign countries." The author 
adds, '‘Those obsessional controls and 
similar questions must be candidly, 
bravely met by Spiritualists and inves
tigators.” ' These were exactly my 
views, and I endeavored to give some 
wholesome advice, which the venerable 
author had forgotten.

The main point at issue is: Does a de
scription of the lower stratta in this or 
in spirit life, scattered broadcast, en
courage higher, nobler and grander 
thoughts? or to quote' Pope:

“Crime’s a monster of such horrid mien, 
That to be hated is but to be seen ; ■

Ing the journals and literature forbid
den. on railroad trains, containing news 
from police courts and the lower slums 
of the great cities,’ political trickery, 
suicides and criminal news in general. 
Those things recorded are facts, and 
why should the things of earth be more 
abhorrent than if they were recorded of 
a similar nature in the land of spirits? 
Even if a few freethinkers should be 
found tough enough to crave such, they 
would scarcely substitute the moral 
and entertaining literature on their par
lor table, for their wives and children 
to read. Why such inconsistency?

After extolling upon the good points 
of the above named book, E. C.-L. says:
This book, in treating of the hypnotic 

control of spirits by entrancement, runs 
near the border line of that much- dis
cussed volume, The Great Psychological 
Crime.” Further comments are unnec
essary- C. J. JOHNSON.

Pocatello, Idaho.

,<,Ir?.lyAtUe world has never seen the- 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the offer made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They const itu e a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished al a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and \ 
neatly printed, and those who purchase ? 
them are delighted with them. The last / 
o?>eJ?mappear’ "BETTERS FROM THE ( 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through the/ " 
mediumship of that remarkable mev 
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be lul 
every library. Read the following car<7:- 
fully: 0 ]

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
1 remium Books, and you cau seleat 
from them as follows: T

Any one of tho Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 25 cenls. 
This is the price, remember, when you 
order only one book in connection wlt^li 
a yearly subscription. The- paper, ohe 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may otder, price 70 cents

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 7.1.10.

Any tour of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of the Twelve Premium'’ , 
Books you may order, price $2.05.

Any seven of the Twelve Premium’ 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any eight of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.65.

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10. '

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.40. -->

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre
mium Books here announced are sent 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some
thing never before equalled In this 
country or Europe.

GIVE ONLY THE PURE.

Don't Publish Evil Doings.,

But seen too. oft. familiar with its face, 
We first endure, then pity, then

brace.” '
In European forts large cannons 

discharged to, scatter , and .dispel

em-

are 
ap- 
ad-preaching thunder clouds to save__

Joining cities from the fiery darts, and 
Shells may be needed for other pur-
poses; and my critic can compare these 
if he chooses. . .

E. C. L. .also states that either by 
luck,' providence or spirit impression, 
he. was in the oflice of the author, and 
procured one. of the books. Now sci
ence has expunged the word luck, so it 
must have been providence.’ ’ .

If what my critic says' is not a mis
statement, he unwisely contradicts him- 
■self by quoting-from the book. He says 

: that the Doctor makes no attempt to 
prove the facts of spirit inercourse, and 

i in the same paragraph says: “Some of 
them exhibit a most pitiful and painful ’ 
struggle with demons.” Also, “He al-, 
lows some of these evil spirits to speak 
for themselves;” and about treating of 
the hypnotic control of ppfrits by en- 
trancement. If this is not spirit inter
course, what is it?

By comparison we learn valuable les
sons. ’ Whenever a glove contest or pu
gilistic encounter is'advertised.many a 
small boy would prefer that to a circus, 
and endeavor to gain admission. Re
sult; The next month or two these same 
boys WlU TolIow up this manly practice 
in our streets. Is hot such work de
grading-in' an age where every noble 
mind is strained to harmonize the 
wofld, and indirectly bet the lower, 
strata in spirit life a truer example? ’ 

'Beings are hourly entering the spirit 
spheres from this mundane plane, some 
of whom,may be truthful.'while others 
Wpuld not tell the truth evepTf ppi’d for 
it;, still others.ste)? over in a fighting! 
.brawl.with hearts full of revenge," and 
as hriitgl W the lowest These things 
ate facts. and iine dqes hot expect that 
the Mtet.win he angels with golden' 
croWnti’tiirthey haveatoned for the' 
pasttaflMraedfind.earaed.twn®Uflfig.. 
higher. But Is ft criminal jwaal what 
the SpiritasJlMs &emsnd? it eo, the 
ones who crave such can be easily ao- 
co®modated here on this plane bg read-

A lady said to me: "Give only 
Pure. Don’t peddle evil doings.” 
Great Scot!” fan exceptionally mild 

way of expressing disgust)! I said, 
and not know the other side of life, 

the dark aide, the pestilential side, the 
sinful and soul-destroying side? With
out my knowledge of sin gleaned from 
The Progressive Thinker sparingly, and 
from the daily-papers in full, I would’ 
only be half a man. How can you grap
ple with evil unless you know it exists’ 
These goody-goody people as a rule 
never work to reform anybody, for they 
shut their eyes and ears to all ao- 
counts of evil. Ask them for a dollar 
to help one steeped in crime; and they 
will rarely give it—they are too pure, 
too noble, too hlghminded, io think of 
dark deeds."

the

' That Is what I said to this lady now 
in spirit life. It Id all right to think of 
the beautiful; to cherish the good; 
to dwell on the sublime, the high the 
noble, the kind;’ but CONSTANTLY 
dwelling at that high altitude without 
knowing the actual conditions of this 
sinful, depraved existence, breeds self
ishness of the worst kind; makes a per
son one-sided, and is in no sense spirit
ualizing in its broadest sense. Teach 
the young the transcendent beatifies of 
right living, and picture to them at the 
same time the horrors of crime- the 
depths of depravity to which they will 
sink if they hug evil to their bosoms; 
Throw on a screen with a stereopticon 

tee beauty of-the good and its ex
alting influence, and then throw on the 
same screen all that is bad and devilish 
and then each one will be awakened by 
actual knowledge to the -benefit of do- 
Jug.good.. Yours most -cordially, for 
knowing all that is good and all that is

" BROADSIDE. 
Chicago,. III. .... . .

n%2^,,HyT0tbealB of Na. 
tnro. .‘ By ^Prot.. TVltu M, Lockwood Prtt-^Pbdte«flo^lEeda/one^ 
the ablest lecturers-on the Bplrijaai ros- 
trjim, Jb this JJttle volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his

Molecular Hypothesis 
Nature; and presdflts ¿is views aa 

demowtnrttag a nd entifle ba?!? pf Splr- 

w BtW and think.
Brine ac cents .. ■ ■ ■■ . _•

www wraw «wgnca. eon, Strtng flefintUcM of ever/used eleo- 
.trical term or phrase. Price |i.

Bear in mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive ' ' 
Thinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE

MIUM BOO KS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles of 

the Twelve Premium Books: .
. ,Th® Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life ip the Spirit World, VoL 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data. - -

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable'me- 
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts

8—A Wanderer.in the Spirit Lands’ 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11 The Grèat Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson. ■

12—Letters from the Spirit World 
written through the mediumship of 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library. .

When ordering à Premium Bbok, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for Th« Progressive Thinker.

TIE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described.
By O. W.LE ABBE ATER.

-A Voluiue pf 500 p&gss, treatiai? very'

Spiritualist ,
Badges,

■ . • IN ■ ■■ -’. '

SolidGeld Only
Halim ffittSdurai, - ,, **

SÄä“"flower mm» in ioe« lowawiB tho buklko 
rtSÏÏÏÀÎn’tn ,nrl>B tho taco« bl hunumltyTram 
ffarknoBB and imperatitlon lowarda Æo BunltóS 
pirruth and ProffreaBlon. Tlicao beauUtuloBie 
bjosna are tor eale at thio osca



Äs' of- Spirit S. B. Brittan.
.Written Through the Mediumship-of 
\ Mrs. Emma F. Jay Bullene, of 
\ Denver, Colo.

To the Editor:—Having been request
ed! io contribute from my spiritual ex
pedience,. I consent to •; offer to your 
readers a few thoughts concerning the 
subject now being discussed in your 
popular journal. Obsession is a theme 
that may be properly placed before the 
thinking public, but can only be pre
sented with justice to individual partici
pants In all spheres of life, after very 
careful study of nature’s controlling 
laws. - ;

From the Inception of human life we 
find the principles of personal influence 
Inseparable from existence, and ia 
knowledge of the variable shades of in
dividual magnetism becomes absolute
ly essential to a clear perception of the

supreme centers of life in supreme 
spheres. '

Thus truth shall conquer error, intel
ligence supplant ignorance and uni-, 
versal wisdom crown the human race. 
For. the accomplishment of this benefi
cent purpose, infinite love shall rule hu
man affections, and progress forever al
lure the spirit of man to unfold his di
vine nature. S. B. BRITTAN.

EVIDENCE OF SPIRIT CONTROL.

A Man Controlled to Enter a Saloon and 
' Take a Drink.

forces involved.
• Doubtful judgments are liable to be 
formed by superficial reasoning, and 
without question your intelligent read
ers will verify my supposition that the 

-. laws governing personal influence are 
'.universal and continuous in all spneres 
'of being. , ,. ,.

| Therefore, the individual who begins 
his life lessons on earth, must continue 
tliem under similar conditions after the 
change of transition to a broader realm 
where cause and effect are duly con
sidered in relation to character.

The pertinent question under discus
sion confronts us here, and we' eagerly 
inquire, if obsession is the chief factor 
to be considered in relation to crime, 
eccentric habits, insanity and kindred 
His- ’

Does not the truth force Itself upon 
■ every thoughtful mind that the peculiar 

characteristics of individuals reveal 
„^-tendencies to good or ill conduct at so 

early a period in child life, as to indi
cate that the nature and susceptibility 
of-, all persons are positively deter

I -mined by prenatal conditions.
if this be a substantial fact, why

am curing even cases of 30 and 40

EXCELLENT SONG BOOKS.'

Springs Spiritual Society.

Eastman did not capture any artificial

in. t

HOW IT LOOKS TOHIMb

half as well, 
have shown

The above defense should 
that Mr. Bovlng and Dr.

Anniversary Celebration and Camp 
' -ProapectsA -,

Well, he; won my heart ((or I set great 

On my own red Bute-WhQ ’is here no 
- more), . -•

So I whistled clear, and Wtrotted up, 
.And who so glad as tbit smffi lost pup?

toggery, but it doesn’t allude to that. 
Here is what Mr. Bovlng and Dr. East-

I

Hänfling, From the Higher Spiritualistic 
Point of View.

A $1. Package
FREEttb°y

If You Have

PILES

Hot Springs, Ark, April 2, 1905.
To.tbe Spiritualist?:

Owing to the recently published ar
ticle in The' Progressive- Thinker, in 
which several members of our family 
and several others expected Mr.Winans 
to perform the impossible, we feel it 
our duty as thé organized and represen
tative Spiritualistic society of Hot 
Springs, to express our views of the 
work of Mr. Winans. On several occa
sions since the so-called expose and es
pecially on Sunday, April 2, we, whose 
names appear on this list, unsolicited 
by the medium, Mr. Winans, passed a 
resolution and asked Judge Nickels to 
express our iaith iu Mr. Winans’ abil
ity, and over our.names and to send the 
same to all the Spiritualistic papers in 
the country, to the effect that we re
ceived, under strictly test conditions, 
very fine materialistic demonstrations; 
that we have every confidence in Mr. 
Winnr's ' Î the recently so-called ex
pos’: » personal matter, according
to our way of thinking, and between Mr. 
Winans and’the parties concerned. And 
we also feel that under the circum-

THOUGHTS FOR THE THINKER.

The Origin and Destiny.of Individuals.

O, blessed age of free-thought!
After centuries of Intellectual bond

age, in which the opinions of immortal 
men were bridled by religious dogmas, 
the reception of knowledge by the 
masses has finally reached such a 
stage as to cause it to be comparatively 
safe for one to express an idea contrary 
to those held bv priests and rulers.

It is true, as late as the beginning of 
the history of American Independence, 
human beings were openly persecuted 
because they dared to express opinions 
not in accordance with the accepted

Not noting anything or late relative 
to our po-called Mecca of Spiritualism, 
at falwLily Dale, I venture to call atten
tion td the fact that we ari ueltlar dead 
nor sleeping, as anyonei ji attendance 

- ■ attest.

The attempt thqt Is being made by 
humanitarians and others to have the 
Pennsylvania State legislature enact a 
law abolishing capital punshment is at
tracting considerable attention in Pitts- —. “■ „;vc.,.a!.,.v
burg. Quite, a number of. persons, in- | at our late anniversary 
eluding ministers and laymen, are pro- ° “ r,'’nn
nouiiced in.their opposition to capital 
punishment and advocate life imprison
ment gs a substitution therefor. Rev. 
Geo. W. Kates, of Philadelphia, who . is 
|n charge of the services in the First 
Spiritualist church, of Pittsburg, during 
this month, in an interview on the sub-

To the Editor:—Through the medi
umship of Justin Hulburd we are told 
the great discussion on “Obsession,” 
which for some time has . been occupy
ing much space in your grand and valu
able paper—for which every broad
minded person should subscribe—has 
attracted the attention of highly ad
vanced spirits, who tell us the spirit 
world is deeply interested; that tl^ffe 
as well as here there is diversity*' of 
opinion, but those who dissent from 
Brother Peebles' views are an insignifi
cant minority. They inform us that all 
advanced teachers in spirit life express 
surprise that The Progressive Thinker 
gives precedence to so great an extent 
to theories of the incarnates in prefer
ence to facts as known and given by 
denizens of the spirit world. They say 
the Open Court will be a great educator 
and will revolutionize Spiritualism. I 
give the following which came under 
my personal observation:

One day in 1R75, I was standing op 
Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio, con
versing with a gentleman, whom . I
knew to be an ardent Spiritualist and a 
fine clairvoyant. While thus engaged 
a gentleman passed by. I noticed my 
companion’s attention was Immediately

ject, said: ..
“The constant murders .by degenera- 

ates and often by the supposed regener
ate is occasionally duplicated by public 
officials in obedience to the orders of 
courts and in consonance with the law 
of the various states. It is a serious 
question when it is asked: ‘Is there any 
good accomplished by the perpetration 
of this horrible act?' Does thé individ
ual who murders gain anything by his 
terrible crime? It seems to me that the 
lesults should be carefully weighed by 
every sane person in moments of seri
ous contemplation, in order that when 
the terrible temptation comes they may 
then have more power of self-assertion.

“The consequence of murder is pot al
ways duly contemplated. Fear of the 
law seldom ■ enters into’ the considera
tion, but nearly always there are_cratty 
methods used to avoid detection. Ev
ery person who with premeditation 
commits murder expects, to go unde, 
tected: or, by the employment of legal 
strategy to obtain an acquittal. The 
real effects of murder,” the sour tarnish
ing, from which there is no.escape in 
life on earth or In the eternities, are not

should we be compelled to resort to be
lief In obsessing forces to account for 
the erratic propensities of humanity.

i The elements of personal influence, 
I which postulate formed a statement 
\ early In this treatise; may ramify socle

'. ty from the cradle to the grave and 
'prove their potency to mold the nega
tive members of any community into 
Criminals of various degrees, producing 
phases of derelict duty, diseased imag
ination and multifarious forms of 1g-

directed to him. He said: “Let us 
watch that man. Two spirits are fol
lowing him. I am interested to know 
why they are attaching themselves to 
him so closely. They now separate; one 
is on each side. Now they each place a 
hand on his head. Let us see what they 
are up to.” In a few minutes the gen
tleman turned and retraced his steps to 
a saloon which he had passed a few 
minutes before. He entered. My com
panion said: “Let us go In and see what 
they , do.” We entered the saloon. The 
gentleman went to the bar and ordered 
a drink, the spirits standing by. My

noble deeds. .
' The pernicious customs of your age 

multiply criminals of every shade; 
which fill your prisons, alms houses and 

1 charitable institutions to repletion.
Students of psychic forces operating in 
the earthly realm, discern the primary 
causes of crime and disease as proceed
ing from customs and environment of 
tp»*erlal life.
'Aie agitation of this subject at the 

prelent time has awakened here-earn
est inquiry among teachers of psychic 
reflations between the earth and spirit 
planes, specially reflecting material con
ditions, and I am authorized to inform 
you that the result of investigation con- 
fliAns the fact that ninety per cent of 
those unfortunate occurrences which 
are attributed to evil spirit obsession, 
are the legitimate outgrowth of earthly 
conditions that dominate individuals of 
passive will; and who have no concep
tion of the divine power of the will.

My friends, It has been well said, 
that “caution is the better part of 
valor”—and I am led to make these ex
ceedingly frank statements because un
due agitation of any evil Intensifies its

friend said they seemed to enjoy It im
mensely. The gentleman then left.

After he'had passed out the bar
keeper turned to us (who were about 
to follow the man out), and said: 
“That’s very'peculiar; that gent comes 
in occasionally and get a drink, but 1 
never knew him to call for any such 
mixture before.”

If that was not obsession,what was 
the influence that took that man back 
to that saloon after he had passed it 
and proceeded nearly a block?

I am always ready and anxious to re
ceive information by which I can arrive 
at Truth. I am open for conviction.

Descanso, Cal. E. W. HULBURD.

A Correction by A. M. Griffen.
To the Editor:—I see that Brother 

Barrett, in his recent article relating to 
“Obsessing Spirits,” classes me among 
the theists. Truth coi. -'«.me to- dis-

Send your name today and get by 
return mail my new 3-fold Treat» • 
ment which is curing thousands» 
To every person answering this ad» 

vertisement at once I will send—Free _
to try— my complete new three-fold ' 
absorption cure for Piles, Ulcer, FIs» 
sure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constipation 
and ail rectal troubles. If you are ful
ly satisfied with the benefit received, 
send me one dollar. If not, send noth- . 
ing; you decide after a thorough trial.

Since the inception of these exercises 
some fourteen years ago, through the 
suggestion and effort of your corre
spondent, the observance01 of -anniver
sary has never been omitted',1 ‘ being 
usually represented with exeroltes run
ning through a portion I M Ufe three 
days, including Sunday asaslosing day— 
that are nearest to, and/' inclusive ot 
March 31. ■" n ' J1'

Heretofore speakers9/fronln-- other 
places have been engaged/for othe ad
dresses, but this year the entire pro
gram was ably filled i).v,home talent. 
Friday evening was captured by the 
young people for a- hop'laatipgi till 2 a. 
m At 11 p. m., a dainty supper, : under 
direction of Mr. and. Mrs,; A. G.. White, 
of the Leolyn, was served free *• to all 
present, some 150 people. A hundred 
dance tickets were Issued. . -

Saturday evening was the occasion of 
a pleasing entertainment consisting of 
recitations and dialogues Interspersed 
with vocal and instrumental music. Es
pecially noticeable ...among the. mue - 
clans were Mrs. Maggie, Wildrlck, 
whose naturally fine contralto voice is 
of late being cultivated with great 
promise for soprano; and Helen Smith, 
a young miss ot fourteen, whose unus
ual skill and taste in piano manipula
tion, denote much future success if her. 
zeal continues.' Miss Louise Grena
myer, who had trained the children,- 
acted as conductor for the’evening.

Sunday afternoon exercises were 
opened by chairman Lee ’ Morse,- who 
gave a pleasant address of welcome, 
and spiritual admonition clothed in ap
propriate terms of Oriental symbology, 
followed by the regular anniversary ad
dress by W. - H. Bach' Of Sunflower 
fame, which was pronounced by many 
to be one of the best of Itb kind ever 
delivered here. Mr. Bach stepped en
tirely out of the hitherto worn track of 
eulogy concerning the reverberating 
rap” which “brought Immortality to 
light,” and dealt ably with the practical

faith of the times. -
Even iu this day of enlightenment a 

freethinker is scorned as an agnostic 
and is in many instances ostracised by 
the best society. .

What an advance would be made n 
everybody would throw off the old yoke 
of Inborn and acquired superstition, as 
they would cast aside a worn-out gar
ment, and stepping out Into the bright 
light of freethought, delve fearlessly 
into the problems of nature and her un
limited stores of knowledge!

Since man has been far enough ad
vanced to think of something besides 
the gratification of his own selfish de
sires, one of his important themes has 
been speculation on the origin and des
tiny of living Individuals.

By a living Individual I mean any
thing exhibiting Individuality—whether 
it. be an embryonic amoeba or a com- 

■ plex organism, as in man
In regard to the origin of individual 

life about the most logical conclusion 
Is that individual life has always ex
isted. What we see of it at present is 
neither the beginning nor the ending, 
but only one phase of an existence 
without beginning and without ending.

Many people, prone to talk more than 
they think, wonder if all animals have

years’ standing; as well as all the ear
lier stages. Act now and save yourself 
perhaps untold suffering. My three- < 
fold treatment cures to stay cured be
cause it is constitutional as well as local, 
and I want you to try it at my expense. 
One dollar is little to pay if cured. My 
valuable new Pile Book, (in colors) 
comes free with ihe approval treatment, 
all in plain package. Send no money 
—only your name—to Dr. Van Vleck 
Co.. X026 Majestic Building, Jackson, 
Mich. Write today. ■

duly considered. That we must pay 
the .penalty in spirit life is not under
stood. ’

"A vague Idea that we can repent and 
be forgiven exists. ‘Jesus will pay It 
all,’ is too often a- panacea to the con
science; but the law of compensation 
exists in the eternities as well as upon 
earth. If the evil doers will but realize 
that there Is no escape from results 
and that the law of nature Is absolute 
with regard to cause and effect, they 
will likely halt before committing deeds 
that defile the soul. The great dutv of 
civilization Is to educate every individ
ual. And to the church belongs the du
ty of moral teaching, whilst the state 
enforces compulsory education of every 
child into at least a comprehension of 
the laws of life. Ignorance is the bane 
of much that is evil. Bad heredita
ments result from the wrong applica
tion of the procreative powers. Birth
right is as necessary as salvation. The 
latter will not be needed if the former 
results from love instead of lust. We 
are taught that God furnishes effects 
and lets causes run riotously, and so 
humanity legally unfolds, its system of 
justice. . , , „

“There are a thousand neglected ef
forts by the state that entail human de
filement, which the said legal power 
furnish results thereof. Punishment 
rather than prevention is the public 
status. Vengeance is taught to be god
ly—and this becomes the legal condi
tion of the state. The church seeks 
to save for eternity Instead of for the 
now. A murderer swung from the gal-

stances, Mr. Winans taken from his 
bed, after an illness of six weeks, too 
weak to stand; that he was in a sense 
not responsible; the responsibility 
rests upon those who insisted upon, or 
rather compelled him to give a seance 
or leave the house penniless. We also 
wish to protest against (he one-sided 
publicity that is given to all so-called 
exposes. There are usually two Bides. 
We are not over gullible, but old expe
rienced Spiritualists; Mr. Winans lias, 
not offered one suggestion in this letter. 
And we, as Spiritualists, ask that thip 
letter be published in The Progressive 
Thinker. At least let us try to be just 
and look upon both sides of a matter of 
this character before reaching a conclu
sion which means a great deal, not only 
to the medium but to his friends, the 
Spiritualists of all landn. (Signed) E. 
A. Nickels, U. S. Commissioner; Morris 
M. Guggenheim, F. Ahart, W. F. Webb, 
H. C. Ruch, C. C. Rush, Dr. Thos D. 
Rider, Mrs. Thos D. Rider, Miss Cecil 
Lynch, Prof. Leith Old, Lecturer New 
Thought Society; Mrs. M. L. Smith, J. 
H. Hermance, Mrs. Leith Old, Mrs, F. A. 
Ahart, Dr. G, A. Hinton, late president 
Iowa S. S. A.; Mrs. Rosa Hinton, Prof. 
W. A. Jones, Lorella Harris, Chester S. 
Rouse, E. A. Nickels, president' Hot

issues of our cult. . '
The first Sunday evening address was 

given by Mrs. C. D. Grenamyer, former
ly of Cincinnati, but now identified 
with the Dale. Mrs. Grenamyer has a 
pleasing address and a,charming voice 
an<r manner, and delivprefl her thought 
with an unaffected grace and earnest
ness that won the close attention and 
the hearts of her-hearers. She took, 
however, a most decided, “new depart
ure” for this place, in her„flrm, unflinch
ing championship of theTBible, saying: 
"Strange that the Bible' is not liked by 
so many Spiritualists. The , Bible Is 
pre-eminently our book;, it belongs to 
us, we can not spare It w|ih| its wonder
ful stories of spirit guidance and com
munion, and its many Pjopfs of mental 
illumination.” ,. ’ ri, .

She was followed by- out“ veteran

sent. If I may be perm; t ‘O. place, 
myself anywhere on this'gr—¿object 
of ultimate causation, I believe I should

disastrous results.
Those.whom I have tenned the pas

sive members of community are innum
erable, and due regard for their wel
fare should pervade this discussion. 
Therefore, while the consensus of opin
ion concerning obsession appears to op
pose my views, I would Invite extreme 
Caution that we do not increase the evil 
we seek to mitigate.

The question ot personal Influence 
again recurs, and In my judgment de
mands suggestion of a remedy for ex

. isting evils whatever their origin. As 
La physician in earth life, I observe that 
j what is now termed hypnotism, was 
' largely used as a curative agent termed 

mesmerism; but in all my experience 
In either sphere, I find that the subject 
must Inevitably submit the will con

. Aciously to the operator, before a 
-marked effect can be produced. This
necessity exists as a basic law govern
ing positive and negative forces in men-^

range myself with the agnostics.. Aris
totle’s Illustration has given ipe more 
real light upon, and a better conception 
of, the ultimate reality than all the dis
cussions I have ever read. The emi
nent logician of the ancient world 
somewhere says, God to the universe is 
like the principle of motion to a ma
chine. .

Brother Barrett is quite right in his 
statement that the question of Obses
sion by spirits is not a question be-' 
tween theists and antlthelsts. Brother 
Lyman C. Howe—who, I believe, Is a 
pronounced theist—has contributed a 
most powerful and convincing argu
ment to the discussion, and one which, 
in my hmnble opinion completely anni
hilates the arguments and claims of 
Dr. Peebles and his confrer.es; and he 
has done it in so kindly and generous a 
spirit that no offense can be taken. I 
say this, however, in no disparagement 
of the many able contributions, partic
ularly that of Brother Barrett, which 
added much new and interesting data to

al ethics. . <
The teacher who succeeds in advanc- । 

ing pupils must exercise the dominant 
will to direct and instruct the passive 
minds of those pupils. Herein Ues the 
remedy for obsessing evils from any 
/class or individuals, and sensitives can
not be harmed if they keep their own 
will alert to oppose an undesirable in
fluence from any plane of thought-life.

The spiritual philosophy is pre-emi
nently a reasoning cult. No other relig
ious svstem. contains Inherent freedom 
from error, if careful study of the ele
vating teachings be made the rule of 
conduct day by day. Love of justice 
and a high degree of critical knowledge. 
of nature’s laws are the fruits of this 
sublime study. Scientific demonstra
tion is obtainable at every point of the 
spiritual compass, but the vagaries that 
deface this beautiful system of spirit 
culture, must be overcome. and your 
people learn by personal effort to dis
criminate between truth and error.

True, the simple law of spirit com
munication is native to all conditions of 
human life, but the individual must de
termine the class of associates he will 
accept These laws and conditions pre
vail alike on earth and in the higher 
schools of after life and without re
spect of persons, nobility of character is 

’ the sigh manual of progressive growth.

the subject,-that have appeared in the 
columns’of The Progressive Thinker 
during this interesting debate. .

. A. M. GRIFFEN.

lows tree has priestly prayers and con
solation (even absolution) to delude the 
poor victim into the belief that God 
will forgive; hence, be expected to 
swing into glory, while his gory deed 
has sent hfs victim untimely out of this 
life, unforglven and unrepented, hence 
direct to hell of eternal torment. Out 
upon any such system of divine ethics! 
It Js inconsistent. Let us pattern our 
legal ethics upon a better basis. ‘A^ 
ye sow. so shall ye reap,’ is necessary 
to be beaten into every dull .mind.

“The absolutism of self-responsibility 
must be taught in order to insure bet
human results. ‘No two wrongs ever 
made one right.’ Let the prospective 
murderer, then, endure rather than 
commit a wrong. ‘Bear the ills you 
have rather than fly to others you know 
not of.’ A great duty exists for teach
ers, viz: to Instruct the people with re
gard to the principles of life as related 
to cause and effect, and to constantly 
prove the inevitable effects of wrong
doing. We must prevent murders! 
That cannot be done by a system ot 
vengeance. The Mosaic system does 
not operate well in the present civiliza
tion. ,

“A legal murder does not prevent Il
legal murders. Indeed, I feel sure that 
the latter are increased-by the former. 
In fact legal murder makes murderers 
of all! We order and sanction killing. 
Horrible crimes must be prevented and

worker, Mrs. Clara Watson—our guest 
on this occasion—who-’1 congratulated 
Lily Dale upon having mich able home 
talent to represent our cause. ’Bhe said 
In part: “Spiritualism as an'organized 
movement seems to hake'eoffle to a 
standstill, but I believe there never was 
a time when inspiration has come to hu
manity as it has through Spiritualism. 
Will it cease to be? Bnother Bach Bays 
It will, and 1 am Inclined to believe it 
will, but will that mean thatoprogress 
will be at an end? Spiritualism has 
been my redemption, as,-I believe It has 
been of many others, bufewe most await

The above defense of Mr. Winans is 
not complete. They should have ex
plained why he used artificial parapher
nalia In his materializations. They 
should have given the reasons why the 
artificial whiskers, which were plainly 
seen, were tied on his person. Mr. Bo
vlng who participated in the exposure 
of Winans, was his personal friend. He 
Invited him to Hot Springs. He took 
him to his home, kindly nursed him in 
his sickness, sent five dollars each week 
to his family, and showered down upon 
him every kindness and attention a hu
man being could devise. He was sim
ply angelic in his treatment of Mr. 
Winans, and not another Spiritualist In 
Hot Springs would probably have done

souls.
They seem to be undecided as to 

where to draw the line between mortal
ity and Immortality.

The most sensible conclusion is that 
everything is immortal, and yet all 
mortal enough to undergo continual 
change.

. By Immortal I mean without a be
ginning and without an ending, as an 
individual man Is immortal.

You naturally ask why Is It if man 
has always existed, that he cannot re
member anything prior to this life. He 
cannot remember his existence before 
birth for the same reason that you 
have forgotten the little Incidents of 
your infancy.

Matter and force cannot be created 
nor destroyed, but only change in form. 
Neither can an individuality be created 
or destroyed, but is as ever an eternal 
part of an eternal universe.

The earth might lose her motion, the 
sun might cease to shine, and the In
numerable stars of heaven fall into 
dust—yet the ego of every individual 
would be there to say: "I will.”

Sometimes the dim memory of yes
terday Is revived by comparison with 
the things of to-day, but yesterday has 
passed forever and to-day will never

Echoes From the World ot Song. 
Volumes 1 and 2. By C. Payson Long
ley. Choice inspirational songs, suit
able for all occasions. This book Is 
well bound in cloth with gilt -illustra
tion on cover, and frontispiece bearing 
portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music sue. 
Price JI each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents;.cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up in most attractive style, and 
more than worth the small price asked 
for them. ‘ „

Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocal music for the choir, congregation 
and social circle, by Dr. J, M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett. Price, ?1.25.

Cosmlan Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use ot 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. B;- Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley. Words only.

San Bernardino, Cal.
It is with pleasure I report a most in

teresting celebration of the 57th anni
versary, held here In our Spiritualist 
Chapel, March 26.

At 10:30 a. m., the lyceum session 
was held. At 2 p. m. the program be
gan with a song by the audience, fol
lowed by an invocation by Mrs. Lily M. 
Thiebaud, after which pleasing recita-

punished by the law and society. These 
must be equally for the degenerate and 
poor, as for the rich and cultured. And 
there is no greater punishment possible 
than incarceration of the person be
tween four walls for their earthly life, 
where they shall labor for an outraged 
society, with no pardon power possible 
unless proven innocent, or some such 
extreme condition as imbecility or ter-

tbe outcome of the future-.”
Mr. Bach closed the Jist pi, addresses 

by opportune refljarks;;¡’an^<hfltotlBUcs’ 
relative to the movement., and closed, by 
stating that "we had begun' the anni
versary on Friday evening with our 
feet, later In the evening through the 
supper our stomachs had responded; on 
Saturday evening the plane of the emo
tions had been reached and Sunday the 
upper'region of the brain; and at that 
ratio there was no telling to what we 
might evolve in the future.”

The hall was neatly 'and tastefully 
decorated with evergréens, pictures, 
banners and flowers; and nature smiled 
serenely with clear skiés and sunshine 
through the entire three days.

The snow has been gone for many 
days and preparations ’ for the coming 
season are In evidence. Several cot
tages have been rented for the season, 
and cottagers who have been abroad 
are rétuming earlier than usual. Presi
dent Pettengill writes from New York 
that the assembly will open July 14 and 
close Sept 3. The following speakers 
are engaged: Rev. Anna Shaw, Susan 
B. Anthony, W. J. Colville, Rev. F. A. 
Wiggin, Marguerite St., Omer Briggs, 
Mrs. Llilie, Mrs. Twjng, Mrs. Richmond 
and C. Fannie Allyn, .with Several oth
ers In prospect The Northwestern 
Band will furnish the music.

JULIA EVELYN HYDE.
Lily Dale, N. Y. .

man said, In part, of Winan’s exposure:
Taking us up to hie room, he un

locked his muslo box and threw back 
the cover. “There you are,” said he, 
“Now find It for yourselves.” Upon be
ing ordered to proceed, he unlocked a 
secret compartment in the inside body 
of the box, which was supposed to have 
contained the mechanism of the box, 
but -which contained three bundles 
(Jimmy's ■ bundles) wrapped In dark 
cloth and’fastened with a safety pin. I 
removed the bundles, and In doing so 
came across Jimmy Bundle’s knife, also 
the Indian feathers which I kept.

Upon onenlng the bundles we found 
ALL OF THE COSTUMRS AND WIGS 
WHICH WE HAD SEEN IN THE SE
ANCE OF SUNDAY EVENING, ALSO 
MANY OTHERS WHICH HAD NOT 
BEEN USED—ON US. _Mr. Bovlng, 
Mrs. Bovlng, and the nurse witnessed 
the Inspection and Mr. Bovlng retained 
quite a collection ot wigs and gowns as 
evidence. Winans Was Immediately

The past and future are Intimately 
interwoven with a never-ending pres
ent. As the old clock of eternity 
ticks off ages like seconds, creation 
moves on without the loss of a single 
atom of the myriads of her created 
worlds.

The Individual called man did not ex
ist yesterday nor to-day—neither will 
he exist tomorrow as an unchangeable 
being, but he has always been a part 
of things, and will continue to be a pro
gressive unit in the realm of an’ im
mortal universe.

The life of man may be compared to 
a combination of chemicals producing 
electricity. The body is the cell in 
which combinations take place produ-

Price, 15 cents.
The Spiritual Songster. By Mattle 

E. Hu 1. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics marching, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.

clng motion and sensation.
When the machine is worn out no 

more life is generated so the body dies. 
The life-force generated passes out, 
but is no more lost than Is the current 
of electricity sent forth from a dynamo 
or other electric generator. .The im
portant difference between the electric
generator and the life-generator is, that 
the life-generator 1b presided over by 
an intelligent will-power which consti
tutes individuality. The ej^ctric gene
rator of course, has no bu<M individual
ity, being subject to universal laws

INDUCE ,
Your Neighbor to Subscribe for TM 

Progressive Thinker.
Now is the time to extend the circula, 

Mon of The PiogressG’S Ttdnker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
thia earth contains such a vast amount 
rf matter so well adapted to enrich th« 
mind. Send in a Bubscrtotlou now.

\ That undue control by undeveloped 
minds on either plane of life is possible, I 

'• cannot -be denied; but the terms "ob- > 
session” and “demonism”—are ,un 
worthy your high appreciation of pos- 1 
sible psychic attainment through study ■ 
of the spiritual philosophy. In the i 
higher spiritual realms no class of de- । 
generates are left to spread mental con
tagion unrestrained. Our systems Of 
organized philanthropy are equal to all 
emergencies, and all new-born spirits 
are the-special care of ministering an
gels and fraternal'guides. .

It is' quite essential that you dear lov.- 
ers of truth recognize the fact, that the 
supreme criminals are only the excep
lion in numbers' of earthly.-society. 
The masses, while ignorant dt their own 
divine self-hood are not criminal, but 

' quickly amenable to kindly instruction 
in these harmonial spheres. I pray,you 
banish the Oriental ideas of demonism 
and dispel.the .crude.shadows-of belief 
in universal obsession by evil forces.

. What you entertain as supposed .truth, 
" though erfor, becomes a vampire tq 

fqgd upon your noblest powers of resist
ance.' 1 • .
.'Permit me to assure you that your be

nevolent provisions for the.insane and 
unfortunate of every , class ate not only 

। equaled in spiritual- spheres, ■ but ex; 
' celled by far, in perfection-of method.

Ab the material rays of; sunlighLhave 
power to- dispel ,the darkest atmos
pheric clouds, so .tfie, celest^L.-lighLof 
exalted psychic forces illuminates the

tions and Instrumental music were ren
dered by the young people and children. 
Mrs. Lily Thiebaud then gave an excel
lent address on The Day We Celebrate. 
W. C. Fuller of Colton, Cal., gave an in
structive talk on Spiritualism, a Science 
and a Religion. Mr. James Boyd of 
Riverside, Cal., from the subject, Proph
ets and Mediums, entertained the audi
ence by comparing the prophecies of 
John Brown of the Rockies, who was 
one of the six who organized this- so
ciety in 1858, with similar prophecies 
given in the Bible. The memorial ad
dress, by Mrs. Lily M. Thiebaud, was a 
pleasing feature of the program- She 
used three beautiful floral wreaths as 
offerings, representing in color, purity, 
strength and spirituality.

Miss Maggie Potter of Riverside, 
gave many psychometric readings and 
messages which were gladly received.

At 7:30 p. in., the program was con
tinued; a lecture b.eing given by Mrs. 
Lily M. Thiebaud, also psychometric 
readings and messages. Excellent mu
sic, consisting of Instrumental selec
tions, vocal solos and chorus were ren

- dered throughout the afternoon and 
evening; A large number of Spirltual- 

i ists from Riverside and Redlands were 
. present to enjoy the day with us. Mi's;

Thiebaud has been chosen to act as 
pastor of this society. There , is a 
growing interest in the 'work, and we 
trust that much good will be done here.

M. D. THIEBAUD-

rible Infirmity, when the asylum may 
be the place of transfer.

“Shall we educate the criminals? 
Can anyone offer a good reason why 
we should not? There is no protection 
to society by turning out of the peni
tentiary a worse criminal than the law 
sent there. Our present system of so
ciety offers no other prospect for the 
liberated criminal that to resort with 
his kind. He is too often driven back

: to crime, for every respectable door Is 
shut against him. If sent out by law 
into soul life, he is physically liberated, 
and'who can prove that he has no abil
ity to influence to evil they who are as 
weak morally and intellectually as he. 
was? .

“Perhaps we are legally and socially 
and religiously at fault in many ways; 
and the evils of humanity are the re
sults of .our ethical errors. Let us, at 
least, try some other methods and see 
if we cannpt prevent crime,’ whlcfi pun
ishment and hanging has so far failed 
to accomplish.” - , ., .

LITTLE LOST-PUP.

He was lost!—-not a shade of a doubt of 
that; , ’ ... .

For he never barked at, a slinking cat, 
But stood in the squire Where, the wind 

blew raw - ' -- '
With a. drooping ear and . a trembling 

paw, . ■
And a mournful look in hie pleading 

eye, * '' ’
And a plaintive sniff at'the passerby 
That begged as plain as A tongue could 

sue,
“O, mister! please may-I follow you? 
‘A lorn wee waif of tawny -brown 
Adrift in the roar of a heedless town. 
O, the saddest of Bights in a world of 

sin ■.'w - ’■’
Is a little lost pup with his tail tucked

jin Easy Way to Mako-Money«
I have made K60.00 In 80 days selllng.Dlsh- 

washers. I did my housework. at the tamo time. I don't canvass. Peoplecome or send for 
the Dish-washers.’ I handle the .-Mound -City 
Diiihvwasber. It Is the best on.the market.- It 
Is lovely to soil. It washes and dries the dishes nwfectly In two minutes. Every lady who sees 
It wants one. I will devote.all my futunsnlmo 
to the business and expect .tnclear M.000.00 this 
year.' Any Intelligent person can do as well as I&tvo-done. ’Writo for particulars to tbo Mound. 
City Dish-Washer Co., St Louis, Mo. " :' , ............ Mns.W. B.

Jesuit Priest Talks of Social Problems;

Rev. William O’Brien Pardow in his 
sermon in St. Ignatius’ Church, San 
Francisco,'Cal., paid a,tribute to. the 
President of the United States'foi his 
outspoken defense of the Christian 
principles that make for the sanctity of 
the marriage relations, the preservation' 
of the family and the teaching of chil
dren to pray to God. These are all truly 
Chthollc 'Principles. “They .ate a part 
of the dogma of; the church," he said. 
The American people were charged by 
the priest with becoming; mote. and 
more-pleasure loving. He stated that 
records show that between 40,000,000. 
and 50,000,000 people Tn • the United 
States never enter a church of any 
kind, and he laid the responsibility for 
this on those who would seek to banish 
dogma from the church, from society 
and above all from the home, adding 
that the Amencan home as it .was once 
found, is now almost gone. ...

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot.” In the form ot 
an entertaining story,, it contains lea* 
sons which every girl should know. 
Price, doth, 81. ... .

NoW he shares my .board, and'he owns 
'■ my bed, -.Hi ? /eV - ■

And he fairly shouts when be hears my 
tread,’ ■ . tu ' 1Qi ' "

Then, if things go WrttHg; aCThey some-, 
.times do, • • .

And the world is coltran’diTn feeling 
blue, t ■ '

He asserts hia rightl?to:; ahsuage my.. 
. . woes : -' .

With a warm red tongue and a mice 
”■ - cold nose,- 'y ■ ■
And a silky head on W K“ee 
And a paw as soft as s pawioan be. - -

turned out of the house and his baggage ! 
sent to the station. <

Nothing will afford us any more . 
pleasure than to publish a complete de
fense of Mr. Winans, and for him to 
prove conclusively that his two per
sonal friends perjured themselves, and 
that he did not have in his possession 
any artificial toggery to do tricks with, 
and that they did not see any of the 
same on his person or on a materialized 
spirit. But nis defense leaves every
thing unsaid that ought to have been 
stated. In fact, it can hardly be called 
a defense. '

When the medium Archer was in Chi
cago (he has.now passed to spirit life) 
he was exposed like Winans, and his 
spirit robes, etc., captured. He con
fessed to us .that he resorted to trick
ery, and that his work was fraudulent. 
He left the city, and held a seance in a 
suburban town, and then there came a 
long article in his defense, but not a 
word was said in reference to his con
fession to us or the artificial toggery 
taken at his seance.

We desire to state that the defense 
of Mr. Winans should have been con
fined to his exposure by Mr. Bovlng and 
Dr. Eastman, his two warm personal 
friends, showing that they perjured 
themselves, and that he used no artifi- 

' clal toggery, and that the whole expos
ure was false throughout. We will take 
pleasure in publishing any positive evi
dence he may present, for we have a 
warm personal feeling for him, having 
published two long articles in his de

. fense while he was In Indianapolis, Ind., 
and an attempt there made to grab- the

। spirit. ■ : .
The day has now arrived to carqfully 

analyze all' spiritual phenomena—and 
’ this is absolutely essential In view of 

the many fakes who have invaded, our 
1 ranks. • • ■ '

only. ... .
The Immortal principle of man 

stands back of life, helping direct the 
chemical combinations producing it. 
This principle assumes direct control 
of many of the organs of the body. 
These organs are called voluntary.

Other organs are either partly under 
the control of the will or are altogether 
Independent of it—as the lungs, heart 
and digestive organs.

As the lowest forms of life exhibit 
will power,“there is nothing plainer to a 
logical reasoner than the certainty ot 
SX” °' •“ "Th-mÆK ‘ 

I Cured Myself
1 Will Gladly Send Anyone Fly 

Discovery FREE TO TRY
If You Have

Consumption
Catarrh, Bronchltla, Tonsllltl«, a Chronic Hack

ing Cough or Sore Throat, Sore Lungs 
or Any Other Deadly Symptom .

of Consumption,

Send Your Name Today.
I’ll send You by return mall my new 

Ozonized Lung Developer, together 
with my new 3-fold Rational System of 
Treatment, which is producing such 
marvelous results in making new lungs. 
Instantly checks the breaking-down 
process, and develops new cell tissues 
just as you develop muscles. Creates 
resisting power, circulation, appetite, 

; flesh, health.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LIFE RADIANT—Cloth,$1.00 
oeL Decorated cloth »1.25. In this, bor new book. 
Hiss Whiling alms to portray a practical Ideal for 
lally living that shall embody the sweetness and 
txaltallon and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
It Is. In a measure, a logical sequence of "Tlio 
World Beautiful," Leading Into btill diviner har- 
nonlns. "The Life Radiant" Is characterized by 
iho same essential qualities that have marked 
"The World Beautiful."
CONTENTS—The Golden Ace Lios Onward; Dis

cerning the Future; Tbo Ethereal Bealm: The 
Power ot the Exalted Moment; The Nectar ot 
the Horn.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE j 
5r Death aa an Event in Life, cloth, 11. A book 
from her pen means new flashea of inaiffht, a rey- 
Blationof Spiritual truth aimoet Emeraonluu in 
Kind.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, 11.00 
per volume,
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.—The Duty ot Happiness) 

Nectar and Ambrosia; Believe In the wings; Tbo 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement of 
Relatione; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
ot Life; Exclusive and Inclusive; Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
The potency ot Charm; Fino Souls and Fine So
ciety; The Laws ot Our Country; In Newness 
ot Lite; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story ot 
a Summer. Price, »1.00, The Ideas in the book 
will afford comfort to uiany, and should bring 
ooaltlve aid in sorrow to such as will receive 1U 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT— 
Versca of the Life to Como. New edition, with 
additional poema. 11.00. Decorated cloth. IL3& 
Lilian Whiting’s verae is like a bit of sunlit land» 
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
eeveral portraits ot Miso Field. Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, tt.OU
A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
Will; Portrait. Decorated cloth. »1.25.

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora E. Piper, 
arid Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's Theories 
in Regard to IL By Ex-Judge Abram 
H Dilley; Demonstrate: futility and 
inadequacy of Hudson’s explanations of 
eplfitWl phenomena. Price Beats.

When we rove the woods fob a league 
‘ about ’ , .-ni’ -. ’Sqt- ■ ■ '

He’s as full of prank# as iftoBchodl let
'... OUt; ’ >- ■;? ’ ST :

For he romps and frisks , like a tjiree-
■, months colt, C i - •.... '

And he runs ’me do-wav like o> thunder-"
bolt. . ‘ ~

O, the blithest of sights In the,world so. 
■ fair '. ■ ■■ • ’

Is a gay little pup,With his tall in air!; 
__Arthur ■ Guitermari, in.- New York;

Times. > *

“The Commandments Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. The Commandments ore 
not only analyzed, tut contrasted .with, 
other Bible pasimje:, shbwln& greBt in- 
pongruWes. Price'25 c^Sa."

"me

Death of Owner Followed by ’Plant. , 
Battle Creek, Mich.—À singular thing 

at the death of Mrs Lucy Sprague Glea
son, of Sonoma, who died at the age of 
84. Among the flowers owned by her 
was a huge geranium over five feet 
hlghi with ma^y: .branches, which was 
her pet It occupied a position in the 
bay window where she. could Ue in her 
bed and watch it durlhg her last sick
ness. The plant was many years old, 
having beeh grown by her from a slip. 
Her request was that it be set by the 
side of her casket ather funeral. This 
was'done and after the funeral replaced 
in its position-in the bay window. The 
next morning thè plant was dead, hav
ing the appearance of : having been' 
killed by a heavy frost The bay win
dow was flllfed with house plants, but 
not another one showed any signs of 
injury. The phenomenon has been a 
puzzle to all those acquainted with the 
facts. " /■ .: .

■ » I » i ■ . ■ " 1 "■ ’
«Origin of Life, of Where Man Cornea 

From." “Thè Evolution of the Spirit 
from’ Matter Through' organic. . Pro- 
ceseeh, bi Hôw the SpW.'Body Grows.” 
By Michael, Faraday. FHnce-10 cents.

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB, .

Author ot "Air. Bight with the World." Cloth 370 
oovei. Hr. Newcomb nutdo o distinct success with ^‘551‘e Bight with the World," which continues In the 
troit rSk ottho Meuphrslc.l books that ere now so 
Mouler. The reel number who hero ocencheertd 
end strengthened by him will welcome another book 
br th.s wise teacher whose words ot help ere doing w iZn?h t ’ nnko the world bef.er by m.klng men end 
women better nble to understand end enjoy It.

i “Discovery of a Lost Trail"
tea elmnle study olthat strange end beautiful thing SiiJBfto. but grand In it* .cholarlp stmpUcIly, » 
wlUbeln demand by many who hero not prerfouly 
read metaphysical saltings. Price 01.50. For sale M 
thla cfflca.__________ _______________ _ ____ __ ■ -——

• J. Lawrence Hill, A. M., M. D, 
Try my discovery free. .Then it you. 

are-satisfied with the benefit received, 
you can’ send my my special ‘price,?2.50. 
If not, keep your money. You decide 
after you try my treatment,, and you 
can see that I couldn’t afford to make 
this offer if my discovery was not a 
complete success. Write today to Dr. 
J Lawrence-Hill, X022 Hill'Laborato
ries,-Jackson, Mich. Send no money- 
only your name. --- ,

The Commafidments-Analyzed; pries 
25 conta? Big Bible Storita:-cloth, 50. 
cents; For sale at this office.

A Study of
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.'

By Lilian Whiting,
Author ot "The World Beiutltul," "K»U FleM." 
•\tter Her Death,” "From Dreamland flenV etc. 
With ’portrait. 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price <1.25. The 
writer of thia "Study of Elizabeth Berrott BrownlMg 

. hMthtfWn the book Into Are chapter«, with lubtltlc«

LIVINO WITH VISIONS. "Sumuicr Snow ot Appl. 
BloMOmi:!’ Mnitc-FloW ot Pindar; I rlcnd» In th.

LO’ras'oFTUE PORTS. Tho.PreOpired Frlond) 
Vita Nouw “One Day, Mr Siren.

IN THAT- NEW WORLD. PI« «nd RoeW; TnCm, 
’ Guldl; Florentino D»r»: Walter S»v«m Lender. 
ABT AN1) ITALY. Individuality ot Character; Tb.

Cleared Handas • Kato I leld’a Recordi; Mr».
LlLrBSWOF?FtOmSNCB. Poetic Bank;

, Law«; Modein-Bcientlflo Tboushtt Tho ConeldW 
atlonot Genina.For Balu anhtaofflte. _ -____ __________

' _ ANQIENT. INDIA,
Its LauguttRo and Religions. By Prof. H. OldeH; 
berg. Paper, 25 cents. ■. ..

confrer.es
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BOOK REVIEW,
’F&a preachers, «^ct coatest to -follow 

their legitimate calling of saving souls 
and; peopling heaven with -the ‘re
deemed, have turned their hand, .down 
there in Galesburg, to political matters, 
and are resorting to secret methods to 
control the municipal election. These 
church leaders have quarreled lor 
years with the Mormons tor doing ex
actly what the Protestant priesthood 
are new doing In an Illinois city. A 
mayor is to be elected. Not pleased 
with the present efficient Mayor Shum
way, they took possession, by secret 
wire-working, of the citizen’s nominat
ing caucus, and by one majority, nomi
nated their own candidate. It was a

Tke World Has Never Seen 
the Like of It.

NOW IS THE TIME TO COMMENCE 
ESTABLISHING A SPIRITUAL AND 
OCCULJ LIBRARY, BY SUBSCRIB-
ING FOR THE PROGRESSIVE
THINKER, AND SECURING OUR 
TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS. LOOK 
THE WORLD OVER, AND YOU CAN 
NOT FIND ANOTHER SUCH OPPOR
TUNITY, THE LIKE OF IT WAS

’ ^S&m^lRITUALW.

Pastor Telia of Ha Value in Demonatrat- 
a.ii tog jBoul'a Immortality, 
y.j . rjAj j i'rv . .

Ifiat there Is nothing in the phenom
ena Jof Spiritualism inconsistent with 
tlie docti-fotta of the church, but that oh 
the contrary thiough it may come the 
scjeMfle dpmonstration of the immor
tality, of the soul, is the declaration of 
the Rev. Ofno F, Baitliolow, pastor of 
the flahes JMethodlst Episcopal Church 
of Eays the New York Herald.

W01*e DrifBaitholow declared recent- 
C ¿1« believed in the phenomena of, 
Splrlttialtefoband that it was a subject' 
worthy of investigation on the part ot 
every. thiuj$fog man, he believed that

an£“?5®dn?,waier .from toe poles. 
ur^UI^'i?oU1,lagr®e' one ,u conjeat- 
» m£an<i ^®;®tker in stating as a fact. 
devffiomn^nt6 1?eUCe,and fulber state of 

opiue?i oi Wan s powers iu Mars 
than upon the earth.
forJbk meiSS’ he?aid- made her trip 
itenta Rn. Oi ‘he inliap-
nants bplrltualism.
flfficeB'ofVe-rhl btSk 18 ior Bale at thB 
Price »{.50 Pr°8te8Bive Thinker.

TAME XOliCKl
WM the expiration ofsubscription, if not ro. 

n<j«ved. the papei- Is discontinued. No bills 
^»111 besentlor extra numbers.

rec4lvo your paper promptly mite us, and any errors In address will be 
ÎupplKdygmïs.Otea’ and

■tar Whenever you desire tho address of your 
‘c“»Ufed, always give tho address oi th© place to which it has been. going or the change cannot be made. . .

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES,.
Tho price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is Î2.

ease of Priesthood vs. Citizens. A
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ihe Path of Evolution Through Anal 
Thought and Modern Science. 
Henry Pemberton, Mem. Am. P. „...

> nearly 400 pages 1/ a
beautilul specimen of book-making/and 
the matter it contains is well worn the 
best clothing type, paper and blinding 
can give. Tiie style is clear, unincum
bered with technical terms, and a/U the 
story of creation is told so charmingly 
the reader s Interest 1b held from beg n 
nlng to end.. jPegm
io? 7“? t*16 “ntonera,” the lowest; cellu
lar being, so small that it cannot be 
seen without the aid of the> mlcXope 
to man, is a vast interval, in organiza
tion and time, yet tills Is the gulf across 
•half’nZth throws lts span., About 
half of the book Is devoted to the his
tory of thought from the Grecian philot 
ophers, through the scholastic schools, 
to the present inductive method.

Having thus shown by the evolution 
of thought, the path of advance, the au- 
thoy proceeds to the unfoldment of the 
method r°b m Oi BCienCe by tlle new 
UxclUUu.

'AN ANNIVERSARY-GREETING

To Theodore J. Mayer, for His Birthday, 
April 1, 1905.

The anniversary of your birth 
Is fraught with wondrous power, 

A gladness came unto the earth
In that lair, sunny hour

When you, a Soul, did come belctw. 
luom out the m^feUc skiea.

out from that world where Love's 
aglow—

The realms of Paradise. 1 '
And so, dear friend, to-day we bring

A greeting to you here, :
As unto you the angels sing.

In accents sweet and clear, ’ 
Of pure rejoicing of the day .
m , wktoh you came to earth— 
lo bring a power on the way ‘

To bless the mortal birth.
We greet you now with tender word 

And loving song and sign, 
Such as the angels top have heard

In melody divine ;<
We give to you a blessing true, 

Of friendship sweet and strong— 
Suph ire the gifts they bring to you 

That tender, happy throng. ’ ;
For you have come with mystic power 

lo do a work this way, 
And give a force tfirough every hour

To bless each passing day;
And spirits on the Other Side, 

And spirits, top, on earth
Haye blessings found both far and wide 

Because your soul had birth.
Sweet flowers of love and tenderness 

You’ve scattered on the road, 
And ever sought some heart to bless. 

And ease it of its load;
And thus the time has been well spent 

And given Joy and song—
To you the spirit world has lent 

A power to conquer wrong.

STRA,NGE EXPERIENCE.

One That Is Common to Spiritualism, 
and Which Illustrates the Fact That 
Spirit Return Has Come to Bless the 
Whole World.

t If{onla,<Jeath-like trance [as set forthz 
l in the Oakland (Cal.) Tribune] to have 
her soul wafted to the very portals of 
heaven, there to be given converse with 
angelic spirits of departed loved ones, 
and with the Savior, and to participate 
tor a spell in the glories of that world 
of which eye hath not seen nor ear 
heard, before a. miraculous return of 
-ier spirit to its earthly tenement—such, 
it is affirmed« has been the marvelous 
experience pf little Alberta Lake Russ, 
the nine-year-old daughter of Mr. and 
Mis. A. L. Russ of 3264 Central avenue, 
Alameda, Cal. - .

few if any of the alleged mediums were 
genuine. , ,

“Ttt'my ritind there is nothing in Spir
itualism thdt is m any way inconsistent 
with.ityie dflctrmes of the church,” Dr. 
Barthqlow said. “It is true that many 
persons ridicule it. but there has been 
nothing new in the physical or spiritual 
world that was not scoffed at in the be
ginning. 'J|he learned professors of his 
day were as confident that Columbtis 
would sail into a sea <?f boiling fire 
when he started on his westward trip 
as the learned professors of to-day-are 
•that there is nothing in the phenomena 
of Spiritualism. ■■

“It may be that through Spiritualism 
will come the scientific demonstration 
of the immortality of the soul. And 
why should not this be scientifically 
demonstrated ? There is not a thinking 
man to-day who does not believe in 
mind reading or telepathy and phrenol
ogy, and yet in the beginning of the 
study of these subjects they were ridi
culed In every way as much as Spirit
ualism is to-day.

In affirming my belief In Spiritualism 
T make mo brief for the so-called medi
ums, for they will, as they have, do 
more to pi-event.a scientific study of the 
subject than any other thing. That to 
•thesemediunis are given a monopoly of 
the communication between the spirits 
that have, gone before seems to me to 
be as wlckedas it is impossible. .How 
much more natural it would be for a 
spirit to communicate with a person 
with whom a feeling of love and sym-.

-patby existed!
If Spiritualism should become as set

tled a principle as telepathy it would 
wipe away every argument of the athe
ist. It will do no harm to give the ■ 
study of Spiritualism the deepest 
thought, and it is worthy the best in
vestigation on the part of scientists as 
well as the theologians. These people 
who prey pn the bereaved, who In their 
hour of grief are looking everywhere 
for solace, should be suppressed, but 
that 90 per cent of the mediums are 
frauds is no argument‘that as a phe
nomenon Spiritualism is not worthy the' 
nest thought.of the age.”

NEVER SEEN BEFORE ON 
GREEN EARTH. NO ONE 
EVEN TRIED TO IMITATE

THIS 
HAS 
OUR

press' dispatch told the story thusly:
“The preachers laid their plans so 

well and secretly that they were able 
to pack the primaries in four of the 
seven wards with voters belonging to 
their churches. These voters were fur
nished with tickets containing lists of 
delegates prepared in the study of one 
of the pastors. Shumway's friends had 
no knowledge of the movement until 
the time of the primaries and the anti- 
Shumwayltes were in' full control.”

The evidence is conclusive that at the 
presidential election of 1852, the Catho
lies had cast an almost unanimous vote 
against Gen. Scott, the Whig nominee, 
and secured the election of his oppon
ent; this gave rise to the American, 
otherwise Know Nothing party.

Query: Is-it not as wrong for one 
sect of Christians as another to run the 
politics of a country?

METHODS. JUST THINK OF IT, 
TWELVE EXTREMELY VALUABLE 
PREMIUM BOOKS, I4EATLY AND 
SUBSTANTIALLY BOUND IN CLOTH, 
SENT TO YOU FOR $3.75. AFTER 
WE PAY THE POSTAGE WE REAL-
IZE A TRIFLE OVER $2 FOR TH£ 
TWELVE BOOKS. THIS IS OUR DI Hie universal ether in which, or > 

through which, the phenomena of light/ 
heat and magnetism are manifested, 14 
given considerable space, and this pifo- 
found subject was never more clearly 
Kted'! iYet U mù8t be a0»?tod 
that its existence or properties have' not 
been demonstrated, and as yet it is 
nothing more than an hypothesis. 1 The 
explanation of gravitation by means of 
this ether is ingenious.

The consideration of life from the 
monas to man, is of startling interest.

He carries tlie discussion further 
than has oeen the custom of scientists 
who confine themselves to its physical 
aspect. He extends his investigations 
into the social field, and eloquently dis
cussed affirmatively, is life worth the 
living. Surely, gained by interminable 
ages of struggle, man as the highest 
achievement, should find life a blessing >

It has been repeatedly claimed that / 
the theory of evolution destroys all/ 
;^e^J“mortatoy. I have constantly 

neid that the contrary was true; that it t 
really Is the scientific solution of the <J 
K/cat question of continued individual- ( 
Ity after death. The Spiritualist will be ) 
deeply Interested in Mr. Pemberton’! ' 
approach, by continuous steps, to thj 
lust, and most momentous question. /

Of this he says: “Science makes i4i 
pretense to raise the veil beyond tin, 
grave. Few analogies this world has 
shown are applicable to that ‘country 
from whose bourne no traveler T re
turns’; but science knows no reison 
that if our lives were rightful whfoi we 
lived, why they may not be renewed in 
a life to come. * * • The physical fiondi- 
tions of another life might be very dif- 
{«rent from those now on earth. Here 
Death and Life walk hand in hand. 
are animals born to die. * * The form t 
energy on which organic life here d." 
pends—would be impossible then (after 
the death of the body) but that Intelli
gence that never dies might find i ex
pression in conditions that we can ¡con
ceive not of. 'In my Father's house are 
many mansions.’ Here we live ai blit 

and tllon pass away; / and
“ our Weak-

VINE PLAN, TO ADVANCE OUR 
PATRONS ALONG SPIRITUAL AND 
OCCULT LINES AT THE LEAST 
POSSIBLE COST, MAKING THEM 
THE BEST* POSTED PEOPLE ON 

EARTH IN REFERENCE TO ALL 
PSYCHIC SUBJECTS. THIS DIVINE 
PLAN HAS ONLY BEEN INAUGU
RATED BY THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER. SEVERAL THOUSAND 
DOLLARS (FOR WHICH WE DO NOT 
RECEIVE EVEN A CENT OF INTER
EST) ARE REQUIRED TO INAUGU
RATE OUR DIVINE PLAN, OUR 
SUBSCRIBERS RECEIVING THE 
BENEFIT THEREOF. THEREFORE 
IT CAN WELL BE SAID THAT THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER- READERS 
ARE THE MOST ADVANCED IN ALL 
THINGS THAT PERTAIN TO SPIRIT
UALISM AND OCCULT SUBJECTS 
GENERALLY OF ANY PEOPLE ON 
THIS GLOBE. THIS DIVINE PLAN 
SHOULD BE FULLY APPRECIATED 
BY SPIRITUALISTS, AND THEY 
SHOULD RECIPROCATE BY AL
WAYS RENEWING THEIR SUB
SCRIPTIONS PROMPTLY, AND AT 
THE SAME TIME ENDEAVOR TO .IN-.. 
DUCE OTHERS TO SUBSCRIBE FOR 
THE PAPER, THUS EXTENDING 
OUR USEFULNESS.

Tlie child was taken seriously ill sev
era! weeks ago with cerebral menin
gitis, and attended by Dr. Maurice 
Brown. About a week ago, at a time 
when the patient had seemed to be 
much Improved, she sank into a trance 
or cataleptic state* iu which she rc* 
malned for seventeen hours, it was 
when little Alberta came out of the 
•trance that she made her amazing reve
lations of what she had seen and heard.

At 2 p, m., she said: “Mamma, I am 
so tired; put me to bed.” Soon after
ward she fell into a cataleptic trance, 
which lasted until 5 a. m. the next day. 
Her body became rigid and she showed 
no sign of sensibility, while for a time 
her heart appeared to have ceased to 
beat. With returning consciousness the 
little girl was able to open her eyes 
and a little later spoke.' ’

She said: “I am going to get better. 
Jesus told .me.” Then she continued:

I saw live angels. They were Uncle 
------»Grandma------ .Cousin------ , Grand
ma------and one I did not know.’

‘Grandma L. said: ‘This Is my dear 
little granddaughter.’ All looked so 
happy and bright and wore beautiful 
robes. Other angels passed before me, 
and each one repeated a sentence. One 
said, ‘Go back and teach the blind and 
Bick.’ I cannot remember what they 
all said; and then Jesus touched my 
heart and said, ‘You will get better; go 
thou back, and I will call thee when 
thou art older.’ ’’

The words given are said to have 
been the child's exact language. She 
relapsed into unconsciousness, from 
which she soon recovered and has since 
been improving. Her physician says a 
complete recovery will be effected. The 
extraordinary communication made by 
the little girl was listened to by her 
mother and two lady friends who were 
visiting the house at the time.

Mrs. Russ’ belief is unshaken that her 
daughter's spirit ascended to heaven, 
and that she has returned to life at the 
Divine behest, to perform some great 
mission In this world.

SHIRKING RESPONSIBILITY. .

PRENATAL REMEDY FOR CRIME.

a

TO TEACH MARS OF SPIRITS.

MOST REMARKABLE.

A

ance.

Medium Who Is Trying to Convert 
the World Free of Cost.

MRS. STANFORD AND THE CHINA
MAN.

Observer Declares Mothers Have the 
Power for Great Reform.

The Chicago ‘School Case Must Be Ta
ken to the Supreme Court of 
'ir - .Illinois.

Why Mrs. Weiss Went to.planet in a 
Trance Is Explained.

The Chinamen Defeated Woman Suf
frage. ■

charge. DANIEL HILTZ.
Baltimore, Md. -

HUDSON TUTTLE.

fDitoovnry of a host Trait” By Chas. 
B. Newoomb.Excellent --in nplritual 
miggestlveness. Cloth,'Î1.50. ....... -

WORDS OF CAUTION, 
■ You should not send money In a let

ter. You rnqy do so a dozen times safe
. :ly’.and then the next remittance may 
tbe lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
vor five cents, and th.:i you are per- 

■ fectly safe, and will eave yourself an- 
neyanoe and trouble.

■dltor-at-Large for the National -Spirt** 
- . uallst Aaeoclatlon.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
. »wer all attacks : In the secular or rellg- 

Jous press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
-dippings when no attack is made. giv- 
;ing date and name ot paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Evolution.
A writer in the -Christian Register, 

discoursing on the "Evangelism of To
Day,” says, incidentally : '

. "The theory of evolution has come 
. Into the world to stay. No longer is It 
. anywhere defended. In all the labora
, .tories and lecture-rooms of the unlver- 
■filties it is quietly assumed as basic to 
whatever is being taught. In the pub
lic schools it is behind the conclusions 

. incorporated into the text books. Its 
acceptance means that the scientific 
method of inquiring into the nature of 

. phenomena in the past has come for 
good.”

Whilst the principle of evolution is 
generally understood as applying to the 
development of life on this planet, by 
which elementary forms have developed 
by slow and easy gradations from the 
simple to the complex, so has come 
knowledge, the arts, science, history, 
religion, everything, similarly ad

. vanced.
Whilst long ages have been required 

to produce some of the results we wit
ness, others have been developed, and 
seemingly culminated, in our own day. 

■ The religions of the world have been 
of slow growth. Divergencies transpired 
as intelligence advanced. Each new 
step "has been marked with hostility 

, from the dominant faith. The student 
-of comparative religions finds all .had a 
common origin; all can be traced back 
into paganism, and the evolutionary 
process has brought us up to where we 
are to-day.

If there is a natural religion, with 
"(knowledge for its base,' not derived 
'•from other religions, it is Spiritualism, 
a revelation from disembodied minds, 
which dawned on the world fifty-seven 
years ago, and is just.beglnning to be ac
knowledged by our great thinkers as 
established facts.

The revelation came just when the 
world was best fitted to receive it. 
There was a general dissatisfaction 
■with the prevailing religions, far more 
profound than is generally supposed. 
The revivalist found his task a difficult 
one, for he met with doubt where a few 
years before faith was supreme.

The tiny raps at Hydesville were first 
received with incredulity, but every 
critical investigator went away firm in 
the conviction that a new truth was on 
ms. . _ '

This new faith has now circled the 
globe. There is not a church Jn the 
world which has nbt been silently influ
enced by spirit teaching. Denial, doubt, 
conviction, have followed each other in 
quick succession, until every pulpit in 
■Christendom echoes what a murdered 
peddler at Hydesville first commhni- 

‘Cated to young and unsophisticated 
girls in a rural district in March of 
1848, in the state of New York.

Is it not a stone cut out of the 
mountain by spirit hands, which is des
tined to break in pieces all other faiths, 
and ultimately fill the whole earth with 
its glory?

Spiritualism and Theology.
Spiritualism is a word of vast import. 

It is not merely a fact, it comprises a 
range of facts and phenomena which,, 
being matters of observation, and there- 

■ fore admitting of demonstration and 
^classification, present the stable ground- 

■; work of a science, whereon philosophic 
■ analysis may be exercised.'.
• • In its ultimate expression, Spiritual
ism comprises an aU-Inclusive system, 
the central idea of which is universal 

.harmony and law.
. The spiritual significance of law and 
?.r<Je1r,ln universe does not admit 
the idea of anything being supernatura

. or miraculous.
. AU phenomena, all spiritual manifes- 

stations, come as results'of Jaw and or
- dur’ «"djrowever mysterious and inex- 

.plieable they may seem to -be, -they are 

.within the domain ot nature add gov- 
'ei-ned by nature’s laws. e
, The tangible basis of Spiritualism 
consists in the tacts of the phenomena 
the manifestations and communica- 
tlons produced by spirits through medl- 
mmlstlc agencies. .
, The ■ basis of. theology, on the other 
Aa“d* consists, of mere theories, super

. .atltfous dogmas, assumed to be true 
.toking the form of a distorted idealism’ 

. untrue to nature, based on the falsities 
of a. claimed supernaturallsm,. wholly 

. apart from.any relation to, br cognition 
by, science and philosophic .analysis. -

Colonlzlng the United States.
The evidence accumulates that there 

is an organized movement, directed by 
a general head, that head in all proba
bility Jesuitical, to colonize America 
with Catholicism. An overwhelming 
majority of the European .immigration 
now comes from the Catholic countries, ’ 
Italy holding the lead, with Austria 
following close in-the rear. ,

z Heretofore the Protestant countries' 
of Europe .have been the principal con
tributors to our population, Ireland; 
furnishing most of the Catholic acces
sions In the years agone; but this condi
tion has suddenly changed. The over-, 
flowing hives of Germany, 'Norway,. 
Sweden, with England and Scotland, 
have mostly eeased to overburden emi
grant ships, while their places-are filled 
with really, a very undesirable substl
Lute. ■'

With waning Catholic influences in' 
Italy, the loss of temporal power,-and' 
a probability of still farther degradation 
of its ancient force, and the possibility 
that the prisoner in the Vatican, his em
inence the" Pope, may be compelled, 
else voluntarily, seek quarters where he 
will hope to escape governmental sur
veillance, the reason for the . desire to 
populate this country to which he hopes 
to escape, with good, loyal defenders of 
the faith, becomes more apparent.

Protestants, and all faiths opposed to 
Catholic domination, cannot awaken too 
soon to the absolute danger which 
threatens them. Whilst we have no de
sire to close our ports to those of any 
religious belief, yet they should be 
closed to all who receive directions 
from a foreign potentate how he shall 
cast his vote in a republican govern
ment. .

IMPORTANT NOTICE. '
Any person donating one dollar to 

the Mediums' Relief Fund of the N. S‘. 
A., will, if desired, receive one set ot 
•spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vio
lets,” a booklet of choice spiritual' 
poems; One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy of 
“Leaves of Truth,” a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

Think of It.
Is not the average prayer by a good 

Christian to God a gross insult to that 
divine character? And if so may not 
that be the reason prayers remain un
answered?

Were we to approach any man of in
telligence from whom we desire a favor, 
in a humiliating posture, and before 
making our wants known begin his lau
dation; tell him how great, how good 
and how glorious and beneficent he is, 
then magnify all his kindness to us, and 
extol his virtues; that person, knowing 
all this praise would be followed by 
some beggarly request for special fa
vors, would he not arise in anger and 
thrust us from his presence, because of 
this shameful discourtesy? Why should 
we be treated differently by a God?

Statistics Tell the Story.
There arrived in the port of New 

York during March, almost wholly from 
Roman Catholic countries, 97,000 immi
grants. Last year for the same month, 
from all countries, there were 47,877, 
less than one-half as many as during 
March of this year.

All the world would like homes in 
America, and we have an abundance of 
room for all, and their posterity for the 
ages; but they who come should throw 
off allegiance to both 'thd pope and the 
Roman hierarchy, as also to the nation
alities from when they come. Instead, 
in their parochial schools, avoiding our 
common school system, they strive to 
perpetuate adherence to a theocracy 
whose every incentive Is to destroy re
publican institutions.

-—I-----  ---------- -
Two Soul-Savers Equal One Man.

Some years ago the Japs enlisted a 
colony of watchmakers in America, and 
transported them to the Sunrise Em
pire, to found a watch factory. To 
economise the cost of travel the whole 
party was entered as missionaries, on 
their way to Japan, by which device, a 
member of the party reports, the trip 
was made at half price. In a year the 
natives had acquired the art, and the 
missionaries”, were returned to Amer

ica.
Missionaries and reverends, two of 

which are equal to one layman are 
Byeatly favored when in transit, being 
virtually classed with eight-year-old 
children, and this because they are’ 
supposed ,to be souhsavers. It Is wished 
all of them were w6rthy of their voca
tion, but It is apprehended many have 
the frailties of common mortals.

PROGRESS. "
Tls weary watching wave by wave. 

And yet the tide heaves onward;
We olimb, like corals, grave by grave, 

a sunward: .We are driven back, for our next fray 
A newer strength to borrow, 

fte Vanguard camps to-day 
^ke ¡Rear shall rest to-morrow!- j । 

- ,. 7-Gerald Massey.

It has been suggested that, instead of 
flying all the flags at half-mast and 
sending thousands of people to follow 
ner coffin to the grave, California would 
have honored Mrs. Stanford- more ap
propriately by granting the ballot to 
women, as she desired.

California dll pretty well by the wo
man suffrage bill this year. President 
David Starr Jordan of Stanford Univer
sity and the Governor of the state were 
both among the signers of the suffrage 
petition, and the senate voted 24 to 11 
in favor of giving the full ballot to wo
men, more than two to one, while the 
Assembly voted 39 to 38 against it, an 
adverse majority of only one vote.

Nevertheless, the women of Califor
nia are still ranked politically, with 
Lhinamen, and oddly enough, it is ow-: 
ing to the Chinamen of California that 
this is the case. When the woman suf
frage amendment was submitted to pop
ular vote in California about ten years 
ago, it carried the state, outside the 
cities of San Francisco and Oakland. 
Foreign born Chinese are not allowed 
to be naturalized, but all Chinamen 
oorn in this country are citizens and 
voters, under the clause of the United 
States constitution which says: “All 
persons born or naturalized in the 
United States are citizens thereof, and 
ot the state in which they reside.” The 
native born Chinamen voted almost 
unanimously against giving American 
women the ballot; and the small ad
verse majority by which the amend
ment was defeated was just about 
equal to the number of Chinese voters 
in the state. Hence it was the Chinese 
vote of California which decreed that 
Mrs. Jane L. Stanford should be kept 
upon the same political level as 
Chmaman. ETHEL G. AVERY

Religious Freedom-In France.
The principle of separation of church 

and state seems to be well established 
in the French Republic. The French 
chamber of deputies has voted by a ma
jority of 422 to 45, adopting article 1 of 
the bill providing for the .separation of 
church and state, as follows: "The re
public assures the liberty of -conscience 
and guarantees the free exercise of re* 
ligion, the only restrictions being those 
in the interest of public order.” All 
amendments were rejected. What free
dom gains, Romanism loses.

The Notorious Mabel Aber Jackman.
This woman has left the ranks ot 

Spiritualism, and become a devout con
vert to “Scientific Christianity"—a new 
cult, she standing at the head. As a 
Spiritualist she was a materializing me
dium—so claimed—the best in Chicago. 
One spirit that materialized at her se
ance proved to be a fully matured hu
man being, and it afforded great amuse
ment to those present who held it in 
their embrace. We congratulate the 
Spiritualists that this notorious woman 
has left our ranks for good.

Repudiation of Christian Science.
The Nebraska Legislature has passed 

an act prohibiting the practice.of Chris
tian Science, as a remedial agent, in 
that state, at the same time providing 
for the practice of osteopathy. Is not 
this a dental of the efficacy of prayer in 
the curing of disease? And is It not a 
repudiation of that statement credited 
to Jesus: “AU things, whatsoever ye' 
shal ask in prayer, beUevlng, ye shall 
receive.”—Mutt. 81:22

Words of Wisdom, by Somebody,
Be squarely honest. Never try dirty 

dodges to make money.' it will never 
pay to licit honey off from thorns. An 
honest, man will not make a dog of 
himself for . the sake of getting a bone. 
He needs have a long-spoon who would 
eat from the same dish with' Wrohir 

peir, it Is like -drowning in a- well tn
? ^rink of water. ■ Take, nothing in 

hand .that may Bring.grief W’

The^pard|ot Directors of the Ameri
can Secular ¡Union and Freethought 
Federation have decided to ask the 
Liberate’ of ihe country for a fund to 
take thbl Chléago school case to the Su- 
prcm6|Cpurt of Illinois.

It will be recollected that Secretary 
Helchiyald sued for an 'injunction to 
restrain the School board of Chicago 
ftom giving the use of the public school 
rooms ,,fo Callie and Protestant bod
ies as places of public worship, such 
use befog against the law. •

Yea, wondrous power is given such
To vanquish sin and pain, ' 

For those who overcome much
Are still upheld again.

Bo at this anniversary time
We greet you with our love, 

And bring you messages sublime
Of Truth, from realms above.

Aye, “Theodore” Is “Gift of Goff,”
Such 1b its meaning pure, 

It holds you by its golden rod
And keeps your life secure;

And “Jacob" is an holy name—
He, angels saw, from heaven—• 

And unto you by one acclaim
This noble name was given.

Tls true, a gift from God you are, 
To mortals here below,

A soul that shines like morning star 
To,lift some soul from woe;

And “Jacob" holy and serene
Brings good on every side, 

And finds a purity between
Earth and the heavenly tide

That flows in sweetness and in song
To bear the soul away

From sin and discord, strife and wrong 
To realms of endless day.

Thus, do we greet you here tliis hour
With cheer and fadeless love 

And bring, in spirit, higher power
For you, from heights above.

The foregoing poem was given Mr. 
T. J. Mayer by a spirit intelligence, at 
the N. S. A. Headquarters, Sunday, 
April 2, through the mediumship ot 
Mrs. M. T. Longley, in recognition ot 
the recipient’s birthday, the preceding

with our life pass away

lO
the

The ijudge Jhas had the case under 
conaiderattonlfor some months, and 
seems,to.-be ¡averse to giving a decis- 
10a- ‘ He beems to desire to shirk the 
TespoitsiMityJ for reasons' best known 
to htasaf, but which are suspected to 
be not-unconnected with his political fu
ture. He asked Secretary Reichwald 
and his attorney to take the matter to 
the Supreme Court, as it is for that 
court, he says, and not for him to give 
the final decision.

We do not know how much expense 
this will involve, but certainly a few 
hundred dollars; and while the matter 
is a local oneHn one way, in another it 
is a national Issue. Every decision we 
can get against the church, in fact, 
every fight we can make against that 
hoggish and tyrannical institution, is a 
step toward bringing about a secular 
government to tout as well as in theo
ry, and is worth time and trouble on 
the part of all Liberals. The Illinois 
law seems to be very plainly in our fa- • 
vor,jmd j,t.must appear so to the judge, 
v.'ko would, not otherwise hesitate a 
minute. . ;

Contributions for the purpose of 
fighting this dash may be sent to Sec
retary E. C. Reichwald, 141 So. Water 
street, Chicago; or to E. B. Foote 
Treasurer, 120 Lefflngton avenue, this 
city; or to -E. M. Macdonald, President 
Editor of the Truth Seeker, at this of
fice, as most convenient to senders.— ■ 
Truth Seeker. .

A recent contributor mentions as one 
of the potent agencies in the produc
tion of criminals the ignorance and 
abuse of the laws of heredity and pre
natal influence. We all recognize the 
law that “like produces like," but tew 
have any adequate conception of the 
power possessed by a mother to mold 
the character of an unborn babe. The 
exercise of any faculty of her mind or 
soul stimulates and develops in propor
tionate degree the corresponding fac
ulty in the incipient child. Every 
thought and desire she entertains is 
telegraphed to the forming brain cells 
of her little one, leaving there its im
press of good or ill—“a chisel that cuts 
to mar or beautify the statue of a soul.’

She thus molds its plastic brain, de
cides Its trend of character, and makes 
it better or worse than herself. Her 
temporary mental states are transmit
ted to the child as stubborn character
istics, which, if hurtful, may require 
years of careful training to overcome. 
If she indulges in thoughts and feelings 
of anger, hatred, revenge, worry, anx- 
■iety, impurity, etc., she will almost cer
tainly transmit to it a similar dlspeel- 
tion.

All that is best and purest in the 
mother should awaken to meet the

Good for the Oppressor.
“The church is a good thing for wo

men and children," said a shrewd busi
ness man, in our hearing, “but for my
self I have no faith in priestly teaching."

And why is the church and the 
Bible on which It is founded, a "good 
thing”? is it because the good Paul, 
the real founder of the church, without 
regard to the age in which he lived, 
taught: "Wives, be* obedient to your 
husbands," and "children, obey your 
parents"? The slaveholders, in ante
bellum times, adored the book and the 
church for the same reason: "Serv-
ants," meaning slaves, “be obedient to 
your masters.”

With emancipation of the slaves, 
should have come emancipation and 
enfranchisement of the wives.

nesses, our follies and our crimes. / Wo 
and they—gone forever! But if while 
living there is that within us thait is 
worth enduring, may ft not be found 
worthy of a non-perishable life, wherein 
the errors and follies would not enter? 
For in that-life only those would live 
who had been proved—who were fitted 
for an existence in which there could be 
no corrections, no removals by death_
a reunion with those who have loved 
?,nn^V0.1Juti0.n even then continued to 
still wider knowledge, and eternal life."

This passage ends the book, and fu^ 
nishes food for a startling range oC“ 
thought. Possibly all men are not im> 
mortal. At death, Mr. Pemberton sug- 

to,ere may be the rigid application 
or that inexorable qualification for con
tinuance, "fitness” for the new condi
tions, and if the individual in earth life 
has not become “fit” for the new rela- 
tlons of spirit life; if rather he has by 
cultivating his animal propensities In-,? 
stead of his spiritual faculties, m’adi’' 
himself unfit, why should he not perish 
with the body?

?rl ElP- Austin, pastor of the Spirit
ualist-Church, Franklin streetKnear Fre
mont avenue, Baltimore, Md., gave a 
lecture at -the church upon the planet 
Mars and the reasons advanced to show 

. That It is inhabited, the •chief object -ot 
the address being to direct attention 
to the scieiittfic values of the “dlscov- 

: eries" made, by a Spiritualist medium 
while In a trance.

Two years ago Sara Weiss, a leader 
of the sect, who had never received any 
academic trailing In astronomy ■ and 
who was supposed to be as Ignorant of 
the stars as an infant he said, went; 
out of her' body frequently, and when: 
she “came back” declared that she hs.fi 
been to Mars.: She gave her Spiritual
istic. follg^ers .accounts of her • trip

W-fleeted in a book.
With this book in one hand and the 

text book1 of Ptof. Percival Lowell, the 
astronomer in .the other, Dr. Austin 
comparefi.jvhat^e Professor had Been 
through tee telescope with what Mrs. 
Weiss okkerved'‘whlle on her “flight.”-

The colnparldtfn left but two conclu
sions in ihe mtods of his auditors— 
either Sang W$i£s had been escorted 
thro5s\ffi18. pIifflet a divine guide. 
°r she hid carefully perused Dr. Low
ell s book1 hr stme .other work equally 
authorItalfce. fol pedagogue who was 
skilled to[porrqf|lng examination pa
pers would paveiconcluded . ¿at Dr 
Lowell and1 Mrs? Weiss had been peen
ing at nadfioth««s work. Dr. Lowelfs 
theories'were .¿nhounced before those 
of Mrs. Whiss,;]}^ Dr. Austin in his ad
dress stoutly defended Mrs. Weiss’ 
views as original. ' ■

Dr. Austin summarized his conclu- 
SlODS 1 v- .;■« i "v ■

First—Both agree that.Mars Is older 
than the .earth and that life there is 
more advanced' than here, assuming 
that life exists there. - . -

Second—Both agree that Mars has a 
very flat.and even surface, and is' in 
danger of; becoming-» desert, hence its 
need of irrigation. • ‘

Third—Both describe a complete sys- 
temoflrrigatlon oanate^audfertllehelts 
extending ¡oyer n.eafly.the fend surface

needs of her child. She should culti
vate a cheerful, happy disposition, cher
ish only beautiful, good thoughts and 
desires, read only the most helpful, in- 
splrtdg literature, and will with her 
whole mind and soul, in all her waking 
hours, that her little one may be lovely, 
pure and good. She should often go 
info privacy and pray earnestly to the 
All-Father that His perfect ideal may 
be realized In her babe. She thus fully 
opens her.soul to the influence of the 
divine spirit; the power of the Highest 
will overshadow her and fashion a 
beautiful soul—perhaps a great spirit
ual genius—that will ever prove a joy 
to its parents and a blessing to man
kind.

" The world’s reformers are making 
unsatisfactory progress, because their 
efforts are largely directed against ef
fects Instead of causes. While one 
soul is won to a virtuous life a hundred 
are born predisposed to sin. The flood 
of wickedness and misery that is 
sweeping over the race must be 
checked at its source. Let us have a 
world-wide reform in the way our chib 
dren are.born, and there will be little 
need of reform afterward. If every pa
rent to-day would study and profit by 
the revelation of heredity the next gen
eration would present humanity trans
formed and almost glorified.

El Paso. Texas. F. M. CRAIG.

A National Issue.
In the March Cosmopolitan John Bris- 

ben Walker enumerates the issues be
fore the American people. There are 
twenty-two in all, and the sixteenth one 
is: “Equal rights before the law for all 
—men and women.”

That phrase “men and women,” is 
significant of much.

If we say all “all,” why should it 
be necessary to add “men and women?" 
That little phrase bears witness to a 
vast injustice which has left its record 
on the language of many centuries. / If 
Richard Chevenix French were alive to
day he might add a paragraph or two 
to his “Study of Words,” stating that 
the disfranchisement of women in this 
enlightened age of the world has led to 
a singular change in the meaning of 
certain words. When political matters' 
were being discussed the word “people" 
and “citizens” meant, not men and wo
men, but men only, and “all" signified 
not the whole people, but men only. 
The day is not far off, however, when 
these words will be restored to their 
original estate. Half a century ago the 
movement for woman’s enfranchise
ment was only a-subject for silly vulgar 
ridicule. To-day it is a national issue.

LIDA C. OBENCHAIN.

As this subject has been interprets 
to me, death does not clear away "ea 
rors and follies,” and the spirit life is 
not one wherfe “corrections” cannot be 
made. The spirit does not exist be 
cause “fit” for the next plane of being 
and may adapt itself to the new cond 
tlons and thus become in harmony.

It is a book which every one shoi,„ 
read who desires to keep abreast w3a 
the wonderful advancement now be€a‘ 
made in scientific investigation and tiiu 
understanding of the phenomena of the 
world. JUDSON TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MYTHS.

Prof. Wilber S. Jackman, of University 
of Chicago, Says Religion Should Con
cern Life in This World, Not the 
Next, and That the Bible is a Collec
tion of Myths.
In an address 'before the Child and 

Home Department of the Woman’s Club 
of Evanston, Professor Wilber S. Jack
man of the University of Chicago de
clared the Bible was a bewildering col
lection of myths and fables.

He also asserted that instead of a re
ligion which wastes time in discussions 
of immortality, the human race needs a 
religion that will save the ignorant by 
teaching them how to live.

He said that in the religious teaching 
of the child, belief in God should be 
taught last and even this should be sub
jected to the rules of evidence.

■ Wrong and Its Ultimate.
“In God We Trust’’ was first im

pressed on our national coin in 1864, 
-appearing on a topper 2-cent piece, by 
order of Salmon P. Chase, then secre
tary of the treasury. It was the earli
est recognition of God in any act of 
government, and was -without authority 
of. law. It was a gross departure from 
the intention of the founders of the 
republic, whose purpose it was to avoid 
alb meddlesome, interference with sac
erdotal affirs. The idea extended and 
carried to its ultimate, and we would 
have a union of church and state, a re
turn to the superstition and ignorance 
of the Middle Ages, with priests to tell 
11s what books we may and may not 
read, the forms-of worship, with the 
torture chainber to enforce obedience.

^Voltaipe’s Romancer." Translated 
from the French, ■ With numerous Il
lustrations. These lighter works of thy 
brilliant Frenchman, an’ invincible en
emy of the Catholic ciiuwA, -are worthy 
of wide reading. • W.I t, philosophy and 
Teaianeaarsjcomhtn«!, witlfTLe tkin of 
a master mind. Price

Daniel Hiltz writes from Baltimore, 
Md., about attending a circle held by 
Mrs. Delcher, She is the medium, and 
makes no charges whatever for her 
services, and evidence of her purity and 
nobleness^ He says: Beautiful lights 
appeared all over the dark room. We 
heard voices in the air. They gave 
some,of us a flower out of a bouquet we 
had on the table. The rain-drops came 
down on all of us. I admit I thought 
the medium could dip her hand in water 
and throw the same over us, but to my 
surprise, when the light was lit, I got a 
good sprinkle in the face. I looked up 
to see where it came from, and behold, 
nothing was in the room to produce the 
same. When I felt my face there was- 
no water on It. Mr. Regester, who con
ducts one of the largest foundries" In 
brass and iron in this city, a friend to 
Mrs. Delcher, asked the spirits different 
little requests, one of which was, “Send 
the wind." We could both feel the wind 
and hear IL The spirits would answer 
any question we would ask. • We en
joyed a fine talk from one of her 
guides, Wanettn. The spirits also 
joined in singing with us. We could 
hear them so plain, the meeting was one 
of the grandest I ever attended. The 
part we all thought so much of was 
that Mrs. Delcher never charges any* 
thing. She prizes her gifts too high to

He declared that in the next hundred 
years we will think of jails and reform^- 
atories as we now do of. pyramids and 
catacombs. ”

■r~

“The concern of the new religion will 
be life in this world and not life in the 
next” declared the professor. “A 
greater horror than the Iroquois fire is 
repeated every year in the deaths ot 
thousands of persons who die because

■of unsanitary conditions.”
The speaker concluded with the 

statement that the child should be 
gradually shown that God is good and 
all beliefs which are urged must rest 
upon evidence.

DUR MOTHER—NATURE.

As a fond mother, when the day is o'er, 
Leads by the hand her little child to 

bed, . '
Half-willing, half-reluctant to be led. 
And leave his broken playthings on the 

floor,
Still gazing at them through the opeq 

door, .
Nor wholly reassured and comforted 
By promises of others in their stead, 
Which, though more splendid, may not 

. please him more;
So Nature deals with us, and takes 

away
Our playthings oae by one, and by the 

hafid * • . ■
Leads us to rest so gently, that -we go' 
Scarce knowing-if.-We.wish to go of 

, stay, ■ 7
Being too full ofaleep to understand - 
How far the unknown transcends that 

- •'‘■what we know. • •
' ' ' —Longfellow.
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iscourse Through the Lips of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rieh- 
mond, Chicago, Sunday, March 19,1905.

fused on this point.
We believe the most distinct statement as

»
fiouls express certain conditions of advaneeinent-and 
relationship in soul. In the light of these teachings 
all conditions of human life are explained, They are 
neither for condemnation nor praise. They are 'states 
of growth. Be^S3esiaall material philosophies grow 
luminous beneath these teachings.

The Difference Detween Theosophy and the Sool Teaching-Psychopathy.

Heredity seems tooiexplain a great deal to some 
minds, but the effiicaVjide of the problems of life lias 
never been exploded,jfy heredity. Manifestly it is a 
great injustice, ijn a amoral sense, for a child to be 
'deformed and physically imperfect through the 
sins of • the -Mrenfg,' But as that particular 
individuality tlylt iftj there expressed representsture and he proceeds to erase it here and there and _

touch it up, still it is not satisfactory, so he rubs it out I a soul in .whoati linjti of experience deformity or 
in one place, touches it up in another, and alters it in disease-is the nMfii stetf- to be learned then is there an 
another place, and that is better, and so on until the- ethical reason. £$iil Teachings offer the solution 
picture is as complete as he can make it under the cir-1 as to why there.^re dgformed people, and why some 
cumstanees and conditions, taking the same impetus qf them represent more mental brightness, more spir- 
through the whole line of altering the picture. In jtual loveliness than 1tlie man with the perfect phys- 
other words, the spirit of man is taken through all I ical form. The reaction is from false heights: The 
these various reincarnations until the final victory, giant that imposes ¡upon others because of his physical 
The state of “Devaehan” (between the réincarna- strength may find in another expression his weakness 
tions) are states of rest, of non-action. There is much a8 a dwarf or-a lifinchback. The man very proud of 
more in Theosophy, but if we were teaching along I his intellectual atfaimnent and who uses it to oppress 
that particular line we would prefer to teach the Ve- his fellowman riiay ïiot only find his Waterloo here,, 
dantic philosophy or Buddhism, or Brahmiriism, or hut in the next step of expression which is one of ; 
Jainism, or all combined, since the great, all-inclusive weakness. Those who are proud of their righteous- 
Oriental philosophy gives a much more satisfactory ness, üiœ thé Scribes.and Pharisees whom Jesus re
solution than Theosophy has preserved for the west- buked, find the reaction from the false height to a 
ellLmi,ld’ , 1 state where they can sympathize with the éliminais

Madam Blavatsky was a Russian. Her interpréta-1 and the outcasts, where they can realize what Jesus 
tions of the system are not even English nor Ameri-1 meant when he said that “the publicans and Sinners 
can. there are few English, or Americans, or Rus- are nearer the kingdom of heaven than the scribes 
sians, or Europeans for that matter, who perceive the I and pharisees.” -
Oriental proposition. It is a different state of mind, Those that have à false pride of being good ; those 
a different class of thought, a different degree of I who say: “I ami hpliér than thou.” And the teach- 
growth. You will become Oriental as the nations be- ¡ng js that all possible states of human expression 
come older. But there is no perception of the ab- are experienced by eaclrsoul to the end of knowing, 
straet propositions of Oriental philosophy, of the f0 the end of conquering, and that the final victory, 
Vedic system or of Brahminical religion, which is the I when that soul becomes an angel of the earth, must 
most pure system of absolute metaphysics that the I be through,this attainment.
world has ever received. It is a wholfy ideal religion, I of. coursé the quality of the soul does not change 
and for that reason Buddha must come, and all the during these expressions any more than the quality 
Buddhas, to impersonate it, to set the example, to I of (he man changes when he eannot draw a dog per
make clear the pathway of life, because the different I fectly though he ip a good Greek scholar. The truth 
states of human existence were not prepared for so I jS) ¡t ¡s the experiments through substance or matter 
absolute an idealism. 1 lbat has made whatever seeming imperfections there

wstiWinir Rniritiinlism nnd Orientalism eontemnora- L ^°W Îhe ‘.Brahmius.,” °?’ priests, rule India, but are. The great coils of this serpent that represents 
neouslv Unon her return from India she and Colonel t!1IS U19d?rn interpretation is not the meaning of the I time and sense—worshiped by the Egyptians—must 
Steo1 formed ‘Hod^ M°St °f these are ^tions BynjboHze time and sense enfolding the powers of the
lodges ” contalnSeithSX pure primal Oriental from Buddhlsra> vhieh was a pure system uf democ-1 Boul for exjn.ession here. '
religion nor the doctrine of Buddha? That was the a P"re system oi etlucs> a Pure 8y8tcm <the In the light of the Soul-Teachings eternity consists 
hepinninrr nf TlmnROnhv. P<?i ÎJ1«;,. , .............................................. of «»s individual soul wi its states of expressions

) We think Professor Higginson has told the story ,In.the Soul I which preceded Theoso- througb mattcr, and the states of possession or non-
•hetter of Oriental religions We think Edwin Arn- |P ly ln,nn-ï Years lu f^118 country, your present- expression in the soul state. Between the times of©Ids “Lteht of Asia” a much better exponent of Bud- dÇeÎared:ifi1'8^ Infinite individuality of I expression in human life, the spirit land, or spirit
Shism We think Theosophy has fallen upon evil and ̂ -od’ t is, the Infinite Intelligence, of course Om- j j-eahn, as it is familiarly ealied, is not an eternal state,
^unfortunate Smes because LpTcial^ 7^’ 1 1)eclared1tllG but is that which corresponds to the state of “deva
inent of Religions’” the American! people have had an ?? : thaÎ aYery ?ou 18 an immortal, eternal in- I c]Wn” in the Buddhistic teaching, and which the The-
oppc {unitv of hearing the teachings of Oriental re- MlvifiuaBfy> and> therefore, uncreated and indestruct- osophists have endeavored to interpret. But we 
EnKoSS direXSia whethcHn lble ’ • hat a11 ?°4ula ^forever at all times, under all wJlld illterpret tlie spiritual state as a part of the 
thé person of Virchand Ghandi, a Jain ; Vivekananda, cond)tlon8>' r®lfded God 111 the same way, that the preceding earthly expression, the harvesting of the 
who was a Buddhistic monk and a reformer or Dhar- ^^t'oustup to God is never altered, whether the soul preceding earthly «tate. As, for instance, That

'' mXala a genuine .BuSistie monk o7 Vedic 18 “.a s,tata «xprmion or non-expression. The I Uich ye sow, tlmt shall ye reap. ” .
'(teacher’s two brothers named Ram who brought the 8O.U 18 absohite. he soul is an Ego, an immortal en- ^w this is the sowing time, this is the growth time
f' ’ nd s;mDie Each of ^c, s°ul seeks expression in matter as God bere, and the harvest is in the spirit realm, which is

. . P ’. . IsecliR pxnrORRinn in tlin nnivimsn Urn nnivnrao w I i---------j jL.zi. (ba(

Then Buddha saw the lines of life in all the 
IWorlds, and how up through the various stages they 
have passed until, at last, in the human state the 
Great Experience came; and then he saw the meaning 
of all sorrow and all pain; and in that hbur he 
reached the Divine Attainment.”

If Theosophy was pure Buddhism it would be ex
plainable. The word means the wisdom of God, or 
divine wisdom. The first theosophical society was 
founded, we think in 1876 in the house of Henry J, 
Newton, in New York City. Henry J, Newton was a 
pronounced Spiritualist, the head of the first Spirit
ualistic society there. There were ten or twelve per
sons who made up this theosophical society.. Three- 
fourths of them were Spiritualists. One of them was 

(Madam Blavatsky, who had some connection with the 
'¡newspapers, writing article's for them. This society 
Was formed for the purpose of listening to a course of 
lectures by a. Professor Felt upon Oriental philosophy. 
The Professor gave two or three lectures and then dis
appeared. After listening to various other speakers 
for a short time the society quietly dropped out of
active existence.

Afterward Madam Blavatsky became acquainted- 
some say, married—to one of the attaches of the In
dian Legation in Washington ; she was said to have 
gone to India and to have obtained some knowledge 
of the Buddhistic religion or Oriental philosophy. 
She had previously appeared with Colonel'Olcott at 
the home of the Eddy Brothers in New England, 
.where there were being presented the physical mani
festations of Spiritualism. She was studying, and in-

fineient Vedic teaching pure aim .^Pæ;. 1 seeks expression in the universe, the universe is re-1 b7wnd Timnath oi'the body'
these exp ained the differences in the: variou teacli- to the InfinitC) flS express^n iu buman life on Itbe btaJe ^aa\be '¿„J&2e. When au
tpon humanTife08 All these’teachings include' one wherev° d^h S°U1’ °^hexpression..ni other the harvests are gathered it does not mean that this 

great Oriental teaching of what the Theosophists call p 7* 7 t?1 whan.ov®r J'M expression may state represents what thte soul wishes to bear through-
Reincarnation ” but which neither Jainist Bud- h ?ut whether the soul is finding expression or is Ollt eternity. Thé experience, the possession, the con-

dhist Brahmin nor Vedic scholars name reincarna- !n a state ob uon-expression the relation to the Infinite qUest is what the.¿oui rakes, but the rest is simply the tion^ord^they^ame its^quivalen^^lncarnate/to i8 a0 a £ed> the ™latloa o£ 8™l8 £® Gach other ^thod of attaining, tfor instance if a man is a good 
become flesh,” “re-earnate : again to become flesh.” m, n , , , , , . mathematician and he has found a better way ot solv-
,The Orientals repudiate that name. Nevertheless, ^hen tlie great difference between what we denonu- ing bis probiejns He ddes not continue to employ the 
the word reincarnation was adopted by the Theoso- “atG successive embodiments and reincarnation is old methods; if hçjjs ^¡astronomer he does notneces- 
phists to express the many human forms which the 011 e ma< c°rresPond to the painting of a picture Lari]y take his earihly.picthods with linn. Any more
spirit in succession must adopt. Îbat \s Yery bad, very imperfect, by one who has not tban a Juan woulddakc winter clothes with him it he

Jis said before, the teachings of Buddha are much been before on this planet, therefore, it is not perfect. was going to the^copi^., because he would not need 
^Wft«Wrly expressed by Buddhistic scholars. But ,th^ plelu^ 18 ?,ot alt.e^ed> 11 18 u°t altered nor them, All the utflftjesTof human life, all the knowl- 
' rill Oriental religions convey the idea of what was for- P^b«1 up, but anotliei picture is pamfed (an ex- edge that serves merely the purpose of gaining an end 
merly called “Transmigration of Souls.” Which, in e.8810Pj that 18 betteri and “other and another un- mu,st©f necessity be left behind when the conditions 
other words is the evolution personally from the low- td tB® ldea, or theme of tlie original picture that was I tbat produce thmn have passed.; just as hunger, thirst 
»st form of animate expression up to human life, with 18 per£ected' caB the embodiment that and lieed ^shelter must leave with the body. Peo- 
retrogression for punishment or penalty for any com- 18 tbG pre8Gnt per8°?”7°f 7°U’i -imP y Plc who think tbey need babitatmns, food and drink 
mon excesses in any direction. In other words : The Itlie tlleme that.thG ’“Pulsion from your soul is now I |n spirit ¡¡fq only need them psychologically, because 
Oriental teachings include the expression of the hu-1 .express'nf whether the theme is of joy or . sorrow, tbey do^not bnow how to live without them, but the 
man spirit in the lives of animals. That is the essen- ]?vt or ;liatlGd P°wer or whatever. But these exprès- piiysiQal necessities are not there.
tial basis of their vegetable diet, because each of these I llke the B«ddl»8t>® or Oriental idea represent I of coursei tbe soui j^ws that everything here is 
¡forms of animate life may be or may have been a hu- state,s of conquest, or states of growth toward con- for use wbde tbe manifestation is here. Certainly 
man existence. The Theosophist is somewhat con- pUG8 ’ . . . . , , . ,. youknôwthatthéjourneythroughlifeisone ofa.t-

■ • - • ■ I Tbe. genius is simply the fulfillment of a certain line tainment: “The boy loves the things that pertain to
to of expressions. You may know how riiany exprès- I boyhood, the.man.puts away childish things” and ac- 

we 810118 if fpk®3 unde.r a certain line of impulsion when cepts tbe duties of manhood. This is because of the 
’ irrttl onncinntt + n a rt i+tahati nn liAfirrAAn 4-V»r» rm a -rwrVizx Ann 1 - . K, . , ■ n ' . ‘ whether the soul of man is a primal entity, । —----------; teach, or whether like the Brahmin’s teaching, the you consider the difference between the one who can- .dift’erent states of expression.

soul is simply a personated part of Deity, a difteren-

Jesus of Nazareth was bf love, for the solution of sor
row, pain and misery. ' -

We teach in successive embodiments that the soul 
loses nothing; that in the absolute sense the soul is al
ways the moving factor. “I am going,” says the boy 
to his mother, “out into the world to make iny way, 
fight my battle of life.” But the mother says, “I 
would rather you would stay at home; you have a 
good shelter here, and you will be more comfortable 
here,” and she says to herself, “he will be out of 
temptation here.” But the great lesson is not only to 
meet temptation, but to go where it is to overcome it. 
You must know human sorrows and be acquainted 
with grief. Jesus could not liave had this universal 
sympathy if he had not had sorrow. You mothers 
who have laid your darlings away know how that 
mother feels who has just laid hers away, but if you 
have never had that sorrow you do not know. As 
well you men who have never felt the deep fibers of 
your being stirred by a grief that seems utterly com
fortless cannot know how this man feels in his dark
ness. and misery.

It is. the universal law, this great leveling process 
that makes all things luminous with the Soul Teach
ings, that all souls are equally valuable in the sight of 
God. In the light of the Soul Teaching every human 
life expresses a condition that every soul must under
stand. You need not be proud of your beauty, your 
attainment, your achievement, you can have it, but it 
is no inore than every soul can have. If it were not 
so, you could not have it; you are not any better in 
the eternal point of view; you have no favored posi
tion with the Infinite, there are no especial lines of 
life, or angel life, that are favored of God. Some
where and sometime the great equality is manifest, 
the equalization comes, and you are no better nor any 
worse than every other soul. Every soul has the ele
ments of all goodness and every life expresses the 
struggle to the attainment of it here. And the man 
wh.0 sins knows what was meant when Jesus said: He 
is a good deal nearer the kingdom of heaven than this 
man who keeps the letter of the law and is proud 
of it.

The great light from eternity intended to illumi- 
natqhuman pathways is not to take any of these expe
riences from you; you cannot offer any bribes to ex-' 
empt you from any sorrow, you cannot omit any 
rounds of the ladder, you cannot do anything that 
will change the forward course, only to know that all 
will ultimately be victorious, and that is the greatest 
and most perfect truth that human life can under
stand:

That that murderer over there in his cell in the jail 
is not quite as large a murderer as the Czar of Russia, 
who perhaps is the only man for whom so many lives 
over there have been sacrificed, but that that mur
derer and that Czar of Russia in the ultimate will be 
where you think you are to-day: That you would not 
kill anybody. (Yes you would.) There are about a 
dozen people on the earth that would not; perhaps 
there are more, there may be 144, the kabalistic num
ber, possibly 144,000. But when “thou shalt not 
kill” and “thou shalt return good for evil,” or “over
come evil with good” are the achievement of all souls 
that find expression on this planet, then we shall have 
the millennium and the earth will have yielded its 
fruitage, and all the harvests will have bee” gathered, 
and each soul will have won the victory. Then you 
will know what Jesus meant when he said; “1 have 
overcome the world.”

not play a chord and the genius in music. So if you ‘ Many peOple object to these successive embodi- 
tiation”—to use a modern scientific expression-man-1 bear y°ur. neighbor’s child or the young lady next I mcnts 00 the ground of losing their identity. The 
ifested in the human form and again re-absorbed into doo.r or 8in"lnS and tB® sounds are horrible, identity is the soiil, Tvhich is the entity. The person
ale Deity, was made by Mr. Ghandi; he said.the Jain- you may take comfort, for perhaps in a thousand lives I alfty is flie. body, the coat you wear, for humanuses. 
ists accept the idea of the soul as an immortal entity. fbat sord ^V1B express, a musical genius. There are I you«put aside your eoats with the changes of Aha-sea- 
The Buddhists are somewhat in doubt; the modern I plen.ty and] plenty of opportunities,because in this sons. for spiritual uses you put aside your bodies with 
Buddhists, the “Brahmo Somaj” of India, the resur-1 teaching all sou Is aie equa 1 in the sight oft he Infinite, I tbe c]iange of conditions; for eternal uses you put 
rected or “reformed” Indian philosophy does not and all souls have equal opportunity for expression. aside your personalities for the individualities of 
teach concerning that idea of the soul’s existence. I,, The only explanation, or the real explanation of s01ds Now it will-noi make any difference to you a 
However, many Theosophists think that the source differences to be found m human lives, must be I million years from now whether your name is Smith, 
of the expression is in the Infinite and that each hu- fo™d thagact s®“!s are expressing different Brown or jones to-day. Smith, Brown and Jones will 
man life is a manifestation of the spirit in such degree states,of unfoldment on this planet. In other words, not oar8) because that particular expression has. 
as has been attained; that the expression of the hu- s0J1?,e ^aye arrived first, and some are going up hill, seryed its use, but-the great factor, the I, the Ego, the; 
man spirit in the life of animals is also possible. The- „ ? are g01,ng J°wn in their expressions. xjnit, if then asked if it was ever known by the name
osophy does not predicate the primal and eternal in-1 difference does not affect the status of the I of ymith, Brown or Jones, will say : “Yes, there, back,
'dividuality of the soul. For any states of expression, S0U - jy?u al'e a good $reea- scholar, and have tbere on the earth that’might have been my eogno-
or “reincarnation” to be valuable, this predicate !TieYer studied drawing, you would not be likely to 1 men a -million years ago, but that was not myself, you 
must exist, especially if there is to be an eternity. lma^eanir better'picture of a^dog because you are a htnow.” , .
The state that the Buddhists attain, the state of Nir- good Greek scholar. So people must not judge a per-1 thjngg ar(. arbitrary that relate only to out- 
ivana, .is variously interpreted by Theosophists and I ®?n, Y what he is doing, it is simply that m that par- ward things, they are really no part of you. When 
modern scholars to either signify a state of “non-ex- ] tlcular direction he has not graduated. May be there I Juliet, in that wonderful love poem, asked Romeo to 
istence” therefore, non-consciousness, or a state of re- Ras never been a line of expression m that direction, put »side the namjj that was no part of him, because 
absorption -into the Infinite. 80 he 18 doi?g very P°.orly> but„lie 18 0D the waY to do it was a barrier to.-loge, a barrier to them, it was an il-

The states of human reincarnation are, according I better- “ is some evidence of progress to be a great lustration of what .the soul does when it meets the ab-. 
to Theosophy, predicated upon the Buddhistic teach-J su™®r’because you are on the way to being a saint. soiute propositions of the soul state. Names are 
ing, states of conquest, states of growth, states of vic-. course the contact with human life, with matter, I nothing, extemal things.are nothing. When there is 
tory, and when all desire is overcome there are de-1 ^ae shadows, it was that explanation that anything to overcome, love is the great victor. Why !;
erees, the seven great degrees of Oriental teaching, i Buddha saw. It is the contact with the -dust, the or- _men change their «ñames for money, for titles. We- 
and the ten great degrees which are found reiterated I game existence, and the awakening of human condì- bave known one mhfi, for love, to put aside his name 
in Theosophy. In other words, Theosophy is a west- ftio™ that must bring about the desires and all those j and ^ke the nam§. of his beloved, because she had a 
ernized or Occidental version of Orientalism, includ-1 states that are states of imperfection as eompared to 1 name in'the world and he did not. That was a great 
ing some points of modern philosophy that have been the soul. The reason that matter cannot be made to I v¡etory. that was a" sóftì victory. At times through. 
introduced because of the nature of the western inind, I express the soul is because there.is no resemblance I outward barriers fhesd glimpses reach you ahd reveal ; 
and because of modern cults. ; . between matter and soul. Therefore, the soul must you all unto eadlvpth^ry There comes a time,in hu-

And we think we state this fairly. It would take a I utilize substance, must avail itself of the conditions I ¡¡fe -when youi do n¿t look at the feathers on your
longer time than that allotted to one _ discourse to °f materiality and organic lite and adapt itself to। the I neighbor’s bonnet,--WhfeA you do not see the eoat your 
■state Theosophy in its entirety. But we think wè degrees of expression that are possible here. This I neighbor wears, ivneniynu do not notice the color of 
state this fairly, when we say there is no especial evi-ipluuet is-nnly one, of course, one of the least of the walls of his tqpise^or the ornaments or pictures; 
deuce of the imm ortality or individuality of the soul I planets, of the solar system, in all ot which souls find I when yotn meet soul to soul.1 .Sometimes it
in Theosophv, and we state that many Oriental teach-1 successive expression. I comes in! revolutions, ^ften you are driven together i
ings convey no especial evidence of immortality, and I Bi the Soul Teachings, when once a group of souls | by m-eat stress ad&^trgin of oppression; then mep do ' 
this is particularly the case with the primal Brah- bave entered into contact with the.earth all possible hot judge each other’s,religious; views, blit they clasp , 
minical teaching which became so subtle and meta-11®°^edge that can be gained ot the earth’ mùst be handstand work togetìibr. Sometimes it comes in a. 
physical that of course the modern western mind]gamed before those.-souls, nave achieved a release great calamity, vHfthitHe waters sweep down and in-1 
cannot follow it. For the state that follows the good from earthly conditions and can pass on. It is pre- undate the country,' oEan earthquake engulfs -ai 

- Bfahmin into the kingdom of Brahma is not the final cisely like the graded schools, it would be utterly im-1 t0WI1) or the stream? Wava from a volcano destroy ! 
state. Many of the interpreters of the former Brah- possible to pass to the next degree until that which ^ties, then peopludknoiwhow transient is physical life ! 

• minical teaching agree that there is nó especial basis precedes it has been learned. But this lesson of hu- and physical basitatiWè, arid sòul to soul they see ; 
for thinking that the individual soul is immortal. irian life is by experience. I his is why- no.amount of ¿ach other. ' ■ ■ !

Then again, “reincarnation,” as said before, is an teaching, no amount of precepts, no amount of history yes, it is throughiéxperience that the abiding con-' 
Occidental term. But whatever it means, it does not will ever teach the lesson Joí nne nation s experiences dition's of poverty and want are known, “I, never 
mean that this reincarnated'Spirit is an entity; (this to their followers. .Egypt,-Rome, all the empires of Baw a criminal,” Maid Wilberforce, “but what I
is not postulated), in these various forms,- but it-Jthe. world have ha<j the lesson, and have given it to j¡]10Ught it might Irnve been myself.” Or John Bun
means that whatever this is that is expressed ex- their successors, but there .is not a nation today that yan,.who said: “I nover see a chain-gang fiut i think, 
presses itself pai’tially and imperfectly, grows to some is learning .the lesson ot history.. Russia is learning fov the grace • -of-'God there goes John : Bun-, 
degree of perfection or some degree of Sinfulness, and it by e^pi^ierice. . Japan is learning it by experience, I yan.’ ” Those were illunjined fives and understood, 
thep experiences a relapse or reaction; and passes to You are learning it by experience. ; The great lesson-of Buddha and'of Christ was the les-
Nirvana—or possibly annihilation,! But we have il-1. The grojip of sopls 'that need similar experiences gon of sorrow,-the lesson of sympathy, the lesson of ; 
lustrated our understanding of reincarnation thus : as gtavitiiteto a certain nation-, a nation of war or a na- knowing all these statepahd (ywlitions through love, 
ff a man should paint a picture, it is a very poor pic-ltion bf'philanthropy, and the small group of these' for Buddha’s was thb way of-Vvisdom, and that of

VOICES OF WIND AND SEA.

RESTORES EYESIGHT.

Spectacles a Tfiino of the Past.
“Acttaa." a Marvelous Discovery That Cures AU • 

Afflictions of tho Eye and Ear Without

. Cutting or Drugging.

. ------- --«wt
There Is no nood tor cutting, drugging of 

problug the eye for any toriu of disease, for a 
new system of treating aflllctlous ot the eye has 

been discovered whereby 
all torturous aud barbar
ous methods aro eliminat
ed. There Is no risk or ex
perimenting, as thousand« 
of people have been cured! 
of blindness, falling eye
sight, cataracts, granulat
od lids and other afflictions

of the eye through this grand discovery, when 
eminent oculists termed the cases incurable. 
Below we print extracts from testimonials 
such as are received by us dally.

Mi-. A. O. T. Pennington, special Agent Mutual 
Benefit Life Insurance Co., Kansas City, Mo., 

' writes: "Having used Actina for several vears, 
I cheerfully recommend It for the cure of eye, 
ear aud throat affections. It cured my mother 
of cataracts."

Susan Cardwell, Lincoln, Kan., writes: “I am 
78 years old. I was so blind I could only know 
persons by their voices. After using Actinal 
cau now thread a needle without glasses."

Hev. W. C. Goodwin, Moline, Kan., writes: 
"My honest opinion ot Actina Is that it is one 
of the most marvelous discoveries of tbe age. 
It cured my eyes, and cured my wife of asth
ma.”

Hundreds of other testimonials can be sent | 
on application. "Actina" is purely a home - 
treatment and self-administered by the patient, 
and is sent on trial postpaid- If you- will send 
your name and address to the New York and 
Loudon Electric Association, Dept 312,1)29 Wal- i 
nut St., Kansas City. Mo., you will receive ab
solutely tree a valuable book. Professor Wil
son's Treatise on the Eye and on Disease In 
General.

Ganger Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Piles, Fistula, Ulcers, 
Eczema and all Skin and Female Diseases. Write 
lor Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address O 

DR. BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

TLe above la the number ot the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top ot the first pogo, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor baa 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner ot tbe first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
ot Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number OB 
Ute tag ot your wrapper.

The Poetical and Prose Works

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

The sea is a jovial comrade;
Ue laughs wherever he goes;

His merriment shines in the dimpling lines
That wrinkle his hale repose;

He lays himself down at the feet of the sun,
And shakes all over with glee,

And the broad-backed billows fall faint on the shore
In the mirth of the mighty sea! '

But the wind is sad and restless
And cursed with inward pain;

You may hark at will, by valley or hill, •
But you hear him still complain. ■

He wails on the barren mountains
And shrieks on the wintry sea;

He sobs in the cedar and moans in the pine
And shudders all over the aspen tree. .

Welcome are both their voices,
And I know not which is best—

The laughter that slips from ocean’s lips
Or the'comfortless wind’s unrest.

There’s a pang in all rejoicing,
A joy in the heart of pain, .

And the wind that saddens, the sea that gladdens, 
Are singing the self-same strain.

“ —Bayard Taylor.

Mrs. Wilcox's writings have been the 
inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort. 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader's memory aud cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work In the world, in whatever line it 
lies—flow from this talented woman’s 
pen. ■

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showin,; the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis
playing the author's fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. • With portrait. 
Price $1.

POEMS OF PLEASURE. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait. 
Presentation edition. Price $1.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An ideal poem about as true and lov-
able a woman as ever 
With portrait of author.

AROUND THE YEAR

poet created. 
Price $1.

WITH ELLA

EASTER.

The beauty of the summer lay sleeping ’neath the 
sod,. ■ . ■■ .... .. . ■ ■

And the soul of all the flowers was at home with Na
. ture's God. .

They had slept in cold and darkness in the bosom of 
.the earth, .

But the Angel of the Springtime will, quickly call 
' them forth.

The Angel of the Springtime will loose the little rills 
That have waited for her coming, in the bosom of the 

hills;
We have listened for the music, we can hear the 

merry chime,
We are coming ; we are coming to make glad the sum- 
• mer time. .

She will wander through the woodland, though the 
- days are damp and cold,

Whisper secrets to the leaflets all asleep beneath the 
mould;

They will ope their drowsy eyelids to the murmur of 
the trees,

For the Angel of the Springtime comes to set the cap- 
fives free.

The Angel of the Springtime will go swiftly o’er the 
plain,

Spread abroad her hand^at seed time, scatter gentle 
dews and rain, .

She will touch the vales with beauty; paint the hills, 
all sere and brown, ' ■

With the colors of the'rainbow till they wear a starry 
crown.

The Angel of the Springtime will roil the stone away, 
Unwind the icy cerements that bound them to decay, 
And the liliek and the roses that laid them down to 

■ • rest,- ' . •
Touched by her wondrous presence will arise in 

beauty dressed.
Ware, Mass. MRS. A. F. RICHARDSON.

It is well to consider a little whether in our zeal to 
suppress One form of immorality vwe may not be 
forging chains which may in time.be fastened upon 
the neck of some .great but unpopular truth.—Loriifg 
Moody.' . ■ ; : . ■ -

As long as mankind shall continue to bestow more 
liberal applause on their destroyers than on their ben
efactors, the thirst for military glory will ever be the 
vice of the most exalted characters.—Gibbon.

WHEELER WILCOX.
A birthday book compiled by Ella 

Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistie 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the y ear. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone Illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, $1.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, $1.

NEW BOOK.
Psychic Light 

BY MRSJNIAKE.
Important Addition to Our Literature.

Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 
reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations :gtven through her mediumship 
Lave been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: “PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE." It Is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will hold your 
attention from the beginning to tho 
end. It is chockful ot stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only 
|L50 postpaid.

TUC CAI II . -ITS NATURE. "RE* Irir Al II 11 * LATONS AND EX. IIIL VvUL * PRESSIONS INHUMAN EMBODIMENTS. Thira Millon now oa 
sftle. Price 81.00. This Is one of the bttst books 
given by the guides onUrsCora L. V. Richmond.! 
They tire really lessons, published primarily, us a book of reference for those who have neon, 
members of the classes receiving them. This 
volume 1s a careful cmnptladou from r.«ports of 
lessons.•ennntinhtc Uh* hnses of thn

TliiWorld’s^SlxtcBn saviors, 
Or Christianity before Christ. By Korney 
Graves. New and startling revelations In re
ligious history which disclose the Oriental 
origin ot all the doctrines, principles, precepts 
anasnlrnolos ot the Christum New Testament, 

■and turnlshlng n key for unlocking many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising tno -nio- 
Xory ot Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. Thia 
Wonllcrlul and exhaustive volume will, wo nro 
«attain, tako high rank ns a book ot retorouoo In thafleld which tho author has Chosen for it.
Printed on white paper, 860 pages. New edition, 
revlned and cnrrcctod, with portrait OX author. 
Price 81.50. Postage. 10 oonls. f
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Sunday, April 23, 1905, S. E., 58: “Our 
Own Loved Ones Guide Ue."

The PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.me a pen or-typewrlter,- ■.

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work, 
and "General Progress, the World Over.

CONTRIBUTORS.—¿.ach contributor Take due notice that Items for this
Is alone responsible for any assertions
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lleving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish It distinctly 
understood that our space is Inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
tp do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—-We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The ProgresslveThinker 
1b set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, ta In
sure Insertion in the paper, all other re
quirements being favorable, should be 
Written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
one side of the paper. '

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that Items for 
the General Survey will in all cases be 

' adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and In order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged ®or® °r 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Hem is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
Jines to two lines, as occasion may re- 
QUlre. ■ „

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that a««,®“® 
tor this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and so, with
out giving the iftll name ¿nd address of 
thq writer.1 The items of those who do 
hot comply with (his request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to 
this office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

page in order to Insure insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME

, DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
. CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 

ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS
STATE 
TION, 
NOT.

SPIRITUALIST AS8OCIÁ- 
WHETHER ORDAINED OR 
AS THERE ARE NUMEROUS

FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE (TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, IF THE^ DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER
FUL AIDS .IN SPREADING THE 
TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. IT 
MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
THEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 
TIME FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
THEY COME TO THE RALLYING 
CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF PEO-
RLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE 
GERING FOR PHENOMENA

HUN-
ALL

THE REST OF THE YEAR AND 
READY THERE TO PART WITH 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU
DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY 
ONE OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 

■ ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

Some one sends a notice of the meet
ing of the Students of Nature, in cele
bration of the 57th anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism, but omits his name 
and address, which is very essential 
when items are sent to this office. Oth- 
wlse they may not appear.

Mrs. Catharine McFarlin is filling an 
engagement with the First Spiritualist 
Church of LaCrosse. Wis., until the 
close of the season, and would like to 
make engagements for camp-meeting 
work, either to lecture or give enter
tainments. Her address is 329 South 
Fifth street, LaCrosse, Wis.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley lectured 
and gave spirit messages in St. Louis, 
Mo., on anniversary day.' As speaker 
and medium she is in gréât demand.

The Tacoma (Wash.) News speaks as 
. follows of Moses Hull: “Mr. Hull is 

president of the Pratt College of Spirit
ualism, founded by the late Morris 
Prhtt of Whitewater, Wis., and who do
nated land and buildings worth $40,000 
for the permanent establishment of tne
school.- Mrs. Hull is the 
the psychic class in that 
Particularly noticeable to 
are numbered among the

director of 
institution, 
those who 
people not

identified with Spiritualism, and prob
ably to those who are, was the fact that 
in Mr. Hull’s presentation of the sub
ject there was lacking the features 
known as ‘tests.’ The uninitiated who 
expected to see spirits materialized in 
earthly forms were not afforded this 
sort of entertainment. His lectures 
deal rather more with the thought on 
the subject of Spiritualism and that 
means of interpreting the scriptures,
than in proving the principles by dem

. onstrations and experiments.” . .
J. C. Curts, M. D., writes from Hutch

I«

L-
inson, Kansas: ‘The First Spiritual 
Church held two meetings, April 9, 
which were a credit to the cause, to the 
society, to the city and to the mediums 
who made it a success. Mrs. Virginia 
Bryan gave two excellent lectures 
which were highly appreciated by the 
Intelligent audiences. Besides being a 
good medium, a good lecturer, and a 
good message bearer, she is a lady of 
the highest type, and has made many 
loyal friends among our best people 
here. Mrs. Bryan and Mr. and Mrs. 19. 
W.-Sprague who were here some time 
ago are the best workers, we have had 
In our city; so we say to them come 
again as our latch string is out. Mr. 
Hugh Burrows gave us messages and 
Mr. O. P. Dunakin gave partial materi-

The Secretary, Mrs. Selbrede, writes: 
"I wish to announce through the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker that 
the Montana Statfe Spiritualist Asso
ciation will meet in Billings, Mont., 
June 1st, 2nd and 3rd, and we would 
be pleased to hear'from good reliable 
mediums who might be enroute to the 
Pacific Coast at that time, and we also 
extend cordial invitations to all Spirit
ualists of Montana to be present at our 
convention if possible.”

Footsteps in the corridor, vibration of 
beds and the upsetting of kitchen 
chairs are a few of the signs which 
convince the inhabitants of Bank House 
In Cardiff, that the place is haunted. 
Jacky, the house boy, relates that one 
night a woman in black entered his 
bed room and silently left it, shutting 
the door behind her. ,On another occa
sion he says he saw his mother, who 
actually was miles away, enter the 
room, sit by his bedside and then van
ish into thin air. Humming sounds and 
weird voices also disturb the nocturnal 
calm, and the residents, Mr. Registrar 
Howell and his family, are becoming 
quite weary of these attentions from ap
parently supernatural agencies.

A. 8. Hudson of Mt Vernon, Ohio, 
wants to know who is the author of the 
following: “The matrix of matter hr the 
nativity of spirit.”

“I’m not going to die—not to-day; I'm 
going to die to-morrow," whispered 
John Sexton at Emergencyjiospital, De
troit, Mich., to his cousin. When she 
left the room, the young woman said to 
one of the nurses: "My cousin will be 
dead by to-morrow night; I know he 
will. My father, Jeremiah Sullivan, 
had a similar premonition and ex
pressed the identical prediction. He 
died as he said he would; so will John
nie." And at dusk Thursday evening, 
John Sexton closed his eyes in death.

Mrs. Susan N. Otis graphically de
scribes the death of her husband and 
the loneliness she feels in consequence 
of his departure to the realm of souls. 
He was an old soldier, a Spiritualist, 
and greatly respected by all. After 
Mrs. Otis had decided to stay alone, on 
the second night, just at midnight, she 
heard her spirit husband call her, “Su
san, O Susan!” She could not be mis
taken. He is now enjoying the beauty 
and grandeur of the Summerland, while 
the wife will remain on earth for a few 
years longer.

Dr. Alexander Caird and wife, now of 
Lynn, Mass., are aggressive, progress
ive, Impressive and efficient agents in 
the cause of Spiritualism, ever on the 
alert to do good. In a circular, A. A. 
Averill says: “Through the suggestions 
of their spirit guides, and in gratitude 
for the inestimable benefit these re
sourceful workers have been to the L. 
S. A. and a desire that others may be 
brought under the same helpful influ
ences, a Psychic Circle has been 
formed. Realizing the potency of 
thought we hope and trust that many 
thousands may avail themselves ,Qf this 
opportunity^ The objects of circle are 
soul study and the development of your 
psychic sense and of your highest and 
best natures. Please sit in silence as 
far as it is possible for at least twenty 
minutes within the specified hour. If 
unable to sit alone concentrate your 
mind and thoughts on the objects and 
work of the circle. Rules for Circle: 1, 
Send a loving and heartfelt greeting to 
all members of the circle; 2, Search 
your souls to learn if you have lived 
your very highest since the last circle. 
Have I been kind, patient and helpful to 
all with whom I have come In contact? 
3, Ask your spirit friends arid the circle 
guides to draw near and assist you in 
the development of your highest soul 
powers and your medlumjstlc gifts; 4, 
Send out a helpful thought to all speak
ers, mediums and workers; and to the 
press, that the divine plan may be more 
generally applied. You are cordially in
vited to join this circle. Send your 
name and address and be enrolled on 
the*circle book free of cost. The cost 
of a postal card will make you a life 
member. Please pass this card to some 
friend. Make it an endless chain. 
Send name to me at 42 Smith street, 
Lynn, Mas?.” .

Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “A very in
teresting meeting was held on Sunday 
afternoon, April 9, at the Rising Sun 
Mission. Through the absence of our 
president, vice-president. Sister Trafton 
occupied the chair. A feature of the 
meeting was the well-merited words ut
tered by Dr. J. H. Randall, and Sister 
Preston of London. Spirit’ messages’ 
were given by Brother Thompson, a 
new worker in- the field, all of which 
were well received!’ At the evening 
meeting, Mrs.' Nora L. Petrie, president 
c-f the Ladies’- Douglas Park Club, de
livered one of her brilliant lectures, for 
which she is noted. She was listened 
to by an appreciative audience. Dr. C. 
A. Burgess followed-with a short ad
dress, which appealed to his hearers. 
Messages followed by Brother Thomp
son and Sister Weaver. -A - noticeable 
feature of all our meetings is the excel
lent singing by our choir. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all to attend our 
meetings which are held every Sunday 
afternoon and evening, at Mission Hall, 
People’s Institute, corner Van Buren 
and Leavitt streets. At our Hard 
Times party on Wednesday evening, 
April 19, three valuable prizes will be 
drawn for. Don’t fail to come.”

D. G. Hill writes: "On Sunday, April 
9, a large and - appreciative audience 
gathered at the hall-.of the Golden-Rule
Spiritualist Society, both afternoon and 
evening. The afternoon service con
sisted of short talks, and: messages by 
Mrs. Schumacher, pastor of the Society 
Students of. Nature, and Mrs. Nora E. 
Hill. A pleasing feature of this service 
was an attendance of a; goodly number 
of children ( ooys and girls) who were 
strangers to this kind of meetings; 
prompted probably by curiosity they 
came, and a royal welcome was extend
ed to them, and such pice talks as they 
received. from . Mrs. Schumacher and 
Mrs. Hill, with the messages, so de
lighted them that they said they would 
come themBxt Sunday qhd -bririg others 
with them. -For this we are thankful, 
as we look ahead to the time when they- 
will have to-take our place- in the activ
ities of life, and may continue the pro
mulgation of the grand truth that we 
are trying to teach; At the evening 
service, the-very, capable -speaker, Mrs. 
J. L. Fravel, used for her discourse the 
subject, ‘The Squl Within,’ chosen from 
the audience. She handled It in a way 
that held the closest attention. After

nlication which proved spirit, .-return luu lecture ,me lonowing-mesaage pear- 
nnd proved the statements mndo by our ers, Mrs.- Ruth McMenamin and Mrs. 
le'ctvrer and our.message bearer.” - ’-Nora E. Hili' gave, very convindrig

the lecture (the followlngrmessage hpnr-

proofs of the return of spirits. The 
general expression of the audience at 
the close was thatthey bad had a splen
did meeting. April 23, our speaker will 
be Mrs. Marlon Davenport. Services 
regularly each Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m. 
at our hall, O’Donnell College Building, 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton boulevard and Park avenue. All 
street car lines make close connection 
with this hall. All cordially invited.”

Ella J. Bloom secretary, writes: "The 
first social entertainment of thé Illinois 
Sunflower Club, auxiliary to the Ill. S. 
S. A., will be held on Thursday even
ing, April 20, at the hall of the Hyde 
Park Occult Society, at 319 E. 55th 
street. Take Jackson Park car on Cot
tage Grove Avenue line. A fine musical 
and literary program has been arranged 
and refreshments will be served. . We 
commence promptly at 8 o’clock. This 
is one of the occasions when the gentle
men can assist us toward increasing 
our funds. Admission 25 cents.”

E. A. Schram writes : “The Indiana 
State ~Association of Spiritualists, in 
conjunction with the Peru Society, is 
going to hold a three days’ mass-meet
ing at Peru, Ind., April 21, 22 and 23. 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow and Mr. W. J. 
Erwood will be the speakers. Good 
message mediums will be In attendance. 
This is one of the sériés of meetings the 
State Board intends to hold in different 
parts of the state. Any society wishing 
a meeting in its locality,- in connection 
with the State Board, will please write 
the secretary, Mrs. Carrie H. Mong, 415 
S. Franklin street, Muncie Ind. A cor
dial invitation we extend to all, and 
earnestly request your presence. Good 
hotel, rates, $1 per day.”

A very intelligent woman, who Is a 
deep student of occult science, writes of 
J. C. F. Grumblne's book on Clairvoy
ance: “I find it the very best I ever was 
fortunate to get and study.’’ -

G. H. Brooks writes froin Philadel
phia, Pa.: "I serve the,Rockford (111.) 
society for the Sundays of May, I go 
there Sundays and return to my_home 
in Wheaton, III., on Mondays. The 
work is going on nicely here in Phila
delphia. I am attending some of the 
different meetings in the city. We are 
to hold at a later date, a inass-meet
ing."

I. O. Nallen savs: "Thère is no belief 
so distorted and ridiculed and whose 
adherents are so misrepresented as 
modern Spiritualism. No religious be
lief today presents a greater number 
of demonstrable facts as a reason for 
its existence than Spiritualism, and 
criticism op the part of the orthodox 
clergy, whose creeds are notably defi
cient in this respect, is entirely out of 
place. Most of these opponents of Spir
itualism have never come in contact 
with real Spiritualists who, as a class, 
are intelligent and liberal-minded, and 
count among their number some of the 
world’s advanced thinkers, but on the 
other hand, base their opinion on the 
ravings of a host of fanatical parasites 
whose sole desire is to see "signs and 
wonders” instead of trying to express 
in their lives the lofty ideal of the phi
losophy of true Spiritualism. After 
careful and patient investigation, what
ever conclusion he may reach as to the 
source of genuine psychic phenomena’, 
he will at least learn that he is not all 
mind and body, but that there is an es
sence in his make-up which is independ
ent of material environment and the 
physical body for its existence and pos
sessed of powers far transcending his 
so-called natural faculties. He will 
have discovered himself.”

Oscar F. Evcrtz, press agent, writes: 
"The First German Spiritualists’ So
ciety of St. Louis, Mo., recently elected 
the following officers: Mrs..K. T. Hary, 
Pastor; Wm. Goethe, President; Wm. 
Exner Jr., Secretary; Mrs. A. Schoenig, 
Treasurer. Regular Sunday meetings 
are held in Débrecht’s Hall, corner Mc
Nair Avenue and Lynch Street, at 7:30 
p. m. The Society is well organized 
and in thriving condition, the meetings 
being usually well attended and a cor
responding increase in membership re
flected from the interest created by the 
phenpmena presented. Mrs. Hary is an 
inspirational speaker of great ability, 
and possesses a most wonderful clair
voyant and clalraudient power, which 
has won for her and the society she so 
ably labors for. many staunch friends 
and supparters among the liberal Ger
man element of South St Louis. The 
most remarkable phase of Mrs. Hary’s 
mediumship is her ability to call the 
names (both baptismal and surname) 
while giving tests. Her invocations 
are beautiful and imposing, and her lec
tures the subjects for which are taken 
from suggestions by the audience, are 
very convincing and instructive. This 
conscientious woman gives her entire 
time to the great cause of Spiritualism, 
even donating her parlors on Sunday 
morning to the Lyceum, which has been 
recently organized. The name of the 
Lyceum is the Crystal Truthseeker’s 
Band, and is reported to be growing 
bo.th in numbers and influence. Mate- 
riallzing conditions seem also to pre
vail among the children as they have- 
had several physical manifestations re
cently. Miss Mary Duffer is the leader 
of the Lyceum, and Miss Mary. Schrei
ber the guardian, both being very wor
thy arid conscientious young women. 
One of the most beautiful and impress
ive features of the sérvicés of this so
ciety at its Sunday evening meetings, 
I? thè concentration of thought for the 
benefit of the sick and unfortunate of 
all humanity. The society is affiliated 
with the Missouri Stale Progressive 
Spiritualist Association and National 
Spiritualists Association, Mrs. Hary be
ing vice-president of the former organ
ization and an active and conscientious 
member.” 1 -, •

Under peculiar circumstances an ad
vertisement in newspapers throughout 
the country by Phillip Miller, aged 24, 
an electrician ar No. 3007 Olive street, 
St. Louis, Mo., asking for the present 
address of his parents, J. J. and Matil
da Miller, whom he has not seen since' 
they placed him in the New York House 
of Reception when a baby. Miller says 
that some weeks ago he. dreamed that 
his mother was in distress and wanted 
to see him. Every night since then the 
dream has recurred and he has become 
bo impressed that he is endeavoring to 
find his parents, although having failed 
many times previously.” ‘ -•••

G. 8. Klock writes: "I see that The 
Progressive Thinker contains .a., pro
gressive thought from L. W. Maxwell, 
that I have, entertained for several 
years, and have testfed ’it through' the 
mediumship of Mrs. Jennie Darrlll of 
Minneapolis, Minn. She hasjhe “mall 
line between the earth and spirit world 
established now.”" Through her medi
umship I received a letter from a spirit 
guide of. mine, under: strict test condi
tions, regarding plans that I-was en
deavoring to carry.-out. I replied to 
the letter, directing to the spirit writer 
In a sealed envelope. I ’ received an 
answer and a picture of . the Spirit on a 
slate. The medium did not touch eith
er communication. She ' merely fur
nished the. power. I would.like.to say 
to tho public that the Jine is established 
and mediumship is the,.-way. Those 
who have confidence: and.-faith in the 
’way’ can have the service.- It-is for 
the public, but the public must come io 
the terms, the same as they do to the 
U.. S. mail service. -The terms are har
mony and faith with the medium and 
spirit world.” ' \

wrJ ?! «fÿltsæ Mobile, Ala.: The good work ft going on. 
I have been holding meetings twice a 
week and qujte,g, jiumber are very 
ifliivli.. igtçreR^.,. gome have com-- 
înèüced to holfj private circles with 
good results. < foam Jqo busy to give the 
necessary time that ought to be de
voted to the gqqd wqgk. . Through being 
so busy I neglftctedvrenewing my sub
scription to The Progressive Thinker, 
so that I was j,ivo wegks without it, and 
it seemed as if I. had lost a friend or 
one of the family. > j pmst say that 1 
cannot do without;',The Progressive 
Thinker." u9 ■ 9!. . .

S. S. HamniUt write's: "I feel It my 
duty to relate; ■¿hroj^gh the columns of 
your estimable paper)what occurred at 
a sitting held[)ln LqsiAngeles, in pres
ence of Mrs. Gpbb, tji£ medium. I was 
a stranger to-¡her an* she told me a 
number of truths, '.and among them 
were things knpwnionly to me and 
which happened over forty years ago. 
She also told me that before the year 
was out my wife would be taken from 
me. From all appearance and ¡knowl
edge I had of my. wife's health at that 
time I had no reason to expect or even 
consider anything of a serious nature 
was pending. I made a memorandum 
of the date and in just six months and 
fifteen days she passed out. The raps 
came at times on the head board of my 
bed just before and after she passed 
out, and for some weeks they continued 
to come.” ' , '

We are glad to be able to announce 
that the people of Lynn and vicinity 
will have an opportunity to meet the 
noted psychic, Mrs. Pepper at Unity 
camp. Mrs. Pepper has become settled 
pastor of the most flourishing spiritual 
church in the . country, situated In 
Brooklyn, N. Y. Although meetings are 
held in one of thé' largest church build
ings in the city, hundreds are turned 
away at each service, unable to obtain 
admission? Her • wonderful message 
work has attracted favorable notice 
from some of the 'most critical and in
tellectual minds in New York, while the 
notices in the dally press have been al
most Invariably just and fair. We be
lieve no one thing, since the first incep
tion of Modern Spiritualism at Roches
ter, has so attracted the attention of the 
people and tlie press as has the work 
of this wonderful medium In Brooklyn. 
We are sure that her many friends in 
this vicinity will be glad to welcome 
her. It will be the only opportunity to 
hear her this summer as she résumes 
her work at her own church after a 
short vacation. She will be present at 
the camp on Sundays July 9 and 16, and 
she will also hold, a test seance every 
day during the bazaar.—Cadet Hall 
Messenger.

Mr. Hassman, president, writes “The 
Sunday meeting of üie North Star .Spir
itual Union, 1546 . Milwaukee avenue, 
was crowded to overflowing, and all 
were satisfied with ihe representatives 
of the society, Dr. P. M. Esser and Jo
hanna Renau. Th£ jrell known lecturer 
and spiritual healer, Dr. Esser, gave a 
beautiful call to the people to rise to a 
higher life, the spiritual, after which he 
went into the antertfbm to lay hands on 
the sick who ¡Were waiting for him. 
The teste given' by the medium of the 
society, Mrs. Johanna Renau, were fine, 
and we feel tllht w0 owe many thanks 
to this instrument iSt her work in Spir
itualism. Don’t forget to bring the 
children along'on Easter Sunday. The 
last Saturday'IU ApHl the society will 
give a grand ijücial Ih the above men
tioned hall. All invited, and welcome.”

Georgia Glauys Cooley expects to

Gem of Thought:— •
Our own loved and loving ones. 

Who have shared our lot below. 
Are our watchful spirit guides, 

Come to guard us as we go.
They know earthly joy and pain, 

Know the burdens we must bear, 
And with love unchanged they coine, 

All our trials and triumphs share.
For information concerning The Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address John W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas.

spend part of tjie m^nth of May in Chi
cago. Societies, either in the city or 
near-by places wishing her services as 
lecturer and ipessagp bearer, can ad
dress her for t$rms, £tc., at No. 2822 Lo
cust street, St.’Louis,Mo., during April; 
thereafter at No, 3148 Prairie; avenue,
Chicago,' Ill.

I-
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The Los ,AugeJ.es.-Herald speaks as 

follows of the N. 9, A. missionaries: 
“The workings of the spirit world were 
revealed to a large audience at Burbank 
hall yesterday afternoon by Prof. E. W. 
Sprague, who explained the plan of ac
tion pursued by a medium, after which 
his wife proceeded to demonstrate by 
giving messages to people in .the audi
ence. The meeting was one of a series 
in the 57th anniversary convention of 
Modem Spiritualism, which opened 
yesterday morning and will continue 
until 8unday evening. Mr. Sprague and 
his wife are medluriis who have come 
here from the east to attend the con
vention and were among the principal 
speakers at yesterday’s sessions. Prof. 
Sprague outlined the doctrines of Spir
itualism arid drew a line between ^hat 
be calls the real medium -and the fake, 
DENOUNCING THE LATTER AS A 
CRIMINAL. ’Everything is reaching 
for the light but the bigot,’ he said, ‘and 
it is he alone who does not advance. 
Thought is invisible. The real world is 
invisible. You will ask the question, 
‘How does a medium catch a message 
from the spirit world?’ I will answer it. 
If a spirit wants to communicate with 
some one here it will lower Its ’ own 
thought vibration to reach the person, 
and will practice with the medium un
til it- raises- him to a higher vibration,

Mrs. M. L. Pardee writes: “I cannot 
express the comfort The Progressive 
Thinker gives me each week. I read 
every word, and it profits me far more 
than the money it costs could if spent 
in any other way.”

E. W. Sprague and wife are on their 
way east. They, have camp engage
ments at Chesterfield, Ind.; Snowflake 
and Vicksburg, Mich., and Ashley, Ohio. 
They have but one week in August un
engaged, viz., Sunday, Aug. 13 and 
week days following. The first three 
Sundays of July are not yet taken. Par
ties wishing their services at camp
meetings, or for other meetings en 
route from California to the east, will 
please address them at Hastings, Neb.

Ella Johnson Bloom, secretary, 
writes: “The Illinois Sunflower Club, 
Auxiliary to the Illinois State Spirit
ualists Association, held its regular 
monthly meeting at .204 Burling street. 
A number of new names were added to 
our membership roll, and many sug
gested to be voted on at our next meet
ing. Our next meeting will be held 
the second Tuesday afternoon in May, 
at 319 E. 55th street. A word to the 
ladies throughout the state. We espe
cially invite you to becoine one of us in 
our efforts to assist the Illinois State 
Spiritualists Association, to send mis
sionaries into your towns and among 
your.people to spread the light, and as
sist your society to grow. Any lady or 
ladies' auxiliary In the state desiring in
formation in regards our plans, etc., 
can have it by addressing me at No. 892 
Turner avenue, Chicago, Ill.”

May Cook writes: “The 57th anni
versary of Spiritualism was royally cel
ebrated, at Spring Hill, Kansas, by lec
ture and song. Mr. J. H. Nixon was 
the speaker for the evening. • He gave 
an able discourse, telling how the tiny 
rap came to little children to break the 
glad tidings' to mortals, and how the 
tiny rap spread from village to city, all 
over the world, till now Spiritualism is 
nearly a household word, and held sa
cred in thousands of homes, pointing to 
greater.possibilities and grander truths. 
Mr. Nixon paid a fitting tribute to the 
Fox sisters and closed the address by 
reading a poem, which was sublime. 
Mr. Nixon is a talented speaker. In 
former years he was a school teacher, 
lawyer, and later a writer and compiler’ 
of three of the greatest books now be
fore the public—Rending tho Vail, Be
yond the Vail, and the present work 
that Is on the press. Our little society 
has been organized but a few short 
months. We have meetings every 
Sunday evening in our own hall, and 
would welcome all visitors who would 
stop with us. We hope to have Harri
son D. Barrett with us ere long.”

Henry Smith writes: "The Spiritual
istic Society Students of Nature cele
brated the 57th_annlversary of Modern 
Spiritualism at its hall, 1565 Milwaukee 
avenue, corner Western avenue. The 
halj was elaborately decorated with 
cut-flowers, festoons and buntings.. It 
was filled, and many were ijirned away 
The pastor in charge gave us the his
torical life of the Fox sisters. We 
were highly entertained in the music by 
Miss P. English, Prof. Sass, Prof Bram
hall and Prof. Hunt. Sister -H. Green 
gave us one of her beautiful inspiration
al poems. Prof. Wm. Lynn, a most 
wonderful clairvoyant and psychome- 
trist, gave 28 communications, each 
message recognized. He is an earnest 
and energetic worker. We predict a 
large gathering tor April 20.” 
' Mrs. J. A. Murtha writes: "I noticed 
a slight error in last week’s Survey, re
garding return engagement at Toledo, 
Ohio. I am to serve the Independent 
Association for the month of October, 
and not the month of September as 
stated. I am serving the first Spirit
ualist Church of Findlay, Ohio, all of 
this month, and would be1 pleased to 
hear from Societies "desiring my serv-
Ices. Home address 24 Ann street, To
ronto, Canada.” .
.. Maggie Henry writes: “At the Uni-
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and- when the two are on 
plane the message can be 
cated.’” • ,

D- D. Priest writes from 
“I find on the first page of

the same 
communl-

Vermont: 
The Pro-

gresslve Thlnker_a statement from the 
pen of Parker C. Marsh that I know is 
not correct; the tact that Edward, the 
brother of C. C. Rogers, saying that the 
last time they met-ln-earth life was on 
the occasion of the first battle of Bull 
Run; that said C. G. Rogers was lieu
tenant colonel of tlie 5th Vermont Regi
ment. There was not any Sth Vermont 
regiment at thatrtlme, nor was the regi
ment organized for-three months after 
that date. I know that- no ‘Vermont 
troops were in action on the occasion of 
the second battle of Bull Run. C. C. 
Rogers was never lieutenant-colonel of 
the 5th Vermont Regiment or any other 
Vermont regiment.;,-1 have read The 
Progressive Thinker.from the first copy 
to the last one published.”

H. J. H. writes'«from Chesaning, 
Mich.: "The spiritual association of 
this place organized, under the super
vision of Bro.lH. WaBprague and wife, 
N. S. A. missionaries; do hereby report 
progress and ask further time to ad-, 
vance the workjit consecrated itself to 
perform at itaidnauguration two years 
ago. The association: has more- than 
held its own Un its -membership and in
terest. Its meetings are.well attended, 
and are regularly held every Sunday in 
the year, exceptuthe summer vacation in 
each year to attend camp-meetings, etc. 

-Mrs. Richmond-of. Chicago, Mrs. La 
Grange of DeiroitxnjMrs. Morrill of 
Grand Rapids^ JIrs. iWalton of Jackson, 
and other workers.haye been among us
to give encouragement and promise 
along the lineaof worjt laid out by Bro. 
Sprague in his4nitiafpry work of the as
sociation. Something like one-third Of 
a year ago it was suggested by one of 
the younger attendants j)f our meetings 
that some of. the children of the village, 
with the children of jthe members of the 
society, could be brought in and form 
n children’s progfessive lyceum, which 
ot course was encouraged, and now we 
have a membership of thirty which ’ is 
constantly gaining in numbers, and a 
more interested, arid interesting lyceum 
we believb would ge-hard to-flnd. Miss 
Mattle Shirriff, thfj musical •'director of 
Haslett Park association, officiates as 
leader, and she to acknowledged by-all 
to be. the right person .in th® right 
place." .

versal Occult Society, we had a very 
fine meeting; the most intellectual look
ing people I have ever seen at a spirit
ual meeting. In place of the usual lec
ture our speaker. Evangelist F. M. Stol
ler, requested those having questions to 
ask pertáiriing to the spiritual philoso
phy to write them on slips of paper, apd. 
he or the intelligence back of him 
would answer them. Some very deep 
questions were asked, and all appeared- 
Very much pleased with the answers. 
Then we had messages from Madam 
Lucile De Loux and a visiting medium, 
Mrs. Lucy Hodge; then many psycho
metric readings by Prof. Stoller. The 
messages, and readings were very satis
factory. Until fall we will not hold any 
meeting in the afternoon; just the even
ing service, at 8 o’clock. A very cordial 
invitation is extended to strangers who 
áre Investigating this beautiful truth to 
attend our meetings. They will be sure 
to hear some beautiful thought to carry 
home with them.” '

Wm. Fitch Ruffle writes: "To Spirit
ualists everywhere—I desire to an
nounce-'that Miss A. F. Reed is no 
longer mv secretary or assistant. All 
relations are severed. All correspond
ence should be directed to me at Louis
ville, Ky. I am open for camp or other 
engagements;”'

Dr. Louis H. Freedman, the success
ful Australian healer, is now located at 
No. 230 South Paulina street, where he 
can be consulted. ’Phone Ashland 1925.

R. D. Morrison writes: “I do not wish 
to lose a number, and I do not see how I 
could get through life without the grand 
old Progressive Thinker. I don’t see 
how It is possible that anyone who 
claims to be a Spiritualist can do with
out It. They must live in Ignorance.”

Maurguerite Mac writes: "On Thurs- 
dty, April 27, Mrs. M/ A Burland, <pas; 
tor ot the Light of Truth Church, will 
hold her monthly social In her parlors 
at 3019 Vernon avenue, and we hope to 
see a larger attendance at the next one 
than, at the last, as It- fell on the night 
of Mrs. Cleveland’s dance; so do not 
forget to attend this one. You will n6t 
regret It, for we always have a fine 
time.- It is Violet’s party, ' her little- 
Indian-control, and she tries her best 
to please and.moke every one have a 
pleasant-time; - then she has palmists 
and other psychics to assist her, so an 
get- a message ha well as a good cup of 
coffee and cake.” ■

Virginie Barrett wants a lady me
dium associated with her to-take a trip 
In the north of Canada. Address her at 
No. 1414 -North Capital 'avenué, Indian- 
apollB/Ipd.:

• ■ We go to pt««« early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current iuue should reach thia 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this in mind.

J. D. Williamson writes: “I am a 
jphysical medium, and am open to en- 
’¡sugemente for camps or societies. My 
address is 1521 Harrisou street, Kansas 
City, Mo.”

Eva L. Stewart writes: “The enter
tainment given by the young people of 
the Hyde Park Occult Society on last 
Thursday evening was a complete suc
cess financially and socially. Our audi
ence was large and some of the best'tal
ent took paert in the exercises. We first 
listened to an address by H. F. Arnold 
which was fine. The little folks, Caro
lyn Keller, Elizabeth Sarber, Emllyh 
Clnquellie, did their share and were 
Well received. Miss Aulbach gave a se
lection on the piano, Mr. Arthur 
Hooper gave us a number of vocal 
solos. Mrs. Isa Cleveland, Mrs. Grace 
Aitken, Mrs. E. Kline and Mr. S. Foss 
gave messages which were well re
ceived. After the exercises of the even
ing lemonade and cake were served arid 
all enjoyed themselves -very much. 
Credit is due our untiring worker, Mr. 
O. E. Kropp for the selection of the tal
ent and the getting up of the entertain
ment. On April 20, the Ladies’ Auxil
iary of the Illinois State Spiritualist As
sociation will give an entertainment at 
the hall, 319 E. 55th street, anef cordial
ly Invite every one interested in Spirit
ualism to be present. A fine program 
has been prepared. The proceeds will 
go for the benefit of the I. S. 8. A. A 
special feature will be Introduced into 
the program and with such a committee 
as Mrs. A. B. Wilson, Mrs. H, T. Stew
art and Mrs. Lichtig we are sure of 
having something grand. Refreshments 
will be served and an admission of 25 
cents will be charged, including re
freshments and cloak room. Last 
Monday evening being our first quarter
ly meeting of this year we listened to 
the several reports of the officers and 
committees which were quite satisfac
tory. The president, Mr. W. M. Ens- 
low, then announced that Inasmuch as 
he was going to Jalisco, Old Mexico, to 
live, he would tender his resignation as 
president of the society. The members 
after many regrets and resolution, 
granted his request. We certainly have 
enjoyed the connection he has had with 
the society, and we will all miss him 
very much. A rising vote of thanks 
was given for his services he had ren
dered ub and a hearty good wish for 
himself and excellent wife, that they 
may be prosperous in their new home. 
We give another dance on April -27. 
We had three new accessions last Sun
day evening."

Homer Case will administer the es
tate of the late Mrs. Clarissa Knapp, of 
Oxford, Mich. By the terms of the will 
four thousand dollars goes to her son 
Henry. At his death it goes to her fos
ter daughter, Mrs. Mabel Case of Roch
ester. The residue Is left to erect a 
Spiritualist college at Oxford. In the 
event of the project not being carried 
out in four years, the property reverts 
to her heirs. Henry Knapp ot Oxford, 
will contest the will of his mother, Mrs. 
Clarissa Knapp, Made six years before 
her death.

The marriage of Miss Edith Edwards

RHEUMATISM
. . CURED

Through the Foot-Pores
Nature’s Method of Expelling lav 

purities, Don’t Take Medicine.
Thousands Are Being Cured 

by New External Kemedy
Which All Can 1

TRY FREE—PAY WHEN SATISFIED;
We want'every reader of The Pro) 

to^enrt6»;?hlnlt®r who bas rheumatism / 
? 8 °F her »ame to-day. w«/ 

will send each by return mail a pair oi 
excitedWEi?aE1\Foot Drafts whlc11 ha4 
excited so much comment by their re-1 
markable cures in Michigan and other 
rheumatic states. Try them. If you 
are satisfied with the comfort they give 
you send us Oue Dollar, if not they/ 
cost you nothing. You decide '

MAGIC
ou^lnd J'0-01 -DrattS cure by drawing 
toe hint h UrD“;S the acld poisons in 
nrn ? through the toot-pores, whicii 
are the largest in the body. They cure 
rheumatism in every part of the body
blood" AtrlLbeCaUSe
¡"°°a' . the same time they impartwhtoh ha°80ten ('I?'“ neutrali^ agenta 

t the cure- It must be ev
ident to you that we couldn’t afford to 
H “hev dlrt^Pair 01 Draits °“ approval 
H they didn’t cure. Writ« tn-inv Zi 
jlckson° MiihaftrCo” X022 01iver Bldg* 
jacKson, Mich., for a trial noi, .

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.

Tino H0toer publlBblng house In th® 
United States excels them in the me- 
2““'

The three volumes of the "Encyclope. 
worid^T; <ndLlie tb° «X 

nn n x , contaln more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 

UThenlD a" Ue librarles ot <be world, 
comes the valuable work by'

Then the excellent work by Dr. J m. 
Peebles, "The Seen, of the Iges.” 

. COmeS th8 "Great Uebat® Bo- 
K wilier8 ?" aDd W’ K Ja““*°n. 
library^ taportant nl<=be in

Then follows "Ghost Land " 
Magic," - -- ■ ’
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and Mr. J. V. Williamson was cele-
brated at the home of Mrs. B. S. Rex
road. About twenty-five guests were 
present. Mr. Lloyd Holladay played 
Mendelssohn’s wedding march, and 
softly during the ceremony, "Hearth 
and Flowers. ’ The ceremony was per
formed by the Rev. C. H. Rogers of the 
Universalist church, the ring ceremony 
being used. Tho bride wore a gown of 
white Swiss and carried bride’s roses. 
After tlie ceremony a wedding supper 
was served. The decorations were car
nations and American Beauty rosesi 
The bride is a regularly ordained min
ister of the Spiritualist church, and for 
several weeks has been in the city do
ing very successful work as a medium 
and reader. Mr. Williamson is a bright 
and successful young business man. 
Mr. and Mrs. Williamson will remain in 
Hutchinson a short time until Mrs. 
Williamson completes the work for 
which she came to this city. '

A correspondent at Wellington, Ohio, 
writes: "The interest in Spiritualism 
in Wellington has not entirely died out. 
Though some have lost interest, others 
are expressing it. We exist no more as 
a Society, but hold circles and meetings 
occasionally. Last Sunday a few 
friends of Ute cause met at the home of 
Mrs. Skogland, and listened to an ad- 
address by Mrs. Anna E. Baird. She 
also gave several messages, some very 
correct.”

Dispatches from St. Petersburg, Rus
sia, contain the following: “Nearly ev
ery day the Czar holds a seance in the 
palace, the hour being determined by 
the receipt of dispatches whose con
tents are immediately submitted to the 
occultists. At the latest seance the 
spirit of Michael Feodorovitch, the first 
Romanoff czar, has been requisitioned 
and regularly Instructs his descendant 
on the problem confronting him. The 
medium is a very beautiful and higbly 
educated, young woman of hysterical 
temperament, and thoroughly versed in 
Russian history. When Mookden fell 
the dispatches were delivered at the 
palace at 11 at night and an occultist 
conference was instantly summoned in 
the czar's private apartments. This 
lasted four-hours and the czar -and 
czarina are described as absolutely 
prostrated after this performance. Thè 
spiritist commands are always framed 
so ambiguously so that when obedience 
to -them falls of the desired result it 
can always be claimed that they have 
been misinterpreted.”

Fireman John Doyle, of passenger 
engine No. 42, who was killed in the 
Ann Arbor collision;near Mesick, Mich., 
had a premonition of his death or of a 
possible disaster before he went out on 
the run. He had completed a two 
weeks’ lay-off the night before the 
wreck and showed considerable reluct
ance towards going back to work. He 
wanted to secure an extension of leave, 
but did not ask for it, as fireman are 
scarce. . . K ■

E. M. K. says: “In the sleepy littlfe 
village of F-— life passed Uneventful
ly. People went to bed by sundown. 
Impressed, no doubt, by the stillness, 
the hour, the remembrance of what 
others had seen, a possibility presented 
itself. What if the White Woman 
should appear? Hardly had the ghostly 
thought been whispered,- ■ when down 
the lane steadily, in no haste, a white 
figure advanced. Slowly it glided by. 
My grandmother, half dragging my 
mother, followed quickly. All three 
clearly saw this vision. 'At the end of 
the lane ran a stone wall, six feet high. 
As. the figure neared this my grand
mother, half hoping it was a neighbor
ly, hoax, put out her hand to touch it, 
when it vanished.” .........

C. W. Stewart says: "Spiritualism is 
the greatest truth in the universe, be
cause it Is not only basis of modern phi
losophy, but was the foundation of 
primitive Christianity before it. was pa
ganized In the third and fourth centu
ries, and that Its universal influence 
would'eradicate all of the- influences 
which now retard tho spiritual progress 
of the human race.” .
- ■ - - (Continued on page 7.)

"The Truth Seeker Collection of 
Forms and ceremonies .for the Use of 
Uberals.”- Price 25 cents. ■

and "A Wanderer In the Spirit Landi 
and the “Occult Life of Jesus." '

laSJ,Iy’ our iatest Premium book, I 
Letteis From the Spirit World," writ-1 

ten through ¡he mediumship of that re-/ 
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUIVl' 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib-' 
ers io-.- ?3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progresslvd" 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise:

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE

library
The Religion ot Science. By Paul 

Caros. 25 cents.
Three Introductory Lectures on the 

Science of Thought. By F. Max MupI 
ler. 25 cents. iyluel
r.oT^,ee Lec¿uras °“ ‘bn Science of 
Languäge. By F. Max Mueller._ A', ' - ~«vuer. 25 CtS.The Diseases of Personality. By Th IDOt. 9R ‘Ribot. 25 cents.

The Psychology of Attention. By Th 
Ribot. 25 cents. . ■
BvTA?fro/»u C Of Micr°-Organlsms. 
By Alfred Binet. 15 cents 
Binent.D°1U5bceenCtr8CiOUSneSS’ By Alfred

n™e «8eases oi tbe Will.
Ribot. 25 cents. By Th.■ ■

The Origin of Language, and the Lo
gos Theory. By Ludwig Noire“15 ett

The Gospel of Buddha. Bv Paul Pa 
rus. 35 cents. y FauI Car

Primer of Philosophy. By Paul Ca 
rus. 25 cents. > raul ba'
eie0snofM^0My’ and the SPeclfic Ener
I? U,?e Nervous System. By Prof 
Ewald Hering. 15 cqnts y 
xTTh? R®demption of the Brahman A 

nn ’r By.R'Garbe. 25 cento 
On Germinal Selection. By August 

Welsmann. 25 cents. August
Popular Scientific Lectures Rv 

Ernst Mach. 50 cents. ’
Ancient India; Its Language and Re- 

leT°hAS'p?yiH; °ldenberg. 25 cento.
The Prophets of Israel. By C H 

Cornill. 25 cents. J
Thoughts on Religion. By G J Ro

manes. 60 cents. * li<y
^ncient India. By 

Richard Garbe. 25 cents.
251iento LUther- By Gu8tav Fre^g-

LVUIQ, ।
English Secularism. By George Ja

cob Holyoake 25 cents 
25CcentoSe Phll°S'Oph^ Pam Cams. 

OrtnnI<^Ci.?llif:^rhy8,0l0slcal Theorv of 
STit ST”- a« ™N“- 

°»
Mathematical Essays and Recrea- 1 

tkTho mu(H’,Snhubert' 25 cents. I 
r„Th r?th Pr°blem. By Paul Ctb. ' 
rus. 50 cents. :

nnd Its Christian Critics. 
By Paul Carus. 50 cents. 1

Psychology for Beginners. By H. M. i 
Stanley. 20 eento. 
nJne of a New Religious Era. 
By Paul Carus. 15 cents. ■ 
7F^»nt!°U1 °f Ma“’ By PaU1 CarUS* 
75 cents.

The Gospel According to Darwin. By 
Woods Hutchinson. 50 cents.

Enquliy Concerning" Human Under
standing. By David . Huni’e. 25. cents.

Enquiry Cbncorning the Principles o£ 
Morals. By David Hume. 25 ceuts. ■

The Psychology of Reasoning. By 
Alfred Binet. 25 cents. ’ ■ •

Treatise Concerning the Principles of 
Human Knowledge. By George Berke
ley. 2o cents." • * < ■

Public-Worship.:. A Study in’tho Psy
chology of Religion. By John P. Hylan. 
25 cents., . ~

Men on A I Ko as Disclosed In tho Bible?' Moli dilli LIIB By Rev. Arthur -Chambers. -■ 
P I* I'.IapM Associato or ItlngM College, ÖUll IL W0I III London. An excellent book 

tt>r Christian people who would Investigato and 
learn the -tacts of Bible toaohtnga -ta Woll a® 
modern Spirit phenomena. Price, pio tb, 11.19.
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B&ÄERSi£
This department is under the man- 
ementof

HUDSON TUTTLE.
ddress him at Berlin. Heights, Ohio.

X
their- life is; they do not intend to mis
represent, but mediumship—the chan
nel—and the words they are compelled 
to use, distort their meaning.

Spirits should not be taken as Infal
lible guides, and that they are not, does 
not prove "our theory has no base.” 
Reason mupt be used in all cases, know
ing as we do, how .few mortals there are 

. capable of guiding in this life, and the 
difficulties environing the willing ones 
in the next. If Brother Moore would 
send out a circular to one hundred peo- 

I pie taken at random, to describe earth
life, he would.find quite as contradic

I tory and puzzling answers, and yet each
*.----------------------------- --- ----- .----- --r<------ - | letter might be exactly true from the
{• NOTE__The Questions and Answers writer’s standpoint. He would not

, Have called forth such a host of re- I throw all away, and say-nothing should

_ ... - - . -v-v7-. % t p. s f '

THB- FROQRBSSJVB atiOOCBft
LIST OF CAMP-M£ETING8..

Send in Your Dates and Name of -Sec
retary at Once.

Interest in ' the various ' Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
.once io this office, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can be made.

Mt. Pleasant, Park, Clinton, low«

‘ Maple Dell Park, Ohio,

Lily Dale Camp, N. ¥,

Bpondents, that to give all equal hear- I i)0 positively-known about the earth or 
Ing compels the answers to be made In its inhabitants, but would put all de- 
the most condensed form, and often I scriptions together and toraw the 
Clearness is perhaps sacrificed to this I golden mean.” - «
forced brevity. Proofs have to be omit- Judge Edmonds attempted to de
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- scribe the spirit world, and Dr. Eugene 
Uertlve, which of all things is to be dep- Crowell wrote a most interesting book 
recated. . Correspondents often weary I 0I1 tilat subject. They, however, seem 
(With waiting for. .the appearance of I ;0 have spoken in parables, or trans- 
their questions and write lett.e’i of in-1 !)oae(i descriptions of earthly scenes, 
quiry. The supply of matter 1' fiways without making "distinction. This a 
¡several weeks ahead of the space given, I spirit, who regarded the earth life as a 
And hence there is unavoidable delay. part oj spirit life, might unintentionally 
(Every one has to wait hiB time and I do J. Davis, we think, has erred in 
place, and all are treated with equal the other extreme of idealizing. ■ 
favor. . St. John in Revelations finely illus

i NOTICE.—No attention will be £lve,n I trates the failure of the most ambitious 
(anonymous letters. Full name nbn am I attempt to clothe spiritual realities with 
¡(dress must be given, or the letters win i mortal worda.
mot be read.' If the retiu®.®t.ba mThe “But," It is asked,, “are we not, then, 
4he name will not be published, i ne to have any assurance that we .converse 
«correspondence of tills department iias tJie gpjrp_ jrten(js who purport to 
'(become excessively large, especia iy i ■ Come to us?” We surely are, and that 
ters of inquiry requesting private • jg to «udge eyery manifestation and
ewers, and while I freely give • communication on its own merit, and
ever information I am able, t ie hest of identification. If I should in a 
nary courtesy of correspondents seance be told that a certain friend was 
giected. HUDSON Iuiixoj. Ipreggn^ and -Dy various, .means he

yy—should confirm that statement, I should 
_ ....... , , __ ,, believe the communication, and what-

M. P.: Q.. Will you inimm me if ever he might add which bore the im- 
there is any book which giYes “ a press of ¿is thoughts. If, however, I 
brief and clear manner the latest scien- ¿eaired information on some subject of 
tifle views of creation. which he was ignorant while on earth,

de8ireB a we will say astronomy, or’the Hebrew 
which will without unnecessary enlarge- Longuej aud ¿e gave a vague and mean- 
giient give him the fundamental facts I ingjegg BliBWei.(5or none at all, It would 
f.nd theories of astronomy and geology not wjgg ¡nfer yla^ my fr[end had 
relative to ths creation, or rather evolu-1 not been ,pregeilt
Hop, of the universe, and of the earth, Tbjg ig fleld ln wmcll entirely new 
■I know of none better than World vtewg are taken of the nature, llmltav 
Making, by Samuel Phelps Leland, tiops and possibilities of spirits, and be 
professor of astronomy and lecturer on gure every fingering prejudice or edu- 
sclence in Charles City College. ___ I catlonal superstition is elminated from

The six chapters of which it is com- your mind before you draw your con- 
posed, are prose poems, in which the in- ciUBiOIls. You have no infallible book, 

। tultlve imagination arrays the marvel- oracie or gU[de to hold to; you cannot 
; ous records of science, and the word- put “thug Bajth the spirits," in place of 

1 painting lifts the mind to the sublime ,.thug gaith-the There 1B no
' heights of the Infinite. In The Birth I ],00]c *<funy reliable,” to be referred to 
'and Death-of Worlds, the history of ag a Bible. Are you not glad of this? 
the earth Is presented from the zon® do you not rejoice that you are forced 
thrown off from the sun to the advent to your reaBon continually, and that 
of man, and its final deatti-plunge into n0 power of earth or air has you ' 
the central orb. While the first kec- l|gaj|a strings? 
tions deal with the results of astron-1 .
omy, this gives the results of geological

A REGION OF CALMS,

in

, John T. Dow: Q. What is the defl- What do you think of the chances 
1 dotoev^ffer’ S°U1 BP‘rlt’ Bweet Peace? ’

A. In answer I quote from Arcana of May we hope there’s a region of calms 
Spiritualism the definition of “Soul: In for the dead,
the old division of body, soul and spirit, Where the struggling will cease.
soul has no meaning except as supply- what do you think of investments 
Ing a factor in the trinity which was mal<e
sought to be established. The spirit is I yor oar g00(j over there?
■the spiritual form, or body, with its ac- Don’t you feel sure that the roses we 
companying intelligence. If soul means break '
¡anything it Is exactly this and is syn- up in heaven bloom more fair? - 
onymous with it. , .Spirit is a celestial
cr spiritual body, originated in and sus-1 What do you think of the pain that we 
talnod by the physical body, from which cause?—
it is separated by death to go from the Oft in Ignorant ways;
same entity In perfect and complete con-1 Must we not reap as we sow, by the 
tinuity of existence. The spiritual or laws

„ celestial body is composed of attenu- Which do govern our days? . ,
■> fited matter not recognized by the Phys-1 jB fO g^p and inquire

ipaltoqnses..-It has as real exlstenC while we’re climbing along;
amidst spiritual things as it -had I ot1We so long for a word to In-

| mortal life. ’ Sn[re
Mind belongs to the spirit. The wor E>en Bnat_0-n of Hope’s song!

■Soul 1b often used as meaning the body, .

we

the individual, or the spirit, and is con- AU things seem as shifting as shadows 
fusing. Jf it were necessary to estab- a-chase;—
llsh a three fold-division the spiritual I Strange tvhat blendings we find!

A

body might be termed the soul, the mor-1 An angel and devil behind the same 
tai body and mind being the other divis- face
ions. But the only use of this would be Make us weep ourselves blind!

' lth±tOn t0 misunderstandinB Of One dav ’tls the saint and the next day 
tIie past' ___ I the fiend

S. F. Moore: Q. By what authority L,whictl assumes full command, 
and on what basis is Spiritualism One day we’re exalted and the nextoiay 
founded? Is it true what J. S. Loveland n,.,, !&\
says: “So far as fact and doctrine are T1H we doubt where we stand. 
concerned there is no reliability what- Qne jjOur we Bgt sail, in a cloud foreri 
ever to spirit communications.'so far as boat,’ .
the future world and its cbriditlons are wlth the dreamiest friend, 
concerned”? If there is no dependence 1 But anon t,urns pirate, and clutches 
on spirit communications whatever, I our throat, '
then Spiritualism has no foundation of a most consummate fiend! 
truth and is leading thousands away I •
Into a false and benighted ism—one Indeed there is little which seems to re
more man-made ism to humbug the peo- . main ■ 
pie_ I As we hoped, at its best;

A. Spiritualism is based on the man- We find .talk is cheap and assumption 
ifestations interpreted by common .but vain; ,■
sense. Those who would study It There are none wholly blest, 
should first divest themselves of the old s jugl for a pastlme r ask wbat you 
superstition that spirits are endowed I J 
with Infallible Intelligence. Then con- Q£ the chanceg ahea(J .
cider that the only difference between ,phis rliyme ig j)Ut wa8ting good paper 
spirits and mortal men and women is £ . __

I that one is connected with the physical Alica(] ne the dead! ;
I body and the other is not, consequently .. vvma rood TTTTTTjR1 when we converse with spirits we are u Ohio

talking with beings of the same limita-1 uellln tlei8nts< unl°’ 
tions as ourselves, and, most important, 
through conditions which render the 
correct enunciation of messages ex-, ,, , u

' ceedingly difficult. O, Love Divine, the Powers that be
| . We are talking with an order of be-1 Draw near, as. we commune with Thee.

Ings like ourselves, more refined and Give noble thoughts, and precious 
exalted perhaps; perhaps below us in - words .
culture and ability, but the home in With sweet intent, like bright-winged

INVOCATION.

words

birds,

precious

which they are placed is very different .
from earth. The spirits are of the To lift our thoughts to heights sublime; 
same order, but their senses, may be 0, may our souls unite with Thine, 
greatly expanded. We well know that Use brain and hand to form some word, 
the. eye is imperfect and takes in only That in the stillness may be heard 
a narrow range of colors, and on either By some poor soul, -who stands between 
side of the spectrum lie zones of-light rhe-right and wrong, and air unseen
“wholly unrecognizable by that organ. By mortal ken, fights out alone , 
The ear takes in a narrow range of l’phe fiattie grim-1-without a moan; ! 
sounds, abov.a and below which it hears I r\rj10 solves the problem, vast and deep, 
no sound. It the spiritual senses are Which to relinquish, which to:keep. , 
expanded beyond these confines then n0 mighty deeds we faln would do; ’ 
the landscape glows with colors, before seme kindly word, sincere and true; 
unseen, and the ear is ravished with læhe gentle touch on fevered brow, 

, melody before unheard. I And- tired hands, so weary now. .
: The landscape would become thus Help us the little things to do; • 
transformed to such a degree, as to be To others, and ourselves be true; 
nearly if pot quite indescribable by I ¿nd while on earth, teach us to Hye 
words -applied to earthly scenes. Dif-1 Upright and pure; to others give 
fèrent.spirits, finding no words in the qj ]OVGi and cheer,-and hope, and then 
vocabulary to describe their home, To rest in love alway. Amen.
-would In the attempt widely differ, and .j/ju ELLA YOUNG,
might well emulate the wisdom of Paul, camden, Mê. • '

■ who when he returned froni the spirit  -------- ,— w ■ .1 ■
realm; or as he calls it, heaven, ,which .«Meatless - Dishes." W- 
he visited In trance, said lie saw things I price 10 cents. ■
«‘unlawful” to utter; that is, impossible “Spirit Echoes.” "My Mattle E. Hull.:

■ and impolitic to describe. My. own ex-1 This pretty voltime contains fitty-snven 
pérleficè, and I think that of every one of thé author’s latest and choicest, 
who has been clairvoyant, confirms this I poems. Neatly bound in cloth, and with 
view, and if the spirit' world 1b‘ de- portrait of the author. Price -5’5 cents.

‘ scribed at all, it must be done with “The Majesty of Calmness, or Indi
words having a new moaning, and these I vidua! Problems and Possibilities." By 
words'give the description entirely, too Wm. Geotgo Jordan. Another valuable 
material a cast The spirits know-what’little work. Price 30 cenm.

Unity Camp-Meeting, t 

Freeville, N, Y. .

Lake Brady, Ohio. 

Delphos Camp, Kansas, 

Grand Ledge, Mich,

Island Lake, Mich.

Franklin, Neb.

Nçw Era, Oregon. .

Fpwt Home, Mich. 

Wonewoc, Wia.

' Ottawa, Kansas. . 

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass. 

Harmony Grove, Cal.

Winfield Camp, Kansas.

CLINTON, IOWA, CAMP NEWS.

Forecast of the Attractions to Bp 
Presented,

better car serviced Lyirti than in th 
past. The officials*. proityise that a- 
many extra cars as'riiay fee needed shai 
be furnished to aOtomiAodate visitor;
to the camp. •■>.».■ 11

■ The concert andibhteHhliiment whict 
will precede the evening ¿service is ar. 
innovation which IWb thftlk will be ap 
predated, being cdlWuct'Cll on the sain: 
lines as those in i-Uadeli Hall, Lynn, 
which are.proving iery libpular.

Some of the finest talent procurable ; 
will assist at these concerts. . A study 
of the program will'1 coiHflnce you that 
the speakers 'engUycd frill be worth 
coming a long distance to hear. Gas 
wifi be .introducedejnto ¡the kitchen to 
be used for cookiiqf puidoses, and the 
seating capacity dfntlieurestaurant en
larged, so that all'Who-hhish to remain 
through the day frill have'no difficulty 
in being served weil and promptly. All 
seekers for truth and pleasure com
bined are cordially ^invited to visit 
Unity Camp.

- - ,., •— --------- «1» 1 1—    ■—

ONSET'CAMP.
Onset camp commerieps its twenty

ninth annual’ meeting, July 28, and 
closes August 27. Opset is ong of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts Jn the 
world, and is in close proximity to other 
noted summer resorts. It is connected 
by a bridge with Point Independence, 
and close at hand-Jies Monument 
Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for
merly the summer home of Ex-Presi
dent Cleveland, and at-the bead of tiie 
bay-is located “Crow’s Nest,” owned by 
Joseph Jefferson. '■ >

The water, supply, Introduced by the 
Onset ; Water Company from Sandy 
Lake, mould not be purer or better.

No summer resqr.t ,is better supplied 
with well-regulated,, hotels,, with rooms 
and board at reabqnahle rates. Also 
rooms can be obtained at cottages, and 
meals .at Either hotels pr restaurants in 
close proximity, ii. . .

' Letters addressed io. the proprietors

The committee having completed the 
list of speakers for the camp session of 
1905, we proudly commend the followr 
Ing names to the thinking public: Mrs.. 
R. S. Lillie, Hon. William Jennings 
Bryan, Carrie E. S. Twlng, W. F. Peck, 
Moses Hull, John W. Ring, Miss Eliza
beth Harlow and W. J. Cplyille. Mes
sage bearers: Mrs. J. A. Murtha, Miss 
Ella Preston, fit, Louis; Dr. F. L. Mehr- 
tens. Mil» e, and Georgia Gladys 

  

Cooler. '

B/ introducing Mr. Bryan from our 

 

platform we make no claim to his belief 
In ¡Spiritualism, but herald him as a 
ma ess orator, whose flights Into the 
human tarian field suggest touches of 
human idhqhip. Out from the heart of 
nature comeb-lhe revelation of what the 
gospel of nature is. Mr, Bryan Is so 
filled with that power of sympathy for 
his fellow-beings, which Is manifested 
through nature, that he is a Joy to all 
who hearhlm.

We are hoping to arrange with boats 
and railroads to run excursions to Clin
ton, July 80, thus giving the people 
along the Une an opportunity' .to come 
and help us make "Bryan Day" one that 
will live In the annals of Mt. Pleasant 
Park. .

Indeed,, it seems as if nothing has 
been omitted which would add to the in
terest and completeness of the forth
coming meeting.

The children’s lyceum has been espe
cially planned, and with such efficient 
helpers as Mattle E. Hull and John W. 
Ring, success is sure to follow. The 
object of this work Is to spiritually, 
physically and mentally educate the ris
ing generation. 1

Mr. N. G. Olmstead and Mrs.«Chris
tine Cooper, thinking, “Oùr best;: but 
not too good for human nature's daily 
food," .concluded to take charge of thé 
dining hall and restaurant, respective
ly, -thus assuring the many guests that 
a dainty and wholesome meal will’ be 
served at a very moderate cost.

The Thursday evening entertain? 
ments promise to be equal to those of 
the great cities. Prof. Lambert, a grad
uate of the Emerson School of Oratory, 
Boston, will be .present ;the entire sea
son, assisting the usual amount-of tal
ent, thus forming a stagecraft of more 
than ordinary merit

The Diamond Jo line of steamers ply
ing the “Father of Waters" between. St, 
Louis and St. Paul, have granted a rate 
of one-half fare transportation to and 
from the various points. The Western 
Passenger Association announce a rate 
of fare and one-third on Certificate plan 
from all points in Iowa, Wisconsin, Illi
nois, Missouri, Minnesota and' Ne
braska. Tickets to be purchased July 
21 to August 2, inclusive, and on each 
Tuesday and Friday thereafter during 
the continuance of meeting, : .

In 'the past we have had upon the 
grounds some of the best of eyery 
phase of mediumship. We have never 
solicited especially any particular 
phase or form, but left -thé field open to. 
“whosoever will, may .come.”.. We 
earnestly hope these brother and sister 
mediums will consider ' Mt, Pleasant 
Park, add cast their lot with he fair the 
season. We cannot all see alike or be 
Heve alike, but can love alike, and can 
help to make heaven here and now. 
The aim at Mt Pleasant Park has been 
always to bring the highest rind best 
good tb the greatest number. We may 
seem a bit enthusiastic, but enthusiasm 
is contagious, and means success.

Come to camp, friends, and let us 
learn together of the great spirit, who 
is the musical director that brings into 
harmony every instrument of the or
chestra. Let us learn of the birds that 
trill and sing until the ' whole forest 
seems to burst forth in bné grand" cho
rus of song. Not only tills, but let -Us 
give something that will lighten the ev
eryday struggle of our common life. 
Something that will add a little sweet
ness here, a little hope there. Some
thing that will awaken into activity the 
dormant powers, and lead us to a con
scious realization of our obligations to 
one another. Let us do this and our 
life, from beginning to end will be one 
living gospel brought out in song. . ■ , :

Remember -that information and pro
grammes can'be received by addressing

MRS. M. B. ANDERSON, 
- Clarksville, Mo. ‘ .Secretary. .

Remarkable Physical • Manifestado 
Through the Mediumship of Mil

ton Baker. -

NOTES FROM DALLAS, TEXAS. MS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

of the following .hotels, Onset, Mass., 
Will be promptly answered, giving .full 
statement with regard to prices of 
room's and b'oàyd:, Hôtel, Onset,. Glen 
Cove Hotel, Glen Echo Hotel, Union 
Villa, Waslïburn Hqüse, Bullock’s, Ho
tel Marcy, Highland House, and
Ronald’s.

Mrs.

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
The official board met at.Camp Ches

terfield, April 9, to perfect arrange
ments for thé coming camp session, be
ginning July'15 and ending August 27. 
The grounds are in fine condition and 
we want to make this the best camp 
ever held here. Wè have secured the 
very best talent and will have them 
well advertised. The programmes will 
be ready for distribution in a month. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind. '' •

------------- , f
6UNAPEE LAKE;CAMP, N. H.

Sunapee Lake. ¡Spiritualist Camp
meeting Associaliqri will hold its 28th 
annual meeting at Blodgett’s. Landing, 
N. H., commencing} J ulyn30 and closing 
August 27. We h^ye. aoßood list of 
speakers and test medm/ps.. Address 
all letters to Thomas jjyrpee, “Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary.- Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br.’ N. f,i.

UNITY ’ CAMP, SAUGUS CENTRE, 
mass, .. ;

The season's work, at Unity Camp;« 
.Saugus Center, will'open on ' Sunday,. 
June 4 and continue every Sunday until 
the last of September. These meetings 
will-be fully-Tip to-standard of «former
seasons, with many added improve.I-
ments. One of the most .importanti 
items Is the fact that visitors can come, 
direct from Boston- to-the camp, without, 
change of cars, which will be a decided 
improvement over the old method - of- 
changes and many times long waiting. 
Cars will leave Scollay--Square every 
half hour, for Saugus, by way of Clifton-

4*H*oW Shall I B®Gdn)6 a Med!-
■jr)/’ Fully A'nstVei'ed

In /Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation/’ by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 

Send to Mi. Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 0. 1

dale.
There will be. some slight changes in 

the time of .services. The conference 
will-be at 11 as usual, -andall speakers 
und medlums are cordially invited, to as-; 
sist in this service and make It.what its. 
name implies, .a conference.

The next service willbe at-to,1 toong 
service at .4; 30« concert-and -entertain-- 
¡nent at 5 and regular-service at 6i ■ By-’ 
thle'programme those, wishing to-stay 
to the last service will have awjfif>!tkno 
to reach their homes in flood season.

a Bt«wg ■am jn »»to & jaw

It is with the greatest pleasure : 
write this article for the purpose , o. 
placing before your readers somethin; 
in reference to Rev. Alice Baker, for 
meriy of Cleveland, Ohio, but now o; 
Dallas, Texas. Un account of ill healtl 
and by the advice qf her physicians t< 
make her home in California, Mrs. 
Baker has reluctantly resigned iron: 
the Truth Seekers Spiritualist Society 
of Dallas.

Although 1 fee] she is so well known 
in many of thé states that an introduc
tion is not necessary, I hope the read
ers of this article on the Pacific coasl 
will receive her and her -son Milton as 
honest and earnest workers for the ad
vancement of Spiritualism. Mrs. Ba
ker’s lectures have drawn many 
strangers to our meetings who have re
ceived comforting and convincing 
proofs of spirit return by messages 
given by her guides through her instru
mentality, ■: . .

While Mrs. Baker has been unable tp 
lecture for us for several Sundays the 
rostrum had been ably filled by our as-j 
sistant pastor. Milton Baker, who is a 
prodigy for one of his age (16 years) - 
and if our eyes were closed we could, 
easily imagine a person of older years 
was lecturing, Thus much credit is due. 
to his guides. He has of late developed 
great phenomenal phases: independent 
slate writing, painting of portraits and, 
flowers, and the writing on slates bÿ 
materialized hands. While this work 1b 
done inside of the cabinet, the medium 
(Milfon) sits on the outside, under test 
conditions.

Within the last two months we were 
favored with four lectures given by H. 
D. Barrett, who drew large and appre
ciative audiences, and the Spiritualists 
of Dallas are anxiously looking and hop
ing to have him with us again in thé 
near future. ■

■ Mr;. J. M-‘ Bartscherer lectured for the 
society on two occasions,-giving pleas
ure and enilghtment which was grate
fully received.

And now the time for parting has 
taken place, end we reluctantly con
sign our pastor and assistant pastor to 
the care and protection of our co
workers in the far distant west, trusting 
that those we love will receive a cordial 
welcome, Mrs. Baker has endeared 
herself to the members of the society 
who have been intimately acquainted 
with her, by her patience and sincerity, 
and it Is wlth heartfelt regrets and 
tearful eyes we have said the last 
good-bye, but we still hope to have her 
with us again at some future time.

MRS. GEO. W. QUINN.

Anniversary at Detroit, Mich,
The 67th anniversary of Modern Spir

itualism was celebrated at 55 Grand 
River avenue, Sunday at 2:30 and 7:40 
p. m. The hail was decorated with 
palms, potted and cut flowers in the
most artistic manner. The Memorial

A Conspiracy Against the Republic, By Judge C. B. Waite, author 
»1 “History .of the Christian Religion to the Year 200. Price 25 cents.

A Few Words About the Devil. By Chas. Bradlaugh, the great Eng- 
• ish freethought leader, with a story of his life as told by himself and a 
history of his Parliamentary struggles. Price, 50 cents.

After Her Death. . The Story of a Summen Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 
reflect almost to eiitraneement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.

Age of Reason, ¡Bejjig an investigation of true and fabulous theol
ogy. A new and complete edition,;from new plates and new type; 186 
pages. By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Ancient Intlia, Its. Language and Religions. Translations of tiie ar
ticles ^‘Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study,of the 
Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

A Hew Catechism. By M, M. Mangasarian. A book suited to ex
press the thoughts of mien; women and children living in the new times. 
Price, cloth, 75'cents; paper, 50 cents.

Angell Prize Contest Recitations. To advance Humane Education in 
all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of enthus
ing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price 25 cents.

Antiquity Unveiled. Ancient Voices from the Spirit Realms. An in
tensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50.

A. P. A. Manual. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of Ro
manism as it is to-day, Price 15 cents. .

Apocryphal New Testapicnt, being all the Gospels, Epistles, and other 
pieces now extant, attributed in the first four centuries to Jesus Christ, 
His Apostles, and their companions, and not included in the New Testa
ment by its compilers. Translated from the original tongues, and now 
collected into one volume. Price, $1.50.

Apollonius of Tyana. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A wonder
ful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 
to formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents. ...

Around the Year With Ella Wheeler Wilcox. By EllaVRuddv.
Price $1. '

Aryan Sun-Myths. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for saviors. By Sarah E. Titeomb. Price, cloth, $1.

A Scientific Demonstration of the Future Life. By Dr. Thomson J. 
Hudson. Price $1.50.

A Sex Revolution. By Lois Waisbrookcr, author of “ Helen Harlow’s 
Vow,” “The Occult Forees of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price 25 cents.

As It Is to Be. By Cora Lynn Daniels. This is a.most spiritual book 
and gives a beautiful account of the process of dying. Price, $1.

Asphodel Blooms and Other Offerings. A book of short poems by 
Emma Rood Tuttle. Neatly bound in blue cloth with silver letters. 
Price $1.

Astral Worship. With a chart in the front cover with sinus of tho 
Zodiac. By J. H. Hill, M. D. Price $1.

Atlantis, the Antediluvian World. By Ignatius Donnell v, is a book 
of rare thought, proving the existence of a continent bv the name of’ 
Atlantis having existed years ago. Price $2. *

Auras and Colors. An Esoteric System of Teaching Concernin" 
Halos, Aureolas and the Nimbus. By J. C. F. Grhmbine. "Price 50 cts

Automatic or Spirit Writing, with other psychic experiences of the 
author. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 
others wishing the phase. By Sara A. Underwood. Price, cloth. $1. 
Paper, 50 cents. ’ ' '
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GENERAR SURVEY.
(Continued Jfròm'page 6.)

Everett, Wash.—'Thoiriè Mason, a stu
dent in the eighth ^radé-bf the Garfield 
school, has hypnotized' Uve younger 
members of his dISss that they 
chewed wooden c)ifys arid thought they 
were eating strawberries. Nearly ev
ery member of hiB rilase'has been hyp
notized by Mason, who is 15 years Old. 
He is'-orte of tliri prl>te2hfchoIarB of the 
school. The'principal <if trie school was 
horrified to find Mason conducting a 
hypnotic exhibition in the school. After 
the five’ youngsters, who appear to be 
especially susceptible to the boy’s influ
ence, had chewed the chips, believing 
them to be strawberries, they were 
commanded to play upon ordinary 
sticks of firewood. They obeyed. One 
appeared as if playing a cornet, an
other a banjo. Marion was forced to re
store his subjects to tìief r senses. They 
say they cannot help' themselves when 
Mason looks at them.

The friends of C. Ì.Ì: Hugqet, proprie
tor of Huguet Hotel of Dixon, ill., are 
talking of a very strange occurrence 
whiéh befell him JàtëJÿ. ' Mr. Huguet 
was awakened from lUs slqep'.that night 
by a dream of & si$tfk who ,hé had not 
seen for forty _yeafri.,',. The dream was 
several times répçâtè(l and was bo vivid 
that it seemed tò JÆij, .Hugiiet as if he 
could actually,see the figure .jot his Bis
ter standing àt his riêdside’ He was 
greatly wrought rip .lover the affair. 
Judge of his surprise when a lady whom 
he waa .helping out of- the wagonette 
the next morning, turned and throwing 
her arms, about his neck, said: “This 
must be brother Charlie! /Don’t you 
know me?” . :

Flint, Mich.—Mrs. Fred : Seely, of 
Whigville, has reported a strange phe
nomenon. She with her husband and 
a few friends, saw on-Sunday night, 
what they believed' to - be a fully 
equipped and speeding, passenger train 
on the tracks oï'thé Pere Marquette 
railroad a few miles^from their house. 
They-saw the tralnrcbme to a full stop 
and noted the lights 4n the' windows. 
Then there seemed ito be a., catastro
phe of some sort, and thé whole train 
was seen to be in flames in: a short 
time. Mrs. Seelejd-s -husband, with a 
man employed bv'him on the farm, 
took a lighted- lantern and started for 
the scene of the.isupposed fire. On 
their way they "saw 1 approaching the 
regular passenger train due out of here 
at 7:05 To thelrthorròr this train, 

■ Which was the reáS-hne/ kept on at a 
terrible pace towards the-burning cars. 
It reached the scefleiasidipâssed through 
it with a roar. MrtaBeeley and his com
panion kept on and ireaohed, the place 
where they suppoaed.'.thjve was a burn
ing train. They ¡fctondinpthing.,: Their- 
report of the strhnge.fiffair has been 
listened to'With.'ipte'reHb. .All the peo
ple are well known ildeally. and well 
thought of.-—Detroit, Mfifch., News.

. Mrs. Abigail ScqfitdluBeway of Port
land, Oregon, saysicVTbo.secret of hap
piness hereaftçr. Ites iwBolly-in our ef
forts to do right in She (body. 'We must 
all sow as we reajMs Tifare is no-escape 
from . this- law. -Itras'risiqinerrlng as 4t 
is universal. ■■ ThÆdaWiôt-'retrlbution is 
as universal as tl!6> law bf évolution. I 
know hot-how rriàny-'tìdàas man existed 
as' an animal bel8re‘:tl[e''éternál mys
tery of life/ that WrifSri God,'breathed 
into him thè breàtotofiflRé’spIrit, so he 
might become a filViti^PsOul. ■ But. let 
man become conVitìeótlawlthout the pos
sibility of a doùbtiltót9h~é must réap' às 

- a’spirit what tío fihs gown'in the flesh, 
whether it be'Of kóod or.\vli; and the 
inexorable law rifWf-pfeseryatlon will 
lead him in the wà^sM righteousness.”

“Tito Rotean«», of àfide'; A $tpry of 
the Life and Times of .tlie Nljxareno and ■ 
His People.” Thrciigh Uri jnodlumshlp 
of Mrs. M, T. Jringley.’Atírntonsely in-,

“The Atitetaniow dr Womaly. Beauty 
.of Form- and Features. ’, The vuitira- 
tlon of Personal Béauty; Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. 1 By twenty, 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial Interest 
and.value. Frico 8L

Chair in loving commemoration of our 
arisen friends, was covered with smilax, 
ferns, carnations and calla lilies. It 
was a thing of beauty and a joy for
ever; every flower represented a spirit 
friend which seemed to bring them 
very closely to us. Remarks by Mr. 
Simpson were to the point, and carried 
conviction to his hearers. Mr. Edward 
Greece, a prominent lawyer, gave a 
very instructive lecture on Ancient Spir
itualism, and his experience jvlth de
veloped souls in India. Mr. Penna also 
made very interesting remarks.

We were then .called.upon, and gave a 
ten minutes' talk, after which Mrs., Pen
na followed with spiritual messages. 
Then the friends adjourned to the din; 
Ing-hall and enjoyed a fine lunch pre
pared by Sister Penna.

The evening services were conducted 
by our spirit guides, who gave the ad- 
'dresB of the evening, after which Mr. 
and Mrs. Penna appeared at the altar, 
brlngihg their two beautiful daughters 
fora spiritual christening. Water was 
used as symbol of cleansing or purity, 
followed’by a shower of beautiful white 
blossoms,' ëmj>léms of immortality, 
which when they fell upon the children 
seemed to bring the gentle benediction 
of love and angel guardlnaship. These 
tiVo little girls entertained the audience 
with Bongs' and sweetest miislc, as did 
Master Harvey Fovell, who rendered 
three'fine selections. ' '

Mrs. Penna and Baffle gave the spir
itual descriptions and loving messages. 
The servlces were concluded with all 
singing,' “Nearer, My’God to Thee,” and 
then the’benediction.

One word regarding myself. For five 
weeks I had been very ill with that ter
rible disease, pneumonia, at times' so 
near the bordefland that it almost 
seemed as though I must pass over, but 
the guides said, "Not .yet; there is a 
work for you to do, and we will aid and 
guide-you.”- As soon as I was able to 
sit up, dress and go out with their as
sistance I did the work arranged at thé 
anniversary. NELLIE S. BAADE.

Detroit,''Mich. '

AN ENTIRELY NEW VIEW.

Obsession Analyzed From a Different 
' Standpoint. '

I noticed an article lb The Progress
ive Thinker of April 1, that, gives the 
key, which if rightly used, will unlock 
the power'of obsession and cast out the 
man-made gods, devils and saviors that 
have, been obsessing many minds ever 
since popery commenced to manufac
ture Christian iddls. :

After the' imagé of an idol has been 
stamped In the human mind by hypno
tism, it iij h powerful-obsession and dif
ficult to.'caht out. Such seems to be 
the case with obsessed Russia; but the 
Japanese are hot obsessed with 'Chris
tian idolatry, hence are not'. waging 
their. Ulne And strength asking the man
made gods, and Idols to help them, blit 
are using their, own. unfolded intelli
gence, with the assistance . of the|r 
friends gone béforè, who àré doing 
more to assist the Japs than all the 
man-made gods and. .saviors. are doing 
to help Russia. ’ ' . ..

The war between Russia and Japan, 
is a test case between people obsessed 
by 'Christian Idolatry, and those who 
have A fiatnril un'foldment of the . hu
man. mind, arid ’iise that unfoldment for 
Sélf-deferisé; and the war wont, stop be: 
tween ¡Russia' And Japan, for the devil 
of falsehood is nil arms and legs, arid 
its frilse head is the pòpe 'of Rom'ë; A'tfl- 
izipg a false power Called. Christ, born 
of a fplse yirgln, whose son is a myth, 
and which will riave te disappear before 
the rising ;suri of ..püre" Splrltualisiri, 
just às thè Russians disappear before 
the JhpB, for the unseen hosts of 11b- 
erty-lovlng souls are ' With the Japs, 
while the nian-made idols are obsessing 
thé Russians,.for great is the power of 
obsession. * A. C. DOANE.

“'The'Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace1-to American - Civilization.’’ 
By Prof;’ W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upan Thysicai, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of tho mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, ®®Bterly4 trenchant 
Price 25 cents,

Behind the Veil. Written by a spirit in a most interesting manner 
and describing his life in the spirit world. Price 75 cents. ° ’

Beyond the Vail. A Sequel to Rending the Vail, given throu-di tho 
mediumship of W. W. Aber. Price, $1.50; postage-25 cents °

Bible Marvel Workers, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apost les. Bv Allen Putnam Price 75c

Bible of Bibles, or Twenty-seven Divine Revelations containing a de
scription of twenty-seven bibles, also a delineation of the character of 
the principle personages of the Christian Bible, and an examination of • 
their doctrines. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.75.

Big Bible Stories. Placed in the crucible of Mathematics, thev are 
made too absurd for anyone who can count on his fingers,’one’ two 
three, etc. New and unique. By W. II. Bach. Price, 50 cents ’ ’

Building of Vital Power. By.Bernarr Macfadden. Deep Breathing 
and a complete system for strengthening the heart, hmgs, stomach and 
all great vital organs. Profusely illustrated. Bound in cloth. Price Al

Can Telepathy Explain. By Minot J. Savage. Price $1. ' ’
Celestial Dynamics. A normal course of study 111 the Astro-Magnetic 

Forees of Nature. Just the book for mental healers or students in the 
sciene.6. 107 pages. Price $1,

Character Building, Thought Power. A dainty little book and help
ful. By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price, 35 cents. 1
Conflict Between Religion and Science. By J. W. Draper. Price $175

Child Culture. A small book giving a treatise, on how to rear chil
dren according to the laws of physiological psychology, and mental sug
gestion! By Nfewtpn R. Riddell. Price 65 cents. ... 0

. Children’s Progressive Lyceum. A manual, witTdirections for the 
organization -and- management of Sunday-schools. Something indis
pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 25 cents; postage 5 ets

Christs of the Past and Present. By Rev. Moses Hull. A valuable 
book. Price, cloth, 35 cents; paper, 25 cents.

Clairvoyance. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment. 
By J. C. F.- Gnimbine! Price, cloth, $1.50. '

Common Sense. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to the 
present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents.

Concentration. A series of six symbol cards and a valuable pamph
let on concentration, meditation and inspiration, with instructions how 
to conquer yourself and develop your innermost faculties. By Laura 
G. Fixen. Price 50 cents. .

Continuity of Life a Cosmic Truth. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the 
well-known lecturer. Those who have had the privilege of hearing 
Prof. Lockwood .lecture will understand and appreciate the character 
of this work. Price $1.

Contrasts in Spirit Life, and the Recent Experiences of Samuel 
Bowles. Given through the mediumship of Carrie E. S. Twing. Price, 
50 cents. ’

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection of original and selected hymns 
'for liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled 
by L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents.

Crimes of Preachers. This book is just what its title indicatcs-a 
thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very in
teresting book. Price 25 cents.

Cultivation of Personal Magnetism. By LeRoy Berrier. Price, 50c 
Data of Ethics. By Herbert Spencer. Price 50 cents. ’ ’

. Death Defeated, or the Psychic Secret of How to Keep Young. By
Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth bound, Price $1. ;

Death, Its Meaning and Result. By John K. Wilson, a member of the 
Pennsylvania Bar. Cloth. Price, $1.25. .

Dictionary of Dreams. One Thousand Dreams and Their Interpreta
tions By Dr. Robert Greer. Price, 25 cents. • ■

Discovery of a Lost Trail. By Chas. B. Newcomb. A book that will 
help You see the beauty and joy of life.. Price, $1.50.

¿shoes froffi the World of Song. A collection of new and beautiful 
songs, with music arid chorus, in book form. By C. P. Longley. Price, 
$1- .postage 15 cents. '

Edith Bramley’s Vision. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forees of the Roman Catholic church are seek
ing to prevent the.progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents. : .

Elsie’s Little Brother Tom. An interesting story for children. Allen 
Thurber author. • This book fills- a need for literature for small folks, 
as there are but a few books, and-we recommend this as being interest
ing and instructive. Price, 75' cents. ’ .

Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritualism, or a concordance of the prin
cipal passages of.the Old and New Testament Scriptures which prove or 
imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1. • ' .... ■
' Evolution J)f the?Devil. ‘Tire most, learned, accurate, scientific and . 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic M'ajesty'riy.er published. By Hes-ry 
Unni,- the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 centb .

Evolution of Ethics—The Greek Philosophers. By Prof. James H, 
HE8OtericLessonB’. 'A valuable book by Sarah Stanley Grimke, Ph.’ll..- 

Cloth cover.' Price, $1.50. < ii
Every Living Creature, or a heart-training through the animal world. 

By Ralph Waldo Trine. Cloth. Price.35 cento.
Fairvland of Science.’ By Arabclln\B; Buckley. .Price 50 cents. ; . 

- ’ Father Tom and, the Pope and tho History of . the'Pope's Mule. Price, 
naner, 25 cents; cloth 50 cents. - • • . ... : . - ■ / 4
1 Fastiriff. Hydrop&thy rind Exercise. By Bernarr Macfadden ahd 
Felix Oswald, A. M., M. D. Cloth bound, Price $1,

* $



THE MEDIUMS’ HOME SCHOOL, SPRINGFIELD, MO

IMPORTANT MESSAGEFROM PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The First Association of Spiritualists.

Spiritualist Meetings.

&

Through a Prominent Medium at Fort 
Scott, Kansas.

"Spiritual Songs for the Use of Clr- 
files,’ Gampmeetings and Other Spirlt- 
italisiis Gatherings.” By Mattie H.
£nlL Price 10 cents.- ,

This institution is primarily designed 
to assist mediums m the unfoldment 
end cultivation ot their medial powers, 
and to elucidate the science, philosophy 
and religion of Spiritualism. This pur
pose is supplemented, ir required, by 
scholastic and literary training, needful 
to the proper expression of spirit intel
ligence medlumistically received.

The schedule of studies that may be 
pursued in connection with the regular 
lessons in spiritual science and sittings 
for unfoldment, will include any and all 
branches usually taught in " public 
schools, seminaries or colleges. . Prof, 
J. Madison Allen, the eminent author, 
speaker, medium, musical composer, 
etc., who will have special charge of the 
higher literary and scientific depart
ments, is amply qualified (from early 
training in New England public schools? 
seminaries and Antioch College, also 
from long experience as teacher, to 
serve the school in this capacity.

Mrs. M. Theresa Allen has charge of 
the Spiritual Science department. This 
includes not only mediumship and sit
tings for the systematic unfoldment of 
the inherent spiritual phases of each fit
ter, but all branches having a direct 
bearing upon the general subject of 
psychology. Mrs. Allen has made spir
itual science and mediumship, together 
With kindred subjects, a special study, 
has been before the public for Many 
years as lecturer and message-medium, 
and is the author of the "Medium’s 
Guide," a standard work on that sub
ject. ’

The Mediums’ Home School studies 
.are so planned that all can be accom
modated, from the primary studies to

the higher grades, both in secular 
branches and along spiritual and inedi- 
umistlc lines. Here the adult whose 
education was neglected in earlier 
years can gather up the broken threads 
of learning, and, beginning anew, caii 
proceed systematically in a more thor
ough and private way, without embar
rassment on account of age, etc.

Being a home as well as a school, the 
medium and student can find rest and 
nourishment for the body as well as 
food for the mind and unfoldment of 
spiritual powers, while those physically 
unsound incidentally receive more or 
less healing influence from the spirit 

-side during their stay. -. '
Mr. and Mrs. Allen are also conduct

ing a circle-at-large, well and widely 
known for eight years past as The Sil
ver Chain Developing and Health Cir
cle, and which has an extended mem
bership.

The many letters of appreciation and 
encouragement received from all sec
tions and classes, including some of the 
most advanced workers in the field, evi
dence the fact that- the Mediums’ Home 
School has a legitimate and important 
function and mission, and has already 
accomplished much good. It .made a 
practical beginning last fall. Since 
then several students have been at 
their desks daily, and the studies, reci
tations and special exercises, as well as 
sittings for spiritual and medlumistlc 
unfoldment, have’been carried forward 
with uninterrupted regularity.

For -further Information address with 
stamp, J. M. and M. T, Allen, 651 South 
Grant street, Springfield, Mo. ’

H. G. HANNAMAN, Sec’y.

On Sunday, April 2, the First Associa
tion of Spiritualists held all day serv- 
iceq in commemoration of the 57th an
niversary of the advent of Modern Spir
itualism, at the Temple, 12th and 
Thompson streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

The president, Richard F. Adams, 
presided at the morning and evening 
meetings. Under the direction of Mrs. 
Amanda North, vice-president, the ros
trum was transformed into a bower of 
beauty, with artistically arranged vines, 
palms and choice fragrant flowers. An 
interesting program of music was ren
dered at each session, under the effi
cient leadership of Mr. S. M. Streeton. 
The prelude to the morning services, 
"I Love to Tell the Story,” was feeling
ly sung by the congregation. President 
Adams then introduced Dr. N. F. Rav- 
liri, of California, who has lectured for 
this society since the first of last Octo
ber, who gave an invocation in his usual 
fervent manner. ■ .

After a solo by Yocum, George H. 
Brooks, of Wheaton, Ill., was intro
duced, and spoke from the heart to the 
hearts of the people with optimistic 
views of Ufé. A vocal solo, "Will the 
Roses Bloom in Heaven,” was well ren
dered by Miss Blanche North, followed 
by Hon. Thomas M. Locke, president of 
the Philadelphia Spiritualist Society, 
Who also spoke hopeful, encouraging 
words, and how Spiritualism was slow
ly, but surely permeating all the 
churches.

Captain F. J. Keffer, honorary presi
dent of the First Association, said: 
Fifty years ago this society_stood alone, 
and Prof. Hare said the day would 
come when not only Philadelphia would 
have its place of meeting, but every 
civilized section of the world would 
also have the fame.” He said the oth
ers had spoken his thoughts, and ad
vised all to work for the good of all.

Mrs. Yocum sang “Angels Bright and 
Fair,” in a manner which elicited 
grateful applause. Dr. Ravlin followed 
with appropriate remarks. After ping
ing "Nearer, My God, to Thee,” by the 
congregation, Mrs. Leidy, gave floral 
readings, all of which were acknowl
edged by the recipients to be correct.

The afternoon was devoted to lyceum 
exercises, with Mr. Stanton Metlin as 
Conductor, when a very entertaining 
program was rendered, a pleasant feat
ure being the participation of several 
visitors from the Philadelphia Spiritual
ists’ Lyceum. The conductor, Wm. R. 
McGlenn, was present, and spoke a few 
timely words in reference to lyceum 
work, advising more to subscribe for 
the lesson sheet of the National Spirit
ualists Association. President Adams 
said, the fact of Modern Spiritualism 
coming into the world In Hie spring
time, when all nature rejoiced in new 
life and hope, was to him of great sig
nificance, and he was glad to see so 
many present from other societies as 
an encouraging sign towards bringing 
about more harmonious conditions.

At the evening services several of the 
veterans spoke briefly of the beauty of 
Spiritualism, and what it had done for 
them. Among these were Captain F. J. 
Keffer, William H. Jones and B. B. Hill. 

.Dr. N. F. Ravlin delivered the main ad
dress, taking for his subject, "The 
Stone Cut Out of the Mountains With
out Hands,” in his usual forceful, elo
quent and logical style.

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, holding' in 
her hand the “Roll of-Honor” contain
ing the names of some 300 members of 
this association, who had, sinoe its or
ganization more than fifty years ago, 
passed to the higher life, spoke In a 
sympathetic manner, fitting words of 
remembrance of these arisen ones.

. binner and supper were served by 
the Fraternity Committee, and a vote 
of thanks is due to all who so ably as
sisted in making a success the celebra
tion of this 57th anniversary at the tem
ple of the oldest society of the kind in 
the country.

Throughout the day the services 
Were optimistic, and inspiring to high
er, more noble living, emphasizing the 
fact, that spirit communion is now an 
assured reality, find it is now the mis- 
slon of Spiritualism to help untold the 
Innate powers of man; that when the 
true meaning of the Fatherhood of God, 
•and the Brotherhood of Man is more 
fully understood, then we will all unite 
in one universal religion.

. ELIZABZETH M. FISH.
: Floral Heights, Parkland, Eden,. Pa.

There has been a wide-spread feeling 
among the spirits that the cause is be
ing hindered by the many fraudulent 
mediums (so-called) who are roaming 
the land like the proverbial Hon, seek
ing whom they may devour. So. we 
have banded together to see if we can 
impress some honest persons to dis
cover for themselves the utter inability 
of these men and women to • fulfill ■ the 
promises made to the public. How 
anxious the people are to believe the 
truth, and how sorrowful they are when 
they have been deceived.

How one can work on the tenderest 
chords of sympathy of their fellow be
ings for a paltry sum of money, is be
yond my comprehension. Why, a thief 
is to be honored by the side of .them. 
You know I stand for-right and justice 
and it does my heart good when the de
ceivers are brought to light. The Pro-, 
gresslve Thinker'is right in the stand 
It takes against these deceivers. Truth 
cannot be reared on a foundation ot 
falsehood, and the quicker the true 
state of affairs are understood the bet
ter; better for the mediums, the people 
and the spirits as well. I say all glory 
to the true mediums, and everlasting 
condemnation to the deceivers.

Yours for the truth of Spiritualism. 
EDGAR ALLEN POE.

The above was received through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Mary L. Kaiser.

It Is Important when a meeting la 
suspended, that notice be given’us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead. We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time. .

First German Spiritualist Society oh 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. In Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

Thé North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.,

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue. 
ConductecT by Mr. and Mrs. Howes. ‘ 
. The Light of Truth Church will hold 

services in Hopkins’ Hall '528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart avenue. Confer-, 
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.
. The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street. Mèetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladies’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. All wel- 
come,.^Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Church of All Souls, in Hofie 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire. -

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold, services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m., at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends.

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at 183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, testa and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lee- 

• ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361« 
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland, .

Gnuroh oi iiie Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 963 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Paulina street. .Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday from 2 to.10 p.«m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs.- Dixon and her daughter, 
tho child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will bo continued nil summer. 
Dr; Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street. . ■

A’ Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue.' Services held every Sun-

»sen« c ’ < ; . . t ‘ \ ’
i, Pure for All That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.

The Progressive Thinker
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought, and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth
Be. Hay, Psychloane Natural .Clairvoyant

• Readings by mall, 91.00. 207 Lincoln uve., Chi
cago, Illinois. / .

FOR. THE MRS. G. PARTRIDGE
fl.lX); bhort reading-. ¿Octa; character readings 
from name or letter, ¿5 eta.; by mall only, 15 Park 
Ave., Chicago. .

MYSELF CÖREDJÄMSS
baxmlcss Home 'Care,«Addrosí 

MRS. N. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

The Spiritual Phenomena of the Bible.
. ■ • • ‘t X.- I J. •

• Materialization.
Genesis Hi.-s. - i ■ - ■ 
Genesis xviiij ; .xxxii:24, 
Exodus xxlv: 10,11.
Ezekiel xi’9. - • i

Dr. Peebles Institute o! Health oilers Free 
ConvultaHon to the JJlck and Suffering. ’ 

1! you are in poor beaiili sad with to bo cured, wrilo 
the Doctor» at once. They Cao HelpYou. . . ।

Dr. Peebles Insti
tute of Health, has 
for years made 'a 
specialty of treating 
chronic diseases and 
by their Home Treat
ment have cured 
hundreds who camo 
to them in utter de
spair because their 
cases had been pro
nounced Incurable 
by their local physi«

ft clans. Theysuccess- 
fully treat Catarrh, 
Bronchitis, Asthma, 
Rheumatism: Kid
ney and Bladder 
Trouble^ Heart.

. . Trouble, ptomach i
Bowel and Liver Troubles, all Blood and Nerv» 
ous Diseases as well as all diseases and weak? 
nesses peculiar to both man and woman.

They employ the latest and most approved 
methods or treating these disenso and if you 
are not completely cured yoür átomach is not 
ruined with strong drugs, If you are in 
ppor health and want treatment or.if you do not 
understand your case'anti wish- to know your 
exact condition write the Doctors for advice. 
They charge you nothing for a complete diag
nosis and if they find your case Is curable their 
charges will be most reasonable. They will 
also send voiHiterature fully explaining their 
methods of treatment.

If sick yourself or If you arelnterested In a sick 
friend write them a plain, candid letter and they 
will tellyouwhatyourtroubleisandif yourcase 
is curable will quote you their lowest terms; 
Write to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Institute ot 
Health, 28 Main St., Battle Creek. Mich. .

day and Thursday evening at 8 
o'clock. Tests and -rnusu at every ser
vice.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature will hold-Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor. - :

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every’ Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gllray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at all meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gllray. : •

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629. North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wlckland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street.

Church of the Soul,' Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
In room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J.. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home, Friday. ' <

Psychic Research... meetings at. 
Schott’s Hall, corner ’Belmont and Ra: 
cine avenues, Sunday afternodiis at 2:-30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course in oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, „ 675 Osgood street 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. 
at hall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiset. .

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every' Sunday at 

-3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m;

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue,'- between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph; medium.

Church of the Soul .Communion holds 
meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
find Webster-avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and testa. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
regular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Klmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars, pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread the truth 1b the 
object of this Society. -Address all com

. munlcations to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 E’ 55th 
street Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th 
street .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church ot the Soul, meets-at Room 
512 Masonic Temple, eyery first and 
third Thursday of. the month. After
noon session, 3 o’clock; evening ses
sion, 7:30. Everyone attending Is re
quested to furnish refreshments for 
6:15 s.iipper. Coffee tickets 10 cents.

The Chicago Spiritualists’. League 
holds its meetings the first Tuesday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 
•Hall, 243 Wabash avenue. Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. E.. Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark avenue, secretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist soci
ety of the city to send in the names of 
all their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship. Address all 
communications to the secretary.

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
6922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference ¿t 
2:30 p. m.

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge Hall, 378 S. Western ave
nue,, under the direction of Mrs, Nellie 
Kusserow. ■ ■ ■

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society 
will hold meetings every Sunday at 8 
and 8 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park avenue. All 
cordially invited^ .

Temple Light find Truth, 370 Waban- 
sia avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, In German and English.

The Christian Occult Church, United 
.Brotherhood. Hall, 3245 State street. 
Every Sunday evening at 7:30. Test 
messages given by good mediums. Good 
speakers in attendance.

... , ,, . .
“The Priest; the Woman and the Com 

fesBloual.” This book,, by the well 
known Father Ohiniquy, reveals the de- 
gradlngr impure Influences and. results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by moil, $1.

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
Dear friends, you. can greatly help me care for 

i my blind sister, Jennie L. WeDb,.onC .of . the earl
iest mediums now In the fonn, by writing ft letter 
to a spirit friend; Send it Co mo'wlth tl; fcud I Will 

. try and set reply by independent writing or whii^ 
pere. Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain« Mil
lord Masa.

INTERPRETING DREAMS,
Giving business advice, directing development of 
mediumship in safe way, diagnosing disease, 
giving descriptions and spirit messages,, are part 
of my work, Readings by mail. 11.04. Inclose 
writing or lock of hair. Two Questions answered, 
25 cents. !

. ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS,
. ■ 834.11th Bi.. N. E. Washington, D. 0. ,

SPECIAL. NOTICE.
To all ladle® eufferinr from female or any other 

•troubles, please send leading symptoms imd as
cent postage stamp.,-I will give you my advice 
and what helped me through critical stages, free 
of charge- Conununkat|gne strictly private. Mrs. 
Mary E. Hlndorer, Lock Box 225, Anderson, Ind.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant readings by-mail, assisted 
by a spirit teacher of Astrology, an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose physical condition®,' and give ad
vise of the Spirit Physician. Will tejl you of ma
terial conditions and give splrltt. advise. Send 
lock of halr. date of birth, and one dollar, Laws 
of mediumship taught Obsession or-, any unde
sirable influonce cured. 423 First st., N, E.. Wash
ington, D. C. ■ .

PLEASE READ THIS.
. It Hick write me: ’ will give you a free exami

nation and purely cure you, I cure when all 
others fall. Nervous .exhaustion and lost vigor 
of both texes BUCceHHftjIly treated. Great Buecese 
with diseases of children. Write In own hand
writing, giving name, age, nex. weight, leading 
Bymptoin. and 3ve J-cent stamps,-and receive a 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. For chlj- 
d ren send.lock of halK

FRANCE» L. LOUCKS,
85 Warrqn St., Btonehuu, Mut

The Infalllbla.flbrertrtimpet la Insulated top and 
bottom; shell, enamel,.Cardinal color finish, 11,60. 
Guaranteed, hotter thammetal or any other mate! 
rial; very llght ln weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forced; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cases'1 with handles, 81.50. Booklet for 
all kinds of deVOlopmeht, 12 cts,sent on receipt 
of price.
JAS. XBWTOX. 42® Dorr St,, Toledo. O.

Heaven Revised
Called Death. JJy Mrsj E. B. Duffey. A very 
intercBjdng and1 instructive work. Price 25 cts.

Researches ern Spiritualism
By SIR WILLIAM CROOKES, F. R. S., with 
Illustrations. Ot-unusual Interest and value, 
by one pt the greatest» scientists ot the world. 
Price, 50 cents. •

TieMW'S“
By W. J. COLVILLE.! -.Assortes of twelve lec
tures. Intended'àgalmplc, ptaotleal expoàltlons 
ot the Ten,Commandai®nts In the-spiritual as
pect. Price, 60 cents. ■

The Devil and the Adventists. 
.An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re

pulsed. Bv Motes Hull. Price, 10 cents.

BIG BIBLE STORIES.
A plain, practical consideration of the "Big 

Bible Stories," on a mathematical basis, By W, H, Bach. Cloth, W cents.

TUC TC M connANDHENTs I H L I L 11 ANALYZED.
A critical analytical examination of the Ten 

Commandments. In 1b -all that its name implies. 
By W. H, Bach. Price, paper, 25 cents. *

The Life ol Jesusthe original French.- 888 pages, well bound in cloth. 75 cents.

Success, and flow to Win It,
By B. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.

A Lecture and Course of Twenty-four Success 
Lessons. Price 25 cents.

I ICnrTlI An Interesting Story 
I l\fir I n of Two Worlds. 
IwlWULf 111 Elevating, Fascinat
ing and Instructive Throughout,

This work by Carrie E. S, Twingls exception
ally interesting. She well says: “These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
lowest in different religious beliefs, have moved 
me, not I them." The whole book is Interesting, 
fascinating, and instructive. Price, 81.00.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR. T. A. BLAND,

With full page photograph of the Heroine Pearl, from a spirit paintings . -
"Three things that make this book remarka

ble. Its authorshlp.- tho astounding claims put 
forth ta It and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life It contains.-”—B. O. Flower, In 
the Arena.

"It will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-lit -dime of 
the world Celestial.”—Bev. H. W. Thomas.

Cloth bound with gilt side stamp; price, S1.00.

The Majesty bodks by George 
„e , • Jordan, treating of In-Of Calmness. ,<Mviaualnrot>lemsand tz. ,. posslblll ties In theThe KinasniD ■ 
oISefKpntraL • 

• •••••* esting and instructive 
and worth more than tfie price Indicates, as an 
ornamental andlvnluatole addition to the libra
ry. Price. 80 cents eaohr

"We Are Passing BtUtOnee This Way.” Song 
and refrain, by BIO- Hudson; price, ascents.

"Satisfied." AStrevenlb. By .A. J. Maxham. 
Price 25 cents.

"The Light otReason)!1 English and German 
words; sung terr the tUne of “Load, Kindly 
Light." Price taCentkZ ■

Some GliraiBiiSi 
0Î O66liroiSHE }

ANCIENT

AND

HODERN.

BY C. WL LEADBEATER
Tho following subjects aro treated In a most 

able manner; i
ANCIENT:—Theosophy .and. Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism. '
MODERN:—The Unseen World; ThoRationale 

ot Mesmerism; Teletmthy and Mind-Cure; 
Magic, White and Black; The Usonml Abuse 
of Psychic Powers: Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism; How to•Bulld’charnoter: Tlto-Fu- ■ turo of,-Humanity; Tho Gospel of Wisdom. 

Woll bound in Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. 400 pages. Price, 81.60. • • ■

HEL106EMTR16 ASTROLOGY, 
Or Essentials ot Astronomy and Solar Men
tality, with.Tables of Ephemeris to 1010. By 
Tarmo Vedrà. With M. illustrations, 85 of 
which are original drawings by Holmes W. 
Morton; author of “Descriptive Mentality." A 
now system of personally determining the prl-1 
mnry.fuud of Mental;.and Physical forces and 
their results in mental aptitudes that dominato 
tho nature of tho Indlmual os hosed nuon dato' ót birth. Price, clottr, Ei.&o,

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrfor, Au cinineutiy suggestive work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to (he physical organism, and 
the power of thought in .the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth, $1, •

FRED, B EVANS,
- - ' The Voted Psychiji for

Independent. Slate Writing; and 
- . Clairvoyance, •

Han recently left New York, and la now located at 
1112 Eddy St., San Eranclsco, Cat Send,stamp for 
circular jon Mediumship.   -

MADAM THERESE SHAGREN, 
Is the most giftetTmedhihi and psychic liuthe 
world to-day; her testhnonlaU from all parts of 
.the globo apeak of her as-a marvel; .call and read 
them and receive a free life reading; or send iock 
of hair, date of bird) and 3 stumps for free read
ing by mall, with aiiawera to 8 questiona; or full 
life roading. 60 conta In atanipa. Addreas 19 Bw- 
lug Place, II, San Francisco Cal.

fl IJnruWfi if Restores Lost Vision.
h WUI IJJul I ul Write for Illustrated Circular, 
XnonHnfo showing styles and prices and 
OUUULCiUlUi photo of Spirit Yarma, who de

veloped this Clairvoyant power In me. I con ad- 
lust my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes at your own home and send by 
mall, as if you were In my office. Thousands will 
testify. W. F. POOLE.

•1 ;; . « Bvanston Ave.. Chicago. tU
■ Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 
can say perfection, I shall recommend them to 
my friends, Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Los Angeles, Cal,

ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
■ / -1 Who has had
Forty Years’ Experience in the Study 

and Practice of Medicine, Two 
• Years Prof, in a Medical

College, Ten Years 
IN SANITARIUM WORK, 

and la a Natural Clairvoyant» He never 
falls in diagnosis, Ho has given special attention 
to eye, ear, throat and lung troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never 
falls to ouropiles. If you would like an opinion 
of your case FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your band 
live minutes. Enclose stum p for reply.

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed City Sanitarium, Reed City, Mich.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His-cures are mar
velous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. sex, and lock ofhalr, and 6 cents 
in stamps«. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, at reduced prices. A trial will 
convince you. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you In your, own home.

Address, «J. B. LOircHS. M. D.,
Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Masa. *

£<Xi<w McCullough,
As ATan, Actor and Spirit.

By NUMIS C. CLARK, "
An authentic portrayal ot the mortal career ot 

the eminent tragedian, and the first biography 
over written that continues the recital beyond 
tho portals of the grave. Can be ordered .from 
tho autbort_15 Centre Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
Illustrated. Price, ll.&O. '

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fume."—H.Tuttle 

Light. Color. Electricity, Magnetism, Mind. Baths,
Its beautiful Diploma confers title. ”D. M.’4 

Doctbrof Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one’b home. Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to ,

B. 1). BABBITT. M. D., 
62 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock o! 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St. 

San Jose, Call

Psychic Development.
Development with some is like hatching eggs 

or raising babies In an incubator. It is not the 
natural way—that Is why richly endowed psy
chics fall. Not every egg can hatch a chicken, 
but that is not tho fault of the hen. If you will 
FOLLOW MY INSTRUCTIONS I will develop 
you by God’s way—that is the way you get the 
breath of life and realize your psychic powers.

O*8top listening to men who say ••lessons" 
can’t develop you. THEY SAY SO BECAUSE 
THEY HAVE BOOKS TO SELL. Since 1898 1 
have proven my system to be superior to the 
method of hatching mediums in the dark, by 
holding hands and getting the blind staggers by 

.looking at vacuity for a ghost—This is the incu
bator plan. ..

RTIf you have not realized any results, climb 
out of your incubator and get where God’s sun
shine can warm your soul Into life, until you be
come an adept like Christ Then you can mate
rialize a spirit, raise the dead, heal the sick, see 
the angels, turn water into wine, demonstrate 
your divinity.

Send stamped addressed envelope for Prospec
tus, Delineations. Reduced terms. Address.

J. C. F. GKUMBINF,
1285 GimmonweaUh Ave.,

Boston, Mass.

■After Her Death.
Summer."

The Story of a
•By Lilian Whiting. No

mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book, BeauUful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, 
doth, $1. ■ . 1

“Success, and How to Win It.” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures aro as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; Ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
and Tact; Angelic Help. Price 25 cts.

’Teems lit Frojpro®»." By Lizzie 
Doton. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods,.“from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe." It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 

"How to Train Children and Pa
rents." Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 

■parents that need, the training more 
than tho children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. TWenty-five 
cents could not bo .better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
hits the care of children should rend it. 
Price 25 cents. _ • -■

“Just Sow to Wake the Soler Pies

Daniel v;5. ’ ' ..... .
Lukexxiv: 15, 16, 29, 30; 81.
John xx:19, 30. " ’ ’
Luke xx:30, 3L-- -

■ i Spirit Writing. v •;•■
II. Chronicles xxi:12, ;
Daniel v.5. . , •'

Independent.Spirit.Writing..’
Exodus xxivfl?. . ’- ’ i: ‘ 
Exodus>xxxi:18.
Exodus xxxil:16.
Exodus xxxlv:l. 
Deut. v:22. -
Deut, ix: 10.

Trumpet Speaking.
Exodus xix:13, 16,19.
Exodus xx:18. -
Revelations 1:10, 

Trance.
Genesis xv;12, 17, .
Daniel vlil:18,
Daniel x:9. 
Acts ix:3, 9. 
Acts«xxll:17.

*

II. Cor. xii:2, *
Healing—Old Testament, 

Numbers xxi:8, 9.
II. Kings v:l, 14. • ‘
I. Kings xvii:17, 24.
II. Kiqgs iv:18, 37.
Disciples Charged to Heal the Sick.
Matt. x:8.
Luko lx:2.
Lukex:9.

Disciples Heal the Sick.
1 cts xiv: 8, 15.
Acts 111:1, 8.

ITEMS FROM CALIFORNIA.

I

i
i

Healing: New Testament—Jesus thi.
‘ '< Healer.

. Matt, vlii: 5. 18. ■
Matt, xil: 10,-13. ■ ■ .
Luke xiv: 2, 4. .
tyayk jii: 2tJ5. .
Luke v: 17, 25. ;
John iv:47, 54.
Luke ix:ll,

' ’ G[fts of Healing.
I. Cor.-xii:»* 28.2---*'' -

Healing by Magnetized Articles, 
. II. Kings iv;29. r ' 7

Acta xix:ll, 12.
Independent Spirit Voices.

Deut, lx: 12.18.
I. Samuel 111:3, 9.
Ezekiel 1:28,
Matt. xvll:5.
John xli:28. 29. 30.
Acta 7:30, 31.
Acta 9:4, 7.
Acts 11:7, 8, 9.

Spirit Levitation.
I. Kings 18:12.
Ezekiel 3:12. 13. 14.
Ezekiel 8:3.
Acta 8:39.
Possibly also Matt. 4:1.

Spirit Tests,
Genesis 24:14, 19,
Exodus 4:14, 31.
Judges 6:36, 40.
I. Samuel 1:10, 11, 17, 26, 27.
I. Samuel 10:2, 6, 9, 10.
Spirit Communications In Dreams.
Job 33:15.
Joel 2:28. ’
Genesis 28:12.
Genesis 31.24.
Genesis 37:5.
Genesis 41.

A Communication From C. W. Kyle.

San Francisco, one, at least, of the 
psychic centers of the western world, is 
moving grandly forward in the Spirit
ualistic work. The past year has been 
a most noatble one, and Spiritualism 
a most notable one, and Spiritualism 
from the public.

The truth has opened the eyes ot 
many souls and set them free.

I write to call attention and pay a 
slight tribute to the remarkably suc
cessful work of Mae Hunt, as an inspi
rational lecturer. For more than nine 
months she has been lecturing on Sun
day evenings to crowded audiences com
posed of Intelligent and attentive listen
ers. Her work has been of such an or
der as to attract tho -public, and the in-

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

(Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seven 
words constitute one line.]

terest in her meetings is ever on 
Increase. She depends wholly on 
spirit guides. She is chaperoned 
the widow of that grand old pioneer 
dium, John Brown, of the Rockies.

the 
her 
by

me-

Through the splendid trance medi
umship of Miss Hunt, the public of 
this city have been privileged to listen 
to some of the most inspiring truths 
ever let fall from mortal lips. No one 
listening to her can long doubt the true 
genuineness of her work. The spirit of 
John Pierpont is one of her main con
trols. We hope in the near future to 
present a stenographic report of some 
one of his marvelous communications 
so-that the many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker may thus be enabled 
to judge of their merits.

. Henry Ward Beecher controlled Miss 
Hunt at her meeting in this city held in 
honor of the na(al day of Modern Spir
itualism on Sunday, April 2, while at 
the anniversary held by the First Spir
itual Church of Oakland presided over 
by that grand Spiritualist, Dr. Sol. Pa- 
linbaum, the spirit of John Pierpont, 
held a large audience that was notable 
for the large numbers of mediums and 
lecturers present, in rapt attention for 
more than an hour. The program was 
long, but thanks to the spirit friends, 
the interest never flagged.

The exercises occupied the afternoon 
and evening, and proved most enjoyable 
and highly profitable. Luncheon, song 
and a social hour was held between ses
sions.

I cannot close without calling atten
tion to the faithful and efficient work of 
Mr. Henry W. Bracken, who ably pre
sides at the largest public gatherings 
now being held in this city.

The Progressive Thinker is being 
eagerly read by an ever-increasing num
ber of souls in this city who are search
ing for the higher way.
Give to us all, oh, spirit light,

• The power to see the truth at hand; 
There is no death, there is no night—

God help us now to understand. 
CHARLES W. KYLE.

San Francisco, Cal.

Mr. Elbridge Whiting passed to spirlfr 
life, March 23, 1905, leaving a wife and 
one daughter. He was a native of Mas>- 
sachusetts and was buried there. Muci| 
of his early life was spent in civil en
gineering on the railroads of the mid
dle west. He died at Laramie, Wyo., 
where he had lived many years, known 
and respected by all. Age 83 years. 
He was a firm believer in Spiritualism 
and his last illness proved its truths tq 
all observers. ,■

---------  i
Susannah Donaldson was born in thS 

state of Pennsylvania, August 11, 1827; 
and departed this life March 28, 1905; 
aged 77 years, 7 months and 17 days. 
The deceased had been a resident o( 
Rome City, Ind., for nearly forty years', 
and had lived to see a large number of 
her old neighbors and friends pass 
over to the spirit land. She was a kind, 
loving neighbor, respected by all. She 
was not the mother of any children, 
but had raised three, Monroe Brock, 
Minerva Hitchcock and Mark Donald
son, the latter being her nephew, who, 
with his companion had tenderly cared 
for her and helped to bear burdens of 
sickness that she had suffered at pe
riods during the past five years.

After a short illness, Mrs. May Sir- 
rine passed from mortal to immortal 
life at her home in Paw Paw Mich., 
April 2, 1905, aged 67 years. Naturally 
cheerful, kindly and unselfish she was a 
shining light, not only in her home but 
wherever she walked among the people 
with whom she had dwelt,-honored and 
loved for many years. Not very long 
before her death she made this confes
sion of faith to a friend: “I never want 
anyone to think for a moment that 1 am 
not a Spiritualist.” Her husband and 
three married children survive her.

E. A. SOWERS.

Minneapolis and St. Paul.
As I have seen no word from 

part of the-world In your paper
this 
for

some time I feel I must let our friends 
know of the work being done in Minne
apolis. The - Progressive Spiritualist 
Society has had a very pleasant winter. 
We have had different speakers and 
workers on our platform to assist our 
regular speaker, Mrs. Talcott. Peace 
and harmony have prevailed among the 
society members, and all have assisted 
to make the work a success’ and a pleas
ure to all who come to listen.

Sunday, April 2, was one of the 
bright spots which will last in memory. 
We had invited the societies of Minne
apolis and St. Paul to join us in cele
brating the 57th anniversary. All day 
we had the doors open and It was a re
union of friends on both sides of life. 
One of the pleasantest features of the 
day was the program given by the 
Children’s Lyceum under the direction 
of Miss Alice Wickstrom, and certainly 
it was a credit to her, and showed her 
earnest effort in that line. In the after
noon there were twenty-minute talks 
by those faithful workers, Mrs. C. Try
on and Mrs. S. M. Lowell, also by Mrs. 
Whitwell. The message bearers were 
Mrs. Lamb, Sauer, Peake. Mr. Leslie 
Clark and Mr. H. Chrisman inspired all 
by their voice in song. After the after
noon service dinner was served in the 
dining room by the ladies of the so
ciety, which cemented the ties closer if 
possible. ••

In the evening J. S. Maxwell, presi
dent of the state association, gave us a 
short address; Mrs. Talcott a few re
marks and an inspirational poem, 
after which Mrs. Mary Jacobs, Mrs. 

"Peake and Nettie Buhler gave mes
sages from beyond. It would not seem 
complete not to mention the names of 
two of our workers whose names were 
on our program, but Illness prevented 
being with us, Mr. E. P. Manewell and 
Mrs.: M.. White, bqth just recovering 
from a serious illness, and we hope to 
have them with us In the field’ soon. 
The faces of two of our old standbys 
wor,e not seen—those of Sanford Niles 
and L. "T. Barker, but reports say they 
are on the road to recovery, which 
pleases their many friends. Spiritual
ism enjoys to-day a position never be- 
tdfe felt in‘this city. Our dally papers 
give us a fine report and without the 
trace of a sneer, which means a great

On March 30, 1905, at the home of her 
daughter and son-in-law, H. P. Holland, 
in the city of Rockford, Ill., Mrs. Aurilla 
S. Blinn parted company with her old 
companion of 91 years—a well pre
served old body that had done her good 
service with but few stoppages for re
pairs or otherwise, after passing 
through the common experiences of all 
pioneers in a new and sparsely settled 
country, with but few white and many 
Indian neighbors; not only a pioneer 
amongst homeseekers, she was a pio
neer in the investigation of the claims 
of Modern Spiritualism. She became 
fully satisfied in the early part of 
1850; since that time to the last mo-’ 
ment of her life a consistent, unswerv
ing adherent of the new cult; a great 
reader of books and papers, and sub
scriber to The Progressive Thinker 
from its first appearance up to the 
change. The funeral was in line keep
ing with her whole life, quite sensible 
and appropriate; only a few well-timed 
remarks by a very liberal minister and 
a few words from an old friend and 
neighbor; no singing, no praying, no 
uncalled for cruel tears—only subdued 
joy and congratulation for the beautiful 
ending to a beautiful, useful, well-spent 
life. d. c. McDougall.

Rockford, 111.

"The Spiritual Slgnlflcance, or, Deatli 
as an Event in Life." By Lilian Whit
ing. One of Miss Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual 
books. It is laden with rich, thought« 
ful spirituality. Price $1. .

“New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments upon the Texts.” Heston’s 
drawings are incomparable, and excru
ciatingly funny. Price in boards, $1. 
Cloth, $1.50.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D, LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates, 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you will 
|w delighted with it .

"Beyona the Vali.” A Sequel 'to 
“Rending the Vail.” Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, of 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex-, 
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
scientific and personal verification ‘
"What We Shall Be," and a code 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy 
a!12atlon of the highest and purest

*
deal.'

Minneapolis, Minn.
MRS. ASA TALCOTT.

Hclty attainable in the future life. A! 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
tSOO pages'. Price, $1.75.

“Wedding Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful, and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar« 
riage ceremony, marriage certificate^ 
etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed for the um 
of .the Splrltuallst and Liberal ministry, 
Price 75 cents. . ■;
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VISIONS AND EXPERIENCES.

With Suggestions of Their .Import to

Q

o

REMARKABLE NARRATION. Willis is generous to bls uncanny 
friend and insists upon sharing with 
him all his belongings. Last Christ
mas Santa Glaus was good to him, but 
neglected Raymond entirely, and this 
made Willis sad. He fretted over the 
inexplicable fact for several hours, and 
at last took his toys into the nail/di
vided them into piles with exquisite im
partiality and arranged one for Ray
mond and one for himself.

“This Infatuation for his imaginary 
friend worries me,” said the father. 
“There is something so uncanny about 
it. Willis Is the only one of my chil
dren who has ever been anything but 
perfectly normal- He is insistent that 
Raymond is an actual boy and is really 
distressed when we try to argue that 
he is not. We have reasoned with him., 
argued, ridiculed, even scolded, but 
Willis is unmoved and neither reason, 
argument, ridicule nor threats have 
any effect upon him. He is loyal to

Strange Story of a Boy With an Invlel- 
ble Playmate—At the Age of Three 
He Had an Invisible Woman Friend— 
An Illustration That Spiritualists 
Have No Monopoly of Spirit Return. 
Imagination run riot [as set forth in 

the New York World], is the explana
tion the average ■ matter-of-fact person

who had come to tlra otheivsidc of life, but this medium didn’t hesitate 
in coming when it had the name.of her old friend’s house on it, but when, 
she got on the car-, and she had to move rapidly to make the train after 
she got the news, she sat and wondered who had passed, on. I didn 11 wou]d glve t0 extraordinary phe- 
keep her waiting long, for I appeared to her and told her that I, Thomas, UOmenon of a child spending all his 
had comei Poor Lib’s mind was so strongly upon me that I took her time with a playmate that no one else 
spirit with me and she spbke to Mrs. Cooley, “I stoodfiy him to the I can see.^ mygtery> R would bg caUe(j 
last,’.’ and she did, and you;all know it. So we were both together, ai- I by those wll0 belleve tbere jS more ;n 
though one was still'fastened to the flesh and one was free. "Well, I sup- earth and air than the materialistic 
nose it made it easv for her to oo with me because her mind was so philosophers can explain. Whichever pose n mage n easy. 101 nei to go wiuirne, ueeuuau » » be the truth, the phenomenon Ib extraor-
strongly upon Mrs, Copley .and wishing she could be there with hei, ana diMry, for there Jg no questlon what. 
I want you to tell- all the fpiends that I consider this a great privilege eyer about yie chl)d believing absolute- 
and this is one1 of the;advantages of knowing something about the other I iy and implicitly in the reality of his 
world before you'step overthe threshold. Do. ytm is six and a half years
known enough to direct my .thoughts in the right direction, or to conn 01 Qjd and wUh hig parenl8j Gapt 
this medium ? Remenibpr, it is not the guide now, it is my own self that I and jnrs< w. B. Miller, of McKenzie, 
is doing the talking. How J wish I could do this at my funeral. The Tenn., the youngest of a family of four, 
guide smiles apd says, now will be given all the privilege thajyou^can He bit^ chap «with blue
desire; but you will, n$t; fifl.d the conditions there as you do this m°in- light brown hair. He is vivacious, tun 
ing. New-born spirits'likd'pther people, taking up new conditions find oi nerVouB energy and exceedingly pre
things better for themfind the opportunity.of expressing themselves I coclous. He reads with ease and is 
better, when the. eyes fit the curious are not upon them.” History ^iiTeMestbrotooiuare’grown

I want to thank all Wlio g^ye me a kind thought, and I feel, as I stand up anj[' he has n|ver had the b00n ot 
here, I can truthfully say thgt they-are all giving me’a kind thought. I the society of children. The enforced 
have been close arouiid.' a id so far I haven’t heard any of the people association with his elders has made

The following message, from the Spirit of J, T. 
Crumbaugh, was received at a private seance, through 
the mediumship- of Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, at 
the home of S, H. West, in LeRoy, 111., on the morn
ing of April ?, 190$, the day of the funeral of Mr. 
Crumbaugh, and taken down in shorthand by Ninetta 
McMurray, and read at the funeral. The medium 
commences by saying: , ■ ' '

friend Wesley Owen, „that

eisting of 
tolling up 
unrolling 
springs in 
machines

Summerland Beach, August 14, 
just at dawn ot day I was awak- 
by a spirit and beheld my .room

At 
1897, 
ened

hill 
by 

was 
The 
will

In Regard to a Child Who Was a Won
derful Medium.

fine wires, and the symbols 
cloth, papers, draperies and 
them, also manipulating 
queerly constructed small 
and pulling wires. All 1

site side of. the grounds, over the 
came a very large wagon drawn 
heavy draught horses. On it 
loaded a threshing machine, 
thought came to me, “Well, that

giving me hard mimes- I 
more in store for them af

Spiritualists.

lull of seemingly materialized spirits, 
tor a purpose. First I saw the presi- 
dent< of the United States who have 
gone from this world to the immortal 
World, also several statesmen.

An arnior-bearer held a very large 
^American flag and waved or dipped it 
ip front of each of the presidents, 
wliose names appeared over their 
hetpls in letters of gold. This was 
something I had never before witnessed 
claiirvoyantly. General George Wash
ington was first, next to him stood 
Abraham Lincoln, next James A. Gar
field', then Gen. U. S. Grant. Opposite 
these four were Jefferson, John Quincy 
Adams, John Adams, Tyler, Polk, Mad
ison, Monroe, Jackson, Van Buren, Har
rison, Taylor, Pierce, Buchanan, etc. 
Then came Henry Clay, Alexander 
Hamilton, Thomas Paine, Logan, Ar
thur, Fillmore, and many others whose 
names I do not remember and cannot- 
make note of now. After they had 
waved the flag,’ they—for it seemed to 
be their force rather than any personal 
action, enfolded me in the flag for about* 
a second. Then the one named Alex
ander Hamilton came forward a step 

i and said: “This flag is of great signifl- 
। cance, not only for this country and 
earth’s nations, but also for Spiritual
ism- We stand for organization and re
joice In the organized efforts to bring 
this lovely child Spiritualism under the 
protection of this flag, together with the 
mediums.'^ Here suddenly by a- com
mon move the Declaration of Independ
ence was produced and he spoke of the 
statutes of this heaven-born republic.

Tlien Father Washington said: “We 
point with pride to the clause that man 
is permitted to worship in accordance 
with the dictates of his conscience, and 
this flag Is bound to protect him; yes, 
protect all, we say. Let all mediums 
and co-workers with the heavenly hosts 

■ stavd by this flag and defend its col- 
■prs and let It e’so defend them. Let 
ahem be true and faithful and heaven 
will defend them one and all." Then 
the vision disappeared at once,1 and it, 
wfis just dawn of day. s

1) looked out of the window and lo! 
ths ground between the hotel and Mrs. 
Grave's cottage was literally covered 

■'with Indians. They had the war paint 
and; feathers galore. I actually felt 
atra’.ld of them, they looked so materi
ally! real.

Around the Grove cottage they sat on 
the ground really fencing if in. Then a 
large group of them rose up and walked 
into the grounds marked for an audito
rium, and began to arrange themselves 
for a battle. Just then from the oppo-

wipe them out." But no; all ot it be
gan, to vanish at once, the Indians along 

f Ivith- it/and I realized that I had seen 
preparations for a battle that would 

; not be carried out. I was then re- 
iquested to make notes of what I had 
peen, and give one copy to Mr. King, 
¿nd keep the other for future use.
I The above is taken from the notes 
¡made in 1897, while at Summerland 
/Beach, Ohio, serving the society as., 
/speaker» Now after almost eight years 
Aits experience came before me again 
n'a somewhat changed form. The 
hanges that have since been wrought 

and without battle surprise me, as 
■hey are now presented. The first and 
lecond parts of the above recorded vls- 

1on have nothing in common, being on 
eparate planes of spirit life, the latter 
Islon meaning the strife conditions 
■pong Spiritualists which ( should be 
id really, I think from the way it 

. bned out, will be governed for good, 
is, discords turned into harmony 

1,1 then failures into successes.
Yast night, April 15, 1905, another 

• part, a supplement to the first vision, 
wds brought before me, but I failed to 
get an interpretation from the spirit 
showing it. President Wm. McKinley 
came in the midst of a company of 
spirits and many symbolical things. An 
immense network was about him con-

The following message, from the spirit of J. T. Crumbaugh was re
ceived at a. private seance through-the mediumship of Mrs. Georgia 
Gladys Cooley, at the home of S. H. West, in CeRoy, Illinois, on the 
morning of April 5, 1905, the day .of the iuneral of J, T, Crumbaugh, 
and taken down in shorthand by Ninetta McMurray, and read at the 
funeral. The medium’s control commences by saying:

1’his is a beautiful spring morning. The birds have sung and sung, 
and all nature seems rapt in that sweet quiet which brings pea'ce to the 
soul. You of the earth plane have gathered together in the name of 
your spirit friends as did those of old when the Master appeared to 
them. He thought no more of his loved ones than your dear ones think 
of you, and they, too, have sensed the earnest desire of your heart and 
arg with you. This, however, is no uncommon thing for them, for this 
very room, is permeated with an atmosphere that is conducive to spirit
ual influences, hence demonstrations of various kinds have often taken 
place in this center. _

The message that brings your friends to earth to-day is not alone to 
answer the desire of your hearts that they be with you, but to assist a 
new-born spirit to voice his words regarding what is commonly termed 
“transition of the soul.” ' ■ . - „

Your friend-has not yet approached the medium that is to have influ
ence over his brain, for he sits in yonder chair in the attitude of a vis
itor or listener. If your physical eyes could behold him you would be 
pleased to know he is the same old friend, as well as note the expression 
of perfect satisfaction upon his face. He wishes us to say that he is 
much pleased with the steps taken regarding the disposition of the 
body, and desires-that the world be given to understand that he is still 
a Spiritualist and the advocator of this truth, the truth, gf eternal life. 
That no change took place in his mind prior to the' departure of the 
soul. He was met by loved ones who have been very kind to him. They 
seem to know his every thought and desire and to aid him in every pos
sible way they can. His mother and father are with him at this mo
ment, father on the right and mother jm the left of the ehair and a hand
some young.man who, he declares, is his own dear. son. Each hand is 
clasped by the hand of a parent, while the son’s hands rest upon the 
shoulders of the father, making what would, appear to you a picture of 
a family griup, but to us ’tis a position that has been taken in order to 
strengthen the one who sits in the chair. . _

We Will withdraw our thoughts and attention from this little group 
for the present.. It is best we should do this in order to enable your 
friend to gather his thoughts, as we feel he is desirous of expressing 
them himself. • ' ■

You have often noticed people that were a little out of the common 
gazed upon by the eyes of the curious. You have often noticed where 
many have placed their attention upon one that stands before them 
they appear embarrassed. .'This is the condition that your friend would 
experience if we had not withdrawn our intense thought and attention 
from him, and as he collects his forces we will pay attention to some of 
the other intelligences that we see in this room. First, the first one that 
approaches us is not one perhaps that you would expect, but a little 
child. Fair and delicate to, look upon; we are reminded, as we look 
upon this child, of the early’ blossoms of the spring in all their tender
ness and beauty. She has a little apron, the hem of which she holds in 
her hands, making an improvised basket which is filled with flowers 
thrown in carelessly, the stem of one kissing the head of the other. Va
rious hues are mingled together and all seem to throw out the sweet 
breath of harmony. The poetry of color and tone seem displayed in 
this child’s apron. In her child-like manner slip walks to_you and of
fers you your choice bf the blossoms, and we see your spirit hand stretch 
forth and take one single little pansy, as though you would be content 
with’that. She then turns to your companion and lifts her little apron 
to you as much as to say, “Take all you want” and you look over that 
collection of flowers as much as to say, “They are all beautiful, which 
one-shall I take?” and you pluek a sweet little daisy, a white star-like 
blossom, and a little bunch of the lilies of the valley, and right oyer 
here, as though you had just caught a glimpse a beautiful carnation 
looks you in the face, but lest you may take too many you say to your
self, “I guess this is all.” The child she is, she seems to read the desire 
of your soul and she picks the carnation and hands it to you, and as she 
does this some little sprigs of green seem to trail after her hand and you 
have the cluster of those blossoms in your hand.

iftye made myself known at home, but I have ««X
Pf. a little- while. I want you to say.to my a]j t|,e correctness or a grown-up, 

,, I have a good deal of confidence in him; re- and his conversation gives evidence ot
member that. I want hii i to know it, and I want him-to look .after ideas that are intelligent beyond his
things for me and iielp.Lil: He knows more about ray affairs than any father gays WHUg has Uught 
one, I guess, outside .Of Lm. xou know a great deal about them, Mr. hjmaeif all he knows; he learned his 
West, but I don’t anticipiif’e any trouble over material state of affairs, I letters from his building blocks before 
and I am not going to worry. I know poor Lib will be lonely and she his parents knew it and he taught hlm- 
will miss me very much, ah<l you just tell her, in one way a bux.den has se 0 rea an wr ® we • 
ieen lifted from her, that I was just wearing her out, and now I want ,At Three Had Invisible Woman Friend, 
her to have a rest, and I will come to her and we will be about as much Willis was three years old before he 
, ,. - • ■ showed signs ot anything extraordinary,
together as ever.- „ , , „ , , , . Tjj c i that time he began speaking of a

I want to tell-you a little about how I felt when I got out. It you ieel I beautiful young woman who came every 
just like you have been in p room that was dark and all Of -the air ex- day to his home to see him. No one 
-eluded and vou wasn’t able to reach the door and vet knew that if you else could see her, but Willis would 
J.J U, , ;/ ;W 1 vi3 ' 775. , t/. 1 / 1X walk gravely up and down the gardendid reach the door ypii. would find it barred, and while sitting theie talklng t0 her. This beautiful but in
thinking of this terrible hemined-in condition, an opening suddenly ap- visible young woman was looked upon 
peared over your head -anti a streak of light crept into" the. darkness, by Willis’s parents simply as a rather 
von would feel there Wilk some deliverance at hand - and vour eyes I strange expression of the habit of pre- you wouict reel uiere.wa^ some aciiverancc ui nanu, <uiu . yuiu ‘¿“’ tending which is so common among 
would naturally turn ’towa^; that light and the opening, and as you imaginative children. ■ They were rath- 
gazed upon it, to.yourpstorij^hment and joy you found it steadily en- er amused b.v their child’s actions, but 
larging, and there came-a breath of air, pure and sweet, in upon you, did not regard them as anything ex- 
you would feel like*raimigyour hands high above your head and reach- tra°^lnbaryatlfii] young woman Boon 
mg toward that opening—that is the way I felt. It was something faded away from the chl)d'S llfej and 
drawing me on and up,, and finally I forgot all about the dark and her place was taken by a playmate 
barred room, and floated, floated, I don’t know where, but I was float- called Raymond. Willis says Raymond 
ing out, it seemed farjiwty and above everything. I knew I was leav- ^ra^d^htir^tha^sZ
ing the housetops and .the tall trees and yet I was willing that, they when the sunnght falls upon it. “Ray- 
should be all left, and.lwOnt, on; if one could imagine himself a wing- I mond" does not like strangers, and 
less bird floating out in, space, perhaps that would convey an idea to when a third person is in the room he 
your minfiJIS ttrhQW 1 tyly. ( hesitate to play with Willis in the hall

After a little while I wgs conscious of a iorce before and behind me. of the Miller’s house. When no one 
It seemed as though was a space about twenty-five feet each way ®lse ls present he will play with Willis 
that this force was-held;'frf;^^Mpn/t ]inow why jt was. but at first'! could any^of, tty roomB, but should any

' not look ahead when jJliseoyered this feeling, but I looked back °ar to en e^the b ^y 
and I noticed I was-in wave,, a: cloud. < It -was dark, alpiost a brown I,.has had a chance to escape by way of 
color with a kind of ,gre.erii$h/hue to it, and as Hooked back I noticed the window.
white faces behind me,.fheirhands propelling me or motioning me on )a™Nng and
Their Xflces,iippeflrecl to irie the trices of human beings. I dido t know talking. I go to the door and see that 
any of them. Not a face that I had ever seen, and yet they all looked he is alone,.but acting just as if he had 
like the faces of'good-people. It seemed I was compelled to look ahead a companion, asking questions, being 
and there, through this cloijd I was wrapped in, were myriads of heads tnat he =
looking toward mo and (beckoning me to come on. As 1 looked at this can tear. He cannot understand why 
there were faces, most of them, that were my own people and all we do not see his ‘Raymond,’ as he 
friends, and some that! wits a boy with, and yet they were as natural tb calls him. Last fall 'Raymond' was 
me as the day I saw them lost, and every one of those faces was the face °the bottom
of some dead friend. Th,ey seemed to motion taster. 1 wanted to reach tailing up in the branches, 
them but.they kept-theij distance, floating out and on as though they I ‘“Get on a thin branch, 
were drawing me; seemingly as though they didn’t want me to catch I he cried. ‘No. not that 
up with them lest I would Stop my onward movement; sol went on with daradesr/‘> Now s ake 
an anxious feeling, anxious to catch up with them.- ■ , | “His brother Oscar made

His father says Willis has taught

his imaginary playmate and spends 
several hours every day with him.

“I cannot reconcile his actions with' 
his otherwise intelligent mind. For 
Willis is unusually bright for one of his 
age, and the questions he propounds 
show that he thinks for himself along 
practical lines. He is fond of investi
gating things until he really under
stands them. He asked me recently 
what made a railway train go from one 
track to another. 1 explained the switch 
as well as I could, and a few days later, 
when walking with him near the tracks, 
and we came to a switch, Willis exam
ined tire rails, frog and levers carefully 
and finally announced that now he un
derstood just how it worked. This il
lustrates the practicality which seems 
to me so inconsistent with this imagin
ary being in whom he so firmly be- 
lieves.“-

Mrs. Miller looks upon the matter 
rather'differently from her husband; 
not that she believes Raymond exists, 
except in the mind of her boy, but she 
does not reason about it, and is content 
to accept Raymond without question 
just because he makes Willis happy. 
Whenever any member of the family 
finds fault with Willis she sticks up for, 
him.

"He is my baby, you know,” she says, 
"and 1 see no harm in Raymond, for he 
interests and amuses Willis. I am not 
a Spiritualist or anything like it; but 1 
am not prepared to deny there may be 
somewhere some little boy whose spirit 
comes away to play with Willis, it 
would be strange, but it would not as
tonish me very much if some day we 
were to meet a little boy between whom 
and Willis there would be a mutual rec
ognition,.and who would turn out to be 
Raymond in the flesh. But even if Ray
mond be only the creature of my boy’s 
fancy, I see no reason for thwarting the 
child in a thing that gives him happi
ness, and in which there cannot possi
bly be any harm."

A representative of the World called 
on Willis at his home last week and 
found him a bright and jolly little chap, 
with nothing abnormal in evidence 
about him. He told the World repre
sentative about Raymond and said his 
father kept a menagerie. He told all 
about the animals in this show and, 
when Jie mentioned, the rhinoceros, he 
was asked to spell it. He began with 
“r-h-y,” and then hesitated and turned 
to his father. The World representa
tive suggested “r-i" but Willis said:
“No, I will look ft up." 
ural history book and 
animal, spelled out 
laughed at his visitor 
“r-i.”

He got his natr 
soon found the 
its name and 
for suggesting

Raymond.’ 
one—this.
it. Shake

him a tra-

Willis’ Father an Inventor.
Capt. Miller. Willis’ father, Is sixty

seven years old. and was born in Ken
tucky. He is a self-made and self-edu
cated man. who never attended school, 
but has studied deeply and has a sound, 
practical knowledge of law and busi
ness. He has patented several inven
tions of useful articles, and from them 
he derives a comfortable income.

Psychologists have taken a great in
terest in the case of Willis Miller and 
his imaginary friend, but the child's pa
rents naturally demur when strangers 
try to see him.

learned was the word “Intrigue" ap- 
■pearing above it, then the yords "Vig
ilance required" flashed out in colors of 
light, then disappeared. So this was 
a warning, showing that subtle maneuv- 
esr-are in progress against the pursuits 
of Modem Spiritualism and its medi
ums. This I take is from the church 
elements, but it is not clear to my mind 
whether it is the Protestant or Catho
lic faction that is in these special 
moves so active at present, or whether 
they are. a unit to crush out Spiritual
ism’'for the sake of maintaining their 
tenets, and I know not what all.

Just after preparing the above for 
publication a friend called my - atten
tion to Brother Hudson Tuttle’s re
marks in the fifth paragraph of his Re
view of Passing Events In the issue of 
April 15, 1905, which confirms my own
interpretation ot the vision.

MRS. M. KLEIN.
i Van Wert, Ohio. -

wanted Information.

The following important letter was 
written to Mrs. L. M: Garber, qf Des 
Moines, Iowa: - ■.

■ I want some information which you 
may possibly be able to give me. Some 
■thirty-years ago a Baptist minister'set
tled somewhere in Southeastern Iowa, 
aqd preached all over that country, and 
would never accept pay for it. He 
raised a family of 15 children. To a 
daughter of his was born tt- child upon, 

-whom, up to the time it was two years' 
old, there appeared messages written 
upon its skin. Whenever they would 
bathe die child these messages would 
appear in red letters, many of which. 
Were- copied and preserved. Then the 
Spirits told them they would quit writ 
ing until the child would be 8 years old. 
This time is now about up. Now, have 
you ever heard of such phenomenon? I, 
give you. this description for the pur
pose of identifying the family. What 
I Want to know is, who was that Baptist, 
'»'nlnister? What .was his name? Can 
-ou tell me or suggest any way I could 
get it, or refer me to any one likely to 
give it? ■' '■ ' / .■■■',

' Hoping you may be able to enlighten
me, I am, very respectfully, 

< E. W. HULL.
,yi.1822% SO. Main, street, Los • Angeles, 
’L.CuL ’ • .

Then she goes toward your friend the stenographer, as much as to 
look intoher eyes and say, “You are a stranger, but you, too, can have 
all you want.”’ And we see and read from her soul that she is a lover 
of flowers, but like the other lady it is hard for her to say which she 
loves the best, but the child reads your soul and she hands you a beauti
ful rose not in full blossom or the tiny bud, but just the half-blown rose 
and turning to you she says, “This is the flower and the symbol of her 
life, she is just in that middle stage of growth, and she will experience 
the growth of the rose.” We see beautiful possibilities for this young 
lady for there is a desire to cultivate the’mentality and it will be hers 
to look back in a few years and say to herself, “Yes, I have grown, how- 
thankful I am that I can follow the symbol of my life, the rose.” -

Then the child turns tp you and she walks toward our medium, at first 
there seemed to be thé feeling of awe and timidity come oyer her, She 
notices the dead-like expression of the medium’s face and the dosed 
eyes for the first time, but our medium so gladly welcomes this ehild 
and says, “Little one, be not afraid, but come closer, come closer;” .all 
children are her friends. Then reassured that all is well she drops the 
apron from her little fingers and the flowers fall on the floor at her 
medium’s feet and they are all for her, they are all for her.

Yes, there is a carpet of variegated hue, but every shade is a shade so 
true, the light and the dark all mingled and just like life we would de
clare, for the shadow-and the cloud hang overhead and you-would think 
that all the pleasures of living is dead but interblended with those shad
ows we know will ever come the light and brightness with its. glow.

What is the flower we pluck to-day from all this lot she had thrown in 
our way? We would have to think and study awhile for they seem the 
breath of this angel child. If we take one, the others would weep for 
they all seem company to keep with each othef, so we leave the blos- 
‘soms just where they" are, but we will take something that reaches far 
beyond this room or place, something that mortals cannot incase, and 
that is, the soul perfume from the flowers, and we will scatter it forth 
on all the air that angels and mortals*may partake of this jewel of love 
that has come with the baby ’s flowers. ' • .

The voicé was broken by the thought wave of our friend. He says 
he is ready. . - . ./ ,.

Good morning, my friends. Just wait awhile. Don’t rush inoj this 
is my first speech, and you know I never was much,of .a .speech-maker. 
This medium’s guide says that both health and disease-are contagious, 
and so our impressions are caught, and you caught.jpy impression this 
morning, for I stoód by your bedside before you had awakened.- I had 
been throwing my thoughts upon you for I knew this instrumeiit'wasin 
your home. You caught the impression and acted upon it, and I thank, 
you very much, for it has given Thomas Crumbaugh an opportunity io: 
speak before the body has been, disposed of. Firsí I thought I would 
like to have Lib hefe, but I guess it is all-right that you arranged things, 
just as they are. I am afraid she would have thought me pretty slow.

I want nothing but pure Spiritualism spoken of at my funeral, afidl 
want the people to know that in experiencing the change L.met--wijfc no 
disappointment, but everything is already_pointing to ray advantage.1 
I am -a pretty big'man yet, but not nearly, as heavy as IJvas thia tíme 
last week? I get around with ease', and I actually breathe fistyouiïôlMj; 
do, and it seems I breathe in through? the entire body, every portion of it 
is a lung and 1 am light and gasy,--You'didn’t say in your telegram

At last the cloud of.’vapor disappeared, the dark hue was gone, and peze, and he soon learned to 'skin the 
gradual!v brightness came in its stead, and it was all so bright, and in a cat’and have lots of fun on the bar out 
little while I found myflelf.with those people. They Were in front and ^aMtrTto tewh Raytion“ the 
behind me, and I was ip the .center. They welcomed me and they spoke I tricks he knows.
kind words to me, afid-iéyerything seemed so easily understood that our " ‘Put your legs through, Raymond,’ 
thoughts flashed toward-each other and were understood without any I he said, and then after waiting awhile, 
effort or explanation. Well, I do not know how long this lasted—oh, I ward*efforts^he laughed^nd cAed? 
should judge about,á.-quarter of an hour of your time, maybe half an ‘Raymond’s too fat; he can’t get his 
hour, but I am sure í shoók-hands with at least a hundred people in that I legs up to the bar.’ ’’
time anit received greetings from as many times that. Then they all say°^eay“e¿^^ a°d
left me.and I was aloné, 'Hot a face or a.soul visible. maat sJy at home. Then the chUd ls

I don’t understand yet how such a rapid change could have taken gloomy and fretful and sits around- 
place, but it did. AioneT alone! not a soul near me. Not a voice or moping. After a couple of days he 
sound of any kind. Jou&an be alone here and hear Hie birds sing just “ \Vt Raymond a^d
<?,s I heard it a riioméDt ’wjo a^dyou know and feel there is something has come back to play with him. 
around, if you can’t^elthem,. but it was not like that to me. Abso- Tel)s Raymon(fs Fami)y History, 
lutely alone! Thom^ty?rumbaugh stood with himself alone. I pre- He reportg every mt)e lncldent 
sume it was the first-time/in. all his lite. . about Raymond—his sayings, his do-

As I stood there wondering what it meant, I was in the center of-what I ings and the clothes he wears. He has 
anneared to me as mirrors, great large ones,, and the air itself seemed learned all about his playmate s 
to be one immense mi^orpf circular form and Lsto.od there in the cen- cometo se^themTih6 w®tay- 
ter and every way I tiirned.I saw myself in all the stages of my ^earthly I mond's clothes are soiled, as they are 
life, from a child to tlfe present moment. After awhile I was .impelled as often as those of the real boy, wniis 
to move from the center up,near one of these mirrors and as I neared it objects to being washed and tidied, on an opening appeared for me and I passed through only to find myself I monFashamed“1 W°Uld maUe R&y' 

right before the niiri'órsil had just left, the backs of which were not 
polished as bright asHfie fronts, and yet I could see the shadow of my
self in them, and here',in the center of this, mirrorl saw my new' self I y felt the ni above head and the time you first notieed
looked,-! studied/! was perplexed. I couldn t understand it, but some- . J J , behind von thnt vnn were noleen ”
thing answered, not from without; but from withiri _ I feel like_ I could j P d ¿ ’j f R ? sensation dr J;in me to earth. T dld not
call V a, voiceless voicg, iLsuph a thing coujd be telling me that wha I but j found i(. wag to eafth and frcturned. Oh, how dif-
had just gazed upon w^s-dhg-possibilities in.store¡for my futuie_ growth ferent was tbe gcene tbat j 8aw -poor. ]jib was grieving and yet trying
and development,_and,)f,thft| whicli I have seen happens to me I will be to be go brave j gaw at once that tbe position of the body had
the happiest spirit in the. kipgdpm of the soul world. ... . cjianged; and VOu had it all carbd for. I went around my house as

Well, I never was fumando brag much on myself, and I will not ex- familiarly as I always did, but I didn’t care to look upon that body any 
plain all ot this this tipie, bflt -I will work and look forward to becoming more, yet I did, for I came the next time and saw that they had encased 
the fine;man in spirit:that I-naw in the mirror of my life. . ; . if in a coffn. It looked better to me and seemed like the expression of

All at once these mjrrors^isappeared and I;saw a lawn stretched out I the face had changed, and it didn’t look quite so bad to me as I thought 
before -me, and I was,impelled to walk upon-it, and I walked possibly I it did. It-looked like it might have been my old self fallen asloep, and 
fifty or sixty yards wheil injihe distance I saw a house. And the nearer about as natural as one would expect to see a sleeping man to look when ' 
I came to the house we stronger the impression was to enter, and the you couldn’t see the expression of the eyes. But I would give the 
voice'within sáid, “Thomas this is your home.” T was about twenty I world to-day if I could take up that old body and put this body in its 
feet from this house, ¿ should judge, when a young man appeared be- 'place while the funeral was going on. I would like for them to see how, 
fore me. He didn’t come/through the door of the house, did not seem the spirit body looked, instead of the natural body. I will be there, my 
to be en the walk but apptqired before me and reached out his hand and friends, and if I can influence anyone I will do it. But I will not do 
said, “Father,” and kjsse^7ne* ■■ '■ - ■ anything to trouble the peace of that hour, for it is going to be peace-
—-Mav strong that Issemed and all that I have passed through on the ful, rest .assured. It is going to be a grand funeral, and I want this in
earth’plane, made to feel that I was brave to face trials and things of J strument—I say I want, I would change that and say that I would be 
that kind and I thought I was strong, but there was something in that pleased to have this medium in my house and talk with my wife a tew . 
touch of that fliaiid ancT that kiss that seemed.to turn the strong man moments, before the funeral takes place. I want her presence m my 
into almost a child:’rtKrew my arms around his neck, and he embraced house* for it will help create that peaceful condition which 1 see will 
me, and I stood, greatlng fellow that I was, and wept upon the shoulder prevail.- - , , , . ’ „ «„x
of mv darling boy/ He sailed me father, and no one will ever know the . I can’t stay longer. The medium stands here, not more than a toot 
sensation that passed t irough. my being when I. heard that word .away from me, and the, guide says, We will have to ask youitotyr“h- 

’snokeii/-Oh, itmeant Volumes to me. My boy. I.have often felt that . draw-your influence for the present. .You may be sure we will come at 
1 wbtild have givéir » fortune to'havc heard him , call me “Father, another, time, but pur desire is tó always, aid those whom we can. . 
■Father ” blit TnéveEdhdught that I would experience what I did in that . (He was asked if this article should be read at the funeral). J wi I
great moment? ’--Ai ’ . leave that to you. _ It matters not to me. • • “ -

He'lédme iritó'thoháse. Iwanted to ask him questions. It seenied I- (“Don’t you think it would have a good.effect ? ).,,> 

 

a thouse.hd.P»me if»ytiT>iud nt once, but he raised his hand and said, I/. “Yes, on.some, and pn others not, but you,know I npver carqd w 
“Father rest and ^íyóur peace’. LYou know it not, but you have bothers said about Spiritualism. I let them kpow l

rested‘ o/your honXU«g/¿í there is a ppell betweek the time-you .didn’t care, sb I am perfectly indifferent in this regard. Good-bye»? •,

TO MARY T. LONGLEY.

With Love’s sweet-scented finger-tips, 
Midst beauteous blossoms fair, 

Angels touched to-day thy lips
To tell of joys o’er there.

Whispered words of love and hope 
Make more serene the skies;

No one need in darkness grope 
If they but heed the wise.

The world is filled with joyous light. 
To make resplendent day;

Sun and Soul are still more bright, 
When love Is on the way.

The sweetest joys are In those hours 
When hope hath filled the heart

With those precious, blooming flowers, 
That get from love a start.

Angels from rich treasures bring 
To bless our lives with love;

Love listens joyous while they sing
In spirit realms above. 

Washington, D. C.
. A '

J. W. NIGH.

ÉI



PHENGMENA'ANU PHILOSOPHY,

Leaves From the Diary
of a Spiritualist Medium

Theand I know it will come to me.

She wasfrom miles around to see her.

like
,and told her about her lost treasures,

bush.”
As I 

vcaled

"The-...Constitution of Man.*- 
Elizabeth-Towne. .Gives, a clear

listened to the man he was re
to me obstinate, shrewd, hard

■ an* 
the

By 
and

that 
swift 
more 
filled 
mine

to an’ take the right care of her 
she’ll be as happy aS a robin in 
rain.’ ”

“Did my mother talk to you 
that?” I hsked. .

of the spirit within nor the help 
..could come from without. A 
sensing of all this and much 
rushed over me and a great pity 
my soul, and I took her hands in

Their Relative Importance Lucidly lllus- 
trated. ■

.with their ¡golden curls and dimpled, 
laughing faces, all thè hardness and bit
terness, dll the envy and greed and re
sentment in her nature dissolved and 
•tor the time- being vanished in the sun-'

THB PROGRESSIVE flUtìNKBR ’

SW We Cultivate

¡In interGStlno and instructiVB Narrative ir® 
Hie Pen di tliat Talented LadijandExeel- 

lent Medium, Mrs. I. L Lewis, 
. ol Betlie), Vermont.

’ (Continued from No. 804.)
February 15- A young girl came to 

see me to-day. I met her at the door 
as I was going out with a pan of dish
water to pour it where the birds could 
pick up the crumbs. -The girl asked to 
see Mrs. Eleanor Drury- and seemed sur
prised when she found I was the wo
man. I slipped off my kitchen apron 
and took her into the front room.

She said, “I do not want to tell you 
my name; I want you tell me what it 
is.” ■■ .
• -1 said kindly, “I hope you have not 
come here just to have me tell you 
things you know perfectly well your
self.”

' She hesitated and then said anxious
ly,/'But you will tell me something, 
wifi you not? You will go into a trance, 
will you not?”

"I think not,” I answered.
’ , "Oh, dear!” she exclaimed with genu

ine disappointment; “I anvso^sorry, 1 
neyer saw anybody In a trance.”

"I am sorry I cannot accommodate 
you,” I said, as I took a chair near her 
and regarded her attentively. I saw a 
nicely-dressed, healthy-looking girl, 
with a wax-doll prettlness and a roman
tic turn of mind, the sort of girl that re

' quires judicious training. Ab T looked 
at her there came over me a feeling of 
great tenderness, a deep yearning love 
and I saw standing beside her the com
manding figure of an elderly woman, 
whose pure face was radiant with a 
great love.

• What I said to the girl I cannot recall, 
but I know I gave her much advice and 
told her many things regarding people 
and events of which I knew nothing. 
When it was over I saw the girl was in 
tears but she soon dried them and be

' ' gan to talk excitedly. She told me that
I had seen her brother Ted, and she 
named several spirit friends who had 
through me made themselves known to 
her, and among the number was her 
grandmother who had first appeared to 
me and who had given her minute direc
tions regarding certain business af
fairs.

"She gave me lots of good advice," 
said the girl, joyfully, “and I shall do 
just what she has told me to.”

Now I am wondering again, wonder
ing what I have done. It is plain the 
girl needs guidance but is her grand
mother the one most capable of giving 
it? Here am I the instrument through 
whom advice has been given to a young 
girl but as I know absolutely nothing 
regarding the individuals concerned and 
the circumstances, I have no idea 

■whether the counsel my lips have ut
tered is good or bad. If it proves to be 
bad, will I be to blame? If it does not 
turn out to the girls satisfaction, will 
the blame me or her grandmother? She 
will not blame herself, whatever comes 
out of it; [or undeveloped. ■ humanity 

.. never,blames itself for anything if 
there is any one else to lay blame onto. 

, [ felt that I was doing right while I was' 
• giving the message and if 1 had not 

been, would I not have been warned? I 
am striving to make myself so pure and 
true that only - good can -be given 
through me, and it was love deep and 
faithful that prompted the grand
mother’s advice, so I will not doubt nor 
question, but trust. I want more light, 
a deeper sensing of the truth. My bouI 
'cries out with an unutterable longing 
for a knowledge it has not yet attained,

fact that I am reaching out for it is it
self a promise of its fulfillment. The 
fountain of light and knowledge Is wide 
open to me and I have but to seek pa
tiently to obtain.

The girl was scarcely out of sight be
fore a man and woman drove into the 
yard. They , were strangers. The wo
man told me that she and her husband 
had “differed”,) about something and 
wanted me to settle the matter for 
them. The man told me he did not 
care anything about spirits or the next 
world; he had all he could do to at
tend to this one and keep from getting 
cheated out of his eye teeth, “but there 
is something I want to know,” he said, 
“and I want you to tell me that or noth
ing. I want no beating around the

self fully, what is flesh and blood be
fore it? When Love calls and its voice 
is recognized by the soul—O the 
mighty transformation that liegins in 
that soul! Love like a purifying flame 
sweeps away the dross and leaps all 
barriers and blds the Divine Self come 
forth from its tomb and behold all 
things made new. Within each individ
ual Iles good and all its divine possibili
ties, and when Love shall cry “Awake!” 
behold the resurrection morn has come 
when the slumbering good shall come 
forth to tread the upward pathway of 
the soul. My church brothers and sis-, 
ters talk and sing and pray about “re- 
degmlng love" but O, how dim and nar
row their vision is. " ■ ■

February 19.—I went into the kitch
en this afternoon just in season to see 
Uncle Ike come in with an armful of 
woolly-looking objects which he depos
ited by the ■ stove. "Here, Sue," he 
called in his cheery way, "here’s some 
work for ye ter do.” -

"Just as if I hain’t got enough of it, 
now," said Aunt Sue, rather testily, as 
she left the pie crust she was rolling 
out, to wrap the helpless and half
frozen lambs in warm blankets.

“Can’t help it, Sue; dreadful day 
this; got to take care of ’erp or lose 
’em”; and he started briskly for the 
barn. - .

I have heard about the "religion of 
smiles” and I think Uncle Ike must 
have It. One glance at his rosy, smil
ing face Is enough to give one a feeling 
of courage, and how much I owe to his 
unfailing good humor I cannot esti
mate. His life has proved to me from 
my childhood to the present that it is 
possible under all circumstances to be 
cheerful and even-tempered. He has 
been a constant inspiration to me, and 
when I have beep inclined to sadness 
and discouragement I have looked at 
him and felt ashamed of myself. He 
has certainly had his full allowance of 
cares, losses and trials, only he has re-, 
fused to recognize them as such. "The 
biggest end of a trouble is the one 
nearest to ye,” he often tells us, adding, 
“Jest put your troubles on the shelf in 
the attic and let ’em alone for a month 
an’ then find ’em If you can."

I put on a big apron and went to 
work on the pies Aunt Sue had left.

“You needn’t touch ’em, Nell; you 
don’t like to make pies, I b’Heve,” she 
said kindly.

“No,” 1 answered, “regarding pie 1 
am an infidel. Eat your fruit and don’t 
mix it with grease and flour, save your 
time and use it some other way, that’s 
my religion—the sort I use when I am 
cooking,” said I, laughing.

“ ’Pears to me your religion’s a queer 
mixture of queer idees; howsomever its 
a dreadful handy kind to have around 
when a feller needs help," was the re
ply. ” •■• '

We worked in silence until I had put 
the last pie In the oven; then I said, 

■“Let me- takethe lamb’you'have got, 
and you take one of the others that 
isn’t so lively." ‘

Aunt Sue regarded me Critically for a 
moment and then said, “You’ll look 
pretty ’tendin’ lambs all. lixed up 
with your white collar on and your hair 
lookin’ as slick’s if you was go1n’ to 
meetin’. You’re a queer girl, Nell, and 
I never did know what to make of you 
since I took you from your dyin’ moth
er’s arms when you was two days old. 
A pritty time I’d had of it with you if 
I’d been just a plain church member.”

“You speak of yourself, Auntie, as if 
you regarded yourself very much as 
you would an elegantly trimmed bonnet 
or a much beruffled frock,” I said.

Aunt Sue laughed and went on. “Per
haps so, but I meant what I said. You 
see, Nell, I didn’t know anything about 
takin’ care of babies an’ I don’t know 
what would have become of you but 
Miss Sleazy lived down here where 
Brown’s folks do now. Miss Sleazy was 
the first medium I ever heard of, and 
she was as much of a curiosity as a 
white crow, and folks used to come

The writer has observed with much 
concern that many of our great leaders 
in spiritual thought and philosophy are 
Inclined in these latter days to discour
age manifestations as a means of con- 
verting.men and women to our religion, 
if I may call it such. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, President Barrett, Moses Hull, 
Dr. Peebles, and in fact the great array 
of rostrum talent—the greatest that 
ever championed a great cause—a 
cause infinitely more important to Iiu- 

-inanity than any other ever presented 
to mortal mind—all of them, seem to 
take it for granted either that the world 
already knows of spirit return, or that 
it is. a fake and fraud unworthy to be 
taught, or that granting its genuine
ness it is not of, paramount interest as 
a means of conviction. ,

Many are the fluent, logical, inspira
tional lectures that are delivered to ex
pectant, yearning listeners without 
more than a bare allusion—If even that 
—to the greatyfact that an unseen audi
ence is also present, listening to every
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Honesty in Spiritualism ?
‘Jhe^bove question is before the Spiritualists of 

thi^ country. A large and growing class wants Spir- 
iti^lisi^ uridefiled with artificial toggery, illuminated 
dr,£sse$ and. subtle trickery and legerdemain. An
other/class objects to having mediums exposed who 
dress themselves in dirty cheese-cloth and other par- 
apheirr&lia for the purpose of representing them-

and selfish, all the finer sensibilities 
crushed during years of desperate 
struggle to obtain that which will avail 
him nothing in the day that must inev
itably come—the day when he must see 
himself just as he really is. 1 felt my 
soul stir with a compassion he could 
not have comprehended, but I felt that I 
could do nothing for him.

I turned to the wife who was regard
ing me with eager expectancy. Her 
face showed suffering and strong emo
tions. She had not yielded obedience 
to, her present desires and habits of 
thought without a fierce struggle. Her 
higher self had asserted itself and the 
spiritual had struggled for the mastery 
•many a time, but circumstances were 
arrayed on the other side and she 
.fought blindly, not realizing the power

and began to talk to her. All the years 
of her life with Its beautiful hopes and 
cruel disappointments, its sorrows, 
hopelessness, hardships, self-sacrifice, 
repression and heart-hunger stood out 
before me clearly. I also saw baby 
forms and I knew that over little graves 
she had bowed her head in hopeless an

. gulsb. As I talked to her about all this

a good medium. The spirits ushd to 
take complete control of her, but good 
Lord, they had to, for she was the lazi
est critter I ever see. At first ’twas 
your grandma that come an’ told me 
what’s what and then later on ’twas 
your ma herself. I well remember one 
time when you first begun to run- 
aroun’ that you seemed to be ailin,’ and 
I went and wrote a letter an put some 
money in it to send an’ get some medi
cine warranted to cure babies of any
thing. I never said a word to anybody 
about it, not even your Uncle Ike, and 
there warn’t nobody near the house, 
neither. When I got the letter wrote 1 
laid it up and went to sweepin’ but be
fore I got done Miss Sleazy come in, a- 
puffin’ an’ all cut of breath. Says she, 
‘The old lady’—she always called your 
grandma the old lady—‘wouldn’t give 
me a tnInute's peace till I’d come up 
here, ’an’ site leaned back in her chair 
for a minute an’ then she jumped up an’ 
says she, 'Sue Tilden, do ye take the 
money out of that fetter ye’ve got in the 
left-han’ corner of that upper bureau 
drawer.’

“Lord! I was so scared I felt my 
blood run hot an’ cold. '

“ 'That baby don’t need no store med
icine,’ says she, ‘an’ don’t you go to stuf
fin’ her with it if you don’t want to kill 
her. You’ve been feedin’ her fried 
stuff that warn’t fit for nobody to eat,’ 
says she.- ‘You feed her as you ought

shine of Lova that was poured upon her. 
and she was her own true selT, sensing 

’what she ought to be arid what she yet 
shall be. ■ -<.-.••

■ The man walked the floor like a 
■caged animal while 1 was talking with 
-his wife. He spoke only a few. curt 
words to -me in parting, but in spite pf 

: -his gruffness I detected a touch of ten
. darness in his-manner' as he -wrapped. 
1 aiT extra'blanket'about his w[fe before 

• starting. As'for. her, she .- threw- 'her
arms around ine and Clung to me, mur- 
-muring thanks arid blessings. ■ ■ •

"I have had a glimpse of heaven,"’she 
jsald brokenly, "and now. I know -there 

•■ is such a thin^ i; can never feel so sad_ 
>. ¿gain.”".7 ' . \-........‘u ; ’
J1! Such ¿¡xfie'rfenc'ea brlri'g'to me n real- 
• fzing sense of the meaning of the words,

•'Grid Is love,” and of glorious posslbill- 
■^ ffihan the spirit nurr ..’inserts It-

“Not just the same; she was softer 
spoken. Your ma had a good educa
tion, Youre a good deal like your ma, 
NelL. She always used to look fixed up, 

: no matter what she had on, an’ you was 
.always particular even as a' little tot, 
but seems to me you grow more so ev
ery-year. Sonie ■ folks say itta because 
you’re a widow woman, but Lknow bet- 
tern’ that” • ■ .

(To be ■continued.) -

word spoken; and panting to be afford- I 
ed an opportunity to speak to their ' 
friends present in the flesh—panting, ; 
“as. the hart pants for the water 
brook." ■

In an address before the I. 8. 8. con
vention, Mrs. Richmond is reported as 
saying that Spiritualists are “much to 
blame for their everlasting test hunt
ing.” Another says, “messages do 
much to interest skeptics in the fact of 
spirit return, and is a drawing card for- 
our conventions,” Also, “the time does 
not seem ripe to dispense with platform 
messages, and may not come for anoth
er quarter of a century." * Indeed! I, 
for one, shall regret it if that'time ever, 
comes. I would rather receive—or 
know that Some other hungry soul in 
the audience received—an authentic 
message bearing glad tidings of great 
joy, than to hear the most eloquent ad
dress from the rostriim.

The fact is our platform lecturers 
magnify the results of their discourses, 
though fraught with logic, eloquence 
and érudition. I do not believe that a ‘ 
single individual was ever convinced of 
spiritual existence by argument; not 
one. Recently, an individual, an hon
est man, and an honest' seeker after 
truth, said to me, “What is your philos
ophy?" Like Philip' to the eunuch, 1 
began at the beginning, and earnestly 
preached our doctrine. He said, "That 
is certainly grand, if true, but what ev
idence have you of spirit existence?" 
Then I told him of many, very many in
cidents of talks with my own children, . 
my father, mother, brothers and Bis
ters in spirit life. - He was much af-. 
fected by my recital, and as tears came 
into his eyes, he said, “If I could only 
have that experience I would give all I 
possess; I would believe you on any 
other subject, but on this I must be 
shown." And so It Is with the millions 
on millions of people who have scarcely 
heard of our philosophy. I doubt if one 
In fifty, yea, one In five hundred, the 
civilized world over, have ever so much 
as heard of Spiritualism ; and nine out of 
ten who have heard of It are absolutely 
ignorant of what ft contemplates. And 
yet our platform speakers Imagine they 
are converting the world.

It Is a mistake. They are converting 
nobody. They ai;e entertaining and in
structing ready-made Spiritualists, and 
in this way dom.g a great work; that is 
all. As well might an army go forth to 
battle without guns and ammunition. 
The psychic who is armed cap-a-pie, is 
the effective soldier. Spiritualism. 
owes everything to her mediums, and., 
when the world coffies’ to know’ - ’toat ,. 
man does not die, hut Continues' to-liVq, . 
and prbgress, the laurel wreath of ' 
"Well done, good and faithful servant," 
will rest on the head of the honest me
dium. .

1 was once conversing with an intelli
gent gentleman on-the subject of Spir-' 
itualism. I had told' hlmtof sittings I 
had with a medium at Indidnapolis, and 
of extraordinary messages I had re
ceived. He said: “I don’t believe it; 
you were laboring under a delusion; 
you were hypnotized.”' Upon my in
sistence on the verity of the messages 
he said, "Indianapolis Ib blit thirty miles 
away; thé train will be here in twenty 
minutes; will you take me there?” 
Within an hour and a liait we were in 
the presence of the medium. My friend 
had lost a little boy named' Hall, some 
years before, a fact unknown to me. 
When we entéréd the seance room and 
met the medium who had never seen or 
heard of my friend, I distinctly heard a 
voice saying; “Hall!” “Papa!” The me
dium received the full name, which I 
and my friend could hear clearly 
spoken. The medium then turned to 
us and said, “Do either of you know any 
one in spirit life named Hall----- ?”

I responded, “No." And turning to 
observe my friend saw that he was 
speechless and ashen pale. The slate 
was placed upon the table, the rapid 
writing was clearly audible, and the 
three distinct taps indicated a message, 
for one of us. I opened the slate and 
saw the message was for my friend, and 
handed it to him. It read: “My Dear 
Papa—This is your own little Hall. 
Ain’t I glad; Ain’t I glad. I thought 
you would never come. This is your 
only boy. Hall.” Never a doubt entered 
my friend's mind again. Tile revela
tion was inexpressibly grand and glori
ous. All the spiritual philosophy ever 
promulgated could not have converted 
him, but the simple demonstration was 
all-sufficient

For more than fifty years I have lis
tened to the story of the cross from the 
orthodox pulpit. I have heard it elo
quently told from the lips of Henry 
Ward Beecher, Prof. Swing, Bishop An
drews, and Dr. Talmage; but never a 
manifestation ; the dark cloud of doubt 
was ever present. The world demands 
demonstration, not doctrine. '

Again we notice in a communication 
to The Progressive Thinker, from the 
pen of. WHI J-. Erwpod, this statement; 
“The old-time Spiritualist was such be
cause he was .compelled to bê such by 
dint of much phenomena; bût the n,ew- 

' ,er recruits are. .Spiritualists because 
their reason has carried them into the 
philosophy.” Thefp it is' again; 'and 
again I say, reason néyer carried any 
man or woman.into Spiritualism. Ask 
the “newer recruit” .why he became a 
Spiritualist. Will he tell you that it 
was becausé. of the peerless, logic of 

' Moses Hull unfolding*.spiritual exist-

practical presentation, of. .advanced 
mental’ science.and. embodies many new > 
and original ideas, and the fullest: 
teaching extant as to the nature,- con-1 
trflFand'.dlfecUon of. desire. «Price ‘60o. > 

"The New Life.”-- By Leroy Berrler.
Eminently.,suggestive along tho lines of 
"new thought”. Excellent-in tone andi 
-tendencies. Price. Cloth,-91., ; 
--."Orlétapf Life, or Where Man Comes 
From?’ ‘ Tué Évolution of tho Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
Bï■ Michael firluca IQ

selve's'as-spirits. The breach between the two class
es is widening. The Progressive Thinker represents 
the former class, which will only accept a pure, an
gelic land' ùndefiled Spiritualism, always insisting on 
absolute honesty. The necessity of cleaning'house 
comes from ail parts of the United States. Moses 
Hùlt i now in the extreme West, writes of Portland,
Oré ‘The Spiritualists are, or have been nearlyfV

faked, out of existence.

all I could to put others on tlieir guard 
against him.

I am truly nonest in this matter, and 
l am Bure we all must do all we cau to 
rid themselves of all such as he. Peo
ple who even impersonate do not have 
to resort to a suit of clothes previously 
provided for the occasion.

I did not cry when I read your expe
rience with Winans in The Progressive 
Thinker; instead I SHOUTED FOR 
JOY. No Spiritualist on the face of the' 
earth should ever patronize him again. 
Let him go at earnest, honest toll,'and 
if possible overbalance all his evil 
work With good; but for the life of me 
I cannot tell how long the law of eyo- 
lutlon will have to work before that is 
accomplished. I TELL YOU WE 
MUST PURGE OUR RANKS FROM 
ALL FRAUD IF WE EVER EXPECT 
TO SUCCEED.

I wanted to write to congratulate you 
on your catch. .

. Ypur brother in the bonds of truth, 
Elwood, Ind. J. L. FOSTER.

Some who were the best
Spiritualists in Portland when I was here a dozen 
years, ago never go near the meetings now, simply 
beca® of frauds. Spiritualists have sustained frauds 
for ’fear.that in driving them out they might 'root up 
the Wheat also.’ ” .

F. ç/bOVJNG’S statement.

_Mr. Boving, of Hot Springs, Ark., Again 
Illustrâtes the career of Winans, and' 
Is Sustained by That Sterling Spirit
ualist, J. f.,. Foster, of Elwood, Ind.

Hot Springs, Aik., April 14, 1905.
To the Editor:—In reply to the ar

ticle headed, “In Defense of Winans, ’ 1 
wish to ¿make a few statements of fact, 
in order to overthrow an erroneous im
pression'which Winans' friends would 
like to create on the minds of your 
many readers. -

■ In the first place the impression cre- 
.ated that there is an organized Spirit
ualistic Society in Hot Springs, with E. 
A. Nickels as president, is entirely new 
to me. I have lived in Hot Springs 
thirteen years and for about one year 
previous to-last October, sat In circles 
about. oncea. week frequented by most 
of tom,people whose names are signed 
to anilpie mentioned, and have fre
quently heart! the suggestion made that 
we should have a regular organized so
ciety here, apd regret expressed that no 
suchiflpcietir had ever been established. 
I hayiSiinad® Inquiry of some of the old
est Spiritualists in the city and have 
not wet found one who knows of such a 
society regularly organized.

Regardingsthe exposure of Winans 
whlch'took -place in my house, I will say 
that jpnly oiie- of the parties who 
signqd-vthe article in defense of Winans 
was. present!) That was Loretta Harris 
(colored), wjio was employed at my 
houstadnrihgiWinans''stay, and who 
-nurse^rhimodurlng his- Sickness. She 
■was pçDsep.(i!ajidx'Witnessedi the. undoing 
$f-Wdnaii^iatohe’time>Dis Eastman anil' 

• I tooJtofromifils-muslé box the wigs, 
■false beards; mustaches, goatees, etc., 
used by him in the.-seance given at my 
house. - However, she was apparently 
hypnotized, and from'beginning to end 
Stood up for him, keeping him at her 
house .for one week after he left my 
home, and until some of the people 
whose names are signed to Winans’ de
fense heardjpf his being in the city and 
sent for him to come to them. •

Winans had on the day before con
sulted with Dr. Hallman, Eastman and 
myself, and. agreed to leave his trunk, 
diamonds-and paraphernalia with us till 
he could send , us the amount of money 
for which wa agreed to compromise our 
claims against him. He had at this 
time a telegram from a friend in Iowa 
instructing -, the Arkansas National 
Bank to pay him $20, which he told us 
he would use to defray his expenses to 
his home, and which he had had for 
several days, .but could not cash as he 
Jknew no one whom the. bank would take 
as identification. -

He having agreed to leave his things 
with us as security, an arrangement 
satisfactory to all parties, I accompa
nied him to the bank and secured tor 
I- im the.money.

Two days later I received a note 
from Winans; written, so the bearer in
formed me, from the house of Mrs. M. 
L. Smith,.where he had. been given 
quarters,-demanding his trunk, dia
monds and paraphernalia. This indi
cated to-us that he had been advised by 
some wise counsellor that we had no 
legal right to hold his effects, conse
quently. in order to be right in the eyes 
of the law we caused to be Issued at
tachment Tapers against articles men
tioned- Winans did not then leave the 
ci.ty, but with the assistance of his new- 
bound friends'-fought the case and lost, 
judgment-was rendered against him 
and in favor of Hallman and myself.

In defenfee of his actions at-my house, 
Winans,.I. understand, tells his friends 
that heAwas, forced by me into giving a 
seance ùndér'threats of being put out of 
the house? at-à time when he was too 
weak to-stand;1 - In reply to this, I posi
tively state ihht-this is a PLAIN, UN
ADULTERATED’ LIE, AND ANYONE 
WHO' WILL^MAKE SUCH A STATE

: • •• .',-t fe” ■

MENT UNDER OATH IB LIABLE TO 
PROSECUTION FOR PERJURY. On 
the contrary he had for severa*! days 
before giving the seance TAKEN 
LONG WALKS, and the day before, I 
had him out driving over the city and 
mountains for about three hours. He 
was told by me on several occasions 
not to attempt a seanee till he knew 
that he had sufficient strength to do so 
to the entire salSfaction of himself and 
those who were to sit in the circle. 1 
told him that while we were anxiously 
awaiting the pleasure, we would In no 
way hurry him. His reply was that HE 
WAS FEELINtf FINE and must begin 
to mitke money, as he had gotten into 
debt to me and others and was anxious 
to repay us, and that I should act as 
his manager and receive all money till 
1 had collected enough to settle the 
expense to which he had put me.

No one dares say under oath that one 
harsh word or one word of compulsion 
was uttered by me to Mr. Winans till 
the time when we found his parapher
nalia, when I ordered him out of my 
house. If anyone disputes this, I here
with brand him as a liar. It is from 
Winans’ talk exclusively that this im
pression 1b created.

If anyone doubts that we found in his 
music box such paraphernalia as be
fore described, he has only to come to 
me and the same can be shown, as it 
is now in the hands of the constable as 
a result of the attachment suit. If any 
one doubts that he used a portion of his 
paraphernalia on his person and under 
cover of, same stepped from the cabinet 
and walked about the seance room look
ing for some one to recognize him as a 
materialized, spirit, which, alas. Uiey 
did not, have only to drop a line of in
quiry to one of those present, whose 
names comprise a list of as substantial, 
trustworthy and highly respected citi
zens as can be found in the city of Hot 
Springs.
..Those present with their wives were 

Dr. H, V. Hallman, C. E. Marsh, assist
ant cashier of the Citizens’ National 
Bank; Capt Allard, manager of the 
Government Bath House; E. A. Elder, 
opr leading photographer; Dr. Payne, 
accompanied by his daughter, and Dr. 
Eastman who name alone.

Dr. Eastman and I found that the 
wigs, beards, etc., were most of them 
worn threadbare, soiled and dirty, 
showing that they had been in use for 
a long time and had probably done ser
vice in many seances held by Mr. Wi
nans. To Dr, Hallman, Eastman and 
myself Winans confessed In Hallman’s 
office that at times he can get genuine 
materialization, and at other times he 
cannot On occasion when his power 
failed him he was prepared to use the 
paraphernalia, therefore, w.e having 
seen the fake and not the genuine, do 
not presume to know what he can do 
at other times and places, but positive
ly state that he does fake, and did, con
trary to all our hopes and expectations 
and of his own free will and choice, at
tempt to deceive and fake us on the 
night of Feb. 26 last.

To prove that he has performed sim
ilar frauds and 'deceptions upon other 
people in other states who had be
friended him, I herewith quote from a 
letter in my possession received re
cently from J. L. Foster of Elwood, Ind. 
He is a prominent Spiritualist.

F. C. BOVING. 
Hot Springs, Ark.

WINANS AND HIS WORK.

Letter From a Prominent Spiritualist 
of Grand Rapids, Mich.

To the Editor:—I am admonished 
that it is time for renewal of subscrip
tion; therefore enclose $1 for same. It 
is a mystery to me how you can publish 
so good a paper for $1 a year. You 
ought to have half a million subscrib
ers at that price; yes, you ought to 
have them on general principles. I like 
the stand The Progressive Thinker 
takes on fraud among mediums. There 
is no excuse for any of it. Let our me
diums give only what is genuine, be It 
ever so little, and the cause will pros
per unfier their ministrations, as cer
tainly as it will suffer under fraudulent 
manifestations. Poor Winans; 1 am 
satisfied he is a medium, and often 
gives genuine and satisfactory evi
dence of the fact, but alas! he is ambi
tious to excel all others and is led Into 
supplementing the genuine with tricks. 
What a mistake! No possible good, 
but evil only can come of such a prac
tice. I trust that time and evolution 
will eliminate all that is unworthy from
our ranks.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
DR. J. C. BATDORF.

COMMUNION WITH SPIRITS.

It Is Not an Evidence of Insanity, Says 
the Michigan Supreme Court In Opin
Ion Just Given—Hits the Goff Will 
Case—Defendants of Will Are Ar
ranging to Take Case to Supreme 
Court on the Same Grounds.
"Is communion with spirits, and con

versing with the Savior, a form of in
sanity?”

This question [as set forth In the Do
wagiac (Mich.) Times] has just been 
judicially decided by the state supreme 
court. The conclusion reached was 
that these manifestations are not evi
dence of insanity,

The case was brought on appeal from 
the circuit court of Kalamazoo, but the 
decision hits Identically into the cele
brated John Goff will contest, one of the 
most sensational will cases ever tried 
in the Cass county circuit court.

The deceased was acknowledged to 
have conversad with spirits and have 
been a strong Spiritualist, and for this 
reason his son, Leslie Goff, alleged him 
insane and contested his will which 
left him only a paltry $5,000 out of his 
forty thousand dollar estate, giving the 
major portion of the balance to the 
State Spiritualists Association.

The case was first tried in the pro
bate court, where the will was sus
tained. • It was‘taken ’on’ appeal to the 
circuit court, where, after a sensational 
and expensive trial wherein sixty wit
nesses testified, the jury decided the 
will was not valid, and the entire es
tate thereby went to the son and con
testant.

Steps are now being taken looking 
toward an appeal of the case to the su
preme court, and the decision In the 
Kalamazoo case coincides with the 
claims of those who believe the will' 
should be sustained.

The opinion, which sheds so much 
light to the defendants of the will was 
written by Justice Hooker and is as 
follows:

“We have endeavored to examine 
the testimony in the case critically. 
Our impressions derived therefrom are 
that the woman was for some years a 
religious person, who perhaps took the 
teachings of her faith more literally 
than is usual, that she was much con
cerned about her spiritual welfare, and 
that on some occasions she obtruded 
these things upon others more than is 
commonly done.

“The evidence indicates, that the 
woman was perhaps exceptionally relig
ious, perhaps abnormally so, that she 
believed in the visitation of spirits, not, 
perhaps, of her own particular friends 
but spirits generally; that she believed 
In a personal devil, and that he had 
personal designs regarding her which 
were thwarted only through the inter
vention of Christ, to whom she looked 
for protection; that she communed
with Christ and saw spirits
gels.

“The 
opinion, 
ous and

and an-

manifestations of 
zeal and fervor, are

religious
too vari-i-

I-common to justify an assump-

ence by unanswerable.argument? .Oh, 
no! He will rather.say,?.T didn’t think 
theye was anything in-it until/one day 
I .chanced Jo be. pfeseqi ,af a. seance 
given by a humble medium, and re- 
eeived a communication, .which I kqew,' 
from certain, facts, delineated, proceed
ed from my child.”:. .Or, his father, or 
someone in spirit life. It is surely by 
"dint of phenomena” ■ that- Spiritualists 
become such, und not otherwise. When 
cnco convinced, by the phenomena, it is 
then our friend begins',to absorb the 
philosophy; .he sees and vknows~ the 
fact, , and begins to, .investigate., and : in
quire why it, is so;.,'and'„thus his mind 
begins to. illumine, until fts darkest re
cesses are lit VRiwfflt the. bright- efful- 
genes.n£ -tha' grandest philosophy. over 
revealed to mortal..,.
, I would that our truA'andffiojiest sen
sitives, who possess the rare gift of me
diumship in its various phases, were 
the wards of cur national and state as- 
eeqlaUras, educated àad. eguiged at the

expen^pf <wr people, and when tried 
and tlrorougbly proved, sent .out to 
dempnitoit'ejjhe great fact of immor- 

.taiit/xS'tlirirWorld. I believe the time 
will cpm'e/wWn all 'the mortals' of 
earth,,-jsvh'o desire, can readily corre
spond ¿,py.'. .toproved processes and 
through jne.diumistic channels with the 
intelligeficeb’inspirit life; and that the 
communication^ sent, and the answers 
receiven^wiii, to,-eijually as well system- 
atlzed,l'£cogDtoed,.and as specific in ev
ery de^. jas are . communications, .by 
wire o^tt^rgfjbtween the people of this 
life. ‘0 -

Psyqmc, possibilities in the future 
are toyond:,tpgIfaagination of the most 
optinftstif; Tuft, for. whatever develop- 
menis'Mg mf^.e along this line we must 

’itfok t6.n,ri.w'cated medhimship for re- 
Bhlts^ ^toirltiiaT. -philosophy, will be as 
i'mpoterit'iq such .$nds as . would be 
grape, and;Ulster in demolishing a 
battlershipL.gg, ,. . •■

Let it. not. bo understood, . however, 
from what-I have said, .that what is 
.called splrftupl philosophy has not a 
■proper sphere of utility in-our psychic 
system Linseed it: is inestimable, inval
uable, indispensable; but .it follows in 
the-wake -tot «medlumistib ". revelation, 
and catfiiniino sense; precede ■ or sup- 

■plant -medlu'iishfp,'which is nature’s 
choicesFbbfiefaution. ’

Let us equip our honest mediums; 
and go out witn them preaching the phi
losophy, and never falling to demon
strate it with the highest and heat phe
nomena. A. J. WILUAM

Letter From J. L. Foster.
Eastman & Boving:

Dear Brothers:—It is surely with 
great pleasure that I write to congratu
late you.on exposing that man (if man 
he can be called) Winans. I have been 
fulty convinced for over a year that the 
“spirit manifestations” occurring at his 
seances, wer frauds of the deepest dye.

If there is anything on earth that is 
WORSE THAN A MURDERER, it is 
one who will stoop so low for the sake 
of a little filthy lucre and fit himself or 
herself up in cheap toggery , and repre
sent themselves, to be departed spirits, 
made manifest to those left on earth 
who were yet sorrowing the absence of 
their departed ones. I know of no 
greater, crime, nor is there any that I 
have less respect for. You have done a 
noble work, my brothers.

Winans and his son came to my 
house last winter, recommended by as 
true a friend as I have got, to be a ma
terializing medium of the first water. 
I .as much expected to see some of my 
departed loved ones as I did for the 
night ..to come. ¡He came out into the 
room ten'or twelve times dressed in dif
ferent attire.. We all . saw the dirk 
kiUfe find turkey feathers that you now 
have as souvenirs.. Npt one word of In
telligence. did he give. I SAW THE 
STITCHES 1N.THE SKULL CAP that 
lie.,had on., There was a.white, crown 
sewed in to make him look like Old 
Baldy. I also saw the edge of his false 
'beard where the cloth was turned up.
.'.The next morning when ho got up, I 
saw at a glance that he was packing 
his traps, although he was .billed for an
other bight He ate but. little, for his. 
brqqkfast, and got up from the table be
fore:!, was through, put on his hat and 
said he was going. I. asked what was 
the jnattpr?..Jie.said he had not held 
as poor, apeance tor years, andknew ho 
had ubt given .satisfaction. I.-was so 
glad, to.get rid of him so easy that-I did 
itot ItriOW- how to -be-thankful, enough. 
I was only a little over a year old in 
Spiritualism, hence did not have the 
stamina to have him arrested aa 1 
should, but ©at & ta© ¿one

tion of derangement lightly. It cer
tainly would not do for courts of jus
tice to set up their own views upon 
such subjects, as a standard of what is 
natural, or in conformity to general 
opinion. Upon these subjects it would 
be difficult to determine what religious 
opinions could safely be called “Insane 
delusions" consisting in the belief of 
facts which no rational person would 
believe.”
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Truly, the world has never seen tho 
like before. Search the annals of his
tory, ancient and modern; critically ex
amine the history of Spiritualism; look 
here and there, in every nook and cor
ner of the world, and you cannot find 
a parallel to the otter made in reference 
to these twelve remarkable Premium 
Books. They constitute a wonderfully 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult li
brary, and are furnished al a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are delighted with them. The las/l 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM TIDE 
SPIRIT WORLD.” written through tlie 
medluipship of that remarkable nye- 
dium; Carlyle Petersilea, should be/in 
every library. Read the following care
fully: r

We have now TWELVE magnificent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
from them*as follows: <

Any one of the Twelve Prenpium 
Books you may order, price 25 dents. 
This is the price, remember, wheiji you 
order only one book in connection, with 
a yearly subscription. The paper, one 
year, and one Premium Book, $1.25.

Any two of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price 70 cents.

Any three of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.10.

Any lour of Hie Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.50.

Any five of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $1.75.

Any six of tl’.e Twelve Premium 
■ Books you may o.rder, price $2.05. , .. h l

Any seven of the Twelve Premium» 
Books you may order, price $2.35.

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

Any 
Books

eight of the Twelve 1’remiun; 
you may order, price $2.65. .
nine of the Twelve Premium 
you may order, price $2.90.
ten of the Twelve Premium 

you may order, price 33.10. ’
Any eleven of the Twelve Premium 

Books you may order, price $3.40. ' .
Lastly, all of these TWELVE pri. 

mium Books here announced aro se£ 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, somi; 
thing never before equalled In th', 
country or Europe. '

Bear in mind that every order for^ 
Premium must be accompanied with, 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
Thinker. We repeat that the wo^ 
has never seen the like of it before.
OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE Pl 

MIUM BOOkS FOR $3.75.
The following is the list of titles' ■» . 

the Twelve Premium Hooks:
1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1.
2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 2.
3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and 

Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. Francis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World Interviewed, by 
Mrs. 8. G. Horn, a most remarkable me
dium.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gifts.

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands. 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World, i 
written through the mediumship '•of J 
Carlyle Petersilea. ■ . •^a.

Each Spiritualist should at once com-'4 
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker,

Don’t neglect Piles—they lead to. the 
deadly cancer—but try my New 

3-fold Treatment which is
’ curing thousands.

SEND YOUR NArtE TODAY 1
■ Every reader of The Progressive' 

Thinker who answers this advertise
ment will promptly receive—Free to try 
—my. complete new 3-fold Absorption 
cure for Piles, Ulcer, Fissure, Prolapse, 
Tumors, Constipation, and other rectpl 
troubles. If you are fully satisfied with 
the benefit received from my treatment, 
when yon get it and try it, send me One 
Dollar. If not,. It costs you. nothing. 
You decide.; My 3-fold treatment is 
Curing some'of the worst cases .on rec
ord—cases of 30 and.40 years’ standing, 
as well as all the earlier stages. It 
brings instant Comfort to all and the 
cure im permanent because the treat
ment is c'ofifitltutional as well as local, 
tempving the.causes.of piles. ; My valu
able new Pile Book Olhistrated. In.col
ors) conies Tree with the approval treat
ment, all In plain package. Send no 
money, only your name—to Giles W. 
Van Vleck, M.’ D., LL. D., X02!) Majestic 
Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Write to-day.

THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH
Scientifically Examined and 

Carefully Described. . 
BY C. Wi LEADBEATER.

A Voluma of 500 large pages, treating very 
nterestlngly it Life, Death and Immortality, 
Clairvoyance, Spirit Phenomena; Etc, as viewed 
by an acknowledged and cultivated exponent of Theosophy. Price, 51.50.

Spiritualist
Badges,

Soliti Gold Útil;
RalluiCSarra. . ■ ■; :-..-■

Pin,»1.50: Lnpet ItnllWi,SIAOt 
Sunflower Hrooch, ii.QOr Maltesa Chana,. Hit!

Maltese Pendnnt, »5.00. This Jewelryaeeda nonth- , 
er recommend than to.aay It Is the SUNFLOWER ■■ 
BADGE, the adopted emblemot Spiritualism. As 
the Sunflower turns Ils face towards tho sun, st» 
Spiritualism turns tho faces of humanity from • 
darkness and superstition towards tho Sunltslit , 
of Truth and Progression. These btafltUalCtv 
biems aro for ea’.c at this oiiic, I ........ ■ )
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I At this period of the year when our 
minds naturally revert to the time ot 

, the advent of Modern Spiritualism, or, 
more truly speaking, the modern ex- 
iresslon or phase of Spiritualism, it 
eems to me tliat it would be well to 

. ¡carefully consider some of tlie present 
phases of the question as well as those 
/ thé past. '
. It is quite right that we should with 
ittlng ceremonials celebrate and cpm- 

jjçmorate thé birthday of this as of all 
gyeat movements, but Jn doing so I do 
not think it is right that we should, 
blind our eyes to what are the para-; 
inqunt issues of tlie present-day aspect 
ot the question. I

Recent events have ! brought very 
forcibly to my attention the fact that 
we, as Spiritualists, are riot, In my esti
mation, fulfilling the duties that de

. volve upon us as fully as we might, and 
I feel tliat the time is ripe 
for a general awakening through
out our ranks. We must look the ques
tion squarely in the face, and meet the 
needs of the hour in a manner befitting 
men and women who claim to be guard
ians of the world’s advanced thought, to 
a greater degree than were our prede
cessors in life's great school.

-I have observed that in every age there 
\ has been a tendency to deify and exalt 
i1 events more than principles, and what 1 
i sometimes fear Is that the same thing 
[ will occur in our ranks, for history re- 
\ peats itself—a fact that Is well attested 

by the various events of historical rec
ord. If this should take place, we may 

for an autocracy as bitter, perhaps, 
ny we have seen during the world's 
ikered career.

I am quite well aware that some may 
think the Ideas that follow, are rather 
far fetched, but, as I write and speak 
what I feel to be the truth, no matter 

"■ who may oppose, that does not deter 
me from advancing what seems to me 
to be self-evident truths. A Spiritualist 

■ snoula De a truth-seeker, no .matter 
whose idols are shattered and hurled 
to the ground, he or she should be will
ing to have the truth revealed. ,
'It is our claim that our philosophy is 

à progressive one; we boast of taking 
a stand In the vanguard of every pro
gressive and evolutionary movement 
and innovatlod. We charge Ignorance 

. and bigotry against the multitudes who 
I are adhering to the old concepts. We 
\term them idol-worshipers, and yet we 

tare displaying the same tendency to 
aelfy, and pay homage to our hobbies, 
as is shown by the votaries of what we 
mre pleased to term "an effete theol- 
chgy." I submit that these tendencies 
ave inimical to the welfare of Splrltual- 
Isjm, and must needs bring down upon 
oqr heads, and those of our posterity, 
such conditions as will naturally evolve 

. an oligarchy, the outcome of which will 
; be the suppression of the freedom of 

( speech, with its many attendant Ills.
These thoughts are called forth by 

imy numerous conversations with Spir
itualists, old and new, men and women 
who have been thoroughly convinced 
ofl the central principles of Spiritual 
phenomena. I have listened again and 
again as they have expatiated upon the 
glory and freedom of Spiritualism. I 

•. have listened to their strenuous laying 
bare of the idol-worshiping tendency 
of the followers of the "blood-atone
ment.” Bitterly have they denounced 
the inculcation of manifest falsehood 
in-the schemes of sectarianism and 
creed, foisted upon a helpless people 
who are forced to submit to the nefari
ous dictum of ecclesiasticism which 
says: “The end justifies the means." 
But before we call down the wrath of 
high heaven and the "angel world" up
on the heads of these idol-worshipers, it 
behooves us to take an introspective 

■ view of things, and endeavor to lay 
aside some of our own vagaries..

’ It must not be understood that I de
.. sire to riphold the • aforesaid “blood 

atonement" scheme, or any of its'eon- 
qomltants. I simply want to see that 

I we look upon facts from a reasonable

, Think of it, ladies and gentlemen. Is
' ■ ■ '■ - I that not enough to make your hear/ as

glad tidings, “All the boundless uni- sick as it does mine. And yet that in 
verse is life—there are no dead,” and I substanp" 'Is what was said to me in 
with loud acclaim we have heralded the Chicago’ j-year ago, and again a few 
fact to the world. days ago! and has been said to

Spiritualism Among the Shakefj Frqm 
1837 to-184&, t ,

me in
In doing this we have been led—we scores of places.

have allowed ourselves to be led to con- i repudiate such Spiritualism! -__
Sider the instrumentalities through hor it! It Is the curae of our cause, and 
whom these phenomena are presented deserves the condemnation of every 
to the world as being of superior order; I man, woman and child who cares for

lab-

as being well nigh, if not quite infalli- the presentation of the truths of Spir- 
ble. Gradually some of us have begun itualism to the world. The cry has 
to deify, and to lift our Oracles upon a been, “Don’t tell the public'that there 
pedestal from which we have dared-the are frauds, for it will, turn them against 
world to attempt to remove them. Re- our philosophy!" Stone upon such an 
suit: AN INCREASE OF DECEPTION, I argument. It will Knothlng of the 
OF FRAUD AND CHARLATANISM, sort. IT WILL SHOW THEM THAT 
We have caught the central thought of WE WANT THE TRUTH AND NOTH- 
the continuity of life, but we are not I ING ELSE. CAN WE NOT STAND 
satisfied. We demand more, and in de- I THAT? IS IT NOT WORTH WHILE 
mandlug we fan the flames to fever TO PROVE TO THE WORLD THAT 
heat; from a radical and vindictive THERE IS PRINCIPLE AND 1NTEG- 
skeptlclsm we have turned to the other I RITY BACK OF OUR MOVEMENT, 
extreme, and to crave phenomena and AND THAT IT IS WELL WORTH 
still more phenomena, and some of us WORKING FOR.
are ready to lay down our Jives for Such argument brings up the past, 
those who most thoroughly satisfy that and In fancy I can see members of a 
craving for a sensationalism which is family placed upon the rack—aye, even 
all too prevalent in the present day. murdered, in order that the other mem- 
Wliat is the outcome of this? Merely bers of the same family may be im- 
this: The demand upon the individual pressed and thus through fear be 
Oracle or Pythoness becomes so great,' forced to accept creeds and dogmas 
and the glitter of the gold to be ob- against which their whole being re
tained so blinding, that the eyes of con- volted, but—“the end justified the 
science and justice are covered over means!" Does it? A thousand times 
with the veil of greed, and what the No! I want no salvation that must be 
denizens of the other phase of life I purchased with the life blood of anoth- 
cannot furnish, the cupidity and mlm- er who was born of woman as was I; 
icry of the human will supply, and, lo! nor do I want any Spiritualism or Spir- 
we bow down and worship—whom? itualists that must be acquired through 
Simply the dispenser of coarse mesh deception.
and phosphorescence. The picture is not overdrawn. Every-

The strife oetween the Oracles be- where there seems to be blind worship 
comes greater. Newer Oracles spring of mediumship to the extent that people 
up as if by magic. The one thought is, I are willing to be mulcted out of their 
“How • may I become a medium?" very lives, if need be, rather than See 
“How may I get the most powerful con- some one of their favorite oracles re- 
trolB—such controls as will outshine all I vealed to the public. People in general 
others, etc.- How can I get the notorl-1 do not know what mediumship is. They 
ety which will, herald my name far and I accept every psychological' phenomenon 
wide?” Ah, yes! the answer comes, as evidence of excarnate presence, ev- 
"Glve something that will astound the I ery cold chill is to them an evidence of 
people! Convince them of your power, spirit control. The tricks of every 
and never, never fall! With the in- sleight-ofchand man, or Professor of 
crease of notoriety comes the need of I legerdemain is taken—without sugar or 
still m'ore astonishing phenomena, anything else, and when some of us ob- 
With the gratification of this whim ject, when w? demand that the truth be > 
comes the'need of satisfying that de- I known, the hue and cry is raised that 
sire. With the advent of each new Py- we are enemies of mediums. When it 
thoness or prophet comes the need of is proven that the erstwhile “Professor” 
added sensation on the part of the old; has really deceived his “idol-worship- 
sequence: still more deception, and an- era,” and his confederates are caught, 
other phase is added. the “idol-worshipers” sympathize with

So holy a thing has mediumship be- I the much abused (?) one, and cry out, 
come in the eyes of many, so exalted "Yes, you are a fraud-hunter, and you 
have mediums appeared to some, that brought fraud and falsehood within 
the mere whisper of the presence of I your heart and you have got just what 
fraudulent practice or deception calls you came for,” or else, “the medium 
forth: anathema upon anathema, and the was obsessed by bad Influences and 
luckless wight who dares to assume I could not help it. I know all about it 
that everything that is labeled medium- because he told me they sometimes did 
ship is not genuine is bequeathed a very that to him.’’ Bosh! If they were eon
liberal supply of abuse and vltupera- I trolled or obsessed by anything it was 
tion; In short, he or she is cursed by the greed for gold. ' 
the very elect as an enemy of mediums. It is this idol worship that I object to. 
In our adoration of mediumship we I deem it a menace to Spiritualism. I 
have closed our eyes to what is medi- cannot see any difference between the 
umshfp, and merely ask, “Are you a me- blind follower of a priest and the dupe 
dlum? Can you give me a test? Please of a medium (?), or I should say of one 
give me a test,” and if the interrogated who pqses as a medium. I can see no 
one has some psychic power and gives difference between the man who wears 
something that has been clearly out- or worships a charm or Idol that has 
lined In our demeanor and mental at- been carried down from antiquity, car- 
mosphere—ah! we exclaim, "Was it I rled down. In principle, but made In the 
not grand!""‘Not a thought as to the present for the occasion and the man 
knowledge of Spiritualism—the quallfl- who takes the same attitude toward, 
cations of the so-called medium, nor and carries with fervent zeal, the 
yet of the presence of excarnate beings, charm, talisman or love potion be- 
“Why! the idea! Did she not tell me I stowed upon him by someone who 
was troubled, and that It would be all claims to have tapped the eternal store
right? Of course she is a medium," hoilse of wisdom, and who poses as a 
and forthwith the recipient of this test medium.
(?) is ready to swear by the new medi- I And while I am paying attention to 
um. Do you see, good friends, how we this phase of the question, let me not 
make a fetish of that little word medi- forget one thing more. I have spoken 
um? How we prevent the growth of freely against the indiscriminate ordl- 
our movement, and can you not see how nation of “Professors,” “Madames” and 
we are building up a dogma of venera- "Reverends,” and have held It to be a 
tlon that bids fair to destroy the very great mistake. I still hold to the opln-
cause we love? ion, and view it as but another phase of

i standpoint, and through glasses un- 
t dimmed by prejudice or error. The 

- idol worshiper we have always with us; 
s. we have him no less In .Spiritualism 

than in Catholicism and Protestantism, 
¡or in Buddhism and kindred beliefs.

¿ Why then should we spend valuable 
'»time In vilification and vituperation di
rected toward the errors of others, when 

, we have so imperfect an understanding 
of our own case? .

Perhaps this may hurt some, Truly 
I hope it does, for when thoughts hurt 
us itris an evidence of weakness. The 
truly strong self-reliant soul, is never 
hurt by truth ; it is only those who have 
hugged to their bosom the asp of error 
that are stung to the quick when an 
attempt is made to pull it away and 
free them from its destructive kiss.

It may be asked where I find corrob
orative evidence of the statements sub
mitted above? I answer in every ham
let, village and city, and,—ÿes, In near 
ly every home, we have set up Idols and 
worship them just as the ancients did. 
Antiquity had its Gods, tutelary and 
ctherwise, their Lares and Penates; 
their fireside deities. The contempla
tion of these ancient vagaries appeals 
strongly to our risibilities, and with dif

. Acuity we restrain our mirth.
Before going more deeply into the 

consideration of this subject that I 
wish to bring before the jury of pub
lic opinion, I want to call attention to 
the fact that in the ancient day the 
Goflri spake unto man through Oracle 
and Pythoness, through priest and 
priestess; through prophet and proph
etess. Let me also remind the reader 
that the persons of these oracles, seers 
and priests of both sexes were sacred, 
and woe betide the hapless ones that 
disputed the findings of the Gods, as 
spoken by their human mouthpieces. 
We look back into antiquity from our 
superior (?) heights of wisdom, and 
smile pityingly—ÿes, actually smile 
when we see the homage and adulation 
paid, these vendors of the will of the 
Gods. This picture Is not only of one 

_ land—of one age; it is the kaliedoscope 
' .land—of one age; it is the kaleidoscope 

of time upon the canvas of life, with 
the human family as audience^ it is the 
view of every age and clime—of every 
country and epoch. It is Roman and 
Greek ; Egyptian and Assyrian ; Persian ' 
and Jewish, aye, and Pagan and Chris

. tian. ■ .
But what has this to do with Spirit

ualism? I am-comlng to that. The 
Gods smiled indulgently at the decep
tion and duplicity, of their mouthpieces. 
The Irregularities were'/or the aggran
dizement of the DeitiCs-why . should 
they not smile? for, to, borrow again 
from that concept of things, which, 

. though antique, is still modern, -very 
modern, “the end justified the means.’.’ 
From this hellish doctrine arose . the 

• horrors of an inquisition, the groans 
from the victims of which still rever
berate through the corridors of time, 
giving grim evidence of the ceaseless 
warfare between truth and error.

Because of saying that there were I the “idol-worshiping tendency," and to 
numerous people among those who call my mind It is disastrous to Splritual- 
themselves mediums who were not me- ism. Professor means that one has. the 
diums, nor yet understood a single ability to teach, whereas Reverend 
thing about mediumship other than that means worthy of reverence; now apply 
variety which is taught py self-styled both of these attributes to some of the 
"Profs.” and “.Revs.”, the writer hereof I people who have assumed the titles. I 
has often been designated as “a fraud am of the opinion that some people 
hunter,” as "no Spiritualist” and as would ordain a jack-rabbit if they could 
“not having gotten out of orthodoxy" get five dr ten dollars out of him. Per- 
yet. But say on, my friends. Let mit me to say that I have no objection 
those, who will, pronounce anathema! to these titles when applied to such 
It cannot Injure where the desire of the men as B. F. Austin, or Moses Hull, 
one upon whom it Is hurled, is for the Land scores of others whose entire lives 
truth and nothing about the truth, no I have been spent in teaching, and who 
matter how many idols have been shat- I have been in the foreground of life’s 
tered or vagaries uprooted. If Spirit- arena striving for the upliftment of hu- 
ualism means to keep silent when de- I manlty. But 1 do object to It as simply 
ceptlon is done, and palmed off on a means whereby individuals can'foist 
credulous people as mediumship; if it their wares upon an.unwary public. It 
means the closing of eyes where fraud- is simply a cloak which amounts to 
ulent practices are resorted to, for fear nothing.
we will hurt the cause, then I am NOT Why are we afraid to speak out
A SPIRITUALIST, AND NEVER against these things? Why are the
SHALL BE; but if it means a desire for men and women who love Spiritualism 
truth; for the emancipation of human- too much to allow this nefarious busl- 
Ity, and the elevation of mediumship to ness to be carried on without a protest,
the unquestionable throne of morality I vilified, threatened and abused? Sim-i-
and honesty, then I am a Spiritualist, ply because we have made a fetish of 
for while I do not pose as a censor of I the word medium; because we have 
public morals, nor as a dictator as to worshiped media more than what came 
the private life of individuals, I do de- I through them; because we have carried 

| mand that our phenomena be genuine, I with us Into our Spiritualism the idea 
or that we have none at all; that we that our friends who have departed this 
have the right to speak out when we life became at once sages and philoso- 
find that spurious phenomena have I phers, or angels. .
been given to the public as spiritual Just a few thoughts more and I am
manifestations, etc., and this, and this done. There should be but one goal, 
only is my motive for writing this ar- and that is Truth. TRUTH IS EVER 
tide. PRACTICAL. Only falsehood is Im-i-

Why should I not question mediums? practical. Truth ever leads men aright 
Why am I to consider mediums as nec- I —only falsehood leads astray. Truth 
ess'arily infallible, when I know they I is ever just; only deception is unjust, 
are thoroughly human? Why should I Truth can never be confined in a book, 
sit silently by and see a fakir shake a nor yet can it be confined within one
white rag at some of my friends, and individual or medium: True medium- 
tell them it was their grandmother, ship is-based upon the interrelation-

i
i-

The spirit manifestatlols: ami&g.the 
Shakers 'commenced in trie' year 1887, 
continuing without any cessation for 
the space of eleven years, when there 
was quite a perceptible decline, though 
not . unexpectedly so, as the same had 
been predicted by some of our most 
prominent mediums.

I was living in the society at Tyring- 
ham, Mass., at the time of theiijflrst in
troduction in that place,Land was then 
eight years of age. I h,

Nearly all phases of the’work which 
are at this time being realized.,by the 
public at large, were at tuat eany date 
made manifest in our midst, ’

We had nothing of what-is caned ma
terialization, nor were any, dark .deances 
held, neither cabinets of any irihd em
ployed, all being as free and spontane
ous as the air we breathe.

There were several trance-goers In 
our society, one of them, who would oc
casionally be absent many hours at a 
time, and on her return to normal con
ditions relate to us the most wonder
ful scenes she had witnessed. Temples 
of worship, learn' 3, etc,, and beautiful 
mansions, gardens, fountains, and the 
most charming landscapes through 
which she had passed, all seeming nat
ural, although much . more beautiful 
than anything she had ever seen on 
earth. ' - '

She told of seeing spirits'of a very 
high order; apd of meeting with some 
whom she had known here in the mor
tal, describing their different costumes, 
and occupations in which they seemed 
to be engaged. . ■

These trance-goers ■ also went to 
places where low, degraded spirits 
were congregated, ■ carrying on the 
same demoniac practices followed 
while ori earth. Some Were in dark, 
prison-like places and seepa^d to be in 
torment, and were fomenting each 
other. These sights were very dis
tressing to them, and they would beg 
of their guides to take them away from 
the same.

They told of meeting by the way 
many different kinds of animals all of 
which seemed nice, ' and natural, per
fectly harmless—even one of them 
told of seeing a serpent gliding across 
the pathway at one point, at which she 
felt a little-frightened. .

There were many in our midst who 
were clairvoyant, also those who spoke 
in unknown tongues, and others who 
could interpret the same, although not 
a person in the society understood any
thing but the plainest of English.

Many spirit communications were 
given, both oral and written, some for 
public, and others for private benefit. 
Personations of departed spirits were 
of common occurrence in our midst, 
even those from foreign nations being 
represented, while the natives were fre
quent visitors, both in our meetings and 
at other times.- • ■ .

Many spiritual presents were given to 
us by the • immortals—flowers, fruit, 
doves, singing birds, instruments of 
music, beautiful robes,!' embroidered 
handkerchiefs, satin slippers, arid many 
other things which I will not'attempt 
to mention in this brief article."

My sister Mira, who passed on in 
1844, at-twelve years of age, and who 
had herself never seen anything of a 
spiritual kind previous to her? Illness 
(which lasted but ten days), had 
trances In that time, and told bf float
ing out on the air, and going to beauti
ful mansions, seeing the residerits, etc., 
who told her she would soon leave 
earth and be with them (altogether.

She wanted to remain there and then, 
but they said, “not justqyet.” It made 
her very happy through; her' sickness, 
and she had no desire to. live longer 
on this side. The morning: she passed 
on.she saw a company of spirits in her 
room who told her they had now "come 
for her;’’ two of them she knew, for she 
had met with them while they were 
here on earth. She had her senses to 
the last, and twenty minutes before 
breathing her last looked up as though 
seeing something which pleased her 
and said, “Oh! pretty, pretty!” These 
were her last words, and she passed on 
without a struggle or groan. At the 
funeral, a very large one (for many out
siders were In attendance) our clair
voyants saw her, In company with other 
beautiful young beings, saying she was 
happy at her release, and was clothed 
in a shining white robe, with a wreath 
upon her head,, of roses and lilies. She 
expressed thanks to those who had 
cared for her in her illness, and told us 
not to mourn.for her. One of the me
diums who saw her said, “mourn not 
for this little one, for she is called from 
earth while yet innocent; to beautify 
and adorn the courts above, and to be 
a messenger of love from the same, to 
those left behind.”

She often visited us in spirit, and 
brought to us loving messages, both in 
oral and written form.

In the time of this great outpouring 
of spiritual gifts we were told that the 
same would take place' (in time) 
throughout the whole world—that the 
truth of a continued life beyond the 
grave, and the power of departed spir
its to return and communicate with 
mortals, would be spread broadcast 
over the whole earth “as the waters 
cover the sea.”

These manifestations in our midst 
were no secret to outsiders, for we held 
publid meetings frequently- at which 
great numbers were oftentimes present, 
seeing and hearing all that went on. 
But they ridiculed and annoyed us bo 
much, ¡that after a time -it was thought 
best "not to east pearls before swine," 
and the doors were closed.

. JULIA H. JOHNSON.

when I know what they are doing? ship of the spiritual and material 
Why is it that I should consider that phases of life. Mediumship is co-opera-
friends -who in the mortal form were of I tlve, and is designed to further truth, 
mediocre intellect have become the THE PROSTITUTION OF MEDIUM-L-
most profound sages as soon as they SHIP IS JUST AS BAD AS THE PROS
have -quitted the old tenement, and TITUTION OF THE BODY; nay, it is
thus fitted to adjust all my affairs, at so many times worse, because it Is prosti- 
much an adjustment? I am personally I tution of mind, body and spirit • — 
acquainted -with people who would ac- ' Spiritualism’ should have as its ulti-

l-

l-
cept every single word told them by mate the establishment of liicontrqvert-
one who poses as a medium, as gospel ible truth and the emancipation of hu-i-
truth; and these are people who are manlty. How much can the trickster,
keen business people, wide-awake in ev- the charlatan and mountebank do to- 
ery other particular, and yet they adore ward the realization of that ideal?

I-

mediumship to such an extent that just I First, last, and all the time I believe
as soon as a modern Oracle (either in in mediumship. I believe in: spiritual 
petticoats or trousersy approaches them I phenomena, but more than alb else in 
With any. information whatsoever, will I the world I believe in the truthful manl-I-

. uNow, then, Snn- ■ ;tn. has brought 
,wonderful tidings 1 ...v- human’family; 
it has brought ibe consciousness of con
tinuity of life-ftis nothing new,,Chai- 
dean and Egyptian,-Sage and Pdet'have 
sung this song, for. ages), and we have 
learned that J.nere' were still - Oracles 
through whosevllps' the Sages of past 
and present .generations ’- could i dom- 
mune with, man—man, still -clothedsto 
human flesh. WciaVe listened to tho

bow down in silent submission and festations, and not the false. I believe 
worship, and accept the dictum of the in a Spiritualism that will be the cyno- 
seer. This is idol worship of the most I sure of all eyes, because of its superla- 
pronounced type, and saVdrs strongly of I five excellence, rather than because of 
the period when the gods held liaisons its abominations. I believe Truth is 
with earthly maidens. It is a revival of Lord, but unfortunately, like Promethe- 
that principle which enabled priest arid vs of old, it'has been chained to a rock 
prophet to gain such sway over the I —aye chained to the rock of error, of Ig- 
mindd of the people, by compelling norarice, and thé hairies, greed and cu
them to pay homage to the image of I pidity, have tom at its limbs and èÿes 
stone which stood as-the personification arid face until thé heart of the truth- 
of an individuality, fictitious or other- seeker bleeds in anguished pity. Spir- 
wise.- - -------- . itualism Is truth chained to the rock of
..Tonll of this I object as being inim- I sensationalism; the trickster, fakir and 

leal to the welfare of Spiritualism; as charlatan are leeches sucking its:.life 
détrliùental to Ihe cause we love. Now I blood. Can we, who claim to love- Spir- 
please observe the revamped paganism Itualism, be man enough, and woman 
—nh! should-1 not perhaps have said enough to lift up our voices and cry 
Romanism and erstwhile Christianity? aloud for truth? Can we seo the idols
It is this: “We need the frauds for they I crumble sand’-fade away, the: while we 
produce, so much more wonderful phe- I HR truth upon its proper pedestal; or 
nbmêna-fhan the other mediums; they shall we ever see— ■ •
are doing good because they are'ihtSr; I "Truth forever~„on the scaffold, 
csting peoplo-in Spiritualism who'could f ■■>. Wrong forever on the throne?” 
nfrt' be reached by less startling events; I Will someone tell me? ' " '

'a'nTthat of course is good. We want I - • , WILL J. ERWOOD.

Mrs. Stanford and the .Central Pacific.
Mrs. Jane L. Stanford’s ileath has led^ 

to the recalling of many-stories of her' 
kindness of heart, and fhe -encourage
ment that she gave to hey husband, who 
was the leader in planning and building 
thé first railroad across the continent 
He once said, "If It had'.notdjeen for 
Jane, the Central Pacific would never 
have been built.” The.'feostom Congre
gationalist says, "And 'she „could not 
vote, jeither.” The Congregationalist 
might have added thaijvlrs.^'stanford 
wished to vote, and wouldjjnertainly 
have been allowed to d<?.so irtho ballot 
were conditioned on dimingdlshed pub
lic service Instead of pï'tlïe 'accident of 
masculinity. - nl “B!

When a woman doerif'a gflbd work 
even under the disadvantage of dis
franchisement, some opTOnentk of equal 
rights draw -the quee/.infeyeilce that 
women do not need tfle ballot If an
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H. D. Sissons Glvee'Some Proofs—Se
ances at White House—Miss Colburn 
the Medium—Warned of Hie Assassl- 
nation. . . .
Miss Colburn's father and three 

brothers enlisted in the Union army. 
One of the brothers was.sick In camp; 
she visited Washington and secured his 
removal from camp to hospital and also 
a furlough.. Here she met prominent 
Spirltuajists who arranged for a seance 
with Mr. apd Mrs. Lincoln, resulting 
in her passing most of two winters in 
Washington! They held private se
ances in thd White House and in many 
other places; many statesmen, generals 
and prominent men and women attend
ed these meetings.

Miss Colburn had many “controls.” 
Pinkie, an Indian girl and “Dr. Ban
ford,” an old school physician, were 
most frequent. Many controls were 
transitory but all were very pronounced 
and distinct personalities'.

Her firs); meeting with Lincoln was 
very impressive. It was in December, 
1862. Mrs. Laurie, with whom Miss 
Colburn was stopping, received an in
vitation to come to the White House 
and bring Miss Nettie with her. With 
childlike simplicity she received the at
tentions and questions of Mr. Lincoln. 
Her embarrassment was noticed by Mr. 
Laurie, who came to her rescue, and 
while Mr. L. was talking Nettle lost 
consciousness and for an hour was 
“controlled,”' talking, as she was after
ward informed, in a very- impressive 
manner; informing those present of the 
pressure that had been brought to bear 
on the president and advising him to 
withstand all pressure; that the Eman
cipation Proclamation would be the 
crowning act of his life. Lincoln was 
asked: “Did you notice anything pe- 
culler in the method of address?” He 
glanced quickly at a full length portrait 
of Daniel Webster and replied: “Yes, 
and it is very singular, very." Turning 
to Nettie and laying his hand on her 
head he said; “My child, you possess 
a very singular gift; but that it is of 
God there is no doubt.”

Afterward, at other meetings, Dr. 
Bamford advised the Freedman’s bu
reau, picturing the then condition of 
the negroes, how they were herding to
gether, and the fearful condition they 
were then in. This suggestion was 
acted on afterward. Then again, at the 
time the army of. the Potomac was at 
its worst demoralization by desertions, 
Lincoln was advised to go to the army 
pérsonally, which he did. Many of the 
old soldiers will remember that visit.

Mrs Bell Miller was a medium for 
physical manifestations; the piano 
would go up and down while she played 
on it keeping time. At one time Mr. 
Lincoln and three others got on to it 
to keep It down, but without avail. 
When some one remarked that “some 
people wouldn’t believe If told It,” Mr. 
Lincoln quietly replied, “bring Buch per
sons here and let them slip a foot under 
the leg of the piano and be convinced 
by the weight of evidence resting on 
their understanding.” A joke that was 
appreciated with a hearty laugh.-

The last time Miss Colburn met Lin
coln she warned him of his approaching 
fate. He turned half Impatiently away 
and said: “Yes, I know. I have letters 
from all over the country from your 
kind of people—mediums, I mean— 
warning me against some dreadful 
plot against my life. But I don’t think 
the knife Is made or the bullet run that 
will reach It.”

If any one who reads this should 
wish a-more detailed account of Lin
coln’s Spiritualism they can get it by 
securing a copy of "Was Abraham Lin
coln a Spiritualist?” I presume it can 
be had of W. P.-Maynard, White Plains, 
New York.

By the way, the above question is a 
hard one to answer. There is no tell
ing who is who’when we come to the 
word “Spiritualist,” and ask for a défi
nition. There Is no organized body 
with rules and regulations or creeds 
whereby a Spiritualist can be designat
ed or identified. There was a time 
long-haired men and short-haired wo
men flocked together and professed be
lief In certain hypnotic performances 
as spiritual and word went out that 
they were Spiritualists. Lincoln was 
a Spiritualist as all are who are honest 
and unprejudiced, willing to accept a 
fact as we are given to know facts, and 
profit by the good there is in them, 
whether they come by way of the 
known or the unknown.

I must hasten. I am taking too much 
time and space. However, another Il
lustration, and then: Charles Foster, 
because of his wide notoriety and his 
peculiar gifts, I wish to mention. He 
exercised his gifts before the royalty 
in Europe. Bulwer-Lytton, the English 
novelist, saw him, and engaged him for 
a month. From these experiences the 
“Strange Story” was written. I attend
ed one of bis seances—a parlor and ap
purtenances, a brilliant chandelier over 
a table, four by six, pad of note paper, 
a vase of flowers, a card with the alpha
bet, and five of us seated around the 
table with Foster at the head. We 
were requested to write the names of 
four or five persons on the note paper, 
about an Inch apart, cut them off and 
fold them twice, making a billet a quar
ter of an inch wide. These we placed 
before Foster a foot In front, thorough
ly mixed. He would pick up one of 
these billets, place it on his forehead 
and repeat the name, or ask to have the 
name pointed out on the alphabet—the 
alphabet was used but two or three 
times during the evening—he would 
then pass the billet to the one who 
claimed to have written the name, who 
would open it to find the name correct 

■in every instance. One of the names 1 
wrote produced rather a startling ex
hibition. On- placing one of the billets 
to his forehead Foster says, “David, 
Davis, a peculiar-character, any one 

>' know him?” “Yes,” I said, and the 
paper was passed back to ine. ' I opened 
it and found “Peter Davis’’ written 
there. “By G—d, this is a good place 
to live In,” said he. .Foster reached his 
hand across the table, grasped mine 
and shook in Peter’s- chararcteristic 
manner, saying: “By G—d, I’m d—d 
glad to see you. We don’t swear much 

• ' here but I want you to know who 1

Stern justice decrees tliat we must do 
many things that are unpleasant; if we 
only did the things most pleasing to us 
some one might suffer by our selfish
ness, so there is the law that all must 
obey, tliat each may receive his just 
dues. When the time comes when each 
can do what he desires without hin
drance to his brother, there will be no 
more need of law, but each can be a 
law unto himself; until the people be
come educated up to that point, there 
must be something to restrain them.

Brotherly love will wipe out all the 
opposing forces and spirit will be felt 
to be thejullng power. We are striv
ing to bring this about, but the evil we 
have to contend with is like a vast Gib
raltar, almost Impregnable. Aggressive 
spirits that know no sucli word as fail, 
keep knocking away until the great 
rock crumbles and falls; they are the 
advance guards that lead the way for 
others less powerful to follow; there 
are heights to climb tliat would make 
the stoutest hearts quail; there are 
depths to fathom that look fathomless, 
but those sturdy spirits shrink not at 
the most difficult task but ever lead us 
upward and onward with words of 
cheer so that we In turn can be able to 
lead those below us into the higher 
realms of thought. That is why you see 
men doing such wonderful things, 
reaching almost to the Gods In their 
greatness, just because their spirits are 
more Impressional and they are easily 
impressed by spirit forces. They 
sometimes do not know from whence 
they receive their power and insplra-. 
tlon, and go along blind to the true 
state of affairs; but the most of them 
attribute it to unseen pow.er, and tell 
it not for fear of being misunderstood 
and being thought queer.

Strange what a bugbear that word is 
to most people; they would rather be 
called anything else-than queer; afraid 
to let their personality be known, and 
keep In the beaten paths of tradition; 
afraid to give their own Interpretation 
of things, or to branch out and think 
for themselves, for fear of being 
thought queer. It is strange that one 
that dares advance a new thought in 
any Une must be derided and laughed 
at.

To most sensitive souls you might 
rather point a loaded gun than the fin
ger of ridicule; but for that the world 
might be further advanced to-day. It is 
generally the most sensitive that re
ceive the highest inspiration, those 
strong in spirituality are usually weak 
physically, aud sensitive people 
shrink from things a grosser nature 
would not notice.

So sympathize, cheer and draw out 
those retiring souls, and you may find 
that you have been entertaining angels 
unawares'

Shallow water makes the most noise, 
but when you wish to find deep water 
you naturally look for the quiet stream; 
so with thoughtful people, judge them 
not unwise until you have sounded 
their depths; there is always something 
to be learned; scorn not the simple 
things of life, for if rightly understood 
they sometimes reveal the greatest 
wonder.

For instance, this little writing, it 
you could see the condition it requires 
to give it, you would not think it such a 
simple matter, but one of the greatest 
scientific and spiritual achievements 
known.

But 'familiarity breeds contempt, and 
it seems so easily done that people 
cease to wonder at it, and blame the 
medium for not doing better.

Often when well and satisfactorily 
done they accuse them of fraud, mind 
reading and so forth. No wonder they 
become discouraged, for only through 
sympathy and faith can they do their 
best work.

Frequently when fraud is cried it is 
in the sitter and not In the medium. If 
people would do business more on the 
trust principle, there would be less 
fraud than there is now. Let persons 
know you trust them, they naturally 
wish to keep your good opinion and will 
do their best.

But let a person know you think him 
a fraud or thief, and many times he 
will turn out to be so. There are more 
kinds Of thieves than one, and one of 
the worst is rhe one that steals your 
precious time, that could be employed 
in doing so much good. Another is a 
thief of reputation who steals away 
one’s fair name without one thought of 
compunction, but would shrink with 
scorn from a material thief.

There will be some great surprises 
awaiting many people when they cross 
the great divide. Virtue will have 
more meaning to them than simple con
jugal fidelity. They will open wide 
their eyes when pronounced lacking In 
virtue. The one that tarnishes a fair 
reputation will be on the level with 
other criminals and will receive like 
punishment.

Saint Paul, in describing a virtuous 
woman mentions several attributes, 
one of which is the ability of controlling 
the unruly- member, the tongue. Out 
of a full heart the mouth speaketh, and 
if one have an impure heart he is lack
ing in virtue. ,

The way to improve the world and 
benefit mankind is not to show up oth
ers’ faults, but to first purge your own 
soul of guilt.

Then will you be a shining example 
to others, and by so doing you preach 
a greater sermon than ever I did in the 
Plymouth pulpit. -

The salvation of the world depends 
on .just such evangelism. I would 
rather be the one to save a soul from 
self destruction, than to win the great
est battle ever fought.

In killing your brethren, you are
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Horrible Pain and Deform
ity is Beyond the Pow

er of Man to Dive.

READ THIS ANNOUNCEMENT
To-every person who sends- his ad

dress to us we will send—free and pre
paid to try—a regular dollar pair of 
Magic Foot Drafts, the great Michigan 
Cure for rheumatism. If you are satis- 
lied with the relief they give you, you 
can send us the dollar. If not, you 
needn’t pay a cent for them. You de
cide after a thorough trial.

Don’t take medicine, but test the won
derful Drafts at our expense. They 
draw out the impurities from the bloodt 
through the great foot pores, curing:' 
rheumatism in every nart of the body 
without any of the bad after effects of 
medicine. We have many thousands of
ters, from every 
state and from a 
score of foreign 
countries, saying 
testimonial let-

1RAOE MARK

more good'.
than all-medicines, curing cases consid
ered hopeless, after doctors and all1 
other treatments had failed. You can 
see that we couldn’t afford to make an 
offer like this if tlie Drafts didn’t actu
ally cure. Write to-day toMagic Foot 
Draft Co., X029 Oliver Bldg., Jackson,. 
Mich., for a trial pair of Drafts free on 
approval. We send also a valuable
book (In colors) on rheumatism. Send 
no money—only your name.

portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Longley. 
Words and music, sheet music size. 
Price JI each; postage 15 cents addi
tional on each book.

Longley’s Choice Collection of Beau
tiful Songs. For public meetings and 
the home. Words and music. Price, 
board covers, 40 cents; cloth, 60 cents; 
These songs of Professor Longley’s are 
gotten up In most attractive style, aud 
more than worth tlie small price asked 
for them.

Maxham’s Melodies, With Words and 
Music. Songs, sacred and secular. 
Price 15 cents.

The Spiritual Harp. A collection of 
vocal music for the choir, congregation, 
and social circle, by Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and J. O. Barrett. Price, $1-25-

Cosmian Hymn Book. A collection 
of original and selected hymns for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home. Compiled by L. K. 
Washburn. Price, paper cover, 50 cts.

Golden Echoes. A new collection of 
original words and music for the use of 
meetings, lyceums and the home circle. 
By S. W. Tucker. Price, 15 cents.

Selected and Inspirational Hymns for 
Spiritualistic Gatherings. By Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley. Words only. 
Price, 15 cents.

The Spiritual Songster. By Mattle- 
E. Hu_l. For the use of circles, camp
meetings and other Spiritualistic gath
erings. Words only. Price, 10 cents.

The Lyceum Guide. A collection of 
music, golden chain recitations, mem
ory gems, choral responses, funeral ser
vices, programs for sessions, parlia
mentary rules. Containing instruc
tions for organizing and conducting ly
ceums, for physical culture, calisthen
ics, marching, banners, badges, stand
ards, the Band of Mercy, etc. Compiled 
for the use of progressive lyceums and 
societies, by Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, 
(cloth binding), 50 cents per copy, or 
when ordered by the dozen, 40 cts each.

Your
T

Now Is the time to extend the clrcula, 
tlon of The Progressi'-e TMnker. It 
will contain Occult and Spiritualistic 
news with which every one should be 
familiar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich th» 
mind. Send In a subscription now.

Indian girl manages to. make.beautiful 
.embroidery with a bit'iit crobged bone, 
does that prove that sh^'ougji't'not to be 
allowed to use a needle? sMe'probably 
would not think so, if shfe'hritf a chance 
to get the needle; and 'ui'ri ifomen who 
have rendered the most • distinguished 
public service without ballot have 
generally been believe’rs in equal suf
frage—as, tor instance; ■■ Florence 
Nightingale, Clara Barton, Julia Ward 
Howe, Mary ■ A. Livermore, -Harriet 
Beecher Stowe. Jane Adddms and Mrs. 
JaneL. Stanfoid. . • .,■•

-'ALICE STONE BLACKWELL.

"Koradlue. -By Alice ;-B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot"- Jn the.form-ot 
an entertMning. storyj It: contains >4es> 

| eons whldh every girl should know; 
I Pxioe, doth, ». -: f :

am.” The table tipped bn to one leg, 
spilled over the vase of -flowers and faps 
carnè'as loud as would be made with 
a good-sized hammer. -

At other times the name would ap
pear on his arm in blood fed letters, 
one resident of Pittsfield that I know of 
cari testify to this as a fact. ■ . -,

Miss Mollie Fancher of Brooklyn, N. 
Y., is another psychic wonder, formerly 
a student of Prof. Chalies West (one of 
the Pittsfield Wests) that I propose to 
mention here." Doubtless she is the 
most remarkable phenomena, physical
ly; history has any record of. I treas
ure my acquaintance with her as the 
most valuable of any ' in my mental 
storehouse. She was not a Spiritualist. 
Perhaps I will take her up in my next.

: a.,-. h. D. SISSON.
Pittsfield, Mass. : . •.

making homes fatherless, leaving chil
dren unprotected by a father’s love, and 
sending the mother out into the world 
to' find employment to keep her little 
ones from starving.

Such was my campaign against sin, 
and such it is now, and such 1 wish 
yours to be.

With all good wishes for your suc
cess, I remain dear friends, yours truly, 

HENRY WARD BEECHER.

ture.” By Prof, Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substanco of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as. 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to

Spiritism and Mrs. Leonora B. Piper, 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson's -Theories 
In Regard to" It By Ex-JUdge Abram 
H. Dailey. ’Demonstrate: futility and 
Inadequacy of Hudson's.explanations of 
Spiritual phenomena.- ’ Price 25 cents.

"instho World celestial ”>t)y- Dr. T.-A. 
Bland.-' interesting, Instructive ■ and I 
holpful; Spiritually• uplifting..- Cloth 
bound! price-?!. > .1

practlcnl handbook of, reference, con
taining definitions of every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price $1. •

•Tho Light of Egypt.”- - Volumes 1 
and 2. An occult library In itself, a 
text-book of esoteric' knowledge . as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Phllcso-

Discovery of a Lost Trail
BY CHARLES B. NEWCOMB,

Author of “All’e Right with tho World." Cloth 270 
pages. Mr. Newcomb made a distinct success with 
“All's Right with the World»" which continues In tho 
front rent of the Metaphysical books that are now so 
popular. Tbegrcat number who have jeon cheered 
and strengthened by him will welcome another book 
by thtS wise teacher whoso words of help ore doing so 
much to nakc the world beUer by making men and 
women better able lo understand and enjoy It.

“Discovery of a Lost Trail"
Isa simple study of that strange and beautiful thing 
called life, but grand In its scholarly simplicity. It 
will be in demand by many who have not previously 
read metaphysical writings. Price ei.50. For sale al 
this office.________ ______________

A Study oi
Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

By Lilian Whiting,
Author of "The World Beautiful," "Kate Fleld»- 
‘•After Her Death," “From Dreamland Sent," etc, 
With portrait 16mo. Cloth, gilt. Price 11.25. The 
writer of thio “Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning** 
has thrown the book into five chapters, with sub titles 
ns follows:
LIVING WITH VISIONS. “Summer Snow of Apple 

Blossoms;" Music-Flow of Pindar; Friends in the 
Unseen.

LOVE8 OF THE POETS. The Prefigured Frlondt 
Vita Nouva; “One Day. My Siren.

IN THAT NEW WORLD. Pisa and Poetry; In Casa 
Guldl; Florentine Days; Walter Savage Landor.

ART AND ITALY. Individuality of Character; The 
. Clasped Hands; Kate Field’s Records; Mrs. 

. Browning's Death.
vLILIES OF FLORENCE. Poetic Rank; Spiritual 

Lawn; Modem Scientific Thought; The Consider*, 
atloo of Genius.

For Solo at this office. ”

In Tune with the Infinite
By Ralph Waldo Trine.

Wlthtn yourself Hot the cauno of whatever enter* 
Into your life. To come Into tho full roallxattonof 
your own awakened IntcYlor powers, la to be ableto^ 

. condition your life In exect accord with what yotf
would bare It.—From Title-Page. •

CONTENTS—I. Prelude: 11. The Supreme Fact ot 
the Universe; III. The Supreme fact of Human Lite; 
IV. Fullne«* of Life-Bodily Health and Vigor: V. 
Tho Secret. Power and Effect of Lovo; VI. wisdom 
and Interior Illumination; VII. I ho •HcalUationof 
Perfect Peace; VIII. Comlus Into fullnesa of power-, 
IX. Plenty of All Thln<e-Tbo Law of Pro»perlty: 
X. How Men Have Become Prophet», Soora, Bacei, 
and Saviors; XI. Tho Baste Principle of All Religion» 
-The Universal Religion: XII. Entering Now Into 
the Realization of the. Highest Blcbea. For »ale a* 
thlBoSLce, Price, poatpatd. IL3B. __

What All the World’s a-Seeking.
. RALPH WALDO TRINE. ■ „

Each la. building hit world from within; thought It 
the builder;-fors thought* rare?force*.—subtle, vital, 
Irresistible, omnlpcUnt,—and: according as used do 
they bring power or impotence, peace or paln.aucce»» 
orfallure.—From TtUa-pagc. , ■ ■
* The above books are beautifully bound in gray-green 
raised ciotb^siamneAircdeen uld-grcen and gold« wUa 
gUt top. price, 11.35. - For sale at Udi ofilca.



TERMS GF SUBSCRIPTION : '
« £“»P^b»ssivb Thihkbr will be furnished 

tlw following terms,.Im variably in advauca;

R. FRANCgg, aad Proprietor
CatarM ri ite Sita®» tofeæa, tr S»u4-Clu> Stlltr

thirteen Weeks,,, , 
Sls&ie ........ m ¿«5r... »..

. ■ REMmAJiüES;

...a... H w 
...........  GOcta 
;.........25cta

Güt»

♦ Remit byPostoiaee Money order, Eeglat-ered LWter orDraft on Chicago or New York. It, 
coate fiom ID to IScentetd get checks cashed on 
local banka, so do not send them, unless you 
wish that amount deducted frouiteo amount 
sent. Address all letters to J. R. FRANCIS, IQ 
Loomis Street, Chicago, Ill.
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HUDSON TUTTLE.

‘ - TAKE-VOIXCE,

^*At tha expiration, of BUbscrlptton, if not ro. 
newed, the paper is discontinued. No bills will basentrov extra numbers.

EBflfyou do not receive your paper promptly 
,write us, and' auy errors in address will ba 
promptly corrected,, mid missing, numbers supplied gratis.

tSf ’ Whenever you desire the address of your 
paper Ichanged, always; give the address ot 
the place to which it lias, been going or the change cannot be made.

TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
The price of The Progressive Thinker 

per year to foreign countries is ?2.

WORDS OF CAUTION.
Vou should not send money In a let

ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then- the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents,, and' th :.n you are per
fectly safe, and will save, yourself an
noyance and trouble.

Ediforat-Large for the National: Spirit* 
uallet Association, ‘

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks' In the secular or rellg- 
fous press on Spiritualism,. Bend him: 
clippings when st attack is made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address: 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. s

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar 

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. 
A., will it desired, receive one set

to 
S. 
of

spiritual tracts and one copy of “Vio
lets,” a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fufid will also receive a copy of 
"Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
of Instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY,
N. 8. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

The Progressive Thinker's Prophecy.
Several years ago It was stated in 

these editorial columns, it was apparent 
from the manner churches were drifting, 
in a few years little would remain, of 
them but social clubs, to advance the 
pleasure of its members; that one by 
one the dogmas promulgated in their 
creeds would be abandoned; then for a
time they would cluster together in lit
erary circles and club life, to finally dis
appear, as has been the fate of number

i-
».

less organizations of like character In 
the past. We had no idea of the imme
diate fulfillment of that prediction in 
the near future.

As it chanced the Rockford (Ill.) Reg
ister-Gazette fell in our way the other 
day. The first article coming under ob
servation was a long letter from Rev. 
G. R. VahHorne, of the Methodist de
nomination, and tor a time an elder of 
that city. It was addressed to the ed
itor, and was written from Paterson, 
N. J., March 30,1905. He had been vis
iting churches in many cities of the 
East, and wrote of what he had wit
nessed with his own eyes. He says:

“Religious life in many churches of 
the East is at a low ebb. It is low 
enough to bespeak danger throughout 
the Middle West, but it is there quite 
in advance of what I have seen it in the 
East. Plenty of churches here have de
generated into what is but litHe better 
than social clubs and societies for en
tertainment and amusement, with a re
ligious attachment or adjunct. More
over the commercial spirit is manifest 
Some churches appear to be perpetu
ated for money making, and make 
money for the sake of perpetuation 
Shows, suppers, theatricals, schemes 
new and old, novel and attractive, are 
being devised and operated in places of 
worship called “The House of the 
Lord,” for the purpose of securing 
money to support the church. I know 
one which is able to pay its pastor 
51,500 per year, without a dollar of debt 
upon its beautifull church or parsonage, 
whose trustees allowed an- ‘entertain
ment’ to be given in that church for 60

A gregA ado baa ta Hfâie, te, • 
year er two seat, especially by etergy* 
men» .over what they - are pleased to 
term ’’the divorce evil.” There is no 
doubt that divorce can be made an evil 
by abuse, and there can be no reason, 
able doubt that in many-, instances and 
.within proper limitations, divorces may 
be just, right, and for the beat good of 
Individuals and society.

The question must be judged, not 
merely by what some reputed inspired 
authority says, but mainly by plain com- 

■ mon sense, and the facts of the socio
logical results of divorce and non-di- 
yorce.

No matter what may be||written by an 
“inspired” author,, of the only justifi
able cause for divorce, for which thd 
clerics contend, it does not stand to rea
son and a sense of justice, that, for in
stance, a woman who finds herself le
gally married to a murderous brute, 
shall be compelled to be subjected to 
his viciousness during .all his or her 
mortal: life.

Thé plain fact is, there is more than 
one just and righteous ground for di
vorce. -

On the subject of “Divorce as a Ref
uge," the Chicago Tribune has some 
sensible remarks:

Ethelbert Stewart of the United- 
States department of commerce-and la
bor once said: "The homes, that are 
worth preserving preserve themselves,”

It does sometimes seem that to try to 
> purify the home by stopping divorces is 
like trying to cure a disease by elimi- 
natlng the symptoms. Is a home happy 
and sacred ' It stays out of the divorce; 

¡court. Is it impure, and quarrelsome, 
;and unhappy? Then it isn’t sacred any 
¡longer.. Then it is already broken up. 
Then grace has already departed from 

¡it. The proceedings in the divorce 
court constitute merely a legal recogni
tion of the fact.

Susan B. Anthony stretched the truth 
when she assured, the national council 
of women that divorce was not an evil 
“by any means." It can be made an 
evil. It can be abused. When a young 

, mam and a young woman get married 
; and know that they can. secure their le
’ gal freedom on any trivial pretext, they 
are likely to permit their fancy to wan

, der, and if they find that their relations 
are strained they think at once of a sep
aration instead of trying; their best to 
restore understanding and keep intact 
a bond which demands permanence for 
its highest value. The ideal marriage 
is once tor all. No one denies this. 
There should be an attempt to make 
every marriage permanent, and for this 
reason it may be that no- divorce should 
be permitted tor a certain number of 
years.after the event of marriage.

It is noteworthy, nevertheless, that 
the freest countries in the world have 
the most divorces. In countries where 
a woman can earn her own living she 
will not consent to live her whole life 
with an unfaithful or tyrannous hus
band. The growing economic independ
ence of woman is just as great a cause 
of divorce as the decline of a belief in 
marriage as an irrevocable sacrament.

Susan B. Anthony remembers the 
days of the fugitive slave laws. “Di
vorce is just as much a refuge for wo
men married to brutal men as Canada 
was for slaves bound to brutal mas
ters." ,

George E. Howard, in his standard 
work on "Matrimonial Institutions," 
says : "Divorce is but a part of the 
mighty movement for social liberation 
which has been gaining in volume and 
strength ever since the reformation.” 
Carroll D.-Wright agrees. “I do not be
lieve that divorce is a menace to the 
purity and sacredness of the family, but 
I do.believe'It is a menace to the infer
nal brutality which at times makes a 
hell of the holiest human relations.”

Remarriage is another question. But 
that married death should ever be made 
permanent in this country by law is un
thinkable. The higher the ideal of njar- 
riage the stronger will be the Impulse 
to withdraw from it when it sinks below 
the ideat

W Hlrscb Jr jítótaí' »WWM 
tetas to iUB-csw^tlsa, asá to oth
ers as well, cf application to 
those, Jews and Christinas; who hold to 
the Bible ifiea pf a God. Non-believers 
and agnostics', too, may find a lesson, 
leaving put all reference to a God.

"The czar of Russia today is a coun
terpart of Pharaoh. When he hears of 
disaster he wants, peace; when it is 
past he wants to fight. ‘Am 1 not born 
to sit on. the throne ?’ reasons this czar, 
Some say he is a good father, and-oth
ers that he is a confounded idiot. But 
he says one thing and does another, and 
he never does the fight thing at the 
right time.”

Sp spoke Dr. Emil G. Hirsch during a 
sermon at Temple Israel; in which he 
used the old customs of the Jews to 
draw wholesome similes in a. lesson, for 
the people of today.

“The czar óf Russia is a Pharoah, dot 
for dot, line for line—one an. exact pic
ture. of another. When Moses asked for 
the liberty of the Jews, Pharoah wanted 
to know by whose orders this demand 
was made. Moses replied: ‘The God of 
the Hebrews.’ Pharaoh sent his prl- 
vate secretary out to look up the name 
in the books and; he returned and re
ported he couldn’t find any such name. 
‘Who is this God of the Hebrews, that I 
should listen to him?’ said Pharaoh. He 
did not realize that there is one power 
that wields tha destiny of nations re
gardless of kings and czars. •

“Pharaoh-thought himself independ
ent, He didn’t bother about God. It is 
the same- with some of our wealthy 
young men of to-day. Like Pharaoh, 
they think they are Independent of God. 
That is the leaven of arrogance and 
selfishness.

“The man who- is rich enough to-day 
need not believe in God. But he[ is not 
free from his. own ignorance and selfish
ness. AU he can do is to eat, drink; and. 
sleep. Thqse men have no real pleas
ures, for in simpler things is found real 
pleasure. They think they don't have 
to know God. They are slaves to Igno
rando and arrogance and selfishness— 
the homez that is fermenting in their 
hearts and destroying their manhood
and morata. <

"Thousands of us are slaves to low 
passions and low desires. This is the 
leaven we must first remove if we want 
to be free. No one can bp free who 
does not free himself first The Pha, 
raoh of Moses' time, with all his power,, 
was a slave to arrogance.”

Ignorance or Dishonesty?
During revival periods, and whenever

the clergy are 'especially ambitious 
gain converts to their faith, they 
ever quoting Matt 16:26:

"For -what is a man profited, if

tO' 
are

he

A Can^rohgft&taa Review of Their Ori 
filn and Significance.
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per cent of the gross receipts this past 
winter, which entertainment was only 
fit to be put upon the boards of a vau-
deville theatre. The trustees said they 
had been imposed upon. True. “But
they had been imposed upon only a 
short time before by. a show that out
raged common decency; but it was the 
prospect of making money easily which 
led them to allow any money making 
scheme in their church that was unbe
coming God's house.

"To some of us who may be regarded 
by this generation as old fogies and 
ripe for Oslerizlng, there is associated 
with a church edifice a sanctity that 
cannot be violated without appearing to 
be irreverent or sacrilegious. And it 
does seem irreverent to convert a house 
dedicated to the worship of Almighty 
God into a restaurant and a play house. 
It is a lamentable fact that in some lo
calities the theater goers, dancers, and 
gamblers have increased in such power 
as to directly or IndlrecGy rule the 
church and dictate its policy. The per
son who for money plays euchre or 
poker in a ‘jungle’ is designated a gam
bler. But the party who plays euchre 
for a ‘prize’ in a lady’s parlor is re
garded as ‘progressive.’ The former is 
a law-breaker and liable to be fined or 
imprisoned. The latter is also a law
breaker, but is a church member in 
good and regular standing."

We shall not set up as a prophet be
cause of the correctness of our predic
tion, because the evidence is apparent 
that all the orthodox churches will oc
cupy the same position sooner or later.

With- hell eliminated from their 
creed?, and the fell of man a fiction 
then the need of a Redeemer vanishes; 
then what else but senseless forms re
main, to also disappear in good time?

"The Infidelity of- Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo- 

1 lecular or. spiritual hypothesis of m»- 
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 

Price 25 cents. . .

A Preacher’s Good Deed.
An Illustration of the illuminating ef

fect of a kind, helpful, unselfish deed is 
found in an incident related by Nels 
Rylander, the Scandinavian city presi-
dent of the Chicago camp of 
speaking in Willard Hall one 
week. He said:

"I knew he was a preacher

Gideons, 
day last

by bls
coat and collar. I was walking on Van 
Buren street, over back of the board of 
trade, yesterday. 1 saw a poor woman 
there—an Italian—trying to life a heavy 
lot of boards to put on the top of her 
head. They were too heavy for her.

"Just as I was about to help, this 
preacher stepped up and tried to lift 
them. He was not used to hard work; 
he was a preacher. He stepped aside, 
and I thought, *Now it is your business,’ 
but he only went to call a boy to get a 
cab. I never was so pleased over any
thing.

“Tflat woman, she never rode in a 
cab perhaps ,before. He held open the 
door as if she was the biggest lady in 
the land, and the driver lifted those" old 
boards up in front of the cab, and the 
horses trotted off to her home. The 
preacher pays the cabman, and then he 
lifts his hat as she drives away.

"My friends, I am glad I see that ac
tion. It makes me happy there are 
men in God’s ministry like that. It’s 
a good deed like that, somebody says, 
shines as a candle in a wicked world."

shall gain the whole wdrld, and lose bls 
own soul? or what shall a man give in 
exchange for his soul?"

That clergyman must be very Ignor
ant who has not learned this is a false 
rendering of what passes for the orig
inal Greek. The preceding verse 
reads:

“For whosoever will save his life, 
shall lose it; and whosoever will lose 
his life for my sake shall find it.”

Dr. Adam Clarke, the great Methodist 
commentator on the Bible, of this text 
Bays: .

“On what authority many have 
translated the word psyche, in the 25th 
verse, life, and In this verse, sou), I 
know not; but am certain It means life 
in both places. If a man should gain 
the whole world, its riches, honors, and 
pleasures, and lose his own life, what 
wouli all these profit him, seeing they 
can only be enjoyed during life."

Opening the Revised Version, and we 
And that favorite text of the sensa
tional preacher rendered:

“For what shall a man be profited, it 
he shall gain the whole world, and for
feit his life? or what shall a man give 
in exchange for his life."

Thus, in a single text, is seen how 
the so-called King James’ translation of 
the Bible was made to accommodate 
and strengthen false creeds. The 
classical student who turns his critical 
attention to the subject is met on ev
ery page with false renderings, evident
ly made purposely to build up a false 
faith.

Well educated clergymen insist the 
whole doctrine of endless damnation is 
either built on false translations of 
what Christians call the sacred text, 
else on its false interpretation.

Dr. Clarke was closely associated 
with John Wesley in founding Method
ism. His Commentaries on the Bible 
is, or should be, qn the shelves of every 
Methodist minister’s library. For a 
hundred years it has been standard au
thority in the church, and is quoted as 
authority by all sects. Then it must 
be ignorance or dishonesty that cites 
this falsely rendered text to frighten 
victims into the church fold.

Unworthy Action.
The sensational press delights in

Called by a Former Classmate.
I thank Georgia Gladys Cooley of SL 

Louis, for the explanation she gives ot 
the influences felt and the noises heard 
by two sisters and their families about 
the time their brother died. Can she 
or some one else explain the following:

About a quarter of a century ago I 
lived in P—Wales. One Saturday 
night I made up-my mind to get up, if 
possible, at 5 o’clock Sunday morning, 
for I had a long ride to make to get to 
my place of appointment where I was to 
be at ten o’clock. In my sleep. I heard 
the voice of W. W. D., my former col
lege classmate in Ohio. He is yet a 
professor in the same college. His 
voice called me, saying: “William, get 
up; it is a quarter to five.” I instantly 
woke nip, lit a match, looked at my 
watch, and it was just a quarter to five. 
Whose voice was this?- Was it the 
voice of my fonder classmate, who was 
then thousands of miles from me, and 
who in a natural way could have known 
nothing of my intentions? or was it my 

•own subconsciousness calling my con
scious mind to awake? If so, why did I 
imagine it to be the voice of my former
classmate? KYMRO,

"Social Upbuilding, Including Coon, 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. - .Thls comprises 
the last p?rt of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 centa. For gala 
*1 this office.

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattle E. Hull 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest 
poems. Neatly botad In cloth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 ennt^ -

startling headlines to arouse interest in 
the most unimportant news items which 
appear ip their columns. An- Associated 
Press dispatch tram Salonica, a large 
seaport city in European Turkey, popu
lated largely by Jews, a few thousand 
'each of Greeks, Turks and Franks, says, 
"The Albanians are threatening a gen
eral massacre of Christians at Prizrend, 
Ipek and Diakora. The Albanians are 
furious because of the thwarting of an 
attempt to lynch a prisoner suspected 
of murdering an Albanian."

The motive in sending this news is 
to arouse hate against the Turks, and 
the great display of exclamation points 
is to extend that hate to Christians in 
America.

Suppose every attempt at lynching in 
America was similarly and truthfully 
displayed, saying: "Christians are kill
ing each other in America. Caught in 
the act, or suspected of somejigfivial of
fense, they are arrested, by a mob and 
burned, at the stake. ■ Scores, perhaps 
hundreds, are thus sacrificed yearly in 
this Christian country."

The truth is, the missionaries have 
determined to spread their faith at any 
cost, and have planned to drive Moham
medans out of Turkey. They are ever 
on the lookout for a pretext to arouse 
prejudice against those people. The 
most trifling incidents are magnified 
into mammoth proportions hoping to 
bring on an issue between them and 
the great Christian powers. Turkey is 
constantly put to great expense, and is 
ever placed In a false position by. this 
cruel action of malcontents,' the mis
sionaries, who seem to be sent to Tur
key expressly to stir up strife; certainly 
they make but tew converts,

Very few stop to think that the Turks 
are of our own race, members of the 
great Aryan family, later arrivals in 
Europe from the common parent hive 
in Central Asia, from which we are all 
descended. They Inherit a belief in one 
God-only, and reject .the addition, of a 
Son and Holy.Ghost to the Godhead. 
And this, the substance of their offend
ing, is the reason the missionaries seek 
their extinction, or. conversion. •

or' obsession by evil 
spirito, Is, dlteaching which has come 
downlto ns from our Aryan ancestors'. 
It is- M ol'd 'g^ human history, an inher
itance from paganism. It properly has 
no place in .our spiritual literature. It 
was not heard of among the immediate 
foundflrs. èì dar philosophy, and when it 
was 9pgraf|f& upon it, it came from 
those-jwho Wished to weave the Inculca, 
tlons or Christianity into the new faith.

HeSfod, tW Grecian poet, told how 
the men of Hité golden age, after death, 
becaigf demftns, guardians and watch-1 
ers oyer mortals. These demons were 
classed as intermediates between gods 
and liièu;’ they were understood to be 
the ghosts: Of dead men.

The Christian devil is represented to 
have béen an angel of light. Because 
ot his ambition to rule a war arpse in 
heaven, and’-Luclfer was cast out and 

. down to Tartarus, with his retinue- of 
followers. These come to earth at will, 
lead mortele astray, induce them to en

, gage in all manner of wrong, so God, at 
a final judgment will consign them to 
endless woe.

The whole system was built on the 
theory of the fall of man. It was an at
tempt to account for the existence of 

, evil in the world.
■ In pagan mythology Pandora's box 

was closely connected with the story, as 
was the eating- of the apple by our re

, puted first parents in Jewish mythol
ogy,, absorbed by Christians.

Í As there was no “fall of man," in our 
1 spiritual philosophy, no original sin, no 
i damned, spirits, no need of a Savior to 
. redeem men from a condition to which 
the race was. never subject, so, save to 
those clinging to the cross of orthodoxy, 

' there are no obsessed spirits to be pia
; cated, appeased, or expelled.

The story-of the Gadarenes, told of in 
Mark v, with unclean spirits that came 

¡ out of. the tombs, a legion óf them,, 
¡whom Jesus permitted to enter two; 
thousand swine which were drowned in 

, the sea. is a monkish fiction, built on 
- the old-time belief. '
, Witchcraft was an intrusion of the 
obsession .theory into the theology of 
the Middle Ages, which played such an 

, importent part’in the 16th and 17th 
centuries, and was continued into the 

,18th century.
, If all this silly teaching of barbarism 
, is to be revived, and made a part ot 
Spiritualism, how much has the new 

'.faith improved upon the hell and dam
nation theory,, as taught in the 
churches?’

Educated physicians, still members of 
Christian churches, have explained all 
the narrations relating to evil spirits in 

. Bible story, and elsewhere, on the the
ory of a diseased brain and shattered 
nervous system. The Insane and the 
epileptic, who at times simulate demon
ology so closely, are victims of irrita
tion of the brain or of the spinal cord. 
Those remedies that allay irritation 
drive out the 'devils. ‘

Ignonance made those subject to 
chorea/¡with distorted features, and in
ability to express themselves intelligi
bly, the. Victims of angered or malicious 
devils;'hnd, shd to relate, there are doc
tors who catel’ to this delusion, and for 
a good, founddee are willing to render 
their services in expelling the unwel
come intruder.

Sir Walter'Scott’s “Demonology and 
Witchcraft” has been drawn upon tor 
very mjieh ojf the recent literature re
lating to this subject. Medieval history 
abounds with accounts of witchcraft, 
witches’ibelng-'only tools of evil spirits.

The time was when no one had the 
necessity bravery to oppose popular 
opinion qn the subject. Lawyers at the 
bar, judges on the bench, authors in 
their books. And the' whole Christian 
world seenrtp-have been believers in 
the superstition; while the fires of 
Smithfield, were employed to carry out 
the Bible Instruction, “Thon shall not 
allow a witch to live.”

What a sad, sorrowful and murderous 
history does this “thus saith the Lord,” 
recall! It is a fit subject for tears and 
grief. Thirty thousand unfortunates, in 
England alone, between 1541 and 1604, 
were sacrificed to this superstition. 
Scotland’s last vlcüm was in 1716; 
quite as many as in England were given 
a foretaste of the agonies of the fabled 
hell by being burned alive.

Every country In Europe accepting 
the Bible for authority, seemed to vie to 
see which could rival the other in ob
serving this command of God. Our own 
America did not escape the damnable 
contagion, -Commencing at Salem, 
Mass., in 1692,- the jails were filled with 
victims, ajid It .was unsafe to express a 
doubt -of their guilt. Fifty-five persons 
suffered torture, and twenty were exe
cuted. It came to that, every wrinkled 
old woman who was in somebody’s way, 
who had incurred someone’s displeas
ure, or was of eccentric habits, was a 
witch, in the service of evil spirits. 
There were persons to swear they saw 
the guilty wretch astride a broom
stick, which was serving as a horse, and 
she was flying through the air to reach 
some person she-desired to bewitch. 
There wère wizards, too, who were sup
posed to be in the service of evil spir
its, and executed their commands.

■ Obsess, from the Latin obsession, sig
nifies to besiege, a besieging by an evil 
spirit. The witches were only the in
struments of the damned to obsess, in
jure, torture, or destroy others—a sort 
of intermediate between the devils and 
their victims. '

The clergy all along, have insisted 
Spiritualism' was the product of the 
devil and hiff accessories. How far 
short of the .truth is their claim, if the 
recent innovatfon is to be accepted as 
truthful? HISTORICUS.

Legerdemain and Fraud.
The last-Issue of the Review of Re

views containsrnotes of an interesting 
interview with.iProf. Chas. Richet by 
Mr. W. T- tSteadj the able editor of our 
contemporary. -.Reference was made to 
psychic {photography. “Ah," said Pro
fessor Richet, ^irrefutable photographs 
of spiritsllo not exist." "Humph,” re
plied MrAStead,5 “that depends upon 
what you regard as irrefutable. I AM 

..WILLING-! T0>1 ADMIT THAT ALL 
PRECAUTIONS0 IN THE WAY OF 
MARKED PLATES AND ABSOLUTE 
CONTROL' op.'i tHE WHOLE PRO
CESS BYiBCIENTlFIC MEN OF GOOD 
FAITH ARE INUTILE AGAINST SU
PREME U EEGUÏIDEMAIN AND UN
SCRUPULOUS ¿'FRAUD. But what 
does seeuPto nig irrefutable evidence is 
when yduiget tlflf photograph of a spirit 
form whdflfl identity Is unknown to you 
and to thé9pTiotographer, but which is ' 
instantly .recognized by others not pres
ent at thé fiimeias an unmistakable por
trait of a deceased-relative.” “And you 
have. such.-photographs?” “I have 
such photographs. I may -fail a hun
dred times,- mtenely obtaining portraits 
of imknown-spJrit forms. But some
times I succeed, find obtain an unmis
takable likeness, and one such success 
outweighs, a, million failures." ■ “This Is 
very interesting," said M. Richet. 
“What we want are facts—always facts
—no matter hew elementary they .may 
be» but let them- be unimpeachable." 
The Profressor was right, but are his 
scientific brethren ’
upon, j the " psychic 
Worlds, England,

looking for facts 
plane?—The Two. » . ... -

We have often been informed by trav
elers; that in . almost every locality 
wherpiq there is a place for it, In the 
home, in tfle yard, in the place of busi
ness and-On- the street, wherever there 
ia a proper place for’ it may he found 
a statue otjrBuddha, representing the 
figure ot a human generally in a sitting 
posture, but always bearing that beauti
ful and harmonious expression of coun
tenance conveying the idea of a condl- 
tion pf happiness and contentment, a 
uniform expression which the Japanese 
and Chinese carvers only are able to 
produce. This expression, alike upon 
them all, appears to typify a condition 
of satisfaction, attained only by the ful- 
ment of all the high aspirations ot the 
soul of a person, who had reached a 
condition of relative perfection while 
yet in mortal embodiment.

Now the question naturally arises: 
; Why are so many images of Buddha 
placed in such conspicuous places? Is 
it that they may be worshiped by the 
people as a God? Or do they present 
to the masses an ideal image of God? 

, By no means, the Buddhist in both 
China and Japan do not regard Buddha 
as a God, or his sculptured form as the 
image or representation of a deity at 
all. On the contrary, he 1b held by 
these patient, oriental people as worthy 
of their highest esteem and veneration 
only as a perfect man. It is for this rea
son that his figure is made so common 
and conspicuous, not to be worshiped, 
but through constant contact with it, to 
arouse and keep constantly in the 
minds of the people an aspiration to be
come so near as may be possible to 
what Buddha was, a perfect man.

In addition to this we are able to dis
cern a glimpse of the Spiritualistic the
ory running through their religious 
thought. They believe in the continu
ity of life, immediately following the 

। condition of death, and that their an
cestors are constancy with and about 
them, at all times conscious of their 
thoughts and acts. For this reason they 
are continually on their guard against 
acts or even thoughts which jhey think 
would not be approved by their dead an
cestors. Their belief In these condi
tions is held by some writers as the 

; cause tor their pleasing characteristics, 
for they are always polite, considerate, 
generous, unselfish and interesting to 
the foreigner among them, for they be
lieve that in practicing these virtues 
they are specially pleasing to their an
cestors, who are conscious of their do
Ings.

The Literary Digest, reviews the last 
book on Japan, written by Lafcadio 
Hearn, from which it appears that the 
history of Japan Is the history of her re
ligion, the basic idea of which is an
cestor worship. MT- Hearn says: “Each 
member of the family supposes himself 
or herself under perpetual ghostly sur
veillance. Spirit eyes are watching ev
ery act. Spirit ears are listening to ev
ery word. Thoughts, too, not less than 
deeds, are visible to the gaze of the 
dead. The heart must be pure, the mind 
must be under control within the pres
ence of the spirits. Probably fee influ
ence of such beliefs uninterruptedly ex
erted upon conduct during thousands ot 
years, did much to form the charming 
side of Japanese character. - Yet there 
Is nothing stern or solemn in this home 
religion to-day, nothing of that rigid, un
varying discipline supposed by Fustel 
de Coulanges to have especially charac
terized the Roman cult. It is a religion 
rather of gratitude and tenderness, the 
dead being served by the household as" 
if they were actually present in the 
body.”

What can more beautifully or more 
truthfully express the sincerity of be
lief in this idea of the presence of the 
spirits of the dead than the words of 
Vice Admiral Togo, in his personal ad
dress to the spirits of the dead Japa
nese soldiers and sailors who perished 
at Port Arthur, as expressed by him not 
long ago at a memorial personal serv
ice, given in their honor in Tokyo, the 
capital of Japan, in which he said:

“As I stand before your spirits I can 
hardly express my feelings. Your per
sonalities are fresh in my memory. 
Your corporal existence has ceased, but 
your passing from this world has been 
in the gallant discharge of your duty, 
by virtue of which our enemy’s fleet in 
this world has been completely disabled 
and our combined fleet holds undis
puted command of the seas. I trust this 
will bring peace and rest to your spir-

. “It is my agreeable duty to avail my
self of my presence in this city, whither 
I have been called by our emperor, to 
render a report of our success to the 
spirits of those who sacrificed their 
earthly existence in the attainment ot 
so important a result as that above ren
dered.” MEREDITH B. LITTLE.

Glens Falls, N. Y.

•he Hae Something Interesting and 
Suggestive to Say About Dreams 

and Visions.

Here is a curious paradox [as set 
forth in Hearst’s Boston American].

"One who must be obeyed" has said 
to me: “A remarkable dream came to 
me Ip my sleep. I was urged in a vis
ion to tell you to. free the poor slaves 
of superstition who Jive in terror of 
their dreams, Tell them there is no 
significance in dreams. The command 
was most Imperative—heed it."

There are indeed thousands of people 
who destroy the pleasure of. the break
fast hour by a relation of their dreams 
—nightmares caused, by indigestion-r
and there are others who allow night 
fancies resulting from things read or 
talked of during the day to shadow the 
sunlight of the waking hours.

I knew a bright woman who loved the 
marvelous, and she bought herself a 
dream book. Each morning she arose 
and consulted this book, and at length 
she even arose from her bed several 
times each night to read the signifi
cance of her visions, tor fear she might 
forget them before morning.

This resulted in a broken state of 
health and continual worry, for, like the 
usual dream interpretation, nearly nine- 
tenths were warnings of coming evil. 
And so this usually sensible woman 
finally awoke to a consciousness of her 
own folly and burned the dream book 
and lived in health and happiness 
thereafter.

One thing is certain—he who re
lates his dream breeds more dreams, 
and he who is silent overcomes the 
dream habit.

Dreams love to hear themselves 
talked about, add they will not visit 
those who ignore them.

The wise seers of earth tell us there 
are three orders of dreams. The first 

: comprises nine-tenths of our dreams— 
the visions and nightmares resulting 
from indigestion. To eqt too much, to 
eat the wrong food or to eat not 
enough will produce unhappy dreams.

The next class is the dream which 
-follows as a sequence of thoughts held 
during the day.

The third order is the Symbolic 
dream, sent by our invisible guides to
warn us of some approaching 
Importance—and to prepare 
either its joy or its sorrow.

Such dreams are rare, but 
come at times. .

Their Influence is weakened

event of 
us tor

they do

if we at-
tach undue value to the nightmares and 

; visions of a tired mind or disturbed di- 
gestlon. The wise men of old it was 

Jp-ld, “slept without dreams and woke 
’‘without anxiety,"

There are savants who tell us that 
many dreams which puzzle our waking 
minds to explain are caused by the 
stars. For instance, you dream of an 
experience or a person you have not 
thought about in twenty years perhaps. 
You wonder why this should occur, but 
these wise men say it is occasioned by 
a recurrence of astronomical condi
tions; the hgavenly constellations are in 
precisely the same situations as when 
you had your early experience or met 
the person of whom you dreamed.

It is believed by many people that the 
dream of a wedding is a sign of a fu
neral; yet I know a woman who tells 
me she dreams almost weekly of wed
dings and frequently Is arrayed in 
dream bridal robes herself. She has 
never lost a member of her family by 
death, and but few close friends. Her 
life is particularly happy and free from 
the shadow of death.

Still, again, people who live almost 
wholly in the physical senses are often 
in dreams made victims of mischievous 
intelligences from the under world— 
disembodied mentalities who have not 
developed the spiritual nature in lite, 
and who linger near the earth seeking 
the gross and the weak to torment in 
sleep.

The more attention is paid such 
dreams and the more fear they arouse 
the greater power 1b given the torment
ors.

Refuse to believe in them, and Insist 
on ignoring them, and the dreams 
cease.

If you have a prophetic dream—one 
you have learned by experience means 
a warning—accept it as an indication 
that invisible friends are watching 
over you and will give you aid in your 
hour of trial, aven as they now give you 
warning.

But do not construe every nightmare 
as a vision of coming events, and 
and forever cast out fear from
heart

Nothing can harm you but your 
thoughts and acts. Think 'Tight, 
right, live right and fear not.

Fear is the only thing to fear.

now 
your

own 
act

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.

A

APPRECIATIVE LINES.

Letter to One of Our Contributors.

Charles McArthur, Brooklyn, N. Y.:
Dear Sir:—Allow me to congratulate 

you upon having written such an able 
and most instructive article upon Cath
olicism, as that which appeared in two 
recent Issues of Ths Progressive 
Thinker. These two issues alone have 
been worth the subscription price to 
me.

I rejoice exceedingly that such truth 
is being presented to the public, and 
widely circulated as it must be. It 
will do much to help ignorant humanity 
free itself from the bonds' of the 
church, and the shackles of creed.

The world needs such outspoken men 
as you . are, who have investigated 
mudi,~ and thought deeply; and it 
should be their highest aim to give 
their knowledge to the world, that it 
may benefit thereby.

The world is rapidly approaching 
that stage in Its evolution, where priest
craft must give way to science as the 
master.

That stagnation of mind which gives 
rise to the expression, "Ignorance is 
bliss,” shall no longer be taken literally.

But the wave of free thought now 
sweeping over the civilized globe, shall 
quench those hell fires set alight ages 
ago, and shall wash from the minds of 
ignorant souls of earth thp.t blind faith 
in the power of a personal God, and the 
infallibility of his authorized agents in 
the church.

Thanks to you, Mr. McArthur, and to 
all great souls working on earth, for the 
greater enlightenment of human kind, 
for the upliftment of humanity, and the 
unfoldment of individual soul powers.

There is the promise óf a rosy future, 
the dawn of a new era for this sorrow
ful star, a time coming when the per
verse conditions that environ man and 
woman shall be set aside as -being 
breeders of crime and poverty, and that 
the true light may the quicker come to 
each individual soul. -

The advanced thinkers, the philoso
phers of the present, need encourage
ment and sympathy; let us all help each 
other, for the work is the grandest ever 
taken up by the human mind; the field 
is broad and the need for workers is 
great, and now that the time is ripe, let 
us all rejoice that we live in this golden 
age,, and in spite of the persecutions 
suffered . under earthly rule, of the ad
verse criticism of men, and the grind-

ing heel of poverty, we can go right on, 
each in his own way, and lift man out of 
the rut, that time and long custom has 
made for him.

I trust, Mr. McArthur, you will give 
us new light upon this subject from 
time to time, for, corresponding to the 
good you may do others, so will you be 
doing good to yourself. With best 
wishes from a friend and brother,

St Louis, "Mo. GEO. WEBER.

“TO MY LOVE.1

Send me a thought, my own sweet one, 
And breathe it full of tender love.

Send me that thought wltlf gentle tears 
To float It from thy home above.

Send me a sigh, so softly breathed. 
It scarce could stir an angel’s wing.

'Twill echo through my lonely life 
And to my soul sweet comfort bring.

Send me a hope that we shall meet 
Beyond this valley where I dwell.

That hope shall bear me from this 
night

And cheer iny heart with Love’s own 
spelL

Send me a flower that shall not fade 
But bloom my lonely life to cheer,

That blossom shall an emblem be 
Of Hope and Love from thee so dear.

Send me your love, your tender love, 
That ever fills my soul with rest,.

And it will come »with healing power 
To charm this sadness from my 

breast
ANITA SILVANI.

The Milk In the Cocoanut.
Tfle ministers of Traverse City, Mich., 

have adopted stringent resolutions
against Sunday, funerals. They de
Clare large floral displays are offensive 
to goodtaste; that bands of music and 
marching clubs are repugnant to the 
mourners, and that large funerals held 
on Sunday are desecrations of that day. 
—Ex. '

Desecration of God's holy day to be 
burled on Sunday! Of course it Is. No 
fee for preaching a funeral discourse 
on Sunday can be expected, therefore 
the desecration. The Progressive 
Thinker would advise churchmen to dis
pense with priestly service on such oc
casions.

Oemonotratlng In « Marked Manner
Bright Side of 8plrituaHsm—Mate» ? 

rlalizatlon In the Light. ' ‘

To the Editor:—I have taken a grea 
interest In the obsession articles, an 
I would say I know that obsession
true, for I have had those called 
monscome and take possession of 
organism and hold me under their 
tool for hours at a time. Many tl 
I would attempt to force them a 
but found it best to talk kindly to th 
and try to help them understand tha 
was best for them to go away and 1 
of those who were ready and willin 
teach them the law of control. f
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For 28 years I have been used qjs 
Instrument in the hands of those ih the 
spirit world, and not for one moment 
have I regretted my time and labor for 
those who werq trying to use,me as a 
mouthpiece for a wise and loving pur
pose.

I have a guide who came to me twen» 
ty-five years ago, calling himselt simply 
Tom. At a sitting with friends one 
evening he partly entranced me,' and 
the first sentence he spoke through my 
organs was an oath, which shocked the 
entire circle of eight persons. Then my 
husband began to chastise him, which 
only made matters worse, and from 9 
o’clock p. m., until 3 a. m„ I was held 
under his influence. Then a lady said 
to him: “My friend, do you not knov 
you are doing this little woman an lit- 
justice by keeping her from her sleep; 
she 1b very tired; now you go away, 
won’t you please, and let her rest, ther' 
come again at some other time."

"Oh, can I?” ■
“Yes, you can, and then maybe y, 

can tell us who you are and what \ 
can do for you.”

"All right, I’ll do it," and true to b 
word he came from that time on at 
has come at different periods until the 
present time; and 1 want to tell you 
now he is one of the finest controls or 
guides 1 have, and I have many. Tha 
lessons I have learned through theln j- 
loving care, and all the good they hava \ 
done for the fallen °r unfortunate ones , 
on the earth plane are more than Rock- / 
efeller’s millions could even do. (

I am not a public medium, and t I 
never expect to be, but I know that ob- I 
session is true. Tom has progressed ( 
from a demon to an angel, if there is ( 
such an one in the land of souls. Ha 
made me promise at one time that tl 
would allow him to use my organism 
as an instrument between the seen an«t 
the unseen. He would stand by ma 
through thick and thin from then ¿n. 
We could see and understand that /he 
was an honest and earnest worker (for 
his own upliftment. As time passed 
cn, he not only advanced, but gradually 
developed his own mediumship fcuid 
theu passed on higher, and to-day re
turns with messages from those In tho 
higher conditions or spiritual spheres.

My time and patience have been welt 
rewarded, for he Is an ever ready 
helper, and tils counsel is a comfort to 
all who listen to his voice. He has 
given us a history of his earthly life, 
and also his work in the spirit world. 
So much for one who was a soul in ig. 
norance, but through his own desires 
has arisen to a higher condition in Um 
real life. This is one instance amonrf 
hundreds I could enumerate that I posi
tively know as being facts.

I have seen and talked with my own 
loved ones In the higher life, just as 
plain as I ever did while they were in 
the mortal form. I have had them ma
terialize and talk to me in my own 
home with myself and baby girl. 
Three children and a sister came in 
broad daylight, at 2 p. m., with the sun 
shining, and nothing but the window, 
shades to obscure the light. They 
often warn me of danger by calling me 
by name; then often they come in tho 
night and rap on the table, chairs or 
wall. I am clairaudient and clalrvoy- • 
ant. I see and hear spirits as plainly as <> 
in real life. I could write volumes on./ 
what I have seen and heard. (

■ MRS. A. LARAWAY. \ 
Detroit, Mich. (

r

SUMMUM BONUM.

Some Valuable Hints—A Plea for Self* 
Control in Cases of Obsession. I

The recent highly instructive discus
sion of Obsession appearing in The 
Progressive Thinker, has undoubtedly 
been of great value in throwing light 
upon a subject hitherto but little 
known.

To at least one Interested reader it 
was a one-sided controversy from the 
first. The theories advanced by the op
position were as bubbles that collapsed 
in the hand of hard reality, yet they 
served a good purpose in bringing out 
personal experiences that will probably 
benefit many similarly afflicted.

Obsession, perhaps the most distress
ing disease known, is not a pleasant 
thing to contemplate; still it must be 
seen in order to be suppressed, and 
should be viewed not as conquering 
hero, but rather as a serpent to b<- 
crushed under the heel of enlighten
ment and knowledge.

What, then, is the chief lesson to be 
learned, if not that we should prevent 
the malady whenever possible, and if al
ready contracted, get it speedily cured

It is evident that the sensitively or
ganized individual who would cultivate 
mediumship, i. e., receptivity to influ
ences, should first of all master the an 
of self-control, and next learn how to at
tract the good and repel the evil. The 
subtile magnetic forces summoned to 
his aid will bring whatever he calls for: 
hut with high ideals and an honest de
sire to help his fellow beings, with 
daily striving for upliftment and ad
vancement, there is little danger. Are 
not the angels ever ready to foster and 
protect good enterprises? Think great 
thoughts, and you will hear the rustlo 
of their wings. .

Some one has said that health 
“catching," and so it is. All good influ
ences are' subject to the great law of ‘ 
magnetic attraction, if we but put our
selves en rapport with them.

But, if some of nature’s laws have
been misunderstood, or if the mind
while still In a passive state, falls into 
a lower habit of thought, ignorant spir
its may gain admittance and assume a 
hypnotic control of mind and body. 
Then comes the struggle for mastery, 
and the Insidious enemy that has crept 
stealthily through the unguarded door 
must be ejected without delay.

Like cures like, say the homeopaths, 
and so the magnetic currents that 
brought the disease, must be the ones 
to cure it. “Similla, simllibus curan- 
tur.” Fixing the mind upon material 
things has a palliative effect, but for 
good results the disorder must be 
fought to a finish with its own weap
ons ; and if the unhappy victim be un
able to cope with it alone, there are, for
tunately, mental physicians who will in
duce the unwelcome visitors to depart.

By a careful perusal of the pages' of 
the Open Court, those who fear obses
sions may find many useful hints and 
suggestions, while the novice will ieam 
that mediumship should be approached 
with reverence and noble aims; that no 
no one should strive to peer behind the 
curtain merely to satisfy a morbid and 
Impertinent curiosity. The deréllct 
may be drawn into the • depths, but 
"hitbh your wagon to a star,” and seal«

"Discovery of a Dost Tre».'! By Chas, the heights.
B. Newcomb. Excellent in spiritual ■ - ■. SUSANNA DRAKE BISHOP, 
euggestiveness. Cloth, 51.501 • ... . I • La Habra,Cal.
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"H1 A Letture Delivered by Mrs. H, L. P. Hwg®, at Hartford, Otmn. 
Sunday Evening, January 29,1905.

• .-kever-has a mt|n been honest and, true, tq his higher and nobler eon-, 
yietions, but that that man has always met criticism, and cruelty. Such 
men are always martyrs, they wear the “crown of thorns,” if they dare 
„conflict with opinions that have become established, but in nowise has 
there over risen so fiery a storm, so cruel a persecution, as whenever 
established ideas pertaining to religion have been assailed, The words 
that quickened the path of Thomas Paine did not pass to the spirit 
.world with him, they still speak such thoughts as shall fire men’s hearts, 
arid, uplift human thought to a higher level of freedom, I do not mean, 
when I use the word freedom, that any one shall interpret it as license; 
I only mean the liberty of thought, the liberty of opinion, the liberty of 
worship, the liberty of devotion, the liberty of fidelity to truth, accord- 
jng'to the highest and best interpretation, John G. Whittier voiced £he 
same spirit that camo down the centuries to us from Paine, and if you 
will allow me, I will read that .poem, not for criticism to him, not to his 
memory, but what Paine had promised him. -

X

Nothing more radical was uttered by Thomas Paine.

OTHER SIDE OF THE QUESTION.

Sing you the anthems of battle 
lauds of the victories won

Till the voice of your ■ exultation 
up to the gates of the sun.

this red baptism of hell?
Drenched in a brother’s blood, O 

of the branded brow
Shall you lift to a God of Peace 

hand that was red but now?

‘

and

goes

Cain

your

ÍA-~ - ' 
Hi/.'■ ■ 
fé?/

War is the shame of humanity; an in
delible blot upon civilization; a dis
grace to religion; the joy of fiends; the 
sorrow of angels.—Norclssus Agapa.

OH, SPEED THE MOMENTS 0N<
Just God! and these are they

Who minister at thine altar, God or right! ' 
Men who their hands with prayer and blessing lay.

On Israel’s ark of light! ?
Pilate and Herod friends! ' \

Chief priests and rulers, as of old, combine ! '
Just God and holy! is that church which lends j

Strength to the spoiler thine? |
Paid hypocrites, who turn

Judgment aside, and rob the holy book **
Of those high words of truth which search and burn:

In warning and rebuke— . '
Feed fat, ye locusts, feed! ,

’■ And in your tasseled pulpits thank the Lord
That from the toiling bondsman’s utter need •

Ye pile your own full board.
How long, 0 Lord; how long

Shall such priesthood barter truth away,
And in Thy name for robbery and wrong

At Thy own altars pray?
. .Woe, then, to all who grind

Their brethren of a common father down!
To all who plunder from the immortal mind

Its bright and glorious crown.
Woe to the priesthood! Woe

To those whose hire is with the price of bloor
Perverting, dark’ning as they go, 

The sacred truths of God! .
Their glory and their might shall perish,

And their very name shall be
Vile before all people, in the light

Of a world’s liberty. ,
Oh, speed the moments on

When wrong shall cease, and liberty and love
And truth and right throughout the earth be known

As in their home above. —John G. -Whittier.

In 1737, in Thetford, England, was born Thomas Paine. lie seemed 
endowed with a wonderful love for humanity. In his early childhood 
his sympathies were quick, and extensive. He breathed out to the
world the tenderest care and love that was possible for childhood to 
conceive of. He lived the life that was preparing him to do battle for 

,-the highest truths that are vouchsafed from on high to man. It seemed 
as though he was led by a “chariot of fire, ” that was coming down from 
the heights of heaven, to illuminate the hearts of men, for he carried a 

■ force with him that governments felt. Why he should have been con
demned, we often ask, and we will try to make the questions asked, be- 

■ fore we finish the discussion of his life, his labor, his mission, and high
- est-purpose. - .

Thomas Paine always found in the land where need existed, a home. 
Wherever there was any such thing as slavery, of body or mind, there 

• he considered his place. When advised not to go to America, that it 
Was here tha’t a fight was being waged for the freedom of a nation, he 
said “wherever there is a cry for liberty, there is my home.” When 
he came here to America, what was the result ? He was recognized as a 
Iman of power of intellectual thoughts, of mental ability. He was rec- 
pgnized by our Government, was appointed a member of the general 
assembly in Philadelphia, and there his work surely is engraven in 

: golden characters upon the records of time. Neither time nor change 
can erase them from the tablets of this country, nor allow that they be 
forgotten by any lover of liberty, or any one who appreciates the rights 
ofjnen. .

• He did more for the Revolution, with his pen, than Washington did 
• with his sword, and when Washington wrote to the assembly of Phila

delphia, that unless something was accomplished, whereby the soldiers 
, Could be inspired, he feared there would be a mutiny,' Paine rose,' in the 
grandeur of the highest purpose that ever quickened the soul of man, 
that ever fired the highest thoughts of a patriot, and declared in that 
assembly, that he would give all his salary, the -immense sum of $500 
Xthe salary of a year), for a fund to be raised to carry on the fight for 
liberty. The appeal was carried on, and they raised 300,000 pounds 
for purposes needed for fhe army. -

But he carried sueh a force with him, and his words were living fire, 
luntil his papers were read before every regiment, they .were read to the 
soldiers, and every edition was read throughout the army, that the men 
might be inspired, to nobler duties, and higher conceptions of the need 
of a new nation, and surely no man ever accomplished a . higher or 
greater need. When he conceived his work was done here, and there 
was a call for him over in France, he traveled over seas and entered 
the conflict there. He raised war against Robespierre, he waged the, 
fights of man there, and when consigned to prison by Robespierre, on 
his way he gave out his “Age of Reason,” and to the world it carried a 
hew light, it awakened a new thought. He did not stop to persecute 
religion, but he did wage war upon theology.

Please remember that I draw the line between religion and theology. 
Religion is the shower of truth, that comes down from the heights of 
heaven to the souls of man. It is to him that which is best and truest 
and nearest to the Divine soul of all things. .

Paine has been accused of no belief in God. He closes his “Age of 
[Reason” by announcing, “I believe in one God, and my religion is to do 
good.” Has anyone any higher creed than this, has any community 
any higher inspiration than this, has any religion any higher incentive 
of nobler work than this? It was the salvation of a race, of a nation, 
the salvation of all men, the salvation of truth, lifted out of error, and 
[builded upon the rock of eternal divinity. Thomas Paine recognized 
the one sublime principle, that the rights of the individual constitute 
the. rights of the nation and the rights of man were to Trim the highest 
^standard of obligation that could possibly go out from any ijuman life, 
.to any other human life. .

He recognized the fact, that individual rights could not exist, without 
community rights, without national rights, and there could be no snob 
thing as national justice, unless there was individual justice, that there 
could be no sueh thing as national freedom, national liberty, without in
dividual liberty, individual freedom to think and to live one’s own life, 
so long as one did not injure one’s brother, this is religion, and it is the 
religion'to do good., it.is the religion to help the downfallen, it is the re
ligion to uplift those'Who are trodden beneath the iron hoof of wrong, 
'it is the religion that redeems slaves, and brings them out into the glo
rious sunlight of freedom.

Paine uttered his belief in the ultimate emancipation of the slave. 
. He believed in the rights of the slave, as well as in the right of the man 

who owned him. He believed in th? rights of men, and always battled 
Sor the right When Louis XVI. was condemned to death, he fought 
for his life, he struggled to preserve that life, until he should have meas
ured out the years allotted unto him; he desired that.he should be de- 
¡ported from Ids country, but that his life should not be taken, and when 

insigned to prison by the edict of Robespierre, his cell door 
^red. . ■
." 'were carried out to the guillotine, he was among that num- 

!bei^ H straight call it Prqyiaence; Spiritualists would call it the 
action o. ©friend, his door swung open, and the custodiap who bore 
put the prisoners to the guillotine, left him in his cell. James'Munroe 

. ¡brought him to this country, lie kept him in his family for mote than a

year, He was invited by Jefifersrfn to his home at ap'd was
welcomed, as a. man of power and might is welcomedimfoJday.-. among 
men, But all of a sudden,' the. contumely of theologWibif 4ta was vis
ited upon him. '

In the state of New York, where they recognized iiOjiui) gpwonderful 
might, tlie msj’es.ty of a woriderfql mirid, the’power :cn&^n intellect, the 
presence of a soul devoted to the good of humanity, t&fey gkve him tho 
home at New Rochelle, consisting of a house, arid 300 ffefes ot land, they 
honored him in every possible way, they piled upori ljl&tiife honors of 
their love, in their recognition of his espousal of the oume nf the coun
try, and when he passed away, only theological bigdtfi maligned him. 
It was his desire that he should be buried in the Quaker■fiury^g-gi'ound, 
but this was not allowed, because he had pot aecepteih-inei^ilieologicai 
dogma, therefore he was buried on his farm, Later, thos.e who had ap
preciated the man, carried his body to England, where it now reposes,

But see what bigotry has done. To-day, there spreads;over our fair 
land the feeling of censure for Thomas Paine among thoge who have not 
acquainted themselves with his character. Ips work, or his mission. Yoq 
ask them why they do not believe in Thomas Paine, and they will de-r 
dare he was an infidel. But what is an infidel? Christ was an infidel 
to the Jews, Cotton Mather was an infidel to those with whom he dis
agreed. Jonathan Edwards was an infidel to all those whose opinions 
conflicted with his. We are infidels to that which we believe is wrong. 
If to love the truth, and to honor virtue, and to bow before the supreme 
mandate of Almighty God, that makes man His instrument, the mirror 
upon which His Divine law is written, then we are infidels, infidels to all 
that shalloppose this fact..... .

To be an infidel, is simply to disbelieve, Paine declared it-is poor 
mathematics that made “two times one makes one;” he could not be
lieve in the Godhead being constituted of three distinct individuals, but 
he believed in one God, one eternal law, one Divine force; one universal 
spirit, one supreme love that permeated the whole universe, He be
lieved m that God which Dr. Abbott speaks of, and desires to come out 

k and confirm as his God, and we stand handrin hand with
that belief, in that Divine principle, in that Holy Spirit, in that life and 
force that pervades the universe. /'’’I
_ We never have been able to conceive, (save that tlirope of human 
intelligence,) of the highest upon which he has ever-written his law. 
We believe in no law away from all man, which Abbott calls the “ab
sentee” God. “

Why, think, if .Lyman Abbott had lived in 1780, he would have been 
blasphemed as bitterly as Thomas Paine. It is simply-fhe fruits that 
are being borne upon the tree of knowledge, as the consequence of a 
free and honest soul, that exalts the character of all men, as. wide as the 
universe, as high as the heaven, as deep as hell, everywhere and in all 
tilings, Divine and Supreme. Thomas Paine has accomplished much, 
and were he to look down upon us today, and upon the' world at large, 
he can see everywhere the fruits of his labors, he can see the fruition 
of his thought, he can see the emancipation of the slave, iie can behold 
the onward march of truth, the uprising of human intelligence, he can 
see the bonds removed that fetter human souls, the growing less and 
less of bigotry, the upbuilding of divine truth, and the .onward march 
of human love. '

Thomas Paine, when he passed from earth, received the eall from on 
high, with that calm repose that characterized all his.life. He knew 
no such thing as fear. He knew there was a light over iiim, and a light 
within him, that held him at one with God, in whom he believed. He 
knew there was a Divine truth, and he believed that earth was not all 
there was of life. So today, from the spiritual world, his heart is glad
dened to behold the march of truth, as it carries upon its bosom the hu
man race. Freedom is entering all grades of human life. ’-Freedom of 
thought is broadening human experience, it is broaderiflig human love, 
deepening the Divine purposes of humanity, making rijpre liberal laws 
for men; we are eoming closer to the spiritual life of the universe, our 
hearts are beating more in Divine unison, with that great heart
throb of all life, the spirit of God. (i

It is coming closer and closer to that Divinity, until>we ave warmed 
to higher endeavors, and nobler pursuits. Intelligencecoming to the 
front, theology is losing its hold. Religion no longer hold# the souls 
of men, because it is binding, or fettering them; but theology is losing 
its hold because it has always enslaved men. Religion, always beauti
fies life, ennobles human thought, enriches human intel1 <d,' quickens 
the pulses of every man and woman, and leads them to A broUder, more 
illumined life. Theology has been that power which ha,s commanded 
the world, not to step one step further up the -hill of progress, because 
their opinions.are labelled “thus saith the Lord, thus fary-and-no farther 
can you go,” because “thus saith the Lord.”

Wherever there is truth there is law; wherever there is goodness, 
there is God; wherever there is wisdom there is Divinity; wherever 
there is beauty and holiness and sweetness in the human soul, there is 
the Divine spark of the eternal Spirit, and we are the followers. We 
.may be walking in the.train of light that has been left, because of the 
work of Thomas Paine. He was a leader amongst m,en, he led many, 
in France, in England, and America. He was honored in these three 
countries as few have been honored. England recognized his marvel
ous power, France elected him to high positions, America welcomed 
him to high offices, and he was made a leader amongst men.

The influence of bigotry and superstition has subsided, and above all 
things, the true religion of love has overruled theology. Then politi
cians who were so narrow in their beliefs, declared it was right that 
both Paine and Jefferson should dangle from the same rope. It was 
only that cobra-headed monster that has cried: Down, down to Truth 
and Down to Progress. Yet the work of such men as Paine has gone 
on, he has sown the seed, generations that have followed; jiaye gathered' 
the fruits thereof. . .

They are. being renewed again and again, and sown again and again, 
and the world has grown larger, a greater power for peace is smiling’ 
where only conflict existed. Until there shall be no' more ’hunger, until 
there shall be no more cold for the poor, until there shall: be no more 
wrongs to be righted, until there shall be no more necessity -for spiritual 
progress, the mission of Thomas Paine will never have been completed. 
It is going on and on, his voice is heard in the high heavens; his power 
is felt in the lowest of earth, his wisdom is a guiding star, and his jus
tice is for all.

' Numi?<te Two.
Unless my memory proves false, as It 

sometimes (fees, my last letter left Mrs. 
Hiyi anil myself in Seattle, Wash. The 
toaders arq assured that burs have been 
busy weeks since we left the principal 
city of the Sound. I think I did not 
finish my report of the work dong 
there. . . \

Mr,,R. y, Little Is mostly to Name for 
the woi’li we did in Seattle. He got UP 
the meetings and made a success ot 
thenq. He Is president of the State As
sociation of Spiritualists, and of th? 
State Camp Association, which camp is 
to be held between Seattle and Tacoma, 
I think, in July, Mr. Little is the right 
maç in the right place. He is a much 
more than ordinarily intelligent man, 
and nearly a life-long school teacher; 
he bas handled.'so many of those who 
were budding into man and woman
hood that he knows bettèr than some of 
the rest of Us do how to set and keep 
others in the right place for work. One 
great point that Artemas Ward made 
about “one G. Washington,’’ fits Mr. 
Little perfectly, that is, “he never slops 
over." Another is he knows how to ar
range „his corps of assistants. Each of 
his helpers tries to do his full duty. 
This is a great help to a worker,

Our meetings in Seattle were all held 
ip the Unitarian church, except on Sun
day afternoon and evening. On these 
occasions, the church being otherwise 
occupied, the afternoon meeting was 
held in the' Grand Opera House, and 
was largely attended. There were per
haps more people there than could have 
been crowded into the church.

At night, Pythian Hall, a large and 
beautiful auditorium was well filled to 
hear the talk and to do something for 
the Morris Pratt SchooJ. The dona
tions raised at that meeting by contri
butions and otherwise amounted, if my 
figures are right, to a little over $80. If 
every place we go would do as well our 
school would soon be in a flourishing 
condition. It does these poor old pil
grims good to see how fast the senti
ment has changed in behalf of the Mor
ris Pratt School. It is exactly as it was 
prophesied th# night before I agreed to 
try to make the school a success. 
There has been no trouble in the work 
but was there foretold, nor have we had 
any victories that were not there fore
told. Such things increase our faith in 
the wisdom of those who have the work 
in charge.

Mr. Hall, the able and efficient pres- 
dent of the society which meets in 
Pythian Hall, old all in his power to 
make all of our meetings successful, 
and to his faithful work we owe much 
of the success attained. Mrs. Bosley, 
formerly Mrs. Thomas, the pastor, did 
all she could to help the work along. 
Other mediums and speakers did all in 
their power to assist in the work. Mrs. 
Liness, from Spokape, the editor, and 1 
believe the publisher, as well, of The 
New Thought Sun,” a very pleasant 
lady and a good worker with both her 
tongue and pen, did all in her power to 
make the meetings what they were.

Mrs. Gifford, one of the oldest work
ers in the city, though she had an in
valid husband, was generally on hand 
with smiles and good thoughts and 
words, to cheer the pilgrims. We are 
to return home via Seattle, and hope 
for another Pentecostal shower on that 
occasion. ■

On Sunday morning, March 26, we 
boarded the Sound Steamer “Flyer,” for 
Tacoma, and had as pleasant a little 
journey as could be obtained on a cool 
and rainy morning. In all my travels 
during the last three score of years 1 
have never ridden on a more beautiful 
body of water than Puget Sound. I 
have several times taken longer jour
neys on the Sound than I did this morn
ing. It does not take quite two hours 
to go from Seattle to Tacoma. Brother 
Little accompanied us to Tacoma. A 
mistake either in reading or in writing 
telegrams caused the friends to fail to 
meet us as they intended. This did us 
no harm as we found protection in the 
police station wherç we belonged. The 
fact is, Mr. Knowland, the chief clerk 
of the police force, is the secretary of 
the State Association of Spiritualists, 
and president of one of the local Spirit
ualist societies. Mr. Knowland soon 
found us out, and took us to the home 
of Prof. Estes, where we had a good and 
a welcome home.

We began in Columbia Hall that af-
ternoon and held meetings every after
noon and evening until Wednesday. Au
diences were large and deeply interest-

■
i-

Sing of the glory of war and of fame 
.that is won by the sword ' 

And the joy of the- hard-fought field 
. where the blood of heroes is poured! 
When Christ looks down on the world 

where His drops of agony fell,
Will his soul find pleasure, think you,1 tn

If the field be heaped with their broth
ers, the ground down thick with 
their graves? '

Shall it comfort the hearts that mourn, 
¿° ,now wlth toe dawn.of each day 

Of Death's ripe harvest gathered,-and 
women stricken as.they?

O boasted civilization,. and reign of a 
merciful God!

.While the blood of pfe slaughtered 
brothers cries up to him from the 

, sod! .
“Vengeance, is it not mfne? I will re

pay,” saith the Lord,
And, “Whoso taketh tfie sword, the 

same shall, be slalUrby-tlie sword ” 
.Honor,.glory and honori \ o fools and 

blind as you stand,!' ' -
sing a joy that springs In the woe 
and shame of your lanffP , 

BEATRICEiST.iiSEOR.GE.
. : ■ - l” /QI
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Worms of an hour, to sting each other 
and crumble back into dust, .

Leaving behind them the wrongs u'n- 
righted, the woes add griefs that 
they must,

For not with the ones that fall shall be 
• closed the chapter of pain
In the shriek of the bursting shell and 

. the bite of the leaden rain.
For the lust and fury of battle was 

! breathed in their every breath 
And the madness of war upheld them to 

; rhsh wide armed upon death. ■ .. 
But ours is the heavy burden, the wait

ing, the anguish -and fears,
The long, long days of suspense, and 

; the .midnights marked by our tears.

“Glory, honor and glory!” Brave words
—but what shall be said

To the breaking heart of the mother 
who weeps for her early deal?

And who shall comfort us, who? Nor 
■ God nor man, if he fall— -

He who was soul of our soul, our more 
: than heaven—our All. ' 
Father,, husband or brother. The War 

that will last for life •
In the aching heart of a mother, the 

broken heart of a wife.
And what shall it comfort the dead,- 

however our vengeance raves ■

[ KEEP A MERR^ HfiiART.

Whistle a tune, if you eàn’tging, 
And that, should seemgtheiTnext best 
: thing Ty. •- q
m?a^70u can d°î Perhaps *ijplll cheer 
The heart of some 'Whe'Chajiee.to hear. 
Better whistle than tojnoutfl/ • 
And scold, and fret, ¿gongcan doubt;- 
So keep a merry heart, ¡¡TOJgd, 
And thus make .other ¿popjejfilad ; 
Do all the good you cameaqhiday, 
And as you toil whist)# ax^jf.

■ —From Ghgpcter xBuilder, ■ 
------------- --* -jin1.“ -e • ■

“How to Train; dhJMrdâ » and ■ Pa
rents.” Mrs. ElizabetWil%Wne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the training more 
than the children, and-advises parents 
to look .to themselves, ( Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book.- Anyone that 
has the care of children.should-read IL 
Price 25 cents. „
: I'The Attainment . of Womaly Beauty 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion, of. Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giène and Healtt.Culture, By twenty 
physicians and. specialists. ' Edited by 
Albert. Turner.” Of especial Interest- 
andwalue. Price JL .( ■ - . • ' •

ed. I am sorry to say there was and is 
a lack of harmdny among the societies 
in Tacoma. Two of the societies seem 
to harmonize perfectly, but for some 
reason, Dr. Dickey’s society and the 
others do not pull together; of the 
trouble I know but little. I always try 
to keep out of local disturbances. I 
made an effort to get the societies to co
operate, but failed.

Dr. Dickey’s society, called “The Oc
cult Band of Harmony," seems to be 
thoroughly united and prosperous. A 
good lyceum is connected with it, and 1 
think it is doing a good work. I urged 
it to connect itself with the State Asso
ciation, and thus get in touch with the 
N. S. A., but probably in vain. There is 
little doubt but that Dr. Dickey is a 
good medium, and a man of education 
and talent, and one who under the right 
management will do a good work al
most anywhere.

On Wednesday, March 29, Mrs. Hull 
and I dined with Dr. Dickey and his 
good wife. The Occult Band, of Har
mony on that same evening improvised 
a fine reception for us. This reception 
consisted mainly of a program of music, 
speeches, recitations and refreshments.

Mrs. Lovejoy administers to the so
ciety of which Mr. Knowland is the 
president. The name of the society has 
gone from nfe. There is one other 
rather small society, which I am in
formed is doing a good work, but I can
not at this time remember its name, 
nor the name of the one, or ones who 
administer to it.

Tacoma is a beautiful city on the 
bank of Puget Sound. It contains,'! be
lieve, about sixty thousand inhabitants. 
The- pS&le of Tacoma, are like those of 
every other city on the Pacific Coast; 
•that is, they live in the best city in. the 
world. Tacoma raised about $28 for 
the school, besides a little surprise do
nation of $4.25 was handed us from the 
Occult Band of Harmony.

My brother, Daniel w. Hull, met us in 
Thcoma, and we had a joyful meeting. 
He is two years younger than myself; 
that is to say he was young two years 
before I began, and has been growing 
ever since. To day he passes the 72d 
milestone on the journey of life. He is 
full of life and vigor. To look at him 
one could not believe that he had seen 
a day over sixty years in this world. 
He is a “fanatic.” 1 think it has been 
forty years since he has tasted meat or 
tea or coffee. Poor fellow, he has had 
but little fun. in-this world. He never 
was -drunk nor did he ever eat or burn 
any tobacco. Now he is going to begin 
to build at Vineland, Cal., a great sani
tarium. He thinks he will have It done 
by the time- he Is seventyrflve to eighty 
years young. There he is to cure the 
liquor habit, relieve the insane, cast out 
demons and work sundry other mira
cles during the remaining centuries of 
his earthly existence. Dr. Peebles, at 
the age of elgjity-s'lx, has gone , across1

the Herring Pond as a missionary, and 
nowmy brother Is building a sanita
rium in this country, while 1 at the age 
of seventy, with' my young Brother 
Weaver at- tho age M seventy-one, am 
trying to build up great university— 
one which ig to leave Harvard and Yale 
In the rear. I give the boys and girls 
of fifty and younger, fair warning that 
they were borp too late to accomplish 
much. At least they must “tarry at 
.torlcho” until their beards are a little 
longer grown.

At midnight on the night of March 29, 
Mattle and I started for Ashland, in 
Southern Oregon, where we arrived just 
twenty-four and one-halt hours later, 
Ashland has been our farthest .point to 
the south on this trip. It is only thirty 
miles north of the California line. Ash
land is a fine town of between three 
and four thousand people. It nestles In 
nicely among the beautiful Umpquas 
Ciscues and other mountains. It has 
ail abundance of pure running water, as 
clear as-crystal, flowing from the 
mountains on every side. Besides that 
there are several mineral springs, flow
ing sulphur, soda and other kinds of life 
and health-giving waters, so clear that 
one is In danger of stepping into the 
water without seeing It.

Spiritualism and Liberalism seem to 
be In the ascendancy In this part of Ore
gon. I think there is no more prejudice 
against Spiritualism in this part ot Ore
gon than there is against Presbyterian
ism, Methodism or Mormonism. In 
fact the people are greatly Inclined to 
allow everybody to think as they must, 
and to act as they please so long as 
they do not interfere with the rights ot 
others.

Our principal errand there was to 
dedicate a new hall, just finished by the 
Spiritualists. They call it "Memorial 
Hall.” A Brother and Sister Holton (I 
have forgotten their first names), left 
several thousand dollars to the Spirit
ualists with which to build a meeting 
place.

The Spiritualists of Ashland, like the 
sensible people they are, thought it not 
best to pile up a pile of brick and mor
tar merely as a memorial to those who 
paid the bills, to be idle six days in the 
week; so they added to the money pre
sented by the Holtons and builded a 
business block in connection with their 
hall. They put their hall and business 
block In the business part of the city, 
so that they could rent stores and busi
ness rooms nearly or quite enough to 
give them a good income on their in
vestment. The result Is they make 
from twelve to fitteen hundred dollars 
per year that they would not have had 
under other circumstances. Even their 
hall is repted nearly every night in the 
week. .

The Ashland society has thus far 
kept aloof from all other organizations. 
In fact I think it was before, and thus 
independent of almost all other Spirit
ualist organizations on the coast. It 
has always endeavored to steer clear ot 
the ignorance and the fakeism which 
has so long crowded itself upon our 
platforms. It now sees that it can do 
more and better work by co-operating 
with the state and National Associa
tions than by working entirely inde
pendent. I think it will now take out 
a charter. '

The Spiritualists are, or haVe been 
nearly faked and frauded out of exist
ence. Some who were the best Spirit
ualists in Portland when I was here a 
dozen years ago never go near the meet
ings now, simply because of frauds and 
ignorant platitudes which have been 
handed out in the name of Spiritualism. 
Some Spiritualists have sustained 
frauds for fear that In driving them out 
they might “root up the wheat also.” 
As a means of self-defense the society 
in Ashland has become willing to go 
into co-operation with other societies.

One A. M. G. Wheeler, and one of his 
wives Is even now working this coast, 
casting a blight on Spiritualism. He is 
now in Ashland. Supposing that Mrs. H. 
and I had left this part ot the country, 
he claimed that we fully endorsed him, 
that we were among his best and most 
trusted friends—that he had worked on 
the platform with us for seven years, 
etc. He had appeared before the 
crowned heads of Europe. In fact, the 
Wheelers had such a reputation as no 
other mediums in the world had ever 
enjoyed. But they got their advertise
ments out too soon, as they had done 
in Medford. In Grant’s Pass and other 
places on the coast they have used 
themselves up.

Among the chief workers in the so
ciety in Ashland Is W. H. Breese, of Tal
ent, who is the secretary of the society. 
Also his talented wife. Mr. Evans, the 
mayor of Ashland, is the treasurer ot 
the society. Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Smith, 
and their son Arthur and his wife Ag
nes, are noble and intelligent Spiritual
ists. The pilgrims found as good a 
home with these saints as they have 
even in their own house. So we learn 
the Spragues did also. Mr. J. E. Smith 
is the president of the society. Mr. and 
Mrs. Guard have lately moved from 
Michigan to Oregon. They are pure 
gold. Mrs. G„ with ths assistance of a 
band of intelligent helpers is organiz
ing a progressive lyceum.

Brother and Sister Sprague have 
done good work all along the coast. I 
still think that Brother Sprague’s over-_ 
weening design to organize new socle-" 
ties runs away with his judgment some
times. He organizes societies which 
are born only to die. It Is a question 
whether such organizations do not re
tard the work. Notwithstanding this 
criticism, all praise the zeal, earnest
ness and devotion of Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague. They have done good work 
throughout the West.

At present writing, April 16, we are 
in Portland, having large and good 
meetings, but of this, more soon.
" MOSES HULL.

can bo Ulreu^theuefl, aua all 
forais of Diseased Byes (Jared with* 

out Cutting; or Jpruj^glaif,

That the eyes can ba strengthened so that eyo 
glasses can be dlspewed with lu the great ma- 
lorltv or oases, has heeu proven beyond a doubr, 
iy the- testimony of thousands b! people who 

---- ------------ have curei tha[ 
wonderful little Instru
ment culled “Adina.” Ac 
tlna also cures sore and 
gi-auulatvd Uda,Glaucoma. 
Iritis, etc, also removes 
Cataracts and pterygium» 
without cutting or drag

,,------, glug. Over seventy thous-
°tlpas having been sold, therefore It 

Is not an experiment bpt an absolute fact. The 
8Wlesoi toosethu.

Vni.l'frifb33' C!\UIU1‘W, 642 West 135th St. New 
wltoi: The “Actina" cured me of 
the doctors said there was no cure 

I have been entirely well 
m0?ths. can seo to read uud sew ar.

J.W honestly recommend "Ac- 
tlna lot all afflictions of the eye.
w,.“1? «KuPP. W30 Galena Street, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, writes: The “Actina”! purchased 
from you a year ago saved my brother’s eye
sight. My brother was near-sighted, wore num- 
her live aud six glasses, and now he can go to 
school and do ail his work aud study without 
glasses. •

E. R. Holdbroolt. Deputy County Clerk, Fair
fax, Va., writes: “Actina'1 has cured my eyes 
so that I can do without glasses. I very seldom 
have headache now, and can study up to eleven 
o clock after a hard day's work at the office.

Actina Is not a drug or lotion, but a small 
pocket battery, which can be used by old and 
young with perfect safety, as it ia impossible to 
do any harm with Actina. Every member of a 
family can use the one Actina for any form of 
disease of the Eye, Ear. or Throat or Head. 
Actina will last tor years, uud Is always ready 
for use. Actina Is sent on trial postpaid.

If you will send your name and address to the 
New York and London Electric Association, 
Dept. 842N., 029 Walnut St., Kansas City; Mo., 
you will receive absolutely FliEE a valuable 
book, Prof. Wilson's Treatise on the Eye aud on 
Diseases in General, and you can rest assured 
that your eyes can be cured, no matter how 
many doctors have failed.

furniih »he work and teach you free, you work in the locality where you live. Send u» your addieii *nd we will exUaintho bueinee.fully, remember woguaiantee »clear profit of Id focevory day’a work.ab*o)uUly aura. Write at once buiu mnumruKiau co., ’ u.x

Cancer Cured
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS,

for Illustrated Book. Bent free. Address e

DR.'BYE.moudwkn Kansas City, Mo,

O
Dr. Woolley’s 
PAINLESS' 

PIUM 
AND 

Whiskey Cure

SENT FUKE to all 
userà of morphine, 
opium, laudanum, 
elixir of opium,co- 
calne or whiskey, a 
large book of par
ticulars on home or 
sanatorium treat
ment. Address, Dr. 
B. M. WOOLLEY, 

106 N. Pryor St.
Atlanta, Georgia,

11 1118 number ot the pre», 
ent Issue of The Progressive Thinker.

t118 toP of tlle first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor. 
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number nt the 
right hand corner of the first page Is ad
vanced each week, showing tho number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number og 
tlte tag of your wrapper.

The Poeticaf and Prose Works
-------BY------

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX.
Mrs. Wilcox’s writings have been the 

inspiration of many young men and 
women. Her hopeful, practical, mas
terful views of life give the reader new 
courage in the very reading and are 
a wholesome spur to flagging effort 
Words of truth so vital that they live 
in the reader’s memory and cause him 
to think—to his own betterment and 
the lasting Improvement of his own 
work in the world, in whatever line it 
lies flow from this talented woman's 
pen.

POEMS OF PASSION.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. -

Many thousands of this book have 
been issued, showing the estimation in 
which it is held. Presentation edition, 
with author’s portrait. Price $1.

POEMS OF POWER.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

New and revised edition, containing 
more than one hundred new poems, dis. 
playing the author’s fine taste, cultiva
tion and originality. With portrait 
Price $1.

ei\ W/In54 X •Solito? nun a
LEARN CARB READING 

" ’ -BY THE- ~ 

NEW PAHLAVI SYSTEM.

POEMS OF PLEASURE.
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

This charming collection comprises 
many of the best poetic creations of the 
author. Embellished with portrait 
Presentation edition. Price JI.

MAURINE AND OTHER POEMS. 
By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

An Ideal poem about as true and lov
able a woman as <ver poet created. 
With portrait of author. Price JI.

AROUND THE YEAR WITH ELLA 
WHEELER WILCOX.

A birthday book compiled by Ella 
Giles Ruddy, from the poetical and 
prose writings of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 
It epitomizes her inspiring optimistic 
philosophy with an apposite quotation 
for each day in the year. With author’s 
portrait, and halftone illustrations 
prefacing each month. Cloth, price, JI.

KINGDOM OF LOVE AND OTHER 
POEMS.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
A magnificent collection of poems 

suitable for recitations and readings, 
true to the very best there is in human 
nature. Presentation edition, dark red 
cloth, JL-

NEW ROOK.

Educational; Scientific, Interesting, 
Profitable.

Senj for PAHLAVI CARTOMANCY, a 62- 
page book ot Instructions, beautifully Illus
trated In colors, showing each Pahlavi Card 
and what it means. The book telle-yon how 
to fead Pahlavi cards with remarkable accu* 
racy and is the only book of its kind pub
lished. Sent postpaid to any address for 25 
cents. Write fork today. It’s worth having.

The cards are beautiful, duplex enamel An
ish.. and are so novel they carry 72 patent 
claims and 17 copyrights.

64 cards In a pack,- sent upon receipt of 50 
cents. Many people make a profitable busi
ness of card reading, especially at church 
falls, picnics, parties, etc:

Write for particulars and sample card sent 
free, or send 7oc. for puck of cards and book 
of Cartomancy instruction. Agents and deal
ers make money selling our goods.

PAHEAVi CARD CO.,
363 Hou ennm Blk., Grand Rapids. Mich.

Psychic Light
. BY MRS. DRAKE,

important Addition to Our Literature,
Mrs. Maud Lord Drake has a national 

reputation as a medium. The manifes
tations given through her mediumship 
have been most marvelous. She has 
written a book with this title: "PSY
CHIC LIGHT—THE CONTINUITY OF 
LAW AND LIFE.” It Is a ponderous 
volume of 600 pages. It will'hold your 
attention from the beginning to the 
end. It is chockful of stirring inci
dents. Price of this large volume, only 
$1.50 postpaid. .

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
And How We Ascend Them.

Bow to reach that altttodo where iplrlt 11 tapnaa' 
and all thing* are subject to It. By Motos Bull. Fries 
ia cloth. <0 cents! paper 23 cts. For tala at tUl Office.



fhe Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Its Work
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SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIA-

PLE, MANY OF WHOM ARE 
GERING FOR PHENOMENA 
THE REST OF THE YEAR 
READY THERE TO PART 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT

Take due notice that Items for thia 
page In order' to Insure Insertion must 
contain the full name and address of the 
writer. Otherwise they may be cast 
into the waste basket.

ership of our pastor. Rev. J.

v-rT‘ ?w

CONTRIBUTOREach contributor 
. . . ? »’esponsible tor any assertions 

",r.„B.tate«e,lts he. m“ke- Tho editor 
alloy,s thib fieedorn of expression, bo- 
lieving that the cause ot truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason wjiy they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
undeistood that "our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon tiie minds ot our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about tour 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other, re
quirements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter, and only on 
¿no »Id» of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind. ’

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
the General Survey will in ail cases be 
adjusted to the Bpace we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would be 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
Item, is cut down to ten lines, and ten 
lines to two lines, as occasion may re
quire.

TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 
for this page must be accompanied by 
the full name and address of the writer. 
It will not do to say that Secretary or 
Correspondent writes so and bo, with
out giving the full name and address of 
the writer. The items of those who do 
not comply with this request will be 
cast Into the waste basket.

KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to- 
thia office, for they will not be returned 
if we have not space to use them.

ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAME 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO
TICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY 
WILL FIND THEIR WAY TO THE 
WASTE BASKET.

M. F, Hammond, who has been labor
ing efficiently in the cause ot Spiritual
ism at Indianapolis, Ind., during the last 
few months, will be free to accept en
gagements witn societies or camp meet
ings on liberal terms, after this month. 
Address him in care of General Deliv
ery, Indianapolis, Ind.

L. H. Austin of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
lately passed to spirit life. The Spirit
ual Society there. Dr. W. O. Knowles, 
president, and Lou E. Johnson, secre
tary, passed resolutions extending to 
his widow and family its deepest sym-

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART
MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO 
CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS 
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME
DIUMS. A REPORT OF WHAT THE 
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY WILL 
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE 
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT 
PURPOSE.

ALL THE HONEST MEDIUMS IN 
CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS

TION, WHETHER ORDAINED OR 
NOT. AS THERE ARE NUMEROUS 
FRAUDS IN THE CITY, IT WOULD 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFFI
CIALS TO. BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. 
WARNE, 4203 EVANS AVENUE, FOR 
INFORMATION, IF THEY DESIRE 
ANY PARTICULARS. SUMMER 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS, ELEVATED IN 
MENTAL AND SPIRITUAL TONE 
AND CONDUCTED ON STRICTLY 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER
FUL AIDS. IN SPREADING THE 
TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM, IT 
MUST NOT BE FORGOTTEN THAT 
THEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST 
TIME FOR THE FAKIRS, BECAUSE 
THEY COME TO THE . RALLYING 
CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF fEO-

DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE 
PUBLIC AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY 
ONE OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL 
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG
NIZE ONLY HONEST MEDIUMS. 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE’FROM IM
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE 
PUBLIC. CAUTION, CANDOR, COUR
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS.

Mrs. Carrie Firth Curran writes from 
Havana, Cuba: “The climate here is 
very fine, and this is a very old and 
quaint city, but they tell me there have 
been great improvements since it has 
been controlled by the Americans and 
turned over to the Cuban government, 
but still there is room for great im
provements, so many forts it seems the 
people have always been prepared for 
war. The most of their streets are 
very narrow, but are very clean. The 
buildings are almost invariably the 
same in architectural style. Husband 
and myself sail for Tampa this week; 
then on our way home will take in New 
Smyrna, Detona, Seabreeze, St. Augus
tine, Jacksonville, Atlanta, Chattanoo
ga, and then home; will arrive in To
ledo about the first of May, when I will 
take up the state work that the officers 
and missionaries have been caring for 
during my absence, hoping to hold a 
number of mass meetings before our 
next state convention, as I already 
planned before leaving. On my arrival 
home will give due notice of our state 
convention.’! . . ■

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and mes
sage- medium, has the Sundays of May 
and June open for engagements. Terms 
reasonable. Address all letters in care 
of General Delivery, Louisville, Ky.

Victor L. White says: "The Open 
Court in The Progressive Thinker is 
great. I enjoy the conflict of pens."

Dr. J. S. Christison says: "We all 
know that the same event will usually 
create in similar minds similar 
thoughts, and as all influences -which 
affect the nervous system and its cur
rents from without stand for nothing 
until they are interpreted by the mind 
through its laws of .the association of 
ideas, It is evident that a given .current 
of energy which strikes a fittingly sen
sitized brain will naturally set up a 
series of ideas corresponding to the 
form of the current received.”..

The Chicago Chronicle has the fol
lowing from Oklahoma City, Okla’.: "Be
lieving that they were fulfilling a diving; 
prephecy, Mr. and Mrs. James Sharp, 
their 14-year-old son Lee and a young 
Scotchman,-whose name is not known 
paraded through the streets here today 
as naked as the day they wefe7!born.

. As they marched they shouted hallelu- 
• jahs and warned'the people’ that the 
worid was coming to an end in three 
days. The police placed them under 
arrest and escorted them ■to* the police' 
station, where ’ they . were locked up 
pending an Inquiry into their "mental 
condition.!’; . ’■ ■ . ,z.

G. D. writes from Dana, Ilk: “We 
have had Dr. Eskelson, of Mt. Carroll, 
Ill., with us. He 1b a refined trance 
medium and his controls are highly de
veloped and very instructive, and are 
ever seeking to, do good. They deliv
ered several public lectures and also 
several parlor lectures, while here. 
He left us full of good thought to di
gest, and we highly recómmehd him 
to those who wish his services.”

Dr. G. Hili writes: "On Sunday, April 
16, The Golden Rule Spiritualist So
ciety’s afternoon service was conducted ■ 
in the usual way with short talks and 
messages. In the evening a large au
dience taxing the seating capacity of 
our commodious hall, greeted the speak
er, Dr. George B. Warne, whose subject 
was appropriate to the day: ’The An
tiquity of Palm Sunday and Easter.' 
He held the earnest attention of his 
hearers for more than an hour, but his 
reputation is bo well established as a 
speaker that no words of praise are 
needed from your correspondent. An
other very pleasing feature of the even
ing was the christening. This service 
seems more and more impressive each 
time as conducted by the guides of 
Mrs. Nora E. Hill. The little ones 
stand as, if entranced quietly receiving 
God’s choicest flowers, as though the 
angels were holding them in the su
premacy of the hour. The speaker for 
April 30, will be Dr. Daniel 8 Hager. 
Services regularly each Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m., at our hall, O’Donnell Col
lege building, South Paulina street, 
between Washington Boulevard and 
Park avenue. All welcome. This so
ciety will give its first reception and 
dance at this hall, Saturday evening, 
May 6. All street car Jines make close 
connection.”

The Gazette, of Sterling, 111., says: 
"Madam Brunswick, the Rockford Clair
voyant, is making a desperate effort to 
locate the body of Frank Ayres, of Dix
on, who was drowned in Rock river 
near the dam at that place a few days 
ago. She was taken out into the river 
in a boat yesterday afternoon and this 
morning, and has now come to the con- 
elusion that the body is lying on the 
bottom of the stream about a third of 
the way from the abutment near which 
the drowning took place, to the bridge. 
The searchers worked hard this morn
ing dragging the river at that place, 
but thus far all their efforts have been 
unsuccessful. Near the spot where 
Madam Brunswick says the body will 
be found there is an exceptionally deep 
hole. Soundings were made this morn
ing, and as near as can be ascertained, 
there is about nineteen feet of water 
there. It is now the general belief that 
the corpse is lodged in this hole. The 
search continues with unabated vigor, 
and hope of recovering the body is by 
no means abandoned.”

J. E. Watkins says: “Some dreams 
have bad effects which are serious, and 
even "■ lasting. One woman had a 
dream so horrible that it turned her ■ 
black hair entirely white. Other 
dreams, while unpleasant, have a good 
moral effect. Those of the deaths of 
friends or relatives increase tenderness 
toward, or thoughtfulness for, the com
fort of the ones dreamed of. Dreams 
of committing crimes result in cooling 
our hatred for them."

Catherine McFarlin writes to the 
Chicago Record-Herald: "The spirit 
world is not a myth, but a reality, and 
its denizens can - be Interviewed! 1 
have seen beautiful scenes which were 
not of earth, and have seen the spirits 
of the so-called dead. I have heard the 
voices of departed friends speaking to 
me from out the silence and have heard 
music, both vocal and instrumental, 
that-I knew absolutely was not pro
duced by any earthly operator. I have 
been in a trance in which my spirit has 
left my body, as I had the conviction 
by looking back upon my form before 
taking these journeys. But with all 
these experiences it might be consid
ered by skeptics that 1 was under a 
spell of delusion or imagination, and 
they might be justified in their opin
ions if these communications did not 
convey some proof or evidence, but of 
such I have abundance.”

Oscar F. Everts writes from St. 
Louis, Mo.: “The Advanced Mediums' 
Association of this city is one of the 
youngest and yet most flourishing socie
ties in the entire city. The growth of 
the organization has been phenomenal 
and speaks highly for its officers and 
their work. Mrs. Laura M. Jones, 
whose ordination as public minister 
was recently reported by this paper, is 
the pastor; J. P. Van Riper, president; 
E. L. Jones, treasurer; C. Bock, secre
tary; Mrs. H. Givenrod, vice-president; 
L. Gerold, A. Harper and Mrs. L. M. ’ 
Jones are the trustees. Public meet
tags are held Friday afternoons at 2:30, 
and Sunday night at 7:45 in Shuette’s 
Hall, corner 19th and Wright streets, at : 
which Mrs. Jones conducts very able 
lectures, .and also gives messages, usú- 
ally assisted by such well-known1 work- 1 
ers as Prof. A. B. Hall, Míbb Effie Rod-. 
dell, and Mrs. A. Taylor Netterfleld, : 
the latter being a Spiritualist of long ; 
standing. Private developing seances. : 
for members of the society are.given by 
Mrs. Jones at her parlors, ,4147 Lee ave- ’ 
nue, every Friday evening, and also a 
public seancé ..Tuesday afternoons lor ■ 
tiie' benefit of hungry souls and honest 
skeptics. Nd’ charge of any kind is 
made at either, of the latter, meetings. । 
Plans.are being made’for establishing 
a progressive lyceum and judging from 
the enthusiasm of the. membership in- : 
favor'of the .project, the near future 
will see the rising generation brought 
Into the influence of ta; religion of rea-, i 
son’-arii’a.‘creed, without dogmas.’ The 
Advanced Médiums’ Association recent
ly received its. charter from the. State 
Progressive, Spiritualists Association-ot 
Missouri,, and gives promise of becom-' 
Ingxine of the.strongest societies In the 
state. . . . .— .. .■ .. .. ।

Wa go to press early Monday morn
ing, hence communications intended for 
that current Issue- should reach this 
office not later than the previous Satur
day morning. Bear this In mind. -

Benares, Incia.-rMrs.. Annie Besant's 
claim that tiie religion revealed to her 
predecessor, Mme. Blavatsky, is tho 
oldest in the world, preceding even the 
sacied writings of the J-IlnduH, is rais
ings religious wardn India. She lives 
Leie in the Hindu sacred city, wears 
Hindu dress, eats food cooked by Brah
mins, and announces that she was a 
Brahmin in a previous incarnation. Site 
walks the streets ot Benares counting 
her beads, surrounded by a band of 
young and interesting devotees of both 
sexes. Paramahanzas, the "tiger Ma
hatma” who visited the United States 
and England last year, now denounces 
the foreign visitor and proclaims her as
sertion of occult power to be an impost- 
me, .that she is ignorant of both Sans
krit and Hindu, and that the sacred 
writings, therefore, are sealed to her. 
Paiamahanzas is gathering a consider
able following, and unless Mrs. Besant 
can give tangible proof of her occult 
poweis her sect will be dispersed.

S. M. Tucker writes from Wichita, 
Kansas: "It has been a long time since 
I have written you anything about our 
cause In Wichita. We have been hold
ing meetings every Sunday evening 
during the past winter and spring, most
ly with local talent. For the last two 
Sundays we have had with us Mrs. 
Edith Williamson, formerly Miss Edith 
Edwards of Kansas City. Her work 
here has been good and has been en
joyed by all who have heard her. Her. 
inspirational piano music is fine, and 
her lectures have been 'good and in
structive. Her blindfolded reading of 
ballots and tests have been good, nearly 
all being recognized. Mr. Williamson, 
her husband, is a physical medium. 
They are both open for engagements at 
camps in the west or southwest.” '

Chicago Spiritual Alliance' Society 
meets at 3 and 8 p. m., every Sunday at 
Vincennes Hall, 3514 Vincennes avepue, 
Mrs. May Elmo, pastor. The next so
cial and dance at the above, hall will be 
held Saturday evening, April 29, All 
welcome. This society yyill not close 
its meetings this summer. Remember 
that Mrs, May Elmo has moved to the 
same building. ■

Chas. Nordsted writes: “The German 
American Spiritualist Society, Band ot 
Harmony No. 2, will celebrate its anni
versary with a May party and ball, Sun
day, May 7, at 3 p. m., in Lower Social 
Turner Hall, Belmont avenue and Pau
lina street (entrance on Paulina street). 
Lectures and messages given during 
the afternoon by different medium's.”

Jacob Nowak, the spiritual magnetic 
healer, 1b now located at Colorado 
Springs, Col. He writes: “This is a 
great town. I am told there are only 
twenty-two millionaires residing here; 
automobiles by the hundreds; about 
twenty-three different . creeds anjl' 
churches, but the Spiritualists can be 
counted on the fingers.”

Mrs. O. Kirchner writes: "The after
noon meetings of the Rising Sun Mis
sion always attract a large number who 
are seeking after the higher truths, 
which was plainly shown on Sunday af
ternoon, April 16, by the remarks ut
tered by Brother Montgomery. They 
were a credit to our cause, and every 
word was eagerly listened to. Mrs. 
Hamilton Gill gave some clear demon
strations of spirit return, Which were 
all recognized. In the evening we had 
as our speaker, that talented scholar, 
Mrs. Victoria Darby, who took for her 
subject ‘Spirituality.’ She certainly en
lightened her hearers with her brilliant 
lecture, clearly defining every phase of 
life from a spiritual . standpoint. Our 
choir rendered some fine selections. 
Dr. C. A. Burgess was called on and he 
gave some very fine descriptions of 
those who have passed beyond the veil. 
Mrs. C. Kirchner then allowed her little 
control, Winona, to take her, and her 
spirit messages were all well -received. 
We hold meetings every Sunday after
noon as 3; evening at 8 at Mission Hall, 
People’s Institute, Van Buren and Leav
itt streets. Our speaker for April 30 
will be Mrs. Martha Price, of Boston. 
Conference in the afternoon. All cor
dially invited." '• .

Dr. J. C. Phillips writes from Clinton, 
Iowa: "I have enjoyed the discussion 
on obsession hugely; and yet having 
been a Spiritualist for over fifty years, 
and been taught from the first that we 
go into spirit life as we leave this, 1 
certainly cannot see how anv sensible 
person can doubt that our friends re
turn not only for education in certain 
directions but they also come for re
venge, and to satisfy appetites formed 
while in the flesh. I see in last Pro
gressive Thinker our secretary’s list ot 
speakers engaged for the coming camp 
at Mt. Pleasant Park. It certainly 
ought to convince the Spiritualists in 
the habit of attending our camp that 
they will be well' entertained. There 
has been many changes since last camp, 
Bro. Sears of Maquoketa, Mrs. Ashford 
and Mrs. Hill, residents of the Parti, 
having passed to spirit life. Among 
other changes, Mrs. Phillips has rented 
our old home and gone to Fredericks
burg to spend the summer. Mrs. Prin- 
die has sold her cottage to Mrs. Carrbli; 
and Mrs. Case of Waverly, has sold her 
cottage to the writer.”

E. R, Fielding writes from Washing
ton, D. C.: “The Educational Spiritual 
Society held memorial services at 
Smith hall, April 16, in memory of the 
president, John H—Pratt who departed 
to the spirit World several weeks ago. 
Mis. M. T. Longley gave the address, 
followed with tests by Mrs. Julia War- 
neke.” . _

That excellent medium, Anna Lord 
Chamberlain, writes from Milford, 
Mass.; “I assure you I enjoy the weekly 
visits of The Progressive Thinker; al
ways something in its .pages to .feed 
one. There seems-to be quite an. ex
citement among the church people, re
garding Mgr. Doane’s > vision. I can 
fully appreciate a part of it. At the 
time I was so ill before I went to Cali
fornia, one night I was thought to be 
passing away by the nurse and friends 
about my bed. I thought the same, and 
plainly saw my "nearest arid .dearest 
friends who were in spirit life, and such 
music I never- expect to hear again un-- 
til I enter spirit life. For a long time 
after I got better, the singing and In
strumental music ot earth grated on my 
ear, seemed discordant I shall never 
forget it. I was almost over, but a 
spirit friend said: ’There is a link that 
holds you yet to earth. You will remain 
there longer.’. I was greatly' disap
pointed when I realized I was still in 
the mortal form. I heard’ the music 
and saw my spirit friends, but I saw no 
throne as did the clergyman.” . ;

H. W. B. writes from Los Angeles, 
Cal.: “I herewith enclose you one dollar 
to renew my subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker another year,’, so it 
will continue bn without a break. It is 
my Sunday breakfast, dinner and sup
per. We have here a new’ entranced 
speaker,- whom I deem riot only the com
ing one, but the very best or ablest in 
the world. . Without, funds or advertls- 
rnent (except her. own.eloquence) .Mae 
Hunt has arisen" from .the average 
ranks to fill ■.Covenant Hall ■ with hun
dreds of Spiritualists, packed, to the 
doors." ■ .... ■■
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ED IS HE9ftRDE&l IN HIGH FAVOR 
BY ALL HONEgT TRUTH-8EEKER8. 
IT 18 UNÉGuaEêD BY ANY. OTHER
PUBLICATION "And? is looked 
UPON -ASKtTHE1 GREAT BEACON 
LIGHT THAT »MINES UPON THE 
BROAD HIGHWAY OF PURE UNTAR
NISHED SPIRITUALISM.”

May Copk of ¡Spring Hill, Kansas, 
writes: “Will one send the ad
dress of Jjr. antj <JJrs. Johnson, tiie Ca
nadian trumpet ..mediums and lecturer, 
who were mt Hutchinson, Kansas, last 
winter.” . q .

Miltou Ifriker ¡writes from Los An-i-
geles, CaLa)“KiiuiJy. allow me space to 
say to ou^jmapy friends that we were 
most’cordially received here in Los An
geles by -Mis. ¿Nettle Howell. My 
mother stqpd tlieHrlp very well, consid
ering her v?jak condition. We feel sure 
that in this beautiful climate she will 
Boon recuperate, and get strong and 
well. We will remain here until after 
the Mineral Park camp-meeting, as we 
are engaged to nvork m tliat camp, 
which convenes June 25 to July 25. Any 
societies along the coast wishing to cor
respond with us in regard to future en
gagements, we will be pleased to hear 
from at an early date. Address Rev.- 
Alice Balter or Milton Baker, 318 East 
7tli-street, Los Angeles, Cal.”
• Allen W. Connett, formerly a promi
nent reverend: in the liberal churches, 
1b now located in Chicago at No. 2229 
Prairie avenue, where he will remain 
for a few -weeks. Spiritualist'societies 
in the city can -secure his services to 
lecture, as he is now a firm believer in 
the grand and beautiful truths of Spirit
ualism. He isi.capable of interesting 
any audience. ' . .

Mr. Hassman, president, Writes: 
“The last Sunday meeting of the North 
Star Splritual-Uhion, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, had as usual a large attend
ance. The lecture given by Dr. P. M. 
Esser was very interesting. Then the 
controls of Mrs. Ritzdorf gave messages 
from' loved oned’ in spirit life, which 
startled those to whom they cames by 
their accuracy,' The test medium, Mrs. 
Rennau, gave¡ away to the forces with 
good results. ’ The sick were treated by 
Dr. P. M. Esser, and flowers given to 
the sick by tire society, a regular cus
tom. The Progressive Thinker was 
wanted very much, and will be always 
at hand in the meetings. Don’t forget 
that this society holds a grand enter
tainment on Saturday evening, April 29, 
at 8 o’clock, in the above hall. All are 
invited and welcome. Don’t forget, this 
is to help the cause of Spiritualism, and 
the North Star Spiritual Union.’!

Articles of incorporation have been 
filed by the Spiritualist Temple League 
of Washington, .It is proposed to ere- 

‘ate a fund for the acquisition of land 
and the’ building of a templef or house 
of worship, where the philosophy of the 
sect may be expounded, and its phe
nomena demonstrated.

Mrs. Paul Calm writes from New 
York City: “Many thanks for our 
book, 'Letters. irom the Spirit World,' 
which we received bo promptly. Need
less to sajín.we delighted to have
another bopk of Bft much interest to add 
to our collection, sand to know we have 
the dear old Progressive Thinker for 
another year,” -¡j

S. J. Loulso writes from Anderson, 
Ind.: "The Berles bf meetings held by 
Mrs. Anna- Throhdsen, of Louisville, 
Ky., assisted by T. W. Smith of this 
city, terminated Bunday, April 16. We 
certainly had a grand time, and espe
cially did We have’a glorious meeting bn 
the occasloh of tfib 57th anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism held here in our 
beautiful h'ome, the Madison Avenue 
Spiritual Témpie.'’ The meeting was 
held by thé' Mad’feon Avenue Spiritual
ist Association of Anderson, Ind., on 
Sunday, Maith 26:: The anniversary 
fiddrefis wa's' delivered' by T. W. Smith, 
followed by á short talk by Mrs. Anna 
Throndsen, after which she gave many 
messages from our gpirlt friends. At 
noon everybody was Invited by the La
dies’ Aid of the Madison Avenue Asso
ciation of Spiritualists to partake ot a 
bountiful repast-, and due justice was 
given to the dinner. In the afternoon a 
great literary entertainment was-given 
by the children of our association, with 
a goodly number of songs and instru
mental pieces. After the close of the af
ternoon entertainment. The Ladies’ 
Aid again called all present to a bounti
ful supply of good things for evening 
lunch. At 7:30 p. m., guides of T. W. 
Smith delivered one of as fine lectures 
on Modern Spiritualism as’ it is seldom 
the pleasure to listen to. After the lec
ture Mrs. Anna Throndsen gave spirit 
messages.” "

Misa L. L Whitfield writes from Ta
coma, Wash.: "Greetings from the Oc
cult Band of Harmony! Our society is 
steadily growing and much good is be
ing accomplished; under the able lead-

H.
Dickey, who ever stands as an earnest 
advocate for higher Spiritualism. New 
members are.constantly being added to 
our roll call.- We keep in close touch 
with one another and the workings of- 
the Band by means of social gatherings, 
etc. Our Lyceum Band of Harmony is 
doing a splendid work. The directoress, 
Mrs. Dickey, is a proficient leader in 
this line of work. Our. membership is 
nearly fifty, arid the Interest increasing. 
March 26, the lyceum was favored by a 
visit from Mrs. Mattie Hull, who gave a 
helpful and cheering talk. She con
gratulated us upon having the only ly
ceum in the northwest Our society 
tendered Mr. and Mrs. Hull a delightful 
reception during their stay in the city. 
Over fifty members and friends gath
ered at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ruh
ling, where wo ^listened to an address 
by both. Mr. ind’Mrs. Hull. When one 
hears.these earnest workers speak upon 
the cause they represent, they are cer-- 
tainly given a clearer insight into true 
spirituality. May the watchword of our 
little band, which is ‘Love, Peace and 
Harmony,’ direct the lives of all true 
workers in the vineyard of truth.”

Juliet H. Severance, M. D., will ad
dress the Social Science League on Sun
day evening, April 30, at Corinthian

i
i-

Hall, Masopjp Temple. Subject “Life 
and Healthpor How to Live a Century." 
Free discussion to follow the lecture.

Mrs, Stlled writes from Joplin, Mo.: 
“The 57th Hflnivèfsary of Modern Spir
itualism waSixiuly«observed at Joplin, 
Mo. The Eàst Side Spiritualist Society 
suspended 1® regular services on .that 
occasion a rid । joined with the First Spir
itualist Chutdh -(West Side) in conduct
ing a grandlfcnion Celebration. Rev. M. 
Theresa AllBn of: Springfield, Mo., was 
the speakeisfaid nfedium. An audience 
of several huridtfèd people gave strict 
attention tem heisi eloquent discourse. 
After the rëttuîaif anniversary services 
were over, 9Mrs. ¡Allen, under the aus
pices of the First Spiritualist Church of 
Joplin (an Dtganjaation duly chartered 
under the laws of the state of Missouri, 
with power to ordain), conferred the 
rite of ordination to. the Spiritualist 
ministry upon-: Mrs. Ella J. Weàton of 
Joplin, using, in part, Form No. 2 in the 
N. S. A booklet on Ordination Usages. 
The service wàs very impressive, and 
was fittingly interspersed-with special 
mimical selectibns-by- the choir- and or
chestra. Mrs. Weston pronounced the 
oenedictlon, but heforç doing so she 
stepped forward and-made a' tew very 
appropriate remarks, feelingly asking 
her church to kmdly stand -by her iri thé 
discharge of her dpties and give her

’ ' ’LYCEUM. ’

Sunday, April 30, 1905, S. E. 58: “Care
- fulness.”

Gem of Thought :—
“All things are composed of smaller 

parts.”
For Information concerning The Pro- 

giesslve Lyceum, authorized lesson 
sheet of the National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address Jolin W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

their advice and co-operation. Judging 
from tire many affectionate and sincere 
congratulations that followed, both 
from the members of her church and 
from friends, we have reason to believe 
that Sister Weston has. already made 
tor herself a noble record. She has 
served the cause of Spiritualism in 
Joplin and vicinity as lecturer and me
dium for several years, and is in every 
v/ay worthy ana qualified to receive this 
sacred trust. Being thoroughly sincere 
in her work for Spiritualism and for an 
honest mediumship, we know that the 
angels will guide and direct her steps 
in her spiritual career.”

H. Smith writes: “The Society of

spite fee heavy rain, which continued 
teto tee night. Inside the bell, the plat
form was lovingly and beautifully deco
rated with flowers and plants, brought 
by devoted hearts and hands. Tiie 
president had jufet returned from Port
age,Wis., where she had given a num
ber of lectures, but was full of joy and 
animation. Many loving testimonies 
were given her by1 the members of the 
band present, and many congratulatory 
letters from the absent ones were read, 
among theta one from the former cor
responding secretary, Mrs. L. LeSieur, 
from Dallas, Texas. A birthday cake 
made by Mrs. Heckman, was served at 
supper, and much enjoyed. The even
ing session was greatly increased in 
numbers, and while every moment was 
taken up with poems, congratulations 
and devoted expressions, all were sorry 
to know it would be the last meeting of 
the season in tiie liall. Annual election 
ot officers takes place at the residence 
of Mrs. Richmond, tiie first Thursday in 
May.”

THE CO-XO-NA ME9ICAT0K f
MAILED ON FiVJE »AY'S TRIAL k

HEBT
Cures 
Catarrh, ■ 
Head Colds, 
Headache, 
Partial 
Deafness 
and 
immediate» 
ly relieves 
Hay Fever 
and 
Asthma, 
stomach to kill!
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Students of Nature, 1585 Milwaukee av-r-
enue, had an Interesting meeting,
Apnl 18, the subject being ‘Palm Sun
day, and th'o Christ Riding Into Jerusa-

i-

lem,' by the regular pastor. Bro. Hunt 
and Miss English gave us-violin and 
guitar solos. Messages by mediums to 
an interesting audience.”

Fred D. Dunakin writes from Cecil, 
Ohio: "I write to say that 'Reincarna
tion and Embodiments by Mrs. Cora L. 
V. Richmond, in the last issue of The 
Progressive Thinker, is really worth 
the price of a year’s subscription 
alone.”

Maurgerite Mac writes' "On Thurs
day evening, April 27, Mrs. Jeffrey Bur- 
land will hold her regular monthly so
cial in her parlors at 3019 Vernon ave
nue. I would not miss one of them, as 
we always have such a fine time; good 
mediums and palmists to give messages 
and readings, so every one Is sure of a 
test, message or reading of some kind. 
Ref coffee is always delicious, as well 
as cake and sandwiches and other 
dainty edibles, so be sure to go yourself 
and invite your friends and enjoy a 
pleasant evening."

Lily M. Thiebaud, a prominent lec
turer and medium of San Bernardino, 
Cal., writes: “The Progressive Thinker 
continues- to be equal to its name in all 
respects, being the work of a thinker 
assisted by thinkers, and forces all who 
read it to wake up and do' their own 
thinking. May all good things come to 
you.” _

Maggie Henry writes: “Dn April 16, 
at the Universal Occult Society we had 
a very interesting meeting and a very 
fine lecture. Evangelist F. M. Stoller 
read for the evening lesson a portion of 
the 12th chapter of I. Corinthians. He 
called attention to the eighth verse. 
His lecture was very Interesting and we 
feel sure that our young speaker in 
ministering to us will drop many seeds 
that will bear much fruit by the way
side in the future, and if he is not re
warded in this life he will be in the life 
to come. Then we had messages from 
Madame Lucile DeLoux and Mrs. Wag
ner, and Prof. Stoller gave many psy
chometric readings.”

Chas. E. Hubbard writes enthusiastic
ally of Mr. and Mrs. Sprague: "Glen
wood Springs, Colo., has been honored 
during the last two evenings, April 18 
and 19, by a short visit from those 
noble, earnest, whole-souled workers in 
the cause of Spiritualism, Mr. and Mrs. 
E. W. Sprague, who, in spite of adverse 
conditions, a rather luke-warm recep
tion and the absence of an organized so- 
ciety.to co-operate with them, waded 
right into the work with vim and en
thusiasm, and came out with flying col
ors; in fact flying seems to apply to 
their mode of procedure in more re
spects than one.' In the first place 
their flight through this section of the 
West was very much in the nature ot a 
meteor—a flash,’ a report, and a big 
stirring up among the old fossils in the 
immediate vicinity. In the second 
place they sail into the subject under 
discussion with a vim and push that is 
simply irresistible, and contagious. 
And lastly they have a way of flying in 
the face of Providence(’) (from an 
orthodox point of view) that makes 
even the most orthodox smile at the ab
surdities taught by the Bible and at one

’ A Prominent Spiritualist Passed On.
Abel B. Rude, aged 80 years, passed 

to the higher life, April 8, at Genoa, 
Ohio. He was a life-long Spiritualist, 
and one of the most public spirited men 
in the town in which he had lived 50 
years, and helped make what it is. The 
funeral was neld at his residence, the 
writer officiating; a very large gather
ing of sympathetic friends attending.

With characteristic thoughtfulness 
Mr. Rude made arrangements for his 
own funeral to the minutest detail, 
wrote the obituary he desired read, and 
selected a poem’ for reading. This poem 
is so appropriate for such occasions, 
many a reader will not fall to appreci
ate and preserve it.

Parting of Soul and Body.
Farewell, my old friend, kind goaler and 

slave,
I leave you to rest alone in the grave, 
The earth ties that bound us in years 

that are past . ,
In our life journey here are severed at 

• last.
Your home Is the earth, and in her dark 

breast,
From labor and toll you there can find 

rest,
But if in the future you sigh for a 

change,
And wish on its surface tiie sunlight to 

range,
You can rise with the grasses, the lilies 

and flowers,
And again live in sunshine or in nice 

shady bowers.
If you farther aspire to embody again 
The thoughts and the spirit of organ

ized man,
Nature’s lbws are in force, while the ox 

eats the grass
And fattens his body, Into it you may 

pass,
Just a step further on and you come to 

the goal,
Where again you're the body and man 

1b the soul.
In this circle you live, where you’ll al

ways be found,
Just so long as this earth in its orbit 

goes round; ■
For whenever the spirit receives a new 

birth,
’Tis the body alone finds its home in 

the earth.
So a final farewell Is now and forever, 
The earth ties no longer can hold us to

gether,
I go with kind spirits to the mansions 

above,
To the home of the soul where the sun

light is love.
And now jufit a word to the friends 

present here.
As you look on the form that rests on 

that bier,
Do not say, “He Is dead.” It is only a 

birth; -
’Tis my body alone returns to the earth.
But my spirit still lives and is present

Never take medicine in the __ 
geline of Calatili in the heal. Nothing butäir

SPECIAL OFFER.
I1 or a short time I will mall my new 

Co-ro-na Medicator with medicine tor- 
one year’s treatment to any person nam
ing The Progressive Thinker on five 
days trial free. If it gives you perfect , 
satisfaction, send me $1 (half price), if / 
not, return it at the expired time which ■' 
will only cost you 3 cents postage anti 
you will not owe me a penny, or if you 
enclose JI, I will include free for tho- 
asking, 30 days’ treatment of my Aus- 
ualian Life Tablets for Rheumatism 
and Kidney trouble.

They destroy the Uric Acid poison ini 
the plasma of the blood. <

Address, E, J. WORST, 
8Elmore Blk., ASHLAND, OHIO..'

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS.

They are our own publications.
They are neatly and substantially 

bound In cloth. ‘
No other publishing house in tha- 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing and 
paper. ,

The three volumes of the "Encyclope- , 
dia of Death, and Life in the Spirit 
World,” contain more valuable data, 
on Death and Spirit Life than can be- 
dug up in all the libraries of the world.-

Then comes the valuable work by 
Hudson Tuttle, “The Religion of Maa 
and Ethics of Science.”

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, “The Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson. 
It will fill an important niche in your 
library. '

Then follows "Ghost Land," "Art 
Magic,” "The Next World Interviewed" 
and "A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands," 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

AnJ lastly, our latest premium book,. 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through the mediumship of that re
markable medlpm, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price- 
never before known in ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send tor them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by tte Progressive- 
Thinker—a miracle inftnodern business, 
enterprise! “ . .
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time swallowed 
it to have been

by those who believed 
inspired ‘from kiver to

kiver.’ A good attendance greeted the
speakers on both occasions. Mr.
Sprague as a speaker is a perfect cy
clone. Naturally a very rapid talker, in 
his efforts to inject as much informa
tion as possible into the two discourses 
that his limited stay restricted him to, 
Mb enunciation was so rapid that it re
minded one of several gatling guns all 
going off at the same time; and it was 
not all noise either, but good, sound, 
logical, scientific horse-sense. He 
clinched every argument, proved every 
assertion and kept his audience in a 
perpetual smile with his dry humor as 
he alternately ‘joshed’ the Christians 
and. a few Spiritualists (those who ac
cept its phenomena but reject its phil
osophy) on the errors of their way. 
The applause was so universal that 
even some of the babies cheered. He 
is well posted on all the leading ques
tions of the day, and his earnest, force
ful manner carries conviction with ev
ery word. And for Mrs. Sprague, also,- 
we have nothing but words of praise. 
As a lecturer and medium she is a star 
of the first magnitude. While more de
liberate in her speech than her ‘worse 
half,’ she is none the less interesting, 
while every word she utters speaks of a 
loving, Christ-like disposition and a 
heart that beats in sympathy for , all 
mankind. Although handicappèd by not 
having any music to insure harmonious 
conditions and being compelled to give 
hér ■ readings in a. court room, whose 
very wall were impregnated with thè 
auras of all sorts of criminals, yet her 
tests, In almost every instance, were ac
knowledged to be correct. We regret 
that their visit was of so short dura
tion—too short to get acquainted—for 
we fear that they departed under the 
impression that we were not bubbling 
over with 'true Southern hospitality.’ 
However we are proud of their visit, 
and. hope to Be in a condition to give 
them a more cordial .welcome, should 
they decide to overlook the past and, 
sometime in the future, give us another 
trial.” . ?

'Dr. J. C. Phillips, the psychometrist 
and healer, is again located on the old 
crimp ground, Mt. Pleasant Park, Clin
ton, Iowa. .... : .

Walter P. Williams writes from 
Washington, D. C.: “I wish to say that 
I have enjoyed tne ’Open Court’ discus- 
sion'during the phst winter, very much 
indeed, and I have the greatest admira
tion for the policy which brought it out. 
Lyman C. Howe’s paper, especially, was 
a masterly presentation of the matter 
in a literary style that is a delight’to 
the reader,” >’ . .... . ,

Emma A..-Ellis writes: “The last 
meeting before the'annual election of 
officers for -the Band ot Harmony was 
held in.-Room 512-Masonic Temple, on 
the-:afternoon and evening of Thursday 
-last;. This being the day before the 
birthday of the president, .Mrs; » Rich
mond, a large number were present; de- '

to-day;
I can see what you do, and 

you-say;
For man is but a part of 

whole,
Whose body is Nature, and 

soul.

hear what

an infinite

God is the

Works of Thomas Paine <
Anew edition io paper covers with large clear typ%. t 

comprising;

We are all made in his image, it is said. 
Then eternity measures the pathway 

we tread.
In life’s journey here then let this be 

your alm,
A constant Increase of his likeness to 

gain.

And if here in this world of change it-, 
be found

That your long-cherished creeds and be
liefs are unsound,

There is reason and conscience both 
given to you ’

To reject what is false and embrace 
what Is true.

When we look in the grand book of Na
ture we find

Both the wisdom and force of the In
finite Mind,

This God is your father, and man is 
your brother;

Then let this be your motto, “Love one 
another.” '

Many thanks, my good friends, for your 
kindness to-day,

But loved ones are calling, I must 
hasten away. .

I go with them gladly to their bright 
homes above.

In that sweet Beulah Land, always ra
diant with love.

The spirit world has gained, but the 
earth has lost a true and noble man, 
who during his whole life was more 
thoughtful of others than ot himself.

HUDSON TUTTLfc..

From Washington, D. C.
The annual meeting of the First Asso

ciation of Spiritualists was held on 
April 18, when the following officers 
and trustees were chosen to serve for 
the ensuing year: President, Mr. F. A.
Wood; vice-president, Mrs. M. J.
Stephens; secretary, Mrs. H. D. Mor
gan; treasurer. Mr. W. H. Crowell. 
Trustees, Dr. J. F. Simonds, Mr. Frank 
C. Just, Mr. Henry Steinberg, Mrs. Isa
bel L. Keeler, Mrs. J. H.- Moore. •

The following resolutions were 
passed by unanimous vote:

Resolved, that the thanks of this as
sociation be tendered to Mrs. M. T. 
Longley, secretary of the N.’S. A., for 
her ministry to the society during the 
month of February, 1905. •

Resolved, That this association rec
ognizes the marvelous and convincing 
nature of the tests and messages given 
through the" mediumship of Mr. P. L. O. 
A. Keeler, and hereby expresses its ap
preciation of his services on the plat
form for the benefit of the society and 
the cause. '

A vote of thanks was also given to 
Mrs. Tillie Henkle,., Mrs. A. M. Zoller, 
Mrs. E. R. Williams, I)r. J. M. Temple 
arid Mr. A. H. Terry, for their ministry 
as message bearers. ’

Mr. C. P. Longley and Mrs. M. A. 
Price were chosen- as delegates, witn 
Mr. J. H. Peitz and Mrs. E. Hagaman as 
alternates to the annual convention of 
the N. S.A.

•Public meetings of this association, 
for .the present season,'will-close on
April 30. F. A. WOOD.

"The .Truth Seeker Collection Of 
Forms and Ceremonies for the Use of 
Liberals." Price 25 cents.

A., Y-

Age of Reason. 
Rights of Man. 
Crisis................
Common Sense.

.25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
16 cts.

This la a splendid opportunity to secure theac BtamV 
♦rd works, as tbo price Is within the reach ot aU. FCr ' 
sale u this office. ,

Mon ond l-fia as Disclosed In tho Bible.” 
I lull dllU LIIC By Kev. Arthur Chambers,. 

Spirit Worid London. An excellewbook 
for Christian people who would investigate and 
learn tho facts of Blblo teachings as well as. 
modem spirit phenomena. Price, cloth, 81.10.

BOOKS BY

LILIAN WHITING.
THE LIFE RADIANT__ Cloth,$l.oo
net. Decorated cloth 11.25. In this, her new book. 
Miss Whiting aims to portray a practical Ideal for 
laily living that shall embody the sweetness and 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to life, 
U Is. In a measure, a logical sequence of '‘Tho 
World Beautiful,” Leading into still diviner har- 
»onles. "The Life Radiant” Is characterized by 

essential qualities that have marked 
‘The World Beautiful.”
CONTENTS—The Golden Ace Lies Onward: Dis

cerning the Future; The Ethereal Realm; The- 
Power of tho Exalted Moment; The Nectar ot 
the Hom.

THE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE;, 
pr Death as an Event In Life, cloth, fl. a book 
from her pen means new Hashes of Insight a rev
elation of Spiritual truth almost Emersonian 1» 
tlnd.—Chicago Chronicle.
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
Second and Third Series. Three volumes, »1.00 
per volume.
CONTENTS OF VOL. I.-The Doty ot Happiness:

Nectar and Ambrosl.’i:Bellevo 1» the wings; The- 
Vision and the Splendor; The Enlargement ol 
Belatlons; Friends Discovered, not made; A 
Psychological Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
or Lite; Exclusive and inclusive: Through 
Scorning Nothing; The Woman ot the World: 
The potency ot Charm; Fine Sonis and Fine So
ciety; The Laws ot Our Country; In Newness- 
ot Lite; The Heavenly-visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of - . 
a Summer. Price, 11.00, Tho ideas in the "book.- ' 
will afford comforuto many, and should brings 
positive aid in sorrow to such as wUl receive it»-' ' 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT-
Verses of the Life to Come. New edition, with' 
additional poems, tl.00. Decorated cloth. 11.25.
Lilian Whiting's verse is like a bit of Bhnllt land
scape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD; A Record, with 
several portraits ot Miss Field, Including one by 
Elihu Vedder. Decorated cloth, 12.00

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning;
With Portrait. Decorated cloth, fl.25,

INVISIBLE HELFERS
A Very Excellent and Compre

hensive Work.

One from the Theosophical Stand« 
point.

Thia work. “Invisible Helpers,” writ
ten by C. W. Leadbeater, the remark
able English psychic (whose lecture* 
bate graced the columns of The Pro
gressive Thinker), is certainly very in
teresting and suggestive througboeU 
It treats of the "Universal Belief in th* 
Invisible Helpers,” tte “Angel 8tory,’* 
“T?erk Among the Dead,” “What Ue* 
Uoytrnd." Tho work Is neatly bound 1» 
doth, and the Drice is C5 cents.

Tiie Devii and tne ndventlsts
An Adrontist attack upon Spiritualism re* 

pulsed By Moses Hull. Price, rouenu.



I This department 1b under the mai/- 
iigementof

(. HUDSON TUTTLE.
< (Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

'■ NOTE—The Questions and Answers]
1 tiave called forth such à host of re-; 

Wpqndents, that to giy$ all equal hear
ing compels thé answers to be made In 
tho moat condensed form, and often 
¡clearness 1b perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity. 1’roofs have to be omit

, ted, and the style becomes thereby as
sertive, which of all things is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
(with waiting tor tho appearance of 

■ their questions and write letters of in
- • qufry. The supply of matter is always 

■ ¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
■ ¡and hence there is unavoidable delay.

Every one .has to wait his time and 
, place, and all are treated with equal 

favor.
'< i NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
/ [anonymous letters. Full name and ad

. I ¡'dress must be given, or the letters will 
( '»ot be read. If the request be made, 

. jthe, name will not be published. The 
j [correspondence of this department has 

. I [become excessively large, especially let- 
| iters of inquiry requesting private an

swers, and while I freely give what 
ever information I am able, the ordl-

■ aary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
jpected.
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composition of the human’ body and 
iheir proportion?” The ansiver------

HUDSON TUTTLE.

OBSERVATIONS ON CHRISTIANITY.

*^toW Sfiati t Become a Medi
um,” Fully /Vnswefed

' “Meatless Dishes." Very unoftib 
Price 10 cents.

A Christian Minister Expresses His 
Opinion.

.-.The deficiency of a little more 
font ounces Is waste or elements in so 

„..Email quantities as not to be recogniz
able. . “ ■ • ■ .

One Who Would Know: In the an- 
fewer to "Student," in a recent number 

। of Thgo progressive Thinker, a’ typo- 
| graphical mistake occurred which has 
. calted for a criticism from one who 
I gives, the foregoing pen name. He 
j says the answer was “so unsatisfactory 
| that it should be made clearer or ‘stu
> dents’,blight infer that it was in keep: 
ing with all that the ‘cause’ had in 

; stock to give the public.., .If this is the 
; nearest an exact answer that could be 
i obtained, would it not have been better 
i not to have given answer at all?—slm-' 
ply ignoring question and questioner, or 
said in just so many words, 'the infor
mation is not obtainable,’ rather than 
attempt to give an answer that must be 
unsatisfactory to students as well as 
tlie common herd? As we are told 

11 the elements are found in the hu- 
,man body, and as this analysis shows 
about one-fifth of those known to exist, 
we can only conjecture what excess of 
.weight the analysis would show if all 
the elements were taken into account."

The question asked by "Student" 
■was: "What elements enter into the

become a medium If possible, I wrote to 
one who advertises as a developing me
dium. He replied that a home develop
ing chele was not the place for me. He 
wrpte: ”1 have a school for develop
ment. By sitting at the same time I do, 

‘you get the full benefit of the clasp, sit
ting at all. over the country. The spring 
term commences March 25, and lasts 
till June 25, You will have to-sit at 8 
to 9 o’clock In your territory. Price for 
.the term, ?5. You must Bit with a com
mon slate placed on a stand, and lay 
your right hand on the edge of slate 
next to you and think ot me. Bit with 
your back to the West, feet firm apd 
straight on the floor, left hand on left 
knee.” '

What do you think of this? -
A. -That this “deyeloper” finds dupes 

Is proven by his extensive advertising. 
He must have a sufficient number to 
pay for that and a profit for himself. 
What do I think? That it is possible to 
find such a number of people who will 
believe Uiat they pin'become mediums’ 
by sitting at a certain hour-in their own 
homes, one in Alaska, one in Florida, 
one in the Philippines, another in Bos
ton, by means of any influence they 
may exert on each other, shows what 
a crop of fools await to be • bunkoed, 
Think of calling such rot a school, and 
the dupes a class, all Bitting in their 
widely remote homes, right hand on 
slate, left on left knee, feet firm, with 
back to the West! There is one thing, 
tangible; one thing not a fraud, that is 
the good five dollars transferred from 
the pockets of the dupes to those of the 
“developer." •

This game as usually played does not 
end here. After the victim has be
come discouraged with the negative re
sults, he is suavely told that if he can
not become a genuine medium, he can 
learn to do tricks that will discount the 
manifestations. , He has probably told 
bls friends of his great expectations, 
and fearing their ridicule, at once takes 
the alluring hook. The slate-writing 
trick will cost five dollars, and he can 
easily deceive with it. A speaking out
fit, five more. For the price any kind 
of mediumship will be "developed.".

The honest person who set out with 
best intentions has become an arrant 
fraud, engaged in the most villainous 
business. Yet this is the only medium
ship that can be “developed” by this 
absent "treatment."

Mrs. B.: Q. Where can I secure 
copies of John M. Spear’s books?

Q. Some fifty years ago John M. 
Spear made quite a sensation in Spirit
ualism. He was a Unlversaljst minis
ter, and engaged Jn prison reform. He 
became involved in the Kiantone 
Springs movement which was a disas
trous failure, and became a dupe to his 
so-called spirit guides. His books are 
noy out of print and unless found in 
some old book stores, it would be diffi
cult to secure copies. An advertise
ment in the spiritual papers might find 
some one havlag copies.

LIST OF CAMF»-ME|ETIN(i‘$.’ THE’NOTORldglJ INLANDS, ’

Send in Your Dates and Nams of Sec
retary at Oncel’ '

Interest in . the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has- commenced, and 
seci efarles of the same should report at 
once to this oilice, so that proper an
nouncement as to dates can he made.

Mt. Pleasant, Park, Clinton, Iowa.

Maple Dell. Park, Ohio.

Lily Dale Camp, N. V, ,

Freeville, N. Y.

Lake Brady, -Ohio, .. . 

Delphos Camp, Kansas«

Grand t,edfie, Mich« ; .

Island Lake, Mich, 
y------ .... .

Franklin, Neb. , 1

Nev? Era,,Oregon«..

Forest Home, Midi«. f 

. Wonewoci Wis.

Ottawa, Kansas. ’ .

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mas?, 

Harmony Oroye, Cal.

Winfield Camp, Kansas. ■

L-

ONSET CAMP.
Unset camp commences its twenty

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
closes August 27. Onset is one of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts in thé 
world, and is in close proximity to other 
noted summer resorts. It is connected 
by a bridge with Point Independence, 
and close at hand lies Monument 
Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for
merly the summer home of Ex-Presi
dent Cleveland, and at the head of the 
bay 1b located “Crow’s Nest," owned by 
Joseph Jefferson.

The water supply, introduced by the 
Onset Water Company from Sandy 
Lake, could not be purer or better.

No summer resort is better supplied 
with well-regulated hotels, with rooms 
and board at reasonable rates. Also 
rooms can be obtained at cottages, and 
meals at either hotels or restaurants in 
close proximity.

Letters addressed to tjie proprietors 
of the following hotels, Onset, Mass., 
will be promptly answered, giving full 
statement with regard to prices of 
rooms and board: Hotel Onset, Glen 
Cove Hotel, Glen Echo Hotel, Union 
Villa, Washburn House, Bullock’s, Ho
tel Marcy, Highland House, and Mrs; 
Ronald’s. : ; ‘

■’.< * ’ • )|”T. . . . ’ ...
Jhey Are In the Olfl Bajfj State "Mate-

rlallzlng" DovdS, FfcMers and 
FuimrW.'.

- LH
Elsewhere in thil^Iséufef the Banner 

of Light will bo ioiliM two communica
tions which will be md’witli varying 
leelings by many iSlopié!11 some will 
say that the right •èiiürstf’has been pur
sued In publishing these contributions 
some will say ham is hfone to thé 
cause by making Buéli matters public 
some will possibly Xiry.itfte Banner is 
not friendly toward® mediums, while 
some.will say.expose sifch things and 
drive their perpetrators Qiut of busi
ness,. Well, whatever opinions may be 
expressed, there need1 beno hysterics 
over the matter. The plain, everyday 
truth; is that neither >œen nôr women 
are yet angels; and -that dishonesty can 
be found among Spiritualists and me
diums just as among; ministers and 
church members. < - ’

A public print devoted to a special 
cause (rather than run- as a merely 
commercial speculation), has a duty to 
perform to those whom it represents 
and who look (o itS'Cblumns for guid
ance. Such a print is the Banner of 
Light, and, as has been repeatedly said 
in these columns, whenever a clear 
case, either sworn to, or one to which 
the parties making it .are willing to at
test on oath, is presented regarding al
legations of fraudulent practices by 
anyone—medium ormot—there will be 
no hesitancy on thqjpart of the present 
editor in publishing the facts of the 
matter. , ,

One of the communications indicated 
above, refers, to two. people -who have 
lately been holding, ¡meetings in . this 
city. Thé man po?ea.,as “the Rev.” 
Howland, who claims, ,to lecture, and 
with him is his wife;- ih.phdse presence 
the “phenomena” vïpçcur. .That his 
reverence may have justice done him 
we reproduce his advertisement, as 
printed in the Boston .Herald of Satur
day, April 1, 1965, which reads as fol
lows: ’ . .
, “Spiritual—The: Rery and Mrs. How
land will hold fafewp.ll services at 
Huntington Chambers.1,(large Auditori
um Hall), 30 Huntington Avenue, Sun
day night, 8 o’clock. Special program. 
Short sermon bv Dr. Howland; subject, 
Death and the After:Life,’.followed by 
marvelous readings pf articles. Mrs. 
Howland will demppsfrate her new 
wonderful flower prpduption in an open 
screen, followed bÿ full-form materi
alization in bright fight. Double phe
nomena. Come earlÿ'for good seats. 
All friends come. Positively farewell 
appearance. Farewell.'.private seance 
Tuesday night at residence, 482 Colum
bus Avenue.” ’ ’ 1

FUTURE.
I dream of tlm time ,when men-shall 

atand...... ....
^¡'roly uuJt-ed in. Freedom’s land, • 
When strife shall cease and war be no 

. more,' • ? ■
When “Peace, Good-Will" shall sound 

tho world o’er.
I dieam or the time when man shall 

’ know, ’
And cast aside doubts which hamper 

him soj. '
When, truth, shall reign and pride shall 

fall, . ..
■And humility be the. crown of all.

I dream of the time when hands shall
. .qlasp’ ’.■ ...
Across tlie seas in brotherly grasp;
When love shall grow and. when greed 

is dead,.,,. .
When mercy rules and when vice has 

fled. . . .
I dream o^ fjie time when throughout 

the woHdi . ' -
The banner of Brotherhood shall be un
. furled, '
When dictations fall and each man 

, reigns,
No more to bow when oppression 

wanes.

I dream of the time when all lq clear, 
And why we are robbed of much that Is 

dear, • ...
When the mesh of life’s tangles shall be 

solved,
And why its problems on man have 

devolved. .
I dream, of the time, when creeds are 

unknown,
And when .man shall dome each to his

J own; ' .
When'superstition shall give way to 

truth, ■ .
When error is ground' by Destiny’s 

tooth- .

I dream of the time when man shall 
say, , •

The harmony of life has been al way,
But man the discordant note has been, 
For he hgs vibrated deep in sin.
I dream of the time when man’s day Is .

done,' ' I
When shadows fall from his setting 

sun, i
Not as an alien shall he appear,
In the land where tarry his kin and 

dear. , |

I dream of the time when my soul shall 
. fly. . .

And in freedom and peace I may abide; 
And so I dream and awake again, 
And find Life’s problems still puzzle

BOOKS FOR AU SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE
Fifty Years in the Church of Rome. A book that has done more to 

Ret^FhV ri ‘V’lld Oi Cilt!1011ei'sm ?il!in eny other two published. By, 
Key, Chas. Chnuquy, ex-pnest. Price $2.25.

1 orce and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe with a Sv«.

By I tofrLudwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1. 1
Dreamland Sent. A book of poems. Verses of life to mm«By LHian Whiting. Price,.$1. 1 . ' V'rSeS Oi llfe to com,‘
8°^ to Soul; This beautiful book of beautiful poems la all that 

the title indieates—proiound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 
m its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth’$1

Gospel of Buddha. According to old records. A translation from 
Japanese,' made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate 
to the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price $1 gata

Gospel of Nature. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
trathgf the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F, Lyon, Price, $1.
ChuStofS0AnAaCq°oda’ W Thii;ty-seven and a half years in the 
Church opf Rome. ^A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P. Rudolph,

KrSBy Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents, i 
By Elizabeth Towne. Price 50 cents.-

Cloth. Price,°$9Ev°lutl0n" A valuable work by Florence Huntley« 
aidoinew^efinc^flnri lian^ooli eure »“d human upbuilding by ■

' M£a By E.D. Babbitt,
HeSoSnfrH^o^ MrS’A B’ Duffey’ price 25 ceQts-

TtSe^an Led t0 th> Light’ By tho wali$ ¿nown writer Hudson ' 
wit BaPor cover oniy. Price 30 cents. ’

Worship. By Thomas Carlyle. Price 50 cents ’

,0 ““”■ E>’

25 cents “ and Parents’ By Elizabeth Towne.' Price

1 SSSÄ’

(Oxygen ... 
^Hydrogen.. 
N Urogen .. 
Carbon ... 
Phosphorus 
Calcium ... 
■Flourlne ..

. Chlorine ..
Sodium .. 
Potassium., 
Iron.............

‘Magnesium.
.Silicon, j..

Pounds 
... Ill 
.... 14 
... 3 
.... 21 
.... 1 
.... 2

47 
116 
290 
100
12 
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I have been a reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker for some time and 
find it of much interest., Without criti
cism or fault-finding, 1 wish, with your 
kind consent, to make a defense of the 
gospel ot the New Testament.

Like all things of value, the gospel 
has been sadly distorted and counter
feited by designing men for purposes of 
selfishness. Spiritualism is destined to 
the same fate, and is now suffering the 
misrepresentations ‘of corrupt men. 
Thes.e are too .well known tp- call for

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
■ The official board met at Camp Ches
terfield, April 9, to perfect arrange
ments for the coming camp session, be
ginning July 15 and ending August 27. 
The grounds are in fine condition and 
we want to make this the best camp 
ever held here. We have secured the 
very best talent and will .have them 
well advertised. The programmes wii: 
be ready for distribution in a month. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind. «

—■ This- is the result of analysis of a hu- 
^Jnan body weighing one hundred-and 
i ¿fifty-four poiipds.

Unfortunately the compositor made 
- the calcium 21 pounds, instead of 2, and 
placed the 190 grains of phosphorus 
with the carbon. Circumstances make 
it impossible for me to correct tije 

। proofs, and I have to allow mistakes to 
: pass. I have enlarged on this explana
tion, because the attitude taken by this 
'correspondent, seemed to make, it nec- 

s jessary, as there possibly may be others 
• like him, who desire to make such an 
'.error appear as characteristic of ‘‘the 
.càuse,” and of this department. Had 
lie given the subject a moment’s 
.thought, he would have seen that the 
statement of the amount of calcium 
was an error not possible for one un

' derstauding the analysis to commit.
The correspondent’s ,idea< |hat every 

element is contained in the human body 
may be correct, but it is not proven by 
chemical analysis, for while traces of a 
few not mentioned are sometimes met 
with, not the least indications are 
found of others.

A. T. Leydecker: Q. Did Lord Ba
ton write what is Shakspeare’s works? 
¡Was there a William Shakspeare?

A. There has been a hot and pro
longed disputation on this question, 
and to decide either way is to lose 
caste with the advocates of the other 
side. There has never been more than 
circumstantial evidence produced in fa
vor of the theory that Lord Bacon 
wrote Shakspeare’s plays, and much of 
this is far-fetched and fanciful. It is al
most beyond credence that Bacon, not 

' an actor himself, could write "acting” 
plays. Many eminent authors have 
tried and failed. The plays were good 
enough, but could not be staged at
tractively or: at an.

Now when the English theater was 
Scarcely more than attempts to amuse 
the people, suddenly the plays of Shak- 
fepeare came, perfectly adapted for the 
stage, characters balanced,., sparkling 
with gems of wit and wisdom, which 
have formed the model of all writers 
since, and never been excelled. It is 
rnarvelous, and hot within the possibil
ities of the authorship of one man. 
What were the conditions at Shak- 

• fepeare’s time? He was an actor, and 
to.qk. part in the crude plays. These 
were numerous, and were the accumu
lation of generations of players. They 
were handed down . by memory and 
manuscript There was this about 
these plays, they had grown into form 
by actual use, and actor after actor had 
added bright ideas, and the acting had 
conformed to what the audience most 
admired. The plays had grown, from 
sketches into acts, like living things. 
None were printed, and beyond the 
.“profession” few kuew,j)f them. How 

j easy one who understood the require- 
■ meats of the stage to take this "lore of 
the theatre,” and write it in full with' 
embellishments! , ..

' I can’see no more reason to doubt 
that Shakspeare wrote his plays than 
that Milton wrote Paradise Lost, or 
¡Bunyan, Pilgrim’s Progress. •

J: J. Zimmermann: Q. -Wishing to

; -We do not hesitate to assert that 
Christianity in its pristine purity ranks 
with the best systems of morality and 
civilization ever given to mankind. It 
demands, in the first place, that those 
who enter upon its service must be of 
the purest character attainable. ■

All the baser passions must be elimi
nated or brought under the dominion 
of the higher and purer nature, spirit
ually and morally; the spiritual powers 
must rule in thought and deed. Uni
versal benevolence must constrain the 
man to love and serve society for its 
betterment in all its relations.

The people themselves are the sole 
priesthood established on earth by the 
founders of ■the’gospel. It is declared 
in ReRvelation 1:6, “He has made us 
in Revelation 1:6, “He has made us

This is a point of the utmost import
ance, when considering gospel freedom. 
Every man and woman is made his or 
her own priest, and is not subject to 
any other priesthood under the sun. 
Christ is declared to be the high 
priest, and there is no other, between 
him and the people.

How wretchedly has this noble prin
ciple of the people's freedom been dis
torted by the Catholics, Greek church, 
State churches and some of the.Protest- 
ant sects. Wherever priests, bishops 
and other dignitaries are placed to dom
inate the people, the same is a tyran
nical usurpation of power to deprive 
Christians of their gospel rights. 
Christ and His people deal directly 
with each other, and no other power 
has the right to intervene.

We can assert, with the fullest con
fidence that the gospel is the broadest 
and purest system of democracy ever 
instituted on earth, as it places all men 
and women on their individual respon
sibility and permits no power on earth 
to hamper them in the legitimate exer
cise of their rights. The gospel is pure 
democracy when stripped of all adven
titious encumbrances. Hence every 
church member is entitled to a voice in 
its affairs, whether.map or woman; and 
this rule prevailed in the apostolic con
gregations, but sad perversions crept in 
stealthily, in after times. I appeal to 
the judgment of all candid men to say 
if tbe leading denominations of our own 
favored land have not become huge 
moneyed corporations. ’

They curry favor with the prominent 
and wealthy to secure funds to build 
magnificent edifices in which the toil
ing masses are snubbed and given the 
cold shoulder, I ask if your own obser
vation does not confirm the truth of 
this? These things are a glaring con
trast to the conduct of the lowly Savior 
who chose to be identified with the toil
ing masses.

Hence the gospel demands that men 
shall be pure, beneficent, and that no 
priesthood on. earth shall come be
tween them and Christ to deprive of the 
largest me’asure of liberty.

'These things being true, it is no mar
vel that the full blessings of the gospel 
are not enjoyed in our day.

REV, A. J. OGLE.
Garland, Kansas.

SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold its 28th 
annual.meeting .at Blodgett’s Landing; 
»N. Bitcommenqing- July anil/closing 
August 27. We. have, a good -list, of 
speakers and test mediums. Address 
all letters to Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H. 1

VICKSBURG,-CAMP. ’ ■ ■■
Vicksburg camp, Mich., opens July 80; 

and closes August 20. For full particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich. ' '■ ' •

MINERAL PARK CAMP, CAL. ;
The Spiritualists of Southern Cali-: 

fornla have engaged Mineral Park, the 
camp grounds in the Arroyo Seco; just 
below Garvanza, for their annual camp- 
mfeeting, from June 25 to July 25. Many 
improvements are to be made at the; 
park, and fourteen cottages will be
erected. Mrs. Nettie Howell is... the,
head of the executive committee. Ad-
dress her for programmes.

UNITY CAMP, SAUGUS CENTRE, 
MASS.

The season’s work at Unity Camp, 
Saugus Center, will open on Sunday, 
June 4 and continue every Sunday until 
the last of September. These meetings 
will be fully up to standard of former 
seasons, with many added improve
ments. One of the most important 
items is the fact that visitors can come* 
«direct from Boston to the camp without 
change of cars, which will be a decided 
improvement over the old method of 
changes and many times long waiting. 
Cars will leave Scollay Square every 
half hour, for Saugus, by way of Clifton- 
dale. ’

There will be some Slight changes in 
the time of services. The conference 
will be at 11 as usual, and all speakers 
and mediums are cordially invited to as
sist in this service and make it what its 
name implies, a confefence.

The next service will be at 2, song 
service at 4:30, concert and entertain
ment at 5 and regular' service at 6. By 
this programme those wishing to stay 
to the last service will have'ample time 
to reach their homes in good season.

A strong effort will be made to have 
better car service to Lynn than in the 
past. The officials promise that as 
many extra cars as may be needed Shall 
be furnished to accommodate visitors 
to the camp. .. ’
’ The concert and entertainment which 
will precede the evening service is an 
Innovation which.we think wilKbe ap
preciated, being conducted on the same 
lines as those in Cadet Hall, Lynn, 
which are proving very popular? ’ •

Some of the finest talent procurable 
will assist at these concerts. A study 
of the program will convince yrtu that 
the speakers engaged will be worth 
coming a long distance to hear. Gas 1 
will be introduced into the kitchen to 
be used for cooking purposes, and the 
seating capacity of the restaurant fen- 
larged, so that air who wish to remain 
through the day will have no difficulty ' 
in.being served well and promptly. -ah 1 
seekers for truth and pleasure com- • 
bined are cordially invited: to1'Visit- 1 
Unity Camp. ■ ■ « . . « 1

In ‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. Price 35 
gents» Send to Mr. Tuttle, Berlin Height^ O. j

“Success, and How to Win ft” ’ a 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons, by Dr. B. F. Austin', B. A., 
D. D. The-,-titles of -some-of the lec
tures are as follows: Self Helps; Finan
cial' Success; Ideals;1 Economy;1 ‘Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; - Kftfdftess 
and Tact; Angelic Help. -Price
-‘Toenis- «‘ EYogrew.’*-/ By-’Ini-rfA 

Doten. In" this volume; thls-.'jpeerlees 
poet of Spirituallsm-may-;bterea®m7lfer 
varied moods, ’ from grave to-gay.'irinn 
lively to severe.” It 18 a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially bv feiritusteto. gja wfte wS

Having perused this precious effu
sion, let us analyze'it, that we may de
cide what meanihg zcan be extracted 
from the text. ' Thee word "spiritual” 
at the commencement would delude the 
unwary into supposing tbatë the meeting 
was a Spiritualist ijftieetin'fe, since the 
advertisement was ftSsbrtfefl under that 
head in the columns.of Wr city con
temporary. But, niat-k Site rest of the 
advertisement, not the IxJiSst indication 
is there presented rfllatl^g, in any way 
the performance tg S^ltualiBm or 
spirits, save the xvo^ds t “phenomena,” 
and “seance,” whioji do’q^iot commit 
the advertisers to ajg’thi^g at all which 
would define their ^eglstatus! The 
vaunted "flower prodjictlop" is by .'Mrs' 
Howland,", which %t, r^d in connec
tion with théi,çommuniqq|ion -dealing 
with this affair, S.jwwsil(jflearly that 
these people avoided,committing them- 
selved toother splj^tB, Spirit phenome
na or mediumship. fil^J'c.ome .. early

early for, good seats' was an Invitation 
to pay thirty-live.cents for an ordinary 
seat, or ■fifty ççnts for a special seat. 
To call such a, show by the naine of a 
“service” Js intentionally . misleadju 
to trade,pn the supposition that th 
may be accepted as mediums and tti/Tr 
"phenomena”. taken as genuine, spirit 
produced facts Is/ nothing sport 
of obtaining money mnder false 
tences. That such people, can dra „ 
hall full of seemingly intelligent Peo
ple is amazing, and.file more amazing 
that some Spiritualists flock to sdeh 

 

shows and accept the . so-called “pne- 
nomena” as genuine without the 
slightest shred of évidence to sustain 
that opinion! . .

men,
Then I dream again and awake once 

more,
And find that life goes on as before.

And

And

And

re
ft

That justice may be done let us en
quire what do these people say on their 
own side of the case?' Primarily, that 
by not mentioning anything about me
diumship, spirits, or spiritual phenome
na, they keep out of the Clutches of 
tbe police! That the'placard that they 
hung up on their platform, and the re
marks of this sturdy “Reverend” apos
tle were also designed' to obviate the 
delicate attentions of the gentlemen 
in blue. Is that the way bur work has 
won its way in the world? Are such 
the methods by which the honest and 
fearless mediums of the’ past or the 
present face the world fdr the’ truth we 
know and love? Faugh!, such palter
ing with truth is either a sign of moral 
cowardice, or a plain ’’evidence that 
there is no mediumship or spiritual 
phenomena involved, that all that was 
bone was simply clumsy and ordinary 
fake .and con jurlng. ’

Phenomena that do'not stand for 
what we accept, thatmannot be proved 
to be such evidence as shows spirit 
action and direction;’that” does' not 
demonstrate the facts’of spirit return 
and ministry, are of hb earthly use to 
us or the world as evidence of the 
claims of SpiritUaJisffi’. This point 
cannot be too strongly’ffisisted upon, or 
made too clear to all’’ concerned. If 
these persons are ubwllifng to stand 
for the truth of their ’mediumship, if 
they have any, then Spiritualists should 
positively decline td^cbiintenance or 
support them publicl^'-b’r.privately, if 
these persons are oflly fakirs, offering 
a third rate legerdeHiain ‘-performance, 
let the public be wafiiedofo know that 
it is the case. Il’; ;/ ,g

We learn that, in two tfcher cases, so 
we are informed, those persons ■ were 
exposed and driven from'ieertain cities. 
We know that recently, they concluded 
an engagement for wbacHitey professed 
(heir .willingness to ^(jbmiiito any tests 
.that could be imposed. eiJut, when it 
was learned that ..fests would be 
tests, aqd no me&Oj superficial ones 
would pass, they inyfinatad that there 
might be difficulties pin obtaining one 
special phenomenon? ¡jndiUie result was 
the engagement .wa^ndeqlared. off, and 
the seance was nofebeld/d It need; not 
be said that the correspondent who’has 
written about thesq persons is- known 
to the Banner, and Ujat file letter is in 
all good faith. -,'i-¿I- < .
. The other, comnunfficafton ^refers to 
one Mary Garrett Sharon-Shaw, and-is 
far from savory reading,’ The poor 
soul who was so horrlblybumbugged, is 
deserving of sincere.pity, and also is to 
be most • highly . commended . for her 
courageous honesty, in .publicly testify
ing to the wiles ' of- the adventuress 
whom.she; so fully.andmompletely Un-
masks. The .communication dealing' 
-with-this case sets .tfie matter, out so: 
clearly ? that .further comments .thereon 
are quite unnecessary. r.-v . •
-‘ What is tlie-nioral Wit allT- The old 
familiar, one, we feaftT? that the 
wicked still find the hOndsf Fair-prey, 
and easy, too. That some Spiritualists 
take toq man z things for granted in re
gard to ¿he public physical phenomena 
exhibitions. In the nature of the case

. g . — ...........

ierso“aW, and Its Survival of Bodily Death Dv 1?,- i • 
.W. II. Myers. Ed ted bv Rioh»,.,i Uy hredenevolumes. Price $12 7 d IIodgSOU aud A,lee Jollu™n. Two.

Hypnotism. By Albert Moll. Price $1.50. -’J

«J5.J

send through the world a bitter 1« An ^P^ental Study. By Dr. R. ’
cry» ■ ' | ncCj

I ask the Master in faltering 
breath:

"Is there no answer to my dream but , 
Death?”

Then to my vision appears from afar,
The morning gleam of-the Eastern Star, i
I hear the voice of my psychic sense ' 1
Speak to me in tones distinct and in- > 

tense.

“Dream on, dream on, and those dreams 1 
■ shall build, ■

The mansions with which^hy dreams , 
are filled; ■ !

Dream on in the cause thou dost ' 
espouse,- • • . ■ -

For thofl slialt otheb dreamefs arouse; ’ 
!Thfen’ttiose>t'’dredffik ultlifiately shall 

bring. ' “• ' '' ' ' ' ’’ i
The treasures of which such dreams do ■

von Krafft-Ebing«
oMo* ÄÄ?***DCTel»l”““‘- B>'PwarikBjorn-

t> °r Future Homes and Dwelling Places Rv n t xr
1 Peebles. Price, cloth, $1, postage, 15 cts • nZ- .. < By ?r’ J’ M’ 

Inner Life Mysteries Explained. The pimsent a■>mV’i P°Sta^’10c’ 
cient and modern. By Andrew Jackson D-ivi« 11P^ a,*cJ 1Iluer I’fe, an- 

Influence of the Zodiac Upon Human Ltfe. ThVbo'ok staST’
- pie principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manno - ir m S‘n’'
'- tcresting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price cloth $i y

Interviews With Spirits. A real visit with । .,1d‘
I of life and a familiar talk. An interesting boot ' By CaSeE^ S° 
I Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. ■ Lanie E. b.

i A alOry * Dr. T. A. Bland.
n ‘ In Tune With the Infinite, or Fullness of'Peace Power m «
V By Ralph Waldo Trine. Price. $1.25. ' ' Wer and Plenty<

*lng: > Invisible Helpers. By C. W. Leadbcater. Written in ,
But labor that those dreams may be j charming style. Cloth. Price, 55 cents. 1D au“10r s
And attach . thereto Perseverance’s *t01pr5°£ Ung peoPlc» teaclling spirit guidance. By Carrie

■ I Joan, the Medium, or the Inspired Heroine nf - .And so l dream, but I know some day most beantiful history of Joan of Are ever writle^ ’ TL n- ‘iS 18 1110 
esting and «mincing. By Mnses n.df rS““«, 

there’s as Journeys to the Planet Mars, or Our Mission to Ento Bv q-
/Cloth bound. Price $1.50. ’ a eiss.

Wisdom, Justice and Love 
sway;

Though far distant, I know
time, k

When life flows onward in unbroken ’ 
• chime; ’ I

And I know some day my spirit shall 
soar, .

On the wings- of freedom, pinioned no 
more,

And the# Earth and its thralls a mere 
speck shall be •

As onward I mount to where glories I 
' 'see.

' M. ADELE THIEMAN.
Milwaukee, Wis. ■

Just How to Concentrate. By Elizabeth Towne. Price ‘>5 cent«
Just How to Cook Meals Without Meat. A small valnihlo I . ni 

| vegetarian cooking. By Mrs. Elizabeth Towne. 25 cents °k °U
Just How to Wake the Solar Plexus. By Mrs. Towne ’ a i. 

concentration. Price 25 cents. ’ 01 oa
Kanna. By A. P. Sinnett. Price 50 cents.

the “conditions” -under which such se
ances are held cannot be otherwise 
than unsatisfactory from a careful in
vestigator’s point of view.

But such an advertisement as that ot 
the "Rev.” (or “Dr.’’ for he uses both 

■titles), Is sufficient, upon the face of it, 
to condemn the performance as a trav
esty upon the physical phenomena ob
tained by genuine mediums under hon
est conditions. If these persons are 
honest mediums they will lose nothing 
by standing to their colors, if they are

Karezza. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for 
children and a higher development of parentage through the 
cred relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1 Sa' 

j Kate Field. A Record. By Lilian Whiting. Price $2.’ '
Kingdom of Love and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wiin,^ 

price $1. " - »ueox.
■ Koradine. A prophetic story, and a valuable book for girls to rosB 

1 .Written by Dr. Alice B. Stockham and Lida Hood Talbot PricP <ki '
’Lisbeth, a Story of Two Worlds. By Carrie. E. S. Twine uiniw 

j- bound, with portrait of the author. Price $1. '
Longley’s Choice Collection of Beautiful Songs. Price, cloth 60 cts • 

j board covers, 40 cents. ’ ‘ ’
i Life Beyond Death. Being a review of the World’s Beliefs on u,«

I

i Subject, a Consideration of Present Conditions x>f Thought and Feel 
I ing, Leading to the Question as to Whether It Can Be Demonstrated as 

a-Fact, to Which Is Added an Appendix Containing Some Hints as to
frauds and only trading on their ability personal Experiences and Opinions. By Minot Judson Savao-e n n 
to deceive and dodge the issue of their. p . n -n. nostaffe. 10 cents. ° ’ ’ U
acts, Spiritualism can gain nothing, but 
will loan much, by-supporting them.

The above is from the Banner of 
. Light of April 15, and. shows that this 
gaper aligns itself with The Progress
ive Thinker in its efforts to save Spirit
ualism from the bad repute fastened 
upon it by those who make “spirit man
ifestations” by legerdemain, sleight-of- 
hand or trickery. See what Mr. W. T. 
Stead, of London, England, says of one. 
phase of trickery—that in spirit pho
tography: “I AM WILLING TO ADMIT 
THAT PRECAUTIONS IN THE WAY 
OF MARKED PLATES AND ABSO
LUTE CONTROL OF THE WHOLE 
PROCESS BY SCIENTIFIC MEN OF 
GOOD. FAITH ARE FUTILE 
AGAINST SUPREME LEGERDE
MAIN- AND UNSCRUPULOUS 
FRAUD.” This Illustrates ..the .great 
difficulty the honest investigator en
counters, especially if he happens to 
fall into the hands of those fraudu
lently inclined.. - .

The above-named Howlands have 
posed as mediums, and when In the 
South there was sent to us most won
derful accounts of their spirit manifes
tations. .In Los Angeles,- Cal., they 
were advertised as mediums, a dove 
being "materialized,” and flying out 
into the audience. .The fact is:they, are 
not mediums,’and have duped "thè peo
ple right along. All their spirit mani
festations are the result of legerdemain 
and trickery- ■ ■ • ” •

"New Testament Stories Comically Il
lustrated. ’ Drawings by Watson Hes
ton. With Critical and Humorous Com
ments -'upon • tho -Texts." Heston's

. drawings Aim incomparable, and - excru
ciatingly-funny. Price- in boards,- |L 
‘Cloth, “ ”

"Cosffilflâ-fiÿmn Boûfc.” A collectfon 
of original and- »elected-hymns, for lib
eral and'ethitfàl societies, for schools 
and the/ Berne; by U K- Wash
burn. • This - volume meets-- a- public 
want It comprises 253 choice selec
tions Of poetry find music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free

Price, $1.50; postage, 10 cents. ° ’ ’ ’
Life of Thomas Paine. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home 

stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the Na" 
tional, with preface and notes by Peter Eekler. Price, cloth 75 dhnts "

Life Work of Cora L. V. Richmond. An interesting book regarding 
a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual 
ism. Compiled and edited by H. D. Barrett. Price $2, postpaid "

Light of Egypt, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.

Mahomet, His Birth,- Character and Doctrine. Historically correct 
Exact and perfect in every detail and beyond adverse criticism Bv 
Edward-Gibbon. Price, 25 cents. ’ z

Mahomet the Hlustriofts. An apology for the life and character of 
this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed pa^es. 
By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price-25 cents. °

Man and the Spiritual World, as disclosed by the Bible and studv 
along the line of Biblical Spiritualism. By Rev. Arthur Chambers, 
Price, $1.10.

Man in the Past, Present and future. A popular account of results 
of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and prospects 
of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, doth, $1.

Mark Chester. A story by Carlyle Petersilea. Price, doth, 60 cents.
C1Matuine and Other Poems. By Ella Wheeler Wilcoi;' price $1.

Mediumship and Its Laws. A most valuable book by Hudson Tuttle.
Price, 35 cent*- .

Mediumship and Its Development, and How to Mesmerize to Assist 
Development. An every-day useful instructor m Psychic Science. By 
W H. Bachi Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. 11
taken from the most approved commentators. Price; cloth $1. ’

Language of the Stars. This important work is the first practical ex
position of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man-< 
yet issued. Price 50 cents. . . ■
' Mental Suggestion. By Dr. J. Oehorowicz. price, $2., 
' Mollie Fancher, or thé Brooklyn Enigma. Giving an account of tho 

most marvelous case of spirit control on record. By Judge Abram EL 
Dailey. Price, $1.50. • - ’1

' Mysteries of the Seance, or Tricks and Traps of Bogus Mediums. By 
a life-long Spiritualist. Being an expose’ of how fraudulent mediuma 
perform their tricks. Price, paper, 25 cents. . ,

' Myth of the Great DelugO. A complete and overwhelming refutation 
of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet, Bv 
James M* McCajm, Price 15 cents, ■



IMPORTANT QUESTION.

THE WAY THEY CELEBRATE

Anniversaries Among the New England 
Hills.

' Does Stenographer Ahearn get Spirit 
Messages Abept Mr. Murphy, or |s 

He .Only a Barometer?

W Processive for Ail That Tends to Elevate and Uplift Humanity.
.. Z~~—  - ,Tt- . ,   ; .................. .¡r—.......................            'n......... ,

Maurice Ahearn, Tammany Hall’s ot- 
flcial stenographer, is regarded by many 
of those,who visit the hall’frequently, 
as a sort ot human barometer, so far- as 

. Charles F. Murphy’s movements are 
concerned. .

About 11 o’clock every morning poll
llclaus and reporters go td Fourteenth 
street to see the Tapimany leader^ who 
appears at his desk two or three, days 
In a week at this tipie of the year. 
Every one of them, puts to Mr. Ahearn 
the question: "Is Mr. Murphy coming 
to-day?” , ' ,

His invariable reply is that he has 
not heard from Mr. Murphy, but that he 
“feels” that he is coming or not coming. 
The “feeling” always turns out to be 

- the straightest kind of a tip.
For instance, on Thursday -of last 

week Mr. Ahearn was asked the usual 
question. He answered: •

' “I don't know whether Mr. Murphy 
will' be here to-day or not, but the Indi
cations are that he will.” ' _ ' . .

“What indications? asked a district 
leader! , x .

• Mr. Ahearn seemed to go into a 
trance for a few moments, and then re-

■ plied: ' '
- "I feel that he is coming." , <

' A half hour later Mr. Murphy walked 
into Tammany hall, accompanied by his

■ regular bodyguard, Phil Donohue, treas- 
■ urer of the Tammany Society. , 

The following day Mr.. Ahearn an
swered the question in this way:

■ “Mr, Murphy lias not sent word, but 
I don’t feel as if he were coming." Jie 
did not come. .

> When Mr. Ahearn began to perform 
the barometer act the newspaper re

; porters thought he was guessing, and 
took no chances on his "feeling.” Now 
they-telephone him regularly every 

' morning at 11 o’clock,'and accept as 
conclusive his “feeling” about Mr, Mur

. • phy’s movements. •

. Some persons have asserted that Mr. 
Ahearn has Inside information on which 
he bases his predictions. Thomas F. 
Smith, Mr. Murphy’s secretary, says 
that this is not true.

"Maurice is a real barometer, or me
dium, or something of that kind," de
dared Mr. Smith. "Sometimes I come 
to Tammany Hall in the morning, un
certain as to whether Mr. Murphy is go
ing to turn up.

“I am positive that Maurice has no 
more information on the subject than 1 
have, yet when he tells me that he 
feels that the chief is coming, 1 always 
open my desk and get ready for work. 
When he feels the-other way I start 
down -town at once. He never makes a 
mistake.

"Explain it? No, I can’t, and Maurice 
can’t himself. '

"And remember that there is no Spir
itualistic humbug about Maurice 

• Ahearn. He is not of the imaginative 
order and never gives any sign that he 
possesses nerves.

"Moreover, his powers, whatever you 
may call them, are confined to Mr. 
Murphy’s movements. You might think 
that he would be invaluable as a tipster 
on races or elections, but he isn’t. 1 
have never known him to pick the right 
horse, and I wouldn’t put up ten cents 
on bis election predictions."

Mr. Ahearn’s career has not been 
such as to promote the growth of occult 
powers. He has been a hard-working 
stenographer and typewriter for fifteen 
years. . - ■

He was stenographer to Randolph 
.Guggenhelmer, president, of the. council 
during Van Wydi’s-administration, and 
wrote out all Mr. Guggenheimer’s ad
dresses to the conventions of harness 
makers, liquor dealers, plumbers, coffin, 
manufacturers, etc. He now works 
eight hours a day at Tammany Hall at 
shorthand, typewriting, telephoning 
and answering the questions of all com
ers.—New York Sun.

RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION.

Expressed In -Reference to the Bam- 
bams—A Plea by a Resident to Drive 
Out the Tricksters From Lily Dale.
To tlie Editor:—Noting your desire to 

root out fraud I clip the enclosed ar
ticle from a recent issue, of one of .our 
local papers, hoping you may imd.room 
for as much of it in your paper as you 
may deem. best. .WB ARE INDIG
NANT .HERE. THAT .. SQ MANY 
FRAUD MEDIUMS ARE.. ALLOWED 
TO REMAIN IN OUR MIDST, WHILE 
CERTAIN NEWSPAPERS CLAIMING 
TO ADVOCATE THE SACRED CAUSE 
OF SPIRITUALISM WILL FLAUNT 
THEIR BOGUS ARTS THROUGH AD
VERTISEMENTS, AND BING THEIR 
PRAISES WHEN THEY KNOW THEY 
ARE FRAUDS, JUST BECAUSE THEY 
PAY A FEW DOLLARS A YEAR FOR 
ADVERTISING NOTICES AND POST
ERS. '

Where is the honor of such editors, 
and where is their faith in the cause 
they pretend to represent?

These "Bambams” have claimed ail 
along'tiir lately that their work was 
purely Spiritualistic,' but when con
fronted lately by Mr. Carroll, W. L. 
Bambam replied: “I don’t care a d—n 
for the Spiritualistic public. We are 
working for the Catholic çhurch.” -, .

There Is every evldence’of trickery in 
their work. The stuffed gloves in their 
so-called spirit photographs are very no
ticeable even by the naked eye), and un
der a strong glass are glaring proofs of 
trickery. They have large parcels 
which they will entrust to no outside 
parties when they go. to hold seançes; 
they have a large music box, which is 
never examined, yet could contain flow
ers as well as the music-box of the late
ly-exposed Winans could contain wigs 
and masks. Flowers'’in boxes are said 
to have come to them by express just 
before thé recent seance in Fredonia.

MRS. J. E. HYDE, 
Elly Dale. N. Y. . ■

i

Thé Progressive Thinker
A Paper that Never Falters, Never Fausts in its Effort for-the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought,; and . a Better Life. 
Never Lacking-for Life and the dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whofi Troth and Nothing hot the Truth

Spiritualist Meetings.
.It Is Important when a meeting Is 

suspended, that notice be given us, so 
that Inquirers may not be mislead? We 
want new notices of all meetings being 
held hero In public halls at the present 
time. ; '

Are Disappointed In the Bambams— 
Lily. Dale Spiritualists Wanted to 4n->- 
vestlgate But Were Denied. .
An alleged manifestatlpn of Spiritual

istic phenomena is advertised to be 
given at certain of ’ the nearby play 
houses, in the near future by persons 
known to the profession as the Bam
bam boys. Bambam is known in Lily, 
Dale where he makes his headquarters, 
as William L. Bambam and Is a new
comer at the Dale having been there ■ 
only since June of last year although- 
his alleged activities there last year 
caused much notoriety. There is but 
one of them, the other who is a partner 
In the enterprise being Chas Farrar, 
Bambam’s manager.

The good people of Lily Dale, in spite 
of their known proclivities of being 
easily Induced to believe In anything 
which wears the guise of Spiritualism, 
havp recently become imbued with a 
doubt of the genuineness of the spirit
ual character of the legerdemain given 
by Mr. Bambam, and a recent attempt 
to test the same is of interest in view of 
the coming entertainment to be given 
here. Mr. C. M. Carroll, a well known 
business man of'Lily Dale is spokesman 
of the-investigators, and his work car
ries the impression of truth to all he 
tells about.the matter. Wednesday of 
this week Mr. Carroll went to Bambam 
and his manager, and made them a 
proposition to give a "test seance," al
lowing a committee of Lily Dale citi
zens to-be present and see the full per
formance, in order to be assured of its 
genuineness. Bambam’s manager and 
■all confederates were to be excluded, 
and as a payment for-this test a purse, 
of twenty-five dollars, already raised, 
was to be placed in reliable hands to .fie, 
given toBambam if the tests were pro

First German Spiritualist Society, on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m,- In Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street

The North Star Spiritual Union holds 
services at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue, every Sunday at 7:30 p. m. 
Mrs. Johanna Roennaw, test medium.

Central Spiritual Church holds serv
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30, at 
Fasklng’s hqll, 30th and Archer avenue. 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold' 
services in Hopkins’ Hall 528 W'63rd 
Btreetj- near. Stewart avenue;’ Confer
ence at 3 p. m. Lecture at ,7:45. Mes
sages ‘at each service. Midweek meet-; 
Ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor.

The Englewood Spiritual Union Is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted-street. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:30. Ladles’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at'2:30. 
. . Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh J3. Fraser. All wel- 
come./ Services at 3 and'8 p. m. ' ' 
. .Snirltual Church of All Souls, in Hope 
Hajl/No. 220 WesternYayfepiie, between 
Jackson and Van Buren/Bunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted' by Mrs. R. 
Squire. .

. -The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services every Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m-. at Kenwood Hall, Nos. 4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue/- Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. . ;

The Progressive Society, holds serv
ices every Sunday'at <’.183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every BeBsion. Mrs. Hilbert, pastor.

The Church ot the Psychic Forces

MOST EXCELLENT ADVICE.

Keep In Touch With the Dear Loved 
Ones “Over There.” •

INTERESTING EXPERIENCES? >

llluBtiatlng the Varied Character d 
■ Spirit Control, /

Rs. RAX, Puychic ano Natural Clairvoyant
• Readiùgô by mail, ll.ttJ. 207 Lincoln uve., Chi

cago, Illinois. ,

Annie Lord Chamberlain’s Card.
Dear frienda, you can „rally help me care tor 

tny.blind sister, Jennie L..Wobb. one of the earl
iest mediums now in the ’form, by writing a letter 
to ».-spirit frienct Send U to me with II, and I will 
try and get reply by independent writing or whla- 
l>ers. Address Mra. Annie Lord Chamberlain, Mu« 
ford Masa. ,

hooK11“5 John McCullough, 
As Wan, Actor ajud Spirit.

By SUSIE C. CJLAHK.
An autheutle porttayul ot tho mortal career of 

the eminent tragedian, and the first biography 
ever written that continues the. recital beyond 
the portals of the grave. Can be ordered from 
the-author, 15 Centre Street, Cambridge, Mass. 
Illustrated. Price, »1.50. ■

In my forty years’ experience in our 
beautiful rellgio-plillosophy, learning 
from the dear spirit loved ones about 
their lovely country, their happy homes 
and fine parks, ringing with the songs 
of pretty birds, and gardens, and beds 
of beautiful flowers, and spirit orchards 
laden-wlth the most luscious fruit with
out seed or core, lovely fountains, lovely 
lakes full of rare shaped boats filled 
with happy children where they can 
float, ride, walk or sail about just as 
one might wish. -All is harmony and 
love there. ■

Is hot this most glorious food for 
thought? . . .

And all this is our natural birthright, 
and thousands both in and out of the 
body have demonstrated it to be a veri
table fact. - -

Unlike orthodox teachings? for prom
ises and ifs are the best they give, 
which is not relished by’ Spiritualists.

MRS. MAY A. PRICE
Will give Clairvoyant readings by mail, aaalalGd 
by a spirit teacher of Aetrology. an ancient Greek. 
Will diagnose physical conditions, and give ad
vise of the Spirit Physician. . Will tell yon of ma- 
teriar conditions and give splritt advise, Send 
lock of hair, date of birth, and one dollar,. Luy/b 
of mediumship taught Obsession or unyunae- 
slrablc infiuonce cured. 423 First st,,N, E,.Wash
ington. D. C. - • • •

MySELE CURED SSffiäS SS»««’."?;» 
harmless Home Cure.«Aodrest

MBS. M. F. BALDWIN. Box 1212 Chicago, Ill.

Such cut-and-dried old husks are 
longer food, for we get something 
finitely better.

Start right!
This cannot be put too strong.

no 
in-

PLEASE READ THIS.
If elek write.mo; wlil^lveyou a free exami

nation and tmrely cure you. 1. euro when all 
other« fall. Nervous exhaustion and-lost vigor 
of both eoxea sucoessfully-treated; Great success 
.with diseases of children.. Write in own hand- 
writing,-givhifaiiiumer age, sex, - weight, leading 
symptom, and 3ve2-cent. stamps, and receive a 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you^For chil
li ren send lock of hair. <

FRANCES L, LOUCKS,
85 Warren SU. Btonebatn. Mm«.

FREE HEALING.
By Distant D^ugless Science..

,1 wtll treat one sufferer In »each -neighborhood, 
no matterwhat or how serious the disease, abso
lutely without charge.' Free-will-Offerings alone 
will be accepted from those who are healed and 
able to do so. Address with stamped envelope, 
B. K. GROU8ETH; Box 8G7, Ban Diego, Cal.

TRUMPETS.
Tho infallible fibre trumpet Is insulated top add 

bottom: shell, enamel, cardinal color finish, 
Guaranteed, better than melal or any other mute, 
rial; very light in'weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted perfect or money 
refunded; cases with handles, Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 cis,eent on receipt 
of price. '
JAS. NEWTON, 423 Boir St,, Toledo. O.

Heaven -.RevisedAsSS
Called Death. By Mis. JS..-B. Duffey. A very 
interesting and Instructive-work. Price 25 cts.

THE NEW LIFE,
By Leroy Berrier. An eminently suggestive 
work, of excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind's relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding of 
health and character. Cloth. $1.

FRED. P. EVANS,
, ■ The Noted Psychic for

Independent Slate Writing and 
Clairvoyance,

Htt recently left New York, and is now located at 
1113 Eddy Bl« Bun Francisco, Cal Send stamp for 
circular on Medlunlshlp.

MADAM THERESE SHAOREN, 
la the meat gifted medium and psychic In the 
world to-day; her testimonials from all parts ot 
the globe speak of her as n marvel; call and read 
them and receive u tree life reading, or send lock 
ot hair, date of birth and 3 stamps tor free read
ing by mall, with answers to 8 Questions; or full 
life reading. 60 cents In stamps. Address 111 Ew
ing Place. B.,San Franclsoo Cal. -

1 I.InnrlanFiif Restores Lost Vision. 
J WVIIuCI I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
xnnnl-Qnfn ehowlng Btylea and prices and 
OUu.ULdblui photo of Spirit Yarma, whode- 
veloped this Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
ust my Melted Robbie Irens Spectacle as perfect- 
y to your eyes at your own home and send by 

mall, as If you wereln iny office. Thousaudu will 
testify. B. F. POOLE.

- - • • <3 Evaaatoo Ave.. Chicago, ill
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection. -1 Bhal) recommend them to 
my friends,’ Ever your friend. E, B. Robertson, 
Lob Angeles, Cal

On the evening of March 31, the 
Greenfield, Mass., Spiritualist Society 
gave a banquet to its officers, members 
and friends. -Covers were placed for 
fifty persons, at the head of the table 
was seated Mr. Reuben Churchill, the 
popular president of the society, and at 
the opposite end the toast. master of 
the evening Francis B. Woodbury, wife 
and daughter. '

After partaking of the bountiful re
past the toast master for half an hour 
entertained the company with personal 
reminiscences of the veteran workers of 
the cause of Spiritualism, Mr. Church

’ ill made a vigorous speech, recounting 
the victories this local society had 
gained, and stated in closing that the 
true success of organization consisted 
largely in harmonious co-operation. 
The guides of Mr. Chapman gave a fine 
address.

Water Commissioner Porter of the 
town stated that he had'Always been an 
agnostic, but as time went on and he 
found himself nearing the grave, Spirit
ualism had become a great source of 
comfort and strength to him. Mr. Lee 
gave an entertaining and instructive ad
dress, Illustrating the religious progress 
made during the last fifty-seven years. 
After a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. 
Woodbury and the ladies who had as
sisted him in making this affair a per
fect success, the happy company dis
persed.

Sunday, April 9, the anniversary ser
vices for the public were given. The 
society having outgrown the hall in 
which meetings have been held, the an
niversary services were held in the new 
place of meeting, the best hall in town, 
Grinnell Hall, seating 400 people.

Florist Kennedy and A. W. Green had 
charge of the decorations. President 
Reuben Churchill delivered the address 
of welcome. Mrs. Sarah Byrnes deliv
ered the principal address. Mr. M. 
Whitney, of Springfield, Mass., gave 
spirit communications. The collectton 
at this meeting amounted to $80. Sun
day, April 16, Dr. Wro. Hale of Boston, 
conducted the services.

The funeral of George White Daven-' 
port, a prominent citizen, was held at 
tlie Unitarian church here on the 19th, 
Mr. Mason, Universalist, Watertown, N. 
Y.; Rev. J. D. Reid, Unitarian, Helen j. 
T. Brigham, Spiritualist, officiating.

The Unitarian church is tlie most 
aristocratic church in this section.

So Spiritualism is still triumphant,' 
for truth and justice will always, win In 
-the end. ’ /
’ OCCASIONAL REPORTER.

nounced genuine.
• To this fair proposition ' made by 
Carroll, who Is a genuine Spiritualist, 
and who was thus going out of his way 
to make the test to protect what he 
termed the “cause," Bambam objected,- 
first,-because thé price was too low, 
and when convinced that this was con
sidered but a flimsy excuse, by the alle
gation that he “never claimed that'what 
he did was a manifestation ôf Spiritual
ism; that people paid their money to 
see what he did, and could take their 
choice In determining how it was 
done.”

Carroll, much disappointed and cha
grined at this brutal disavowal of all 
Spiritualistic beliefs, and more than 
ever convinced of the absolute fake 
character of Bambam and his whole 
outfit, at once made public the result of 
his efforts to get a test.

He made a second attempt this morn
ing, to see either the manager or the 
principal at their boarding-house with 
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Schultz at Lily Dale. 
They were not visible -so early in the 
morning and refused to see him. Bam
bam sent an additional èxcuse by Mrs. 
Schultz which may cast additional light 
on the dark subject.' It was that he un
derstood that if an investigation were 
held, he would be sùbjected to a flash
light photograph, and that he was pho
tographed by a flashlight in Cleveland 
last fall and was made ill by the experi
ence. The photo taken at that time is 
in possession of a representative of this 
paper, and shows a condition of affairs 
which Mr. Bambam probably does not 
want to again appear.

The photograph shows Bambam ap
parently bound in a chair in front of a 
cabinet from which hands protrude 
flourishing flowers, three pairs of ap
parent hands showing. Bambam’s arms 
are supposed to be strapped to his 
knees, but the hands lying passive on 
the knees prove under the microscope 
to be two soiled and stuffed- white 
gloves. One hand appears at the front 
of his coat, also a glove with a carna
tion pinned to the thumb and first fin
ger, and another glove, counterfeiting a 
hand appears at the right of the cabi
net, and a flower is also pinned to the 
fingers. Two real hands, evidently 
those of Bambam himself, in flesh and 
blood, and not counterfeited nor cov
ered by gloves, and certainly not 
strapped to his knees appear emerging 
from the upper parts of the cabinet evR 
dently in the act of tossing flowers into 
the room. His manager and confeder
ate sits at his side clad • in • his shirt 
sleeves and a seraphic smile of content 
at- the easiness of the’ dupes.

“Voltaire’s Romancef." Translated 
from the French. With numerous II- 
lustrations. These lighter works of th; 
brilliant Frenchman, an invincible en
emy of the Catholic church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with Uie'tklll of 
A master mind. Price $1.50. ■' ,

“Death Defeated; or.the Psychic Se
cret of How to Keep Young.” By J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., M. A., Ph. D. Price $L 
10 cents.

"jalmagean InaniUca, 1 neon gnu ilea, 
Inconsistencies and Blasphemies; a Re
view of Rev. T. DeWitt, and Rev. Frank 
DeWitt Talfnage’s oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism,” By Hull, 
fries 10 cents; .

"Beyond the Vail.” A Sequel to 
“Rending the Vail.”- Being a compila
tion, with notes and explanations, ot 
narrations and Illustrations of spirit ex
periences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting tip a 
scientific and personal verification ‘
“What We Shall Be,” and a code 
ethics, requisite to the most speedy

of 
of 
re
fe
A

al Iza t Ion of the highest and purest 
I’city attainable In the future llfè. _ 
very remarkable book. Large, octavo, 
600 pages. Price, $1.75.

“Wedding Chimes." By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro
priate wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 
etc.,-with choice matter in poetry and' 
.prose. Specially designed tor the Um 
of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry.
Price 75 cents. - - . .

“Spiritual Songs for the Use of Cir
cles. Campmeetings and Other Spirit-' 
ualistis Gatherings.” By Mattle EL 
Hull. Price 10 cents.

“Heliocentric Astrology.or Esientlals 
ot Astin nomy and Solar Mentality, 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to 
1910?’ By Tarmo Vedra. -For bale at 
this office. Price $1.50» ■

holds services at .Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3 p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p, m. The hall number Is 361
363 East 43d street -Conducted by Mrs. 
Isa Cleveland. ■

Church of tlie Spiritual. Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at’ 962 Milwaukee avenue, near North 
Pauljna strëét Mrs. J. DeLong, pastor. 
' Spiritual Science Society meets every 
Sunday frtSih 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner of 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after

-nooif Meetings, free; -svening ।servfbe, . 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter,' ■ ;

-the child wonder;- will Always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These 
meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 81st . 
street. ' ' ' - ' -I

A Spiritualist Temple has' been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice. - :

. The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents, of Nature will told Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
corner Western avenue. Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor. • ... '

Th'e Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p.'m; R. Gilray, 
pastor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will- 
preside at all meetings during thé ab
sence of Brother Gilray.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. .1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted’ by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. ’ All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wells 
street.

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
in room 309 Masonio Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 
home, Friday.

Psychic Research meetings at 
-Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o’clock sharp. Advanced course in oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street. 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

Meetings every Sunday at 10;45 a. m. 
atliall 210, Masonic Temple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe, 
soloiset. ■

The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 
holds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Sun Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

ïbe German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrheit No. 18, holds services ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 In Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North avenue, between 

■Halsted and Clybourn; and every- 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hull. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium. .

Church of tlie Soul Communion holds - 
' meetings every Wednesday evening at 

8 oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues. Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray, pastor.

The Hyde Park Occult Society holds 
régular Sunday evening services, 7:45 
o’clock, at 319 E. 55th street, between 
Ktmbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass the door. The best tal
ent available will be secured for all 
meetings. To spread thé truth Is the 
object of this society. Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543 E 55th 
street. Entrance to hall, 319 E. 55th- 
street.

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul, meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple, every first and 
third Thursday of the month. After
noon session, 3 o'clock; evening ses
sion, 7:30. Everyone attending is re- 

■ quested to furnish refreshments for 
6:15 supper. Coffee tickets 10 cents.

The Chicago Spiritualists’- League 
holds Its meetings - the first Tuesday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 

' Hall, 243 Wabash avenue; • Dr. Geo. B.
Warne,, president; O. E.‘ 'Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark —avenue, . ueoretary. The 
League wishes every Spiritualist sod- 
ety of the city, to-send-in the names of 

। all their mediums, stating their partie- 
ular. phase, of mediumship. - Address all’ 
communications to the secretary.

Researches EHh 
T3y SIR WILUAM dROOKES. F. R. S„ with 
Illustrations. Of utfusuul interest and value, 
by one of the greatest scientists of the world. 
Price, 50 cents. . ■

Too many ignore the minor phases ot 
mediumship, and go after the higher 
manifestations, which they cannot com
prehend; and call them trickery, 
sleight-of-hand. Just as well give a 
young pupil a problem in higher math
ematics to solve and explain.

If you have not yet started, don’t be 
too high-minded and ignore the a b c 
part of our phenomena. Attend a home 
circle where you can have confidence 
that all is straight goods. Be sincere 
and honest, for you are dealing with 
the most sacred theme that the human 
mind can conceive of. Then go on; the 
road will grow brighter and brighter as 
you progress. Then to aid you, take a 
spiritual paper which comes to your 
home once a week. The Progressive 
Thinker leads them all; it comes laden 
with the soundest reasoning from the 
brightest minds in mortal life, and 
news fresh from the spirit world that 
will make your heart leap with joy. 
Then you will have something “sweet 
to think of.” Nice thoughts will make 
one healthy, and enable our dear ones 
to approach us and assist- in overcom
ing the struggles and storms of life.

An example: Several years ago my 
wife had a severe attack of catarrh of 
the stomach. The medicine the doctor 
left, did no good. She vomited froth 
every few minutes, and it almost 
strangled her. I implored help from 
my spirit friends, and soon two spirit 
ladies were at her bedside, whispering 
as If in consultation, and I was im
pressed to drop a live coal of fire into 
a tumbler half full ot cold water, and 
have her drink it. I did so, and imme
diately the vomiting ceased, and she 
soon got well. My wife recognized one 
of those ladles as a neighbor who had 
but recently passed over.

Ite LiwDrtWF““ w»“‘
ByWi J. COLVILLE. A scries ot twelve lec
tures, intended as simple, practical expositions 
ot the Ten Commandments In the, spiritual as
pect. Price, 50 cents.-'

BIG BIBLE STORIES.
A plain/practical Consideration of the “Big 

Bible Stories,”-on it’mathematical basis, By 
W, H, Bach. Cloth, 60 cents.

-■A critical anatytlcMl examination of the Ten 
Commandments. IlIfCuM that ita lláme implies. 
By W. H, Bach. Price, paper, 25 cents. '

Success, and How4o Win It.
ByB. F. Austin, B. A., D. D.

A Lecture and Course of Twenty-four Success 
Lessons. Prico 25 cents.

I lOTirTU An Interesting Story I l\Kr I II of Two Worlds.
LtlULFL) 1II Elevating, Fascinat
ing and Instructive Throughout,

This work by Carried. S.-Twing is exception
ally interesting. Sho well says: "These char
acters which have brought out the highest and 
lowest In different rellgious'bellefs, have moved 
me. not I them.’’ Thé whole book is interesting, 
fasclnatiug, ancLlnstructive. Price, $1.00.

IN THE WORLD CELESTIAL.
BY DR." T. K. BLAND,

With full page photograph ot the Heroine Pearl, 
from a spirit painting) -

"Three things that makp this book remarko- 
ble. Its authorship, the astounding claims put 
forth in it. and the philosophy and revelation 
of a future life it contains."—B. O. Flower, In 
'the Arena. -

“It will give us courage topass through the 
deep shadows of death to the sun-lit clime of 
the-world Celestial.”—Kev. H-. W> Thomas.

Cloth bound with gilt side stamp; price. 81.00.

The Maiestu 
of Calmness.
The Kingship 
ofMKontrof.

• Two dainty white gift 
books by Wm. George 
Jordan, treating of In
dividual problems and

*po86ibilitiesinthe 
M light of the -

rating and instructive 
and worth more than the price Indicates, as an 
ornamental and valuable addition to the libra
ry. Price. 30 cents each. ’

SM Music.
"We Are Passing But Once This Way." Song 

and refrain, by P. O. Hudson; price, 25 cents.
"Satlsfled." A reverie. By A. J. Maxham. 

Price 25 cents. A
■ “The-Llght of Reason.” English and German 
words; sung to the tune of "Lead, Kindly 
Light” Price 25Cents.

Vrilia Heights.
A Summer Resort,

:On the NORTH: SHORE OF GENEVA LAKE, for 
PROGRESSIVE PEOPLE, under the direc
tion of DR. ALICE'.«#. STOCKHAM, the well 
known author M'TOKOLOGY. and KAREZZA.

COTTHSES^OF LECTURES
on Philosophy and Ideals are given. Recreation 
Is also an attractive - ¡feature, that inchides ath- 
letics,'dancing,।ewiinming, boating, games and 
sports.

AltTS AN» CRAFTS, 
including tlay inodeUfacr. photography, and tool 
work, under tlifcriirccilon of La Verne Francois 
Wheelor, givcfci»raclieal advantages and joy to 
bhlldren of nil .?ages. Terms, reasonable. For 
particulars address, -o . , A. B. STOCKHAM.

07 Dearborn Street. Chicago, IlL .

The Spiritual-Association of Sixty
ninth street land Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Bun&y at Alberta. Hall, 
6922. Hon. DlGiUnour will address the 
meeting at 7[:30 p. m. Conference at 
2:30 p. m. - ' -

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings every, Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge:Hall, 378 S..Western ave
nue, under the direction, of Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow. ■ . ■

The Golden Rulo Spiritualist Society
will hold meetings every Sunday at ; 
and 3 p. m., at O’Donnell College Bldg.
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ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. D
Who has had

Forty Years* Experience in tho Study 
and Practice of Medicine, Two

Years Prof, in a Medical 
College, Ten Years

IN SANITARIUM WORK, 
•nd ia a Natural Clairvoyant. He never 
fulls 1» dlagnoHiR, He hue given epeclal attention 
to eye, ear. throat and lung trouble», uIbo all 
forms of nervous difleases of both sexes. Never 
falls to pure piles, If you would like an opinion 
of your case FRJ2E. write lust how you feel with 
your own hand and hold the letter in your hand 
fire minutes. Enclose stamp for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. D. 
Prop. Reed Chy Sanitarium, Heed City, Mich.

Chicago, 111. J. PEFFLEY.

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.

Tlie summer of 1847 I was book-kppnJ tomuy NCYVUIfTnOi AddiB°n' 8te“b4 
Ing in lumtor atoashingiS°a^ d^- 

very often had business with a mari 
whose name was Louis Fenton - whS 
was very often drunk, rough and noYsVl 
of Add?16 t0 fcave a fl8ht- The vHffiiSi 
min nnT. wfl8 bu!lt 011 both sides of a 

.P°nd n tbe CaniBteo /liver and ati 
umbePrr'einefm- tt.?6 P°nd' th<*

« as:

vo start when a freshet should annear 

nnH i 111 there and left a candle burnimr 
got aC° andmtonS the Straw and cabf* 
but hee'rawipd40112VaSj badly burned, 
diagonally h °Ut aDd across tho raft 
uiubonauy to the corner of the rnti

Ju y 1 went out about threa 
miles to see a patient, a Mrs Knieht 
Mrd KntoJ Was abdut to start for hole* 
Mr. Knight said: If you are not in tort 
a seance^H-P ? bit a?d we W|U bava 
Will MniCu e Is my boy Jimmy anil 

McMinus, both good writing medi
ums boyg about 16 years old. The 
nn°r 'Ta? atand!ng open and windows 

st^shlny day. I sat down 
near the door at the right in.nd as we 
went in and Will McMinusiaa» near the 
other side of the door. «a?
tat°back\en Th0“ tr°'“ m6’ and -hnimy,.. 
Ms fMbo th>e room’ I'artl ¿J>etween 
his father and me, near a table on’ 
which was a slate and pencil, 
andopno?/ caugllt up tha Blata 
hirViort and Wrote’ "B111 Silver," in 
raft K.Md ““«enced to make a 
on o “night says, "That is Lou Fen- 

onlV h?tiWne d°nn want hlm- He will 
bother us. and said to Lou: "I 

wish you would go away.” Tbe young 
man jumped up and showed fight, but 
did not go near his father. Mr. Knight 
again said, ‘I am not afraid of you 
aaw’ g®t right out,” and as quick as: 
m li£ht 116 ett Jiram>’. and brought;

feet in fi8htlng position .
WERE LH<E THOSE OF A.1 

FEROCIOUS WILD ANIMAL, bu£ 
Knight persisted, telling him he wls 
not afraid, and to leave, and he threw: 
up the boy’s hands and that was all We j 
heard of him. McMlnus said he nurt I 
every bone and joint ip him. That was ) 

' all the seance we had that day. / 
Fenton had two brothers living not ( 

far from there, but they were different/' 
kind of men. I

The matter of obsession that haffl 
been going on in The Progressive 
Thinker, is wnat Induced me to write 
this. dr. g. W. MATTISON. I 

Middleville, Mich. '

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted tree. All in excess 
of ten lines will be charged at the rate 
of fifteen cents per line. About seveip 
words constitute one line.]

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

Some Views Expressed in Regard 
the Future of All.

DR. J. S; LOUCKS
Is one of the oldest and most successful Spirit
ual and Magnetic PhyuiciaiiB. His cui-es are inar- 
.vclous; his examinations are free to all who send 
him name, age. Hex, and lock of hair, and C cents 
In stamps. He doesn't ask for leading symptoms. 
He treats nervous exhaustion of both sexes with 
wonderful auccess, al reduced prices. A trial wtll 
conviucoyou. His practice extends all over the 
land. He cures you in your own home. '

Address, J, S. LUUOKM. M. D„
. r . —Lock Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

Mr. Elijah Champlin, an old and re
spected citizen of Three Rivers, Mich., 
passed to the higher life, April 13, aged 
85 years and 7 months. Mr Champlin 
and his good wife, who is now 81, have 
been believers in. the phenomena and 
philosophy of Spiritualism for over 
forty years. H. L. Chapman of Marcel
lus, Mich., was called to deliver the 
funeral address, which old residents be
lieve to have been the first Spiritualist 
sermon ever delivered in Three Rivers. 
Burial in Riverside Cemetery.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fino Forces.

Tenches new and wonderful methode of cure.
•■Fast becoming of world-wide fame.”—H.Tuttle 

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism. Mind, Baths, 
Ila beautiful- Diploma confers title. "D. M.

.Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one's homa Books and Instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. ». BABBITT. M.
62 East Ave., Roclieulrr, N. Y.

Passed to the higher life from her 
late residence, Detroit, Mich., Mrs. 
Belle Huber. She leaves a husband, 
parents, sisters, brothers and many 
friends who realize that she lives and 
loves them still, as there is only a thin 
veil between us.

NELLIE S. BAADE.

(FRANK N. FOSTER,

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHER,
I have had a continuous practice in this phase 

of mediumship for over twenty yeare, during 
which limo I have been successful in obtaining 
lor my numerous patrons hundreds of pictures 
which have been fully recognized as correct like
nesses of relatives and friends who have “passed 
beyond the veil.” Send for jny circulars concern
ing tcnn&, testimonials, etc. Address,

FRANK N. FOSTER.,
O1 rltxhUffli St. Grand Rapid«, Mich.

Another veteran Spiritualist has an
swered the roll call of Death’s Angel. 
John Gregg at the age of 83, passed 
from this earthly expression to his 
spiritual inheritance from the home of 
his niece, Mrs. Kendall Snepherd, of L.a 
Crosse, Wls., April 7. Uncle John,' as 
he was familiarly called, was a devoted 
Spiritualist and never let anything but 
helplessness keep him from the meet
ings. The services were held in the 
little Jewish synagogue which the Spir
itualists have rented for their services, 
and it was taxed to its utmost capacity 
by people of all denominations, friends 
of Uncle John. The services were con
ducted by the writer, assisted by Mrs. 
Frances Wheeler of LaCrosse.

CATHARINE McFARLIN.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St- 

San Jose, Call

Some GHiddsgs ¡“ 
ot Occultism ) HODERN. 
BY O. W. LEADBEATER 

The following subjects are treated In a most 
able manner;
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
rtODERN:—The Unseen World? The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Magic, White and Black; Tho Use and Abuse 
of Psychic Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism: How to Build Character: Tho Fu
ture of Humanity; The Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound In Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. -400 pages. Price, »1.50.

At 5:35 a. m., April 10, the spirit of 
Ann R. Cabot passed to the higher life 
from her home near Williamston, Mich., 
at the ripe age of nearly 84 years. Her 
husband preceded her two years ago. 
Many visitors at Haslett Park will miss 
the smiling faces of "Father and 
Mother Cabot," but the camp grounds 
in the other lite will be tlie brighter for 
tlie sunny presence of these dear long
time Spiritualists. The writer gave 
the words of consolation that only our 
beloved philosophy can give, to the sor
i owing relatives, friends and neighbors.

_ JULIA M. WALTON.

At Highlands, Cal., Thursday, April 
13, 1905, Miss M. C. Loring passed from 
the mortal form. She was a native of 
Marseilles, Ill. She leaves relatives in 
the East, in San Bernardino and in Oak
land, Cal. She was a true and devoted 
woman. She bad long been a Spiritual
ist. Mrs. Lily M. Thiebaud, pastor of 
the San Bernardino Spiritualist So
ciety conducted the funeral service, 
Friday at 3 p. m.

I Know How to Develop
you to Avoid Trance,
Controls and Obsession

Philip Smith, a devout Spiritualist 
and reader of The Progressive Thinker, 
a member of tlie board of trustees of 
the Shaker society here, passed to the 
immortal shore, April 17. The funeral 
was held the 20th inst. The pastor, 
Elder A. L. Work, delivered the prin
cipal address, reading the 23rd Psalm, 
and according to the custom of the peo
ple many members spoke feelingly of 
the worthy character of their arisen 
brother. The hymns, "Beautiful Shore" 
and “Harvest Reward,” were sung.

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
West Troy, N. Y.

■ South Paulina street, between-Washing- 
■ ton Boulevard and -Park, avenue. All 

cordially Invited. . • ..
!■ Temple Light and Truth, 370 Waban- 
■ sia avenue, near Robey street, and 
i North’ avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
. m.- -Lectures and spirit messages given 
. at 3 and 8 p. m., by. Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
i every Sunday, bi German and English, 
• The Christian Octsult Church, United 
! Brotherhood Hall. 3245- «State street 
• Every Sunday Evening at . 7:30.- Test 
l'| messages given by good mediums. GoOfi 

J speakers in atWsflance.

HFI challenge any other SYSTEM ON EARTH 
TO DO FOR YOU WHAT MY SYSTEM CAN DO.

UTSPIR1TUALISM means the unfoldmenl of 
?our own psvchlcal powers-independent of eon»' 
rols. The other kind lends to Sorcery, Black 

Magic, Crime, Insanity, and Demonical 
ObftCBiilona, Stop before it is too late, - 

- layMv eyetem is sane, rational, simple, pure, 
ho sitting in the dark or holding hands or allow
ing vampires to sap your vitality, -

gSr’The system ot Philosophy concerning Di
vinity can develop you into a seer and a magician, 
It Unfolds your powers of clairvoyance, clalraudl- 
encer clalrscntience. psychometry, inspiration, 
healing; prophecy, seership, test mediumship, 
rapport with the splrlbworld, find hidden treas-. 
ures. mlnd^readlngv. how to be well, prosperous, 
and successful; • ; • . . .

. Betid stamped addressed envelope for terms, 
proBpeetnteffree delineation of psychical capacity 
io— ■ -. . . . ■

. J. C. F. UKVMBINE,
(tba notea pBKhlo and author,)

.> XSS5 ©«iBacsswesskh Are.,

In reading The Progressive Thinker 
of April 8, No. 802, I see a question 
asked by Charles L. Waffles, which Is 
answered by Hudson Tuttle, in which, 
the latter says: “it is true that in tho 
main the effects seen in nature are such 
as appeal to our intelligence." Then 
he alludes to "the destruction of tiro 
hurricane, the cutting down of the bar- 
vdst by rain and hail, the spasm of the 
earthquake, the torture of diseases, the J 
letting loose in infinite swarms of the f 
germs of contagion.” \

If we place a Supreme Intelligence i ' 
over all. what are we to infer from 
these manifestations? If a man after 
building an exquisite machine should 
rend it to pieces, he would be prq- 
nounced mad! -

Is this Supreme Intelligence subject! 
to insanity?

1 say no! .
Allow me to say to your many read- ’ 

ers and profound thinkers that the con
ditions mentioned above were In force 
here on this planet long before it was 
inhabitable by either man or beast, and 
are all natural conditions which nature 
employs to bring about grand results. 
The earthquake is the result of accumu
lated gases in the bowels ot the earth, 
which produce some of our grandest 
scenery, tlie mountains, and not only 
this but it brings to the surface some 
of our most precious metals, which if 
man had to go down to where nature’s 
store-house is. there would be but few 
of these necessary articles brought up.

If everything that man should sow 
would produce an hundred fold, would 
he ever think of his creator? Would 
he not naturally develop his mind along 
the line of money-getting, for the mind 
develops along the line of most thought.

If the conditions in this world were 
not such as co take people away from 
here, how long would it be until there 
would not be standing-room, and not 
only this, but the wealth of the world 
would be concentrated in the hands of a

The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. ’ Big Bible Stories, cloth, W 
cents. For sale at this office.

“The Klngsinp of Self-Control.” By 
Wni. Gebr»e. Jordan. It treats of »he 
crimes of the tongue, ¿ho Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation, of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents.-

"The Commandments .Analyzed.” By 
W. H. Bach. Tlie Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passives, showing great In
congruities. Price ?6-cent» . ...

"The Present Age and Inner Ute; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained." By Andi sw Jack- 
eon Davis; Wo have a few ooplea bi 
4hl8~Work ta tho celebrated se«r. 
fflelMUQ» . '

few, and then what 
suit?

God does not rend 
quisite workmanship

would be the re-

to pieces his ex
íman). We do

this ourselves by transgressing tho 
laws of health which are the laws of na
ture.

Did not Jesus say when he had 
healed the man, "go and sin no more, 
lest a worse thing come unto thee.” 
’ To transgress the laws of health is to 

sin. First there must be a cause be
fore there can be an effect. Life and. 
death are cause and effect, not only In ~ 
this life is this true, but it is so in all ':: 
things. This bony is not me, but is 
mine to develop in. If I destroy this 
house that I live in, before I am fully 
developed, I must finish my develop
ment in the higher realms, for the time 
will come when every sinner will be a 
saint; every evil spirit will be a holy 
angel; every devil will be a god, for did - 
not Jesus say to his disciples, “I say 
ye are gods," and did not one of them, 
turn out to be a devil (a bad man, an 
evil spirit)? .

Eternity is eternal progression. 
When progression stops eternity will 
have an ending. Show me an end to 
space, and I will tell you when eternity 
will end. Dear reader, when you and I 
have developed along the line of good, 
along the line of altruism, as long as 
God has, we will then be as wise as he 
is now, and he will still be as far In ad
vance in regard to wisdom as he Is to
day, For God is a spirit and all spirits 
have a chance to progress if they will.

J. F. KREMBLEBINB.
Kenton? Ohio. ■

“The Priest, the Woman and the Con» 
iesBional.” This book, by the welt 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, $1. '

“A Conspiracy Against the Republic." 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
"History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get control of the gov
ernment. An important, work. PagSP, 
25 cents.- ’ ■ . ।

. ■ ■ ' ' I
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FULLY BLINDFOLDED.

Yet Answering Written Questions.

, W.

INTUITION.

hidden

i

«i

are

’ L Curie, wbq is only 34 years oW, is an ’at» - ,

home address.
Buffalo, N. Y.

Or sat on the moss of the meadows, 
Where the coblest of shadows 

laid. ■ ' ■

A Scientific World Wonder.

tangled. 

languid

glow-worm, : ■
By the rays of its own feeble light 

■—Hon Moody .Currier.'

I Baby Scientist Like Her Mother.
■ In looks the little girl is like her 

mother. She has the blue eyes and the 
mass of beautiful blond hair which is a 
distinctive feature of her mother. Mine.

How does it .know—this tiny 
thing— • .

Within-its wilderness of 
■ grass, . . ■ '

The hour when Summer’s

.. ........................

rugrtesibe ¡Hunker
• SPI^.IT|JALIg^I—Progress, Ugntersal LaW oí flâtâre ; Tfepûgb^» ibe goleen* Her’Problems. gPII^ITUALIgjyi
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' WHATEVER 18, MUST BE. THE DRUNKARD.

A Little GirJ Born and Reared in Record- 
ance viith Scientific Principles, is Novi 

/dtractii\£ the Attention of ¡Ml Europe. .

Some Suggestive Reflections on the Situation. '

‘ The growth and development of, a 
little girl I as set forth in the Chicago , 

\ Tribune], in Baris is lately attracting
'■ -the attention of all Europe.
\ It Is tlie “radium baby," the daughter 
¿f M. and Mme- Curie.
\ The "radium baby” has now grown 
into a grave-faced and <lult®,5wJtXpnt 
Child of 7. A few years ago the advent 
of a light halrefi and blue eyed Infant 
in one" of the suburbs of Paris .caused 
not a ripple of interest in the hearts of 
anybody in the world, except-the lonely 
and almost strangely isolated father 
and mother.

Later, when Mme. Curie made her 
. dazzling discovery, there was a com

plete overshadowing in the minds of 
the world of the existence of the baby. 
Now, all of a sudden, she is remem- 
bored as to the possibilities which may 
be held for her, in environment and 
heredity. x, _ .

It Is pointed out that she Is the first 
child that has been known of scientific 
parentage who has been born under con
ditions entirely favorable to transmit
ting and increasing that which Is by 
divine right her heritage. Other chil
dren have had scientists for fathers, 
but a scientific mother, at least one who 

\ is truly trained and devoted to her pro
fession, has been considered a wild im- 
iirobablllty, the idea of which was smile 
forovoklng.
| Wonders Expected of Child.
\ Now that Mme. Curie has changed 
<be smile to the world’s ga/.e of aston
ishment and admiration, the wise ones 
fire pointing terthe great achievements 
■which may reasonably be expected of 

. this little girl so doubly favored by
\ heredity. ,
/ Mme. Curie herself had a scientist 
( for a father. She also had the advant- 
\age of environment. The father who 

was professor of psychics in the Unl- 
i’erslty of "Warsaw, was too poor to 
keep an assistant, and, being faithfully 

- devoted to science and devotedly at
tached to his little girl, kept her with 
him by teaching her how to clean bot- 
ties and tubes after each experiment. 
She soon acquired a knowledge of the 
uses of the various chemicals and uten
sils needed tor different experiments, 
and could describe the processes dem

. onstrated by her father to his pupils.
Fond as he was of her, her father 

never dreamed of her future scientific 
career. It was not long, however, be
fore the students who saw the little 
girl with her enormous apron wrapped 
about her, and who handled the delicate 
apparatus with the touch of a lover, rec
ognized the fact that she was saturated 
■with science to her finger tips.

They began to call her “little profess: 
dfovna." •

Today the ‘tprofessorovna’s” baby 
doubles, or triples, her mother’s gifts, 
both of heredity and association. She 
inherits the scientific mind of three an
cestors. She lias had her tendencies 
strengthened by the most wonderful of 
prenatal influences. As to associations, 
She sleeps, and wakes, and plays, and 
studleiin a world of science. She Is

tractive woman with a tall, fine figure, 
and a good forehead with a distinctly 
pleasing face with thin lips, which, 
while perhaps they give a. touch of 
hardness to the face, indicate her sci
entific .temperament. In many ways 
her daughter is like her.

There is one way in which the child 
resembles her father. That is in the 
soft and penetrating glances which, in 
him, have an irresistible charm. She 
also frequently has a, grave, questioning 
look in her eyes as if there was some
thing which she wished to know all 
about. With a father and mother who 
live for science alone, and talk of noth
ing else, it is.no wonder that the “baby” 
frequently asks strange questions 
which are posers even to tfie scientific 
authorities of whom they are asked.

Before the child’s birth the mother 
was in the midst of the long series of 
experiments which led . to the radium 
discovery. Most of her time was spent 
in the laboratory In the Rue Lhpmond, 
where all of their Important discoveries 
have been matie. At the same time, to 
help in the struggle with expense which 
all the time was besetting the young 
couple, she was lecturing and giving ex
periments at a young women's college. 
It is probable fhat in the history of the 
world there was never an influence of 
prenatal character that was of a more 
profound and absorbing quality.

Is it any wonder that the great scien
tists who are nearing, and yet never 
quite reaching, the goal of some of the 
world’s greatest problems, look upon 
this baby as the one of the next genera
tion who may some day'hold the co v
eted key in her hand ?

never away from her father and moth
er. Her baby ears and her keen little 
ibind already follow the most intricate
ly scientific discussion of the compos
ite ravs emitted from radium.

There is no Arabian Night’s tale of 
a wonderful lamp which" to her mind 
can compare with that strange, glowing 
substance which always burns brightly, 
and which must be approached so care
fully for fear it will work destruction. 
She disdains the ordinary quests upon 
which knights of old went forth beside 
the search for conditions which will 
make it possible to get a strange and 
fearfully wonderful look inside her own 
body.

Test Tubes and Retorts for Toys.
In the little home in the suburbs in 

which the family lives the quietest of 
lives, there is no greater or more wild 
dissipation than a romp with the little 
daughter, or a bicycle ride in which she 
is the principal participant; There

Fifty-seven years have passed—fifty-seven years in 
which the world has awakened as from a dream and 
pushed forward with an energy unparalleled in his
tory—since those little raps at Hydesville brought to 
human understanding a force which holds within its 
power the destiny of all humanity ; since the night of 
superstition which enshrouded the spiritual horizon 
was lifted, and we were enabled to see as never before 
into the beyond, into the silence which had always 
been shrouded in mystery and doubt, there to’find a 
world of progression whose inhabitants, in their man
ner of living, in their thoughts, and purposes, present 
as great a contrast between the higher and lower 
spheres as is observable in this stage of existence.

During these few years the two worlds have be
come united in a bond of sympathy and understand
ing which in the ages yet. to unfurl to our vision will 
become stronger and stronger as the necessities of 
earth cease to interfere with the spiritual perception 
of mankind, and we can foresee the time not many 
generations hence when all shall know : _

‘•They are not dead ! they have but passed 
Beyond the mists that blind us here, 

. Into the new and larger life ‘
Of that serener sphere.

“They have but dropped their robe of clay 
' To put their shining raiment on ;
They have not wandered far away— , 

They are not ‘lost’ or ‘gone.’ ”

Mrs. Adella Lakey of Buffalo, N. Y., 
gave one of the best blindfolded test 
seances ever given in Buffalo, to a large 
and responsive audience that picked 
the clpirch corner of Allen and Park 
streets, on Sunday night, April9. The 
services opened as usual, and after sing
ing, Bible reading and other opening 
exercises, Mrs. Lakey was blindfolded 
by Dr. Wilcox, the pastor of the church, 
who was very careful there should be 
no unfair advantage taken of those in 
attendance, as the Doctor will not coun
tenance anything that bears even the 
appearance'"of evil.

Then after some music on the gram
ophone, for harmony, Mrs. Lakey was 
led to the task of the evening. • Every
one present was invited to ask as many 
questions as they desired to, that the 
tests might be made thorough and com
plete, and after the questions .were 
gathered and placed in Mrs. Laltey’s 
hands the tests began in earnest; '

Questions "‘of --travel, losses, pur
chases, • sickness, legacies, absent 
friends, finance, investment, etc., were 
asked and answered, readily and very 
satisfactorily.

Many names were given, although 
many requested that no name be men
tioned that would give the public any 
information of what they" were inquir
ing about, as they preferred to remain 
“incognito," which was respected by 
Mrs. Lakey, although it made the tests 
more difficult in many ways. Mrs. 
Lakey Surely has a control that is 
among the best, and is entitled to the 
plaudits of all sincere Inquirers for her 
work. There is no doubt she will soon 
be heard on the rostrum at the camps, 
as well as in the different cities of tills 
country, and she surely will make a me
dium whose work will be second to 
none on the rostrum, as her ability is of 
such a commanding and pleasing nature 
that all must enjoy her manifestations 
and readings.

To be once seen, is to be much de
sired in her case. We hope to be able 
to announce tn the near future Mrs. 

. Lakey’s appearance upon the rostrum 
permanently, for we know she will be

comes no greater delight to the father ( 
through the -fay of scientific expert- 
rtents which ho loves than that early 
hour before 7 tn the morning when the 
"baby" wakes to receive from him her. 
arithmetic lesson? That it is one which 
would give a dizzy feeling to the most 
advanced high school boy there is no 
question. Already the little maid can 
tell most mon more than they will ever 
know about practical chemistry. Al
ready test tubes and retorts have be
come her playthings.

To be sure the “radium baby” has a 
doll, which is known for a forlorn and 
neglected look. If a visitor whom she 
knows arrives, she has a way of run
ning and thrusting the doll into his lap 
as if she was glad to get rid of it in 
case it was going to be cared for and 
nursed properly without her.

It is evident that she has inherited 
the calm, happy, and reflective spirit 
which has animated both her grand

i father, her father, and her mother. 
: There is another of the family, the pa
- ternal grandfather of the little girl, who 
. Ilves with the Curies in the suburban 
• cottage, and from whom she will also 
1 inherit some scientific gifts. -He Is a 
1 doctor who has spent his life in splen- 
■ didly successful but unremunerative 

work among the poor. In connection 
with him is told a story which shows 
the modest yet proud spirit and the 
high sense of honor which is a charac
teristic of M. Curie.’ ■ -
• When some time ago he declined the 
red ribbon it was at first taken as a 
sign of extreme republicanism. The 
truth was that he refused because his 
father who had practiced for years in an 
obscure part of Paris, was still undeco
rated. He later stated that “M. Curie. 

. would be pleased and proud to receive 
the Legion of Honor after his father 

; had-become a member?’. . ’ .
’, The “undecorated- doctor," whose 

love for his jvork hqs^bqen §q.great, that 
-Jie hag not striven for’ notoriety, will 
‘ ■mISJ nave' something of his spirit 

stamped in the makeup of, the grand-, 
i child. He and she ate often toinpan- 
l-Johs when his patients have left him 
I early enough to allow of his working In 
! the garden which surrounds the-little 
’ house. -

one of the greatest successes along her 
line of development. '

Mrs. Lakey may be seen for reading 
or tests .any Sunday evening at. the 
Church; corner of Park and Allen, Buf
falo, N. Y., at 8 o’clock, as she will con
tinue her tests, readings, etc., at this, 
church during Mr. Wilcox’s pastorate at 
least, as the-Doctor is very enthusiastic 
in his praise Of her.- Mrs. Lakey will 
change her present address May ,1, 
when we will notify the public ot her

Science and philosophy have also taken 'wonderful 
strides in solving problems whieh little more than half 
a century .ago would have been deemed beyond the 
power of man to understand. The old superstitions 
have crumbled When confronted by the piercing light 
carried by the modern thinker and resourceful ex
plorer into the dusty, blood-stained caverns of the 
past. A modern religion, combined with a modern 
science, has done more in the past fifty-seven years to 
solve the problems and the mysteries oflife, than has 
been accomplished by the freedom-hating, thought- 
stifling-dogmas of the past in all the myriad ages of 
their sway. ’

But they are dead and theirs is the only true death, 
for they shall know no awakening. The devil fthe- 
ology) has lost his hold of humanity. Long has he 
held sway over the fears and superstitions of the mis
informed, but now, thanks to the higher world, the 
light has replaced the darkness, and the devil is seen 
to be nothing more nor less than the church itself!

Orthodox religion prior to the. advent of. science 
was the absolute autocrat in all investigation into the 
unknown. All went well for a time, until the enlarg
ing intellect of the more alvanced thinkers could no 
longer be held in cheek. It was then that ¿ijieneb, 
composed of those who could see beyond the narrow 
view of the church, took up the search for trlith and 
advanced the race, in spite of the obstacles which 
the church has cast in its path, through pain and 
strife, to.its present condition of advancement.

But when science reached the dominion of 'the 
spirit, its progress ceased for a time. Orthodoxy in 
its yeal to prevent the promulgation o.f ideas contrary 
to its teachings had caused the liberal thinker to re
gard as a tabooed subject everything pertaining to 
religion. While our material scientists would not ad
vance beyond the consideration of material things, 
yet those who had passed to the realm where all is 
spirit and were thus compelled to accept the truth, 
did not cease to labor in the endeavor to bring from 
the higher to the lower life the truths which our ma
terial science had refused to investigate. May the 
scientist earthly, and the scientist spiritual, soon be 
enabled to pursue their labors hand in. hand, regard
less of the change which separates them!

Science has already been led to accept the truth of 
the “N-rays” which is only the ’magnetism whieh 
Spiritualism has long"demonstrated and which makes, 
psychometry possible, the only difference being , in
name. These things are almost as subtle as the spirit 
itself, and it requires but slight progress ere science 
will be compelled to accept the truth of spirit return.

Spiritualism has shown. truths, however, whieh it 
will take scieg.ce centuries to demonstrate and accept 
—just as it has taken the church centuries to accept 

1 and apply the knowledge given by science. ■
We often hear people exclaim: “Why tear down 

the-old religions.-? Let us instead of destroying the 
bld, give our attention to the upbuilding and perfec
tion of-our own cause.” SEEMINGLY THEY FOR-

flown ntimes with which they , disguise themselves 
were to come out broadly for Spiritualisin; if those in 
other walks of life who are silent for business or so
cial reasims, but who nevertheless say, “there is some- 
;hing in it that I can’t understand,” woult^ com« out 
broadly for the truth as they understand it, Spiritual- 
'l$m would be a far more respected force in the world 
ftian is the case to-day. In the ehd, however, it.is 
'probable that the quiet way in which it is undermin
ing and penetrating the various churches is accom
plishing; greater results than if it was working entire
ly in an organized manner. It is.far better to,.have a 
basis too‘broad, than one which is too narrow.

If there is one lesson which should be plain to every 
thinker, it is the fallacy of attempting to place limits 
tq the aspirations of the human mind, The truth 
needs no creed to define it, It should be self-evident 
tq every Riinking mind that a truth in order to be in
corporated in a creed must be so clearly determined 
thatRhbre is no chance, for a difference of opinion 
cdncerning.it; and when a truth is plain enough to be 
iriboilpmated in a creed it needs no creed to ejefine it.

Spirituidism is boundless; it embraces truth wher
ever ifound, and to attempt to,guide- and check its 
flqw’jyiilva creed is like the efforts of children to ob
struct |ho river with rubbish which will only be 
caughtlup in its currents, whirled along for a time, 
agd then-cast again upon the banks while the river 
gdesjugliindered on its way, knowing no end but the 
ocean with whose waters it will mingle .and" thus per
meate, in time, every part of the earth. ..

Organization is, however, an absolute heecssity; and. 
should receive the earnest attention and support of 
ev,cry true Spiritualist. We need organization in or
der that our mediums and workers may receive more 
just treatment—that the laws may grant them greater 
freedom in the practice of their gifts.

WE NEED ORGANIZATION- TO RESTRAIN 
AND'ABOLISH THE OBNOXIOUS FRAUDS THAT
IlAVE CAUSED THOUSANDS TO REJECT SI’IR- 
ITUALISM, DISGUSTED, EVEN TROUGH CON- 
VINCEDTHAT IT IS NOT ALL FRAUD; AND 
WlHCHtellAVE PREVENTED- .OTHER THOU
SANDS FROM INVESTIGATING AT ALL. _

Organization is necessary in order that the insidious 
attacks of religious fanatics may be repulsed, and to 
prove to .’the world that Spiritualism is neither dead 
nor dying. It is necessary that more missionaries 
may be sent forth where otherwise thousands would 
remain in- ignorance of the spiritualizing influence of 
spirit communion.

The fear that Spiritualism will become a creed- 
bdiind religion has no foundation in fact. .

THE N-. S. A. IN THE'FEW YEARS OF ITS EX
ISTENCE HAS DONE A WORK OF INESTIMA- 
BLÎ® VALUE IN PLACING SPIRITUALISM UPON 
A MORE SUBSTANTIAL BASIS, AND IT. SHOULD 
RECEIVE THE MORAL AND FINANCIAL SUP
PORT OF EVERY SPIRITUALIST WHO HAS THE 
BES'i| INTERESTS OF THE GAUSE AT- HEART.

1 ''ThmsiigH differences of opinion, the doctrines ad
vocated -which many: Spiritualists cannot endorse, 
should mot prevent them from, overlooking the mis
takes apd points of difference while they unite upon 
thè principles wherein there is perfect agreement. It 
shoulj be remembered that there is not an association 
in apy branch of endeavor that is perfect, but the er
rors: promulgated will soon be outgrown and Spirit
ualism will be stronger for the help given now while 
•the need is greatest. ’

Aksaid before, the truth cannot be circumscribed, 
but the date of its general acceptance can be greatly 
hastened .by intelligent and harmonious co-operation.

¡•Spiritualism is the crowning splendor of countless 
agé.iof progress. It has come in answer to man’s en
deavors fo solve the mysteries of existence ; to learn 
whether or not life’s journey ends at the grave. It 
now,has passed into our keeping and the duty we owe 
to fÿture générations is to keep it uncontaminated by 
selfish purposes; to consider its care of greater mo
ment than any’otlier duty of life—nay, even greater

A Philosophical View of the Question.

Carl C. Pope in The Progressive 
Thinker of Dec. 19 last, sustains Alexan
der Pope on the great question of 
“Whatever is, is right,” and in so do
ing consciously or unconsciously in
dorses all that Is, as it is.
“All nature is but art unknown to thee, 
All chance direction, which thou canst 

not see.”
This thought is a weighty one and will 
bear the closest scrutiny. This leads 
one to think Alexander Pope and his 
namesake believe that art and nature 
are one when understood, and partial 
evil is universal good. The climax be
ing reached in the statement that what
ever is, is right.

If all chance is direction which we 
cannot see, to admit the existence of 
chance denies intelligent motive in na
ture.

This being one of the most recondite 
subjects considered by the human mind, 
I hope our friend of Black River Falls 
will not feel aggrieved if 1 try to help 
him through the jungles a little.

In the first place I assume that our 
correspondent is not so far advanced as 
to ignore the ordinary usage of lan
guage as well as the ordinary experi
ence of mankind.

It Is truly said that analysis without 
definition^ is destruction.

Then what is usually meant by the 
word right.

In philosophy it is an equivalent of 
that which produced It. But in our or
dinary affairs of life it means correct
ness, as 5 plus 5 minus 3 equals 7. Who 
disputes It? No one; it mudt be right. 
But if I make the statement 5 plus 5 
minus 3 equals 6, they will say at once 
it is wrong. Though wrong is not al
ways an evil, we must have the word to 
designate mistakes as well as to dénote 
evil, and to assume that such a state
ment is correct would be equal to say- 
ipg all statements are right, because 
'Whatever is, is right. The statement 
that a lie has been told may be the 
statement of a fact, but does not make 
it right to He.

Everything in nature has its opposite. 
For heat there is cold; for darkness, 
light; for health, disease; for good 
there is evil; It is as unphilosophical 
to' declare all Is right, as to declare that 
all is wrong. If everything is right 
there could be no mistakes made in na
ture or art, and consequently there 
could be no improving on the past.

Our correspondent farther states 
that no finite being who possesses the 
modesty which his limited knowledge 
should superimpose will hardly feel 
justified in arraigning the creative 
power, as the author of wrong. God 
is just, and He governs this world 
aright. He has no partnership with 
the devil or anybody else in the gov
ernment of the universe.”

It seems to me our friend is somewhat 
governed by-the superstitions of the 
past concerning the character of God. 
Why does he attribute to God the mas
online gender? Is God of the male 
sex, without doubt or condition? How 
has.he.iojwd.teut-so.much about tlie 
Deity, as being one masculine God and 
having no partnership with the devil or 
anyone else in thé government of the 
universe? He may be right, in fact 
must be, If “Whatever is, is right.” but 
I am curious to know how he knows 
these things are true. It” is accepted 
that our universe is so large that there 
is no room for another universe, and 
for this reason I suppose he assumes

HIb Condition In the Realm of Souk

ot$ d,runkard, after pass. 
th6.Physlcal body gravitates 

to a sphere whieh places it in harmony 
and relation with its state of develop-! 
ment. The body is then repulsive to 
look upon and deformed. The nature 
of the atoms which compose the spirit 
body can only exist in a sphere whose 
atmospheric atoms are in harmony 
with the spirit’s composition. I have’ 
before stated that it was not a matter I 
of belief but of law. This fact shows 
us the absurdity of a forced state of 
existence for a period of time, or a pre. । 
arranged place for such spirits by the 
will or declaration of an individual, as 
believed by many. If the spirit Is sep
arated from the body while drunk its. 
awakening In the invisible life will be 
confused, and he will scarcely notice , 
the two different states, and his first' 
desire will be to get, at any cost of 1 
efforts, whisky to relieve his sufferings. 
In this condition the spirit may remain 
for a long time. These spirits have 
been seen by the clairvoyant, standing 
with mouth over the glass of liquor, 
held in the hand of a drunken mortal, 
Inhaling the spirit particles of its con
tents till they, spirit and mortal, would; 
become drunk and full.

While in Chicago,"and by mistake of 
cars I was obliged to pass along one of ; 
those streets whose every other door Is । 
a saloon. But before entering this 
street I was strangely Impressed of a 
danger to myself, and that I should pro
tect myself by gathering- my skirts 
closely around me and walking near to 
the edge of the sidewalk. For there 
were in those infested sidewalks pplr- 
Its of this class, waiting to attach them
selves to purer spirits, and therefrom." 
get satisfaction, and desire. Thus it isj 
that harm is caused the innocent chll-. 
dren who are sent to such places for|' 
“just a little beer for strength." ‘ 

For shame! And often this samel, 
child, by this power of these undevel
oped spirits, becomes in turn a drunk-- 
ard, and the ignorant world blames 
that child Instead of placing the blame( 
where it belongs—on the heads of our; 
government for allowing it to be pro»? 
duced. I

I have spoken of these spirits whtfj 
for many years care nothing for ad-! 
vancement, and live in a state of stu-, 
pidity till their natures are wholly sat-| 
Isfled, and this passion is burned away| 
from their nature. 1 wish to speak oil 
the same class of spirits who have be-< 
come drunkards in learning to drinkl 
through social life, as sometimes this! 
habit was forced upon them “to pleasat 
a friend."

"Yes, by all means, take a drink with] 
him, he is a customer.” One must;

God is so large there 
another God.

Now I cannot think 
cepts a god in matter.

is no

friend 
For

room l'or

Pope se
it God is

.footsteps pass, .
Thé’Southward flying birds are op.‘the 

wing, .■ . .
While, earth is dulnb with August’s sl- 

■ . lenclng?
How does it know the time for purplish 

haze, ' - ■ ' " ..
Or guess the wondrous transforma- 

tion'scene, .
Which sets the fields and forests all 

ablaze? , .
Yet, in shrill notes,- fr<?m drowsy 

ways of green,
Breaking the spell that passing Sum

mer sways, ... .
The cricket first, proclaims the Autumn 

■ days. ■ ’ '
—H. 0. Wood. in A-Inslee’s Magazine.

A FOND RECOLLECTION.
In the bend of a nearby forest,' 

In a cool and shady nook, " .
There crept, in silence, the waters 
, Of a tiny, slender? brook.’ - - -

In the balmieSt days of summer, 
Alone in that nook have I strayed,

I have talked yfitb/the: catbirds and
• thrushes,
-That mock each other In song;. . ’ 

Till weary with' mocking and sifiglng.
The songsters have left rhe and gone.-

I’ve followed the firefly in .the darkness, 
As it gleamed in the warm "Summer 

. night, . - ... -
And have found out the home of the

"GET THAT BEFORE WE CAN ERECT A SUB
STANTIAL STRUCTURE, WE MUST REMOVE 
THE OLD RUBBISH WHICH OBSTRUCTS THE 
GROUND. AND EXCAVATE FAR DEEPER FOR 
OUR FOUNDATION THAN WAS NECESSARY 
FOR THE OLD INFIRM STRUCTURES WHOSE 
EXISTENCE WAS ONLY A- TEMPORARY ONE, 
TILL SUFFICIENT PROGRESS HAD BEEN AT
TAINED TO REPLACE WITH A GRANDER, 
■MORE ENDURING EDIFICE;'IT WOULD BE AS 
LOGICAL TO ATTEMPT THE ERECTION OF A 
MODERN BUILDING WITHOUT DISTURBING 
THE OLD HOVELS OCCUPYING THE GROUND, 
AS TO ENDEAVOR TO BRING TO .COMPLETION 
THE GLORIOUS TEMPLE iOF SPIRITUALISM 
WHILE THE RELIGIOUS GROUND IS ENCUM
BERED BY THE DECAYING DOGMAS OF THE 
PAST. ■ ■ .

An army ean move no.fasten.than its slowest regi
ment, and" as long a& people reVere the past and neg
lect the present and the future* human progress will 
be cheeked. If the orthodox, creeds are allowed to 
-stand unmolested, there will be.no progress of their 
devotees, and thus all will be-retarded waiting for the 
laggards to wake up of their own volitiom

There is much to do, very muqh to do,-before Spir
itualists can be*content,to go abdut their work of up
building without endeavoring td. destroy the - old. 
Spiritualism has not come to tear-down, except where 
the old religions’teach falsely. iTrue, the old relig
ions possess some truth, which .is jüst the point where
in the danger lies’. ’’’Were they:,all error they would 
long ago have disappeared/but tjiere is just enough 
truth to lend force to-tlie errors promulgated. THE 
TRUTH WILL LIVE: THE MISTAKES ALONE 
.ÇAN BE ERADICATED--. _ . /

TIferefore I/see.no need to-monrn over the passing 
of the old, for when the debris is removed the truth 
will only shine the clearer. - ;

’ Spiritualism cannot'l?fc.jBonfined ; its province is npt 
thé establishment of another creed to enter into.com« 
petition, with those already in .the field; but instead? 
it is permeating every field of thought whether liberal 
or orthodox, and therb is a growing horror of the bar»’ 
barons teachings -and actions of‘the past.

’ v If those who are Spiritualists in all except the high«

thajiilife itself. .
" Tlferc are fislithat live so far beneath the surface of 
thejocean that the light of the sun never penetrates to 
their abode, and- with them, as with the mole and 
othfey animals which dwell beneath the surface of the 
earth in total.darkness, their eyes are in a rudiment- 
ary:state, for eyes would'bc useless to them in the 
darkness. Thus to primitive man, living in the sav- 
a’geily and darkness of the early ages, the spiritual 
perceptions of the present would have been useless, 
fondle had no aspirations to greater things.

• But as he began to reason, to analyze, to investi
gate, the need for these higher faculties of the soul 
vyns-felt, and slowly—for evolution moves deliber
ately ¿-the faculties needed for the determination of 
spiritual things began to evolve and grow more per
fect?- At first they enabled him to see only grotesque 
images of his spiritual surroundings. Then it was 
that he idolized those whose soul-powers were most 
highly developed. The degrees of good and evil were 
magnified—evil spirits were changed to devils, while 
thfi|iigher ones were made to appear as gods.

-Repeatedly were efforts made by those from the 
spirit-side of life, to correct the errors in regard to 
their life, as witness the manifestations recorded in 
the'Bible, the visions of Swedenborg, the occurrences 
of'the'Shakers, the phenomena which took place in. 
the’-presence of John. Wesley, and other instances too 
numerous to mention; But not until the advent of 
Modem-Spiritualism were the denizens of the upper 
world "able to impart a correct idea of their life and 
Surroundings. ■

.Even yet they are hampered by the imperfection of 
themselves and more especially of those who are still 
this side of the divide, but the same power that has 
¡carried us -from savagery up through the various 
stages’of civilization to the wisdom of the present will 
carry us onward still farther and farther on the road 
to ’perfection, until at last the veil between the .two 
Worlds-which has-steadily grown more-transparent 
with the passing of the years will be drawn entirely 
aside and we shall walk through life hand in hand 
vyith the-angel world, with one aim, one purpose,-and 
that to exemplify on earth the heaven above.

the creator. He must have existed prior 
to that which is created. Therefore 
Brother Pope’s . God must necessarily 
be a personal God, and outside of that 
which is created, because God could 
not clothe his identity in matter and be 
everywhere present in the universe 
and still remain a personal god.

Now, what does "personal” mean? It 
means the same when used to qualify 
God as It docs when used to qualify 
man. Webster says that personal 
means relating to an Individual. Then 
if God is a personal God, it is self-evi
dent that God is one and only one indi
vidual, and that our friend regards God 
as individualized intelligence.

If this Is true, as it now seems to be, 
he is not in full agreement with Alex
ander Pope, who says that ’’All are 
parts of one stupendous whole, whose 
body nature is, and God the soul.” But 
if he should conclude on mature delib
eration that Alexander is right (which 
he Is, if all Is right) it will naturally 
lead to the conclusion that all life is 
one (or of the same kind of material) 
and that life in the aggregate In what
ever form it may be is God, and farther 
if God is good all life is good, and all 
individual life should be in strict 
agreement with the whole of life, which 
we know is not the case. Choose 
which road you will take,

A reasonable view of the question 
would lead to the conclusion that there 
may be as many Gods in the universe 
as there are individual souls, and if 
each soul is a part of the universal 
whole or God, then God as a complete 
being is composed of millions of souls 

'as well as being the soul of the uni
verse.

Not being a part of the whole does 
not seem to unify one’s belief or action 
with other portions of the body of 
God, and the Jesuits are that the mem
bers of God’s body are at war with one 
another, as Russia and Japan now are. 
There is no evading these facts as a 
logical outcome of a universal God or 
■one whose body nature is. .

And farther, if all nature is but art 
unknown to thee (us) man being the 
only master of art, there can be no uni
versal individualized intelligence. Such 
a proposition would be to assert that 
notwithstanding the fact that it takes 
all people to know all things, the whole 
"may he known by one person. The con
ditions of attaining this information are 
not yet made known to the public.

. LeMars, Iowa. A. T. ALFRED.

needs drink with him to keep him andl 
his dollars he gives us. In business^ 
life, kind readers, you know this is true- 
and you, with me, mourn the weakness; 
of men who gave away to this practice*! 
for sqlf-pain and love of gold. ।

This class of spirits upon entering] 
spirit life lose all desire or taste for] 
liquors and become missionaries for; 
mortals and spirits, as they realize the! 
tesults of drinking. They try to im
press those who would drink of rum of; 
its dangers, and sometimes pull awayi, 
this lower class of spirits from mortals.)

There are places in spirit life that; 
compare with such natures and there- 
millions of spirits arc held prisonersi 
by mental association with others. Not; 
more than two weeks ago 1 received a 
letter from an old lady whose husband) 
has been in the habit of drinking more< 
or less. She tells me that one night] 
her husband had a vision or dream, and] 
that he awoke in fear, and stated that 
he had seen a part of “hell" for drunk
ards, and this is what he related as hav
ing seen:

“It led into byways and roads, crook
ed and dark, and I had to pass narrow 
bodies of water—pools whose stagnant’ 
odor was sickening. I at last arrived at 
the edge of a dark precipice, steep and 
rocky. Upon looking down I saw, 
within this dark pit men of all nation
alities, some clinging and hanging on 
the sides of the rocks, and In all lan^ 
guages giving their expression of feel»: 
Ing: some crying for Whisky! Rum!] 
Gin! But every spirit there was crying; 
and Buffering as a result of earth llfej 
I came pretty near falling in it, but It 
managed to get away, and 1 am sol 
thankful I could do so." :

No doubt there are those who will) 
read this, and laughingly say: "Ah, he 
had 'them? a crazy man’s delusive! 
dream." Very well. But mental sci-l 
ence speaks differently and assures ua;] 
that even dreams are living and ex-v 
isting objects—and In their state ar^ 
real.

Again, we who have seen and read ofi, 
these conditions know that such pla» 
ces as seen by this man really exist/" 
and are somewhere in the spirit world,! 
from the very tact that they exist here.;
It is a counterpart of the earthlv condi» 

VIRGINIE BARRETT. /tions.

EARLY SPRINGTIME.

A

A PRESENCE.

. "I hare felt '
presence that disturbs me with 

Joy
the

Grand Rapids, Mich. GEO. B? FERRIS.

¿ Jkjw men are so clever as to know all the mischief 

they do.—Rochefoucauld. . , . . . , .
...’■ ffhe great art of life is to play for much, and stake 
biit:]ittle.-rJohnson. . • -.. ’
' ¡Iwho piays.for more than he can lose with pleasure 

■ ^|kes his heart;—Herbert. '
’ Slander is the revenge of a coward and dissimila- 

tijnhis’defense.—Johnson, ~ - ’’

Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply inter
' ’ fused; •
Whose dwelling is the light of setting 

^suns ,? ■. .
And the round ocean-and the living air 
And the blue sky, and in the mind of 

man; • . -
A motion and a spirit that impels • 
All thinking things; all objects of all 
. thoughts ■ 
And ■•roll -through all things?’— ,

April winds aré sighing, sighing, 
Out among the leafless trees. 

While the buds are trying, trying, 
Bounden treasures to release.

Crocusses are peeping, peeping, ' 
From the late snow-covered ground 

Summer flowers are sleeping, sleeping, 
In their earthy beds around!

Southern birds are winging, winging, ■ 
Back again to Northern climes,

And the air is ringing, ringing, .
With their cheery, merry rhymes! \

April showers are drumming, drunx 
ming,

On t he old moss-covered wall, 
Daffodils arc coming, coming, * 

While the grass is growing tall!
Nature now Is waking, waking. 

From her dreamy winter’s'; night, 
Beauty now Is breaking, breaking, 

Everywhere upon the sight
Violets are spreading, spreading, 

Through the valley, o'er the hill;
Cooing birds are wedding, wedding, 

Nature’s mandateyall fulfill! \
Grateful hearts are praising, praising; 

Bird and flow’r, and grassy sod, 
Joyous souls are raising, raising, 

Anthems to fair Nature's God!"
A. HARTER REYNOLDS. .

Auburn, N. Y. '

w
Virtue Itself offends when couple®

•ith forbidding manners.—Bishop Mid.«

—Wordsworth.
In law nothing is certain but the ex

pense.—S. Butler. . .

dleton. • ■ i.
His face was the. doubtful kind that 

wins the eye and not the mind.—Scott
In such a world as ours the idle man 

is not so much a biped as a bivalve.—. 
Horace Mann. - ■

The smiles of infants are said to ba 
the first fruits of human reason.—H. N*. 
Hudson. - m>

cdncerning.it
I/see.no
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Leaves From the Diary 
of a Spiritualist Medium

flu »restino anti Instrantlïn Narrative iram 
the Fen oí that Talented Latin and Excel

lent Medinin, Mrs: I. L. Lewis, \
. . oí Bethel, Vermont. ’

(Continued from No. 805.)
■‘‘We always grow more pronounced 

In our habits of speech and manners 
and dress as time carries us along," I 
said, "but I might never have formed 
the habit you allude to if my mind had 
not been awakened in rather an un
pleasant manner. When I went to Tell-

*

villo to visit Bella Bell who was at that 
time a staunch church member) ’fine 
said to me one day, ‘Nell, if you as a’ 
medium will tell me something that has 
occurred in my life that I know you do 
not know anything about, I will believe 
there is as much in your statements as' 
you claim there is. I do not doubt your 
honesty, but I do believe you are de
ceived.’

“I told her that whatever I might tell: 
her, she would still hold to that opin
ion, for later if not at first she would 
think that sometime I had heard some-, 
thing about what I had told her. There 
was a well-known medium living in the 
place at that time and I urged Bella to 
go and see her. ‘No, indeed, I will not,’ 
was her quick reply, ‘I will not ask any 
of my loved ones to communicate with 
me through that dirty creature.’

“ ‘Why, Bella. I never heard a word

working for God., or humanity, accord
tag to the religious belief of the indi
vidual." .

The woman flushed. "I guess you 
are right," she said "but I never saw 
things in that light before, It seems as 
it everything is happening to me lately; 
Lam having dreadful trouble, and oh, 
Mrs. Drury, I do hope you can help 
me.” *
..¿i TJJ “u 1 can t.0 a« You.” I Baid, 

Dut .teibme how you happened to come 
to me.

-TOB FROSKBSeiVE .THINKER
HE HEARD A VOICE, I"' ' t,J

■ ■  t'ir >i'

A Very Good Test of Spirit Return,

-hat he is a. spiritual -being here and now 
sjMiitual things are spiritually discerned. The phe
nomena of Spiritualism were signa pointing to the ne
cessity ol arousing the spiritual-faculties, and were no 
more Spiritualism, peinse, than the knock at a man’s 
door or the ringing of. an alarm clock to awaken him

against the woman's character 
life,' I said in much surprise.

“ ‘Neither have I,’ said Bella,

in my 

‘but a
person who will dally go about in her 
home in the slovenly uncleanliness 
that woman does, cannot be very strict 
in her morals—her mind must be dirty 
to say the least, and it is nb use for 
you to urge me, for I will not go to see 
her. When she goes into the meetings 
she dresses in cheap finery and she de
tracts from the value of every meeting 
she takes a part in, as any refined per
son in this place will tell you. There 
is no use in talking to the contrary, the 
public knows the ■ difference between 
cheapness and real worth. The woman 
always makes me think of a toadstool, 
but a toadstool is not to blame for be
ing-one, for it cannot be anything 
else, and she can.’

“I then and there carefully inspected 
myself, my manners, habits, thoughts, 
speech and desires, and I resolved that 
from that hour onward I would strive 
to the best of my ability to do honor to 
myself and those I associated with. I 
said to myself, ‘If I am a toadstool, 
may God help mp to stay where toad-

Something dreadful happened in my 
home one night, and I prayed as I 
never did before In my Ufa that the 
Lord would show me what to do, and 
then I went to bed and dreamed—I 
suppose It must have been a dream— 
that my dear mother came and stood 
beside my bed and said to me, ‘Abby, 
mind what I tell you; there is one per
son who can help , you, Mrs, Drury, the 
Spiritualist medium. My poor child,* 
and she spoke, oh, so tenderly, ’go and 
get her and she will show you the 
way. I thought about my dream all 
the next day and I at last made up my 
mind that I was being tempted by Sar 
tan, and that night I prayed more earn
estly than before that the Lord would : 
show me what to do and not allow me 
th be tempted into doing something 
thing wrong; but I had the very same 
dream I had-the night before, and it 
was so real that it seemed to me that I 
had really seen my mother and heard 
her speak. I said to myself, ^You do 
not know anything about this Mrs. 
Drury; she may be a good woman if 
she 1g a Spiritualist, and you better go 
and see her,’ and then I thought of the 
minister and what he would think when 
he found it out, and so I didn’t come. 
The next day, which was yesterday, was 
just awful; why 'you don’t know any
thing about it! And last night I felt 
that I could endure no more and before 
I went to bed I threw myself on my 
kneeg and cried, ‘Oh! God! show me 
the way, for I shall do whatever I am 
told to do to-night.’ A feeling of peace 
came over me and I went right to sleep 
and dreamed the same dream for the 
third time. This morning I felt that it 
was all right some way and that my 
mother had really spoken to me and 
that in some way she will help me—but 
I can’t see how.”

. . ■ ------ — . l(!v. jr -
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disproves the pessimistic theory of a “fallen” world. 
The.,only salvation the world
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f «° i ^hemt eternal life” through belief in the 
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- ‘o give up selfishness and greed. To 
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value than the belief that “Christ died on the cross to
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more trouble, but healed up and passed away
Vancouver, B.C. ; THEODORE-SIMSON.
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The good things which belong to prosperity mi)y be

ity are to be admired.-Seneca. rs-
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Where They Are Greeted With Large Audiences. 
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stools are supposed to grow and be the 
very best specimen of a toadstool pos
sible, but if I am a woman, then may I 
be all a woman ought to be.’ ”

“Well, well!” exclaimed Uncle Ike as 
he thrust a smiling face in at the door. 
"Grand lady in the parlor waitin’ to see 
ye. Nell; shall I ask her in here?" and 
his eyes twinkled roguishly.

“Just as you please, Uncle," I said, as 
I wrapped the lamb in its blanket. 
Five minutes later I was with my caller 
in the parlor. I found her “grand" 
only as far as a silk dress and a much 
befeathered bonnet could make her. 
She was nervous, anxious and sorrowful 
—an object for pity. ,

The words of the keen-sighted Naza
reno often come to my mind With much 
force: “There is nothing covered that 
shall not be revealed, and nothing hid 
that shall not be made known," and it 
Is not necessary to wait until the spirit 
is free from flesh in order to see all 
things aright. Here in this life the
carefully concealed is revealed to
those who have eyes to see. Our de-
sires, emotions, passions, and the most 
secret thoughts of our minds leave their 

• Impress upon our faces, speech and 
conduct so plainly that the truth can- 

• not be concealed from one who has the 
spiritual discernment to see.

The lady arose as I entered the room 
and said nervously, “Mrs. Drury, I sup
pose. I am Mrs. Blind of Blindville. I 
am not a Spiritualist. I am a member 
of the------church, but I am desperate,
and so I have come to you.”

“You are not the first church mem
ber desperation has driven to me. Be 
seated, please,” I said. -

“I do not know anything about Spir- 
Itualism,'1 continued my caller, "and I 
have not tried to know. I had a Spir
itualist woman in my home for several 
weeks a number of years ago, but. as 
near as I could make out all the relig
ion she had consisted in reiterating the 
statement that she had seen and heard 
spirits, and in scoffing at me and ridi-
culing my religion. I hope you will not 
do that, Mrs. Drury. My religion is—is 
—well, I am very miserable with it, but 
I don’ want to hear it ridiculed.” .

"Of course, you do not,” I said sooth
ingly, "but you need not fear; a true 
Spiritualist never scoffs at anybody nor 
anything—he is far above that. Knowl
edge comes through the intellectual 
perceptions and frequently vaunts itself 
at the expense of others, but wisdom 
comes through the spiritual perceptions 
and is always quite respectful and kind. 
The fact your religion is so unsatisfac
tory to you at the present time and you 
are so miserable with it proves that 
you have no farther ,use for it, but 
must seek deeper. You are like a per- 

^ son living in an old house. She was 
" once comfortable and contented in it, 

but now its foundations totter, its win
dows are broken, the roof leaks and ev
erything is worn and needs repairing, 
and its occupant feels unsafe and un
comfortable, and would gladly leave— 
only it is home after all. The question 
is, will she leave it?” .

“Not unless she is sure of some
thing better,” was the quick reply, “but 
If you mean me, I will gladly leave the 
old house as soon as I Can have a better 
one. I have heard of you a good many 
times, Mrs. Drury, but I 'should not 
have come to see you if—if something 
had not made me. As I told you I be-
long to the church and am a great1
worker. I attend all the church gath-
erings and I am one of the committee 
for everything, and I always furnish 
the cake and candy for entertainments, 
and I make lovely fancy quilts and 
cushions for all the church fairs, but 
the more I do the more trduble I have 
and I cannot understand it,"
■ “Do you worship a God whose favor 
can be bought with candy and cush
ions?" I asked.

Mrs. Blind looked up in some confu
sion and stammered, “Why, no, of 
course not I didtat mean—why I did 
all my work for the Lord, you know.',’

“Are you sure you did it for- the 
Lord?” I asked, gravely.

Mrs,. Blind looked puzzled, and said, 
“Why do you ask that question?” ' ’

“It seems to .me you are deceiving 
yourself,” I said. "It frequently' hap
pens that people, who are working' for 
self-advancement- self-gratification, love 
of praise, ambition to ' excel another, 
desire for public notice—self entirely— 
ifflrmtand evidently believe they are

fefe
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We note among our Spiritualistic con
temporaries lately a commendable at- 
R.“?tt0 c.haae fl0ra the ranks of Splr- 
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the same thing as the fraudulent use 
of mediumship. The fraudulent use of
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MEDIUMISTIC TRICKERY.

What a Free Thought Paper Think» 
.of It,

are strictly honest mediumship. There 
remains a third class, the false ‘medium’ 
pure and simple. These rascals, ot 
both sexes, who, possessing not one 
whit of mediumship, trade upon the- 
real thing and pose as mediums before 
me world.

Everyone tof this class, the Banner 
says should bo jailed. Cold, calculat- 

I tag fraud has no excuse, and fraudu- 
I... “^‘utas should be posted in the 
(<pub.!° preS8 ot our Cause." The no

that sach l,ost|ng would bring scan
™ >UI>0 x, U1.° cause the Banner pooh- 
refiot’ Ihing lilie the scandal would 
result, it thinks, as results from the dis
grace the practice of fraud brings 
upon the cause. The Banner says it 
has known of hushed-up cases of fraud 
”T.eBalte<1 ln far more evil than an 
open, disclosure would have done, it 

| adds.

<L>
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: “Your mother can help you and will 
- if you will let her." I said, “and so will 
[ your grandmother Stevens."

Mrs. Blind gave a quick start and 
> said, “Who told you my grandmother’s 
. name?" 
: “She did."

“When?"
“Just now."
Mrs. Blind began to cry.
"Lady," I said gently, “Knowledge, 

peace and happiness are all yours, you 
have only to accept them. You must 
decide whether you want relief from 
your present conditions enough to take 
the new way when it is shown to you, 
regardless of what the minister or any
one else may think about you. You will 
undoubtedly have to give up many of 
your cherished ideas regarding God and 
the hereafter., but you will receive 
broader, nobler and truer ones in the 
place of them. I feel that you will 
often be required to sacrifice your per
sonal tastes, ambitions and desires for 
the good of others, but you will never 
regret it. We cannot receive anything 
better until we let go of what we al
ready have, not all at once I do not 
mean, but little by little as the light 
comes. You may have the truth that 
will free you from trouble and sorrow, 
but it will cost you something. The 
truth will cut closely and it will wound 
your self-love and hurt your pride until 
you writhe with pain, but afterward 
there will come a balm that will heal 
every wound and soothe every pain. If 
I am the one your spirit friends have' 
chosen to wield the weapon of truth, I 
shall not. spare you even though my 
own heart aches for you. It now rests 
with you to decide whether you will ac
cept -me as your helper or not."

There was silence for some time and 
then Mrs. Blind said, “I have decided. 
Come to my home and say and do what
ever you will.’ I will trust you and I 
■feel sure vou will help me. You can
not make me more wretched than I 
have been, I know, and as I look at you 
a great hope comes to me."

We arranged that I shall go to her 
home in a few days and stay as long as 
seems advisable. I-feel in my bones 
that I shall be severely tried while I am 
there, but I have perfect faith that the 
necessary wisdom will be given me. I 
shall not shirk qpr falter. I am going 
for the sole purpose of helping a sister 
woman from sorrow into happiness, 
from turmoil into peace, from darkness 
into light, and not from any desire for 
personal gratification. -

(To be continued.)

A SPIRIT’S QUESTION. 
‘ — ‘

Do you think of me still? I wonder, 
As yon sit in the firelight glow.

Or has' time effaced the lines love 
traced

On our lives in that long ago?
Does my form rise up before you?

Dees my face to your mind appear?
Or am I to you as one passed and' gone 

Like the leaves with the dying year?
If I came to you, would you welcome 

me
With the love of the dear old days, 

Of would you but shrink from my spirit 
touch,

And tremble beneath my gaze?
Could you see -my form beside you 

stand,
Could you hear my whispered voice, 

Would your heart respond to the Hove 
in mine?

. Would your spirit with mine rejoice?
Ah! yes, I know the past would wake, 

When the grave gave back its dead, 
And I know we shall live our long past 

dreams
When thy spirit like, mine has fled.

When we’meet again, beyond the grave 
And the mystic gate called Death-

That has.,only fallen like a Bhadowv
- veil, Tf .

And will lift with thy passing breath,
Yes!—we-shall meet in that far Be

’ yond, ■' L • .
In the realms ot Eternal Day, .

In the light of a,life that knows no end 
And a love'that will live for ave.

, ■ ’ ‘ ANITA SILVANI.

"Discovery ot aLost Trail.” By chai
B. Newcomb. Excellent In spiritual 
suggestiveness. Cloth, ji.50.
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“Is Spiritualism on the Decline?” was subject 
of an address by Mrs. Hull, at the First Sp^itual .So
ciety, Artisan’s Hall. She said that Spiritualism, in 
no tune in its history, had progressed as much as j,t is 
doing to-day. But everything is not Sointuansm 
that has taken its" name. In the early days pf Mod
ern Spiritualism the manifestation of its phenomena 
was regarded as too sacred to bring before the public 
gaze and the seance was strictly a family' arfiir. 
Such a thing as commercial mediumship was not 
thought of. This has come as an outgrowth of the 
strenuous money-seeking spirit of the world. Com-

One part of knowledge consists in being ignorant of 
such things as are not worthy to be known.-Crates.

Calumny shall make me set a surer guard on myself 
and keep a better watch on my actions.-Ben-Jonson.

You may depend upon it that he is a good man 
whose intimate friends are all good—Lavater.

Truly there is nothing in the world so blessed or so 
sweet as the heritage of children.-Mrs. Oliphant.

The world is God’s epistle to mankind-his 
tl oughts-are flashing upon us from every direction -
Plato. ‘ ‘

Take heed of jesting; many have been ruined by it. 
It is hard to jest and not sometimes jeer, too; which 
oftentimes sinks deeper than was intended or expect
ed.— Fuller. 1

A great he is like a great fish on dry land; it may 
fret and fling, and make a frightful bother, but it can 

7 Ju? f hilVC only t0 keeP stiU and h will
.(ft. Cojn- die of itself.—Crabbe.

i \ “Yet though indignation may well 
। I urge drastic methods. Justice need not 

be entirely without discretion, or mer
I cy. When once a medium has been 

: proven guilty of simulation—one phase 
of fraud-warn them, and If the warn
tag Is no use drop then/; neither pat- 
il“1“1,1,10“1 f0.r nor hire them 
for public work, nor in any way give 
them publicity in our journals? Let

I them take tlieir own course, and sooner 
or later the Inevitable will occur, and 
their career will be closed behind the 
bars. But with the fake pure and sim- 
pie, the traveling trickster, hand him 
over to the police, for such are unwor
thy of the mercy accorded to those who 
start right .as mediums, but who sue- 
c!Lla'J the 'viles an(J temptations that 
often besot their paths."

We believe this to be the correct 
position to take. Wherever a medium 
is caught the matter should be at once 
communicated to the Spiritualist news
papers, and the medium promptly and 

e.xP°sed. It would add a 
spice to the Journals of the other world 
-which we now miss and lend an hon
esty to them which is now lacking, for 
we frequently tee the most absurd sto- 

I ries printed in the Spiritualist papers— 
stories palpably faked, but still used 
as supports to the theory of Splritual-

I ism. Exposure of mediums would 
make the editors more careful, lest 

| they, too, should be exposed.
To assist our Spiritualist friends in 

purifying their ranks, and for the bene-. 
fit of our own Spiritualistic readers, we 
copy the following notice from The 
Progressive Thinker, which prints it 

| across two columns in very large type:
IMPORTANT NOTICE

.„Py,ori?r.of the OfflciaI Board of the 
Lllnois State Spiritualist’ Association 
all persons who believe they have been 
deceived or defrauded by Spiritualist 
mediums for any phase of manifesta
tion, are requested to forward full par
ticulars thereof to Dr. H. A. Cross, Sec
retary, 560 East 55th street, Chicago. 
—Truth Seeker.

tory, ancient
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amine the history of Spiritualism 1<£S 
here and there, in every nook and cor 
ner of the world, and you cannot line 
a paradel to the offer made In referenni 
Bo<£e8%r,Ve PreiX/
Books, they constitua a wonderful)/» 
valuable Spiritualistic and Occult IL 
brary, and are furnished at a nominal 
sum. All are substantially bound and 
neatly printed, and those who purchase 
them are deliglited with them. The last 
one to appear, "LETTERS FROM TH)? 
SPIRIT WORLD." written through tau 
mediumship of that remarkable me- ' 
dium, Carlyle Petersilea, should be in 
every library. Read the following care-

We have now TWELVE ihagnlficent 
Premium Books, and you can select 
trom them as follows:

CP

e___ .. -----------beaich the annals of his- 
and modern; critically ex.
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corld?as cever Been the 
like before, bearch the annniu h<(.
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS . > . ,

In Reference to the Status of Spiritual
ism—A .Comprehensive Analysis of 
Present Conditions, and an Appeal for 
Advancement '

To the Editor:—To publish in book 
form the testimony offered in the Open 
Court on the fact of evil> spirit influ
ence persecution and obsession of sensi
tive mortals, -will be one of the wisest 
of the many wise moves The Progress
ive Thinker has Already made in the in
terest of truth and righteousness.

The spiritually illuminated know ab
solutely of the realities of the dark side 
of spirit life; the materialistic un-Spir
itualist can only theorize.

That this modern movement of spirit 
forces stands for something deeper and 
more serious'than surface show and a 
happy-go-lucky existence for mortals, is 
most strongly emphasized by the vast 
preponderance of testimony as to the 
evil going over into spirit life. The 
wide world has witnessed more than

■ sense signifies quality,'wisdom, charac- Ignorance 
ter, not merely location. . .law

, There is a realm, a sphere of power, 
' ?l'.r_i,ty ?.n? ?'isdom from which all our 

spiritual help comes. Its inhabitants 
have been meg and women of earth. 
A part of their work is to do good to 
their less wise and more unfortunate 
brethren in tho lower spheres. This 
Is a part ot their business and has been
ever, and always.

On the earth plane .they .could use 
only human, narrow, selfish, blind, mor
tal Instrumentalities. Viewed from the 
human - standpoint they must have 
been often discouraged; but, seeing the 
end from the beginning, the work 
ceased not: :

From this- high, pUre source has 
come the tna’hy'outpourings of spirit 
power in the past and from which they 
will continue to come.

half a century of marvelous spirit pow- ______________
er on this mundane sphere, blit sad to its high mission? 
say, up to date it has had no great mor- ‘ 
al or material work for the betterment 
of humanity, and pessimism ip high 
places as to Its future is. sounding its 
false and dismal note. '

The world^wlde movement under 
Whitefield and the Wesleys is a case 
in point, arid illustrates the manner and 
methods by which vast moral upheav
als have been turned from their pur
poses by the lust for place and pelf.

What should Spiritualism do to fill

pays the penalty of violated

The work of changing mortals-from 
-? ,^r?al or earth-bound life to the 

spiritual, as it is sometimes witnessed 
under a great influx of spirit, has a 
fascination for a receptive mind beyond 
all things earthly. While the work Is 
on, the outward manifestations are as 
varied as human nature. While all 
pure pleasures and amusements belong 
to the life spiritual, the simple fact of 
a oneness with the pure in spirit gone 
on before transcends all earthly de
lights. 1
.Ob, bosh! I hear a chorus of "freed 
thinkers" sing.

It is yours to choose.

WITH EMPTY HANDS.

Mine Is no heavy sheaf’s weight where 
I stand

At sunset’s gate. Lo, Lord, within my 
hand

Behold the only store—a few pale buds 
Such as sway, trembling, o'er the rag

ing floods.
A handful of ripe wheat—a feather 

flung
From that swift lark, that, soaring up

ward, sung
Such joy 1 needs must listen. Now I 

stand
Beside the portal with an empty hand.
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Books you may order, price $2.35. »

Any eight of the Twelve Premium \ 
Books you may order, price $2.65. /

Any nine of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $2.90.

Any ten of the Twelve Premium 
Books you may order, price $3.10.

Any eleven of the Twelve Premium ' 
Books you may order, price $3.4».

Lastly, all of these TWELVE Pre- : 
mium Books here announced are sent ' 
out, all postage prepaid, for $3.75, some- I 
thing never before equalled In this ! 
country or Europe.

Bear In mind that every order for a 
Premium must be accompanied with a 
yearly subscription for The Progressive 
1 pinker. We repeat that the world 
has never seen the like of it before.

Salem, Ore. J. RIGDON.
I watch the reapers passing, one by one. 
Each burdened with great wealth 

duties done.
of

This unfortunate state of affairs is 
almost wholly due to the materiaistic 
element with its virulent hatred of ev
erything in the form of a spiritual ex
perience that puts the best, the most 
kindly and fraternal in the mortal to 
the front, and relegates to the dim and 
distant rear all the base traits of the 
earth earthy.

This element hanging onto Spiritual
ism, and posing as “IT" in all its full
ness would burn all bibles and their 
authors, including Doctor Peebles and 
his book. . .

In thé first pla.ee, take lessons from 
the past. Take to its soul the lesson 
that there is vast corruption and self
ishness in high places in all the world, 
which can only be corrected as men are 
made to recognize thejr duty to their 
fellows. 1 • '

This can be accomplished only by 
those whose' ' souls are. lighted with 
wisdom from on' high,”, getting into 
close communion with the masters of 
spirit knowledge and work in high 
places in spirit life.

This element manages some of the 
campmeetings lor pastime, revenue and 
notoriety where the public are invited 
io come in and dance, eat ice cream,

— •   i — - — * ■ . V. .
How chn we do this? By making 

your meetings spiritual instead of for 
show and entertainment. Faithfully 
disabuse the min’ds of the people ot 
the false thought that death is an up
ward step to all 'Who ctoss the mystic 
line. , ■ ■ .■ J . , j. . • -
...T.heye ls a Ch.ri?t an sect, until very 
recently, much derided by other Chris-

loose time, when hoodlums bring bot-' a helping.hajy^l telling those seein- 
tles of beer and fire revolvers into the Ingly lost ones ot the wiui -
small hours of the morning... power pf Jesus tp.save and sustain

1 speak wifereof I know, and yet we them in the.-4tort.4o lead a higher life

begin to say: Spiritualism Is a John the 
Baptist to prepare the way for the 
churches, which means ■priestcraft, and 
history will have again repeated Itself; 
prophecy will again disappear by taw, 
and fetishism and. mammon, will reign. 
Dont call this pessimism. It is what —............ N„u auLa, anQ mat
is coming to us it we persist, in going the thing they do to others they do to 
on In ths old rut, tho**'''''1’’—1 !a - - - • ■■

“Show Us a way out,” Quavers a dis- «al 
couraged brother. ’ . ■

There are thousands of cdrth’g best
people who have outgrown the church U|ranmral unrtpr rilm.
creeds, who know by a IJve. personal mer light. Under thb-broader liaht of 
experience that there is a spirit power, modern spirit manifestation the S

-Uma“ c,eared ot mysteries while Lhe 
nte harMpfous rela- ------ ’ - ‘

t ons.yith the highest sphere in spirit 
life. Priestcraft labeled this high ex
perience to them as the forgiveness of 
God . and washing . of regeneration 
through faith in Jesqs Christ- '

The experience was and is a fact riot 
to be controverted, by allr,lhe.iuateri-’ 
alists of earth, but the label is priest 
made. 1 ■ " ■

• of Jesus tpi 
in thefjgfortAp

of the spherqjqi Hqpnony to lift up and 
Td t0..a ?tehcr “fftiaU who will turn 
£°ni1..<ieir «W* Faithfully teach 

Ws-notiihat “Jesus paid it 
ail, but that they are personally re
sponsible foy^lieir pwn acts, and that

MY GOD.

' I do not believe in a personal God 
That he is Jealous and full of wrath;

I believe in his infinite, holy love,
That it shines on each step in our 

path.

Justice and mercy, love and truth, '
Compose this loving God I know;

He dwells in every tender heart, 
And he is around, above and below 

MRS. J. H. DALLAS, 
St. Louis, Mo.

RHEUMATISM
CURED 

WITHOUT MEDICINE
New External Remedy Is Curing Thou

sands Through Their Feet. We 
Want the Name of Every Suf

ferer So We Can Send

With glad, bright faces they pass 
and win

Full wage from One who stands 
gates within.

on,

the

fl $1 PAIR FREE TO TRY.
. Send no money—only your name—

-------------- - marltable cures in all kinds of rheuma- 
lingness and tism, chronic or acute, no matter where 

located or how severe. Test the Drafts 
-thoroughly when they come, and if you

I only linger here, alone, apart, 
With empty hands and weary, aching 

heart.
What fruit have 1 to show? I did but 

glean ..
The smallest portion, fallen the rows 
» between.

The earliest dawn beheld me in the 
field

Eager to garner in the bounteous yield.
Where first 1 stopped—a bird had 

builded there;
To reap meant ruin; and I needs must 

spare.
The sickle slipped from out my hand to 

aid • .
A wounded field mouse. Then a beetle 

prayeij
My steadying finger to his earth- 

wrought cell,
A flower besought me lift it where it 

fell. .

A fretted brook called me to move the 
stone •*

Marring the music of its monotone;
A grass-blade, dying in the sun, looked 

up—
I brought it dew within a lily cup.
A thousand thousand voices cried to 

me, .
Claiming some meed of help or sympa

thy.

OUR TWELVE REMARKABLE PRE- ( 
MIUM BOOKS FOR $3.75.

The following is the list of titles of 
the Twelve Premium Books-

Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 1. :
t Th.P. Encyclopedia of Death, and / 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol 2 '
r Encyclopedia of Death, and 
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3. These 
three volumes have been prepared by 
J. R. 1'rancis. They contain invaluable 
data.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun- 
oane and Super-Mundane Spiritism, by 
Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

5—Ghost Land, Spiritualism, Occult
ism, by Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten.

6—The Next World interviewed by 
Mrs. S. G. Horn, a most remarkable’me- 
alum.

7—The Occult Life of Jesus, by Alex
ander Smythe, a medium of rare gills

8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands’ 
Translated by A. Farnese, a wonderful 
English medium.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of 
Science, by Hudson Tuttle.

10—Seers of the Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present, by Dr. J. M. Peebles. 
„ V The Great Debate Between Moses 
Hull and W. F. Jamieson.

12—Letters from the Spirit World 
written through the mediumship of - 
Carlyle Petersilea.

Each Spiritualist should at once com-' 
mencing forming a Spiritualist and Oc
cult library.

These wonder-

And so— I wait beside the 
sands-

sunset

When ordering a Premium Book, one 
or more, you must send in a yearly sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker.

themselves, be it gopd or evil. Spirit- 
“eeypsaihpuEZbe harmonized by 

the hearty sinking W spiritual songs.
These are a few of the old-time meth

ods of spiriltAl lipifftment under dim-

remains the same.

way is 
work

At the present time there seems to 
be a general spiritual awakening. - Will 

iorU! on «8 ¡mission of light 
S!ln5_to those ,n darkness and the 
?.of deatla or sha 1 Rs candlestick 
be removed out of its place, and its glo
ry be given to another?/. -

ful little Drafts 
are producing 
amazing results, 
curing cases of 
2? *?ars'... . .
standiHt,, after a Lfc time of suffering 
They draw out poisons Instead of try
ing to drive them out, curing rheuma
tism through the great pores of the feet 
and the sensitive nerve ganglia there lo
cated. Our thousands of letters from 
Cured patients tell a story far more elo
quent than any advertisement Write 
to-day for the free Drafts, and our 
splendid booklet'on rheumatism, con
taining, many testimonials and photo
graphs: of cured sufferers. Magic Foot 
Draft Co, X«5 Oliver Bldg., Jackson. 
Mich."' • ■ ■ ’

With weary feet and helpless, empty 
hands.

BEATRICE ST. GEORGE.
Oak Park, III.

WOMANLY BEAUTY

!lf«ur
INDUCE

Neighbor to Subscribe far The 
Progressive.Thinker.

Now is the time to extend die elrcula. 
don of The Progressive Thinker, it 
will contain Occult and Splrltuallstlo 
sews with which every one should ba 
CamiUar. No other paper published on 
this earth contains such a vast amount 
of matter so well adapted to enrich the 
Bind. Send in a subscription now.

Of Form and Feature—The Culti- 
vatlon and Preservation of Per
sonal Beauty Based upon Health 
and Hygiene, ‘

By twenty well-known physicans and' 
Bpesialists. With 80 half-tone and - 
other illustrations. Edited by Albert ‘ 
turner. A handsome volume, 256 
pages, bound m cloth and gold. - '

In this volume the editor has brought • 
together the teachings of those who 
.have made a study of special features ’ 
of the subjecL and the result is a" work '■

Is-unique and practical, not filled ' 
with a medley of receipts and formulas -v 
so often found in books On beauty ’

Fully illustrated with pictures’ that ’ 
mean something to the reader, not of;r 
so-called “beauties,” closing with chap- 
£r?_. H‘?tsAn ?cauty Culture” and 
Hints in Health Culture," which, if 

followed, would alone be worth many 1 
times the price of the volume in secur
ing health and good form, which is pos
sible to all. Price JU • v

■I

"Right Generatlpn the Key to the 
Kingdom of Heaven-on Barth." ■ By 
Dr. M. B. Conger. - An appeal to reason 
and mans highest aspirations. A plea 
tor justice ana equality in all the rela. 
tipns of life between men and women, 
doth. 75 cents: leatherette, 50 «fefa

“Harmonics of Evolution, The Phil
osophy of Individual life. Based Upon 
Natural Science, as Taught by Modern 
Masters of the Law." 'By Florence 
Huntley. A work of deep thought car
tying the principles of evolution into 
new fields., Price, cloth,

•'The New Life.“ By Deroy Berrien 
Eminently suggestive along the Unes of 
‘new thought." Excellent in tóhe and 
tendencies. ¡Price, cloth, |1.Let us not forget'the burden of testl- 

c xy-Ilu tno uUGIlcrs - In Tnonta uonti • th#*- 'TATfR
come to me from this "hi”£her“ spirit riove^wlth^hn’bpntehtefl drBwlnS8 are incomparable, arid excra*
realm are unique. “Higher." a spirit. WLke VunmKoStt: ^ic9 ta tmarda. 3L

L. ’̂,“y_/e«,.tri'?ndB;here.iies the 
stumbling stone in, the, road to.Splritu- 
ansm.s onward movement.. ■ / ■

I cannd think, the teachings •that 
into in «ma r.. • • . ° u



MY PILE CURE
FREE TO TRY

F IC? * Tft’K/“''',*;.-<.>’»■‘•i^l* r.

spirit speaking tlyo^gh, Slosson Jatcly,. when*4abHshed, -I-was then living in Oakland, across the 
jf it was injurious to return, said: • ■ ’■ •« Bay from Bau Francisco. On the 15th day of Novem-

t “It is not injurious to those who have lately passed her, 1871, seeing a long train of cars standing on a 
, over, though it might be to those who have been on jjide track, I felt that it offered a good opportunity to

Taber.

Henry

Henry

Henry

b t t ti . . ■ ■ ' the spiritual side for many yeaW-If you did not ask'tci’ify statements emanating from this control, wlint-
, \ v Laws and Limitations of Spirit Communication.,. what they hcurd «Lout her. I told him such a!wordt j^ej-and call for me once in a while, I should feel very evei' the control might be.

--------  • might prove as a test, but did not tell him’sheMiacl badly, thinking you djd Rfft w¿nt me to come.” , Taking pencil and paper, I asked the control if it
I ’»ave not had the.varied experience in the study of Pliss(?d away. Time went on, and I heard nothing., j asked Mrs. Marble a« similar question, to which could-give ihe the number of a certain ear, designate 

psychic phenomena which lias fallen to-the lot of Dr. J1““] ? communication from her through'Mrs; S10tepn;8he replied,'through Mr?[ ¡Sloi$on: . ingit./ The reply'came: “Yes, jt is number 1933.”
Hyslop whose interesting paper appeared in a recent . ■■“cago, and another through Mrs. luttle ox liei- “Itf certainly is no detripientijo me, or hindrance to I walked down the track till I could see the number, 
issue of “The World To-Day-” of Dr. Funk ae- '*n •■Heights, Ohio—nothing else. Three’’months my progress, to return tfqyourand be with you all I It'was 20,557. The control made the excuse that it

■ *- ■ ‘ ■ ’ ' - ' - ’■ ■ ■••««■»iI-imv ««.i t „/»i <> fninz/i.uin fPAni TJorlmum. ean i aai aiWays gladj^o hajye you call me when did not understand me to designate' that car. ; Ifhen
ox ur nuug- - - - ... yer. need me er my Not only io it ne bar to designated another ear end seifl: “Do you under
Piper'of Dr. ^rs’ Marble had appeared, very feeble, only to: ]ny progress on my side pfflife,»/but it is a help to me stand which car I have designated?” The reply came

’ ■ ■ • ' a few words, as she liad passed away that morn- f0 jiave you aa]i me bepiiupe a»;y way in which I can at once: “Yes, it is the car standing just this side of
• This was the worst “test” I ever got. It would lielp any one else, either hjjve orjjon the earth, is a help the path leading across the track.” '

? killed the faith of at least half those who tacitly f0 me here. You know enoug]i/pf the probable eondi- •’ This was correct. '■ I said: “Are you sure that' you
believed in thé rétürn of the spirit after the déath óf Hons here to understiqul apd..appreciate that. If you <ean see the-number of that ear, and will you give me

• tinn to th<> Khhin<>iin n irnnov-h wnv for n longer ne- Hotly. The matter has never been explained?1 djd j10t call me, I should; feel ¡that you did not want the correct number?” The reply was: “Yes, it is. 
riód I have always been skeptical aboutbmany PossiW may bc some day.' I hope it will. me or need me, which would wake me feel as desolate 3005.”: I went to the ear and found that the correct 
things so much so* that among several'who claimed Let me give an instance of a different nature. Mrs. here as you feel in your present, lonely life. We must. number had not been given. And another excuse was 

know what I only believed in a reluctant way I 'Marble’s grandmother was a very old lady when she help each other—I in tile )jfe;of the spheres, and you given by the control. I repeated the experiment 
have been krtown as a “doubtin" Thoma's.” ’ died in Chicago a few years ago. She was strictly' still on the earth—jqst as wn did, when we. were on some eight or ten times, and Tn every instance the an

T . . *' n_. , .° . + + n .in,, ut orthodox and evangelical in her religious views, be- the earth together, so hgppy.even under the adverse: swerwas incorrect. Twas provoked.
n is a theory among■ urienta -peoples la j x Having as church people believed up to seventy-five condition« in which we wcre.placed so often. An unr .. I said: “Whatever you are, you are a fraud, and I

•,1S i n ,r<?Wi a 1 H.or's ° °RS w as.11} *1.e yay ® I’ym-t years ago. A couple of years after the old lady had reasoning, a petulant, or a;morbjd calling from an challenge you to give me a solitary fact that can be
and final knpwiecige;, but 1 tunic ia pe, gime tothe other world, a few weeks before Mrs. Mai’-, undeveloped mortal to an equally.,undeveloped spirit verified!” As quick as a flash of lightning, an irre-

\ doubter works-less harm to the genera _ ble herself passed away, she Jay on her sick-bed one on this side, might be a temporary hindrance to the sistible power came over my arm and hand, and drew
iOt accurate knowledge Wan es .w g .evening, when the lights werb dim—she was1 both one here; but even then.the probability is that in-time' the piehire of a coffin, and under it, wrote the follow-
herver, rather than »Wigator, clairvxjant and clairaudignt-arid suddenly shei it would work to, the,best, ends; If the aim is good fog words:
tfong apparently out o io, i 7 * ® said: * ' ■ ' • andnoble, the means.are ¡seldom, injurious. I may ' “Your friend, Mrs. Morrill, will die on the last day

s; 1 -l,^e ,„1,2, „ni «.ink»»«» of “Grandmother is here. She sayohe has riot found say, in closing, tli&t almost all who go out from the of November, or the first days of December.” The
liuled to be gi ; g , the great white throne yet, but she has found her son earth life before reaching; at/ least the sixtieth -year pencil instantly dropped from my hand and this ex
tests one would be aiven which would be extremely iridbd htej,aud nian/Qt’herg whom she loved inlier leave their ^rth-lifeupepmpl^ed, as it were, and find ’ ’ ' ’ ' '
, • ”• av<. life here, and she 'thinks it is all very beautiful, even it very advantageous.-to pickup the threads of thatlaw ®oyc,,D,.n8 8®ch tínn^, which has nevCT been-ex- i£ the ’h ld} ,eat white throyne/. life and tl&e aad veayQ 1 out the compiéted
Pla?nct^ satisfactorily, in my way of thinkmg.^ut, j a a£)ou£^ds-sev_.j.£e,, ... .
ninth neverlh ess g s 3 y • na wn ti,o nbl inzlv'c nomilínrítíp.« of I think that answers t>vo questions—the one as to

whether the return of. the,spirit is injurious, and the

-Dnv-” of Dr Funk ae- ln ne’B,nsi uino—nounng mse, jmuu iuuuuiu •
count« of whose recent exploits have be^n the subject Pas?ed away, and I got a telegram from Dr.Hodgsqn, t..... _ ---------- _ < ..... ..... ------- ----------- .
of mueh newspaper and "eneral eossin • of Dr Hodg- .WWg a message had come through Mrs. 1 iper, say- you ncet] lue or my inflnemyj. , Not only is it no bar to designated another car and said

• .. ' . » H 1 ir "ftT Q V •! V1 CI . 11 i 1 /I <1 O it rl IT Q "f oTl 1 A fill I V* r-r. /X »•» wur c«n /1 n lx ■» 4- rx ’Lvrvl w-x 4- n zx . rx4- ri vx zl xi i rlx « zx lx zu» 1» T 1* zx x r zx zL»n t zm n Z
son, in his investigations through Mrs. l iper; ui x^i. - .
SaVage, the pastor of the Church of the Messiah in ?«? a words, as she had passed away that morn-
New York; or of others who might be mentioned, ’J1?'' „i „
But I have been a close and careful observer for haw 1(llled the faith of at least half those who tacitly 
nearly twenty years, and have paid more or less atten-

tests, one would be given which would be extremely 
convincing. This seems to be in accordance with a ternal power vanished.

MTIStfi

JDen’t Tel Yeur Files 
Itun Into FUtula anti 
Cancer. SendYour 
Name Todiiy and <4et
THIS DOLLAR 
PACKAGE FREE 
on Approval—Do It Now

. I want everyone who lias Piles, Ulcer, 
Fissure, Prolapse, Tumors, Constlpa- 
tlon, or any other rectal trouble, to 
send me bls or her name. I will send 
by return mail my new Three-fold Ab
sorption Cure, my new-found comblna- ' 
tion of remedies which is curing cases 
of even 30 to 40 years’ standing—after 
all else had failed. Don’t be discour
aged; I am curing the most malignant 
cases—eases considered incurable.
Try my treatment. If you are satisfiea 
with the benefit received, send me one 
dollar, If not, send nothing. You de
cide. If you have piles, or the Itching, 
burning or heavy feeling which shows 
that the dreaded disease is coming, 
don’t delay. Piles lend to Fistula and 
the deadly Cancer. My Three-Fold 
Treatment cures to stay cured, because 
it is constitutional as well as local in 
its effect. Remember, it costs nothing 
to try my treatment and one dollar is 
little to pay, if cured. My splendid 
New Book on Rectal Diseases comes 
Free with the treatment; all in plain 
wrapper, Send no money. Write now. 
Dr. Van Vleck Co., X06 Majestic Bldg., 
Jackson, Mich.

. , , ■ ... „ , . ,11 eral tinic-s, as we knew the old lady's peculiarities of
Accepting.the fact that spirits of the departed do s0 wejj |jia^ WUH a g00d deal of a test to us, 

communicate to mortals in some eases—which 1 hard- ]niowjUg as much ¡is we did about future conditions, 
ly think any person of great and liberal intelligence fl greater was t0 come. We were entire'stran- 
will deny at this day, though many may doubt the ad- gej,g ¡n York, where we were at the time, and
visability of too mueh attention being paid to sue“'natiii-aijy not mention the matter to anyone. A
matters-the existence of this law is what really leads few weeks after Mrs. Marble’s passing over I re

, to a great deal of the fraud which is met with in in- - - • - • ............................................
' teredurse with the mediums. When they receive re-

numeration for their services m placing the mortal 
en rapport with some friend m the invisible world, 

) and they get less than they feel that the person will 
\ be satisfied with, the temptation is strong to do some 
\“faking.” This must be understood as referring to 
¿hose mediums who really do get some eommunica- 
tlions. The lower class, who rely on “faking” almost 
entirely, are a different class, and are on such a low 
pllane themselves, and have about them such an unde
veloped class, that one might as well look for an hon- 
esv man in Sing Sing or Joliet as to expect to get an 
liomest talk through them. '

From that time on, throughout the remainder of the 
month of November, if I tried to get a communication, 
the picture of a coffin would be drawn, and under it 
the.words would be written, “Your friend, Mrs. Mor
rill, will die on the last days of November or the first 
days of December.’’ When this was first given on 
the 15th day of November, I was disgusted. For I 
was at a seance at Mrs. Morrill’s, at 808 Howard 
street, the evening before, and Mrs. Morrill was in her 
usual good health. I saw her from two to three

BOOKS
other as to the frivolous imd flippant talk. There are 
spirits and spirits. There.are conditions and condi
tions, Some of the grandest sentiments of the world 
to-day have còme from -spirits to mortals—from the 
days of Jewish patriarchs and prophets of old to An-

unyew a icuvi xiu.ii auo. uivo.ivu, m niuvu „«.v. drew Jackson Davis and. other modern seers, down to times a week, till the 29th day of November. On the 
Ilirs. M. had appeared to her, saying, among other' psychics of to-day. Let us. “try the spirits,” and ’ - •• • - - — ■ ■ —
things, “Tell Mr. Marble that I have seen grand- even overlook a little triviality now and then.

ceived a letter from Mrs. Slosson, in which she said
evening of that day, I went for a sitting. There was

mother, and she has not yet found the white throne, 
and has about concluded that there is no such thing; 
but she is very happy in her new surroundings, with 
her friends of earth life.”

I did not realize at first what a test that was,- but 
did before twenty-four hours had rolled away. I 
think that the reader of average intelligence will 
agree with me. ■ ' _

Dr. Hyslop, in his admirable article, complains of 
the triviality so often met with in the communications 
of spirits of more than ordinary intelligence in earth
life. I sometimes think that in such cases the intelli
gent spirit is not communieating directly, but is dele
gating the task to some spirit who can get into suffi
ciently close relationship with the medium to do the 
talking. I had a talk with Mrs. Slosson the other 
day about this question of triviality, when she said:

.|\n ancient authority has told us to “try the spir
its/’ ’; and my experience has been that through 

/the best psychics, when one is supposed to be in eoni- 
^imunication with the most truthful intelligences, no 
otie ean be absolutely certain that he is hearing what 
isi absolutely true. This is not meant as a refiectitm 
o'h either the psychic or the control; but it is a fact. “They are not all trivial—neither spirits nor what 
Oiir own individual judgment is the main thing, after they say; but there is a good deal that is frivolous, or 
all. This is owing to the existence of another law, or ’ - - • - - -....................
the limitations to a law, which I have never had ex
plained satisfactorily. I have been told it is owing to
Conditions.

In order to tell some facts which illustrate these 
conditions, without explaining them—which it seems 
to me cannot be done—I must bring Mrs. Marble into 
the recital. She will be remembered as Callie Bon-

would be considered frivolous here. It is difficult 
to say why it is so. But there is a great deal of noble 
talk and superior intelligence manifest—often vastly 
superior to that which would naturally be expected 
from the medium—though sometimes the.contrary is 
the ease. We cannot explain it.” -

Dr. Hyslop also speaks of the limitations of our 
knowledge of the next life. Possibly this is so that 
we shall live our life here, and not live that in the 
next world—or try to live it—before we get there. 
We ought to know that a good life here will fit us for 
a good life there, of which we shall know when we 
get there. At any rate, this is about the only satis
faction we get.

It has been stated a number of times lately, by 
those who claim to be in touch with the next world, 
that Communicating with mortals is deleterious to the

ney Marble, a graceful'writer of.prosq and verse, and 
v .. a 'woman of many rare gifts, who Jxissed away less 
1 ' than a year ago. Her passage to the:other world had 
• .^MLiXpected almost daily for several weeks, and. we

haolimiftged with Dr. Hodgson, of the Society for 
Psychical Research, to let me know, as soon after she 

) passed over as was possible, of her appearance to Mrs. 
/ Piper. She passed away early one morning, and in 
(-the afternoon of the same day I asked Dr. Hodgson, . .

. by letter, to let me know, through one her guides, spirits, hindering them in their development. A

Chicago, Ill. EARL MARBLE.
no light in the front parlor, but there was, in an up-

WAS IT TELEPATHY?

A Picture of a Coffin, ¿nd a Prophecy.

i

In a recent number of The Progressive Thinker, I 
gave an account of the circumstances under which I 
commenced the investigation, of Spiritualistic phe-

per room. I rang the bell several .times without any 
response. Finally Dr. Morrill, the medium’s hus
band, came to the door, and invited me in, saying 
that Mrs. Morrill was not feeling very well that even
ing. I went in, conversed with Mr. and Mrs. Morrill 
some twenty or thirty minutes, and as she was not 
feeling well, I left.

Sunday morning, December 3, 1871,1 awoke be
tween 5 and 6 o’clock, as usual. An impulse came
over my hand to write and on taking paper and pen

, .... . ,. cil the picture of a coffin was drawn, and under it the
matic communications through my own hand, before following words were written: “George, if you desire 
t ...Morrill alive, hurry over to the city.”

I considered it another “fake” communication, and 
gave it no attention. I usually went to San Francisco

nomena, and how I received, most remarkable auto-

I ever saw a medium, and before giving any attention
to Spiritualism. In fact, 1 wa-s strongly prejudiced 
against it. I had given much attention to mental and 
physical science. I wa^ihvays fascinated, with sci
entific research along those’ lines. With a fixed belief

Sundays; to attend liberal meetings held at Dashaway 
Hall, on Post street. I arose at the usual hour, and 
at 12 o’clock, took the boat for the city. Arriving at 
Dashaway Jlall, there was a group of several persons 
in conversation, , and one of them remarked some-

in immortality, I conceived tlyit it was an unchange
able fact of Nature, and'that* t he proof of its exist
ence must be sought through scientific research, 
rather than through faith, oFrevelation. It was my 
constant aim to establish ■jfl-oofs of immortality 
through scientific invesii^atio'iii. ......... ......... . ..................

While, jn a measure, T'wa.s(tolerated by the church this morning at 9 o’clock.” This was the 3rd day of 
to which I belonged, i WieeiV&l frequent admonitions December. It was an absolute verification of the 
and warnings that I wiik traveling a dangerous road, communication given on tfie 15th day of November, 
After the recurrence of‘the '-incidents referred to when the control drew the picture of ‘ a coffin, and 
above, I received freqfient Communications through wrote the words: “Your friend, Mrs. Morrill, will die 
my own hand. Even Mien“! refrained, for a long on the last day of November or the first days of De
time, from consulting ¿>edWni, or having anything eeniber.” ;
to do with Spiritualisin’.1 T stpod face to face with a 1 Tell me, you who can, was this “thought transfer
strtinge pï’bblém/fr prolflefn”whpsp' solution d.emand- en.ee?”' Was it telepathy? Was it mental sugges- 
ed my immediate attention1,11 While I received maiiÿ 'tion? Was it unconscious cerebration? °

istence and of the order of the universe. If there is 
any historical precedent, it is probably the position 

* t i * n ■Pminont of the Greek philosophers. But the Greek philoso-An Important Question Answered by the Eminent £ science Theh. cogmic gpe^_
Scholar, Goldwin Smith. lations were ingenious guesses. Ethics they culti,

--------  vated. But in that region also they failed to.look 
It would seem [as set forth in the New York Sun] seriously, if they looked at all, at the questions which 

that the answer to the question whether materialism most deeply concern us now. Besides, their irtihds
has been making way must partly depend on the were not free from the bias of traditional theism. Soc-
nieaning attached to the word. My friend Professor 
Tyndall, as I think I have said before, called himself 
and insisted upon being called, a materialist because 
as a man of science he believed that in matter was the

IS MATERIALISM ADVANCING?

rates worshipped the gods of the State, and be
queathed an offering to Esculapius. Little will be

thing; about a sudden death. I inquired who it was, 
not thinking it could be Mrs. Morrill, or even thinking 
of her at all. The party replied: “Mrs. Morrill died

and

Never-Ending Life, 
Assured by Science.. Price,-6 cto*
Th» best scientific argument in favor of a fu* 
ture life that ba« ever before been made,

Jehovah Interviewed,
Or Orthodoxy from Headquarters... Price. 6 cte. 

A newspaper reporter goes up to heaven and in
terviews Jebovan. .

Theology,
Its. Origin, Career and Destiny.. ..Price, io cte. 

One of tbe best and most comprehensive sum
ming up ot the absurdities of the Christian 
Theology that has ever before appeared.

Holy Smoke in the Holy Land.
Price, to cts.

Susan H. Witon says: “I have read, first and 
last, many accounts of Palestine, or 'the Holy 
Land,* but have never seen anything in thatlmo 
that pleased me so well as this description by 
Daniel K. Tenpey.1'

The Plan of Salvation, ph«, io ct«.
In this pamphlet Me, Tenney shows the absurd« 
Ity of tbe CnristianN*Plan of Salvation" in so 
clear and plain a manner that any Christian who 
has a spark of reason left cannot fail to see it.

Modern Theology and Its Ideal Jesus 
- Price, to cts.

Tbe absurdities of tbe reputed teachings ot Jesus 
are here shown up as no other writer has ever 
Eresented them before, which will convince any 

onest reader that the most of them are con
summate nonsense.

The Hon. Daniel K. Tenney, the author of these 
books, has been for many years the leading law
yer in one of the most distinguished law firms in 
Chicago, and there is not a more able writer in tbe 
Liberal ranks

Preachers and Creeds. 1st. The 
Predestination of Preachers. By Dan
iel K. Tenney. 2nd. The Passing of 
Cue Creeds. By David B. Page. Price 
5 cents.

The Love of God an Impossibility. 
By Daniel K. Tenney. Price 10 cents.

The Earth Not Born of the Sun. Fab. 
lacy of All Cosmic Theories. By D. K. 
Tenney. Price 20 cents.

remarkable communication^ wliich .lyere subsequently , There can be but one answer. The only logical 
verified in evtàÿ detail,Tdeceived many that were ut- conclusion that ean be reached is this: It was a pi’o- 
terly false. These/communications were of no ac- photic utterance of a disembodied spirit.
count té me unless their absolute verity could be es- San Francisco, Cal. GEO. W. LEWIS A. M

FREETHOUGHT AND 
LIBERAL PAMPHLETS

The

DR. V. H. HALLMAN.

Physician Who Attended Mr. Wi
nans at Hot Springs, Gives 

His Views. •

potentiality of all things, while in sentiment, charac
ter and aspirations no human being could be less ma
terial. In this I believe he was the type of many who, 
though they have embraced the materialist hypothe
sis, remain spiritual in character and aim. Militar
ism, football and bridge seem to show that the flesh, 
whatever the source of its prevalence, just now is 
strong. .

It can scarcely be denied that between the higher 
criticism on one side and Darwin’s momentous discov
ery on the other, materialism, in the scientific and 
philosophic sense, positive or negative, is gaining 
ground. We are called upon at all events to find a 
new-warrant for spiritual life, for reliance on the dic
tates of conscience, for any hopes that we may have 
cherished of existence beyond the grave, for confi
dence in a divine order of the universe. We ean no
longer believe that the miscellany of Hebrew writings 
many of them of doubtful authorship and date,someof 
them plainly mythical, are a divine revelation. Nor 
is anything to be hoped from an attempt to evade, the 
difficulty by suggesting that Deity, in its dealings 
with man, had tô accommodate itself to the Darwin
ian law of evolution.

Of the Gospels, criticism has spared only the char
acter and teachings of Jesus, which, on any hypothe
sis as to his nature, have given birth to Christendom. 
In the authenticity, contemporaneity, harmony of 
the-document we can confide no more. We can no 
longer sinceifny accept the evidence for the Incarna
tion, the Inmiaculate Conception, the miracles, the 
Resurrection; or deem it such as would certainly 
have been given in proof of a revelation which was 
to be the light of the world. Moreover, the Fall be
ing a myth, as it is now allowed almost on all hands 
to be, there is no groufads for the Incarnation and the 
Atonement, a disclosure which in itself is fatal to the 
dogmatic and traditional creed of Christendom. Nor, 
we must sorrowfully confess, is the collapse of our 
evidence limited to the case of revelation. It extends dition may yet be born, 
to that of natural religion. ' ...... . ,

Bishop Butler’s proof,.of immortality, resting.'on -, . ■■
the separate existence of the soul as an entity 

' breathed into the body at birth and released from it 
at death, has been swept away by evolution. Theism 
itself has been seriously called in question, and argu- 
m cuts founded on thé proofs of a.universal benefi- 
cenee, such as the writers of the Bïidgewatcr Treat
ises deemed conclusive, will unhappily no longer

* avail. The wrench is great; but through rank aban
donment of that which cannot be sustained lies our

found in the Greek philosophy at all helpful to pres
ent investigation. ■

The thought of the Roman Stoics was given to the 
formation of personal character. Norjs there much’ ¡ 
to aid us in the philosophy oj the Voltairean era. 1 
It had no Darwin. It is extremely controversial, and 
therefore wanting in breadth and calmness of vision. 
Besides, neither Voltaire nor Rousseau is independent 
of theistic tradition. Voltaire, as we remember, 
avowed his belief that the fear of God was necessary 
to save our throats from being cut; and he built a 
church with the inscription, “Deo Erexit Voltaire,” 
which, if he had said what he meant, would perhaps 
have been “Voltario, Erexit Deus.” '

No one can surely treat the question lightly. No 
one can think that even in a social point of view it 
matters nothing whether death ends and cancels all 
or whether conscience is a delusion. Dr. Osler may 
be right in saying that most people think little about 
a future life. This may be partly because the future 
life has been presented to them in a guise which no 
mind can grasp, and which is at variance with their 
practical sense of justice and mercy. Still, the belief 
has been there; and so has the authority of con
science. , ’ . .

The churches are a momentous part of our social 
organization, and on these beliefs they rest. Habit 
and opinion will sustain'them, probably aré now sus
taining many of them, after the departure of positive 
belief. They may glided as not a few of them are 
now gliding, into social reunions, more or less spir- 
itukf in tone, under the direction of a pastor, with 
sjde shows of various kinds. The impression, per
haps even the moral influence, may linger when the 
definite belief has passed away. But the end of this 
must come. Meantime, inquiry has happily become 
earnest, calm and tolerant. It may. yet end in induc
ing the gérm-plaspi to limit its unbounded preten
sions and leave room for the continued existence of 
spiritual life, and of such hopes as may reasonably be 
attached thereto. A new religion independent of tra-,

only road to truth. »
For the first time perhaps in history, man stands 

with his unassisted reason, independent of any revela-
,’tion or tradition,

GOLD WIN SMITH.

To the Editor:^-! write you concern
ing C. E. Winans. 1 read Mr. Boving’s 
last letter to you, and fully concur in 
his statement of the. matter.

Winans seemed much ’worried over 
the loss of time occasioned by his sick
ness, and was very anxious to get to 
work, as he expressed it. I frequently 
heard Mr. and Mrs. Boving advise him 
to be patient and not at.tem.pt a seance 
until he had fully recuperated -from his 
sickness and was physically in prime 
condition for such work. .They felt, 
more or less, their personal responsibil
ity at stake. '

He sought my opinion a. number of 
times as to whether I would recom
mend giving a seance in the then phys
ical condition.' I informed him that by 
my best judgment, it would be advis
able to wait longer; however, he must 
be guided by experience; hie would be 
the best judgs as to the amount of en
ergy necessarily required to produce 
the proposed phenomena.

lam sure all those present at the de
ceptive circle meeting are conscientious 
truth seekers, and haye had but very 
little, if any, experience- with this 
phase of the mystery. " .

The reputation of Winans had in
spired confidence. We.felt honored to 
have so distinguished a medium in our 
midst, and were solicitous for his best 
.welfare, not only because of qur eager
ness for an.opportunity tp peer through 
the veil into the border-land of future

fore, from the time the meeting was 
first called to order by the state presi
dent, E. A. Schram, until It closed with 
a benediction, every moment was one of 
pleasure «nd profit. -

An excellent program had been pre
pared by Brother Schram, assisted by 
Mrs, Carrie H. Mong, the efficient sec
retary, which included Prof. Merrill’s 
orchestra and several musical numbers, 
vocal and instrumental by local talent.

Ordination services were conducted 
Sunday afternoon, in honor of Mrs. 
Anna Throndsen, of Louisville, Ky., 
Rev. Erwood performing the ceremony 
in an impressive manner, in ’ language 
touching and eloquent. The response 
of Mrs. Thronasen awakened the sym
pathetic chord in each listener’s heart, 
and tears came unbidden to many eyes.

The Peru society furnished enter
tainment for its visitors with a lavish 
hiind, and each' one was made to feel 
the warm hospitality of a true Spiritual
istic home.

Free lunch was served each evening 
by the ladies, and all were welcome t< 
partake thereof. This feature wel 
served to more fully cement the bond! 
of true fellowship, and in a short time 
the happy throng were as one big fam
ily.

The meeting was not only a success 
spiritually and socially, but financially 
as well. The official board is well 
pleased with their first annual mass
meeting, but realize the most of the 
honor lies with President Schram and 
the noble workers he called to his as
sistance from the Peru church, and the 
citizens generally who proved their lib
erality by hearty co-operation.

existence as he.claimed we might do 
through his agency, but we felt genuine 
regret and sympathy for1 him 'In his af
fliction, and ministered t’q his wants 
and needs, kindly, and p’ every way 
possible until he perpetratW1 willful 
fraud. J i?n.î

I had opportunity for'belnif “quite fa
miliar with the whole affair,'®nd to my' 
knowledge there was néve? 8ny sem
blance of coercion, but'lih the ■contrary» 
(as stated before), he -#as jadvlsed to 
waif patiently until he'Jnad sufficiently 
recovered to be physiddlly dbfe to pro
duce satisfactory results.

Any statement to the bfehtrary is 
either due to ignorancfeJ or»5ìnalicious 
misrepresentation. 'i D .

V. H. HALLMAN.
Hot Springs; Ark. ol»’ te...

' - ■'• Tn ir>s 1 °'1

SUCCESSFUL MA^M^TING.

Indiana. State Spiritualist q^sociatlon 

. .Convenes atiPeruoD

Left $5,000 to the National Spiritualists Association.
To the Editor :—Samuel Wood Tucker, late of 603 

Fulton street, Keokuk, -Iowa, and a long-time-reader 
and well-wisher of your paper, passed away March. 
22, leaving to the National Spiritualises Association of 

. Washington; D. C., $5,000. I only mention this to let 
you know how- firm a-believer he was.. He .was a 
grand, good man, living to the ripe old age of 8fi.’ ■■

Keokuk, Iowa. S- E. TUCKER.

. No evil propensity of the human heart is so power
in face of the mystery of his ex- ful that it cannot be subdued by discipline.—Seneca,

The writer has been coiiimissloned to 
give an account of the :flrst annual 
mass-meeting of the Indiana State Spir
itualist Association, which convened at 
Peru, Indiana, April 22,'and continued 
over Sunday. •: . I: .

The splendid trio of noble workers, 
Miss Elizabeth Harlow.’■ Mrs. Anna 
Throndsen and Will J.-: Erwood, were 
well chosen and conducted the meeting 
to a successful issue. No need to try 
to add luster to the napes of these un
tiring workers. Their... reputation as 
honest, unselfish .advocates of nature’s 
religion is well' established. There

grit and much grace, we hope to pull 
through all Jifflcultles.

MARGUERITE MILLER.
Rochester, Ind.

Nature’s Disinfectant.
''Nature’s great disinfectant is sun

light. It is a most interesting fact that 
this wonderful light, which promotes 
the growth of useful plants and sus
tains animal life, at the same time de
stroys by its very brightness all sorts 
of genms which are brought in contact 
with it. It is this fact alone which ren
ders the earth inhabitable. Germs de
velop with such marvelous rapidity that 
they would quickly overwhelm us by 
their very numbers if not constantly de
stroyed by the sun.

A little computation will readily show 
this. Some germs are capable of such 
apid multiplication that they may 
louble every fifteen minutes under fa- 
orable conditions of temperature and 
ood supply. Estimate the number of 
erms which might be produced in a 
ingle day of twenty-four hours, or 
inety-six doublings. The number

Spiritualism In Rochester, Ind.
Spiritualists In Rochester, are still 

trying to float the banner of Universal 
Love and Gospel of Humanity on the 
orthodox breezes. As we cannot afford 
a speaker very often, we are pleased to 
have the best when we have any, and 
it seems the Lord must be on our side 
somewhat after all, as we are now and 
then well favored. "

Sunday, Api 11 30, Will V. Nicum of 
Daytpn, Ohio, ha^. agreed to address the 
small coterie Of earnest souls in our 
city. Several visitors from surround
ing cities will be in attendance, and we 
feel confident of a glorious outpouring 
of the spirit.. ’.

Mrs. Lillie H. Preston Of Chicago, is 
now a resident of .this city. -Although 
she came an entire stranger among us, 
she has succeeded in impressing us as 
a good woman, with an honest message 
from the spirit ' world for mankind. 
Mrs. Preston is not a speaker, profes
sionally, but would like engagements 
with young societies who are new in 
the philosophy. Her messages have a 
ring of truth; .which is pleasing, al
though far from thé. sensational.

Miss Josephine Whitcomb, of Long 
Beach, Cal., is. .also among us.; Miss 
Whitcomb is an as’trologfst and palmist 
and has giyeny splendid satisfaction. 
She possesses much .ability in her Une 
of work and is a lady of culture and ed
ucation. ' . '. ...

Rochester Spiritualists need a few 
more men,' io help push. We have wo
men galore, but as they have no money 
of their own,"and must he satisfied with 
the small amount doled out by their 
liege lords, it puta us in a poor financial 
condition, but since we have plenty of

.ould be more than thirty-two thousand 
billion billions, or sufficient to cover 
eighty thousand square miles a foot 
deep, or fill a space of more than fifteen 
cubic miles.

The increase of a minute organism 
occupying a cubic space of not more 
than one twenty-thousandth of an inch 
to such prodigious magnitude is beyond 
comprehension, and practically cannot 
occur. For while the germ may grow 
at this immense rapidity for a short 
time, the poisons which it produces be
come destructive to itself. The mate
rial upon which it feeds is also ex
hausted, so that its growth ceases.

Doubtless all have noticed the fact 
that mould grows during-the night and 
in dark, damp cellars. Bright sunlight 
quickly destroys germs, mould, and 
other parasltio organisms. Diffused 
daylight does not act nearly so rapidly, 
but accomplish^ in the course of a few 
hours what brigh\ sunlight is capable cf 
doing in a few minutes. It is clearly 
evident, then, that in order that our 
houses should be kept free from germs 
they, like our bodies, should be made 
full of life. The shutters should be 
opened, the curtains raised, and the 
light admitted to every room in the 
house, closets included,.so that the dis
infecting power of light may be exer
cised In every nook and corner of the 
dwelling.—Ex. ..

“The Romance of. Jude. A Story ot 
the Life and Times of the Nazareno and 
His People." Through the mediumship 
of Mrs. M. T. Longley. An Intensely in
teresting -book. NeaUy bound in cloth 
and gilt Only 50 cents. . ■

■’Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and rejected hymns, for lib
eral ami ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want It comprises 258 choice sefec- 
tlons of poetry and music, embodying 
the highest moral sentiment, and free 
from all sectarianism. Price 5U cents.

"The Priest, the Woman and the Con- 
feaslonal." This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail, SL

These pamphlets were published by 
Mr. Green in the Freethought Magazine 
and are all by eminent and able writers. 
The price on most of them has been re
duced.

Roscoe Conkling. Memorial Oration, 
by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price 3 cents.

Thomas Paine. By Robert G. Inger
soll. Price 3 cents.

Voltaire. An address by Prof. Emile 
Pingault. Price 3 cents.

Abraham Lincoln. His Religion. By 
Robert N. Reeves. Price 3 cents.

Burns and Whittier. Some ot Their 
Likenesses and Differences. By Prof. 
Charles G. Brown. Price 5 cents.

Religion in the Republic. By Mrs. 
M. A. Freeman. Price 5 cents.

Rational Wo-ship. A lecture deliv
ered before the Chicago Liberal Society 
by Dr. T. B. Gregory ot Chicago. Price 
8 cents.

Why 1 Am Not a Christian. By D. D.
Stedman. Price 8 cents.

Genesis to Revelation. Free Thought 
Commentary on the Whole Bible. By

• Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 10 cents.
Revelation Under the Microscope of 

Evolution. By Prof. Daniel T. Ames. 
Price 10 cents.

Life and Career of Charles Brad
laugh. By George Jacob Holyoake. 
Price 10 cents.

Religion and Science. The “Recon
ciliation Mania” of Dr. Paul Carus ot 
The Open Court Analyzed and Re
futed by ’’Corvinus." Price 10 cents.

'Free Thought Past, Present and Fu
ture. By Prof. Thaddeus B. Wakeman. 
With his portrait and life sketch. 
Price 10 cents.

The Priest and the Church—What 
Have They Done for the World? By 
Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price 15 cents.

John Tyndall Memorial. Ten short 
sketches of the life of this great man. 
Price 10 cents.

Cosmology Against Theology. By 
Vindex. Price 10 cents.

Church and State. The Bible in the 
Public Schools. The New American 
Party. A Criticism by “Jefferson.” 
Price 10 cents.

Standing Up for Jesus; or What the 
Editor of the Freethinkers’ Magazine 
Thinks of Jesus. Price 3 cents.

“Why An Expurgated Bible?” By 
Rev. E. H. Kee.is, Price 3 cents.

Progress of Evolutionary Thought. 
The opening address before the Con
gress of Evolutionists, held in Chicago, 
Sept. 28, 29 and 30, 1893. By B. F. Un
derwood, tbe chairman. Price 3 cents.

Christianity; Its Impeachment and 
Decadence, Also Demands of Liberal
ism. By Dr. F. E. Abbot and Prof. T. 
B. Wakeman. Price 3 cents.

Myth of the Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil. By. 
Henry Frank. Price 20 cents.

Prayer; Its Uselessness and Unsclen-
title Assumption. By Henry M.
Price 10 cents.

Liberalized Christianity.
M. Taber. Price 5 cents.

. The Republic in Danger. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

In Place of Christianity. 
M. Taber. Price 10 cents.

By

By

By

"The Infidelity ot Eccleslasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. Mi Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. ..
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1 Sboulb like to be tbe ©evil

»
ya*teflfe«ry gatería? at «ô Loomis Street,

Summer that will convince the world
SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1905.

WORDS OF CAUTION.

thesooner or later meet and settle to

an
noyance and trouble.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

r.

THE SHAKERS’ CLAIM.

we

ual was discovered.

THE INMOST CENTER.

I and

ers and go out into the world, 
spirits promised to return, and 
Shakers look forward to that day.

xemained indifferent, in spite of 
efforts of the "medium.” who was 
rested on complaint of the dupe.

in holy writ, we read:
"There went up smoke out of 

nostrils, and fire out of his mouth 
vonred; coals were kindled by it”

amazement became confusion as 
thought of our own significance.

BY THE REV. HERMAN 8. WAL
- LACE, OF PORTLAND, ORE.
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It is a fact that, priestcraft'and roy
alty, in all countries, have been in part

Ing would have .seen the 
Mrs. Pepper would have 
viewing them.

Even then it might be
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or 
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seems longer to him,” it Is still hoped 
that a large number of thinking people 
will tall fa Une with the new thought 
that their days may be -long in the 
land.

searched through strange paths 
winding

_ Remit l>y Postofflce Money order, Registered Leiter or Draft, ou Chicago or New xork. It 
. coats from 10 to Jtaents to got chocks cashed ou 
.local banka, eo do not send thorn unless you 
wlehthat amount deducted from the amount 

• «ent. Address all letters to J. II. FRANCIS, 40
Loomln Street, Chicago, Ill. v
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■Editor-it-Larga for the National -Spirit* 
> tialist Association.

Mr. Tuttle has been engaged to an
swer all attacks In the secular or relig
ious press on Spiritualism. Bend him 
clippings -when a i attack la made, giv
ing date and name of paper. Address 
him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Spiritism and Mn. Leonora E. Piper 
and Dr. Thomson J. Hudson’« Theories 
in Regard to It By Ex-Judge Ahtam 
H. Dailey. Demonstrate; futility and 
tafriequacy’Of iiBdBaa-s.axpdaflaUtHis of j 
Spiritual uhpnnmRnn PHab ok —‘

to 
S. 
of

■ "Goals! Upbuilding, Including Coop, 
eraäye Systems and the Happiness end 
Ufanoblement ot Humanity." By E. D.

to secure the assistance of “spirits” to 
arouse the love of a certain man.

For truths that should lead-me to 
God;

But further away seemed the finding 
With every new by-road I trod.

I searched after wisdom and knowl-

vantpge of deceptive appliances, and 
she Is. so perfectly frank that there is 
no opportunity for fraud.’’—-Statement 
of the Rev. Dr. Isaac K. Funk to an 

■“American” Reporter.

May Pepper’s /

' You should not send money In > let
ter. You may do so a dozen times safe
ly, and then the next remittance may 
be lost or stolen. Secure a postal order 
for five cents, and th. n you are per-’ 
fectly safe, and will save yourself

J. R. FRANCIS, Eâtor and Proprietor
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t32"At the expiration ot subscription, it not re

newed, the paper is discontinued. No bills ■ . will be sent tor oxtrnnumbers.
you Ao not receive your paper promptly 

. write us, and any errors in address will be 
promptly corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis..

Jt®"WhenBver you desire tho address ot your paper ¡changed, always give the address ot 
the place to which It has been going or the 
change cannot be made.

, TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
. The price of The Progressive Thinker 
per year to foreign-countries is ?2.

Healing by Religious Instruction.
According to the testimony of the 

New Testament the apostles of the 
primitive Christians healed the sick, 
east out devils, etc., In obedience to the 
express command of Jesus. In later 
times the church and its teachers fell; 
away from the word of the Master, in 
the matter of healing as well as in 
other things. ■

But now comes the news that St. 
Mark’s Protestant Episcopal Church of 
Denver has beep stirred to Ils founda
tion by the action of its rector, the Rev. 
John H. Houghton, in establishing a 
guild to teach healing of the sick by re
ligious instruction.

His course may result in sensational 
developments among the. congregation 
and threatens to revolutionize this con- 
servatlve church.

Mr. Houghton has ever been the en
emy of healing cults and has fought 
their invasion of his congregation. He 
has denounced tire principles of healing 
and denied their assertions.

. During the last year, however, he has 
stated that he believed all earnest 
Christians should be masters of their 
mind and body, and six months ago 
caused a sensation at a meeting of the 
Ministerial Alliance by saying that thp 
healing of all the ill by religious sects 
was an issue which all churches must

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Any person donating one dollar 

the Mediums’ Relief Fund of the N. 
¿A., will, if desired, receive one set
■spiritual tracts and one copy of "Vio
lets," a booklet of choice spiritual 
poems. One contributing two dollars 
to the fund will also receive a copy ot 
“Leaves of Truth," a cloth-bound book 
of instructive spiritual matter.

MARY T. LONGLEY, 
N. S. A. Secretary.

600 Pennsylvania avenue S. E., Wash
ington, D. C.

satisfaction of the Christians of the 
world.

“I, myself, have been healed by the 
word of God, the study of the Bible, the 
understanding of Christ’s teachings,” 
he declared, and now has made known 
his intention of establishing guilds 
where healing, as taught by the Bible, 
will be the study of the members.

The church is divided in its recep
tion of this departure, and some who do 
not approve the move mqy band ..to
gether and form a separate church. It 
is the desire of Mr Houghton to pre
vent members from leaving the church, 
and to this end Henry Holden Colpus 
came to his assistance from Philadel
phia. The measure is taken to put an 
end to the decreasing membership bn 
account of the inroads of new churches 
which preach the healing of the ill as 
taught by Christ.

Mr. Colpus says that it is the inten
tion to organize guilds of health 
throughout the British Empire and the 
United States.

Simultaneously in London and In 
Denver, Mr. Colpus said, the necessity 
for a radical movement -to counteract 
the tendency of church meinbers to 
leave their church relations to join the 
ranks of healing cults was recognized.

Barty iWchlttg ot Immertallty.
■ • Opening ”The Spectator/' published ■ 
by Addison, Dec. 3. 1714, we found the. 
-principal article «if that date was a com- > 
munjeation on immortality. The 
writer urged with great force that as 
eternity never had a beginning it can 
have no end. He concludes with an 
English rendering of a speech of Calo, 
from which we extract:
“It must be so; Plato; ¡thou reason’st 

well, ' . i
Else whence this pleasing hope, this ' 

fond desire.
Tills longing after immortality? , 
Or whence tills secret dread, and in- > 

ward horror, -
Of falling into naught? Why shrinks 

tiie soul - ’
Back on herself, and startles at de-: 

. structlon?; :
’TIs the divinity that stirs within us; • 
'Tis heaven itself that points out a 

hereafter,
And Intimates an eternity to man. : 
Eternity!- thou pleasing, dreadful 

thought!
“Through what’ variety of untri’d being; 
Through what new scenes and changes : 

must we pass! ■ '
The wide, th' unbounded prospect -Ues -

■ < before me ' . :
But shadows,-clouds, and darkness rest 

upon it.
» • • • ■ ’

"The soul, secur'd in her existence, 
smiles

At the drawn dagger, and defies its 
point. .

The stars shall fade away, the sun him
self

Grow dim with age, and nature sink in 
years; ' . '

But thou shall flourish in immortal 
youth,

Unhurt amidst the war of elements, 
The wreck of matter and the crush of 

worlds.”
Cato, the Stoic, died by his own hand, 

B. C., 45, but he was a flrm believer in i 
the continuity of life. How, then,-the: 
claim that Jesus brought life and im
mortality to light? Plato, the Athenian 
philosopher on whose logic on immor
tality Cato reasoned, died about 348' 
years before the Christian era.

Separatlon of Church and .State.
France seems inteiit on separating 

church and state. A bill is pending in 
its legislative body to that effect, 
which is supported by its ablest offi
cials. It is contended the influence of 
the church, which 1b Roman Catholic, is 
against republican institutions;

Great Psychic Powers
If 1 Were ©nlç Satani

S Sarcastic, facetious anb Characteristic ipoein 
~ S>r. G. Wilftiiw.

Mr8’ Pepper ’® ' Wrs. Pepper Amazes Him.
slw doo¿' Bui ln W1>ateVer Mr0’ PePPei' did not snatch at the
ti.»: i i-j BUt .by t ’ 8 do not mean halt I had placed for her.. Instead, she 
togr i indorse her teachings. I am Ip. looked astounded; .then called out, 
thp middle of a very exhaustive exaln-' “Why, Dr. Wallace, whatever can you 
¡ration uf heP work. There Is none of want 10 lcnow about a concert singer? 
th|B .'fraudulent -illusion business about What CaU a mln,ster want t0 kUOW 
hfii . submits to tests In her own 
hoifi?, ,MVhere she cannot have the ad-

about a singer?”
Then, although the letter had re

mained sealed and within my sight all 
the time, she told me just what my que
ry was, and-she added that some one 
had asked me to write about this sing
er. That was perfectly true. A sister 
of the singer had asked me to find out 
Whether she would return to this coun
try this summer to take part in a con
cert out'West.

Now Mrs. Pepped told me where the

I Should Like to Be the Devil. If I Were Only Satan.
t0 ”? the Devi1' wlth hiB If I -were only Satan and I had 

cute and cunning ways, repaired'
And be rolling fa his riches during my ’ '

eternal days. - “
I should like to make some people who 

are riding o’er the poor, 
.Feel the weight of stern old Justice, 

through a kind of X-ray cure,

1
my hell

_ Mto.' May S. Pepper, the Spiritualist E.irl was staying .in London, and when 
leader, has agreed to submit to a test she W?U'<J Jretur,n- I was amazed, as 
at the Lewis and Clark Exposition this you Imagine.
Summer that will convince the world Christian clergymen dhd others must 
of one ot two things—either that she recognize that Mrs. Pepper is doing 
is a psyehjp, of tremendous power, or wonderful things In Brooklyn, 
that she Is not wliát she represents her- ~ ... .
self to be, . '

Mrs.,Pepper will take a position on a 
rostrum at the fair, and will read let
ters the contents of which she will not 
see, It is the purpose of the men who 
have the arrangements for her demon
stration in charge to invite prominent 
ministers and leading men In all walks 
of life-to assist in this demonstration 
by writing .letters and keeping their 
contents a secret.

I should like* to be the Devil of the dim 
and misty yore, .

Who with forked tail and split-feetstood 
around each church-house door.

They have turned their backs upon him 
as a handy thing obscure,

Since he gave back alb their infants 
from his incubating cure.

I should like to be ihe Devil tor an 
earthly term .of years,

To give back to human tyrants all their 
woe-created tears.

I should like to hold the noses to the 
grindstone for awhile,

Of the ones who hold their brothers, 
with demoniacal smile.

Honesty and Longevity.
People who are in no haste to die, 

and these comprise the great majority 
of the living, will be interested in the 
account of a new club based upon a new 
phase of sociology, that length of years 
on earth depends on the strict observ
ance of honesty, and that the way to 
promote longevity is to elevate the 
moral tone.

Doubtless a consciousness of right in
tention, thought and action, is condu
cive to a physiological, as well as a 
mental and moral state of health; In 

. other words, mental and moral health 
conduce to physical health.

The theory seems to be, that the 
seemingly little sins curtail life, in 
some degree, and larger sins in-propor
tion. . ‘ ’

This is what a city paper, The 
Chronicle, has to say of the new club:

That the span of human life works in 
inverse ratio to the sum total of'Blns 
committed is the belief of a small but 
enthusiastic body of “new thought” ex
ponents of this developing center of 
culture, and on the strength of the the
ory they have organized the National 
Longevity Club, incorporated. A char
ter has just been granted at Spring
field and the organization is now au
thorized to spread the idea among the 
neighbors that the complete moral tone 
of the community may be elevated a 
few notches and Incidentally that the 
average longevity of the component 
units may be extended beyond the 
reach even of an Osler. -

The headquarters of the society Is on 
the eleventh floor of the Masonic Tem
ple, far above the murky current ot 
semicivilization which ebbs and flows 
through the channels of frivolity and 
sordid commerce. There on Tuesday 
afternoon at 3 o’clock the little band of 
men and women—mostly women as yet, 
they say—assembles to discuss meth
ods of making life’s tenure a species of 
linked sweetness long drawn out like 
a huge’ stick of sugar candy. •

“We believe implicitly,” said Mrs. C. 
H. Besly, one of the incorporators, 
“that longevity depends absolutely on 
the spiritual development. No other 
element has the slightest effect on the 
length of one’s days except the eleva
tion or lowering of the moral tone 
either of the individual or of the com
munity.

“Remember that we do not say that 
long life depends partially on refraining 
from sin, but entirely on such a prem
ise. As yet we are a mere handful of 
enthusiasts in the new thought and 
most of us are women—just one or two 
men—but we expect to grow into a 
large organization.

“We meet every Tuesday afternoon 
at our little room in the Masonic Tem
ple and will be glad to see anybody 
who can believe as we do or who may 
be interested in studying our theory.”

As yet the bearing of each individual 
indiscretion has not been figured to a 
fraction by the believers in the hypoth
esis, but some of the penalties are suf
ficiently severe as to act as a thin-ice 
sign to the citizen who stops to think.

The knowledge, for -instance, that 
each lie told by the grocer regarding 
the longevity of his eggs will discount 
his probable .tenure by six months is 
likely to make him hesitate before he 
quotes the familiar “strictly fresh.”

Who -would stare blankly into space 
while the street car conductor makes 
his promenade for. nickels down the 
aisle If he knew to a certainty that 
thirty days dating was to be granted 
him on his funeral as a penalty for his 
petty larceny?

That one’s life Is to be abbreviated 
one week because a newspaper Is pur
loined from the stand while the boy is 
hunting for change is a warning which 
even the meanest man must heed.

In regard to the greater sins society 
has long recognized the fact that a mur
derer’s life may be shortened by many 
years—if he is caught—but it is of the 
penalty for the infinitesimal sins that 

. the world is careless. It is the smaller 
sins, too. that tbe Longevity club hopes 
to kill in theif infancy before time and 
its accruing interests have had opportu
nity to develop them into crimes.

While there are always a multitude 
of thoughtless individuals who are 
ready to contend that "life is not really 
longer for the moral citizen, but only

A Desire to Know God.
Cogitating the other day on the 

Deity the question arose: What form 
does he wear? The first thought was 
to turn to what our good Christian 
brothers tell us, the Bible, and there 
gain from infallible Inspiration the de
sired information.

Our joy was great when we discov
ered he exists in the form of man, for 
rhe inspired author of Genesis tells us, 
man was made in tlie image of God. 
That fact established, our next ambi
tion was to know his size, as the pre
sumption is, man is a diminutive im
age. Our astronomical knowledge came 
to our aid. We contemplated the bound
less universe; its countless suns and 
solar systems, all spoke into being and 
populated with life in a single week, and 
we were amazed at his proportions. 
We stood aghast, filled with wonder 
and awe as we thought. We endeav
ored to grasp in imagination this great 
earth; but knowing only a small part 
it was impossible to comprehend ’ the 
whole. We wandered in fancy outward 
from planet to planet In our own solar 
system, and back to the sun, taking 
cognizance of the inferior planets, and 
the satellites circling them, and our

But the camera reveals fifty millions 
of those stellar orbs, each a sun, many 
of them infinitely greater than our sun. 
The mind of man, however expanded by 
education, cannot grasp such a mighty 
subject.

Lacking this power, let us have the 
aid of revelation again. ’We find God 
in the Garden of Eden in earnest con
verse with Adam and Eve. And when 
those worthies had partaken of the for
bidden fruit we find him there again 
searching for those sinful creatures, 
and even halloing; “Where art thou, 
Adam?” How it was possible for a 
God capable of creating the mighty 
whole to contract himself into the lim
ited space of a garden, probably lying 
between the Tigris and the Euphrates, 
near the Persian Gulf, into so small di
mensions, is certainly incomprehensi
ble.; but it must be so, for the Bible so 
instructs us.

Continuing our search for informa
tion relating to this God, as described

“Round about him were dark waters 
and thick clouds of the skies.” “His 
head and his hairs were white like 
wool, as white as snow; and his eyes 
were a flame of fire."

“And his feet like unto fine brass, as 
if they burned in a furnace.” “He had 
horns coming out of his hand.” J.‘And 
burning coals went forth from his feet" 
“And he had in his right hand seven 
stars; and out of his mouth went a 
sharp two-edged sword.’*

Enough! Every one of these quota
tions are copied word for word from the 
inspired volume as descriptive of God. 
Book, chapter and verse are omitted to 
save space.

Now magnify the picture in the 
mind’s eye so as to make God large 
enough to create the whole out of noth
ing in a single week, then do not the 
preachers belittle him when they pre
sent him to their auditors. We mis
trust it.

Rome and Education,
The abounding love of the Romish 

hierarchy for public schools Is aptly il
lustrated by ihe message «ent by Pope 
Pius X. by a Canadian bishop, as stated 
by the daily press. . '

Rome desires no education that is not 
tinctured with Romanism. ■

Vancouver, B. C., April 20.—At the 
close of mass in the Catholic church 
here Bishop Dontenweil said that the 
pope had sent -a message by him from 
Rome to ask his people to stand up for 
separate schools and to have their 
children educated in separate schools. 
The statement caused much comment 
owing to the heated, controversy for 
and against .government support of sep
arate schools fa northwestern Canada

nership, while priest and king have 
each labored to advance the interests of 
the other, and always to the prejudice 
of the people over whom they have tyr
annized.

The United States led the world in 
an attempt to separate church and 
state; but It has been only partly suc
cessful. Our penal codes have thrown 
a Shield over all churches, conferred 
special privileges on them, and have 
compelled the tax-payers to bear the 
burdens which rightly belong only to 
the church. This is done under the 
pretext that these corporations advance 
good morals. Unfortunately for the jus
tice of this claim the statistics of our 
penitentiaries and reformatory institu
tions show the criminal class come al
most wholly from those who grew up 
under church instruction, whilst her 
clerical class contributes more largely 
to people those Institutions than any 
other profession. .

My own experience with Mrs. Pepper 
has been such as to convince me that 

<Bhe possesses great power. I lost some 
papers that I valued very highly. I 
searched high and low for them, but 
met with no success. Finally a stenog
rapher ¡suggested that I try Mrs. Pep
per. I wrote to Mrs. Pepper and 
begged to be allowed a private sitting, 
for I did not want a public discussion 
of hiy loss.

I journeyed to Brooklyn, but found 
that the medium was out of town. I 
came on the following Sunday and 
placed a copy of my original letter 
within Mrs. Pepper's view.

She immediately detailed the man
ner in which I had lost the papers, and 
finally told me just where I should find 
them. Then she told me In many mi
nute details the nature of the under
taking in the Interest of which I had 
come to the East. All that I had ever 
told her was that I was a Christian 
minister, and had mislaid important 
papers.

Though it was highly improbable, it 
was nevertheless possible, that some 
one had informed her of my move
ments. She might have had a confed
erate that investigated my work here.

SqJ;I determined to employ another 
test,:. I wrqte a letter and placed it on 
the table in her church. The letter 
bore’the nilfae of my hotel and my own 
name. I thought that the envelope 
would. suggbst to her that I wanted to 
know something further about my bus- 
Inesi, for she had previously told me 
things tha£' would have led any inter- 
estediperson to inquire further.

I;' -'t- ____ _________

Congregations believe that their min
isters are compromising their denom
inations and the societies of which they 
are the spiritual leaders when they 
take It upon themselves to investigate 
the occult, and many congregations 
might feel that they were justified in 
requesting the resignations of pastors 
who delve into the secrets of the other 
world. For that reason ministers hes
itate to approach questions of this kind.

I am not engaged in pastoral work 
at this time, so that I am free to in
vestigate at will. The occult sciences 
have always Interested me, and I am 
only awaiting the day when further en
lightenment upon these matters will 
come. ’

Whether it is ability to communicate 
with spirits of the other world that en
ables Mrs. Pepper to perform such tru
ly wonderful facts I do not know. It 
may be that all she has done is ex
plained by the fact that her mind is so 
perfectly attuned that she is able to 
conceive, cogitate, conclude and com
municate thoughts that are in the 
minds of others.

It remains tor her to make a still fur
ther test to give her demonstrations 
sufficient color to stir skeptics to ani
mated discussion.

If some one sufficiently Interested 
leaves a sealed letter, -the contents of 
which are known only to him, and that 
letter is produced after his death for 
Mrs. Pepper to read, she would demon
strate power of communicating with 
spirits of the departed, for no living be-

contents and 
no means of

said that the
living mind communicated word of the 
forthcoming test, and that Mrs. Pepper 
hoarded the treasured information until 
the psychological moment.

It is difficult to conceive a test that 
will be “all-satisfying,1, but my expe
rience with_ the Brooklyn medium has 
been sufficient to convince me that she 
is worth study.—New York American.

I

I

should like to be the Devil, with his 
power all supreme,

would surely play the devil with the 
present social scheme.

I should like to bake the Christian and 
consume his silly creed,

And try-out the selfish tissue of all hu
man sordid greed.

I should like to be the Devil, with his 
once intrinsic worth,

When he stood as God’s “right-bower” 
in the running of the earth.

And brought forth each great invention, 
much against Jehovah's will:

I

I

I

should like to aid more fully In re
pairing this old mill.

should like to be the Devil, with the 
Devil’s old-time sway; <

should like to dig up victims of the 
Inquisition day,

And hold up before the Christians as an 
echo of their songs,

The grim grinning skulls and dry-bones 
of their tortured human throngs.

I should like to be the Devil that Was 
pictured out by man,

Who so oft appeared and thwarted God 
Almighty's perfect plan.

I should wield my strength for people 
who are blinded by the schemes

That but rob them of the sweelness of 
their highest earthly dreams.

I should like to be the Devil for an age 
or two and see

How much oetter to the people than 
Jehovah I could be.

I should like to brush the teardrops of 
his anger all away;

And bring peace along with plenty 
while upon tho earth I stay.

I

I

I

should like to be the Devil on the 
earth a little spell,

would give the trusts a foretaste of 
their own deserving hell.

would give them, as to others they 
gave alms they only stole,

Ample justice, ample cooking, in 
heated cauldron bowl.

I should like to be the Devil, with 
progress he bas made

my

the

More Hell Wanted.
A semi-religious paper on the Pacific 

coast, in its magazine department, re
ports a revivalist as complaining that 
“the people are drifting away from the 
old fashioned theology, and that more 
hell should be Injected Into religious 
services.” :

That is a grand idea, and should be 
cirried into practice if the intelligence 
of the age will allow the revival of an
cient paganism in the 20th century.

Hell was a priestly device, employed 
many thousands of years ago, to fright
en the people into obedience to their 
wishes. Its fires grew hotter from age 
to age as intelligence advanced.

The great revivals the world over, 
have been predicated on the idea of an 
angry God, and a torture chamber in 
which sinners were to be incarcerated 
eternally. He who could whoop up hell 
the most glibly and forcibly was the 
most successful in winning souls to 
God.

The best men in all the ages have 
been sent to hell by the priests, whilst 
its counterpart, heaven, has been peo
pled by the truculent, the cowardly, the 
infants and the assassins, who, while 
in prison awaiting execution, gained 
lorglveness of God by praises, applaud
ing him to the echo.

Yes, to restore priestcraft to power, 
exalt hell to the front again. Nothing 
else will do it ' .

A New Freak.
Are there new parties in charge of 

the electrical department of the uni
verse? and, if so, what indignity have 
the pyramids of Egypt .done Jupiter 
that the lightning’s fiery bolts should 
be hurled at them? The pyramid of 
Kephren, near Cairo, received a bolt 
a few days ago, believed the first in 
5,000 years. Did the powers that be 
mistake it for a meeting-house, such 
common objects of electric assaults?

Foolish Gullibility Illustrated.
According to the daily press, an in

stance has recently occurred in this 
city, illustrating the confidence game 
trickery of a so-called medium, and the 
foolish gullibility of her dupe. The 
foolish dupe says she paids?65 to the 
“medium?’ for which the “medium” was

They fled me, the fiercer I sought;
For teacher and text book and college 

. Gave only confusion of thought 
I sat while the silence was speaking, 

And chanced to look tato'.my soul;
I found there all things I was seeking— 

■ My spirit encompassed the whole.
, —Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

I Spiritualists of Rockford, III.
At4311s late date the writer would like 

to say a few1 words of a recent visit to 
Bpcl^çrd, JJ1., of five weeds’ duration. 
In the service of the Psychic Research 
Socléty/and its members, I found a live 
society of Snirituallsts striving to pre
sent the truths of our cause in a way to 
interest the thinking people, and suc
ceeding splendidly, '

The president of the society, Mr. 
Robert Schmus, is active in all reform 
movements, having been the socialist 
candidate for Mayor for that city, and 
is the right man in the right place. 
Brother Schmus is a hard worker, and 
is fully able to get up before an audi
ence and give them thought awakeners 
on a moment’s notice. His talks, are in
teresting and instructive.

Another one of the “wheel horses” is 
Mrs. H. H. Howe, who has the good of 
the cause thoroughly at heart, and 
makes many sacrifices in order to fur
ther the same. In' short the society IB 
officered and made up entirely of people 
who are willing and anxious to grow, 
and are eager to do everything in their 
power tp make success a possibility. 
The writer has never been more loyally 
taken care of in any place than In Rock
ford. Spending the entire month at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Barthol
omew, situated in the heart of the city, 
a fine opportunity was afforded me for 
getting qut among tlie people and learn
ing. that Rockford Is generously sup
plied with genial, whole-souled Spirit
ualists of the type needed by all.

Another one of the pleasant, and I 
should add instructive, features of my 
visit there was the acquaintanceship 
formed with a ripe young man of 84 
years of age; -this was Dr. G. W. 
Brown, a many-years Spiritualist, a 
writer and author of note, and one time 
editor of the historical “Herald of 
Freedom,” of Lawrence, Kansas. Dr. 
Brown is decidedly “eighty-four years 
young” for his intellect is just as keen 
as that of any man in the prime of life. ' 
Having had the pleasure of perusing 
several , of his works, among which 
were the “Researches in Oriental His
tory,” and “Gov. Walker, With the Res
cue of Kansas from Slavery,” the latter 
a product of the recent past, I feel that 
it is but just to say both books were as 
fascinating to. ™e as a poem (everyone 
knowing the writer will know what that 
means), and are well worthy the pe
rusal .bv anyone.

“Researched-.in Oriental History,'1 par
ticular's of\value to all who feel to 
study comparative religions, as it con
tains a wjealtbqof information gleaned 
from tbq mosfe reliable sources, that 
cannot hut help the student along the 
way.of jipowledge. I wish it might be '■ 
called ipto ito> fifth edition, for it is a 
book wq peed tp have in circulation.

I look,forward to meeting again with 
this young map, to my profit I am sure,, 
as no onpj,can converse with him with- 
tout getting intormation of value.

The ojjly safii Incident of the month 
was .the.jtransiiton of the infant son of 
Dr. and ¡Mrs- W E- Hammond. They 
are 'Sterling wsifkers for Spiritualism, 
and havq shown bravely the assistance 
the knq^ledg^spf the life beyond the 
grave cap^e t^-those whose loved ones 
make thpighapge. .

Many ties of friendship were formed 
in this beautiful city, and the writer 
looks forward to future visits there 
when these friendships ..may be re
newed. .Take.nil in.all, I do not think 
I have ever oéfen at any place where I 
•was better taken care, of than In Rock
ford. Thé society Is worthy of success, 
and I feel sure it will come.

WILL J. ERWOOD.

Issue Book Relating to History of Spirit 
Visitors Who Went Away Half 

a Century Ago.

Wlth religion and its tenets, all within 
the last decade;

I'd usb my ingenuity inventing an X-ray 
That would bring the human conscience 

to the open light of day.

According to The Times-Union of Al
bany, N. Y., tho North family of Shak
ers, of Mount Lebanon, N. Y., in a vol
ume on “Shakerism,” just issued, sets 
forth the claim that tlie Shaker church 
was the parent of Modern Spiritualism.

For ten years previous to 1848, when 
the famous rappings began at the h6me 
of the Fox sisters, the Shakers, it is as
serted, had recognized the familiar 
sounds and held communion in all of 
their settlements with spiritual visit
ors. The claim is made that on August 
16, 1837. at Watervliet, N. Y., the first 
suggestive rap was heard; that children 
of the settlement became entranced and 
began to talk of being in heavenly 
places and to converse with angel 
guides, and soon the adult Shakers 
were in communion with the spirits. 
All this was years before a medium had 
been heard of in the outside world.

In 1840 simple, childlike revelations 
passed, and books of several hundred 
pages of faith and Instruction were 
indited. In 1843 spirits Imparted the 
sacred roll and the book of holy wis
dom in four languages—Hebrew, Greek, 
Latin .and Spanish—and through per
sons who did not know these languages. 
These “mediums” kept themselves in
spired by living on bread and water.

In 1842, the Shakers claim, there 
came to Mout Lebanon, a strange epoch

many years ago back from the grave 
and it was these spirits that made the 
uncanny noises. Many of the best peo
ple in Menifee county have heard the 
noises and have assisted in the 
searches, and they all corroborate Dr. 
King, who says he would not live in 
the house again for the wealth of the 
entire state of Kentucky. He is one ot 
the best known physicians in- Menifee 
coupty, and his story is accepted with
out hesitation.—Chicago Daily News.

of spirit visitors. Indians, Arabs, an
cient Jews, Chaldeans, Persians, Hin
doos, people of remote lands and an-

i
i
i-

cient times thronged to Mount Lebanon 
in spirit form. After ten years of 
these experiences, which are vouched 
for by Shakers still living at Mount 
Lebanon, the spirit visitors announced 
that they were about to leave the Shak-

The 
the

Spirits Drive Out a Doctor.
Owingsville, Ky„ April 26.—The fam-i-

ily of Dr. Joseph King has been com
pelled to move from their residence 
near RothwpU, Menifee county, eighteen 
miles from here, because of tbe visits 
of a rambler whose abode is not on 
earth. Three days after the King fam
ily moved into the property Dr. King 
was asleep when he was awakened by a 
cold, clammy object being placed on 
his face. He and his family searched 
the house carefully, but nothing unus-

*

This was the beginning of disturb
ances of almost nightly occurrence, 
such as noises as would be made by 
planks sliding along the floors and then 
allowed to drop to the floor. The fam
ily, while sitting by the fireside, would 
be frightened almost senseless by the 
falling of a heavy object immediately 
behind their chairs, although nothing- 
■could be seen. Heavy objects would 
roll off the house and gates would slam, 
while no one was ever seen. Ghostly 
voices would be heard,., sometimes in . 
conversation and at other times in 
song, hut no trace of the owners of the 
voices could oe found.

Noises of firecrackers exploding 
would be heard in upstairs rooms, fol
lowed by sounds as of a dynamite ex
plosion just behind the chairs of the 
family, as they sat about the fire. 
Ghostly-footsteps would walk across 
the floor and heavy canes- would .. be 
pounded on the floor in the presence ot 
the King family, but nothing could be 
seen. This, Dr. King says, he stood for 
a yea/,'and as his wife's health was giv
ing :wny he removed his family.

' Mrs.' Robertson, from whom King

Woman's Rights and Woman's Wrongs.
In an article in the New York Amer

ican, Mrs. John A. Logau says regard
ing the work of Susan B. Anthony, and 
the cause for which she has labored 
bo many years:

“Susan B. Anthony, the originator of 
the woman’s suffrage movement, de
serves the thanks of the women of the 
nation for the reformation she has 
brought about touching the rights of 
women. She and her coadjutors have 
caused legislation which has protected 
.women and their property from the un
scrupulous treachery and selfishness 
of men. They have achieved wonders 
along many lines, securing for their sex 
more consideration, greater equality 
before the law and more liberal com
pensation for their labor, though they 
have not yet succeeded in establishing 
the rule of like compensation for like 
service.

“If the qualification of education 
should be applied to voters, a greater 
number of women would be eligible 
than men in proportion to the popula
tion. They are naturally more inclined 
to education than men. Surely the 
causes of temperance, morality, relig
ion, patriotism and education would 
be greatly advanced were women grant
ed the right of suffrage and if the qual
ifications for eligibility of all voters to 
the privilege were raised to a higher 
standard.

“I cannot believe that the granting of 
the right would in any sense affect wo
men unfavorably or disqualify them 
for the holier and higher states of 
wives and mothers. On the contrary, 
I believe that they would use the right 
of suffrage conscientiously, Intelligently 
and with the keenest appreciation of 
the responsibility resting upon them.

“They might not always act wisely, 
but they are less corrupt than men, If 
one may judge from the experience of 
the Government. Among the thous
ands of employees of the Government, 
it is a well known fact that not a cent 
has ever been lost to the United States 
Treasury through the dishonesty of a 
female employe, although they have 
handled millions of money during and 
since the war.”

Babbitt, LL..DC AL D. This comprises: bought-the property, told King that-she 
the last part pt Human . Culture and rhad.called the snlrit-of -her dead bus- 

©iritaai ¿henomsi^ 1 2£f ‘corer'lS MJa band and also ihe spir'd of a murdero
-awv ca Basa, es4U13msioa, .. ‘ k‘wb0 was hanged in Menifee county-

•The Light of Egypt.” Volumes I 
and 2. An occult library in itself, a 
text-book of esoteric knowledge as 
taught by Adepts of Hermetic Philoso
phy. Price $2 mr volume. ’

"Origin of Lite, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Malter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows." 
By Michael Faraday. .. Prince 10 cents.

“Koradlne. By Alice B. Stockham 
and Lida Holt Talbot" In the form of 
an entertaining story, It contains les
sons which every g’.ri should know. 
Price, cloth, <1. z- .

“Death, Its Meaning «&A Resulta.’* 
By J. K. WBson, of the Pennsylvania 
Bar, An absorbingly interesting vol
time, of decided value. A narrative ot 
trondertol -psytbic' events in rtha an-, 
thor's experience, Ctoth,'500 sejevll- 
tasWäA 6W&* - '

I d come for nil oppressors who from 
brimstone had been spared.

I would melt the callous conscience of ’ 
each hoggish man of earth,

And the human beast would languish 
in my very hottest berth.

Oh, it I were only Satan, do you know 
what I would do?

I’d stand ujion the Universe and claim 
the Devil’s due.

I’d malfe the millionaires of earth In 
humbleness to bow

Unto the men whom they have robbed 
and make amends right now. ' 'f-

If I were only Satan for a century or m 
more,

I would get some satisfaction that ■ 
would tickle to the core. -■

I would decorate my palace to the full
ness of my mind, ■

With the sparkling little jewels, and 
the gold that’s left behind.

If I were only Satan, I would loiter at 
the gate,

Wilh a woe-begone expression and a 
contribution plate, •

And I’d ask a small percentage for safe
keeping for the throng,

All their diamonds and their morals 
that they could not take along.

If I were only Satan, 1 would venture ' 
to explore "

All the regions of St. Peter for discard
ed things in store;

For the useless things once hoarded 
through a selfish little pride, 

That were burdens to the spirits and 
were sadly laid aside.

If I were only Satan and could have 
his mighty pull,

I would fill each nook and corner of my 
roasting places full.

With the people who are stealing fro 
and starving brothers here,

And I’d have my imps all dancing 
the merriest of cheer.

If I were only Satan and accredi 
the same, .

With the progress and inventions o 
erZib, I'd take the blame, 

And give thanks unto the churche:
old superstition’s scheme, 

Which has ever made hlm honore 
a power all supreme.

If I were only Satan, I should b

ted

the

tor

with

so
mighty proud, .

To be a mighty leader of the one su^i- 
cessful crowd, 

the men who gained the battles otOf
the earth in earthly tilings, 7 

O’er the people who were ever in )the 
act ot sprouting wings. .

If I were only Satan, with his cunning 
and renown,

1 would make some more tornadoes that 
would tear the churches down. 

And I'd have the stones all gathered 
and built Into one large home,

For the poor, the weak, the needy, who

If

1

I

now shelterless must roam.

I I were only Satan, with this earth 
once all my own, 

would make the well-fed hungry and 
then throw to them a stone.

would feed the starving masses from
the cupboards that are full, 

If I were only Satan and had Satan’s 
mighty pull.

BOOK REVIEW.

The Outlook Beautiful. By Lilian 
Whiting.

Beautiful in print and binding, beau, 
tiful in literary style, and beautiful in 
pure spiritual tone and sentiment, is 
this latest book, in which Miss Whiting 
deals, with fino intuitive expressive
ness, with the mystery of death and the 
relations between the present life and 
that which is to come. The contents 
treat of the following subjects: The 
Delusion of Death; Realize the Ideals; 
Friendship a Divine Relation; The 
Ethereal Realm; The Supreme Purpose 
of Jesus; An Inward Stillness; The 
Miracle Moment.

Price JI. For sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker.

The Recording Angel. A Novel. By 
Edwin Arnold Brenboltz. Chicago. 
Charles H. Kerr & Co., 56 Fifth avenue. 
287 pages. $1.

This story lakes its name from an in
genious machine, a sort of automatic 
graphophone equipped with an electric 
motor, which served to take down cer
tain important conversations of a trust 
magnate when he believed himself un
heard. The plot is ingenious and ab
sorbing; it deals with a struggle be
tween the steel trust and the labor un
ions, and it is a dramatic picture, even 
though some may call ft overdrawn, ot 
conditions already existing or plainly 
impending.

A Veteran Passed On.
Simon Wilkinson of Cleveland, Ohio, 

passed to the higher life from tho 
home of his daughter, Mrs. Olive Keyes, 
17 Bradwell street, April 21, 1905. Bro. 
Wilkinson was nearly ninety-two years 
old. He was born in the town ot Stowe, 
Vermont, Sept. 9, 1813. He was mar
ried in 1837 to Miss Sophrona Allerton, 
who passed on to the higher life four 
years ago, they having traveled to
gether sixty-four years in their earthly 
journey. Both studied tbe philosophy__;
of Modern Spiritualism for more than'/J 
half a century. They were broad, lib- ; 
eral thinkers, and the spiritual teach
ings appealed to their reason. They ; 
took a deep interest In Lake Brady 
Camp, and in its early history built a 
cottage there. None knew Father and
Mother Wilkinson but 
The funeral was at the 
daughter, Mrs. Charles 
Sunday, April 23, and 
by the four surviving

to love them, 
home of the 
Keys, Easter 

was attended 
children four-

teen grand children and three great
grand children, and a large number of 
friends and neighbors.

The services were conducted-by Bro. 
I. W. Pope, who alluded to the fact that 
all the churches were celebrating tho 
historical account of the return and ma
terialization of the spirit of Jesus, yet 
they condemned the Spiritualists for be
lieving in spirit return of to-day. The 
greatest evidence the people have to
day is the fact we can witness similar 
demonstrations. .Prof. James Hedley 
followed with a fine eulogy upon the 
life and character of Father Wilkinson. 
Mrs. Zettie L. Isle and Mrs. Mary Akers 
James rendered most beautifully tho 
songs, “Twilight,” “Only a Thin Veil 
Between Us,” and "Some Sweet Day.” 
Mrs. Isle is from Galion, Ohio.. Her 
voice is exquisitely sweet, and she 
ought to be kept busy by the people of 
earth rendering sweet harmony to vi
brate from sout to soul. •

MARY F. FRINK POPE.

. ¿'The* Truth- .Seeker Collection of 
Forms and’Ceremonies for the Use ot
Litterals.” Price 25 «enta. J
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A higher state of citizenship is constantly required spairs of regaining his wealth; the convicted murder-

existence are unromantic and have but little interest

. t

the

The officers of the association are:

SOMETHING ABOUT KARMA.

Iof the kind.

Abraham

ble. -■

answered 
rendered■

the 
the 
for

the funeral of our lamented 
Lincoln. .

Mrs. Richmond spoke and 
all questions put to her and

Why Persons Should Be Leniently 
Dealt With for Their Faults.

Spiritualists Resolve to Purge Their 
Ranks.

As Viewed From a Theosophical Stand
. point

record of the same • placed upon 
minutes of the convention?

Resolved That we extend to 
president and his associate officers
sincere thanks, of the association, ... 
their faithful and untiring labor during

The Portage (Wis.) Democrat says:
The 1906 convention of the Wiscon

sin State Spiritualist Association will 
be held in Milwaukee, beginning the 
third Tuesday in April.

. ‘‘Paint me as I am,” exclaimed Cromwell to the 
artist, who with paint and brush was putting his im

. age upon the canvass. “If you leave out the scars 
and the wrinkles, I ’ll not pay you a shilling. ’ ’ If our 

. own thoughts and motives could be as correctly 
painted or photographed as our faces, very few would 
care to look upon the picture. k

• It has been-said that, “The proper study of man
kind is man. ” We spend a good deal of time in ana
lyzing the causes and motives that prompt the action 

' of others but neglect to scrutinize the ¿controlling 
, principles that actuate our own lives. Every one lias 

some personal peculiarity, characteristic or habit 
which in the estimation of others is regarded as a de- 

■ . feet and prohibits in the individual the realization 
of the ideal person or character. Man standing alone 
cuts no more figure in human history than an atom of 
matter floating in a sunbeam. Occasionally a single 
individual has forced his way up sufficiently to be 
seen above the common level, but the great mass have 
made no perceptible impression on the annals of time 
or leit any trace of their existence. It requires lopg 
stretches of years; and the sacrifices of innumerable 
people t<f note any change or advance in the general 
progress ot the world. But it must be conceded that 
each civilization that has appeared upon the earth 
has, on the whole, been an improvement upon the one 
that preceded it.

The same can be ¿aid of the great religious systems, 
that have from time to time arisen and dominated 
and controlled the actions and consciences of vast 
multitudes of people. It is only as we extend our vis
ion that we can take in the beneficent order of provi-> 
dence; it does not clearly appear in individual expe
rience. The manner of life has less to do with its 
weal or woe than many of us are willing to admit. 
The most perfect example of living is often linked 
with the greatest suffering and the sorest privation. 
The innocent suffer and the guilty go free, so that 
along the moral lines we can discern no well defined 
rules governing rewards and punishments. We 
come into this world furnished with certain mental 

' and physical qualifications, and with environments 
and conditions in regard to which we have had noth
ing to say. However unequally equipped we may be 
for the great struggle befpre us, all are held account
able to the same law, ana it matters not whether our 
forefathers were saints or sinners, there is but one 
moral standard by which we are judged.

Ingersoll, in a speech delivered at Albany, N. Y., be
fore the state bar association upon crimes against

are made, theories advanced, but the solution of the 
question takes us too far back into the realms of an: 
tiquity,' ' ■ '

“Thou unrelenting Past! '
Strong are the barriers ’round thy dork domain—

And fetters, sure and fast, ; '
Hold all that enter thy unbreathipg reign.

For in thy realm,-withdrawn, . .
Old empires sit in sullenness and’gloom; ?

And glorious ages gone, \ , .? /
Lie deep within the shadow of thy womb.

''Full many a mighty name .. .
Lurks in thy depths, unuttered, unrevered;

With thee are silent fame, . ' ;
Forgotten arts, and wisdom disappeared. ”

■ The. question of man’s origin find destiny has al
ways commanded the greatest wisdom, most profound 
thought nnd earnest solicitude. The unfolding of 
life, the growth of civilization, the building up of re
ligious faith,—are studies which bring to the mind 
rich fields for thought and investigation. We live in 
a time of great religious doubt; the reign of faith is 
rapidly passing away and reason begins to command 
universal attention. Science looks with reverence 
upon no creed or book. She pays tribute and offers 
worship only at the shrine of trujh. The time has 
come when there is not so much interest manifested 
in the creed a man embraces as there is in the life he
lives. Orthodoxy of heart and life is more important 
than orthodoxy of doctrine. The golden rule is more 
to be admired than the eateehism. There is a beau-
tiful poetic legend which says:
Abou Ben Adhein, may his tribe increase, 
Awoke one night from a deep dream of peace 
And saw within the moonlight in his room, 
Making it rich and like a lily in bloom, 
An angel writing in a book of gold; 
Exceeding peace had made Ben Adhem bold, 
And to the Presence in the room he said:

‘ What writest thou ? ’ ’ The vision raised his head, 
And with a look made of all sweet accord, 
Answered: “The names of those who love the Lord.” 
“And is mine one?” said Adhem. “Nay, not so,” 
Replied the angel. Abou spoke more low, 
But cheerily still and said: “I pray thee, then, 
Write me as one that loves his fellow-men.”
The angel wrote and vanish’d. The next night 
It came again with a great awakening light 
And show d the names whom love of God bad bless’d.
A„ J 1.. i n___ a ji. .... j. »■» .... .’ fcriminals said : “Is it not possible. is it not probable, ’. , . ,------------

is it not true, that the actions of all men are deter- °’ "en Adhem s name led all the rest.
mined by countless causes over which they have no 
control ? I am perfectly satisfied that there are mill
ions of people incapable of committing certain 
crimes, and it may be true that there are a million of 
others incapable of practicing certain virtues. We 
do not blame a man because he is not a sculptor, a 

■ poet, or painter, or a statesman. We.say he has not 
the genius ** * Who, he asks, has the mental 
balance with which to weigh the forces of heredity, of 
want, of temptation?”

It is claimed life is a blessing, yet this is a proposi
tion more easily asserted than proved. In the plan of 

. creation, and the progress of the world, the good of 
the individual seems to have been subordinated in the 
interest of the mass. Taking in view the present, and 
looking back through history, and still further back 

- into the dim and uncertain light of tradition, we find 
that the course of humanity has ever been onward

• and upward. Its beginning no man knows. Guesses

It is said that Theodore Parker was once asked to 
the fufer?1 man who had been an athe

ist; but one who had led an honest and correct life, 
and he said, 0 God, our departed brother did not 
recognize thy existence but he obeyed thy law.”

Deeds are more effective than prayers. Talmage 
once said that some of the meanest men he ever knew 
had D. D., L. L. D., and F. R. S. at the end of their

The successful convention of the 
Wisconsin State Spiritualist Associa
tion, at Portage, closed on the evening 
of April 19, at the court house, at which 
a lecture by President Erwood of La 
Crosse, on “Spiritualism as a Humani
tarian Religion Suited to the Wants 
and Needs of the People" was the feat
ure. The audience was large.

Mrs. Throndsen of Louisville an
swered questions and gave messages.

The work of the Morris Pratt Insti
tute of Whitewater was discussed by 

.its secretary, Mrs. Clara L. Stewart.
Violin solos by Dr. E. C. Root were 

received with appreciation.
Many Resolutions Adopted.

The convention adopted the following 
resolutions:

Whereas, We are conscious of owing 
a great debt to the spiritual world, 
therefore be it

Resolved, That our knowledge of 
Spiritualism is based on mediumship 
and as our mediums are the connecting 
link between the two worlds we should 
do all in our power to save reliable me
diums from unjust censure and suspi
cion and to relegate frauds, fakirs and 
charlatans to the rear and that every 
expose made by ourselves tends to 
purge our ranks and to place Spiritual
ism on a more solid basis.

Resolved, Recognizing what the Mor
ris Pratt Institute is doing along the 
line of educational work, for the bene
fit of coming mediums, we as a commit
tee realize that the time has come to 
demand that cur public workers not 
only be of the highest moral character 
•but have an education equal to the 
Morris Pratt Institute or a like school

Resolved, During the past year the 
white-robed Angel of Destiny has called 
for Brother Nathan Fisk of Wonewoc, 

‘John Gregg of LaCrosse and other 
friends. Realizing that the life of 
earth is but a school in which We learn 
the lessons which fit us for nobler and 
higher usefulness and thereby gradu
ate Into advanced states of unfoldment, 
we congratulate our arisen brothers on 
their success in having cast off the con
dition under which we still struggle and 
reached that fuller expression of life 
In spirit realms, and while we miss 
their presence we are conscious of and 
rejoice with them in their spiritual pos
sessions.

Resolved, That we have been more 
-than ordinarily favored by the pres
ence among us of the distinguished 
Gora L. V. Richmond, pastor of the 
“Church of the Soul” nt Chicago, Ill., 
and we feel that we cannot too highly 
.appreciate the service rendered to us 
both by her own personality, and also 
that, of her invisible guides and teach
ers and we most earnestly recommend 
that a vote of thanks be extended not 
only to her but her congregation and 

■classes through whose generosity it 
-was made possible for her to come. ’ 

C Resolved, That the thanks of the con- 
<vention are due to the citizens of Port- 
age'who so kindly welcomed us among 

■ them and placed at our disposal this 
commodious and comfortable hall as 
-well as other privileges of the city.

■ Resolved, That our thanks are due 
to the press of the city who have so 
courteously and fully reported the do

' Ings of this convention and also to the 
/nusiclans and singers who by their.

to Ipad tliem «¡ut c&bondage. In a land of plenty for the vast multitude of people. If' the claims of 
poverty is every day becoming more common. The science are true, hmn lias fought his way up from the 
many grow pooy and tho few grow rich, Fortunes lowest origin--through savagery, through barbarism 
are being amassed beyond what, heretofore, the most to his present condition. Daniel G. Brinton, who at 
greedy ever conceived or the dreams of avarice pver one time was president of the American Association 
pictured. But tor every man that lives in a palace a for the Advancement of Science, in an address once 
hundred men must live in huts.. No one can aecumu- used the following language: “What floods of tears 
late a fortune from his personal earnings. . Fortunes and blood, what long wails of woe, sound down the 
laised troin lyvfwkiiig railroads, watering,stocks, and centuries of tho past, poured forth by humanity in 
buying up tliejprodtats of a country for the purpose its desperate struggle for a better life,-a struggle 
oi enliancing the.pme, cannot be said to have-been which was blind, unconscious of its aims, unknowing 
“«mp^nal*arn,n?8.. .. . . of t,l° lneaus 'which they should be obtained,—

Wealth apd Poverty must always live side by side., groping in darkness for the track they, knew not 
• Ihe success ot me jffln is made at the expense of oth- whither. Ignorant of his past, ignorant of his real 
ers. Wherevefi there are great riches there must be needs, man has blundered and stumbled up the thorny 
a corresponding degree of poverty. Yet therfe are path of progress for tens of thousands of years, 
things more to'be il&ired than wealth. Money can Mighty states, millions of individuals, have been 
buy the paintings ot the groat masters, but it cannot hurled to destruction in the perilous ascent,-mistak- 
buy the genius, to pamt them. Money cap buy the ’ -’ ” • ' - - - — -
books of the gre^t,ajithors, but not the ability to write 
them Money can pnmmons into its presence the 
most distinguished orators, but it cannot buy the gen
ius that produces the oratory. Wealth can .clothe the 
rich in the .finest broadcloth and most costly silk, but 
it cannot buy the fine, physique, the manly form, that 
often dwells nj the homes of the poor, .nor the picture 
of hea!th and beauty which the most humble peasant’s 
girl in the land may possess or the blush that lives 
upon her check s .. . ...........

It is claimed-by some, that if equality prevailed 
among the people; if all stood upon a common level 
in life, equal iu position, wealth and'standing,-the 
world woulfi stand, still and there would be no prog
ress. That it is this very idea of reaching up to that 
umi.cb is us push.es us.°™d and upward.

!he world,.. says one writer, “would be in a poor 
11 not always before sonie ideal 

or miflennial condition, some panacea, some transmu
tation of base metal into gold, some philosopher’s 
stone, some fountain of youth, some scheme for elim
inating evil. But if the fruition of our hopes are 
never to berealized, why all this struggle ? Is it pos
sible that our civilization can proceed only as it walks 
<?ver desolated homes and ruined lives? Marie Cor-

ing the way, pursuing false paths, following blind 
guides.” Out of this struggle the world has reached 
its present civilization,—-a civilization that no one 
knows today whether it bodes good or evil to man
kind. We see that in the most enlightened and fa
vored countries it is hard to keep down the rising tide 
of popular discontent; and it is thought by many 
that in our own can be seen at work tire elements and 
forces of its final overthrow and aestruetion. A
government is always safe in the liands of a people 
that are prosperous and happy. The danger begins 
when want comes to the homes and drives away the 
smiles, the laughter, the joyousness of life. “Who” 
asks one writer, “shall repeal the law of self defense? 
What arms or discipline shall resist the strength of 
famine and despliir?” The most savage and blood
thirsty brute is comparatively harmless when gorged 
with food, but let him be pinched with hunger and 
he is ready to devour all that comes in his way. Pov
erty disregards men and makes them barbarous. In
every heart are the seeds of good and evil; circum
stances and conditions bring out either one or the oth
er. Yet, the well fed, well housed millionaire, won
ders as he sits in his palace at the unrest and turbu
lent condition of the people.

REMARKABLE IVNENWN
AN INSTRUMENT THAT RE< 

STORES EYESIGHT. Ì

Spectacles Can Be Abandoned.
This instrument is in th© form of a i 1 

pocket battery, which . the inventors / 
have patented and which they call "Ac- , 
Una,” a word which is Uielr trade mark < 
and owned by them. *

In the treatment of eye diseases the 1 j 
Inventors of “Actlna" claim there is no '; 
need for cutting or drugging the eye lor ; 

any form of disease, ; 
cataracts, pterygiums i 1 
and other abnormal ' 

7 growths can be re- : । 
moved and weakened ; I 
vision restored by ths ! |, 

__ t. —■- . new and more humans !; 
method, it this is a fact, there will be ■ !; 
no need to go blind or to wear spec
taeles. ‘ Actlna” has been tested In 
hundreds of cases and has effected mar- ! 
velous cures. So confident are the iu- i 
veutors that this device Is an article of ’ 
great merit that they give an absolutely , 
free trial. They want every one Iner- ! 
ested to make a thorough investigation i 
and a personal^ test ot the “Actlna." As 
it is sent on trial postpaid, asy person i 
can give It this test

They issue a book of 100 pages—a ? 
complete dictionary of diseases—which ?? 
tells all about “Actina," the diseases it 
will cure, what others think ot it, what I 
marvelous cures it has effected, and all' 
about the responsibility of its owners, : 
and It Is sent absolutely free upon re- > 
quest. This book should be in the 11- !■ 
brary of every family. Address New ,' 
York and London Electric Association, ’ 
Dept. 342R, 929 Walnut Street, Kansas 
CUy, Mo.

eUi in an “Introductory Note” to one of her books 
says: “There is no necessity to invent fables nowa
days ; the fictioniat need never torture his brain for 
stories either of adventure or special horror. Life 
itself as it is lived among ourselves in all countries, 
is so amazing, swift, varied, wonderful, terrible, 
ghostly, beautiful, and withal so widely inconsistent 
and changeful, that whosoever desires to write ro
mances has only to closely and patiently observe men 
and women, as they are, not as they seem, and then 
take pen in hand and write the truth.”

The history of a single life js something wonderful 
to contemplate. The fears, the hopes, the loves, the 
hates,—yea, the triumphs and defeats that enter into 
it, are known only to the individual soul. “There 
are two biographers” says Oliver Wendell Holmes, 

who can tell the story of a man or a woman’s life. 
One is the persd^i hi^pelf or herself: the other is the 
Recording Angql.” oWhy is it that the present al
ways comes toils Burdened with care, anxiety and 
unrest, and only in t|ie future ean be seen the Elys
ian fields of hufijan happiness? It is not the enjoy
ments of today upon which the mind dwells with sat
isfaction and'pinasuft, but upon what fancy paints 
and the imagination pictures are in store for us on 
the bright tomorfow./;; Our ideal life is always before 
us but we never attain it. No matter how low our

. , - • — — —  w — —“ —
names. Professions are easily made, titles readily ob
tained but true manhood is something that cannot _______
™t:?bial”ed-?01? colleSesor conferred by councils, condition or hard our lot, there is something better
Illis IS fl PPlLlAfll fliTA’ fl lima iirlinn -i«-i4-AwAr.-4-~ «-P U1—~ A..J nil. .. • > « »» ... . .this is a critical age; a time when the interests of beyond. There^s nd position in life without hope, 
mankind are growing more and more complicated. The sick expeetuto get well; the bankrupt never de
A hinrhAt* CTfiTA AT mflvonolun 1« — __ •_._J • p • . , . ... .. . 1 _
T„ * t. c \—1 ■ ,“«v opoiio ox icgaiu/Bg ins weaim; me convicted muraer-I? ? a™he. wn!ks of er is lo°kiug ire n reprieve, and the man sentenced
have eot to be better equipped. ,What . the world to states nrisonfowfit? is expecting a pardon 
most needs' ,s nhvnvii filo 1... M w — tlie SM^tijesS in life < ” ' 'most needs'is always) the hardest to get. Plenty of 
men are playing-the role of ¡Statesmen, philosophers 
and prophets but what the people want is some Moses

Mdst of the swfeqtije’sS in life comes through the im
agination. ' The cold hard facts and realities of our

the year and realizing the mental re
sponsibility and exhaustion resulting 
from entertaining a convention in one’s 
own city, therefore we especially ap
preciate and support our secretary, 
Rev. Nellie K. Baker for the labor and 
devotion she has shown in calling this 
convention to the work thereof. Appre
ciating the past efforts of our officers 
we most heartily recommend and ad
vise that they be continued in office if 
possible to retain them.

Signed, Mrs. E. F. Cowan, Mrs. A. 
Snyder, Mrs. R. H. Colby, Mrs. Clara 
Stewart, committee.

President. Rev. W. J. Erwood, La 
Crosse; vice-presidents, E. D. Frost, Al
mond, and George Acers, Portage; sec
retary, Rev. Nellie K. Baker, Portage; 
treasurer, J. H. Houston, Cambria; 
trustees, W. E. Bristol, A. J. Worthing, 
Oakfield; Mrs. A. M. Snyder, Mrs. M. A. 
Thieman, Milwaukee. '

Delegates chosen to the National As
sociation's convention in Minneapolis 
next October are. Rev. Nellie K. Baker, 
Portage; Rev. W. J. Erwood, LaCrosse; 
W. E. Bristol, Oakfield; Mrs. ,E. F. 
Cowan, Almond; Mrs. A. M. Snyder,' 
Milwaukee.

Wednesday’s meetings were of great 
importance to the future welfare oi the 
association and much needed legisla
tion was accomplished. ■

The afternoon session was called to 
order at 2 o’clock by President Erwood 
and was addressed by Mrs. Reuter of 
Milwauljofe ¿ltd Chas. Buchta of Mil
waukee.' i’R. E. Colby of Oregon, Wis„ 
recited a poem which was rendered at

several inspirational poems on different 
subjects. Tho afternoon session was 
adjourned at 5:40 o’clock.

In the evening at 8 o’clock, every seat 
Iq the large auditorium of the court 
house was filled and extra chairs were 
provided for at least 100 more. Still a 
great many found the meeting so inter
esting as to stand for three hours and 
listen to the able discourse of Mrs. 
Richmond of Chicago. ,

The Imperial orchestra furnished the 
music and. was enthusiastically re
ceived. ' '

Miss Dora Schultz sang a beautiful 
ballad entitled "The Dying Rose” and 
after another selection by the orches
tra, Mrs. Anna Throndsen of Louisville 
gave many cheering, mesages from 
loved ones on the other shore. She 
also read answers to 'many questions 
submitted to her. _ . .

The services closed with a benedic
tion by Mrs. Richmond, who left last 
evening Immediately after for Chicago, 
to take up her work in- the Church of 
tho Soul, of which she is pastor.

"The Majesty of. Calmness, or Indb 
vldual Problems and Possibilities.” By 
Wm. George Jordan. Another valuable 
little work. Price 30 cents..:

"He who knows little, judges harsh
ly; he who knows more judges less 
harshly, and be who is possessed of all 
knowledge—were that possible—would 
judge not"

You know your impressions of things, 
not the things themselves. Your knowl- 
edg of a thing depends wholly upon the 
media through which the vibrations are 
transmitted to- you. You are not your 
body any more than you are the clothes 
that you wear. Your eyes do . not see. 
Your ears do not hear—they are merely 
channels along which a relatively small 
range of vibrations travel. You are 
greater than body, eyes, ears. You are 
the eternal “I," for which the hour shall 
never strike.

An impact transmitted to you through 
the auditory centers is translated by 
the mind as sound. A similar Impact, 
transmitted along the visual centers, 
will reach you as light Objects seen 
through blue, green or any other col
ored glass will partake in color of the 
media through which they are seen. 
The distinguishing color depends upon 
the rapidity of the vibrations that the 
ray of light bearing the message to your 
mind is making.

A man born blind knows his eating 
utensils by sense of touch.. Give him 
sight and all the things known to him 
by touch will again have to be fa mil- 
iarized by sight. He will, at least, rec
ognize none of them through the-newly- 
acquired sense-avenue. He will see 
two objects where there is but one, and 
each image will be upside down. The 
mind, in the course of time, will re
gard the two images as one, and it will 
reverse the upside-down objective 
formh.

In the normal man the sense avenues 
transmit to the mind, through the 
brain, the things of the outer world 
with undeviating accuracy.

In passing I shall take advantage of 
the time and place to remind you of some 
of the delusionary forms of vision. 
Cases, although somewhat rare, are r£ 
corded wherein pictures of objects seen 
are, to a marked degree, retarded in 
their carriage to the mind. The af
flicted one will discuss with you things 
that he has passed some time since, 
during his journey. He will call your 
attention to “that house over there un
dergoing construction,” pointing his fin
ger, at the same time, in a given direc
tion where no house exists. The object 
he speaks of will be a house, perhaps, 
that lies a block or .two behind you. 
In this'case you will readily compre
hend that the difficulty that our friend 
encounters lies in the quality of the 
media—In the different modification of 
the matter that composes his eve and 
yours. The mind of the dilatory ob
server is sane, and is'capable of. en
gaging in abstract thought of the most 
subtle nature, but it labors under the 
disadvantage of having defective aper
tures through which to distinguish the 
not-self. ,• ,■ i .

A rhythmic flash of light. ls. some
times the result of the blood’s pulsating 
pressure upon any interne portion, of, the 
retinal tract This is a perception/that 
has no (exceptional) .object and is di
agnosed as a hallucination of the .mind, 
when the fact again loudly proclalms 
that the media, and not, the mind. Is 
defective. ,...............

One of the functions of the mind if

the upturned objects, previously men
tioned, to conform to the facts. These 
feats are duties imposed by the Ego 
upon the mind in the infancy of the 
body. It is a generally accepted belief 
among Eastern psychologists, and is 
largely shared by students in the West, 
that in early childhood (although as 
adults we have no memory of the pro
cess) man runs over in an incredibly 
short time, all previous stages of evolu
tionary growth. That which has been 
achieved slowly and toilsomely, in un
told numbers of • incarnations, is the 
work at each birth ofibut a few months.

Knowledge of the externa! world is 
brought to man through the senses in 
a more or less distorted way. In just 
the same way aré the things of the 
mental plane presented to him. They 
are biased and distorted'by his previous 
modes of thought, the race, nation, fam
ily and era carrying with them their 
apparent and indelible stamp, and theqp 
tendencies, with rare exceptions, show 
themselves in each individual unit that 
goes to the malting of the human king
dom. The same question presented to 
the, Jap and to the Cossack meets a di
ametrically opposite answer. This pre
concerted conviction is due to uncon
scious cerebration—words that perhaps 
need some definition. Nature is spe
cially conservative of her principles. 
The same principle upon a different lev- 
él, may be seen in operation upon close 
analysis. Persons absorbed in thought 
whilb walking, not infrequently pass 
the point of their destination. Having 
become accustomed to dropping letters 
into a certain mail-box, at a given 
place, you often detect yourself carry
ing your mail thitherward after the box 
has been removed.- This is automatic 
physical activity. The corresponding 
phenomena on the mental plane is due 
to the fact that mémory is dependent 
upon the continuity of action for its 
operation and that-’the -breaking of the 
chain of consecutive association causes 
the loss of memory-of past events.

In that most coifl-nefififible of books 
entitled “Thought ’Powêr'T Its Control 
and Culture,” memory3 ft defined as 
“the reconstructiofi’by ¡file knower out 
of the matter of thé1 méritai plane of ob
jects previously '■ contacted." [This 
quotation may not? be‘Verbatim. The 
book is not at hand'ht this writing. The 
context, however,-Will fiS found cor
rect]. A strain OT muffib, a • familiar 
solo, or the sound 165 chhrbh chimes are 
often so indissolubly linked to some 
bit of history, roni&ce’br sorrow that 
to revive one is to ftjrth’sMth reconstruct 
the thread of coéîlhuitÿi.üpôn which 
bangs the others. «This Is unconscious 
cerebration. Students 51 bf harmonics 
will readily see thé> parallel of- the be
fore-mentioned coüaërvâtion of the prin
ciples oí nature. - - , \

If I have succeetled' ln putting the 
matter as clearly before yon as it is my 
purpose, J have taken a long step to
ward the verifleatióh. of the injunction 
“judge not,” etc. ■

We pass ¡sentence ’upon our fellow
creatures, in keeping, with our former 
concept and experiences. Each man 
coming before fis reaps the harvest of 
the cumulative activities of other men 
whose evilfioing'hàs emblazoned a bi
ased impression upon 'our minds. Wo 
identify what we’elect-to call evil by 
Its association without own previous 
impressions of it; and upon the incom
pleteness of' those impressions must 
rest the accuracy of'our decision.

Try and conceive a difference be-

It would be instructive to know how much economy 
had to be practiced, how much privation and suffer
ing endured by men, women and children for every 
princely fortune that was amassed. It would be an 
object lesson to be remembered if we could see the 
homes that have to’be pauperized, lives bankrupted 
and hopes blasted, in order that greed and avarice 
may fatten and grow rich.

But this is history that will never be written. In 
looking over an extensive landscape, it is only the 
hilltops that are noticed, what Jies low down in the 
valleys cannot be seen. How often in reading a book 
of fiction, where some chapter of human life is de
scribed, we say the characters are overdrawn, the 
scenes are too highly colored, that no such realities 
ever existed, no such experiences ever (.transpired. 
But it is not so. There are lives all around us filled 
with living experiences, more heart-rending and ter
rible than any novelist ever pictured or actor por
trayed. Life sparkles only at the surface. Society 
goes masked, and our nearest friend knows but little 
why we laugh, or why we weep. Victories, not de
feats are inscribed upon tablets, emblazoned upon 
banners, and commemorated in song. No ninn ever 
comes up to the full measure of his hopes and expec
tations.

“I wonder if ever a song was sung 
But the singer’s heart was sweeter?

I wonder if ever a rhyme was rung 
But the thought surpassed the meter?

I wonder if ever a sculptor wrought 
Till the cold stone uttered his ardent thought?

If ever a painter, with light and shade ' 
The dream of his inmost heart conveyed ?” 

HENRY MORRISON TEFFT.
Norwich, N. Y.

you must remember that Egos are not 
all of an age. The young soul (the sav
age and other less evolved human be
ings) is he who commits manifold dep
redations. He may wear an old body 
but his experiences have been no doubt 
few; his knowledge consequently small. 
The bud must not be severed from the 
branch and cast aside because it is not 
a full-blown blossom. You should see 
in the criminal and in tho murderer, a 
low stage of evolution. Do not hang 
him should he slay a fellow-being. 
Punish him? Yes, by all means. But 
remember his “expiation” of crime on 
the gallows gives him more perfect 
freedom than he enjoyed when roaming 
the earth in his physical vesture. He 
seeks every opportunity to vent his hat
red both upon the living and the dead.

“The perfect saint Identifies himself 
with the criminal as much as with an
other saint, for the saint ¿id the crim
inal are alike divine,, although in dif
ferent stages of evolution. When a 
man can feel thus he touches the life 
of the Christ in men.”

We know that physical life is but an 
incident in the immortal life of the soul, 
and that our apparently separate lives 
are all really part of the one Great 
Over-Soul. We may differ in words 
and opinions, our goal is the same, and 
our continued efforts will unite in eter
nal friendship on that high plane of 
unity in the bosom of the Divine.

HERBERT A. HARRELL.
Chicago, III.

If one comes to believe in Karma he 
sees what little wisdom is shown when 
we presume to judge the actions of 
those around ns. Since it is impossi
ble—for the average person—td trace 
the experiences of any particular'ego 
through Its past lives, are we doing any
thing further than showing our ignor
ance when we condemn him for what 
he does? Not that we are ever to up
hold a bad action, be it understood, but 
there'should he discrimination between 
the deed and the doer. This wider 
view of souls calls to mind the French 
proverb, whicn says truly: “To know 
all is. to-forgive all.”
, If one becomes interested in the as
tral plane and its possibilities, he real
izes that now is his opportenity to make 
his life there either comfortable or un
comfortable. He also learns that the 
universal fear of death is groundless, 
so far as facts go, and that he may, if 
he chooses, when physical life ends, 
pass into a place where wider and fuller 
opportunities for happiness are possl-'

Or, taking a concrete illustration, let 
us consider the case o'f Mr. Anderson, 
the grocer. He is honest, industrious, 
and absorbed-In his business; he thinks 
of nothing else and" is constantly bor
ing his friends about its matter of fact 
details. -

Suppose, however," Mr. Anderson be
comes,,interested In the possibilities of 
the mentaL plane. -He learns that hé 
will spend fiboiit fifteen times the pe
riod of his earthly life in a place where 
as frocery stores do not exist, “Othello's 
occupation :1s gone.'.’ Consequently he 
tries to develop the ideal side of his 
mentality in some way, and perhaps be, ■ ■■ ■ ' « ' ■

NEW INVENTION!
Write for nt-w booklet. Special Offer tbi> mouih. Our 
new Quaker Foldlug Vapor liaih Cabinets, Uu«*»t 

produocd. K»eryU4j delighted. Enjoy at 
home for Sc each all iba aarvclouialeaiialng, 
invigorating, curative etfrcia of the faiuoua 
Turkish Baths. Open the 6,000,000 »Un 
pores, puriik-s the entire system. Beats Hot 
Springs. Prevent« disease. Barca Ur. bilk. 
Cured thousands, Huiure’o drugins remedy 
lor colds, grip, rheuoiaU'tB. nrhes, pains* 
blood and sklu dheatrt, Kidney Irculilo 
children's dkeaacM and female ill*. Onarnn» 
teed. Bent on ftt) days'trial. $l(N)to^SOO 
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Cancer Cured 
WITH SOOTHING, BALMY OILS. 
Cancer, Tumor, Catarrh, Plies, Fistula, Ulcers, 
hexema and all Skinaud Female DlBeases. Write 
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DR,'BYE, Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

ILe above j» the number or iho pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid tor has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first pagp Is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number <m . 
tk.e tag of your wrapper.
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LILIAN WHITING.

of good concerts as often as he can af
ford it. And he believes that every 
time he goes he is giving himself a lit
tle better chance to listen to listen to 
the grand symphonies of the heaven 
world. And coming back to the prac
tical side of the matter again, he learns 
that by occasionally turning his mind 
entirely away from his business to the 
consideration of abstract ideas, it is 
easier for him to solve his own personal 
problems, and more rapidly and with 
more satisfactory results.

And then, there’s Mr. Camp, the head 
of a large manufacturing establishment, 
who had the reputation of being a hard
hearted man, so far as the interest of 
his employes is concerned. Suppose he 
accepts the idea of reincarnation and 
learns incidentally thereto that Apol
lonius of Tyana, in the life previous to 
that in which he was one of the great
est teachers of his time, was a galley 
slave. Such great social transitions as 
this may enter into the life of any 
evolving age, and why may not Mr. 
Camp be a working man himself in his 
next incarnation? If he really believed 
that he would do his duty in quite a 
different light than he did when he was 
simply considering the personal inter 
ests of Mr. Camp in his present exist
ence.

The situations are countless where 
a vital difference in one’s actions would 
result from an acceptance in the beliefs 
mentioned. And the recognition of 
such truths make for justice, tolerance, 
charity, unselfishness, and intellectual 
and spiritual growth.

And what does this lead to? Christ 
has already given us the clew, for he 
did not mock his followers when he 
said: “Be ye therefore perfect, even as 
your father which is in heaven is per
fect."

Theosophy teaches that perfect men 
do exist, and that they are ever work
ing for man’s spiritual and intellectual 
advancement. Through the ages their 
patient efforts are unceasing, and they 
are rightly called the masters of wis
dom. What’we now are they have been 
and what they now are we may become. 
But not without constant effort, not 
without unswerving fidelity to one’s 
highest aspirations, does such a privi
lege at last come to man and such a 
glory finally be accorded him.

CLARA S. HENDERSON.

HIE LIFE 11ADIANT__Cloth,$1.00
” ’5' i>>l».her»..w book.

Un! m ,".li “I’01'1,™3' “ Practical Kic.-i’ for
iMlly living that bhuii embody Un*«weetnoHH -Mid 
exaltation and faith that lend enchantment to ilie, 
rv^a\ ta ineasnre, a logical Hi qucnce of “Tho 
Worht Beautiful. Leading Imo „till diviner Imr- 
sioulcs. HioLlte Badlaut" Ih clinracterUed by 

«“allilea that have marked The Wor> Beautiful."
CONTENT, The Golden Ace Lies Onward- DIs- 

cwuliti- tl Future: The Ethereal Kealm: The 
tho llou“'. 1110 K£alluil Moment; Tho Net-car of 

rilE SPIRITUAL SIGNIFICANCE; 
»r Death as an Event in Life, clotli, »1. A book 
from her pen me.-ma new tiashcauf Insight a rev- 
?Ih Emersuniau inlind.—Chicago Chronicle. u
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL; First, 
per°vohimi Thl"* Sorlcs- Tbr0° volume». Sl.tXl

°xP Y0L'. Du'3' o' Hi.... ..tar and Ambrosia ¡Believe In the wlntra; 'Ibe 
Vitilon and tho Splendor: The Enlargement of 
8m./Uncovered, nut made; A 
1 Bjcbologlea) Problem: The Supreme Luxury 
of Life: Exclusive and Inclusive: Tiuoueb 
ft’orning Nothing; The Woman of the World; 
lbe potency of Charm; Fine Souls and Fine 80- 

of Our Country; In Newness 
of Life; The Heavenly visitors.

AFTER HER DEATH.—A Story of 
ft Summer. Price, li.tX). Tim idea» in the booh 
•will afford comfort to manv, and tdtould bring 
poaitivo aid In sorrow to auehxa will receive Hi 
message.—Hartford Post.
FROM DREAMLAND SENT-
Verses of the Life to Come. New edition, with 
additional poems. tl.UQ. Decorated cloth, 
Lilian Whiting's verse Is like a bit of sunlit land« 
leape on a May morning.—Boston Herald.
KATE FIELD ; A Record, with 
several portraits of Jdlss Field, including one>x 
Elihu Vedder. Decora’sed cloth, I2.QP '

A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Brownina 
With Portrait. Decorated cloth. ll.'A

“THE LIFE BOOKS”
BY RALPH WALDO TRINE.

Bow a Woman Paid Her Debts.
I am out of debt, thanks to the Dish-washer buidness. ' In the past three months I have 

made 9600,000 selling Dish-washer. I never saw 
anything sell so easily. Every family needs a 
Dish-washer and will buy one when shown how 
beautifully ft will wash and dry the family dish
es in two minutes. I sell from my own house. Each Dish-washer sold brings me many orders, 
The dishes are washed without wetting the 
hands. That is why ladies want the Dish-wash
er. I give my experience for the benefit of any 
one who may wish to make money easy. I 
buy my Dish-washers from the Mound City 
Dish-washer Co., St» Louis, Mo. Write them 
or particulars. They will start you in business 
in your own home. L. A. C.

“The Constitution of Man." By 
Elizabeth Towne.' Gives a clear and 
practical presentation of advanced 
mental science and embodies many new 
and original ideas, and the fullest 
teaching extant as to the nature, con
trol and direction of desire.. Price 50s.

“Spirit Echoes.” My Mattie B. Hun. 
This pretty volume contains fifty-seven 
of the author’s latest and choicest. 
poems. Neatly bound In doth, and with 
portrait of the author. Price 75 coats.

What All the World’s A-Seeking, or 
The Vital Law of True Lite, True 
Greatness, Power and Happiness. Con- 
tents—The Principle; The Application; 
The Unfoldment; The Awakening; The 
Incoming; Character Building Thought 
Power. Price, $1.25.

In Tune with the Infinite. Contents— 
Prelude; The Supreme Fact of the Uni
verse; The Supreme Fact of Human 
Life; Fullness of Life—Bodily Health 
and Vigor; The Secret, Power and Ef
fects of Love; Wisdom and Interior Il
lumination; The Realization of Perfect 
Peace; Coming Into Fullness of Power; 
Plenty of All Things—The Law of Pros
perity; How Men Have Become Proph
ets, Seers, Sages and Saviors; The Basic 
Principle of All Religions—The Univer
sal Religion; Entering Now Into the 
Realization of the Highest Riches. 
Price $1.25.

The Greatest Thing -Ever Known. 
“The moment we fully and vitally real
ize who and what we are, we then begin 
to build our own world even as God 
builds His.”—From title-page. Price, 
35 cents.

Every Living Creature. “The tender 
and humane passion in the human heart 
is too precious a quality to allow it to 
be hardened or effaced by practices 
such as we often indulge in.”—From 
title-page. Price, 35 cents.

Character Building Thought Power. 
"A thought, good or evil, an act, in time 
a habit, so runs life’s law; what you 
live in your thought world, that, sooner 
or later, you will find objectified in your 
life.”—From title-page. Price 35 cents.

Life Paragraphs: Selections from the 
“Life Books.” Price 75 cents.

ESOTERIC LESSONS.
This work includes ‘Tersonlfled. Un

thinkable«," "First Lessons In Reality,'* 
and “A Tour Through the Zodiac." 
This Is an interesting production of oc
cult thought and will well repay careful 
Study and meditation by all occultists. 
Price, Cloth, $1.50. For sale at thia 
office. —a

push.es
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office not later, ¡than the previous Satur- I are requested to b&'present. Election , 
day morning. Bear this In mind. pt officers anilothepibuslness. -

' Secretary writes from : Louisville,■ v W -Mr !
Ky.: “Owing to the good work that has J<’u contain? tt mistake. It reads. Mt. , 
been done by Frank -T. Ripley, the I N..lx°n WaS C £ nlfnJ“ the
past three months, we have engaged pM,le sreatiUt b^oks now before the 
him for the month of May. Our presl- !’,up c R®nd >
dent made the announcement last even- ’m,11' 1 leiRi eseicL^or 1 inu16!,},* 

1 Mr. Nixon wife nof'the writer, but the 
secretary of ifte sdafices, and the spirit J

. „ j uu „ „«.u. 1 —I, | friends did th^ writing and talking, and
contain the full name and address of the A patron writes from Rockford, III., Mr jq|xon 'lijomrillfed the works. 1 
writer. Otherwise they may bo cast in reference to Will J. Erwopd, and bls ' t „lve lonLit Where honor ’ is 
Into the waste basket. . . '^!'k ,wIth the1P?\c1!!? So: due.” > 1 ‘
--- ------------- ------------------------------------------, ciety: We hud large and intelligent w wireh Rnfflii Is how in Cincln- 

I Qlldi&lli’GB fhmiifrlimti’ ■ IIia- fpvm ■ In- I xUtCn .ivUule .lB .J10W JU .ALWAYS GIVE YOUR FULL NAMfl creaglng ¡n interest to the last living naU’ 0111°’ Address him in care Of Gen- 
AND ADDRESS WHEN SENDING NO- ne„ A® A eral Delivery. He lectured and gaveTICES AND COMMUNICATIONS FOR "aHty where it had a ve“y "arge fob meSHa8e8 ln the SldHtual Temple at . 
PUBLICATION, OTHERWISE THEY forty years ago Mr Erwood Is Newport, Ky. ' J1WAY T0 THB a native orChicagTa genES^fl Mre. S H ^wer writes of^her vWt 
WASfD BASKDT. first-class ability, a great student ever 11° Amy Buchanan at Jacksonville, Ill.. .

Will J. Erwcod writes: “Will you I reaching out for new truths and not “On invitation I became her guest for 
kindly call attention to tbe error made afraid to express them. He is unusual- a iew days. I found her to be all that 
in my article, headed ‘An Important ly industrious, an excellent'psychome- was sald o£ lier-‘an educated, noble ana 
Question," In the fifteenth Une of the trist, a medium of rare powers, pleasing true woman.’ I was present at one 
fourth paragraph in the second column, I in his manners, an instructive lecturer, I trumpet seance. The. manifestations 
it reads, ‘nothing about truth,’ when it and making friends with all whom he exceeded anything I had expected. My 
should read, ‘nothing but truth.' It Ib a associates. Once employed fie is sure husband and sister talked to me about 
small matter, but perhaps;might give to of further engagements.” The Pro- family matters and mentioned names, 
some a wrong.idea if left as it is.” I gressive Thinker cordially Indorses and affairs that only ourselves knew

Calvan Mapahan, of CrownPoint, Ind., what our correspondent says of Mr. Er- about.” ,
■died while at the Lake Helen camp, and wood. I Eugenia Rouble .writes from Water-
the body was taken to Crown Point. He J, C. F. Grumbine has been re-en- town, N. Y.: "Mrs, Amanda L. Conman 
was one of the pioneer Spiritualists of gaged for the third season as speaker I of Grand Rapids, Mjch-> Is at her best 
Indiana, and was active in the annual for the Connecticut convention of Spir- and giving excellent satisfaction. Her
meetings of the Indiana Association at I ualists to be held in Hartford, May* 6 I soundness of reason and explanations
Chesterfield. and 7. He also lectures in Providence, marks her success as a teacher who

Miss Ellzabeih Harlow and Will J. I R. 1-, Sunday, May 14, at 3 and 8. p. m„ w»1 always have many pupils. Her va-
Erwood were lhe principal speakers at I in Arcanum Hall, Weybossett street. rlous phases of mediumship are so wen
the meeting of the Indiana State Spirit- H. Smith writes: "The society of the I unfolded, she at; once convlnces bplr - 
uallst Association', at Peru. I Students of Nature, at its usual place, I ’‘ali8t and sk^pt o tLrnTnn nctlve

J. W..Buchanan writes: "We are in 1565 Milwaukee avenue, held an inter-1 ® )fl) functions
need of a good inspirational lecturer esting meeting April 23. The program number at foast one'every week^
for the Truth Seekers’ Society of Spir- was interesting. The pastor greeted wh, numbej at leas n x >
Itualists of Dallas, Texas. Our society all with Easter tidings. Music fur-1 and„.^ua {arMi’r and bette? 
would be pleased to communicate with nished by Prof Hunt and Miss English; furnished us with the ge everv
gentlemen or ladles who would like to a solo by Professor Drew. Many chll- part?A0U,r2Ko„e L, nn«fHnn and

. ------ , - , I take up the pastoral work here. We dren surprised us with recitations. JHaM hlnd“of fel-
the full name and address of the writer. I (lave a dne ilan for lecturers. Address They were served with colored eggs, , >en we give her' tne r g Pverv 

E' . It will not do to say that Secretary or me at no. 375 Lucille street, Dallas, I and sweetmeats, which made them feel 110MS„R’ A i„,mnnitv in
Correspondent writes so and so, with-1 Texas;" • I that the true principles of Christ had moment of Tier/llfe^ lor y
out giving the full name and address of gtephen Gardner writes: “Please give been resurrected through the Spring sP"ltana‘aArata‘

- the writer. The items of those who do £ . M r Mrs B,g lnqplry I seasons. Sister Miller and Brother D. W. McKenna writes. Will you
not comply with this request will be to? Mr.CSpeartiiWbook.raSeveral “books Schmidt were the spirit message bear- kindly insert the following in your valu-
cast into the waste basket. , were given, but only one, I think, was ere." able paper Y On Bunday evening Apri

• . KEEP COPIES of your poems sent to p„bn8hed, the Educator. I have one, Ninth annual convention of the New ree Sou? Communion 207 Lincoln ave-
this office, for they will not be returned but j wlll not part wlth lt. 1 was ac- York State Spiritualist Association will ‘bu® ot Lbich R S Ray is wto? It
if we have not space to use them. qualnted with all engaged in the Kian-1 be beid ln Empire Hall, corner of North I ^’a BP1ritual feast irnmore ways

' " tone movement. Any inquiries will be salina and West Genesee streets, in the ,han oae At the hour of 8 p m every
„ » n-r 1 cheerfully answered by addressing me I city of Syracuse, N. Y„ on Friday, Sat- re the chureh was filled church

THIS GENERAL SURVEY DEPART- at West Union, Iowa.” I urday and .Sunday, June 2, 3 and 4, ¡¡a|fog ‘¿out one hundred and fifty

MENT IS ONLY INTENDED TO Possibly the story of June Elliott, 1905. Good speakers and phenomenal people( after wblcb time persons were
"CHRONICLE THE ENGAGEMENTS the young woman under arrest for mediums. Choice music under the di- turned away; many coming a long dis
AND WORK OF SPEAKERS AND ME- grand larceny in Indianapolis, who de- Fec,u°a of Syracuse Society. Miss ylc- tance were greatly disappointed. Serv- 
miiMA a report OF WHAT THE clares that she stole while under hyp- torts C. Moore, elocutionist, of Dryden, lceB opened by congregational singing
VaUJ?«i'icA cdcawerw say WILL notlc Influence of one Frank J. Davis N. Y„ will be present. Election of offl- of the beautiful 'hymn, ‘Shall We
VARIOUS SPEAKERS SAY m deveIop nothing more than an ordi- cers and ooard of trustees will be held Gather at the River?’ after which the
NOT BE PUBLISHED, AS WE HAVE nary pol[ce court yet there are pos. I Saturday, June 3. All are cordially and stor took for tbe subject of his even-
NOT SPACE SUFFICIENT FOR THAT aibjIltleB (n it of great interest to the earnestly Invited to be present. Indi- lng address, ‘Spiritualism,’ After his 
PURPOSE. investigators ot this mysterious power vidual membership $1 per year. Har- I iec(Ure he proceeded’to give spirit mes-

ai 1 thc uonfrt MEDIUMS IN °f mind over mlnd- The P°llce have vey W;IUehaids?n’,pJesi^?,t’ Bast Au' sages and tesfi, andi.in this work in my 
ALL THE HONEST muui u mo in under arregt for recelvlng the rora, N. Y.; Herbert L. Whitney, secre- judgment heueannot be excelled; his 

CHICAGO RECEIVE THE CORDIAL!^ stolen bv Jupe Enlott and it is tary, 35 Irving Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. work is mOst marvelous and wonderful. 
ENDORSEMENT OF THE ILLINOIS admitted that she was for some months Geo. P. Olmstead writes: “It is very ln some instances the spirits gave their

SPIRITUALIST A8SOCIA- the subject on whom he practiced his plain to me that many of your corre- tuli names. In many cases he went 
WHETHER ORDAINED OR hypnotism while traveling about over spondents have not been very careful lnto details ofithe home that could not 
as THERE ARE NUMEROUS tho state. It has been shown time and investigators. They seem to try to be mistaken;idn most cases the recipl-

co Mine IM TUC riTV IT WOULD a8a*u that hypnotism can be practiced make mountains out of mole hills. It ent acknowledged bfeing a stranger to
FRAUDS IN THE city, 11 wuuuu the Btronger mlnd upon lhe weaker seems to me that Wm. Howett in a let- Mr. Ray. The most wonderful test of 
BE WELL FOR ALL CAMP OFF'- when in actual contact, but how far- ter he wrote in the ’60s qovered the the evening whs onb given to a young
CIALS TO BE EXCEEDINGLY CARE- reaching is this influence when distance case exactly. At that Ume writers who man> a medicai: student. He acknowl-
FUL AND WRITE TO DR. GEO. B. separates them? That hypnotism has did not know, called it Od force. He edged bereg a skeptic. He brought his 
wiBNF 49na evans AVENUE FOR its limitations, and very'narrow ones said, Why call ft Od force? Why call que8tion wlth.’hlm from home and kept 

ic Tucv nFRiRE at that, is demonstrated by the fact it anything? We see them and they lt ln his pocket. Mr. Ray answered the 
INFORMATION, IF THEY lbat bypa0u6ts do not get rich, as see us; we talk to them and they talk question without touching the paper,

, A N Y PARTICULARS. SUMMER most ot them would surely do it they to us, and that is all there is to it.” ^ivlng tbe splrit naime of a sister and 
CAMP-MEETINGS, WHEN PURE IN could Influence the average mind with Mrs. C. Kirchner writes: “An unus- one of an aunt. The young man said, 
SOCIAL CONDITIONS ELEVATED IN which they came in contact, under any ually large audience attended both the much puzzled, ‘That Is the answer to 
iuicmtai and spiritual TONE drct’mslances. Yet not Infrequently services of the Rising Sun Mission on' I my question.’rnTbis proves the marvel
menial Anu irT|Y there arises a case in which the strange Easter Sunday- In the ' afternoon we oils power of spirit entitles. All who
AND CONDUCTED ON sthiuil psycb|c power seetns to have accom- were favored by a short talk by our were present on this occasion will ever 
BUSINESS METHODS ARE POWER- p](sbed marvelous things.. This is the president, after which messages were remember those messages and tests, as 
FUL AIDS IN SPREADING THE first instance we recall wherein courts I given by Brother Thompson and Sister nearly all got a message or test from 

’ * .........................and it may [ Weaver. Then Bro.Frank Joseph of I their spirit friends. Mr. Ray has a

The Spiritualistic Field—Its Workers, Ite Work 
and General Progress, the World Over.
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CONTRIBUTORS.—Each contributor I Tako due notice that Item» for thle ing. Tally one for-.Brother Ripley, 
is alone responsible tor any assertions ¡page In order to Insure Insertion must He is loved and respected here.”

, or statements he may make. The editor . 
allows this freedom ot expression, be- 
lievlng that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed; yet we wish it distinctly 
understood that our space is inade
quate to publish everything that comes 
to hand, however much we might desire 
to do so. That must account for the 
non-appearance of YOUR article.

WRITE PLAINLY.—We would like 
to impress upon the minds of our corre
spondents that The Progressive Thinker 
is set up on a Linotype machine that 
must make speed equal to about four 
compositors. That means rapid work, 
and it is essential that all copy, to in
sure insertion in the paper, all other re- 
qulrements being favorable, should be 
written plainly with Ink on white 
paper, or with a typewriter,, and only on 
one side of the paper. Please bear this 
In mind.

ITEMS.—Bear in mind that items for 
ihe General Survey will in all cases be 
adjusted to the space we have to occu
py, and in order to do that they will 
generally have to be abridged more or 
less; otherwise many items would bp 
crowded out. Sometimes a thirty-line 
item is cut down to ten lines, and ten

I Jines to two lines, as occasion may re-

GERING FOR
THE REST OF THE YEAR

STATE 
TION, 
NOT.

TIME

; . quire.
TAKE DUE NOTICE, that all items 

for this page must be accompanied by

SPIRITUALISM. IT have had to deal with it.

TOPIC FOR THE PROGRESSIVE 
LYCEUM.

Sunday, May 7, 1905; S. E. 58. “May 
' Day.” •

Gem of Tliqught:— -
"Oh, inspiring month of May, 
Sing, dear hearts, a happy lay, 
Sing and 'souls may pause to hear, 
How Hope, and Love will conquer 

Fear.” I —E. K. E.
For information concerning .Tlie Pro

gressive Lyceum, authorized lesson, 
sheet of tho National Spiritualists Asso
ciation, address Jolin W. Ring, Spirit
ualist Temple, Galveston, Texas,

it was one o’clock and time to go home. 
Violet, her, little " Indian control, eer- 
tainly gave some fine messages and Dr. 
Miller answered some very interesting 
questions. Mrs.. Maggie Henry, the 
palmist gave .a great many readings. 
Then we had coffee and strawberries 
and cake. Certainly all enjoyed the 
evening."

M. Ireland writes: “I have just at
tended a course of lectures at Grant's 
Pass., Ore.; delivered by Dr. R. E. Coon, 
a Spiritualist evangelist of San Fram- 
cisco. His lectures were plain, enter
taining and edifying, He held the at
tention of his. audience from start to 
finish, The Dr. was, assisted by Mrs. 
Coon, his. wife, whose mediumship was 
very much appreciated by those pres
ent. Many church members and peo
ple of education attended these lec
tures. .The Doctor and Mrs. Coon are 
ripe in experience and are strictly Bible 
Spiritualists, being true followers of 
Christ and his teachings. Jn the near 
future they., will organize a Free 
Thought Bible Spiritualistic Society in 
this city. Over one hundred members 
pre ready to join the society .at this 
time, The Spiritualists should be 
proud of these grand workers.”

PACIFIC COAST1 J0URNEYING8.

capacity of the hall to accommodate 
the people. A vpry sensible city ordi
nance prevents the’ over-crowding of 
halls. The result was that hundreds 
were turned away for want of room, 
The Interest is most intense. The peo
ple here seem to all want us to remain 
permanently, but we are compelled to 
answer in the language of Nehemiah of 
old, “We are doing a. great work, and 
cannot come down." .

Mrs. H. has to-day gone to Portland, 
to speak once or twice this week, and 
three times on Sunday, the 30th. 1 fol
low next week, to spend at least one 
Sunday in Portland, after which we, or 
at least I, must return home to look 
after matters connected : with our 
school, especially the annual meeting of 
the Morris Pratt Institute Association, 
which is right upon us.

MOSES HULL,

DISSENTS FROM EXTREME VIEWS.

Letter From à Prominent Medium and 
Speaker.

Notes and Incidents of Work and Travel 
—-Letter Number Three.

My last paper left us heels over head 
in the work, in Portland, Oregon. We 
have always enjoyed the work in that 
city. - We arrived there this time on 
Tuesday morning, April 11. Portland 
is a beautiful city of one hundred and 
fifty thousand inhabitants, situated on 
the banks of the placid and lovely Wil
lamette River, about six miles from 
where it enters the Columbia. The 
city now has on its most elegant Sun
day attire, ready to meet its hundreds 
of thousands of guests who have al
ready begun to arrive. The whole en
ergy of the city is just now expended in 
the work of preparation to make the 
Lewis and Clark Exposition, like Bar
num’s'circus, "the greatest show on 
earth.” It now look& as if it would 
very nearly succeed. They certainly 
have the most magnificent grounds of 
any exposition that has ever been held 
in America, and their buildings are 
simply superb. The fair reaches to the 
mountains on two sides, to the beauti
ful lake—in fact coyers the lake—on 
another; that is, the’ magnificent gov
ernment buildings are on an Island in 
the lake. The city of Portland is on 
the other side. I do not see how it is 
possible for the fair to have a more pic
turesque setting;

Our work in Portland has been satis
factory all around. Mrs. Mallory’s par
lors have been as full every night as 
they could well be crowded. The use 
of them has been freely tendered to us, 
as they were a dozen years ago when I

Kindly pardon me should I not at
tempt review of Dr. Peebles’ work, 
“Obsession, or the Demonism of the 
Ages.” I shall only ¿Ive, briefly as 
may be, my views without special ref
erence to the disputants. Dr. Peebles 
and Mr. Loveland are both personal 
friends whom I esteem, and each has 
advanced Ideas of truth—pertaining to 
the premises involved, though I am 
compelled to dissent from extreme opin
ions expressed by either party to this 
Important theme ’

To mv mind the general trend of 
thought set forth by the large number 
of contributors to this discussion, has 
been exceedingly painful, even appall
ing. As I regard the sacred teachings 
of the spiritual philosophy, nothing can 
be construed as tending to open such 
malevolent dangers for innocent vic
tims, in common with Uiose who merit 
chastisement. 1 see no element of the su
preme law of attraction in those ruin
ous obsessions, and I must enter my 
solemn protest against the surrender 
of Spiritualism to those degenerate in
fluences, even in supposition.

I have waited patiently for some rem
edy to be pointed out whereby humani
ty might escape this “Demonism of the 
Ages." But all has been darkness and 
despair with only a glimmer of hope 
from an occasional staunch devotee of 
our sublime faith that has ever pro

I Cured Myself
1 Will Gladly Send Anyone Fly 

Discovery FREE TO TRY '
If You Haveir you nave ,... ■. । •.

Consumption 
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis, a Chronic Hack« ■' 

inrr A ■■ CnH* C —ma I >■•*»!> IIng Cough or Sore Throat, Sore .Lung«
or Any Other Deadly Symptom , -

of Consumption, * 

Send Your Name Toda/, 
I’ll send you by return mail my new; , 

Ozonized Lung Developer, together 
with my new 3-fold Rational System ot • 
Treatment, which is producing suchl 
marvelous results in making new lunges 
Instantly check? .the breaking-down 
process; and develops new cell tissues 
just as you develop muscles. Creates 
resisting power, circulation, appetite, 
flesh, health. ,

a

J. Lawrence Hill, A. M„ M. D. I
Try my discovery free. Then if you 

are satisfied with the benefit received, 
you'ean send my my special price,$2.50. 
If not, keep your money. You decido 
after you try my treatment, and you 
can see that I couldn’t afford to make 
this offer if my discovery was not al 
complete success. Write today to Dr. 
J. Lawrence Hill, X06 Hill Laborato* 
rles, Jackson, Mich. Send no money—« 
only your name. |
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uiicT hat dc cadaottcn that prove very interesting if it IS possible I the North Side, spoke on the Resurrec- large following of refined, earnest, con
MUST not st Hmw . to bring out the real truth.—Terre tion, thereby showing the continuity ot scientious followers. He is doing a
THEY ARE ALSO THE HARVEST Haute (ind s star -b - । - .................................. ......... -
TIME FOR ^E FAKIRS BECAUSE “ Metcalf of
THEY COME TO THE RALLYING gpeah at the meeting of —-------. _ _ — .
CENTERS FOR NUMBERS OF PEO- ciety of Divine Thought at Webb Hall ones, from the spirit side of life. Miss Universal Occult Society on Easter
PLE MANY OF WHOM ARE HUN- Sunday evening. She la Baid to be an I Esther Lutz, the child elocutionist, re- I Sunday our speaker, Evangelist F. M.

’ phenomena all eloquent speaker and beautiful singer, cited ‘The Sailor’s Last Hymn,’ which I Stoller, read for the evening scriptural
rnciivi 1 n Theme, “Future Life.” The meeting I was highly appreciated. Ere the close I lesson a part of the 14th chapter of St.

AND I will close with messages. I of the meeting, Sister Stella Brooks, the I Mark. In place of the usual lecture he
READY THERE TO PART WITH A MarMey wrjtes from Topeka Kan- trumpet medium, was taken under devoted the time to answering philo- 
THEIR MONEY WITHOUT PRU- ' ..The independent Spiritualists of spirit control, and Was led to the piano sophical questions asked by the audi- 

SPIRITUALISTS AND THE our city who do not subscribe, and can- | where she gave a grand demonstration | ence. Some very Instructive as well as

life, following it up by practical demon-1 good and noble work in the cause of
Detroit will strations of spirit return, by the glad I Spiritualism.”

the First So- tidings he brought to the anxious loved I Mrs.- Maggie Henry writes: “At the

DENCE. SPIRITUALISTS AND THE our city who do not subscribe, and can- I wnere sire gave a greuu euce. oume ve.y lu»uuvuw « »
public AT LARGE LOOK TO EVERY not endorse the meetings as conducted of the power of the spirit to control the kiteresting questions were answered. 
PUBLIC AT LARGE look lutvcni nrocured the eloquent and I fingers to play music. This was a rare I We then had some very inspiring music
ONE OF OUR CAMP OFFICIAL . •-sneaker and message bearer treat, and we have her promise that by Madam Lucile DeLoux. She also
BOARDS TO PROMOTE DECENCY, Mrs vlrgreia Bryan formerly from she will be with us every Sunday after- gave some very convincing spirit mes- 
ELIMINATE TRICKERY AND RECOG- Ohio, who gave our hungry Spiritualists I noon. In the evening our president de- sages, followed by/psychometric read- 
kii7p ami v womf^t MEDIUMS I two pranii Anl Roiil-satisfvinE lectures I Mvered & soul-inspiring lecture, t&king I ings by Prof;• Stoller. On last Tuesday iucv Jpnnrlr-r the nov with bSutlful and correctmessages for his text Matthew 5:4. Numerous the ladles had a card party at the resl- 
THEY SHOULD PROTECT THE NOV- with beautiful and wc°£re«veme^? thoughts for our guidance were given dence of Mrs. O'Neal, 534 Wentworth. 
ICE AND THE GULLIBLE FROM IM- jectures an(j messages had out, the discourse being brimful of good It was for the benefit ot the society.
POSITION AND ROBBERY. THEY L. ’ ualjfl d approvai of the large things, which we enjoyed. At the close AH had a very nice time, and those 
ARE LARGELY EDUCATORS OF THE audjences. The latch string at our of the lecture Sister Foote' rendered who were good euchre players were
piiri ic caution CANDOR COUR* hnnip fa nut at any and all times for that beautiful hymn, Lead Kindly I made very happy by winning nice
app Ino DISCERNMENT AfiE RE he“ and the haH win be full 0“ appro- Light,’ after which Dr, Burgess, Brother prizes. Bight were given. We wish to
AGE AND DISCERNMENT ARE RE- > snirltualists and neonle desiring Thompson and Sister Kirchner gave extend a vote of thanks to our hostess
QUIRED BY THESE OFFICERS. knowledge of our beautitel and soul some beautiful demonstrations of our I ¥ho so royally entertained us.”

The distinguished and thoroughly or- satisfying philosophy. We expect her I phenomena. Our speaker for Sunday, I William Barr writes: "The Kenwood 
thodox, Bishop Samuel Fallows, says: a„ain in the near future to make a May 7, will be Dr. J. H. MacFarland. I Spiritual Church holds services every 
"As a Christian and a believer in the bore extended vl8lt m the capital city I We cordially invite you to attend our gunday afternoon at 3 and evening at 8 
Bible, I must believe in communication of our grand gtate >• services every Sunday at Mission Hall, o’clock, at Kenwood Hall, 4308 Cottage
between the two worlds—that in which »„voriv writM- “Frw meetings People’s Institute, Van Buren and Leav- Grove avenue. On last Sunday evening 
which we live and that to which our ^r’month of Mav lit street. Our second annual May hop (Easter) we had a very nice program, 
friends have gone. I believe in appari- takes place Saturday, May 20, in the includlng.a lecture by Dr. ,Randall
tlons and think it possible that there " “ * nvpr’OO neonle came last Sun- I Pleasure Hall, and our lectures on So- I which was well delivered and highly ap- 
arc persons possessed of a certain mys- York o«v clal Economics convene on the same Preciated, also several musical numbers
terious psychic power which enables than any evening In Mission Hall. All cordially by Mr. J. W. Caldwell and his daugh-
them to make of their spirits a channel Xw Th? mpdiiims we so wBI- invited.” ters, Lillian, Jennie and Florence,
as it were through which the earth- ne‘d tnere. 1 ne e can guar- Mr. Hassman, president, writes: Mrs. Dr. Randall favored us with a
bound spirit can communicate with Ute pVPrvhodv a test Our music I "The Easter services of the North Star poem. Mr. Frantz gavn a piano solo, 
freed from the other side." »J; ® . '¿eat yfor we ha;e a children’s I Spiritualist Union were held with a I Our co-worker, Mrs. J. Seybold gave

Georgia Gladys Cooley’s work is abolr tbat (s an honor to any meeting, large attendance at Its Hall, 1546 Mil- one of her beautiful- inspirational
much appreciated by the people of St. Thls fs Ied by Florence Daniels, the cel- wajikee, avenue. The lecture on poems entitled Resurrection, which
Louis, every available seat in the large ebrated singer who is but 10 years of Christ’s Life and Its Resurrection” was I was followed by messages by Mrs.
Temple being occupied Sunday evening, _„e. hut She u a wonder. All are wel- well delivered by Dr. P. M. Esser, after Grace B. Aitken. All present ex-
_ _ _ _________Kotr,™ E°e> Dul . ..... »J,« o<r<ro nmra rilatrihntcri I nroccnH «homRplvps more than -nleaseda most representative audience being “om’e to attend and bring their friends. I which the Easter eggs were distributed 
in evidence. She concludes her en- yree wj;] offerings only. Look out for to the children; also hands were laid on 
gagement Sunday, April 31, and serves our annuai picnic.” • the sick and flowers given to those
the Psychic Research Society of Rock- n n wrH„_. -Anril 26 was an- 'who had suffering at home. Tests ford, Ill., from May 7 to 14 inclusive, .£ °-™1 writes April Zb was an by noted medlum> Mrs
with two week-night meetings. SQufthe R^nau. The Progressive Thinker, the

F. C. Boving writes from Hot Springs, meetings of the Golden Rule Spiritual only Spiritualist paper, was very, much
"I read your paper with the greatest of society^ The afternoon service was }n demand, and was given to those ask

. pleasure, and find it intensely interest-Liven t0 short taiks by different ones, bag- On Saturday, April 29, at 8
ing, and like the brother from Michigan, and messages by the well-known mes- o'clock the society will give a grand so

' wili say that it is worth many times the ““arere^Mrs. Hamilton Gill, Mrs. c al with musical program games of 
, . subscription price, and every true- Rpth McManamin and Mrs. Mary Me- aB kinds, supper and little hop.

hearted Spiritualist in America should intyre The work of other mediums Please dont forget to help the society
... _ ___ ____ ___ j -vi-v.__ _ , nnj -nm„ nnd s-nnd timebe a subscriber. The stand which you wa§ weu received and worthy of the 

-■ lake for right, and the interest you I Recognition given by ' the recipients.
take in exposing those who are frauds, por bbe evening, owing to a death, our 
certainly will in the long run be to expected speaker, Mrs Marion Daven- 
your interest and credit. A fraud and port> wag necessitated to disappoint us, 
deception cannot always. stand, and and ¡.be lecture was by the wonderful, 
must in the end come to grief, there- an-around worker, Mrs. Nora E. Hill, 

. fore, I feel assured that the stand you I frOm tbe subject, “Only a Thin Vail Be
take will build up your paper and your (.ween Us,” chosen after the singing of 
business.” • the song by the same name, as under-

The bill to make Christian Science stood by Mrs Ruth McManfimin. The 
healing unlawful in Nebraska, was ve-1 audience seemed intensely interested 

‘ toed by Gov. Mickey. He said in part: as the closest attention obtained until 
.. “.Without in any degree reflecting upon the last words were given, followed by 

the motives of the legislature, it is dif- messages and tests by Mrs. Alice Sex
' flcult to avoid the conclusion that the smith, Mrs. Mary McIntyre and Mrs.

bill was conceived in a spirit of profes- Ruth Mcmanamin, which .were rec
. sional Intolerance. As originally intro- ognized. To all who are interested
duced, the measure bore upon osteo- in the success of these meetings, and

. , paths with the same rigor that it does the able work, of those who labor, re
H upon Christian Scientists, and when it member that they are held each Sun-
sj ■ Is recalled.that homeopaths, eclectics,!day at 8 p. m. The speakers for May 
« and other now well recognized schools 7th will be for the afternoon, Mrs Alice

1 of healing, as well as Osteopaths, have Sexsmith, and for the evening, Mrs
had to fight their way. to existence over Nora E. Hill. These two are the foun-
legal barriers raised by their profes- ders and promoters of the Golden Rule

-- - ’ - ------------ ’ -1 Spiritualist Society, and are entitled to
great credit and liberal sustaining in 
their commendable labors. This so-

sional brethren who happened to be 
within the pale of the law, the suspicion 
may be pardonable that there is more 
at issue than a consuming zeal for the
public health.”.

L E. Beal writes: “I want to thank 
Bar'gis for his defense of stingy Spirit
ualists.’*

ciety will give its first reception and 
dance Saturday evening, May 6, at its 
hall, O'Donnell College building, $outh 
Paulina street, between. Washington 
Boulevard and- Park Avenue.” ,

along and come and have a good time 
with us at Perl’s Hall, 1546 Milwaukee
avenue, 3rd flat.”

A H. Nicholas of Summerland, Cal., 
writes: “My neighbor, A. C. Doane had 
read the news of a prospective'naval 
battle between the Japs and the' Rus
sians, and he Inquired of his control, 
Galileo, what would be thé resiilt, and 
was impressed to write the following 
vision on April 14, 1905: T see the Japs 
and the Russians meet in the China Sea 
with their fighting fleet, and I see the 
Russian fleet disappear, and the world 
sends up a mighty cheer for thé little 
Japs on land and sea. They are wel
comed wherever they be by the liberal 
element of this world for the pdwer of 
truth they have whirled;at a-power that 
has damned the race with a false relig
ion, and brought disgrace on.the power 
called God, and Devil, too, and dis
graced themselves . all through,:'by. tor
turing people when / they had - power. 
Like wolves they did the lambs devour. 
They are reaping now what they have 
sown, with weeping liars and saddened 
groan.’ " : ... 4. : ?

Mrs. Rozetta Gott writes 1 from Wel
lington, Ohio: "The nàmes.-and money 
for the friends mentloned;-- and inci
dentally the quilt -for.- Baby .- Barrett-, 
haie been steadily' coming- in,- We 
have received up to date, $5,70."

* - * ‘ / f r

pressed themselves more than-pleased 
with the evening spent on Easter. We 
will continue tour meetings as usual

first, delivered the lectures which Anal
ly became the book called “The Spirit
ual Alps, and How We Ascend Them.”

The persistent and intelligent work 
performed by Mrs. Mallory, Mr. E. de 
Jongh, Mr. Alfwalter and others con
tributed largely to our success.

On Sunday, April 16, we held three 
meetings in the beautiful and commo
dious Artisan's Hall; all were largely 
attended. At the last one the seating 
capacity was not sufficient to hold all 
the interested listeners. At Portland 
the collections and donations for the 
school amounted to $53, besides $20 
subscribed but not yet paid in.

The pressure was brought to bear so 
heavily upon us to stop on our return 
to the principal city of Oregon that we 
have promised that one or both of us 
will put in the time there from the 27th 
to and including the 30th. The First 
Spiritualist Society of Portland, which 
meets in Artisan’s Hall, is forty years 
old, and, I believe has kept its meetings 
up every Sunday during all that time. 
It has done its best to steer clear of 
frauds, fakes, platitudinarians and ig
noramuses all of that time. The result 
is, it stands exceptionally high. I can
not bid farewell to Portland and its 
work, without saying that that modest 
little woman, Mrs. Lucy Mallory, has 
for some twenty-two years published 
one of the most modest and Spiritual
istic monthly journals in the world. 
She not only writes the most of The 
World's Advance Thought, but she has 
set the type and done the most of the 
other work with her own hands. Ev
ery Spiritualist should take and read 
The World’s Advance Thought.

On Tuesday morning, April 18, we 
bade a short good-bye to Portland to 
re-visit Tacoma and Seattle. In seven 
hours we were in Tacoma and found a 
half-dozen good friends at the depot to 
pilot us to the residence of Brother and 
Sister Estes, where we made our home 
on both occasions.

In point of numbers our meetings 
were not so successful in Tacoma as on

throughout the summer, and endeavor 
to obtain tjie best ,;of - speakers, and 
make it worth your, while to visit us. 
All welcome. On next Saturday even
ing, May 6, we.holdrour regular social 
at Mr. and Mgs- Aitken’s new home, 
4311 Cottage' Grove avenue. These so
cials are-given,;every two weeks, and 
are very enjoyable, kud socials in every 
respect. All welcome and invited.”

Mrs. Clara ^(agnej. writes from Defi
ance, Ohio: “5ge haye lyceum at 6:30 
p. m. ■ The Progressive Lyceum sheet 
is read by all.i'-jh® children were asked 
a few questionsrjn regard to the Easter 
holiday, *by Mrs. Wagner. Edward 
Wagner accompjmlqd the songs with' 
the sweet tonftu of dthe violin. Mrs. 
Abele presented ,fne children with 
Easter eggs. £afnatfons were present
ed to all preset);.. Qpr society is very 
small, but is ?ompogpd of such people 
who believe ip( at)tj, appreciate the 
grand messag<?q3that pre received from 
our angel friend?-” >3

W. F. Bentou-k>f Toledo, Ohio.-writes 
as follows to J. L..Foster: "Your article 
in The Progressive Thinker on The 
Problem of Life, is ,worth* considera
tion, and I hope that many will read 
with pleasure as -we .have. done. It 
lures rne-on into a,trench of gladness to 
know, that one more has • the .moral 
courage to speak -the truth. I glow, I 
laugh with joy. It Inspires me with a 
thrill of love as my eyes pass over 
these words of truth, and Bob says he 
is at your side many times.” -.

Maurgerite Mac. writes: “Thursday 
evening, April 27, Mrs. Jeffery Burland 
held one of . her delightful test socials; 
had a housefuil and -all - were having 
such n'-good-time when - one ■ of • the 
guests looked at :his .watch and found

: - - 1 ,

claimed Spiritualism as having dawned 
to bless humanity, by lighting a path
way to the immortal future.

Lyman C. Howe, in the early num
bers of the Open Court, said that the 
subject received far more attention 
than.lt was entitled to, and in your is
sue of February 4, the direct question 
of belief in obsession was presented to 
Hudson Tuttle whose logical reply at 
once disposed of the controversial ele
ments, in language so clearly defined 
that the ultimatum should be written 
in letters of gold and kept as a sacred 
talisman by every lover of truth.

What has become of the innumerable 
host of spiritvally-minded people who 
have entered those higher realms since 
the advent of Spiritualistic teachings 
fifty years ago? Have they no power 
to protect the loved ones of earth by 
kindly ministrations, or to restrain the 
ignorant multitude who assemble there 
shadowed with theological bigotry or 
crimes of varied degrees?

I have been taught by spiritual guides 
for more than thirty years, that organ
ized effort for the care of criminals and 
the unfortunate of all grades, were 
maintained in spirit life, and have also 
been forced to observe the harmonious 
work of those institutions. Hence it is 
impossible that I should accept the de
monic pictures which have filled the 
Open Court in this discussion.

While obsession is possible in some 
conditions of human relation, it is op
posed by psychic sensibility of danger, 
whieh largely governs the human mind.

There are also, strong forces in na
ture to be overcome before that wreck 
of human happiness can be perpetrated. 
Therefore, I reject with earnest pro
test, the humiliating results of this 
teaching. .

For the logical defense of my protest, 
I have requested one of my honored 
teachers, Dr. S. B. Brittan, of New

the occasion of our former visit. In 
every other point they were equally as 
good. The reason of the decrease in 
the size of the audience was because of 
an immense revival which, for the time 
being held seemingly the whole city in 
its grasp. The nocturnal marches 
which generally ended With marching 
away from the theater in the wee sma’ 
hours of the morning, attracted not 
only those who had gone insane and in
temperate enough to join in these mid
night religious orgies, but many sensi
ble people went out to watch the per
formance, much as children watch the 
antics of caged monkeys. I, although 
worn down with excessive labor, went 
out and watched the performance one 
evening from the time my meeting 
closed until' 1 o’clock the next morning. 
If the performance was religion, I have 
no use for it. A more mild species of 
fanaticism is preferable. . j

Our meetings did good and wel-were 
invited to return'and give Tacoma an
other round, which, should we ever 
make another visit to this coast we

OUR TWELVE PREMIUM BOOKS, i
------ J

They are our own publications. ( 
They are neatly and substantially) 

bound In cloth.
No other publishing house In tha 

United States excels them in the me
chanical work—binding, printing ana 
paper.

The three volumes of the “Encyclope
dia of Death, and Life In the Spirit: 
World," contain more valuable data 
on Death and Spirit Life than can ba 
dug up in all the libraries of tbe world.

Then comes the valuable work by,’ 
Hudson Tuttle, "The Religion of Mani- 
and Ethics of Science.” '

Then the excellent work by Dr. J. M., 
Peebles, "Tbe Seers of the Ages."

Then comes the “Great Debate Be«i 
tween Moses Hull and W. F. Jamieson., 
it will fill an important niche In yougf 
library.

Then follows "Ghost Land,” "Ari 
Magic," "The Next World Interviewed” 
and “A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands,’" 
and the "Occult Life of Jesus.”

And lastly, our latest premium book, 
"Letters From the Spirit World," writ
ten through :he mediumship of that re
markable medium, Carlyle Petersilea.

All these TWELVE PREMIUM 
BOOKS are furnished to our subscrib
ers for $3.75 (postage prepaid)—a price 
never before known In ancient or mod
ern times. Read over our premium list 
and then send for them. They will de
light you. They will constitute a per
ennial fountain of knowledge for you 
and your family,—an achievement only 
accomplished by the Progressive 
Thinker—a miracle in modern business 
enterprise!

York, (whose views have already been 
published in The Progressive Thinker), 
with whom many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker have long been fa
miliar, to present the results of his 
Spiritual experience for many years 
along lines of spiritual philanthropy.

While I would not wound the feelings 
of persons who cherish belief in ob
session, I implore all who desire to ad
vance the healthful principles of spir
itual growth, to study more closely the 
fundamental law of Intercommunion 
with spiritual life; and remember, that 
the laws demand sympathy of thought, 
unity of purpose, or some shade of psy
chic affiliation as a basis for possible 
coalescence of magnetic auras.

It is a scientific principle that every 
spirit who controls an earthly subject 
in any degree, must be able to enwrap 
themselves in the human aura, or mag
netic atmosphere of the subject, be
fore they can produce an effect.

' Behold the masterly effort necessary 
to obsess and hold a subject in durance 
vile.

Finally, obsession is made the ex
cuse for fraudulent manifestations con
tinually.

Shall we encourage the evasion of 
personal responsibility?

The old-time theory that the sensi
tive must remain perfectly passive for 
good results, is only half true. My 
observation proves that the most re
liable media are those who maintain 
a positive character, guarding their 
own soul life from infractions of the 
higher consciousness. The divinity 
that molds exalted character is the 
Will, tempered with Justice. This will 
protect the temple of the soul, as It 
safeguards the precious loves of Home.

EMMA F. JAY BULLENE.
Denver, Colorado.

shall surely endeavor to do.
On Friday, April 21, Mrs. Hull and I 

reluctantly bade farewell to the Taco
ma : Spiritualists and boarded the 
Sound Steamer, "Flyer," for Seattle. 
The' day sèeméd to have been made es
pecially for our enjoyment of.the short 
journey. We thoroughly wished our 
friends east of the Rocky Mountains 
could have enjoyed this journey with 
us. We had. a fine view of green 
fields, undulatory valleys and snow
capped mountains. .
We found beautiful, nervouê and 
busy Seattle suffering from the revival 
contagion which has cursed this coast 
all winter.; but it had so nearly expend
ed itself that It did not affect our audi-
ences unless it was to enlarge them. Young-uu 
Our, audiences were only limited by the 1 Cloth, $1.

THE CO-RO-NA MED1CAT0R
MAILED ON FIVE DAY’S TRIAL

"A Conspiracy Against the Republic.” 
By Charles B. Waite, A. M., author of 
“History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200," etc. A condensed state
ment of facts concerning the efforts of 
church leaders to get cont rol of the gov 
enunehL An important work. Paper, 
25 cents. ,

"Spiritual Fire Crackers, Bible Chest
nuts and Political Pin Points.” By J. 
S. Harrington. A pamphlet containing 
79 .pages of racy reading. Price 25 
cents.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. Price, 
cloth, $1. .

“Right Living/’- By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and -anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in-Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers-and 
teachers It may be made very, useful.
Young-and old will be: benefited by it

FREE
cures 
Catarrh, 
Head Colds, 
Headache, 
Partial 
Deafness 
and

i immediate* 
ly relieves

' Hay Fever 
and
Asthma.

Never take medicine in the stomach to kill 
germs of Catarrh in the hea I. Not hing but air 
can reach their hiding places, and the Cu ro-ns 
kill them on the spot.

SPECIAL OFFER.
For a short time I will mall my new 

Co-ro-na Mcdlcator with medicine for 
one year’s treatment to any person nam
ing The Progressive Thinker on five 
clay’s trial free. If it gives you perfect 
satisfaction, send me $1 (half price), IC 
not, return it at the expired time which 
vzlll only cost you 3 cents postage and 
you will not owe me a penny, or if you 
enclose $1, I will include free for the 
asking, 30 days’ treatment of my Aus
tralian Life Tablets for Rheumatism 
and Kidney trouble.

They destroy the Uric Acid poison in 
the plasma of the blood.

Address, E. J. WORST,
8 Elmore Blk., ASHLAND, OHIO.

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized an one ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spin, 
ituallsm. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. 
Price 25 cents

"Handy Electrical Dictionary." Al 
practical handbook ot reference, non. 
talning definitions ot every used elec
trical term or phrase. Price $1. .

"The Attainment ot Womaly Beauty; 
of Form and Features. The Cultiva
tion ot Personal Beauty, Based on Hy
giene and Health Culture. By twenty 
physicians and specialists. Edited by 
Albert Turner." Of especial Interest’ 
and value. Price $1.

“How to Train Children and , Pa
rents.” Mrs. Elizabeth Towne takes 
the position that in many cases it is the 
parents that need the ..training more 
than the children, and advises parents 
to look to themselves. Twenty-five 
cents could not be better spent than 
buying this little book. Anyone that 
has the care of children should read It.

| Price 25 cents.
f
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contention is here, and hence the con
flict of opinion is not over principles, 
but methods, and policy.

Mrs. D. F. Bright: Q. If 
are obsessed to commit crime, 
exlent.are they responsible?

Is it well to have children 
home circles? -.

W 1965. '' WW» ‘ A

I (This department la under the man
. (Sgementof
\ . HUDSON TUTTLE.
¡Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

‘ NOTE—The Questions and Answers 
tiave called forth such a host of re
spondents, that to give all equal hear
ing compels the answers to be made In 
thb most condensed form, and often 
clearness Is perhaps sacrificed to this 
forced brevity., Proofs have to be omit
ted, and the style becomes thereby as- 
Bertlve, which of all tlijngs Is to be dep
recated. Correspondents often weary 
¡with waiting for the appearance of 
(their questions and write letters of In
quiry. The supply of matter 1‘ ilways 

• ¡several weeks ahead of the space given, 
, ^and hence there is unavoidable delay. 
1 -Every one has to wait his time and 

place, and all are treated with equal 
favor. . ■

i । NOTICE.—No attention will be given 
! anonymous letters. Full name and ad- 
¡'dress must be given, or the letters will 

j ¡not be read. If the request be made, 
the name will not be published. The 

I 'correspondence of this department has 
¡(become excessively large, especially let» 

; ters of inquiry requesting private an
' swers, and while I freely give what

ever information I am able, the ordi
nary courtesy of correspondents Is ex
pected. HUDSON TUTTLE.

Horace E. Pitkins: Q. What are 
the characteristics of Thomas Jeffer
son's Biblej did the United States Gov- 

i ernment order it printed, and where 
can It be obtained?

, A. It contains Jefferson’s ideas of 
| 'Jesus, and is the fullest expression of 
the author’s religious belief. I think a 
movement was made in Congress to 
print it, but It is published by a private 
publishing house.

Q. Why is there such a radical dif- 
\ference among the highly intellectual 
(leaders of Spiritualism on the question 
¡pf “obsession”?

1 । A. Really this disagreement is more 
^apparent than real. No one will deny 

, fhat our spirit friends, good and faith
: fpl, can influence those who are senst- 
five. It is called “control," although in

I correctly. Such good Influences are 
i sought after and held as priceless; yet 
i if ignorant or vicious spirits control in 

V the same manner, it is called "obses- 
[ sion.” The idea seems to be that such 
C “evil spirits” have greater power to 
\ take possession of sensitives, and abso- 
1 'iutely control them. Even it is taught 

that this possession comes to the abso
lute dispossession of the spirit and 

. ¡substitution ot another.
' On all subjects, except the absolutely 

demonstrated propositions of mathe- 
tpatics, there is difference of opinion 
aipaong observers. Almost all the great 
questions of science have divided the 
thjnkers who investigated them.

The scientific world is now about 
equally divided on the theory of atoms, 
whether these exist or not. Evolution 
was disputed with passionate vehem
ence. In religion there is scarcely a 
single statement that has not as stren
uous antagonists as supporters. Is there 
a God? Is he personal? Is he three or 
one? Is Jesus Christ God, or his son, 
or was tie a man ? Did- he exist at all?

, Willi the body be resurrected? Is the' 
communion bread and wine formed into 
the real body and blood of Christ? Is 
belief all that is necessary for salva
tion? An endless series of Buch ques
tions, over many of which armies have 
fought to the death, and to enforce 
which, the rack has torn quivering 
limbs, fire has scorched, and dungeons 
been crowded.

Why is this? Because men see from 
different points of view; because they 
think differently. They start from er
roneous data, and what is evidence to 

' one js not to another.
; x'hat spirits can influence these sdh- 
sitives, is the first proposition in spirit
ual science, and carries with it as a 
corollary, that all grades of intelli
gences if they understand the law, and 
can find subjects, can. ;thus impress 
their thoughts. Thus ‘fobsession,” the 
impressibllyity to “evil spirits,” is pos
sible.

But the reference of all nervous at
tacks, hysteria, and unsuppressed out
breaks of passion; the abandonment of 
self-control under the excuse of an 
‘ evil control.” the wild escapades of in
sanity, to "obsession,” Is -quite different. 
It is an easy matter to gather up cart
loads of such rubbish, and without the 
least attempt at critical analysis; min
gle the ravings of lunatics; the drivel- 
ings of idiots; the cunning pretense Of

to extenuate guilt, and elicit charity for 
depravity, this of “obsession,” is the 
most weakening and immoral.

•Can theie be anything more sub
versive of Individual strength and 
courageous 'resistance to wrong in 
thought and deed, than this scapegoat 
of evil spirits? What separates the 
good from the evil spirits in the higher 
spheres? If it is possible for an evil 
spirit to “obsess” a good person here, 
it would be’ possible for the evil spirits 
to enter the sphere of light of an angel 
and take possession! Tiie attraction of 
the like arid repulsion of the bad puts 
an impassable wall, between them. The 
same barrier exists here, only imperfec
tions of character in ourselves leave xin- 
guarded openings, through which the 
enemy steals. If you do not desire to 
be influenced, close the doors of your 
spirit against the entrance of the un
wanted guests,. If you harbor them and 
yield to them, you will be responsible. 
If. you kept a robber in your home and 
were persuaded by him to go out on 
quest of plunder, would you not be as 
guilty as your leader? Because your 
guest is a spirit does not change the 
crime or relieve you of responsibility.

The true conception of the future life 
is most intimately related to the forma
tion of character. It presents the 
highest incentives for right 'doing and 
the consequences, of wrong conduct.

As such the child cannot too early ba
taught its precepts. The home circle, 
where the living and the dead fheet as 
of old, is a sacred shrine, and rightly 
conducted, onjy good can come from it. 
But the old ideas of spirits, their infal
libility, and infinite knowledge, must be 
cast aside. They must be received .as 
loving friends, with limitations as they 
had while hero in mortal life and inter
ested in spiritual things. We believe 
that it is a blessing for a child to grow 
up in the assuied feeling that he is con
stantly in the presence of the angel 
world; that he is heir to the riches of 
the kingdom of immortality; a compan
ion and protege of angels; and as one 
of such high heritage and expectations, 
should cultivate that conduct of life 
which will be crowned with laurel and 
be a treasure laid up for the ‘endless 
journey in the spheres of futurity.

OBSESSION AND KINDRED MAT
TERS.

The Views úf a Careful and Critical Ob
, server.,

am.........

LIST OF CAMP-MEETINGS.

Send In Your Dates and Name of Sec
retary at Once.

■ . ' ■ ti ‘ . .,
< “THE BIBLE Jha

. -----------X Of.
As Considered by^'TiiL'i Eminent

Thinker, John.E(rRefljaburg.

Interest in the various Spiritualist 
camp-meetings has commenced, and 
secretaries of the same should report at 
once to this office, so that proper an
nouncement as- to dates can be made.

Maple Dell Park, Ohio, 

. Lily Dale Camp,. N. '.Y« < :

Freeville, N. Y.

Lake Brady, Ohio.

Delphos Camp, Kansas. - 

Grand Ledge, Mich.

Island Lake, Mich.
I ' '- , ■. . ,. - » • •

Franklin, Neb.

New Era, Oregon. 

Forest Home, Mich,

Wonewoc, Wis.

Ottawa, Kansas; - 

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mase.

Harmony Grove, Cal.

Winfield Camp, Kansas.

MT. PLEASANT PARK, CLINTON, IA.
The twenty-third annual camp-meet

ing at Mt. Pleasant Park, opens July 30 
and closes August 27. The very best 
talent has been secured for the season, 
and Opening Day promises to be a red 
letter day in , the history of the camp. 
Programs and information given to all 
who write to Mrs. M. B. Anderson, sec
retary, Clarksville, Mo. «

vice; the indulgence of crime; the 
trayal of the confidence of ¡friends; 
satiating of bestiality, and dump 
reeking mass into the fair garden 
Spiritualism, labeled “Obsession."

It strikes me that the brunt ot

Victor L. White: Q. What reliabil
ity is to be placed on the revelations of 
“Antiquity Unveiled”?

Has the author now in spirit life, 
communicated?

A. I am not aware that any commu
nication has been received from the me
dium-author since he passed to the 
higher life. As for the book, it is as in
teresting as romance, but cannot be 
taken as authority, or considered reli
able, beyond statements which are ca
pable of demonstration. It has precise
ly the same reliability that it would 
have had had it been written by a per
son on this side; for it cannot be enter
tained that it was written by ancient 
spirits, from the fact that the writer or 
writers know so little beyond the sub
ject matter they treated and are so fet
tered by modern thought.

A. . The pica of “obsession” does not 
shield any one from the responsibility 
for his actions. - This must be the legal 
view, as there can be no reliable dis
tinction between “obsession” and the 
independent will.

The basic spiritual law that like at
tracts like, and opposites repel, assures 
us that no person will commit a crime 
under "control,” they would not com
mit on occasion, all restraint being re
moved. Of all the subterfuges invented

Not having been subpoenaed to ap
pear as a witness before the readers ot 
The Progressive Thinker to try Dr. 
Peebles’ book on Obsession, I hope for 
indulgence in a few remarks on that 
and kindred subjects, as a worker and 
student of spiritual and physical laws, 
which in this world cannot be divorced.

It seems very strange to me that any 
person at all posted on the subject can 
claim that there are no evil spirits, 
while claiming there are evil persons in 
this life. Life is one continuous exist
ence. We are growing individuals and 
must of necessity change our garments 
as we outgrow them, and have those 
fitted to our size, but no one expects 
the character of the person Is thereby 
changed.

All intelligent Spiritualists know that 
we pass into the next stage of existence 
with the same character we possess in 
this, the same knowledge and no more 
except the added experience of passing 
the change.

We grow there as here, by our own 
efforts and the effect of environment, 
hence if we have good and evil people 
on earth, we must of necessity have 
good and evil spirits.

’ Good and evil are ■ simply relative 
terms; we call that good which we 
think contributes to individual or col
lective well-being; that evil which mili
tates against it. There is no absolute 
standard, as all things are subject to 
the law of progressive development, 
hence must change. There is no one 
wholly good or bad. All are possessed 
of infinite possibilities.

Undeveloped or evil persons pass the 
divide, into spirit life unchanged, leav
ing a certain degree of influence over 
certain persons in this life to their in
jury. I have seen persons as badly ob
sessed, controlled by spirits in physical 
bodies as by those decamate, and as 
much to their injury. The law of hyp
notic control is as much in evidence 
among those on the earth plane as from 
spirit realms, and just as injurious or 
beneficial, as the case may be.

. The only injury I can see that might 
resultfrom Dr. Peebles’ book is the crea
tion ot fear in the minds of its readers. 
Fear is a negative condition and ren
ders one far more susceptible to any 
malign influence. A fearless person 
can go among contagious diseases, un
harmed, while in a positive attitude; 
while one that is fearful, negative, is 
sure to be affected. The positive al
ways Impresses, the negative receives 
impressions, . hence anything that 
arouses fear Is an injury to anyone, as 
't produces a negative condition to the 
thing feared.

The discussion will do good other 
than booming the book. In the half 
century I have been in the Spiritualist 
movement, there has never been a time 
when the public mind was so stirred 
with a desire for light on the subject as 
at present, and the editorial in The Pro
gressive Thinker on “The Secular Press 
and Spiritualist Papers” was timely.

I was delighted with the interview 
with Editor Francis published in the 
Record-Herald, in which he took the po
sition that communion between the two 
states of existence was a discovered 
fact in nature and not a religion. I 
fully endorse that position. There 
would be just.as much sense in starting 
churches with all their paraphernalia 
on the fact of wireless telegraphy or as
tronomy.

We. need to study the philosophy and 
science of living here and now. That 
we are spirits now as much as we ever 
will be, aiid to know how to live this 
mortal life correctly is of the greatest 
importance, as upon that depends our 
condition in the next sphere. We should 
cultivate individual character and fra
ternal fellowship and try our utmost to 
deliver (jurselves and others, from be
ing obsessed' by the fetishes of church, 
state and society, then we will be in
deed emancipated.

JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M. D. 
Chicago, Ill. .

“Success, and How to Win It” A 
lecture and course of twenty-four suc
cess lessons by Dr. B. F. Austin, B. A., 
D. D. The titles of some of the lec
tures are as, follqws: Self Helps; Finan
cial Success; ideals; Economy; Plan
ning; Attraction; Courtesy; Kindness 
arid Tact; Angelic Help. . Pr|ce 25 cts.

•■In tho Worid Celestial,” by Dr. T. A. 
Bland. Interesting, instructive and 
helpful; Spiritually uplifting. Cloth 
txJund; price $L . ___

- ONSET CAMP.
Onset camp commences its twenty

ninth annual meeting, July 23, and 
jcloses August 27. Onset is one of the 
most beautiful seashore resorts in the 
world, and is.in close proximity toother 
noted summer resorts. It is connected 
by a bridge with Point Independence, 
and close at hand lies Monument 
Beach, and beyond Gray Gables, for
merly the summer home of Ex-Presi
dent Cleveland, and at the head of the 
bay is located “Crow’s Nest,” owned by 
Joseph Jefferson.

The water supply, introduced by the 
Onset Water Company from Sandy 
Lake, could not be purer or better.

No summer resort is better supplied 
with well-regulated hotels, with rooms 
and board at reasonable rates. Also 
rooms can be obtained at cottages, and 
meals at either hotels or restaurants jn 
close proximity.

Letters addressed to the proprietors 
of the following hotels, Onset, Mass., 
will be promptly answered, giving full 
statement with regard to prices of 
rooms and board: Hotel Onset, Glen 
Cove Hotel, Glen Echo Hotel, Union 
Villa, Washburn House, Bullock's, Ho
tel Marcy, Highland House, and Mrs. 
Ronald’s.

CHESTERFIELD, CAMP.
The official board met at Camp Ches

terfield, April 9, to perfect arrange
ments for the coming camp session, be
ginning July 15 and ending August 27. 
The grounds are in fine condition and' 
we want to make this the . best canip 
ever held here. We have'secgrbd-tiie 
very best talent and will have thcin' 
well advertised. The programmes will 
be ready for distribution in a month. 
Mrs. Lydia Jessup, secretary, Anderson, 
Ind.

SUNAPEE LAKE CAMP, N. H.
Sunapee Lake Spiritualist Camp

meeting Association will hold its 28th 
annual meeting at Blodgett’s Landing, 
N. H., commencing July 30 and closing 
August 27. We have a good list of 
speakers and test mediums. Address 
all letters to Thomas Burpee, Sutton, 
N. H., or the secretary, Lorenza Wor
then, Hillsboro Br., N. H. .

■ -~ .1 ■ ■ ■. . .
VICKSBURG, CAMP.

Vicksburg camp, Mich-, opens July 30 
and closes August 20. Forfull particu
lars address Mrs. Jeannette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

MINERAL PARK CAMP, CAL. .
The Spiritualists of Southern Cali

fornia have engaged Mineral Park, the 
camp grounds in the Arroyo Seco, just 
below Garvanza, for their annual camp
meeting, from June 26 to July 25. Many 
improvements are to be made at the 
park, and fourteen cottages will be
erected. Mrs. Nettie Howell Is the 
head of the executive committee. - ’
dress her for programmes.

Ad

*4HW Shall I Become a Medl- 
um,” Fully /Answered

In‘Mediumship and Its Laws, Its Conditions 
and Cultivation,” by Hudson Tuttle. - Price 3$ 

ft. cents. Send to Mr. Tuttie, Berlin Height O. ]

UNITY CAMP, SAUGUS CENTRE, 
MASS.

The season’s work at Unity Camp, 
Saugus Center, will open on Sunday, 
June 4 and continue every Sunday until 
the last of September. These meetings 
will be fully up to standard of former 
seasons, with many added improve
ments. One of the most Important 
items is the fact that visitors can come 
direct from Boston to the camp -without 
change of cars, which will be a decided 
improvement over the old method of 
changes and many times long waiting. 
Cars will leave Scollay Square every 
half hour, for Saugus, by way of Clifton- 
dale.

There will be some slight changes in 
the time of services. The conference 
will be at 11 as usual, and all speakers 
and mediums are cordially invited to as
sist In this service and make it what its 
name Implies, a conference.

The next service will be at 2, .song 
service at 4:30, concert and entertain
ment at 5 and regular service at 6, By 
this programme those wishing to stay 
to the last service will have ample time 
to reach their homes in good season. .

A strong effort will be made to have 
bs<|r car service to Lynn than In the 
past. The officials promise that as 
many extra cars as may be needed shall 
be furnished to accommodate visitors 
to the camp. . ■

The concert and entertainment which' 
will precede the evening service is an 
innovation which we think will he ap-, 
predated, being Conducted oh the same 
lines as those in Cadet Hall, Lynn,, 
which are proving very popular................

—Some of the finest talent procurable 
will assist at these concerts. A study, 
of .the program will convince you that 
the speakers engaged will be wortli 
coming a long distance to. hear.' ¿as 
will be introduced into the kitchen to 
be used for cooking purposes, hnd the' 
seating capacity of the restaurant en
larged, so that all who wish .(o remain' 
through thb day will have rib difficulty
in being served well and promptly;' All 
keekers for truth and pleasure- dim; 
bined are cordially Invited to Visit' 
Unity Camp. •■-■■■. - ' ■

“The Spiritual Significance, or, Death 
ns an Event In Ute." By ¡Lilian Whit- 
.ing. One of Mise Whiting’s most sug
gestive, intensely interesting, spiritual' 
taKto. It is laden with rich, ttroughfr

In reading a book- entitled “The 
Bible," (whlcii is said 0 beAtiie truth of 
the Bible), by John M Rqjnsburg, an 
eminent critics and jeçtuypf, I have 
been impressed to w^p some thoughts 
on the subject. ' ,ni

Throughout Christendom?, the Bible 
has been a very popqla/ bftok among 
the middle classes, jylio ajjÿ generally 
intelligent. Is It not.fecaqÿp the foun
dation facts of the Blh|p give a hope of 
immortality, and teach tfiaf. human be
ings are immortal spirits? Had not 
the leading spirits in., the Spiritual 
causé attacked’ th'p Bible.,as a whole, 
but simply pointed out its errors and 
contradictions, the cause ot Spiritual
ism would not have been so unpopular 
in the past. ■

Sift out all of the ‘mistakes In thé 
Bible, and the principle of' a future ex
istence remains a tact.

THE FRAUDS AND!IMPOSTORS 
WITHIN THE SPIRITUAL FOLD 
HAVE DONE MORE THAN ANY
THING ELSE TO RETARD ITS 
PROGRESS. < ■

All intelligent persons ‘who read the 
old Bible should be able to discern that 
it is human, and very muéh of its teach
ings are inhuman.

No people but barbarians would do 
as the original Jews did with people in 
provinces around them; Their ancient 
wars indicate that they were savages, 
and there remains much ot that savage 
nature in the civilized countries of the 
worid at present, ■■

It is wonderful how :the old and new 
critics have been going for the Bible, 
yet it stands the test of centuries, be
cause it contains some very important 
truths.

Jesus and his disciples taught the 
principles of a genuine spiritual cause, 
but before the year 600 A. D., it was 
nearly annihilated. Thé church had 
then become so formal and priestly that 
Spiritualism died out for many centu
ries. : '

But truth obscured so long has arisen 
once more to. enlighten : the people, if 
they will only Investigate the principle 
and accept it. There are multitudes ot 
people in Christendom who do not ac
cept the Bible as a whole, yet they be
lieve in doctrines that are reasonable, 
and reject all . that are fables and mis
takes. In this ever-changing world we 
meet our friends and' loved ones but 
to part, yet how pleasant our meetings 
and greetings, but the partings are sad 
and sorrowful.

But amidst all our afflictions, sor
rows, trials and disappointments; what 
a precious joy it is to. know that we 
shall meet our departed friends and 
relatives in a higher and better state of 
existence!

This principle Is taught in the Old 
and New Testaments, find itls what the 
martyrs in all ages have died to sus
tain and establish among suffering hu
manity. All moral andespiritual people 
aspire to reach a havién ofirpeace and 
progression in the future state of ex
istence. The ten commandments in 
the Old Bible, the Sermon on the 
Mount by Jesus, and his gospel of love 
and forgiveness, have been ‘.considered 
wonderful documents liy alhChrlstians 
and reasonable people. They are not 
perfect in all respects,' but . are good 
moral codes and rulesiOf action for all

sorted by pioneers of this philosophy, 
we feel tiie Morris Pratt School has in
deed been favored by this course of in- 
stiuction from- teachers; who nave 
tested the truth of tiie immortality ot 
the soul, and are in position to give it 
«xE0 trie world. ।-Signed Moses Hull, 
Mattie E. Hull, A..J. .Weaver, L. S, 
Weaver Alfa H. Niver, Agnes Chaffee, 
L. L. Stewart, and Students.,

PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.
[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 

only will be inserted tree. All in excess 
2; le“ ,lnes wllt be charged at the rate 
of flttsen cents per line, About seven 
words constitute one line.]

Mrs. Jennie Jlagee,, wife of Joseph 
Hagee, passed to spirit life from her 
home in Peru,, ¿Ind-. April 24, aged 44 
years and 11 months, -Mrs. Hagee was 
a devout Spiritualist, and was active In 
making .preparations; for. the recent 
mass-meeting held in Peru.’ She leaves 
a husband, a son and ■ a daughter to 
mourn the absence of the familiar 
form. The serylpes were conducted by 
the writer. .WILL J. ERWOOD.

■ Mr. Morris Keim, of Washington, D. 
C., passed to spirit life, April 19, aged 
7a years. The funeral services were 
conducted by. the chaplain of the Gar
field Post Mr, Keim came to this 
country from Germany at 12 years of 
age. He served as a soldier through
out the civil war, For many years up 
to the time of death he was an ardent 
Spiritualist. He got frequent and most 
remarkable communications from the 
spirit land, and at times without the in
tervention of any medium but himself. 
I have seen slate-written messages ob
tained by him, in six different lan
guages, and sometimes he got written 
and verbal communications from Thos' 

?hrouKri himself as the medium. 
Mr. KeJm Was a man without reproach. 
I have been cognizant of some of his 
acts of charity and humanity. Indeed, 
humanity was bls religion. Few better 
or nobler men have I ever known

WM, HENRX BURR, 
Washington, D. C.

Passed to the higher life, April 16, 
1905, from his home in Moonville, nine 
miles southeast of Anderson, Ind., Mr 
Nathan Fountain, aged 56 .years. He 
leaves a widow, four children, two 
brothers and many friends to mourn his 
earthly loss, while to his freed soul it is 
his eternal gain. Services at the home 
and cemetery by the writer.

EMMA M. NUTT-MOORE. 
Muncie, Ind.

humanity.
The beatitudes of Jesus iin his origi

nal sermon are sentiments of elo
quence, love, truth and mency for all
humanity. !■ .1

But theinstructions given in ,Matt. 
8:25, would- not do in this?, grasping, 
greedy world under the- seifish condi
tions of society at large.

In regard to the teachings of. the 
Bible and other principles, mankind 
generally believe as they are raised, 
taught and impressed by their parents, 
teachers and priests, but there qre 
many exceptions to the rule.

Thousands of persons outgrow the 
creeds and training of their youth.

The old system of might and power 
to rule the nations is -■ continued, not
withstanding nineteen centuries of the 
new dispensation. The • different be
liefs from the Bible and other sources 
have caused the most .terrible wars of 
the ages. . .

Scientists are exposing one thousand 
scientific errors in the-Bible and want 
all the people to .learn the truth instead 
of keeping them in Ignorance.

The.New Testament teaches that 
there is one true spiritual ehurch, and 
there can be no counterfeits without. 
the genuine. - ■

It is evident to all-who investigate, 
that mankind is a part-of nature; and 
they go to extremes just like the 
weather. - Mankind does become so re
ligious as to be fanatical under priestly 
control, but can never be too moral or 
honest In character. In humanity the 
course of nature is seen, as developed 
In the calm and sunshine, the raging 
storms and floods, the awful earth
quakes and bursting volcanoes, and 
our minds are filled with wonder and 
amazement at the destructive elements 
around us. The lower spheres of earth 
and sky are governed by the law of ex
tremes, but In the higher, extremes of 
space the principles of law and order 
control. ....

■Purity of living,-thinking and doing, 
with human beings on the earth plane, 
will prepare their spirits for rapid ad
vancement in the higher spheres of the 
immensity of space. - i ••

W-S. FRANKLIN.
Bedford, Iowa. : .- .

Cora L. V. Richmond,, at. the Morris 
Pratt institute. .

The last of a series of lessons for this 
year, through the * instrumentality of 
Mrs. Richmond by her»guides or teach
ers, was given to the students of the 
Morris Pratt School list Mbhday and 
Tuesday. : s ■ n.’l

Mrs. Richmond hasrifnadi -five trips 
from Chicago to WhitWat^fi'and given 
two lessons each tri^fttWiPyublic dis
courses, and the closii'fe ^V&ing gave 
to the class the “Naiffb plftms.” Mr.

I-

Richmond accompany^ h’dl at this 
time took the poems iiP shorthand for
those who wished tiflliaVe^them- pre
served. - '' -'Id

That these lessons bfiaviy^ been In-

!-

i-
structive and of mudh Impbrjance to 
the teachers, no one Whd9ifrtfs ever 
heard Mrs. Rlchmond’Wiéif’inspired by 
the invisible guides wild s^@§k through 
her organism, can d<jabt10They have 
added much to this year’s Advantages 
In the school, and it IslsincK'ely hoped 
can be repeated-in the qpmlfig Years.

Mrs. Richmond hai’Jitbtf her time 
gratuitously for these Iri^s,' and the ex
penses were met by members of the 
Church of the Soul who have thè inter
est of the school at heart -

It was the desire of the management 
of the school that -these teachings- 
-should become a part of the Year’s cur
riculum; but no funds were available 
for the purpose; however, on- submit
ting the matter to Mrs. Richmond, the 
guides and-fnends maderit possible in 

■this manner, for which they have the 
sincerest gratitude-of teachers and stu
dents./ ■ ■' .■ !' ?• ■■ -

: In these days, when nearly ■: all ad
vanced institutions of learning -are com 
sidering the sciences -and- endeavoring 
■to teach not only material science but

BOOKS FOR ALL SPIRITUALISTS TO PERUSE

Gaylord Holloway passed to spirit 
life at his home in Buena Vista, Colo 
April 10, aged 30 years. He had suf
fered long from that terrible malady 
consumption, but was fully prepared to 
enter Into the. higher life, having been 
an ardent Spiritualist from infancy and 
thoroughly understanding the beautiful 
philosophy. The funeral services were 
conducted by Mrs. E. Jay Buliene, who 
expounded ths truths in her usual elo
quent manner.

IDA E. FRIDBORN.

David Candee Wilson passed to spirit 
lite from his home in Citronelle, Ala., ' 
April 8,1905, aged 76 years. Born in 
Camden, N. Y., in 1828, he removed 
with his parents to Farmington, III., 
when six years of age, this being his 
home until the severe winters turned ' 
his face southward. He became a Spir
itualist in his early manhood, and for 
nearly fifty years has labored for the 
faitli he loved. His wife, two married 
daughters, and a little grand-daughter 
Will miss, his earthly presence, but 
await a reunion in the beautiful beyond.

MRS. JOE R. YERION. i 
Passed to spirit life from her home in ! 

Philadelphia, Pa., March 28, after a 1 
very few hours of illness, Mrs. Marga
ret Buckwaiter, aged 72 years. She was 
a member of the society of which T. M. 
Locke Is president, she having come 
into tills great truth many years ago. 
Sho was ill but a few hours, and her 
death was a great shock to the family 
and friends. She was a most beautiful 
character. Her body yas taken to 
Royersford, Pa., for interment, April 2, 
where the funeral.was held at the resi
dence of a brother-fn-Iaw, and was very 
largely attended, The writer officiated, 
and gave the consolation that Spiritual
ism has in hours ot trouble and sorrow.

g. h. Brooks.
Horace Hinds'passed to spirit life, by 

his own hand, aged' 41 years, at his ; 
home, April 17, in Philadelphia, Pa. He '
was a man among thousands, a charac
ter not met with often; genial, gener
ous and just, and many there were who 
were fed and clothed through his gen- 
erijsity. He had overworked in enter
ing once again upon active business 
life, and the strain was too much for 
him, so he sought rest in passing to 
spirit life. Honest, just and kind, he 
lived for others, more especially for 
mother in whose life and love they 
were inseparably bound together. Mr. 
Samuel Wheeler assisted the writer in 
giving to the bereaved family and 
friends the consolation of Spiritualism.

G. H. BROOKS.

Passed to spirit life from her home in 
Philadelphia, Pa., after a long and pain- 
lul Illness, Mrs. Cordelia McDevitt, 
aged 54 years. She was a member of 
the spiritual society of which Mr. T. M. 
Locke is president, and was an active 
worker in it, also a worker in-the ly
ceum, having been one of its teachers. 
Mrs. McDevitt was a medium, and 
through her Instrumentality many 
were led to the light, and many there 
will be who will miss her genial pres
ence, for she had that happy faculty of 
always carrying sunshine with her 
wherever shb went. Her funeral was 
very largely attended at-the home. The 
lyceum waS largely represented, and as
sisted the writer in the services.

- G. H. BROOKS.

Passed to higher life, from his home 
in Grand Rapids, Mich., April 7, 1905, 
Lyman H.’ Austin, in his 72d year, A 
brave sufferer for years, his lips gavm 
no sign when pain racked his form. He 
was a thorough-business man, an inde
pendent thinker; a Spiritualist not 
afraid to show his colors, and as such 
he cannot-long remain idle in the high
er fields of labor.: Let this thought con
sole his estimable wife, and three re-
malning children; A FRIEND.

TO WOMEN MIO DREAD MOTHERHOOD

Information Ho,» They May Give Birth to Happy, 
Healthy Children Absolutely Wlth-

. - out Pain—Scnt Frec,
No woman need any lonzot-dread tho pains of 

ehlld-blrtb, or remain childlees. Dr. j. h. Dyo 
’has devoted -Ms Ufo to rolldvlnir the sorrows of 
women. Hahasproved thntall patnatchildbirth 
may be entirely .banished, and he will trlndiyieli 
you how It may he done absolutely free of choree 
Send yo-nr nams and address to Dr. J.H. Dyo. ■ 151 
Lewis Block, Buffalo. N. Y.. audiowOTsend yon 
-postpaid, hta wonderful book whlch Leila how to 
(r)ve birth to happy, healthy ichitaren, aosoluteis 

. without paint also.how to cure eternity.- r Do not 
delay, but write to-day.

"Continuity oTlM a Cosmic Truth." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Tho work <£ 
a strong, iogicuthinker, os - a- deeply 
tmporumt auMcetv JMsa; '
i "Child Culture) i lAceording - to the 
Laws of Physiological Psychology end 
Mental Suggestion^’ By Newton N. 
Riddell. A most excellent workdr ail
who have the earn or îraâafcg &the psychic science as well, taking I \______ _ — .... .. ...........

their position on greuad long sifted dq- > fega»

FavA ApAA7 °Af Hea}th; A Study of Physical Culture, and Out 
«S V m"8, masterly work on the subject, by the gifted 
"“t.01» Mra, Mary b °°te Henderson. Price, $1,50, ■ ' ’ .
pS’mT’ New R™S<,d Ed,iti0“' By **■

The Candle From Under the Bushel, or Thirteen Hundred aad Six 
Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack An hí 
testing book. By Wm; Heart. Price 40 cents.

The flSltnn0“nnf Eliza!)eth 'fowne. Price 50 cents. H
The Crisis. By ihomas Paine. Price, 25 cents. ।

n Teu?onjS1“ ot the Ages. Spirit Obsessions so Common in Spirit- 
Rd p Oecidental Occultism. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Cloth 
oOHPu- 1 we $1 ; postage, 19 cents;

The Descent of Man. By Charles Darwin. Price, 75 cents ’ 
in? of sPW-After Transition. The origin of relig
ions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 
ram¿ A *le at,e faraday. Price 10 cents.
m3; D“?ove„r®d Country. A very spiritual book, given through the 
m^JulÏÎu.P late Carlyle Petersilea. Price $1.
Ah«! "tvine Pedigree of Man, or the Testimony of Evolution and Psy- 1 
pSîiIV 6Patlierh00d of God- By Dr-Thomsoa J’ 
th?k’Id‘. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon ' 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
SfXV&A <By Florence Huntley. Price, cJh, 75 cenS । 
The Fairy Land of Science. This beautiful book fills a niche in tho !B. Buckley. Price" ^50^ . Lyceum library literature8. * By Arabella 

The God Idea of the Ancients, or Sex in Religion. A sensible logical 
statement of oP’ujon, but not of a revolutionary or sensational’nature -

The Great Psychological Crime, which claims that subjective medium- 
18 ed‘ted Florence Huntley, author of “The Dream 

Child” and “Harmomcsuif ■Evolution.” Price $2.
• > ?he?de3°f G°p‘ By1rir' Paul Carus’ Fourth edition. 32 pages« 

Ajn eftort to purify our ‘Idea of God’ that it may be greater sublimer 
and more awe-inspiring to future generations than it has ’ever been 
ye£ rLA ?r,ary London- Paper cover, 15 cents.

Wie Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to American Civilization 
A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood Price 
25 cents. ’ ’
. The Kingship of Self-Control. Full of most helpful ideas and bound 
m white covers with pretty floral design. By William George Jordan^ 
Price 30 cents. fa UU1UUU«

The Life of Jesus By Ernest Renan. Translated from the original 
French. Price, cloth, gilt top, 75 cents. b 1

Life RadiapL For every one in every walk of life. By IJlia« 
Whiting. Cloth binding. Price, $1.

The Living Decalogue. From Sinai to Zion. Bv W T pni„;n 
Price 50 cents. y ' Lol ville«

The Lover’s World. A Wheel of Life. Treating on the subjects of 
love, marriage and parenthood. By Dr. Alice B Stockham ‘‘Th« 
Lover’s World, garnered sheaves from the wisdom of books and lil’o", 
experiences, is now returned to the heart of humanity ” Pri»A n. 
cloth, «Í2.25. ■ niw’ 811,5

The Majesty of Calmness. By William George Jordan Price 30 cts ' ' 
The Missing Link of Modern Spiritualism. A most valuable book 

giving a history of early Spiritualism. Written by Leah Fox lindo/ 
lull of the Fox Sisters. Reduced to $1. *

The Molecular Hypothesis of Nature. Demonstrates the continuitv 
of life and our environment of spiritual influences. Free from all theo

' ries of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents * 
The Mystic Thesaurus. By W. F. Whitehead. Leatherette PÍ-ípa <kT 
The New Life. By Leroy Bcrricr. Price 50 cents. ’ ’ ’ “
The Other Side of Death. Scientifically examined and carefnllv

' scribed by C. W. Leadbeater. Price, $1.50. y “
The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional. This is a most valuable 

book. It comes from an cx-priest, whose character is above renr/B»i.0 
By Father Chiniquy. Price $1. tpioaeh.

The Prophets of Israel. Popular sketches from Old Testament His 
tory, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has under' 
gone a more profound revolution. By Gari Heinrich Cornell Price 25c' 

The Relations of Science to the Phenomena of Life. Ideas of life sci’ 
entifically expressed in contradistinction from the old theories. Bv 
Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. ' y

The Relation Science Holds to Natural Philosophy. By Prof. IV Ar 
Lockwood. Pi^ e 15 cents. ' ‘ '

The Romancé, i Jude. A story of the time of Christ, given through' 
the mediumship of Mrs. Longley. Cloth bound. Price, 50 cents K

The Soul. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Fm- 
bodiments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles 
of reincarnation. By the guides of Cora L. V. Richmond Prie $1

The Soul of Things. These three volumes are among the ir >opu- 
lar works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual philosonny Bv 
William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each ; postage 15 cts

The Soul’s Song of Triumph. A prose poem by Harrison D. Barrett’ 
Price 10 cents. ’

The Spiritual Alps, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 
”IIow to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all thnms are

i subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper 25 cents ’ 
The Principles of Light and Color. Including The Harmonic Laws 

of the Universe, The Etherio Atomic Philosophy of Force Chromo 
Chemistry, Chromo Therapeutics, and The General Philosophy of Fine 
Forces, Together with Numerous Discoveries and Practical Applica
tions. Illustrated by more than two hundred engravings and four-col' 
ored plates. By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. Price $5.

The Spiritual Birth, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spiritualistio 
idea of Death, heaven and hell. A logical statement, proven both bv 
facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents.

The Religion of Spiritualism, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. This 
work was written by that noble modern savior and grand man—Kev 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1. '

The Spiritual Significance. By Lilian Whiting. This book is all that 
the name implies—a spiritual book. Price $1.

The Spiritual Wreath. A new collection of words and music fo- the 
choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages By 
S. W. Tucker, author of many musical publications. Price 15 cents

The Story Hour. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories 
written expressly to interest and instruct the young. • A good work for 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixom Price $1.

The Sunday Question. A historical and critical review, with replies 
to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no time too 
sacred to do good.. -Price 15 cents.

The Talmud. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, its 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 
who made and commented upon it. By II. Poking. Price, cloth, $1.

The To-Morrow of Death, or the Future Life According to Science. 
Is just what it purports-to be—what the title indicates—in every chap
ter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50. '

The Unknown. By the scientific writer, Camille Flammarion. 
Price, $2. .

The Widow’s Mite and Other Psychological Phenomena. A new book 
of 538 pages by I. K. Funk. A most remarkable and valuable book. 
Price $2.

The World Beautiful. Series One, Two and Three. Choice volumes of 
restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.
. The World’s Sixteen Saviors, or Christianity Before Christ. A key 
to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
formation. By Kersey Graves. Price $1.50; postage 10 cents.

Three Journeys Around the World. By the renowned lecturer and 
traveler, Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.50.

Three Jubilee Lectures. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 35 cents.
Thomas Paine’s Examination of the Prophecies. A consideration of 

the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old and called 
Prophecies concerning Jesus Clirist. / Price, 15 cents.

Truths of Spiritualism. This bo^'nnrrntes many of the striking ex
periences of its author as a lectur^/and test medium in the earlier days 
of Spiritualism. By E, V. Wilsmi. Price $L

Tw^aeth Century Guide to Palmistry. By the Zanzigs. A good ' . 
book fi-r all those interested in this study. - Price,, cloth, $1; paper, 25c« 
■ Two Iti One.- A compendium-of Biblical Spiritualism., A eombina- -. 
tion of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume« . 
By Moses Hull. Price $1. . -................. . . , ,

Uncooked Foods and How to Live on Thenu- By Mr and Mrs. Eugen® = 
Christian. Illustrated. Cloth, $1.. • - ■ \ • \- . ■
.'t Unknown Life of Christ.By Nichol as Notovitch, the discoverer of ' 
the manuscript? Cloth. Price ' ... . ■' ’■

Vaccination a Curse..-¡By Dr. J. M.-Peebles. Treating on a subjacfi* * 
of vital importance io every one« Price, $1.2o, ’ J



ffiie Progressive Mer
The Progressive THóker Stands Ever Ready tä-Battle-forSpiritualisrnfPute âiià Unadultegàtéd, andifor All That^Tends to Elevate and Pp]jft_

u ' Always In the Front Rank!
Never Lagging, Never Shirking a Doty to the 

Cause of Truth or Ks Devotees,

SoST* John McCullough»
Au Man, Actor audSpirit.

ByttVNIK C. C1ABK.
Au authentic portrayalot the mortal career of 

the eminent tragedian, and tho lirut biography 
ever wi ll ten that continue« the recital beyond 
tho portals of the grave. Oan.be ordered from 
the author; 15 Centre ■Sticct, .Cambridge, Nuss. 
Illustrated. Price, 11.60, • . ; . • .

tluguluheil for its numerous Innovations ®iun b6l.peut 1)ybyoul, nrenide, who may 
on established usages ever since it wasx ^1>eu pestered to full life turn and bite 
started. In faet, its first issue was an you, yet the principle actuating you is 

: innovation, announcing that the paper no less divine, no less noble, with an
: „..id-H « ... «« w “i™“ w

year,. Editors of papers already estab- .
¡Islied drew a long breath—solemn in its . >pjie; n^gges can only be elevated 
nature— as if bounding the death knell through the instrumentality of this Di- 
of the new enterprise. VINE PLAN. The Vanderbilts owe their
' Its birth was a surprise to everyone. • unparalleled prosperity, their Immense 

■ wealth, their commanding social in
fluence, their ability to have palatial

A Paper that Never Falters, Never Pauses in Its Effort for the Greatest Good to 
the Cause of Spiritualism, Science, Morality, Higher Thought; and a Better Life. 
Never Lacking for Life and the Dissemination of Most Important Mind-Food.

Give Us the Truth, the Whole Truth, and Nothing but the Truth

L ’

;

Its yeiy cxlstc nlld uuence, ineir uuiiny iv pu>«.v,u,
continued to be a suipuse, aud this ^81denceB the magnificent sailing 
atnrtliug. fact tliat it survived the, first a’. .... *• ... u._
yenr of its existence proved the great- ■ 
est surprise of all. .wnose money hum uoweu >um >»«> w.-
1 From time to time ihe Pr°8l«sS"® fei-s as they, ride on their railroads or 
Thinker has made various pay the interest on their bonds. The
With only four page® at first, It soon k|vine p]nn deulaDaa a return to the 
broadened into eight magnificent pages,- .Jeople Jn EOine manner, for their bene- 
audls now the largest Spiritualist paper fl, f t jcaBt One-lmlf of their colossal 
publlslicd in the world; Such a paper f{.’rtune„ 
cannot stand still; it must continue to A„d her(3 come8 ,n tbe D|V|Ne 
piogress along new »“e£/X°l'’.en PLAN, the only Spiritualist paper thus 
projects, and place itself occasionally {jn¿u”^ated such a method, 
on a modified platform of action. fUrnish l‘2 premium books at a cost

The Progressive Ihlnker has been all peyer before equaled in this country or 
tho time the friend of honest fo Europe. You cannot select in all the
lint always °iH>wed to shaln^trlcWeis ¡lterfltu^e of Sl)lrltuallsm twelve works 
anu irauds. Had it not been toi its . more, valuable,'more interest-,

As stated above, the starting of The 
Progressive Thinker was an innovation 
on established usages. The Spiritualist 
papers were furnished at $2.50 a year, 
and the ushering into existence of The 
Progressive Thinker at one dollar per 
year was a great surprise to everybody. 
It did not beg; it did not try to foist 
bonds upon a long-suffering public; it 
did not try to raise money by selling 
stock. It was started on purely busi
ness principles, as a person would start 
n dry goods or n grocery store, and ab
solutely refused to receive any gifts of 
money from-those benevolently In
clined. Conducted along these Hues it 
■has proved the only successful dollar 
Spiritualist paper—the largest, the most 
comprehensive, and the most varied in 
Its make-up of reading matter, and can 
crowd any two of the other dollar Spir
itualists papers Into its columns. Such 
a paper caunot* from the very nature 
of things maintain one unyielding 
status all the time, it has got to be 
pliant, ready to adopt new plans, aud 
be far-reaching and far-seeing in ’.ts 
methods and the objects to be attained.

A paper that has met with such un
paralleled success as The Progressive 
Thinker, belongs iu a measure to those 
who have contributed to its success. 
The co-operative plan is here foreshad
owed. Let the people have the full 
benefit to a certain degree, of all enter
prises which they make a success. 
They- make the merchant ¡'Ich; they 
make the publisher prosperous, If ’ he 
uliilprstnnds Ills business; they enrich- 

• Ui? railroads, aud every corporation

Irm other words the ulan bv which valuable. Tho other, the Seers of the 
the one prospered returns assistance to Ages, or Spiritualism Past and Presen , 
those who imide his prosperity possible wa.s written by the famous traveler a 
i,r tiiotr nntronnt'e. now receives full author, Di. J. M. Peebles.

11—The Great Debate Between Moses

yachts, and all the accessories to dis
play that art can invent, to the people 
.whose money has flowed into their cof-

Spiritualist Meetings.
It te important when a meeting 1» 

suspended, that notice, bp. given us,bo 
that inquirers may nqt be mislead. We 
want new notices of ail meetings being 
held hero in public halls at the present 
time.

known or equaled anywhere on this 
globe. As to the planets or other worlds 
we cannot speak. We have .

. 1—The Encyclopedia of Death, and. _— — . . . * ■ » *
Lite in th? Spirit World, Vol. 1, 

2—The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in tlie Spirit World, Vol. 2. 

3—The Encyclopedia of Death, and
Life in the Spirit World, Vol. 3.

They contain probably aS much Infor
mation In regard to Death and Spirit 
Life as can be found in all the libraries
of the world.

4—Art Magic, or Mundane, Sub-Mun
dane and Super-Mundane Spiritism.

5—Ghost Land; Spiritualism, Occult
ism.

Th^pe two volumes are exceedingly 
valuable, having been written by that 
leading literary light, Mrs. Emma Har
dinge Britten. They have sold as high 
as $15'per volume'.

«—The Next World Interviewed.
7—The Occult Life of Jesus.
8—A Wanderer in the Spirit Lands.
These three books are written by 

prominent, highly developed mediums. 
The Next World Interviewed is especial
ly fascinating. The Occult Life of Jesus 
gives the true history of this remark
able character. It will interest you 
throughout. A*Wanderer in the Spirit 
Lands was written by a medium in 
England, and contains a mine of start
ling truths.

9—The Religion of Man and Ethics of
Science. '

10—Seers, of th.e Ages, or Spiritualism 
Past and Present. _ _ ' _ ... . -

The first'is by Hudson Tuttle whose

by their pntionnge, now receive« full 
recognition on the pail of The Progress
ive Thinker. Us present status makes 
its power for good, If directed in the 
right channel, very far-rencliing and 

’ comprehensive, and promotive of most
beneficial results. True, if the fire Is 
to continue to warm you on a very cold
dny, it certainly must be replenished 
from time to time with the material re-

Hull and W. F. Jamieson. Very valu
able. , J

12—Letters. From the Spirit World, 
written through the mediumship of Car
lyle Petersilea. It is highly entertain
ing and instructive.

Here are TWELVE BOOKS, neatly

First German Spiritualist Society on 
the West Side. Meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. m. in Garselman’s Hall, corner 
Ashland avenue and W. 13th street.

The North Star Spiritual Unlox holds 
services at Perl's Hall, 1546 Milwaukee 
avenue,-every Sunday at 7:30. p. m- 
Mrs.’ Johanna Roennaw, test medium. , 

: Central Spiritual Church holds serv-. 
ices each Sunday afternoon at 2:30,“at 
Fasking’s hall, 30th and Archer avenue, 
Conducted by Mr. and Mrs. Howes.

The Light of Truth Church will hold 
services in Hopkins’' Hall 528 W 63rd 
street, near Stewart 'avenue. Confer-, 
ence at 3 p. m.- Lecture at 7:45. Mes
sages at each service. Midweek meet
ing Thursday 3 p. m. Mrs. Jeffery Bur- 
land, pastor. .

The Englewood Spiritual Union is 
now located at McDermott’s Hall, 6603 
South Halsted street.. Meetings every 
Sunday evening at 7:3Q. Ladies’ Aux
iliary every Thursday afternoon at 2:30.

Chicago Spiritual Alliance Church, in 
Vincennes Hall, 35th and Cottage Grove 
avenue. Mrs. May Elmo, pastor, as
sisted by Hugh S. Fraser. AH wel
come. Services at 3 and 8 p. m.

Spiritual Church of-,AU Souls, in Hope 
Hall, No. 220 Western avenue, between 
Jackson and Van- Buren, Sunday even
ings at 7:30, conducted by Mrs. R. 
Squire. ' .

The Kenwood Spiritual Church will 
hold services evejy Sunday at 3 and 8 
p. m.< at Kenwood Hall, Nos.-4308-10 
Cottage Grove avenue. Good speakers 
and music. Mrs. Grace E. Aitken, pas
tor and test medium. Come and bring 
your friends. •

The Progressive Society holds serv
ices every Sunday at'183 East North 
avenue, corner Burling, at 3 and 8 p. m. 
Good speakers, tests and messages at 
every session. Mrs. Hilbert pastor.

The Church of the Psychic Forces 
holds services at Wilcox Hall, corner 
Champlain avenue and 43d street, every 
Sunday. Conference at 3- p. m. Lec
ture at 8 p. m. The hall number is 361
363 East 43d street Conducted by Mrs. 
Taa OlavAlond

Church of the Spiritual Truth holds 
meetings every Sunday evening at 7:30 
at 962 Milwaukee a,venue, near North 
Paulina street Mrs, J. DeLong, pastor.

Spiritual Science'Society ¿eels every 
Sunday from 2 to 10 p. m., at Arlington 
Hall, N. W. corner: «!- 31st street and 
Indiana avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, free; evening servibe, 
15 cents. Mrs. Dixon and her daughter, 
the child wonder, will always be in at
tendance. Others will assist. These

FOR. THE

... SICK
Dr. Peebles Inatitute el .Health. oilers Free 
. Consultation to the Sick and SuHerlng.
11 yea are la poor besllh end wijh te be cured, write . 
. ■ Ihe Doclifs al once. They Can Help You.

Dr. Peebles Insti- 
rtut'e of Health, lias : 

years made a ■ 
■" 'specialty ot treating ; 

chronic diseases and 
Jjyyi^lr Home Treat- 
m.ent have cured , 
llujidrcdB who came ■ 
tpthem In utter de- 

T'spalr .hecauae their 
had been pro- 

■pyriOunced ■ incurable 
t ‘s6x tiieir lpcal physl- 

.. cjgnsiTThey success
' fully treat Catarrh, 
•¿Bronchitis, Asthma, 
Z Rheumatism, Kid
-ney-’. and Bladder 
Trouble. Heart

. : -v Trouble, Stomach,
Bowel and Liver Troubles, all Blood and Nerv
ous Diseases as well as all diseases and weak
nesses peculiar to both man and woman.

They employ the latest and most approved 
methods of treating these (Usgas,e and if you 
are not completely cured your stomach ts not 
ruined with, strong drugs. If you are In 

■poor health and want treatment or it you do not 
understand your case and wish- to know your 
exact condition write the Doctors tor advice. 
They charge you nothing for. a complete diag
nosis and it they find your case Is curable their 
charges wilt, be most reasonable. They will 
also send you literature fully explaining their 
methods of treatment. .

It aick-yourselt or if you nretntercstedln a olck 
friend write them a plain, candid letter and they 
will tell you what your trouble ia.and If your case 
is curable will quote you their lowest terms, 
Write to-day. Address Dr. Peebles Institute ot 
Health, gsMain St., Battle Creek, Mich,

The Spiritual Association of Sixty
ninth street and Wentworth avenue, 
meets every Sunday at Alberta Hall, 
0922. Hon. D. Gilmour will address the 
Meeting at 7:30 p. m. Conference at 
.2:30 p. m.

The Society of Spiritual Unity holds 
meetings every Sunday at 3 and 8 p. m., 
at Star Lodge HaM, 378 8. .Western ave
nue, under the direction of Mrs. Nellie 
Kusserow.

The Golden Rule Spiritualist Society^ 
will holfi meetings every Sunday at 3 
and 8 p. m;,-at O’Donnell College Bldg., 
South Paulina street, between Washing
ton Boulevard and Park ^venue. All 
cordially invited."

Temple Light apd Truth, 370 Waban- 
sla avenue, near Robey street and 
North avenue. Sunday-school 10:30 a. 
m. Lectures' and spirit messages given 
at 3 and 8 p. m., by Mrs. T. Loll, pastor, 
every Sunday, in .German and English, 

The Christian Occult Church, United 
Brotherhood.; Hall.'-3245> State street. 
•Every Stjnday evening at 7:30. .Test 
messagesglven toy good mediums.. Good 
speakers in attendance. . -

T> H. HAV, Psychic ane Natural Clairvoyant 
•Hi. Keudlncs by mull, 11.00. 20J Lincoln uve., Chi
cago, Illinois. ■ • •

Annie Lord Chamberlain's Card.
: ’ Dew friends; you cko rreally help me care for 
iny blind «ietQr. Jennie .L. Webb, one -ot the earl- 
leet mediums now in the form, by writing a letter 
io a bpirii friend. Bend it lo mo with 11, aud I will 
try and gel reply , by independent writing or whta- 
pere, -Address Mrs. Annie Lord Chamberlain, MU9

• ord Rasa; 1 .

THE NEW LIFE,.
By Leroy Berrjer. An eminently enggestlve 
work. of .excellent tendencies, treating of the 
mind’s relations to the physical organism, and 
the power of thought in the upbuilding ot 
health and character. Cloth,»!. ■

qulrcd for that purpose. So if a paper 
is to continue In its benign purpose 
doing good, its coffers, too, must be re- brary. 
planished, and in being replenished, a 
re-aetlonarv influence blesses those 
who pariicipateTu the" nit,'-by a return 
of a certain part of the prosperity real-

and substantially bound in cloth, and 
printed in clear type and first-class 
•style—they are an ornament to any li
"-------- They are furnished to our sub
scribers as premiums, for only $3.75, 
postpaid. If that is not the DIVINE

ized.
The DIVINE PLAN la to do all that 

Is possible for others; and though your

PLAN, tell what is?
Remember, please, when sending for 

one or more premium books, you must 
send in a dollar for The Progressive 
Thinker.

The Spiritual Phenomena of the Bible.
Materialization.

Genesis iii:8. '
Genesis xviiiil ; xxxii:24.
Exodus xxiv:10,ll.
Ezekiel xi:9.
Daniel v : 5.
Luke xxiv: Tn, 1«, 29, 30, 31
John xx:19, 30. : .
Luke xx:30, 31.

Spirit Writing.
II. Chronicles xxi:12.
Daniel v:5.

Independent Spirit Writing.
■Exodus xxiv:12.
Exodus xxxl: 18.

. Exodus xxxllilfl. .
.Exodus xxxivil. • ■
Deut. v:22.
Deut. ix: 10. .

Trumpet Speaking.
Exodus xix:13, 16, 19.
Exodus xx:18. 
Revelations i:10. '

Trance.
Genesis xv:12, 17. •
Daniel viii : 18.
Daniel x;9. 1
Acts lx:3, 9. '
Acts xxii:17.
II. Cor. xli:2-

Healing—Old Testament

V

Numbers xxi:8, 9.
II. Kings v:l, 14.
I. Kings xvii:17, 24.
II. Kings iw.18, 37.
Disciples Charged to Heal the Sick.

' Matt. x:8.
Luke ix: 2- 
Luke x;9.

Disciples Heal the Sick.
Acts xiv:8, 1O._
Acts ill;!, 8. ~~

Healing: New Testament—Jesus the 
Healer,

Matt, viii: 5. 13.
Matt, xli: 10, 13.
Luke xfv: 2, 4.
Mark iii: 2, 5.
Luke v: 17, 25 v
John iv: 47. 5' '
Luke ix: 11. -

Gifts oV Healing.
I. Cor. xii :9, 28.

Healing by Magnetized Articles.
II. Kings iv:29. 
Acts xix:ll, 12.

Independent Spirit Voices. ' 
Deut. lx: 12. 13.
I. Samuel 111:3, 9.
Ezekiel 1:28. '
Matt. xvii:5. ' •
John xii:28. 29. 36
Acts 7:30, 31.
Acts 9:4, 7.
Acts 11:7. 8, 9.

Spirit Levltatlftn.
I. Kings 18:12.
Ezekiel 3:12.13, 14.
Ezekiel 8:3.. . •
Acts 8:39. - :
Possibly also Matt. 4;1. ,

• Spirit Tests, 
Genesis 24:14,19. '
Exodus 4:14, 31. 
Judges 6:36, 40.
I. Samuel 1:10, 11, 17, 28, 27.
I. Samuel 10:-2, 6, 9,10. ।
Spirit. Communications In Dreams.
Job?33:15. . . '' ’

. Jöel 2:38. , -
Geneste 28:12.'
Genesis: 31:2'4.' 7
Geflesis 37:5.' ■ ■
Genesis 41. ' ■

meetings will be continued all summer. 
Dr. Beverly, president, No. 44 East 31st 
street. •

A Spiritualist Temple has been 
opened by Mrs. Schwann, at 523 Bel
mont avenue. Services held every Sun
day and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. Tests and musu at every ser
vice.

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature’will hold Sunday even
ing services at 1565 Milwaukee, avenue, 
corner Western avenue. , Mrs. M. Schu
macher, pastor. . :-

The Universal Occult Society meets 
every Sunday at America Hall, 77 East 
31st street, at 3 and 8 p. m. R. Gilray, 
paqtor. Evangelist F. M. Stoller will 
preside at air meetings during the ab
sence of Brother Gilray.

Lake View Spiritual Union holds 
Sunday afternoon meetings at 3 p. m., 
at Wells Hall, No. 1629 North Clark 
street, corner Fletcher, conducted by 
Dr. and Mrs. Carl A. Wickland. All 
cordially invited. Residence 616 Wel|p 
street. _

Church of the Soul, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, pastor, meets every Sunday 
In room 309 Masonic Temple. Service 
11 a. m. Sunday-school 10 a. m. Su
perintendent of Sunday-school, Mrs. S. 
J. Ashton. Pastor’s address, 3802 
Ridge avenue, Rogers Park. Day at 

I home, Friday.
Psychic Research meetings at 

Schott’s Hall, corner Belmont and Ra
cine avenues, Sunday afternoons at 2:30 
o'clock sharp. - Advanced course in oc
cultism, teacher and lecturer, P. M. 
•Esser, 82 Willow street; test medium, 
A. K. Edwards, 675 Osgood street 
Visiting mediums all welcome.

. Meetings every Sunday at 10:45 a. tn. 
at hall 210, Masonic Teinple, under the 
auspices of Walter DeVoe, the well- 
known lecturer. Miss Cora M. Nafe;

"Spiritual Songs tor the Use of Cir
cles, CampmeetingB and Other Spirit- 
ualistis Gatherings.” By Mattie a 
Hull. Price’ 10 cents. ’

‘‘Heliocentric Astrology or Esientlals . 
of Astrenomy and Solar Mentality, _fi 
with Tables of Ephemeris from 1830 to s 
1910.” By Tarmo Vedrà. For sale at " 
Ihls office. Price ?1.60.

"Voltaire’s Romancies.” Translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of th! 
brilliant Frenchman, an Invincible en
emy of the Catholic ciuiuh, are worthy 
of wide reading. . Wit, phlloK9hy and 
romance are combined, with Use tklll of 
a master mind. Price $i,50^ ,

•Death Defeated; or_the Psychic Se- 
terét of How to Keep Young”. By J- M. gSblea, M. D., M. A-»

"Beyond thé Van." A Sequel to 
“Rending thérfVall.” Being a compila
tion, tilth notes and explanations, ot 
narrations and illustrations of spirit ex-.
herlences, spoken, written and made by 
full-form materializations; setting up a 
Scientific’ ¿¿ti-nersanal vaHflontlnn of
What We Shall Be," and a code ot

ethics, requisite to the most speedy re- 
allzatlon of the highest and purest fe
licity attainable In the future life. A 

i very remarkable book. Large, octavo,
500 pages. Price. $1.TO. _ ■

"Wedding, Chimes.” By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes. A tasty, beautiful and appro- 

1 priato wedding souvenir. Contains mar
riage ceremony, marriage certificate, 

. etc., with choice matter in poetry and 
prose. Specially designed tor the us« 

! of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price 75 ceato. „

i.

No man ever arrived suddenly at the 
summit of vice.—Jevenal. 1

HOW TO GET ONE.
All our lady readers who want to enjoy the 

pleasures of a gas stove-Lhe cheapest, cleanest 
aud safest fuel-save to % on fuel bills and 
do their cooking, baking, ironing and canning 
fruit at small expense should have one of ihese 
remarkable stoves. .

Space prevents a more detailed description, 
but these oil-gas stoves will bear out the most 
exactlnpdemaud for durability aud satisfactory 
^H^you will write to the only ¡makers, !The 
World Mfg. Co., 5875 World Bldg., Cincinnati.
Ohio, and ask for their illustrated pamphlet 
describing this invention and also letters from 
hundreds of delighted users you will receive 
much valuable information.

The price of these Stoves is remarkably low, 
only $3.00 up. Aud it is indeed, difficult to 
imagine where that amount of money could be 
inveslcdin anything else that would bring such 
savingin fuel bills,so much good health and 
satisfaction to our wives. .

DON’T FAIL TO WRITE TODAY
For full Information regarding this splendid 
invention............ _ _____ ____

The World Mfg. Co., Is composed of prom
inent business men of Cincinnati, are perfectly 
responsible and reliable, capital $100,000.00 and 
will do just as they agreee. The stoves are just 
as represented and fully warranted. ' 

Don’t fail lo write for Catalogue.

$40.00 Weekly and Expenses.
The firm offers splendid Inducements to 

agents and an energetic man or woman having 
spare time can get a good position, paying big 
wages by writing them at once and mentioning 
tins paper. •<

A wonderful wave of excitement has swept 
over the country, for where shown theae OH-
Gas Stoves have.caused great excitement. Oil
Gas fuel Is so economical undLdelightful that1 
the sales of these Stoves list month were 
enormous and the factory is rushedwlth thous*. 
andsof orders. *1

Many of our readers have spare time, or are 
out of employment and others are not making 
a great deal of money, and we advise them tq 
write to the firm and secure an agency for thia 
invention. Exhibit thia stove before 8 or 10 ■ 
people and you' excito their curiosity and 
should be able to sell J or 8 mid make $10 00 to 
$15.00 n day. Why should people live tn penury 

•• or snffer-hardslnps for the want-of plenty of 
money when on opper: ~ v-I® sort is open!

I ANDREW B. SPINNEY, M. 1)
1 Who ha» bud
Forty Years’ Experience In tbe Study 

and Practice of MedlcIne, Two 
Years Prof, in a Medical 

College, Ton Years 
IN SANITARIUM WORK,

..... _ Natural Clairvoyant, Ho never
falls in dlagnhsm. He has given special attvullon> 
toeye, ear/thi'oat und.hmg troubles, also all 
forms of nervous diseases of both sexes. Never

au«

FRED. P. EVANS.
The Soled PiyeUfe fir

Independent Slate Writing and
Clairvoyance,

Hatt recently let: New. York, anti la now locatoti at 
1112Eddy bt,.bun Yrancluco, Cal. Beud-etampfor 
circular on Nedluniuldp. . • •

PLEASE READ THIS. -
If «lek write me; will give you a free exami

nation :und Hurely cur« you. 1 cure when all 
other« fidl. Nervous exhaustion and loet vigor 
of both texes «uccetbfull.v treated. Great »ucces« 
with disease« of children. Write in own hand
writing, giving name, age, »ex. weight, leading 
symptom, and Ive 2-cent stamps, and receive a 
correct diagnosis, worth dollars to you. Forchil- 
d ren tend lock of hair.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
36 Warren SL, Stoneham, Mesa

fl Glianco to Make Monou.
> I have berries, grapes and peaches a year old, 
fresh us when ¡nckoc}. I used the California 
Cold Process. Do not heat or seal tho fruit, just 
put It up cold, Keeps perfectly fresh, and costs 
almost nothing; can put up a bushel In ton 
minutes. Last year I sold directions to over 120 
families in one week; anyone will pay a dollar 
for directions when they see the beautiful sam
ples of fruit. As there are many people poor 
like myself, I consider |t my duty to give my 
experience to such and feel confident anyone 
can make one or two hundred dollars 'round 
home in a few days. I will mail sample of fruit 
and full directions to any of your readers tor 
nineteen (W) two cent stamps, which is only the 
actual cost of the samples, postage, etc. 
Francis Casey. St. Louis. Mo. .■

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS
Continuous sueceeB in ihe phases of our medi

umship, and in obtaining- perfect Ukenesseu of 
those spirit friends most desired by our patrons, 
that cun be readily recognized, lias enabled us to 
reduce the price of siltlngB by m.uil. Always as
piring for the highest in Ihe psychic field, has 
aided ub to rise above the use of stimulants, to
bacco, and ail contaminating influences so prev
alent, and brings ub enrupporl with the higher 
spirit forces us well asyourdepurled friends, and 
places success within easy reach. Send stamp 
for our three valuable circulars of Instruction.

Trance, test and. business readings by mall, 
Sealed (inestionB answered without opening, by 
spirit power. MR. A MRS. A. NORMANN,

2721. Ellloll av. So.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Mngnetlzed Sintev, 81.00 n Fulr.

falls lo cure pilus. If you would like im opinion 
of your cusc FREE, write lust how you feel with 
your own hand und hold tub letter luyourhundl 
five minutes. Enclose stump for reply,

Address, ANDREW D. SPINNEY, M. I>.
' Prop. Reed City Sanilarium, Reed City, Mich-

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is one of ibo oldest aud moat «nccessful Spirit
ual and Magnetic Physicians. His cures are mar
velous; bls examinations are free to all who Band 
him name, age. sex, and lock of hair, and GcentB 
In stamps. He doesn’t ask for leading symptoms. 
Hu treats nervous exhuumion of both sexes with 
wonderful success, ht reduced prices. A trial will 
convluceyou. Hie practice extends, all over tho 
land. He cures you in your own home.

Address, J. JXjUOK«, M. D.,
LocU Box 1203 Stoneham. Mass.

Academy of Higher Sciences
And College of Fine Forces.

Teaches new and wonderful methods of cure.
“Fast becoming of world-wide fame.“—H.Tuttle 

Light. Color, Electricity, Magnetism. Mind, Bathi.
Its beautiful Diploma confer« title. “D. M.a 

Doctor of Magnetics: can be gained at College or 
at one's home. Books and instruments furnished. 
Send stamp for catalogue to

E. 1>. »ABBITT. M. D.,
03 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER
Send three two-cent stamps, lock of 

hair, age, name and the leading symp
tom, and your disease will be diagnosed 
free by spirit power.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
230 North Sixth St.

Bau Jose, Call

FREE HEALING.
By Distant Drugless Science..

I will treat one. sufferer In each neighborhood, 
no matter what or Iiqw serious the disease, abso
lutely without charge. Free-will offerings alone 
will iM) accepted from those who are healed and 
able to do so. Address with stamped envelope, 
B. K. GROUSETH. Box 807, Sun Diego, Cut.

A Unnrlppfllf Restores Lost Vision, 
n WvlIllUl I UI Write for Illustrated Circular 
8nnnhnr>f,A showing style« and prices and 

UuLLdLl“»' photo of Spirit Yunna, who de
veloped Ihis Clairvoyant power in me. I can ad
just my Melted Pebble Lens Spectacle as perfect
ly to your eyes al your own home and send by 
mall, as if you weVe in my office. Thousands will 
testify. D. F. FOOLB.

4» Evanston Ave.. Chicago. LU
Dear Mr. Poole:—Your spectacles are perfect. I 

can say perfection, I «bull recommend them lo 
my friends. Ever your friend. E. B. Bobertson, 
Los Angeles. Cal. I

The infallible fibre trumpet Is Insulated top and 
bottom; shell, enamel, cardinal color finish, 11.50. 
Guaranteed, better than metal or any other mate» 
rial; very light in weight; absolutely tangible 
with spirit forces; warranted, perfect or money 
refunded; cases with handles, 11.50; Booklet for 
all kinds of development, 12 cts.sent on receipt 
of price.
JAB. NEWTON, 438 Dorr Toledo. O.

Some Glimpses ( 
oî Occultism }

ANCIENT

AND

MODERN.

TO THE SICK.
I extend my Brotherly hand and earnestly re

quest that each niid eveiy reader of this paper 
write for my Free BOOKLETS, on Cure» by NA. 
TDBE’H FORCES. I have cured thousunds'ln 
all parts of the United Slates» and nearly every 
port and e^itry in the world. I have good news, 
for 30,days only, to all sick people—whether rich 
or poor. Write tills very minute, us this oppor
tunity-may never come to you again.

Address DB. M. ROGIERS, V, D.,
Union City, Mich., U. S. A,

by c. w. leadbeater
The following subject« are treated in a most 

able manner; .
ANCIENT:—Theosophy and Christianity; The 

Ancient Mysteries; Buddhism.
nODERN:—The Unseen World; The Rationale 

of Mesmerism; Telepathy and Mind Cure; 
Ä, White and Black; The Use and Abuse 

_..,'chie Powers; Vegetarianism and Oc
cultism: How“ to Build Character: The Fu
ture of Humanity; Tho Gospel of Wisdom.

Well bound in Cloth, with silver back and side 
stamp. 400 pages. Price. $1.50.

COMMON 8EN8E Revolutionary pamph-The Devil and the Adventists. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
An Adventist attack upon Spiritualism re- 1776, with explanatory notice by un English 

pulsed. By Moses Hull. Price, w cents. author. Paper, 15 cents.

Mediumship and Adeptship.
To unfold your psychic power« is only a mailer 

of science and science is only a mutter of know
ing how! My System ot* Development is tin 
Eye-opener! It develops you in lens time and 
at less coat than the unpopular ineubaiur meth
od«. No trances, no controls, unless you want 
them. 'No obsessions; ail dangers removed,

Bend «tamped addressed enveloix; tor my book
let, (25c. to ueenclosed for psychic delineation), 
and reduced terms. Address i2ti5 Commonwealth 
Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Books of Mysteries and Revelations.
Clairvoyance. Cloth. If.U pages, by J. C. F. 

Grumbine. Teaches how to read the future, prac
tice telepathy, penetrate the veil between tho 
seen and the unseen, converse with «pirits.know 
the mysteries. It is a revelation. Tin* only prac
tical book ot its kind ever published. Lilian 
Whiting, Henry Wood. Mind. Light, all adepts en
dorse it. Price (reduced from 82.00), (1.50.

Auras and Color«.—How to read the atmos
phere of persons and understand the appearance 
of httlos. ntiras and nbnbue. Contains a color 
dictionary. Paper, price 50 cents.

Denth Hint Afterwards, by an Adept. A 
profound study from actual facts ot life beyond 
the grave. Cloth, price 75 cents.

lleallz.ntlon. How to become well, siiccess- 
ful. prosperous. A wonderfully helpful book for 
beginners. Paper, price tO cents, 

Psychometry. Teaches how to get al the soul 
of thing«. Paper, price50 cents.

Yhe New Fhilo«ophy, luminously set forth 
so that anyone can realize God. l.'loth, price 75 
cents. . . . ...

jerSend 12.25 for a large crystal for crystal 
reading. Address J. C. F. Grumbine, 1285 Com
monwealth Ave.. Boston. Mass.

\.vl U IVil OL-liUu Revolutionary pampn- 
let, addressed to the Inhabitants ot America in

-The Commandments Analyzed, price 
25 cents. Big Bible Stories, cloth, M 
cents. For sale at this office:

"The Kingship of SelLControI." By 
Wm. George Jordan: It treats of the 
crimes of the tongue, the Red Tape 
duty, the supreme charity of the world, 
the revelation of reserve power, etc. 
Price 30 cents.

"The Commandments Analyzed." By 
W. H. Bach. The.Commandments are 
not only analyzed, but contrasted with 
other Bible passive:, showing great in
congruities. Price 25 cents

"The Present Age and inner Ldfe; 
Ancient and Modern Mysteries Classi
fied and explained.” By Andtaw Jack
son Davis, Wo have a few copies of 
this work by the celebrated seer. 
Cloth, $1.10.

“Principles ot Light and Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a.master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to, 
honor- The result of years of deen 
thought and patient research Into NU»- 
ture’s finer forces are here gathered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general readers and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
:5. It Is a wonderful work and you will 

¡M, delighted with It
"Talmagean Inanities, lucongrutllea, 

Inconsistencies.and Blasphemies; a Re
view ot Rev. T.'.DeWitt and Rev Frank

sololset.
The Rising Sun Spiritualist Mission 

bolds regular services every Sunday at 
3 and 8 p. m., at the People’s Institute, 
Van Buren and Leavitt streets. The 
Rising Suh Lyceum meets at 2 p. m.

The German-English Society Bund 
der Wahrhelt No. 18, holds cervices ev
ery Sunday evening at 7:30 in Brandt’s 
Hall, 152 E. North- avenue, between 
Halsted and Clybourn; and every 
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock sharp, 
at the National, formerly Garfield Turn
er Hall. Mr. Frank Joseph, medium.
. Church pf the Soul Communion holds 

meetings every Wednesday evening at 
8 oclock and Sundays at 8 p. m., at 
207 Lincoln avenue, between Garfield 
and Webster avenues: Lecture, mes
sages and tests. R. S. Ray,.pastor. -

The Hyde Park Occult ¿Society holds 
regular Sunday evening, services, 7:45 
o'clock, at 319 E. 55th street; between 
kimbark and Monroe avenues. Jackson 
Park cars pass' the door. The best tal
ent available will be' secured for all 
meetings.' To spread the truth is the 
object of this society. ' Address all com
munications to Miss Eva L. ■’ Stewart, 
corresponding secretary, 543- E 55th 
street Entrance to hall. 319 E. 55th 
street. " - ■ '. • • .

The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 
the Church of the Soul,.meets at Room 
512 Masonic Temple,-every.-- first and 
third Thursday of the month. After
noon sessloil, 3 o'clock^ evening g?§- 
sioil, 7:30, - Everyone attending' is re
qbesled to furnish- refreshments for 
6:15 supper. Coffee tickets 10.cents.

The Chicago spiritualists' League 
holds Its meetings, the ..first Tuesday 
evening of each month, at Kimball 
Hall,-243 Wabash avenue. 'Dr. Geo. B. 
Warne, president; O. E.■ ••Kropp, 5481 
Kimbark avenue, secretary. The 
League wishes. every Spiritualist soc|- 
ety of the city to-send in the names ot 

: all their mediums, stating their partic
ular phase of mediumship.'-, Addtyas all 
communications to th? mstaUry,. ;

OIL-GAS o” NEW FUEL
Ohioan’s Remarkable Invention—Claimed to be the cheapest, safest and best 

yet found. Invents a new Oil-Gas Stove that burns about 90% air, 
oil-gas. A Miniature Gas Works in the Home.

A God-Send to Women Folks—Every family can now have gas for cooking made 
from Kerosene Oil at a cost of only about 1/2 cent per hour.

How delighted the ladies will be to save.1/3 to 1/2 on fuel bills—all the drudgery 
of carrying coal, wood, ashes, dirt, etc., and be able to 

enjoy cool kitchens this summer.
Most Wonderful Stove Ever Invented—Nothing else like It 

Entirely different from the kind seen in stores.
HOW OUR READERS CAN MAKE MONEY THIS SUMMER

J. II. Halman, of Teun., write«: "Already 
have 70 orders.” r ,

This is certainly a good chance for our readers
A-genius of Cincinnati has invented a new, NOT DANGEROUS LIKE GASOLINE 

scientific oil-gas generator that is proving a . _ .scientific otl’gas generaior uiai id piuviug <» ,
blessing to women folks, enabling them to cook And liable to explode and cause fire at anj 
with gas—relieving them of drudgery. Makes moment. This stove is so safe that you couio 
cookiiig and housework a delight and at the drop a match In the oil tank and It would go out. 
same time often saves J6 to % in cost of fuel. This Oil-Gas Stove does any kind of cooking

How often have many of our lady readers re- that a coal or gas range will do—invaluable lor 
marked that they would give anything to get the kitchen, laundry-summer cottage-wash- 
rid of the drudgery of using the dirty coal and ing—ironing-camping, etc. Splendid tor canrid of the drudgery of using the dirty ........-
wood stoves—also the smoky oil wick stoves 
mid their gasoline stoves which are so danger- 

.o^s and Hable to cause explosions or fire at 
^8^17tïiat day has arrived and a fine substi

tute nas been discovered and every family can 
now have gas fuel for cooking, baking and 
healing and not have their kitchens a hot, fiery 
furnace in summer, and be carrying coal and 
asheS’-’Tuining their looks and health,

ing—ironing-camping, etc. Splendid for can
ning fruit—with a portable oven placed over 
the burner splendid baking cau be done.

DeWitt Talmage's oft-repeated attacks 
upon Spiritualism.” By Moses HulL 
Price 10 cents.

The new song-book, “The Golden 
Echoes," by S. W. Tucker, has found its 
way into many homes, and its beautiful 
songs have cheered ’ many sorrowing 
hearts, which they are sure to do when 
heard and sung. They should be heard 
in every home in the land. Price;'15 
cents; $1.50 per dozen. . .

- Thousands a Week.
Upon cfilling at the faclory we found that 

this invention has caused a remarkable excitc- 
o/r/NG vessel. _ »AAA fZt------” . '

Buine/} 
BOWL

ithoanc

UNCOOKED FOODS
And Howto Lke on Them—With 

Recipes fer Wholesome 
- i’rejiaration.

< ■ Proper ' combinations and * menus, 
with the reason Juncooked food is best 
for the promotion of health, .strength 
and Vitality. By Mr. and Mrs. Eugene 
Christian. Illustrated.

The only cbmplete work oh the sub
ject that has; been- published, and will 
do very much lotisolve the question-of 
how to live tor health, strength and 
happiness. . • ■

It will simplify methods of living
help to settle sthe (Servant question and 
the financialfiiroblems as-well as point 
the way for'$nany to perfect health. 
Price ?1. . -

WE WORLD BEflUTlFUL.
Series one, two and three. .By Lilian Whiting.
-’hree choice volumes, each compete in Itself, 

In which spirituality is related to veryday life 
Insuch aWfv’? W “abv the world VwutlLU. 
Price. 01.00 each. • -•■•■ ------- ■ ■

THE AGE OF REASON.
Bv Thomas Paine. Being an investigation ot 

Trtie and Fabulous Theology. . A new and com- 
cn»tnW;

Force ond :M8tt6rtmk X Srofound work upon a protouna sub» 
joct.'Price.Cloth,11.00. . . ¡ .

SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR, 
meut all over the U. S.-that the factory is al
ready nished with thousands of orders and 
evidently the Company's representatives and 
agents are making big profits as they offer 
splendid inducements. . .

As will be noticed from the engraving, this 
OIL-GAS GENERATOR is entirely different 
from any other stove—although its construction 
is very simple—may be easily and safely oper
ated and Is built on the latest scientific prin
ciples, having no valves, which is a marked 
improvement, as all valves are“Hable to leak, 
carbonize, clog up or overflow. .

By simply moving a knob the ml is auto
matiCally fed to a a small, steel burner bowl or 
retort where it is instantly changed into gas, 
which is drawn upwards between two red hot 
perforated steel chimneys, thoroughly mixed 
with air and consumed, giving a bright blue 
flame—hottest gas fire, similar in color and 
heating power to natural gas.

This invention, has been fully 
protected in the U. S. Patent Office 
andis known as the HARRISON 
VALVELESS, WICKLESS, AUTO
MATIC OIL-GAS. GENERATOR— 
thé only one yet discovered that 
consumés the- carbon and by
products of the oil.

The -.extremely small amount of 
Kerosene Oil . that is needed to 
produce so large a volume of gas 
«Take it one of the most econom*. 

- ical fuels on eartltand the reason 
for the great success of this Gener
ator is based on the well known 
fact of the enormous expansive-1 
ness of oil-gas when mixed with 
oxygen or common air. .

Oil-Gas is proving so cheap 
that 15c to 30c a week should fur- 
nhh futf for cooking for a

Another Important Feature
.Is the invention of a small Radiator Attach
ment which placed over the burner makes a 
desirable heating stove during the fall and 
winter so that the old cook stove may be done 
away with entirely. .,

While at the factory in Cincinnati the writer 
was shown thousands of letters from customers 
who were using this wonderful oil-gas stove, 
showing that it is not an experiment but a 
positive success aud giving splendid satisfac
tion and as a few extracts maybe interesting j

L lo our readers we reproduce them :
* L. S. Norris, of Vt., writes: “The Harrison 

Oil-Gas Generators arc wonderful savers of 
fuel—at least 50£ to 73£ over wood and coal.”

Mr.H. Howe, of N. Y., writes: “1 find the 
Harrison is the first and only perfect oil-gas 
stove I have ever seen—so simple anyone can 
safely use it. It is what I have wanted lor years. 
Certainly, a blessing to human kind.1’

Mr. E. D. Arnold, of Nebr., writes: “Thathe 
saved $4.35 a month for fuel by using the 
Harrison Oil-Gas Stove. That his gas range 
cost him J5.50 per mouth and the Harrison only 
$1.25 per month.” , . .

J. A. Shafer, of Pa., writes: "The Harrison 
Oil-Gas Stove makes an intense heat from a 
small quantity of oil—entirely free from smoke 
or smell—great improvement over any other 
oil stove. Has a perfect arrangement for,com
bustion—can scarcely be distinguished from a 
natural gas fire.” ,

Mr. H. B. Thompson, of Ohio, writes: "I con
gratulate you on such a grand invention to 
aid the poor in this time of high fuel. The 
mechanism is so simple—easily operated—no 

' danger. The color of the gas flame is a beauti
ful dark blue, aud so hot seems almost double

1 as powerful as gasoline.”
Mrs. T.L. Hamilton,writes: “ Amdelighted— 

Oil-Gas Stoves so much nicer and cheaper than 
• others—no wood, coal, ashes, smoke, no pipe, 
• no wick, cannot explode.”
I Hon. Ira Eble, J. P., of Wis., writes: “Well 
■ pleased with the Harrison—far ahead of gas

oline. No smoke or dirt—no trouble. Is per- 
• fectly safe—uo danger of explosion like gas
’ oline.” . .
> Chas. L. Bendeke, of N. V., writes: “ It is a 
■ pleasure to be the owner of your wonderful Oil- 
I Gas Stove—no coal yard, plumbing—ashes or 
: dust. One match lights the stove and in 10 
I minutes breakfast is ready. No danger from

to make money this summer.
Hundreds of other prominent people highly 

endorse and recommend oil-gas fuel and theie 
certainly seems to be no doubt that ii is a won
derful improvement over other stoves.

The writer personally saw these Oil-Gas- 
Stoves in operation—in tact, uses one in his- 
own home-is delighted with its working and 
after a thorough investigation can say lo our 
readers that this Harrison Oil-Gas Stove made 
by the Cincinnati firm is the only perfect bur
ner of its kind. ,

It is made in three sizes 1,2 or 3 generators- 
to a stove. They are made of steel throughout— 
thoroughly tested before shippiifg-sent out 
complete—ready for use as soon as received

: nicely finished with nickel trimmings and as 
there seems to be nothing about it to wear out, 
they should last for wars. They seem to sat
isfy and delight every user aud Ihe makers 
fully guarantee them. ,

i 1

Fame’s Timoiooicai Worte,.
Age ot Reason, ^amination oftho Prophe-1

biimu.iiuuHj’ . .. ,
Xerolteni oil from which oil-gas 

it made may be purchased in every . 
rroccrv—is cheap and a gallon of it will Itir- 
nish n hot, blue'flatne gas fire in the burner 
for about 18 hours and as n stoye W only used 
3 of 4 hours a day in most families for cooking, 
the expense of operating would be but little.

In addition to Its cheapness is added the com- 
foTtj cl^nUncss—absence oi soot, coal, dirt. 

What rltASurelo Just iiifll on the oil—Ught 
Ilie gas-a hot fire ready to cook. When 
through, turn it off. Just think; a little kero 
sene oil-one match—light—n beoulifulblue 
vras Mme-tartest fire-alwaya ready-quick 
gffal«-a gas stove in your. home. , ■ .

- enemies the gas only as needed-Is not

to explosion—no smoke—no dirt—simply turn 
it off and expense ceases. For cheapness it 
has no equal.’’ 1

Agents are doing fine—Making 
big money. '

WONDERFUL QUICK SELLER.
Geo. Robertson, of -Me., write»: , "Am 

delighted with Oil-Gas, to are my frlcuda-took 
12 orders In 3 days/'

A. D. sump, of Texas, writes: " I want the 
agency—In a day and a half took over a doien 

°«dwatd Wilson, of Mo., writes ■. " Th^Har-, 
rison very satisfactory—Sold 6 stoves first day. 
Thad mine." M r "

<£>


